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THE DEBATES

OF THE

SENATE OF CANADA
IN THE

THIRD SESSION OF THE EIGHTH PARLIAMENT OF, CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEET
FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS ON THURSDAY, THE THIRD DAY

OF FEBRUARY, IN THE SIXTY-FIRST YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA

T HE SENATE. they attend him immediately in this House."
Who being come with their Speaker,
His Excellency the Governor General was

uttaw, tlu0 Y)then pleased to open the Session by a graci-

The Senate met at 2.30 p.m. ous Speech to both Houses.

PRAYERS. Honowrable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the Bouse of Commons:

NEW SENATOR. I have observed with great pleasure the remarkable
advance in the political importance and material pros-

lHon. RAOUL DANDURAND was introducedr r of Canada during the year which bas just

k his seat. The loan recently effected has shown that the credit
and took of Canada has never stood so high in European mar-

kets, and affords reasonable ground for expecting

THE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE. that the burthens of the people will, in. the near
future, be materially reduced by the substitution of a
much lower rate of interest on our indebtedness than

lis Excellency the Right Honourable Sir that which now exists.

John Campbell Hamilton-Gordon, Earl of 1 congratulate ou upon the exceedingly cordial
Johnden unt Formartine, Baron reception accorded to the representatives of Canada
Aberdeen ; Xiscou . . at the jubilee ceremonials, and also upon the warm

Haddo Methlic, Tarves and Kellie, in the appreciation manifested everywhere throughout the

g of Scotland. Viscount Gordon of mother country in reference to the conduct of Canada
Peerae C n An materially reducing the rate of duty upon goods
Aberdeenof Aberdeen, in the imported from the United Kingdom into the Do-
Peerage of the United Kingdom ; Baronet minion.

of ova Scotia Knight Grand Cross of Our . The action of the Imperial Government in denoune-
ot N aStia e ; of .Saint Michael in the treaties with Germany and Belgium also

Most Distinguished Order of ataords most satisfactory evidence of their desire to

and Saint George, &c., &c., Governor Gene- facilitate your efforts to promote the closest possible
aif ana g sated on the Throne, commercia relations between Canada and the remain-
ral Of Canada, beig sea ' der of the Empire, and will, I trust, contribute mate-

The Speaker commanded the Gentleman rially to the development of imperial trade.
he e Black Rod to proceed to the The extraordinary gold discoveries recently made

Usher Of the Blak d acquaint that upon the Yukon and its tributaries, appear likely to
House of Commons an aq result in an enormous influx of people into that region,
House,-" It is His Excelleyncys pleasure and have compelled the government to take prompt

ThL sda. 3r4d Feb 1898R
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action for the preservation of law and order in that
district and almost inaccessible locality; measures
will be laid before you for that purpose.

A contract has been entered into, subject to your
approval, for the completion at the earhest possible
moment of a system of rail and river communication
through Canadian territory with the Klondike and
principal gold fields, which it is expected will secure
to Canada the larger portion of the lucrative traffid
of that country.

The bountiful harvest with which we have been
favoured by a benevolent Providence has contributed
greatly to the increase of our prosperity, and I am
g lad to note that the trade and commerce of the

minion, and more especially the amount and values
of her principal exports, have ncreased greatly during
the past eighteen months, and there is good reason to
believe that this improvement may be maintained if
not augmented, during the remainder of the present
year.

I observe with pleasure that certain government
contracts recently let contain provisions calculated
to suppress the evils of the sweating systeni.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:
The accounts of the past year will be laid before

you.
The Estimates for the succeeding year will likewise

be placed uipon the Table at an early date.

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

Measures will be submitted to you respecting Su-
perannuation, the repeal of the present Franchise
Act, and a plebiscite on the question of prohibition.

These and other measures I commend to your
earnest consideratian, invoking the Divine blessins
upon the important labours on which you are agamn
entering.

His Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to retire, and the House of Com-
mons withdrew.

BILL INTRODUCED.

"An Act relating to Railways."-(Hon.
Mr. Scott.)

THE STIKINE-TESLIN RAILWAY
CONTRACT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the leader of the House
when we may expect to have laid before us
the agreement' or contract for the construc-
tion of the Stikine Railway referred to in
the Speech from the Throne. The subject
is agitating the public mind, and the con-
tract should be submitted to Parliament
without delay. It is impossible to discuss
intelligently a question of such magnitude
without having the details of the agreement
before us.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will be laid upon
the Table at the earliest possible moment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
May we expect it to be laid upon the Table
before the debate on the Address takes
place?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I think it will
be.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 7th February, 1898.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

Hon. Mr. FIsET was introduced and took
his seat.

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. KING moved:

That the following Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, to offer the
humble thanks of this House to His Excellency for
the gracious Speech which he has been pleased to
make to both Houses of Parliament, namely :

To His EXCELLENCY the Right Honourable Sir
JOHN CAMPRELL HAMILTON-GORDON, Earl of
Aberdeen; Viscount Formartine, Baron Haddo,
Methlic, Traves and Kellie, in the Peerage of
Scotland; Viscount Gor don of Aberdeen, County
of Aberdeen, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom; Baronet of Nova Scotia; Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George, etc., etc.,
Governor General of Canada.

MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXCELLENCY:

We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and loyal
subjects, the Senate of Canada in Parliament
assembled, beg leave to offer our humble thanks to
Your Excellency for the gracious Speech which
Your Excellency has addressed to both Houses of
Parliament.

He said :-In rising to move the address
in reply to the speech of His Excellency the
Governor General, delivered at the opening
of this session of Parliament, I may be per-
mitted to say that I would have been much
better pleased had the task, which has been
assigned to me on this occasion, been placed
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in the hands of some person more capable of
discharging the duty devolving upon me than
I find myself to be. I am encouraged, how-
ever, by the thought that while there are,
in the speech to which I propose to refer,
some subjects which may be open to honest
and fair criticism, on the whole I believe
that there is net much that is calculated te
meet with strong opposition. So far as the
political importance of Canada is con-
cerned, I think I am safe in saying to-night
that Canada stands upon a higher plane
than she ever stood before. To say that
Canada is better known in the outide
world than she was heretofore is saying
very little. I might go further and say
that Canada is exerting an influence out-
side and among the nations of the world
greater than she ever exerted before, I
-Might even say as great as some of the
independent powers. Then, again, with re-
gard to her material prosperity. We
have evidence on every hand that Canada
to-day is prosperous. No man in this
country willing te work need go idle. If
we refer to the trade returns and te the
reports of our banking institutions,
we shall be forced to conclude that the
business of Canada to-day is in a sound and
healthy condition. That the credit of
Canada is steadily improving, I am sure will
be admitted on all hands. As a fact, the
last loan effected in the English market was
placed on better terms than any loan here-
tofore offered. Although identified with the
minority in this House, I am not disposed
to claim all the credit for the improved con-
ditions of this country for the party to
which I belong, but, hon. gentlemen, I may
be permitted to go this far and remind this
hon. House that the predictions which were
made and sent broadcast through this country
previous to the change of administration, that
a change of government meant desolation
and ruin to Canada, have net been fulfilled.
When I last had the honour of addressing
this House on an occasion similar to the
present, Canada had been invited to send
representatives to what is known as the
Diamond Jubilee, and I took occasion then
to express ny belief that in the person of
the hon. Premier of this Dominion, Canada
would find a representative who would dc
her credit and would ably represent al]
classes and all creeds within our borders. I
nùay claim to-night that in that respect oui
expectations have not been disappointed,

1à

because not only in this chamber, but out-
side of it, throughout the length and breadth
of Canada, even the political opponents of
the Hon. Sir Wilfred Laurier are generous
enough to admit that his conduct and his
course at that great gathering in London-
was such as to reflect credit upon himself
and honour upon Great Britain's greatest
colony. I am net to-night going to discuss
the subjects referred to in the speech with
reference to the denouncement of the Ger-
man and Belgian treaties, but without con-
sidering the effect of that step on the part
of the mother land I have this to say-and
we have great reason, I think, to be proud of
being able to congratulae ourselves upon
the fact-that the government of Great
Britain so appreciated our effort here in
Canada in the matter of the preferential
tariff as te at once remove the only obstacle
that stood in the way of giving effect to that
tariff. Last year, when Parliament was in
session, ye were congratulating ourselves
upon the fact that we possessed in British
Columbia great wealth in mines, as well
as in the other provinces of the Domi-
nion. At that time the words " Klondike "
and "Yukon " were scarcely known. To-day
they are household words, not in Canada
alone, but throughout the civilized world,
and capital by millions is seeking invest-
ment to-day in British Columbia, in
Klondike and elsewhere. The government
who are called upon to administer the affairs
of this Dominion at the present time are face
to face with a condition of things which is, so
far as I know without parallel in the history
of mining elsewhere in the world. Before it
was possible te get reliable information with
regard te that Klondike country, miners
began to flock there by thousands, and it is
said to-day that there are at the present time
in the vicinity of Dawson City, or in the Klon-
dike country, from five to ten thousand peo-
ple, and if we are to take the opinion of gen-
tlemen who ought te know, strong doubts
are entertained at this moment as te whether
their diminishing food supply will be suffi-
cient to see them through until their stores
ean be replenished on the opening of navi-
gation. That is net all. In the face of
insurmountable difficulties at this inclement

o season of the year-shall I say hundreds-
I think I am safe in saying thousands are
wending their way te that country. It is
estimated that this very year net less than
one hundred thousand people will obtain a
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foothold in the Klondike mining regions.
Some persons, perhaps nop quite so conser-
vative and not so careful, estimate the num-
ber far in advance of the figures I have
given, and it is true I think that, railroad
or no railroad, the chances are that these
people will work their way into that country.
I may be mistaken, if I am mistaken I am
subject to correction, but I believe that the
Klondike country is a country which pro-
duces nothing in the way of substantial
food. I have heard it said, and I have not
very much doubt myself upon the subject,
that the Klondike would not grow a Lapland
turnip, and it must be apparent to ail that
every pound of food, ail the supplies required
for the maintenance of that large population,
must be brought into that county fronm out-
side. I hope and trust that the largest portion
of it may go in front Canada; but let me say
this, that unless we are prepared to start our-
selves; unless we are prepared to put forth
herculean efforts, the chances are that in
the coming year we shall not reap the
harvest, but some one else will who is not so
well entitled to it as we are. I do not sup-
pose that it is possible for us to intelligently
discuss what is known as the Yukon Rail-
way contract as the papers are not before
the House. I do not know that the matter
has been referred to very much upon the
floor of Parliament during this session, but
it is a well known fact that the press out-
side are dealing with the question from day
to day, and that there are different opinions
with regard to the propriety of the conduct
of the government with reference to this
matter. I am prepared to speak on this
question to-night as I understand it, simply
from the reports which have come to me
through the same sources through which
they must have reached the ears of hon.
gentlemen. If when the papers are brought
down and the contract is laid before Parlia-
ment, I discover anything in it which I
believe is not in the interestq of Canada,
I shall be prepared to disapprove of
it, notwithstanding what I may say
to-night. As I understand it, a con-
tract has been entered into by the
government of Canada with a firm of con-
tractors. I think they must be responsible
contractors, when I take into account the
fact that they have already put up $250,000
by way of security for the completion of the
work which they have undertaken. The
gentlemen, Messrs. Mann & McKenzie, have

undertaken to build a road from the Stikine
River navigation to Teslin Lake, estimated
at 150 miles. In addition to that, they
have undertaken to provide a sled road as
early as the month of March to facilitate
communication with that country. Then,
the price they are to get is 3,750,000 acres
of ]and in alternate lots in the Klondike,
or the mineral region. Besides that, the
government have agreed, I believe, that no
aid or encouragement is to be given for five
years to any line from the Pacific coast to
go into that country. As I am informed,
and as I believe, the general consensus of
opinion is that the government have
selected the best route in the interests of all
Canada. There is no difference of opinion
on that score. If there is, I so. far have
not been made aware of it. I think it is
admitted on ail hands that in the selection
of that route the government are following
the policy of keeping Canada for the
Canadians; but there are objections to that
contract. First among them is this : it
is said that the contract was made
privately-that tenders should have been
called for. Ordinarily, I admit that
that would be the correct course to
pursue, and there would be nothing to
justify a departure from that course,
save the emergency with which the govern-
ment is confronted at this moment. The
loss of a few weeks now might imperil, not
merely the completion of that work, but so
interfere with the construction of the road
as to render it useless for another year. If
the country is what we suppose it to be, we
cannot afford to take any chances. If we
had it there now it would be a great boon
to Canada; if we can have it before the first
of September, it will be a great, boon to
Canada. If we fail I am satisfied it will be
a great loss to Canada. The chances are
that next year we will have a population,
in that country, ten times-I might
say twenty times-greater than we have
this year. Then again, it is said that the
government should have paid cash and
should not have given land. It does seem
to me that if there is one provision in that
contract which is likely to commend itself
to the people of, shall I say all Canada-to
the people, at ail events, of the older pro-
vinces of Canada-it is that particular
feature. I do not believe that it is right to
tax the people who have no direct interest
in that country continually for the purpose
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of opening it up, when there is a possibility
of avoiding it, and I am pleased to-night to
be able to say that at last the government
of this country have found a portion of the
far west which is able to develop itself with-
out adding to the burdens of the taxpayers
of the older provinces.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-To the extent of
150 miles i

Hon. Mr. KING-I am not to-night going
to cry over spilt milk. I am not going to
-complain of the moneys that have been ex-
pended in the past in the west, but I am
satisfied that the people of Canada, as a
whole, will be glad to know, as I have said,
that even the lands in the Klondike are of
7sufficient value to induce the construction of
-a railway for the purpose of developing the
mining interests in that country. It is said
that the Government should have given
-cash-

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Who says that?
4

Hon. Mr. KING-I have heard it said in
a great many places-I hear it every day.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Not authorita-
tively by anybody-merely a rumour.

Hon. Mr. KING-It is said that the
land which the syndicate gets could have
been placed on the market and millions
more than what the railway is to cost would
have been realized. That is an old story
and one I think that will not bear repeating.
I have a vivid recollection myself of hearing
similar statements made with regard to the
construction of another great work in this
country. \ I heard the hon. gentlemen who
were charged with the administration of the
government of this country going so far as
to predict that before 1891 Canada would
have received from the sales of land in the
North-west a sum of money sufficiently
large to recoup it for all the expenses con-
nected with the building of the C. P. R. I
think it will not be denied that down to the
present time-I may be wrong, and if so, I
arn subject to correction-the receipts from
sales of land in the North-west have been
scarcely sufficient to pay the cost of surveys
and management.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They have been
given away.

Hon. Mr. KING-I believe that the
government should take no chances in this
matter. We all hope that the prospects in the
Klondike country may continue to grow
brighter and brighter, but none of us know
what may happen in a year or two from now.
We do know that the inducements at the pre-
sent tine are sufficiently strong to warrant
capitalists outside of Canada, commanding
large amounts of wealth, to inVest it in that
country, but we do not know how long placer
mining in the Yukon is likely to hold out,
nor do we know what value there may be in
the land whièh the government purposes
to give to the syndicate for building that
road. It is said that the contractors
for this railway have got a five years
monopoly. To a certain extent I admit
that is true-a monopoly so far as the
building of railways froni the coast into
that district is concerned, but I shall
be greatly surprised if there is any pro-
vision in the contract which prevents the
building of roads from this side of the
Yukon into the Yukon district.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. KING-Then again, I may be
wrong, but I think that when the navigation
of the Yukon is open, it will be possible to
transport supplies by way of the Yukon as
they have been going heretofore, and so far
as monopoly is concerned, I have not a
shadow of a doubt in my mind that when it
can be demonstrated, in a year or even less
time, that the business of that country will
warrant the construction of railways from
points available on this side of the mountains
in our own North-west Territories, that cap-
ital will be found in sufficient amounts to
undertake them. It must not be supposed for
a moment.that all the people in Canada live
on the Pacific coast. If I am not greatly
mistaken 95 per cent of them live south and
east of the Yukon River, and we on this side
of the continent have an interest in getting
into that district without going to Vancou-
ver, up the coast, along the Stikine River, and
by Teslin Lake to the Yukon. I expect that
long before the five years expire, if the trade
of that country will warrant it, capitalists
will be found who wiil at once begin the
construction of railways at points in our own
North-west Territories, and the monopoly
will soon have passed away. In doing this
we shall also provide a market for our work-
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shops and factories in Canada. We shall
provide a market for the productsof Canadian
farms, and if the Klondike turns out to be
what we hope it will, it would mean some-
thing of consequence to Canada, because the
amount of supplies and provisions that would
be required to provide for the wants of even
one hundred thousand miners in the Klon-
dike region would be a very considerable
item in the interprovincial trade of the
Dominion. I am not an expert in railroading,
and do not profess to know very much about
the construction of railways, especially in a
country such as the one in which this road is
to be built; but the probable cost of that road
is variously estimated. In some cases it is as
low as $15,000 per mile. Well, it may be
possible to construct a road in that country
for a sum so small as that, but I must say
I do not believe that that would be an
adequate remuneration for the contractor
undertaking that burden. In the first place
every one must admit that the time limit
will add materially to the cost of work-
All the supplies, and all the material
necessary for the construction of that road,
or a large proportion at any rate, will have
to be transported across the continent and
find its way up there at an extremely heavy
cost. Then in addition to that, the gentle-
men who have that contract I fear will be
subjected to serious competition with the
employers of labour in the mining country,
and, further than that, I imagine there is
danger that the employees of that syndicate
when they discover that that company is
compelled to complete the road by the lst
day of September. or forfeit the quarter of a
million, will in all probability be ready to
take advantage of that condition of things.
Therefore I say that the company under-
taking a work of this kind requires more
than the ordinary price in a settled country
for constructing a railway. One would
think to read some of the newspapers
which are dealing with this question
that the syndicate who are building this
railway are likely to become millionaires at
once. They may be now for aught I know.
They have, it is true, a large area of country
under this contract, but I do not believe that
it is possible for them or anybody.else yet to
determine the value of it. That has to he
proved. Gold in that country is not got
without digging for it. You would suppose
to hear some people talk about it, that ail
the syndicate had to do when they got their

railway through and got down to the Klon-
dike, or the mining country, was simply toô
load up their steamers and ballast cars, and
bring millions out of that region. But
mining cannot be carried on, even in Klon-
dike, without considerable cost. As I said
before, with regard to the building of rail-
ways, I am not an expert, or an authority,
but I had the pleasure of listening to an
address delivered in another place not long
since, by a gentleman who was deeply inter-
ested, who was the manager, I think, of one
of the English syndicates seeking to invest
capital in that country. That gentleman
said, if I understood him correctly, that to
produce $22,500 worth of gold would require
an expenditure of labour amounting to
$20,000. So that if Messrs. Mann & McKenzie
should be so fortunate as to take out of
these large tracts of land a good many
millions, 90 per cent at least would be ex-
pended for labour, according to the calcu-
lation I heard the other day, from which
certainly the government must derive a con-
siderable benefit. I think that the limited
time At the disposal of the government
justifies their hasty and energetic action,
and I have no doubt if that contract is
completed in the time specified, the people
of Canada from one end to the other will.be
prepared to appreciate and endorse the con-
duct of the administration which made
that contract. I do not propose to refer to
all the matters contained in the speech, but
there is one particular question with refer-
ence to which I do intend to say a word
before resuming my seat. The government
have announced through the speech of His
Excellency, that it is their intention to in-
troduce a measure this year looking toward
a plebiscite, or a vote on the question of
prohibition in Canada. As a temperance
man and prohibitionist, I have to say that
I trust that the measure will receive a
majority of the vote in both Houses of
Parliament; and when the people at the
polls are called upon to pronounce upon it,
I trust also that the majority may be decisive
in favour of a prohibitory law,-a law that
will prohibit in Canada the importation,
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors.
But I have also to say that unless the
majority is a decisive one in favour of it, I
would rather that it be decisive the other
way.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND (in French)
Before adding some comments to the remarks
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which have fallen from the hon. gentleman
from Queen's (Mr. King), my hon. colleagues
will permit me to thank the administration
for the honour which they have done me in
calling me to a seat in this House, a position
which I prize all the more highly because it
comes to me at an age which gives me an
absolute right to claim your kind indulgence.
The government no doubt said to themselves
that if youth is inexperienced, it is sufficiently
pliable to acquire quickly the two qualities,
the two essential virtues of wisdom and
impartiality, which alone can obtain for us
pardon and lead the public to forget our
immovability and our irresponsibility. I
have searched the reports of your debates
for the past 20 years to find lessons and
examples, and I have found the sound
traditions and the customs which appear to
have had for their foundation a constant
respect for the popular will. I intend
faithfully to follow the road which you have
so well marked out, and in which I am
certain we shall not cease to touch elbows.
The representative of the Crown has spoken
to us of the prosperity of the country. I
shall content myself with congratulating
the government on whatever share they
have had in bringing about general
improvement of business. Throughout the
country confidence has been restored.
Traders and merchants and bankers admit
unanimously the improvement in the situa-
tion of the finances of the country. Canada
bas taken a place in the eyes of Europe that
the most optimistic could not have dreamed
of our holding for at least fifty years to
come. The personal influence of the Premier,
" the Hon. Mr. Laurier," has been a con-
siderable cause in producing such splendid
results. His journey across Europe, thanks
tO the talents with which he is endowed,
had a considerable and beneficial effect for
our country. The denunciation of the Bel.
gian and German treaties showed to the as-
tounded world, the power which an autono-
mous colony is able to exercise when it is
guided by a politician who despises the old
beaten roads. The placing of our bonds at
21 per cent, following this event, has shown
that the pretentious title given to our coun-
try in 1867 was not merely a vain word, and
that we are commencing really to be the
"Puissance" of Canada. Our Minister of
Finance took a momentous step when he
presentedhimself before the financial market
of Europe to ask for the same terms as the

richest nations. The stock quotation is the
barometer of the confidence in which a
country is held. I recall the outburst of
enthusiasm provoked in France, in the
home of the richest nation of the world,
by the news that their 3 per cent bonds for
the first time in this century had touched
par. That was two years ago. To-day the
3 per cent French bonds are at a premium.
That indicates that confidence is absolute,
that, thank God, the republic is seated upon
a rock, that the republican form of govern-
ment can no more be questioned-that the
republic is immortal. The prosperity of
our country cannot fail to grow, now that
the European immigrant knows its value,
and now above al], that our gold is
attracting attention in all countries. It is
important that those who come to our country
should proceed to the Klondike through our
territory; that they should traverse our
country to reach Dawson City, and I congra-
tulate the government on having promptly
taken the necessary measures to render the
Canadian route the easiest. There is a three-
fold interest in our having the gold seekers
pass through our North-west to reach
Alaska. Circumstances have given the United
States possession of the mouths of our rivers,
and the coast of our territories bordering
on Alaska. The immigrant who passes that
way is subject to all sorts of exactions if his
outfit which he takes with him has not been
purchased in the United States. Here is
what Mr. Carruthers, of the Pacific coast,
says on that subject, indicating the state
of feeling in the Pacific coast cities on the
Klondike outfitting question :

The Klondike is in Canada; it is most easily
reached via Canadian railways and Canadian ports :
"Canadian merchants should receive the greatest
benefit fron the trade that is to be done with the
new gold fields. But to reach these fields travel-
lers have to pass over a strip of territory belonging
to the United States. The customs exactions en-
forced there are so onerous, and the cost involved
so large, where travellers with Canadian outfits are
concerned, that it pays better to purchase supplies
in United States cities, and pay the Canadian
duty, tihan to carry through Canadian goods and
pay the "honding " exactions of the United States
officiais.

If the intending settler chooses the Cana-
dian route, the country will derive a profit
from the moneys which he will have to distri-
bute on his way. I want the stranger to have
an opportunity to see our North-west plains
in order that the prediction, not yet fulfilled,
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of Sir Charles Tupper may be realized under Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the present government, and that the thou- Before the House adjourns l should like to
sands of disappointed gold-seekers returning eau the attention of the Secrotary of State
fron the Klondike (for all will not find for- Vo the promise that he made before the close
tune there) may people Manitoba and our of the last session of parliament. I think
North-west Territories. While it is desirable there can be no mistake this time as to the
that the governiment should interest them- actual promise which was then made. He
selves in our young provinces, it is also well will rerember that I moved for a certain
that they should think of redressing the return on the 9th April. On the 5th May
wrongs from which the older provinces 1 called the attention of the buse Vo the
suffer as well as the younger provinces. One fact that it bad noV yet been laid upon the
grievance from which our population has table. On the lth I asked if there was any
suffered will disappear by the repeal of the information as to wben the return would be
present Dominion Franchise Act. A part submitted, and on the 7th June 1 again
from the exorbitant cost of preparing the asked when the return would be laid before
electoral lists, I am personally aware of the us, and the Secretary of State made the
trouble, the injustices and the inconveniences followingstatement:
to which the people of the Dominion have I had a letter from one of the ninisters saying
been subjected in the application of that law, that it appeared to be quite impossible to bring it
and I shall be happy to see and to vote for down in any reasonable time. A large amount of
its repeal. With great pleasure I second the the information is fot in the department at ail.
motion which the hon. gentleman from The proceedings before the commissioners have not
Queen's has submitted for your consideration. 'n many instances been terminated, and the nainesof the witniesses are not within the knowledge of

the departmnents and the iîames of the attorneys
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I who may be retained by the parties eharged is not

should like to call the, attention of the within our knowledge. There is a vast amount of
leader of the house to the promise that he information which we cannot get.
made at the opening of the session when I Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I shah be

aske th quetio wheberthe erm of he ati8tied if we can get it by the opening of the nextasked the question whether the terms of thegentleman will add to
contract for the Yukon Railway would be the return the number of dismissals and the reasons
laid upon the table before the discussion and the commissions appointed since the date of
upon the address took place. I understood the address for which 1 moved ani up to the date
the hon. gentleman to say at that time that at which the return is presented to this House
the contract would be laid upon the table whicli wonld iake it complete.
prior to this discussion, and I find that it has Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
noV been done. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOEVLELL.-Is that the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not tell the hon.
gentleman that the contract would be laid
upon the table. I said I would lay it upon
the table if possible. I did not find it possi-
ble to do so. I should have been very glad
indeed to have met the desire of my hon.
friend, but I have found it impossible to do
so up to this evening.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must confess Iamnot disappointed, and under
the circumstances I move the adjournment of
the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.

understanding ?
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-That you
will bring it down the first day of next session.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I hope so.

May I ask the hon. gentleman whether
he is prepared after seven or eight months
cogitation over this matter to comply with
the promise that he made in reference to
information which we desire as contained in
the address for which I asked ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is quite right in stating I hoped to be able to
bring down the return by the first of the
session. It is one of those returns that has
been growing steadily.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the House Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do now adjourn. am very sorry to hear that.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I at one time offered
to bring down all that was prepared. I am
etill prepared to bring down the list, if lie
Will accept it in that way. I have pressed
-on my colleagues the importance of having
it here, and I still hope to have it early in
the session. I think I have a return f rom
all the departments but two. There are two
delinquents yet. I suppose the hon. gentle-
man would prefer to wait until I can get the
returns from those two departments.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have nodesire to unduly press the governnent.
I am very sorry to hear that the return has
become voluminous, or will be more volum-
Inous now than it wa? at prorogation last
session. The government have had seven
nonths in which to prepare this return.
I can easily understand why the return
has not been completed, after the state-
ment made by the hon. Secretary of
State, that is, that the list is growing con-
tinually, which means that the government
is continually dismissing officials, and that
they are continually appointing commissions
to investigate charges, or assumed charges,
against the officials, in order to make room
for others. If the hon. Secretary of State
can Say within any reasonable time this
session-I mean before parliament rises, or
a few weeks or a month.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT.-The hon. gentleman
is quite aware, having been a member of the
government, of the difficulty there is some-
times in getting those returns from some
departments. Several departments have been
overworked. I have written repeatedly to
two or three departments which have been
in arrears with these returns, pressing on
them the necessity of it. I shall further
press them, and hope to accomplish it within
a reasoiable time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
shall wait a week or two.

The Senate adjourned.

BOWELL--We

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 8t1 February, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
rising to address the House upon the sub-
ject of the Speech from the Throne, I take
this the first opportunity of congratulating
my hon. friend, the Minister of Justice,
upon what I consider, from a party stand-
point, the just promotion which he lias re-
ceived. He bas been long in the political
harness. It has been my good fortune to
have known him since Confederation. We
have battled, not together, but we have en-
gaged in political warfare in opposition to
each other for now over a quarter of a cen-
tury; and I say this, and say it in all sin-
cerity, that the longer I have known the
hon. gentleman the higher opinion I have
formed of him, and have no doubt be will
perform the duties pertaining to his office
in a manner that will be satisfactory at
least to his own party, if not to the coun-
try generally. 1 must also be permitted
to congratulate the hon. Secretary of State
on the fact of having been for the second
time relieved from the onerous duties of
leader of the government in this House.
He occupied the enviable position which I
now occupy for some 17 or 18 years-as
leader of the opposition. Whether be per-
formed that duty to the satisfaction of his
party can be best judged, from the fact that
they have upon two occasions promoted
those who have recently been brought into
the Senate over his head to lead this House.
However, I know that he will appreciate
that kindness f rom the fact that he is re-
lieved from the great responsibility
which would otherwise rest upon his
shoulders. Referring to the Address
before the House, I think we might very
properly comment upon what it does
not contain rather than what is contained
in it. I expected to see a reference to the
Drummond County Railway, setting forth
the fact that they had entered into an
arrangement with that company, and that
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great results were following the agreement
which had been made. But if newspaper
reports be true, the government are about
as far from accomplishing the object which
they desired to force upon the country dur-
ing the last session as thev were at that
period. It is evident to me,-and must be
to every hon. gentleman in this House,
from the position in which they find them-
selves and the position in which that road
is at the present moment, that the Sen-
ate performed one of its wisest acts when it
rejected the proposition which was laid
before it during last session. I also enter-
tained the hope that we should have had
some reference to that for which we have
been all looking with a great deal of
anxiety, the establishment of a fast line of
steamers between Canada and Great Britain.
A short time ago the press was filled with the
boastings of the premier, and others, over the
fact that they had entered into an agree-
ment with wealthy gentlemen in England
-that the money had been deposited and
that the ships would suon be upon the
ocean, and that we should be reaping the
benefits which we believe would flow from
the establishment of a line like that.
However, there is no reference to that, and
if whisperings be true, there does not appear
to be the slightest probability of any success
with the present contractors, and the country
will look with regret and suspicion ùpon the
action of the government in not carrying
out the arrangements which had been made
by the late government prior to their vaca-
tion of office. Then, again, there is that
very important question of cable communi-
cation between this continent and the
Australasian colonies. I have always looked
upon that scheme and that proposition as
one of absolute necessity, in order to accom-
plish that which all British statesmen at
the present moment are desirous of accom-
plishing, and that is, the unity of the Em-
pire to the fullest possible extent. Until
that communication has been established, so
that it will be exclusively British, instead of
having to pass through two or three foreign
countries, just so long will we be deprived
of the advantages of that trade which is
rapidly growing between the islands of the
Pacific and the Dominion of Canada. Per-
haps, however, when my hon. friend rises to
address the House, he will be able to give us
some satisfactory information upon these
points. It will be accepted, I know,

with gratitude, by those who have taken
an interest in this great enterprise.
There has been a conference in Englant
during the past year between the represen-
tatives of the Australasian colonies and
Canada. The Hon. Mr. Jones and Sir
Donald Smith acted on behalf of Canada,
with Mr., now Sir Sanford Fleming assist-
ing them at that conference. Why these
papers have not been laid upon the Table,
and why we have received no information
on the subject is a matter which is incom-
prehensible to me; and I hope that before
long we shall have the information which is
absolutely necessary in order to keep us in-
formed of what is really being done on these
important questions. I know it is the
custom to congratulate the mover and
seconder of the address. I do not know
that it is necessary that I should particularly
extend that courtesy to an old member of
the Commons and also of the Senate, a
gentleman who had already spoken in this
House. Still I must compliment him on the
very lucid speech which he gave to the
House in endeavouring to sustain the policy
of the government on one or two of the great
questions which are referred to in the Speech.
I am sorry the hon. gentleman, the seconder
of the address (Mr. Dandurand), is not pre-
sent. We must all welcome that hon.
gentleman to a seat in this House. His
readiness of speech, in fact, his eloquence,
was enough to captivate us, more particular-
ly those who understand the language. My
limited knowledge of French was not
such as to enable me to form such a
correct opinion of his remarks as will
his own countrymen and those who do
understand the language. However, I
understand sufficient to find that he, like
many others who have entered this Chamber,
materially change their opinions and views
upon the question of the existence of a
second chamber. We have observed during
the past few years that this chamber has
been threatened with annihilation or at least
reformation, by politicians and by news-
papers. We had the late Minister of Justice,.
when he condescended to accept a seat in
the cabinet, telling his chief the present
premier, that he would accept it with the
understanding and condition that he was
to reform the Senate. You will all remem-
ber the eulogy which he passed upon the
composition of this House and the necessity
for its existence. Since that, however, the
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Senate has had the courage of its convic-
tions, and i t has been honest enough to
express them, not only in word but in deed,
and by its votes. That has brought down
the condemnation of those who have been
denouncing the Senate as a useless body,
and at the same time condemning them for
exercising their own opinions and judg-
ments upon important questions affeqting
the great and material interests of the
country. Within a short time we had an
utterance from the hon. Minister of Public
Works. I have no doubt it was very
interesting to the members of the Senate,
but if I read it, I trust it will not frighten
them and that they will not be under any
apprehension as to what is to follow. At a
dinner given in the city of Montreal to the
Minister of Public Works, referring to the
Senate, he says :

You can rely upon our good will and we must count
equally on yours.

That is speaking to the people.

We have eminent men in the House of Commons
and in the Cabinet.

Of course we would expect that, knowing
that the hon. gentleman was there himself.

And in the Senate the majority are not worth the
rope to hang them. Reforns are necessary and to
accomplish them we can depend on your good will
and unity.

The hon. Premier, who spoke immediately
after the Minister of Public Works, used
this language:-

You appreciate him, (that is the Hon. Mr. Tarte)
and so do I.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-So did
Mercier.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And he further says:-

I think I have known hini longer than you have.

And consequently, he knew better how
to appreciate him. Then we have La Patrie,
that $30,000 organ of the party, throwing
out its threat that if the Senate dared to
express opinions upon Fome questions and

to reject certain measures which it fore-
shadow may be brought before it, that we
Inuet be annihilated. The Globe, the other
day, uttered its warning voice against us if
we dared to reject the Yukon Railway deal,
as we had rejected the Drummond County

deal. The Hamilton Time8 has also been
muttering its threats against the Senate if
we dare to have any such opinions; but after
all, when we think of the utterances of the
hon. seconder of the motion for the adoption
of the address, and particularly after his
utterances at a dinner party in Montreal as
to how he, among others, was to use his
power and influence in reforming this body,
we may rest safely for at least a time. If I
understood the hon. gentlemap's language
when he addressed the House, he said:

The history of the Senate showed that it had always
acted with wisdom, prudence, and a due responsibility
to the popular will, and for this the publie was dis-
posed to forgive it for being a non-representative and
irresponsible body.

± may have misunderstood the hon. gentle-
man, but thatis what I understood him to say;
and what, I think, has been reported. Still,
we may rest content since he has given us a
certificate of character of acting with wisdom
and prudence, and it only proves to me that
the moment an hon. gentleman enters the
Senate, it appears that the benign influences
by which he is surrounded, and the general
comnpany in which he finds himself, and the
conservative character of the Senate, so
mollifies his opinion that he becomes as mild
as a suckling dove-one of ourselves. Then
I have, in addition to that, and I desire to
put this matter on record, the opinion of the-
present Minister of Justice, and I frankly
confess that when I read the remarks of the-
hon. gentleman at a demonstration given in
his honour when accepting that important
portfolio which he now holds, I read it with
pleasure, though I have no recollection dur-
ing the 25 or 30 years I have known him, of
ever hearing him speak of abolishing the
Upper House. The hon.gentleman, the Min-
ister of Justice, said in his speech delivered
at Ridgetown, on the 26th Novemberlast:

It is sometimes argued that we ought to have but
one House. le did not accept that view, and he was
free to say after he had become for the time being, at
all events (I do not know whether that indicates that
the bon. gentleman intends to descend to the other
House), a member of another Chamber, what he had
said before he entered it, that it would be a very
dangerous experiment where a government had large
questions to deal with-and every government would
have such questions from time to time to solve, and
in times of excitement that government should be
entirely under the control of one Chamber,if the whole
power is in the hands of one Assembly, and that
Assembly had behind it an excited public,there would
be no guarantee of justice and fair dealing. The
great advantae of two Houses is this, that it leaves
upon the members of the House that is dominant the
ever present impression that it cannot do wholly as it
pleases.
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With those sentiments I am sure there is
not a coriservative member of this House,
nor a conservative in Canada, who will not be
heartily and fully in accord. I trust I may
be pardoned for these introductory remarks,
but I was anxious that these sentiments
that had :een uttered by different members
of the House, and the change which has
taken place in their sentiments since they
became senators should be put upon record,
in order, that at least we may know what
their opinions really are. I could not help
reflecting upon tinies gone by when I heard
the speech of my hon. friend who moved the
address. I fancy that I heard his dulcet
tones ringing through the chamber of the
House of Commons in denunciation of the
national policy and protection, as having
brought ruin and misery on every poor man
in the country, and on the farmers in par-
ticular. But what a change has come over
bis dream. Why he had nothing but praise
for the government and their whole policy,
so far as he ventured an opinion. It is true he
said that he would not expressanopinionupon
what might be called the Yukon railway
deal, until he had seen the terms of it, but
unfortunately for him, the greater part of
his half hour's speech was devoted to approv-
ing of that of which he said he knew noth-
ing. It is enough for an old politician like
himself to know that the party that he
follows had enunciated a certain policy and
he was prepared to support it. He also,
with a good deal of pleasure, referred to the
political importance and material prosperity
of Canada, referring to the prosperous state
of the country and also to the increase in its
business, particularly the imports and exports
of the country. There is not a man in
Canada who does not join hands in rejoicing
over anyprosperity that may exist, but when,
by inference, it is pretended to show that that
is the result. of the policy of the present
Government, then it becomes an asser-
tion which will be doubted by any one who
has studied the question. If our exports
have increased during the past year from
16,000,000 to 17,000,000 of dollars has that
been the result of the policy of this, or any
other Government? It has been the result of
better harvest in Canada, more particular-
ly in the North- west Territories, andin Mani-
toba. It has been caused to a great extent by
the fact of a scarcity of provisions, more
particularly of cereals in other countries.
If the present government and its policy are

to be credited with the prosperity which has
existed in this particular line, then I suppose
they are also responsible for the causes
which created the increase in the value of
our cereals. There was a famine in India;
are they responsible for that? There was a
shortage in the crop of the Australian
Colonies to sucli an extent that millions of
bushels of grain had to be shipped to that
country. The wheat crop in the Argentine
Republic was also a failure, and so it was
almost over the whole world, except, fortu-
nately, in the Dominion of Canada. That
failure in other portions of the word,
opened a market for every bushel of grain
and every pound of beef that we could send
out of the country. Prices rose and we have
reaped a benefit thereby. If you look at the
trend of trade in this country you will find
that it is tending almost entirely towards
Englhnd. I have pointed out in former
addresses to this House how from 1868
up to last year, the percentage of trade
from the United States had fallen off,
and that there had been a great increase in
the export trade to England. The present
preferential tariff, as it is called, however,
has had this result: while England has
furnished a market for all that we could pos-
sibly send her, the importations from Great
Britain have fallen off over 3 millions of
dollars during the last 9 months. Statistics
give us these facts, and if that be the case
what becomes of this boasted preferential
arrangerrent, which it is said the present
government has adopted in order to increase
our trade with England and reduce our trade
with other se-tions of the world? Has the
tariff been preferential in its character ? Is
it not precisely what we pointed out it was
during the last session of this House? It was
denied then by the government that the pre-
ference was given to other nations. However,
if my recollection serves me right, 1 must
give the late Minister of Justice credit for
this: I have no recollection of hearing that
hon. gentleman giving an opinion, as Minis-
ter of Justice, upon the disputed point as
to the effect of the German, Belgian, and
other treaties, containing favoured nations
clauses. He studiously avoided that, if my
memoryserves me right. The furthestI heard
him go was to say " Our governmentcontends
that those treaties do not affect us," and
beyond that the hon. gentleman did not go.
Great Britain accepted the statement made
by the Premier and by other members of the
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c.abinet that it was a preferential arrange-
ment to specially benefit the mother country,
but as its operations became known to the
mercantile community of England, they be-
gan to change their mind and asked them-
selves this question: If this be the case, how
is it, that our exportations to Canada are
falling off while those from the United
States to Can-ida are increasing I If you
look at the tariff you can understand why
that has been the result. While the hon.
gentlemen opposite have professed f ree trade
principles-that is before the election-and
while they re-echoed them in England, their
tariff is not a free trade tariff, nor is it what
is known as a revenue tariff ; and I am quite
satisfied that my hon. friend who sits oppo-
site me (Mr. Mills) will not attempt to prove
or even to state that it is one or the other.
All you have to do is to look at the rates of
duty to convince you that it is not a free
trade tariff. Let me give you a few figures
in order to sustain this portion of my argu-
Ment. If you refer to the tariff you will
find that the old rate of duty on pig iron was
$4, under the present tariff it is $2.50, but
bear in mind, that they adopted a principle
which they had, when in opposition, in the
strongest possible language condemned as
Vicious, that of increasing the bounties, so
that a greater protection was given to the
manufacturer of iron than they had enjoyed
under the old regime, while the reduction of
the duty was a loss to the revenue. No
doubt my hon. friends opposite will argue
that that was for the benefit of the con-
sumer. The following are the old rates

compared with those in the new list:-

Former Present
Duty. Duty.

$ ets. ets.

Pig iron perton 4 00 250
COarper ton 060 053
Corn, per bush........ 7 Free.
1Bariron, perton..............1 0 70

b.............Wheat, per bus . ... 0 15 0 12J
elour, per ibb1............. 0 75 0 60
Corn meal .................. 0 40 0 2

I have selected those items to show that
Wherever the duties affected the trade from
the United States, they have been lowered
and the consequence is that larger importa
tions have taken place from the United

States during the last nine months than ai

any previous period. So far, therefore, as
preference in the new tariff is concerned, it
was in favour of the United States rather
than of Great Britain. Now, let us look at
the importations from the mother country
and see how fa- the hon. gentlemen opposite
have carried out -the principle of free
trade. Here are the duties imposed upon
a number of articles which are principally
imported from Great Britain with the 12j»
per cent deducted:-

Former Present
Duty. Duty.

p. c. p>. c.
Carpets ............... ......... 30 «ls
Shawls . .. . ................... 25
Linen .......... ............ .. 30
D oylies......,. ................. 30
Dressgoods .......... . ....... 22t 21
Sewing thread................... 12 1
Cotton fabrics........ ........... 30
Laces........................... . 3 30
B raids........................... 30
Musical instruments.. ............ 25 2
Cutlery .......................... 25

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is the hon. gentleman
giving our rate of duty on English goods or
on goods generally i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am speaking of the tariff as it exists, with
the 1 2j off, and that applies to the world, but
what I want to point is that the duties have
been decreased on importations f rom the
United States while on those from Great
Britain the duties have been actually
increased. Is it any wonder that the
manufacturers of this country say that the
present tariff is as good for them as the old
one in many respects? Is it any wonder
that the late election in Centre Toronto was
carried more on a personal issue than on
party lines by the election of one of the
strongest protectionists in that city-by the
election of a gentleman who boasted that he
had supervised every single item in the
tariff, and more particularly the iron duties,
and the manufactures of machinery in
which he is himself engaged.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is the 12J.
per cent reduction.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am aware of that. There will be a 12J per

1 cent reduction en. goods until the first of:
July.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Not on goods im-
ported fron the United States.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Allow me to make my own statement: 12
per cent until the first of July, and after
that an additionnal 12½ per cent, upon
goods imported into this country under
what is termed the preferential tariff. That
will not apply to any country, the United
States among them, except they reduce their
tariffs, but it is open to be taken advantage
of by the United.States, or any country that
may think proper to reduce their tariff, not
to a level with ours, but in the words of the
resolution, to a level, on the whole, equal
to ours ; hence the clause does not apply
to England exclusively ; it applies to
every country in the world that has any
tariff regulation which is as low as the
Canadian tariff The best evidence of that
is that the preference has been extended to
many countries-I think some 15 or 20,
outside those countries which are governed
in their commercial relations with England
and her colonies, by what is known as the
favoured nations clause. If any one has
taken the trouble to look at the different
tariffs throughout the world in the smaller
principalities and smaller countries, outside
of France and Germany, and some portions
of Austria, and one of the Australian colon-
ies in particular, he will find that all their
tariffs are lower than the Canadian tariff,
and consequently they come within the mean-
ing of the resolution which provides for the
reduction of the duties. I will not weary the
House with other figures upon this point.
But it has been also stated that the govern-
ment have adopted a free-trade policy, and
I was a little astonished in reading the
newspapers to find in the reported speech of
the mover of the address-I suppose I c n
refer to what appeared in the newspapers, it
is public property-in which he said that the
Liberal party never pledged itself to remove
every vestige of protection or of adopting,
free trade. I do not know how the present
tariff will meet the approval and approba-
tion of my hon. friend from Marquette (Mr.
Boulton), particularly when you look at its
operations, and the effect that it is having
upon the trade of the country generally. I
will even, at the risk of wearying the House
for a few moments, refer to some of the
utterances of the party in power, in order
that we may judge of the correctness of that

statement. I may say that one would be a
little surprised, in reading the debates of
the other House and the utterances of min-
isters, to find that they never attempt to
justify the non-fulfilment of the professions
which thev made before they came into
office, and yet you hear members of the
party justifying the actions of the govern-
nient in continuing the tariff as it is. Speak-
ing from a personal standpoint, according to
the views I hold upon the questionof the fiscal
policy of this ccuntry, more particularly
with reference to protection, I do not find
any fault with the course they have pursued ;
but when we are told, as we have been told
by the mover of the address, that the pre-
dictions made before the elections of the
destruction of our industries had not been
fulfilled, but that everything was prosperous,
why then we can only reply that the people
of this country were dolts enough to believe
that the professions which public men had
made would be honestly carried out. In
the language of Mr. Bertram the other day
in the House, had the policy indicated in
their speeches been carried out, we would
have seen the destruction of our industries,
and the prostration of trade in the country.
I am going to read a few extracts in order
that they may be placed in a succinct man-
ner before the people and upon record, to
show how grossly the men at present in
power have violated every promise that they
have made when they were in opposition. I
read in a paper a short time ago a very elo-
quent lecture delivered by the Hon. Geo.
Washington Ross, Minister of Education
for Ontario, in which he made this declara-
tion:

In Canada the conditions are such-and I know of
no liberal who took any other ground-that free trade
is impracticable.

That is a very good sentiment, but it
sounds strange coming from the lips of a
leader in the Liberal party, after our ex-
perience of the last ten or fifteen years.
Then we have the mover of the address in
the Commons the other day declaring that
the Liberal party never pledged themselves
to adopt free trade principles. Let us see
what some of them said. Mr. Laurier, the
present premier, at the Ottawa conference
in 1893, made this declaration :

We shall never rest until it (protection) is wiped
out entirely.
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In Peel the same gentlemen said: but that our great refori is to put away fron the
soil of Canada the last vestige of protection.

I propose that we shall follow England's example
and open our ports to the products of the world. Mr. Laurier at Winnipeg, as reported in

In Ottawa at the convention lie aid: the Toronto Globe of Sept. 4, 1894:

And now I will ask you, what is the policy of the
I preach to you the gospel of absolute destruction Liberal party ? I refer to freedom of trade such as

to protection ; not a vestige shall remain. exists .in England, freedom of trade such as is
practised in Great Britain, freedom of trade as it was

Mr. Laurier at Waterloo, in July, 1893, n vogue at the time of Cobden and Bright. We
saiid: shall give you free trade, and although it will be a

bard fight, we shall not give in one ineh, or retrace
The Liberal party proposed to tax for revenue only, one step, until we shall have reached the goal, and

and not one cent for the protected manufacturer. that goal is the saine pohicy of free trade as it exists
inEngland to-day.

At Victoria, B.C., in 1894, he said : i r Laurier a W o

If the Liberais were succesful they would cut off
the head of protection at (once and trample on its We will tax for revenue, but not one cent for pro-
body. tection. Taxation is an evil that nothing but the re-

quirements of the government can justify. When
I have given these quotations from their we are in power- and I don't want to sell the skin of

speeches in 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1894 the bear tdli the bear is shot, yet I think the Tory
895and up té the present time to show bear is about to be skinned-we will rehieve the people

1895,w of protection, which is a fraud and a delusion and a
how consistent they were in their advocacy robbery. For it is a robbery to take money from one
of that which they sa now the never did man and give it to another. It is not right that the
oc thate.hih L ey e y c ontinu e n ontvrea farmers should be taxed to give workingmen employ-

advocate. Let me continue. In Montreal, nient in the cities. It is not just to tax workingmen
in July, 1895, the Hon. Mr. Laurier said : in order to appreciate the prices of farin products.

In the next place I will assert that, so far as Mr. Laurier, at the village of Arthu;, in
Canada is concerned, the system of protection bas North Wellington, on Sept. 17, 1895:
been the bane and the curse of Canada.

At Quebc, le said It was claimed that protection was a benefit to
Canada, but it was the bane and curse of the country.
Again: Sir John Thompson, at Montreal, said that

Gentlemen, the only way in which Quebee can the tariff would be reformed, but that they would
recover its old ti me prosperity as a maritime city is by keep to the principle of protection. This, Mr. Laurier
adopting a policy of freedom of trade as it exista in went on to say, was no reform whatever. The system
the mother country, Old England. Such is the end was wrong from top to botton ...... The Liberals are
we have in view and, as you all know, we are excep- opposed to the system. They declare it to be a fraud
tionally well situated to carry on a maritime trade. - and a robbery upon the people of Canada. The goal

In Ottawa, in 1893 of the Liberal party is freedom of trade such as existe
3 he again said on the other side of the water in the motherland.

.They (the Conservatives) want to reforin the tariff Is it any wonder that when Sir Wilfrid
and stili retain the principle of protection, but I
submit to you tht the ideal systein is the British , the Premier of Canada, uttered
system of free trade. Let it be well understood that sentiments similar to those in England, that
from this moment we have a distinct issue with the they should have been acceptedl and is it a
party in power. Their ideal is protection; our ideal
is freè trade. wonder that they believed that he had

In Waterloo, in 1893, in addressing the
electors, that hon. gentleman said :

"I denounce to you the policy of protection as
bondage; yes, bondage and I refer to bondage in
the sane manner in wkich American slavery was
bxindage. Sir, our policy is freedoa of trade as it
exist , in England, sucy as e practised in Great
Britain. I propose we should follow England's
example, and open our ports to the products of the
world.',

Mr. Laurier at Newmarket, Sept., 1893,
(Globe's Report)-

I will not be satisfied till th last vestige of pro-
tection bas been removed from the soil of Canada.
That is the end to which we are progressing, and theaim which we have in view, and we will not rest tillwe have achieved that object. When that will be I
do not Profes to know but at al events I say that
the Reformera of Ca a have reforme to carry out,

authority and permission from this country,
after the elections, to give utterance to senti-
ments such as characterized his speech upon
his arrival ? I noticed in one of the speeches
from a member in the opposition in the
Lower House the other day, it was stated
that he had no mandate from Canada to give
utterance to free trade sentiments. I differ
from that and take issue with him on that
point. I think that from the utterances and
from the results of tl e elections, the people
of England had a riglit to believe that the
Premier was honest in his opinions and
honest in his declarations, and that he
would carry them out as the Conservative
party did in 1878, when they adopted the
National Policy. I never forgot a remark
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made to me by a leading member of the
Liberal party after Sir L. Tilley had made
his first speech in 1879, the session
called immediately after the elections of
1878. I was met in the lobby of the House
by one of those gentlemen, and lie said, "Well,
Bowell, you have gone the wholb hog," I
said, "What do you mean by that" ? He
said, "You have adopted protection in its
entirety." I replied, " Did we not tell the
people of Canada that if we were elected we
would do soi " "Ah," said lie, " I never
believed you would." " Well," I said " That
is just the difference between you and the
party to which I belong." We have had an
illustration of the truth of that statement,
18 years afterwards. They went to the
people pledged to a certain policy, pledged
to the very hilt, that if they were elected
they would give f ree trade to this country
the moment they got into power. They
adopted the very policy which Sir John
Thompson said should be adopted, and would
be carried out by the Conservative party, of
reforming the tariff-very slightly though,
only'to the extent in a great measure of re
ioving the specific duties, a point which 1
will not discuss now, and adopting the ad
valorem system, but on the lines of protect-
ing, every industry in this country excepting
two, binder twine, on which now some Lib-
erals are trying to have the duty restored,
and barbed wire. Now, is the Right Hon.
the Premier the only man who made utter-
ances in this wav ? Why, we have th-* mild
and genial Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Sir Richard Cartwright, who never uses, as
we all know, strong language. He said, in
reference to the protective policy :

The National Policy is worse than war, pestilence
and famine.

He also again said:

When we get into power there will be no half mea-
sures; we will destroy this policy root and branch.
These men and their bonused manufacturers are
scoundrels great and scoundrels small.

Then in Montreal, the same gentleman
said :

There is no Canadian manufacturer who need be
afraid to face the competition of the whole world
Our policy is death to proteqtion.

He also said,.see Hansard, page 714, in
1893:

Our policy, first to last, has been to destroy this
villainous protective system, which has been grinding
out the vitals of this country.

Sir Richard Cartwright-

1, for iny part, would be sorry to see the issue
d windled down to a inere question of revenue tariff.
This is a very good thing in its way, but very much
more than this can be got.

Sir Richard Cartwright's tariff speech,
1894:

Sir, we strike, and we strike for liberty and free-
dom fromn this systemn of protective taxation. I tell
the hon. gentlemen that we will not rest until the
slavery that they have imposed upon us has become
a thing of the past.

Sir Richard Cartwright at Ingersoll:

There are sone people of the Liberal party who are
there for their fleshpots, and their stock of cotton and
some other stock, who did him the justice to believe
that he would do what he promised, and that he would
not be satisfied with half mneasures.

One more extract from Sir Richard Cart-
wright's free trade utterances, see Hansard
page 336, 1894:

Sir, they (lemand our policy. Well, sir, they
shall have our policy, and I believe I do speak for
my hon. friends heside me. Our policy is death to
protection and war to the kuife to corruption. Sir,
we strike, and we will strike for liberty and free-
dom froin this system of protective taxation. I tell
the hon. gentlemen that we will not rest until the
slavery that they have imposed upon us has become
a thing of the past.

Well, they, like many Conservatives, be-
lieved his utterances at that time, as well as
those of his colleagues on the trade platform.
Then (Mr. now Sir I ouis Davies) uttered the
same sentiments particularly in the maritime
provinces, where he denounced protection as
: systemn "accursed of God and man."

At Middleton, P. E. I., the same gentle-
man in 1893, declared that:

Whatever doubts or difficulties there may have
been about understanding our trade policy in times
past, there is none now. Our platform is clear and
definite. To-day the people stand face to face
with such an issue, and the next contest is to be
one between free trade and protection. The policy
of the Liberal party is the reform of the tariff by
the elimnination fron it of every vestige of protec-
tion.

Columns could be filled, and I could occupy
your tine for hours in reading extracts to,
show what the professions of these men were
when they were in opposition, I would then
ask you to compare those sentiments and
those utterances with their deeds since they
have been in power. I do not know that I
can close this part of my remarks without
giving you two lines of their campaign
song :

Join together, heart and hand,
Liberals for free trade shal stand.
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I do not commend the metre, nor particu-
larly the sentiments, but the opinion is ex-
pressed in this doggerel of two lines just as
fully as if I had quoted for an hour. If it
will not weary the House I should like very
mauch to place on record the opinion which
people at a distance have formed of Sir
Wilfrid Laurier's tariff and of the present
government and their fiscal policy. Pass over
the old world and proceed some ten thou-
sand miles away from home into the Austra-
lian colonies, for instance, and you will find
the newspapers there diagnosing the tariff as
correctly as any man could possible do who
has watched it f rom its inception. I have
here a tolerably long article, but it is worth
reading. It is from the Australian Star,
Published in Sydney, New South Wales. It
was a protectionist colony when I was there
a few years ago, but since then they had
an election. Hon. Mr. Reed, the present
premier, was then leading the opposi-
tion, and they had a contest there just
as we had an election in this country
with Sir Wilfrid Laurier leading the oppo-
sition, both upon the same lines exactly.
Mr. Reed is an out and out Cobdenite, a
free trader pure and simple. He told the
people of Australia that if he was elected
and Sir George Dibbs was defeated, he would
introduce the principle of free trade in its
entirety in parliament ; and unlike the f ree
traders in Canada he acted up to his promise.
The moment the legislature met he abolished
the protective principle altogether, placed
the taxes upon lands and incomes ; and
adopted, in fact, a f ree trade policy pure and
simple. That gentleman, when he was in
'England, might and did very properly, when
Lord Hartington, the present Duke of Devon-
shire, suggested the question of preferential
trade with the colonies, repudiate the whole
thuing. He was honest in his professions.
le bad carried themn out to the letter. He

did more than that ; he was opposed to what
our present premier once designated as ' tin-
pot titles," he refused to accept any, and
went home to Australia as plain Mr. Reed.
I instance this to show the difference between
the two parties, one in Australia professing
free trade principles, and the f ree trade party
in this country. The Australian Star in
discussing this question recently, used the
follOwing language:

When Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Premier of Canada, re-
cently jubilated in England, he was welcomed there,
it Wll be renembered, with unexampled effusion bythe free traders as the true aposte of the gospel

2

according to Cobden. The Cobdenites presented him
with a gold medal, as the outward and visible sign of
bis inward and spiritual free trade grace, and other-
wise worshipped at bis shrine. And Sir Wilfrid re-
ceived the acclamations of the faithful with the prcud
humility of one who knows adoration is bis due. He
seemed to stand there, the most solitary figure in the
empire, outside of Great Britain, lifting his voice and
testimony in favour of the only true fiscal faith. He
might suffer political mart rdom, but lie was strong
to do and dare in the sacredeause of free trade. Only
a few months previously a general election in Canada
had taken place ; whilst the main issue in that con-
test was a dispute about the teaching of religion in
the public schools in the province of Manitoba, it was
well known that Sir Wilfrid also denounced the fiscal
system in operation in the country, and declared that
if his party came into office they would sweep away
protection.

This accursing thing was stifling the energies of the
people, and preventing the proper development of
trade and industry, and therefore it was only right
that it should be destroyed. At the time Sir Wilfrid
Laurier was in London to- take part in the Jubilee
festivities the En lish people probably did not know
to what extent he ad fulfilled the promise to establish
free trade in the Dominion, for the newspapers pub-
lished in Great Britain did not give much information
on the subject. They knew, however, that the Cana-
dian parliament had included to the new Tariff Act
an admirable provision by which the manufacturers
in the mother country were given certain advantages
in trading in Canada over manufacturers belonging
to foreign lands, and this provision so excited their
imagination that they apparently did not take the
trouble of ascertaining whether the other provisions
in the act were equally liberal from their point of
view, or whether, indeed, any real advance beyond
the reciprocity arrangement had been niade in Canada
in the direction of free trade.

The new Tariff Act bas recently come into our
hands and it is a revelation to us as it niust be to the
people of England.

As we read its pages the pathetic figure of Free
Trade Apostle Laurier fades and is lost alike to im-
agination and sight. The best that can said of him is
"The voice is Jacob's voice, but the hands are the
hands of Esau." For, in truth, Sir Wilfrid Laurier
deceived the Cobden Club and obtained its gold medal
by using the voice of free trade, while, as for bis
tariff, no protectionist in this province (New South
Wales) even in the wildest of bis dreams ever con-
jured up or ever desired a tariff so thoroughly pro-
tectionist as that of the Dominion of " Free Trade "
Canada. Examine the schedule of tbat tariff where
you will, from initial " ale" to final "unenunerated
goods," and you find a high scale of duties,.such as re-
gards New South Wales at least, it bas hardly entered
into the heart of man to conceive. There is, it is true,
a schedule of " free goods "-" articles for the use of
the Governor General," " travellers' bage," "Ad-
miralty charts," "communion plate when imprted
for the use of the churches," "curling stones,' "fos-
sils,"and cognate articles not producible in Canada,
and certain wares, such as indecent photographs and
oleomargarine are prohibited, but with these and a
few other exceptions every article imported into that
" free-trade" Dominion bas to pay heavy duties.
Take a few instances : Canned meats, etc., pay 25 per
cent ad valorem ; mutton and lamb, fresh, pay 35 per
cent; paraffine wax candles, 30 per cent ; condensed
coffee, etc., 30 per cent; apples, 40 per cent; pickles,
35 per cent; books, 30 per cent; buggies, etc., 35 per
cent; cotton fabries, coloured, 35 per cent; ready-
ma:e clothing, wholly or in part of wool, 35 per cent,
and so on. These, of course, are merely a few instan-
ces taken at random of the free trade tariff of Cobden's
Canadian disciple, Sir Wilfrid Laurier. These are
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some of the services to the cause of free trade which when he declared that they did not want
have earned him the gold medal of the Cobden So- a
ciety, the plaudits of English free traders and the any preference, though they had professed
profound admiration of "right-thinking" free traders it by their taritt. When he got to Toronto
throughout the world. he made the astounding statement that he

But the Canadian tariff is not, as no doubt our had to adopt that rinciple of diplomac inforeign trade friends would, with their usual ingenu- p pr P P 7
ity, like to attempt to represent, a tariff framed in order to obtain the denunication of the Ger-
the interests of the greedy manufacturer. It is de- man and Belgium treaties ; or, in other
signed for the benefit of the people. Whenever the
Governor in Council has reason to believe that with words, he had to swallow at one gulp, all bis
regard to any article of commerce there exists a ring professions to the people < f Canada the
among manufacturers or dealers to unduly enhance
the price of such articles bas (the Governor ni Council) moment he set foot upon English sou. In
may empower any judge of the Supreme Court to order to what ?-to humbug the people of
make.summary inquiry and report whether such com- England and lead them to believe that they
bination or ring exists.

If the judge reports in the affirmative, and, "if it would adopt every principle which they had
appears to the Governor in Council that such disad- professed in regard to the fiscal policy of the
vantage to the consumers is facilitated by the duties country by adopting free trade; and when
of custoins imposed on a like article wheni iinported 'teoiebac a edotb teDk
then the Governor in Council shal place sucb artic the olive branch was held out by the Duke
on the free list, or so reduce the duty on it as to give of Devonshire (one of the most important
to the public the benefit of reasonable competition in Liberals in England, of a family of Whigs
such article." It is unnecessary to add that this pro-
vision gives the death-blow to selfish combinations, and Liberals of a whole life time-now it
not only of inanufacturers, but of retailers, and con- is true joined with Lord Salisbury, more
clusively shows that the tariff is designed to foster articularl on account of the Homelocal industries, not at the cost of the consumer, but Prc
at that of the employers of cheap labour in Europe Rule question) and still further by
and the Orient. Our free trade apologists have, iMr. Chamberlain-that was rejected
therefore, a great deal to explain away in connection b Sir Wilfrid La on theat
with Canadian trade and commerce and Canada's by d Laurier on the part
fiscal system. They nust first explain away the of Canada, and that, too, in the face of the
tartif ; next they nust show how this inost drastic professions that he had made during the last
description of tariff lias injured or will in.jure Cana- .
dian inanufacturers, or the Canadian consumer, and eight or ten years. Well, he says, I could
if they cannot do this, and they cannot with truth, it not obtain the denunciation of these treaties
will be necessary for theni to demonstrate how a very unless I had taken that course. Why, itmuch lighter tariff can, with provisos similar to those
of the Dominion, which we have quoted, injure seems to me a diplomat would have held his
either the manufacturers or the cousumers of this tongue ! There was no necessity for bis re-
province. Finally they nay feel it incumbent upon
them to explain how Sir Wilfrid Laurier, with his jecting a proposition, however remote it may
own inflexible fiscal policy, staring him in the face, have been, however indefinite it may have
could by any stretch of truth or of imagination, even, been, the moment he set his foot on the
style hinself, when in England, a free trader. For
our art, we are free to confess that the practice of shores of England. All that was necessary
the Canadian premier seemi to be infinitely better for him to do, when the intimation was
and more honest than his precept. At the same iven that Englaud was reared to adopttime perfect bonesty of profession, coinbined with e s p.
protection, would never have procured him the gold a more liberal policy, and to give something
medal of that eccentric organization, the Cobden in return for the opening of our markets to
Club. We hope, however, that after this exposure their manufacturers was certainl to have
we shall hear no more nonsense about Canada being
a free trade country, and that no further attempts in either thanked them for it, or given such an
this direction will be made to deceive the people of answer as would have left it open for the
New South Wales. future, when the conference met, to discuss

Now, let us look at the premier's conduct the question.
when he came back to Canada. His first
speech on bis return was made in Montreal. Hon. Mr. MILLS-What proposition am
In it he assured the manufacturers in as I to understand the Duke of Devonshire
plain language as he could use, that their in- made?
dustries would not be destroyed, that they
would adopt, as far as possible, a perman- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ency of tariff, and in adopting a permanency did not Say a proposition was made, I
of tarif the protective principle, upon the said the olive branch was held out by the
lines that had been suggested by Sir John Duke of Devonshire that a preferential
Thompson, which they have adopted, trade with England could be adopted.
would be carried out. Then, he found that
there was a strong sentiment of disapproval Hou. Mr. BOILTON-On what buis?
of bis utterances in Englaud, particularly Is makes a great difference.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does, if any basis was suggested ; but no
basis was suggested.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But was it a pro-
tective basis or a free trade basis ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why ask that question ? Have I not already
said there was no basis suggested? The pre-
mier had said, and he reiterated it the other
day, and it was stated by the Globe that the
proposition of Mr. Chamberlain was free
trade, pure and simple, between England and
her colonies; and then he asked this ques-
tion : Are you prepared, sa'd the premier,
to adopt that policy ? The answer is that
the London Times took exception to that
statement. The London Times said, in re-
viewing the article that was in the Globe,
that Mr. Chamberlain was a sensible man,
and he would never make such a proposition,
and we have no evidence that he did make
such a proposition. On the contrary, the
record shows what Mr. Chamberlain pro-
posed at that conference, and he niakes no
such proposition there. When asked the
other day what took place at that conference,
the premier said his lips were sealed, be-
cause he was not permitted to give to the
public the proceedings of that conference.
May we not naturallv ask, how it is that the
Globe got possession of that information
unless it was given for the purpose of the
election at that moment, or concoted by
the writer? 'If the premier took upon him-
self the responsibility of informing the Globe's
editorial writer that such a propositi ?n was
made, then lis mouth should be open
to tell this country the whole of the
proceedings that took place in reference
to that conference; otherwise it is a
a gross breach of faith on the part of the
premier to those who formed that conference.
Every man who reflects will come to the con-
clusion, that he made the griev.ous mistake of
bis life when he took the position that he
did in bis first speech in Liverpool, reiterated
through the whole of England wherever he
had an opportunity of speaking. Any one who
has watched current events and has followed
the policy which Mr. Chamberlain has car-
ried out ever since he bas been in office,
knows that it has been one having for
its object the unity of the empire and
was prepared to fight our battle with the
people of England upon this very question.

And had it not been for Sir Wilfrid
Laurier's declarations, backed by those of
the premier of New South Wales, I doubt
not we should be rapidly on the road to-
wards receiving something like a preference
in the market of England, such a preference
as was indicated by the Hon.Wilfrid Laurier
in his speech in London before he left for
England, when he declared in the strongest
possible language that he was in favour of
preferential trade, that every man in Can-
ada was in favour of a preference in the
English market; and then he said this: If
we had a preference in the English market
for our wheat and meat and cheese, of what
inestimable value it would be for the com-
merce of this country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. member
say Mr. Chamberlain was ready to give us
preferential trade I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, I must say this, that question is
very much like drawing a herring across
the trail. It has nothing to do whatever
with the point I wasi making. What I
say is, Mr. Chamberlaiî's whole policy
has been that of colonial preference, and
he stated himself that, after the declara-
tion of Mr. Laurier,-he would not touch
the question with a pair of tongs, that it
was hard enough to fight the free traders of
England on that question, even with the
approval and consent of the whole of the
colonies at bis back ; but they, having de-
serted him, and saying they did not want it,
he was not going to run his head against a
stone wall. That was the position of Mr.
Chamberlain, and no one knows better than
my hon. friend opposite (Mr. Mills) that
Mr. Chamberlain's whole policy has been
more liberal towards the colonies than that
of any colonial minister that has existed in
bis and my day : that he bas done every-
thing he possibly could to cement the union
between the different parts of the empire.
Preferential trade was one of the grandest
schemes that could possibly have been de-
vised; and i believe thatthe peopleof England
were beginning to realize that fact, but when
Lord Rosebery said, in view of what had
taken place and what had been uttered by the
two premiers of the two premier provinces,
Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Mr. Reed, the ques-
tion was out of the range of practical politics
at the present day. And so it is. But what
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I was saying is this, that Mr. Laurier enun- Secretary informing thern they had no power;
ciated certain views at London, Canada, and then they had to do in that as in the
where he pointed out the great advantage preferential trade-back down most ignomi-
that preferential trade would be to Canada, niously. Is this sweating paragraph of a
and at the very moment he set his foot on sirilar character? If not, I -ha1l be glad
English soil he denounced the policy of pre- to know N hat it means. But we have
ferential trade, declaiSing that Canada did heard a great dei about paternal govern-
not want it. 1 have occupied more tine ment. My hon. friend opposite ha a dis-
than I intendcd on his point. There are like to paternal governutent. e thinks we
one or two others, aowever, to which I have no right to interfere with the maniier
desire to cali the atte .ition of the Huse be- in which people should carry on their business.
fore I sit down. I notice in the address a But here is a system without the warrant of
reference to the giving of contracts by which
the sweating system is to be abolished. I
confess I am at a loss to understand what
that means. Am I to understand that in
giving out contracts for the manufacturing
of articles for the government, that there is
a clause in the contract instructing the
contractor whom he shall employ, how many
hours the workmen shall be employed and
the wages they shall receive ? We all know
that the sweating system in manufacturing
centres, both in the United States and
Europe, is vicious in principle. How has
that been adopted here ? When did we hear
of this before except through the press ?
And why is it of such importance that a
reference to it is put in the Governor
General's mouth in opening parliament?
Now, I have it from the best authority that
in some manufacturing establishments in
Canada which have received contracts lately
for the manufacture of police and
militia clothing, and other things, there
is no such restriction-that the contrac-
tors can employ women at all hours,
make 'the girls work for starvation
wages, and carry out in fact and in practice,
that which is denounced as the sweating
system. Am I correct in this, or does my
hon. friend know, or is it one of those little
dodges to get a little cheap popularity?
We had announced in flaming letters during
the Centre Toronto election that the foreign
postage was reduced from five to three cents.
Well, there was another evidence that those
who were administering the affairs of the
country had as little knowledge of what
was containeî in the Berne Postal Conven-
tion, as the Finance Minister and all the
ministers of that day, had as to what would
be the effect of the German and Belgian
treaties upon the preferential tariff. It
turned out that they knew nothing aboutit,
until they announced the fact, and their
attention was called to it by the Colonial

law, as far as I know, I know of no law which
justifies interference by the government with
any man's manner of carrying on his busi-
ness. There is, however, one important
paragraph which reads as follows:

The extraordinary gold discoveries recently made
upon the Yukon and its tributaries, appear likely to
result in an enormous influx of people into that region,
and we are glad to hear that the government has
taken prompt action for the preservation of law and
order in that distant and almost inaccessible locality -,
and we assure His Excellency that any measures laid
before us for that purpose-

What those measures are it is impossible
to teli, but any one who reads this paragraph
will come to the conclusion that the present
government were entitled to all the credit
for taking steps to preserve peace and order
in that country. It is on a par with most
of their other professions. Before I left the
late government and while I was president
of the Privy Council and had the police
force under my control, I took steps to send
the first contingent of police into thau coun-
try to preserve law and ordér, and looking
at what might possibly occur, we took those
steps for which the present government
now claim credit and consider it of sufficient
importance to put it into the Governor's
speech. They have, it is true, gone a little
further. They have sent an additional force
of police to preserve law and order. How
far that law and order will be preserved,
with their gold regulations to be enforced,
remains to be seen in the future, but they
are not very likely to preserve law.and order
if the denunciation of the Liberal press in
the North-west Territories and in British
Columbia are to be taken as an index of the
feeling of the people.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
object to those regulations?

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will tell my hon. friend when that
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question is under consideration. I am built without the expenditure of one dollar
not discussing the regulations; I am of public money. That was well illustrated
discussing the modesty of my hon. by a little paragraph I saw. A farmer went
friends la arrogating to themselves the home and told his wife he had bought her a
credit for carrying out the same policy as very expensive piano. " Well, my dear," she
their predecessors did, and which it is said, " You should not have done that, we
not very likely will accomplish the end cannot afford it." " Don't trouble yourself
in view if the statements of the Liberal about that, I never gave a dollar for it. I
press in the North-west and British gave the farm for it." While we don't give
Columbia are any ir.dications of public any cash subsidy we give away an enormous
feeling. The next matter is with re- territory which is supposed to be worth hun-
ference to the contract which is to be dreds of millions of dollars. If the reports
laid before the House. The contract of Mr. Ogilvie and those who have been in
was placed in my hands after I had that country, and the investigations of pros-
commenced speaking; the Senate I think pectors are to be relied upon, then we have
will excuse me if I do not discuss this ques- given millions. But why was it necessary
tion as intelligently as I inight have done if to take this st' p? Parliament was to meet
I had had a few minutes to read it. But I within five or six days after the date when
have this to say with reference to the policy this contract was being entered into. But
of the government, that it is another evidence 1 nobody knew ; it was kept a profound secret.
of the total abandonment of the principles Contrast the course of hon. gentlemen oppo-
they had advocated for years. We have site with the conduct of the government of
been told over and over again that entering Western Australia wher they were placed
into contracts by Order in Council was a in a precisely similar position. About four or
vicious principle. We have been told over five years ago gold was (liscovered in Western
and over again, that all contracts should be Australia. There was just such clamouring
given out by tender, but we are told in this for railways into that country, about 120 or
case that urgency necessitated taking a 130 miles, as there is now for railways into
diferent course. I read in the government the Yuk ,n district. Did the Australian
organ of this city, a day or two before I government, with Sir John Forest as gov-
came to Ottawa, a statement of this kind, ernior, adopt the policy that has been pur-
and I was rather surprised, because it was sued by this goverinment? Not at ail.
written in a chuckling and glorifying style. They asked for tenders. There were scores
It went on to say that the government had of people waiting for it, and they made this
entered into a contract for the con3truction provision : " We will give you a contract
of a road in order to enable produce for the construction of this road into the
to be carried into the Yukon district gold territories," and time being the essence
at the earliest possible moment, and of the contract, they limited them to a cer-
that passengers could get there; and tain period within which it should be coin-
that it had been a great disappointment pleted, but they added this addendum "you
to many people who have spent large shall have the use of that road from the time
amounts of money in iivestigating the of its completion until the time provided in
feasibility of huilding a road, and that there the contract." The moneved men went to
were over thirty people applying for charters work ; they built the road'at about one-half
in order to obtain power to enter that coun- the ordinary cos4 for the construction of
try, and that fuLly half a miilion of money- roads, and for the seven or eight or nine
you will find it in the Free Press of a few days months that they had that road under their
ago-had been spent by these gentlemen in own control to collect the revenues from
order to ascertain whether they would be freight and passengers, they collected more
justified in investing money in constructing than paid for the construction of the whole
theroad, and that they wentaway chopfallen road, and retired wealPhy men. t f course, I
because, without their knowledge, a contract admit the difference between the climates.
had been secretly entered into with two I admit the difficulties in the Yukon
gentlemen, to give them that whole coun- country, which they will say, no doubt,
try. Whether that is justice to the outsiders are almost insurmountable. They are not
or not I am not going to argue just now. It insurmountable, because if the reports be
has been said also that this road is to be true that road can be built at $25,000 a
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mile ; that is the report of those who have
been over the road. If that be so, a policy
similar to that adopted in Western Austra-
lia could be followed here. You might have
extended the time; you might have said:
You shall have ten or fifteen months to
complete that road, and we will give you a
monopoly of the proceeds of passengers,
traffic or trade for one, or two, or even
three years, if you like; and if you had

given it to them for five years, the country
would have been in an infinite!y better posi-
tion than under the bargain which has been
made. Then, there is another point. If
the contractors for the construction of the
Western Australia Railway into the gold
fields could construct that road and be paid
by the government very little more than
half its actual cost, and could by the pas-
senger fares and the freight enrich them-
selves in a very few months, comparatively
speaking, in a country where the population
is as small as it is in Western Australia,
what would be the result if this is to be the
main line to the Yukon district with a
country like ours. We have the whole of
British Columbia, we have the whole popu-
lation of the Dominion. We have the
mining population, and those who enter
into these speculations of 65,00.,000 in
the United States, who are rushing
there by the tens of thousands, so that in
three or four years the owners of that 150
miles could have retired millionaires, simply
from the freights and passenger rates alone.
Instead of that, you give them a charter to
build a road and give them a monoply of
the whole country for five years, and you
give them 3,750,000 acres of gold land. It is
true you may say, formerly it was considered
to be worth nothing, but it has leen known
for ·the last quarter of a century that gold
existed in. this country, and if you want any
evidence of that, read an extract from one
of Sir John Macdonald's letters contained
in his history by Mr. Joseph Pope, when he
was writing to Lord Strathcona on this very
important question, in which the then Sir
Donald Smith pointed out the necessity of
securing, under the Washington treaty, the
navigation of the Yukon and Stikine
Rivers, because, he says, that is looked upon
as a gold country. The Hudson Bay people
I suppose, had discovered the fact that there
was gold in that country, but acting ori
their policy they never gave the information
to the public. But that is not all. Contractors

are to receive some $375,000 from the British
Columbian Government to aid in its con-
struction. So that you have all these advan-
tages granted to a couple of gentlemen who
are undertaking this contract. Personally, I
have the highest esteem and greatest re-
spect for these gentlemen and I do not blame
them for entering into the contract obtain-
ing the charter for 150 miles for which they
are to receive 3,750,000 acres of land and
$375,000 from British Columbia and a
monopoly of the carrying trade into that
country for five years at least, and I believe
there is something about a ten year conces-
sion in thA contract of which 1 cannot speak
now, because I am not aware of the actual
contents of the document which has been
placed in my hands. What I ask is this:
whether, with a proposition of that kind,
this Flouse or this country would be justi-
fied in adopting it and in placing the law
upon the statute-b ok. Urgency, I know,
is, all that can be said in its favour. Ur-
gency existed in Australia at the time I
refer to. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Mills)
shakes his head, but the fact that they made
time the essence of the contract is the best
possible answer to that wise shake of the
head of the hon. Minister of Justice, that
urgency induced the gover nment to take the
course they did, and I do not hesitate to say
that a more extravaant and indefensible con-
tract-perhaps I may change my mind after
I read the terms-so far as it has been made
public, could not be conceived by any per-
son, nor can I understand how any govern-
ment could enter into such an arrangement
secretly on the eve of meeting parlianent.
Would it not have been as easy to have said
to all these gentlemen seeking charters " We
want this road built inmmediately, it is
urgent that it should be constructed in
order to keep the people who go into that
country from starving, and what are the
terms upon which you will build the road ?" I
believe the road could have been built without
the granting of one single dollar of money or
one single acre of land. The traffic over that
section of the rond will be sufficient to justify
the expenditure of any amount of money in
order to enable them to construct it When
the measure comes up 1 shal1 take the trouble
to go more fully into this whole question, be-
cause then I hope to be better informed upon
the subject; but in the meantime I cannot
believe that this country will justify the adop-
tion of any contract involving the sequestra-
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tion of so large an amount of the public do-
main, and that too of a kind and character out
of which it is believed millions of dollars can
be made. My hon. friend asked me a
moment ago if I approved of the regulations.
This I do know, that if the public state-
ments be true, this favoured company is to
pay a royalty of one per cent upon the pro-
ducts of the different mines which they may
sell, or which they may operate, while the
hard working miner has to pay ten per cent.
The man who goes there, and develops the
industry, the man who discovers itwould have
to pay ten per cent, while this favoured
company, with its four million acres of
]and supposed to be go'd producing, would
have to pay only one per cent. I leave that
question at present until the whole state-
ment cornes up before us. There are three
other matters referred to in the speech,
superannuation, the plebiscite, and the fran-
chise. I am glad to see that the govern-
ment intend to make some changes in the
Superannuation Act. That is like many of
their other principles. Some of the minis-
try in 1869 were its strongest supForters-
not to say adherents-of a Superannuation
Act. Being at that time in the House of
Communs, I voted against it, for reasons
which it is not necessary to repeat now, but
the manner in which the Superannuation
Act has been abused within the last
twelve months, should induce its strongest
advocate to suggest some changes. I shall
take occasion to bring before the louse one
illustration at least in my own city of the
manner in which the Superannuation Act
has, to my mind, been most grossly abused,
and I question whether they have acted in
accordance with the law. The plebisci'e I
have already expressed my opinion upon. I
am opposed to the principle in toto. I be-
lieve it is an abnegation of the functions of
parliament. I believe it to be the duty of
a government, under our responsible system,
to come down to parliament, if they believe
prohibition to be right, with a well defined
scheme, and ask the approval of parliament,
and if parliament disapproves, to go the
people and ask them to sanction it, and
stand or fall by what they consider to be a
great moral principle. Whether it be moral
or immoral, it is the duty of the government,
to my mind, to have opinions upon the
subject, to have a policy upon the subject,
and to come down to parliament and ask
for its verification, or not to touch it

at ail. Is it anything but a shirking
of responsibiity for the government to
go to the people and say: "J f you want
so and so we will do so and so." Is
that the principle of responsible govern-
ment I If they had gone to the country up-
on the question of prohibition and taken
their political lives in their hands, individu-
ally and collectively, upon that question,
then it would be quite right, quite proper to
come down to parliament, and either pro
pose or reject it. And so it is with the
whole system. I believe it to be a violation
of tl-e principles of responsible government,
the shirking of a responsibility which de-
volves upon the Ministers of the Crown. I
do not mean that offensively, although it
may, perhaps, sound offensiv e. As to the
franchise, I am in favour of a uniform fran-
chise. I care very little what it is at
present, but I have never been in favour in
my life of what you call manhood suffrage
or universal suffrage. But when we consider
the extent to which the suffrage bas been
extended to the people of the Dominion, it
is a grave question whether it would not be
better to have one uniform system over the
whole Dominion, with manhood suffrage
with certain restrictions as to age and
residence, rather than have a franchise
different in each province.. I believe it
is universal suffrage in P.E.I. and the same
in British Columbia, with restricted suffrage
in the province of Quebec and a complicated
suffrage in the province of Ontario, and so
on throughout the whole Dominion. [ am
speaking for myself and not for any other
party. I have come to this conclusion, that
it would be much better, and particularly
for the Dominion Parliament, where
every young inan pays into the treasury
of the country in proportion to his consump-
tion of imported goods, or the consump-
tion of excise goods, and where every man is
subject,under certain ages, to military duty in
defence of the Dominion and of the empire.
The principle, to my mind, is not so strong
when you apply it to the provinces, because
their taxation is based upon property and
income, alnost exclusively, and many of the
younger men pay no taxes at all, they hav-
ing no property or income sufficient to tax.
So that the principle as applied to
the Dominion is quite different from that
applied to the different provinces. There
are many other points to which I would very
much like to allude f rom a political stand-
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point, but I think I have said quite enough shah be able to show that the hon. gentle-
to show at least the opinions that I hold in man has taken rather a jaundiced view of
reference to the policy of the government, the position of the governrent, and that
their abnegation of principle, their total dis- they are not chergeable with ail those in-
regard of all promises that they ever made; conqistencies and with al those derelictions
and we must look forward in the future, I of duty whicb the hon. gentleman bas with
suppose, to a continuance of something of so nuch force, attributed to us. The hon.
the same kind. I hope they will never gentleman couplains of what is in the
adopt their free trade doctrines in this speech and le complains of wbat is not
country, but I would like them to be honest there. The hon. gentleman reminded nie,
and straightforward and admit that they in the address which he delivered to the
have changed their opinions and know that it fouse, of a sermon that was preacbed by a
cannot bc carried out, and that they will western minister niany years ago, in which
continue to protect ail industries in this he said his subjet naturally divided itself
country to, the fullest possible extent. into three parts, and lie would diseuss them.

In the first place e would tell them what
Hon. Mr. MILLS-c will begin my obser- they knew and he did not know, and in the

vations to-day like my hon. friend opposite, second place lie would tel them hliat he
by congratulating the mover and seconder knew and they did not know, and in the
of the address in reply to lis Excellency's third place he would teol theni what neitber
speech upon the very lucid and clear state- of the knew. Now the bon gentleman
ments wbicli they have made with regard to bas made a division, not simnply of the policy
the public policy foresbadowed in that of the government foreshadowed in the
speech. These hon. gentlemen have acquitted speech, the work of the session, but he bas
thenselves witb credit in the addresses decried everytming to wbieh he thinks the
wicn they bave delivered to this House, government of the day is cotr mitted, and
out tbey bave done precisely what had no althougb the policy of the administration

doubt tbey would do wben they undertook was marked out for a period of five years,
the bonourable and dignified taIk of reply- he complains that the wole work of legis-
in- to bis Excellency's speech. J may say lation which the government bas promised
that thank my bon. friend for the very to undertake is not foresbadowed i
kind observation whicb be he bas addressed the speech from the Tbrone and
to this assembly in respect to lyysef. As undertaken in a single session. Now
leader of this vuse J shaa endeavour to this would be a heroic work for wicb
diswharge my duties in a way consistent wit J confess myself--and believe mycolleagues
the duties and functions of this dignified wil join me in that confession-that we are
cham ber, and I trust that J shall receive,~ altogether unable to accomplish in a single
and J have no doubt J shahl receive f rom session, and I doubt very much whetber rny
bon. gentlemen, that consideration and that hon. friend would not tink us unreasonaie
fair treatment whicb they, I a sure, will if be were in our places and we were to make
be always ready tos bestow upon one who similar demands at bis bands. The bon.
relies upon ther for a support for tbose leader of the opposition in this House bas
measures wbicb he believes to be in the told us that the country is prosperous. e
public interest. Now my bon. friend, while admits that; it is ide to deny it under the
be said some kind tbings witb regard to circumstances. The trade and navigation
myseif, nevertleless said some very hard returns, tbe state of the revenue, al pro-
things witb regard to tbe government of daim the fact, but my hon. friend says the
which J ay a member, and in respect to a government deserves no credit for tbis. It
policy for whic I with my colteagues a is only when my bon. friend was in power;
responsible. The bon. gentleman thinks it is only when my bon. friend was asociated
that we are rather a dishouest group of re witp some of the colleagues that are here
persons, at ail events politically, and that and some eisewbere that th(- bon. gentleman
there is notbing that he can say of us that was willing to daim, or tought right te
is worse than we ment. Now, I do not aim, credit to the administration for every
agree with my hon. friend in that particular. good that the counry received. If the prices
I ar sure that this hon. assemnbly will not were hig for farm products, if the crop was
be surprised at my dissent, and J tink I abundant, if the season was favourable for
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a bountiful harvest, my hon. friend claimed
that as the work of the administration, but
he will not admit that the present condition
of trade and commerce and the present
prosperous condition of the country is in the
slightest degree attributable to the govern-
ment or to its policy. The hon. gentleman
complained that there was nothing said in
the speech from the Throne about the fast
line of steamers. My hon. friend had that
subject before him and, if I remember
rightly, an appropriation was taken to estab-
lish a fast line of steamers many months
before my hon. friend went out of office. He
accomplished nothing. He tried to do some-
thing, but he did not succeed, and he must
not be surprised if, under the circumstances,
the negotiations which the government have
undertaken, and which they have been
carrying on, have not yet been completed.
My hon. friend speaks of the matter of a
Pacific cable and of better trade relations
with the Australian colonies. I am not
complaining, nor am .1 expressing any dissent
f rom the views my hon. friend has addressed
to this assembly ii respect to these matters.
I would be very far indeed from expressing
any opinion that it was not important to
extend our trade with the other portions
of the empire, in so far as the elements
for mutual exchange exist between them
and us, I think it is very important
that the work should be accomplished.
And I am ready to go this far: I am ready
to say to my hon. friend that when he suc-
ceeded in bringing about the intercolonial
conference some few years ago, he did a very
good thing, not onlv for this country but for
the empire, because it brought men from
the different colonies of the empire together,
and the mere hearing and discussion of
-matters of common interest among them
could not do otherwise than confer a sub-
stantial benefit upon them. The union-
the common brotherhood; the union of the
common interest ; the importance of secur-
ing, maintaining and upholding the unity of
the empire were matters of no little conse-
quence, and I did my hon. friend full credit
for having initiated that matter and for all
that lie accomplished. Let me say more:
My hon. f riend has expressed sentiments
here to-day with regard to protection and
with regard to the promotion of in-
dustries by a system of taxation-of bur-
densome taxation, and it always seemed
to me extraordinary that while he fully

appreciated the importance of imperial
and intercolonial intercourse, he did not
seem to appreciate this fact that the
fiscal regulations which he was urgently
advocating stood in the way of accomplish-
ing the most beneficial results that could
flow from such a system. My honourable
friend's patriotism led him to decry closer
relations between different portions of the
empire. My honourable f riend's little Eng-
land view in this regard led him to erect a
Chinese wall around this country as far as
he could, and tended to make Canada a
close preserve for one class of the commu-
nity against the other classes. I am not
going to follow my honourable friend in the
discussion on the tariff changes. Some
changes have been made and those changes
are all in the direction of freer trade and
less restricted intercourse. My hon. friend
has spoken to-day of the importance of trade
between different portions of the empire,
and he lias referred to views expressed by
the Duke of Devonshire, and what in very
vague ternis would have been accomplished
if Sir·Joseph Chamberlain's views had been
seconded and he had been encouraged to
pursue the line on which he set out. But
what that line is I do not precisely know,
nor do I t.hink my hon. friend is any better
informed than I am. That Mr. Chamber-
lain would have agreed to impose duties
against all the rest of the world and to esta-
blish free trade between the different por-
tions of the empire, I do not think and I
do not believe. I am of opinion that Mr.
Chamberlain would be very far from making
such a proposition. I believe it for this
reason, that if he had made it it would have
been impossible for him, in the present state
of public opinion in England, to have re-
mained in public life. He could not have
maintained his position as a member of any
government, whether it be a radical govern-
ment such as he favoured whn he first en-
tered public life, or the government of Lord
Salisbury. I do not care what government
you look at in the mother country, you will
find it favoured unrestricted trade. The
people are unanimously in favour nf such a
policy, and Mr. Chamberlain, as a man not
desiring to render himself wholly useless in
the public opinion of the country, as it
exists for the time being, could not and
would not commit himseli to a proposition
of that kind. There was this difference
between the views advocated by my hon.
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friend and those associated with him, and
the views that have been adopted by this
government with respect to this question of
trade. My hon. friend, while he maintains
that it was important to establish closer
trade relations between different portions of
the empire, was altouether opposed to doing
that without the British government would
make some special concession in favour of
Canadian products that were put upon the
British market. That he cou'd not get;
that would not be conceded; that would
seriously interfere with 85 per cent of the
trade of the United Kingdom, and that
being the case, the hon. gentleman was not
willing to make those arrangements which
we have made, and which i regard as of
great political importance, apart altogether
from the commercial advantages which
may spring from those trade regul-
ations. Does any man doubt that
the concession of preferential trade
-especially preferential trade to the
United Kingdom-brought this country at
once into prominence, led to a discussion of
the affairs of Canada, and its relatioñs to
the empire, to Canada as a field for immi-
gration, to Canada as a field for the invest-
ment of British capital? Does not everyone
see that, apart from the question of trade,
an immense impetus was given to immigra-
tion in this direction by the adoption of th:s
policy and th'at it has conferred upon
Canada, in the friendship which it has
secured from the mother country in the
sympathy which has been extended to this
country in consequence of that conces,ion,
a standing and a position which it would
not have enjoyed and was not likely other-
wise to obtain. luIy hon. f riend said that,
so far as the second chamber is concerned,
certain parties advocated its abolition. I do
not know whether my hon. friend intended
to point those observations at myself per-
sonally or not, but I can say this to the hon.
gentleman: I have never advocated a single
chamber. I have always taken the position
that two chambers were essential, under
our constitutional systemi, to the preserva-
tion of liberty and property and to. the
security and permanence of our political
institutions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
said distinctly that 1 was not aware that the
hon. gentlemen had ever advocated the
abolition of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-On the contrary, I
have always maintained the necessity of
two chaibers. In appealîng to the cons-
tituency that for 30 years I represented,
sone three years ago, when the question
was put to me whether I would favour
the abolition of the Senate-because that
seems to be a fàvourite doctrine with our
Patron friends-i said 1 would as soon
think of crossing lake Erie in a canoe
and expect to reach safely the other shore
as to carry on thc government of this country
for any length of time with out a revolution
if we had only a single chamber That has
been my view for years, and it is the view
which i entertain to-day ; but the manner
in which a second chamber should be cons-
tituted J consider a fair question for public
discussion, and the views that I have enter-
tained upon the possiblitity of improving
this cham ber, by altering the mode of its
constitution, I still entertain. My hon.
friend made another statement which seems
to me was scarcely candid, and let me
invit e his attention to it. He spoke of
pieferential trade with Great Britain,
but he said the effect of our present
tariff was merely to increase our trade
with the United States and diminish
our trade with Great Britain, and the
hon. gentleman referred to the trade
and navigation returns as an evidence of
that fact. Now, J do not admit that that
is any evidence of ny hon. friend's proposi-
tion. In the first place, the tariff whiclh he
quoted-the general tariff-is not the tariff
which is applicable between this country
and Great Britain. That tariff is less, and
the articles which the hon. gentleman refers
to as articles upon which the duty has been
diminished between this country and the
United States are articles that do'nîot come
from England at all, and in regard of which
there is no competition between the United
States and England. The duty on coal he
says was reduced from sixty to fifty cents,
the duty on corn from ten cents to free corn,
and that these things the United States
have a preference. Now, the United States
is the only country fromn which those
articles are to any extent purchased by
Canada. Take, for instance, corn. There
was any amount of United States corn put
upon the Canadian market a little over a
year and a half ago for eight or ten cents a
bushel. J am speaking now of corn unshelled,
and that corn was purchased by whom I
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By the farmers, throughout the west in large
quantities for feeding their stock.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does the hon.
gentleman say that the United States
shipped cob corn into this country I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I have seen it
in the elevators at Windsor. Although I
had a considerable quantity, as a farmer, on
hand, I thought of purchasing at the low
rate then prevailing because it was there for
sale and a great nany of our farmers in the
west did so. That, I think, was an advant-
age to the agricultural population ; my hon.
friend may take a different view, but after
ail, that is a question on which we may
differ. I believe it is of very great conse-
quence to the people of this country that
they should have the opportunity of buying
cheap corn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What about the other articles ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Which other articles
-coal I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
iron.

Hon.
articles
tioned.

Mr. MILLS-I took a note of two
which the hon. gentleman men-
I am taking these as illustrations.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Taking all the items that I mentioned, I
do not agree as to your deduction.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think the hon.
gentleman will see that I am entirely right.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In my opinion that
certainly was the view of the country, for
those who purchased those articles, if they
thought they were going to be injured by
their purchases, would never have made
them. The hon. gentleman speaks of the
destruction of our industries. No one in
this country, so far as I know, proposes to
abolish customs duties as a means of revenue.
This country is very largely in debt.
It has to meet its obligations in some way
or other, and a tax on importations and on
commerce, fairly imposed, is perhaps as fair
a way of collecting revenue as any that can,
for the present, be devised, at all events in
the present state of public opinion. About

that there was no difference between hon.
gentlemen opposite and those wlio are mem-
bers and supporters of the present govern-
ment. But when you propose to impose the
tax, not for the purpose of revenue, but for
the purpose of enabling some one to sell an
article at the expense of his neighbour at a
larger price than he otherwise could obtain,
and that neighbour is compelled to take
from his incone and to hand it over
by virtue of the operation of that law to
the party who puts that article upon the
market, the hon. gentleman then is using
the power of taxation, not for the pur-
pose of revenue, but for the unequal dis-
tribution of the profits of the various indus-
tries in which the people of this country
are engaged. When a state of things is
once established, it may be very difficult to
change it. The opportunity does not always
come to make an extensive change. We
are bound to consider the social order of
things; we are bound to take into conside-
ration what we can accomplish by way of
reform with as little disturbance as possible.
It is one thing to force industries into exis-
tence by special legislation ; it is another
thing, when they become once established,
to undertake ruthlessly to pull them up by
the roots. That we cannot undertake; that
we never said we would enter upon. We
have said that we were in favour of a revenue
tariff, and we believe that the freer you can
make trade, the better it will be for the
country. Let hon. gentlemen look at what
would be the consequences if you were to
adopt the views of my hon. friend opposite.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But your Prime
Minister says he wants free trade I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend so we
do all want it, and we want vany things
we cannot always get, but we can aspire
after t hem and perhaps in time will be able
to accomplish them. Let us look at the
condition of these things. Supposing this
country were out of debt; supposing we
had other means of meeting the cot of
government than the imposition of customs
duties more advantageous than those, then
my hon. friend might say the country
would be ruined because you cannot prevent
the people of Canada purchasing what they
require abroad, because you cannot impose
any duty. You have no pretext for imposing
any duty to keep those articles out, so that
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if the views expressed by my hon. friend rot think that can be questioned-at
opposite and those who agree with him are ail events successfully questioned, and that
correct, then the government of this country being so, 1 do not propose to accomplish the
-if the country were out of debt-would reform, nor have the government proposed
be in a most unfortunate condition. I do to accomplish the reform that they call for
not agree with that view. in this country in a night; but we do expeet,

with the pro,,ress of the country, with the
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The whole of development of its resources that those

the argument of the hon. gentleman is that burdens which are borne by a smail popula-
"if." "If ifs and ans were pots and pans tion will be borne by a very much larger
what would theb tinkers doI" population at an early date.

Hon. Mr. MrLLS-My hon. friend can Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Will no inprove-
answer that better than I can. I cannot ments be made in the meantime?
tel what they would do. I put a hypothc- e
tical case. I say that if rny lion. f riend's Hon. Mr. MJLLS -Certainly improve-
contention is rig,ý,ht, then the greater thp ents will be made where they are required,
burden of taxation the more certain the but trust no wild or visionary expendi-
protection is and the greater would be the tures will take place which add mothing to
security. That is not my position at ail, Ii the wealth or the prosperity of the country.
say if you had started out without a public I wish to say a few words with regard to
debt, with fewer public burdens; if no ex- the measures of the governiment proposed
penditures had taken place except those during the present session. My hon. friend
which were absolutely necessary, you would has criticized the proposee raiitwey scheme
have to day in this country some millions into the Yukon country, and e says that
more of agriculturists. Would they be alone this is a measure made by Order iii Council.
Certainly not, for when your farmer takes up ost measures are, but this is a measure
his land, there must be a blacksmith ; there that is not yet in force. t is a easure that
must be a carpenter. ple requires hishouse to depends upon the will of parliament. Par-
be built and furnished; he requires a those lianent can say wuenlver this mesure
appiances which give employment to ski]- cores before it that it is a bad measure and
led labour and without which the co Dught not to become law. We have not
itself could not ex st, and it in no way de- inaded the authoity of parlianent; we
pends upon the imposition of heavy b res, have riot take anything out of the hands
nor the exclusion of goods from other por- of parliament. Parliament is as free to
tions of the world. Now, I arn not saying dJeal with this contract as it was to, deat
that we should adopt heroic measures. We with the contract for the construction of the
are anxious to carry on th t government Canadian Pacific Railway, which aso was
ecdourically. We are anxious to reduce submitted to parliament and required the
the burdens o taxation as far as the present ratification of parliaient to bring it into
circumstances of the country wbill permit, being. My hon friend refers to a precedent
and when a suill higher tide rises in the in the history of Westen Australia, to show
finances of this country there will be a that we ought to have advertised for tenders.
further opportunity of Haking further re- I admit that ordinarily that is the correct
ductions. If in the case of the settlement of rule ; but there may be emergencies in
the North-west regions in which gold is found which that cannot i done. Ordinarily we
you have that tide of immigration which for- ougit to ask parliament for an apppro-
merly fiowed towards Africa and Australia, priation of publie mnoneys when they are
turned in the direction of the Yukon country required, but in England they have some-
and the North-west and British Columbia, times teen obliged to use woney to meet
and you have seven or eight millions an emiergency which could flot be fore-
to, bear the burdens which are now borne seen, and have had to, corne to parliament
by five mnillions, does any man say it will be for a indemnity. They say it is in the
in. the interest of the country to maintain public interest and we throw ourselves
the present rate of taxation? Would it not on parhiament to sustain us for taking our
be advantageous to this country, if you had political lives ln our hands to accomplish
the power to further reduce taxation? 1 do this resut. That is the position iii which
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we stand to-day. There is no comparison only for commercial purposes, and the treaty
between the case of western Australia and says so. The hon. gentleman knows that
the Klondike country. Australia bas not a under the treaty of St. Petersburg, we had
country of 70,000,000 people beside it which the right to navigate the Yukon for
May at any moment take possession of the all purposes, and every other river which
Country. Australia bas not a country beside flows into the ocean, but we lost that when
it which may at any moment close every the treaty of 1871 was negotiated. By the
gate and every avenue which leads irto the route through the Chilcoot Pass you go into
country which you call your own, but that a United States port, and whether you are
is the position of Canada at this moment. allowed to land police there, or land arms.
We find along the whole of the Pacific coast or send any equipment through, depends
the only avenues into our territory in the upon your neighbours. If you go to the
hands of our neighbours. There is a quan- White Pass, there is the same condition of
tity of land a few miles away f rom Skagway things, and until this railway is constructed
that we believed they would recognize as a we have not the means of getting into that
boundary, but you will see it stated in almost territory, except by the favour of our neigh-
every United States periodical published on bour. Every hon. gentleman knows that the
the Pacîfic coast that is not the boundary line; Edmonton route is a most desirable one,
thait the boundary extends ten geographical and one which it may be necessary to
leagues inland,and thattheirterritoryreaches open at an early date, yet it is fifteen hun-
to that point. If it does, the Treaty of Wash- dred miles, and the whole season would be
ington gives them the right to navigate the lost if it was adopted, and at present it
rivers in our territory, and instead of the would be quite impossible to get the required
government of Canada holding that terri- supplies through by that route. We believe
tory, it would be the government of the it is in the public interest that that road
United States that would hold it, and you should be constructed. If we had delayed
could not send a policeman into the terri- it could not have been built this year. The
tory nor a man with arms, nor make the work must be carried on while the snow is
slightest defence of your country without upon the ground. There must be means of
the will and grace of your r.eighbours. That sending in supplies, and storing them at the
is the position. That is a position on which head of the navigable waters of Teslin Lake.
this government bas determined shall not There are provisions made, as bon. gentle-
continue, and we have undertaken to con- men will see, that that may be accomplished.
struct a railway, in the public interests, to and that road, which is to be made within
defend Canadian rights and British interests thirty or forty days fit for ordinary travel, is
in the North-west. to be made a completed railway, connecting

the navigable waters on the one side with
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The building of the navigable waters on the other, by the

a railway will not prevent the use of the ist of September and it will be in the power
Yukon by the people of the United States. of the government to send in such men as may

be necessary to maintain law and order
Hon. Mr. MILLS---If the honourable with a large population, which will be

gentleman was a little more disposed to mostly foreign, and to retain that country,
listen fairly, instead of listening unfairly, he and to maintain the interests of Canada
would see that it is vital to us that we should within it. In fact there are many
have means of communication with the things it would be most desirable to
Klondike by which we could send supplies say in our defence which cannot in the
and the police and our officers, under our public interest be said this moment, but I
own control. am satisfied that there is not one in this

House no matter how strong his feel-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is ings may be, no matter how anxious he

not the navigation of the Stikine River might be that there should be a change of
and Lake Teslin free to both countries the government, if he knew the circumstances
same as the St. Lawrence i as I and my colleagues know them, who

would not defend the government, even if
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I do not deny our arrangement had been less favourable

that, but the hon. gentleman knows it is than the one which we have made.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We should have
that knowledge. We should have the papers
on the table.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, the hon. gentleman
should not have it, because tbc hon. gentleman
knows that in the political relations that
exist between countries it is impossible to
communicate that. My hon. friend knows
that as well as I know it, and so, for the
time being, my hon. friend bas to permit
that information to remain with the govern-
ment.

Hon.Mr.KIRCHHOFFER-What other
country has the right to interfere with what
we are doing on our own land I Why can-
not the information be given? Why should
the other country interfere ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend asks
what we are doing on our own land. Take
the Lynn Canal. My opinion is the bound-
ary.should be drawn at its mouth, but it is
in the hands of the United States people,
and Skagway and Dyea are for the present
United States ports. We supposed the furth-
est they would claim would be the summit
of the pass at Chilcoot and White Pass,
but we find the United States flag was
raised at Lake Bennett, far north of these
places. Our flag at the present time bas
taken its place, and the hon. gentleman
knows that out of these matters corres-
pondence may arise which could not be
communicated to the public.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do not
see why it should not be.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I venture to say my
hon. friend is the only hon. gentleman in
this House who thinks so.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I am sure
there are others who think so.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-There are fourteen
Ministers in the Cabinet, and the greater
part of them married men. How can they
expect the secret to be kept from the world I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think I have stated
enough to show the hon. gentleman that
there was urgency in undertaking this work,
and undertaking it at a season when it was
possible to push it with some vigour and hope
of success. Another measure of the gov-
ernment is the Superannuation Act, which

my hon. friend opposite says has been
grossly abused in the last six months. My
hon. friend will remember that the state-
ment was that it had been grossly abused
for the past twelve years, and we think hon.
gentlemen perhaps did not make the wisest
use of that law. It will be very much as it
was in England when the Conservatives, or
Tories as they were then called, accused the
Cromwellians of desiring a standing army,
and the Cromwellians accused them of
desiring the same thing also, so that they
both began to dislike the idea of a standing
army, and got rid of it. I suppose the hon.
gentleman would sooner wipe it out than
see the abuse continue.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I said that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
spoken in favour of manhood suffrage. I am
not going into a discussion of manhood
suffrage, nor the provisions of the Franchise
Act. For eighteen years after this union
was established we accepted and acted upon
the franchise of the provinces, and, so far
as I know, no difficulty arose, and no
expenses were incurred by this parliament
in the preparation of the voters' list, and no
special complainit was made. Now, I am
not going to defend the measure. It will
be time enough for that when it is before
the House. We promised that measure
while we were in opposition. We advo-
cated it for years. It was an issue when
we went to the country, and the opinion of
the country has been pronounced upon it;
and whether the hon. gentleman thinks we
kept faith with the country in regard to the
tariff, we, at all events, undertake to keep
faith with regard to that particular measure.
Then, my hon. friend has referred to the
question of the plebiscite, and says he con-
siders it an abnegation of the principle of
responsible government. I am devoted to
the principle of responsible government,
but I do not see that this is an abnegation.
There are certain questions of a social
character, and you may entertain views on
them, and whether your views are prac-
tical, and whether it will be in the public
interest to carry such a measure or not, will
depend wholly upon the state of public
opinion, and whatever you may think with
regard to the propriety of prohibition, I
think no one will maintain that a prohibitory
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measure which public opinion would not ceeds. 0f course, they are men wbo do not
enab'e you to enforce, which would be dis- take root in our country and we do fot want
regarded, where you would have illicit them as citizens of Canada.
distillation and private stills all over the
country, and stills by persons whom you Hon. Mr. MILLS-My attention has not
could not punish, and dare not undertake been called to the subject further than the
to punish, because public opinion sym- announcement which I have sen in the
pathizes with them, you would have a con- newspapers, which I suppose attracted the
dition very much worse indeed than anything attention of the hon. gentleman himseif.
that could possibly arise under any well The government have not considered the
regulated license system. Therefore, I think suhject.
a meacure of this tert, beinag somewhat
sunIptuary in its character, is a measure on Hon. Mr. MACDON ALD B.C.-I would
which you should ascertain the state of ask the Minister if he would have maps of
Public opinion before you undertake to the Yukon country placed on the Table of
legisate upon the subjectb I have briefly the House for the information of members.
alluded to the many points to which my Many members have asked about the coun-
hon. friend referred, and I shal not further try. They h o now nothing at a d about it
trespass upon the indulgence of the bruse. and would ike to have something in the

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 9th February, 1898.

nature of a map before them to refer to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that a map is being prepared by the
Minister of the Interior, and it is perhaps
ready by this time. I shall inquire of the
Minister and shall endeavour to comply with
the hon. gentleman's request.

THE ADDRESS.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being called-

Resuming the further adjourned Debate on the
The Speaker took the Chair at Three consideration of His Excellency the Governor Gene-

O'clock. ral's Speech on the opening of the Third Session of
the Eighth Parliament.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

JAPANESE IN THE YUKON
COUNTRY.

INQUIRY. .

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Before
the Orders of the Day are called, I wish to
ask the Minister of Justice if his attention
has been called to the report that an inva-
sion of the Yukon country by the Japanese
is expected. I suppose under the treaty
between Great Britain and Japan we cannot
prevent them coming into our country,
though I suppose we might tax them as we
tax Chinese, but I think they should be
shut out from the mineral country of the
Yukon. It would be a serious thing if
hordes of people from that country should
come into our mines and carry off the pro-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to resume the
debate.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Make
it short.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Unfortunately,
hon. gentlemen, if you furnish me with a
great wealth of controversy here you cannot
expect a very short speech, unless you discuss
only one particular individual item of it.
When I rise in my place to address the
Senate, it is with a view of dealing with all
the subjects that are put before us in the
speech, and I think that every one of us
will acknowledge that there is a new feature
put upon a great many of the subjects
formally dealt with that requires considerable
care and thought and discussion, and all I
hope is, should I prolong my remarks longer
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than your patience will permit, that you will
forgive me for it, but I will try not to
transgress. The speech that we have to dis-
cuss commences by saying

I have observed with great pleasure the remarkable
advance in the political importance and material
prosperity of Canada during the year which has just
closed.

I think that that is a perfectly legitimate
matter for congratulation. There is not the
slightest doubt about it, that Canada bas
increased in material prosperity and political
importance. The more our influence is ex-
tended beyond the bounds of our own coun-
try, the more our political importance will
increase. We will never have any political
importance as long as we shut our-
selves up, as the former government thought
and did, and I an sorry to say as the pre-
sent government appear to think and do,
shut ourselves up and make Canada a close
preserve for a small coterie of men who
gather wealth under the influence of mono-
poly and protection, a policy which I have
for a great number of years strongly opposed.
The more you lessen that, the more you
extend your operations and remove restric-
tions on trade at our seaports, the more poli-
tical influence we are going to exercise and
the greater prosperity we will enjoy because
the field for occupation for our industrial
population is going to be enlarged materially
when we apply the ability and energy of the
Canadian people to enter.the markets of the
world and compete there for the extensive
trade that awaits these who take part in it.
For these reasons I think the remark with
which the speech opens gives me an oppor.
tunity of making these few comments. At
the same time I think. that while the govern-
ment have for a number of years argued
upon the same basis that the opening of the
doors was the proper way, the very moment
that they have an opportunity to pursue
that policy something seems to have got
hold of them and they are shutting the doors.
The second paragraph in the speech is :

The loan recently effected has shown that the credit
of Canada bas never stood so nigh in European mar-
kets, and affords reasonable ground for expecting that
the burthens of the people will, in the near future, be
materially reduced by the substitution of a much
lower rate of interest on our indebtedness than that
which now exists.

I think Canada bas kept pace with the
rest of Britain's colonies and Great Britain
herself in the credit that she has in the mar-
kets of the world. That is due very largely

to the thrift of our population-to thrift in
the management of our finances, no matter
which government is in power. It is also
very largely due to the continual lessening
of the value of money. People now are verv
thankful indeed to get a good investinent at
two or two and a-half per cent, where they
would have scorned it at four per cent a
dozen years ago. So it is not altogether
due entirely to causes within ourselves, but
it is due to that cause also. I regret very
much indeed to see that the public debt is
still increasing and that there has been a
steady increase to date. Of course, if we
get a lower rate of interest every year, the
burden of that increase does not bear quite
so heavily as would if the rate of interest
were not reduced; still the increase of our
debv annually, involves the remitting of that
amount of money abroad to meet interest
and necessitates the absorption of our exports
in order to meet that demand, and under our
present system puts the burden of main-
taining the revenue upon our industrial
classes. The increase of the debt during
the past year bas been $3,500,000. That
increase niay probably be due to the
loan of $10,000,000 that we had to float,
a portion of which went to remove former
indebtedness and the other to meet ad-
ditional burdens that were put on the coun-
try for some reason or other. I do not
think the Crow's Nest Pass, $3,500,000, will
come into the publie accounts of that year,
because it was only appropriated in May, and
we might have an additional debt next year
to add to this amountgiven tothe Crow'sNest
Pass of $3,500,000, and whatever they may
give to the Grand Trunk Railway for the
Drummond Counity Railway. All these
things, of course, involve an additional debt
and create an additional demand every year
for the absorption of a certain portion of the
exports of the country. But it is a matter
of congratulation that we are able, as a
nation, to maint ain our credit and pay our
debts regularly so that we enjoy the very
lowest rates of interest going for public
loans of such a nature as we have applied
for and obtained. There are, however,
evidences to which I will presently refer that
our exports in the past year or two, have
been absorbed to an alarming extent.
Now, hon. gentlemen, the next clause in the
address of His Excellency is:

I congratulate you upon the exceedingly cordial
reception accorded to the representatives of Canada
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at the Jubilee ceremonials, and also u n the warm and has been the home of Britain's pen-
appreciation manifested everywhere throughout the sioners from that time to the present.iother country in reference to the conduct of Canada
in materially reducin the rate of duty upon goods 1 We found General Robinson, a Canadian,
imOrted from the nited Kingdom into the Do- in charge as deputy governor. ' lhe

accommodation that was provided for
Hon. gentlemen, that is also a matter of us was exceedingly comfortable and the bar-

congratulation. As you are all aware I had racks that were occupied by the Guards
the honour of being included among those were given over to the contingents from all
who took part in the military contingent parts of the empire which, together, num-
that went across the Atlantic ,ast year, and bered about 1,000. The officers were fur-
obtained the leave of the Senate in order to nished with a mess in the gymnasium, and
take part in it and leave my duties. A few accommodation provided for them by tempor-
rernarks with regard to my visit there will ary buildings put up in the barrack square.
probably not be out of place, in order to To Lord Roberts was assigned the command
endeavour to show you the honourable part of the colonial force on public duty, with
that Canada played in the ceremony both Colonel Ivor Herbert as second in command
in connection with the visit of the premier in garrison, and we were under the con-
of Canada and also the visit of the nilitary mand of Lord Wolseley in Hyde Park.
contingent that we sent over. I may say After we arrived there, our contingent par-
this, that the premier, Sir Wilfred Laurier, aded with all the rest of the colonial force
may be congratulated upon the cordial re- and the gathering was one of the most re-
ception that he met with. It was due to markable sights ever seen. All colours and
the dignity with which he upheld the char- all hues from all parts of the world werethere.
acter of Canada, to his own personality and The negro blacks came from Africa, East In-
to the mode in which he conducted himself dians and West Indians, Houssas from the
and the addresses that he delivered to Niger, native troops from Cyprus, Ceylon,
the people of England while there. He Borneo, Trinidad, British Guiana, artillery
was placed in the highest position in from the Mauritius and Malta, Chinese
the procession and in the ceremonies from Hong Kong; Malay troops f rom
which took place-taking his rank next the the Strait Settlements, the Australians
Queen's Government; he occupied the in strong force, Cape Mounted Rifles f rom
most prominent position with Lady South Africa, Rhodesia under Captain Gif-
Laurier in the procession ; and wherever ford, Natal, New Zealand, our forces from
he appeared before the public he was Canada, etc., and the whole of this large
cheered, for the sake of Canada, and, as force, .numbering about one thousand men,
I said before, the dignity with which he con- were paraded and assembled together in
ducted himself on every public occasion. Chelsea batrracks for the purpose of being
The Canadian contingent went across on the instructed in the duties we had to perform
steamer 200 strong, including officers and in the ceremonies, and also in conjunction
men. The journey across was not a very with the premiers of the self-governing col-
comfortable one, because the steamer was onies, and heads of the Crown colonies, to
overloaded, and this caused a certain degree show the people of London, the centre of
of discomfort. The return passage wa.s not' British life, the class of men that
accompanied by anything like the discomfort were gathered together to illustrate the phy-
we had experienced going over, the ship sical power and political unity of the British
being an excellent one, and accommodation Empire. We took our place in the proces-
ample. When we arrived, we were met at sion, and on the morning of the procession
the station by Lord Methuen, who com- we marched to the Hotel Cecil, where the
mands the London district, and Colonel various premiers resided as the guests of the
Herbert and Colonel Ward, Sir Donald nation. We formed up there in order to
A. 8mith, the High Commissioner, and give.them the opportunity of falling into
Mr. Colmer accompanied them. We their respective ranks at the head of their
marched to Chelsea Barracks, where we various colonial contingents, with the Hon.
wre located for the next fortnight. Chel- Sir Wilfrid Laurier as premier of Canada
sea barracks is in the grounds of the Chelsea heading the procession. We marched off in

lospital, that noble pile that was designed that order, and led the procession as far as
by 8ir Christopher Wren, 200 years ago, St. Paul's Cathedral, passing Buckingham

3
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Palace at half past eight in the morning, and
there the rest of the procession fell in after
us, and we led the way to St. Paul's Cathed-
ral, where the great religious ceremony was
to be performed, and the Queen was to hold
the short service that had been provided as
part of the celebration, in which all the reli-
gious sects and denominations of the
British Empire, and the nation's guests
partook on the steps of St. Paul's
Cathedral. After halting there a suf-
ficient time for the service, we held our
places, and the procession that had marched
behind us, with the Queen at its head and
the British troops passed us, so that we saw
the whole procession in rear of us going by
at St. Paul's Cathedral, and we had led the
procession as far as St. Paul's Cathedral.
We fell in at the rear of the procession and
followed Her Majesty round across London
Bridge on the Surrey side, re-crossing at
Parliament Buildings, and so on back to
Buckingham Palace. The multitude we
passed through, a million provided with
seats in every available niche, and another
million on the curbstone, were in the hap-
piest mood, and represented every class
from the highest to the humblest. It was
one of the most inspiring sights, I think,
that bas ever been seen, that great noble tri-
bute that was paid to a sovereign upon the
completion of the 60th year of her reign,
not only for the wisdom and length
of that reign, but of the virtues of a good
woman who had governed wisely and well
through the whole of that period. She was
surrounded by the whole of her family, all
occupying high positions, all working in-
dustriously along with the rest of the popu-
lation in serving the State in their respective
capacities; and if any one has reason to be
proud and to think that the blessings of the
Almighty rested upon her, it was the Queen
upon that day. The whole world was ,here
looking at the magnificent spectacle, 50,000
British troops brought into London to guard
the way, and five and twenty thousand
policemen supporting them for the same
purpose, the pick of the troops in England
marching in the procession, headed by the
colonial forces drawn from all parts of the
world. Every nation in the world sending
their representatives to pay their tribute of
respect. There never was a greater display of
reserved physical power since the world began
than was brought together from all parts;
not drawn at the expense of the British

Government, not forced there under the
command of military discipline, but a volun-
tary contribution of the various outlying
portions of the British Empire, that came
to lay their voluntary allegiance at the feet
of their sovereign, as aiding her to maintain
the British constitution in its purity, and
the integrity of - the British Empire in its
world-wide reputation and renown. It was
a proud position for Canada to have occu-
pied on that particular occasion. It was
well carried out in every particular.
Our troops were looked at and admired
by everybody. Their physique, their con-
duct and everything could not be surpassed.
They were received with cordiality every-
where. The volunteer corps invited us to
various entertainnients, the Colonial Insti-
tute, the Imperial Institute. Madame Albani
gave us a concert in Albert Hall. Sir Henry
Irvine had a special entertainment at his
theatre. The Maxim Nordenfeld Company
provided an inspection of their armouries at
the Einsford ranges with a sumptuous enter-
tainment-Lady Brassey at Normanhurst
Court. Every officer was entertained most
hospitably by General Lord Methuen, and
the High Commissioner had a reception on
Dominion day and a banquet the night after.
Lord Lansdowne, Lord Derby and the Hon.
Mr. Chamberlain speciallyentertained the na-
tions'guests. Every theatre was thrown open
to them free; invitations forced upon both
officers and men without number, and every
courtesy was extended to Canadians and to
Australians and to other colonists that could
possibly be extended to them on their visit
to the motherl-and. Her Majesty received
the contingent at Windsor Castle where the
whole force was entertained at luncheon,and
the officers, one hundred and fifty-three in
number, sat down in St. George's banquet-
ting hall in the castle. The Queen inspected
us on a lawn in the rear of the castle and
all the officers and two men from each corps
were presented to her. She addressed the
Indian troops in Hindustani and she showed
an active interest in everything, as Lord
Roberts accompanied ber and presented each
corps for review. The Queen's garden party
at Buckingham Palace and the presentation
of the jubilee medals by His Royal High-
ness the Prince of Wales were two brilliant
sights. The review was shared in by the
contingent force at Aldershot, when the
review was held for Her Majesty's inspec-
tion, and the naval review at Portsmouth
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vas one of the grandest sights ever wit-
nessed. The contingent forces were well
looked after by the mayor and citizens of
Portsmouth, and the government provided
accommodation to give the whole force the
best opportunity to witness the review and
inspection by the Prince of Wales. The
illuminations on this occasion and on the
evening of the procession were remarkably
fine. Wheeled trafic was entirely suspended
at night in London, and the stream of peo-
pie thronged the route of the procession to
overflowing and millions enjoyed the sights
with the utmost freedom and in the utmost
good humour. The events of the fortnight
'were ample evidence that the government of
the vast population in the city of London
was developed upon the highest principles of
self government that had yet been reached
in any nation. That was a great occa-
sion, hon. gentlemen, that was a great year.
Now, what is going to follow it 1 Is it go-
ing to be a ceremony and nothing more ? Is
it going to stir up the hearts of the people
in the various parts of the British Empire,
to do something more than they have been
doing, to accomplish something more than
they have accomplished towards the unifica-
tion of the British Empire, towards helping
to strengthen in a material way the forces
that are at work by the British Government,
which is doing the noblest work that any
government has ever yet laid itself out to
do, to bring under subjection the forces of
the world towards peace, to open the ports
of the world to free trade, to give all nations
an opportunity to reap together on a common
ground, on common soil, in unity and peace
and commercial rivalry? That is the battle
that England is fighting to-day. You have
only to rearl the papers from day to day to
see the noble stand she is taking in China at
the present moment. What for? To ag-
grandize herself there and seize a p,'rtion of
the territory i No; it is simply to announce
to the world that her determination is that
no nation should seize a portion of China
or Africa or anywhere else and lock it up
from the rest of the world, as long as she has
the power to withstand the effort.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I say that that is
one of the noblest things a nation had ever
set itself out to do. They are not taking a
Portion of the world and saying that nobody

else should deal there but themselves. They
are taking the foremost partintrying to bring
heathen nations under the influence of civili-
zrtion. Wherever England has put her hand
on a piece of toreign territory it is as free to
Germans, Chinese, Frenchman, Canadians
or anybody else who chooses to go and trade
there as to the people of the United King-
dom, and she gives them good government
under the British constitution. She gives
them ample protection under the power she
possesses in tier army and navy wih all the
forces of justice that prevail wherever Bri-
tain's government holds sway. Are we going
to be chided by Sir Michael Hicks-Beach
when he says we ar e doing nothing for
the maintenance of the protection of the
British Empire? He says we are doing this
in the nane of Canadians, South Africans,
Australians and the people of every portion
of the British Empire, and are you going to
offer no material assistance in the shape of
money or men or anything else? The burden
is being felt, the pressure of foreign nations
is great. Sir Michael Hicks Beach is right
in drawing our attention to the great re-
sponsibilities they entail. T say that
the answer of Canada should be " to the
utmost of our power will we stand at your
back and assist and support Great Britain
with our material resources to the best of
our ability." I can say, in answer to what
Sir Michael Hicks-Beach sent over the cable
the other day, that we are as yet a poor
country, notwithstanding the prosperity set
forth in the speech before us. We are still a
poor country, so far as national revenue is
concerned and national prosperity, that
must to a very large extent be shown
by the redundancy of the revenue which
the nation is able to contribute to
its support. The revenue we enjoy lias
been to a certain extent stagnant for
the last ten years. There is no redundancy
to it. Notwithstanding our large territory
and the increasing exports, the result of more
labour, it has been amply shown that we
have reached the limit of the power of rais-
ing revenue by the Canadian people under
the principle of protection, that there is no
force that we can bring to bear except to
impose direct taxation, such as we did the
other day in reimposing a duty on raw sugar,
or increasing the excise on spirit, or some
direct taxation of that kind. There is no
possible means under the principles of our
commercial policy by which we can extract
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from the people of Canada a larger revenue a redundancy that is the outcone of pros-
than we are doing, because monopoly divides perity. h is in order to reply to the leader,
the taxation with the government. I say, hon. the great financier, Chancellor of the Ex-
gentlemen, that the people of Canada can chequer in England that it is not the spirit of
contribute a larger revenue a great deal than Canada that prevents her from giving ma-
they are doing to-day, butit is impossible to in terial resources to strengthen Great Britain,
crease that ievenue beyond the twenty million to stand at ber back in the fight that she is
dollars that we are contributing to-day under inaking with the rest of the world, but it is
the customs taxation which, as I said before, the weakness of the revenue that prevents
is stagnant and has been stagnant for a great us sbowing that in any appreciable or
number of years and is only stiniulated material manner. To be sure the govern-
by borrowing. It is possible for the ment did try to show a disposition, and tbey
people of Canada to pay a great deal more did show a spirit by reducing the tarif in
revenue than that if it was only levied in the favour of Great Britain to the extent of 25
proper way, if it was only levied in the per cent, wbich cores into force on the lst
same way Great Britain levies ber taxes. July next. That is only a concession of
She releases the necessities of labour and trade and not a source of revenue. The
taxes profit s. Hers is the ost redundant carying out of that is sirply the carrying
revenue in the world. The Government out of the idea of the bon. Minister of
of Great Britain bas spent Cenormously Marine thaen he made a motion in the House
on its navy witbout imposing one ad- of Cominons some years ago that the taxa-
ditional penny of taxation upon the tion levied against Great Britaie was large
people. She has maintained bier osition, conmpared with that of the United States,
she bas increased ier trade, she bas and this reduction is no reduction far as
perpetually and constantly increased her protection is concerned; it is merely an
revenue year after year. Every year it is attempt to equalize tbe protective duties
greater than it was before. This Iast year tbat are stili imposed and iake thein even

fer trade bas increased and is the largest wit those of the United States, wbic it
ever known ini tbe history of tbe country. was always contended were of an unequal
This year bier revenue bas got a surplus of character, so that it is not regarded in Great
eight or ten millipJ dollars, the largest ever Britain as a very great concession, it is not
known in the nistory of tbe country. Tbat regarded as of any particuor material value,
is due to tbe metrod in whei sbe exacts as business men in England asserbled to-
tbe revenue for governmental purposes, gether said tey would prefer a great deo
wbile we div'ide tbe revenue wbich sbould to see an insolvency act passed to protect
go for the support of the country, wit the tbe commercial interests of the merchants
monopolists and protected classes that wbo bave custorners iii Canada than
enjoy a very large portion of the means bave tbis 25 per cent reduction in the
tbat sould be at the disposai of the govern- tarif. That is only an evidence of tbe
ment. The people bave to contribute the mnner in wbich they look upon it, but s,
taxation and these people take ,aîf of it. far as the spirit tbat bas been sown by the
Now w aen we are prepared to see people of Canada in maki it s reduction,
trings in a different ligvt, wrich I tink it is accepted as an evidence of good spirit
before long there is no doubt the people of and a hope tbat sometbing better will follow
Canada will core to see, tbat the business and I was really in bopes that something
of the gover-nment is a different business better would follow as announced in tbe
from the business of an individual, and tbat Speech from the Trone. Well, bon. gente-
the governm ent bas got to take care of its men, as the speech says bere it was due:
revenues, that it bas not to manage for the To the conduct of Canada in mterially reducing
customers w h orne ere for legisation, the rate of duty upon goods imported fron the United
but it bas to manage its affairs for the stock Kingdoin into the Dominion.

bolders, wbo are the people of Canada; and As I say, that is an evidence of good will,
wen they corne to carry out tbeir business and it is an evidence of good spirit; but
upon that basis and upon these relation , beyond that it bas notsbown itself to be of
then hon. gentlemen will see tbat the any material value so far as increasing the
revenue of Canada, instead of being stag- power of the people of Great Britain to ex-
nant and remaining as it is to-day, will show port their goods to Canada is concerned. It
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led to the action of the Imperial govern- terms as may be accorded to any foreign
ient in denouncing the treaties with Bel- nation, and it is upon that right that Eng-

gium and Germany which bas been a matter land is to-day standing in order to maintain
Of controversy for a greatnumberof years and any ports that are acquired by any foreign
which has been solicited by successive govern- power open to British and Canadian
ments. The question bas been up very often on trade, a policy that is now being acquiesced
the floor of this chamber and hon. gentlemen in by Germany and Russia. That
are thoroughly acquainted with it. The only shows the importance that Great
denunciation of the treaties was requested Britain attaches to these commercial
for the purpose of enabling the colonies of treaties. Now, the premiers met there, and
Great Britain to admit British goods into this position was put before the Colonial
Canada or Australia on better terms than Secretary, and it was the climax of the
the rest of the world were permitted to send negotiations that had been continually going
them. That was the object of getting the on, mostly, I believe, from Canada hersolf.
treaties denounced. Recollect that it did Great Britain agreed to the desire of the
lot require the denouncing of the treaties to Canadian government, and denounced those

alow England to put on a preferential treaties. What for I So that Canada
tariff in England; that was open to might reduce her tariff and establish, as I
England to do at any time wh.ether the thought, as I supposed, and I have ad-
treaties were in force or not, but it required vocated for a number of years, free trade
the denouncing of the treaties in order to with Great Britain, while still keeping up
permit Canada to reduce her tariff or to have her tariff against the people of the United
free trade with Great Britain, while still States as long as their hostility to our com-
maintaining the duties against the rest of mercial interests remains. Canada went
the world. That was the object of over there with a guerdon held out to the
the denunciation of the treaties, that people of Great Britain-with a reduction
was why we applied that the treaties might of 25 per cent upon her tariff. This
be denounced. It was applied for by the con- was a kind of tempting bait to
servative government. As you all recollect, say, " Now you denounce those treaties,
Sir John Abbott prepared an address and you put that in force and then you
sent it forward when he was premier, and it will see what we will (o in oder to bring
has been a matter of correspondence with about that commercial unity whiclh you
the British government for many years. think is so important to the prosperity of
There was a meeting of the colonial premiers Canada." And Great Britain did it. I say,
last year at the Jubilee ceremonies and they hon. gentlemen, that the Canadian people are
met together with Mr. Chamberlain, the Co- bound in honour to carry out the idea that
lonial Secretary, to discuss this very point, was conveyed by the premier of Canada,
in order to place before the Imperial gov- when at that Jubilee celebration upon every
erninent the necessity that arose on the part platform, he announced that that was the
of Canada, Australia and other outlying por- policy he advocated, and that was the policy
tions of theBritishEmpire,fortheBritishgov- be expected to carry out, and it was to en-
ernmienttodenouncethosetreatieswhich they able him to carry out that policy that be
evidently regarded as a very great safeguard asked the government of Great Britain to
to their commercial affairs. These favoured denounce those treaties which were of such
nation treaties have been negotiated by value te tbe people cf Great Britain. And
England as far back as the year 1820 or 1830. I say, hon. gentlemen, tbat we cannet have
They have been arranged with nearly every any better evidence cf that tban a short
nation of the earth, and Great Britain at- extract I toek frein a speech made by Lord
taches very great importance to these com- Resebery a înntb or twe ago in which he
mercial treaties. Their importance bas been discussed tbe question cf free trade, and
brought out more forcibly than ever before apparently taking the stand cf the Liberal
by recent affairs in China. Great Britain party in Britain firmly upon that policy in
bas with China a treaty containing orderthat Canada and other countriesand
the most favoured nation treaty by the people cf Great fritain migbt know
which she is adrnitted, and Canada exactly the stand they took. Re says:
with all the British Empire is admitted, to But I have illustrions authorty, perhaps thetrade freely in Chinese ports upon the sanie modt illustrous outide these islands, inside the
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empire, who sustains my views as to the preserving
effects of free trade on our empire. Sir Wilfrid
Laurier says : " There are parties who hope to main-
tain the British Empire upon lines of restricted trade.
If the British Empire is to be maintained, it can only
be upon the most absolute freedon, political and
commercial. In building up this great empire, to
deviate from the principle of freedoin will be to so
much weaken the ties and bonds which hold it to-
gether." That is the view I hold, and, I believe, you
hold in this hall. (Cheers.) It only requires the force
of law to give effect to Sir Wilfrid's policy, and he is
in the position of power to carry it out.

That is the interpretation put by Lord
Rosebery, leader of the Liberal party in
England, on Sir Wilfrid Laurier's remarks.
The people of Great Britain have taken
exactly the same ground. Some of the leaders
of the Conservative party in this country,
and I believe the Conservatives generally,
still cling to what they call preferential
trade-that we will lower our duties to
Great Britain if Great Britain will give us a
preference over the United States and other
countries of the world. I was in the House
of Commons last night and heard Sir Charles
Tupper refer to the Governor General and
the remarks made by His Excellency lately
in the cii y of Toronto. The moment I read
those remarks I regarded them as an inti-
mation from the British Government-the
Conservative party in England conveying
through the Governor General to the Con-
servative party in Canada that the carrying
out of that policy was an impossible one-
that the imports of the people of Great Bri-
tain were confined alimost entirely to raw
materials and to food and upon the cheapen-
ing of both of these important articles,
which are imported to the extent of about
$1,000,000,000 per year they relied for
their prosperity-that it would be ruin
to the trade of England an ] ruin to the
indust rial population of Great Britain if they
put any tax, however small, upon that
enormous import of articles which are so es-
sential to the weltare and prosperity of the
people of Great Britain. Any one can see in
a moment that the strength of Britain's
policy is free trade. There is no nation in
the world which can show such remarkable
prosperity. such a redundant revenue and
such freedom from debt. Germany, France
and Russia have increased their debt; the
United States have increased their debt;
Canada has increased her debt. The only
nation that has not increased her debt is the
British nation. They have been reducing
it year after year at the rate of forty or
fifty millions of dollars every year. If that

condition is arrived at through the policy of
free trade that she is to-day following, how
would she prosper under the opposite condi-
tion by taxing the food and the raw
materials that are imported there to be
worked over for export to the markets of
the world by her industrial population? In-
stead of condemning the Governor General
for the stand that he took-and I have no
authority for supposing any more than my
own intelligence-we should carefully weigh
his words. That the Governor General
would attempt for a moment to interfere in
the battle of the two parties in Canada,-

Ho-. Mr. McCALLUM-It looks like it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No; but he is
the representative of the British Govern-
ment in Canada, and if the British Govern-
ment have thought it desirable to convey to
the people of Canada the stand they are
obliged to take upon the policy that is
being developed in any portion of the
British Empire which requires their sanction
to the adoption of such a clause, they are
quite justified in giving timely warning and
timely notice to the people of Canada that
it would be ruin to their own policy if they
attempted to carry out such an arrangement.
If I am correct in my idea, that the Gover-
nor General was acting as the mouthpiece
between the government of Great Britain
or maybe Her Majesty herself and the peo-
ple of Canada in so far as that is concerned,
I have no fault to find with him or with the
British Government asking him t o make that
re erence.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We have re-
sponsible government.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- Certainly we
have responsible government, but while the
Governor General is guided by the constitu-
tional advice given by his advisers here in
Canada, he has a certain responsibility also
to the British Government who have sent
him here, as thle connecting link in the
British constitution which binds an em-
pire together and I say in exercising his
responsibility in that respect, he was per-
fectly right and perfectly justified. It was
not a quesLion of domestic politics in Can-
ada, but a question that involves the taxa-
tion of the imports of Great Britain. It was
not an interference with our domestic policy
at all, but dealing with a proposition to im-
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pose taxation upnthe people ofEnldorer aato Uponhpoleo England with Great Britain, to the exclusion of the
in order to carry out a policy that was be- rest of the world if you like; we are bound
ing advocated here. to trade with Great Brîtain on the same

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is a dis- terms that Great Britain concedes to us, not
tinction without aonly because the denunciation of thosea diferece.treaties was obtained on the ground that

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The British gov- that was to be our poiicy, but also in our
ernentwised o cnve-l arn assuming own interest. 1 say we are gettiflg theernment wished to convey-- amasmn

this entirely-to the people of Canada that worst of the trade when we refuse to receive
under the present condition of public opinion back cargoes the products of British labour,
what they were asking was an utter impos- in return for products of Canadian labour.
sibility to be carried out on the part of the If you want Canadian labour to get the full
people of Great Britain in consequence of value out of the labour that produces those
that peculiar condition of affairs that exists exports that go across the Atlantic, we should
in the mothe'r country-that they import admit return cargoes f ree, and then those who
some $600,000,000 worth of food and some labour and produce those exports will receive
$1,000,000,000 worth of food and raw the full benefit of their labour under that
material, and that the taxation of that would policy.
be ruin to their country. I hear the hon. The next paragraph in the speech is as
gentleman f rom Halifax saying hear, hear. follows :

Hlon. IM-r. PO WER-I quite agree with The extraordinary qold discoveries recently made
the hon, gentleman. upon the Yukon and its tributaries, appear lkel to

resuit in an enormous influx of people into that region,
Sand ave comielled the government to take prompt
action for the reservation of law and order in that

hear."ý The hion, leader of the oppositi2>n distant and a1most inaccessible locality ; measures
tru iswill be laid before you for that purpose.t A ttr yackenzie westrerd an artice frth A contract as been entered into, subject to your
approval, for the completion at the earliest possiblewriter, referring toi the policy of the Cana- moment of a systen of rail and river communicatibn

i through Canadian territory with the K tondike andofn Jacobbut, s "the ds are the andsof principal gold fields, which it is expected ilo secure
abto Canada the larger portion of the lucrative traffic of
hHon. Mr. Reed, the premier of Nea that country.

South Wales, lias adopted a free trade Those two clauses go together. The Mount-
policy-the very policy of Great Britain. ed Police are an efficient ar of the law,
He is an Australian, and when lie cones to and its administration in their hands has
criticise Sir Wilfrid Laurier, who received always been characterized by jure ice and
ovations beyond him and who cYncedes to uirmness and we are fortunate in having such
Great Britain only a twenty-five per cent an effciently organized force at our disposai
preference with an average taxation of at the pre',sent jujpcture. Mr. Ogilvie has
thirty-two per cent, hie is pe;rfectly justifled upeld the earacter of Canadian officials
i saying "the voice s the voice of Jacob, and hias inspired confidence in the mariner
but the hands are the bands of Esau." in which he has performed a difficult task
My hon. friend alwys said, hear, hear, among the miner and meting out amoseg
when I was arguing this during the years lie ther the mining laws. The contract referred
was in opposition; I want to show him that to in the foregoing paragraph lias excited
the Policy of the government he stil sup- more interest through the length and breadth
ports deserves the remark quoted f rom the of Canada than anything we have had yet
Australian Star. R do ,ot condemn Sir Wil- to excite the people. I cannot condemn
frid Lurier who I believe is conscientious, too strongly the policy that the goverrnent
but I do condemn the Liberal party for not have been led into in making such a contract
enabling their Leader to make good the as to give away in that hukon territory
pledgs hie gave when seeking the denuncia- four million acres of gold bearing lands to
tion of the German and Belgian treaties. I a company for the construction of 150
have endeavoured to show that the govern- miles of a narrow gauge railway. I do not
ment of Canada, not the Liberal party, not think that, of ail the transactions that
Sir Wilfred Laurier, but the government of we have denounced as corrupt and inde-Canada, whichever party is in power is in fensible when the Conservative government
honour bound to adopt a policy offree trade were in power, any begins go core up
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to the contract that is to be submitted
to this parliament to-day. I feel perfectly
convinced that we are taking a leap in
the dark-that we are trading unsight
unseen-both the railway and the mining
lands. We know nothing of their value
except froni the report of Mr. Ogilvie,
and the reports that come to us from
people who have been mining there.
What we do know is that it is an
exceedingly rich country; that it is a coun-
try which has been unexplored; that it has
been untouched yet by the hand of man,
except in the last year or two; that it con-
tains marvellous deposits of gold wirich for
ages have been worn off the rocks by glacial
action, frost and snow and have sunk to the
bottom of its rivers and have lain there a
rich deposit the extent of which is beyond
our knowledge. We all know that the same
excitement took place in the Cariboo district
a great number of years ago-some thirty
years ago-where in Williams Creek $19,-
000,000 worth of gold was taken out in
placer mining. That was just one creek
that yielded that. The inaccessibility of the
country, the difficulty of getting supplies,
the cost of everything has evidently retard-
ed the development of mining property in
British Columbia from that day to this. We
are all aware that where there is $19,000,000
of placer gold worn off the rock and deposit-
ed in the streams of the Rocky Mountains,
there m.ust be a mother Iode and quartz
ledges which are capable of great develop-
ment. Quartz mining can only be done by
machinery, combination and the expenditure
of a very large amount of capital. Placer
mi.ning, of course, can be resorted to by in-
dividuals and there are no very great diffi-
culties to encounter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quartz mining on an
average takes 90 per cent to pay the cost of
mnng.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I quite agree with
the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is only 10 per
cent profit.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Ten per cent is
a very good profit.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-One per cent of that
would be royalty.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-When you speak
of 90 per cent, it all depends on the richness

of the ore, the expenditure for machinery
and the value of the labour that is expended
upon it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the cost of get-
ting machinery there.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Thecostof placing
the plant there, the labour upon it and the
value of the quartz. Where those con-
ditions vary the percentage may be larger
than 90.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. Min-
ister of Justice speaks of the average cost I
suppose ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I suppose he is
speaking of the present conditions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; under very
much more favourable conditions if you con-
sider the location of the country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not prepared
to say what the percentage is. 1 can only
say if 90 per cent is expended in extracting
the gold, it is expended in the country and
that the profit only goes out. The larger the
expenditure in the country, the better it is.
It is no argument against quartz mining.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-1y hon. friend will
see my statement was this. He says this
company is over compensated. I am point-
ing out to him that 91 per cent, under
ordinary circumstances, of what they receive
is not theirs. It belongs to the public.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-All I can say is
if Mann & Mackenzie are going on the chance
of making ten per cent on their speculation,
they are iiot the men I take them for. Of
course, we all know what South Africa,
California and Australia have yielded. They
yield largely both in quartz mining and
placer mining, and the profits which have
been derived f rom them have been enormous.
There is $53,000,000 a year in gold mined
in the United States, $43,00,000 in Aus-
tralia and about the same quantity in South
Africa per annum. These are the three chief
countries in which gold is obtained. There is
a snall quantity from Russia and a small
quantity from other countries. I have no
doubt that that gold is obtained in those large
quantities in those three countries owing to
the great enterprise of the population that
takes it out, the facilities which are afforded
by the combining of capital and al] those
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adjuncts to trade and commerce. West
Kootenay is coming to the front with an
Output during the year of nine million dollars.
There is mineral activity in various parts of
Canada and now we are adding the Klon-
dike or Yukon country to our .mineral
wealth. It may not be as rich as we
believe it is, but we have no right to assume
that it is worth not'hing. In making the
contract we have no right to assume that the
contractor is making a bad bargain. We
have no right to assume that it is the proper
thing for the government to give away the
whole of the auriferous belt of that mining
country. I think the statement has been
made by Mr. Ogilvie that the auriferous belt
extends 100 miles by 50, and 100 miles by
50 is exactly 3,500,000 acres. The govern-
ment proposes to give 3,750,000 acres to
Mann & Mackenzie to build 150 miles of
railway. If the government is bound by
this contract, to give them 3,750,000 acres
of mining lands with the right of selection,
although they have retained the right of
holding the alternate blocks, the question
comes in where is the government going to
find 4,000,000 acres for themselves and
4,000,000 for Mackenzie & Mann ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is mistaken in the estimate made by Mr.
Ogilvie. My recollection is it was 300 by
100 miles.

lHon. Mr. BOULTON-That would bring
it a little nearer the position of distributing
it equally between the government and Mac-
kenzie & Mann. However, those estimates
are purely in the dark. Mr. Ogilvie is not
in a position to give an exact statement of
what is available to the governmçnt.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The contractors can
make no location until after the railway is
built.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, but if the
road is built by the first of September the
lands will be available for location. The
contract binds them to build it by the first
of September, and when they complete the
road they are entitled to something like four
million acres of land. That is the condition.

Bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They are entitled to it on the completion of
each section of ten miles.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Oniy a small portion

-not a proportionate amount to the amount
of the line they have built.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They are entitled to it as they construct the
line. I did not mean they should receive the
four million acres of land at once.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They only receive a
small portion of it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes. They re-
ceive a large portion of the 25,000 acres
per mile for each ten mile section as
completed and the only forfeiture for
non-compliance with the terms of the con-
tract is the $250,000. That is to say, sup-
posing they were to build 130 miles of
road by the Ist September next they will be
entitled to the bulk of the grant and they
would have the bulk of the land transferred
to them, but they would lose the $250,000.
They are going to get so much for every ten
miles, even if they do not go another yard.
Now, the idea of placing in the hands of two
men the entire control of four million acres of
land is beyond our conception. There seem to
be no restrictions of any kind e9cepting any
laws that we nay pass afterwards, but if
Mackenzie & Mann were oper to sell to Uni-
ted States citizens, then they niight purchase
another Alaska. Alaska would not only be
owned by the United States, but all of the
north-western penirisula would be owned
by them as well. Are we going to place our-
selves in such a position, after having lost
Alaska and that strip of coast going down
there, for want of as much foresight and judg-
ment as our neighbours have shown? Are
we going, for some extraordinary reason, to
rush into a transaction that involves the
cession of four million acres of land, handing
it over to United States citizens, because
under the laws it can be sold out to them,
and we virtually have lost our influence and
control of that portion of the territory. I
cannot support any such contract for that
reason, apart from the opposition that I have
always shown to the cession of land ever
since the-grant to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. I supported the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, but I have consistently, for a number of
years, opposed as strenuously as I could part-
ing with any more real estate in that way.
There is a more thrifty way of developing our
necessary transportation, and that is to guar-
antee the first bonds taking them as security
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for repayment. I think that our lands or our is a very large portion of it will probably
mines should be nursed for the benefit of be valueless. I am quite propared Vo ac-
the country, for the benefit of the people knowledge that. And 80 with regard to
who come- after us, and the revenue which our placer mines, we know that it is in the
can still be obtained from it, and not given deep pools that the gold drops down. Where
away recklessly and blindly, in the way we it is rapid there is no gold ; it will not
have been doing, as was condemned in the settie tnere, but wbere it gets deep it sinks
case .of British Columbia, when they gave Vo the bottom. So that really it is concen-
the enormous grant last year, when they trated in pockets. But if it is ail concen-
gave the grant to the Canadian Pacific trated you may be sure Mackenzie &
Railway, and it was also given to Mac- Mann will gos hold of the concentrated
kenzie & Mann in the case of tne Lake parts, and that the government is not likely
Dauphin Railway. It did not cost Vo obtain possession of a concentrated part.

*$8,000 a mile to build the line, and the However, that is apart from the position
Manitoba government guaranteed the that J take. Jn the laying out of our lands
bonds to the extent of $8,000 a mile, in the North-west Territorios we bave even-
and they had the land grant of 6,400 acres numbered sections. The even-numberod sec-
a mile, and a cash subsidy of $2,000 a mile. i'tions wer- for open entry by tho people at
Now if that 'is indefensible, and if 6,400 large, for the purposo of encouraging
acres per mile is considered too large a population to come there and get the
land grant, with a guarantee froin the pro-'land. We roserved the odd-nunbered
vincial government that gave them the cash sections to preservo the dovelopment of the
to build the road with, leaving them the country; and to serve as a future resource
land grant and the subsidy of the Dominion for the development of that country. Weil,
governuient free to do as they liked with, now, we have recklessly given away soue
unrestricted, untouched, no bonds on it, ail forty million acre of our land, and to that
their own-they have the title deeds of it, extont we bave parted with it. But 1 wish
hon. gentlemen; they built the road for the Vo point out that it is advisable that we
$S,000 the government gave them, they sbould not continue this course, and I can
have the right to issue bonds upon it, and only repoat what 1 was taught by the Liberal
it is paying all the fixed charges to-day and party for 20 years in their speeches. In the
has been fron the first day it started. mining country we should ondoavour Vo
That is well known in Manitoba. Those reserve a certain portion for those who mine,
are the concessions and privileges we'for the individuals who go in there: that
are giving to contra.tors, and they become'portion is for the public Vo assist in develop-
milliGnaires by the cession of public lands ing the country. We sbould endeavour Vo
and property in that reckless way. If it utilize the other haif in some way that it
was reckless to give them 6,400 acres a will recoup the Treasury by a revenue f rom
mile on that occasion, is it not ten timeï its resources for govorning the country. The
more reckless to give them for each mile of government apparently have inaue no effort
this road 25,000 acres of our gold bearing Vo ascertain wbether it would ho possible Vo
lands ? Because, you must recollect, that formulate such a scheme as would develop
with gold bearing lnds the value is some- that baif reserved fron the public by the
times enornous. mlning regulations in order Vo develop a

revenue, We ceitainly are noV going Vo
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friends will develop a revenue f rom Mackenzie & Mann

see that if these blocks extended half a mile under the present contract and the resources
back from the river the quantity of land of the country we are going Vo part with. I
would be reduced to one-twelfth of what it suggest Vo the government that a company
is, and so far as the placer gold is concerned, could be formed Vo mine the alternate soc-
the quantity granted will be exactly the tions in conjunction with the governinent.
same. that is Vo say, that Vo-morrow if the govern-

ment were Vo say we will form a company
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Those are items and give thon the right Vo mine those alter-

to be considered. I know perfectly well nato lands in conjunc' ion with the govern-
that every acre of that 4,000,000 acres is mont, for the benefit of the govornment,
noV equally productive, and' that t oere with a representative of the government on
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its board to ascertain what it is doing, with to that country, going into it to work as
the inland revenue officer watching over labourers, in the same way as a man at
its operations-a company, I say, can be liberty to take his own mining lot and mineformed with a capital of $20,000,000 to give for himself Ione half of the profits of its operations tothe government as a revenue. If you go to Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I say if you put
England with a proposition and say: here, in the proper machinery and capital, put up
is a concession obtained from the governii comfortable houses, and furnish the proper
ment to mine for the benefit of the gov- means for supplying a population, that there
ernment, and to give one-half of the would not be the slightest difficulty in at-
profits that are derived from the operations tracting 200,000 or 300,000; and if the
of this company, you can, to morrow, form a population is going to be attracted there
a company among the investing public to at all Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Mann will
the extent of 25 million dollars to carry out have to do the same thing except that Mr.
the scheme. While they are dividing the Mann and Mr. Mackenzie only give 1 per
profits with the government, investors cent, while 1 propose that this company
realize that there is no speculation should give 50 per cent.
behind it, and they know the govern- Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the hon. gentie-
ment is represented upon it and they Hn Mr. se LS -Bt s non entle-
have a joint interest with a com- man will see that that is not quite a fair

pany of that kind with these terms, statement, because while he says the govern-
that the company is goinz to get as fair ment will get 50 per cent, that is out of the
Play as the government themselves, and, net profits; the other includes the gross
therefore, if the investment would not earnings.
appear so remunerative, at any rate it would Hon. Mr. BOILTON-ln reference to
present itself to them as the safest, and, what the Minister of Justic- suggests, I may
therefore, I say that it is practicable. It is say in laying my views before the govern-
imPossible for the government to mine on ment, I suggested that the government
their own account. That would not be should have 40 per cent of the gross profits
profitable. It would not be wise to place or 50 per cent of the net profits. I put thethe mines for sale in the same way as we two ideas before them. However, they
Put our lands up in the province of Mani- were otdy crude ideas, and only formulated
toba during the boom there, because there with the idea of offering a friendly sugges-
Would immediately be a combination of tion as to the best mode of dealing with
buyers, as there was on that occasion when that. In order to make my views more
the land produced only $2.55 an acre, 5 forcible, and to bring them before parlia-
cents over the government price. So it ment in some form, 1 myseif put into the
Would be in this case if the lands were up Gazette in December last an application for
for sale. But such a scheme as I have the formation o such a company a I speak
formulated and suggested to the government of, which may or nay not come before parlia-
mayself, from niy knowledge of affairs, would ment for ;nactment.
be quite practicable and might return a It was in order that I might put the
revenue of one million or a million and a views I hold more forcibly before the gov-
half per year, when in full operation, always government. If this contract goes through,
assuming that the mining claims would be of course, that puts an end to any
held as our odd and even-numbered agricul- furtler ideas in regard to the dis-
tural lands, the even numbers for free occu- position of those lands; but I wish to say
pation by the public, the odd for the revenues that it is exceedingly i1Vjudged in my
of the government. With the present pro- Opinion to, at the present moment, alienate
Position there is nothing to prevent Mac. any portion of those lands in the imperfect
kenzie & Mann opening an office at the knowledge that we possess of thein, because
head of their railway and handing out min- any knowledge that we do pos.ess is of a
ing licenses on a ten per cent royalty and very crude nature and exceedingly favourable
Pocketing niie per cent without investing a to the country. But there is another feature
dollar. I wish to point out, and that ie, that one

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle- great argument that is used in regard totflan suppose he could attract a population this route, that it e an al-Canadian route.
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Now, that is the greatest misnomer to apply Railway bas been built with a bonus; I be-
to this road that it is possible to apply. It lieve if we had the contract of the Canadian
is not an all-Canadian route; we have to go Pacific Railway before us we would find
through United States territory in order to that the Canadian Pacific Railway has
utilize it. The hon. Minister of Justice got from the government every penny
himself told us yesterday that that route was that it has cost to build that railway.
open for commercial purposes only, and that Irnm is so very cheap and labour is so low
for military purposes it was not open. We and machinery bas become perfected that
have our mounted police in there at the 1 they have machinery not only for grading
present moment, and if it is not open for earth but they can actually dredge rock.
military purposes, the mounted police can They have reduced by powerful inachinery
be ordered to remain there, and any one who the cost of building the-e roads to a very
wishes to iet entrance there can be told to small thing indeed, and I see that the people
remain outside, and the only way the govern- of the United States have increased their
ment can reciprocate is to allow the United manufacture of iron to the extent of 15,000,-
States troops to go through Canadian soi], 000 tons pe annum and that rails have been
that is, give a quid pro quo. Then how can manufactured as low as $15 and $16 a ton.
it be called a Canadian route? It is no So you can se- what a very small amount of
Canadian route at all. value the contractors are to put into the

road in comparison withi the enormous
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is the hon. gentleman subsidies given to them. Now hon. gentle-

opposed to the construction of this road? men, we hase to look behind in order to see
some reason for this extraordinary position.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In the tirst place We know perfectly well, as M. Osler, a
I objevt to the valuable assets in the North- director of the Canadia Pacific Railway
west Territories upon which we depend to will tecl you any day, that the business of
assist us to obtain direct access to the min- the Canadian Pacifie Railway is to
ing regions of .he Rocky Mountains try and carry the freight into that Yukon
being used to build a railway in region over their road as far as their
British Columbia, which holds its own road goes. That is perfectly legitimate
public lands and mines. I am not opposed for the Canadian Pacific Railway to do.
to the construction of the road itself, as far Then we know a transportation com-
as the mere value of paying for the road it- pany bas been forned to conneet the Cana-
self is concerned ; if I had anything to do dian Pacifie Railway at Vancouver witb the
with it I would get the government to Stikine route. Now we know there is a
guarantee the bonds to the extent of ten or desire on the part of the friends of that road
fifteen thousand dollars a mile, take a tirst to throw the traflic upon that route instead
charge on the route, and thWn the goverp- of going in by Dyea. That gives a mono-
ment will be recouped for the guarantee poly to the Canadian Pacific Railway to
very quickly after the road bas been buit, Vancouver a practical monopoly of the
and it will not cost the country a solitary Stikine navigation, and a Monoply of the
penny. t would not allow anCthing like a railway.
narrow gauge road to be built. These nar-
row gauge roads, wherever they have been Hon. Mr. MILLS- n going by the
built, have had to be abandoned. The rails Stikine we have a treaty rig t in that way,
weigh only thirty pfunds to the yard, and but the other way we have lot.
the cost of building such a rad is nothincom
at ail, with iron manufactured in the United Hop on i. SCOtT-e havkien utm
States now, as low as $16 a ton. The narro pay n the
gauge road is an excePdingly lighR rail, and Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, we have to
the cost of building that is nothingm If the tranship on the Stikine route, and the
government would guarantee the bonds to United States government, if they choose,
the extent of $8,000 a mile the road would ca hamper our hands on the transaction.
be built and contractors would be very
thankful indeed to niake their modicum of Hon. Sir MACKENZ E BOWELL-
profit by taking it for that sun. I sknow They cain diiore than that, they can pre-
omething of that. The Crow's Nest Pass vent the transhipment.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is not the inter-
pretation put on it by Customs Department
at Ottawa, I understand.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not know what the interpretation of the
Custom officials at Ottawa is, but it is a
question that has come under the notice of
all governments for a great many years
past, and we all know that the United
States government has enforced to the
fullest extent all the provisions of the
customs and navigation laws, and they pre-
vent the transhipment of goods at any
United States port that have come from a
Canadian port.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are not goods that
arrive in New York, transferred in bond
through Canada?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Can not goods arriv-
ing at Wrangel be transhipped in the same
manner I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Those are not the terns of the coasting
laws. The hon. gentleman ought to know
that the transmission of goods from Europe
through the United States is provided for
under treaty and the bonding laws, particu-
larly the Washington treaty. We are now
speaking of the coasting laws and the effect
which they have on the trade of the country,
not the bonding system. It is possible that
upon a vesselarriving at Wrangel with British
goods, they might be entered in bond and
then sent out of the United States by mak-
ing an ex-warehouse entry, but the expense
and annoyance attending this course is
great.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have the same
right on the Stikine that they have. We
have the right to navigate the Yukon. We
have the right to tranship at Wrangel.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a question you have not shown.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have seen the regu-
lations, which are very clear, that boats ar-
riving at St. Michael's can transfer their
cargoes to smaller boats to go up the river,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
rhe hon. gentleman may have seen regula-
ions of that kind. I must confess in my
ong experience of the customs I have not,
ior has there been any concession of that
kind made. The coasting laws make this
provision: a United States vessel can leave
its own port and touch at a Canadian port,
but it cannot take in any goods at the Can-
adian port, nor passengers and discharge again
at another Canadian port; but it can go from
a United States port to a Canadian port and
thence to a United States port, otherwise it
has no right to touch. Now, if I under-
stand the position in Wrangel it is this, that
it is required, if a British vessel goes there,
she must tranship the goods from the vessel
in which they were brought to that port to
a vessel which can carry them to another
port.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Up the river.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes,up theriver. A question was asked in the
Commonsof the Ministerof Railwayswhether
the Department of Justice had been consulted
upon that point, and whether tle opinion of
the Justice Department was that it had that
power and right, under the coasting laws.
The Minister of Railways said the depart-
ment had not been consulted and he did not
know what the law was. Probably the hon.
Minister of Justice can tell us what the law
is upon that point, which they failed to get
in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
will see that that largely depends upon the
construction that is put upon the Washing-
ton Treaty with reference to the navigation
of those waters, and that the interests of
the two governments in a large measure
correspond in that regard, and as a matter
of far-t the United States government
recognizing our right, for commercial pur-
poses, to navigate the Yukon River, have
also, in connection with that. recognized the
right of transhipment at St. Michael's ; s a
do not apprehend there will be any difficulty.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Do I understand the hon. gentleman to say
that the 'United States government has
recognized that i

out they cannot coast at those ports of the Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.
Yukon that border Alaska; they must go
through to a British port, to Dawson or Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Fort Cudahy. Because the United States have the same
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right under the Washington Treaty to navi-
gate the River St. Lawrence as Canada, but
they have no further right than that of
navigating; they have no right, under the
customs laws, to any of the privileges which
are enjoyed by our own people, either of
transhipment or otherwise.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They have also gone
further than that. They have recognized
our right to obt ein wood along the river,
without which the right of navigation would
not be of any value.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a right they enjoy in the St. Law-
rence. If they wish to stop at Kingston to
receive fuel they can do that, but it must
be consumcd on the vessel or taken to the
United States, they cannot land it at a Can-
adian port.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-British steamers
touching at different places along the Yukon
would be subject to enormous duties.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, that is true.
That would be an interference with the
coasting laws of the United States. A Bri-
tish steamer leaving St. Michael's could not
take on or put off passengers in Alaska. She
would have to go to Fort Cudahy or Dawson.
So long as she does that, she is quite within
the terms of the treaty and the regulations
of the coasting trade.

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-This treaty says
" for commercial purposes;" do I under-
stand that the Canadian government are at
liberty to send the mounted police up the
river ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Up to the present
they have not objected.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The interruptions
have brought out some very interesting facts.
Where we can have reciprocity with the
United States I am with you all the time.
If the United States grant certain favours
to us in a certain direction we are quite pre-
pared to reciprocate, and the better un-
derstanding that we have between us, the
better it is going to be for both countries and
all concerned. But we have to deal with
facts as they are, and when it is claimed
that this is to be an all-Canadian route, it
is a misnomer. It is not an allCanadian

route. In a month's time, unless we choose
to accede to the demands of the United
States, our mounted police may be shut out
from going there. But after having spent
$300,000 this winter in order to build a
route through Dyea and open a way for the
United States militia to go in, we may
be excluded from going in.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have not spent
any money at Dyea.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The expense that
has been incurred in taking in provisio.s
and opening up that route is not going to
cost one penny Jess than $300,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the hon. gentle-
man is mistaken in supposing that that sum
has been spent at Dyea.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In transportation, not
in any permýnent work.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am quite aware
that this is in transport, the sending Major
Walsh, the commissioner, and his party and
all the expenses that are attached to it.
We read in the paper that Major Walsh
bought provisions at $2 a pound: that is
$4,000 a ton for the provisions all round,
whether it was tea, sugar, pork, salt or
anything else. Now you cannot, without
incurring great expense, pay such prices as
that. We know that the cost of transpor-
tation has been something enormous; even
on the route by way of St. Michael's the
charges are ten cents a pound, but by the
Chilkoot Pass and these other passes the
expenditure has been enormous.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But my hon. friend
will see that there has been no expenditure
upon the passes. The provisions that are
bought, and the amount that is spent for
provisions and for supplies that are con-
sumed on the way, are not expenditures
upon these passes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Certainly not. I
am quite agreeable to that position, but
what I want to impress upon the govern-
ment is this, that they sent Major Walsh in
with a full outfit of government stock, and
that he is now still halted at the Salmon
River, and he is as far away from the seat
of government as if he were in Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What does that show?
That the difficulties of getting into that
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country are very great, and that even with are the smartest men in the world to do
the government behind the expedition, it is things of that kind. The settiets in the
almost impossible to get in. There was no country are more inured to the difficulties
other way for him to go. which their own individuality have to over-

come. The mounted police are under disci-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He pline and under orders. They have to go

is not there yet. under certain conditions. They are under

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is exactly discipline. This party started in there with

what o want t co e at, that some $300,000 eight or ten men and I have no doubt they

had been expended in conveying Major are at Dawson to-day. It would not surprise
Walsh as far as he had got, without a me if they were not, but there are lots of
Walic asfrvemets of had got, orthou ny people who have gone into that country
P.ubhie n provements of any kind or descrip- inured to difficulties. I myself went into
tion. There have been stopping places and the part of the country where I settled 18
transportation, $300 whole cost has gone in years ago and took my wife and children
trans pto $300 a ton, for conveyin g with me across the country 300 miles, across
thinigs up the Chilkoot Pass. When that rivers and sloughs and without a bridge or
bill cones to be paid,you will find I am not any adjunct money can supply, and when
outside of my estimate in saying that we numbers turned back in consequence of the
have spent $300,000 in order to convey difficulties. You can get lots of people in
Major Walsh into Dawson City, and that he the North-west Territories who will under-
is still camped at the mouth of Big Salmon take to deliver a letter in Dawson City in-
River. He tried to send Mr. McGregor, the side of six weeks if you will only pay them.
Inspector of mines, a few miles further, but The Mounted Police however are obliged to

he has had to stop. That is the result of act more deliberately they cannot take
the efforts and expenditure of a very large chances individuals can.
sum of money indeed. The hon. gentleman
says that that was the only way. I find 1 Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps by balloon.
fault entirely with the folly of trying to
send a government by that route into that Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, not by bal-
country at the time of the year it went in. loon. Half the way to Dawson City the
If they thought it advisable and necessary route is through a good country for settle-
to send it in, they ought to have sent it in ment. There are Hudson Bay Fosts and
by the Edmonton route. If they had sent settlers all over it.
it that way. Hon. Mr. MILLS-From the Peace River

Hon. Mr POWER-It would take six district to Dawson City is about 1,100
months to get through. miles ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will undertake Hon. Mr. BOILTON-I ar aware of
to go in there in six weeks if you will give that, but there are lots of people there that
me a letter of credit on the Hudson Bay do not mmd travelling 1,100 miles. It is a
Company. big country. Near where I live, a mar with

Hon.Mr. COTT An xpedtionwasa team and outfit started f romi Russell aHon. Mr. SCOTT-An expedition was
despatched consisting of mounted police and week or two ago te go through Peace River,
a surveyor. They left in September and we 1,400 miles, and he wiIl get there inside
have not heard of their arrivai there yet. of a couple of months. The Peace River

district is an agricutura ceuntry, ful cf
Hon. M r. LOUGHED-If they h~a rich resources cf ail kinds, pastoral resources,

gene bY the Mackenzie River they could grain resources, minerai resources and every
have got there long ag1. thing that is required te sustain human life.

We have in the Peace River district 3,000,-
Hot'. Mr. SCOTT-They were teld te 000 acres cf land that *was transferred

select the best route they kriew. in exchange by the province of British
Columbia because it was on the east fide of

Hon. Mr. BOUELTON-I af aware that the Rocky Mountains and net easily admin-
the expedition got as far as the Liard. I istered from the Pacifie coat. h is an
axa1 flot prepared te say the mounted police exceedingly fine agricutural district, I
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believe. The same way with the Peace River
district, the agricultural lands extend very
far north, I am satisfied more than half the
distance toward Dawson City. Mineral
wealth is to be discovered and developed on
the streams in that region and if the gov-
ernment had last September sent Major
Walsh in there to establish headquarters
half way between Edmonton and Dawson
City, and let him work his way f rom there
with the staff that was necessary there,
something would have been accomplished,
and if the $300,000 we have expended this
winter in a fruitless effort to get Major
Walsh and his party through to Dawson
from the Pacific coast had been expended
on the Edmonton route, there would have
been a very different story to tell to-day.
The government might then have boasted
they had opened out an all-Canadian route.
Major Walsh is camped on the Big Salmon
River out of touch with the government and
out of touch with the people up there.
When he is to get to Dawson City, goodness
knows. In my opinion it will be the first
of June at least. He has to be supported
there and how far he has provision for that,
I cannot tell. We had information only
two or three days ago that he paid $2 a
pound for provisions, whether for his own
support or to relieve distressed miners I
cannot tell. There is this point I wish to
point out, that if we are going to furnish from
the North-west Territories and from eastern
Canada here the food supplies and the neces-
saries required for the development of that
mining region, we can never compete with
Oregon and California. It is utterly impos-
Bible for us to do so and pay the freight
across the continent and ship the gocds on
by steamboat through this route that is now
being developed, tranship them at Fort
Wrangel, tranship them again into smaller
boats, tranship again to this railway and
then tranship them again on to the route
where Major Walsh has been stuck for
months. The emigrants or intending .miners
on their return from the Yukon will find
their way to California, they will never come
back over the C. P. R. to settle. Going in
by the Edmonton route, they will, if not
successful in locating gold, fall back upon
our agricultural districts to settle and help
to develop their resources.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-It is
a fact that we get nearly all our flour,

cattle and supplies of that kind from Mani-
toba and the North-west. It is also a fact
that United States miners come over to
Victoria to compare the prices for such
articles with those in Seattle and Tacoma,
and they buy them from us, finding them
cheaper.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not want to
disturb the equanimity of my hon. friend
from British Columbia, 1 am quite aware
that they use our flour and why ? Because
it is a great deal better flour than can be
got in Washington or Oregon. This state-
ment that we send our cattle f rom Manitoba
and the North-west Territories to British
Columbia is not correct. We send them to
the inountains,' but not a single beast goes
beyond that. Most of them come east end
are shipped to England. I came down with
the manager of Rothschild's Company, and
he is sending supplies in there. He came
to buy canned corn and tomatoes and things
of that kind and he told me that he bought
his flour in San Francisco, his bacon in
Chicago and his butter from a creamery in
Washington. What is the use in arguing
and saying that we can compete and send
our stuff across the continent, and that the
duty is going to keep our neighbours out.
What does the duty arnount to when the
transportation is twenty cents a pound i

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
done every day for all that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, with a cer-
tain class of dry goods, but it is not our
business or the business of the government
to consider the diversion of wealth or busi-
ness into any particular town or city. The
duty of the government is to serve the
interests of the country at large rather than
the immediate interests of Edmonton, of
Calgary, of Prince Albert or Victoria or
Vancouver. That is not the question we
are arguing at all. They 'are individual
towns which will look after themselves to the
best of their ability, and provide the supplies
from some source or other, which are
absolutely nesessary for the development of
that mining region. We are interested
whether for all time, or ten or fifteen years
at least, they are going to be diverted from
this country or whether we are to be able to
compete with foreigners by the government
taking the shortest and most advantageous
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route to get in there fr>m our agricultural
districts in the east, customs duty does not
count when freight rates are high.

lon. Mr. MILLS-That is the point at
which my hon. friend lays down his free
trade and takes up the other view.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-I do not under-
stand the hon gentleman's point. Any-
body knows perfectly well that if I want to
go from that corner of the room to the other
corner of the room, the shortest route is to
go right across, instead of going rvund the
sides of the room.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is the
way you would have to go, though.

lHon. Mr. LANDRY-You prefer the
straight line.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-I prefer the
straight line every time. Toe the mark every
time, stick to your principles, and carry
them out. That is the position in which
the matter stands. The road f rom Edmonton
in the North-west Territories, which is the
terminus of railway communication in the
imterior, is a Canadian route all through,
which our United States friends cannot in-
terfere with in any degree whatever.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
assume that because this road is to be built
to enable us to get in there within a few
months and get our supplies in, that there-
fore no other road can be built?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No. I quite
understand our position. I do know that if
you give away the whole of our resources to
build 150 miles of road in British Columbia
there would not be much use in our coming
down from Edmonton and asking for assist-
ance to build a road. I want the government
to bang on to the dollars and cents.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I think there are
about 70,000,000 acres of land left.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Under ice.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-We are not speak-
ing of that particular belt surrounding that
district. I do not think it is the business
of the government to contribute with undue
haste to the excitement, because it is an
excitement, and it is a boom which cannot
last and will not last. Therefore, I do not

4

consider it is the business of the govera-
ment to unduly facilitate the ingress of that
enormous population, which everybody
claims is going in there before the country
is able to digest it, and, as Mr. Ogilvie him-
self says, will return disgusted with the diffi-
culties they have to encounter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
think that if the government had taken
advantage of that route they could have
found contractors ready to construct the
road at all?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Put up a notice
in these buildings asking for tenders to-mor-
row, and say that the government will
guarantee the bonds to the extent of $10,000
a mile for a narrow gauge road, and ask for
tenders from contractors from Canada and
you will not have to guarantee them for
more than $8,000 a mile. Let them build the
road, and the company are going to pay you
back every penny out of the business
they will do : it will not cost the gov-
ernment any money. I know what Manitoba
did. They guaranteed the bonds of the Lake
Dauphin railway for $8,000 a mile, and
that built the whole road, and the Pro-
vincial Government took a first lien,
and the company is earning enough
from the traffic to bear the whole of the
charges necessary to repay the province of
Manitoba. The same condition of affairs
exists on that road out there. I heard last
night in the House of Commons an argu-
ment used that the expenditure on trans-
portation and the purchase of goods in that
country this year was going to be $20,000,-
000. But who is going to get that $20,-
000,000? Mainly those interested in trans-
portation and in the construction of that
road. All the government apparently wants
is to secure that road. I will support them
in securing that road, but I will not support
them in giving away that enormous track of
country to secure it, and I am not going to
support them in their diversion of a large
area of country which could readily be ap-
propriated to connect the North-west Ter-
ritory with that region which belongs to the
North-west Territory. The road is being
built through British Columbia, and they
have their mines there, and own then there,-
and it is developing that portion of the
country owned by the United States along
the coast, and not developing the Yukon dis-
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trict. A connection between Edmonton and
Dawson City would develop Canadian terri-
tory the whole way. We had here a com-
mittee appointed at the instigation of His
Honour Governor Schultz, which went into a
thorough examination of the natural resour-
ces of the Mackenzie basin and hon. mem-
bers who sat on that commission will
recollect very well the enormous resources
which were proved to exist in that country.
The Yukon country is part of the North-
west Territory of Canada, and that the
resources of these North-west Territories
should be husbanded in order to connect the
various parts of the North-west Territory to-
gether, and not force the trade of our heavy
products, the only thing we grow, all the way
back across to the Pacific, in order that the
Canadian Pacific Railway may earn every
dollar that there is to be made in. carrying
these goods. It is not our interest to support
that ; it is not our interest to support a
monopoly of any kind. What we want to
do is to get rid of monopolies. The mono-
polies are eating the vitals of the country.
It is competition that we require. And
while the government may feel the necessity
of constructing that road, what I say is
that they should put it on a business basis
and business principles. Let it be built in
thay way, and if possible administer the
affairs of that Yukon region so that a good
return can be obtained from it, in ordertfhat
the country may be developed without
falling back on the revenues of the country.
These are my ideas with regard to construc-
tion of that road. The next clause in the
speech reads :

The bountiful harvest with which we have been
favoured by a benevolent Providence has con-
tributed greatly to the increase of our prosperity,
and I am glad to note that the trade and commerce
of the Dominion, and more especially the amount
end values of lier principal exports, have increased
greatly during the past eighteen months, and there
is good reason to believe that this improvement
may be maintained if not augmented, during the
remainder of the present year.

I am very glad indeed to see that the
government have attributed our prosperity
to the proper source-that is to benevolent
Providence. I thoroughly believe in the
hand of Providence being over us at all
times. That fact that the government have
seen fit to insert that clause in the speech is
an evidence that they attribute our pros-
perity to that source, which is very true

and for which we have every reason to be
thankf ul.

. Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They attribute
it to Providence and not to the government.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes. But we
strike a snag right here, as far as I am cor-
cerned, and that is my free trade views.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend aban-
doned his free trade views when lie talked
about flour f rom California and the Western
States.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No; my free
trade views are limited to free trade with
Great Britain for the present, until we can
remove thecommercial hostility of our friends
in the United States, and I tell hon. gen-
tlemen that it is the most popular policy
that there is in the country to.day.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You had better
endeavour to abolish the Dingley tariff.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If you would
adopt free trade with Great Britain you
would convert the whole Northern States to
the same principle. It will not be more
than five years, or a very little longer, when
the United States will find it absolutely
necessary for them to adopt the same
principle. There are lots of free traders
in the United States, only they cannot
get out of the grasp of protection and
it is the sane in Canada. Here is a free
trade government that appealed to the
country for 20 years, who have put them-
selves under the thumb of the member for
Centre Toronto, who says that no disturbance
of that.tariff shall be made for ten years.
When I find that that gentleman bas been
put forward to move the address, and that
this speech contains no reference to the
reduction of the tariff, to the carrying out of
the principles the liberal party advocated for
many years, you cannot expect me, hon.
gentlemen, to believe in the views that they
may express so long as that condition is
maintained.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But you do not want
to lower the tariff against our neighbours.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, not for the
present. I am quite convinced if we have
free trade with Great Britain that they wili
be in a great hurry to lower it, that they
will enter into a reciprocity treaty at once.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
as to &et rid of the smuggling.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON -I want for the
present, our commercial relations with Great
Britain to be reciprocal free trade for free
trade, and the same for the United States,
free trade for free trade. But we are brought
face to face with a new condition that has
never presented itself since Canada was Can-
ada, and the new condition having arisen,
it is necessary to put on your thinking
cap and consider is that condition a whole-
some one, or is it necessary that some
change should be made in order to improve
it ? Now, what is this condition which has
arisen, only in the last three years ? It
i8 that our imports exceeded our exports
for 30 years. If anybody will run
his eye down page 17 of the Trade and
Navigation Returns, he will see that froin
1868 to 1898, with the exception of three
years, the imports have exceeded the
exports, that is for 27 years of the life of
Confederation the imports exceeded the
exports. For the past three years they have
reversed this order. • Now, both conditions
cannot be sound. If it was a sound position
that we were importing more than we were
exporting, it cannot be a sound position that
we are now exporting more than we are
importing. You can take whichever side
you like to argue upon, but you cannot
argue both ways like the present govern-
ment. My hon. -friend, the leader of the
Opposition (Sir Mackenzie Bowell), while hE
condemns the government for not carrying
out the policy advocated in their speeches
quite approves of the manner in which they
are conducting operations in not carryiný
them out, but I think, to a certain extent
arguing both ways also. He approves oi
the policy the government have adopted
but he condemns them for stealing hi
clothes.

are importing. In 1896 we exported two
million and a half more than we imported.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-That is

a good sign.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In 1897, the
year which bas just closed, the exports have
exceeded the imports to the extent of
$18,000,000. That is a juimp from $2,-
000,000 to $18,000,000. The publie returns
show us that the exports have exceeded the
imports during the last six months of the
present financial year-that is, between the
tirst of July last and the 31st December
last-$ 30,000,000, or at the rate of $60,-
000,000 a year. I want to know how you
can explain that condition. For 27 years
of our life we have been import-
ing more than we have been ex-
porting. The moment the Liberal party
get into power, the reverse condition comes
about and we are now parting with $60,000,-
000 more of the product of the labour of
Canada than we are getting back. The hou.
leader of the House knows that I am stating
a thing that is against the principles he has
always advocated, and I believe thoroughly
in my heart lie is advocating to-day, only he
has got into a nest of traitors, to use a
new parliamentary phrase, traitors to
their principles, I think, and he must
submit to the inevitable and has to
swallow his own principles. I quite appre-
ciate the position. He knows Her Majesty's
government has to be carried on and I am
proud and pleased to think he is occupying
a seat in this chamber and helping the gov-
ernment to carry it out, and I only hope his
influence will be so exerted that he will
cause them to change their policy ; whether
he can do that or not, remains to be seen.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Would
you stop the exports I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, but I would
Hear, hear. bring back the imports.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And they have'
left him without the means of covering up
his nakedness. He is not prepared to put
on a new suit. I want to dress him up
with a new suit, and I think I can do it
before I conclude. There is a stone wall
that you have got your head against, and
that is the fact that I have announced to-
day, that we are exporting more than we

4j

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing this coun-
try had been running behind for some years
previous, supposing we were incurring a
foreign indebtedness, and that when the
country was becoming more prosperous, there
was an opportunity to even up matters, does
not my hon. friend see that the exports
would be in excess of the imports That may
be our condition.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, and that îs this, that if we export to England or any
why I opposed giving a grant to the Crow's other country a million of dollars worth of
Nest Pass Railway, and why I oppose the i products which are admitted into England
excessive cost of transporting Major Walsh free, and we refuse to receive British pro-
to Salmon River through the United States, ducte back again into Canada, excepting
and several other matters. I opposed those under a tax of 30 per cent, that of necessity
things for the reason that the hon. gentle- they can only send back 70 per cent.
man has given. What he said does
not justify such an enormous surplus over Hon. Mr. McCALLU M-Where does that
ipportr of $60,000,000 a year. w ahc 30 per cent go to a
quite aware that any public indebted-ro
ness that we have to remit in the shape of Hon. Mr. EOULTON-That goes to cus-
governmental indebtedness, in the shape of toms duties on our necessaries. The farmers
dividends of our large corporations, and all are bearing the whole cost, because those ex-
those things are absorbed by our exports, ports, as the speech says, consist mainly of
that our exports go to pay for these remit- our agricultural products. I am arguing
tances instead of the Canadian Pacific Rail- the question for the benefit of the great
way, or the Canadian government sending agricultural interest which represents 75 per
gold across there. they merely draw on cent of the exporting power of the country;
England, or rather the country sends ex- they send out of the product of their labour,
ports, and the exchange in England is what 75 per cent of all our exports, and they get
remits the indebtedness. But there is some- nothing back for it ; it is absorbed by
thing more behind that to account for the the high charges on the Canadian
enormous increase, because hon. gentlemen Pacific Railway, the increase of indebted-
must become alarmed at the fact that we ness, etc. That does not account for
bave parted with $30,000,000 worth of ex- the enormous difference between exports
portation of the product of Canadian labour and imports of the past. six months, which
in six months and get no visible return for is going to alarm the country, and I advise
it. people to open their eyes to it, that we

are parting with $30,000,000 worth and
Hon. Mr. COCHRANE--We got the have no visible return for it in six months.

money. except any one here in this buse can ex-

Hon. Mr, BOULTON-No, sir, we have 1 plain how it is returned, and who gete the
not got the money. roney. Now, my explanation of it is this,

that in May last there was a boom got up
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A good many mort-'for the Canadian Pacific Railway stock and

gages have been paid off. it stood at 49 in April last, and you will
recollect my drawing attention to the fact

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The loan com- that the hon. Minister of Interior had con-
panies are not in that prosperous condition tributed to that boom by announcing on the
in eastern Canada to justify that last re- floor of the buse of Parliament his opinion
mark. In Manitoba, where the loans do not as to the exemptions of Canadian Pacific
as a rule exceed two to four dollars an acre Railway lande from taxation for 20 years.
with 8 per cent interest, their condition may Mr. Lister, the member for Lambton, asked
be better, but loan companies will not the question when did the exemption of
accept payment . of a mortgage under the Canadian Pacifie Railway lande f rom
those conditions. I am going to explain taxation for 20 years commence, was it
exactly to you the conditions that I from the date of the issue of the indivi-
think we have arrived at, and that is, first dual paent or the date the letters patent
of all, we have of course to remit the gov- when the land grant was earned. His
ernment indebtedness, the interest amount- iep]y was that it dated from the issue
ing to $11,000,000, the net earnings of the of the individual patent, and that only
Canadian Pacific Railway, the net revenue 1,500,000 acres had so far been patented.
of the Grand Trunk and the net revenue of The Canadian Pacific Raibway stock
all our corporations. Then, of course, hon. boomed up from 50 to 90, an increase of
gentlemen will know that the principle i 40 per cent. That wu bought very largely
have alwAys argued this question upon is lain Montreal so, at any rate, to the ex-
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tent that it was purchased. in Montreal, miEion dollars, this revenue pays no taxes.
iS it necessary to remit the amount of It is a revenue equai to the income of
the purchase money to England. That is 15,000 farmers ail of whom have to pay
to say, supposing people here in Montreal their taxes, while this large income is un-
or else. here purchased stock of the Can- taxed, the road bed and rolling stock is un-
adian Pacifie Railway upon a marginal de- taxad, the lands ai e untaxed, the rails are
posit of five or ten per cent for a rise or a untaxed and the net incone derived from
fall, say at 50, they would have to remit lits earnings iS untaxed, and the remittance
the value of the stock at 50, when the de- of this income absorbs the exports produced
mand for the transfer of the stock was by labour which is heavily taxed; take off the
made, the profit between 50 and 90 remains protectiveduties and labour will be relieved
with the purchaser, but the 50 per cent would from a portion of the burden in proportion
have to be remitted to England in order to to its exporting power. Lt is open to
neet the obligations entered into in the pur. any one to refute my position, and I
chase of that stock from Dutch, English should like to hear a clearer explanation of
or American shareholders or whoever it this matter. Take one partioular article,
was who agreed Lo sell that stock at that is, the article of iron which we import
those figures. Hon. gentlemen, when you from Great Britain. We have put on a duty
corne to think that $30,000,000 has gone out ani given a bonus to increase the manufac-
of the country and that the exchange has ture of iron in Canada, and what has been
absorbed that $30,000,000, the exchange the result of the bonus ? Lt is that we have
being contributed by these sources such as reached a great production of iron in Canada
the remittance of the dividends of the Cana- of 6000 tons. iere are the mineraidian Pacifie mailway government liabilities,t returns.
Our corporate liabilities and, added toI that Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is a be-the term1 of the purchase of the Canadian paPacific Railway stock by speculators, then I ug.

can account for the transference of $30'000,- .Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is a begin-
'000 of Canada exporta into the pockets of nxng, as you Say, but a beginning that hassotebody else; and the people which have beet goang on for tn years, and that
reaped the banefit of the exports are those like the crah is crawling backwards
who purchased the stock and pocketed th 32 per cent of our minerai produm-
profits. They had to remit, of course, the tion is coal, twelve per cent gold,original purchasi money, but the profit they nine per cent silver and one-haf of one per
muade between the price they purchased at cent is iron produced in Canada out of theand the rise, remained with them, but t e m000,000 of minerai production. For
produets of the country have been absorbed the sake of producing and establishing an
in purchasing exohapge in England to cover industry which produces but one-haif
that. That i what 1 the tranference Of one per cent of our minerai produc-
of the profite of labour that produced those tions in Canada, we tax the farmersarticles of export to the pockets of specula- of Canada and the people upon $1 0,000,000
tors who do not do any work upon it. And o the import of iron sanufactured
the moment the farmers whose exports last goods. Is that justice to abour and
year were sixty million become aware of!to the country that we tax $a0,000,000
that, 1 tc-fl the leader of the opposition, they worth of the absolute neçessities of our
will get such a hustle on tof change that agricultural interest ? What for n To en-
state of affaira, thitt at any rate they wil courage the production of one-haf of one
want their commercial poiicy arranged t per cent of our mineral resources in the
that the British exporte sha corne intor shape of iron. That is only one instance,
'Canada on the same term as our exporta go and could go on and run the ga ut of lots
into Engand, so tgt the return caroes of other instances just exacty in the same
will be distributed among the people waY.instead of being transferred into the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You are includ-
potkets of the speculators. Now take the ing the bounties?revenue of the Canadian Pacifie Railway last
year it is upwards of twentyfour million Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The duty hasdollars and its net revenue or profite is ten been reduced by the present government lo
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$2.50 a ton, but the bonus has been increased
to $3.00 a ton. The late government, I say
it to their honour,imposed $4 a ton to encour-
age the production of iron, but they gave
nothing for the production if it was made
out of iron ore in the Unitcd States. Not-
withstanding the fact that a bounty of $3 a
ton is paid upon iron produced f rom ore f rom
the United States as well as from iron ore
produced in Canada, the whole result of the
protectionist effort, which this government
has not relieved in the slightest degree, but
increased, by increasing the bonus, is that
we are taxing the requireinents of agricul-
tural labour to the extent of $10,000,000 a
year for the benefit of the small amount of
Canada production that I have spoken of
to-day. What have we to pay for a binder
in the North-west Territories ? $150. L>t
iron and iron manufactures come in free and
let the Massey-Harris and other companies
hunt their living in the markets abroad,
which they are quite capable of doing and
which they are doing more and more every
day, make then hunt their living abroad,
and then we will be able to buy a binder, a
harrow and a plough of the same money.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr.
man laughs.

Hon. Mr.
so absurd.

BOULTON-The hon. gentle-

OGILVIE - I do laugh ; it is

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man is interested in inaintaining that policy,
but it is my duty to figlt that the
people amongst whom I live who labour
and work and have to buy these
machines shall not be taxed unduly, so
that $30,000,000 of the exports of the
agri dlturists of Canada shall not be ab-
sorb J in speculation and the exaction of
money by the government which restricts
their power to produce. The returns are
here for the six months ending the 31st
December last-January trade returns show
the saine condition 85 per cent increase in
exports-imports only 7 per cent:

1897.
Imports.............. $ 62,701,000
Dutiable.................. 34,350,000
Duty co'llected...... ...... 10,341,000
Free goods................ 25,613,000
Coin and bullion...... .... 2,732,000

1896.
8 58,102,000

31,989,000
9,683,000

21,634,000
4,478,000

The exports during the same period were:

1897.
M inerals .... ............. $ 7,656,000
Fish............ ... ,.... 7,100,000
Animals and produce...... 32,467,000
Forest.. . .... ..... 19,767,000
Agricultural products.... . 26,771,000
Manufactures ............. 5,736,000
Miscellaneous ... .. .... .. 174,000

Total ............ $ 99,673,000
Produce of Canada ........ 89,779,000
Coin and bullion .... .... 987,000

1896.
$ 5,314,000

7,230,000
25,950,000
18,762,000
14,247,000
5,132,000

248,000

76,886,000
69,911,000
3,212,000

I saw this in the public press, and I was
so astounded at the fact here exhibited that
I went and verified the figures at the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce to be sure
they were correct.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What is the
excess ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The difference
between $62,000,000 and $99,000,000 in six
months. A portion of these figures are
foreign trade, but I figured the difference
between the articles iniported for consump-
tion and the articles exported the produce
of Canada, and the difference is $30,000,000 ;
taking the whole trade, it is $37,000,000
more export than imports. Those are facts
that I only present for the consideration of
this hon. House, and I consider that it is
ample justification of the warning I felt it
necessary to give some six or seven years
ago, when I saw how the interests of the

people of our great North-west Terri-
ories which are essentially agricultural,
were being pressed down by some cause or
causes which we could not quite arrive at,
and that, as hon. gentlemen know, although
a Conservative I withdrew myself from
the party and took an independent stand
so that I might have a free hand in dis-
cussing this question which you have
patiently listened to time and again on the
floor of this chamber, and for which I have
to thank you. I think I have brought
such an array of facts before this hon.
House that they will see that it is worth
their while to open their minds and put on
their thinking caps, and argue for then-
selves; it cannot be good for twenty years
to have been importing more than we export-
ed, and then to export $30,000,000 more
than we import. If it is good for England
to import 40 per cent more than she exports
and still be the wealthiest nation in the
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word with the most redundant revenue and E
the enormous powers of improvement that i
she possesses, the reverse condition cannot
be good for Canada. The United States, I
Will acknowledge, is working on the same t
Policy as the people of Canada are: they f
export $300,000,000 more than they import;
but if the people of the United States were i
exporting at the same rate as we have done
for the past six mouths, they would be export-
ing $850,000,000 more than they import, I
which, I think, would be figures sufficiently
high to alarm even that country that appears I
to be so thoroughly wedded to protection.
I do not think that I shall trespass on the
patience of the House any more by discuss-
ing the trade question further. I should
like, before I close, to move an amendment
to the address, and I do not know whether
it would be wise to prolong the discussion.
The address says :

I ar glad to know that the trade and commerce
of the Dominion and more especially the improvement
i value of our principal exports have increased in

value during the past eighteen months.

I wish to add the words :
But I regret that the importations into Canada in

return for these exportations have not kept pace with
the agricultural exportations of the country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the excess has gone
towards the payment of indebtedness abroad,
the hon. gentleman ought not to regret that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, but if it has
gone to pay the speculative Canadian Pacific
Railway or to other stocks, then, I do regret
it, and what is more, the hon. gentleman
knows thatthe burdenof paying the country's
debts should not be imposed on the neces-
saries of the people. If I move that amend-
ment he will be able to explain exactly where
it is. Thereis one thing to which I should like
to call the attention of hon. gentlemenwhich
I omitted, and that is with regard to the
Mounted Police, that the government have
found it necessary to withdraw a very large
number of the Mounted Police in order to
assist in keeping law andorder in the Yukon
region. Any expenditure they may find it
necessary to make in that direction I think
will be thoroughly supported by the country
80 long as it is continued on sound economie
Principles. I want to see the labour of the
Mounted Police expended entirely within
Canadian bounds and for the benefit of
Canada; at the same time, I wish to call

attention to complaints which have reached
us time and again in the North-west
Territories that the police are being drawn
ff from their legitimate duty, which

they have been in the habit of performing
or a number of years in that country,
reeping down the improper use of intoxicat-
ng liquor and others there and also the
general duties that they have performed. I
hope that the government will consider that
the burden of maintaining the force in the
Yukon district should be quite apart from
the necessities that may hereafter arise in
the maintenance of the protection which has
contributed so materially to the success of
our settlement in the North-west. If that
protection should be withdrawn, it would be,
to a certain extent, disastrous to the interests
which are springing up and which require
the protection that the government has so
far afforded. There is one thing before I con-
clude, J should like to say upon the question
that is not referred to in the speech, and very
properly, because it is, to a certain extent,
a dead issue in its present form; but what
I want to say is, when I was in England
I took an opportunity of visiting one of
the public schools there in one of the
poorer districts, in the Borough Road, in
order that I might see what they did and
how they inanaged, and everything that I
saw there pleased me exceedingly. It was
a magnificent school, capable of holding
about 1,500 children. The building was
three stories higli, each story an exact
counterpart of the other, I was shown over
the whole building and the girls and the
boys were kept entirely separate. The
girls hàd their play ground on the top
of the building ; the boys in the centre
of the building, and the kindergarten
children had the other end of the building.

Then I went into the cla-s rooms. In one
they were having their morning lesson. It
was just 9.30 a.m , and the curriculum that
governed the whole of the schools-that is
what is called the board schools, we call them
national schools-the first half hour of every
day, after breakfast, was teaching the Bible.
Every day year in and year out, as long as
the child is there, lie is taught the Bible
without any sectarian or religious teaching
of any kind of description. I asked what
the children knew. The whole class stood up
and repeated the chapter they were then
engaged in learning correctly from end
to end. That struck me as being something
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renarkable and I felt that I should take system produces that resuit, and the total
the first opportunity of giving my views population of England are educated either
upon that. What I find in the province of at these boards sehools or at . these
Manitoba, since the school agitation, is that the voluntary schools, and the system works
teaching of the Bible has practically ceased smoothly and does not operate injur-
in our public shools, a position that I cannot iously in any shape or fori, it must
agree with at all. The Bible, I believe, is be effective. The only fight they have
the foundation of the nation's character and had has been over an attenpt to intro-
individual's character Some like to teach it duce into board schools fot only the
and explain it in accordance with their reli- teaching of the Bible but religious teaching.
gious ideas; other object to the use of the However, the people are deterinined not tO
Bible as a text book at all ; that may be ail allow religiou s teaching to enter into the
right, but at any rate for the nation to national schools and make it a bone of
entirely ignore the Bible in its national contention. Those who desire to educate
institutions where the education'of the chu.- their children in the way 1 speak of have
dren is concerned is wrong. The principle the voluntary system, which is very Iargely
in England is, there is a system of voluntary iassisted by par!iamentary grrants. I only
schools and a system of board schools. The give these facts and figures for public consi-
voluntary schools are supported by those deration and I flel mysef that, while
who wish to give their children a training in there is a difference between denominations
a particular line. The boabd schools have to as to the methods which should be adopted
submit to the curriculum provided by the in teaching children, out of which arose
government. The education is excellent the troublesome school question which, I
and the training is excellet in the board! am happy to say, bas been cleared off the
schools and it Has to be up tô a certain political slate as it existed, still there is
standard in the voluntary schools. The continuousy an effort heing made to do
government gives a parliamentary grant to something else than what we are called
the board schools, wich are also supported upn to do. The true position for the Can-
by rates, and, in addition to rates, the gov- adian people to take is to make the Bible,
ernment gives a grant. The voluntary where these difficulties do not present t1ieni-
schools are supported by voluntary sub- selves, a part of the national education of
scriptions and fees, to which the government chidren and it would not be at ab out of
also adds a grant, so that those wvho approve place if the parliament of Canada, out of its
of these schools are supported to a certain revenues, when there is a redundancy of
extent, in keeping their children in lines in revenue, were to assist the voluntary sehools
which they think they ought to be taught, in orber to remove the political obstacles that
while those who prefer to send their chi'dren appear to be perpetually cropping up in our
to fie koard schools where the education educational system. take pleasure in ex-
is excellent, are supported by the rates and plaining the interest it afforded me in visit-
by government grant. They are f ree schools, ing the schools in England for the purpose of
with the rates and the parliamentary grant. finding out the facts I have given to you.
I should like to give an idea of the aniount I will not ipose any more upon our tire.
that the British government grants in the I thank you very uch for the patient
way of supporting education. Taking the hearing you have given me, but the subjects,
year 1895, it was $35,000,000. The total you will acknowledge, are exceedingly im-
cost of education is $55,000,000. The gov- portant. I shal move the amendmaent that
ernment grant is one pound eighteen shil- I spoke of.
lings per head, and iie rate is two pounds
five shillings and five pence. The number Hon. Mr. McCALLM-Move it Lo-
of children that are being taught is 5,000,- morrow.
000. They have increased from two and a
half millions in 1870, when this law vas
introduced by Sir Edward Foster, up to fie Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Wira it be in
millions to-day. In 30 years the increa e my power. (Cries of now, now.) move
of sc.ool population in England has coe my resolution expressing regret that the
up to five millions daily attendance within imports of this country have not kept pace
a small fraction of the total. When such a with the exports.
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Hon. Mr. MASSON-What has that to
do with the motion before the chair ? We
are not going to amend the Governor Gen-
eral's speech. The motion before the House
is just to declare that we thank His Excel-
lency for the speech he has made. It is to
avoid discussion on particular words of the
address that can be dealt with at a different
period. The motion of the hon. gentleman
cannot enter anywhere into this resolution.
It must be at the close of the Governor
General's speech, and that is not before the
chair. The hon. gentleman cannot move
such an amendment as that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I can move an
amenidment to the address.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-We have nothing
to do with the speech from the Throne, but
Inerely with the address. In old times it
used to be, a' We thank your Excellency,"
Prefacing e-ach paragraph of the speech. You
could have amended that but not this
motion.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We have list-
ened to au interesting speech from the hon.
gentleman from Shell River. A t this stage
of the evening I would move the adjournment
of the debate until to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Has my hon. friend
finished speakingi

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-1 give notice that
I shall move the amendment to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman cannot, after having
spoken, move any amendment. If he com-
pletes bis speech with an amendment he is
in order, but he cannot move~it at a future
time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the amendment
'Must be germane to the motion before the
House.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I
adjournment of the debate.

move

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
lad better finish his speech. We can meet
after eight o'clock, if necessary.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Shell River has put us under an obliga-
tion for the speech he has made, but after
8peaking two hours I think he, being op-

posed to monoply as he is, ought to feel that
he has done enough for us and give some
one else a chance.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think the hon.
gentleman from Shell River has really, in
substance, finished his speech, and he merely
moves the adjournment of the debate to give
him an opportunity to prepare his amend-
ment.

Hon Mr. BOULTON-This is all.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I move the ad-

journment of the debate.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I inove the
adjournment of the debate for the purpose
of preparing this amendment, and nothing
else.

Hon. 1 r. SCOTT-It will only be ruled
out of order, because it is not germane to
the address.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think we
ought to try to take a technical advantage
of the hon. gentleman. If he has an
amendment that he wishes to move, we
should not object to it unless he intends to
talk two hours longer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
object to that course, because you are depart-
ing from well established rules. I differ from
the opinion expressed by my hon. f riend the
Secretary of State with reference to our
right to amend the address. It is not
only parliamentary, but it has been the
practice in the House of Commons and also
in this House. You can move an amend-
ment to the address, but it must be germane
to the subject before'the House. and the
proper course for the hon. gentleman to
pursue would be, taking the words of the
answer to the speech, while we are thanking
His Excellency for the address he has pre-
sented, to express regret that a certain thing
has not been done. If that were passed in
the House of Commons, it would be a vote
of want of confidence. It would be utterly
useless here, even if we passed it by a
majority. If we could depose these gentle-
men f rom their seats by a motion of that
sort, there might be something in it. The
hon. gentleman from Shell River has ex-
pressed his views, and they are on record
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just as well as if he had moved a dozen
amendments, and he should be satisfied.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-He may add that
to this motion but he cannot tack that to
the paragraph in the speech from the
Throne, because it is not before us.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Withdraw.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You generally
induce me to withdraw, but some day I
hope to force upon you a discussion of the
real points at issue.

The amendment was withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the ad-
journment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 10th February, 1898.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE FAST ATLANTIC STEAMSHIP
LINE.

1NQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
should like to call the attention of the
Minister of Justice to a telegram from
Quebec, dated 7th February, which appeared
in the Montreal Star, which states:

It is rumoured that a cable bas just been received
that the Messrs. Peterson have succeeded in their nego-
tiations for assuring the success of a fast Atlantic
steainship.

I ask the hon. gentleman whether the
government has any information upon that
subject, and whether the statement made in
this telegraphic despatch is correct. It is a

very important unatter and the country
should know.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may state to my
hon. friend that if such information has
been received it must have been to-day, and
I have not heard of it from the minister,
but I will tell my hon. friend that I know
that two or three days ago Mr. Peterson
thought lie was about succeeding in carrying
out his intentions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Did he telegraph his thoughts i

MR. OGILVIE'S REPORT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I
beg to ask the hon. Minister of Justice a
question with reference to the report of Mr.
Ogilvie, who has been up in the Klondike
country for two or three years. He is a
servant of the government and of the
country; how comes it that his report is
published in another place and is placed on
the market for sale, and not put into the
hands of meibers of parliament 1 I think
we are entitled to that report as a report of
a pub ic servant. We should not be com-
pelled to buy it, nor should it be placed in
the market in that way.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
not given notice of his question, but I will
say to him that that report will be in the
hands of members of parliament almost im-
modiately. I think there were 15,000 copies
printed for the use of the government, and
as soon as they reach the hands of the gov-
ernment, I have no. doubt they will be dis-
tributed amongst the members.

THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN THE
YUKON COUNTRY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to ask
the hon. leader of the government if he has
seen in the Evening Journal of yesterday,
the answer which the hon. leader of the
government gave to the temperance delega-
tion respecting the sale of liquor in the
Yukon country. I might say that on Tues-
day of this week a temperance delegation, or
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body of tJemperance men, met in the tower (
room for the purpose of taking into conside- Eration the supposed conditions tobe attached E
to the vote on the plebiscite question, andthat a committee was appointed to wait up- i
on his honour the leader of the governmentand, among other things, they were to pro-
test before him against any liquor being
allowed to be sold in the Yukon country, andhis honour, the leader of the government
answered him :

As to iqo
liquor in t rhits, so far, there was no sale of

The question I want to know is this: if the
government is aware that the North-west
government did, in the latter part of January
"eC a member of the government and an
official to the Yukon country for the purpose
of establishing and regulating the sale of
liquor in that country. If the government
is aware of that fact, then I think it is rather
an evasive and improper answer to be .given
to that committee. I would like to know
also if the government of the North-west
Territories has the power to control and
regulate the sale of liquor in that country,
or whether the power is vested in the Federal
government at Ottawa ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to the hon.
gentleman that I do not read all the news-
Papers, that I have not time, that the mat-
ters to which my hon. friend has referred
have not come under my attention and if he
had put his notice upon the paper in the re-
gular way I would have been prepared to
give him a more satisfactory answer than I
can under the circumstances. The hon.
gentleman knows that as far as the North-
1west Territories government is concerned
there were no spec;fic limitations mentioned
il the bill creating that government and
legislature and giving them jurisdiction over
that territory. I cannot say-the hon.
gentleman would know better than I do-
what that government has undertaken to
accomplish. I can only tell niy hon. friend
that the government are preparing measures
to submfit to parliament to ddfine the limits
of the government of the North-west Terri-
tories and to provide for the government of
the Yukon country. My hon. friend knows
that those territories are not provinces, that
We expect them to be settled in the course
of time, that during the progress of settle-
Rent the provinces are likely to be barred

out of the territory now very extensive and
embraced, for the moment, under one gov-
ernment. We shall submit to this House
and to the House of Commons a measure
relating to the governinent of the Yukon
country and my hon. friend will see pre-
cisely what the provisioins of that bill are.
With regard to permits, of course, the hon

gentleman knows that that subject is not
under the jurisdiction of my department,
and I can only answer questions relating to
other departments of which I have had
notice, and if my hon. friend wants a more
definite answer than I have given him-and
I would give him a full answer if I had the
power to do so-he will have to put a notice
on the paper, and then I will give him all
the information I can obtain.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I would take the
opportunity of suggesting to the government
that it would be a very wise thing now to
institute the same system in the develop-
ment of the Yukon territory as was instituted
in the development of the North-west Ter-
ritories, and that for the time being at any
rate that the sale of liquor should be pro-
hibited except under some restricted system.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
might be permitted to add, unlike the Min-
ister of Justice, I have read that interview
in the Cititen, in the Montreal Witnes8, in
the Toronto papers and also in the Journal,
and it is reported a little differently in the
different papers, and slightly different from
that read by my hon. friend from the west.
The Prime Minister gave a somewhat similar
answer to the deputations to that just given
by the.Minister of Justice. thatthematter was
under their cousideration. The only infer-
ence you can draw fron his reply is that
they have not yet decided as to what the
powers of the goverument of the North-west
Territories were ; but I saw this morning an
answer to a letter sent by the secretary re-
presenting the North-west gove nment in
answer to a request as 1 o whether they would
grant a permit for the taking of liquor into
and selling of liquor in the Yukon territory.
The answer was that upon a regular appli-
cation being made to the administrator, who
I believe is the premier of that province just
now, I am not sure

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Mr. Haultain.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Mr.
Haultain, thatupon anapplicationbeing made
to him and a fee of one dollar accompanying
that application, for every gallonof liquor to
be taken into the territories, the permit will
be granted. The gentleman cane to me and
asked my advice about the matter as to
whether I thought, if he did that, the gov-
ernment here would annul any permit that
would be granted to him. I frankly say,
that I told him that under the circumstances
the authority had been assumed by the
North-west Territories, and if he obtained a
permit from them, I thought he would be
quite justified in going on with his trading
operations and take chances as to the future
-that if it was annulled by the Dominion
government, they certainly would have to
refund the money which was given chein.
Whether that has been brought under the
notice of my lion. friend or the Department
of the Interior, of course, I do not know.
It is quite evident it must be referred to
the Justice Department in order to ascer-
tain really what the powers are that have
been granted to the North-west government
by the Act of the Dominion Parliament,
and my hon. friend, no doubt, will look into
that, and then he will be able to give the
gentleman who asks the question, more clear
and definite information.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
that the powers of the government of the
North-west Territories and the legislature
have not been increased for some years.
They are now what they have been and they
are not exercising any new power.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not say they were.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, and so far as the
Yukon country is concerned, I told my hon.
friend we intend to legislate on that, and
until we do legislate the government of that
country is, theoretically at all events, under
the North-west Territories.

whether that applied to all licenses where
the license was simply a personal one for a
small quantity of liquor, and my answer to
him was that it was to apply to all licenses
and it was the desire of this government, for
the present at ail events, that no permits
should be granted by the administrator. I
have no doubt he is governing himself ac-
cordingly.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-About ten days ago
a niember of the government, who is now on
his way to the Yukon, and Mr. Victor Dodds,
an official of the executive staff there, who
had charge of the issuing of the liquor licen-
ses in the North-west Territories, has gone
with him to establish and regulate the mat-
ter in the Yukon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Of course we have no
control at present until power is obtained
by legislation. I suppose under the general
powers possessed by the North-west govern-
ment, they have the control at present, but
knowing it was our desire that no permits
should be issued for the present and that it
was intended to take the Yukon district out
of the North-west Territories, I assumed
they would conform.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I think it very
improper on their part to send a man as they
have.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE coNTINUED.

The Order of the Day having been called,

Resuming the further adjourned debate on the con-
sideration of His Excellency the Governor General's
speech on the opening of the Third Session of the
Eighth Parlianent.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM said :-I can as-
sure the House that I will detain you but a
very short time. I am not going to make a
very long speech, but before I shall say any-
thing about the speech from the Throne I
may say there have been some changes in

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I may add to this House since last I had the pleasure of
what has been said by the Minister of Jus- addressingit. 1 see that we have now a
tice that it is quite unlikely that any permits new leader in this buse, the Minister of
are being issued now. I know that about Justice. I have no doubt he will discharge
three weeks ago I sent a telegram to Mr. his duty satisfactoriiy to bis party, and I
Richardson stating what the desire of this hope to the country, and to tie Senate. I
government was, that it was their desire have knbwn him for a long time, and 1 am
not tb issue any licenses. About ten days giad to see him here. 1 arn very glad to see
ago I received a telegram f rom him asking him leading the government, and holding
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the Position in this House that he occupies mean to say-far from it-that he is a
to-day. But this is an age of improvement, broken down politician, although he got
an age of progress. That hon. gentleman's defeated in his own county at the last
Opinion was not always very favourable to elections. That has happened to us ail, and
the Senate, I must say, and I hope that he I do not intend to say any more about it.
finds himself comfortable here to-day. I But I am glad to see him in the position lie
may quote froi some former speeches of my occupies here, and I hope he will discharge
hon. friend to show how times change, and bis duties satisfactorily and may live long to
what we say to day, may be quoted a long enjoy bis position and let bygones be by-
time afterwards. I hold here in my hand gones-brush them away and let them go.
the Commrons Hansard of 1875. My hon. He knows better to-day. He praised the
friend, speaking in the House of Commons Senate the other day ; and he knows that
about the constitution of the Senate, and what he said fornierly was said under a
who was likely to be found in the upper wrong impression. I am willing to let that
chamber, said: go and say no more about it.

I it the artisan, the agriculturist, the lawyer I may have to deal somewhat with the
of good standing ? No, you get none of these ; speeches that have been made here. I must
Yon find a fev wealthy merchants and retired pay a compliment, before I come to discuss
bankers and defeated politicians, and when you go this question, to my hon. friend the memberbehind this last there is nothing. for Shell River. He made quite a speech.

That was bis opinion, but he went even One half of it I approved of entirely; the
farther. I hope that he will find something other half I disagreed with altogether,
more than he then predicted he would find as my hon. friend knows. He has been
there: very persistent and very consistent in

advocating f ree trade on ail occasions.
It was said by a gentleman who, when appointed He ought to feel encouraged that he

to the Senate, found hinself among gentlemen very
much his senior in years, that he expected to be e some converts, among themthe
with those who lived two or three generations ago, prime minister of the country. The hon.
but to his surprise he found himself with Abraham, member and the premier were both in Eng-Iaac and Jacob when he took his seat in thatheprmemnitr f h cutr. hrhn

chamber.land at the Jubilee ceremonies, and the hon.
senator the gentleman who ought to have

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In the kingdom of received the Cobden medal, not the premier,
leaven. because our colleague made a convert. It

must have been a quick conversion. If we
lon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does he find look to the premier's speech at London in

that here to-day ? He said even worse of the last election, we find he was in favour of
this House-something more surprising than preferential trade. He showed the farmers
that. He said that the Senate was a there how much better off they would
" Magdalen asylum for political prostitutes be if they could get so much more for
and broken down politicians retained by the their butter and cheese and products gene-
goverhment." Well I hope my hon. friend rally. How did be get converted ail at once
may live long to enjoy the position he is oc- to free trade? The moment he put bis
cupying here. I do not say that the hon. foot on British soil at Liverpool, this
gentleman meant that earnestly. I do not conversion occurred. There is only one
quote bis former utterances to attack him, conversion more reuarkable, that is the one
but to show what a change has taken place that took place on the road to Damascus.
in bis opinion of this House. I know this, My hon. friend from Shell River has given
that my hon. friend was always opposed to us the same speech, from bis standpoint, on
the composition of the Senate, the mode free trade more than once, but he must know
of appointment; that he was always this, or bas to learn it, that people do not
in favour of having the Senate ap- get rich by what they buy. They have to
Pointed by the local legislatures. I get rich by what they produce and sel], and
have always disagreed with him in that, instead of my hon. friend regretting that the
and if we cross the line and see what goes exports of this country exceed the imports,
on in the United States in the appointment he should regard it is a matter of congratu-
of senators, I think it will be admitted that lation to the people of this country that we
Our mode is preferable to theirs. I do not have surplus products to sell. No people on
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the face of God's footstool are better fed and
clad than the Canadian people. We supplied
ourselves and as our exports are so much
more than our imports we should be satisfied
that we are on the fair ioad to prosperity.
When my hon. friend speaks of Great Britain,
with the balance of trade against her, getting
rich all the time, he must remember that
the mother country has been rich from time
immemorial. Great Britain is the banker
of the world, with money loaned to all the
nations of the world. There is where the
imports of Great Britain come in-the in-
terest on those loans. They do not feel the
effect of the balance of trade being against
then. So far as we are concerned, it is the
labour of the people who produce that we
have to rely upon. We have to look after
them and see that they get fair play. I do
not want to encourage imports from foreign
countries.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to
ask the hon. gentleman, was not the country
prosperous during the period the Conserva-
tive government was in power, when every
year they were in power they wereimporting a
great deal more than they exported 1 How
do you account for that i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
man says the country was prosperous.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But they were
importing more than they exported ; how do
you account for that prosperity 1

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They were build-
ing railways and other public works with
borrowed capital. The people of Great
Britain have money loaned all over the
world, while we are borrowers. When we
import shoddy and silks and satin from
Great Britain while our men are idle, it is
a poor lookout for the country. It is all
very well to say " encourage importations
into this country," but we should not import
more than we are able to pay for. I say,
import as little as you can; manufacture
and produce everything you want in this
country. so far as it can be done and
keep people comfortable; pay a good
day's wage for a good day's work, that
is the true policy for this country. The
people of the Dominion are in a com-
fortable condition, and have only exported
what they do not need for their own use.
The crofters and the tenants in Ireland,

many of them, have to sell the pigs that
they should consume in their families in
order to pay the rent. It is not so in Can-
ada. We are a prosperous people, and it
should be the duty of the government not
to encourage importations into this country,
but to encourage the production of what we
require in our own land. It is a blessing
for this country to-day that our exports far
exceed our imports, and I hope it will al-
ways continue to be so. My bon. friend
who moved this resolution now before the
House, said that the country is pro-perous
and that the government ought to have
credit for producing that prosperity. I
would ask my hon. friend what have the
government of this country done to deserve
credit for the increased exports of the Do-
minion. Have they made even two blades
of grass grow where only one grew before i
They say the man who does that is a bene-
factor to his country. Can they point to
one single instance where they helped
the people to increase the produc-
tion of the country in any degree ?
Before I sit down I shall show where they
have hindered the productions of this
country ; that in every instance where they
departed from the policy of their predeces-
sors, the country was a sufferer by it. They
stole the Conservative clothes, and when-
ever they used their own the country has
suffered. I believe we should manufacture
and produce everything in this country that
we require ourselves, as far as possible. They
believe in encouraging foreign production in
preference to our own, and the hon. gentle-
man says they ought to have credit for that
policy. When my hon. friend spoke of the
Yukon Railway, I thought at first he was
going to oppose the whole policy. He said
he did not like that at all, because he
remembers the speeches of the party leaders
before they got into power, in which they
contended that all public contracts should
be let by tender. But before he was through
he swallowed it all. I am not ready to
accept or oppose the contract, because I do
not know what it is. The leader of the
House said the other day, if we knew
as much about this question as he
does, we would all vote for it.
We asked him to inform us. He said that
would never do, because there was some
foreign correspondence about it. I should
like to know what secret there is about 150
miles of tram road in British territory. The
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government want us to take it on trust with- from the policy of their predecessors, they
out telling us all about it. I do not know have gone astray. That is a pretty serious
what I may do yet, but as it strikes me now charge. I should like my hon. friend the
I am not favourable to it. In speaking of Minister of Justice, who used to be the
the hon. prime minister's visit to England member for Bothwell in the House of Com-
my hon. friend said further that all the peo- mons, and coines f rom a county that used to
ple of Canada-he does not except any-ap- be a rich county, to explain how he bought
proved of his actions and conduct in England. corn at 10 cents a bushel. I understood
There is one who does not anyway, and that him to say that it was corn in the cob. I
is the individual who is now addressing you. want an explanation of that. What was the
I speak for myself. The premier is a very cause of its being sold at 10 cents a bushel.
fine spoken man. As far as appearaice and Was it damaged corn i
speeches and manners are coticerned, I have
no doubt he did his part well, but he Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
went from here, as far as we know, and as Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Will my hon.
far as his speeches show and as far as we friend tell me how it came to be sold at ten
underst.,ood, to try and get preferential trade cents a bushel 1
with Great Britain for this country, and ho
came back with the Cobden medal. I do Hon. Mr. MILLS-I spoke about corn
not approve of bis course in that respect. being shipped into Windsor for sale.
The hon. Minister of Justice said that Sir Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In the cob?
Joseph Chamberlain could not maintain his
Position if he gave us that preference. How Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.
does he know that ? The Colonial Secretary Hon. Mr. BOULTON-At ten cents a
generally holds any position he takes. bushel M

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, corn f rom the

Hion. Mr. McCALL M-I know for western states. My hon. friend from Essex
Hon.s Mr M A - knethe l ow fheCor (M r. Casgrain), I dare say, knows the factsyears it has been the whole aim of the Con- better than I do.

servative party in this country to get prefer-
ential treatment in the British market. We Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-I know the far-
would have given anything in reason for it, mers bring it there in the cob. It is taken
but just as we were about to secure it, the to the elevator and there shelled. It comes
premier of the Dominion jumped the stile from the farmers, not from the States.
and said, "We will not have it." Free
trade is best for England and it is best for Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not care
Canada also. He comes back here now with whether it is grown in Canada or the United
the Cobden medal, which should have been States, it does not make any difference to
given to the hon. gentleman f rom Shell me. It only shows that when the government
River (Mr. Boulton) because the premier is put corn on the free list they brought the
in fact, what he calls a revenue tarif man. price down to ton cents a bushel. That is
I do not quite understand what he means by clear from the language of the Minister of
that. We have not had more than a revenue Justice, that is what he told me.
tarif for the last twenty years in this Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is corn in thecountry. There is a great difference between coba revenue tarif and a tarif for revenue only.
If you impose a tariff for revenue only, you Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, corn in the
impose it where you get most money, but cob. A bushel of corn in the cob is 72 lbs.
the object of the government should be to A bushel of shelled corn is 56 Ibo. We
get a revenue and to encourage production know that, and the result of the present
in this country. You may call that inci- government departing from the policy of
dental protection, if you like, or full protec- their predecessors is that the farmers all
tion. I am satisfied that is the true position along the Erie shore, even f rom Sarnia to
for this country to take-to make and pro- Fort Erie, and for fifty miles back in the
duce what we can for ourselves. I have country, have to sell their corn for ton cents
said that wherever the governnent departed a bushel.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-And in the year be- millions and a half. I have proved one in-
fore, 1895, it wa's the same. stance in regard to corn.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gen- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I would like totieman can qualify it as much as he likes. ask who it is that uses the corn.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

There is no qualification to it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is one
respect in which they departed from the
policy of their predecessors. I suppose that
is where they helped the farmer, and should
have credit for it. My hon. friend, the
mover of the address, says they should have
credit for the help they give the people of
the country. What help have they given
them i None. The Minister of Trade and
Commerce, speaking in Toronto, said : " We
do not claim that we have been the means
of raising wheat to a dollar a bushel, but it
is coincident." I have a good memory. I
remember several coincidences. I reinember
when the great Reform party was in power
in the two provinces of Canada before con-
federation. I know we got the weevil in
the wheat. I know that is a coincidence.
We did not blame them for it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -Oh, yes, you did.

Hon. <Mr. McCALLUM-I know that
when they came to power in 1873 we got
the potato bug and we have it yet. That is
another coincidence. Last, but not least, we
have the San Jose scale, and that is coinci-
dent too. But I do not blame then for it,
because they are not responsible. They are
just as responsible for these things as they
are for having contributed to the prosperity
of the country. What have they done to
bring prosperity to the country ? They have
done nothing. They have increased the ex-
penditure of the country from the time they
came into power. They have violated all
their pledges to the people, except in two
instances, and those two instances have been
ruinous to the country, and the people of
this country to-day ought to return thanks
that they did not carry out their pledges,
because if they had they would have ruined
the whole Dominion. What were their
promises? They were going to reduce pub-
lic expenditure. They were going to reduce
the debt of the country. In place of that
they are increasing the expenditure largely
and increasing the debt of the country. My
hon. friend from Shell River (Mr. Boulton)
told us last year that the increase was three

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Farmers.

Hon. Mr McCALLUM---Distillers used
a good deal of it formerly, but they use a
great deal of imported corn now, becausst we
have a duty on corn coming in for use in the
distilleries and the farmers in some parts of
the country buy it and mix it with their own
and you cannot separate the home from
the foreign grown grain. Take the counties
along Lake Erie, they raise all the corn re-
quired in this country. The government
have also put binder twine on the free list.
I am an agriculturist and I have a good
deal of farm land, and I will buy twine no
cheaper this year because it has been put on
the free list. If any one will think for a
moment he will see that the harvest in the
United States comes on before ours, and the
United States manufacturers will supply
that market. They will come here with
what they have left-any twine that is
manufactured in Canada they will put on
this market and so we ought to have pro-
tection. The 12J protection has not been
too much. It would not cost the farmers
any more in the end. And what bas been
the result. There are eighty men thrown
idle at the city of Brantford. They cannot
get a day's work, and I see a meeting was
held by some of the bankers of this country
and some of the people of this country and a
delegation was appointed who waited upon
this government trying to get them to reim-
pose the duty on twine. One man a banker,
says: " As the matter now stands I cannot
supply the money to go on," and so the people
were idle. There are two instances showing
that wherever the government departed
from the policy of their predecessors they
have gone astray. They may be going to do
a great deal for us in the future. The
promises are gond but the practice is nil.
As far as the railway is concerned, I shall
not say very much about it. I will wait
until I get that information which will com-
pel me to support the Minister of Justice,
because he has told us that if we knew all
that he knows we would support him unre-
servedly. The only valid defence of this
private contract is urgency. Why, have
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not they had a whole year to make their I should like to know what they have done
preparations ? Last summer, when we left to give prosperity to the country. I have
here, we knew pretty well what was in that shown that they have increased the debt and
country, and knew very nearly as much destroyed the industries of the people of the
about it as we do to-day. But after town of Brantford and destroyed the agri-
parliament rose what did they do 1 cultural interests of this country by putting
They went through the country, decked corn on the free list.
beautifullv in uniform, showing their
tities. They went to Washington and other Hon. Mr. PROWSE-They passed the
places, and now they come to parliament, Alien Labour law.
and say they have made arrangements to Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I ask what
build this road, and that they must observe have they done t Have they planted ?
secrecy about it. That will not satisfy me. Have they watered ? Have they sowed '
Because if I were to support the Minister of Have they harrowed ? Have they weaved ?
Justice in that, I could not show my face Have they spun ' No, sir, they have been
before the people of this country. I always running through this country revelling at
want to explain whatever I have done, and the people's expense, and they have not done
whatever position I have taken. They may anything at all. They did not even attend
do wonders, but I question it very much. to that tram railway over in the Yukon
They have had plenty of time, if they had country, and they tell us now we should
chosen to apply theniselves to it, and they are thank them for what they have done., I
getting in a hurry all at once now. I believe I have the reputation of telling peo-
listened to the speech of my hon. friend ple what I think of them. I prefer to tell
from Shell River yesterday, and I do them what I think before their face and not
not often agree- scarcely ever agree- i behind their back. I hope I shall always
with what he says, but I agreed with retain that courage, and all I can say is that
every word lie said on this railway question, i 1 wish them well, but I hope their conduct
and disagreed with every word he said on in the future will be more acceptable to the
everything else. I do not know very much people of this country than it has been in
about railw ay matters, particularly in the the past.
mountains. We will have to wait in order
to see what this arrangement is, but we may 1 Hcn. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I am force-
have something more to say about thîis bill ed to take part in this debate because of a
when it is brought down. I do not say reply which I got a day or two since to a
what my course will be, but I feel with the question which I put to the hon. leader of
information before us, that the Senate, no the government, that gentleman who, I
matter what the consequences may be, should understand, is familiarly known as the sage
reject it. Why should we allow these people of Bothwell. How he came to acquire this
to go back on their pledges ? W hy did they cognomen, I do not know, except from the
not do as they promised the people of this fact that he is a sage and that he comes from
country ' I say they have gone back on Bothwell. What a sage is, I am not pre-
their pledges because they could not carry pared to say, but I suppose it is a gentleman
them out and it has been a blessinz to the who looks very wise and shakes his head
country that they could not. In thii une wisely. I am not an iconoclast and I would
case it will be a benefit to the country if we 1 be sorry to shatter the idol of the people of
insist that they shall carry out their pledges. Bothwell but I would remind that hon. gen-
They got a verdict from the people on false tleman of a Latin quotation which his classi-
pretenses and one of the false pretenses is cal education no doubt will enable him to
that they approved of preferential trade understand-nemo mortalium omnibus horis
with England ; another was a promise of sapit, which being translated is, no mortal
economy in all the public service; another man, not even a sage, can be wise at all times.
was that all public contracts should be let Now the truth of that adage was very well
by tender to the lowest bidder, and here exemplified the other afternoon. If the hon.
they are swallowing their pledges one after gentleman had these grave state secrets
the other, and they simply smile when they which he alluded to so mysteriously and
are brought to task for it. These gentlemen did not wish to raise any question about
want credit for the prosperity of the country. them, he should have been wise enough

5
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not to have alluded to them. Having to reach that country, but we have no proof
alluded to them, and being questioned, lie that this road is an all-Canadian route ; we
should have adopted the plan not of setting are told to the contrary by the leader of the
down questioner by a caustic and, I government and others; nor have we any
think, rather rude reply, but the ordinary guarantee that this road when built May
and usual diplomatic, parliamentary and not at any period be handed over to a foreign
sufficiently evasive mode which is usually corporation or even to a foreign government,
adopted in dealing with those questions. so as to pass entirely out of the control of
By the time the hon. gentleman has occupied the people of this country or of the contrac-
a little longer the position into which he tors or anybody else in Canada. Now as
has been pitchforked over the head of my this contract stands before the House, I may
friend the Secretary of State, he may be say that whether I am in accord or not with
more parliamentary, more diplomatic and any other member of the conservative party
perhaps less discourteous, in trying to answer I am opposed to it. I am opposed to
questions which are put to him upon subjects it on various grounds. One is that the
to which he has alluded. Now, when the giving of this contract has violated every
hon. gentleman informed me that if I was principle to which we have been for
not satisfiedwith the explanation thathe had the past eighteen years educated by the
given with reference to the matter, I would liberal party, who have been always declar-
be the only one in this House who would not ing that the giving of these contracts should
be so, he may have thought he was perfectly be governed by public tender and awarded
correct. I choose to differ from him. I to the lowest party who offered. That has
dare say that the explanation lie gave was been the cardinal principle laid down; and
satisfactory to the gentlemen of his own party I say that when at the inception of their
who sit around him, and who no doubt have rule in this country they violate that prin-
been supplied with interior and private in- ciple, it is right that we should condemn
formation which has been denied to us. them. They say that it was necesary to do
Probably the hon. gentleman thinks that I this, that haste made it necessary, that in
belong to that number who rush in where order to save time they were obliged to take
angels fear to tread, or I would not have put this course. Well, whose fault is that, whose
this question to him ; but as the question fault is it that the position of the country
was put, and as the hon. gentleman did and the government is as it is now with re-
not see fit to reply to it, I think he will gard to this matter? If instead of their star-
find that a great number of people, not only ring it in England and the continent last year,
members of this House, but outside, in the if instead of their looking after their jubilee
press and the country at large, will be very honours and their decorations and their oscu-
anxious to know what are these very grave latory efforts to the Pontiffof Rome, and all
international complications to which he al- those other matters on which they spent
luded. I understand the hon. gentleman their time, they had been engaged then,
himself bas been hauled over the coals by as they are now, in trying to ascertain
members of his own party for bringing up what the wants of the people in that
and courting questions on this subject by country are, Vhey would have been in a
alluding to mnatters which he could not position to meet parliament, not with a crude
afterwards give an explanation of. I think and undigested measure like that brought
the hon. gentleman will find these questions, down, but one which would give some infor-
when they are brought up, very nuch like mation with regard to the subject matter
the ghost of Banquo they " will not down." which they had before them. Now, they
and the explanation will have to be given, bring down this contract, and the gentleman
and that right soon. who introduced it has no information Vo give

I should like, while upon my feet, to say a the House or the people of this country when
few words about this railway contract, one questions are put, no estimates, no engin-
of the most important matters of discussion eers' reports, nothing which would place the
which will come before parliament this ses- government in a position to give information
sion. I want to say personally that I am in which would certainly he sought for by the
favour of a railway being built which will members who heard it introduced. They
be an all-Canadian route and which will have no information whatever, noV even the
provide us with the road that is 8t necessary simplest that would be asked for by an ndi-
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vidual who was going to take up the most by the land grant to this company, an area
ordinary business transaction. I am opposed of land between seventy and eighty miles
to it on other grounds- on account of the long and the same in width. Contrast
mOnopoly clause. Some people think that it with the area of some of the kingdoms of
all right. I think the monopoly clause this world. This area of land is two and
ought to condemn the transaction in toto. a half times the size of Prince Edward
But more than that, I am opposed to Island; it is nearly one-third the size of
the arrangement on account of the extra- Vancouver Island; it is three-quarters the
ordinary and extravagant grant of land size of the principality of Wales; it is one
which has been given to Mr. Mackenzie and and a quarter times as large as the colony
Mr. Mann. It has been arrogantly proposed of Jamaica; it bears comparison in area
to compare this road with the Canadian with many a European kingdom; it is one-
Pacitic Railway with their four thousand half the area of the kingdorn of Belgium;
miles of railway, a ron-d which is not only a one-half the size of the kingdom of Holland;
commercial but a political and military and it is one-third the size of the republic
necessity, and which lias been the means of Switzerland ; it is about equal in area to
of binding together and making Canada the the kingdom of Saxony, and it exceeds in
great country which she now is, and they area many of the important Grand Duchies
compare with it this miserable little one of the German Empire and this vast do-
hundred and tifty miles of tramway, and main which many a crowned head in Europe
becaiise large concessions were given to the would envy, it is being handed over to
former these should be given similar conces- these contractors as "boot," as a bonus in
sions with our eyes shut with regard to the addition to extraordinary concessions
latter. Now, it seems to me a most extra- which, of themselves alone, would make
ordinary thing that such a bargain should the contract a most favourable assset.
be made. I am satisfied that no contractors There is an effort being made to belittle the
in the world could have corne t the govero- value of the concessions given by this con-
ment and made a demand such as this con- tract. I know tiat n t only supporters of
tract shows. Lt must have been given by the governent, but members of the goverft-
the govertment themselves, who put forward ment themselves, are goig about and saying,
these enormous concessions and gave Messrs. "Why, it is perfectly startling the risk
Mackenzie & Mann such a contract with which thfe gentlemen run in taking bold
such concessions, as no one would of this contract without knowing more than
think of asking, and which neyer bas been they do about the country and what it con-
done in any country before except in the case tains," and they shake their heads like
of the Panama Canal and some other matters saes, because t suppose, there are other
which contained enormous provisions of this sages in the govertiment besides the one we
nature. They gave such exceptional advan- have here, and say, I We would n t like t
tages to Mackenzie & Mann that it seems be in the contract with Mackenzie & Mann."
ts me they could not have demanded them, Would they not? think there are very
they are so different to what they do give to few of them that would not like to have a
any other settlers who go into that country. chance in it. If these gentlemen have any
osually in granting lands of the Crown the arrière besJe about the way they could
goverwment reserves the right of precious realize at once on the concessions they have
metals that are discovered thereon. To in that contract, J can put the l on the
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann they give net track of a way of doing. it without risk t
only the precious metals but ail the baser themselves.' They are entitled te nearly
metals. In their usual dealing , the settiers 4,000,000 acres of land. They do not take
in the country find it ve.y difficuit to get the them broadcast nor necessarily along the
ownership of the land themselves, but Messrs. ine of railway, but they are allowed to
Mackenzie & Mann are given the fuli select them by their own engineers and
ownership of the land. From the ordinary prospectors, and they have six years within
miner the Crown exacts a royalty of ten per which te take them and have them located.
cent; from thee great capitalist they exact Ail they have to do is to take 3,000,000
a royalty of only one per cent. I wonder if acres of these land , as sbu n as they are en-
any of you have ever taken into considera- titled to them, get out their maps, place
tion the extraordinary area that is covered them simultaneously in the cities and

5j
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markets of the world, n)t at a high price, free from the cares of state for 18 years
bdt at, say, $10 an acie. I would under- when their words did not carry responsi-
take to say that companies will be formed, bility. There were three very important
syndicates formed while this Klondike boom planks in the trade platform of the Liberal
is on, and men, women and children will leaders-Commercial Union with the Uni-
want to have a stake, however small, in that ted States-which would shut British Com-
great gold bearing region. With the land merce entirely out of Canada. Unrestricted
disposed of at that rate they would have reciprocity with the United States which
$30,000,000 cash out of which they could would also have shut out British commerce.
pay the $3,000,000, or whatever this railwaylFree trade as in Gieat Britain. If the two
is to cost. Allowing them one or two million first plans, or either of tbem, fiad been
-oneortwo millions does not matter much in, adopted by the country, where would British
dealing with large figures for their expenses, connexion be to-day? Dead and gone, and
and for the lubrication necessary to get this the United States in the ascendency dicta-
contract through-and they would have what
is left ? $'5,000,000 in cash, and they would The parties which held these ideas came
have one million acres of land more to select into power, and with the responsibility of
from, taking the very best in the country, State affairs on its shoulders, did its leaders
and it miglt be of fabulous value; and they attempt to give effect to any of its previous
would have besides, the railway and its con opinions? No, they did nothing of the
cessions and monopoly, out of which to make i kind. What did they do? They paid the
more than the thing is worth many times
over. Take the words of Mr. Mann himself,
while addressing the people of Vancouver or
Victoria, in which he estimated that from
250,000 to 300,000 tons of freight would be
carried over that road this year. See what
the freight on that line would be worth ?
Enough to build the road over and over
again. I should be sorry to throw out of
the hands of Mr. Mann, (he is a friend of
mine) such a chance to make a large fortune
as he has here. I saw a quotation from
Pope the other day in one of the local
papers, in which it said, " the proper study
of mankind is Mann." In view of the ex-
traordinary concessions, which have been
given to this gentleman, and which are sup-
posed to place him in such a high financial
position, I would suggest another quotation
from Pope-" Mann never is but always to
be blessed."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
desire to say a few words on this important
subject. My intention is to say very little at
this stage of public business, andto follow
the example of the mover of the address
confine my remarks chiefly to the Stikine-
Teslin Railway contract. With regard
to the trade policy of the government, the
leader of the opposition (Sir Mackenzie
Bowell) has shown in a manner which can-
not be controverted or denied, how diver-
gent the crystallized acts of the government
are fronr the protestations and assertions of
its individual members when in opposition,

conservative government and party the
highest compliment they could possibly pay,
by adopting their trade policy and making
it their own. I am quite satisfied with that
line of action, and so is the country. The
conservative policy was a wise one, and
the Liberal government displayed a good
deal of wisdom in adopting it. Before going
into the most important question before us,
I have a few words to say to the hon.
gentleman from Shell River, who always
gives us very interesting speeches on trade
questions. The only fault I have to find
with him is that he soars too high in ethics
and the science of political economy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON -If you had to pay
45 cents for coal oil and $150 for a binder,
you would view the trade question as I do.

Hon. Mr. MACDONAL) (B.C.)-If the
hon. gentleman came down to practical
questions we could understand him, and his
opinions and speech would be of great bene-
fit to the country. The hon. gentleman is
supposed to take up the cudgels for the
farmers, but he will have to perform
many surgical operations before he can
get the idea into their heads that the
more they sell and the less they buy, the
poorer they will be. Supposing the hon.
gentleman had, to-morrow, a credit in Lon-
don of $1,000 as the proceeds of the sale
of his wheat and cattle, and were to import
$1,000 of goods that he did not require
and no one else required, just for the
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sake of increasing the importation, he would
ilcrease the volume of the imports, but
which would be best for him and for the
country, to put that money in the bank or
in, some useful investment, or import goods
that he did not want I I think it would be
better for him and for the country to have
the money than the goods he could not use'
or did not require.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Could I eat the
money?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-Our policy
in this country should be manufacture for
ourselves and keep foreign goods out of the
country as far as possible. My hon. friend
asked the hon. gentleman from Monck a
short time ago how it happened that the
country was prosperous when we imported
more than we exported. By that the hon.
gentleman admitted that the protectionist
policy which the country had pursued for
18 years was the proper policy for Canada,
because the country was prosperous, but it
upsets, to some extent, his f ree trade theory.
I have another crow to pick with the hon.
gentleman. Speaking yesterday he referred
to British Columbia as though it were no
part of Canada and complained that the
government were trying to build up and
enrich British Columbia as though it were
doing so in a foreign country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I rose to explain
that this road was passing through the prov-
ince of British Columbia which owned its
own lands and mines, and that the govern
ment was-taking the land and mines of the
North-west Territories to pay for the con-
struction of a road in the province of British
Columbia.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-British
Columbia never asked for that road.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If British Col-
umbia does not want it, that is another
thing.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
British Columbia never asked for a grant
to the Crow's Nest Pass, and that is to-day
of more benefit to this part of Canada and
the Nurth-west Territories than it is to
British Columbia. All the labourers and
supplies for it are going from this part of
Canada. After it is built it will help to
bring in supplies from the east to that

mountainous countiy. It will be as much or
of more benefit to this part of the Dominion
than to British Columbia. But we are glad to
see the road built. The province aided it
by a grant of land, and did its duty in that
respect. With regard to the Teslin and
Stikine Railway, hon. gentlemen may not
all know that this road is entirely in British
Columbia. I do not know what steps the
Dominion government have taken to get
British Columbia to acquiesce in this road
being built. They have given out a con-
tract for a railway in British Columbia
without a survey, and, I believe, without
an application to British Columbia. The
south end of Teslin Lake, where this road
ends, is well within the territory of that
province. I know there has been a local
charter for a line over that route, but
whether the government have taken up
that, or the contractors have taken it up, I
do not know.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-I understood-I do
not know whether I am right or not-that
Mackenzie & Mann had secured that charter.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-If so,
it is a diflrent matter. I fully acknowledge
the necessity of getting communication with
that Klondike country as soon as possible,
and am willing to give the government credit
for what they have endeavoured to do in
getting that route opened, but I wish they
had adopted other measures. I speak more
in sorrow than in anger when I refer to this
question. When I heard of this land grant
I could not believe it. Here is a country to
which the attention of the whole world is
attracted by its enormous wealth. It is not
like ordinary farming land ; this is a coun-
try as to which large expectations are
held, not in Canada alone, but throughout
the world. The government must have
known that. They had the report of their
engineers. They knew what was being done
and surely they ought to have kept that
rich heritage for this country. I cannot
speak for this House, but I do not think
they can possibly make up their minds to
hand over that heritage to any company. It
must belong to the people of Canada for ever.
That is my view of the matter. I have no
hesitation in saying that 5,000 acres in the
Klondike country would be a vast grant, a
grant with vast possibilities.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Per mile?
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-In
fact 500 acres of that country would be a
vast thing. This company have the power
to lay out their own base lines and select their
own land grant on the banks of the rivers.
There is no restriction placed on them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Every line must be
24 miles in length.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Then,
again, who is to administer that country?
Who is to preserve law and order in this
vast territory where the companyhave sover-
eignty and royalty ? They are actually kings
of that country. The royalty in the minerals
and the lordship of the ground. In British
Columbia if we sell a farm, anybody can go
in and take up mines on it and you cannot
mine on your own farm without taking out'a
license. Why is this rich country thrown
away without any restriction in the public
interest? Suppose to-morrow this company
select so many thousand acres and after the
selection is made, four or five hundred miners
gu in and are found working there, are the
company going to turn these men out ? It
is inpossible? It would take all the mount-
ed police of the country to do so. They will
not give up their mines if they are worth
holding. There is great danger of conflicts
as well as throwing away our heritage. If
the land were safeguarded to the public I
would not mind-.if the company were bound
to sel] this land at the same price as contig-
uous government land ; if miners were allow-
ed to take up mines on the same terms as
the government give, and a royalty were
exacted, by the contrators, would not a roy-
alty pay them in addition to the toils on pas-
sengers and freight carried by the railway?
If the government advertised to give the
freight rates and tolls on that road to the
company building it, I believe it would be
built free of money or land. There will be
enormous traffic on the line, which will re-
compense the company for building it. But,
if in addition to that, the contractors could
collect a royalty, and pay the government
a portion for administering the country and
preserving law and order, it would be a
splendid bargain.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing 100,000
people go into that territory during the
coming season, does the hon. gentleman say
it is oft no consequence to have immediate
communication ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-At a
meeting in Victoria the other day, the peo-
ple said that we would sooner lose all our
trade and prospects than allow ourselves to
be trampled on in this way by the United
States government. What the government
can do is this, they can stop all traffic at the
Canadian boundary. If the United States
authorities meet us with hostile regulations
on the sea coast, we can do the same on our
frontier.

Hon. Mr. JMILLS-Supposing the Ameri-
cans were going in by Dyea and Skagway,
how can you stop them at the boundary?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
could be stopped, surely.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You would require to
have some one there to do it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It
would become an international question
then. If Canada cannot carry out her own
laws and regulations, she had better give up
the country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend makes
a proposition which would practically have
the effect of giving up the territory to
adventurers from San Francisco and Seattle.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What has that to do with the improvidence
of this bargain?

Hon. Mr MACDONALD(B.C.)-I think
I have said enough to show that I am en-
tirely opposed to giving this land grant and,
as I say, J do not mind that if it is safe-
guarded. About the monopoly clause, I am
opposed to that also, but I would favour
giving the company control of a zone of 10
miles on each side of its line for its full
length, within which no railway should be
built by any other company for five years. I
would allow other railways to intersect it,
but that is all. But to prevent, as the con-
tract does, the building of any other railway
in there for ten years together, I say it is
monstrous. I reud it that way. I have only
glanced at the contract in a very cursory
manner. The leader of the opposition had
it hre, and I was not able to read it care-
fully but that is what I understand by it.
At all events, to the principle of monopoly,
this House J think, will be strongly oppos-
ed. I have an alternative scheme for the
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government's consideration. I believe if
they were to ask the country for two or
three millions of money to build that road
they would say " yes take the money,
build the road, keep the country to your-
selves, do not throw away the mining coun-
try, it is your heritage, do not part witli it."
There would not have been the least trouble
in this House or the other House. We
know that the government of Russia carres
on as a government work enormous mining

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was not asleep.
was reported that gold was found, but it
not found in any such quantities as
reported in the months of October
November.

It
was
was
and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
beg your pardon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is my recollec-
tion of it.

operations in Siberia and other parts of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
country by convict labour. Why cannot had specimens of it in the city in which I
this government do the same thing i Re- reside.
nove the penitentiaries up to the Klondike
country, and mine there as government Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, we had specimens'
work. Pay off the debt of the country with some found on the west side of the hundred
it. It is a feasible scheme. Why cannot it and forty-first meridian, and some on the
be done i There is a capital place for con- east side, but no announcement that gold
victi up there. They would be very happy. had been found in large quantities. The
Make them work and earn their living. I question of subsidizing a railway into that
believe that scheme to be feasible, and one country was never dreamt of until about the
that would pay off the national debt of this end of the year or the beginning of the pre-
country in a few years. But whatever is sent year. Its necessity was not pressed
done this heritage, this three million seven upon the government. There were two
hundred thousand acres of land must be charters obtained last session. The British-
kept for the Dominion of Canada and its American Yukon Company, with a great
people. flourish of trumpets, obtained a charter and

were going at once to build a railway, and
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before proceeding to there was another charter to a company to

discuss the principal points that have been build by Takul Inlet not very far from
touched on in this debate, I wish to offer my Juneau. We heard that the British Com-
congratulations to the mover and seconder pany was composed of great capitalists, that
for the clear and able statements which they they intended building a railroad across
have made in discussing the answer to the the of White Pass. Some expenditure
speech. The two principal points that have I believe was gone into. A prelimi-
been made, or endeavoured to be made, nary survey was made, but beyond that
against the government are in reference to nothing further was done. Subsequently
this Yukon contract and to the giving away it was reported-I do not know with
Of what is called preferential trade. In what truth-that the charter was for
reference to the Yukon contract, which seems sale. They found the difficulties so insu-
to be the pièce de résistance, there is a very perable that they did not propose to go on
large amount of misconception, and if hon. with it. With regard to the company
gentlemen were right and all thattheyassume who were going to build the road by
were true, there would no doubt be a severe Taku, no action whatever was taken.
indictment against the administration, but I It was quite open to those parties to
think I can explain away very many of the make a proposition to the government
objections that have been urged against this if they felt they, could not go on and
contract. In the first place, hon. gentlemen complete the road without a subsidy, but
will recollect that at the time we separated they have made no proposal, and from time
last year, in the month of June, no one had to time it was announced that a line would
any idea that there was such wealth in the be constructed across the United States
Yukon district as has been announced in the frontier to the Lynn Canal. That was found
last few months of last year. to be the shortest way to get into the country.

One route is by the Yukon, which would be
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- over four thousand miles from Victoria, and

You must have been asleep. which may be described as an impossible and
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impracticable route except for a couple of 1866, the United States authorities en-
months in the year: it involves tranship- croached upon this land at various points,
ment at St. Michael's and a tedious voyage wherever there were inlets, and established
up the river of f rom thirty to forty days posts. They practically took possession of
before reaching even the Canadian boundary. interior sections of the country which
With all the attraction in the United States did not belong to them. The reading of
Alasia, only four small vessels succeeded in the treaty piovided that from Mount St.
going up the Yukon last year. There was a Elias southward the une of demarkation
comparatively small population last year, yet between the two countries should be
we know very well, from the reports recently governed hy the ridge of mountains that runs
received, that they are threatened with star along the coast, but in no case was the ene
vation, although two large wealhy companies to go further back than ten marine leagues
endeavoured by every pieans in their power
to force iniupplies last year, the Alaska Comn- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-From what
pany and tde Yukon Company. Both Compa- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-From the windings of
nies have their estab ishments at Circle City, ts

teiast oThwrd helie of th darkaton

Dawson and other ports. Yet the difficultiesbe
of getting in through that route were runs

Cra thte! hyfaldt rvd by the United States authoritieshasbeenthatfreaiv that ten i thre faoed th s wherever there is an inlet it is a windingof

vactin, altou ghtgi twore ealth om as toe gofuthe ac th aa tena man leaguesendevoued y evry ean in hei po e c

tecessary for the limited population that Hon. M r. greatwa ts
was n te Ykon terrtor. Tosealojng that coast. I suppose the Lynn Canal

pany and the Yukon ompan y. thopa

of us who have been reading the newspapers runs up thirty-fve or forty miles. Accord-

know of the diffic ilties f rom the head of the ing to t.eir contention t at is regarded as

Lynn Canal. The Lynn Canal sees to b the one of the windins of the coast. They say

shortest route to that country. The there is no well defined mountain land or

necessary~~~~~~ fo th liie ouainta heit cost land to heeae a gwrea man inletsd

Lynn Canal is about 700 miles f rom Victoria. hegh ofC idt h etado n
To assino te Bitsh errtoy yu hvethat consequently ten marine leagues must

To ass in the uofint h territory. hosha be cou nted fros the head of the Lynn Canal.
o crss ah fhave of randhi theon s That would throw their boundary very much
the dnited States. As hon. gentle in g t their ntent t at is regadas
know, the boundary o ne thnere is a subject ther isno what e dam i Candar
of dispute, and very wide dispute, between territory.
the two countries. Hon. gentlemen who Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
are desirous of seing the two boundary lines thought Mr. Ogilvie and the gentleman f rom
at that point can consult the map, and they the United States who were surveying two
will then observe the very wide difference or three years ago had almost agreed within
of opinion that prevails in reference to the two or three feet.
location of the boundary line along that coast.
According to our contention, and according to
our reading of the treaty of St. Petersburg,
the United States territory running from
Mount St. Elias southward is simply a
fringe of the coast, as indicated by
that white lne on the map. In the
treat y of St. Petersburg that fringe of
coast was reservei for the Russian fisher-
men. It was not intended that they were
to occupy the interior of the country from
St. Elias southward. It was for their con-
venience; to land on the coast and dry their
fish. The country, of course, has been f rom
time immemorial practically an unknown
.territory. The Hudson Bay Company, and
the North-west Company did not penetrate
westward to the Pacific Coast, so that it has
practieally been an unknown land, and when
Russia sold Alaska to the United States in

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is on the 141st
meridian. Under the treaty the fringe of
coast extends up to the 141st meridian.
The 141st meridian is believed to intersect
the apex of Mount St. Elias, and for conve-
nience it wasarranged between the two coun-
tries that the apex of Mount St. Elias should
be the starting point until the meridian was
intersected. In 1885, when Mr. Ogilvie was
despatched to that country with instructions
to locate t he line, no arrangement had been
made with the United States. I do not go
over the succeeding years, but subsequently
negotiations were enterei upon with the
United States, and they appointed a commis-
sion. They sent officers who were to ascer-
tain the true meridian, the 141st degree
west longitude, at prominent points : that is
where it intersected the rivers, where it in-
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tersected the Yukon and the Porcupine, and through the channel to the east of the
Forty Mile Creek, and other prominent Prince of Wales Island. According to the
points. Mr. Ogilvie during the last two United States reading, although it is a
or three years-I believe since 1895- departure from the language of the treaty,
was engaged in that service, and the United to carry out their contention the line would
States Commission also attended there. The have to come practically east or rather south
honourable gentleman fron Victoria is of east in order to reach what is called Port-
quite right in saying that there was but land Canal. The whole difficulty arises from
a slight difference between Mr. Ogilvie the fact that there was not a Portland Canal
and the United States engineers at the at that time. There was, in the opinion of
Yukon River. Practically there can be no those who have given a great deal of study to
dispute about that, as I understand. The the question, also a channel considerably to
difference would be only a few feet. The the north of it known as the Portland Chan-
hne has been eut for a considerable distance nel. That name unfortunately was dropped
on eacl side of the river. It has not been after the treaty of St. Petersburg. Of course
cut through ; it was not considered necessary, very little attention was given to thatcountry
because it would probably involve a very for more than half a century. In the mean-
large sum. So that in reference to that por- time, the United States construed Portland
tion of the line of demarcation between the Canal to mean Portland Channel, and they,
two countries, there ultimately will be no adopted a line running to Portland Canal.
difficulty. It is a matter purely of mathe- To reach Portland Canal, as I have said, you
matical demonstration as to the location of must proceed south of east, and then as the
the 141st meridian, and therefore there wili treaty says the dividing line is north
be no dispute on that subject, but as to the to the head of Portland channel to the 56th
boundary along the coast, there neces- degree of north 1,titude. From the 56th
sarily must be a reference to an independent degree of north latitude it is governed enti-
tribunal to define the words of the treaty to rely by the other words of the treaty which
which I have adverted-that is the treaty provide that the range of mountains along
made between Russia and Great Britain in the coast shall be the boundary line, subject
1885-because it is open to a very wide only to the condition that where the range of
interpretation as to what is the neaning mountains was further off, the ten marine
of the range of mountains along the leagues should be the absolute limit of the
coast, and what is the meaning of the Russian territory. Honourable gentlemen
windings of the coast from which, in will understand that in order to readily get
the absence of a range of mountains the into that country it was necessary to pass
ten marine leagues; are to be calculated. through the United States boundary. As the
No doubt under the best arrangements and hon. gentleman from Victoria knows,
most friendly feeling between the two in November and Deceniber, when crowds
countries where there are ambiguous words of people were attracted by the rumors of
in a treaty, there can be no fairer way of gold in the Yukon, the people of Seattle and
deciding an important question of that kind Portland, and San Francisco put a pressure,
than by such a reference. That it is a very no doubt, upon their representatives to
important question to Canada, no one at the insist upon terms and conditions for
present moment can deny. Our approach crossing their territory, which became
to our own country, practically, at the pre- exceedingly oppressive and onerous. It
sent, must be through this United States became a matter of negotiation, and
strip of territory. It would take a very here I may say that my hon. friend the
long time to reach it if you were to ascend Minister of Justice, in answering the ques-
north from British Columbia. There are, tion of the hon. senator from Brandon, (Mr.
as far as I am advised, at present no ocean Kirchhoffer) was I think guilty of no dis-
Ports below the end of this range of territory. courtesy, and I am quite sorry if my hon.
As my hon. friend from Victoria stated, the friend has so misconstrued it. He stated that
he starts from the southern point of the there were a number of subjects connected
Prince of Wales Island, which island then with this that could not be made public.
belonged to Russia and now to the United He must recognize that where two powers
States, and the line, according to our read- are discussing a delicate subject of this kir d
ing of the language of the treaty, went north it does not help the ultimate arrangement
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of it if all the details should be given to interests unless some better way was secured
the public. It is very well known-and my for ohtaining access to that country than
hon. friend f rom Victoria particularly knows existed at that time. Speaking of the
-Étheserious enibarrassmentthat was thrown Edmonton route, to which some hon. memý
in the way of Canadians and of all foreigners ber referred a day or two ago, J may say
who had purchased their goods in Canada, on 4th September Iast, with a view of acer-
who sought to cross that fringe of country. taining whether that Edmonton route was a
It was practically taking away froin Canada feasible route-J wish the hon. gentleman
her trade, if persons were compelled to pay from Sheil River (Mr. Boulton> to listen to
the duty to the United States after having this particularly-an expedition startedfrom
purchased the goods in Canada although they Edmonton, consisting of a body of mounted
were simply transporting their outfit across a police, with engineers, to take observations
few miles of territory. That was the con- and report on the character of the country.
dition, and so a short time before parliament On the 1Oth December, three morths after,
met matters had reached that delicate point they had oùly travelled about 600 miles. J
when we felt that if we were going to secure asked Mr. White to-day where he last heard
any portion of the trade of that country in of them, and he said the last he heard of
the year 1898, it was absolutely necessary thein, was at Fort Graham. They had al
that no longer should there be any delay in the support they needed. They had their
the construction of some line of railway horses and dogs ail the paraphernalia neces-
which would enable persons to go in through sary for an outfit in order to go through
British territory. There was no other route that country with despatch, y t they got no
possible available, except the Stikine. The further than Fort Graham on the I th
Edmonton route has been spoken of. To December. We know very well that
build a line by that route, even to the waters persons who left on the Pacifie coast in
that are reached by the route over which the October have gone as far as Skagway and
contract has been given, would have involved Dyea, and many of thein are in camp
probably a year and a half, or two years. between Skagway and Dyea, or else between
We believe a very large num ber of people are those places and some of the waters in
going into that country this year. Unless the interior, and unable to get on. We
there is some better avenue by which food know, as a matterof fact, that it has cost sixty
can be transferred to Dawson, it will be cents to a dollar a pound to transport the
simply impossible for one-tenth of the num- food supplies and stores north of the Lynn
ber who propose going there to get in. Canal, and many persons after they had paid

that high rate to, get across that Pass found
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Would it not be they could iiot get any further and remained

better to keep thein out? there. There are thousands of people who
are now between the Lynn Canal and the

Hon. 'lr. SCOTT-My hon. friend may inland waters in the Canadian territory,
be quite right, but we would get the benefit unable to get on. Surely no persn could
of any increase of population in that country. le better equipped than Major Walsh, with
There is no doubt that a considerable number ail the power of the government behind him
of those who go in, will buy their supplies in in order to assist him to get into that coun-
Canada. They will afford traffic to our try rapidly, because it was of the highest
railways. Already the merchants at Mon- importance he should get in rapidly, but it
treal, Toronto, Victoria and other points, as was impossible, the physical obstaces were
we see by the press, are reaping enormous so serious. Judging by the existing condi-
benefits fron fitting out expeditions for that tion of things in the older provinces of Can-
country. Merchants are making special ar- ada, no one can comprehend what the
rangements to put up kits for the trip and we obstacles are, and in the face of those dif-
feel the benefit of it. Thathas been done for a ficulties and of the necessity in the interests
large number of people f rom England and of the people of this country that food sup-
other European points, and the woollen ply should go in thet e this year,-because
mills in Canada are working night and day if 50,000 people go up there this year and
turning out goods a large proportion of 95,000 remain, how are those 25,000 to be
which are destined for the Yukon country. fed next winter-will it not be discreditable
It meant simply a sacrifice of ail those fo this country, with the knowledge that the
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congress of the United States, in view of the them, they would be for two months
reports made to them that miners were starv- without food, because steamers on the
in1g in that country and that there would Yukon would not reach Dawson before
be great loss of life, voted $200,000 in order the month of July, but reaching Dawson
to purchase food to be sent to that country, from the south, I am advised that towards
chiefly for United States miners? There is the end of May the ice breaks up on the
no incident in history that can at all com- upper waters and the boats will go down
pare with that. That of itself furnishes the with the ice. Some hon. gentlemen suppose
best Possible proof of the absolute necessity that in that country it is possible to travel
for prompt action being taken. in winter. Any hon. gentlemen who were

ion. Mr. BOIILTON-Is Major Walsh present at Mr. Ogilvie's lecture last night,
On.e of Mr. B OLTONs ajor Wals will have had that view removed from their

on the line of this proposed railway ? mind. Accordingtothepicturesthat heshowed
Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-No, he is down very us, which w ere absolute photographs-they

much further according to last accounts. were thrown hy limelight on canvas-it was
impossible to travel on the ice. He cited as an

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will the railway instance where a party wishing to make great
remove the obstacles which are stopping him ? speed, took three days to make nine miles.

Ho. Mr. SCOTT-No ; what this rail- He said it was impossible to travel along the
HO".Mr.SCOT -No; wht tis ril-banks and on the river the ice had beenway will do will be to enable the stores that thrown up in sections, and in that way you

are brought up to Glenora to be moved on to hrw p m ect a in that yo
waters that will carry thestoresdowntoDaw- had simply to cut a trail through the ice
Son. That is what this 150 miles of railroad before you could secure a passage. So that

1ido. 1V wî remove unlimited amounts hon. gentlemen will see that the only way to
ofstores.o at r mles u hi aut get relief into that country was the courseof stores for that 1.50 miles, which was the itaken by the government. Hon. gentlemen

difilcult portion to be got over. I understand ae qite rgovenmeng that temen
four steamers are now being buiît in the, are (1uite right in saying tha~t the policy of
city of Toronto, in connection with this the government, has been that no contracts,

cityof Tront, i conectin wihti particularly of this magnitude, should be givenraiiway project, for the purpose of enabling p0tclryfhsaniue hudeie
trem o carry stores from the mouth of the out without public tender, and it was a great
Stikine up to Glenora. wrench when we had to ignore that principle,

n but we felt in the public interest there was
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is not Major no alternative for it. There were very few

Walsh at the waters that these steamers are' contractors in this country that had the
to navigate upon'? plant and the capacity and the ability to

undertake that work and put it through in so
Hon. MIr. SCOTT-No, he is much fur- a short time. To build 150 miles of road in

ther down. Ontario, or in some of the other provinces,
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-He has to pass with money and with materials ready

that route. On the road to Dawson the at hand would be a very easy matter ; but
supplies have to pass the same difficulties he to built 150 miles of railway up in that
1 cOntending country, and to encounter the difficulties that

c against. I have, in some measure, described in order
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but there is this to get your materials there is a very serious

peculiarity about it, that the upper waters matter indeed. In addition to that they
of the Yukon and the tributaries of the undertook to make a winter route along the
Yukon are open and free from ice about Stikine River within six weeks. That
six weeks earlier than the ice leaves the winter route would be open to everybody to
Yukon opposite Dawson. The ice does come in. Persons can leave now and be sure

not get out of the Yukon River towards its of access up to Glenora on the wiiter road.
Inouth unitil the month of June. The first
steamers that will ascend the Yukon will not Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Without interfer-
reach the international boundry before the ence by the United States authorities.
naonth of July, and if the people who are
threatened with starvation at Dawson and lHon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes. In speaking
Circle City and , other points, were of the treaty with Russia, I should have

relying on the Yukon vessels to relieve mentioned one of the other features of it
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which is quite important. In the original
treaty between Great Britain and Russia, in
1825, there was an express stipulation for
all time to come, the words are " for ever "
-that all the streams crossing Russian ter-
rit9ry were to be f ree and open on equal
terns to the people of both Russia and
Great Britain. It was not simply the pri-
vilege of using the rivers for commercial
purposes, it was an absolute right or equal
interest in those rivers that Russia then
had, and that was the position of matters
down to 1866. Why it was that Great
Britain or Canada made no protest at that
time when the United States purchased
Alaska with this provision which was guar-
anteed by Russia, and which was a part of a
solemn treaty, and why it was not made also
a part of the treaty between the United
States and Russia when the sale took place,
I am unable to explain. I know not who
was to blame for it, or why attetion was
not called to it. Subsequently, in 1871, in
the Treatv of Washington, proision was
made that Canada should have the right of
navigation for commercial purposes of the
Yukon and the Porcupine and the Stikine,
but hon. gentlemen will notice that that is
a very much more limited interpretation of
the terms of the original treaty than the
language of the 'treaty itself. I do not
know who is to blame, if any one is to blame,
for all this omission, but there is the fact.
The original treaty is clear and plain which
gave us an equal interest in those rivers.
Our interest now is soinewhat restricted.
We use those rivers simply for commercial
purposes, as the United States ue the St.
Lawrence. As I said before, there were two
companies incorporated to build railways
from the coast: neither of those com-
panies made any overtures- or proposals
to go on with the work. A gentleman
representing a very weaithy English syndi-
cate, Mr. Kersey, who had sent persons up
into the section between the Stikine
and Teslin Lake in order to examine the
country with a view of building a railway,
announced that this company were going to
put steamers on the Stikine and on the
waterways between the Stikine and
Dawson and the Yukon River. After get-
ting his reports, I understand he went to
England a few months ago to confer with
the people whom he represented. He
returned to this country four weeks ago but
made no direct proposition to the govern-

ment. He did express, unofficially a
desire to secure the contract for the build-
ing of a railway, but he said that the com-
pany, in addition to any land grant, would
require a money subsidy. We did not feel
that it would be advisable or prudent to
give a money subsidy. We know how
uncertain mining interests are. For the
present, while nmarvellous wealth has been
found to exist in the Klondike and in
Bonanza Creek, and in three or four other
creeks in that region, there was no certainty
that that extended over the whole territory,
and therefore we hesitated about giving a
money subsidy. We probably should have
been censured, if we had done so, by the
very gentlemen who say " Oh it would be
much better to give a money subsidy than
the land." We said "if this railway can be
built without putting the people of Canada
to any great expense it should be built." A
land subsidy does not involve taxing
the people. Hon. gentlemen regard it
now as a valuable heritage. Two years
ago they did not regard it as of any
value, because it has no value unless it has a
mineral value. It is simply bare rocks that
have no possible value except for the minerals
beneath the surface, and therefore we felt
that if the road could be built and the coun-
try opened up by a land subsidy we should
be amply justified in granting it. There
were no contractors-I say it without any
hesitation-that were superior to those men.
They knew something about the country and
knew where to lay their hands on bodies of
men and plant. They were prepared to do
the work and do it instantly, and put up a
forfeit of a quarter of a million if they did
not. There were not many men in Canada
who would undertake to do that. They
wanted a large land subsidy and a money
subsidy as well, but we said "it cannot be
done; we will not give you a money subsidy,
we will not take the peoples money to de-
velop that place yet ; it is too uncertain a
a thing." It may be a good thing and we
hope it will for the country but we cannot
at present draw any such conclusion.

Hon. M r. BOULTON-Why did you not
take the land from the province of British
Columbia ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We would have to
confer with the province of British Colum-
bia first. British Columbia has offered
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large quantities of land for a road built either side of this centre line. That makes
through this belt. The Crow's Nest Pass a block of land six miles one way by three
Company had a charter since 1884. It was miles the other, the government reserving
known it was going through 250,000 acres the alternate block. For instance: they
of coal land, and yet you could not get a run out 24 miles, that would consist of eight
dollar on that charter. It was talked about blocks. The contractors would take blocks
year after year, and finally taken up by the 1, 3, 5 and 7 ; the reserve would be 2, 4, 6
C.' P R. Company. and 8, which would be open to free miners,

or to such an arrangement as the government
Ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)- might please.

Where ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-In British Columbia,
and my hon. f riend from Victoria will set
ne right if I ain wrong, the last time I
looked it up there were several charters
leading in different directions to which a
subsidy of 20,000 acres per mile was at.
tached. No doubt about that at all ; and,
therefore, there was nothing extraordinary
about our giving a subsidy in that way.
NOW as to the crucial point, which is the
land, hon. gentlemen have said we have
allOwed this company to select the lands as
they please. I deny it at the very outset.
I say if we had allowed this company to,
Select their lands as they pleased they
probably would have undertaken to build
the road for 100,000 acres.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
the hon. gentleman the contract in his hand ?
If so, Will he please read the clauses referring
to it.

ion. Mr. SCOTT-Where the gold has
been found in that country, as probably hon.
gentlemen know, is in creeks with very little
water, creeks that are practically dried up;
they are called gulches. The mining licenses
have been issued across those gulches : they
are usually a couple of hundred feet wide,
the limiit of width I think is 250 feet, and

the precious metal is found in that narrow
Space. Hon. gentlemen will see by the plan
On the Table, that if the contractors want to
take up blocks of land along a gulch, they
Place a stake at one end of the gulch, and at a
distance of 24 miles in the direction of the
gulch they place another stake ; a straight
line is then run f rom one point to the other.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Have not they
the right to take an even nuinbered block
on each side of their odd numbers i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; where they have
the odd numbered block they can extend
their block out to three ; then the govern-
ment would be retaining the corresponding
blozks on each side, so it is practically carry-
ing out the alternate system. That block
of land represents 46,000 acres that those
gentlemen would get; the whole valuable
part of that block would probably be about
eighty to one hundred acres, the rest is not
worth looking at ; it consists of mountains of
rocks, and gold is not found in the moun-
tains. There may be quartz mines, but that
does not extend everywhere. At present the
gold is found in the little creeks along the
gulches, so that eighty to one hundred acres
is all the value there would be in the 46,000
acres. When you boil it down it amounts
to very little, that is, as far as the gulches
are concerned. Now I will answer my hon.
friend from Shell River (Mr. Boulton) who
said we were giving to these men one-half
the country. The extent of the gold zone
there, as stated by Mr. Ogilvie, consists of a
belt 500 by 300 miles. He estimates it at
125,000 square miles, It is rather more than
that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is not a portion
of that in British Colunbia ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, that is outside-
all north of the 60th parallel. Now, that
represents, working it out carefully, eighty
odd million acres, so hon. gentlemen will
see this company in getting 3,750,000 acres,

l
receive a very smai fraction of the wnole

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Who country.
8elects the gulches ? Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But the choice.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-They have the right

to go and select anywhere ; they then take Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, the choice; but

8, block of land extending three miles on we retain the other hall.
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Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-About one- ber or Deceniber last. We were unable to
half of the mineral lands. get any official reports from that country.

There were six or eight morths that we
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We cannot estimate could not hear from Mr. Ogilvie, until Mr.

that. I would not undertake to contradict Sifton met him when he went up in Novem-
my hon. friend, because we cannot form any ber and December, and we had not had his
estimate ; neither he nor I can. According report. Mr. Ogilvie was snowed up there
to Mr. Ogilvie, there would be a great deal in the winter of 1896, and there were no
more, because there are a great number of communications. Of course there were men
streams. Although the Klondike is a com- coming out from there who gave us those
paratively small streain, I suppose already rumors of large finds ; they came out in
they have found gold on probably ten or order to get provisions, because they could
twelve different tributaries of the Klondike; not exist any longer, but so far as official
the Bonanza Creek is a tributary, a.nd there information is concerned, we were unable
is a tributary to that creek. The best to obtain it, and I think it was only in the
lands, no doubt, are in the gulches-that is, month of October or November that the
the richest mines ; if they take the quartz facts were known.
mines I do not suppose any one would
grudge them their lands, because they have Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-Did the
to employ a large amount of labour to work lion, gentleman sce the report of Mr. Ogilvie,
them; they have to bring in expensive that he found ore giving $100 to the ton
machinery, and it is very seldom that
a high royalty is exacted on quartz
mining. In the province of British Col- lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
umbia, where they put on as large a Alaskan mines only yield from five to seven
royalty as locations would bear, on the best, dollars a ton.
mines, the royalty is only two per cent. In
Alaska, across the boundary from our terri- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, of course there
tory, there is no royalty at all ; in California are much richer mines higher up in Alaska.
there was no royalty. So it is rather an in- As far as the quartz mining is concerned,
novation on this continent. I think in individual enterprise canaccomplish nothing.
Nova Scotia they have two per cent royalty, It will require companies with very large
certainly on this continent there has been capital. The effect on this country wiii be
no higher royalty charged except by this very great, and it can only be deveioped by
government. We did it for this reason, be- large syndicates undertaking the work. The
cause we thought here were certain localities resuit will be that Canada will derive a very
that were going to yield very rich results, and great benefit frou it. The supplies for that
it would stand a much higher royalty. But country wili have to go from Canada, and
in this connection, hon. gentlemen must bear we know cansumption in mining daims is
this in mind, that the man who takes up very large relatively per lead to the consump-
one of those 250 feet claims is not charged tion of the country generally. Witl reference
any royalty until he has made a pretty to my lion. friend's question, I May say that
good thing out of it. He has to get $2,500 I find the regulations were only approved
each year before he pays any royalty. He on the l8th of January of this year. We
is exempt to that extent. Then in granting had, I think, passed an Order in Council in
licenses for sub aqueous mining where you August or September making a scale, but
have to put in plant, tiiere is an exemption that was disapproved of wlîen we sent it up
for every five miles of $15,000 that a miner tu the officials-that is, making a scale for
has to get out before it is called upon to pay the poorer mines to pay a less royalty and
royalty. the richer ones a larger royalty. I hold now

in my baud an Order in Council under which
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-What month was the regulations were framed, and it is dated

this ten per cent royalty put on by the the i8th of January. That will show what
government Ithe guches are like. You wili see that the

real value in these six miles across, if they
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the take up their daims along a stream, is con-

Order in Council was pafsed before Novem- fined probably to 200 feet; outside of that
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there will be nothing but rock, wholly Yukon country is to prove ultimately of the.
valueless. In addition to lines along the value that we hope it will. In this contract
gulch, or stream, or river they have the right the contractors have no monopoly. One of
to -mark a post down at any point, but if the conditions demanded was, Iyou must
they do they must run at least 24 miles and allow us to build to Lynn Canal." We said
they must run on a direct line north and I, we are face to face now with a very
south and east and west. serious difficulty in crossing that fringe of

country; we cannot undertake to allow
Mr. McMILLAN-Why give them that railroads to be built across that to intercept

large quantity of land if it is valueless? Why Canadian trade. Unless we -et some satis-
flot call it a small amount? factory arrangement with our neighbours in

reference to the bonding privilege, it would
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer is that we he impossible to foreshadow what might be

know so littie about -vit that in making a the resuIt, and therefore w c will fot allow
contract with the railway compiny, 1 sup- you to build along that country, and we will
pose, it adds to their credit very considerably not grant a charter to anybody else for five
to have a large area; there is no doubt years. We wil, at ail events take tive
about that, and they wil no doubt represent cears in order tot make up our minds
that a large amount of this land must be what to best to be done." There is
absoutely valueless, but it would not e no monopoiy the e that any on. gentleman
proper for us to undertake tof give them in this chamber does not approve of, and I
absolute choice of taking up mliflifg lots as arn quite sure titat, every hion. gentleman
free miners take then up. Free"miners wno has given any study or thought to the
take up 250 feet, but when they do take up difficulties we have had in getting across
250 feet they have something valuable, this f ringe of country mnust realize the diffi-
sonething that is worth working, but when culties under which we labour; my lon.
a contractor takes up 250 feet he has to take friend f rom Victoria has had a personal expe-

six miles across so he has to take a very rience of it. Why, during October, Novem-
large amount of no value, ber, December and January, long telegram

were coming constantly from the goveru-
lon. Sir MACKEbNZIE BOWELL-t ment of British Columbia, from merchants

is impossible to know whether it is of any and the Boird of Trade in British Cotuebia
value or oot. and other points, begging our interference

eon. Mr. SCOTet- We know ver s weî to enable trafflc to cross there, asking that
tare en eo te we shoud put difficulties in the way of0foreign travel in our own country unles
streams are not valuable. Now taking Up concessions were made to us. It would take
the contract, which hold in y hand, the e a
sne i to be a narrow gauge road. There is s
no doubt an objection to, that, but if that staend ainh i tt mater Wae h oe cnw
country proves of the value that we hope itw
will, we believe that this road will be they are practically settled and we trfink

eot e they are. But, in the meantime, it would
not be a wise policy on the part of Canada

Pacifi Railway. to grant a charter and give any assistance

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL__ to, build a road through the disputed terri-
Where? tory. No one would approve of that.

am eHon Mr. FERGUSON-That is what

British Columbia, Ashcroft or Reveistoke. this contract does.
From what I have read of Cariboo and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
Cassiar, and the section between the Hon. Mr. FERGTJSON-It does it pre-
Canadian Pacific Railway and the 6Oth ciseîy, but subject oOreinCuil
paralel, whih is the boundary of British counci
Columbia, I believe that before many Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What we said was
years you will get a company to r build this: unless you get the consent of the
a railway there for a land grant, directly Governor in Council we will not allow any
north, to connet with this road if the other road to be buant there.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The contract pany will build it. The snow roads and
allows it to be built. shelters are valuable because they enable

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. entemanto o in at once by the Stikine River.Hon.Mr.SCOT -Th ho. «etlenanThey must continue the road down to Teslin
will see the wisdom of our policy. There are, Lake
at the present time, two charters across that boat Thearo boun to put sea
territory. If they attempt to build, then we be done without any doubt. The security I
should permit those contractors to build. If need iot discuss. The grant as I have al-
they do not attempt to build, we will allow ready explained very fully, is 25,000 acres
no one else to build during the five years, p le, to be selected in the manner I
but it is not likely the holders of the present have already explained. I shah be very glad
charters will build. If they do, then it will indeed to give any further explanation on
be open to any one to build. What we do
provide is that there shall be an extension coin)paiiy must take up-half their lands with-
southward to a point that is indisputably in three years and the other half within six
Canadian territory, and that we will give the
preference to those contractors if we are is any value in the country they will want to
extending any aid to a company to make take up tleir lands as soon as possible. It
that connection. is not like agricultural land; it is only

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-For ten years. minerai land, and the contractors will be
anxîous to secure their tract as early as they

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. I think that have earned it. There are certain rivers re-
before that time there will be a line built from served, the rivers which form the water con-
Ashcroft or mome point in British Columbia. nection between Lake Teslin and the Yukon

Hon. Mr. POWER-Or Edmonton. and some other larger streams. The banks
are excepted ; 25 feet on each side, so that

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Of course, the Edmon- parties can use the river and there will be no
ton route will not interfere with the present interference with navigation. Any miners
proposal. It may be found to be a feasible taking up locations, before the contractors
route. It is a 1,600 mile route, but for four blocks are actually taked out on the ground,
or five hundred miles there is very fine land are exempt, aîd the contractors have to recog
which, at all events, will furnish food for the nize those and give them all facilities for
people-good grazing land and good wheat crossing and recrossing portions of their
land, so there are attractions attached to the lands. As to the royalty, I have aiready
Edmonton route, althougi it will take some explained that the highest royalty outside
considerable time to huild it. They have the of the Klondike region in any part of
ten years as a preference only. It is open Canada is two per cent.
to any one to build. Any one cati now build
a road through any part of British territory
to that country. There will be no interfer-
ence with any charter that is granted by
parliament to build a line to that country
through British territory. This Company
has no exclusive privilege whatever.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Unless you vote
money or lands.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If we give money or
lands to the company building from the
Stikine River southward, and they under-
take to do it as low as any other company,
we will give it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are obliged to give them the preference.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but they must
be willing to build as low, as any other com-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will they have
power to charge a royalty of ten per cent to
any parties leasing lands from them ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- -They can do as they
please. There will be this advantage, how-
ever, in having a wealthy syndicate inter-
ested in taking up those lands-the syndi-
cate will explore the country. The cost of
examining that country is very large, indeed
-it is very expensive getting about. The
time within which it can be done each year
is limited to a couple of months, and the
effect of interesting large capital in securing
mining rights in that country will be that
they will have experts in the country en-
deavouring to find the best locations. When
they have found the best places, half the
locations are to be open to the f ree miner,
and the f ree miners can follow the experts.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD'(B.C.)-That that the road is to be finished this year up
is, the government blocks are open to free to the standard which we recognize for our
miners? railways, and therefore the selection of the

great bulk of their lands will be thrown over
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. for another year, so that the free miners

will have practically all the advantages of
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is not the com- the present year in making their selections.

pany likely to take advantage of the pro- In reference to the rates, the rate is fixed
Specting done by the 100,000 people now in the first instance. No doubt conditions
scattered over the country, instead of em- have to be considered, and it will be for the
ploying experts? government to say what will be a reasonable

rate to start with. That rate will be from
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is open for them to time to time cut down until ten years is over

do that. Of course they will do the best -- I think that is the limit they have-and
they can in that country. If the free miners then it cones under the gerieral railway law
can get a better location by following the of the country. Then, where hydraulic
comp-iny's experts they will do so. Within mining is concerned, the company do not
a few yards of the streaais which have control the water. The water will be re-
proved so rich we have had miners examin- served and distributed to all parties interest-
ing the country the last fifteen years. Mr. ed, under the direction of the Minister of
Ogilvie was there in 1885 with his party. the Interior. As it is near six o'clock I
Miners were in that region years ago find- move that the debate be adjourned.
ing gold here and there in comparatively
small quantities, making what they called a Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-With the per-
grub stake, nerely a living, and the rich de- mission of the House I will read an item
posits have only recently been struck. So, which has just appeared in this evening's
hon. gentlemen will appreciate at once the Journal It is headed as follows:-
difficulties which the miners encounter in GOLD! GOLD! GOLD!
locating a valuable site. It involves a good
deal of labour to get down where the gold is. FiFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS PICKED UP IN ONE DAY.-

A SEEMINGLY RELIABLE DIscovERY IN ALASKA.-
In many instances they have to cut down VANCOUVER MERCHANTs ASKED TO GivE AwAY
through ice and frozen earth, a distance of THEIR BUSINESS AND HASTEN TO THE NEW ELDO-

eighteen, twenty or twenty-five feet, and RADO, WEST OF THE INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY.-
g , yFouND IN THE CREvICEs 0F THE ROCKs.

af ter a man has given a month to an investi-

gation of that kind, if he fails it is a serious These are the rocks which, we hear, have
matter for him. If experts who are em- no value.
ployed by wealthy syndicates are engaged in
that work, you can be quite sure that their Hon. Mr. SCOTT--That is west of the
discoveries will enure to the great body of international boundary.
the people, because the great mass of the
miners there, if the experts find anything Hon. Mr,. O'DONOHOE-I am not say-
good, will at once flock in and take up ing that it is in our territory, but it is in
claims on the intermediate sections. They that locality. The following is the des-
have the run of three miles of country on patch :-
each side of the company's sections, so there Vancouver, B.C., Feb. .--A f abulous find is ra-
is a public advantage in enlisting a w.eal thy corded to-day on Unknown Creek on the American
syndicate in making the discoveries that we side In the Yukon territory. Fritz Behnson, of Vic-

.ei that c toria, B.C., writes his brother Kari: "We have
hope to make from time to time in t coun- struck it rich on Unknown Creek across the border,
try. There is a provision with reference to never before seen by man. In the crevices of the rock
farm lands, but I am not aware that there are in one day we picked up 850,000 in coarse gold. sell

your business or gîve it away and corne quick with
any farm lands in that country. There is a ten men."
provision that after ten miles are completed The Behnson's have large business interests here
the contractors can make a selection of a and are thoroughly reliable. The news spread like

. . . wildfire, and a stampede to the American side will
limited quantity. That quantity is hirited to result as soon as the Iocality is located.
92,000 acres, to be selected in the way I have
described, and as they finish each ten miles a Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That is
similar quantity. It is not to be supposed in United States territory. We have also
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sonething on our side. The following is and for which they obtained the power to
another despatch in the same paper issue bonds. They issued an amount of

'bonds when the Act was passed, and last
STRUCK IT RICH- year there was another issue of five or six

Vancouver, B.C., Feb. 10. - Information just million dollars. They have the power to
brought down from Dawson is to the effect that A. issue that without coin to the overn-W. McConnell, who left Vancouver August last, c e
reached Dawson on October 1st, has struck it rich in nient, and in addition to that they have the
the Klondike, making from $75 to $100 per day. power to increase their capital stock without

The motion was agreed to. coming to parliament.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 11th February, 1898.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CROW'S NEST PASS RAILWAY
STOCK.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to inquire:-
Has the Canadian PacificRailway Company applied

to the Government for authority to increase its capital
stock on the Crow's Nest Pass Railway under the
authority of the Act of 1893, which requires the sanc-
tion of the Government thereto ? Has the Govern-
ment any knowledge of preference shares being issued
under the authority of the same Act but which does
not require the sanction of the Governnient, or bonds
being issued under the authority of the charter giving
the company power to build branch lines?

He said :-The object of the inquiry I
wish to make of the government to-day is
in regard to the construction of the 320
miles of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway for
which a bonus of $3,500,000 was given by
the country last year. Under their original
charter power was given to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company to build branch
lines and also to issue, I think, $20,000 per
mile bonds upon any branch lines they may
build. They have, in addition to that, the
power to issue preferential shares by the
Act of 1893. The .power is conferred by
clause 37 of its charter in respect to pre-
ferred stock, and it is provided that the
aggregate amount of any such stock shall
not be more than half of the stock outstand-
ing. That is what is called preference shares

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I do n,>t like interrupting the hon. gentle-
man, but I think a moment's reflection will
suggest the impropriety of going on with that
motion until after the address is adopted.
It is always looked upon as an act of dis-
courtesy to a governor, or to the govern-
ment if you like, to do any business until
the address is adopted, which is an evidence
of the confidence of the people in the ad-
ministration which asks its approval. I
assure my hon. f riend that it is not with any
intention of preventing him from going on
with his motion, but I think we bad better
adhere as nearly to the precedents of parlia-
ment as possible. I call the attention of the
Minister of Justice to the matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I notice that on the
Order paper my hon. friend's question stands
before the Orders of the Day. There is no
doubt a great deal of force in what the hon.
gentleman says, and if the question were
simply put as an inquiry without any speech
or discussion, there might not be any objec-
tion, but my hon. friend is making a speech
upon it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not propose
to make a speech.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a good inten-
tion, but my hon. friend has not been acting
upon that intention, and that being the
case, I feel there is a great deal of force in
what my hon. friend opposite says. I do
not know that it is a strict rule, but each
House claims the right to submit bills and
to give such notices with a view of main-
taining their rights as distinct branches of
parliament as against the Crown. But what
my hon. friend says is no doubt perfectly
consistent with the settled usage of parlia-
ment that we ought to deal with the ad-
dress before we take up matters which are
questions of very considerable importance.
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Hon. Sir MAC KENZIIE BOWELL-The
point referred to by the Minister of Justice
to my mind has no force : that is, that the
motion stands before the Orders of the Day.
If the hon. gentleman will look at the Votes
and Proceedings of the House of Commons
he wili find some fifteen or twenty such
motions. I know that there is no rule, but
we are governed by precedent, and no one
knows better than my hon. friend that the
British constitution is based upon precedents
almost entirely. If you could go on with
these motions here, and they could go on
with such motions in the House of Com-
mons, you might delay the passage of the
address in answer to the speech f rom the
throne indefinitely.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, perhaps till the
end of the session. There is no doubt about
that, and therefore there is very great con-
Venience in the practice which my hon.
friend has referred to.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-There was a case in
point which occurred during the tinie Sir
John Abbott was leader of the House; I
think it was the year he came here from the
Ilouse of Commons. He introduced some
measure before the debate on the address
Was over, but withdrew it on the representa-
tion that that was contrary to the usual
practice of the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no urgency, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have not the
slightest objection to let the notice stand
until after the adoption of the address. I
was called upon by the Speaker to make my
motion, and the printed order of the House
put me in that position. It is not a matter
of such importance that it cannot stand for
a day or two.

The notice was allowed to stand.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day having been called,

Resuming the further adjourned debate on the con-
sideration of His Excellency the Governor General's8 ech on the opening of the l'hird Session of the
kghth Parliament.

6½

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : Hon. gentlemen,
when on a motion by myself the debate yes-
terday evening wa§ adjourned, I had been
endeavouring to answer some of the objec-
tions that had been urged by hpn. gentle-
men to the contract made between the
government and Messrs. Mackenzie &
Mann. I might sum up in a few words the
reasons that prompted us to enter into the
contract at the time we did. We could
have had a line constructed from the head
of the Lynn Canal across United States ter-
ritory up to navigable waters at a very
much less cost; no doubt parties would
have been willing to have constructed
that time although no positive offer was made
that I am aware of, but it was impossible
for us to consider any proposal of that kind
in view of the manner in which the Canadian
merchants and Canadians going in over
United States territory had been treated by
the Customs Department of the United
States. We were deluged with telegrams
from boards of trade and commercial houses
all over this country, for five or six weeks
before parliament met, calling our attention
to the obstructions in the way of establishing
trade with the Klondike region in conse-
quence of the difficulties encountered in
crossing through the United States territory.
I do not propose to discuss what occurred
in our correspondence with the United
States It might not be seemly or proper
to do so here. Also looking at the country
and the opportunities for winter navigation
at the Lynn Canal, there is no doubt what-
ever that nature has pointed out that as the
proper way of obtaining eritry into our own
territory.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You mean the
Lynn Canal.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. It is the shortest
and the quickest, because it is only 700 miles
by sea from Victoria or Vancouver, and it is
accessible at all seasons of the year; although
the passes are difficult, engineering skill would
probably have overcome the difficulties, if a
fair arrangement could have been made with
our neighbours in reference to a railway
through that portion of their territory, or
had they even consented to have adopted a
line of communication between the territories
of the two countries. But as, during the last
twenty years, it has been found impossible
by former governments to get the consent of
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the United States to lay down the boundary the contractors facilities are to be created
line there, it seemed to be a hopeless task to immediately so that the products, goods and
enter upon any further discussion of that outfits can be brought to Glenora, the
subject, and, therefore, we were forced to southern point of the proposed railway, and
the adoption of the line between Teslin Lake be ready to transfer when the railway is
and Stikine River. opened. It was not supposed that the rail-

way could be completely built within the
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Do Iunderstand short period between May and September,

my hon. friend to say that an effort was made but that it would be in a sufficiently com-
to secure the consent of the United States pleted state in order to carry supplies over it,
government, and they refused it ? and therefore we were constrained in a man-

ner to deal with parties who had the capacity
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; the difficulties and the ability and who were ready with

in our way across that fringe of country were the plant to go on with the work-who had
so serious that we would not have been justi- the financial ability to undertake it. As to
fied in favouring the construction of a rail- the magnitude of the subsidy, which has been
way across it, because we had no assurance so exaggerated by the press and some hon.
that we would not have to pay duty for gentlemen, as I explained yesterday, if the
traversing, perhaps, a mile or two of United contractors had been permitted to select the
States territory. land as they pleased theiselves I have no

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The no doubt they would have been glad to build
that road for 100,000 acres, because, as I

bonding system would soon settle that. explained yesterday, in my judgment 95 per

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot say that. cent at least of the land to be selected by
this company is valueless, absolutely value-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- less. There is no value in the rock certainly,
What would be the difference between the and on each side of Vhese guiches and each
difficulties presenting themselves on the side of the streams and creeks every hon.
Pacific coast, pointed out by the hon. gentle- gentleman who bas given any study and
man, and the difficulties presenting them- thought Vo the physical conditions of that
selves by going to New Brunswick, by what country must recognize that it is absolutely
is called the Short Line through Maine? valueless rock. Any one who saw the lime

light views of the lecturer the other night
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No difficulty has been will realize the character of the country on

offered there, but we found that our traders each side of those gulches. It is simply
and dealers were met with actual difficulties solid rock, absolutely useless and valueless.
in crossing this fringe of territory on the Then again it was Vhought that it would be
Pacifie coast, we know it from actual exper- a very important natter Vo have the con-
ience, and we had endeavoured by corres- tractors interested in prospecting, because
pondence and personal interviews with the their efforts in prospecting will enure
members of the United States government Vo the benefit of the free miner.
Vo minimize at leasst the difficulties, and Then in reference Vo the question of royalty
within the last few days they have in a - speak subject Vo correction-the mining
certain measure been reducedc; therefore we regulations in the North-west did no provide
were forced Vo the selection of a lne through for any royalty. et has not been the prac-
Canadian territory, and that was the only ice of the government of Canada Vo exact
section which was available by which trans- any royalty. The royalty in Nova Scotia
port could be made into that country during and British Columbia was two per cent.
the present year. It was felt that if we did There was no precedent for any higher
noV obtain access Vo the country during the royalty than that. So that hon. gentlemen
year 1898, the large body of people expected when they came to analyse the terms and
Vo go into that country would fit out and understand Vhem wil find they do noV bear
pas entirely into that country under United the construction that bas been put upon them
States auspices, and that would be a very by outside parties and the press. I should
serious loss to the trade in Canada, and like Vo say a few words in reference Vo
although the road may noV be open until another very important paragraph of the
September, yet under the arrangement with Speech which has elicited some very caudti
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remarks-that is charging the prime minister
of this country with having omitted to avail
himself of what was said to be an offer to
give Canada preferential trade. I say em-
phatically that there is no scintilla of justifi-
cation for such a statement. I shall very
briefly go over the case, and I think I can
satisfy hon. gentlemen that no such deduc-
tion can be drawn by them; that if Mr.
Chamberlain and every member of the gov-
ernment were to pledge themselves to such
a policy it could not be accomplished. The
people of Great Britain would not consent
to it; the parliament of Great Britain would
not adopt any such measure. What I state
here is this, that had Sir Wilfrid Laurier pur-
sued any other course than he did, he would
have failed to obtain the denunciation of the
Belgian and German treaties, and he could
not have placed Canada in the high place
she occupies to-day in political circle in Great
Britain, as manifested by the high price that
our debentures command to-day. It is the

i -1

To that a cold refusal was also given.
Then probably the most important meeting
of representative men outside of Great
Britain took place, as you all know in July,
1894, under the presidency of my hon. friend
opposite. This question naturally attracted
the attention of the distinguished men from
all the colonies who met in this chamber.
It was probably the most prominent
question discussed. At the tinie the Bri-
tish Empire League was in full force and
life and there was a feeling throughout
the British Empire that it was desirable
there should be some closer commercial rela-

1 tions between the colonies and the mother
country. It was amost laudable ambition, and
one would have thought it would at once have
commanded the attention of Great Britain.
At that conference which the premiers
and the leading men of the Empire outside
of Great Britain attended here, they adopted
this resolution after discussing the ques-
tion fully :

18,time tnat any Britisn coiony ha-,' sUU That this conference is of opinion that any provi-its debentures at two and a half per cent sions in existing treaties betweýen Great Britain and
interest, and our standing is farther shown any foreign power which prevent the self-governing
by the amount of capital coming into Canada de>pendencies of the empire frorn entering into agree-

ments of commercial reciprocity with each other, or
for investment and the attention given to with Great Britain, should be removed.
Canada in British financial circles. In order
to thoroughly appreciate the obstacles in the The representative of the Imperial gov-
way of preferential trade with the mother ernment--I have not the report of his
Country, I invite hon. gentlemen's atten- speech here-I beheve, intimated that it
tion to the history of this matter. In 1881 was unlikely that any such request would
the late government, in its desire to favour be acceded to. The formal answer came,
the sentiment that was rising in Canada however, from the British government in a
for preferential trade with Great Britain despatch from the Marquis of Ripon to the
and, knowing the difficulty there was in Governor General of Canada, and the
consequence of the varieus treaties con- various governments of the different colonies
taining what is called the favoured-nations in which he refers to that resolution:
clause, they passed an Order in Council In regard to the separate denunciation of these
deputing Sir Alexander Galt, then High articles, it may be stated that both the Belgian and
Commissioner, to make an appeal to the Germian governments have been asked whether they
liiiperial authorities to relieve Canada from would consent to the abrogation of these particular

clauses without the rest of the treaties being termin-
these treaties. The answer was that it was ated, and the reply in both cases was to the effect
iinpossible to grant the request. They could that the clauses could not be denounced apart from

not consider it at all. In 1891, ten the rest of the treaty.

years after, the parliament of Canada Now, that is the answerte the largest
unanimously adopted a resolution praying gathering cf colonial statesmen that ever
the British government to denounce the teck place. Adverting te the reasens that
treaties. The petition is given in the last prompteI that action on the part cf Great
paragraph Britain, shail briefly cail attention te what

Canada asks. Canada, threugh the Imperial
The Senate and House of Commons therefore Confederatien League, and through other

humbly request Your Majesty to take such steps as
nay be necessary to denounce and terminate the effect

of the provisions referred to, as well as the treaties have a preferenoe in the British market.
with the German Zollverein and with the Kingdom of The answer has always been that it was tee
Belgium and with any other nation in respect of n t
which such prvisions ar now in froree.aon
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unfair and unreasonable to ask the British
workmen to be taxed for the benefit of the
Canadian farmer. That is practically what
it meant, and in order to fully appreciate
that I shall briefly draw your attention to
the figures as I take them from the States-
man's Year Book of 1896. Our export
differs slightly from that. But it is only a
matter of a few dollars. In 1896, according
to the British returns, the grain and flour
purchased by Great Britain amounted to
$250,000,000. Canada sold to Great Britain
between ten and eleven million dollars'
worth. Therefore, we were asking, in refer-
ence to grain and flour, that the British
people should tax themselves on $240,000,-
000 of breadstuffs in order that we might
obtain a preference for our ten or eleven
million dollars.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They would not
pay the whole amount.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-The whole importation
would be taxed. It would impose a tax on

colonies are included. Unless we were
in a position to furnish 95 per cent
it was simply taxing the British people in
order that we might obtain access to their
market. At all events that is the British
aspect of it. They had to be satisfied
that the proposal was a reasonable one. In
1896 British exports amounted to over one
thousand millions, while Canada's purchases
represent only $33,000,000. It will. there-
fore, be seen that our trade is so insignificant
compared with the large volume of British
trade that it seems presumption on our part
to ask the British people to tax themselves
for our bexpfit and for that of our fellow
colonists. To quote from Mr. Chamberlain's
speech at the Canada Club dinner in March,
1896, "even the suggestion is barred out
f rom consideration by Great Britain."
H on. gentlemen will see the reasons for the
course taken by British statesmen in saying,
according to the paragraph I read from the
despatch, that the disadvantages so clearly
outweighed any advantages that they could
not consider it.

all the consumers in the United Kingdom,
or else we got no benefit of it. Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is what

could no Canadian statesmen's opinions are that we
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They co want. We have nothing to do with British

give a preference to Canada at all ? statesmen.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Certainly not, because
it would involve an increase in the price of Hon. Mr. SCOTT--We had to get Great

all the rest of the grain and flour imported Britain to consent.
into the United Kingdom.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But we did not
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It meant taxing want it.

$250,000,000 worth.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I said before, if

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Canada's interest in Sir Wilfrid Laurier had taken any other
the importations of Great Britain that year course he would not have secured the denun-
amounted to 4 per cent. In the live and ciation of those treaties.
dead meat trade the importations into Great
Britain in 1896 were $166,000,000: Can- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ada's portion of that ainounted to $7,000,000, There is no evidence of that; that is a mre
which would be 4j per cent. In the butter statement.
and oleomargerine trade the importations
were $83,000,000, and Canada's interest in Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He captured the free
that importation was $1,000,000, being I trade sentiment of Great Britain by his.
per cent. eloquent utterances.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-These figures Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not want Vo
are not of value unless what all the colonies interrupt my hon. friend, but does he mean
supply are taken in. to tell us that he had to tell the people of

Great Britain that we could not give prefer-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was speaking for ential trade h

Canada alone. It is a mere matter of the
addition of a very small amount if the other Some hon. MEMBERS-Order, order.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There were a great was the president of the London Chamber of
many pleasant phrases passed between the Commerce, Sir Albert A. Rother. At that
premiers of the different colonies and Mr. meeting one of the very first questions that
Chamberlain, and the other leading states- engrossed the attention of the gentlemen
mer of Great Britain. Those pleasant who met there was to establish in some
phrases meant very little in jubilee year. degree doser relations between the colonies
Compliments were being exchanged, but themselves and between the colonies and
when he came down to talk business and to the mother country, and the question
disturbtrade relations, there was a very difler- came up again in the nost emphatic and
ent expression of opinion, and I say that it marked manner. Mr. Chamberlain opened
was because Canada had offered that prefer- the conference, and 1 will just read you what
ence in the manner she did last year by our bis utterances were on that occasion. That
legislation and by the patriotic sentiments was only a few mJths before the speech
of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in saying that Canada referred to here that Mr. Laurier made in
did it out of gratitude for the very many Liverpool. When this question was pro-
favours she had received from the mother posed at the very beginning of the confer-
country, that he captnred British sentiment ence, Mr. Chamberlain said
and induced British statesmen to influence It is in effet, that while the colonies shouldbe
public opinion at that time to wenounce the left absolutely free to impose what protective duties
Beigian and German treaties. they p1ease both upon forign countries and upon

Britis commerce, they should be required to uake a
country, thr Bt snte smnall discrimination in favour of British trade, in

Hion. Mir. MIACDOINALD (B.C.)-IS not, return for which we are expected to change our whole
it a fact that all the colonial premiers in system and to impose duties on food and on raw
Ena te . S materials. Well, gentlemen, I express again my

ngland at that time joined Sir Wilfrid opinion when I say that there is not the slightest
Laurier in asking for the denunciation of ichance that in any reasonable time this country, or
the treaties i the parliament of this country, would adopt so one-

sided an agreement. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They certainly did. That is emphatic language.
They were all interested in it-no doubt
about it, but Sir Wilfrid Laurier was the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Who is that ?
leading figure in securing it, and Canada had
taken a forward action that no other colony Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Chamberlain, the
had taken. gentleman who was so ready to give it away.

He continues:
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-New The foreign trade of this country is so large, and

South Wales has. the foreign trade of the colonies is comparatively so
snall, that a small preference given to us upon that

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They introduced free foreign trade by the colonies would niake so slight a
difference, wou d be so slight a benefit to the total

trade absolutely, but not in preference to volume of our trade, that I do not believe the work-
the mother country. There was no other ing classes of this country would consent to make a

colony than Canada had put herself on that revolutionary change for what they would think tobe

plane to command the sympathy of the an infinitesunal gain.
British people in the manner this country These are the sentiments expressed before
had done. Now, only one year before the the largest body of commercial men probably
Jubilee year, probably the largest gathering that ever met in London, only a short time
of leading statesmen of Great Britain and pre- before this jubilee year. That is the opinion
sidents of chambers of commerce, leading of M r. Joseph Chamberlain, and do you mean
merchants all over the empire took place in to tell me that he had changed his views,
the city of London. I hold in my hand the and if he did change his views, could
official report of that meeting. It was held he change the views of the people of
from the 9th to the 12th June, 1896. In that England i Was there a man at that meet-
Canada was represented by gentlemen who ing that dissented from it? Mr. Osler went
were sent forward by the Chambers of Com- home full of the hope that Canada could
merce of Montreal, Toronto and other points, obtain a preference in some way or another,
and the meeting was helid under the auspices and what did Mr. Osler do i He moved a
of the Hon. Joseph Chamberlain. He was resolution at that meeting in favour of free
the honorary president. The actual president trade relations, but it had not the slightest
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chance of success and Mr. Osler had recog- colonies and India on the basis of 'preferential treat-
nized that himself. He was a protectionist, e

''Her Majesty's government to bring about an inter-
a national policy man, in favour of closer change of opinion on the subject between the mother
trade relations with England, anxious to give country and the other governments of the empire.
England the same preference in our market There was not even a vote taken on that
that we were genb in bers, and lookbinge th mthethat~~ wewr eigi es n okn resolution. Sir Donald Smith saw the
around hlim nd seeing the all prevailing
sentiment what does he say ? His resolution

sense of the meeting was so strongly against it
that he withdrew it. Let us see what the

was president who represents proably the lar-

Resolved, that in the opinion of this congress the gest Chamber of Commerce in the world,
advantages to be obtained by a closer union between t
the various portions of the British Emmpipe are so the proposai
great as to justify an arrangement as nearly as possi-

bie of the nature of a zolverîvin basu upot priicipîes rs of n preferential duty in favour of colo-
of the freest exchange of commodities within the The i:
empire, consistent with the tariff requirements inci- niai ofto are b fw tirst, th cur
dent to the maintenance of the local governmnent of
ea kingdom, dominion, province or colony, nowat once be fet by the work-eachkindoi, dminin, rovnceor clon, nNin g classes ;-increased cost of living, whiclî would in-forming part of the British famnily of nations. Vo e on eir part a demand for an increase of wages.

'[bhat, in its turn, would lead to labour disturbances.
He asks for closer relations and what is Then there would be an increased cost in the produc-

his view of t he feeling that prevails ini this tion of our own manufactures, which would tell

large gathering on the subject of a preference agais u ao the old, t nly in o

for the colonies in the British markets. Here colonies buy from us to such a large extent? Because
is what he says in nis speech they find Great Britain is the cheapest market. Ifnc e

inereased our duties to them we should lose our trade
witb then and our trade with tbe rest of the world.

I will only repeat that in Canada we believe that We sbould mîteet with retaliation front fîtriegii count-
certain concessions must be mnade if we are to get Eng- tries.
land to join ied a confederation, and I think that as
Canadians we are wiling to, make these concessions. That is pretty decisive laoguage and it
We believe it wil be for our on interest and for the th a nce the
interests of the empire that we should do so. h te
thorougbly agree witb all M-r. Chamberlain bas said, of the various chambers of commerce; there
that it is impossible for us tî bave in tbe neantime, waas fot a whisper that within any reasonable
Great Britain im posing a duty upon the food products
front foreigu countries, and not increase the lcrice that distance of time that we could accopliso h the
shie would oterwise pay, for she will be able to get object of our hope which was to secure a
from bier colonies all the beat supply ste requires. preference in the British market.

That is Mr. Oslers opinion. ie evidently The resolution presented by the Toronto
t h. , Board of Trade with the several amend-

land to joi in cofedertioand think tht as~i

p soeess o expect t e r ts
workman to submit to a tax on food pro-
ducts for the benefit of the colonies until
the colonies could supply the demand. .

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
J ust as hopeless as it was ten years ago to
ask for the denunciation and abrogation of

ments proposed was withdrawn and the only
resolution that could receive the approval of
the conference was couched in the language
usually adopted at the gatherings of the
representatives of the British Empire League
in its palmy days. The resolution read as
follows :

the treaties. That this Congress of Chambers of Commerce of
the empire 18 of optinion that the establishment of

Hon.Mr.SCOT-Terewasnot evn doser comnmercial relations between the UlnitedHon. Mr. SCOTT-There was not, eve nKndnîKigoiand the colonies and dependencies is an
at this time in 1894 a chance of it being object which deserves, and demands, prompt and
abrogated. The parliament of Canada had careful consideration. The Comgress tberefore respect-
asked for it a few years before. It had been f epsu nsto 11cr mae ontemît tht
pressed upon the attention of the Imperial Colonies or sore of them, it would be right and
government and the answer was a positive expedient to promote such consideration, and the
andformulation of soe practicable plan, by sum-

and bsolte rfusa. Nohingcoul emoing an Imperial. Conference, tboroughly represen-
more decisive, then Sir Donald Smith tative of the interests involved, or by such other
brought eans as Her Majesty may be advised to adopt. That
terms copies of thisresolutionbeforwarded to the esident,

ternisto tbe Prime Minister, the First Lord of theyreasury,
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the leaders of

Therefore resolved-That this congress records its the opposition in both Houses, the 11gb Commis-
belief in the advisability and practicability of a cus- sioner for Canada, and the agents general of the other
toms arrangement between Great Britain and ber Colonies
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I need not continue reading from the
report, because the spirit of the speeches is all
in the direction that I have indicated. That
was the condition of British sentiment in the
year before the Jubilee. When 8ir Wilfrid
Laurier went home he went there strengthen-
ed with the Act passed by the Canadian par-
liament in which we lay down the principle
that we would give a preference in our
markets to countries that would give us a
preference in theirs, or give us a tariff that
was on no higher basis than our proposed
tariff. Of course the whole object of
fraiming our Act was with a view of ultimately
giving a preference to British trade. That
Was our ambition and our desire. We felt,
although it was argued to some extent to
the contrary, that there were difliculties
in the way, because we could not ignore the
Belgium and German treaties. There
were clauses in these treaties which gave
to Gerniany and Belgium similar privileges
in the colonies that the United Kingdom
enjoyed, that is, we could not tax German
and Belgian products higher than we taxed
British products, and following out that
principle many other courntries, some twenty
or thirty, had treaties with Great Britain
which contained what is called the favoured-
nation clause. That favoured nation clause
gave those countries equal privileges with
Great Britain in the markets of the
colonies, so the effect of Germany and
Belgium obtaining that concession gave to
all other countries having a similar clause
an equal privilege with Germany and Bel-
gium. After confederation the government
of Canada on several occasions declined to
join in treaties involving those concessions
Wherever Canada was consulted, T may say
the government of this country wished to he
omlitted,butmanyof thosetreaties were made
before confederation and some without con-
ference with the government of Canada.
Those treaties outside of Belgium and Ger-
many, although they gave advantages to
certain countries, were a matter of very little
Moment inasmuch as the products imported
into Canada from those countries, outside of
Belgium and Germany, were very very small.
I have in my hand a paper which I perhaps
need not read, but it shows clearly that
with the exception of Germany, France
and Belgium, the exports to Canada of al]
the other countries that had the favoured
nations clause were very small-some o
them were practically nothing. The besi

evidnce that our course was the wisest one
is proved by results. I say unhesitatingly,
that unless we had captivated public opinion
in Great Britiin by the action of parliament
last year we could not have succeeded in
having those treaties denounced. It was
the embarrassment that the British people
felt by the generous offer made by Canada
that captivated public opinion in that coun-
try and acted on the government of Great
Britain and the result will be just as we
foresaw that on the lst of August next
Great Britain will be the only country that
will ehnjoy that preference in our market.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not unless you change your law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We propose, with the
approval of parliament, to bring about that
result. There was no other way it could be
accomplished and that we have accomplished
it is the best evidence that we took the only
way it could be done.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
ridicules it. I have given the testimony of
the last fifteen years, in which the most
positive refusal is recorded year after year
on the part of the British government to
denounce those treaties. They had asked
Belgium an4 Germany to let Canada out.
Those countries said " no we will not."
The British Government said it involves too
grave a responsibility to let them out. I
have shown that down to 1896 the evidence
is conclusive that the British Government
had no idea of denouncing the treaty or
giving any preference to Canada.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will
the proposed action knock out the favoured-
nation clause with regard to China and
Japan ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. That particular
clause which reads this way-" take for
instance the Belgian treaty-the products
of Belgium shall not be subject to higher
duties in the colonies than the products of
Great Britain." That is the clause in the

f Belgian treaty and a similar clause appears
in the German treaty.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose in making that change in the tariff
you will apply it to the British colonies as
well as to Great Britain ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was not
your opinion three years ago.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Always my opinion.
I hope some day or other to see the transi-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is intended that Tion, but tne transition certainiy cannot oe
they shall come in as New South Wales does a rapid one. You must pay regard to in-
now. That is my present opinion. of terests that have grown up under the sanc-
course, I can only foreshadow what it will be tion of parliament. would be monstrous
but there will be an opening for British to adopt any other course. When Great
colonies to come in certainly. The other Britain adopted free trade, 1 think it re-
countries that came in were the Argentine quired about 25 years.
Republic, Austria, Denmark, Norway, Hon. Mr. BOULTON -No, one year.
Sweden, Persiat Roumania, Venezuela and
Switzerland. 1 nay say the reason those Hon. Mr. SCOT-There was first a
countries coree in is this: they have treaties sliding scale.
containing the favoured-nation clauseI
That clause gives thern equal privileges wit Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was redued to

Br iin apted freetrae, In that re-

Great Britain in the markets of her colonies. on hligabse o riadta e
If you remove the privilege that Gernany rqained for four years.
and Belgium now enjoy, then no other coun- Hon. Mr. SCOTT- ahr not speaking of
tries can come in except under the act of one article. There was a sliding scale. It
the parliament of Canada, and that is our was very many years before they snaely
own. In 1895 we gave France a preference launched into free trade, and our progress
in our markets on certain articles. I pre- must be equally slow and graduai. do not
surne ail those countries would be entitled propose to discuss economic questions with
to equal privileges with France in our mar- nly honourable friend from Shel River, but
kets la regard to the articles referred to inl I think it will gratify hirn that our importa-

tad Begiu nowm e noy, e th o otherk co n on r CO T I am nts eaig o

thttrieaty. ce an exceto thne at tions from Great Britain are increasing. 0f
would be the legal effect of it. So hion. gen-. coreCofra h iclya nigls

the p hmen t of C anadahp , andor th atis ura wo r e fras very manya year e o e th y in lly

twn.tn i8see, we he, frae ts parlia-iJune is concerned, there could be no proper
mnto rises privie wih Frane iucceed mr conclusious drawn frorn the twelve and a
placing Great Britain and the colonies in half per cent preference, because our tariff
the position that we ail along hoped they was only adopted in the end of April, two
would enjoy. months before.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-On the free trade
basis ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; it is our 25 per
cent preference for the present.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do you call that
free trade ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a preference
over every other country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a inarch towards,
free trade.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Well, I an just as
strong a free trader as mv hon. friend is,
but I do not think it would be the part of
a pruderit statesman to precipitate this
country into absolute destruction.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The returns that
you refer to show an increase of 85 per cent
in our exports and 7 per cent only in our
imports.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is ail right.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What I say is there
has been an increase in our importations
from Great Britain. The changes of trade
do not immediately occur after the adoption
of any fiscal policy.

Hon. Mr McCALLUM-Certainly the
imports will increase as the population in-
creases.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not wish to
further discuss this question, but J think I
have submitted to the House reasons that
ought to warrant the conclusion to which I
came, that in no other way could we have
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secured the denunciation of the treaties than
by the plan that was adopted. It is per-
fectly clear from the expressions of opinion
that I have quoted for many years back and,
up to the year 1896, that it was absolutely
impossible for the premier of this country,
or for the parliament of Canada, whether
individually or collectively, to have secured
from Great Britain a preference for our pro-
ducts in their market. I think that must
be clear and manifest to the judgment of
every fair minded man. The avidence is
conclusive, and it was only by appealing to
British sentiment in the manner that he did
that Sir Wilfrid Laurier secired the denun-
ciation of those treaties. It will, I have no
doubt, lead to very much closer relations.
It may be as years go by that we will be
able to reduce the duty still further upon
the importations from Great Britain. The
Imperial Federation League that was in
existence for some 12 or 15 years disbanded
hopelessly only two years ago, feeling they
could accomplisi nothing. They did accom-
plish nothing in all that time. But our legis-
lation of last year has forced this country
forward very nany years in advance of what
we ordinarily would have attained to. It
is evident in a variety of ways, as I said
before, especially in the high price of our
securities. Our securities which were sold
only a few months ago have gone up several
points since that time, and I think we are
quite right in stating that Canada's political
Position in the British Empire has been very
much raised by the course that we took last
year and by the action of the premier in
Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The leader on
this side of the House my hon. friend from
Hastings, very aptly made some reference
to some changes which had taken place since
last year on the other side of the House in
respect to leadership. I must on this occas-
ion express the satisfaction which I have in
seeing the hon. Minister of Justice occupying
the position which he does on this occasion,
namely the leadership of this House. I
would, however, like to say in reference to
the elevation of that gentleman to cabinet
office and also to the leadership of this
chaniber, that he overlooked and disregarded
a very important plank in the Liberal plat-
form, and one to which he no doubt sub-
scribed with very great cheerfulness even as
late as the Liberal Convention of 1893. I

refer to the reduction of cabinet ministers,
which as my hon. friend will know has been
strongly advocated by the Liberal party.
Now, my hon. friend has had an excellent
opportunity of demonstrating that he was
true to the principles which were being pro-
mulgated by the Liberal party previous to
his accepting this portfolio. He might have
been willing to sacrifice himself upon the
altar of his party so to speak,and thus demon-
strate that there was one member of the
Liberal party who when offered a portfolio
insisted upon consistency being observed,
and the number of ministers reduced by the
fusion of two or more portfolios. But my hon.
friend would not resist the temptingbait; and
I must say that I an very well pleasedperson-
ally that he accepted the portfolio and let
somebody else sacrifice himself in that par-
ticular matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I never proposed the
abolition of the portfolio which I hold.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would be
rather surprised if my hon. friend or any of
the other leaders of the liberal party would
do so. However, that did not stand in the
way of the numerous professions which were
made along that line previous to and at the
last general election. Now the predecessor
of my hon. friend, the counsellor and guide
and the moral force of the liberal party,
that is the late leader in this House, the
present Lieutenant-GoN ernor of Ontario, was
likewise guilty of a violation of an equally
important article in the liberal creed, one
which was advanced with quite as much
emphasis as the one to which I have just
alluded; namely, that no member of par-
liament should accept an office of emolument
under the Crown other than that of a port-
folio except a year elapsed between his. re-
signation and the acceptance of office.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I never advocated
anything of the sort.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I did not say
my learned friend advocated it. I refer to
the predecessor of my bon. friend. I think
that this was a favourite plank in the plat-
form. The present Postmaster General
advocated it in very strong language and
was prepared to designate as a political
parasite any one who would occupy a seat in
parliament with the immediate view of
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taking an office of euolument other than and listened to addresses fron various meibers of the
the one which I have mentioned. Now, as rank and file. A sight of the wretchedness of these

men was one that would appeal to those disposed to
I say the counsellor, the guide and the moral be philanthropic. Mayor Shaw addressed the crowd,
force of the liberal party vacated his seat and assured the men that he sympathized with them
in this chamber for that higher osition ofin their distress, but could not undertake to give them

n frp work just at present. He held out hopes of employ-
the governorship w hich he at present ment before long. Citizen Atwood made a vigorous
adorns in defiance of liberal professions, speech in which he complained about the bad condi-
I siinply point out this fact to illustrate tion of affairs and the great need of the unemployed.

what I have mentioned, that there is such a I simply direct the attention of my hon.
thing as inconsistency in the liberal party friend who moved the address to this little
and that their professions made while out item so that he may not abate the alacrity
of office are somewhat different to their acts with which he and his f riends are now engaged
after accession to office. Allusion has been in proclaiming the prosperity of the country,
made to Eome of the remarks of the Minister because if they become indifferent in declar-
of Public Works during the recess in refer- ing the prosperity of the country the distress
ence to reforin of the Senate. This, of which I have read about might possibly be-
course, has been a favourite topic with the come somewhat greater. My bon. friend
liberal party for some time past, and I will pardon me if I thus disabused the im-
note that they are taking a practical pression made in his mind, and which found
advantage of the situation to carry out expression in his speech on the address. The
that reform. The present Minister of bon. gentleman who seconded the address
Public Works madle use of the rather seems to have fallen into a somewhat similar
embellished language during the recess that mistaken notion of affairs in regard to the
the menibers of this Ibon. body were scarcely naking of the Fielding loan mentioned in
worth sufficient rope to hang them. I the address. J find that bon. gentleman
notice that this reform is going on in the under the impression that the loan was
way of appointing liberals to Senate vacan- floated at par at a 2J per cent rate.
cies, the mover of the address is one of the Allusion is made in the address to the fact
gentlemen assisting the reform, and the that the loan placed by Mr. Fielding on the
seconder is another gentleman w ho has been London market was very satisfactorily
introduced to carry out the reformation placed, indicating that there was very great
indicated. The chief feature of the reform reason for congratulation and satisfaction at
is that when a sufficient number of gentle- the excellent price realized for our bonds.
men of the liberal persuasion are introduced The address reads as follows on that subject:
into this chamber to reach the party equili-
brium or go a little beyond the balance of The lean recently effected bas shewn that the credit
political leaning, the reform will be success- cf Canada has neyer stoed se high in European mar-kiets, and afferds reasonable greund for expecting that
fully carried out, and we shall hear very the burdens cf the people will, in the near future,
little more about the reformation of the be materially reduced by the substitutien of a much

lewer rate of interest en cur indebtedness than thatSenate. I congratulate the mover and which now exits.
seconder of the address for the manner in
which they have discharged the duties im- Of course, the statement that this loan has
posed upon them. I would point out to the been satisfactorily placed involves the fact,
mover of the address that he was rather in no doubt, which hon. gentlemen do not lose
error in the statement which he had made sight of, that it became necessary for the
in regard to the unquestionable prosperity liberal party, after coning into office to bor-
of this country under the present adminis- row no less than $15,000,000. Those gen-
tration. My hon. friend made a statement tlemen had been in office fifteen months when
as follows : it became necessary for them to send the Fi-

We have evidence on every hand that Canada to- nance Minister to London. I do not say that
day is prosperous. No man in this country willing the finances of this country had run behind to
to work need go idle. that extent, but it is well known that the defi-

I happened to glance through a very reput- cit amounted to some two or three millions of
able journal this morning and found in it dollars when Mr. Fielding went home to Lon-
the following telegram from Toronto: don, and upon an examination of the finances

TORONTO, 'Feb. 10.-Five hundred of the arm of we find that the expenditure had very mate-
unemployed assembled at the City Hall yesterday, rially increased. These gentlemen who never
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grew tired of declaming against the extrava- $15,000,000 will represent nearly $18,000 a
gance of the late government and pointingout year, so that instead of negotiating a loan
how a very substantial reduction could be on as favourable terms as two and five-eighths
Iadein the expenditure of the country-how per cent, we are paying an extra one-eighth
at least $2,000,000 a year might be saved on per cent, or in other words eighteen thou-
expenditure,-we find these gentlemen's ex- sand dollars a year more than we should
penditure exceeding the revenue of the coun- have been called upon to pay. I am
try the first year of office by at least half a informed the negotiations -were so con-
million, and the public debt increased by ducted that it was impossible to get suffi-
two and a half million of dollars. Hence, we cient subscriptions to take up the loan and
find these gentlemen instead of being busily if it had not been that Canadian bankers
engaged in reducing expenditure and paying took up a considerable amount of the bonds
Off the public debt by a system of economy the subscriptions would not have exhausted
to be inaugurated and carried out in a prac- the issue. This was due to the loan being
tical way-we find these gentlemen making put on the market at an inopportune time-
a loan of $15,000,000. In regard to this we when money was dear and the rates had
are asked to express our satisfaction at the stiflened for reasons which then should have
very resonable way in which this loan was been known to the government. Conse-
placed on the London market. The mistake quently 1, for one, cannot express the satis-
whichi hl fi d who seconded this ad- faction which apparently is embodied in the

my on. r en
dress feîl into was this: he seemed to think the address in regard to the success of the

this loan was put on the London market at Minister of Finance in his first financial
two and a half per cent and the bonds were venture. My hon. friend, the Secretary of

sold at par and consequently this country State, exercised himself considerably over
was only paying a 2j per cent rate interest endeavouring to explain away the opportu-

on the loan. nity which presented itself to our Prime
Minister when in Londonduring the Jubilee
to forward negotiations for imperial trade

Hion. Mr. SCOTT-I did not say that. relations between ourselves and the empire.
My hon. friend the Secretary of State

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am quoting struggled very hard to prove to the satisfac-

now from the speech made by the seconder tion of this House some good reason why

of the address, who seems to have fallen into the Prime Minister should have pursued
that error. The bonds in question realized, the course he did, and the liberal party

if I recollect correctly, about 91J. They from that day to this have been endea-

yield to the investor about two and three- vouring to convince the country that Sir

quarters per cent, so that the Dominion of Wilfrid Laurier exhausted every effort be-

Canada is not paying two and a half per fore taking the position he did take on

cent on this issue of bonds but two and free trade, and receiving a Cobden medal.
three-quarters per cent. One reason why I My hon. friend pursued a somewhat specious

find fault with the Minister of Finance is course in presenting to this House the pro.

this, that for some time previous to his going ceedings of the Congress of the Chambers of

to London, our three and a half per cent Commerce, in which Mr. Chamberlain ex-

bonds were yielding to the investor only two pressed himself on this particular question.
and five-eighths per cent in London. English If my hon. friend had been desirous of giv-

Consuls at that time were selling at two and ing to this House a full explanation of all

three-eighths and the bonds of reliable home that took place on that occasion he would

corporations were selling at two and a not have refrained from going more fully
half, and we find a small colony like into the report from which he read. He

Ceylon having their inscribed bonds quoted would have placed this House in possession
at two and three-quarters. Notwithstanding of the other resolution which was submitted

the fact that our three and a half per cent before the congress on that particular

were only yielding investors at that time occasion to which Mr. Chamberlain

two and five-eighths, we find Mr. Fielding assented and which embodied a proposition

negotiating a loan on which we are paying entirely agreeable not only to Mr. Cham-

two and three-eighths per cent. Now, a berlain but to public thought in Great

difference of one-eighth per cent on a loan of Britain at the time as to a method by which,
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preferential trade with Great Britain might Board of Trade. (Hear, hear.) What is that resolu-
be established between the mother country tion Again I say I hope that 1 ar correctly ex-

piainling it. That resolution I uncierstand to be one
and her colonies. At the risk of occupying for the creation of a British zolîverein or custoîns
the attention of the House for some few union, which would establi@h at once practically freeminutes longer than intended, I woul trade throughout the British Empre, but would

minues onge thn 1 ntededI wuldleavethe separate contractmng partie.; free to inlake
like to refer to a report which I have of the their own arrangementw with regard to duties on
meeting of that congress on that occasion. foreign goos, except that this is an essential condi-tion of the proposai that Great Britain shall consent
Hon. gentlemen may doubtless remember to replace moderate duties upon certain articles
that there were three propositions submitted vhich are of large production in the colonies. Now,of wichdidnotif1 have rightly iinderstood it, these articles wouldto the congress, two of which did not ito th conreas twocomiprise corn, ineat, wool and sugar, and perhaps
receive favourable consideration and one of other articles of enormoos consuniption in this coun-
which did. My hon. friend, for the purpose try, which are at present Lirely produced in the

colonies, and which migbit, u er sitcb an arrange-
of supporting the argument which lie started ment, be vholly pr ouced in the colonies and wholly
out to establish, dealt with the second propo- iroduced by British labour.
sition, which must have been apparent to 1 would point out to my hon. friend
the gentlemen who were present on that the Secretary of State, that what he pointed
occasion, was not favourably considered The out as an insuperable obstacle, viz., the colo-
other propositions were as follows. I am nies providing Great Britain with her food
now quoting from Mr. Chamberlain's speech I products, the present Colonial Secretary at
on that occasion. Mr. Chamberlain said, any rate had sufficient confidence, sufficient
speaking of the three propositions: faith in the ability of the colonies to believe

The first of them is a proposal that the colonies in their being able to provide aIl the food
should abandon their own fiscal systen, and should products needed by Great Britain were such
adopt ours, that they should carry out fully the doc- a trade system established.

kets not only to us, but to all the world, and that
they should abandon entirely the protective duties
upon which now they rest very largely for the reve-
nues they collect. That is a proposal which is sup-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think any
resolution in that spirit carried.

ported by the Cobden Club, by extreme, or, perhaps Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
I ought to say, by orthodox free traders; and there bas not himself with
is no doubt a great deal to be said for it. I do not
deny that possibly it might be for all concerned the the proceedings of the conference; he took
best solution. too superficial a view of the proccedings.

My hon. friend did not refer to that propo- The insuperable obstacle which apparently
sition. I suppose his allegiance to the Cobden stood in the way of the premier when he
medal is such that he thought proper to over- was in London has likewise blocked the
look that and deal with the second proposal vîew of the Secretary of State. le stopped
which was as follows: there. That resolution was well thought

I pass on, then, to the second proposal, which has Tim e newpae, and a as s Jc te
been laid before a similar congress to this, lvhich
found expression at the great congress at Ottawa a it, by public opinion in Great Britain. We
year or two ago-that is, a proposal which has been find the Times newspaper-and there is no
favoured by some of our principal colonies, which has
been advocated with great force and eloquence by
leading colonists. It is the very reverse, in spirit at Britain-stating in an editorial after the
any rate, of the proposal I have just been considering discussion of this saine subject:
for whereas the first proposal requires that the colonies
should abandon our system in favour of theirs and it is This bas been the keystone of the commercial
in effect that, while the colonies should be left absolu- system of the United States and of that of the Ger-
tely free to impose what protective duties they please man Empire; but it i8 necessary to remark that those
both on foreign countries and upon British commerce, countries are strongiy protectionist. It rests, however,
they should be required to make a small discrimina- with the colonies to say wbether they are willing te
tion in favour of British trade, in return for which we make any reasonable offer in this direction, as it would
are expected to change our whole system and impose rest afterwards with the people of the United King-
duties on food and raw material. dom te decide wbetber or not the offer should be

accepted. But tili a speciflc offer is made, in an
It was that proposition to which Mr. authoritative form we fear that nothing can be done.

Chamberlain expressed his dissent. But let
me proceed to read the proposition which lon a i M - beg toinali tho
did receive favour: :etea' teto oti on nwadid eceie faour:he has read : the proposai of the tinies that

I admit that, if I understand it correctly, I find ie thinks might become practical hereafter
the germs c-f such a proposal in a resolution which is
to be submitted tet you on behavf of the Toronto po absolute free trade between England and
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the colonies and a duty against the rest of lized into practical form there must be a give
the world. and take on the part of those who take part

in that discussion. Such a system can only
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No. be built up by compromise. Such a system

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And no such propo- can only be reached by a fusion of the ideas
sition bas ever emanated from hon. gentle-, which colonial and imperial statesmen may
Imen on that side of the House. hold upon this particular subject. It would

be folly to say that because certain subjects
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- of this kind are discussed in a congress of

Nor any one else. this character or at such a congress as we had

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The proposition in Ottawa some years ago, and because those

was that there should be free trade between who constitute the congress cannot arrive at

Great Britain and her colonies, and that some absolutely particular method by which
reat Britaind he pcles adt at such a system as this can be rractically car-Greatried outthat it therefore must fail. This is

such articles as we chiefly produce, such as rie ly th e it the libral T y
food products, in favour of the colonies taiely the position which the libera partyfood prtdke in inndicatirof the attitu
against the world. This is the proposition mier de a meeting of the pre-
which as I say received favour before this umier a b a meeting of the premiers in London

Congessof hamersof ommrceamiwasduring Jubilee proceedings. Now upon that
Congres of C brof C ec an w particularoccasion this subject was discussed.

eIt d d TiU s a er Butn orse byte ien- P-
I will say this: The keynote of that whole
discussion-I should not perhaps say the
keynote, but the result of that discussion
-was that English statesmen took the
ground that the proposition should proceed
from the colonies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that proposition would imply that English
goods of very kind should be admitted into
this country and to every other colony abso-
lutely free fron duty, and no one lad

proposed to accept that proposition here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--It
does not imply anything of the kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It says so in effect.
Those are the express words. It is not an

implication.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 beg my hon. friend's
pardon; does he say any resolution of that
kind was carried at that meeting?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not pre-
pared to say that. It was afterwards
endorsed in the Times newspaper. I have
not the proceedings so complete as my hon.
friend has, but judging from the meagre
report I have before me I should judge it
was.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I intended to have
read the only resolution carried on the sub-
ject, but I was rather wearied of reading and
stopped. The others were all withdrawn.
It was the old resolution of the United
Empire League without any meaning to it.
That is the only one that was carried.

lion. Mr. LoUG;HED-1 note wbat Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Be that as it

MY hon. friend bas pointed out, but the may, when we find a represer3tative of the
Point ren to hake is that uta but t e Imperial government, a representative of the

p in I esire tomakista in adiscus- statesmanship and of tbe influence of the
S on of such great im portance as this, the prese n Colo n S e t king he o i-
ixian wbo would commit hiniseif to any par- present Colonial Secretary taking tbe posi-

ananand who would commithimself thay pai- tion which he did on that occasion, following
ticular mnethod and who would take the p0 tbat position upcostelyinIsa
tion that bie would not deviate one jot or tît- ta eosetio re consistently since, I say

tie from that osition would manife t his there is every reason to feel a degree of

inability to discuss publi questions ande assurance throughout the whole country
tainly would show bimself entirely divested that if proper statesmanship is brought to
fany would o i y dvs statesmanshipbear upon this particular question it can be

of any ability of statesmanship. so crystillized into law as to become a practi-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know that. cal commercial system. But if our statesmen
will take the attitude that the prime minis-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-After all this ter of this Dominion did during the late
was but a conference. Before any project of Jubilee proceedings and refuse to discuss it

"0 great a character as this could be crystal- and commit himself unequivocally to the
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doctrine of free trade and accept medals at It xnay be borne in mmd that the histzy of that
the hands of a free trade club, and place zollverein is most interesting and most instructive.

himslf drectto pbli It coxnmenced entirely as a commercial convention,himself in direct antagonisn dealing iu the first place only partially with the trade
thought and discussion upon such an impor- of the empire, it was rapidly extended to include the

tantquetion thn [say hiscounry illwhole empIire; and it finally made possible, and en-tant question, then say this country willof the empire.
yet rue the day when the Prime Minister But this is a matter upon which at the present tire,
attended those Jubilee proceedings and sacri- rather than suggest any proposais of my own, 1 desire
ficed the best interests of the country he tu hear the views of the gentlemen present.
represented. Here was a representative of the Inîperial

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear, government laying before the colonial
premiers a proposai or rather suguesting

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to that they should enter into a discussion of
ask the hon. gentleman what his position is; the best method to adopt by which commer-
if Great Britain was to tax the food and cial relations of an inter-imperial character
the raw material required by the people of should be established between Great Britain
GreatBritain, whethertheywouldnot become and her colonies, and we 6nd the premier of
poorer and less able to buy our products. this Dominion absolute]y setting his foot

down upon the project and refusing to
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I regret I have discuss it We find him leaguing hinîseif

not time on this present occasion to go with the Cobden Club and accepting at their
into the subject in so exhaustive a way as hands a badge of their order which at once
would be satisfactory to my hon. friend, established him to be one of their leading
because that would necessitate a discussion champions. We find upon that occasion a
of the entire problem. But what I do wish speech nade by the president of the Coixen
to say is that I do not for one moment Club in presenting hlm with this celebrated
consider myself bound to any of the par- medal and a response made by the premier
ticular schemes submitted upon this import- of his faithful allegiance to Cobdenism, and
ant question f rom time to time, or I do say this just at a time when the eyes of Canada
that I am an adherent of any of the par- were upon the premier, when our ears were
ticular plans which have been advocated in open to hear what would be said by him in
any of those conferences. 1, however, do say regard to lis promoting preferential trade
that there is a general principle running which in June, 1896, le so strongly advo-
through the whole of those discussions cated without reserve in 1 le city of bondon,
which must of necessity appeal to the people Ontario, irnmediately previous to the June
of Canada, and we are nothing short of blind election. Let me read you for a moment
to our interests and absolutely ignorant of part of the speech which he then made, and
the destiny that awaits us if we absolutely let us consider how it is possible for a gen-
refuse to consider the proposals which from tleman occupying the high and important
time to time are made in this direction. I
During the presence of the premier in did at that time to reconci!e the position
London this same subject was discussed. which he took in June, 1896, in bondon,
We find in, the Imperial blue book that Ontario, and the position which le took in
upon that occasion at a meeting of the that gîcater London the commercial metro-
premiers Mr.Chamberlain spoke as follows: polis of the world, the capital of the empire

I pass on to another question, and that is as to the to which we belong. His speech in bondon
future commercial relations between this country and Ontario, in Juîy is as follows
her colonies.

How far is it possible to make those relations closer
and more intimate? Now the statesinen of Great Britain have

I have said that I believe in sentiment as the great- thought that the governments of the colonies have
est of ail the forces of the general government of the core to a time when a new step can be taken in their
world, but at the same time I should like to bring to developrent.
the reinforcement of sentiment the motives which are What ie that?
derived f rom material and personal interest. That there shaîl be a commercial agreement

But undoubtedly the fiscal arrangements of the dif- between England and the colonies.
ferent colonies differ so much among themselves, and That practical statesman-Mr. Joseh Chamberlain
ail differ so much from those of the mother country, -(applause)-has core to the conclusion that the
that it would be a matter of the greatest complication time bas come when it is possible to have within
and difficulty to arrive at any conclusion which would the bounds of the empire a new step taken, whidh
unite us conmercially in the same sense in which the wil] give to the colonies in England a preference for
zollvereiri unitec the empire of Germany. their product over the products of other nation .
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What would be the possibilities of such a step if it not now be here. It is because we believe that your
were taken? efforts are founded on an opposite principle, and will

We sell our goods in England, we send our wheat, be followed by opposite results, that we, followers of
our butter, our cheese, ail our natural products, but Adan Smith, and of Peel, of Bright, and of Cobden,
there we have to compete with similar products frorm are here to congratulate and to thank you. You do
the United States, from Russia, and fron other not ask us to abate one jot of ourfree trade principles ;
nations. you ask for no preferential treatment ; you make your-

Just see what a great advantage it would be to selves as large a step in the direction of free trade as
Canada if the wheat, cheese, and butter which we your present circumstances will permit, and you
Woild send to England should be met in England desire to treat the rest of the world as you are now
with a preference over similar products of other treating us. It is needless for me to dwell upon the
nations. part which you, sir, have had in this great movement,

The possibilities are immense. nor is this the time or place to enlarge upon its poli-
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, the new and progressive tical and moral bearing. Let mne conclude, however,

Secretary of the Colonies, has declared that the time by saying that in our opinion, as in that of the great
has comie when it is possible to discuss that question. man whose nane we hear, the statesnan who helps

But, sir, if England is going to give us that to remnove the artificial barriers that short-sighted
preference, England would expect sonething fromt us legislation has erected between nations furthers not
in return. only the material interests, but the higbest aspirations

England does not expect that we should take her of humranity.
C'Wfl sYsteni of f ree trade, suceh as sbe bias it, but 1 lay
t before you, that the tbing the E glisb people After these noble sentiments we find our

Would expect in return is that instead of a principle preimier accepting the medal and responding
of protection w e should adopt the revenue formi of as follows
tariff pure and simple.

These are the conditions upon which we can have Deeply touched was Sir Wilfrid at the testimonial
the 1)0011. conveyed to himn, for, as he put it. the " poor effort he

The Canadian people have now to make their had made in behalf of free trade. In Canada we have
choice. lad the protection systein, and we have to deal with

What will be their choice? it gradually and carefully." The only reform we have
Their choice will be for a revenue tariff and for achieved is this -that no duty shall he levied sinply

preferential trade. for protection, but only for revenue.

And if my memory serves me right on that
occasion the hon. gentleman was gong to
appoint a commision, and by the next boat
that sailed after the general election would
send that commission over to England to

negotiate or discuss such a system as the one
outlined in his London speech. But instead
of adopting that course he adopted the con-
trary course, and it was with astonishment
that the people of Canada heard of the atti-
tude which he took upon that occasion in

Opposirg unequivocally the proposition then
made by the Colonial Secretary that the

colonies should enter into a discussion
for the adoption of a system of prefer-
erntial trade with the empire. But it

Would seem that when the glittering nauble
was held out to that hon. gentleman upon
that occasion, and when the Cobdenites of

bondon bowed down before him and cried

'' reat is Diana of the Ephesians," he could

not resist declaring himself in favour of the

doctrine of free trade, which previous to his

departure for England he strenuously appos-
ed. The president of the Cobden Club said :

There is a party anongst us who vould willinglv
discriminate against German and Belgian goods, and
who look upon the denunciation of the G erman' and

Belgian treaties as a step towards what they have
been pleased to eal commercial federation of the

enpire-a system under which commercial union

between d i fferent parts of te empire would be fostered

by laws excluding or discouragig foreign goods. If
this was to be the consequence of what you bave done,

Iineed scarcely say that we of the Cobben Club sbould

7

Hon. Mr. POWER-Nothing very wrong
about that.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Only extreme
inconsistency between professions and acts.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Only it is not correct-that is al].

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The London
Daily Xe-s speaking of his acceptance of
the Cobden medal and his free trade pro-
fessions :

These particular treaties are denouncel because
they would have prevented a reduction in the Cana-
dian tariff, which is the tirst step to free trade for the
Doiminion. Sir Wilfrid Laurier so regards it. and
nothing would give hin greater pleasure tian to open
the Canadian ports as f reely as Sir Robert Peel open-
ed the ports of England. He is not entirely opposed
to any systei of free trade within the British Empire
whiclh would involve, protective duties upon goods
manufactured or material grown outside, and he is
credited with having driven that non sense out of
Mr. Chamberlain's head. The recognition of the
Cobden Club could not therefore have been more
appropriately bestowed.

It seems to me that the prime minister of
this country will require the rest of his
natural days to reconcile the inconsistent
positions which in one short year he took
upon this important question. My hon.
friend the leader of this House, in his ad-
dress, spoke of the utter inpossibility of any
English statesman successfully advocating
such a system of preferential trade within
the empire. I am surprised at the little
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faith which that hon. gentleman has in the fully appreciated the necessity for free
possibilities of the people of the empire in trade.
-devising a system of trade by which to their
national advantage and mutual interest they Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-I have to apo-
can trade between themselves irrespec- logize to the House for taking up so much
tive of the outside world. I might for the time on this subject. I did not intend to
advantage of my hon. friend the Secretary do so, but the remarks of the Secretary of
of State, who seems to have placed very State led me to go into the matter more
great confidence in the reports which lie fully than J intended. The next subject
evidently received from London as to the of importance in the speech is the contract
influence exercised by the premier in which has been recently entered int> by
securing the denunciation of these treaties. the governnent with Mackenzie & Mann,
point out to him the fact that during the and upon which so much bas been said,
Jubilee the premiers met and passed a that J am afraid very little remains
resolution in regard to the denuncia- for me to say on the subject. I would like to
tion of the German and Belgian treaties. preface what I am about to say by directing

J say it was in pursuance of the addresses the attention of the ,overnment to the fact
froiî time to time sent by the Canadian that in connection with the administration
parliament in pursuance of the addres sent of the Yukon country they have removel
by the Intercolonial Conference which met froin the territories a large proportion of the
in Ottawa, and in deference to colonial police and in fact have jeopardized life
sentiment that the Imperial parliament and property to an extent which is
denounced tho«e treaties at that particular simply alarming. I ar not making this
time. My hon. friend must think that we statement with a view to making criticism
are possessed of a great measure of credulity upon the government, but simply directing
if lie believes for one moment the mere the attention of the government to a fact
statement made by 1im or by any body else which I think has escaped their attention. I
that it was entirely owing, to the interven- need not call the attention of the govern-
tion of the premier of this country when at ment to the serious state of affairs which arose
the Jubilee proceedings that those treaties there in 1885 in connection with the North-
were denounce 1. west rebellion owing to the absence of a suf-

ficiently strong police force in the vicinity of
Hon. Mr. POWER-Did not the Cobden Indian reserves and half-breed settlements.

Club say so ? The govern ment is fullv aware of those facts
-facts of a inost regrettable character and

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not dis- which at that time cost the country some
posed to take the statement of the Cobden eight millions of money. At this time we
Club as establishing anything outside ofýn find the police, and particularly those
their own an'-ient and embalmed theories. police who have been stationed in the

Hon. Mr. POWER -- They probably knew vicinity cf Indian reserves removed
what they were talking out. from their quarters and sent to the

Yukon country. Take for instance the
Hon. Mr .LOUGHEED-They are some- district in which J live, where there are no

what antiquated in their ideas and are not less than ýight or ten thousand Indians with-
seriously regarded, I think in England or in a day's march or so of the town of Calgary,
any other country, on modern trade ques- the police have been so displaced in their re-
tions. moval froin time to time that should there be

an Indian uprising life and preperty would
Hon. Mr. BOU LTON -If the hon. gentle- 1e sacrificed. Avery large ar iunt cf capital

mian will allow me to say what I was told has been irvested in that country, parti-
in England, I may tell him that the Cobden! cularly by ranchers, by large cattle men who
Club was merely the remnant of those people have been relying entirely on the protection
who took such a great part in bringing about cf the force in policing that country, but
free trade in 1846. The senior of the club entirely irrespective of this fact we find the
was the, Hon. Mr. Villiers, who died last police removed from there and at a time when
month, and the necessity for maintaining greatly needed. If the police in the eastern
the Cobden Club ceased, hecause aIl England part cf the territories and those parts where
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the Indian population is not so numerous matter was under consideration. Lt was
were reinoved instead of in the Alberta dis- known that nuinerous applications had been
trict one could recognize perhaps the wisdom made for the building of a une of raitway
of the course pursued by the government. over this particular route, or approximately

Hon.~~~ Mr r tkn5, it was well known that the public de-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They are manded that capital should be invested by

away from the eastern part as well. somebody or other for the building of such
a road and no individuals were more seized

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That renders it
more serious than i anticipated, because I directio ten o inis en the o

understand all the men in the district from That happened Iast year, and yet fot a word
which I come are under orders to be ready do we find of anything being done in the
to inove at any time to the Yukon country. way of asking contractors to tender for this
I point this out to the Minister of Justice ý-oMI Pinttiis ut u he inste ofJutic ~particular work until alinost imrnediately
that he may be apprised of the state OfI eore the meeting of parlianent. The first
affairs which' I mention and which is creat- intimation we had of such a contract being
ilg sone alarim in that country. as in the speech of the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The white population Minister of Public Works in Montreal when
ther isver iluchmor nuero,; hanhe rather startled the community by out-

there is ver much more numerous tha lining the contract in question. It is not
the Indians. necessary for me to say that public senti-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Tlhat may be, ment, entirely irrespective of political
but they ai e scattered whereas the Indian thought, at once condemned the contract.
population is not. Hon. cir. MILLS-Ot, ne.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Not scattered in
Calgary.

Hon. lr. LOUGHEED-The Indian

Population is living upon reserves and
could easily organize and prove a very
destructive element in the event of their
rising at any time.

But dealingwith this Yukon charter which
is now before us, I have to express my dis-
sent from the statements made in theaddress
il regard to the desirabiliüy of this contract

being entered into and carried out. Now, it
seems to me that the government has done

violence to the professions which for many

Years they had been making. Almost every
profession which had been made by the

liberal party when in opposition I find has
been violated in regard to this particular

contract. In the first place we have a con-

tract presented to us involving the granting
"If a very large arnoupt of the publie do-

niain. No intimation whatever is made to
the public of the desire of the governIment
that contractors should tender for the

building of the road.
Now, the speech of my hon. friend the

minister of Justice was specially directed to
the fact that urgency precluded them from

adopting this course. It is a well known
fact that when the Mînister of the Interior

vent through that country last, fall this

7½

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seemed to do
violence not only to every pledge and pro-
fession of the liberal party, but it did vio-
lence to well established parliamentary
practice. Now, if these gentlemen could
have vi dicated the position which they had
taken by placing upon the table of this or
the other House, or by giving to the public
any information to justify their entering
into this contract there night have been
some excuse, some defence, some justification
for the course they pursued. When my
lion. friend from his place in this House
undert ook to explain the attitude of the gov-
ernmnent upon this particular subject, I cer-
tainly awaited with a considerable degree of
curiosity the information that was to be
imparted to us, because, I will undertake to
say, that never in the history of this Domin-
ion or in the history of responsible govern-
ment willyou find agovernment coming down
to parliament and saying, we are about to
alienate four million acres of the public do-
main to a company for the pupose of carry-
ing out a particular work about which we
have no information whatever. They tacitly
admit not being able to justify the grant they
are about to make, but ask us in the absence
of information to swallow it holus bolus,
on the ground that the work is necessary,
and they made the best bargain possible. It
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came out in the discussion within the last few
days that these gentlemen must have some
information, indefinite as it may be, that
there were others who offered to carry out a
contract, and that there were others who
were prepired to say what they would do
based upon accurate information of some
kind. We find it reported in to-day's Citi-
zen that the representatives of the Roths-
childs made a proposition to the government
to build a particular road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, they did not: it
is not correct.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
Not on that line-another line.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not refer
to this particular line, but to a line going
into the Yukon country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Under the control of
the United States.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No
more tian the other.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon.
h

be the agent of the Rothschilds-I do not
know whiether he is or not-was opposed to
this route altogether. He said he would be
willing, although he made no proposition, to
build a line from the head of the Lynn
Canal on nuch nore favourable terms ; so
would Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann ; but
we said : We cannot entertain any such
proposition.

Hon. Mr. MIL LS-These men, no doubt,
would have built the road for less, beginning
at the head of Lynn Canal, which is not
under our control or jurisliction, and which
might be closed against us any day; and so
far as this road was concerned the party
claiming to act on behalf of Rothschilds did
contemplate making the government an
offer. The government postponed the con-
sideration of the question to give him an
opportunity of making an oflèr, and ulti-
mately he came to the governnent and said
his friends in London were not ready to
go on.

Hon. Mu. MASSON-Then the govern-
ment di] not receive any offer to build
this road for 5,000 acres?

friend has made a reference to a point witiHn14.,NIL -ktfrhs odIU1IIUiia Ii WJ~ t i~iet~iu~ '>Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not for this road.
which I desire to deal. It would appear There may have been a discussion with some
evident that others than the present contrac- members of the government, but there was
tors had been in treaty with the government no offer made to us : they might just as well
for the building of this road. It would havecc haveproposed to construct the whole road on
appear that those other parties made a propo- the United States boundary as to construct
sition very much more reasonable then the the road under the existing circumstances.
contractors to whom the contract has been This was the only road open to us. The
given, so much so as to justify the govern- government decided that this road froni the
ment in further dealing with them, in making head of navigation in the Stikine River into
further efforts with them to carry out the the country was the only one they could
hne in question. 'undertake to construct, because it was the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You are entireîy only route they had at the present time the
wrong. There was really no other proposi-
tion. There were informal discussions with offers from those who represented wealthy
the members of the government, but no institutions in England, but when they
company, or responsible party ever put on communicated with the capitalists in Eng-
record a proposition that could be considered. land they would flot have anything to do

with their arrangement, and af ter we had
Hon. Mr. LOUGIIEED--Do I under- deloyed entering into any contract for the

stand from my hion. friend that it 'as puropose of constructing a road to give them
impossible to get other responsible parties Ja'opportunity thev came to us in the end
to tender? and said they had nailed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There were several Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Let me say
who discussed it informally, but would not this that what has fallen from the lips of
touch it under any reasonable conditions. the leader of the House proves most conclu-
The gentleman who represented himself to sively to my mind that ample time was at

100
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1
the disposai of the government to advertise absolute violation of well established practice
for tenders. and of the pledges and promises which those

gentlemen have made f rom time to time
Hon. Mr. MILLS-There was not. when in opposition. If there was no time

to advertise for those tenders there mightHon. Mr. LOUGHEED-lf these ge ntle- have bentm obhs etee ohvhýebeen time for those gentlemen to have
men had suticient time to enter into treaty brought some information to the Huse as
with the Rothschilds of London and refuse to tý the merits, if any, of this particular road.
the overtures that were made and had time We certainly should have been seized with
to discuss the various phases of the question some information as to the feasibility of the
as to whether this road should be built f rom route the navigation of the water route and

the head of the Lynn Canal or from the as to the probable cost of constructing such
head of navigation on the Stikine River to a road, but there is not a word about it, but
Teslin Lake then surely they had suiticient on the contrary these gentlemen seei t
tine to advertise for tenders on so import~ think that the very absence of information
ant an undertaking. and the plea of urgency justify them in

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Not at al]. the course which they have taken.
Hon. Mr. POWER-The lion. gentleman

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then al I can seems to forget that we are not discussing
say is this government is a very much slower this Yukon bi. We are discussing the

institution th-n I had thought. I under- Governor General's speech.
stood this government, was a government of,

quick action, that it was going to show great Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We

alacrity in the adininistration of public are discussing a paragraph in it.

affairs, that it would take advantage of time. Hon. Mr. POWER-But the hon. gentle-
But no; we find a public undertaking which on1r O E-u tehn ete

B man complains that all sorts of information
last fall was known to be under way is not on the Table of the House. When
practically--at least it was well known the bill comes to be discussed I presume the
that it 'would be placed under way- government will make the House seized of

we had the Minister of the Interior going all the information they have, but it is un-
all the way to Skagway we h1 d a discussion usual to expect that, before the bill is sub-
of the matter in the public press. I remem- mitted to us.
ber distinctly seeing an interview which
took place between soile members of the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-To answer my

press and the Minister of Railways in re- hon. friend from Halifax, I have simply

gard to the building of the Teslin Lake taken the statement of his leaders in this

road, in which he said emphatically that no House that they have no information to

aid or subsidy would be given to any com- give. Because my hon. friend said when he

p.afny, that the bare franchise was a suffi- proceeded to enter into a defence of the

cient compensation to give to any company. government for entering into the contract

That was many months ago and yet not- he had two reasons to give why he could not

withstanding the flight of time ýwe find no give sufficient information to satisy the

advantage taken of it. Notwithstanding the members. One was there was so mnuch

pressure of this enterprise, notwithstanding urgency there could be no information given.

the starvation which my friend the Secre- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that.
tary of State so puhetically dwelt upon yes-

terday, thel starvation of those poor mortals Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
in Dawson City, notwithstanding these facts, said there was so much urgency for the build-
we find those gentlemen falling mto a state ing of this road that it was impossible to get
of desuetude, so to speak, upon this import information in tine regarding all the facts
ant subject, and not doing anything which they would otherwise have obtained.
until a few days before the mîeeting of

parliament. Now, then, this cry of no time Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend hias

and thi cry of urgency is not sufficient to been for years supporting proposition- tu
andti th cryofurMent .n the osition they build railways. The Canadian Pacifie Rail-
Juptify the goveri.ient inportant question. way was one that was made without adver-

No such defence as this will justfy an tising for tenders, a private arrangement to
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build a line that was not surveyed, and grant, and any one of the railways that are
that is true of every railway in the North- branches of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
west Territories, from which the hon. gentle- that run through the North-west Terri-
manl comes, or which have received appropri- tories. Charters have been given in this
ations from the government. buse where ni surveys were made, no

Hon. \ r. LOUGHEED My hon. friend plans led and a pomise of a certain

surely will not say there is any analogy
between the building of the Canadian Paci-p
fic Railway and this particulary railway. ion. Mr. LOUGHEED- 1 will give my

Hon. MIr. MILLS-We are not giving a h
dollar to this railway. entered into that contract, parliament spent

hlndred of thousands of dollars on surveying
Hon. M r. LOIGHEED -- The contract of

the Canadian Pacitic Railway was entered
into after mature consideration.

Hon. Sir MACUENZIE BOWELL-
And after three millions of dollars had been
spent.

and inspecting the route to be adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But it was not
adopted. I an speaking of other roads.
Take for instance thé Manitoba and North-
western, and half a dozen other roads in
the North-west Territories. Charters have

Hon. Mr. LOUG HEED-First of all the ueen given and lands promisea ana no
goverinment was defeated. That was one of s s made, iio deposits required and my
the prelimilary steps to a consideration hon. friend bas supported them.
of the question. Then the government Hon. Mr. LOLGHED-Precisely, but
advertized not oinly on this continent but in'nothing was done under those charters untl
Europe for tenders for the building of that
road, and it was a matter about which this
continent and a so Europe were fully seized Hon. Mr. MILLS-Ob yes.
with the information that was required to
enter fully into a discussion of it as well as Hon. Mr. LOUGHIEED-If my hon.
the building of it. friend will look at the contract lie ill find,

Hon. Mr. M I LLS-The hon. gentleman that notwithstanding the bil is not yet
pr e approved by parliadnt he bas bound theseo

survey mader nov de ost req ire an m

in a ten(ler. They offered to build a road the lst of March. They have deposited
without a nonopoly clause, and they depo- >250,000 which 1 understand from the
sited one million of dollars in a bank as ;
evidence of their good faith and readiness Seeretaryof Stateis tobeforfeited ii theevent
to contract with the government. of any non-fulfilment of the contract, and

we find1 these mîen houn I to the completion
Hon. \Ir. LOUGHEED-But the point of this road within a date, vhich would

I desire t make is this, that hen parlia-ractically impossible for the toI dsir toinae i tistha whn prli hav" i treand 1completed except it ament was called to discuss the Canadian a stred a was
Pacific Railway contract, parliament was inpalime thtptvofprinetty shnl go men t anrrsfull possession of all information, o thatp
they could arrive at a satisfactory conclusion build that road. 1 un not tinding fault
and an a -curate judgmrent on that great the government for entering into the
undertakin., ai d furthermore sufficient contract before a session of parliament, but J
time was given for parliament to exercise
its judgment upon that question before the tract about vhich they have no information
country was ahsolutely bound to hand over that wouldjustify thein in alienating such a

the andsubsdy nd rone grat wichlarge part of the public domain. 1 find faultthe laand that condract. with them for enterin into the contractaccompanied that contract.
without giving an op)portunity to other con-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J would ask my hon. tractors to tender upon this particular under-
friend to point out to this hon. House the taking and to thus probably save to the
difference Letween giving a contract to this country the difference between its actual
coinpany to build this road aided by a cand value ad the amount it will cost the country
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under the present contractors. I find fault United States in which we have had any
with them for entering upon a huge under- serious trouble by reason of having one of
taking of this kind without such information our railway termini in the United States.
as would thoroughly justify them in adopting The relations of Canada with the United
a particular route. But my hon. friend States for half a century back has been dis-
raised a point a few moments ago which I turbed almost continuously with friction
should like to discuss, and that is the respecting the navigation laws between
reason of the government for refusing the Canada and the United States. Scarcely
offer of the Rothschilds. a year has passed but we have had

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-They made no offer. îtrouble with the United States by reason of
obnoxious custons regulations and coasting

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Of course I laws incident to navigating the various

accept the statement of my hon. friend, but streams and bodies of water between the
J understand that there was an offer to United States and Canada. No hon. gentle-
build the road f rom the head of Lynn Canal man knows that better than mîy hon. friend

f s onf 5 000 acres per mile. who leads this House, and he admit s and
.7 > admits quite freely that those samie difficul-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The company ties confront us in regard to the navigation
which made the offer is the Rothschilds of the Stikine River froin Wrangel until we
Exploration Company with headquarters at get into our territory, hence we are subject
San Francisco. to ail the trouble and ditliculty which we

Hon. Mr. MTLLS-A United States have been combating in Canada for years

institution.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend Hon. Mr. MILLS -We have treaty rights
has suddenly taken a strange antipathy to on the Stikine River
U7 i d St ittuinQnl te ates s

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I understood

the liberal party for many years had been

denouncing the conservative party for their
hostilitv to the United States and their

refusai to enter into reciprocal relations of

ail kinds. I speak without very accurate
th t f f- 1 the

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You have only
rights to use that river for commercial pur-
poses. One of the first purposes you will
require to use that river for is the transport
of troops.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--They can go in civi-
lian clothes through United States territory.

information, but it seems me M 1 lon. Mr. LOUGHEED--My hon. friend
routes from the head of Lynn Canal to open knows it would lead to serious international
navigation would have been of very much complications if we attempted to transport
greater service to the Dominion than a road troops in that fway through United States
from Stikine River to Teslin Lake. territory. The verv point that has been

Hon. Mr- MILLS-If that were Canadian agitating public opinion within the Domin-
n Mr Lyn Canal. ion for the last few months arose through that

territory f rom the head of criticised visit of the Minister of Interior

Hon. Nir. LOUGHEED-Let us deal to Washington when he conceded to the

with that phase of the question. In running United States the right of sending a body

through the Stikine River from Wrangel of Anierican officiais, suspected to be troops,

until you , get into the Canadian territory through Canadian territory to the Yukon,
rself subject to all the although they were going ostensibly as a

obnoxious custons regulations and coasting relief organization or somethng of that

laws that the United States have ever called kind. They were to go in civilian clothes.

into motion against Canaditin navigation. They were nothing more nor less than citizens

We have neerghad, so far as my knowledge of the great United States commonwealth,

extends-I do not say it extends so far back but we had the press f rom the Atlantic to the

as that of some honourable gentlemen before Pacifie commenting against such a liberty

ne, but J do not thik my hon. friend can being extended to them, yet my hon. f riend

point to a single instance in Canada or the says "send them in civilian dress."
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Hon. Mr. MILLS--That is the way we peats itself, we always shall. Therefore, I
get our police force in. say, with the linited information before us,

polic .it would appear more advantageous to
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Thepole Canada to build from the head of Lynn

force in the led River rebelhon of 1870 Canal than front the head of navigation on
had to undergo a most perilous journey the Stikine River. Another very serious
through Canadian territory, to get to matter is this : My hon. friend was not able
north-western country when the United to give information upon it, the hon. gen-
States absolutely prohibited them front tleman does not know anything as to the
passmng through American territory. feasibility of the Stikine River route. I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The mounted police understand the navigation of that river is
went up the Yukon River in 1895 and 1897: verv limited indeed. In fact, on my way to
the mounted police went through this Ottawa last week I met on the train a civil
United States territory, and sonie of tlem engineer fron England who was faniliar
are there now. with this route and who told me positively

that it could not be used more than four
Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-We had to get months of the year. I see a statement in to-

special leave to take them there. They day's press it cannot be used more than two
simply went there to police that district, and months. We know that it is a very shal-
it was equally for the benefit of the United low river and vessels drawing more th in 16
States people with ourselves that such was inches of water cannot navigate it.
the case. But my hon. f riend whispered the
other night as a justification for the passing Hon. Mr. POWER That is a mistake.
of this bill that there were grave and serious
state.reasons. Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED-I am simply

Hon. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ « r.MLSothrar.gving the information 1l arn in possession of.Hon. Mr. MILLS--So there are. M c
My hion. f riend has rung the changes in every

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-State reasons for possible way that this road is peculiarly a
the building of this road and the passage of Canadian rond. The government advances
the bill ! The only state reasons that could that as one of the strongest arguments in
possibly arise to justify the building of that justification of the buildng of the road. I
road would be anticipation of trouble be- wish to point out to my hon. friend that the
tween the United States and Canada. Such building of that road by this route is quite
trouble as that must necessarily involve the as advantageous to the people of the United
transportation of the military into the Yu- States as it is to the people of Canada. There
kon country. Will my hon. friend say, in is not a city on the Pacific coast but will
view of these state reasons which he has participate in the advantages of this road
intimated, that the -Americans would for a quite as largely as anv of the Canadians
moment allow us to transport our troops cities. San Francisco, Portland,Tacoma, Seat-
fron Wangel to the Stikine River through tle -ail those cities that lie on the Pacific
United States territory into the Yukon coast and which are practicalhy in possession
country? Why the very statement made by of that trade to-day wil profit as much by
the hon. gentlemant is the very best refuta- the building of the road as Vancouver or
tion of the argument he has made that our Victoria. He cannot gainsay that statement.
troops could go by the Stikine route. I can They will sait up the coast, tranship at
point to instance after instance in the Dom- Wrangel or on the Stikine River, and ship
inion of Canada where one termini of a their goods il the sanie as Canadians.
Canadian railway is on United States soi].
The Canadian Pacific Railway Short Line Hon. Mr. POWEB-They have to pav
through Maine, the Grand Trunk Railway, duty.
the Sault Road, in fact ail the great systems
of Canadian railways have termini in the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They are pay-
United States, yet we have never had any ing duty to-day, yet they have most of the
trouble with the United States in regard tr3de of th-t country. Certainhy they will
to our railway system. But in regard to our continue to pay the duty and keep the trade.
navigation laws, we have always had trou- The building of the road will not change
ble with our neighbours and if history re- those conditions of trade. Therefore, I fait
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to see any force in the argument that bas perty; the very figures advanced by the
been advanced over and over again that this contractors theinselves, illustrate beyond ail
is a purely Canadian route. If you want a question or doubt that the franchise itself

purely Canadian route, there is the route by with the enormous profits incident thereto
Edmonton which would open up a vast! will be more than an inducemerit for the
territory fit for settlement, it would prove construction of that road.
of incalculable benefit to that vast western
country, and would positively restrict the Hon. r. SCOTT-There are a number

market to Canadian products. Let us for a iýof charters now in existence-two by the

moment see how the V7nited States have Lynn Canal and one froin British Columbia.
practically possession of so large a portion of
the trade in that Yukon country. Take in- tHon. Mr. LOUG fiEED-Let the govern-

to consideration their capital, take into con- ment advertise that they are willing to

cnstutinr o th roadn fter

sideration their commercial prestige, take
into consideration the very large proportion which will have a aonopoly for five years of

Of United States citizens in that country the trade of that country, and venture to
and it will readil be seen tat the dispropor- say they wil receive several tenders from

tion between the population of the Domin- companies of strong financial backing for

ion of Canada and that of the United States, the building of the road. Mr. Mann stated

will manifest itself exactly in the volume of the other day that his company would carry

trade which will be carried on in that in from two hundred and fifty to three
country. I do not think there can be a hundred thousand tons of freight this year

doubt of it. The United States transpor- over that route. The statements made by

tation companies will profit as largely by the liberal members in the House of Commons

building of that roàd as the transportation on this sane subject intimate from 50,000

companies of Canada. Those companies are to 100,000 people will go there this summer.

numerous, energetic and enterprising, and we I do not think it is an exaggeration to say

in Canada are building a road apparently for 100,000 people will go by that route this

the purpose of working into the hands of coming year. The proceeds of the freight

the United States transportation comi anies and passenger traffic from such a large num-

and commercial men of that country without ber of persons would more than compensate

their contributing a dollar towards it. the contractor for the building of the road-
pay for it twice over.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understood the hon. Another most extraordinary provision bas

gentleman favoured the Lynn Canal route. been introduced into this bill and one
which is without parallel, is that it enti-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I say whatever rely excludes the application of the Railway
route you open up there you open up for the Act. My hon. friend who is familiar witl
benefit of the United States as well as of p

legilatin h ý parliamentary procedure and parliamen-
Canada, except you pass lwhc tary history cannot recall a precedent I ven-
vill discriminate in favour of Canadians ture to say in which a bill as been put

against others. Any public work you carry throuoh for the building of a railway in
out there will be more to the advantage of which the Railway Act has been wholly
the people of the United States than to our excluded in its application. 1, however, have
Own people. no intention of guing into the various details

1 of this bill, because I apprehend the oppor-
Hion. Mr. MILLS-Then the hon. gentle-tuiywlbegvn satnerydteo

miani is opposed altogether to a railway froiu tunity wiIl be given us at an early date to,
discuss it more fuily. Suffice it to say that

the coast in ? although much has been said against this

Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-No. I say this, bill, yet not too much has been said against

ami say it with a' feeling of certainty, that it. It is .establishing a precedent which is

if this governnient will advertise for tenders extremely dangerous, and above all that the

for the building of a road with n onopolistic liberal party should establish such a prece-

privileges they will secure numerous offersi dent of this character is beyond my compre-

froi reliable conipanies who will build a hension. But they have been singularly un-

road into that territory for the franchise fortunate in their railway legislation since

alone without giving them an acre of pro their accession to office. The action of
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the governnent in increasing the sub man said that the gentleman who was last
sidy by $2,000,000 to the Crow's Nest Minister of Justice had contravened the in-
road over the amount of subsidy offered dependence of Parliament Act by sitting in
by the late government, and the introduc- this House when he proposed, or expected,
tion of the bill for the J rummond County to be appointed LieutenantGovernor of-
road, which this House threw out, and for Ontario.
which they received the approval of the
country, and now followed by this particular Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I did not say
bill, the climax of their legislation upon anv such thing. What I did say was that
railway matters, are all matters which the liberal party had strongly urged that no
might well cause comment and whth war member of parliament should be allowed to
rant one in looking with a degree of caution,
upon contracts of this character. I say,
therefore, that legislation of this character
warrants froni this chamber the most careful
scrutiny. If all the safeguards which have:
surrounded legislation of this character are
to be at once set aside, and we are to accept
the statement that time, urgency and state
reasons, &c., justify the action taken by the,
government, we might as well abdicate the
functions imposed upon us as a parliament,
and give to the government a free hand to
legislate upon all matters irrespective of
public opinion.

Hon. Mr. POWER--It is a pleasure to
listen to the lion. gcntleman who has ju t
resumed his seat, and it is a pleasure to
answer him. I only regret that just at the
present moment I have not the physical
vigour which would enable nie to answer hini
in a satisfactory way-I mean in the
matter of voice. But I propose to make
a few observations on what he has
said. The firstipoint which the hon. gentle
man made was that the hon. gentleman who
leads this flouse occupied a position incon-
sistent with his previous professions, that lie
or the party with which lie had been asso-
ciated, had een in favour of reducing t e
nunber of ministers, and consequently he
should not have accepted office. The
natural answer to that is that no menber of
the liberal Party ever proposed to abolish
the Department of Justice, and if any de-
partment was to be abolished it would be
some other one ; and, for my part, I an very
glad indeed that the hon. gentleman who now
occupies the position of Minister of Justice,
did not propose to abolish this department
but would let sone other department go.
Then the lion. gentleman made a statement'
whicli I was rather surprised to hear fron a
gentleman of his astuteness and his famili-
arity with-the law whiclh deals w ith parlia-
ment and government. The hon. gentle-

renain in the House in anticipation of
resigning, and taking a public office or port-
folio other than that of Minister of Justice.
My hon. friend is not familiar with the
platforn of his party yet.

Hon. Mr. POWER--The hon. gentleman
is making a distinction without a difference.
I understood the lion. gentleman quite cor-
rectly. He contended that the position of
Sir Oliver Mowat whenl he sat in this House,
in view of his subsequent appointment to the
Lieutenant Governorship of Ontario, was
inconsistent with liberal principles.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Liberal professions, not liberal principles.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I an surprised the
hon. gentleman should say a thing of that
kind, because in the first place, there is no
evidence whatever that Sir Oliver Mowat
knew lie was going to be Lieutenant Grov-
ernor of Ontario at that time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--He
refused it once.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And, in the next
place, it would not in the slightest degree
contravene the independence of Parliament,
because Sir Oliver Mowat already filled an
office of emoluinent under the Crown when
he was iMinister of -Justice; and the thing
which the liberal party have objected to,
and the thing which is contrary to the spirit
of the indepen(dence of Parliament Act, is
that a nAýinber should sit in either House
as a private member holding a secret
promise of office from the governient.
It is pleasant to listen to the hon.
gentleman saying these things. He says
them in an agreeable way, and they
are sometimes amusing, at any rate: but I
just wish to indicate that there is really no
serious weight in sone of the things lie said.
Then the hon. gentleman having before him
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the trade returns for the last many months, not perhaps as familiar as the hon. gentIe-
having the continuous statements which man who preceded me is, but I know that

appear in the commercial colums of the great certain papers which support the conserva-
conservative papers through the country to tive party have expressed their satisfaction
the eflect that the country is prosperous, at the fact that this loan had been effected
and that trade is good, tells us, as a set-off to at a very low rate of interest and at a very
ail this, that in Toronto the other day 500 reasonable figure. That is the general im-
idle men held a meeting in the Uity Hall. I pression, 1 think. Then the hon. gentleman
do not suppose there has ever been a time tried to make out that this loan of 15,000,-
when you would not get 500 idle men in the i 000 dollars represented the extravagance of

city of Toronto, and we know froni the best the liberal party since they came into power.
authority that, at ail timtes, we have the As a inatter of fact, the bulk of the loan
poor with us. It is a little surprising that was needed to pay off debts incurred by the
the hon. gentleman, coming fron the part of predece sors of the government, and to pay
the country that he does, should undertake out moneys for the purpose of carrving out
to deny that the country is prosperous as a the obligations contracted by the late gov-
whole, because no portion of the country ernment, The hon. gentleman seened to
has experienced a greater iniprovement in think that the fact that Canadian banks
the way of prosperi y thtan the country west had subscribed for a considerable portion of
of the great lakes. I have seen it stated- this loan was a piece of evidence adverse to

and I do not think it has been denied ; and the success of the loan, but it does not so
the lion. gentleman I think lias some fami strike me. I think that if Canadian bank-
liarity with the transactions of loan com ers, who know most about the condition of

panies ; I think fie is interested in some, affimîrs in this country, are willing to invest

comipanies-that in a great mnany cases loans their funds largely in Canadian loans it is

in the North-west which had been written sinply an indication that those who

off as bad debts have within the last year know muost about the cotigtry have ample

been paid off by the borrowers. confidence--in its financial position. Then
. the hon. gentleman took up what had been

Hon. Mr. LOUG HEED-That is correct, said by the lion. Secretary of State with re-
to a liiited extent. spect to preferential trade, and he tried to

Hou. 'Mr. POWER-That is a very good fasten-I do not know whether I should call
Thiavy it an accusation, but something like it-an

indication of prosperity It accusation of suppression of an important

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The oans were at fact on the hon. Secretary of State, because
a very low rate.

Hon. Mr. POWER--That makes no dif-

ference. These debts were looked upon as

so hopeless by the oan comipamies that they
had been writen otf and were not regarded

as valuable assets ; and, under the impulse

of the improved condition of that part of

the country, the loans have been paid off.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-To whom would

Vou give credit for that ? The governîîelit
of the country, or Providence

Hon. iMr. POWER-I have not given

any one credit for it at present. My hon.

friend is too impetuous. I am simply deal-

ing with the statenients of the hon. gentle-

iman from Calgary, and showing he is not

just as accurate perhaps as he might be.

With respect to the Canadian loan, I have

not very much to say. I do not pretend to

be familiar witl those questions of finance,

hie didi not dleal with somte proposal whichi
had comie hefore this meeting of the Boards
of Trade. I listened to the statement of the
three proposais which were laid before that
Board, made by the hon. gentleman from
Calgary, and I noticed that the second pro-
posal was identical with that which was
made on various occasions by th- con-
servative party, and bv the leaders of the
conservat ive party, and by the conservative
governnient. Their proposai always was that
if we should undertake in this country to
give any preference to England, it should le
in return for some preference given to us by
England, and it is perfectly clear from the
speeches made by inembers of the present
English government, and members of the
late English government, that England
would not give us any preference, and the
reasons were set forth fully by the hon.
Secretary of State, and I think also by the
hon. gentleman from Shell River. The pro-
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posai which the hon. gentleman thought the
Secretary of State should have set before
the House was one that would not be enter-
tained, and could not be entertained
at the present time at any rate, by
any one dealing seriously with the finan-
cial business of this country. That proposi-
tion wvas that in this Imperial zollverein no
duty should be charged by the colonies upon
English goods. The hon gentleman must
see that the proposition is not a practical
one at all. It would be impossible to carry
on the government of this ccuntry without
completely revolutionising our methods, if
we were to adopt any such proposal as that.
The proposai made by the hon. gentleman
from Shell River would be a much better
one than that, more practical 1 think, and
more beneficial. I move the adjournment
of the debate.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Before the
motion carries, I would like to ask the
senior member for Halifax a question. In
his opening remarks, referring to the nuin-
ber of portfolios and the necessity for the
retention of the office of Minister of Justice,
he indicated that one of the others might
go. Is he in a position to inform the House
whether there is any immediate danger of
any such contingency ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man will put his question in writing, I shall
answer it.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 14fh February, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.
DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being called-
Resuming the further adjourned debate on the

consideration of His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral's S »eech on the opening of the Third Session of
the Eigi ith Parlianent-

Hon. Mr. POWER said :-I trust the
House will excuse iny shortcomings in deal-

ing with the Speech from the Throne. I
had hoped when the debate was adjourned
on Friday that I should have felt in my
usual fairly good fighting trim. I regret
to say I do not. When the House ad-
journed I was dealing with the speech
made by the hon. gentleman from Calgary
(Mr. Lougheed), and I trust the hon. gen-
tleman will not think it is through any
want of respect for him that I do not conti-
nue doing what I was then engaged in doing.
Before undertaking to deal with the speech,
I nay be permitted to inake an observation
or two on sonie remarks made by the hon.
leader of the oppoition, who, I am sorry to
see, is not in his place : one of which, at any
rate, I regretted to hear. The hon. gentle-
man made a reference to the hon. Secre-
tary of State which pained me. The hon.
leader of the opposition and the hon. Secre-
tary of State have both exceeded the term
of years which the Scriptures allows to man,
and they have arrived at that time of life
when the passions which are generally
strong in early life have cooled off, and gen-
tlemen cultivate, or are disposed at any rate
to entertain, friendly feelings towards one
another. The hon. leader of the opposition
referred to the position of the hon. Secre-
tary of State in this House and adver-
ted, not in a cordial or friendly way,
to the fact that the hon. gentleman was not
now leader of the House ; that first Sir
Oliver Mowat, and next the present Minis-
ter of Justice, had been made leaders of the
House. I do not think that that is a subject
which particularly concerns the opposition;
and I do not think there is anything remark-
able in the circumstance. Sir Oliver Mowat
is a gentleman who has occupied for some
years an alrmost unique position in the public
affairs of the country. He was by soine
years the senior of the bon. Secretary of
State ; and the Secretary of State had held
otfice as a subordinate member in the Ont-
ario government, of which Sir Oliver Mowat
was the head. So that it was only natural
that when Sir Oliver Mowat came into this
Chamber lie should take the lead, particularly
as the Department of Justice is recognized as
being a more important department than
that of the Secretary of State. The hon.
gentleman who now presides over the Depart.
ment of Justice had also been together with
the hon. Secretary of State a member of
the Mackenzie administration, and had in
that government filled a nost important and
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prominent otfice-that of Minister of the and vitally interested to devote attention
interior : and it was not very remarkable to any further steps that may be deemed
that, under the circumstances, that the hon. necessary.
gentleman, filling the important office which Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is the Canadian
he now does, should have been selected to Pacific Railway maintained at the govern-
lead the House. I was the more surprised ment's expense?
at the attitude assumed by the hon. leader
of the opposition, because that hon. gentle- Hon. Mr. POWER--The Canadian
man's own experience in connection with the Pacific Railway is not maintained at the
matter of leadership was not s ch as was government's expense, but the Canadian
calculated to inake him disposed to raise Pacific Railway could not have been con-
questions on that point with refererice to istructed without a vast expenditure of money
other persons. The hon. gentleman did be- and land on the part of the people of Canada.
come the leader of the government, as we Taking up the speech now, I shal try

know, and the hon. gentleman ceased to be and deal with some of its paragraphs.
the leader of the governinent which pre- It is not necessary for me to deal with the
ceded the present government and the hon. first paragraph, which refers to the political
gentleman, it was generally understood, was and muaterial prosperity of Canada ; and I
not particularly anxious to retire from the have already said something'about the loan,
position of leader, but did so as a result of which is regarded by people who know more
the intrigues of a body whom he designa- about financial matters than I do as being,
ted as a " nest of traders." There was on the whole, a very satisfactory loan, parti-
this striking fact in connection with the cularly as it fixes the rate of interest upon our
way in which the hon. gentleman ceased future loans at one-half per cent lower than
to be the leader of the governmjent it had been. The third paragraph, the one
of that day, that he was obliged to which speaks about the jubilee ceremonials
commit political hari-kari-he was ob- and the action of the Inperial governnent
liged to commit suicide as a political leader. in denouncing the treaties with Germany
Under these circumstances, I arn a and Belgium, deserves all the consideration
little surprised that he should have raised it has received. There were distinguished

any question on this subject. The bon. men, leaders f rom all parts of the empire,
gentleman referred also to one or two mat- gathered at the capital to do honour to
ters which did not appear in the speech of Her Majesty on the occasion of ber diamond
the Governor General. One was the cable jubilee, and amongst all the colonial and
to Australia, and the hon. gentleman thought Indian magnates who were present on that

that the speech should have contained a re- occasion, I think I an safe in saying that no
ference to it, and his impression was that one man attracted such attention f rom the
Canada should take very vigorous measures press and from the people who were -athered
to secure the construction of that cable. there as did the Premier of Canada. I do

Now, hon. gentlemen, although Canada is not think I am saying too much when I say
interested in the laying of the cable to that, next to the Queen, our Premier was
Australia, she is not nearly so vitally inter- the central figure of the Jubilee celebra-
ested in that matter as the Australian I tion. This was, no doubt, largely due .to
colonies or the mother country, and if the the action of the Canadian Parlianent in
mother country and Australia did not think deciding to give a preference to British
it necessary to proceed with the work, and goods in our market, but it was also due in
as far as we are aware we have no evidence a large measure to the personal qualities of

that they thought it necessary, I do not the Premier. On every occasion-and he

think that we here in Canada should be was to the fore on many important occasions

very much disturbed over the matter. I -he bore bimself in a manner which was

have always felt that when Canada con- calculated to impress favourably those who

structed the Canadian Pacific Railway from met him and listened to him, and to awaken

the Atlantic to the Pacific she had done her emotions of pride in his fellow-countrymen.

duty for some time in the matter of improv- I may say, hon. gentlemen, that in no case

ing communication between the different was this more conspicuous than in the case

parts of the empire; and it is for those por- of the speeches which the hon. gentleman

tions of the empire which are more directly deliveied in France. No particular refer-
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enee has been made to these ; but views of that question from the view taken
speaking for myself, I say that nothing by the hon. leader of the opposition in this
impressed me more favourably than the House. He speak, about a zollverein and
speeches made by the Premier in France. says :
He was there anongst people who spoke his This is a iatter upon which at the present time,
native language, people of his own or gin, rather than suggest any proposals of ny own, i desire

and there was a natural temptation to say to hear the views of the gentlemen present.
the thing which would please those people; According to the hon. gentlemnan from
but on every occasion when the Premier Calgary, the Colonial Secretary had views
made an important speech in France he took of a very pronounced character, but he is
care to inforn his hearers that he and his represented liere as being desirous of hear-
countrymen here in Canada were loyal to ing the views of the colonial penmiers.
England, that they adnired the British Ho .\ ever, that is not the paragraph to which
system and had no desire whatever to change I desire more particularly to direct the
their allegiance, and it seeins to me tlat attention of hon. gentlemen. The proposal
for that lie certainly deserves our thanks. which I desire to cail attention to is this
The hon. leader of the opposi ion in discuss- he is speaking now of the denunciation of
ing His Excellency's speech set very little of the treaties with Germany and Belgium,
store upon the preferential feature of the and he goes on to say
tariff. I think it is a inatter of very serious It should be borne in iind that that is, for us, a
consequence. Wlien it was being discussed i'ost inportant question. Oui trade with (ermîanyand Belgmm is larger than our trade with ail the
last year the hon. geitleman took the same colonies comined. It is possible that if we denounce

ground, but the resuits have shown that ny those treaties, Gernany and Belgitun would endea-
lion. friend was imistakîn. Facts, ns they '"r 1 do not say whether they vould succeed, but

thev niaght ende tvour to retal.ate, and for soime time
sav, are stubbornî things, and the fact s are at any rate. our commercial relations with these two
al against the lion. «entleman. The fact is, coulnries inighît be disturbed. Therefore, a step of

at) w e te that kmud is one that c-ain onlv be taken after thethat -while tc party of which the hon gen- fuile-st consideration, and im deference to very strong
tiemnan was for soime timne leader, and which opinion, boith in this country and in the colonies.
he now leads in this House, hiad been ex- Now this is the point to which I wish
pressing foi- years tleir great anxiety to particularly to attract attention
seeuî-e the denunciation of the Gerinan and Now the question is brought to a practical issue,
Belgian treaties tliey had so managed or inay be brought to a pîractical issue, by the recent
things, had so loaded their propositions with action; of Canada.
conditions, that they made no progress It is not the action of the former Conser-
whatever in the desired direction ; and this vative Government of Canada, nor of the
preferential clause in the tariff of 1897, Colonial Conference, nor anything of that
snall as the hon. gentleman tries to represent kind, but the recent action of Canada.
it as being, has succeeded'in bringing about

Asall are aware, Canada hias, offered preferential
that which the conservative leaders 1had been terns to the iother countrv, and Germîany and Bel-
professing their anxiety to bring about for giuiim have innediately proitested and clained similar
so mîany years. It secured in a ver short tenis under the treaty. Her Majesty's Government

de-sire to know froi the coloies whether, so far as
tiie the denunciation of the German and they are con-erned, if it be found that the arrange-
Belgian treaties. Perlhaps some hon. gentle- ments proposed by Canada are inconsistent with the
men ma sa that I have no authority for conditions of those treaties, they desire, that those

Ss atreaties shall be denounced. If that be the unaniinous
the statement which I make, but I have the wish of the -olones, after considering the effect of
very best authority which I shall with the that denunciation upon them as wll as upon us, le-

. cause thev also are concerned im the arrangeinentÀ,
indulgence of the House, quote. I have in which are made hy thiese treaties, then ail I can say
mv hand an English blue book, the " Pro- at the present tim~e is that Her Majesty's Govern-
ceedings of a conference between the Secre- lient will mnost eariestly -onsider such a recoin-

miendation fromî the colonies, and will give to it the
tary of State for the colonies and the pre- favourable regard which such a ilt-mneorial deserves.
miers of the self-governing colonies at the And then he goes on to deal with what
colonial office, London," in June and July, and thene g n td e t
1897. I find that Mr. Chamberlain, the Canada has done and adds:
Secretary of State for the Colonies, deals But of course the whole difficulty--
with this niatter of the commercial relations That is the difficulty with respect to other
between England and the colonies. It will countries which have favoured-nation clauses
be seen that he takes an entirely different in their treaties with Great Britain.
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But of course the whole difficulty can be avoided, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hon. gentlemen
I only point out in passing--the whole ditticulty can will recollect that the Minister of Marine
he avoiden by any colony which desires to make the

preferential arrangement with the muother country, and Fisheries claimed that the duties levied
if that colony will contine its offer unOiwtim to the against the importation of English goods
mother country and not make it to a foreign country. wr her cent more than those leviedbut if it is offered to a foreign country then as I say were pe
it will he conitrolled by the inost favolied-nation against United States goods, and thus the
treaties throughout the world. change equalizes the two. t is not abolish-

I gathered fromn the speech of the hon. ing the tariff or anvthing of that kind : it

Secretary of State the other day that the is equtlizing what was supposed to be an

intention of the governiient ,was to act upon inequality before.
that suggestion, and that the preferential
clause of the tariff would be modified ir
accordance with the suggestion of the Col-
onial Secretary.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. PO(WEER-Then, when the'
remiers of the various coloiies met to con-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I (o not remember
that the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
made the statement that the lion. gentleman
has referred to.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-He moved a.
resolution in the Bouse.

sider the speech made to them by the Secre- Hon. Mr. POW El-I know that sone
tarv of State for the Colonies: years ago the hon. gentleman who is row

The Conmmiercial relations of thi, Uîîlitted Kingdli Minister of Marine and Fisheries made a

and do sehf-goveruig eo e eC e ist w oue d "" speech in the H1ouse of Conmmons in which
and the folloving resolvton were unan,îoisly hd showed that the tariffof the conservative
adopted :- . , overnrnent was so arrange

1. That Uic prem~iers of the sef-oerîii olonies ' -nend that goods
iiiiaiiiiiiitisly reCoiiiwei the t at te which were imported from Great Britain did

eailiest con'venient timue of any treaties which now pay, on an average, a ligher duty than those
liapei-r the commercial relations between Great i rted from ta n

Britaîîî anie lier coloies. inipore frn he United ',i'tates ,and the

2. Tat in the olf uiroing the trae eiations change which took place last ycar is calcula-

between the muither country and lier colonies the ted to rermedy that evil, as a matter of
premiers present undertake to confer with their colj
leagiies wjth a vinto seeiig whether sili a resijt justice Vo the inother country. XVhere
can9i lie rlcid by a pref eece niet Ib the England and the United States are, for
colonies to the products of the United Kingdoni. instance, competing for our narkets, say for

I think it is quite clear that the denuncia- woollen goods or cotton goods, it gives the

tion of the treaties is due to the action taken English article a preference of 2, per cent

by the parliarent of Canada last session in in our market, which I think is a very im-

connection with the.preferential clause of the portant matter indeed, and the fact that no

tariff ; and, apart altogether fron the effect reduction is made in favour of countries out-

whic -this provision in the tariff has had side the empire which niaintain hostile

upon the action of the Imperial Governnent, tarifs against the empire and against us, is

the reduction of twenty-five per cent in the not a very serious objection. I for one

tariff upon goods which corne fron England should perhaps have been gratified if further

and froma certain colonies, is a matter of very steps had been taken in the direction of a

considerable c3nsequence. It is a step in the revenue tariff or of free trade ; but looking at

direction of a revenue tarif. the spirit in which Canada has been dealt
with by foreign countries, particularly by the

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Was not that only great country souLh of us, I an not disposed

done to equalize the duties between the to regret that n steps have been taken to

United States and Great Britain, rather than materially lower the wall upon our side.
to give a preference to British goods ?

Hon. Mcr. BOI7'LTONSo that you will

Hon. Mr. PONWER-No ; the provision is keep up protection?

that upon goods imported f rom Great Britain

-I speak now of what it will be after the Hon. Mr. POWER-We cannot have

1st of July next-there is a reduction of free trade at once. We have made a very con-

twenty-five per cent upon the regular tariff. siderable step in the direction of a revenue

That is as clear and distinct and marked a tariff, and I think we have made it the right

preference as one can well have. way. We have made it so that it benefits

I1i



the country to which we are under great free trade, and I took the liberty of indic-
obligations and does not benefit the countries ating my concurrence in his views by saying
which have not been friendly to us. At "hear, hear." The hon. gentlenan appar-
any rate, the gentlemen in opposition should ently thought that my " hear, hear " was
not quarrel with that view. ironical. I wish to assure him that it

was not, and I hope the day is coming, and
Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-They do not. within our time, when ve shall get down to

They ought to be on your side. a revenue tariff, if not to free trade, as it is
in England. The hon. gentleman said-and

Hon. Mr. POWER--The lion. memuber J was rather surprised at his saying it-
from Shell River is a gentleman with whom with respect to the tariff, that the duty on
I agree in theory very largeiy, but I feel iron had been reduced and the bounty had
that it would be impossible, in a country like been increased, and that that was making
this, where we have had so high a tariff for niatters worse. I an rather surprised at that.
so many years, and where so many interests Looking at the matter from the hon. gentle-
have grown up under that tariff, it would be man's point of view, J should not think
almost impracticable to do what has been that. The objection to the duty is that it
done, for instance, in New South Wales. In makes every one who consumes pig iron pay
New South Wales their tariff was not nearly more for the iron which they consume,
as high as the tariff which we had in Canada. while the bounty takes the noney directly
It had been in operation only some four out of the treasury and confers a benefit on
years, and the shock of coming down to a the maker of pig iron without increasing
free trade basis in that country was nothing the burden on those who use pig iron ; and
compared to what it would have been if we for my part I prefer the bounty to the duty.
had undertaken at once to do what they I prefer it also for this reason, that the
have done in New South Wales. It is not bounty is a thing which impresses the aver-
necessary that J should quote any further age man mot e, and is less likely to remain
evidence, but perhaps it may be just as well than the duty.
that I should make some reference to a state-
ment which has been made, although the au- 1 Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The objection J
thoritv has not been given for it, that certain raised was not to the increase of the boun-
proposals were made by MIr. Chamberlain to ties, but to giving the bounty for the pro-
the Canadian premier. There is no evidence duction of iron from imported ore.
in these official documents, which are all
that we can go upon, to show that any offer Hon. Mr. POWER-The object of the
was made. I find in the Toronto Globe, duty and tie object of the bounty
however, of the 13th Novemnber last, a state- are the same. The object is to encour-
ment, which I presume, is at least as age the manufacture of pig iron in Canada,
reliable as the statements made by hon. gen-
tlemen in opposition, to the effect that Mr.
Chamberlain made the proposition that there
should be absolute free trade between Bri-
tain and her colonies on the condition that
the former placed a small customs tax on
commodities from foreigii countries, and it
is stated in the same place that Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, speaking for Canada, said that he
could not accept such an offer, that the Cana-
dian government had already arranged for an
abatement of duties on British goods to the
extent of 25 per cent, and as the whole
fabrie of Canadian finance as well as Cana-
dian industry was founded on customs
duties we could not consider a proposal to
remove them in toto. In the course of the
hon. gentleman's speech lie laid down some
sound theoretical doctrines with respect to

and it has been found by experience that it
is necessary to employ a certain quantity of
foreign ore to mix with the Canadian ore for
the purpose of making the iron, and the
bounty as it stood before was practically of
comparatively little value. J hope we shall
before long be in such a position that our
industrts will ail stand upon their own
bases and will not require either bounty or
duties beyond the duty that may be necessary
for revenue. With respect to the tariff, that
hon. gentleman or some hon. gentleman
wished to know if I was satisfied; I am
not altogether satisfied with the tariff in its
present position. I think it is better than
it was a year ago, built as it is susceptible of
improvement stili, and I hope to see it
improved. Speaking simply for myself
1 may say one of the points about the
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tariff which strikes me as objectionable, have devoted so much time to this Yukon
from a revenue point of view at any contract. Strictly speaking, it would ho
rate, is the admission free of duty of vast more regular to wait until the government
quantities of goods which are denominated measure, which is now before the other
raw materials. If the absolute necessities of buse of parliament, came to the Senate,
life wereadmitted free, I could perhaps see before discussing it at such length, but the
the fairness of admitting raw materials course which has heen adopted has its
free. That is the English practice, but it advantages as well as its disadvantages.
seems to me that while there are duties on Looking at this contract, every one niust say
the necessaries of life, the manufacturers' that there is great necessity for prompt
raw material should pay a small duty too action, for exceedingly prompt action.
Last year the amount of raw materials im- Every one does agree with respect to that

ported free was somewhere in the neighbour- point: there is no difference of opinion.
hood of forty millions of dollars. Remember, Thousaids of people are hastening to get
I am speaking simply for myself. It occurs into that country, and I presume that later
to me that a small duty of, say, five per on in the season, when the winter winds
cent on that forty millions of dollars would begin to blow in the Klondike region again,

bring in something in the neighbourhood of most of those thousands of people will be i
two millions of dollars to the revenue, and a great hurry to get out again, and it is an
I do not know any way in which the govern- absolute duty on the part of the government,
ment could better get a revenue than in having done their best to warn the people
that way. The manufacturers' products are against going in, to try and furnish them

amply protected, and I think that they with the means of getting out. Hon. gentle-

might pay a small revenue duty on their men should consider what the effect Of the
raw materials as other people pay duty on Senate rejecting this measure would be.
the necessaries of life. Suppose we throw out the measure which is

now before the other flouse; we cannot stop

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is getting those who are going to the Klondike f rom
further away from free trade. going in, there will ho almost no means of get-

ting those thousands out again or getting food

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think so; in to them-and if there was great difficulty
it is a revenue tariff and that is the way to getting food in for those who were there

get revenue. It is not treating manufac- when winter set in last fali, the consequence
turers as favourites of parliament when would ho very much more serious at the

every one else is not favoured, but putting close of the coming season. When we
all on the same footing. The small consider what the effect of our rejecting

duty of five per cent could not hurt the the measure would probah]y ho and

manufacturers materially, and it would help what the country would think of the resuit,
the rest of the community very materially. we should be very careful and deliberate in
I dare say the hon. gentleman from Shell making up our minds. I do not say more

River would be pleased if I should devote than that. 1 do not say that if on the

more attention to the tariff, but 1 regret to whole the measure does not commend ite1

say, and I think the House will say that I to the judgment of the fouse they

have already devoted too much to it. I should pass it, but we should ho careful and

hope before long to see a further reduction d'diherate hefore making up our minds to

of the duty on coal oil, but in saying so, J reject it. We should approach the question

speak for myself alone. The fourth para- in the spirit indicated by the hon. gentle-

graph of the speech deals with the recent man from Monck (Mr. McCallur), who said

gold discoveries on the Yukon and its tribu- ho would like to see the contrict and con-

taries. The paragraph also refers to the sider it and deal with it on its monts. Just

contract entered into subject to our ap- what view the hon, gentleman f rom Monck

proval. This matter has been dealt with at may ultimately take I cannot Say. I am

very considerable length already in the afraid that the hon, gentleman was a good

course of this debate. I am not objecting deal like his fellow countryman, who said

to it. I think perhaps on the whole the ho was open to conviction, but ho would like

government have reason to congratulate to see the man who could convince him. Lt

themselves on the fact that the opposition is of vital necessity that an ihproved method

8
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of entry and exit shall be secured during
the coming summer. If the government did
not do this they would be condemned, and
condemned with a certain degree of justice.
That is one point. There is no question
about that. It is equally clear that no rail-
road could be secured during the present
season without help from the government.
There was some vague intimation from
some hon. gentleman that there were com-
panies who were ready to build without any
help from the government ; but there were
two companies, one at any rate was sup-
posed to be a very strong company, which
received powers from this parliament last
session-the British Yukon Company and
another, which proposed to go in by the Taku
Inlet, and the name of which I do not
now remember ; but neither of these com-
panies, as far as I am aware, has done
anything in the way of building a railway,
and neither of them has made any offer to
the government of a practical character.
Now, hon. gentlemen, if public help was to
be given to a road into the Klondike region,
the road should be such as to confer the
largest practicable benefit on Canada, Cana-
dian farmers, manufacturers and business
men, consistent with its being opened during
the present year. Has that been provided for
in the contract entered into by the govern-
ment ? I think it has. I say that, after
giving the contract as careful consideration
as I reasonably could. I think the contract
if it is carried out will have that effect.
There is only one danger, one serious inter-
ruption to navigation, betw4een the head of
Teslin Lake and Dawson City, and that is
an interruption composed of three or four
boulders in the course of the river, which I
understand can be removed at a trifling
expense.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What is stopping
Major Walsh1

Hon. Mr. POWER-The cold weather.
That, I am informed by a gentleman whose
business it is to be informed on the subject,
is the fact, that those three or four boulders
are the only obstacles to navigation from
Teslin Lake down, and that these can be re-
moved at trifling expense, the figure men-
tioned being something less than $10,000.
Then, I am also informed by the same gentle-
man, that there are, when the water
is high, over four feet and almost at all times

three feet of water in the Stikine River, so
so that the 150 miles of railway which are
provided to be built under this contract, will
connect with satisfactory navigation at each
end ; both the termini of this railway
will be in Canadian territory ; and the
Stikine River ir free to our commerce under
the treaty of Washington. Hon. gentlemen
may say that although it is free under the
treaty of Washington, still we may be ham-
pered in our use of it by our neighbours.
That is possible, but can any hon. gentleman
tell me any other route of which the same is
not true, and of which the same is not more
true than of this one? If you go up to the
head of the Lynn Canal, or anywhere in that
neighbourhood, you have to go for miles over
United States territory. If you go up the
Yukon, the navigation of which is made free
to us, you have to spend a much longer time,
and the difficulties are such that it would be
impracticable to navigate the Yukon if the
United States authorities interfered with
our steamers getting fuel on the way up.
The only difficulty in the case of the Stikine
River is just the fact that there may be some
little difficulty raised with reference to
our goods being forwarded in bond, being
transhipped at the mouth of the Stikine
River, but I do not think there is reason
to suppose there will be any serious difficulty
in connection with that matter; and there
is no other route which is less open to the
raising difficulties by our neighbours than
the route.by the Stikine.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Portland Canal?

Hon. Mr. POWER-It will take more
than one summer to build a railway to the
Portland Canal.

Hon. Mr. MACDON ALD (B.C.)-Yes, it
will take two years anyway.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And in this case one
of the things the government had to bear in
mind was that the way should be opened
during the coming summer. If we are
hampered in the Stikine River, it nay be well
just to refer briefly to the reason why we are
hampered. 'Under the convention of St.
Petersburg between Russia and Great
Britain signed at St. Petersburg in 1825,
the sixth paragraph contains this provision:

It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic
Majesty, from whatever quarter they may arrive
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whether from the ocean or from the interior of the
continent, shall for ever enjoy the right of navigating
freely and without any hindrance whatever all the
rivers and streams which in their course towards the
Pacific Ocean may cross the line of demarcation upon
the line of coast described in article three of the pres-
ent convention.

We were put on just the same footing, the
footing of complete equality, with Russia by
that treaty; and when the United States took
over Alaska from Russia, they took it over
subject to the provisions of that treaty. Un-
fortunately some four years after the
United States took ovei that country from
Russia, a gentleman was sent froin Ottawa
to Washington to represent Canada at the
deliberations which resulted in the treaty of
Washington, and that gentleman knew so
little about the previous history of the ques-
tion that he accepted, instead of that com-
plete and free use for al] purposes of all the

rivers running through this strip of country
to the Pacific Ocean-he accepted the free
use, for commercial purposes, only of three

rivers. If we are in rather a box, the person
responsible is the gentleman who was for so

long a time the leader of the Conservative
party.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is it

not a fact that the rights granted under the

Russian treaty fell entirely to the ground

when Alaska was ceded to the United

States, and we could only have rights under

the treaty of Washington?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No. After the

treaty of Washington had modified the terms

of the treaty of St. Petersburg, I presume it

would be useless to contend that we could

go back to the treaty of St. Petersburg; but
if the representative of Canada had been as

familiar with what had taken place between

Russia and Great Britain as he should have

been, he should simply have held on to what

we had already, and not given it away and
taken something less.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
remember very well in this House when the

treaty of Washington came up for discussion.

and the navigation of the Yukon, the Porcu-

pine and the Stikine Rivers was spoken of,
hon. gentlemen laughed at the idea of those
rivers being open for us. Now we are

receiving the benefit of that bargain.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That only shows

there were other people who were not very

wise as well as the gentleman who negotiated
the treaty.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Our rights date
f rom the Washington treaty.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They do now. One
great advantage which the route selected by
the government has is that it will not pass
over any United States territory or over any
waters to which the United States have ex-
clusive rights. Another advantage is that
if our neighbours act in an unfriendly man-
ner, the railway can be continued from Tele-
graph Creek orGlenora to some port in British
Coluimbia. In paragraph five of the contract
provision is made for this contingency. As I
have contended the route selected by the
government has a great many advantages;
now what are the drawbacks? One drawback
is that it is open only for part of the year, but
that same statement is true of every route
from the Paeific Ocean to the Klondike re-
gion. It is also true that if our neighbours
are disposed to be unreasonable-I trust
they will not be so disposed-they may
somewhat hamper our traffic. That also
is true of every other route, but more
so of other routes than of this one, because
the only point where any difficulty can occur
at all on this line is at the point of trans-
shipment. We should look at the thing in
a calm and deliberate way. I do not think
that any hon. gentleman in the opposition
here is anxious-I am sure no hon. gentle-
man oughtto be anxious-to hurthispolitical
opponents by finding fault with an agree-
ment which on the whole is a good one.
My own honest feeling is that the govern-
ment have chosen what is, under the circum-
stances, the best available plan for reaching
the Klondike.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
do not oppose the route at all. It is the
payment we oppose.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I shall deal with
that a little later on. We have very strong
evidence of the fact that the government
have chosen what, on the whole, was under
the circumstances, the best available route
for getting into the Klondike, in the fact
that the leader of the opposition, a gentle-
man who is familiar with the question, who
has been out in British Columbia and who
has been interesting himself in the best
method of getting into the Klondike region,
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was in favour of the government scheme and proved by the Minister of Railways. It
approved of it. He was in a better position would be impossible to construct a broad
to understand the question than most mem- gauge railway in the time the company have,
bers of either house of parliament, and he and it is said this Kaslo and Slocan Rail-
declared, in the most open and unreserved way carnes very heavy loads. The contract
way, his approval of the route selected and also provides that while the railway is to be
of the general character of the agreement. the property of the company, it is to be sub-
It is true that we have had indications re- ject to inspection and approval by an en-
cently that the views of the hon. gentleman, gineer to be named by the government be
as expressed on three or four different occa- fore being accepted by the governinent.
sions, and expressed without any reservation There is provision nade for the extension
at ail to the representatives of important of the road northward to Dawson City, and
newspapers, are not the views expressed by for an extension of the road south to
some of the hon. gentleman's followers. It has an open port in British Columbia. There
occurred to me that possibly, in the case of is also provision made for building
the hon. gentleman who now leads the Con- branch fnes, but the right sha not be ex-
servative party, and who succeeded the hon. ercised without the consent of the Governor
gentleman who leads the opposition in this in Council. 1 think that is a wise provision,
ffouse, there may be developing some kind because after having this rond built on a
of combination which the hon. leader of route, which we think to the best advantage
this louse designated as a nest of traitors of Canada, it may not be desirable that a
I notice that two of the gentlemen who were roed should be burit to Lynn Canal across
conspicuous on the former occasion have United States territory. The fourth para-
been very active in their condenination of graph of this agreenent is one to which oh-
the route and contract which their present jection has been taken, but in my
leader had cordially endorsed. have said humble judgment it is one to which
enough to show that the government were no reasonable objection can be raised
obliged to take some steps such as they have For five years firon the lst Septenber, 1898, n une
taken, and thatthe route they selected was on of railway shars be authorized by pariament to be

the whole the best they could have selected. constructed from Lynn Canal or thereabouts, or f rom
any point at or near the international boundary be-

Not the weakest reason for thinking tween Canada and Alaska into the Yukon district,

the vîew that was taken by the present and for five years from said date no aid in land or
imoney shah be granted to any person or company
other than the ontractors and the contractors' com-

of parliament. That of course is ail] subject ipany to assist in building any such railway.
to this condition: is the agreement fo the oeo
use of this route and for the construction of beneficial to Canada, i i would be inconsistent
the railway by this route, fair and reason- and unwise on the part of the government
able in its terms i That of course we can to allow the construction of a road through
only gather from looking at it. 1 do not pro- United States territory to Lynn Canal and
pose to deaU at any length with the different other points where our United States neigh-
paragraphs of the agreement. At this stage, bours would have more advantages over us
that would not be fair. The first paragraph than they have in connection with the route
in the contract contains one provision to proposed by this contract. The next para.
which I sha direct attention: t ps

The said railway, when fully completed, to be of
the general standard and gauge of the Kaslo and
Slocan Railway, in British Columbia, and according
to the specifications to be approved by the Minister
or Railways.

As I understand, the Kaslo and Slocan
Railway carries very heavy loads of min-
erals, and the rails are 45 lb. rails, and not
30 lb.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-What is the
gauge 1

Hon. Mr. P3WER-Three feet or three
feet six. The specifications are to be ap-

graph, whicn is aiso supposea to be mono-
polistic in its character, is not objectionable:

The contractors and the contractors' company shall
be entitled to receive in preferençe to any other per-
son or company during ten years froi the said lst of
September, 1898, such aid or assistance in land or
money as the government may be authorized and may
see fit to grant in aid of a line of railway froin the
Stikine River to an ocean port in British Columbia,
provided that the contractors or contractors'company
are willing to undertake the construction of the saine
at once, and completion thereof within a reasonable
time, upon receiving notice thereof from the govern.
ment.

It would be eminently unfair and inju-
dicious to authorize another company to
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build, say from Telegraph Creek or any other
such point, to tide water in British Columbia,
if these contractors were willing to build
that line of road; everything should be
done to encourage Mackenzie and Mann to
continue their line from Telegraph Creek to
a harbour in British Columbia, where we
shall be safe from all annoyance. The
sixth clause of the bill contains this pro-
vision :

The tolls to be collected by the contractors or con-
tractors' company upon the line of railway hereby
contracted for between Stikine River and Teslin Lake
shall be first fixed by the Governor General in
Council.

That. is a very important provision. It
is to be supposed that the Governor in
Council will see that the tolls are not un-
reasonable. Then the paragraph goes on:

And the tolls so fixed shall not be liable to reduc-
tion until the said railway has been in operation four

years.

I do not think that is an excessive period,
provided the tolls are fixed at reasonable
figures in the first instance:

But such tolls shall be reduced by the Governor in

Council by twenty-five per cent from and after such

four vears, and after the said railway has been n

operation seven years they shal be reduced by
twenty-five per cent off the tolls as previously re-
duced, but after the said railway has been ten years
in operation the tolls shall be subject to the general
railway laws of Canada in that behalf.

Then there is a provision that the con-
tractors shall immediately construct the

sleigh road, which I believe they are trying
to do now to let people go in early this
spring. The ninth paragraph says:

The contractors or the contractors' company shall

provide or arrange with others to provide stE amboat
transport of freight and passengers between the ter-

minus of said railway on Tesl Lake or other ter-

minus northerly thereof and Dawson City to and fro.

Then the contractors bave to deposit
$250,000. I shall not go into the provisions
with respect to mining areas, because the

Secretary of State on Friday went into the
matter at considerable length and showed

quite clearly that the contractors will have

n3 opportunity to get a nionopoly of the
mining lands.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
can lay out their base lines
rivers.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They
their base lines.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
do not wish then twisted.

(B.C.)-They
on creeks and

cannot twist

(B.C.)-They

Hon. Mr. POWER-They cannot get a
monopoly. At any rate they get only
3,750,000 acres. They get only that out of
about eighty millions, that is one-twentieth
of all the land.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-If they
got 500 acres it would be a large piece there.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
appears to leave out of sight another fact
which is set out in paragraph 16:

Any and all mining claims actually held and re-
corded pursuant to government regulations by a free
miner or free miners, and being within a block of
land taken or selected by the contractors hereunder
shall be excepted fr-om the grant, and shall not pass
to the contractors provided that such claims have
been so actually held and recorded prior to the base
line, along or with reference to which such block is
taken being actually run and marked on the ground
by the contractors.

This provision is of very great conse-
quence. In the first place, a great many
claims have been taken up already.
The company cannot take up a single
acre of land until they have completed
ten miles of railway. That will certainly
not be before the first of July of this year, I
presume, and the free miners have up to
that date the liberty to go and take up
claims wherever they please. There is no
restriction on them.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-May I ask the hon.
gentleman what is the size of a miner's
claim ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-About
250 feet.

Hon. Mr. POWER-About 250 feet each
way, I think. There will be no restriction
whatever upon all these free miners unto that

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That time. As soon as the ten miles are com-
is just what they have. pleted the contractors wiîî be able to take

UP 92,000 acres, and they are obliged
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman to take up the whole of their land within a

says it is just what they have; but the agree- certain time after the first of October.
Ment says that they have not. The agree-
ment says they shall only have the alternate order to show what the value of these lad is
blocks.
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in the eyes of Mackenzie & Mann, they have
offered a mining engineer $25,000 a year to
go up to the Yukon for them. That is a
mining engineer of British Columbia, who
has been paid a salary by the province, and
he is now offered $25,000 by this company
to go up there.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is rather an
argument in favour of the contract.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-It
shows what they expect.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It shows they do
not expect to let those lands lie fallow. The
company cannot select an acre of land until
ten miles of the railway have been built.
The miners are now in there and they can
get in certainly quicker than the road can
be built.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Am I rightly in
formed that a miner can only take up one
claim ? I have been told that the amount is
not as large as the hon. gentleman has stated.

Hon. Mr. POWER-A large number of
miners can associate themselves together and
take up a quantity of land. The 23rd para-
graph of the contract reads as follows:

Provisions shall be made in the Act incorporating
the contractors' conpany against any discrimination
by such company in operating its railways between
customers, wh îether by discriminating rates or treat-
ment or otherwise, or by means of its steanships or
other connections or otherwise.

That is a very important thing in the in-
terests of the public. Looking at the thing
from the point of view of a fairly impartial
man, I fail to see any objection to this con-
tract. It provides for the doing of the work
promptly and by the best plan, and it does
not take a dollar out of the treasury. What
does it do ? It proposes to take the admini-
stration of about one-twentieth of the
minera land of the Yukon region out of the
hands of the government and put it into the
hands of the company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-To put it fairly,
they are taking the pick of the land.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That reminds me of
the surprise with which I witnessed my
hon. friend hold up his hands in loly hor-
ror about this agreement as being a most
infamous agreement. But what does it
amount to? There are seventy or eighty
million acres of mineral lands in the Klon-
dike. This company are not to have their

pick ; the f ree miners have had several
months already and have some more months
to go and choose what they please. The
company are to be allowed to select 3,750,000
acres out of that immense quantity. Suppo-
sing half of the mining lands were given to
the company, I honestly cannot see that it
would be such a very serious matter for
eastern Canada. It simply means that this
company will exploit these mineral lands in-
stead of having them exploited by indi-
viduals, the majority of whom would pro-
bably he foreigners.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Bind
them down to do so and it is all right.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You are speaking
of eastern Canada, but it is different with
the North-west.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It does not make
any difference to the people of the North-
west Territories. Mackenzie & Mann do
not propose to do as has been done with the
lands in the North-west. They do not pro-
pose to allow them to lie fallow until they
have been made valuable by the expenditure
and work of other people. They propose to
go in and spend their own money and make
these lands valuable.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And pick them?

Hon. Mr, POWER-Pick some of them.
The hon. gentleman should not keep picking
at that all the time. Does the hon. gentle-
man suppose that any company would under-
take to construct such a railway as that
without getting something in return 7

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Why do not other
people make an offer if the lands are so
valuable?

Hon. Mr. POWER-There has been no
offer to do it. We pay no money for it, and
I repeat that I do not see that it makes any
serious difference to the country whether the
mines are exploited by Mckenzie & Mann or
by the miners who will go in there and who
are mostly foreigners.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-What did the people
of Nova Scotia think when the mines down
there were given over to the Duke of York T
Were there not a great many deputations
sent over to get relief, and when this is
imposed on the people of the North west
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will there not be the same trouble and com- huge undertaking. That was the expres-

plaint? sion he used. At another tue we are told,
and 1 think by the saine hion. gentleman,

Hon. Mr. POWER--The Duke of York that they have not moved fast enough, and
did not operate the mines. have not moved soon enough. They cannot

very well be open to both charges. As a

Hon. Mr. ALMON-He sold them to a inatter of fact, the governient waited tili
British company and they had a monopoly they had the reports of Mr. Jennings and
of themforyears. Therewas a great agitation ethers, and they then decided upon their
about it. line of action in time to bave the work begun

and to have a road open for sleighs in the

Hon. Mr. POWER-J say there was a middle of Marth and a narrow gauge rail-
monopoly in that case, and there is no mon- road opened by the Ist September. I do nlot
opoly in this case, except as to one-twentieth think they can be found fault with for their
of the minerai lands. Then Mackenzie & action in the matter. It is perfectly clear
Mann do not carry those lands out of the that by the time they got ail their informa-
country. They have to pay a royalty on tion there was not time to ask for tenders
tbem, of one per cent. It bas been conten- in the usual, way, and they had asked
ded that it is most unfair that they should some people to tender, and they gave the
pay less royalty than other people. Well I agent, or gentleman who was represented as

the royalty is imposed on ayl that Mackenzie being the agent, of some Rothschild syndi-

& Mann get out. They could take up the cate an opportunity to tender which hne

lands without any such contract as this; and would not do. It sees stilt ore sur-
it has been contended by bon. gentlemen prising, thon. gentlenen, that we should be 
who are members of the opposition that the exacting and hard to please in the

royalty of ten per cent is altogether too matter of this contract when we remenber
high, and if eon. gentlemen opposite had the case of the Canadian Pacific and of Most
their way I suppose the royalty would be railways through the North-west country.

reduced to possibly two per cent or some-

thing like that. Now, Mackenzie & Mann Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
have to pay royalty and have te pay wages ie n oppritnity to tes.

landswithot anysuchcontrct asthis and woulnot do. Ithsem ocsils or. sr

and it has been shown, I thank by the don.

leader of the opposition not in this House but
in the other cuse, that all that remains Hon. Mr. POWER-No, there is no

as a we to a mining company is about this simiarity between them. In the frst place

-that out of $22,500 they have to spend there was no urgency, no risk of people

$20,ht. They are sending in a very expen- dying of starvation if the roads were not
sive engineer, and wili spend a great amount built; there was no impossibiity of going
of money in developing the country, or deve- into the country for the purpose of ad-

loping the mines rather, because there is ministerig goveWrnent there as in the

nothing in the country except the gold and present case, but in the case of the Canadian
rock. So that realy cannot understand Pacifie Railway the land Was given in

the attitude of lion, gentlemen who op- ialtenate blocks. There bad been surveys,

pose this neasure in such a strenuous way. but the company were not obliged to foigow

I can understand that a gentleman, after any particular lie, they were allowed t

weighing both sides, being influenced by his select their own rne. They departed fiom

politica feeling, nay tink that on the the ne whiceh had been surveyed by Sir San-
whole it is not a good agreement, but that'ford Fleing and bis engineers, and there is

ap one can honestly believe that it is such no doubt the company made a iistake in

an indefensible and outrageous agreement a ns the location of the line through the Rokies

it bas been described t be, I cannot under- and in the case of those roads to whic we

stand. We are told at one time that the are voting large quantities of valuable lands

government have taken a leap in the dark, in the North-west and in some cases money
I think the hon. gentleman from Calgary, grants, we have less information than with

told us that-that they have undertaken to respect to this road; and I cannot understand

build a railway without sufficient in- 1 why hon. gentlemen should become so ex-

formation, that they have attempted a 1 cited over this particular case.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Does out the province of Ontario in many places.
the hon. gentleman think that Mackenzie & What did they cost? About $8,000 a mile,
Mann would take 3,000,000 acres of land in the most expensive of thein; and so unfit
the North-west, and build that road--I were they for the work to be done by them
mean the country between Manitoba and that I believe nearly ail of them if not the
the Rocky Mountains-arable land? whole of the have been changed to the

broad road. It is a fact that in changing
Hon. Mr. POWER-On that point 1 one of those narrow roads you might as well

might refer to the hon. gentleman from wake a new one, and you will neyer have as
Shell River. Ir just happens than Messrs. solid a road after you change it to broad gauge
Mackenzie & Mann have completed a rail- as you would have had by putting (own the
way in the Dauphin Lake region under broad gauge tirst; and on the other hand,
grants, not made by this government, but when you core to neet any of the railways
where they had been paid some inoney and of the world, you can neither allow their
some land grants, and I am satisfied that cars to go over it nor send your rolling stock
Mackenzie & Mann would probably have'over theirs. No union can ever take place
made money in the end on that road if they between this piece of road and the ronds
had built it for a land grant of 3,000,000 that are now in existence throughout the
acres. There is no money in three millions North-west Territories. The hon, entleman
of acres of rock in the Klondike. tells us it is a world of rock we are giving.

Hon.The on. the Secretary of State said about

is where the money is. the sane ting-we are giving rock. s it
is were he oney~S.rock that is attracting the people ail over

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have detained the the world to the Klondike, or is it the min-
House for some considergble timue and I eral? My hon. friend who has just sat down
propose not to say anything more upon this aid that these contractors are not taking
contract. I noticed that in the closing portionhe land away. o, they are not; but what

of thespeechwe ar toportion is the laiid worth to us when what is in it
of the speech we are told that: o:vleiae ut N oda i.I

Measures will be submiitted to us respecting super- the
annuation the repeal of the present Franchise Act, be gold there it seem to me, and I
and a plebiscite on the question of prohibition. thinkyou will find that it seems so to the pub-

I do not propose to go into these inatters lic that we are throwing awny that gold for
except with reference to superannuation. I hardly any consideration at ail. Your 150
do not, know wlether the measure this year miles of narrow gauge road is not worth
will be the saine as that submitted last ses- talking of, or being put in the scale, agaist
sion, but that ineasure contained one provi- the value, the prospective value at ail events,
sion of which I very decidedly approved: of whnt we are parting with. We have
that whatever money a civil servant would made no examination of the richness of
be entitled to under the terms of the Act if tlose lands worth speaking of, but we find
he had lived would go to his fanily in case the man of ail others who seems to know
of his death. That would remedy one great most of it, in a lecture delivered by bu just
defect in the existing superannuation system. after coming out of it saving that in a cer-
With respect to the details of the measure I tain portion of it there is, without question,
reserve my opinion. $30,000,000 of gold to be taken out within

a very small area. Now 1 rose only to say
Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I had expected to my hon. friend that I expected him to

to have heard more from my hon. friend as dwell upon the point of what tley were
to what was being given for these 150 miles parting with and what lie places its value
of railway. As far as I can observe, the at.
public mind is agitated, very highly and
very fervently, about the parting with such Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In proposing to
a quantity of land for 150 miles of tramway. offer a few observations on the speech with
Take the 150 miles of tramway and adver- whicb we have been favoured by Ris Excel-
tise for tenders for its construction. What iency the Governor General at the opening
will it cost ? What will you get a tender f rom of this session, I cannot do so without ex-
competent èontractors to build it for ? We pressing the deep regret vhicb 1 feel
have had those narrow gauge roads through- i at the absence from ,his seat of the hon.
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gentleman who led the house in such a
creditable manner for the two last sessions.
I believe I am expressing the views of every
hon. gentleman in this House that Sir Oliver
Mowat during the tinte he was in this House
as its leader acted in a manner that recom-
mended itself to every hon. gentleman here,
and that when he was removed f rom this
House to occupy another sphere of useful-
ness, he carried with him the good wishes of
every iember of this body ; and I may say
further that I an not at all sorry when this
change was made, and we lost the services
of so very able a leader as Sir Oliver Mowat
that in making new arrangements the gov-
ernment saw fit to still continue the impor-
tant portfolio of Justice in this branch of
parliament; and I am pleased to find that
in filling that office they have selected
a gentleman who occupies so good a position
in this House and in the country as the hon.
gentleman who now leads the government
in this House. While I say so, I must
express my regret that the government
did not avail themselves of this opportunity
of carrying out the pledge which they made
of reducing the cabinet ministers, so that
they would have had the credit of fulfilling
one pledge which they made to the people of
this country. But there is also a matter that
we may note in connection with the vacancies
that have occurred in this House in which
the government have fallen short of their

duty in another important respect. We have
noticed that in addition to Sir Oliver Mowat
being removed from us two other chairs in
this House had become vacant by the pro-
motion of their occupants to Lieutenant-Gov-
ernorships. While I have not a word to say
against the appointment of these gentlemen
yet we must bear in mind that a very strong
plank of the platform of the party that is

now in power was that members of parlia-
ment should not have such positions dangled
before them because it would tend to affect
their independence ; and one of the members
of this governinent went so far as to intro-
duce a bill in the House of Commons which

would remedy what he called a very great
evil, and which provided that no member of
parliament could accept any office of emolu-
ment under the Crown until twelve months
had elapsed from the time that he vacated-
his seat in parliament before he accepted the
office. The gentleman to whom I refer is
no less a personage than the Postmaster
General in the present administration. I find

these are the remarks that he made on intro-
ducing his bill :

If the govermnent of the day can dangle public
offices before their followers and induce a few, and
perhaps an increasing number, to aspire to those posi-
tions they become mere parasites upon the adminis-
tration... .... .. Not only do thev do that sir, but
moving among their colleagues they become as it
were corrupting agencies amongst their own ranks,
and so a small percentage of persons in that position
are likely to impair the independence of the whole
body. So it has become now in my opinion a very
crying abuse, and parliament is cast down fron its
high position, and not only is the will of the people
mnterfered with but all through the country the elec-
torate noticing these things are coming to the conclu-
sion that the highest aim a man can have in seeking
public life is that he may through parliament find his
way into a comfortable position for life.

I do not endorse these views of the
Postmaster General by any means. I do
not say that they are my views, but they
are the views of a prominent member of the
government and views that were coin-
cided in by other members of the
government as well, and therefore,-I wish
to draw attention to the fact that in this
respect as well as many others the govern-
ment have departed entirely from their
policy, the policy they proclairhed before
the electors. Hon. gentlemen in speaking
in the interest of the government, especially
ny hon. friend the leader of the House,
referred in glowing terms to the prosperity
that exists in this country at the present
moment. They did not go quite so far as
to claim that that prosperity was altogether
due to the actions of the present govern-
ment since they came into power; it is only
a coincidence, they say, but I would say to
these hon. gentlemen that it is perhaps a
little too soon to crow very much about the
prosperity connected with their administra-
tion. It would be more prudent to wait
until nearly the end of their term and then
a better estimate can be made as to how
much of the prosperity we have in the
country can be traced to their legislation
or their administration I would just
remind these gentlemen that in 1878
when their party were going out of
power, there was no such prosperity as this
existing in the country; according to their
own statement the country was in a very
deplorable condition. I (lare say hon.
gentlemen have not forgotten the remarks
made by Sir Richard Cartwright on that
occasion when he said:

It is not often in the commercial history of any
country that we are called upon to chronicle so great
a reduction not merely in the total volume of our
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trade but also in the revenue derived therefrom, as
we have seen in the last two or three years * *
Whereas a few years ago with a total population
of 3,600,000 souls we imported something like
$127,000,000 worth of goods, we found ourselves with
a population of 4,000,000 importing a little over
$94,000,000 worth. In other words the total imports
have fallen off from an average of $35.25 per he td to
something like $23.50 per head. There has been an
enormous shrinkage in the lumber trade froim
$28,000,000 to $13,000,000. There has been a great
shinkage in bank stock and one of these institutions
has gone altogether. The depression in real estate
has been general and long prevailing and entails an
enormous loss. Our iinports have fallen off because
we have been so poor that we have not been buying
much.

That was the state of things when these
gentlemen and their friends gave up the
reins of office in 1878. That is their own
version of what the state of the country
was at that time, and the glowing things
they say now regarding the state of
the country at the present time is rather a
compliment to their predecessors because
the prosperity has come in when the labours
of the previous administration were begin-
ning to bear fruit.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Fourteen years.

the House expressed himself to the effect
that our position now was a very
happy one from the fact that Canada had
secured the friendship of England through
the efforts of the Laurier administration.
In reply to that I would say we have
had the friendship of England for a long
time in quite as great
present moment. It is
Canada to enjoy the
mother country, but
wrong in his views as
friendship of England
first time-one would

a degree as at the
not a new thing for
friendship of the
my hon. friend is

to our receiving the
now for almost the
infer that was the

state of things to which he was referring-
I have in answer to him to say that in my
humble opinion the conduct of the govern-
ment of which he is a member, and particu-
larly the leader of that administration, has
been to minimize the advantages we had a
right to expect to arise from that friendship
for Canada. We have had a great desire in
Canada for a number of years to obtain a
preference for the products of Canada in the
British market. On that question a great
deal of discussion had taken place, and ther e
was a consensus of opinion ii Canada that
that was a very important question and fraught

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I hope when my with great benefit to us. I thought tFere
hon. friend has been in power even less than was but one opinion in Canada on tlat sub-
fourteen years he can point to the country ject. Not very long ago the only doubt we
going forward in a state of prosperity such had was whether we could impress or had
as he says Canada enjoys at the present impressed the public mmd of Great Britain
moment. The hon. gentleman had a pecu- on that question to such a degree as would
liar manner of showing that the people's bur- lead them to look az the subject as we were
den would be lessened in a few years, viz., by looking at it. But very fortunately within
increase of population. It would be very the ]ast few years, an important change has
inuch more assuring to the Bouse and to taken place in the minds of many of the
the country if my hion. friend would tehl us public men of England on the commercial
that the public burdens were to be lessened relations of Great Britain towards the colo-
hy a strict policy of economy and reduction nies. The first really notable instance of
of expenditure on the part of himself and that change of sentiment on that question is
his colleagues. I think that is what we foundin the very remarkable speech delivered
have a right to expect f rom my eaon. f rier d before the Canada Club in Enland by the
instead of this assurance that when there Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary
coes a very large population into this of State for the Colonies, in March, 1896.
country the burden will be lessened because On that occasion-I have the speech in My
there will be more shoulders to bear it. It hands--the right hon. gentleman indicated
is quite truc when the population is increased that, speaking for himself as e said, an-i it
there will be more shoulders to bear the was found later on that hie spoke for many
burdens, but if the policy of my lion. friend prominent men as well as himself-he de-
and his colleagues, as shown in the last two clared himselfwilling to depart f rom the strict
budgets brought down in this parliament is principles of free trade in order to neet any
continued, they will at least in the matter of desire that might exist in the colonies to
public expenditure keep pace with any establh some oser relations between the
increase that ay occur in the population of mother country and the colonies. As far as I
the country. My hon. friend the leader of could hear him the hon. Secretary of State
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purported to read from that speech and And ho laid down four propositions. The
claimed that the Hon. Mr. Chamberlain had first was that there is a univertsal desire
on that occasion expressed himself very for doser union. The second was that
strongly against any such proposition as such union cati be best approached on the
commercial union or anything of that kind commercial side. He said we should reach
with the colonies. My hon. friend must the question on the une of the least resis-
either have failed to read the speech atten- tance. The third proposition was that pro-
tively, or he read it with a view of extracting posais already made by the colonies were not
from its contents something that would sufficiently favourable to Great Jritain, and.
serve the purposes of his friends. the fourth proposition was that a true Zoll-

verein is a proper subject for discussion. H1e
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The speech from went even further and hc pointed to the fact

which I have read was delivered some that it need not be on a strictly free trade
months affterwards at the conference at the basis; that it could be on a basis of a revenue
boards of trade. tarif , and ho ponted to the fact that Great

Britain although strongly free trade in ier
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I wili cone to policyimposed heavy dutiesonarticles which

that speech. The remarks 1 have applied to he enumerated for revenue purposes, and the
the speech beforo the Canada club will have different colonies might be allowed to select
to apply tov my hon. friend's comments articles on which they could collect duty for
and extracts from the other speech delivered such purposes. Ho furnished ground on
before the congress of boards of trade of which such ant arrangement could be rade.
the differwnt parts of the empire a few H e went further and said that although he
months later. In the speech beforo the was a disciple of Cobden he had not such a
Canada club, the Hon. Mr. Chamberlain pedantic admiration for the doctrines of f rer
discuss d this question, and while ho heod trade, that oe was not wiling to depart
thon, as ho did in other speeches, hat an from such principles for a substantia consi-
absolute federation of the empire politically deration. Ho wanted a quid pro quo, and
and cowmercial y was not practicable at the ho said that was what Cobden did when ho
present time, o expressed the strong convic- negotiated the French treaty and added sure-
the that the day o the epe few ly we frthe expected to be greator f ree
off when it would be regarded as practcable, traders theon Cobden himself. But y chon.
and ho went on to comment on the speech friend says that lie referred to anothor
muade by Mr. MoNeilI in tue Huse of speech, to a speech mnade by Mr. Chamberlain
Commons, and the motion wade by that when addressing the Chambers of Commerce
hon. gentleman, which attractod a good for the empire some threo months later
deal of attention at the tispe, and Mr. than his speech before the Canada Cub, and
Chamberlain showed that that proposal it was f rom this speech my hion. f riend
would not neet she views of the British claimed ho found such comfort in address-
people. It is true e went that far, ing the Fouse as furnishing an absolute
but what is the conclusion ho arrivod at negative of the doctrine of preferential
after having reached this point? Was is trade. t have the speech in my hands and
that the whole question was one not open 1 sha read a few extracts fro it. Ho said
for discussion? Nrothing of the kind. It was
that the colonies should botter their offer The establishment of acomCercial union throughout
hn. lie ntmn to sattof a despatohd f mre would not only be thefirst step, but it
ad ie ofaention t te tim, ad M. t the main step, the decisve step towards

which las been referred to as by t e the realization of the most inspiring idea that ha

Secretary of State that of the Marquis of entered the minds sof Brctosh statesmen.

Ripon of the provious year, 1895, concrning the dos e an gtan olte

but hatis he cnclsio he rried t neative oth doocrieaneg o of feenta

resolutions passed in this vory roor ba is ae. pinhae and hoeech ke of sandsa
the great colonial conferwnce of 1 o894 with i sh ll rea a ew s om i H s aid :
referonce tolimronin shlde etio the ine Tpropositions before the public on this ques-

the empire and hl, Mr. Chamberlain, pointed
out that wven ord ipon's despatch was The first of theni is a proposai that the colonie

flot an absoluto negation of the whole quos- should abandon thpir own fiscal system and should
tion of ibeproving the trade relations of the msccept ours; that they should carry out fully the

doctrines of fdrt e trade; that they sould osm n their

empire or even of a zolîvorein of the empire. Tharkets not only to us but to ail the world; and that
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they should abandon entirely the protective duties, duties on food and on raw material (hear, hear.) Well,
upon which now they rest very largely for the gentlemen, I express again my own opinion when I
revenues which they collect. That is a proposal say there is not the slghtest chance that within any
which is supported by the Cobden Club by extreme- reasonable time this country, or the parliament of
I suppose I ought to say orthodox-free traders, this country, would adopt so onesided an agreement.
and there is, no doubt, a great deal to be said for it. The foreign trade of this country is so large and the
I do not deny that possibly it night be, for ail con- foreign trade of the colony is comparatively so small
oerned, the best solution. (Hear, hear). At the that the small preferen e given to us upon that
saine time, I am bound to point out that that would foreign trade by the colonies would make so snall a
not bring about commercial union in the sense in differencewould besosmallabenefittothe total volume
which we have generally understood the word, of our trade that I do not believe the working classes
because that would be in the direction of cosmopolitan of this country would consent to niake a revolutionary
union, but it would offer no peculiar advantage to the change for what they would think to be an infinitesi-
trade of the empire as such. But, to my niind, a mal gain. (hear, hear) Weil then, gentlemen, you will
much more fatal objection is the fact that, speaking see that so far we have only arrived at a dead lock.
generally, the colonies will not adopt this proposal. We have a proposai by British fiee traders which is
We mnust consider it, therefore, as counsel of per- rejected by the colony and we have a proposai by co-
fection and if we are to wait until the colonies lonial protectionists which is rejected by Great Bri-
generally are converted to our views in regard to the tain. We have, therefore, if we are to make any pro-
.advantage of free trade, let us recognize the fact that gress at all.
in that case we must postpone the hope of a com-
mercial union to the Greek Kalends. (Laughter and My hon. friend the leader of the House
hear, hear). Gentlemen, free trade in this country says hear, hear, when he hears the statement
has been developed, no doubt to the great advantage
of this country for the period of half a century (hear, that the British proposal is rejected by the
hear) but, in spite of that, it has made no converts. colonial protectionists. Surely my hon.
We do not find, and again I am speaking generally friend will not sa that Canada is now repre-
because I know there are exceptions, we do not find
that there is any considerable approach to our system sented by the protectionists, but my hon.
on the part of the colonies, and there is no approaeh friend must consent to put himself in the
t al to it on the art of foreign countries. (Hearposition of a colonial protectionist since he

applauds the rejection of the British pro-
It is very remarkable that my hon. friend posai Mr. Chamberlain goes on to say:

the Secretary of State,. with this speech in
his hand did not see any of this. I am We have, therefore, if we are to make any pro-
reading f rom the speech just as it comes be- gress at ail, to seek a third course, a course in which

there shall be give and take on both sides, in which
fore me. It is very remarkable that my neither side wil pedantically adhere to proconceived
hon. friend's eye never happened to strike conclusions, in which the good of the whole shall
this part of the speech of the Hon. Mr. subordinate the separate interests of the parts. I

admit, that, if I understand it correctly, I find the
Chamberlain. germs of such a proposal in a resolution which is to

be suhmitted to you on behalf of the Toronto Board
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I read the specifie of Trade.

statement, not the sentimental parts. Now, what was the resolution of the

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He is now deal- Toronto Board of Trade? We will thus get
ing with specific propositions. There is no, at what was ineant by Mr. Chamberlain when
sentiment at al in what I have read. He he found what he thought was the germ of

had discussed one proposition which came a practical proposition on which this great
from the orthodox school of free traders in problem could be worked out. Here is what
England, and he dismissed it. He now comes the Toronto Board of Trade says:
to speak of another proposition, and that is Resolved that in the opinion of this conference the
the one which the colonies are naking. He advantee to be obtained by a closer union between

the various parts of the British empire are so great
says : as to justify an arrangement as nearly as possible of

I pass on then to the second proxsal which has the nature of a Zolverein based upoui prnciples of
been laid before a similar congress to this, which the freest exchange of commodities within the em-
found expres-ion at the great congress hield at Ottawa pire, consistent with the tariff requirements incidental
a year or two ago. This is a propoîsal which has been to the maintenance of the local government of each
advocated with great force and eloquence by colonists kingdon, dominion, province or colony, now forning
and is the very reverse-in spirit at any rate--to the part of the British famiily of nations.
proposal which I have just been considering. For
whereas the first requires that the colonies should We have the distinct declaration of Hon.
abandon their systeni in favour of ours, this proposal Joseph Chamberlain, that he saw the germs
requires that we should abandon our sy.tein n f a ractical roposition in this resolutionfavour of theirs; and it is in effect that, while the p P p
colonies should be left absolutely free to impose what of the Toronto Board of Trade.
protective duties they please both upon foreign
countries and upon British commerce, that they Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What became of the
should be reuired to make a small discrimination in resolution ? It had so poor a reception thatfavour of British trade im return for which we are
expected to change our whole system and to impose it had to be withdrawn.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think it was
withdrawn. But that does not affect Mr.
Chamberlain's position.

Non. Mr. MILLS-The present tariff is a'
step in that direction.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We will see
about that. Mr. Chamberlain said he saw
the germ of a practical solution of the ques-
tion in that resolution of the Toronto Board
of Trade and that being so, I cannot see for
the life of me how those gentlemen can
attempt to deny that Mr. Chamberlain had
committed himself to this question as a
practical issue. Now, I have quoted some-
what at length and discussed these two
speeches of Mr. Chamberlain's. Then we
have a speech by the Duke of Devonshire
which was made at the landing of the
colonial premiers in England-an address
of welcome. He said :

Very few disciples of free trade fifty years ago
would have believed for a moment that at this time
France and Germany wvould be carrying on an
enormous trade under strictly prohibitive conditions,
and not only that they would not have opened their
markets to us, but they would be competmg over us
for the possession of as large a portion as possible of
the surface of the earth, not for the purpose of
opening it up out of the universal benefits of free
trade, but for the purpose of excluding from those
portions English trade. The world has not become
the commercial paradise which was predicted in the
early days of free trade opinion, when it was hoped
that free trade would bind all the nations of the earth
so closely together that it would be a matter of
comparatively little importance by whom they were
ruled, or under what influence they were governed.
We have since learnîed by painful experience that no
old nor new markets are being tbrown open to us by
the influence of free trade alone and that if we want
to provide for increasing commerce, which is neces-
sary for the support of our increasing population, we
must find those markets for ourselves, and must use
every opportunity either of expending or consoli-
dating our colonial possessions.

These views are found to be in harmony
with the opinions expressed by Mr. Cham-
berlain on these two notable occasions, before
the Canada Club and before the Associated
Chamber of Commerce. But if any doubts
were held at all as to what the views of Mr.

Chamberlain were I think I can quote an

authority that is entitled to the respect of

the hon. leader of the House and the hon.
Secretary of State as showing what the

position of Mr. Chamberlain was in regard
to this question. I am quoting from a speech

made in London, Ont., in 1896, a little before
the last general elections by the Right Hon.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, premier of Canada, and
this is what he says:

We would have for our goods a preference which
would not be given to the goods of another nation.

That practical statsemen Mr. Chamberlain has corne
to the conclusion that the time has cone when it is.
possible within the bounds of the empire for another
step to be taken which will give to the colonies in

rngland preference for their products over the-
products of other nations.

Here the Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier speak-
ing in London in 1896 complimented Mr.
Chaiberlain in coming to this conclusion,
and said that the time had come when such.
a step would be taken :

What would be the possibiliti-s of such a step if
it was taken. We sell our goods in England. We
sell our wheat, our butter, our cheese, ail our natural
products.

He knew exactly the articles on which
preference would conie :

But there we have to compete with similar pro-
ducts from the United States, from Russia and from
other nations. Just see what a great advantage it
would be to Canada if the wheat and cheese and
butter which we send to England be met with a pre-
ference over similar products of other nations. The
possibilities are immense. Mr. Joseph Chamber-
lain the new and progressive Secretary of the
Colonies has declared that the times has conie
when it is possible to discuss that question. But
sir, if England is going to give us that preference
England would expect something from us in return.
What is it she would expect? England would expect
that we would come as closely to her own system of
free trade as it is possible for us to come. ngland
does not expect that we would take ber own s ystem
of free trade such as she has it ; but I lay it before
you that the thing the British people would expect in
return is, that, instead of a principle of protection,
we should adopt the revenue form of tariff ure and
simple. These are the conditions upon whic we can
have that boon.

Hon. gentlemen say they have fulfilled
these conditions. They tell us sometimes,
but rather in bated breath, that they have
given us a revenue tariff. Well, if they
have, according to Sir Wilfrid, they put
themselves in a position to get that boon of
preferential trade, and why do they not get
it ? I will discuss that question later on. The
right hon. gentleman, apparently desirous
of putting himself further on record in regard
to this matter, spoke in Montreal as follows:

In regard to this question of preferential trade I
desire to say that Sir Charles Tupper is no more in
favour of the idea than I am myself * * *
My ho is-nay my conviction is that on the 23rd of
June t e liberal party will be at the head of the
polis, and that it will be the liberal party, with its
poliey of a revenue tariff, that will send commission-
ers to London to arrange fQr a basis of preferential
trade.

Well, if I know what occurred at al], I
know there was a certain commissioner went
to London, the premier himself went there,
but it would be the severest irony to say he
vwnt there to make a treaty for preferential
trade with Canada. It would be entirely
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contrary to the truth, as I will show before we would not see you come under its baneful influence
I resume my seat. When Sir Charles for what weakens you must weaken us.
Tupper made a remarkable speech in Mon- Here we have tlis gentleman claiming to
treal during the winter of 1896, upon this represent Canada as the premier of the
question of preferential trade, the Toronto country, going back on the declarations he
Globe, the organ of the gentlemen opposite had made before he had crossed the Atlantic,
me, asked " why should Sir Charles Tupper and while he was seeking popular favour here,
waste bis time and breath in advocating and giving away this important question in
preferential trade, when it is a policy that this ignorninious manner. What did Mr.
every one in this country will hold up his Chamberlain say when he found that Sir
hands in support of. The battle has to be Wilfrid Laurier had abandoned preferential
fought in England." Here was the declara- trade. He said:
tion of the organ of the party that there
were no two opinions in Canada on this ques- It would have been hard enough to carry throughthe idea bad ail the colonies been persistent and en-
tion of preferential trade. Now, I will show thusiastic advocates of it, but Canada dues not favour
the other side of the picture. The premier it, and New South Wles opposes it. These are the

went to London last year t attend thepractica op-wentto Lndo las yer tc atend hpositon, it beconies imposlsible, and I would not now
great Jubilee celebration. On landing he touch it without a pair of tongs.
was met by the Duke of Devonshire, who In the bitterness of bis heart, he uttered
made the remarkable speech from which I these words, finding that the advan e he had
have quoted. The Duke of Devonshire made in the citadel of free trade, where he
is better known as Marquis of Hartington, had rallied around him the ablest men in
and he was leader of the liberal party oni Great Britain, vas being checkmated by Sir
Mr. Gladstone's retirement, but is nowW
leader of the liberal unionists. He is work he had done was trampled under
one of the most powerful men in the f
public life of England, and when he met the lie ia of Cmecal fried
these delegates and made the important
statements which I have read, one would have which he-Mr. Chamberlain-was stretching

thought the premier of Canada in rising to opt of Gre Briain I f the
respond would have uttered the sentimentspeleoGra itn.Ithecudrespnd oul hae utere th setimntsbe any doubt as to the effect of the speech of
which he expressed in Montreal, when he Mr Laurier, see what Mr. Rosebery said.
said a commission was going to England after He was the opponent of Mr. Chamberlain,
the elections to push and advocate the ques- and he was perhaps enjoying the discom-
tion of preferential trade and to get it too fiture of his opponent, although there is
he said because the reform party had the eason to believe from Mr. Roseberys
correct principle working at home. But r
what did he say :teacsta ewsntvr a rmwhat id hesay:sympathizing with some of the views Mr.

I claim for the present government of Canada that Chamberlain had been giving expression to.
they havepassed a resolution by which the pgodctn tme said t
of Great Britain are admitted in the rate of there
tariff at 124 per cent and next year at 25 per cent re
duction. lhis we have done, not asking anîy compen-
sation. There is a class of our citizens who ask that
all such concessions should be made for a quid pro quo.
The Canadian government has ignored all such
senitments. We have done it because we owe a debt
of gratitude to Grant Britain. We have done it
because it is no intention of ours to disturb in any
way, the system of free trade which has done so
much for England.

This was before he landed, or just on bis
landing, before mingling with English people
at all, before anything could have occurred
on that side of the Atlantic to change the
views he had previously expressed here.

What we give you by our tariff, we give you in
gratitude for the splendid freedom under which ge
have prospered. It is a free gift. We ask no com-
pensation. Protection has been the curse of Canada,

Mr. Chamberlain had a proposal which had some
force and gained some strength, but now it must be
approached with the reverence due to a corpse, for
Canada's premier has said that if the British Empire
is to be maintained it can only be on the condition of
the most absolute free trade.

Now I will read an extract from the Lon-
don Trades Journal, a very important com-
mercial organ in Great Britain as hon. gen-
tlemen will admit. It discussed this ques-
tion a little later, and the Trades Journal
said this:

From the day he (Sir Wilfrid) landed in England
until the day he left he seems to be oblivious to the
fact that in his mission he was the representative of
all Canada. He seems rather to have imagined that
he was sent there for his own self glorification and in
the interest of his party * * When he
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arrived in England he found a large and influential the buse. It cannot be found in these
section of the politicians and press full of enthusiasm documents that Mr. Chamberlain laid down
over the preferential policy of Canada, and energetic-
ally discussing the corresponding duty of finding some any such proposition. On the contrary in
equivalent advantage which Great Britain might 1 the Chamber of Commerce meeting he laid
confer on Canada, even if by so doing it might be t
necessary to modify the free trade pohcy of the past
fifty years. of the two proposais which he said was prac-

tically impossible to expect Great ]3ritain
That is what the Trades Journal said was

the condition of things there. A large and to olve up everything, or the colonies to give
important section of the politicians and press e rything. Neither one was practicable.
of the country were looking round to see settlement was to be found midway be-

of he ounry er tween the two extremes. There is not a word
how they could meet Canada in the matter
of preferential trade. The article continues:o nt

The complacnt Sir Wilfrid following Up bis Ho. Mr. MILLS-My hbon. friend show-
usual policy of conciliation vhich ineans abandonnant ed the accuracy of that statement in the
of clainis, relieved the erchants, anufacturers andofomMr elai
politicians with the press f rom ail necessity of f urthern
discussion, by informing theni that they were troubc- speech.
ing theutselveh without cause, because Canada neitier
wished for, nor would accept any favours. st is littie Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
wonder that he achieved uch popuari through te s Terin
such a surrender of Canada's Gaiss. tten.

ot nay have been quite fair that Sir Wilfrid Laurier must consider the order of time a litte. Sir
should laim credit for the fact that Canada granted Wilfrid landed in England before the con-
preferential tarif treatment to England without any ferth atopositin the Mr. Chaberls

pultiathon for an equivalent, but it was an act of er

supreme folly for hin to tel the British goverument: rather forgot the order of time when it set
and people that Canada neither hopednordesired any up thpreference for its products on the arkets of thei u for in his chn. Heucews regarding preferential trade occurred

ther cli crdt the fact thtCnalda before his landing on the shores of England,

p a isetihalt tree entoS gilfid oac before the conference met at ail, and there-

no political opponent of Sir Wilfrid Laurier fore nothing which may have been said
in Canada could put the case more emphati- there could possibly have influenced him.
cally than this commercial organ of Great And my hon. friend was still more unfortu-
Britain put it. Now, 1 noticed that my nate in regard to the order of time because
hon. friend the senior member from Halifax, this fourth proposition which he referred to
who was speaking a moment ago, read an was made nearly two years ago, a full year
article from the Toronto Globe which pur- and a half before the landing of the premier
ported to find an excuse for Sir Wilfrid in in England at ahl and did not occur in any
going back on his professions during bis shape or form at the opening of the colonial
stay in England. I was surprised to find conference of the premiers in 1897 besides
my hon. friend reading this extract from the fourth proposition was that a true zoll-
the Globe : verein was a proper subject for discussion.

Conservative ne vspaers keep up a constant fire of Therefore my hon. friend has not helped his
criticisxn on Sir Wilftid Eaurier because as they leader t'i
allege he refused to agree to a preferential taif e at al, but rather has put him in a

between Britain and Canada as proposed by Mr. worse position than he was before he rose
Chamberlain. It is just as well that the real faults from his seat. I will not go back, I have
of the nation should be known. During the rit already discussed that fourth proposition.
colonial premiers to England,' Mr. Chamberlain 1araydsusdta orhpooiin
made the proposition that there should be absolute I have already pointed out that Mr.
free trade between Great Britain and ber colonies, on Chamberlain mentioned exceptions f rom free
condition that Britain placed a smnall custois tax on trade and named the articles to which th
commodities fromn foreign countries. trd n ae h rilst hctese

commhatesrea from Mn countrie..,exceptions would refer. It mentioned food,
I have read you from Mr. Chamberlam s sugar and timber, as articles on which the

speech in opening the Chanber of Commerce. colonies might be given a preference. There-
I have also in my possession a copy of the fore my hon. friend is very unfortunate in
remarks that were put before the conference his interruption, because he 1has only lef t bis
of colonial premiers when they met in June premier in a worse position, if anything,
last in London by that hon. gentleman, than he was before.
and I fail to find that there is one
iota of truth in this declaration of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Toronto Globe which my hon. friend read to He could not do that; that is impossible.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We have fol- next ten years. A great change would not
lowed the premier during the speeches he come in twelve months.
made in 1896 in Canada, we have followed
him to England, in 1897, and we find he Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That looks as if
went back there upon what he said in sonebody was going to change again.
Montreal and Toronto, and when he came According to my hon. f riend the vision must
back to Canada he went back on what he have occurred on the broad Atlantic, some
said in England. We find that shortly after supernatural conmunication must have been
his return he addressed a meeting in Toronto made to the lion. premier of Canada to
at a banquet and said: account for this wonderful change which

Certainly, if I thought I could have obtained for has no parallel since that remarkable con-
my country, for the products of Canada, a preferen- version which occurred some eighteen hun-
tial treatmentin the marketsof (reat Britain, I wold dred ears ago on the road to Damascus. Inot only have been wanting in patriotism, but I would y
have been wanting in reason--I simply would have have no hesitation in saying, hon. gentlemen,
been an idiot- if I had failed to obtain such prefer- that Canada instead of being placed in a
ence. more advantageous position on account of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--He knew it was im- the friendship of Eigland at the present
possible. time than she liad enjoyed before we

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Indeed, le have lost ground that bas been worked up
said in Montreal during the last elections for Canada and for the other colonies with
that all that was necessary to get pre- grent industry in the face of strong obstacles
ferential trade was for the liberal party to by the most emînent nen in the colonies
come into power when a revenue tariff and most eminent men in Great Britain
would be adopted. They will say that they together, notably among these men who
have just done exactly that-all that was have fought and toiled day in and day out,
necessary to be done was to put the liberal year in and year out to put this question in
party in power and adopt a revenue tariff, the happy shape in wicb it stood when Sir
and that progressive statesman Mr. Cham- Wilfrid Laurier went to England, is Sir
berlain was ready to take them by the hand, Charlesupper, the leader of the conservative
and give them preferential trade. He went party in Canada; and the work he did was.
to England, and before he met Mr. Cham- responded to by Mr. Chamberain and there
ber lain he went back and said I do not want wasevery prospect of an agreement being rea-
any ofyour preference; but now he says be ched and a solution being found when there
would have beeh an idiot if he could have was so muc real desire for preferential trade
obtained for bis country such a preferential within the bounds of the empire, but ail tbis
treatment and bave failed to obtain it. has heen ost for the presentand a setback bas

t have no desire to describe the premier been given totbat question, theeffects whico I
of this country as an idiot, but can- an afraid will last many years to cone by the
not object to the classification 'vhicy he action of the premier of this country in this
himself bas written down in a manner wbtch Jubilee year. But I ai very glad to fiSid
is far f rom complimentaryCto bis intelligence. from a recent Tu peec ade before the Liver-H r T s i p inl Chan ber of Commerce, on the 18th Jan-

1-lo. M. SOTT He sys t ws aso-uary of tlîis year, th iugh bit terly disappoint.
esd with reard to the premier action in the

lion. Mr. FERGITSON-Where did the meeting of the colonial premiers last sum-
light strike? Where did this conversion take mer, that Mr. Chamberlain is pretty well
place d It must have been about as sudden back on bis old ground again. ie is not
as the celebrated conversion on the rey goin to give up the fght. Probably he
fror Jerusalem to Damascus. e ba left bas found out that wben Sir Wilfrid Lau-
here fuil of yearnings for preferential trade, rier n- as in Engand he did not speak the
and before he touched Enlish soil before vews of Canada on this question. We find.
he had met Eneliwsh opinion on the other that Mr. Chamberlain addressing the Cham-
side of the Atlantic he gave it alh up. Where ber of Commerce of Liverpool last month
did he become convinced that it was utterly said :
and compjetely impracticable ~ aOur policy is to bind the colonies coser to us by

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have made the ail means in our power, and if not practicable yet to
epave the way for a future union which will be -oser

light stre Whre id tis covein take mer, anything that is nCw practicable.
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We shall not attempt-that would be foolish to put tine that he feu s0 far short of bis duty in
pressure on our colonists to go one step farther than
tbey themselves desire to go. It is not for us to take
the initiative. We would rather follow the lead; questions with whih he had to deal
but what I think we have already accomplished is when he was i the motherlad. Refer-
to convince then that wherever they live, however
far their home nay be from the centre and from the ence has been made by ry hon. friend
motherland, we, at any rate, are prepared to meet from Monck to a great mistake which
them more than half waty in any aiproac-h which
they nay make to us, in any desire which thev
mîay express for a closer union, and gentlemen, it will upon the wrong mar, 1 agree with him,
coie, if not in our day, then in that of our succes- and 1 ar serious in it. I think that the
sors. Cobden medal 'as not conferred upon

He says now, proudly, notwithstanding the gentleman in Canada who had the
al] the set backs received it will come, if fairest and the best right to it. If the free
not in our time, in that of our successors. trade club had intended to confer any honour

In what form I know not. It would be foolish to or distinction upon a man in Canada who
attempt to predict. It may be in the shape of com- has stood up for the pincipe of free trade
inercial union of the Imperial zollvereia, which I do they should have conferred it upon a gentle-
not believe to be so absurd as (o some y>olitical a
economiists. It may be in the shape of some Imperial
council which vill represent the federation of the MY bon. friend fron Sheli River, and not
British races, and whieh has been advocated by men Upon the
as different in other respects as the late Mr. Forster,
Lord Rosbery and Lord Salisbury; but in whatever
way it is presented to us, we shall not be deterred that k
either by the economic pedantries or the selfish- fa
ness-whieh is a virtue with soie politicians-fron r in g f t ad hesntof th
giving favourable consideration to any proposals
which our brethern across the seas may make te us. the very opposite position in Canada.
And in such consideration I for one do not believe
the Englisi people will keep a strict acrount of profit
and loss. said wben inaking the presentation to

The hon. Secretary of State read where the ere o Ctaken wib re o
some two years ago Mr. Chamberlain was Sir Wilfrid Laurier and the attitude of bi8
counting up the profit and loss ; but now, he the trade question in Canada, le
says, we have got a step further, we wll
not keep a strict account of profit and loss.

That the wîill seek to be assured of a present diu
pecuiary gain for so nuch concession on their part. iiau guodsu vuld look uipn the de-nunciation of the G ermait and
No! 1 think they will look, and look wisely, rather B treaties as a step tuvards what they have
to a future time wheu we shal find uur reiward and i en pleased to rail the commercial federation of the
that the splendid isolation with which our foreigni empire a systein iirîder whjch commercial union
critics sometinies taunt us, will be transformed into a in the different parts of the empire wili 1e fustred
uiiion of the British race, and when the sons of
Britain t orughout the whoie world shallstand by iaws ixcîaîng or discouragilig forei il IfBritin hro 1 o dfen otr ititl-9 ineréststhts wcre to 1w the conse-queuce uf wriat you have
shoulder to shoulder to defend our mutual imterests( esay tht vof the Cuen Club
and co uon qgusts. ionuld witt ave h haen tere.

Reference has been made to the flattering
reception which the premier received in

En£rland, and the eloquent speeches that he

made. lI these respects we are all pleased.
We are pleased notwithstanding his way-
wardness upon this great question-that as

the representative of Canada, lie was received
with enthusiasm, and we are also pleased to

know that apart from this question upon
which he has made such a great and fatal

mistake, he acquitted himself in a manner
that was creditable to Canada. We are proud
of his eloquence. We are glad that since it

fell to the liberal party to represent us in

England that it devolved upon him as far as

eloquence was concerned to have performed
the task, regretting as we do at the mme

9

They would not have presented him
with that medal if they understood that he
was going to take advantage of the denun-
ciation of the treaties for the purpose of
giving advantage to British goods over
foreign productions, yet we have my hon.
f riend the Secretary of State announcing
a tariff change already, exactly in the
direction that the Cobden Club said
that if they suspected that was what
Sir Wilfrid Laurier was going to do
they would not have been there to pre-
sent him with the medal. What the
government called the reciprocal clause
in the tariff of last year turned out
not to be a reciprocal clause or & prefer-
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ential clause, they hardly can tell them- called a condition attached, which I
selves to-day what its scope and bear- learned from my hon. friend the Secretary
ing is, but it is going to be made preferen- of State in this House the other day, is
tial with the wili of parliament in the about to be violated. The condition was
present session. Parliament is going to be that if the Cobden Club, speaking through
moved by the gentlemen opposite, the the mouth of Lord Farrar, believed that the
Secretary of State and his colleagues to object and intention of the government of
convert it into a preference in favour of Canada in obtaing the denunciation of the
British and colonial over foreign goods. Gernian and Belgian treaties was to give a
So this medal of the Cobden Club was preference to Great Britian, they would not
obtained under false pretenses. have been there. Yet the hon. gentleman

accepted the medal. Now, I have to carry
Hon. MEMBERS-Send it back!

Hon. Mr. FEl4GUSON-I have no hesi-
tation in saying they would not have pre-
sented him with the medal if they had
suspected the stand which he is now tak-
ing. He took the medal, comes home and
his Secretary of State says lie is going to
give a preference for British goods over
foreign products. It being six o'clock I
move that the debate be adjourned.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 15th February, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

that point further and take the position that
the right hon. gentleman must have known
when he heard that condition expressed that
he could not comply with it, because it was
at least one inonth earlier, viz., on the 24th
of June that the meeting of the premiers
took place in London, and in the opening
Mr.Chamberlain explained to that conference
(I have the official report in my hand) that it
would be necessary for the government of
Canada to change what they call the reci-
procal offer of last year, because even if the
German and Belgian treaties were denounced,
the favoured-nations clause in the treaties
with other countries would still remain and
under its operation Canada could not give a
preference to any foreign country without
granting the same favour to all nations hav-
ing by treaty a right to most favoured treat-
ment. He (Mr. Chamberlain) pointed out,
that in the case of Holland, if a preference
was given to her, other countries would have
a like privilege, and he explained to the
premier of Canada and to that conference
that it would be absolutely necessary either
to go iack on that Canadian reciprocal reso-
lution altogether, or to confine the preference
to Great Britain and lier colonies. The only
opening for the hon. premier to get out of the

T position in which he is placed with regard toTHE ADDRESS. the accepting of that medal under this condi-
THE DEBATE CONTINUED. tion is that he may have, at that moment,

intended to go back entirely on the reciprocal
The Order of the Day having been caled- resolution and nottogive a preferencetoGreat

Resuming the further adjourned Debate on the con- Britain at all. If that was his position when
sideration of His Excellency the Governor Gene-ral's he accepted the medal he maintained his
SI.eech on the opening of the Third Session of the honour that far, but I cannot conceive howEighth Parhiament. lie can continue to retain his honour and at

Hon Mr. FERGUSON said :-When the the same time retain the medal when his
House rose yesterday aftei noon I was speak- colleague the Secretary of State lias an-
ing of the presentation of the Cobden medal i nounced in this House the intention of the
to the premier of Canada during his visit to government is to confine that preference to
Great Britain last year, and I was pointing Great Britain.
out that that medal was presented to the But I take other grounds to show that the
right hon. gentleman with what might be premier is not entitled to wear that Cobden
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Medal. I take the ground that in Canada it was joined in by their speakers and wri-

his party do not claim to-day that they are ters and the press, for a great many years,
standing on free trade principles. It would and culminated in their Ottawa platform
be folly for them, before the people of this as we all know. In the face of that we
country, or any one who knows the history have, to-day, a strong protective tariff,
of their tariff, or the effect of the tariff, to almost as much so as the Conservative party

say that it is a free trade measure. It is by no would desire. In view of all these facts,
means a free trade tariff. Even my hon. friend and in view of this position which the gov-
f rom Halifax pointed out sore respects in ernment occupies to-day, it would be interest-
which it is not a free trade tariff. He said 1 ing to recall a warning and prediction made
the manufacturers were protected enough. by Sir Richard Cartwright, Nlinister of Trade
He acknowledged the principle of protection and Commerce, a solemn warning which he
was in the tariff, and he thought they had uttered to his own party only two or three

enough protection, and there night be a years ago in connection with this very sub-

duty of 5 per cent inposed on raw material; ject. Here is what the hon. gentleman said :
and he pointed out another notable instance There are two lessons w-hich I think the Reformers
of the way this tariff is not only protective, of Canada should learn. One is presented for our
but extremely protective, and that is in the example and warning in the fate that has befallen the

matter of coal o . It is notorous that . Democratic party in the United States. It shows to ail
i who chose to read the signs of the tines, that when a

the contest which took place in Centre Tor- party places itself at the head of a great popular
onto not very long aVo, the candidate and inovement, if the party tenders a stone instead of

cno n bread, it is half-hearted in the prosecution of the
the speakers in the interest of the govern- great aim it sets before it, and will be deservedly
ment, cÌaimed that the government had swept out of power by the very people who would

given the inanufacturers a strong protection, h sustained and advanced it.

which was to be continued. Therefore, I That is a prediction which the Minister of
claim, that apart altogether from the condi- Trade and Commerce made himself, a solemn
tion which Lord Farrar attached to that warning which he uttered to the members of

medal having been violated by the announ- I his party, and I feel assured that it was a

cernent made by the Secretary of State : the truthful and ominous warning, and the hon.

policy of the government in the shaping of gentleman, if he does not get out of the boat,
their tariff, and the effect of their tariff in will find the fate overtake him which he

Canada, precludes the hon. gentleman from predicted would overtake all public men who,
honourably wearing the medal presented to after having put themselves at the head of a
him by the Cobden Club. In connection great popular movement, would go back
with that, and before passing froin it-and upon it, ignore it, and trample it under their
that is the only further reference I intend feet. Now, we have heard a great deal
to make to that question-I want to say about the denunciation of these treaties and
that I think the present government are en- it is claimed that the government have given
titled to commiseration on account of the evidence of a very great amount of states.

position they occupy with regard to the manship by the course whicl they have pur-
tariff and its protective character. My hon. sued in regard to this matter. When the
friend the leader of the opposition in the so-called reciprocal resolution was submitted
House read to you extract after extract of to the House of Conimons last April by Mr.

speeches of almost every leading man in the Fielding, the conservative leaders in the
ranks of that government when he was House of Commons at once told him

in opposition, telling the country what he and the premier across the floor of the House

was going to do in the way of demolishing of Commons that they were proposing an un-

protection-eliminate every vestige of pro- constitutional resolution and one which they

tection-cut the head off protection and could not carry out. They warned them if

trample on its body-this villainous system they persisted in that resolution it would
of legalized robbery-scoundrels great and become the duty of the Governor General to

scoundrels small-applied to the manufact- withhold his assent from it ; that it was im-

urers of the country were made to fly like possible for the Governor General to assent

rockets in our political atmosphere for 18 to such a resolution. They based that opinion

years. A chorus against protection was on the despatch of Lord Ripon of June, 1895.

raised by the present members of the gov- Any one would have thought it was so plain

ernment when they were in opposition, and that school boys would have known its

9i
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meaning and would have governed them- and was not in the nature -of a preference
selves accordingly. It said: to any country in particular they all

For this reason and in order to prevent inconvleni would bave to earn this advantage by
ences, it will be desirable if such preferential duties making a tariff as low as ours. This was
are included in a general tariff bill, that a proviso the argument and with that argument
shouild be added that they are not to cone into oper- p ment aor Eian What do we
ation until Her Majesty's pleasure had been signified. the premier leftfortEnglandlorda de

find We find that the law lords decided
Here was the instruction that was ad- against the government. They say those

dressed to the Governor General of Canada treaties with Belgium and Gernany were
and the governor of every colony in the denounced on account of this resolution
British Empire. It was a circular despatch that our Parliament had passed. It is
in which they had the plainest orders set significant however that the treaties were
before them that they were not to give Her denounced before the English law lords
Majesty's assent to any bill which contained heard the argument of the Canadian repre-
preferences of any kind. In the face of sentatives. I do not pretend to say that
that, the government went on for weeks, that resolution was altogether without
ignoring all that was said to them and weight in the consideration of the entire
arguing that their proposal did not come question. It may be that it was detrimental
under the terms of Lord Ripon's des- in some respects. I will prove that it was
patch at al]. They set up two conten- regarded as a detriment to the abrogation of
tions : first, that these treaties-the Ger- the treaties by some men and assurances
man and Belgian-did not apply to us, had to be given that there was no dan-
because Canada had not been consulted ger before they were denounced. By
and Canada had not ratified those treaties as some the Canadian resolution nay have
a separate colony of the empire. The second been regarded as an auxiliary, but we
ground was that the proposition did not have it from Mr. Chamberlain hinself,
mean a preference at al] ; it was simply a in the report of the conference and from
reciprocal provision, and for both these a subsequent speech made by him, that when
reasons or either of them, the Gernian and he received the resolution of the conference-
Beigian treaties did not apply. The Hon. the unanimous resolution of the conference-
Sir Louis Davies, the Minister of Marine asking for the denunciation of the treaties
and Fisheries, who became the mouth- which hampered the rights of the colonies
piece of the government in regard to this to give preference to Great Britain, he
matter, said this: laid the matter seriously before the govern-

When this resolution was tabled the lion. gentie- ment and the government decided to de-
man (referring to Sir Charles Tupper) declared it an nounce these treaties. But, hon. gentlemen,illegal and unconstitutional resolution. Can he 1a I want to oint out to you tht there
his finger upon a sinle paragraph published in any r
iewspîapîer of weight n the world endorsing that ex- were n the minds of very eminent nien
travagant statement of his ? Can le produce the in England at that time, and not much
opinion of a prorninent lawyer or even of a tledgeliuug
a"yer endorsing the absird and ridiculous stateinent wonder, serious doubts as to whether the

ma e hy him that the resolution was unconstitutional denunciation of those treaties would not
and illegal? lead, in Canada particularly, rather in the

This was the declaration of the mouth- way of the disintegration of the empire than
piece of the government. Shortly afterwards to consolidation. On the day previous to
however they actually brought down an the prorogation of the British Parliament,
amendment which partly removed the diffi- on the 5th of August last, Mr. Courtney, one
culty and which showed they had no of the members from the county of Cornwall,
confidence in their own contention. It brought the matter up before the House of
extended the provisions of the resolution Commons and I will just give 'a short extract
to all nations with which Great Britain had froin what he said on that occasion. He
treaties in regard to trade. With that pro- said :
vision attached, the royal assent would be A few years ago there was a strong party movement
given to it, but they still contended that in Canada in favour of promoting alinost comaplete

fiscal freedom between the United States and Canada.
the German and Belgian treaties did not But that could not be accomplished without differen-
apply to Canada and even if they did apply tial duties as between goods imported by the United
in edid not apply to ti pro- States and European countries, if not between this

genera they o country and Canada. This step towards the fiscal
vision because it waa a reciprocal provision freedom of the colonies was a step rather towards dis-
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integration than integration, towards separation the face of a circular despatch from the
rather than combination. British Government, such as the Marquis of

This was the serious difficulty that pre- Ripon had sent out in 1895. ' But I will
sented itself to the mind of Mr. Courtney, a read on:
very able man, as Mr. Chamberiain admitted I am happy to say it has never been the policy of
when he came to discuss the matter with the representative government of anv colony, thouglh
him. How did Mr. Chamberlain reply to
that? Mr. Courtney remembered that the
party that was in power in Canada had a
few years ago advocated commercial union
with the United States- He feared, and
it was no wonder, that when these same
men came asking for the denunciation of
these treaties, their object was simply to ob.
tain it so that they could differentiate
against Great Britainî, as the liberal party
in Canada liad prop sed a few years before.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does he say that?

Hn. Mr. FERGtUSON-He does say
that :

A few years ago there wvas a strong party iovement
in Canada in favour of promotiug alinost complete
fiscal freedoni between the United States and Canada.

it nay have been advocated by sone politicians ; but
there are, as we know, politicians who will advocate
anything. (Laughter.)

There are politicians the right hon. gentle-
mari said who will ad vocate anything; and in
this connection lie was discussing Mr. Court-
ney's pointed reference to the Liberal party
in Canada when they were advocating comii-
mercial union with the United States. But,
he said no representative government of
any colony has ever done this ; it is only
politicians, such politicians as will advocate
anything that were doing it. He continued:

We must not judge the politics of a country (we
are nclined to thank Mr. Chamberlain for that) by
the views of the individual politicians. But it is, I
think, most undesirable that a politician Il the posi-
tion of my right hon. friend should, as it were, old
ont an invitation to a eolony to take a step which
would be certainly nost unpatriotic, ooupling it with
an assurance that there would be no obi.+,- l,

And then he goes on and says he feared part of this country. A step of that kind would be a
that the denunciation of these treaties was step that nust lead to further and very important

. . rf th esults-resuilts, I am convinced, not desired by the
a step towards the dismtegration o e colonies or the people of this country.
empire-to give these people a chance to go N
on with their nefarious work-that wi Now, so far from their policy or their past
what his language pointed out; and in history or from anything that they had done,
order to show that I am not misinterpret- giving strength and force to the movement

in- what he says, we will see what Mr. for the denunciation of these treaties
C si it turns out that their past waywardness onChamberlain said in reply :these commercial questions interposed a seri-

My bon. friend introduced some reinarks to which ous objection in the minds of some of the
I ain inclinied to take exception, Ho laid it down
that if Canada had proceeded to make arrangements best and ablest men in Great Britain and
with a foreign governinent by which differential 'furnished doubts and reasons why these
duties would be imposed on the mother country, treaties should not be denounced at al.
thon, as a mnatter of fact, the mother country would
have had to submnit. Now, I do not think that the On these grounds I think they are en-
miost enthusiastic free trader ever laid that down as a titled to no credit whatever with regard to
policy of this country, and I repudiate it altogether. the denunciation of the Belgian and German

He repudiated altogether that if Canada treaties. But it appears, as I have already
was to differentiate against the mother' indicated, and as many of the hon. gentle-
country Great Britain would submit to men of this House now know, after the
it. That is what we told the Liberal announcement made the other day by the
party in their wayward course, we told Secretary of State, that they were even More
them that Great Britain would never allow radically wrong in this so called reciprocal
it. Oh, they said, the advantages she will resolution than we had claimed or pointed
get by the good-will of the United States will out that they were. Not only were they pro-
Compensate for ail this, and Great Britain posing to fly in the face of Lord Ripon's
will be happy and glad to have ail difficult despatch, not only were they disposed to

questions out of the way and see Canada ignore treaties that every school boy ought to
and the United States in a commercial em- know were binding on the governmentof Can-
brace. Mr. Chamberlain said no, Britain ada, not only were they doing ail this, but
would not allow it, no more than she they entirely misunderstood and misinter-
would allow these gentlemen to legisiate in preted the force of the favoured-nation
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clauses which Great Britain has in her buse, and a bil for which is now being
treaties with a great many other countries, considered in another place. My hon.
and after having secured the denunciation friend, the Secretary of State, in de-
of the German and Belgian treaties they!fending the governnent with reference
were still confronted with the difficultylto this matter, put up a very alarm-
which Mr. Chamberlain pointed out toling and erroneous erergency plea for
them. Evenafterthatis done he said you will thein. He said in extefuation of the extra-
have to go back and modify and change this ordinary dearth of information in the mmd
resolution of yours, you will have to do away of the Minister of Railways when he intro-
with it altogether or you will have to confine duced the bil, and for the extraordinary
your preference entirely to Great Britain Iack of argument .of his colleagues, and for
and the chains were fastened around thein the weakness of the bargain which was ap-
so strongly that the Secretary of State had parent to almost everybody, that they were
to announce the change, although in an- in the presence of a great emergency. When
rouncing it he placed the premier in a ques- par1iament rose hast year nobody, said the
tionable position with regard to the condi- hon. gentleinan, had any conception of
tion on which he accepted the Cobden medal. such a great development as has occurred in
Whenever I think of their devious course that extrere northern part of our country.
with regard to the denunciation of thewe No one anticipated such a rush of people
treaties, and when I hear the gentlemen on to the Klondike and therefore we have
the government side of the House claiming been all taken by surprise, and it was
credit to themselves for what they have necessary to (10 something to neet the
done and for that wonderful resolution of emergency. We had to do ,ie best ve
theirs and what it effec'ed, I am reminded'could. That is the substance of my hon.
of the heading of a chapter in Pickwick friend's plea. J must give the hon. gentie-
papeis where Dickens tells the story of how *an credit by 8aying it was the very
Mr. Winkle instead of shooting at the crow best plea he could put before the
and killing the pigeon, shot at the pigeon i use for this contract. But if we only
and wounded the crow ; or in another version r we will find that
of it he fired at a rook in a tree in thelawn this plea was not as good as the hon. gente-
and disabled a duck in the back yard. Even rhan appeared to think it was. J have in
Dickens's sense of humour was not however my hand reports of Mr. Ogilvie, the govern-
strong enough to say that Winkle turned ment surveyor, who has heen in that country
round and claimed the applause of the by- for so long a tine. 1 have those reports and
standers on account of the accuracy of his J will read some extracts from them which
shot, but that is just what these gentlemen have been in the possession of the govern-
have been doing-they shot at a crow in a ment for a long tinme.
tree on the lawn and wounded a duck in
the back yard, and they asked the people of
Canada to applaud their markmanship. It is
one of the greatest comedies of errors in the
history of the country. It has been a series
of blunders Every step they have taken
has been a blunder. They have to rescind
almost every featuie of their famous resolu-
tion, and the premier, in the end, will have
to send back that Cobden medal. J have
taken up so much of the time of this House
in discussing this preferential clause of the
tariff and the larger questions to which I
have been referring, that I will have to
restrict the remarks that I, otherwise, would
feel inclined to make on a subject that is
engaging the attention of the people of Can-
ada just now to a greater degree than any
other quectin-I refer to the Yukon Rail-
way contract which is on the table of the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-How long?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I submit that
however much hon. gentlemen in this House
who were not in the secrets of the govern-
ment may have been taken by surprise,
and many of them may have had sub-
stantial reasons for not knowing that a
great development was taking place there--
the governinent could not put up that claim.
They, at least, knew the extraordinary cir-
cumstances developing there. On the 6th
of December, 1896, Mr. Ogilvie made his
first report to the government with regard to
the discoveries of gold in the Klondike.
That is more than a year and a-half ago.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When was it received?
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man can tell that; I cannot.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it was
received for nearly a year afterwards.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--It was certainly
not received in the ourse of the week or
the month in whicli i was written.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -It would take six
months

Hon. Mr. FERG USON-Making all
reasonable allowance for the time that it
would take that report to reach Ottawa, I
think the hon. gentleman will have to ac-
knowledge tiha there was full and ample in-
formation in the hands of the government
early enough for action to be taken, and not
this precipitate action as lte as about the
beginning of this year. Mr. Ogilvie re-
ports

I arn very much ipleased to be able to inform you
that a nost important discovery of gold has been made
on a creek called Bonanza Creek an affluent of the
river known here as the Klondike. It is narked on
the mîaps extant as Deer River and joins the Yukon
a few miles above the site of Fort Reliance.

The discovery was made by (. W. Cormack, who
worked with me in 1887 on the coat range. The in-
dications are that it is very rich. indeed the richest yet
found, and as far as work has been carrid on it reai-
izes expectations. It is only two weeks smnce it was
known, and alread y about 200cOlaims have been staked
on it and the ereek is not yet exhausted; it and its

branches are considered good for 300 or 400 claims.
Besides there are two other creeks above it which it is

confidently expected will yield good pay, and if they
do so we have from 800 to 1,000 claims on this uiver
which will require over 2,000 men for their proper
working. Between Thron-Diuck River and Stewart
River a large creek called Indian Creek flows mato the

Yukon and rich prospects have been found on it, and
no doubt it is in the go:d-bearing countiy between
Thron-Diuck and Stewart Rivers, which is considered
by all the old miners the best and most extenive
gold country yet found. Scores of themi woukd pro-
spect it but for the fact that they cannot get pro-
vision, up there and it is too far to boat them up froni
here in sinall boats.

This new find will necessitate an upward step on
the Yukon, and help the S'tewart River region.

News has just arrived from Bonanza Creek that

three men worked out $75 in four hours the other day,
and a S12 nugget bas been found, which assures the

character of the ground, namely, coarse gold and

Plenty of it, as three times this can be done with

sluice boxes. You can fancy the excitement here. It

is claimiîed that f rom $100 to $500 per day can be made

off the ground that bas been prospected so far. As

we have about 100 claims on Glacier and Miller

Creeks, with three or four hundred in this vicinity.
next year it is imperative that a Inan be sent ia here

to look after these lainms and ail land matters, and it
is almost im prative tbat the agent be a surveyor.
Already on Bonanza Creek they are disputing about
the size of dlaims.

I would have gone up and laid out the claims prop-
erly, but it would take mle ten or twelve days to do

so, and meantime my presence might be m, re urgently
req uired elsewhere.

Fror the indications I have mentioned, it will be
seen that this corner of the North-west is not going to
be the least important part of it, more especially
when we consider the fact that gold-bearing quartz
bas been found in it at nuanerous places, and much
will no doubt be worked. It is apparent that the
revenue and business of the country will more than
offset the expense of administration.

That letter was written on the 6th Sep-
tember. On the 6th of November it was
supplemented by another letter from Mr.
Ogilvie. This was in 1896, and aftergiving
very full description he says:

From ail this we may, 1 think, infer tbat we have
here a district which ;will give 1,000 claims of 500
feet in length each. Now, 1,000 such claims will
require at least 3,000 men to work them properly, and
as wages for working in the mines are from eight to
tenl dollars per day without board, we have every
reason to assume that this part of our territory will
in a year or two contain 10,000 souls at least.

They were without information were they
For the news bas gone out to the coast and an un-i recedented influx is expected next spring. And

this is not ail, for a large creek, called Indian Creek,
joins the Yukon about midîway between Thron-Diuck
and Stewart Rivers, and ail along this creek good pay
bas been founid. Ali that bas stood in the way of
working it heretofore bas been the scarcity of provi-
sions and the difficulty of getting them up there even
when here. Indian Creek is quite a large stream ani
it is probable it will yield five or six hundred claims.
Further south yet lies the head of several branches of
Stewart River on which sone prospecting bas been
done this summer and good indications found, but the
want of provisions prevented development Now
gold bas been found in several of the streains joining
Pelly River, and also all along the Hootalinqua. In
the line of these finds farther south is the Cassiar gold
field in British eolumbia; so the presumption is that
we have in our territory along the easterly water-shed
of the Yukon a gold-bearing helt of indefinite width,
and upwards of 300 miles long, exclusive of the
British Columbia part of it. On the westerly side of
the Yukon prospecting bas been done on a creek a
short distance above Selkirk with a fair amount of
success, and on a large creek some 30 or 40 miles be-
low Selkirk fair prospects have been found ; but, as
before renarked, the difficulty of etting supplies
here prevents any extensive or extended prospecting.

That letter was written on the 6th No-
vember, 1896. It closes by saying:

Before closing I may say that every report that
cornes ia from Bonanza Creek is more encouraging
than the last. Prospecting bas only begun, and up
to date of mailing, November 22nd, very rich pros-
pects have been found on the few claims prospected
on: from one dollar to the pan of dirt up to twelve
dollars are reported and np bed rock found yet. This
means froma $1,000 to $12,000 per day per man sluc-

The excitement is intense, but at this seasont of the
year it is very naturally very local.

Thea on the 9th December, he wrote
again:

Since my last the prospects on Bonanza Creek and
tributaries are imcreasimg in richness and extent, un-
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til now it is certain that millions will be taken out of The last letter was dated 23rd
the district in the next few years.

On some of the claims prospected the pay dirt is of January, t897. My hon. friend the Secre-
great extent and very rich. One man told me yes- tary of State asks "but when were these
t4rday that he washed out a single pan of dirt on one letters received Now, he must know the
of the claims on Bonanza and found $14.25 in it. Of
course that may be an exceptionally ricli pan, but $5 date when they wrre received, but 1 (k fot.
to $7 per pan is the average on that claim it is re- I thrnk we have pretty good evidence that
ported, with five feet of pay dirt and the width yet they were received pretty early in the spring
undetermnined, but it is known to be 30 feet even at
that: figure the result at 9 to 10 pans to the cubic of 1897.
foot, and 500 feet long; nearly 84,000,000 at $5 per
pan-one-fourth of this would be enormous. Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Ch, no, 1 assure the

He ends up this letter by'saying: lon. gentleman they were not. know
there was four or five niontlis we did flot

The miners here are, I understand, getting upii a hear from Mr. Ogilvie.
petition to the Minister asking for aid in opening a
way from the south and building along it shelter forM
winter travellers, withm suitable supplies scattered Hon.
along. allow four or five uonths, froin Septenber

when the first announcenut was mamde. I
Here was a demand for a right of way, was allowing seven or eiglmt months.

for access to get in and out of this country,
and this was written as early as the 9tb' Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was certainly long
)l2cember, 18J6. after uarliament rose last surmer. We did

As it is now a winter trip out froin here is on
account of the long haul and want of shelter tedious
and hazardous, and their representations are worthy
of consideration.

Then, writing f rom Cudahy under date of
the llth January, 1897, he says :

not know anything about it until after
parliament rose.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
will have to recede frome that statement in a
few minutes.

The reports from the Thron-Diuck region are still Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We had general re-
very encouragmg; so nuiich so that all the other creeks bu secific
around are practieally abandoned, especially those on ports ut no information.
the head of Forty Mile in Anierican territory, and
nearly one hundred men have made their way up Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--On the 21st May
from Circle City mnany of them hauling their sleds the government made their famous mining-theinselves. Those who cannot ret clains are buymng
in on those already located. lv en cannot be got to regulations which I hold in my hand
work for love or money, and developnment is conse- establishing the royalty of ten per cent. Does
quently slow ; one and a half dollar per hour is the my hon. friend tell this House that he wouldwages paid the few men who have to work for hire,
and work as mian y hours as they like. Some of the fix these royalties at ten per cent without
claims are so rich that every night a few pans of dirt the information I have read? On the
suffices to pay the hired help when there is any; as 9 lst M
high as 8204 as been reported to a single pan, but this a t
is not general1y credited. Claim owners are now: tion. They mnust have had it. Even though
very reticent about what they get, so you can hardly it would take four or five months on the waycredit anythin you hear ; but one thing is certain we
have one of the richest mining areas ever found, they must have had t some time before that.
with a fair prospect that we have not yet discovered They were not so expeditious in moving as
its limits. - Z I chon. ii hAKIZ O E L

Hon. Sir M ACK ENZIE BOW ELL-_
From where does he write?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Cudahy. He

tley woui ws us to infer. The prokiui-
ty is they had three or four months noticeand
proceeded very tardily in making the mining
regulations and only proceeded to make these
regulations when they could not help them-

says that as much as $204 was taken out in seives. but we çnow tflis tliat on the _ist
a single pan, and he speaks of Miller and May they had made these amended regula-
Glacier Creeks as follows: tions which I have in my hand, these extra-

ordinary regulations establishing and collect-
Miller and Glacier Creeks on the head of Sixty ing a ten per cent royalty on these mines, and

Mile River, which nmy survey of the 141st meridian surel m hon. frierd will not retend to telldetermned to be in Canada, weie thought to be verv .
rich, but they are poor both in quality and quantity this House that they made these regulations
compared with Thron-Diuck. without having the information I have read

Chicken Crek on the head of Forty Mile, nin thou v ing the r o h eread
Alaska, discovered a year ago and rated very high, to the bouse, establishing the wonderful
to-day practically abandoned. 1 richness of the mines of that country? Now,
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the emergency plea which my hon. friend culties that surround this question. I
the Secretary of State offered this House the cannot imagine that there are any diploma-
other day for this extraordinary contract willi tic troubles in the matter but which are
not hold water at al]. There is no foundation on the face of it, which we ail can see, and
for it. They had ail this information long 1 whiich the people of the United States and
before parliament rose last N ear, and Canada are studying .ius as well as the
what did they do? They passed these min- gentlemen in the government are study-
ing regulations which have been condemned ing them at the present moment. It
and condemned very properly all over the is possible there are some, but the
cou ntry--regulations that they have been 'man who is looking on can see as far into
patching and changing from time tg tinie a millstone as the man who is picking it.
ever since. They passed these regulations, and j We have all the advantages possessed by the
that is absolutely about all they did until hon. gentlemen opposite, or nearly ail. They
within a very recent period. The whole world may get sometimes a day or two ahead of us,
was talking Klondike long before the House but such is the rapidity with which news is
rose in June or July last, and people were carried that the public will soon overtake
moving from almost every part of the habit- them on any snch questions as this. The
able world in that direction, and yet the gov- hon. Secretary of State spoke of the difli-
ernmentwereobliviousofall this,and,instead culty on account of this strip of United
of attending to their duty they went up States territory at the head of Lynn Canal
and down in the country and out of the which interposes between the open waters
countrv junketting east and west, revelling, of the Lynn Canal and British territory,

and having a good time, and did not awake and I asked the hon. gentleman if he had
to the importance of this great question until applied for permission to go over that strip
a few weeks ago, and then they spring this with a railway, and he said, No, we have
extravagant, extraordinary bargain which not. The telegrams from Washington last

they propose to make with Mackenzie and Saturday say that the U iiited States govern-

Mann, and they come to the Hou-e in the ment have applied for permission to build

person of my on. friend, the Secretary of railways into our territory and that it has
State, and say it is a great einergency. "We been refused. That is the statement which

fouid ourselves confronted with a great comes from Washington. I can therefore

emergency and we have to do the very best very well understand that if thc government
we can." In discussing this question in the have refused the Americans permission to
House hon. gentlemen appear to have placed locate railways in our part of that northern

particular stress, particular reliance upon country, the Americans would naturally
what we would call whispered arguments. refuse to give us similar facilities. I can
They could not give us just such infor- very well understand that the members of
mation as would settle everything in the government having refused such permis-
our minds at once; they had some valuable sion would not be very likely to go and ask
information in their minds and possession the United States for permission in the saine
that they could scarcely whisper themselves, direction.
but if we only knew what they knew, the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That onl brings
diplomatic reasons and the diplomatic forces in. r. B tfThat ty ings
that were at work, wve would be wi]hing to into prominence the fact that it is not a

t Canadian route--not an all-Canadian route.
swallow the contract as they havei
swallowed it. That is the burden of the Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have just
statement made by the two members of the mentioned the answer I received from my

government in this House. I have looked hon. friend the Secretary of State and the
over the question as carefully as I am able reply that he gave and the statements that
to do, and I must say that I entirely con- are telegraphel f rom Washington, which we
cur with the observations of my hon. friend have in the newspapers, that permission has
froin Brandon in reply to my hon. friend the been refused to the Americans to build a
leader of the House, when he said he could railway into our territorv, and consequently
see nothing substantial in these whispered it is all the more likely that our government

arguments which the members of the would not apply after having given such a

government had been giving in the refusal. For my own part I admit there are

House, with regard to diplomatic diffi- difficulties in this coast strip.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle- this contract without a provision for prevent-
man think that we ought to be content with ing the passing over of this railroad, that is
a road from the head of Lynn Canal into going to cost us so much, into the hands of
our own territory , 7nited States capitalists. The bonding

systern has also been discussed, and it appears
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I shall come to that difficulties are met with in respect of

that very soon. these privileges, and perhaps sore of the

Hon. Mr. MILLS -I thought my ion. whispered arguments may refer to difficulties
overth cnln ytm hr sasa-friend had come to it and was passing it. iohrdifficulty withi regard to transbipmnent,

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-J admit there that difficultv will be met with, J think, more
are difficulties in connection with this coast pointedly at the mouth of the Stikine River
strip, but 1 take this ground : I can see no than perhaps at any other place, because it
reason for refusing permission to the people is a quesion of navigation whieh we would
of the United States to build a railway into not meet at the head of Lynn Canal. 1 do
our country, if we get a reciprocal advantage not know wbether we can get over the bond-
of locating a railway over that coast strip, ing system by the Stikine River route. It
unle;s a provision is contained in the con- is certain we vill meet this difficulty at the
tract which is not yet in it that Mackenzie other point at the head of Lynn Canal, and
& Mann will be precluded for ever f rom pass- 1 think it is likely we shah meet it at
ing their charter over to foreigners. What the Stikine as well. That brings me to
is the use of refusing permission to Ameri- the subject which was referred to by three
cans to build a road over our territory if you lon. gentlemen wlo have spoken on the
leave the gate open to them to acquire or other side of the House. The Secretary of
buy a railway tor which we are giving a State gaý-e an explanation to the buse, and
domain? I cannot see it. J think it is a gave us some veny interesting information
Most extraordinary thing that that contract with regard to the difficulties about this
should come down to us without a provisionboundary. I followed hi with close atten-
forbidding these contractors f rom assigning tion, and was pleased with the information
that property to United States companies. which the hon. gentleman gave us with ne-

i gard to the line of demancation between the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; they will not United States possessions and those of

have the opportunity of doing it. Great Britain on that coast; but be made
this statement: that tbe Russians weneHon. M r. FERGUSON-If the bon.Hon.M r FE('WUSON If he on.simply allowed to use that coast on suifer-

gentleman leaves the door open to them, ance the curing of their fisb.
they will havc an opportunity if they want
it. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J ar sure J did not

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They will not have use the word sufferance.
the door left open ; you need not be af raid.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-J may be wrong
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--J have not such in using the word sufflèrance, but the hion.

unbounded confidence in the hon. gentle- gentleman said it was for the purpose of
man and his contractors that I would leave cuning their iisb. As I understand the bis-
them the power to do what they choose. tory of it, the Russians held that coast by
This is a dangerous thing, and I am not right of discovery. There was no question
going to take the ground that we should not about the right of Russia to that Coast and
reserve*to Canadians the trade of that coun- their daim went even furtber South than
try, by securing an all-Canadian route into the end of Prince of Wales Island, but while
it. J am inclined to believe that is what itwas settled that that should he the soutbern
we ought to do, even though it should cost limit of their possessions on that coast, the
us a good deal, but I say it is extremely in- Britishheldtheinteriorofthecountrythrough
consistent for gentlemen of this government the Hudson Bay Company and other British
to say that they would not ask the Ameri- subjets pressing very near to the coast, and
cans for permission to locate a railway on that accounts for the strip that was settled
their territory, and refuse them to penetrate by the treaty of St. Petersburg of 1825.
oun country with railroads, wbile they leave There was another point referred to very
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lightly by my hon. friend the leader of the -the rights so defined are not affected by
House and was followed up by the Secretary war, are not so even affected by the abro-
of State and then dealt with very strongly gation of the treaty.
and very fully yesterday by the hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax. The ground taken Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is my hon.
was this, that we lost at the time the treaty friend's view.
of Washington was agreed to very impor-.
tant rights which we had there, as my hon. Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the rule of
friend from Hlalifax put it, through the law.
want of information on the part of the gen-
tleman who represented Canada at Wash- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am not a
ington in 1871. My hon. friend from lawyer, but lawyers themselves will have
Halifax read a provision from the treaty to settle such questions as this by refer-
of St. Petersburg, the one negotiated ence to precedent. It is not a natter
in 1825. in which very wide privileges of law inerely, it is a matter of preced-
were given to British subjects and which ent and constitutional law ; and before
were not reciprocal. Whether going from I leave the question I will say that my
the interior to the coast or from the ocean hon. friend may read a little more upon
to the interior British subjects had the free this question, and he may perhaps be
use of all the rivers flowing through that satisfied before he has done with it that the
strip of count!y for all purposes. rule of law is not at all so firm as he puts it

before this House. I know ny hon. friend
Hon. Mr. SCOTT--As f reely as the is an authority on these questions, but we

Russians had. know that the best of doctors will err, and
patients will die; and this is a subject upon

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-They had the! which my hon. friend may, before he is
right to use them freely. When my hon. through, find that he is not altogether on 80

friend read that treaty he appeared to have solid ground as he thinks he is. In 1859

forgotten that a very serious war broke out it would seem to be settled at all events by
between Great Britain and Russia in the the diplomats who represented Great Britain
fifties, the Crimean war, and surely hon. and Russia, that the treaty of 1825 did
gentlemen know that whenever a state of cease with a state of war, for if not,
war exists between two countries all existing what was the necessity of their getting
treaties are abrogated. together and solemnly re-enacting this pro-

vision at that time
lHon. Mr. MILLS-No.Hon. r. iILLSNo. Hon. Mr. M ýILLS-It is not.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -My hon. friend o

the leader of the House shakes his head. If Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend

my hon. friend will take the trouble of look- says it is not; and his opinion is entitled
ing at the treatv of 1859, he will find that to more weight than* mine, but I will un-
that position is acknowledged from the fact dertake to say that his opinion is not of
that the provision in the treaty of 1825 is greater weight than that of the diplonmats

revived and I think the diplomats who who settled this matter in 1859, and the

negotiated the treaty of 1859 for Great fact that they found it necessary to revive
Britain and Russia would not have gone to the provision of that old treaty by solemn

the trouble of renewing it as they did in treaty again at St. Petersburg, shows that
order to get back on the old position as far they held to my contention, that the state

as it was possible, if these treaties had not of war between two countries did abrogate
been abrogated by the war. that treaty. Now, I have the clause in the

treaty of Washington here, and my hon.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend, if he friend from Halifax said that Sir John
Will allow me, will find this to be the case, Macdonald, the British commissioner, did

that while treaties are abrogated by war, not know of the existence of these pro-

treaties settling international rights, treaties visions in the two treaties of St. Petersburg

of boundaries, treaties of cession of territory, in 1825 and 1859. If they will turn

treaties giving absolute right of navigation to protocol 26 of the negotiations which
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took place in 1871 they will find these
words:

The British coniiîîssioners replied-(that is when
the demand was put up for the navigation of the St.
Lawrence)- - that they would not admit the clainis of
American citizens to navigate the River St. Law-
rence as of right, but that the British Govermnient
had no desire to exelude thei froni it. They how-
ever, pointed out that there were certain rivers run-
ning through Alaska which sioid on like groxuds be
declared free and open to British subjects, in case
the River St. Lawrence should be declared free.

And we find that a provision was
placed in the treaty of Washington which
the Americans insisted should be reciprocal,
giving thein rights to use these rivers when
they penetrated British territory in return
for the rights we got when the rivers pene-
trated the territory of the Tnited States.
But there is another ground. Hon. gentle-
men contend that we have lost the free
use of these rivers. Hon. gentlemen
say, having this right restored by the
treaty of 1859, how was it then that we
did not have it continued ? Why was it
receded from ? The answer is that the ces-
sion of this country to the United States
terminated these treaties. With regard to
that I know my hon. friend will not agree
with me ; he will tell me what the rule of
law is. I will tell him what precedent is,
and I will tell him what occurred in other
circumstances like these. I will point
out to him what occurred in the case
of the Island of Madagascar; Lord
Salisbury made a speech only a few
days ago in which lie admitted that France
had got the better of Great Britain as re-
gards Madagascar. He said:

The French armies had invaded the island with the
avowed intention of inaintaining the protectorate. If
-they had adhered to their'intention the British trea-
ties with the Queen of Madagascar would have been
safe, but when the French were masters of the situa-
tion they suddenly changed the protectorate to an-
nexation, and with the latter the Britislh treaties fell.

Here was Lord Salisbury's opinion; I am
not going to set up my own opinion against
my hon. friend the leader of the House,
but I will, with all confidence, set up Lord
Salisbury's judgment against his as an
opinion at least equally worthy of weight.
Then in the treaty of 1763 of England with
France and Spain, England had the right
of the navigation of the Mississippi River;
when the territory passed to the United
States, England lost that right and it bas
never ben claimed since. Why did Eng-
land lose it ? If it was a territorial

right, England would have demanded it,
but with the cession of Louisiana the
British rights of navigation of the Missis-
sippi River passed away. In 1863 the Ionian.
Islands were annexed to Greece. England
had treaties with these islands for the free-
dom of ports of commerce, and after the
cession it became necessary to make new
treaties with Greece for the continuation of
these f ree ports. Here we have illustrations,
and I think I have some others in my notes
that would equally prove the view that I
take. If, however, the contention of the
leader of the House is correct, the treaty of
Washington could not abrograte or curtail
our rights under the treaty of St. Peters-
burg, and we have still the free use
of the Stikine River for all purposes.
This is important, and more particularly
since the hon. member f rom Halifax thought
it necessary to dwell on it at considerable
length, and went so far as to say that the
distinguished gentleman who negotiated
on the part of Canada the treaty of Wash-
ington had displayed ignorance. However,
hon. gentlemen may have differed from him
during bis life, on political questions, I feel
assured there is not a gentleman in this
House or the country or anywhere else, who
will doubt the great ability and the great
information possessed by Sir John Mac-
donald-and when I heard my hon. friend
from Halifax impute ignorance to Sir John
Macdonald, I really would have given my
lion. friend credit for a great deal better
judgment. However, I am glad I have
these facts in my hands, which I think are
sufficient to show that Sir John Macdonald
made no mistake whatever in 1871. I
will now refer to the difficulties of
navigation of the Stikine River and
the bonding difficulty, and the difficulty
about the location of the railroads. I will
take this position, that I think this House
and probably the country would risk a good
deal and would be willing to expend a good
deal of money to give a good all-Canadian
route to that country. I am afraid that this
contract and this plan that we have before
the House is not going to effect that object;
it cannot effect it inasmuch as without there
is a provision that this road cannot be as-
signed or conveyed to foreigners, we are
not assured that it will be a really
all-Canadian route. But even with that
there are difficulties in the way of navi-
gation of this Stickine River, there are
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difficulties about transhipment, there are and the estimate is for an electrie railway-
difficulties that have been alluded to with 1 do not know whether it is the in-

regard to the bonding privileges, there are tentiori of the government to build an
difficulties even iii the summer time and stili electric railway, but that is the only

greater in the winter which will render it information we have of anything of an
difficult to use that river : owing to the officiai character-the estimate is 82,850,000.
rapidity of the current the ice would not We have also figures that we gather
be sufficiently strong in some parts for win- f rom Mr. Ogilvie's report that via the Lyn
ter travelling, probably it may, but there Canal and the Chilcat Pass the distance
are doubts on that score about the Littae is 1,585 miles frei Victoria to Dawson-
Caion and other parts of that river, and 'l.000 miles of that would be ocean (250
then I think we would have to use Ameni- nmiles more ocean than via the Stickine), by
can territory in getting up in the winter rail it would tbe 245 miles by Mn. Jennings's
seasn. There are ail these difficulties report from the ead of Lynn Canal ty

in the way, difficulties international and Fort Selkirk, and the inland navigation 340
physical, iic connection with the Stickine miles, and the cost according to Mr. Jen-
route. But I am willing to admit this, nings's estimate cf the railway portion would
that the railway it is proposed toabe $5,636,000. There is still another route,
build fron Telegraph Creek to the head via the White Pass, for which there
Cof Teslin Lake is apparently in ane wit is a charter as far as this pawleament of

hat would fom a good trunk usne, Aould Canada is able to give it, te the Bitish
form a section cf a good tnunk railway from Yukon Canadian Company, and for that
the navigable waters of Bitish Columbia route the distance would be 1,000 miles

to Dawson, say from Portland Canal, b ocean, 123 miles by rail, and by in-

and on that account i bave some feling for land navigation about 600 miles: alto-

a railway between those two points. gether 1,723 miles, and at a ctit for the
But I say the cntract we have be- railway according te Mn. Jennings's report
fore us with regard te this nte, of l3,2y36,000. These are the three propo-

provides that this shal only be asitions that seemed te stand eut boldest

tramway, a three fo t or three feet six for reaching the Klondike. Now, how-

gauge-we de n t know which it is to be- ever, we have nly the gverument plan

and it cannot proper]y furnish even a link before us, and we have only that te

in a trunk railway leading fron Portland deal with as set forth in this contract,
Canal or Port Simpson, or whatever peint and that is for building a railway from the

may be selected in Canadian territory, right head cf Stikine River te Teslin Lake, and

up te the Yukon country. Then, again, the te depend upon water communication for

enormous cwusideration we are giving for the rest cf the journey. And now for the

building the link-not a link, because it building of that road what is the considera-
witl net be cf such a character as te forrm tin that we are asked te give? I have already

part cf a trunk line-that the cnsideratin said that if that road were of a broad gauge
we are asked te give away is se reat tom at it and cf a substantial chaacter, and if a policy

would, te a great extent, tie our hands in were announced cf reaching Fort Simpson or

the future with regard te obtaining a through the head cf the Portland Canal, get an open

une al the way and paying for it. Now, I ocean port there, the building cf that road

have a statement here cf the comparative would be a matter well worthy cf the con-

distances. They are approximate-I sup- sideration of the use and the cuntry.

pose as nearly correct as we can get-and the But even then we would have te look care-

estiofate is that from Victoria te Dawson by fully into the consideration we were giving

the Stikine River route is 1,638 miles. 0f for the building cf that rad. What is that

that, 750 miles will be ocean, 178 miles rail ; consideration. We are asked 6rst in this

the contract provides for 150, but, I think, contract te give the company 25,000 acres

it is pretty clear f rom Mr. Jennings's report of mineral lands in the North-west Terri-

that the railway will be at least 178 miles tories for every mile cf nailway. h is true

long-and inland navigation on the Stikine that that railway is spoken cf in the con-

River and over Teslin Lake, and the other tract as 150 miles long, and there is also a

rivers and streams that connect between provision that the Governor in Council or

Tealin Lake and Dawson, about 710 miles; the Minister cf Railways an object to the



granting of lands for a greater length than is made in a particular locality which i8
is considered necessary to connect the two found to be valuable, they can run a base
points Glenora or Telegraph Creek and the le, and at once secure the ground.
head of Teslin Lake. But after going care- The miner who 18 in there may be able
f ully over Mr. Jennings's report I think most to remain although there is no provision in
of us will come to the conclusion that the the contract that he has the right to use any
railway is going to be more than 150 fuel. Thereis a reservation of water courses
miles long. It will certainly be very much but no reservation of timber for fuel, and
longer if it starts at Little Cañon any solitary miner who gets into a valuable
as Mr. Jennings thinks it ought to start. In beit of country would be driven out as soon
that case it will be 208 miles. Even as the company strike their base line, because
if it starts at either Telegraph Creek he could not use a stick of timber for fuel
or Glenora and reaches Teslin Lake, after and we know that in placer mining fuel is
reading Mr Jennings's report we come to absolutly necessary, and it is not very plen-
the conclusion that the railway is going to tiful in that country. The hon. Secretary
be more than 150 miles long, and if that of State in reply to the hon, gentleman from
is so there will be more than 3,750,000 Victoria pointed across the buse and told
acres to give to the contractors as a con- him Iwhy is the lon. gentleman so alarmed
sideration. I look upon this grant of about this grant of land? The British Co-
four or five millions of acres to these con- lumbia government have been making enor-
tractors as in itself a most extraordinary 'nous grants of land for railways, and why is
consideration. My hon. friend the senior he so alarined because such a grant as this is
member from Halifax pointed out what made in the Yukon country far away in the
he thought was a modification of this north." Let me tell my hon. friend that I
extraordinary grant. He pointed out the bave gone over the acts of British Columbia
the fact that the company would only be very carefully and I find no such grant of
able to claim 92,000 acres at a time, that land as this bas ever been made by the
for every ten miles of railway they would government of British Columbia.
build they would get this proportionate'
amount, they were not, lie said, able to go Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J beg the hon. gentle-
in and gobble up all the country at once. He man's pardon. There were two or three
thought that ought to be taken into account, companies that received and grants, 20,000
as something that would guard the public acres per mile.
interest. To my mind it makes the matter ion. Mr. FERGUSON-As far as the
more dangerous than it would otherwise be
for then these gentlemen will he able to hold tbe stnent o ay aes a mie os
their hand and operate in detail. They will h . gtlema an bo rht, hi
be able to make every miner and prospector just rig

+ 4 ~* unn T far have minerai rights been given to them

theirs, and when any valuable gold is found
before any considerable body of miners can
go in there and fix locations the company
can strike a base line and gobble up the
locality. The nineralized territory is very
large, and prospectors will wander up and
down that country, and the experience
of the past has been that hundreds may pass
over ground and find nothing, and the next
man may come along and find gold, and gold
will be found from time to time in places that
were not thought to be richly auriferous at all
in the first stages of exploration. But this
company havingenormous interests there with
their surveyors and mining engineers and
experts of every kind, that money can com-
mand will be able to watch the movements
of these miners, and as soon as ever a strike

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is the point.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, that is the
point.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to
ask the hon. gentleman whether he approves
of giving lands which would probably de-
velop the resources of the North-west Terri-
tories to develop the resources of British
Columbia.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will reach
that later. My point is that there is not in
the legislation of British Columbia or any
province of Canada, or I doubt very much
whether there is in the legislation of any
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country under the sun such a proposal as to 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 acres of land to this
hand over an immense block of mineral conpany as a consideration for building a
lands in the way these hon. gentlemen are tramway. Some of the government organs
proposing to hand over these lands. There said it took their breath away when they
are only two cases in the legislation of heard it in the flrst place and I am not
British Columbia where I have been able to surprised because that is the impression it
find precious metals have passed at all to rail- bas upon me when 1 consider it at the pre-
way companies. In granting aid to a railway, sent moment. The government say there
on the very same route as this from Glen- are 80,000,000 acres of minerai lands there
ora tQ Teslin Lake, there is a grant of and what signifies 4,000,000? If it were
aid in the British Columbia statute-book of 4,000,000 taken in one suce at the side or
5,000 acres per mile on each side of the! any part of that 80,000,000 there might
railway in alternate blocks, and precious be something in that excuse but even then
metals are entirely reserved. There is no it would be extraordinary. It is a most
right or privilege given with regard to pre- extrordinary contract in every way you look
cious metals at all. There is another Act, at it. Then there is another provision, or lack
and this stands out alone of its character in of provision, in it that is remarkable. In the
the statute-book of British Columbia, as far Acts of the province of British Columbia, I
as my investigation has gone-and I have find reservations with regard to town sites.
gone over the statutes with a good There is here a reservation with regard
deal of care-there is what is known to arable land. They might safely put
as the Cassiar Central Railway aid to that in. I fear there is fot much
extend from the head of the Stickine River arable land up there and the amount of
to the Dease River in the northern part of advantage to the public from reserving the
British Columbia, and there it is proposed arable lands I do not think is great. But
to give a lease of land to this company for why bas there been no reservation regarding
35 years, and there is a process by which town sites? In many of the Acts of British
the lands are to be selected, and precious Columbia-I think in rost of them-
metals do pass in that contract, but that is there is a provision of this kind that wher-
the only one in which they pass. But what ever town sites are laid out the company bas
are the restrictions in connection with it? to pay the government $5 an acre for the
They are these: that any free miner notwith- land so laid ont and the government reserve
standing the grant of these lands to the one-fourth of ail these lands used for town
company, can go in and locate and work and sites. So that the government benefits by
secure a mine upon any of these lands, with the development of the country and the lay-
a further provision by which the company ing out of towns, but there is no snch pro-
may go in as a partner with him, and vision here. The company are going to have
they can buy him out or sell to him, but it is the town sites, the minerais, the timber, every-
provided that the free miner shall have every thing in sight, going to have it al and there
right and privilege there subject to the sell- is no restriction of any kind placed upon
ing out or buying out. He shall have fuel tbem. My hon. friend the eecretary of State
and he shall have water and every other said: "oh, but 100,000 acres, if they were
privilege and right to carry on his business. free to select it just wherever they liked,
under the mining and land laws of British might pay for the whole thing." When
Columbia. In every other Act of grants of my bau. friend made that statement he
land that I can find on the statute-book of gave away the whole case, becanse he
British Columbia there is this general pro knows very well that while tbey will
vision: have to take some land which may or may

Nothing in this Act contained shall prejudice the
rights of free miners to search for, get and win precious
Inetals and to use tinber for mining purposes, subject
tO the mineral and land laws of the province.

There is not to be found in the legislation
of British Columbia or any other legislation
il Canada any parallel to this extraordinary

Proposition made to this House on the pre-
sent occasion to grant away absolutely this

1 not contain quartz along with the river
beds which contain placer mines, they
would take very good care they will run no
base lines except where they find there are
good tracts. They need not be in any great
hurry. They can wait and watch. They
will spread all the country over with
their agents and officers, and they can
which their time as I said before when
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miners strike rich mines they can go in before Pacific Railway had of building branches
many of then get to work or even after and they did not give that monopoly up
they are in, and by the peculiar method of until they received a valuable consideration-
settling the blocks they can freeze them out. for it, and now we are proposing to give enor-
I think that altogether the consideration is mous monopolies, exemptions, preferences,
so enormous that it should be condemned, town sites and mineral lands in addition to
and I feel almost certain that lion. gentle- the earnings of a railway that the govern-
men in the government will ihodify this ment engineer says will be over and above
extraordinary bargain and bring it into some the cost of working and interest on the cost
shape yet that they will use their influence of construction and depreciation, $209,000
with the contractors and have this extraor- a year which represents over $5,000,000 in
linary contract shorn of its worst features. money. There is the unreserved timber in

The desire which we all have to give relief to that country.. Although there is not much
those who may go into that country and get of what we call valuable timber, it is the
the trade of the Yukon country is very best they have and will be very valuable
great, but the government have brought there. They have enormous franchises
before us such an extraordinary agree- given them and all that for building 150
ment that it will be impossible to get miles of tramway. I am astonished that
the people of this country to accept it. hon. gentlemen would come before the
What do we find in Mr.Jennings's report? He country with such a proposition as this
estimates that 12,000 people going in there and I hope in the interests of the country
and paying five cents a mile and each taking that even now they will pause and come to
in three-fourths of a ton freight will give parliament with a proposition - to which
in a period of four months earnings amount- honest men can give their support. My hon.
ing to $540,000. He estimates the cost of friend the leader of the House looks at me.
operating at about $55,000 a year. There I am very far from saying no honest man
will be a clear profit of $209,000 a year on can be found who will vote for it. If I have
the working of that tramway, after allowiig said anything of the kind I do not exactly
ten per cent for depreciation and interest mean it. Honest men may be very mis-
on the first cost. Capitalize that at four guided sometimes and in this case, if lion.
per cent and you have the sum of $5,225,000. gèntlemen will persist in this measure and
Then there are the various monopolies that force it on parliament they and their support-
this company has. There is to be no other ers are very nuch misguided in ny opinion.
company chartered from the head of Lynn J think the consideration for the building of
Canal except this. this railway is enormous, and it forms no part

in the trunk line which we w ish to see built
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-And no froin the North-west Territories or British

taxes. Columbia to the Yukon. The considera-
tion is so large that I amn surprised

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That also should and amazed bon. gentlemen should core
be estimated, and the preference in royalty before the buse with such a proposition.
of 9 per cent. over ordinary miners. There I have nany other notes before me, but
is a preference which they have with regard having spoken so long, I rust only thank
to constructing a railway from the head of the bouse for their attention ànd take my
Telegraph Creek to a harbour in British sent.
Columbia, and they have that for ten years.
If at any time within ten years the govern- Hon. Mr. BERNIER-This debate is
ment of Canada is prepared to vote money very likely drawin2 te a close. Before it
or land or other consideration for building closes 1 ask the indulgence of the bouse
that railway, and this company is willing to while I ray make a few remarks in con-
do it, they have to give them the first chance. nection with a subjeet which I expected
That is a valuable consideration. They have would be mentioned in the speech f rom the
a monopoly of building railways from any throne and which is conspicuous by its
point from the international boundary or at absence. Fortunately the hon. gentleman
the hea& of Lynn Canal into this country. frow Marquette has to some extent supple-
These monopolies muet be extremely valua- rented the omission by sone of hie remarke
ble. We know the monopoly the Canadian - mean the wchool question. My on.
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friend in his brief reference to the subject, Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No, not at all; it
accounted for the absence of any mention of left the question as open as ever, because no
it in the speech from the throne by the local legislation can do away with the
reason that, according to his views, that sub- remedial order unless it completely complies
ject was practically out of the range of our with such remedial order.
deliberations now. Has the hon. gentle-
man correctly interpreted on that matter Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That legislation
the sentiments of the government? Does of the province of Manitoba was at the desire,
the government really believe that this or on the instructions of the Governor Gene-
subject can be dropped in that way ? If that ral in Council and was a settlement between
were the case, I must say that no greater the Governor General in Council and the
delusion could pervade the minds of the province of Manitoba on the remedial order.
hon. members on the treasury benches. And H M. BERNIER-It was at the
I am bound at this stage of our deliberations desire of the government, 1 do not con-
to give them a warning. We stand to-day tradict the governm e d o tco
where we have always stood. From the first that; but I say the desire of the
we have made up our minds that we would government in that respect did not comply
appeal to the constitution of our country to with the judgment which the Governor
remedy the grievances we have,and f rom that General in Council had before passed and

moment we have been decided to leave no consequently their action, as well as the

stone unturned in order to get justice. We action of the local legislature, is absolutely
are just as decided now as we were in inadequate. As a matter of fact, this action

1890 to pursue that course. No delay will far froni being adequate to the requirements

deter us from pursuing that course, and of the remedial order is the very reverse and
. P-would be substantially the destruction ofno obstacles will induce the minority to sur- the remedial order of 1895, which thisrender their rights. These rights have been

detemind b th prnoucemnt f te Igovernmnent or any other governuient have
determined by the pronouncement oand no power to do.
Privy Council. They have been determined n
more especially by the remedial order passed Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
by the late government. And while men- Where did the hon. gentleman obtain
tioning that remedial order it is but fair that the information that there was an Order
I should point out to the statesman to whom in Council agreeing to any such arrange-
we are indebted for the passing of that ment ? If my recollection is correct the
judgment, which has finally decided the Secretary of State informed me at the time
whole case. There he is sitting in this that there were no records at al], and that
House as an honoured leader of an important everything that was done was simply bygroup in the Senate. He, a Protestant, he conversation.
who is personally opposed to denomna-
tional schools, saw the justice of our conten- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. leader
tions, he saw the necessity of upholding the of the opposition knows that acommissionwas
constitution, and with the uprightness which sent to the province of Manitoba to nego-
characterizes him, he had the remedial order tiate with the provincial government.
passed. To him also and to his friends around
him we owe the only serious attempt Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-By
that has been made to relieve the minority whom i
of the distress under which it is labouring.

That remedial order cannot be altered, or Hon. Mr. BOULTON-By the govern-
modified or withdrawn. The Governor Gen- ment of which the hon. gentleman was a
eral in Council cannot pass any Order in member.

Council that would modify or destroy that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
first remedial order ; and unless the Imperial hought the hon. gentleman was rererring to
parliament interferes that order will stand the action of the present government.
for ever.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am referring
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Did not the legis- now to the fact that the government, of

lation of the province of Manitoba close the which the hon. gentleman was a member, if
question 1 not the leader, sent a commission for the

10
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purpose of settling this question with the Pope does fot profess that it can, but
province of Manitoba. That failed to although such is the case, that document las
effect that arrangement ; then the new been reoeived in Canada with such a marked
government came in and almost in the same favour that it would be on our part a derelic-
terms effected an arrangement with the tion of duty not to acknowledge it. Those
province as a full discharge of the obliga- amongst our countrymen who do not belong
tions of the province of Manitoba under the to our faith have no doubt felt that, inde-
terms of the Order in Council. pendent of ail religious views, the voice of

such an exalted and experienced statesman,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh the voice of the head of a large portion of

no. the Canadian people in spiritual matters,
that voice which has the privilege of draw-

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle- ing the attention of the whole universe when
man is omitting this fact, that in the in- it makes itself heard should be received with
structions given by the late govern- deference, and it has heen so received by al
ment to the commission he refers classes in our community. This is a source
to, there was this : that commission of great gratification to us. It shows that
was instructed not to make an arrange- there is in the heart of the Canadian people
ment except with the consent of the a sense of justice which one day will come to
minority. That consent we did not give, the top and make itself felt in the solution
and as a matter of fact we were never called of the present difficulties.
to give our consent, because the commission- Now, will the hon. gentlemen who have
ers saw clearly themselves that the govern- sought this utterance, do what is advised
ment of Manitoba was not willing to come therein? The so-called settiement is con-
to a satisfactory arrangement, and they re- demned in no uncertain sound, their action
turned without accomplishing anything. Let consequently is censured. Will they comply
me state again that no arrangement which with the terms of the answer that they have
may fall short of the requirements of the received ?
remedial order, can have any effect upon the i As 1 have already said that document
remedial order without our consent. cannot be ignored but it leaves us as f ree as

Having so stated our position, I must ever to figlt for the maintenance of the
refer to certain facts and to a certain docu- constitution of our country, and we will
ments which are now of public notoriety. ever be free to do so.
Last year some of the gentlemen supporting
the government of the day and some of the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It must be on
cabinet ministers, amongst whom the right some different lines.
hon. premier himself, appealed as against us
to a high authority on the other side of the Hon. 'r. BERNIER-What do you
ocean, an authority which always commands mean? The maintenance of the constitu-
the highest respect from the adherents of tion is a clear une, a clear platform, and a
the church to which I belong. It is of no sound and patriotic one too.
small importance to remark here that the
minority was not a party to that appeal. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You cannot make
The minority has always been of opinion a further appeal to the Governor General in
they were correctly interpreting the doctrine Council.
of their church in matters of education, and
they were satisfied that our constitution Hon. Mr. BERNIER-It is not neces-
afforded sufficient means to remedy their sary to make a further appeal, because our
grievances. But the appeal having been appeal is still standing; or rather, it las
taken to the authority to which I have been adjudicated upon. Let the judgment
alluded, and the answer having come, we le executed now! Until it is, we will hold
must take notice of it. It is well to state to it. No further appeal is necessary to
that in the document to which I allude our revive our case; it is fully alive stili.
claims are fully sustained and the views of As I bave said, we want simply the main
the appellants are not sustained. This docu- tenance of the constitution. The constitu-
ment cannot bind in any constitutional or tion is the ground on which we have based
legal way the citizeans of Canada, and the our hopes for the protection of parental
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rights ; and parental rights and the constitu-
tion will remain the ground on which we
will continue to advocate the redress of our
grievances. Let the parliamentary compact
entered into at the time of the union be
carried out, or else let every province in
confederation take its own course as before.
What is the use of confederating ourselves
if each province can at any time disregard
the conditions of its entry into that confed-
eration and break the pledges that it has
taken. The government of no country can
be carried on unless on the principle that
good faith must be kept with everybody,
with every corporation, with every section
of the country, and above all with the con-
stitution itself.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will the hon.
gentleman tell me where the province of

Manitoba made any pledges?

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Yes, I could speak
for an hour relating all the pledges they
have made. I did so in 1894 when speaking
here. I then mentioned the pledges they
made.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You mean the

Acts they passed subsequent to confedera-
tion ?

Hon. Mr. BER N IER-I mean the pledges
taken when the province came into the

union; I mean the pledges taken by the
legislature of the province when the legis-
lative council was abolished; I mean the

pledges which the liberal party took in
that now celebrated election of St. François
Xavier; I mean the pledges Mr. Greenway
took when he formed his government; I
mean the school legislation passed by the
local legislature subsequent to its entry into

confederation, which is more than a pledge;
I mean the pledges that were taken both by
the local authorities and by the federal
authorities when they invited the people of
the eastern provinces to go and settle in

Manitoba in order that the immense

resources of that province could be worked
up. That invitation was coupled with the

assurance that the educational laws in par-
ticular afforded protection to the views of
everybody, and that they could and would

not be disturbed. If such representations hd
not been made, I for one would not have

gone there and worked for the colonization
1o

of that province. To-day, all these pledges
are violated. It is to the shame of Canada
that for eight long years the constitution
has been so violated.

Under the circumstances I say that we
must maintain our claims. We will not
recede one iota from the position we
have taken from the first. At the same
time I must say this, that while hold-
ing such a position, we do not want to put
any obstacles in the way of an equitable
settlement. We have justice on our side;
we have the constitution on our side, we
want also to put generosity on our side. In
the document to whiçh I have alluded, there
is an invitation to every one of us to be
moderate, there is an invitation to peace and
harmony. We love peace, and we desire
peace. We are cheerfully willing to follow
the advice that is contained in that docu-
ment. At present it might be contended
that sufficient time has not yet elapsed since
that utterance has been madeknown,toenable
the competent authorities to come to a
decision. I take it for granted that those
who have appealed to Rome have done so
with a view to abiding by the decision they
should receive. Now, grantingthat theyh ive
not had time to effect anything up to the pre-
sent, we are willing to be patient, but patience
does not mean surrender. If the competent
authorities are willing to do what is right,
let them do so of their own motion within a
reasonable time. If full justice is given,
well and good; if not, if no justice at all is
rendered to us, or if only partial justice is
given us, it will be our duty to maintain our
position and to continue the fight we began
in 1890 ; it is our duty to make the govern-
ment and the country acquainted with our
determination to take the constitution into
our hands, and without any break in our
efforts, ask parliament to redeem the honour
of this Canada of ours, which stands to-day,
I regret to say, in an unenviable position.
The other day the right honourable premier
closed a speech in another place by a eulogy
of liberty. Liberty is just what we want.
But there is no liberty where the constitu-
tion is violated. There is no liberty where
a crushing injustice is done to so large a
portion of the people; and to use the words of
Sir A. T. Galt, there is no greater injustice
than to forcea people toeducate their children
contrary to their conscientious convictions.
As British subjects, as citizens of Canada,
we are entitled to the protection of the



constitution and of those who are called to laid into their hands. But the reverse, I
carry on the government of Her Majesty. regret to say, has been the rule. I have
And this protection we will continue to known personally official assignees who had
claim and surely sooner or later we shall agents and canvassers in the country, whose
get it. work was to induce people to take an undue

advantage of the law. That, work was car-
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will the hon. ried out in the most dishonest way, and

gentleman tell us what he expects this par- some of those official assignees should have
liament to do in the matter i been thrown in the gaol rather than occupy

the responsible position they had. In a
Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I will tell the new law the office of official assignee should

hon.gentleman what I wish should take place. be abolished. The estate of an insolvent
I wish that the local government of the should be vested in the hands of a permanent
province should remedy the grievances of officer, renunerated not by fees, but by
the minority of their own motion. That is a fixed salary, an oflicer whose position
our due, first because the local government would be similar to a clerk of the court, and
were the offenders, and second because they to tell all what I think about this I say that
are the competent and proper authority to an insolvency law should provide for the
deal first with the question. As an adherent appointment of a special tribunal-a tribunal
to constitutional principles, I say that since of commerce whose functions should be to
education rests with the local government, I receive the estate of the insolvents, to ad-
am quite willing to leave it in their hands, but minister the same, and to dispose of the
when the constitution is being violated and different claims that might arise. The whole
the local government refuses to redress the administrationof that lawshould be organized
grievances that they themselves created, as in a judicial way. I would go as far as
in this case, and more particularly since the taking out of the hands of the creditors
remedial order was passed, parliament is the whole matter. This 1 know would be a
vested with jurisdiction in the mat- bold step perhaps, but I am sure that on the
ter, and it is the duty of the govern- whole the creditors themselves would be the
ment to introduce remedial legislation gainers. By this way you would pre'sent
and of this parliament to adopt it. undue preferences. The clerk of that court

Before resuming my seat I want to refer to having no interest in the matter would
another subject which is not mentioned in accomplish his duty as the clerk of any other
the speech from the throne, but which is court does. The members of that tribunal
very important- an insolvency law. Trade also would look only to justice and to the
generally, as represented by the different best interests of the creditors. The difficulty
boards of trade, has been asking for such a is not precisely to make a law acceptable to
law for some time past. It seens to me the trade, but it is to administer the law.
that these wishes should receive the favour- No good administration can be obtained if
able attention of parliament. I am not the doors are open to greed and-dishonesty.
aware whether the government will or will But if you have a law whose administration
not submit such a bill to our consideration. is based upon ajudicial principle, and carried
But it is ny opinion that they should. on by ollicers having no interest whatever,
While holding that opinion, I desire to ex- 1 one way or other, simply holding the respon-
press now some views that I hold about it. 1 sible position of judges or the like, then I
The last insolvency law would have been a believe you would have a good administration
tolerably good law were it not for two of its and as a result, satisfaction amongstthe trade
features-the facility afforded to some people community. The members of that tribunal
to put themselves under the operation of the should not necessarily be lawyers. Some
law, while really they were not entitled to men of high repute chosen amongst the
enjoy that privilege, and especially the ex- mercantile community might be introduced
istence of official assignees. I do not wish in the composition of that tribunal along Bide
that what I am about to say should be with gentlemen of the legal f raternity. These
applied to all the official assignees of the are a few points which I ask the government
time. I know that there were good men w consider. To my mmd there is no better
who did their duties in a creditable way to way of insuring the good working of an in-
themselves and to those whose interests were solvency law.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--This debate has secuting a very serious undertaking in deep-
been protracted to such a length that I do ening the canais, and enlarging the locks
not intend to speak at any length. The so as to accommodate a larger class of vessels.
leader of the oppbsition the other day That can be accomplished. There is ro doubt
alluded to some measures which he thought with money and with the ingenuity that men
ought to be introduced in the speech from possess at the present time almost any
the throne. I wish to supplement those engineering feat can be accomplished, but
mentioned by the leader of the opposition there are two disadvantages with regard Vo
with two other measures which I think are the existing route, one is the proximity of the
of vital importance, and of such interest to St Lawrence canals to the frontier, and the
the country that they might have merited a other is the greater distance from the upper
place in the speech delivered from the throne lakes to the sea-board by that route as com-
by His Excellency. The first to which I shall pared with the Ottawa route. These disad-
refer is the Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal. vantages cannot be overcome, and therefore,
This project has been before the country for it is of vital importance that the whole Sub-
upwards of fifty years ; the work on this pro - ject should be taken into consideration by
posed canal was commenced on the route be- the people, with a view Vo deciding whether
tween the two lakes above the city of Ottawa. it will be in the interests of the whole
Owintothedifficultyexperienced at thatcut ave so e n n e

M 1 cenng th v canaswr gna and nagn telk

time in blasting the stone in that socality, it date. The great North-west, as you al
vas found impossible to continue the excava- know, is developing rapidly and before very

tion. At that time, as you ail know, we had long it will furnish such a volume of trade as

flot the explosives that are now used,~ will necessitate better means of transporta-
and the work was abandoned. Since that tion than we possess at the present time. I

time, although it has agitated the public arn glad to inform you that this subject
innd t.o a certain extent, it lias been is now attracting a great deal of atten-
regarded as nierely a local project emanat- Vion in Great Britain Last year it
ing from the city of tttawa, and, as you was brought before the business men of
ail know, the counties on the St. LawrenSce, England and the newspapers, the Tines

and in west Ontario were noV in favour of and other papers have commented upon it

it. We had not sufficient influence to carry very favourably, and Vhey entertain the
out this work. The public works constructed opinion that it is a work that will beneit
about that time, and which have been in the empire Vo a very goeat extent. As a

progress up Vo the present ie, were of such work for defence, it must be conceded that

magnitude that the various governments of 1 it wil afford a route for naval purposes that

Canada have not been in a position Vo ýtcannot be obtaned in any other way. Some
prosecute this very great undert-iking. Since seventy or eighty years ago the canais on
that time t am glad Vo say there is a general the ower Ottawa between Montreal and

feeling prevailing throughout the country Ottawa and the RideauCanal beweenOttawa
that this is a work of vital import- 1and Kingston were constructed with a view
ance, both commercially and nationally, Vt defence of the character that was required
and now I believe there is a feeling that this in those primitive days, but how much

canal snould be constructed. The benefit greater is that required at the present time.
to the Dominion arising from its construction We ail know we mav have advanced and

would be so greas that a believe when the i that the people in Enland now are ooking
country becomes possessed of the facts they 1forward Vo having some deecsi hsCn

will unanimously agree that the government try, and there is no way by which it can

ought Vo undertake this work, particularly be better accoriplished than by the con-

when such a favourable arrangement can be struction ofthis canal. Al the engineers

made as I bemieve can be made under exist- and scientific men who have given this mat-
ing circumstances. The boards of trade of Ver any thought or conideration bave come

this country have unanimously agreed that Vo the conclusion that there is no route so

this work will benefit the country and will short and h favourably situated as this one

Overshadow in this direction any previous un- for the purpose of transporting the products

dertaking. t is true that the public mnd now of the North-west Vo the sea-shore. nder

is very tnuch gitated about the waterways these circumstancesr I think it is a matter
arod the canas of this country. We are pro- which might well have been considered by
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the government and should have been fact, and they are willing to subscribe and
alluded to in the speech. I am in a position pay their money in order to have the
to state to-day that there is a company or- advantage of cheap transportation. Every
ganized under the Act passed some time ago, cent and every half cent that you can take
prepared to build that canal and spend some off the cost of delivering a bushel of wheat
fifteen millions in its construction. in England reduces the cost to the consu-

mers in that country.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT- Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And adds to the value
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-And to have it of the farms in the North-west.

complete and in running order in 3ý to 4
years for six years before they ask this Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, that is self
country one dollar. At that time they expect evident; but I want the people of this coun-
a subsidy for twenty years,and I am informed try to know thoroughly that they have a
on good authority that the imperial govern- decided advantage in having the canal open-
ment will supplement the aid to the extent ed at as early a date as possible. We are now
of one-half of the amount of the federal sub- in a state of transition. We are spending a
sidy. I believe that every Governor General vast amount of money in deepening and en-
we have had including the present represen- larging our waterways andcanals, with which
tative of Her Majesty, has been convinced of policy I do not find fault. The St. Lawrence
the desirability of having this canal con- canais have served a purpose in the past, but
structed. All doubt has been removed as to are quite unequal to meet the necessities of
the practicability and necessity of the under- the day. I am informed that of all the grain
taking,and the contractors who are willing to raised in this country only a small percen-
do this work are the èelebrated firm known as tage found its way through the natural chan-
Pearson & Co., men who have prosecuted the nels on Canadian territory and the great bulk
largest works in the world. They are pre- went through the United States. We can
pared to undertake this work. They were get eminent scientists and engineering men
-concerned in the Back Hall tunnel under to certify to these facts, and I do not believe
the Thames and the Halifax naval dock in they will be controverted. It is the univer-
Nova Scotia, and are now constructing a sal opinion that there is no route in the
canal in Mexico, one of the largest in the known world which has the same advantages
world. Mr. Benjamin Baker, one of the most that this canal possesses for the purpose of
celebrated engineers in the world, is to be the performing this great work. Some gentlemen
engineer associated withlMr.T. C.Clarke,who, connected with railways-there are very few
as hon. gentlemen know, was oneof the parties I am glad to say-object to a canal. They
who surveyed this canal some forty or fifty say railways are bound to do away with the
years ago. Therefore, it is quite apparent necessity of canals. That argument is dispos-
that this matter is a live one, and there is ed of when I tell you that a barge containing
every prospect of the canal being constructed 85,000 bushels of grain can be easily trans-
provided the government see their way to ported by this canal, and it would take
give the subsidy that I have mentioned, I more than 180 cars to perform the same
hope they will do so and I intend to ask the work. More than that, I believe the country
House in a few days to name a committee is developing so much, and the increase in
in order that the whole of the facts may be the quentities of grain to be transported is
brought before the notice of the people of so great that there will be work and employ-
this country, and by their decision we must ment for all the canals and railways we can
abide. I believe they will find that it will build, and they will not interfere with the
be of advantage to all the people of the railways. The Canadian Pacific Railway
country. I am told that a bushel of wheat Company are in accord with this route, and
can be transported from Lake Huron to doing all they can to promote it, and are
Quebec or Montreal by this route for less endeavouring to convince the people of Eng-
than one cent per bushel which ought to be land that it is to their interest, as much as
sufficient inducement for any government to the interest of the people of this country, to
take this ipatter in hand. There can be no have this new route in our own territory. I
two opinions upon that subject. There is no am an advocate of building, highways for
doubt the people of England recognize this commerce in our own territory. I want
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Canada to be independent of any other
country. I want a roadway through our
country that we can control at all times and
under all circumstances. I do not want to
be prevented, as we were in the case of the
Sault Canal, from passing through any
canal necessary for access to any part
of the Dominion. I want a Canadian
canal for the benefit of Canada. J ust
imagine the amount of trafflic which will
come down the Ottawa canal. The
revelation will be so great that it will sur-
prise people that it was not undertaken at
an earlier period. However, better late
than never. I know we have suffered,
owing to the other great works which have
been undertaken in other parts of the
Dominion. I do not blame any government
for it; they could not do otherwise. But
now that the country is more prosperous
they can afford to attend to the Ottawa
route and develop this section of the

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-So much the
better.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But I want our
credit to be good. I am perfectly satisfied
that the more we manufacture and the less
we buy, the better off we are. Still I do
not want to see our credit inpaired or
injured in the English market. This mat-
ter was taken advantage of, and Mr. Field-
ing, Minister of Finance, was interviewed
last year,'when he was in England, and I
am told that he gave them to understand
that this matter would receive the attention
and consideration at the present session. I
hope the government will see its way to take
action in the matter.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is not men-
tioned in the speech f rom the Throne.

country. These are the preliminary remarks Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, but I hope
I intended to make on this important sub- the government will see the necessity of it.
ject, and I hope when I move for a com- It was intended to call a meeting of the

mnittee it will he unanimously granted. It Dominion Board of Trade to consider this
will afford us an opportunity of inquiring matter, but I do not know whether it would
into the matter fully, and then the more be an advantage or not. Some years ago an
the project is investigated and understood insolvency bill was passed. My hon. friend
the more it will be appreciated. The next the leader of the opposition put a bill

question to which I wish to refer is the through this House which provided for
matter of the insolvency bill. You are all every contingency in insolvency matters.
aware that an insolveney bill for a coin- Whether this bill will be reintroduced by
mercial country is an absolute necessity. the present government I do not know, but
The commercial credit of the country has I think it is well worthy of consideration
been suffering very considerably in England and might well have been one of the subjects
owing to the wait of some uniform insol- mentioned in the speech from the Throne.

vency law. The conflicting decisions that I now intend to refer to a few paragraphs
are given now are extraordinary. I will in the speech. First there is the prosperity

give the hon. gentleman one illustration. of Canada. We are accustomed to that. We
The other day in the province of Quebec, it have always had prosperity in Canada, and
was held that after an assignment and at the present time this comes from the gen-
after a curator had been appointed to the tlemen who formerly saw nothing but blue
estate, that notwithstanding the assignment rumin and decayin this country. I am glad they
and the appointnent of the curator and the have changed their tactics and that they find
abandonment of the estate, the judge de- the country is prosperous. The mover of the
cided on allowing a previous execution to address wanted to take some credit to the
corne in, doing away with the assignment government for this ; he admitted that it
for the benefit of the creditors. It shows was not altogether owing to the governmient,
there is no uniformity and no knowing how but to the policy that they had pursued, which
a man is situated in this country as far as was in fact the policy of the late government.
the creditor and debtor are concerned. The This is the best vindication for the course of
merchants of England are seriously consid- the late government in carrying on their
ering this question, and some of them refuse policy for the 18 or 20 years they were in
to have anything to do with us as long power, the best proof is that when the liber-

as we are without a uniform insolvency als came into power they found that with no
law. other system could they carry on the affairs
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of the country with satisfaction to them- a Man occ']pying the position that our
selves and the people. We must congratulate premier did, and I appreciate the
the late government upon the fact that the courtesy extended to bim in England. In
present government were obliged to adopt this country the jubilee was a great success.
the policy which they had been in the habit Every hamiet, town and city did their best
of denouncing in opposition so furiously upon'to celebrate on that occasion. I was glad to
every occasion. J was very much surprised see that ail difficulties were reinoved, al uded
at iy hou. f riend the senior member for to in My remarks of last year, in such a way
Halifax. He spoke very hunibly and as to make tbe celebrati n here equal to any-
quietly, -without any of that fire and fury thing in Canada. 1 was giad to see the
which characterized his speeches when the Governor General taking part in the
other party was in power. It is due, J sup- celebration, and the military assisted very
pose, to the fact that he has come to the macerially in the celebration. I was grate-
conclusion that, the country is prosperous. fui to the authorities upon that occasion for
Then in the speech reference is made to the sbowing their appreciation oï our efforts, but
low rate of interest on the loan obtained by 1 regret that sone monument lias not been
the governnent, We are ail delighted to erected to coninmemorate that occasion. 1
know tbat the rate is so favourable. llow- tboughit it was the intention of the govern-
ever, it requires a very great deal of cal- maent to ake tiis the Waiinuton of tue
culation to find out exactly what the advan- North, and to buil a structure durin the
tage aunourits to. The rate is a low onte, and jubilee year for the purpuse of preservng
we are glad to Eind that the country stands our minerals. thog t tey wouid bave
0 libi in Engtland, that they take our erected a nuseum, whci would bave been

debentures at two and a bahi per cent. I a lasting monumnent to Her Majesty's long
congratulate this government as J would and glorious reign, and at the sane tie
con gratulate any goverinrentt on such a afford a protection to that valuabie collec-
favourable transaction. As long as we feel tion of minerais and other nateria a obtained
we are prosperous and contented, we should in ths country which are now stored in
be grateful and satisfied. 0f couise we rnay cellar-ways and gateays, subject to destruc-
differ in souie matters of detaim, but on this tion by fire. thougbt the premier might
occasion J cannot differ from the governent l tave taken advantage of that occasion and
because tbey would flot abandon the erecte suci a building. It would have
national policy. We were ptosperous under been a Monument to otbie.
the national policy and bave continued to
be so and should be satisfied. There Hon. Mr. ALM N -hy did you not do
is e ne f ree trader, owever, in this more for the Victorian Order of Nurses
cbamber who 18 not satisfied: but we have
nothing to do with that. The liberal party,: Hon. Mr. CLEMO W-I hope the governi-
when in opposition, denounced in forcible tuent will take this inatter up and erect a
terms anything approaching the national building for the purpcse of protecting that
policy. They have changued, their tac tics, valuabie collection It is necessary not, Mere-
and view it in a difltrent light now. They ly in the interest of Ottawa, but in the inter-
may settie that question among theaselves. est of the whoe Dominion. wIf the building
If they have gone back on their previous containiig that collection were consumed,
record, we are not concerned with it. I an money could ot replace it. There is nothing
perfectly satistied the government have like taking advapotage of every neans of pro-
done what they should bave done under the tection, and we should build a fireproof
crcuestances, and are convinced that there building to preserve these things. With re-
is a beneit arising from the national poicy. ference to iperial trade, so juch bas been
My ion. friend from Sheill River (Mr. Boul- said about it that very litthe remains for mi
ton) said that our exports were greater than to say. J should like to sec if possible a pre-
our imports and that it was something to be ference given to Canada in the British Mar-
deplored. J have always looked upon itket. Whether it is possible is a matter of
that we were better off if we had more to opinion. So e people think it is possible and
sel and ess to huy, but he thinks different- others say it cannot be obtained but I be-
ly. Anoher matter referred to is thejubilee lieve if more time had been alowed to the
celebration in England. I was glad to find pecple of England there migIt have been a
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greater inducement to them to give some There is such a thing as paying too dear for
preference. But they have obtained what an advantage. There is an idea throughout
they say is an advantage. Whether it will the whole country that the arrangement
be so viewed or not is a matter to be deter- with McKenzie and Mann is one that will
mined altogether in the future: but there is not redound to the benefit of this country
no doubt that the people of this country as nuch as it should. I am, and have
stand higher in England at the present time always been opposed to giving away un-
than they ever did before. I believe necessarily, without due and fair consider-
Mr. Laurier did his duty and acted in ation, the valuable assets of this country.
the interests of the country, although Unfortunately, in the past it has been the
lie did receive this Cobden medal practice of all governments to dispose of the
which bas been so niuch talked about. public assets and receive very little compen-
Underall the circumstances, we were well re- sation for theni. I will instance the tituber
presented by Sir Wilfrid Laurier in England. resources of this Dominion.. I say, and I
and it is not the province of conservatives know what I am talking about, that these
and not the province of men acting as I amr timber resources should have been front the
in the conservative cause ever to withhold first day of the settlement of this country
from any nian what he deserves or to detract safeguarded, and if they had been, we would
from the credit due to him. I am nou one have had timber wealth in the country
of those who say that no good can corne sufficient to pay the national debt ten times
from such a source. I am willing to give over. The fact is, we did not appreciate
credit for anything that is of substantial it--we give it away. All a man had to
benefit to the country, and we may feel at do in the early days was to go to the Crown
any rate that we made some little progress timber office, select a couple of hundred
in getting the people of England to view us square miles of timber land, pay nothing for
with more consideration than in the past. it, keep it and reap the advantage from it.
There is a feeling in favour of this country It lias been a disgrace to this country that
and I hope it will continue. J hope our we should have allowed so valuable a heri-
unity with the empire will continue. The tage, and increasing in value to such an
people are united and there is nothing to extent, to pass out of the public domain, and
detract from our allegiance to Her Majesty. get comparatively nothing for it in return.
We are loyal and will continue loyal, no I know myself where parties have aban-
matter what happens. We hear nothing doned limits after working them for years.
more now of annexation. All that is dead I have known them to take off several rafts
and gone, and we all hope that it may long of square timber and large quantities of saw
continue so, and that every ian will feel logs, and then sell the limit for fabulous suns
that Canada is a country weil worth of money. I think we should have retained
having and England feel that Canada is our timber lands and administered then for
one of the brightest jewels in her crown. the benefit of the people of this country. It

The gold discoveries in the Yukon are, of has been the sanie way with our public lands.
course, a burning question of the present We have never realizea a solitary dollar of
time. It is very gratifying to hear so much profit out of our lands in the old province of
about the richness of the country. We hear Ontario and Quebec. That is most extraordi-
of men picking up from $50,000 to 8100,- nary, but William Hamilton Merritt made a
000, but we do not hear much about those calculation some years ago, and brought out
unfortunate miners who pick up nothing. the fact conclusively, that the public lands
There is a great deal of difference whether were rather an item of expense than of reve-
a miner is successful or whether he is not. nue to this country, owing to the cost of ad-
To some, success is a benefit; to others, it ministration and the easy terns on which
is not. From present appearance there is they were dispos.ed of. But as the hon.
every indication that the Yukon is a very gentlemen all know, the statement I made
valuable country, and it is proposed that, about timber applies to-day. Even at the
reans of communication shall be opened up present time there is au immense quantity
at the earliest possible moment. I believe of timber on public lands for which the
it is unanimously agreed that the measure country is getting very little. It is true
before us aims at this object. The only that since the public lands have passed into
question is by what means it shall be done. the hands of the local governmeuts of Onta-
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rio and Quebec, the provinces have reaped this: let us known what country we have,
some advantage from them. Whether they Iet us find out exactly from examination,
have got what they should I do not know; and then we will be able to coe to a con-
probably some persons get the upper hand clusion; and then say to the people of Eng-
and reap an advantage that they should not land and the people. of this country, go and
have. We are proposing to do the same thing examine for yourself, make us a bid and tell
now with our public lands in the Yukon ter- us what you can do. 1 think that course
ritory. Those lands are either valuable or should have been adopted, and in the
they are not. If the minerals on those lands place of having to give anything away,
are valuable we should keep them. How can we would receive a large amount of
we ascertain that 1 By thorough exploration money for the pnivilege of building
and examination. If our people in days that road into that country. 0f course,
gone by had taken the trouble to explore these are ail suppositions, but there are
the vast forests of this country and ascer- people, particularly at the present time when
tain that from actual knowledge whether a money is so plentiful in England and men
section of the country was fit for a settle- are so anxious to get contracts, who
ment or not, and if they had excluded the will run great risks for the purpose of
whole of the lumbering district from settie- prospecting. I have nothing to say against
ment or sale at any price and kept it in Messrs. Mann and Mackenzie making the
the hands of the government, selling only best arrangement they could, but are there
such lands as were fit for settlement they only two men in this country, in this wonld
would have taken the best course in the financial y able to undertake this work? I
intrest of the country. They did u;ot do have better opinion of the people of this
so, and I aa very sorry for it. n believe the country, who generally undertake affairs of
same thing will occur again if this arrange- this kind, than to suppose that it is only in
ment in the Yukon country is carried out. the hands of two ien. Urgency is the plea
This country is supposed to contain an im- that is raised in extenuation of this contract.
mense amount of gold. There is no possibi- Urgency may be ahl very well in some cases ;
lity, I suppose, of tellingp what it will be but urgency is not always the best yustifca-
worth, whether $50,000,000, $200,00,00 tion. The Ottawa Canal was neyer viewed
or $500,OOOOO-no one can tell, but the as a matter of urgency, but still I believe it
parties who make this arrangement. I ra- is of far more importance to Canada and its
ther think they know something about it; 1 effects will be far grenter to the province of
cannot believe that any business men would Quebec and Ont aio and the country in
go into a transaction of this kind without general than even the building of a road
having some knowledge of whpat they are into this great gold country. Lt will yield
going to receive from it. Lt is true that this greater and more substantial advantages;
railway ought to be built and there are dif- it will confer great benefit to this country,
ficulties we all admit, but at the same time, yet in this matter we are left to
the coutempiated traffic upon that road will paddle our own canoe. Now, hon. gente-
be immense. In my judgment it will be men, I am afraid I am trespassing upon
sufbicient to recoup the parties who buied your patience. You have heard this talked
that road in a very short time. If we are over and reiterated a great many times, and
going to have such an immense trade, the therefore it is merely going ovetk the same
conractors can well afford to build that ground. Let us calmly consider this atter,
road and to trust to what they will realize and when it comes down before us we
from the transportation of freight and be able to judge carefully of its effects
passengers to recoup them for their ex- defects, and if it is found to be in
penditure. The transportation charges, interests of the country that this con
of course, will be, and must necessa- should be accepted, then let us so
rily be, very large; but at the same and know that we have performed our é
time, when the road is constructed the com- If I had my way I would have built
pany will be able to realize their expendi- une through the Edmonton district.
ture in a very short time, and a very large this country we have men; our lumb
profit as well ; and they wii deserve it and men I befieed would think no mo
ought to have the advantage of their enter- making a road through that country
prise. My suggestion, as a business man, is they would have of eating their break
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They have had difficulties to surmount in
the north far greater than what they will
have in the Klondike. Take 50 or 100 of
our bush men who are accustomed to that
kind of work, and I believe they would
make a road through our own country from
Edmonton without interfering with any
foreign land, and in the end it would be a
benefit to the country and no one would
have any cause for complaint. But, as it is
now, there is a lurking feeling that this
measure is one which had not been well
considered. Of course, I am not going to
blame any one man or set of men. It may
have been on account of great difficulties
with which I am not acquainted. There
may have been international questions of
which we know nothing, as the Minister of'
Justice intimated the other day. I may say
I did not like the way the hon. gentleman
mentioned it ; it seemed to me that it m as
almost an attempt at intimidation as if there
were matters that if we knew of them we
might alter our opinion. I like to hear
everything discussed rightly, and everything
called by its right name; I like to call a
spade a spade and to know exactly what is
the course of the government, and I think
they should take the countrv in their con-
fidence if there is something behind it. I
do not wish to detain the House any longer.
I have taken up a good deal of time. I
have stated merely on my own view of cer-
tain facts as a business man. I hope we
will in all sincerity do the best we can and
that when we arrive at a conclusion we will
find we have discharged our duty honestly
and faithfully to our premier and to the
country.

COMMITTEE OF SELECTION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved:

That pursuant to Rule 79, the following Senators be
aPpointed a Committee of Selection, to nominate the
Snators to serve on the several Standing Committees,
n&mely :-The Honourable Mesieurs Scott, Sir Mac-
kenzie Bowell, DeBoucherville, Lougheed, Miller,
Mcbonald (B.C.), Clemov, Power, and the mover;
and to report with all convenient speed the names of
the Senators so nominated.

11e said :-I have substituted Mr.
Macdonald in the place of Mr. King, accord-
1g4 to the wish of my hon. friend (Sir
Mackenzie BoweIl) opposite.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I call the attention
of the hon. leader of the House to the fact
that there is no member on that committee
from the province of Prince Edward
Island. I know it is a very small province
and we have not many senators here-less
than our usual number at present, but I
wish to call attention to this fact that this
is merely a committee to nominate senators
to serve on the several committees of the
House, and it is desirable that every pro-
vince should be represented on that com-
mittee. Prince Edward Island has not been
represented before, and the result was that
on one committee we had three representa-
tives from Prince Edward Island, while on
other important committees there was no
member from the Island at all ; and I would
suggest that the leader should add to that
committee the name of the Hon. Mr.
Ferguson.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-What the hon. gen-
tleman has said also applies to New Bruns-
wick. I do not see a senator f rom that pro-
vince upon it. Mr. King was on it, but he
is put off. I think we ought certainly to be
entitled to one as well as Prince Edward
Island, and it is hard to see why a new
member, and a competent member, should be
put off and another placed on the committee
at the ipsi dixit of a member of this House.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The same remark
would apply to Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The committee is
exactly as it was last year, except that I
substituted Mr. King for Mr. McInnes, and
as Mr. McInnes was from British Columbia
and my friend Mr. King did not care to
serve on the committee, I suggested the
name of Mr. Macdonald of British Columbia.

-Hon. Mr. DEVER-I dare say you have
done your duty,but at the same tirme,injustice
is done to New Brunswick.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I trust the case that
appeared in the selection of the committees
last year will not appear this year, that is,
that certain provinces will be excluded from
most important committees, such as the
Railway Committee, and three members
from Prince Edward Island placed on one
committee, and that a joint committee of
both Houses.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I THE SENATE.
think ny hon. friend opposite did precisely
as I did when I was leader; I took the Ottarra, Wednesday, 16th February, 1898.
position as it had formerly stood without
any change. The SPEAKER took the Chair at thre

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I will withdraw,
my name from the committee.

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-As
my hon. friend for Rideau has expressed his
willingness to withdraw from the committee,
I do not suppose the hon. leader of the House
would have any objection to this, and if there
is any other member of the committee who'
would give way cheerfully, a member from
New Brunswick might be added.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not wish to be
on the comîmittee myself. I would not ac-
cept the position now if it were offered, but
I have taken notice of the fact that men
have been made prominent by making them
chairmen of committees for the last twenty
years, to the detriment of other men.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I wish it to be

e
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EXCLUSION OF JAPANESE FROM
YUKON DISTRICT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.) rose
to

Call the attention of the government to the
necessity for prompt action being taken for the pur-
pose of excluding all persons ot the Japanese race
from recording and working mineral clainis iu the
Yukon District.

He said :-I hope the House and the
government will recognize the great impor-
tance of this question. It will be a very
serious matter if we allow hordes of Asiatics
to come into our country, and take up our
mineral claims. At present Chinamen are

understood that I do not wish to be on the taxec for coming in, and J apanese core in
committee either. I suggested the name of free of taxation. I have no objection to
Mr. Ferguson. There was very good reason their coming in as labourers, but the whole
for making some radical change in this com- country objects seriously to their being
mittee, knowing as we do that the report of allowed to come in and take up mineral
the committee last year was very unsatis- lands. I noticed the other day in the news-
factory to a great many members of this! papers a report that there were 5,000 of them
House. coning fron the Sandwich Islands under a

company to work mineral claims in British
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Columbia, and after that I saw it reaffirnmed

Well, that is moved. that this had really been done, that the men
had now been engaged, and would leave for

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -The British Columbia before long. [ have noth-
provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick ing further to s.ay on the subject, but I hope
and Prince Edward Island havd 24 mem- the government will see its way to pre-
bers in this House, and three of them are vent then taking up mineral claims by
members of this committee. Ontario bas issuing instructions early to the officials in
24 senators, and it bas four members on the Yukon district. It will be necessary
this committee; the province of Quebec, also that this should be done speedily to
with 24 members in this House, bas only prevent those people leaving their homes,
one member on the committee. Therefore, and the Japanese consuls in Ottawa, Mon-
if we are going to decide according to the treal, Vancouver and other places should be
number of representatives from each pro- cognizant of the fact that they will not be
vince, I should like to see more members allowed to take up mineral claims in Canada.
from Quebec on the committee.

T Hon. Mr. MILLS--Japan is recognized as
The motion as amended, substituting t e a ivilized state lying within the domain of

Clemowf was agreed to. international laws, and subject to the saine
rights, privileges and duties as every civi-
lized state within that same domain. The

The Senate then adjourned. hon. gentleman used the word " Asiatics."
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T do not think the people of Japan stand and we are expected to tell him after all that
exactly in the same position as other Asiatic is done, " do not dare to put your foot on
nations, and especially at the present time Canadian soil." I trust the government will
when, in all probability, the government of take my advice. I have not much sympathy
the United Kingdom will find it necessary for the government, and they may not fol-
to draw closer to Japan, Japan having be- low my advice, but if they do they will have
come a powerful as well as a friendly nation. nothing to do with the resolution moved by
I, certainly, speaking my own individuali the hon. gentleman from Victoria.
opinion, feel that it would be highly impolitic Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-My
to adopt towards the Japanese people, as a hon. friend is quite mistaken. I have no
nation, any line of conduct that would put lion to te mi ng int he
them upon a different footing from the in- objection to the Japanese coming iuto the
habitants of other civiiized states. I ycountry, or the Chinese either, but I do ob-

a may ject to their taking up our minerai and
say to my hon. friend that the subject has farming lands. I ask the Minister of
not been before the government for its con- Justice whether he knows if aliens could
sideration, and I do not suppose for a take up land in Japan and work the
moment that the Japanese government minerals. I do not know the laws of that
would consent that the inhabitaits of Japan country, but I venture to say that aliens
should be denied rights and privileges that could not get mining aims. It is a large
are conceded to the citizens or subjects of mining country, and there is a great deal of
other civiized nations. gold and silver being mined in Japan. I am

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am very muc of the pinion that no foreigners are allowed
on.e Mr ALO - amn viery much to take up land there. If that is the case,

astonished at the resolution which bas been why should not we with equal justice, pre-
moved by my hon. friend, the member for vent them taking up land in our country?
Victoria. I always understood that lie h ad I hope the government will consider the
a more enlarged mind than lhe bas exhibited matter. nln s odut niu
on the present occasion. He was aîways, 1 mte. En igland is, no doubt, anxious
tho ght, in favour of the Chinesebeing ai- to be on friendly terms with Japan, but

thogh, i fvor o te Cinsebeig l-we have not called upon them for as-
lowed into the Dominion. He has often sistance. Most likely they will call upon us
spoken very strongly about the way in which fist.
the Chinese were treated in Victoria and
other places on the Pacific coast, and I do THE HALF-BREED POPULATION IN
not see why he should object to the Jap- THE NORTH-WEST.
anese. We have been deluging Japan with INQUIRY.
missionaries, male and female, who have Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to
gone out there without knowing anything Ask the government if they have recently, or since
of the Japan language or religion, when the coming into power, taken the census of the half-breed
people of those islands were more civilized population of the North-west Territories, and if so,
than those sent Vo teach them religion. I for what purpose have they taken such census?
tha tose sent thteach the rle nd He said :-I have heard that the govern-
we could prevent the missionaries, maie an t ment have taken a census of the half-breedsfemale, going from Canada out there, it in the western part of the North-west Ter-
would be a wise thing to do. I do not see itories. eI nh ave ot the hve
the hôn. member from Sarnia before me, or ritories. I have not heard that they have

I would ask him as to the appropriateness eastern districts.
of a quotation. I refer to one of the earliest
prophecies I have heard, that Japhet would Hon. Mr. MILLS-No census has been
come to dwell in the tents of Shem. Now, taken of the half-breed population in the
Japhet is the oriental and Shem is the civi- North-west Territories.
lized man. Therefore, I think we are flying THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN THE
in the face of the holy scriptures, besides YUKON COUNTRY.tIYing in the face of common sense, if we INQUIRY.

Object to the Japanese, when everybody INQUIY.

knows just now one of the great supports of Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to
Our fleet out in the Asiatic field is the Jap- Ask the government if one Mr. Chamberland of

n i old. Oak Lake, Manitoba, or any other person, have beenese. We ask the Japanese sailor or soier granted a permit to take spirituous intoxicating
tO risk his life in defending British interests, liquors into the Yukon country?
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He said :-I have heard that the govern-
ment have issued permits for liquor to be
taken into the Yukon territory and sold. I
ask this question for the purpose of ascer-
taining the facts on that point. There is a
very strong feeling all over the western part
of Canada against either the local or the
Dominion government sanctioning the sale
of liquors in the Yukon territory. I regret
to learn, however, that the government of
the North-west Territories has sent an official
into the Yukon country for the purpose of
taking control of the sale of liquor in that
part of the Territories. There seems to be a
difference of opinion as to which government
has jurisdiction over the sale of liquor in
that part of Canada. I have heard that a
certain gentleman has received a permit f rom
the Dominion government. That is in
conflict with the opinion which prevails in
the local government on that matter, and it
is for the purpose of getting correct infor-
mation on the subject that I ask this ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No permit to take
spirituous liquors into the Yukon country
has been issued to Chamberland. Permits,
however, have been issued to William
Chambers and other parties. This is the
answer which has been sent me by the
Minister of the Interior.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Who is this Mr.
Chambers and where does he reside?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Is Mr. Chambers a
Manitoba man i

Hon. Mr.
gentleman.
answer put
question.

MILLS-I cannot tell the hon.
I have read the whole of the
in my hands in reply to this

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is a matter of no
importance where he resides. I merely
wanted to know the fact.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will make further
inquiry for the information of the hon.
gentleman.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Is it
the intention of the government to have an
adjournment of this House?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The governmeiit in
that respect are in the hands of the House.

If an adjournment is desired the government
will give effect to the wishes of the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
has been intimated to me by quite a number
of senators that, as there is very little busi-
ness to be transacted for a week or two, it
might be as well to adjourn. Of course, we
have to consult the interests of the govern-
ment, so far as their measures are concerned,
but if an adjournment is to take place it
should be of such a character, if it will not
interfere with the public business, as to
enable those who live at a distance to reach
their homes and spend a few days there
before they return.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-There has been an
agitation for some years in this House to
get the government to introduce some of
their important measures in the Senate and
thus expedite public business. An adjourn-
ment at the present time would be of little
benefit to members from the maritime pro-
vinces. It would be much more convenient
for us to have an adjournmnent later in the
session. There should be enough work to
keep us occupied here for a month to come,
and then if there are no measures to be dis-
cussed we might adjourn for a week or two.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I agree with the hon.
gentleman that, as far as possible, the meas-
ures of the government should be introduced
in the Senate so that the business of legisla-
tion may go on simultaneously in both
Houses. There are many measures which,
as the hon. gentleman knows, from their
nature cannot be introduced here, but as far
as we can we shall this session endeavour
to meet the views which the hon. gentleman
has expressed.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 17th February, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN THE
YUKON DISTRICT.

NOTICE OF MOTION AMENDED.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I wish to give notice
that I will ask to amend the notice of mo-
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tion that I have given for to-morrow. It is are vessels there which are quite unfit to go
not as complete as I should like to have it. anywhere-small steamers with rotten hulis
I desire to ask who gets the revenue de- buit of green timber, with very poor machi-
rived from the sale of those permits, the nery. I hope the government will exercise
government of the Territories or the Domin- the greatest strictness in passing those
ion government? vessels and preventing them leaving port in

an unseaworthy condition. In regard to the
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would suggest to matter of the tonnage and number of pas-

my hon. friend that, instead of putting a sengers carried by these vessels, a steamer
question, he should move for a return, and I left Victoria in a most dangerous condition,
will endeavour to have it brought down as filled with horses and cattle, and hay piled
soon as possible. It will give him all the up higher than the deck. I consulted the
information he seeks. It would require
some little time, of course, but it would be aent of thetMriand sheries Deart
more satisfactory if he would simply change had boats enough in case anything happened,
the question into a motion for a return. and the consequence was they had to

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Very well, I will get two extra hoats and two extra rafts, as
do s. a matter of safety for the passengers. I donot know what the government will do in

THE ADJOURNMENT. the matter. It requires attention immedia-
tely, but I suppose that they have officers

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved: at that port who will look after it.

That when the Senate adjourns on Friday next it
do stand adjourned until Tuesday, thé 8th March, at
eight o'clock in the evening.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I
would ask the minister if, in proposing this
long adjournment, he has taken into account
the very important bill that is now before
the other branch of parliament? It is quite
possible that that bill may come up before
the 8th March.

Some hon. MEMBERS-Oh, no, no.

The motion was agreed to.

INSPECTION OF HULLS AND MA-
CHINERY OF VESSELS IN

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved:

Resolved, that it is expedient that special instruc-
tions be issued forthwith to the Dominion Inspector
of Hulls and Machiner in British Columbia te
exercise the mos t rigid inspection of hulls and
machinery of steamers plying between southern and
lorthern British Columbia ports and ports in Alaska.

iResolved, that instructions be issued forthwith to
the proper official in British Columbia to carry out
the aw strictly as to the number of passengers and
tonnage a vessel or steamer is allowed to carry, the
number of boats and the deck load prescribed by law.

le said : The motion I am making today
is an important one, because every littie
craft in British Columbia is now called into
requisition to carry passengers and goods to
the northern ports of the country, and there

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The subject to which
my hon. friend has referred is one that is
now of very great importance, more parti-
cularly in view of the fact that a United
States vessel went down in Lynn Canal a
few days ago. So far as we have been able
to learn, nobody was saved. The accident
was due to the bursting of a boiler. The
boiler had been condemned. The subject to
which the hon. member's motion refers has
already received the attention of the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries. The chair-
man of the Board of Steamboat Inspection
has been despatched to British Columbia
with instructions to give this matter careful
attention, and to see that no vessels are
allowed to leave unless they comply with
the law. I suppose the hon. gentleman will
withdraw his motion, since the department
have already taken action in the direction
indicated.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
should like to ask the Minister if, in the
case of foreign vessels coming into our ports
and leaving them crowded, the department
can exercise any jurisdiction over them. I
know that United States vessels come to our
ports overloaded and crowded with passen-
gers, and leave without complying with our
laws and regulations.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think that
we exercise any control over United States
vessels, although our neighbours practically
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do over ours. I know that they exercise a
restriction, which we have not exercised
over United States vessels.

The motion was withdrawn.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the adoption of
the report of the Committee of Selection to
nominate the senators to serve · on the
several standing comnittees as follows:

JOINT COMINII'EE ON THE LiBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

The Honourable the Speaker, and the Hlonourable
Messieurs Allan, Alnion, Baker, Boucherville, de,
C.M.G., Drummond, Gowan, C.M.G., Hingston, Sir
William, Kt., Landry, Masson, MacInnes, Poirier,
Power, Reesor, Ross, Scott and Wark.-17.

McCallum, McDonald (Cape Breton), McKindsey,
McLaren, Miller, Montplaisir, Owens, Perley, Power,
Prowse, Scott, Thibaudeau (de la Vallière), Temple,
Vidal, Villeneuve, and Wood.-25.

COMMITTEE ON DEBATES AND REPORTING.

The Honourable Messieurs Bellerose, Bernier,
Boulton, Bowell, Sir Mackenzie,K.C.M.G.,Ferguson,
Macdonald (P.E.I.), McCallum, Mills, and Vidal.-9.

COMMITTEE ON DIVORCE.

The Honourable Messieurs Baird, Baker, Boulton,
Gowan, C.M.G., Kirchhoffer, Lougheed, Mills, Prim-
rose, and Wood.-9.

COMMITTEE ON THE RESTAURANT.

The Honourable the Speaker, and the Honourable
Messieurs Almon, Bolduc, Lougheed, MacKeen,
McKay, and McMillan.-7.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

JOINT CoNIl11'ý:E ON TH E PRINTING OF PAiLAIENT. A message was received from the fouse
of Commons inforining the Senate that they

The Honourable Messieurs Armand, Bernier, Car- had appointed certain members of the fouse
ling, Sir John, K.C.M.G., Dever, Dobson, Ferguson,
Fiset, -King, Macdonald, (P.E.I.), Mackeen, McKin-
dsey, Meriier, O'Donohoe, Ogilvie, Perley, Power, on the Printing of Parliament.
Primrose, Reid, Sanford, Sullivan, and Wark.-21.

COMMrIrEE ON STANDING ORDERS.

The Honourable Messieurs Aikins, Bellerose, Car-
ling, Sir John, K. C. M. G., Clemow, Macdonald
(P. E.1.), Macdonald (Vietoria), McDonald (Cape
Breton), McKay, and Prowse.-9.

ComîrrTEE ON BANKING AND COMNIERCE.

The Honourable Messieurs Aikinîs, Allan, Powell,
Sir Mackenzie, K.C.M.G., Casgrainî, Clenow, Coch-
rane, Cox, De Blois, Drummiond, Ferguson, Forget,
Hingstoin, Sir Williamuî, Kt., Lewin, Machines,
MeMillan, Miller, ()'Brien. Primrose, Sanford, Scott,
Smith, Sir Frank, Kt., Temple, Villeneuve, Wark,
and Wood.-25.

CoMIrrEE ON RAILWAYi, TFELEGRAPHS AND HAR-
BOURS.

The Honeurable Messieurs Allain, Alnou, Baker,
Boulton, Bowell, Sir Mackenzie, K.C. M.G., Clemîow,
Cochrane, Cox, Dickey, Ferget, King, l)rmuîîmonîd,
Landry, Lougheed, Lovitt, Macdonald (Victoria),
MacInnes, Masson, McCallumn, McDonald (Cape
Breton), McKay, McKindsey, McLaren, McMillan,
Miller, Mills, Owens, Poirier, Power, Ross, Sanford,
Scott, Smith, Sir Frank, Kt., Snowball, Vidal.-35.

COMI"TEE ON MISOELLANEOUS PRIVATE BILLs.

The Honourable Messieurs Adans, Arnand, Baird,
Bellerose, Bolduc, Boucherville, de, C.M.G., Dandu-
rand, Dever, Dobson, Fiset, Gowan, C.M.G., Landry,
Lougheed, Macfailane, Merner, Mills, Montplaisir,
O'Brien, O'Donohoe, Ogilvie, Prowse, Reid, Snow-
ball, and Sullivan.-25.

COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL ECONOMY AND CONTINGENT
AccOUNTs.

The Honourable Messieurs Bernier, Bowell, Sir
Mackenzie, K.C.M.G., Casgrain, De Blois, Forget,
King, Kirchhoffer, Lovit't, Macdonald (Victoria),

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to call the attention of the hon.
leader of the House to the message from
the House of Commons as laid on the Table.
They have selected the same number that
they selected last year, twenty-two instead of
twenty-one. If the Commons persist in keep-
ing the number twenty-two, I would suggest
the propriety of changing our rules, so as to
have an equal number of senators on the
conminttee.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 18th February, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

OTTAWA AND GEORGIAN BAY
CANAL.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved:

That a select committee be appointed to investigate
and report upon the feasibility of, and the advantages
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which would accrue to the Dominion from the con- THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN THE
struction of a canal uniting the waters of Lake Huron
with those of the St. Lawrence via the Ottawa River, YUKON COUNTRY.
the said committee to consist of the Honourable
Messieurs Sir Mackenzie Bowell, Scott, Casgrain, MOTION.
Mc"illanDobson,Bellerose, De Boucherville,Ogilvie, Hon Mr. PERLEY-On behalf of the
Owens, Almon, Miller, McKay,. Power, Bernier, linMr ELY O beafoth
Boulton, Perley, Macdonald (P.E.I.), Prowse, Reid, prohibition people of Canada 1 desire to
and the mover; with power to send for papers, per- movei
sons and records, and to employ such persons as the o
committee niay deem necessary for the purpose of the That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
investigation, and to report from time to time. cellency the Governor General; praying that His

Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate,
He said :-I stated the other day that it the number of permits that have been granted to per-

sons for the purpose of taking spirituous and intoxi-
was my intention to move for a committee cating liquors into the Yukon District, the date of
to inquire into this subject. I desire the such permits, together with the name of the person to
opportunity of proving by reliable parties whom a permit has been granted, and the number of

gallons covered by such permit, and the fee charged
the feasibiiity of this project, and the only y the government per gallon.
way, apparently, would be to bring those I should like to ask, also, which overn-
parties here to give theirment gets the fee, the Dominion or the
the intention to summon the parties inter- Territorial ?
ested in the proposal for the purpose of ob-
taining this information. One of them is on Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no objection
his way from Mexico, and will be here in a whatever to the motion being granted. The
few days. It is also the intention to sum- return which the hon. gentleman has moved
mon scientific men, who know all about it, for will be brought down. I notice that in
and whose evidence will be of great assist- giving my reply to the hon. gentleman's
ance in coming to a conclusion as to whether question, whicli he put yesterday or the day
this route is feasible and should be con- before, a number of newspapers have it that
structed under the terms foreshadowed in 1 said that I had issued several permits for
the few remarks I made the other day. I the sale of liquor in the Territories. I did not
do not intend to elaborate the question at say so, and I neyer did s0. My department
the present time. Hon. gentlemen are bas nothing whatever to do with the matter.
aware of the circumstances, and I think the
investigation will satisfy the House and the Hon. Mr. FEIGTSON-Thegovernment
whole country that it is a step in the right did it though.
direction, and that we may expect to realize Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Wili the hon. gen-
the importance of this great channel of com- teman e good enough to add the informa-
munication between the northern country tion
and the seaboard. I do not know whether
I would be in order if I were to ask the fees for the sale of the permits?
House, in the event of its being necessary, Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
that this committee should sit during recess. will see that this Yukon country is still in
It may not be necessary, but if these parties an unsettled condition. When we bring in
arrive here in a few days, it would be very our bill-which I hope will be immediately
desirable, if we could get the committes after we meet subsequent to the adjourn-
together to have an opportunity of taking ment-that matter will he regulated by the
their evidence in order that there might be bil about to be introduced. With regard
no delay. no dlay.to the permits that have already been issued,

that I apprehend is under the authority of

Ron. Mr. MILLS-Most of the members the North-west Territories Act and the reve-
will be away. nueîsdisposedof bythe terms and provi-

sion ofthatAct Mypresent recollection,
without looking into the matter, is that it is

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-Very well. I part of the revenues of the North-west Ter-
thouggpt Possibly it might be done. rltories.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE IBOWELL-The 'qotion was agreed te. Could the Minister of Justice inform the
be
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House whether permits have been issued by the attention of the Minister of Justice. I
the Dominion government and also whether presume the regulations for mining in the
that power has been exercised by the North- Yukon have been approved by the Governor
west Territories ? Under the Nqrth-west in Council, and that there can be no devia-
Territories Act, as it now stands on the tion from those rules without having re-
statute book, that power would be vested in course to the Governor General in Council
the government of the North-west Terri- in the saine way. In these regulations I
tories, and not in the Dominion government. see that no one can take up a sub-aqueous

M ILLS-Vested in the lieu- mining claim of more than five miles in a
Hon. Mr. river; but a company or peison can take

tenant governor of the North-west Terri- up thirty miles of the river, and no more.
tories. That is stated emphatically in the regula-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--The hon. Min- tions. I observe two or three reports in the
newspapers to the effect that Chevalier

ister of Justice stated yesterday that no per- Drolet had got a lease of 150 miles, and a
mit had been given to a Mr. Chamberland, Mr. Russell had obtained a lease of 380
but he said that a permit had been granted miles in the Yukon, and Mr. Mercier of
to a Mr. Chambers, and I understood him to Quebec had received a lease of 280 miles.
say that that permit was granted by the How could these persons have received
Dominion government. Was that the these leases-if they have done so-when
reply ? the regulations say that they can only

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I gave the hon. gen- receive thirty miles? I hope the Minister
tieman the answer that was put into my of Justice will be able to tell us that these
hands bv mv colleague. from the depart- reports are quite unfounded.
ment of the Interior, whether that referred
to the North-west Territories or to the
Yukon country. I suppose it related to
the Yukon country, from the question put
by the hon. gentleman, and in that event
the permit would be issued by some officer
in that territory, but as to the whole matter
I cannot say. I am not aware that any
permits have been issued in the Yukon
country by the government of Canada; I
do not think any have been. I am
speaking, however, without having inquired
specially on the subject. If my lion. friend
wants information on these subjects, which
are outside of my department altogether, he
will have to give notice, and I will get the
information for him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That information will be covered by this
motion ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I think so.

The motion was agreed to.

SUB-AQUEOUS MINING CLAIMS ON
YUKON RIVER.

ENQUIRY.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Before
the House adjourns there is a matter of
some importance to which I desire to call

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is a question
which is not on the notice paper. I am
wholly unable to answer it, but I do not think
it at all probable that any such leases as he
mentions have been made. However, I will
make enquiry and will be able to give the hon.
gentleman the information when we meet
again.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
case of Chevalier Drolet, I think I noticed
the paragraph to which my hon. friend re-
fers, and my remembrance of it is that his
right to dredge was in the Saskatchewan
River.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is in the North-west also.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is a notori-
ous fact that the government are making
leases of nearly all the rivers in the North-
west. In view of the rapid development of
those mining claims, it seems to me the gov-
ernment is recklessly alienating very im-
portant interests which certainly deserve
greater consideration than they are receiv-
ing. It is utterly impossible from the
statements already made by the Minister of
Justice and the Secretary of State that the
government can possibly have any informa-
tion with regard to the interests which they
are disposing of in very large quantities,
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because many of those leases run up to now recail them, but I noticed the observa-
thirty and fifty miles. I say it is impossible tions in the paper that some considerable
for the goverament to have had the infor- mileage had been leased and I intended to
mation as to what they are disposing of to have asked the Minister of the Interior
those parties. It is a matter which the about it to-day, but it escaped my attention.
Bouse should be informed upon, and I hope
my hon. friend f rom Victoria will take steps,
at the earliest possible date, to ask for a
return of all papers in regard to this partic-
ular question. Disposing of those immense
interests in such a wholesale way must ne-
cessarily strike the House as being a matter
of very grave importance, and I hope that
at an early date we will be put in possession
of full information upon the question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I shall certainly bring
down the information when we meet again.
I shall consider the observations which have
been addressed to the House as a notice,
and ask my colleague, the Minister of the
Interior, for the information.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
'1y recollection serves me right, I read in
the Citizen this morning that the hon.
Minister of the Interior informed the House
of Commons, in answer to a question last
night, that 150 miles had been granted to,
one of these gentlemen, Chevalier Drolet.

Hon. Mr. POWER-J think it was in the
Saskatchewan.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That lease was
granted many months ago.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
'do not suppose that makes any difference.
They are all in the North-west Territories,
and the rules and regulations apply not only
to the Saskatchewan, but to the Yukon,
Stikine and other rivers.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-As a matter of
fact, there are several hundred applications

IOW before the Minister of the Interior
and it 1 expected that action will be taken
Upon them immediately. The policy of the
department seems to have been to grant
eases upon application being made, entirely
irrespective of whether the government was
no Possession of information upon them orilot.

1 in. Mr. SCOTT-There are now pub-
lati as the hon. gentleman is aware, regu-
hay 0  affrcting sub-aqueous mining. There

nay have been-I think there was-at least
11e or two leases issued before. I cannot

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The present
regulations provide for leases being granted
on application being made.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (A) "An Act for the relief of Robert
Au gustus Baldwin Hart."-(Hon. Mr. Cle-
niow.)

Bill (B) " An Act incorporating the
Central Canada Loan and Savings Co."-
(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the House adjourns, I should like to
call attention once more to that return which
I moved for some eight or ten months ago.
I should certainly like to know whether the
government intends to comply with the
order of the House, and whether we can have
it at some period of time. I think it would
be much better if the government would
lay down the principle, when a motion is
made asking for information or returns, of
refusing to grant it, giving their reasons for
that course, rather than appear to con-
sent to grant it and never bring it down.
We have waited quite long enough for that
return. There are other returns much in the
same position. It is my particular duty
just now, perhaps, to repeat what the
hon. Secretary of State used to say when I
was leader of the House: I hope he will not
fall into that error with which he charged us
andwhich Iam not prepared to say existed to
the extent that they have been practising it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The return having
been asked for by the House, the House is
entitled to the return, and I know my hon.
friend is anxious that it should be brought
down. The wish of the House will be com,
plied with in this regard.' I entirely concur
in the observations which the leader of the
opposition has addressed to the House on
this occasion, that if the government think
it is not in the public interest that a return
should be brought down, the fact ought to
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be stated at the time and the return should complying with the order of the House,
be refused, but if it is agreed that the return because it necessarily is very embarrassing
should be brought down, then that agree- to be placed in the position of not complying
ment should be strictly kept and I do not with an order passed by the House. A por-
know yet that that is not the intention. tion of the return asked for by the leader of
Certainly I have no reason to suppose that 1 the opposition was completed. That may
the government did not intend to comply possible also have been the case with the
with the motion to which they assented. I return asked for by the hon. gentleman from
may say to my hon. friend that I also agree Brandon, but I understood from the leader
with the observations thatwere addressed by of the opposition that it was not desirable to
the hon. Secretary of State to the hon. bring down fragmentary returns. I think
gentleman at the time to which he refers- they are all in except fron two departments
that our predecessors in this regard were -the Department of Railways and the
very frequent sinners, and it is a case in Post Office Department.
which we should avoid walking in the foot-
steps of those who preceded us. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think that

was the last announcement.
Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I am in

the same box with my leader in the fact Hn. r. SCOT-se
that I moved for a return at the very com-
mencement of the session last year, and al- Hon. Mr. KIRCIIOFFER-That was
though the hon. Secretary of State again the understanding with the bon. leader of
and again promised to produce it shortly, we the opposition, but on the principle that
were left to the end of the session without haif a loaf was better than no bread at
baving received it. He led us to understand al 1 (esired to have an instalment of the
at one time that a large portion of the re- return that I had asked for if I couid get it.
turn had been made up, and that he would
turnish us with an instalment of it, and I The Senate adjourned.
think on one occasion I agreed to accept an
instalment on account, because it was all I
could get, apparently. But we did not get
any part of it at all, not even the instalment.
I hope the remarks which the leader of the
House bas made with reference to the re-
turns asked for by the leader of the opposi-
tion will be extended so as to apply to my The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
motion as well. b o th

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the return
moved for by the hon. gentleman who has
just resumed his seat was to be included in
the return asked for by the leader of the
opposition.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER -No, it was
a separate motion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought it was the
same information.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-No, quite
different.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-All I can say is that
the requests were made on the departments
at the time, and repeated frequently since,
and personal letters written to the ministers
calling their attention to the importance of

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

The Honourable WILLIAM TEMPLEMAN
was introduced and took his seat.

EXAMINATION OF YUKON ROUTE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to call the
attention of the Senate to the following
telegram which appeared in the Montreal
Star of the 8th of December last:-

VANCOUVER, B. C.-Messrs. Corthew and Wilkin-
son have returned from the Yukon. They went there
for the Canadian government to locate an all-Can-
adian route. Their official report is not yet out, but
it is a foregone conclusion that their route will be
chosen. It starts at Ketimat from an inlet on the
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Alaskan route running straight through Canadian
territory to Teslin Lake. Mr. Corthew has been ex-
ploring for eighteen years in tijat section. He says
there is no short cut. Sixty miles inland on the route
which will be accepted, they discovered vast deposits
of quartz. Several tous were brought home and as-
sayed 850 to $500 in mineral, mostly copper. The
route to Teslin Lake is through a valley, sparsely
timbered, almost as level as Broadway, New York.
The valley is without doubt the old bed of the Skeena
River. Game is abundant and whitefish block the
stream in season. Already the Canadian Pacifie have
applied for a charter to run a road from Ketimat to
Teslin Lake. The official report will be out in one
week. It will mention this route as the one chosen,
and millions of dollars will be spent in opening it up.
An ocean liner could anchor within a stone's-throw of
Ketiniat.

And inquired whether the surveyors above named
made an examination of the route to the Yukon for
.the Canadian government? If so, has a report of
such examination been made, and will it be submitted
to parliament, and when?

lion Mr. MILLS-I may say, on behalf
of my colleague, that there has been no ex-
amination made of the route to the Yukon
for the Canadian government, and there is
no report to submit.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-These men were
not employed at all ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

CENTRAL CANADA LOAN AND
SAVINGS COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

lon. Mr. MAcINNES moved the second
reading of Bill (B) "An Act incorporating
the Central Canada L-an and Savings Com-
Pany." lie said : The purport of' this bill
18 to empower the company to do business
in the Dominion. At present it is confined
to the province of Ontario, and the object
of the bill is to give them power to extend
their business throughout the Dominion
generally. The bill contains all necessary
provisions for the protection of the creditors
of the company. It appears to me to be a
Perfectly legitimate bill, and there cannot be
any reasonable objection to it.

The mnotion was agreed to.

MR. FARRER AT WASHINGTON.

INQUIRY.

don. Mr. MILLS moved that the Senate
o now adjourn.

i on. Sir MACKENZIE BO WELL-Be-
eal the House adjourns i should like to

he attention of the leader of this House

to a paragraph which has appeared in the
newspapers purporting to come from Wash-
ington, in reference to some negotiations
which have been going on before a Commit-
tee of the Senate, in which a Mr. Farrer
appears to have taken a very prominent
part, and f rom the tenor of the telegram one
would suppose he was there as a representa-
tive of the government of Canada. I
scarcely conceive it possible-though I
know that this gentleman is on very intimate
terms with some of the hon. gentleman's
colleagues-that a man who was detected
some years ago in a secret correspondence
with leading members of the Senate of the
United States, suggesting to them a mode
by which Canada could be coerced into
asking for annexation, and suggesting to
them how they might obtain concessions
from Canada of rights which Canada enjoys
under the treaty of 1818, and other treaties
between these two countries. I do not
know that my hon. friend would object to
niy putting this question without notice, for
I take it for granted that it being so plain
and simple a question-the answer to which
is Yes or No-he would have no objection.
I am desirous that this country should know
whether the government has employed Mr.
Farrer as their agent to negotiate terms of
reciprocity, or to make any suggestions as to
what they, as a government, are prepared to
concede in return for favours and privileges
in the Yukon district. The telegram which
appeared in the newspapers, dated Washing-
ton, Feb. 18th, reads as follows:

Edward Farrer, of Toronto, is here in consultation
with Senator Hansborough and several other mem-
bers of the Public Lands Committee, in regard to
bonding privileges at Wrangel, which the Alaska bill
refuses unless the Dominion government rescind the
monopoly given to the Yukon Railway.

Mr. Farrer addressed the committee and made a.
very plausible case. With regard to the refusal of
Canada to permit American fishermen to ship their
catch free of charge in Canadian ports on the North
Atlantic, in his opinion the Canadian government
would agree to the appointment of an international
commission to prvide for the uniform administration
of the bonding system on the North Atlantic as well
as on the North Pacific. He added that it would be
all the better in his judgment if the commission was
given authority to deal with reciprocity of trade in
one of the two leading natural products like coal,
barley and pulp wood, and also in one or two lines of
manufactured goods.

I do not know that I should have called
the attention of the Senate to this, were it
not for the remarks made by Mr. Hans-
borough, when the question was before the
United States Congress, as to the adoption
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of that resolution declaring that no conces- ple should learn at as early a day as possible
sions shall be made to the Canadians at that an arch-traitor, like Farrer has proved
Wrangel, or at any other port in the North himself to be, in the past-and we have no
Pacific, or on the Alaskan coast, unless we reason to know that he has reformed-is
consented to give certaii privileges to the not acting on the part of the Canadian
United States fishermen in the North Government.
Atlantic; and also, the admission of goods to
the extent of 1,000 pounds to each miner, Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
free. friend that the government of Canada have

no agent at Washington other than the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-2,500 pounds. British Ambassador.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The resolution says, " Exceeding in quantity
1,000 pounds." Perhaps that has been in-
creased i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
is not our agent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are a part of the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was increased to! British Empire, and as a part of the British

2,500 pounds. Empire we are represented at the capital of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So the United States by the British Ambassa-

much the worse. When this bill was under dor, as much so as the people of the United

consideration, the following discussion took Kigdom are, and I did not apprehend that

place: the government of Canada were going to
undertake to create for themselves other

Mr. Turner (Washington), moved to strike out that cliannels of communication on matters of
part of the section, which related to the entering of litical
Canadian ports by American fishermen. He did not , p
he said, make the motion, because he was hostile to the law and the constitution are already pro-
the New England fisheries, but because lie deemed it vided. The government of Canada have, as
unfair to burden this measure with a demand upon
the Dominion governmnent that it vield a contention it such, no agent at Washington at all. We
has made for 100 years. regard ourselves as adequately represented

Mr. Hale (Maine), inquired if Mr. Turner did not b uee thas rovided fr usente
think it would be of advantage to the United States by the agency that is provided for us, tie
to obtain the fisheries concession from Canada. British Ambassador, Sir Julian Pauncefote.

Mr. Turner replied that it would be of advantage With regard to the report which my hon.
if we could obtain it, but he did not believe it couid friend has read of what transpired in thehe obtained. Seaeoph ntdSaeo orew

Mr. Hansbrough (North Dakota), said that the Senate of the United States, of course we
committee on public lands was in possession of infor- | are not responsible for what happens there.
mation that Canada would accept the conditions im- I
posed by the section. He was firmly of the opinion any citizen of Canada happens to be in
that the Dominion government would yield on the Washington and is called upon for informa-
fisheries uestion in view of the concessions made to tion, lie is at liberty, of course, to give such

information as he possesses, and it is a mat-
Now the only inference that one can draw ter of discretion with him as to what state-

from the statements made by Mr. Hans- ments he wiIl make, and lie may, if he
borough is this, that Mr. Farrer assured the chooses, say what bis opinions are. We,
Public Lands Committee that the Canadian of course, cannot control the opinions
Government were prepared to make these of Mr. Farrer or any other party from
concessions; and if lie made any such state- Canada who nay visit Washington.
ment or gave any such assurance to that Then, as to the fisheries, my hon. friend
committee, one can scarcely conceive that knows well that the fisheries on the
he had the audacity-if I can use so strong l Atlantic coast are regulated hy the
a term-to make any such promises, unless treaty of 1818, that the fisheries upon
with the consent of the Canadian Govern- the coast of British North America, are the
ment. If lie did, then he should be repu- property of the people of Canada and under
diated at once by the government of Canada, the jurisdiction of Canada, subjeot to the
and the United States people should be told concessions, the liberties or licenses granted
that this gentleman was not authorized under the treaty of 1818 to the people of the
either to appear before that committee or to United States. 0f course, we cannot take
make any promises of concessions on the f rom them any rights which they possess,
part of Canada, and that the Canadian peo- but it 1 wholly within our discretion whether
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we will make any further concessions or not, Senate of the United States to which the
and the government of Canada and the hon. member from Hastings bas referred,
parliament of Canada have so far seen and I had prepared myself to bring the
proper to exclude the people of the United subject before this House, pretty much in
States from the privilege of transhipping the same way that the hon. gentleman bas
fish in bond from Canadian ports to ports in brought it, until I found that it had been
the United States, except where they choose brought up in the other branch of parliament
to take out a license for that purpose. Now, and fully discussed, and full information
with regard to our rights on the Pacifie given to the public in regard to it. I must
coast, our neighbours over the way, with say 1 was somewhat alarmed when I read
whom we are anxious to be on good terms that in the discussion in the United States
and to have a good understanding, so far as a statement had been made to the effect that
our self-respect and our regard for our own it was well understood that the fishing rights
interests will permit us, may adopt such of the maritime provinces of this Dominion
policy as they deem proper for themselves,bnt could easily be obtained in exchange for
not without regard to our rights of navigation customs concessions at Wrangel or else-
in the Stikine and other rivers mentioned where on the Pacific coast. I say I was
in the treaty of Washington. We have surprised at the confidence with which that
the right to use those rivers for commercial assertion was made in the Senate of the
purposes, and, as an incident to that com- United States by men who seemed to be
mercial use, we have a right to tranship our thoroughly and authoritatively informed.
goods from sea-going ships to those that My fears, too, were not without some reason-
are suited to river navigation. We have able foundation. I called to mind the occa-
the right to moor our ships to the sion on which the premier of this country,
shore or bank of the river where it is neces- shortly after he was installed in the high
sary to do so, and we have these incidental office which hé now fills, visited the
rights without being subject to any duty or United States and gave an interview to a
any charge on the part of the government leading journal in that country in which
of the United States, other than that which he spoke of the restrictions of the treaty
they might 'make for their own citizens of 1818 and generally of our invaluable
under like circumstances, and so we do not fishin.g rights as liable to be given up to
anticipate, whatever the Senate nay declare the United States on very small considera-
in this matter, that Congress, as a whole, ration. Elsewhere he had spoken of these
will ultimately adopt a course in contraven- restrictions as relies of a I arbarous age.
tion of the rights that we possess under the The fisheryproducts of this countryamounted
treaty of Washington or that they will at- last year to over $20,000,000-and I may say
tempt any breach of faith. It is our inten- the province that I represent is more deeply
tion to pursue our own course, to maintain interested in the fisheries than any other pro-
Our own authority, to adopt those measures vince of the Dominion, producing nearly one-
which we believe in the interests of this third of the whole production of that industry
country and the proper development of our in the Domiion-and I say I was alarmed at
territories. We are doing nothing to inter- the confidence with which those statements
fere with our neighbours, or to exhibit to- were made in the Senate of the United States
wards them any hostile spirit. We have when I called to mind the utterances of the
permnitted all other foreigners who chose to Prime Minister both before and after he had
cone into our country, to engage in mining attained office. I was reassured. however,
operations in the Yukon territory. We have when I read the report of the discussion in an-
subjected them to such burdens as we think other place yesterday, and very much pleased
are in the public interest, and it is the in- with the emphatic manner in which the Prime
tention of the government to pursue that Minister repudiated any intention of mixing
course and to adopt all those measures ne- up the settlement of the fisheries question on
cessary to ensure law and order in that the Atlantic coast of the Dominion with any
country and maintain our authority and to difficulties that might have to be settled with
uphold the sovereignty of Queen Victoria in the United States governmerit upon the
the Yukon country. . Pacifie coast. I hope if ever the day comes

Hlon. Mr. MILLER-I was somewhat when we shall be called upon to negotiate
startled when I read the proceedings in the for a surrender of our fishing rights it will
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be recollected that those rights are a most great a nation as they undoubtedly are. I
valuable heritage of the maritime pro- i hope, however, that if it ever does corne to
vinces, that they are looked upon with he the duty of this government to make any
extreme jealousy, and it is only men who do negotiations relative to our fisheries, they
not understand the conditions under which will recollect that they will be held to strict
the Treaty of 1818, was signed and executed account for the slightest surrender that may
who talk about those rights as having been be made without a thorough equivalent for
acquired in a barbarous age. They are anything we give up. These fishing rights
rights which will bear the strictest criticism are prized by the people of the maritime
and defence at the present day, and they provinces-prized in a way that you gentle-
are the only means we possess to bring about men who corne from the interior of the
a fair settlement of any international ques- country cannot understand, and it might be
tion affecting the maritime provinces with the worst blow struck at the integrity of the
the United States ; they are the only lever Dominion if any sacrifice of those rights
we have to use, and therefore, should be were attempted by the government, because
made the most of. With regard to the I am sure, if thoserights were given away
license system which now prevails, I wish to to a foreign country without a full equivalent
express an opinion : I think the time has it would create great disatisfaction among a
arrived when we should cease to grant large class of people.
licenses to United States fishermen. After
the rejection by the Senate of the United Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
States of the treaty negotiated by Mr. studiously avoided, in the questions that I
Chamberlain and Sir Charles Tupper, acting put, discussing the merits or demerits of the
on behalf of Canada, we agreed to prolong resolution passed by the Congress of the
for a year or two the privilege of granting United States, and I did so for the very
licenses tc United States fishermen, with the reason that my hon. f riend f rom Richmond
expectation that the United States would (Mr. Miller) gave for not bringing the
corne to some reasonable settlement and matter before the Senate ; that is, that the
would grant some equivalent for the great subject had been thoroughly thrashed out in
privileges which they ask to participate in the Lower chamber. What I desired to
with the fishermen of the maritime provinces. ascertain was whether Mr. Farrer-that point
We see noindicationof anydesire orintention was not discussed in the House of Commons
on their part to do anything of that kind ; on -was the accredited agent,or acting on behalf
the contrary, we see indications of unfriend- of any member of the Canadian government
liness and worse than unfriendliness, because in Washington when he appeared before the
no person who has anyacquaintance whatever Committee on Public Lands and made the
with the rights of navigation which this statement which has been publ shed. My
country possesses by treaty on the rivers of hon. friend the leader of the use did not
Alaska, can regard in any other light the answer fully my question. He said that the
recent action of the Senate of the United Canadian government has no agent in
States than a gross violation of our treaty Washington. I did not require to be told
rights. Any one who has studied the that ; I know that the Canadian government
question and understands the unassailable has no agent in Washington in the common
rights that we possess for commercial pur- acceptation of the term. I know also that
poses over those rivers, could hardly imagine Sir Julian Pauncefote represents England,
that a civilized nation would adopt such and not Canada, except when his attention
legislation as the 13th clause of the bill is called to matters affecting this country. I
which has recently passed the Senate of that know also during the administration of all
country. If such legislation had emanated governments they it had been thehabit tosend
from some semi-civilized bouth American gentlemen to Washington to bring under the
republic we might regard it with some in- notice of the British minister, and through
difference, and I have no sympathy with him, to the notice of the government of the
those gentlemen who stand up here and United States, certain matters which effect
speak of the United States as a country this country. I understand all that, so that
which should be treated with friendliness by the hon. gentleman's, answer, that the
us, because on every occasion our neighbours governiment have no agent in Washington,
show an aggressive spirit, discreditable to so j is literally true. Every one in Canada knows
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that to be correct, but what I want to know asked whether Mr. Farrer was the agent of
is this-bas Mr. Farrer been sent there even the Canadian government at Washington, or
in an unofficial capacity by any member of whether he had been sent there to act in
the government. that capacity, and I said' to my hon.

friend that we had no agent at Washington
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said no. except the regular and properly constituted

agent, the British Ambassador at Washing-
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My ton. I thought that that was a sufficient

bon. friend will find, when the report of his negative to the question, which my bon.
speech is printed, that he did not answer friend put. I so intended it. I supposed
that question. The only answer that he that my hon. friend would so understand it.
gave was that they had no agent, and then And I say now that Mr. Farrer is not in
he went on to discuss the merits of this reso- Washington and has not been inWashington
lution passed by Congress and to assure the as the agent of the Canadian government.
House that the rights of Canada, whatever
they may be, will be upheld wherever the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or
British flag floats on this continent. If I on behalf of the Canadian government?
Were to discuss the resolution to which myof
friend called the attention of the Senate, I Hon. Mr. MILLS-Or on bèhalf of the
should agree with him. I am only speaking Canadian government.
from a layman's standpoint. I have not the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
advantage of a legal education that the hon. Very well, that will do.
gentleman has, but in reading the treaty and
particularly the terms of the treaty of 1871, Hon. Mr. MILLS-Norwas he authorized
under which the right of navigating the to speak for us, nor do I suppose that Mr.
Yukon and other rivers was conceded to us, Farrer bas said anything which would have
I can say that I came to the saî9 e conclusion led the hon. gentleman to suppose that he
that my hon. f riend bas enunciated here to- professed to speak in the name or on behalf
night. He will excuse me if I press him of the Canadian government.
for a positive answer to my question whether
Mr. Farrer, whose history we all know, is Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-You
in Washington on behalf of the government, have not read the telegram.
or at the instance of any member of the
government, if so, who sends him and who Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I have not, but I
pays his expenses there. That every gentle- have listened to the telegram read by my
iman going to Washiington has a right to friend.
express his views we all know, but we know
how intimate Mr. Farrer is with inembers VACANCIES IN THE SENATE AND
of the present government, that confidential DEATH OF SENATORS.
relations exist between them, aid we also
know from statements, he made there that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
he assured the authorities at Washington There is another matter to which I propose
that le had reason to believe the Canadian to refer. It was the complaint of the hon.
government were prepared to make certain gentlemen opposite for a great many years
concessiorns, and on the strength of those that vacancies ii the Senate were not filled
asurances Mr. Hansborough made hisspeech up as rapidly as they should be. I hope the
to the Senate. If the Yukon bill ever gets bon. gentlemen is not going to fall into what
tO this House, and we come to discuss the he then termed were the errors and crimes
question, I shall be prepared to express My of commission and omission on the part of
Opinhon, as a layman, as to the rights of this their predecessors. In the province in which*
country, and I think I shall not find myself I live, there is one vacancy. I sbould«like to
in a very different position on that subject ask the bon. gentlemen when that will be
fron that of the hon. gentleman opposite. filled. There is also'the vacancy in Prince

Edward Island, caused by the lamentable
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I supposed that I had death of one of our colleagues, .to which I
en sufficiently explicit in the statement I think no reference has been made. With the

ma.de to the House. The bon. gentleman permission of the Senate, I think it is only
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due, following the practic of the past, to I think every man in this House who had
refer to the gentlemen who have passed the honour and privilege of an acquaintance
away. We must all feel regret at the death with Mr. Arsenault will come to the same
of a gentleman who bas been a member of conclusion that I have reached, and that is
the House for so many years, I refer to the that he was a' man of high character, and
Hon. Theodore Robitaille. He occupied a one whom everybody, whether agreeing with
very prominent position in the politics of him politically or not, would hold in high
this country, not only since confederation esteein. I deeply regret, for myself, that
but before it. He was a descendant of one both these gentlemen have gone f rom us,
of the oldest French families in Lower Can- but it has been my painful duty in the four
ada. He served in the parliament of Canada years that I have occupied a seat in this
in 1869, and one of his ancestors served in House, to call attention to senators who had
the old parliainent of Canada from 1809 to been taken from us in the past.
1829. Mr. R6bitaille himself was first elect- i
ed to parlianient in 1861, and remained in Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
the parliement of Lower Canada until con inquired with regard to vacancies in the
federation, after,which he occupied a seat Senate; he wants to know how soon these
in this House and also in the local legisla- vacancies will be filled. I can assure my
ture. He devoted his whole time afterwards hon. f riend that I have no doubt whatever
to the service of his country in the parlia- that they will be filled at an early date.
ment of Canada. He was sworn in as Re- These vacancies have not existed very long.
ceiver General in 1873, and remained in that I could not help noticing how much more
office until lie was appointed governor of the vigorous ny bon. friend is in this direction
province of Quebec, where his services were when be is on that side of the buse than
given to his country for four or five when he was on tbis side, and that wbile
years. He afterwards became a member of he is very anxious to have vacancies filled
the Senate which position be occupied until 1 when we have the power of recommendation
the time of his death., We all know that he he was not perhaps quite so energetie wben
was for years so sorely afflicted that he could the appointment depended on bis advice.
not bring to the service of his country that. Perbaps I do my hon. friend an injustice,
vigorous intellect which he possessed, as he because 1 remember when he was emanci-
had done in years long past. It was my pated from some of his colleagues that be
good fortune to be acquainted with Mr. made a good many appointments in a very
Robitaille since confe.deration. He occupied short time, and so perhaps it would be do-
a seat in the HouEe of Commons in 1867 ing my hon. friend leas than justice if I were
when I was first elected, and I think I can to say that be was ta;rdy in this regard.

,say for him, on behalf of all who knew him, Personally, I ain inclined to think that the
that a more genial and kind hearted man, tardiness was attributed rather to some of
and a man of finer intellect-wbich of course his colleagues than to the hon gentleman
was impaired by illness of late years-would himself. My hon. f riend bas alluded to the
be difficuit to find, and we must ail deeply loss, by this Senate, of two distinguished
regret his death, althougw it was long ex- members who were with us last session whb
pected. Another colleague, with wbon we, are here no longer. One of these bon. gen-
as senators, had been acquainted but a very tlemen, it was my good fortune to know well
short time, is no longer with us, I speak of as a colleague in the ouse of Commons,
the'Hon.Mr.bArsenault. My short acquaint- Senator Robitaille. He was a mai of
ance with him led nie to, form a very ig abidity, who took a proninent part in
opinion of bis character as a man of honest, the discussion of publie affairs while d
straigt forward integrity. lie was, as I member of the House of Commons. we
binderstand it, a typical Acadian. lie was entrusted by the Crown witb the dis-
served bis country from 1867 to 1895 in is charge of bigh and important duties as a
own province. lie was in the Executive citizen of Canada, and a subject of lier
Counil of that provincd, two or three times, Majesty, and ie wa subsequently appointed
and was representing bis constituency when by Her Majesty a member of this chamber.
he wa caled to the Senate. Those who My hon. friend bas also alluded to a genthe-
knew him best I have no doubt will be able man who was a member of this house, but
to speak more at large upon his merits, but whom I had not the good fortune to be
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illtimately acquainted with, the bon. mem- English and French, Protestant and Catholic.
ber from Prince Edward Island. I have no He sat in the provincial governrent as a
doubt that that hon. gentleman possessed al colleague of my own for 12 years. He
the qualities which my bon. friend has was a meinher of two administrations before
ascribed to him. We may differ, hon. that time, and lie enjoyed, as I have said,
gentlemen, in our view of public matters. the respect of bis opponents as well as of bis
We may be sometimes arrayed with some political friends through the course of bis long
heat against each other on questions of great political life. He was a business man of the
public moment. We differ: we nay honestly strictest integrity, and no man ever lived
differ on those questions, but when we come in Prince Edward Island who bore a fairer
to discuss the character of men who are no or more bonourable name than the Hon.
longer with us, it would be indeed a most Joseph (. Arseneault. 1 regret that just at
ungracious thing, if it were possible, to this moment the Acadian people of our pro-
speak otberwise than kindly of those who vince have lost botb their representatives.
can no longer appear in this chamber and; The gentleman who represented them in the
speak on their own behaif. I arn sure that House of Comnons died a very short time
those who are associated with me have none ago, and the hon, gentleman who represented
other than the most kindly recollection of these people in the pper use bas also
botb hon, gentlemen who have ceased to be died. f trust that the government will not
m'aembers of this chamber since the last itose any time in appointing a genthman to
session. My hon. friend who is associated fll the position that bas been made vacant
with me in the governrent, and who has by the death of the Hon. Mr. Arsenault. It
been mucb longer a member of this Huse is rather unfortunate for a littie province
than k have been, Of course knows the hon. like ours, to have lost two of its nine repre-
gentleman from Prince Edward Istand more sentatives since last session. trust the
intiately tran 1 had the good fortune tog leader wilt carry ont the promise e bas
know bim. been good enough to make, that these appoint-

i ments will be made at a very early date.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is usual on

occasions like this to allow the remarks of'
the leaders on both sides of the House to
stand as expressions of opinion of hon. gen-
tlemen generally, but I cannot allow this
occasion, when reference has been made
to a former colleague of my own in the pro-
vincial government of Prince Edward
Island, and my colleague in this House,
and a gentleman with whom I had been
intimately associated privately and publicly
for a very long time, to pass without adding
m'y tribute of respect for bis memory. The
Hon. Mr. Arsenault was not a man of what
we would call very brilliant abilities as a
Public man, but he had worth in a very great
degree, very strong native worth. He was a
man modest in his demeanour. tolerant in
bis views and loyal to his friends and his
principles. My hon. friend, the leader of
the opposition, spoke of him as though he
had entered public life in Prince Edward.
Island in 1873 for the flrst time. In that
respect my hon. friend was not correct. He
entered Public life in 1866, and he enjoyed
the confidence of the same constituency for
29 years. In all the changes and vicissitudes
of that length of time he retained the con-
fidence of his constituents who comprised

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 9th, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CROW'S NEST PASS RAILWAY
STOCK.

INQUIRY WITRDRAwN.

The following notice of inquiries was
called :

Has the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
applied to the governnient for authority to increase
its capital stock on the Crow's Nest Pass Railway
under the authority of the Act of 1893, which requires
the sanction of the government thereto? Has the
governiment any knowledge of preference shares
ben isued und er the authority of the same Act but
whic does not require the sanction of the govern-
ment, or bonds being issued under the authority of
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the charter giving the company power to build
branch lines ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON said: With the
leave of the House, I beg to withdraw this
notice, as the information is contained in
the annual report of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, which has been issued since I
placed the notice on the paper.

The motion was dropped.

RAILWAY RATES ON PURE BRED
STOCK.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to-
Call the attention of the governmnent to the announ-

cement recently made by the Grand Trunk Railway
that the railway companies had decîded to charge
only one-half fares hereafter on pure bred stock, and
inquire if a similar concession will be given on gov-
ernment railways.

He said : I daresay it is known to hon.
gentlemen that a very strong complaint has
been made, in the interests of the farmuers of
the Dominion of Canada, with regard to the
ratecharged by thedifferent railways, govern-
ment as well as company railroads, on farm
stock, more especially on pure bred stock for
breeding purposes. Speaking for the farm-
ers of my own section of the Dominion, it
is found that an economical manner of im-
proving the blood of live stock in nany lines
is to buy from the advanced farmers and im-
porters in the province of Ontario ; but it is
found that the rates charged by the railways
for the carrying of single animals is almost
prohibitive. It inakes the expense very
great indeed. Where a party imports by the
car load, the rates are still very high ; but
when that is done, they are not so oppressive
as they are when the ordinary farmer has to
buy a single animal of any of the different
lines of stock for the purpose of improving
his herd. This has been a subject of com-
plaint, and the Dominion Breeders' Associa-
tion has taken up the matter, and the
Breeders' Association of the Maritime Pro-
vinces also has the matter under considera-
tion. It affects them not only in the natter
of the improvement of herds, but also in
exhibiting at the various exhibitions. The
rates have been so high that competition
at exhibitions is confined almost to the
farmers in the immediate locality where the
exhibition is held, whereas if more reason-
able rates of freight were charged the com-
petition would become more general and

opportunities would thus be given farmers
living at distances from the great centres
to compete, to purchase stock there, it
may be, and to improve their herds by
bringing stock home, or to selling wbat they
had to dispose of. I notice by an item in
one of the Ottawa papers that this matter
has been represented to the railway com-
panies, that a deputation consisting of the
Hon. John, Dryden, J. I. L. Hobson and J.
W. Hodgson, representing the Agricultura'
Department of the Government of Ontario,
and the Dominion Breeders' Association have
interviewed the Grand Trunk Railway, and
as a result of that interview the company has
announced that a concession of one-half is to
be madE on the rates charged for the shipment
of pure bred stock on the railways owned by
the railway companies. I presume from that
statement that it includes the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway as well as the Grand Trunk
Railway and the other railway companies of
Canada, but there is no statement here as
to whether the government railways, the
Prince Edward Island IRailway and the
Intercolonial, have agreed to this concession,
and my object in bringing that matter be-
fore this lion. House is to ask my hon. friend
the leader of the House whether the govern-
ment railways have made the saine conces-
sion, or are prepared to make the same con-
cession as has been made by the Grand
Trunk Railway and which appears to be
made by the other different railway com-
panies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The notice of the hon.
senator appeared for the first tine this morn-
ing and the leader of the House had not
observed it. I noted it' about an hour ago
and spoke to the Minister of Railways on
the subject. His attention however had not
been called to it, but lie said he would be
very glad to give the matter some considera-
tion. I may state that the rates on the
Intercolonial Railway and also on the Prince
Edward Island Railway are considerably
below the rates on the Grand Trunk Rail-
way.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think not on
this class of freight.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-So I am advised. How-
ever, it is not a niatter I am prepared to
discuss now. Mr. Blair said he would take
the matter into consideration and let me
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know later on what his conclusions are. I Bill (F) " An Act to incorporate the
do not think the attention of the government iPacific and Yukon Railway Navigation and
had been called to it by any of the Breeders' Mining Company,"-(Hon. Mr. Lougheed).
Associations to which the hon. gentleman
has referred, because the subject seemed to DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
be new to the MinistEr of the Railways, and SUBSIDIES INVESTIGATION.
I had only an opportunity to bring it to his
notice a few m'inutes before I came into the MOTION POSTPONED.
House. He said he would look into it and The Order of the Day being called
send an answer later on.

That a Special Comimittee of the Senate be ap-
Honi. Mr. FERGUrSON-I am quite pointed-
Hon.fe Mr.c theR SN- lin ete an quit pro 1.To inquire iinto the amount, source, and] expendi-satisfied since the hon. gentleman has pro- tu of ail subsidies granted to the Drumrnond County

mised to look into it and give a reply. When Railway Company, and of ail other moneys received
will he be able to give his answer-say and expended by the said conpany, and the times

and manner of such expenditure,onday next 2. The capital stock of the company, proceeds of
ail sales of same by the company, subscriptions of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I will confer with Mr. stock, naines of subscribers, ainounts subscribed, calls
Blair. made thereon, and anounts paid on same, transfers

of stock from time to time, and to whon.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I hope the Mini- 3. The financial position of the company, its liabil-
ities, matured or accruing, inclusive of bonds sold and

ster of the Railways will look carefully into their proceeds, of loans. or advances made to or by
the statement made by the hon. gentleman the comlpany, and the application of the same, to-
that the g lad gether with particulars of ail guarantees or endorse-he government ralways arey have ments given to or by the comnpany in relation thereto.
been charging a lower rate. 4. The particulars of all offers, or negotiations for

the sale, lease or transfer of the conpany's roperty.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not state it as 5. The classification and condition of said railway

absolutely correct. That is my impression, and equipment, at any time or times, together with
but I ail matters and things relating to the said Drummond

May be wrong. County Railway Coinpany, inclusive of ail negotia-
tions and dealings with the Government of Canada

SECOND READING. in reference to the said conpany.
Said Committee to be as follows :--The Honourable

Bill (A) " An Act for the relief of Robert Messieurs Cl-mow, Cox, De Boucherville, Ferguson,
Kirchhotier, King, Loughheed, Landry, Miller, Mills,

ugustus Baldwin Hart."-(Hon. Mr. Cle- Macdonald (B.C.), Power, Prowse, Primrose, Thibau-
mow). deau (de la Vallière), Wood, and the mover; with

power to send for papers, persons, and records, and
BILLS INTRODUCED. to enploy such persons as the Committee may deem

necessary for the purposes of the said investigation,
Bill (C) " An Act for the relief of Edward and to report from time to tine.

Ileyward."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow). Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL said:
Bill (D) " An Act for the relief of James I move that this notice be discharged, and

Pearson."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow). that it be set down for Monday the 21st of
this mornth. My reason for asking this

he Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 10th March, 1898.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

ill (E) " An Act to amend the Canadian
Mining Regulations for the Yukon."-(Hon.
Mr. Boulton),

postponement is the fact that an investiga-
tion is now going on in the other branch of
parliament, and on looking into a somewhat
analogous procedure in the House of Loras
some years ago, I find that, while their
lordships agreed upon the important fact
that the House of Lords has the same rights
and privileges as had the House of Commons
in investigating matters, particularly the
finance of India, their lordships agreed, after
a discussion of some little time, upon the one
point which was then discussed, and that
was the power and right of the lords to pro-
ceed at the same time that the Commons
were proceeding with their investigation.
The Duke of Argyll, who took part in the
discussion, intimated that he it thought
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would be better, in the interests of the sub- of Lords investigating the inatter, on the
ject which was then before their lordships, ground that the expenditure of public money
that they should wait for a short time until was a matter which sole]y belonged to the
they could ascertain how far the Commons House of Commons, 1 ut in reply to him Mr.
committee had gone in the investigation of Gladstone said that that objection, if taken
the finances of India, and then he wound up ag inst an appropriation made by the House
with this language of Commons in England for expenditure

Should any su ggestion enianate froni the Commiïons stitce Ut that the ee
committee, of which the government and their lord-
ships might doubt the propriety, it would be their inoney of the people of Hindostan was a
lordships duty to institute a full inquiry before pass- mattèr which was as open to the buse of
ing any measure founded on it. Lords to invesdgate as it was to the House

Or in other words, that if the Commons of Commons, because it was an investigation
Committee did not make a thorough investi- into the expenditure of money which had
gation, or if they made any suggestions fot been appropriatd by the Houseof Com-
which their lordships night think were not mons and thereforedid fot come solely with-
in accordance with the evidence and facts, in its jurisdiction. My hon. friend, 1 noticed
then it would be the duty of their lordships to in the resolution that is before us, bas as the
proceed further with the investigation, and first resolution:
if their contention should be sustained, then To inquire ift( the amount, source and expenditure
it would be the duty of the House of Lords of'aIl sl>si(ies granted to the Dîuuunond County
to reject any measure which might be pre- Railway Company, and of ail other moneys received

sened o teinfoudedon he epot o te and expended by the said company, and the tiînessented to themn founided on the report of the and manner of such expenditure.
Commons Committee. I have no desire
-and I am quite sure that the hcn. gentle- Now that is an inquiry into the expendi-
men who voted as they did when the ques- ture of public money. It bas happened in
tion of the Drummond County Railway was the bouse of Lords that they have inquired
before the House, had no desire-to duplicate into the expenditure of public moneys, but
expense and the trouble that would follow it has not been the express object of the
in this investigation, it would therefore be inquiry. It bas been the mere incident of
quite proper for the Senate to postpone for a the inquiry, and if my hon. friend vere to
tine, at least, the investigation, until we suggest that there should be an inquiry into
ascertain howfar theCommonsCommittee are the management of the Drummond County
prepared to go in the investigation of this Railway and into the finances of that rail-
question. If they should fail in obtaining way as an incident to that, there would be
or seeking that information which I have a right to inquire into the expenditure of
asked for in that motion, then it vwill be the the moneys whicli had been appropriated
duty of the Senate to proceed with the from any source, no matter whether it was
further investigation and ascertain whether'a public source or not. I ar not going to
the contention of the Senate when they re- discuqs the character of the resolution to-
jected that bill at the last session is 2orrect day. We shah consider that when my hon.
or not. For these reasons I ask that the friend reaches bis resolution at the time
order be discharged and set down for to which lie proposes its consideration shah
Monday the 2tst. be postponed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I bave no objection Hon. Mr. MILLER--I an tomewhat
to the postponement that the on. leader of taken by surprise at the course which bkas
the opposition suggests. 1 stated last year been pursued by the ion. gentleman who
that the proper place for an examination into lias this motion in charge. There may be a
thé expendoture of public money, was the good deal of force in what the hon. gentue-
Hlouse of Coinnons, and I referred to theman bas said, that it might be wise for us not
precedent in the bsuse of Lords that myb to dupicate the expense of investigating the
hon. friend bas rentioned to-day, the appoint- affair of the Drumond County Railway here
ment of a Coomittee to investigate into the while a similar investigation is going on in
financialexpenditureofIndia. If I recollect, the House of Commons, but that information
that was a proposition fora joint comittee. was in the possession of my hon. friend at
Disraeoi at the time objected to the House the time he made thismotion, and it should
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More properly have precluded him from and candid in the views he expresses,
'moVing it at all until the necessity was but it must be remembered that my
called for by the refusal of the Commons hon. friend lias never looked on this
ComInittee to make an investigation as fully House with a great deal of favour, that
as we thought it ought to be made under in early days he was not one of its cham-
the circumstances. With regard to the pions, but very much the reverse, and
question of the power of the Senate to deal although I hope, now that we have him
with a question of this kind, 1, for one, am amongst us with a comfortable portfolio he
for standing up for the rights and powers will look upon this House in a more friendly
of the Senate as far as we can do so con- spirit than formerly, still we should regard
sistently with the provisions and terms of with suspicion any action of the hon. gentle-
the British North America Act. I do not man when he undertakes to curtail in any
admit that we are on all fours on constitu- way the rights and privileges of the Senate.
tional privileges and powers with the House Party feeling is as likely to sway my hon.
of Lords. We all know that the House of friend as any one else. There are members
Lords is an evolution of centuries of govern- on the government benches of this flouse,
ment in the old country, whereas this Sen- who sometimes stand up for the rights of
ate, although intended to be modeled in the this House as strongly as anyone could
main on the House of Lords as to our general wish. Sitting behind me is an hon. member
cOnstitutional powers, is created by a written (Mr. Power), who published articles in the
constitution and has clearly defined powers Toronto Globe in defence of the Senate,
given to it by that constitution, which are yet he was willing enough last se.,iOn to go
not possessed by the House of Lords. 1 say backon bis previousutterances andtocoincide
I do not think that in this House we should with my hon. friend in his view of the rights
be the first to question our own rights and and privileges of this House, and he dropped
POwers. We should leave that to others. the remark, when some reference was
We should stand up on all occasions for the made to the Franchise Bil, that he under-
rights, powers and privileges of the stood that was merely a dorestic matter be-
Senate, even when there is a doubt, longing to the other fouse, whe*eas we al
and if the case should be decided against know there is no question in British bistory
us by competent authority, it would on which the fouse of Lords bas more fre-
then be time enough for us to submit, quently, and at the risk of its existence core
but I do not believe in giving away any- into collision with the fouse of Comnons,
thing we can properly claim in this House than on that question. Where party feeling
with regard to an investigation of this char- does not core in, 1 would trust my hon. friend
acter or any thing else. There is a very to advocate the rights and powers of this
sweeping clause in the British North ilouse to any extent, but wbere party
America Act, which I quoted last session, in interests are to be subserved it is surprising
which it says that the rights, powers and how the clearest headed men are led
Privileges of tbe Senate and fyouse of Com- astray. Witl regard to the constitu-
nions shal be the sane as thobe of the British tional powers of the Senate, want to
lousel of Commons under certain restric- cail the attention of the Hoise to

tiof5 and qualifications. If we can, under another very important fact, and I think it
that power, daim larger powers than will have a good dea of influence on on.
are possessed by the flouse of Lords, gentlemen in this flouse. We bad as leader
why shouîd we do not do so? It is in of the Senate ast year, the predecessor of
the Public, interest that we sousd try the present Minister of Justice, Sir Oliver
to do so, because we have oere a Mowat, who was adritted to be, when he
CXiore impartial tribunal for the investi- was in pareianent, the abiest constitutional
gatioq of delicate questions of this kind lawyer and the riost profound jurist i
thian the House of Commons, where party public hife. I do no think any other mem-
lol'e1in is more bitter than in this brancb ber of the legal profession in parliament at-
Of iParlament. I do not intend to enter tempted to dispute bis eminence or to rival

an argument with my hon. friend t while he was in the Senate. When
the Minister of Justice w o has no this question came before the Senate last
doubt given this subject a great session, that hon. member was especially
deal of study, and no doubt is sincere anxious that it should go over for invetiga-
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tion until this session, and he pledged bis
word of honour, as a Minister of the Crown
and the leader of this House, that the in-
vestigation should take place this ses-
sion. But the point I wish to allude to is
this, during all that debate, in which the
then leader of the House spoke on several
occasions, notwithstanding bis eminent
ability as a constitutional lawyer, he never
once raised a doubt as to the power of the
Senate to enter into an investigation such
as is contemplated by the resolution
of the hon. member from Hastings.
It had great influence with me, because I
know if the then Minister of Justice con-
ceive'd there was the slightest ground for
objecting to the constitutional powers of the
Senate to make an investigation of this kind,
he would certainly have done so, but he did
not do so. I ask hon. gentleman to look
through the debate which took place on that
occasionand they will find that although
Sir Oliver Mowat spoke four or five times,
he never raised a doubt as to the constitu-
tional power of the Senate to deal with such
an investigation as is now contemplated
by the motion before us, and he never
controverted for a moment the clause
in British North America Act which I
cited and which I claim gave us power
clearly and distinctly. I conclude by
saying that I regret that my hon. friend
bas postponed this motion. It would have
been better not to have made it when
he did than to postpone it from day to day,
because it would appear as if the Senate was
not really in earnest in proceeding with this
investigation, and I came into the House
to-day with the intention of asking my hon.
friend to drop my naine from that committee
if he did not intend to proceed with it at
once. I shall not ask him, however, to do
that to-day, as he has concluded to take bis
present course after consultation with his
friends. I leave the responsibility with him,
but I cannot say it is a course of which I
approve

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
leader of the opposition bas pursued a pro-
per course, and I an sut-e if my hon. friend
had followed him as closely as I was able to
do, sitting near him, he would have found
that he gave an excellent reason for the
course he had taken. He showed that when
a similar situation arose iii Great Britain no
less an authority than the Duke of Argyll

said, that as the House of Commons had un-
dertaken to investigate it would appear to
be better to delay until it should be found
whether this committee which the House of
Commons had moved would institute a com-
plete inquiry, and he then intimated that if a
complete inquiry was not instituted by the
House of Commons, it would be com-
petent for the House of Lords and perfectly
right for them to go on and institute a
complete and thorough inquiry of their own,
before they would consider any suggestion
which would emanate fron this committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Will my hon. friend
tell me whether the committee of the House
of Lords was asked for before or after the
committee of the House of Commons?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-On that point I
am not sure. J am not sure bow it originated,
but anyway the House of Commons had got
ahead of the House of Lords in appointing a
committee, and that being so, in order to pre-
vent the appearance of jealousy, the course
of the House of Lords was, as announced by
the Duke of Argyll, to wait until they would
find whether the House of Commons com-
mittee would make a thorough and exhaust-
ive investigation, and reserving to them-
selves the right to proceed with an inde-
pendent inquiry before they would pass
any legislation emanating as a suggestion
froin the House of Commons committee.
Therefore I think my hon. frienI, the leader
of the opposition, bas excellent precedent to
guide him in the course he is pursuing at
the present moment. I was, like my hon.
friend fron Richmond, somewhat surprised
to hear the hon. leader of the House again,
as he did last year, question the right and
power of this House to institute an inquiry
of this kind. I know very well that it is
the usual course for the members of the
House of Lords, as it is indeed for menbers
of the House of Commons, to assert to the
fullest extent the rights and privileges of
the House of Parliament in which they sit,
and this course is certainly expected when a
gentleman leads a branch of parliament, and
I felt a little surprised, that my bon. friend
the leader of the House should once more
question the right of this House to institute
an inquiry of this kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-After a unanimous
vote last year in favour of a committee.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-After a general financial administration of India,
unanimous vote last year in favour of a com- and I agree with my hon. f riend that all
mittee. the speakers who took part in the discussion,

both in the House of Lords and House of
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection Commons, were agreed upon this, that the

to a committee. House of Lords had no right to introduce
an inquiry or to take part in a joint com-

Hon Ir. FERGUSON-If so, I misunder-- mittee in an inquiry into the general finan-
stood entirely my hon. friend. He referred cial affairs of the United Kingdom. That
then to the question of a joint committee point was settled; but it was n-t settled, it
that was proposed in 1871, in England which was not questioned, they did not enter into
has beeni referred to by the hon. leader of the discussion at ail as to whether the bouse
the House, and said that it was then of Lords had or had not the right to inquire
settled, as far as the opinion of Mr. Disraeli into particular expenditure in regard to
and others was concerned, that the House of the financial affairs of Great Britain and
Lords should not properly form part of a Ireland. That point was fot reached,
conmittee to investigate that subject, and was riot touched at all in the discussion.
the reply which was ma'de by Mr. Gladstone 1 have gne over the matter very care-
and others was, that as it was not an inquiry fully. 1 have extracts from the speeches then
into the public accounts of the United King-'niade in my hand, and 1 take the
dom it was quite proper for the Lords to take ground, and take it with ail confidence, that
part. My hon. friend, if I understood him the point vas neyer reached, either in the
right, semso the sam gtuHot.a use of Lords or in the Comnîis at thatrgt, sem otke the sameý ground to-day:
that he took last year, that it was conceded time as to vhethfr the House of Lords had
on ail hands that the House of Lords had no or had not the riglit to inquire intothe expen-
right to enter into an investigation of the diture of any special departinent, in the
financial affairs of the United Kingdom of affairs of the United Kingdom; but apart
Great Britain and I reland. f authority that is

t1uoted-I can refer to an instance in our
lon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps my hon. own parlianentary practice. I can refer my

friend will allow me brietly to state my lion. friend, the leader of the buse, to a
position. It is this-not that an inquiry case which occurred in 1870, wvhen the Hon.
should not be made into the affairs of the Senator Wilniot, a member of this fouse,
Drumnond County Railway, but I say propose( a resolution. 1 have the renîarks
when the Uouse is expressing a determina-that were made upon that resoluto
tion to inquire into the amount of subsidies if 1 have fot the resolution itself. It
granted, that the House is by that forai of was a resolution that the Senate of Canada
expressioi, and that declaration as to the slioul appoint a committee to inquire into
object of the inquiry, encroaching on the the general public accountsof the DominionjuriNdjcio of th:oîoî of Canada, and here is what Sir Alexander

Canipbell, the leader if the ouie, and a
lion. Mr. FERGU>SON-That docs neot very eminent authority with regard to legal
teriay affect the inanne i whic i and constitutional questins general fi

understood niy aon. friend. le took the upon that occasion Kindom. Tat

group t s that this fouse of parliainent i tadt

the d isso a1( lt allfe asto whthemr ste He

ot a constitutional right to inquire into thed d not the i to e
bruý pe , in o f t e i - te ullart select eimittees, but

u County atter i the nanner in e did differ fr po lint as te t ne poetr of sch ced-which it S, poposel te make the in uiry by' nitteeste deal witnt ttc geaa lli Pblic acounts
the hotion of ae gone ver te matte very ap
the *y aou. frndt ell. Imatte fraspeciti frmse, say, fer instance,

Opposition in this flouse. 1 thnk my te examine inte the axiliture en Rideau Hall,lfl' frienld has escaped a very important îvhicg had teen alnded te y the inover, but they

feat . in regard to tis question, showing~ c1nc e pen ubi conscmjt
its entire dissi milarity f rom the 'case that IThe ground taken by Sir Alex. Campbell,
Ocdurred in 1871 in Great Britain with whicli was properly taken, and with which
regard t the inquiry intoH the financial ad- we wil aIl agree, was that it would not be
i'1flflitration of India. The proposai that proper for the Senate to appoint a public

% then made was an inquiry into the accounts committee to perform the work the
12
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House of Commons committee is doing with
regard to the financial administration of
Canada, but while taking that ground, Sir
Alex. Campbell was equally specifie in his
statement, and pointed out to Mir. Wilmot
that expenditures in connection with Rideau
Hall, to which he had referred in his speech,
were expenditures, although voted by the
House of Commons-and that is precisely
a case which meets the objection of the
hon. gentlemian.-was a subject within the
power of the Senate of Canada to inquire
into. Another gentleman spoke on that'
subject as well as Sir Alex. Campbell, the
Hon. Mr. lazen, who was known by many
gentlemen in tiis House who sat with hini.
He said:

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There was an
inquiry by a committee, and I thank my
hon. friend for reminding ne of that. My
bon. friend surelv sat in this House when
Sir David Macpherson made his famous
motion for a comittee with regard to the
expenditure on the Fort Frances lock.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--And answered that,
too.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -Surely then, if
mv lion. friend admitted so far that Sir
David was right, and that the louse had
the power to exatmine by commtittee into the
expenditure in connection with the Fort
Frances lock, he will not stand up niow anîl

le w-ar. satîstied. as far' as lli'ý ,.Aîeue hadj goî, sax' ttat we have no right to inquire into this
that tie Postmnaster t eneral (Sir A. Campbell had Urunnond railwav mnatter. Another men-
correctly stated the practice of the IHouse of Loris. ber, Mir. Girard, in the sane year, in the
Tlhat body appointed a select conmuîîittee to qtimire
into the particular miatters of expenditure and lot on Senate, made an equally important and

public accouits. searching inquiry )y a committee into the
And Mr. St. Just. at that time an emi- harbour improvenents and other large ex-

nent member of this House, proceeded to penditures incurred at Fort Williai and
speak on the subject Port Arthur. Thesecomnitteesweregranted

The House could not perhaps appoint a conittev and they sat, and very voluminous evidence
for the direct purpose stated by tlw mover, but t was taken and appended to the journals of
could appoimt CXouiuttees to examine ilto the 1exdi ..
ture of the different departinents, and althouli thev this House during that vear. The Hon.
could not go so far as tile cnniuitittees of the othei Alexander Mackeizie, pteiier of Canada,
H-bouse, thevy could give the opinion, that tlte particilara
departmient of exone of tpeede cohtmittees and
woild suggest that the niotion he allowed to sti(d gave evidence, and if this House has not the
over so that it oli be altered to establish the riglit right to itquire into such a matte as this,
oif the Houise to inuire dito the- expetnditure of strange t lie discoverv of the fact has
particular department. t i

Mr. St. Just went even further than Sir been left to this day.

Alexander Campbell in his declarations, and Hon. ALMON-I am not only sur-
all these gentlemen were unanimously of prised but somewhat grieved to hear this
opinion that while the louse could not, on motion proceed from the ion. knight who
the motion of Mr. Wilnot, appoint a coml- te o ptn in the Ho. It wil
mittee to inquire into the general expenditutre ieads tue mpposition in this house. It uio?l)e iii the uitins of eveu'yboiy that during,
of the Dominion, they could appoint a coin- l
mittee to inquire into the expenîditure of one last vear, not on in Ue newspapers but on

department, and that is very nuch more the floor of tCis House and the Conimons,
than is pr-oposed te be donc bv this rýesoltionl. the~ Dt'ummond County Railxvay matte' ivas

held up as almost as great a scandai as the
It is not necessary to cite these authorities. Baie es Caleus deal, and e ee tod

We have in our minds precedents. on by the newspapers that the Senate should

gentlem en in this Flouse w l rem em ber, and ste i i te rfere a n re en t the u r-
most people in the Dominion of Canada will step in and interfere and psevent the pur-
remember, that during 1878 Sir David Mac- ase of that road, vicli was said to e a

. most scandalous transaction. After all this

eae sevetat important motions-s hve' it is proposed to let the matter drop and
bfoe sveralmpraent mtion- pu leave it entirely in the hands of a committee

them before me-challenging the pubhi ex- in the House of Commons I am not speak-
penditure generally and on the strength of ing disrespectfully of the House of Commons,
that, long and very important discussions but Iinkefu ty w the s
took place in this louse. but I tbink we pretty weIl know wbat the

report will be, where party feeling runs so
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But not an inquiry high. Hon. gentlemen nay say, "if the

by a committee. report of that committee does not suit us,
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We Will have a committee of the Senate to and a matter of compromise, and a matter
investigate the matter." Would it not be of etiquette and convenience.
better not to have a fight with the Com-
mn~s3 ?Let the Commons attend to their Hon. Mr. BOULTON-So is ours.
business and we will attend to ours, without
having a collision with the Commons. Sup- Hon. Mr. POWER-So is ours very
Posing the hoin. gentleman says the report of largely. -Now it may be that, under the
the Huse of Commons is not what was strict wording of the British North America
borne out by the evidence taken, and we will Act and the Act passed in amendment of it
appoint a comnittee of our own ? Is not in 1876, our committees have a right to in-
that a gauntlet thrown down to the Com- quire into questions like the one which is
mons to stand up for a figlt? I do not now under consideration, and it is barely
think the purchase of the Drumniond possible we might have the right to amend
County Railwav was spoken of in stronger a money bill, but this House lias never
terns than this railroad deal we will have undertaken to exercise the right to interfere
before us shortly, and should we lead the with a money bill in any way, and I reinein-
Public to believe that we will get into a fury ber that the hon. gentleman from Richmond
one session and denounce a contract as a; when he occupied the chair of this House-
scandai and as a disgrace, and denand a a chair which he filled with great dignity bas
coittee to investigate into it, and then ruled resolutions out of order because they
let it drop ? Wlat will the papers say ? indirectly dealt with the expenditure of
H{ow will we feel ourselves? We will feel money.
that ail this abuse we have heaped upon the
RKiondike deal is a mere bagatelle and we lion. Mr. MILLER-Have you the cita-
are going to treat ii just in the sane way as tions
the i)runmond County Railway. We w< iii
have that dropped. I must apologize for Hon. Mr. POWER-I was quite unpre-
the course I have taken, in opposing the pared for this discussion, but I can get the
resolutio. of the leader of the opposition. citations, as I was myself a victim of my hon.
I do not acknowledge any leader in the friend's ruling on two occasions. We have,
"ouse myself, nor do I think the opposi- perhapsthe strict legal right to deal with this
tion should have a leader. I . think we matter, but I think the position taken by the
should act according to our own views. I hon.leader of the opposition isonthe whole a
am' under no government except my own sound and judicious one. One of the
conscience, and having that I ami induced reasons given in the discussion on confeder-
to make these remarks. I think we are ation in the Canadian parliament of that
stultifying ourselves and we are lessening day why it was thought that the upper
our influence in the country and all we have house should not be elective was that an
to say about the Klondike matter will1 elective upper house would think it had
aIount to nothing. They will say that ve the saine i ight to deal with money questions
wil] treat that just as we did the Druni- -which the lower bouse has, and that a
mond County Iuailway matter. nominated upper house would not be so

likely to trench upon ground which was
ion Mr. POW ER -The louse will al- supposed to be peculiar to the lower house

low Me to sav a few words in respeci to this and there would be less danger of conflict
Matter, inasonuch as I have been in a between the two houses. Notwithstanding
rather unexpected manner brouglit into the that view, if the public interest called upon
discussion. I speak only for' myself. I us to inquire into any expenditure of money,
quite agree w'ith the hon. gentleman fron we should make the inquiry, but I do not
hieh mo (Mr. Miller) in saying that we think at the present time that the public

ave the constitutional right, the strict interests do call upon us. We could not
legal right, to inquire into a (uestion con- vote the moneys which were expended in
cermng the expenditure of money just as connection with the Drummond County
the Rouse of Commons have the rigt to in- Railway and we could not have controlled
quire into it, but every one knows that the in any way the Act under which they were
English constitution and English parlia- appropriated, and consequentiy it seems to
nentary practice are a matter of precedent, me the more reasonable thing is that if an
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inquiry into the expenditure of those moneys
is to take place, it should be in the chamber
which alone has the right to vote the money
and decide upon the manner in which
it is to be expended. If that cham-
ber fails in its duty to inquire
into the alleged misappropriation of
public moneys, then I think it would be our
duty to exercise our legal right, and have the
investigation. But that is not the position
to-day. A committee has been appointed
in the other chamber for the purpose of in-
quiring into this subject. The opposition,
the party to which the hon. leader of the op-
position in this House belongs, is ably repre-
sented on that comnittee. There are two
of the best lawvers in parliament represent-
ing the opposition on the comnittee, and
there is an ex-Minister of Railways ;so I do
not think there is any fear whatever that
the investigation before that conmittee will
not be fairly satisfactory. If it is not satis-
factory, then it will be our duty to act, and
as I havesaid, the leader of the opposition has
taken a perfectly proper view of 't. If the
committee of the other House, which is more
progerly charged with an inquiry of this kind
is actually making the inquiry, why should
we interfere? Why should we duplicate their
work ? I do not think there is any reason
for it at all. It is true we are not busy, but
still there is no object in our undertaking to
duplicate here the work which is going on
at the sane t ine in another place. There is
another technical difficulty that night arise,
that documents necessary to use as evidence
before our comnittee might be impounded
by the other committee and when we came
to inquire into the matter we might have
very great difficulty in getting then. I
hope I shall always be, as I have been in the
past, an upholder of the rights and privi-
leges of this House. But tlien we nust be
reasonable, and when no harm is going to be
done, and when convenience is to be served
by not acting, there is no reason why we
should act. When there is occasion for our
acting, when it is necessary to uphold the
authority of this House, as J said just now,
I hope that I shall be always as ready as
any other hon. gentleman to do so.

ernment measure, yet they went on with th?
contract. To sav now that we have no right
to inquire into the matter sounds rather
strange. The government, I consider, are
going contrary to the law and to the consti-
tution. I remember very well wvhat occurred
last year. They went round the corner, and
even plaved sick, in order to get their mea-
sure through, yet we are told that we have
no right to inquire into the proceedings of
the governient. If ve have not that right,
the Senate is no longer of any use and we
night as well go home. I say, go on with
the committee. I care very little for what
the Duke of Aryll may have said in the
House of Lords. I look at the conmon
sense of the matter and I say we should in-
(uire why the government have ignored the
vote of this House. By a sleight of hand
trick the money of the people has been ex-
pended contrary to the vote of this House,
and yet ve are told that we should not inake
an investigation. 1, for one, say that we
should go on with our inquiry ; otherwise
the people of Canada will think very little
of us.

lon. Mr. BOUL'T'ON-'The lion. gentle-
man from Halifax said that at the confedera-
tion debates, when this House was being con-
stituted, it was made an appointed instead of
an elective House, largely because an elective
House would have power to interfere with
the public expenditure, and that, therefore,
that was prima facie the reason why sena-
tors stiould be appointed. N ow, there is a
vast distinction between the position we
hold with regard to expenditures included
in the budget and other expenditures. We
have the power to throw out the Supply
Bill, but we cannot amend the principle of
taxation contained in it, which, under our
constitution, is especially reserved for the
representatives of the people ; but when a
measure authorizing public expenditure, a
separate matter from the Supply Bill, comes
before us, that is quite a different matter.
We are called upon to pass the Supply Bill,
but if we think there are any reasons why
there should be an investigation into the
expenditure of the money, we have the
power, and it is in the public interest, to

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This appears to i make that investigation, and the people will
me to be an extraordinary circumstance. The be very thank ful and support whatever
government carried out, during last year, action this House may take in such a case,
a certain contract for which it had no sanc- As 1 understand the position at present, the
tion of parliament. We threw out the gov- Senate inaugurated the inquiry last session.
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This session, the hon. leader of the opposi-
tion put his notice on the paper. That was
followed by a notice being put on the notice
Paper in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The notice in the
House of Coimons was first.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- Last year a
Promise was given that an investigation
should take place by the Senate c m-
Inittee. That has been to a certain extent
forestalled by the action of the House of,
Commions but there is this difference between
the.me Motion in that House and the motion
in the Senate-the motion that is before the
'ouse of Comons deals only with a portion
of the subject, embraced in the motion before
this House. Whether it is wise for us to
abrogate our rights and abandon a position

the paper by the premier lie will find that it
was confined exclusively to an investigation
into the expenditure of moneys granted by
the Dominion. It was as follows

Resolved, That a special conmiittee of the House
be a>pointed to inquire into the expenditure of sub-
sidies granted by the parlianent of Canada in aid of
the construction of the Drunmnond Couity Railway
and into all negotiations and transactions between
the governient of Canada and any nernber or officer
thereof, or any person in its behalf, and the Driunmonîd
County Railway Company, or any director, oticer or
person im the copany's belialf, relating to the ac-
quiring of the said railway by the governmnent';
with power to send for papers, persons and records,
and to reort the evidence to this House, together
wth the opinion of the said comiuttee tiereul>on.

1-on. Mr. MILLER-That fact tells
againt the hon. gentleman's position. That
is the reason why he should go on with his
motion.

that we are justified in taking, and which it Hon. Si' MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
our duty to take, is just one of those ques- desire to take exception to the hon. gentle-

tions5 which have been very ably discussed man's reference to myself, when he said that
by my hon. friend from Richmond. hîaving I was aware of certain things when I put
asserted our right and obtained the promise my notice on the pape', and that, theiefore,
of the governmient that this investigation 1 should fot now ask for a postponement of
should be held, some letter reason should be the appointment of the committee. I have
advanced thian anv we have heard before we not asked the House to diop the question, as
give up the investigation. las intimated by soîne lion, gentlemen

n ~ who have spoken ;J have no more desire to
Hon. Sir 3 ACKENZIE BOWELL- drop tis inquiry than any one else h s, or to

Before the motion is put, J wisl to set iny- o anytling vhich would retlect up(n the
self right with regard to a remark matde by in(ependence and honour of the Senate. I
th lion. senator fromi Richmond in that in- My reasons foi asking a postponement
troductory remark. Ile said, as I under- foi a short tinie. I did iot intimate any
stood him, that I knew a committee had intention not to ask for a coînmittee unless
been appointed by the other House when I cîrcumstances should arise to justify It
l'ut ny motion on t!ie notice paper. When th right lion, premier put his notice

-o-\Ir. -MILLER-Yes. on the paper in the bouse of Comnmons, it
Wa sintmply to make an icquiry intq the ex-

Hlon. Sir M\1CKF'ZJE -BOWELL- pentiîture of subsidies granted l)y the Federal
hat is nnt correct according tth usee the qti, Ia

No coî,ittee liad been appointtd iy the Cilhce drafted this motion which n thougl t
o thve notice of covered al the points that it vas necessary to

drop'ý thi inquirys thani an on leh s rt

Siuotidntig y objet bein to inquire not
only into te expenditure of subsidies which

-IOn. Mulr. MIILLEB-\Viat 1 said was lîad f een granted Iy ti Dominion govern-
tIis. that iny hion. friend knew that a coax- ment, but also into the expenditure of sul-

littee hîad heen moved ii the bcuse of sidies given municipalities and by the
COuMO m hen he gave tas notice. T h Quebec governent, whether in hioney or
Conuýittee liad notn heen appointed,1 but, land -- to 1ascetauin whetlîer they lîad really

of its appointnent load been given by been spent in the construction of the rond,
tHe premier. in order to aseertaîn whether we should be

*Justified in ratifying a bargain which we
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-T-e bolieved to be extravagant and improvident.

hon, gentleman js quite riglit in his state- That cras td idea I had at the time, and 
tuent, but if e will read the notice put on think that was the idea of those who approved
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of putting the notice on the paper. Since then, S-nate adjourned, I should have asked the
at the instance of the opposition in the question some time ago before the recess.
House of Commons, the inquiry in that However, I do not know that the time was
branch of parlianent has been enlarged to a more opportune then than it is now, in con-
certain extent. Whether it willgo far enough sequence of the recent action of the United
can only be ascertained after they have pro- States Senate with regard to the very sub-
ceeded with their investigation. The hon. ject that I desire to deal with in reference
senator from Halifax put the matter very to this matter. The time is opportune to
clearly and fairly-there are a number of ask this question, and for the government
documents now being laid before the House 'to consider the advisability of ascertaining
of Commons committee which it would be upon what grounds the common interests
necessary for us to place upon our records in which exist in the north-western part of
case we go on with the investigation, and if at this country, on both sides of the interna-
the titme mentioned in my motion, a week tional houndary, can be hest promoted. I
from next M onday, we come to the conclusion do not know that it is necessary for us to
that the Commons committee is not making look upon our neighbours as natural enemies.
a thorough and exhaustive investigation They are rivals in trade and commerce, and
into this whole question, my hon. friend they compete with us in various ways, but
will find that I shall be quite prepared to beyond that I do not know that we should
move for the appointment of the coinmittee regard them other than friends. But what
and go on with the investigation as vigor- I wish to point out is this: Our neigh-
ously as possible. I had no idea that the bours, in their legislation, take advant-
general question of the rights of the Senate age of the leniency of our laws in
was to be discussed on this motion, and I order that, by their legislation, they may
shall refrain from citing precedents unil I direct the trade and commerce of this coun-
mnove for the appointment of the committee. try to their advantage in a manner quite
Then, if it should be necessary, we can different from that in which our legislation
have a thorough discussion on the subject. designed to place it. Take for instance first
I have given this explanation in order that of all the question of our lumnber trade. We
the Senate may distinctly understand that have two classes of limit holders in this
the postponement of the motion is not in- country, the limit holders of the United
dicative of a desire on my part to drop this States who take the logs across free into the
question or to place the Senate in a false United States territory and manufacture
position bef,>re the country. The Senate them there and distribute the products in
has a duty to perform in relation to this as their own country. We have on the other
to other matters. There is another important hand the limit holders of Canada who manu-
matter before the countrv now, and it is a facture the logs into lumber in Canada and
grave question whether a committee of the distribute it in Canada and the markets of
Senate should not be appointed to ascertain the world. The logs that are cut by the
whether the course pursued by the govern- United States lihnit holders in the Canadian
ment in reference to that matter is a justi- woods go to the United States free, while
fiable one. the United States government impose a duty

The motion was agreed to. of $2 per thousand on boards manufactured
in this country. The consequence is that
the United States limit holders are benefited

INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMiýENTS .ITRNTE ALSKARBOUND . by a discrimination of 82 per thousand,
Shilie the Canadian limit holder is placed at

Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to- that disadvantage as far as the United States
market is concerned. The tendency of that

Ask the goverintnent if it is the intention of the legislation is to give a monopoly of Canadian
Minister of Trade and Conmmerce to go to Washing- timber limits to American holders and
ton to facilitate international arrange'nents that ,may
be muntually beneficial to the citizens of hoth cotintries gradually drive the Canadian lumberman

.n crossiiig their respective national boundaries to the out of his own country. That is one instance
nînnmg regions of Alaska and the Canadian Yukon? in which the United States legislation has

He said: This motion has been standing been turned to the detriment of Canadian
upon the paper for some time, and if I had interests in consequence of the concessions
not been slightly indisposed before the that we give to our neighbours. The only



way that could be stopped is not to allow of fishing also within the three-mile limit by
the logs to go out of the country. That is the treatv of Washington. Since the expira-
a question of policy that I do not propose tion of the fisheries clauses of that treaty
to discuss at the present moment. I am we have been generous enough to concede
merely pointing out the manner in which to United States fishermen the right to
United States legislation is turned to our catch bait in our harbours, and also to
disadvantage in that respect. Then take tranship fish. The only condition we attach
Our fisheries. Fish are admitted into the to it is the payment of a small fee, I think
United States free if caught with United $1.50 per ton, and these fees, in the aggre-
States nets by United States companies, but gate, amount only to about $4,000 a year, so
if caught with Canadian nets or by Canadian that we have practically,in the most generous
comlpanies they are not admitted free into way, given to the United States of our own
the United States, so that United States free will and accord, the right that they
fishermen co.ne into our country and catch now attempt to take under conditions at-
our fish beside our fishermen and by tached to a bill recently passed by the
that species of legislation are enabled to United States Senate. With regard to that
monopolise the fishing trade of the country. particular question, it would be impossible
Right in my own part of the country, at for the people of Canada to give up the
Lake Winnipegosis, the Buffalo Fishing rights of our fishermen on the Atlantic
Company is operating, and every year sends coast in order to purchase some rights for
a number of men there to catch fish Canadian miners on the Pacific coast. To
and freeze then for shipment to the United consent to such a proposition as that would
States market. Those fish are admitted be entirely out of the question, and a most
into the United States free, while fish caught unstatesmanlike attitude in our internal
by the Canadian fishermen beside then are government. Any negotiations in regard to
taxed at the border. That is another in- ou r Atlantic fisheries must rest upon
stance in which our trade is interfered with their own merits. Then, take the
quite contrary to the intention that we have action of the United States Senate in
in allowing United States fishermen to corne regard to the coasting laws. Hon. gentle-
over here and catch our fish. The only way men are well aware of the regulations that
to Prevent that is to prepare our fish for appertain to the navigation of certain rivers
other markets, and divert our trade where on the Pacifie coa.st. As hon. gentlemen
such unequal privileges do not exist. We know, from Mount St. Elias down to the
have found that every time we have been border of British Columbia, the -United
driven out of the American market by hos- States claim a very narrow strip of land all
tile legislation, we have found better prices along the coast ; while we own the hinter-
ard readier sales elsewhere. Then, again, land, the coast ine is in the possession of
pulp wood is another instance. Pulp manu- our neighbours. They obtained that right
factured in, this country is excluded from by the purchase of that country from
the United States market, while the United Russia. How far inland that peculiar strip
States legislation admits pulp wood f ree to along the Pacific coast extends is an
be manufactured by their own people. Then open question yet, and it is also an open
we Comne to the question of our fisheries on question as to how far the United States
the Atlantic coast. The United States are infringing upon our rights. As I under-
Senate has lately passed legislation in regard stand it, we agreed upon fixing the 141st me-
to that matter. They tack on to a resolu- ridian, and upon taking Mount St. Elias as a
tion with regard to the mining regulations starting point ; then our dividing line comes
in the Yukon territory of Canada a condi- down the coast, the treaty says that the line
tion that we should give up the rights that spasses on the coast range of mountains,
Our fishernien enjoy on the Atlantic coast but if the coast range should be further
under the treaty of 1818. That treatv ac- than ten marine leagues from the shore,
corded to our fishermen the exclusive right that is 30 miles, then ten marine leagues
to land and get bait on our own coasts, and from the coast belongs to the United
also to take the short cut across our own States, but if the coast range should come
territory to the United States market. The nearer than 30 miles, then the territory be-
treaty gives us that right, and the United yond is Canadian territory. The unsettled
States was accorded that right with the right state of that question is leading to difficulties
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between the two countries at two most im- to reach the eastern boundary of Alaska, in
portant points, that is Dyea and Skagway, order to prosecute the mining industries,
which are used for ingress into the Canadian which exist very largely in conjunction
Yukon. The whole difficulty of ingress into witlî us on the Canadian side of the bound-
that country is in the passes of these high'ary. They can only reach the southern
mountains. There are three passes within portion of Alaska in the inter time through
some seven or eight miles of the towns of Canadian territory. Without our sanction,
Dyea and Skagway, which indicate that the no railway could be built and no mode of
coast range passes close to the coast at the ingress Co that country, in which there are
head of the Lynn Canal, and is the divid- verv rich mines, could be obtained by the
ing line between Canadian and American United States without crossing Our terri-
territory, even if the American contention tory. Now, we are fot in that dependent
that the coast line conforns to the inden- position that tLey are, so far as reaching
tations shoald hold good, and yet the United the peninsula of Alaska is concerned. They
States claims have extended 30 miles from reach their own boundary on the coast une
Dyea and Skagway for the purpose mainly as far soutlî as BritishColunbiabecause they
of reaching the head waters of navigation of have nivigation to that district, but t0 get
the Yukon at that point, in, order that beyond and tocarryonany kindof businessin
they may claini the independent right thewintertime,thev arcdependententirely
of navigation. It is necessary that uponconcessionsmae byCanada iiiorder
a budary commission shouildb apabourdr comsso Isol be ap- ' to carry that out. We, on the other liand,
pointed in order first of all to ascertain what wouid like to have free access 10 our own
coast range is meant by the treaty, and territories through the ports that exist on
the mountains that mark the international te Pacific Ocean. It is not a matter of
boundary and how far fixed points nentioned vital importance that we should have it. but
in the treaty justified the Ainerican still it is a great deal better that ur people
interpretation of the delimitation, and in case'on te Pacific coast shoul( have aIl the ad-
the boundary commission cannot hit vantagesthat they believe are necessury b
upon the exact interpretation of tie them in the prosecution of mining and
treaty, then that there should be an trade in the large districts springing
arbitration in order that there may be Up In te Yukon region. When we
no disputes about these questions of terri- cone h realize that we are both in
torial rights. It is a very important ques the saine position, that our interests are
tion for us to decide, but it is quite possible identical, that the interests of the niners on
for us to overconie all those difficulties by loth sides are identical, and are about equal
approaching the question in a friendly spirit. in adN antage of one another and in disad-
If the two governments can only approach vantage. that are intent both upon i(enbîcal-
one another in a friendly spirit and recog-'ly the same thing and that is b develop the
nize the rights that belong to each respec- industries that exist 10 a very great extent,
tively, then I think all these questions could il is a basis upon whicl a ficndly and a
be settled to the manifest advantage of the mutual understandiîîg could be arrived at.
great interests that are springing up in the It is nob wise for either government to hold
north-west corner of this continent. The te other at arm& lcngh. It is far better
rights that are owned by Canada and te that we should recognize one another as
United States are about equal. The United friends, intent only Upof one ob1cct and
States own that great peninsula of Alaska that is the promotion of the best in-
which is practically a closed territorv to them terests of both people, the care of tle un-
for something like eight or nine nonths of the fortunate mincis who are sub
year. The only access that they could possiby enormous hardships becauge the proper faci-
have to it is by the Yukon River, whichi is lities have not be'n afforded 10 tlem in the
some 1,600 mileslong up to the 141st meridian, p r ost
and any ports that are north of Skagway, I is producing great wealbh throughout tle
fancy, would be so blocked by ice that they country, an industry which is coing to dis-
would be practically impossible for navigation tribute immense advantages t0 the country
or to be utilized, and, therefore, the great if the fullest advantage can be taken of what
part of Alaska is closed, commercially, for exists there. There is no reason in the
eight or nine rnonths in the year. They want world why the two governments should be
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Pa8ssing resolutions and bills counter to one
another in order to restrict the prosecution
of that industry rather than to make the
tnost of it and to do the very best that we
POssibly can. Now, hon. gentlemen, I will
reald You clause 13 of the bonding bill that
has been lately passed by the United States'
Senate. The bill was introduced because of
the conplaints that were made by United
States miners that we forced thei to( go and
get their free niners' licenses at inconvenient
pinIts-forced theni to go to Victoria,
Vancouver or Dawson City in order to force
People to cone and trade at these ports.
To oflset that the United States Senate
take up the question and passed a bill which
contains this clause

b ) t under rule and regulations to be prescribed
)y the Secrt'tary of tire , ',reaslory, tle< priîlege of

'n terhg giod "i a 't i
Od or of Placing them in honded ware loiuse at the

ol<rt <f vr'anigel, district of Alaska, and of with-
..ig tht saie for exportation to any phce I

rtish Conilbia or thet North-west Territory witih.
it paymnnt if ity is hereby granted to the' govern-

ei t >f the Doion of Catada and its citizelns, or
as o thre Unted States, whenever and si long

Sshal appear to the saltisfaction of the Presiduent,
Ithe -ited -Sates, who shall ascertain and declare

of trans .vproclanation, that no exclusie privilege
NortI poimg thirouigh British Coliumbl or the

or(S Ii'st Teriitory goods or p<assengers arriving
froi nyr destined for other ports im Alaska is granted
the lion n or corporations by the goveriiiiiet of

e<n f (an.a<a and that the privilege lias
tion accote to respoinsible persons or corpora-

ia trating transportation lines in British Coini-
conn ecth(, Nortih-wvest Territ<ry of mîaking direct
that tii o with transportation lines im Alaska, and
to, aît, go,erIII 1ent of the Dominion has coisented
United Stateowing on leliaif (If the itizeins of the<
utfit ats, the entry free of duty of aillî<erss«tt anîld a« i oflrii.<i

w<'hole a ' a land, clotlhing, the
titizen o »eetIg l i quantity 2,500 pounds for each
~nîiîîixî~ . e m States proposing to engage
Territo n mBritish Columbia, or the North-west
niin a of , ai] that the governient of the Donii-

as to aai a ias remcoved all unequal restrictions

U nited Stat o miners' licenses to -all citizenis o)f tiie
Britis e operatig or imteinding to tierate n
furthe l rt a or the North-west Territory. And

i authorit fshling vessels of the Uiited State's, hav-
tIcI and t unîder the laws of the Unîited Stat -'s tcOicî ari rd s
ini the Bithe at a ny iort or orts, place or pla, es
haVe the ritsh doninions of North Amîîerica, shal
place O placesego of <nteriig sucli port or ports,
all oth es for the uron Ose of purcliasing hait and
iinder etr sapl s and outfits in the saile imîanner ani
applicabl ' 

salle regulations as may exist therein
niationis and g Vessels of tl most-favoured
ported in o t translinniig their catch to he trans-

f o"n thlroiigii said I>oîiinjoi wîtn -
dtofJ y'1 saie rniainor as otie <rehlauise

d ed lt wSat nay Itn t -
po red. o)r the United States mnay Ihe thus trans-

to believe that by the passage of the bill the fisheries
question could be settled without great effort, as
assurances to that effect had been received fron a
large arnd infliential eleinent in Canada.

Now, that is the bill which bas been passed
by tie Senate of the United States, it
reads on the face of it what its intention is
-to force the Canadian governnent to place
the free miners' licenses at the disposal of
United States citizens at points convenient
to them and not according to our own regu-
lations. It ftirther imposes upon the Cana-
dian government the obligation of admitting
a ton and a quarter of nining supplies free
of any duties we mîay see fit to impose. It
also clainis equal fishing rights in Canadian
territory. That legislation is on a par
witlh the legislation which has conferred the
advantage of $2 a thousand on lumber
manufactured fromî Canadian logs in the
United States over lumber manufactured in
Canada, and legislation which gives Unitetl
States fisliermen an advantage in our waters
over Canadian fishermen, and so on. As an
offset to that resolution of the Senate I
would call the attention of the honourable
Houe to the mining regulations of the
United States

u<îiftdc Stateî iiiniî< el and rriiuations thereunder,
re/atire to the reu< rration, rplaration, /oction, ps-
sesiion<, puî îircha.sini and1 patentinp of the ruinera.
/atds inî the p /ll i îtatia i.

GENEi.m L\Nu Ome.

MINERAL LANDS OPEN TO EXPLORATION,
OCCU'ICPATION AND PURCHASE.

Sec. 2318, R.S.-In all cases lands valuable for
iniierals shall be reservedi from sale, excelt as other-
vise expressly directed hv law.

Sec. 2319.-Ail valiable minerai depeosits ini lands
hieloinginîg to the Uiited States, ioth surved and
unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free andt1 open
to exploration and purchase, and the lands in wiiich
they are fou<nd to occupation aid pirchase, by citizens
of lie Uiited States, and those who have declared
their intention to become such, unler re'giilatioiis pre-
scribed hv law, and according to the local custoims or
ruiles of niiners ii t ' se'v al miiniiig districts, so far
as the sale are applical1, and not inconsistent wvith
the law-s of the United States.

l0th May, 1872.

Now, hon. gentlemen will see the condition
under which the nining licenses are granted
in the territoriesof Alaska, enly United States
citizens or those who have taken the first

ebate on thi sectitn tf t.e bil was tuite steps to become United States citizens sha
and brought into the c ,ntroversy the old be allowed to mine in that countryat all. You

quest;n on the New England coast, which see, hon. gentlemen, what a disadvantage that
rita1 1 for between ,the United States and lacesCanadianminersat. TheUnitedStates
riior00 yars. The statenient was nade i d
or of the Senate that there was every reason citizens, under the present law, are allowed

4thl July, 1800(.
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to come into our territories and secure that will give advantages to the miners of
claims under our regulations coincident with both countries and not place restrictions and
British subjects wlerever they may come create contentions and inake difficulties
fron, and can go over the line into Alaska and which affect the miners themselves, and
get a double advantage. The United States instead of the miners of the United States
miner can divide his time between the two and the miners of Canada working harnyni-
and do just what he chooses. That is a dis- ously shoulder to shoulder doing their best
advantage we should not continue to labour and assisting one another, they are made
under. Here are two contiguous territories, contentious in consequence of the difliculties
one belonging to the United States govern- that their respective governments place in
ment and the other to the Canadian gov- the way of their operations. Now I look
ernment. The United States miner bas the upon it that that is a most unfair condition
right to mine in Canada, but his government to leave our people in after having read the
excludes the Canadians from mining in the bill of the United States Senate and the
United States territory, although the natural mining regulations of the United States. I
conditions are exactly equal, and the United have therefore introduced a bill into this
States miners cannot reach the mining House to-day to amend the Canadian mining
country in Alaska excepting through Cana- regulations for the Yukon. The bill reads as
dian territory. follows

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-Oh,yes, AN ACT To AMEND THE CANADIAN MIN-
ING REGULATIONS FOR THE PROVI-

tley can. SIONAL DISTRICT OF YUKON.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--What way l ER Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and House of Coninons of Canada,
enacts as follows :

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The 1. The regulations governiing placer ning in the
Yukon River and other ways. provisionai district of Yukon, North-west Terri-

tories, as established by Order i Council, dated 18th
January, 1898, are hereby anended by striking out

Hon. Mr. BOULT(ON-But they have to section I thereof and substituting the following:-
traverse five thousand miles in order to 1. Every person over, but not under 18 years of age,
reach the t I ar speaking of. TheV if he is a British subject, or if he has taken and sub.

Sterritor - srihed, as provided by section 8 of the Naturalization
can only utilize the Yukon River about three Act, chapter 113 of the Revised Statutes of Canada,
months in the year and the steamboat can the oaths of residence and allegiance, or the oaths of

. . service and allegiance, and every joint stock conpany,make only two trips in the season, so you if a majority of its directors are British subjects or
see the difficulties they have to contend with, have so taken and subscribed the said oaths, shall be
they are absolutely excluded f rom that terri- entitled to all the rights and pîrivileges of a free miner,

under these regulations and under the regulations
tory excepting during the three months and governing quartz mining, and shall he considered a
a half when navigation is open. They want free miner upon taking ont a free miner's certiticate.

have continuous communication in prose- A free ininer's certificate issued to a joint stoek coin-to . . P pany shall be issued in its corporate niame. A free
cuting the industry if it is to grow to any miner's certificate shall not be transferable.
size at all as a mining industry and thtat is 2. This Act shall not come into force intil a day to

. . be namtted by proclamation of the Governor General.
the position in which they are placed. The 3. At any timte after this Act ias conme into force,
position thev place us in is claiming the right if it appears to the satisfaction of the Govensor in'
to mine in Canadian territory while exclud- Co tibating he anaiansfro mnnin in hei teri- (a.) titat, by the inininig laws and regmlations of the
ing the Canadians from inmg m their terri- United States of Anerica in force in the Territory of
tory. I say the Canadian government should Alaska, British subjects way, in the Territory of
aproach the overnment of the United Alaska, explore, occupy and purchase mineral deposits
ppn and the lands in whici these are found and nay ob-States and say " If you will equalize thing, tain patents for public lands of the United States of

if you will allow the same advantages ini the Atmerica in the Territory of Alaska, without in either
at ftransportation tn c case beiig required to becoine citizens of the Unitedmatter of p to Canadian ctizens States of Aierica or to declare their intention to

across the Alaskan coast strip that you ask beconie such citizens; and .
of us in the hinterland, and that we are (1.) that facilities the saine as or, in his opinion,

eqmivalent to those afforded by Canada to citizens of
giving to Unitea States citizens in ou own the United States of Anerica for the transport of
territory, it is a very easy thing for sharp persons and goods through the province of British
shrewd men like the United States people Colunmbia andl the Provisional District of Yukon, are

s.re .mn afforded by the United States of Anerica to British
to see that it is to the advantage of miners subjects for the transport of persons and goods through
that their industry should be prosecuted upon tht territory of Alaska;
the basis of equality and upon a basis the Governor in Countciil nay by proclamation de-

y clare that, on and after a day to be named in such
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Sroclamation, this Act shall not apply to citizens of
. * United States of Anierica; and if such declaration
18 s0 made this Act shall not so apply.

4. At any time after this Act has coime into force
the Governor in Counicil may, fron tine to tinie, by
PIoclaiaiitio, eNcept from the application of this Act
the subjects of any foreign power or powers other than
the Iited States of Anierica.

That is practically copying in their spirit
the mining regulations of the United States.
That bill will come before this honourable
louse in its proper time, when hon. gentle-

Men willhave the opportunity of discussingits
merits and the necessity that exists for our
taking such a course. That is a preliminary
to what I conceive to be a statesmanlike posi-
tion for the government to assume in nego-
tiating with the United States government
for an equality of rights and privileges in that
territory, where the conditions are so equal
as they now exist. In order to show hon.
gentlemen that we are not at all dependent
UPont the good-will of the United States inregard to navigation of the coast line and
the Ports on the coast line which they hold,
1 would just give you a comparison of the
distances and the different routes that exist
to reach that territory.

lion. Sir FRANK SMIlTH-Might I ask
the hon. gentleman if he is not going a little
too far with that bill. A measure of that
character should be placed before this House
by the government of the country, and theyshould take the responsibility of negotiating
With the United States government. Ithink a bill of that kind introduced by aprivate member is out of place.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-man will understand that I am quite within
n'y right in introducing this bill, and I amnot exceeding the powers that are conferred
Upon me as an inlividual member of this
penate. It is a question of policy on myPart, whether it is a wise one or not. J would
be ver'y glad indeed to fall in with the viewexpressed by the hon. gentleman, if thegovernment adopt the view I advocate inregard to this mnatter.

nlon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Do
fot discuss the bill now ; it is not before us.

1say 1 Sir FRANK SMITH-Did not yousay that you would introduce the bill ?

thi .f Mr. BOULTON-I have done so
ernoon, but I have no desire to take

oUt Of the hands of the government. If

the hon. leader of the government approves
of the bill I should be only too glad to hand
it over to the government and let then as-
sume the responsibility. Since introducing
this bill I am told that a smilar bill was
introduced by a private member in the House
of Commons. J have not seen what form it
is in, but J have been told that it is a bill to
the sanie effect.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is true.

Hon. M r. BOULTON-So that I seein to
be only following a precedent which has been
recognized as a proper one in the lower
House.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The two bills can-
not pass.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I quite under-
stand that, at the sarne time I am told the
bill that was introduced yesterday in the
House of Commons, is an amendment to
the Alien Act while this is an amendinent
to the Mining Act, in which case they will
not clash. I am introducing this bill
to give force to the argument I am using
now in regard to the mining rights of
Canadians in that North-west Territory, and
looking at it from that standpoint, I feel
quite justified in taking the position I do in
regard to it. I want to bring to bear all
the points J can in order to show that we
are not dependent upon our neighbours for
any concessions or advantages, that we can
prosecute our industry quite independently
of them, or anything that they have it in
their power to withhold fron us or restrict
us in, and I vras just going to show the
various routes that exist in order to reach
that territory. There is the Stikine 'route,
1,542 miles, 700 of which is ocean route.
Then from Skagway it is 1,581 miles.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-From
where ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-From Vancouver
to Dawson, and the Dyea is 1,575 miles, of
which 1,000 is ocean. The Dalton route is
1,507 miles, of which 985 is ocean, The
ocean route by St. Michaels is 4,450 miles-
that is to the eastern boundary of Alaska,
United States territory. Then we come to
the Edmonton all-rail route, which is 1,342,
or some 200 miles shorter than any one of
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those routes. The Ashcroft route is also Hon. Mr. BOUJION-From the North-
all-rail 1,540 miles. The Prince Albert west Territories, travellers on any train from
route by water is 2,889 miles, and the Ontario or Quebec or the Eastern States
Prince Albert route by Edmonton is 1,550 save the distance from Calgary to the coast,
miles. There are the various routes any and you take a northerly route. The dis-
one of which is open to Canadian miners. tance from Calgary to the ocean is 650 miles.
I would like to show hon. gentlemen the AI]ow the 200 miles to go north.to Edmon-
advantages the Edmonton route possesses. ton and there is a saving of 450 miles. Then
All the other routes are 1,550 to 1,581 if you take 200 miles off between Fort
miles, and the Edmonton route is 1,342. Selkirk on the Yukon and Dawson City and

y ou actually reduce the mileagre necessary to
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-From'tavel to about 700 miles, as compared with

where ? wherethe mileage by the coast route. I show the

Hon.Mr.BOULON-Fro Vanouvr rimmense advantage of the interior routeHon. Mr. BOULTON--Fromn Vancouver,
to Dason.over .any of the coast routes. J arn not

toarguing i this way in orer to

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But detract froîn any of the coast routes.
by the Edmonton route. but to show the people of the United States

that any effort that they make to exelude
Hon. Mr. SCOTT- -Heis calculating f rom us by an inimical policy will operate against

Edmonton-not from Vancouver. themselveq very much indeed by excluding
themi fromn any advantage they might other-

Ilon. MIr. BOULTON-I am mnerely cal-lion.~~~~~~~ M. BOLw- r nrl a-~ise possess. 1 do not wish to enter into a
culating from Edmonton as the objective d
point. Of 'course when you cone to dis- hecause the Yukon lailway Bil, which is
cuss the question, you must recollect that now before the buse of Commons, vil
there are five million people east of the
Edmonton route who desire to obtain the yl)beoeusonbtIdoftEdninto rote wo dsir to btaii.thewish to let the opportunity pass to reply to
most favourable route that they can in tlat the position that has been taken by the
district. Senate of the Vnited States in regard to the

Hion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There bill that they have seen fit to pass for the pur-
is n objctio to hat ertanlypose5 of capturing, by their legislatio n, rightsis no obj. ection to that certainly. ?that we have been conceding, to their miners

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And I suppose and fishermen as a free gift. We have been
three fourths of the trade on the Pacifie alowin_ then to enter our country and take
coast will alvavs be done by our United auy daims they choose we bave put theni on
States neighbours and therefore we are a par in e-e'y way with British subjects. We
practically subsidizing a route for the bene- have made no distinction or diflèrence. The
fit of a trade which is one-fourth Canadiamn. only condition Nve imposed was that they
The Edmonton route is 1,342 miles, at ancouver to et their
course there is this feature about that route, free miners license, and because \ve did
that from Calgary to Edmonton is 200 miles rake that distincti n the Senate of the
and Calgary to Vancouver is 650 miles .d United States saw fit to pass their bil
therefore you have to take off 450 miles
fron the 1,342 miles by Edmonton which you
save between Calgary and the coast. You
understand that if you take any one of the
coast routes you have to travel 450 miles on
the Canadian Pacifie Railway that you
would not have to travel if you took the
Edmonton route. There is a saving of 450
miles of railway in reaching the interior of
that mining country. Therefore that re-
duces the Edmonton route in comparison
with the other routes to about 900 miles.

Hion. Mr. CLEMOW--From where?

to exclude us from the coast and hamper us
on those water routes that are confirned
to us by treaty rights. I imnediately
saw that it became necessary for us to
let the United States know tle conces-
sions that we were giving to United
States citizens, that we were allowing them
equal rights and equal privileges with British
subjects, and that they could not claim a
continuance of them in the face of the hos-
tile legislation that they saw fit to put on
their statute book. Now, hon. gentlemen,
I believe that it is the best interest of this
country to grant a charter to a rail way f rom
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a Point on the Lynn Canal, Pyramid Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
harbour, without a subsidy, and reserve our hear. They are there too often.
financial force until we are better informed.
Three hundred miles of railway will place Hon. Mr. MILLS-Whether those ar-
Our joint trade on the main Yukon from that rangements would be beneficial to both
Point, and the value of that route is suffi- countries I an not prepared to say at the
cient to attract capital without any as- present time. My hon. friend bas alluded
sistance. Of the 300 miles, 290 pases to the bill pending before Congress and
through Canadian territory, and it will which has been adopted by the Senate of
prove the speediest way of developing the United States. That bill legislates,
it under present c.rcumstances, but as the as far as it goes, in many respects in a
largest share of the coast trade would be manner inconsistent with our undoubted
American, it would be unnecessary for! righits. I (do not think the Senate proposed
for us to subsidize it. I think I have that bill with the expectation that it would
made out ( case for the information become law, but with the idea that it might
of the governiment. The object I have in interfere with the financial arrangements of
view ls to suggest to the government 1 the gentlemen who have the contract with
that they should try and make it as easy as the Canadian government subject to the ap-
Possible for the miners of that country. I do proval of parliament, and it may be for the
not know who they are, but humanity purpose of furthering the interests of those
demands that we should be as generous in who want to construct. railways by Dyea
Our ideas towards the United States miner and Skagway, which my hon. friend seems
as the Canadian miner in the difficulties to favour.
they have to conitend with in that north-w est
country, and that we should, in addition, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hear, hear.
jointly with the United States, endeavour to
Make the road as easy as possible, not only Hon. Mr. MILLS--Myhon.friendsayshear,
in the interests of huimanity, but also in the hear. I an not in favour of constructing
interests of the trade that can be developed a railway into territories that are the pro-
on both sides of the boundary line; and, perty of Canada through United States, ter-
therefore, I think an arrangement could be ritory that may at any moment be controlled
mnade by which equal advantages could be bythe United States and closed to the people
accorded to the citizens of both countries of Canada. My hon. friend knows right
in regard to miners' licenses and transporta- well that the people of this country, while
tion. It need not interfere necessarily with the United States had a canal connecting
the general mining act of the people of the the waters of Lake Superior and Lake
lnited States. We have a niing act Huron, nevertheless felt it was in the inter-
designed for the Yukon district, and if the ests of Canada, not simply for commerce, but
United States were to pass an act specially for paramount political considerations, to
designed for the Alaska district, they could construct a canal at Sault Ste. Marie and
easily legislate giving equal advantages to not to put it in the power of the United

tl'e mniners of both countries, and both States government, when any notion seized
countries would work shoulder to shoulder them, to embarrass this country in maintain-
and develop that country for their own ing its rights to territories beyond the waters
individual benefit and for the benefit of i of Lake Huron. Now, there was infinitely
Canada and the United. States in the north- less necessity for that work, on political
west part of this continent, within their res- grounds, than there bas been for t.he estab-
Pective bounds. lishment of a Canadian line of communica-

tion between the settled portions of this
country and that territory in which gold

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know has been discove-ed, and which we trust
Whether my hon. friend looks for a reply to wil] at an early date become a settled portion

is speech. In reply to his question I would of the territories of Canada. It would be
say that it is not the intention of the Min- manifestly inconvenient on my part to under-
'ster of Trade and Commerce to go to take to discuss a question that is insepar-
Washington to facilitate international ar- ably associated with that enterprise of con-Snecting the Nortb-west Territories and the
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Yukon country, but when that measure The only thing they hold over our heads is
comes before the Senate I have no doubt the bonding privilege, and I think this
that my hon. friend beside me and myself country would get over that to-morrow if it
will be enabled to give a satisfactory account was withdrawn. Commerce now coming to
to this House of the course which the gov- United States ports would come to our own
ernment has taken and of the reasons for ports. It might disarrange our railway
adopting that course. Upon a question put systeým and traffic, but after a time we would
upon the notice paper this House will not get over it, and they would lose more than
expect me to go into a discussion of the we would. I ain not going to discuss the
policy of the government with respect to question of routes now. I do not know
that matter. whetlier the hon. gentleman intends the

Minister of Customs to traverse those routes
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am' on his way to Washington. I hope not.

very glad to hear the announcement of the When the Yukon bill comes before us we
hon. minister that it is not the intention to canr go into routes and distances, but in
send any minister to Washington. I think addition to whaiever routes we mav have
we have had plenty of that kind of thing this side of tbe Rocky Mountains, we nust
in the past and tbat we have nothing to have routes on the west. There is enormous
expect from Washington. If they want traffic there, and whatever route you have
anything f rom us they can notifv us. We here we must have our route, whether built
want nothing from them and have nothing by tbe government or by private enterprise.
to give them. With regard to the speech
of the hon. member of Shell River, it is very Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-I
inconsistent. First of all lie preached con- do not know whether this is the proper
ciliation and good-will and seeing what time to discuss this question I wish to
could be done to bring about a better feeling call attention to one or two remarks of the
between the two countries. That is all very Minister of Justice. I 'understood him to
well, and I think that part of his speech say that the desire of the government was
ought to have been made in the Senate of to construct a road which would not be
th, U itdt 4 t Th 4- 4It Ii L, f t b, b i

u n e Iz Vuy 41u L1'1 uSUject to the interference of the Unitedi
aggressive and to try to coerce Canada and States, and that he vas opposed to the
take away some of the rights to which we building of a road through any portion
are entitled and give us nothing in return. of the country which might ultimately fall
They tried by threatening to force from us into the hands of the United States. If
concessions which they have no right to. I understand the geography of that country
There is no use naking that speech here. at all, the port which the governiment pro-
The hon. gentleman after preaching concili- pose to make the port of departure to the
ation brought in a bill of retaliation. Yukon country is Fort Wrangel, which is

. in the United States. If the contention
Hon. Mr. IBOULTON-Or coercion. of the Canadians be correct, then Pyramid
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And H arbour,Dyea and Skagway are within Can-

so the hon. gentliman's line of argument is adian territory, so that if the proposition of
not consistent ? the hon. gentleman fron Shiel River is

carried out it is possible that these ports
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Oh, yes, it is. will be found to be exclusively witbin

British territory while Fort Wrangel never
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-AI will be. Even under tbe Washington

though J fully agree with hin tbat if we do treaty Fort Wrangel will always be subject
not get similar concessions from the United to whatever regulations may be adopted by
States to those which we give, we ought to the United States custom authorities, and
meet them with blow for blow. by such regulations they can virtually

Hon. Mr. MILLER-There are now two destroy British trade going into that section
bills. He wants to give them a double dose of of the cou ntr!y. What I should like to know

their own iedicine. 1s how my lion. friend reconciles these
facts with the other fact that Fort Wrangel

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We is without dispute in United States terri-
have nothing to expect from them at all. tory, while the otlier ports, which are con-
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Sidered to be much better and afford access so, in accordance with the request of the
to a much better route as some contend, United States government, a Canadian
Ilay be, after the line of demarcation be- i custom-house was established some 15 miles
tween the two countries has been defined, from the mouth of the Stikine, and a con-
found to be in Canada. ventional line was drawn at that point to

enable the United States miners to enter
.HOn. Mr. ShCOTT-The hon. gentleman Canadian territory.
1s no doubt aware that, under international
law, where two countries bave an equal l Hon. Mr. MILLER-But bulk was not
right to a river running through the terri- brokeii?
tories Of both, the incidents of lightering
and transhipping have always been per- Hon. Mr. SCOTT---Yes, it must have
Ilitted. The contention of the Canadian been, because vessels loaded at United
government is that we have the riglt to States ports and sailing to the Stikine could
tranship at the mouth of the Stikine River. not ascend the river without transhipping
In the treaty between Russia and Great to lighter vessels any better then than they
Britain in 1825 the words which <rave can now. There was no friction whatever
Canada the right to use rivers running into between the two countries at that time.
the Pacific Ocean were very much broader For some time an international boundary
thani the words of the treaty of Washington. was defined where it crossed the Stikine-a
The latter treaty, however, is very clear in conventional boundary, for the convenience

howver ler of U-nte tae traders who wr asnits language It says that the Stikine River ofLt States twere passing
shall be f ree, for the purposes of commerce, up the Stikine to enter Canadian territory.
to both countries At that time-about 1875 or 18 76-corres-

pondence was entered into with the United
Hon. Mr. MILLER-Subject to States government with a view to estab-

lishing the boundary between Alaska and
ton. Mr. SCOTT-Subject to such regu- Canada. It was then looming up as a

ations as either country may iake. section of the countty that was of some

lion. Mr. MJLLER-Subject to such, importance. The United States was asked
Hon Mr MILER Subectto uchto uinite withi Canada in locatina thecustoms regulations as the United States toumie .Th in of theda

May make. boundary une. The president Of the day
and the governmient at iv ashington acqui-

lion. Mr. SCOTT-We can make regula-i esced in the proposition and a bill was
tions so far as our portion of the Stikine submitted to Congress appropriating a
Rives is concerned, and they can make regu. sufficient amount to define the boundary
lations so far as their portion is concerned. between this country and Alaska. Congress
It is a singular fact that some 22 or 23 vears refused to vote the money and from that
ago we were discussing the s o the dav to this the United States bave thrown
navigation of the Stikine River as we are obstacles in the way of locating the boun-~atio te tiin Rve a w ae arv' lne. The late ,rovernnirtbogt
to-day. At that time the -United States dent brought
approached Canada in the interest of United the question up for the consideration of the
States vessels going up the Stikine. The United States authorities several years ago,
centre but all that lias been so far obained is thee0f the groli mining, at that tiine 'vas ofaomisntoocetel4t
in the Cassiar district, and the United Stetes issuing
Ininers frequented those mines by going up meridian which cUns from Mount St. Elias
the Stikine uiver. There was no Canadian northward. That is the extent to which
Port then nearer than Victoria, so that the boundary has been so far defined.
United States vessels bound for the Stikiie Hon. Mr. MILLER--That is f rom MountTiver were obliged to report at Victoria. St. Elias, northward?
The -United States government asked theCanadian government to grant them facil- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but there it isities to enable them to utilize the Stikine merely a matter of astronomical calculation.
'iver in Canadian territory. They argued'
in this way-unless you make regulations to l Hon. Mr. MILLER-We lost territory
entable us to freely use the river, you are by the point that wa§ agreed upon at that
controverting the terms of the treaty, and time.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, in order to meet he has not met the question that I have put.
the wishes of the United States government 1 understood the hon. Minister of Justice to
to make the apex of Mount St. Elias a inform the House that the government in-
starting point, our goverriment consented to tended to have a road exclusively within
declare it the starting point no matter Canadian territory, and that he was opposed
whether it was on the Canadian side or not, to the construction of any road starting
It is not a matter of very great importance, from a point which inight ultiînately fali in-
because the meridian does strike the moun- to the hands of the United States or become
tain about 20 mtiles west of its apex. How- United States territorv. What pointed
eer, that is not the iost essential point be- out was t uis, that For Wrange the point
tween the two countries now, it is the de- of departure, is in United States terri-
fining of the boundary from Mount St. tory and will remain in United States terri-
Elias southward to the southerly point of tory even if the contention of the Canadian
Prince of Wales Island. government be sustained by any commission

which nay hereafter be appointed, while
Hon. Mr. MILLER-The Yankees would Dyea, Skagway, Pyramid Harbour and the

not have made that concession t) us; we other points from which it is proposed to
are always making concessions. build the road, other than Fort Wrangel,

will be in British territory if the contention
lon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a matter of very of the Canadian government is atlirned by

great regret that although 22 years have the commission. It Wrangel is to be the point,
passed since that time w-e are as far from it will always be under the control of the
settling that boundary as we were then. U ited States. I know what the hon. gentle-
The United States took possession, without man's contention is in reference to the rights
reference to Canada's claims, of a portion of of Canada under treaty, and as a layman I
that territory which we caim is within our am, inclined to think lie is correct, but still,
line. Up to within a few years the inport- there will always be annoyance at Wrangel.
ance of that country was not regarded as of What the Secretary of State lias said about
sufficient magnitude to warrant any remon- the attitude of this government towards the
strance. There vas perfect freedom be- United States is quite correct. Sone years
tween the citizens of the two countries up to ago, when I was Minister of Customs, it was
a very recent date. found necessary to establish a custoni-house

at a point on the Stikine River where it was
ion. Mr. MACDONALD) (B.C )-Is it supposed the boundary would be, in order to

true that the Canadian custom-house has facilitate trade, and United States trade in
been removed east from Ingish Lake! particular, in going up the Stikine to the

Cassiar district ; but there is this difference

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware, a between the United States government and

boundary-I will not say a boundary, butur ow overnmen urm n ong expe-boundry-Jbut, rience in the Custoins Departmient no privi-
point has been taken possession of by the lege whiclh was not inconsistent with thecustons authorities under the belief that p
they were well within Canadian territory, 1 proper collection of our revenues ivas ever

asked for, that was denied to the Unitedcould not exactly locate the point. States, even to the carrying of goods through
oui, cou ntry, wlîile if we desired to go over

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has a neck of land in their country fron one
there been any reinonstrance by the United'part of Canada to anotler, a custom-louse
States on that subject officer had to be enîployed and the importer

was re(1uired to pay an excessive allowance to
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not that I ai aware the UnitedStatesofflcial, sotetimesas higlas

of. $9 a day. retnoeber one instance, in con-
nection with the Rossland district, when it

Hon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL-The was brought down to $3 a day, but what the
statement made by the hon. Secretary of hon. Secretary of State says is quite correct,
State is very interesting. I am sure all are that these concessions have always been
very grateful to him for the information he made by the Canadian government in a
has given us in relation to the boundary, but friendly manner, but we have never had a
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return for it, and the sooner we adopt a
pohey in this country on the line of the bill
initroduced by the hon. member for Shell
River, the sooner our neighbours will learn
that We are an independent people and cap-
able of governing ourselves.

10n. Mr. MILLER-It is rather an
unusual thing to have a bill introduced
under a notice of inquiry, but for my own
part 1 heartily agree with the spirit and sub-
stance of the bill and should be glad to see the
Plain word " retaliation " applied to the
Ujnited States in every matter where this
coun try could properly apply it. We should
give them a Roland for an Oliver in every
instance in which they attempt to interfere
with us unjustly. The sooner we do #hat
and show them that we can assert our own
rights, the sooner we will cease to be troubled
with such legislation as we have recently
een enacted by the United States Senate

Wherever the least controversy arises. Under
the Washington treaty the free navigation
of the St. Lawrence was given over for ever
to the United States, subject of course to
the customs laws of Canada, just as the free
navigation of the Stikine and the Yukon on
the ]Pacific coast was continued to Canada
as those privileges had been exercised when
that country was owned by Russia. What
thuld be thought of Canada-and I think
the parallel not a far-fetched one-if this
ParhLament were to pass a bill declaring that
the Tnited States would not have the free
navigation of the River St. Lawrence unless
they gave us permission to kill seal on the
Pribilofl Islands? It would be almost the
sane as to say we shall not have the free
navigation of the Stikine and Yukon under
the same conditions as they enjoy the navi-
gation of the St. Lawrence unless we give
them up our rights to our fisheries on the
Atlantic coast. What would be thought if
We introduced such legislation as that and itpassed this Senate even though it never be-
came law? As the hon. Minister of JusticeSays, 1 do not think the bill which passed the
Senate of theUnited Stateswill ever passbothbranches of Congress, much less do I believe
that it will ever receive the signature of the
President, but if we passed a bill of that
kind here what would be said of us ? Still
't Would be a parallel case to the action of
th' U nited States Senate in connection with
the Stikine and Yukon Rivers.

13

SUBAQUEOUS LEASES IN THE
YUKON DISTRICT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-In-
quired :

Have subaqueous leases in the Yukon district for
more than thirty miles in length been granted to a
certain Mr. Russell of New Brunswick, and a certain
Mr. Mercier of Quebec-or to any other person or
persons? If so, on what date were the leases execut-
ed? How many miles- have been granted to each
person or company? Has the amountof rental in full
been paid in each case?

le said: Last session the runour appeared
that some parties were to get a lease of one
hundred miles of the Stewart River, in the
Yukon district, and a number of hon. gentle-
men on this side of the House took objection
to that, and said it was too much to give to
any person or company. We have never
heard anything more of that lease. This
session, just before the House adjourned for
two weeks, I called the attention of the hon.
Minister of Justice to a report which
appeared in the papers that a Mr. Russell
had obtained a lease of some three hundred
miles, and a Mr. Mercier a lease of some two
hundred and eighty miles. At the time the
hon. Minister of Justice could not give the
information that I wanted, and that is why
I put the inquiry on the notice paper. I
hope the reports are not true, and that the
government have not been guilty of giving
away such large stretches of river to indi-
viduals or companies. The government
themselves, by their own regulations, limit
the extent of any lease to thirty miles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am advised by the
Minister of the Interior that 30 miles is the
extreme himit granted to any party. and
that neither Mr. Russell nor Mr, Mercier
has been granted any such stretch of river
as the hon. gentleman states. I am informed
that no leases have yet been granted, though
parties may have applied and paid in money.
The better way would be for the hon. gen-
tleman to move for the papers, and then we
can get at the exact facts. It would appear,
from what I have seen in the papers, that a
number of persons have applied for leases.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I
merely wished to call the attention of the
government to the fact and state that such
leases should not be granted. If one man
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can get, at the outside, only 30 miles, an-
other man should not be allowed to get 100
miles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The limit fixed by the
regulations of the department is 30 miles,
and each application must be accompanied
by the amount required for the lease. If
the hon. gentleman will move for the papers
we will be very glad to bring them down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The government papers, particularly the
Montreal Herald, have published a list of
persons to whom leases were granted, and in
that list there are some 15 Merciers, and eight
or ten Guerins. If they come within the re-
gulations adopted by the Department of
Interior, permitting only 10 miles to be
given to any one person, every member of
the Mercier family including the father,
mother, sons, daughters, nephews and nieces,
must have obtained a lease. That is the
conclusion to which every one must come
when he reads the list. I presumed it was
correct, seeing it in a telegram from Ottawa
and appeared in a government organ.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The regulation, if J
remember rightly, is that the distance of five
miles is leased, atnd the party may have five
of these grants, but he must put a separate
dredge on each one and work it. I have
not seen the list to which the hon. gentleman
refers. I will make the inquiry and see
what the facts are. My hon. friend knows
that newspapers are sometimes mistaken and
sometimes they confound applications with
leases.

THE ALASKAN BOUNDARY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it is not inconsistent with public policy, I
should like the hon. gentleman to tell us
what steps have been taken for the settle-
ment of this question of the boundary be-
tween Canada and the southern portion of
Alaska.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The matter has been
referred to the Colonial Office, with a view
to having it communicated to the Foreign
Office.

DELAYED RETURNS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must again remind my hon. friend the
Secretary of State, of a very old complaint
that I have again to make. I am anxious
to know when I shall have that return that
I have so often asked for.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I have them
all now but one, and I am doing my best to
get that one.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Send a search warrant for it.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 11th March, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EXPORT OF WHEAT FROM
MANITOBA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. WARK moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
statement showing :

The quantity of wheat imported into the Dominion
since 30th June last.

The quantity exported during the saine period ; and
The quantity exported fron Manitoba during like

period.

He said :-I will not occupy very much
time in explaining this motion. I make these
remarks on account of a statement which
appeared in the Montreal Witness the first
of this month, made by James Campbell,
that a very small quantity of Manitoba
wheat went to Montreal. He said ten
bushels to one went to New York. I could
hardly credit it. I think he must have
gained his information from some unreliable
source and that is why I make this motion
to bring down the figures. It would be a
most unfortunate thing if the wheat of
Manitoba should go to New York. Under
the reciprocity treaty Montreal occupied an
inferior position as an exporting city. I
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think it was the eighteenth or nineteenth in bushels of the wheat which is grown
the ports of Canada. When I saw this in the province of Manitoba should
statement to which I have referred, I studied find its way to Europe, its destina-
the tables of the Trade and Navigation re- tion, through foreign ports. Not only is it
turns for some years and I find that taking a loss to the transportation service of the
the whole of the three years 1895, 1896 country, but it is a great loss to the farmers
and 1897, only three million bushels in the who grow the wheat, because, in the state of
whole three years were exported by Mani- New York, there is a system of mixing or
toba to a foreign country, and I think that manipulation of some kind that transfers a
Was made up by United States millers. portion of the profit, that should go to the
buring the same three years 35 million farmers, into other hands. One of My
bushels were shipped to Montreal and per- neighbours, where I live in the county of
haps all of it was Manitoba wheat. Russell, who had gone home to England this

year to spend the winter there, wrote to me
lion. Mr. BOULTON-Before that that he had been on the Corn Exchange

motion is put, I should like to explain to and there had seen a sample of Manitoba
mny hon. friend from Fredericton in regard wheat, which was a Most wretched sample.to the figures he refers to relating to the That is the way he expressed himself. He
province of Manitoba, that the Trade and is a man of experience, a farmer who grows
Navigation returns, as to these exports, are the grain, and he goes to the Liverpool Corn
Imisleading. Manitoba being an inland pro- Exchange and finds the wheat, which canvince, shows no exports or imports except top the world for the excellence of its quaI-
those that go out by way of the United ity and everything else, placed on the Stock
States to Duluth via the Northern Pacific. Exchange, and as he describes it, a veryThe exports that go out over the Cana- poor sample indeed, in a year, too, that had
dian Pacific Railway are shown as ex- not an inferior sample of wheat in the
ports of the province of Ontario. That is whole crop. The reason is that ourthe reason why these figures show, as the wheat goes through foreign channels and it
ho' gentleman who has just spoken ay. s, manipulated that somebody else gets athat in 1895, 1896 and 1897, the gross ex- large portion of the profit of the excellent
Ports froni the province of Manitoba appear grain we grow. There are various causesto be only 3,000,000 bushels for the three which operate in regard to that, and the
years. Of course, everybody knows that government should inquire into how far itthat is incorrect, and it would be advisable can be remedied. The main cause is the
if the Trade and Navigation returns were s0 competition, the very large competition, that
Prepared tiat the true exports and the true exists in American transportation, which re-
imnports of the province of Manitoba and duces the rate much more than the Canadianthe Territories should be properly shown. marine, which is a close corporation, will

It is an injustice to have it otherwise. carry it for, and a trade for which the C. P.Our exports and imports east and west go R. and G. T. R. will fot compete. Theto swell the trade returns of Ontario and Canadian marine is a close corporation,
British Columbia, and which I amn happy to and it is limited in its power. to trans-see has attracted the attention of my hon. port. It prefers to take the four or fivefriend from New Brunswick. As a matter millions required for consumption in easternof fait, we exported this year 18,000,000 Canada and make a ood profit on that, and

helS of wheat, 1'1,000,000 bushels of let the eleven millions go by the UnitedWhich went by Buffalo and New York States rather than admit of competition.in bond, and were exported to Eng- We have the satisfaction to know that,
,n; 4,500,000 bushels came east for 80 far as taing a portion of the wheatconsumption in the eastern provinces, from the west is concerned, this railroadand 1,500,000 bushels went to the port of which passes through Ottawa, the Parrydeontreal for export to Europe. That is the Sound, has built a one million elevator atdestination, as far as I can ascertain, of the Parry Sound and a six hundred thousand18,000,000 bushels of wheat which the pro- bushel elevator at its eastern terminus in

"ice of Manitoba had to export this year. Prescott. The Huron and Ottawa Canal
t must be referred to, as a matter of will be an ally of the Canada Atlantic, butvery great regret indeed, that 11,000,000 its trade wia go to Montreal, not New York.

tin 'hog oeinprs«otolïsi
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The Canada Atlantic is preparing to carry a
large portion of the wheat from Duluth for
export to New York. Whether it will carry
any portion of the wheat from Port Arthur
is a question. I very much doubt if it will.
The reason I give for that is that the Can-
ada Atlantic can take advantage of the
marine *competition between the American
port Duluth and the Canadian port at Parry
Sound, but between the two Canadian ports
of Port Arthur and Parry Sound the marine
transportation is confined to a close corpora-
tion, that prefers a small trade with ease to
a large trade that taxes their energies too
severely. If that should be the case, we
will have the peculiar anomaly of Duluth
wheat going through Ontario for export to
Europe, and Canadian wheat going through
Buffalo and New York for export to the
same destination for diametrically opposite
reasons. These are facts which any of us
who live in the west are well acquainted
with, and I am very glad of the opportunity
that the hon. member for Fredericton has
given me to make this explanation on behalf
of the export trade.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say how far
the statistics which the hon. member from
Fredericton has submitted to the House are
accurate, but I have no doubt the House is
interested and will be glad to get the infor-
mation for which my hon. friend has moved.
I have no doubt that all the members of this
House feel, like the hon. gentleman who has
made the motion, an interest in seeing a
larger portion of the products of the North-
west finding their way to the Atlantic sea-
board through Canadian channels. That no
doubt will, in the early future, largely depend
on the energy and enterprise of those engaged
in the transportation trade and especially
those of the city of Montreal. I am sure
that every effort the railway companies that
have termini in Montreal put forward to
furnish greater facilities for storing grain
there and for transhipment, will be watched
with interest and will be cordially seconded
by this House. I have no doubt either that
this House, or the other chamber, will be
pleased to see that the government look with
friendly regard on every step that is taken
to secure the entire transportation trade, or
at all events a very large proportion of it,
for Canadian channels. I have no doubt
whatever that the amount of trade to-day is
far less than it ought to be, but further

accommodation will have to be provided at
Montreal and Toronto and other lake or river
points for the purpose of securing to the
North-west facilities for the transhipment
of the products of that country.

The motion was agreed to.

THE ALASKAN BOUNDARY.

INQUIRY.

The following notice was called:

If negotiations are now proceeding between the
United States government and the Dominion govern-
ment with reference to the boundary between Alaska
and the North-west Territories and British Columbia?
If so, are there reasonable grounds to expect that a
settlement, fair and honourable to both countries, will
be cone to at no distant day, without referring any
question which may be in dispute to arbitration ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Before
proceeding with the inquiry off which I have
given notice, I wish to refer to a despatch in
the Montreal Gazette which is germane to the
question I am bringing up, and I intend to
ask the governmnent whether there is any
truth in that report. The despatch to which
I refer is as follows :

ALASKAN BOUNDARY

A REPORTED SETTLEMENT WITH THE UNITEID STATES.
NEws COMES VIA NEW YORK THOUGH IT IS
ALLEGEI TO HAVE ORIGINATEDI IN OTTAwA IT
BEARS WASHINGTON EARMARKS.

New York, March 10.-The Press has the following
f rom Ottawa :

Sir Julian Pauncefote has informed the Canadian
ministry officially that he has arranged a convention
with the United States whereby the Alaskan bound-
ary dispute lias been settled. Under the terms of
the convention the British government has conceded
the claim of the United States that the three marine
leagues should be measured from the shore of the
manland and should proceed along the shores of the
inlets, which are thus recognized as arms of the ocean,
and not as rivers.

The contention of the British and of the Canadian
governments was that the three league limit should
begin on the oceanward side of the island, and that
the delimitating line should be run across the inlets
and not follow their shores. These inlets are numer-
ous, and extend into the mainland a great distance
and the decision, therefore, is of much importance to
the United States.

The United States has agreed to the British retain-
ing the boundary on the limit of Chilkoot Pass and
the White Pass, because in the Russo-British agree-
ment of 1825 the line of demarcation was fixed as one
running along the tops of mountains.

The decision, while not entirely unexpected by the
cabinet, is regarded with disfavour. It was under-
stood that the British government was irritated at
the forwardness of the Canadian ministry, but it was
not thought that the surrender would be so sweeping
as it is.

Is there any truth in this report.
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lion. Mr. MILLS-None whatever.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
Very glad to hear that. It only remains for
le to say that I hope the government will

press for a settlement of this boundary ques-
tion as soon as possible. The longer it is
delayed the more difficult it will become, for
this reason, the United States government
have taken possession up to the limits of
their own contention and are now occupying
With settlers and in other ways territory
which nay properly belong to Canada. The
longer a settlement is delayed, the more

cu it will be to end the dispute, because
it will be most difficult to oust any party,
either an individual or a company, that may
be settled in the disputed territory. With
regard to those inlets spoken of in the dis-
Pute which I have read, it is contended by
manlv persons who have gone into the ques-
tion that the Lynn Canal, on which are

ituated the town of Juneau and the vill-
ages o Dyea and Skagway, belongs to the
Dominion of Canada by right. And if that
is the case, it would make a very great
difference to our rights, and to our naviga-
tion in that country, in reaching the Yukon.
I do not intend to deal at ail with the treaty
of 1825, or to put any interpretation upon
it. That will be left to the diplomatists,
cnd the legal talent of the two countries
cOnerned. The request upon the govern-
dent is not to waste any time, but to en-
deaour to confer with the government at
Washington and settle the question as early
as Possible.

IIon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend, the government have brought the
latter under the attention of the Colonial
office, the Secretary of which will no doubt
coramunicate with his colleague, the Secre-
tary of Foreign Affairs, and, so far as this
government is concerned, they invited the
action of the Imperial government on the
subject. It is for Her Majesty's government
at Westminster to discuss the question with
the government at Washington, and I have
no doubt they will do so.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Irperial government requires considerable

ring UP. In the Behring Sea we had,Year after year, to urge them to take somefction in the matter, to appoint a commission
Of something of that kind, before anything

done'

LIQUOR PERMITS IN YUKON
DISTRICT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General, praying that His Excel-
lency will cause to be laid before the Senate, all cores-
pondence by letters or telegrams between the Federal
government, at Ottawa, and His Honour the Lieu-
tenant Governor of the North-west Territories, in
reference to the granting of liquor permits or the
introduction of liquor into the Yukon district, durin
the last six months; also, any correspondence with
the governient of the North-west Territories regard-
ing the rights of the North-west Territories in regard
to issuing Il( uor permits for the taking of intoxicating
liquor into tUhe Yukon district.

He said: Before making this motion, I do
not wish it to be understood that I am in
favour of issuing permits for the North-west
Territories or the Yukon district, but it has
been stated in this House by the hon.
Secretary of State, I think, that the govern-
ment of the North-west Territories had the
right under the North-west Territories Act,
to control the sale of liquor in that portion
of the country, and the hon. gentleman, I
think, also stated that the government had
directed thaý the administrator in the North-
west Territories should withhold the grant-
ing of licenses, or the sale of permits in that
country. If that is the fact, and the North-
west Territories have, by statute, the right
to control the sale of liquors in that country,
then the government have done the terri-
tories a very great injustice, in a financial
sense, by withholding from them a right
f rom which they should obtain a very large
amount of revenue. I understand there has
been considerable correspondence between
the two governments on this particular
question, which I should like to see brought
down, so that we shall be able to form an
opinion as to what the intention was, and
better enable ourselves to judLe of the stand
taken by the government. No permits can
be issued, I think, except under the hand of
the Lieutenant Governor.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen know
well that the government of the North-west
Territories is practically a colonial govern-
ment of Canada. It is growing every year
more and more into the principles and sys-
tem of responsible government, and I have
no doubt at an early day those principles
will be effectually carried out in respect to
the executive government of that country.
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So far the parliament of Canada have not
entrusted the executive government of that
country with full executive authority. Tech-
nically, no doubt, the issue of licenses in the
Yukon district was in the Lieutenant Gover-
nor of the North-west Territories. The
boundaries of these territories are not con-
fined to a limited area by anything contained
in the North-west Territories Act. There
were no settlers in the Yukon district at the
time the government was instituted there,
nor have there been until a very recent
period. Practically the Yukon country is
to day more effectually separated from the
North-west Territories than the government
of the pro% ince of Ontario is from the North-
west Territories. It is well nigh inaccessible
to the government of that country. In fact,
they could exercise no effective jurisdiction
in the territory without doing what we find
people doing every day who are going thither
f rom the provinces of Canada, they would be
obliged to go through the province of British
Coluinbia to reach that territory and to ex-
ercise any jurisdiction over it. That being
the condition of things, the go-ernment did
not think, nor did any one suppose that it
could be regarded as any of the functions of
the government of the North-west Terri-
tories, as my hon. friend has suggested, nor
could we regard it as any enroachment
upon the authority of the goverment of the
North-west Territories to write the Lieu-
tenant Governor that it was not desir-
able that licenses should be issued by him
to parties going into the Yukon district,
which is nearly 2,000 miles from the seat of
government in the North-west Territories. It
was thought better that that matter should be
left in abeyance, and that the government of
the North-west Territories should practically
confine their business of government to the
district over which they have for several
years exercised authority, and that the
condition of things in the Yukon should
be left to this parliament to deal with
during the present session. There will be
submitted to parliament this session a bill
which I trust will becomo law, for the pur-
pose of providing a system of government in
the Yukon district, and to the authorities of
that district will be entrusted so much power
as it is felt that they can usefully claim and
effectively exercise. I may say to my hon.
friend that there is no objection to bringing
down any papers which the public interest
will permit that are in the hands of the gov-

ernment. I understand that no licenses have
been issued in the Yukon district since this
subject has been under consideration, and I
do not think any injustice has been done to
the North-west Territories in asking the
Lieutenant Governor of that country not to
give his assent to the giving of licenses that
were to operate within the Yukon district.
My lion. friend will see that the riot and
disorder which might be created by the sale
of liquor in that country under existing cir-
cumstances when the government felt it was
responsible for the exercise of control and
could exercise no control, might be serious to
those who had gone to the Yukon, and
deterimental to the future of that country,
and that any revenue the North-west govern-
ment could gain fron such a source would
be far more than counterbalanced by the
difficulties that might arise in consequence.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Can my hon.
friend inform the House who is exercising
at the present time the office of Lieutenant
Governor of the North-west Territories. One
cannot fail to observe the fact that there is
a Lieutenant Governor whose resignation we
understand is in the hands of the govern-
ment, but which has not been accepted for
reasons better known to my hon. friend than
to this House. And we also find at the
saine time an administrator of that govern-
nient exercising presumably the functions
of Lieutenant Governor. Hence we bave in
the territories two officials exercising pre-
sumably all the functions pertaining to that
particular office. For some time it has been
a matter of considerable conjecture, through-
out that western country the reasons why
the resignation of the Lieutenant Governor
has not been accepted, we are fully aware
that the government has, tendered that high
and important office to several gentlemen,
and it has been declined apparently with
thanks. We also desire to know how long
the declinations of hon. gentlemen belonging
to the liberal party are to be continued in
regard to this particular office, how long
that office is to be hawked about the
country and tendered to various gentlemen
occupying high positions in that party and
how long the dual position so to speak, is to
be maintained of our having a Lieutenant
Governor there and also of having an ad-
ministrator. It also appears to me to be
quite an anomaly that as certain functions
are vested by reason of the North-west
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Territories Act in the Lieutenant Governor
of the North-west Territories, who I presume
h.as a perfect right to exercise those func-
tions entirely irrespective of this govern-
ruent, that this government should inter-
fere in the exercise of that discre-
tion and thus prevent the executive
of the North-west Territories from partici-
Pating in all the advantages of those powers
which have already been given them of de-
riving a certain revenue from licenses and
Permits which may be issued for the con-
sumnption of liquor in the territories. One
also cannot fail to observe that the country
at the present time does labour under the im-
pression that the Minister of the Interior
inl addition to the Lieutenant Governor
of the territories and the administrator of
the territories is also exercising functions in
that country in regard to the issue of permits.
My attention was directed the other day and
I Presume the attention of the hon. gentle-
man also to grave apprehension in the moral
circles in Montreal that the Minister of the
Interior was about to supply that countryWith permits. If the public mind is impress-
ed with the idea that the Minister of the In-
terior is going to issue a large number of
Yuermits for the consumption of liquor in the

"on territory, the government should re-mnove any doubt upon the question. I regretthat the Minister of Justice in making his
explanation did not inform the House on
the Point, as to whether the government is
Issuing licenses in the nianner thatis generally
supposed. There is anther matter on which
perhaps the Secretary of State will inform
us and it comes peculiarly within the pro-
"ince of his office, that is as to whetherthe executive of the North-west govern-
meut has been duly advised of theVery radical change which is apparently toimade this session in abridging the

nts of the territories and thus very
th stantially restricting the exercise of
ahe Powers of the territorial executive. If
a very large and important section of thatcountry is to be cut off from the territorial
9overnmet and all the disadvantages inci-
dent t0 that particular step are to come intosffet, I should like to know why the repre-
entatives of the territorial government are"ot bere forthepurposeof discussing this mat-

ter with tbe gove, nment or does the govern-
ent intend to dragoon this matter through

go saying a word to the territorial
ernment and thus cut-off a very import-

ant section of the territories ? These are
all matters in which we are deeply interested
and while not particularly coming within the
scope of the question submitted to the House
by my hon. f riend f rom Wolseley (Hon. Mr.
Perley) yet I think they deserve the very best
attention of the Minister of Justice and this
House. We should receive information at once
on those important questions, particularly
the one which is alluded to, namely
the bill which is to be brought down this
session for the purpose of cutting off the
Yukon district from the territories. In
connection with that fact I should like
to point out to my hon. friend that
he is entirely in error in saying that
the Yukon district is not incident geograph-
ically to the present organized districts in
the territories. I should like to inform my
hon. friend that the Yukon district can be
reached as readily and more securely through
territorial routes than by way of British
Columbia. I know this fact bas become
deeply impressed on my hon. friend's mind,
and he has reasoned himself into the idea
that it is impossible to reach the Yukon by
North-west routes. I do not wish at this
juncture to anticipate the discussion that is
to take place on this point soon, but I should
like to ask my hon. friend to keep his mind
clear and not have his slumbers disturbed by
reas >n of the belief that that particular
country cannot be entered by the routes
from territorial points. On the occasion of
the debate, which will take place here at a
very early day, the most satisfactory infor-
mation will be given my hon. friend, which,
I hope, may disabuse his mind of the impres-
sion which at present prevails, that the
Yukon district cannot be reached through
the territories.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the explana-
tion given by the hon. Minister of Justice
will be accepted by the House, that it was
never contemplated that the North-west
Council should have control of the Yukon
district. A year ago licenses were given
in that district by the government of Can-
ada. I am quite sure those licenses were
issued without protest from the government
of the North-west Territories-that they
considered the territory too remote for them
to exercise any sovereignty. It would have
taken them at any time six or eight months
to reach the upper waters of the Yukon. I
noticed a day or two ago in a Montreal paper
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a statement made by a man who has been
resident in that country, and who came
down through by the Edmonton route, and
who warns his friends not to undertake to
travel that way, as the hardships are so
serious. I mention that simply as an inci-
dent; I do not, myself, take any particular
stock in it except this, that we all know that
the distances are very much greater than by
the sea and river routes, that the time usu-
ally occupied by the Hudson Bay people who
pass over that route is at least six or seven
months. That is a matter of history, and it
would be idle to expect the North-west gov-
ernment to undertake the control of that
territory at this time. The expenses are
very much larger in the Yukon district than
elsewhere. The hon. gentleman must know
that they are far beyond anything in the
organized districts. It was never contem-
plated that the North-west government were
to exercise any jurisdiction, and as a matter
of fact they never thought of exercising any
jurisdiction in the Yukon district. It is
only recently the question has arisen to any
prominence by reason of their making in-
quiry as to permits. I believe at present
permits are not being issued. Permits were
issued last year and the year before to the
two large commercial companies that were
doing business there.

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL-
By whom?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-By the federal govern-
ment. They were issued, I think, to the
Alaska Commercial Company and the Alaska
Trading Company. Thev had permits for
considerable quantities, but beyond that I
am not aware that any permits have been
issued, except one or two last year.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is in the
Yukon district?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, confined of course
to the Yukon district.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-By whatdepart-
ment ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I really cannot inform
my hon. friend. I presume they were issued
under an Order in Council by the proper
authority.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Did I understand
my hon. friend to say the other day that

Mr. Chambers of Oak Lake had received a
large permit.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think that I
said that.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I understood the
hon. gentleman to say so.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHLED-Will the hon.
gentleman explain why this government
issue permits, and why they request the
North-west authorities not to issue any ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because it is believed
that the authority should be here. The ter-
ritory does not in any sense belong to the
North-west Territories, and could not be
administered from the North-west Territories.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED - Territorial
officials have already gone up there to exer-
cise their offices in that particular regard.
May I ask if the government was made
aware that a meinber of the executive and
also the license inspector of the territor-
ial governinent have gone into the Yukon
district for the purpose of administering
the duties of the executive in that country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Speaking for myself, I
am not aware of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Neither am .

Hon. Sir MACEENZIE BOWELL-I
understood the Minister of Justice and also
the Secretary of State to say that, techni-
cally, the Yukon district is within the juris-
diction of the executive of the North-west
Territories. It is not only technically
within their jurisdiction, but is a portion of
the North-west Territories territorially, and
they must come within the purview of that
executive, and consequently under their
control and management. If that be the
case, will the hon. gentleman tell us what
the peculiar function of Mr. Walsh, who has
been sent into that country, as the news-
papers have announced, to administer law
and justice-in fact, if the newspapers are
to be credited, having absolute authority
and power in that country? IPerhaps it is
just as well that the country should be in-
formed on that point. The hon- member
from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) has told us
that already there are two north-west officials
there ; now you have sent another official
into that country for some purpose or other.
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I repeat, if we are to credit the newspaper
reports and the reasons given by the organs
of the government, he is sent there, with
almost plenary powers, to do what he pleases.
If he is not, will the hon. gentleman kindly
tell us what his functions are, and what his
instructions are, and how far he is entrusted
with the administration of law and order in
that country ?

ion. Mr. MILLS--I think my lion.
friend had better put a notice on the paper,
and we will discuss the subject, and I will
bring down any information which the hon.
gentleman desires. Major Walsh is there
associated with the North-west mounted
Police, and one of the judges of the North-
West Teiritories is there for the purpose of
administering justice under the law. 1 am
lot aware that there is any violation of any

statutory law that has taken place in any-
thing that has been done.

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did lot say there was.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Those men are there
oni the ground ready, peihaps, to have
further duties imposed on them as soon as
Parliament legislates.

ion.* Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then I understand the Minister of Justice
to say that Major Walsh is there under in-
structions, and that if I move for the
Papers he will bring down those instructions ?

. lon. Mr. ALMON--May I ask the Min-
ster of Justice if the parties who have those
licenses are permitted to sell beer and cider?

lion. Mr. MILLS-I dare say.

ho. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to have an answer to my question.
thUnderstood the Minister of Justice to saythat if 1 moved for the papers he would
isng them down. The inference from that1 thatthere are papers and that instructions

he, iven to Major Walsh in writing when
be thent to the Yukon territory, and if such
ruoveecase, he will bring them down if I

for them.

brin"n. Mr. MILLS-I shall- be ready to
do ß coWn any paper that can be brought

O nsistently with the public interest.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
May I draw the inference that there are
papers showing what his instructions are I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know.
Major Walsh was appointed before I became
Minister of Justice. If the hon. gentleman
will put a notice on the paper I will comply
with his request as far as possible.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman say that such
papers exist?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot state at this
moment the character of the instructions
which Major Walsh has received. Major
Walsh is there associated with the North-
west mounted police.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Cannot his colleague tell us?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
seerns to ignore entirely the condition of that
country last summer, from the extraordinary
manner in which he is conducting this debate.
It is well known that thousands of men were
rushing into that territory and that Canada's
sovereignty of that country was being
disputed. It became necessary for this gov-
ernment to act promptly and we did so in
the interest of this country and to retain the
sovereignty of that country by Canada.
Major Walsh was selected because he was
familiar with the condition of things in
North-west in times gone by when there was
danger of trouble there, and he was known
to be a man of nerve, judgment and force of
character anid familiar with all the circum-
stances which prevail there, and so he was
appointed to take charge of the mounted
police in that territory. He was, moreover,
directed to advise the government as his
judgment might prompt him when he got
there. He was to remain there until order
was restored to that country, and I think the
fact of his having been sent there has shown
the people of Canada that no better policy
could have been adopted than selecting Major
Walsh and connecting him with a body of
police when he went into that country. We
could not wait until parliament met. Was
the government to lie on its arms and do
nothing until parliament met and passed an
act defining what powers should be given for
the administrator of the Yukon district I It
was idle to talk of the North-west govern-



Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That question
is not involved in what we are discussing.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
disputed our right to do it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
says that for tweity years the dispute has
remained the same as it is to-day, yet in the
next breath the hon. gentleman raises the
cry- of urgency by reason of United States
pretensions of sovereignty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
loses the whole point. Three years ago it
did not involve any important question-no-

taken to clothe Major Walsh with legislative
authority, the hon., gentleman might very
properly have asked us for further informa'
tion, but if the lion. gentleman is not pre-
pared to show that Major Walsh has violated
the law, what is the object of moving for
Major Walsh's instructions ? I said to my
hon. friend that as far as the public interest
would permit, if lie would put a notice on
the paper I would see that the instructions
given to Major Walsh or other papers would
be brought down, and I repeat that. But
my lion. friend has in fact not made out a
case, and when my hon. friend from Calgary
says that the government of the North-west
Territories are entrusted with the govern-
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ment having any control there. They could body thought anything of the Yukon country
not reach the country. They were two thou- then.
sand miles from it. They had no money to
equip any force to preserve peace and order, Hoa. Mr. FERGUSON-We must be
and so it became absolutely necessary for the obliged to the hon. Secretary of State for
government of Canada to take action, as it the extreme lucidity of bis explanation. Tle
did. leader of the opposition asked if instructions

were given to, Major Walsh and what those
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will the hon. instructions are, and my lion. friend informs

gentlemau cite an instance in which the him that the sovereignty of this country has
sovereignty of the Yukon district was dis-been called in question, and that Major
puted beyond the boundary dispute on thbe Wals was sent there. He clothed those
coaHst. two ideas with a great many words, but that

lion. Mr. SCOTT-There ias been ail is the statement. He tels us that the sov-

along a boundary dispute. That dispute ereignty of Canada has been called in ques-
tion for twenty years and therefore Major

goes fValsh was sent there. What answer has
odd years tbe government of Canada bas lie given to the question as to whether Major
been endeavouring to get our neigbbours to Walsh received written instructions. That
agree upon a deinition of the boundaries. is what we want to kow, and wheter they
Tey have not even yet passed an act con-ll

along a boundary disute Tha disputeeofth

tirming the 14lst meredian. 'There is no0 Huse said they would be. In replI to these
doubt it will have to be approved, because simple
the United States officials have acceded to 
the belief tlat the line, as rua by Mr. Ki friend, the Secretary of State, treats the
ad eouse to a long history as to the sovereignty

Thof the country being called in question for
line, aithoug1 tey did not exactly agree. some twenty years.
However, it has not yet been agreed to by
Congress. Then, so far as the fringe of
country that runs southward is concerned, wbat
that stands in the position it stood in so far that Major Walsb went up into that country
back as the year 1825. No progress has in connection with the mounted police for
been made. Looking at a United States the purpose of maintaining law and order,
map of that part of the country, you will imap f tat artof he cunty, ou illi not for the purpose of organizing an indepen-
find it claims 35 miles into the interior be- dent covernment there, but for the purpose
yond where we claim the boundary should o
lie. Does the lion. gentleman think that of cring on tbe ecte governen
the government should have leaned on their ic bis Exce the Goverof
oars and waited until parli·ment met and bis ministers lere, and we fully admit our
passed a bill without taking any action to responsibility for the manner in which tlat
maintain our riglits in that country. dutv will be discharaed. If we had under-
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mienat of that country, a country two thou-
and miles away from the capital of the

North-west Territories, he is not talking
seriously.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I take the hon.
gentleman' own statement. About the first
statement he made was that the Yukon ter-
ritory came within the limits of the North-
West Territories Government. Now he
denies the district being within the domain
of the North-west Territories. My hon.
friend says that this session the government
inltend to briig down legislation to remedy
this same difliculty.

HFIon. Mr. MILLS-I said technically it
cane within the North-west Territories, but
the government of the North-west Terri-
tories never undertook to exercise
sovereignty there.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I told myhon* friend that two officers of the North-
'est Territories, one of them the license
inspector of the territories, and the other a
r"emuber of the executive. had gone up therefor the purpose of enforcing the lawregulating permits, and I daresay the gov-ernment is aware of the fact.

it.11 on. Mr. SCOTT-No, I never heard of

n. Mr. PERLEY-It is within the
tnemory of hon. gentlemen here that about

e middle of February J asked a questionSregard to the number of permits granted
theo whom granted and the quantity, and
the revenue derived from it. The hon. gen-
leeinan told me then, as he told the hon.

er of the opposition to-day, to put thenotice in the form of an address. To-daythat question is unanswered, exceptingVerbaly by the hon. gentleman, who says no
seret have been granted, while the hon.
pecretary of State said there had been
vel'sgranted. It should not be a very
pa inous document to prepare. The
""Pers should be laid on the table of the
te, and we should not be asked to take
the o ere verbal answer which I received

Other day.

lon Mr. MILLS-We are iot objecting
the chairiOn It has not yet been put by

p t • Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
e question pure and simple to the

hon. Minister of Justice, and when he said
he did not know, I asked if the Secretary of
State, who was in the government at the
time, could give the information. The hon.
Secretary of State rose and gave us a long
dissertation upon the question of the bound-
ary and the dispute as to where it really
exists. He did not approach the question
I put, either directly or indirectly. He
has an exceedingly happy faculty of evading
a question of any kind by making a long
speech, not at all relevant to the question
asked. Can he answer the simple question,
were any instructions given to Major Walsh
when he left for the North-west, and, if so,
were they oral or written, and, if written,
will he bring them down? No; I cannot
ask that question as to whether he will bring
them down, because he has already answered.
If such instructions exist, I will move for
them. If the hon. gentleman says he went
there without instructions, there is no neces-
sity of wasting time. That is the only
question I asked, and I did not ask for a
lecture upon the boundary question, and
when the hon. gentleman accuses me of try-
ing to divert the debate into another line, I
think he had better apply that to himself.
My habit is to put questions directly, and
all I want is yes or no. The next time I
ask a question relating to the Yukon dis-
trict, probably he will give us a disserta-
tion on preferential tariffs or free trade,
or how far the tariff affects the favoured
nation treaties. The speech he made had
just as much to do with the questions I
asked as if he had given us a lecture upon
Timbuctoo, or somte other place. Can he
answer the question whether Major Walsh
received any instructions, and, if so, what
they were? If he says it is not in the
public interest that they should be made
public, I will not insist.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
knows that no single member of the
government is aware of every act that has
been done by the administration. I know
generally of the sending of Major Walsh
there. At one time the Americans said
that Dawson City belonged to the United
States.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What has that to do with your instructions
to Major Walsh 1
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It had to do with
sending Major Walsh there as the best man
to be selected, and he was sent there because
he was familiar with the North-west and a
man of energy and good judgment, in whom
we could place confidence, and he was sent
there with general powers to represent the
government of Canada in its executive
capacity, having under him the control of
the North-west mounted police.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Did he go there
with any instructions, or had he a roving
commission to do as he pleased?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not here to
answer the question.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You are here
to answer questions put to you, when they
are asked in the interest of the people of
this country. That is what I consider you
are here for, and not to make speeches and
endeavour to get away from the question.
It seems to me the government must have
instructed him or given him a roving com-
mission to go and govern that country and
do just as he pleased. I do not think they
would so far forget thenselves as to give
Major Walsh a roving commission. We all
approve of Major Walsh. I believe he
stands well amongst the people of this
country and they have every confidence in
him, but I cannot think tha, they sent him
away without giving him instructions as to
what to do. From the remarks of the hon.
gentleman one would think they sent him
with a roving commission to do just as he
pleased.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Nothing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Certainly, they
must have instructed him, and there may be
something in the instructions that the min-
ister might say it would not be prudent to
tell. That is all right. But either they in-
structed him or they did not instruct him.
If they instructed him the instructions
should be laid on the table ; if not, they
have given him a roving commission to go
and do as he pleased.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, of course not.
My hon. friend knows that when Major
Walsh goes there, lie goes to act under the
law and in accordance with the law; we
could not protect him if we instructed him

to violate the law, and that we have not
done. My hon. friend knows, as my col-
league has told him, that Major Walsh went
there for the purpose of maintaining law
and order. He went there at a critical
period, when the city of Dawson was claimed
to be within the United States Territory.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman does not mean to say that
that is the reason, surely.

Hon. Mr. MILLS - 1 mean to say that is
one of the reasons for sending him there. I
mean to say, further than that, they claimed
the territory of Bennett Lake and estab-
lished a municipality there, and we sent our
police force to a point to the south of Ben-
net Lake to maintain our authority, and we
wantéd a prudent man, a man who would
make no mistake, in whose judgment we
had confidence, and upon whose judgment
we were called upon to rely. Under the
circumstances we did what was best in the
case, and what has happened so far has
shown that it was-best. There has been no
disorder, there has been no complaint. Our
authority has been maintained and that
authority has been respected. I think that
is the best vindication of the wisdom of the
choice we made, and I have no doubt that
the judgirent of this House and the
country will approve of what we have done.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Assuming for a
moment that my hon. friend is correct in the
statement that the United States claim
Dawson, and possibly were in possession of
it, I presume my hon. friend will admit that
the instructions to Major Walsh would be
to take Dawson.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. minister has excelled alto-
gether the Secretary of State in his attempt
to answer a question. The hon. gentleman
tells us that Major Walsh was sent 'out
there because the United States government
claimed Dawson.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a point of
order. There is nothing before the House
and the discussion seems interminable.

Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING-I move
that the House do now adjourn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the motion is put to the House I
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desire to call the attention of the Minister
f Justice to a statement he made just now

that Dawson had been claimed by the United
tates government as part of their territory.

Houn. Mr. MILLS-I did not say so.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

What did the hon. gentleman say i
Hion. Mr. MILLS-I said it was claimedas a portion of the United. States, not thatthe United States claimed it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
has flot been claimed by any other country,and, therefore
lnited refore he must have referred to the
that S tates. The hon. gentleman said

Major Walsh was sent there to main-
tain law and order.

Hion. Mr. ALMON-I rise to a question
of order. The motion before the House is
that the louse adjourn. I should like toknow if that motion is carried, would it be
conlsidered a vote of want of confidence?

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Iarn quite willing to yield to the decision of
the Speaker as to whether the point of order
is well taken or not. If the hon. gentleman
had studied parliamentary practice he
would know that a motion to adjourn
tO enable a member to discuss any
question he pleased. I would like to call
8" ention to the absurdity of the position
taken by the Minister of Justice. The
r',OUnited Police were sent into that country
to maintain law and order over three years
ago, and duplicated, or perhaps quadrupled
"'nce that period as the population have
flocked into that country. That they are
entitled to all the credit that they claim in
taking steps to maintain law and order inthat country, I deny. Major Walsh is not
there, so far as we know, and consequently
the could have doneverylittleinaccomplishing
the object for which he was sent. I do
no desire to discuss that question at all.
Ail 1 want to know is whether instructions.
Were given to him and what they were.
The Secretary of State laid down an extra-

rdinary doctrine. He said, "you know,"
. iting to me-" that every member of the
0eaclet cannot know what is being done byeahdepartent." I admit that in all
r atters of detail there is a certain powera authority vested in each minister to
adIfinister the details of his department,

but in no case is an important question,
like the one now under discussion, done
departmentally without the knowledge
and consent and instructions of the
cabinet itself, after having met the ap-
proval of the Governor General; and yet the
hon. gentlemen tell us it is impossible for
him to know. It seems to me he is assuming
for himself the position assumed by his col-
league, who was not in the government at
the time. This is a question that every min-
ister should know, and it should have been
discussed by Council-and I have no doubt
was discussed by Council-before any de-
cision was arrived at as to whether Major
Walsh should be sent or not. If my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice had said "I am
not acquainted with these details," I could
understand it, because he was not then a
member of the administration. But the
Secretary of State rises and proves to the
House that he knows nothing at all of the
principles on which our government is car-
ried on. If he does not know will he kindly
inquire and inform the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This debate shows
how improper it is to depart from the rules
laid down. When important papers are asked
for, the true way is to put a notice on the
paper and members of the government have
an opportunity of informing themselves
whether those papers exist or not and
whether they should be produced.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
asked whether any such papers existed. All
the hon. gentleman had to say is yes or no.

The motion was withdrawn.

INTRODUCTION OF GOVERNMENT
MEASURES IN THE SENATE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the House
adjourn.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would like to
call the attention of the hon. leader of the
House to an assurance that he gave some
two or three weeks ago across the floor of
the House, in reply to a question of my hon.
friend from Murray Harbour (Mr. Prowse),
with regard to the introduction of some im-
portant government measures in this branch
of parliament. From that time we have not
heard anvthing further upon the matter. It
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is of very great importance indeed, in order a new Minister of Justice and a new govern-
to relieve the other branch of parliament of ment, 1 desire to press upon the leader
a part of their work, and in order to give of the bouse, as 1 have frequent]y done in
this House the position which it ought to former years, to distribute that legisiation,
hold in the legislative work of the country, ailot more of the public measures which it is
that the government should introduce mea- the duty of the government to bring before
sures on the programme in this end of the parliament to this bouse. It woild tend to
building. And while J am speaking of the more speedy passage of legisiation, and
that, J would refer particularly to the Ple- Would give this buse the position it ought
biscite Bill, a measure that has been, we to occupy in the eyes of the country as a
know, very strongly promised by the gov- useful branch of. the legislature. The sub-
ernment, referred to, if J remember right, ject is well worthy the attention of the min-
in the speech at the beginning of this ses- ister, and I hope tbe minister will give it
sion, and one that this House would be per- the consideration it should receive.
fectly competent to deal with in tbe iirst
instance. I wish to know not only whether
that bill will be introduced in this end of
the building, but also when the governnent
propose to introduce it. When will it be
introduced, either here or elsewhere ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I am very glad the
hon. gentleman has brought this subject to
the notice of the House. During the past
years, on frequent occasions since confedera.
tion, this subject of introducing more legis-
lation into this branch of parliament has
frequently been discussed in this House and
very fully discussed, and I do not
think that any satisfactory reason has ever
been given why more of the government
bills are not introduced into the Senate
than we are in the habit of receiving here.
We are promised a great deal of legislation
for this session-I am afraid more than we
are likely to get through, and one bill which
has just been alluded to might be introduced
into this House. But instead of making an
endeavour to initiate legislation here it
seems to be more and more the course every
year to allow all important legislation to
originate in the other House. J think the
government, if it tried, could introduce
many important measures that parliament
is called upon to pass, in this House. We
have a great deal of time in the early
part of the session which could be spent
in considering important bills, whereas
they come to the House late in the
session when members are tired out
with the monotony of a long session, per-
haps in the hot weather, and we have to
rush the bills through at railroad speed. We
have not time to give them that considera-
tion which it is the special duty of this
House, as a court of revision to give to
these bills, and as now we are starting with

- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, in reply
to the bon. gentleman from Richmond, that
I told my hon. friend here before the adjourn-
ment that I hoped some measures of the
government would be introduced in this
House this session. J am still of that hope
and trust at no distant day that some mea-
sures will be introduced here. But my hon.
friend can well understand that there are
nearly a dozen ministers in the other cham-
ber and there are but two here.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We should have
more ministers in this House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the natural con-
sequence of that is that nearly all the gov-
ernment measures are introduced in the
House of Commons. Every minister, in the
first instance, is desirous of initiating those
measures which specially concern his own
department which he is supposed to have
special charge of. If hon. gentlemen will
look at the measures introduced this session,
the Yukon Railway Bill is a bill relating to
the Department of Railways and Canals, a
bill affecting the public domain and properly
belongs to the other chamber. Then, again,
take the Franchise Act, my hon. friends
would not expect a measure on that subject
to be initiated in this House. Take again the
bill relating to the payment of judges' sal-
aries and the increase of the numbers of the
courts. Hon. members would not expect that
measure to be introduced here.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That is trifling.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It relates to the ex-
penditure of public moneys. And so with
many other measures of the government.
Whether the plebiscite is a proper measure
to introduce here, I am not prepared to say.
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It may be. That will depend partly upon
the form of that measure, and until every-
thing relating to these measures is settled
by the government, it is impossible that I
can answer my hon. friend with regard to
any of these measures as to whether they
will be introduced into this chamber or not.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--The hon. gen-
tleman has not answered a part of my ques-
tion. In addition to asking him whether
the Plebiscite Bill would be introduced here
I wanted him to tell the House whether it
would be introduced at an early date either
here or elsewhere.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so. I think
within a fortnight it will be introduced in
one House or the other.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 14th March, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHIIOFFER-Before the
Orders of the Day are called I should like
to make a few remarks. It is not very often
that I take any notice of what appears in
the newspapers, but a cutting bas just been
Placed in my hands which I think requires
sone notice, because there are details in con-
nection with it which will be required to be
looked into. The cutting is as follows :-

A 30,00 BRIBE FOR THE SENATE.

(Special to the Journal.)
ToRONTrO, March 13.-The Worid's Montreal special

CoiT5pondent says a fund of »300,000 has been raised
toribe the Senate to pass the Yukon Railway Bil.

I have always understood that there were
good chances of making money out of politics.
Personally, however, I have hitherto had
the hardest kind of lu.k. Possibly that may
be because in my profession it is not per-
haps one of the vehicles or contingencies
under which the great spending of money
arises. Had I had the good luck to be a
railway contractor, or perhaps a book pub-
lisher, I might have had a chance of sme of
the soft snaps, the fat things that are lying
about loose with a good rake off possibly
attached to it. But as far as I am concerned
in my political career I have never seen one
single opportunity in which there was a chance
for the boy. Now, however, an opportunity
seems to present itself, and from the way in
which it has come up it would appear as
though care had been taken that this matter
should beplacedupon a basis where "business
is business." I do not know exactly whether
we are going to be able to seize the oppor-
tunity to take advantage of it or not, but
I have taken the trouble to look up
the amounts which should be distributed
amongst those of us who are entitled to
share in this allotment. I do not consider
that the Liberals are entitled to anything at
all. They will be obliged, necessarily, you
know, to vote for this bill without any fee
at all, free of expense. Taking their numbers,
as the House appears to be constituted since
the reform of the Senate which we have
heard so much about, I would place the
number at 20. That would leave a remnant
of 64 amongst whom the nest egg should be
divided, and a small computation will show
that that would allow about $4,720 apiece.
I do not think it is enough. Considering the
magnitude of the undertaking and the great
interest involved, I think we should make a
strike and not act for less than $5,000 each in
round numbers. But seriously, hon. gentle-
men,does not the House think it is scandalous
and monstrous that such a thing should
be allowed to be published in one of the
newspapers of the country, and to be circu-
lated abroad from one end of the country to
the other, not only in this country, but also
in the United States press, and possibly find
its way into the English newspapers. Sup-
posing the contingency should arise, that
this bill were to pass through this House, a
great many people will take this report in
dead earnest. There is not one of us here
which bas ever declared himself opposed
to it, and if we saw fit to change our views
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by reason of an amendment or alteration in
the bill, we would be at once stigmatized as
corrupt and accused of being bought. It is
monstrous, and some means should be devised
whereby punishment should be meted out
to any newspaper which publishes such a
gross and scandalous libel upon any respect-
able body of men.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is to be regretted
that the Senate should take notice of this
matter at all. The statement is so mon-
strous, that the public are not likely to give
much credence to it, and very few journals
would publish it. But my hon. friend, in
introducing the subject here, may give to it
a very much wider publicity than it would
be otherwise likely to acquire. The self.
respect of the Senate and its standing in the
public estimation, so far as a matter of per-
sonal integrity is concerned, is such as to
protect it against such a statement until
there is somnething very much more favour-
able to it than its appearance in the World.
The World is a very sensational journal, and,
of course, anything that will give notoriety
to it and induce parties to subscribe
that might . not otherwise do so, may
there find admission. I am sure of this,
that the public at large will believe that the
Senate are not likely to be influenced in its
judgment by considerations of that sort, and
that neither contractor, nor publisher, nor
anybody else is likely to approach the mem-
bers of this Senate with a view of influenc-
ing its members by any corrupt considera-
tion.

DISMISSALS IN BELLEVILLE POST
OFFICE.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved :

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid on the Table of the
Senate:

1. Copies of all complaints, whether by affidavit or
otherwise, made against Mr. John Taylor, late post-
master of the city of Belleville.

2. Copies of all Orders in Council authorizing the
reducing of the post office in Belleville from that of a
city to a town office.

3. The names of the employees of said office who
were dismissed, their ages, length of time each was in
the service of the Government, the amount of gratuity
paid to each who had not served ten years, and the

amount of superannuation allowance allowed to each
clerk who had served ten years and over.

4. The names of those who were re-appointed, and
the salaries now paid them, in addition to their sup-
erannuation allowance. i

5. The reasons why Miss I. M. Newberry and W.
B. Walker were not re-employed, and two new and
inexperienced clerks appointed in their stead.

6. And copies of all correspondence, between
members of the Reforn Association of Belleville or
any other person or persons, in relation to the reduc-
tion of said office from a city to a town office, the
renoval or dismissal of the postmaster or any of the
clerks of said office, and copies of all records, if any,
of the deputations which visited Ottawa in connection
with the business of the said office.

This question is purely a local one, I admit,
but there is a very important principle in-
volved in the action taken by the govern-
ment in the reduction of the Belleville post
office from a city to a town office, and the
mode adopted for getting rid of the post-
master, the dismissal of the clerks, the re-
appointment of some of the old clerks, the
appointment of some new clerks, and allowing
others to remain dismissed without any
cause, thoughthey agreed and were willing to
accept their old positions under the salaries
which were paid to the new officers; and
also a principle involved in the use to which
the Superannuation Act was put in the
carrying out of the new policy of the Post
Office Department. I do not know that I
should have brought this matter before the
Senate were it not that I find that in the
remarks which I made in discussing the
address in reply to the speech from the
throne, I used the following language in
speaking of the different measures to be in-
troduced, or which were promised by the
Governor General :

The manner in which the Superannuation Act has
been abused within the last twelve months should
induce its strongest advocate to suggest some changes,
I shall take occasion to bring before the House one
illustration, at least, in my own city of the manner
in which the Superannuation Act bas, to my mind,
been most grossly abused.

The facts which I propose to lay before
the House may induce some members, who
might be favourable to the continuation of
the Superannuation Actnowupon the statute
book, to vote for the repeal of that Act or
the amendments to it which it is proposed,
as I understand, to be made by the Post-
master General. Now the facts are simply
thus : Belleville was erected into a city post
office some years ago, a postmaster was
appointed, a deputy postmaster and a num-
ber of clerks. It is contended that the
erection, in a place of that size, of a town
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office into a city office imposed a very heavy postmaster, who was the deputy and who is
expense upon the revenues of the country, now in charge of the offices, to employ under
heavier than the amount paid to officers the percentage systemn suchother officers as he
who were remunerated by fees and were thought proper, but he must take the recom-
termed town officers. That proposition I mendation and meet the views of the Reform
believe to be correct, and the Post- Association of the city in whatever appoint-
Master General in his wisdon thought ments he made. The reduction took place,
'proper to adopt that principle as his policy every official in the office was removed (if you
he Says, in connection with his office. Had like to so call it) or dismissed, the office was
he done so throughout the whole Dominion I placed under the management of the deputy
do not know that, as a citizen of that city, postmaster at an increased salary ; he re-
I should have had personally any complaint employed, I suppose with the consent of the
to make, but the primary cause which led Reform Association, such of the old clerks
hirm to that conclusion, and I believe to that as he thought proper at a reduced salary.
Pobcy, was for one purpose solely, and that There were five dismissed, of whom the post-
was to get rid of what was alleged to be an master and four of the clerks were not
Offensive partisan in the person of the post- re-employed, as he considered it was not
mlaster. My information is that affidavits necessary to employ them all. Two of the
were made a-ainst the postmaster and filed clerks were not re-appointed. One of these
in the office, but upon inquiry it was found was a young lady, who was at the time and
that there was not a scintilla of truth in the had been for years, the principal support of a
Com10plaints which had been made; that in widowed mother, she was not reappointed but
act his only offensive act was to drive three was putupon thesuperannuationlist, to which

Miles from the city to vote in what is known I shal refer later, and I think I will justify
as the east riding, and that he had not only the remarks- I made in the discussion on the
voted himself but that lie had carried a aridress which I have already quoted, that it
voter to the polls. He did vote himself and was a gross abuse of the Superannuation Act.
lie carried a voter to the polls, butithappened S:îe was left out and a very amiable but in-
that while he was driving to a little village experienced young lady was placed in the
called Canniffton to record his own vote, he position. She happened to be the daughter
Picked up a neiglibour, a personal friend, of a former president of the Reform Associa-
who was a Liberal. He asked him if lie tion, a man well to do and carrying on a
was going to Canniffton to vote, and he re- large business in the city. The young lady
Plied yes. He took him in his buggy and who was dismissed was the grand-daughter
they both went to the polls, one voted of a former member of the old parliament of
for the Conservative candidate and the other Canada, the late George Benjamin. Mr.
for the Liberal candidate. That is the na. Benjamin had been a conservative, and I
ture of his olIence. These facts coming, as suppose the fact that she was his grand-
i am informed, to the knowledge of the daughter was tne cause of her dismissal,
Postnaster General, lie declined to dismiss although she had been the nainstay of her
Mr. Taylor. A party through the Reform parent. Since then she bas had to go and
Association insisted upon the removal of that live with her brother and the family bas
gentlemran ,rom the office of postmaster, and gone to Nebraska. Of the other two, one
there was no other mode of meeting that a young man, happened to be a conservative,request than by the abolition of the office'as he was not re employed. He also had helped
a city office. If I am correctly inforned, to maintain his father and mother. Now let
the Postmaster General put his foot down us look at the manner in which the super-
pretty firmly, and said lie would not dismiss annuation funds has been used to carry outhin upon the grounds which had been laid this policy. Those who are acquainted with
before him, but that he could meet their the principles of the Superannuation Act
views by reducing the office from a city to a. know that an officer has to serve ten years
town office, and thereby remove all the before he is eligible to be retired under the
Officers from the postmaster down, and then Superannuation Act. If a clerk or official
in the reappointment he would not appoint is disnissed or removed, if not for good
a new Postmaster, but would p;ace the busi- cause, if it be in view of economy or for the
ness of the office in the hands of the deputy efficiency of the office, there is generally a
Postnaster and give instructions to theacting gratuity granted to the individual. In the
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present case we find the postmaster was dis- Lynch was thirty years of age, had been
missed, and that I may say further he did twelve years in the service and had $800
2not receive notice of his dismissal until after salary. He draws $186.66 and was re-
he had entered on his duties for the month, employed at $400. Mr. Reeves was twenty-
though his dismissal took place from the eight years of age, seven years and
first of the month. It was not many days nine months in the service at $600,
I admit, and I may say in justice to the received a gratuity, not a superannua-
Postmaster General that when I called his tion, of $304.66, and was re-employed
attention to that fact, he said he was not at $400 per annum. Mary Kennedy,
aware of it, and that he would see that the 34 years of age, 4J years in the service,
postmaster was paid for the month in received a gratuity of $187.77, and was re-
which he had entered on his duties. appointed to the service at $400. Mr.
The deputy postmaster was receiving $1,350 Hargraves, who was 26 years of age, and
a year; he is now doing the duties, as I was had been 4ý years in the service, got $91.61.
told, at $1,600, an increase of $250. I have John Taylor, the postmaster, enployed at
been informed since that the salary is only $1,400 a year, was dismissed. Not having
$1,550, consequently I make both state- been in long enough, he received neither
ments as I heard them. The Postmaster gratuîty nor any other consideration-not
General says $1,550. Those in Belleville even pay for the month on which he had
who ought to know say he is getting $1,600. entered when he received notice of his
However, that is a matter of little conse- dismissal. This places an annual charge
quence. He has been placed on the super- upon the superannuation fund of $1,566.79,
annuation list, being only thirty-seven in addition to the $585.04 of gratuities.
years of age, he has served fifteen years and I have already mentioned that Mr. Dun-
three-quarters of a year, and his super- can, the acting postnaster, does not re-
annuation allowance is $400 per annum, but ceive his superannuation allowance during
he does not draw that $400 during the time the time that he is employed in the
that he remains managing the office at the office, but he is a young man of only 37, and
$1,600 a year. Alfred Gillan was a second should he leave the office to-morrow, there
class clerk, thirty-nine years of age, who had will be that charge of $400 per annum
served fifteen years and three-quarters. His against the superannuation fund during his
salary was $1,200 a year, and at that age he lifetime. If you take the amount paid for
is retired at $360 a year, during the whole superannuation and capitalize it at three per
of his life. This young gentleman was re- cent,. you will find it represents a capital of
employed at $400 a year. All the new $52,200, and if you deduct the $400, which
clerks were employed at $100 a year, but is not paid during the continuance in office
he draws in addition to that his superannua- of Mr. Duncan, it would represent a capital
tion allowance ;-and if you like to make the of about $40,000. I ask any reasonable man
calculation, taking bis age and robust health, whether, under these circuistances, the
it is an investment to him, if be were buy- action of the Postmaster General is not an
ing an annuity, of about $10,000 out of the abuse of the Superannuation Act ? The
public revenue. MIr. Walker, who was also Postmaster General wrote a letter to the
dismissed was thirty-four years of age. He editor of the Belleville Sun, which had been,
was employed thirteen years anid three- for some time, what is termed an indepen-
quarters. He was receiving $800 per annun dent paper--that is, independent in politics
His superannuation allowance, as long as lie -until the last election took place, and then
lives, is $208. This is one of the young it avowed itself a supporter of the Hardy
gentlemen who was not re-employed. W. Government and of the Dominion Govern-
J. Embury was forty-one years of age. He ment, and is now a full blown Grit sheet. I
was twelve years in the service. He drew will read oneextract from thePostmasterGen-
$800 per annum, and now a superannuation eral's letter, in which he attempts to give a
allowance during the balance of his life of reason for the course he pursued:
$204.5r2. Miss Newberry was forty-th ree Perhaps I may take a wrong view of my duty as
years of age, thirteen years in the service, Postnaster General, but I think I an boundto place
at a salary of $800 per annum, and she the public noney which parliameut has placed at my
draws $207 during the remainder of her disposal as held of this department in such a way as

will produce the best results to the publie at least
life from the superannuation fund. Mr. possible cost. My position is a publie trust, and I
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have no miore right to allow the public funds placed selected, he will find that the correct figureset 11Y (lisposal to be wasted than a private trustee slce
hasto allw the private funds in his hands to are not given, the contingent expenses not
Wasted. being added to the general expenditure, and

thereby making the percentage much less.
The principle laid down in this paragraph Let us look at the different city post offices

b One will object to. It is not only a policy, in the whole Dominion. I have in my band
but it is the principle on which every min- a statement showing the offices, the revenue,
iSter should administer the affairs of his the salaries, the contingencies, the total
bepartnent. J fully concur in all he says, paid, the net revenue, and the percentages.
but I cannot help thinking that the state- I will not weary the House by reading all
ment in the lights of events partake a very these figures, but will hand it to the reporter,
great deal of the n5ture of that famous and content myself with giving the cities and
character in one of Dickens's works known as the percentages which will be sufficient to
Pecksniff. He was a very honourable man, establish the point which I make.
a very grave man, and a man of noble senti-
ments and speech ; so is the Postmaster Gen-
eral as portrayed in the paragraph which I1
have read; and if he acted upon that principle

as I will prove before I get through he bas
not done-every man in Canada would ap- z
prove of his policy. But the position he
cecupies in this mattor of the reduction of

One city post office to a town office, and the
reason he has given in the paragraph, I
tbink is somewhat analogous to the answer z
givein by Dr. Jonson when he was asked
wýhy hi i odi idit e mis-spelt a cert-in word in lus
diction ary, his reply was, " Ignorance, sheer =
1gaorance. So it is precisely with the G
tostmaster General in this matter, either Ir =that, or be has selected a conservative city,
represented by a conservative, for the pur- 0 -
Pose Of punisbing and degrading the Belle-
ville post office from a city office to a town
Office; or he did not know, or niever took the htrouble to inquire into the relative position,
te far as expenditure is concerned, between
the city of Belleville and the other city post a
Offices in the Dominion of Canada. I may i, S
Say, before leaving this point, that the Post-
master General in this same letter lias M
Chatb otîer places-Brantford, Brockville, t

Caahtham, Gîlt, Guelph, Peterborough, St.arines, St. Thomas, Stratford, Wood-
Stck-all town offices-and lie has coin- .
Pred tbe Percentage of expenditure with

the receipts f the post office at Belle
Ville, and that alone. If he had desired
o make a fair comparison-I was

he o say an honest comparison- 1 r
he should have taken the different cities in
the Domnio. The cities are placed under
the ivil Service Act, and I admit they are It will be seen from these figures that the
ruch more expensive than when paid as the expenditure in Toronto was 42î per cent of
Ofies to which I have called attention ; the whole revenue, which [ may say was $361,
ao 'ore than that, if any one will take the 388.16, and the salaries were $147,156.47
trouble to look at these towns that he bas and so on. Belleville was 54 per cent of the
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total revenue collected. Kingston was 80 'policy (to which I do not think many
per cent ; Hamilton was 67 per cent, Lon- of us would object) is to be carried out
don, 61 per cent ; Ottawa, 101 per cent) of reducing the expenditures in the different
that is one per cent m re than they actually offices, why has it not been extended to the
collect ; Windsor, 70 per cent ; Quebec, 96 city otlices to which I have called attention?
per cent; Sherbrooke, 38 per cent ; No one can come to any other conclusion
Fredericton, 56 per cent ; St. John, N.B., than that at wh ch J have arrived, that the
75 per cent ; Halifax, 56 per cent ; Reforn party in the city of Belleville, and
Charlottetown, 114 per cent, being just 14 its vicinity, determined to get rid of the man
per cent more than the a tual collections. who was postnaster and wvhom they did not
I think J can give a reason for that after I like, although not a, single word can be
have referred to the others. Winnipeg, 44per uttei ed against him, so far as the perform-
cent ; Vancouver, 39 per cent ; Victoria, 54 ance of bis duties is concerned, during the
per cent. The House will see that I have time he was in office. He is a nost estimable
taken the city offices in the Dominion, and man who has never given offence to anyb dy.
that there are onlv three which cost less His political crime was what J have called
than Belleville. Windsor is 70 per cent attention to nothing more. That this policy
against the 54 in Rel'eville. You must applied to the city of Belleville met the dis-
bear in mind that Windsor is represented by approval of the respectable portion-J am
Mr. McGregor, and lie is a very ardent and speaking politically now, I do not desire to
zealous supporter of the government, ergo be understood in any other sense-of the
bis city should not be interfered with. city of Belleville is evidenced by the fact
Kingston 80, and Kingston is represented by that letter after letter was sent, and depu-
Mr. Britton, another ardent and devoted sup- tation after deputation interviewed the
porter of the Grit party. St. John is 75 per Postnaster General protesting against the
cent as against 54 in Belleville. That city policy which he was pursuing and the treat-
is represented by Mr. Ellis and Mr. Tucker, ment which had been meted out to these
two supporters of the government. Quebec different officers. If there was no political
shows 96 per cent expenditure on the bias, if there was no political reasons for
revenues received against 54 in Belleville, carrying out this principle, " to the victors
and that city is represented by the Right belong the spoils,' then the two clerks to
Honourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier, and Mr. whom i have called attention would have
Dobell, and Mr. M alouin, all of them may be been re-enployed. This young lady, Miss
considered as very ardent supporters of the Newberry, and Mr. Walker said to the
government. Charlottetown is 114 per cent deputy postmaster, " we are quite willing to
repre:sented by Sir Louis Davies. You must go back to the office and accept the salaries
hear in mind, and I desire to be fair in which you offer of four hundred dollars per
giving these explanations, the inspector of year," which, with the superannuation they
the island and the postmaster at Charlotte- were drawing, would not be as much as they
town are one and the saine person, so that had been receiving previous to being placed
if Mr. Brecken who is the postnaster of on the superannuation list. If it were for
Charlottetown, were merely the postmaster any other reason than meeting the political
according to the Civil Service Act he requirements of the party they wvould have
could only get $1,400 a year, or at the option been taken back. They were certainly the
or will of the postmaster it could be increas- most efficient members of the whole staff.
ed $1,800. So that even if you take the Mr. Thos. Ritchie, the largest importer in
$2,000 or 82,200, which lie receives and Belleville, who was president of the Board
deduct that, and appoint an inspector and of Trade and a candidate in the Liberal in-
appoint a postmaster at the Civil Service terest in the last electioîî against Mr. Henry
salaries, then the expenditure would be Corby, was so (isgusted with the whole con-
greater than the income. We have in this duct and policy of the government in this
table 75 per cent, 80 per cent, 90 per cent, matter that he published the follo%% ingletter
and 114 per cent of expenditure in some of in the newspapers
these places as against 54 per cent expended o
in Belleville. In view of these facts you
niay very naturally ask why is Belleville! SIR-As 1 ar informed that my nane lias been

connected in public talk about town with the lae
selected if not for political reasons? If the change in the pot office, it beconmes a duty for me ts
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te niy position, not in order to vindicate mtyself,
onhch is a 'natter of very little consequence, but to ex-

'-"rtethe great bod of honourable electors in thisi

why, in ail other cases, they should not be
reduced in the saine inanner that the
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yty from .the odium that it is sought to attach to Belleville office lias been reduced, if the
then on account of the action of a certain few, who Postmnaster General intended his policy to beare POpularly supposed to) reî>resent thiern.

Having exprience of the 1on<rable bearing of htnestly carried out. The defence put in by
mOst of those who supported mie at the last election the Postinaster General with reference tofor the Conmons, I aim confident in asserting that these reappointments is, that having re-
fuiiy ninety-ine in a hundred of these electors of
West Hastings would have proposed just as I had duced the Belleville post office to a townsug eted respecting contenplated changes in the office, lie left the reappointment of the dif-
c Pns ofice 1 was scarceiY ferent clerks to the acting postmaster ; but

t those who did asmk it was this, niameily,--that if it when the papers come down you will find%vas found necessary in the public interest to reduce that when that instruction was given to thethe eXl)en,>e( of the office here (wltich I understaîtd 'tii
iParties thougit excessive), t would be better, under present acting postnaster (for a postmaster

meistaiices not to alter the status of the office lias not yet been app$lnted), a proviso is
aiparentvil Service, but to reduce the staff if it was made in the letter, that un any appointmentthat more vere being employed than were
needed. On the other hand ir the Postmaster (Gen- which lie makes it must he made in accord-
eral, who 1s the responsible head, insisted on taking ance with the recommendation of the Reform
the ofl'ce out of its present standing. that then in that Association of Belleville. The Reform As-

cseth i>ostmaster ought to be direetel to emplovwhat help was iee<ded froni the existing staff of eni sociation of Belleville met in solemn con-
er ees if willing to accept the salary provided and clave, this little knot to which Mr. Ritchie

ound capabie and efcient refers, and with whom he is not at ail in
Yours respectfully, accord, and insisted that these two parties

THOS. RITCHIE. to wlom I have referred should not be re-
I lay say those were the views of Conser- employed, but that a son of a Grand Trunk
vatives and Liberals alike. There was iemployee, who is a Liberal, should receive
scarcely any one in the city who did -not one of the positions, and that a daughter of
think there were more officers in the servic a former president of the Reform Associa-
than were absolutely necessary, and had the tion and a former defeated Liberal candidate
Policy of the Postmaster General heen in West Hastings, should have the other,carried out generally, no fault would have depriving the young lady and young gentle-
been found. The Postnaster General's iman, who were the nPartial support of their
.efence of the action which has been taken parents, of 'the positions whicli they had
1s simply this, that he desires, as a trustee held. I have also shown you that the policy
'If the public funds, to administer the affairs ha not been carried out in other cities.
of his office at the lowest possible expendi- There are only three of the whole of the
ture. To that policv no one will object. city offices in the Dominion wlose expenses
h ad he reduced ail thle offices to which I are n< t proportionately greater than those
have called attention anîd placed themn in tbe of Belleville, but fortunately for those citiessaule category, with the exception perhaps they are represented by Liberal iembers ;o Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, no one and you can easily understand that if the
wuldce have found fault with hini. It is only Postmaster General proposed to reduce

that I should say here that the Charlottetown to a towin oflice, wvhat a, hue
excuse for keeping Windsor in the position and cry there would be f rom Sir Louis
exOccupies-although it is not a legititmtate Davies. You can readily understand, if it
excuse-is the fact that it is a large distri- were proposed to reduce St. John to

cng office immediately on the frontier, a town office, what a protest wouldIng largely mail natter froin the come froin the two gentlemen who represent
lnited States. We can readily understand that city iii the House of Commons. So inhtt ow it is that the expenditure in the the caseof Quebec, what a protestttherewould
is awa post office exceeds the income It be f roi Mr. Dobell and Mr. Malouin if Que-Ien account of its being the seat of govern- bec was to be degraded from a city office to
lent, and large quantities of mail matter a town office for the reason assigned hy thePas through, as you are all aware, without Postmaster General in the case of Belleville,
Paying Postage. I have already given a that it would cost the country a great deal

.l which has been advanced why the less to manage the business of these different
ePenditure in the Charlottetown post office offices under the new system than under
exceeds the revenue, but there is no reason the present system. Now, I am not defend-



ing the present system and I am not con- tions, so far as they extend to city offices,
demning the Postmaster General for having were made under a former administration,
adopted a policy by which noney may be and that if there was any extravagance,
saved to the revenue of the country ; but I any impropriety in the regulations that were
condemn him for selecting one city, becýause rade in respect to Belleville, they were not
that city happens to be represented bv a to be charged upon the present Postmaster
Conservative, and making an example of it, General but upon those who preceded hlm
and leave al] the others unchanged ; and 1 in office. My hon. friend also failed to cal
condemn him for placing in the hands of any the attention of the buse to the fact that
association the right to say to the postmaster there are a good many cities in Canada to
whom he shall employ and whom he shall whic this rule was fot applied, and that
not employ, thereby delegating to others the a
power and the responsibility which devolves far as their postal accommodation was con-
upon a minister of the Crown. You will cerned. in the condition of town offices, tbey
find when these papers come down that what nevertheles were cities, and that the Post-
I have stated in reference to the instructions master General was justified in the course
is literally correct. The office has been re- which lie bas taken in respect to Belleville
duced and some four or five officers have I think is abundantly evident fror tbe re-
been placed on the superannuation list, none lations which will he found to exist between
of whom are fifty years of age, and that the revenues and expenditure in a large
the sums paid them represent an amount number af offices which are similar in their
if capitalized, of some forty to fifty thou-m circuustinces to the city of Belleville.
sand dollars which is added to the publica What my ion. friend bas complained of
debt. If that is the inanner in which really is, that the present Postmaster
the Post Office Departnent, or any other General bas not extented t other cities
department of the government, is to be the saine rule wbich He bas introduced
managed the sooner the governnent changeý ii respect to Beleville, that is, that
their policy, or the sooner there is a change
of administrators, the better it will be for
the country. I wish it distinctly under-
stood that I find no fault with a policy of

he bas not undone the work of my hon.
friend and those who were associated with
him in the government that preceded him in
office to a larger extent than this to ther

economy, if the Postmaster General carries present moment. My bon. friend will be
it out fairly and honestly, but I do object better able to criticise the Postmaster Gen-
most decidedly that one city in the whole eral in tbat direction wlien he sees really
Dominion should be selected for tie applica- what the Postmaster General, wben be be-
tion of this policy when there are only three cornes thoroughlv conversant with ah the
other cities whose offices cost less than the business of the office, is able to accomplish
city of Belleville. I have male this explan- in that direction. My hon. friend said the
ation why I have moved for these papers in Postmaster General was actuated altogether
order that the whole of the facts may be he- by political considerations in respect to the
fore thepublic. Iknowwhatthe government's Belleville office, and tbat the punishinent as
defence is---economy. I say carry it out, le regards it, which bas been inflicted upon
and the Postmaster General will not find me tbe postmaster and those wbo were em-
or the people of Belleville though opposed ploved in th.- old office, wag due to the fact
to the government, condemn it; but as long that that is a Conservative city. Weil, tbere
as it is confined to one locality while others are a great many Conservative cities in
cost the revenue more, I say it is a gross in- Canada, and the Postmaster General bas
justice to the people and a flagrant violation net deait witb thetn as my bon. finiend com-
of the principles of the Superannuation Act. plains he bas deait witb Beleville, and I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen, 1 think that mny lon. fniend will discover tbat
have listened with attention to the address to there are other considerations which are of
the House, on this motion, by my hon. friend not a littie public importance, by wbich the
who asked for information in respect to the Postmaster General might be actuated other
Belleville post office and I trust that we than the flerce partizan motives attributed
shall be able to comply with the hon. gentle- to hlm by the bon. gentleman. Now let me
man's wishes. My hon. friend omitted to take the case of the city of Brantford. That
cale attention to the fact that those regula- city bas a postal revenue of $25,638.
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whaon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In while the cost of the post office in Belleville
year 7 is $9,079 in the. past year. Will my hon.

l friend say there is any justification for thaG
theron. Mr. MILLS- think that is 1896, My hon. friend, of course, is a citizen of
Brntfs relatively no very great change- Belleville; he is interested largely in Belle-rantford, as I say, has a revenue of $25,638, ville, and, perhaps, if I were to ask for theand the cost of managing the office is $4,916, true explanation of this state of things, Ior 19 per cent of the amnount of revenue col- would say that my hon. friend yielded to
lected. Now, Brantford is a city, it was not pressure in meeting the wishes of friends
Put upon the footing of cities, it was not from his good nature rather than act indeait with by my hon. friend and those accordance with those business principles
associated with him il the same way as Belle- which he himself admits are of importance,ville, and ny hon. friend, I suppose, had and which ought to receive due considera-
some reasons for dealing with Brantford in tion when this subject is being dealt with.a way other than that in which he dealt with Now, I come to the city of St. Thomas.
Belleville. Brantford has a larger popula- The city of St. Thomas has a population oftion and does a very much larger business, about 10,000, and collects a revenue of nearlyand yet my hon. friend provided city regula- $4,000 a year more than Belleville, at a costtion in respect to Belleville but he did not of $4,900, as against $9,079 in Belleville.

goso in respect to Brantford. Was my hon. Then, take the city of St. Catharines. Thefriend and those associated with him actuated revenue there is somewhat less than it is in
"y Political considerations and was it be- Belleville-not very much; there is less
cause a reformer represented the city of than $2,000 difference between them, andBrantford on that occasion i Will ny hon. yet the cost of managong the post office infriend accept, or be willing to have attributed the city of St. Catharines is only $3,560, asto bim and those associated with him in office, against the $9,079 in Belleville. My hon.

e motives which lie now attributes to the friend will see that there is no justification
Postmaster General ? Let nie take another for the continu ince of that state of things
case. In Brockville the amount of revenue in Belleville. There were reasons why
collected was $24,500. The cost was $4,470 action should be taken at once in Belleville,
or 18 per cent of the revenue. Now, look at and, therefore, ny lion. friend the Post-
Belleville. Belleville has a revenue of $16,- master General undertook to correct the state235 (or the next year $1 7,000) and the cost of things that existed there, and by thatil 1896 was $8,827 nearly double the amount correction, te has saved to the public revenues
t at it cost in Brantford where the popula- of this country a very considerable sum of
tion was nearly lialf greater and where the money.
revenue was sixty per cent greater. Now,

mIy hon. friend say there is anyjustifica- Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-
tion for such an expenditure in connection Not much.
with the post office in Belleville, that it
should cost more than one-half the Hon. M r. MILLS-Over three thousandrevenues that were collected, while the dolFars. Let me take the next point of my
city of Brantford cost only nineteen per hon. friends argument, that is, the question
cent of the revenues collected? Why was of superannuation. My hon. friend says
i lecessary to make those special that the Superannuation Act is abused inprovisions in the city of Belleville and this case. Let us see what the Superannu-
not make corresponding provisions in the ation Act provides for. It provides that
city of Brantford ? Let me take another when you retire parties atter ten yearscase, the city of Guelph. That city was service you shall superannuate them if theyalowed by my hon. friend's government to are no longer required, and if they have
stand in the position of a town. He did served less than ten years, then you shall
lot make those regulations which he says, grant a gratuity, and the amount of super-
Cities are entitled to; he did not deal with annuation allowance and gratuity are both
Guelph as he did with Belleville. The regulated by the Act. These are important
reven'ues of Guelph are $5,000 a year more matters, and the only question is whether
than those of Belleville, and the cost of the' the Postmaster General was justified in
Post office in Guelph was $5,000 a year, making the reform which he effected in the
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management of the post office of Belleville. expenses of the office of $3,770, of which $3,470 was

I say he was, and he did what the law re- ordinary salary based upon an estinate revenue of
$15,581, and $300 was an allowance for "Forward

quired, when a public servant is no longer Duty " perforned at the Belleville post office for out-
required when in the public interest that 1 ing offices. The returns for the year ended 30th

uiine, 1897, show that the revenue of the Belleville
ser vant may be dispensed with ; t o those post office fron the sale of stamps is now 316,586, to
who had served less than ten years he î which must be added $932 paid in by the postmaster
granted the gratuity that the law provides on account of box rents, giving a total revenue of

.17,519. Amsuming, as inay safely b, done, that the
for. Now, if these parties. on account. of " Forward I)uty " was not increased, the expenses of
their age, comparatively young in years, naintaining the office under the old systemn would
ought not to have been superannuated, who therefore at the present time be as follows:

is to be blamed for that, who is to blame for Salary based on revenue of $16,586... $3,607
Forward allowance....... ... ... 300

their being in the public service? Why my
hon. friend and those associated with him 3907
in the government. They filled the office, Instead of this there is under the staff for civil
they raised t to the osition of an service systeni and expense for salaries to the post-

master and nine other enployees of S8,710. to which
office in a large city when the revenues muiiîst be added the suit of 83M9, paid during the year
and the circumstances of the place did not ended 30th June, 1897, for contingent expenses,
warrant it, and ii order to effect a reformn naking in all an outlay of 89,079. Fron this Anount

wm ust he deducted the incoine arising froni the rent of
it was necessary to conform to the Superan- post offiae boxes, which uînder the old systeni was ai).
nuation Act and to give those persons a propjriated by the postmnaster. This for the year

ended 30th June, 1897, anounted, as already mîlen-
gratuity, or it is necessary to dîsmiss them tioned to932, leaving the net expenses of the post
from the public service altogether. Now office, $8,147. Deducting fromi this the anmount which
m hon. fr end would not have beeni satis- w"uld now be payable under the old system, viz..

3,907, it appears that the excess in expense of the
fied if those persons had been so dealt with, new systeni is at present at the rate of $4,240 per
and it was to enable the government to meet aniiiiui.
a case where a change in the mana«ement -The Postmaster Gene.ral is of opinion that the

a c e c i e public interest deinands that the systeni of reimwner-
or administration of the department or of ation of the staff of the Belleville post office should
laws is necessary in order to secure economy be that which fornerly obtained instead of the pre-

. sent and extravagant and expensive oeu and as the
and to brIg about reform that those provi- change involves the placing upon the retired list of
bions of the law are inserted. And I say snch of the staff as are entitled to superannuation and
again that if there is anything wrong in this the payment of a gratuity to such as are entitled

thereto, the Postnaster General nakes the several
superannuation and in these grants and recommendations respecting the Belleville post office
gratuities, that wrong lies at the door of my herein set forth.
hon. friend and those associated with him in Now, I think hon. gentlemen will see
office who filled the olice with those parties that there is no point in the attack made by
and brought thein under a regulation that my hon. friend opposite. The only thing
was unsuited to the circumstances in which tat requires the consideration of the gov-
that oflice is placed. Now let me call the ernment in respect to the matters which he
attention of my hon. friend to the report of discussed is whether that system which has
the Postmaster General upon the subject. I been introduced in respect to the Belleville
am not going to read the names of all the Post office ought not to be extended to some
parties wb have been retired by superan- of the other post offices where the s aff sys-
nuation or by the granting of gratuities. I tem prevails, and when my hion. friend
think my hon. friend went over the entire oints out other towns or cities where this
list, but let nie read wlîaf 1 he Postmiaster pot ou1te on rcte leetilist, but let me re owhat t h e l Postmaser systern prevails that require to he dealt with
General said in his report to Council when in the saine way, I have no doubt whatever
he asked His Excellency in Council to deal that it will receive the fullest and nost care-
with this subjeet: fui cinsideration of the Postmaster General

The Postutaster General reports that oit the first and his colleagues in office.
day of July, 1882, the Belleville post office was placed
on a city or staff basis, the postmaster and his clerks Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

erice broil nervi e supraition A th Civil The hon. gentleman has not referred to a
That the results of this change as regards the ex- portion of my motion which asks for reasons

pense, of maintaining the Belleville post office has why two were not reappointed?
been as follows

Prior to the date above mentioned the pxostniaster Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 know nothing aboutreceived an allowance by way of salary for hiniself
and his enployeesand toprovideforthe miscellaneous the changes which have taken place. My



bon,. f riend has moved for the papers and they excedt Fredericton and Sherbrooke?
Welin they come down I will have an oppor- St. Thomas was not a city office. Brantford
tunity of seeing them and will ascertain and Gaît were not city offices.
from the Postmaster General his reasons for
this change. I cannot speak at this moment Hon. Mr. MILLS-But they are cities.
011 that subject, becauseJ am not conversant Hou. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J
with it. do fot sa they are fot cities. There are

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- towns where the revenues are larger than
The hon. gentleman is made conversant with ln some of the cities. I admit that, but
the Order in Council, and the recommenda- that is not the point. The hon. gentleman
tiO and other facts connected with the rea- confined his criticism exclusive'y to those
Son why the course was adopted. I offices which were under the systen of per-

e could, with the same industry and desire, centage instead of taking the cities which
other.compared, and which 1 complained were notObtain the other.

re(luced. If the lion. gentleman would re-
11011. Mr. MILLS-I just looked at the duce the other cities and degrade them likefigures whichî were here before me in the Belleville, and place them as towns, 1 would

Paper. I have never considered the sub- not find fault. I stated that distinctl andject.y Ject. plainly, and I say that the hion. gentleman

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- was extremely unfair when he said was
14ight I ask what newspaper that was? speaking in defence of the old system, when

1 studiously explained to the House that I
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will send it over to, was not, and that I would approve of any

rny hon. friend. It is the Daily Ontario. system that might be adopted that would

on. Sir ACKENZE BOWELLthe expenditure. can cone to only-1a,1 repituaCKioîî ofEL -I the one conclusion, and that is that hiesa recapitulatio n of the Postniaster Gen- se]ected Belleville because it wasa Conserva-
l's letter. I have no desire to continue tive city- and if he did not, why did he not

hisicussioni further than to point out tiis. take the others? These facts were before
act, that the cities to which the hon. Min- hiin. He knew just as well that the other

'ster of Justice referred, and from which he small cities under the Civil Service Actwere
drew his comparisons, were never placed more expensive than Belleville, and why didUnder the Civil S -rvice Act, and conse- he not apply the saine rule to them It is
. ently they were not analogous in the posi- unfair for the hon. gentleman to attrihute"In', that they held ; lie did not refer either to me sentiments which I did not entertain,

to the cost of the city of Belleville post office when, on the contrary, I distinctly approved
compared with the cost of other cities to of the Postmaster General's policy, and onlywhich I referred exclusively. I pointed out blamed him for having failed to apply it

nl my emarks ail that the hon. gentleman generally.
as said, that the towns cost less than theCities. Whatever responsibility and wrong The motion was agreed to.Wa done when placing Belleville or anyOther city under the Civil Service Act, is DUTY ON TIMBER AND SHINGLES.one for which the late governient nust beQhed responsible. I do not deny anything
Stat kind. But the hon. gentleman was H(

hxceedingly unfair in the manner in which
de put the case. I stated positively and inquireistnetly that I did not object or find fault Has the attenti)n of the government been directedWihte POlicY whichi had been adpe yto ' ineinorial oft# cr f Trade of Vancotiver,
the peplcwhchabenadopted by SBritish Columibia, with reference ito the impoiation
e staster General, in reducing am hings free f duty, and is it

pity office to a town office, but Ithe intention to impose a duty thi year oom timr
Plain that that policy has been confined to and ghingles?
0y flity alone, while other cities represented He said: The last part of the questiongenLiberals were not touched, and the hon. may be one of the sequels attached to the
genItîe6,an said that other cities were repre- annual budget. but seeing it is an article of8ntecj bY Conservatives. What cities are conmodity fH M ree of duty, and not anythig
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in bond that can be sprung upon the INSTRUCTIONS TO MAJOR WALSH.
country or held back, I do not see why the
question should not be answered.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The attention of the quired:

government has been directed to the any given Major
meaorial of the Board of Trade, but the Walsh when sent to the Yukon district, and, if so,
question of duty must, of course, stand till of what character, whether oral or in writing, andif in writing, wvhether such instructions wvill be laid
after the budget speech has been delivered. before the Senate?

EMPLOYMEHon. Mr. iLLS-There were no written
EMPLYMEN OF M. H NRY instructions given to Major Walsh other

SOW-DEN.SOWDEN.than those found in the commission and

INQUIRY. (rder Council, and as to oral instructions,
of course if there was any conversation, it is

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER rose to impossible to bring it down because it does

Inquire of the Governnent whether William Henry
Sowden of Souris, Manitoba, has been employed by
any department of the present government, either as
immigration agent or in any other capacity, and, if did not put them on record
so, at what renuneration, what was the nature of the
employnent, how long it lasted, what was the sphere Hon. Mr. MILLS-No! The Order in
of is operations, and what were the results thereoft i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-William Henry Sow-
den was employed in the Immigra ion Ser-
vice for two months ending in March, 1897,
in the Midland counties of Ontario. He
was paid $75 a month and his expenses.
Ris special duty was to work amîong the
people in those counties who were reported
as likely to move to the United States, and
to turn their attention to the North-west.

Council i have just laid on tie table.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not ask the hon. gentleman to bring
down the oral instructions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The motion asks for
it.

Hon. «M r. BOULTON -I take the oppor-
tunity to ask if Major Walsh is returningwas hata - --- -to(Jttwa.i se b th papr le i conin

The result was that a considerable inimber b ck.
of persons who, it w as believed, would other- a
wise have gone to the United States, went Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have no informa-
to the Canadian North-west. tion on that subject.

DISMISSAL OF ALFRED E. LENOIR. 1IA ILWAY RATES ON PURE BRED
STOCK.

INQUIlY.
INQUIRY.

The Order of the Day being called Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the

At whose instance, or on whose report or authority Orders of the Day are calted I should 1iký to
did the Coinmissioner of Fisheries reconanend to the ask the Secretary of State Nvhether he is
government the dismissal for incoupetency of Alfred prepared to give the information that 1
E. Lenoir, of Richmond county, in the province of
Nova Scotia ?

gentlemen will remenîber that 1 thien askecl
Hon. Mr. MILLER said : A few days whether the government railways hýd agreed

ago I addressed a note to the XMinister of to give the concessions which the railway
Marine and Fisheries, asking, for the infor. cOmpanies had given to the owners of pure
mation which ny question requires, and not bred stock when carried on the railways of
receiing a reply, I put it on the paper. I Canada, whether that sar.e reduction has
have just receivred his answer and I shail been given, of one-haf rate, by the railway
drop my question. I may, however, put a companies is also given by the government
motion on the paper asking for the corres- railways.
pondence to be brought down in connection
with the subject. the Minister of Railways and have not heard

The motion was dropped. from him. I suppose I wil! hear to-morrow.
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lion. Mr. FERGUSON-It should be
yes or no.

tion. Mr. SCOTT-I sent a note over to
the minister with a copy of the hon. gentle-
'man's remarks but have had no answer from
himn as yet.

PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY
NAVIGATION AND MINING

COMPANY.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

lon. Mr. MILLS moved that the House
adjourn. 'e

1-on Mr. LOUGHEED-Before that
motiOn is put I should like to have the
Orders of the Day called.

"on. Mr. MILLS-There are no Orders
for to-day.

clon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is certainly a
nleical error. The bill that appears in my
naine stood for to-day.

"on. Mr. MILLE R-Is it a mistake?
H ro UUUE I s etil

to the House that this is clearly a clerical
error which has arisen. It should have
been set down for to-day, and I would ask
to read it now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- It is down for second
reading on Monday, March 21 st.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
hon. gentlemen will look at the minutes on
page 92 they will see that when this bill
was read the first time it was ordered to be
read the "second time on Monday next,"
which is to-day.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would like to
ascertain, and I intend to ascertain, who is
responsible for this appearing in this way on
the Order paper. It seems to me a most re-
markable thing that this bill, which has re-
ceived considerable attention and which haas
been discussed throughout the whole country
and condemed in no unmeasured terms by
the government, and which was duly moved
by me, as appearsfrom theminutes on Thurs-
day last when it was moved that it should
be read the second time to-day that it should
appear on the minutes for a week hence.

ni. M1r. LO UG H E ED -It is certainyi
a mIistake, and I ask the House to permit i Hon. Mr. MILLER-Has it been printed?
ie to llove that this bill be read a second Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, it was read

the first time Thursday last and ordered
Hon. Mr. M I LLS-We have not had an to be a read the second time on Monday next.

OPPortunity to consider it at all. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Isitprinted in French?
. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend

s Point Out to my hon. f riend, and I might surely can read his English copy of it.as Weil di It now as any other time, that
th18 is a bui to incorporate the Yukon Navi- Hon. Mr. POWER-1 venture to make a
gation and Mining Company. My hon. suggestion, that as our minutes do not give

fr end has been pointing out to the House the correct notice, and as the minister bas
or some tine past the urgent need of rail- expressed his desire to look at the bill, the
tay communiication with the Yukon coun- House, I presume, would be quite satisfiedtry. The promoter of this bill is Hamilton to have the second reading on Wednesday

mwith and his associates, who are men ocu- next.
fYing the rl et influential position in the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Say to-morrow.fianciai market in Great Britain, and who

e prepared to establish their bona fides Hon. Mr. MILLS-The course taken by
so ore the Railway Committee of this House ny hon. friend is altogether unprecedented,

"ittee as this bill is referred to that com- as far as my parliamentary experience is con-
stand f I See no reason why this bill should cerned, and I have been in parliament 31
y h or the consideration referred to by years. I have, as leader of the H ouse, asked

the i. friend the leader of the House. By my hon. friend not to press the bill, and my
tho, tie it reaches the committee stage my hon. friend, without any regard to my re-
choos riend can give it the consideration fie quest on behalf of the government in this
coag"is and then can represent to the matter, nevertheless persists in pressing the
pat1inttee the wisdom or unwisdom of second reading to-day. My hon. friend can-passing it or throwing it out. I point out not expect to over-ride the rules of the
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Ilouse to secure his wishes in this regard, Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-No, but
when we have asked him that lie should not the hon. gent'eman wants to take advantage
press the bill at the present time, and I of the fact that there is a clerical error.
ask the House whether it is proper to con- Here is this bill set down for second reading
sider this bill at the present time when it is to-day. Why should not the hon. gentleman
altogether inconsistent with a government allow it to be read the second time to-mor-
measure that is before the other House, hav- row and refer it to committee ? It will not
ing received its second reading, and is now interfere with the bill in the other House.
under consideration in Committee of the I cannot see why the government in this
Whole. The least my lion. friend could do House should try to take advantage of what
under these circuinstances is to permit this is apparently a mistake.
bill to stand until the government measure Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There can be no
comes before us, and if this House should
then sec proper to reject the measure of the possible harm in allowing it to be set down
government, my hon. friend could with pro-
priety press his bill but I say it would be'hon. gentleman can show that it conflicts
a nost unprecedented procedure for my hon.
friend to persist in pushing forward this bill
and committing the Senate in advance of an understand that it does contiit with the
important measure coming before it, to a
principle in direct conflict with the provi- bon. Mr. LOUGIEED-J would point
sions of that measure. I think hon. gentle- out to the bouse that the sane error bas
men who may differ from us in this House arisen in regard to the following Orders of
will at all events extend to us that fairness the Day, the bis fixed for Thursday. They
which ought to be extended by this chamber, are put down for the 24th Marcb, 1898, and
that is supposed to be a non-political body. upon reference to page 92 of the minutes
which we are entitled to expect under thebon. gentlemen will observe that those bis
circunstances. were to be read i e oecond ti e Thursday

ornext. nstead of that, th- arders of theder .teMression, wHHen th- 1 wva- p n .ay indicate that they will not be read until
dertheimpessonwhe ths wlç,Pý)at a week frorn next Thursday T t seeîns toout, that it was throublh a clerHcal eror, or a

e that glarng error of tis kind should be

somendrsan thattke ita does conlic with thedw o

tbe Orders o' the Day for the 2st March. ne iniediately hy this House. There

Now, it would appear, froîn the renîarks of should not ie the sligtest hesitation in

the on. leader of the ouse, that the mat- o ct t ths a

asen in regad tote following Oerske of

ter was don designedly, that te gover- t o e t anmnwr nn it. If there is met in the objection raisedwhich we re ntitled toby bon. frien d the leader of the House bi ly
Hon. M M LLS- ask the hon. nier- this bi should not e read the second ture

ber to witbdraw that statenient. 'to-day, theni deal with it upon its merits,
Hon. Mr. KIRCH HOFFER- do notbut. do not take advanta ge of a clerical error

say that ipe on. gentleman says that it was dich btas arisen, doubtle, through an
done dcsigned ly. CBut bis remarks would'oversiglit of one of the oficers of
leao one to welieve that it cras done desin- the bouse, or seek to strangle a
edly. Athough this bill is sown to have a an impor ohisrkcnd shich ie
heen marked fo second reading today, the rceiving considerable publie attention, and
hon. leader of the House aks to have it which should be deait with at an early date.
ptwasone beusigedla the govern-I do not object to my ulon. fbeiend aving ail
rmento go nt i , onat. lie thinks be would be entitled to for a
in the other House. proper consideration of the bih. Ht is onhy

an ordinary bill. But notwith.-tanding, the
Hon. Mir MILLS-What had that to do'fa-t, at the request of my hon. friend, I

beth the cleical cr-or? Will the hon. gen- sbould be very pleased that the time should
teman say that, because m wish to have this Ve enlarged so that he can give poper con-
bin postponed, on account of the governnent sideration to it, but 1 disag-ee with hum
eaving a bi in the other chaniher, that there- ost empbatically in regard to tbe postpone-
fore we have altered the minutes? ment of tbis bil until the governmient
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leasure cones up from the other House. seems to me that it is not sound policy on the
\Vill hon. gentlemen consider how ridiculous part of the hon. member f rom Calgary to press
it would be for me to postpone it till after this motion at the present moment. I have
the Teslin Lake Bill comes in before the no doubt he is anxious to see this bill passed,
"Ouse, a bill which is as monopolistic as it but it las to go to the Lower House for its
could be. Upon the face of that bill, no passage, and if he takes the government by
rights shall lie with parlianent for the next the throat in the Senate, the government
five years to pass any such bill as the one! may take bis bill by the throat in the House
now before us. My hon. friend must think of Commons. Now I am anxious to see this
My simplicity is extremely childlike i I bill passed, I am anxious to see no nonopoly
should consent for one noiment to postpone in railways in that territory, in pressing this
this bill until the passage of the measure bill to-day in opposition to the declared will
which he has in view, bynwhich it would be of the government, the hon. gentleman is
PostpOned for at least five years. Does my taking the best means in his power to
hon. friend w·sh me to wait until the Teslin strangle the bill and place it rather as a
Lake Bil is passed, and then bring this bill political motion than as an evidence of his
down ? Surely he is triflin, with the House. desire to secure the passing of the mneasure.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my lion. friend Hon. Mr. MILLER-As a matter of
think thi; House should commit itself to courtesy it would be well for my lion. friend
ths Lill in opposition to the bill of the gov- to put down the bill for a second reading
ernient? Ufor another day. Members of the House, 1

Ho presume, are not prepared to give a vote up-
iat in answerin. LOU EED- hae n hei on it to-day. I have not read the bill my-

aininawe r friend in the self yet, and it is probable that many otherarma ive, that I most decidedly think so, members of the House are in the sane posi-
fr c further point out to my hon tion looking forward to the second reading
rîend, that he need not be disappointed, not taking place before the 21st of this

lhen the time arrives, if this House should month.
Pursue that course in regard to the bill the
second reading of which I have moved. I Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
do flot think the House will approve of the does not suggest that it should stand until
governmnent measure, so far as the mono- after the Teslin Lake Bill is before us.
Polistic features of it are concerned, namely,
preventing all application to parlianient for Hon. Mr. MILLER-No, 1 do not sug-
the incorporation of companies to open up gest any limit to the postponement, nor do
that country by railway enterprise. Î J suggest what ny hon. friend should do, I
regret that my knowledge of pallia- leave it to hinself to name the day-some
mnentary practice is not so extensive as that future day. With regard to the course
Of many hon. gentlemen before me, but this pursued by ny hon. f riend being unprece-
bill "s down for second reading to-day. dented, I have nô doubt the language of the

Minister of Justice would be strictly applic-
onM. ILS-No, it is not. able to the proceedings of the House of

11on. Mr. LOUGHEED-I say positively Comumons. It is an unprecedented thing in
that it is. The notice of last Thursday the House of Conmons for any private
shows that this bill is on for second reading member to urge a bill which would interfere

day. I refer hon. gentlemen to the with a government measure emanating in
botton of page 92 of our minutes. I point that House. The government must be m
out to the House the fact, which is quite the majority always in the other House, and
obvu that the mistake is a cierical o, is able, of course, to enforce respect for its
LtI1 see no objection to permintting this wishes if any member should have the bold-

ill to stand until to-morrow if hon. gentle- ness to differ from them, and therefore
nen desire it. J move that this bili Le rerd it would be manifestly absurd to take such a
a second tinie unless my hon. f riends course in the HRouse of Commons i opposi-
desire to lave it stand until to-morrow. tion to the t!overnmnent as my hon. friend

from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) proposes
on. Mr. BOULTON-As a matter of to take in this House in reference to this

courtesy to the hon. leader of the House, it bill ; but I am not sure that it is unpreced-
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ented in this House where the government minutes, and it ought, in the first place,
is not in a majortiy. I presume if my hon. to be corrected by a motion. In the next
friend can get the majority of this House to place, the bill is not printed in French,
pass this bill through its several stages before and therefore cannot be re'id to-day.
the other bill comes to the Senate, he is at I do not agree with the government
perfect liberty to do so. He is at perfect on the third point; the bill opposes
liberty to urge the passage of this bill and I the monopoly clause of the measure now
do not think there is anything unprecedented before the other House, but it does not
about the position the hon. gentleman has therefore oppose that measure as a whole.
taken. The long experience of the hon. It does not follow that we cannot bring in a
Minister of Justice in the House of Com- bill in this House because it may be opposed
mons bas made him familiar with the pro to a single clause of a government measure
ceedings of that House, but not equally in the other House. The nonopoly clause
so with the precedents and proceedings is merely one feature of the governnient bill.
of the Senate. I cannot say that it would be
at all improper for my hon. friend to push Hon. Mr. LOUGHIEED-I should like
his bill through before the government bill to move that the 21st March be struck out
gets to the Senate, but as my hon. friend 'n the Order of the Day, and that it read the
from Manitoba says, he takes the risk-not 14th March in conformity with the minutes.
the risk, but the certainty of having it Hon. Mr. VIDA L-Does not my hon.
defeated in the House of Commons. The friend see that it is quite impossible to go
ministers there can see that their policy on sth the Orders to-day unless the bill is
is respected, and if it does not meet the printed in French t
approval of the government, it would be
easy for them to shove it aside in the House Hon. Mr. McCALLU M-I see on the
of Commons. back of the bill that is to be read the second

time on the 25th March. There bas been
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-As a matter of a mistake all through.

courtesy, I hope my hon. friend will waive
his rights and accede to the suggestion of Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think it
the hon. Minister of Justice, and also for would be advisable to make a formal motion
the reason which imy hon. friend f roui Rich- such as that moved by the bon. gentleman
mond (Mr. Miller) has stated. A large from Calgary. The mistake is not in the
number of members are ignorant of the con- minutes-it is simply in the list of routine
tents'of the bill. I, for one, have not had proceedings.
an opportunity of reading it and I should
like to have more time to understand what Hon. Mr. LOIGHEED-I simply moved
the bill really is. With regard to the ques- to amend the Orders of the Day so that they
tion which the hon. Minister of Justice put, would read in conformity with the minutes.
if the bill has been printed in French, I
would call attention to an oversight in the H
minutes. When a bill is printed in either member from Haifax is right. You cau
language, it should be so stated ; if printed correct it without a formai motion.
in English and French it should be narked Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-ln that case,
E. & F. That shows whether the bill bas 1 move that the Order of the Day be dis-
been printed in both languages.bee pinedinboh anuaes charged and that the second readiug' of the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should have brought bil be fixed for Wednesday next.
the bill under the notice of my colleagues fou. ýSir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
to-day if I had seen that it was printed, but should like to ask the Minister of Justice
the order on the paper showed that it was for information J find that a bil passed
not printed in either language, and I never last session provides for starting at Pyramid
saw the bill until the hon. gentleman rose Harbour and passing by the Chilcoot
up to speak. Pass, &c.

flou. Mr. de BOUJCHERVILLE-Evi- Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is proposal to
dently there bas been an error in our legislate for railway starting within the ter-



ritory of the United States, as matters now The SPEAK ER-The motion cornes to
stand. the same thing, but I have no objection to

putting it as the hon. gentleman says.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -The
Ou-se is already committed to that princi- The motion was agreed to.

ple, if You look at the bill passed last year,
called the British Yukon Bill, chapter 89. ,
If the hon. gentleman's objection is good
nOW, it was good then. What is the objec-
tion to changing the route to the Chilcoot
- ass instead of the White Pass, because that TIHE SENATE.is really the only difference between the twobills. The bill passed last year was to start at Ottawa, Tuesday, 15th March, 1898.the head of Lynn Canal and proceed thence
across the Chilcoot Pass. The present bill The SPEAKER took the Chair at threecarries the i oad from Pyramid Harbour, o'Clock.
near the head of the Lynn Canal, through
the White Pass. If there is an objection to Prayers and routine proceedings.
this bill, it is equally applicable to the Act C
I the statute-book, so that anybody under COLD STORAGE BETWEEN CHAR-this bill could build the road so far as the.1 LOTTETOWN AN D GREAT

PO ers are given by this bill, through the BRITAIN.
White pass

MOTION.
leon. Mr. MILLS-If the charter should Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:

be il the hands of the contractors for the
other road. That an humble address be presented to His Excel-

lency the Governor General, praying that His Excel-
ri alency may cause to be laid before this House, copies

of on. Mr. A LMON---I rise to a question of ail correspondence and telegramis betwe eh the Min-
order. We are now discussing the bill, ister of Agriculture or any other inember of the

hreas the question before the use is t administration, or any officer of the government, with
post e the owners or agents of steamers or the Board of

pone the second reading of the bill, and Trade, Charlottetown, relating to the establishment
lot the merits of the bill of a cold storage service on steamers between Char-

lottetown and ports in Great Britain or the West
Indies, and in reference to the erection of cnld storage

11n1. Mr. POWER-On the question of premises in Charlottetown.

nor t ot think the motion which His He said: In proposing the motion which
exctth peaker was about to put was I have placed on the order paper, I wish to
the 10tcorrect. I look at the minutes of call the attention of my hon. friend the

t arch and I find this :- Secretary of State to some discussion that
bThe n. Mr. Lougheed presented to the Senate, a took place in this chamber last year, when
Pacific anituîed An Act to incorporate the the hon. gentleman was guiding through the

CTe anY on Railway, Navigation and Meadn House a bill that came fron the Department
Oraid bill was read a first time. of Agriculture with reference to securing
ondy ne at the said bill be read a second tiie on cold storage service at different points in the

Dominion of Canada. Hon. gentlemen will
That is the order which makes the bill remember that this cold storage movement,

eorme before us to-day, and I think that the like the dairy movement in the lower pro-
regular motion would be for the hon. gentle- vinces and also in the North-west, is a policy
in to move that the Order of the Day be that was bequeathed to the present adminis-
discharged and that the bill be read the tration by their predecessors in office.
second time on Wednesday. That movement was entirely brought

into existence in my province by the guid-
.Mr. LOUGHEED-That is what ance of the Federal Government and to somehave moved. extent was assisted by advances from the

Federal Government, all of which, how-
the Otr. POWER-That is not the way ever, were returned. There was no expen-

e ln was put. diture in cash beyond what was returned
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and a magnificent industry has sprung up tetown. One provision in that bil was that
in the province. In the North-west the a bonus should be given for cold storage
same movement was inaugurated, and I prerises in varlous points, and Charlotte-
au happy to say is being carried on town was naned as one of those points where
under the present administration. It was encouragement would be given, suicient, I
also determined by the late Minister of admit, for the size of the country that
Agriculture and the late administration, would be served by the cold storage system.
to inaugurate a cold storage movement in A guarantee dividend of five per cent was
connection with the dairy industry, in fact proposed to be given to these cold storage
as a corollary to it, in order that perishable premises if they were brought into existence
products could be got to the European by private enterprise. Now, the people of
market in the best possible form, and the the province took the iatter up on the
present government very properly took up encouragement that was proposed to be
that movement just where it was left by given in the bil and nearly, if not
the late administration and carried it on. I altogether, a sufficient amount of capital was
give thein credit for what they have done in subscribed, and the balance was ready to
that regard, although I am not prepared to be subscribed at aiiy moment when the gov-
admit the very sweeping and inaccurate ernment would carry out their promise with
statement made by the Minister of Marine regard to giving a cold storage service on
and Fisheries in England in one of his steamers. But niy hon. friend will remember,
speeches there, when he claimed that the 1 think, that I pointed out to hirn Jast par
dairy movement and the cold storage move- that the capital which was subscribed for
ment in Canada was entirely (lue to the ex- these cold storage preises was contingent
ertions of the present administration, and upon a steani service being maintained, for
that it was an evidence of the great and it is well known that cold storage for these
sincere desire they felt for promoting com- perishable products is no use whatever unless
mercial intercourse between the Dominion connected with a stean service to carry the
of Canada and Great Britain. When this product away. because goocls that, are pre-
ieasure was before parliament last year I >er'ed in cold storage for any considerable

took the liberty of pointing out to my hon, time, or at ai, are even more perishable
friend the Secretary of State that no pro- than otherwise they would be when exposed
vision appeared to be made in that bill by to tle ordinary conditions when hein, carried
which the benefits of cold storage would ex- to market, and on that account the people of
tend to the province from which I come, and Prince Edvard Island relied upon the gov-
I contend that, in proportion to its ernment providing cold ,torage o1 board
size, there is no province of Canada steamers either to connect with Halifax
whose industries stand more in need or direct from the port of Charlottetown. I
of the advantage which cold storage would made objection when the matter was before
give than does the province of Prince the Ilouse last year because there vas not
Edwar;i Island. I noticed in the bill that provision made for Charlottetown, and my
was submitted at the very end of the last hon. friend frankly said
session provision was made to ratify some
contracts which, after thev were produced, T iight e diect. year the iiextr
were found to apply wholly and entirely to about it. and 1 said that Prince Edward Island would
the port of Montreal. It came as a matter'be abh to sen( te îearket n proportion to popiilatioii

of course that the great commercial a îeneh larger quantity of prodiits (han any ther part
of Canada. He was muost auixious about it because he

metropolis of Canada should be first in takes a very great ieisoîi iaere4 in it wholly apart
consideration in a matter of this kind. frein the pelitical situatien, aiii is iest anxieus te

'That was, of course, conceded on all sides, h

but it was promised, and promised most Now, I ar sorry to say that from that
emphatically, in the other branch of parlia- tim4 forwaîd nothing bas been donc. A de-
nient and also by members of the government putat ion from the Charlottetown Bôard
in correspondence and in speeches ma de on of Trade came to Ottawa and is now in
the subject, that Prince Edward Island was Ottawa to push this matter, among others.
to participate in the benefits arising from After putting ny notice on the order paper,
the cold storage system. A cold storage 1 learned from the papers that this deputa-
building was required at the port of Chariot- tion was coming here, and I let it stand until
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I could see the president of the Board of most parts of the country, and perishable
Trade, who is one of the deputation, and as- products can be carried f rom the extremes to
certain more correctly from him what the theseaportsand landedinto coldstorage ware-
local situation is,· and Mr. Hazard &ssures houses in England. They are kept in cold
me that the money was ready, that it was storage from the time they leave the pro-
subscribed on the condition that these cold ducer until they reach the consumer in the
storage steamers would be got by the govern- old world. If it is not entirely the case, I
ment, that a three years' contract should. be hope it will be so soon, and I hope while
made, because it would be useless for parties this is being done in the interests of the pro-
to put up cold storage premises at a great ducers, as I think it has been as far as the
deal of expense if they have a service for rest of Canada is concerned, that the advan-
Oi-iy Onie year, and at the end of the one tages of it will not be denied to the little
year it should be withdrawn and their money province of Prince Edward Island.
wasted. Mr. Hazard informs me that not-
withstanding all theefforts the Boardof Trade Hon. Mr. M[LLS-Is my hon. friend able
have made, from that time to the present they to tell us what the proposition made by the
have not been able to secure favourable action Board of T rade is ? How often do they wantfrorn the government. H e further informs me communication and w;vth what points?
and showed me correspondence he had, as pre-
sident of the Board of Trade, with steamship Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think they
COe panies and he assures me there is no would be satisfied with a monthly service.
ditculty in the way, if there is a will in the I saw a letter with Mr. Hazard in which a
natter there is a way. If the hon. Minister three-weekly service was suggested by the

Of Agriculture has a desire to carry out the Furness Company. A three-weekly ser-
romises he made in regard to the matter. vice or a monthly service would be con-

then cold storage on steamers can be ob- sidered sufficient in connection with the
ained by the government giving the neces- cold storage premises.

8arytencouragement. My notice hias been
e paper a long while, and I have to Hon. Mr. MILLS-Between Halifax and2omplain of my hon. friend that although Prince Edward Islandi

my notices may stand for some time, when
I urlg them up he as not got a reply f rom Hon. Mr. FER(USON-The idea would

his colleagues, and I am generally put off be to get it direct with the British market-
tith the stateinent that lie is going to men- to get a steamer coming from Montreal or
tiO' i, or did mention it and had not got Quebec to call, a steamer already furnished

ormation. This motion bas stood quite with cold storage with a certain amount of
lOhg enough and ny hon. friend should, space reserved. Of course if that cannot
che i is brought up, be prepared to dis- be got, connection with Halifax would becoe ith Very likely he is. I hope, there- the next best thing, but that would involve
fo that he will be able to give ne some transhipmtîent, and I daresay it would in-Positive assurance. It is a subject upon volve more expense, because one of thoseaghicl the Ieading men down there, the steamers engaged in the coasting trade and
viceurists and' the people of the pro- freight service between Prince Edward
much generally are very much interested, so Island and Halifax would then be obliged
touch so that this deputation bas now come: to have cold storage for that alone, and itto Ottawa with this as one of their objects, miglit be more expensive than it would beand I hope ly on. friend will be able to tell to ivail ourselves of the cold storage appara-
Us that the government, if thev have not tus that is already in the boats sailing from
will by made these arrangements that they Montreal and Quebec. Space could. be re-
the prepared to have them ready so that served and a call made at Charlottetown
put iProducers of our province will be once in every three or four weeks.
Othr pate Position that producers in the
theer parts Of Canada occupy. I thîink at Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
vidipresent timie the Government are pro- to this motion for papers. Many of them I

et hCOd storage on railways, the govern- have not seen, some of thei, I understand,
a having made arrangements with them, have been presented to the Department of

15 nks are complete f rom the western- Agriculture withinthelastfewdays. Thehon.
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gentleman will recollect that when the bill re- Department of Agriculture an entire scheme
lating to cold storage came before this House preparedl
last year a very full statement was made as
to the desire of the government to facilitate! Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.
in every way the developmnent of the dairy
industry in Prince Edward Island. They Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
fully recognized that Prince Edward Island says no. I am in a position to say yes. It

was likely to do its share, and probably was entirely blocked out.
more than its portion in comparison with Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A great many un-
other sections of Canada, and the Minister matured schemes, I have no doubt, were in
of Agriculture and the Minister of Marine the brains of some members of the late ad-
and Fisheries both visited Charlottetown ministration, but pr-mises and actions are
for the express purpose of endeavouring to two different things, and it was not very
make arrangements in the interest of the I good taste for the hon. gentleman to make
dairy industry in that island. The difficulty the criticism he did, inasmuch as the
that was met was the absolute impos- gentleman who is now at the head of the
sibility of taking up the subject inas- 1 Department of Agriculture has taken a very
much as it was alleged that steamers personal interest in this matter and has en-
that would put in cold storage could not be deavoured to stimulate this industry in al

provided with suficient freight from Prince parts of the Dominion and has visited Prince
Edward Island to fil the vessel. That was Edward Island with thie express purpose of
the difficulty in the way. I hope, however, aiding it there, and he regretted very much
that that difficulty will not continue ; 1 indeed that lie was unable to secure a vessel
hope that things are improving and that we in which cold storage could be provided for
mnay, probably in the near future, be able to the purpose of giving Prince Edward Island
induce sonie of the vessel owners to take up the benefit of that direct communication.
the question seriouslv to give Prince Edward It was determined then that a vessel should
Island the benefits of cold storage. We will be found to carry it to Halifax, but as the
know more abiut that, of course, later on, hon. gentleman hinself has observed that
when the estimates come down. ln the very materially detracts froi the benefit of
meantime the hon. gentleman could not help cold storage, because if the temperature is
having a fling at the government for claim- clanged for even half an hour, it militates
ing any credit for the cold storage miiove- against success. However, the government
ment. It does seen to me, if my meinory will endeavour in some way to meet the
is correct, that the development of this in- views of the island at no distant day.
dustry is largely due to the action of the
present government. Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I wish to draw

the attention of the House before this dis-
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Oh. cussion closes to the trade and navigation

returns between Canada and the West
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman Indies in order to show there is a decided

says oh. I do not propose to discuss the falling off in our trade which is greatly to
subject, and I only allude to it now because be deplored. In 1882 we were importing
the hon. gentleman mentioned it himself. I $4,000,000 value froin the West Indies.
refer to the statutes, and I find that the And it fell more or less, but in 1892 we
year before the change of gaverniment, in were still importing $4,000,000, in 1893 we
1895, the magnificent sum of $3,000 was were still importing upwards of 84,000,000,
given to aid the cold storage movenient. in 1895 we were importing nearly $5,000,-
There may be other votes, but certainly the 000 from the British West Indies. Now,
amount, compared with the Liberal votes in 1897 it has fallen to $1,678,000. It is
placed in the estimates last year, is small. the saine way with the exports. The

exports and the imports added together is
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am sure my the lowest trade we have had with the West

hon. friend does not wish to make a wrong Indies since we entered into confederation.
impression, and I should like to ask him just It is a very unfortunate position that we
this question: did not the present govern- should be falling off in the natural trade
ment, when they came in, find in the which should exist between the colonies that
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are nearest to us, and one that produces effects of the troubles the island is passing
exactly what we want while we produce through, so far as Canada is concerned.
exactly what will supply them. This cold
storage I am very pleased to acknowledge is Hon. Mr. MILLS-There was a fall in
One of the methods by which we can im- the price of bounty sugar in Germany.
prove that trade. The standpoint, however,
that I always take in regard to our trade Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That could not
relations is that if we restrict the trade by affect it. As a matter of fact there was an
unPosing duties we are bound to have a increase in the export bounty of Germany
depreejation of trade The falling off of our eighteen months ago which lowered the
trade in sugar is largely due to the fact that world's price, but that should have the effect
it was necessary to impose the tax on raw of increasing our imports. In 1894 the
sugar in May, 1895, by half a cent a pound, quantity of our import of sugar was
to keep up the revenue tariff under protective 309,00 lbs., and in 1895 it was
taxation. But I take the lierty of drawing 303,000,000 ;i it had allen to
the attention of the hon. gentleman from 276,000,000 lbs., under the tax of one-half
Charlottetown to the state of our trade with a cent per pound.
the West Indies to show that since con- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no change infederation was established, 30 years ago, the tariff on raw sugar.that the present year is the lowest that it has
ever been known to fall to, and that unless Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There was in

7 can revive that trade, a direct line to the May, 1895. I do not think the fall in the
West Indies is not within reach of Prince price of bounty sugar had anything to do

dward Island. with it. That bounty had been on for a
number of years. It is the restrictive

Ilun. Mr O'DONOHOE-Has not the power we put upon our trade in consequence
tradurbance in Cuba had an effect upon that of the protective taxation of the necessaries

of life that we continue to impose contrary
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It a to the pledzes of the present government.

revrs IfLON I shouid have a ot i"
reverse effect. If the disturbance with Cuba That is the ground I put it upon, and the
Stops Our trade then our trade should have evîI ence of that is that it fell off immedi-
increased with the West Indies. I will read ately that tariff was put on.
You imports by countries which show, that Hion. Mr. MILLS-That was not put one Our sugar trade dropped with the last year.
Spanish West Ind'ies, it was not transferred
tO the British West Indies, but mainly to l Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was put on in
Germany. The imports for 1897 are as fol-the session of 1895-two years ago. The
ows for sugar not above No. 16 Dutch imports of 1894 when there was no tax upon

standard, that is what I term raw sugar: sugar were $4,790,000 from the British,70,0 frmtcrts

ereat Britain.............
'ftish Giuana. ....... ......

British West Indie... ...
-Alstria ..... ... ..

Pounds.
551,031

3,283,382
20,317, 636
13.303.140

West Indies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was no tax on
sugar in 1895.

lgi1..m ........ .... 13,351,506 Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Not on the raw
C a.......... . 2158,154 under 16 Dutch Standard, but on the refined.

E.t.32,777 Then in 1896 when a tax of half a cent a
GtchEast Indies... .29,687,16 pound was put upon our raw sugar our im-

Genany........ ......... 98,084.985 port trade fell at once to $1,896,000 in thatS4,534,225

panîish West Ii 5,964,579 year. That shows the direct effect it lias
ailh possessois, other .... 43,415,435 upon reducing the necessaries and comforts

edState....................42,033,12 of the population. To the extent that you
Total.... .......... 276,724,076 tax those necessaries and reduce the indus-
Refiied sugar....... . 7,237,910 trial power of those industries in which sugar
)uty collected . ....... S1,645,581 is used. you restrict trade and hamper in-

'Pour years ago the imports of sugar fron dustry. The British West Indies are fifth on
uba were 130,000,000, showing the dire the list in their export of sugar to the
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Uiited States out of a list of twenty-one have given place largely to the refined sugar
cointries senlding sugar there. Cuba ex- coming f rom Germany, and other bounty
ported in 1896 $24,000,000 worth of sugar sugars. So that the hon. gentleman is mis-
to the United States; Germany, $1 2,00,000; taken with respect to the raw sugar. For
Dutch East Indies, ý1 1,388,000 ; Hawaii, some considerable timte the importers have
$11,336,000 British West Indies, $4,700,- been importing the raw sugar from the East
000. Our inports of suuar fron the British Indies and places other than the West Indies.
West Indies last year were only $475,753, This is not the tine to- discuss the question
upon which a duty of $111,614 is collected, of our trade with the West Indies, but I
showing a tax of nearly twenty-five per cent hope some ineans will be found to improve
on a prime necessary. The United States the condition of that trade, which is not
are now trying to effect a reciprocity treaty what it ouglt to be at all. Our exports
with the British West Indies which will still from the West Indies have fallen off ard
more effectually check our trade. What we our im ti orts have also fallen. The compara-
ought to do promnptly, without regard to re- tive failure of the fisheries in the mtatritime

ciprocal favours, is to admit the sugar f rom provinces, I think, bas something to do with
the West Indies upon the same terms that it. But there is no question about the de-
Hawaiian sugar is admintted into the United pressed condition of the sugar business in
States, namely, free. By (loing, that we the West Indies, and it has led to action
will make a valuable trade, where it is now being taken or proposed, at any rate, in the
dwindling away, and we will give every Imperial Parliament. The hon. gentleman
industry dependîent upon cheap sugar the made some reference to the desirability of
benefit of that trade. It is a sound principle supplying cold storage facilities in steamers
to keep in view in our home or foreign trade, 'going to the West Indies. I wish to tell

to encourage that production only which is the bon. gentleman that those facilities have
natural to the country in which it is pro- already been supplied by one steainship line
duced, and that can flourish without an running from Halifax, largely through the
artificial stimulant such as the export efforts of the Minister of Agriculture.
bounty, the maintenance of which has now
grown to be such a national burden on the WINTER COMMUNICATION WITH
continent of Europe, and which statesmen PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
have so far failed to grapple with. A con- 1îOto.
ference in Brussels a month ago was un- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved
successful, and now the British govern-
ment bas invited the nations to a conference That ai humble address be iresented to His Excel-

in London. The fact that Egvpt is now be- lency the Govertior Gieneral, praying that His Excel-
. .leuey tmay cause to be laid on tte Tabie of the Houise

coming a rival in the production of sugar copies of aBl the reportmade to the )epartmiieit of
without an export bounty is a lever which iMarine and Fisheries by the officers in charge of the

wvill have the effect of forcing the strong- st"nier " Petrel - having referencu to the serice pur-
Sforied by that steamer during tht winter of 1896-97,

hold of protection in continental sugar. and also detailud statements -of the expenditure

Admit British West India sugar free and incurrrei for that serve, and reveipts for freight and

we take a step in the right direction. as
He said : Hon. gentlemen have heard

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see that quite often about steamit communication with
the speech of the lion. gentleman has much Prince Edward Island, and I do not propose
relevancv to the motion before the chair, to discuss the subject at very great length,
but I might be allowed to say a word in because it is perfectly familiar to most hon.
reply to what lie said. The hon. gentleman gentlemen in this Ilonse. It will be remnem-
is under a misapprehension if lie thinks a bered that tiis communication bas been
duty on raw sugar would interfere with the! attempted to be carried out in two ways, by
importations from the West Indies. We ice boats at the narro\\est parts of the
have not imported raw sugar from the West strait, between Cape Tormentine and Cape
Indies. We have imported grocerv sugar, Traverse, pulled by men ; and steam com-
and as the hon. leader of the House bas munication at the eastern end of the island,
stated, the importation of grocery sugar more especially between the ports of George-
from the West Indies bas been very nuch town,P.E.I.,and Pictou, NovaScotia.Theyare
diminished ; in fact, those grocery sugars the two nearest points at that place. In the
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year 1886 the governnent took up the ice tug boat, froin Kingston, was selected, for
boat service. It was, previously to that, in reasons that nbody in the word a under-
the hands of contractors as a private enter-stn.Sew bog d nthradt
prise, tendered for and carried on in tiat a cost of $14,000 or $15,000, what was cailed
way, but Owing to an unfortunate acci- an experinlent, was made. As everybody
dent that occurred, and an admitted lack of tîmiglit know, tils weak, snail tug boat could
efhciency in the service, in 1886 it was taken fot be expected te accomphsh anything in
UP and conducted as a government service. the face of the difficuities that were there to
Previous to that steamers had been tried be enccuntered. Anybody that knew any-
Upon the eastern route, two boats, with thing about that place, knew that nothing
very little success, but in the year 1888 but a powerfui and strongly buiît boat would
the steamer "Stanley" was put upon do anytiing there. In the face of that, the

e eastern toute, and as most hon. gentle- Minister of Marine aý d Fisheries chartered a
men know very well, she has proved very tu- bat called ihe oPetrel' fromsomewhere
successful indeed, when the great ditliculties near Kingston fron the Collins' Bay Raft-
vhich she has had to encounter are taken'ing Company, and brought ler down at a
into consideration. She is not aosolutely suc- cost of something like $14,000, and she lay
cessful beasMe. ecaue the coin unication is far froin there ail winter. Reference is made to tiis
eingontiluous and atany nioment theisland experiment in the report of the departnient,

ilay be thrown out of mail and passenger in these words
communication for some days, and sometimes
weeks. Thathasoccurr dwith the "Stanley." Prince Edward Idand and the inainland, represeita-
But the comparative success whichI the tions had been male froni tutie totimeconcerningthe

'S'tanley" has achieved in contending withavy ice as led a great any peope to eaer during the greater at f the winter nh'av icehas ed a reatinan peole t between Capes Traverse and 'lormnentine. -Many of
believe that a boat siinlarly constructed if the inhabitants of the island have held the opinionat te nrrwst that commtîunicationt eould he kept iip betweeni thesePlaced at the narrawest point, between Cape points, wlich are not fine miles apart, hy a suitnb]eTorrentine and Traverse, where- the ice is steamer duiing the greater part of thewinter. It had
ail the tillie Diovin«ý whr t eels> heeiî statt&l hb tijeit ani( otilers interested that

e t, where it never freezes th, route, beiig a short cne, woull be more advan-
ast at all, ight be found effective, and tageois to the traveling pulie and a more direct

reduce the communication hetween the island route for the conveyance cf mails than to Pictou bY

ad the mainland to the matter ef a ferry. larlianent ewhodying these views, and xery sil
eor some Vears it has been argued that it repreentations have been made b' members o
Was the duty ofnno the saie conectio.iten of the governrnent tý) suî 'l- lhiring the ses'.siOi of 1896-97 a soin was %xot(l( I>y"nent the steanier "cStanlev" bv another boat paritaînexit with a view (f inaling the experiinent.~vhich, could b)e p ut upon twatiestern route ;teptuo lîat w-senpue The sutît was miot inotre thami stiflicieuit to charter antI
for hon. gentlemen will understand this, that ost a esi(P the wares cf theit wo e ust to Prince Ed ward Island, An o licer cf the (lpitieit vas given instructions
it w ld not be safe to transfer the "c Stanlev" to examine all sulttlI ýessels in the Ioiitioi %vith

vio.w cf si-lecting oee siittic'iitly strong, well eqiîippe(Ifron tre eastern route, where she is mîaking tnae way through iîîoving
airly effective commîunication, and put her ie.

UPen the western route where she might be No vessel e\actly stitable coill he fond for the
habOle to rJbea Vessels foir invigation ]n lu(- itiist especîallyte be locked up for the whole winter constroeted aid of a suitalse inodel. The hest vessel,and the province might be deprived of coin- however, tlit coul1 be procored for the expexinieiit
runication during the whole of that time, the -Petrel, o)viied 1y the colins Bay Raftmni

and thrfforewithzcand 1"orwardixig Compaîy.tiN Tle - Petrel is a ,teeïand therefore with one boat the western route tiîg boat cf str
cannot be fairly tested. Last year the power and diaws 9.t feet cf watcr. The steamernade
Present gox ernment made an attempt toe tripý aross'the strait during the xviter, and

duîriiîg tîtese tripîs carifîîl ohserv ations cf the tides,test the practicability of steam communica- leads the iee the force cf the ce against a vessel
tien on this western route between Cape endeavoiriîg to work ler wav through it, and the
Tornetie mm aeTaxe'ee~nvr st anditinost coîîveîieîît phîces for Iaîîdiîîg wrnentinle aind Cape Traverse. I amt very a e8orry-and I think I speak the sentiments As the "Petrel "vas allowed to remain until the
Of the people cf Prince Edvr Isndoetig cf navigationi iii the sprîng an oficer on h"rd

th epeo rne Edward Island Oei qmst uiversallythat that experimenttes res ting the ifficultie preseted
as tade ut ail under theciu t to steamn comunication, and in what c u enth these

W's llae a ai uner te crcuistnce. iobstacles were the greatest. 'rhe thickness cf the ice
Instead of building, or procuring a boat that sud the quantity passing thrcugh the strait, hack-

ward and forwards, are datters upon which the de-Sfrcth icea inere partnnt desired information, te he able te arrive at
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sone conclusion, respecting the possibility of keeping periment last winter, there are not a few
up steams communication at the capes.

The steamer entered upon the work of observation people down there who believe that it was
about the 12th of Decenber, 1896, and remained until the desire of the minister to condenim the
the 4th May, 1897, considerable data having been ob- route by placing upon it a boat which everytained for future consideration. The experimient,
however, was not on the whole a success. lin the one must have known could do no good. At
early part of the season a heavy storm came on and all events that has been the result of the so-
icebound the " Petrel " for over a mile. Conitinuos called experiment. Then the hon. minister
and deterinined efforts were made by the captain and i
crew, to cut the steamer out beyond the coast or board speaks in his report, of the useful
ice, to enable her to inake the crossing through the information that was being obtained, for
moving or floating ice. These efforts were, however, .noils ne in ascetiictetikesonot successful. The ice was found to be about two instance certainin the thickness of
feet in thickness, and although every possible ex- the ice. the prevailing currents, and all that.
pedient was resorted to, it was not found possible to I can tell the lion. gentleman that every
release the steamer fion her ice-bound condition until
towards the spring. fine day in the winter boats cross from

side to side, and an oficer of the depart-
That is the whole story as told by the Min- ment could cross with those boats and test

ister of Marine and Fisheries in his report the thickness of the ice just as well as he
He says very innocently that the " Petrel' could by sitting there in the steamer com-
was allowed to remain in the ice until fortably enjoying himself all the winter at
navigation opened. He tells us in another the expense of the country, and if he desired
place that she was caught by the ice and to obtain an idea as to the force of thecurrent,
she could not be got out. As a fact she lay I know that information could be just as
there alnost the whole winter with a crew well obtained by an officer of the depart-
of oticers, engineers and men on board her, ment taking passage day after day across
and she never made a crossing from the early the straits with one of those ice boats as by
part of January until the very latter end this expensive means of getting a tug boat
of April when the navigation opened any- to lie at the wharf on one side of the straits
way. Then she made some trips, for which and keeping it there at the expense of the
credit is taken. As I have already remarked, tax-bearers of the country of about $14,000
it is evident to any one who has given the for the winter. Last year I put a notice on
matter the slightest consideration i hat this the order paper and asked for some informa-
boat would do just what she did do, and tion as to what this steamer had done, and
that was nothing. It was perfectl iinpos- the charter party and the correspondence
sible tihat she could do anything, a small which led to lier being engaged for the
paltry boat such as she is. As reported by service, was brought down. I have these
the minister himself, she was not specially papers in my hand. The pay roll is also
built to encounter ice. It was well known among them, sh owing the salaries that were
to any one who gave the matter con- -paid to the oricials and others employed to
sideration that she could not accoi- man that boat during the winter. I wiil just
plisi anything and they were not disap- read some of the items from the pay roll.
pointed. I have somewhat of a complaint The captain emsployed was Jos. Macdonald.
to make against the Minister of Marine and He is a good navigator, no doubt, but he
Fisheries in connection with this matter, had never had any experience with ice boats.
because I find that in former debates in the if it was really desired to get any informa-
House of Commons, before he becamse a tion, one would have thought that the
minister, he spoke very adversely of this governnent would have emsployed some of
route altogether. He denounced the late the experienced men who had been on the
government for expenditures which they steamer "Stanley." Ilowever, Capt. Joseph
had made in connection with it. He de- Macdonald was employed at a salary of $70
clared that there was no natural harbour per nonth ; the inate received $50 a month
there, and that the government were blam- and two engineers $60 a month each. There
able for having erected wharfs at that was the stewardess at $30 per month, and
place and having aided in the con- seven seamen at from twenty to twenty-five
struction of a railway from Sackville to dollars a month. This statement which was
Cape Traverse, whiclh he declared was no brought down shows that up to the 30th
use to anybody, as this was not a practicable April the sum of $10,980.82 was expended.
route. In view of these facts, and the kind The Auditor General's report and that of the
of boat that was enployed to make the ex- Department of Marine and Fisheries shows
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that altogether about $12,800 was expended. to $86," but it does not say that $86 was
I see, however, that there is something left paid, and I am unable to see in the public
Out. These figures are not complete, be- accounts where a dollar was credited. I
cause the figures which were brought down have looked carefully through the returns
to the 30th of April show that the expendi- and J find that it does not say so there. It
ture was $10,980, and that only $4,000 out only says that 43 passengers at $2 would
of the $6,000 of the charter party was spent. amount to $86. And then with regard to
It is, therefore, pretty plain that some of the the inquiry made about freight, "have no
items have been carried over, and J think details as to freight carried." The govern-
rather considerable items, because after this ment, it would appear, were know-nuthings
'eturn was brought down we know that on this subject; they did not know, and

$2,000 of the charter party reinained to be there was very good reason they did not
paid,andthe expense had tobe incurred of the know, because there was no freight carried.
trips made afterwards and of carrying that The return does not say so, but says they
steamer back to Kingston to her owners, as had no information.

he governmMent was bound to convey her at ails were carried b? the "Petrel " on the 18th,the expense of the country, and by the time 19th, 20th, 21st, 22und, 23rd and 24th of April, 1897.
ail these are added I know that J am under Seven mails were carried by this steamerrather than over the mark in putting devn mi w as edpby and aid
the expenditure at $14,000. The return during the time it was employed and paid
brought down showed that she made 18 trips for by the government, and, as already re-
during the time she was placed on the route. marked, that was after the navigation had
Of these, three were made in the month of opened and after the ice had almost, if not
December'-the 13th, 14th and l8th of entirely, disappeared in the straits, when
teceme, 1896, and seven in January--on any boat at all could have made the cross-

h ,6th, 7th, 8th, 11th, 13th and 14fh. ing; even an ordinary sail boat, except on
Prom the 14th of January to the 17th of very windy days, could have made that cross-
April, she lay inside the breakwater at Cape ing and ca.rried the mails for which a very
Tormentine and never made a trip, while extravagant amount had been paid by the
the expense was going on during the whole government of Canada.

that pei nd the hands were kept on. Hon. Mr. M1LLS-Is that the return fôrtrips which she made in the first of the which now asking
'110,l and at the end of the season, were YOtrips that could have been made by an, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, this is theordinary schooner. It was before the ice return which I moved for last year. J was
forned in the fall, and after it had disap- only able to get a statement up to the 30th
peared in the spring. The service which she April. I want a full and clear statement of
perforned was absolutely no service at all. the freight, and I do iot want to get an
haased for the number of passengers she answer this time that the government dohad carried, and the answer 1 got, in this not know how much freight was carried. Ifreturn, vas rather an amusing' one: it was, there was no freiglht carried, we want to

nunmber of passengers at $2 each would know it, and if there were any passengers,kinount to $86." The departinent very we do not want an ambiguous statement
of thy assumed, J suppose, that the members such as " forty-three passengers at two dol-Ofuchis 4I3use would not be able to tell how lars would amount to bighty-six dollars," but
much 43 passengers at $2 each would we want to know whether they actually car-aout to , so they make up the calculation, ried forty-three passengers or any passengers,

but fhey take very good care not to ay that and we also want to know the full expendi-those passengers paid for their passage. The ture in connection with this service. Now,
reurn does not say so ; it does not say that this subject had been engaging the at-
any amount was received, and I doubt if tention of the late government as well

ything was received. as the present administration. There was a
Hon. Mr. MILL etstrong pressure, as I have already intimated,

not be $2 for some years back in favour of giving this
route a trial, and it was the intention of the

"43On. Mr. FERGUSON-The return says late government to have done so. The
Passengers at $2 would amount "Stanley " is now about ten years onthe
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service, and the work she has to do is very
trying on any boat. In the natural course of
things, she is not so strong as she fornerly
was, notwtthstanding a great deal of repairs
is continually put upon her, and it is believed
she will have to go home to the old country
to be thoroughly overbauled by the builders
in order to safely carry on the work she has
been doing. The feeling in the province of
Prince Edward Island now is, and has existed
forsome years back, that the "Stanley" should
be supplemented by another boat. What she
is capable of doing is now denonstrated.
There is certainly no great amount of experi-
ment about a boat of the power and shape
and design of the "Stanley," and even for the
eastern route between Georgetown and
Pictou, it is believed that if another boat was
on that route assisting the "Stanley," com
munication could be made almost continuous.
It bas happened several times that the
"Stanley " was just caught in the harbour by
ice propelled by a strong wind, and she bas
been caught there, when a boat that was
out and free could run from another point
and keep the communication going on. The
"Stanley " bas been for nearly three weeks
in the straits unable to relieve herseif when,
if there was another boat, it would go to ber
assistance and take the passengers off if not
keep up communication. If another boat was
built she could be put on the Cape Trav-erse
and Cape Tormentine route.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the lion. gentle-
man mean that if a second boat were built
the "Stanley" would be put on the Traverse
and Cape Tormentine route?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I wouldnotsay
that positively, bectuse others who are
posted on the matter better than I amn might
comne to the conclusion that the new s! eaner,
an account of draught of water and
other things, might be better suited
than the " Stanley " is for the capes
service. Then I say that any boat
that is built to grapple with that service,
whether it is at Cape Traverse or at the
eastern end of the island, must be a power-
ful one and if our government was provided
with these two boats they could experiment
at the western end. As I already remarked,
it would not be safe to make that experi-
ment with one boat. If the boat was locked
up at the west the province would be de-

prived of the whole communication, and it
would be a serious matter. If there are two
boats, a boat could be put on the Traverse
route to test it, because if it were
practicable it would not be necessary to con-
tinue the communication at any other point
and it would then be reduced to a ferry.
Most of the Prince Edward Islanders, and
all who have travelled on that boat, from
what they have seen the "Stantley " ac-
complish in making ber way through enor-
mous fields of ice, believe that if a boat made
on lier design and perhaps drawing less
water, but with ber design and with ber
power, might be able to make constant coin-
munication at Cape Traverse, and reduce
communication between the island and the
mainland to a mere ferry. If that were the
case, the "Stanley" or the new boat need
nut be maintained in the future, and the
government could find sone other emiploy-
ment for ber. I earnestly hope that the
governiment will deal with this question
soon, and that in gettinga new boat great care
will be taken in getting one strongly con-
structed, strong enough to contend with the
heavy ice at any of those points wherever
she attempts to make the communication.
I hope the hon, gentlemen will give the
mgtter the very best thought, and I hope
my lion. friends representing the government
in this House wil be able now to tell us
that they have macie up their minds to supply
a good and efficient steamer for this service.

ion. Mr. SNOWBALL-There is no gen-
tleman in this House more capable of giving
information in reference to this steamer
"Stanley" and the navigation between
Prince Edward Island and Cape Traverse
than the bon. gentleman who has just taken
this seat. It would be unireasonable to
suppose that those western members, and
others who know little about navigation in
the straits, should be possessed of the in-
formation that the hon. gentleman bas.
The hon. gentleman sitting next to him
(Mr. Wood) is perfectly conversant with
the pier at Cape Tormentine and the object
for which it was built. Now it is absurd
to say that the steamer " Stanley," or any
steamer that is capable of navigating the
straits, could possibly get inside the shelter
of the piers at Cape Tormentine. I cannot
exactly say what depth of water there is
there. I think I am quite within the
bounds when I say it is not over Il feet.
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lon. Mr. WOOD-Sixteen.

lHon. Mr. SNOWBALL-If it is 16 feet,
wvhy is the pier not made use of by timber
vessels coming there ?

d on. Mr. WOOD-Barques come there,drawing 16 and 18 feet.

prepared for that at present. It is ail very
well for farmers from Prince Ldward Islaid
to talk about this matter. They are good
fariers, but do not understand navigating
the ice in the straits of Northumberland.
We are to be asked to spend millions in
making preparations, and then we will find
it cannot be done. I think it is a little
early for us toi undertake any such task.

Hon. Mr SNOWBALL-I am not in a
Position to know what water is left inside, Hon. Mr. WOOD-I must say a few
than Ino positively that vessels drawinî words in reply to what has fallen from the
tkn th feet refuse to go inside, and I hon. gentleman who has jusit spoken. Other-

Outsi tat the business las been carried On wise I am sure the remarks he made would
16 fee a t an s s o leave a very wrong impression upon the
gate draught can be made to navi- House. The lion. gentleman has spoken of
that those straits in winter. I assume the pier which was built at Cape Tormen-

tht essel dr-au ing, 16 feet is flottn
abl a vesldaig11fe snttn in connection with this service. That

ble to do the vork tiat the " Stanley " can pier, the hon. gentleman states, will not an-do, aînd 1 know that no vessel iu the
and tIa kno flot no vesse i theswer for the " Stanley " or for any boat in the

gati gn the i oult service. I must say in reply to that that the
the Srin the iceculd possiblydo pier was designed by the government

inervice that is required to be (one engineer here especially for that service, andsucthat location, because there is no the hon. gentleman who has spoken is the
is e essel buit for ordinary purposes that first person that I have leard express anable of contending with the ice in the opinion as to the unfitness of that pier forsraits The only other place that vessels the purpose for which it was intended. The

vssels he got from is Newfoundland. Such depth of water inside the pier at lowest

cofltend ave the poer t get ao nd neap tide is 16 feet, some say 17 feet. The
with the ice, but they have fot the The depth of water just outside the pier isadequate accommnodation at Cape Traverse 20 feet. Twenty-two feet is the depth of

forl eh vessels. I think flo h. gentleman water at high tide. There is about 6 or 8
<f tl i" that any> other boat in the place feet rise or falt of tide. The hon. gentleman
of to Stanley" could be put in ai says vessels will not go there to load. Ever"oni tri break ber wav throuo"h the ice. Inayg

order to> reak throug ice such as is encount- since the piers were built we have had a
a vho e nusuchae isoeountenuimber of barques coming there to load. I

erel ust have soe free think the nuniber of barques that loadedwater to start in and such free space can- there this year was fifteen or twenty.
flot ie had inside Cape Tormentne pier.

dc.ot say anything about the accommo- Hon 11r. SNOWBALL-Outide the
atonnhe other side, but I believe the .
cmmodation is much more un'ikely to be pier?

dU eient. The fact that nothing lias been
done up to the present timne, either by the Hon. Mr. VOOD--No; every one of

te government or the present administra- them loaded inside the pier. They never load
ton, to establish navication across tbose outside of the pier. Last year, I know,

raits at that narrow point is sufficient to there were tbirty barques loaded there, and
Prove that the thing is impracticable. The the year before, not so mnany. I do not

adithing which as to be done is to build remember the number, but ever since the
tlitional piers further out; and I know piers were built, it has done very consider-

lre IS trouble and difliculty if you able local business in that way, and the hon.

intl(i Out into deeper water the currents are gentleman is the first one I have heard who
f 1red w ith, and the inside gradually has entered any complaint of that character
has. To start with, the government would against it.
bave to "Pend a quarter of a million moreta buid docks on the two sides, before they Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
IJiake the experiment. The country is not was thinking of Miranichi.
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-Perhaps he was. With of Prince Edward Island and the other round
regard to the possibility of winter crossings the western or northern end. Those two
being made between the capes, I would like tides met right at the mouth of the Baie
to say this : the hon. gentleman who has Verte, where those two capes are. The tides
last spoken, has referred to crossing there as 1 core together thet e and separate twice in
impracticable in the winter time-that is, every 24 hours, and unless tbeie is a very
by steam service, I presume, he means. It strong wind in one direction the ice is broken
has always been a place where ice boats have up there twice in every 24 hours, 1 have had
crossed for the last tifty years. I was my- sore opportunities of ohserving the condition
self of the saime opinion as the hon. gentle- of things there for J have often visited the
man who has just spoken until within the capes in the inter time, and there is scarcely
last few years. I did not suppose that it a day but you vill see these long streaks of
was possible to contend with the difliculties water througb the ice, and no impedient
which nust be met in the Northumberland whatever te a steamboat of the "Stanley's"
Straits in the winter time, and until the power making her way across the strait at
"Stanley" was built and placed upon that point. This opinion 1 know is sbared
the route between Pictou and George- by the most experienced men and most com-
own, and it was demonstrated what a petent judges living in that locality, and my
steamer of that build and power could own observation and the knowledge J have of
do, I did not suppose it was possible what the "Stanley" has done, bas led me tothe
for any steamer to make ber way across conclusion that if a boat of the 'Stanley's"
those straits with any regularity in the power adapted for the service were placed on
winter time. Since she bas been placed Up- that route there would be no difficulty what-
on that route, and it has been shown what ever in msaking crossings everv day io winter
a steainer of that character can do, I arn when it w as fit for people te be out of (bers
satisfied that the majority ef the people liv- at ail.

cno iii the vicinity of Northumberlands
trsaits have been convinced that a simi- pon. Mr. SNOWBALL-What prepara-

lar steamer, perb Ps drawing not quite se tions are there on te other side when vou
mucw waterh but a steamer sitiaarly suiltt get across?
strong and powerful, will be able to make
regular crossings between Cape Tormentine Hon. Mr. WOOD-J will speak as te
and Cape Traverse The condition which is that. There is no preparation at the present
necessary in order to enable a steamenr to time. Tt would le inpossille for the steamer
navigate the strait of Northumberland i .Stanley," or any other steamer, te run be-
simply this, that the ice shall be either in' tween Cape Traverse and Cape Tormentine
motion or movable when the great power is until a wharf was built at Cape Traverse.
applied to it. When ice jams formn, and the The wharf at Cape Tornientine is sufficient
ice is blocked in a solid mass for one, two or il my opinion.
three miles, no steamer, no matter how pow-
erful she may be, can get through it, but if Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL--How much in-
those large ice cakes are in motion, or arejury did it receive last year?
capable of being moved when a suticient
power is applied, the steamer can make her Hon. Mr. WOOD-No inu except that
way through thern. Now the difficulties it is worm eaten. It certainly needs some
wbich the " Stanley " has met with in the repairs. 1 understand the government are
past have been these lag1c jm.Wepas bae ben hee large ice jams. Wl en contemnplating putting creosoted timber
the wind prevails for a certain length of round the outside of it, and I hope they
tine in one direction, the ice forms in im- will do so. Unless sometbing of that kind
mense bodies, extending for a mile or two is done, the worms will eat it Up and the
miles in one direction, and when she is work will be eventually ruined.
once fast in a jam of that kind it is
impossible for her to get out. The Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-It will collapse.
condition of things between Cape Tor-
mentine and Cape Traverse is this: there Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes, unless it is pro-
are two tides coming into Northumber- tected frem the werms. However, as a
land straits, one round the eastern end protection for e pStanley," in its present
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shape it is everything that is desired. The dent steamer. If the government are in
"Stanley" can go inside the pier if she desires, earnestinendeavouringtoestablishcommu-
but I would like to remind the hon. gentle- nication there it is absolutely necessary thatrnan,when he says the "Stanley" or any other a suitable steamer, with suficient power to
Steamer could not find a safe berth there in contend with the difficulties of navigation,
Winter time, that in winter there is not the should be placed upon the route. do fot
slightest necessity for the " Stanley " or any hesitate to express it as my opinion that if a
other steamer going inside the pier. They suitable steamer were placed upon the route

ave the bord ice for at least a mile outside it would prove an entire success.
of the pier, and the steamer "Stanley" could
make her way through the bord ice up to The motion was agreed to.the pier.

111- eMr. SNOWBALLaTris bord ice is MAJOR WALSH'S EXPEDITION.

n i h the habit of shifting. INQUIRY.

ion- ar. WOODstIt neaer shifts. Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to:

C was alloed to go to the Yukon district short of ro-

111 Whe SNOW'ALLShe annot e stte tovexress i it s try opinio taj ifVa

weit iS formed. visions, o ab at h e has had to pay one dollar per
i ound for por beef as reported in the press.

it 15a pefectle said : I do not desire at this time to
Would protection, nec there make any remarks with refrence to the

se pier. nsd tepir

8 be l e sit y tos go inie te pe. mtion I have on the paper further than to8hecold ieouside, where there is 25 feet oof water. TSe o, gentleman remarked say that noticed, and I dare say other
that the fact thtt noi-bîug( liad 1een clone lu memnbers of the Senate have noticed a very

Inrtiic theor habi ofe shifting.he 
t

the Past proved that this route was imprac-
ticable. M tlOiDk tat certainly more acive day to the effect that Major W'alsh had
measures shouîd Lave been takeii by the late Mogtnal 1300pusofor eftgovernit1 t than pere taken to test the $ perpoud and fot knowing whether
feasibit o n sst not, I haveo is e eres f taken this method of ettin correct infor-hilloe. On tîat subjecte, and have oftedi,
abled I thino t in the other chamber, 
asures uo the late government to take H M MILSMr. Walsh took with

8ome active me wsures to test the feasibility Hîi. M ro
Of this route I o do the exprsoe my
with the on hand provisions or at lest six nwonths.

wihte present(governmetnt.' Ishould likçetu say, rsrtgvr et so]lk Major Walsh nîav have rmade some purchases,say In corroboration of what was said by! ant a hte hti oo o-ob hon. frieîd who moved this address, tha '
I beleve it is utterlv useless to attempt to p who weie short of provisions and in
ac* -Plish anythg uneîasia)eba danger of starvation, but so far as his forceecoplsh nyhing unless a suitable boat18Ob Z is concerned, he has ample supplies on hand.frtained. The mover of this address re-
erred to the steamer " Petrel " and theant of success that attended that ex peri Hen the hon. gonokn
e. It certainlv was not a successful t

'n f Wa sutedthestemer"Perelwaswhether the stateýnent made in the press,1perimlent, and the steamer " Petrel " washi ft that he paid a dollar a pound for poor beef,
however, that the result of the "Petrel's' is correct or not.

v. aying there last winter has been to con-hince the officers who wereî o o H Mr. MILLS-I do not know, but I
her that if they had had a suitable steamer do it. We have not had any
they Could have done good service there and communication recently. do not believelYae eutrCrsins Ti iofcure it had been open for anybody to receive suchonell eegular crossings. This is, of course,orle Of the most difficult services in the information.
omkinion, and it is utterly useless to attempttu i-ne it a success with a weak or insufli- The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE. take an in4alment of theîîî, as they were
pretty larg(e, and an instainient was brought

Ottawa, Wednesday, 16th .farlct, 1898. down, and presented it to the fouse. 1
think 1 have another here.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'Clock.

neyer been inforrned of it. 1 should be flad
Prayers and routine proceedings. t

CORIIESPONDENCE re HAMILTON Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite sure I
SMITH. brought dovn a portion of them Iast year.

NOTICE F MOTION.ere is a supplenentary return to an address
of the Senate, giving the names and salaries

Hon. Mr. PERLEY- I beg to give notice Of officers erployed in the insideand outside
that I will inove that an humble address be service, and, so on, specifying in eacli case
presented to His Excellency the Governor the nanner and ground of such renoval,
General praying that he will cause to be and s0 o This return einbaces two
presented to this Senate copies of all tele-
grains and letters passing between any mem- right, ail theotherdepartments were brought
bers of the government and the High CO- down last year.
missioner relating to Mr. Hamilton Smiith
and all paperq, communications and docu- Hon. Mr. FErUSON-None of thein
nients, the contents of which led or induced last year.
the government to send such telegrams or ion Nlr. KIRCHHOFFER--I have
letters. It is with reluctance that I ri>e to neyer îeard of theni.
give this notice. It will be remenbered that
on the 18th of last month I moved for some Hon. Ir. M1LLER-Is that the last in-
papers which might, I think, have been stainent?
brought down the very ne-xt day. I did so
at the instance of the lion. leader of the Hon. r s mae "sup-
House. It is treating an lion. member and
the Senate with some contempt to allow a 't was so marked, and it vas said that re-
month to elapse without bringing down the tare it becît preadrid oat . I is.
documents. Those papers are not very im- h
portant, and are not numerous, and could
not be hard to obtain if the department is RAILWAY RATES ON PURE BRED
well managed, and they should have been CATTLE.
brotught. down by titis time at least.

INQUIRY..DELAYEI) RETt'RNS. Hoii. M.Nr. FERGUSON-While on the
INQUIRY. mnatter of delayed informiation and returns,

I have agrain to ask the lion. Secretary of
Hon. Mr. KIRCHIHOFFER-Before the State if lie is prepared to gîve me an answer

Orders of the day ai e called, J should like to to the question whicl was left over, at his
ask the Secretary of State if there is any request, with regard to the allowance of half
chance of my obtaining the returns whiî*ch 1 rates on pure bred catte by the iaiiway
moved for at the beginning of last session, c
and agaiti at the beginning of this session.
He was kind enough to say, when I asked niaking a similar reduction?
him titis year, that lie would use his personal
influenîce to try to secure thei. I would Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I mentioned at the
like to know whether he has lad time to do time that 1 was under the impression that
so or if I may look forward to getting tiieiu the rate on the Intercolonial Rilway vas
withii a reasonable time? considerably below the Grand Trunk rates.

I ly hon. f riend railuer doubted the accuracy
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman of the statement. Since then, I have got

intimated to me last year that lie would further information, which confirms the
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statement then made, and, as that is the j Intercolonial Railway is run without anyfact, the Minister of Railways is not dis- revenue to the government, that the Grand
Posed at present to consider the propriety of Trunk Railway collects a revenue of
ranking any reduction, as he considers now '$7,000,000 which the traffic of that line hasthe relative rate is, at least, as low as the to pay; and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Grand Trunk Railway Conpany's. bas a surplus revenue or profit of $10,000,-

on. Mr. FERAre weto 000, so that these two railways can veryde .USON-Are we to Un- weil afford to make the concession, while thestand that the government are not mak- Intercolonial, which collects no revenue ort the concession which has been given by bas no margin of profit, may not be able tothe railway conpanies ? inake that concession. The concession is a
very valuable one in oi der to encourage the

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman 'breeding of good stock, but the fact thatIis-stating the case, if lie will excuse me those heavy revenues are collected fromwe saying so. I said the ordinary rates those two main lines is quite sufficient towere lower than the rates on the Grand justify the course that the Canadian Pacifictreink, and therefore, if they were to reduce railway and Grand Trunk railway at any
It would bring thein very nuch rate have taken.wer ; perhaps it. would be only a quarter

of thet rand Tfrunk rates. I do not know Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-With regard to
hucthat is. But the rates now are so the rates of freight charged on the Inter-
rleh lower that it would be unnecessary to colonial railway, I may say the other rail-reduce them still further, and it would not ways are not upon a par, in my estimation,be in the public interest to make any eut. witli the Intercolonial, which runs through

lion. Mr. FERGUSON---I have failed, I
think, to iake myself understood. This is
sot a general reduction. upon the rates on
stock at ail ; it is only what is applied to
Pure bred animais. The railway companes
of Canada, last Saturday week, unanimously
aree Io make ihis reduction, and I have
eetold t1at the government railways

were represented at the meeting, which was
Ican in oronto, when this was done ; if so,

1 cannot well understand why they do not'
CarrY Out the arrangement. My hion. friend,
1 fear, from the fact that i did not niake
thYysef -very well understood, has not brought

Point clearly to the mind of tire Minister
of Railways.

1-on. Mr. SCdTT--I must have broughtthe point clearly to his iiind, because JI
took the trouble to eut out the speech of the

"-. gentleman, and wrote a note to the
t er o ailways calling his attention

it, and asked hini to give it the best con-
sideration, and the inswer he gave me I
have already nientioned to the bouse, that
the rates were now so mnuch lower on the
Intercolonial that it was not considered
proper to reduce threm still further, as the
ordinary rate was below the corresponding
rate orn the Grand Trunk Railway.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I would call the
attention of the House to the fact that the

the lower provinces. The Intercolonial
railway was built as a quid pro quo for the
share of the expense on the canal system of
Western Canada and other public works,
borne by the inhabitants of the lower pro-
vinces. I do not know that it should be a
sine qua non that the Intercolonial should
earn a revenue over its expenses for that
consideration. My information is that the
recent tariff rates (I speak now more parti-
cularly in regard to the lumber tariff) are
not less, but are in excess and very muci in
excess, of what were previously charged. I
personally, in connection with other gentle-
mnen interested in that industry belonging to
the lower provinces, an bringing tie inatter
before the Minister of Railways. The sub-
ject dillers sonewhat fromn that which is
immediately before the House, but I may
say that the system adopted or proposed to
be adopted, by the Intercolonial railway
in charging for freight on lumber is a nost
inequitable and unreasonable one, in ny
estimation, and I believe the position I take
in regard to the matter will commend itself
to the menibers of this House. In regard
to the rates on lumber, the proposition of
those who regulate that part of the business
is that the freight should be charged by
weight, and a lumberman whose stock has
been exposed to heavy rains for a consider-
able period of the year, who happens to
have a slip at hand during the heavy rain,
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and is going to ship his lumber, pays as
much for water literally as for the lumber
itself.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Watered stock.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Yes, watered
stock, spruce stock at that. In this upper
country the lumber is of very much more
value and can afford to stand a higher rate
of freight than the spruce lumber in the
lower provinces. Now, I think that is a niost
inequitable arrangement and should be done
away with, and an equitable systenm, a systern
of charging so much upon a certain quantity
of lumber should be adopted by the govern-
ment. That is what it has been in the past
and that is the rule which should obtain in
the future. There can be no doubt at all that
the charges now made (I have just received
advices from my son at home in tiie business)
are in excess of what they have been in the
past. The railway officials insist that men en-
gaged in this business, which is a very large
one in our country, shall be subjected to
such treatment as this-that wet lumber
should be charged freight by weight. I do
not see how it can be justified. Then, in
another matter, we are also between the
devil and the deep sea. They propose now
if a shipper holds cars for a longer period
than forty-eight hours to charge $1 a car for
every day in excess of that forty-eight hours.
A steamer coming to Halifax is bound to
load as quickly as possible; she has four or
five different hatches and loads with steam
winches. If you do not have your cargo
ready, one of two things will occur, either
you have to pay demurrage to your steamer
or the steamer will go without your cargo,
or if you retain cars for more than forty-
eight hours you have to pay $1 a car.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-This is certainly
out of order ; it is sometimes permitted, im-
mediately before the calling of the orders of
the day, for hon. memnbers to interject ques-
tions for information in regard to the
general business of the House. It is done
.purely with the indulgence of the House,
but we have not reached the orders of the
day yet. I think the last call from the
chair was on the hon. Mr. Lougheed for his
motion on the paper. This discussion, if
pernitted by the House, is only allowed be-
fore the calling of the orders of the day, and
then it is only an indulgence granted by

the House to members who feel justified
under peculiar circumstances, to interject
business foreign to the paper on the notice
of the House. We commenced with an
inquiry from the hon. inember from Brandon
as to the delayed returns, and ended with
a discussion on the rates of the Intercolonial
railway. The two subjects were totally
different. I do not know where the discus-
sion would end if it were allowed to go on
mnuch further; we might have the Yukon
railway in it, or some other subject, but we
are not at that stage in the proceedings
when the House, by customu, permits such
discussions as this.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE--I may have
mnisunderstood the hon. member f rom Marsh-
field (Mr. Ferguson), but I understood he
was making a contrast between the Inter-
colonial railway and the companv railways.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The subject intro-
duced by the lion. member fron -Marshfield
(Mr. Ferguson) is of such importance as
will justify us in giving it a little considera-
tion at the piesent time.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I rise to a question
of order : there is no motion before the
chair.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The hon. member
from Richmond is a great advocate for con-
forming to the rules of the House. (Several
members-Order, order.) I am speaking to
the point of order. Questions of this kind
have been discussed in the Senate ever since
I have been here, and in very many cases
there has been an hour or so occupied in
discussing then, and sorne hon., gentlemen
who took very little part in discussions of
public questions generally are ready then
to call an hon. iember to order. Now I am
willing to take my seat if it is the will of
the House that it should be done, but I
think it is in the interests of the country
that this question should be discussed by
the memnbers of the Senate. If it is decided
that this matter should be dropped here, I
am willing to take my seat.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I rise to questions
of order as little as any member of the
House. We all know that the rules of the
House are continually being disregarded,
and perhaps I have as much acquaintance
with the rules of the Senate as most mem-
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bers of it, and I am one of the last members and of the government railways, should be,
of the H ouse to raise a question of order not so much to make money, as to promote
against any hon. member. I hope, in call- the interests of the country, and I do not
1ng my hon. friend to order a second time think they could take any steps which
that he will not think that I am influenced would benefit the farming community more
by any personal feelings, because I assure than to give proper encouragement to thern

him I am not. to purchase and breed good stocks suitable
for the markets of the world. The bsuject

lIon. Mr. FERGUSON-I may state, in is worthy of consideration. I know that
reference to the remarks which I made, that the government wlll not lose anything by

trought the matter up by a motion about encouraging the introduction and breeding
ten days ago. My hon. friend, the Secre- of superior animals in this country. That
tary of State, was not ready at the time to is all I have to say on the subject, and
give me an answer, and he asked for a delay. I ask permission to withdraw the motion.
A day was named when he would give the The motion to adjourn was with-
information, and when the day was reached T o t unh1 brought it up again and did not get my dawn.
answer. To-day I took the opportunity to
get an answer from him; had he been able BILL INTRODUCED.
to reply at the tiime I made my motion weshould have had all this discussion then Bill (30) "An Act respecting the Lake
when I was in order. Erie and Detroit River Railway Company."

-- (Hon. Mr. Casgrain.)
Ion. Mr. KJIRCHHOFFER-Perhaps I DELAYED RETURNS.shal be allowed to make an explanation.

1gaw Mr. Lougheed's name on the orders Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-We haday the first order, and thinking that fore the orders of the day are called, Ioe f h reached the orders of the day, I should like to ask the hon. Secretary ofasked the question, but finding that I am State if that return, for which I moved"ut of order J beg humbly to apologize to twelve months ago, is ready yet?the Flouse. tev otsa-o srayyt

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
ion. Mr. PROWSE-I move that the declined to take his return in instalments.

House adjourn. I think now I am in I think I have got al] the returns except
order to discuss this matter. It appears to from one of the departments, and I have
me that the question that has been brought been pressing for it all I could. It is either
Up by the hon. member from Marshfield is the Post Office Department or the Depart-
deserving of some consideration from the ment of Railways that is the delinquent. I
hon. nembers of this House. It has been will call the attention of the department'
shown that the rates on pure bred animals to the subject again.
On the railways of this Dominion have been
cut down one half. There must be some PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY
sPecial object for that course pursued by COIMPANY'S BILL.
the railway companies, and I take it that it SECOND READING POSTPONED.
is a pure matter of business on their part.
They are anxious, not so much for the ad- The order of the day being read,
vantage and prosperity of the agriculturists Second reading (Bill F) An Act to incorporate the

. s country, as they are to increase the Pacific and Yukon Railway, Navigation and Mining
tusiness of their own railways, and to do comîîpaniy.-(Honi. Mr. Lougheed.)
that, as an encouragement to the farming Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED said: In view
Population they have reduced the carreage of the desire, and also the anxiety expressed
Of pure bred animals so that farmers may by my hon. friend the leader of the Housebe induced to procure and breed a proper the other day that this bill should stand
ciat of animals which will give them addi- pending the introduction of the Teslin Lake
tional freight for their railways. The Railway Bill, if my hon. friend could giveobject of the railway companies is to make us any assurance that that bill will be intro-
'noney, but the object of the government d'uced here at an early day-because I
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notice hy the press that it has passed the Tien there is an addition to the last
committee stage in the House of Commons clause as follows:
-I shall be quite willing to permit this And nay do whatever is required for compliance
bill to stand until some time next week. with any laws relating to the lcensink, registration,

&c., of the conpany.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I believe that the Those additions are merely to make the
Yukon bill will pass its third reading to- language clearer.
day, and will cone immediately from the I
House of Coimons to the Senate, and so Hon. Mr. MACINNES noved that the
will be before this House at an early day- amendients be concurred in.
I think by Tuesday niext. The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I move EXPENSES OF W. Hl. SOWDEN, IM-
that the order of the day be discharged, MIGRATION AGENT.
and that this bill be placed on the orders
of the day for Wednesday next. MOTIOn.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawra, §hursday, March 17th, 1898.

The Speaker took the Chair at Th
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA LOAN AND SAVINGS CO
PANY'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFEI moved

That an humble Address be presented to lis Ex-
cellency the Gove-rnor General, pray ing that Hi,

j Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
detailed acceunt by the Department of the Interior
of the items of the expenses allowed to W. H. Sowden
during the period of his enployment as immigration
agent, and also, the naines of ail or any persons, who,
in consequence of Mr. Sowden's work in the Midland
Counties, went to the Canadian North-west, and
who, as stated by the leader of the government in
the Senate, it is believed by the governmîent w ould
otherwise have gono to the United States, and the
residences of such persons prior to their departure to

r -e the North-west, and the places wheme they settled in
the North-west.

M-

AMEN)MENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(13) " An Act to incorporate the Central
Canada Loan and Savings Company," with
amendnents. Hie said : Most of these
aiendments are merely verbal. There are
just thre- of any importance. One amend-!
nient provides that the register of the share-
holders shall be accessible for inspection at'
all reasonable times to every debenture
holder, mort gagee, bondholder, or stock-
holder in the company, which is a very
propier clau-e to put in. Another amnend-
nient is an addition which lias been made to
the clause which provides for bringing the
Act into effect, and is as follows:

The motion was agreed to.

DOCUMENTS AND CORRESPOND-
ENCE RE STIKINE-TESLIN

• RAILWAY.

Hon. Mr. WGOD moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
Return showing ail offers received by the governnment
for building the Stikine-Teslin Railway or for build-
ing any railway or tramway to connect the head
waters of the Yukon with the Pacifie Ocean, and ail
plans, specifications and other documents in connec-
tiin thierewith, and ail correspondence upon this
subject.

He said : I presu me there is no objection
tothis motion. I should like the hon. leader
of the governnient to state if this return will
he brought down promptly, as it will be im-
portant to have it for the discussion that
will take place on the Yukon-Teslin Rail-
way Bill.

ion. Mr. MILLS--There is no objection
to the motion beino- carried. Whatever

And a certified copy of the resolutition to bring the e •

Act into effect shall within fifteen days fron the pas- papers there may be will be brought down
sing of the resolution be transiitted to the Secretary as quickly as possible.
of State, and shall be by him piiblished in the Cam T o nslat
Gazett.The motion was reed to.
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COMMISSIONER WALSH'S TRIP
TO YUKON.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-

cellency the Governor General, praying that His
cOpiellencY will cause to be laid before the Senate,

-opies of ail letters and reports received by the govern-
ent or any department thereof, from Commissioner

. alsh,. while on his way to the Yukon district, or
sFnce his arrivai there.

le said : I do not need to make any
remark further than to express the hope
that this information will be brought down
1i time for discussion on the Yukon Rail-
way Bill.

lion. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that any official letters that it would
lot be against the public interest to bring

down, will be brought down as early as
Possible.

The 'notion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (G) " An Act to better secure the
safety of certain Fishermen."-(Hon. Mr.
Power).

Bill (38) " An Act to further amend the
Act respecting government harbours, piers
and breakwaters."-(lon. Mr. Mills).

Bill (37) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting certificates to masters and
mates of ships.".- -(Hon. Mr. Milis).

SAN JOSE SCALE BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Comlmons with Bill (82.) " An Act to
Protect Canada against the introduction ofthe imsect pest known as the San José scale."

The bill was read the first time.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-It appears that an in-
sect known as the San José scale exists in
several countries from which we occasionally
ilmaport nursery stock. I am told when it
attacks a plant it means destruction. The

sect multiplies very rapidly, indeed by the
million, and it is highly important that weshould exclude any stock that is liable to beaffected with this scale from Canada. It is
Well known that we inport stock very large-
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y, more particularly from the country south
)f us, and this pest has been found to exist
there very extensively, and has already, I
am sorry to say, been introduced into cer-
tain sections of Ontario. In the opinion of
the Minister of Agriculture, it is highly im-
portant that prompt, active measures should
be taken to prohibit absolutely the importa-
tion of stock that is likely to be affected by
this scale in countries where it exists; and
that is the object of the present bill. The
countries are not named, but I believe the
scale exists in Japan, the United States and
one or two other countries. This is the sea-
son of the year when nurserymen are im-
porting stock, and therefore, to be of any
use this year, it is important that the bill
should be passed promptly. I may say the
House of Commons passed the bill through
all its stages yesterday, and with the con-
currence of the hon. leader of the opposition
I would ask that this House adopt a similar
principle and allow the bill to go through
all its stages, as it is one of great urgency,
and it has already got abroad that the gov-
ernment propose legislation of this kind, and
there will be an attempt made to rush in
nursery stock in advance of the bill obtain-
ing the royal assent. I shall therefore ask the
concurrence of the House to the passage of
the bill to-day. I move, seconded by Mr.
Mills, that rule forty-one of this House be
suspended with regard to this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think that any one in the Senate will
object to the motion that has been made by
the hon. Secretary of State. This bill is of
very great importance to the fruit-growing
industries of this whole Dominion. Unfor-
tunately, this step was not taken a year or
two ago, but at that time I do not suppose
any one conceived of the injury which was
likely to follow the introduction of this
insect into the country. I know that in
the western and central parts of Ontario
it has already commenced its destructive
work. Whether we shall be able to stamp
it out after this law has been placed on the
statute-book and that which has been
made law in the province of Onta-rio, I
do not know, but we can only hope that
it will have that effect. At the last session
of the Ontario legislature they took the
power to destroy the fruit trees in orchards
where it had made its appearance, of course
providing for a certain remuneration to the
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owners of the property, and for one, I con- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose that is with
gratulate the government on the step that a view to finding the best remedy for the
they have taken in proposing to place such pest.
a bill as this on the statute-book to prevent Hd
the importation of the pest. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not know

. but there may be an element of danger in
Hon. Mr. ALMON-I cordially support that. Unfortunately, it is not necessary to

this measure. It is a left-handed way of go to foreign countries for specimens of
introducing protection. If he could discover trees affected by the San José scale. If you
a similar pest in all the articles we import open the door for the importation of trees
from the United States and introduce legis- for scientific purposes, it may be the means
lation of this protective character, I should of introducing more of the pest into the
be very happy to give it my support. I say country. I can see no necessity for admit-
this on my own account, not being repre- ting trees or shrubs in that way. However,
sented by any one on this side of the House. there may be some good reason for the

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I am heartily glad clause, that I do not appreciate, or have not
that the government have introduced this yet heard of. The Department of Agricul-
bill, for the evil is one which threatens very ture have very eminent and capable men as
important consequences to the fruit industry their advisers, and it may be all right. I
of this country. Nearly a year ago I ven- do not know that this pest bas extended be-
tured to draw the attention of the govern- yond the province of Ontario. I have not
ment of Ontario to what was then going on heard of it yet in Prince Edward Island,
in the introduction of this insect and the and I do not think it has yet reached the
extent in which it was spreading in the maritime provinces. I suppose for local
Niagara peninsula, and the answer I re- measures of protection dependence will have
ceived then was that although they had to be placed on the local legislatures. I
power to compel owners to destroy trees hope they will not wait until the pest is
affected with black knot and one or two amongst them before taking protective steps.
other diseases, they did not consider they I suppose this parliamient can do nothing
had the power to compel the owners of the beyond preventing the importation.
orchards affected by this San José ,scale to
destroy the trees or to remunerate the owners Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Attention having
in any way if the trees were destroyed , been called to the subject I have no doubt
but at the close of the last session of the the provinces will take good care to adopt
Ontario legislature I understand they did any ineasures of prevention that may be
pass a bill. Of course we are liable to still practicable.
further trouble from the pest by the intro
duction of stock from the infected districts The motion was agreed to, and the bill
of the United States. Owing to the fright- was read the second time at length at the
ful rapidity with which this San José scale i table, and read the third time and passed.
multiplies it would very soon seriously affect
most of the fruit growing portions of the DELAYED RETULNS.
country if steps are not taken to prevent its
introduction. I ain told that it not only INQUIRV.

affects fruit trees, but that it also affects
ornamental trees. Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should hike to

ask the hon. Minister of Justice about what
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am altogether time I inay expect the returns I asked for a

in accord with the measure and I think month ago. I had a notice on the paper of
parliament should expedite its passage by 1 the question I wished to put, but the hon.
every means in its power. There is just one gentleman said if I asked for the papers to
clause of the bill which I do not understand be brourht down the same object would be
-the 6th. That provides: accomplished. It is a month now, and the

6. The Governor in Counell may from tine to time, papers have not been laid on the Table.
notwithstanding anything contained in this Act,
permit the importation from any country or place to Hon. Mr. MILLS-To what papers does
which this Act applies, of such nursery stock as is
required for sIientific purposes. to p, bt
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I refer to the liquor
permits of the North-west Territories andYukon district, the number, to whom they
Wa granted and -the amounts and all the
particulars connected with them.

Hn. Mr. MILLS-I will make the in-
uir of the Minister of Interior and seethat the papers are before us as soon asPossible.

THE HART DIVORCE BILL.
THIRD READING.

HOn. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
of the 5th report of the Standing Committee

n Divorce on Bill (A) "An Act for therelief of Robert Augustus Baldwin Hart."
He said: Two unimportant amendmentsbave been made since the bill was intro-duced, one in the date and the other in the

number of the children. Copies of the evi-dence taken before the committee were dis-
triuted Yesterday and I think the House
Witt fuly approve of the action of the com-
hiittee in recommending the adoption of thepreamble of the bill.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the thirdleading of the bill.
The motion was agreed to, and the bill

Was read the third time.
The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Frizday, 18th àtarch, 1898.
The SPEAKER took the Chair at threeO'Clock

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL ASSENTED TO.

A message was received from His Excel-
ency the Governor General announcing thate would at 3.30 p. M. assent to the Bill
Passed by parliament at yesterday's sitting.

i his Excellency the Right Honourable
Sir John Campbell Hamilton-Gordon, Earl
of Aberdeen. Viscount Formartine, Baron

iaddo, Methlic, Tarves and Kellie, in thePerage of Scotland; Viscount Gordon of
Aberdeen, County of Aberdeen, in the Peer-
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age of the United Kingdom; Baronet of
Nova Scotia; Knight Grand Cross of Our
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael
and St. George, &c., &c., Governor General
of Canada, being seated in the Chair on the
Throne,

The Honourable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons and
acquaint that House,-" It is His Excel-
lency's pleasure they attend him immedia-
tely in this House."

Who, being come with their Speaker,

The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery read
the Title of the Bill to be passed, as follows:

An Act to protect Canada against the introduc-
tion of the insect pest known as the San José scale.

To this bill the Royal Assent was pro-
nounced by the Clerk of the Senate in the
words following:

In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the
Governor General doth assent to this Bill.

After which His Excellency the Governor
General was pleased to retire, and the
House of Commons withdrew.

DREDGING LEASES ON THE SAS-
K ATCHEWAN.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved

That an humble address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General praying that His Excel-
lency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a Return
of ail dredging leases made by the government during
the last eighteen months on the Saskatchewan River
and its branches, also particulars of the parties to
whom made, the rental to be paid and the amount
paid, the extent of work, if any, done under same, to-
gether with the official reports, if any, which induced
the goverument to grant said leases upon the terms
contained therein.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps it might
shorten the work and facilitate the bringing
down of this return if the hon. gentleman
did not ask for what was practically a copy
of the leases. The names of the parties, the
area, the amount to be paid, and the period
for which the leases are to run is, what the
hon. gentleman really requires. If he
obtains this information he would not desire
copies of the leases, I suppose?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not require
copies of the leases.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Simply all the impor-
tant particulars I
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

The motion was agreed to.

REPATRIATIONOFTHE HUNDRETH
REGIMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved

That an humble address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate,
any correspondence that has taken place between the
government and the home authorities re repatriation
of the 100th Royal Canadian Regiment.

prestige of the empire and enforcing what
the British government believes is a neces-
sity inthegovernment of the world, and secur-
ingtheco-operationof thenationsinthe better-
ment of the world's government. The oppor-
tunity, as I have said, is a good one now, to
offer to supply one of the battalions with the
recruits in order that Canadians, whether
officers or men, may have an opportunity of
performing service iii the broad field of the
British Empire, and sharing with the rest of
the British Empire in the glory and renown
that sheds such lustre upon so many
names in the past history of the world.

He said: Hon. gentlemen will recollect The British government bas been liberal in
that a year ago numerous petitions, num- giving commissions from our military college,
bering, I think altogether some three hun- and from the nilitia regiments, so that
dred, from all parts of Canada, signed by quite a number of officers f rom Canada
all classes, by men in the highest authority are scattered throughout the British service.
in the land by military men and all classes Now, hon. gentlemen, there is a very strong
generally, there has seldom been a more reason why the prayer of this petition should
popular petition presented for any purpose. be granted by the British government, and
Lt was sent to lis Royal Highness the there is every indication that the British
Prince of Wales, after whon the regiment goverriment are quite in sympathy with the
is called, &c., praying that the Royal Cana inovement that was inaugurated by the
dian Regiment, which was formed in 1858 petitioners for the repatriation of this regi-
and which bas since been absorbed in athe ment. The British government, spparently,
territorial system and its identity lost so far have only been waiting for some disposition
as being a Canadian Regiient is concernied, to be shown on the part of the Canadian
might be repatriated and that the depot government that they are in accord with the
might be established in Canada, so that the prayer of the petitioners. The history of
ranks of that regiment shah be filted with the grath Regiment is an exceedingly inter-
Canadians in the same way that ranks of esting one. There have, in the history
Scotch regiments are filled with Scotchmen of the British army, been six different lOOth
and the ranks of Irish regiments filed regiments, raised upon six different occa-
with Irishmen, and so on, that the two sions, and they have been reduced and dis-
battalions might represent the territorial banded in consequence of the cessation of
district of Canada for service abroad. warfare or the reorganization of the service.
Now that was presented a year ago and The first regiment was raised in 1761 and was
there does not seem to have heen any on active service for some three years and was
advancement made upon the Unes of disbanded. There was another regiment
thepetition. Lask thegovernnentto-daywhat raised in 1784, and that served for a num-
correspondence bas taken place, and express ber of years and was disbanded. Then
the hope on behaf of the petitioners that there was anotherregiment-the sl bth Regi-
some steps will be taken to satisfy the object ment was raised in 1795; it was raised
of the petition. The depot of a regiment by the Marquis of Huntley, son of
consists of two companies where recruits are the Duchess of Richmond, who was
trained before joining their regiments, and commissioned to raise a regiment, to be
about 10 recruits per month or 60 every six called the 100th. Lt was composed of High-
months are necessary to keep up the ranks landers, and afterwards became the cele-
of a regiment. On no more appropriate brated 92nd Gordon Highlanders wbich have
occasion could this question be brought up, taken such a famous position in the history
following as it does the Jubilee celebration of British arm. It was raised under some
of east year, and following, as it does, the peculiar circumtances. It was at the com-
determination of Great Britain to increase mencement of the French war of that date,
her effective forcesby something ike 23,000 and the Marquis of Huntley did not succeed
men for the purpose of maintaining the in getting the number of men that was nec-
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essary. His mother, the Duchess of Rich- Americans had a portion of the fleet they
a , in ther enthusiasm, herself went out had built placed upon Lake Champlain. The
aong the farmers and people of Aberdeen design of Major Taylor, who was then inhe recruited the regiment on behalf of command of the 100th Regiment, was to try

her son, three-fourths of whom came from and capture the fleets and strike a blow at
the Highlands and one-fourth f rom the Low- the enemy on Lake Champlain. The de-lands of Aberdeen. In her tartan and scription goes on to say that :
notch bonnet she went over the whole countyi er anxiety to see the ranks filled,. and the The Americans, with their usual foresight, had,
tory goes that o soon after the commencement of the war, armed and

she u t one day in the market place equipped for the service of Lake Champlain, threePut a golden guinea between her sloops were a most valuable acquisition to us, and
lips and invited the men to come and their loss occasioned a proportionate mortification to
take froin ber lips with their l* the golden the Aiericans. These sloops had on board more eut-
guinea orer psrips tlasses and more axes and boarding spikes than a
r in order that the regiment might be British 18-gun bri<r of 121 men and 385 tons. The

ecrUited p to it unfortunate possession of these sloops, named at firstrecruitto Chub ad "Fich, suggested thehe 
eudiedsh stengh ; nd henshethe " Broke "and the " Shannon, " but sbeunltyshe w ished to have it placed upon ber altered to "Chubb" and "Finch," subsed the

m onument that she recruited the regiment idea of sending against the Anierican forts on the
'or the British e border of Lake Cham ,lain a comubined naval and
sservice. As I have said, that military expedition. No seamen being, at the time,

Was omper ng episode and the regiment at isle aux Noix, and none to be spared fron Lake
as completed to eight hundred strong and Ontario, the commander of Her Majesty's brigntto CZibralta " Wasp," then lying at Quebec, gallantly volunteered

went ar or service at the time. with Iumself and crew, to man the two sloops and gun
The next regiment called the 100th was boats, and tried to pursuade Commodore McDonoughraised in 1805, at the head of this very superior force, to a struggle
came and that os ute regiient that for the ascendancy on the lake.the ut here and served in Canada during For the purpose of carrying into effect the intended

r war of 1812 and 13. That regiment was operations along the shores, about one thousand offi-
ised cers and men of the thirteenth and one hundred regi-

City of Dub in of Tipperary and the ments, under the comnand of Lieut.-Col. Murray,
a blin in 1805, and embarked for inspecting field ofticer of militia, embarked at Isle

nada in August, 1805. It had a rather dis i aux Noix on the 29th July in the Broke, Shannon,
astrous com and three gun boats, and about forty bateaux pro-

g s mencement, because of the wreck- vided for the purposes. The flotilla arrived the next
of two transports which were day at the American town of Plattsburg, where the

lyieyig parts of the regiment to troops landed, and after frightening away by their
C aa The of ne rlooks about 400 militia, proceeded to fulfill the object

the "E e name of one transport was of their mission. They burnt the State arsenal,
te neas " and they were convoyed by Pikes, encampment, several ùlockhouses, the extensive

S"Mercu " On o barracks at Saranac (three miles off, capable of con-With 350 o rd ne of the transporte taining 4,000 troops), and every building of thea 30On board was wrecked off Cape United States between the latter place and Platts-
ofay, and all, with the exception of four burg. After performing this laborious task, thethe soidiers rops re-embarked, carrying away with theni a
found the s were lost. These four utity of naval stores, shot and equipment for a
aund eir way the following spring to large number of bateaux. A party of the British
Quebec, where they rejoined the regiment next proceeded to Swanston, Vermont, near the head

broughtof Missisquoi Bay ; there they also destroyed the
An sister the news of the great disaster. barracks and publie stores, as well as several bateauxof th transport, conveying another portion lying at the wharf, and there re-embarked. Of two

regmet was wrecked off the o ite writers we have heard of fron Burlington, distant 24coast of Cae e opposi mil-s only from Plattsburg, one says: " We have
twof r pe Breton. So that at the start not heard of any private property being destroyed,
Porti ansports, bringing out a very large and our accounts are to a late hour last night." The
Noon Of tthis regiment, were wrecked. other says: "They have done no injury to privatetransports were . ~property." neetn eet

Oeof the soldiers were lost by the seconddreck. This regiment served with a great That is just a little interesting memento
deal Of distinction between 1805 and 1818, of the services of the 100th Regiment in that

the ait was disbanded. It took part in al] neighbourhood, the record of which is in
teative operations of those days. It was our archives. They were afterwards trans-statione1 at one time at Ile aux Noix, and ferred to another scene of action in thewaptured Plattsburg at Lake Champlain neighbourhood of Niagara, and there the
ohfe it was stationed there. The history 100th Regiment took the fort of Niagara andOf that capture is an interesting one and I occupied it a year, from the 30th December,wili just give you a short description of it, 1813, to the 14th of December, 1814. Theythe h1story of which is in our archives. were badly cut up at the battle of Chippawa,They were stationed at Isle aux Noix, andthe and their colonel, the Marquis of Tweedale,
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was wounded there. This brief sketch shows men. There were seven lieutenancies, and
the part that the 100th Regiment of thatday each lieutenant had to raise forty men. In
played in the history of Canada. After the that way the regiment was raised in a very
war was over and peace was restored, in 1818, short space of time in the provinces of
this 100th Regiment,following the fateof all Ontario and Quebec, and in July it was
the regiments of the same name, was dis- formed in Quebec. There it received its
banded, in Canada, at the sane time as the first dril, and was uniformed in the old
Duke of Richmond came out here to be coatees of the days of the Peninsular war,
Governor General of Canada, with his son- f rom old stores which had been sent out
in-law, Sir Perigrine Maitland. They were here and had been lying at Quebec some
embarked in bateaux at Quebec, to come forty or fifty years. When we arrived in
up the Ottaw4 here to be located as pioneer London, that was the uniform that we were
settlers of the country. The regiment came arrayed in-the old coatees of forty or fifty
up as far as the Chaudière Falls, and there'years previously. The reginent was 1,240
they cut a road through the woods and strong, and after being drilled by non-com-
established their headquarters at Rich- nissioned oficers of the Guards, we went
mond, and the regiment which I am now to Alderýhot, and thence to the Mediter-
speaking of, which had such an interesting ranean. We served there some tue, and
history during that period, founded the then came to Canada and served a couple
great settlenents that exist now in the of years here; then went to England.
counties of Lanark and Carleton. So that and, after havin, served there for some
the 100th Regiment is closely associated time, the regiment was sent to India.
with Canada, in so far as the regiment that In the course of tue it became the policy of
was disbanded turned their swords into prun- the British government to do away with the
ing hooks and founded the magnificent coun- numbers of the regiments and to assign them.
ties I havespokenof. Their descendants to-day to what is called territorial districts and to
are among the leading Canadianîs of our tie. unite two battalion; together in the territory,
That is a very interesting phase of this par- and also link with it one or two mulitia bat-
ticular question to show how identified they talions raised in the saine district; so that
are with Canada. Then we come down to each district had its territorial complement
the time of the Crimean war. Offers were of about foui, battalions, two of them active
made by officers in Canada to raise a regi- service battalions and the other militia bat-
ment during that war, but the proposition talions. When that was done the identity
was not deemed expedient at the time, of the regiîent was lost h ceased to be
especially as the Crimean war was drawing called the lOOth Royal Canadian Regiment,
to a close. At the end of 1857, the British but linked with the 1O9th, a regiment that
government accepted an offer to raise a regi- was raised by the East India Company,
ment in Canada during the Indian mutiny, and they became known as the lst and 2nd
fearing, perhaps, that they might have a Leinster Regiment. One of the officers was
prolonged struggle in maintaining the Captain Smythe, from the neighbourhood of
supremacy of British power in that country. Brockville, and as a major of the regiment
That regiment was raised forty years ago. lie fought very hard indeed and was able to
The recruiting commenced in March, 1858, retain the naine of the Royal Canadians in
exactly forty years ago this month. I had the titie of the regiment although it was
the honour of receiving the commission of known as the 2nd Leinster. This territorial
ensign in that regiment, and I raised forty system, as I said befcre, us confined to the
men in my neighbourhood-back of Port British Isles. There is a disposition on the
Hope, out in Lindsay, and that direction. part of the British government to extend
The regiment was raised in this way : The that territorial system to al parts of the
major had to raise 200 men. He was Major British Empire-at least the self-governing
Dunn, son of a former Receiver General of portions of the British Empire-so as to
Canada, who had won the Victoria Cross at identify the services that are raised for the
the age of 20 in the Balaklava charge. He defence of Canada, Australia and South
afterwards became colonel of the regiment, Africa with the British army in its ro]e, and
and in 1868 lost his life in the Abyssinian the object of the petitioners is to endeavour
campaign. There were six commissions as by such means as they took, to have the terri-
captain given, and they had to raise eighty tonal systena established in Canada, and I
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have the 100th Regiment recruited from I am directed to inform you that these suggestion:
Canada, so as to have a distinctive Canadian have been carefully examined, and that the Secretary
rei • heof State for War and the Commander-in-Chief are

riment in the British service in the same prepared to give favourable consideration to any pro.
way as exists now in the British Isles. The posals which may tend to foster the connection be
following is from the Morni Post and ives tween the regular army and the military forces intP g Canada, and to further cenent the strong feeling f

suggestion on the Eubject of giving back sympathy already existing between the mot er
to Canada our old regiment, after allud- country and the Dominion.
ing to the etr o te Setaf te for hi The Marquis of Lansdowne observes, however, thato the etter of the Secretary of State for in forwarding the petition froim the Corporation of
War from the " Service " members of the Toronto, the Governor General of Canada had ex-
'ouse of Commons. It says pressed no opinion thereon, nor is there anything in

the correspondence to show whether the proposal is
hOn the other hand we are heartily in accord with one which lias the support either of the Provincial or

the service menbers in the new points which they the Dominion Government.
are tryng to inpress on Lord Lansdowne as being Before any further action is taken it would in Lord
necessary to the efficiency of the army. As they Lansdowne's opinion, bedesirable to ascertain whether
point out in their letter : " We cannot perceive that the roposal may he taken as representing the wishes
the disadvantages of the present system will in any of the Canadian people generall , and whether the
ee h dinished by the substitution of 4-attalionCanadian Government concur in t e views set forth in

f -battaion regiments." Indeed if the "linking the petition and would be prepared to give them
iYsten f territorial regiments must be continued, practical support.
It wouid Most certaini" ho distinct ganto create Such support might tako the form of providing
new doublgi-battalin y eais gain to cret barrack accommodation, medical attendance an
and one of the otoion regiments for new territories, facilities for commissariat arrangements, in the event
he one Which eould easila he formed by splittin the of its being found practicable to establish a recruiting
peent Leinster rgimen t into its co sponent parts of:depot at Toronto, which measure, Lord Lansdowne is
the.ld 100th (Royal Canadians) and o9th, and by advised would be the best tentative and preliminary
givin back the 1.th t Canada and raising another stp in the direction desired by the petitioners and
batta ion in that coitr; and hy adding another might, if successful, be followed by the restoration of
battalion to the at cot;and by addm nther the title of Royal Canadian and the affiliation of the
nient as a doub-bt rg two battalions of Canadian Militia to a regiment

ýO e Of the newtalion, Irish territorial rgiment. recruited entirely from Canada.-lsoaia, f h nw roegixents mnight aiso ho raised in
greatraha, New Zealand. and South Africa, to the I have, &c., &c.,great and lasting ad vantage of the Empire. (Signed.) G. LAWSON.

That is a policy which will meet with The Honourable, the Secretary of State,ColonialOffice.
favour in the mother country when the

qutin i e b c r The Right Ilonourable Mr. Chamberlain, Secretaryquestio is brougit before the British gov- of State for the Colonies, under date of October 14,erament. Before these petitions were pre- 18(7, writes to Lord Aberdeen, asking him if thesentes ed there was a letter written and a Canadian Government had furnished hini with an ex-
petition sent f rom the city counpil of the pression of their views on the proposal that a depot
city o Torom e cit c i of te of the Leinster Regiment should be established at
diy Of Toronto, asking i hat a recruiting Toronto. The Secretary of the Militia Department,
depot should be formed, or replaced where it Ottawa, under date De, ember 9th, asks the Mayor of
oncee Toronto, to let hiun know for the information of the

ed wen the regiment was first Minister of Militia, what answer can be given on
med, and there has been some corres- behalf of the city of Toronto. The mnayor will bring

Pondence in regard to that matter. The the matter before the council, but it is unlikely that
rePly that any definite result will follow until after the munici-
and I taiwas received has been published, pa elections.

adIobtamned it f rom the Canadian Militia
Gazette, and it reads as follows :- This shows a part of the correspondence thatThefhas been passing to ascertain to what ex-The moVoment set on foot by tlîe îvay of a petition tt bsbeceghne u steojc
to H is Royal Higlness the Prince of Waes, signed tent it has been lenthened out is the object
by nany of the leading citizens of Canada, as well as of my inquiry at the present moment. The

c corrations, for the repatriation of the question of recruiting i Canada is one that
a ' oyal anadian Regiment, was followed byanrsolution passe- by the City Council, Toronto, ask. should be favourably received by our govern-
ing tie In rial authorities to locate the territorial ment. In this very 100th Regiment that

arded troiigh This resolution having en fo was raised forty years ago was a non-com-
espatch in reply has been received :missioned officer named Eli Clarke, who was

WAR OFFIcE, LoNDoN, S.W., enlisted in London, Ontario, at the time the
3rd November, 1896. regiment was raised. Eli Clarke served with

0f -I have the honour to acknowvledge the receipt distinction for 30 years and has now six sons
Of dr letter of the 29th July last, forwarding a copy in the same regiment, all occupying positionsof a despat h fromn the Governor General of Canada . adk osh
dated8th Julytogether with a petition from the cor- mn the non-commissioned rank. One has

tion of Toronto, praying that the name of the served 12 years, another six, another five,
re0tb or Prince of Wales s Regiment, may be and so on down to the youngest son. That
restOled, and that a depot of the reginent may beo testablished in Toronto. of itself, shows the affection, at any rate,
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that that family have for the British service
and the respect which they hold towards it.
The pictures of Mr. and Mrs. Clarke and
the six sons were published in the Graphic,
and they are as fine and handsome a family
as could be desired. There is no reason in
the world why the advantage of a position
in the Imperial service should be withheld
f rom any of those in Canada who desire to
occupy it. A great many people might say
we are trying to get immigration into this
country, and we should not drain the
country of its population, but the class of
men who go into the British service are
military men at heart. Their desire for
the life bas been inherited from their fore.
fathers. Canada has been largely recruited
and settled in its pioneer days by half-pay
officers and pensioners sent out and located
here. Some 500 or 600 of this very regi-
ment were the pioneers of this eastern dis
triet of Ontario. and the United Empire
Loyalists are a very large percentage of the
people, and all of these have military in-
stincts. They desired to have the honour of
serving Her Mv1ajesty under her colours, and
their ambition is stirred to accomplish that
result. The fine militia battalions we possess
and the esprit de corps which is a distin-
guishing feature of them, is the best evidence
of how our young men take to the military
training. General Gascoigne bas also been
forvarding his policy of an interchange of
service between our peimanent companies
and the companies of British regiments.
We ought not to withold the privilege from
our Canadian people, so far as they are de-
sirous of having facilities placed in their way
to enable them to take service under the
British flag in the broad field of the British
Empire. It is impossible for them, at
present, to do so unless they go to consider-
able expense themselves. I would impress
upon our government the desirability of
placing this benefit that the British govern-
ment is apparently quite willing to afford to
Canadians, of taking part in the broad field
that the British Empire offers, of giving to
Canada an opportunity of sharing in the
honour and glory of the vast field which has
been opered out through so niany cen-
turies by service under the British flag
I earnestly express the hope that the govern-
ment will give every consideration to that
particular phase of the matter. With regard
to the regiment, one of the battalions,
half of which was the old 100th, bas

been transferred to Halifax within the
last few months to relieve the Berk-
shire Regiment which bas been stationed
there for some time, so that the move-
ment bas already begun, so far as the
British Government is concerned, in meeting
the views of the petitioners to that extent;
but when it comes to the extent of recruit-
ing and making a recruiting depot here,
naturally the British Government says " We
think that the Canadian people should con-
tribute somewhat to the expense of main-
taining a regiment, not so much for the
sake of the inoney value, but to show the
desire of the people of Canada to share in
the expenses of maintaining the defensive
forces of the British Empire." I think it is
a great advantage to Canadians that we
have the privilege of lending our aid not
only of men but also of materials, as an in-
tegral part of the empire in maintaining
its prestige. We want that to be tho-
roughly recognized by the British govern-
ment, which they are quite prepared to re-
cognize. We want to assume the responsi-
bility ourselves. We are not able to con-
tribute a large sum, and Sir Wilfrid Lawson's
letter suggested the advisability of providing
barrack accommodation and medical at-
tendance. Those are but small items,
even if they would cost us any-
thing. Whether we have barrack accom-
modat'on above what is required for our
own militia is a question that I cannot
answer, but if it should necessitate the con-
struction of some additional barrack accom-
modation that should be no obstacle in the
way of c irrying out the wishes and the very
proper desires that are expressed through
the petition. Nepean Point here, or the
Garrison Common, Toronto, would either of
them be suitable sites for the purpose, or the
Citadel at Quebec. The object I have in view
is now to bring this question up and place be-
fore the government the views that I am
advancing. It is our interest in every way
and by every means in our power to support
the British government in the fight that
they are making all over the world in order
to carry out the destiny that bas evidently
fallen to the lot of those who stand at the
back of the British Empire. They are
building a road right through the heart of
Africa from Cairo to Cape Town. That is a
marvellous thing. They had first of all to
overcome the wild tribes, where industry is
at its very lowest ebb, where slavery is one
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of the active forces to be met-a land which
is kept apart from the rest of the world for
Want of transportation facilities that our civi-
ization to-day affords. The native forces are
Utilized in the great work and under Imperial
Ofhcers are ad vancing from the north and f romthe south, and when that railwayis completed
they will have accomplished a great thing forbenefit of the world. That great engi-neering work performed by one nation is on apar with the efforts put forth by this smallCanada of ours with its five million people, in
b structing the Canadian Pacific Railway,

ut that was done through an uninhabited
Country or a country inhabited with a peace-
able Population. The African railway isadvancing in the face of hostile tribes and inthe face of all the difficulties that are found
i that savage country, and when the line is

bit will be open to everybody for trade,
Open to every country in the world, and all
Bitishave the saine advantages that thetBrtish people themselves possess, with pro-tection to life and property insured. Then,agai ,look at the great efforts put forth bythe British government in the East to keepChina open for the trade of the world, not toalow Russia or any other country to seizelarge suces of China and exclude the rest ofthe World from it, not to allow one nation ofthe world to close the doors of China andider it accordin- to their own individual

daust bngland says the doors of China
is be kept open to the whole world andfor the benefit of China herself. Now, thatit a noble Policy for any nation to lay down.
for it is in the interest of peace,and ga . only when people are seizingat grasping for their own selfish desiresthat war ensues. Theiefore, in support-
ing Great Britain in the effort she isPutting forth to-day, occupying so widea field in the eyes of the world to-day,
nt fare fighting, not for the agression,fot for selfish objects, but fight.ing to ensurethe peace of the world, and under wiser andbetter counsels bringing that about moretradually It is a great privilege for Canadath ee able to take her share and indentifyhersef with Great Britain and say we are
parid te great Empire. California andUori a are able to say, " we are part of thelnited States, a nation of 70,000,000 peo-
all. Canada by herself, throwing off herilegiance to the British Empire, and striv-
A11g tO govern this vast country, from theAtlantic to the Pacifie, with five millions of

people, would very soon find her efforts
thwarted if she had not t1le power of the
British Empire to protect her from aggression
perhaps, on our Pacifie coast, perhaps on
our Atlantic coast, perhaps aggression
along the boundary line from the Atlantic
to the Pacifie. When we, as Canadians, are
able to say we are part of, and no
mean part of, an empire of 350 or 450
millions, then there is something to broaden
our minds and guarantee us peaceful
progress ; we have no right to put upon
the shoulders of Great Britain the entire
responsibility of maintaining a defensive
force for our benefit as well as for their own.
There is not one solitary advantage gained
by the British government in all the efforts
they put forth that we do not share to the
fullest extent. I have a book here on
imperial defence, edited by Sir Geo. Clarke,
an officer who is very distinguished, and I
think ranks with Capt. Mahon as a contem-
porary writer on defensive forces, and I just
wish to show from it the aggregate marine
tonnage of the British Empire and the
comparative expenditure upon its defence.
It is computed only upon vessels of 100 tons
and upwards :-

Aggregate tonnage

Country. mercantile marine
(vessels, 100 tons
and tupwards).

Tons.
United Kingdon...... 12,117,957
India................. 50,745
Self-governing Colonies. 937,476

Aggregate
annual naval
expenditure.

8

81,640,585
4,760,000
1,101,080

Comparing the above figures with the
tonnage and expenditure of other nations
we have :

Tonnage.

United States ........... *994,675
France ................. 1,04,752
G(ermany....... ....... 1,886,812
Russia.................. 487,681

*Sea borne tonnage only.

$
25,366,825
54,125,200
21,590,625
25,572,845

These figures speak for themselves. The
tonnag±e is 937,476, the expenditure $1,-
101,080.

The aggregate naval expenditure by the
United Kingdom is $81,640,585; by India,
$4,760,000; while the self-governing colonies
contribute $1,101,080. That willgive you a
very clear idea of the proportion of the self-
governing colonies together are bearing to-
wards the naval defence, that is to say,
that where England has been spending about
$6 or $6.50 a ton in naval defence we don't
spend one dollar a ton. They are bearing
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the burden of protecting the seaborne trade of
the British Empire to the extent of nearly
seven times as much as the self-governing
colonies are contributing upon the compar-
ative ownership of tonnage, while measured
by moneys' worth it is seventy-five timnes
as much. While we cannot do any
thing more than our financial ability will
permit us to do, we can show a disposition,
such as is sketched in the correspondence
brought before you, to do our best by accept-
ing the opportunity that the British govern-
ment is apparently willing to give to us in
regard to the repatriation of the 100th
Regiment and provide barrack accommoda-
tion and medical attendance or whatever may
be agreed upon by correspondence between
the two governments. I do not know that
it is necessary to prolong my remarks so
much as to test the patience of hon. gentle-
men, although I am quite satisfied that the
question I am debating has their fullest sym-
pathy, and that there is no more loyal or
patriotic body of men who are responsible for
the good government of the country and
who have a like experience behind them to
guide them, than this honourable Senate of
Canada.

I ask your privilege to allow me to embo ]y
in my remarks here a more complete record of
the Jubilee contingent which went to Eng-
land last year. I referred to it for a short
time in my ,peech on the address, but it is a
theme that cannot be too much dwelt upon
when it is fresh in the minds of the people
of the British Empire. I prepared it in
manuscript with the view of embodying it
with a list of the names of the whole con-
tingent and sonie other data to be preserv ed
as a memento of a month's service among
the colonial forces of the British Empire,
and which I hope might be accomplished for
the benefit of the men who were desirous of
preserving a record of their services together.
If the hon. gentleman will permit me to so
far transgress the rules of the House as to
embody it in my remarks that the record
may he preserved in our Hansard, I will
not task your patience by reading it. It
is as follows: In order that every
officer, non-commissioned officer and man
doing duty with the Imperial colonial con-
tingent in Chelsea barracks, either in its
organization or discipline, might have a
memento of his service and the corps he
served with, the nominal roll of the whole
contingent force has been printed, with a

short account of the occasion which brought
them together. It will serve as a record of
his participation in one of the most remark-
able military gatherings of the nineteenth,
or, perhaps any century, when contingents
representing the outlying forcesof the British
empire, drawn from all parts of the world,
came to honour the noblest sovereign that
bas ever occupled the British throne. By
so doing, they perform the graceful and
patriotic act of laying the voluntary sub-
mission of the government that sent them
to the British constitution, of which Queen
Victoria bas been the constitutional head
for the space of sixty years. At the same
time that the colonial governments were
represented by the defensive force of their
respective countries, the premiers of the self-
governing colonies assembled as the invited
guests of the British government to honour
Her Gracious Majesty by their presence at
the Diamond Jubilee of Her reign-the
golden jubilee, commemorating the fiftieth
yeair of Her Majesty's reign, was held in
1887. During the succeeding ten years, the
spirit which is to-day moving the hearts and
niinds of British subjects has broadened. To
he a citizen or a soldier of the great empire
which is assuming more definite shape as
decade after decade passes bv is now a proud
title. The unanimity of sentiment displayed
by ail classes and nationalities assembled in
the heart of the empire bore ample witness
to that spirit. The contingent forces began
to assemble in May in Chelsea barracks and
their number was completed by the arrivai
of the Canadian contingent on the night of
the 15th of June, they were met at Euston
station by General Lord Methuen, Colonel
Ivor Herbert and Colonel Ward of the army
transport corps, with the fife and drum band
of the Grenadier Guards. The pipers of the
Coldstreams and drum and fife band of the
13th Middlesex Volunteer regiment who
accompanied them on their march of four
miles from Euston station to Chelsea bar-
racks. Chelsea barracks is an adjunct of
Chel>ea hospital, the home of Britain's aged
soldiers to the number of 500. Chelsea
hospital was completed in 1695 under the
architecture of Sir Christopher Wren, and
has remained without change a monument
of the solicitude the English people have
always shown for the men who have helped
to make their naine great. The governor is
Field Marshal Sir Donald Stewart, and the
Deputy Governor is General Charles
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Robinson, a Canadian from Toronto. The Rifles at which Lord Roberts was present.
chapel is the repository for soime of the On the l7th there was no parade, to allow
flags and ensigns representing British victor- officers and men to attend the Aseot races
les of the past, and portraits of celebrated cup day, His Royal Highness the Prince ofOfficers are preserved in its precincts. Wales's horse Persimmon won Her Majesty's

In their interior economy the contingent cup and 4,000 guireas. The Guards Club in-force came under the command of General vited the officers to luncheon in their mar-
Lord Methuen, of the Guards, who com- quee which was a most hospitable entertain-
mands the Home district. For discipline ment. On the l8th there was a march outthey were placed under the command of of ail the colonial troops five or six miles
Colonel Ivor Herbert, who commanded the through London, inspected by Lord Roberts
militia of Canada for several years, Colonel -Conversazione at Royal Colonial Institutethe lion. Matthew Aylmer, AdjutantGeneral in the evening, smoking concert of London
of the Canadian militia, who came over in Scottish same evening, Colonel Balfour in
commlrand of the Canadian contingent, being the chair. On the l9th parade at 9 a.m.appointed on their staff; Lt.-Col. Ward, of Infantry marched t Battersea park and
the army service corps, acting as Quarter- practised halting on the street-mounted
raaster General, Colonel Mason, of the troops marched out and joined a brigade ofGrenadiers of Toronto, Canada, being ap- Cavalry and Royal Horse Artillery to march
POinted to command the infantry of the through the streets in the east end of Lon-
Whole force, and Colonel McInnis of don where they forned a procession for that
Australia, to the command of the cavalry. part of Londonwhich wasbeyondthe
On official parades and inspections FieÍd ofca ot akdotfrtepoeso
Marshal Lord Roberts took command of of the Queen and royal family on the 22nd
the whole of the colonial forces. of June or Jubilee day. On Sunday the 2OthThe troops were sent at the expense of the troops attended church parade at their
the several governments to which they be- various churches; at Chelsea hospital an
longed, barrack accommolation and the inspection of the corps of commissionaries
'ost liberal rations being supplied by the was held and they attended an open airBritish government, as weil as ail transport service. This corps was organized by Sir P.
and seat accoinmodation for the various re- E. Walters, a brother of the late Mr.
views, etc., which they witnessed. An offi- Walters of the Times. He stil) commandscers) mess for ail the officers was established it. It consists of discharged soldiers to the
in the gymnnasium of the barracks, under number of 2,300 who are ail found to bethe Presidency of Capt. Matthews of the trustworthy employees all over Londonarmy transport corps. Horses were sup- in various clubs, mercantile establish-
Plied for the use of the mounted officers and ments, etc., a most honourable corps.Men, with the exception of the Canadian Though meeting occasionally for military

ounted Police and Australian corps, and inspection they form a co-operative societya corps from Cyprus, who brought theirs among themselves, subject to the rules andwih them. The important parade forwhich all the troops met together was to the themse ve mse Oforna an escort to Her Gracious Majesty the ve disciine L d gohenent. n
Queen, to St. Paul's Cathedral, on the 22nd Sul dag e vening o r e thuen enertain
he une, where, on the 60th anniversary of Monday the 2lst, parade. The mountedher accession to the throne, she offered her'force marched to the Thanes eihbankmentYthankfulness to the Almighty for the bless- and took up the position they were to

g vouchsafed to the people she ruled over occupy on the following day in front ofduring her long reign. the iotel Cecil where they were to be
On the loth of June, the day after the joined by the premiers of the Colonialarrival of the Canadian contingent, the whole governments in leading off the proces-

force paraded on the barrack square. Previous sion. On the morning of the 22nd theyto the arrival of the Canadian contingent the paraded at 7 a. m. to take their part in the
huke of Connàught inspected the force that escort which was accompany fer Majesty
hat assembled An invitation was sent to the Queen to St. Paul's Cathedral. A
attenda smoking concert in the evening Guard of honour was furnished by the con-el by the Victoria and St. George tingent under the command of Colonel
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Lassiten, Captain Fleming commanded the the multitude of faces they passed by for
Canadian portion and they marched off six miles. Loyalty, enthusiasm and good
separately. The force formed upon the humourbeingthe chief characteristics. Floral
Thames embankment at 8 o'clock as pre- and other decorations with appropriate mot-
viously laid out, Canada being the senior toes expressive of the occasion were visible
colony led the procession with Lord everywhere, wbich with theseating accommo-
Robertsatthehead preceded by the band dation in every available space and the
of the Life Guards, immediately besind Lord crowds that lined the pavement made a
Roberts and Col. Herbert rode the unattach- most picturesque tout eseble. Some
ed ofaicers who came over with the conting- 48,500 troops composed of British regiments,
ents. The carniages of the colonial premiersi militia regiments and volunteer corps lined
formed up in the rear of each of their con- the route in single rank, supported in
tingent forces, and at 8.30, the colonial force rear by members of the police force. a rom
moved off for J3uckingbam Palace, passing start to finish there was not a hitch in the
under the archway of the Horse Guards proceedings which governed the narch of
through St. James Park, past the palace on the procession, no accidents and no confu-
to Piccadilly through St. James St. past St. sion. The movemfent of the procession was
James Palace the residence of the Duke of governed b bugle sound f rom the rear, and
Connaught and Mrlborougt 8ouse the cnit was signalled by signal men f rom the tops
residence of the Prince of Wales, down Pal of houses so that through the meart of the
Madl, through Trafalgar Square and the Strand great cit.y the movement of the procession
to St. Paul's, where at 12.30 o'clock a service was governed as one man. The Duke of
was held in the open air by the Arch- Connaught assisted by General Lord Meth-
bishop of Canterbury on the steps of ten in command of the home district, and
St. Paul's, supported by the bishops and other otUcers were the official heads who
clergy of every denomination at home and planned and guided its movements. There
abroad. The colonial force was drawn could be only one impression formed dur-
up in front and around St. Paul's, and after ing the stay of the colonial force in Lon-
the impressive service whicbi lasted about: don, and that 'vas, that the principles of
twenty minutes, te procession haned its ement the e

was. governed has oee man. hles Devof

formation and the British troops led upon opinent in the governent of the five or six
the homewvard journey. The state carnages million people within suc a narrow sphere,
containing members of the royal famnily with a cordial assent by e people both
followed the Queen in her state carnuage nric and poor to be controlled by the "ov-
with whom as seated the Pincess of Wales erning forces whose rule of conduct is dlib-
and the Princess Christian, aIl passed in erty without license." The Quen, as she
front of the colonial force. Their Royal stepped into her state carnage at Bucking-
Highnesses, the Prince of rales and the ham Palace, anded for publication a loving
Duke of Connaught, rode beside the royal message to her subjects throughout the B-
cariage which was led hy the commander tis empire.At the gate of Buckingham Palace
in chief Field Marshal Lord Wolseley who: one of the chief electricians had an instru-
looked remarkably C sell. ae was peceded ment, and as she put er foot on the step of
by a brilliant staff of foreig. officeirs, princes her carage, she pressed a button, and
and officers of Her Majesty's Indian empire, imediately to every cebtre in ier extended
the Lord Mayor of Londo, &c. After the British Empire, lier message was sent, and
Queen's state carage had passed the in some cases upon ber return to the palace
colonial forces took up their positions in rep thes wee awaiting bler.
rear of the procession led by Lord Roberts Althouh at the advanced age of 78 fer
with unattached officers from various colonies Majesty bore the fatigue of the procession
at the head followed by the mounted toops well. fier carnage was an open one, and
and infantry, the Canadian Mounted Police she was seen to the best advantage by the
closing the rear of the great procession. In spopulace, who receiued ber wih loud accla-
this order the procession returned to Buck-i mations. re colonial premiers of tbeir
ingha Palace, crossing London Bridge to respective tovernments and the various
the Surrey side and recrossing on Westmin- contingent forces were regarded with almost
ster bridge. Every one who marched in as much interest as Her Majesty. Their
that memoral procession can never forget physique, their discipline, the variety of
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their uniforrns, their carriage with just suf- in chief's inspection prevented their attend-
ficient rivalry among themselves to please, ing. In the evening Albani invited the
showed them off to the best advantage, and force to a special concert at Albert Hall.
they were ail heartily received as friends On the 24th an invitation was sent by the
and comrades by the spectators of the great Maxim Nordenfeld Company to visit the
procession, a portion of which was reflected Einsford ranges. The whole force paraded
by their commander, Field Marshal Lord and teck the train at il o'clock, tickets
Roberts, who led them on bis Arab pony being provided by the company and a mnst
that had carried him on bis celebratcd march hospitable repast was provided for both
te Kandahar. The force combined great officers and men. An interesting afternoon
Varieties of picturesque uniforms and every was spent inspecting the works and witness-
shade of facial colour was represented in ail ing the shooting of the rapid firing guns.
its gradations, from the blackest ebony of The men returned to barracks in the even-
the equator to the fair sons of the north and ing greatly pleased with their days visit
South, ail standing shoulder to shouOder in and the kindness and attention of the Nor-
the same cause, "Our Queen and Empire." denfeld Company for the instructive day.

Officers and men were under arms and on The managers of the theatres sent invit-
the march for nine hours, those who lne 1 ations to the colonial troops to attend, so
the route, probably having, the most fatigu- that ail who desired could enjoy themselves
ing duty. The morning was cloudy, but a to their hearts' content in the field of
littie before noon the sun shone out in ail tragedy or comedy. On the 25th the Can-
its warmth and brightness, and Queen's adian contingent paraded at i a. m. to
veather was maintained on this brightest of receive the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
ail ler Majesty's reign. Premier of Canada, and the High Commis-

tn the evening Lord Methuen entertained sioner, Sir Donld A. Snith. Sir Wilfrid
a large number of thecolonial offcerstodinner Laurier notwithstandin the round of visits
and with him after dinner every one turned he had paid to some of the chief centres in
eut te view the illuminations. The streets Great Britain, the hospitable welcome he
here thronged til an early hour of the had received and the number cf speeches he
tllorning, no vehicles were perinitted and the had made, iooked remarkably well. H1e

guole cf the great London thoroughfares made a close inspection cf the force, and
through whico the route cf the procession afterwards called the officers and men to
Passed was alive with human nature in its the front and complimented them upon the
werriest mood. The decorations were ex- excellent appearance they had made every-
leedingy good and lighted up were shown where, and the credit they reflected upon
tI the best advantage. On Wednesday the Canada. Photographers were our most con-
2 3rd, parade was in order for 6.45 to be in- stant visitors during our stay, and it was
aPected by the commander in chief, Field not their fault if groups were not taken of
Marshali Lord Wolseley, in Hyde Park, who this most memorable gathering.
"las accerpanied by a large staff. After a On the 26th parade was ordered for 4.30
general salute, Lord Wolseley with Lord a.m. to take the train for Portsmouth te
Raberts and Colonel Herbert rode down the witness the naval revie, eleven officers in
ranks, the band of the Grenadier Guards, conmand with the colonial troops. The
who cf times gave their services to the remainder of the officers went at 8.30 from
colonial force played for us. After the Waterloo station, the troops were hospitably
inspection the troops marched past, and the entertained to breakfast by the Admiralty,
Oficers were then called te the front and after embarking on the tKohinoor," an
addressed by the commander in chief who excellent dinner was also served at one
cPriemented the force upon its soldierly o'clock. They were conveyed tu their
bearing and good marching, and made anchorage through the British fleet that lay
special reference toL Canadians with wham anchored in column of ships te the number

h hhad been closely allied in bis past services, cf h00 awaiting the inspection of the fleet
eotPecialy in the Red River expdition which by ris Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,
hee commanded in 1890. Lady Brassey in- onthe Victoria and Albert." The officers of
Vited the officers on this day to an entertain- the contingent embarked at 12 o'clock on the
lent at Normanhurt Court Batte te meet Dunera," which was placed at their dis-
the colonial premiers, but the commander posa and the dispoea cf the representatives
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of the press by the government. A few of from Windsor Castie to attend. With al
the officers were invited to witness the re- the members of the royal fainily a most
view from the " Campania " by the Right brilliant gathering of the English nobility
Honourable Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, upon and London society was entertained. In-
which were the members of the House of vitations were issued to the oficers of the
Lords and Commons. Of the 200 vessels at contingent who were members of their
anchor 165 were British ships of war. Foreign respective colonial parliaments and others
nations were represented by one line of who had recorded their naines in Her
battleship each. Here was seen the latest Majestys visitors' book at the palace. The
modern improvements up to date of naval crowds around the palace gates and leading
architecture and armament, in which Eng- h st
land leads the way in the essential points. the public in Her Nlajesty's entertainient.
The great crowds who witnessed the inagni- On Tuesday, the 29th, there was no parade
ficent spectacle could not but be impressed and the men hai the day to thenselves. In
with the advance in sea power made by the the afternoon the commander in chief held
British government in the last decade. a levee at the Horse Guards at 3 o'clock,
Notwithstanding the powerful fleet at which the officers attended in uniform, and
British stations throughout the world which to whom each officer was individually pre-
remain at their posts, the admiralty were sented and had a private interview. In the
able to muster for inspection 165 ships of evening the High Commissioner of Canada,
war with their crews, from the most power- Lord Strathcona, issued invitations to a large
ful line of battleships down to the swift tor- dinner party at which guests sat down to
pedo boats seen ploughing the water at the the number of 350 at the Hotel Cecil. fe
rate of 25 miles an hour. They were all was supported by thellon.SirWilfridLaurier
decked out in their holiday bunting from on his right and the Marquees of Lorne on
stei to stern. At 2.30 o'clock the " Royal his lef t. Lord Mountstephen, Archbishop
Salute " boomed out as the Prince of Wales Machray, Primate of Canada, Field Marshal
left Southampton with his escort of steam- Sir Donald Stewart, Admirai McClintock,
ships, and when he reached the fleet the the Hon. Edward Blake and a number of
" Royal Salute " belched forth again from other distinguished officers and men were
the noble array of vessels, and the yards present. At il o'clock a number of the
were manned by the seamen, or rather such officers left to attend an Iat home" of the
yards as the modern Leviathans are now en- Marchioness of Lansdowne, to which al
abled to display. In the evening a display had been invited. The streets of London
of fireworks lightened up the heavens in a at one of these great receptions of London's
manner that can only be rendered with the nobility are a sight, the concentration of
same effect by such a fleet. A heavy such a large number of private carnages
thunderstorm at 6 o'clock brought into being with their brilliant iamps, splendid horses
by the artillery of the afternoon damped and equipment and gaily dressed occupants
the ardour of a number of the sight-seers, waiting for an opportunity to alight, create
and this magnificent part of the programme a tout ensemble intermingled with the ondin-
was missed by many, although the thunden ary traffic the like of which it is difficuit te
storm appeared to be but the echo of the imagine, though ah controlled by the police
god of war and did not last longer than the in a remarkable manner. On Wednesday
earthly cannonade had done. The troops the 3Oth parade at 7.15, an invitation had
returned to Victoria station well satisfied been extended by the Right Jonounable
with the new sensation presented to thei Joseph Chamberlain, Colonial Secnetary, to
by the splendid spectacle of naval power, the whole colonial force to visit the dock
and the attention they had received from yards at Portsmouth and also to inspect the
the Admiralty upon their visit. On Sun- great battlesbips. Upon ainival at Ports-
day, the 27th, church parade. Mon- mouth they were entertained by the mayor
day, the 28th, was fine though warm. and citizens of Portsmouth in a mest hospit-
Parade was ordered at 9 a.m., but dismissed able mannen to a banquet, and upon their
and the men had the rest of the day to return from inspecting the ships they were
themselves. The social event of the day entertained to supper. They wene divided
was Her Majesty's garden party at Buck- up into sections and conveyed by stean
ingham Palace for which the Queen returned launches to the various ships, where every
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OPPortunity was afforded by the naval officers his regiment to salute Her Majesty--the
to iflspect the men of war and their arma- Queen must have been a proud woman as
mTients. -In the evening Mrs. Chamberlain well as a proud sovereign to see her sons
had issued invitations to a reception to meet and her grandson, the Duke of York and
the Prince and Princess of Wales, which all the members of Her Royal family sur-
Was another of those large social events that rounding her and filling their station with
attracts London society in very large num- such honour to themselves in the ranks of
bers, and Piccadilly shone like stars with the her service, both civil and military. The
lumferous carriage lamps. The floral decor- review was a grand sight, and numbered
ations in the reception roonis were ma- 27,500 on the parade state. Seven battal-
gnificent and the guests numerous to do ions of the Guards were present which is an
honour to the occasion. On Thursday, unusual muster of thes3 celebrated troops.
the lst of July, parade at 7.45 to attend The place of honour in the march past was
the military review at Aldershot for accorded the colonial force which acquitted
the inspection of the Queen. The colonial itself with credit. The Canadian mounted
troops entrained at Nine Elms station, troops leading the mounted, and the Can-
and arrived at Aldershot, and their train adians again leading the infantry, the two
Was put into a siding, behind the com- wings of the colonial force was divided in
ilissariat department. They were met at two. The Canadian troops have adopted

the station by His Royal Highness the the uniformis of the British service in their
Duke of Connaught, and marched, headed dress regulations both in cavalry, artillery,
by the band of the Rifle Brigade, the Artil- engineers and infantry. The Australians were
lery band, and one of the militia bands. all neatly uniformed in brown, with felt hats
The cavalry were attached to the 3rd King's turned up on one side ; in that way they
Sragoon Guards and Hussars, and the were better distinguished by their dress,infantry were attached to the Rifle Brigade, otherwise the Canadian uniforms were the
Royal Engineers' regiment, &c., where the favourites. The Cape mounted 'rifles, in
oflicers and men were hospitably entertained their rifle dress, were very smart, and were
at the various regimental messes. The a counterpart of the Canadian Mounted
arrangements for the review were very com- Police in scarlet. The physique of the whole
Plete, those who received tickets for seats at force was excellent. The eastern native
the grand stand, went down at I o'clock corps were uniformed more in accordance
frorn the Waterloo station, and all the with eastern customs, and the Sikhs were
Passengers were met by the wagons of the fine soldierly men. Sierre Leone, the West
Army Service corps and conveyed to the Indies, Hong Kong, and the numerous out-review grounds, whiere light refreshments lying spots on the face of the earth where
were provided. All the troops, includ- the British flag waves, were all represented
lng the colonial contingents, for review in filing past Her Majesty, their hearts all
'fustered on Laffan's Plain at 2 o'clock. swelling with pride that in the historic
The Queen's carriage with four grays and military camp of Aldershot they could take
Outriders followed by the other state car- their place as members of a great imperialriages took up their position at the saluting force coming into existence, as Britain's
Point at three o'clock. Her Majesty was world-wide interests grew and developed
received with a royal salute of artillery upon under the fostering influence of the Britishleaving the special train which conveyed constitution. After the brigades hadther to Aldershot and upon arriving upon narched past in open column, with theirthe ground she was met with a royal salute niassed bands leading theni, the cavalry

ky the troops under the command of the then galloped past, and the infantry re-
.uke of Connaught, the bands massed, turned in quarter column. The whole great

Playing God save the Queen. A brilliant line of columns then advanced in review
Staff of foreign officers took up their posi- order to Her Majesty's carriage. The Duke

ion in the rear of the Queen's carriage. of Connaught, who commanded the Alder-
"il Royal Highness the Prince of Wales shot camp, gave the word: " Prepare to
tGok up his position, and as colonel, marched give three cheers for the Queen ! " and a
Past at the head of his regiment, the 10th wave of hearty British cheers went down the
lussars. The Duke of Cambridge also line as the order was issued from right to

Once more fell into the ranks as colonel of left, bands playing the national anthem.
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After this last royal salute, the Queen took
her departure with her escort, receiving an
ovation from the troops as she passed down
the line in front of them, which did not
cease until her carriage had disappeared from
sight. The colonial force returned to Chel-
sea barracks by train. The Army Service
corps in full force conveyed the guests at
the grand stand back to Aldershot station,
and the precision of arrangements in carry-
ing out all the great events of the Jubilee
was thoroughly exemplified on this occasion
in the conveyance and management of the
large crowds, and the movement of the troops.
In the evening there was a reception at the
Imperial Institute in London by the High
Commissioner for Canada, Sir Donald and
Lady Smith, now Lord Strathcona and Mount 1
Royal. On Friday the 2nd parade was
ordered at 8.45 to proceed to Windsor Castle
to be inspected by Her Majesy on the lawn
below the castle. The Queen hearing that
some of the colonial troops had not had the
opportunity of seeing ber on the day of the
procession, invited them down to visit her at
her palace. They marched through Hyde
Park to Paddington station and took the
train for this historic royal residence, Field
Marshal Lord Roberts and Colonel Herbert
in command. The portion of the palace in
which the Queen makes ber home has been
in continuous occupation since the 12th cen-
tury, other portions have been added since.
Upon arrival at Windsor the troops marched
to the grounds of the palace where tents had
been erected and a sumptuous repast had
been provided for them. The officers were
all invited into the palace, and into the
Waterloo Chamber, the ante-chamber of St.
George's banquetting hall. They were re-
ceived by the Lord Chamberlain and the
officers of Her Majesty's household. The
Queen sent ber autograph book to obtain the
autographs of all the officers who were ber
visitors. The officers were then invited into
St. George's banquetting hall and sat down
to the number of one hundred and thirty.
The Lord Steward presiding. Of all the
guests who have in the past sat down in
this historic chamber to accept the Queen's
hospitality, none have possessed such a re-
markable character or possessed so much
significance in the growth and the unity of
Her Majesty's subjects throughout the Brit-
ish empire, and the respect they entertain
for one another. The band played through-
out tho repast which lasted for an hour. At

its close the Lord Steward proposed the
health of the Queen, the band playing the
niational anthem. He then proposed the
health of our guests, and the party broke up
and dispersed to visit the chambers of the
castle, which had all been prepared for public
inspection. To attempt to describe the beau-
ties of Windsor Castle and its surroundings
is not part of the object of this memento of
daily details, especially when its beauties
have been so often eloquently described, but
the fact was impressed on our minds that
the 930 of Her Majesty's colonial troops
who were so hospitably entertained were not
merely visitors to the castle, but honoured
guests of the Queen. After the bodily comforts
had been well refreshed, the troops were as-
sembed on the lawn surrounded by magnifi-
cent elms, and formed up in line facing the
castle. It was to all intents and purposes a
private parade, no one but representatives of
the pictorial and daily press being present, in
addition to the royal guests of Her Majesty's
household. Her Majesty the Queen arrived
in her carriage with four grays and their
postilions in scarlet, an outrider in front on
a handsome spirited gray horse. Her car-
riage was supported on either side by
two equerries, and Princess Christian
accompanied her. The Queen was received
by Field Marshal Lord Roberts at
the saluting point, whom she called to
her side. The colonial force drawn up in
line, under the command of Colonel Her-
bert, received the Queen with a royal salute,
the Grenadier Guards band supplying the
music. The Queen then drove down the
line and Lord Roberts walking beside, ex-
plained to her the various corps and the
countries they came from. She stopped and
spoke to one or two of the Indian officers and
conversed with them in Hindustani. After ber
inspection of the force, the Queen again
took up ber position at the saluting point,
and they marched past, then formed line
and advanced in review order to ber car-
riageand gave a royal salute. TheQueen then
directed Lord Roberts to present the officers
to ber, and also to select a non-comissioned
officer f rom eachcorps to be presented. Com-
mencing with the attached officers the pre-
sentations took up half an hour, Lord
Roberts presenting each as they came up.
Her Majesty spoke to some of the menl and
conversed in Hindustani with her Indian
subjects. It was an impressive scene, this
royal lady, 60 years a monarch, interesting
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herself in the minutest details, doing and
saYing everything that was likely to please
those who had come thousands of miles
to show their homage to her person
and throne. After the presentations
Were over she asked Lord Roberts to
express to her colonial soldiers, the grati-
fication it had given her to meet them, that
ehe wished them all a safe journey to their
distant homes, and every happiness and
Prosperity in their future lives. After the
Presentations were over, a royal salute was
again given and Her Majesty closed a most
rnemnorableceremony of thenumerous ceremo-
nies that marked her Diamond Jubilee. The
troops returned to the station through a
dense line of Windsor's citizens who assem-
bled to see the colonial troops and officers.
They returned to London only to see another
dense crowd awaiting them there, and
arrived at Chelsea barracks at 7.30. Wher-
ever the colonial troops were known to be
c0niing or going there was sure to be a greatcrowd in the streets to see them pass. The1 ndian princes and officers who came overfor the Jubilee did not accompany the force
to Windsor but had a separate audience

itb Uer Majesty on the Monday following,
.hile the members of parliainent were

received by her officers Saturday, the follow-
Ing day to our inspection. This was only
on"e cf the almost daily receptions or in-8Pections Her Majesty held during the
tree weeks of the Jubilee celebrations and

an evidence of the strength of body and
"Itllect she has preserved during 60 years

ef ber Official life as a constitutional sover-
by a laThe evening of Friday was marked4 a large banquet at the Colonial Insiitute,Presided over by the Duke of Connaught at
and .he colonial premiers were present,
a invitations were issued to a number ofOfcers to attend. As the Canadian con-
tingent were under orders to entrain at
atuston station to return to Canadah o'clock the next day, July 3rd, and
nearcheir baggage ready by 11 o'clock andJito Buckingham Palace to receive their
Jublee mfedals from His Royal Highness the
Prince Of Wales, with the exception of a few
they could not attend the banquet The Can-
%d'ans government having taken a return
PtheIage for the Canadian contingent upon
the lat July the steamer was delayed Iwo
days to allow the Canadian contingent to
Participate in the visit to Windsor and the
Presentation of the medals by His Royal17

Highness Prince of Wales, but no further
arrangement could be made to prolong their
stay. On Monday, the 3rd July, parade
was ordered for the whole force at 10
o'clock to march to Buckingham Palace in
review order to receive from His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales, a Jubilee
medal in commemoration of the great event
which was now drawing to a close. The
troops marched into the private grounds be-
hind the palace under the command of Col-
onel Ivor Herbert, where they were met by
Field Marshal Lord Roberts, and formed a
hollow square in single rank with the
attached officers on the right and the con-
tingent forces of the various colonies and
dependencies formed up in the regular order
upon which they were accustomed to appear
on parade. Field Marshal Lord Roberts,
whose interest in the colonial forces of Her
Majesty never abated, was present at their
head to receive His Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales. The Commander in Caief,
Field Marshal Lord Wolseley was also pre-
sent. His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales, His Royal Highness the Duke of
Cambridge, the Duke and Duchess of
York, the Duke and Duchess' of
Connaught the Duke and Duchess of
Edinburgh, Hon. Mr. Chamberlain, the
Colonial Secretary, the colonial premiers,
and a very large number of distinguished
officers and statesmen were present to wit-
ness the distribution of Her Majesty's jubilee
medal, an emblem of peace rather than of
war, which was to take precedence of all
medals except the Victoria, Cross, an insig-
nia òf individual courage. His Royal
Highnebs went down the ranks and made an
inspection of the whole force, 930 strong on
the parade state. He then took up his
position in front of the hollow square under
the shade of a wide spreading tree, where
the medals were all laid out in their boxes,
and the nominal roll of the force was at-
tached. The word was then given, to the
right turn, follow in succession to receive
medals, and the presentation commenced
with each officer, non-commissioned officer
and man receiving from the hands of the
Prince of Wales a medal with ribbon and
fastening attached, until he had presented
the whole 930 as they filed past him in
single file, a ceremony which lasted about
two hours. The Canadian contingent of the
colonial force were invited by the Guards to
mess at Wellington barracks prior to their
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departure for Euston station en route for
Canada. After dinner the Canadian force
narched to Euston statioki to entrain at 3.30

o'clock, the Army Service corps having al-
ready transported their baggage. They
were accompanied by the band of the Gren-
adier Guards, the fife and drum band,
and pipers of the Coldstreams and the band
of the 13th Middlesex. A large and
sympathetic crowd of friends and well-
wishers were present to see them off
by whom they were loudly cheered.
Major General, Lord Methuen, Colonel Ivor
Herbert and Colonel Ward with Lord
Strathcona were there to see us en-
train and take their leave of that part
of the contingent force of the British
empire that came across the Atlantic ocean
or "herring pond," as it is familiarly called,
to do honour to Her Majesty the Queen,
and to unite with all the other troops in
developing the defences of the British
empire. To these three officers is largely due
the successful management and discipline
of the Chelsea force of colonial troops, and
the sympathetic efforts they made to remove
every grievance. No one can imagine for a
moment the enormous strain that was put
upon both official and civil life of London
to carry through successfully, in the midst
of a population of some six or seven million
people in London, the succession of remark-
able events crowded into the space of a fort-
night, without encroaching upon the daily
business of the population. As the train
moved off the bands played their parting
farewells, and the demonstration was not
the least imposing of a series of parades and
reviews that had followed one another in
rapid succession, which showed the strong
bond of union and affection that had gained
strength with age for the descendants of the
race that had gone far afield on the world's
surface, and who had, with so much success,
added renown to the British empire and
strengthened its world-wide combination of
force. Saturday the 3rd July, practically
closed the officiai parades of the colonial con-
tingent force, and preparations commenced
for the dispersion of the remainder of the
force to their destination. Colonel Ivor
Herbert officially reported on Tuesday, the
6th July, that the conduct of all the men
had been most exemplary. There were 1,000
men of every nationality, and yet not one
man's name appears on the defaulter's sheet
for the whole five weeks.

Detachments of native "sappers from
Malta, the west coast of Afric4, Jamaica,
Mauritius, the Strait Settlement, Hong
Kong and Ceylon departed on Monday to
the School of Military Engineering, Chatham,
where they will undergo a short course of
special training before returning to their
respective stations. Fifty-four artillerymen
from Hong Kong, Singapore, Ceylon, Mauri
tius, Jamaica, St. Louis, Sierra Leone, Ber-
muda, Malta and Lagos left on the same day
for Shoeburyness for a course of training.
The New Zealand military contingent went
to Aldershot for three weeks' training with
the regular troops. Portions of the Austra-
lian troops were also to remain for a short
time and training. The Rhodesian force
under Capt. Gifford who had lost an arm in
the Matabele fighting in South Africa was a
popular hero on the line of our various
marches. This officer served in the North-
west field force of Canada in 1885 in
Capt. French's corps of scouts. In addition
to the assemblage of the colonial forces in
Chelsea barracks the colonial premiers had
assembled upon the invitation of the Right
Honourable Joseph Chamberlain, the Colon-
ial Secretary, to take their places in the
Jubilee procession to St. Paul's Cathedral.
They visited in company with the
Right Honourable Joseph Chamberlain, the
Duke of Devonshire and others, and
were introduced to the British population
where they were everywhere hospitably
and enthusiastically received. A record
of the important speeches that were
made and the significance attached to
their visit officially, all tended to broaden
the statesmanship of those who are re-
sponsible for the guidance of the people
they represent at home and abroad in con-
solidating a powerful force -to aid in the
promotion of the welfare of the world's
population, the carrying out of which has
only now been rendered possible by the
advance in the rapid means of communica-
tion which the creative power of man has
given. To attempt to give any account of
the brilliant receptions held in their honour
is beyond the purpose for which this
memento has been prepared, except so far
as to show that the statesmen of the
countries represented by the defensive force
in Chelsea barracks were helping to lay a
foundation for imperial unity in work-
ing out the British constitution, which is the
leading rule of political life in the govern-
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inents of nations, and that, while the initia-
tion of a united defensive force was inaugu-
rated through their military contingents,
the governing forces were aiming to work out
problems which would result in a healthy
march of progress.

This sketch is not intended as a descrip-
tion of events which have been so graphical-
]y described in the public press and which
has been so widely distributed by means of
the submarine cables which focus the daily
events of the world, and enables the British
eInpire in its official relationship to move by
"lock work. It is merely intended in con-
nection with other official data and a nomi-
nal roll of the force to give to each soldier a
rnemento of his service to preserve as an
heirloom his participation in one of the most

omentous, political, and physical forces that
e world has ever known based on freedom,

and humanitarian in its design. For weal or
for woe it is the crowing act in the drama
of the long life of a good woman and a noble
sovereign. And as she heads the list of names
enrolled in this soldier's memento as the su-
preme authority over Her Imperial army
through her viceroys, governors general, and
subordinate officers it gives a lustre to the

het which wili justly cause every soldier and
every citizen whose defencive force he is to
regard his mniemento with pride and with
honour.

I have said sufficient to show you how
connected the 100th Regiment is with Can-
ada, the services it has performed, the factthat it Was raised for service in 1805, the
tact that it served for 13 years in Canada,the fact that wvhen disbanded its members
did not return to the old country but be-

amne Pioneer settlers of Canada and that
their descendants occupy a very large field
in Canada itself ; that the same opportun-
ities that ekist in the old country should be
accorded to Canada for service in the army,
and the opportunity for this service shouldnot be withheld for the want of any effort
On the part of our Canadian government.
The petitions were most varied. The
Petitions were to His Royal Highness theprince of Wales, but none the less are they
elgnificant to our government of the wishes-f a large number of Canada's citizents and
citizen soldiery, who believe we are entitled
t0 take our share of responsibility in theStirring events of the world and in the
goverrnent of nations which is so essential
of the world's peaceful progress. From

17à

every part-I think every member of the
provincial government of the province of
Quebec on the east and British Columbia on
the west signed it from the governor down,
every senator signed it, every member of
the last parliament signed it, corporations
and governments and military men and
regiments have all taken their share in pre-
senting the magnificent testimonial of the
Canadian people to effect the desires that I
have been presenting to you to-day. It is,
therefore, with very great pleasure that I
now put the question to the hon. leader of
the government in regard to this matter, to
ask him to lay on the table of the House
any correspondence there may be, in addi-
tion to what I have already presented, and
which shows to the extent that it had pass-
ed that we may know exactly the position
in which this matter does stand before the
Canadian people in the hope that further
action may be taken to identify Canada in
the imperial service.'

Hon. Mr. ALMON--I am sure, after hear-
ing the patriotic speech of the hon. member
for Shell River, that all hon. gentlemen are
desirous of enlisting in the British army,
and not only themselves, but all their
friends and relations. They may become
corporals, sergeants ; in fact, every office in
the army is open to them, that is among the
non-commissioned officers, and I beg to tell
them that in the state of excitement they
are in, all they have to do is to go to Halifax,
give their name and go before the magistrate
of the county and they can enlist and be
received into the army without any expense
or trouble.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am sure we have all
listened with interest to the historical sketch
which my hon. friend has given of the regi-
ments of the British army that have borne
the number 100, and he has explained to us
how that one of these has in time disappeared
and been superseded by another. We all
recognize that there are other than legal
bonds that hold the parts of the British
Empire together, and this no doubt is one of
them, our being associated with the British
people in the formation of a regiment which
served in the army, Canadians as well as
Englishmen, Irishmen and Scotchmen. Con-
stant association remind those of each nation-
ality that they are part of the same country.
The tendency of every new country is to for-
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get the larger questions, and to turn attention Imperial constitution equally suited to the
to those whicii more immediately concerni wants of the empire, and equally well
their material progress and their individual calculated to hold ail its separated parts
welfare. The growth of a community in its together in one political organization. I
political sentiment is not unlike the growth'may say to niy hon. friend that 1 shah
of an individual f rom childhood to manhood. bring to the attention of mv colleagues the
The questions which, in our earlier years, observations which he has adressed to this
make little or no impression upon our minds buse for their further consideration, and 1
are thoseof the mostintenseimportance, when will see that the papers for which my hon.
wecome toreflect and appreciate their valueto friend has roved are brought down during
us. In our historical progress I think it is the session at as early a period as they can
evidentto every one that the events which have be.
transpired during the Diamond Jubilee of The motion was agreed to.
Her Majesty have awakened in the people
of Canada, and in every colonial possession
of the empire, an intense interest, not CORRESPONDENCE WITII MAC
merely in that section of the empire which KENZ E AND MANN.
tney occupy, but in the unity of ail the pOTION.
British populations as one people. We are
growing in that direction every year more Hon. Mr. LOUGiEE moved:
and more. The foi mation of a regiment, That an humble address be presented to His Excel-
it~s return af ter long years, the admission of Iency the (4overnor General, praying that 1lis Excel-
the public men of Canada to the Judieiai lency wll cause te he presented to the Senate, copies

iof al letters, papers and documents which passed
i between the goverment, or any me ner thereof, and

part in the negotiation of treaties which e Messrs. Mackenzie and Mann, previous to the signing
concern us, especialy those of a commercial oM the Canadian Yukon Railway contract.

character, our interprovincial conferences, H1e said : In anticipation of the discussion
the common consideration of questionsaf- which will necessarily take place at an early
fecting the general wll-being of the empire, day, do not purpose making any remarks
aBr tend to cerent us ogether as one people, on the subject, but presue my hn. friend
are ail of importance in our growth and will bring down those papess, so that they
progress; al show that we are becoming one may be on the table of the bouse when the
people, cemented together by common in- atrcmsu o icsin
terests, actuated by a determination to stand
together in the maintenance of our rights
in a far greater degree than were those akn n. r MLS ay say t yho
of former generations. I think tîis is the rnd at I a not are tht ter
necessary outcome of our progress. I have nper but I lin theatter
neter myself regarded it as important, nor ander thef- aen y hon cole
have I had any particular sympathy with dr f t a n p h b
those who are anxious to meet together and bronehteDo
to, devise a written constitution for the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-At a later day
empire-a mechanical contrivance under wil the hon. gentleman state whether there
which the empire is to be ruled and
governed for al time to comne. The
British empire is a thing of growth. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, will make in-
The English constitution is the product of quiry, and let my hon. friend know.
vital forces. It is not a mechanical con-
trivance, and in my opinion the sae vital The motion was agreed to.
forces which have tended to develop the
English constitution, and to make it that CORRESPOINDE.NCE RE HAMILTON
important and depicate organization so well SMTH.
adapted to the government of the UnitedMOIN
Kingdom, and so wel adapted to theMOTION.
governaent of each dependent or indepen- Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved:
dent self.governing colony ebraced, in the That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
empire, will also tend to develop an cellency the Governor General, praying that Hi Ex-
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ellency will cause to be presented to the Senate, co-
ies O al telegrams and letters passing between any

elner of the govermuient ani the High Commission-
er relating to Mr. Hamilton Smith, and all papers,iOU1munications and documents, the contents of which
ot lert iuced the governnent to send such telegrams

le said: I may say in this connection
that in a very short time we expect the
Yukon Bill to come before this Senate for
discussion and consideration, and in view ofthat fact I think it is highly important that

the information should be given to hon.
Senators, in order that they may be able to

ave an intelligent discussion and give an
Itelligent Vote on the question. There are

'ome doubts with regard to what has trans-Pired, or what correspondence has taken
place, between the government and Mr.
. amitton Smith in reference to his connec-

tion with this contract, and it would be
important for us to have those documentsor letters, whatever they be, so that we can
lear into them and see in what way theyb on the contract with respect to the
building of this railway.

on. "Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection

th ringing down the telegrams received by
bhe Premier from the Hihg Commissioner,
tut, as the hon. gentleman probably knows,the production of the telegram from theprenuier to Lord Strathcona was refused inthe other chamber. It was of a private and
Personal character, and the premier declined
th bring it down. I am not aware thatthere are any other papers, communications
thadocuments, which led to the sending of

gl message. If there are any, I shall be
g ad to mnake the inquir-, and give the hion.
gentleman the information.

kion. Mr. ALMON-I would like to
kno what is meant by " personal charac-ter" 1oW can a telegram be of a personal
Character if it is on public business-whether
laniilton Smith is connected with the
ROthschilds or not ? I do not think thereCan be anything personal in that question.

1ver. fMr. SCOTT-The premier gave aVery full answer in the other chamber. The
telegram was one purely private and per-Sotal. I have not seen it myself. It didndot Come before council in any- way, and,flnder those circumstances, the telegram
'lot be produced.

]Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
express my great surprise at the posi-

tion taken by the hon. Secretary of State
and also by his chief. As the hon. member
for Halifax has already pointed out, when a
question is asked a public officer, occupying
the high position that Lord Strathcona does,
and the answer received and that answer
made public, and given to the world, how
can that question which was put, which
called forth that answer, be called private
and personal? If a private and personal
telegram were sent to any official for informa-
tion, that information being received upon a
private telegram, would it not be equally
consistent for the answer to be withheld ?
I have noticed in the negotiations which
have taken place by this governient and
provincial governments-and this is a con-
tinuance of the same policy-that when cor-
respondence has been asked for, we have
been told there is no correspondence, that
the conclusion at which they arrived was
after consultation, and during informal con-
versations. I scarcely think there is any
parallel in the history of our country
where the government has been con-
ducted on those principles. Wherever any
important question has arisen between
a foreign nation or the Home government;
or, in our case, between the provincial gov-
ernment and the Dominion government,
there has been in the past a record of it.
But it has been found convenient since the
present government has been in power to
carry on negotiations of the most serious
character, affecting most inportant ques-
tions that have agitated the people of this
country, and when papers have been asked
for, we have been coolly told there has been
no such correspondence, and there are no
such records. Such was the case in that
memorable discussion in connection with
the Manitoba school question which every
one will acknowledge was of the most im-
portant character. The government with
which I was connected, in all our negotia-
tions and intercourse with the provincial
government, had everything put in writing
and every document was laid before parlia-
ment. It is true that when a telegram was
read in the Lower House by Sir Charles
Tupper, in reply to a telegram that had been
senttothepremieroftheprovinceofManitoba,
he said that just as soon as lie could com-
municate with the premier of Manitoba
he would be able to give an answer. We
were anxious to make everything connected
with the matter public, because we had



nothing of which "toT be ashamed. The
telegram was open, plain, distinct and to the
point, but the premier of Manitoba refused
to give us his assent to make it public. We
had nothing to keep from the public view,
we were anxious that all the facts should be
known in order that the public might draw
their own conclusions as to the course which
we had taken. We have here a case in
which a man's reputation is at stake-a man
who, after investigation, I find occupies a
high position in the commercial world. He
stands at the head of his profession as a
mining engineer in London, the great metro
polis of the world. An answer com-s from
our High Conmissioner making a certain
statement. Surely the question which
elicited that answer is of much importance
to the people of Canada, and more particu-
larly to those who have to deal with a ques.
tion which comes before the Senate in a few
days,as the answer itself was. How is it that
a policy of this kind can be tolerated in this
free country, more particularly a couiitry
governed by responsible advisers, is some-
thing I cannot understand. True, the
premier and his colleagues can say " we are
responsible to the people, we refuse to give
you that information and we take the
responsibility of our refusai." If the people
are satisfied with government of that
kind, we should know it, and the sooner the
people are appealed to for the purpose of
ascertaining if that is their idea of responsi-
ble government, the better. I repeat, it is
unprecedented in the history, not only of
this country but in the history of England,
that where a question bas been asked of a
foreign nation and an answer given, that
the question which elicited the answer bas
been refused. Very soon we shall have to
consider an important measure on which we
will be required not only to express our
opinion, but in all probability cast our vote,
and the very question which was asked and
which elici:ed the telegram from Lord
Strathcona might influence to a very great
extent those who are to deal with the ques-
tion. We have the answer-I do not know
what the question was-that Mr. Hamilton
Smith had no authority from Lord Roths-
child to make a certain offer to the govern-
ment of Canada. Mr. Hamilton Smith
never made the statement that he bad the
authority of Lord Rothschild to do anything
of the kind. The people must corne to the
conclusion that there is something concealed

which elicited that answer, something which
the government of the day are afraid to let
the people know ; if they were not, they
would place the question before the country
just as they have placed the answer. They
take the responsibility to suppress the ques-
tion and the people will draw, as we are
drawing, their own conclusions and deduc-
tions from it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend would
have this House believe that when he was in
office that was the golden age and that ever
since this country has more and more deteri-
orated. I do not think hon. gentlemen will
find that the practice of the present govern-
ment differs very much fron the practice of
the government which preceded it-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh
yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Except for the better.
Let me remind my hon. friend of some facts
which he seems to have forgotten. Take
the negotiations in Washington in 1887.
Has my lion. friend ever read the protocols
in that negotiation? Does he know that of
the forty or fifty meetings that took place
each protocol consists of two or three Unes
and that every protocol is exactly the same,
that no information was given, not a thing
conveyed to this parliament ? Has it ever
been conveyed to the parliament from that
hour to this ? If my hon. friend's rule is
correct, that was all wrong and yet that was
all done whén my hon. friend was in office.
Let me refer to another matter; my hon.
friend when in office went to Washington.
I think the member for King's, Mr. Foster,
went with him. Several telegrams passed
between the colonial oflice and the govern-
ment here through the British Ambassador
at Washington.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not at that time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. My hon. friend
bas forgotten, for I called attention to the
telegrams and despatches and asked again
and again for their production, and my hon.
friend did not produce those dispatches or
tel grams although without that information
in our possession the hon. gentleman's col-
leagues insisted upon a discussion in the
House of Commons.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon, gentleman has alluded to another
deputation, not the one that I was on.
HUowever, the principle is the same.

Ion. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says
the government ought to bring down all
the papers.

other, and of the various suggestions and
amendments and changes that were made
during the progress of the discussion.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Why
then did the premier try to damage the re-
putation of M r. Hamilton Smith?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No, Hon. Mr. MILLS-There was no attempt
I did not say that. damage the reputation of Mr. Hamiton

Smith.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Well my hon. friend's Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.>0h,proposition was a good (eal broader than the

facts warranted. Let me say this, there is
flot a British ambassy abroad in which Hon. Mr. MILLS-The newspapers thatthere is not extensive correspondence that support my hon. friend and that supported
is private and confidential. Lord Palmers- Mr Hamilton Smith in bis desire to foist
ton On one occasion said that it would be t W
'nmpossible to maintain the friendly relationthWainonblonheppeofhsth~e~~t mantan te fienly elaioncountry, every one of them. representedthat exists between the different states if Hainilton Smith as the agent of Rothschild,the private and confidential despatches, that and it was put forward f rom day to day

it ws necessary a government should have that the government should deal with Ham-in its Possession to warn it of dangers, were j ilton Smith becau8e he was a representativegl'en to the public. An ambassador may of so powerful a company of capitalists asbelieve that there are intrigues going on the Rothscbilds and those associated withagainst his government. The reports may them.be foundationless and yet it is important, if
ere be Suspicion of that kind, Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does my hon.

commuIicated to his government, and frieni know that the premier, at the timeyet the government could not disclose it. be sent that cablegram, bad a communication
Lord Palmerston said on oie occasion that f rom Mr. Hamilton Smith saying that hein
h settled more occasions of difficulty be- no way represented tie Rothschild,? And
theen himself and the other states of Europe, will my hon. friend, while he cites parlia-t were represented at the Court of St. mentary usages and precedents, cite a caseJames, at his dinner table than he had in wbich a premier of any country unwar-ever settled by correspondence. Those rantably used in such a way the name of any
dinner table discussions are not brought individual and received an answer thereto an
down to parliament. My hon. friend answer containing an innuendo wich, todeelares that we ought not to have those not knowing aIl the circumstances, washed personal intercourse with Mackenzie made use of by the government here to
&s Mhann, that everything of that kind vilify and falsify and slander that individual,

bhould have been done by correspondence. wileat the same time be feared thc challenge
1 (leny that-that is not the rule, and if we of public opinion in producing a copy of thehave not any papers to produce we can pro- message he sent?
duce results, as my hon. friend and hiscolleagues did in 1887 when they subimitted Hon. Mr. MJLLS-My hon. friend puts.the parliament of this country the a question that is at variance with theWashington Treaty without a single particle facts. Those who are supporting Hamilton
of information contained in any protocol Smith and seeking to damage the govern-tat was kept during the period of the dis- nent and frustrate the attempts to establish
Cussion. Now we say here you have the an alCanadian route to a Canadian terri-
Ontract between Mackenzie & Mann, on tory, a route under Caîadian control, repre-ole side, and the government on the other- sented Hamilton Smith everywhere as the

that is the resuit. You are competent to ran who had the Rothschilds behind him.
Jidge of the merits of it f rom that. You do Was it not perfectly natural, under the
rlot require to have a report kept of every circumstances, that the Prime MinisterWoiJ that was said on the one aide or the should make inquiries and that he should
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make it at the only place where accurate
information was certain to be obtained ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then why
should he hesitate to show his inquiry to
parliament i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The House was en-
titled to know what the answer was to the
statement made whether Hamilton Smith
was the agent and representative of the
Rothschilds or not. That is what the
public were entitled to know. That is what
they do know. That information was given
to the public and my hon. friend is not
entitled to know what the Prime Minister
put in his telegram. He nay have inquired
about a dozen other things in the same
telegram. They may have been of a strictly
private character.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We are willing
that he should eliminate those that are
private.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 have not seen the
telegram any more than the hon. gentleman
has, and I think I would have an equal
right to the lion. gentleman to see it, but I
claim no such right. I have answered the
observations made by my hon. friend (Sir
Mackenzie Bowell), J have shown that be
laid down rules that are never acted upon,
that no government has acted upon or can
act upon The reason for keeping a written
record of what transpires between one state
and another does not apply to the govern-
ment in its negotiations with a private cor-
poration. There is not an interview that a
British ambassador abroad lias with the re-
presentatives of the country to which he is
accredited, in which he does not nake a re-
cord of the correspondence that has passed
between them, in order that it may be re-
ferred to afterwards, because it may to a
certain extent, bind his government. There
are political considerations and reasons of
state why that should be done, but no such
reason of state applies to negotiations be-
tween the government of Canada and
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann with respect to
the construction of a railway, and so I say
the hon. gentleman has not acted upon those
principles of ideal practicability, nor has he
done so heretofore.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not think the
answer of my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice is such a one as he should have given

to the speech of the leader of the oppo-
sition. Any one who bas experience in
public life knows that there are many occa-
sions on which it is not expedient that cor-
respondence should be made public ; corres-
pondence relating to business negotiations
being transacted at the time should not
be given to he public, and under all such
circunstances discretion is allowed to the
government to withhold information which,
if made public, might be detrimental to the
public interests. We all know that the
precedents cited by iny lion. friend the
leader of the House are perfectly con-
sistent with constitutional usage, both in
Canada and Great Britain, but these cases
are not at ail parallel with the case
that is now under consideration. The case
before us is one to which no parallel can be
found anywhere, for the conduct of a govern-
nient in withholding information that was
asked for is unjustifiable. If Mr. Hamilton
Smith had represented himself to betheagent
of the Rothschilds, then there might be some
excuse for giving information in the way it
bas been given without the telegram which
elicited that information, but there is
not a tittle of proof anywhere that Mr.
Hamilton Smith represented himself as
such agent. On the contrary, we have
the clear and distinct language of that
gentleman addressed to the government that
he was not an agent of the Roth§clilds.
This telegram was sent under peculiar cir-
cumstances. A great question was before
parliament, and in the public interest it had
been subnitted to the House of Commons
that another syndicate was prepared to
undertake the work which was contem-
plated by the bill then before parliament
for a far less subsidy than the government
was willing to grant to the favoured
company, and that, of course, had a
great effect upon the public mind.
It was to discredit Mr. Hamilton Smith
that the information was sought from
the High Commissioner, and it was neces-
sary to get suci a telegram as would suit
the purpose, especially on the eve of the
elections in Ontario, for we all know that
the information was given two or three days
before the election in Ontario, where public
sentiment was, I believe, running very
strongly against the improvident bargain
that the government were then attempting
to rush through the House of Commons.
All the circumstances point to the fact that
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a telegram unfair to Mr. Hamilton Smith, man on the strength of this telegram, and
and a misleading telegram, calculated to therefore it was the simplest fair play and
elicit a reply to mislead the country at an justice that the information on which that
important crisis, was sent by the Prime answer was got from the High Commissioner

inister, or some member of the govern- should have been submitted to parliament
'ment, to the H1igh Commissioner, and that I do not consider that my hon. friend who
the ligh Commissioner was led to give has made this motion on the other side of
Snch an answer as would suit the purposes, the House bas got an answer with which he
Of the government for the time being. The ought to be satisfied with or which the Sen-
unfairness is, that the govei nment, having ate ought to consider satisfactory. The
given to the public one side of the question, Senate can only supplement, by the opinion
has notgiven the telegram which elicited Lord it must entertain on this question, the judg-

trathcona's reply. To every fair minded ment which 1 believe bas already been pro-
an it must appear that a most unfair ad- nounced in the country upon a most inde-

vantage was taken of Mr. Hamilton Smith fensible mode of action.
under the circumstances, that a most unfair
attempt was made to mislead the country Hon. Mr. POWER-It is to be hoped
under the circumstances, and that it had that the speech delivered by the hon. gentle-
the desired effect. If the government had man from Richmond (Mr. Miller) is not, a
not made the answer known to the public, sample of the spirit in which the govern-
there would not have been the room for ment measure, which is coming down next
cOmplaint that there now is at the conduct week, will he dealt, with here.
of the premier in withholding the messagehe sent across the water, but having given Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That is another
the answer, I think, under every principle question.
f justice and fair play, in order to give cor- Hon. Mr. POWER-- bope it is not to

ctnormation1 to parament and to the be regarded as a specimen of the non-partizancunry, be was in duty bound to submit to C
the Bouse at the saine time the terms of character wbich this House is supposed to
the telegram which drew that inquiry'from possess.
te uigh Commissioner. It is a most un- Hon. Mr. MILLER-You are not a par-fortunate thing that such tactics should be tisan at all.resorted to, clearly for the purpose of mis-leading the country I see no justification Hon. Mr. POWER-I have never denied
whatever for the course pursued by the that I was a party man, but I do not think
government. The precedents cited by my I allow my party feelings to carry me away in
hon. friend are not at all in point and the inanner in which some other gentlemen
do not justify the course adopted. Cir- allow theirs to carry them away. The hon.
unistances may arise at any time under gentleman succeeded in the few minutes he

Whic a government is justified in with- was on his feet in making most serious
holding information, but no circumstances charges for which there is no foundationCa arise where an ex parte attempt whatever. The hon. gentleman bas statedwr • made, such as this was, to give a that the people of Ontario are very much
Wrong impression to the country, an impres- exercised over this Hamilton Smith's offer
sionwhichthe circumstances did not warrant to the government, in fact that the result of
and Which I think was not at all creditable the Ontario elections depended on Mr. Ham-
tothseconcerned in it. Whatoccurredafter- ilton Smith's offer. I took occasion-notlards? i The nost astrocious charges were thinking about Mr. Hamilton Smith par-Inade on the strength of that telegram, on ticularly-after the Ontario elections werethe floor of parliament against a gentleman over, to inquire of gentlemen who had been
WbOse character stands high wherever it is in different parts of the province, as to theknown, and who is known all over the world influence which this Yukon Bill and the
as a great capitalist and a man occupying a business connected with it had upon the re-
"'et Position not only in the commercial sult of the elections in the different con-
othatropois of the world but also in nany stituencies in Ontario, and the answer I re-
Other leading centres. An attempt was ceived in every case, answers given from
'ade to defame the character of that gentle- gentlemen who had been in different parts
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of the province, was that the Yukon Bill intimated that the High Commissioner was
had not cut any figure in the elections at all. instructed as to the sort of ans wer he should

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Was g
it a Conservative or a Liberai who told you Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
that i that ?Hon. Mr. POWER-And I arn saying it

Hon. Mr. POWER-I naturally looked is not so.
for information to Liberals; I spoke to gen-
tlemen some of whom were not very enthu- Hn. Mo. LO E E D I udr
siastic, perhaps, on the subject of the gov-
ernment measure, and I asked them for Hon. Mr. POWER-1 said the hon.
information with respect to the political
effect of the government measure; and the
answers which I received in every case were sioner hadestrd as the anse
that, as far as these gentlemen were aware,
the Yukon Bill cut no figure in the elections.
So much for the Ontario elections. Then Cag santhing V say wi reet
the hon. gentleman went this far-and I am nhen
surprised that even he should have taken
that ground-here we have as high commis- Hon Mr. LOUGHEED-I did not urider-
sioner in England Lord Strathcona, a gen- stand niy hon. friend fror Richmond to say
tleman of, I think, unimpeachable character. he was instructed as to what answer he
1g is true that a great many years ago some should give.
unpleasant referencs were made VoO him in
the other chamber by prominent Conserva- Hon. Mr. POWER-As it not perfectly

isu ot so. oeta enlmno h

ives, but I ohink those references were maden

standte oy hofried Srto a ay dknw

under the influence of temper; amiJ we know chrceîfLr trtcn ol nw
the leaders of the Conservative party took ij ngly be a party to any unfair transaction ?
Sir Donald Smith to their bosom afterwards. Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I was not know-

ge was one of their feriends for a great many inR iy.
years, and t presume he is stilt a Conserva-C
tive; and he is a gentleman of unhlemished Hon. Mr. POWER-And the bon. gente-
reputation. manfrom Richiondsa d t atif Mr. Hamilton

Smith ad claimed that e was theagentof he
Rothschilds then there might be some excuse

tice to the High Comînissioner my hon. for the governments conduct, and the bon.
friend sbould certainly not introduce a phase gentleman would have thought, under those
of the suject which he is entirely unwar- circumstances, there was no reflection on
ranted hi inroucing. There was no eflec- Hamilton Smith's character or reputation. I
tion whatsoever made on the High Commis- cannot understand how any on. gentlemen
sioner. He performed a duty in answering can look at the matter in that way. It is
the telegram of the Prime Minister. alleged now, that Mr. Hamilton Smith neyer

Hon. Mr. POWER-WiRl the hon. gentee- said he was the agent of the Rothsc-ilds.
man allow me to continue my remarks? What did Lord Strathcona's despatch say ?
He is crying out before he is burt. ime cann d sinply said that Hamilton Smith was not
reply oS me. the agent of the Rothschilds ; that is w at he

Sbas been saying hîmself ail] the time, and the
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I oject io the reflection made by the cable despatch was noV

hon. gentleman misrepresenting what is said on Hamilton Snith but upon the newspapers
on the suoject. The name of the High of the hon. gentlemen oppositewhichhad heen
Commissioner was noV imported into the claiming in contradiction to Mr. Hamilton
discussion. Smit, that he was the agent of the Roths-

childs.Hon. Mr. POWnR-I did no propose Vo W
say the High Commissioner had done any- Hon. Mr. MILLER-What does the
thing improper, but I was going Vo say that Minister of Marine and Fisheries say abolt
the hon. gentleman from Richmond had itbe
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not know. I
do not read the speeches in the other House,
as a rule. I do not know what the hon.
flinister said, but what he said could not
affect the true position. I should have pre-
ferred, myself, that the whole of the prem-
ier' 8 commiunication to Lord Strathcona had
been made public, but we are not to assume
that the premier is an utterly unscrupulous
and wicked person. That is not the reputa-
tion which he bears in the country. If hg
bore such a reputation as that he would not
be where he is.

1o1n. Mr. MASSON-But he was ready
to give the telegram at first.

lOn. Mr. POWER-He thought of giv-
1ng the telegram; but it occurred to him after-
Wards that. there were objections to doing
80; and the natural objection is the one sug-
gested by the hon. the Minister of Justice,
that the telegran might not have been con-
fined to the Hamilton Smith matter, and that
it contained other ma-ters which it would not
be proper to make public. We ought to try
and keep calm and should not get so worked
up over such a very small natter. We
ought to proceed to consider the measure,
When it cones before us, in a calm and
temperate spirit.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I just want to say
o)ne word with regard to the reference made
to the High Commissioner. I pass no
reflection to the High Commissioner nor do
Athink hi open to censure in any way.
Ar hmproper telegram might have been sent
tohim although the answer elicited from
him was proper, and the inference is that it
wal not a proper telegram or the public
Would have been favoured with its contents.
As to the remarks of my hon. friend as to
eople keeping calm, every one knows that

there i8 not a stronger partisan in the
1Iouýe than my hon. friend himself. We
know it is the habit of some members to
SPeak more warmly when in earnest than
others, but I do not think it is a fit subject
for remark by any member of this House.

O not criticise my hon. friend's style of
%peaking ; I have my own peculiar style of
peaking and when I speak in earnest it

does not follow that I am out of temper.

ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
IriOst humiliating part of this subject is that

the premier had to take his word back orn
the floor of the House of Commons. He
promised to bring the telegram but did not
bring it down. Why did he not bring it
down if it was simply an inquiry as to
Hamilton Smith's connection with the
Rothschilds and his financial standing. It
was a fair question to ask what is the stand-
ing of Hamilton Smith, what is his con-
nection with the Rothschilds? If that was
the question, what has the premier to hide?
Looking at the telegram he found it was
not a fair and just one, but a leading ques-
tion which might bias therefore the mind of
the High- Commissioner, he could not bring
down a telegram which conveyed that im-
pression. That is quite clear to the country
and to every member of this House.

The motion was agreed to.

YUKON RAILWAY BILL.

FIRsT READING.
A message was received from the House

of Commons with Bill (6) "An Act to con-
firm an agreement between Her Majesty,
and William Mackenzie and Donald D.
Mann and to incorporate the Canadian
Yukon Railway Company."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that this bill
be read the second time on Tuesday next.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
would make this suggestion to the hon.
minister, that it would be well, before the
second reading is taken upon this bill, that
we should be informed what progress has
been made with the sleigh road from the
mouth of the Stikine River to Teslin Lake.
I would also suggest to the hon. Minister of
Justice that he should ascertain the opinions
of the contractors as to the utility of the
line as a commercial route. I know their
opinions. It was volunteered to me. It would
throw a great deal of light on the subject
to have their opinion.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PLEBISCITE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PE RLEY-Before the orders of
the day are called, I should like to call the
attention of the hon. Minister of Justice and
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bis colleagues to an item I have cut out of hon. friend to go outside of the Territories
one of the Hamilton papers: for the purpose of appointing a North-west

It is stated at the Dominion Council Convention judge. I should point out also in this par-
of Royal Templars in session here that you publicly iicular item that reference is made to the
promised that the plebiscite would be free from any
rider or qualifying question. Is it true? Kindly'judge g jurisdiction in the Yukon. As
wire reply. my hon. friend pointed out very properly the

This telegram was sent to the Hon. Sir other day, the Yukon district is part and
Wilfrid Laurier, and I presume, if the bon. parcel of the North-west Territories, ard the
leader of the government wvrote a reply it jurisdiction of the present judges extends to
was with the consent and knowledge of the the Yukon district, as bas been demonstrated
government that that answer was given. i hy the government having sent Mr. Justice
should like to ask the hon. Minister of Jus- MeGuire, a North-west judge, to administer
tice if the reply that was given was that justice in the Yukon. In regard to the ap-
they did not attend to attach any rider to pointment of Lieutenant-Goernor, so many
the question ? If the government sent an rumouri have been afloat in regard to
answer I hope my hon. friend will say what that appointment that we have been more
the answer was than satisfied on that point; but it is very

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I know nothing about
this.

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS IN THE
YUKON TERRITORY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I direct
the attention of the bon. leader of the
House to an item that appears in this

pleasant to know that Police Judge Dugas
is to be mollified. That is very satisfactory.
I thought that gentleman is being mollified
at the present time by having been deputed
to make an investigation in the case of the
Crow's Nest Railway employees, but that
apparently is not sufficient. A further dose
is to be administered to that gentleman
which I hope may have a satisfying affect.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am sure that mv
morning's Citizen, and one particularly re- hon. friend does not expeet me to answer
lating to bis department and affecting the this question. 1 ar not going to enter into
North-west Territory a discussion of every item in tbe newspaper.

There is a well authenticated rumour abroad to 1 may say to niy bon. friend tbat I have
the effect that the government intend appointing Mr. not discussed the question of judicial ap-
Cook, a Quebec barrister, to be a judge in the North-
west Territories, with jurisdiction extending into the pointments mith my colleagues who would
Yukon district. Further, that Police M agistrate be entitled to precedence in that matter, and
Dugas, of Montreal, is to be mollified with the posi- 1 don't think I will discuss it with my bon.
tion of Lieutenant Governer of the North-west Terri-
tories, and that Mr. Beausoleil, M.P., will get the
policen niagistracy of Montreal. THIRD READING,

I desire to make reference to the
reported judicial appointment of Mr.
Cook. I do not know whether my
hon. f riend contemplates making an
appointment, but I would wish to point
out to that hon. gentleman that there are
members of the profession in the North-west
Territories, and of the proper political stripe,
who would consider themselves well qualified
to occupy a position on the bench of the
Territories, and whoni I also feel satisfied
would have the confidence of their fellow-
citizens. The late government very happily
adopted a precedent in the last judicial ap-
pointment, by which they selected from the
bar of the Territories the most recently ap-
pointed judge, Mr. Justice Scott, a gentle-
man well qualified for that position ; and I
hope it will not be found necessary for my

Bill (B) " An Act incorporating the Cen-
tral Canada Loan and Savings Company"-
(Hon. Mr. Allan).

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 21st March, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedmngs.

THE ANGLO-GERMAN TREATY.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER rose to-
Inquire of the government if it is true, as reported

in the public press, that the Canadian High Com-
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Imiss.ioner in London has been sent to Berlin in con- which I extract this part. The news came
itetion with the lapsing, in July next of the Anglo- from Ottawa by despatch:German treaty of Commerce, and what is the nature
of his instructios ?

Also, whether it is the intention of the government
to send Lord Strathcona to Belgium, France and
Other European countries for the same object?

le said : This question is not an idle one,
'il y estimation. We are all interested in
the extension of the trade of our country, and
Particularly in knowing the course the govern-
Ment intends'pursuing in the complicated or
entangled state of our tariff. We all know
that after the 31st of July next we will enter
into new phases of commercial relations with
the world, and the attitude or the course
that the government is going to take is not
Clear to the public, if it is clear at all to the
government themselves. When the rumour
came that Lord Strathcona had gone to
Berlin, it was supposed, and naturally so,
that it was in connection with the lapsing of
the treaty, for many of us are aware now-
though we were not aware before, and
POssibly the government neither-that
the nation that denounces a commercial
treaty is, by etiquette at least, supposed and
Obliged to take the initiative of renewing
that treaty; otherwise it would be consid-
ered as commercial warfare. I was informed
-and no doubt truly inforned-that Eng-
land, on the very day of the denunciation of
the treaty, which came about by the influ-
ence of our Prime Minister in England, as I
understand-

Hion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Oh, no.

lion. Mr. POIRIER-England, through
her ambassador in Berlin and in the prin-
cipal capitals in Europe, did propose a re-
newal of the commercial relations, as she
Was by etiquette and courtesy obliged to do,
but Our government have failed to do like-
Wise. True, we did not deal directly with
those nations, but we were and are directly
iterested. It was gratifying for the country
b hear that, although late, the government
-ad sent to Berlin their high commissioner
in London, apparently for the purpose of
Collplying with international etiquette or
courtesy. 1, for one, do not know, what is
the Positive mission of our commissioner
there, and it is with the object of finding
that out that I put this motion. But the
fact of his going there created some com-
maotion in the country. I read in a Toronto
Paper a long article on the subject, from

Indeed it is understood here that the feeling of
Germany which takes over 9600,000 of our exports is
to put up a discriminatory duty of 25 per cent against
Canada after the present treaty is out of the way. It
is to be hoiped that this is not the case but from infor-
mation which is obtained from a good source your
correspondent learns that the question has been dis-
cussed and that the measure is within the range of
possibilities.

It is to be hoped-I hope for one-that
Germany will take no retaliatory measures,
and my inclination just now is to congratu-
late the government on the step they are
taking towards rendering more easy our
trade intercourse with foreign countries.
We are all aware that we are in a mood of
generosity. Our Premier, while in England,
acted grand seigneur, as we say in French,
and made generous promises to England,
fulfilling what the French adage goes to say,
that " it is the poor who are generally the
more generous." We do not object to buy-
ing all our goods from England, or at least
all we can, but we are interested in sell-
ing not only to England, but to all
other countries the most we can, and
relations with Germany now, hon. gen-
tlemen, are rather one sided. In the
leisure I had between my notice and these
few remarks I am making, I went through
our trade department reports, and I find
that last year, while we exported to Ger-
many to the value of $6,493,368, we only im-
ported to the extent of $1,045,432. That
is to say, we imported more than six times
the amount we exported, which is a balance
of trade decidedly against us. Now, hon.
gentlemen, if by any act of our government
that amount which you export to Germany
should be diminished, that would not be
gratifying to us. I have been looking into
the reports of our commerce with other coun-
tries of Europe, and the result is not more
satisfactory from a Canadian point of view.
Barring Great Britain and the unspeakable
Turk, our entire exportations to European
countries amounted lust year to a little less
than two and a half million dollars, while
we iniported from the same countries-
fourteen in number-over twelve million
dollars' worth, leaving a balance against us
in the ratio of one to five. That is not
satisfactory. From some European countries
-from Austria for example, we inported to
the extent of nearly half a million, in round
numbers, and exported nil according to the
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returns. The same with Denmark, Greece
and Iceland. Only two nations-Norway
and Portugal-give us the benefit of the
balance of trade on a very small a.nount.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Do we
have importations from IcelandI

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Yes. Portugal
purchased thirty-six thousand seven hundred
and forty-five dollars' worth from us, while
we got f rom them sixteen thousand dollars
worth, leaving a balance of twenty thousand
dollars in our favour.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I said
Iceland.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-The amount from
Iceland is very small. We get from them
$784 and send them zero, so that would not
be much of a balance.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-They have zero there
already.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-So we have some-
times here, in the Senate. We imported from
France over two and a half millions worth
and exported less than seven hundred thou-
sand dollars worth. That does not seem to
me very gratifying. While favouring
greater privileges to Great Britain as
much as we can, if there should be such
a thing as feeling in commercial matters, we
should try and improve our commercial rela-
tion with other countries, especially France
and Germany which, viewing the proposed
steamer line to the continent, we will
soon be in a position to increase to a
voluminous extent. I have looked into the
figures concerning the importations of those
two countries of articles which they could
buy f rom us, and here are a few of them.
The importations of Germany last year alto-
gether amounted to over four billions of
marks-I believe a mark is worth about
twenty-five cents-with exportations a little
below; and among the articles which Ger-
many imports and of which we could supply
them a good portion, are the following:

Horses............. .....
Cattle .... .. .... ........
Copper ore..............
Eggs... ..... .... ...
Grains and flour .... ......
H ides......................
Iron ore............ ... .
W .ood.... ..... . ........
W ools ....... .............

Marks.
74,843,000

111,750,000
40,161,000
74 353,000

438,000,000
144,000,000

36,304,000
149,605,000
247,989,000

Aggregating over one billion and a quarter,
and of that, hon. gentlemen, we supplied only
one million, a very low figure compared with
the amount of trade that we could, under
favourable and improved circumstances, have
with that country. The figures are perhaps
more startling stillin the case of Belgium, that
little European kingdom which stands fore-
most amongst the nations of the world for
commercial and industrial actixity-I do not
except even England. The total commerce
of Belgium last year was over five and a
half billions of francs, that is over one bil-
lion dollars, the importations being three
billions of francs. Among those importa-
tions we find the following items:-

Horses, over.. .......... $ 4,00,00
Cattle, sheep and hogs. . 7,250,000
W ood ......... ... .... .. 18,50 ,000
Pulp wood, nearly ......... 7,742,000
Butter..................3,000,000
Cheese..................1,600,000
Eggs .... ........... .. 2,3 ,00
Grains and flours..........59,00,00
Hides..... ..... ........ 10,000,000
Iron ore ......... .. ...... 4,0M,000
Cast iron................ 4,000,000

Of the whole amount we contributed only
$354,584, which is less than one per cent
of the whole importations of Belgium.
For a young country, as we are, with 80

niany things te expert, it is worth while
making efforts te improve our relations
with that country, which would be will-
ing, ne doubt, te buy f rom us, if she
could, on as cheap or cheaper terms as frem
other ceuntries. Ieferring t my notice,,
for one, and 1 amn sure the country at large,
would hail with satisfaction the annunce-
ment that the government intend te take
the initiative in renewing our trade relations
with those countries. If retaliatory mea-
sures should be taken against us, as might
be done-the article I read was from a lead-
ing Toront paper,and it is the opinion with
many that those nations, unless we take the
proper stepsto renew our commercial treaties,
might retaliate against us-what would be
the consequence The little, m was going te
say the paltry amount of our exportations
t those countries stifl would diminish.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-According te your
own showing, we would net lose much.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Still it would be
something, a couple of millions, and who
would benefit by it The En lish importers,
as they are doing now, t a slight extent,
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Would then to a larger extent buy f rom us,
put the English stamp on our goods and send
themn to Belgium, France or Germany. We
Would be selling those articles bona fide to
English buyers at a minimum rate, and they
Would get a profit on them. Those considera-
tions are worth being studied. I do not be-
lieve we can afford to act in such a way with
countries which could come in ard help us
handsomely in our commercial relations. I
Will not detain the House longer at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that the Canadian High Commissioner
in London has not been sent to Berlin in
connection with the lapsing of the Anglo-
German treaty of commerce, that it is not
the intention of the government to send
him to Belgium or France, or any other
European country in reference to that
object. I have listened to the speech of
ndy hon. friend with interest, and if I
rightly understand him, he is desirous of
more extensive commerce with those
countries. I dare say that would be
advantageous to this country if it could be
secured, but I suppose so far that the people
of Canada, who are engaged in commercial
undertakings, have sold the products in
those markets where they command the
best price, and if we have sold but little in
the markets of Germany and Belgium, it is
because we have found a more favourable
Market elsewhere. I may say, further, to
may hon. friend, that I do not at all question
the fact that with more energy and enter-
prise we might perhaps open markets with
some European powers, and the effect of the
OPening of those markets might induce this
Country to produce more than it is producingat the present time, for we generally find
that high prices stimulate industry and
that the country may produce, without
any apparent increase of capital, alarges quantity of its products for saleabroai when it has a motive for doing so,
than it does when such motive is withdrawn.

Inotice that my hon. friend refers to the
amnount of pulp for the manufacture of paper
that is required for consumption in Belgium.
That is an article which we might supply to
an alumost unlimited extent, and, what would
Perhaps be better, we might convert the

ulp into paper in this country and supplythe various European markets with thai
article. I have nothing further to say tc
mny hon. friend's question. I have giver

him the information which he asks for, and
I trust that the trade relations between
Germany and Belgium, on the one side, and
Canada on the other, will not be seriously
affected by the abrogation of the treaty.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This is a subject
that I have discussed before the House
heretofore, and when my hon. friend from
New Brunswick rises to discuss the same
question, he presents one phase of it and
probably

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is encroaching
upon your preserve.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, perhaps so,
but from a different standpoint. I am glad
to see that he has started thinking at any
rate. There is one thing I would like to
draw the attention of the hon. gentleman
to, and that is the fact that it is made ap-
parent by the returns which have just come
out, to 28th February, for eight months,
that we have exported 38 million dollars
from the country, more than we have im-
ported into the country. That is a very
serious state of affairs. The hon. gentle-
man has shown us that we have imported
from European countries, made up of small
amounts, some 12 million dollars while we
have only exported to them two million and
a half. I think those were the figures he
gave. That shows that the heaviest excess
of imports has come from European countries
whose markets are closed. The heaviest ex-
ports have gone to the f ree markets of Great
Britain. That proves to us that if we want
to export, we must have a greater economic
force through the production that we are
able to put into the country in order to
force our goods through high tariffs which
exist on the continent of Europe, and the
only way to do that is to apply the same
economic force to our production that
the people of Great Britain apply to
theirs. If we do that, we will then
force barriers in a great many articles
that are natural to our country, as
for instance in the article the hon. minister
has just drawn attention to, the article of
pulp wood. That is one of the natural
productions of the country. It does
not require any protection at all. If
protection has any effect upon it in
any shape or form, it is to reduce our
power to produce it. We have the raw
material, and we pay nothing for it. It is
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the raw product of the country. Every who produce lumber, the fishermen, and
additional expense that is imposed upon that those who work the mines, who are paying
by protective taxation restricts our power the debt of the country through what they
to export that pulp, either in its raw state export. There is where the burden of taxa-
or manufactured into paper, as the hon. tion is lying; there is where the burden of debt
Minister of Justice lias suggested ; and re- is lying, upon those interested. Jnstead of the
stricts our power to force the barriers of those money they earn by the production of those
countries that maintain protective taxation ;'exports being distributed in their own local-
it restricts our power even to send it to the i in the rural, mining and fishing districts
free markets of Great Britain, where Norway and then redistribute< through the country,
and Sweden are competing with the saine it is directly absorbed, and collected abroad
product under better economic conditions ;trough the system we are now pursuing,
and therefore if we want to accomplish what and I would suggest to the bon. Minister of
the hon. gentleman has so forcibly sug ested, Ju a off
and put the power to export to those foreign governnent-who as yet bas niade no effect
countries upon equality of basis to a pur- at ail upon the nind of the government
chasing power from them, we have to enplov apparently-that so far as Great Britain is
that economie condition which will entb.e concerned, lie adinits the products of Great
us to produce it so much more cheaply than Brîtain on exactiv the same terins that Great
other countries who compete with us in those Britain admits our products; and if he does
markets, but what I would like to sugest he wiil see the wealth flow back to this
to the hon. Minister of Justice, and what I'country ii a way he has no conception of at
have suggested before, is that lie should take the present moment. Those debts, in the
into his serious consideration the advisa- course of ten or fifteen years, wiil be entirely
bility of trying to remedy that condition, wiped out and the weaith Of the country
which is a very serious one. The fact that wiii be increased to that extent. There is
we are exporting to-day 37 million dollars not a shadow of a doubt about that; and
more than we are bringing back to tie! hmore than that, the mealth wil be more
country equally distributed. explained the other

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-XVe are paying our day how weaith is being collected in
past old debts. C !certain hands in consequence of the policy

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, you are pay- we are now pursuing. It is a great deal
ing more than your past oid debts. It is better that that wealth shouid be distributed
unfortunate that the debts have arisen, but by the hands of those who produce it
1 do not see that the hon. gentleman, or the than by our protective legisation creat-
government that the hon. gentleman is a nng monopolies that absorb that wealth.
member of, is taking any steps at aI to Every hon. gentleman in the House knows
reduce those debts. In the two years that perfectly we l that the foundation of the
the government bas been in power, they;
have taken very great pains to increase those
debts, and therefore, if they go on in that
same condition, it will be just as aggravated
as he suggests iow bas been the case. The
result of 1897 is a loan of ten million dollars,
a grant to that exceedingly rich corporation
the Canadian Pacific railway of $4,000,000,
a grant of two million for the Drummond
railway to parallel two other lines, and an
increase of the taxing power of the Grand
Trunk railway to the extent of two million
dollars or $12,000,000 additional burden
on the people of the country. But it is
not altogether the absorption by the pay-
ment of the debts. No doubt those lia-
bilities we have to remit abroad are remitted
by our exports, and it is the farmers of the
country, those who produce pulpwood, those

wealth of Canada comes from the soil, from.
the forest, and fromn the raw products of the
country-that that is the only source of
wealth here, and that it is the equitable dis-
tribution of that which should receive the
honest attention of any government that
may be in power, because our condition is
being forced upon our attention to-day by
that very fact that we are parting with
thirty-seven million dollars worth of the
products of Canadian labour more than
there is a visible return for coming back to
Canada. The question which the hon. gen-
tleman bas put to the leader of this House
as to the visit of Lord Strathcona and in
connection with the treaties bas received its
reply, that it has nothing whatever to do
with the treaty, that was denounced a year
ago; but I would impress upon the govern-
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Ment that most beneficial results to the
whole country would flow from a further
reduction of our tariff, making it free and
allowing British goods to come into this
cOunt y on the same terms that Great
Britain admits our goods. It is nothing but
fair play and justice and cementing that
union which every hon. gentleman in this
H1ouse hopes will be always closer. I have
taken the opportunity of this question being
put to advance once more the views which I
have from time to tine expressed in this
House.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not think that
1 arm strictly in order in speaking on this
question, because an inquiry calls simply for
a reply, but inasmuch as some hon. gentle-
men have taken advantage of this opportun-
ity to say a few words, I may be permitted
to say something aiso. If there is anything
that should be satisfactory to the Senate in
connection with the recent tariff, it is the
fBit of its being lowered in favour of Great
Briain. My hon. colleague from New

liswick has taken the trouble to quote
frorn the trade returns showing that several
auntries f rom which we should expect trade
are practically taking nothing from us-in
fact his own expression was that the trade

a nil. That alone is sufficient to show
tht we should turn our attention to that
coiutry which -takes ail the goods we have
to sell. Great Britain is our best customer
aid hest friend, and therefore we have aright to arrange our tariff in such a way as
te fnvour the mother country. The govern-Mient 8hould be congratulated for having
done soo. d trust that when the new tarif
coles fuly intc operation, Great Britain
Wil1 SUPPly us with a market for ail our sur-
plus products and that, if possible, we shail
in Purchasing confine ourselves to dealing
With Great Britain in return. This is the
cardinal point that I wish to place before
the louse and the country. It is very sat-
isfactory to me, as an old trader, and I am
glad that this question enables me to express
ray Opinion on the subject.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY.
MOTION.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLInoved :
Tha a special committee of the Senate be ap-

1, To inquire into the amount, source and ex ndi-
tureof allsubsidies granted to the Drummond County18

Railway Company, and of all other noneys received
and expended by the said company, and the times
and manner of such expenditure.

2. The capital stock of the company, proceeds of
all sales of same by the company, subscriptions of
stock, names of subscribers, amounts subscribed, calls
made thereon, and amounts paid on same, transfers
of stock from time to time, and to whon.

3. The financial position of the company, its lia-
bilities, natured or accruing, inclusive of bonds sold
and their proceeds, of loans, or advances made to or
by the company, and the application of the same, to-
gether with particulars of all guarantees or endorse-
ments given to or by the company in relation thereto.

4. The particulars of all offers, or negotiations for
the sale, lease or transfer of the company's property.

5. The classification and condition of said railway
and equipmnent, at any time or times, together with
all matters and things relating to the said Drumnond
County Railway Company, inclusive of all negotia-
tions and dealiing swith the government of Canada in
reference to the said company.

Said committee to be as follows :-The Honour-
able Messieurs Clemow, Cox, De Boucherville, Fergu-
son, Kirchhoffer, King, Loughheed, Landry, Miller,
Mills, Macdonald (B.C.), Power, Prowse, Primrose,
Thibaudeau (de la Vallière), Wood, and the mover;
with power to send for papers, persons, and records,
and to employ such persons as the committee may
deem necessary for the purposes of the said investiga-
tion, and to report from time to time.

He said : The reason why I asked some
ten days ago for a postponement of this mo-
tion is upon record. I have watched as closely
as I could the proceedings of the inves-
tigating committee of the other House, and
if the past is to be a guide to the future, the
information sought by this motion will not
be obtained; otherwise, I should have asked
the Senate to postpone this matter to a future
day. But when I see witnesses refusing
to answer important questions intended to
elicit the information that this motion is in-
tended to bring to light, and that a majority
of the committee have justified the action
of that witness, I came to the conclusion, as
I think every other man who desires to as-
certain the facts in connection with this mat-
ter, has, that under the circumstances it is
the duty of the Senate to appoint its commit-
tee to proceed with the investigation. Had a
motion not been carried at the last session
of parliament by this House for the purpo-
ses indicated in this motion and postponed
at, I think I might say, the solicitation, or at
least by an agreement with the then leader
of the House, with the distinct and posi-
tive understanding that we should proceed
with ai investigation this session, I do not
know that I should have taken upon myself
the responsibility of asking for a committee,
until the other House had exhausted the ques-
tionasfarasthescopeof theircommitteewould
permit. But under the circumstances, and in
view of what has taken place, it is my duty
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as a member of the House, having placed the
motion on the notice paper (and I deem it
also the dutv of the Senate, after what took
place during the last session of parliament)
to proceed now at as early a date as possible
to elucidate all the facts possible in connec-
tion with this transaetion. I realize, and I
think every member of this House realizes
the importance of the action which we are
taking. I think also, we realize fully the re-
sponsibility which now devolves upon us in
view of the action that was taken during the
last session of parliament. We took the re-
sponsibility of rejecting an agreement which
had been made for the leasing of this
road in connection with a section of the
Grand Trunk, and having taken that respon-
sibility- and that responsibility was taken
under the firi conviction that the bargain
that was made was an improvident one,
that it was one into which the country should
not enter,-without discussing the question
at all of the necessity of having a west-
ern terminus at Montreal, that it becomes
our bounden duty to proceed now to
ascertain whether the action of the Senate
in the last session was justified, or not. If
any one reads the remarks which I made
upon that occasion, he will find that I took
the ground for the course that I pursued
upon the presumption, and the firm convic-
tion in my mind, that we were paying too
dear for what we were obtaining; and if that
were the case, that we should not confirm
the agreement that was made. The great
majority of the Senate took the same view
that I did, and the hon. gentleman who moved
the resolution at that time ; and having
done so, now it is our duty to proceed, and
if it can be shown that the government paid
no more than the value of the property,
then they will be justified, and the Senate
will have to bear any odium that may attach
to the investigation. If, however, it can be
shown that the bargain was too extravagant
that it was not in the interest of the coun-
try, then the country will say that under
the circumstances the Senate was justified in
what it did.

Hon. Mr. POWER--Before my hon.
friend sits down may I ask him this ques-
tion: like, I presume, many hon. members,
I have not been following the evidence, taken
before the committee of the other House, as
closely as my hon. friend, and for the infor-
mation of these other members and myself,

perhaps the hon. gentleman will be good
enough to state in what particular the com-
mittee of the other House have failed in the
discharge of their duty.

Several Hon. MEMBERS-No, no.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I think it is reason-
able; we are asked now to take a rather
important step on the ground that the
committee of the other House has not been
carrying on the investigation taking place
before it in a thorough wav, and it is only
reasonable that we should know where the
defect has been.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL-I
do not know that it becomes my duty to do
this. Hon. gentlemen are a, intelligent as
myself, and have had the same access to all
the information that I have had, because
all the information that I could possibly re-.
ceive bas been through the newspapers. I
read the first report of the committee
appointed by the House of Commons to look
into this question and noticed a paragraph
stating that the evidence was to be printed
daily for the information of the committee.
In the past I know that when evidence of
that kind has been printed from day to day,
it has been at least accessible to other mem-
bers of parliament. I took the trouble to
go to the distribution office to make inquir-
ies about it. Having placed this motion on
the paper, I felt it my duty to keep myself
fully informed of what was going on. I
was told that there were no printed reports
of the proceedings sent to that office, nor
did they know anything about them. I
then turned my attention to the newspapers,
which are open to my hon. friend as much
as they are to me. I do not deen it my
duty to enter into a full explanation at the
present moment, but I may say this to him
that when certain questions were asked
which would have given the information on
some of the points specially indicated in
this motion, the witness refused to answer
them and he was sustained by the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I stated last year my
objection to the form of the motion of my
hon. friend from Richmond, and I make to-
day the sanie objection to the first proposition
contained in this motion of my hon. friend.
I pointed out then that this House was not
clothed with authority to directly institute
an inquiry with respect to the appropriation
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of public money by parliament. I referred
to a case in the House of Lords-and my
hon. friend also referred to it this year- and
the case is as well illustrated by what was
said in respect to the motion then before the

ouse as by what was said in respect of the
natter itself. The motion that was before
the flouse of Lords was one to inquire into
expenditures in India. Mr. Disraeli quoted
the rule as to the inability of the House of
Lords to inquire into the expenditure of
public moneys, and Mr. Gladstone said he
admitted the accuracy of the hon. gentle-
m'a n's contention in respect to the appropria-
ti'O of money made by parliament, but
this inquiry was not in respect to
. appropriations of money made by par-

liamfent, but in respect to the appropriations
nade by the governnent of India for Indian

purposes, and that, not being an appropriation
nade by the House of Comnons in the

m'ted Kingdom, it was as open to inquiry
by the ouse of Lords as it was to inquiry
by the House of Commons, and that, there-
fore, it was proper that a joint committee
should be constituted to inquire into this
'natter. My hon. friend from Richmond
last year, and again this year, referred to
the 18th section of the British North
Amnerica Act, which he thinks gives to this
Senate broader powers in respect to inquiries
of this sort than are possessed by the House
Of Lords. That rule reads as follows:

The Privileges, immunities and powers to be held,
of JOYed and exercised by the Senate and by the HousetieComnons, and by the meibers thereof respec-
be7, shall be such as are from time to time definedbY aCt of the parliament of Canada, but so that the
"acie shal never exceed those at the passi of thisACt held, enjoyed and exercised by the ommnons

o"e Of Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great]Brtaim and Ireland. and by the members thereof.

INOW iy hon. friend contends that as the
Pr'ivileges, immunities and powers of the
"ouse of Commons in the United Kingdom
are the standard by which the rights,
privileges and immunities of both Houses
of this parliament are measured or restrained,
therefore this parliament bas broader powers
than the House of Lords has in England,
and that. we are to look to the powers,imnunities and privileges possessed by the
]ouse of Commons in the United Kingdom
to ascertain what the powers, privileges and
itmnunities of this House are. Let me say,
hon. gentlemen, that that is only correct to
a limited extent. For instance, one of the
Powers Of the House of Commons in England

18½

is to vote supplies. Will it be argued that
because the House of Commons in England
possesses that power, that power is by this
section conferred upon this House?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-No, of course not.
We are restricted in that respect hy the
express terms of the Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then it is true in
regard to all other niatters? I say certainly
not. I say that you look at the powers,
immunities and privilsges as a limitation
which never can be exceeded, but not as a
grant of powers, imnmunities and privileges
that may be in every case entirely covered,
and you are to look at the nature of the
constitution of this House and at the nature
of the constitution of the other House to see
what the powers, immunities and privileges of
both Houses are under this particular section.
How are we to distinguish them from these
words-what are the powers of this House
and of the House of Commons in this
matter ? You look, let me say hon. gentle-
men, to what the power is in respect
to making an appropriation. It is within
the power to make the appropriation
that power to make the inquiry arises.
I have a perfect right to inquire into
the expenditure of my money with
which I have entrusted my servant
and my agents, but my neighbour bas
no such right to inquire into the expendi-
ture of my money by my servant. It
is out of the power conferred upon the House
of Commons in this matter that that House
has a right by the constitution of a commit-
tee to follow the expenditure and see what
bas become of it. That is the power the
House possesses. But we have no power to
make the appropriation, we have no power
to amend it or alter it, and that being so,
we have no power to inquire into it and see
what bas become of the money so appropri-
ated. I am calling the attention to the legal
position of the matter, and what I would
suggest to my hon. friend-and it does not
practically restrain it, but makes the motions
that are proposed in this House conform to
the law of parliament in this regard-is to
inquire into the finances of the Drummond
County Railway Company, and of moneys
received and expended by the said company
and the times and manner of such expend-
iture. Then you are inquiring, not in ex-
press ternis into the appropriation of publio
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money, but you are inquiring into the finan on the constitution of Great britain, it does
cial standing and management of the affairs not follow f rom that fact that the powers of
of this company, and as an incident to the Ipper Chainher are the same in Canada
that, you may have drawn under your notice as they are in England. We ail know that
the fact that public moneys have been the fouse of Lords is a body which has
granted, and you may inquire what bas been evolved after centuries of existence,
become of them, and in precisely the same and is founded on usage and precedents
way as you may with regard to any other and its customs, its usages, its powers and
money for the purpose of ascertaining the privileges are ail the resuit of long develop-
main object of your inquiry-the manage- ment and founded upon these precedents.
ment of the finances of the company. With this body, it was altogether diflerent.
My hon. predecessor here last year made Although I say in principle we areintendedto
a promise to this House that it should represent thefunctions of the Upper Chamber
have the privilege of inquiring into this in England, still we are created by a written
matter ; with the approval of the govern- charter, vhich clearly defines our position.
ment. He invited inquiry. The motion Our rights rest upon a written charter,
was made at so late a period last session which enlarges our powers, and renders
that it was felt that it would unduly delay them greater than those of the House of
the termination of the session. I ao not at Lords. c say, therefore, that precedents
ail calling in question the duty of the such as my hon. friend cited, whieh would
government to fulfil that promise; ail I a be applicable in England, as certainly the
calling the attention of my hon. friend to is precedent cited by Mr. Disraeli was appli-
that the motion should he put in such a cable to the question then before the British,
shape as to conforin to the functions and iouse of Commons, these precedents can-
powers of this fouse in respect to matters not have any application to us, if they
of this sort. It wiAl not in the slighest are not in harmony with the power we
degree limit the inquiry, but it will remove possess under our constitutional charter.
from the motion an objectionable feature, If any melber of this parliament
an unparlianientary feature, which, I think, could attack my position successfully, that
appears upon the face of it. menber would be the Minister of Justice,

because he bas given a great deal of study
Hon. iMr. M1ILLER-I did not expect to these questions, and is admitted to be one

that the motion of the hon. leader of the of our parliamentary authorities with regard
opposition would be opposed on this occasion, to them; but when my on. friend attacked
because of the promise given by the leader my position, in claiming for this louse the
of the ouse iast year, that a committee saine powers, privileges and immunities as
would be granted to investigate this ques- the fouse of Commons possesses under tbe
tion of the Drumnond County Railway. I quoted section of the British North America
did not think either that my hon friend Act, he was not very strong in the point he
under those cirrnstances, would repeat the selected for illustration. The only point he
argument which he addressed to the House tattempted to make against that position was
last year-an argument as strong, possibly, that, if were right, then we would have
as could be adclressed to it by any one hold- the power of voting supplies. The buse
ing different views on the powers of this wil see how utterly weak that point is.
body in parliament from my hon. friend We have not the power of initiating money
opposite (Sir Mackezie Boweil and myself; votes; therefore we have not the power to
an argument well and ably put now, as it was vote supplies. We have not the power of
last session, but I think my hon. friend has initiatin m oney votes, because that power
failed altogether to satisfy this House as to is directly given to the flouse of Commons.
the position he assumes with regard to the Therefore it does iot at ail strengthen th
*powers of the Senate to investigate a subject argument which the lion . gentleman tries te
of this characer. I tried last year to vindi- make against the rights, powers and privi-
cate the position n took with respect to the leges of this louse under the o8th section of
difference which existed in the attributes of the British North America Act. ar glad
this flouse, as a legislative body, and those that my hon. friend has not attempted by
of the louse of Lords. Although the con- any other illustration to weaken the force of
stitution of Canada is Cnodelled in principle the argument which I based on that section



and which view, I am glad to see, is now Act gave to the parliament of Canada only
held by the hon. gentleman from Halifax, for such powers, privileges and immunities ashe went further than I am inclined to go were possessed by the House of Commons
when he said that under that section he be- at the time of the passage of the British
lieved we had the power to amend money North American Act in 1867 ; but in 1867,

ils. I do not helieve that we have a right the time of the passage of the Union Act, the
to amend money bills. We have a right to House of Commons did not possess thereject them as a whole but we cannot initi- power of examining witnesses under oath
ate or amend them. We can reject them or but between 1867 and 1873 the British
any other bills that come before this parlia- House of Commons had taken that power,
milent, that is ail I claim. The argument and it was necessary to re-enact this im-
Made against our powers under that clause portant section of the constitution to meet
by ry hon. friend convinces me, by its veak- altered circumstances on which we base soness, more strongly than I was ever before much the powers of this House. It was a
convinced, of the powers of this House. I good thing to be done, but it was done
a' lot think that my hon. friend desires to irregularly, and there was some dissatisfac-
essen the powers of the Senate unfairly. In tion about it at the time. A motion was

fact, I was pleased to hear him say on one made in the House of Commons censuring
occasion that he would like to see the powers the government for the irregular manner
Of the Senate greater than they are, and in which the change was made, but it was

daps it would be better if they were. withdrawn, because the amendment to the
So lot think that my hon. friend is constitution was considered a necessary one.

iustified, after the unanimous vote of the The amendment was that the powers,
ilouse last session and the promise of his privileges and immunities of the Senate
Predecessor in opposing in any way the should be the same as those of the British
granting of this committee, or in attemptiig House of Commons as declared by the par-
te les-sen the scope of its investigation. The liament of Canada, so long as they did notreason my hon. friend (Sir Mackenzie exceed the privileges of the House of Com-
'?"ell) asks for the committee is that he mons at the timne the parliament attempted
tisles to cover a larger ground of investiga- to clothe us with these privileges.

on than is attempted in the House ofconons, and which he believes it is inthe Public interest should be investigated. I Hon. Mr. DEVER-Will the hon. gen-
amn hardly disposed to agree to the suggested tieman tell us what privileges they hadaineidmntC then?frmendment however, I leave ny hon.
triend t take any course he thinks best inshallregard. I hope this is the last time we Hon. Mr. MILLER-That clause was
8hail hear a discussion on the rights of this twice enacted by the Imperial parliament,
flouse to make an investigation of this kind, and if any other amendment was needed itbecause it would be depriving ourselves of would have been made in it at the time. I
One of our most valued privileges, and du not wait to prolong this discussion. I
")le Of our greatest means of usefulness. presume the committee will be granted and
1 believe the section of the British that the investigation will be on the lines
Xrth America Act, quoted by My hon. indicated by the leader of the opposition. Itfrien , was designedly put there to expand is well that this investigation should be asthe Powers, privileges and immunities of wide as the powers of the Senate enable usthe Senate, and it is worthy of note to make it. I do not think that the termsthat that is the only section of the British of my hon. friend's motion are wider than
North America Act that has been twice they should be in order that the investigation

ssed upon hy the Imiperial parliament. In should be as comprehensive as the public
7 hen the diac iculties arose with regard interest in the case demands.
the Pacific Railway, it was desired to ap-Point a committee to investigate that mat- Hon. Mr. M'l ILLS-They are wider thanter under oath, and it was found that the the law warrants, that is ail.

odti d on did not give power to this House
1 do so, because the clause as it was origin-

aly Placed in the British North America The motion was agreed to on a division.
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RAIL- able muariner's compass, and unless there is placed in

WAY. such boat at least two quarts of drinking water and
two pounds of solid food for each m'an of the crew of

'MOTION. such boat.
2. The owner of every such vessel shall supply her

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved: at the commencement of her voyage with as many
serviceable compasses as she carries boats, in addition

That an humble address be presented to His Ex- to the vessel's compass, and also with the necessary

cellency the Governor General, praying that His utensils for holding water, and with a fog-horn or

Excellency will cause to be presented to the Senate, trunpet.
all reports and surveys niade by the officers of the It is hardlv necessary hon. gentlemen, to
Department of Railways and Canals, regarding the . )
straightening of certain curves on the Prince Edward say anyting in favour of this bill, because it
Island Railway at or near North Wiltshire; and also, must comnend itself to the common sense
a statement showing: -

1. The amount expended ou straightening the said and sense of humanity of every hon. gentle-
curves, and whom paid. man. Hardly a season elapses in which we

2. How was the expenditure made, by tender or by do not read in the newspapers of cases of fish-
day's work.

3. The nature and extent of the changes made. ermen who have set out from fishing vessels,
4. What further changes, if any, are contemplated. in dories, to examine trawls or to fish, and

who, in case a fog or heavy breeze comes up,

present, but merely wish to have toîs motion fail to get back to their schooner and very
passet, b meely who hae ths motion often suffer great privations before being

se and I hope my hon. friend, the leader rescued, or before reaching another vessel,of the ouse, will bring down in due time or reaching the shore; and in some cases they
have actually died in their boats. It is not

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot give my necessary to go into the bill at any length.
hon. friend any information at this moment, In the first place, this bill provides that in

because J have not inquired of the Minister each boat there shall be a mariner's compass.
of Railways, but J have no objection to the It is perfectly clear that that is necessary,
adoption of the motion. for if a boat leaves a vessel and a fog comes

up the men in the boat are very likely to
The motion was agreed to. fail to be able to get back to the locality

where the vessel is, and if they lose the
BILL INTRODUCED. vessel they do not know in which direction

to ro'v for land. If supplied with
Bill (13) "An Act to amend the Mounted

Police Pension Act of 1889." (Hon. M3ir. a
Scott.)they can steer for lier nd the fal find

where the vessel they can steer for the land. Then,

that there should be something to eat and
drink in case the boat loses the vessel seems

SECOND READING. a inatter of course. This measure was before
the Senate in the session of 1889, and again

Hon. Mr. POWER mîoved the second in the session of 1890, aid in both cases it
reading of Bill (G) "An Act for better passed this bouse without division. I shah
securing the safety of certain fisiermen." not refer particularly to the debate which

He said: Hon. gentlemen, I say with re- took place further than to read what was said
spect to this bill what the hon. gentleman in 1889 by the lion, gentleman who led this
has just said witl respect to his-it is only iuse at the time, Hon. -r. Abbtt, after-
a little bill; and I hope it will not take very wards Sir John Abbott. The quotation wili
long to discuss. Probably hon. gentlemen be found on page 409 of the Senate debates
may not have read the bill, and it nay be for 1889:
better that I should read part of it. The
first clause is as follows :Ho.r.AB T-toeîitpprtmetafirs clase i as ollos :tiere bas beeui really any subqtantial objection made-

1. No dory, flat, whaler or other boat whatsoever to thîs Bil. (Power; one objected to it-Mr. Kaul-
shall be launched or set out from any vessel engaged
in deep-sea or bank fishing, for the purpose of fishing Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -There is no necessity
with hooks and lines, trawls or other similar appli- for it.
ances, or with intent that the saine shall be used in Hon. 'r. ABBOTT-That, 1 suppose, is very niuch
so fishing, or for the purpose of examining trawls, set a matter of opinion, and this bil appeals, at ail events,
lines or other siniilar appliances for fishing, unless to ones sense of humanity, as I read and hear fre-
there is placed in such boat and retained therein dur- quently o losses, of deaths and wrecks that occur fron
ing absence froni sucb x -esset an accurate and service- neglect of precautions of the kind providen ia bis bil
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kion n Mr. KAULBACH-There are no cases of that couple of pounds of bread and so forth, getskind from ny county. exhausted the first day, and they may have
I may say, with respect to the Hon. Mr. their compass on board but it does not do

Kaulbach, that he said in his county that the them any good, as they do not know the
owners of vessels already provided them course to steer tofind theirship. They have
with these things and naturally, if they do, no means of taking bearings, they may pull
the law does not affect them.• about in a fog and go within a mile of the

vesse] and not find ber, and this explains how
redon. Mr. ABBOTT-I have inyself frequently these accidents occur. I know that theeadq of fihing boats being lost fron their schooners fishermen almost invariably carry adtoing a fog. Wiat iny hon. friend froi Charlotte- .

tru . about the vessel inoving is undoubtedly compaýs in their boats, and the men
boat kuit iust be renienbered that a sailor in a will certainly not go away for a day'sess oing the general direction in vhich he oif work without taking provisions withbi '0uSse, c)uId fortit sonie i(Iea fron! the direction of
the wind where she would he four or five hours after- them, but it is when they get astray and
but I thdo lot pretend to understand the question, when compasses are of no use to them inbut heniik th4 pr1oposition is a, good one, and if the j inifisherien already do these things hi this bi pro- finding out where their vessel nay be that loss
Podes that they shall do I do not see that the bill can of life occurs. The vessel may have had todo any har. ,atake up anchor, or the wind may have driven

lion. Mr. ALMON-I certainly approve, the vessel away fron her anchorage, and in
as I think every other member of the House consequence of these contingencies the sad
approves of the bill, but I want to know loss of liFe that we so often read of happens.
whether in the bill there is any way to As J said before, I do not intend to oppose
ascertain that the nen have the compass, my hon. friend's bill. It can do no harm ; it
Water and food in the boat ; is it customary, will only comply with the customs that pre-
when the boat clears out, to ascertain it, or vail. I do not think there has been any
how is it to be done ? If left merely at the petition for it, and therefore it is a strong
Optiori of the owner of the boat, there will proof of the position I take, that it is not a

verY little gained by this legislatioi. very necessary bill.
re should be sone clause in the bill Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is a good

tohih would compel every vessel going out thing for a man to have a compass onto follow the rules which are laid down in board.
th on. maember's bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--They are never
IOn. Mr. MILLER-- do not rise to without it.

'PPose the bill. I an very much of the
OPinion of the late Senator Kaulbach, that Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If they have
the hill i8 not necessary. However, it can them alrearly this can do them no harm. If
do no harn. Perhaps there was no man in they have a compass on board they can tell

t House more qualified to -ive an which direction is cast or west, or north or
P'on on this matter than the late south. They know when starting from their

Senlator Kaulbach. Like myself, he came vessel in what direction they go, and which
from One of the chief fishing counties in way the wind was, and that should give
Nova Scotia. Almost without an exception them an idea how to get back. I would like
vessels intended for the deep sea fisheries to see the law give them a little more water
carry compasses for use in the boats when- and a little more provisions. It may not go
ever they leave the craft, and they also far enough in that way. I am sure that the

arry a supply of provisions for the time Senate ought tol be satisfied to have such a
tbey expect to be out. The trouble is, how- bill passed. J would like to see it. These
ever, that very often these boats go away men are engaged in a hazardous industry
four or five miles from their vessel, and a and they should be protected as far as
fog springs up, and perhaps, with over- possible. Owners of vessels may want to
confidence, they continue at their work, and save a little money, but the life of a poor
Inay have drifted from their bearings, and a fisherman ought to be protected as far as
CoMpass is of little use to then by the time possible. I am glad the hon. gentleman
they make up their minds to reach their has brought in the bill.

Ves'el. They nay then float about the ocean The motion was agreed to, and the bill
fordays and their little stock of provisions, a was read the second time.
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CANADIAN MINING REGULATIONS mense majority-by a House of Commons
BILL. that has been as little under the control of

SECOND READING POSTPONED. the administration as any House of Com-

The Order of the Day being called: mons that has been elected since the
The rde of he ay eingcaled: establishmnent of this union. The bill

Second neading (Bill E) An Act to amend the C nealswinint section The b-
adian Mining Regulations for the Yukon. deals with an important section of the pub-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved that the lic domain of this country, and in that re-

Order of the Day be discharged and that it spect it is a bill deahing with the publie
Orderdofhthe Day be discharged an that- itrevenues of the Crýwn. Under the con-
be made the first Order of the Day on Thurs- stitution, such measure is under the special
day next. jurisdiction of the House of Commons, as

Hon. Mr. POWE R-I have no desire to much so as if it had been a bill making an
impede the progress of the hon. gentleman's appropriation of a portion of the public
bill, but the House will be engaged in dis- money. It is the opinion of some hon. gen-
cussing the Yukon Bill on that day, and I tlemen in both Houses of parliament, and
think it is going too far to make this the of sone who are not menîbers of either
first Order of the Day. buse, that a money compensation ought to

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is have heen given instead of a subsidy in land.
this not a bill almost exclusively within the The government thought otherwise. We
province of the government? knew the temper of thebouse of Commons,

Hon.Mr.MILS-Cetaily.and J think also w-e knew the teiper of tlie
on. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.so far as e could

Hon. Sir MACKENZJE BOWELL-It ascertain either the bouse of Com-
is a bil to amend the regulations which have nions, who are representatives of the
been adopted by the Governor in Couricil, people, nor the people whom they
and my hon. friend proposes-I dare say he represented favoured a mioney subsidy;

Tas very good reason for it-to amend ohose and se the governnut have done in, tWs
regulations, but I am inclined to think it is inatter that 5which in their opinion best
a matter which pertains almost exclusively comports with public opinion, with the
to, the action of the overnneent and not to wishes of the community, and oith the view
private individuals. of a vast majority of tose who sit in the

The order was allowed to stand. bouse of ommons. They have undertaken
is e ablto adtereg s w a te aid in the construction of this road inte

The enae adoured.the Yukon country by a subsidy in land.
____ _____There is a strong feeling throughout the

country that we have been noving too
THE SENATE. rapidly in the way of granting money sub-

sidies te public enterprises; that the people
Ottawa, Tesdty, ovearch 22nd, 188. of this country and the resources of the

, h privatR hepeop e which are avaihable for the purpose
The odEraE aowd toe Cad aT h e of goverment have been already very

severely taxed in the construction of great
Prayers and routine proceedings. works and undertakings and we are of

YUKON RAILWAY COMPANY'S opinion-and this opinion bas been con-
TheL. Sfirmed By the action of the bouse of Com-

hermons-that it eas in the public interest
SECOND REDING. that the country which was to be opened up

hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second for occupation, to which ingress was to be
reading of Bill (6) " An Act to confirin an affordedto those whomightgothither,should,
agreement between ber Majesty and Wm. eut of those natural resources which were
Mackenzie and Donald D. Mann and to in- being made avaihable, contrihute to thle in-
corporate the Canadian Yukon Railway creased cest of governinent in consequence
Company." be saidM rhis bi, the second of what was their beimg done. The lands
reading of which I now inove in this ouse, of the Crown in the Yukon country, being
is one of immense importance, not only to a part of the public revenues, hike other
the country, but also to this body. It was portions of the revenue are under the special
passed in the Bouse of Gomions by an im- jurisdiction of the bouse of Commons, and
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therefore this bill could not originate in should have been in money, or whether it
this Hqouse. It was a measure that could should have been a subsidy of land. With
Only originate in the House of Commons. us, from what I have said, it will be seen
And with regard to the appropriation of the that this is only an academic question. It
Publie revenues that was made by it for the may be one of interest, but it possesses no
Purpose of furthering this enterprise, it greater interest to this honourable body than
could not be amended in this House. The it does to any other body of citizens well in-
Senate in this matter, the same as in any formed, and who take an interest in the dis-
other appropriation of public revenues, can cussion of the subject. In the opinion of
approve or dis-pprove of what it has before the government, the House of Commons, in
It The matter is one of peculiar interest, approving of an appropriation of public
therefore, to the House. Hon. gentlemen lands rather than an appropriation of public
Who were in the Senate in 1874 will re- money, decided wisely. The prevailing
menber a case in which the Senate undertook sentiment of the country corresponds with
to amend a bill relating to the appropriation this view; and under any circumstances, even
of lands in the North-west Territories. if we did not think it were the best, since
That measure was carefully considered in i t is the public view, it is one entitled to be
the other chamber by men distinguished for treated with respect. I am not going to de-
their knowledge of parliamentary law and tain this House with the consideration or
Pariamentary procedure, and it was then discussion of the question whether the gov-
decided that an appropriation of public ernment could have let this contract at an
lands did not differ from an appropriation of earlier period, whether the construction of
Public money, and that it was not in the this railway might not have been earlier be-

.POwer of the Senate to alter or amend the gun. If it could have been, that is the
appropriation, to increase the amount of fault of the government and not the fault
land that was proposed to be granted ; and of the contractors. It does not, in the
1 think that from that time down to the smallest degree, detract from the value of
Present that view has been acted upon. the undertaking. If it was proper to begin
There is, I apprehend, hon. gentlemen, no this undertaking three months ago, it has
doubt Upon this point-and I refer to it for not become an improper thing since. We
the Purpose of showing what are the special ought not to confound the mistakes of the
functions of the House of Commons in this government, if there be mistakes (and I do
Matter and what are the powers which not admit that there have been any
l*IOnlg to the Senate. We have decided in in this matter), with the merits of
this matter to aid this railway enterprise by the undertaking. The project is not
a subsidy in land, that is a benefit conferred bad because it was not begun sooner.
or a compensation given to these contractors This House has before it now much the
who have entered into a contract with the same information which the government had
government to construct this railway within when this work was projected. It has the
a certain period of time. If we had given a report of Dr. Dawson, the report of Mr.
raoney compensation, there would be no Ogilvie and the report of Mr. Jennings. The
doubt as to the power of the House of Com- first two of these reports give us but little
""0ns in'the matter. It would have been a information with regard to railway con-
beneficial contribution from the public struction. They deal with the geological
treasury, and what has been done is supposed and mineral features of the Yukon country.

be at least equally advantageous to the They give us a great deal of valuable infor-
contractors-it is a contribution from the mation upon that subject, but in respect to
Public resources, it is a value bestowed. railway construction, they did not afford the
That value may at the present time not be government any material assistance. It was
One which is easily ascertained, but it is a known ten years ago that there was gold in
value which makes it a part of the revenues the Yukon, but whether it was in paying
Of the Crown and brings it under exactly quantities or not was not a matter upon
the same constitutional provisions which which any government was infornied. The
apy to the appropriation of public money. distance from the settled portions of Canada
'It s8 not necessary to detain hon. gentle- in which that sub-arctic country lies is such
tInen with a consideration of the question as to have made it, almost ever since con-
whether it was better that the grant of aid federation, a neglected country. It is one



upon which but little information was had,be- times and to join in the march which has
cause it was not supposed to have any special carried the people of this count ry forward
value. We have immense districts capable at no inconsiderable pace during the past
of beinig utilized for settlement to which our twelve months. It was not, however, 1 may
attention was directed and upon which our say to hon. gentlemen, until immigration
resources have been expended. We have began to flow into the Yukon country in
endeavoured by large expenditures to secure such numbers as to make it necessary to
immigration, and to increase in this way the appoint administrative officers for theenforce-
population of Canada and to increase its nient of law, for the protection of life and of
wealth and prosperity. Many of the districts property and for the administration of just-
upon which large sums have been expended ice, that the goveroment feit itsef impelled
are still unoccupied districts, and though to act. I is fot necessary that the govern-
neither those who have preceded them in ment, having under its jurisdiction an im-
office, nor this government at the begin- mense territ ry sucl as ours, the creater
ning were disposed to hasten railway portion of which is still unoccupied and un-
construction in the Yukon country ; they inhabited, to tollow every explorer, wberever
had, in their estimation, a large number of he may go, with a railway charter or with
projects on hand which had not yet pro- an executive officer and judge. We acted, 1
duced those results which it was though, think, in the Yukon country as soon a, the
reasonable to expect. A year ago gold circustances justified that action in the
seekers hastened into the Kootenay country. iatter of government an( of administration,
This government had been but a few months and in the matter of railway construci ion, in
in office. They had pressed on their atten-'affording a highway to those vho may wish
tion the necessity of furnishing those peo- to go into that country or wish to have
ple with greater facilities for ingress and eress from it, we have acted as soon as the
egress, and to furnish to the manufacturing circumstances of the country justified our
and mercantile classes of the country what- action, as soon as it vas apparent that the
ever market there might be secured to them nunibers who were going tlither were such as
by sales to the population that had gone as to requiro from us what we were now
thither. For the purpose of securing that doing. We therefore found it necessary to
market, and for the purpose of furnishing make regulatioils to secure miners' daims as
greater facilities to the miners and to the soon as the placer inining was begun
capitalists who have gone into that portion in that country, to determine their extent,
of British Columbia, the government under- to a certain imount of security
took the construction by subsidy to tie to ltoses wo undertook to work them, to
Canadian Pacific Railwy Comnpany the rail- sate the conditions upon which this work
way to, the Crow's Nest Pass. That road is might be carried on and to make such addi-
nearly completed. More than 300 miles tional provisions as might afford to the
of railwas will have been constructed governient some revenue to enable it to
this year, but before the year had meet the additional expenditure that was
expired, and before that work was com- thereby ncurred. may say to ion. gentle-
pleted, the government were pressed tofmen that from looking at the inmp fe
undertake the Nvork of railwav construction realize the vast extent of territory that is
into the Yukon country. Wmen, then, you gunder ou n jurisdiction. and in which, at the
consider the magnitude of the work that is present moment, sue are obliged to make
pressing on the attention of the governent poion for the enforcement of the law. If
at this moment, it is easy toi see that the 'e except the empire of Russia, I appreend
governinent have not been indifferent, nr we have on this North American continent
are they open to the charge that they have the most extensive region under any one
not exercised sufficient attention and energy government. Formerly je had the town of
to further the public interest in these Winnipeg upon our frontier. We regarded
regardc. It cannot be said that we have that as a distant place. later there was
been dilatory and negligent in this respect Calgary, a thousand miles further west;
in the cliscliirte of our duties. We are then Vancouver and Victoria, that are three
not the autiiors of the circumstances thousand miles away; but when you are at
whichd have impelled us onward. We Victoria you are still f,500 miles from the
have endeavoured to be awake to our town of Dawson. This will giva to hon.
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gentlemen some idea of the extent of this grace and favour. I do not think it wou'd
country, stretching more than 1,000 miles be possible that anything more calamitous
to the east and nearly 5,000 miles to the to this country could happen than that we
lorth-west into the Yukon district. Beside should abandon the project of constructing

the immense distance that this district is a higliway upon our own soil and depend
from the capital, there are political and upon a highway through this strip of border
geographical impediments which increase territory, held by the United States, into
the inaccessibility of that country. The the Yukon country. If we did so, we would
Physical obstacles that intervene areveryseri- every day in the year and every hour in the
ous, but those physical obstacles would be far day be dependent on the grace and favour
less serious were it not that our neighbours of our neighbours as to whether the product s
hold severalhundred milesof the sea coast, and of Canada could pass from the older portions
have in their possession those gates of admis- of the country into the Yukon country
sion to the Yukon country through which or not. It was, therefore, important when
entrance to it can be most easily this question came before the government
had. It is unfortunate for this country for solution that it should aim at accomplish-
that that strip of coast should be in the ing two things-access to the country, and
Possession of our neighbours. It formerly the maintenance of its authority over the
beloniged to the government of Russia. population that may be found in it. Before
They claimed it by discovery and occupation I enter upon the discussion of the highways
from the sea shore, while the British govern- that may be established through United
ment claimed the whole interior of the States territory, let me call the attention qf
country in consequence of what had been hon. gentlemen to what may be done within
done by a Canadian trading company-the our own. There are three routes which
North-west Company. That company which may be opened within Canada to the Yukon
was organized at the city of Albany, in the country. We may begin at Yorktown and
province of New York, while it was still a extend that railway that is constructed from
British Province, and, after the American Portage la Prairie to that point in a north-
revolution, was transplanted to Montreal, westerly direction to Prince Albert across
carried on its trading enterprises to the the Saskatch3wan, in a north-westerly di-
Arctic Sea, and along the Pacific Coast, rection into the Peace River country,
dow n to the Gulf of California, and it was and so on into the Yukon district. We
in consequence of its enterprise and energy, could also extend a road from Edmonton
its indomitable perseverance and its great northward. If we began at Yorktown our
successes, that the government of England road wculd be over 2,000 miles in length ; if
Was enabled successfully to claim the terri- at Edmonton, we would require to construct
tories which we now hold both in British 1,600 miles of railway; and if we were to
Columbia and in the Yukon district. build a mile a day it would require over five
The Political situation of the Yukon country vears to complete a railway upon that line.
is as important as its commercial situation, Now, I admit for agricultural purposes,
and in dealing. with this bill and the con- starting either at Yorktown or Edmonton,
tract into which the government have an immense country could be opened up
entered for the purpose of securing the con- suitable for agricultural settlement. I
struction of this road, the political considera- have no doubt .whatever that some day

ion is i my opinion paramount. The that will be done. But the construction
question of commercial advantage must of a road upon that line at the
always be, as long as the shore is in the present time was an impossibility. It would
hands of another country, the paranount not in any degree meet the exigencies of the
consideration for us. The holding of that situation. We require admission into the
territority puts, as I have said, all the con- Yukon country at once if we are to control
venient gateways into the Yukon country and govern its population and to furnish t.ie
into the hands of our neighbours. Whether means of ingress and egress required, and
We would be permitted, if we did not con- it could not be done upon this lino and
struct an independent route, to' send the without the lapse of several years, and
Products of tlis country through.the United several years could not go by if we were to
States borderland without the payment of hold the Yukon country. Then we could
duty would depend entirely upon their start f rom Ashcroft on the Canadian Pacifie
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Railway and follow the old telegraph trial
and reach the Yukon district f rom that point,
but that would be a railway of very consi-
derable length and would occupy a consider-
able period of time in its construction. I an
told that there is every reason to believe that
there are great mineral resources upon this
line, as there are great agricultural resources
opon the first that I have mentioned ; but
neither upon the onenor upon the other could
a railway be constructed by any resources
that the government of Canada could coin-
mand in time to give us that security for our
possessions which the circumstances of the
moment call for. Then there was the third
line in which you start either from Portland
Canal or Observatory Inlet and extend f rom
there northward to Telegraph Creek and on
to Teslin Lake. Now this is the line which
has been adopted, and we began our con-
struction at the middle point. We began
at Telegraph Creek on the Stikine River
and by our contract with Messrs. Mackenzie
& Mann they are to construct that road by
the 1st September northward so as
to be fit for traffic and travel by the
1st September next. We did not
begin at Observatory Inlet, because the
southern portion of this line is not abso-
lutely necessary at the present moment, and
that would have required at least two years
in the construction of the road, whereas we
will be able within a few months to estab-
lish communication in the way marked out.
In this method of construction that has beer
adopted we are enabled to utilize the navi-
gation of the Stikine River. We have the
navigation of that river secured to us for
commercial purposes by treaty with the
United States, and we are by the provisions
of that treaty enabled to utilize the river
up to the border of our own territory, and
to navigate it within our own territory till
we reach the initial point mentioned. The
government will, in all probability, have a
wagon road constructed before the summer
is ended from Telegraph Creek southward to
Observatory Inlet, which will afford a basis
for railway construction if it becomes neces-
sary to complete this part of the line.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.ý-How
many miles is that?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-About 200 miles-
180 miles, I an told, to Portland Inlet, and
to Observatory Inlet a few miles further.

Now the United States hold those ways
which start f rom the Lynn Inlet, which is
several hundred miles further north. There
is the Dalton Trail, there is a height over
the pass from Dyea, and there is the height
over the pass from Skagway.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-Do they not
claim the Portland Canal as well?

Hon. Mr. M ILLS--No; they claim that
the boundary begins at the head of Portland
Canal, and they say that Portland Canal is
common water to both. Observatory Inlet
is wholly within Canadian territory, but
Portland Inlet is on the border, according
to the United States contention, and so from
Portland Inlet we cannot be excluded.
Now, from a commercial point of view, the
highway that may be constructed on the
Dalton Trail has, no doubt, advantages over
the road that we are about to construct.
There is sea navigation several hundred
miles further north. The railway distance
is consequently shorter. You are nearer
Dawson City at Dyea than you are at Tele-
graph Creek. There is no doubt of that;
but when you construct a railway on the
Dalton Trail, or through either of the passes
which I have mentioned, you have a railway
which the government of the United States
controls. Whether you send in any pro-
ducts of Canadian industry through that
way or not, will depend entirely on thein.
They could not, if you had difficulties in
that country, permit you to send in either
troops or police or arms and equipment of
any kind. It is perfectly clear that no
government at Washington, if you had fifty
or sixty thousand people of United States
birth, or who are citizens of the United
States, in that country who would undertake
to lead any insurrection, or do what the
adventurers did in Texas, or what the
British population did at Johannesburg, it
would be utterly impossible for any United
States government, however much it might
sympathize with you, to allow you to send a
single rifle or volunteer, or a pound of
ammunition through that territory for the
purpose of sustaining your authority.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Would
not that apply to the Stikine River route as
well?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend asks
would not that apply to the Stikine route as
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'Well? Certainly not, because a great portion
of your supplies could be easily sent in as
merchandise.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I mean
troops.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I told my hon. friend
that the government proposed making a
highway immediately, or to ask pailiament
to furnish an appropriation for that purpose,
from Portland Inlet, or from Observatory
Inlet to the initial point of this railway.

lion. Mr. MILLER-Could you send in
Soldiers from the Stikine?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We could send them
fron Portland Canal.

lon. Mr. MILLER - But from the
Stikine?

lion. Mr. MILLS-If we had difficulty,
suppose we could not. But one important

thing that so far as the Stikine is concerned,
we could send in food and clothing, we could
send in those articles which contribute to
the comfort of a population, and which
would prevent unrest, discontent and insur-rection. I say that in the construction of
this road we are obliged to bear in mind its
Political features. You must consider the
iraprtance of having a railway constructed

yholly upon Canadian territory.

haon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,hear.

lon. Mr. MILLS-You are doing, under
the provisions of this contract, as much as
it is Possible to do in one year ; you are do-
'ng it at that point which will contribute in
the highest degree to the utility of the workand you are at the same time constructing
a way that becomes an essential part of the
eOntinuous road down to the sea. I say all
these are matters of immense consequence,and aIl these are things which ought not to beoverlooked. Upon the Lynn Inlet, just at
Present in the possession of the UnitedState8,.they have several towns that depend
for their existence upon the trade which hasarisen in consequence of that being the

bielf hghway into the Yukon country. The
pulation of those towns, the trade which

1one in them would all be within the
trtory of Canada if your railway was
ahollY Within the territory of Canada. IMY, then, commercially although this route

is longer than a route constructed through
the United States territory that the increase
of population and the increase of trade upon
those points that become the base of depart-
ure would be transferred to Canada instead
of being in the Uuited States. If we make
the political question paramount we must
have the road in Canadian territory. We
cannou afford to have a railway constructed
in the United States. My hon. friends, I
see, have, in some cases, referred to the fact
that a United States line, if a rail-
way were constructed, would be most con-
venient. I am not disputing that fact,
but I arm calling attention to the fact
that it would be a United States line,
and if you hold the country you would
still have a Canadian line to construct and
you would have the whole burden of the
maintenance and defence of that road thrown
upon the government. If you construct a
line wholly in Canadian territory, and if you
decline to afford facilities for the construction
of a road through the United States border-
land, you secure the commercial as well as
the political use of the railway, and by secur-
ing that commercial use you make the road
self sustaining, and you relieve the public
treasury of the burden that otherwise fall
upon it. The gold mining population within
the next year in the Yukon country, if the
ordinary anticipations of the public are
realized, will certainly be not less than
100,000. Nine-tenths of the population are
likely to be aliens. The most that we can
hope for is that they will be indifferent to
public and political affairs. They are citizens
of another country and knowing that the
most convenient ways into our country are
in the hands of their own government, they
are naturally anxious that the highways into
the Yukon country should be constructed
through this border strip of territory. If
that were done, it is perfectly obvious that
the territory woul be for all commercial
purposes annexed to the United States, and
cease to be in that regard Canadian territory.
That is a matter which cannot be overlooked,
and whoever proposes to construct a railway
fromLynnInletintotheterritory oftheYukon
will bear in mind that, in doing so, they are
proposing to place the trade of the Yukon
country entirely under United States con-
trol. I would like to know if the goods
that are shipped from Victoria and from
Vancouver to-day, which are sent westward
from Montreal and Toronto, had imposed
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upon them at Dyea or Skagway fifty or sixty
per cent, such as the United States tariff
proposes, how much of those goods would
go through ? Is it not clear to every one
that every miner who would go into the
country, whether a Canadian or an Ameri-
can, would buy his supplies on the United
States side of the border in order that he
might escape the vexations of the custom-
bouse, and I say we cannot overlook that,
and that whatever concessions the govern-
ment of the United States nay make to us
for the moment, if the road was once con-
structed and we were thereby put in their
power, then those regulations would be made
just what they pleased. We know that
the bill, which I have here in my possession,
that was passed in the United States Senate,
imposed regulations and restraints contrary
to our treaty rights were they to be made
law, is a pretty clear indication of what the
feelings of the western people are with respect
to our possessions in that part of the country.
They cannot understand, after putting
impediments in our way, after enacting
alien labour laws and imposing restrictions
of various kinds, thinking we were entirely
in their power-I say, they cannot under-
stand how it is that we can have any terri-
tory or any rights near the Pacific coast
which would give us special advantages.
Now, I amn most anxious that we should be
on terms of good neighbourhood-I am quite
willing to deal liberally with our neighbours
across the way, as liberally as they will deal
with us, but while I am disposed to
live on terms of friendship, I am not, for
the sake of being called a friend, disposed
to place the resources and the future pros-
pects and the future hopes of this country
at the mercy of our neighbours, however
generous they might be disposed to be.
There are associated with every government
as it grows in wealth and in population,
duties which impose increased responsibility.
These are of great consequence and it is im-
portant that those who are entrusted with
the conduct of public affairs should have the
courage to face them boldly and incur the
burdens and responsibilities that are
associated with them. Now, we have duties
imposed upon us by the recent discoveries in
the Yukon country and by the influx of
population into that part of Canada. It is
necessary that life should be there supported
and protected, and that the law should be
effectually administered, and order and good
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government should be maintained., It is as
important as the commercial side of the
question to the material prosperity of the
country. Without law and order, without
security for life and property, prosperity can-
not exist, and therefore the political side of
this question is just as important to be con-
sidered as the commercial side. We have
also to consider how we are to uphold the
Dominion of the sovereign in that country,
and this I say can only be done by the con-
struction of a railway wholly under the con-
trol of Canadian law and Canadian authority,
a railway upon our own territory, the use of
which we may regulate and which we shall
not use by sufferance. i admit that the
friendship and good will of the United
States are worth a great deal, but I am not
willing that a deadly blow should be struck
at the future of this country in order to
satisfy the wishes of those wlio are seeking
to supplant us in the markets of the Yukon
country. I am pleased to be able to call
the attention of this honourable House to
some observations that were addressed to the
House of Commons by the leader of the
opposition. There is much in a very able
speech which the leader of the opposition
made in the House of Commons to which I
do not subscribe, but there are many obser-
vations contained in that speech to which I
do cordially subscribe, and I beg to invite
the attention of bon. gentlemen to soine of
these observations. Sir Charles Tupper said,
in addressing the House of Commuons on this
subject a few days ago:

I believe it would be impossible to overrate the in-
portance to Canada of securing, at the earliest pos-
sible moment, and as far as practicable, an all Can-
adian route, so that that great trade shal accrue to
the benefit of Canada, instead of benefiting a foreign
country. In my judgmîent, fron the first moment the
great importance of that Canadian Yukon gold field
attracted public attention, there has been a nost de-
termined effort on the part of the United States of
America and of citizens of that country to grasp and
turn to their own advantage all the enormous benefit
that is to be derived from the furnishing of supplies
to the people who go in there, and to provide for
their transit into and out of the country. Therefore,
when my attention was directed to this subject, I
gave it the nost careful consideration in my power,
regarding it, not as a party question, but as one of
vital importance to every Canadian; and having telt
it my duty to examine the question, in the light of all
the information I could get while on the Pacific coast,
where I was receiving a great deal of attention, I
came to the conclusion that the route by the Stikine
River and Teslin Lake was, not only the best route,
but the only available route for the construction of a
railway during the present season.

Now that is the opinion of Sir Charles
Tupper, who is interested in the trade of
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that country and who visited the country to
the west with a view to obtaining all the in-
formatior on the subject p>ssible.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-He took it all
back.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, my lion. friend is
mistaken. He is conservative in his habits
and so is not likely to change so readily.

made the saine objection to the adoption of
either of the other two Canadian routes-
the length of time required for their con-
struction and the impossibility of bringing
a railway into operation in sufficient time to
enable us to retain that country and to con-
tinue to govern it and control its trade. I
hardly think these observations of Sir
Charles Tupper will be questioned here.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE--ead the speech Hon. Mr. ALMON--Did Sir Charles
through. Tupper approve of the price we are paying I

lion. Mr. MILLS-Let me take another
quotation :

It has been stated in the press that the question
at present between the opposition and the hon. gentle-
len on the treasury benches is a question between
the Stikine route, as to which the contract has been
iade, and another and different route wihich is pro-
iloted by parties with whom Lord Rothschild wvas
cnniected. I have no hesitation in saying at once
that I entertain no such opinion. I have no hesita-tion 'In saying that I should oppose muoch more
s the expenditure of a dollar of public aid
0r any assistance whatever fron the governuent to
the latter route than I would to this.

. And I do not well see how he could put
his views stronger or more decisively in
favour of the route which the government
has selected, and to which this contract re-
lates, than he lias done in the two para-
graphs which I have read. Then again he
says :

I infinitely prefer the route now under considera-tion to any route that crosses a foot of territory
roamued by the United States, and all the other
.outes to which I have referred are open to that ob-Jection. From Pyramid Harbour down to Dvea andSkagway and Taku Inlet -not so nuch Taku Inlet,but 1 the others; the Taku Inlet route is placed be-
Yond tonsideration by the fact that glaciers render it
absoluteiy dangerous for vessels to attempt to reach

t inlet-but aIll the other routes from the Pacific
aet Ire, in my judgment, infinitely more objection-

are than the route now under consideration. There
are ther routes-all-Canadian routes. There is the
trajected route fron Ashcroft by the old Telegraphtrailey through to Telegraph Creek. There is the
ro rough Edmonton, and. also the route from
rince Albert, whose greater length would perhapsrender it more objectionable. These are all Canadianroutes, but not routes that can be made valuable

couny for the purpose of facilitating ingress into that
the Fr It is on that ground that while I feel that
roft monton, and the Prince Albert, and the Ash-

dist routes will all furnish valuable trails, their longditance from the sea is against their practicabilityrom a Commercial and national point of view, ase0mPard with the route chosen.

So Sir Charles Tupper in that speech dis-
ses the various Canadian routes and

tlnited States routes, and he has made to
te adoption of any one of these UnitedStates routes exactly the same objedtion

that I have Made here to-day. He has also

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will come to that in
a while. I ask my hon. friend's indulgence
until I reach that part of my speech. This
is a îmeasure from the responsibility of which
no Canadian, who is called on to vote, can
escape. It involves the question whether we
are to remain master of our own possessions
or not. It involves one of the most imipor-
tant questions, one of the most serious
questions that bas ever come before a legis-
lative body to determine, because it is
impossible to seriously argue that we can
retain the control of the trade of that
countrv, or that we can effectively govern it
except by the suffrage of the population
which continues there, if we do not also
possess the means of ingress and egress to
the country. Objections have been made to
the use of the Stikine River as a temporary
expedient and for temporary purposes. We
can freely use that river for commercial
purposes, and no doctrine of international
law is better established than this, that
where you have the right of navigation you
have also, as an incident to that right, the
right of transhipment, of loading and un-
loading and of mooring to the shore. The
legislature of the United States have, no
doubt, the right to inake regulations such as
would protect them against smuggling from
Canadian vessels going into that territory,
but they would have no right to make regu-
lations that would impose special burdens
upon Canadian trade. Our goods that are
transhipped, that are loaded and un-
loaded, are not subject to the tariff of
that country. Under the treaty of St.
Petersburg, when the boundary was agreed
upon between the governments of England
and of Russia, the absolute right of naviga-
tion was secured, not merely in the three
rivers mentioned in the Washington treaty,
but in all the rivers which flow through that
narrow strip of territory from ours to the
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sea. That right of navigation, which was a
territorial, a sovereign right, because it was
associated with the settleient of the bound-
ary and was a condition upon which the
boundary was accepted by both countries,
was overlooked at the time the Washington
treaty was negotiated. The Americans spoke
to the British representative on that occasion
as if it was a concession by them for the first
time, and they offered us, in consideration
for concessions made to them, the right to
navigate the Porcupne, Stikine and Yukon
Rivers, througli United States territory, to
the sea for commercial purposes. That is an
easement instead of a proprietary right.
Whether our right under the treaty of St.
Petersburg continued after that provision
of the Washington treaty or not, was
raised in the case of a party who had
committed a murder in our territory,
in the upper waters of the Stikine.
He was arrested and sent to Victoria for
trial. He was sent down the Stikine River
to the territory of the United States. The
United States government demanded his
release. The Canadian government main-
tained that it had the right to take him
down the river under the treaty of St.
Petersburg, and our view was pressed by
Mr. Blake upon the attention of the Colonial
Office, who brought the matter under the
attention of the law officers of the Crown,
but they said that the government of the
United Kingdom, having entered into a
treaty with the United States, and having
accepted the navigation of the Stikine, the
Porcupine and the Yukon Rivers for com-
mercial purposes only, their rights were
limited by that condition of the treaty.
That correspondence will be found, I think,
in the papers of 1877 or 78, I forget which,
but I remember very well the discussion. It
was raised by Mr. Blake specially for the
purpose of compelling the law officers of the
Crown of England to pass upon the ques-
tion. Upon this question the leader of the
opposition in the same speech from which I
have quoted before -

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is that the
speech on the address?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is the speech
on the Yukon Bill. He said:

The United States bought that country but they
could not get what Russia could not give. Unfor-
tunately,by an oversight that treaty was renewed with
the United States of Ameica who knew that the

people of Canada and every British subject possessed
an indefeasible right to go in and out of the river
Stikine without let or hindrance of any kind whatever.
Those are the words of the treaty and in the new
treaty they provide that we have the right of free
navigation of the Stikine River subject to such regula-
tions as might be found necessary.

The words; of the treaty are "the free
navigation of the river for commercial pur-
poses." I agree with the view which was
expressed by the leader of the opposition in
the other chamber. The discussion of the
treaty of St. Petersburg has only an academic
value to-day. Our rights rest upon the treaty
of Washington. We have the right to use
the river for commercial purposes, and that
right I say enables us, for commercial pur-
poses, to connect our trade from Victoria or
some other port upon our western coast,
with the railway which we are about to
construct to the Stikine River without being
subject to the control of the United States
tariff or any other control than that which the
establishment of reasonable police regulation
to prevent smuggling and to prevent the com-
mission of crime may make necessary. Let
me say to hon. gontlemen, the government
and parliament of this country thought it
proper to construct the Sault Ste. Marie
Canal at a very large cost, not simply for
commercial but rather for political purposes,
because there was no impediment in the way
of using the United States canal nor had any
ever arisen. How much more important is
it that we should have fron distant portions
of our country within our own territory the
means of intercourse? In the case of the
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, if the Americans
refused to allow the troops to go through,
the transhipment might give rise to some
inconvenience, but could not occasion any
very great delay. The distance is very
short, the impediments to pass from the
lower waters to those above are not very
serious, but the government of Canada con-
sidered it right, in order to be in a position
more effectively to exercise jurisdiction and
control over the territories, to construct that
canal and to construct it at a great cost. I
say I do not call in question the propriety
of that Act, but if that was proper under
the circumstances, how much more approp-
riate, how much more necessary is it that
this road should be built in order that if dif-
ficulties should arise in the Yukon country,
our authority might be effectively asserted.
Several towns have sprung up, in the last
year or two, along the border of
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the Lynn Inlet. United States custom-
houses have been established there.
The people who have gone thither claim
that the mountain height that surrounds
the bay, which we say is the utmost of the
claim that it would be possible for them to
make, is not a limitary line of boundary at
all, that they are entitled, under the treaty
of St. Petersburg, to measure ten marine
leagues from the coast, and so to extend
their jurisdiction to Lake Bennett, and
several United States people went thither
and established a municipality, erected the
United States flag and asserted the United
States authority. Now, we felt that that
territory was clearly within our territory, that
the utmost claim that they would be entitled
to make would be the suminit of the passes,
and in order to protect our rights-because
Possession is in matters of this éort of im-
Inense consequence-we have stationed a
considerable body of police in each of those
Passages, and the custom-house has been
removed from the vicinity of Lake Bennett
to the summit of each of these passes. Our
policemen who are stationed there-I think
20 or 25 at each place-have supplies furn-
ihed theni for eight months. But how are
We to get supplies in when those supplies
are exhausted i It is in the power of the
Lnited States government at any moment

Vo ay, "no further supplies shall be sent in
for police purposes, no arms shall be carried
through, no ammunition shall be carried
through." They could hardly say that
no0 man shall go through, because he
ould go through in civilian's clothes.
That is the condition of things, and until
We maake a road on our own territory we
Wi1l, after those supplies are exhausted, re-
tain Our authority by the forbearance and
8ufferance of our neighbours. Now, I say
that it would be a most humiliating condi-
t'on if it should arise, and it is one that no
mnan, having a proper regard, at all events
froîn my point of view, for the honour and
ef-respect of his country, would like to see

enforced upon this country, and the only
""Y that you can peacefully maintain your
authority and uphold the jurisdiction which

been asserted is by the construction of
ears railway, by some person or other, at the

iest possible moment, and it is considera-
t'or' such as the one which I have mentioned
t'hich induced the government to press for

hi agreement, because these political con-
Siderations are of a greater consequence than

19

any theory we may have of the admiration
of public affairs and any question of mere
cost.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-How does this
route meet these political considerations i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say to my hon. friend
that it does in the way that I have men-
tioned.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does not the
American Transportation Company supply
the mounted police today at Dawson city?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They were the source
of supply. We have the right of navigation
of the Stikine, and we have the right to
carry up supplies, too, after the police are
in the country. I dare say no government
will ask who ate the fQod or used the clothes
that were taken in.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-You could not send
in arms or ammunition.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Except as merchan-
dise. I suppose a merchant sending in
arms or ammunition would not be prevented
although if a rebellion should arise, then
the government of the United States might
be called upon by its own people to inter-
vene.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We would not want
the ammunition otherwise.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Now, I have already
pointed out that if the highway in this coun-
try is constructed through United States
territory, we will be in a position of absolute
dependence and that for all commercial
purposes the Yukon territory will be annex-
ed to the United States. You might claim
political jurisdiction, you might by sufferance
assert your authority, but you could only do
so by forbearance, because until the highway
is constructed you have no means of reach-
ing that territory. Now bear this in mind,
that if you have perhaps not more than one-
tenth Canadians, not more than one-fifth or
one-fourth of the population British, however
friendly the government of the United
States might be, you could not expect that
it would actively interfere on your behalf.
If you had a foreign population there that
once obtained ascendency, the only way up
to the present time of bringing them up to
subjection would be by blockading the coast
and starving out the whole population, but
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that would be war. That would be war jurisdiction over that country, in fuit reali-
against the people of the United States and zation of the duties that devotve upon us in
it would be in the highest degree unwise, it our readiness to take the responsibility of
seems to me, for the people of this country giving, to whoever ray go thither, the means
to neglect to establish a highway at the of ingress and egress and the means of obtain-
earliest possible period upon their own soil. ing the necessary supplies and clothing while
Now I say that the leader of the opposition thither-I say in doing this, we will act in
in the other House is in entire accord accordance wifh thepublicwishesand ourcon-
with the government on this question. duct will meet with the public approbation.
He agrees with them that we have taken the There can be no doubt that there are
only route that is open to us, the only route other considerations than mere commercial,
that is available and that meets the exigen- that every community must consider if it
cies. He ailso agrees with us that it is of remains a self-respecting community, and
the very first importance that the road those national characteristics which are
should be constructed immediately, and that developed by these sacrifices, by meeting
our authority should be asserted. There is the difficutties that present themselves are
no difference between him and us upon of far more consequence to the prosperity of
these two questions. The point of difference a country, are far more powerfut contribu-
is, however: he thinks the road ought to be tors to that prosperity than those commercial
built by the government instead of by con- considerations that soretires are chiefiy
tractors, and that the amount granted is taken into account. Why, let any one com-
larger than ought to have been given for pare to-day China and Japan, or Scotland
that purpose. Now I am not going, at this and Venezuela, and he will see, as history
moment, to discuss that question; I shall do shows, how little the prosperity of a country
so before I have done speaking. I have depends upon the salubrity of its clîmate or
already called the attention of the House to upon the fertility of its sou. Lt depends
the fact that if the United States govern- upon the character and enterprise and in-
ment were to say that we shall not send domitable perseverance and courage of its
troops up the Stikine River, that we are population; and these are characteristics
only entitled to use it for commercial pur- which may be developed or which may be
poses, nevertheless that if we can use that smothered. In meeting a difficulty such as
highway for commercial purposes, as we are presents itself on this occasion, in meet-
usinz it and the way of chief importance ing the obstacles whieh are put in
during the period of quiet and peace that our way by persons living in San Fran-
nevertheless we could easily garch our cisco and weattle and Juneau, who come
volunteers and coutd easily send forward our here for the purpose of pressing forward
military supplies fror Observatory Iniet or other scheupes and who go to Washington
fror Portland Inlet to the southern ex- and get the Senate to go a certain distance
trernity of this railway. I arn sure that in Iegislation to frighiten us or the capital-
the people of this country will be ists in England-I say these parties shoutd
prepared to make soine sacrifice for the not deter us fron the discharge of our
maintenance of our authority in that country. duties and the maintenance of our rights.
I ar sure that they will not be indifferent That is what is being attempted-that
to the assertion of our rights and to the is what ought not to be yielded to. The
adoption of alt reasonable means which may measure which the government are pres-
be necessary for their maintenance. Many sing upon the attention of this b use,
a state might have tescaped great wars and which was before the other chamber, which
great hardships, if it had made extrere con- received the support of an overwhelming
cessions to its neighbours. Lt preferred to majority there, is a measure in the public
take the risk of war, rather than to subject interest, a measure for upholding Canada's
itself to polîticat degradation. Great trials authority and strengthening a spirit of
and great burdens have followed from such union and of nationality in his country,
contests, but the state that risked its exist- and of haking the people of Canada, so far
ence for the maintenance of its rights and as they ought to be, a self-contained people,
interests, has atways risen tou a higher level, c hpable of maintaining their own rights, cap-
in consequence of the sacrifices which it has able of holding togethercapableofe of ping
madre, and we, in the maintenance of our their own resources remaining the masters of
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their own destiny. Let me say this with
regard to the subsidy that is given. We are
told that we have given far too much
land. I confess, hon. gentlemen, that I
do not understand the force of that observa-
tion. If we were making an appropriation
of agricultural land, we know that the more
that is given the greater the advantage
Which the company receiving it has con-
ferred upon it. You have befre you,
Visibly, the character of the soil, whether it
is fertile or whether it is arable, whether
the climate is too dry or whether it is a
moist climate, which is likely to give the
Cultivator of the soil sure and certain crops
every year-you know precisely what you
are getting. When dealing with mineral
lands YOU are placed in a little different
Position. Take, for instance, this grant ;
there has not been discovered in the country
a Placer mine in any gulch or creek where
the gold deposit is one hundred yards in
width. If, instead of going three miles
back on either side, we had allowed the
parties to follow the sinuosites of tI e river,
and had given them a strip of territory one
hundred yards wide of the same length
that is given to them now, they would
have had just 108th part of the
amount of territory they possess. So
far as the placer mining is concerned,
they would have had exactly what they have
at this moment. Is it not, then, little short
of nonsense to speak about the cost of this
being an evidence of an extravagant bargain?
Why, sir, you lay down a line giving the
general direction of a river or valley ; you
allow the placer mining operations to be
carried on there, and you measure back three
miles .on each side, but if you follow the
sinuosities of the river the contractor is just
as well of if he has 100 yards width as if he
had those six miles in depth three miles on
each side. Every miner knows that; every
One who has considered the question with
any care knows that. Then is it not non-
sense, under these circumstances, to say that
the grant in the respect is an extravagant
ofle. ht me call attention to the question
of the quartz miping, for that after all is a
Very important matter. I am told that some
gentlemen addressing certain senators here
a day informed them that nobody knew
anything about this 45 miles from Daw-
so and if bis view is correct the
Whole placer deposits might be taken out

thin the next six weeks, and the com-
i9

pany would have no placer mining at all.
But I put that to one side. I call your
attention to the fact that the extent of
the area is no indication of the amount of
gold that has been granted. Let me again
refer, as I was about to do, to the quartz
mining. Every one knows that in quartz
mining more than ninety per cent is taken
up in the form of wages, and there is a mod-
erate interest upon the capital, and in that
country quartz explorations are more diffi-
cult than in any country in the world where
gold bas ever been discovered. Let hon.
gentlemen bear this in mind, that except
upon the tops of the hills and mountains the
whole country is covered with moss, some*
places two feet in depth, in nearly every
place, I am told, f rom one to two feet in
depth. All that has to be removed before
you can make an examination at all. You
have difficulties, you have expense to be in-
curred in order to do your prospecting which
exists nowhere else. Then I ask how can it
be said that these men have received too
much? Let me say this further: I have
already pointed out the percentage that is
required in order to pay the ordinary ex-
penses of getting the gold out of the ground.
Why I notice some times in the newspapers
articles written as if the gold, without a
copper's expense, if any exists in the lands
which this company are to receive, can be
taken out without any expense at all ; that
if there are ten or twenty millions there,
they have ten or twenty millions in their
possession and there is nothing to be ex-
pended in order to get it. Is that so ? Does
not every man know that is not so ? Does
not every hon. gentleman in this House who
has investigated the subject of gold mining,
know that the universal testimony is that
the value of the labour spent in mines, in
the richest and best mines in the world, is
always equal to the value of the gold that
has been received.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Why do you take
ten per cent royalty f rom them ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
knows that that 10 per cent is conditional.
The party gets $2,500 first. He is mining
in the gulches where there are the placer
deposits, which require no capital to work,
no moss to be removed in order to find out
whether there is gold beneath or not.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The moss is the
easiest part of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No, the hon. gentle-
man is mistaken. It is a very formidable
part.

An Hon. MEMBER-You should have
been in room No. 8 this morning.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I was not in No. 8'
I do not live in San Francisco. I prefer
my own country.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I was not there
either.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am glad to hear it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not affect the facts. Deal with the
facts.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly it does not
affect them; and I am dealing with the
facts. I say, so far as these contractors are
concerned, that the expenditure in quartz
mining will be very great. If they can
make it pay they will be fortunate men. I
shal be pleased if they do. I shall not
grudge any profit they can make. We, in
making what we regarded as a liberal con-
tract with these contractors, did so because
of the exigency of the situation. We did
not want Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann to go
upon the market and fail in the arrange-
ment. It was of the utmost consequence
that they should succeed, because it is im-
portant that our authority should be main-
tained in that country. We cannot main-
tain that authority without a railway upon
our own territory. We cannot control the
trade without that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Are we to
understand that we cannot do it without
Mackenzie & Mann and this contract 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that. I
say that we can maintain it when we get
the road through. We want means of ac-
cess to the country. It is of great conse-
quence to us that we should have it, and
this agreement affords us the opportunity of
getting what we require. Now, I need not
detain hon. gentlemen with a further dis-
cussion on this subject. I have pointed out
the political features of the question which
make it urgent. I have pointed out the
commercial features of the question, for

without a road upon our soil we cannot con-
trol the commerce into our own territory.
I have pointed out this fact, that the area
of mineral lands granted is no indication
that the bargain was specially advantage-
ous. I hope that the grant is one which
will afford liberal compensation to the con-
tractors. I hope that that liberal compen-
sation will enable them to raise whatever
money they require in order that the work
may be made certainly successful. I bear
this fact in mind, that the men whom they
employ during the coming season will have-
to receive miner's wages, and that this road
is likely to cost the contractors far more
than any road that has been constructed on
this continent, and that has cost any of the.
parties who have undertaken that construc-
tion. I do not care how well that road may
be built, or with what care it may be con--
structed, the wages which Messrs. Mackenzie
& i ann will be obliged to pay in order to
secure men to work upon the road and tokeep
them from running away to the mines, is out
of all comparison greater than any parties
have been obliged to pay heretofore. I need
not say anything further on the subject.
The contract and the measure by which it is
to be made law have been discussed minutely
in the House of Commons. That contract
has long been before the publie. Its contents
are well known, and I therefore, without any
further observations, move the second read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The hon.
gentleman who introduced this measure has
made a very long and able speech. From a
constitutional point of view many of his
arguments are irrefutable nor does any one
want to refute them. Were it only a ques
tion of constitutional and international law
I should say that the hon. gentleman has
made an admirable argument and that this
House had better follow the example of the
popular chamber, and pass the bill without
further discussion. I do not think therefore
that I shall waste the time of this House by
any disquisition on that point, but come-
down to what I consider to be the real hard
facts of the case, which in the wealth of
verbiage to which the hon. gentleman has
treated us, are very likely to be lost sight of.
The matter seems to me to be a very siinple
one, we have here before us a contract
whereby a very large portion of the richest
land of this Dominion is being handed over
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to a firm of contractors. What we desire to
investigate is : Was the giving of this con-
tract a necessity? Was it entered into in a
proper and business-like way I May we
lot be giving too high a price and granting

too large a concession, for what we are
getting in return I If the discussion goes to
show that the government have acted fairly
and honestly in dealing with the great trust
that has been placed in their hands ; that
they have acted in a fair and judicious
mlanner, such as a man would adopt in deal-
in1g with his own property ; that a square
and honest bargain has been made with
these contractors ; and that the country is
n1ot, as the saying is, " paying too dear for
its whistle" ; then I think we should find
there will be no trouble in passing the bill
through this House.

Now, we all know that the government of
a country, the ministers of the Crown, col-
lectively and individually, are merely trust-
ees for the people of the country, and are
bound by the same rules, in business, in
ethics, and in morality, as any individual
Who is acting in a private or judicial capa-
city. Let us apply the ordinary rules of life
to this transaction, and see if the govern-
mlient have acted for us, as we would wish
an agent or trustee to act for us, in dealing
with our private business. It is known that
away back in the spring of 1897, the govern-
nient were aware of the enormously rich
strikes that were being made in that Yukon
country, and that the prospects were that
there would be a tremendous rush to the gold
fields. They knew so both from the reports of
travellers who had made their way into the
Country, and from their own agents and
servants and engineers. The difficulties at-
tendant upon gaining access to that region
Were well known to the government, but no
Steps were taken to provide for the difficul-
ties of travel. The ministers appeared most
quiescent, almost somnolent in fact, when
S'addenly the country was electrified by the
announcement that the government had
conlcluded a bargain, and actually signed a
contract for the construction of a rail-
way into the heart of that country over
a', all-Canadian route, and which would
not cost the country one cent. I well
remember the first announcement which I
Saw made about this contract, it was given
Out in the most theatrical manner and
amftidst tremendous cheering at a Grit ban-
quet in Montreal, by Mr. Tarte; no details

were given, but at the first blush it seemed a
capital thing; people were dazed because
they did not understand it and the whole
country, metaphorically threw its hat up in
the air and shouted after the manner of the
Ephesians for the space of several days "great
Laurier of the Frenchmen." Simultane-
ously the party press, with a unanimity that
smacked of a prior arrangement broke out
into poans of joy over the wonderful genius
of the rising young statesman f rom the west
who was the author and finisher of this
grand deal. Much was made out of the
magnitude of the undertaking and the
stupendous difficulties to be overcome. In-
terviewed on the subject Mr. Sifton is thus
reported in the local press of Victoria :
What, he was asked, do you really think of
the difficulty of building this railway ? He
replied: It is a superhuman undertaking
nothing like it has ever been attempted on
the continentof America. And for a time we
all believed that true. Indeed it was several
weeks before not only the inherent badness
of the bargain itself, but the secret and
suspicious circumstances under which it
was concocted and awarded, roused the
public, the press and the people's repre-
sentatives to a knowledge of what was
going on. Many people have wondered how
it was that Messrs. Mann & Mackenzie
were singled out f rom amongst all the other
contractors in the country to have this
particular bonanza, this most favoured con-
tractors treaty thrust upon them. Perhaps
some of you may be under the impression
that this is Mr. Sifton's first railway deal,
that he is a novice at railway building, and
that in this matter he met Messrs. Mann
& Mackenzie for the first time. You are
very much mistaken, Mr. Sifton was for a
number of years a member of the celebrated
Greenway government in Manitoba and
anything that aggregation does not know
about subsidizing and building railways
with most-favoured contractors, is not worth
knowing. The Dauphin Railway in Mani-
toba was constructed by Messrs. Mann &
Mackenzie for Mr. Sifton under circum-
stances which were to what I might call
the mutual satisfaction of Mr. Sifton and
these contractors. And I do not hesitate
to say that were the inner workings of that
deal known to the public it would make a
situation mighty uncomfortable for more
than one government. But even the outside
history of that deal is interesting reading.
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The road is 100 miles long, if you ask Messrs. Iinto it " before to their mutual satisfaction,
Mann & Mackenzie what they got for nothing was more natural than that he
building it they will tell you, Oh! a land should again send for them and make this
grant of 6,400 acres a mile and a cash new deal, to their nutual satisfaction.
bonus of $40,000 a year for 20 years from Now it came out in the discussions in the
the federal government. How much will other House that Mr. Sifton conceived this
you ask from the provincial government? scheme without the knowledge of the pre-
Not a cent they will reply. And it is strict- mier. We westerners are nothing if not en-
ly true, but when in your rude inquisitive terprising, and 'Mr. Sifton determined to
way you probe this matter a little fur- "make the score off his own bat," so to
ther you will find it to be a fact that speak.
the land grant and the Dominion sub- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-With what authority
sidy, which amount to $800,000, is, ac-
cording to the opinion of the best experts menth
in the country, sufficient to build and fully
equip that road. But this did not satisfy Hon. Mr. KIRCHIOFFER-Because I
our liberal and large hearted Minister of the h
Interior who was then Attorney General ofe
Manitoba. He thought that was not enough
for these contractors; he therefore put through Hon. Mr. SCOIT-It is entirely errone-
a deal whereby he practically made them a'neous; there were a great many statements
present of $8,000 a mile by guaranteeing the made.
principal and interest on their bonds to the
extent of $800,000. 1 say he practically Hon. Mr. KIRCHOFFER-The gen-
made them a present of it, because he did t ieman was there who could have denied it
not even take security on their land grant, if he had chosen to do so, but he did not
ail the security he took being a lien on the deny it. How then did Mr. Sifton go about
rosd, and that is a second mortgage as the this business? Did he put into practice the
Doiinion subsidy ranks first. professions so often made by him and eis

So you see to build that prairie road that party, and put this work up for publie ten-
had $16,000 a mile and 6,400 acres of land k der? This as been a cardinal principle,
and you can easily see that, afMter the buid- one of the rules of faith of the Grit party,
ing of the road and the expenses attEndant enunciated and thundered upon every plat-
upon negotiating the bonds, Messrs. Man form for the past eighteen years. One

&Mackenzie and their associates had a good would have thought that they would* have-
few hundreds of thousands to the good with- eagerly grasped at the opportunity of prov-
out putting up one single penny of their own Ç ing that they could practice what they
money. This is what is called fKnanciering. preached, Vo show how mentally superior

The Minister of Railways said in iiitro- they imere Vo the wicked Tories. But no.
ducing this bite that these contractors were Did Mr. Sifton act like a minister who was
going Vo put their hands into their own anxious to make the best bargain that could
pockets. Gentlemen, they will do nothing be obtained for this country of which le was
of the kind as long as that good old time the trustee ? Did hie consult with bis col-
honoured institution known as the British leagues, decide upon the route that was
public has a pocket in its pants. They wi l Vo be taken, ge bis engineers Vo make a
use the country's resources, and can get ail estimate and report upon the cost, and then,
the money they want, and should a loss ever in the most public manner possible, have the
arise, you may be quite sure that it will not matter placed before the contracors and
fal upon Messrs. Mann & Mackenzie, but capitlists of the continent and of Europe.
on the holders of their bonds; you can rely regret, for bis own sake, that he did not do
on it that if there was the remotest chance so. Mr. Sifton is a young man, he is abl
of a loss in this transaction Messrs. Mann & and brilliant, and should have a political
Mackenzie would not be in the sa e parish future before him. will noV make any
fwith h. They are not built that way, and I charge against Mr. Sifton. Let the facts
don't blame them. But you can now see speak for themselves. We will assume that
that the innocent Mr. Sifton and the con- he was perfectly innocent of wrong-doing in
fiding Mann & Mackenzie having been this transaction; but I say that if lie wa
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innocent, he has been a most unfortunate
victim of the most extraordinary concatena-
tion of circumstances that has ever worked
the ruin of any innocent statesman. But
Whose fault is it 1 His own, and his only.
Rad he been jealous of that which above all
else a public man should hold dear, his own
honour, had he been anxious to preserve his
own fair name untarnished, he would not
have placed himself in the position of having
bis name bandied about fron one end of the
country to the other as the author of a
maeasure either incompetent or nefarious. It
is a sad thing to think that if this is not true
a stigma should be attached to the name of
a Public man which can never be disassociated
from it. Shakespeare says: "The evil that
ien do lives after them." The good is often
ilterred with their bones; and it is indeed
maelancholy to think that a presumably in-
nocent man cannot by a lifetime of repara-
tion, of regret, of penance, remove from his
nane the taint, the stigma, which has been
attached to it, not by the attacks of his
enemies, not by his political opponents, but
by his own hand and by his own actions.

HRon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
inot justified in making the statement he

does This is the act of the government and
flot of Mr. Sifton.

lon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I say that
any minister of the Crown is the head of his
departiment, and the department is respon-
sible for all that he does, and the govern-
ment is responsible for that action.

lon. Mr. SCOTT--It was not in his de-
partmuent.

lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Well, what-
ever department it was, Mr. Sifton is the
author of the scheme.

lion Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-He
says s0 in his speech.

lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-He took
the responsibility of it and stated so, but to
please the hon. gentleman I will assume thatMr. Sifton is perfectly innocent in this
mlatter. Now, there is no one who will
accuse Mr. Sifton of not having his wits
about him if called upon to use them in an
Ordinary business transaction. If a gentle-
man owned a large estate and instructed his
agent that he wanted to build a fine house
upon it, would this agent have kept the fact

that he was going to build the house a pro-
found secret from all the builders and con-
tractors in the country, but have sent for
one firm, locked the doors, pulled down the
blinds and then said : I want to have a
house built, it must be four stories high and
cover a space 50 by 100 feet; I have no
plans or specifications, and I don't know
what it ought to cost, but I have lots of
money, you can figure on it as you please, I
won't letany one else have a chance at it. Now
no one would blameacontractor for takingad-
vantage of such a confiding, simple innocence.
After all, contractors are but mortal, though
I fancy Mackenzie & Mann have almost
obtained immortality in Canadian history
through their connection with this matter,
even as has Mr. Sifton. But if while these
parties were figuring another contractor
should get word of it and call upon the agent
and say, I understand you are going to build
a house for Mr. Smith (not Hamilton
Smith, you know Smith is a fictitious name),
let us have a look at your plans and specifi-
cations and we will tender for it, and the
agent should reply, casually you know,
House? Mr. Smith did you say 7 well no.
I haven't really thought of building a house
for Mr. Smith, and promptly proceed to
sign a contract with the other parties,
when Mr. Smith found a bargain had been
made for him which would cost him ten
times as much as it should have done, could
he be blamed if he made a f uss about it, and
tried to repudiate the contract ? Do you
suppose that with such facts made public,
and as in this case without any explanation
being given about it, that agent would ever
again be employed by Mr. Smith or any one
else who heard of the transaction? I think
not. He might become wealthy and in-
fluential though people who had never heard
of it (that class of man often does), but to his
last day, as he drove past in his luxurious
carriage, people would say : Ah there goes
Brown who made that extraordinary deal
about Smith's house, don't vou know. Now
if we cared so to take leave of our senses as to
imagine this agent to be perfectly square
and honest and actuated by a desire to do
his best for his principal, would we not say
that he had taken a very extraordinary
mode of showing it ? I do not wish to dictate
to this House or even to indicate the course
I shall myself adopt in regard to the bill.
I merely wish to place these facts before you
and if you are satisfied with the manner in
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which the deal has been made, why it is nuch not he whispered about, or discussed
your duty to vote for it. even with bated breath. Why 1 Is it

Now as to the route which has been that we are afraid of saying or doing one
adopted. Of course the original claim that it sing!e thing to assert ourselves for fear of
was an all-Canadian route threw a glamour offending themi And is this policy success-
over it that for a time obscured the real fui? Why we have only got to look at the
issue; but, as the facts became known, it was resuits; the more we recede the more agres-
apparent that such was not the case, and sive they become, we are driven igornin-
that the country had been deceived in that iously f rom our position to another. And
as in the other statements in connection just at this point though it is foreign to the
with the deal. At first it was only whis- subject, I might say that 1 should consider it
pered and promptly denied, then it was sug- of the highest importance thatCanada should
gested and as promptly contradicted, that have an accredited representative at Wash-
we should have to pass through a foreign ington. Not one of the Ned Farrer type
country to reach our terminus. At last, nor even Sir Julian Pauncefoe, whom our
however, this damning fact was adnitted; honoured teader called our agent and with
but Mr. Sif ton went down to Washington, whose agency he has expressed such entire
and there (I don't know whether he had satisfaction. 1 think that if our honoured.
Ned Farrer to assist him), he fixed things up leader were to travel abroad, if his colleagues
al] right and came back with the assurance were to send him. down on a trp to Washing-
that the Americans were perfectly amenable ton, he would see how very littie attention or
and that no ditticulty would be thrown in trouble Sir Julian Pauncefote gave to or took
the way of our government or our people. about Canada, except where matters were
Has this promise been carried out i Alas, no, absolutely forced. upon him, and that it
fromthe difficulties ard the quarrelsthat have would pay Canada well to have a first class
arisen at that port, it is now painfully evi-' man at Washington whose first duty should
dent that we can neyer reach our terminus! Le to attend to Canadian interests.
without having a Wrangel. But is this the Now I am not here to represent or advo-
only route which. could have been chosen cate any particular ne of cou ntry for this
Wrangel we know is in American terri- railway ; in fact weknow so litt e about that
tory, but equally do we know that Dyea, region, practicalls unexplored except by the
Skagway, and Pyramid Harbour are, nomadie mining population, that many
according to the Canadian interpretation routes may yet be discovered which will
of the treaty in Canadian territory. prove far casier than those whose merits are
Why is it that we have chosen theonly port now beingdiscussed. Butforpurposes of co-
under discussion to which it is admitted we parison will take the proposed route fros
have no daim and which bristes with diffi- sPyramid Harbour over the Dalton trail.
culties of every nature to the exclusion of Pyramid iarbour at the head of the Lynn
those which are not only according to our Canal is, as we know according to our inter-
own interpretation of the treaty on Cana- pretation of the treaty, on Canadian terri-
dian territory, but which by a comparison tory. It is a deep water port, where the
of the routes present many advantages in
their favour. Why, I say, for no other rea-
son but that this government has all along
shown that they are either taken in by the
more astute American statesmen, even as
the English statesmen have been in every
deal connected with the acquisition of this
country, or the defining of its boundaries, or
else our people are for some reason afraid of
mentioning anything which would even con-
trovert the most preposterous claim, or off-
set the most selfish or extraordinary action
on the part of the American government.
There are grave international difficulties
which according to our leader in this
House cannot be more than alluded to,

largest ocean-going vessels in the world
could tie up to a pier. A railway from
Pyramid Harbour to Rink Rapids would be
about 300 miles in length and could be kept
open all the year round. The steepest
grades I am informed could be limited to 2
per cent. The starting point at Pyramid
Harbour is as near Dawson City in actual
distance as the terminus at Teslin Lake
of the line describebed in the contract. In
other words after you have gone up the
Stikine and over the proposed Teslin-Stikine
Railway you are no nearer the objective
point, Dawson, than you would be at
Pyramid Harbour. If I were not afraid to
appear to treat this matter with the slight-
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est levity I might almost be tempted to say
that this is really the Stikine point.

Rink Rapids are the head of navigation
Properly so called and there is five feet of
Water there all the year round; if the
business' of the country should warrant
it, a railway could easily be constructed
fromn Rink Rapids to Dawson City,
the distance by the river being only
225 miles. Certainly on paper this would
appear to possess advantages over the govern-
rnent route. In reference to this I would
like to read a letter which I lately received
from Mr. H. T. Mann, a very well known 1
traveller, who bas spent years at a time
thlough that country, penetrating to within
50 miles of the arctic circle, and who has
just returned by the all-Canadian route.
However, I do not wish to influence this
liouse, nor even indicate what course I am
Inayself going to take, I merely desire to place
the nmerits of the different routes fairly and
datsionately before you. If you think
that the government route is the best and
there are no other valid objections to the
bll, Why then, of course you should support
it. I shall, with the permission of the House,
read a letter which I have received describ-
ing the character of this route :

The state of affairs I found at Wrangel is indescrib-
able. The river bas broken up for about fite miles,and for twenty-five miles furt er the ice is covered
with slushy snow, knee-deep. Sleighing, either with

s or horses, was impossible when I left (Monday,
onth, and a couple of thousand people were huddled
one rock flat where Wrangel stands, like sheep,u1nable to iat,
'vble move, nor is it the general opinion any one1 be able to get up, unless going very light with

uogs until navigation opens, about April 15th. So
e for the "all-Canadian route." I have seen one

wo ol( captains who have navigated the Stikine,

a their unanimous opinion is that the fleet of boats
no building for the river are far too muany to safely

" 'gate it. A builder here counted nie twenty-four
builnew of which were in course of construction.or
buint, for the Stikine, and though a telephone service

and other precautions are spoken of, the opinion iS
that the river can never be operated by so imany boats
safely. It is a rather snall river at best, and about
tniety miles fron, the mouth there is a narrow calon
dree-quarters of a mile, which is extremely

gerous. Steamers run this three-quarters of ar , on strong water, in 1j minute. Imagine a

An tke in the telephone system and a collision there.
ar old captain of fifteen years' experience says there
arseveml places on the river where a sunken or dis-

sbled teamer will block the traffie until blown up
tud the machinery removed, and the many sharp

ris Will assuredly lead to accidents, no natter how
e4reful the navigators are. A few-2,000 or 3,000-
tr'Pectors will get in via Glenora, then the block of

the C will be so great, and the accidents so numerous,river will be condemned and the other routes
th. en. It seems to me no one at Ottawa lias raised
t question seriously, but rather taken for granted

navigability of the river. Consider, too, that it
a not become passable on the ice till some time

after navigation closes--(I forget the exact date this
year)-and is impassable now, probably tilt April
15th to 25th, and you can see wbat a futile, one-horse
route it is to all intents and purposes. It is safe to
assert that though an experienced man with dogs
might now get to Glenora, very lightly loaded, al
serious traffic bas ceased till navigation opens.
McKenzie & Mann's engineers (T. Henry White,
chief engineer), are still at the island at the mouth of
the river, and one of their party (returned) tells me
they will probably not be able to get up till naviga-
tion opens. What a brilliantly usefuI clause the
sleigh road to Teslin becomes, and how ably our
statesmen informed themselves of the conditions!
They have practically insisted on a sleigh road for
150 n.iles, from Glenora to Teslin, which (at the stip-
ulated date of its completion) is absolutely eut off for
serious traffic by 150 miles of impassable river ice, i. e.,
from Wrangel to Glenora; and yet they could have
had the experience of twenty-five years'constantsum-
mer and wnter travel on the Stikine, from men now
living in Glenora, to deduce facts from. This all-
Canadian route is a farce.

No one is more alive to the fact that our "great
reserve " needs opening, then I am, but let us open it
to where the trade is, not through one thousand miles
of (-o far) useless country, which, mind you, has been
not a little prospected in the sixties and seventies.

That is the opinion of a gentleman who
bas seen a great deal of travel in that north-
ern country. However, I do not wish to
influence this House ; I merely desire to
place these facts before them.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-In
that communication he speaks of this trail
being 150 miles long. It is really 300 miles
long. The contract speaks of the mouth of
the river, and that is a flaw in the contract.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-That is
worse than I made it out. The hon. gentle-
man comes from that country and of course
knows about it. The monopoly clause and
the reduction of the royalty are both objec-
tionable in that they give exceptional rights
under this most favoured contractor's
treaty. Of themselves they make this rail-
way a valuable asset; they are, however,
merely details and not of such importance
as per se, to cal] for the rejection of this
contract. But it is when we come to the
land grant that we touch the crucial point
in this matter, by this most favoured con-
tractor's treaty they are granted an acreage
which has been estimated to cover 3,750,000
acres which the contractors have exceptional
rights in selecting. An attempt has been
made to belittle the value of this concession,
but we will see what the man best qualified
to speak on this question, says about it. In
Mr. Oglivie's report, page 92, he says:

Those three lines bound an area of about a bundred
and twenty-five thousand square miles, over which
gold is scattered more or les profusely. At many of
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the points mentioned it will pay well for working
under present conditions. . . . The district owns
its world-wide reputation to the richness of a hundred
and forty claims in the Klondike division. To use a
mining term, many of those claims are world-beaters,
and if the known indications are worth anything at
all they are worth from sixty to seventy millions of
dollars. Take the division as a whole, including the
three creeks named-a district thirty-five miles in
length by twenty-five miles or more in width. If the
indications can be relied on there are a hundred mil-
lion dollars in sight in that area. No one can
guarantee this amount, but the prospect so far de-
veloped points to that sum pretty conclusively. This
district is exceptionally rich. A othing has ever been
found like it heretofore in that country. In fact, in
very few countries has anything been found like it.
. . . Taken altogether we have a vast field with
fair prospects ; as fair, it may be claimed, as any other
equally extensive region in the world.

We all know that while the Yukon coun-
try contains a vast acreage only a small pro-
portion of it, comparatively, can be said to
be gold bearing, the precious inetal being
only found in the beds of the rivers and the
branches contiguous. Py the time therefore
that Messrs. Mann & Mackenzie have secur-
ed the pick of these lands they may be fair-
ly said to control the gold bearing area in
the district. I an quite willing that Messrs.
Mann & Mackenzie or those associated with
them should make a large fortune, but I, in
common with the other citizens of this coun-
try, would like that we should as citizens
have a small interest in that country oursel-
ves. Placer mining is the poor maii's busi-
ness. The capital required is a pick and
shovel and plenty of muscle, let a portion at
least of it be set apart for the poor man, and
do not let these millionaires have the whole
of it, even though we may contradict the
scriptural saying that : " To him that hat h
shall be given." However do not let me dict-
ate to this H ouse, but if you consider that such
a gif t as this is a reasonable remuneration
for building 150 miles of tramway, why it
would be your duty, if it presented no other
objectionable features, to pass the bill. Now,
what is the position of the Senate to-day in
regard to this question? The bill has passed the
Lower House, and you are the sole arbiters of
its fate. You are supposed to be here to give a
calm and unbiassed opinion upon the issues
beforeyou. We are toldthatthisis nota party
question, and we do not intend to treat it as
such. But how does the other side en-
deavour to show us that it is not to be made
a party question. Why every Grit sheet
from Halifax to Vancouver has been put up
to bark at us, to threaten us with extinction
if we do not pass this bill. I will read you

these gentlemen, through their press, think
that they can engineer this bill through the
Senate. The first extract I will read is
from the Globe of February 7th, last:

WILL THE SENATE OBsTRUcT? •
The rumour that a Conservative majority in the

Senate will be urged to throw out the Yukon Railway
agreement has caused serious alarm among the leading
outfitting firms in Toronto and other cities. The ob-
ject of such a move would be to embarrass the govern-
ment, and in that respect it would seem to- be good
tactics, from the standpoint of those who regard
politics as a ganie of interest only to the players. If
the antagonistic maneuvring of the governnent and
opposition began and ended on Parliament Hill, such
tactics would excite little interest. But when it is
proposed to destroy for a year and permanently injure
a trade that promises so much to the whole Dominion,
and for the sake of scoring a win in the political game,
the bounds of public endurance are passed. It is
something the people of Canada simply will not
tolerate, and the sooner that is realized hy the Senate
the better for that august body. Long trafficking in
politics seems to have obscure the public interest and
the real purpose of political institutions in the eyes of
the Ottawa opposition. They have assumed thattheir
duty to the country consists in obstructing and not in
criticizing the ministry. Under ordinary circum-
stances this misconception of the sphere of an opposi-
tion and disregard of the public interest would be
settled by the vote of the parliamentary majority.
But the Senate, overwhehmngly Conservative, has
authority to throw out any measure passed by the
popular majority in the Commons. This senatorial
niajority has been developed by appointments during
a long Conservative regime, and is an un-
avoidable legacy of that political misfortune.
The people voted for a change of men, a change of
inethod and a change of principle in public adminis-
tration, but could not get rid of a majority with
power to frustrate the popular will. It vas hoped
that the imajority in the Senate, having regard to
their anomalous position and the clearly express
will of the people, would be content with registering
decisions under the new ministry as under the old.
No one ever dreamed that they would enter into the
more childish phase of the party contest and obstruct
the government in carrying out •a great project,
utterly regardless of the calamitous consequences to
the business interests of the Dominion. The majority
in the Senate is led by Sir Mackenzie Bowell. After
a short reign as premier he was deposed by his own
party. At the subsequent general election he and his
party were voted ont of office. Yet he still has
authority under our constitution to prevent the build-
ing of a Canadian railway to the Yukon or the carry-
ing out of any important roject by the ministry re-
sponsible to the people. Vhen this power was given
the franers of the constitution never dreamed of it
being exercised in petty tactics and in utter disregard
of the public interest. It will be most unwise for the
Senate to adopt a course certain to show that a public
trust is inisplaced. There are some things the people
of Canada will not stand.

So you know what fate is before you when
you vote for this thing. Now I will read
an extract froin the Montreal Herald of 4th
March. It is an interesting though rather
illogical argument:

THE SEATE'S OPPORTUNITY.

a few choice specimens of the way in which demonstratied nothing 8o clearly as that with thesane
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Y is pleasant, after reading such abuse as
this, t) turn to the meeting of the Letellier
Club in which Mr. LebSuf spoke on the
Yukon deal :

Referring to the Yukon contract, he asked the
eeting whether its rejection by the Senate would be

he cause of its abolition. He did not think so. .He

oad denounced the Conservatives for years for giving
out contracts without tenders, and he would not now
preach a new doctrine. It was necessary to build the
toad at once, yet there was time enough to call for

nders. He thought it would be no crime for the

thnate to throw out the bill, and perhaps by so doing
ey would confer a favour on the government. It

ould Dermit them to carry on the road as a national
Undertaking and the present contractors would be
reconaPensed for their outlay. He advised ail to
'rnain true to the Liberal party.

I think that in spite of the mutterings and
threats of the Grit press, this House will

was and passed.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It never
passed through the House, and never went
into operation. The men with selfish inter-
ests, of course, cursed the Senate, but the
people appl&uded, and the men with selfish
interests cannot be considered as against the
country at large. There is nothing of a
partisan nature about this controversy.
There are, I am told, good, staunch and true
Conservatives who for reasons best known to
themselves and which they no doubt consi-
der valid, are voting with the government.
The Senate is in no sense a party tribunal,
they work to facilitate all good and useful
legislation that is introduced; but when
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,olitical party in a majority in both Houses, the fully appreciate the value of such advice and
Senate might better be dispensed with. The little the mi
good it was able to accomplish was dearly bought at t
the price paid for maintaining it. But there yet re- Of this fouse are neither fools nor cowards,
nlains a possibility that, with the infusion of new they do not need newspaper advice, nor do
elements, the Senate may be mnade to serve some use-
fui purpose.

know what their duties are, the constitu-
That is the reform of the Senate we have tional and reasonable limits of their power,

heard'so much about. and the impregnable potion which this
It has been amply proved that if the Senate simply fouse holds as part of the parliament of

act in accord, upon ail occasions, with the*wishes of
the dominant party in the House of Commons its he of Com onsisa iapabe o n-
uilitY is exceedingly meagre. Hueo omn sa naal fcn

That is exactly whate troling the Senates privileges and powers
Thatis eactl wha we ay.as it is of passing the most insignificant bill

It remains to be seen whether it will draw upon into law without the Senate's consent. This
itself the further condemnation of the country by
tovmng still further than has already been proved
that it is a privileged appendage of the Conservative people of this country this fouse and the
Party, now a minority in the popular chamber and in work it does are appreciated and valued.
the country. It is safe to assume that if the Senate
co-operate with the Conservative party in opposition
in the sane faithful way as when that party was in undeniable powers and prerogatives to kilt
office, the day is not far distant when it will receive foolish, wicked or unwarrantable legislation,
short shrift at the hands of the electors. public spirit has invariably supported it,

I think they would deserve it too if they and that when it went farthest in
inade a party matter of this and acted as a opposition to a partisan majority in the

Conservative party. fouse of Commons, whether Liberal or

The Senate it w ili be remembered, did not interfere Conservative, the praise it received was
with the Canadian Pacific Railwav contract, with its the most emphatic. it has been the fash-
various supplenental bonuses, land grants and mono- ion amongst ignorant people to say that it is
Poly clauses. This they allowed to go through without
protest. By their complacency at that critical jun- ly
tUre, they abandoned ail claim to the position which power that there is any instance of the Sen-
they are now asked to assume. And, apart altogether

th . the imperative necessity of passing this bill in
e interests of the Dominion, public opinion would passed through the Commons. But I can

lot tolerate the assumption now of a position that point to two instances in the time of Sir
WIas abandoned on that occasion. Unless the Senate John Macdonald. The cases of the Nanaimo
I Prepared to prove that corrupt practices have

entered into the consummation of this contract, the Railway, and the Harvey-Salisbury Railway.
COnervative majority should keep its hands off the These were both bad. The Senate gave the
londike Railway Biu. country a year to think about them, and theIs the Senate goin to throw out a bill on this
cund ? We do not lelieve it, but if it does, what resuit was that they were neyer introduced
tter fighting ground could the abolitionists desire again.
an sha wanton perversion of the Senate's powCrsnf th ti House areTneiherfolsno cowars

to arisn bjc k n what thi uTi-Te ae, m th e osiu-
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schemes are passed through the other House
which are plainly and palpably contrary to
the public interests, proposals for the usur-
pation of parliamentary powers, the creation
of dangerous guilds or for the wasting of
public lands or public moneys, the country
may rest perfectly assured that the Senate
will do its duty; and the House may feel
equally assured that the country will support
it in such action now, as it has done in the
past. Let our motto be: " Millions for
defence, but not one cent for tribute." I
would like to say that I had intended mov-
ing the six months' hoist to this bill; but,
on account of being obliged to leave for my
home in the North-west, as it is one of the
rules of this House that a member must be
in his seat when the motion is called on, I
am unable to do so, and the Hon. Mr. Lovitt
has kindly paired with me for the division.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the
debate be adjourned till to-morrow, as I
understand that some hon. gentlemen who
would like to speak on the bill have other
engagements to-night.

Hon. Sir 'MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The plea of urgency was used at the begin-
ning of this question; when the government
first brought it down and laid it before the
Commons, they took the unusual course at
the beginning of the session of parliament
to move that it take precedence every day
till disposed of, but now it appears that the
urgency no longer exists; and if that be the
case I suppose we may as well adjourn.
But if that great urgency which was
advanced as a reason for the setting aside
of the rules of parliament still exists,
we ought to go on. Iowever, I am
not going to oppose the motion. The plea
first set forth may have had force; but the
conduct of the government since, shows it
not to have had any effect. In order
to assist in the elections in the pro-
vince of Ontario with the whole weight
and influence of the Dominion government
thrown in the scale of one party, that ur-
gency vanished and we had a week or ten
days' vacation, in order that they might de-
vote their time to what evidently was con-
sidered by the ministry of much greater
importance-that is the retention of power
by the Liberal party in Ontario-than the
passage of this bill, which was to save half
the continent from starvation. I merely

point this out to show that there must have
been some other reason than the urgency of
the case to have induced the government to
make this contract. Now, a dinner party is
much more important, it is quite evident, to
the gentlemen sitting on the opposite side of
the House-or an at home, or something of
that kind-than the decision of the Senate
upon so important a question as the passage
of this Gill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think my hon.
friend is a little bilious this evening, or else
he would never have addressed the remarks
he has to the House. There are a good
many hon. gentlemen who want to speak,
and some of them are not quite ready to do
so to-night. I think that the bill is urgent,
but I do not think we will make any pro-
gress by insisting on sitting to-night. I
think we may very well sit to-morrow even-
ing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am engaged to-morrow evening.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I stated, the rea-
son for adjourning to-night is that several
hon. gentlemen wanted to speak and they
are not quite ready to do so. I think that
is a sufficient reason to meet the objection of
my hon. friend.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
explanation of the hon. leader of the House
is not at all in accord, nor does it tally with
that given by the hon. the Secretary of State.
I am not at all surprised at that, because in
another branch of the legislature we have
had an illustration of the same kind ; but if
it be the reason for adjournment that cer-
tain gentlemen have an engagement to-night
-for that was the reason given the Secre-
tary of State-their engagement to-morrow
night by other gentlemen, would equally
good for a further engagement.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was one reason;
it is not necessary to give all the reasons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
used to be the practice that when a minister
spoke, he spoke for the government ; but now
if we hear one minister we must hear the rest
before we know what the government really
mean to do. If the hon. gentleman adjourns
the House, and that is the reason for the ad-
journment, I might ask the House to adjourn
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to-morrow night in order to permit me to
attend a dinner.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (74) "An Act further to amend the
Petroleun Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr.
Scott.)

Bill (73) " An Act further to amend the
Gas Inspection Act."-(lion. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (75) " An Act further to amend the
Inland Revenue Act."--(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (24) " An Act to amend the charter
of the Union Bank of Canada."-(Hon. Mr.
McMillan.)

Bill (43) " An Act respecting the Board
of Trade of the City of Toronto."-(Hon.
Mr. Cox.)

Bill (22) "An Act respecting the
Hudson's Bay and Pacific Railway Co."-
(Mon. Mr. McMillan.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 23rd Marrh, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
olock-

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (H) "An Act to incorporate the
Alberta and Yukon Railway Navigation
and Mining Company."-(Hon. Mr. Lou-
gheed).

CORRESPONDENCE FROM COMMIS-

SIONER WALSH.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I should like
to ask the leader of the House whether he

1i Prepared to bring down any of the corres-
Pondence f rom Commissioner Walsh, which
'Was asked for some five days ago-the corres-

Pondence received by the government from

Comiiiissoner Walsh since he left on his way
to the Yukon, or since his arrival.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not aware that
there is any such correspondence, but I will
inquire and let my hon. friend know.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
seems to forget that I made a motion with
reference to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That address was
carried by this House, and if the correspon-
dence is not brought forward in a reasonable
time, I will make inquiry and see that it is
brought down, if there be any such corres-
pondence.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We should have
it for this discussion if we are to have it at
all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We did not put on
paper the instructions to Major Walsh.

CANADIAN YUKON RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

DEBATE RESUMED.

The Order of the Day being called :

Resuming the adjourned debate on the Second
Reading (Bill 6) " An Act to confirm an agreement
between Her Majesty and William Mackenzie and
Donald D. Mann, and to incorporate the Canadian
Yukon Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : Last evening there
was some hesitation on the part of hon.
gentlemen to move the adjournment of the
debate. Nobody seemed desirous to do it,
so I moved it myself. Of course I an quite
prepared to go on, but I believe there are
other gentlemen who would like to speak
this afternoon, or immediately, and I would
be very glad to give way for then.

Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-I simply
rise to place myself on record on this
occasion. I am not at all able to make a
speech. I am not very well, but I thought
it my duty, as I have always done before
on questions of this kind which I consider
very important for the good of our country,
to come here and place my views on record.
I do not stand here as a partisan.
I think that every a nator ought to
give his voice for the good of his
country, without favour or affection for
either party. In the government I have no
friends; with the contractors I have none,
and in the future I may have very few of
my past friends. Be that as it may, I am
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here to give my opinion as a merchant for
the welfare of the trade of our country,
and to suppcrt the bill that is before this
House, to provide for the transportation
of men and provisions and goods of
all kinds to this new country which
we are so fortunate as to own, and in
which very great wealth may be developed.
That remains to be seen. I have known of
gold fields which at first appeared very pro-
mising, but which disappointed those who
worked them. I hope that the Klondike
will prove a profitable field for those who are
working claims there, and a source of reve-
nue to the Dominion. Our duty is plain.
We should give rapid transportation to that
country as soon as possible. The enterpris-
ing youth of the country, who are unem-
ployed in their homes to-day, are watching
the fate of this bill and will be governed in
their decision as to whether they will go to
that country or not by the action that we
take upon it. If this bill becomes law, many
of them will go to that country and eventu-
ally settle down and remain citizens of the
Dominion. I may be told that whether we
pass this bill or not the road cannot be com-
pleted this year. I would reply that whether
it can or not, if we defeat the bill the con-
struction of the road will be still fùrther
delayed. If we postpone it until another
session, nobody can say that there would be
a road into that country for three years to
come. I raise my voice in favour of build-
ing a railway into the Yukon country as
soon as possible. I favour the immediate
construction of the line, though I know
nothing of the route that has been
selected. Those who are acquainted will,
no doubt, speak on that point. Let us
have a road into the Yukon through our own
territory if possible. There is hardly any
one in this House who would not support a
measure for the construction of a road
through our own territority, via Edmonton
or some other all-Canadian route, but it
would take four or five years to complete
such a line, and we want a highway which
will be available sooner. My view of the
question is this: we are living under re-
sponsible government. When the late gov-
ernment was iefeated, the present govern-
ment came into power and by a majority of
39 in the popular branch they have passed
this bill and sent it to us. Some of us may
regard it as an extravagant bargain, and
claim that we should not give it our

sanction. I have heard it said that the land
grant is too large. If the land were worth
a dollar an acre it would be equal to $25,000
per mile, and that would, no doubt, be exces-
sive, but if it is worth only 25 cents an acre
the contractors would not be getting a for-
tune. No one can say what the real value
of that land is. In opening up any new
country the government has to take some
risks, and I say this government is justified
in taking the risk it has faced in this
instance. I do not say that this is the best
arrangement that could be made, but it is
the best, so far as we know, for the time
being. We are ignorant of the character of
that country and the best routes to it.
I doubt if any one in this House is
in a better position than I am to
say which route should be preferred,
and I know nothing at al] about it. Every
man you bring into this country begins
to contribute to the revenue from the time
he takes his first breakfast until lie leaves
the soil of Canada, and, therefore, whatever
can be done to encourage immigration should
be done. We have been paying a great
deal to bring settlers into the country, and
here the government are opening up a field
for immigration, for immigrants of the first
order, men with money and courage and
enterprise, who are prepared to take the
pick axe and shovel and dig for themselves
in the Klondike. After they get tired of
mining they will he inclined to settle in our
north-west and become permanent residents
of the country. This is not the first time I
have had the honour to vote for what ap-
peared to be a wild schemae, at the time, but
which afterwards proved to be an enterprise
of the highest importance to the country. I
was called crazy when I first stood up for
the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway-will any one say that the stand
which I took at that time was a mistaken one?
The enterprise has furnished a highway from
ocean to ocean for the whole world, and
greatly strengthened the British Empire.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will this 150
miles of railway do the same thing?

Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-The150 miles
is the beginning. If the hon. gentleman could
tell us, from his own personal knowledge and
experience, that this is not the best available
route at the present time, he might be in a
position to say that the government and those
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who support their measure are wrong, but we want the European emigrant to corne
he can tell us nothing about it, because he here with his money. There are hundreds
has never seen the route. The government and thousands of young men to-day waiting
are taking a risk which may turn out to be for an opportunity to make their fortunes in
beneficial to the contractors; if so, it will be this Yukon district, and we should not
so much the better for the country. But it block them f rom coming over. We should
may not prove beneficial to the contractors. not say that we will stop anything of the
Often people take such risks and lose in the kind. We should encourage them. Others,
end. Every new country requires to be opponents of the bill, say, " Oh, but thosk
assisted by the government, as the Hudson contractors will sell the bonds for an
Bay Company were assisted at the beginning enormous amount in England and make
of their enterprise. They took great risks a fortune at the expense of the British
and received great advantages, and if it had capitalist." We have been in the habit of
not been for the aid the Hudson Bay Com- letting the English gentlemen take care
pany had at the beginning, where would that of themselves, and I think they can do
western territory be now, or where would be so yet, and they will buy just as many
the wealth that we are taking from it? We of those bonds as they think proper. If
took a great risk, we were told, when we they do lose a little it will not hurt them,
commenced the construction of the Canadian because they have plenty more to fall back
Pacific Railway. Our opponents said we upon. It is different with the man who
were giving away the wealth of the country loses his last dollar. He frets. He is left
giving thousands and thousands of acres of on the world without anything, as a pauper,
land and so much money. But hon. gentle- but none of that class of people are coming
men it has not turned out very badly for the to this country, and none of them will buy
country, and I think that we may reasonably the bonds of this company, and, therefore, I
take a risk here. If this is a bad contract say it is no hardship for us to let men do
from a political point of view, I would just just as they 'think proper with their own
as readily throw the responsibility on the money. We have been in the habit of doing
government of the day as on any other hon. so with the Grand Trunk Railway and
gentleman. If it is a good one, the country other enterprises. There was invested in
gets the benefit of it. There will be no the Grand Trunk three hundred millions of
money made. For every dollar that will be foreign capital and very littie Canadian
taken out of these mines there will be at money, and would we net feet rejoiced if
least ninety cents spent in getting it out. this country could pay from three Vo four

per cent te the widows and orphans that
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Then it is an out- put their money inVo that company ? We

rageous thing building the railway. It is a did net coax them to invest. They took
fraud on the country. the risk, the saie as we are saying te the

contractors now, "ltake the risk, do the best
Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH- It has beenl you can, but -ive us a road into that

the same in other places, and the fortunes country," and then as soon as they do that,
have been few. My reason for supporting we will cail on the government of this
this measnre is that the revenue of our country co give us another road fCrom another
country will benefit by it. Immigration quarter. I need now say much more, but I
Will come into our country. We are tsking do say this, that pas a Conservative
for immigrants, and whether it be from
Europe, or any other quarter cf the globe, Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.
we want thedi ere. Some will say, "e Oh,
well, the Americans witl corse over and Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-The hon.
settie, and they wicl be in the proportion of gentleman says wear, hear." Yes, hear,hear.
Vhree or four Vo one." If the Americans are I am not a deserter; I take ne sneers or in-
More enterprising than our own people, we suts, without resentaent, fron any quarter,
do not want te shut them eut. We have or a ny man, or any party in this country, fer
been coaxing the Americans, that are now want nothing fr om any of them. There-
On their farm s in Dakota and other western fore I have a right te stand in this House,
states, Vo come in and sette in the North- as every man ought te do, and give utter-
West and some f thein are doing it. But ance to bis feelings that are for the benefit

onthi frs nDaoa n ohr etenfoe av rgt ostn i hi oue
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of the country he lives in, and 1 have no
other object in view. Let every immigrant,
every able-bodied man, the man with a
thousand or fifteen hundred dollars in his
pocket, come in. These are the men we
want to remain here. I will say this, how-
ever, that a strong-government sometimes
are too strongly conservative. Some of my
Iriends may irritate me, as my friend from
the jumping off place down there did to-day;
but I say, hon. gentlemen, it is not well for
governments or parties to be too conserva-
tive.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-It will not
do; they often do a great deal of harm
by being too conservative. I would hate
to see it go before the world that we
are here for the purpose of blocking the
enterprise of the present administration be-
cause we are opposed to them in politics. I
have no object in the world in supporting
this bill but to get rapid transit into that
country, and to furnish them such supplies
as we can furnish here. On what will be
imported, the country will receive a large
revenue, from 25 to 30 per cent as a rule.
It was suggested by the hon. leader of
the House that in a few years, if the road
was built, there might be possibly 100,000
people in there. Supposing there were 50,-
000 in there, supposing there were 25,000 in
there only, and that it cost every one of
those men so much to live, if the gov-
ernment got so much out of each miner as,
say 25 cents a day, why, hon. gentlemen, it
would amount to an enormous sumn of
money, and they would be getting some-
thing for the lands and it would be settling
up the country. But the most of the sup-
plies will come from our own country, and
they do come from our own country now,
with the exception of flour and bacon. The
flour comes, as I understand, from San
Francisco to a great extent. The bacon
comes, also, f rom the other side,
and therefore, hon. gentlemen, those are
two items I have understood that we can-
not reasonably supply at present. The
freight may be against the one, and the
mode of curing the bacon against the other,
but these are only trifling things. Every
railroad in this country would benefit by
the passing of this bill. Every idle labour-
ing man that could go there and could be
taken there by the contractors would benefit

by it, and by that man being taken away
from us here, where we have not employ-
ment for him, another can take his place. I
say, bon. gentlemen. if we had not had a
state of depression for the last seven or
eight years, perhaps I would not have advo-
cated this so strongly, but we wanted some-
thing to bring life into this country, some-
thing to give employment to the young men
who cannot get employment here. We want
every young man to have an opportunity to
begin to push lis fortunes and lead the way
for others to follow. Al my life in this
country, since the year 1832, I have always
gone in to forward the progress of our
country, and I intend to do so when any
measure in the interest of the country is
proposed, whether by Grits or Tories. If,
on the contrary, I do not like a measure,
no matter what side it emanates :from, .I
shall very likely take a different stand. The
government of the day have a right to
govern the country the same as we did.
For 18 years we kept them in cold oppo-
sition, and why should we say now they
have not the enterprise and ability to deal
with this question ? If they have not, in a
very few years the country will know, and
the verdict of the country will be pronounced
against them. It will be time enough then
to say to them, "gentlemen you are not a
success, therefore we ask you to retire, by
the advice and at the request of the electors
of this country."

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I hope the warmth
with which my hon. friend from Toronto,
who bas just resumed lis seat, has spoken
on the bill before the House may not make
him liable to the censure of the hon. member
from Halifax-that warmth or earnestness
is not in good taste when criticising adver-
sely the actions or measures of the government,
but as my hon. f riend is now on the right
side, in the opinion of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax, it is probable no objection
will be taken to the warmth of bis remarks,
or his earnestness in uttering them. I am
sorry I cannot agree with my hon. friend
f rom Toronto on this occasion as I generally
do, for he is seldom on the wrong side as at
present, but we all feel satisfied that on
whatever side my hon. friend may range
himself, bis accion i3 the result of sincere
conviction, and what he believes to be the
faithful discharge of bis public duty as a
member of this Senate.
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I do not intend, hon. gentlemen, to tres- this measure, and the idependent press of
pass at any great length on the time or the country is almost unanimously against
patience of the House in this debate, but I it.
am unwilling to give a silent vote on the Notwitnstanding the hon. leader of the
important bill before the Senate, in which, House exerted al his admitted ability and
it must be admitted, public interest just now ingenuity in debate in defence of the policy
is very marked and widespread throughout of the government, be evidently feit and
this Dominion. The subject of the bill, showed it, that e was undertaking a hopeless
however, has been so fully discussed both in task in attempting to convince the members
the public press and in the other branch of of this buse that the interests of any con-
the legislature, that I believe every hon. siderable portion of the people, or the general
gentleman I ar now addressing, feeling the interest and welfare of the state, demanded
grave responsibility his position as a iember dbe passage of this unjust, improvident, and
of this body imposes on bim, bas made oim- in every respect inost objectionable bill. a
self thorougbly acquainted with ail the facts feel quite confident that had the duty de-
necessarv to enable him to give a correct volved on the Minister of Justice, or on ether
and intelligent vote on the motion of the of the hon. gentlemen occupying ministerial

on. minister of Justie for the second seats in this chamber, to negotiate the terms
reading of the bo. J do not pretend to be of a contract for this Yukon raiway, or any
able to shed any new light upon this other railway or public work, we would not
extraordinary measure, but J desire, as con-ý have been asked to support thie improvident
cisely as I can, to place on record some of
the reasons of my very decided hostility to
it.

I could not help feeling as I listened to
the long and somewhat laboured-but at the
same time, as an oratorical effort, very able
and interesting speech of the Minister of
Justice; and I am sure this House did not
listen to it without being impressed with the
saine feeling, that the task my hon. friend
had undertaken to perform in defending the
unwise provisions of the bill was both diffi-
cult and disagreeable to him; that the
measure had not his sincere approval and
endorsation of its improvident provisions,
although responsible for it as a minister of
the Crown, and therefore bound to justify it
on the floor of this House. This to my mind
accounts for the lion. gentleman's enter-
taining address, abounding as it did in
historical information, patriotic sentiments
and high sounding generalities, but avoiding
allmost altogether the many weighty and un-
answerable objections on all sides urged
against the bill. Much that my hon. friend
said regarding the desirability of opening
Up communication with the Yukon gold dis-
trict no one is disposed to dispute, but I
think the hon. minister is very much mis-
taken if he supposes that a majority of the
People of this country consider the con-
tract with Mackenzie & Mann the right way
to the accomplishment of that end. The
manifestations of public opinion all from the
Atlantic to- the Pacific-indeed all over this
Dom•inion-have been decidedly hostile to
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measure now before us, and above all I am
certain that to any bill that might emanate
f rom either of them, there would not exist
the slightest suspicion, in the mind of parlia-
ment or in the public mind, that the interests
of the country had been sacritied to any
selfish or other unworthy purpose. Both
these hon. gentlemen, it is a pleasure to all
of us to know, are above any such suspicion,
although J fear, after the remarks that fell
f rom the hon. member from Brandon in his
place yesterday, it might be risky to say the
saine thing of all of his colleagues in the
ministry, and especially the minister chiefly
resnonsible for this bill.

On this point, however, J do not wish to
be misunderstood ; on the contrary, I desire
to place myself on record as not imputing to
any public man here or elsewhere connected
with this measure, any charge of malfeasance
or corruption without theclearest evidence of
its correctness, which I do not pretend to
possess. But at the same time, it cannot be
denied that the secrecy in which the contract
was negotiated, the startling prodigality
of its concessions to the contractors, especi-
ally in relation to the enormous land grant,
its unjust discrimination against actual
miners in respect to the imposition of royal-
ties, coupled with the unreasonable mo-
nopoly given to tbese government favour-
ites, Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann, cannot be
denied that an unfortunate impression has
been made on the minds of the people of this
country, that immense possibilities of cor-
ruption and malfeasance are covered by the
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terms of the contract, and the provisiors of and expressed the hope that it would be
the bill. I believe every candid person, I defeated in the Senate--a hope which I
care not what may be his political creed, have no reason to doubt they still entertain.
must make this admission. For my own part This proves how true were my predictions
I cannot help saying that the authorative in the intei view just cited, that parliament
article in which the great organ of the would not be a free agent-and especially
governmnent, the Toronto Globe, announced the members of the House of Commons
to the world late in the month of January would not be free agents-in dealing with
the execution of the contract with MUackenzie the subject, after the governnent had com-
& Mann, the tone of apology, of trepidation, mitted theinselves and their followers to
of anxiety, of concealed guiltiness, with a f ree the bargain with MNckenzie & Mann. We
mixture of audacity, mendacity and boast- all kiow how reluctant are loyal party men
fulness in which it indulged, was calculated' to desert their colours in an energency of
to alari and excite the suspicions of every this kind, and how unlikely are another
reflecting man, and certainly did alarm me class of followers to oppose or offend a
when I read it. I was satisfied then, and strong governnent when the favours and
am satisfied to-day, that the man who wrote patronage of that government are dangled
that extraordinary article knew then, and before their eyes. Consequently, when the
knows now, more of the " true inwardness " snap of the party whip resounded over the
of this business than either of the ministers heads of these men, of both classes, most of
in this House knew, or ever will know them fell into line, and voted submissiv'ely,
about it. for a scheme they condemned ; but there

Shortly after I hEd read the Globe article were some notable exceptions among the
I had an unexpected visit from a reporter rebels and recalcitrants. There are many
of the Ottawa Citizen, who in the next day's men to-day who voted in the majority of
issue of that paper gave the following correct which the Minister of Justice boasts, who
report of his interview of me secretly pray that the Senate will reject

this bill, and I am not sure that even a
Yesterday a Citizun reporter asked Senator moi ftecbntm o eicue

Miller's opinion on the contract, who said: "Of course, majorty of tbe cabinet nay not be ncluded
I am not in a position to say, in the absence of fuller in that category.
information, whether the scheme is or is not a wise, The paragraph I have quoted from the
or advantageous one. The possibilities, however, m- columns of the Ottawa Citizen of the 29t
volved in it are, to say the least, very alarming, and
it is a bold thing for the governnent to enter into of January last, is a fair summary of the
such a contract on the very eve of the meeting of opinion I formed of the Mackenzie & Mann
parliament. Urgency may probably, and perhaps
not unfairly, be pleaded in the premises, but there is contract, after all the ingenuity of the Globe
a difference between urgency and indecent haste. It had been exerted to place the transaction in
is true that the scheme is to be subject to the approval the most favourable light before the people.
of parliament, but we all know that parliament will
virtually not be a free agent in dealing with it, if it Af er reading the Globe's clever special plead-
has to consider the subject after the govermnent has ing, I searched the columins of the opposition
entered into a contract. In fact, it rnight be fairly
contended that it would be a violation of the privi- p s, but searched in vain, for further infor-
leges of parliament to sign such a contract wi thin a mation. The majority of the newspapers were
little more than a week of the opening of the legis- silent in relation to the deal that had takenlature." place in secret between the government and

The hon. Minister of Justice spoke of the the contractors, and the few that did refer
large majority the government secnred for at ail to the subject seemed to look upon the
the bill in the House of Coumons, but he contract with indifference or approval.
did not tell us that the majority of only To the Ottawa Citizen is due the credit of
thirty-nine in that body did not represent having struck the first note of alarm that
the usual voting strength of the ministry aroused the country to tbe impending
on ordinary party questions. He did not danger, and its vigilance in discovering and
tell us that some of the most pronounced its courage in denouncing tbe monstrous
Liberals in the House of Commons, voted bargain, under enbarrassing circumstances,
against the measure, and others did not should fot be forgotten by the pqblic.
vote at ail. We know besides that many But since ny interview with the Citizen
supporters of the bill had all along before reporter, I bave given some attention to
recording their votes on the second reading, this important question. 1 have had-we
denounced the contract in unmeasured terth, all have had--cample means and opportuni-
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ties of informing ourselves regarding it, and
I have come to the conclusion that the con-
tract with Mackenzie & Mann, is one of the
most reckless, one of the most indefensible,
one of the most wasteful and full of the
greatest possibilities of plunder and wrong-
doing that was ever submitted to the par-
liament of Canada or any other legislative
body on this continent. The contract, I
repeat, was negotiated in secrecy, sur-
rounded with suspicions and with inde-
cent haste, under what is now known
to be a false and absurd pretence of ur-
gency, with unjust and unreasonable con-
cessions to the contractors in regard to
monopoly privileges and exemptions froin
royalties, and with almost fabulous terri-
torial rights and privileges over at least
4,000,000 acres of the public domain, said
on good authority to contain the richest gold
deposits in the world, and as it has come to
this House with all these iniquitous condi-
tions materially unaltered, it should be un-
hesitatingly rejected by this chamber.

I condemn the contract enibodied in the
bill before the Senate, as well as the bill
itself, for the following, ainong other, rea-
sons:

1. Because it was negotiated in secret
with an evident desire to avoid publicity or
corpetition, and with thé determination to
give this Yukon railway contract to Mac
kenzie & Mann, and nobody else, under an
Order in Council, contrary to the public
interests, and to the principles of parlia-
mentary government we are supposed to
POssess in this Dominion.

2. Because it confers a monopoly on the
contractors in regard to the construction of
railways in that section of Canada unjust to
other persons desirous of competing with
these contractors, and detrimental to the
Public welfare, which should not be granted
by this parliament.

3. Because it is not an all-Caradian
route, capable of creating and protecting
Canadian trade and commerce with the
Yukon gold fields, free from control or
interference by a foreign power, of whose
hostility we have already undisguised indi-
cations.

4. Because, in the imposition of mining
royalties, it makes an iniquitous discrimina-
tion against ordinary labour and enterprise
in favour of the contractors

5. Because the blind and improvident grant
of gold-Vielding lands to the contrac-
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tors, or to the company created by the
bill, is indefensible from every point of
view, and must prove disastrous to the
peace, prosperty and progress of the Yukon
gold district, as well as a great loss and
sacrifice of the national wealth.

6. Because the route from Port Wrangel
to Dawson is not the best available for
iminediate use for which purpose the route
should be f rom some point at the head
waters of Lynn Canal, as the construction
of an all-Canadian route from Portland Inlet
is unadvisable at the present time on ac-
count of the great liability it would impose
on the Dominion, without any certainty of
equivalent advantages in return.

7. Because the policy of the government
should be to secure a route to the Yukon
gold fields that would most surely foster and
develop Canadian trade, commerce and agri-
culture, and create by commercial inter-
course, a community of interests between
the eastern and western provinces of the
Dominion, and that these ends would be
most certainly attained by pronoting con-
nection between Edmonton and the Yukon
gold district, without unduly adding to the
burden of the people.

There is abundant evidence, hon. gentlemen,
to support every one of these propositions
or allegations, indeed I may say there is such
a redundancy of facts and proofs to sustain
them, that it would certainly try the patience
of hon. members if I were to attempt to deal
with nuch less than one-half of those facts
and proofs in a single speech. Nor is it
necessary that I should do so, as I know that
the numerous and unanswerable objections
to the bill will all be ably put before the
House by hon. senators who will follow
me in what I anticipate will be a protracted
debate. Witlh regard to the first propo-
sition or allegation, it cannot be denied
that this contract was negotiated with un-
accountable secrecy, and with a set purpose
all through to effect a deal with Mackenzie
& Mann. Every step taken in the nego-
tiations showed that the government did not
want any outside competition to interfere
with their favourites. They did not desire
publicity, because they knew it would result
in the keenest competition for the construc-
tion of this railway by parties who were
ready to undertake the work, and were
cheated out of their chances of doing so by
the subterfuges of the Minister of the In-
terior. Publicity and competition did not
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suit the schemes of the minister, although
they would have protected the rights and
interests of the public, and at the same time
be more in harmony with the spirit of par-
liamentary government than a secret Order
in Council in a business of the greatest mag-
nitude, which should only be transacted in
light of day and after the freest discussion
and criticism in parliament. We ail recollect
how fiercely the members of the present ad-
ministration denounced government by
Order in Council when they were in opposi-
tion, and contended for public competition
in connection with all public works and ex-
penditures. Pages of the Hansard are
filled with their bitterest denunciations when
this primary principle of parliamentary
government was violated by their political
opponents. I will only quote a single ex-
tract from one of the speeches of the present
Minister of Trade and Commerce. Sir
Richard said:

Both sides of the House ought to be at one upon
this question, both sides of the House ought to feel,
that whether they have confidence in the ministry of
the day or not, it is their duty as ienibers of parlia-
ment, it is their duty above all as members of the
House of Commons, to insist that the government do
not put their hands into the treasury or use large
sums of nmoney without the previous sanction of par-
liament. Unless that principle is laid down, unless
that principle is enforced, it is obvious that it is ut-
terly hopeless to have any proper control over the acts
of government.

had been entered into by the Minister of
Railways in connection with that public
work. Then we have this contract, the con-
sequences and importance of which perhaps
none of us fully realize, not only entered into
in secrecy, but with an evident desire to
prevent, publicity and competition, and to
prevent anybody else interfering to spoil the
little game that was going on between Mr.
Sifton and Mackenzie & Mann. It was no
haphazard thing at all, but all the circum-
stances point in the direction that it was a
premeditated plan tliat this contract with all
its valuable franchises-and they are perhaps
of untold value, none of us, I repeat, can
estimate their value-that this contract with
all these wasteful franchises shall go to
these people.

I know it has been alleged that Sir
Richard on the occasion I have quoted only
had reference to revenue expenditures, but
it is an absurdity to say that this principle
is not as applicable to a grant of the public
domain or any other source of national
wealth, as somne of the organs of the gov-
ernment contend-a contention, however,
that the Minister of Justice very properly
repudiates. There is always danger, there
must always be suspicion when negotia-
tions are conducted in secret where enor-
mous pecuniary interests are at stake. Can
there be a doubt that there was an ob-

Sir Richard there well and truly asserted ject and studied purpose about this secrecy
that the observance of these principles lies to prevent outside competition interfering
at the very foundation of responsible govern- with the old-time friends of the Minister of
ment in this country, and I am sorry to see the Interior, Mackenzie & Mann ? There
an hon. gentleman who was so loud in de- is the clearest evidence, that outside compe-
nouncing the abuse of those principles when tition was anticipated unless the contract
his party was in opposition, and who pro- was hurriedly signed before the meeting of
mised the country such a different course of parliament. Here is a clipping from the
procedure when they obtained power, falling Ottawa Free Pess of the 29th of January,
into the same mistake and commnitting the the day after the Toronto Globe announced
same culpable error which they charged the completion of the Mackenzie & Mann
against their opponents. We have within contract. The government organ has the
the short period that they have been in following with reference to the Stikine-
power had two contracts, the Drummond Teslin Lake Railway, headed in large let-
County Railway deal, and the Grand Trunk ters
Railway deal, in connection with the exten- MONEY DROPPED.
sion of, the Intercolonial Railway to Mont-
real, involving some seven millions of capital. The goverunient bargain with Messrs. Mamn &
We have those contracts negotiated se- Mackenzie for the construction of a railway line from

Teslin Lake to the Stikine River has dealt a hard
cretly, without any authority from parlia- blow to the capitalists who were promoting other
ment, and now it seems there bas béen an- railway schemes and fondly getting thei•ready for
other secret negotiation and bargain, also rianient. Some thirty applications which would

Ssee ave come up for consideration this session are dealt
unauthorized by parliament, in fact in a death blow before the House opens, as the contract
the face of a direct vote of this branch of ditinctly states that no competitive lines are to be
the legisînture against the first contract that jgiven a chance through Canadian territory for five

t e t years. A gentleman who represented a large proposi-
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tion for which he bas been working for montis, ays declines to fulfil his promise, and declares private his
that no less than a quarter of a million dollars in cold own part in a correspondence the rest of which hehas
cash has been dropped by the parties who have sur- chosen to make public.
veyed routes into Dawson and made partial arrange- On the strength of this correspondence, Sir Louis
ments for building the sane. Davies yesterday, in the House of Commons, called

Mr. Hamilton Smith a prevaricator, which is the par-

The Free Press is the organ of the gov- hamentary equivalent for the lie direct. Such an
C issue as this being raised, it is most unfortunate for

ernnent at the capital, and as we ail know the premier that there should be in the correspond-
is frequently inspired by the governnenit-- ence a cablegran of his own which he is ashamed or

af raid to produce. Sir Wilfrid's severest critic bas
and it mnakes this important declaration in nevAr said about him anything half so bad as the un-
its editorial columns, f rom which we learn avoidable inference to be drawn from this refusal.
that there would ha% e been almost unlimited The whole conduct of the government in connection

or ycharters, for the with this matter, especially the angry feeling rnani-
competition for railway chfested, is calculated to give the Hamilton Smith offer
purpose of opening up communication with an importance in the inublic mind that otherwise it
the Yukon district, as soon as parliainent w>ulyd s eot have had.

It is only j ust to the gentleman wvhose offer to accept
was convened, if this deal had not been a contract from the governient at a lower price than
consummated. The probability is that more Messrs. Mann & Mackenzie's bas so aroused the

h .ne anger of the ministry, to point out that there is nothan ont- company would be willing toc evidence before the public to indicate that Mr.
struct the proposed railway, for the mono- 1 Hamilton Smith ever claimed to represent Messrs.
poly privileges alone, without an acre of Rothschild. The only reference lie makes to that

firni in his letter to the premier is im the followingland or a dollar of cash subsidy if this im- terns:
provident contract had not been entered into "In this connection allow me to state that no offer
bef, re the meeting of parliament. We ail to biuld the line was made from the house of N. M.

Rothschild & Sons, as bas been stated in the House
know that one syndicate in particular was of Coinions."
eager to get the ear of the minister-and That lr. Hamilton Smith has some kind of con-

th nec.tion with the Rothschilds seemns likely from thethat it meant business. I mean the coin- guarded ternis of Lord Strathcona's cablegram to the
pany represented by Mr. Hamilton Smith, premier:
but'how was that gentleman treated ? It is "Lord Rothschild authorizes tme to say Hamilton

Smith is not their agent and is in no sense authorized
now matter of history that in order to cover to make any proposition on their behalf to the Cana-
Up or draw away attention from their dian government."
crooked dealings with Mackenzie & Mann, Sutely this is not the laniguage in which Lord

Strathcona or Lord Rothschild would have denounced
ministers have not hesitated elsewhere to such an imposter as Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Sir Louis
defame the reputation of an honourable man, Davies would have us believe Mr. Hamilton Smith to
and a substantial British canitalist ; and be ? The ignificance of the answer is entirely de-

r pendent upon the nature of the question, which the
never were meaner tricks resorted to- premier is afraid or ashamîîed to produce.
such as the telegram to Lord Strathcona- Another proof of the insincerity of the government

m -with regard to this niatter is the faut that it was onlyan were resoited to by them to acc >m- after long delay and after pressure that Mr. Sifton
plish their unworthy purposes. I have in yesterday acknowledged in the House that he had
n'y hand a moderate article on this subject had a conversation with Sir Williai Van Horne be-

fore December 20th, in the course of whiich Sir
from the able editorial pen of the Montreal Williai ientioned "that there was a gentleman
Star of March 3, which I think slould go namned Hamilton Smith, who was prepared to callthere- upon hii (Mr. Sifton) for the purpose of discussing

the question of a railway to the Yukon."
fore read it The only thing that seemîs to be very clear about

this business is that the government for its own
It is to be regretted that Sir Wilfrid Laurier has reasons (no doubt ample ones) did not want to discuss

decided not to bring down his cablegran to Lord Yukon railway with anybody else but Messrs. Mann
Strathcona with reference to Mr. Hamilton Snith, & Mackenzie. The petulance of the ministers and
because his refusal is incompatible with that nice the offensive remark of Sir Louis Davies were not
Sense of honour that the people of Canada, irrespective justified by anythinîg that Mr. Hamilton Smith bas
of Party, would like to recognize in Sir Wilfrid. said or done publicly. Perhaps "the storm " in

.iad the premier chosen to ignore Mr. Hamilton Ontario had ant irritating effect. But if the ministers
Smith and his offer to build a railway to the Yukon, value their reputations as gentlemen and men of
that would have been simply a matter of policy. But honour, they will insist upon the production of Sir
he bas chosen to publicy challenge the good faith of Wilfrid's cablegrani to Lord Strathcona or upon an
Mr. Hamilton Smith, and on the floor of parliament, ample public apology to Mr. Hamilton Smith.
with great formality and dramatic effect, he produced
t correspondence, and subsequently gave out to At first it was attempted to justify the

con press a cablegran with the evident purpose of secret and hasty negotiation of the Macken-Convtcting Mr. Hamilton Smith of bad faith.
He, however, made one significant omission; hie zie & Mann contract on the ground of

Orritted to produce his own cablegram to Lord Strath- urgency, and an alarming picture was drawntons inquiring about Mr. Hamilton Smith. When of the terrible disaster and miser that wouldhe Was asked by Sir Charles Tupper to produce this,
1 e Promised to do so. But, on mature reflection, he inevitably be the fate of the thousands that



would rush into the Yukon district in search tive in securing this much-needed (as they
of gold during the coming season, if this contended) railway communication for which
Teslin tramway was not immediately con- they now plead such great emergency. Thus
structed. Disaster and ruin to the trade of the plea of urgency, the strongest plea the
Canada with that region were also predicted ministry had to depend on, is completely de-
on similar grounds, until urgency seemed to molished and exploded. With ail this infor-
be the only plank on which the government mation in their possession why did they not
had to stand. But that plank has had to talke parliament into their confidence last
be abandoned, for in the light of the infor- session, and ask for authority to deal with
mation we now possess there never was and the difficulties that faced them. Their re-
never could have been any urgency in the prehensible silence, showing as it does such
business. I will not cite authorities that a contempt of parliament, I have no hesita-
have been fully cited elsewhere to show that tion in saying, is the greatest outrage on
since the first report of M r. Ogilvie in 1887, parliamentaryinstitutionssuch as we are sup-
but especially since the early part of 1896, posed to possess that bas ever disgraced the
year by year, we have received ail the in- annals of this country, and would alone
formation that we needed to prepare the justify this House in rejecting this bil.
government to deal with that country with- The monopoly clauses of the contract aie
out any urgency or indecent haste. The among its worst features, but if they were
Minister of Railways is authority for the unavoidable, they ouglt alone to have been
declaration that before the close of last an ample inducement to capitalists to build
session, the ministry had full knowledge of this Stikine-Teslin Let nie read
the value of the Yukon gold district and these clauses to the ause i
anticiDated an enormous rush into in durinhs

4. or fi s ars froi the gst Sep teiner, 1 n98.ple of ailway shati be athorized b parliaient to
own words whic as completely nullify the 1w cotrn cte f front Lynr Canal or thereaboets, or
plea of urgency as it is possihle for language froni any boint at or near the international boindary

to do it: betw Te Canada and Alasa into the Yukon istret,
and for five vears froîin said date no aid in land or

In obtaining infotmation ivitit regard to the 1)- money shah be granted to any setsfn or cowany
able iniflux of people into that country, w-e wvre d other thai te cotractors and tbe contractor bn-
to, 'ocieve that the nuinber of people îw'ho xiouhd lm, Pall-ana in m to cilding anY snc ralwao.
lkely to s fek the Yukon region ditring the present 5. The contractors and the contractors company
year nould be execdingly large. believe thatagents shal be entitrmo to receu se in preference to an other
of transportation conpanies, ho have the ens of person or comnsatrv during tetr vears f'ins the aid lst
acquiring accurate information amd forning a pretty of lelitenyler, 1898, sncb aid or assistance in lad or
fair judgnent, advised at least soie of theno r id money as the goverument nay e authorized ad
that as xnauly a.s 2,00People ivoul(l be iinig thi uysec tit ti) grant in aidi of a Ilue of railway f romi

wav ntotheYukn cunty dirin th prsen ý-ar.the Stikine River to an ocoan port in British Cobîni-

Otiiers conncted with trasportation copanies also rovied that coutractois or pro
did not for p so pigh an estihate of the probable ere l oe any are wiling to uniertake the coustroction of
bers, but a large proportion of t he, at ail events, the saine at once and (ompletion thereof witbin a
ut the figure at 100,000, and non, le far as gv in- reasonale tine ulton receîving notice thereof fron

formnation goes, put it as low as 50,000. the government.

llowv àbsurd and misleading does the plea. I arn not going to detain lion, gentlemen
of urgency appear, in relation to the signing by an calculation showing the imense value
of the contract in January last, when we of this unwise monopoly. The cost of the
have the admission out of the mouth of the 1roadis estimated hy the government engineer
Minister of Railways that ap l the informa- at $25,00 per iine, as i is intended to be
tion that was needed was in the possession a low grade road. If a tite of the number
of the government while pariament were in is realized that some persons have con-
session fast year. Nay, more, in the course tended wil go into th Yukon district
of a preliminary discussion in another place, this year, the company's rnonopoly alone
on the 2nd day of the prescnt month of will, i is calculated, yield a profit on
March, it came out that the governent as'the capital invested greater than is
early as the 16th of hast March, a year ago, derived from ary railroad on the conti-
had Mr. Ogilvie final report on the great'nent. If this improvident bargain had
Klondike discoveries although they did theirc not been made there is oittle doubt that
best to keep the news from the public. among the numerous applications which the
Then, as the Ottawa Citizen truly says, for Free Press tels us would have been made to
full seven months they were culpably mac- parliament this session but for the execution
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of the Mackenzie&Mann contract-thistram- ail-Canadian route to the Klondike. It can
way mighthave beenconstructed withoutany not ho an al-Canadian route because
special privileges by some other company. it has tirst to core up the Stikine. In view
Is there any doubt that if the government of recent developments, I do fot think
were to-day in a position, or had been in a that the parrot cry of an ali-Canadian route
position at the time parliament met for the will ho any longer indulged in by the friends
present session to call for tenders, that we of the bil. The government have had a
would not have had our table loaded with rude awakening at Washington by the
petitions for charters to build this railway, action of the Senate in regard to our treaty
perhaps without an acre of land or a dollar rights of navigation on the Stikine River,
of subsidy, or a single monopoly advantage. which certainly pus a new face on this ail-
This is the opinion of men whose judginent Canadian routp, which the rinistry ýhould
in this respect is worth a great deal more have anticipated in dealing with a people
than mine, because that judgment is found- whose good faitb, Canadians have no
ed on long practical experience in t hese reason to hold in very high esteein. 1 be-
matters. It is the opinion, thatif this contract lieve the recent legisiation at Washrngton
had been left open till the meeting of par- is a clear violation of our treaty rights, but
liament more than half a dozen companies it may take years of diplorancy to settie
would be found knocking at our doors asking the questions involved, and in the meantime
for permission to build this railway without where will be our ali-Canadian route, if our
an acre of land or dollar of subsidy or a shipping is not allowed to navigate the Sti-
*single monoply privilege. And yet in the kine River in United States territory, unless
face of all this we give these people a mono- under conditions as injust as they are in-
Poly which of itself, if the anticipations of sulting, and which no administration in this
the government are realized at al] and immi- country dare entertain for one instant. What
grants into that country as is expected a pitiful exhibition of bungling and incom-
they will come, the lowest figure upon which petency is here presented by the ablest gov-
the estimate is made for the influx this year ernment that Canada bas ever had in not
would be fifty thousand people; some put it foreseeing and providiig against die present
at two hundred thousand. I read a calcula- complications, before entering into this reck-
tion made on the basis of twelve thousand less contract. I say the Stikine-Teslin
People going in there this season, and on that route is not an ali-Canadian route, and
calculation the profits of the road would be thereforo it can have no îrefererce with
about nearly half a million dollars. If with our people on sncb ground ; but since
an influx of only twelve thousand people, the fact bas become palpable by the action
such enormous profits, greater than any of the Senate of the United States, that we
railway on the continent would show, could may possibly have trouble at Wrangel a new
be realized, what would they be on fifty idea bas taken possession of the govern-
thousand, the lowest calculation which ment, that is. to extend this road to Port-
reasonable men who understand the subject land Inlet or some other Canadian port.
place the immigration at ? There can bo We hear now, after giving these enornous
"o doubt under all these circumstances, concessions to the company for the buildfr.g
that without any subsidy - without even of this little tramway from Telegraph Creek
a monopoly this road could have been built, to Teslin Lake, tîat ve are to be burdened
and therefore I say it was most unjus- with a inoney subsidy to extend the road
tifiable to enter into such an improvident from Telegrapb Creek down to some
contract. contrct. 1port of ou own upon the coast of British

I am opposed to the road again because' Columbia. We are told the distance is 200
it is not an all-Canadian route. I need'miles. I have been given to understand on
not dwell long on that point. When the good authority that it is nearer 300 than
scheme was first presented to the public 200, through a rough and difficult piece of
One of the great merits it was represented country, and I ask where is this money to
to Possess was that it would be an all- core fror to build the extension after
Canadian route, but now I do not think ail this treasure bas been thrown away
anybody ventures to say for a moment to the tram road. Gan the Dominion
that the line from Wrangel to Telegraph of Canada afford to spend millions toCreek and Teslin Lake is going to open up an extend that road to tPortland Inlet at
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the present time? And, by implication,
the government admit the road is no
good unless that extension takes place. I
do not believe parliament would be induced
to grant the large sui of money necessary
to extend that road f rom Telegraph Creek to
a British Columbia port, and then only giv-
ing us a very incomplete and imperfect con-
nection with the Klondike gold fields, be-
cause this road after ail is simply a road of
150 miles connecting the head waters of the
Stikine River with the wqters of Lake
Teslin, and is only available, as we know, for
about five months in the year. There are
seven months in the year when this road
will be useless. Th9 best authorities tell us
that even if we extend it down as far as
Portland Inlet, it would be useless in the
winter seaon. The gentleman who addressed
a number of senators in one of the com-
mittee rooms of this Ilouse yesterday, said
he had just crossed from Dawson to Dyea,
at the head of Lynn Inlet, on his way to
Ottawa and that if the Stikine railway
had been completed he would do the same
thing, that it would be shorter to cross
there than to come down by the contem-
plated route by way of Telegraph Creek,
and that, even if the railway were com-
pleted, he would not use it; he would cone
out the way that he did. I have a little
book before me which gives some informa-
tion on this question. Even if this road
is completed it is only going to be a sum-
nmer road. We have the .best authority
for saying it will be used only when the
navigation is open. There are five sum-
mer months during which it will be used,
and during that time, the natural means of
ingress to that country by the Yukon River
will be cheaper and more expeditious than
this railway. It will be more expeditious
and cheaper alike for traffic and travel
to go into Dawson City by the Yukon
River than to take this railway and
water route by the Stikine. Therefore
during the time when this road would be
available it is not likely to be used because
the natural means of communication with
the Klondike would have the preference. I
think it must be evident to hon. gentlemen
that this road, even after paying the
enormous price we are going to pay for it
would be an exceedingly bad bargain for
this country. Let me read from the book
which has been put into my hands with re-
gard to these means of communication:

It is 150 miles from the mouth on the Stiikne
River to the point at which it is proposed the railway
shall begin, 65 miles from the head of Lake Teslin to
the head of the Hootalinqua River and 135 miles
thence to the junction of the Ilootalinqua and the
Lewes-that is to say 350 miles of waterway not
navigable more than five months of the year and some
years not so long-350 miles of waterway of which the
railway is not designed to cut off one its length (150
miles) being the distance from the Stikine and the
head of Lake Teslin. Froi Skagway to the junction
of the Hootalinqua and the Lewes is only 226 miles ;
so that traxellers might be expected to prefer the
route they are now using, even with the railway a fact
instead of a proposal, during at least seven months of
every year.

The Lewes and the Yukon are cIosed ly ice about
the same months as the Hootalinqua, and in that for
seven ionths, at least, of every year a person journey-
ing froni the mouth of the Stikine River to Dawson
would, notwithstanding the aid of a railway such as
is proposed, have to make his way by dog team or
otherwise for 680 miles on the ice, the confluence of
the Hootalinqua and the Lewes being 330 miles from
Dawson, it is clear there could be no better freight
traflic by way of the Stikine, for it has been abun-
dantly shown by men of the Yukon, and indeed by
several distinguished explorers of Aretie regions, that
he does well who can make a journey of that sort
encumbered by nothing not essential to his mainten-
ance en route.

So that even if the road were completed
during the winter season it would be better
to take the route from Dawson out to the
head of Lynn Inlet than to come down to
Telegraph Creek and in that way get out to
the Pacific coast, and this road if it is useful
for anything at ail, it will simply be a com-
peting line with the natural means of com-
munication during the season of navigation.
Yet this is the road lias been proclained as a
complete Canadian route, and it was con-
tended that it was urgent and necessary that
the government should take the steps they
did without seekiig for tenders or giving
publicity to their proceedings to secure its
construction at once. Notwithstanding the
fact that my hon. friend the Secretary of
State says that he had no intimation of Mr.
Ogilvie's first report in March, 1897--and I
do not for a moment doubt the statement of
my hon. friend in that respect-here was
the Mirister of Railways, the one who in-
troduced this bill telling the country that he
had full information before parliament was
prorogued last session, and that was in July,
that that information was in the hands of
the government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Here is an extract
taken from the Hansard of the House of
Commons-surely there cannot be any dis-
pute about it.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
calIled the hon. gentleman's attention to
columns 1013 and 1014 of this year's Han-
sard:

Mr. McALISTER asked,
On what date or dates did the government, or any

officer thereof, first receive William Oglivie's reports,
sent from the Yukon District, dated 18th August,
1896; 6th September, 1896; 6th November, 1896; 9th
becember, 1896; 1lth January, 1897, and 23rd
January, 1897, respectively.

The MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR (Mr.
Sifton). The report of the 6th September, 1896, was
received on the 19th October, 1896. The report of
the 18th August, 1896, on the 22nd October, 1896.
The report of the 6th November, 1896, on the 16th
February, 1897. The report of the 9th Decenber,
1896, on the 27th February, 1897. The report of the
lth January, 1897, on the 16th March, 1897. The
report of the 23rd January, 1897, on the 16th of
March, 1897.

Carrying out exactly what the hon. gentle-
Mai has said.

the mining districts of Alaska just oppo-
site the Klondike, the royalty or what-
ever they call their tax, imposed by the
government there, without, I believe, any
rental, is only one, per cent. Here rental is
imposed on the actual miner and the royalty
of 10 per cent besides. It is unnecessary to
go into any illustration to show how oppres-
sive this regulation must be to every miner
in that country, and what an enormous
advantage it gives to the contractors who
hold this vast land grant of 3,750,000 acres
of the best gold producing lands in the North-
west. In what position will the actual miner
be in comparison with theni ? He will
certainly occupy a position of great dis-
adventage. The fact is, as was very pro-
perly stated by Mr. Livernash yesterday,
that in course of time the contractors, if this
bill should become law, will possess all the
gold fields of the Klondike and everv one

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I was quite aware going in there must subinit to any tyranny
of all these reports, but as I said in the out- they wish to exercise to extort ail they can
set it was not my intention to amplify my out of their enornous inonopoiy. I am told
Points at any great length for the reason I that if this bil should pass, these gold
was unwilling to tire the House unreason- lands could to-morrow be put on the mar-
ably. I have only one or two points to kets of the world and stocked at $20,-
make before I close. The one ground on 000,000. I am told by men whose opinion
which this contract could be justified at ail on such questions are worthy of the highest
las the ground of urgency, and I ask hon. credence that these contractors would be
gentlemen if that ground is not entirely able to float a conpany with these enormous
swept f rom under the feet of my hon. friends privileges and this immense are3 of gold-
by the various reports which the government bearing land, in the London market for over
had in its possession, and the members of $20,0000; some go so far as to say a much
the government are all presumed to be and larger sum. These men, in addition to al
should be cognizant with those reports. It their nonopolies and exemptions get this
i8 their duty to be so and they cannot plead large tract of land, and get it in a way that
ignorance of them. With the declaration they will be able to iake their selections
m1ade by the Minister of Railways before so as to secure the most valuable gold fields
the close of last session, was it ~not their in that country. This is a point upon which
duty to have taken steps at that time to meet I cannot go into details. Some of the hon.
the emergency-to have taken parliament gentlemen who heard the lucid explanation
nfto their confidence then, to have ob- of Mr. Livernash yesterday will give them;

tained authority necessary to provide 1 but it was shown how, by an adroit manage-
for every emergency that might arise in ment of the power vested in them by the l2th
connection with that country? I say it was clause of the bil, they could locate their
their clear duty and they failed most lament- daims in such a manner as to have the
ably in not discharging that duty at the upper hand, not only of the government,tirne. cbut of every miner that went into

I need not say anything with regard to that country to follow a precarious industry.
e unfair imposition of royalty duties If there was no other objection to this ex-

upon the actual miner in such marked con- traordinary bil, but the inprovident grant
trast to the unfair advantages given to this of the public domain to such an extent as
comlPaDy. I think that clause in the bill 3,750,000 acres, and perhaps a much larger
before the House is most unjust. It is not extent-beause that is based on the as-
sactioned in any other country where min- sumption that the road wiIl he only 150

'g industries exist. On the contrary in miles long, but good authorities say it ray
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be 200 miles long-the bill would be utterly subject and from reading the able speeches
indefensible. What effect will this enor- of gentlemen ii the other House, and
mous grant have on the peace, prosperity especially after reading the conclusive
and progress of that country ? When my presentation of the case by Mr. Oliver, a
hon. friend talks of maintaining peace and member of that House, I an convinced
order in those gold fields as he did yester- that for a permanent national line, a line
day-when he talks of the duty of the gov- that will foster trade with old Canada and
ernment to see that property rights are the North-west Territories where trade
protected there, I say there could be no exists to be fostered, a line that will open
greater obstacle to the peace, order and up m vast agricultural district, a line that
good government of that region than cari be built at a very low expense to secure
the improvident concessions given in this ready, quick and easy communication with
bill, all bearing on their face the indica- the fatr west at ail seasons of the year-where
tions of a huge job. a cheap railway can be constructed for seven

After having given this question a good or eight thousand dollarsa uile, and in the ag-
deal of consideration my own opinion is that gregate fora not much larger sum than we are
for the line from the head of Lynn Inlet asked to give the Drummond Railwayand the
inwards would be the most serviceable line Grand Trunk Railway for a superfluous line
to the Klondike for present use and we are to connect the Intercolonial Railway with
less likely to have custom difficulties at the Montreal. For seven or eight million
head of Lynn Inlet than at Fort Wrangel. dollars we could get communication with
In fact I see by the 1apers recently that the the Yukon district through a fertile coun-
understanding which was said to have been try, developing its agricultural resources
completed between the Minister of Interior and opening up fields of settleient, offering
and a menber of the Washington Cabinet, in room for homesteads to those immigrants
regard to allowing the goods cf Canada to which ny hon. friend froi Toronto is so
pass over the United States territory on desirous of.seeing come into the country-
paving duty to be returned, that that ar- but I may say to my hon. friend that the
rangement is beingcarried out satisfactorilv immigrants who are attracted by our gold
under recent orders fron Washington. I tields are not the best immigrants to settle
think that this arrangement could be the vacant lands of Canada. They are in-
depended upon for the present year to deed of a very different class. But I con-
get ingress into that country. The ques- tend by securing temporary communication
tion of urgency if it existed at all is now by the shortest and least expensive route
past-there is no danger of starvation this f rom the Pacific coast to Dawson City-from
year-there is no great danger of any dis- the head of Lynn Canal, for the present, then
aster of that kind overtaking any of these looking at once tothe construction of a cheap
people in that country this winter ; and dur- ralway fron Edmonton-that the govern-
ing the coning season when the Yukon ment would have shown it was equal to the
River is open to shipping enough provisions emergency it had to deal with. Perhaps
can be sent to Dawson City to feed all who it was too much to expect the men who now
may go to the Klondike in the next five occupy the treasury benches-we nust re-
years. At any from this time forward a full collect that these gentlemen are the political
supply of provisions and other necessaries heirs of the men who occupied those benches
can easily be placed in Dawson City a year between 1873 to 1878 when the great re-
in advance while the season of navigation sponsibility of securing connection between
lasts. There can be no plea of urgency now the old provinces of Canada and our great
that the period of danger is nearly over North-west and British Coluinbia was the
without any disaster. The plea of urgency all absorbing question then agitating this
existed with respect to the presenât winter country. My hon. friend the Secretary of
but it exists no longer, and the strongest ar- State is reported to have said on a public
gument the government had to reply on in hustings in this city that it would take forty
connection with this extraordinary bill is years to build the Canadian Pacific Railway,
swept from under their feet. and I myself heard hii state in this House

For miy own part I am in favour of the that the whole resources of the British Empire
Edmonton route to theYukon gold fields- an could not build that railway in the time the
opinion I have formed from a study of this CanadianPacificRailwayCoirpanyundertook
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to build it, whereas the company took three Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have tried to
or four years less than their contract gave compress my observations as far as possible.
them. We ail know what the policy of the The material is ample to go on, but 1 do not
party was in regard to connecting these old feel that 1 ar justified in imposing on your
provinces with the great North-west on patience any further. I am not in the
which the future hopes of this great Dominion habit of late years of addressing the House
are so largely founded. Their policy at that frequently, and perhaps I feel more at
time was to connect this country by the water liberty to take advantage of your indulgence
stretches. Now, I ask gentlemen who know on this occasion on that account.
what was afterw ardsachieved by the Liberal- There is only another subject to which 1
Conservative party--the party that has done wish to allude before I resume my seat, but
every thing for this Dominion of which we it is one that interests ail of us. The sub-
can boast-the party to which I am proud ject to which I refer is the right and power
to belong, because it has made this Dominion of this buse to reject a bil of this charac-
what it is to-day, which created it, and ter, embodying the policy of the government
bound the various parts together and placed on an important questioit, and sent to us by
it in the honourable position which now the buse of Commons Nitl the endorsation
makes it the admiration of all our fellow of that branch of the legisiature. Strange
subjects the world over. That party has to say, there are persons who contend that
been guilty of some mistakes, but it is we possess no such right or poe but that
nevertheless the party which has made this if we do we are fot at liberty to exercise it.
country what it is to day-notwithstanding there have been some notable
we were fought inch by i .ch on the floors of changes of late in the attitude of certain
parliainent, and on the public platform, and newspaper writers towards this buse, who
Our policy was denounced as ruinous to the have adop I suppose for the occasion, a
cOuntry-in spite of ail that opposition, our more courteous tone in their references to us,
national aims were accomplished. Compare which doubtless will be quickly dropped
the condition of things to-day with that when we incur'their displeasure. 1 think,
which would have existed if the policy of the however, I may safely afflrm that neither
Liberal party had prevailed, if we were de- threats nor coaxing can influence the mer-
pendent on the water stretches of the Lake bers of this Senate when called upon to dis-
of the Woods to get communication with our charge a grave and important public duty.
magnificenit North-west Territories. It is There can be no doubt, honentleren, both
natural, therefore, that the political views of our right and power to reject this or any
of gentlemen whose policy was so pessimistic similar meaure that may be presented to
in 1873 and 1878, should not be able to take us and that if we consider it to be unwise,
a large national grasp of the present question, unjust or above all open to the suspicion or
a.nd grapple at once with the only true solu- possibility of corruption or wrong-doing, it
tion of this question-that is a railway froin is our hounden duty to do so. For y own
sOmne point in our North-west Territories, part, whetber rightly or wrongly, I look
cOnnecting the gold mines of the Pacific upon the bill before the bouse as open to
coast with a splendid agricultural country, ail three of the objections I have named,
with our manufacturing industries, and with and therefore it is my plain duty to vote
our centres of trade and commerce every- against it. The rejection by this body of
Where; and not a railway that will, in spite any bil under such circumstances, far from
of ail you can do, hand over the greater being contrary to the spirit and meaning
Part of that trade to foreigners ; for I con- of the constitition, J believe to be the
tend n'O inatter what we do to prevent it, clearest duty the constitution imposes on
with an outlet on the Pacific coast only, the every menber of this chamber. Thegreater part of the Yukon trade will go to Senate was neyer created as a co-ordin-
Our rivals to the south of us. Hon. gentle- ate branch of parliament simply for thepur-1flen, I have occupied your time longer than pose of registering the decrees of another

iltended, and I must bring my remarks to branch, whether good or bad-right, wrong
a Conclusion. or unpolitic. This was neer intended to be

the scope and meaning of the powers with
which the emphatic language of the soverign
legislative authority of the empire clothed
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this body in the charter of our constitution. an appeal to the people whose arbitrament
This Senate was intended to be an acting, in the present day settles every dispute-for
and, if necessary, an over ruling force, sub- in the end it is the will of the people that
ject to well understood restrictions, in the inust prevail. So when serious differences
law making funations of the parliament of arise between the Commons and Senate of
Canada, with rights, powers and privileges Canada, British usages and principles must
as clearly defined, as indisputable, as un- be invoked-those differences must be re-
assailable as those of the House of Commons. ferred to the people at the polls, when the
Otherwise our coming together in this cham- Commons always must, and the Senate
ber to deliberate on questions of legislation always will, conform to the popular verdict.
is a delusion, a mockery and a farce. Other- Instead of this body over-riding or disre-
wise the British constitution itself -the garding the will of the people in atiy differ-
wisest system of human government that ence between the two houses of parliament,
has ever emanated from the mind of man- the constitution, through the action of the
and which, in principle, is the model of the Senate, affords a means by which the wishes
constitution of Canada, as declared in pre- of the people may le most unmistakably ex-
amble of the Brit:sh North America Act, pressed.Thusispaid bythis iousethe higbest
1867, must also be, if this caricature of our possible tribute of respect to the electorate as
constitution can be maintained-nothing the source of ail power, by referring every
better than a mockery, a delusion and a cause of difference between le two chambcrs
farce. The theory-the true theory of the directly and finally to its decision-in other
British constitution, and as a corollary the words, by the action of what may be called
true theory of the constitution of Canada, is the safety-valve of the constitution. And
that the three co ordinate branches of par-, it is under such circunstances, we are in
liament are independent and untrammelled some quarters deemed deserving of annihila-
in their respective spheres, which law, usage tion as the enemies of government by the
and precedent have amply defined. When- people, when in truth and fact we are its
ever differences arise between the two houses real champions and friends. tntil the Senate
of parliament, in England- and how often'abuses the great trust reposed in it-whicb
and how bitter have been the collisions, of it has neyer yet done-until we show a
the Lords and Commons even in the present determination to put at defiaice the wvill of
centurv-the fabric of the constitution bas the people clearly expressed on any public
seldoip been in real danger. Perhaps at no question, it is alike the duty and the interest
period witbin tbe last fifty years have the of tbe electors of the Dominion to stand by
stability and autbority of the House of Lords this body in the exercise of its undoubted
beei more assured than tbey are at the pre- rights, for they a l tend in the end to tbe
sent time. But in Canada, in the opinion more complete assertion and vindication of
of ignorant or violent partisans similar dif- the rights and wishes of the people ; and
ficulwies can only be overcome by the aboli- neer would the rigts and powe s we possess
tion of the Senate-by sbattering the con- have been given to the Senate in our consti-
stitutional fabric-by destroying the coi- tutional charter y the most enlig te and
pact of confederation-and revolutionizing liberty-loving parliamen in the world, with
our whole systei of governient-for that is any other ain or objeft, than the protection
what the abolition of this fouse woupd mean. of the rights and liberties of tbe people.
And wby is it different in Englandco After the people bave pronounced their
Because there, it is well understood, that decision, the decree must be final on both
constitutional usage provides a means of sides, and y a quite certain wbenever any
escape in every sucb emergency-tat the differences between tbe to bouses are e-
constitution possesses, in fact, re-adjusting ferred to the electorate, tbe Senate will not
modes and principles of safety-char- hesitate to obey any decision that may have
acteristic of the genius and practical wisdom received the impress and authority of the
of the British people as a governing race- popular will-while, at the same ture, this
modes and principles of safety as applicable flouse will not fear to treat witb indifference
so pariamentary institutions in Canada as the imbecile threats of a partisan or venal
they are in the mother land. Whenever any pres, as well as tbe vulgar vapourings f a
serious dead-lock occurs in England between tricky ana corrupt minister, eiter inside or
the two branches of the legislature, there is outside of the ouse of Commons. Wen
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the Senate does its duty fearlessly and lion-
estly, as I am satisfied it will on this impor-
tant occasion, it may safely put its enemies
and assailants at defiance, and rely on popular
approval to support its riglits, and vindicate
its fearless and unflinching exercise of them.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved:

That the bill be not now read a second time, but
that it be read a second tine this day six months.

He said : There are more reasons than
one for my not giving a silent vote on the
(luestion before the House, and I approach
it with a deep sense of my responsibility for
the opinion I express and the vote I give.
The princip·i part of the Canadian trade
with the Yukon is done by the province
from which I come, and my wish is to pro-
'note that trade and keep our mineral lands
for the people of Canada -- and the course I
am taking to-day will, I am convinced, prove
to be the wisest and best for my province,
and for the whole of the Dominion.

I will allude briefly to the manner in
which the Liberal press of the country bas
treated this House. Some time-nonths-
before it could possibly be known what the
opinions of hon. gentlemen would be, -we
were threatened and bullied, and the sword
Of the executioner lield over our heads. Then
the Minister of the Interior takes upon him-
self to threaten this House, and says if we
do not follow his opinion-we will be held
to a better account. I think the ministers
in this House will agree that it was most
unwise and impolitic of the Liberal press,
and the Minister of the Interior to write,
%lnd speak in that strain, and I venture to
saY that all the bullying-and those threats

fill not influence the members of the House
One way or the other-or make them shrink
from their duty. This House is as firmly a
Part of the constitutional legislative system
of the Dominion as the House of Commons
18, and the Minister of the Interior cannot
touch it.

It is not my intention to blame the gov-
ernment as a whole for this measure-pro-
bably the Minister of the Interior, who was
charged with negotiating this contract, did
the best he could according to the amount
of common sense he was able to bring tobear-but in this matter he lias displayed
a lack of that commodity. It is certainly
naot Imy intention to attach any blame
tO the ministers of the Crown on the

floor of this House for the contract--
they are part of a system and have to go
round with it or smash the machine- but if
the private thoughts of these gentlemen
were known they would most likely be found
in condemnation of this bill and this con-
tract. I sincerely believe that neither of
these two ministers would sacrifice the
country as the Minister of the Interior lias
doue in this contract. I am willing and
free to give praise in this matter where
praise is due, and I bestow ny praise on the
contractors and their solicitor for the clever
and astute contract they have made with
the Minister of the Interior to whom this
matter was intrusted. The contractors
walked completely around him, turned him
inside out, scooped his brains out and have
taken from him every concession it was pos-
sible to take, and left nothing for the coun-
try but the husks.

The first part of the specch of the bon.
Minister of Justice was devoted to the con-
stitutional aspect of this question, and
showing that this was a matter entirely for
the House of Commons to deal with-and
the lion. gentleman would like to have gone
as far as to rule-that this House could not
constitutionally deal with it-but lie did not
quite take that jump, but held up on the
brink of the precipice. That part of the
speech of the lion. Minister of Justice
which dwelt so strongly on the necessity for,
and the intention to have, an all-Canadian
route to the Yukon, with a deep water har-
bour in our own country. I was much pleased
to hear, and that part of the.scheme has my
entire approval.

Did it occur to the minister that his em-
phatic assurance that a road would be built
from Observatory Inlet, and an appropria-
tion asked for, is the strongest condemnation
that could be given to the Stikine-Teslin
route? If this is such a splendid route for
which we give 4,000,000 acres of mineralland,
how comes it that we require another route?
If this Stikine road could be worked this
summer there would be some force in the
argument for having it, but as that is im-
possible its usefulness cannot be considered.
How is his extension to Observatory Inlet
to be paid for? There are no more millions
of acres of Yukon land to give for it, so it
must be a money payment of at least
$4,000,000. What will the country say
then, when 4,000,000 acres are given away
for a useless road and $4,000,000 to substi-
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tute a good road for it, whereas one road on
the best route from a deep water harbour
would be sufficient ? The hon. gentleman
has spoken of the danger of a rebellion in
the Yukon if this road is not built. That is
an idle nightmare. We have had great ex-
perience with American and foreign miners
in British Columbia, and they have always
been found most law-abiding, ready and
willing to uphold our laws and appreciat-
ing, in a high degree, the fairness and im-
partiality in their administration.

But I will tell the hon. minister what will
cause friction-if not rebellion-that is the
collection of a 10 per cent royalty, and the
granting of this land by which the contract-
ors could surround, or blanket every mine
in Klondike, and cut the miners off from
wood and from water for their flumes.

I intend dealing with the question on
business principles, following the motto "busi-
ness is business " I take first what the con-
tractors are to give the country, and secondly,
I will show what the country is giving the
contractors.

1. The contractors propose to make tirst
a sleigh road f rom the mouth of the Stikine
to Teslin Lake-fully 200 miles. Does the
government know that under the contract
30 or 40 miles of this sleigh road is in United
States territory. What authority have we
to make a road there? The sleigh road was
to be finished in six weeks from the signing of
the contract. That time expired on the 10th
of this month ; the first part of the contract
is broken, and the country has secured
$250,000 by forfeiture. This breaking of
the contract enables the government to
withdraw this bill now without being liable
for damages. Which is the best thing the
government could do? Survey, and go on
with another line f rom Port Simpson or
Alice Arm.

2. We get a narrow gauge railway of 150
miles, the ingress to which is through foreign
waters, subject to vexatious and hampering
regulations. Besides that, for five months
each year the river, which is part of this rail-
way route, is not navigable, or passable by
sleighs or wagons. We have reliable informa-
tion that there are thousands of miners and
hundreds of tons of provisions now at the
mouth of the Stikine that cannot proceed on
account of the condition of the river.

3. The contractors are to provide trans-
port facilities between the terminus on Teslin
Lake and Dawson City; but no provision is

made for transport from Wrangel to the
railway at Telegraph Creek.

4. The contractors pay the government
onle per cent on gold mined by them, whereas
the poor miner has to pay 10 per cent royalty.
This is all I believe the country gets. Let
us now take a look at what we are giving
the contractors.

1. Between 3,750,000 and 4,000,000 acres
of the pick of the mineral and timber lands
in the extensive Yukon district.

2. We allow bonds to be issued to the
extent of S25,000 per mile, for a narrow
gauge road, whereas the ordinary 4 x 8 rail
way has never, as far as I know, been al-
lowed to issue bonds for a higher amount.

3. We allow preferential stock to be is-
sued. We know too well what that means.
The sinall stockholder would be squeezed out.

4. We allow land grant bonds to be is-
sued, and inortgages'on the land.

5. The contractors are allowed to huild
railways and branches in all parts of the
Yukon district. The company niay con-
struct and operate telephone and telegraph
lines.

6. May do all and everything under the
sun-that is to say conduct every kind of
business in British Columbia and North-
west Territories, and they can expropriate
land.

7. We now come to that part of the con-
tract which gives a monopoly, which reads :

For five years front 1st September, 1898, no line of
railway shall be authorized by parliament to be con-
structed f rom Lynn Canal or thereabouts, or f rom any
point at or near the international boundary between

Canada and Alaska into the Yukon district, and for
five years no aid in land or money shall be granted to
any person or conpany other than the contractors.

The Minister of the Interior declared in
his speech in the House of Commons that
this contract gave no monopoly. What does
the Minister of Justice call this clause? It
is not an interpretation clause, nor is its
scope qualified or lessened by any succeeding
clause, but, on the contrary is strengthened
by clause 5, following immediately after,
which reads :

The contractors, and the contractors' company shall
be entitled to receive in preference to any other per-
son or company during ten years such aid or assist-
ance in land or money as the government may be
authorized, and may see fit to grant in aid of a line of
railway from the Stikine River to any ocean port in
British Columbia.

I call this clause a monopoly clause which
ties the hands of the government for ten
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years to one set of contractors, or to one the land grant on base lines less advant-
company-without reference to the lowest ageous than another series of base lines.
bidder-so that under this contract the pre- The clauses in the contract re!ating to the
sent contractors would get the work at their selection of land are permissive and not
own figure. mandatory, and of course the contractors

9. The company fix their own freight and will make their selection on the lines most
passenger rates for ten years -and we can favourable to themselves. In all probability
judge they will be high enough-perhaps a the whole selection will be made under the
shade below the rates by the longer Yukon first description of base lines, which gives
River route. power tofollowlakes,riversand water courses.

10. The land grant to be f ree f rom taxa- This railway is called an all-Canadian
tion for ten years-excepting in towns or route, but it is not so. The entrance to it
villages. is through 30 or 40 miles of United States

11. The mode of selecting the land, which waters, the navigation of which is supposed
is the most important part of the contract, to be free to us, although in reality it is not
has been drawn to give the contractors an so, but is restricted by vexatious United
advantage not contemplated by their friend, States regulations. The river from the
the Minister of the Interior, but if contem- mouth to Glenora is liable for four months
plated, I will not characterize the transac- in the year to be impassable for navigation
tion, but will leave that to others. or travel by sleigh or wagon, as it is at the

We re 'd, " base lines may be of two present time-the ice too heavy for steamers
kinds." You will mark the word " may," and not strong enough for sleighs or wagons.
and not "shall," which makes all the differ- If access to the railway were quite pos-
ence. sible all the year, then it would only be a

1. In selecting these lands, the company may take narrow gauge, and would not carry much
as a base line, a line which will correspond with the traffic and could make no connection with a
Reneral course of any lake, river, stream, or water road of the standard gauge. Should this
Course, to be determined by survey or approximate be built
Survey, to the satisfaction of the authorized agent of railway by September, it wouhd not
the Minister of the Interior. relieve the glut of passengers and goods this

Under this clause of the contract the con- year. No one has given a stronger con-
tractors could take the pick and cream of demnation to the proposed railway than
the whole country, and destroy all prospect- the premier of Canada, Sir Wilfrid
ing and sap the foundation of all industry Laurier, for he has promised and de-
and mfining in the Yukon. These lines may clared that another railway must be built
be run in any direction, and the contractors to an open harbour in British Columbia.
Ieed not take up any land on the second It would be the çnd of October before the
mTiode of selection or.run lines north, south, railway could send any supplies into Dawson
east and west. Let us look at the income City, by which time those northern waters

the government can derive and will derive will be closing up with ice. The Yukon
if they hold this enormôus grant for country. River will be open in June. There are ten

Supposing a mining claim is one acre in or twelve ocean steames ready to carry sup-
extent, the government would receive $10 plies to the mouth of that river. There will
for a license, and $15 for recording, that is be thirty or forty light draught steamers
$25 per annum, not for one year only, but this summer on the Yukon to carry miners
for many years. and supplies from its mouth to Dawson

The contractors may also take as a hase une a une City. Thousands of tons will be sent in this
Ommeng at ny point located by them and running way fully three inonths earlier than the

lro such point due north, east, south or west. The proposed rail way could send a pound in. If
and along a base line to be divided into blocks, each this Stikine railway were built to-morrow,block to extend three miles along the base line, and

to extend three miles backwards on each side of the the government could not send a policeman
eise hne. On each base line there shall be at least or militia man in by it without the consent
e oght Of such blocks, but there may be more at the of the United States authorities. An armedOtiOn of the contractor. These blocks to be num-
thred from one up-the odd numbered blocks to bg force can as easily be sent in by the Dalton
shal roperty of the contractors ; the even numbered trial, or the Yukon as by the Stikine. Ex-

remain the property of the governrient. perience teaches that United States miners
It may fairly be asked why should the are most law-abiding when under the British

cOItractors be expected to take up a part of flag and that they highly appreciate British
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law and order, and have been found ready and
willing to uphold it. The fear of revolt
against law in the Yukon is a baseless
dream. Our country and institutions are
as free and open to the foreigner as to the
Britisher. Such being the case, wherein
would lie the cause f r revolt? It is not
unlikely, however, but all nationalities, our
own citizens as weil as others, will kick at
the 10 per cent royalty, and the govern-
ment should at once reduce it to 5 per cent.
The land grant is excessive and out of all
proportion to the value received. I would
not give my approval to 1,,000000 being
granted in the gold-bearing district of the
Yukon for the proposed narrow gauge. A
deep-water harbour, and a real all-
Canadian route should be selected, and a
road built without delay, and even for
such a road I would give 4,000,000 acres.
It is asserted that this railway would keep
the trade in Canada, where it by right be-
longs. It would do nothing of the kind ;
is would be just as open and free to United
States commerce as to Canadian, and noth-
ing can prevent United States citizens reap-
ing a share of the trade. Returning miners
with their gold would find at Wrangel
'United States steamers, as well as Canadian,
and could take passage as they liked to a
United States or a Canadian port. Here is
where our steamship owners require to ex-
ercise enterprise and smartness-to meet re-
turning miners at the different ports-to
keep as much as possible the miners and
gold in our own country. I am glad to
think that a surveying, or rather a recon-
noitering party has been sent to the west to
look into the question of routes, and I trust
no time or money will be wasted on the
Stikine route, but that the party will con-
fine its exploration to the finding of a suit-
able route to a deep water harbour in our
own country.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left
chair.

the

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When this bill was
read a third time in the House of Commons,
it was announced throughout the length
and breadth of this country in the Conserva-
tive press that the Upper Chamber was to
throw out the bill. I need not say that I
was very sceptical of the soundness of that

conclusion. I need not say that I had more
confidence in the integrity and fair play of
this chamber than to give credence to state-
ments of the kind. I have had some 25 years'
experience in the Senate, and I believed that
I could appeal with confidence to this cham-
ber if it were shown that the bill before
this House had the substantial merits that
I claim for it. It was not, however, until
I heard the applause that greeted the hon.
senator from Brandon and the hon. senator
from Richmond-more particularly the hon.
senator from Richrnond, who is not now in
his place-that I then iully appreciated that
the verdict of this House had been given in
advance before a fair statement of this case
had been submitted for their consideration.

Several Hon. MEMBERS-No, No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hon. gentlemen say
No, no: the applause was too marked. It
was too evident. Hon. gentlemen may deny
and repudiate it. I dare say they may. I
am quite accustoned to that, but the applause
and approval that greeted the language of
those hon. gentlemen convinced me that the
decision in this chamber was foregone, and
there is no use mincing the matter.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU M--We may applaud
you before you get through.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I hope the hon. gentle-
man will do so. If the lion gentleman is
open to conviction, I have no doubt he will.
I say that the fair fame and the character of
gentlemen who have formed a part of this
cabinet have been maligned, not criticized,
and charges have been made against them.
One hon. gentleman denounced this as a nefa-
rious transaction, another hon. gentleman
called it a job. That language was approved
of apparently by this chamber. I have been
myself forty years in public life. I was
elected first in 1858. I have heard charges
of that kind made time and again, and have
always been slow to believe them. I have
lived long enough to know that the gentle-
men who made those charges were glad, in
years after, to withdraw their accusations.
Those charges ought not to be recklessly
thrown across the floor of parliament when
attacking the private character of indivi-
duals. I say that this contract is
as fair and honest a transaction, and one
conceived as much in the interests of the
people of this country, as any measure that
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has ever been submitted to parliament.
lion. gentlemen say that the government
ought to have acted earlier in this matter,
that they ought to have known that it was
necessary to prepare for the ingress into that
country of a large population, and Mr. Ogil-
vie'sa reports have been cited as giving the
government warning. Now, I hold in my
hand Mr. Ogilvie's report, and I see nothing
in it that would warrant the government in
spending more than was absolutely necessary
for opening the Yukon district by a railway
or any other line of communication. It
is quite true that Mr. Ogilvie speaks of
discoveries made in creeks there, that he
speaks of miners having found gold in
different places, but there was nothing
whatever to warrant any government going
into an expenditure simply because there
were rumours of gold in that country.
Mr. Ogilvie's report, it was said, was made
in March of last year. I hold in my hand
this report. It was issued, apparently, by
the department on the 8th June. It was
not thought necessary even to call for it in
parliament ; it had not at that time created
sufficient attraction to be considered worthy
of being brought down as a paper ; and it was
not printed, if my memory is correct, till long
after parliainent rose last year. Nowthe open-
ing note, at the i troduction here, is the best
Possible evidence that there was no indication
whatever that it was necessary for the gov-
ernment to take any active measures in order
to meet what has been an unusual migration
into that country. This is dated Ottawa,
8th June, 1897, not more than eight months
ago, and not published for, I think, about
two months after that :

. Tbe following notes on the Yukon district, consist-
ing Principally of information furnished by William
9gilvie, Dominion Land Surveyor, and are publisbed
mn reply to numerous calls froi the public for his re-
Port. The object is not to induce any one to go to that
remo>te country at the present time; until better means
of communication are established, a man undertakes
serious risks in going there, unless he bas sufficient re-
sources to tide over the long winter. After Septenber,
egress from the country is practically impossible until

e f(ollowing .June, and a person who lias not been suc-
cessful in locating a paying claim, bas to depend for his
subsistence upon finding employment. Wages are, at
times, abnormally high, but the labour market is very
nlarrow and easily overstocked. It is estimated that,
up to the middle of May, 1,500 to 1,600 people had
crossed the Taiya Pass this year. Several hundred
more will go by steamer up the Yukon. Whether
emPloym>ent will be available for ail and for the con-
!derable population already in the district, is some-
what doubtful. It will, therefore, be wise for those
who contemplate going to the Yukon district, to give
serious consideration to the matter before coming to a
decision.

21

That is the note that accompanies this
report, which was, I think, given to the
public about the month of July or August,
that is the earliest I recollect. It was evi-
dently prepared in the department on the
8th of June last. Now I say, at the time
parliament rose there was nothing whatever
to warrant the impression that any such
discoveries as have since been reported were
likely to be made. This gold fever is one
that rises very rapidly. The moment a gold
mine is discovered it excites the curiosity of
a great number of people; and as a rule
the reports are exaggerated. That has
been the history of discoveries of gold mines;
therefore, I say there was nothing whatever
to warrant the government in taking any
active measures. They were waiting for Mr.
Ogilvie's return. Mr. Ogilvie did not return
until the month of December. It was very
well known that Mr». Ogilvie's letters were
four or five months late, and except when
navigation by the Yukon was open, access
was practically an impossibility.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-J understood
the hon. gentleman to say that Mr. Ogilvie's
report was in the department a long time
and was not published-why not?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Ogilvie's report
is made up of small scraps of letters that
came in from time to time.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And you wanted
it in full before you published it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Every three or four
months Mr. Ogil vie would write a letter but
it was not a regular report. It wrs just
made up of his letters to the department
from time to time, written at different dates
-just a sort of dairy was kept.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Was
not a report received in March last year?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will just read what
it was:

FoRT CUIMHY, Jan. 22, 1897.

A quartz Iode showing free gold in paying quanti-
ties bas been located on one of the creeks, but I can-
not yet send particulars. I am confident, from the
nature of the gold found in the creeks, that many
more of them-and rich too-will be found.

There is nothing extraordinary about that.
These reports have been coming in since
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1886. Of course they were improving every for the government to have ncted on the
year. Then on the 23rd of January, that is reports they had last year. Besides no one
the next day-and this is the last, the one knew any.thing about the country. No one
that is quoted as having arrived on the 16th had travelled through it except theemployees
March-he writes: of the Hudson Bay Company, and they had

gone in by way of Edmionton. Perhaps an
I have just heard frori a reliable source that the onaionab waydof hdotoen be Tele-

quartz mentioned above is rich, as tested, over one occasional wanderer had gone i by Tele-
hundred dollars to the ton. The Iode appears to run graph Creek. Honi. gentlemen will see that
from 3 to 8 feet in thickness and is about 19 miles it would have been very imprudent and un-
from the Yukon River. 1 will likely be called upon
to survey it, and %vijI be able to report fiilly. statesmanlike for the government to have

Placer prospects continue more and more en- acted on runours of that kind. It was only
couraging and extraordinary. It is beyond loubt late in the fall of the ear that it became
that three pans on different claims on Eldorado turned
out $204, 8212 and $216 ; but it must be borne in apparent that the country was likely to be
mind that there were only three such pans, though a permanent mining region. Then hon.
there are many running froim $10 to $50. gentlemen condemned at the start the

He did not report more frequently, because Stikine route. They say it is not a Can-
communication was cut off, and we did not adian route: I deny that most emphatically.
see Mr. Ogilvie here until the month of It has been a Canadian route at all times.
December, when lie came down. If hon. It was a Canadian route to the Cassiar and
gentlemen will refresh their memories and Cariboo mines, and boats went up and down
go back to the days of the Cassiar and that way frequently, United States boats
Cariboo mining excitement, I think there passing through Canadian territory, and
was $42,000,000 taken out Canadian boats through United States ter-

ritory, without a word of objection. The
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That same difficulty existed between the river

was from the Cariboo district. boats and the ocean boats, and no one ques-
tioned the right of either country to tran-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--We did not build a ship ; and the United States government
railway certainly. We used the Stikine appealed to the Canalian government to
River to get up to the Cassiar mines. Some establish custom-houses high up on the river
twenty years ago, when I was Commissioner where their boats could report, because, be-
of Crown Lands in Ontario. there was a fore the custom-houses were established on
mining craze ; Silver Island was turning out the upper reaches of the Stikine, United
large quantities of silver, and the whole of States boats were compelled to report at
the north shore of Lake Superior was sup- Victoria, and that was represented to the
posed to be a silver mining country. The Canadian government as a very serious hard-
Ontario government sold large quantities of ship. and one that we ought in fairness, as
land, buttheboom collapsed andnothing came good neighbours, to remnove, and we did re-
of it. I remember on one occasion a gentle- move, by establishing a custom-house on the
man from New York, who professed to have United States border. Hon. gentlemen talk
discovered silver or copper there, wanted to as if the Stikine was an unknown river
get 25,000 acres of land. My colleagues were and never utilized; but there is the
appalled at the idea, but It hought it was fact that, if they choose to go back
better to sell it for $25,000, and I sold it. and study the history of that time,
What became of it ? The land was eventually they wiii be able to appreciate that it has
sold for taxes and reverted to the Crown, like ail the advantages of a Canadian route, and
all those mining lands on the north shore of is the only Canadian route to that country
Lake Superior. Any one who is familiar'that will afford at least some degree of
with the history of that country will find that facility and rapidity in reaching the Yukon
lands have been sold in recent years at from district. Hon. gentlemen say that the
one to three cents per acre, yet all that coun- Yukon River route is preferable. The route
try was supposed to be valuable mineral land by the Yukon River is over four thousand
at the time of the boom. That is the history miles from Victoria, or Vancouver, and the
of every mining camp in the world. The un- river itself is a tortuous and shallow stream
certainty of its stability is the great trouble that can only be navigated by very shaiiow
in the way of its progress and development, boats, and then there are drifting quicksands
and therefore it would have been madness iis the river that make the navigation absolu-
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tely uncertain. Only two companies have, and the customs question. Mr. Carter went in via

in past years, run boats up that river, the Skagway, made the White Pass in a day on horseback;
Pls a t A n returned to Skagway the following day, and went on

Alaska Trading Company and the American to Dyea and Sheep Camp; then he came back to
Trading Company. Those two companies Vancouver via Wrangel.
have a inonopoly of that trade. They use Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
very shallow boats, and hon. gentlemen will ;is quite true, but those in the rush to Wrangel
rememiber last year, in sending up supplies in cannot get up the Stikine.
September to the Canadian portion of the
Yukon, the boats were stopped on the way Hon. Mr. MILLS-They drove 54 miles
and United States miners took possession yesterday.
of them, and that was the cause of the food
famine at Dawson, because the miners had Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What attracted y
taken possession of the supplies on the eye was "5,000 people at Wrangel.
boats and appropriated them to their own Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes,
use. Hon. gentlemen read the newspapers, they were there.
I suppose, and I was rather surprised to-
day, and somewhat gratified, to read a des- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It appears now Dyea
patch from Victoria yesterday, in which it and Skagway are impassable-they can-
was stated that the routes by Dyea and not get across. This article proceeds
Skagway had to be aband1oned and the Mr. Carter states that Inspector Strickland was
people were flocking to Wrangel. It is' well established on the Summit. The Canadian flag
headed " All Canadian Routes are best; is flying on the Summit, and there was twenty-two

5members of the mounted police there to help the
,000 people at Wrangel." Klondikers and keep order. As to the trails, he

stated that Skagway Pass is breaking up, and men
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-How are they are leaving thereto gotoWrangel anduptheStikine.

going? By the sleigh roads ? As far as Dyea is concerned, the Klondikers are stuck
at Sheep Camp.

o Major Walsh is still at Lake Bennett. Over fiveHon. Mr. SCOTT-By the sleigh roads. thousand people are at Wrangel. Mr. Carter states
ion. gentlemen smile. Mackenzie & Mann that the much advertised wagon road at Skagway is

have had a large force at work there. The a myth, while the electric tramway is not in operation
Stiki . at Dyea yet, nor likely to be for some time.

ine is like the St. Lawrence and the Washington, 21st March.-Information has been
Ottawa ; there are some times thaws in received by the War Department that the rowdy
winter when water is on the ice. That was element of Alaska have seized Bennett's road, leading
the w to and over the White Pass, and have placed the

e case a week or two ago, but notwith- country in a state of terror. Instructions were tele-
standing all those embarrassments the graphed yesterday to General Merriain, commanding
Stikine is bound to be a preferable route to the Department of Columbia at Vancouver Barracks,

to order the infantry garrisoned at Skagway to take
yea and Skagway. proper steps for the protection of persons and pro-

perty in the disturbed region, regardless of the expense
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-What report is lattending such a movement of troops.

that ? 1 Conception, Chili, 22nd March. -The Canadian
Pacific Railway steamer " Athenasian " passed here

T nSaturday for Vancouver, to ply in Wrangel route to
lion. Mr. SCOTT-It was in the papers Kiondike goldfields.

last evening. I cut this out.ast eHon. gentlemen will remember that those
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Wio makes routes which are now so glibly talked about,

that report ? Dyea and Skagway, were unheard of six
months ago. I think it was ony in the

lon. Mr. SCOTT-It is headed "Van- month of August that Dyea and Skagway
couver, British Columbia," and is as were first heard of. Gentlemen talk about
follows:- them as if they were well known routes and

) espite ail the statements made by the Seattle the only feasible way of getting into that
Journals. country. Supposing the government had

I hope the Seattle journals had no allies core down and proposed that we
in Ottawa-although they had one yesterday. build a railway connecting with one through

D)espite ail statements to the contrary that are the United States territory, what would
ueig made by Seattle journals, the all-Canadian senators have said? I say through the United

route by way of Vancouver and Stikine River to the States territory because thç Americans have
Riondike is the best after all. The Canadian Pacific

Cailway sent up north its Yukon agent, Mr. H. B.
Carter, to specially look into the inatter of the routes endeavoured to have the une of demarka-

21J.
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tion between the two sections of the country Hon Mr. LOUGHEE D-Will my hon.
marked out. They made promises to take friend risk his reputation upon these young
some action but have done nothing from that men being surveyors? 1 tell him positively
time to this to settle the boundary: they they are not; they are simnply graduates of
never would come to an agreement. We the Kingston Military College. They have
cannot take that great country by the throat. gone in the capacity of policemen, receiving
We cannot take possession of lands that the same pay as policemen, a dollar a day.
they are already in possession of the United
States. It would lead, of course, to a hostile Hon. Mr. MILLS-Every graduate of the
attitude which would be very unfortunate. college is tramed in surveyig.
Hon. gentlemen who read the newspapers Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am sorry my hon.
know that from time to time we are threat- friend has formed such a low estimate of the
ened by Congress that a measure will be qualifications of the graduates of that college.
adopted to do away with the bonding
system. The great railways, the Northern Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
Pacific and th- Great Northern, that feel will place me in a false position by saying
the competition of our lines have strong that I am expressing any estimate of the
influence at Washington and are con- qualifications of the graduates of Kingston
stantly bringing it to bear, which makes it Military College. They are prepared there
exceedingly unpleasant in dealing with the for militarypurposes. They do not graduate
United States, so that we could not afford as engineers ; they do not graduate as sur-
to come down here with a measure for reach- veyors.
ing the Yukon through United States terri- Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Yes, they do.
tory. We should have been condemened
most certainly, and would have deserved to Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No one knows
be. We would have preferred the Edmonton that botter than the hon. leader of the
route if time was not pressing. The 1,600 buse.
miles from Edmonton made it impossible to
consider. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Every militarv man

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-One thousand
three hundred and forty-two miles as put
down by Mr. Ogilvie.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One thousand six
hundred is the distance, I think.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is only 1,000
miles to the Pelly River.

Hon M. SCTT-ome i in Se tem-

educated in the college of Woolwich, or
Sandhurst, is made thoroughly familiar with
the principles of engineering and surveying,
to be qualified for his duties.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I suppose my
hon. friend is referring to Kingston Military
College?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

.I Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Bofore the expedition
ber last we sent through a detachment of
police, with two surveyors and a body of me. I ysî re d ono of the young
men, in order to test the Edmonton route.were

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They were not capable of taking observations, and was as-
surveyors ; they were graduates of the sured that they were capable, having passed
Kingston IM ilitary College, receiving a dollar through the college at Kingston. However,
a day and going there as policemen. that is splitting hairs. The main point is

that that expedition lef t on the 5th of Sep-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I beg my hon. friend's tember and we do not know where it is. A

pardon. I know who the young men are, fow days ago I saw a statement by a miner,
and their capacity. They were educated at who had core out that way, made to a
the Military College at Kingston as engineers Montreal paper, in which ho said that ho
and were sent out because they were able to would not wish bis worst enery to be caught
take observations. The young men wanted in that country. They had Vo kili their
to go to the Yukon, and they were not paid horses. They had been Wabjected to ail sorts
surveyors' wages. The troops left Edmonton of difficulties. I do not wish to decry the
on the w5th September. Edmonton route-
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You are doing Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
it as fast as you can. has become of that bill?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You have forced me Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J do not know wbat
to make this statement. I do not take any has become of it.
stock in all the statements that are made, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Has the United
but, at al[ events, it is not the easy-going States government ever refused parties
route that some hon. gentlemen would paint g by the L
it. There is the fact that a detachment left terîn y
here in September last, and they were not
heard of, except that in December they had Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What they did was
gone some four or five hundred miles, but this. The allowed us to go through by
nothing has been heard since then. Will empioying one of their officiais at six dollars
any hon. gentleman name a feasible route per day and three dollars a day for bis ex-
other than the Stikine that is within British penses. That anounted in many instances
territory? to more than the duty-in some cases to

An bn. EMBR--Prt impon. sixty or seventy dollars. They did not ac-
Ancomodate by allowing an agent to take

Hon.Mr.SCOT-Tat i a artof helarge parties, but insisted on each personHon. Mr. SCOTT-That is a part of the,
route that we have selected. At Observa- gog b
tory Inlet-which I thought was about 200 cost of nine doirs a day. In the first
iiles but an hon. gentleman speaking this place, they insisted upon our entering at
afternoon said it was 300 miles further Juneau, and it was at our instance that
South_ they made Dyea a port of entry. Iefore

that tune Dyea had not been heard of,
Hon. Mr. ]ILLS-It is not so much. but stilM the arranTement was subject, of

course, to the ebarrassment of our having
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That I think was an to pay a United States officiai this very

lextreme opinion. Would not it have been, large suni in order to see that a Canadian
folly and madness if this government had crossing the United States fringe of land
COmmenced to build a road at Observatory went through into Canadian territory. f

iet, which would have taken them at Hcourse it was often cheaper to pay at once
least two years to reach the Stikine River,' the United States duty than to submit to
When they can go up the Stikine River, this large charge.
where navigation is open in the month of Hon. Mr. FERGLTSON Was not the
NIaY p In two or three days it is a c duty repaid at the boundry
Paratively easy matter to get over t]he trail
through to Teslin Lake. The United States ]Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, not at that time.
authorities have not qauestioned our right
to navigate the Stikine. Some hon entle- ml Ion. Mr. FERGUSON-It is now ?

men are constantly interjecting statenients t
that we are dependent upon the United r T s
States at Fort Wrangeg for transhipment. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Suppose a raiway
1 denly it. I am quite aware that the was built from the head of the Lynn Canal,

1lited. States Senate passed a bill that would not that disappear? Would not the
COptained a clause, known as number 13, United States give us faciities for entering
I which hdctated certain terns upon p

Which we were to be allowed to use Forto
Wrange. But the good sense of the House Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They might or they
Of Representatives has iot permitted the imight not-that is the diffculty. If we
bil to pass, and if it did pass, it would be could have got the bonding system on any
Contrary to the treaty which exists between basis that would be reliable I would at once
the two countries. We know very well have hailed it as a satisfactory settement of
that both of those bodies very often act on the diffculty. The easiest and simplest
1 mluences that for the moment, affect them, way to get into that country is to go
but in their bwtter judgment, they do not as far north as possible and cross the
larry out those preposals. L. S. Territory. The Pacifi Ocean is
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open all the year round, and the best way port only in the month of January. In the
to reach the Y ukon country is to go to the meantime, several influential parties made
highest possible point by sea and get access propositions to the governnient for the con-
to the country, and that is the route which struction of this railway. The first one was
would be best in the interest of both coun- made by Mr. Kersey. He offered Io build
tries. If the United States governmentia wagon road and railway. The wagon
would come to some permanent ai rangement road was to get $1,000 a mile and the rail-
with us, that would be the common sense way $6,000 a mile subsidy on condition that
way to do; but if hon. gentlemen will look British Columbia assisted. There were some
hack on the history of this section of untry jfurther details-a block of 1,500 acres was
they will realize the difficulties we have hadto be given him, but the principal point was
f rom tire to time in dealing, with the United that a land and money subsidy was expected
States. It is not so long ago since we had from British Columbia. Mr. Kersey did
difficulties ii the North-west, and wanted not withdraw bis proposition until some
the United States rovernment to allow us time in Januar, when, finding that the gov-
to pass our troops throug their canal at ernment asked him to up put a quarter of a
Sault St. Marie, they refused-they would million dollars securit, he asked for time to
not permit us. Should we be placed in that consut with bis principals in London. On
humilitating position again, where the bond- consulting with thein they declined to accept,
ing systein is not subject to a treaty that the whole transaction was too hurried and
was goin to ast fo a very considerable they would not entertain it. Mr. Kersey
period, and where it is likely to be broken was given an extension of time to enable
up at any time by the caprice of Congress? him to hear from his principals and this was
It would be altogether too insecure, and bis letter witdrawin bis offer before the
this puse would be the first to conden contract was entered into with Mackenzie
us if we spent the rnoney of this country in NlùXann:
building a railway through United States OTTAWA, 23rd Januarv, 1898.
territory without having some positive per-
manent arrangement. Besides, has not the ,-Wit reference to the offer which made to

Sadee t y e ent you on beaf of my syndicate early December, and
uto the conversation wich I had the pleasre of having
that Canada should be independent of the with you on Friday last, in relation to the construction

tf a wagon road and railway from lenora to Teslin
Lake, have to advise you, after consultation with

self- reliant enough, 'vhen we want railways, 1London, that we- deeni it inadvisable Uo inake a further
to build. them through our own territory ? offer to the governinent, which would, of necessity,

We ha theopp tuniy thre. his irnvolve the guaranteed comipletion of the line by the
llit of Septeber next, and which offer would have to

between Stikine and Ieslin Lake was a mere; be ased on a land grant, unaccopanied ty any cash
link in the tne of route. If it had answered shrredYat have to thank you for so kindly ostoning action

wenable ne to comunicate with ny friends in Eng-
sary perhaps to build the lne further south. land, and have the honour to remain,

If that country proves what we hope it wiIl Your obedient servant,
prove, it will, of course, be the policy of the (Sgd.) H. hMAITLAND KERSEY.
government to extend the railwa down to Tht, Honourase
an ocean port and British Columbia. This Cliffor Sifton,
was thecondition of things when the Minister Minister of the Iterior.
of te Interior went out to the cot to meet The next roposition came from Mr. Alli-
Mr. Ogilvie on bis way down, taking with s
him Mr. Jennings-he either went before or 
followed Mr. Sifton-to make a report J syndicate. However, he declined to build a

on the Stikine and Teslin Lake route. railway at al from the Stikine, but said bis
S i thr wn it company would build f rom Skagway or Dyea

We. hadthe opprtnt there. heits lin

impossible to take any topographical view to a point on Lake Bennett. is proposai

of the country; it was covered with snow was that they were to have a right to charge

provetol itr wile ofcureseehplc of the wnra

and ice, and he made a very cursory exam- to
ination of it. ne obtaned information as That yourpetitioners should have the right to charge
to the character of the river, and satisfied such tngs for the use of said wagon road and upon a
himself that navigation with shallow boats schedule of tol as they may ereafter decide.

That your petitioners ask for no asistance or sub-was feasible. Mr Jennings made bis re- sidy for the building of said wagon road, but as fast
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as the said company constructs its railway from the
boundary of the North-west Territories along the
border of Teslin Lake and up the Hootalinqua River,
it shall be entit]ed to obtain patents of alternate
sections of twenty-four miles square of the unconceded
lands belonging to the government for each ten miles
of road constructed along the valley of the Pelly
River, with all the mining and mineral rights and
timber thereupon, until the full and final completion
of the road to Selkirk ; in other words, as the construe-
tion of the road from the boundary between British
Columbia and the North-west Territories up to Fort
Selkirk progresses, the allotment of alternate sections
shall be earned along the valley of the Pelly River,
the construction of each ten miles of completed rail-
road entitling the company to alternate sections of
twenty-four miles square.

conversation, but Mr. Smith did not author-
ize him, according toSir William Van Horne's
statement, to make any proposal in reference
to this matter. I submit that in so impor-
tant a matter, involving millions, if there
was any seriousress about it he would
put his offer in writing, or take the trouble
to go and see the minister. Sir William's
letter reads:

DEAR SIR WIIX1îv,-In reply to your inquiry of
this day I beg to say that I have never communicated
to Mr. Smith nor anybody else any proposition from
Mr. Hamilton Smith pointing towards the building

Mr. Allisoi's proposition was this: he authority fron. hlm to inake any such proposition.
wanted a subsidy of a block of land 24
miles square ; that would mean a subsidy
per mile of 36,864 acres, that was 11,000 lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.>--The
acres per mile more than the Mackenzie & minister aImits Sir William toid him some-
Mann contract calls for, but it wa.s a route thing about Mr. Hamilton Smith.
that the government would not approve of
if everything else had been satisfactory.
Then we have heard, and it has been stated Smith is a gentleman well known. He
here openly, that Hamilton Smith made a might have said Iwill probably caîl upon
proposition. I deny that emphatically. you" or something of that kind, but no
Hamilton Smith made no proposition what- reference was made to the contract. Mr.
ever, directly or indirectly, until after the Smith did not caîl and Mr. Sifton did fot
contract had been let to Mackenzie & Mann. see him. There is the pith of the whole

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-rte did not have thing.

a chance. Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why did not
the gover-nment publih to the world tat

lion. Mr. SCOTT-He did have a they wanted to buid the road
chance. le was here some time in thet w
lonth of December, I do not recollect the

date. He stated that he had, through a
friend, communicated with Mr. Sifton. He
was afterwards asked who that friend was,
and he gave the name of his friend as Sir
William Van Horne. Sir William Van
Horne was asked whether the statement
made by Mr. Hamilton Smith was true, and
he emphatically denied it. Mr. Sifton also
denied it. Surely if this matter was of
sufficient consequence, a matter involving
the expenditure of millions, it should
be put in writing and submitted to
some member of the government. He
8ays, "I made an offer through a friend," but
that does not authorize that friend to make
a statement. Sir William Van Horne was
most positive in his denial when asked
whether the statement was true. I need
not read the correspondence. I suppose hon.
gentlemen have all seen it. It has been all
printed and published. I believe the facts
were that Sir William met Mr. Smith and
travelled with him in his car; they had some

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Who were the contrac-
tors that knew anything about this countryt
There were not as many men as you could
count on your fingers who could make a pro-
posal to build the road ? The onlv men
were those who had been up there, Kersey
and Allison. They were the only men who
were capable of making an offer, the only
men who knew something about the country.
Put yourselves in the place of the govera-
ment at that time. They knew nothing
about this country. No survey or explora-
tion had ever been made. They had only
the vaguest information contained in reports.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not wish
to interrupt the hon. gentleman, but I do
not want him to put half the case and leave
the other half. Did not Mr. Hamilton
Smith write to the Prime Minister of this
country on the 16th~ February, 1898, about
this matter i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was after the
contract was executed. I suppose lots of
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people would write now; I have no doubt
they would.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think they
will have a chance. I hope so.

various parts of Europe into that country.
Will twenty per cent of those people get
through to Dawson City? No, they will
not. Dyea and Skagway, are both broken
down. The rush is now by the Stikine-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On the 16th February that condemned route. That is their only
Mr. Smith writes concerning the Stikine recourse now, because the contractors have
route and advises the route from Pyramid had a very large force of men on there.
Harbour. I dare say, in a commercial sense, It stated that there are thousands of
if we owned that route it would be the best, men along the une, men living in tents on
because it enables one to reach the Pacific the Stikine River, hoping the contractors
Oceanfurther north, but under the conditions will open this road through to the Teslin
I have just described, and affected as we Lake. Now if ail those people are going to
would be by the bonding system, it would be be stopped, what viii be the effect? It will
impossible to consider it. At all events, it affect very largely the industry and com-
was after the government had entered into merce and prosperity of Canada for 1898.
the Mackenzie & Mann contract. The Go-
vernment entered into that contract because Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-WilJ there be a
they believed the firmi were good contractors, rod buit there?
and they believed it was in the interests of the
people of this country to have the road built.
We regard it as worth a great deal that & Mann have a large force, 1,500 men in
access should be given to that country at
any rate inside of the year. There were Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-Who is oin, to a
rumours of a famine a short time ago, and
there was a certainty that it would be
absolutely impossible to get food up the jly) Mr. SCOTT-The contractors are
Yukon River for the people in that region. going to pay for a sleighand they pay a pretty
The boats only make two trips a year, and large price for it with labour up to $6 a day.
only carry small cargoes-and the Yukon is You do fot suppose it is going to be upon
a river with driftin- sandbars, and very few
pilots know the route. With all those facts of the cost in Ontario or Quebec.
staring us in the face, we felt it was our
dutv, if we wanted to encourage people to go
into that country, to open up a route by the contractors?
Which at least for two months of the year
1898, ready access could be had to that Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are going to take
eo-untry What will be the consequence if their chances.
the Senate throws out this bill ? There
will be 50,000 people, who intended to go Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Is the govern
into that country, that cannot go there; I ment gambling away the interests of the
do not care what route they take they can- people of this country ?
not get there. It is a matter of physical i
impossibility. In view of the absence of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are not gambling
food, it is found necessary to stipulate that away the interests of the peopie of this
no one should be permitted to go in there country. The rocks and goid are not valu-
unless he carried a certain quantity of pro- able to the people of the country unless they
visions, namely, a ton, but how is he to carry are separated. The rocks have no value and
it? He cannot bring a man to help with it 99 per cent of that country i absolutely
all the way, because that man would have valueless. I venture te say there is not
to take his ton too, and there is no way of one-haîf of one per cent of that who]e area
getting it in-no possibility of it. that is valuable, and the contractors are

Hon.Mr. cCALUM-re ou gingtaking a very great risk. They know it.Hon. Mr. McCALLUiM-Are you going
to do it by this tramway? Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED-Have the gev-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Thousands of people ernment any officiai information that this
are rushing f rom Japan, Austratia and from sleigh road has been commenced?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Why are these large
importations being made? It is under the

Hion. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I ask how belief that there is to be a large immigration
recently they received it? into Canada, that the people will want goods

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I saw a telegram suitable for their purposes.
to-day.

ion. Mr c Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Thegold is there.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The contractors have

gone on in good faith, under the belief that Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It has been there
the people of Canada, through their repre- thousands of years, but the gold has been of
sentatives, would recognize and appreciate no value to the people of this country inthe importance of having a quick communi years gone by. The on. gentleman maycation to that conry t is not a matter ier oeb.Tehn etea aOf a million or t country. t st matr. say.what he likes, the gold is valueless, until

The set back we will get, if thris project i taken out of the ground. And whether

not carried out, will be muchi more serous it is taken out by Mackenzie & Mann, or by
than two or three million dollars. Do ion. the gentlemen who so ably addressed the

gentemw doubt that factl Do they not committee of the Senate, makes very little
n difference so far as the general interest is

recognize that if the boom bursts now, be- concerned. In one case the foreign minercause of the inability of the people of Can- will take all the gold he can out of the
ada to cope with what might be called a country ; he does not propose to remain there,difficulty, it will recoil upon the people of te means to get ot pop as soon as he can,Canada, and will not every business mai in lieoon as he h oas accumulated his pile.Canada, f rom one end to the other, regret I wil just cal1 attention to a few facts hre

the action taken by this House? Hon. gen- which will sutain what I am saying, thattlernen are very solicitous for the miners iný
thmar Wholiciu ar the ms inety every industry-industries that are not
eat country. Who are the miners? Ninety aware of it-is to-day receiving the benefit

Per cent and more of the miners in that of this boom, owing to the Yukon discover-
tr aked eIn These are the men ies. In various localities new industries'eutr arsed mos vaual one ini u futureho es

are gettind to be so solicitous about. Who are being developed. Here is an industryareCgtgthe benefit of the gold in that that will be a most valuable one in futurecountry ? If aold is obtained and put in thePokt f h iestelrrprin ofi putting UP dried vegetables and fruits,pockets of the miners, the larger portion of it an industry in which we are able to compete
know that this country. Hon. gentlemen with the world, an industry which will
thew tt very well. Will one per cent of live long after the Yukon boom bas
di five millions of people in Canada get any been forgotten, long after all the goldderect value out of the Yukon? I say, un has been taken out. That industry

itatmgly, no; not one per cent of the has been created simply because there was
People of Canada will get any benefit what- a demand for it. Dried foods are necessary,ever directly out of the Yukon district, as are other special foods, for people in the
Ca ply because the people who go there from Yukon. All those industries referred toCanada are a very small fraction of all have not only been generated, but old indus-that are going in. In the next place, tries have been stimulated by the boom.they are but an infinitesimal fraction of Now, I take it, the importations for thethe whole of the people of Canada. month of February are important. Februarybenefis not Canada to-day getting the is generally a very poor month-certainly it
aenefit of the Yukon discovery? Is there is not one of our best months; yet our im-
realown or city in Canada that is not ports last February were over $10,000,000.
teizing some benefit from it to-day iIs In the corresponding month of 1897, whichthee a woollen mil in Canada, from one we thought was fairly good, the importation
end to the other, that is not working day was only $7,7 10,000. Hon. gentlemen willanid night to ineet the demand ? Are not
the Canadian factories working overtime ? see the extraordinary rise in that one month.
Are not the importations swelling far te Is not that an indication that there are
whatn they have ever been before beyond people importing to meet the occasion?

eyn hav everbeenbefrely odoTake up all the other returns, and they point
on. Mr. McCALLUM-Surely you do to the degree of prosperty the country is
t want credit for that ? going through owing to this discovery, and
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the indications are just as plain and clear as interests of the Grit party. This House is
the trade report which I have just read. Do made up of a body of men who have good
hon. gentlemen not know that the trans- sound judgment, and when acting apart from
portation companies are all burdened with influences political, I have no doubt that
carrying passengers and freight; that their their judgment will guide them in the direc-
ordinary trains are divided into two, three, 1 tion their conscience prompts them ; but 1
sometimes four sections ? They are not able did feel it was a little unfortunate that it
to carry ail their passengers in a single should go abroad, as announced, that the
train-all rushing to that country, all buy- bil was to be thrown out. 1 did think it
ing largely of supplies. I saw the other not very good taste that the correspondent
day that the Indians in the country behind of a San Francisco paper should be brought
Quebec had been kept busy night and day within the Senate in order that he inight
making moccasins and snowshoes. I also denounce the Stikine route and that he
saw that at Peterborough an order had been might boom a route through United States
given for three or four hundred canoes. Now territory that helps San Francisco and
I ask you to think how trade has been is an advantage to United States trans-
stimulated by the probable boom, and some portation. We know very well that there
hon. gentlemen want simply to snuff that is very great rivalry between San Francisco
out. and Victoria, between Portland and Van-

couver and other Pacifc points. This gen-
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Allup tleonan was sent last year to the Yukon to

that wonderful impetus in trade is quite represent a newspaper. e reports for, un-
true, but it bas taken place without the derstand, two papers, the New York Journal,
Stikine route at ail, and if that Stikine route and the Examiner of San Francisco. There
had neyer been heard of thgt would have ihappened to be a miner here yesterdav, who, I
gone on just the sade. see, has addressed a letter to the Senate

which bon. gentlemen have probably seen.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The trade has not got The writer of that letten, Mr. Savin, is

there. There are more than 10,000 people pretty wel known. oe was a miner in
at and Wrangel. Australia and New Zealand and other parts

Of the world, and he was appointed a dele-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are 1 :210 0 0. gdate at this saine meeting when Mr. Liver-

nash was appointed. tHe fet it was impos-
Hon. MNtr. SCOTT-How are they to get sible for him to be at Ottawa at the proper

on? This road wil render starvation next! time and declined to act. He tplls us that
winter impossible; sieigh roads will be kept the object of the meeting was tohaveachange
open during the winter. Do you mean to in the regulations, that the government had
say that communication between Teslin Lake as he thought, unwisely reduced the length
and Telegraph Creek wil stop simply because of the miners' eaims to 100 feet, which Vad
snow and ice would impede the way? Not formerly been 500 feet, and in the opinion
at ail. When people once get in there the of the miners the regulations should be s
passes are over several companies wil be changed that the daim of 500 feet should be
prepared to put on teams of one kind or continued. They also represented that the
other. Now, in doing as we did, we acted royalty was enormous. Some hon. gente-
as any government would do. It was idwe man bas said there was a royalty of one per
to talk about waiting for parliament. Parlia- cent in Alaska. J tas under the impres-
ment bas the right to conden this bill if it sion there was not there was none in
sees fit, if it believes that it is fot one con- California. The highest royalty I have heard
ceived in the interests of the country. If you of on this continent was two per centr;
think it is not going to ho in the interests of think that is the royalty in Nova Scotia and
the country, your batter judgment will lead bas been the royalty e asewhere. What
you to throw it out, and that is what you prompted us to put on the royalty was the
oug t to do. I do not at ail approve of the fact that there were, in certain districts-
remarks outside that have been passed Bonanza Creek for instance and on special
on this Senate. It was very improper tributaries-placers where men were said to
for the Grit papers to criticse, as they have picked up $50,000 or $100,000 in a
have been doing and it is injurious the season; an it did seem to us that if a man
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who, without artificial appliances-simply a the table, and there was no sneaking about
pick and spade and sluice-box-could gather it. I do not wonder that Mr. Slavin, a
in from $50,000 to $100,000 in a few months, modest man, did not venture to speak there,
if the people of the country got ten per cent because members of the House could hardly
of that, it was only reasonable and fair, and get a hearing when they differed from the
the miner was getting very large results for correspondent of the New York Journal.
his labour. The circumstances were un-'
usual. Of course, in all these cases the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Slavin
realization of royalties is very uncertain. said nothing there, but he sneaks in here
We may not be able to collect the royalties behind the backs of the other people with
to the full extent, but we hope to collect this paper that has been read.
considerable. Mr. Slavin says no mention
of the proposed railway was made at the Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it was highly
meeting where the delegates were appointed. improper for that man to go there and
In his letter he says oppose the measure.

The question of transportation was not discussed
and no authority was given any one to make repre-
sentations to the governnent in reference to transpor-
tation.

I may say, however, without any qualification, that
the miners are deeply interested in easier access to the
Yukon district by rail, and that they will hail with
delight any nethod by which communication can be
opened during the present year, and I do not believe
that any serious objection would be urged by the
iuiners to the land subsidy proposed to be given to
Mackenzie, Mann & Co.

That the establishment of early communication
With the Yukon district is a nost important matter
in the opinion of the miners in the district, and in ny
judgment the necessity for the railway would, in the
Opinion of the miners, fully justify the proposed sub-
sidy to the coutractors. A railway is immnediately
wanted at any price.

I know Mr. Livernash. He caine to Dawson as the
representative of the San Francisco Examiner and of
the New York Journal, and it was urged as a reason
agamist his selection as a representative delegate that
þeing an Amnerican citizen and representing American
Imterests he would be disposed to take an American
yiew on any subject where there was a conflict of
interest.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Who
is Slavin?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-He is a miner.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And a United
States citizen.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The name would indi-
cate that he was from across the ocean.
Slavin I think is an Irish name.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-When
Mr. Livernash addressed the meeting Mr.
Slavin was in the room and had not the
courage to open his mouth, and then in this
sneaking way he addresses a letter to the
Senate.

.ion. Mr. POWER-That is a highly un-
justifiable and improper statement for the
hon. gentleman to make. Mr. Slavin came
in wiVth a member of the House and sat at

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He says:
I know Mr. Livernash. He, caine to Dawson as

the representative of the San Francisco Examiner and
the New York Journal, and it was urged as a reason
against his selection as a representative delegate that,
being an American citizen and representing American
interests, he would lx disposed to take an Aierican
view on any object where there was a conflict of
interest.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understood the hon. gentleman to say that
he came here as the representative of the
San Francisco Examiner.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said he went to
Dawson City as a representative of the San
Francisco Examiner.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I. was at the meet-
ing which Mr. Livernash addressed, and
the gentlemen were asked, I think it was by
the hon. member froni Halifax, for their
credentials. They gave credentials that
satisfied us that they represented the people
in the Klondike, while Mr. Slavin did not
appear to be the representative of anybody
but himself.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- Mr. Slavin mentioned
that lie was named as a representative but
declined to act.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-The others were
Canadians.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-They were asked to
come to Ottawa to make representations on
the question of royalty and the size of the
claims. Beyond that they had no power.
Now, I will say a few words in reference to
the question of the subsidy. Ground has
been taken that the subsidy is too large; in
fact it is said that it is a blanket on the
whole country, that if this contract goes
into effect, mining interests are practically
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destroyed in this country. I deny that abso- of the prospecting done by the contractors,
lutely and emphatically. The percentage and that would be a very great advantage.
that those contractors will take is not more It has been announced that they are going
than five per cent of the whole country, and to take all the wood on this series. They
how the remaining 95 per cent can be can do nothing of the kind. They have no
absolutelyannihilated andtheminers'interest right to enter upon the even sections. They
destroyed, is, of course, a problem that I get the odc sections on 82 of these series,
leave to the hon. gentleman who made the and the 82 would give them the land grant.
statement to answer. There was, ot To give one an idea of the vast extent of that
course, and there always is in those cases, country, and how futile it is to taik about
a good deal of difficulty where a land this land grant absorbing any considerable
subsidy is given in a country like that. In area, taking it longitudinally, the distance
an agricultural country, it does not apply, covered in length by this series, including
but in a country like the Klondike region, the government reserve and the contractors
there would be a difliculty, naturally, in daim, would be 2,000 miles. Will hon. gen-
arranging with the contractors as to how tiemenbelieve thatif theytakeoneriveralone,
the lands were to be taken. The final the Stewart River, which is said to be one
arrangement was that blocks of land 24 of the very bet rivers in that coutntry, they
miles in length by 6 miles wide shouid be could get the wole aim in that river and
located, where the contractors indicated. its tributaries. Reading from the Kondike
provided the land was open to location. oithcial guide of Mr. Ogilvie, find at page
They had ta take in that series, 46,080 88 the following description of the Stewart
acres. There are only eighty-two blocks of I River:
that kind in a series to give them the quan- Stewart River itrself is q stream fro 100 to 200

tity ,they have no alternative. If they yards in .vidth, and it issaid about 400 miles in length.

found, for instance, a good quartz mine, the 1ts affluents will aggregate as rnuch more, say 800miles or in round nubers say 1,00 miles. The
line would have to run 2-4 miles in one smaller streains and guiches will aggregate possibly
direction or another, and in order to get asbueh oresay2,000. Now theT theStaeat River enjoys

thatonegoo ace, f thre as nlyonethe reputation ainong the old hands in the district ofaranemen wasref th b ks ol 2 obeing the best eayig dirt in the country. When it
good acre, they would have to take 46,000 wvas first mined on, manv miners took front $30 to
acres of what might be valueless iand. 1o a day out of the bars aloing the river, by ordinary

loC, wc ra. kers, and sine that tidne prospectors neyer failed
ito find what is called a grub stake that is, sufficient

hon. Mr. McCALLU-We hope they to urchase provisions, lothing and other necessaries
are al good acres. for one year, on its bars. They are cleaned off from

year to year and the was of the river se1s to renew
the deposit of gold. Now this gold must coye fron

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is too much to soiewhere, and prospecting ever yet revealed from

expect. Any of us who saw the views at where.

Mr. Ogiovie leaure wil recognize the vast I merely quote that to show on. gentie-
proportion of barren rock. At ail events, men how littie importance can be attached
that is the position of it. Mr. Livernash to stateents made by gentlemen like Mr.
says that this arrangement gives them a Livernash who says that giving the subsid
blanket to cover ail the mining interests in to the contractors will practicaily annihilate
that country. Now as a fact where eaims the interests of the free miners. As far as
are taken up in what are called guiches or the interests of Canada are concerned, it
dry river beds, the gold is found within a matters very littie who works the mines in
limit in widt of about 300 feet. They that country. For al but a few of our peo-
wouid have to take six miles on each side of pie the advantages will be purely indirect,
the centre ne in order to get that 300 feet. in the stimulus given to trade. Oe woud
The general impression is that the value is like, of course, if more Canadians woud go
in the centre of the gulch. If it is a good into that country, if there are large benefits
location, then there is a reserve to the peo- to be derived front it, but the chances are
pie of this country of at ieast one-half of the that by Mackenzie & Man going in there,
land tnithin that series-that is, the Crown Canada wil get a larger proportion out of
reserves 46,000 acres, and the contractors the areas reserved than if it fel into the
get 46,000 acres out of the series. That hands of ordinary miners, because ninety
46,000 reserved to the Cown is open to per cent of those in there now, and likey to
ordinary miners. T.hey have the advantage go into that country in the future, will be
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aliens. If the same proportion continues, district is only good for mineraIs. No man
and we adopt no alien labour law, as we are who goes there proposes to remain any long-
not likely to do, the people of Canada will er than he can accumulate his pile. But it
have to look to the indirect benefits. may be that some of these quartz mines will

prove just as valuable as the Comstock Iode
lion Si. MCKENIE OWEL__f rom which Fair and McKay and their col-Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL- o

How will that affect the percentage, whether leagues got so inany million dollars.
they are foreigners or British subjects the State got no particular beneit from

them except the expenditure of these inen
While they were there, and the sane results

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The percentage is a will flow from the development of the mines
very uncertain thing. The subject gave us in British Columbia. 1 do not propose to
a very great deal of consideration, and we go furtber than to express the hope that
came to the conclusion that the best way for hon. gentlemen will give this matter a husi
this country to realize anything was by re- ness consideration-as was so very graphie-
serving alternate blocks. If it were shown ally and fairly set forth by my hon.
that gold was found on either side of a river, friend the member from Toronto tbis
it was pretty good indication that gold afternoon, it i8 a matter of business
Would be in the reserved blocks, and those'with the people of Canada. If you think
blocks would be put to auction and it is that it is not in the interests of the
believed that the country would largely people of this country that facilities should
benefit by the sale. That principle has been be given to get into the Yukon district this
followed most closely in the arrangement year, why of course you will throw out this
With the contractors. I have seen it stated bil, but I can assure you the effect will be
that there was a clever device that the gov- that there will be from 40,000 to 50,000
ernment would not see through, by which if people that will not be able to get in, and if
the lines were run at angles on the stream it they did get in, there would be no way of
would enable the contractors to take up thesupporting them next winter, because it i
Whole bed of the stream. You do not sup- simply impossible-and I challenge any hon.
pose that the Minister of Interior and the gentleman to contradiet it-to get food into
goveirnet are children to be taken in in that country for a very considerable body of
that way. The whole principle of this bill men. We know the transportation com-
is that we are to have alternate blocks. panies did al they could last year to get food
We consider we will be largely benefited by in to the Yukon. We know it bas been the
the alternate blocks falling into the hands problem during this winter to get food in
of the contractors, who, for their own in- there for the few people that were there,
terests, will prospect them and put money the mounted police and others. Major Walsh
into them for their development. A large had to relieve people from starvation, and
proportion of them will require considerable the consequence was that, altbough he had
capital to work them. I hope in the future a large quantity of food, he was obliged to
it Will be found that the quartz mining in buy more, not to neet his own wants, but
that remote country will attract a large the wants of people who had rashly gone in,
amlount of capital. thinking they would find food in the coun-

We have not yet decided that we will try. Lt seems impossible to comprebend
charge a royalty. It may not be good policy that there should be want of food in that
to do so, for royalties have not been charged country, but there is the fact, and iL rests
in quartz mining elsewhiere. In California, entirely with this House to say what is to
if I correctly recollect the history of that be done. My hon. friend beside me observes
country, there were no royalties charged, what is to become of the forty or fifty
aid the benefit California got out of the million dollars worth of goods that are lying
gold boom was the large amount of money in stock to sell? If they are fot sold it wihl
that was spent in the country in takitig out bring un a collapse, bring on a crisis in Can-
the gold. Of course, California had advan- ada which would be extremely unfortunate.
tages that the Yukon has not. It was a Hon. gentlemen cannot point out any alLer-
good country to settle in. It was capable native that the goverment could adopt if
of sustaining life, the land was rich and a the bill is tbrown out. They are absolutely

pood fruit country. We know the Yukon powerless.
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Hon. Mi. MACDONALD (B. C.)- Ican Lake, between the wagon road and the rail-
point out about the food supply. way?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Unless theV get down Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a sleigh road
on their narrowbones to the United States buit now, for the purpose of aiding the con-
and beg some concession from them, they tractors in the construction of the railway
can do nothing; but that has been tried and assisting persons to core in, not vhat
before, and would not work and we must you cail a road in our acceptance of the terr,
have some respect for the honour and dig- not a road on which you would drive at the
nity of this country. We have more than once rate of six or eight miles an hour. It is cut
endeavoured to obtain concessions from the through an impervious country that consists
United States. I was turning up correspond- of rock and ice and moss, and has other difli-
ence the otherday where 20 years ago we were culties in the way.
endeavouring to induce the United States
government to get this boundary settled. Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-The
All they would consent to do was to make difference between a wagon road and a rail-
a provisional boundary on the Stikine River. way wouid not be more than five or six days.
In the Sessional Papers of 1878 you will'With a good wagon road there should not
find the whole correspondence and you be more difference than that.
will find, what is very gratifying indeed,
that the United States asked the Govern-
ment of Canada to name a custom-house w
on the Stikine River, on the east side of it il ra
the boundary, at which their vessels could
report, and that nobody called in question Hon. ,r. MILLS-It is not a wagon
the right of either country to the free navi- r
gation of the river. It was only when we
attempted to bring a prisoner down, and he Hon. Mr. PROWSE-As this appears to
escaped into U. S. Territory adjoining be a very important question, 1 do not feel
the river, that they said we only had the i. in allowing the vote to be taken
use of the river for commercial purposes without making a few observations and
and not for the pu rpose of recovering a
criminal. They were building a fire and
cooking a meal when the prisoner made gentlemen, the gravity of this House under-
his escape, and the United States peoplet
held that the treaty restricted us and we i
could not recover the prisoner. With those' ben amgornmntmfnsure ma it i
observations I leave the bill in the hands my

of te bue hpinothe wil gie ittheernment measure, 1 should not consider it ofof the House hoping they will give it theimportance at al. feel that, if
best consideration.ad any doubt at al of the advisabiity of

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHER VILLE-Sup- passing this bil, I should give the govern-
posing the wagon road is built f rom Glenora'ment the 1enefit of that doubt, and should
to Teslin Lake- vote for the bill. But I have given it ail

the study that I can, and, after thinking the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are building it matter over carefully, have core to the con-

now. clusion that there is not one redeeming
feature in the whole measure.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-It is
to be built very soon? Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,

hear.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, on the assump-

tion that this bill is going through. Hon. Mr. PROWSE -And I will le able
to justify the course I amn taking to the

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHER VILLE-Sup- country. We find this ll is for the pur-
posing we have the wagon road, what dif- pose of confirming a contract that has been
ference would there be in the time of the made with Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann.
conveyance of goods f rom Glenora tor Teslin This contract was made on the 25th January,
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1898, for the building of 150 miles of a Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There weie regula-
tramway. tions affecting that country years ago. They

are not new.
Hon. Mr. POWER-The contract says a Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am speaking of

railway. the regulations made on the 21st of May,
1897.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-You may call it
what you like, but I think it is oftener Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-These particular
called a tramway. features of them are new.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are the regula-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, a tramway is a tions in force for years, which they have

Street railway. been changed froin time to time.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-This is to be a Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am speaking of
railway three feet wide between the rails. the regulations made by this government,
Down in the little province from which I by the bon. gentleman himself, on the 21st

come-a province about one-third the size May last, giving to the country the impres-
of the land grant given to this company sion that was on the minds of the government

-we have a railway of a wider gauge than of the value of that country. And what
this, I would not call a railway three feet were these regulations? Among other things,
Wide anything but a tramway, but I an entry fee was charged of $15 for a free
Would call it a trapway, because I think mier, and an annual fee of $100 for each

it will be a trap for a great many of the following years. The free miner goes
people when it is built, if it is ever into that country. He goes over that coun-

built. I think if they were going to try, up and down perhaps for weeks, months

build a railway at all into that district, and or years, at his own expense, and it is said

if the country is as rich as it is represented it costs a man $2,500 a year to live in that

to be by the government, they should have j country.
contracted for an ordinary four feet eight Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He would not be pay-
and a half inches of a railway. If we have ing the rental if he had not a claim.
the tratfic in that direction after this tram-
way is built, which bas been represented by Hon. Mr. PROWSE--I an aware of that.
the members of the government, I take it If the hon. gentleman will allow me to make
that that little railway would not be able to my own speech, I will give him a little at-
Overtake one-fourth of the traffic that is to i tention before I sit down, perhaps. I say
Pass over it. If there are 250,000 people they exacted f rom the free miners in the
going in there with their supplies, and all first place $15 for an entry fee. Before he
the inachinery necessary to carry on mining niakes the entry, he goes through that coun-
Operations, a three-foot gauge railway can- try, spending a great deal of time and a great
lot possibly begin to carry the supplies deal of money, in finding a claim. He finds
and traffic over that road This contract one. Then he has to pay $15 for his entry
was entered into on the 25th January last. for the first year, and after that he pays $100
Now, I would like to know-and it is a a year, if he continues to work that claim.
"'Ystery to me-why this contract was not Not only that, but he bas to pay 10 per cent
enltered into at an earlier date. I know we of a royalty on all the gold he gets, over a
have been told that they had not sufficient certain amount, to the government. Now
information, but I take exception to that when any number of men, would sit down
statement, and I think I can prove. that and make such regulations as these in refer-
they had a good deal of information and a ence to the mining industry of any coun-
very high opinion of that country as early try, they must have come to the conclusion
as May last. They had this matter under first, before they passed such regulations as
consideration in the government, and they these, that it was an immensely rich coun-
'5 sued an advertisement to the world in the try, to justify such regulations as that being
shape of mining regulations, and such regu- passed. That is their advertisement to the
lations I do not think will be found in any world. What action do they take then after
other country in the world. that to give access to that country? Not a
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single thing is done until 25th January last. to understand that he was preçared to do
They did not move hand or foot, except that by Sir William Van Horne.
while junketting through the country at the
country's expense, neglecting the affairs of
the government, when they should have been Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Certainly Mr.
looking after the matter, and giving people Sifton admits it.
of the outlying parts access to that country
and giving people that were in there a chance Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, he does nothing
of getting in their supplies. They did of the kind.
nothing till the 25th January, nine days Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, he does.
previous to the meeting of this parliament.
What was the reason that that contract was Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What a myth.
entered into just at that time, just before
the House met ? It is a very important Hon. Mr. PROWSE-J will read what
matter to he decided in such a hasty way. Mr. Sifton said :
We were told that parliament was to have 1 t aid that an lion, gentleman, aho, r now say, was

met very early in January this year. It was Sirian Van HoSi e, being in ny office one orn-
known there was a great deal of work to be ng, said to me that there cvas a gentleman naed

Hamilton Smith who was prepared to cal upon me
done, and it was stated in the press support- for the purpose of discussing the question of a railway
ing the hion. gentleman, that parliament to the Yukon.
would meet ii January, not later. than the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Did he cat?

9th. Parliament was poqtponed to a later
day, and in the meantime this contract was Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is not what
entered into, which was a most objection- the eons. gentleman said.
able matter. Hon. gentleman at alremember
that they found fault with their predecessors Hon. Mr. PROWSE- did not say that
for acting just in this way on just such an he called. But the government had the in-
important question as this. They should timation that there was a man of the iame
have avoided it if possible. If they could of Hamilton Smith who was prepared to
have put off entering ihto the contract until enter into negotiations with the government
the 25th January till parliament met and for the building of that railway. What did
submitted the question to parliament, it they do? Did they intimate to Mr. Hamil-
would have been much better. ton Smith that they were prepared to have

Then this contract was given to Messrs. an interview with him, that they would ask
Mackenzie & Mann in a secret and private him to eau and negotiate a matter of this
way. There was no necessity for that, so kind? Nothing of the kind. They entered
far as I can see. They said time was pre- into a secret bargain with Messrs. Mackenzie
cious and urgency was their justification for Mann, and Hamilton Smith knew nothing
making this contract in this quite-I was about it, and 1 think the intimation was
going to say clandestine-way. Surely if given to Mr. Hamilton Smith that the gov-
there was not time to advertise for tenders, ernment was not prepared just now to enter
there was time at least for them to put a into negotiations with any one. The reason
notice in the papers, and let it be known why we are asked to pass this bil is urgency.
that tenders would be received or offers con- We are told first it is for the purpose of
sidered. A good deal has been said about maintaining law and order; in the second
the position of Hamilton Smith, and perhaps place,
the less the government say about that the topentsavin;nth thrthe essthegovenmet sy abut hattheplace, to secure the trade of that country for
better for the honour of themselves and of the Canadian people. As to the urgency,
Canada. But they had an intimation given there is no reason in the world for it. Front
to them, and they do not and cannot deny what I have already stated and what 1 have
it, that Mr. Hamilton Smith was prepared already read of the regulations that were
to enter into negotiations for the building passed on the 21st May, urgency is out ofthe
of that road. question, because if that was really any ex-

cuse whatever, they should have entered
Hon. Mr. POWER-They do deny it. into negotiations for the building of that

railway months before. Why leave it to the
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-They were given middle of winter to build a railway in that
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lion. Mr SCOTT-Those regulations
were never enforced. We never got a penny
Out of that

Hon. Mr. PERLEY- hey are sending
whisky in there now.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Whois rsponsible
lion. '.Ir. PRO WSE-So muchi the %%oi se, for that ? It appears to me that whatever

because the government published these trouble may come-J do not anticipate there
regulations to the world. They were an will be any-in reference to the Stikine
advertisement, and have been the means of River running through United States terri-
bringing people into that country. As far tory, the safest thing for Canadatodoi to
as the second point is concerned, to prevent be in(epetidetit of the United States alto-
starvation, if starvatiop takes place in that gether. 1 an decidedly in favour, if there is
district it is owing to the bungling of the to be a railway built into that country at al,
Present government in reference to this that it should go in directly from Edmonton.
mlatter, and to no other cause as I heard 0f course, it would cost a deal more
Mr. Oliver say in making a speech in the money and take a longer time to build it,

of Cmmrns he oherday Hesaid 1but if the bottoin falis out of the Yukon11ouse of Commo)ns the ot"her day. He sai
these people who have gone in there have "(Id district in a year or two, that route
commXflon sense, and if they find, after they will be valuable for ail time to core by
go there, that there is niot food to be had, opening up our great western country for
they will do the same as they did in the agricultural purposes, which is the backbone
fir place. They happened to go in there and ainstay of the country. In my
and they will the, happen to come out and opinion that is the only proper route for a
look for scmething to eat, if they cannot get permanent way to get into that country. If
i any other way. I ought to speak first as Wrangel, which is situated at the entrance
ti the mnaintenance of la% and order. w do ilof the Stikine River, is a United States port,

Rie runn2hog nie ttstri
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frozen country ? It would be contrary to not know that there is a very great deal of
common sense. danger of trouble arising out in that

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We had not the in-country. take i that most of these
formation. people who have gone into that country aremen of some means, who have made some

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Here was the ad- sacritices to get there, because 1 take it no
vertisement on the 21st May that it was the person has gone there without spending $500
richest country in the world. to $1,000. They have gone there for the

purpose of making money, digging, for
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. gold and they will be aî anxious to have

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Because you will men order maintained as the govern-
not find such regulations as this in any Min- or as any other civiized people
ing country. Miners would be. We have not heard of any
$15 of entry fee rs 0 e o e to ay trouble existing in the ountry up a r the

and in addition to that to pay 10 per cent presen T
of their earning to the government for the May gave this advertisement W the world
privilege of taking the gold out of the frozen about the richness of that country, telling
sand. So the question of urgency should the people of the world that there was an
have been considered months and months immense amount of gold to be found there,
before the contract was made. And they and they neer sent any of the mounted
Were not satisfied with having 10 per cent police or any officers into that country until

Of he oyatybutiaelmnegu coe when? Until the middle of winter this
of the royalty, but if the miners gut more ftegvrmn a edi ao
than $500 a week-and I suppose they t ok year. I
it for granted that all the miners would get Walsh and his company into that country to
More than that-they were to get 20 per cent mfintain pea, law an oe in balenuido
of a royalty, and this is the evidence of t.he ttewnesrl te ib beWdOpinironatn thes isteed ic of tha hunry it aftler the winter has passed away and sum-
Opinion the gentleman had of that country. coes. So do ot think the aru
They had that opinion on the 2 1st May last, m
and yet they did not move hand or foot i h
about the giving of the contract until the
2 nth Januarv there to keep law and order.
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then the Stikine River must be recognized as
being under the control of the United Statei,
and if that is the case,all the nierchandise and
shipping going up that river will be subject
to the navigation laws, the quarantine
laws and the customs laws of the United
States, and we may find our people
harassed and injured to a very great extent.
The building of this railway in there looks
unreasonable. The Stikine is a very dan-
gerous river, so far as I can learn, it is
unsafe for navigation in summer and impass-
able in winter even with sleighs. By hav-
ing the railway built from Edmonton into
that cuuntry, we known the principal part
of the supplies for the Yukon will be food,
and the food supply, if taken from our own
country, must be produced somewhere this
side of the Rocky Mountains. If we send
our food supply to British Columbia to a
shipping port in Vancouver, it will be sub-
ject to railway freights and will have to
compete then with food supplies from
Washington and Oregon. If we provide
a route for the people on the Pacific
coast, they will have the saine advantages
as our own people going in there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-British Columbia
does not want the trade.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE -British Columbia
cannot grow sufficient supplies to feed her
own people.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And she does not
want this trade?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Yes, she will want
the trade. A good deal of the supplies,
mercantile supplies, miners' supplies, and
clothing would go fromn Vancover, Victoria,
in by Calgary and Edmonton as well as
from Montreal and Toronto.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-From Montreal to
Vancouver and back again?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-They need not
come back again. All the distance they
would have to come back would be as far as
Calgary and then go up by Edmonton.
Another feature of this wonderful contract
is the monopoly of between four and five
millions of acres of the very best mining
lands in that country. Not only that, but
this company is getting this quantity of
]and for building a tramway, land of the

very best mining sections in the whole of
that country, and thev are getting it by
paying a royalty of onlv one per cent to the
government where the free miner has to pay
a royalty of ten per cent. It will have this
effect, in my opinion. If I was going in
there as a free miner, I would naturally seek
for a good mining claim, and after making
a search, perhaps taking me weeks, or
montlh, or years before finding a location,
what would I do? Would I go to the gov-
ernment and take out a permit to mine that
and subject myself to a ten per cent royalty?
No, I would do nothing of the kind.
I would go to Mackenzie & Mann and say,
" I have found a splendid mining district;
I have found any amount of gold there.
If you will give me a fair show I
will tell you where ' it is and you
can make a claini for it." Tiey would
give me, in consequence, something
better than a government claim with a ten
per cent royalty. They are only paying one
per cent. Supposing they were to say,
"We will let you have that claim for two per
cent, or you can have it free," Mackenzie &
Mann would scuop it all up and the free
miner would have a claim on better terms
than the government would offer. The
effect will be that the free miners will work
in Mackenzie & Mlann's interest every one
of them, and will spll to Mackenzie & Mann,
and the government will get nothing, because
the miners can get better termas from the
contractors than they can from the depart-
ment. It is not in the interest of any east-
ern man to advocate the paying of a large
amount of money for the building of roads
in that far distant country, but I do say
this, rather than have such a gambling
transaction as this, it would be far better,
in the public interest, to pay these con-
tractoçs a fair sum for building the road
and keep the nining districts there for
our own people. It is my intention to vote
against this contract. There are a great
niany supporters of the government, and I
dare say some members of the government
themselves, would be glad to see this bill
thrown out by the Senate. I am satisfied
the country will be pleased with our action,
and it will relieve the governmient f the
responsibility of this foolish contract that
they have entered into, and enable them to
enter into another arrangement hy which
access can be more easily obtained into that
country.
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Sonte Hon. MEMBERS-Hear, hear. cau the attention of the hon. membersof the

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I beg of you not to government to the fact that a week ago, on
cheer. Have some respect for the feelings My motion, it was agreed that an address

lng be presented to lis Excellency the (}overnor
of the members of the government. We General, praying that His Excellency wil
know the rebuke the House received when:knowthe ebuk theHous recivedwhe cause to be laid before the Senate copies of
the hon. gentleman from Richmond was ail letters and reports received by the gov-
applauded. ernnent, or any department thereof, from

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved the adjourn- Commissioner Waish on his way to the
ment of the debate. Yukon district, ot Fince bis arrivai there.

This motion was carried a week ago. I
The motion was agreed to.The otin ws ageedto.made reference to, it yesterday, and we have

BILLnot yet got the correspondence. I think
BILLIINRODUED.that we are entitied to it. Parliament has

Billnot been fairly treated hy the governent
Bih 43)"An ct espctin th I3ord fin regard to the instructions that were given

Trade of the City of Toronto."-(Hon. Mr.
Cox.) t ao as hnh ett h uo

COX.) district as administrator. Since then, while

Thethis debate has been going on, we have
T aa urd asked for copies of these reports, and we

have flot got thie officiai reports macle by
Major Wash to the government since his
arrival there, or while on hie way to that

THE SENATE. country. Yesterday the hon. Secretary of
State read newspaper clippinga, inspired

Ottawua, Thursday, Marckt 24th, 1898. very iikely, by the agents of transportation

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three com panies that ha an interest in different

'Ciock. iroutes, with regard to what was occurring
just now at Wrangel and Dyea and Skag-

Prayers and routine proceedings. way and these places. In addition to that,
over a week ago Commissioner Walsh gave

DISMISSAL OF ALFRED E. LENOIR,
FISHERY OVERSEER.

MO7ION.

Hon. Mr. MILLER moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General, praying that Ris Excel-
lency will cause to be laid before the Senate, ail cor-
re8pondence between the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, and any person or persons whatsoever, and
.also, ail reports and Orders in Council relating to the
disnissal of Alfred E. Lenoir, lately one of the fishery
-overseers, for the county, of Richmond, in the
Island of Cape Breton.

He said : I assume there will be no objec-
tion to the papers being brought down. I
Will reserve what remarks I have to make
in reference to the subject till they are on
the table.

The motion was agreed to.

REPORTS FROM COMMISSIONER
WALSH.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I wish to again

22J

some interviews to the newspapers, and
those statements have been going over the
country. Since this is the case, and the
government give the House the interviews
which appeared in the press as information,
clippings from newspapers and press tele-
grams, which may be altogether the work of
interested parties, we should have the reports
of their own officer, who is very near the
places that are now in our mind in connec-
tion with the bill before the House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend must
know that there have been a great many re-
ports moved for, both in the House of Com-
mons and here, and they have been referred
by my hon. friend the Secretary of State to
the proper department. I understand they
are engaged in the preparation of these
returns and the report to which my hon.
friend refers will no doubt be taken up in
its order and at as early a period as possible.
I am quite sure that my hon. friend does
not suppose that the Department of the In-
terior has any object in withholding the infor-
mation wbich he has sought. I am not aware
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even if there are any i eports of a very recent to inform the House that there have been
date from Major Walsh in the department, no reports from Major Walsh who assumes
but if there are, certainly the hon. gentle- the responsibility of governing that great
man will get them at just as early a date as Yukon district. Is it possible that he is so
copies can be prepared and brought down to absolute in the position which the govern-
the House. ment have made for him that he ignores the

'government at Ottawa altogether, that he
Hon. Mr. FERGUJSON-I would be sorry has made no report ; not even informed the

to think that there is any object or motive government of his whereabouts, what he is
in keeping them back, but I submit to the doing, and what are the great dangers of
House, in view of the fact that we are dis- starvation, of which we have heard so much
cussing this bill and likely soon to come to and often in the country. I can readily
a vote upon it, that we should have this understand that, after reading the Order in
information that is so germale to the subject, Council appointing him to tbe position
not by and by, but now. which lie now holds. The government has

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I an quite sure that given him absolute control of the mounted
if there is any information the hon. Minister police, and power over every one else in
of Justice or myself would have known about that country ; but I cannot conceive it pos-
it ; certainly neither of us has any know- sible that the government would permit any
ledge of any report from Major Walsh. If official to remain as long as he has been in
there was anything at all important, the that position without reporting what he is
Minister of the Interior would have no doubt doing, and stating what the circumstances
brought it to council and communicated it are that necessitate his remaining in the
to us. place where he is. When last we heard of him

he w as returning back to civilization and had
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE reached Wrangel, and was on his way to

GOVERNMENT AND MACKEN- Victoria or back to Ottawa. The public
ZIE & MANN. will learn with a very great deal of surprise

that a government existing in Ottawa per-
INQUIRY. mits an official in the important position

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Have the papers that Mr. Walsh now holds, to remain there
been brought down which I asked for relating without ever reporting to them as to what
to the correspondence which took place he is doing.
between the government anud Mackenzie & Hon. Mr. SCOT-The hon. member f rom
Mann anterior te the contract? Prince Ed ward Island asked for any reports

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think I told my hon. recently received. I do not know whether
friend, as far as I knew, there was no any have been received or not. It is quite
correspondence. The communications were likely that from time to time as an oppor-
verbal. tunity offered-the hon. gentleman knows

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The lion. gentle- the mails are not regular in that country,
man did not give me tliat assurance. He perhaps once in two months or so-that he

has communicated by telegrams or written
expressed some doubt, but promised to make letters to the Minister of the Interior. I
inquiries, and my hon. friend says now there have not seen or heard of any.
is no correspondence.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So far as I know Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My inquiry was
there is not. not for reports or letters received recently,

but for anything sent by him since his
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will write a note arrival there.

over to the Minister of the Interior and
ask if there was. I suppose it would be Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will inquire of Mr.
with hin. There is none certainly in my Sifton.
department of any official kind, or of any Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
kind whatever.

There is another fact which has come to light
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- during this discussion, that is, that lion.

Then I understand the Secretary of State gentlemen opposite are governing, not as a
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responsible body, but each individual minis-
ter is carrying on the government of the
country, so far as his own department is
concerned, without consultation with his
colleagues.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

for the work that properly belonged to them
personally. I believe the ministers of the
present administration are capable of admin-
istering the duties entrusted to them, and
so they do not find it necessary to spend
time iii council in discussing matters belong-
ing to each individual minister but devote

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It themselves to directing the general policy cf
is strange, if true, that reports which hav the administration with respect to al the

bee reie frmtaofiaih ve o important matters of the government.been received from that official have not
come to the knowledge of the hon. Secretary
of State, through whom communications pass on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
or of the Minister of Justice, one of the most
important members of government, particu- rect, but, as we are living and governing
larly in connection with a gentleman who this country under the principle of respon-
was sent there to administer justice. Does sible government, it was the policy of the
Mr. Sif ton rule and control the whole of the members of the late government to let their
North-westTerritorieswithout the knowledge colleagues know of ai matters of importance
of the other members of the cabinet I That transacted in each of their departments, 80
is the only inference we can draw from the that when a question was asked either in
position assumed by the hon. Secretary of the Senate or in the House of Commons,
State.any one representing the government coudState.give an answer to any question asked by a

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has member of either buse. Unfortunately,
expressed sentiments that are surprising to the position taketi by the hon. gentlemanis
me. H1e was a member of the government this that each minister governa according to
for number of years, and during that period his own good wiIi, and when a question is
he ought to have acquired some familiarity asked nobody knows anything about it. We
with the principles of responsible govern- have bad here in this House one minister
ment. answering a question one way, and another

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A answering another way. The same thing

little. bas been done in the lower Housesothat
t elv ae oiers ing the colticy inf

Hon Mr XIILL-M han f hon. gentdulmn i s tn o cetietet or

knows right well that the law bas divided
the administrative functions of this country
into different branches, and assigned each
branch to a minister of the Crown. When
a minister of the Crown is appointed, by
his letters patent, he assumes the administra-
tive duties of his office. They are not dis-
charged by the Governor in Council, but by
the minister in bis department, and unless
some question of policy arises associated
with that department, the minister does
'lot always bring the matter before council.
I remember two or three years ago, when I
was in the other House, being told that the
Department of the Privy Council had been
largely increased in its staff because there
were so many more matters brought to coun-
cil then than previously, and when inquiry
was made, found that the ministes. were
afraid to trust themselves, were afraid to
assume the responsibility of discharging the
duties assigned to them, and they came to
Council to get the authority of the council

THE YUKON RAILWAY BILL.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being read,-

Resuming the further adjourned debate on the
second reading (Bill 6) "An act toconfirm an agreement
between Her Majesty and William Mackenzie and
Donald D. Mann, and to incorporate the Canadian
Yukon Railway Company;" and the motion in amend-
ment of the Hon. Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), that the
said bill be not now read a second time, but that it be
read a second time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON said: The subject
that is before the Senate at the present
moment is what might be called one of our
western questions. It affects that great
country which has been opened up in the
last twenty-five years west of the great
lakes, and as a representative from that
western country I cannot allow this debate
to close without expressing my views and
giving the House the benefit of my experi-
ence after some years' residence in that
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western country. I must, first, take excep-
tion to a remark made yesterday by the hon.
Secretary of State when, in consequence of
the applause that the speech of my hon.
friend from Richmond (Mr. Miller) elicited,
he said he was under the impression that
the defeat of this bill was premeditated on
the part of the members of this Senate. So
far as I am personally concerned, I must
take exception to that. For several years I
have occupied an independent position,
although a Conservative bred and born, and
a Liberal-Conservative still. I thought it ne-
cessary to take an independent stand from
the party to which I belonged for so many
years, because I wished to have a free hand in
criticizing what I thought was wrong in that
party. I saw, as year after year went by,
acts and measures that were not sound in
regard to the best principles of legislation.
I saw an hon. minister dethroned after
thirty or forty years' service in consequence
of a dealing in contracts; I saw commission-
ers appointed to investigate expenditures in
connection with the Baie des Chaleurs Rail-
way ; I heard rumours of practices that
should be denounced by every right thinking
man who was interested in the credit and
good government of this country, and I heard
that machine politics was the cause of it in
both of the great political parties, a name,
I think, applied by the Liberal party
when in opposition. Even to-day we
see a committee sitting to ascertain
whether there was any corrupt transaction
in connection with the Drurmmond County
Railway deal; we learn that $20,000
passed hands, according to the evi-
dence taken before the committee of
the other House, the day the contract was
signed by the government that was not
available before that contract was signed.
When I see those things, I feel it is neces-
sary, from my independent standpoint, if I
think there is anything objectionable in the
contract before us, to take exception to it
on the same grounds. I have no better
authority than the leaders of the present
government who denounced in the most
vigorous terms when in opposition anything
approaching the character of the present
legislation they have now brought down.
I can say this further, so far as my
knowledge of the Senate is concerned,
that there is nothîng whatever preme-
ditated in the vote about to take place.
My hon. friend from. Toronto (Sir Frank

Smith) yesterday took the same independent
stand that I am taking ; he wished to ex-
press himself on this question, not as a party
man, but according to what he believed to
be the interests of this country. We are
taking an independent position probably
from two different standpoints, in so far as
I am opposed to the coutract, while he thinks
it will result beneficially to the country.
However, my hon. friend (Sir Frank Smith)
in the stand that he took has justified my
action for some time past. That act alone
is quite sufficient to show that the defeat of
this measure is not premeditated from a
party standpoint, but that every member of
this Senate is viewing it according as he
thinks it is good for the country or bad
for the country. Hon. gentlemen the Sen-
ate has a perfect right to adopt a general
policy in regard to legislation, and to change
as the people change, they may lead public
opinion or they may follow it without in
any scnse depriving the people of the power
they exercise through their representatives.
Now, if the Liberal party has failed to
recognize a change in public opinion in re-
gard to legislation through monopolies, the
Senate has, and to protect the people from
their rapid growth is part of the duty the
Senate has to perform to-day. Now, hon.
gentlemen, we have seen a great deal about
this House inthe press. The press has taken
a great interest in the Senate. In fact I do
not know when the press has taken such an
interest in the Senate since I have had the
honour of being a niember of it. To show
how far some portions of the press have
gone in endeavouring to influence this
honourable body in the decision they may
arrive at in regard to the contract that is
now before us, I have here an extract from
a paper called the Toronto Star, which the
Citizen says is the organ of Mr. Mackenzie,
one of the contractors. The Star says :

There is talk here of a revolution to be made in the
Senate. It is pretty well understood that not a few
nembers of the Upper Chamber have been sitting for
years without the proper qualification which the
British North America Act requires of them. In
fact, it is asserted that there are those in the Senate
who have no business to be there, and somne of these
are the mort bitter and noisy iienibers who are
opposed to the administration. There are always
men in every assembly w-ho vould think nothing of
ruining the country if they could but damage their
political opponents in doing so. They are ready to
scuttle the ship, and take the risk of going to the
bottom if they can drown their fellow-passengers.
There are many who now declare that the government
does not deserve support if it continues to have within
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the Senate walls persons who are without that quali- that position, and bas wisely been put in that
fication which the letter of the law requires. position by the authors of confederation,

That is the substance of an article from a when they constituted the parliament of this
paper which is said to be controlled by one country. There were two ways in which
of the contractors. the upper house of this parlianent could

be constituted ; one by rnaking tle
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They are coax- Senate an elective body, the other, by nak-

ing us now a re they noV ing it an independent body, imitating as dlo-
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then, again, sely as possible that sreat constitution that

have another short article in the Evenin bas been handed down as a eritaga to this
lelegranw of the city of Toronto, a paper country through centuries of time, which has

that is not controlled by the contractors but heen fought for and won step by step by the
Ibbelieve, is controlled by the people. heroism and independence of our forefathers

says: in the old country. I say they acted wisely

If the Canadian Senate passes the Yukon deal that when ihey imitated as closely as possible
oaed and venerb1e body should be transported t the the British constitution as it has prevailed

Yukon and settled upon the agricultural lands, which in the United Kingdom, anational constitu-
according to the shobe, the government has so wisely tion thanded do a ahere to this
decided to reserve ot of the grant to the contractors. nation at irals untes oatime. which nas

tha isnotconroled y te cntrctos, utI benouht foand its on cstied byi st ernth

It is quite evident Vo me that between the witout the use of a second or co-ordinate
two, in trying *Vo, avoid Scylla we have a body, in the U nited States the bicameral
chance of being wrecked on Cbarybdis. If syster bas been retained, no only in Con-
I an one of the noisy members the article gress but in every state of the union. That
refers to, coad inv fron that western country, bicameral systern in the United States des-

u do noV coe dttuown here with a superabund- cended by heritage f rom the ritish consti-
ance of wealth, but have a wife and seven tution. When Oliver Crowell destroyed
children on our western prairies and I con- the parliament two centuries ago and
sider iseu wort a thousand dollars apiece was called upon to reconstitute it, ie
to the country. In fact, S might say the constituted an upper bouse. Altough
wife is worth the Yukon contract, and ie bar foug t and destroyed the pre-
therefore do not consider that corne vious parlianent yet he found it was
Under the category of disqualification. At necessary to reconstitute it for tbe good
the sane tihe, I have befen pioneering so government of the country, and wen
long in that country that p have no desire he did so, as dictator of that country, he
to commence pioneering it over again on created an upper bouse, because lie said
the agricultural lands of the Klondike. if the government was allowed o exist with-
i find that the fertile cand of the pro- out the restrictive power of an independent
ince of Manitoba is quite enouh Klon- upper bouse, the government might so mas

udie for me, if the hands of rnonopoly are age its affairs as to keep itself perpetually
tny kept off it. To the extent that monop- in power, and by means of improper in-
Oly holds it down, to that extent are we fluences, exercise the franchise of the people
rObbed of the products of bonest industry to govern tyrannically, just as iuch wh any
and the progress and prosperity of the coun- of the tyrannical ionarchs of ancient times.
t'y is retarded. I can tell the editor of the No better tribute to thre advantage of having
Toronto Star if oe bai put in eighteen years' an independent upper bouse than that
dervice in the developent of a new country could be cited, the act of a man who fougt
for Canada, le woud not be ready Vo against the abuses of the age. Those who
lake wealth superior to practical experience emigrated to the United States if tediatel

in the couneils of t he nation in dealing after that revolution cane out assisted and
With a subject such as we have before us. aided tyrthe caarteredcof anient tme

tryisretrdd. cn tlltheedtoroftheNobye crbuetote pdaniaes of hovin

Th abuse of the Senate bas been going ndays, the Massacusetts Company a t
on for years. Unfortuately, there is a the conpanies w o setled the districts in
Portion of the press of the country that is which their commercial interests were
mwtrolled by monopolistic influences, and if located, in the same way as the Hudson's
Vtere s one thing a monopoly bates, it is a Bay Company was located in our western
bd which cant be controlled by tber. country. These chartered companies by the

believe that this honourable ouse is in British parliarment were numerous in the
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early settlement of this continent. The went to that country. However, his daim
first thing that the people did, as soon as is that he is the best judge of what that
they got sufficient numbers, was to claim western country requires, and that 1, as a
a representation. First the burghe, s were senator, and my brother senators who corne
convened to advise the governor and officers from that western country, have no right to
of the company, and they ultimately becane express an opinion adverse tohis if he chooses
the Senate, afterwards the people were to pass a Iaw or put a contract before the
accorded repre.entation and they becaine country in the lower bouse. Hon. gentie-
the house of representatives. In that way men 1 entirely take issue with this. 1 do
the two houses with the republican form not think eitber his experience, or his know-
of government were created, the people ledge of the country, or his knowledge of
clinging to these chartered rights that were the peculiar circumstances und r wbich we
accorded to theni by the British parliament, are calied upon te debate this mensure, justi-
and upon that model was handed down the fies the position that he assumes. The hon.
same form of government in the formation Minister of the Interior was not elected on
of Congress. The senators of the United tbis issue, or upon tbe conception of an en-
States draw their power from the state leg. terprise of tiis kind at ail. He did fot
islatures which elect them, and the repre- obtan a seat ii this cabinet upon that issue,
sentatives in the lower house from the' nor up-rn any mensure such as we are now
people, who elect them, and therefore discussing. He obtained the position as
they have two parties competing with one Minister of the [aterior on'an entirely dif-
another drawing their power from the ferent state of affairs.
same source and claiming the same rights
to exercise that power. Their constitution Hon. Mr. PROWSE-What was it?
is a relic of the past and bas not kept pace
with the freedont of the British c wnstitu- Hon. Mr. BULTON-It was on tbe
tion. 15 is not se with us. Tbe lieuse of school question. be first of alw took away
Commons lias comiplete control oer tbe privileges and rights f rom a certain portion
method of taxation of the peop!e, and with of our popultttion tbat tbey liad enjoyed for
that taxation we have nothing whatever te twenty years, and then, after baving succeed-
do. The budget, wbich creates that taxa- ed in doing that, and having raised a great
tien, is brougft to us, and we have no muss, then lie gave theni back again and
power to change it. We can reject it as a entered into the cabinet of this country as
whole, or we cari rass it as a wtole, but we a reward for aving given ther back. do
have no Power te amend it. That is tbe not consider that that is good politics. le
difference in the form of thtis Senate and its may think othervise. w cail it bad states-
operatien, and the formation ef the Senate manship, but at any rate is net a justifi-
in the neighbouring republic, and e think as cation for ini to lay the daim that upon a
time goes by and ages pass over, it wiIl be great measure of this kind, or in fact on the
found that the Brftish constitution, as it is question of the develpment and governTnent
forinulated in Canada, wiIl be found te be of tbat western country, lie is to be consti-
the best exanple to follow upon this centin- tuted sole arbiter siply because he bas
ent. he day may cote when the people of dropped into a responsible position as the
the UTnited States 'vill return for their inodel ainister of the Crown who has te dea with
te the British constitution, wbich is the our western affairs and by means of tbe
liberty-loving constitution which we cun live party whip and an appeal te party interests,
under with perfect freedoi and security. The dai i that the solid majority beind this
charge is made that we are appointeM here, contract is voicing the honest opinion of tbe
and therefore, not the representatives of the people or even of bis party. contend that
people, that te people haHve given their an .member of this Senate who coites here
mandate te the Liberal party to govern this to ive his opinion and. tO take part in the
country, and whatever the Liberal party say government of this country is more able te
in the huse of Commons, tlis Senate give an unprejudiced view, te take a
should endorse The Minister of the Interior juster position on such a question as
resides in that western country. He is net this, than that hon. minister who entere
an old man by any means. In fact, I do into this contract with te two cntractrs.
net think he was bernd when 1 first One of the things that we have t consider
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when we discuss this question is, what rea- take possession of such an enornious grant
sons are there why we should take a view as is propo'ed to be given under this
adverse to the great majority that passedlcontract for such a doubtful work as
this measure in the House of Commons ? One 150 miles of railway which will be frozen
of the reasons that I certairly think would in for seven months of the yëar. 1
justify us is the haste with which this con- say that is quite suiicient to justify us in
tract has been put before this country. taking tine to deliberate upon it, and in the
Public opinion lad no opportunity to ex- meantimetothrow the questionback uponthe
press itself, because after all, the members lower house. This contract has been en-
of the House of Commons are nerely the te cd into with two contractors named Ilac-
representatives of the people. Wlien the kenzie and Mann. They are wcll known in
Liberal party came into power, a question of the country. 1 have not the pleasure of
this kind was iever dreamt of, and the Mr. Mackenzie's acquaintance, but 1 know
knowledge that there was that inherent Mr. Mann. I know hlm to be a flhst-ciass
wealth in that great western country was contractor and railroad man, and I have
not known, and nothing was known seen him at his work. So far as being able
about this contract until some five or to build the road is concerned, he can do it
six davs before the meeting of parlia- thoroughly well, and in an upright, honest,
ment. On the 27th January, I think, square manner. I have nothing whatever
the contract was signed and given to the to say against Mr. Mann in that respect.
public. Now we have a great country But it is one thing to ask a man to con-
stretching f rom the Athntic to the Pacific. struct a building or a railway for you and
The representatives of parliament were on quite another thing to put practically the
their way to meet here after that contract govcrning power of a great western region
was signed and made public. They have into the hands of a monopoly under a con-
had no opportunity to ascertain from their tract with these two gentlemen with a nul-
friends whether it is a proper measure, tiplicity of favours te distribute, and the
whether it is a wise or popular mea- great power of financing given to them
sure, and the very fact that this con- under this contract. Now, Mr. Mackenzie
tract has been so hastily entered into, is a man whose ambition secins te be
apparently with the view of committing stirred up to a very great extent, and it la
the governuent to a measure of this kind well for u8 te know what kind of a man
without time for deliberation, or feeling the hc is and on what lines he moves. We know
public pulse in regard to its wisdom, is of that from his connection with the Toronto
itself quite sufficient reason to justify the Street Raitway Company. We know that
Senate in throwing the bill back upon the he was the purchaser of that street railway
government, in order that the government and of the London Street Lailway ; we know
nayit iiate a new measure or take the sense also that he ia largely interestcd in the
of the country and ask the people if this is Montreal Street Railway. We will just take
a wise measure. Tlat of itself is quite the Toronto Street Railway as an example to
sufficient justification for the Senate to adopt see on what unes he works. That street
the motion that the hon. member for Victoria railway belonLed flrst of nîl to my hon.
has put before the House, to give this bll friend from Toronto (Sir Frank Smitn)
the six months' hoist, and pass it over until and it represented the work of his life.
it is brought before this House again at The hon. gentleman worked his way up
another session of parliament. That is the and made his money by honest, careful
only thing that the Senate does by adopting judgment. He turned his attention to
it. The Senate does not say " we are here giving a good street railway to the people of
to withstand the will of the people." We Toronto under the horse system some ycars
are flot here to upset the principles of con- ago. I attribute the sympathy which he
stitutional government, but we are here for expressed yesterday partly te the fact that
the purpose of throwing back upon the gov- Mr. Mackenzie became his successor in the
erIment a measure which the people are not ownership of that street railway. He sold
thoroughly acquainted with and have not out his interest te the city of Toronto and
had time to digest, a measure of this kind the city of Toronto sold out their interest to
that proposes to put that great north-western Mr. Mackenzie for $1,600,000. Since then,country into the hands of a monopoly andto the street railway has been increased in
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length by about eight miles and has been
put entirely under the electric system. Mr.
Mackenzie paid the city $1,600,000 for the
railway, and bonded the road for S3,000,000 ;
that is to say, he issued securities, giving a
mortgage on the road to the extent of
$3,00,0,000. Then, after that, ho found
that the road was profitable.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I beg leave to rise
to a question of order. What concern has
this House in Mr. Mackenzie's connection
with the Toronto Street Railway or any
other undertaking except the one to which
this bill relates? I do not think it is any
business of ours what Mr. Mackenzie has
done in those matters, and the time of the
House should not be taken up in discussing
them.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Some of us know
nothing of these matters and some hon. gen-
tlemen appear to know too much about them.
If these contractors have managed the elec-
tric railway of Toronto well, perhaps they
might manage this proposed land grant well.
We ought to know all we can, not only
about this contract, but about the persons
who hold it, whether they are proper persons
to possess such a franchise.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-My hon. friend (Mr.
Boulton) made an assertion with respect to
a paragraph which he said appeared in a
paper controlied by Mr. Mackenzie. I hap-
pen to know Mr. Mackenzie very well. I
very much disagree with Mr. Mackenzie on
several matters, particularly in connection
with the Toronto Street Railway, but I do
not believe that Mr. Mackenzie would be
guilty of anything of the kind attributed to
him-of putting such a paragraph as the one
referred to in a paper. M-r. Mackenzie is
not here to answer allegations made against
him, and these assertions are unfair and
unjust.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The point of order
is not well taken in this case. Mackenzie
& Mann have made a contract with the
government and I take it that it was
perfectly competent foi the government to
inquire into the character and capabilities
of the men with whom they were dealing.
We know they did that, or made a pretense
of doing it, with reference to Hamilton
Smith, and now, when a question comes
before the Senate in connection with the

contractors, I think the hon. gentleman
from Shell River is quite in order in letting
us know who these gentlemen are and what
position they occupy. He is doing it in a
proper way.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I think the point of
order is well taken. I have listened with a
great deal of patience to this debate
throughout and I find that it has been
carried on by insinuation and slander.

Some Hon. MEMBERS-Order, order.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I hold-

Some Hon. MEMBERS-Order, order;
withdraw, withdraw.

lion. Mr. Dever-I will not withdraw.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
question of order, J think the hon. gentle-
man from York (Mr. Allan) is per-
fectly right. The hon. gentleman from
Shell River (Mr. Boulton) has not
undertaken to question the capacity and
ability of the contractors. He stated that
hinself. The history of the past private
life of one of the contractors is not in issue
in this House at all, and the Senate is very
much degenerating and wili degenerate still
further if the consideration of a great ques-
tion like this is to be made the occasion for
bringing on a discussion on matters of this
kind.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The people of
this country are dealing with these contrac-
tors. I do not think the hon. gentleman
from Shell River said anything at all ma-
licious about these people.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He said they were
good contractors; that is the point.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We should
know who thev are. How do we know but

'this bill may pass the Senate? If we knew
the character of these men it might influence
the vot. s of nenbers in their favour. I
have nothing to say against Mr. Mackenzie
or Mr. Mann-1 know nothing about them,
but I want to know sonething about thei
so as to decide how I should vote. The
references which the hon. gentleman from
Shell River has made to these contractors
are perfectly germane to the question.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I rise to explain man to be called to order in this manner
myself in this way. So far as the news- before. It has always been customary, and
paper clipping is concerned, I did not say I believe it is in accordance with the rules
that it was Mr. Mackenzie's, I said that the of the House to speak of the subject before
Ottawa Citizen, from which I clipped it, the chair. Now what is the subject before
represented it as being taken from the organ the chair ? It is Mackenzie & Mann and the
of Mr. Mackenzie. The Toronto street government of the country. Surely you
railway, as I have said, is owned by Mr. have to look into details and see if Macken-
Mackenzie. Now, this contra2t before the zie & Mann have anything against them
-Rouse gives Mackenzie & Mann a right fo which should prevent us giving our confi-
go on the market and raise a large amount, dence to them and ratifying that contract.
POssibly as much as forty or fifty millions of
dollars, and the power given in the contractl Hon. Mr.ALLAN-I ask the hon. Speaker
15 the power to tax the people What I am for his ruling.
endeavouring to show is the methods by
which Mr. Mackenzie attained his purpose, The SPEAKER-It is well known that
s0 far as the Toronto Street Railway is con- in the Senate, for a great many years, great
cerned. I am saying nothing except what I latitude has been allowed in discussions, and
have read in the newspapers, and if I had hon. gentlemen are well aware that on many
read an article detailing exactly what I am occasions discussions have ranged a good
Saying, I am sure no one would have objected deal beyond the subject before the House.
to m'y doing so. This is not a private ques- As I understand, when the hon. gentleman
tion. It is what has been published in the from Shell River (Mr. Boulton) was giving
neWspapers. to the House the different stages through

lion Mi. LOGIIEED-ay sugest which the street railway of Toronto hadHon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I suggest, asdanthites MrMckzehd
as one who is inclined to share the hon.
geritIemanýt viewsta in that railway, the hon. niember for York
refran, that it would be better to (Mr. Allan> remarked that the House hadrefrain from dealing with the personality of nothing to do with the Toronto Street Rail-

e contractors. I think the House desires
tO treat this question solely upon its merits tat an t n in ionte poin
or demerits; and I therefore, as a member orde rady th h on be fo o
of this chamber, and one that will ,be called at this part of the discussion is riglit. The
upon to vote on this contract, should like to
have the hon. gentleman deal with this mat-
ter as far as possible on the merits of the zie baihat an J hpe t en-
contract. I would suogest that the hon. gentleman from Sheli River will see bimself
gentleman should drop that part of this dis-1g e n 1 ~ ~ ~ s o ul dr p t at art of his di - th a t th e S on a te d esires th e d iscu ssio n to h o
cuson on which he was entering and deal!

a limited to matters and arguments gemane
solelY witb the contract. to the subject now before the bouse. The

The SPEAKER-If the bon. gentlemnan ,hon. gentleman ray state any objection he
5atisfj go, may have against Messrs. Mackenzie & Man

rui' 9 Iflo to rigo on, Ined fot giv must as contractrurs, but the details and bistory of

Uthatgcompany. Inlmygopiniondtherpointuof

give I 1 ain in the otthe Toronto Street Railway may be strictly
handsof th buse objected to as not being germane to the

lion. Mr. BOatLTON--tip cannot see that present discussion.
haveu said anything out of the way. I have

o rinial the best case I can. How can I in- Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-I do not want to
"oce' hon. &entlemen's minds that there i make any comment on the decision of the
solewththrong witb this contract, if Speaker, but I wish to state this-let the

cite a case to illustrate Mn. tMacken- decision be ecorded in the Journals of the
zies ulnde of managing a raiway fr Iouse, as it is generally. It was not done

give~~~ itrimi h ad fteHue h TrnoSre ala a esrcl

lat year, but I think we departed from the
hereon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I have been course usually followed, and Iwant to suggest

eefor a good many years now-42 years before it is too late, that this decision, and

museding the sessions of parliament, and I any decision given by the Speaker, shall be
sMR ay that 1 never knew an hon. gentle roeorded in the Journals of the House.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I bow to the de-
cision of the Speaker, and will only refer to
the legislation that created the powers of
the street railway company. I had no desire
to attack Mr. Mackenzie's character, it was
the legislation. What I was trying to
point out to this honourable House was the
advantage that exists in having the Senate,
which, on certain occasions and at certain
stages of our national life, is able to check
the disposition of the representatives of the
people to take a certain line which would
lead to disaster. I wanted to cite, as an
incident, the method by which the Ontario
legislature conducted a portion of its legis-
lation in connection with the street railways
of the pr.ovince. The Ontario legislature gave
to the Toronto Street Railway Company the
power to issue $3.000,000 bonds, and after
that $6,000,000 stock. Now, there was no
chamber like this Senate to prevent that
legislation f rom going through. The $6,000,-
,000 stock and the $3,000,000 of bonds amount
to $9,000,000, and represented a line of rail-
way which was sold by the city of Toronto
for $1,600,000 to the company that now
forms the street railway company. Now,
the $9,000,000 is the power given the com-
pany which has a monopoly of traffic to
extract dividends and interest from the pub-
lic in regard to that company for a value far
above the cost of the road.

Hon. Mr. COX-Does the hon. gentle-
man mean to convey the impression that the
Toronto Street Railway only cost $1,600,-
000-that that is all it cost in actual noney?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the inference
to be drawn from the hon. gentleman's re-
marks.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, I said that
eight miles had been added to the track and
it had been converted from a horse to an
electric railway, and to the extent of those
improvements the cost of the line had been
increased. I do not say whether it raised
the cost to $2,000,000 or $3,000,000, but
we can all estimate for ourselves about what
it probably added to the price paid to the
city. At any rate the bill authorizing the
issue of $6,000,000 stock was passed by the
Ontario legislature, and it was issued, and
innocent parties purchased those securities
though the franchise ceases at the end of 30

years. That is to say, the legislature gave
a franchise for only 30 years, and at the end
of that time, the line is to be taken posses-
sion of by the city of Toronto as the value
of the material on hand, which may not
probably be $2,000,000; therefore, the
holders of those securities were muluct of
their capital and their profits to the extent
of that depreciation.

Hon. Mr. COX-I think that it is entirely
misleading and doing an injury to a very
respoctable company. The stock of that
company is selliig to-day at par, or about
par. The bonds are selling at a premium of
nine or ten per cent, and are absolutely good
value for that, while the hon. gentleman is
coneying the impression that those securi-
ties have been put on the market, and that
a confiding public has taken them at a price
far beyond their value. The markets in
Toronto and Montreal fix the value of the
bonds above par, and the road is earning a
revenue giving good interest on that. It is
unfair for the hon. gentleman to depreciate
stock that is valued on the market to-day at
a premium.

Hon. Mr. B3OULTON-I am finding fault
with the principle of the legislation which
authorized that and that saine principle is
in this contract. So far as that street rail-
way stock is concerned, holders of that stock
issued it at ten cents to themselves and then
sold it to the public, so that the difference
between ten cents and the par value at which
it is quoted to the public lias gone into
the pockets of a few. Legislation does that.
It permits a company to use a franchise
designed for the convenience and econorny
of the people to be used as a monopoly to
enrich themselves, and to divide up five
millions of capital for which there was no
value given. That is going on in our
western country. It is that principle of
legislation against which I am arguing here
to-day. That is the effect of class legislationl
which goes through a single chamber un-
checked. I am merely pointing out how the
capital of the country passes into the hands
of a few people by that means. We have the
very best evidence of how publie opinion bas
been affected in Ontario by that kind of
legislation. The Hon. Mr. Gibson, a man we
all respect very highly, was defeated in Ha-
milton, because he lent himself to that class
of legislation : because in the city of Hamil-
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ton he gave a perpetual franchise to some* son Bay Railway. The interest of the Can-
organization which should be managed for adian Pacific Railway is not to extend the
the benefit of the people and not for the be- Manitoba and North-western Railway.
nefit of a few. He was turrned out by a ma- The interest of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
jority of 800 because he favoured a few at way is to divert the lines of railway just in
the expense of the public. The same vicious such a way as will best suit them with re-
principle is in this contract, and we should gard to their profits, and they do not con-
opposp it to protect the interest of the sider the interests of the people at all. If
people from the power of a monopoly that a monoply, such as this, get hold of the Port
is growing in our midst and which will sub- Arthur and Rainy River railroad they will
merge the liberties of the people, and make not build it; they will stop it until it suits
thein powerless to protect themselves in them or they bring it into line with the
those principles of government which interests of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
the British constitution is especially They do not want competition between
designed to guard. It is to accom- Winnipeg and the North-west, and therefore
plish that that I take an independent they tie up the charter. The charter has
stand and discuss these questions in this i been tied up for years and the charter of
'way. In addition to what we know of Mr. the Great North-west Central is tied up in
Mackenzie's operations in Toronto, we know the saine way.
sonething of him out in our western country.
lie has the charter for the Port Arthur and Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They buit 50
Rainy River Railway, with ail its fran-! miles of that road.
chises and assets. That is a railway which
runs from Lake Superior into the in- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, but they were
terior of our country, and we have hoped, tied up after that. Hon. gentlemen can see
for a great many years, that it might be how these gentlemen, who receive power to
built and give us competition. In addition to raise money in this way, can hold the people
that, one of the contractor's names in this bill down and we understand that they do not
controls the Lake Dauphin and Lake Manitoba give two pence how far the interests of the
Railway. That company got 6,400 acres a people are served so long as they manage
Tile and $40,000 a year from the Dominion things to -uit themselves. It is that system
government and a guarantee of bonds to tie that I wish to explain in regard to this
Snount of $8,000 a mile fron the Manimoba because it is very intimately connected with
governmeth They have that charter for 300 the contract which we have to discuss. I
'iles, which they conrtrol in the saine way. wils now go on to discuss the contract. First
There i a bill befure this House to-day to of ad, I would draw the attention of the

for power, for the Lake Dauphin Rail- hon. Minister of Justice to what he stated
'81Y, which Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Ma n yesterday with regard to that question of
Cltrol, to amalgamate with any other co i- money, and that the Senate had no power to
lPaflY. The objeet of that bI is amalgama- amend, that when it came to be a question
taot with the Hudson Bay Railway and get of taxation the Senate should not thwart
the charter froe Hug Sutherland, whose the will of the Lower House. I think that
bilT has been before us on several occasions. was the gist of his observations. e went
aMr. flugh Sutherland's charter has a land on to argue that the land that they were
grant, and it is the objeet of Mr. Macken- giving under this contract and money
on doubt, to amalgamate with that com- were the san e thing. I take exception to

Pany and get possession of that franchise, that, because these lands cannot be put
fter wiaking arrangements with Mr. Suth- into the Supply Bill. If it was a money

erland, who controlsed it before. That is fbi and the Lower House said we were
ne Of the monopolies that we object to out determined to push this thing through
.rn the West. Mackenzi- & Mann, it i and will make it part of the Supply Bio and

zie, n uoamg t with the Canadian Paci- whatever it costs we will put it through,
panyandgetapoSsesWilliam Van Ho e are then the Senate wouhd have to throw out the
at the back of al these deals and are co- art- SupplyBillentirelyanextrmemeasure which
"er with hini in the intere.t of this coin- would fot be resorted to. Theyhavenopower
Pany. The interest of the Canadian Pacitie t amend the Supply Bill, and if this wag
Railw4 Y Company is not to build the Hud- imoney they could force it through parliament
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in that way, but they cannot put these lands .that with our existing means of communi-
into the budget. The lands are a separate cation, they cannot get in there. I do not
consideration and have to corne before this suppose that more than 10,000 people can
House as a bill to assign those lands to those get into that Klondike country t his year,
contractors, just the saime as any other possibly 12,000, but 12,000 is the outside
legislation that comes before us, so that to number. If we build that railway, we
that extent the hon. Minister of Justice was might increase that number by 12,000 or
not presenting it exactly as he should. 14,000, because they could be taken to the
Although he considered the value of the end of that railway with very great facility,
lands and the money were the same thing, and thenleft to take care of themselves the
still, when it came to the discussion before best way they could. They travel down
this House, they were not the same thing. the streams, and get into the interior of
The question of urgency has been made a that country, but this contract does not
very great question in regard to this con- contemplate building that road in sufficient
tract. That was one of the strong reasons tire to bring the people out again f rom
urged by the leader of the House when he Dawson City. If the contract is to be
presented this contract the day before yester- coupleted, and the people start on the head
day for our consideration-that people from: waters of navigation, and go down 600
all parts of the world were flocking miles to Dawson City, and scatter thüm-
into that country. I do not think selves, they cannot take advantage of
it is a wise thing for our govern- that road to get back before the river
ment to place itself in the same posi- is frozen up. The government wants
tion as those excitable people who are rush- them to go in there, and provides no
ing into that Klondike region without ma- facilities for then getting out. I Bay the
ture consideration as to what will be the government should assume ne responsi-
consequences of their going in. I do not bility to get them in there and aggravate
think that we ought in any way to add to the pesition the people are placing thenselves
the excitement by undue haste. The ur- in, by the tremendous rush that is proceed-
gency that is spoken of is evidence of the ingfromallquarters. Wearenotinterested
excitement that the governinent, or- those in trying to induce people to core in there
who are responsible for this contract, were for the sake of the money that May be re-
acting under in regard to this matter. I do ceived by the transportation companies, or
not think that it is wise for us to add to anything of that kind. That is net the
this excitement, or to give ane more facili- business of the govrrnaient. Their business
ties to the people who want to get into that is to move slowly and surely in the develop-
country. Let theb go into that country on ment of our new regions. That conntry is
their own responsibility. not going to run away. The gold will not

be got out without considerable difficulty,
ion. Mr. MILLS-And starve on their ý and a considerable apount of labour; there-

own responsibility.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They won't
starve. There is no danger of their starv-
ing. This railroad will not keep them from
starving-what does Mr. Wade, one of the
government officials, and Major Walsh's
right hand say, what do other correspon-
dents say. During 7 months of the year
no horse, dog, reindeer or any other ani-
mal can draw into Dawson City more
provisions than what is required on the
trip. As this railway stops 600 miles
of Dawson City I do not see how it is going
to keep these people from starving this year.
At any rate, the public press has given
sufficient warning as to what they are
going to suffer, but there is just this fact

fore there is no danger of its going away.
There is no danger, as the hon. Minister of
Justice thought, of the country being taken
possession of by the United States or any-
body else, and our losing the control of that
country. It belongs to Canada. Nothing
in the world can take it f rom Canada, and
we have to sit d .wn, and deliberately figure
out what is the best way to develop that
country, and make the most of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And do nothing.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I did not say do
nothing, but I say do it in a different way.
One of the strong objections that I have to
the passage of this bill as a western man, is
the diversion of our North-west lands for its
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construction. The North-west Territories
are to the north of British Columbia, and
all the lands in the north-west Territories
are under the control of the Dominion
government. I have always taken the
ground that the Dominion government
holds those lands in trust for the people of
that western country, and for the develop-
ment of the country, and they have been
used in that way heretofore. The province
of British Columbia owns its own lands.
The government is taking the lands of the
North-west Territories to build 150 miles of
road in the province of British Columbia.
Why does not the Dominion say to the pro-
vince of British Columbia: " we will assist in
Cohstructing 150 miles of road if you will
give the land subsidy necessary to inake
the road." That is a simple thing for
them to do. The British Columbia lands
are available. They are undeveloped.
They want that communication, but the
communication of 150 miles of road throu.:h
British Columbia, if it stops there, is of no
earthly benefit to us, no earthly benefit to
the developnent of those mining regions to
the north and therefoi e it is a benefit to the
Province of British Columbia. Why cannot
the province of British Columbia appropri-
ate its own lands, and leave the lands of the
north-west country to develop, and connect
the agricultural regions of our North-west
Territories with the mining regions? I say
it is an unjust action on the part of the
governmnent. It is a form of injustice that,
if continued, gradually works up a spirit of
antagonism, and the people begin to develop
new ideas antagonistic to the ideas upon
Which they are governed, and therefore I
say anything that may be done, in justice to
the Pioneers of that western country, should
be considered in a case of that kind and
that is the very strong objection that we
raise to it froni a western standpoint. I
can quite understand hon. gentlemen, not
having that particular idea in view
until I explain it to them, >ut when
1 bring that forward I am quite satisfied
You will see it is a very strong point in
the position we take in opposin« this
Contract. Another point is the question
of·this being an all-Canadian route. There
8 only one route that I consider an all-Can-

adilrn route, that is the one from Edmonton
In the North-west or from Ashcroft. I will
allow that that is an ail-Canadian route, but
this route by way of the Stikine River is not.

I do not care how you argue or fix it. The
treaty that gives us the right to the naviga-
tion of the Stikine only gives us that right
for commercial purposes. It gives us no right
for military purposes. We can claim the
right of navigation of that for commerce, and
if the United States act honourably they
will not put any obstructions in our way to
use it for that purpose, but we cannot claim
from them under any treaty the right to send
our mounted police or a military force or any
other troops through there, and that is one
of the most essential points for us. It is
necessary for us to preserve law and order
in that western country, and we cannot pre-
serve that law and order without the use of
our mounted police and military authorities,
and if they are stopped because we have no
power to force our way through United
States waters, that shows that it is not an
all-Canadian route in one of the most essen-
tial points. The only route that is really a
Canadian route is that which goes in from
Edmonton.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If this road is ex-
tended down to Portland Inlet is it not a
Canadian route?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, if it runs
from a port in British Columbia, but this
contract does not contemplate that. This is
dependent entirely upon the nivigation of
the Stikine and the penetration of the Stikine
through United States territory. If this
contract did involve the construction of
another 200 miles south to a point in British
Columbia, then the magnitude of the contract
would be very great indeed. It would be
seen we were undertaking the construction of
four or five hundred miles through a difficult
country that did not approach when com-
plete nearer to Dawson City than 600 miles,
and would be completely locked up seven
months inthe year; but we are not concerned
in discussing the question of the ports of
British Columbia. We are discussing the 150
miles of road, for which an appropriation of
25,000 acres a mile is being made. Now, rapid
transportation is one of the features of the
development of any country that is necessary
for us to consider in a contract of this kind.
Rapid transportation cannot be obtained by
this 150 miles of road. The only continuous
transportation we can obtain is via Edmon-
ton into that western country, or by St.
Michael's and the Yukon River. What I
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mean by continuous is that on the coast governiPit îre iaking a nistake in My
route an ocean trip intervenes and lands you opinion in adopting the principie--and
at a point where you will have to provide I have opposed it for the last six
other means, while on the land rouLe the seven ytars-of subsidizing these rail-
same difficulties do not present themselves roads with land grants and cash subsi-
to a man and a team who desit es to pene- dies, because our experience in the west-
trate those mining regions without great ern countries has been that the subsidies
cost. With regard to that Edmonton pass into the harids of those who pinote
route, I wish to point out that there are the companies, and do not contribute either
ocean routes which are available and always to the successful operation of the road, or
will be available for the coast traie. There is the lowering of the rates to the people
one that is open now by the Yukon River and who support them, and what I ha,e always
St. Michael's. That is 5,000 miles long and is urged was that the government should
thecheapest modeof getting into that country. guarantee the bonds of a railway. There is
There is another by Pyramid Harbour and no risk in guaranteeing the bonds to the
Lynn Cainal which will land us on the Upper extent of ten or eleven or twelve thousand
Yukon. The cost this year for transporta- dollars per mile, taking the first murtgage
tion by St. Michael's and the Yukon River bonds as security for the construction, and
is $10 a hundred, being 10 cents a pound. a railway can be promoted as rapidly as
That is $200 a ton for transportation from possible under a system of that kind. The
San Francisco or Vancouver to Dawson Canadian government gave the Canadian
City by way of the Yukon River. That Pacifie Railway last year eleven thousand
makes your bag of flour cost you $10 plus dollars per mile to construet the Crow's Nest
the original cost of it. The route from Pass Railway. If they had guaranteed the
Edmonton will be an all-rail route when we bonds of the Canadian Pacifie Railway they
cone to construct it. I wish to inform hon. would have accomplished the same result,
gentlemen that the Canadian Pacific Rail- and it wouid not cost the country a penny.
way carries a bag of flour for us from Theygave eleven thousand dollars amile,
Russell, wlhere I live, to Montreal for fifty hereas I advocatcd guaranteeing the bonds
cents. That is 1,860 miles. Now hon. for that amount. They put the bonds upon
gentlemen can see the benefit of an all-rail the market and seil them at par, bearing
route fron Edmonton. The profits upon the three per cent, and they are taken uo by the
carrying of that, bag of flour that 1,800 public, and therefore the cheapest mode of
miles, combined with the other traffic, de'eioping new territory that 18 going to add
enabled the Canadian Pacific Railway to to the trade and improve the transpor-
earn the enormous dividends of $10,600,000 tation of the country, is to adopt a sys-
last year. So that hon. gentlemen see that ten of that kind. I wish now to point
there is a large profit, and the largest out one or two things in the contract
profits which the Canadian Pacific Rail- which I have not heard yet stated. The
way earns are made during the months first clause in the contract provides for
they are carrying the grain of the country. the -,oiistruction of a railway from tle navi-
So it is profitab:e for a railroad to carry a gable waters of the Stikine River in British
bag of flour 1,600 miles for fifty cents, while Columbia to the navigable waters of Teslin
the cheapest rate of transportation at the, Lake iind providing for the incorporation of
present moment, over 5,000 miles of water, the company. That clause in the Act gives
is $10 for a bag of flour. That will show power to the government to extend that road
the great advantage it will be to the trade from 150 miles to 200 or 250 miles, and if
of this eastern country, and the transporta- this Act was passed the government rnight
tion of this eastern country, to secure, with turn round to the contractons and Say we
as little delay as possible, the construction think that noad should stant 100 miles neaner
pf a road into that country. A great many the mouth of the Stikine and we have power
people say it is going to cost too much. A under this Act to give you 25,000 acres per
railway which performs a useful purpose mile for the construction of that 250 miles.
does not cost too much, if it maintains the I do not say that under the contract made
expenditure upon its running every year. with Mackenzie & Mann they couid force
If it imaintains the cost of operating that the government to do that, but the govern-
railroad it does not cost too much. The ment woud have power to do that if they
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chose. I will read the clause in the con- ment shah grant to the company for each mile of said

tract railway twenty-five thousand acres of land t beselected as hereinafter mientioned front the Yukon
The contractors convenant with the governnent to Provisional District and frota that part ci the North-

lay out-construct, equip and fully complete a line of west lerritories of Canada lying west of the Mac-
railway with proper terminal facilities from the navi- kenzie River and Liard River and north of the 60th
gable waters of the Stikine River in British Columbia parall.l of latitude, such land to be and become vest-
at or near the mouth of Telegraph Creek, Glenora, or ed n the contractors upon the said railway being
the mouth of Clearwater River, thence running north. cotnleted and accepted as complete by the govern-
ward to the navigable waters of Teslin Lake a dis- ment and upon thesaid land being selected as herein-
tance of about 150 miles, more or less. after set forth.

That is the contract, but there is no men- Now we core te the question which I con-
tion there of 150 miles. Now the clause in sider to be a monopoly. Here is the clause
the Act which is the governments power to in the bil. Clause 19 gives the company
deal with the c ntractors reads as follows: - unlimited powers to raise money on the min-

And whereas subject to the approval of parliament, ing properties, that is upon the best terms
Her Majesty, therein represented by the Minister ofi and conditions the are able to obtain.
Railways and Canals and the Minister of the Interior i
ertered into a contract dated the 25t day of January, 19. The directors, under such authority frein the
1898, with William Mackenzie and Donald D. Mann, shareholders as is mentioned ii section 18 hereof,
contractors, providing for the construction of a rail- may Iron time te time issue, in addition to those
way from the navigable waters of the Stikine River mentioned in section 17 hereof, bonds, debentures,
in British Columbia to the navigable waters of Teslin debenture stock or other securities cf the company,
Lake and providing for the incorporation of a coin- secîtred by mortgage upon the lands or any parts
pany with power to acquire and perform such con- thereof te be granted by the government lursuant te
tract and with other powers. clause eleven and subsequent clauses cf the said con-

tract, and mipon the company's right therein and
The government has power under the therete, and may selI or pledge them, at the best
Act which the contractors have not under lrice aîd upon the best terms and conditions which
the contract. They are two different they are able te obtain, in order te raise inoney for

things. You must recollect the first part the purposes cf the ccmpany.

of this bill is the act which authorizes Clauses 8 and 17 give the company power
the government to deal with the matter, and to raise $14,000,000 on the railway. Tt
the latter part is the contract between Mac- reads:
kenzie & Mann and the government. Thekenie& an an te or5 mnt 8h 8The capital stock cf the coînpany shall be ten
government takes power, under the A0t, to millions cf dollars divided iute shares cf one hundred
build that road from the navigable waters of dollars each: Provided, however, that if the directers
the Stikine, wherever they nay consider that law limit the issue cf securittes under section

rive is avigble, therfor Jeventeen hereof te a smtm less than twenty-five thon-
river is navigable, and therefore they have kand dollars per nile for the line cf railway between

the power to say " we will give you 25,000 the Stikine River and Teslin Lake, the said capital
j~sokmy hy sncb by-law he increased by an antountacres of land per mile on 200 miles of road,"acresý resu gater thath

the same as has happened in the case of the thousand per mile of the said line and the sunse
Nest Pass Railway. The govern mentlimited for the said issue.Crow's NetPs alwy h 9vrmn The directors cf the comnpany înay, by by-law,

had power to give $11,000 a mile on 310 reate and issue any part cf the capital stock a pre-
lliles--that was theestimate--huttlhatCrow's ference steck, giving it sucb preference and priority,
Nest line bas been lengthened. I see that as respects dividends and otherwise, over ordinary

in the Canadian Paciti2 Railway Cormipany's stock as is declared by the by-law.

Statement it is computed to be 340 miles in Now that clause gives the company power
length, and therefore the government is te issue >10,000,000 on 150 mites of road.
giving a $11,000 a mile on that length Clause 17 gives the company power te issue
Of road, or $330,000 more than the public bonds te the extent of $25,000 a mile on
sUPPOsed was to be granted. I wisî the 150 miles of road. Thit makes soine-
to call hon. gentlemen's attention to that thing like $14,000,000securities issued upon
weakness in the bill, that' we may tind it is 150 miles cf rond. Just think of that etor-
not 3,750,000 acres of land that we are giving mous power of taxation that the conipany is
in aid of this enterprise, but that it may be g.ven. If there was 200 miles cf road, the
five or five and a half million acres. The power te issue would be 50 much greater.
lext clause in the contract relates to the That has nothing whatever te do with the

capital stock. Clau-e 11 of the cont ract is land grant, or with any other concessions;
he contractor's warrant for 25,000 acres for it relates purely te the road. That railway

t ery mile built: is te be bonded and stocked te the extentof

11. In ail of the construction of said line of rail- sonething like $95,000 per mile. If tley
Way fron Stikine River to Teslin Lake the gover- only bonded for $10,000 a mile, the $15,000
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a mile which they do not bond it for can be
added to the $10,000,000 stock so that
practically that brings it up to -S14,000,000
securities issued on 150 miles of railroad.
That is what I call an enormous power of
taxation given in the issuing of those securi-
ties.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No one will take
them.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have just
heard what the hon. gentleman from Peter-
borough (Mr. Cox) said about the issuing of
$6,000,000 of street railway shares, that
the public took them, and thev stand at par
to-day. Although there is $3,000,000 bonds
behind them, they are led away by specula-
tion. Somebody has a right to hold those
and if we legislate $100,000 a mile security
to the railway company, they can use the
power of legislation they have in order to
extract dividends on that enormous amount
of capital. It is in that way that the
capital of the country is collected off the
industry of the people by monopolies of
that kind, and accumulated in a few hands,
and it is that position to which I am oppos-
ed. Then they age in create a portion of
that stock as preference stock. That is not
a matter of so much importance. Then the
12th and 13th clauses of the Act provide
that :

12. The company may charter, puichase, or other-
wise acquire, and construct and maintain and operate
steamers and other vessels for passengers and freight
in connection with its railways and property, and
may sell and otherwise dispose thereof ; it may also
lease, construct, purchase or otherwise acquire, and
maintain and operate wharfs, docks, landing places,
dockyards, elevators, warehouses and other works for
promoting and facilitating traffic upon its lines of
railway, and may sell or otherwise dispose thereof.

13. he company may-
(a.) lease, purchase or otherwise acquire and oper-

ate mines and minerals and mining rights in British
Columbia and the Provisional District of Yukon and
the North-west Territories, and may crash, smelt,
reduce and amalgamate ores for itself or others;

(b.) with the consent of and subject to the regula-
tion of any municipality affected thereby, construct,
or aid in the construction, maintenance and improve-
ment of roads, tramways, docks, piers, wharfs, %ia-
ducts, aqueducts, flumes, ditches, quartz mills, ore
houses, and other buildings and works necessary or
convenient for the purposes of the company ;

(c.) erect, use and manage works, machinery and
plant for the generation and transmission of electric
light, heat or power;

(d.) carry on in British Columbia, the Provisional
District of Yukon and the North-west Territories,
the business of carriers, forwarders and transporta-
tion agents and other business incident thereto, also
of wharfingers, shippers and vessel owners, and may
purchase and vend merchandise, ores and mineral
products;

(e.) for all or any of the purposes above nentioned,
purchase lease or otherwise acquire lands, buildings,
patent rights, letters patent, and oth-r property real
and personal, and mortgage, sell or otherwise dispose
thereof.

That is another enormous power given to
this company. We give them power to
monopolize the commerce, the transportation
facilities and the electric lighting. Every
municipal power that is separated up here
in our eastern country is concentrated in
one huge monopoly under
single company can show
will be overcoine and oi
enormous power. No one
individual effort. It all h

this Act. Not a
its nose but it

verborne by this
can exercise any
as to how down

and get the permission of this company
before it has any chance of success what-
ever. A company with such enoimous
powers and capital, with such powers of
taxation on the western people of that
country, can control in every shape and
form the individual efforts of people that
come in there to develop the country for
Canada. Now we comne to the tolls. That
clause 24 is franed in a manner which
makes it perfectly evident to me that the
government are going to fix the tolls at 10
cents per mile for passenger rates, and the
sane proportionate rates for freight. The
reasons I have arrived at that conclusion is
that 25 per cent is taken off at the end of
four years ; 25 per cent at the end of seven
years and at the end of 10 years it comes
under the regular railway rate. In order
to bring it down at the end of ten years to
the ordinary rates of the country, it would
have to start at ten cents a mile for pas-
senger rates. So that for four years they
are going to have those heavy rates for
freight and passengers and for six years
further high rates are still to prevail,
although the mining grant is supposed to
construct the railway. The next clause the
question of exemption from taxation:

The lands granted to the contractors or to the com-
pany under the said contract, shall be free from tax-
tion for ten years froni the granting thereof, except
unicipal taxation by an incorporated city, town or
lage within the provisional district of Yukon.

We had an opinion expressed by the Min-
ister of the Interior that the granting there-
of dated from the day on which the patent
was issued. Although the lands earned
long ago by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
were granted to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way 16 or 18 years ago, yet according to
the ruling of the Minister of the Interior
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the exemption from taxation, similar to this,
does not commence until those lands have
been patented, and they are not patented
to-day, so that we do not know whether
that exemption from taxation is 10 years
from to-day, or 40 or 50 years. In this bill
the towns and villages which may spring up
there are excepted, but if we want to build
a road between two villages, the people who
are working there have to build it them-
selves. The company are not obliged to
contribute to it in any shape or form. It is
only in the towns and villages an exception
is made in this clause. The company lias
power under the contract. Section 2 of the
contract says :

To build and operate the railway above nentioned
and an extension thereof northward to Dawson City
or thereabouts, and an extension southward to a point
in British Columbia to be designated by the govern-
ment and capable of being made an ocean port, also a
line of railway from the waters of Lynn Canal to Fort
Selkirk or thereabouts by way of Ühilkat Pass, also
branch lines of railway from any points on the com-
pany's railways tu any property owned by the com-
pany, also lines of railway from any navigable waters
to any property owned by the company ; provided
that the power to build said line froin Lynn Canal to
Fort Selkirk, and said branch lines and said lines
from navigable waters shall not be exercised without
the consent of the Governor General in Council.

The said Act of incorporation also to give the con-
pany full and sufficient powers to build and otherwise
acquire and operate docks. wharfs and lines of steam
and other vessels in connection with its railways and
property, also telegraph and telephone lines, also to
carry on rnining and smelting operations.

Sections 4, 5 and 22 of the contract con-
tain the monopoly clauses, and are as fol-
lows :

4. For five years from the lst of September, 1898,
no line of railway shall be authorized by parliament
to be constructed from Lynn Canal or thereabouts,
or from any point at or near the international
boundary between Canada and Alaska into the
Yukon district, and for five years from said date no
aid in land or money shall be granted to any person
or company other than the contractors and the con-
tractors' company to assist in building any such rail-
way.

5. The contractors and the contractors' company
shall be entitled to receive in preference to any other
Person or company during ten years from the said lst
of September, 1898, such aid or assistance in land or
money as the governnent may be authorized and
may see fit to grant in aid of a line of railway from
Stikine River to an ocean port in British Columbia,
Provided that the contractors or the contractors' com-
Pany are willing to undertake the construction of the
samne at once and completion thereof within a reason-
able time upon receiving notice thereof from the
government.

22. The grants of lands selected by the contractors
hereunder shall be in fee-simple and shall include all
precious metals and all minerals whatever, reserving
Only the royalties above provided for.

That shows the enormous powers given
there. They need not come back to this
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parliament to get power to build a line of
railway. They can stop all other enter-
prises of any kind. It is a monopoly handed
over to them, and no one would dream of
coming to this parliament and asking power
to build a railway or spend a dollar in pro-
motion of any work as long as this contract
is in existence. Hon. gentlemen will recol-
lect how the leaders of the present govern-
ment for years complained of the monopoly
clause in the Canadian Pacific Railway con-
tract, though it was an exceedingly mild one
in comparison. The Attorney General of
Mr. Greenway's government, the Hon. Jos.
Martin, almost raised a rebllion in fighting
the Canadian Pacific Railway to get the
government railway across their line. They
are authorized to build fron Lynn Canal,
though the government appear to thin.k it
treasonable on the part of any member of
this House to advocate it. This monopoly
is destructive to individual enterprise.
Now we come to the land grants.
The land grant on the 150 miles will
be about 3,780,000 acres. The defence
of the government in the House of Com-
mons and in this House that these lands
have no named value, and that it is a huge
gamble. We have nothing, of course, to
go by except the reports we have through
private sources and the public reports given
for our guidance on that particular point;
but I would just say this, that Mackenzie,
Mann & Co. have the power to locate 12,000
acre blocks wherever they like. Wherever
they find a nest egg they can put a 12,000
acre block on it. If the grant is increased
to 5,000,000 of acres, it is a proportionate
increase. The reports which have come to
us from every source indicate that the value
of the land is enormous. Some people value
the amount of gold taken out last year as
high as $40,000,000 ; others at $25,000,000,
and some at $12,000,000. So far as I am con-
cerned,taking the mostconservativeview,from
my own experience I believe there has been
$5,000,000 in gold taken out there last year,
and will be ready to put through the pan
when the earth is thawed out. When one
considers the small number of miners there,
not exceeding four thousand people, who
have taken out $5,000,000, it shows what an
enormously rich country it must be. We
see by our returns that our mineral output
has increased from $22,000,000 in 1896 to
$28,000,000 in 1897. That shows that our
mineral wealth is assuming very large pro-
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portions, and that the mining industry is $l,5,OOO of golddustproducedfroinCanadian North-

increasing rapidly and out of all proportion est Territory has been brought through here, andincrasin rapdiy ropotionthere is now on hand ia Dawson City, approximately
to the very humble structure our geological $7,500,000, to which wl be added from this spriag's
interests are cared for in. It is increasing in ean-up an additioaal $7,500,0w. Two conapanies

have eonstructed fleets of lake and river steamiers to
the Kootenay district, and the mining district operate between the hend of the lakes and Five Finger
in the north is going to create a large Rapids, on the Yukon River, where tram portage las
trade. Gold has been found in California, been established connecting with flepts of river boats

district~~~ an aitroghth ing.theace to D)awson city, and assurance is given
in the Kootenay district and all through thmonths the year a round

Rocky Mountains, and there has been an trp caa be made frun Juneau to Dawson City in less

enormous mining development, and although than twenty days. lu leas than twenty year> we be-lieve south-eastern Alaska will be the greateýt jwr-
the difficulties of mining are greater, yet that manent bullion producer la the world.
region of the mountains appears to exceed in
richness the southern mineral veins. We are 1 read this in order to show by an officiai
increasing our output of gold and interests up memorial from the people of Juneau what
there are going to develop very rapidly 650 stamps at work in their neighbourhood
indeed. We are asked to blanket the produced. The annual product wilI exceed,
whole of that country by a contract of they anticipate, five millions of dollars when
this kind. We are asked to prevent the free the additional improvements are put in, now
miner from seeking remunerative work. A the strip & Alaska tnibutary to Juneau is
miner, in order to make his miner's claim, small though a sea port. That shows the

as to sink down through the frozen enoit mous valueof the countryand that quartz
gravel. some twenty or twenty-five feet, mining is going, to play an important part.
and as we heard the other day, some miners The hon. Secretary of State said that every
have to go sixty feet. Not one of these men one knew it cost ninety cents to produce one
will go and record bis ,5aim0 until hT makes dollar's worth of gold. In quartz mining it
perfectly sure he lias reached bed rock and dons, but ten per cent is an exceedingly large
ias a daim worth recording, because there percentage of profit. Hon. gentlemen should
is but one chance in that country to record realize this, tYat in England the great Cotton
a baim, and therefore while lie is digging industry which turns over milions and ib -
this hole in the ground at great labour to lions in trade, is ah conducted at a profit of
himsel this company bias the power to corne, two per cent, and such is the enormous capital
because that dlaim is not recorded, ignore the available there that investors would be only
efforts periaps of a year's work, or perhaps too deaighted to get bold of any property
two or three years' work of that mainer in such as is mentioned in this contract. On
search for a daim for mimself to work upon. the Englisl market you could raie $20,000,-
Because bis name is not recorded as the 000 three times over; see the subsoriptions
owner of that daimp the company can take that came in for Sir John Lipton's Tea and
away from him ail the fruits ot the efforts he Supply Company, $125,000,000, ten times
ias put forth. s will read you an extract more than called for. If that company was

here from a paper just to show you what to go to Engand to-morrow and take 100,000
may be expected f rom quartz mining. A acres of that land grant and locate it this
good dea bas been said on that suject- sumner after baving built ten miles of road,
that it gs not likely to amount to much- tey could float it in the English maket
tbat it is only placer mining whicb wiIl for anything between two to four millions of
peter out in a few years, and that if we do dollars on the drop of the bat. We caminot
not take advantage of the boom we are tel until practical experience ias shown us,
going to throw away a large amount of the amount of told there is, but such
money. This it a memoria adopted at a is the belief of capitalists in Eaglanda n
mass meeting of the citizens of Juneau to in the wealt u of certain regions in the Rocky
the United States Government for the erec- Mountains that have been sown by assays
tion of a mint at Juneau: and experienced miners to be there, that

becusetha clim s ntrcoredignre theyalal g re subscivescto anud feonly

A conservative estimate of the prepest annual bul- s o m lig ed to pert hoed a n i rt e ory

on output of uneau from it quartz mines aloe isuch asis to e d i th t On

about $3 aM,000, pmoduced from w approximately o get four or five per cent on their money they
stamps. Wxthin twelve motths the nu0berof stamps are quite satisfied, provided the securities
in operation in land tributary to Juneau will exceed that a in foSi Jh ionsea a
1,100, aad the annual bullion produot will exceedtme ta e corI rasonany 0a
herefo. During the jast twelve moths more thar course the greater the risk the more they
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ask. But when the hon. Secretary of State territory without being blocked up at points
says that ten per cent is the margin, it ail like Skagway and Dyea, where they are
depends upon the facilities for conveying food fleeced of their money, and where they are
in there, and the facilities for smelting and crowded and herded together, with in-
bringing out the ore. The cost of mining adequate facilities of any kind or shape for
will be reduced immensely if we only take them. If there was such a road as that cut
the proper course. The cost depends entire- out, a man could start with a team and
ly upon the facilities that are afforded, the drive right through to Dawson City with
amount of wages to be paid and everything no more cost to himself than the provisions
else. I have occupied your time as long as he would have to use on the way for himself
it is reasonable in the discussion of this very and team. Under the present condition,
important question. There are just one or that is denied to him and denied to any man
two words I should like to bring before your in the North-west. That is denied to any
notice in the shape of a suggestion. I wouldlCanadian, because they have to go right
offer a suggestion tof develop that country across the continent and fight their way the
-an( I ýpe ck frrom a certain amount of ex- best they can through al the enormous dif-
perience-I have been for thirty years a in ficulties that are prEsented to us day by day,
the western country, I penetrated it be- as we read in the daily papers, and I would
fore there was any railroad within 400 miles makethatpioneer force work into the country
of the city of Winnipeg, and I have been the same way as Lord Wolseley went up to
more or less connected with it for 26 years; Winnipeg in 1870. It was that pioneer force
therefore I have some know]edge of wat I that helped to open up the country in that
aum speaking about. We are about to send iday, and if the government adopted that sug-
in a force of about 200 men. I thiik that gestion we would before Christmas get into
is a -ery wise and proper mode for us to that country, and when we have that, we can
Utilize a fine body of men such as we have erect our telegraph lines and bring that
at our~ disposai, and t would not send those country into close connection with eastern
men there for aggresqive purposes. I would traffic and trade without any dithculty what-
fot send them in anticipating there would ever, and no obstruction from any foreign

be ans' trouble. I do not think there will nation. Such a policy would do more to
be trouble. Our ounted police are o ex- open up that country than any efforts that
perienced, ha gentbe, at the saye time could be made under the present contract.
forcible in their management of the publie, That is what cail an ail-Canadian
that they are thoroughly respected. When route, a route developed upon sound and
People get into the interior of that country, legitimate lines, not hastily conceived, but
ad have to rely upon themslves they are gone about step by step. What diu the
very amenable to law. They know per- Liberal party suggest when the Conservative
fecetly that there are difficuties in evading party was pushiig forward the Canadian
the law and it makes them more amenable Pacifi Railway to reach British Columbia?
tha if those difficulties did not present They advocated at that time that the gov-
themselves. And I do not anticipate trouble ernment should not build the rail way as a
of aey kind or description that would necessi- whole, that they should ony build it fifty
tate a foice being sent in there, unless it is miles a year, and so on. The Hon. Mr.
to forcibly get f rom the miners the ten per Blake was impelled by his opposition to, cal
cent royalty. You may send a force in it a sea of mountains, as Sir Richard Cart-
there and spend a great deal more in getting wright and the Secretary of State has
the royaty than it would amount to ihfe described the Yukon to-day a very doubtful
b nlected. I would suggest to the gover -i aset, in fact a huge gamble. That was their
bent that they should utilize those forces as view in that day, and a similar want of con-
a Pioneer force to go in on the Edmonton fidence is shown by them to-day in the
route, or at east divide them and sendin resources of the country, although they are
lith the a force of axemen and labourers, quite willing the contractors should handle
and expend haf a million in eutting out a them for a huge gamble and trade that
Pathway right to Dawson City or Fort riglt off for 150 miles of a second-hand
Selkirk, a that people could go with their narrow gauge road. But when the Cana-
teans and have shelter at certain places, dian Pacific Railway was under considera-
and o in unimpeded ail through Canadian tion the Conservative party, under Sir
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John Macdonald, conceived that this was
a great measure to bring British Columbia
into unison with this country and to
develop that enormous trade between
ocean and ocean, which was going to
be such a factor in building this country,
and it was carried out to a satisfactory con-
clusion, and the construction of that road has
shownhisstatesmanship. Butthisisadifferent
thing altogether. This is not going from
ocean to ocean. This is the care that we as
a governrment are able to bestow upon the
proper development of that country in order
that a good trade may be developed, that
wealth may be had to the Canadian people
by the industry that can be put into that
country in the working of those mines. We
have a duty to perform at any rate in the
discussion of this question. I baiieve
thoroughly that it is our duty to support
the motion of the hon. gentleman from
British Columbia and throw this bill back
upon the House of Commons for further
consideration. If there was evidence
brought to my notice, or brought to the
notice of this House, that it is the will of
the people that this contract should be gone
into in this way, this House will not hesitate
to support it. But if there is any evidence
that has been given to us that this bill is
not popular in the country, and does not
meet with the wishes of the people, we have
that evidence before us. We have just had
the Ontario elections. We saw there that
with fAl the power of the Dominion and pro-
vincial governments working in unity as a
Liberal party, shoulder to shoulder, notwith-
standing al] the powerful influences that
could be brought to bear under the opera-
tion of the party whip and party machine
and everything else, the biggest effort
that ever was made by the people
to throw off the monopolistic influences
that they felt were getting tighter and
tighter around them year by year, we see
the result of the Ontario elections. It
was the people's fight. And it is evi-
dence of that kind that forces me to
the conclusion that the people are now think-
ing whether the question of monoply versus
anti-monopoly should not be a question be-
fore the country-not a question of whether
Liberal or Conservative, but whether the
country is to be handed over to a series of
monopolies of which the Canadian Pacific
Railway is head and front as we have had
knowledge of in our western country. We

know perfectly well that that western coun-
try is developed purely on the lines and
according to the ideas of managers of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and I as a repre-
sentativein this honourable House come down
here and find that I an perfectly powerless.
Their control over the organs of public
opinion is a public menace. The object of
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company is
to commit the government to its public ex-
penditure on the coast route that will shut
off all competition from the east, whereas a
line from Edmonton gives the competition
of all the prairie lines to reach it. I
can present petition after petition, but my
opinion or my views or the vie ws of any hon.
gei.tleman that comes down froni the west
are nothing as against the influence that can
be exercised by the managers of these power-
ful corporations where their interests are at
stake. I think the time has come when
it is wise for us to consider whether we
should not check, as far as lies in our power,
a continuance of that system which bas
manifested itself in the contract we have
been discussing. I repeat the former sug-
gestion I made, and that is either hand all
the mining claims over to the individual
effort of the miners, or reserve half, and
form a conpany that will mine for the gov-
ernment upon a hasis of half the profits, as
a revenue to aid in the development of that
country, but do not throw the unknown re-
sources of that mining region into the lap
of these contractors and their friends.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I desire to say a few
words before I record the vote which I pro-
pose to give when the discussion closes.
This, I feel, is one of the most important
questions that has ever been presented for
our consideration in this House. I recognize
more forcibly than I have in other cases the
very serious responsibility which rests upon
the Senate in considering a question of
this nature. It is a governmient measure.
It bas passed the popular House by
a considerable rnajority, and it comes to
us now to either by our approval pass it
into legislation, or by our disapproval defeat
the proposition which is placed before us. I
feel that the position of every hon. gentle-
man in this House imposes very grave respon-
sibilities, that the extent of the responsibility
which rests upon us is greater than in the
other House. Gentlemen occupying seats
in the other House are elected to represent
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the different constituencies in the country. that the contractors, Mackenzie & Mann,
They are elected upon particular issues and desired to build a railway from the Pacifie
they are expected generally to support or coast to the Yukon territory by an entirely
oppose the policy of the government in that different route, and that the government
House and to a certain extent the responsi- compelled them to adopt this route, for con-
bility for the measures which they are called siderations which to themn appeared to be
upon to consider will be thrown by the indi- sufficient. The saie statement, although
vidual member upon the government not quite s0 strongly male, was made ly the
which at the time is administering the leader of the Senate when introducing the
public affairs of the country. We stand bil the other day. Now, while we al
in a different position here. We do not admit this fact, 1 think, perhaps, many who
represent any particular constituences, haVe spoken on that question do not attach
but I feel that we are responsible to the the importance to the relative commercial
whole people of Canada. In considering a, advantages of those different routes which
question of this kind, it is our duty to con- they should attach to them, and in
sider, not whether it is a measure which has order to draw particular attention to
been presented to us by the government or that fact r would invite the rnuse
by any private jember, but to conside o l the to consider some features of those
nseasure purely on it merits as it may affect two routes. So far as the ocean voy-
the commercial interests or the social well- age is concerned, either fron a port in
being or the politica honourof thelpeople of British Columbia, or from a port in the
this country. I feel personally, too, at United States, on the Pacifie Coast, either
somewtat of a disadvantage in forming a Wrangel or the head of Lynn Canal, there
judgment upn a question of this character. are no difficulties to be met. When passen-

coe f rom a section of this Dominion, the gers or freight are landed at Wrangel in the
furthest possible removed fromn the portion 1one case, they have then river navigation of
of the Dominion which the provisions of 150 miles before they reach the southern
this bill affect. I have fe t it my duty, terminus of the proposed railway. That
therefore, when this measure has been pre- river navigation is up the Stikine. The
sented for our consideration, to give it more Stikine River, from a the. information we
than an ordinaryamount of careful studyand can gather from the reports placed before
consideration, in order that I might be able the bouse, is a comparatively small mountain
to properlydisharge the duty which devolves stream. It is shallow, it has a swift cur-
upon me when J cone to pass my vote upon rent, the velocity in certain places and at
this measure, and I desire now merely to certain times in the year being as hig as 8
state as brietly as I can to the ou e the mileq an hour. There are also some obstruc-
reasons which have influenced me in coming tions in the course of the river. h is claimed
to the decision at which I have arrived. In by some tat that navigation is ot very
the first place desire to say a word safe, but I think we may say this in regard
Wth regard to the general character of to it, that it is tedious, it must be difficut,
the route which has been chosen. and must necessarily be expensive, and it
This feature of the case has been already may not be entirely f aree fro danger.
discussed 'at great length, and probably After this stage is passed, the travel of pas-
alrost everything has been stated that can sengers, or the transportation of merchan-
be said both in favour of and against this dise, is to be by the proposed railway. So
Partîcular route. s would simply, therefore, far as the railway transport is con-
direct the attention of the bouse to this crned, there is no comparative advantage
feature of this part of the question ; that is by either line, but at the northern
the admission which is made by every per- terminus of this proposed railway, pas-
son, I believe, who has spoken on the sub- sengers and freigh are landed at a place
jeet, both in the other bouse and in this called Teslin Lake, and from there they have
bouse, that this is not the best commercial again a river navigation. The distance f rom

1route that could have been chosen. The there to Dawson City is 600 miles or up-
Xînister of Railways in his opening; wards, and for that 600 miles the traffic,
remarks in the other bouse, admitted the whether passenger or freight, has be
fcet that it was dot chosen for its commer- hcarried in the saie class of small river
uiao advantages. Ie went further and stated steamers that are to be used on the Stikine
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River. This part (f the journey therefore Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not think the
must, as the Stikinîe River portion, be tedi- proposai in the bill is to establish an ail-
ous, diflicult and expensive. The advan- Canadian route, and I will tell the hon.
tages of the other route are that when the gentleman why.
ocean steamer arrives at the seaport on the
Pacifie coast in Lynn Canal, the passengers Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Parties are travelling
and freight are transferred directly to the' up the Stikine River now and have no difli-

railway and carried to its terminus ; they culties wih the United States customs
are then landed at a point on the Lewes, or authorities.
Yukon River below the Five Finger Rapids. Hon. Mr. WOOD-I fancy that persons
They have there river navigation with a who are travelling that way now have no
depth of water at ail times of the year of at trouble with the United States customs
least five feet, so that steamers can pass authorities, and I understand that parties
from Dawsin City to the terminus of the going by Skagway have no difficulty with
railway in either direction at all times the United States customs.
rapidly and without any excessive charge
for the transportation of passengers or Hon. Mr. ALMON-They may have had
freight. The two nost difficult portions on both routes ; we cannot hear from them.
of the travel by the proposed Stikine Hon. Mr. WOOD-I am also right in
route are the 150 miles of river navi- asserting that parties go in by way of the
gation on the Stikine and the difference Yukon Rean av ties with the
in distance from the terminus of the cukon River and have nodifficulties with the
railway to, Dawson City, which is t customs. The same difficulty, whether they

lay eton Dawsond City whihes. at are more or less, that exist at Dyea we mustleast between 300 and 400 miles. Now, have ini the transhipment of goods at
in my opinion, and I think it must be Wrangel.
apparent to any one who lias had experience
with regard to the cost of travel or freight Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, not at ail.
transportation, that these ditterences must
seriously increase the cost of travel and Hon. Mr. WOOD-I must differ from
freight traffic by the Stikine route over what the hon. gentleman. I am expressing my
it would be if the other route had been opinions and they must be received for what
adopted-that the commercial advantages, they are worth.
are very decidedly in favour of the Hon. Mr. SCOT-But the others are
northern route. But there is another un- facts.
portant difference between these two routes :
the one is open only 5 months of the Hon. Mr. WOOD-What facts does the
year, while the other can be used during ail hon. gentleman refer to?
the year. This is an advantage which, from
a commercial point of view, leaves no coim- H
parison between the utility of the two rou- tion to exact customs duties on the Stikine
tes. i think it is fairly admitted that this route ; on the other route there is always
route lias not been chosen on account of com- the necessity of paying duty or giving a
mercial advantages which it possesses, and bond, or heing accompanied bý a customs
we feel obliged to look for other reasons be- official. There is no similarity between
fore we are justified in adopting it. Let us', them at aIl.
foi, a moment, then, examine the reasons iHon. Mr. WOOD-Perliaps the hion. gen-
which have been given by those who favour1 tlenan cannot see the similarity, but I
this route wh y it is p referred (>ver the otiier. cneste ppa om ob rcsl

on. Mr.y SCOrT-Thee is no propsi-y

In the first place, it as been contended thati eausode the St
this route ras been adopted because it is tothere is arw at neys
an al-Canadian route. need not say very
much u pon tat point, for it bias been already Hon. Mr. MILLS- Wherever there is a
pointed out, and I thnk now is generay rigcit to navigate a river by treaty, as an
adeitted, that the route that is presented in tet a

f or a m o m ent th en, ex a mi eeth etreason H o n .i M r O D - P r s th e o n . gte

this bilh for our acceptance is not ail-Cana- bank, shipping and transiiipping. That ias
dian. been held oter and over again, and been

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -Yes, it is. conceded.
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Hon. Sir MA(KENZIE BOWELL-But in thegovernmentin this House have told
it must be under an ;rrangement with the u that they propose to extend this une to a
customs authorities. seaport in British Columbia, the object of

which, if 1 understand it, is to make it an
Hon. Mr. ALMON-We have a riglit to alI-Canadian route, which it is not at the

kill seals in the Pacifie Ocean, but it took
seven or eight years to get the United States present time.
to concede it. Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The object is to, reach

an ocean port.
inon. t oNr. SCOTT-For years we haveh

been navigatint the Stikine. hon. Mr. WOOD--But if this is an al-
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I ain not dispu gCanadian route, and there is an open port at

dkranieel where we can tranship our goods
that point at all. I amn only saying that ifthatpoit a ail J rn nly ayig tat ! without interfarence by the United States
we tranship goods at Wrangel, in my humble l ee what better off we
opinion that transhipment has to be made o
Under such rules and regulations as the
United States customs may, prescribe. lon. Mr. SCOTT--One would be an ail-

Hon. -- ýILLS-Tle ar mee poicethe-year route and the other would be limit-
Hon. Mr. MILLS--They ae mere police six onths.

regulationsa: no duty can be exacted.
Hon. Mr. WOOD-That is a new feature

lion. Mr. WOOD-No duties are exacted of the case. The obn , then, of extending
at Dyea or Skagway. this ulne to a seaport in British Columbia is

lin. MIr. _MJLLS-OI, yes. roundt a port which will be open ail the year
o r and ot to get an ahl-Canadian route.

Hion. MNr. WOOD 1- If there are, there is a
rebate at the other end.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a matter of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Both. The hon. gen-
tleman is not quite fair. The ocean port
would be in Canadian territory.

roearance; the other is a matter of right. on. Mr. WOOD-But the object, if J
111ht Hon. Mr.e WOD-u thee objct ifht In nn one case we have the right, and in the understand the hon. Secretary of State, iser. we have not. to get a route which will be open all the

lon. Mr. WOOD-We have a right, under year round.
treaty, to navigate the Stikine River but that i Hon. Mr. SCOTT-To a British port alle not ive us a right to tranship goods ate year round.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-Oh, yes, it does. Hon. Mr. WOOD-And not to overcome
any diffieulties which may occur at Wrangel 1

lon. Mr. WOOD-I must differ f rom my
ion. f riend on that point, and I am con-

firned in that opinion from reading the
speech delivered by the hon. Minister of the
Interior in the other House. I was struck
With the explanation which he gave in refer-
ringto this point,that in case regulations were
Made with rea rd to transhipment at Wran-
gel, \which would be vexatious or interfere
with our traffic, one way of obviating it would

be hy making the transhipment at Port Simp-
5on. I can quite understand that that is one

ay of getting clear of this difficulty butthat method of meeting it is subject to
this objection, that it increases the difli-;
eulties and expense attendant upon thetransport of passengers and freight by a route

chich is already difficult and expensive.
Then the hon. gentlemen who are represent-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is silly.

Hon. iMr. WOOD- regret that my views
do not accord precisely with those of the
hon. gentlemen who have interrupted me,
and that I have so far misunderstood the
arguments both in this chamber and in the
other chamber as to have formed the im-
pression which I have with regard to our
rights at Wrangel. It appears to me these
hon. gentlemen are presenting it now in an
entirely new and different light. We have
this statement made with regard to the pro-
posed extension to an open seaport in British
Columbia, that the government have that
under consideration, and that they propose
to ask parliament, before this session closes,
for a sum of money to at least open a wagon
road on that route, the object of which I
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certainly understood to be that we would was at this stage of my remarks, addressing
have an entirely independent Canadian route myself to the commercial merits of these
into that territory. different routes, and not to the political

reasons which the hon. gentleman gave us
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-For the whole year' for adopting what he calls an all-Canadian

Hon. Mr. WOOD--Does the hon. gentle- route. Now, I certainly understood-but I

man mean to tell me that the object of build- may be mistaken in that-that the object of

ing that road is to have a route which will extending this line to a seaport in British

be open all the year-that the government Columbia was to secure an all-Canadian

are going to build a wagon road from a sea- route, and the only remark I intended to

port in British Columbia to Telegraph Creek make on that branch of the subject at

which will be open all the year, and a wagon the present time was this, that in ny opinion

road or any other kind of a road f rom Teslin one of the most serious objections to the

Lake to Dawson all the year I proposition before us is that it absolutely
makes no provision for the extension of this

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is my hon. friend re- line of railway to a seaport in British Colum-
ferring to what I said ? bia. Now, we may be told that it does, but

I desire to direct the attention of the House
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I was just now re- I to this, that the provision in the contract is

ferring to what the lion. Secretary of State in section No. 2, that these contractors are
d nscinN.2 ht hs otatr r

sai .

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I made this
as plain as possible, that the ultimatc object
was to continue the railway south to a port
on the Pacific Ocean in British territory. I
mentioned the fact that it was a prelude to,
a railway-I suppose you have to cut the
road through before you can build the rail-
way. My hon. friend does not want to
understand this matter.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do want to under-
stand what object the government had in
building the wagon road.

incorporated

With all necessary powers to build and operate the
railway above mentioned, and an extension thereof
northward to Dawson City or thereabouts, and nn
extension southward to a point in British Columbia
to be designated by the government and capable of
being made an ocean port.

And in section 5:
The contractors and the contractors' com pany shall

be entitled to receive in preference to any other person
or company during ten years fron the said 1st Sep-
teiber, 1898, such aid or assistance in land or money
as the government may be authorized and may see fit
to grant in aid of a line of railway fromn the Stikine
River to an ocean port in British Colunbia, provided
that the contractors or contractors' conpany are will-

k- h i f
ing to underta e t e constructon o t, e saie at onHon. Mr. MILLS-I told the House, I and completion thereof within a reasonable timie upon

do not know whether my hon. friend was receiving notice thereof fron the governnent.
here or. not-that we had the right to use
the navigation of the Stikine for commercial The observation I make with regard to

purposes; that so far as commerce was con- those provisions in the contract is that while

cerned that was, in effect, an all-Canadian it clothes this company with power to con-

route, but that if difficulties arose and it struct this section of the line, it places upon
became necessary to send troops into the them no obligations whatever to do so. But

country the United States government might' that is not the only serious objection to this

not permit them to go through, and would part of the contract. It places it practically
have the saine right to object to them going beyond the possibility of securing any other

through that they would have to object to company or set of contractors to build that

our sending either troops or commercial pro- 1 portion of the line. Mackenzie & Mann own

ducts by way of Dyea and Skagway-that the hne from Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake.

if it were necessary to send troops there we It would be practically out of the question

could land them at Observatory Inlet or to expect any other company, or set of con-

Portland Inlet, and they could nmarch to tracto rs, to build the connecting line between
Telegraph Creek in order to take the railway that line and an ocean port in British Colum-
there-and that was the reason. bia and undertake to operate the road. It

must be clear to the conimon sense of any
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I have a note here of one that knows anything about operating

that feature of the hon. gentleman's address, railways in this country that those lines, if
and I intended to refer to it later on ; but I they ever are constructed, must be owned
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and operated, to be operated to any advan- and they have that advantage as much by
tage whatever, by the same company one route as by another. The building of
and the same corporation. If the govern- this road gives them noadditional advantage,
ment under this contract decided that in one, s0 far as I can see, in the competition for
two or three years' hence this connecting the trade of that country. But more than
line must be built for giving an all-Canadian that, if it is effected at ail, in my opinion it
route into that country, they are obliged to tends to le8sen the advantage which the
go to Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann and no Canadian mrchants or manufacturers would
others. They can ask them wbat terms they otherwise possess. When the cost of trans-
will build it on, and they have to accept portation is very small compared with the
those terms or they cannot get it buist at ail. original cost of the classof merchandise trans-
That is the position of the government under ported, the a ount of duty is an important
that contract-and I believe that is one of factor in deciding where those goods shal be
the most objectionable features of the con- procured. Therefore, the cheaper you iake
tract as it stands before us to-day. There is the cost of transportation the more import-
another reason which bas been given by ant a factor the amount of duty becomes in
those who have spoken in support of this settling between two contending parties who,
ieasure why this road should be buit, and sha be successful for the competition of the

that was in order to seacure to Canada, as far trade of any particular country. The ad-
as possible, the trade of that Yukon country. vantage of the other routes which have been
I admit that is a laudable and worthy ob proposed is that the cost of transportation
ject, and I would support the government in will be considerably reduced, and therefore
anly reasonable scheme which would have the question of duty wil be a more import-
that end in view. I have therefore listened ant factor in setting where the goods will
Wvith the greatest attention to see explained be purchased or whether the goods that are
by soue one the reasons why they expct this consumed in that country will be of Cana-
road, if constructed, will give Canadian mer- dian or United States origin. On the other
chants or manufacturer,- or producers any 1hard, if you adopt a route which, as I say,
advantage whatever over their United States 1is tedious and must of necessity be expen-
Competitorsp in securing the trade of that sive, when the cost of transportation is one
COutry-and I must admit that I have lis- or two, or three or four, or perhaps five times
tened in vain. There capi be no difference in the original cost of the class of goods which.
the transport of passengers or freight across are transported, the matter of duty is a
the ocean from any Pacifie port to the ter- mere insigniicant factor in determining
mninus of this raiîway or to Port Wrangel. whether those goods shahl be secured; there-
Wshen passengers or freight arrive there it fore this route, by increasing the cost of
"ill not be asked by the railway company I transportation, if it bas any effeet whatever

whether the goods are United States or ta far as competition is concerned, certainly
anadian; there would be no discrimination acts to the disadvantage of the Canadian as
M far as the rates are concerned. The only opposed to bis tanited States competitor.
advantage the Canadian will have wi ll bea
that the United States goods, when they won. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
riach the Canadian boundary, will have to been assuming throughout that Canadian
Pay the Canadian duty, whatever that may goods should not b subjet to duty at Dyea
be. But if the United States and Canadian or Skagway, or wherever the starting point
chOds go in by Skagway or Dyea, the same would be in nited States territory, and I
things precisely prevail. United States would ask him this question: If that was
good when they reach the Canadian bound- the only route into the Yukon country,
ary uust pay the Canadian duty, while the whether the United States government
ennadian goods go i b free. The saine is would allow Canadian goods to be sent
true, 0 far as te transport of merchandise through that border stnp of territory with-

s Cofcerned, for it does not apply to pas- out paying duty to the nited States.
enpger trati s at ail. The only advantage by
ay Of these routes is that Canadian goods on. Mr. ALMON-In bond i
have the advantage over United States goods
tY the anount of the Canadian duty which Hon. Mr. MILLS-What right have you
g'od when they cross the boundary- to aim bonding privileges at ail It is &
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matter of arrangement-I ask my hon. miles in their territory for the five hundred
friend whether he thinks he United States miles of Canadian territory.
government would allow our goods to go
through in bond and without payment of Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes, I think that is a
duty. forcible point. That is one means we would

have in our hands of making a favourable
Hon. Mr. WOOD-If the hon, gentle- arrangement with them in case any trouble

man wants my opinion, I frankly tell him I arose. I do not think the trouble will arise,
think they would. and I think the lion. leader of the House

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What object would will admit that unless the United States
they have? people, by Act of Congress, actuall take

away froin Carnadian goods the bonding,
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I can hardly con- privileges through that narrow strip of

ceive it possible that a civilized nation such country on the Pacific coast, no trouble
as the United States of America is, would would arise, and 1 would go further on
refuse the Canadian people the bonding pri- that point and express my ovn opinion,
vilege over that narrow strip of territory. ta fteTie tts Cnrs

wilmtthat nes the United States nrs

eshould go so far as to prevent Canadian
Hon. Mr.t SNOWBALL- he su ever traders taking their goods and oerchandise

hpievileges through that narrow strip of country with-
out paying duty, it would be an act of legis-

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes, ami a bill was lation for which I do not believe there is a

introduced into the tenate to take away our preceient in the history of any civilized

bonding privileees at Port trangel r that counitry.
bils passed the Senate, but my pvon. friend,
the Secretary of State, told us the other Hot. theirLgoods therch ds
day that ge had heard nothing of e since-
anM Jdo i aamea i o pHon. Mr. WOOD- bt would certainly be

on. ob fw Mr. l WOD-es, and ill wam ainfoohcreo o eiveteei

of it. iso hostile toi the interests of Canada that it
bwould justify the governent, and J believe

Hon. Mr. 'MILLS - You put yourself they would receive the unanimous support
absolutely in their power. of every member of both elhambers of this

parbiament as well as the whole people of
Hon. Mr. WOOD-That is another point. this country, in enacting retaliatory legisla-

I an simply answering the hon. gentleman's tion which would deprive cnited States
question, and in my opinion they would citizens of the right to trade in that country,
not deny us the bonding privilege in that or United States goods of finding a market
country. They have not done it so far. The there. I certainly would endorse any legis-
Hon. Mr. Sifton in the House of Commons etion wbch would go that length if our

Slited States neighbour should go to the
satisfactory arrangements for the bonding extreme length of enacting leislation wlich
privilege over United States territory f rom t would deprive us of the bondine privilege
qyest and Skagway, and I have read in th on that coast.
papers atdifferent tirnes since f hat that Cana-
dian goods are being taken in that way and Hon. Mr. MILLS-You would make the
there is no trouble hatver; and that on road useless to both.
LUnited States goods, as they reach the
Canadian boundary, the duties are collected Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not quite under-
and there is no trouble whatever. stand that. The hbon. gentleman spoke of

the necessity of getting mounted police in
Hon. Mr. BOnLTON-If I may be per- there. Those, oe said, were political reasons

pritted to interrupt ny hon. friend, J wouldewhich justified the construction of this road
just say this that the United States people which in comparison with other roads, had
are just as anxious to get their goods into not the greatest commercial advantages, and
the territory of Alaska along the 4st a willin to admit to the hon. gentleman
ineridian, and would be very thankful indeed that, so far as that part of his argument was
to exchange the bonding privilege of thirty concerned, fe t there was a great deal of
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force in it. I entirely sympathize with the ing some observations to the buse with re-
hon. gentleman in his desire to have an gard to the character of the route which had
entirely independent route to that country, been chosen for building the railway, that is
in case any complication should arise, by now under consideration, and I had en-
which our mounted police or military and deavoured to point out what was admitted
their supplies, both in food and ammunition, on al sides that this route was not chosen
could be got in without being dependent on account of any commercial advantages
upon our neighbours. But, remember, which it possessed. [had also endeavoured
that is only necessary as a means of to point out that, whiie it was claimed to be
communication to fall back upon in an ail-Canadian route, it was not really so,
case complications do arise. The hon. and that the proposition which had been
gentleman himself admitted that while to urged upon the bouse, that the contract
nations remain in the same friendly terms which we are now considering provided for
in which the United States and Canada are th, extension of this road to a port in British
to-day thatfood and supplies for the mounted Columbia, failed to provide any means for
Police or for the military in thatcountry could that extension except upon such terms as
be sent in, for it would not be inquired who the present contractors might dictate. I
was going to eat this food or for what pur- had also pointed out that, while this con-
Pose they were ta be used when they got in. tract might have been justified for political
80 far as building a wagon road, either to an reasons, the reasons which have been giî en
ocean port in British Columbia, or, as I by the leader of the buse of a politicai
understand my hon. friend f rom Shell River, chat acter were not suflicient, in.my opinion,
in from the other side of the mountains, by to justify the House in adopting the con-
which in case of emergency or mounted tract laid before them. I da not intend to
Police, or a military force to support them, occupy the time of the bouse any longer by
could be taken in there and ample supplies observations on the character or the merits
of ammunition to enable them to discharge of these different railway routes. I wish
the duties which devolve upon theni. I merely, in addition to what I have said to
WOuld entirely favour such a proposition refer to the price which it is proposed to pay
whenever it is presented to us. But it must for the construction of this line. The con-
be remembered in connection with that-and tract provides that the contractors shaH col-
I would like to particularly call the atten- lect f rom the gold-producing regions of the
tion of hon. gentlemen to this point in con- Yukon 25,000 acres per mile for the length
nection with that feature of the subject-- of une which they are called upon to con-
that even after this road is built it can only struct, which will amount probably to
be used for that purpose for five months in 3,750,000 acres, or prohably in ail 4,000,000
the year, and I assume that the government acres. The opinions which have already
Will, under these conditions, knowing that been expressed with regard to the value of
the nounted police after they are in there these land differ very widely indeed. I
Will for seven months of the year be shut admit that the value of these lands cannot
out from communication with the outside at the present tinie ho accu-ately stated, and
world-take the precaution this summer, those who have addressed the buse in sup-
and every summer until permanent railway port of this contract have dwelt upon this
coniMmunication is established, of having an feature in regard to the lands. Indeed, this
aniple force of mounted police in there to bas been terned in the other bouse, and I
Preserve order and to maintain government, believe, too, in this bouse, a sort of gamb-
and will see that there is an abundantsupply ling transaction, so great is the uncertaintyOf food, ammunition and whatever else is with regard to the value of the land which-
required for at least twelve months in ad- it is proposed to givo the contractors as a
Vance. reward for the construction of this railway.

I admit there is soinething of that character
At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. in this transaction, but, if 1 look at the sub-

ject rightly, f rom iny own point of view, at
After Recess. ail events, it dos appear to me that one

party to the game hold ah the winning
lelion. Mr. WOOD-Before the Speake al cards. We can only form our judgment of
f t the Chair at 6 o'clock I had been offea- the value of this concession from such infor-
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mation as we have regarding the con We would be led to infer, from the general
dition of things in that remote re- tone and the general une of argument which
gion. The very best authority is the bas been used by inany gentlemen speaking
report of Mr. Ogilvie, a government upon this feature of the case, that these con-
surveyor, who has spent months and years tractors, Mackenzie & Mann, will spend
in trav4 lling through that country. If we roney in exploring that country in hunt-
can helieve the reports which he has sent to ing for gold mines and in the work
us, there are at least many millions of gold of development, and they will probably
already in sight in that country, and the be required to spend ls inuch in that
prospect for the discovery of many millions way as they will ultimately receive frorn the
more are very good indeed. This opinion mines which they discover. 1 do not think
is confirmed by so high an authority as Dr. we are justified in assuring that that is the
Dawson. In addition to this, every letter une of action that they will adopt. I under-
that comes and every report that reaclies us stand they are capable business men, and
from those who are already on the ground, will select these lands with the greâtest care.
tells very much the sane story, and in my 1 have no doubt they will select the very
opinion the discoveries which up to the best experts which they can obtain, and J
present time have been made, place it beyond have no doubt too that they may spend
doubt that the Klondike is really the richest rnoney in exploring, and in the work of
goldproducing country that is known upon the development, and they may enter into mining
face of the globe, and is likely to become the operations if they find that it would be
greatest gold producing country upon the profitable for them to do so; but I desire
face of the globe to-day. If this conjecture humbly to suggest that they wiIl have other
is correct, I feel that we are perfectly right means of making large profits out of this
in assuming that it will be absolutely im- transaction besides engaging in the work of
possible for any man, or number of men, to gold mining. I find that this contract
select out of that whole country four million provides that they will be authorized, when
acres of land, making the selection with this conpany is formed, to issue stock to the
ordinary judgment and discretion, as no amount of $10,000,000, that they will have
doubt these men will without getting the power of issuing bonds to the arount of
tens or hundreds and perhaps many $25,OO( a mile which will amount to nearly,
hundreds of acres of land any one if not quite, $4,000,000 more, that they
acre of which would be worth more than have the further right of mortgaging their
the whole cost of the construction of this line. land grant which they receive to any amount
My hon. friend seems to look incredulous ; which they may think proper. I do not
it is, of course, my own way of looking at it, think there is any candid business man
and I give my own views on the subject listening to my voice to-day who will question
whatever they may be worth. It has been the fact, in the present condition of public
remarked in this connection, lq different feeling in this country and the old country,
speakers, that the cost of discovering the that if this contract becomes ]aw, if this
gold mines, if they exist in that country, company is organizcd and if the securities are
workable gold mines, I mean, will probably placed upon the money market either of the
be on the whole more than the gold that is United States or Great Britain, they Will Lot
taken out of them will be worth. I am fail to realize a surn which would amount to
i.iclined, in a general way, to admit the cor- two or three, or perhaps four or five times the
rectness of that statement. The experience amount of money which it is adritted they
we have had so far in that line will show would be obliged to expend in order to con-
that if you count all the money that has struct this line. I would desire to humbly
been expended in prospecting and exploring, suggest that there is atiother possible way of
and in the work of development of the dif- realizing large profits on these landswhich are
ferent gold fields of the world, the total conceded to them in this contract. So far
would amount to probably as much, or more as my reading upon such subjects has given
than the amount of gold that has ultimately me any opinion in regard to it, I have been
been taken out. While that is so, we have led to conclude that gold diacoveries in the
also this fact, which is quite as well estab- main are accidental, that while explorer$
lished, that in all these rich gold producing and gold hunters may travel over theSe auri-
countries many have made immense fortunes. ferous regions for weeks and months, and
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perhaps years, without finding anything of the richest gold producing countries in
which they can work with a paying product, the world, and especially when the consider-
some man accidentally stumbles upon the ation for which it is given is onlytobuilda
clue which leads to the discovery of the short Iie or railway at a cost of some three
richest and most profitable mines. 1 can or four million dollars. There is one other
readily understand how a shrewd business feature of this contraet, and one other con-
man, who has carefully selected four million l sideration bearing on the terms of the con-
acres of land in a large, rich gold producing tract made with Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann,
country could afford to allow those lands to to which it appears to me but littie attention
lie idle for one vear or two years, or three bas been devoted. The hon. member for
or four or five years, We know it now toa Richmond (r. Miller) in bis admirable
certainty that in the present year thousands address the other day made reference to this
and tens of thousands of explorers will go point, and evidently appreeiated the very
into that country. We have every reason great importance of it; but it bas appeared
to believe that for two, or three, or four or to me that the government, in entering into
five years to corne a still greater number will this contract, have allowed it almost entirely
go into the Yukon. Those men will travel to escape their attention. The point to
over that country in every direction, and, in which 1 refer 18 the earning power of this
my opinion, it is hardly possible to conceive railway, or of any railway constructed from
that upon 4,000,000 acres of land, selected the Pacific coast to the Yukon region which
over that country in almost every direction, as this one will have under the terms of
nobody willstumble upona rich gold producing this contract, a practical monoply of the
mine. If thathappens, what will betheresult- passenger and freight trafic between these
if that find is on one of these 4,000,000 two different peints. It is difficult of course
acres of land, the discoverer of course will te make a 'ery accurate estimate of what the
be well rewarded for his trouble. 'The next earnings of this railway may be, but we
process is to form a company to sell a small have at our command some data from which
amount of stock, a few thousand dollars, in we are enabled te form at least a tolerably
order to provide capital to carry on the approximate estimate of what the earning of
work of development. If the mine proves such a road must be. The hon. leader of the
to be useless, the public that buy that small House, in introducing this bill, told us that
ainount of stock, lose the money they invest a moderate estimate of the number of people
and the original owner loses nothing. If who would go into the Yukon district dur-
the mine proves to be a workable mine, one ing the present year would be 100,000.
Which will pay large profits, the whole
capital of that stock, which may amount to Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said within twelve
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and in months.
8oone cases ti millions of dollars, is readily
sold upfn the market, and the original Hon. Mr. WOOD-Say within twelve
Owners of the land own the greater part months it would be 100,000. The vice-
and receive the returns for the greater part president of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
of it. When we consider the protability of in conversation a day or two ago, estimated
what may be realized nt only in one way it 50 per cent nieore-he thought the number
but in a number of ways, by any persan or would reach 150,000. I have no means of
01y company of mpn who own such an judging, and accept the opinions of such
enormous tract of country in a rich geld- high authorities as these with regard te the
prgducing district, it is hardly possible to number of persons that are likely t travel
Cenceive that it will not yild them at least in thatdirection. It ishardly posible,even
Inany millions of dollars in return, and the if that country sheuld prove not to be se

pOssibilities of the returns which may be rich as it promises to be at the present time,
received are indeed something fabulous. In that this enormous travel will n t continue

'iew%' of these facts, t, for my own part, for at least two, or three, or four, prwbably
hae corne te the conclusion that it is five years fromn the present time. If we
a Most unwise policy for this country admit those fact, I think we are well with
te transfer to any men, or company of men, in the limite if we estimate the annual num-
"0 large an area of mineral lands in what is ber of passenger which would travel over a
known, or at ail events believed te be, one railway in that region at 50,000. e think,
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too, we are well within the bounds of reason
if we* estimate the traffic which would be
carried over the railway at 50,000 tons. I
estimate the charge, a fair passenger charge,
for carrying a passenger over a railway in
that section of the country, at $20. I
know that many have estimated it at very
much more.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What do you estimate
it at as things are now? What does it cost
a passenger now to get in?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I have seen it stated,
but I do not just remember. I think it is
one hundred or one hundred and fifty dollars,
I could not tell the hon. zentlernan just how
much. At all events, I have been partly
guided in making that estimate by this fact.
The contract made with Messrs. Mackenzie
& Mann in the bill before us provides that
the rate shall be fixed by the Governor in
Council, that after four years they shall be
reduced 25 per cent, that after three years
more they shall be reduced another 25 per
cent, and then at the end of ten years they
will come within the provision of the Rail-
way Act. Now, if we start with less than
$20 at the outset, certainly at the end of
ten years we would have pretty cheap rail-
way travel in that section of the country.
If I am correct in this estimate, I would say
that with regard to freight, I have placed
the estimate at $25 a ton which I think is
well within the mark-i have seen it esti-
mated at much larger than that amount.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-A dollar a pound at

present.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes, at present; that
is, $2,000 a ton. I am estimating it at $25
a ton, which would be a very great reduc-
tion. I am possibly below the estimate. I
wish to he very moderate in my statement.
If I am correct in the estimates which I am
making here, the gross earnings of that line
of railway in one year will amount to $2,250-
000. Now, in regard to the operating ex-
penses, if we allow the saine rate for oper-
ating that railway for train mileage that it
costs to operate the Grand Trunk Railway,
the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Inter-
colonial Railway, and such railways as those,
the cost per train mile would range f rom
seventy to eighty-five cents per mile. Upon
that basis, and allowing the cost of operat-

ing thiis railway to be one dollar per ton
mile, the operating expenses for a year would
amount to about $135,000. I could give
the House the details of that calculation if
they wish, but I do not care to take up the
time. But, even supposing it is double that,
make it a quarter of a million, there is still
a couple of million of dollars profit ir the
operation of the road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What does mv hon.
friend count the loss that Canadian com-
merce sustains by the continuance of t hings
as they are now?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I have not gone into
that calculation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It seems to nie that
is a necessary part of the consideration of
this question.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I shall allow mny lion.
f riend to take up that branch of the subjeet,
I have not taken it up, as it is not in the
line of the argument I am making at the
present time. I am not discussing the
loss to Canadian trale. I am looking
at this transaction from the point of
view of the company that shall own and
operate it. One can almost read the coun-
tenance of my hon. friend from Chatham
(Hon. Mr. Snowball), as to his opinion when
these figures are presented to him ; he is
inclined to treat them with derision, I am
not surprised that statements such as
I have just made to the House should strike
the mind of any one at first sight as almost
absurd and ridiculous. But a little reflec-
tion will perhaps lead us to a different con-
clusion. I would like to point out to the
House, in this connection, that the advan-
tages and the conditions under which that
railway will be operated are entirely excep-
tional ; that such conditions have never been
known in the history of this country. I
do not believe that such conditions exist
in any country in the world at the
present time. Just think for a moment of
some of the exceptional conditions under
which that railway will be operated.
Every passenger that passes over that rail-
way goes from one end to the other and pays
the full transportation charge for the whole
distance. Think what carrying 50,000 pas-
sengers means. It means the whole popula-
tion of a city like Ottawa. Remember that
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every other railway in Canada has a large I have heard of only one instance in the
proportion of travel which is suburban in world where a similar condition of things
its character, persons going short distances; existed, and the results in that case were
but on this railway there will be no suburban precisely similar to the results which I claim
travel ; there will be no picnics or Sunday will follow if this railway is built and
school excursions-nothing of that kind at becomes a highway for travel and commerce
all. Every man who passes over that road into that region, and that is the case which
goes from one end to the other, and pays the has already been referred to in the course
full amount of the transportation charge. of this debate-the railway which was built
Then, taken into consideration the lessening in western Australia at the time of the
of the operating expenses. There are no discovery of the celebrated Coolgardie gold
way stations to huild or no station-masters mine. The government of Australia tojk
to pay. Every ton of freight is loaded in the matter in hand at that time. They con-
the cars at one end of the line and emptied tracted with Messrs. Wilkie Bros. for the
out at the other. construction of that road. They paid them

a subsidy of $2,500 a mile, and gave them
Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But there can a certain length of time, after the road was

only be one train on the line at a time. co npleted, to take the profits of the opera-
tion of the road before they handed it over

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Not by any means. to the government. They operated, accord-
You might send one train after another at ing to the statement which appeared in the
every hour in the day. I suppose the train Citizen the other day, for about nine nonths,
could turn around. You would have a turn and in that nine months the profits of the
table. railway were so enormous that it paid the

entire cost of construction, and left the con-
Hon. Mr. SNOWPALL-You must have tractors a h indsome profit in addition.

way stationis to, let the trains pass.

constuctio n Mr. SNOWBALL-Did they pay

Hon. Mra subsidy ofn$2,500veasmile,2and0gave£them

ings or crossingc to allow the trains toe pass. i
What n mean to say is, there is no wayope-
tratlic, and %e ail know that a very large £50on thrai. a cost825 au $12l50
Portion of the expenses-J think my heon. t
friend has had enough raitway experience a mile. The profits from operating the
tO know that-of a railway are the main- 'ad the firt nine a onth paid a cost
tenatace, the comforts they have to provide of i2,000 for the construction of that
for the passengers, and the agents that have road, and I do nor know how much
tO be there to seil the tickets. Tt is tru additioal profit to the contractors besides.

thon.w be obie Mr.NOrAL -Yo mst h Whatever may be the facti with regard to
Ples, andl hae a fiew poersons tationed that statement-and I believe it to be en-

wOeay dlaeafe esn stationsd toel lete- the trin pass. oth ril

long the re, but the cost of that wid -e e
infinitesimal conîpared with the enormous statistics of the colony of western Australia
enPense which every other railway in the that the government syste of that colony,
country Ias to provide for in the matter of which up to 1896 had not been able out of
Way stations. Now, say the exceptionalits own receipts to pay anything near its
conditions are these, that while nhe receipt operating expenses, from the time this rail-
froend traff are excessively high, while this wa was handed over to them it bas yielded

tolr knownu tha-o ah railwaynt artteman

traffi is c rried under conditions which a ag eeuet h oerneto h
exis in regard to no other railway at the colony. This is the only case that f can
Present tie, i hind where the conditions were anything
are similar to the conditions which will exist in

inth minimumect and ifwe crefully that remote part of this Dominion, and I

alon the linem, but th e c ta willy

Cltnider these exceptional conditions, feel safe in predicting that the result in that
think we wicl have n difficuty in arriving case will be the same.
cu the conclusion that these startling state-

ients whi h mad e o the r use a few Hon. Mr. MILLS-Are the rats the
inutes ago are lot at al unreasonable. same as on the Intercolonial 
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not understand this railway is to be built prevents the con-
that. struction of any competing line f rom the

Pacific coast to the Yukon district for the
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My. hon. friend is next five years, and the leader of the House

speaking of Australia. There the whole himse!f, in his opening address, said it would
peop.e were interested in one railway, but be impossiblb to build a competing line from
here there will be only one section. The the direction of Edmonton and have it in
hon. gentleman knows how it works on the operatioi within five year,, so that if this
Intercolonial. bill passes and this contract is entered into,

whether it possesses natural commercial ad-
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not see what vantages or not, the freight trafflie anl the

that has to do with the line of argument. passenger traffic will be compelled, by the
I was speaking of the profits of railwaysi provisions of this bill, to pass over this line
under these conditions where they had ex- if it goes by railway at all. J do iot intend
ceptional tratlic of this character. I do not to detain the House longer upon that
know what the Intercolonial has to do with subject. J pointed out, o the best of
it. J will say this to the hon. gentleman, my ability, what appear to me to be
that every passenger that travels over that great and serious objections to the adoption
railway, if it is constructed, as every pas- of the proposition presented for our con-
senger that travelled over the Australian sideration. I merely wish to to say this in
railway when it was in operation, will pass 1 conclusion, that in my opinion, if it is ne-
from one end to the other and pay twenty cessary to have a railway constructed from
dollars a piece, while the average receipts the Pacific coast to the Yukon country, the
for passengers on the Intercolonial railway negotiations for the construction of a rail-
are only sixty-six cents per head. This results way either by this or any other route should
from the fact that so large a proportion of proceed on the basis of making the traffic
the passenger traffic upon roads like the of the railway pay for its construction. J
Iiitercolonial is of a suburban character, say this because the conditions there are, as
pic-nic excursions and that sort of thing, and I have pointed out, of an entirely excep-
it reduces the average rate per passenger to tional character. It is not for me to
a very siapl amount. In the case of the suggest to the government any parti-
Intercolonial it is sixty-six cents; in the cular ine of action. n presume if J do
case of the Grand Trunk, ninety-eight and a it will not have very inuch weight in their
half ; in the case of the Prince Edward deliberations on the suhject, but J may
Island Railway, it was only fifty cents; in'venture to say that if it can be shown that
the case of the Canada Atlantic, it was it is wise o construct a railway at ail upon
$t1.29, and others about the saae proportion. this rne (and the longest bas been selected)
This only shows in a stisi more marked man- the government might have safely provided
ner the extraordinary contrast between the the funds for the construction of that ine,
condition of things with ordinary railways! relying on the enormous traffic which it
of the country and a railway operating must recoive within the bext 2 or 3 or 5
under the exceptional circurstances under years to reimburse them for the outlay
whica a railway must be operated in that necessary for the cost of construction.
district after it is built. There is just one
other observation in that connection that lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
n wish to make. r opened my remarks hear.
by pointing out that this railway
did not itself possess natural commercial Hon. Mr. WOOD-There are other ways
advantages, that it was not the best route, in which it can be done. As said in the
from a commercial point of view, but J nust remarks that I addressed to the House last
point out in that connection that the govern- session, J ar not in favour of the government
ment aim-and I presume they wiI success- constructing or owning railways if they can
fully accompish what they are aibing at- possibly avoid it. I think it is uch better
to make it the only commercial route by 'o place them under control of private coi-
giving the contractors an entire monopoly panies, and if the government hold that
of railway construction in that section, for view, as J do, it would appear to me a wise
we ail know thatrthe contract under which and prudent course-as well as a safe
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course-to adopt with this or any company, passengers or transportation of freight, I
to advance the money necessary for the con- venture to say here to-day that they will
struction of a railway, or guarantee the bonds find not only one, but half a dozen com-
of the company to give them money or credit panies that will be willing to undertake the
and relyupon the earningsof the road to reim- construction and operation of such a line as
burse the public treasury. In my opnion, that without one dollar of subsidy. These are
there would be very little risk, almost no suggestions which have occurred to my own
risk at all, in a transaction of that kind, but mind. I merely mention them in or-
if the government feel, as they do feel, that der that this House and the country
the public of this country would not justify may know the point of view from which I
them in taking a dollar f rom the public trea- regard this transaction, and if these sugges-
sury to secure the construction of a work of tions should be of any value to the govern-
this kind, I venture here to express the i ment in their future deliberations on the
opinion that there is still another way in subject I shah be only too glad to know it.
which this can be accomplished without I do not intend to detain the bouse any
appropriating anything from the public trea- further on this subjert. I thank hon. gentie-
sury, and that would be by chartering the men very mucl for the careful attention
Company, for which my hon. friend f rom with which they have listened to ry obser-
Calgary has a bill now before the House, or vations. I would say, in closing, that it is
by contracting with Messrs. Mackenzie &with regret ain about to record the vote
Mann, if they chose, for the construction of that 1 am giving in this instance; I should
a line of railway which they stipulate in this have preferred to vote for this proposition
very bill that they shall have the right to if I could have conscientiously done 80.
construct, that is if it is ever constructed, on I desire to say, also, that 1 do not wish to
the very best commercial route which that obstruct railway construction in that
Company can select, anywhere from the head country-if done on reasonable terms, that I
of Lynn Canal inward to a point on the do not wish to place any obstacles in the
Lewes or Yukon River. way of the government in providing reason-

able facihities of ingress and egress for those
lon. Mr. MILLS-Is my hon. friend in who desire to go there in search of gold, or

favour of subsidizing a road f rom the head for any other object. 1 shah, in any pro-
of Lynn Canal position which may be submitted to the

bouse which appears to me at aIl reasonable,
lon. Mr. WOOD--No. be glad to give tl-i governent my support,

and it is only because this proposition con-
ion. Mr. MILLS--I understood him to tains a great many features of so objection-

say so now. able a character, from my point of view,
that I feel compelled, in this instance, to

lion. Mr. WOOD-No; I did not say cast my vote in favour of the amendment
anything of the kind. I said that, in my which bas been moved by My hon. friend
OPinion, there was a method of securinz a from Victoria.
road over a route in that locality, if the hon.
gentlemen are willing to let it be known that
any company who will construct that road
Will be secured from the construction of any
Competing line for five years, as this bill
secures the present contractors, so that they
will have, on the very best commercial route
that they can select between the Pacific
c0ast and the Yukon country, an absolute
1nonopoly of the travel and traffic of that
country for five years at least ; and, if the
government will, at the same time, as they
take the same course they are providing in
this bill, guarantee to the company that con-
atructs that line that they will allow them
reaSonably high charges for the carriage of

24à

Hon. Mr. KING-It was my privilege at
an early period of this session to make a
few remarks to this House on the address
in reply to the speech from the Throne. In
that speech I took occasion to dwell, at con-
siderable length, on the question which is
before us now. The only apology which
I have to offer to the Senate to-night for so
soon again trespassing upon the time of
hon. gentlemen is, that while I had the
honour of occupying a seat in the House of
Commons my hon. friend from Westnore-
land i(Mr. Wood), who has just taken his
seat, also sat in that House, and he very
often paid me the compliment of replying
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to speeches that I delivered in that cham-
ber. To-night I propose to return the com-
pliment, and to be as brief as possible in
doing so. I do not propose to waste time
in discussing the subject further than is
necessary in replying to some statements
made by the hon. member from Westmore-
land. That hon. gentleman comes from my
own province, and I have to say to-night,
as I think is well known to al], that when
he rises to discuss any public measure, he,
at all events, has the faculty of convincing
those who listen to hini that he is
sincere and honest in what he says.
I am not to-night going to charge
him with want of sincerity, but I do say,
and I do believe, that the hon. gentleman is
not as firmly convinced to-night that in the
attitude he bas taken on this particular
question, he is standing on as good ground
as he has heretofore stood in considering
questions in the interest of this country.
The hon. gentleman started out by condemn.
ing the route adopted by the government
for this railway in the Yukon territory.
First of all, he tells us that the Stikine is a
shallow river; that it is not suitable for
navigation; that there are impediments or
obstructions to navigation in that river;
that it is unsafe and dangerous. That may be
all very true, but I claim to-night in discus-
sing this particular question, however, it
may be on other occasions, we all stand
pretty nearly on an equality-the most that
the majority of us know about this Yukon
country is what we have gathered from re-
ports, official and otherwise, which have come
into our hands quite recently. I fancy that
the hon. gentleman's means of getting infor-
mation on this subject do not surpass mine.
And in forming ny conclusion, I am
forced to accept the best authority avail-
able. I may be wrong in the statement
which I am about to make, but if I am
wrong I am subject to correction. I have
been informed, within a very short time,
since corning into this House to-day, that
at the present time the gentlemen who
control the great trans-continental highway
of this country are engaged in constructing
steamers to ply on the Stikine River for the
purpose of transportation in connection with
ocean boats plying between Vancouver and
Wrangel. Then, I think I have another
proof which will be accepted by this House.
I have here before me a copy of the corres-
pondence between the government and some

gentlemen representing capitalists in this
country and elsewhere, who made certain
propositions to the government of Cantada
with regard to the construction of the road
and opening up a means of ingress and egress
to that country. First of al], I refer to an
extract from a letter written to the Hon.
Clifford Sifton, signed by J. Wesley Allison,
in which that gentleman says, after referring
to a road which he proposes to build by
Skagway and Dyea and Lake Bennett :

That your petitioners propose to immediately con-
struct a wagon road from fGlenora to the foot of
Teslin Lake and to provide boats and barges for the
navigation of Teslin Lake and the Hootalinqua,
Lewes and Yukon Rivers, which your petitioners
state is the only means of developing the country
during the year 1898, and until such time as supplies
for the construction of heavier works can be intro-
duced into that country.

I am supposing that the gentleman
who wrote that letter knew something of
the navigation of the Stikine River and the
route to which lie referred. Further on I
find, in a letter addressed to the Minister of
the Interior by Maitland Kersey, represent-
ing a syndicate, making an offer for the cons-
truction of a railway from a point at or near
Glenora on the Stikine River to a point at
the head of Teslin Lake, an approximate dis-
tance of 150 miles in which that gentleman
says :

It is understood that the Government of Canada
and the Governrient of British Columbia desire to
develop at the earliest possible moment a British
Columbia route between some point on the Pacifie
Coast and the territory known as the Yukon.

It is believed that the earliest available route on
the above lines is by means of the Stikine River from
a point at or near (lenora to a point at the head of
Teslin Lake, a distance of approximately 150 miles.

With regard to the development of the wvaterways
north of Teslin Lake, the proposai of the syndicate is
to provide means of communication for the whole of
the section of country from Teslin Lake to Fort Sel-
kirk and Dawson City by means of the Hootalinqua
and Lewes Rivers.

It is proposed to provide ail necessary ineans of
water transportation by steamboats owned and sail-
ing under the British flag on the rivers above
mentioned, to provide trading posts, stores with
niners' outfits, goods and supphies.

In pursuance of its intentions, the syndicate has
aire y secured wharf sites, tiniber and grazing lands
at the head of Teslin Lake, and is at the present
moment constructing steaniboats, barges, small boats,
a sawmill and other buildings on the spot, placing
themselves, it is believed, in the position of bemng the
only parties who, some two months before the naviga-
tion of the Yukon is open, will be capable of carry-
ing passengers and stores into the Yukon territory
by direct means of water transportation.

As I advised you yesterday, we have a fleet of
boats building on the coast, 4ncluding two steamers
and numerous small boats on Teslin Lake itself, the
engines and boilers for these boats and a sawmill
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being sent in over the snow, and I have further a full Dawson City. I was suprised the other day
equipmient of men, sleighs, etc., under an experienced in listening to testimony given in a commit-
man who knows the trail, waiting in Victoria at the
present moment for news to come of the taking of the tee room in this buse, to find that so far
ice on the Stikine River in order that they may as
proceed to open up the trail.. skoi tpen herh ndae

proced t oîe up he tail.confined to an area in that country of some
Now, if I am not very much mistaken, 25 miles by 40. Now, hon. gentlemen, I

this is the route which is suggested by these have thisto say with regard to the opening
gentlemen, and on which they are to-day, at
a fearful cost, constructing steamers on Lake are to be discovered between the houndary
Teslin for the purpose of navigating that of British Columbia following down the
lake and Hootalinqua River. These men streams which this route takes to Dawson
certainly know what they are doing, and City-J say unless something is to be found
yet we have hon. gentlemen standing up in on the rivers wh*ch converge at or near Fort
parliament and telling us what they know Selkirk, or at the mouth of the Lewes River,
about that route, that it is not navigable. I 1 doubt very much whether the government
think I am safe in saying we had better ac- will be warranted in making very large ex-
cept the opinion of gentlemen who are in- penditures in developing tlat country atail.
vesting their hard cash out there in pre- It may be said, however, that there are suffi-
ference to newspaper reports or reports put ciently good indications in that country to
in circulation by people who have never been warrant the government in proceeding to
oui the ground. 1make a large expenditure for the purpose of

n ltopening up that country. I must confess
lriosn r ha AL (Bt.C)-Those some six or eigbt weeks ago I was sofre-

what of that opinion myseif. The longer

ion. 'Mr. KING -Ic have not read the live, and the more I study the subject

Whole correspondence; the hon. gentlem2an and the more information g get upon

bas it hefore bii. I do not know how it i it, the iore ay i convinced that the

Possible that tbey sbould be engaged in government of Canada adopted a correct

transporting material over the snow roads course in not attempting to expend a large

Znstams whic this fruthe take tof awon-

into Teslin Lake and building steamboats inaoutfmoe frteprosofcnh ur o e vn e structing a railway into that country, I would

route not insut tbis honourable bouse by quot-
ing from a book which I propose to quote

lio0. Mr. MACDOÇALD (B.C.)I-They to-night, if it were ht a fact that the bon.

Say they wvent to Victoria to wait for the member for Richmond (,Mr. Miller), wiio
river to freeze. addressed this Ilouse on tbe subject, sô ably

and s eloquently, took the liberty of quot-
bon. Mr. KING-pon. gentlemen in ing f rom it in the course of bis speech. I

discussing this question usually discuss it a not going to weary this house wit-
froîn a Dawson City standpoint. Now, c Prof. Ogilvie reports of that country, but
cIn sure it would be out of place for me to I ask the gouse to listen to a fe extracts
Caîl attention to the fact tbat Dawson City from this book. This is by Mr. Livernash,
on at the extreme western end of tbe Yukon the correspondent of tbe New York pimes,
territory, about as near as it is possible to and the correspondent of the San Francisco
Place it witbout being over the boundarv Examiner. What does he say about that
'ine ia the United States, yet it is a fact country ? On page eleven. you will find that
that, in discussing heans for getting into Mr. Livernash, wlo is corroborated in bis
that country, hon. gentlemen are continually statement by the other gentlemen, Mr. Wills
talkiîng about the best way of getting to and Mr. Landreville, says tbis:
hasitwsof City. Do hon. gentlemen not know To be frank at the outet, scarcely anything is
that the Yukon territory extends from the known of the vast reion wheren Ciree City and

tlortheri boundary of British Columbia to Dawson sit shivering. When anybod tells the
Danwson City and even to tbe Arctic boundaries of a so-called minerai beit thre, it is safe
thattoasme that he is guessing. Men have ot been

1iu tha not know at thle present moving about ix, that savage realin long enough to
syany great gold discoeries know much definitely concring the extent or value

have een ade"n an istrct eceptof the minerai depo)s i ts. Th e best that can ha dloney i to lay before you more or less disconnected bits of
c the vicinity of the Klondike and inCfoiation, springing, as a rule, fro insufficient ex-
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ploration, and to write in a big, bold hand across
nearly all the nap of the frozen northland this honest
word : " Unknown." Consider how immense and
well-nigh inaccessible Alaska and the Yukon district
are, and that until last year only a few hundred
miners were scattered in that great solitude.

And further on page 12:

In the Yukon district the precious metal bas been
found on Forty-inile creek, on the Chandindu River,
on Moose-Hide Creek, on Deadwood Creek, on the
Klondike River, on Dion Creek, on Bryant Creek, on
Montana Creek, on Insley Creek, on tbe Indian River,
on Sixty-mile Creek, on the Stewart River, on the
Pelly River, on the Little Salmon River, on the Big
Salmon River, on the Lewes River, on the Hootalinqua
River, on the Liard River, on the Frances River, and
on the Finlayson River. This last looks formidable ; it
does not follow, however, that these localities are
much known, nor does it follow that the finding of
gold in thern should lead a governnent to presume
richness or even value.

That is the testimony of Mr. Livernash.
Then on page 34 Mr. Livernash says :

With regard tc the extent of gold deposits it is very
easy to fall into an exaggeration of the wealth of the
Klondike. We know from experience the difficulty
of gaining reliable information concerning the actual
yield, and the probable extent of the unmmned gold of
the northern placers. One's first impressions are likely
to be very vide of the truth, so prone are miers to
talk loosely of their earnings and so loud is the clatter
made by a few generously circulating gold-sacks in a
snall camp with few avenues for the expenditure of
wealth. We eau, therefore, readily understand how,
without any intention, to put into his statements a bit
of glitter that should not be there. Mr. Ogilvie went
much astray in his early reports to the Minister of the
Interior ; and it is quite in keeping with the superior
character of the gentleman that scarcely any of the
inatter contained i them lias been reproduced in his
recent work. Unfortunatel for the Klondike, how-
ever, public opinion in the oninion rests largely on
those early reports, so far as relates to the wealth of
claims.

I dare say hon. gentlemen have read this
book. Is it worth while reading the whole,
book overi

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is the best
part of your speech.

Hon. Mr. KING-Then there is some
sworn testimony. John McGillivray, in a
solemn declaration, says :

There has been located in the Yukon district more
than 3,000 claims-more than 250 miles of creeks ; and
a very small portion of the territory located-not more
than fifty miles-is generally believed to be workable
with profit by present methods and with present
values, and by " generally believed," I mean generally
believed by the miners of experience with whom I have
spoken in this regard.

And Alex. Macdonald says:
So far as known to me, and I am familiar with said

creeks, there are not on Bonanza, Eldorado and
Hunker Creeks combined, more than twelve claims
which have yielded an average of $35 per cubic yard

of the dirt handled during the summer season of last
past. This is on a basis of working a eut thirty feet
wide, taking the very richest of the pay-streak. The
>ay-streak is narrow, and runs to colours or no colours

before the rims are reached, even where the bottom
from base to base of hill is less than 300 feet wide.

Prospects and " winter work ' indicate that there
are on sail three creeks about thirty other claims
which will yield an average of $35 per cubic yard of
the dirt handled im a sumuer eut thirty feet vide in
the richest portion of the deposit.

So far as known to nie, after careful inquiry and
prolonged travel and inspections, there are about 200
claims in said district which, in the absence of royalty,
eau be worked under existing conditions and yield
expenses but nothing beyond with certainty, and
which could be worked so as to yield fair profit with
modification of burdensome conditions as to cost of
supplies and absence of moden methods of mining.

There are other extracts, but I will not
weary the House reading them. They are
in the same strain, and in place of leading
me to suppose that there is any positive
certainty of making rich discoveries in that
Yukon territory over and above what is
known to exist within a radius of 50 or 60
miles from Dawson City, the country has no
guarantee that gold is likely to be abundant
as my hon. friend gave us to understand he
believed it would be. One would suppose
from the way lion. gentlemen have been dis-
cussing the Mackenzie & Mann contract,
that they knew ail that was in that country,
thatthey themselves were perfectlycognizant
of the fact that gold was to be found in
abundance on the creeks up there. I think
I am right in stating that probably neither
one of these gentlemen was ever in that
country. They have no more information
than is before hon. gentlemen to-night, and
I must conclude, therefore, that in under-
taking the contract which is called for by
this bill before the House to-night, they are
simply taking their chances. I trust it may
turn out to the advantages of Messrs.
Mackenzie & Mann, but to say that the
government should speculate upon the
chances of that country producing gold,
I do not think the country would warrant it
in taking such a course. That deep interest
is being manifested by the people of Ontario
and Quebec in that great north-western
country, even from Montreal to the Pacific
coast including Vancouver, I have no doubt;
but let me tell this honourable House that
there is a section of this Dominion of Canada
which is not likely to receive very great bene-
fits from the opening of that country, I care
not how it turns out-at any rate not in the
sense in which people in this part and the
other parts of Canada are looking to that
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country. It is true that the people of the derive large benefits from them. I would
maritime provinces-and I do not speak of again call attention to Mr. Livernash's book.
them farther than those I have had the He is a good authority in this matter. With
honour of representing in times past-have regard to quartz mining in tlat country,
an interest in the future of this country, what does he say? On page 55, after refer-
and it is true that if Canada prospers direct- i ing to the cheap cost of mining in that coun-
ly it must lead to their prosperty, but they try, he says:
have not the same direct interest that the Until more is knowu of the Yukon country it will
people further west have. They have an fot be safe to say much as to auriferous quartz.
interest this far, in the fact that the govern- Scarcely any prospecting for gold-bearing quartz has

been done there, and there are not in the region more
ment of this country have been able to find than a lew iiners who are qualified to prospet for
a portion of that great North-west which is such ore. it is true tlat quartz i8 scattered abund-

ableto ake areof isel witoutimpoingantly throughout those portions of the Yukon districtable to take care of itself without imposingwYwhich have been explîîred aiîd along the Yukon
further burdens on the people of these older River for a long distance after it enters Alaska; but
provinces. Again let me say that I think tLis may or may not le significant; for, after al

quartz is the commonest rock in the universe. 1-ow-it is a mistaken notion on the part of any ever, in the Klondike and Indian divisions, along the
hon. gentleman, with the knowledge that Forty-inile, and in some (ther districts the quartz is
we have of that country, to make up his elboNved by slaty rocks suggestive of preciou> metal,

.1and the developments in Cordilleran beit are especial.mind that a very large population is ly the quartz mining ii British Columbia and along
going in to that cointry to remain there the Alaskan coast, are of a eharacter inviting careful
permanently-I mean to remain there prospectirîg of the Yukon region. We do not meanto seak discouragingly of the outlo.k, but to place
any considerable length of time. We o"t testiirioiiy in opposition to the rumours which
have had some experience in gold min- have represented nuch as known, whereas tîext to
ing in this country before 1 have 1nothîng is known.

flot had any personal experience, but 1So miuch with regard to the information
1 do know 1 arn addressing hon. gentlemen which is in our possesson up to the present
to-night who understand the question to time with regard to quartz mining in that
which 1 am referring better than 1 do my- country, Going back again to the route,
self. I refer to the excitement which took let me say Chat was neyer more surprised
possession of this country from 1863 to in my life in listening to the hlon. gentleman
1868, with regard to the discovery in from Westmoreland than was at the atti-
the Cariboo regions in British Columbia. tude taken by that gentleman to-night with
1 know that the local government of regard to the location of this railway into
that proviwhce went to a large expense the Yukon territory. Why, hon. gentlemen
in constructing a wagon road into that is it not a fact-does not every hon. gente
district, and t dare say it was a proper man in this House to-night, within the sound
expenditure on the part of that government, of my voice, know that ever since confedera-
but - may fairly eaim to-night that the dis- tion the policy, not of the Conservative
Covery of gold in the Cariboo district was party but the policy of ail Canada, is to

aot such as to warrant this government, construet railways over Canadian territory
ludging by the experience of that country in such a way as to make ourseves inde-

iii the pastt in making large expenditures pendent of our neighbours to the south of us.
for the purpose of opening up the mining m
industry at this time. I believe in five lon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
Yeats the business of placer mining died
Out in that district, and for years very Hon. Mr. KJNG-Js it not a fact that
little has been done in the wao of placer Canada expended $40,ioppto to construct

fllning in the Cariboo district. I had a railway via the north shore of New Bruns-
two brothers who spent five or six years wick in order to keep away f rom the United
(f life in that country, and I know that is the States frontier. Is it not a fact that our
history they gave me of it, that the great transcontinental highway is carried
Peope came out in 1867 and 1868, and have away north of Lake uperior? And if the
flot gone back since, except to develop the opinions had prevai'ed which have been put
quartz mines in that country. Then, aain forward by the on. gentlemen on the Con-
We are told in this Yukon country there servtive side, notably the lon. gentleman
are imense quartz deposits and that the from Westmoreland, that road would have
1866, wit of Canada are very likely to gone south of Lake Superior. But one of
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the strongest arguments used at, that time try, Venezuela, will be at our back to secure
was that we wanted to be independent of our rights on the Stikine, which rights were
our neighbours to the ,outh, and therefore secured to us by treaty, not between Canada
we would incur the very heavy cost of and the United States, but betwcen Great
carrying it round the north shore of Lake Britain and the United States. If you want
Sup-rior, and we discovered, before it was to be independent of the United States
fin' ly completed, from a military stand- provide your own means of ingress and
point at least the wisdon of constructing egress in that country. If you want the
the road by that route, because it is a vell means of carrving troops and munitions of
known fact and I am not going to charge war to that country, provide your own route
anybcdy with having caused the rebellion and pay for it. I have not a doubt that if
in the North-west -- we found it very con- we secured the route to the Yukon on Cana-
venient at the t'me of the rebellion to have dian territorywewillneverbedeprived of the
a road round the north shore of Lake bonding system f rom Dyea across Ainerican
Superior, although not fully completed, territory. I ar quite satisfied that the feeling
for the purpose of transporting troops which exists regarding that country will be
and munitions of war to queil tha -o strony, as to compel the Wauhington
rebellion. Do we not know that pnior authorities to make an attempt to eprive
to that in the history of the country, when'us of the bonding privileges i that strip of
a rebellion took place in Manitoba we were territory. I for one do not want the gov-
refused permis-ion to take troots throug b d ernment to place us in the humiliating posi-
the Sault St. Marie Canal. Do we flot know tion we would be in if the schetne proposed
that Canada to-day has pursued the same by the hon. -gentleman who has preceded
course that she has been pursuin ail along, me were adopted and I ng surprised
at an expense of some million dollars-I do at any members belonging to the Con-
not know the amount but it is ii ýt srnall- servative party stooping-no I will flot
on the construction of the Sault St. Marie say stooping-but so fnr forgetting the
Canal ? I dare say if to-morrow Canada history and record of their party in this
wanted to use the Sault St. Marie Canal wor country as to advocate any such scheme.
the passage of troops, the United States The hcon. senator from Westmoreland (r.
woul(l concede it. And why? Because de Wood) devoted some considerable tiof in
are independent of them. And that is the his closing remarks to inforoning this use
policy which this country should follow in the that the road that these contractors ae
construction of railways. I say the course authorized and empowered to, construct in
laid down since confederation is the riwht that country is going to be one that will
and proper one for Canada to pursue iii the pay immense profits. But the hon. gentoe-
future, and if to-day we are to have 50,000 man must know-I an sure pe would flot
or 100,000 men in that Yukon district, disguise the fact-that there are other coi-
by all means give us the nearest approach by panies to-day who are in possession of chart-
a Canadian route. I know that soine lion. ers and who have a perfect right to go on and
gentlemen say this is flot a Canadian route. construct roads into tliat Yukon country
They say that we have no guarantee that we across United States and Canadian territory.
are goin to be allowed to use that river. I There is nothing to prevent any coi-
say in the year following the Jubile no pany in Canada or the United States
greater insuit was ever offered to Her or Great Britain, fwroe investing capital
Majesty, Queen Victoria, than to tisl her in in a road across from Dyea to the Lewes
this House that the treaty rights secured to River, or ootalinqua, a distance of
Canada by Her Majesty's government are 225 miles and the hon. gentleman would
going to be taken away from u ; by the have us believe there were millions in it for
Anericans the south of us without re- these contractors. Does the hon. gentleman
sistance on our part. I have more faith in suppose that if there are millions in it, that
Great Britain than that. I believe that the the gentlemen who are so anxious to get to
power that a few years ago made a demon- that country are fot possessed of business
stration such as no nation had ever before tact and knowledge to induce the to adopt
made upon the ocean, in regard to the fleet that route, and if the advantages are as
for the purpose of standing up for te rights great as he points out to-nght, there i more
of a few of ber citizens in that far off coun- money, according to bis showing, in a road
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from Lynn Canal into Lewes or Yukon than of the fact that we have a way of sending
than there is in the other road. Does any- troops and police into that country. Show
body pretend to say we are going to be t.ied these men-aliens nine-tenths of them or
up for ail time to this one road from Tele- seventy-five per cent of them-that the
graph Creek to Teslin Lake ? I do not be- people of this country are prepared, by
lieve a word of it. opening up a way for the transportation of

troops into that region, to nip in the
Hon. M r. WOOD-If my hon. f riend will bud any disturbance there may be

allow me, there are, it is true, two charters in the country and then you have accom-
to two different companies f rom the head of plished ail. You can keep the peace. But
Lynn Canal, not to a point on the Yukon hon. gentlemen if you attempt to govern
River below Five Finger Rapids, but to that country without a ready means of going
some point below Lake Bennett, one the into it, the moment the population of that
British Yukon Company and the other the country discovers that you are at their
Yukon Company. One of the roads goes mercy, that moment will they take advan-
over the White Pass, and the other by the tage of ,the government of this country. And
Taku Inlet, and so far as surveys have been then I venture to say that this chamber would
made on that route, I believe they are both resound with harangues, each an hour long,
impracticable. if the government were not to attempt to

get means of access to that country at the
Hon. Mr. KING-I am surprised at earliest possible moment.

these gentlemen coming and asking for
charters which are impracticable.

Hon. 'Mr. WOOD-And so far as the ad-
vantages of the routes go, they would have
very little a lvantage over the route pro-
posed.

Hon. Mr. KING-Let me tell the hon.
gentleman that if his predictions are true
with regard to the paying qualities of the
150 miles of road between Glenora and
Teslin Lake in the near future, he need not
have any doubt that before a year expires,
so soon as it wili be demonstrated to the
capitalists of this country, we will have the

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Can
troops go in by the Stikine River now ?

Hon. Mr. KTNG-I do not know ; I am
not a lawyer. I have not heard anybody
say that civilians could not go in by the
Stikine River, nor do I think the gentleman
who moved the six months' hoist will dare
to rise in bis place and say that under the
treaty between Great Britain and the
United States, civilians will be prevented
from going up the Stikine River. I do not
think that he will dare to rise from his seat
and say that food for troops will be pre-
vented from going in by that route.

route established which we are ahl anxious
to have, the route from Edmonton to the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-I say troops
Yukon, the route which I approve of above cannot go in.
aIl others, the route which J would give amy
vote for to-night, if it were practicable. But Hon. Mr. KING-The government pro-
we must not lose sight of the fact that the vides that they shall start at an ocean port,
Yukon country is not situated like some and go through the 200 miles up to the end
other countries. The Yukon is right along- of the road at Glenora, and we will not be
side of Alaska. The hon. gentleman from so far off that road at ail. Then, hon. gen-
Westmoreland says we should be satisfied tlemen, reference bas been made to the
With a waggon road. The hon. gentleman i Yukonnavigation. I know we have by treaty
from Shell River says. Open up a trail f rom the same rights on the Yukon River that we
Edmonton to Peice River by the troops have on the Stikine, but do you forget that
and then on to that country. That is not for a thousand miles, at ail events, it passes
What we want. We want some other means through foreign territory?
of getting in to the Yukon. We have no .
guarantee that we are going to have law Hon.Mr. MILLS-Fifteen hundred miles.
and order maintained in that country, un-
les provision is made by which the miners Hon. Mr. KING-And do hon. gentlemen
and the aliens who are there are convinced forget where the outlet of that river is ? We
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may have faith to believe that, so far as our very long before the parliament and this
American neighbours are concerned, we are country. I am only a farmer, but I will
safe ; there is a good feeling, and I am glad venture to say the task I have undertaken
Of it, existing between Great Britain and 1 now, of saying anything new on the ques-
the United States and long may that feeling tion now before this House, would tax the
continue, but do you know this, that in ap- ingenuity of the greatest lawyer in Canada.
proaching the Yukon River you are treading This question has been argued from every
closely upon Russian territory? possible standpoint, not only in the other

House, but already in the Senate and in
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-With these newspapers. So much has been said

the Behring Sea between. that almost every ragamuffin on the street
could dance to the tune of the Klondike

Hon. Mr. KING-And you have not a railway bill. I am not in the habit of
British port nearer to the niouth of the speaking in this House. I have been content,
Yukon than Port Simpson, and you are at on most subjects, to give a silent vote. I do
the mercy, in case of diffliculty, of one or two not trespass on the indulgenge of non. nem-
powers. That is a point worth considering. bers very frequently, but, coming as IL do
This has just occurred to me since I got on from that western portion of Canada, that
my feet, but still I think that that point is is, perhaps, more interested in this bill than
well taken. We have had trouble enough any other portion of the Dominion, I feel I
in Behring Sea before with Russia and the can justly claini the indulgence of this
United States, and we might ha' e trouble louse for a few minutes. A great
in Behring Sea again, and for my part, I deal of advice has been tendered. to
approve of a policy, hon. gentlemen, which, this hon. 8enate. Ve have been dir-
first of all, will make Canada independent of ected ami told how we should vote upon
every other nation, which will keep Canada this question, and have also been told
for the Canadians. I was going to remark, what consequences would follow if we did
" How have the mighty fallen ? " For the not happen te vote in a certain direction. I
eighteen years I have been in politics, I may say, se far as I am concerned, I have
have heard the cry from the mouths of the net been approached by any man, by word
Conservative party, " Canada for the Cana- deed or insinuation, ne one as asked me to
dians." It has been the watchword of the vote against this bil, nor as any one inter-
party, the cry te which, I believe, they owed ested in the bill asked me te vote for it. 1
their eighteen years' possession of power u 'say it with considerable priden I have net
and te-day they are prepared, as a party, te been lobbied-as I have heard some hon.
abandon that cry and say, "Canada for the gentleman say there has been lobbying going
Americans." Vhy, sir, I would net be sur-on-I corne here knowing the responsibility
prised if this vote were taken to-night in that rests upen ue as a senator of the
this chain ber that, at the telegraph offices in Dominion of Canada. Wen I took a seat
San Francisco and Seattle, there are gene- in this chamber I ade up my mnd that v
men waiting for a despatch from Mr. Liver- occupied a different position te that which I
nash, te say that the Senate of Canada had had occupied in the other flouse wiere
decided upon a United States route in served a couple of sessions. In coing here,
preference to an aloCanadian route. I have strong as my political proclivities ight be
taken up more tame than I intended, and I on some questions, I have always determined
thank yen for the great attention that ye e t do my duty honourably, fairly, and justly
have given me. I hope I have not said any- in the interest of the country that I an here
thing which will tend te rate on the feelings th represent. On every question that bas
ef any hon. member. When I do speak, I be- co e before th s ouse I have given a fair
Sieve in saying what I mean; and, when and impartial vote. I have vted against
anmone replies, I ads wilhing to accord hirn the Conservative party, strong as I was i
the sayne privilege. faveur of their general poicy, and J have

made a record that very few reform members
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It i only f rom a rcan equal in this louse. When I cone

sense of duty that I rise to-night t this here and a governament bi is introduced
very late hour te offer a few reniarks te this into this douse I make up ry an d ty
hvuse upon the question whieh bas been give a fair and impartial vote upon it.
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That is my duty to myself and to the peo- from any of the departments. It is
ple I represent, and I would be unworthy of regarded as a sin involving beheading
my position in this House if I did other- for any civil servant to furnish inform-
wise. I put off all my inclinations and vote ation from any of the departments.
for the bill on its merits. My hon. friend If I ask a civil servant for information
here (Sir Frank Smith) yesterday put very he will tell me to move an address for
great emphasis on the fact that a majority papers. I come to the Senate and do that,
of 39 hon. members in the other House had and then have to wait for weeks for the
voted for this bill, and it would be a very return-a return which could be brought
great wrong and great responsibility for us down in an hour and a-half if the govern-
to undertake to thwart the vote of those ment would take the trouble to supply it.
hon. gentlemen. If we are here merely to I have begged and coaxed and done every-
ratify the decisions of the majority in the thing within the power of a private member
lower House, then the sooner we are abolish- to get that information, and yet for six
ed and sent to our homes the better. We weeks I have been waiting for it and have
are here to vote regardless of how they vote not got it yet. How then can we be ex-
in the other House, to vote conscientiously pected to vote for a measure concerning
as an impartial tribunal. Judging by what which the government refuse to give us in-
many of their papers say, it would seem formation I could go home and defend
that they think the country is owned by my conduct before the people of the North-
them. But this is the people's country, and west, if they took me to task for voting in a
we have upon us the greatest responsibility certain way, by saying that the government
that falls upon any men to vote in a fair and told me that so and so was the case, and
impartial and honourable manner, and so that I acted upon their statement. But in
long as I have my judgment and health and order to do that I must have implicit confi-
strength and senses I shall endeavour to do dence in the men who tell me, on their
it in that way, regardless of all threats, fear honour, that such and such is the case. But
or other influence. My hon. friend spoke 1 must look at the record of a man before I
about the influence the majority of 39 "ive him my confidence. If le is in the
had on him. He has already forgotten habit of deceiving me and failing to carry
acts that happened not very long ago. out his pledges, 1 have no right to attach
I quite understand that some men's any importance to his word. Therefore, 1
memories fail them once in a while. I say, J am not at liberty to take the asser-
remember a few years ago a Combine Bill tion of the hn. gentleman opposite when
Passed the other House. The hon. gentle- he said, in the early part of the session,
Man then had not the same respect for the "If you only knew what we k now you would
Majority that he has on this occasion. He vote for this bil-if you poor ignorant
voted in opposition to the wish of the creatures only knew wbat we know you
Popular branch, as it is sometimes called, would give us your support." iere, to-night,
and supported a measure that was not in the hon. gentleman bas been reading extracta
the interests of the country. . Every one fron papers and letters that he got two or
knows there is nothing so unpopular as these three days ago; had they been given to the
ionopolies or combines established in this fouse long ago we might have been in

country. Now, my hon. friend from King's, a position to cast an intelligent vote on this
Prince Edward Island, last night made a measure. When the hon. member tells us
statement which I endorse, but he did not that if we knew what he knows we should
qualify it to the full extent that I desire to vote for this bill, what right have I to ac-
qualify it. He said that he was prepared cept bis assurance h He is one of the few
to give the benefit of doubt to the govern- men in the government that the country re-
nient, a sentiment which I endorse to the as an upright and honest man, but to
very letter. I should be iustified in taking my mmd he is ike the nan who las a repu-
the word of the government, because it is tation for early rising-he can sleep tilt
well known that the government has noon. My desire would be to take the word
chances and opportunities of acquiring in- of the government and vote for the measure,
formation that no private member possesses, but what right have I to place any reliance
but I regret to say that it is a very difficult in the statements of men who have viohated
task for a private member to get information ail their pledges. Look at their programme

wees Ihav ben aitng orit nd av
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when in opposition-their prohibition policy they went by. Major Walsh had ample pro-
-how they have humbugged the country visions for more than six months ahead.
on that question. They preached prohibi-
tion and yet they have been granting per- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why do you
mits for the sale of liquor in the Yukon not bring down those reports ?
until every second house in the Klondike
is a rum shop. I am told that whiskey Hon. Mr. SCOTT--J see them in the
is as free as water in that region, and somne- newspapers. I get them just the way the
times freer. We know what their pledges hon. gentleman gets then.
were on trade questions: have they carried
them out? I challenge them to mention one Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Only the other day
pledge that they made in opposition which the hon. member, in replying to a remark
they have redeemed in office, yet they say to from nie based on some newspaper talk, told
us "if you knew what we know you would us that he did not waste time in reading the
vote for this bill." I want some better newspapers. As a business man J regret to
ground for supporting a measure which, on say that this government contains no busi-
the farce of it, is objectionable. J am opposed ness men. It is a government of lawyers.
to one feature of this bill which has not yet Now, I give a lavyer ail the credit he is
been referred to, I am not going to speak entitled to, but a lawyer is not the greatest
about the Stikine route, I know nothing man in Canada. J ar prepared to award
about it, and J venture to say that nine- to these gentlemen ail they are entitled to,
tenths of those who have spoken on the but when you have a government composed,
subject know as little as I do. If I had not as the present one is, of a large number of
been opposed to the bill before this debate lawyers, who are the most unreason-
began, the speech of my hon. friend f rom able and inexperienced men in the country
New Brunswick çMr. King) would have con- to do business with, and the hast men
vinced me, so would the speech of the hon. you would trust te carry through a
Secretary of State, and, above all, the speech commercial and financial transaction-be-
of the hon. senator from Toronto, (Sir Frank cause a lawyer wants the wbole thing him-
Smith). J can hardly contain the convictions self-you migbt expect just such a measure
that have been forced upon me by these as this. I ar opposed to the bill on the
gentlemen. They have failed to advance ground that there is no precedent for such
one solitary argument in favour of this mea- legishtion in the bistory of the world. It
sure-and the government in giving this differs from any charter ever asked for in
company so much land and spending so much parliament to my knowledge. It is charter-
money. ing a company which may build a line fron

the tropics to, the Artic circle. It is wbat
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no money in- you might expect from a government who

volved. know notbing about the suhject. The
Minister's own argument in defence of the

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--No money involved,
wben you are. 1itann Coms ir tbing about it. The Secretary of Statewhen you are miaintaining Commissioner

Walsh and purchasing 13,000 lbs. of beef at s
a dollar a pound? good, and that Yankee fellow the other day

said that there was only 80,000 acres of
land in -the Yukon country on which g~o1d

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was for the bas been discovered yet. y
starving miners. Mr. Walsh had abundantfoC imef any knowledge of the country, withprovisions forundue haste, without calling for tenders

contrary to every precedent-contrary to
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-How does the the principle which bon. gentlemen opposite

hon. gentleman know that the beef wasýhon.genlemn kow tat he eefwasadvocated in opposition about letting con-
bought for starving minersbougt fo strvin minrsltracts-they give a contract to Mackenzie

& Mann to, build a railway beginning no-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT- The reports that came where and ending nowhere, and wbich leaves

through were that persons coming out froin us at the mercy of the United States if we
Dawson reied on the police to feed them as wis to take arnIed forces into that country.
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The railway terminates 300 miles from
Dawson on a river difficult of navigation
during the short season when it is open, as
we learn from the newspapers, and that is
the only way we can get information about
that country. I say they are humbugging
us and humbugging the country. I am op-
posed to this railway being built at all. I
do not think it should be built at the pre-
sent time, even by the Edmonton route. No
country ever undertook to build a road
without knowing the first thing of the
character of the country through which it
was to pass and the difficulties to be
encountered. The hook published by that
Yankee, from which the hon. gentleman
quotes, does not give a very flattering
description of that region. He speaks of

that a railway was built to that country,.
but you cannot get it. They know that it
is a magnificent country and a country
which will produce millions upon millions of
bushels of wheat, and afford traflic for a
railway. There is a chance for us to spend
money in the development of the country,
where we have hundreds and thousands of
good honest settlers, and not ninety per
cent aliens. There they are with their wives
and families suffering with privations of
pioneer life. It would make you heart bleed
if you went to that country and saw those
people suffering as I have, and I have raised
my voice in the House in advocacy of the-
policy of making the government complete
the lines of railway, but there is no effort
to have them completed. They look with a

the frost being several feet deep in the coldness cqual to an iceberg upon.
ground, and he describes the difficulty of the hardships and privations of these
striking pay dirt. These are facts which people, while away in the Klondike
are not denied. The government them- they want to build a railroad and charge
selves have very little to say in favour of the country with it for the benefit of a small
that distant country, and they speak of population mist of whom are aliens. They
Mackenzie and Mann as though they were say it does not cost anything, but that is a
philanthropists going in there to build a blind. Tbey are advertising to the world
great railway for which they are t> get that this raiiway is to be built, and if men
practically nothing. The country is yet un- go there it will be because of the false ad-
developed ; in course of time it may be vertisements which attracts thein. It was a
more populous, but that time has not yet violation of every principle of responsible
arrived, and it is premature to undertake government to seal a contract and act as the
the construction of a railway under the cir- government did, and there was no justifica-
cumastances. When a member of the gov- tion whatever for it They have sent their-
ernment said in the other House that it agent, Mr. Ogilvie, across to the old country
was a huge gamble he described it correctly. where he is lecturing, and he is booming the
I was surprised to hear hon. gentlemen op- conipany with a view of making the stock
Posite say that this company would inake seIl better, so that they will raise lots of
its money out of the poor confiding English- money. No wonder it ib called a gamble.
men who would advance money for the con- It is worse than a gauble, becau8e fraud
struction of the road. Such a policy is added to a gamble makes the gamble still
enough to ruin the financial standing of the worse. 1 think it is a complete fraud upon
country. Nine-tenths of the people in the the honesty, integrity and faith of the coun-
Klondike region are aliens, and if a railway try, becausewhile every citizen should have
is wanted for their accommodation there faith in the government, and when the
are three projects ready to be promoted government announce to the world that they
without giving a monopoly to this company. are doing something which they are not
There are thousands of settlers in our north- doing, I say it is worse than a crime-it is a
West who have been waiting for years for trick, an insult, and an injury to the credit
railway facilities which the government and intelligence of the*people of Canada. I
have not feit themselves in a position to suppose the word trick is hardly parliamen-
furnish, yet we are asked to subsidize a tary, I will say an act.
comrpany to build a road into the Klondike
Where very few people live and where Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, the expression is.
Iost of those who are there are aliens. nild.

There in the North-west Territories the
settlers are hanging on by the eyelids in Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I challenge any
the hape that the govertment would see member of the governmnet to contradict one
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word I have said about the violation of the The hon. gentleman told us that the other
promises they made when in opposition. I day in describing the way to get into this
have heard the Prime Minister-whom I Yukon country, andI he thought if it was a
have always spoken of in the highest ternis great argument in support of his side of the
-denounce the national policy, and the big question. But lie did not do it fairly. I tell
member for Guysborough says it is not a him in unmistakable language that he did
national policy, it is a national poultice, not do it fairly, because lie started at Winni-
drawing the money out of the people's peg, and told you that it was 1,000 miles
pockets, and ever since that memorable from Winnipeg to Calgary. He might as
expression, they have styled him the big weil start at South Africa and he
poultice. lhe people believed him and would have made the distance a little
thought lie was telling the truth. But if longer. He might as well have started
they were to appeal to that western country at Halifax and gone three times round
to-day, they would find a different feeling Prince Edward Iand and he would have
altogether. They niay humbug them while had the distance a littie longer. Winnipeg
they are in power, but the day of resurrec- lias no more to do with it than the man in
tion is coming and the judgment is upon the moon. If he had starte at Calgarv and
them, and the word will be to them, " De- told you that you had to pay for the heavy
part, I know ye not." I am opposed to this haulon the Rocky Mountains and then round
railway. Hon. gentlemen have heard this up to the Klondike, putting that as one
matter fully discussed. Common sense is route and comparing it with the Edmonton
the gauge that guides a man in the success- route it would have been an honest compar-
ful performance of any kind of work. In ison, but he could not start at Calgary, be-
proportion as lie lias common sense, lie will cause his disposition was to nislead the
be successful, and J say that the common people and he had to start at Winnipeg and
sense of any man will tell him that it is a say it was a thousand miles, whule it was less
most preposterous, outrageous and unjustifi- than nine hutidred. At the present tire 1
able thing to undertake to build a railway, amnot in favour of a railway. I say it is
starting at the interior of a country prerature, and I will stake My repu-
where it will cost a man his life and tation, as a man of common sense,
fortune to get to one end of it, or cost as a man living in the country, as
his life and fortune to get from there to the a man who knows something of what lie
other end of it. i am not going into the is talking about, that if you cannot com-
details of it, because I have no desire to plete it aIl the way, it is premature. I
repeat arguments which have been advan- say this tramway is a humbug and a piece
ced so many times. We have the North- of bosh. It is not worthy of the name, and
west Central Railway going throu2h .one of I ar surprised lion, gentlemen would think
the finest countries in the world. It is pro- about calling it a railway. Itisonlyanar-
jected 50 miles and it goes by the very door row gauge road, and will be no use when it
of the member of East Assinaboia in the is built. What I would propose would be
other House, and that railway is not being to build a wagon road for the tire being,
pushed forward. Hundreds of honest, loyal starting at Edmonton. The road is partly
Canadians are living there in the hope that built, and we have long water stretches
it will be built, but the government is not along that une which would make it easy of
granting aid. I venture to say there are construction, and render it easy to get into
ten times as inany people living on those that country. We would then have an all-
railroads, Canadians with their wives and Canadianroute,and we would not be troubled
families and with all their machinery to with ah these perplexing questions that
work, as there are in the Klondike, but the may lead to trouble between United States
government does not know then, and does and Great Britain by some rash man violat-
not care a snap about them. When my hon. ing the law or doing something wrong.
friend speaks about these miners going back They ray incur that disadvantage and mis-
into Assiniboia and Western Canada to fortune to the empire. In this way they
farm, it shows the very vague and imperfect would have no difficulty of that kind what-
idea he bas both of the character of the ever. J hold in my hand a map on which I
miners and the character of the country. can show you the proper route. I have
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made a few notes as to the distances be- all the line I am speaking of gold is found.
cause they are difficult to remember, and i By means of the wagon road you would
will mention then :- develop that country, you would open up an

- agricultural country, where, if the miner
was dissatisfied or had made his pile, he

- could locate on a farm. That would be
possible on this route but not on the other
route. It is said that ninety per cent of

Wagon road now in use Edmonton to these men who go to the Yukon will be
Peace River .... 260 aliens. They are coming to the country toSteainn .%igati>)n on Peace River to
Fort St. John........................ 140 take the wealth away, and ail the country

Wagon road St. John to Forks of receives from them is what they pay for
Nelson............ ......... 1-5

t nig'ation down Nelson and u ....... 150supplies; but the men, as a rule, who comeby
Liard to foot of rapids.... ... ......... .. 135 the Pacific routes buy United States goods at

Wa-on road around rapids on Liard..-........3 San Francisco, Seattle and Washington, andSteai navigation on Liard throughd
Rocker mountain to foot of Brulé d r ponts along the line. Ail the
portage .......................... .... 40 provisions they require are supplied by the

Wagon road foot of Brui portage to .. United States already. We may possibly,head of Cramîberry pôrtage.......... ... ...... 15
Navigation head of Cranberry portage on our side of the mountains, compete with

tornces Lake.. ......... .... .. ..... 175 these men in our produce-beef, pork, mut-
Wagon road Francis Lake to Pelly 5ton, eggs and. butter-that miners require in

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . order to supply them with food. But by this
Totals. ........... . .. 260 490 250; Stikitie route all supplies would have to he
Grand total................1000 Miles. hauled across the Rocky Mountains and up

that difficult road to get into the Klondike,
And when that is reached you are at the and no wonder it costs ten dollars a hundred

head of ail routes. to obtain it up there. We cannot compete
for that trade. We cannot compete for the

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How supplies that are going into that country,
Imlany transhipments ? because the Americans have the advantage

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Two or three. You of us in their better means of transportation.
can take your load off the wagon and put They are nearer the waterway. Hon.
it on the boat. I would advocate the open- gentlemen beard Mr. Thompson tell
ing up of a good wagon road by which the committee on the Ottawa Canal the
people could go in there. My hon. other day about the contrast between
friend fron Shell River (Mr. Boulton), the railways and waterways as to the
haid that if he had a letter of credit from cost of carrying goods. That gentleman
the Hudson's Bay Company, he could go in was a Yankee, but a fair man, and gave a
there in six weeks. If a wagon road were good illustration of the differerce between
built in there, you would have the means of the two ways of transporting freight. I say
transportation and after the country is it is a mistaken idea for any gûvernment to
developed if the circumstances of the case undertake to say that high and extravagant
warranted it, the government could build a rates will pay for the building of a railroad.
proper road. I was the representative of Nothing will retard the progress and de-
the territories at the World's Fair, and I velopment of any country like excessive
can tell hon. gentlemen that we had the charges of transportation in and out of that
finest of wheat exhibited there which was country. I live at Wolseley, 300 miles west
grown upon the Peace River, some five or six of Winnipeg, on the Canadian Pacitie Rail-
hundred milees north of Edmonton. There way. If the governrent of Canada would
is good forage there for horses, and there are give me the whole municipality of Wolseley
mfany advantages near the head waters of and give me no railroad, I would not take it.
those rivers. It is said the sources of those h would not be worth a ha'penny; and if
rivers abound with gold, and that the gold the railroad were built and nosettlers there,
is not all in the Klondike region. I saw a the railroad would not be worth a hapenny,
letter in the press the other day, written at and I say it is proper and right for the gov-
Prince Albert, stating that there were large ernment to subsidize a railroad into such a
,quantjtjesof gold found ontheseriversinfact country in order to get it buit. Then, itis
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right again to see that the freight rates are that blunder himself. The hon. gentleman
not exhorbitant, or extravagant, or burden- made that statement in my hearing, but in
some on the people who are in that country. the face of that the government have gone
It is a mistaken policy to allow heavy charges on and given these men just such a monopoly
for freight, and if you desire to make a they have everlastingly been finding fault
country prosperous you must make trans- with the Conservatives for giving. They

portation ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ý aslca osbetu orgn give a monopoly for five years, and give them,portation as low as possible, thus encouraging,
the men to go in there. He will have some an extravagant rate for it, because in five
heart to go to work and develop the years there will be 25 per cent taken otl' and
cou ntry But as to this Yukon district, in another five years there will be another 25
not one man in 10,000 in Canada, percenttaken off which will make50per
I was going to say, who will go into cent of a reduction. 1 think, therefore, that
that country will make more than he wiIl the rate in the first place must be too high.
take in if extravagant charges are allowed on The rate should be reasonable at the start
transportatiun. There was an argument the and the government should, if necessarv, pay
other day about rich gentlemen going into a bonus to the company, until the country is
that country. We do not want any rich silk- settled enough, to make the operation of the
gloved men in that country. We want the line profitable. Lt is not good policy to
workingman. I say the policy of the gov- undertake to build a railroad and expeet the
ernment, if they are going to build a railway poor man going into that country to bave
there, for the first five or six years after that the last dollar extorted from him in order to
railway is opened should be to allow only pay for its construction, while the customs
the lowest rates to be charged, even if the derives a revenue from him. Lt is a policy
government have to give a premiun to the which will cause great injury to the develop-
railway company to take suppliew in for ment of the country.
the people into that country. Then in a
few years the increased business consequent
upon so many people going into the country
will ten times over pay the loss in the first
place. That is a sound and honest and
businesslike principle. If you undertake to
handicap any businesslike principle. If you
undertake to handicap any business on the
start, you kill it. You could not build a
factory or an industry if you worked on the
financial basis, that the company had to
pay up the dividends, pay for the work and
pay everything out of the profits on the
start. When the government build a rail-
way into that country, I would like not
only to see them give them a proper subsidy
but to see the government have sone officer
to see that it shall be properly built and to
fix the rate. What do you find in the con-
tract? I remember when the Canadian
Pacific Railway was built Sir Wilfrid
Laurier said that if the governinent had
taken the advice of Mr. Blake they
would have had a fixed rate upon that
railway above which the company could not
have gone, and then they would have had a
living rate. And what has happened in this
case ? They do not profit by the experience of
their predecessors. I do not blame a man
for making a blunder at first, but when he
sees other people blundering and observes
the effect of it, he should be able to avoid

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Will the hon. gentle-
man tell us where the government are to get
t-he money 1

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentleman
ought to be able to solve that question him-
self. He has solved more difficult problems
in his life. One of the great arguments in
supporting this measure is that the road will
afford a market for our people, but if that is
the nost important object, the Edmonton
route would serve the purposes of Canada
better. It would afford a market for the
settlers in the North-west as well as for the
manufacturers in eastern Canada, so that
the benefits of the work would be distributed
over the whole Dominion; but building it
from the Stikine would give the bulk of the
traffic to the United States, and Canada
will be the poorer by the amount of gold
taken out of the country. I am going to
vote against the bill. I am not lacking in
courage in some directions, but I would not
have the courage to go back and face an
indignant people if I voted for this ineasure.
Since it was made public, I have received
many letters f rom people in the North-west,
not one of them in favour of the bill. If
the government could read the writing on
the wall, they would see that their fate
would be sealed by the passage of this bill,
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and the Senate will do them the best acquainted with the feelings of members
possible service by throwing it out. supporting the government than the hon.
When the time comes when a railroad will gentleman hinself is. How long he or his
be required, sonething will be known of the friends inight desire to occupy the time of
best route by which to build it. There is the Senate is, of course, better known to
room for two lines into that country, one hin than it can possibly be to me. This I
through the great mineral district north of can say, those who will vote for the anend-
iKootenay, and the other through the prairie ment are ready whenever the leader of the
countrv. Throughout this whole affair the buse is inclined to cail for a division to
governiment have shown undue haste. It is casttheir votes.
simply an outrage on the public to dispose
of dredging licenses as they have been dis- Hon. Sir FRANK SMITJ-Is it proper
posed of. No wonder the ministers call this for a nember to pair?
a huge gamble-they have sold dredging
licenses to speculators so that if a poor man Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understand that my
goes into that country and happens to locate hon. friend is ill and would like to leave
a claim on a paying sand bar, he will find certainly he can pair.
the heirs of Mercier, or some other clique, Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-I mean for
seeking possession'of it. In the eyes of the
people of Canada to-day the government n
stand condemned ; they have spun the rope able to get here.
that will be placed in the executioners hands
at the next election. Their days are num- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
bered. As the judge metes out the days of a nember wishes to leave for any reason,
Mercy to a condemned criminal, so the days and can get a pair, it is considered the same
of this government are numbered by the as if he had remained to cast bis vote. My
number of days between now and the next hon. friend, I understand, lias arranged a
election. By not fulfilling their promises pair with Mr. Ferguson.
to the electors on the tariff they have
Woven one strand in the rope; the Drum- Hon. Mr. ALLAN-There is no doubt
Inond County deal is the second strand, and about the right of a member to pair. We
this Yukon transaction is the third strand, had an illustration when the vote on the
and I tell you they lpve woven a rope so DrummondRailway Bill was taken last year.
strong for their own execution that it will An hon. gentleman opposite came across the
not break. floor to me and asked if I would pair with

Hon. Mr. F1SET moved the adjournment hiin and I did so.
of the Debate. The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the leader of the House
when be expects this debate will close? I
ask the question in order that members may i
govern themselves accordingly. THE SENATE.

lion. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to say
how long the debate will last. I under- Ottawa, Friday, 251h lfarch, 1898.
stand a number of members desire to speak
Yet. The hon. gentleman knows the pro- The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
gress we are making, and I an satisfied that o'Cloek.
the debate cannot come to an end before
Tuesday next. My hon. friend ought to r
knOW more about the matter than I do, but
that is My impression from what J see and I O I O NT
can learn.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If FIRST REPORT ADOPTED.

I could have my way the vote would be Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING, from the
taken to-morrow night, but I am not better Joint Cornittee on Printing of Parliament,
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presented the first report and moved its
adoption.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of ooposing the motion of the
hon. chairman of the comnittee, but the
uniform practice with these reports is that we
have waited till the House of Commons bas
adopted themu. I think there is soie recoin-
mendation with reference to an expenditure
and we shouild await the action of the other
House on the report.

The motion was agreed to.

THE SONGIEE INDIAN RESERVE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN ioved:
That an hmnhle address be presented to lil. Excel-

lency the Governor General, praying that His Ex-
cellency wini cause to be laid before tht seniate, copie,
of ail c, respxnulence betw en Mr. .1. A. J. le Kenna.
the representative Of the Departtent of the Interior,
and any imemiber of the ritish Columbia governt-
ment in respect to the piopse rmoval of the !in-
dians froin the Songhet Reserv-Oe in the citv of Vie-
toria, Britih Colunibia.

He said :-- do not think the motion re-
quires any renarks on my part further than,
for the inf,>rmîation of the H touse, J night
say that the Songhee Indian reserve is situ-
ated in the centre of the city of Victoria,
that communication lias been hield between
the local and federal governiments with re-
ference to renoving those Indians out of
the city. The people of the city of Vic-
toria are very anxious that they should be
renoved, but for soie reason or other, nego-
tiations thus far have not met with success,
and we in British Columnbia would like to
know whether it is lue to the grasping
policy of this governrment, or the policy of
the governnent in British Columbia. It is
a scandal and a disgrace to have an Indian
reserve of over 100 acres on whicli there are
100 Indians situated alnost in the centre
of a citv like Victoria.

that lie will stick to it till it comes to some-
thing.

The motion was agreed to.

CONTRACT OF TIGNISHI BREAK-
WATER.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE inquired-
1. Is the work on a contract assigned to .1. H. My-

riek & CO. on Tignish breakwater being proceeded
Vi th.

2. Has an inspector for this work been appointed.
3. If net, wiy not.

He said :-I nay say that I have it froim a
very reliable source that work under this
contract bas been comnienced and proceeded
with to a very considerable extent already.

i and up to the present time there is no in-
spector looking after the work. As it is a
work exposed to the action of the sea, it is
of the utimost iipotance that it should be
proceeded with at once.

lon. Mr. MILLS-l may say, in reply
to the lion. umeiber, as to his first question,
that the contract with J. H. Myrick & Co.
was returned duly signed to the departnient
on the 8thi instant, and preparations are
being made by them to proceed with the
work. To the second question I may say
that no inspector has yet been appointed ;
to the third, that the inspector is generally
appointed by the departinent when the actual
wo'k on the ground bas been comnenced.

DISMISSALS 0F GOV ERINMENT
EMPLOYEES.

RETURNS LAID ON TIIE TABLE.

lon.' Mr. SCOTT laid on the table of
the House returns in connection with dis-
missals.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not the whole of the returns called
for ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is one more to
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I an !come. This is the return from the Post

very glad the hon. gentleiman has brouglit Office Departimîent.
this Inatter before the louse. We have
been struggIing with this matter of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Songhee reserve for the last 20 years and God help the poor officiais.
have failed so far to accomplish anything. Hon. Mr. SCOTT--You can understand
It seems the Indians have rights which can the cost of making up the return.
not be controlled without their consent, but
the lion. gentleman is a new broom and J Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
wish hin all success in the matter and hope is sometimes necessary, in order to expose
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the iniquities of the government, to get re-
turns printed, even if they do cost something.

THE YUKON RAILWAY COMPANY'S
BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being read,-

Resuiming the further adjourned debate on the
second reading (iH: 6) an Act to confirn an agree-
ient between ler Majesty and William Mackenzie
and Donald 1>. Mann, and to incorporate the Caria-
dian Yiukonî Railwav Comnpany - and the mnotion in
amîîendment of the Honourable ir. Macdonald (<1.C.),
that the said hil be not now read a secon(d time, but
that it be read a second tiie this day six months.
(Mon. Mr. Fiset.)

Hon. Mr. DEVER said: I find that the
hon. gentleman .fromr Rimouski moved the
adjournment of the debate, not for himself,
but for another member, and as that bon.
gentleman is not disposed to speak to-day,,
I wish to sav a few words on the subject
before the 1-use In doing so, 1 intend, as
preliminarv to hvlat I have to say on the
main question, to address myself to some of
those who have preceded me. First I shall
address myself to the lion. member fron
Shell River (Mr. Boulton) I apologize to
that bon. gentleman if I in any way inter-
jected anything that was offensive to him.
i have always found himn a man who was
entitled to respect in this louse, a gentie-
Imian who is anxious to perform his duty as
a Senator, who is an agreeable speaker, and
always ready to present pub lic questionsi
before this House in a manner attractive
and becoming to one on whon we look as a
Man of retinenient and education. Saying
this for the hlon. gentleman, and nuch more
that I wvould wish to sav, I must beg his
pardon and tell himn that when lie comes t,
the plilosoply of finance, unfort.unately bis
proposit;(ons never satisfy my views. I maybe wrong, and I dare say it is my fault, but
at ail events some of his propositions last
light did not meet my approbation when he
seened to argue that, because gentlemen
Sought a charter fron the government
to go on with a work they lad no right)
tO have power to issue bonds for more
than the work might be worth. Now,
the view I take of a charter of that de-
scription, especially in the case of Mr.
Mackenzie whîch he instanced, the Toronto
Tramway Company, I could not perceive
Why they should not have a riglt to issue
bonds for any amount * on the security of
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their charter. That did not compel appli-
cants to give their price. Their bonds were
like greenbacks, liable to fluctuation, and
fluctuating until they reached a level of what
was a bona fide gold basis. Therefore, I
cannot conceive what injustice or wrong-
doing any gentleman might be guilty of in
issuing promises to pay for certain amounts
when it was optional for parties to purchase
or decline to purchase as they thought
proper.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man should realize that the power to issue
stocks and bonds is the power to tax the
people.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-No doubt of that,
but the people need not be taxed--they need
not own the bonds. We have no right to
restrict a commodity which is merchandise
in the market, especially we who claim to be
free traders. At ail events, that is the view
I take of it, and I trust in taking this view
I nay not be considered anxious to be at
issue with the hon. gentleman ; but I thought
it ny duty to interrupt hin to explain the
view I took of his philosophy in finance.
The next friend, to whon 1 shall offer a few
remarks, is my lonoured friend from the
woolly west (.Ir. Perley). We all know that
the hon. gentleman is blessed with great
physical force and mental power, and when
lie gets his angry passions up he feels irresis-
tible. I have pride in hirm for many reasons.
I have pride in him especially because he
was a New Brunswick boy. We have ail
read of the great Bufllo Bill. I have myself
stood at the street corners in silent wonder
attheevolutions of that wonderful performer.
We have read about it in the papers and
the youngsters were ail anxious to see the
show ; but may I tell you lion. gentleman, I
was more pleased and I think better satis-
fied at tiat grand performance which was
put on our boards last night by the lion. gen-
tlenan from Wolseley than I ever was before.
Coming down to the financial part of
that hon. gentlenari's statement, that lie
could build wagon roads into the Yukon
country 1,000 miles long, and two extensive
railways, wholly independent of the railway
that is under discussion, I may say he lacked
one important particular, and that was how
he could raise the money for these great
undertakings. His imagination was grand, he
could conceive a road here, a road there, and
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a wagon road 1,000 miles in length yonder sive ones. They are known to be road3 that
-but there is no bank account forthcoming; could not be constructed without a deal of
and he refused to endorse the only road that public money, perhaps amounting to 30 or
is adopted by the government of Canada, 40 millions of dollars. We have had some
who are charged with the affairs of this experience, hon. gentlemen, in the past of
country, and in a position to say that it is borrowing money in other countries. They
the only road that can be built in that vast borrowed money to build the Intercolonial;
region by a land grant. My friend from that railway cost some 45 or 50 million. It
the woolly west may have been satisfied with has been in operation for several years and
his own argument; for my part I was not; yet, notwitlstanding the vast amount of
still I admire and look upon him as my money sunk in that great public work, to-
friend, and ai always glad to claim him as day it is as far off from producing a profit
a New Brunswicker. My next reference as it was one year after it was constructed.
will be to my colleague, from New Bruns- I hold that those hon. gentlemen are just as
wick also, fron Westmoreland (Mr. Wood)., anxious as I am that no such folly shall be
I do not wish to naine that hon. gentle'nan, practised by other governments.
but I cannot allow his very graceful and Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Wilt the hon.
very smooth and very eloquent speech to go gentleman excuse me for interrupting ? I
unnoticed. Of course hon. gentlemen who s t
speak fluently are very apt to make wish to ask whether à was the intention in

mistakes, and thought, notwithstanding the construction of the Intercolonial Rail-
mistaeus andcIcthout, nisreotithst way, that it should be a paying railroad.
his rehg(ious accent, his rehigious style,i
his profession of great honour and hon- lon. Mr. DEVER- think so.
esty, that he was by no means dis-
posed, if he could help it, to oppose the gov- Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-It was built as
ernment measure. Of course, he is shrewd the connecting link between the upper and
and he rolled up those expresive eyes of his lower provinces.
and looked to the moon, to the stars, and to
the great Apollo himself, and cried that he . Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is that a reason why
was full of sorrow that he could not give his it should not pay?
consent to the government proposition. I Hon. Mr-DEVER-I am aware that it
felt this, that nevertheless the ion. gentle- was one of the conditions of confederation,
man's speech was somewhat condemned, but, I do not think, the inatter of payment
as the prophesies of Casandra were con- ever was considered, because it was thought
demned, It lacked one thing: I was that the internal trade of Canada would
unable to receive it as true, therefore be of such a nature and so large in its pro-
there was that difference between thatther wasthatdiferene beweentha portions that it would be utterly impossible
hon. gentleman and myself. He was most that a great work of that kind should not
anxious also to build railways for the govern- pay, at least, some small dividend. That is
ment. He could build two railways ; he the answer.
knew that were better routes than that laid
out by the government; but he also failed to Hon. Mr. PER LEY-It would pay if
tell us how we could build thei. Are we we charged higli enough rates.
prepared to go into the money markets of
the world and borrow some thirty or forty Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not think the
millions of dollars to sink in the great Yukon hon. gentleman f rom the wild and woolly
country ? west should be so unjust as to think that

. the three small maritime provinces should
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-On 150 miles of a be the sole supporters of that great work

tramway. when, unfortunately, it has been too true
that we have been the contributors, and we

Hon. Mr. DEVER-My ion. friend says expect to be the contributors, but we do not
150 miles ; that is the roadway that is sup- expect by any means to allow any govern-
posed to be built by a land grant. I have ment that maycome into power in the future
reference to the road mentioned by my hon. to borrow more money merely to build pub-
friend from New Brunswick. There are lic works that are very speculative, when
other routes which are known to be expen- there is no surety that they will pay any-
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thing approaching the interest on the cost of thern anything else-J ar sorry to say,
construction. I will address myself now to sound very base to me. Besides, if Sir
the main part of what I am about to say on Wilfrid Laurier is the dangerous tricky
the bill. I have listened with a g:eat deal man he has been held up to be in this
of anxiety to hear arguments advanced by debate, the other gentlemen in the cabinet
hon. gentlemen who oppose this measure. 1 are no better. They must be rascals also,
waited with some patience until I had heard else they would not sit with him in the
several speeches, but I think J do not say cabinet. So that hon. gentlemen will see
too much when I say that I really did not that these insinuations are tbrown out
hear any facts that would go to show that against a body of gentlemen the first in our
they were desirous of repudiating the efforts country, and if the first gentlemen in our
of the governmentof Canadato buildatempo- country are not allowed to pass without
rary, or almost temporary road for immediate lreachery and dishonesty being imputed to
purposes into theYukon country. It is true I them I wonder what will become of the
heard insinuating remarks, and I looked for common crowd. But J do not believe these
some proofs to confirm the said insinuations, insinuations, neither does the country be-
but instead of getting proofs, I found I was lieve them, nor has the country any confi-
answered, as others were answered, by dence in the men who make them. The
more insinuations. Hon. gentlemen dealing country is Aith the present goverinent, and
in insinuations should be prepared to offer the more unscrupulous men try to stab them,
some manly evidence that these insinuations the more the country will be at the govern-
are based upon some foundation that honest ment's back. I do not wish to impute
men could receive as a shadow of proof, at motives, but few can help seeing there is
all events, of the misconduct of those persons petty spite in this matter. We have a good
who had been assailed, but such insinuations, vernment we have a wise government, we
I assure hon. gentlemen, have not the have a great government.
slightest weight with me. I know well the
power of insinuation. I know unfortunately, Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.
sometimes most noble men and fair women
are ruined by insinuation. But the parties Hon. Mr. DEVER-And Sir Wilfrid
who deal in such arguments we characterize Laurier is to be congratulated on bringing
as cowards. around him such strong men, so that the

people in each part of the Dominion can feel
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That i that they are represented by able and trusted

is a good word. men in the cabinet. It has been stated by
one hon. gentleman very positively that

Hon. Mr. DEVE Rl-I belong as you are there was no respectable paper that he knew
all aware, to one of the lower provinces, and of in this country supporting the govern-
on behalf of that province I do not feel dis- ment or the men whu were about to support
posed to encourage the borrowing of inoney the government on this government mea-
to build a railway to the Yukon district. I sure. I do not know whether the paper is
therefore give credit to the government for in the Conservative or in the Liberal interest
their success in securing this road without but in reading its articles, 1 find that it is
calling for another loan to be squandered as1 very Conser io
Under for mer governments, amongst shouters taken it up and read with pleasure many of
and speculators whose continual cry wasi its articles, and have always found, accord-
'' give us more subsidies, else we will turn you to ry limited means of knowledge, that
Out of office." I also think, hon. gentlemen, its
that it does not reflect great credit on gen- logicai basis; therefore I would take the
tlemen to impute double dealing to the
premier of Canada. Our sovereign and her ery ortanint ou a ht te ont
advisers did all they could to pay him honour d npor the ent
a few months ago. Surely if our sovereign,
thought him worthy of her gracious lon. Mr. PERLEY-Is it the Globe?
attention, it should intimidate those who 1
are disposed to throw out insinuations Hon. Mr. DEVER-No, d'e Montreal

gainst him. Such standers-h cannot caii t Witness.
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Hon. Mr. BERNIER-It is a very ernuxent of Canada says it is to be collected it
consevatie paer. nust be colhecte1 at whatever cost, for no govern-conservatve paper.and partiutarly no Britis governent a

Ttallo!w it laws to be set at detiance in reniote terri-
Hon. Mr. DEVER- suppose it is. Itories. Respect for British law is one of the col-

comes to my room and I read it and I believe onizing forces in thcirile of wbich

it is Conservati-ve. Bianala uke on h lbadi
it s Cnsevatve this case, with the eyes of the world on the

Hon Si MA KENJE OWEL-goldhfeldls of the Kionidike, it is inmperative that the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-British rote ,hall not be des-

Ver strongly so. troyed. r u tne face of this it is diticut to see owuth Senate can assuin the oesponiijility if cri n-liDg
Hon. Mr. DEVER-There is a cer-tain the executive of the couintry iii its Y ukon p>oiicy. The

people have placeti the government of the countrv in
class of people who would not consider any tise bands oif Sir Wi]frid Laurier and bis coltealg*tes.
paper that would speak against their baby a The Senate las no rigb t a take that goerment out
Conservative p'per. of their bauds. And that is practica n iesat they

wouild do if tbey defeate the bi. -Mixed up witb the
uestion there is a buddaro d gspute, an d te British

Hon. Mr. PRJMROSE-Was the W titness flag bas been hoisted at the sumsit of t e inountain
sworn 1 range iere the governinent cintends a prer inter-

pretation of the treaty fixes the boudary between
Hon. Mr. DEVER-T ro not propose to the exrritrv of Aaska and the Britsh possesisions.

put hirn on oath because 1 consider hixuî a 13Y tbis Stickine route, including, as it does, aut ail-
«entirnan.rail connection Nvitb au ((cean port iii British Colum-

people hia, support th(11(1e igtrOdce into that country
beiuasd the sep e wh o t tny bacdn e taenfrier an ce of moull ted

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Wen I see t b xay ica e Snao crce round tha fiag ani tb ebid ehance
the Star cited as a independent paper, f t an one oni the thast side of the range, whether inoy

woulr ndt bo attenited to tear it doie. The Snate
thitnk the lion. gentleman is t1uite justîtied'if of Canada dare isot reject a biod , d (is e cop, stheuene Of
citing the iness as an independent paper. fahica rejection isdght be the humiliation of tho

British tfag alsd the chagn of the Brits peopte al

Hon. ir. DEVER-Te article reads tover tt worl i.
Hon. cintemen, 1 agree with those expres-

TIIE SENATE FACE To FACE WVITH SUCI- sionis. I hiope this Senate will take them
A CIIOICE. into account, and I inow address my brother

((ELIEF ri-IAr 'rHEY WITA. NOT uwIr THE YUKON B( ILb. senators and say to them that those nho

Now that the Yukon rai N -hay billbas en seet toi avoid votirl on this question by staying
the Senate, the daily question ((n the sndets is wbat away are as guilty as thouge, the voted
chance bias it there? Thle answer is that its chiances 1 i
have vastly iproved vitin tbe ast fe weeks, an aganst wh ate. Let every inan stand to
those in a position to k inow are saving toat the bil bis guns, that we jcay know who are the
ciin ass the Senate. '[at s ody lias a rare chance traitors. There is now jcist one otbeer tn at-
showing Iuat the v are soinetluing more tl<an the nere teis want to place before the Senate. An-

Henciuon of (arty eaers, the donkey englue to the
political machine whici is operated lt the [use of other speech Ias deivered by an hson. gen-
Coltinons. Bv risin g s(eror toF the pWsition in Ivhicop
tAey are plac( by coinC(((ute the Senate %vil] Io tleinan, whom I ( not see in bis place
tore to jstifh its own existence tha ayteing tleY to t present, the Hon. Mr. E irchhoffer. No
have ntne in the [(ast twenty whaar. If the'v act adoubt this speech has goe to the country,
as to confirn the 1>(Iear iui(ressiou that tse hanjcr- and believe it esade a vcry wrong i-
ity of that independent ch sfer are biere L vartesats
bose in tosition t e governiient of the iay ipression. I t eh it is ny duty to do the
wbi it s Lserat od ast ta rac tha e best I can to present the oatter to the
goerngent then it is Co msereati Ve, then tev
wihl cm nuc tpa stregten the cry for reforni. Senate in its true light, not in the liAnt
tro anpter point of viet, however, te Senate whic that ion. gentleman wised to pre-
ior if exitcten to aot the tlal. aThi govera- sent it fo, the purpose of inhfluencing the

Meut says it %vilI not be resp((nsible for what nisyc
havien in the Yukon territory, for the hey fat vote of this souse. t as been sa d by this
law an order and for the properadinistratio f the hon. gentIeman for the pupose of i mtluenc-
governnent ef Canadaif its policy is hecked y the ion i ee it is my on to dson,

goemnn when iti Sisat Cosivtie then they .n .qesin

rejection nf this bis ln the Senate. The governmient Sth
goes mtii further ant says that the reteetion of that that the Senate had lained credit r the
territory wthi the area of Britisl. dTheuain as g n- country sote tire ago by throwing out the
volved iu the question, and that m ithout thîs u(eius' Harvey-Sal:s bury Raihxvay Bill. This state-
mf c mna o will not be flobe responsible for te
thapenilnort anY violent destruction of Briti autor- ment is not wholy correct, as wi l show
ty un te district, and the settig un of mot a the hore g no parallel between the two bilus.

rlace of the Qeneeae'.T governnent. Str Chares Thx1- .t

ger, in bis speech an the Ilouse aticeated a revoit tt the Sen ate threw out the Harvey-
ariong te inines ant a refusai to pay he royalty. iSaisbury Railway Bi, but it was because
vl act, me sait tat we cou d not iut lu soidiers
eough t cilect the royailty. Weil, whether the i as a mere personal and seltional matter
royaity is goodti, bad or iudifferet, oce the gov- in the interest of Halifax as against St. John.
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It was not a general bill, it was a sec- the last 12 months have created an excite-
tional bill. It was most'unjust to St. John, nient, fot only in Canada, but throughout
who was entitled to get the benefit of its the whole world and if one-haif of the cx-
geographical position, of being the winterigeographiealM poiinfbigtewne pectation that we have of that vast country
port of Canada, sone 275 miles nearer open is realizcd, there is no question that Canada
sea all the year round than Halifax is. Why, las at the present moment the best and the
then, should a bill that was merely sectional, richest gold fields ever discovered. It is
that was merely supported by a section of true that the inining industry is only in its
the government, by a very small section of infancy in that district. The only portion
the people against another section equally of the Yukon country which is partially cx-
important why should such a bill be con-'plored lies between the Indian River and
pared to this great measure that the govern- the Klondike River; a few affluents of these
ment have unanimously called upon the'rivers have been explored and partially
House of Comnions and upon this Senate to worked. Among those the Bonanza and
adopt as a measure of expediency. There is Eldorado Creeks have givei proofs that prior
no parallel. But I will go further; the Senate to the discovcry of this Klondike country,
was asked to waste some two and a half mil- nowherc in the whole world was gold to be
lion dollars at that time by that measure to founi in such large quantities. We have no
save a distance of about twenty-three miles, reasons to doubt that the other portions of
and leave St. John out in the cold. It was the country lying between the Indian River
well known, too, that only part of the gov- andtheKlondikeRiverwill proveto leasrich
ernrment was in favour of that outlay, the as tloseportionswhichhave beenexplored up
other part being against it, giving the Senate totheprcsenttine. Theevidencewehavewar-
the wink behind yonder curtain, to throw it rants us in believing that this Yukon country
out. Whcre is the similarity? Xhat is wil becola e one of the best nining coun tries
there in that precedent that should influence in the world, and aonsquently a vast trade
the vote of this Senate with reference to thee vi1l dvelop there, and it devolves upon the
Yukon Bill? I c sec, and I tpink any govern ent of the day to sec that that trade
hion. gendenan who investigates this in atter i kept as tnuch as possible for Canadians.
wiIl sec no parallel whatever. But wiat is XVhan I first saw mn the public press that
Our position on this Yukon Bill? W ry, the goverfient lad taken steS to secure
that the whole government bescech ub to for Canada the immense trade whihl wil
stand by the country in time of danger, to'be devloped there, and Thad succeeded in
prevent a mob froin puiling down our lag makin an a reenent with two gentlemen
ii the Yukon region and trampling it in theto build an al-Canadian road hicve would
dirt before the goverument could defend it not cost a single cent to te country, I said
from such disgrace. Hon, gentlemen you at once, I have always been agains d the
frv help to do this thing,ý but I shal vote, Liberal party, but if this stateaet is true,

the bil. 1 thank yo "lion, gentlemen, it will be the duty of every member of the
for hearing me wvith sucln patience, and I hcuse of Commons and every senator to
trust you will l)elieve that I have îlot (toile support the governmnent in passing that mca-
anything but my (lutv, and that when I ar sure." But, hon. gequtemen, it was vot long
called upon to perforni a duty, no personal before w learned that that contract, which
consideration cari induce me to shrink front sheed when announc d to the public in an
loing what I believe to be right. after dinne speech, wias not so good, not 

advantageous to Canada as it had beehn at
Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-I have listened at- flrst described. I fuhly agree with those who

tentivclv to the cloquent and very interest- say that it is the dut of every member of
ing sp eches tlÂch have been made on tiis the bouse, in considering a question of this
question and p must say chat agree withiu kind, to forget party divisions ands party
n hon. gentlemnen in saying that t amfuly lines. Our duty is to examine e ians.

question now before us is one of tue most is in thebest interestsof the country, I haveno
Important we have deat with in Canada. doubt that every ion. member of the house
We knew for several years, that goud existd wi, withouthesitation, votefor its passage.
in the Yukon district, but the wonderfui am sure of one ting, that before recording
difoveries which have been made durind uis vote every hon. member of the bouse



will consult his conscience and record his are promoting their own interest, 1 may say
vote according to his own conscince in what that as long as thé Dominion of Canada bas
he believes to be the best interest of Canada. no road leading to the Yukon district on
We have to examine, before giving that the north-east side of the Rockies, it will be
vote, the agreement entered into between impossible to compete with the United
Mackenzie & Mann and the government, to States. Let us adopt one route or the
see if it is for the best advantage of Canada. other. As long as those routes start from
The only available routes to reach Dawson the Pacific coast, it will be impossible for
City, which seems to be at the present Canada to compete against the United
moment the objective point of all the miners States trade which can be developed there.
who try to reach that Yukon country, are We know very well that in Oregon, in Cali-
via Edmonton, the Stikine River, Skagway, fornia, in Washington State they have fine
Dyea, the Dalton trail and St. Michael's. In agricultural lands. They can raise wheat
the Yukon country, as elsewhere, trade will and ai the foods that the miners require.
find its natural channel, and that channel Bacon, ham, beans and four are produced
will be the least expensive and quickest. In there in abundance, and can be sold, if not
fact we have, at the present moment, experi- cheaper, at least as cheap as they can be
ence in Canada of what I am stating here. i sold on this side of the une. The govern-
We have two important railway corporations; ment may make a the regulations they
one, the Canadian Pacific Railway, has its wish, but it will be impossible to prevent
agents throughout the whole Dominion try the people of the United States froin secur-
ing to have all intending mining settlers in ing the great bulk of the trade which will
the Yukon travel by its line When they he developed in the Yukon district before it
succeed, we are sure that the man travelling is possible to build an ail-Canadian road,
by the Canadian Pacifie Railway will which meanb a road from the only
reach Vancouver or Victoria, and con- place to control the trade of that dis-
sequently will buy his provisions and outfit triet, a road from Edmonton to Dawson
in this country. On the other hand we have City. Before the Telegraph Creek
the Grand Trunk Railway, another inpor and Teslin Lake road can le built
tant railway corporation of Canada. What the only routes into that country are by
are they doing? They have also agents Dyea, Skagway and St. Michael. That b
throughout the whole Dominion who are St. Michael's being a water route, will
trying to have all the passengers travel by always, in summer tirne, be the best route
their road, and if they succeed their passen- and the one which will be cheapest for the
gers will travel either by the Union Pacific transportation of goods. Goods loaded on
Railway to San Francisco, or by the North- ocean steamers from San Francisco, f rom
ern Pacific Railway to Portland, Oregon, or Portland, Seattle, Victoria or Vancouver
to Seattle. These men on arriving at the car be unloaded and transhipped on river
Pacific coast will have to buy their outfits, steamers at St. Michael's and then carried
their provisions and all they require in the straight to Dawson City. We ail know,
United States. Why is that? The Grand from the information we have, that the
Trunk Railway Company is a Canadian cor- Yukon is a river fairly navigable, o 1 say
poration as the Canadian Pacific Railway is, that, do what we may, it will be impossible
but their interest is to have al] the traffic to divert the trade in the summer time from
they can on their own line. and they do not the route by St. Michael's to any other.
care if what they are doing is detrimental to Next to St. Michae], in winter time for
Canada or not. They will try and do what example, the most advantageous route at
they can to have their line of railway pay. the present moment and the one that
So all the exertions of the Grand Trunk always will be until we discover new passes
Railway to secure passengers to the Yukon which are for the present unknown, is the
are detrimental to Canada, because it is Skagway route by Chilkoot Pass. It will
to their interests to take them out of always he the shortest and most advanta-
the country. On the other hand, the geous route, because supposing that railway
Canadian Pacific Railway Company are is built froin Telegraph Creek to Teslin
working in favour of Canada. Why? Lake, and that miners in winter would
Because their railway is through the whole go up the Stikine River and Telegraph
Dominion, and in working for Canada they Creek, and then Dake the railwad fro
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Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake, on I might say, in Dawson City to interview the
reaching the head of Teslin Lake they government. These gentlemen have been
would still be a further distance froimi here during the last 5 or 6 weeks. Nobody
Dawson City that when starting from Skag- knew it. Nobody was aware that Mr.
way. Can we imagine for a moment that, Landreville, Dr. Wills and Mr. Livernash
for the sake of encouraging the Canadian were here. They admitted to me that they
railway, the ininers will proceed by that were afraid of approaching the members of
route when they have such a convenient this House or the other House fearing that
route by way of Skagway. And if I am the ministers would say that they were
correctly informed, before three or four coming down for political purposes, and
months will have elapsed, a tramway will be their presence was kept secret till last Mon-
built fron Skagway up to Chilkoot Pass, and day. Nobody knew that there was such a
instead of its taking from five to fifteen days delegation waiting to see the ministers. It
to cross on account of the difficulties exist- was my good fortune to meet these delegates
ing at present, miners will be able to cross yesterday. Every one of them told me that
that pass in one or two days at most. As I during the last five or six weeks they
have said before, if we are willing to have had done the best they could to obtain
an all-Canadian route, the only way is to interviews with the government, and more
build one route from Edmonton, and if the particularly with Mr. Sifton, the Minister of
government is not willing to build the rail- the Interior. Day by day they were at his
way at the present moment, there is nothing office, and they were treated like mere office
to prevent them building a wagon road. boys. It was impossible for them to obtain
We have navigation on Peace River, on an interview, and they told me the only
Nelson River, on the Liard and Pelly Rivers: gentleman who showed them a little courtesy
so that only a few miles comparatively amongst those they had seen was the hon.
of that road would have to be made to Prime Minister, Sir Wilfrid Laurier; but
furnish a good wagon road, and as it lias stili Sir Wilfrid, net being at the head of
been mentioned several times, this road from the department which had to deal with these
Edmonton would be the poor Man's road, questions, found it impossible to do anything
because all those who are going there are for those delegates. The hon. Minister of
not wealthy men. The fact that they are the Interior could not pretend that he did not
going to earn a living there shows that they know that these three gentlemen were
are courageous and possess a great deal of authorized by the whole of the miners in the
energy, but they are lacking in one particu- Yukon district, because he had a petitien
lar thing-money. We have been told sev- sent to hin, signed by 2,500 odd miners in
eral times in this House that this country was the Yukon district, stating that the three
unknown, that the government had received gentlemen had been chosen by ail the miners
little or no information on that district, and and were autherized te supplement ail that
the great reason why they had made an was missing in the petition prepared by the
agreement with Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann miners there. I see that the Minister of
so detrimental to the interests of this coun- the Interior received the petition of the
try was on account of urgency. The hon. miners teliing them that Messrs. Landreville,
Secretary of State said that most of the in- Wills and Livernash were the three delegates
formation he had was obtained from the pub- authorized te speak for them. Accompany-
lic press. How is it that they are not better ing that petition there is a letter written by
informed ? How does it happen that the Mr. Thomas Fawcett, gold cemmissioner, as
government having several employees there, follows
cannot receive information from that great DAWSON, N.W.T., l3th Dec., 1897.
country ? How is it that the government
cannot tell us frankly and candidly the . Otth nt,
reasons which induced them to make that'reasns hichindced hen te aketha SmR, -1 have the honour to transmit herewith a
agreement with Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann. petition signed by à majority of the minera in this

am sure, hon. gentlemen, that ail the Yukon district. 1 have fot'the leisure neessary to
Sexaminie aind report thereen as 1 couild have desired,

Inembers of the Senate were, like myself, but as you will deubticas gatier frein mv reports my
surprised to see at the beginning of 'his opinions on the subjeüts with which it deals. The

Week that three gentlemen had been sent as gentlemen who have 4een appointed by the milers te
ci aeonspany it te Ottawa, iil able to give you very

delegates f rom the whole cf the miners, J fault information i reference to the cointry, mines,
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nethods of mining, and all other points on which vou where there is plenty of food, and no one
nmay desire information. Dr. Wills, of the North-
west Mounted Police, is hinself quite a prospector, ever supposes that there was ever the slght-
and has taken a great interest in mining and the regu- est foundation for the rumour that there
lations governing it. Mr. Landireville, a Canadian, would be starvation in the Yukon districts."
froin Quebec, is a 1)ractical miner, and had interests
on Glacier Creek before that portion of the countrv o Mr. SCO
was known to belong to Canada. Mr. Livernash has OTT-Does not the hon.
had a legal training which has bein of much assist- gentleman know that some 500 or 600 per-
ance to hin in collecting information which will Ii sons were obliged to leave Dawson last fall ?
due tine be suniitted for your consideration.

I hae theon t< servant, lion. Mr. BOLDUC-That is just what

THOMAS FAWCETT, I say.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Forced to leave be-
So that the Minister of the Interior was cause there was no food.

fully aware that Landreville, Wills and
Livernasi were coming to see the minister Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-And I say more:
privately, and were the spokesmen of a large if the necessity had been greater a larger
body of men who should be encouraged as numnber- would have left Dawson City and
much as possible, because if we have dis- would have cone down, but how is it, when
covered mines in that great Yukon country we hear every day that it is impossible to
it is due to the men who are courageous have news from that great Yukon district,
enough, and who have the energy to go and that the most part of the news we have
work there and we should endeavour to from that great country comes through the
assist them. But instead of that, those press. It is very easy to explain. When we
three delegates, whom I consider the repre- see deputations of intelligent men like the
sentatives of a very important part of this three named being refused admittance to
country, were refused admission on one pre- the office of the Minister of the Interior, we
text and another. They admitted to me can understand very well why the govern-
yesterday that before the end of last week ment are not better informed than they are.
they would not say a word in public, though
they were the delegates of so great a cor- lon. Mr. PROWSE-Did they refuse

poration. And why? They said to me admission to Slavin, the pugilist?
" what do we care about the colour of the: Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-And we hear from
present administration 1 What do "e care of S
if the administration is in the hands of the the Sertary tat e that part of this scenie

Libeal o Conervtivepart? '«at as tînly ganîbli ng on the part of MackenzieLiberal or Coniservative party 1 What & Ma c I a urrsd oharsc
xve wvant is tbo have grood laws foir that.& Manri. 1 vvas 'surprised to hear sucli a

it laws prthat tling, but I can understand now why Laun-
country, and we thougit very prudent to

coe er ad e nbay lsMta theville, Wills and Livernalh Nere refusedcome here and see nobody else than the admittance. Fromi what I he;îrd from the
ministers of the present administration. I hon Secretar o e
admitted that I thougbt it was thîe best lo.Sceayof State, I understand
adittead that Is gti was ther best that it was impossible for Nir. Sifton to
thing, and that discretion was their b receive these gentlemen-and why ? Be-
course. I may say, en passant, that if I cause, if I may use the very expressions used

specimens b the Secretary of State, I would say that
of the miners working there, I think there he was too busy gambling with Mackenzie
is brain enough in the Yukon, that we can let.e.w.e& Miann.
themi do what they please, without tearmng
they will starve there. Speaking of starva-
tion, I mentioned that to Landreville yester-
day. I said it was stated in both Houses-I
do iot remenber if it was said here, but I
remember that it was stated in the other
House-that there was danger of starvation.
He turned to me and said : "Mr. Bolduc,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I made no statement
of the kind. I made no statement about
their inability to see Sifton.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUJC--I did not say that.
I said the hon. gentleman stated it was a

gamble on the part of Mackenzie & Mann.
there is brain enough in the miners there
that if there was the slightest danger of -lon. Mr. SCOTT--I said the whole thing
.starvation, every head would have left there i was a gamble because they could not tell
last fall and would have reached places i the value of the. land, neither could Mac-
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kenzie & Mai.n. They had to take their Creek ? It is possible, Jf this agreement is
chances. paszed by the Senate, that next year instead

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Do I understand of three and three-quarter million acres of

the hon. gentleman to say that these dele- of land beinggranted to Mackenzie & Mann
gates coming down f rom Dawson, represent- we will have probably between four and

ing these people, have been here four or five and five milhon acres and perhaps more.
weeks and have not yet had an interview I said a little while ago that, by the
with the Minister of the Interior and could first intimation we had from the gov-

ernment, a contract had been given to Mac-
not ave i.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is misstating it entirely, I happened to go
into the room of the premier some days ago
I forget what day it was, and I found those
two gentlemen and a number of gentlemen,
J think Mr. Blair was thre, and Sir Louis
Davies, and I think Mr. Tarte also were
present. They had for a very considerable
time been discussing this matter. They
had been there for an hour before I went
in, discussing the matters in which miners
were interested. I remained for half an
hour in the room with them.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-When was that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 do not recollect the
date. It was a few davs ago.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-Monday last, was
it not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I never heard of their
being here, they never called on me.

kenzie & Mann it looked to be a splendid
arrangement. We received the details piece
by piece, just a scrap from day to day and
still, at this time I think there is yet a good
deal suppressed. I asked the Secretary of
State if a wagon road was to be built f rom
Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake. He said,
yes. I asked him who was to pay for that
wagon road, for I see no reference to a
wagon road in the agreement. He said,
"Mackenzie & Mann will pay for it." But
in the other House Mr. Sifton, when asked
the same question, declined to answer. He
refused to tell the members of the Comnions
who would pay for that wagon road. The
Secretary of State said he had but little in-
formation about this contract. I do not
accuse the hon. gentleman of having tried
to deceive this flouse ; I have too much
respect for him to say that, but after the
admission lie has made that he was not well
posted on these questions, have we not a
right to infer that not only are they giving
Mackenzie & Mann four or tive million acres

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-This is all very true. of land, but that they will pay extra for
They had arr appointment for Monday last, building that wagon road. It looks as if
but it was impossible for themi to place their the wagon road was not thought of in the
case before the hon. gentlemen there. The first place, but was mention(d by somebody
agreement before us says that the road will after this agreement vas entered into as be-
be built from either Glerora or Telegraph ing necessary for the purpose of taking in
Creek to Teslinn Lake. We are told the dis supplies for the starving mniners. The gov-
tance is about 150 miles, but we know very ernmnent were giving everything without
well that iii the t oute where this railway is knowing the extent of what they were giv-
to be built there will be sinuosities, and it ing. W hy7 Because thev failed to mention
vill be very surprising if the road is not anything in the contract about a wagon
double the estimated lengtlh, and I say that road. Is it not reasonable to assume that,
instead of the contractors receiving four mil- say 24 or 48 hours after the contract was
lion acres of land, the quantity will he nearer signed, Mackenzie & Mann were told that a
tive millions. We know very well, those wagon road there would be verv important
who have had experience in railway build- for this season, and that they should build
ing, that in the most level counîtries you it. Knowing Mackenzie & Mann as 1 do,
have to add at least twenty per cent for cur- by reputation, if the government is going to
vatures, and at least twenty per cent to the pay for that wagon road, not only will the
length of the line on account of sinuosities contractors receive that immense land grant,
of the land. How can we suppose that, in a but the wagon road will be so built that,
country lik-e.the Yukon region, the road will after its completion the contractors will only
be so straight that only 150 miles will be have to lay their rails upon it and have their
required to reach Teslin Lake from Telegraph tramway built. That is my impression of
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what will happen if this agreement is carried more than a whole province for the sake of
in the Senate. To reach that Telegraph saying that they have a railway built alto-
Creek and Teslin road we must go up the gether in Canada.
Stikine River for a distance of about 150
miles. I thought at first that the best in- Hon. Mr. POIRIER-It is a gamble.
formation the government could get had been
received, and that they had the satisfaction lon. Mr. BOLDUC-If we examine this
of knowing that this river was easily navi- bil carefully in connection with the mining
gable. All I have been able to find in the regulations at present in existence, it is im-
official papers on the subject is a report from possible to core to any other conclusion than
Mr. Jennings. In his last report, page 8, that the policy of the goveunment is to give
addressing hinself to the Minister of the In- onopohies there-to give the whole Yukon
terior, MH. Jennings says: district to this corporation and destroy ail

SIR,-Ii reporting on the resuit of by observations chance for the free miner. We have first
for a railwNay route between Stikinie River and Teslin the obligation of afree miner to take a license,
Lake, B.C., 1 would, however, first refer to tiiemeans, for which. he bas to pay $10; then hie wili
of communication between the sea and a suggested have to reiste n i is
point of debarkation on the river, by mentioning an y s t
the Stikine hat been navigated by steamers to Glenora pay a royalty of 10 per cent on bis gross
and Telegraph Çreek, a distance of from 1L40 to 150 otu xeto h muto 250miles fromn the seo, since the eary seventies, en eon toe o but
Dee Lake and Cassiar ining exciteMreut Jsas at its ths exception is made onhy in the case w aere
height, but while so navigated during the open season, the free miner can go and place the royalty
usually between May st and Octobei 2th, the jor elin the bands of tfre bane nae by thense,
las almost invariably heen ionsidered slow, tedious n f hi h e h t pa 10 the will

and not without danger, partly owing to the inferior8 ernnent or the gold commissioners. In case
ciass of steamers used and partly to the Gluctuating this aoney is collected by the police, then
state of the water. At times the river is too low for' e b5as to pay the royalty on the wole out-
speed with a reasonable cargo or, the stream may be .
very hig and the ri nnes difficult to make headway Put of bis mine. Is it not extraordinary to
against, with the additional danger of drift trees or see the movercn go and p e the ty
snags getting foui of the steering gear or wheel. The t h men ng t he ov-
latter danger is most to e feared where the channel miner of bis earnings there? Is it not a
contracted such as in Little and Klootchman's caions, fact that in any industry a profit of 10 per
where, if any mishap occurred to the vessel's machin- cent is considerably more than goodl As a
ery, she would at once be carried against the rugged .
rock walls by the swift swirling, disturbed waters, and rule the profits derived f rom industry run
sank bY having er planking dither tofr out or stove fror six to eigt per cent, and the govern-
in. The distance of h miles between Wrangel T niner ot hisfed t thee 5 Is t nt,
Little Cangon ao be made by a powerful steamer in
one day, uhereas, by reason of the swift and ditficult but wil force the poorfree miner topay 10 per
water aovae, ittakes twods ore to reachTelegraph ent. Notonlythat hon.rgenleon if tefree
Creek,a further distance o ioniy 54 miles,or 150 iles
fromn the sea, ther"fore, with these facts before one, inter, after baving located a good dlaim, a
it seens reasonable that on a route where safe and dlaim whic will recoup hirm bis expenses, 
speedy transit is contemplated itis advisable t o coin- unlucky enough to leave that dait for 72
mence the railoay section well down the valley at a'
point to bt determined on below the Little Canoon and ours, a big corporation like Mackenzie &
on the left bank of the i ver, 96 miles fro the sea. Mann wil co e and say fre that belongs to

H o ve. Mr. CAStRAIN-What is the date us; you have lost ail your rigfts." Then
, tat frerdtae owat can the poor miner do against a m ighty

fo theat ;eprfrwtteefcsbeoeoe

corporation when the law is aeainst bims
Hon. Mr. BOLD C edIt is the last report So that say that ail the policy of the

by Mr. Jennings. As you will see, bion. gen. governiment is against a free miner, and in
tiemen, it may be possible to build a railway favour of monopoly. More tlan that, bon.
from Telegtraph Creek to Te!in Lake, but gentlemen, in those regulations adopted in
wat is the use of 9aving an a tl-Canadian January last, the gover ment blas decided

ro tehlere if we cannot reach thtat rail way ?' to give leases to parties wbo are willing to

roe MrbAG AN W aitedt s ouhv otalyu ihs"Te

In the ono y officiai report that coud fid, dred e in rivers. A man as a right to
Mr. Jennings who lias the reputation of pease 5 miles in length of a river, and ias a
being a vey cLever and inte ligent engineert riht at the sae time to take 5 other stmi-
says that the navigation of that river is prac-n lar leases in ail 30 miles. What have tey
ticall impossible. Hom ca i we imagine that to pay for that? Oly $100 a mte. And
after laving seen these reports and being they have to pay 10 peu cent on the output
aware of the difficulties of the navigation of of their diagings there. But when? W en
that rivet-, the ovetionient decided to give s pr-ceeded first in recuping ten-
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selves their expenses, taken $90,000 worth times on their neighbours' farms, continued
from their leased claims. Compare that now to work for gold. They were left digging
with the obligations of the free miner. as long as they found nothing, but as
When he gets $2,500 he is obliged to go soon as they discovered something to
himself and deliver that money into the pay them they were taken by the throat and
hands of the bank, or of the gold commis- imprisoned and it was impossible even for
sioner, and failing t ( do that,he loses his right'the farmer to work forgold on bis own land.
and a wealthy man who has not gone to the What vas the result? There was great
North-west to discover where there was gold, excitement. The govern ent had to send
can by paying -SaOO a mile, lease long dis- police there at a very large cost, not to pro-
tances of the best rivers in that country. tect the mines, not todevelop the mines, but
At the rate they are going, think that to protec the interests of the parties who
before three or four months have elapsed had acquired the rights of the happy gentie-

threwil r'moe eaesgientothirman wvho had obtaincd that concession ; and
friends than there will ie rivers to be found the very nien who had een deprived of their
in the whole district. In speaking of mon-rihtowronherwnamshdo

rthfr to work oergodhi own ad.
opoliWha wast the resultnn s There was great

oorith-wt the dovernhernth was gol recontribute to the payment of the police who
ate there, it strikes me that the saine thing had been sent to prevent them from work-
has existed in the parish of St. Francis in ing where they had a natural right to work.
the county of Beauce-the county I iad the Well, it was said then that the government
honour to represent in the other use for had granted those valuable rights with-
several years. The first gold which was found out knowing what they were granting. Can
in Beauce was in 1846. It was found by we say the same thing to-day ? Can my hon.
pure accident, by a young girl one Sunday friend tell me that they have granted so much
morning, crossing a littse stream called the land to Messrs. Mackenzie& Mann with-
Gilbert River, ler attention was attracted out having some idea of the value of the land
by a thing which she thought was a yellow They admit frankly that they have done that
stone. She picked it up and it was taken without knowing what they were granting,
to Mr. de Leary, and witlwout hesitating one without even knowing the place where the
moment Mr. de Leary went to Quebec and line of railvay is to be built and without
obtained letters patent for the exclusive right knowing even if the Americans will not
of mining there to the extent of 72 miles. 0f place difficulties in the way of transhipping
course nothing was said about such a patent at Fort Wrangel. The government has acted
existing before largé'e discoveries were made. in exactly the saine Nv-ay as the Quebec gov-
The farmers loiked for gold every suier, ernment acted when they granted that exclu-
and in 1863 Joseph Poulin, John Poulin, sive right as above stated. It is ten times
F. Paulin and N. Rodrique, in one single worse than that, because in 1846 wen that
day, having struck a place on the Gilbert patent was granted no one spoke of gold
River where there was only four or five feet discoveries there. The government was not
of dirt on the bed rock, found with only aware that gold had been yissovered there,
shovels, picks and common pans seventy-two but to-day the government knows that the
ounces of gold. As soon as that rish findinggreat Yukon district is undoubtedlv the
was known, there was a stampede, every- richest gold district of the world, and ith
body wanted to go and work at the gold a l this information, they did not hesitate a
mines there. People came from every part moment and will try to put in the hands of
of the Dominion, from Europe, froin two men land enough to keep under more
Australia, and from California, but the favourable conditions workin and living
purchasers of the rights of the lucky gentle- there a population of at east 1i000n000 souls
man who had succeeded in obtaining from When have seen what has occurred in
the government letters patent for the ex- Beauce no possible consideration could in-
clusive rightof mining in that district, saw duce e to vote for a bill which would entail
that it was then the time to make the most ten times worse evils than exist there,

rf their rights. They made very stringent ex- where I have seen the farmers turned out of
actions on the miners there, and a few weeks their homes and arrested, why? Because
after ahp the strangers had disappeared. The the government had failed in its duty, because
next year and the years following the farm- the government had granted to a single
ers, sometimes on their own farms and some- person the right te mine everywhere in that
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parish. All those who know the difficulties sessed of so much information he might let
experienced in Beauce, and how the gold us have a little of it if he wants to carry
miners were ruined there, would not under this bill. Of course, if he wants to defeat
any consideration, ratify this agreement, and it, then he wilI not impart his knowledge.
now hon. gentlemen, we know very well We are not going to be carried away with
that a great number of miners wi1l any such chaif as his vague assurace-at
go there. Lands taken by Mackenzie least 1 arn not. This contract that we are
& Mann will be explored, and imagine dealing with is a nost monstrous contract,
the position of a man who has been work- and, if ratified, will do a great injustice to
ing a year or two and discovers gold on'the people of this country, and I would say
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann's property, with- to the Minister of Justice, that lie shouid, if
out knowing that it was theirs, being arrest- he wants any support, share his knowledge
ed. The result will be serious difficulties with us. He bas plenty-he is called the
there. The government will have to send a sage of Bothwell, be bas read a good deal.
whole army to imaintain peace, not to encou- Can le show me any other contract like
rage mining developniot, but to protect this, making such large concessions without
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann. For my own getting an equivalent for then, in any legis-
part I will not be responsible for that, and lation la the world? 1 have read sone, but
I shall vote unhesitatingly against that inea- 1 can assure hon. gentlemen that in ail 1
sure. I have spoken longer than I had in- have ever beard of 1 neyer read of such a
tended. The mneasure bas been ably dis- monstrous propoition as Ibis. What are
cussed by gentlemen who can deal witb it a we gettin in return for this land that w e
great deal better than 1 ean, labouring, as I are giving away? My on. friend fro i
do, under the disadvantage of spctkin, in a Lauzon (Mr. Bolduc said the land grant
langu-e which is fot mine. Hlowever, 1 was five million of acres-I (n T not think it
thought it wvas rny duty not Vo give a sulent is so inuch, but 1 arn satisfied it will
vote. 1 thought, it was my duty to det you be over four millions, becuse the rail-

now wbat bias biappaned in Beauce, and do way, if we get any benefit f rom it
state wy 1 oppose this teasure. In oppos- p l at ail, bas got to be 165 miles long

og thîis bill, lion, gentlemen, I feel satistied Now, Mhat do we get for ail this land we
that J arn bing rny (luty and thait rny vote are giving away. I you start to-day o go

ii inpet vith the appioval of the great ma- to D)awson City it will take you 40 days to
jority of tbe people of this cou ntry. get there, and you ge the privilege of riding

a few hours, say ten hours at the most, in
Hon. Mr. would say this tramway of theirs during that time.

at the outset tiat tlis is a mostgextraor- For this privilee ou are givingaway lands
dinarv bila that we have before us, and thre tites larer than tbe province of
before discu-ssing it, J may hiave to ask a few, Prince Edward Island. 1 don't blame
questions of ny lion. fIriend the Minister of essrs. Mackenzie & Ma n ; they are work-
Justice, the leadler of this buse. Ii his ing for theinselves, but I blame t e ovcrn-
speech on the address, lie tod us that if we ment of this country that lias allowed t hem-
knew as ruch as lie did wc would e surc to selves to be mcserized-t candot cal it
pass this bih unaninously. I have vaited anything else but nesmerized-b Messrs.
ever since the to get that knowledge whic Maikezie & Manu to Imake such ternis.
vy hon. friend ais that he possesses, I uni There neyer las such a thing in the history
sue lie bas a hreat eal of knowledse, but of the world as this. People th iot ralze
the mi t be kind enougy ao impaît a ittle wat we are giviny away under this con-
of it Vo the bouse if lie wants o carry this tract. My lion. friend front B-andon (Mr.
bif. Kirchhoffer) spo e a good deal the other day

about the atecedents of Mackenzie & Mann.
Hon. Mr. MLLS-t is pretty clear that According uo the ruling of the tpeaker yes-

J did noV estimate îny hion. friend's objec-! terday, I muust be î'ery careful how J say
tions or J would hardly have said so. aything about Mackenzie i Mann, lnho

are getting arl these favours from the gov-
beon. Mi. cCALLUM- know my ernient of the country. I know nothing

hion. friend is wise in bis day and genera- against Mackenzie & Mann, but if I did
tion ; the is considred so. When he is pos- know anything about their antecedents and
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thought they would not carry out this ber for South Perth left the government;
contract honestly, I would state what so did the member for Edmonton, the mem-
I knew to the House. So far. as I ber for Vancouver, and the meniber for
know they are gentlemen. I consider Frontenac. They say because the party in
that Mackenzie & Mann are before this the Commons swallowed that bill we have a
House, and whatever their antecedents are, right to do the same thing. I think my
we have a perfect right to discuss thein, to hon. friend will find that in the Senate he
see why they have been selected to carry out has caught a tartar. The party whip is not
this contract. The governnent of this coun- swung here-we have no politics here. I
try is practically in the hands of these con- have known a Conservative government try
tractors. They have a chain around this to pass a measure here and it was thrown
government and can make theni do almost out. The Senate of Canada is comnposed of
what they like. Let us see what we are gentlemen who want to do what is right in
giving these contractors. The land grant the interests of the people of this country
will be at least four million acres. Do hon. irrespective of party-at least that is where
gentlemen realize what an extensive countrv. I stand. I will not be driven by, I will not
that is ? It would make a strip of land a say a mechanical majority, but a confid-
quarter of a mile wide that would go clear ing majority under the party whip. When
around the .world-a strip of land 1,330 the hon. gentleman tells me that there was
feet wide to go clean around the earth. Or a majority of 39 in the other House for
take it a chain wide, 66 feet, it would go the bill, I tell hii that is no reason
twenty tinmes around the world. That is why we should pass it. I know, hon.
what we are giving away. The Minister of gentlemen tiat wlhen the Conservative
Justice said the other day that we have lots government was in power, a bill was passed
of territory up there, but he wants to get rid in the other House by 36 majority and sent
of it too fast. We give Mackenzie & Mann to us, but this Conservative Senate, as it is
our gold lands and in return we get this called, threw out that bil. I feel satisfied
tramway. My bon. friend from Lauzon (Mr. that this mensure will be thrown out. J
Bolduc) has told us that we will have to1have every confidence in thislIodytliatt.hey
protect Mackenzie & Mann in their holding. want to do what is riglt by the people of
Ha'e vou considered what that means tin s country. J ar satisfipd that the peple
You will have to keep a standing army in are at our back. Ve are threatened of
that country to protect Mackenzie & Mann. course-we have been threatened for a long
Children yet unborn will be taxed for the turne, but the goverriment have fot theat-
protection of Mackenzie & Mann and to help ened us lately tbey are coaxing us now,
them to hold their property. Is the Senate but neither sugar nor salt will prevent the
of Canada ready to do that ? We have Senate doing wbat they believe to be their
been told that there is polities in the oppo- duty. Even many menhers of the bouse
sition to thi bic. Of Commons, ho ivlle driven under the

party lasli to vote for this mseaure, will be
bon. NIr. MJLLS-Yes. ghad to see it defeated. i hiave talked with

wae of the, but i ril hot mention naines.
lion. Mr. M('CLLUM--l say no. The If the govenment are notsatisfied with the

hon. gentleman boasted liee that the other action of te Senate, if they think the Senate
Ilouse carried the bill by 39 majority. Yes, is leue siwply to register t e decisions of the
they did so under the party whip. Yon Ilouse of Comons, anb t are dissatisfied with
fom'ced thei to do it. 1 ain not a prophet, oui' actions and make it a question before
nor the son of a prophet, but J venture to the people of this country, the people wil,
to say that tley ill butt their îeads against sustain the Senate. If not we wil ow to
a stone wall next tune tdiey appeal to the tbe inevitable.
country. But five of the governdtent sup- y. E m
porters in the ouse of Comnons could not olo , LS-Does the lion. genthe-
be whîipped into line. It must bc soînetli,) j ina know that the boards of trade aIl over
bard that prevented the member fron West t ie co untry have approved of the bill and
Elgin swallowing this biMr. . read his speech. are spportng it.

le said the government were playing poker Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No; I do not
with the property of the country. The ine- know that. have not a very strong opinion
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of boards of trade. i have said so before in or a plan or anything else. They have
this House. It does not cost much in many the government fast. What could have
parts of the country to be a member of a induced the government to make such a con-
board of trade. You can pay a dollar and a tract as this in detiance of their pledges?
half in some places and becone a member; When in opposition, they always advocated
in Toronto it may cost ten or twi-lve dollars. that public works should be let by tender to
The boards of trade of this country are the lowest bidder. I say if they want to
principally composed of bankers. Every build a railway into that country they should
banker belongs to a board of trade; I (o not advertise now for tenders and let the con-
mean to say that every member of a board of tract to the lowest t enderer. But they want-
trade is a banker, but the bankers influence ed to let this contract privately to their
them, and we know that they look after their friends, but I think-I cannot say what I
own interests. This bill may s uit the bankers; think about it, because my mind is a king-
some of then are very anxious to have this dom, I can think what I like as long as I do
bill passed and are making great preparations not think too loud and I do not like to think
to take advantage of it, but the people of loud of aIl I suspect and think about this
this country to-day, fron Halifax to Van- question. It looks fishy all the way through
couver, are expressing their thankfulness -it does not look clear. This bill was con-
that we have a Senate in this country to ceived in iniquity and has been brought forth
protect their interests, and the sooner hon. in sin. That is my individual opinion. I
gentlemen take note of that the better. The formed it some time ago and I have seen
peopie of Canada are against the bill irre- nothing to change my mind since. Look at
spective of party. It is not a question of the arguments advanced in this House in
politics, it is a question of this government support of this bill. Have we heard one
neglecting their duty and giving away the argument yet that would make us think that
inheritance of the people of Canada with- the contract is right ? I trow not. The ar-
out a return. That is the question be- gument of my hon. friend who spoke yester-
fore us. Let us consider this bill. day (Mr. King) was all against the bill. And
What are we giving away? J have spoken I have to hear from others yet. What am
of the quantity of land that is granted to I to do ? I must act as I have made up ny
the contractors. I do not blame them, I mind, because the sage of Bothwell
blame the government who have failed in
their duty. When I come to look at this Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no-my hon.
bill it is a hard matter to discuss it quietly. friend is the sage.
It is an absurd bill, a monstrous bill, it is a Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, you are
give-away bill of the best interests of this known by that name in the country, and I
country-giving away four million acres of say you are a wise one. The hon. gentleman
what is considered the best and richest gold may think I am not quoting him correctly.
land in the world. There lias been a good deal I will read what the hon. gentleman said :
of discussion in this Senate about the routes By the first of Septeniber and it will be in the
to that country. I do not intend to say a power of the government to send in such mien as
word on that subject, because it not before nay be neecssary to maintain law and order with
the House ; there is no route before the the large population which will be nostly foreign-
Senate except what is referred in to this con- ers, and to retain that country and to naintain

the interests of Canada with it. In fact, there are
tract with Mackenzie & Mann. When we nay things which it would be most desirable to
get rid of this contract, and I think we will say in our defence whichi cannot be made public in
before long, then when any question of route the public interest but I an satistied there is not

comes up, whether it be this or another, we one im this House

can consider it. I am not finding fault with That is talking big, loud talk.
this route, but with the monoply created No niatter liow strong his feeling nay be, no

and the amount of land we are giving away. naer how anxious e ught be a change of govern-
For the next ten years no one but Mackenzie Weli, I am not anxious there should be a
& Mann can do anything in that country, change of government.
in the building of the railway the gov.ern-
nient cannot interfere at all. Macken- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think my hon.
zie & Mann can do as they please. They friend does not know his own mind in that
do not need to file a book of reference, 1 regard.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If the hon.
gentleman understands himself and his
position as well as I do, he will be all right,
but that is a matter of opinion, and we dis-
agree in that. With regard to this great
disaster, which it is said will take place in
this Yukon country if the railway is not
built, the people that go into that country
are good healthy people, or they should not
go there. They know what is wanted.
They must take a year's provision, and I do
not see why they should suffer. My hon.
friend told us there would be 100,000 people
going there this year, and his colleague, the
Secretary of State, said that 90 per cent of
then would be United States citizens.

gentlemen of the Senate are going to pass it?
I am satisfied that they will not pass it, and
I will not vote for it because I know it is
against the best interests of the people of
this country, and I am not going, with my
eyes open, to do anything that I consider
will militate against the interests of the
country, no matter what it is or what in-
ducement is held out. I must have hard
facts, and will not be carried away by what
the hon. Minister of Justice tells us he can-
not disclose at the present time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend spoke
about the monopoly provisions of this con-
tract. Will he tell me what they are ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Foreigners, I said, Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, I will en-
not all of them from the United States. deavour to. In the first place, I suppose the

hon. Minister of Justice has read this bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Well, possibly.
There is nothing certain in this world but
death and taxes. The lion. gentlemen say
" Oh, what a great benefit it is going to be
to this country. It is going to help immi-
gration. It is going to help people to grow
peaches and potatoes if we only pass this
bill." I say now if people go into that coun-
try they take their lives in their h.ands
because they have had fair warning. I have
often gone to place where people told me I
risked my life, but I went there to accom-
plish something. These people go there with
their eyes open and will not suffer much.
They will come out all right. I do not
think the people of this country should be
taxed, or their property given away to pro-
vide for these men in the way proposed. I
say that as soon as we ascertain that we
have any large amount of mineral wealth
in that country, and as soon as we find it is
necessary to build a road there, I am ready
to consider it. I am ready to do all I can
for my country, but I do not like a private
contract. I would like every man to have a
chance to compete. I understand an offer
has been made to do this work for one
quarter the amount of ]and we are giving
under this contract. That is the Hamilton
Smith offer. If you advertise for tenders,
you will get it done for nothing.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Smith is not a'
Rothschild.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If he has I
think he ought to know what those provi-
sions are, because he is looked upon as being
a wise man. Clause four reads :

4. For five years froin the 1st September, 1898, no
line of railway shall be authorized by parliament to
be constructed from Lynn Canal or thereabouts, or
from any point at or near the International boundary
between Canada and Alaska ito the Yukon district,
and for five years from said date no aid in land or
money shall be granted to any person or conpany
other than the contractors and the contractors' com-
pany to assist in building any such railway.

They have got the government by the
throat under that clause, and they will
squeeze them, but not with my consent or
I am satisfied, the consent of the Senate
The hon. gentleman says he read the bill
but i think if he had he would not ask me
to point out these provisions.

Another provision reads :

5. The contractors and the contractors' company
shall be entitled to receive in preference to any other
person or company during ten years from the said 1st
of Septem:ber, 1898, such aid or assistance in land or
money as the governnent may be authorized.

We will have to take what the govern-
ment sees fit to grant, and we see what they
are granting at present, which is 4,000,000
acres for 150 miles of tramway. The clause
continues :

And may see fit to grant in aid of a line of railway
freon the St.ikine River to an ocean port in British

govenmen ofe thein countr the fac toea sendn r
Colunibia, provided that the contractors or contrac-

Hon. Mr. McC A LLUM-Why have the tors' company are willing to undertake the construc-

governinent of the country the face to send tion of the same at once and completion thereof
within a reasonable time upon receiving notice thereof

in such a bill and expect that these honest fro the government.
26



There has been a good deal said about a littie squeamish about supporting the bil,
gambling. I do not object to the ministers and they did not approve of that.
gambling and playing poker with one
another, but when they attempt to gamble
away the best interests of the people, I Hon. Mr. NcCALLLTN-Doyouapprove
strongly object. I am opposed to it alto-
gether, and the people of the country are
opposed to it, but to say that the Senate Hon. Mr. MJLLS-I do.
would allow this bill to pass as it is now,Il Hon. Mr. McCALLIJM-You say you
think is absurd. The Minister of Justice do accord with this bil?
teas us we cannot amend it. You cannot
very well improve a rotten eggy when die Hon. Mr. MILLS-N tell ny in on. friend
sheli is cracked. It srHells bad enough, and I approve of the bll; J helieve it is in the
we do not want to touchi it or amend it. If public interest; 1 believe it will he a cal-
we throw it out entirely, the people of this aity to reject it.
country Hill say the Senate have done their o

Hon. MNIr. MNcCALLUM-Y ou say yiou.

dutyd no matter how much the goverment or h
try to work up popular feeling against the gentleman wiIl explain what the calamity is.

we The on. entlean told us in the beinningSenate of this country, they are un- that
able to to it. The Senate are the if we knew what he did e would pass

egoing tebill but whien 1 ask hitm for, the informa-to save this country froin a grasp-
ing monopoly which is attempted to
be fastened upon it by this bill. I am do It h t
satisfied the government will not be able to responsible, not . As it is now six o'clock,
acconplish their object, because I have the andthe House does not wish to sit to-night,
same confidence in the Senate that J have I move the adjournnient of the debate, and
in myself. I know it will do its duty. I that it be made the flrst Order of the Day
can see the hand writinMr on the teall that on eonday.

the bill has otto o. I know the a v The motion las a;reed to.

puli iners ; I beivZinilbeacl

ment are sayiig," Ný e.l, we have hopes yet,'
but they had better make their peace with
the people of the country and not try to
force the bill through the House, because I
know the Senate will reject it. I ask the
House to throw it out, to bury it so that the
people of this country will know nothing
more about it, and I think we will bury it
twenty-four feet under ground. They say
the frost goes down very deep in the Klon-
dike and I want to bury below the frost
limit. i may be too anxious in the interests
of my country that we should dispose of
this bill. I know the sage from Bothwell
feels proud to be in this House and I can
assure hon. gentlemen I have the highest
opinion of his ability in every respect, but I
think he is half-hearted. I think he feels a
good deal with me on this occasion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Unless my hon. friend
is conceahing his love.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
man spoke half-heartedly. on this question.
His heart was not in it, or he would have
given us a different speech. He may be try-
ing a little harder now. Perhapshis colleagues
have found fault with him and said he was

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottaica, M1onday, 28th March, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EQUIPMENT OF THE MILITIA.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excelleincy the Governor General, prayilg that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, all
papers, letters, telegrams, reports, reconnnendations,
contracts, payments and correspondence, between the
Department of Militia and any person or persons
whatsoever, and also, all reports and Orders in Coun-
cil in connection with equipment of the militia force,
referring to the Oliver, the Lewis and the Merrian
patents.

The motion was agreed to.
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DELAYED RETURNS. moved for is very large. In the varlous
departments they are being made out in the

INQUIRY. order in which they are carried, either in

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to one fouse or the other and although I
would have been highly pleased if the hion.

Ask the governnent when, if at al,gentlean's request could have been co-
peet the papers to be brought down to the Senate, that
lie, by Address to His Excellency the Governor Gen- plied with sooner, 1 can assure him the
eral, asked for on the 18th of February last. delay bas not been due to any fault on my

He said : In asking this question, I may part or on the part of my hon. friend beside
say that I do so with considerable reluctance. me (M r. Scott), nor bas there been any dis-
When I first asked for this information, the position to act discourteously towards any
hon. leader of the House reque4ed me to
put a notice on the paper. I did so, but A QUESTION 0F PRIVILEGE.
have never had the return brought down.
To-day papers asked for on the 18th of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
March, have been f urnished promptly while fore the Orders of the Day are called, I desire
mine, nmoved for a ronth before, have not to direct the attention of the leader of the
been produed yet. The delay is a gross idouse to a paragraph which bas been oing
insuot to the Senate and to the fouse. t e cth

see it announced that since last summer the the roued of the oher nd a g f thugh I

woul heave bftee on hihypeasdc if the hon.

governinent have perigitted 11,000 gallons of notl before the ouse has been delaed to
liquor to be taken into the Yukoncontray ! enable the governnent to correspond wit
to the policy they announced when appeal- lthe Imperial authorities in reference to in-

g to the people. They advertised the ( rS o the nmber of members in this
selves far and near as a prohibition party flouse. I should like to ask the hon. gentle-
and ere they allow 11,000 gallons of hquor man hether there is arty truth in that state-
to be taken into the Yukon country, out of ment. Of course, we know that Ieany
which 30,000 or 40,000 gtballons will no doubt tordirs of th e theerefsh
be m ade and sold. E v r body knows w hat prss rous o f tha t a gn ath o rity . e goi

the resu t is likely to be. y oth ing incites papers to th e effect th at

to crime and debauciery like intoxicating Hon. Mr. MLLS- do not think there
liquor, yet the governent permit tbis laroe is any autbority for that statement.
quantity of liquor to be taken into the
Yukon country where there is but a smal- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE Ore ELL-W e

police force teo maintain law and order. also know that very important questions and
say it is a grievous wrong and outrage. very important movements of the government
ask the minister an 1 to, have these papers are foreshadowed by newspaper paragraphs
or a4, 0 not? Are wny questios to be given at the instance of the ministers, and
treated with contempt If so , I shal as this is a very important matter affectng
address a letter to bis Excellency to ascer- this louse, J thought it esy duty to cali
tain whether, w ei the Senate asks for attention to it and ask if there is really any
papers, the government shail be permitted authority for the statement which bas been
to refuse to bring them down. pubished.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J cati assure the hion. Hon. Mr. MNILLS-I can say to my hion.
senator that if the return is not already in friend that there is no authority for the
bis hands, it bas been through no fault of statement which as been made.
rine. The notice of the hon. member went
througb the Secretary of State's office to the

tain wheher whe thet Senate asks fo

department in which those papers are, and d
received tlîis memo. a few minutes. ago: SECOND READINGS.

Thev return moved for by the Hon. Mr. Perley and
about which he as given notice lie will inquire to-day Bila (C) " An Act for the relief of Edwin
will be brought down to-morrow. pleyward."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.

The hon. gentleman must know that at Bil (D) "An Act for the relief of James
this season of the year the number of returns Pearso."-(fon. Mr. Clemow.>

26J
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THE CANADIAN YUKON RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being called,-
Resuming the further adjourned debate on the

Second Reading (Bill 6) " An Act to confirm an agree-
ment between Her Majesty and William Mackenzie
and Donald D. Mann, and to incorporate the Can-l
adian Yukon Railway Company ;" and the motion in
anendment of the Honourable Mr. Macdonalrl (B. C.),
that the said bill be not now read a second tinie, but
that it be read a second time this day six mionths.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM said: I was deal
ing with this important bill last Friday when
the House adjourned at six o'clock. In the
first place, I take exception to the impression
which the Minister of Justice wanted to con-
vey to this House, that Sir Charles Tupper
was to a certain extent in favour of this bill.
The leader of the opposition in the other
House has spoken in favour of the route, but
lias not said one word in favour of the bill.
Can my hon. friend the Minister of Justice
show where Sir Charles Tupper said that he
was in favour of this contract? We may all be
in favour of the route when we get more in-
formation, but I do not think you will find
a majority in this House in favour of this
contract. My hon. friend thinks that those
who belonged to the Conservative party before
they came into the Senate will be influenced
to vote for this measure by stating that Sir
Charles Tupper was in favour of the
contract. In the first place Sir Charles
Tupper did not make any statement that
he was in favour of this bill; and in
the second place, it would take a good deal
of influence to have the hon. gentlemen here
do anything but what is right, reasonable
and proper, and what they believe to be in
the interests of the people of this country.
That is what we are here for, and that is
what we are going to do, at least what I in-
tend to do. I have always acted in this
House irrespective of party, and why should
I not do it now when I feel that the country
is at our back ? I feel that nine-tenths of
the people of this country, irrespective of
party, are against this bill. This contract
before us, I see, is not the bill as originally
presented to parliament. It has been,
amended. Let us see what the anendment
is. My hon. friend the other day wanted
me to point out what I objected to in the
bill, and I asked him if he had read the bill
He said he had. I wonder if he read this

No member of the House of Commons shall be ad
mitted to any share or part in this contract or to an,
benefit arising therefrom.

That is what is said in the second arrange-
ment. Why this? Probably my hon. friend
the Minister of Justice can tel] us. I sup-
pose he will tell us, " On account of the In-
dependence of Parliament Act." I often
thiik, when I look across at my hon. friend,
of the days when he used to be in the House
of Commons, how he used to thunder forth
with eloquence, his breast heaving with in-
dignation, that members of parliament should
not accept favours of the Crown. But why
was not the Senate included in this amend-
ment? What was it omitted for? It is an
invitation to the Senate, " Come in, gentle-
men ; share with us in this contract, and
take some of this gold ; if it is not a land
flowing with milk and honey, it is a land f ull
of gold." For the life of me, I cannot tell
who has a share in this contract or who has
not. When the vote is taken, and gentlemen
explain themselves, then I can probably form
a better idea on the subject. J cannot do it
now. But why should my hon. friends, the
Minister of Justice and the Secretary of
State, have preference in taking stock in
this concern and putting it through parlia-
ment, and the rest of the government be ex-
cluded ? It is only because they are in the
Senate. When I think over the matter,
what about the Minister of the Interior, who
laboured so hard to have this brought before
parliament? Why is he excluded, the man
that concocted and conceived and brought
forth this bill-this diabolical bill, I may
say ? Just look at the trouble he has had,
to say nothing of the trouble he had to keep
away from Hamilton Smith, so that he could
not make him an offer. The Minister of the
Interior is excluded f rom having any share
in this contract, but my friends, the Minister
of Justice and the Secretary of State, can
each have a share. I do not say at all that
Mackenzie & Mann have tried that game in
this House, but you can read between the
lines of this bill any way, and it is clear in
my mind that it can be used in that way,
and it is done for that intention, no doubt.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh, oh.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon, gen-
tleman says " Oh, oh ;" if that was rot the
reason, why do they amend the bill in that
way ? I think they are excluded by the
Independence of Parliament Act. It was
to enable them t> say to the Senate, you
can come in and share with us-and I do
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not know to-day wvhether they have a share the government and I say if you do, you will
in it or not. One wealthy man has pro- be marked men in this country -all who vote
nounced in favour of this bill, and I do not for this iniquitous bill will be regarded as
know yet how nany others there may be. having a share in this contract. I want to
Then look at this question : the government read to you what a eulogy the Toror to Globe
newspapers are down on what they call the pronounced on Sir Frank Smith when it
Tory Senate. I say the Senate is not here found that he favoured the bill:
to carry out the wishes of any government; SIR
they are here to do wnat they think is right
and proper. When we had a Conservative The people of Toronto know Sir Frank Smith well,

government in the other House we 'opposed and with ail who are acquainted with him the
approval of the Yukon Railway contract, which he

and defeated some of their measures. This bas publicly expressed, will carry peculiar weight.
bill before us is a thousand times-yes ten ?what renders his opinion especially valnable is his

thousand times more iniquitous than the uimense and universally admitted executive ability
t and his wide experience in business natters. No bet-

Short Line Railway was. That Short Line ter judge of a business proposition or of the terms of

Bill came to the Senate from the other a contract codld easily be named anong Canadian
bouse endorsed by 36 of a majority. 1public men. To his practical sagacity, his strong

graspî of affairs, he adds a keen public spirit and
remember well the attitude on that occa- conspicuous fairness of mind and independence. He
sion of the' Globe and other papers which ias always been looked upon as a ian who could be

relied upon to core to his own conclusion upon a
now support the government. They en- matter, and to stick to that conclusion with a tenacity
dorsed the action of my hon. friend froin whicli would be absoluîtely unshaken by the considera-

. o s tions which ordinarily move a partisan. He stands
Richmond when he moved the six mo in public life to-day as a man who bas nothing to
hoist to that bill, and I was proud to be hope for or to fear. He bas won his place in the

here to record mny vote with him, as I am, world of business and of politics, and occupies a
position ot complete independence, from which he

proud to be here to-day to record my vote canscrutinize any proposal untouched by the
against this bill. As I have said I am sur- which often appeal so forcibly to the politician who

prised at my friend the Minister of Justice owes or hopes to owe sone advantage to other po-
w liticians. The opinion of Sir Frank Smith and a few

who always stood up for the independence other senators of his calibre on a business arrange-
of parliament, now opening the door and ment is worth far inore than that of ail the other

almost inviting the Senate to come in and Con- ervative senators put together.

share a portion of this contract. But, sir, That is the Toronto G/obe for you; the
with all the blandishment and whatever they Hon. Sir Frank Smith knows it all and we
have used thèy have not succeeded, not very know nothing. I do not think that our col-
far yet. Why this change of the Minister league from Toronto would go so far as that.
of Justice? Why this change of my hon. I might go on reading from the government
friend, the Secretary of State ? They are press eulogies that they have passed on this
mum ; they do not say anything about it. governient, but I will not make what my
Is it because they are shackled with the hon. friend from Richmond described as a
chains of office and have given up their scrap-book speech. Let us look a little more
former professions, shackled with a chain of at this tramway. Is there any such thing
seven links, each link representing $1,000? in the history of the wor]d ? They tell you
That is the only way I can account for it. it is an all-Canadian route. From Victoria
The lion. gentleman from Toronto (Sir Frank to the mouth of the Stikine is 800
Smith) told us the other day he lias plenty miles ; from the mouth of the Stikine to
of noney and did not want any f rom any- Glenora, the port of commencement, is 130
body. The government organs stated that' miles ; f rom Glenora to Teslin Lake is 165
Sir Frank Smith was coming to Ottawa and miles. That is the railway the contractors
would fix the Senate-that he had influence agree to build. Some put it at 150 miles,
and would be able to carry the bill, but but I question if we could get there with 150
when he came here he did not find that the miles. From Teslin Lake to Dawson is 450
Senate were going in with him. I do not miles, making in all 1,545 miles from Vic-
say that Sir Frank Smith has any share in toria, of which about 150 miles is this tram-
this matter, but the door is open for him. way for the construction of which the govern-
The government of the day invited him to ment give away more than four million acres
come and share with them-in fact, they of land. It is really 4,125,000 acres of
invited all the senators to go in with him. land. Until a few days ago these con-
I ask my colleagues are you going in with tractors were going to carry this bill



through parliament. They thought they have been receiving f rom day to day, I
could influence the senators by saying to believe that nine-tenths of the people of this
them "Come in and take a share of this. country, irrespective of party, are at our
Take a share of all the good things with us," back. We must bury this bill down as low
but I do not think the senators will respond as the frost goes in the Klondike. I said
to that. I am perfectly sure they will not. on Friday that I thought the Senate would
They would be committing treason agaiist bury it 24 feet deep but I think now it will
the people of this country if they passed this go a little deeper.
bill, and a celebrated British statesman
says that treason to the people is more I[on. Mr. POWEl-As the lion. ,entle-
heinous than treason to the Crown. I say man wiu bas just resumed his seat las said,
to my colleagues stand to vour guns; let us the question before the House is an iu-
throw this bill out. I arn not opposed to a'portant one, and the action of the Senate
railway to the Yukon if they bring in a upon this ineasure is likeiy to be of very
reasonable bill and give reasonable monîey'serious consequence tu the vast number of
or money's worth for it, but I want them in persons who are irterested directiy and in-
the first place to advertise for tenders over'directiy iiL the Canadian Yukon country
the world and give the contract to the'is also suci a measure that the way in which
lowest tenderer. we deal with it will be a matter of very

gIreat consequence as to the estimation in
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear, which the Senate is held throughout Can-

hear. ada. To the government it is not of so
inch cunsequenct'. The governînenit have

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And I believe embodied their policv. with respect to estab-
that we will get it done cheaply and we lishing better communication to twe Yukon
should have more information about this country for the season of 1898 and 1899, in
route before we adopted it. The gentlemen the bil now before us. If the buse re-
governing the country have been throwingjects the bil thc government are relieved
the country into debt all over and they do f rom responsibility for what may happen
not care what they do. Look what a grand betveen the present time and the summer
corrupt:on fund this would be if they passed of 1899, and that mesponsibility is assumed
this bill. Some people are uncharitable by this bouse. It stands to reason therefore
enough to say it lias been used already. I that we should deai with thc measure with a
do not say so but I expect to see some evi- full sense of thc responsibility which attaches
dence of it brought out in the election cases to oui actions. Whethe' we pass this bil or
in the province of Ontario. I am looking not is la'gely, chiefly, in fact, a business
for it and thinmk it will come. I fancy I question, ard the question shouid be deait
could put my finger on the man that sup- with froin a business point of view.
plied a large amount of that mioney to cor-
rupt the province of Ontario. I do not say Hon. Mr. ALMON-Business is business.
so, as a fact, because, as I said the other day, Hon Mi'. POWER-While I do not
I am afraid to say all I know, but of course I
can think about it if I do not think about it
too loudly. I have shown the House in my
humble way, what the effect will be if it has been exciusively considcred in that

we assthi liiandI hin I av ~h~Vf! av. I cannot say that it bias been con-we pass this bill, and I think I have shlown
why it should not be passed, and it isi'
the most outrageous and diabolical bill and partial af'ections which we

everprcentd t pa'iianen. Iaskthepray every day thiat our dehiberations niayever presented to parliament. I ask theHaew oed tth
Minister of Justice if lie could, with hisbe f'ee from.
extensive reading, point me out where there measure on its own merits alone? I do not
was any bill of this character introduced think any hon. gentleman cat truiy say tiat

we have.in any parliament in the world. He
may be able to do it, but lie has failed Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-J can.
to do it so far. Tie press of the government
are trying to niake the Senate depart from Hon. Mr. POWER-I ar ghad the lion.
the path of vit-tue, but f'on the letters I geiitleian's conscience is so clear.

potnC nadteato fteSnt
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Several Hon. GENTLEMEN-I can, I would be above that and did not make any
can. So say we all. provision for it. J wish to direct attention

to the fact-that in the Aet respecting the
Hon. Mr. POWER-My question is, have Senateandilouseofommons which contains

we all looked at the measure on its merits provisions for theindependenceofparliament,
alone ? The bon. gentleman from Monck are provisions made applicable to the buse
illustrates the point which I am trying to'of Commons which are not made applicable
make. That hon. gentleman tried to leave to the Senate. For instance, section nine
the impression on this House that there was, of that Act applies to the House of Com-
in a clause of the contract before us, an in- nons altogether. There are a number of
ducement held out to membei s of this House provisions wbich do not apply to the Senate.
to be bribed, in fact, to support this measure. There is just one gencral section applying
The hon. gentleman was not satisfied with to the Senate and that is section 18, which
making that broad, general statement, but applies to thiscontract as well as to any other
he gave point to his remarks by referring to contract. You cannot disqualify a senator
the action of the hon. senator fron Toronto except as be is disqualified by the British
(Sir Frank Smith) who usually supports the North America Act. My hon. friend from
opposition, but who bas undertaken to sup- Monck illustrates the impartial and inde-
port the .government on this measure. pendent way in wbich this measure is re-
Could anything show how far--I do not say garded. Now, take the contractors, Mac-
party feeling, but how far prejudice will kenzie & Man; they are admitted to be,
carry a member of this House than that- and must be admitted to be, most capable
that an upright, honourable man like the and responsible and reputab]e contractors,
hon. gentleman f rom Monck should who have carried out previous public con-
dream of accusing the bon. gentleman f rom ti acts in a nost satisfactory manner. The
Toronto, a man whose character stands as Minister of the Interior is a mar of ability. I
high as that of any gentleman anywhere-'do not tbink any one denies that; and he is

a mnan against whom no charge of corruption
Hon. Mr. M cCALLU M-I did not accuse or inalfeasance in office bas ever been made.

anybody of anything of the kind. I read One would suppose, under these circum-
an article froni the Toronto Globe, and that stances, that an agreement made betveen
is all. the government on the one part, and the

contractors on the otber, would be considered
Hon. Mr. POWER-The bon. gentleman solely on its merits; but it bas been far

went further than that. Mackenzie &otherwise. We bave been realed here with
Mann and the government of Canada to- stories as to the amount of inoney the con-
gether have niot money enough to bribe the tractors may bave made on other business
hon. gentleman from Toronto to do what transactions one in the cit of Toronto and
his conscience does not approve of. Look at the other in connection with a railway built
the effect, if this kind of argument is to be by tbeni in the province of Manitoba. The
tolerated? What will the effect be of the bon. gentleman who referred to tbis latter
line of argument adopted by the hon. gentle- matter spoke of it as a deal between
man from Monck ? It will simply be to deter tbe Manitoba govern ment and the contract-
any gentleman here f rom exercising bis inde- ors, at a tie vhen tbe present Minister
pendent opinion if that opinion leads him to, of the Interior was a meinber of the Mani-
support this bill. The hon. gentleman tells toba government. He was not tbe member
himn distinctly that the finger of scorn will of the government who had to deal most
be pointed at him as a man who bas been directly witb the contractors. These things
bribed. Is that a proper argument to address bave no relevancy to the matter before the
to this House? I do not think any one w ouse at ail. We bave to assume, as ai
stops to think will say that it is. Now, what the evidence goes to show, tbat the contract-
is this clause ? I should look at it in a differ- ors are reputable men, and that tbe action
ent light altogether f rom the hon. gentleman of the government is bonest and bona fide.
from Monck. It might be that the members Witb respect to the Lake Dauphin Railway,
of the House of Commons were susceptible the hon. gentleman f rom Brandon was in
of being influenced in an improper way, error. The fact is that this Lake Dauphin
out the governnent thought the senatos Railway received 6,400acres a mile and a sub-
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sidy of $40,000 a year from the late govern- reply to is Excellencys speech. Lt seems
ment of the Dominion, and all that the to me that nearly everything that was
Manitoba government did in the matter, i necessary to be told about it was stated then.
order to secure the construction of the road, Lt is a fact the government have in-
was to guarantee the interest on the bonds; troduced a measure, some measure being
and the probabilities are that the province absolutely necessary. They selected a route
will not be called upon to piy any of that which would be a portion of any route into
interest at all. Then, the mining regula- Canada. The bulk of the railway which is
tions made by the governmnent for the proposed to be built under this agreement
Yukon country have been brought into the would be nn essential portion of any
discussion. They have no relevance to railway built to connect the Klondike
the merits of this agreement at all . recion with Canada, whether it is to con-
take the speech made by another hon. nect it with Edmonton, with Ashcroft or
gentleman as illustrating the point of view with Port Sinpson. The work is neces-
from which this measure is regarded. Take sary. The route that has been selected is,
the hon. gentleman froin Murray Harbour, on the face of it, the best Canadian route,
as a general thing, a fair and earnest man. the best in the interest of Canada, that
The hon. gentleman told us that there was could be selected, because witi respect to
urgency in the spring of 1897-that there the Edmonton route and the Ashcroft route
was an urgent demand at that time for they could not be available for three years
action by the government; but he wound at any rate, and it is necessary there should
up by saying there was no urgency for action be something that can be utilized next fali.
now. There were a few hundreds of people The grant to the contractors is not an un-
in the Ktondike region in the spring of 1897. reasonable consideration. No morty is

tiken out of the pockets of the people of the
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The hon. gePntie- 1 country. Lt is true that a very snal pro-
an is astray in sayingtbat Iconsidered there portion of lands which are supposed to be

was urgency in the spring of 1897. What minerai. lands, of the Yukon country is to
meant to say was this, that in the opinion le administered and exploited by the con-

of the government, by their advertisements tractors and not i the governtment. I
and public regulations of that date, they must miyh t say here that the ion. gentleman
have considered it necessary at that time- froin Murray Harbour (Mr. Pro'vse) proved
there wvas urgency iii their minds at that to his own satisfaction, and I think to the
tipie. satisfaction of the bouse, that a free miner

would sooner deal with Mackenzie & Mann

Hon.wa bril toWcnnectteehKondik

man ook he grun P Rtt there g rentle- than with the government. If that is the
as no case, the more tand given to Mackenzies,

urgency at the present time and that the iManu the better. It just shows how far
people who liad got in there, or would go our prejudices wvill carry us. The hon gentle.
in there, could get out again as best they man denounced the government for giving
could ; but he naintained that the govern- so much land to Mackenzie & Mann,
ment should have known there was urgencyth as

be somehn g tha cammn be utilied nextitfal

in the spring of 1897. The hon. gentleman better for the free miner that the contractors
again said that a railwa of three feet gauge should exploit tose ands.
could iiot begrin to do work betweeri the
Kondike region and the outside world, and bon. Mr. BOULTON-Why? Because
theni he toa us in the next breath that no there is one per cent royalty to Mackenzie
railway at ail was necessary. bon. gentle- & Mann as against ten per cent to the
men can see that, without intending it, they overnment.
are ail more or Iess influenced by, shais I say,
their party feelings? Xpe are not supposed Hon. Mr. POWE-I am not saying
to have any party feelings in this buse, and why it was; we are dealino with the agree-
I sha say prejudices. I propose to mook ment as we have it. do not think realy
at this contract as a matter of business that it ought to be necessary to say very
as far as my party feeling will allow me. much more, but this question bas been en-
This measure was discussed t considerable veooped and embarrassed by so many side
lenyth during the debate on the address in issues and so many statements which are ot
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accurate, and so many objections have been same way,in our own country,inthecaseof the
taken, that it is necessary to deal with it at'North-west rebellion of 18d5, fault wasfound,
some little length. I do not think that any and justly found, with the governrnent of that
hon. gentleman who listened to the speech day, because they had not taken steps to
of the hon. the Minister of Justice when he guard against the resuit which followed.
moved the second reading of the bill can The old proverb is perfectly truethat "an
deny that it was the duty of the governrment, ounce of prevention is better than a pound
charged as they were with the administration of cure;" and the government bave here
of the public business of this country, toigiven us the ounce of preventionand,possi-
furnish better means of ingress and egress bly, if this bil is rejected, next year we
for passengers, and better means of transport- shaH have to provide the pound of cure. To
ing freight into that country, supplies illustrate the danger which may arise ir, that
chiefly, than exist at present. We know country later on, it is only iiecessary to cal
from the newspapers that there are, at the attention ti the fact that a boat loaded with
present time, thousands of people on the supplies for our own police, going up the
shore of the Lynn Canal, that there are at Yukon River, vere held up on the United
any rate hundreds and I believe thousands States territory and the supplies taken out
of people at Wrangel; and we know of ler. That was a case when there were
f rom thé newspapers, and the best probably only four or tive thousand people
sources, that the trains on the railways in that region. low will it be when the
going to the west are filled with persons nunber is increased to fifty or one hundred
going into the Klondike regions. It was thousand, Some hon. gentlemen say that
only the other day that the vice-president the government knew, or ought to have
of one of the largest railway corporations, said known, last summer that there was urgent
that his impression was that this season there need of action, and should have taken that
would be 150,000 people in that Klondike action early enough to have time to adver-
region. It is all very well for hon. gentle- tise for tenders and to make the contract in
men to say, as the hon. gentleman froin the way in which such contracts are best
Murray Harbour (Mr. Prowse) said, let made, aftei giving due advertisement for
them come out as they got in, but we have parties to core in and tender. We al recog-
to make allowances for the weakness of nize that, if practicable, that is the proper
human nature. If people were all perfect, way to give contracts for public works; but
legislation would not be necessary, but we we have to consider the circumstances, and
have to legisiate with a view to human I cannot see ho' any hon. gentleman
weakness, and the government would who has carefully read the speech of the
be blamed, and would be justly blamed, Minister of the Interior on the second read.
if famine and disorder, and possibly ing of this bil in the other House, could
rebellion, prevailed next autumn and winter fail to flnd the whole matter explained. The
in that country. The government would be minister stated, in brief, that while it was
censured if they made no serious efforts to known that gold was being found in large
prevent that result ; and there is another quantities in that region, and that a consider.
point, hon. gentlemen-supposing people do of men were going in, no one
find gold in that country, the cost of every- had any idea, until late in the summer, that
thing, the cost of getting in supplies, the cost there was going to be such a tremendous in-
of living is so exorbitant at the present time flux into the Klodike reion as is actually
that unless a man finds a relatively immense taking place; and when towards the latter
quantity of gold, he makes nothing out of it part of the summer, it became clear that
and it is the duty of the government of this thousands of people were going in there, and
country to take some steps to make the that a good many more people would be in
means of living cheaper in that region, to there this year, the government had to de-
enable people to live there at some reason- cide upon some une of action. Now, let us
able rate. Hon. gentlemen are aware, of see whether the government acted in a busi-
course, that in the case of the Irish famine ness like way in the matter. The Ministpr
of 1846-47, great fault was found with the of the Interior, the member of the govern-
Imperial government because they had not ment, perhaps, who was specially charged
made provision to deal with that calamity with the interests of the Yukon country,
uitil the famine had becomea fact. lsthe went out, atothe samne time Major Walsh went,
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n the middle of September, and saw for him- will appear at any rate later on that there
self the conditions of things on the Lynn was not
Canal and its neighbourhood. Then the
engineer employed by the government, Mr. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Jennings, started from Glenora on the 25th government did not use Jennings's report at

September. I wish to point out that the all.
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govertiiinui 1Vý nu tJ me, once t,1 i Wy Yere Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
satisfied it was necessary to do something, is quite mistaken. Saint Cyr's report and
and something out of the ordinary course of J ennings's report n
business. Jennns's report were essential eleinents in

the bargain ; they could not have made a

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How bargain without these reports, because they
f , would have been doing a very foolish thing

to Dece lhbera if they had. Just at this juncture, a very
few days after the government had received

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the ion. gentle- the report of Mr. Jennings, covering the
a report of Mr. Saint Cyr, they were engaged,mnan will pay strict attention I shiall satisfy r beiee in neoitoswtZakni

1dm.Mr.Jennngsstared rom lenra believe, in negotiations wvith Mackenzie &him. Mr. Jenmings started fromn Glenora Man wo ern th1rudadwr
on the 25tl September. He was at Teslin caabo con ro, and w ee
Lake, iniaking a survey of the country, capable contraetors, an(l whien it bas been
beween Smakine asurvesn Le ountry stated that the government were negotiating
between Stikine and Teshin Lake, Onn thIar nd thtte ners whc
the l3th of October. Then lie sent Mr. 1in the dark and that the secresy which
Saint Cyr, oof cto b r hnae enier characterized the transaction was intended to
Saint Cyr, one of his subordinate engineers, prevent competition. What are the facts ?
and Mr. Morley Ogilvie to survey Teshtn Maitland Kersey made an offer to the
Lak-e and Hootalinqua River. That was .overnmient on the 20th December, when he
business like and absolutely necessary. eame onte with Dects-he he
It would have been a nost foolish thing to here andutalked with t he fcinisterof the Inter-
have undertaken to build the railway from .here ws to eforterod t keer-
the Stikine River to Teslin Lake, if the lake or
itself, and the Huotalinqua and Lewes Hivers hin the fact that the governnent were

itslfandth Hotalnqu ad LwesRivrsnegotiating, with Mackenzie & Mann about
down to Dawson, were not navigable; and thistmatter and cne 2 Januabout

Mr.SantCy'sduy ~astoaser; i this matter, and on the 22nd January he

that fact. Saint Cyr and Ogilvie examined wrote to the Minister of the Interior, in which
thatin a Samt Cynd ilnvigeamed he proposed to consult his principals in
leshn Lake and found it was naviable for England. He was allowed two days for the

alinqua River and satistied themselves that purpose of doing it, which he thought was

that river and the Lewes River mere aso ample. My hon. colleague from Halifax

navigable for steamers. Mr. Jennings having probably does not think so. He would pro-
snvigabe foretlemen nor. cauJennins h n bably take longer to deliberate over the
sent these gentlemen north, came back hani matter, as e generally does to make bis
self over the route between Tesn Lake and mind. up; but the gentlemen in England,Stikine River, and reachea Wrangel on the the principals with whom Kersey had been
25thi October. There hie was met by the -l orsodnedi o edaymr
Minister of the Interior. Mr. Saint Cyr's sur- i correspondence did not need any more

than that time, and Kersey did not ask any
ve began on the 14th October at sucom more. And on the 23rd Janua, Mr.
pleted on the 27th October. That surveyMatndKredcledotne.Hi
was essential. The work could not be under- ae
taken without that report. Mr. Saint Cyr 1letter is as follows
naturally took some time to get froi the OrrAwA, 23rd January, 1898.

Hootalinqua River to civilization again, and Sm,-With reference to the offer which I made to

Mr. Saint Cyr's report was dated on the 6th you on behalif of my syndicate in early Decenber,
. and to the conversation wvhich I had the pleasure of

January, 1898. This report of Mr. Saint having with you on Friday last, in relation to the
Cyr was covered by a report of Mr. Jennings construction of a wagon road and railway froni

dated 1lth January, 1898. The report of G;lenora to Teslin Lake, I have to advise you, after

Mr. Jennings reachied the government here consu'ltation with London, that we deein it inadvisable
to niake a further offer to the government which

I think on the 13th January, 1898. Hon. would of necessity involve the guaranteed completion

gentlemen will see there was not ver much of the line by the first of September next, and which
offer would have to be based on a land grant unac-

time left then to ad vertise for tenders. It companied by any cash subsidy.
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Here were people who were in the business to construet that road, and that he should
of building railways in that country, and: neyer conmunicate with the government
who were erecting mills on Teslin Lake is something that passes belief. h
and building steam boats on Teslin Lake, is alleged that he told some third
gentlemen with unlimited capital, and they party that he refers to, to tell the govern-
were able, but not prepared, to undertake ment that he was anxious to make an offer,
what iMessrs. I\i ackenzie & Mann have under- but the third party says that Mr. Hanilton
taken to do. One reason for urgency which Smith never re(uested him to do that; but
I may mention and which bas not been re- is it fot perfectly ridiculous to suppose that
ferred to till the present time is, that it was a g
deemed to be an essential thingt that Mac- an offer and a rxieus to make an offer should
kenzie & Mann should get their plant and net have done what every sensible man
their men UI) tne Stikine befoee the ice would do, gone to the governent and made
broke up in the spring. It bas happened his offer. Would ot that be the common
this year that tbe ice bas broken up earlier sense line of action. Do lieon gentlemen
than usual, and athougi Mackenzie & 'lain think it is the duty of the Minister of the
put their men on the "round linnbediately, Interior, or any ather minister, te go hunt-
the ice had actually begun to break up in ing around liotels in Ottawa to find a man
the rivera'and the men had great difficulty who is prepared to make an ofer? The
indeed in getting, up. So lion, gentlemien thing is absurd. So far with respect to the
will see that, as it was essential that this question of urgenca. propose t say some-
road should ge completedand this new teans thing now with raference to t e question of
of access to the Yukon siould be opened by route, and my lion. friend fro t Monck bas
the ust September in order to get supplies mae a suggestion with regard to this mat-
in to feed the people there durin the ain- ter that I toink it is well to act upon. e
ter, and in order that those who were anxious referred to the opinion of the leader of the
to p et out should have an opportunity to et, opposition in the other mnuse upon tis bih.
out- itwas also essential that no time should i ar nt dealins wit tbe nerits of the bi
be lost, and it was deeîned essential that the I arn dealing withi the question of route;
contractors' men should get up the Stikine and let us see what Sir Charles Tupper said
River beftore the ice broke up. So far as to to the correspondent of the Mas pnd En-
the question of urgency. TIere is no doubt, pire in January:
if ever there was a clear case of urgency i
this is the case, anl think the government e stated that the route chosen is the best that
of aestothe ukonhououte, av be honocte. frien from Monck thaest
he1 pere ine toe actn spies me said, "1 made inquiries and reached the conclu-

the took. Witl respect to the offer sion that Canada ought, at the earest possiHlet y moment. to have comtnication witu the Yukbon.
pr-inîpressed it uipon th e British Cohimubia ýovernmnent

pose te say very snuch, but I say this, hon. that it should wo-operate with the Dominon gvern-
gentlemen-I ma perhaps refer to the Ient te isure the construction cf a link retween te

tr of the ofFer ater on-but with respect Stikine River and Tes Lake. At Winnipeg I de-
iers bocared that the ndertaking wa il a necesst-, and

to the dealings between Mr. coauilton Shvith ben 1 returned to Ottawa I weat ininediately to
were g ernfetlynjutd I the itin p chMr. sifton. I inqiresqed ren hce the absolutethey teok.Wit 1 respec to theffer cesity Cf apening up the rote to secure Canadian
- do not ke to usme a word which may tra th.
net be deemec complimentary to the views ims tse the arrangements made with Messrs. Mac-
held by sone of my bou. friends for whon. J kezie & Mann, S r Charles Tupper said that tey

wer mment who had the capital, resources and energy
have great respect-but te suppose a g.entle- Ilto carry it out. They were, probably, the only men
nan who represented British capitalists ii Cana who culd put the en ndertaking thrugh

termsd be thee at the time these negotitins iclare tihe that was specifed.
o Charles counsiders that t e governient ought to

were going on and wen fers were inade have acted with more pronptess. That much valu-
by Maitland Kersey and a gentleman f roni abde tinie had been lest, and if his suggestions had

necessity of openmg the rot tosecre an adan

Montreal, J. Wesley Allisen, and when Mr. tae. )y tb n c
Hanilton Smith knew, as bis correspondence The fact that a trail as to be put thros in six
and statements show e knew, that the gev- kneeks, su that the distance aetwten the Stikyne River

ernmnt ereconidern(ytheniater an(I Tesli Lake inay he covered iu three days, is in

ernmentwh waethreaitloesoscedanrenrg

tue matte o s jurgient, of great importance. tHe thinks
making a contract for a railway into the'shelters should pe erected at suitable places for the
Yukln country, to suppose that e should i accomnodation cf the fsoed cf traffic that will go in.
werhe goitg on and ends we m e The completien of the road y SepteTh r is slower
by Maeitnd K ey capital ehntem anxous work than might have been doue hd ths e question
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been grappled with earlier. Still, it will be of tht.
utmost importance to Canadian interests.

Sir Charles gives the government credit for acting
with such vigour as it has shown, and asserts that the
opening of the Canadian route was strongly urged by
him upon both governments interested as the proper
course to pursue. He does not anticipate any trouble
with thie United States in transferring cargoes froin
the ocean boats to river boats at Wrangel.

If, however, such should happen, Canada has Port
Simpson to fall back upon, which vill be equally
serviceable.

Now, hon. gentlemen, whatever weight
the hon. gentleman from Monck and other
hon. gentlemen muay give the opinion of the
Minister of Justice or of the Secretary of
State, they are bound to attach some con-
siderable weight to the opinion of their own
leader. His opinion was such that he en-
dorsed the governmient policy completely as
regards the route and the urgency. Sir
Charles Tupper is not the only business
man who lias endorsed the route. I find
that some two days ago, there was a meet-
ing of the Montreal Board of Trade and
that board passed a resolution urging the
construction of a railway from Teslin Lake
to Port Simpson, and the immediate con-
struction-during the coming season-of the
railway froin Stikine to Teslin Lake. I un-
derstand that the Board of Trade of Toronto
have adopted a si.nilar resolution.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Do
they approve of the land grant?

Hon. Mr. POWER-They endorsed the
route that has been adopted by the govern-
ment. I ain now dealing with the question
of route. There have been different routes
spoken of here as being preferable to the
route adopted by the government. There is
the Yukon River route. I do not rest on my
own authority with respect to that. I quote
from the speech of the Mlinister of the
Interior :

The Yukon River route involves an ocean pas-
sage from a Pacific coast port to St. Michael's at the
mouth of the Yukon River, on the coast of Alaska.
Fron St. Michael's by a river steainoat, the passen-
ger goes to Dawson City through the United States
territory of Alaska, a distance of about 1,600 miles.
The Yukon is a river that, during the early portion of
the season, contains sutticient water to float river
steamuboats carrying freight to the amount of about
500 tons. These steamuboats make one tri >, fully
loaded, from St. Michael's to Dawson City an d return.
They generally are able to imake a second trip, but
very seldom fully loaded. That is the information we
have fromi the transportation companies on that river.
The boats go up and down twice in the season, and
make no more than two trips in the course of the
year, and on the second trip, on account of low water,
they are not able to take a boat-laod.. There are
two companies doing business on that river, the

North Amierican Transportation Company and the
Alaska Contnercial Company : and those are the
only companies we cati rely on actually to get freight
up that river. Other people are building boats
and intend to take them up the river next
spring, but there is no certainty of those
boats reaching Dawsou City. The great
difficulty arises fron-and I need only mention the
difficulty to realize the fact that a simttilar difficulty
is met with in navigating all western rivers, and of
course it applies to a river1,600 miles long-the shoals
and obstructions, which remnove any certainty of boats
getting up the river unless conducted by experienced
mnen, knowing fully the navigation of thte river. Somte
ef the boats under constiruction mîay get up, but there
is no assurance that they will get as far as Dawson
City next season. There is also the danger connected
with that route, as regards getting provisions and
supplies up the river, that it muay not be made avail-
able for Canadian use. There are gold developnents
on the Aiierican side of. the line, and these may lead
the Aniericans to use their transpertation facilities
for the benefit of their own people, and we are liable
to he told that the supp ies carried are needed for
their own settlenients, and tnus left without any
facilities. Now, the comtîbinîed transportation facilities
of the two companies upon the Yukon route, next
year, will be about 40,M0 tous for all purposes what-
ever.

Hon. gentlemen, if you do not think the
Minister of the Interior is, for ail purposes
whatever, good authority,Ishaliquote another
authority whom hon. gentlemen would appar-
ently think higher of than one of Her
Nlajesty's ininisters for Canada. The work
which I am now about to quote fron is the
little book entitled " An appeal of Yukon
miners to the Dominion of Canada," which
hon. gentlemen have, perhaps, seen, and I
propose to quote what Mr. Livernash says
on behalf of limself and his colleagues, on
page 68, with respect to the Yukon River:

Those companies which proimise great things as a
result of navigation on the Lower Yukon, should be
considered ii the liglt of that experience which bas
shown the Lower Yukon to have as mtany moods as a
woian, and to present problemus with which the most
skilful river captains are often unable to cope. It
iay be vorth while to reinember that more than 800
passengers, whomi the Alaska Commercial Company
and the North Amterican Trading and Transportation
Company undertook tocarry to Dawson by way of St.
Micheal, fewer than fifty were landed at destination,
and that nearly all the efforts of the latter comipany
to get steamiiers as far up as Dawson signally failed,
yet these corporations have for years been studying
the Yukon.

INow, apart altogether, hon. gentlemen,
from the objection to the Yukon River on
the ground that it is an all-United States
route there is the evidence given from a
gentleman, who is himself a United States
citizen, that it is quite unsuitable for the
purposes for which it is required.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not an all-United States route.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-As for the Dyea and tracts, but I think it is important that we
Skagway routes, I do not propose to discuss should have some authoritative statement
those at any length. They have been dis- with respect to the matter. At page five of
cussed in the other House, and discussed here this report I find the following:
by the Minister of Justice, but I nay say i A r. Saint Cyr's survey of Teslin Lake and
that there is one objection, an objection made Ri r an '-Ir. Ogilvie's work, as mentioned above,
by the hon. Secretary of State, which is still will forni the subject of a later report, I will now only
in force, that customs officials on the Dyea mention that Teslin Lake was found to be 60 miles

long and from 2 to 4 wide, generally straight and
and Skagway routes are still collecting the with good depth of water and teeming with magnifi-
nine dollars a day for conveying persons cent trout. The Teslin River, froi north end of lake

the United States territory from Dyea continues for 25 miles (to McClintock Portage) in a
generally direct N. N. W. course ; it is wide and of

and Skagway or exacting five per cent duty, ample depth throughout its whole length for passage
but no charge is being made at Wrangel on of steamers to the Lewes River.

the Stikine. Then, at page 7, Mr. Jennings says:
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a telegram to- The Stikine River is usually navigable for power-

day from the officiais of customs atVictoria. fuil steanboats of suitable design to Glenora or Tele-graph Creek, a distance of 150 miles, between the 1st
The United States authorities are insisting of May and a date sometimes well on in October, de-
that we are on their territory at the Height pendent, of course, on the openness of the season and

the amount of ram and snowfall. Its width variesand they are protesting against it and wont from half a mile on the lower river to 500 feet above.
allow goods to go through unless they are The depth is generally good and the channel is re-
still accompanied by an officer at the expense markably free from snags, sunken rocks or boulders,

but at Little and Klootchman Caions respectively 96of the person and on the payment of five per and 106 miles froin the sea, during high water
cent-that is the latest advise we have. It periods when iany drift trees are running, it is with
is quite contrary to the arrangement made considerable risk that the passage through these con-

tracted reaches are made and delays are common, as
in January last. drift-wood is Fable to become foul of the rudders or

wheel. The first 50 miles, or to the Great glacier, is
Hon. Mr. 31ILLS-They have refused to very good water with a moderate current not exceed-

recognize our officers at the Height and claim ing three miles per hour, while fromn this uoint up-Nvards the channel becoines somewhat more tortuons
they are on United States territory, that Is and contracted, with an increasing general rate of
at the passes above Dyea and Skagway. cuirent varying from three to eight miles per hour;

however, the exceptionally swift sections are few and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- usually not over a half mile in length.

Five per cent must be in lieu of the nine Then in his later report, on page 8 of the
dollars to which the hon. gentleman refers, pamphlet, he said
bl th i t r if l th t;

small duty of this kind.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it is an arbitrary
charge.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then there is the
route by Edmonton which has been spoken
of favourably by various hon. gentlemen here.
If we ]ive long enough we may get a route
by Edmonton, but that route will not be got
in time to do anything for the hundred
thousand or so who will be in the neighbour-
hood of Dawson City next fail, and the ur-
gency is simply a result of the necessity of
doing something to relieve that region in
the latter part of the coming season. With
respect to the Stikine River, I think it is
better to take the evidence of gentlemen
who have on the ground than the evidence
of gentlemen who have not been there. I
turn to the report of Mr Jennings with
respect to the Stikine River. I am not
going to trouble the House with many ex-

In reporting on the result of my observations for a
railway route between Stikine River and Teslin
Lake, B.C., I would, however, first refer to the
means of communication between the sea and a sug-
gested point of debarkation on the river, by men-
tioning that the Stikine lias been navigated.

And I wish to direct the attention of the
hon. member f rom Victoria (Mr. Macdonald)
to this fact, which he must have been famil-
iar with:

That the Stikine lias been navigated by steamers to
Glenora and Telegraph Creek, a distance of froi 140
to 150 miles froni the sea since the early seventies,
when the Dease Lake and Cassiar mining excitement
was at its height, but while so navigated during the
open season, usually between May lst and October
20th, the journey bas almost invariably been consid-
ered slow, tedious and not without danger, partly
owing to the inferior class of steamers used and partly
to the fluctuating state of the water.

I believe no steamer bas ever been lost in
the Stikine River, and it must be a practic-
able route.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED--If it is not
deep enough.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That in connection with this Stikine route, but I
is quite true, but the 4,000,000 acres were propose to refer to sonething which appeared
not given for the purpose of going into that in a Montreal paper on Friday.
river.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-What paper I
Hon. Mr. POWER-If mny hon. friendHo.M . .Eý T ylo.fin Hon. Mr. POWER-The Montrealcould keep bis nund off the land grant it H

would be better. The hon. gentleman ap- Gazerte. I hope the lion. genti-nan will be

pears to have a hatred of the route. satisfied with that authority. The article
reads

Hon Mir. BOULTON-I should like to V eOrVER, Marci 24.-Puget Sound imerchants
call attention to a cartoon in the Toronto have stolen another mardi ou Canadians in connection

Globe, which represents a punt being poled with the Yukon trade. Eight coiplete stocks for
. o n several supply stores have been landed at Wrangel

up the Stikine Hiver, one nan hauling from for lenora and Teslin Lake, consigned to Yankee
the shore and the other man in the boat traders, who wili establish themnselves at those points.

poing It It is reimarkable 
t
ha

t 
Canadian ierchants did not

po in it.foresee thiat all the tr avel wudgo by this route on]
the opening of navigation and forestall the Aiericans.

Hon. Mr. POWER1-Hon. gentlemen all If the Canadians do not awake to their opportuities
appear to be anxious to discredit the Cana- in respect to the Yukon trade, the meicautile busi-

dian route, On page 13 I read a further iiss of the region will son he largely monmopolized by
nited States citizens, just as Seattie lias got the

extract: lion's share of the outfittiig business fromt Vancouver
to Victoria.

r rom a mîîminer, who spent the Wter o C' 9 iii
its shores, i learned that Teslin Lake vas frozeii over
on the 27ti October, 1896, and opened on the 18th of
May, 1897, also that the lake i, well stocked with
trout, white " Dagolly " pike, and " Aconu " fish, of
wvhich I hiad evidence w'hen there. This is also re-
ported as a good district for moose and carib<oo, also
for bears, foxes, beaver and othier fur-bearing animals.

Probably the Canadian citizens had been
reading the Conservative papers and had
cone to the conclusion that we were not go-
ing to have the railway. Another despatch
the saine day reads:

I think I have nearly done with Mr. Vancouver, B.C., March 24.-Latest reports fromn
* Wruîeehc are thiat iiîanv people are rettîrnilig frorni

Jennings. At page 14 Mr. Jennings 1yea nd to go u the SHkine River to
says th gold tields. At rangel ail (auiai outtits are

The Hfiootalinqua River which flows out of Teslii boided tlirnnglî îthont delay or expeuse. It is
Lake is quite a large streaimi. It varies greatly i expected the Stikiien viII open earlv tis year, pro-bîb i -lx abot the 2Oîh of April. The repo rts of wvide-
width at different parts of its course, expanding a

soietimes to half a mile, in which vase it is partly sieat of te t Wn el e te blck the
obstructed by large bars which however leave a deep a oCamp onthe veatrail stili continues. Trhe trans-
though sinuous channel ; again in places it divides
into several channels thus forming large islands cst i rk lia beeu (loue ard it m e
w'here timber of good size and quality, is generally to f r ard un
be foufod : while si other parts it nvarrows down to a th

liefoud xhiie ii oiie' prtsit arrsvs<mx îîto tw'n-thîir(ls of the g<ld-seekers nnw thiere \vili lie
single channel a few clainîs in width.

Then on the next page Saint Cyr, talking1 woi. Svith the settuîg iii of war'uî weather, amdiln1almnnost inspassable. '1'Iere are 2,7-00 dead h<rses oit
about the length of time these rivers are the trail, and vlen uncovered by the snow, wiil emnit

open, says a horile stemch.

Up to Novemuber 1Oth, the day on whichl Ileft the I have not laid inuch stress on the fact that
river, ice had not forimed along its nargin, nor did 1 this Stikine route vas a Canadian route,
see any floating ni, althogi the theriomoneter, for d that conside'ation I ain surprised does
several days, registered as low as 41 below zero, bit a
steady falling of the water, averaging two inciies a not seem to weigh mucl with a number of
day, hiad, liowever, he, observed. hon. centemen. There ae lion. rentlemen

I think there is not much doubt that the
Stikine is a fair and good route, and the
special feature about the Stikine route is, as
I have said, that that is an essential part of
any Canadian line, whether you go to
Edmonton or to Ashcroft, or to Port
Simpson, you must have the railway from
Teslin Lake to the Stikine River; so
that it is essential and the government can-
not make any mistake in going on with it.
I have already referred to some authorities

who are prepared to advocate a line to
Pyramid Harbour, which will give the con-
trol of the railway and of the whole busi-
ness to the United States for all time.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-How many miles?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think probably
some thirty miles in United States territory,
and the same way with Dyea and Skagway.
But, hon. gentlemen, that has not been the
attitude of the Conservative party in the



past. It is not very long since this country bours in the United States. 1 was surprised
spent a very large sum, some three million some littie time ago to receive a summons to
dollars, in building a lock at Sault St. Marie, attend a meeting in a room in this Senate to
Now that was not nearly as necessary as the listen to a United States citizen, a nan
Canadian route in the present instance. whose interests were nearly ail in the United
Because if difficulties arose and Canadian States, a man who admitted himself that he
troops or arms bound for the North-westwere was the correspondent of the New YorkJour-
not allowed to go through the LTnited States nal, one of the most tail-twisting nevspapers
lock, it would be a very simple thing to land in the United States, and of the San Fran-
on the Canadian shore and march to Lake cisco Exawiner-we loyal senators were
Superior, a very short distance; and still the surmoned there to listen to this man in-
government of hon. gentlemen opposite structing us that we should vote against this
did not hesitate, at a time when the treasury bil.
was not particularly full to spend 83,000,000. Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No harin in that.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
lock is open to United States trade the same lin. u. 1>OteR-Anditen th
as it is to our own, and the United States tn y

hockis oén t ~.governuient was nlot the proper line tolock is opèn to us. Z
adopt.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the hon. gen- Hon. Mu. LANDRY-Did you go and
tleman wish to claim for the governimient

s e lihte tle im e o r v s n

whiliste toe aupe Unite States ciizn a manl,

spenu those 3,V,V00V for the purpose ni
imp.roving United States facilities?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes, I
do, any traffic-the more traffie the better.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then there are some
hon. members here w%'ho supported the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
in the way in which it was constructed, and
hon. gentlemen know what care was taken
at that time to prevent traffhc going through
the United States, and low Liberals who
suggested that, for the time being at any
rate, a route by Sault Ste. Marie might be
made use of, were denounced as unpatriotic
and as friends and sympathizers with the
United States. Then we know that the In-
tercolonial Railway was built by a very long
and comparatively round-about route, so
that it would not go near the United States
frontier; and now these sane gentlemen
want us to make a United States route the
means of ingress and egress to what they
say is a most valuable region, a region where
dificulties are very likely to occur, and
where it is very important that we should
have independent means of access. They
want to put that completely in the hands of
our neighbours. The hon. gentleman groans.
I do not wonder. I think when he looks
back and considers what he is and what he
used to be he must feel very sad. I had
noticed a change on the part of the hon.
gentlemen opposite in respect to our neigh-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes. J like to hear
what the other side have to say. J am a
believer in free speech. It was a spectacle
for gods and men, when we think that the
hon. gentlemen opposite should have been a
party to a transaction of that kind.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Who
asked that man to come ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-You
have quoted from his book.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I thought it was an
authority hon. gentlemen opposite would pay
sone attention to. They would not listen
to the Minister of the Interior, but they
would to him. My hon. friend from Beauce
(Mr. Bolduc) the other day favoured the
House with a speech which makes us regret
that he does not speak oftener, because he
speaks well. He laid great stress on Liver-
nash and his associates.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--As you
are doing now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What are the facts
with respect to Livernash and his associates ?
The hon. gentleman told us a story which,
1 presume, he got from Livernash. Whether
the correspondent of the New York Journal
and San Francisco Examiner is a gentleman
whose unsupported statements ought to be
credited by loyal British subjects is a ques-
tion, but I presume it was from him the
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hon. gentleman got his information, and he
told us the story of the shameful way in
which those delegates had been treated by
the government of the day.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad the bon.
gentleman stands by his guns. I have taken
pains to ascertain the facts about Liver-
nash and his agent and the governmnent.
Those gentlemen arrived here soime time in
February, and they first went to sce the De-
puty Minister of the Interior. They said
they wished to have an interview with either
the minister or the government, I arm not
sure which. The Deputy Minister told them
they could have an interview whenecver they
pleased--substantially--that they c. uld ar-
range for it. They stated they were not in
a great hurry, but be said to let him know
and he would arrange. The interview was
arranged for, and took place during a sitt-
ing of the House of Comnons, in a room
which is used occasionally by the Minister
of Railways and Canals. The premier, the
Minister of Railways and Canals and the
Minister of the Interior were present. As
soon as those gentlemen asked for the inter-
view they got it. Those gentlemen set forth
their case with respect to the nining regu-
lations at considerable length. That is, Mr.
Livernash spoke and the others stcod
by. The statements which they made were
all with respect to the mining regulations ;
and the mining regulations were the only
subject with which they had been authorizel
to deal. The ministers listened to this gen-
tlernan for an bour, and the hon. gentleman
opposite (Sir Mackenzie Bowell), who bas
been a minister in the House of Commons,

at all, was when a notice appeared in the papers
to the effect that those gentlemen were to ad-
dress a meeting in room No. 8 in the Senate.
On the same day on which that information
appeared-I think i- was on Friday-the
premier received a letter from Mr. Liver-
nash couched in very vigorous language,
complaining of not iaving had an interview.
The premier wrote at once saying that there
was soimie isund rstanding, referring to the
understandinig on w hich they parted before,
saying that he bad received no communica-
tion from theim and that be would be very
happy to meet them at any time that would
suit them, and suggested the following Mon-
day. That letter was written either Friday or
Saturday, and the following Monday those
gentlemen had a meeting with a committee
of the Privy Counicil. They did not then
submit a written statement of the miners'
grievances, but submitted this little book,
which bas been distributed to members of
the House, a book which did not deal largely
with the grievances of the miners, and did
deal with the shortcomings of the Stikine
route, a subject with which the delegates had
nothing to do.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-On Friday last,
when I stated what bad passed between the
three delegates and the government, I said
this, that not only Mr. Livernash but the
whole three delegates had tried to see the
Nlinister of the Interior at his office several
times, that an appointment was made there,
that it was agreed they should meet the
Minister of the Interior at such a date. They
went there and would not be received.
After having gone to the department several
times, they were told they could meet the
minister in the House of Commons here.

knows very well that an hour during the sitt- iimev came o the nouse or ommons and
ng of the bouse is a considerable period. The were admitted to see three ministers only,

ministers listened to what Mr. Livernash bad when it was so late that it was impossible
to say and the delegates were told, in a very for them to lay their case before the
friendly way, that theyhad better put thesub- minsters.

stance of what they had said in writing, and Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
the premier assured them that he would see is abusing my indulgence. If he wants to
that another mneetin- should be arranged for. make a speech he can reply when I sit down.
The ministers would have an oppor tunity to I make the statements which I am making
consider the memorial and would give them on the authority of the Minister of the
another interview. Would you believe it Interior and the premier.
hon. gentlemen, that written representation Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-What I stated was
was never sent to the p emier, nor any other on tbe authority of the three delegates.
mem ber of the government, and the first inti-
mation, after that interview, which the gov- Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
ernment had that those gentleman were here cannot make another speech now. I stated
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that the hon. gentleman had probably got with respect to what was stated by Mr.
his information from Mr. Livernash. Slavin.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Who is he?
says lie got it from the three.

Hou.Mr.POWE -ih staemet ~as respectable as the others.Hon. MNr. POWER-The statement I
make is on the authority of the premier and Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Js it true he is the
the Minister of the Interior. heavyweight boxer of the United States?

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY -That is two against Hon. Mr. POWER-Whatever he ray
three. be he was named as a delegate to core here,

and declined to corne.
Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish tocall atten-

tion to one fact which is important. This is Mr. PROVSE-You have only
the petition of the miners: bis own word for that.

Whereas the government has so anended the
mininng regulations governing the placers of the Hon. Mr. POWER-It is quite clear
Yukon district of the North-west Territories, that a that the question of transportation vas not
heavy royalty is inposed, based on the gross output
of the gold fields ; and that " creek " and " river" discussed, ant nobody was authorized to
clains are IiInited in length to one hundred feet in- speak for the miners on the subject.
stead of five hundred feet as heretofore ; and that
every alternate claim is reserved fron location. Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Now, therefore, we the undersigned ininers of the
Yukon district, do huinbly petition as follows So Livernash lias said hirself.

Their petition is all about mining regula-
tions : there is nothing about a railway,
because the railway was not dreamed of at
that time. This was the Ist December,
1897. Itwas claimed that those delegates had
an implied right to speak generally on behalf
of the miners. It is clear that they had not,
because this same petition, which deals
altogether with the mining question, says:

In that we miay have overlooked somie. points as to
which we should have spoken, and in that we deem it
best not to cunber this petition with masses of exact
information supporting the general propositions ad-
vanced, and in that we are so isolated fron Ottawa
that we cannot as a body speedily corimunicate with
Your Excellency, we send to you as the bearers of this
petition, and as our spokesnen and representatives,
three of our iiinber, residents of this district, Messrs.
M. Landreville, A. E. Wills, and Edward J. Livernash.

Wherefore, your petitioners humbly pray that util
the difficulties which are unavoidable at present have
heen modified, no artificial burdens be added to the
heavy load we Yukon miner4 are bearing ; and that
Your Excellency send into this district a commission
of inquiry to report fully on the character of the
Yukon gold-fields ; and tiat, pending such report,
Your Excellency restore the regulations displaced by
those of which we have ventured to complain ; and
that the three bearers of this petition be given an
(yportunity of naking themselves serviceable to Your

ýxcellency in the givng of information possessed by
theni with reference to the placers of this district.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
Pray.

Clearly these gentlemen have no mandate
at all to speak about the railway matter.
There was a good deal of laughter the other
day at the authority quoted by the hon.
gentleman from Chatham (Mr. Snowball)
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Mr. Slavin goes on
to speak of the miners wishing to get better
access to the country, as they naturally
would. If his authority is not quite good-
he is an Australian I believe-I have an-
otherauthority here, from the Ottawa Citizen.
It is headed " A Yukon Pioneer." The
Ottawa Citizen will not be suspected of
being considered disloyal to the interests of
Canadà or the interests of the Conservative
party. What does the Citizen publish:

Mr. T. W. O'Brien, a Yukon pioneer, is in the city.
Eleven years ago he went to Forty-minle fromu the
North-west Territories and engaged in trading and
mining. Less than a year ago Mr. O'Brien was in
Ottawa in connection with certain concessions he was
desirous of obtaining froi the governnent, and his
descriptions of the Yukon mining ,istrict, as con-
tained in interviews published in The CitiZen, did
nuch to awaken interest in) that country at the time.

Mr. O'Brien rather discounts the muarvellous stories
of fabulous finds which are being circulated by re-
turned miners. He instances his own case, where it
cost him 850,000 to take out $65,000 from a claim on
Eldorado Creek.

He believes in the policy of getting early railway
communication into the Klondike country, and says
the miners at 1>awson would not support Messrs.
Livernash, Wills and Landreville's protest against the
Stikine-Teslin railway project, because if the 5,000
square miles of land grant were given to the contrac-
tors, the mniners would as soon deal with Messrs.
Mackenzie & Mann as with the government, sooner,
mu fact, for the royalty would be only one per cent, as
aganst ten per cent that must be paid to the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-May I ask if that
is the same gentleman who took 2,000 gal-
lons of whisky into the Klondike ?
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, that is the
same gentleman. I may say anoth<r gentle-
man arrived in Ottawa this morning, direct
from the Yukon country, who said that the
miners were most anxious for railway com-
munication, and that in his opinion if the
three gentlemen who were trying to influence
the Sen ite against the Yukon Railway Bill
were to return to Dawson City they would
probably be treated to a dose of something
that would be pretty hot.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
said they were anxious for railway communi-
cation, and did not care a rap about the ex-
pense.

Hon. Mr. POWER-So far for the Stikine
route. I cannot understand the attitude of
those members who claim that if any railway
should be built it should be a line to the
shores of the Lynn Canal-a road whose line
for several miles, as well as its terminus,
would be in territory occupied by the United
States, and a railway which, instead of
forming a link in the chain of communication
with the Yukon country, would tend to pre-
vent such a chain being built, and would
place the trade of this country, even more
than it is at present, in the hands of our
United States neighbours. I do not find any
fault with Mr. Livernash. He is a United
States citizen and anxious to do the best he
can for the business men of California, Ore-
gon and Washington, and he is doing his
duty as a true United States citizen in try-
ing to induce this Senate to throw out a
measure which might tend to bring that busi-
ness to Canadian channels. But I do not
think that that is the sort of person to whom
Canadians should go for advice as to the route
they should select. They did not do that
when they were building the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is too ridicu-
lous.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
you apply those remarks to the other two
gentlemen who accompanied him?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I really did not
think that the other two gentlemen counted
for very much in the delegation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are very much mistaken.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They did not say
very much, but I am quite satisfied that
neither of them wrote the pamphlet which
has been distributed. That bears Mr. Liv-
ernash's imprint, you can see his turns of
speech all through it. I think, possibly, tihe
hon. leader of the opposition may know rather
more about this matter than I do, because
Dr. Wills, who was one of the party, I
understand, is a very strong Conservative,
and belongs to the hon. gentlem in's town.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is true.

Hon M r. POWER.-Andputting that fact
together with the fact that the hon. gentle-
man secured the room for the speech made by
Mr. Livernash, I think that probably the
hon. gentleman had a good deal to do with
it. Now, hon. gentlemen, I think it is clear
that it was absolutely necessary that some
action should be taken to enable people to
get in and out, and enable supplies to be
taken into the Yukon district, and that these
steps should be taken at once. I think that
the route adopted by the government is the
best route. The hon. gentleman f rom Vic-
toria said he was in favour of a line to Port
Simpson. This railway from Stikine to
Teslin Lake is a portion of the Port Simpson
route, and it is indicated in the contract
that, if necessary, the line will be extended
to Port Simpson ; and it is an essential part
of any line coming into Canada, and we
want, if that Yukon country is to continue,
if the bottom, as they say, does not drop out
of it, and if it continues a great gold pro-
ducing country, we want the best communi-
cation possible with it. Now the hon.
gentleman from Victoria (Mr. Macdonald)
particularly, who is now not in his place,
seems very anxious to know whether the con-
tract commended itself to my approval
-that is the whole contract. It has
been contended, admitting the urgency
and admitting hat the best route bas
been selected, that the details of the
agreement are such as to render the agree-
ment unfair to Canada and more than fair
to the contractors. Hon. gentleman, I do
not propose to take up the time of the House
discussing that at any length. There are
certain points that have been dwelt on at
great length here, and it may perhaps be
well to refer to these. Something has been
said about the character of the road. It is
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supposed to be a rather smart thing to call it
a tramway. That is supposed to condemn it
immediately. It is to be of the same stand-
ard as the Kaslo and Slocan Railway. What
is the Kaslo and Slocan Railway i It is a
road it is true, with a gauge of only three
feet; it is a road the rails of which weigh 45
pounds to the yard; and it is a road on which
the heaviest grade is only about three per
cent. That is a pretty good kind of road;
the Minister of the Interior in the other
House stated he had travelled over the road
and made 31 miles inside an hour; and it is
a road which carries the heaviest kind of
freight ; it carries minerals-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have pulled up
the rails along the narrow gauge between
Rossland and Trail, and substituted for it a
heavier road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-To suit their own
cars.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is for a tempo-
rary road-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. minister just said, in reply to a
<uestion asked by the member from She!l
River, that they changed the gauge in order
to suit their own cars. I say there is no
connection between the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and that road.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They bring the cars
on a steamer down the lake. My hon. friend
knows they are building a line from Robson
to Nelson. They propose connecting the
Crow's Nest road with Nelson. They
carry their cars down on boats, down Arrow
Lake, I think it is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
I know they have a road from Revelstoke
down to the head of Arrow Lake, and then
they tranship on board the boat down to
Trail. They will tranship now at Robson.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I discussed this
agreement myself on the debate on the ad-
ýdress, and it lias been discussed by the Sec-
retary of State and the Minister of Justice,
and I do not propose to say very much
about it. There is one point upon which
SOmne stress has been laid, that it is alleged
On behalf of the government, and alleged

27½

very properly, that the advantage given to
Mackenzie & Mann in the matter of select-
ing mining lands, is not very great. There
are already thousands of men in the Yukon
district ; there are other thousands trying to
get in, and these people will all have an op-
portuniy to take up claims before Macken-
zie & Mann are in a position to do so. Mac-
kenzie & Mann will not be in a position to take
up any claim until they have ten miles com-
pleted. They cannot possibly have that
completed before the middle of June, at the
earliest, and the free mniners have all the
intervening time to take up claims there
everywhere, and when Messrs. Mackenzie &
Mann have completed ten miles of road,
they are allowed to select in the manner
provided in the agreement, which is a very
awkward manner for Mackenzie & Mann,
because they have to take up a great deal of
useless land and land with no minerals, with
a small proportion which contains minera.
They will be in a position to take up, after
finishing to the satisfaction of the govern-
ment engineer ten miles of road, five or six
square miles of mineral land. That does not
seem to be a very serious matter; and they
are allowed to take up altogether only
about between five and six thousand square
miles of land in that country when the whole
road is completed, and there are 80,000
square miles of that land in that country, so
that five or six thousand square miles are a
very small fraction indeed of the whole
mineral lands of that country. It is not
necessary to elaborate this point, because the
hon. gentleman from Murray Harbour (Mr.
Prowse) showed us very conclusively the
other day that the free miners will really be
better off dealing with Mackenzie & Mann
than dealing with the government. It all
comes to this, that Mackenzie & Mann get
three or four million acres of land out of
about 100,000,000, and they exploit the
minerals in place of having them exploited
by the country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And become the
government of the country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They do not become
the government of the country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You prefer the United
States.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have read a letter
from Mr. Kersey declining to tender for the
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work, but thereis something more in this little particularly pleasing to hon gentlemen
pamphlet. Here is an offer of J. Wesley opposite. Now, with respect to the chaiacter
Allison, representing a Canadian and British of the country, it bas been represented that
syndicate for the construction of a railway it is ail gold, and that we are giving away
from Skagway to Dyea to a point on Lake so much solid gold vhen we are giving those
Bennett and thence to Dawson city, a dis- acres to Mackenzie & Mann. Now I read
tance of about 540 miles. He says from this littie book containing an appeal of

That your petitioners propose to immediately con-
struct a wagon road fron Glenora to the foot of Tes- ada, asfollows:
lin Lake and to provide boats and barges for the
navigation of Teslin Lake and the Hootalinqua, Grossly exaggerated reports have been publislied
Lewes and Yukon Rivers, which your petitioners through the newspapers of this Dominion and the
state is the only means of developing the country tnited States concerning the wealth of the Klodike
during the year 1898, aud until such time as supplies and indian ilivisions of the Yukon district. Men of
necessary for the construction of heavier works can be this district have gone hence to the centres of the
introduced into that country. population in this country and the United States. are

quoted by the 1)1055 as authority for assertions either
He seemed to think that that Stikine whollyfalseorgrievously nisleading. Theimpression

route was rather a good one. And thenaparently, that enorously richrout wasrathr a ood ne. nd ten daims. are the rude, and that gold may be nîined witlh
these gentlemen who offered to build the profit, even now, almost anywhere in the vast region
road, as hon. gentlemen will see at page two, about the village of Dawson. That impresion is not

- Justitied.
demanded that this company or syndicate Of the three thousand claims reported in this lis-
should obtain patents of alternate sections trict, not more than two score had been denionstrated

of 24 miles square for each ten miles of the to le remarkably rich. The others are eithernioderately rich, ruling conditions c(msidered, or
road constructed. Now instead of getting iractical no quantities-niost of theni the
25,000 acres a mile, Mr. Wesley Allison latter. The indications are favourable for fair profit
wanted 36,000 acres a mile.from a considerable percentage of these others ifwantd 36000 cresa mie. ryalty is imiposed ; but there is no certainty that a

OGIL IE-N. Isu'hstantial, numbher of the clainis will he profitable ifHon. Mr. OGILVIE-No.heavily taxed. Indeed it is proable that man of

Hon. Mr. POWER-If my hon. friend them would not be worth working at aIl.
from Alma will make the calculation Then on page six:

In consequence of the costliness of labour and sup-
Hon. Mr. OGIL VIE-I find it is not the l)liesnot manyof the uinesof this district, even inthe

case. I tell the hon. member for Halifax valîcys of the Bonanza and its tihutaries, vield
ofmuch beyond expenses atrpresentand anvthat

becuseI kow erfcty wll t î ni is all- god and tA we ar giing away

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is 34,000.

Hon. Mr. OGIL VIE-It is not 34,000

justify the claim nholders to emnploy miners to assistin
working thiem. In many cases, accordingly, a royalty
of ten or twenty per cent of output would be a niedium
of confiscation.

nor 30,000. Then at the bottom of page 11 :
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman Considor how immense and well nigh inaccessible

can make the calculation himself. The cal- Alaska and the Yukon district are and that until last
year only a few hundred miners were scattered in that

culation has been made by other people, and great solitude, and that these few hundreds were
in the Surveyor General's office, and it was nearly all new corners there, and that milli, ns and

fAllison's eople millions of acres of the stream valleys so trippingly onfound that Wesley p wanted the toniue of late have never been pressed by the foot
about 10,000 acres more than Mackenzie & of a white man and you can readily believe little de
Mann. pendence should be placed on stories pretending to

set forth with much of certainty the extent and

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Per mile ? I know wealth of the gold fields of those silent lines.

that is wrong. That is Mr. Livernash; you can read it
there, and he is good authority according to,

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman some hon, gentlemen. And at page 28, it
says he knows, and that settles it. It is no is stated
use discussing it further. Now, hon. gentle- - .a

men, did propose to quote somewhat largelybeen proed
from Mr. Livernash. I like, as a rule, to ap- except Klondike or Indiai divisions of said Yukon

pealto he bse n uh auhoriyo patie 'district; and nothing at aIl beyond a radius of fiftypeal to the House on the authority of parties mls
who would be recognized generally in Canada,
but in the present instance, I think it well I could take up the time of the House by
to quote to them parties who appear to be reading extracts from pages 34, 37, ui3, and
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so on, but I do not think I shall trouble the
House by quoting much more. If hon.
gentlemen will take the trouble to look
through this valuable work themselves, they
will find the information.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I have not read that
book. What conclusion would I come to
providing I do read it-that is, in your
estimation?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not know what
conclusion the hon. gentleman would come
to. I can judge for myself.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What conclusion
has the hon. gentleman come to from reading
it ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-There are a great
many pearls in this little book, but I am
afraid, as it is getting late, the House will
have to excuse me from reading any more.
I propose just to say a very few words on
certain imperfections which have been found
in this contract; and one upon which a great
deal of stress has been laid, 1s that this con-
tract involves a monopoly. Hon. gentlemen,
what is the character of that monopoly ? We
should not be led away by words and names.
What is the characterof that monopoly ? The
agreement states that for five years after the
making of this contract no company shall be
incorporated to build a line of railway to the
Lynn Canal, or thereabouts. Is not that a
perfectly proper thing? Was not a similar
stipulation contained in the Canadian Pacific
Railway contract-that no person should be
allowed to build a railway

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Did not every one
of your party condemn it?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The case was very
different. I think it is a perfectly proper
thing. There is not a complete monopoly,
because last session we chartered two com-
panies-one to build to the Lynn Canal, and
one to build to the Takiu Inlet, and there is
nothing at all to hinder the English coin-
pany, which is supposed to be composed of
very wealthy men f rom building a road now to
the Lynn Canal. There is no monopoly, as
far as roads in Canada are concerned. There
is nothing to hinder any company from
building a road which will have its terminus
at Ashcroft, or the bend in the Fraser River
or Edmonton.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Was there any
clause in the Canadian Pacific Railway Con-
pany's charter which prevented the province
of Manitoba from building a road?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is no law
by which our parliament could put such a
clause in a railway charter.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, there is, and I
am surprised my hon. friend does not under-
stand the history of affairs in his own pro-
vince better. There was nearly a rebellion
at the time.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, a rebellion
against the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is simply to pre-
vent the business of the Yukon country
going to the United States. There is nothing
to hinder it going to British Columbia or
the North-west Territories. Then there is
the question of royalty, of course, and that
has been discussed at length. That rate of
10 per cent royalty for the free miner is too
high, and I hope to see it reduced. But
that royalty begins only after the miner has
got $2,500 out of a claim in one year. I
think 5 per cent would be enough ; and con-
sidering all that Canada has done for that
country, there should be some consideration
given by the miners. With respect to the
Hamilton Smith offer, if the amount of the
land grantwas rather less than in the present
agreement, hon. gentlemen must bear in mind
that the road which they were to construct
was not so favourable to the interests of
Canada and was more favourable to the
interest of the United States. In the case
of the Canadian Pacific Railway there was
a monopoly for twenty years. There was a
grant of 25,000,000 acres of land ; and the
Company for some time allowed those lands
to remain unsold until they had been made
valuable by the settlement made on the Gov-
ernment sections. Nothing of that kind will
happen here. The hon. gentleman from
Victoria (Mr. Macdonald) rather complained
that Mackenzie & Mann were employing
a $25.000 engineer to have these mines
developed at once. I say in conclusion
that one should look at this thing not
as a liberal or conservative, but from the
point of view of a senator. I am not talk-
ing about our legal rights. We have a
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legal right to throw out this bill. We have
a legal right to reject any measure that
comes from the other House, but it is
not wise that one should do everything
that one can do; and I look at it in this
way: the government of this country have
been charged by the people with the admin-
istration of the affairs of Canada for a cer-
tain term, whatever length of time the pre-
sent parliament may last. If there is one
thing which they are more especially charg-
ed with, it is the duty of dealing with un-
foreseen occurrences, anything which happens
which could not be reasonably expected.
This is a matter almost altogether of that
kind. It is an act of administration; the
only legislation we may say that is necessary
is this authority to the government to grant
a portion of the public domain, and that
granting of a portion of the domain is not
really a matter for this House in the ordin-
ary sense of the term. An unexpected condi-
tion of things has arisen in this Yukon
country, demanding prompt attention, and
the government-I would say this, no mat-
ter which side of the House I was on-have
given this unforeseen condition of things
their attention, and they formulate a plan,
the best plan they know for dealing with
the existing conditions. This plan, formul-
ated in the discharge of their duties as the
administrators of the business of the country,
has been endorsed by a majority of the House
of Commons, the House which is directly re-
sponsible to the people. As far as I am con-
cerned I believe the government plan is a bet-
ter plan than any which has yet been pro-
pounded ; yet if I did not think so, I should
feel this House was going out of its proper
sphere and assuming an uncalled for re-
sponsibility in absolutely rejecting the gov-
ernment measure. As I said at the begining,
while this is a serious question for the people
out in the Yukon country, it is perhaps
quite as serious for us. It does not strike
me that as far as the government is con-
cerned, it is a serious question at all. The
government have done their duty. They have
formulated their plan to meet the present
difficulty. It has been passed by the House
of Commons. It comes here, and if we
assume the responsibility of rejecting it, the
government are relieved from responsibility.
I do not think it is the duty of this House
-and I do not think it is a wise policy for
this House-to assume any such position as
that. We are glad to claim that, in cer-

tain cases in the past, we had the people
with us. I, myself, have very grave fears
-and reports have just arrived from the
Yukon country strengthening these fears
-that in this case we shall find the people
very strongly against us.

It being 6 o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This matter
has been so fully discussed by hon. gentle-
men, that it would be presumption on my
part to even assume for one moment that I
should be able, in any way, to contribute
anything new to the debate. I can only
reiterate what has been said, and in doing
so wil1 endeavour to impress, as far as I pos-
sibly can, the views which I take upon this
subject, relative to matters already touched
upon. My hon. friend the leader of the
Senate, in introducing this Bill, very properly
appealed to the national sense of this House
in regard to carrying out a project which
certainly is nothing short of a public under-
taking, and pointed out with no small
degree of force the sacrifices which, at times,
have to be made by a state in entering upon
important projects of this kind, and very
oftentimes submerging, so to speak, their own
individual opinions relative to the wisdom of
such a project. To impress upon the House
this particular phase ot argument which he
addressed to the chamber, he alluded to
public undertakings which in the past had
been entered uron by this Dominion. I
fully concur in all that was said by my hon.
friend in regard to this phase of the subject.
I quite concur-and I am sure that this
House will concur-in the proposition that
there are times when a State is called upon
to carry out large public works, to assume
undertakings which may not appeal with
very great force to the judgment and
to the sentiments of the people, and
yet the few are called upon to submit
their opinions and their judgment to the
majority. So far as the carrying out of
the public works of the Dominion of Canada
is concerned, I will venture the opinion that
there is no country in the civilized world
with the same population and the same
resources that has shown the enterprise
and the energy and the national sacrifices,
if you like to use the term, in entering
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upon and carrying to a successful com-
pletion great public undertakings in this
Dominion. It reflects a very great deal of
credit upon the governments which have
carribd out those undertakings to know that
in nearly all of them they have received the
endorsation of public opinion but there
were great underlying principles in regard
to those undertakings which it is well
for us to consider in regard to the one
now under our consideration. There was
never a public undertaking entered upon by
the Dominion of Canada but two great un-
derlying prinieples applied to that particular
project. In the first place the government
was called upon to satisfy itself that it was
actually necessary, and, in the second place,
to subnit to the people of the Dominion
such a measure of information upon the sub-
ject as would satisfy public demands and
would secure that public approval which is
so essential to the carrying out of such an
enterprise. It has always been necessary
to consider in regard to the expendi-
ture of public, money as to whether
that expenditure is going to enure to the en-
tire or almost entire advantage of the coun-
try making the expenditure. Such public
work cannot be said to be a public work for
the advantage of this Dominion if it is not
going to enure almost entirely to the benefit
of the peop!e of the Dominion. I challenge
my hon. friend to point out any public under-
taking that has been entered upon by any
former governnent of this Dominion upon
which the fullest information was not secured
and which, after being secured, was not
submitted to parliament for the full and in-

.dependent expr ession of parliament, and then
submitted to public tender for the purpose
of that contract being let in such a way as
would appeal to the confidence of the people.
I doubt if my hon. friend with his long parlia-
mentary experience can refer to any parti-
cular enterprise coning within the class of
cases which we are dealing N ith now in which
steps of that particular character were not
taken for the purpose of securing public con-
fidence. There are two propositions which
I would submit to this House, and to which
I would invite the consideration of the House
relative to this particular question. As I
have said,in the first instance, we must satisfy
ourselves before making a public expen-
diture, particularly one of the magnitude now
before us for our consideration, that such an
expenditure is going to result to our advan-

tage, and, in the second place, it is neces-
sary for us to satisfy ourselves that such
a work necessitates public assistance,
or, in other words, that such a work
cannot possibly be carried out without the
assistance of the state. The first proposition
to which I have alluded was evidently fully
recognized by the government, because they
had no sooner introduced this particular bill
that they labelled it " an all-Canadian
route." The hon. gentleman, the leader of
this House, at once recognized the import-
ance of impressing this on the public mind,
and if my hon. friend and his colleagues and
the party to which he belongs, can succeed
in impressing on the people of Canada that
this is an all-Canadian route, that it is for
the entire advantage of the people of Can-
ada, he will certainly succeed in creating an
impression on the subject which, I will ven-
ture to say up to the present time has not
been impressed on the public mind. I say
with the greatest degree of confidence that
there was never a greater misnomer than to
designate this road an all-Canadian route. I
say never did any falsity masquerade more
fully in false colours than in this route
parading itself before the people of Canada
as an all-Canadian route. Now, in connec-
tion with this particular phase of the sub-
ject my hon. f riend and his associates, and
particularly the Liberal press found it very
necessary to raise a cry of loyalty on behalf
of the present government, so that the warm
and loyal sentiments of the people of
this Dominion should be so exercised
as to cause them to lose sight of their good
judgment in this matter, and simply upon
feelings of loyalty enter upon an undertaking
of the magnitude calculated to alienate four
million acres of land. While on the other
hand we find the members of this chamber
and the members of the other House who
have exercised their free and independent
judgment sufficiently frankly as to express
themselves opposed to this bill at once attack-
ed as being disloyal to the constitution, and
disloyal to the empire. My hon. friend has
pointed out in a very serious and in a very
grave manner the possible absorption of this
vast country by the United States in the
event of our not acceding to the proposition
which he has laid down that this is an all-
Canadian route and absolutely necessary for
the purpose of not only developing the Yukon
country but of retaining it bo the British
Orown. Now in connection with this
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view of the subject I would desire to by the people of Canada to inure to the ad-
point out to the House for a moment where- vantage of the people of the United States.
in this is not an all-Canadian route, wherein
this is not a Canadian etiterprise, wherein Hon. Mr. MILLS-And it must not be
the carrying out of this enterprise will enure west of the Rocky Mountains then?
to the benetit of the United States in fact in
the same ratio that their population exceeds Hon. Mr. LOJGHEED-No, 1 do not
ours. Have hon. gentlementakeninto conside- take that position. 1 intend to lay down
ration thedisparity inpopulation between the the proposition that that road will be built
Dominion of Canada and the United States without the government of Canada spending
to the south of us? They have a population a dollar or alienating an acre of land. 1 say
fourteen times as great as ours. Their the investment wiIl appeal to capitalists as
merchant marine is the second in the of such commercial value that there uill be
world, representing about two and a no hesitation on the part of capitalists in
quarter million tonnnage; their railway or building that road. Now, returning for one
transportation systems we know to be the moment to that phase of the subject with
greatest in the world. There is scarcelv a which 1 was dealing, namely, as to the ag-
section of country in the United States that i gregation of influences which we find brought
is not honeycombed by railways and subject to bear by the United States on the Pacific
to all the powerful influences brought to coast in regard *to securing the trade of
bear upon it by various transportation con- the Yukon country I would point out
panies. Their capital and enterprise for some i this very important fact that almost everv
years we know to have been forging steadily mining field upon the continent of America,
ahead from the eastern states to the western bas been pioneered by United States
states, and very largely concentreing upon miners. That my hon. friend freely con-
the Pacific coast; and I need not tell hon. cedes that fact is patent when he states
gentlemen that the Pacific coast to-day is the that over 90 per cent of those who have
basis for almost the greatest commercial already gone into that country are United
operations that are being carried out upon States citizens. h is not an exaggera-
this continent. We find thei e great cities, tien to say also that 90 per cent of the
large manufacturing institutions, the rail- trade which has gone into that country at
way terminals of every transcontinental the present time is United States trade. We
system within the United States. We find very well know that when the Yukcn dis-
all those influences, the aggregation, so to trict was discovered to be a paying gold
speak,of capital and enterprise, being brought mining field, almost every city upon the Pa-
to bear at one base. 1 say we find ail cific coast belched forth its population in
those factors entering into and building up filling up the district which already bas re-
an immense trade in the Yukon country by ceived world wide notoriety and is se popu-
the way, practically, of the very route which lated by citizens of the United States. In
the government of to-day is thinking to build addition to that we find that every City on
up at the expense of the people of Canada. the Pacific coast is alive-a busy hive of

commerce, outfitting goldseekers for the
Hon. Mr. MILLS-If I understand my Yukon district. There is scarcely a boat

hon. friend's contention it is that any rail- obtainable on the Pacific coast or the inte-
way leading to the Yukon country construct- rior that bas not been commissioned by
ed near the Pacific coast in British Colum- United States capital for the purpose of join-
bia, is a route that would inure to the ing in the transportation trade between the
benefit of the United States rather than to United States and the Alaska coast during
Canada in proportion as the population ex- the coming season I might almost safely
ceeds ours? say that 90 per cent of the supplies which

Sleave Victoria, Vancouver and other Cana-
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes, dian cities on the Pacifie coast are United

that is a fact. States products. Now, ail these will be un-
loaded at the UJnited States port of Wrangel

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, that is the and go in via Teslin Lake notwithstanding
proposition wRich I lay down, and I lay this the fact that you build that road from Obser-
down, that such a road must not be built vatory Inlet. I have been waiting vainly
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for hon. gentlemen on the government ben- the Dominion. One would fancy that such
ches to point out to this House-I have been a government, entering upon so important a
waiting patently for the Liberal press to project as this, would adopt the most ele-
point out to the people of Canada wherein mentary principles of dealing with a subject
we can possibly prevent the people of the of such moment. One would have fancied
United States in doing their carrying trade that they would have secured information on
over the very route which it is proposed to the subject; one would have fancied they
build and of taking advantage of the large would have learned the existing conditions
expenditure about to be made by the people investing the subject, and that having oh-
of Canada. I have not heard one sugges- tained information and having considered
tion made by the supporters of the govern- the conditions, they would then consider as
ment-I have not seen anything in the Li- to whether this road should not be built with
beral press, ingenious as the arguments have the greatest possible economy to the people
been to satisfy me or to even attempt to of this Dominion. J want to say here that
grapple with the proposition that that road 1 don't for one moment take the position
must necessarily be as free to the carrying that a road will not be built from a port on
trade of the United States as to the carry- the Alaska coast, or even from a port in the
ing trade of the transportation companies of interior of British Columbia. J know this,
the Dominion of Canada. that when conditions invest a certain state

of facts. no matter what they may be, we
Mon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That always find, particularly in commercial life,

is true. a sufficient amount of capital to take advant-
age of those conditions, and if it can be shown

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-So much for that there will be a fair return for the capital,
the consideration of the particular proposi- capital will immediately become enlisted in
tion which I have laid down, that it would catering to the public and carrying out what-
be impolitic and unwise for the Dominion of ever demands trade and commerce make
Canada at an immense expenditure to alien- upon it. Now, what are the existing condi-
ate our resources in imoney or ]and for the tions we find surrounding this particular
purpose of building a route which of neces- subject? Can any one deduce any-
sity must be taken advantage of by the thing from what 1 have stated in
transportation systems of the United States. regard to the immense trade which is about
The next proposition which J will submit to to go into this country other than the deduc-
the House is this: Is this such an under- tion which we must all certainly make that
taking as would appeal to capitalists so as to capital will be forthcoming to meet those
warrant our concluding that it is a road conditions, which with the liberty of the
which will be built without public assist- House J should like now to enumerate. As
ance. J submit with the greatest confidence I have said before there is not a steamboat,
to this House that it is such an undertak- on the Pacific coast or within the interior if
ing, and if the government to-morrow would by any po-sibility it can be enlisted in the
pursue a wise policy in which they would Yukon trade, which has not been either en-
invite the assistance of capital, numerous listed or will be commissioned. We find to-
propositions would be received by the gov day even by the admissions made by my
ernment whereby without any difficulty the hon. friend the leader of the House fully
government would secure the building of 100,000 people, or will be within a very short
this road without, as I have stated before, time, upon the move for the purpose of going
the expenditure of a dollar in cash or the into the Yukon district. We find every
alienation of an acre of land. I might wharf and dock on the Pacific coast practic-
say from the very inception of this ally laden with goods destined for the Yukon
question the government has wilfully district. Mr. Mann, one of the contractors
blundered or has egregiously erred. when interviewed a short tine ago in either
The people of Canada some time ago Victoria or Vancouver, stated that there
did congratulate themselves on having would be at least 250,000 tons of freight
a government of all the business talents, shipped to the Yukon country this coming
of having, so to speak, a monopoly of the season and in fact that amount was
business ability, of statesmanship, in the already in sight. We find it stated by the
government now governing the destinies of Globe newspaper-the oracle of the Liberal
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party, and hence we will not dispute for the
purposes of this argument-the accuracy of
the statement made by that paper-that if
the Senate rejected this bill $100,000,000 of
trade would be lost to the people of Canada.
That one hundred million dollars of trade is
destined to go into the Yukon district and
I fancy gentlemen on the other side of the
House will not dispute so excellent an au-
thority as the Globe for so startling a state-
ment. Now then let us again take into
consideration what this vast volume of trade
means. Every railway in the United States is
to-day and I might say in the Dominion of
Canada, pressed to its utmost capacity for
the purpose of meeting the carrying demands
of the Yukon trade. Every steamboat that
can be pressed into Yukon trade upon the
Pacific coast, every dockyard, every boat-
building establishment upon the Pacifie
coast we find working 24 hours out of every
24, building boats for this particular trade ;
and we need not confine ourselves to the
Pacifie coast, we know that in the city of
Toronto and the city of Montreal and the
manufacturing centres throughout the Do-
minion of Canada the capacity of those
manufactories are exercised to their utmost
extent for the purpose of carrying out the
great demands made upon them by trans-
portation companies for the purpose of en-
gaging in this trade. These being the
existing conditions which present themselves
to our mind in regard to this business does
it not appear to hon. gentlemen a most ex-
traordinary thing that the present govern-
ment should not have taken into considera-
tion this fact, that this immense aggregation
of capital represented by transportation
companies, by steamboat companies, repre-
sented by inanufacturers, by merchants, by
commercial life of all kinds, would not in-
stantly come to a standstill by reason of 150
miles of land not being railed extending
from the Stikine River to Teslin Lake, and
yet that is the position taken by the govern-
ment to-day. They say that one hundred
millions of trade is to be lost to the people
of Canada, and I will undertake to say that
if the Dominion of Canada would supply
one hundred millions of trade to the Yukon
district the United States would supply ten
times that; then is this trade to become pa-
ralyzed, to stand stockstill at port Wrangel
or on the Stikine River because forsooth the
government of Canada will not expend four
million acres of land in building a tramway

150 miles long. Hon. gentlemen must cer-
tainly have a very limited idea of the busi-
ness capacity not only of the people of the
United States but of the people of the Domi-
nion of Canada of the legislators in both
branches of parliament if they think that
conditions of this kind will not warrant us
in concluding without any hesitation what-
ever that such a road would be at once built
by capital which would be volunteered more
quickly than my hon. friend and his collea-
gues could consider offers if the government
had proceeded in a business like way to in-
vite capital to inake proposals for the build-
ing of this route. Now the answer doubtless
of the government to this proposition is this.
We received no propositions. The only peo-
ple in view who could enter upon this vast-
undertaking were Mackenzie & Mann, and
the urgency of the case and the emergency
of the circumstances warranted us at once
closing a contraet with those gentlemen en-
tirely irrespective of what capital on the out-
side might have been anxious to do. Now
my answer to the answer of the govern-
ment is simply this: the government
imiiediately they determined on build-
ing this road determined upon giving it
to Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann entirely,
irrespective of what outside capital was pre-
pared to do. I do not think there is an hon.
gentleman in this House, or a thinking man
in this Dominion of Canada, who has follow-
ed this discussion f rom its inception down to
the present time, will believe that the gov-
ernment ever had any other intention than
to close this contract out with the Messrs.
Mackenzie & Mann, irrespective of all other
capitalists and all other contractors who
might desire to tender for it. I am forced
to this belief from the circumstances which
invest the case, and I think no other hon.
gentleman can come to any other conclusion.
What did the government do ? Did they in-
vite tenders? Did they adopt that wise and
salutory principle which has become almost
a constitutional right in this Dominion, that
the public ought to be invited to tender for
the carrying out of public works, especially
public works of this description, which should
be let in the light of noonday, and thus
stamped with public confidence? No; these
gentlemen did not do so ; they at once closed
their doors and shut up their departnents,
so that other contractors and capitalists
could iot possibly have access. They sent
for Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann, and we
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find them entering into a contract
with Mackenzie & Mann entirely irre-
spective of what public opinion would
say or what other contractors would do.
I can remember when these same gentlemen
lifted their voices upon high in the event of
the fullest opportunity not having been
given by the late government to contractors
to tender for our public undertakings.
Who will not remember the assaults
which from time to time were made
upon the late government by those same
hon. gentlemen because as long a time as
they thought desirable was not given to
contractors when tenders were invited. But
as I have said I have challenged my hon.
friends to point to any public work that has
been carried out by the Dominion of Canada
of any magnitude in which every opportun-
ity was not given to the public to tender
and thus to inspire public confidence in the
letting of those contracts. This is not an
isolated case with those hon. gentlemen. At
the risk of going out of my beaten path for
a moment I would remind hon. gentlemen
of a circumstance which took place last
session of Parliament when the Minister of
Public Works had appropriated to his de-
partment a very substantial sum for the
purpose of purchasing an electric light for
the parliament buildings. That gentleman
from the floor of parliament assured the
House over and over again because the
House seemingly was a doubting House and
the Minister of Public Works assured that
House three or four times that he would
invite tenders for the purchase of the plant.
Notwithstanding the fact that my hon.
friend who is not in his seat now but who
sits to the left of the leader of the House
(Mr. Cox) a supporter of the government is a
director of one of the largest electric light
plant manufacturers on the continent of
America-I understand it is the fourth
largest in the world and it is a Canadian
institution-yet we find the Minister of
Public Works entirely regardless of the
promises which he had made to the House
of Commons last session, regardless of the
Principles of the Liberal party in regard to
the letting of contracts, regardless of the
Preservation of the public funds of the conn-
try, giving to a firm of American contractors
a contract for the purpose of supplying an
electric light plant made in the United
States of America at the expense of our own
institutions.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Without tendert

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes; without
tender, and I might also say, as my hon.
friend to my rignt can bear me out, that in
the matter of much of the Indian supplies
in the North-west the principle of tendering
is entirely cast to the winds, and the friends
of the government in open daylight are asked
to put in their own price, regardless entirely
that contracts could be let to other parties
at a very much lower figure were tenders
invited.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those statements
should be made in the presence of the hon.
minister.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They should be made
in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In connection
with this view of the case, let us consider for
a moment to what extent did those gentle-
men do violence to that very salutory prin-
ciple with which we have been dealing,
namely, inviting the public to tender for
public works. A great deal has been said in
regard to Hamilton Smith-very much more,
I fancy, than that gentleman would care to
have said about him-but we find from the
facts of the case that Mr. Hamilton Smith,
representing well known capitalists, some of
the largest capitalists in England, came pur-
posely to Ottawa to discuss the proposal of
building a road into this same Yukon district
with the Government. He secured the ser-
vices of Sir William Van Horne, who appar-
ently, while he mentioned the matter to the
hon. Minister of the Interior that Mr. Hamil-
ton Smith was here for that purpose, yet did
not make such a deep impression on the mind
of the hon. minister as to induce that hon.
gentleman to have sent for Mr. Smith.
My impression is that it was not so much
the fault of Sir William Van Horne as the
position taken by the Minister of the Inte-
rior himself who was determined not to dis-
cuss this matter with others who were desir-
ous of tendering for the carrying out of this
work. I must express my belief that at the
time Mr. Hamilton Smith was in Ottawa
that contract was already in the pockets of
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann. True the con-
tract does not bear date till the 25th of
January. As a matter of precaution be-
fore making a statement as to my belief I
asked my hon. friend to lay upon the table
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of the House such correspondence and com-
munications or other documentary evidence
as might be in their possession so that we
might be able to determine what really took
place anterior to the 25th day of January
between the government and Messrs. Mac-
kenzie & Mann, I found a return to the ad-
dress placed upon the table of the House to-
day in which it is stated that there is no cor-
respondence whatever-no documents. It
seems incredible that the government
who have not entirely dispensed with the
red tapeism and the sealing wax and
documents which characterize most govern-
ments, that this government should have
entered into the largest contract with which
they probably will have to deal during their
term of office without having a scrap of pa-
per without having a line to submit to par-
liament for the purpose of assuring parlia-
ment that everything was done that could
reasonably have been done in the best inte-
rests of the country to secure a favourable
contract. But hon. gentlemen we do not
find as J say a scrap of paper, we do not find
a line of correspondence why ' Because as
I have already said there could be little
doubt about the subject that this contract
was long since determined upon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And entered
into by the Minister of the Interior and
Mackenzie & Mann entirely irrespective of
securing information in the best interests of
the country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not so.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is absolutely
untrue.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I accept this
statement of my hon. friend.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why do you not produce the evidence?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Pernit me to
say that when the government of the country
will enter into a contract so recklessly, a
contract dealing with so large and momen-
tous an undertaking as this without having
upon the departmental files a document, a
scrap of paper, a scintilla of evidence to
show anything was done to protect the best
interests of the country, then they certainly
cannot find very great fault with the public

and members of this House for forming an
impression very unfavourable to the alleged
bona fides of the transaction which they
have submitted to the House.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-What does
my hon. friend show on that letter of Mr.
Kersey ?

Hon Mr. LOUGHEED-As my hon.
friend asks me what I have to say I will tell
him. I find that on the 2Oth of December,
1897, the first letter in which a proposition
was made by Mr. H. Maitland Kersey, for
the building of this particular road. I find
that there was no correspondence, no infor-
mation no data by which Mr. Kersey or any-
body else could possibly make an intelligent
offer to the Dominion government for the
purpose of carrying out that undertaking. I
say the government was wilfully negligent
when they determined on building this road
in not having such information in their hands
as would permit contractors to make an in-
telligent offer for the carrying out of this
undertaking. I find letter No. 4 on page 5
in which these same gentlemen seem to get
down to business somewhat closely, but in
which Mr. Sifton positively refused more
than two days to Mr. Kersey for the purpose
of carrying on a most important matter of
business with his principals in London, Eng.
And why 1 Either it was determined to
close that bargain with Mackenzie & Mann
two days after that or it had been closed
before and there had to be some sem-
blance of giving to this gentleman an oppor-
tunity to make his offer. But as that
hon. gentleman has asked me about it I will
tell my hon. friends that the agent of
Mr. Kersey has told me that he went
over and over again to the Minister of the
Interior for the purpose of getting such in-
formation as would permit him and his
principals to make an intelligent offer for
the carrying out of this undertaking, and
the Minister of the Interior was not able to
interview him, let alone give him the infor-
mation which he required for the purpose of
communicating to his principal in London.
I hope that this will be satisfactory to my
hon. friends. He possibly may say: Why,
then, is Mr. Maitland Kersey's last letter
couched in such very courteous terms? Ithink
Mr. Kersey must have written letter No. 5,
thanking the minister more by way of irony
than seriousness, and by way of contrast to
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the way in which Mr. Kersey and his agent sent the Rothschilds. -He received word he
had been treated by the Minister of the did not represent the Rothschilds, as Ham-
Interior and his government. ilton Smith had already stated that he did

fnot and then this is flaunted throughout the
Hon. iMr. MILLS-Hear, hear. whole country for the purpose of discrediting
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- hear the Mr. Smith, because he himself had stated

Minister of Justice say hear, hear, le will
be the first to designate as an outrage that
a firm of financiers, representing capitalists
as these gentlemen did, should be given only
forty-eight hours to conclude an immense
financial contract with their friends in Lon-
don one of the days being Saturday, a day
when we know in London it is impossible to
do business. I was going on to deal with
Hamilton Smith when my hon. friend asked
me the question with regard to Mr. Kersey.
Mr. Hamilton Smith was apparently ex-
tremely audacious. Mr. Hamilton Smith
was so unfortunate as to make the proposi-
tion that he would build this road for 75 per
cent less of land than Mackenzie & Mann,
and to demonstrate his financial abilitiy to
do it. Mr. Smith, upon making that offer,
was regarded as an interloper.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was after the
contract had been let.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-After he knew it had
been let.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why did not
my hon. friend leave Hamilton Smith alone
at that time ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-After the contract
had been signed i

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, it pleased
these gentlemen to pursue Mr. Hamilton
Smith after be made a bona fide offer to the
government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He knew the contract
had been let.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Certainly be
knew it, but did not regard it as a finality,
nor do we regard it as a finality until it has
passed parliament. Mr. Hamilton Smith
no sooner made this proposition to the gov-
ernment than the government at once cabled
to England to ascertain the truth of the
statement which he himself made most
plainly in the letter which he sent to the
government. He stated lie did not repre-
sent the Rothschilde. The premier at once
cabled to England to know if he did repre-

what they actually ascertained by cable from
the high conmissioner.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-From what all the
press said he did represent Rothschilds.
Where did they get the information?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And further,
Hamilton Smith unfortunately imagined he
was doing business with a government ac-
customed to business methods. Mr. Smith
had been accustomed to dealing with colo-
nial governments, large financiers, and with.
the English government, which the premier
of the country assumes to copy even in all
its details. But why Mr. Smith should have
aroused the ire and the antagonism of the
government because he made a bona fide
offer even though perhaps it was late in the
day to build the road for 75 per cent less
than Mackenzie & Mann is certainly past
my understanding and does violence to one's,
conceptions of what is in the interests of the
conservation of public rights. Hence, in
view of this fact we cannot think for one
moment that the government were anxious
to secure any tenders or any propositions
from financiers or from capitalists or con-
tractors no matter what their ability might
be. Hence I say that under these circum-
stances the government has been culpably
negligent of protecting the very best inter-
ests of the country in not endeavouring to
secure a contract which they could easily
have secured for the purpose of carrying
out this undertaking to a successful consum-
mation and without very much, if any, cost
to the country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hn. gentleman
ignores the fact that the correspondence
with Kersey commenced on the 20th of
December.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
much the worse for you.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He declined unless he
got a money subsidy and le wanted also a
subsidy from British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon.
friend not inform us why the other con-
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tractors of the Dominion, the capitalists of
Great Britain or of the United States as
the case might be were not invited to ten-
der for this undertaking Mi y hon. friend
is silent, I fancy it would be rather difficult
for the government to give an answer to
such a question. Another proposition which
I would desire to lay down is that if the
government desires to establish an all-Cana-
dian route it would not have required very
great fertility of mind for them to have
understood the way to have accomplished it.
A very great deal has been said about buid-
ing the Edmonton route, and as indicating
the public desire for the building of that
route I might point out the fact that
various Boards of Trades of the Dominion,
the Boards of Trade of Toronto, of Montreal,
of Hamilton, of Ottawa, and I think of
some other cities waited upon the govern-
ment iii the beginning of this session and
impressed upon this government not only
the desirability, but the absolute necessity
of opening up this route for the purpose of
securing the trade to Canada with the
Yukon district for Canadian products. This
was a question for statesmanship this was
a question with which those gentlemen could
have grappled with the very best results in
the interest of the whole Dominion.
Now a railway to carry the products and
manufactures of Canada from the town of
Edmonton would certainly have precluded
trade from going into the Yukon coming
from the United States. Assuming for a
moment that a road was not built from the
Pacific coast, and a road had been built
from Edmonton running through that
magnificent arable tract of country lying
south of Peace River district-running
through auriferous lands, skirting streams
that are rich in placer diggings running
through a district of country rich in mineral
wealth ; in forest, in mines, in stream,
opening up a vast tract of country not
only for the miners but for the settler,
a tract of country which could have
produced sufficient to keep a mining
population of many thousands. This is, I say,
such a question as could have been carried
out to a very desirable consummation and
one of the best schemes the Dominion of
Canada could have entered upon for the
purpose of opening up the Yukon dis-
trict. I say this scheme could have been
carried out almost as quickly as the project
now under consideration. There are water

stretches between Edmonton and the Pelly
banks which could have been utilized for
the purpose of transhipping and transporting
all the products and food supplies necessary
for that country for the next year. My hon.
friend the leader of the House, as well as the
Secretary of State has appealed to us upon
the ground of starvation in the Yukon that
it was necessary in the public interest that a
road should be bailt into that country for
the purpose of shipping food supplies into the
Yukon. My recollection is that my hon.
friend, the Secretary of State told us the
other night that no less than $45,000,000,
or $50,000,000 of goods were lying upon the
wharfs and docks and in the warehouses
waiting to be shipped into the Yukon dis-
trict.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There must be some
mistake.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is what
my hon. friend said.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-I think the figures
must be excessive.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHLED-Will my hon.
friend say now how much?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No one could tell.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
did venture on a figure and that is the figure
which I recollect.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think that figure
would be rather high myself. If I made the
statement it would be exaggerated, I think.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
will concede the fact that the government
considered it would be necessary to send
into that district at least 50,000 tons of
supplies for the next season. I would direct
his attention to the fact that this Teslin
Lake road which is to be built at the enor-
mous expense already mentioned by him
has only a carrying capacity of 9,000 tons.
If hon. gentlemen will look at Mr. Jennings's
report on page 24, they will see that the
estimate of Mr. Jennings as to the carrying
capacity of that road during the coming
season is limited to that quantity. We are
told that it is absolutely necessary that at
least 40,000 or 50,000 tons of food supplies
should be shipped into that country during
the coming season. Will my hon. friend
the Secretary of State tell us how the
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balance is to be shipped ? My hon. friend passengers, and other 100,000 odd tons of
has already appealed to the governnent and freigbt.
the government have appealed to the people
of Canada that it is necessary to build and lon. Mr. DANDURAND-low many
equip a railway for the purpose of carrying trains a day did Mr. Jennings count upon?
over 50,000 to 100,000 people to the Yukon The carrying capacity of a railroad al
district this coming sea-on. I find on look- depends on the number of trains.
ingt at dayr. d ennings's report upon which thisM
whole scheme is based, and so far as I can Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the hon.
understand it is the only guarantee that the gentleman will look at Mr. Jennings's report,
governiment bas that the scheme can be car- page 24, lie will find all the particulars
ried out, that Mr Jennings calculates that necessary for him to arrive at that conclu-
the outside carrying capacity of this road sion, and outside of that report I say most
for the coming season will be 12,000 passen- emphatically the government is not war-
gers. Will my hon. friend the Secretary of ranted in going. Mr. Jennings was sent
State tell us how the other 30,000 or 40,000 out there for the purpose of reporting to the
or, accepting the figures of the Minister of government on the building of the Stikine
the Interior, the other 100,000 passengers route. He drafted the report, and upon
would get into the Yukon district? that report brought down to this House the

government make this most exorbit-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT- think what I said ant demand, viz., that we should

was that the persons might go in and their alienate nearly 4,000,000 acres of public
food supplies could be sent in afterwards by lands for the purpose of building this
rail. So long as it got to the waterway it road. They have stated this publicly
could be easily got to Dawson. and given their authority as to the volume

of the freight which it is necessary to carry
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED -I will take that into that country this coming season. They

statemnent. We have the statement that have given us tbeir authority and their
the minimum passenger traffic into the figures, the number of passengers and the
Yukon district this coming summer will be tonnage of freight which will have to be
50,000. My bon. frierid the senior member provided for. Yet we find under this re-
for Halifax (Mr. Power) I think ventured port-mind you, the only authentic infor-
the assertion this afternoon that at least mation we have on the subject-provision
150,000 would go in there. for not one-tenth the volume of freight

and passenger traffic which will go into the
Hon. Mr. POWER-I gave my authority. Yukon district during the coming season?

My authority was the vice-president of the I ask my hon. friend what bis answer to
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. that is. low he intends, if this road is only

posses8ed of the capacity I bave indicated,
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is an ex- the government )f the Dominion, to rise to

cellent authority. Well, take the authority the emergency of carrying nine-tenths more
of the vice-president of the Canadian Pacific passengers and freigbt than apparently they
Railway Company that 150,000 people will are providing for by this bil? I was re-
go in there this coming season. I am very ferring a moment ago to the desirability of
sorry that my hon. friend the Minister of the Edmonton route I charge the govern-
Justice is not in his place because I intend ment with showing a gross indifference in
to submit for him a problem which I should regard to obtaining information upon this
like him to attempt to solve on this occasion. ail-important route, upon a route which has
I find from Mr. Jennings's report that the received the endorsation of the commercial
carrying capacity of this road for the coming men of the Dominion tlrough the Boards
season will be only 12,000 passengers and I of Trade of the Dominion, of almost every
find from that report also that for each pass- man of common sense of the Dominion, be-
enger it is necessary to take in three-quarters cause I say in no other way can you open
of a ton of freight. That being the case I up s0 large a tract of country suitable for
would ask any hon. gentleman on the other settiement; in no other way can there be
side who is advocating this measure how developed the varied resources which are to
they intend to get in the other 100,000 of be found through that district of country-
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one of the richest districts throughout the
whole Dominion. In ro other way can you
secure for the people of Eastern Canada a
market for their products and manufactures
than by going through the route which I
have indicated, namely, from Edmonton to
Pelly banks, and then down the Yukon to
Dawson City. I was about to say that such
a road, if it had been entered upon in the
early part of the season, would have received
the endorsation of the people of the whole
Dominion. It would have received the en-
dorsation of both Houses of parliament. I
say, with confidence, that the building of a
route of that character would have been a
national work of the highest importance,
and would have received the strongest ap-
proval of the people of Canada irrespective
of the districts in which they lived. It
would have appealed to them as a national
undertaking, as one that would have secured
to that country the trade of Canada, and
not one which was opened up at the ex-
pense of the people of the Dominion for the
purpose of accommodating United States
supplies and United States products bound
for that far northern country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is aware we sent an expedition ; that was in
September. We have never heard of them
since but once. That is six months ago.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am glad my
hon. f riend reminded me of that expedition.
As I took the liberty of expressing myseif
rather warmly the other night in controvert-
ing the statement made by my hon. friend,
I must again do so to-night, but perhaps not
with so cmuch warmth. I say positively
that the government did not send an ex-
ploration party into that district for the
purpose of determining on a question of
route; I say that the government sent into
that district a small party of police, and
that the member for Alberta appealed to
the Minister of the Interior that there should
accompany that party a surveyor or engin-
eer, a man capable of determining a route,
of reporting upon the physical features of
the country and giving such information to
the government as would be of service;
but the government refused to make
any appropriation or to permit any
surveyor in the service of the gov-
ernment to enter upon that undertaking. I
charge the government with endeavouring

to handicap in every possible way the ob-
taining of information of that route. I
charge t he government with culpability

Hon. Mr. POWER-Did not
gineers from the Military College
that expedition ?

two en-
go> with

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I an very
well pleased that my hon. friend has sug-
gested that to me, the question of sending
these two young men. They were two
young men graduates of the Kingston
Military College, and I regret to say were
not surveyors and not engineers.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They would have to
be both.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Upon the soli-
citation of their friends they secured a
position with this small police detachment
enjoying and receiving the magnificent
remuneration of one dollar a day. Does my
hon. friend from Halifax think he can
secure surveyors and engineers at the
rate of one dollar a day to proceed to
the Klondike and endure the rigours of an
Arctic winter ? I think the very fact that
these two young men were willing to accept
a dollar a day must indicate as the fact is
that they are neither engineers nor sur-
veyors.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I dare say there are
engineers who would be glad to go with a
party without pay at all.

Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-My hon. friend
has a very limited and restricted view of
what engineers and surveyors are worth, if
he thinks engineers would be only too glad
to go into that country for the remuneration
he mentions.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Exceptwhen
they go to the Yukon on account of the
attraction the gold has for them.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Perhaps so,
but these young gentlemen are not engineers
and not surveyors. I was about to say that
there are engineers and surveyors in the
government employ, men who are not busily
engaged, men, who in the present time, in the
district in which I live are in the service of
the government and drawing magnificent
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salaries, who could have been easily spared to the government tie themselves down to the
have gone on that expedition, men who have Teslin Lake route, a route upon which they
traversed almost every acre of that western had no information, a route of which they
country, and whose knowledge of climatic, knew nothing because ni hon friend, in in-
geographic, physical, and all other conditions troducing this bil, was sufficiently candid to
incidents to travel in that country, would be say that thegovernment obtained no infor-
of the greatest advantage to the governnent. mation from Mr. Ogivie, or Mr. Dawson,
The iember for Alberta importuned the by which they could determine upon any une
governnient to send men of the character I of action in regard to the route which was
have mentioned, but they refused to send to be adopted by them. My hon. f riend was
such a man to make an exploration candid enough to make that statement and
of that route, such a man as could yet we find on the 15th December Mr. Jen-
furnish all information to the govern- nings writing as folows
ment, and which, if furnished, I am
sure public opinion would demand action Sîî,-In accor(ance with your desire for an interini

satisied, entie report covering the examination of country nide by
upon it. Now I am satisfied, hon ent me fora highw or railway route between the Sti-mentaarodfo Edontnopng kine River and eslin Lake, 1.0., I have the honourmethat a road fromn Edmnondton, opening,
up a vast expanse of country, could be builtt
for the subsidy that is being given the con- We find Mr. Jennings reporting on the
tractors in·the bill. I shall have something l5th Deceinber, 1897. Now then 1 say in
to say in a moment of the financial possi- conjunction with this fact that it was not
bilities of the immense grant that has been until late in the fali that Mr. Jennings
made to those gentlemen, I say, with the received instruction to go out to Teslin
greatest confidence that if the government Lake for the purpose of making this survey,
had applied business principles and sagacious leads me to the conclusion that before Mr.
statesmanship to the handling of this ques- Jennings went there the government had
tion, a sufficient amount of money could have deterînined to enter into this contract of
been raised upon the land grant which they building the Teslin Lake road. Was it in
proposed to alienate to Mann & Mackenzie, pursuance of the report made by Mr. Jen-
not only to build the Edmonton route but a nings that this road was buiît? J believe
satisfactory route from the coast to Dawson my hon. friend would Say that it would not
City, and thus to open up the Yukon district be logical for him to state that it is in pur-
f rom both points. But we find the govern- suance of that report, because no other alter-
ment entering upon an undertaking based ative was giving to Mr. Jennings. The
upon the information which I read f rom this government tied themselves down to send in
report and adopting the Teslin Lake route. Mr. Jennings to report upon the route.
I should like to know, hon. gentlemen, and
I have no doubt the question has occurred Hon. Mr. MJLLS-What does the hon.
to many, at whose instance was this Teslin gentleman think were the reasons that
route opened? I do not find that any in- ought to govern in the choice of a route?
formation was in the possession of the He does not suppose that we wanted to
government previous to Mr. Jennings hav- build a route that would be controlled by
ing been sent out to Teslin Lake for the the Americans through the United States.
purpose of preparing his report. Can my J indicated the other day when J introduced
hon. friend tell me who inspired the Teslin this bil the possible routes in Canadian
Lake route? territory and the governing consideration

at tlîe present time and at the time this
Hon. Mr. POWER-Geography. contract was entered into was the expeditious

construction of a railway into the country
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--If hon. gentle- atthe earliest possible moment and this

men will look at the report of Mr. Jennings route suggested advantages far beyond that
they will find that the first mention of going of any other route that was possible.
into that country by Teslin Lake is to be
found in Mr. Jennings's report on page 31 ; Hon. Mr. LOTGIIEED-I will point
and I would point out this peculiarity to my out to ry hon. f riend that the government
lion. friend, the Minister of Justice ; it may at this time must have thought of building
not have occurred to him before; why did a road from Dyea or Skagway, so that the
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building of the route from the Lynn Canal same alarm ? Why was it not animated by
did not present the serious obstacles to niy the same patriotism so to speak, when it
hon. friend at that time that it does now. granted to two companies the right to build

practically from the Lynn Canal,? This is
. M. MLLS-No.quite a sudden conversion of the ovement

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If ny hon. to the fact that t1e building of a road from~vil lok t M. Jnnigs' reorthethe Lynni Canal would prove of very serious
friend will look at Mr. Jennis's report ein this con-
will find Mr. Jennings apologizing for not
visiting Dyea and Skagway, and the govern- Lynn Canal is
ment finds it necessary to enbodv in this buit of advanîage to the government of
contract that no route should be built from Cat
the Lynn Canal withini five years. The, aaaadwt datg otepolthe y n Canl ~ithi fie yers. fli of Canada as a practical railway enterprise
governmiient must have had under considera-gonnin nîs aeFa iie oiiea if vou are going, to the enorinous expense of
tion the building of a road froi that point. bull
If any hon. gentleman of this House will d
ask Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann their opinion Hon. Mr. MILLS Hear, beau.
of the route they will, in all probability, tell
hini the only practical route would be from
Lynn Canal, and ny hon. friend knows it, and Hon. Mu. U E M lion. frien d
the public know, that the only practical route says heau bea ty lion f ien pnois
which should be adopted is the route running
froi the Lynii Canal. If my hon. friend tis leahv -,oe oio thet expets
so opposed to the adoption of the route from ta
the Lynn Canal why hias his go)vernmetttems esbera sfoiteL

the ynu anmdwlîyliashis overmen Canal, tbat in the interest of commneice the
given power to Mlessr-s. Mackenzie & Mannyen poeroMsu.Mceze&Mn oad slîould be built f roin the Lynn Canal
under this bill to build this road ? My hon.
friend has not prohilbited the building of

praticll r from the Lynn Canaa? Thsi
friend bas not prolîiothebfatitha the building otfaaai odi ob l ah road fromd

hould be bult. It is an arguy n o that
mcan ceutainly sould pevail without any ain-

Hon. mu.sin Cofthey only OuLplification. If you are oin to adake a

Lyn1aali the only roattca b ec

public expenditure of an imomense sun such
would have found it probably a mucb casier, as is inv'olved in this project the best possi-
route, but they weue prohbited froî)n doingct rut

Canad an wl oteogith adanteto the preope

io except ba Order in pouncil. If any othe entes

, iii you ibl arul e going to theenrosxpsef

Company did build then it ould be on lges oad sroma Alaan oth
fair to themi to be permnitted 10 build, but in ud o n cuîy
event of no other company buildinîg tlien io. r. ILS Ntierdeoou

Hion. Mr. MILS ear hea.ofo

tlîey would not be permitted ho build. cuty letaeo leUie tts

Hon. M. LOM.IEIEEDE-We hoil sece
what the contrapt says. Sections e rcd 2 woel. Mt. LOUt inEED It is precsely

provide that the conipany may, by tîe con- tîe samie trade that will «o over the Teslin
SLake route. Will nv lion. friend say that

senth mos feaibl roadno is fromil thel Lynn

ttth he dtfulieres of thern oinpin o

the Lynn Canal. ak if tis is te mean- dif is o e bi p

thiss rodro the Lynnm Canal r oe elu

m, and is it not bntended that tann an arme

rn tan tpli ificain Ifu re gomh toae mak a

Mackenzie sha have the rigbit fm doing ble te uti beic e te greatest
Lynn Canal, if not wbv lias this provision racili
been made btrade of o r country

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is as my hon.
friend knows, a charter already in existence.
If anv other railway did build then there
would be no object in excluding them from
the right of building.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why was the
government last session not struck with the

Hon. MNr. MILLSm--There are no embar-
rassments wvhatever at Wrangel. We have
a treaty right to use the navigation of that
river ; as an incident to that right we have
the right to tranship, load and unload. We
have no such rights in the Lynn Inlet or
any railway constructed from it. The
United States government are under no
obligation to concede to us any bonding
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privilege, nor are they likely to do so in that
country if the effect would be that we would
take any steps to exclude United States
trade froim our own territories, or to confer
any advantage upon our own people.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The political
phases of this bill never apparently struck
the government until they committed them-
selves to the bill now before us, and to the
policy which has been initiated regarding
this measure. The government found, upon
introducing this bill, that the monopoly
clause calculated to shut out outside-trans-
portation companies from reaching the
Yukon district immediately aroused the
hostility of the United States, resulting in
the legislation which was introduced into
the American Senate, and known as an
amendment to the Homestead Laws, pro-
viding for the right of w ay for railroads in
the district of Alaska. For this hostile
legislation the governmnent of Canada is
directly responsible by reason of the
monopoly clause in the bill. My hon.
friend lias over and over again gone
over the rights which we enjoy under the
Washington treaty. No one will question
that certain rights have been given to us
under that convention, but it is folly to say
that the United States cannot impose hostile
regulations, eustons barriers and other diffi-
culties, so as practically toprevent our having
access to the Stikine River. My hon.
friend will no sooner build this road and
commence to operate it than he will find
confronting hini at Wrangel the very vexa-
tious customs regulations which have already
been indicated in the legislation which has
lately been introduced into the American
Senate, and this legislation is directed solely
to the port of Wrangel. Hon. gentlemen
will doubtless have observed that it does not
extend to any other ports on the Alaska
coast, but simply to Wrangel. My hon.
friend may sail up there in Canadian vessels
with Canadian goods, and at the port of
Wrangel lie may say to the collector of
customs or those in charge at that point-
Possibly American soldiers-" My dear sirs,
we come in here by right of treaty. The
Washington convention has insured to us
the right of navigation of this stream. It
was passed in 1871, and we desire at once
to go up Stikine regardless of all impedi-
nIents which you may throw in our way."
It maay happen that those who approach the
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port of Wrangel nay not be able to make as
learned a desertation on the treaty rights of
the convention of Washington as the
Minister of Justice. But notwithstanding
thîeir protest the probabilities are they will
remain at the port of Wrangel, and indulge
simply in protestations without making any
headway.

lon. Mr. iNI ILLS-That is a very un-
patriotic suggestion.

Hon. Mr. LOUGIIEED-That may be
but we are dealing in commercial and business
facts now and not in patriotism. We are
dealing with the alienation of 4,000,000
acres of land for a railway which when built,
unless you make your peace with the United
States, whether by convention or otherwise,
it will be impossible for vou to use, except
you submit to all the vexatious regulations
which they may impose, I say the govern-
ment were culpable in not having an under-
standing with the United States government
in the first instance, or in drafting a bill
which would not have excited the hostility
which we find.

Hon. Mir. MILLS-We were culpable in
not suggesting doubts where there is no room
for doubts.

lon. Mr. LOUGIIEED-So far as there
being no doubts, if my hon. friend will follow
the trend of American legislation on this
subject he may find the doubts very formid-
able. But the governnent is responsible for
introducing the policy under which they
have built up along the 141st meridian and
on the Alaska coast a Chinese wall by which
they have actually forbidden American trans-
portation companies or even Canadian comn-
panies having access to the Yukon country
by any other route than by the Teslin Lake
route and then by the grace of this firm of
contractors. While a policy of that kind is
enunciated by the government-a policy not
only injurious to the people of Canada,
but a policy hostile to vested interests
in the United States already having deal-
ings with that country--then the Canadian
government must take the consequences
which naturally attach to such a policy.
I do not for one moment disparage the
desirability of our having access to that
country by a route entirely free from
American influences but certainly the govern-
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very cheerful aspect upon it this afternoon
when lie told us that the miners of that
country would in all probability prefer deal-
ing with Mann & Mackenzie than the
Dominion government. All I have to
say to that statement is that it is not very
flattering to the policy of this govern-
ment regarding the administration of the
Yukon country, not very flattering to the
regulations passed by the Minister of the In-
terior and altered three or four times, when
we find hon. gentlemen, supporters of the bill,
using as an argument that the miners of that
country would prefer dealing with strangers,
that private parties would prefer dealing
with Mackenzie & Mann than dealing with

Bonanza and Eldorado Creeks afford between theni
278 elainis, the several affluences will yield as nany
more, and all of these clains are good. I have no
hesitation in saying that about a hundred of those on
Bonanza will yield upwards of 830,000,0f00. Clain 30
below, wvill yield a million in itself, and ten others will
yield fron $100,000 up. These two creeks will, I an
quite confident, turn out fron $60,000,000 to 875,000,
000, and I can safelv say that there is no other region
in the world of the saine extent that lias afforded in
the sanie length of tinie so Iany homîestakes-fortunes
enabling the owners to go hoine and enjoy the re-
mainder of their days- considering that the work has
had to be done withverylimîited facilities, thescarcity
of provisions and of labour, and that the crudest appli-
ances only are as yet available.

Considering, in connection with this grant,
that the policy of the government up to the
present time has been to reserve alternate
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mpnt of Canada is charged with the very im- the government. I always thought the
portant duty of introducing such a bill as will governnient of the country exercised a
result in the building of a road by which we paternal influence over industries of this
will have an assurance that that trade will kind and usually passed such regulations as
be carried on without any of those diflicul- met with public approval. But when we
ties confronting us which now threaten. I find those public regulations of so undesir-
need not say very much about the physical able a character that private parties can
difficulties which present themselves in re- secure immense concessions and franchises in
gard to this saine route, except that I might that country, and deal more generously
supplement what has been said by the senior with the miners than can the government
miember for Halifax in regard to the feasi- themselves, then I cannot fancy any less
bility, so to speak, of those rivers by refer- flattering description of the policy of that
ring to page 15 of Mr. Jennings report in. go'vernment. Now, very few gentlemen
which I think it must be shown to the satis- may have considered that a tract of 4,000,000
faction of whoever reads it that it would be acres means a mile belt 6,250 miles long, or
almost impossible to navigate the Hootalin- in other words this government propose
qua River. On page 15 we find the follow- giving to Mackenzie & Mann a strip of land
ing:- say two miles in width stretching along a

tract as long the entire line of the Canadian
They further explain that they neaily mnade the tatsloghenirueofheC ada

sanie blunder mistaking the waters of the Hoota- Pacific Railway from the city o£ Vancouver
linqua River which are a dirty brown colour for those to the city of Montreal. Hon. gentlemen
of a slough or narshy water. who have travelled over the Canadian Pacific

If hon, gentlemen fancy that th ey can Railway, who have taken some five or six

navigate a river which presents no other days to travel on a fairly fast running tram
appearance than that of a slough or marshy from Montreal to \ancouver, thr'ough that
water in conjunction with a line of steam- immnse tract of country, and viewing the
boats such as anticipated in the contract I country a mile on either side, extending
think they will find themselves very much between those two cities can then appreciate

mistaken in the physical difliculties they the magnitude of the grant which is about

have calculated to grapple. to be given to those gentlemen. In a speech
recently made by Mr. Ogilvie at Victoria he

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Misscuri is a made some reference to the richness and the
very muddy river. wealth of those lands, so that hon. gentle-

men nay comprehend the illimitable wealth
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It cannot be about to be alienated by the government

said to be a marsh or slough, and that seems and vested in the hands of a firm of con-
to be about the designation properly appli- tractors for building 150 miles of narrow
cable to the Hootalinqua. Hon. gentlemen gauge railway. Let me read to you a short
I fancy have contemplated the serious aspect statement made by Mr. Ogilvie at that time
of alienating 4,000,000 acres of land to as to the enormous wealth of that country
Mann & Mackenzie. My hon. friend put a and as to its possibilities. He says :
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claims, these alternate claims are claims over table lands, involving very little diffi-
which have been reserved in the very richest culty or outlay in railway building.
portions of the Klondike district, but When you consider this saine firm is receiv-
under this ccntract, will pass to Mann & ing something like S375,000 from the British
Mackenzie. Columbia government as a cash subsidy for

building the same road, one is almost led to
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. the conclusion that the cash subsidy of the

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Those reserved British Columbia government will contribute
Hon.shichlieongsdeo milEon l rsrv very largely towards the building of the

claims which he alongside of million dollar road
claimîs referred to by Mr. Ogilvie can be
taken by Mann & Mackenzie, will my hon. Hon. 'Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And
friend point out anything in the contract or the land subsidy as well.
bill which will prevent those men from
claiming those reserves. In addition to Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Surelv these
that we are giving four million acres gentlemen must have hypnotized both gov-
of land to build what? The Minister ernments. Receiving $375,000 and land
of the Interior when interviewed on the grant f rom British Columbia, and 4,000,000
subject said, with almost a tremor in his acres from the Dominion government, surely
voice, that this was a superhuman under- these gentlemen withi their enterprise should
taking-the greatest railway enterprise be able to construct 150 miles of narrow
undertaken on this continent, and we were gauge railway for these valuable grants,
led to believe for a short time, until we got leaving out of consideration for the moment
authentic information that this 150 miles of the fact--
road would be hewn out of solid rock or
driven through the most formidable physi-
cal difficulties with which it was possible
for man to grapple. But let us see what
Mr. Ogilvie says, the gentleman who seens
to be responsible for the policy of the ad-
ministration in that country. Mr. Ogilvie,,
when addressing the Victoria board of trade
said as follows

From the head of the Stikine

He is now speaking of the Teslin Lake
route which we have before us.

Froni the head of he Stikine the road would
follow through an undulating country whieh presents
110 ob1tacles to railvay construction, and for the
greater part of the distance of 150 miles is pretty
vell covered with tiiber.

Here we have the statement of Mr. Ogil-
vie, an authority upon the configuration of
that eountry, and that it presents no obsta-
cles whatever to railway building.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is not the hon. gen-
tleman reading Mr. Jennings's report.

Hon. iMr. McMILLAN-I should like to
remind the hon. gentleman that they have
bonding privileges as well on the main line
and its tributaries.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Yes, bonding
powers for $10,000,000. With these bond-
mng powers, a British Columbia franchise, a
Dominion franchise and an ample bank ac-
count these gentlemen have, I fancy with
close application will succeed in building the
road. Have hon. gentlemen considered for
a moment the possible returns of the revenue
of this road ? I ain not now dealing with
Mr. Jennings's report as to the carryiag
capacity, but I am deahing with the argu-
ment advanced by the government why this
bill should be passed. This government
does not seem to take into consideration
that there will be any difficulty whatsoever
about the carrying over that road of 150,000
passengers, estimated at this number hy the
hon. menber from Halifax. A 100,000
passengers at 15 cents a mile one way only

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I have read would mean $2,250,000. I am only calcu-
Mr. Jennings's report, and Mr. Jennings says lating one way ; 100,000 tons of f ieight at
very little about the physical ditficulties, if $50 a ton-and $50 a ton is the amount
any, which are to be overcome. I might say fixed in Mr. Jennings's report-would come
I had the pleasure coming down the other to S5,000,000; 100,000 passengers at 15
day on the train with an engineer who had cents a mile and 100,000 tons of freight at
gone over that route, and he informed me $50 a ton would yield a gross revenue, not in-
that the greater portion of the route was cluding return carriage and freight, of
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$7,250,000. Now these are the figures to
be deduced from facts urged by the govern-
ment in behalf of the passage of the
bill. My lion. friend may say that I am
drawing on my imagination or calculating
upon a volume of trade which will never
take place but I am taking the governnent
figures and knocking off 25 per cent there-
from. I am taking the freight rates as
fixed by Mr. Jennings and I say the revenue
thus deducible would ainount to $7,250,000.
Now, I am opposed to the alienation of this
quantity of land for another reason than
that which I have already stated. If the
public resources are thus squandered then
we nay abandon all idea of securing other
routes fron other points. Cold comfort was
given to those advocatinug the Edmonton
route and urging the building of a line
through the interior-and possibly a grant
might be brought down during this present
session but if these extraordinary and extra-,
vagent grants are to be made there will be
certainly such an exhaustion of the publie re-
sources as to render it impossible for us tou
consider for a moment the building of the
Edmonton road. I would further point out
to my hon. friend that tiis blanket dona-
tion which thev make to Mackenzie & Mann
includes the timber and coal. So impressed
was my lion. friend from Miramachi the
other morning wlien lie heard Mr. Livernasht
that he conceded the fact that it would be
detrimental to the best interest of the
country that the timber should go w.th
those lands to Messrs .Mackenzie & Nann.
It does justice to his comnon sense and
good judgment, and I would not have ex-
pected my bon. friend to come to any other
conclusion. When lion. gentlemen consider
that the only means a miner has of thawing
out the immense depth of frost found in
that country is by securing the timber on
the public lands, you can then conceive of
the calamity, because it would be nothing
short of a calamity, that the government
should alienate all its tiniber resources in
the Yukon. Fire wood in that country, for
the purpose of carrying on operations, is
worth $25 a cord at the mnuth of the shaft.
Wlien you take into consideration thaf a
cord of wood will only thaw ten cubic feet'
of earth, and when you further take into
consideration that from present operations
the frost is known to extend at least fifty;
or sixty feet into the earth, you can realize
the amount of cord wood that will be neces- i

sary for carrying on the rude and crude
operations of placer mining in that country.
You alienate to this firm of contractors this
immense tract of land, taking with it not
only the minerals but the timber, and you
render the miner powerless and unable to
carry on his operations, and you place in
the pockets of tliese men a fortune which
might possibly exceed even the value of the
lands theinselves. The same may be said of
the coal deposits. I find in the statement
made by Mr. Ogilvie, in the same speech
that I referred to some minutes ago, that
the coal deposits in that country are very
large indeed. I will read a short extract:

We have coal in abundance. It is to le found in
the Rocky Moutains, or, rather, the ri<lge of high
mutintains ruiumlig liarallel to th lli i the tîterior.
A deposit of coal in this rauge rims rightt through iour
territory. At two ixoints near Forty mile it also
crops out, in one lace only about 40 feet fromu the
River Yukon. Further ip the Yukon ni one of its
muanv smalle- feders, at Fifteen-muile Creek andi on
the head of the TIronuda, theie are also out-croppings
of coal. On the branches of the Stewart and on soie
of the Five Finîgers of the Yukon, coal is also
t-x.)oiisec. In fact, there is anv aninit of coal in the
country with which to work our imiinerals when we
can get im the necessary facilities.

You hand over to these people all the
coal deposits of this immense country-and
you manacle the miner in placing the whole
of that country in the hands of a corpora-
tion or firm of contractors, who very
naturally will take the greatest amount of
noney out of it. Anotier point to which I
should like to mnake reference and which has
often been repeated here by the Sectetary
of State, and also the Minister of Justice,
viz., that this in fact is a gamble-that very
little value is to be attached to these lands.
In speaking of the immense tract of land to
be alienated it has been the policy of the
government to disparage the value of those
lands and speak of them as entirely worth-
less and impoverished. It reminds me of
the late Bill Nye's description of some
lands in Ireland which were so poor
that they could not raise a row on them.
Mr. Ogilvie who seems to be an authority on
their richness, in his lectures in England,
speaks of the inexhaustible wealth of that
country and states positively that for genera-
tions to come untold millions of gold would
be extracted from them. But my hon.
friend says it is a gamble. The Minister of
Justice is the minister to whom the people
of Canada would look to suppress anything
of a gambling transaction. If there is any-
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thing which peculiarly comes within his to you hundreds of thousands of acres lying
department it is the protection of the public enshrouded in silence fron the morning of
from gambling and swindling combinations creation down to the present time not pay-
of all descriptions. But we know very weil ing taxes, unimproved, waiting until the
who will be the sufferers from the floating settlement of neighbouring lands improves
of this transaction. It is not a gam ble so their value or waiting until the mîunicipality
far as the contractors are concerned. We or local government carries out improve-
know very well that this bill will no ments-awaiting local enterprises to bring
sooner receive the nm"ent of parliament than their lands into value. I say that exploita-
the news will be cabled to England and the tion of this kind has been carried to such an
land will bc floated on the Englislh market extent as to prove ruinous to the credit of
before we have the news in Canada of the Canada, and no higher duty can devolve on
negotiations. Will any lion. gentleman the government of this Dominion than to pro-
doubt that it would be even an improbable hibit in every possible way every scheme of
thing for these contractors to divide those this kind so far as it can possibly be done.
4,000,000 acres of land into 40,000 parcels Now, in conclusion, gentlemen, let me say
of 100 acres each, and unload thein that we have heard a great deal in regard
upon flic English, the American, and to the responsibility of the Senate upon
the Canadian markets at $5 an acre. this question. Many threats have been made
Mr. Osler, member for West Toronto and as to what the 8enate should do and what
a director of the Canadian Pacific Rail- will be done if it should not pursue a certain
way Coinpany said very truly that this land course. It is not necessary for me to say
grant, if put on the London market, would anything in regard to the functions of the
realize to-day more than the twenty-five Senate. My hon. friend from Richmond
million acres of arable lands given to the delivered so admirable a speech the other
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and night upon the functions of the Senate up-
there is not an hon. gentleman familiar with on the offices which it has to performn under
stock operations in London and else- the constitution that it would be superflous
where but knows only too well the vas.t pos- and presumptuous for me to attempt to
sibilities that this immense grant of land is amplify them. Suffice it to say that there is
capable of realizing in cash. The people who nothing clearer than the fact that those who
would put their money into this enterprise designed our constitution, those who erected
are those who could least afford to lose the this superstructure of confederation, built it
nonev with which they would speculate upon principles deep and firm, principles
at this timne of feverish excitement on which under;ie the British system of
Klondike speculations. We know very government, and they clearly designed that
well that those large amounts of money this Senate, while co-ordinate with the Com-
raised for schemes of this kind are contri- mons, should exercise its functions freely and
buted by widows and orphans and curates independently of that body. They designed
and others who can least afford to lose the that it should be a check upon all hasty
money invested in them. I say it is the legislation, and I an free to say and hon.
duty not only of the Minister of Justice gentlemen know right well that in the thirty
but of the Canadian parliament to prevent years history of this Dominion there was
schemes of this kind being uniloaded upon never in the annals of that history an oppor-
the credulous people of Great Britain. tunity in which the S nate has been called
There has been already too much exploita- upon to exercise that check to the extent as
tion of schenes of thtis kind in Great upon this occasion. We hear very much
Britain. As my hon. friend to my said of the independence and also of the
right said the other niglit he could partisanship of this body. My hon. friend
point out in different parts of the the Secretary of State stated the other night
North-west large tracts of land tied up that we had prejudged this bill, that we had
by foreign corporations which are not avail- shown a partisanship unworthy of this body,
able for settlers which remain unimproved yet I appeal to hon. gentlemen present as
which are held waiting until settlers im- to who are the independent members,
prove the contiguous lands so as to bring who in both Houses of parliament have
them into value. So in the district of the voted or are about to vote upon this bill ?
country in which I lived could I point out Are they those inembers who, at the
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crack of the party whip, have marshalled marks as will his own countrymen and those who do
. n .e t understand the language. However, I understand

themiselves into hine and recorded their sufficient to find that he, like many others who have
votes in favour of the bill, which, in their entered this chanber, materially change their opinion

inmost conscience they know to be one of and views uion the existence of a second chamber.
We have observed during the past few years that this

the most vicious and one of the most flag- chamber has been threatened with annihilation, or at
rant acts ever attempted to be put least refornation, by politicians and by newspapers.
through this parliament of Canada. I say,
with every degree of confidence, that as a I wish to simply remark that there had

1been ni haeo iecotiigays
flagrant violation of the rights of the people e no phrase of mine containing any such
of this Dominion, as a flagrant alienation of declaration as would warrant the hon. gentle-

those public resources which we own, there man in thinking that I had altered my
has been nio parallel to this bill in the opinion as to the matter of reforming the
annals of the Canadian parliament. I Senate. Like all the meibers of the Liberal

therefore ask who are the independent party, in 1893, in this very city of Ottawa,
members who have taken their stand upon I subscribed to the programme of the Liberal
this particular bill? Are they those whom party which was submitted to the peoplethisparicuar bll' Ar the thse homanl e ndorsed by therm on the 23rd of June,I have indicated as obeying the party call, and en by p2
or are they not those who have resisted 1896. In that platforn appeared one article

lobbying influences more powerful than any calling for a modification of the Senate as
others which have been brought to bear u at present constituted. That verdict means

on the passage of any former bill ? Are that the people of Canada consider that
thev not those who have laughed at the a second chamber should be elected direct

threats which have been made by a hireling by the people, or according to the French

section of the government press to conspel system, or according to the United States

the Senate to pass this mseasure hy threat- system by the local legislatures, and the only
ening our abolition ? I say the latter class part of my speech which could, perhaps, have
of men are the men who have pursued an been construed as showing a change of
independent course upon this bill and who opinion in that respect is the followmg which
have exercised free and independent action has been translated
and who will continue to do so. It has been , have setrched the reîbrt, of voir debates for the
well said that a heavy responsibility is cast past 20 years to tind lessons and exaiples, and 1 have
upon us, a high and important duty is to found the sound traditions and the custonis which
be performed. We all recognize that ; we all appeau to have hal for tleir foondation a constant

respect for, the lpopular \vil. 1 intend faitsfu-lly to
realize too, that we are prepared to dis- follow the road which yon have so well narked ont,
charge that responsibility, and I say that and in which I an certain we ,hall ijot cease to touch
that responsibility and that high and im-
portant duty cannot be better and more These records of the Senate of Canada,
clearly discharged, consistant with the con- fron the vear 1678 to 1896, 1 had exaniîsed,
servention of our public interests than by and found to ny lik-ing. I had nowhere
voting for the motion of my hon. friend found that tsis chamber had been remiss in
from Victoria that this bill be given a ils duties, vet at ro time iad I soticed a
siz months' hoist. conflict between this buse and tse popular

chamber. Full sway had been given hy the
Hon. Mr. DAN DURAND-I hope my Senate of Canada to the bouse of Commons.

hon. colleagues will give me their indulgent I noticed tiat the debt of $î7,000,000
hearing to my attempt to speak in a language or tiereabouts, with which we started in
which is not mine. I would ask permission 1867, had increased by leaps and bounds
to answer some remarks which fell from the to the enorusous suri of about $300,000,000,
lips of the hon. member for Hastings (Sir and riot once had this chamber thought pro-
Mackenzie Bowell) when he answered the per to arrest the growing indebtedness. Land
speech I had the honour of delivering in the grants to the tune of 67,000,000 acres in the
debate on the address in reply to the speech North-west and Manitoba to railways and
from the Throne. The hon. gentleman, after ministeriai favourites, covcring the best part
some complimentary words to my address- of the fertile land, have heen from year to

for isihi thnk im-ecired year bestowed, and not once, as I say, hadfor whichi I thank him-declared :

My limited knowledge of French is not such as to the Senate of Canada thought proper to inter-
enable nse to forn suds a correct opinion of fs re- thvene and prevent the popular chamber, or
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the government of the day, from bestowing
these grants. The effect bas been what the
hon. memher from Calgary has just men-
tioned ; those enormcus grants are paralys-
ing the North-west and Manitoba. Neither
did I find, during those 18 years, in a sin-
gle page of the history of this chamber,
any check, any probing or any sifting into
the way public moneys had been ex-
pended. 1 would recall. as a typical
case, the farcical comedy which was
enacted in the House of Commons when
the Hon. Mr. Edgar, from his seat, accused
Sir Adolphe Caron of receiviig subsidies
from the Temiscouata and Lake St. Johns
Railways. The government of the day, with
its solid majority at its back, took the accu-
sation ' from the hands of the Hion. Mr.
Edgar and modified it to suit itself, so that
Sir Adolphe might stand his trial upon the
accusation as the then- governnment wished
to submit it. And what was the conse-
quence? Not a murmur from this House
protesting against such a course when a
minister of the Crown was accused of receiv-
ing, directly or indirectly, subsidies from a
railway company. This serves to emphasize
the fact that complete sway was given the
government of the day in the administration
of public affairs.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROS8E -May I ask the
hon. gentleman whether he recollects in 1886
or 1887, when the Liberals were in opposi-
tion, the motion for the six months' hoist in
the case of the Pacific Railway Bill.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND - I do not
thorougbly catch the mneaning of the inter-
ruption of my hon. colleague but I shall
endeavour to answer him if I can under-
stand him.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I ask the lion.
gentleman whether lie remembers the case
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway in 1886 or
1887, when the Liberals were in opposition
in this House, when the present hon. Secre-
tary of State, as leader of the opposition,
moved the six months' hoist?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-This is quite
possible, but was not this exceptional motion
on the part of a member of this chamber
squelched by an immense majority ? I have
no doubt whatever that this vote forms part
of the traditions of this House. The hon.
gentleman from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed)

defied any one in this House to find a con-
tract of such magnitude as the on'e under
discussion to-day given without tender ; I will
mention one. When I say of equal magni-
tude I am saying very little, it was a con-
tract not to be compared with the present
contract in regard to the ainount involved.
In 1878, after the elections of the 17th
September of that year, a majority of the
people had pronounced specially upon the
tariff question. Generally the railway policy
of the governinent had been discussed, but
I have seen nowhere such declarations from
the then leaders of the opposition as would
make the people of Canada believe that
within a year, or a vear and a half, without
tenders being called for, without the public
being notified, a con tract would be ent-red
into with a syndicate, chosen specially
by the government of the day, giving
them the work which had already cost the
country millions in the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway in addition to 25
million acres of land, 25 million dollars in
noney, exemption from taxation for their
lands for all time and a binding monoply.
All this startled the Dominion of Canada,
and yet this chanber did not feel justi-
fied in arresting the progress of the gov-
ernnent in this undertaking. The gov-
ernment of Canada, at the time, found
docile supporters in this House who
thought, rightly, that the responsibility
should rest where the people had put it,
upon the shoulders of those who would have
to render an account of their stew, ardship.
The Senate of Canada, at the time, endorsed
that contract, which represents 20 times, if
not 50 times, the amount of the contract
which is under discussion here, without a
nmurmur ard without protest. It will be
remembered that after that contract w'as
signed, other parties deposited S1,300,000
of money and made a far better offer to the
government of Canada, but the contract had
been closed ; it was useless to try to go back
on what lad been decided ; the new syndi-
cate had to take back its $1,300,000, and
the Canadian Pacific Railway contract was
ratified. I find, in connection with this
railway company to which I have been re-
ferring, that, later on, when the government
came down and asked that $30,000,000
should be loaned them-quite an amount-
this chamber again decided not to thwart
the government in its desires to make that
loan to the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
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lon. Mr. MASSON-Is it not probable Lougheed) recalled the numerous occasions
that the majority of the Senate thought it when the Liberal opposition protested
was righti against money beirg paid out by Orders in

Con ncil without the assent of parliament.
Hon. Mr. DAaNDURAND--I am exam- 1 will take that declaration to be true, with-

ining the record of this chamber to see if, out applying it to this present case, but can
in the present contract, there are such ve not turn the argument agaînst these hon.
things as would warrant the Senate i1 gentlemen, and ask them if on ail those
breaking awav f rom its traditions and con- ocasions, or on any of tose occasion when
ing in conflict witlh the popular branch of the Liberal part' protested against contracts
parliament, a thing it was not wont to do being given itbout tender, or nioney being
between 1L78 and 1896. voted by Order in Couneil, these gentlemen

1 woult lot want to be accused of seein sided wth tlie Lberal opposition? p think
the Senate iii a different ligit froCn thato have found the uniforn desire f this

i h t er is wuse to antagonize as littte a r possible the

out applyin it to this preen case, but can

a good Conservative paper, the Montreal government of the day wbic as the con-
Star, whicb, as ail who live in the province tidence of the people, whife at the saine
of Quebec will admit, N a miost violent Tory time fo uly doing its duty. This iouse, as
paper. In former times, when it wished to the lion. inembe f rom Calgary bas said, lias
ingratiate itself with the public, it ued Vo gfor its first essential duty to check hasty or
be lory at election ties and independent unmatured leiisationp t considers the
between election times. SHnce it lias become legisation which is submitted to it, and
solidly established, with a large circulation, ihen exorbitant privileges are grated, cur-
it bas thrown off the mask and s Tory now tais those prvileges. Tt has in its con-
ail the timie. I pref er that ;i prefer to Illti ees closely investigated legislation, and
know where people stand, altbogh I must I ath sure that the Senate has noV been
say te conduct of that paper it e former reiss in s duty during those thirty years.
tibes did not surpri-e, nor id it succeed il et gas donc its duty as the framers of the
deluding te people of the provin e of constitution thiucht it souid. I tbink te
Q uebec. Senate, by leaving te responsibility cof im-

portant nisures to the overisent of the
on whe pepLEYta ashog I eust day, since 1878 and before that time, lias

say n the condct oYtht paero is forme rissi t uydrn hs hryyas

opened ith done its duty. That te framers of our
constitution thought this h use should

Hon. Mr. DANDS aRAND-It does not evremain in iarony with the s ouse of Com-
mons is clear fron the speeches made at the

serntoenoybeniopoton hear time of confederation. I will cite froîn the
eager to return to power that tbey ye sinced1878indbefore tha Hon. hs

1" 1 doneerits duty. e T hat the rmesof our

no more i e to simulate independence. ector Langevin said
That paper says

r shan repy to the observhmtioo wf tue bon. Cmen-
Every assailant oif the Senate for yaspast bias be-r for Hochelaga on that subject. That lion. gentie-

cHoarged it wit being oting more than a costlA nND odoeets te the apsceoiar teit of the legislative
cotrivance for saying "ditto" to the Commuons. This councillors by the central goveriient and adds that
has een its great sin. This haeakvess las bee v the those councillors iel be apiated by a Tory govern-
cause of practieally al te feeling against the epper ient, and i necessaril yde re-elected froni anong
Hes- wbich nîay exist in the cntr.W'en, the he Tories, lo akingt bat assertion the lion. mem-
gverniyent was cnservative and the Senate p as her did not act wit that frankness wich we are en-
cou-servative, this charge anonted te jîarty stbe-titied to exset frein hmim. (Hear, hear.> He hardly
vcenCy grave enugh, but by no ineans the gravest alluded, if lie dic s at ail, to the clause in the resolu-
possible. So nany peo"e are tarred wib the sanie otins bywhicb the opposition in t ,e different parts of
harty brus i that tiey de not feel fhri e te attack the the onfederation are protected. lu tbat clause it is
Seiate to strogly fer the coinioa sinst. 1thUided prat tbe central earliae-et if naking tbe

aph e n ethT iet in question, sha le careful te wach
govermnenta consertve an te Snay tha over t interests f the opposition ai c wel as over
cnrai that ar ao n to pa terial pary. he, Mr. Speaker,

it is time the Senate should make a break whîeu a geverenieut binds itself in this way, is it

an, after aving, said for 20 years yen, vea reasenabie and fair to believe or te su ose that it
possib me. im peopld atard now a will break its word wicli bias bee s solenn y

ail th thyt had ta oy ata pledged ?er iny art ar convinced that la e
nay, nay ail the time. muenibers tf the present gpvernhent, sbould tey for

Tbe bon. member for Richmond (Mr. Mîil -part (if a te centrai guerinent, weuld fultil what bas
been theinised, and would watci over the rights of

ler, and the bon. inember for Calgary (a r. the opposition as over those of tbe Mther party.
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And Sir John Macdonald clearly explains would ask in he experience of the hon.
the meaning of those words, when he says gentlemen who surround me how often have

Swe noticed that ministers of the Crown have
So it is quite clear that should there be, on anv

question, a difference of opinion between the Upper
and Lower Iouses, the government of the day being the Interior took in travelling from Ottawa
obliged to have the confidence of the niajority in the to Victoria and from Victoria to the passes
popular branch-would, for the purpose of bringing
the former into accord and symNipathy with the latter,
fill up any vacaniies that inight occur with men of the River
saine >olitical feelings and sympathies with the
governinent, and, consequenitly, with those of the
majority in the popular branch ; and ali the appoint-
nients af tie administration skoiid e ne oade with thn
object of inîantaining the synpathy arnw harnnon o t Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-He went

certainly past Wrangel, and as the Minister

This is what Sir John Macdonald said in of the Interior said in the other House, ow
1867, and th s bas been the condition of the could we decide upon a route before inquiring
Senate froîn 187î8 to 1896, during wvhich'as to the depth of water in the rivers flowing
time 1. have closely wvatt-led the conduct of into the Pacific, or the deptb of Teslin Lake
this use. If my Hon. colleagues are not and the Hootalinqua River? How could ie
to be actuatcd by prejudice, what is there in; decide as to wlich wvas the best route with-
this contract which would lead them to out having an engineer's report? ht eas only
change their minds and enter with a light whe Mr.Jennings's report was handed in on
heart into a conict with a government the 3th and .4th of January last that the

hih ias totay tihe confidence of tie people government could safely decide upon the
of Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacifie? best route to adopt. The hon. member for
Why should the present chamber deviate, Calgary (.Mr. Lougheedi} has asked why did
from its traditions? the government jump at the Stikine route

t will examine a few of the objections, rather than take any other. Every one will
which appear to me to be iniost serious, whÀch admit that the farther north we go on the
have been raised by my lion. colleagues to Pacifie coast the nearer we are to Dawson
this bill. These objections are as to the form City, but the government laid down, and
and as to the inatter of the contract. Some very properly so, the principle that we should
of my hion. colleagues have said that undue not have to cross United States territory to
dela had taken place before this contract reach our own land. They discarded Pyra-
was entered into by the overnment, and inid Harbour, Dyea, Skagway, and the passes
that the overnment shouldbave acted upon leading from them, because then we would
the repor t of Mr. Ogilvie and asked for an have been in the hands of the wnited States
appropriation before the close of last session governmet, and when Mr. Jennings's report
of this parliament. This would mean that the came to hand, they found that they had a
government were supposed to be sufficiently, coeap and safe route that they could use in
welI informed before _Nay and June last. connectionwitlithe 'vatercoursesand decided
As a matter of fact Mr. gilvie's report upon that route. The accusation has been
gave but a cursory staternent of the situa- launheed against the governnent that not
tion, and the governdment was aware that only was there undue delay, but that there
Mir. Ogilvie had been shut up in that part was idecent baste whepr they decided to act,
of the country for two years without know- that there was no excuse for the hovernment
ing what had taken place in the outside failin g to ask for tenders. What was the
world. it would have been dire folly on situation in January last? The government
the part of the governwent to act upon the realized that there .ould be a rush to these
report of r. Ogilvie, wh o did not know gold fiel , that the bonding exactions at
what Europe or Aimerica would think of the Dyea and Ska way were intolerable. The
discoveries madein the Yukon,andit wasonly government weare convinced that the manu-
during the latter part of last summer that facturers and traders of this country wanted
the moverncent realized that there was to to have the way clear for that trade
be a rush to that reion. Some hon. entle- whiech was going into their own country, arad
men have said that the govrnment neglected they quite properly decided that in this case
its duty to obtain the necessary information of emergency there was no use waiting. Some
as to the route to be followed. Now, of my hon. colleagues say ebut uhy rush
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into the contract ten days before parliament government from Mackenzie & Mann. It
met?" If ino contract had been made, if no was extraordinary that such courage should
mandate had been given to the contractors have come upon this man after such
to open up a wagon or sleigh road, if no such an exhibition of timidity. Before the con-
undertaking had been agreed upon at that tract was signed a citizen of Canada
moment, where would we be to-day? We whispered, or mentioned en passant, to the
know very well that the two branches of Minister of the Interior that there was a Mr.
parliament-Iwould more especially mention Hamilton Smith who was to call on the
the popular branch-could have blocked the minister. Mr. Hamilton Smith did not
way of the government so 'hat that wagon materialize he vas seen nowhere, did not
road, or sleigh road, which serves to-day for approach the public buildings, sent his card
people going into the Klondike with their to no one, and I wonder if my hon. collea-
Canadian goods via Stikine River and Teslin gues would have expected the Minister of
Lake-as is stated in reports which are the Interior to advertise in the papers for
reliable - this sleigh road would not be that gentleman. There is no doubt that
open at this moment. The supplies and Messrs. Mackenzie & Maixi are first class
materials for the construction of this road, contractors. I do fot need, I suppose, to
which must be tinished by the first of cite the opinion of Sir Charles Tupper, who
September, needed to be forwarded to the has delared in press and repeated in parlia-
Pacific coast and taken up past Wrangel, ment his confidence in the capacity of these
yet they would still have to be purchased men. There is no doubt, judging from the
and forwarded if the contract had not language which bas fallen fxom the lips of
been signed. My hon. colleagues will say the hon. gentleman f rom Calgary, that
"how could all these things take place before Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann ace fully able to
the contract is ratified ?" When the contrac- carry out that contract and aré perfectly
tors took their chances, relying upon the solvent to fulfil the engagements the have
good faith of the government of the day, and entered into. I would like to ask, outside
the traditions of this use, I have no of Nr. Hamilton Siith, who made an offer
doubt they were fully justified in pur- to the grovernment when he knew there was
chasing their supplies and even forward- ,no danger of it being accepted, and w o went
ing them to the Pacific coast. The away from this country as soon as he hiad
hon. gentleman from Calgary bias re- aftixed his sinature to that document -out-
peated the statement made by some of my side of Mr. Hamilton Smith, who in Canada
colleagues, that this contract had been en- declared or showed any willingness to enter
tered into with closed doors, that the public'into an undertaking?
had not been told the fact that there was
such a contract to be entered into. I have Hon. Mr-. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Thiere
heard many times statements in reference to was no chance of doingso. There was no
this matter, of people wao have been met in advertisement for tenders.
the trains and elsewhere, but I may inform
my hion. colleagues wlo ïight he ignorant, Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-As I have
of it, that in the city of Montreal ever con- stated, a number of railway contractors,
tractor knew that the government sf the rich men that I knew peronally in on t-

day was about to con struct a railay in real, were avare of the desire of the gover -
order to nive access to that country. Mr. ment to build that road. Mr. Kersey, who
Kersey had been for a month in the city ofrepresented a numer of millionaires from
hontrealinterviewingapitalistsseeing men Great Britain, from Belgium, from Gerany

with reference to the formation of com-and France, wo was backed by powerful
panies ; and very many railway contractors, capitalists declined to go into that undertak-
some of whoin I know, and ith whom 1 ing, and when the hon. gentleman from Cal-
conversed on that subject, absolutely knew gary (Mr. Lougheed says that he was only
of the desire of the government to construct given two days for a decision, tat it was
a railway into that region. My hon. col- taking that man by the throat, it does not
league from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed> baswlook so when we read his letter of the 29th
spoken of the course of Mr. Hamilton Smith January, 1898:
in making a bold offer to the government at a DEAR MR. SIFTON,-With reference to our couver-
far lower figure than the one accepted by the s:itio of last evenong, I onirunicated ully by cable
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last night both to Devonshire House and Chatsworth tember, we follow the river without having
the ideas of the governient, as I understand them, to climb the hills and risk life and limb in
with regard to the construction of the railway between
Glenora and Teslin. those terrible passes. It is all the more im-

Saturday, as you are aware, is a difficult day to portant that we should build that road which
transact business in London, but as I had already will brin the ople of ail countries to
prepared mny friends for the message which was sent g P® p
last night, I have every hope of receiving an answer pay us tri bute. The hon. member for Cal-
at any moment, and that I shall be able to lay before gary asked a moment ago if the whole world
you a (lehnite and favourable proposition for t he con-
struction of the work within a few hours. would not be able to use the Stikine River

And then follows the other letter t and the railway. Undoubtedly the whole
A henfols the otherletr through world will have the advantage of using this

which he informs the government that his w b
principals are not ready to undertake the railw ay, but th ose who prefer, instead of

prinipas ar no reay t undrtae t paying 25 or 30 per cent duty to our customs,building of that road within the time speci- tp rcn oods in duty and s that
fied. It has been stated quite often before .p
this House that the Stikine was not an all- duty, will enrich our country by so much.

Canadian route. At the samne timne, soîe There is no doubt that when it will go to the
Canaianroue. A th sae tie, omeworld, througih the advertisements that our

preference has been shown for a route start- t s rtation coma n i e p s that r
i f roi Prmd Harbour thouh the pas- transportation companies wvill put.lish, that

ing yrami roug t seekers can reach the Klondike, there
ses. The governiment has been asked if t he 'odrahte1înîe nrses. g Thegornme hat ye and ifath is no duty to be paid, that without beingbondin s regulations made at Dyea and Skag- subject to any customs reg i and by
way were not satisfactory, and why not con- i s
struct a hne of railway from Pyramid Har- anppliehouroutry and pur commer
bour up to Teslin Lake? It is very clear that will thereby be increased considerably. In
some hon. gentlemen in this room would see f, to-dy I noweof o s da bountin

îîoobectonto uidin froma ermnu i fact, to-da I know of orders amounting tono objection to building from a terminus in hundreds of thousands of dollars that have
United States territory. If we start from been placed in Montreal because the people
the LUnited States territory we do so by who have come there are convinced that it
tolerance. The tolerance which is exercised i chape top e the r ooin Caada
to.day are we sure that it will be continued dis cheapest to purchase their goods in Canada
to-morrow ? That tolerance seens to satisfy Theesemed to reac he Khede.

h There seemed to remain, when the debate
some hon. gentmen in n is ouse, wo, aut on this bill closed in the other House, butthe same time, are afraid of the Stikine one serious objection urged against it. The
route which s guaranteed by treaty. But other objections the discussion had cleared,there is more than the treaty ; there is and there remained practically when this
this guarantee we have against any inter- discussion closed in the House of Commons,
ference by the nited States government ; we that is, but the land grant. It is admitted on
can always extend our railway down to Obser- all sides that those lands are solely valuable
vatory Inlet and fall back on our own un- als gold-bearing lands. The first object of
disputed territory. The Aniericans would a odbaiglns h is betodisptedterrtor. Th Amricas wuldthe company, if this contract is ratified, willnot be slow, I am quite sure, in helping them- be opanpc if i old, s ato stakselve 1 be t o prospect an<1 find gold, so as to stake

if we but from Pyrami Harbour, its claims; but when it has found gold, will
but they will be much slower in doing so it be able to choose the area it pleases; will
when we use the Stikine River, b it be able to ask for a few acres of land or a
have simply to extend that railway down to few hundred of feet? No; if the company
the coast in British Columbia territory. want to secure the gold they have found
Not only bas it the advantage of being an they must lay down a line for 24 miles and
ali-Canadian. route-and ail the miners who kareCandaon rte-andot ass th tners wh take alternate sections of that ]and ; theyare to-day on the Chiikoot Pass or the White must stake it on a length of 24 miles with a
Pass will bear witness to my d width of six miles, three miles on each side
but it is by far the best route. We all know of the oine. There may be no gold in the
the situation that prevails in the passes, and second block; there ma be no gold in the
the number of people who are turning their third, or the fourth or the fifth blocks, yet
backs on the passes and going straight to tha fopn ti or toeecrth old it

Wrangl toasced th Stiine. It smp-y t company, in order to secure the gold itWrangel to ascend the Stikine. It simply ha onwl aetolydw ie2
shows that we have the easiest route, un- bas found, wiIl have to lay down a ne 24
doubtedly; because, when those 150 miles miles and take its chances.
are crossed, either by sleigh road, as it is to- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
day, or by railroad, as it will be next Sep- I is no hardship.
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Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-But it can- j Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-We have no
not be said for a certainty that gold will be; doubt, from wliat has been said, that the
found throughout the whole length of the commerce of Canada will be considerably
24 miles, neither can it be said for a increased, and will profit innuensely by the
certainty,-if gold is found in a creek, or discoveries that have been made. It is for
in the bed of a river, - that there will the government to give a chance to the com-
be gold in the breadth of three miles- merce of Canada, to give thein the propor-
quite the contrary. It is admitted that gold tionate aid necessary for the purpose of
ias only been found within 300 feet of the taking the larger part of the commerce that

shore of those rivers, so that you have not will be done with this part of Canada and
only valueless lands in the depth of the with the people who will go into that coun-
blocks of land given those people, but you try. It seems to me that we have not had
have the risk that if gold is founid in one in the past sufficient opportunities of con-
block, it will not be found in the other 21 gratulating the government on the fact that
miles There is another difficulty which they have made a contract for the building
tiese contractors will encounter ; it is the of a railway without spending a cent of the
fact that in a number of cases they will find money of this country. Our debt, as I
that claims have been staked already, for have said, is in the neighbourhood of three
we ail know that the contractors will take hundred million dollars, and it seems to me
no land and can take no land before the when the government say: " Here we will
15th June. Now, we will have many thou- build a hundred and fifty miles of railway
sands of miners roaming about that land that will benefit the commerce of Canada
staking claims wherever they can find gold, and will not cost the country one cent, but
and the company will have to meet this difi- will be simply built by lands which are
culty of having claims aiready taken in a covered with snow which are only valuable
number of the blocks which they will choose. to those who will bring their own money to
It is truc that the company may commence work it," it seems to me the parliament of
operations in quartz mining, but we ail know Canada should hasten to congratulate the
that it takes about 90 per cent of the gold government in making such a contract, and
taken out in developing Iodes and ledges; congratulate themselves that the debt of
a powerful company will be able to develop Canada is not increased one cent by the
such Iodes and ledges and make the industry transaction.
pay when prospectors will pass by with-
out giving a thought to the chances; Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.
and I think that this company, instead
of doing an injury to the prospector will lon. Mr. M1ACI)ONALD (B.C.)-Why
simply help a great number of men who, should you ruii the contractors by giving
after losing their aIl in the attempt to find them land of that kind, if they are to be of
placer gold will fall back upon that company no use to them?
for employment in quartz mining. 1 think
it is admitted that it is not the gold that Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The hon.
will be dug out of the Klondike that will ineiber fromn Marquette (Mr. Boulton) lias
enricli Canada ; it is the trade that will be said that the contractors will hasten to put
done by Canada; it is the commerce that their stock on the British market. The
will receive an impulse quite commensurate hon. gentleman calls issuing stock and bonds
with the number of people that will be work- taxing the people. Well, apparently, it
ing there. The gold will go to 90 per cent will not be taxing the people of Canada if
of strangers that are flocking into this land, that stock is to be unloaded in the London
but the materials which they will buv and markets, but supposing those contractors
the food which they will need in order to obtain sutficient mnoney to build that railway
live there and which -will be drawn from by issuing bonds and stock which would be
this country will be the source of prosperity taken up mn the old country, they are doing
to the country. so at their own risk, it is true, but I ask

could the government build that railway on
the same terms itself ? It has been mnen-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That tioned that it was a gamble. It is not a
is right. gamble on the part of the government. The
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government risks nothing and gets its raii- people land about which the government
way. What does it want? 150 or 175 knows nothing, except, generally that there
miles of road. It gets that without any risk, is gold in that region. People who would
and the garible is on the part of the con- invest their miney in the bonds of that
tractors who may build that road with their conpany wouid simply take the risk they
own money, or with the proceeds of stock sub- would be ready to take with anv other com-
scribed by European investors. Those Euro- pany, and I repeat the government couid
pean capitalists are already taking stock in not itself (its dignity vou]d prevent it) build
those numerous companies presided over by a road under suci conditions. The con-
someof the menbers of parliament of Canada. tractors will do so, and there is nothing im-
The stock of Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann i moral about it. We have Sir Charles Tupper
will, I an quite sure, be as good and, ac- and the Hon. Mr. Foster and a number of
cording to the statements inade by some gentlemen in the otier buse who are pro-
hon. gentlemen, much better than the stock moters of such conpanies otièring their
of other comnpanies. Iam notalarmed atallat chances to in',estors, chances hased upon the
the prospect of the peoplein Europe gambhng light of their prospecting, and the public viii
over the Klondike; if they do not gai ble in know exactly where they are when they
the seocks of the Klondike, they will do take the bondsand stocks of Messrs. Macken-
so in mines or elsewhere. With the boom zie & Mann, just as nuch as they viii when
that lias been given the contractors, Mac- they take tle bonds anl stocks of the other
kenzie & -Mann, by some hon. gentlemen who companies in vhich Sir Charles Tupper and
have spoken, I have no doubt that the faith other nibers of parliament are interested.
of those intended investors would be greater, The hon. member froui Westmoreiard stated
but as a matter of fact those investors will ii connection with the question which 1 am
simply have to do what other companies are nov discussing that there was but one party
doing. What are these companies to do ?to the game who heid ail the winning cards.
Send engineers and prospectors. I suppose The party, I an (uite sure, is the govern-
that Mackenzie & Mann, when they will nent, because the inning card, the whole
have secured a certain area of land, will send end to be obtained, is the building of this
their laborers to dig for gold. The risk wili railroad, and it is to be bujit whether tiere
be with the investors, as it bas been withl be gold or no ,old in the thousands of acres
other investors who have taken the stock of of land given to Mackenzie & Mann. But
the numerous companies that we ail know land wiii stili be plentiful for the prospec-
of, but J do not see that the government is tors ; in fact it goes without saying that, in-
a partv to the gamble. Everybody knows asruch as the alternate blocks are given to
what the government gives. It gives those these contractors, at least as much land wiii
people 25,000 acres of land per mile. remain to the government. Ve ail know

that lîundreds of tliousands of men can over-
An Hon. MEMBER-Who puts up the run that country and 8take their daims for

stake? the next te years and there wouid stili re-
main enou gh land to deliver over to Macken-

lon. Mr. DANDURAND -The govern- zie & Mann under their contract. J wouid
ment is giving land which to-day is covered mention in this connection the fact which
with snow, which will have to be worked bas been put before tlis bouse by the lion.
if goldis to be found, for gold will not be member for LaUzon (Mr. Boiduc) of the
found everywhere. We all know that the Beauce district suflering from the monopoly
people have not simply to cross to the Klon- given to a gentleman in that region. He
dike, take their pick and shovel and work ias, neyer theiess, negiected to mention
I wo or three days and find gold. Hundreds that the monopoiy which paralyzed the
and thousands of therm have been working 1 development of tue goid mines there covered
in the Klondike to try and find gold for til tue known gold regiois of that part
months, and some have even lost their lives of Beauce; consequently, it is not a paraliel
in the attempt. We all know it is iot an case hecause in the Beauce district the
easy task. The few will succeed; the major- difficulties they encountered came from the
ity will fail. But it does not mean because fact that ah the gold bearing iands were
of that that the government is deceiving in one hand, whiie in the Klondike there
any one. The government is giving those wiv retain millions and millionsacresof land
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when Mackenzie & Mann have served them-
selves. I would mention one other objec-
tion which has been urged against this
contract. I simply mention it because I
think it has been fully explained. There is
no monopoly given to these contractors.
The only end in view by the limitation put
in that contract by the governmnent is to
prevent the building of lines from the
United States territory. The government
reserves to itself to say when such a line
can be constructed, and I say nowhei e is
there a monopoly in favour of Mackenzie &
Mann. I will admit that it is declared
that Mackenzie & Mann will have the pre-
ference in the extension of the line frotm
Telegraph Creek down to the Pacific coast,
but that preference will be given under the
ternis that the government will fix. If
Mackenzie & Mann refuse to build the road
on the conditions that will be mentioned by
the governinent, then the government can
address itself to other contractors. It is sim-
ply giving a preference when the terms are
fixed by the government itseif, and there
is no monopoly in the clause mentioned.
There cannot be any monopoly in that
clause. There cannot be any monopolv
because British Coluimbia could, of its own

reserve to itself the right to say at what
date it would allow the construction of a
line f rom the United States frontier, because
this contract bas been inade and the route
has been chosen specially to avoid the United
States territorv so as not to be under their
dictation.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-If
(lause 4 does not give a monopoly, then there
is no clause in any Act thiat does give a
'0110Polf-.

lon. Mr. DAN DURA N D-It is a mono-
poly hard and fast in the governnent's hands.
Clause 4 is the one I have just referred to,
wlîieb gives no nonopoly to the present con-
tra:·tors.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Wliat
is the use of it?

Hou. Mr. DANDURAND-To protect
the government froui Mackenzie & Mann
building such a line to the passes, and as the
undertaking is based upon the necessityof ob-
taining an ail-Canadian route, I quite under-
stand that the governmient should take these
precautions against a brancli une being built
froni the trunk line into the United States
te.rri;tor If that cle wasý notee th 4An-4

accord, give a charter to a railway company' contractors might defeat the object the gov-
so this parlianent has no power to give a e h
monopoly to Makenzie & Mann, even if eine an d i vie rstan d ing th a
there were one in the contract, because the line, and I quite understand that the gov-
province of British Columbia could thwart irnment should protect thenselves by putt-
the will of this pariiament by granting char- i
ters to other companies if it saw fit. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--It is

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The put in by the contractors.

monopoly is from the Alaska boundary into Hon. Mr. DANDURAND - Whenever
the Yukon district. There is a monopoly in the government chooses to build, it can do
clause 4 of the contract. It is not in British so under that clause.
Colunbia at all; it is in the North-west
Territories. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The

con tractors told me they would not take the
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It is the contract with that clause left out.

monopoly I have spoken of-the reservation
by the governnent of the right to allow Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-When any
another road to be built. one tries to nake a monopoly out of that

clause. it nust appear in black and white.
Hon. Mr. POWER-Is not the Stikine If, as I have said, prejudice and partisan-

River in British Coluinbia? ship do not obscure the better judgment of

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Part of some menbers of this House, I have no doubt

it. the measure will pass. Yet, if I judge by re-marks made during this debate bysome of my

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-So that the hon. colleagues, I would besomewhat diffident
only monopoly the government could create as to the decision to be given. It has struck
would be from the United States line. I me thit there were prejudices against the
quite understand that the government should ipresent government in the minds of some of
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my colleagues, and I will say that these
prejudices appear more pointedly in a re-
mark made by the hon. gentleman from
De Salaberry in answer to the hon. nem-
ber from Toronto. Everybody in this part
of the chamber heard the remark that was
made. The hon. gentleman from Toronto
was just declaring: "I have been a Conser-
vative, and I am not a deserter," and the hon.
member for De Salaberry said, "It would
look like it."

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-When did
that conversation take place?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It was a re-
mark made by the hon. gentleman when the
hon. member from Toronto said, "JI am not
a deserter," and the hon. senator from De
Salaberry said, " It would look like it."

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-I do not
remember saying it.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I heard the
remark, and I think the hon. gentleman,
who sits generally to the right of the hon.
gentleman from de Salaberry, heard it very
well, but it strikes me in these remarks, as
well as in other remarks that have fallen
from the lips of my hon. colleague, that
there are some prejudices against the present
government. I can cite the case of the hon.
gentleman from Richmond (Mr. Miller),
who declared that when he read the first
article of the Globe which explained the
contract in its details, he was at once seized
with prejudice against the measure. It is
very peculiar that at the same time that the
hon. gentleman f rom Richmond was seized
with prejudice against the measure after
reading this article, the Hon. Sir Charles
Tupper should be seized with prejudices in
favour of the measure. The very same article
produced those two different results.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is
there not one member without prejudice in
this House ? The hon. gentleman who is
speaking has no prejudice of this kind.

- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I cannot
catch the gist of the remark by the hon. gen-
tleman from Victoria.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It has not any gist.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAN D-Perhaps some
members of this House are under the im-
pression that the Conservative press of this
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country reflects the public opinion of the
country to-day. I know that when people
are in the habit of reading certain papers
they think that the declarations of those
papers represent the trend of public opinion.
I will remind them that quite a change has
happened in the last two years in this
country, and that to-day, instead of the
people being against the government, with a
vast majority the government stands as
popular as ever. I have stated that for 18
years this chamber has given full sway to
the government of the day.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-That statement
is not correct. It is only a session or two
ago when a very important measure was
brought before this House and had to be
thrown out.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-This simply
confirms what I have just said, that perhaps
the present government was not as well
treated in this matter as the other adminis-
trations that held power from 1878 to 1896.
I was speaking of the 18 years of Conserva-
tive rule that we have had in this country,
and I was referring to the constant sym-
pathy that seemed to have existed in this
chamber in favour of the government of the
day, in regard to giving fair play to those
administrations that were entrusted by the
people with the management of public
affairs. I have not a word to say against
such traditions : on the contrary, the first
time J spoke in this chamber, I declared
that I accepted these conditions and intended
to follow them, because they seemed to be
based on a constant respect for public
opinion. One must not forget that the pre-
sent government ought to have that same
measure of sympathy from this chamber
that preceding administrations have had.
The hon.memberfor Marquette (Mr.Boulton)
mentioned the other day that the present gov-
ernment seemed to have lost some of its
prestige if we judged by the last Ontario
elections. Well, I would remind him that this
side of the Rocky Mountains there is not
one government to-day that is under Conser-
vative rule. This shows pretty well'the
trend of ideas in this country, and the desire
of the people to have a change once in a
while. Eighteen years of Conservative rule,
or Liberal rule, it seems to me, is quite long
enough. We see in Great Britain govern-
ments changing nearly every five years, and
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yet it would appear by some statements
which have fallen from the lips of the hon.
member from Richmond (Mr. Ifiller) that
his greatest desire to-day would be that
those 18 years should have continued. Well,
the people of Canada are free to choose
their own governments. They have, after
bestowing their confidence completely upon
the Conservative party for 18 years, decided
to entrust their destinies to a Liberal minis-
try, and to-day as I have said, there is but
one House on this side of the Rocky Moun-
tains which has a majority of Conservatives
-the Senate of Canada. I am under the
impression if it was elective it would not
perhaps be of the saine complexion. But I
simply mention this fact in order that lion.
gentlemen of this House should give the
same measure of fair play, the same measure
of sympathy, the same measure of help and
good will to the present ministry that they
gave former governments during 18 years
of Conservative rule in Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-As the hon. gen-
tleman has referred to me, I should like to
ask him if he is carrying out the policy
which the Liberal party advocated when in
opposition.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The present
government has thought that in a case of
dire emnergency it could deviate from the
true principles laid down and advocated by
them during eighteen years in opposition,
but even if they did deviate from the policy
which they had themselves propounded when
in opposition would it justify this chamber
in contradicting itself and going back upon
its constant policy pursued towards govern-
ments that were thus being assailed by the
Liberals for acting at variance with this
principle, and when this House, for eighteen
years, had endorsed a policy adverse to the
views of the Liberals.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Not always.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I say alwayzs.
The exception was so infinitesimally small,
and the measure was of such little conse-
quence that I could be allowed to say
always. Never has this House, since 1867,
under Conservative rule, said nay to any
ministerial measure of sufficient importance
to be mentioned in the speech from the
Throne. Does this measure compare, for in.
stance, with the Canadian Pacific Railway

project, and contain such objectionable
features that this chamber should depart
from its traditions and join issue with the
popular House and create friction between
the two chambers?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I want to ask the
hon. gentleman if the Conservative party
ever brought in a measure that gave away
so much of the public resources and received
so little for it?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I suppose
that the hon. member for Marquette was
absent, for I mentioned the fact of 25 millions
of money and 25 million acres of land being
given to the Canadian Pacific Railway and
millions of money spent on railway monop-
olies, and a land monopoly that the hon.

gentleman condemns e\ ery day as existing
in the North-west.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Was there not a
majority of about 70 in the House of Con-
mons at the time of the Canadian Pacific
Railway measure? And did not the hon.
the Secretary of State and his honour the
Speaker move and second the six nonths'

i hoist to that bill which had been carried in
the House of Commons by 70 majority.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
had no prejudice!

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Are not the
opposition majority in this House bound by
the policy they laid down at that time ?
They were the majority and laid down a
principle. What is good for the goose should
be good for the gander.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-What principle do
you refer to ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The princi-
ple of approving of a contract of such mag-
nitude, given without tender, without any
notification to the public, in spite of the
fact that $1,300,000 had been deposited by
another syndicate, after the signing of the
contract, binding the country to such an
expenditure of money and such an immense
land grant.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-The Canadian Paci-
fic Railway measure was passed in the House
of Commons by a majority of 70, and in that
case the hon. gentleman from Ottawa (Mr.
Scott) and the hon. member from Grandville
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(Mr. Pelletier) did all they could to kill the
bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Senate stood by
the majority in the Commons.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-But you think the
Senate should not upset the decision of the
majority in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Apparently
the only difference between the hon. gentle-
man and myself is the fact that Sir John
Macdonald had at his back 70 of a majority
in a House that had been elected not upon
that question but upon the tariff question-
protection or free trade. What difference
does it make, when the government is backed
by a sufficient majority, whether it be 40 or
701 The hon gentleman knows full well that
a majority of 70 does not assist the govern-
ment at the following election, and a majority
of 70 or 80 may be as quickly wiped out as a
majority of 20 or 30. We are governed to-
day by the system of majorities, and when
a majority is suflicient for the government
to go on and administrate the affairs of the
country without being embarrassed, the will
of the people should be respected. I could
quite understand that if sinply the ministers
holding office formed that majority by their
number, the Senate might say that there
was not a sufficient majority in the Commons:
but it seems to me that 39 of a majority must
represent the expression of the will of the
people quite as much as though the majo-
rity were seventy.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-But no more.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-No more.
If the hon. gentleman aid down the princi-
pie that the people of this country, governed
through those they elected, and the
ministers to whom they confided their affairs,
are not to be traversed in their desires and
that in all .ministerial affairs of importance
this chamber should leave the responsibility
where the people had placed it, I wonder if
to-day, in a case of emergency, when mil-
lions of dollars of trade f rom the Atlantic to
the Pacific can be deviated from its true
channel, and sent over to a United States
line-I wonder if this chamber would be
justified, in view of the parallel cases I have
imentioned, in thwarting the will of the pre-
sent government. This is a case of very
great importance, when we consider the
fact that the Board of Trade of Montreal,
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the Corn Exchange, the Chambre de Com-
merce of Montreal, the Board of Trade of
Victoria and Board of Trade of Vancouver
have just passed resolutions asking parlia-
ment to accept this bill in order to open up
an access to the Yukon district without
delay. It seems to me that when the busi-
ness community favours this bill, and when
a majority of 40 in the popular House sup-
port the measure the Upper Chamber would
be perfectly justified in supporting-more, it
would be its duty to support-the bill before
the House. I will read the telegram which
comes from the Vancouver and Victoria
Boards of Trade and which reads as follows :

Vancouver Board of Trade wired resolution to
Minister of Railways to-day. The Victoria Board of
Trade has also sent similar telegram reading as fol-
lows : " The British Columbia Board of Trade begs
to draw your attention to the fact that unless the
Lake Teslin road is built this year, untold loss will
be entailed upon the merchants and shippers in this
province and that if the northern trade is not directed
inmediately into purely Canadian channels a perma-
nent and irretrievable loss will be sustained by the
Dominion and we must enter our earnest and empha-
tic protest against any legislation that may retard
the works now going on.

Signed, G. A. KIRK,
President.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will the hon.
gentleman read the resolution of the Ed-
monton Board of Trade?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--I felt, while
reading this telegram, that I should have
said a word as to the stand taken by the
hon. mem ber for Marquette, as well as other
hon. gentlemen who hail from the North-
west. I quite understand that these gentle-
men are interested in their own country; I
quite understand that they should strive to
their utmost to open up the Edmonton route,
but as the Right Hon. Wilfrid Laurier said
in the Lower House, we will meet this emer-
gency before us, and if that boom lasts, if
there is gold in that region as plentifully
as it appears to be, if the influx continues
and there appears to be a necessity of open-
ing up permanent communication with that
country, then, undoubtedly the Edmonton
route should be opened, if at all possible,
through to the Klondike. This has been
the ministerial declaration. I quite sympa-
thize with my hon. friend from Marquette,
who is working for his own market, for his
own county, for his own district; but has
not this chamber to face the present issue
and say that in this emergency we must
rush along and build 150 miles of railway
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which will connect water stretches from the
Pacific up to the Yukon district more spe-
cially when it does not cost one cent to
this country.

Several lion. MEMBERS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Some hon.
gentlemen laugh at this declaration. I would
just like to say that I wish all contracts had
been given out in this 'way, and the heavy
weight of the interest we pay yearly to
lenders could be wiped out from our budget.
Unfortunately, subsidies have been given in
immense amounts in aid of railway enter-
prises, and to-day we are burdened with a
debt of about $300,000,000. It seems to me
that we should call a halt. The government
pays nothing for this road; it forces the
Yukon country to build its own road. If it is
a temporary structure, then the government
will not be the losers of the eight or ten
million dollars it would have to expend on
that road. I wonder what will be the respon-
sibility of this chamber if this contract is
thrown out? Suppose the government, feel-
ing its own responsibility and the duty it
owes to the country, decides to come down
to the House and ask for four or five million
dollars to build that road. We do not know
if the government would have to stop there.
We do not know how far this four or five mil-
lions would carry them, and you would have
perhaps as large a bill to meet the follow-
ing session as you would this present session.
I wonder what the people of Canada
would say of such results brought about by
this chamber, this irresponsible chamber,
which the people of Canada cannot reach ;
while if you leave the responsibility where
it properly rests, the people of Canada can
always call the government to account for
its conduct.

In closing I simply say this, that the
people of Canada, without seeing from day
to day what work the Senate has been
doing since its inception-because the peo-
ple of Canada cannot sit around the com-
mittee tables here and see our work-
the majority of the people of Canada will
come to this conclusion, that the Conserva-
tive majority-there may be one in this
House for all I know, it has been stated that
there is one-a Conservative majorityalways
said aye to a Conservative government, and
always nay to a Liberal government. It
seems to me that the agitation which cul-

minated in 1893 by that article of the
Liberal programme being adopted, will con-
tinue more and more. I will cite what an
eminent man of Great Britain said as to the
possibilities which would develop under the
present constitution. John Bright, speaking
of the wisdom of making a life muembership
of this House, in answer to the argument
that the representatives of Canada wished
that there should be a body irresponsible to
the people; he said :

Still, if they wish it I should not interfere and try
to prevent it, but I venture to say that the clause en-
abling the Governor General and his cabinet to put
seventy niembers in that council for life, inserts into
the whole schemne the germ of a malady which will
spread, and which before very long will require an
alteration of this Act and of the constitution of this
iiew confederation.

Now, the question presents itself : has the
germ of that malady really developed, and
is there to be a divorce between the Lower
and the -Upper House.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I would like to
ask the hon. gentleman if the Hon. John
Bright did not support the action of the
House of Lords on the Home Rule Bill,
and leave his party to give strength to that
action. Circumstances intervened to change
the Right Hon. John Bright's opinions and
cause him to welcome the power of the
Upper House independently exercised.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I will answer
the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Boul-
ton) that when he speaks of the Home Rule
Bill, he speaks of a bill that affected the
constitution of the whole country, the whole
fabric of British institutions, and I quite
understand that John Bright should be so
respectful of public opinion in England,
Scotland and Ireland as to ask that the
question be deferred until the full majority
in England who voted against the measure
should be got to support that scheme. I
quite understand that in a case like that
Mr. John Bright and others should be slow
to vote for such a measure which seriously
modified the real foundation of the in-
stitutions as they existed-without leav-
ing to Great Britain a certainty that
British interests would not be injuri-
ously affected thereby. But I will not com-
pare the case mentioned by my hon. colleague
with the present emergency, the building
of 150 miles of road into the Yukon district.
I was told by one of my hon. colleagues,
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with whom I was talking a few days ago of Fourth, the contract had been made in
the prejudices which were perhaps permeat- secret;
ing the minds of scme members of this Fifth, the great wealth of Canada was
House: " well if you were in our place given for a short road
would you not do likewise'l" I answered Sixth, it was a monopoly.
that, knowing the fallibility of our poor Tt happened that 1 had to give way in
human nature, I hoped that if the prin- favour of the hon. menber from Richmond,
ciples I lay down and my own dignity who gave us seven reasons why we should
were not strong enough to prevent me from not ratify the contract. Those reasons were
obstructing a government having the confi- not given in the sane words in which I have
dence of the people, should the opportunity now put mine before this buse, but they
offer itself to me, I would wish the present cover the sane ground. That hon. senator
constitution of this chamber to be so altered bas argued his case at such length that I
as to render me powerless to do any wrong. could hardly add any more arguments to his

plea, therefore I have kept sulent since then,
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I rose in my believing it would be wasting the tue of the

place a few days ago intending to place my buse if J were to repeat, though in other
views before the House, but at the saine words, the arguments of that hon. member
time the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. J endorse bis arguments, and I am happy to
Miller) rose also, and J thought that I ought do se, because they were better given than
to give way, convinced as I was that the I could have given thein myseif, and they
hon. gentleman would favour us with one of were more nuinerous than those J could
these telling speeches which he is accustom- have given. At present 1 rise for another
ed to make. I was not deceived. The hon. object. J could not let the speech of the
senator from Richmond on that occasion bon. gentleman from de Lorimier (Mr.
gave tO this House the best speech which Dandurand) pass without saying a few
had been made on this question of the words in contradiction of bis utterances.
Yukon Railway. He was applauded to such This J propose to do in a very few werds,
an extent that even the Secretary of State satisfied that it is only necessary for me to
was dissatisfied with those expressions of indicate the tallacy of his statements or the
approbations and undertook to critize the laîneness of his arguments. The hon. gentie-
inembers of this Rouse for so applauding man began by denying that the contract
the speech. I was one of those who joined bad been given in secrecy. 1 am surprised
in the applause, and I must tell the hon tht the hon. gentleman should have made
Secretary of State that the reason I did so such an assertion. be said, in support of
was that the speech was a capital one, re- bis assertion, that over all the country-in
viewing as the hon. gentleman did, the Montreai particularly-right and left, people
whole history of the Yukon Railway, and were speaking of the Yukon Railway, and
he deserved praise for so doing. For 5 or 6 consequently that it could not be said tbat
nonths past I have looked into this ques- the building of this rod was kept secret.
tion of the proposed Yukon Railway. This is quite true, but has the gevernment
used all means at my command when I went ever asked for tenders, did they ever make
home to make myself acquainted with that known that they were prepared to negotiate
railway, to ascertain the best route to the for the building of this rond? No, they did
mines, and later on, when the press made nothing of the kimd. On the centrary, they
known this arrangement with Mackenzie & did the very reverse. They did wbat they
Mann, I studied the matter again in order had for 25 years been accusing Conservative
to make up , my mind as to whether that governments of having failed to do what
contract with the government was a good they ought to bave done in that respect.
one. 1 made some notes in order to be pre- When asked J invariably answered that
pared for the discussion of this question tenders would certainly be asked for.
when we met after the adjourment. I That the Liberal government of the day
observe in my notes that J had six reasons could not do otherwise. They surely would
why I could not vote for the bill: cail for tenders. Then the hon. senator

First, it was not an all-Canadian route; spoke of Mr. Hamilton Smith. Surey if
Second, it was a badly located road ; the hon. gentleman had read tbe speech of
Third, it was not the sFortest route; Mr. Sifton, in the other bouse, he wouad
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have learned what he seems not to know to- there might be another better road, but that
day, that Mr. Sifton acknowledged that this was the best route for immediate use?
before signing the contract he had been made So the hon. gentleman is not even in accord
aware of the fact that Mr. Hamilton Smith with his friends. Even if this road was ex-
was desirous of entering into negotiations tended to Fort Simpson, even then it would
with the government in order to take the be a very bad r>ad, a road which would give
contract. Had Mr. Sifton at that time the whole of the enormous trade of the
been another man than the hon. gentleman Yukon mines to the United States, and
from Brandon (Mr. Kirchhoffer) has de- Canada while paying for the road could not
scribed him, in the interests of Canada he be able to compete with the States for the
would have met Mr. Smith, or notified him to trade in the Yukon district. How could it
catl at his office and enter into negotiations, compete ? Is not Var.couver a few miles
and this he would have done, even if Ue had from Washington territory? Down below
determined not to give him the contract, but Washington is Oregon and below that Cali-
in order to be informed of what Mr. Smith 1 fornia. In a word, the whole of the Pacific
knew of those surveys and of the road to be coast belonging to the United States are in
built. He must have known that Mr. Smith part quite near to Vancouver, the terminus
had passed the whole of last sumamer in that of the road now under discussion, and the
Yukon district looking at the mines and ex- wbole coast on the other side of the inoun-
ploring th e country in order to give a price tains with water communications with Van-
for the building of the road. This, there- couver, where they have 1,542 miles to run
fore shows, not only neglect of duty on the tlrough to reach the mines on the other
part of Mr. Sifton, but it even creates side. Canada, except British Columbia, lies
a strong presumption that there is somne- on the eastern side of the Iockies, so that
thing wrong underneath. If there is no- Calgary, the nearest tovn to Vancouver, on
thing wrong, I say he followed a course the eastern side of the mountains will bave
which opened the doors to suspicion. Now, to cross the Rocky Mountains and 8o travel
the hon. gentleman for de Lorimier (Mr. '00 miles, before they reacb Vancouver,
Dandurand) says it is an all-Canadian route. which the Americans can reach without diffi-
I say that wlhen the government gave this cuity in more or less tinie, while even Cal-
contract they knew it was not anall-Canadian (aiy cannot compete. It is objected that
route, because it extends from Port Wrangel, Americans would have to pay customs duties.
in United States territory, to Dawson City, The customs duties which the Americans
and that surely is not an all-Canadian route. vill pay will be a vcry small compensation to
It was later on, after the discussion on the us for the great trade that we will lose. It
address, that the government announced that will not compensate us even for the railway
the rond would be extended to Fort Simp freight charges on freight f rom Calgary over
son on Canadian territory in order to the mountains to Vancouver.
divert the attack whichl was being made at
that tine. According to the present con- Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Yukon is north
tract, it is not even to-day an all-Canadian Of British Columbia and even further west.
route. It may be made later on an all-Cana-
dian route, but before it is so the country on. Mr. LeROsE-a know; Ioint
will have to pay in cash for its extension to cone to that L ake a co m pon
Fort Simpson, a distance of some 250 imiles. fooo the C ian Paife Rila f rot
The hon. senator for de Lorimier (Mr. Dan-
durand) has stated that it was the best route. on Canadian territory from Halifax, Mon-

If~~~ ~~ mustnt~, hik i treal, St. John or Winnipeg to the CanadianIf the hon. senator thinks it is so, Icmust
say, either he does not understand the ques- Cat, ay to the mn or an C by
tion, or he is not exactly the sort of public*
man he claimed to be, always ready to endorsew
what was riglit and oppose what was wrong. is the distance f rom Calgary to Dawson City
I should think that every patriotic man ortemt
wilc corsider this road is one of the worstos
that the goverwment could choose? Why, Hon. Mr. TEMPLE iAN-No.
the ministers themselves acknowledge the
fact. Did lot they say the other day that Hon. tr. SCOTT-No.
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Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Hon. gen-
tlemen may say no : I defy contradiction.
From Calgary to Edmonton is 199 miles,
and from Edmonton to Dawson is 1,341
miles, making 1,542 in all. From Edmonton
you go to Peace River, and from Peace Ri-
ver to Nelson River and from Nelson River
to Pelly River, and then on by Pelly River
you reach Dawson. The hon. gentleman
(the Secretary of State) is laughing. Is not
that the route described in the report of the
engineers? I say it is. I defy contradiction.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Can the hon.
gentleman tell us how long it would take to
build such a road from Edmonton to the
Klondike?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I will come
to that. I say by the Edmonton route it is
1,500 miles, and hy way of Vancouver it is
2,200 miles, or a difference of 700 miles in
favour of the Edmonton route. Add to
that those 700 miles are mountains some
4,000 or 5,000 feet high. Again in mak-
ing their choice, the government select-
ed a road where there is no cultivation.
The land cannot be cultivated. But it is
well known that from Edmonton to Peace
River, a distance of over 300 miles, there
are some of the finest arable lands in the
North-west. It would be a first-class place
to construct a railway, while on the other
route it is money lost. That is an argument
which must be a very strong one. The hor.
gentleman stated that the premier said a
road would be constructed on that route by
and bye. Will he construct it with his own
money, or will he ask the country to pay for
the error the government have made? Be-
cause it is a great error. Can this House
endorse that error? I say no.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It
cost the country no money.

would

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-It is not
money, but it is money's worth, and it
would be robbing the public chest. The hon.
leader of the House the other day in speak-
ing of the powers of this House, said that
though the present bill contained no grant
of money, land grant should be considered
as a grant of money. I have seen a report
made by Mr. Saunders, of the Experimental
Farm in Ottawa, who says that on the Ed-
monton route good crops have been grown

in several places. Fort Providence is one of
those places, it lies near Slave Lake, some
700 miles north of Winnipeg, and yet good
crops have been raised there. Fort Fran-
cis, on the Edmonton route, is about
on the saine latitude as Slave Lake, and,
therefore, I argue that good crops may be
found there later. What a great advantage
it would be if, at a place so near to the mines
-I suppose five or six hundred miles south
from Dawson-good crops could be raised.
Another reason why I am greatly in
favour of the Edmonton road is that a
number of the labouring men who would be
called to build that road, would settle there
and so the desire of the hon. member for
Toronto, and of all Canadian patriots, would
be accomplished. They would see that part
of the North-west colonized in a short
time. The hon. gentleman also said that
he hoped the government would favour
the trade in the Yukon district. I am sorry
to say that the bill which he approves of is
diametrically opposed to the wishes he ex-
pressed : it would be absurd to pretend
that we can compete with the United
States, if the situation is as I have described
it to be, and I defy contradiction. There
will be over 700 miles difference between the
Edmonton route and the Vancouver route
for any part of Canada that is east of Cal-
gary. The hon. gentleman said that the
government ought to be congratulated on
this measure. To-day the Senate is charged
with opposing this project on party grounds.
I should think I have been long enough in
parliament to defy contradiction when I
state that I have always shown that I acted
with the greatest independence-so much so,
that J am often called "an impossible man."
In principles I am a staunch Conservative.

An Hon. MEMBER-A Tory.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No, not a
Tory, but a true French Corservative.
There is a great difference between the two.
In opposing the present project, I do so
without considering either party, but only
as to which is the best interest of this coun-
try. I have always tried to rise above party
vote, so much so that prior to the last
general election, if the leader of the govern-
ment had done honestly, faithfully and con-
scientiously his duty, I would have helped
him. Some thirty years ago I severed
from the Conservative party because I had
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been, and the province of Quebec had parallel to the 141st meridian, in latitude 65 degrees
been, deceived by Sir John Macdonald. approximately, is upwards of 600 miles long. These

three lines bound an area of about 125,000 square
Two years ago I found that Mr. Laurier, miles, over which gold is scattered more or less
now Sir Wilfrid Laurier, was doing wrong, profusely.
and consequentl I had to refuse him my At many of the points mentioned it will pay well

d 7s for working, even under present conditions, and at
support, and stand by my own party. Deter- many others it will pay well when we have such
mined, as I have always been, to do in this facilities as we expect to have during the next year

i for entering and developing that region. Attention
flouse what was right, and oppose what iay be directed to the fact that the w.hole of that
was wrong. In this instance I cannot con- vast district owes its now world-wide reputation to
gratulate the government. They have done the richness of 140 claims in the Klondike divisions.

Cne hundred of these are on Bonanza Creek, and
a grave error, and I have always thought so about 40 on Eldorado. To use a mining tern, many
since I have looked into this project of of those clains are " world-beaters," and if the indi-
theirs. The hon. gentleman said that it is cations now known are worth anything at all they

are worth from (0 to 70 millions of dollars in those
not the government-who is gambling ; it is two creeks.
the contractors. Well, I beg the hon. gen- Taking this division as a whole, including the three

.. creeks namied affluent to Indian Creek, a district
tleman's pardon. According to the Minster some 35 miles in length and 25 or more miles in
of Justice, according to the Secretarv of width, if the indications can be relied on, there are
State the government are the gamblers. one hundred million dollars in sight in that area. No

one can guarantee this amount, but the prospects so
far developed point to that suin pretty conclusively.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-How ? This district is exceptionally rich. Nothing has ever
been found like i t hei etofore in that country, in fact,
in very few countries has anx tling becîs foiinid like

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Both ministers it, and while we cannot confiheatly assert that other
in this House have declared ten or twelve finds as valuable as it will be made, it is altogether
times during this discussion that they knew improbable that gold is scattered over such a vast

not if the lands granted to the contractors extent, and only rich at a point which is less than the
are.if the lad g d tthe dontrtor 140th part of the total area. If we add to this part
are good or bad. If they do not know of the northern area of British Columbia we increase
the value of those olden ld, then theit nearly two-fold and the compîlarative area of the

Klondike district is nuch lessened.
do not know whether they are paying too Taken altogether we have a vast field with fair
much or too little for the construction of prospects, as fair it may be claimed as any other
the road. Theyare then gamblin ust as equally extensive region in the world. The na+ural

are conditions are not as favourable as in many other
much as, if not more than the contractors. parts, but time and enterprise will no doubt agreeably
But both the government and the contract- nodify mîany of theii, and the reward may be great.

ors know full well that those mines are of Then hon gentlemen. it is only to-day
great value. Have they not dozens of that, reading a newspaper, I found the fol-
reports of explorers and gold seekers, estab- o a frompancound :b lowing, despatch f rom Vancouver:
lishing the fact ? Have they not the report
of Mr. Smith, who, after lie had explored Vancouver, B.C., March 26.--Klondike has
the country last summer, was ready to build yielded the largest nugget ever found. Such is the

report brougbt froni Dawson by Klondikers who
the road for one-fourth of the land grant reached Vancouver this morning.
they give to Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann ? Mr. Goodwin went into the Klondike last July.
Have the not the report of Dr. Dawson Speaking generally of the prospects he stated that a

Hv P very conservative estimate at least twenty tons of
and, above all, have they not sent out gold would be brought out in June when navigation
one of their explorers, who, after havingo. pens.

.t, Goodwin is returning to Los Angelos to see his wifespent in the Yukon district, nearly two and will then go back to Dawson early in Juise. He
years, states in his report that, taking as a stated that clains were frequently changing hands.
comparison the creeks of Bonanza and El- He himself had several and had disposed of sonie just

before lie left. Quite recently the Healy company
dorado, which he estimates will give some had paid "Nigger Jim" $225,000 for three claims on
70 millions of dollars, the Yukon district is Bonanza. Claims on Bear and Dominion Creeks, on
of great value. Let me quote one page of Indian and Klondike River respectively had been sold

as high as $20,000. On Hunker Creek $22,500 had
this valuable report. Mr. Ogilvie writes: been paid for a half interest by a man naned Elliott

and $40,000 for a whole claim. Mitchell, owner of
Thus we may conclude with reason that all that No. 1 Eldorado, was buying several claims on Hun-

portion of the North-east Territory westward from 1 ker when they left at a high figure.
the easterly lmit of the Yukon water system of the Speaking of Bear Creek, Goodwin said that Dutch
141st neridian, will prove more or less gold bearing. Kitt took ont $10,000 last winter. This was fron the

The westerly boundary of this region-the 141st mouth of the creek. In Dawson $60 per cord was the
meridian, or international boundary-is uîpwards of price of wood on the average that represented a day's
300 miles in length; the southern boundary-the 60th work. Lasalle went to Klondike with the first rush
parallel of latitude-is about 500 miles long, and the last year from Leadville, in which district he owns
north-east boundary, an irregular line from the 60th several mines. He has now come out from Dawson
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in the interest of Alex. McDonald, the King of Bon- bil whatever to which their concurrence is desired, is
anza Creek. McDonald is reported at Dawson to be unquestionable.
worth several million dollars.

Then the next is Bagcehot, who is a very
With all this information, is it possible ot

for a sane man to say we have doubts.the following
Hon. gentlemen, certainly we have such
doubts as men have always in matters of Since the Reforni Act, the House of Lords han
this kind. It is the general rule in ail beconie a revising and sspending buse. Itcan alter buis. It can reject bis .... their 66veto
matters or affairs of this world to act with- is a sort of hypothetical veto. They say " e
out a certainty, and go on relying on probable reject your bil for this once, or these twice, or

success.~~~~~~ Antani usns, netaeo thrice, but if you keep) on sending it up, at lastsuccess. Any man in business undertakinit.

anything, is he sure of success I No. Most
probably he will succeed ; but there is no 1 quote also from Todd Lt is well known
certainty. Nevertheless, he will go on ex- that- Todd's constitutional works are most
pecting to make a fortune. Then why ask in valuable. They are the most complete
reference to this question more certainty resume of ah the best English authorities
than you would ask on any other occasion?! on constitutional questions. He says:
The hon. gentleman says the present govern- The province of the House of Lords appears more
ment is popular yet ; this I know not ; the; lroperly to be that of controlling, revisingand amend-

hon.genlemn kowsmor thn Jdo s t in the projects of legislation which emnanate, fromhon. gentleman knows more than I do as to 11the House of Commions. To balance and regulate the
that. What I know is this : I go home political movernent of the nation-to test, by tem-
almost every week and meet a great number pora stance, the sincerity and strength of the
of people in different parts of the country will c demands a change, to inake legisiation

Stake its stand on the good sense and ultimnate judg-
whom I know, and they speak to me about ment instead ot the momentary desire of the country
what is passing here and especially upon this and to give continuity and stability to the general
Yukon question. I have heard Liberals policy of the nation.
stating how proud they were to have a Senate Now this literature is clear and most in-
which could give justice to the country at telligible. But in order to make it stili
large. I heard Conservatives who had voted clearer, more unobjectionable, those very
the wrong way, stating that they would never same authors have cited a few cases to
do so again. If this shows that the popu- exemplify the whole doctrine and prevent
larity of the government continues very well; ail objections. Thv quote
I have no objection to it, but I hope
there will be a change, I mean in the ideas ist. The successful defence by the House of Lordsi1835 of the revenues; of the Irisli church.
of those gentlemen when they see that the 2nd. Their valuable ainendument to the Corpora-
Senate is decided to have sound legislation tions Bill, the effect of which was the non-passing of

and how hei viglane inkeeimigd Iw the bill for four successive years, when the Couinionsand show their vigilance in keeping ownamendents.
the expenses of this country. The hon. 3rd. The Irish Electoral Act, which vas rejected
gentleman from Delorimier (Mr. Dandurand) by the House of Lords four tiares.

4th. The protracted resistance to the introduction
did not deny the powers of this House ;On of Jews into parliament. It was sent seven tonnes from
the contrary, he seems to admit that it is the Commons and seven tinies the Lords rejected it.
the prerogative of this House to refuse its th* The steadfast maintenance of the principle ofchurch rates, wbieh was rejected more than seven
assent to any legislation, and not only lezis- times.
lation, but any acts of the government.
They may vote against any measure; whether
it is a question of money or not, makes no
difference. They cannot amend money bills,
but they can reject them, and that is what
we are about to do. Believing that this
question would come up for discussion, I
have looked into some of the authorities and
it is just as well to refer to them. As to
the powers of the Senate I shall quote May,
who is one of the best authorities on con-
stitutional law. He says:

The legal right of the Lord's as a co-ordinate branch
of the legislature, to withhold their assent f rom any

I do not know the number, but the author
says more than seven times rejected after
having been passed each time by the Lower
House.

6th. Their vigorous opposition to the repeal of the
paper duty.

Now, I think that such cases as those
clearly establish the powers of the Upper
House, that it has not only the power
to revise and approve all legislation sent to
them for their concurrence, but that it has
also the legal and constitutional power to re-
ject all legislation and refuse to give it their
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assent. But besides the constitutional law,
which provides as I have just shown, could I
not, if necessary, refer Your Honour to the
practice in Canada for years past? Has not
this Senate very often rejected,or attempted,
by taking the vote, to reject government bills
adopted by the Comnions by large inajorities?
I remember some 10 or 12 years ago the
leader of the then opposition, now the Secre-
tary of State (Mr. Scott) moved the six
months' hoist in the case of the Franchise
Bill, a bill particularly relating to the other
branch of parliament. Surely if there was
a bill with which the Senate should not
interfere, it was this very measure.
About the sane time, a few years before,
the then also Liberal opposition did the
sane thing when the redistribution bill
was moved in the Senate. This also was
a bill affecting only members of the Con-
mons, yet the six nonths' hoist was inoved
by the then Liberal opposition. Could I
not also refer your honours to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Bill, whiclh met in this House
the sane opposition from the then leader of
the opposition and his friends. It never oc-
curred before to those gentlemen that a douht
could exist as to the power of this House to
reject any legislation sent up for its assent.
These are cases in point, and there were no
scruples on the opposition side. They at
once used their power and were right in do-
ing so. The only difference is the Conserva-
tives had a majority then in the Commons
and the Liberals have a majority now. But
the Liberals did more. The third reading
was moved, and generally at the third read-
ing members keep their seats because it is
useless to make any objection. But in that
case they voted against the third reading. I
can remember a great inany years back, a
great many cases occurred where bills sent
up from the other House were rejected here.
And if I am not mistaken, during the time
of the Mackenzie administration, between
1873 and 1878, a bill was objected to by the
Senate, and it was stated that the govern-
ment had appealed to the authorities in Eng-
land to appoint new senators, but the re-
quest was flatly refused.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Under what
administration was it that there was a bill
rejected ?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Mackenzie's.
I have given enough evidence, I think.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Cold justice
is meted out to Liberal governments.

Hon. Mr. MI LLS-They are in a judicial
mood when there is a Liberal government in.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Since there is
a discussion going on and since it appears
that the majority in this House will reject
the bill, I heard it often stated, not in this
House but outside, by friends of the
present cabinet, that the government
were decided to have new senators ap-
pointed, so that I beg of the House
to allow me to go on with that sub-
ject and see what their power is as far as
that goes. I cannot deny that the Crown
has, theoretically, such a power, with this
difference that in England the Crown is not
limited as to the number it May appoint,
while in Canada the number is limited by
the British North America Act. But while
I admit that such power exists theoretically,
I am bound to deny that the Crown can use
such a remedy except probably in most ex-
treme cases. I find in Todd :

The creation of additional peers to facilitate the
passing of a particular measure is an extreme proceed-
ing which could not be approved under any circum-
stance. Ailthough the right of the Crown in the
exercise of this prerogative can only be restrained by
consideration of public policy.

Hearn says :
The swamping of the peers is a process which the

thoughtless and ignorant speak and write with great
complacency. Wise men regard it as a very danger-
ous but very useful instrument. I think that our
constitution does not afford this assuned ineans for
obtaining the desired object and that it does afford
different means.

This constitutional equivalent in the Lords for a
dissolution of the Connuons does not derive much
support from precedents since such a creation of
peers, for the purpose of securing a majority in the
House of peers on a question on which the peers had
already expressed their opinion, was seriously con-
templated only on three occasions. Still less can it
be justified on general principles. It is the function
of the House of Lords to advise the Crown in all
affairs of state. It is in tînies of great and perilous
necessity that the wholesome councils of the peers
are imost needed. Yet it is in these very times that
according to its supporters, this extraordinary crea-
tion of peers nay be made. If the Crown could in
this way, silence or prevent tbe House of Lords, it
would reinove at the very moment when the restraint
was required, one of the checks which the constitu-
tion has provided against the rash or improvident
action of the Crown or of the Cominmons. The King
woild no longer act by the advice and with the con-
sent of the Lords, but with his own advice, and his
own consent, or at least with an advice and consent
which the law deems for the purpose insufficient, and
the irresponsible action would be all the more danger-
ous, because it retained the pretence of responsibihty.
In short, if it be wrong to pack a House of Commons,
it cannot be right to swamp a House of Lords.
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If after full opportunity for consideration, the
deliberate opinion not merely of the existing House of
Commons, but of the country, be in favour of a parti-
cular measure, the peers are accustoned to follow the
example which the Crown sets in the appointment of
its ministers, and acquiesce, however reluctantly, in
legislation which they do not approve. They are not
under any legal obligation to do so, but in the exercise
of a wise discretion, thev are content with securing
full and mature considera'tion of the plan.

ment between Her Majesty and William Mackenzie
and Donald D. Mann, and to incorporate the Cana-
dian Yukon Railway Company ;" and the motion in
amnendment of the Hon. Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), that
the said bill be not now read a second time, but that
it be read a second time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW said: I am giving
way now to the hon. Mr. Reesor, on the
understanding that I will not lose mv op-

It bas been said by friends of the govern- portunity of speaking afterwards.
ment, outside this chamber that should the
Senate reject this bill, the government would Hon. Mr. REESOR-I was not able to be
appoint new senators in order to pass it. The here last night. It is very difficult for me
government could not do such a thing. The to be out after dark, and I thank the hon.
Crown would object to take such a course gentleman very much for allowing me to
except in an extreme case. The present one speak now. During a part of the debate,
is not such a case. Had this project the both in this House and in the other House,
support of the people of this country, and while reading the newspaper reports, I was
should the Senate persistently refuse to give inclined to think unfavourably of the con-
its asent to the government nmeasure, then tract, and unfavourably perhaps of the man-
I should think that the government might 1 ner in which the government were making
do so. Let the government dissolve parlia- such large grants of land, the value of which
ment and submit the question to the elec- there is no ineans of knowing. I have since
torate. If the government are sustained, cone, however, to the conclusion that it
then this House should give way and pass ought to be accepted. I think if accepted
the bill-reluctantly no doubt, but in a and carried out in good faith, it will be bene-
country ruled by constitutional law, such as ficial for the country. It lias been said in
ours is, the people is supreme and I this House and elsewhere thatalarge swindle
should think that as a general rule an is being perpetrated by this deal entered
Upper House ought to submit to the popular i into between the government and NMackenzie
will clearly expressed. That is the consti- & Mann, and that it will enable the con-
tutional law, which I thought I might tractors to do a great deal of harn under the
advert to in the present instance when SO privileges given to them. My hon. friend
much bas been said inside and outside this from Shell River has given the House a
House as to the powers of the Senate. great many figures, and a great deal bas

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the adjourn- been said in the press about irregularities in

ment of the debate. connection with this transaction. The im-
Te oten dea re topression left upon the minds of the publie
The motion was agreed to. was that the opposition might have some

very strong arguments to back up their
assertion. But nothing has been said to in-
dicate that anything wrong or dishonest was
being done. And now, after the matter bas

THE SENATE. been discussed for several days, I do not
think a single charge can be urged against

Ottawa, Tuesdaty, 29th Mjarch, 1898. the contractors, and nothing bas been shown
to lead any one to think that they

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three were men who should not be trusted.
O'Clock. On the other hand, I may tell the House

Prayers and routine proceedings. that I have been in Toronto for the hast fe-
years and was there at the time the contract

THE CANADIAN YUKON RAILWAY was made by the city of Toronto with Mac-
COMPANY'S BILL. kenzie & Mann to have thpir street railway

DEBATEreconstructed and extended, and to-day there
DEBAE cNTINED.is not, as far as I know, a single city on the

The Order of the Day being,- American continent, or upon any otber con-
Reumngth frteradoune dbae n h tinent in the civilized world, that is betterResuming the further adjourned debate on the

gecnd eadnir(Bil 6 "n At t cofir ana ers ad wa the aut the tmoeth otacte
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than the city of Toronto. I have lived in that
city for the last 20 years, and I have noticed
a remarkable improvement. The people of
Toronto can obtain six tickets for four cents
each, and are permitted to travel five or six
miles. 1 n the case of the working man,
tickets are sold for three cents each good
during certain hours. But that is not all. In
addition to that, the company pay to the
city about $1,000 a week out of their gross
earnings-eight per cent of all they earn.
There is no city in Canada, and no city in
the United States, that has an equal return
or better cars or better employees in charge
of their cars, or better accommodation for
the travelling public than the cityof Toronto.
That is a well known fact. So far as the
railway contract is concerned, there were
many privileges given to other companies,
on a pretty large scale too, that have
not been given to this company. This
company has to submit to the govern-
ment regulations of the tolls they shall
charge for passengers on the road from
the very start, and the government have to
be satisfied that the accommodation is com-
mensurate with the bargain. The govern-
ment have the power not only of regulating
the charges and touls upon the road from
the very start, but that continues for four
or five years and then they have the power
of reducing the fares a considerable percent-
age, and after six or seven years to reduce
it still further, and by ten years to put it
under the law of the statute which regulates
railways and all the restrictions of that law.
Then it has been said that that country is
covered with gold, that there is a great deal
of gold to be found there in placer mining.
We do not know how much is to be found
where rock has to be mined, and there bas
been a great deal of exaggeration as to what
has been found in the placers. Men have
been there eight or nine years mining and
have come away poor. They did not all
make money even at the first find, and when
there was no one to interfere with them and
they could pick out their claims where they
choose, and many have come home poorer
tnan when they went away. It bas been,
as in all other gold producing countries, the
rule that it cost a dollar to make a dollar.
The intrinsic value of gold to-day, for instance
is the standard above all others that seems
to continue in the same position. A gold
dollar is a gold dollar. We do not get
more value or much less value, and the

gold produced in various countries has
been just about sufficient to keep up
with tie deinand for commercial purposes,
and yet the dollar would buy as much to-day
as it would a great many years ago, and so
it will continue for a long time. Experts
who have studied this question, and who
have written a good deal upon the subject,
say that in all countries a great deal more
money is spent by individuals, on an aver-
age, in gold mining, than has been taken
out. It will generally be found that the
accumulation of gold in all these countries
has been in a comparatively few hands, and
they are generally speculators who have
made money by the misfortune of others. It
is not likely that this gold country will be
so far an exception above all others that it
should be valued very much higher than
others. The chances are that hundreds and
hundreds of acres are to be found there
which would be of no use for men to dig at
all, and the contractors are running chances,
because they can only expect that a small
quantity of that land will pay. It will only
be a small percentage of the land that will
pay more than it will cost to take out the
gold. Then, as to the choosing and open-
ng up of them, you must bear in mind that

the company will have to wait some time
before they can select. They have to build
the whole road before they can select the
whole of the land, and it will take a long
time afterwards to tell just where the gold
lies ; in the meantime, all the placer lands
or a great part of them, may be taken up by
men who get in there first with licenses
to mine. When all is said and done, there
is only about three or three and a half per
cent of land being granted, and the balance
is there still. If that three and a half per
cent is worth a great deal, it is worth a great
deal to the people of that country to be able
to get in and out of it without risking their
lives, as they are doing now, and get pro-
visions to keep them from starving without
having to pay extortionate prices. A man
with a few dollars will have a chance to save
more of his earnings when he is not obliged
to pay the immense prices prevailing there
now. The company is bound to build that
road in a short time to have it running in a
fair and good shape by the 1st September,
not to have it absolutely all ballasted, but
so as to be able to take in freight and large
quantities of it beyond doubt, and thus save
people in that remote region from the risk
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of starvation. The fact that they have to
prepare to do that means that they will take
in thousands of tons of freight where
they now take in ten, and they will take in
just as large a proportion of persons, and a
large amount of money will be expended
there. Men will come from all parts of the
earth; you will find people there from Ger-
many, France, England, the United States
and other parts of the world as soon as they
can get in by railroad. If we cannot main-
tain a proper force there to keep them in
order and to have the law respected, what
will be the effect? So much immigration
will take place from all parts of the world,
as occurred in California, that there may be
a little rebellion. The foreign element may
take the authority of the law themselves and
do anything they pleased. The difficulty is
to get a force in there, and if we have that
railway we will be able to maintain our
authority. There is no time to be lost and
this is the only short line by which we can
get in. This railway, in connection with
Teslin Lake and Hootalinqua River, on which
there is open navigation for four or five
months of the year for boats of considerable
size, will render it possible to take in an im-
menseamount of freightand agreatinany peo-
ple. Now, is it justifiable to let the matter
drop? No. The government should get the bill
passed, or something similar to it, to open
up that country and within the time7imited
as near as possible. Thus we might avoid a
little war or the expense of putting down a
rebellion. We cannot tell what we may
expect from the large number of foreigners
congregating in that country, in a place so
difficult of access. We have had two re-
bellions in the North-west already, and they
certainly cost us six or seven million dollars.
That ought to be a warning to us not by
any neglect to permit a repetition of those
occurrences. We should also consider the
demand that the manufacturers of this
country make upon us to get a market for
their products. All these things demand
that it should be treated as an emergency
bill. I believe that the citizens of Montreal
through their Board of Trade, and of Toronto
through their Board of Trade, and I do not
know but others in Canada also are now
backing up the government and calling on
parliament to pass the bill for the general in-
terests of the country. It cannot be ex-
pected that men who take a contract like
this in a new country will not be paid some-

thing extra. They require some extra in-
ducements. It would be a different thing
if the company could take their time. They
might do it under the circumstances with-
out a subsidy of any kind. It is very
possible-it is one of the contingencies
that might arise-that we might lose
that territory for all time, or require to
wage a war to recover it. Taking these
circumetances into accournt, I think it is
necessary, in the emergency, that the
government should be allowed to go on and
carry out that contract with the parties who
have taken it in good faith subject to the
ratification of parliament and hold the
government responsible for the effect. There
need be no suspicion of corruption. We
have seen enough of the ill-doings of politi-
cians, and in that way have learned that
those who have mixed jobbery with politics
are worse off in the end. We are assured
that Mackenzie & Mann will carry out the
contract and make it a success. We can
rely on the good judgment of Mackenzie &
Mann, because we know that they are en-
terprising, and they would injure themselves
by playing false iu this contract. If this
railway is constructed the country will reap
the benefit of it. Of course, we know that
politicians are predicting that certain things
will happen, but predictions have been made
in certain cases which we know have turned
out not to be correct. We were assured
that before 1890 the output of wheat and
other grains from Manitoba and the North-
west was something like 240,000,000 bush-
els. The predictions that were made in
respect of that matter were very far from
being correct and the predictions made with
reference to this contract may be just as far
astray. The peculiar position in which the
Senate is placed to some extent should make
it very cautious in dealing with this bill, and
we should consider the matter carefully before
throwing it out. The Senate have no control
of the finances of the country, but if we
reject this bill we are destroying the chances
that the government have of making money
shortly to pay for the building of that road.
If this road is constructed it will furnish
ingress and egress to the Klondike region
to such an extent as to shut out completely
all possible chance of any one suffering or
starving by being locked up in there.
Those are two points. And another thing,
these men cannot open up that country
without at the same time benefiting the trade
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of Canada, it will bring a great amount of
trade to Canada from which we ought to
reap some benefit. It is said that too much
land is being given to these contractors, but
it must be remembered that nearly 80,000,-
000 acres of good land will be left. The
government can let this contract and obtain
a great advantage, as weil as make money
out of it, and if we refuse to pass this
measure we deprive them of the power of
making money in that way. It would take
too much time to go fully into the matter
so I will close.

Hon. Mr. FISET (in French)-Being un-
familiar with the English language, I ask
permission to address the House in French.
After all the remarkable speeches which
have been delivered in this chamber, as well
as in the House of Commons, there remains
very few points to be raised on this impor-
tant nieasure which has been submitted to
us. I shall endeavour briefly tc reply to the
principal objections which have been raised
to this bill :

First.-The government should have un-
dertaken the construction-of the road itself.

Second.-The land grant is larger than
should be given for the construction of the
road.

Third.-The privileges accorded to the
company constitute a dangerous monopoly.

Fourth.-Finally the government should
have called for tenders before letting the
contract.

Other objections have been raised, but I
believe that these are the principal ones, and
I shall confine my remarks to them. It is
held that the government should have con-
structed the road itself rather than give the
mineral lands for its construction. It is
generally admitted that all work, all enter-
prises undertaken by the government are
always more costly than when constructed
by a private company. Now, supposing we
were to give to the contractors for the con-
struction of a road running from Glenora to
Teslin Lake four or five million of dollars,
the government, if undertaking to construct
the road itself, would be obliged to expend
seven or eight millions. Now, the eastern
provinces after having spent enormous sums
already for the development of the west, are
tired of seeing new demands for contribu-
tions in the same direction f rom day to day
-everything is for the west, they say, and
nothing for the east, and there is reason in

this view to a certain extent. Quebec bas
asked for a number of years for a bridge
over the St. Lawrence. A company has
contributed towards the construction of that
bridge, but notwithstanding promises of aid
from the Dominion, nothing has yet been
done. In the division which I have the
honour to represent, all the trans-Atlantic
steamship conipanies, the Chambers of Com-
merce, the Pilots'Corporation, have denianded
and still demand that a deep water wharf be
constructed at Pointe au Père, in the in-
terest of navigation, but in vain. In the
same district again, a petition bas been pre-
sented to the three branches of the legisla-
ture to obtain the construction of a branch
railway from a point on the Intercolonial
Railwav to extend towards Gaspé, which
would bring us considerably nearer to Eng-
land, a work much needed in the interest of
local trade. Again in this case our demands
have not been granted. On the contrary, the
government are exerting thenselves to
diminish the distance which separates us
from British Columbia, and millions have
been voted for the construction of the Crow's
Nest Pass Railway. They exert themselves
to extend the extreme limits of the Dominion
to the west by a railroad in these unknown
regions. Happily this time the government
are expending no money, and are merely
granting lands. This manner of building a
railway is opposed by the hon. members of
the opposition, but I repeat the eastern
provinces prefer to see lands given rather
than to pay money. I am also under the
impression, and say without wishing to
wound the feelings of hon. members who
oppose the project, that if the govern-
ment had brought down a proposition
to construct the road by an expenditure
of money, these hon. gentlemen would have
opposed still more violently that proposition
than they now oppose the bill which has
been submitted to us. The government has
preferred to give lands, and the hon.
gentlemen opposite forget that for eighteen
years that was the policy of their friends,
with this difference, that the present ad-
ministration does not add money to the
grant. It is contended that the government
are giving a monopoly to this company in
prohibiting the construction of any other
road for five years, and that the company
will thus make considerable profits from the
traffic-sufficient, according to some hon.
members, to pay the cost of its construction.
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It should be remembered that it is the
Governor in Council who has the right to
fix the maximum tariff for the transport of
passengers and freight, and that these rates
are to be modified after some years. Further,
in order to show that it is not to be a
monopolv that is accorded this company, in

of all an enormous distance to traverse
to reach the place where the line is
to be built and by most difficult and danger-
ous routes. The cost of transporting
materials will be considerable, and, as some
one has said, the cost of transport of a ton
of merchandise will cost $50. How much

not authorizing the construction of any in that case will it cost to transport the rails
other road for five years, I cannot do better alone and all the materials necessary for the
than read clause 4 of the conttact, and the construction of the road? The labourers
explanation given of it by the hon. Minister and workingmen must also be transported
of the Interior : to the works at great cost, and must be paid

4. For five years from the first of September, 1898, higher wages in consequerce of the rigorous
no line of railway shall be authorized by climate which they will have to endure and
to be constructed froni Lynn Canal or thereabouts or j the hardships that they wil have to en-
from any point at or near the international houndary
between Canada and Alaska into the Yukon district,
and for five years fron said date no aid i, land o to double the military forces which they are
money shall be granted to any peison or conipany sending to that reaion it is
other than the contractors and the contractons' corn-
pany to assist in building any such railway.

The House will see that this clause does not say obliged to do the sane for their workingmen.
that any aid in land or mioney shall be granted to the It should also be borne in mmd, and that is
contractors or the contractors' company ; but it says
that nobody else shall be permitted to build there. a very important fact, that the tine for the
Now, the reading of that clause will at once dissipate completion of the work 18 actually limited.
the idea that there has been any monopoly granted to The contractors are required to have the road
this conpany. There is no mnonopoly whatever. This
company gets a charter to build fron the Stikine ready for operation by the first of Septem-
River to Teslin Lake. There is no nonopoly in that ber, and, as a security for the execution of
charter. The legislature of British Columbia can their
give another charter to-norrow, or this House could
give another charter. We do not bind ourselves not $250,000. If the road is not buit by that
to give another charter ; we do not say anything time they expose therselves to a confscation
about it, and, by the way, there is another charter in
existence at the present time, namîely, the Cassiar . Now, will this Klondike
Central. This latter charter does not specifically boom last? Is it not to be feared that the
naine this route, but it is wide enough, as any lawyer boom may collapse as the Winnipeg land
in this House who reads the charter will agree with
me, to justify any one else taking that charter, and boom coEapsed, with dîsastrous eflects to
going on, and building over the sane route. There speculators? Where then will be the profits
is nothing in this clause which, by any possible from the traffic on this railway? The con-
stretch of imagination, can be called a mlonopoly. tractors run, then, a great risk and expose

As will be seen, this was a patriotic idea themselves to serious loss. In consideration
which inspired the insertion of this clause of these risks, and of the dificulties of trans-
in the contract. The interests of Canadians port of materials and men, and of the high
are given the preference over those of our wages for the workingmen, and knowing the
United States neighbours. Further, by enormous expenses which the contractors
clause 20 it is stipulated that the contractors will be obliged to pay before they can get a
shall sell to settlers in good faith, and at solitary penny, the goverament have given
prices fixed by the Governor in Council, all them 3,750,000 acres of land i blocks of
arable lands which they may be able to find three miles by six, alternately with these
in the lands granted to them. Can that be which are reserved by the government.
termed a monopoly? Lt is pretended further " But," say some, "these lands are of in-
that the government are giving to the con- calculable value." Now,weknownothingof
tractors a larger area of land than the con- this except fron whatever speculative
tract warrants. There are many things to estimates we may form. They may
be considered in this connection. Common be worth a great deal, but again
sense should tell us that the more collosal the they may be worth little. On paper
enterprise the larger should be the expendi- 3,750,000 acres appears to us a fabu-
ture for its construction. Here is a col- lousamount, but the spacewhich they occupy
losal enterprise surrounded by many diffi- compared on the map with the entire sur-
culties which have to be surmounted face of the Yukon region 18 but a small
before it ig completed. We have first part of that mountainous territory. These
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lands, it is true, may be taken by different embark in the perilous voyage to those dis-
parties in that country and in the North- tant regions to learn for himself and to in-
west to extend from the Mackenzie River in form the governinent as to what was best to
the east to the Liard River in the south, but be done in the interest of the country,
we must not forget that the contractors are and also in the interest of humanity.
obliged to choose a piece of land in each We all know that he prepared an ex-
base line to take at least four blocks of three pedition to go to the aid of a number of
miles each which alternate with the blocks suffering miners who risked all to go to these
reserved by the government. The length of distant and inhospitable regions and he de-
each base line is 24 miles. That is the least cided to construct a railway as soon as pos-
which they have the right to take when they sible. Under these circumstances two re-
make any selection. The contractors are not markable men, known by all business men
at liberty to choose indifferently a mile here for their ability, their solvency, their
and a mile there. A fact which will consiier- great experience in the construction of
ably diminish the value of these lands given railways, possessing unlimited credit, Can-
to the contractors in this sense, that if the adian above all, made the government
block containsgold and the contractors wish an offer to construct this railway and
to take it they are also obliged to take three that within a few months without ask-
others which may not contain gold or possess ing a cent from the government, but only a
any value. I doubt not that we shall find land grant. Hon. aentlemen it has rarely
hereafter, in consequence of this provision, happened in this country that men like Mac-
that more than three-fourths of that stretch kenzie & Mann have been in a position to
of land will possess no value for the contrac- make such an offer to any government and
tors. Further we should not forget here furnish, at the same time, a guarantee for
that the first ten miles of road must be com- the due execution of their contract. The
pleted before they have the right to take government after getting information, after
anylandsin thatpart of thecountry, andfrom taking ail the precautions to prevent any
the moment that they conform to the rules loss tothecountry by the transaction, entered
and this thing above all others, the gold into the contract with these gentlemen which
seekers in that country will be many and we are now discussing. Hon. gentlemen we
the best places will be located. For these may not approve of all the clauses of the bill.
different considerations it will be seen that Lt may he rejected, but 1 shaîl be none the
the contractors have assumed considerable less convinced that the country will be satis-
risks, and that the area of land which has] fied that the government of the day have
been given them is not greater in proportion done their duty under the circumstances. 1
than the risks which they run. Further, if thank you hon. gentlemen for the kind atten-
those lands should prove to be valuabie, the tion with which you have listened to My
blocks reserved by the troverninent will also remarks.
possess a corresponding value. Contractors
will be interested in exploring and advertis- Hon. Sir WILLIAM IINGSTON-
ing theselands,and asthegovernment reserve After listening to the hon. gentlemen
each alternate block for every block that en- who precjded me, especially to the hon.
riches the coinpany, the neighbouring block gentleman who has just taken bis seat, the
will enrich the nation. The government are feelin with which I arn filled is one of sym-
also reproached for not baving cadled for pathy for the unfortunate contractors of this
tenders. Conservatives reproached us for, road. Lt would almos appear as if the
that though during al the years that they Senate were going to take advantage of the
were in power, they had not theiselves innocence and good nature of these gente-
called for tenders when aiding in the con- men. I arn glad, as a professional friend of
struction of railways by subsidies of land. the hon. gentleman from Rimouski to be
In the case before us there was the plea of able to cogratulate hii on. the tenderness
urgency, the object beingn to give our own he bas evinced and which the long practice
people the benefit of the traffic which our of Iis profession bas not hardened. In rising
neighbours are trying to procure for them- to make a few remarks I shaa not dethin
selves to our detriment. Nothing bas been the use more than ten minutes. I would
spared to accoplish that object. The say at once that it occurs to me that it is the
Minister of the Interior was not af raid to duty of the Senate to afford, so far as it is
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possible, to the government of the day,
whatever may be its political complexion,
every facility to carry out all needful legis-
lation without hindrance and without fac-
tious opposition. Certainly that is my desire,
and I think I am not mistaken when I say
it is the desire of the hon. gentlemen I have
had the opportunity of speaking to. And
here I shall pay a tribute to the extremely
delicate manner in which I myself have
been treated by the leader of the opposition.
I have met him several times and I do not
yet know his views. Directly or indirectly,
neither he, nor any member of the govern-
ment acting in sympathy with him has en-
deavoured to influence me in any way what-
ever as to what I have to say or as to how I
am to vote. I could have wishes that
both Houses might have proposed a mea-
sure with broad lines within which the House
of Commons and the Senate could have
framed a bill which would be just and fair,
and even generous-as generous as it could
be-to those who were willing and compe-
tent to undertake the work. But how is it
with us to-day? We have here submitted
to us a bill prepared with great care by
gentlemen on one side. It i,; complete, and
fashioned in all its parts, and we are told, in
plain terms, we are not permitted to touch
it; we have simply to accept it as it is, or
reject it in toto. I contend that is not
putting us in the position we should be in.
I am strongly in favour of legislation to
provide railway facilities for the Yukon
country, but not in the manner in which we
are permitted to have those facilities seem-
ingly secured by the bill under considera-
tion. I say that it is our duty to avoid f ric-
tion with the House of Commons so far as it
is possible, but are we simply to ignore and
put aside our oath of office, and swallow a
bill, a very pai tial bill in the shape in which
it is offered to us here? What are the chief
things in it to which I object ? First, the
terminals are ribbed in ice for about seven
months of the year. That is the average
period during which the Stikine River and
Teslin Lake are closed. When the Stikine
River is open, we are told by one engineer,
the navigation is not what is desirable.
The current at some places runs seven to
eight miles an hour, and snags and so forth
make navigation hazardous. It is true that
the expenditure of a certain sum of money
will remove those snags, but it will not
diminish the current. What does a velocity
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of seven or eight miles an hour mean? We
have a current of seven miles at St. Mary's
at Montreal. When our steamers were first
constructed it took oxen-I do not know
how many yoke-to haul them up that
current which, as I have said, is more than
seven miles an hour. But here is a current of
seven to eight miles, yet we are assured by
one hon. gentleman that vessels can go up
against that current without difficulty. A
second objection I have to the bill is that
the proposed route passes through a terri-
tory that is not exclusively our own. As a
Canadian, I strongly object to a route which
may expose us to little petty annoyances,
and, perhaps, at times, to great inconveni-
ences. I have every confidence in the honour
of our neighbours on the south side of the
line, but let me ask : when it comes to any
negotiation, arbitration or dispute as to ter-
ritory, who comes out best? When there is
a gold field of incalculable value beyond a
line which is not yet definitely established
will it aid us in getting that line established
on a fair and equitable basis ? I think we
will find the difficulty enormously increased.
As has been well pointed out by the hon.
member from Shell River (Mr. Boulton) we
do not know what length this road will be.
It is spoken of as a road of 150 miles, but
the road is from the navigable portion of the
river, and that navigable portion of the river
may be made to commence much nearer the
mouth of the Stikine than Glenora. Instead
of having a road of 150 miles, it may be 200
miles long or more, and instead of getting
3,750,000 acres of land, those gentlemen may
get something nearer 6,000,000, which would
be by far the larger par t of the gold-bearing
portion of the Klondike. Another very
serious objection is as to the base line.
That clause is constructed with an ingen-
uity, on the one side, which is admirable ;
but I must say that those who on the part
of that country have appended their names
to the contract were not quite so keen
sighted. I have looked into this base line
question not a little. It may proceed in any
direction. It may be the centre of a creek
or river, laid at right angles to the three
mile limit on either side, it may take ad-
ditional blocks of three miles each from new
base lines running along the outer fringe of
the block already chosen by the contractors
or which may be left for the public-pro-
vided the cardinal points are adhered to. It
may start at one place and go due north, at
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another go due south, at another east and be very glad to avail myseif of the privilegé
another west. If one takes a solid block of which is fot denied me as a senator, but
three by six miles, and commences at one whicb is denied to members of the House
point and go off at right angles to that, of Commons, the privilege of baving a part
establish a new base line, taking the same or an interest in the undertaking. I should
quantity, and doing the same on the other consider a small share in this enterprise the
side, one will get a large block of land which best asset I could have, and better certainly
will hedge in other blocks of land. Of course than any I have at present. I believe
it is true that the terminalt are not to be that the amount of gold in that region
extended, but that is a matter of no moment. is beyond our conception. It is enormous.
When one has obtained the number of miles, Lt is to be met with here and there. Lt is
three times eight, one has gone about as far not distributed evenly, but large quantities
in one direction as one would wishi to go. will be met with here and small quantities
Another objection is that one would paralyze there and larger quantities in other places.
the miners' efforts, so far as their connection And it is for this reason, chiefly, that I
with the Klondike country is concerned. object to so large a quantity of land, which
The miner, if this contract becomes lao, will may be of priceless value, being given for
find it to be to his interest to deal with the so smal an amount of work as that implied
contractors, rather than with the govern- in the construction of this primitive railway.
ment. 11e is not goiflg to pay 10 per cent Lt is but fair to add have nothing to say
tothegovernmentwhenhecanpay a littleover with regard tu Mr. Sifton. Ie bay be,
one per cent to the contractors. Then, again, and no doubt is a clear headed sbrewd busi-
what will be the nature of the population? ness man; but were le many times as shrewd
Is it an agricultural, peace-loving population and clever, he could not possibly cope with
such as we have, particularly in the province contractors. Contractors are still more
of Quebec, requiring Io police to look after shrewd and clever, and in their contracts
them No. The men who go there discard with the government they always get the
readily that admirable advice we get in best of it. It is their business, and the
scripture lMake not haste to be rich." minister, who bas a tiousand thingi to
They go there to get ricb at ail hazards and attend to, and can only attend to one thing
in any way they can to make money. Tiat at a time, invariably comes out at the sdali
is the kind of population that will soon be end.
found there. If English capital will go in

there, English miners wi l go in too, and as in this case.
tbe English miner goes in with *a deter-
mination to preserve bis rights at ail Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINOSTON-
hazards. Suppose b e is mining there and Yes, be has, seemingly, in this case. It
trncroaches, or is told hie encroaches upon occurs to me tbat we sbould do as otber
one of those parallel lines, do you sup- business men do. Let us suppose we
pose that ay number of men can keep are buying a piece of land. We are told
him and bis associates from continuing in the contract or deed of sale that it is
to mine there? And if you cannot bave bounded in such and such a way; tben we
him protected, whIat will English capi- go and see the land in order to ascertain for
talists cry out, and with reason? IWe put ourselves, and we state that we are content
our money into that country; our miners therewit , having seen and viewed the
have gone out and yet you do not give tbem saine. The only informed men upon tbis
that protection to wbich they are entitled." question are the contractors. I should think
If we lay down parallel lines, wherever it no0 men better informed except, perhaps,
may suit the interest of contractors to lay the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
them al over tbis frozen region, we under- They have had men up there ceven or
take to give peaceable possession to the con- eight months, and they have shown their
tractor or the miner, as tbe case may be, and confidence if not in the gold scheme at
I contend it is impossible to give either of least in tbe traffic by aving two magnifi-
them protection under the cirurnstances. cent steamers built, and eleven or twelve
I shal only say, in reply to both hon. river boats to carry the traffc to and fron that
gentlemen who bave preceded me, that if country, and they speak with connaissance de
this measure cares I shaîl, as a senator, cause. They know the future and evidently
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think it a bright one. I say in conclusion of that territory, and which enables them
let us not give away something the extent of to dispose of it, as they did to the treaties
which we cannot at the present moment which governed England, her Colonies and
estimate for work which can be readily done foreign countries, and just as much at-
by contract for a moderate amount of money tention apparently has been paid to this
which the country is willing and able to pay. important point as they paid to the Berne

convention when, on the eve of an election
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- it was announced to the world that a great

Before making any reinarks on the subject reduction in foreign postage would take
before the House, I should like to call the place. On each and every occasion when
attention of the hon. Minister of Justice to the governnient has attempted to do any-
one of the paragraphs in the agreement be- thing in the way of advancing the trade Ar
tween Canada and the English government improving the postal facilities, as in this
when the purchase of the Hudson Bay Com- case, they have apparently paid no attention
pany's rights in the North-west was effected. whatever to the provisions of the constitu-
The 8th paragraph, as signed by Sir Stafford tion which governs this country. Whether
Northcote, Sir George Cartier and William it is due to recklessness in their mode of
Macdougall reads: procedure, or to utter ignorance of the

It is understood that any claim of Indians for com- existence of the treaty to which I refer, 1
pensation for lands required for purpose of settleinent must leave it to the eople of the countr
shall be dispo-ed of by the Canadian governnent in y
communication witti the Imperial government and to judge. Perhaps the Premier, as leader,
that the government shall be relieved of all responsi- will have the opportunity of shouldering bis
bility in respect to the saine. nusket, and instead of going to the Sas-

I should like to ask whether any steps katchewan in defence of the rights of the
have been taken to quiet the claims of the Metis, which were supposed to be invaded,
Indians in the Yukon district. I an aware he may have to go to the Yukon. However,
the number is not very large, but notwith- be that as it may, I leavý it with the hon.
standing that fact, their rights are just as gentleman and his colleagues to decide, with
dear to them as to the larger numbers in the sincere hope that whatever may occur in
the Nortb-west Territories. . the future, that there may be no difficulty or

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Whenever the I bloodsed arising from interference dith

dians make a dlaim the government will be the raghts of the aborigines. Before

Prepared to consider that laim, and to con- addressing myself to the question before

sider it in a generous spirit, but no sucb the bouse, as I propose to do as briefly

dlaimn has ever been made. as possible, I mnay say that I read
the speech of the gentleman wo

bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I is principally responsible for the bill now
cannot but express my surprise at the answer before the use, a speech occupying over
Which has been given by the Minister of five hours of time; and confess, found, I
Justice. Having been the Minister of the In- should judge that one-haf or four-fifths
terior in the administration of the Hon. of the whole speech was devoted to an
Alexander Mackenzie, l e knows that bis attack upon the leader of the opposition
duty was, before sending settlers into the in the Lower bouse, Sir Charles Tupper,
Northwest Territories, or conceding lands in trying to convict him of inconsist-
t any company for any purpose, or grantong ency arising out of expressions which e
lands to bona tide settlers or to speculators, had used before parliament met, and that
fHrst to settle the rights of the Indians in that about if ty minutes was devoted to the
particular locaity in whic tey placed the subject before the bouse, or in explai-
lands in the market. No policy in the past ing why he gave out a contract to Messrs.
bas justified the waiting for an application Mackenzie & Mann. My hlon. friend that
On the part of tbe natives of the country sits opposite me spoke for a little over one

laitning their rights, whatever they may be, hour and a balf, and I tink I might repeat
to the lands or to the territory in w ac tbey what I heard a gentleman say in comment-
live. The bon. gentleman evidently, in this ing on that speech, that one aour of that
firatter, with the government of wbic be is a hour and a af was devoted to pointing out
paember, bas paid as little attention to the "j the obvious and incontestably proving the
tOnstitution wich governs tbe acquisition indisputable," which migt have been de-
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livered with profitand in ,truction toa class of
students on constitutional law ir. some of
the universities of the country. One thing
is certain: it had nothing whatever to do
with the question before the House further
than to inform the senators that they had
no right under any circumstances to change,
alter or amend the bill, but as the hon. gentle-
man who preceded me said, we must swallow
it holus bolus or reject it altogether. Whether
that fnas been the policy pursued in the past
by the party with which lie is connected,
and more particularly with the former leader
of the opposition in this House, I shall en-
deavour to show. When we look at the
style in which they indulge in dealing
with this matter, it must be sufficient to
deter any ordinary individual from attempt-
ing to give expression to his opinion. We
have been called the hired men of certain
people, by the organs of the party ; we have
been called old, decrepit, imbecile, and
almost every other expression, not only of
contempt but of derision that the English
language provides has been hurled at us.
We may be old; I do not know that that is
our fault. We may be decrepit; if so nature
bas done that for us. W hether we be imbe-
ciles or not, I hope we shall be able to show to
the world wlen we cast our votes on this
worst of all kinds of bills ever presented to
a legislative body. I notice, also, that while
many of the e leading newspapers are con-
demning the senate in the most virulent
manner for daring to express an opinion,
and claiming the construction of this road
for the purpose of securing the entire trade
with the Yukon districts, they are at the
same time urging in the strongest possible
manner, the building of railways in other
sections of the country supporting bills which
are now before the Lower House, which have
for their whole and sole object the
taking off raw material out of Canada into
the United States where the ore would be
smelted, towns built up, smelters erected,
and employment given to those who desire
employment in that section of the country.
It struck me, in reading these different com-
ments, more particularly those in the jour-
nal which is supposed to represent public
opinion in Ontario, but I should rather be
inclined to say represents the individual
opinions of ministers, and not those of the
people at the present time; and which, in
this matter of the Kettle River Railway Bill,
might well be designated the organ of the

gentlemen who have the longest purses in
this country, and in the United States.
What we have to consider is how far in the
first place these attacks upon the Senate are
justified. My hon. friend from Richmond
(Mr. Miller) pointed out in a statesnanlike
and nasterly manner the peculiar powers
and functions of the Senate, and the causes
for its establishment and what are its duties.
1 shall endeavour to prove by the records
that the Senate bas not been of that char-
acter described more particularly by the bon.
gentleman who spoke last night ; and that
upon all occasions they have not been actu-
ated solely and wholly by partisan feelings.
Before doing that, however, let me ask my
hon. friend who sits opposite me (Mr. Mills)
what he meant by saying that he did not
want, and this country did not want,
men to go to Washington to influence
Congress to legislate against the interests
of this country? Did I understand him
to mean that any party or person con-
nected with the opposition in this House,
or with the opposition in this country, had
been in Washington pursuing the course
which he indicated by insinuation, if not by
direct charge ? If he does, his duty to the
Senate and to the country is to let us know
who they are. I know of no missions to
Washington on business of that kind, except
by gentlemen belonging to his own party. J
have a distinct recollection of a member of
the Lower House visiting Washington when
the McKinley tariff was being framed and
passed by that legislature, to point out how
it could be so worded as to prevent the possi-
bility of Canada taking a certain course
in relation to our lumbering interest,
without meeting with retribution on the
part of the United States. Only the other
day I had occasion to call the attention of
hon. gentlemen opposite to a statement made
by Mr. Farrer before a committee of con-
gress, in which be pointed out to them,
when they were discussing the famous bill
which has been passed by Congress refusing
the bonding and other privileges at Wrangel,
and other ports on the Pacific, unless Canada
makes concessions of a certain character to
the people of the United States on the At-
lantic. The bon. gentleman (Mr. Mills)
said that Mr. Farrer did not go there on
their instructions; but be did this, he told
that committee that he had reason to believe
that concessions would be made by the
government of Canada, and I am under the
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impression that when he went there he must
have gone, not only with the consent, but
with certain secret instructions from those
who are governing the country at the pre-
sent moment.

Hon. Mr. SCOT l?-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
reason for believing that and making the
statement, is the fact that Mr. Farrer was
in confidential communication with that
party when they were in opposition, that be
wrote the famous letters, stating how they
could coerce Canada into making certain con-
cessions by adopting the principle of unre-
stricted reciprocity, or commercial union.
We also know that he was not only in con-
fidential communication, but that he has,
during the last year, been on the most in-
timate terms with the gentlemen who are
now governing Canada, and the country had
a right to assume that when he made a
statement of that kind before so important
a body as a committee of the United States
Congress, he had some authority for doing
so. It must have been a matter of great
pleasure to members of the Ccnservative
party, and those who sympathize with the
Conservative policy, to hear the loyal senti-
ments and anti-Yankee utterances fron
gentlemen opposite who for years have been
advocating closer commercial intercourse
and more friendly relations with the people
to the south of us. How often have we
been condemned, when every step that was
honourable in its character had been taken
to bring about closer trade relations with
our neighbours, as adopting a certain policy
and taking a certain course by which we
irritated our neighbours, and that therefore
they would never make any concessions to
that party, but that the sunny ways of the
hon. gentlemen opposite were to bring
about the millenium as soon as they
attained to power. It is true
the elections were scarcely over and
they had scarcely assumed the responsibility
of office, before they had begun to visit
Washington, and the result was just what
had been predicted over and over again-
that on no occasion would our neighbours
surrender anything unless they could get
One hundred per cent or two hundred per
cent advantage in privileges in our markets
therefor. It is not so long ago that the
'nembers of the present government declared
their preference for trade relations with the

United States. We all know that the pre-
sent Minister of Trade and Commerce told
the people in Boston that this whole northern
continent would be, under unrestricted re-
ciprocity or commercial union, the northern
states of that union, and the seaboard at
Boston would be the emporium for the
receipt of all the trade that would flow from
the northern part of this country, for saying
which he was designated by one gentleman
at that public demonstration as the United
States senator for Canada. Now, for-
sooth, I, have actually heard insinuations
and inuendos thrown out against the party
of which I am a very humble member, of try-
ing to play into the hands of the Americans.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend says hear, hear. I should like
to contrast his position at the present
moment, with that of 25 years ago. He
bas advanced rapidly, and I congratulate
him on the reform of his opinions in reference
to our relations with the United States and
foreign countries compared with what they
were when lie first came into parliament.
He forgets the diatribes and abuse that
came from this chair, when my lion.
friend, the Secretary of State occupied it
because we tried (and under the treaty we
had a perfect right) to direct the trade of the
St. Lawrence from the great west down to
Montreal. We were accused of violating the
treaty though we applied the same rule and
the same penalties to every Canadian vessel
that was applied to the United States. That
was denounced not only as an attempt to
coerce the United States, but as a flagrant
abuse of the laws of the country. All that
has changed; and if the country has any one
thing more than another to congratulate it-
self upon, it is the changed tone of those
gentlemen since they attained to office. It
has had a marvellous effect upon each one
of them, and for that reason, if for no other,
I think it is a good thing that they have
been permitted to attain to the positions
which they now hold, and will for a short time
at least. Let nie look at the charge which
has been made against the Conservative
party for acting exclusively from party
motives when dealing with questions coming
from the Lower House. I shall not, how-
ever-this may be a little divergent-devote
any particular time to the remarks of my
young friend who spoke last night when he
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thought proper, referring to the action of the hon. f riend Mr. Aikins'moved, seconded by
Lower House, to allude to certain negotia- Mr. Alexander, to leave out the word "110W,

tions and the whitewashing, as he termed it, this day six months." Tlat motion was
of Sir Adolphe Caron. I might retort, with carried by 24 to 2 1-only three majority.
a good deal of force, that I mnight travel Arong the Liberals who voted for that
down to his own province and expose some of measure were Messrs. Benson, Dever, Du-
the rascalities of which some of the friends of mouchel, Flint, McClelan, Lclaster, Penny
the party to which my hon. friend belongs, and Seymour.
had been guilty. However, I might point
out to rny young and verdant f riend- 0i or e

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Js he verdant? Hon. Sir MACKENZ E BOWELL-
Mr. Dever claimed then to be Liberal, and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I think you will find him so to-day. My
That is not parhiamentary and I withdraw hl on. friend will xiot say that Mr. McClelan,
the remark the present governor of New Brunswick,

was on our side at any time; nor will he
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND- do not say that the late Mr. yc taster or Mr.

coinplain of the epithet. Penny, the editor and proprietor of the
ontheal Ierald was a Conservative at that

measur were Messrs.I BenonDeerDu

Hot ir AC ENiE BOtebo- time. And there was Mr. Seynour, fornerly
Wha Iintndd t iipl w~, ha th hn.a Conservative, but a supporter of the

gentleman .was speaking without a knowl- MMackenzie goverInent. So that Mou have

on yorsie

edge of the facts as they appear u pon the'arnong those twenty-four, seven Liberals
records. f my hon. friend will study t he who voted for the rejection of that bill.
historv of the Scnate from confederation,
he wiil find that at the very first when the Hon. M'%r. PERLEY-And defeated it.
Senate was not so strongly Conservative hink yil fiN h oody M
as it becare afterwards, that Sir John noisayKthat B.Welan
Macdonaid's governrnent consolidated the iYes.
criminal laws of the different provinces so Hon. Mr. MaLLSr ow did niy on,
as to bring them into unison as near as pos- f oiend vote at that time ?
Sible, the bih care to this House at a period
in which the senators thought they could Hon. Sir MACKENZ E BOWELL-I
not give it that attention that s0 important was not aware that a was in the Senate in
a matter deserves. My hon. friend on ny 1875. What as that to do with the ques-
lef t (Mr. Allan), who certainly will ot be tion at issue? I was in the Commons and
rccused of any antagonisen to Sir John w voted with m party- voted against the
Macdonald or to his governinent, deas one bi ?
of the first parties to say to the Commons: Hon. Mr. M LLS-And the d Commons
SteUness you are prepared to send to verv soon voted iii favour of it.
this Huse important measures of that
kind at a period when we sha have Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No
not only sufficient tie to investigateed the on. gentleman is now dealing with an
but to consider them, we refuse to consider interval of some ten or fifteen years. It was
them at ail, and the resuit was they rejected only a short time before Sir John Macdonald
the whole consolidation of the Iaws, com- died that the bl to which he refers was
pelling the House of Commons at the next passed, the circumstances being altogether
session to commence de ovo upon that ques- different. But supposing that were true,
tion. Then we find on going a little further, supposing I was inconsistent in ail the
that during the Hon. Alexander Mackenzie's votes I ever gave, or that neer voted a t
regime the Senate rejected what was ttrmed ail, or that o voted on the other side, what
the Esquimaît Railway Bito, and my hon has that to do with the independence of this
friend stated ast night most distinctly and fouse in rejecting à measure, when seven
positively that they did it from party motives. Liberals voted for a motion for the rejection
Let us analyse the vote and see how far that of tht bih brought down by the government
charge against the Senate is justified. My against which there was only three majority?
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I should like to know what the interruption Harvey to Salisbury, in order to have a short
of the hon. gentleman means when he asked connecting link with the Intercolonial Rail-
how I voted. Then look at the other side; way, so as to make the tp to Halifax shorter
I find Mr. Skead, Mr. Montgomery, Mr. than it would be by going via St. John. The
Muirhead, Mr. Howlan, Mr. Carroll, Mr. Hon. Mr. Miller, a supporter of the govern-
McDonald (B.C.), Mr. Miller and Mr. Corn- ment and a Conservative, moved the six
wall, all Conservatives, voted with the govern- months' hoist to that bil, a bil granting the
ment. So that this bil was rejected by the subsidy we had agreed to pay to the Cana-
votes of the Liberal party agcainst the dian Pacifi Railway Company for the con-
government of whic tbey wvere supportersH; struction of this short one. There was a
and yet my hon. friend says that that is an Conservative senator exibiting that inde-
exhibition of party prejudice of the Senate, pendence which always characterized the
being actuated by no other motive than party when matters came before the House
partyism. that they thought were not right. Notwith-

standing the strenuous efforts which were
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-My hon. made by the government of that day to have

colleague may allow me to correct an im- that bill passed, be moved the six months'
pression he bas taken from my declaration. hoist. The vote for the rejection of that bill
I did niot mention the objection to that bill in this strongly Conservative house at that
as showing any prejudice on the part of time, more so than at the present moment,
this House against the popular branch. It was 22 against 11, and among the yeas were
was, on the contrary, objected to me by one Mr. Baillargeon, Mr. Dever, Mr. Flint, Mr.
of my hon. colleagues, I think the member Grant, Mr. Mclnnes (B.C.), Mr. O'Donohoe
for Marquette, that this chamber had shown and Mr. Reesor-my bon. friend who has just
its independence once in its existence by delivsred us a very quiet, calm and dignified
rejecting that bill, and I said was the bill address, in which lie pointed out the impro-
introduced by a Liberal administration. priety of this House ever voting against a
He remarked that it was. I did not impute measureappropriatingimoney forany purpose.
any motives to the hon. gentleman, who on When he was making that speech I thought
that occasion voted against it, but it hap- I had a recollection of what had occurred in
pened to be when this chamber had a fit of the past, and on turning up the vote, I see
independence. my hon friend bas forgotten his past

record, and lectures us now on our duty,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I while he pursued precisely the same course

do not think I misunderstood the bon. gen- in the year 1-89, that he condemns to-day.
tleman, nor bas his explanation made the The nays on that occasion were only eleven,
matter any better. If the measure was re- and I must say, looking over the list, that I
jected it was, he said, rejected in a fit of think they were all Conservatives. That is
independence; if so, it was on the part another evidence in which the Senate had a
of the party to which my bon. friend be- fit-as my hon. friend calls it-of independ-
longs. Had his party voted as a unit, the ence. Last session they had another fit of
Mackenzie bill would not have been thrown independence when they rejected what is
out. Then let me give another case where known as the Drummond County Railway
the Senate proved its independence; and Bill. What the result ultimately of the
this, too, in connection with a money bill. action of the Senate will be, remains alto-
There was what was termed the Short Line gether in the future, but we have this
or Salisbury and Harvey Railway. A con- gnatifying fact befone us, that in the inves-
tract had been entered into by Sir John tigation which has been going on by the
Macdonald's government with the Canadian committee of the House of Commons, Mr.
Pacific Railway Company for the con- Blair himself stated that he could, at the
struction of what is known as the Short Line present time, purchase that road at $1,600,-
running through Maine. It was divided 000, while the bargain a year ago, when we
into three separate and distinct sections. rejected it, would have cost the country
The first part and the third part were oper- about $2,200,000, so that thene is $600,000,
ated from Montreal until it reached a certain if not merely a million of money, actu-
Point, and then went to St. John; but the ally saved; and probably befone we get
second section of the contract was to run f rom through the investigation we may save
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a few more thousand dollars. And now we not carry that it was because they had not
al] have a recollection of a matter in which a rajority of the vote. That was a littie
my hon. friend the Secretary of State and information that was somewhat superfluous
the hon. gentleman (not present) from Hali- to give.
fax opposed the Dauphin Lake Railway Bill
at the session in which I had the honour of h
leading the House on the opposite side ; so
determined were they to defeat it, knowing is tri
that the Governor General had been notified sd the tes o a the st
to come down to the House and prorogue it, e of the oty of th sent
at three o'clock, he moved the six months' ddnt o i the y w ould pri i

dnotar that te wsl beuse t.a o

hoist, and kept up the discussion until afters
three o'clock in the afternoon, until 1 found 1 Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Preju-
it incumbent on moyserf to inforti Hisodice

di not thn thywudpri t
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Excellency, t roug his a de-de-camp, t al, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
parliament could not be prorogued that day; The prejudice of the Conservatives and the
and I informed the House that until a vote partisanship of the senators was so great
was taken upon that question, parliament that they would not permit the hon. leader
would not be prorogued, if it took a week of the opposition to thwart the will of the
or a month. That was another instance in representatives of the people in the Lower
which the hon. gentleman attempted to House. That is what my on. friend con-
frustrate the will of at least a large majority Housed in tis c hat as this frisur hadM ý tended in this case, that as this measure had
in the House of Commons. Now I shall by 39 votes been carried in the affirmative
run over as rapidly as possible, the course Y
pursued by my hon. friend, the present Sec- by the Lower huse, therefore this Sen-
retary of State, when in oppozition. He ate had no right to reject it, that is the
was then the leader of the opposition point I desire to make against my hon.
in this House. In 1880 the Hon. Mr. friend. Then, in 1886, there was a Subsidy
Scott divided the bouse on the on uMr Bill for the railway on Vancouver Island to
Scott DocBived the l H ou on therqui- which my hon. friend moved the six months'
mait Dock Bil, a bi to grant a certain hoist.to
amount of money for the construction the Harvey-Salisbury road, and also to the
of the Esquiualt dock. It is true he was action of the party in connection withl the
defeated. Jn 1880 the Canadian Pacificecino u at ncneto il h
Rated. Bin passed th n adsian Pacic Hudson Bay road, and the Winnipeg andRailway Bill passed by no less than two- Great Northern road. I think I have
thirds of a majority in the House of Com- shown quite sufficient in that respect to
mons and yet my hon. friend, who was then prove that members of this House, irres-
leading the opposition in the Senate, moved pive t atyehe o all osions-
the six months' hoist, taking the course that pectîve of party, have upon all occasions,
they now condesn as being unconstitutional. when great questions came before them, ex-
I a n ot cnd emaing faunconstthe ituona ercised an independent judgment in the
I am not findmng fault with them ; I am onlyreodnoftirves
pointing out the difference between the posi- recording of their votes.
tion they occupy to-day and that which they Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will the hon.
held when they were on this side of thei gentleman permit me to point out another
House. In 1885 we had the Franchise Bill occasion, also when the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie
before us. We shall have another Franchise was in power and the Lower House passed a
Bill here in a very short time, and my hon. bill abolishing cable inonopoly.
friend, the leader of the House, the Minister
of Justice, will I am sure, in that solenmn Hon. Mr. SCOTT--It is just the reverse.
way in which he has of addressing us, tell The bi repealed the Act under which the
us that that is a question with which we cable corpany had a ronopoly.
have nothing whatever to do. My hon. Hon. Mr. BOITLTON-And it was re-
friend f rom Ottawa (Mr. Scott) moved the jected by the Senate.
six nmonths' hoist to, that Franchise Bill - J
suppose we have the sawe right when it Hon, Sir MACKENZ E BOWELL-
couies here; whether we exercise it or lot! The case to which arn about to refer is one
whl be another question. Mfy hon. f riend in which I personally and the governient of
who spoke ;ast night, said, Oh, if they did which I was a member was interested. I
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brought before this House in 1894 a bill of gentlemen who occupy seats in this Bouse
the most impgrtant character, one affecting to say that I have searched the records
the whole commerical interests of the Domi- with a view to dissipating the idea, if it
nion-the Bankruptcy Bill. I carried it prevailed amnong any portion of the
through the Senate that session, but it did people. I shah devote a littie time, and
not pass through the Lower House for want endeavour to occupy as short a time as pos-
of time. I re-introduced it at the next! sible, to the bil now before the lise. 1
session of parliament. It received its first confess frankly that the more 1 have read
reading, but the independent thought of this the speeches in defence of the measure, the
House was such as to induce the members of more J have been convinced of the impro-
the Senate to inform me very quietly that if Priety of having it become law, and for this
it was pushed to a second reading the govern- reason: the have proved beyond a doubt,
ment would be defeated, and consideringý if the statements made are to be relied
that discretion, under the circumstances, was upon, that the trade of that portion
the better part of valour, I never moved the of the country and the traffic over
second reading, for the reason that the Senate that 150 miles of rail way wilh be s0 enormous
was strongly opposed to an Insolvent Act at that it must pay for itself without any sub-
the time. The government was strong in sidy or assistance from the government. My
the Lower House, and if my hon. friend's hon. friend from Westmoreland, (Mr. Wood)
contention was true, equally strong in this called attention to the building of railways

louse ; but the independent members of the i in western Austrahia, amplifying what I said
Senate forgot party, as they have done on; when addressing the House on the speech
many important occasions, and distinctly but from the throne. I have also read to-day
quietly said to the government of the day, this important statement, that the Slocan
you cannot place on the statute-book a bill road, of which this is a counterpart, a thirty
of that character: That was in the face of a mile road, cost $600,000. It is built in one
demand from the whole commercial com- of the most mountainous parts of British
munity of this Dominion, backed by the Columbia. It is closed for five to six montha
request-when J speak of the commercial of the year with 3now and ice, and for other
world I mean the merchants and traders' reasons; and yet in three years time it has
particularly the wholesale traders-backed paid for the full cost of the construction, the
by all the influence that could be brought to' passenger fare being seven cents per mile.
bear from the wholesale merchants of Eng- Now we are told by the organs of the party
land, Ireland and Scotland. who are supporting this measure that there

is over one hundred millions of freight in
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I know that sight; that some hundred and fifty or two

my hon. friend wants to be reported correct- hundred thousand people will go into that
lY. The hon. gentleman says the bill was country during the next year. Even taking
not read the second time. I know it was the low rate upon the Siocan road for freight
not, but the hon. gentleman moved the'it will more than pay for itsehf; and if the
second reading of the bill, but found the road in western Austrahia couhd be built for
feeling of the Senate was so strongly against about $2,500 per mile and the right of col-
it that he had to withdraw the bill. e lecting tolîs from passengers and freight for
did his whole duty, but when he found that about flfteen months, could more than pay for
he was going to be defeated he did not press the cost of construction and alhow the con-
it. That is the way the case stands. tractors to retire with a coinfortable compe-

tency, what would this 150 miles of tramway
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My pay to the contractors if one-tenth part

explanation for pursuing was that, discretion of the freight and passengers go over
being the better part of valour, J withdrew it that the hon. gentlemen opposite them-
the bill rather than be defeated, and it selves say are to be taken into that country?
would be well if others followed the same Then we are told, as a defence for that, that
course. I have occupied more time on this it is a matter of urgency. My hon. friend
subject than perhaps it deserves, but so who hast addressed the Bouse spoke upon
mluch has been said of the want of inde- that point and tried to impress it upon our
Pendence of senators and subserviency to attention. One wouhd suppose, to read these
Party, that 1 deem it my duty to the hon, speeches and to hear the statements made
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by the Minister of Justice and the Secretary
of State, that the gold producing character
of this country had never been heard of be-
fore. I find a despatch was sent as long ago
as 1878 by Mr. Thornton, the then minister
at Washington, to Lord Derby, pointing out
the necessity of settling the boundary.
Why i Because gold had been discovered in
that country and trouble might arise by the
influx of people to that part of the continent.
Now, coming down to our own time we find
that Bishop Bompas, in 1894, called the at-
tention of the then government to the
necessity for adopting some means by
which peace could be preserved in the
Yukon district. And we find also that
action was taken by the then government,
that an Order in Council was passed in 1894
authorizing an inspector and non-commis-
sioned officer of police to go and examine into
the statements made by the Reverend Bishop
and to report to the governinent. That was
on the 6th of June, 1894; and that after mak-
ing inquiries upon all the subjects he left the
non-comnissioned officer at Fort Cudahy
for the winter and returned to Ottawa. In
the spring of 1895 orders were issued for a
detachment of two officers, surgeon and
seventeen men, while I was president of the
council, to go to that country in order to
preserve peace in the Yukon. They went
there from Seattle.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Was anything being
done at that time in the way of mining?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, they were mining at that time, and it
was for that reason that this body of men
was sent out to preserve peace, if necessary,
in that country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the Indian title
was not extinguished then ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
did not sell any lands. Not only were there
no lands sold, but no regulations were issued
and consequently no control was taken hy
the government of the day, nor was there
any interference on our part with the stray
miners who were in that country, so that
my hon. friend's interruption has very little
force. In the spring of 1895, twenty new
men were sent out and the governiment de-
cided to increase the strength as my hon.
friend knows, but at that time there was no
means of reaching that country except by

taking a steamer at Seattle, sailing to St.
Michael's and going up the Yukon. That
was the only available entrance into that
country. It was well known, therefore, that
miningwas going on and that there was likely
to be a development of that region, and that
the government of the day was aware of the
fact, that it was necessary to look after the
interests of those who were in that country.
Then we find that Mr. Blair, the Minister of
Railways, in a speech made in the House at
the close of the session stated that a nun-
ber of representations had been made to the
government in reference to the necessity of
paying more attention to that country. His
language was:

Hon. menbers of this House will recollect quiet
plainly that before the close of last session evidence
was pouring in upon us of the immense discovery of
gold that was taking place in the Yukon district, and
returning parties fr om that remote region were bringing
the most fabulous accounts of its mineral deposits. No
one who was at all interested in public affairs could
fail to realize that very important questions were
likely to arise in connection with the question of the
great gold discovery.

They had at that time received reports
from agents and those who iad been sent to
that country to report. That fact is estab-
lished by this little incident, that Mr. Lister,
one of the members of the Lower House, re-
ceived a copy of the report in June or July,
immediately after, or about the time of the
prorogation of parliament, showing clearly
that at that early period they knew al] that
they pretend to have discovered atalater day,
and that if it was requisite to enter so sud-
denly into a secret bargain with Mackenzie
& Mann in the latter part of the year, they
are culpable for not having taken action at
an earlier period, when they knew the neces-
sity that existed for looking after the peace
of the country. I shall not read these
different reports, because I read the other
night the dates at which they were received.
If you will look at the estimates of 1896,
you will find that there was an item
placed in the Supply Bill of $6,000 for
the purpose of surveying and ascertain-
ing the feasibility of the navigation of
the Stikine River. I should like to ask my
hon. friend the Minister of Justice, or the
hon. Secretary of State, whether that $6,000
was ever expended i 1 see no charge of it
in the public accounts. Was it put in as a.
blind, or was it another evidence of gross
and most Culpable negligence in connection
with the management of that country?
There is ample evidence that they had suf-
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ficient knowledge before the time they at present claimed as United States territory;
entered into the secret agreement with but I state with equal frankness, and with
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann. It has been more positiveness, that Wrangel is more of
stated-and I desire not to repeat what bas a United States port than either of the
been said so often further than is absolutely other three places; and for this reason, no
necessary-that they had no other offer, matter what the decision of any arbitrators
that the only men with whom they could or commission appointed to determine
deal were Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann. Mr. the boundary between the two countries,
Blair himself said, in his speech the other may be, Wrangel will never be a British
day, that not only Messrs. Mackenzie & possession. It is on an island and is
Mann, but others also, called upon the recognized as United States territory;
government. The question was asked who every line that bas been run places it within
did cal], and his reply was: the bounds of the United States. Is that

The MINISTER OF RAILWAYS AND so with either of the other places? I do
CANALS. We had quite a few people. I as not in not say that arbitrators will give us
Ottawa much at that time, and if I am not as well in- Pyramid Harbour or Skagway or Dyea, I
formed with respect to those minute particulars and am inclined to think the will not, for mandetails as is my hon. friend Mr. Sifton, he will take
occasion to enlighten the House fully on the matter. reasons which I might, but which I will
I know there were others. There were others who. not, advance. This fact stares us in
feitthey represented large ainounts f capital and the face, that if the contention of thehad untold ineans behind theni, and were- willing to
talk railway. But none of these large capitalists Imperial government be correct, then
ever niaterialized. Skagway and Dyeaand Pyramid Harbourare

The hon. gentleman nods. I think I will in Canada, and under no circumstances will
prove to him in a few minutes that they did Wrangel ever be in Canada. My hon.
materialize and put in the hands of Mr. friend will say that while Wrangel is a
Sifton evidence of their bona fides and cap-. United States port it is near the mouth of
ability of doing what they proposed to carry the Stikine River, and being near the Sti-
out. Mr. Blair continued: kine River we have treaty rights which

enable us to navigate those waters without
and, as far as I know, we did not get our eye on any .t
of the credentials which went to establish h.,w solid let or hindrance. That is a proposition I
and capable these people were of carrying out the deny. It is laid down clearly in the books
undertaking. which my hon. friend, if he replies to me,

Ther, he adds this: will read, that the free navigation of a water

I believe they made overtures to my hon. friend as gives the right to land under stress of
to the construction of this railway, or, to be correct, weather and certain other circumstances.
perhaps I should say, not as to the construction of But it does not give the right to set aside
this ralway, but as to the construction of another
railway, namely the Chilkat Pass Railway which all customs regulations.
naturally business men would much prefer to con-
struct rather than the other. The result of their Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not all customs regu-
approaching the governinent and of the negotiations lations, but it does give the right to set
which tcok place between us, was, that they were aside customs duties.iduced to drop their Chilkat enterprise and to take
Up with the Tesin lie. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Now mark this admission in this sentence Perhaps my hon. friend can import sorne
of the hon. Minister of Railways and extraneous matter into the discussion in
Canals. He says these parties approached order to meet his point.
him for the purpose of constructing a railway Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not extraneous.
Which business men of the country would
naturally prefer to the Teslin route. Why Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Should they prefer any other route unless it quite admit that no treaty regulations will
were easier of construction, and would enable set aside the tariff of any country unless it
them to carry on the commerce of the be stated in the treaty itself that the articles
Country at lower rates of freight and furnish are to be free. But I am not aware that
a shorter route to reach their destination ? that bas anything whatever to do with the
I know what my lion. friend will say. He question I am now discussing. On the 2nd
Will say that it was a proposal to build a April, 1874, this question of the right to
line to a United States port. I admit that navigate the Stikine was under discussion.
Skagway, Dyea and Pyramid Harbour are The Collector of Customs at Sitka, Alaska,
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writing to the Secretary of the Treasury at repeat a good many nonsensical statements
Washington uses this language: which have been made by those acting with

I learn that it is the intention of certain masters of my hon. friend, which 1 ar sure he would
foreign vessels to clear direct fron Victoria, B.C., not care to have attributed to him. Now,
for Buck Bar, B.C., without making entry at the the sanie language is used precisely in con-
Port of Wrangel. This is in direct conflict with nection with the free navigation of the St.
Article 1, page 10, of the regulations, &c., and in case
it is permitted by our government, foreign goods and Lawrence to the Americans. Will my hon.
liquors can be landed with impunity on any of the friend tell me that a United States vessel
small islands in Anierican territory without payment com
of duty. The department will bear in mind that the In
mouth of the Stikine is about six miles from Wrangel, would be permitted to pass the different
and if foreign boats are not required io land at Wran- ports on her way to Oswego or Buffalo
gel I would respectfully recominiend that an inspector
be appointed and stationed at the nouth of the river
with a hoat and crew for the purpose of intercepting the custonis of Canada? If he does, he
and inspecting all foreign vessels, and satisfying hin- will excuse me wben I say he knows very
self that their cargoes agree with their nianifests. littie of the operations of the custons and

This collector of customs evidently knew coasting laws. As it is on the St. Lawrence
his duty. While they were exempt fiom River, so it is on the Stikine. I have heard
payment of duty they were not exempt f ron3 many of his own friends say, and 1 think be
the observation of these customs regulations himself stated a few days ago, that a vessel
which are necessary in all countries for the couid leave Port Simpson and go up the
protection of the revenue, and if any evidence Stikine River without caliing at Wrangel at
of that is required you have it in the treaty al, and ge to the border and pass iii the
itself. The treaty of Washington makes goods. I tell hiu that under the laws of al
this provision: nations and under ail custos regulations,

The navigation of the River Yukon, Porcupine n s
and Stikine ase nding and descending froni, to, granted to any country, A vessel without
and into the sea shall for ever renmain free and reporting ber goods and being placed in
open, for the purpose of commerce to the subjects bod on pass
of Her Britannie Majesty, and to the citizens of the o
United States, subject to any laws and regulations of* inspector should be stationed in order to
either country, British or Amnerican, within its terri-icithr cxmtr, Bitih orAinrica, wthx supervise the cargo of that vessel could land
tory, not inconsistent wvith such privileges of free ,2
navigation. liquors or goods of any kind on the shores,

throughI the whole of Alaska without pay-
Hon. Mr. MILLS - Collecting duties ing duty. No countr would ever ailowwould be inconsistent with that right. a thing of that kind.

Hon. Sir MACKENZE BOWELL- hon. r. MILLS-No one is arguing
What duties? ?

that. My hon. friend is contending' for aHon Mr. MILLS-Customs duties. proposition whic no one is denying. The

question is whether the Aiericans would

Why drag that point in continuallymy h o
neer contended that they lad or had otN E el

potson hr wAyKNI toOweoor Bfflo

to pay duty. I neyer said anything of the No; no such question was ever discussed by
kind.cws L

Hon. Mr. MILLS -My hon. friend has a
good many supporters that have been say-
ing so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not responsible for what my supporters
say. I would request my hon friend to con-
fine his objections to the statements that I
make myself. When a statement is made
inconsistent with common sense, my hon.
friend tries to attribute it to me, and when
he cannot do that, he says it is made by
those with whom I am acting. I could

any men possessîng a grain or sense. nougn
Wrangel is a United States port, and the
free navigation of the Stikiie is open to
British subjects without let or hindrance,
my contention was, when we discussed the
subject before, that the regulation which
would apply to Skagway or to Pyramid
Harbour (which is now claimed to be in the
United States), would apply to Wrangel
also. It is true they might, by arbitrary
laws, prevent you from going from Pyramid
Harbour into the Yukon district, but it
would be just as reasonable to suppose that
they would prevent some of the eastern
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townships people from crossing the line into
the state of Maine. I think I am in ac-
cord with my hon. friend when I say I do
not believe that the provisions of the law
which has been adopted by Congress are
constitutional ; neither do I believe that the
President of the United States would ever
sanction such arbitrary legislation; and if
he did sanction it, layman though I am, I
believe the Supreme Court of the United
States would set it aside as ultra vires, being
in direct opposition to the terms of that
treaty.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend shakes his head; perhaps I am
wrong, but I do not think so, notwithstand-
ing that very wise shake of that very wise
head. The fact that they have the right to
make regulations, I repeat, applies with as
much force to the one port as to the other,
and unless the people of the United States
would prevent the bonding of goods and the
supervision of the transport of goods from
Pyramid Harbour, or these other port to
the border, that is just as good a port for us
as Wrangel. It is complained that the
United States officials charge an enormous
fee, or, as somebody has said, five per cent
upon the value of the goods going through
the strip of territory claimed by the United
States. Supposing that is true; is it any-
thing new? That principle has been in vogue
for the last 18 or 20 years, since I entered
the Customs Department ; and almost every
year questions arose as to granting permis-
sion for the transportation of goods through
Canada by pack trails in British Coulmbia
in order to reach some of the mining dis-
trict in Montana or Washington ter-
ritory ; and the permission was grant-
ed on condition of their paying
the expense of the officer who would
accompany them to see that the goods were
not sold and distributed in Canada. There
is this much I can say, we never charged
them as much as the -United States charged
Our people under similar circumstances. The
Jnited States used to charge us a much

higher rate; there were also similar cases
in regard to our miners on the border where
Ininers were engaged in that mining country;
and in getting back to the UTpper Kootenay
they used to charge our people three dollars
a day for the men who accompanied them.

Now at the Stikine, where the wages are a
dollar an hour, I do not know that nine or
ten dollars a day for an officer to accompany
goods passing through that country, is more
than three dollars in the eastern part of the
country. This is held to be an imposition
upon the trade of this country that has never
existed before, when in fact it has been in
existence ever since the necessity arose of
passing from one country into another where
there are no customs officials.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Re-
sumed. He said : At six o'clock I had
pointed out what offers had been made to
the government for the construction of the
railway, I had tirst quoted from the speeches
made by the ministers in the House of Com-
mons, where they acknowledged having
received offers from other parties besides
Mackenzie & Mann. It was also stated, at
the time, in reply to a remark, by Mr. Blair
that they knew little of the bona fides of the
parties who had made these offers, intimat-
ing that they had no knowledge of their
financial ability or standing in the money
markets of the world, and consequently were
not in a position to consider their offers. I
will now point out clearly what the offer
really was, and what the negotiations of Mr.
Kersey were some time before entering into
the contract with Messrs Mackenzie & Mann.
Those who have followed the debates in the
Lower House will remember that Mr. Sifton,
the Minister of the Interior, acknowledged
having had an interview with Mr. Kersey
and his representatives, when the question
of the building of a railway to the Klondike
was discussed. The facts as I have gleaned
them are as follows: the statement
made by the Minister of the Interior in
reference to proposals by a company for
the building of the Teslin Railway, repre-
sented by Mr. Maitland Kersey were not, I
venture to affirm, strictly correct. Let
us see how far that statement is correct.
The facts, as I understand them, are, that a
letter was addressed to Mr. Sifton on the
10th Decemiber, after an interview had by
Mr. Kersey with Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in
which he offerad, on behalf of his company,
to build the road for $6,000 per mile, from
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the Dominion government, presupposing him to complete these important matters he
that he came to an agreement with the was unabie to communicate Froperly with
government of British Columbia for further London, or to receive an answer at 10
assistance; which government was asked o'clock Monday morning. At that hour the
$4,000 per mile, but was afterwards amended expected answer fot having been received,
to $2,250, together with 10,000 acres of Mr. Kersey hande-I to Mr. Sifton a iettpr
land on the same basis as the grant made by stating that he was unabie to guarantee the
the British Columbia government to the conletion of the road by September ist
Cassiar Central Railway. After that in- without a cash bonus. On Monday after-
terview Mr. Kersey went to London to ar- noon a messae was received f rom London
range details for the quick construction of and was at once sent in to Mr. Tarte, whom
the railway, and leaving in Ottawa a repre- Mr. Kersey had seen in the morning, and
sentative to negotiate with the government whow as then at a council meeting.
for him. Cables passed during Mr. Kersey's Mr. Kersey's syndicate would have been
stay in London, in which his agents here f ully prepared to undertake the construction
stated that the government would give no of the railway for a very much les grant
cash subsidy, but were prepared to receive than that given to Mackenzie & Mann if
an alternative proposa], and although Ker- they had in the first place been given any
sey's agent repeatedly visited Mr. Sifton and time to properly negotiate ; and if, in the
endeavoured to extract some information second place Mr Kersey or his agent had
from him as to about what the government been advised by Mr. Sifton, as were the
would grant, and in what territory the land present contractors, of the terms of the
would be taken from, he was utterly unable government, and how much they would
to obtain any information in the premises. grant. Now let me ask was not Mr.
On Mr. Kersey's arrival in Canada, on 21st Kersey's proposal as originally made to the
January, he was advised that a contract was government, namely, of six thousand dollars,
closed with Mackenzie & Mann, and was with a further grant of the British Columbia
only awaiting signature, that all the details governinent of twenty-two hundred and
had been agreed to, except that Mackenzie flfty dollars and ten thousand acres of land
& Mann desired the further assistance of from the British Columbia government, on
a cash bonus, which the government de- the basis of the Cassiar Centrai unes, a far
clined to pay. On the Friday afternoon, more advantageous basis of agreement to
21st January, Mr. Kersey called on Mr. the government of Canada than the one
Sifton, and endeavoured to glean some infor- entered into? The answer is so obvious that
mation on which to base a further tender, it were useless to discuss it further.
but was unable to obtain any. On the These are the facts as 1 gieaned them, and
Friday evening of the same day, Hon. Mr. 1 noted them down so as to be as succinct as
Dobell and Mr. Borden, who, with other possible and to adhere strictiy to the facts in
ministers, had insisted that Mr. Kersey's the case, to show that the terms which
company should have fair play, took Mr. were offered were better than the terms
Kersey to Mr. Sifton. Mr. Sifton then said which the government accepted. What must
that he wanted an answer on the following strike any man who lias given any attention
day, or at the very latest by 10 o'clock on to this point ia particular, is, that Mr. Sif ton
the Monday morning, as to what Mr. Ker- studiously avoided having any intercourse or
sey's proposals were. Mr. Kersey then for interview with any other persons than Mac-
the first time ascertained from him that a kenzie & Mann, who were wiiiing to enter
land grant was to be given out of the whole into a contract for the construction of a rail-
Yukon territory, but no mention was made way by the Stikine River route, which must
of the extent of the acreage, nor of any fact lead to the conclusion that there was a pre-
relating to the carrying mineral rights. Mr. determination that the contract shouid be
Kersey was asked who were his supporters, given to these two gentlemen, and that al
and he handed a strictly confidential docu- others shouid be cut out. Why should that
ment so marked to Mr. Sifton, giving in be? Why was not the ordinary course of
confidence the names of subscribers to his asking for tenders resorted to? There was
syndicate. Mr. Kersey also was prepared to no time, is the answer. Then, if there was
put up the necessary guarantee, but in the not time to advertise for tenders, the propo-
short space of time that was ieft to sitions which had been made by these other
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parties, Mr. Maitland Kersey on the one gratitude of the country, for vhatever may have beenand r. Hmilon Sith n te oterthe motives that induced these capitalists ta makepart, and Mr. Hamilton Smith on the other,offe, these tives are of
ought at least to have been considered. Un- littie consequence, provided that we obtain the re-
der ordinary circumstances a man making a suit, and the resilt is that the new company now
bargain on his own account for the construc- offers more advantageous terms than those we have
tionof a house,or the building of a road, would
take every possible advantage of any proposi- How does this comport with the doctrine
tion which might be made to him. "Oh," says now preached by these gentlemen? But,
Mr. Sifton, and those defending the measure, said my hon. friend who spoke last night,
"it was not my duty to run after these when referring to the fact that a second
people: they should have cone to me." Thistender to construct the Canadian Pacific
statement shows distinctly that, had it not Railway vas iejected by the government
been for the intervention of the Hon. Mr. of that day ; and then, if 1 did not mis-
Dobell and the Minister of Militia, Mr. understand him, he made the statement
Sifton would scarcely have given Mr. Ker- that the present government.was in precisely
sey an interview, much less discuss the the same position-that the question of the
question of the terms of the construction of construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
the railway over the very route that they bad not been made an issue at the election
say is the only one that should be opened which preceded the entering into contract.
up in the interests of Canada. That is, so My hon. friend was just as much at fault
far as Mir. Kersey is concerned. It is scarcely upon that point as le was in bis refe-ence to
necessary that I should enter upon the ques- the alleged partisanship of the Senators of
tion of Mr. Hamilton Smith's offer. That Canada. It is well known that the question
offer was made early in the season, and Mr. of the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Smith also made an offer after the contract Railway led to the resignation of Sir John
had been entered into. I know that the Macdonald on the 5tb November, 1873. It
defence of the government is that the con- is well known that that was one of the
tract having been signed before the last offer main issues at the election of 1874,
of Mr. Smith was made, it was impossible to wben Mr. Mackenzie went to the people,
accede either to his terms or to consent to Lt is also well known that, during that
the proposition which he made. We know, period, the government of Mr. Mackenzie
however, that in the past that was not the advertised ail over the world asking for
doctrine laid down by the gentlemen when tenders for the construction of that road,
they were in opposition, particularly when and that tbey could find no one with wbom
the contract for the Canadian Pacific Rail- they could enter into a contract, or who
way was before parliament. Their conten- would take the responsibility of the con-
tion then was that a second offer; even struction of that road, it being of such
though the contract had been signed by the magnitude as to frighten almost every capi-
other parties, should have been accepted. J talist in the world. Lt is also well known
have an extract from a speech delivered in that Mr. Mackenzie and his government
the House of Commons by the hon. proposed to utilize the water stretches, and
Premier of the present day, in which he was constructing certain portions of railway
laid down this doctrine: that if an offer had between water stretches to furnisb railway
been made to construct the Canadian Pacifie communication with Manitobaand theNorth-
Railway at a lower price than that which west Territories. Lt is also known that in
the government were paying to the parties the election of 1878, the construction of the
with whom they had been negotiating and Canadian Pacific Railway was a distinct and
with whom they had entered into a contract, positive issue before the electors, and that
the opposition deserved greater credit at the the government of Sir John Macdonald in
hands of the people then they otherwise 1878 advertised, not only in this country
would be entitled to if they could compel but also in England and other parts of the
the government to accept it. Here is what world, for tenders to construet the road. It
the Hon. Mr. Laurier said: is also known that parliament authorized the

government of the day to enter into a con-
It is stated that the offer is not seriously made, tract for the construction of the Canadian

that it is a political dodge got up by the Opposition. Pacifie Railway, subject to the approval of
Mr. Speaker, if the Opposition have organized this
Schene they will have stili another daim to the parliament. Lt is further known that it was
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only after a failure to obtain any tenders
from contractors that they entered into a
contractin London with George Stephen (now
Lord Mount Stephen) and his associates, so
that it is absurd to attempt to establish any
analogy between the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way and the railway froin Telegraph Har-
bour to the mouth of Teslin Lake. Every
one will see that the two cases are neither
directly nor indirectly analagous. In the
one case attempts had been made for years
all over the world, without success, to obtain
contractors to enter upon the construction
of a work of greater magnitude and failed;
and it was only with the utmost exertion-I
might almiost say that it was with super-
human exertions that Sir John Macdonald,
Sir Charles Tupper and the late Hon. John
Henry Pope, when in London induced
these parties to take the contract.
Contrast that with this case which
we have before us. The governmenr, in
a hurried way, entered into a secret ar
rangement with two contractors with whom
we have every reason to believe they had
been in communication from the time Mr.
Sifton landed in Victoria after his visit to a
portion of Alaska. There is every reason to
believe that then and there these arrange-
ments were made, not perhaps to the fullest
extent, but to the extent that they could
have the construction of the road. The
first intimation that anybody in Canada had
of the fact that a contract had been entered
into was given in the Toronto Globe in a three
or four column article after the visit of the
principal editor of the paper to Ottawa,
where I have no doubt he had been sum-
moned in order to receive the information
whicih he imparted afterwards to his readers.
The transaction at first met the approval of
a number of gentlemen who read it, froin the
fact that the whole facts were not given to
the public. I do not say that the editor who
wrote that article designedly kept fron the
public the information which afterwards
caine to light. It is just possible that he
published all the information given to him
and that that information was of such a cha-
racter as led nany to give their adhesion to
the agreement. Now there is the difference
between the two cazes, and it is a question
for the Senate and the country to decide
whether any government, under the circum-
stances, were justified in taking the course
that the present government have pursued.
I now come to the contract itself-and I am

not going to waste the time of this House
by quoting from its provisions at any length.
I should like to ask the minister who leads
this House how it is that the government,
which has been denouncing for many
years monopolies in railways, should insist
upon creating a monopoly ? One would
have supposed that the contractors
would ask for, and insist upon having, a
monopoly of trade, and a promise and declara-
tion that no other road should be built. Now
ain I to understand that that is the fact in
connection with this contract? IDid Messrs.
.lackenz:e & Mann insist upon having a
provision of that kind in the contract, or did
the government, on the other hand, insist
upon having a clause placed in the contract
pledging themselves that they would not
permit competition ? Upon whom rests the
responsibility Is it the government or is
it Messrs. Mackenzie & Manni My hon.
friend is silent on that point.

Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-I will answer my hon.
friend when I speak. I do not wish to in-
terrupt him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
rny hon. friend had practised that virtue this
afternoon, probably 1 should not have taken
up so much tine. This is a fair question
to ask of a minister, whether the terms
of the contract were insisted upon by
the government or by the contractors.
If by the government I know what the
defence is ; that it was to secure the
trade by what is termed an al-Canadian
route. Now, my bon. friend knows, and no
one better, that trade will find its own
level no matter when and where it may be
created. It is also well known that the con-
struction of that road will be just as nuch
to the advantage of the traders on the
Pacific, whose vessels ply between Seattle,
San Francisco, Tacona and Wrangel, as it
will to the vessels that sail from Victoria and
Vancouver. Does any one suppose that
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann would refuse
freight from any portion of the United
States? It is absurd to consider the propo-
sition for a moment. The only difference
between the one that is Canadian and the
other, is simply this : If the people of San
Francisco, for I take it that is where the
largest proportion of the freight would be
obtained, except the food sent into that
country, that they having had the trade
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and having been carrying it by their Now this same hon. gentleman only to-
transport company for the last half century, day, as you will see in the reports of the
they will go on competing just as strongly, newspapers to-night, supported with ail the
and even more vigorously than they ever did vigour of bis intellect and power of language
in the past; and if goods can be purchased a charter to a company upon the grounds of
in any United States port and taken to it giving competition to the people in the
Wrangel and shipped via the Stikine River Kootenay district, that competition being, it
and thence by the railway from Telegraph is alleged, in taking of ores of the Kootenay
Creek to Teslin Lake as cheap, plus the duty, mines into the United States to be there
as the Canadian goods, they will go in just crushed and selted. So that we have a
the sanie in the future as they have gone in monopoly forced upon one contractor by the
the pasvt, and no power can prevent it. safe government-for I suppose they are a
When we consider that a large proportion responsible for the action of one minister-
of the freight f rom the United States to as absolutely necessary for the benefit of Cari-
that country and fromn Canada, is rining adian trade, while in the Kootenay district
machinery, ail of which is f ree, exeptcompetition isstimulatedtoicarry trade away
imported machinery which cotupetes with from the country. Reconcile the twoifyou
machinery made in Canada-and there is a cane confess an unable to do so. Will
very large proportion that is not made in this not dis advantages arise from this monopoly
country-then the United States manufac- clause in the Yukon Bi. It is a monopoly
turers of these particular articles wich are clause, s0 far as the governinent can possibly
in use by the minera more than anythingr make it a monopoly. They will tel you that
else, except food and raiment, will send it is not a monopoly, because parliament char-
them in, because they can be taken cheaper 'tered two other roads to run from the head
by water fro the great manufacturing of Lynn Canal. at Pramid Harbour or Skag-
centres on thie Pacific coast, than they car way, one through the White Pass and an-
be sent across the Rocky Mountains from other tirough one of the other passes.
the east where the great manufacturing If the road were uilt f rom a Canadian
industries of Canada exiat, with the exception point directly east of the Rocky psloun-
of a couple of large establishments on the tains then could understand a market
Coast , one in Vancouver and another in ber created, and an a nost inexhaustable

Vicwtor fohegetmauatuigo Lnn aaa yaidHroro kg

beone, for those who produce the food of
the the people. We al know that British

in usres DOnA (BsCimi There Columbia is not only fertile, but that it
casis as productive as any other part of Canada.

lion. Sir 'MACKE NZIE BOWELL- We also know that the great majority of its
argue apart from that provision of the con- people are engaged in commerce and in min-
tract altogether. 1 was arguing from the ing, and have not in the past produced food
general principle of the trend of trade- enough for their own use. They may be do-

liiesyuhave prohibitory duties and un- ing s0 now, but I doubt it, because there is a
less yoyhy dowit thea principle that foreign great influx of people faro other parts of the
goods shalb not be taken over a Canadian world to the annin districts and they ob-
railwy, then it wil find its level whether tain their supply of food to a very large ex-
this Prohibition clause prevents discrimina- tent f roi Washangton Territory. Waen 
tin or nor Then we have the fact before was there a year or two ago, visiting the
Us to-night of the governinent forcing upon far of lis Excelency the Governor Gen-
the cOntractors a onopoly clause which Mr. eral, the Okanagan istrict, I found that

laer savs that they theinselves did not want, wheat was bein brouht fro Montana at
for his anguage is this 17 to 20 cents per busel, paying the freigt

railway then itd willtin findsu its leelwete

But the governuient feit that they eould not reason- dc y
7. expect a responsible company to take on the mining districts withBritishColumbiawheat,

Teshn Lake route if they were to be met with coi- splendid though it was, and beginning to be
l>tition at the hands of a conipany who should owii

the route from Lynn Canal, and the clause was for t
is reason chiefly inserted in the contract. Okanagan valley. If they want wheat and

And then he say's again: corn they will get it in the states of Wash-
That they insisted upon its being placed in the con- ington and Oregon, and will ship it from
act, and that the contractors did not ask for it. seaports direct to the Yukon in competition

31
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with the wheat products of Manitoba and the
great North-west. The past bas shown that
railway freights militate against the food pro-
ducts east of the Rockies to the extent of ren-
dering it almost impossible to compete with
the products of Washington and Oregon. It
proved itself in the time of the great fail-
ure of the crops in Australia, when they
shipped fromn Canada over and over again
hundreds of thousands of bushels of wheat.
JI was carried from the east side of the
Rockies to Vancouver atd placed in the
Australian ships, but the Washington and
Oregon wheat could compete successfully
with it and the result was that, instead of
supplying the Australian colonies witlh
Canadian wheat altogether, a large portion
of it came from the United States. It is so
with meats. The last time I examined the
trade and navigation returns, I found
that there was over half a nillion
pounds of mutton imported from Wash-
ington for home consumption in the
province of British Columbia. Whether
that importation goes on to the sanie extent
as it did at that time, I am not prepared to
say, but J know I took the trouble to point
out to the owners of sheep ranches in the
North-west Territories that they should
make immediate arrangements with the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company to
enable them to compete with the Washing-

know that telegrams have been sent from all
over the country urging the construction of
this road. One was read last night from
the Victoria Board of Trade-that is, it
purported to come from the Victoria Board
of Trade. I do not say of my own knowledge
that it did not, but I am informned that no
meeting of the Board of Trade took place,
and that it was simuply the emanation of a
few gentlemen who got together. I do not
say that what I am stating is strictly true,
but I am giving the information as I got it.
If you will notice, even iii this Victoria
telegram this route is not endorsed. The
telegrani is as follows :

The British Columbia Board of Trade begs to draw
vour attention to the fact that uniiless the Lake Teslin
roiad is built this vear untold loss will be entailed
upon the inerchants and shippers of this province,
and that if the northern trade is not directed imnie-
diately into purely Canadian channels, a permanent
and irretrievable loss would be sustained by the
Doinion, and we must enter ouir earnest and
emnphatic protest against any legisiation that niay
retard the works now going on.

It bas been sufliciently established before
the House that this bill is not a proposition
to open up a purely Canadian route. It is
only just to the House that I should read a
telegram which I received to day from
Vancouver. It is signed by W. Godfrey,
president of the Vancouver Board of Trade,
and is as follow s:-

ton mutton. It was a better quality of meat, Whereas the opening of communication with the
but they could not compete in prices. The Yukon district is of vital importance in the inercan-

ualit was so superior that in Vancouver tile and manufacturing interests of the country ; and
whereas such communication is, im the opinion of this

and Victoria they could find a market, but ouncil, to be obtained by the construction of the
not in the mining camps. 1 point that railway between Teslin Lake and some Canadian

out to show that no matter what road Woit, therefore, be it resolved, that the Vancouver
oard of Trade hereby prays the parliament of

you build, or what competition you obstruct, Canada to legisiate for the immediate construction of
or what kind of a monopoly you give, a railway in Canadian territory between Teslin Lake

-rnt and the port which nmay be found to be most suitablea large proportion of the trade w on the coast of British Columbia, and to provide that
continue to flow from the Pacifie coast the portion of the line between Teslin Lake and
cities as it has done in the past. The only Glenora shall be conpleted by September lst of this

way to prevent it successfully would year.

be to build a road either from Edmon- Both these telegrams-and this last one
ton or Prince Albert; or, if you will, from in particular-urge the construction of a
Ashcroft, which would open up all that road to a Canadian port, and if this road
mining district. It is almost useless to f rom Glenora to Teslin Lake is to be con-
waste time in discussing the question. structed, that it should terminate at some
There is no man in the Senate who under- Canadian port in British Columbia. I
stands the trend of trade and the effect of scarcely think there is a gentleman in this
tariffs, or the opening up of competition, House who ohjects to a proposition of that
better than my hon. friend opposite, and 1 kind. I wish to have it distinctly under-
question very much whether we shall hear stood that, so far as I am concerned-and I
the same arguments f rom him as were ad- believe so far as those on whose behaif I
vanced in the House of Commons f rom the speak are concerned-we are prepared to
governrient side upon this question I assist the government in any scheme which
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will accomplish the object that telegram has
in view. We have no desire whatever to
prevent the construction of a road, upon
fair and equitable terms, which will open up
that country and give, beyond peradventure,
all the advantages that can be derived by
starting from a Canadian port. That, I

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
common sense in the one case and nonsense
in the other.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is common sense in the one case and giving
away the country in the other.

believe, is the position we take in this House, Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Is that the
and the objection we have to the present Cassiar Central contract?
scheme is that you build 150 miles of a
tramw ay for which you give 3,750,000 acres Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
of land, with all the mines and minerals and Yes; the Cassiar contract, I think-Stikine
wood that there is upon it-something un- River to Dease Lake.
usual in the legislation of this or any other Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The hon.
country in the past, and that, too, for acounry n th pat, ad tat, oo or gentleman might go on and explain on what
tram which does not furnish an all-Cana- itramwhic dos flt frnis anail-ana conditio)ns the free miners were permitted to
dian route. Now, the British Columbia ke up daims.
government seem to have a better idea of t
what they should do in legislating upon a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
question of this kind. When they granted do not know the conditions. My hon. friend,
a chrter to the railway from Stikine comingfron British Columbia, no doubt wil
River to Dease Lake, they gave aiknowthem. In the one case there are severe
lease to the company for 35 years. restrictions protecting the government and
The first clause opens the surface to giving theni a revenue under ail circum-
pre-emption and sale in the terms of the'stances, and a tenure of the revenue so long
Land Act of 1896, and compels the company as it is worked. Perhaps my hon. friend,
to pay $5 per acre for town sites, one-fourth who has just interrupted me, will have a
to go to the government. So that if they better idea of the views which are taken of
establish a town site in any part of the land this concession when I read him a short
Which has been given to this company they article which appears in a journal called the
compel the company to pay $5 per acre for Victoria Times, published, 1 believe, i
the land, and then they are to give one- Victoria, whose proprietor and editor is a
quarter of the sale of all the lots to the gov- Mr. Templeman.
ernment, but that is not in addition, because
I think the $5 is remitted back to them.
Then the company cannot mine until they Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BQWELL-I
have located and recorded their claims accord- cannot say whether he is the hon, gentleman
ing to the mining laws, the claims to be who sits opposite me and interrupted me,
subject to the same laws and charges-that but it is the same name.
is, a royalty one-half per cent, $50 a year
rent, $100 for each transfer, no matter how Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
many there may be, and then they have to very much like him.
Pay, in addition to that, a royalty on the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-On
timber. In this case there was only 10,240 the23rdApr 1897, the Times commenting
acres per mile given, in all 700,000 acres. iThen there is this important clause " Free pnth ss
Miners may locate on lands demised to the
Comany.)C The Turner goverment ust be congratulated on

Yes ;the assia conract I ne thnkSiie

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
hear.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And free miners are entitled to the Crown
reversion. Now compare these terms with
the terms given in the concession of this
large grant of land in the gold area of the
Riondike.

31½

.Y o s e ou on a new ne once in a whileat least. After trying all sorts of games with the
public domain they have devised an entirely new
sort of scheme in connection with the proposal to
grant aid to the Cassiar Central Railway. The com-
pany to which that railway franchise has been given
is to be handed over the privilege of gobbling up not
only lands in the electoral district of Cassiar but all
the minerals "precious or base, therein and there-
under." For each mile of railway built 10,240 acres
of land in a block is to go under the control of a com-
pany, and any free miner who finds a promising loca-
tion within that area will be forced to hand over a
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half interest to the company. Prospective townsites be justified in giving the name here, but I
are to go to the company in fee simple on payment to have no objection to give the name to
the government of five dollars per acre. the lon. gentleman, and to the hon.

I suppose that is the answer which I could Minister of Justice so as to justify the
give to the hon. gentleman. The article statement J make as to the letter and the
continues: character of its author. This letter was

And provisions are iade for the paymnent to the writtentoineanl marked private. 1 wrote
government of certain royalties and taxes on mining l' th- gentleman imniediately after its
claims. There is fortuînately sone ground for hope r
that the House, which lias shown somne spirit of in c
deppcidence within the last few days will not agree to mportant information upon a grave ques-
this outrageLis bill. tion which was coming before the parliament

Then the Victoria Tinms of April 29th, of Canada, that I should take the liberty of
1897, has an article headed " The Cassiar r
Outrage," in whieh the following appears : nOutrae cie acknowledged receipt of that letter, and

How they (the Turner government) can count on made no objection to my proposition. 1
getting any support for so outrageons a scheme is make thi explanation in justice to the
nard to concei ve. Any imenber of the House has but
to ask hîimself how he would like to see a similar piece gentleman who wrote that letter and also as
of legislation applied to his own district in order to a reason why I think it advisable not to
sec the iniquity of the Cassiar proposal. give bis name publicly. The letter is dated

Here is a bill with restrictions placed February 7th, Victoria, B.C., and is as

to know and who represent-I believe My >EAR Sin MAcKENZIm, -Tristing to ouîr friendly
the paper represents the Liberal element relations of the past, I venture to write you regarding
of Victoria and claims-I was going to the subject upon which both sides of the House, or

but I the leaders at least seei to be unanimous, it is never-
say arrogates, to itself, J will not say theless one of the most awful publie cries ever pro-
that-the leadership of the party in British )osed to be carried out by the governiiient of any
Columbia, denouncing this as an outrageous country, and will hold that of Canada up to the scornt

of the entire world, if permitted to go into effect-I
bill although the government protects itself allude to the proposed Yukon concession for building
to the extent to which I have called the the railroad fromn Telegraph Creek to Teslini Lake, a

attention of the Senate; at the same time, distance now pretty well adiitted to be less than 120
>tmiles. In its aid the newspapers seemi to have with

we find the Liberal party, and a portion of singular unaiiiiity resolved upon a "conspiracy of
them also in the provinceof British Columbia, silence," and it loks as if this awful deal were going

tlrough the House without a kick. I do not knowsupporting this bil which I suppose is not what your views of the mùatter are, but if favourable,
outrageous in its character, because it only I still venture to say a friendly word of remonstrance
gives away all the land in fee simple, coal, aganst an action you will regret to the day of your

death. in the first place the railroad is not needed
wood and everything that is necessary for for this vear : and moreover by the exercise of what-
the carrying on successfully of mining opera- ever expedition cannot be in rumning order in tinme to
tions in the country. However, we shal be of any use this year ; that is to say that the coui-

. try will b all frozen up before the ralroad
be better able to judge how far this scieme can be running. If the road then is not to
meets the views of the hon. gentleman f rom be of any service this year, wvhy not give until
British Columbia when we hear him speak. next year to complete it-by adopting which course

the road cau be built like other roads, at a mode-
I propose to close my remarks by refer- rate cost, say 810,000 per mile, which the gov-
ring to this Stikine River route. I ernuent huad better theiselves spend than exploit the

wliole region as they are proposimg to do. All that ishave received from nearly all parts of the wanted this year to iove all the traffic that will go
country letters commenting upon it. I over that route is a wagon road, and the keeping
will take the liberty of reading such por- trattic open for mules and foot passengers until the

wagon road can be constructed. My brother arrived
tions of thern as bear upon the contract and f rom that country only yesterday. He has been twice
the Teslin Lake route. The first is a letter over the road fromîî Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake

during the last few months, and he tells me there isdated Victoria, B.C., February 7. already an excellent winter road between the two
1 places, over which several hundreds of men have al-

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Who is the writer? ready passed, and over which the inachinery for the
steamiboat and saw-mill, and supplies connected there-
with are now in transit to Teslin Lake. This is theHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He Yorke expedition which went up the Stikine River

was one of the most prominent men, occupy- last sumner, and will have their steainboat and saw-
ing the highest position that a man could inill in running order by the end of May. My brother

tells me that a force of one hundred men can keep
occupy, in Victoria. I do not think I would that roadway open after the snow is off the ground, so
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that all freight and passengers can go over it for the It was stated in the House that the Rothschild's
summer. In the first part of the journey there is no representative dropped the scheme, and would have
difficulty, but for fifty miles or so on the Teslin Lake nothing to dIo with it without a cash subsiiy. This
end the land is swampy and boggy and considerable representative was (presumably Maitland Kersey)
corduroying must be done, but the force of one but was lie ever inforned, or did the government
hundred men eau accomplish ail this and kee - the ever hint to him that they were prepared to make
crowd moving. In the meantime the wagon road can anything like the concession they are giving ? It
be under construction. Now so far as a ralroad is would be interesting to know just what transpired
concerned it will be more of an obstruction during its with Kersey, and what made him drop.
building than an aid. We ail know this fact from The only way of doing this work so quickly is by
practical experience. taking the men off Crow's Nest Pass road. It would

Now as to the grant to be given this company for seem therefore as if the stipulation of the 1st of
building this unnecessary road, it seems to me to September was made, so that only those who had the
mean practically giving them the remainder of the Crow's Nest Pass in hand could offer for it.
mines in the country. They are to take 3,750,000; One other thing is regarding the White pass route-
acres, and mineral rights pertaining thereto in blocks 44 miles of railway froni the head of Lynn Canal will
I presumne of 25,000 acres and to pick it wherever brinig to navigable water and there following the
they like. The right accorded the free miner and the Marsh trail to the Hootalinqua is about 30 milles
prospecting and holding clains in the meantime over which a tramway is being built. This is far
anounts to nothing in aid of the public. It merely shorter than the Stickine route, and is more of an all-
makes the freeniner and prospector the jackal for British route than the Stickine route, for the head of
the company. The jackal discovers the location, and Lynn Canal althoutgh claimed by the United States
perhaps secures one claim for himself: the company is disputed territory and probably belongs to Canada.
immediately swoop down, and say "we'll take the P. S.-I bave mailed you this evening a Seattle
balance." One of the Victoria papers this morning newspaper which lias an interesting article on this
(and a Conservative organ too, save the mark) said ubject (i.e. the pioposed Teslin railroad) on the first
that the three or four million acres was insignificant snd second pages.
because there were over 180,000,000 more territory a
yet, belonging to the governuient. What a nislead- Then, on the 10th February, he wrote as
ing tbough specious argument-although 180,000),000
acres of land how munîch of this vast territorv will follows
eventually have proved gold producing. Not 2,000, -
000 acres of it I venture to say. " Gold is where you MY I)EAR SIR MJV'KENZÎE, -I see that Mr. Blair,
find it " and the privilege the company is to have is in introducing the 'Yukon Railway bill, said that it
to take the gold, within the 2,000,000 acres, scattered was to be constructed without a dollar of expense to
all over the country "as the free-miner finds it.' In the people of Canada.
other vords as I said before the free-miner is to be Surely this is a singular argument-a distinction
the jackal to find the lion his prey. between mnoney and noney's worth. If the govern-

These considerations show that what is proposed, ment really wanted to find out how much this con-
is the giving the whole country away. Like Esau sel- cession is worth in noney let them take and offer it
ing his birthright for a mess of pottage, and a mess on the London markct, and they can get 850,000,000
that we don't require. for it. The pick of the entire Klondike, the present

What is carefully kept from the eyes of the people wonder of the world. There was another syndicate
iýs that 98 per cent of the area of this country is, and seeking the samne charter that of Maitland Kersey,
atlways wili be a mere waste, a wilderness, and that and they offered the local governiment liere to build
in the remaining 2 per cent only, will the riches be the road in the saine timne as the present contractors
fomund, after unheard of fatigue and toil by the pros. here for a subsidy of 82,250 a mile and a land grant
Pector, and it is this 2 per cent, the riglt to select it, of 10,000 acres per mile-not one acre of which would
after the prospector has discovered it, that the govern- have been in the Yukon or the North -west Territories
ment is giving away to this railroad. In other words but ail in British Columbia, in addition to this he
givig away the entire countrv. asked the Canadian government 86,000 per mile and

If this grant really becomes l'aw the government have yet Maitland Kersey would bave been content to
no idea of the contract they will have on hand to main- go to London with this franchise, and assures me
tain it. A few mounted policemen will not do it. that lie could have sold it in England for a very
They will have an insurrection in the country they large sum, in fact, hîad the mnoney subscribed on that
n.ever dreant of. '['lie Riel rebellion will not he a basis, and had arranged bis syndicate of the very best
circumstance to it, and this will not be a rebellion of men lu England to take it uIp. How much then is
Indiai braves and Half-breeds but of an entire popu- the other concession of 2. times the land and power
lation suffering under. what thev- consider, the de- to pick it aiywhîere, and at any tinie, worth? The
frauding of the reward of their toil. Akin to this plea of urgency is a mere myth. As I explained mn
subj'ct is the proposal of the governiment to reserve my last letter so far as the summer and spring trafhie
alternate claims. I do not suppose this holds as mto the Klondike is concerned-the railway will re-
against the railway grpant, but the proposal anyway is tard nistead of facilitating it--for this seasoni. But
the most ridiculous ever proposed in a miiningcountry. then it is said the imaim object of the railway this
Such a thing was never dreamt of in Australia, Cali- year is to get next seasons supplies, and the winter
fOrnia, Mexico, Africa or anywheret else in the globe. supplies iu, this year, over an all-British route. In
It remained for Canada to formulate such a scheme. fact, it mneans that the entire provisioning of the im-

I have not time to write you more to-night. but will mense armny of men goin imto Klondike wiil comne
write you again to-morrow. from Canada, and over this route. But this argument

Your faithful friend, proves too much for if it be the case that the road is
going to take ail the traffia, it will pay for itself with-
out any subsidy at ail.

BP.S.-There is no limîit as to the length of this road. Tht' parties advancing this argument, however,
But the contractors are to get 25,000 acres per mile, know very well, that no such thing will happen as
anîd to build the railway without filing plans. The that ail the trade, or any considerable portion of it
real length is perhaps 130 miles, but as they are vill go over that road this year at ail events, and if it
united they can make it 175 miles or 200 miles, is going to be not of much service this year, why not
and s0, if they chose, get so much more subsidy. give a few more months for its construction and let it
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be done cheaply, and reasonably, which considering country iast August, anl took up their îîachinery
the class of railroad, could be done if reasonable tine and outfit with thein for building a steamboat and a
be given, for abou; $10,000 a mile, or 81,300,000. The saw-nili. They have only arrived with their stuif at
distance from Telegraph to Teslin is not over 130 Teslin now, and they have beüi no sluggardF. They
miles. My brother who has just comne down froni expect ti have their steamboat buit by lst June, not
there and who has been over the trail twice, within before, and their saw-nill in running order a month
the last few months, walked over it, assured me it is or two before then. How viii these people fare who
not over 130 miles, and he believes not over 120 miles. are starting up only now? Some of them hi.pe tu get
Those in the east who say otherwise, surveyors ai- up the river on the ice, but hauling scores of tons up
though they nay be, are either incompetent, or have on the ice is a problematical question. However,
somie sinister notive in representing it as more. Now supposing they succeed. HoNv long is it going to
what I want to demonstrate to you is that this get- take theni tu get ti Teslin Lake And how long
ting of the whole winter and next season's supply afrerwards to cruise their tiniber (which is very scarce
over the proposed Telegraph and Teslin Lake Rail- there), convert it into lîîiier, season it, and then
way is nonsense, sheer nonsense to those who know liuild their boat.? Will they le mueh ahead if those
the facts. The proposed railway covers only 130 %vho go u the Stikine after navigation opens 1
miles of a travel oif sonie 600 or 700 nmiles aIl of which think not.
is frozen solii, after, at very latest the 3st Octobcr. So much, thn, for tue urgeicy of this road for this
Iii fact it is safe tii sav nu steamer eau get down the year, whi is a lie, a belusilin and a fraud.
Hootalinqua after the l5tii Octoler, if then. Now, As you l see by t ae roniit article vhiclt I iii-
the most sangiine exiectations fiir this railTvay are close, so far as a witer rad is concerned, they
that it is to be comipleted so as to carry freight hy t be alreal hav it in the rail whicli the orke marty
lst Septemnber. How inucli tinie then dues this leav have made f r the trao rtatio f tir on stuf.
to carry the thousands of tons of freight over the rail- Te stortion of t ne c ontmact therefmre vith Mackenzie
way, to transliî tliem at Teslin, and tii take them & Maiin calling for a witer road is uinnecessary. The
ilovN- the river? ' Less than six weeks or at loresent ne inay, of course, ue ilrove or shotened,
mîst tîv înonths. sow manu steamsers ihe sc.ut tlat is fot mutchgof a job.
thev have at Teslin Lake ? Hi iiaîy can they ItWhat is wanted, and vanted for this seaso, is a

Set there, seeing that they bave ail got to ho good wvagont road. If undertaken seedily it can be
lîilt on the lake, and the înaehinerv taken tver the couileted early i the suynnier, in alenty of tine to

road sîiineluw hietîveen 'Felegrapih and T1eslin? It's Isend lots of freight over it titis year. Tii cunutry is
nouise waiting matil lst Sejtember to si tlwis heavy the egsiest in the world fr inakiig a road. A wagon
niaclinery over, for they want the steaillats ail in ruad to do it quickly Nvould cst $250,000. Lots of
running order by tieu. The înaciiineîy then lias tu relialîle ciîmuiaîies %vould (întract tu do it for that,
be shipied over the trail on mules' backs. A iule at and a wagon road for this year wold be of far mure
I aest %viis carry to ls. Tn e naclinery for a steamer service than a railroad, and would secthre the trade.
weighs what? 40 tons. A iule goi g loaded with A wagon oa( could be bout withîut cost tu the
1300 bs . would S m t nake 10 miles a day, or more than cluentr at aav, directly, and tiat ,uuld bs by giving
that, or the triu in 1o3 dats, anoi f das to onie back, a franchise to collet tol-s oer it for a iiniited tiîîe.
21 days the round trihe. lhe iiaehînery shipped up I see that Mr. ilis stated that tere were state
the Stikine River bv the tirst boîat uviil îlot reacli reasons whichî could not be disclosed for buildîing this
delegrahe Creek before 25t1î May. Les- thai 15 weeks railroad i the iier îroîosed. I have no doubt
before tweve gît to freight it ail <ver the portage, that lie has wilen led t tlik su, by souie mne, but it
and build the boats inito the îargaiî. Wlîere wvould louks oo uiich like a cnuidence trick, to go down
1,000 mules be cartiîîg tiiis emorinous outyit, be- wih ay shisaible man. Oe can hardly understand
sides provisions, gruli and whiat elsc? The tlîing is why, if any suh reasns exist they shoild not be dis-
utterly out of the question. But tieu, erhaps, the closed, aoar wasy if they do exist, the government
boats Nviil comne round by the XYukon. Well, seeiîg sould yot huiid the road themiseves, rather than give
that nu huats got th rougli last year excelit onie or twvo, the country aîvay ti dIo su. If state reasouis do exist,
there is no certaiîty that aî wviil get through this they are reason tointing t our losing control of this
year; and besudes the hoats xvii have ail the treight icouîntry, but the controa of the country is vauahle
they cati hanile theie, ithout gling uto Teslin oly as a field for reward, the idustriotus and enter-
Lake. You nîay lie certain thiat, raiir lorni>rail- prising mn of our country, and it vii e of littie use
road, t tere wil le littLe or no freigl t take into keeing c trol if the cutry, wate ilst its wealt i is
Dawsoin City ly way of Telegraphi Creek and Tesi alienated to caitalists wo an se l it to the Uited
Lake tiis year. Twe railrad, therefore. is useless fu n tar s of freh ver
feight cairrying puni sos this year. I have shoest in te worls r mi a
that it is but a sthenblng-blck ti passengers ad e L
their o rits. The conclusion then is that this cry ror
urgency for the building tue ruail is a miere atganea d Another gentlemyan in business in Vie-
and ail excuse f desperate meai t get througli an iii- toria writin on Feb. 22nd, says
famous deai. Of course yoîî nîuist have bs-en struck ;
with se aaty with A h micuiieît of tie leadiîg news- DEAR SIR MACKwiZIth-We are watciingherewîth
papers deal 0ith0 tis suljeet. Suine if theiî warnly niuch interest the roceedings iii oartiaaent iii respect
comend it. ti , su far as British Colunbia is cn- to the Mackenzie & Mann contract. It was unfor-
cernel, that is easipy exlhaineu. Tle ulace is sniall, tunate that so nany Conservative and independent
and te kiest patro s of paers are tose who hope to newspa pers shoul, at the first mention of te scheme,
be behefited by tue patronage of the cuntractors. have endorsed it so uureservedly. Since thn I have

I was iiuzzled by Sir Chiarles Tupiîer's advocacy nf notieed they have Nvith-drawni f rom that position and
the schene, for I knew hih to be alove any persnal in sone cases have even condemned the agreement.
considerations, yet sonetihes a suspici n did cross hen the first items aihut the contract were tele-
1iy med that bis conection with the Klondike grahed out ere, I at once reaized the character of
Trading Comnpany mnight bave biassed bis judgînent, the monopoly ini traffic and of the immense value of
but even that suspicion is removels y the opposition the and grant. Since then the details which bave

e is nlw giving the project. The editor of the ben received confirm the view I took and I canno
Colouist is a director iin th ame company. I incnose se how any une, desirous of protecting the interests
you his leading article of this moning. The Yorke of the country, can hesitate to denounce the proposed
Coiany that lie speaks of thre went i to the contract.
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The traffic receipts of the railway will, under the Possible Phase Of insanitY possesses the govermuent
nost unfavourableconditions, be solarge that it would nnless l the supposition that vhom the gods wish to
not be a bad speculation for private individuals to destroy they first inake mad.
give a handsome sum for such a concession as the gov- My second eldest son has spict eigbteeen years in
ernment proposes to give Mackenzie & Main, without the civil engineerinq service of india (at prescrt
any land grant. Here the people would favour the houle on furlongb), lis experience is large in overn-
ownership by the government of this little piece of ment contracts enohracing grants of lands, h l as
road, if any public assistance is to be given to it. gone carefully over the contract as laid before the
Better give Mackenzie & Manin a large sum for their House of Cominois and he characterizes the whole
construction of the road on behalf of the governnent thing as scandalous and imquitous, the quantity of
if it cannot be doue without the supervision of them lands grantcd in the tirst place aud their oîportunity
or men like them, and then let the government lease of selectin in tue second, aîd larticnlarly the last
the road on certain conditions or even operate it Section of the c<ntract. You will îlease excuse niy
themselves. The road is so short, and the conditions bothering you, hoping the thing will be thrown out
for operation so siile and so insignificant, that the ly the Senate.
governnent ownership and operation of the line
would present none of the drawbacks, complications
or difficulties found in the Intercolonial and other
large railways.

But the general view is that if the governnent does in' who looks on the contract as indefensible.
not decide to build the line, that there should be ain
exclusive concession for its construction given to 1 read these letters to show the feeling
any one comupany, bot that it should be left toprivate of the people who have considered this ques-
enterprise which we feel will not be long in seizing an tion, from the Pacific to the Atlantic.
opIportunity which presents extraordinary chances for
profitable results.

The estiniates made by Mr. Jeunings of the prob- Liberal at Rossland. He does not mark it
able results of the operation of the road, althoughi rivate, and 1 -ive it for the benefit of the
extraordinarily favourable as compared with the
results of other roads, are regarded here as absurdly government. It is dated Rossland, 23rd
low. He estiniates the fare as only 5 cents a mile, a March, and is as follows
rate which is exceeded by somue local railways under
ordinary conditions. Ten, 15 or even 20 cents a mile SIR MACKENZIE BOWvLa,
(and proportionately high rates of freiglt) w ould be Scuate Chamber,
accepted without demur. Jennings also only esti- Ottawa, Can.
mates 12,000 passengers for the yearly traflic, both DEAR SIR L.CKFNZI,-It is nov beiug said that
northward and southward. As a matter of fact,
that numnber has already gone northward since the e sea ll pa te Sik er , TeiimLak
fame of the gold fields went abroad, and yet the rush ilacoret. Ifa lifcouig Liera i he therumour
has not yet fairly begun. Fifty thousand people is f
certaily not a extravagant estimate, and withas a deterret of hasty, prov-hieril rat an eargrafreght 'tonae, and 1 (lent or corru>t legislation surely tlîis is the tinie.
higher rates and larger freight tonnage than Jenningscnug ou ca> rest assurcd tlîat a, large iiiinority of Liberals
has named, you will see whbat a bonanza the owner- are opeuîy opposed to this lootingof western tcrritory
shi) of such a road will ':ie to those who have it. and %vere Sir Wilfrid to test the country on the action

Believe me, faithfully yours, of the Senate in giving this infanous ill its quietushe would find ofinself defeated.

uin rejecting the ts eahsirt it would tht the Senate
etrigyt it the coutry to suggest a course of action

on February 1ldth, as follows: or reasonable cash aid that would svitbont any un-
ecessary delay give Canada easy access to these

DmEAR SuR MAcKEzit,-Forgivh i a shortenote tn e say wonderful gold fields.
that in tliis part of Her Britauiic Majesty's i h om tlink it nay be safely saic that a1,000,000 vill
ions iuî North Anierica, a feeling of alarni is begin- 1111m and cnupte kind g tf road aroposd to be bhilt

ing to arise, fonded on te growigg belief that the by Mackenzie & Man. If c t s of gold were
les8 worthy haîf of the iresent administration is the taken ont of these 4,a0,000 acres, the loss wn royalty

verning baf, thiat tie cabiniet is throwing itsf ti Canada betweas s lou rate chiarged prosectors and
ito the amis of the railway corporation, aiti to the the rate to ie carg the se cntractors wold alone

Senate we look for the country's safty. More powecr pay for it. T ere sonld be no ionopnly of route,
to Your elbow. rates or royalty. J hiope yon and yonr followers svill

I anm, faithfuly yours, * ris o the ôcc sion and doh yoor dty to yor country
aYd posterity, uninfrenced by any person or corora-

etion sd reject this disgraceful nill.
The following from Charlottetown, dated 1 Otmer Lilicrals and mself have ritten Mr. Hewitt

S Bostock, M ., urging lt m to opse the feill ut heofsuported it; the najority of bis constitients do
the character of the contract not apfrove of bis actioic.

Yr urs sincrely,

Marrhaanduises follows*:-

Ottawa.
DEAR SiR,-I take the liberty of writing you a few

"les to show the feeling on the Yukon Railway deal
and the hopes entertained that the Senate will reject
the Whole thing or if not that it will make such altera-
tionl as to preserve to the Dominion the valuable

vOld fields so liberally gven away by the government.have paid considerabe attention to the discussion inthe Houses and in the press, and f ail to conceive what

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Did you not
say you would give us the name of the Ross-
land Liberal?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No; but in this case I will as the letter is not



marked private. It is from Mr. Smith Curtis, power in keeping them out of a portion of
barrister and solicitor, notary public, 26' their territory where gold has been dis-
Columbian Avenue. I do not know the covered very lately. It is necessary for
gentleman; perhaps my hon. friend does. them, in order to reach a portion of Alaska,

to pass over Canadian territory, but I do
Hon. Mr. TEMPLE MAN-Has the hon. 1 not anticipate anything of that kind, because

gentleman any objection to giving the author we are relatively in the saine position to
of the letter from Victoria? each other, and if they put the restriction

which has been indicated by some hon.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- gentlemen on the trade of Canada, we can

When I commenced reading those letters I retaliate by placing the same restrictions
told the hon. gentleman I had no objection upon the food and other supplies pass-
to giving the name to the leader of the ing through our» territory into Alaska.
House, if he desires to know it, as the best Now, I have no fear of the dire pre-
evidence of the bond fides of the letter. I dictions of rebellion in that country. If
have the original here, and my hon. friend anything would lead to that more than
no doubt will recognize the handwriting. I another, it would be the restrictions placed
can assure my hon. friend that he was one on the miners by giving a monopoly to one
of the most respected men on the Pacific Company of haîf the gold area of that
coast. The hon. Minister of Justice and, as country. For the reasons which I have
1 understood the remarks of the hon. Secre- given, I certainly believe that the House
tary of State--I did not hear the whole of will reject this measure, and in saying that,
them-and also the hon. gentleman from I ar equatly convinced that if any equitable
Halifax, said that most of the land to be proposition be brought before the parlia-
given to these contractors does not contain ment of Canada, and more particularly be-
gold, and that it is to be found only to a fore the Senate, they would be willing to go
limited extent in certain areas, and therefore a long way towards assisting the government
it matters very little how mnuch we give them. in opening up that country, provîding they
All of us who have ever visited mining regions are not going to ask for the surrender of the
know that quartz mines lie in veins,and that whole territory to one monopoly.
you might have a thousand acres or ten
thousand acres of land and find only one Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I du not rise
auriferous vein, and yet it would pay to work after the leader of the opposition with a
it. Then, again, the placer mines are generally view to replying to what he has said,
confined to the beds of streams or rivers; because it would be presumptuous on the
consequently they are in limited number. part of a new member, speaking for the tirst
Now it must strike the ordinary mind that time in this bouse, to attempt a reply to the
if that be true, the greater the quantity of long and very argumentative and excellent
land the contractors have, the greater vill speech that has just falien froni the leader
be the opportunity of securing those narrow of the opposition. 1 would not have spoken
belts in the mountains or in the placer on this question, and I had not intended
mining sections, and particularly when we doing so until 1 listened to the speech of the
know that by the terms of the contract ion. gentleman from Victoria. I feel
they can commence a base line at any place strengthened in my resolve to.night in
they like and thereby secure the mines consequence of the closing remark- of the
which may be in any locality. Further, leader of the opposition, in which he tried
they have the right to follow the windings to explain to this buse that the feeling on
and sinuosities of the streams so that if the Pacifie coast, especially in the city of
there be any placer mining down those Victoria, was not unanimously in favour of
creeks, they can, by so arranging their base this Telegraph Creek-Teslin Lake Jailway.
lines, secure the greater quantity if not the J ar quite sure that nothing that J could
whole mining region within the present say at this very late stage of the discussion
known area where gold is found. There is could add anything to what has already
another point to which I call the attention been said, but I do not think J would be
of the House; if the Americans put obstacles representing the people of the Pacifie
in the way of our getting into that country, province, from which I bail, if I did not
we would have a right to exercise the same place niyself on record as against the views
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expressed at all events by those two hon. put in the way of parties outfitted in Canada
gentlemen. Now, I may not apprehend at Dyea and Skagway, a charge of $9 a day
what is the duty of a Senate. Possibly we was made for each customs officiai accom-
do not represent to the same extent and in panying such parties a2ross the alleged
the same manner the views of the public as United States strip of territory. Now, at
the members in the Lower House do, but it that stage of the game, late las Lau, when
seems to me that it is the duty of the mem bers we thought that the entire trade that should
of this House to expound and to stand up for have been Canada's was being captured by
the opinions and views of their constituents the United States, what did the people of
-if I may use that word in connection with Victoria do? The Board af Trade and pub-
the people that we are supposed to represent lic meetings importuned this government to
-they should represent the views of the close the passes at Dyea and Skagway, re-
sections of the community from which they move the custoins officers and open up the
cone. Now that is, in my opinion, exactly Stikine route. The members of parliament
what the hon. gentleman from Vancouver in the Lower buse and Sir bibbert Tupper,
Island does not do. I do not propose to go telegraphed to Ottawa, demanding that the
over all the ground that has been traversed. passes be closed. Telegram after telegrar
I speak as a representative of the province vas sent to Ottawa. Every person-the
of British Columbia, and it is as such Lieutenant Governor, the Conservative local
that I express my regret that the duty Premier and every Conservative member of
of moving the six months hoist should have the Board of Trade joined in insisting that
fallen to an hion, gentleman frorn that pro- I t1he publie interest demanded that the Stikine
Vipce, especially from the city of Victoria. route be adopted as the Canadian route to
Public opinion in Victoria and Van- the Canadian gold fields. c joined with the
Couver, and for that matter throughout the test in pressing the advantages of that route
entiie province is overwhelmingly in favour upon the attention of the goverryent. There
Of this route. I venture to say that, apart i no person in Canada, outside the govern-
from the gentlemen who, unfortunately, I ment themelves, and there is no constitu-
think, for the city of Victoria, represent tency in Canada, 'sre responsible for having
that city in this and the other brandi of the brouht their influence to bear on the gov-

Viilau ec rad Th Bo r ofT a ea dp b

, and with the exception possibly ernment to obtain the Stikine route than the
of the fictitious-that is probably not the city of Victoria; and it is huniliating to
rigSt word-anonyinous writer of the letter think that the representatives of that City
to the leader of the opposition, there are not should vote against this measure, one of
haîf a dozen prorinent men in Victoria; them going so far as to move the six months
Or Vancouver who are opposed to the Teslin hoist in order to attempt to defeat a measure
Lake-Telegraph Creek wailway. I say that, framed in the very best interests of his
and I challeiege the statement of the hon. province.
gentleman to the contrary. Whya haon.
gentlemen, when this Klondike boom struck bon. Mr. MACDONALI) <B.C.)-What
Us, wcat was the position of affairs in theu was the public opinion of Victoria about the
ctY of Victoria, Say about midsummer last grant of 4,000,000 acres of mining land to
ciety per cent of the people going into this company ?
that country were Americans-ninety perut
cent of the goods going into that country Hon. Mr. EMPLEMAN-i will try to
Was from the t nited States. Our merchants come to what publie opinion is in Victoria,
tere unprepared for the great influx because I have not left that subject. was
of people, but they bestirred themselves rsaying that the government, influenced by
ot quickly as they could and made a the people of Victoria, and no doubt guided
trehendous fght to secure the trade by knowledge derived fro n other channels,
of that country. Our merchants got proposed this railway to Teslin Lake. The
together and appointed comnîittees and ad- proposition was well received in British
vertised Victoria as a trading point and Columbia, and when it became apparent that
nade a great fig t to capture some portion the policy of obstruction that ruled at Skag-
of the trade. Desperate efforts were put way might be transferred to Wrangel, and
forth by the merchants of Seattle to secure wben this section 13 was passed in the
the trade for tbemselve Obstacles were United States Senate, the people of Victoria
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called a public meeting to further consider Hon. Mr. TEMIPLEMAN-That is all.
the situation. And what did they say at lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
that meeting ? Did they counsel, as the i
Conservative members of the House of is not a word there about the land grant to
Commons and the Conservative member inpay for the road.
this House counsel, the withdrawàl of this Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-They were
agreement? iNot at all. In my opinion the dealing with the question as a whole. There
Conservatives of the city of Victoria were is nothing about the land grant, because it
more honourable men, if that is not putting is a portion of the question they were con-
it too strong-and I do not want to say any- sidering. They knew perfectly well what it
thing wrong--but I was going to say that is.
they are more honourable men, more con-
sistent anyway, than the men they sent Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
down to Ottawa to represent them. At this is no objection to the road if you did not
meeting the mayor presided-and I wish to give four million acres of land for it.
make that point. My hon. friend asked me Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Everybody
what was the publie opinion in Victoria as knows perfectly well there are three million
to the land grant. At the publie meeting, seven hundred and fifty acres of land to be
convened for the purpose of discussing this given for the construction of this road.
very question, there were present Messrs. T.
Earle, M.P., H. D. Helmcken, M.P.P., the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I would like to
Hon. Roberr, Beaven, Aldermen Candless, ask the hon. gentleman if the provincial
G. A. Kirk, D. R. Ker, R. Seabrook, F. El- governient gave a land grant for a railway
worthy and Simon Leiser-all prominent to cover the same ground?
Conservatives and leading citizens. These

cptlme wr~aI rrp~pnt a] tinntp lon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Yes. r -- ~r
ethilesoltn :ealneet n uprthis resolution: Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do they not pro-
Whereas the discovery of gold in the Canadian pose to withdraw that land grant, now that

Yukon has resulted in an unexpected rush of miners tht Dominion governmentis giving North-
to that country, and will in all probability continue
for years to cone ; and whereas the trade attendant west land?
on this influx of population amounts to many million
dollars per annum ; and whereas it is at present lin- lon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN - Unfortu-
practicable to reach the gold-bearing region without natel 1 am not in the confidence of that
passing through Alaskain territory ; and whereas the
United States governinent's custons and coasting government. There was a charter granted
regulations interfere with and harass the trade of our Mr. Begg for a railway over this same route
Canadian merchants, which trade reasonaoiy belongs
to the Dominion of Canada ; and whereas a fair share a year ago. le got a small land grant-J
of the northern trade can he secu-ed to Canada by It forget how much.
the openilg ut of an aDl-Canadian routeg such as a
railway f roin sonie port in British Columbia to con- lion. Mr. MILLS--lice did notbuild that
nect wth the Stikine-Teslin Railwayw; and whereas a
the building of suchi a uine wo1id open up for settle- od
ment the northern portion of British Columbia, which Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN Un-No.
contains agricultural, grazing and ricam minerai lands
suffici-nt togsuotain a veryTlargeh opulation, and which
would be particularly suiM le for the thousands of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
miners retrning froa the country further north eHaver uiot Mackenzie & Mann purchased
and whereas northern trade will be very valuable for that charter from Mr. Begg?
al time and wil be reinoved beyond the sihere of
foreign coinpetition by the building of the aforesaid l
railway : Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-No

àherefore be it resolved that the Doininion and pro- know.
vincial govern&nts be urged to rant such assistance
asmay be necessary to secure pthe construction of a
ralroad fro a British Coluibia port to the Stikine Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
River simultaneously with that between the Stikine think 1 can Say they have.
River and Teslin Lake. Resolved further that a copy
of this resolution be telegraphed to the hon. Minister Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I have heard
of Railways at Ottawa, and copies inailed to aIl minis
ters and to the representatives of British Columbia it said that Mackenzie & Mann control that
and a copy be forwarded to the hon. the premier of charter. S might say that at that meeting the
British Columbia. Hon. Robert Beavin was present and moved

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-s an amendment disapproving of this agree-
that al? ment, asking the goverrnment to withdraw
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it and build a road as a government work.
The amendmentof the Hon. Robert Beavin re-
ceived three votes, and this resolution which
I have read was carried unanimously by the
meeting at which all the prominent citizens
of Victoria, with the exception possibly of
the anonymous letter writer, were peesent.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is nothing in that.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The facts I
have stated go to prove that Victoria, at
least, and Vancouver, I believe, are unani-
mously in favour of the Stikine route-and
why should they not be? The Stikine is
not a new route, as some hon. gentlemen
seem to think. It has been in use ever
since the Cassiar days. Boats have been
running on the Stikine River every year, I
suppose for the last 25 or 30 years, making
periodical trips. The steamers running there
of recent years have been owned by the
Hudson Bay Company, and they would only
send their steamers when it was necessary
to forward supplies up there. There is no
doubt-and the hon. gentleman who moved
the six months' hoist knows it perfectly well
-that the Stikine River is navigable at
least five months in the year, and there is
no danger in the navigation of that river.
There is no record of any accident to life by
steamboat on that river. Certainly, during
my residence in Victoria, the Stikine River
bas been as familiar and as well known to
the business men of that city as the upper
Ottawa is to the citizens of Ottawa, and the
Stikine River is just as valuable in its way
to the western coast, to northern British
Columbia, relatively speaking at all events,
as the Ottawa River is to the people of
Ottawa.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-Can steamboats
go all the way to Telegraph Creek ?

Hlon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Certainly.

Hlon. Mr. CLEMOW-What is the depth
Of water ?

lion. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-It varies, of
Course, but at low water possibly from three
tO four feet.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
the hon. gentleman ever seen the Stikine
River i

lon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-No.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Has the hon. gentle-
man fromn Victoria ever seen the Stikine
River ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
has been no navigation on it for 20 years
until now.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-My hon.
friend may have seen the Stikine River,
but I do not think he bas seen it in the last
20 years.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD--In the Cassiar
days it was used.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-A man doing
business in Victoria does not require to see
the Stikine River to know there is such a
river. I know, as a fact, that what I have
stated is true, that the river is navigated
annually by boats owned by the Hudson
Bay Company, and it has been so since the
Cassiar days. There have not been steamers
regularly plying on that river, because there
was no travel. The Cassiar mining boom
died out ten or fifteen years ago or more,
and there have been very few people in
Cassiar the last few years, and there has
been no regular means of communication
for the simple reason that there has been no
traffic. The river is there and it is navig-
able. There is no question about it. I am
really astonished that one of the objections
urged against the bill is that the Stikine
River is not navigable.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not for long periods.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The St. Law-
rence is not navigable for a very long
period. I have not thought it necessary
to provide myself with data, but I do
not know that the St. Lawrence is navig-
able for a great deal longer period than the
Stikine River. It cannot be very many
months more, at all events, and when hon.
gentlemen say that it is a summer route and
only navigable five months in the year, they
should remember that none of the rivers in
these northern latitudes are navigable for a
much longer period than five or six months
in the year.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-How is the rail-
road going to run then?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will be frozen up!
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Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The hon. gen-
tleman asked me how the railroad is going
to run. I do not think any person has pre-
tended to say that the railway will be of
much use in the winter season until it is
built down to the coast, which is a part of
the policy of the governnent, and then J
am bound to say that if it is built to the
coast for the purpose of getting to the Klon-
dike and Dawson City, it cannot be very
much used in winter. We all know 600
miles of transportation on the ice on the
Yukon River is simply impracticable, but
it will be of great use for the upper
Yukon. In discussing this question of
what is required for the purpose of get-
ting people and goods to Dawson City,
an alternative scheme has been seriously
proposed, not by the leader of the oppo-
sition but by a number of speakers who
have preceded him, to build from Pyramid
Harbour over the Dalton trail down to Fort
Selkirk, and we have been told it is a better
commercial route. t would be a commer-
cial route for Dawson City, assuming ai-
ways that Dyea or Skagway are in Canadian
territory and that the city to be built up
there would be a Canadian city. There
is no question at all that this House and
country would approve of the adoption of
that route, but I am free to confess that
with the terminus on the ocean being in
United States territory I would take the
present route with the land subsidy in
preference to the Dalton trail route with-
out any subsidy at all. If that Yukon
country is of any great value, there must
be large mining districts far south of
Dawson City on the upper waters of the
Yukon, and in discussing this railway
scheme and its benefit to the country and
to that Yukon district, we must consider
the enormous benefit it will be to the Upper
Yukon, I do not know that I need say
anything about other routes. Hon. gentle-
men have said that this is not an all-Cana-
dian route. Well there is no all-Canadian
route, if this is not one, excepting from Ed-
monton or Ashcroft. But is there any hon.
gentleman in this House who seriously pro-
poses to build a road from Edmonton or
from Ashcroft to Dawson City. Why if
the government of the day proposed such a
wild scheme as that they would not have
received the support of one hon. gentleman
opposite, and they would not certainly have
.secured the support of the country. Yet,

for a purpose, the leader of the opposition in
the Commons, and the leader of the oppo-
sition in this House, make ail the capital
they can out of it, and point to the Edmon-
ton and Ashcroft routes, but they do not
seriously mean what they say. There is
no question at all-and I think we are
all agreed on that point-that for the
purpose of developing the great Peace
River country some means of communica-
tion should be opened up from Edmonton
northward, and the sane with the Ash-
croft and the Cariboo country. There are
about 400 miles of excellent roadway in
the Cariboo and Ashcroft district. But hon.
gentlemen do not seriously contemplate any-
thing of that kind, and I honestly think
they do not seriously contemplate the build-
ing Of a railway ~from the bead of Lynn
Canal down to the Yukon. I do not think,
if hon. gentlemen opposite were in power,
that they would put forward any project or
scheme which meant the building up of a
city in United States territory living en-
tirely upon the resources of the Canadian
Yukon.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does the hon.
gentleman propose giving a charter to that
route ? There is a bill before the House to
grant a charter to that route from Pyramid
Harbour. Would the bon. gentleman op-
pose it?

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Most unques-
tionably I would.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You would not
let anybody build there ?

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEM AN-I would not.
I was pointing out the enormous benefit of
this trade to the city of Victoria. I would
just like to mention one or two things. The
imports into the city of Victoria during
January and February of 1897 were $280,-
324. In the saine nonths of 1898 they
were $560,561, an increase of 100 per cent.
The same large increase is shown in the
city of Vancouver. That includes ail goods
imported into the country. For the purpose
of arriving at what might be brought in f rom
eastern Canada over the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, I wrote Mr. Shaughnessy and
received the following telegram:

Tonnage from points in the east to Vancouver
during the period February 1st to March 15th, 1898,
shows an increase of 140 per cent over the saine
period in 1897.
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Here we have un increase of importations Under that charter there is no doubt that
into those two cities in the one case of 100 the company can run a line to Teslin Lake.
per cent, and of Canadian goods over the But in addition to all that, this railway line
Canadian Pacifie Railway 140 per cent. I is entirely in the province of British Colum-
will assume the importations by other means, bia. It is within the riglit of the legislature
the Great Northern and Northern Pacific, of British Columbia to grant a charter
would possibly show quite as large an increase. to-morrow, paralleling the line to be
There is no doubt that the cities of British built by Mackenzie & Mann. They have a
Columbia are deriving an enormous benefit perfect right to do it. Mr. Beavin and other
from this increased trade. As the hon. politicians out there are aware of the fact
gentleman from Calgary said, on the coast' that this right exists. While I am speaking
all the iron works and ship yards are busy about the Cassiar Central ; my hon. friend
constructing ships. There has not been-- the leader of the opposition referred to the
probably the hon. gentleman fron Victoria terms granted by the British Columbia
would bear me out in this-such a great legislature to a company known as the
business activity on the Pacific coast since Cassiar Central, and only partly explained
the days of the Cariboo boom, and that is its provisions, and read an extract from a
before my recollection. It is clearly the paper with which I am connected to show,
duty of representatives from that province, possibly, that in supporting the bill be-
if they can do so conscientiously, to support fore the House I was inconsistent. The
this bill. Just a word as to the argument Cassiar Central road was to commence con-
of some hon. gentlemen in respect to the struction within three years of the passing
monopoly created under the contract. It of the Act and has five years to complete the
has been said by the hon. leader of the work, and receives 10,240 acres per mile, or
opposition, and by, I think, the lion. gentle- 700,000 acres in all, in blocks af four miles
man from Westmoreland(Mr.Wood)and the square. They had five years to pick outthe
hon.gentleman from Calgary(Mr.Lougheed) land, and they have to pay one-half per cent
that because the government would not aid royalty. They obtained a lease for thirty-
any other railway for five years, that it is five years, and every person knows a
practically a monopoly of the carrying lease of mineral lands for thirty-five
trade for that district. I disagree years is practically a sale of the land, as far
with that entirely. I do not think there is as the minerals are concerned, because all
any monopoly, and as far as that clause in the minerals will be extracted from the land
the contract is concerned, it might just as in far less time than that. Free miners
well be eliminated altogether. It lias mnay enter and stake claims, but he did not
been stated, I think, by the leader of the say that the railway company could imme-
opposition, that a charter has been diately step in and take half their claim.

granted by this House for which a subsidy The railway company is to have one-half of
was given for a railway over the White the claim and the miner the other. In six
Pass. There is, in addition to this, a char- months the miner may offer his half for sale
ter for a railway granted by this House and to the railway company, and they may take
also by the provincial government, from it or refuse it, and if they refuse he has two
Taku Inlet to Teslin Lake, running from years to sell it. The company and the free
Taku to the same lake as this railroad is to miner are practically partners in the opera-
touch. That company has been subsidized tion of the mine. It is quite true the
by the province of British Columbia with newspaper with which I am connected
5,120 acres of land per mile. Then there is 1 opposed that proposition. Something was
the charter of the Cassiar Central. to which said about the appearance of a United
the hon. leader of the opposition refers, f rom States gentleman named Livernash in Room
a point on the Stikine River up to Dease 'No. 8, who undertook to lecture hon.
Lake. The provisions of that charter are : senators upon their duty in respect to this

bill. I do not know that I should refer Lo
The conmpany mnay build and operate a railroad the matter at any length, and I do not

with one or more tracks of a standard or narrow
gauge from some point on the Stikine River to sone. intend doing so, but I have reason to
Point in the vicinity of Dease Lake Cassiar, and also believe that this Mr. Livernash is more
extensions to the northern and eastern boundaries of than a miners' delegate. I believe that he

the ominy frm ti to i enes to be located by is here in the interests of the Alaska
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Commercial Company, that he is the agent that both countries join in improving the
of the Alaska Commercial Company, who lower Yukon River. The hon. gentleman
have every interest in seeing this Teslin fom Halifax (Mr. Almon) has asked me
Lake scheme defeated,. Mr. Livernash about Siavin. 1 do not know about him.
made a very excellent speech froin his ie has issued a circular. He is a very hard
standpoint. He is a fluent speaker and I bitter I believe.
went there and listened to hin and -was
very much impressed indeed. He has Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
course, such knowledge of the country as
could be gained by less than three months

thoth contie join in imprvinga the

in Dawson City. an American for ail 1 know.

lion. Mu. BOULTON--Then lie is wortlo An hon. iEMBER-No, an Australian
listening, to?

fro Hon. Mr. TE PLEMAN-Mr. Savin
did not corne down as a kiner's deleoate, but

any good speaker is worth listening toevenif he declined the position, thisou amodesty
cannot agree with huim. I bave been ad vised, shaîl I say ? It was really modesty.
on what I believe to be excellent authority,
that Mu. Livernasb is the agent of the Alaska Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Was that before
Company. He is nominally the reptesenta- eor afbter his conversion
tive of the miners, or that class of miners Mr. TEMPLEMAN-A gentleman
who mine in Dawson City. I believe Mu. bas arrived froni Dawson City amed Mu.
Livernas is working in the interest of the O'Bhien.
cities of Seattle and San Francisco, and also
tbe Alaska Commercial Company. I ar in- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)- s that
formed on good authority that he received whisky O'Brien?
$18,t M for coming to the city of Ottawa. Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-s ta befor
Ho much he receives from theAlaska Com- Hon. Mr. TP LEMN- gentleman stin
mercial Company cannot say. f on.er. A D gnL Is tatg

fored n godautoriy tatheeceve whsk O're ? kT~ TL:

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Could you tell us
something about Mr. Slavin?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Does
the hon. gentleman know that his own news-
paper, in Victoria, is accused of the very
same thing-working in the interests of
Seattle and Tacoma?

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Who accuses
the paper?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-An-
other newspaper.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Accused by
a rival newspaper ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They accused us
of working for the Yankees.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is because we condemn the Stikine
route.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Mr. Liver-
nash advocated the improvement of the
lower Yukon River. He advocated that a
canal should be dug tbrough the sand bar
and, if I remember rightly, he advocated

s ma en speec in t e ouse. think it
is exceedingly ungenerous and contrary to
order to interrupt him in this way.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-He
can take care of himself.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The bon.
gentleman from Victoria asks if this is
whisky O'Brien. Mr. O'Brien I know is a
Canadian and a most respectable citizen. He
had been in the Klondike country as a miner
and trader for 11 years. He is a trader,
and whether he has taken whisky into that
country or not I do not know; but very re-
spectable traders, such as the Alaska Com-
mercial Company and the other company
have taken whisky in there. Possibly Mr.
O'Brien has done the same thing. It is not
fair, and it is not right for hon. gentlemen
to throw a reproach upon respectable men
like Mr. O'Brien by asking in that flippant
manner if he is " whisky O'Brien." Mr.
O'Brien is a most respectable citizen. He
has authorized me to present this statement
which he nade to me as the true state of
affairs with respect to the appointment of
this man Livernash, and with respect to the
views and opinions of the miners on transpor-
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tation and railway questions. The state- expense of working the ground-out of any 3,750,000
ment reads as follows: acres that it could select under the contract. I have

been in that country eleven years and have travelled

The meeting that appointed Messrs. Livernash and prospected, with hundreds of others, from its
XVills and Landreville was coinposed of the flot'n source to its mouth, and inany of the trihutry streails.
population of Dawson, less than one-half of io A large area has thus been irosecte aud it bas been

whOil demonstrated-to the satisfaction of the experiencedwvere mine owvners or musers-salooiî men, gainblers miner at least-that there are very few rich places
and dancehouse men being in the majority. At that and these are novr afe rich pae
meeting a committee of ten was selected, Who were The Anierican h tiakni haeii>. nooy f h
to choose fron their nutuber three celegew > go to te coiepaus ve a monopoly of the
mita tot ret the mine s griancrer Yukon route ; the passes into the upper Yukon
m iteoftncoeLersh ilaîdadrvle are now blocked and will remain so for most of the
nTe o eeon coe Liveriash, was andl Lajevied t sumuier, consequently no Caîiadian goods will get
y there ee tatixe Cfuidias, an(a amnoveet ias t he country if the Stikine route is ot opened

set on foot to have his selection cancelled. He vas and Vancouver and Victoria merchants, hlavmng
objected to because he was not a citizen, vas only stocked up very heavily on that he of gooids, will be
few months in the country, knew nothing about Mi unable to s ad with the wholesalers the east

ing aud was believed to be in the ay of the Alaska 1 thetr tat i th op os at
Commercial Copany. Hearing of the dissatisfaction at si-entru itaei Ykn n t onion o ai Caiudia
his aponietLivernash suddenly started on bis resîident of the Yukonî and it ought to be seriouslyhsappoituient Lvrahsdel ttd ohi considered hy parliauieut before voting to kili thejourney, thus defeating the wish of the Canadian resi- ill now under consideration.
(lents to replace him ont the conimittee wvith a muant who
had theconfidence of the community. Thecoiiiittee of
which Livernash is thehead,were supplied with a fund Hon. iMr. LOUGHiEED-When, may I
of 8]8,O00 subscribed by the imiiners. Livernash first ask, did 'Mr. O'Brien inake that statement?
appeared in Dawson about the 20th of August and
left about lst December, being therefore a resident of
the Klondike for three monts. He represented the Hon. Mr. TENIPLEMAN-He made it
San Franciseo Eraminer as a correspondent ; lie never about the day after he came to the city of
prospected or minied in the country. He was not ittawa.authorized to make any representations to the govern- a
ment in respect to roads of any kind. If he has op-
posed the governuiment policy of building a railway Hon. Mr. LOL'UGHEED-May I ask my
fromt Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake, he has acted
against the interest of the miners and against the de- hon. friend how he reconciles the statement
velopmient of the country. The miners of the Klon- he has just read with the statement circu-
dike district would. in umîy opinion-and I know them Iated in this Huse yesterday, at the in-
well---approve of the construction of the Stikine road
and would not object to the concession of land to the stance of Mr. O'Brien presumably (because
comnpany for the purpose of building that road. The 1 find his name annexed to it) in which he
river f rom the boundary line to St. Michael's is practi- states most
callyunder thecontrol of the Alaska Commercial Coni- enphatically that the three gen-
Pany, vho, owing to their posts being established on tlemen in question were not authorized by
the river for many years, their absolute control of the the miners of Dawson to come to Ottawa to
Indian pilots, and the control of the wood along the rm
river, can bid defiance to competition. It is in their represent them as delegates. Whereas in
interest to kill any other routes, and in opposing the the statement just read he states the con-
Yukonrailway,Mr.Liveriashistheagentof theAlaka trary, that they were authorized ; and will
Commercial Company. It would be worth fron half
a .nillion to a million dollars to the Alaska Commer- my hon. friend also explain, as he seems to
cial Company, during the year 1898 alone, to retain be familiar with those gentlemen, how it
the transportation business of the Yukon and shut ot comes that Mr. O'Brien, in this statementCanadian competition froni the south.

says that they were not authorized to repre-
I was staggered at the enormity of the sent the miners while his friend, Mr. Slavin,

figures, and I asked IM r. O'Brien to go into has circulated in this House a similar circu-
the calculation. He did so and showed to lar in which he states that they were author-
my satisfaction that he was not exaggerating ized. It seems to me these gentiemen should
when he said that if the Alaska Commercial revise their statements before issuing circu-
Company, with its six or seven steamers, lars of this description.
naking two or three trips a year, could
monopolize the transportation of all the Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I have not
goods into that company for next summer seen the statement where Mr. O'Brien setsthey would make over $1,000,000 in trans- out what the hon. gentleman has just stated.
Portation profits alone for that year, besides
having a monopoly of the retail trade of the
d'srit • e .otnus Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I shall

read it to my hon. friend:
In my opinion the government is making a better

bargain by giving 3,750,000 acres of land to the con- I was very much surprised to hear that Mr. Liver-
tractors than th ey would be if they gave one nash and his associates discussed Yukon affairs of-
¤uillion dollars in cash, for I do not believe the com- ficially, as they were not authorized by the miners of
Pany would ever ake a million dollars-over the that country to come here in any capacity.



And if my bon. friend will also look at Hon. Mr. POWER-The point has been
Mr. Slavin's circular he will find this state- made now.
ment:

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I am ex-
At a subsequent meeting, held in the mnonth of

November, Messrs. Wills, Landreville and Livernash tremely well pleased that my hon. friends
were deputed to corne to Ottawa and explain to the opposite have so much solicitude for me. I
governent the objections the miners had to the understood that, havin ermitted an opon-
royalty and the reduction in the length of claims.

Sent to interject remiarks and hie was not
Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I did not called to order, when a friend should come, as

read Mr. Slavin's circular. it were, to my rescue and make a point in my
behalf that hon. gentlemen opposite should

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And as to Mr. shout order, order. I do not think that is
O'Brien's second statement? quite fair. The point I tried to make was

r ad M r. Bre s second state e . not that M r. L ivernash w as, in m y opinion,
had working in the interests of the Alaska Com-

reviosrceivd fre'eond stamenmy I hdmercial Company. Mr. O'Brien is here as a
previously received from Mr. O'Brien, my-_ representative of the Pioneer Society, the
self, this'statement. I wrote it out at Mr. men who have been in the Klondike for five
O'Brien's dictation. I have every reason to years and upwards. I do not think that
believe Mr. O'Brien, as he bas presented the a cdsl do not an wht

facs hre li ba sate ho thse hre 1any credence sbould be given or any weigbt
facts here; he bas stated bow these three attached to the arguments of gentlemen such
gentlemen came to be appointed, that Mr. as Mr. Livernash, and when I bring testi-
Livernash did not represent the miners, that mony such as Mr. O'Brien lias given, I do
they represented very largely that class of not think it is reasonable, fair or right that
people who are assembled in the city of hon; gentlemen should try to discredit Mr.
Dawson rather than the miners who were O'Brien's evidence by making unfair and
working out at the mnes. 1 unworthy insinuations as to his calling and

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlemen his profession. Now I have detained the

from Calgary interrupted the bon. gentle- House long enough. As I said before, I

man from British Columbia and told tbat shall not refer to the land grant or the
matter of its selection, or the royalty. These

hon. gentleman-- subjects have been discussed so fully and so

Several lHon. MEMBERS-Order, order. ably that it would be waste of time for
me to go over the sanie ground. I will say

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to discuss the frankly, and this may be some consolation
question of order. The lion. gentleman from to some hon. gentlemen opposite, that I
Calgary interrupted the lion. gentleman from would have preferred the contract if there
British Columbia and told that lion. gentle. had been a smaller grant, and I would
man that a statement signed by Mr. O'Brien have preferred it still more if there had
had said that Mr. Livernash and his associ- been no grant at all, but that is imi-
ates were not sent here by the miners of the possible ; it would have meant a large
Yukon. Now, will the House be surprised to cash subsidy which this House would
learn that there is no such assertion in the not have voted for. Hon. gentlemen
statement published by Mr. O'Brien? Mr. whîo have spoken against this bill, I have no
O'Brien says in the first paragraph of his doubt, would have used even stronger lan-
statement: guage against the government if they had

I an very nuch surprised to hear that Mr. Li proposed a nioney vote to build this railway.
nash and his associates discussed Yukon affairs here
officially as they were not authorized by the ininers o the governînent on tlis point has not been
of that country to come here in any capacity. successfully assaiied, and that being so, it

And he says in the next paragraph, y follows that tbe wbolesone practice of caliing
may rest assured that Canadian miners for tenders under normal conditions could
would not send United States newspaper not be foliowed in tbis case. I bave tried
men here to represent them. to come to a conclusion on the question un-

influenced by party bias. We have ail been
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Tell us what party men, but if there is any place in tbis

the point of order is. country wiere party views shouid have no
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effect, where men can be above partisanship,
it is within the four walls of this House. I
have listened to the arguments for and
against the bill and I am convinced that on
the whole it is in the interests of Canadian
trade that it should be ratified, and that
above all it is pre-eminently in the interests
of the great province of the Pacific coast
f rom which I come ; and it is for these rea-
sons I propose to give my vote against the
amendment of the hon. gentleman from
Victoria.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-The question now
before the House has been considered under
different aspects. Discussions have arisen
as to whether we have the constitutianal
right to deal with it. We have been told
what the result would be with the govern-
ment if the Senate should reject this bill.
We know also, from what we have heard
ard read, what the consequences will be with
the country if we should pass this bill. Now,
hon. gentlemen, I propose that we pause a
little and see what the consequences may be
with the Senate as a body and with us in-
dividually, whether we pass this bill or
whether we reject it. The warning has been
given to the Senate in the other chamber by
an hon. minister of the Crown, in the very
elaborate speech that he made in seconding
the question. You have also read, hon.
gentlemen, what the press of the English
speaking papers in Ontario and Quebec and
other provinces have had to say, but of what
the French press thinks of the situation the
Imaajority in this Senate is not aware, and
Iny object is to make you acquainted with
what the French press think and intend to
do with us in case we reject this bill. I shall
n1ot quote any English papers; you have read
them, and I wish to repeat as little as I can.
I shall not either deal with the small f ry of the
French press; I will take the government
organ, an organ that has been bought by the
Imoney of the party, if we are to believe the
statement made in the other House by the
Ion. Mr. Tarte, an organ that has been
bought by the sons of Mr. Tarte himself,
if we are to believe the sworn state-
Iment of Mr. Greenshields. Mr. Greenshields
i8 an honourable man, and so is Mr. Tarte.
I will take the version of the hon. gentle-
nan as a declaration made in the other

Ho0use, is certainly equivalent to an oath,
aId I will read to you a few extracts
fromu several articles, translating them at
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the same time for the edification of this
House. Here is what this paper says under
date of February 24th:-

On what would the Senate base itself to thus
thwart the Laurier government policy? It has
received no direct mandate f rom the people, it repre-
sents in no manner of way the sentiment of the
masses; it has no public responsibility, its power is
nothing but an arbitrary one; its senile caprices are
sovereign, and the sixty Tories who were shelved
there during the twenty years of a nefarious regime
were deposited in that upper chamber as a hospital
where they could nurse their impotency and their
uselessness.

Then, on the sane date:

The Senate represents nothing, and is nothing.

Again:

If the senators take upon themselves to annul the
Mackenzie and Mann contract let then be prepared
to assume the responsibility and the calamities that
will result from their action. As to the Laurier gov-
ernment it will have no effect upon it, but to deter-
mine it to commence at an earlier date the solving of
the problen of the reforn of the Senate.

Then, under the date of February the
25th, this paper says:

The Senate is a hospital of invalids, a body of
absolutism, an arbitrary chamber, a body of impot-
ence and invalids. The Tory government selected
them generally from broken politicians, from among
members who could not show their faces in their own
counties and from among party ruins. The people
and their direct representatives are at the mercy of
the whim, of the tart temper, crosaness, and of the
contrary, narrow, obtuse spirit of a set of old fakirs.
It is a House composed mostly of nullities who are in
the enjoyment of tinlimited powers.

Then on the 26th February:

Up to the accession of Sir Wilfrid Laurier to
power it was the custom that the government would
choose senators from among the lame and dejected
politically, from among the wounded of the lists, from
among the insignificance, the impotence of the party
and the selection was never based upon merit and
valour.

Then on the 28th February, there is the
following :

If we turn our glances towards Ottawa we see
there composing thehigh chamber a selection of in-
valids, of octogenarians, a poor political infirmary
where Toryism has, during 18 years, relegated its sick
men, its wounded, its cripple seated in a wooden
bowl, nay its very beggars.

If the Senate rejects the bill Laurier will have to
reform it.

Then on the 1st March the paper bought
by Mr. Tarte's sons, although it was of pub-
lic notoriety that Mr. Tarte or his sons
apparently had no money at the time, in
whatever pecuniary position they may be
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now, I do not know-that paper went on
and said:

The Canadian Senate is a chamber of irresponsibles,
a cabinet of decadents, a hospital of irremovables, a
vulgar senatorial infirmary. It is, in fact, a body too
much beneath notice to enjoy public confidence. It
was heretical to thus create an in.movable legislative
body.

Then on the 2nd March it had a long
article from which I excerpt the following
sentences :

Those people hold a mandate to which not even
moral obligations attach. It is a federal infirmary.

And on the 3rd March:
The senators are conspirators.

On the 4th March:

The Senate is a Tory hospital, it is an unbudgeable
and irresponsIble Senate, destined, as Sir A. A.
Dorion predicted it, to becone a chaiber of courtiers,
something in the nature of a black cabinet in the ser-
vice of the Tories.

The article ends with dire threats against
this body. In an article on the 5th March
it says :

The Senate has degenerated into a inere conserva-
tive machine, a sanitorium for the ciipples of Toryism
since 1877, into a detestable hospital, where the infirm
who still can do something, are entrusted with the
business of Tupper & Co.

Meaning the leader of the opposition. On
the same day it had another article from
whicl I quote this :

Our Senate is so essentially a hospital that we see
therein alnost nothing but q iivering old ruins, mossy
craniums, limbless bodies, old dads who are unable to
walk and are wheelbarrowed into their upper cham-
ber in small invalid vehicles.

Have any of you, hon. gentlemen, a Bil-
lingsgate dictionary ? As I am not familiar
with English slang, I am unable to continue
quoting from the articles published by the
paper controlled by Mr. Tarte, a minister
of the Crown, concerning the Senate. This,
hon. gentlemen, gives us the view that some
members of the government take of the
situation and of us. Now, we are aware of
the calamities that will befall us if we
reject this bill: we know that we will be
abolished. But what will become of us if
we do not reject the bill There we are
again. I believe that the sentiment of the
country, if we do not reject this bill, will in
its turn demand our annihilation, so that in
in whatever way we go, however we may
vote we are destined to abolition. Such
being the case, I propose now that we shall
ook into the question and, if die we must,

let us try to die virtuously as condemned
men looking forward to a better future life,
or at least dying with dignity. Is this
Yukon bill worth our while rejecting in
view of the arrangement that has been made
between the company ani the government?
The leader of this House is of opinion that
the gold in the Yukon district will not more
than pay for the taking of it out of the ground,
that when the balance sheet is made up, there
will be but little profit for those who
go there and develop the mines. On the
other hand, the hon. Secretary of State said
that not more than one per cent of that land
was of any value and that it is doubtful if
one-fourth of one per cent could be con-
sidered valuable. Therefore, from the minis-
terial standpoint, the Yukon district is of
very little consequence. Let us see now if
those statements which have been made to
this House are in accord with the facts that
we can gather from other sources. On what
authority those hon. ministers have based
their stateinents they have not revealed to
us, but undoubtedly those assertions could
not have been made to mislead us. It has
been known throughout this Dominion for a
year and more that the Yukon district,
especially the Klondike, abounds in wealth.
We have had letters from men who have
gone out there, written to their friends and
published in the press, showing the extra-
ordinary wealth of that country. I have
seen persons in Montreal and other places
who have returned from that country bring-
ing with them enormous sums of money and
stating that the Klondike district possesses
extraordinary richness. We have to cor-
roborate those statements, the report of Mr.
Ogilvie who says that:

Bonanza Creek and tributaries are increasing in
richness and extent until now it is certain that mil-
lions will be taken out of the district in the next few
years. On sone of the claims prospected the pay dirt
is of great extent and very rich. One man told me
yesterday that be had washed out a single pan of dirt
on one of the claims on Bonanza and found $14.25.
Of course that inay be an exceptionally rich pan, but
$5 to $7 per pan is the average on that claim, it is re-
ported, with five feet of pay dirt and the width yet
undetermined, but it is known to be thirty féet. Even
at that figure the result at ninîe to ten pans to the
cubic foot, and 500 feet long--nearly 84,000,000 at 85
per pan. One-fourth of this would be enormous.
Another claim has been prospected to such an extent
that it is known there is about five feet pay dirt
averagimg $2 per pan, and width not less than 30 feet.
Enough prospecting has been done to show that there
are at least fifteen miles of this extraordinary richness,
and the indications are that we will have three or
four time that extent, of not al! equal to the above,
at least very rich.
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Again I read that:
Last summer the total yield in the Klondike dis-

trict was well within $1,500,000.
The winter work for the season 1897-98 will not

yield more than $6,000,000. Probably $5,000,000 will
prove nearer the output.

Mr. Alexander McDonald, the principal individual
mine of the Klondîke, and the best authority there
on the wealth of that district, estimates that when
Eldorado and Bonanza and their tributaries are ex-
hausted rim to rim and summit to base, their aggre-
gate yield will have been about $50,000,000. No
estimate of the wealth of other creeks of the Klondike
and Indian Divisions could have any value. Too
little is known of thein to enable estinates to be made.

These are reports of persons who have
reason to know, and they are in direct
COntradiction to the statements of the hon.
mninisters of the Crown in this House. But
if the testimony of our Canadian experts is
lot sufficient to show the wealth of this

country, I will read from the reports of
United States experts who take a different
view altogether from the hon. leader of the
House. Director Walcott, of the United
States Geological Survey, says:

The gold resources of Alaska appear to be practic-
ally inexhaustible. The miners who are attacking
the placers in the Yukon valley are gathering the gold
sorted out of the debris washed down from thie moun-
tains during many centuries. In that region there is
a belt of gold bearing rocks five hundred miles
long not touched as yet by pick or blast. Geologists
wvho have examined the deposits are of the opinion
that they may sur ass the wonderful gold mnnes of
South Africa in productiveness.

I could cite some other United States
auithorities to show that the prospects are
good for extraordinary richness in those
regions ; but the Globe, in a late issue, has
also contradicted the statements made in this
flouse by the hon. leader. Commenting
Upon the possibilities of gold in the Klon-
dike region, the Globe says that it is exceed-
fIgly rich, and is likely to prove exceedingly
rich. Those are the words of the Globe, I
believe, that it is possible that the claim
given to Mackenzie & Mann is worth
$4,000,000; that it might be worth $4,000,-
000,000 ; or be worth $4,000,000,000,000.
Now, four millions of dollars is more than
the cost of building the road according to
the goVernment estimates. By the estimate
of Mr. Jennings, it would build nearly double
that length of road. $4,000,000,000 is more
than the whole amount of gold bullion of
Great Britain, and $4,000,000,000,000 is
raore than the whole amount of gold in cir-
culation in the world. I place these facts
before this House, and the hon leaders. If
they do not accept the reports of our experts
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and the reportsof the United States geologists
surely they will not discredit the Globe,
which should be an authority with them at
least. Such being the possibilities of the
case, we are, I am convinced, in duty bound
not to take any hurried step in this matter.
We are here to protect the country, and see
that its wealth is not given away, and
although the exact amount of wealth in that
country is not exactly proved, there are
sufficient probabilities concerning it to
warrant us in being very guarded before
giving those rich lands away. In what I
have read concerning the riches of the Klon-
dike I have only mentioned the placer de-
posits. I have not mentioned the quartz,
and it is the opinion of geologists that the
gold has been deposited there by the glaciers,
or before the glacial period, and that rich
Iodes will Lefore long be found in those very
regions. As a proof of that, we knew there
has been taken from the vicinity of Juneau
$12,000,000 from quartz mining, and that
quartz mining is developing rapidly, and that
the chances are that on that belt of the Cordil-
leras immense discoveriesof gold will bemade.
Therefore, hon. gentlemen, I repeat we would
not be warranted in giving away those
riches before we know more about them.
When making his very elaborate speech, the
hon. member for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood)
was asked by the hon. leader of the House,
or the hon. Secretary of State, what he
thought the Americans would do if we
were to adopt the Dyea and Skagway route.
That is a question that should have been
asked, not of a member of this House, but
of the United States government. There
was an opportunity, a grand opportunity for
us to work hand in hand with our neighbours
to the south of us. That road f rom Dyea to
Dawson is shorter by 200 miles than the
Mackenzie & Mann route. When miners
have to come to the Pacific Ocean they
naturally pref"r to take the shortest route,
and there was a grand opportunity of enter-
ing into the arrangement with the United
St .tes government and have them come with
us, if not to help us to build that branch
road, at all events to make some permanent
arrangement which would preclude any
trouble hereafter,which we are very likely now
to meet with. The government were in a
position, for example, to promise that United
States miners should be on an equal footing
with ours, as they are now-we could
promise a continuation of that privilege.
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It would not have been necessary then, as
is now proposed by the Hansbury Bill in
Washington, to give as an equivalent our
fisheries or any advantage we possess on the
Atlantic; but it would have been promising
them advantages which we will continue to
give them, and which would have been
satisfactory to them, no doubt, and on the
promise of which we would, likely have
been granted permanently bonding privileges
through Dyea, Skagway and Lynn Canal.
It would have settled this question, which
promises to be anything but a pleasant one in
the near future. I read in a United States
newspaper that at a meeting of capitalists
interested in the construction of a railway
to the Yukon territory:

W. C. Alberger presented a report based upon re-
cent explorations and from observations made during
an exhaustive surveying trip to Alaska and showing
that a route up Copper River was not only feasible,
but practicable. It was decided to organize a party
of surveyors which is to start as soon as weather con-
ditions will permit, probably by May 15. The pro-
gyamme is to start for Orca and proceed up Copper

iver to its head and thence across to the Yukon to
its junction with the American boundary line.

ShowiLg gentlemen, that the United Sta-
tes people are just as interested as we are
in the building of a road, and that would
have been the proper policy for this govern-
ment to have approached the United States
government on that subject and made arran-
gements which, I believe, could have then
been easily made, and thus save us from the
difficulties we are in and in which we will
continue to be. I have been looking into
this contract, and the more I see of it, the
more I am convinced that such a contract
should not be ratified. The privileges that
are given Mackenzie & Mann are such as
will put into the hands of themselves and
their friends, practically the whole of the
Yukon district, and will also prevent the
further development of those mines. Clause
18 reads:

So soon as any ten continuous miles of said railway
between Stikine River and Teslin Lake have been
completed and in running order, and certified so to be
by an officer named by the Minister of Railways in
that behalf, the contractcrs inay select ninety-two
thousand one hundred and sixty acres, or two blocks
of land, hereunder and thereupon such blocks shall be
reserved by the government from sale, or location, or
free miners' claims, and upon the completion from
time to time, in a similar way, of any other ten miles,
the contractors shall have a similar right to select
ninety-two thousand one hundred and sixty acres, or
two blocks, which shall thereupon be similarly re-
served, and upon the completion of the said railway,
and acceptance thereof by the government as com-
pleted, the blocks so reserved shall be granted to the
contractors.

What will be the result of this ? So soon
as ten miles of this railway is built, and it
has bee-1 said that those ten miles van be
built in the month of June, Messrs. Macken-
zie & Mann will have the privilege of select-
ing 92,000 acres of land. They will prac-
tically be able to take at once all the avail-
able land in the Klondike district. That
Klondike district extends now, as it stands,
from Dawson south to the Indian River,
about 36 miles, from the Yukon easterly
about 45 miles, aggregating altogether less
than a million acres of land. Five or six
creeks have been surveyed to a limited ex-
tent-the Klondike, the Bonanza, the Too
Much Gold, the Ali Gold, and the Indian
River-and none of these rivers have been
explored more than 20 or 30 miles. The
government have reserved in those rivers
the alternate claims. These alternate claims
are now lying there. As soon as Mackenzie
& Mann have built ten miles of the railway
they can take those alternate claims, which
are now kept from the miners and left open
for Mackenzie & Mann to take. What will
those alternate claims represent i We
have the statement of Mr. Ogilvie that
in that very district there is in sight,
on the claims that have been . actually
taken, between 50 and 60 millions. That
statement is from a competent man. The
government have reserved these alternate
claims. As soon as these ten miles are built,
Mackenzie and Mann will swoop down on
the intermediate claims, taking for their
benefit what is said by Mr. Ogilvie to be
equal to 50 or 60 million dollars. But that
is not the worst feature of the case. They
are allowed to take one-half of their claims
in three years, and the other half of their
four millions of acres, in six years. That
looks very innocent, but it is misleading.
That is the worst feature of the whole clause.
The mining in the Yukon and that district,
is not like the mining in South Af rica,
or California, or in Australia. There
the miner goes to the location and can see
at once if the ground is good, and can regis-
ter his claim. But not so with us. Our
miners have to go there in summer and select
their claims. They can only work in
winter. It is a slow process. They have
to thaw out the ground they select, digging
a few inches per day, and it is only after
they have toiled at that for six months
that they are in a position to take their
claim, because they have only the privilege
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of taking one claim in one district, and they
want to make a sure thing of it. There will
be next year, according to the leader of
this House, no less than 100,000 miners in
the whole district. They will scatter about.
What will be the result ? Those courageous
free miners, who go there for the purpose of
making money, they have sold perhaps their
household as some of them have, or borrow-
ed the money, or have money given them by
friends, go there for the purpose of selecting
claims, and doing it intelligently. Say there
are a thousand men in the new unexplored
districts. There is, as I said before a
small piece of the gold region, that has
been now explored, 36 by 45 miles;
all the rest of the region is unexplor-
ed, and we-know from geologists that the
whole tract is auriferous. There is no
doubt of that. Other new locations will be
made. Of a thousand miners, one or two or
three go a little faster than the others, and
find a claim. What will be the result '
Mackenzie & Mann are there, watching,
through their agents, what is going on in
the whole region. All they have to do is to
RO and lay their posts there. They scoop
the whole thing except those two or three
claims that have been taken, and the 500 or
1,000 miners that are there, who have dug
down 15 or 20 feet, but are not ready to
register, and have not registered actually,
will lose the benefit of the toil, and all the
advantage enures to Mackenzie & Mann.
iNow just imagine, hon. gentlemen, what
a howl, what a cry will rise to Heaven
when these men find out that they
are to be despoiled of the fruits of their
labour and toil, and all for the benefit of
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann, who have
already in the Yukon district, according to
Mr. Ogilvie's testimony, in sight, ready to
be taken up so soon as the first ten miles of
that railroad are built, fifty or sixty millions,
who are given a bonus by the British
Columbia government, who have land subsi-
dies and the whole quartz mining and the
W0od of those regions, in fact who have all
the mines of that district, because you will
agree with me that 4,000,000 acres which
they have six years to select, will give them
the choicest of the mineral lands. Every
miner that goes to work there will be a
prospector for Mackenzie & Mann, and these
'vill be hovering like a bird of prey over
them, watching until a rich location is
struck and then they will come down and

take the whole of it, the Government reserv-
ing the alternate claims. Who will go from
the eastern provinces under those conditions
and risk their lives, spend their money and
undermine their health, looking for mines
for the benefit of Mackenzie & Mann
and their associates. It will paralyze
that bountiful district, which is perhaps in
one way the richest in God's creation? In
that Arctic climate, the work will be slow,
while in Australia, in the Transvaal and in
California, the work can go on speedily.
In the Yukon it will be slow work, because
all the ground, as you know, is frozen, is as
hard as rock. Propositions have been made
and will be likely to be carried out, to deal
with that frozen ground as quartz is dealt
with now; instead of washing them, ulti-
mately to crush them. The result will be
that if one-tenth of the riches that are sup-
posed to exist there do actually exist, the
exploiting will last for years and years, and
if, as the hon. gentleman said here, there is
no profit in the extraction of gold itself,
there is profit for Canada in supplying those
people that will be there to the number of
one or two hundred thousand a year work-
ing continually. The riches will come to
Canada in the way of supplies if the road
is built for us and not for the people of the
United States. But if the road is not pro-
perly located, we will have but a small share
of thetrade of that region. Do you know what
a Seattle paper said the other day ? Seattle
will make $25,000,000 this year in the sup-
plying of goods and provisions and so forth.
And why not Î That road that we are
building. hon. gentlemen, be it on Canada
or United States territory, will benefit
especially the people of the United States,
because to compete with them we have to
take our goods to Victoria and when there,
we are just in the same 'osition that they
are. We have all the cost and difficulties
of transportation against us from here to
Victoria. There is a necessity for building
some road now-no doubt about it ; but
there is also a necessity for us not to build
a permanent road to the Pacific. The road
that Canada wants, the road that will
benefit the whole of this Dominion, is one
on this side of the Rockies, from Edmonton.
That line would traverse rich agricultural
lands, and lands rich in minerals also.
For about 1,000 miles it would be on a pretty
level ground and could be made cheaply
to the head waters of the rivers flowing
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west about 300 miles to the Klondike.
By this bill, hon. gentlemen, you practically
give all the Klondike to Mackenzie & Mann.
You give them the privilege of selecting the
gold claims from the Mackenzie River, and
the Great Slave Lakes, up to the Pacific
coast, in a district almost as large as Europe,
and they have six years to wait, as I said
before. You are giving away practically all
your mining riches to a company for build-
ing 150 miles of a link of a railway, which
will only be serviceable for five months in
the year, which will be utterly useless in
winter, because those miners desiring to go
to the Pacific when navigation is closed will
naturally take the shortest route, by Dyea
and Skagway, which is shorter by 200 miles
than the route now proposed, and shorter by
400 miles than the route, when it is coin-
pleted, to Observatory Harbour. People will
take the shortest route, and this road will
be absolutely useless in winter, it is a
repetition of the old water stretches,
making it now ice stretches. The road
that Canada should build-and I hope
it will utimately be built-and the only rail-
way to the Klondike, will be the road on
this side of the mountains, and then, as I
said before, we will have the commerce, and we
will have the supplying of the mining camps.
But what shall we build a road with? If
we, to-day, give this land to Mackenzie &
Mann for building 150 miles of railway,
the road is not built-and it will not be
what shall we have to build the whole road
when it is necessary to build it i Because it
will become necessary to build it. That
country is likely to develop to such an ex-
tent that it will be of vital interest to
Canada to have the road that I mention
built. What shall we build the road with,
if the golden grounds are now given away?
What will we have to build even the pro-
longation of that road from Telegraph Creek
to Pyramid Harbour, which is about 200
miles, and which Mackenzie & Mann have
the exclusive privilege of building, and which
Mr. Laurier said would be built if the
United States people put no obstacle in our
way ? The treasury i If the mining grounds
are given away, we will have to put our
hands in our pockets, and build the exten-
sion to Observatory Ilthet by government
grant. And when we build that road by
Edmonton, which we will ultimately do-a
road over 1,000-miles in length-we will not
have any golden district left to pay for the

road. That sort of administration is not
what we expect from this or any other gov-
ernment. We are giving away the land
to Mackenzie & Mann. The next step
will be that we will have to build
the road for Mackenzie & Mann to
Observatory Inlet. And when we build
this Edmonton road, it will also be for them,
because they will be the owners of the land.
But that is not all. Those miners who are
there and whose rights will be taken from
them, will likely rise in rebellion, and we
will have to send out our troops to quell the
rebellion-a just rebellion I say in my place
here to-night. And for whon shall we have
to send our troops and soldiers? For
Mackenzie & Mann. The power we are
giving these men will make them potentates
who will compare in power with the Czar of
Russia. No, that cannot be done. If this
honourable House is docmed to go one way
or the other, we had ratherbe abolished after
having performed what is clearlya duty to the
country. I think the Senate will reject this
iniquitous bill and will retain for the country
the richest tract of gold-bearing land that
the Creator has made, and which is being
bartered away for a mess of pottage- for
hash. If the Senate pass this bill, I for one,
acknowledge that we should be abolished ; if
the Senate pass this bill and the question
comes up at the next election for the aboli-
tion of the Senate I shall vote for abolition
of this body, because I will deem that our
usefulness is gone. If we are not sufficiently
conscientious to perform what the country
expect from us, it is better indeed that we
should be abolished and that nothing more
should be said of us. 1, for one, hon. gentle-
men, will cast my vote, and that, as a matter
of strict duty, in favour of the six months'
hoist, to this iniquitous contract that has
been palmed on the government. Some
members of the government, I am sure. at
least I was told so, will be glad if this bill
is rejected-will be glad for several reasons :
first for a reason of honesty ; second, if this
bill should pass here it would sound the
knell of this administration at the next
election. This, hon. gentlemen shows that
whatever has been said of us here, that
we are not prompted by a spirit of partizan-
ship; because if we meant to be partizan,
the thing we would do would be to let
this bill pass, and the result on the country
at large would be such that all the gold
that may be derived by some individuals
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from that contract thrown in the balance of
election would not counter-balance the in-
dignation in the country against the govern-
ment. Do you know, hon. gentlemen, what
was told me by an engineer of the old
country? Said he to me, "You have that
ten per cent royalty ; it may be excessive, but
if the gold is there which is supposed to exist,
keep on that ten per cent of royalty, and in
twenty years you can wipe off your national
debt." Here we are giving it away for
nothing and entailing on the country the
building of future railways, as I said before,
for those gentlemen and preparing for us
there trouble, which will necessarily come if
those United States and Canadian miners are
despoiled of their just anticipations and
rights. I feel very strongly on this question,
and if this is to be our last vote or our last
session of parliament, I want, before record-
ing My vote, to give you my honest reasons
why I shall vote for the amendment.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not know
whether it is the intention of the House that
this debate should be continued longer to-
night. I am willing to move that it be
adjourned.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We cannot finish to-
light. It would be six o'clock in the morn-
ing before we would get through if we went
on.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-I am willing to
Proceed or I am willing to give way again
tO-night, but I wish to understand if it is to
be closed.

lon. Mr. ALMON-I should be willing
to leave it to the leader of the House, if he
Will agree to finish to-morrow.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is getting a
little late I know, but if we do not get one
4nore speaker off the list, we will not reach
a decision this week.

Several hon. MEMBERS-Go on! go on!

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-It seems the desire
of the House that I should continue the de-
bate. I have listened very carefully to the
discussions which have taken place on this
a&llirnportant matter. It is a matter which
's loOked upon by the whole country as of
unprecedented importance to the future inte-
rests of the country, and, therefore, it be-
hooves every man to come forward, and
state his opinion carefully, frankly and inde-

pendently. I am strenuously opposed to the
giving away of our lands, unless for a fair
and valuable consideration. I do not think
that care has been exercised in making this
contract. The question has not been well
considered by the party whose duty it was
to negotiate the contract on behalf of the
government, and I believe they have corne
to a decision that will be very unsatisfactory,
and disastrous to the interests of the coun-
try. We are giving away somte three, four
or five million acres of land. For what ?
For the purpose of having a tramway of
150 miles constructed, which, I believe, at
the most will cost $5,000 a mile. That
is the only consideration which you re-
ceive in return for this large area of valu-
able land. I suppose it is the most valuable
property in the known world. No man can
lay hands upon a particular spot and say
there is gold here, but the consensus of
opinion throughout the known world is that
this land will be most valuable in the future,
and that of course is what we desire to look
to. Hon. gentlemen say the contract is
not going to cost the country one solitary
dollar. How can they come to that conclu-
sion. They must value the land as nil, Is
that a fair computation to make of valuable
property, or is it the
prudent business man
asset ? I appeal now
of long experience and
business and financial
their whether they
conclusion and vote
of this importance
information which lias

computation that a
would make of an
to hon. gentlemen

well acquainted with
operations, and ask
would come to a

upon a question
with the meagre
been commrunicated

to us by the government? I think not.
I should like to see the manager of a
large institution making a proposition to
carry out an enterprise with as small
an amorunt of information as has been
afforded us. That man's position would
not be worth much. The government
have acted in i very extraordinary manner.
They tell you that urgency is needed, and
urgency is the only plea In justification of
this great outlay of money. I do not concur
in that opinion. I believe that delay would
have been far better than hurrying through
this gigantic bill. What has been the
effect of that ? It has induced a great many
of our young men to leave their positions
and their homes and proceed to the Klon-
dike in quest of gold. We know from past
experience that it is very alluring. Young..
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men we know are easily led away. At the
time of the great excitement in California,
very many men, chiefly of an undesirable
class, left their homes in that country, but
fortunately for us we have not that class of
settlers here which they had in the United
States at that time. Instead of our promis-
ing young men remaining at home to cul-
tivate our farms and attend to our business,
they have been lured away by the govern-
ment prospectus, whether rightly or wrongly
to seek a future home the Klondike.
They have issued a false prospectus and we
know the effect of these prospectuses. The
country at this time is smarting from
the consequences resulting from false pros-
pectuses in the case of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, and I have no doubt the
same effect will be felt in the future, and the
government have taken a great responsibility
in their hands in trying to induce our men
to leave this country for the purpose of going
to a lone land, and depriving themselves of
the comforts of home, until they are perfectly
assured and satisfied that they are doing
a good service to them and to the country.
We are told that this is a great unknown
region; that nobody knows anything at all
about it; but I tell you, hon. gentlemen,
there are men associated with this under-
taking who know everything about it. I do
not insult their intelligence by saying that
they are going into this thing blind, that they
are going into the transaction as gamblers.
Their financial position and commercial ex-
perience and standing would not permit
them to make such a proposition, and I would
not have it understood for any purpose that
they are actuated by any such motive.
Therefore I do think they do know, and
have known, and it has been considered by
them for a great many months. Probably
for years they have had their eyes upon that
Yukon country, and at the right time they
struck the right chord and succeeded in ob-
taining a contract above all others, and of
the greatest extent that has ever been given
by any administration or any country. The
late government have been credited with
taking very bold measures, and that is true
to a certain extent; but this overtops all
that has occurred in the past and stands
pre-eminently above any act that ever was
perpetrated or conceived by former govern-
ments. I am not going to say that there
was any wrong doing in this matter ; I do
not accuse any man of doing wrong, but I

do accuse the government of not supplying
sufficient information to enable us consider the
matter in a proper light before entering into
thiscontractwith Mackenzie&Mann. I firm-
ly believe that if those three, or four, or five
million acres of land had been offered on the
English market, that land in place of realiz-
ing two dollars per acre would realize twenty
dollars an acre, and I believe there would
be very little difficulty in floating the whole
of that stock in the English market in a very
short space of time. We know that in the
last few months large developing companies
have been organized in England with capital
up to $10,000,000. Their stock has all been
subscribed ; the people in England are so
desirous of obtaining the privileges and
getting the Klondike country that I believe
all this land would be taken up and paid for
and this country would derive the benefit of
it. But all this profit is to go into the
pockets and the hands of the contractors,
and Canada will be lef t in the cold and will
not realize one doller from it. Now is that a
fair and honourable position to put this coun-
try it? I think not. The true plan would be
to do what was done in the case of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. The government
of thatdayinvited tendersfromoneend of the
civilized world to the other. They sent men
to examine and explore the country and as
soon as that was done, they were in a posi-
tion to let the contract; and they knew
what they were doing. Now in this case
we do not know anything about the country.
When this question first came up, nobody
knew anything about the contract, or about
the country, or about the future prospects of
this district. All was in a state of chaos
and confusion. I do not know that the
position is very much improved at the present
time, although it has engaged the attention
for a long time of members of parliament in
both Houses and of the country generally.
During all the weeks of discussion on this
bil, I have not heard one man express
hiniself in favour of having this arrangement
carried out in its present shape. If it
had been carried out in a proper
manner, with proper advertising that such'
a contract would be given out, and the
best tender had. been accepted, there could
have been no word of complaint about it.
I do not object to the contsruction of a rail-
way provided that railway is situated in the
proper place, and provided we do not pay
too much for it. I presume some means of
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communication is needed for that country.
That is self-evident. I have not heard one
muan object to the principle that a railway
is necessary, but what people object to is
the manner in which this contract has been
given out, under suspicious circumstances.
My hon. friend the Minister of Justice may
think differently, but I have not heard one
word against the propriety of the construc-
tion of a railway from anybody. I believe
to-day, if you polled the entire Dominion of
Canada the people would say, " yes, go on
With the railway, give all the facilities
lecessary, but be careful that you select
the best route, and obtain the best terms
for the construction of that road." We
have heard a great deal f rom hon. gentle-
tInçr who have addressed this Senate upon
various subjects and topics. We have had
the constitutional question argued very ably
by My hon. friend the Minister of Justice.
lie gave us an eloquent and learned address,
as, of course all his addres.ses are. But there
was something at the bottom of it, which I
Could not understand. I almost thought he
Wished it to be inferred that the Senate, as
a Senate, had no right to interfere with the
decisions of the Commons upon this matter,
because a majority of the lower house had
assented to the contract, and to the giving
away of the lands. lie did not say that in
8o lmany words, but his remarks led me to
the belief that they were intended for weak-
3ninded men like myself, to have a certain
effect on our votes on this question. That
wa8s supplemented last night by the hon.
gentleman froin DeLorimier, and, for greater
effect, he also came forward with pretty
learly the same argument. If that conten-

ti0on is true, we are not in a position to give
a vote on this question. If we are respon-
sible for the vote that we are to give, then
We ought to be equally entitled to give our
Votes freely, frankly and independently.
Dhen I was appointed as a senator of this

, I took upon myself as I thought
aerosresponsibility, and I waas obligedto accede to certain terms and conditions

0ol rny appointment. I was obliged to
nieet Parliament whenever and wheresoever
it was convened, and I assumed other obli-
gations. But if I am absolved by the princi-
Ple laid down by my two learned friends,
and if 80, I must withdraw from the obliga-
tions I assumed upon taking the position of
selator. But I do not think that was the
intention. . If we are not responsible for our

actions, we should not be called upon to
cast our votes one way or the other. Of
course, we all know that these lawyers give
their opinions in such a way that it is very
hard for laymen to controvert them. But I
take a common sense view of it, and I say
that the senators as free men ought to enjoy
the same rights and privileges as members of
the House of Commons, with the perfect
right of private judgment.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-So they do.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They have no
right to say we are influenced by partisan
or other improper motives, whilst they
claim that they themselves are perfectly
free f rom any imputations of that kind. I
do not insinuate that these men have been
guilty of any partisan acts, as far as they
are concerned. They have their consciences
to tell them whether they are doing right
or wrong, and I have no right to inquire
into it. When I concede that, I think
they ought also to allow me the same right
to decide every matter that comes before
me as a free man. I claim a perfect right
of free action in every matter that may
come before me as a senator of this
Dominion. If I am not in that position I
have no right to be here, and I have no
right to say that the measures introduced
are either right or wrong. I am above all
a true, loyal Canadian, and I want to see
this country prosper and continue prosperous.
I have no sympathy with those men who
think that nothing shines except beyond the
line to the south of us. We were told at
the outset that this line was an all-Canadian
route. That remained upon the tapis for
a considerable time until one fine norning
they found that the people of the United
States took a different view of it. Our
neighbours said : " You are interfering with
our rights and prerogatives; thus far shalt
thou go and no farther." That is the kind of
treatment we have always received from our
United States friends. They interpose their
authority in every matter that concerns the
British people. Only a short time ago they
would not allow our ladies to cross the
border with sealskin coats. They would
not allow one of our servant girls or nurses
to go into their country, and they put the
alien labour law into force. But we are told
here that we must not say a word to them
at all. The policy pursued by our neighbours
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is for the purpose of trying to alienate the ronth of December, but nothing came
the people of this country from their of it. It was only a few days before parlia-
allegiance to the mother land, with the idea ment met that the idea struck then that
that we will eventually join the republic. they could make this bargain with Mann &
They have tried that on several occasions. Mackenzie, and have the work prosecuted
You all rernember the abrogationof thetreaty by these two gentlemen. 1 have not one
of reciprocity. They thought atthetime that word to say about the ability of these gentie-
it would so injure the people of this country men to perforin the work satisfactorily and
that we would immediately fall into the properly - more satisfactorily to them-
arms of the Anierican republic. They were selves, possibly, than to the country.
disappointed ; they have tried such games However, they did make this contract,
since, and I have no doubt they will try but is it possible that there are only two
them again. But there is no possibilityof the men in this world who are capable of
people of this country being seduced from undertaking and performing this work to
allegiance to their Queen and their country. the satisfaction of the government, putting
There has been a great deal said about the up the necessary deposit, and doing every
Yukon mining regulations. It does appear thing that is required? I believe that if it
to me most extraordinary that mining regu- was known that the proposai for a
lations of this character should have been cont ract was in the market, instead of
fraed in the way they are. I arn not a one firt we nould have had bundreds
miner and know very littme about such perfectly able and willing to carry out
matters ; but I know the principles upon this work as well as Mackenzie & Mann.
which business is generally transacted; and I do ot say one word against their
I cannot understand, for the life of me, why ability. I believe they are perfectly capable.
a miner going into that country and endur- At the same tire, there are other capable
ing ail the hardship incident to a mîner's uen, ond I believe in giving every man a
life, should be subjected to a large royalty fair ch-ince. They have built many roads
when those millionaires are let off with in this coun try and have obtained
merely a duty of one per cent. That is large amounts froa the revenue of this
contrary of aml principles of business ; it is country. I aw opposed, and always was
against the fundamental rights of human oppoed, to giving out contracts in this
nature; and I arn sure, if the Govert- way. Every contract of a publie character
ment had taken the matter seriously should be given out by public tender. In
into consideration, they would have Ontario, last year, the great cry against the
corne to the sensibwe conclusion that there Hardy governinent was that they did not
should be a sliding scale. Say a bean comply with that regulation. When these
going into that country did earn thirty or gentlemen were in opposition they berated
forty thousand, he ought to be let off pretty the Conservative government pretty well if
easily, I think he ouht to io feot f ree. they gave a sall contract of $100 without
When a man makes a large amount of cor plying with that regulation, and adver-
money, the country has a right to benefit tising for tenders. If it was necessary then,
considerably froin the proceeds of bis find. it is necessary now. That was one of the prin-
That is sound cornon sense. I do not ciple items in the programme of the Liberal
know that the governrnent is actually doing party, while they were in opposition. But
that. I presure the subject vas not weil as soon as they et into power, they change
cosidered ; the governnent had not the their whole tacties. The fact is that they
time to consider it. We know they had a have taken everything fron the Conserva-
great deal to do. They were travelling tives that is good, robbed them of their
through Great Britain, enjoying themseves, clothes, and have assumed every re-
and they must have heard a great deal of sponsibility, and have done every act
the Kondike during that period. It was that they used to condemn s0 vigor-
universally spoken of in England, and every- ously when they were in opposition. I
body knew there would be a rush to that could not help being very much amused the
country this year. Did they make any other day at the meek and quiet way in which
provision to meet such a cantingency? my hon. friends the Secretary of State and
Did they do anything? a is true they the hon. merber for Halifax discussed this
had an interview with Mr. Kersey ing matter. I think I would ear them multi-
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Plying adjectives in such number that the
English language would hardly be sufficient
to supply them if this bill had been intro-
duced under the Conservative regime. We
have had them here for many years and
know what they have done, and I defy any
Inan in this House to show me one solitary
instance where these two hon. gentlemen
joined in supporting the government in any
mneasure, whether it was right or wrong,
during the time they were in opposition.
Still they say to us now, " You must not in-
terfere with this measure, because the Lower
House have expressed theirapproval by a very
large vote." If the opposition were wrong
then, certainly they must be right now, be-
cause they take a different course. They
say now, as long as the Lower House assents
tO it we are obliged to do it, and therefore
We may as well do it with a good grace.
But under their former principles they would
fight it to the death. It would be difficult
to imagine the language those hon. gentle-
men would use in denunciation of the Con-
servative party and anything proposed by
them. They have turned round, changed
their course and are as meek as doves.

hon. Mr. MILLS-Well, you change
You.'self.

han Mr. CLEMOW-I will not change
rayself. You could not change me. I am
a Conservative from the word "go " to the
Present time, and will be till I die.

.on. Mr. MILLS-You are in opposi-tion.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not care about
that. It makes no difference to me whether
a Conservative or a Liberal government are

power, as long as they discharge their
duty for the benetit of the country. But I
do not like to hear such epithets as were
aPPlied to hon. gentlemen by the hon. Secre-
tary of State, when he accused us of forming
a oPinion on this matter before we heard
the evidence. He ought to have known
better. He was a Conservative one time
and he ought to have known that the Con-
servative party consisted of hon. gentlemen
Who Would not act in that unbecoming
manner; and J think it was out of place to
try and inflict such an act of injustice onthe Conservative party in this country. I do

Swishtooccupy your time ; Iknow that you
tired of this debate. You know all the

circumstances, and you know whether, as
honest business men, you can record your
votes in favour of carrying out a proposition
which J think is most disastrous to the
future interests of the country. I do
not go round and ask men whether they will
do this or that. J merely ask you to vote
according to what you conscientiously be-
lieve is for the advantage of our country. J
see a great many scraps in the newspapers
abusing and vilifying the Senate. I do not
care what they say about me, as long as I
am satisfied I am right and feel in my con-
science that J am doing what I ought to do.
They say they are going to bribe us. I do
not think enough money has been coined in
this country yet to bribe one man in this
Senate, and it would require very strong
evidence to make me believe any such thing.
I do not think it is right for the Liberal
party to continue heaping abuse upon a
body of men who do not want to injure
them, but who merely want to do their
duty, and who will take the responsibility
for their acts upon thenselves and allow the
gentlemen in the other House to bear the re-
sponsibility which fallsuponthem. Whatever
may be the verdict in this case, I know and be-
lieve firmly that if the Conservative party
desired to make political capital out of this
matter which is now engaging the attention
of the country, they would have allowed this
bill to pass. But would we be doing our
duty to ourselves and to our country to try
and get the advantage at the next election ?
No ; and therefore we have taken an inde-
pendent course and I think it is the course
that will be endorsed by the electorate of
the country. If the bill is lost let them go
to the country upon that deal, and if the
country sustain them, of course the Senate
will pass the bill, although in England one
appeal has not been always sufficient. But
let them go to the people, and they ought to
have confidence in this country, because it
is not very long since they succeeded in
getting a majority. Whether they have a
majority of the people in their favour yet I
do not know, but depend upon it, a day of
reckoning will cone. J have heard a great
deal about the value of that country, and
among several scraps I have there is one
here from England which is, I believe, the
production of Mr. Ogilvie:

At Mr. Woodruff's lecture on the "Klondike Gold
Fields," at Point St. Charles, on Friday, March 25,
Mr. Woodruff quoted Mr. Ogilvie's words thus: Now,
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for my part, I think it is our duty as Canadians, to
sink all political differences-to let the fire of patriot-
ism consume all feelings that would tend to retard the
acquisition of this most desirable line as an all- Dana-
dian route to the Yukon, (applause), so that we may
enjoy as far as possible the benefits that region will
brng, if we use our rights wisely and well. In con-
clusion, let me say that we have in that far north
land, a vast region, comprisng some 90,000 to 100,000
square miles of untold possibilities, which with proper
care, judicious handling, and better facilities for the
transportation of food and utensils, will be the largest
as it is the richest gold field the w orld has ever knc.wn.
Rich deposits we know exist in it, and for aught we
know, many more equally rich will yet be found. We
know that there is sufficient to supply a population
of a hundred thousand people, and I look forward to
seeing that number of people in that country within
the next ten years. It is a vast inheritance. Let us
use it as becomes Canadians, intelligently, liberally,
and in the best way to advance our country, Canada.
Let us use it as becomes the offspring of the ' Mother
of Nations,' (great applause).

Mr. Woodruff will leave for Quebec this evening.

I think if this matter had gone through
some time ago we would have had other
opinions from England of a similar char-
acter. Possibly, I do not know, I may be
doing the gentleman an injustice for saying
that he might have been the prime mover
in booming the scheme in the English mar-
ket for the benefit of Mackenzie and Mann.
I do not blame Mackenzie and Mann for
making the best bargain they can ; that is
human nature. Unfortunately others did
not get the chance, therefore as public
men we are called upon to decide this
question one way or another-we ought to
look into all these circumstances and inatters
and decide accordingly. My mind is made
up, as you may imagine, to vote for the six
months' hoist, and I think by taking that
course I am doing a substantial good to the
country. I ask the hon. gentlemen upon the
Treasury benches if, with the experience of
to-day, they would undertake the same kind
of an arrangement that they made six weeks
ago ? Would they do it to-day ? Is their
opinion changed to-day, that they can get
other men to do this work ? Don't they know
now from experience that they could get
men to undertake this work for a mere trifle?
I believe there are hundreds of men in
England who would have built that tramway
for the advantage of working the railway for
ten years. I may be right or wrong ? J me-
rely say, give them a chance. Let them
know that such a project is at their disposal
and then we can see the result. As this
question is one of such vast importance, I
thought I was doing my duty to myself and
the people whom I am supposed to represent,
in placing my views before the House. I am

in a position to say that the great majority
of the constituents whom I have the honour
to represent are certainly in accord with the
opinions I have expressed. I have met men
from all parts of the country, and they have
unanimously expressed the opinion that
this contract was one that should not
receive the assent of parliament. The
future will decide if I am right. If the
Senate are right in rejecting this meas-
ure, chey will have the glorious satisfaction
of showing to the people of this country that
they have been the means of saving them
hundreds of millions of dollars. Hon. gen-
tlemen will remember the attitude we
assumed in reference to the Drummond
County Railway bill. Our action in that
matter has had the effect of reducing the
grant which would otherwise have been paid
for that work. According to the report sent
to me, I find that the price of that road has
been lessened to the extent of $600,000. J
hope in this case our action will have a sim-
ilar effect, and that we will have the proud
satisfaction of knowing, in future days, that
the Senate has performed a noble duty,
for which we will receive the thanks of the
community at large. We will feel satisfied
that we have been the means of preventing
a gross injustice. I do not say that it is an
intentional injustice, and I do not impute
corrupt or improper motives, but a man
is just as guilty, if he does a thing rash-
lv and without due consideration, as
he is if he acts f rom improper motives.
J believe the argument against this measure
is stronger without any such imputations.
By rejecting this ineasure, we will show the
country that the Senate is not as useless a
body as some people suppose, but really is the
watch dog for the Dominion. We have been
told that we are a lot of old women, and
that we exercise no influence in the country.
It was suggested that if some young men
were introduced into the Senate, it would
have the effect of reforming this body to a
certain extent. I am glad that they are
coming here to replace us, because we cannot
live much longer, and we want the young
generation to take our places, and the sooner
we make way for them the better. Let the
young men take advice from the old men as
long as they live, and after they die, the
young men can do for themselves. With a
country as prosperous as Canada is, and so
likely to continue prosperous, I see a great
future in store for us. But we cannot afford
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to lose anything that may be of advantage
and material benefit to the country.
We have been in the past rather too
careless as to our natural resources. I
refer very largely to the article of timber.
We had too much; we did not appreciate
it, and gave away a great deal without re-
Ceiving compensation for it. If we had, at
the present time, the timber which has been
destroyed by fire, and in other ways, we
Would have sufficient capital to pay our
national debt. I hope we will not take the
saine course with respect to our minerals
that we took in regard to our timber. Let
Us take care of our mineral lands and en-
deavour to make them more valuable, and
realize the last cent that can be obtained
froin them.

lon. Mr. PRIMROSE moved that the
debate be adjourned, and that it be the first
Order of the Day to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 30th March, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at ThreeO'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (I) " An Act to incorporate the
KIondike and Peace River Railway Com-
Pany."-(Hon. Mr. Loughèed.)

Bill (J) " An Act to incorporate the
Lake Superior and Rocky Mountains Navi-
gation Company."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND.

MOTION POSTPONED.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.) rose
to Imove

That an humble address be presented to His Ex.
ce cy the Governor General, praying that His

exee -ncy will cause to be laid before the Senate,
coPi5 Of all correspondence and memorials from the
Ing 'rs of the provincial government of Prince
Edward Island who composed the recent delegation

from that province; and will inquire what action the
Federal government bas taken in response to such
applications ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I hope my hon. friend
will let that motion stand. There is a mem-
orandum of the claims of Prince Edward
Island with the government, but the gov-
ernment have not dealt with it or considered
it yet, and it is unusual to bring down an
uncompleted correspondence, or a corres-
pondence relating to a matter which has
not been finally disposed of, and I hope my
hon. friend will not press his motion to-day.

The motion was allowed to stand.

CANADIAN YUKON RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being called,-

Resuming the further adjourned debate on the
second reading (Bill 6) "An Act to confirin an agree-
ment between Her Majesty and William Mackenzie
and Donald D. Mann, and to incorporate the Can-
adian Yukon Railway Company; " and the motion in
amendment of the Hon. Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), that
the said bill be not now read a second time, but that
it be read a second time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE said: We have
heard a great deal about the vexed question
before the House. We have heard none too
much. A great deal of time has been ex-
pended in investigating this matter both in
the lower House and in this House. That
time has not been needlessly or uselessly ex-
pended, because if there ever was a measure
that demanded the strictest scrutiny and
investigation before any parliament in the
world, this is the measure. We have had
many excellent speeches in both Houses of
parliament, in this House, notably the elo-
quent, able, exhaustive, statesmanlike speech
of my hon. friend the member for Richnond
(Mr. Miller), after the delivery of which I
felt like saying on behalf of those who should
succeed him in the debate, as was said once
of old, " What shall the man do that cometh
after the king." I shall take the liberty of
comparing the treatment which has been
accorded to this measure in both Houses
with the treatment accorded to a patient
placed under the operation of the keen
Roentgen rays. Light has been let into
the internal economy of this matter. Its
internal economy has been pretty fairly
exposed, and many dark spots have been
located; but I fear me there are some
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dark recesses into which no Roentgen rays
and no light will ever find access. In the
few remarks-I say few because that is
my intention, although I may not be able
to carry out the iitention-in the re-
marks I propose to offer to the House I
shall direct attention only to a few of the
more objectionable points, to my mind, em-
braced in this measure. And it does appear
to me that these points are about as num-
erous and as thickly set as are the " quills
upon the fretful porcupine," and, judg-
ing f rom their demeanour, it strikes me that
the sponsors in this House of this precious
bantling of the Minister of the Interior ex-
perienced just about as much pleasure
in the handling of it as they would in
handling that rather objectionable and re-
fractory animal to which I have alluded.
In either case it strikes me that the sensa-
tions of pleasure would be about as much as
could be expected under the circumstances.
Now, one of the things to which I object
in this measure is this: It has often been
spoken of, but it cannot be too much em-
phasized-it is the secrecy of the matter.
I say it is a bird of evil omen. Its incuba-
tion was in secret, and the circumstances
surrounding that initial process of its life
were ominous of evil. It was hatched in
secret, even in its pin-feather stage it was &
bird of evil omen, and now that it has attain-
ed full plumage, it is a bird of evil omen still,
and malodorous as ever. Why was this not
open to public tender 7 It is a false assertion
to say that the hon. Minister of the Interior
was not perfectly cognizant of the fact that
there were many people who would have
been very willing to have tendered for this
work, and it is useless to say that the offer
that was subsequently made by Hamilton

'Smith, was rendered nugatory, or that the
man was not sincere, inasmuch as the offer
was made after the contract was let. I say
that goes without saying. Who can tell
what offer might have been received if this.
had been open to public tender. Mr. Smith
was a man of large experience; he was a
man of wealth; he represented capital in
abundance; he himself had been on that
ground and had large parties of men pros-
pecting, and he knew just exactly what he
was doing and what he was saying when,
in that subsequent offer-which if we may
call it an offer-he gave the Minister of the
Interior to urderstand that for one-quarter
of that enormous grant of gold-bearing lands

of Canada he was willing to have under-
taken the contract, and that without the
monopoly clause. Then, again, the contract
was concluded within eight days of the meet-
ing of parliament, and this has been charac-
terized as indecent haste. I submit, hon. gen-
tlemen, whether it did niot merit that charac-
terization under the circumstances-within
eight days of the meeting of parliament
when the people's representatives would
have beei assembled, and when the mnatter
could have been placed before them and
had the exercise of their discretion and
judgnent upon it. It was an easy matter
for the government to have called parlia-
ment one, two or three weeks earlier than
they did. Urgency has been pleaded for
the contract. Well, the Minister of Rail-
ways knew in July last, before the House
rose, of the Yukon conditions; and he should
then have asked for power to have dealt
with them, which, no doubt, would have
been accorded. Engineer Jennings com-
menced .his work on the Stikine River on
the 25th September, which means, counting
from the date of the prorogation of parlia-
ment, that there were three months lost in
which work might have been done. On the
25th October the engineer completed his
work and the minister was put in possession
of all the facts. The contract was not let
until the 28th January. There was then an
opportunity for putting the matter up for
tender if they so desired. Now, it appears
to me evident that the conclusion that must
be drawn from this method of procedure is
one that cannot be avoided, that no intelli-
gent man, or body of men, can arrive at
any other finding than that it was a fore-
gone conclusion with the Minister of the In-
terior that Messrs. Mann & Mackenzie were
the only one within the bounds of Canada
who would be permitted to get this rich
plum. Now, I will treat, for a very short
time, of the difficulties of navigation. The
Stikine River is open, as we have repeatedly
heard, for only five months in the year.
There are shallows and rapids in this river,
as also in the Hootalinqua, and I was pre-
sent in the other House on an occasion when
the member for Westmoreland, N.B., brought
to the notice of the House a matter con-
nected with the practical use by steamboat
of this river which had not been touched
upon by any other member who spoke, nor
bas it been in this House. Any one who is
familiar with steamboat navigation at all
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will at once realize what it means to navi- 1 may say that I am well assured that if
gate a steamer, even a powerful steamer, the obnoxious land grant and monopoly
against an eight-knot current. Now, accord- clauses were removec I, and the members of
ing to my reading of Mr. Jennings's and Mr. the opposition generally, would support any
St. Cyr's report there are places on that reasonable proposition for a road to the
river where it is exceedingly narrow and Yukon gold fields, starting at any point and
there are very sudden bends. Suppose a by any route after a careful survey bas been
steamer cornes to this sudden bend in the made. We ail heard wbat was said yester-
river where an eight-knot current is running, day by my hon. friend the member from
what happens? Her bow is struck on the New Westminster during the course of his
starboard or port side by the eight-knot debate. I read now from the daily Times
current and before she can help herself she of which he is the manager. The extract is
will be driven across on the rocks on the dated March 17th, 1898. I vish the hon.
other side of the river. And then there is gentlemen of this chamber to notice how
another thing. It would be a necessity for the extracts wbich J now read will compare
steamers going up the river, in some places with what was said by the hon. member
where the riffles are, and broken water, that from New Westminster last evening. The
steam winches and ropes would have to be Tintes says:
Used from the steamer to the shore. Can THE STIKINE ROUTE.
Ibuch progress be made in that way ? I
think not. I have in my hand some other Overwhelming evidence is now forward to prove

thtfrtepresent the Stikine route is unavailable
Papers which carry with them considerable for traffic of any kind. It is, therefore, the bounden
authority, which I think the House will be duty of Victorians to warn ail miners and prospectors
ready to acknowledge and appreciate when outfitting here that they cannot go in to the Klondike

readthe. Jrea fist romJude Ceas ~ ia the Stikine route until thermiddle or end of April.
IIn our local columns detailed descriptions of the con-

report when trying a certain case before him dition of affairs on that river have appeared, and it is
f which he uses this languaIe needless here to repeat thein. The travellers whom

the Tione reporters have interviewed on the sbjct

. And here it may just be cited that there are occa-
'ions when only canoes can be used up and down such
a swift river as the Stikine.

On the 12th May, 1875, Mr. R. Hunter,
Civil Engineer. gives the following informa-
tion:

12th May, 1875.
SI,--I beg to inform you that I arrived here yes-

terday, seven days from Wrangel. The river not
eng thoroughly opened, I had a fearful time of it,in many places it was blocked twenty feet high with

ICe, and the snow on the banks fron one to seven feet
dep. I have pitched my tent in a well sheltered
bach about one mile below the ice mount and about
forty miles from Wrangel. * * * There has been
only two canoe loads of passengers and the express
canOe gone up as yet.

I am, &c.,
R. HUNTER.

Subsequently we have from the same gen-
tieman, when he became a member of the
Provincial parliament, the following com-
rxunication dated the 7th March, 1898 :-

The members of the House had all heard of the
agreeinent which had been entered into by the Domin-

' government in the building of a railway from
.lenlora and Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake. The

d'sadvantage of this route was that the Stikine River
Was not suitable for a large commerce. Near its
nouth the river was frozen in the winter time, was

subject to freshets in the rainy season and too low for
navigation in the dry season. For these reasons it

as absolutely necessary to have some other connec-
t'O" with the railway than was afforded by the Stikine
Pàiver.

are men whose word can be trusted, but if there was a
shadow of doubt upon the veracity of those gentlemen
all dubiety in the matter vanishes in the face of the
very significant fact that among those to return to
Victoria, baffled in the attempt to ascend the Stikine,
is Hon. Edgar Dewdney, one of the directors of the
Klondike M ining, Trading and Transportation Com-
pany. With. his mules, and his asses, and his oxen,
his nien-servants and his maid-servants returned lie
hither, convinced that by way of the Stikine no man
can reach Dawson City, at least for the present. This
fact should set at rest all doubts as to the reports re-
garding the inpracticability of the Stikine until the
ice departs.

It is the worst policy at any time and in any case
to conceal or colour facts ; such attempts as are now
being made by the Colonist to conceal and colour the
facts regarding the Stikine route are both foolish and
wicked. Foolsi, for the reason that whereas part of
the people now know some of the facts, very shortly
all the people will know all the facts, and the Colonist
will stand convicted of deliberate falsehood. Wicked
because many of those outfitting here rely upon the
statements made in the daily press to guide them ;
and to send men to such a God-forsaken rat-hole as
Fort Wrangel, when they might live here comfortably
and inexpensively until the ice breaks on the Stikine,
is downright cruelty.

The Times has not hesitated in the matter. We
believe the best thing that can be done for Victoria is
to publish at once the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, and if possible prevent the men
now here going to Wrangel.

The Secretary of State seems to be im-
mensely amused. If he can controvert this
jt is all right. J have cited the authorities
and that is -sufficient. •About that meeting
in room No. 8, with Mr. Livernash and his
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associates, I should like to know why it is
that the hon. gentlemen who have devoted
so much time to the consideration of Mr.
Livernash's references have singled him
out of the three delegates wbo came here.
I was present in room No. 8. I think I
know, and can appreciate when I hear it,
an intelligent and skilful statement of cir-
cumstances at any time, and I am free to
say that I never heard a clearer exposition
of any set of facts than was produced before
that assemblage of senators in room No. 8
by Mr. Livernash. It is true that he was a
United States citizen. He told us that he
was of Canadian parentage. He told us all
about his connection with the press. He
told us of his interests in Canada, and that
his principal interests were now in Canada.
The statement which that gentleman made
in regard to the difficulti-s which beset this
scheme, were made so plainly that he that
runneth might read, and they were endorsed
by the other two members of the delegation.
These gentlemen who have been so pro-
nounced in their condemnation of Mr. Liver-
nash have said nothing about the other two
gentlemen. One of them was a Dr. Wills,
formerly connected with the Mounted Police
of Canada, and the other one was a French
Canadian representing French Canadian
interests in this delegation. These delegates
came here accredited men. There is no
doubt about that. They told us how they
were appointed, and they were very frank
indeed. Mr. Livernash said he wanted to
have nothing to do with politics and to have
nothing to say about politics. He stated
the situation in the Yukon, and he showed
us how undesirable that situation was and
how impracticable the route was. I was very
much amused at my hon. friend the Secre-
tary of State. Whenever Mr. Livernash's
name was mentioned he said: " Oh, that is
from Washington." Knowing the proclivi-
ties of the government which the hon. gen-
tleman represents in this House, I should
have thought that anything emanating from
Washington, anything having the flavour of
Washington about it would be as agreeable
to his nostrils as the flavour of a savoury
meal to a famishing man. These gentlemen
cannot minimize or lessen the effect of the
information that was given to this honour-
able House by that gentleman and his asso-
sociates. Now, I want to inake a contrast.
There was placed upon'our desks in the first
instance a sheet like this in my hand, sub.

scribed by somebody, I forget the initials,
Slavin, and there was also placed upon our
desks another one, which is here signed J.
W. O'Brien. I should very much like to
know at whose instance these were placed
there.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Who paid for the
priniting7

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I think it is
imposing rather too much on the credulity
of the intelligent men of this House to wish
to convey to us the impression, to have us
assume that these things were put here on
the individual motion of these men. I for
one do not believe it. One of them, as has

I been said and as we all know, is a pugilist,
the other is a rum seller-a pugilist and a
rum seller, "par nobile fratrum," a noble
pair of brothers ! the proteges of the govern-
ment, and I wish them joy of their associates.
I think the government must have been re-
duced to very great straits indeed. They
must have realized that they were in great
straits when they had to resort to such
means to save this bill. Then comes the
question of the difficulty which these men,
reputable men, neither pugilists nor rum
sellers, who came here as the endorsed repre-
sentatives of at least 2,500 of the miners in
the Yukon gold country, experienced in get-
ting an interview with the Minister of the
Interior, the parent of the precious progeny
which we have been dealing with. They
were here for five weeks, or nearly so, before
they got an interview, and then it was not
an interview with the Minister of the In-
terior; it was an interview with the general
cabinet. Now, is this Canada or is it Rus.
sia? Does the Minister of the Interior
think that the men that those gentlemen
represent are serfs, as the Russians are serfs.
He himself has exhibited, ini his action in this
respect a good deal of the czarlike spirit
and policy, but he has made an infinite mis-
take if he thinks that that kind of thing
will go down in Canada. As a Liberal-
Conservative, I hope the government will
give him a free hand, it will bring the deluge
all the sooner. I say that this is a most in-
iquitous allotment such an enormous land
grant on the base line principle. This was
very clearly brought before us, and strongly
.accentuated by Mr. Livernash, when he said
that these gentlemen could, by this system
of allotting the land on base lines, secure all
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the gold lands in that country. I do not
know anything that would better character-
ize this allotment affair than comparing
Mackenzie & Mann (and I do not want to
say anything derogatory to their dignity
when I mention it) to that dread denizen of
the sea -the octopus, which, with its deadly
tentacle,, grasps everything within its reach;
and the miners to the poor mariner when
that dvil fish of the ocean has him in
his arns,-and there is no salvation fron
any quarter. Another serious objection that
1 have to the bill is the nonopoly feature.
1iOw under God's heaven men of intelli-
gence cau say that there is no monopoly in
this is more than I have the intelligence to
uînderstand. I do not wish to take time to
refer to the agreement which I have under
my hand, but how any man can say that
under that contract there is no monopoly is
ruore than I can make out. Look at the
time given for the selection of 6,000 miles
of the richest mineral lands in the country

lot merely the gold, but all other metals
(and who can tell what they may cover) and
the timber, which is such a very essential
factor in the success of mining there. In fact,
the ininers cannot get on without the use
of timber and in that regard they will be
completely in the hands of the contractors.

Iow, amr going to make a little divergence
here I want to refer to the characteristic

wavering, uncertain, undecided, never-know-
what-to-do policy of the government. In
illustration of that I want to speak for a
rooment or two of the premier's treatment
of that telegram of his which he sent to
Lord Strathcona. When asked by the leader
of the opposition to produce the telegram he
at Ince acceded to the request in his usual
entflemnanly manner, "l Certainly, I will
bring it down to-morrow."ý Twenty-four
aiurs lafter, when asked to produce it, hesaid, No, I cannot produce that telegram;

is private." It reminded me of a verse
that I Saw a little while ago. Some of the
words might be construed as rather profane,but they night fairly be. associated with the
cOnduct of the premier, and as the literal
rneaning of the word implies total loss, it
Iay have some significancy in regard to his

governent's tenure of power :
1e can if he will he will if he wont,

I'll be damned if he does, he'll be damned if he

To revert again to the objectionable fea-tures of this bill, it has been asserted over
33

and over again that it is not possible to trans-
fer this charter to a foreign comnpany, that
there is a provision to prevent it. I cannot
see that. It is true that it is provided in the
agreement that a certain number of the
directors shall be of British origin or British
subjects. That, to my mind, does not ex-
clude the possibility of transference to a
foreign company. Then, again, there are
the freight rates. There is no specification as
to what they shall be, but I notice there is
to be a reduction of 25 per cent in the
rates after the lapse of five years, and
another reduction of 25 per cent after an-
other term of years, and then the rates
come under the general railway law of the
country, so that the first rates must be very
high. No provision is made for the steam-
boat freight rates, which are a very material
miatter indeed in this contract. A friend
made a suggestion to me the other day-J
merely cite the suggestion for the considera-
tion of the government-that the govern-
ment night sell the lands by the acre at,
say, S25 or $30 an acre. The public will
readily buy the scrip. At these prices, four
million acres would yield one hundred mil-
lions of dollars or enough to build a railway
from Montreal to Dawson City and pay for
the Georgian Bay Canal as well, and with
the balance of the land we could pay off the
national debt. Before I resume my seat I
wish to refer for a few minutes to an inci-
dent which occurred in another place a short
time ago. I am jealous for the honour of
this House with a great jealousy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-lear, hear.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I he ar my hon.
friend, the senior member for Halifax, say
in his dulcet tones, " Hear, hear." I would
have been under a deep debt of obligation
to hin if he had accorded me that emphatic
" hear, hear," to some of my other utter-
ances a little earlier, or even if he will do it
a little later I shall be obliged to him.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
will not allow me even to applaud.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I daresay what
I an saying is not agreeable to the hon.
gentleman, but I am not responsible for his
feelings. I wish to allude to a circumstance
which occurred in another place. I repeat I
am jealous for the honour of this House,
and J, in common with my fellow members,
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feel aggrieved when the press, representing Iished. The editor of La Patrie has a bad
,either of the two great political parties into attack of mal-de-tête, and it seems to be
which this country is divided, attempts aggravated by an extra inoculation of politi-
either by the exercise of cajolery or by the cal virus, which has upset its entire constitu-
isstiance of threats, to influence the action tion, and his friends ought to look after him,
of this honourable House in the discharge or he may become a candidate for a luuatic
of its grave and responsible duties. I say, asyluni.
without fear of contradiction, that every,
time the press does so, it oversteps entirely Hon. _U. SULLIVAN-He is full of
the bounds of its legitiniate sphere. Let microbes.
me give you some illustrations. I quote
from La Patrie, of March 23rd, and I com Hon. Mr. PRIROSE-As a sample of
mend this to the attention of this honour- the alleged incompetency of this bouse, I
able House: wiah to give the foilowing in connection with

Senator Macdonald yesterday propo.ed the inter- the 1>rummond County aflair
nient of the Yukon Bill. The old contact was an annuity foi nine-

Then it is understood Toryismn wishes to prevent ty-nine veaus of $64,000, which, capitalized
the Libe-xral party froin governing ; Toryisni wishestheLiera atv rou g~ ruiu Toysu 5a t th ree peu cen t, would glive, say 82, 100,000.
to jirevent the cainet and the Continnons froin direct-
ing public affairs.

Let the cripples and the irresponsibles of the road the cost is $1,600,000. The différence
Upper Chaimber have their way to their hearts' con- betwuen these two arnounts is $500,000, be-
tent ; their arbitrary and capricious reign will be of
short duration. iig the amount s t n

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, his colleagues, his sdpporters, count by the action of the Senate. Besides
all of them the outcoime of the electoral suffrage, re-
preseut the people. The Millers, the Kirchhoffers, tis, the nev contract provides that the com-
the Macdonalds, the Bowells and the other invalids of panv is to do about S65,000 more work than
the Senate are nere individuals, representing nothing the old, whîc is a saving of expenditure
but their own impotence and their own spitefulness.
We wili not allow 0ur responsible system to 1; which, otherwise, the goverbieent wou1d have
smashed by miadde2ned Toryism : we shal not allow to have made. This, added to the $500,000,
men driven froin poKwer by the p>eople to crush us.mendrve f omîn~erbyth litiil tecrsh"~makes $565,000. \,ow, take the Grand
We are in power to govern, and we shail govern.

It was to Laurier, it was to our eminent coin- Tuunk portion.
patriot, that the Canadian people confided the direc- 1 st. On ail betterments under the old con-
tion of their affairs at the election of the 23rd June.
It was not to Bowell, it was not to Tupper.

The senators, it is now evident, are about to Miles of tuack fuom Ste. Rosalie to St. Lam-
throw out the contract for the railway fromi Glenora )eut, the governruent was to pay five peu
to Teslin Lake ; but we will have our turr. Let ofar
friends have eonfidence in the energy and patriotisin
of the chiefs of the Liberal party. Under the new arrangement (if carried> the

Now, if I were to characterize this as it governinent is only to pay four per cent
deserves to be characterized, I would say înteîet n t e porto o sei t
that for unadulterated blackguardism, the ge
vernacular of Billingsgate will pale in com- 2nd. The governnent, iustead of paying

parso wthtlisprciu eC ra above interest at four peu cent, has the optionparison with this precious extract.annual inteest
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What on a four per cent basis. As the goveunment

paper is that from? can bouuow money at two and three-quarter
Hon.Mr.PIIIROS-Tht isfronLaper cent, if bettermients came iii ahl to

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-That is from Laestimate, there
Patrie, the governiment organ. %ouId be a saving of at least $200,000 here.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The government 3rd. The Grand Trunk Railway is to allow
have no organ. the Intercolonial Railway ail the throughc ~trathic f romn Montreal and points west, or

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Well, Mr. Tarte from al points on the Grand Trunk Iailway
is an organ of the government, at least he for points on Intercoonial Railway, i.e.,
stands so much towards the government in through freight, which virtuall means clos-
the capacity of an organ that he makes them ing their unes from Richmond Junction to
dance to his music whenever he chooses Lévis, as far as competition with the Inter-
then La Patrie is Mr. Tarte's organ, and s0 colonial Railway goes. I have no data by
the direct ne of descent is clearly estab- which to estimate the value of this, but we
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can safely say that this 4 arbitrary, invalid, tent myself meantime by characterizing it
incompetent, crippled Tory Senate" has >as I have done as a palpable breach of all
saved to the country, on this Drummond parliamentary rule and etiquette, pardon-
IRailway matter alone, at least a million of able only, if pardonable at al], on the theory
dollars, and this is not by any means the that the hon. gentleman in his present pos-
only instance of that kind. ition, represents, in some respects at legst,

an inexperienced mariner navigating for the

has Mrot read the other side. first time unaccustomed waters, who has
not yet quite taken his soundings or ascer-

lion. Mr. LANDRY-There is nothing tained with any degree of definiteness his
on the other side. longitude and his latitude. I indulge the

hope, hon. gentlemen, that this honourable
Hon. -Mr. PRIMROSE-I have over- House, untraminelled as it is by the clamour

looked, in speaking of this matter, one utter- of any constituency, unheeding the urgings
ance of the editor of La Patrie, as to the of iinpassioned partvisn, uninfluenced by
Liberal party being the elect of the people the pronouncements of the press of either
and as to their policy being approved by the party, or even bv the dicta of either fledg-
People. We have had some striking evidence ling or full-plumed ministers of the Crown,
that a change has come over the spirit of will vindicate its position in the constitution
the drean of sonie Canadian voters as evid- of this country and assert its right to con-
enced by the result of the recent election in demn unreservedly, this or any other meas-
Ontario. Is it possible that the editor of ure which, in their judgment, is pernicious
La Patrie cannot read the handwriting on or does harm or evil to our country, this
the wall ? If that is the case, let the Canada which we love so dearly, and which
government go to the people, and they we should all like to see attain and hold
111ll tind in that people a Daniel that that position which is her manifest destiny,

Will very soon interpret it for them 1 if only-and I wish to emphasize that pro-
unnlistakably. Coming back to where viso with ail the strength I have-if only
I Was when I made this divergence, I was she has and keeps at the helm of state, wise
Speaking of an incident that transpired and competent steersmen, a foremost place
in another place. If these utterances of the among the nations of the world. I have
Press-suchl utterances as I have quoted only to say, in conclusion, that it is not
entirely overstepped the bounds of the legi- necessary for me to inform you, after these
timate sphere of the press in this matter, utterances, that it is ny intention to vote
What shall be said of the man who, occupy- against the bill, and thus I hope to add my
ing the honourable and responsible position little mite to another signal service rendered
of minister of the Crown, has so little by this Senate to Canada, and one that shall
apprehension of the requirements of his own be for ever memorable in her annals.
high otfice, or of the quality and bearing
which should characterize its incumbent as Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-At this eleventh
fromn his place in parliament, when discuss- hour, I have no intention of saying any-
ing a matter in which the interests of Canada thing, and I do not rise for the purpose of
were deeply involved, to formulate threats adding anything to the information which
as to what would happen if this honour- hon. gentlemen already possess, which is
able house refused at his dictation, to abdi- very limited, and very meagre indeed. Myeate its judicial functions, or should, in the object is simply to give expression to the
legitimate exercise of those functions, pre- faith that is in me, for the reason that thefer to follow a course of conduct dictated by constituency which I have the honour to re-
t wn judgment rather than that dictated present is represented in the House of Com-

ya minister of the Crown. There is only mons by a very able man, a friend of mine,
ne fitting and proper characterization of a Liberal, and represented in the Local
at gentleman's conduct, and that is, to House by a Cabinet Minister, the Hon. Mr.brand it not only as betraying a lamentable Harty. Therefore, I say that, at this very

ignorance of the situation, but as a palpable late hour, it would be absurd that the his-
infraction of all parliamentary rules and torical city of Kingston should not give
etiquette. I would be -abundantly justified utterance to its feelings on this occasion.

n using much stronger language, but I con- We do not hear of the Yukon for the first
33j
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time. Twenty-six years ago, on the 2nd one in considering this question. They are
May, the Right Hon. Sir John Macdonald de-'the three R's : the road, the route and the
livered a very able and exhaustive speech remuneration. As to the road, I do not
on the Washington treaty, in the course of agree, but 1 do not pretend to set my opinion
which, when a great outcry was made up against the ministers of the government,
against the free navigation of the St. Law- fortitied as they inust have been bv engi-
rence, he referred to the Yukon and Stikine neers, by the best talent which 1 have no
Rivers. In reply to the ironical "hear, doubt the could obtain. I think that if a
hear,' of the Hon. Alexander 1ackenzie,
the hon. gentleman said that there was gauge, by the government, and carried on
even then a large trade on that river. At by them fairly and honestly, titis Senate
that time very little attention was paid to would not hesitate for a moment to vote
these rivers, and it is extraordinary that what they require. 1 wilI tell you why. It
now their names fill the whole world, and is asserted that they give away the crean
if it is permitted for the shades of the saints of this country to these gentlemen -because
to look down on sub-lunary matters, I can there is no (oubt they do give away the
imagine how the right hon. gentleman would eream of the country-they give these people
look down on this occasion and smile, that the right to select these daims in any place
is, if saints are permitted to indulge in that'they wish, and after tley do that, what will
very human practice. There are three be left to those who core after the How
points which seem to me to urge themselves shag they build ani throw the onus on the
on the attention o>f any on considering country itself when te best part of thatthis biln, and b must say i heard with aa ron

grreat deal of regret the hon. gentleman to know. There is no one who will take a
f rom de Lorimier trying to assert that this contract to build a lawer road throuh
Senate had traditions by which it was bound greater dificulties if these gentlemen have
that the political alegiance that any gentle- the pick and cream of the whole affair.
man had there was transferred when he Therefore, a object entirely to the route.
came here, to his senatorship. Now, such is leThere is no reason why the goveroient
not the case, the history of the Semtes should not manage and run a road. oe have
it; and although we are not responsible din- had experience of government ownership
ectly to the people, stils we are responsible on the Intercolonial Railway. I wnay not
to the country, and above ail responsible to be of the most agreeable nature, but at the
conscience. We are responsible to the same time it is possible, and have no doubt
Snate feeling which every one has of doing that that road, under proper management,
what is righit and what is just, and I trust ay yet be mnade to pay. On the continent
that will always be sufficient to account for of Europe we have countries running roads
the deviation which we may have to make and there is no reason why the government
from the use of Commons; it is a painful of this countr should not run and manage
thing to oppose the will of that House in its road, and et the profit of this road, in-
any way. Any hon. gentlean here must stea of going to private individuals and
feel that it is a most disagreeable ting for into companies, go into the government and
him; and only the strongest sense of duty to the people. Therefore, object to it on
and the strongest idea of what is rigt that point. If it were part of a sehene to
would urge hi on to take such a stand, carry the road f rom the points that were
particularly when he happens to be h fmself na red, I have no objection to that. Then,
politically opposed to the part k which again as to the route. Looking over the
governs the country. There was no such ap of that country, and glancing along the
feeling at the time of the Queen's Jusilee, difficulties that lie in the way, I put aside
when Sir Wilfrid Laurier was th central anything like Edmonton and Prince Albert
figure ; no Conservative uttered a word dis- for the simple reason that this is a case of
paragingly about his honours. On the con- urgency. I admit tat it is a casé of
trary, the Conservatives joined in the general urgenc. The whole outcry of the people
acclaig and tried to assert thenselves as of this country was to try and get into that
Canadians, as we do on this occasion, and country as easily and as expeditiously and
to do what is proper and right. There are, as cheaply as possible ; and, therefore,
as I said, three points which occur to any urged by that cry, the government had t
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select what they considered the best way. rivers, and the bill gives these contractors
Casting one eye over the map, you can see the right to all that wood. Not oniy that,
no better way in which this want can be but taking the man with his claim of 200
filled tlan by taking the route which they feet who happens to go in there, and is
did, and, therefore, I have nothing to say perhaps at the extremity of his means, per-
against that. The worst of all is the re- haps all his hopes are about to be dashed
muneration, and this I confess is the only to pieces--when these gentlemen finally
Point on which I disagree with the govern- finish him up by saying : " You cannot touch
ment and with the party in power. The re- this wood ; it belongs to us," and the miner
Imuneration which is offered to these gentle- cannot get out of it. They receive these
men, who are the contractors, and whom lands in fee simple, and fee simple gives
every one lias been loud in praises of, and thei absolute power and control of it for
against whon I have nothing to say. They ever, and all that is contained thereon, so
are men of whom Canadians are proud, who that there is no possibility of any man who
have raised themselves to the position in may be prospecting there, and who may
vhich they are; and probably no gentlemen have secured a claim, to enjoy the fruits of

in this country are better able to carry on his labour. That, I think, should be pro-
that road if the road is to be built than vided against. There is no provision for it
they. But I contend the remuneration is out in the bill. Why limit men to 200 feet in
of ail proportion to what is required. I am this vast extent of country. Give thein all
not going to say anything about what they the feet they want, give them 500 or 1000,might do-what people might do is not to or whatever amount is wanted. J think it
be talked of-it is this fact that J look on will be forced on the conscience of the gov-
now, and that is that a large nuniber of ernment and on the hon. leader of the
People have been thrown into that country House that the diticulties are so great
and those people are not treated with fair in the way of settlers going in there,play. The idea of giving these gentlemen and the extraordinary ditfticulties they have
milhonIls of acres of land and then limiting to overcome, that lie will see that it is ne-
a miner to 200 feet is something extraordin- cessarv to remove this bill for the present
ary. It reminds me of the storv Sir John and substitute for it--if they intend to sub-Macdonald used to tell of a Jew who, going stitute anything--something which will be
into a shop in the rain, happened being very more honourable and impartial, and which
hulngry, to take a piece of pork, and just at will give the people of this country a chance
the time he took this piece of pork a terrible to possess the inheritance thmat God bas
thunder clap came, and the Jew said: placed in their hands. I thought I would

What a terrible row you are making about just mention that as my particular reasonlittle bit of pork." Now, the strict regula- for voting against the bill. J do so with ex-
on confining miners to the very small treme reluctance, as I think the Senate

amnount of land you are giving, is very ex- ought to try to assist the administration intraordinary as compared with the vast governing this country. They are entitledamount that it is proposed to give to these to every consideration, and when any one
gentlemen. If the government would tbinks that the meibers of this House are
modi fy their proposition with regard to that, swayed by the principles they may have had
if they would not freeze out of this frozen in former times in casting their votes in
country all the men who have gone there this chamber, they are terribly mistaken.
through such great tribulations, I would not
have so rnuch animosity against this bill; but Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I desire to say athey are taking away even the very wood word on this important occasion. I have

ithout which they cannot carry on their come to the conclusion that the Senate of
mines. The mining in that country must Canada is at one of its most important

on the surface of the soil ; the surface epochs. Hon. gentlemen know that much
nust be heated ; eternal f rost prevails to the bas been said about the Senate of Canada,depth of sixty feet. The only way to thaw but, in my humb!e opinion, we will be for

thit out, so far as we know at present- ever doing our duty on great questions of
sIence may devise some other way in the this kind. This is the most important ques-
ftu ure-is by burning the wood which is in tion that bas ever presented itself before
'he neighbourhood on the banks of the our country. It is the greatest question
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that has ever come before the Senate of Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.EI.)--At
Canada, and what is it? It is the biggest this late period in the debate I feel that any-
steal that was ever attempted to be forced thing I could say will not add to what has
upon the people of Canada. already beensaidrespectingthe bill nowunder

consideration. I feel at the same time that
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- each one of us should give expression to the

Hear, hear. views lie holds respecting this matter, and the
views of those who have oppo.ed the bill have

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE- wish hon. been so well and clearly expressed already
gentlemen not to forget that I am a Liberal that it is impossible for me to add anything to
by nature and by force of the circumstances them. Therefore, in anything that I may say
of my whole life, but as a Liberal I am against I shall deal very briefly indeed with the mat-
the Liberal who forgets his principles. 1 ter. To my mind it appears that the amount
am with the Liberals, and will be with them of land we are giving in consideration of
as long as I live, but this is the worst deal this small bit of road is entirely out of pro-
that I have ever known in my life. We portion to the value that we receive for it,
know that the Senate of Canada is an hon- a piece of road 150 miles long, and 600 miles
our to this country, and will be an honourfor f rom the objective point we intend to reach,
ever. I see some of my old friends around a road of three feet gauge which cannot
me, and I stand up for the honour of this cost a great deal of money. In this country
Senate. I am in earnest. There is no Irish- it could be built, stocked and fitted out
man in the whole world more in earnest with all the appliances for running for from
than I am in the interest of my country, eight to ten thousand dollars a mile. Of
Canada. Where is that interest more thor- course, in that .country it will cost more, but
oughly fixed at the present time than it is in to imagine it will cost anything at all ap-
the hon. gentlemen composing this House ? proaching the value we are giving for its
I am one of those. I love this Senate. Sir construction under this bill is out of all
Oliver MýIowat said lie loved it and that he reason. When we consider that under
hoped lie % ould die here, but Sir Oliver pre- this bil wc arc giving 3,750,000 acres of
ferred dying at home. But now there is a land, which is reputed by those who know
question before us and we are called upon most about it to be some of the most valu-
as senators to deal with it. No question lias able land in the world, for the construction
ever been raised in the whole world equal of this piece of road and that besides the
to the measure before us, and the senators land we are giving other considerations
with their grand old heads will have to pass vhich are almost as valuable as the land
upon it. And what do my friends say? itself-I say we arc acting a very bad part
What does the hon. Secretary of State say and that if we, by our vote, approve of that,
about this? He says this whole land is no it would not be in the interests of the people
good. Did you ever iear of a man that had whom we represent. Under the contract
anything to sell depreciate its value? My with Mackenzie & MIann they have the right
hon. friend the Secretary of State dispar- to select this land. It bas been said by some
aged the Klondike in strong terms. Is that bon. gentlemen that it was of such a won-
the way a man does when he is transferring derful extent that it might reach round the
something he is selling ? Does he say it is world urder certain conditions. That is
no good? That is what ny lion. friend the certainly one way of putting it. Let us look
Secretary of State has done, and I say he at the contract and the position in which
lias gone ail wrong, because we are giving the contractors are with respect to the gov-
this country away and iny non. friend the ernment regarding the location of that land.
Secretary of State says it is no good. They can take it in blocks twenty-four miles
Should he not rather say a word in favour long by six miles wide, and that is dividcd be-
of it? Common sense should indicate to us tween the government and the contractors.
that this is one of the worst deals that ever The contractors have the choice of the loca-
was made in this world. It is a steal from tion. They can take those blocks within
beginning to end. I do not say one word their district wherever they please. They
against the government of Canada, and J will have a better knowicdge of the value of
am going to stand by them, but this is the the mining locations in that district than the
worst deal that was ever made in the worid. governmext can have. arn told they have
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at present men engaged to go in there for of the country, and there was likely to be
the purpose of finding out the best locations starvation in the Yukon district. But we
in which to place these tracts of twenty-four see from later, accounts from there that
miles, and under their contract they can the danger has been removed, that there
take up forty of these different locations. In are sufficient supplies there now, and that
the district which has been exploited by those who go there are taking with thein
those who have gone there and from which supplies for twelve months. And, further,
a vast amount of gold has been taken, in the where the different trading companies en-
valley between the Indian River and the gaged in trade with that country, and the
Klondike, there are 684,000 acres of land. supplies now going there, arrive at Daw-
]ýut what is that compared with the land we son, there is no doubt that there will
are giving them ? If they put down their be sufficient food taken into that coun-
locations of twenty-four miles there they try to supply the population going there.
Would not have half enough land in that Further than that, we see that it is not
section. They have to extend to other places, such a very difficult matter to get out of
and by the reports that we have from mining that country as many supposed some time
engineers, geologists, and minîng experts ago it was. We see that people have arrived
who have gone in there on behalf of the gov- in this part of the Dominion who left Daw-
ernmnent, we know that there is a very great son about a month ago. Compare that with
extent of country in that section which is the difficulties, at the time of confederation,
gold bearing and of great value, and al- or very shortly after that, in getting to the
though a large part of the tracts of three north-west of this country, even to such a
ruiles by six which the contractors are to place as Battleford, which was the seat of
take up on these different locations may not the government in the North-west in the
he mineralized, still, if even the front part i early days of confederation. It was then
in any one location in the gold-bearing tracts more. ditlicult to get to that part of Canada
is of the same value as the locations where than it is now to get f rom Vancouver to the
fortunes have been found, on Bonanza Creek city of Dawson. Under these circumstances,
and the several other creeks in that country, I do not think there is any such urgency for
One of these locations will be more than suf- the construction of that road at present, as
ficient to pay the whole cost of the line was pet haps thought to be the case at the
which they are to build. When that is the time the government entered into this con-
case, we are giving far too much for tract. On the other hand, if it is really the
what we are to receive under such a con- case that the country is so valuable, it may
tract. It is true that a great many be necessary, in the interests of the Dominion
people are going into that country, and of Canada, that a railroad should be con-
L ask the House to consider for a mo- structed into it, and if that railroad is con-
ment the amount of money they are tak- structed on fair and reasonable term, not
"ng With them. It is said 'that a hundred such terms as are given to the contractors
thousand people are going there. Some esti-1; under this bill, but terms which would re-
mate the number higher, but if the number ceive the approval of any reasonable man,
's one hundred thousand people, and the I for one would be prepared to give my
amnount they take there is $1,000 oq an vote to assist the government to carry out
average, that is $100,000,000 taken into that project, even if it was to be done by
that country by these people. What time is it means of money f rom the treasury or on the
going to take those people to get $100,000,- credit of the Dominion, if it was found
000 from that country ? I doubt if in the necessary and desirable to build a road into
nlext two or three years we will see that that country. We have had various routes
abaount of money returned to this Dominion discussed here, but it appears to me, from
frorn that region. It has been said that anything I have heard-and I have listened
here .s great urgency for the construction with a good deal of attention and without

Of this road. I ani not prepared to say that any preconceived objection to anything that
When the government were about to enter was said by the government or by advocates
'ilto this contract there was not urgency. of other proposed routes into that country,
They were at that time under the impres- and I believe that the proper and mostaon, and it was stated in the public press, advantageous route for the Dominion-for
8'1d by mfany people coming from that part the people of the eastern section of Canada
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at any rate, for those whon we represent the land on every side of him, a block
more especially-is from some point in an 3 by 6 miles, may seil ten, fifteen or
eastern direction from the coast, so that the twenty daims, or any number tbey
advantages of the trade of that country choose, out of their tract, and the
might be brought to this part of Canada, miner who is on bis solitary daim there
and the Peace River district and other re- surroundect by their land, has to pay ail the
gions that have been spoken of as possessing taxes I have enumerated, bis ton dollars
such fertility opened up. That would fur- licenso, bis fifteen dollars for entry, and fif-
nish emplovment for a railroad to be con- teen dollars a year rent, and thon, after he
structed into that country. There are some lias taken out twcnty-five hundred dollars,
other clauses of the agreement made with'the governinent daim ten per cent on every
those contractors which I think are very dollat» lo takes out above that amount,
objectionable also. I will refer fora moment whilo the contractors with their mon work-
to the conditions under which they take up ing along side of irn, taking out ten times
the mineral lands which are to be given as much as ho can, have only to pay the
them for the construction of this road. They goverument one per cent. Now, what is the
receive those lands and pay a royalty of but position of the vorking miner in coniparison
one per cent on the minerais taken out. with that of the contractor? I tell you that
What is the position of other people who the hard-working miner will become a bewer
have gone to the Yukon and expended their of wood and a drawer of Nvater for the con-
time and eiergy there during the past few tractors, and in a very short timo, if this
months. and will continue to expend it for bil is passed and the contract h-coînes the
months to come in prospecting the country law of the land, the mon wvo hold that
with a view to getting some return for their contract would be the ovners of that coun-
labour by finding a claim that will repay try. The niiners would have no chance to
themn for their trouble ? We understand live there under such unfair class logis-
from those who follow that business that a lation. There are a go(i many other
man goincg into that country cannot go there points in this bill whieh perhaps migbt
and at once fake up a claim. He nay find ho criticized, and widl wbici I arnot
in a gulch, or some such place, a goodi many fully in accord, but vith respect to the
miners at work, but he has to find a location quantity of land and the ro«ulations enacted
where he can commence to work himself. It by the governmont for the miners, as
will require quite a time and much labour conpared witi those under wbich the
for hini to prove whether that claini is of contractors would ý%ork, 1 cannot agroe.
any value. But before lie can go and look Undor those circumstances, 1 feel that I
over the country and see whether there is a would not bo doing ny duty as a senator
place where lie can take up a claim, lie must of Canada if I did not give my opposition
procure a license, for which he bas to pay to this bil, and vote for the motion for a
$10. Anîd he nay find that there is no six montbs' loist,
value in the claim he lias been working for
months, and have to mnove to some other Hon. Mr. COX-With your permission
place. After finding a likely place he must hoi. gentlemen, I will preface the remarks
get his license recorded and pay $15 for his I baie to mako ly referonce to a personal
entry. He bas to pay $15 a year rent, and matter. Newspaper rumour, aîd at least
if his little location is not sufficient for him two hon. gentlemen in the other chamber,
to carry out all ho intended to do, he must in the courge of their address, conveyed the
pay $100 for a tract of land behind him in impression that I was a partner in or in
order to procure wood for carrying on his some way interested with Ilessrs. Mackenzie
work. That is what the miner bas to en- & ann in the greement now under dis-
counter. After lie has got this far advanced cussiort. 1 therefore, desire to say that 1
in his work, the contractors come along and ar not and have nover been directly or in-
pick up property in the very place where ho directly interested in it to the extent of one
bas been working his claim. We will say ho dollar. It is to be regretted that tbe real
is away out in the centre of one of these question at issue has to a large extent been
tracts belonging to the company, or one of lost sigbt of by the introduction of matter
the government reserves-what is that altogether foreign to that witb whicb we
mans position? The contractors owning ý have to deal resorted to in some cases
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fear, for the purpose of creating prejudice wliat i i known as the Lake Dauphin
against the governrment and the contractors. road, for a distance of 250 miles. They
For instance, the hon. gentleman for Brandon aiso entered into an agreement to pay $80,-
did the Minister of the Interior very grave 000 per year foi- a period of twenty years,

i njustice by the use of the following words. to be repaid hy the carrying of men mater-
I wvill read fromn the speech of the hion. g'en-CJ 'iiirea frm te seec ofthelio. gn- ais, mails, &c., for the government at the

tlernan:usual rates, the accounts to be adjusted attiemian: i vstît ettkn
Manypeole ha e oiidrerlhowthe expiration of twenty years, the govern-Alay eop)le have wondered how it was thiat

M1ssrs. Mackenzie & Mainn were singled ont froin ie
anbongst ail the other contractors iii the country to land grant for the due performance by the
ha ve this particular bonanza, this niost-favoiired conpanv of its part of the contract. This
colitractors' treaty thrust i>on the111. Peilaps soline w afterwards divided into two sections of
of YOu may b lunder the impre-sion that this is N r.
Sifton's first railway deal, that he is a novice at rail- 125 miles each. The Manitoba government,w-ay-biltlig,1an thiat 'in this mnatter hie inet Nlessr.Mai> 1 il, ~ and- tl1 ntn nto i itMsr by statute, wvas authorized to guarantee py
31aekenzie & Main for the first tiie. You are very
Iotiu liistaken. Mr. Sifton was for a inber of ment of principal and interest in bonds to
Years a nuber of the celebrated Greenway goern- the extetit of $8,000 per mile for not ex-
neet i Mainitoba, and anyvthiing that aggregation ceedinc 125 mii
-les ot klo- abouit subsidzig and building railwa-s

With niost-favoured contractors is not worthkwn y first mortgage on the road, and its earn-
ThP Uauiphin Railway in Mlanitoba was constructed not second mortcaeMesi s ,ikinl» & Main ste by thentlessrs. Mackenzie & lai for Ir. Sifton. i111(1er hon, member for Brandon. Te govern-
c1

eircumstances which were to what I iglt call the
mu,,tual satisfaîction of \Ir. Siftonî a<li these -ient have not ha to pay one dollar under

. Il do ot hesitate to sav that were theIfluir-" iistt htti urne the coinpany having paid the
Nwoikinigs of that deal known 'to the public itNvoîld makel a )situaio înt nonftaleoriter-est on the bonids as it matured, and ifwol mak astuation mnighty uinconifortable for

iOre thanl onle Loverinnjenjt. Býut evenl theotsdIiO'e hiioeeîennnt u ev i- Hieitside theY fait to dou su in future, the government
.nstorYof that deal is interesting reading. 'Tle moal 1an take possession of the road ani would
s 100 iiles long. If vou ask lesss. Mackenizie &
Oalin what they got for buildling it, t w t y iave it at a price far below its value. is, a land grant of 6.400 acres a mile and a cash iready earning more than the interest onhonnus of 840,000 a year for 20 years fron the Fderalhe )nds. The bargai was an exception-
overiret.t Hlow inuch will vou ask fron theProvincialî governmnenît Not a cenit, thev will re l. y good one for teprovince, a there
At(1 it is strictlv trie, blit whien, I olir rde, inqui- nothin hatever to stify the insinuationssitIvei t ?3 a, youi probe this inatter a little fuirther,yo'Vi h~ VO lr(li tji littt t itlefurtî,Yo" th'it were made 'n-ainst the two uîentlemeno tinl it to he a fact that the land grant and theInIn susidv, whîich anmout to $800,000, is, nanîed.

acordingt the iin)iiion of the experts ini the countr,j
8l1ielnt to bulild anl fuilly e<pupil that road. But,tthdai îlvcîol la od u Hon. 'Mr. 13OULTON-'-It leaves tue con-

s did not satisfy our liberal and large-heartedMiise 0ftj îtro,ý1o~tin toîe tractors a clear profit of 640,000 acres ofGnIister of the Iliterior, who was theni Attornev
oeral if M\anitoba. He thouglt that was i land and $40,000 a year. The rairoad was

'"01gh for these contractors ; he therefore put builthr>ughî a leai whereby le practically madie then. a o
luresenit of .8,0S8 a mile, a mile, and that is the only thing that is
8aland iterest on th eir boniids to the extent of certain. The land grant of 6,400 acres a

00. ay- hie practicalfly nmade thein a presentof 9,~oJ ale ratclyuudtinîapentMile and the $40,000 a year are a clear
larid, hecause he did not eveni take security on their i

the grant, all the security lie took being a lien on i Profit to the contractors.
road, anri that is a secon<l nmortgalge, as the

Iillion subI sidy ran ks first. Hon. Mr. COX--If the contractors make
This was intended to and did convey to a big profit, and tlere is no ioubt they will,

hon. member of this ouse, the impressiondo thev make it? From the

that both the Minister of the Interior and
MIr. Mackenzie had colluded together to de- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-From the peoplefraud the province of Maiitoba, of which the of Canada.
Mimîster of the Interior vas then Attorney
General, and that the same two gentlemen Hon. Mr. COX-Te land grant was from
were now entering into a corrupt bargain to the Dominion Government. It is not right
defraud this country. I will now briefly to blame the Manitoba Government for it,state the facts as to the Lake Dauphin road or the then Attorney General of that gov-

i may be verified by reference to the ernment. The only thing that the Manitoba
records. In 1895, the late Dominion govern- Governînent gave to the contractors, that

Ient granted aid by way of a bonus to the was of any value to thein, was their endorse-t'est of 6,400 acres of land per mile, to ment on fhe bonds that enabled them to



Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I thought the Hon. Mr. ALMON-The Speaker decided
hon. gentleman was stopped by the Speaker. that it was out of order to discuss the
If my hon. friend is going to deal with that Toronto railway. We want to come to a
question, he also should be called out of decision on the case which is now before us,
order. and if we are going to discuss all the electric

railroads in the cities of Ontario, I do not
Hon. Mr. COX-I know the hon. gentle- know when we will come to a decision.

man from Shell River will not find any fault
with me. I believe he made a mistake. I j Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It is a matter
understood him to say that the present con- in which the bon. member from Halifax has
tractors have floated the Toronto Railway no stock.
upon the public for $9,000,000, while it costs
them only $1,600,000. I happened to be Hon. Mr. COX-We would be very glad
along with Mr. Angus, one of th- trustees to have him înterested. I wish I had got
in verifying the expenditure of that road, interested sooner. It will, I am sur, be ad-
and I know as a fact that it cost over mitted by every member of this honourable
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negotiate them at a better rate of interest $4,000,00 in actual cash that went into
than they would have been able to get if the transaction; that is being sold to the
they had not been guaranteed. public at what practically represents $9,000,-

000. But that is no reflection upon the
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That contractors, nor upon the city, nor upon

was not a part of the first contract; that anybody else. The electric tramways in
guarantee was an after thing, was it not? the city and in the country have so deve-

on.loped beyond the expectation of any person

give them. The -at is what th y i that that $4,000,000 has jumped into nine
giv thm. he aniobagovramnt uar or ten millions; and the foresight, energy,

anteed the bonds which was the first charge ability and business astuteness of Mr. Mac-
on the entire railway and its earnings. Thekenzie who foresaw tha tand took the benefit
road is worth a great deal more than the of it, is no reason why an important matter
bonds that the Manitoba government guar- in which he bas been engaged should be
anteed. They did not give them one dollar,
nor are they likely to ever have to pay them his character or standing. The contract
one dollar, because the lien they have taken
upon the road is more than sufficient to pay cle competn A nme of Torn
it. I refer to that matter in justice to the glemewtouh t kew a ret
hon. Minister of the Interior, who is not deal and thougbt tbey were able to judge as
here. I have known the hon. member to its value--and I was one of them-
from Brandon a great many years as an thought that we were offering a very big
honourable man, and I do not think heihunorabl ma, an J d no thik h pice for it, but it turned out that we were
would make that statement deliberately quite below the tender of Mackenzie and bis
knowing the same to be untrue ; but I say
that the political prejudices, if I iay use afterwards realized we know now that we
that word, or his desire to make a political lost by not baving the faith and foresigbt
point against an opponent, leads hini to they had.
do a very great injustice to an hon. gentle-
man who is not present in this House, and lon. Mr. BOULTON-There are nine
I think it is to be very much regretted that million dollars securities on that road now.
that sbould be dune in speaking of a mat ter
of such very grreat importance, and saying
he practically gave some $800,000 wen he a s ts
ougbt to have known that he did not give the property bas jumped into value; it is
one dollar or incu one dollar of liability, rworth nine millions of dollars.
practically. The hon. gentleman fron Shell a Hon. Mr. BO ULTON-To tre public?
River made some statements equally mis-
leading in reference to the contractors, or Hon. Mr. COX-Yes, to the public. It
purchasers, or owners of the Toronto Street is tbe very best tramway service on the con-
Railway Company. t auent.
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House that the administration of the affairs main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
of the Yukon country for the next twelve if it is decided to build the line any further.
Months is one of very great importance, of In other words, this line of 150 miles would
Momentous importance to the country, and be a portion of a line from Port Simpson to
carres with it serious resp-rnsibilities. If Dawson City. it would be a portion of a
the agreement before us is approved, it line from Ashcroft to Dawson City ; and it
leaves the responsibility with the govern- would in the meantime make a connecting
Ment of the country, with the gentlemen link between the navigable waters on the
who, within the last twenty-one months, Stikine River and the waters leading from
have received their commission from the Teslin Lake to Dawson City. And the
Public voters of this country. If the bill is necessity of getting into that country at the
lot approved, it puts that responsibility up- present time with the least possible delay,

On the members of this Senate. Now, hon. appears to me to justify the contract that is
gentlemen, is there anything in that agree- befoi e us. Various opinions have been ex-
Ment that justifies this House in assuming pressed as to the value that should be put
that responsibility? upon this land. The land has been valued

at all figures, as low as five cents an acre-
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Lots and one hon. gentleman last night, address-

of things. ing this House, valued it at millions, bil-
lions and trillions of dollars. It is just one

lion. Mr. COX-I have no doubt that of these things that may be valued at any
the hon. gentleman thinks so or he would price, and the figures that are put upon it
not vote against it. Personally, I want to are purely problematical. I am not disposed
say, before I record my vote in its favour, to undervalue it. I have a very high opinion
that I do not think there is anything in the of the mineral wealth of this country, and
agreement to justify this House in taking particularly of the mineral wealth of our
out of the hands of the other House the British Columbia province, and of the landsresponsibility of administering the affairs of in our western and north-western country.
that country. It is fraught with very great I am inclined to think that a large amountresponsibility and with very great import- of wealth will be taken from the lands that
ance, and I for one do not think that we it is proposed to give to the contractors for
Ought to take the responsibility of that up- the construction of this road, but I would
oni this House. Different routes have been like to ask this honourable Housef'who will
Suggested and various objections have been get that wealth ? It will be the miners who

uged against each of them ; but there are may be there ; it will be the merchants and
objections against the one now pro- the farmers who raise the produce to feed

Posed than against any of the others. , Let those miners; the merchants who supply
'e start at Dawson City ; it has not been them with clothing ; the manufacturers and
denied, 80 far as I have heard, that we have their employees who supply them with theabout 600 miles of navigation from Dawson implements and tools necessary to do that
City to Teslin Lake, the whole of the 600 work, and this amount, whatever it may be
nles being exclusively in Canadian territory, worth, he it large or snall, will be distri-
the proposed road of 150 miles also being buted amongst -the people of this country,through Canadian territory. This road and if it so happens, and I think it really
bcngs us 150 miles nearer to the Pacific' will happen, and should happen, that the
coast ; it also brings us 150 miles nearer contractors get a large percentage of that

Pac n exclusively Canadian port on the profit, who will be any the worse off?

150 milest, but at that point we have Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Did the public in
River. o navigat o ar Stikne Toronto get the wealth from the Toronto

thnt suppose, for argument's sake, Street Railway?the attitude of the United States
'ght cause difficulty or trouble in the use Hon. Mr. COX -Yes, sir ; they did.Of that ivgto-hc shgli-

probab e, s gitionhel hi50 y es Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Did they getProb>able, stilI, if they did, the 150 miles as .n theyio getars
contracted for brings us that much nearer to fine million dollars?

exclusively Canadian port. It brings Hon. Mr. COX-Yes, I bought stock
8 150 Miles nearer to Ashcroft on the when it was 25 cents on the dollar, and
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properties I have in the outlying parts of I-on. Mr. COX-Perhaps, as 1 said be-
the city that were not of any value are in- fore, the hon. gentleman from Sheli River
creased in value ; and many others besides might be the one.
myself have gaiied by it. I would like to
ask the hon. gentleman who would have Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or
gained anvtling by it if it iad been a hoise it be Mackenzie
tramway as it was a few years ago? Some
property now valuable would be still farm- Hon. Mr. COX-J do fot know and 1 do
ing lands, or market garden lands. In manv ot care, as long as some man goes to the
ways the city lias increased and developed othei side. As long as 1 see the wealth of
and extended and improved by the construc- the people of Canada increasing, 1 lot
tion of the Toronto Street Railway. While care vho it is. If 1 do not get any larger
the contractors made a large amount out of share of it than to insure the man's life for
it, scores of people have derived profits out $1i,0 $20,000, that is ail 1 want. He
of it, and the public are receiving the bene- might take a pohcy in the Imperia], of
fit of it. Mechanics who are unable to get which company the hon. gentleman is a
homes are now able, by the use of the tram- director. The hon. leader of the Opposition
way, on paymient of three cents, to get two read several letters yesterday fi-ou promin-
or three miles out of the heart of the city ent men i the country, indicating the trend
into nice comfortable and ?onvenient homes
of their own, and live in a much more
healthy locality than they would have been
able to if the railway had not been built, as
they would have been huddled together in
the centre of the city, with horse tramways.
I say the developnent of the country would
do a great deal to enrich the whole com-
mniîniti and ever brdl i in if. Th h-n

of public opinion with regard to this matter,
and when I received a letter tis morning I
thought it would be a good opportunity to
read it to show that whatever wealth comes
out of the Yukon will be distributed anong
the people of this country. It is addressed
to mtyself, and reads as follows:

March 28th, 1898.
.Hon. Geo. A. Cox Toronto.

member from Shell River (Mr. Boulton), as I)EAR SEN.TOR ('oX.I.Jodging by newspaper i-e-
well as myself, will get sone benefit froin orts, it apparently coiceded tiiat he Yokon
the opening up of that country and the de- B>1 %,;Il la defeated in h(, Senate, and although
velopment of it. Would it not he better, if argument or thle sl ittiiof of anv iiiiiiber of facts iii
there is en millions a year taken out of that favoor of the measure %vill have any effect, nevsrthe-
country, that the contractors should get less as defeat wIll dea! the heav.est blow at the ex-

tenision of Canadian trade tbat inaooifacturers and
every dollar of it than to have it iinbedded iîeîcîmatt> have experienced in inaiY
there in the rocks of that country ? The As voit are aware, ha\e more or less knowledge
contractors cannot hold it. You caninot keep regarding the trade of British Coliînlia and the coat

eities, and 1 do not hiesitate to say to yout thtat the ex-
money tied up in any way ; if the contract- pe a te Senate will mnost undoubtedly
ors made large amounts of money out of resuit ii building i) the Puget Sound ports to tue

that, it would get into the country and DI visited te Paciti conat both in esairc and
spread, over the Dominion, andl we would aIl Augst ast, ap at that tinhe te Canadian Yukon
get a share of it ; and it wvould be better trade %va bractealy ii, athogh Seatte, d aconia

aa Porthand e - cowded witi ttinyers and ros-
thatthe armrs, ercants ma u fctue rs loctors, -and esxery vessel goiîig iiortlî was overloaded

mechanics and lahourers wvho contrîbute to to the danger litîtît with those ruîshing to the Cana-
take tliat wealth out of the rocks should ret dian gold firlds after Ca adian gold, bt tiansported

ther sareof t, nd he ounry vil b in Yankee vessels, and outtitted entîrelv in tus United

favour ofr f t n the measure will haeayefcteeete

enhanced by it. If the contractors should Te steaer "Portland " and other so-caled trea-
make so ruch money that, as was playfully sors-shpts o hailing fron Seattme wmre bin ging down

tee heath accinulated by Ainei an nouers in the
said in the buse of Com nts the other Canadian Kondi ke, and Seattie was advertised tise
evening, Lord Yukon takes the place of Lord sorld over, ns ot o th se nost advantageods olt-
Strathcona and entertains Canadiaîns and riting port. but t e noi t to which al the gold wrumg

froni Canadian sou was heiig rought, and it was
others o the capital of te world, will that claiîned tat the treasure vautts in the National
do us any har i Or if Lord Klondike takes Baks of that city were oerflowing with the natural
the e fr M ntswath whic vas oui birthriglit.

e acsndeavored to secuire business for ur cwcmhrany,
belietig that as ole of the larggst industries in Cats-

Hon. nMth. BOULTON-It depends on who ada, we hould in soins way benefit, but found that
owimng to the United States coastintr aws ad custom

he is. laegeations, Lre could fot at that tine secure even a
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fractional part of the trade that should have accrued nachinery and mierchandise that is being ordered
to us. fron the coast in the expectation that it will be ship.

As 0011, however, as the intention of the Govern- ped in our own vessels over our own route, and the
nclt to have built the Stikine-Teslin Rilway becamue profits th-'reof remnain with our own people.public, the w hole situation was reversed, and every It iniay not be too late to prevent an error, which,Canadian nerclant and nanufacturer is experiencing if cominitted, will be so far-reaching in its deplorable
the ienefit of large orders for Yukon requirenients, consequences that history will i egard it as the lost
and thousands of Canadian nerchants are being enm- opportunity of a century,'and I trust that you wvill do
PloYed on this wvork, so much so that at present it is al] that one man, standing for his country, eau do to
diticult to engage mechanics or operatives at anyv sound a note of warning that inay find an echo,
pont, the wlole industrial population being wvell ei- if not in the hearts, in the intelligence of Canadians
Ployed. at large.

Wienl it vwas known that a railway vas to be built, Yours truly,
«Ver which C'anadian goodis could be transported
without the harassing titiculties experienced at
Skagway, I)yea, or by the Yukoi River route, Can-
ada (am"e to the front. The world over, it was iade He need not have told me about his
khownu that all bounid for the Klodiik c ould travel allegiance to the Conservative party, becausethe entire distance unider the Briti.sh flag, and coin- if it had not been that he was such a strongIuaid the traditional safety and protection guaranteed.
by the Union Jack. Vancouv and Victoria n ere Conservative 1, perhaps, would have been in
lftel from deression, aid to-tav their streets are the other chanber. le stumped the county
an vi a rt . chc t tual i against me, and I was only defeated by six-Ilicd ilug n<îî'tl 'Flîcr literch alit are \triîlg re- ~Peat and repeat orders to Ontario and the east for teen votes. I know that he controlled more

ore foods in evcr-increasing quantities. On Cana- votes than that out of his own shop, but still(liain hnes of transportation are over-taxed with the . . .
denand on their facilities for carrying mien and ier- am satisfied and feel much happier in this
chandise to the West and to the north, and I lcave it chamber.
to al'y maln Who is in t. uÂh With] the pulse of Cana-lian, trade of to-day to say that oui present coiner- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-- would like totial oefrl uîc nr faitil ilu tUe future tif ur trade
and Onr se c'nfie in o a to iîet ail ask the hon. gentlenian if there is anything
lemianlds on us, if we are only given half a chance, to prevent the construction of this roadWas tout boi le out of the confidence ne all had that no going on even if this bill is thrown out 7
llatter how our ptoliical parties imight differ on every
ther inllt, that in national 4entirrent nd tle desire Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, certainly.to cousrrvev(,),Irurtes for ont own) peopîle,

they 8tood solidly shotilder to shoulder. Apart fromY
ur selfishî trade interest, ('ain we not also confess to a Hon. Mr. COX -Yes, this honourable

feeling of patriotic pride when we know that the House is in the way.
Canadiain Pacific Railway lias puîrchîased a fleet of

ea steaners to ply between Vancouver and Hon. Mr. BOIULTON -If it is put on a
a gel, is building a fleet of river steaiers to ply r basis I think it could be done. If

that point and Glenora, that our goveri- prope
runt as ruade provision for a railway from Gleiora they could be sure of half the business they
Tes1in Lake, and that large numnbers of river boats say will be done, thev could build the roadi there available for transportation direct to the

gold fields, so that once againi Canadian deternination and inake a profit.
anîd pluck will have, inside of twelve mîîonîtls, oser-
toe at atppneared to bc insurniouîntable obstacles Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I want

o the control of our own commercial interests. to point out that there is not a word about
The Coservative party, to which, as you know, I that th0res

9we allegiance, has iim the past incuirel mîîuch critic- that 4,000,000 acres.
" hen advocating a " forvard " poliey calculated

Promuote our industrial independence, as when they, Hon. Mr. DEVER-Order, order.
el e face of opposition, carried to a successful con-
anSon the uilding of the Canadianî Pacific Railway Hon. Mr. COX-I would like to hearand the Sault Canal, and in the light of the present, what the hon. gentleman has to say.
have theY not for ever earnied the gratitude of Cana- o
diaus for theiî' 'vrerîe u raiueuiCîa
Canad fo thei uyieldinîg dletermîinationi to act forantada first. fo Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Was that letter

a arn afraid that the intensity of ny interest in thtis written spontaneously, or was it in reply tolnatter may have led to nmy writing you at too great
batth, ut the satisfaction of the knowledge that we a request ?

ahardy secured orders for over $30,000 worti of
Yuko liery for river boats to Ue used on the Canadian Hon. Mr. COX-I could not tell you, but
t u route, is teipered by the fear, sordid though . rive the narne of the gentleman.

we ay Uc, that as a result of the action of the Senate,
may lose anly further extension of this trade.

YOU are perhaps aware, the Polson Iron Works Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
aso te Bertran Engine Works, of this eity, have think 1 know it
iiiach. ner workmg overtime to fill orders for boats and
kn inery for the Stikine route, and to ny own
pr ege, mnany other factories throughout this Hon. Mr. COX-He is one of the most
dennce and Quebec are working overtimîe to fill the active Conservatives in the country, and has
hoot fùr picks, shovels, axes, woollens, clothing

hardware, and every other description of done good work for his party.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He ing or delaying the construction of that
is a very respectable man. road at that time, it would have done this

Hon. Mr. COX-He is at the head of a country an incalculable injury. I believe

800u n m e tabeofhment employing the gentlemen who constructed that road,
manufacturing establishment eand who have'so much assisted in develop-
about 800 men-one of the grandest manu-, ing the resources of this country are entitled
facturing concerns in this country. to ail the wealth that any of them has got

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He out of it, and to all the honour there is in
does not say one word about the terms. connection with it, and I amr glad that two

of these gentlemen grace the House of
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, lie approves of Lords.

the bill.

Hon. Mr. COX --I do not care what value Hon. Mr. NcMILLAN-I am afraid a

you put on the land, I say it is not worth good many who were at that time in the
anything to us, and at this point I want to same position as ny hon. friend would not

make a confession-so mething that J tried be so 1onest as to make the confession.
to do but failed. J did try, and tried my
very best and thought I was doing it froni Hon. Mr. COX-I hope with all my
patriotic motives. I was so foolish as to be heart, that this House will not make the
one of the syndicate who tried to defeat the nistake that we made at that time. When
Caiadian Pacifie Railway, and I am very the hon. gentleman from Acadia (Mr. Poir-
thankful. I was not successful. I am very ier) was speaking last night of the very
glad that the governnent of that day had large value to be placed upon the land, it
not the second chamber to defeat their pro- reminded ne of the great diversity of opin-j ion that existed as to the value of the lands

which were being given to the Canadian
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You may be Pacific Railway. It will he admitced by all

wrong again. 1 that the value that bas been taken out of

Hon. Mr. COX-Perhaps I an wrong in these lands already-and only a very small

supposing the second chamber is going to proportion of them are yet occupied-can be
defeat it counted by the hundreds of millions of dol-

lars. Ny hon. friend from Wolseley (Mr.
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-How can the hon. Perley) will bear me out in the statement

gentleman expect me to vote against the that only a fraction of the wealth of that
bill when he will not give me the name of western country has yet been developed, and
that man? yet hundreds of millions of dollars of pro-

duce have been taken off those lands that
Hon. Mr. COX-I will give it to the hon. were valued at a very small amount, and

gentleman. I would not like to give the hundreds of millions more will yet be ob-
name to the House without permission, but tained. And to whom will it go? It will
I am willing to give it to any hon. gentle- go to the citizens of this country and the
man. I can assure the House that he is a citizens of other countries who will come
lifelong Conservative, and when I ran in here to develop it. It has been demonstrat-
West Peterborough for the House of Com- ed that the wealth is in the lands, that there
mons, I attribute my defeat to the fact that are untold millions yet to be extracted from
that gentleman stumped the county against them. And yet that wealth will go to the
me. people who dig it out, and these three or

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- four million acres of land are dcveloped and
That is the best evidence of his good sense. the wealth-and J do not care how mucli

wealth is taken out of it--goes to enrich
Hon. Mr. COX-Yes, and I would like every man, woman and child in the country,

the Senate to take his advice. I compare and to benefit ther directly or indirectly in
the opposition to this transaction to some sone way. I say let it be developed; let
extent with the unwarrantable opposition, the contractors make money out of it. If
if J may use that term, that was used against they make as much money as is stated that
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie tey will make out of three or four million
Railway. If it had been successfu1 in defeat- acres, there are hundreda of thousands of
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acres yet to be developed, and I do not account of their hostility Vo others whom
believe it is possible to cover a fraction of they regarded as political rivais, were ever
the mineral wealth of that country with the siding with Philip of Macedon, and it does
three millions which is to be selected by the seem to me that in this discussion we have
contractors. Put it down there where they had exhibited a strong inclination on the
like, and have all the base lines and restric- part of some lon. gentlemen to cast their

tios werethey like, and there will be stilltions where thvlk, adte wlb si political influence in favour of those rnea-
unlimited wealth in that country, and in sures of publie policy, those works and un-
the millions of acres yet unoccupied and fer- dertakiugs, that would place the Yukon
tile lands to the east of it waiting to be country and the trade of that country under
developed to feed the hundreds of thousands the control of our powerful neigbbours, in-
of people who will yet be occupying that stead of being under the control of the people
western country. I cannot understand how ani government of this country. Let me
any person can justify opposition to this take the case of the mover of the motion
prolect so much calculated to develop the now under consideration for the six nonths'
resources of that great country. I wish that hoist. If there be a province in this Do-
something could be done to delay the fatal minion that would be specially helped in its
vote which I am afraid is going to be taken industrial enterprises, in the extension of its
to-night, and to postpone the inatter for fur- commerce, in the stimulation of every branch
ther consideration. Let the parties get to-'of industry by this meisure Vliat province is
gether, and do something to avert the great'British Columbia. It seems Vo me that
'mjury that is going to be done to this coun- whatever doubts there might be in respect
try by the blow which will be struck at tie to any other portion of the Dominion, there
manufacturing and mercantile interests of can be no doubt whatever as Vo the position
Canada by throwing out this measure. of British Columbia, and yet my hon. friend

It ben(y ix 0,lockwho sits on the other side of-the Huse,
It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the from the province of British Columbia, has

Chair offered to this measure his most determined

opposition. H li as criticised it most unfav-
After Recess. ourably- was going to say most unfairly

-certainly most unfarly from my point of
lion. trate n.gn view, and the hon. gentleman in doing so, I

J1 regard the bill and the motion cannot ielp thinking, must feel that be ismade by the hon. memtmer from Victoria as causing a serious detriment Vo the province
both of very great importance Vo this Huse, of British Columbia.
ald Vo the country. J was for 30 years a' Now, look at what has been saidy Bo
1neliber of the House of Commons. I have thon. gentlemen in this ouse who are here
een and heard during that ime inany wari f rom the North-west Territories, and several

conteats and many heated observations; but other hon. gentlemen have declared that this
I mu8e say that for wbat seemns to me an! road would be of no substantial advantage

exhibition of a cool and deterûined spirit of Vo the people east of the Rocky Mountains.
Iolitical partisanship, 1 have neyer seen in o do no n agree at ail with that view. They
thelou19e of Commons so hierce a spirit ex- said it would be a road advantageous Vo the
biblted as 1 have witnessed in this bouse by people of the United States and of British
several hon, gentlemen Juring this discus- Columbia, anrI rwondered how My hon.

ion. 1 hiope tbat the Senate is noV going Vo friend cou d defend bis action in this buse
delude itself with the notion that it is noV before the people in Britis Columbia when
actuated by political feeling, for I am B per- almost every speaker wo supported his
fectîY s;ure in ny own mind-and I tbink motion pointed out that that would be the
When Vue discussion that bas taken place on province, among ai the provinces, that
ths bill in this bouse is read in the coun- would be specialy benefted by this
ty, there will be no two opinions upon tbat measure. This is a blow against the trade
questi0 n that in respect to those measures of British Columbia. It is a proposai, when
Which e anate from a Reform administra- carried, and I suppose it till be carried,
tmn, thaey are noV aikely to be received witb that will help the United States, that
meby tuch generosity. We were Void there wi l help the people of San Francisco and
bere of'en in the old Greek republics who, on Seaue le Vo control the trade of the Yukon
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country, and to do this at the expense of the motion to destroy this bill is a matter in
people of British Columbia. My hon. friend which this House is unfortunately more in-
is, in fact, whether in intention or not, an terested than the government. I suppose
ally of that gentleman who is here and who hon. gentlemen reniember very well the an-
supported the cities of the Pacific coast, and swer of Mr. Stephenson when it was pro-
as one of the editors of the San Fran- posed to send the first locomotive over the
cisco Eràminer went up to the Yukon railway track to Manchester. Some one
country for the purpose of naking a report asked him what would be the effect if a
on the conditions of things and to aid the cow came upon the track, and he said it
city of San Francisco in acquiring the trade would be a very bad thing for the cow. I
of that country. What did that gentleman think when lion. gentlemen are undertak-
say whei lie was here ? Why he said if the ing to place this House in antagonism to the
nining regulations of the governnient were House of Commons, to the government, and

brought into force in that country the popu- to the people of this country, they are taking
lation would soon settle the question, not by a course which is not to the advantage or
obedience to the law, not by seeking the the honour of the Senate of Canada. This
repeal or amendment of them, or a change is an important question for the country,
in a constitutional way, but with Win- and for this Ilouse. It is an important
chester rifles-the sort of talk that was re- question to the country because there lias
ported to us before the government was come a tile in the affairs of this Dominion,
actively engaged in promoting this en- of which, if thev were permitted to take
terprise. Those people who are seeking advantage, would most materially contribute
to control the trade of the country, seek to its prosperity. If my hon. friends deny
ing to close the avenues by which we are to us that opportunity, if they say advantage
grain admittance to our own territory, with shall not be taken of it, if they say no avenue
the intention of governing and controlling of trade shall be opened to that country,
that country, find in hon. gentlemen who then these hon. gentlemen are inflicting a
are supporting this six months' hoist motion serious blow upon the commerce of Canada
the most eflicient allies they could acquire and its various skilled industries, a more
on the continent of North Ainerica. That serious blow than has been struck at any
is the condition of things; my hon. friends, time since this union has been established.
whether they will or not, whether that be I say it is an important question for the Sen-
their object or intention or not-and I do ate, because there is a strong bias exhibited
not attribute to them the direct intention of in this discussion to hinder the bill and
undertaking to betray the interests of this defeat this measure, a measure, in my opinion,
country, but any man who has thought out necessary to the work of administration in
this question, any hon. gentleman in this the Yukon district. The government have
House who has seriously considered the said to the House that, in their opinion,
question instead of giving his mind a holi- this is a necessary measure. The government
day on the subject, can come to but one con- are responsible for the administration of the
clusion, and that is that if this measure is affairs of this country. It is less than two
defeated, if this Senate undertakes to take years since there was an appeal to the coun-
the work of administration in that country try, and there was returned a House of
out of the hands of the government, to disable Commons opposed to the former administra-
them and disqualify theni in this respect for tion and expressing its confidence in the
the discharge of an important public trust present administration; no election has
to the people of this country and to the taken place at any time sinee the goveri-
sovereign of the British Empire, have but to nient bas been formed whiclî shows or tends
persist in the course whiich they have taken, to show that the confidence which the people
they have but to carry the motion of my expressed in June, 1896, has been withdrawn.
hon. friend and they will put it in the power Since then, twenty-two ehections have taken
of the United States to exclude almost every place, and not one of those ehections bas gone
dollar's worth of goods and all the pro- in favour of the friends of lon. gentlemen
ducts of this country going into the Yukon, opposite. I say, themefore, that there is
and they will enable us, if we hold the coun- nothing to warrant the majority in this
try at all, to hold it by the grace and fav- bouse in voting against this bil. The
our of the government at Washington. The decharation bas been made over and over
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again that the government upon this ques-
tion do not represent the country. How do
they know that ?

H-on. Mr. McCALLUM-You couldeasily
let us know if you have the confidence of the
Country ?

lon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
mfan suppose that the Crown is going to dis-
solve the House of Commons to satisfy his
whim ? Does he suppose that because he
chooses to say the government no longer
Possesses the confidence of the people t hat
therefore we ought to put the country to
the expense and the turmoil of a general
election ? Is that the view which my hon.
friend has of the constitutional duties that
devolve upon him as a member of this
l.ouse? They may be the views of my hon.
friend: they are not my views. The gov-
ernment have said it is their duty to adopt
what they regard as the necessary means to
accomplish the end which this bill brings be-
fore this House. They have fully consider-
ed that subject. My hon. friends opposite
rnay have come honestly to a very different
Opinion, but under the provisions of our
Constitution and our constitutional system,
the duty of deciding that is with the govern-
1nent. It is the opinion of the government
and not the opinion of my hon. friends that

IXlISt prevail. Can they for a moment sup-
Pose that any government worthy the name
of 9overnment-any government having a
sense of self respect will, after having been
80 PPorted by a majority in the House of

tho nsho the representatives of the people,
ose who bear the taxes and the burdens

that mneasures of this sort may impose-do
they suppose that the majority in this House
"8 to determine the question of administra-
tiOnl against the other two branches of the
legislature, against the Crown and againstthe najority in the House of Commons ? It
Was Well said on one occasion by Macaulay,
le discussing how far there should be open
questions in the work of government, that
there iS one class of questions which specially
belong to an administration, and that is the
class of questions that have to do with the
administration of the affairs of government,
that class of questions which are closely
associated with the work of the executive
government. Now we have in the Yukon

Lstrict a large territory that is being oc-
cupied for the first time. It is necessary to

34

provide a government for it; necessary to
provide efficient means for the maintenance
of law and order; necessary to provide easy
means of access to that country, and so far
as we could do so, control the trade of that
country. This we have endeavoured to
accomplish. We came down with our
measure. We have two courses open to us,
to ask for an appropriation of money or to
take what, under the law of this country, is
a part of the public revenue, a portion of
the public land, and we decided in favour of
the latter course. On that question there
was no difference of opinion, and I venture
to say that every Liberal memnber, and many
who are not Liberal members, in the House
of Commons, preferred an appropriation of
public land to an appropriation of public
moneys. What does this House declare on
this matter-I am speaking of the najority
who have expressed opinions in this discus-
sion ? My hon. friends say: " Why, you
are giving too much lands." Some say:
" You ought not to have given lands at all."
Others say: "We want no road at all." My
hoz. friend from Monck (Mr. McCallum)
declared we did not want a road into that
country.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I said nothing
of the kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
forgotten what he said.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, I have not
forgotten.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Others maintain that
we should make an appropriation of public
moneys. I say that is not a question on
which this House judges. That comes be-
fore this House in no other sense than a
supply bill. It is in that respect practically
a supply bill, and you propose to take out
of the hands of the administration, whose
life depends upon the vote, not of this
House, but of the House of Commons,
and out of the hands of the House of
Commons the question whether this shall
be an appropriation of lands or money.
Further than that, a motion for a six
months' hoist is practically a motion to put
the trade of the Yukon country beyond
the reach of the people of Canada. We
have had over and over again discussions
on that line. We have had over and over
again, during this debate, a declaration
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that we ought to seek admission to that buse? Here we have a bil that 1 dare say
country by the Lynn Inlet and that our rail- will be considered after this one is disposed of
way ought to go into that country from the to incorporate the Pazitic and Yukon Rail-

Lynn Inlet. A few hon. gentlemen have way Navigation and Mining Company, a bil
spoken about the Edmonton route, but they which declares that this Company-and a de-
have spoken of it as rather an abstract claration in perfect accordance with a dozen
speculative question than a question of prac- speeches which have been made in this
tical politics. They know it would involve House-is for the genenal advantage of Can-
the construction of at least fifteen hundred ada, and a bil which says that the com-
miles of railway, and they know if they pany may lay out, construet and operate a
were building a mile a day it would take railway of the gauge of three feet, and that
five years to build from Edmonton to the bil is being moved by gentlemen who have
Yukon country. So that is a matter, on a declared in the discussion of this subject
question of urgency, that must be set aside that a railway with three feet guge is
altogether at the present time. And so my nothing more than a tramway, and yet they
hon. f riends turn their attention away from are pressing that measure here and pressing
Edmonton, not to a road within British ter- in what company? Why pressing along
ritory, not to a road that would be under with Mr. Hamilton Smith who was here and
Canadian control, not to a road where we who was actively working to defeat the
could determine what the commercial policy policy of the government upon this question
should be of the country in respect to the in the interests of commercial men in the
commerce and trade and travel that passes United States upon the Pacific coast. Let
over that route, but to a road beginning in me say this-and I say it with a great deal
the United States territory at Lynn Inlet of regret-that there has been, in several of
and which the government of the United the speeches that have been made in this
States could control. That has been the posi- House, an exhibition of a spirit of very fierce
tion. These hon. gentlemen profess-and I party bitterness. 1 say that the speech by
suppose are serious in their professions-to be my hon. friend who moved the six months'
devoted to British interests and the mainten- hoist, the speech of my hon. friend from
ance of British rights. I supposed that this Monck, and the speeches of the three hon.
country had practically taken a new depar- gentlemen who spoke in this bouse f rom the
ture with regard to the maintenance of the North-west Territories, were all in a tone of
integrity of the empire and the interests of fierce party hostility, nearly every one of
the empire when the Queen's Diamond them suggesting that there is something
Jubilee took place. We had a few on each wrong, that there is something dishonest,
side who favoured more effective defences and not merely an error of judgment.
of this country. No one could seriously in-
terest any large number of persons on bon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I did
either side of the House in that question. not say so.
I thought I saw a change-what I believed
to be a change for the better-a change Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know that
which would have the effect of interesting the hon. gentleman did.
the people of the United Kingdom in this
country and everything that affected the H on .
well-being of Canada. But here we have a
question upon which it is perfectly manifest bon Mr. MILLS-I do not intend to in-
to every one who has chosen to iook into it
that the people on the western coast in the ud o l ol
great cities of the United States are endea-
vouring to seize the trade of the Yukon Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does the hon.
country, and to control it and to control the gentleman say I said there was something
wealth of that country, and we have a large wrong?
number of gentlemen declaring that that is
the best course to take-to support a rail. Hon. Mr. MILLS-What did. my hon.
way which would accomplish that object. friend mean by bis allusion to the Minister
Has any hon. gentleman taken the trouble of the Interior with regard to the exclusion
to look at the bills that are before this of Mr. Hamilton Smith If bly hon. friend
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did not mean to impute any wrong motive Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And you allow
to any person I shall be glad to hear it. the senators to go in, as an invitation to

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-J described the try and induce the men of this country to
support this bill-to put another weapon inPOssibilities under this bill. I said nothing Mackenzie & Mann's hand to try and carryat all imputing motives to-anybody. But I the Senate.

can say to the hon. gentleman to-day, as I
said before, that there is nothing to prevent Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let us see whether
the lMinister of Justice and the Secretary of my hon. friend is right in that imputation.
State being partners in this concern, having I point out to hini that there is the same
stock in this railway, and I am surprised inclusion and exclusion in the Act relating
that My hon. friend who knows so much to the constitution of the Senate and House
about the independence of Parliament, of Commons. Let me read a portion of the
should put in an amendment to exclude the next section:

lnbers of the House of Commons when he In every contract, agreement or commission to be'8 allowed to go in himself. That is all I made, entered into or accented by any person withsaid about the bill-that the possibilities the gevernment of Canada,'or any of the departments
Were that ocould do so if liked or officers of the government of Canada, there shallyou do i. be inserted an express condition that no member of

lion. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
seemed to think there was soinething very
uspicious that the members of the House

of Commons should be excluded and the
ilembers of the Senate not excluded from
etering into partnership in this company.

Let Me read the provision upon which my
b . friend commented:

shaO member of the House of Commons of Canada
sa" t be admitted to any share or part of the saideontract or to any benefit to arise therefroin.

That is the declaration in the contract-
iet ne call the attention of the House to theProvsions of the Act relating to the Senateand the Bouse of Commons, section 15 of

that Act provides :
This Act shall not extend to disqualify any per-

ofas a member of the House of Commons by reason
sf h18 being a shareholder in any incorporated com-

Pany having a contract or agreement with the Govern-
takes of Canada, except ay company which under-
and a contract for the building of any public work,
worlany company incorporated for the construction or
Way. Ing of any part of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

That does not say one word about the ex-
cusion of senators. It is a provision in an
- t revised in 1886. My hon. friend was
in the louse and did not at that time pro-
Pose to extend that disqualification to the
&eiate.

lion. Mr. MILLER-He could not do itif he tried.

lOIn. Mr. McCALLUM-Why then ex-
Clude the members of the House of Com-

t10n. Mr. SCOTT-The law excludesthe3.
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the House of Comons shall be admitted to any
share or part of such contract, agreement or commis-
sion.

I wish to call the attention of my hon.
friend to this, and to give him a piece of in-
formation which he does not seem to have
possessed. He will see that the government
are required, by the provisions of that sec-
tion, in making a contract for the construc-
tion of a railway, to insert in that contract
a provision declaring that no member of the
House of Commons shall be admitted to any
share or part of such contract or agreement.
The government simply did this: in the
provision of the contract they made the
contract conform to the law.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think the
hon. gentleman wants to be fair --

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am fair.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Let me say one
word on this point. How did the hon. gen-
tleman come to omit it in the first contract,
and amend it afterwards ? How did he
come to put it there in the second place?
This bill was introduced in parliament with-
out such a clause, and it was twenty days
after that that clause was put in excluding
the members of the House of Commons, and
yet nothing was said about the Senate.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me tell my hon.
friend why we could not put anything there
about the Senate. The qualifications and
disqualifications of the Senate are fixed by
the British North Anierica Act. We can-
not impose on the Senate disabilities other
thar thoee which are imposed by the law.
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Now, in drafting the contract these words
had from oversight been omitted, which the
law required shall be inserted, but the law
on the subject is clear as noon day. It is
stated in express terms that this shall be a
part of every contract entered into for the
construction of any public work or under-
taking, so that my hon. friend will see that
the provision which excited a suspicion in
his mind is a provision that the law requires
shall be inserted in the contract.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to
ask if that excludes any one from being a
shareholder in a mining company which
arises out of the acquisition of those. lands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
have to consult his solicitor on that point.
Now, I say this: the spirit in which my
hon. friend discussed the question, and the
spirit in which it was discussed by some
others, was an exhibition of party bitter-
ness unrestrained by a sense of responsi-
bility, because my hon. friend knows that
this House cannot be legally controlled by
public opinion. If the House of Commons
do wrong it can be brought to account; if
the government go wrong it can be brought
to account, and therefore, under our consti-
tutional system, the intention is to govern
in these matters subject to their responsi-
bility to the House of Commons. While
their conduct may be crit-icised in this
House, it is an extreme and unusual course
for the Senate to undertake to override
the public policy determined upon by the
government and to mark out for that gov-
ernment a different course. Does my hon.
friend suppose that is permissible ? Let us
look at what the constitutional system is :
if the government on this question had been
beaten in the House of Commons there
was one course open for them, and that is
to tender their resignation, and pèrmit
another government to be forned to carry
out the views which the House had ex-
pressed, but ny hon. friend cannot turn out
the government by any vote in this flouse,
and does he suppose that the government,
that are entitled under the constitution to
remain in office, will for a' moment consent
to abandon that course which their judg-
ment tells them is the proper course to pur-
sue under the circumstances, and accept
trom this House a declaration of wþat the
public policy should be I

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We do not
want you to do that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--What is it that the
hon. gentleman wants the government to
do? He proposes that this measure shall
not receive a second reading. He proposes
that this measure, which was to be an
instrument in the hands of the governmnent
to enable them to properly administer the
affairs of that country, to secure to the peo-
ple peace, order and good government, and
to promote the trade and prosperity of this
country, shall not become law, and my lion.
friend, therefore, puts it outside the power
of the government to undertake to carry
out in that country the policy which every
one, who has carefully considered the ques-
tion, must believe to be in the public inter-
est.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The question
was never submitted to the people at ail.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend for-
gets that it was submitted to the people's
representatives, and they are the exponents
of the people's wishes, and so far as the pub-
lic are concerned, their view must be taken
as the view of the people.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
ask the hon. gentleman in what particular
they have done that ? Have they carried
out one pledge they made to the people ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will discuss that on
a proper occasion.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Exactly so.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am discussing at the
present time the motion of the hon. gentle-
man from British Columbia that this bill
shall not be read now, but shall be read
this day six months. There was exhibited
in this chamber, by some hon. gentlema-'
opposite, no great regard for the reputationl
and good name of the Minister of the Interior,
but there was shown a special interest in a
gentleman from the Pacific coast, Mr.
Hamilton Smith. Mr. Hamilton Smith, let
me say, may be a very clever and enter-
prising man; he may be very wealthy or he
may not be. I do not know his circunl-
stances ; it is a matter of no concern of mine;
but I do know this, that he had no communi-
cation with the government. We do noe
profess to read the thoughts of men's mindO
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or the hearts of men, and when Hamilton to serve the public interest, if we had for
Smith came here he had no communication a moment listened to a proposition of that
With the government or any member of the sort, if it had been open to us. What then
government with respect to railway com- was the next thing done ? Then followed
Munication into that country. He was here the introduction of a bill into the United
.or sone time before the contract was entered States chamber which was a proposal to cast
iTto. There was a gentleman here, Mr. discredit or doubt upon our right to navigate
Xersey, who wished to enter into a contract the Stikine River so as to affect these nego-
and the hon. leader of the Opposition com- tiations and prevent Messrs. Mackenzie &
Plais that the government gave Mr. Kersey Mann floating their scheme on the London
no particular information. Supposing the money market, if they had made the attempt
government had asked Mr. Kersev to tender, and if they had got the bill through the two
and that is practically what he was invited Houses with that expedition which we all
to do, it was not their business to say how supposed would have been the case at themuch land or money he should receive per time these negotiations were had. Let me
Inile. It was his business to say how much tell hon. gentlemen that is what their friend
he was willing to take. There were other is doing. That was inspired, I have reason
Parties who were in communication with the to believe, by some hon. gentleman to get a
government, and although we were ready, charter to build a road through United
Porhaps a few days earlier, to have entered States territory controlled by Congress and
iuto a contract with Mackenzie & Mann, by the executive government of the United
that was delayed for the purpose of enabling States for admission into the Yukon country
Mr. Kersey to complete his negotiations of Canada. I should like to know, if that
With capitalists in England, and to make us road were built, what chances we would have
a tender, if it was in his power to do so. to build a Canadian road 1 Why it couldow, he did not do that. He was not re- only be done by paynent out of the public
stricted as to the amount qf land he would treasury of Canada, and when we would
be expected to take for the construction of undertake to build a road, we would have
this road, but he told us this, that rich as the regulations made with the United States
those lands are in minerals he could not raise relaxed in order to embarrass and hinder
the iecessary capital to go on with the our success, that the work would be aban-
nndertaking upon the land grant alone. doned in order that the United States gov-
the , that was Mr. Kersey's position. He ernment and the people might be able to

anked the government for the courtesy control the trade of that country in their
with which he had been treated, and with- own interest. It is a matter of amazement
4 rew from further negotiation, because his to me that any number of hon. gentlemen of
1riends on the other side of the Atlantic this Senate, who reflect upon the subject,
faîled hin. Now, in the case of Mr. could ever for a moment entertain a proposi-
thamnilton1 Smith, he said nothing until after tion of that sort, yet that is what is proposed.
the contract was entered into. He wrote a The hope of this country, the possibility of
etter. In that letter he condemned the all- the extension of its commerce and its trade,

Canadian route to which-the government had the protection of its interests and the main-
comnmitted themselves, and he undertook to tenance of law and order in that country,Point out how much more advantageous it depend very largely upon this measure, and
would be to construct a road from Lynn the hon. gentleman opposite, and those who
Canal. is proposai was a United States are supporting him, whether intentionally orProposal, not a Canadian proposai. It was unintentionally, are nevertheless contribut-

proposai to build a road that could be con- ing to this end-the control of that country
tholIed by the United States, that would be by United States cities on the Pacific coast.

"'l the ilnterest of United States commerce, Now, let me say this further. The hon. gen-arid to build that road with aid f rom the tleman from Westmoreland (Mr. Wood), in
Public treasury or the public domain of speaking upon this subject, spoke against
'Carada. this Stikine route. He spoke in favour of

Weil, hon. gentlemen, that was a proposi- the railway being built from the head of
that the government could not for a Lynn Canal. My hon. friend seemed to

raoment entertain. It would be a betrayal think that this road if built would be con-
'Of the public trust, instead of undertaking trolled by the United States.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman allow me to in-
terrupt him, and ask this question : Did not
Mr. Smith, in his letter of the 18th February,
offer to build by the Stikine route on much
more favourable terms than Mackenzie &
Mann?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me ask my hon.
friend what signifies a proposition made by
Mr. Smith after he knew the government
had entered into a contract, a completed en-
gagement with other parties?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You have discussed this point, why not this
one? You are now pursuing the course of
the Irishman of answering one question by
asking another.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-A very proper course
under the circumstances. I say it is a matter
of no consequence what offer was made. It
would prove nothing if he had offered to
build the road for nothing. I discussed the
other proposition for the purpose of showing
what Mr. Smith's design was. Mr. Smith
came here for the purpose of defeating the
attempt to establish a Canadian route under
Canadian control, and then sought to secure
the construction of a road from the head of
Lynn Canal-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
offered to build the other as well.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Whatever he could do
lie did to defeat the policy and object of the
government, and I regret very much that
my hon. friend, or any hon. gentleman in
this House, should give his influence in
favour of a proposition of that sort. Now,
my hon. friend from Westmoreland (Mr.
Wood) declared that we might just as well
go to the head of the Lynn Inlet to construct
a railway as to begin at Telegraph Creek on
the Stikine River. My hon. friend's con-
tention was that the Americans had the
same right to impose duties upon us at
Wrangel, or any other port where goods
might be transhipped, as they had to impose
duties on us on goods at Dyea and Skagway.
I said that is not so, and I shall undertake
to establish that that is not so. My. hon.
friend yesterday, in discussing this subject,
undertook to show that the government of
the United States might make regulations,
but those regulations must be consistent
with the right of free navigation, and so my

hon. friend could not for a moment maintain
that the United States government could
impose duty. He said more: lie said no
one with a grain of common sense could
argue in that way, and my hon. friend said
it was an idiotic contention. I will not go
that far; I will not say that my hon. friend
from Westmoreland has not a grain of coin-
mon sense; I admit he has a great deal
more than a grain, but I say on this question
lie was mistaken.

Hon:' Mr. LOUGH ELD-Is my hon.
friend aware of the fact that in the discus-
sion on the Hansbury bill before the United
States Senate a statement was made that
the law officers of the State Department
gave it as their opinion that the United
States could impose duties at Fort Wrangel,
notwithstanding the treaty of Washington ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I am not aware of it,
nor do I care whether they did or not. I
know that is not law, and I know that no
United States law officers will, in seriously
arguing this question, or maintain any such
law. I hold in my hand Mr. Wheaton's
work. Mr. Wheaton is a United States
authority of great eminence ; there is none
higher. He is an authority in the United
Kingdom and upon the continent of Europe
as well as in the United States. Let me
read what Mr. Wheaton says on this very
subject:

It was a principle that the right to a tfling gives a
right to the means without which it should not be
used, that is to say, that the means follows the end.
Thus a right to navigate a river draws to it a right to
moor vessels to its shores, to land on them in cases of
distress, or for other necessary purposes, &c. This
principle was founded in natural reason, was evidenced
by the common sense of mankind, and declared by
the writers before quoted. The Roman law, which,
like other municipal lawe, placed the navigation- of
their rivers on the footing of nature, as te their own
citizens, by declaring thein public, declared also that
the right to use the shores was incident to that of the
water. The laws of every country probably did the
sane. This must have been so understood between
France and (reat Britain at the treaty of Paris,
where a right was ceded to British subjects to navi-
gate the whole river, and expressly that part between
the island of New Orleans and the western hank,
without stipulating a word about the use of the shores,
though both of then belonged then to France, and
were to belong immediately to Spain. Had not the
use of the shores been considered as incident to that
of the water it would have been expressly stipulated,
since its necessity was too obvious to have escaped
either party. Accordingly, all British subjects used
the shores habitually for the purposes necessary to
the navigation of the river, and when a Spanish gov-
ernor underteok to forbid this, and even cut loose the
vessels fastened to the shores, a British vessel went
immediately, moored itself opposite the town of New
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Orlearis and set out guards with orders to fire on such lon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
as light attempt to disturb her moorings. The gov- thinking somewhat loosely on this subject.ernor acqlliesced, the right vas consitant1y used after-
Wards, and no interruption ever offered.

That is the doctrine, and my hon f riend wîîî ing at the tie was that we had just the
~ee he t an to iooraresame rights at Dyea and Skagway as wesee the right to tranship andhad at Wrangel, that there is no dffrence

incidents to the right and navigation of the and 1 pointed out to him that at Dyea
river. river.and Skagway they could impose a duty on

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- every dollar's worth of goods landed if they
Transhipment is not used under the pro- so chose; at Wrangel they could fot do
visions. so, and my hon. friend dissented from

my contention. No one pretended to argue
ion. Mr. MILLS-The word tranship- that the government of the United States

mient is not used, but words broad enough could fot make regulations there; they are
are used; the word transhipment is ex- entitled to make regulations, the treaty ex-
Pressly used by Philimore. I do not think pressly says they may make regulations;
it was necessary to bring in several volumes but the treaty does not say they nay make
on this one subject when the very broad regulations inconsistent with the free navi-
expression is used which certainly includes gation of the river. My contention is that
the one I refer to. those regulations must be reasonable regu-

on. Mr. WOOD-Does he presume toany other o-110n Mr WOO -Dos le prsum tOject iii view than that which the treaty
say that we could tranship goods at Wrangel authorizes. Now, several hon. gentlemen
Without being subject to the rules and regu- have praised the Dyea and Skagway route.
lations of the United States government? The hon. member for Calgary said that when

lion. Mr. MILLS-I have said nothing built the Stikine railway would be a United
Of the sort ; I said that the United State States road. Weil, let me say this, hon.
government, under the gentlemen, the Americans may use it. We

the ave he expess rovsion oiare "lad to have them use the road ; they
the treaty, have the right to make rules and
regulations, but those rules and regulations contribute to its support; they are not likely
1nust be rules and regulations consistent toarael ove with ousaying the
With the f ree use of the river. They may charges o e, pay the
make rules which will prevent a ship f rom

anada stealthily smuggling goods ; but theydisposa
cannot subject a vessel to the customs law i seanods re asde orot or

by Putting a duty on British goods ; that
WOul thefreenavaatin ofthe Montreal; there would be no difference. If

Would not be the free navigation of the river. they landed the goods, we would get the

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- duties, and if United States goods went into
That is the tariff, not the customs law. t

receive a revenue which would contribute
lion. Mr. MILLS-That is s to the maintenance of the goverment and

the payment of the expenses incurred , but
ion. Mr. WOOD-I did not say that the beyond that there would be a very Iarg'ý sale

nited States would impose duties at ofCanadian as thereis, even under
Whrangel, but I did say that any tran- h xsigcrusacs oicnieal

Upment which might be made there must (uantity of Canadian goods being sent into
under such rules and regulations as the that country. Then, I find the member for

nited States government imposed, and my Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) and the hon. mem-
hon. friend admits now that they would ber for Sheli River (Mr. Boulton) both sup-

ave the right to impose such regulations porting the six months' hoist and opposing
a Would prevent smuggling into the United this bil; but both are promoting a bil to

States territory, and I referred to what Mr. authorize the construction of a road f rom the
Sif ton said in his speech in the other House, head of the Lynn Inlet. I want to press
that if these rules and regulations were vexa- this upon the attention of these hon. gentle-tious, we had one relief by being able to men who are voting for the six months'tranship at Port Simpson. hoist, that they are supporting a proposition
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to build a road in United States territory
which we catnot control.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But we are
giving no money or land towards it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Money is wanted; it
is sought.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No
land grant.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--The House of Com
mons and the government are not likeiy to
support a land grant under the circum-
stances, and I think there will be a good
many people in this country who, after the
speeches made in this House, will thank
God they have a House of Commons and
have a government in this country sus-
tained by that House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then the prim-
ary object in view is not the building of a
railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly, it is the
building of a railway on Canadian territory.
We do not propose to build a railway in
California or in the Southern States or
Alaska.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Nor do you
propose to allow foreigners to build a railway
into the Yukon, notwithstanding the fact
that they ask for no subsidy, either in cash
or land.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, we do not propose
to put the trade of this country into the
hands of people at Washington.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Can the hon.
gentleman reconcile the stand he takes with
the policy laid down by the minister in the
other House in regard to the Kettle River
Railway Bill ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That bill is in the in-
terest of the Grand Trunk Railway Co.n-
pany. It is a railway company seeking ad-
mission to the territory on the Pacific coast.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to ask the
hon. leader which is most in the interest of
the mining industry of this country-to land
the goods and passengers at Fort Selkirk or
to land them 300 miles by river navigation
away from that ? I am putting the inter-
ests of the miners, who are working in that

country, against the other interests he is
speaking of.

Hon. Mr. MTLLS-It is the interest of
the Canadian people, whether in the Yukon
country or any other portion of Canada, to
favour the construction of a road on Can-
adian soil that will be controlled by the
Canadian parliament, and subject to Can-
adian policy, no matter whether it be a
longer or shorter route than the United
States route. Besides that, let me call hon.
gentlemen's attention to the fact that the
town of Dawson is very near the western
boundary of the Canadian territory, that
when any expansion takes place in that
country it niust be eastward.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Alaska
territory, you mean.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Canadian territory
east of Daw on, and so every mine that is
opened is a mine coming nearer and nearer
the part where this road will enter the coun-
try. If the mines prove productive, as we all
hope they may, if the country is occupied by
a large mining population, then this road will
be just as convenient to the mining popula-
tion as if it ran nearer the United States
border. Besides that, there is nothing in
the wcrld to prevent any railway corpora-
tion that has large interests in that country
to select a route wherever they please.
There is one thing that this contract pro-
vides for, and that is that wherever the
contractors build a road for their own use,
it shall be also open for the use of the min-
ers in that country. My hon. friend spoke
some time ago with regard to the use of the
Stikine River under treaty of Washington.
Let me read a letter which passed in 1873,
after this treaty was negotiated, from the
Treasury Department at Washington to one
of their officers in that section of their terri-
tory. It was written in September, 1873,
and reads as follows:-

Sî,-I have the honour to inform you that Mr.
William Moore residing at Fort Wrangel, Alaska,
has addressed a complaint to the British Minister
here, in which he states that the United States deputy
collector had informed him that he had been instruct-
ed by his government that no foreign bottom should
be allowed to carry freight through American terri-
tory on the Stikine River.

As the 26th article of the treaty of Washington, of
the 8th May, 1871, provides for the free navigation of
the Stikine River, I have to request you to ascertain,
without delay, the truth of Mr. Moore's statement,
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and to transmit a copy of the instruction received at ces. But the circumstances are not ordi-
Your port in relation to the navigation of the Stikine, The wags,
With a copy of the instruction given to the deputy nary. gein ail probility, that
clOlector at Fort Wrangel on the subject, and state these contractors will be obliged to pay dur-
the practice of the deputy collector with the authority ing the season of construction would be theon which it is based.

saine wages that miners receive. Unless
Hon. gentlemen will see that at that time they approximated such wages, the men

the rights of the British population were could not be retained on the road, and every
asserted by a British minister, and that the one will understand under these circum-
TJnited States government at that time also stances, that the road will cost much more
Called the officer to account for having mis- than a road of that kind under ordinary
understood his instructions. We have been conditions. What was the duty of the
told over and over again, during this debate, governnient The country did not want to
that this is not an all-Canadian route. give monev; they did not want further
What do hon. gentlemen mean by this not burdens imiposed on the treasury. That
being an all-Canadian route? Not a foot country is being opened up in the interests
of this railway is within miles of the United of the mining class, a large percentage of
States border. From its initiation to its i whon are not British subjects, persons of
termination it is wholly in Canadian terri- foreign birth going in there to carry on
tory. It terminates on a river which runs mining operations, and we thought that the
through a portion of the United States. Is best and wisest course-and in that I know
that a reason for saying that it is not an we have the concurrent opinion of the coun-
all-Canadian route? If the Canadian people, 1 try-was to make that country, if possible,
under the solemn compact made between bear the burden of the obligation that we
the government of Her Majesty and the were obliged to incur on behalf of the Yukon
government of the United States, are en- district. That is what we did. At all
titled to use that river for all commercial events, that is what we have undertaken
Purposes in what respect does it differ from to do. And now as to the amount. We
8. Canadian river? As long as peace con- felt it our duty to give our assent to such an
tinues, that treaty remains in force ; it area as would be pretty certain to secure
could only be terminated by a war between the financing of the operations of the con-
the two countries, or by their mutual con- tractors. That was arranged. There was
Sent, and we are not looking for war, and urgency. There was necessity to secure
not looking for a termination of the treaty ; early admission to the country, and in order
but, in any event, we have made the south- to secure that early admission it was neces-
err terminus of the road at a point from sary that these men should not fail in their
which it may be extended directly south financial undertaking. We could have given
180 miles to a sea-port in oui own territory. them one-twentieth of the part of land-yes,
The government expected, if this contract we could have given them one-hundredth
Was confirmed, to ask parliament for a part of the 3,750,000 acres ; we could have
Small appropriation to construct a wagon given them 37,500 acres, and given them all
road; so that if it should become necessary the placer-mining it is possible for them to
to use it for military purposes, it could be receive under this contract, but what would
done. It would be adequate for that pur- have been the effect if we had given them,
Pose for the present, and if the Yukon so small an area of land ? They would be
Country should prove as valuable as we likely to fail in the English money market.
hoped it might, then the railroad could be They had not the same chance of succeeding
extended f rom Teslin Lake down to the sea- with a small area as with a large one, and
Shore in Canada, and a road would be estab- so the government adopted a course which
lished which would be used, not only during they believed to be best in the public
the season of navigation, but throughout interest. Let me illustrate, going back six
the year. It has been said that our grant of miles on each side of the base line, you are
laid to this company is a prodigal grant, not adding anything to the placer mines put
that we have given more to this company in the possession of the company. No placer
than the company ought to have received deposit has been found more than 100 yards
for building that road. That railway was in width, so that the greater portion of that
estimated by the engineer to cost about land added on each side, which goes to make
$25,000 a mile under ordinary circumstan- up the area, adds nothing whatever to the
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gold deposit on the lands that pass into the ber of men that must he employed in order
possession of the company. to make the property acquired valuable, you

1will see that if the government had ac-
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No tually given the land to a company that

one can tell that. were obliged to do nothing else than work
the quartz mines, they would bave been

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-Certainly, if it is placer conferring a valuable privilege, not simply
mining they can tell. Now, with regard to upon those who had received the lands:
the quartz mining, every one knows how un- but upon the entire population which would
certain the direction or length of the Iodes go into the country in consequence, who
may be, where there is a deposit in the would there labour, who would consume
quartz rock. Supposing the prospectors of the goods and the food imported for their
the company were to find what they regard maintenance f rom other parts of the Do-
as favourable indications of gold deposited minion. I say that the position of things.
in the rock, they are obliged then, in order These yen acquiring those mines, if they
to acquire that property, to lay out a ene 24 build a higeway by which men can reach
miles in length and to include that in one of a market for the products of their industry,
the alternate blocks which they receive. and oiners can have ingress and egress to
They might not get another on the whole the gold tields, they have conferred on this
distance except that one. Thet e is no cer- country a lasting benefit. It is not what
tainty that they would. The chances are the governnent receive fro the iners
quite as much against thei r receiving one as'that is of greatest value to the country, it
they are in favour of their receiving ore. ibs the trade developed, by what the uiners
Let me caîl the attention of the House to' consume, it is the foreigq goods that are
another fact: If you take the opinion of any brought in and on which the duty is paid
writers on the subject of gold mining they it is the home produced goods that have
thill tel you that the mining operations given employment in the mils and factories
which have been carried on throudeout the where those goods are produced and the
world, taken as a whole, have not yielded f reigrht paid to the railroads that carry
more gold than the value of the labour and them. Al these go to make up the con-
capital invested. My hon. friends know this, siderations whic ought to influence an ad-
that they often read reports of very large ministration. I do not expect that the
sums of money taken out by miners and car- goverument will receive a very large anount
red back with thein to their homes. They of money from the miners by the pay-
are published abroad. Every newspaper re- ment of royalties. I do not suppose they
ports the surcess that has attended the for- wil receive a very large amount from
tunate miner, but there are hundreds and the company in the payment of the little
thousands who neyer bring back anything, royalty charged them, but I do expect, if
like the amount they have expended to get the road is bilt and the country occupied
into the country, and there is no report of and the popilation go there, whether seek-
their case, and if you wish to know what the ing their own fortunes in placer mining
value of their mining operations bas been or entering into the emplo ment of the co-i
you must include those who fail along with pany that they will by the consumption
those who succeed, and you must estinate of the products of other portions of the
the value of the whole and consider the value country largely contribute towards the vell-
of the labour spent and the capital inyested bing of the entire population of Canada.
in order that they might reach that country. There are datters which I think the people
Now, when the company acquires minin wio have disussed and criticized this pro-
lands, the company are rot in the position of position of the government adversely have
the fortunate miner, but in the position of ail overlookedaltogether-the political coasider-
these miners, taken in their collective capa- ations. I do not pretend to say that we
city. That is the test by which you judge would spend a large suin of money in the
what is fair and what is not fair, and let me defence of that country. When you consider
say this, that when you core to the subject the larger population that would go thither,
of quartz mining, when you consider the the country fron which they coe, the
amount of machinery used, the cost of it, little restrait that law exercises over them
the taking of it into the country, the num- in that country, it is a very great thing with
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them that they should feel that it is in the
Power of the government to exercise control
over them if they disobey the law. Many
hon. gentlemen have said that these miners
coming f rom the mines of the United States
have been law-abiding residents in southern
British Columbia. I have no doubt that
that is perfectiy true, but the mines in
Southern British Columbia are easily ac.
cessible. If they were disorderly or riotous,
it would be easy to send in a force there
to restore order, and the fact that that coun-
try is of easy access has an immense in-
fluence over the minds of men in preventing
them becoming disobedient to the law and
disregardful of the rights of others. Now,
that is the condition of things in southern
IEritish Columbia that is not the condition
of things in the" Yukon country. That is
the condition of things which we desire to
see established in the Yukon country and
that is one of the purposes, and not by any
mneans the least important of the purposes,
which the construction of this road would
have promoted. Now, let me say a word
or two with regard to what some hon. gen-
tiernen speak of as the monopoly clause
establishing this road. I do not perhaps
understand what it is that hon. gentlemen
who have spoken of monopoly mean by that
tera. I know this, that every railway that
hOas ever been built is a monopoly where it
's n1ot actively competing with some other
weans of transit and travel, and even where
there are competing points, usually railways
corne to an understanding with tach other
and agree upon their charges, and so the
loufOopoly is re-established notwithstanding
the Mnultiplication of their numbers. That
is the condition of things that exists every-
where, and that will continue to exist until
the government assume some jurisdiction
Over railways with a view to regulating
their charges ; but in this respect the rail-
way constructed into the Yukon country
does .not differ from any other railway.
Provision is made that high charges may be
'nlPosed for a linited period of time. Every
'ne who is anxious to see a railway con-
structed into that country will admit that
hat is a reasonable provision. If you have

few persons travelling, if the gold deposits
should not be what we believe them to be,if it should prove to be less valuable than
We supposed, if the population should
diiTinish in numbers so that there would be
1'ttle for the railway to do, then, of course,

the charges would need to be higher than
they would be under other circumstances.
But they are provisions that are reasonable
in the interest, not only of the railway com-
pany, but of the public, who desire to see
communication established and communica-
tion sustained.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is a monopoly in clause 4 of the contract.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon, friend refers
to clause 4. It is not a monopoly clause.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
in the hands of the company for five years.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me read that
clause. I am afraid my hon. friend has not
read it with care. The clause reads:

For five years from the first September, 1898, no
line of railway shall be authorized by parliament to
be constructed f rom Lynn Canal, or therealxbuts, or
from any point at or near the international boundary
between Canada and Alaska, into the Yukon dis-
trict.

There is the restriction. There is the area,
within which that restriction is to operate.

And for five years from the said date no aid in land
or money shall be granted to any person or company
other than the contractors and the contractors' com-
pany, to assist in building any such railway in that
district.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-With-
in that area.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, within that area,
and why not 1 Do hon. gentlemen think
that it would be the exercise of common
sense to spend a large amount of money to
acquire ingress into that country to furnish
facilities for traffic and travel, and then
build a competing hne to United States
territory, to make that railway property
less valuable to those who have invested
their moneys in it? I say it would be an
unreasonable proposition.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-In clause 5 of
the schedule, hon. gentlemen will see they
have a preference to extend the road to Port
Simpson.

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Certainly, and I think
that was necessary. Hon. gentlemen know
well the difficulties that have arisen in con-
nection with the Manitoba and North-west-
ern road, by different sections being in the
hands of independent companies. When
they are to build this road from Teslin
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Lake southward to Telegraph Creek, it was subsequently extinguished, and the power
only reasonable, if that road was to be ex- of the Crown does not depend upon whether
tended to Observatory Inlet, 180 miles fur- the Indian titie is extinguished or not. It
ther, that the additional 180 miles of the is not a legal titie. It is a mere matter of
road should be constructed by the same'grace. The recognition by the Crown of a
company, if reasonable arrangements for certain right to hunt and fish over the land,
that construction could be made. My hon. and the extinguishment of the Indian title
friend will see that is a proper arrangement, -ot its transfer, because there is no such
and I think when he examines it closely he thing as transfer of Indian tite-is a mere
will find nothing in it of which he should matter of public policy for the purpose of
disapprove. The hon. leader of the opposi- preserving peace and good-will between the
tion, in speaking on this subject yesterday, mdians and the white population. In that
asked me if we had extinguished the Indian country the Indians have neyer given rise to
title. That was a very extraordinary ques- any difflculty, and there has neyer been any
tion for the hon. gentleman to put. I think demand on their part and there are certain
he told us in an earlier debate that the gov- advantage in Ieaving things as they are in
ernment of which he was a member had that regard.
taken an interest in that country, that they
had sent explorers there, that mining opera-
tions had been carried on in that region,
and my hon. friend, although he had been
exercising for several years authority over
the country, as far as it was necessary to do
so, had not thought it worth while to ex-
tinguish the Indian title.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
never attempted to sell any lands or give
any license ; hence there were no titles to
extinguish.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
know that a large portion of this continent
was sold without the title first being ex
tinguished i Take the case of the Hudson's
Bay Company. The King granted a charter
of the lands in free and common soccage,
just in the ordinary form of any other con-
veyance of land, without extinguishing the
Indian title, and lef t them to do as they
pleased with regard to the extinguishing of
the title. My hon. friend knows the Hud-
son's Bay Company transferred a portion of
that territory to Lord Selkirk, and he held
it for a time, and retransferred it to them.
Lands were sold all along the river, and
titles acquired, and it was only after the
country came into the possession of Canada
that steps were taken to extinguish the
Indian title to these lands. Every charter
that was given, the charter to Lord Balti-
more, the charter to the Duke of York, the
charter to Wm. Penn, to Mr. Oglethorpe and
to the Virginia Company, were grants in free
and common soccage in areas large enough
to constitute large provinces, without the
Indian title being extinguished. It was

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Allow me to point out the difference. In the
cases of which the hon. gentleman has
referred, no provision was made that the
Hudson's Bay Company should extinguish the
Indian title. In the bargain made between
the Canadian government and the British
government, signed by Sir Stafford North-
cote, Sir George Cartier and other delegates,
a special and distinct provision was made
that compensation, whatever that might be,
to the Indians, should be paid before any
attempt was made to sell or dispose of lands
in the territories. There is no analogy at all
between the cases.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-When we come to
discuss that question, the hon. gentleman will
find we are acting strictly within our agree-
ment and strictly iii conformity to the law.
My hon. friend also discussed the indepen-
dence of this body, undertaking to vindicate
the majority of this House f rom the charge
of political bias. My hon. friend said they
objected to the Nanaimo Bill of one govern-
ment and the Short Line Bill of another, and
they rejected the Drummond County Rail-
way Bill last session, and did a number of
other things, all of which tended to show
perfect impartiality. I dissent from that
statement of my hon. friend. He knows
he and his friends around him did not fight
the Conservative government in this House.
My hon. friend referred to the Criminal
Code being rejected one session. I think it
was brought down the last day of the session,
it was not considered but it was not rejected.
The Senate could not, without prolonging
ther period for which the session was intend-
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ed to continue, deal with the question. I trusted to the fairness of both Houses of
do not pretend that I have laid aside my parliament, and in order to make the most
political feeling and inclination in coming to of the favourable season of the year in which,
this House. I do not think there would be their undertaking was begun, they expended
any advantage in that. There are certain large sums of money. They exhibited, under
constitutional duties imposed upon me here great difficulties and adverse circumstances,
that are not imposed in the House of Coi- remarkable energy. They have been dis-
mons, and I do not ask my hon. f riend to tinguished in this country as contractors in
give up his strong feeling against us and his whom the labouring men upon railways and.
strong conviction that there is nothing good public works have the greatest confidence,
comes out of Nazareth. That is a part of i and towards whom they have the utmost
his habit and education. But ny hon. friend good-will. They have never had any quarrel
does not forget that in this House a com- or difficulty with those in their employrnent,
Mittee was appointed to inquire into the and they have to-day 2,000 men engaged in
conduct of Mr. Mackenzie, as Minister of undertaking to push this road through in
Public Works, and that it condemned his order that the men who are going to the
choice of the Kaministiquia River as the ter- Yukon country to seek their fortune may be
minus of the Canadian Pacific Railway. enabled to reach there. Thousands have
That choice was denounced, and the Port gone to Dyea and Skagway without succeed-
Arthur terminus was preferred, and $900,- ing in getting through. It is reported-L
000 was spent upon the breakwater in order do not think the num bers are exaggerated-
to form a harbour there, and after the rail- that about 5,000 are on their way up the
way went out of the hands of the adminis- StikinF River to undertake to go through
tration and a company was organized, the by the route in which these men are engaged.
company vindicated the wisdom or Mr. At the present Urne I am told-and I believe
Mackenzie's action by choosing the Kami- my authority is perfectly reliable-they have
Iistiquia River as the terminus of the rail- spent upon rails and upon other necessary
way, and my hon. friend knows that, as appliances for the early construction of this
things now stand, hundreds of thousands of road $500,000, and this fouse, by its vote
dollars of public money were wasted by the to-night, proposes to throw ail that property
attempt to cast discredit upon the head of upon the hands of these men withous com-
the Liberal administration. pensation. This flouse, by its vote to-night,

proposes to deny to this country access nto-
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- that district during the coming season, to

B1ut there is a distinction between Fort furnish supplies, to maintain life and to
William and seven or eight miles up the maintain order. This was a duty that de-

tvolved upon the governent, and the govern-
ment should be allowed to carry out their

lion. Mr. MILLS-I know the country policy, whether it was a wise or unwise
very well, and those expenditures which Mr. policy. If wise, the credit would have been.
Mackenzie proposed to make will be neces theirs, in which this louse wouId have
ary there. My hon. fmriend pretended to shared, and if unwise, the fault would have

say there was no political feeling in that been wholly that of the goverument. The
actt and if that stood alone it would be an Senate propose to take that inatter out of
indication that this flouse is no more exempt the hands of the government. You propose
fron the politica feeling than the eouse of to shift to your own shoulders the responsi-
COreons, although it is exempt from the bility for every spisfortune that may over
W ii and the regard for public take those people and for every loss that
opiniîon, which. does exercise a controlling the people of this country may sustain,
influence in the louse of Cov.onv. while at the sae trne you have no execu-

tive organization to do a single act in re-
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is very spect of the matter. I have expressed my

vtrOng language. views on this question in reply to what has
been said in objection to the measure of the

lon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman administration, without any intention of
knows that the contractors who entered being offensive to any person in this House.
inito an agreement with the govern ent desire te express rmy strong convictio
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that if the hon. gentlemen who have spoken
so strongly against this bill think they are
not actuated by party and partisan feeling,
they are certainly labouring under a very
great delusion.

But let me say this, that whether this
measure proves mischievous to this coun-
try in a great degree, or in a less degree,
the fault of that will not rest upon the
House of Commons nor upon the govern-
ment, but upon this House. The eyes of the
country are upon the Senate of Canada, not
with the view of approving of the course
which the majority have intimated their in-
tention to pursue; and my hon. friends will
not have very long to wait until they dis-
cover that upon this question the public
feeling and sympathy is with the govern-
ment and not with the majority of the S'en-
ate. What the people want is to see that
road constructed. They may complain if
they see proper, whoever pleases may con-
plain, that the government has paid too
much; but when you undertake, under pre-
tense of finding fault with the government
and censuring the policy of the government,
to condemn a measure necessary to the work
of administration, then you are going very
far beyond that which is the constitutional
rule and usage applicable to the case.
Whatever may be your action, I know this
much, that the government of this country
has in this matter done its duty, its whole
,duty, and has acted in the public interest in
submitting the second reading of this bill to
you to-night.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was adopted by the following vote
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (39) "An Act respecting the inspec-
tion of steamboats, and the examination and
licensing of engineers employed on them."-
(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (53) " An Act to incorporate the Pru-
dential Life Assurance Company of Can-
adat."-(Hon. Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (41) " An Act respecting the Domin-
ion Building and Loan Association."-(Hon.
Mr. Power.)

Bill (29) " An Act respecting the Federal
Life Assurance Company of Ontario, and to
change its name to the Federal Assurance
Company of Canada."-(Hon. Mr. Cox.)

Bill (K) " An Act to incorporate the To-
bique Manufacturing Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Baird.)

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 31st March, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MAINTOBA SCHOOL LANDS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved:
That an humble address be presented to His Excel-

lency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
statement of the quantity of lands allotted for school
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Purposes in Manitoba ; the quantity of said lands
Sold, and the prices at which they have been sold ;
the ainount received on that account ; the anounts
still due to the government ; the nianner in which
this fund is invested and adninistered ; the anount
alread id1 h i fi M il b l h

come before the House of Commons at a very
early day, and consequently we must have
all the information necessary to discuss the
matter fully and intelligently.

1lon. Mr. MILLS-Do you refer to the
nniversity lands or the general school lands ?

lIon. Mr. BERNIER-Thegeneral school
ands. I hope the government will be kind

enough to bring down the papers at the
'eriest date possible. The resolution I
have referred to, as we are all aware, may

legislation came in force ana a considerable
portion of the community has been deprived
of its schools. If the rumour is true that by
the legislation that is attempted to be
brought in the other House we are going to
deprive one part of the population of its
right in the proceeds of these schools, I hope
the governnent of the day, which had so
much to say in the last general election in
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y pa to t e prov nce o an to a, ow mnucOn the capital, if any, and how much on the interest ;
the anlouit still at the credit of the province, whether lon Mr. 3lILLS-I may say to mny hon.
on the capital or on the interest; the dates of pay- f riend tha t we have no objection at all to
Ment in each case and the aiount of each paymnent; the mo
and also, all the correspondence, papers, memoranda tion being adopted. 1 cannot say
and Orders in Council relating thereto, up to date. what time it may take to make a copy of

the papers, but I have no doubt the work
ie said: I do not propos to make any will be done with as much expedition as

lengthy remarks on this motion to-day. I possible, and as soon as we cai lay them
desire simply to draw the attention of the before the House, having regard to other
govermnent to the fact that in the other. returns that are being prepared, we will do

louse a resolution will be brouglt down by 50
which parliament will be asked to hand over
to the local government of Mlanitoba a part Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I fully concur inof the proceedof the school land grant. Ialso the remarks of the hon. gentleman who pro-
desire to cail attention to the fact that this posed this motion, and I hope the govern-
school land grant, and consequently the pro- ment will see its way to do justice in the
eeeds of the same, are a trust vested in the premises. The report of the proceedings
hands of the Dominion Government for the which took place in the other House would
whole population. We know that at pre- lead to the belief that a further delay will
sent there is a large section of that popula- not be necessary, because I think all these
tion in Manitoba which is deprived of its papers were brought down or an answer was
legitimate rights in school matters. The min- given to a question put by a member of the
orityhave beendeprived foryearsof their legi- other House. Most if not all of the details
tilate share of the local government grants have been given, so that we will not expect
and of their legitimate share of the school very much delay.
taxes in the province, ard have been obliged
besides to pay out of their own funds for the Hon. Mr. MILLS-Was it this session
support of their schools. It is proposed to they were brought down?
hand over to the local government, in this
Present un.4ttled condition of things, a part Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Yes. The ques-
of that trust, and I desire to express the tion was put by Mr. LaRivière, I think.
belief that this policy, under the present At all events, the answer given in the
circumstants, is unwise and may lead to other House may be valuable to us. I
"njustice. I do not think that any portion think when Manitoba came into confedera-
of these school land grants, or the proceeds tion it was provided in the Act that was
of them, s'iould be handed over at pre- passed that a certain amount of land would
sent to the provincial authorities, unless be allotted to school purposes. Those lands
fhe minority in Manitoba is assured of were to be sold and the proceeds of the sale
its legitimate share of the sanie. I wish were to be devoted specially to school pur-
tO Point out to the government what our poses. At the time when the schools
views are, and what the danger is. The were put on an equal footing, the legislation
chances are that the local government will brought by Mr. Martin and followed up by
take that money and use it in its own way Mr. Sifton and Mr. Greenway at the time,
and will deprive the minority of their legi- had not been the law of the country, but
timiate share of that money. since that time, as we are all aware, that
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favour of the protection of the rights of ih MEuS CLAIMS IN THE NORTH-
minority, will see their way this time not to WEST TERRITORIES.
do more injustice than was done by their INQUIRY.

friends in Manitoba, and they wIl lok
twice at the question before putting in the
hands of Mr. Greenway what in the spirit
of this constitution has been secured to the
schools whatever they were at the time.
These are the few remarks I intended to
make in support of the motion, and we hope
that the government will see that justice is
done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If I understand right-
ly the observation addressed to the House
by the hon. senator who spoke last, these
returns have already been brought down in
the House of Commons, and if they have
been brought down there, they are certainly
as available to the members of this House
as to the members of the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No return has
been brought down in the House of Com-
nions, but an answer has been given to cer-
tain questions put by Mr. LaRivière, and it is
not as comnlete as J should like to have it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Very well, then the
return will be brought down.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved:
That an humble address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate
all correspondence, memoranda, papers and Orders
in Council relating to the Manitoba School Question,
since the lst of July, 1896, up to this date.

He said : In rising to make this motion I
want to say at once that I have no desire of
embarrassing the government in anything
they may think fit to do with aview of settling
that school question; but aseveryone is a ware,
the air is full of rumours; it is but fair that
we should know how matters stand. Apart
f rom that, I make this motion more especially
in relation to the motion I have just made. It
nmay be important to know in what poeition
the school question is as between this
government and the government of Mani-
toba, before we arrive at any decision in the
other matter. The position in which the
school question may be might influence our
decision on the measure. It is the principal
object I have in view in making the motion.

The motion was agreed to.

lon. ir. PRLLY rose to

Ask the government if it is their intention to make
any inquiry as to the claims of the Metis population
in the North-west Territories who have clains, or
are in any way entitled to government scrip, siueh as
was given to the Metis population after the union of
Mamtoba in confederation.

He said : I have understood from parties
interested in this matter that at the time
the last adjustment of those claims was
made, there were some parties whose names
were not considered, and they desire to
know if the government is going to take any
action, or how the matter stands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The matter is under
consideration, I may say to my hon. f riend.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION POSTPONED.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to move:
That when the Senate adjourns on Friday next, it

do stand adjourned until Tuesday, the 19th April, at
8.30 o'clock in the evening.

He said: I have been asked by a numbe
of members of this House to put this motion
on this paper, to give an opportunity to the
House to pronounce on the question. I hope
the government will treat it as a govern-
ment measure.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to the
hon. gentleman it is too soon to make a
proposition of this kind. We have had be-
fore us but the consideration of one measure
for several days, and we had better make
some little progress with the business before
we take into consideratiot the question of
adjournmnent. We may consider it perhaps
Tuesday of next week, if my hon. friend
will allow his motion to stand.

The motion was allowed to stand.

THE PLEBISCITE BILL.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to
Ask the government when they intend, if they do

intend, to introduce the promised " Plebiscite Bill,"
and whether the bill will be first introduced in the
House of Commons or Senate?

He said : I am prompted to ask this
question from the fact that early in the
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session it was promised that the Plebiscite coast of the United States. When 1 look
ill would be brought down in two weeks. at the bil I find it is practically to pronote

I should like to know whether it is to be railway construction in United States terri-
brought down and introduced in this House tory. This undertaking is declared iu the
or in the House of Commons. Though 1 bil to beforthe general advantage of Canada.
oPPosed the governnent measure which was I say it is a bil for the general disadvantage
before us yesterday, I may inforn the govern- of Canada. It is a bil to promote the
ruent if this bill is introduced here, I shall trading interest of the people of San Fran-
give it mv support-I do not care in what cisco and Seattle and to enable them to
Shape it may be. I shall vote for it here, make,practically, for ail commercial purposes,and vote for prohibition in the country, and'the Yukon country a portion of the western
if a bill is brought into parliament to intro- territory of the republic. My hon. friend and
duce prohibition, I will vote for that, and if a number of others spoke against the govern-
it carries, I will see, in the town where I ment bill that was before the Senate with re-live, that the prohibition is enforced. In spect to the gauge. This bil proposes to con-
ry opinion, the Senate is not the properistructarailwayof 3feetgaugefromPyramid
place to introduce the bill, but whether it is'Harbour, at the head of Lynn Canal, into
introduced here or not, when it comes before Canada. Now Lynu Canal is at the present
us, the governnent shall have my hearty time under the jurisdiction of the United
Support for that measure. States. This bil would enable the United

1 States to control, flot the commerce of the
lon. Mr. MILLS-The bill will certainly United States strip of territory, because the

b before both Houses this session, but territory owned by the United States even
Whether it will be first introduced in if we concede to the the territory to the
"Ouse or in the House of Commons, I can- summit of the heights which surround the
uot inform my hon, friend. inlet, would be a very small area indeed and

no railway would be required foir that pur-
PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY pose. The railway is required for the trade

COMPANY'S BILL. in the Yukon country, in a territory wholly
SECON REAING.Canadian, and this bill is to enable the people

SECOND READING.who reside upon the Pacifi coast in the
1 on. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second United States to possess therselves of that

eading of Bill (F) " An Act to incorporate trade. There is nothing in the world at any
the Pacific and Yukon Navigation and moment to prevent the United States rak-d ining Company." He said: It is with a ing such regulations as they pease. They
degree of trepidation that I beg to inove the need not extend any bonding privilege to the
Second reading of this bill. As hon. gentle- people in our country there, nor would they
'ren probably know, this bill is one promoted give the bonding privilege unless we nade

Y Mr. Hamilton Smith and his associates large concessions to their trade which would
for the building of a road from Pyramid at least put ther on a footing ofequalitywith
larbour via the Dalton trail to the Five our own traders in our own country. J sayFinger Rapids. It has been discussed so that such a proposition is n<t one loyal tolargely in the press and adverted to in this the interests of that country or loyal to thebouse, that I shall not enter into anv rights and interests of the Canadian people.explanations. f the United States had ven to the the

control of that territxory, xvhether we wouhd
lion. Mr. MILLS-I am opposed to this afterwards have any standing in our own

ineasure and I am opposed to the second country or not would depend upon the con-
reading of the bill. I do not believe it is cessions that we were willing to make to the
in the Public interest, and therefore I shaîl people of the United States We proposed
far give the bill my support and I shall, go the construction of a railway to give access

aa s I can, fasten on the hon. gentleman that territory, and the hon. gentlemen in
aud, those who choose to support it, the res. thisouserejectedthatpropositionyesterday.
P0»Sibility of having proposed a measure That proposition would have enabled us to
'bat t behieve to be wholly against the public determineuponwhat terms theUnitelStates
iuterests of Canada and calculated to p products should be admitted into that
unote the interests of traders on the western country, but in this bil it is for the United
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States government and people to determine the government of this country. You have
upon what conditions the trade and coin- now the seheme itself submitted to you and
merce of Canada shall pass from one section it is for you to say whether you will
of Canadian territory into another section recognize the rigbt of the people
of Canadian territory. It is a proposal to upon the western coast of the United States
place the trade of the Yukon country under who are undertaking-and I am not blaming
the control of the government at Washing- them for it-to secure the trade of the coun-
ton. I am not willing that that should be try on their bebaif, if we are so very far
done. My hon. friend has undertaken to ready to play traitor to the interests of this
clear the way for this bill by the course country for the purpose of promoting their
taken upon by the government measure and'interests auainst our own. I cannot belie
he now proposes the second reading of this that this House, notwithstanding the course
bill. I am not prepared to support that that it has adopted towards the government
motion. I say this legislation would be to mensure, are prepared to go that far. I ar
the lasting detriment of this country. Let not prepared to believe that this fouse is
us suppose for a moment that the road was ready to sacrifice the hope of the people
constructed.; supposing we undertake to of Canada, the industrial classes in Canada
send goods through that territory, if the to the interests of the people o tle United
the United States would charge us duty it States. In my opinion that cannot be toler-
would be in their power to do so if they sec ated in this country. That is the course
proper. They could say " you shall not send which hon. gentlemen are proposing, and
a pound of goods of any sort across this strip 1 therefore propose to put the responsibility
of border land on the coast without paying of adopting such legislation on this House.
duty to the United States, unless you per- 1 move that this bil be not now read the
mit the goods of the United States to be second time, but that it be read tlie second
sold in that territory upon certain condi time this day six mouths.
tions." We would be absolutely at their
mercy. We would be under their control, Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.>-With-
and J say I am not willing to out passing an on on the bil before
assumr so humiliating a position, and the hue, 1 would mention to the hon.
one that would be to the lasting winister of Justice that there are two
detrinent of the trade of Canada in that charters now i existence, passed by this
country, no matter how long it might con-
tinue an integral part of this Dominion.
Why, the country would not be worth hold-
ing. We would have no political object in
maintaining it. We would have a large ex-
pense to incur for the purpose of govern-
ment, and would derive no possible advant-
age as a compensation for that expenditure.
I ask the hon. gentlemen in this House to
seriously consider the character of the pro-
position that is being submitted to them.
You have a gentleman coming here pro-
posing and asking the government of this
country to take up this scheme, to con-
struct this railway. You had him going to
Washington and succeeding in getting
through the Senate a measure threatening
us, and, with regard to our treaty rights
upon the Stikine River; you had another
gentleman coming here from the city of San
Francisco, pretending to be a delegate from
the United States miners in this country,
supporting the scheme, and I say now you
have the scheme itself as a result of all these
co-ordinate forces acting together against

parliament last year, giving access by the
Lynn Canal into the Yukon country, and
that whether this charter now before us passes
or not, it makes no differenco, and I appre-
hend no difficulty. The government of this
country have the whip hand in this matter.
Supposingthe United States to-morrow should
put any obstruction on our commerce going
in by a railway from the Lynn Canal, this
government could very easily stop their
products going in at the boundary and say:
" We will reniove our custom-house and not
admit your goods if you restrict us in this
way." So that the Minister of Justice is
quite wrong. But what is of much more
importance is the fact that there are now
three local charters in British Columbia,
given by that government, to build towards
the Yukon. There are two charters on the
Stikine route and there is a grant of a
million and a half acres of land and
three hundred and twenty five thousand
dollars, attached to one charter, and there
is another charter with 750,000 acres and
certain concessions to the Cassiar Central
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Railway. The government to-day, or the trade and commerce which will be the con-
contractors who are supposed to be on the sequence of the opening up of the Yukon
ground now, can very easily arrange with district. So in ail those cases, if 1 ar
the other two companies to carry a road by present, I shah vote against ail these de-
the Stikine River if it is found to be a prac- nands for incorporations for bis on the
ticable and proper road, and that is a matter other side of the Rookies.
the governient should take advantage of
at Once and negotiate with the holders of Hn. Mr. pERLEY-Whis sycon.
those charters. I am perfectly willing to
let this bill go before the RBailway Commit ofthis motion, may say that it was with-
tee and be discussed there. It will take out my consent but simply as an aet of
sOme time before the charter can come up courtesy to him I allowed it to be done.
and we will see how things are developing to the remember in my speech in regard
in the inantine. I am not for or against g
the bill, but J wish it to go to committee to any road on the same ground as the hon.
and I shall vote against a six months' hoist. el

do not apprend there wilI be any danger of
lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-In looking over starvation in that country and therefore

thi" bill I at once became convinced that I there is no urgent necessity for a railway to
could lot vote for it. The views I took of prevent such a calamity. I ar opposcd to
the governrment bill-and I expressed them building a road on the coast with Canadian
in this Hiouse-were to the effect that I funds, because 1 do not believe the trade of

ould never give ny vote to a bill presented
y the government to open a road to the understand the purport of this bil as the

Yukon district on the western side of the Minister of Justice does, and I ar quite
Rockieks. wiling to ho guided in that sense by his

judgment and lot them tako the responsibil-
lion. Mir. PERLEY-Hear, hear. in

on Mr. BELLEROSE-The reason say that my
gave was that it was giving the advantage s
'f the trade of Canada to United States tn Snt in he wa ho bas en tatod,
People only and the whole of Canada except ofBritish Columbiia would be deprived of the

h olmbawoldb tarvd f h is a grea t doal in wbat the Minister of Jus-
antage of the trade in the Yukon country. tice

ritish Columbia is on the other side of the the Yukon into tbe hands of iho Americans
Rockies, and should that province desire a and 1 do not think tbey should have trade

rodgoing north towards the Yukon, it hasfull r,0n Znrtto rdteYuniba which is ours and ougbt to belong to us, and
Power to construct it, but as to this in whicb thoy would not reciprocate with

uch ment incorporating companies to build us. 1 do not understand very much about
roads, I believe we ought not tbis bil, but J am unwihling to vote in its

ow such a thing to be done, and if it favour. I wish vory much that the matter
i8 Possible for the government to preventthe two other comîpanies that have been

atered last year from going on with their Hon. Mr. BOILTON-I do not share
ad II should think they ought to do so the view of hon, gentlemen who have ex-

an 1 would be ready to support them. As pressed themselves so far on this question,
billd before, I was against the government and 1 do not think that the grounds that the
Rutaricularly on account of the land grant. bon. Ministor of Justice has taken in opposi-
this ha others which I made known to tion to this charter are tenable f rom a sound
the ouse on the 29th of March last. But standard. What is the proposition of this

ain reasoi was the fact of the road being bil? It merely asks the privilege of build-
'Ot the western side of the Rockies. I could ing into Canadian territory as far as Fort

ak conceive that a country like this would Selkirk, crossing 15 to 20 miles of United
'&a e a road which. would be to the sole States territory in order to get there. The
4dvantage of our neighbours and deprive ocean port is theirs, the railway is ours, with

People of the advantage of the great the exception of 15 or 20 miles.
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Hon Mr. MILLS-They claim 35. friend from the stand he takes in developing
Canadian trade from the east as the most

Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-That is a question economical and most profitable and the most
that has to be settled yet. What is the coii- successful that can be carried on either from
dition in that western country? The the east or west of the 141st meridian; but I
Americans own the great territory of Alaska, am now discussing this point fron the ques-
west of the 141st meridian ; it is closed to tion of two neighbourlv nations, both of whom
them for 8 or 9 months in the year. They have interests in that country, and one of
cannot possibly, excepting during three which is absolutely, for 9 months of the year,months, get in anything at all to carry on excluded from communication with its own
their operations. people west of the 141st meridian, unless we

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then they are under grant the òoncession to them that is asked

our control. under a bill of this kind. Now, I an not
prepared to say to the United States, " we

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We cari say we won't let you have access to your territory be-
wont let vou £!et in: vou have vour long cause any trade that is developed by this
River Yukon open for three months of the concession is going to build an ocean port
year, and if you are not satisfied with that ont the Pacific coast out of whatever Cana-
we won't let you in through our territory. dian trade may pass through it." That is

That is the position the hon. minister just the stand that the leader of this House
proposed to assume to a neighbourly nation. takes on this question. Is that a statesman-
If you take that Alaska territory in con- like position to assume ? Is that the position

junction with our own Canadian territory, for this House to assume-that is from the
both territories being about equal in size standpoint of neighbourliness to the United
and both under the same condition during States'? The geographical position is very
the winter time, they can only be reached by peculiar in that they own the long strip of
means of a railway in the winter tine. The coast line. The argument that they may close
distance from Pyramid Harbour to Fort their doors, and that they may put obstruc-
Selkirk is about 288 miles, 260 or 270 of that, tions and ail that sort of thing in our way
according to the location of the boundary, is to utilize the 550 miles of transportation
in Canadian territory; then from Fort Sel- that it opens up to us does not count in the
kirk down to the 141st meridian is about matter, because we have far greater advant-
250 miles. Now, should the United States ages to give to the people of the United
government block that road which is a means States in the development of that road that
to carry produce into their mining country they have to give to us.
west of the 141st meridian, they are going to
injure themselves more than us, and J should Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-This lias been
say would not refuse to enter into the most done before. When we passed the Cana-
friendly arrangement. They contribute dian Pacific Railway incorporation bill, did
to the transportation on Canadian soil we not do the same thing, prevent any road
to th-e extent of something like 550 fron being opened south of the Canadian
miles to reach the 141st meridian. Now, Pacifie Railway? Do you think I dis-
are we going to be so blind as to approved of the government measure because
say to them: " We refuse to accept your l it had that monopoly clause? Indeed I did
trade to the extent of 550 miles through not. It is only right, and it is only using
Canadian territory?" And what for ? That ordinary means of protection to ourselves to
I cannot possibly conceive, because we are restrict the powers of those who may defeat
trying to force United States trade out of our views. Have not the Americans some

tnau country and into our own. 1 p y
through Alaska ? I believe they have.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Does the hon.
gentleman believe that it will compensate Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The monopolY
for the great trade of the Yukon district clause of the Canadian Pacific Rilway is not
which we will lose by that? a parallel case. Under the monopoly clause

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, we had a
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have not come perfect right to build down to the United

to that point. I quite agree with my hon. States boundary, in a southerly direction, sO
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as to draw the trade of the United States to compete with an ocean route which will
tO the Canadiain Pacifie Railway, but the place you further on your road than you
InOnopoly clause prevented us fronh building would be when you reach Teslin Lake. You
a road in a south-easterly direction, which are taxing the trade of Canada and of the
would take the trade of the Canadian couri- United States for that purpose, and if
try into the United States. you go no farther than Testin Lake

it is only a summer route. You are
Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 would ask my hon. taxing the miners who live in that coun-

friend if we were to start froin a Canadian try, for the same purpose. You are ad-
Port and build in Canadian territory into ding to the cost of transportation and the
the Yukon territory, whether the -United cost of all supplies. The success of a coun-
States could not use our road just as -weil as try like that depends upon the economy with
they could use this? which the mines can be worked, so that f rom

that standpoint [ do not think the objections
Hon. M r. BOULTON-T am coming to that the bon. leader of the Ilouse has raised

that point. What I wish to point out in are valid. I an not opposing the action of
cOnnection with what my hon. friend bas the government in this respect with any
lust said is this, that the Grant Trunk Rail- desire to obstruct. It is an honest criticism
way has its commencement in Chicago, Ill., that I am making on this mnatter. I am
and its terminus in Portland, Maine. It is applying the best judgment I can to indicate
a Canadian road, vet we do not see the the best location for a line which will most
'United States declaring that th,- produce of successfully develop that region.
the western states shall not pass through
Canada. Although competing railways h ive Hon. Mr. ALMON -Do you think that
?ften threatened to do away with the bond- the United States government would have
lflg privilege it is only a 1ugbear. Our given the Grand Trunk Railway and the
neighbours do not deny us the right to carry Canadiai Pacifie Railway the right of pass-
freight through their countrv, nor do we ing goods in bond through the state of
deny them the right to carry freight through iMaine if they had not Portland as a sea-
0 urs. Why should the bugbear be raised in port ? Do they not know that by doing so
Alaska when it bas no influence down here they build up Portland at the expense of
in the east ? I have not the slightest fear of St. John and Halifax? Do you think that
anything of the kind. 1 listened with a if Canada owned Portland that the United
9ood deal of interest to what the bon. min- States governnent would allow us the priv-
1ster just said with regard tg our ocean ilege of passing our goods in bond through
Ports. I an as loval and patriotic a Cana- Maine? I am inclined to think not.
'dan as there is a'nywhere: [ want to sete'
our country have every ad vantage that our Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In reply to that,
geographical position gives us, but when we have the Canadian Pacifie Railway,which
You talk about building a road from Glenora leaves our border at Moosejaw and goes for
as a competing route to a line from Pyranid 2,000 miles through United States territory
iarbour, you are doing something very and crosses into Canada again at Sault

uch as if you were trying to make water Ste. Marie. There is a road which passes
run up hill. From Portland Canal up to through United States territory from
the Lynn Canal is about 300 or 350 one part of Canada to another part of

les. If you tried to make an ocean port Canada and to a Canadian seaport. The
at Portland Canal for the purpose of deve- United States make no objection to that.
1Ping the Klondike region you would have The get the advantage, whatever it is, of
to convey all your freight and traffic, whether the transportation of freight and passenLers
fromn Canada or the United States, if you through their country cn the Canadian
'init transportation to that route, over 600 Pacifie Railway. As you al] know,· the
or 700 miles of rail way when we have already Canada Southern Railway runs through
an ocean route. The southern part of Teslin Ontario in the same way, taking advantage
Lake is at the 60th parallel ; Lynn Canal is of our geographical position. We have the
On the same parallel, so vou are actually advantage of our geographical position, and
Proposing to build a railroad through a we utilize it for our own benefit. If we are
very ditlicult and expensive country in order precluded from using our M ontreal port for
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six months of the year, that is the misfor- lic work in that country. When the ques-
tune of climatic difficulties which present tion of subsidy coreb up, if it should coin
themselves, but I do not conceive for up, I ar not disposed to advocate anything
a moment that it is a sound argu- in that direction, because I know perfectly
ment against the introduction of this well, whether you start a road f rom Portland
measure that the United State- people Canal or Lynn Canal, or Telegraph Creek,
are going to do something after we or any other point on the coast, three-fourths
build this road that will block us from using of the trade will be fror the United States.
it. I say that Vancouver, Victoria and al That goes without saying. There is not
those coast cities will be immensely benefit ed sufficient trade in our own ports, as com-
by being able to utilize railway connection pared with the trade of California and Wash-
that takes you to the heart of that district ington and Oregon, to justify us in assuming
up to Fort Selkirk, where I believe the that more than 25 per cent of the trade will
government are going to establish their be Canadian, and therefore I do not think
headquarters, and tax the country to it would be right for the government to put
build five or six hundred miles of railway its hand into the treasury and use the pub-
to compete with the ocean route between lic nuoney of Canada for the purpose of sub-
Portland Canal and Lynn Canal. This bill sidizing a work that is going to be used by
before us is different from the bill we trade three-fourths of which is from the
discussed and rejected yesterday. What we United States. But 1 am not going to say
discussed yesterday was the remuneration to our neighbours that they shah not have
we were giving. It was not a question ofî the right to enter that region by the rost,
building 150 miles of railway that the economical route, simply because we mis-
government thought was advisable. I do trust thein in ail our dealings with them of
not think that was the intention of the a national character.
Senate at all. It did not enter into the H
question. quesion.duty to pass such measures as wilI reserve

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend himself to Canada our own trade and prevent for-
argued that this Lynn Canal route was a eigners froin taking it away fror us?
better route. He proposed himself to go by
this route rather than by the all-Canadian Hon. Mr. B9ULTON-That is what I
route. conceive to be the duty of hon. gentlemen.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- If there was a Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Suppose we
railway front Lynn Canal and one fion give this com pany power to build this rond,
Telegraph Creek, which one would you use? jwil there be any reason then to build a
I have no hesitation in saying you would road fron Edmonton, 1,300 miles in length,
use the one from Pyramid Harbour. to the Yukoo district to fcurnish cor unica-

tion with the Yuko i fron the coast. The
Hon. Mr. MILLS-So the political con- differenoe in freight alone would prevet the

sîieration of contro]Iing ou' own territory is use of the road on our side of the Rocky
no consideration at ahn, according to the hon. Mountains.
gentletan'shcontentionan dissent ftrom that,
and I say ont-b of the objections to this Cnne a Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What J say is
is, that if you build it you put it in the this, that the true policy for this country to
power of the United States gov'ernrient and pursue is to permtrit any private capitast
people, if they are so disposed, to defeat that choose, without finncial aid from the
your control of the Yukon territory. treasury, to do their best for the develop-

ment of that country, and to retain al
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It the money we have for the development

is the sate with the other. eof our western country and the construc-
tion of the Edmonton ruute. The Ed-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We are not now monton route will beat the ocean route as
discussing the question of subsidizing the, soon as 've have it constructed. I proved
rond; we are only discussing the right of that the other day by showing that the
parties to corne before this parlianint and! freight by the Yukon route, ah water, vas

tsk for the privilege of constructing a pub C ten dollars per bag on flour, and that we
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could transport a bag of flour by the
Edmonton route all-rail for five dollars,
and make a handsome profit; and will have
lot only, the Canadian Yukon territory to
suppIy, but also the adjoinging Alaskan
territory in the same way. When we build
the Edmonton route we are going to have
anl immense advantage in the trade that will
be developed on both sides of the 141st roer-
idian. Now, so far as friendliness is con-
cerned, I have a bill on the order paper to
anlend the mining regulations which permit
United States citizens to come in here and
ruiine without taking the oath of allegiance.
The United States government require a
Canadian to take the oath of allegiance and
separate himself from his country in order
to) obtain the same privilege in their country
that we give perfectly free in Canada. That
bill, when it comes to he discussed, I propose
tO a8k permission to withdraw, because the
United States government, I see, since that

was put upon the order paper has adopt-
ed a different policy in Alaska, as the follow-
Ikg telegram, which appeared in the press

t8 week, shows:

si1NGTON, March 25.-An agreement has been
rch1ed by the conference committees of the House
and Senate on the Alaskan land bill to insert a pro-

'sWO allovig Canadian miners the saine rights inAlaska as are given by the Canadian government tothe Aerican miners. Canadians will not have to be
alturalzed to take up mines in Alaska.

11On. Mr. MILLER-You must have
scared them.

Ron. Mr. BOULTON-It shows the in-
fluence this Senate is able to exercise in any
public measure that is brought before it.
Whether that is the cause of the action ofCongress or not, i cannot say.

1 ion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlemen
of the United States Senate are like the
con in the story : Our hon. friend from
Shell River has only to point his blunder-
buss at the United States Senate and im-
ruediately it comes down.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-I said nothing
at all about a blunderbuss or anything
of the kind. I have introduced a bill to
arulend our rnining regulations on the ilth
25 eh. I see a telegraphic despatch on theb5th March that the very thing asked for onbehalf of Canadian miners has been acceded
to by the concurrence committee of both
louse of Congress. It is a coincidence. I am

"Ot claiming anything. 1 introduced that

amendment on behalf of Canadian miners,
and it was in their interests I did it and I
am only saying so far-whether the bill in-
troduced here had any effect, or whether it
was a spontaneous act on the part of the
United States Senate I an not prepared to
say, but I am only quoting that in order to
show that there is not an unfriendly dis-
position on the part of the United States
people, if they are only approached
in the right way, but if we say we
are going to do our level best to use our
power in our Yukon country to exclude them
naturally they will use their power to exclude
us. I heard the hon. leader of the opposition,
when he was Minister of Customs, tell us
that it was customary in the Rossland dis-
trict to charge so much a day for an officer
to accompany any United States goodî that
were passing from one point in United Sta-
tes territory through our country to another
point in the United States. They were
charged $3 a day, and in the sane way the
United States government charged our peo-
ple $3 a day. There we have a precedent
for the action of the United States. In Alaska
they charge, I believe, $9 a day. In going
across to Lake Bennett they had to cross
Dyea Pass, which is a very difficult one. I am
only pointing that out to show you that, so
far as putting our Canadian miners upon ex-
actly the same footing as the United States
miners in Canadian territory, the United
States people wvere willing to go hand in
hand in developing that country to the very
best of our united ability, and I do not think
it is wise for us to show any unneighbourli-
ness by defeating a measure which is asking
no subsidy forn the government, but let it
go to commnittee and be amiend-d if desirable.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I have no intention
of discussing the merits of the bill before us.
I will hold myself entirely free as to the
course I shall take, and that course will de-
pend on how matters will eventuate and
when we find out whether we are going to
have an all-Canadian route into the country
and therefore until I know that I shall hold
myself free to vote any way I desire.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The impression
seems to prevail in the House that the ap-
plicants for this bill are United States
citizens, and should be treated as foreigners,
as indicated already by my hon. friend the
Minister of Justice, who seems to have
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developed very quickly a strong antipathy the firm of Rothschilds were being made use
against our neighbours to the south. of for the purpose of influencing gentlemen

in the House of Commons and in this cham-
ber in reference to this bill. The Right

objecting to this bill because they were Honourable Lord Farquhar was until
United States citizens or British subjects., recently the head of the large banking firm
I object because it is a measure in the - ot Sir Samuel Scott and Company, London.
terest of the United States. Mr. Phillips is a member of the great mining

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The burden of firm of Warner, Bate & Co., probably one of

my hon. friend's complaint for some days the richest firms in the world. Cokayne
has been that Mr. Livernash was the alleged Gibbs is a member of the well known bank-

representative of certain United States ing firm of Anthony Gibbs & Sons, London.

journals, and addressing members of this Mr-. Ryder is a capitalist, and one of the

House exercised a certain influence over directors of the exploration company.
them in lis statements, I think I can sav Therefore, hon. gentlemen will observe that

witb the greatest degree of confdence that the promoters are gentlemen occupying the
the leader of the House is mistaken in his highest financial position in the commercial

statements of Mr. Livernash's position, and world, and gentlemen respecting whom the

I further more say that my hon. friend was Dominion of Canada should congratulate

inaccurate in makin« the statement that most heartily in interesting themselves in

Mr. Hamilton Smnith influenced the authori- developing the resources of this Dominion,
ties at Washington to introduce the hostile and particularly the resources of that vast

legislation, if you cali it so, that has recently and undeveloped country, the Yukon district.

emanated from the Senate. My hon. friend So much for that. My hon. friend objected

has made that statement in connection with by saying that the policy of this government
this bill, and made it in such a very em- has been or will be to preclude any railway
phatic way, and I venture to say that my. going into the Yukon country froen a United

hon. friend is only hazarding the assertion States port. Consistency is certainly some-

that these gentlemen in any way represent thing to be greatly admired in individuals,
the United States citizens as indicated by and above all not only to be admired but is

him. As I was about to say the promoters indispensable and absolutely necessary in a
of this bill, as hon. gentleman will ascertain government. Let me point out to the bon.

by reference to the bill, are all English gentlemen the gross inconsistency of the
capitalists. The promoters are : position taken by the leader of this House

and taken by lis governmient ini the policy
The Right Honourable Ilorace Brand Townsend, he has just enunciated as the policy of bis

Baron Farquhar, the Honourable Herbert Cokayna . .
Gibbs, Francis Alfred Lucas, Joseph Harry Lukach, government. ly hon. friend raised as another
Rochfort Maguire, Harry Mosenthal, Lionel Phil- objection to this bill, the fact that we
lips, John Edward Dudley Ryder, Gerald Dudley propose to make connection with the
Smith, Hamnilton inîith. IAmerican system of railways and are thus

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -- divertingCanadian trade to the United States
Thev are not Yankees. ports. He further points out the fact that

the road is a narrow gauge road and should
Hon. Mr, LOUGHIEED-Hamilton Smith not receive the support of parliament. The

J might say, is a mining engineer occupying celebrated TeslinLake road is a narrowgauge
a very distinguished position, and considered road also and the approach to the Teslin
one of the most eminent men in his profes Lake road is througb United States territory,
sion. Mr. Mosenthal is head of the firm of I find before me a bill which was introduced
Mosenthal & Son, one of the largest mercan- in the other bouse and wbicb bas recently
tile firms in London. Mr. Lucas is manag- received the support of the government,
ing director of The Exploration Company, namely the Kettle River Railway Bill. After
whicb bas a paid up capital of 1,100,000 iny bon. f riend bas laid down tbe policy of
pounds sterling. I migbt say the Roths- the governmet-an anti-Tnited States
childs are very heavily interested in this policy and a pro-Canadian policy-let US
exploration company, and owing to the fact see what those consistent gentlemen are
of the association of Mr. Smith with this doing in regard to the bill lately introduced
compan)y, J apprehend the premier imagined in the Commons. The Kettle River Road
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is intended to run f rom a point on the inter- My lion. friend talks loyalty and patriot-
national boundary line into Canadian ter- ism, and about restricting railway enterprise
ritory and to run in and out of United to Canadian territory. Again in paragraph
States territory into Canadian territory and 12 of the same bill:
said by some to Ùap Canadian trade and to 12. The company may enter into an agreementturn it into United States channels. with the Spokane Falls and Northern Railway Coni-

pany for leasing to such conpany, the railway of the
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-lHear, company hereby incorporated in whole or in part, or

hear any rights or powers acquired under this Act, as also
the franchises, surveys, plans, works, plant, material,

. machinery and other property to it belonging or for
Hion. Mr. LOUGH E ED-The first thingm an amalganation with such company.

we find in this bill which has received the
support of the government is the stateinent Arailway which we are incorporating, and
which nmy hon. friend objected to a few which is no sooner incorporated than it be-

Minutes ago and was the first objection he comes absorbed by the Spokane Falls Com-
took, namely that it was declared to be a pany organized under the laws of the State
Work for the advantage of Canada. In sec- of Washington, and generally with the rail-
tion two of the Kettle River bill we find this way system of the United States, and yet
statement : my hun. friend talks of limiting Canadian

railways to Canadian territory. As I said
eThe undertaking of the companiy is hereby before, this indicates the inconsistency ofdeclared to be a work for the general advantage of

Canada, thé position taken by my hon. friend. It is

Will my hon. friend explain the position entirely out of the question for this govern-
'hich 1 he takes in the one and the inconsist- ment or any other government to conceive

ency of his government in the other ? In the for a moment that railway communication
first place we find this company proposes to can be kept out of that western country.
lay out, construct and operate a narrow Just as surely as the sun will set to-day and
gauge road. The 4th clause reads wi. rise to-morrow, so surely will you find

railway enterprise entering that country
The company may lay out, construct and operate a f rom the Alaska border and f rom ports on

railway of a gauge of [not less tlian three feet, and of United States territor . The position takennot more than] four feet eight and one-half nches,
fromn a point on the international boundary line at or by this House was not that those roads
ýear Cascade city, in the Cariboo-Kootenay district, sbould not run from United States ports

1the provie of 'British Columbia, thence running but that the Dominion should not con-
S esterly and southerly direction, following the

9ourse of tie Kettle river, to a point on the said tribute any of its resources and should not
niternational boundary line at or near Carson city, alienate vast tracts of land for the purpose of111 the said district, and also a Iiue of raila friî bindt vsneacs in thatnt for the roeo

thesmidayon the said international boundar n building up lines in that country for the ag-
the said district, in the said province, thence running grandizementof VnitedStatestransportation
northerly, followiig the course of Boundary Creek.pa Point distant not more than twenty miles fron co.panies at the expense of t.e Dominion
Said Midway. of Canada. This is the policy which this

'WiiH you permit me to draw your atten- ouse I submit laid down by its vote last
tion to tue powers whic t d ouraten- night, and not the policy that that immense
prop gitih ow thich the government tract of country iust necessarily be tied
atiopose same foreign corpor- down to railways running froi Canadian
eaonh applicants for which are A points within the interior of British Colum-ns. The names are as follows: Charles bia. 1 do not hesitate for a moment to sayThomas Dupont, Danie! Chase Corbin and . .
Austin Corbin. The are men who are that my own personal inclination would
kno h lead me to favour the building of a road

kOwnl to be among the leading promoters .
of Une . from a point in the interior of Britishnted States railways in the Western ..
States. They to these men Columbia and thus if possible excluding

ers propose giving United States trade. We cannot accom-power as follows in paragraph 5 of that
bill . plish impossibilities no matter how much we

may desire that our desires should be effec-The coImpany may also fornm a connection at the tuated. It is impossible to keep out United
international boundary hne in said points, naiely, at tates is
or near Cascade city, and at or near Carson city States railways from that section of the
and M-did way, vith the Spokane Falls and Northern country. There must be reciprocal treat-

ay Comany, a corp>oration organzed under the ment between the govern ment of Canada
t fthe state of Washington, and generally withe railway systei of the United States. and the government of the United States
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in regard to the development of that country.
The interests of both lie side by side in that
country; only a fictitious or geographical
line separates the one from the other. The
United States government as we very well
know possesses advantages in regard to the
opening up of that country by its waterways
of which we must avail ourselves in time.
If the government should determine to build
up a Chinese wall along the 141st meridian
and along the boundary line between the
territory of Canada and the United States to
my mind it is something that is perilous to
accomplish and the sooner hon. gentlemen
recognize that the better. My hon. friend
brought down his Teslin Lake bill to this
House and the government staked their
policy on it-that urgency demanded the
building of a railway into that country.
That was the fundamental principle of that
bill and upon that principle hon. gentlemen
built up the laboured arguments and ap-
peals which were not only made in this
chamber and the other but throughout the
liberal press of the Dominion. Is the posi-
tion taken now by the government consist-
ent with the underlying principles which
they promulgated on the Teslin Lake bill ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I say most de-
cidedly not. My hon. friend never dreamed
for a moment until the presentation of this
bill-until its doom was practically sealed
that it was contemplated to carry the road
to a point in British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The contract provides
for it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No; the con-
tract provides that the line shall be built
from Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake. The
policy of my hon. friend bas not been to as-
sist the road to Observatory Inlet. My
hon. friend knows the governient has not
foreshadowed its policy as to how that sec-
tion of road from Telegraph Creek to
Observatory Inlet is to be built.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But it has foreshad-
owed its policy that there should be such a
section of road and these contr9.ctors were
to have the first opportunity to build it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon.
friend say that the government have pledged
themselves to the policy of building a road

from Observatory Inlet to a point on the
Stikine River through the tract of country
over which an exploratory line has never
been run, regarding which no information
can be given to us as to its geographical
features, and regarding the physical disad-
vantages of whichi they can say nothing ?
Will my hon. friend say he can appeal with
reason to a chamber of intelligent nien and
say that the government have pledged them-
selves to build the two hundred and some
odd miles of railway over a tract of country
respecting which they have no information ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-180 miles.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Say 180 miles.
My hon. friend does not presume to say it
is within the realm of possibility to build
that which he says is the policy of the gov-
ernment. I say their whole policy, and it
is the only intelligent policy my hon. friend
could bring down to this House or the other,
viz., that the rapid development of that
country and the emergent features of the
situation demanded the building of a road
and the country was called upon to sacrifice
something for it. We were called upon
to sacrifice resources of 4,000,000 acres
of gold-bearing land for the building of
that road. Why? The question of alleged
starvation which was facing the people
there and other urgent reasons so elab-
orated by my hon. friend. Therefore I say
the position taken now is absolutely in
contradiction with the position first taken
by the government when the bill was intro-
duced, namely, that it was introduced for
the purpose of meeting an emergency. Now
these gentlemen asked for a charter to build
f rom the Lynn Canal to within a point of
200 and some odd miles of Dawson City. As
I have already pointed out to hon. gentle-
men the stability of those promoters financi-
ally is of so unquestionable a character that
not a shadow of doubt can prevail in the
minnds of hon. gentlemen as to their ability
to carry out this undertaking. In the next
place J would direct the attention of the
hon. gentlemen to the fact that they ask no
bonding powers. Their financial ability to
build this road is of so high a character that
they ask simply for powers to stock the road
and they are prepared practically to put the
money up themselves, because they ask no
bonding powers. Now I ask my hon. friend
if his government is prepared to take the
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responsibility of refusing a large number of
English gentlemen representing the largest
financial aggregation that has appeared in
any bill here-to build a road, for which the
government claim the greatest need.

lion. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
bonding privilege, the lion. gentlemai claims
that there is merit in this charter that it
does not provide for bonding privileges. If
the hon. gentleman will look at the tenth
and eleventh clauses of the bill, he will find
that substantially the power is given. Clause
10 reads :

The capital stock of the company shall be eighteen
.ilions of dollars, and may be called up by the

directors from ti me to tine, and in such amounts as
they deenm necessary.

And clause 11 reads:

The directors under the authority of the sharehold-
ers given at any annual meeting or at any special gene-
rai ifleeting called for the Inîrpose, at whieh meetin)g
shareho°ders representing at least two-thirds in value
of the capital stock of the company are present or re-
presented by proxy, may convert ninety thousand
shres, representing nine million dollars, or any less

mber of shares of the capital stock of the company,
nto preference stock; and the holders of such pre-erence stock shall be entitled to receive a preferential

dividend.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-It would be
utterly impossible to organize a company
without issuing, stock. Stock is a badge of
the amount of interest of individuals in the
comXPany. How would my hon. friend or-
ganize a company? How would the interests
of these constituting it be in any way in-
dicated ? However, I simply point this out
that they have no intention of issuing bonds,
but sirply of subscribing for stock, paying
uP their stock, and building the road. They
are not in this bill asking from the govern-
llient any assistance. Therefore, is my hon.
friend's government prepared to take the
resPonsibility of saying to the people of the
thomimiion of Canada, and saying to the
thousands that are rushing into the Yukon
country, and saying to those representing
the millions of trade going into that country,
ifder no consideration will we permit
Capitalists to build a road from the Lynn
Canal, even though it be the only recognized
roite which has yet been indicated as coming
within the domain of sound commercial
linvestment? Or is my hon. friend.on the bald
cry of loyalty to Canada, going to insist upon

linatig 4 million of acres, or possibly some
ons of money in building a road from

an impracticable point and along an almost
impossible route ? Is this to be done simply
for the purpose of precluding capitalists
building from a point on the international
boundary line ? Is my hon. friend going to
take that position? As I said to my hon.
friend the other night no matter where you
build from the interior of British Columbia,
if you cross the Stikine River by a route,
and you are bound to cross the Stikine
River, if you adhere to your determination
to utilize the route outlined in the Teslin
Lake bill-there is no way of excluding
American trade from entering at the Port
of Wrangel and going up the Stikine River
and transhipping its goods on that road
which, at an immense sacrifice to the people
of Canada, you have built for the purpose of
promoting trade interests to the extent of 90
per cent American and 10 per cent Canadian.
I say emphatically that no other conclusion
can be drawn from that fact. If the gover&n-
ment of Canada, at the public expense, will
build a road entering from or crossing the
Stikine River, American trade will seek that
route, and it is just as advantageous to
American trade as to Canadian trade..

Hon. Mr. MILLS-With this difference
that if it is American trade it will pay duty
and customs tax to Canada.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will they not
do that in this case?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Upon such ternis as
they decide to impose on you.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, it seems to
me it mu-t be obvious to any hon. gentle-
men in this House that the American gov-
ernment will be only too pleased to give
bonding privileges at once to Canadian trade
for the purpose of taking that advantage
which they must necessarily enjoy of the
g'reat bulk of American trade proceeding
over any route which nay be built either
from the Alaska coast or tributary to the
Alaska coast. Therefore, I say, in view of
that fact there is no alternative; tiere is no
way my hon. friend can possibly preclude
American t rade f rom going into that country.
As I said before I am strongly in favour of a
route frou the east of the Rockies but it is
utterly impossible if you build from a point
in the interior of British Columbia to pre-
clude American trade from proceeding up
the Stikine River and paying its duty as
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they are paying to-day and thus taking ad- great many Americans there and it does
vantage of a public work constructed at full not follow that they would travet in with
cost to the Dominion of Canada. It is a their accoutrements; they coutd go in there
most unusual thing, alm ost unprecedented, as civitians, and the Yukon territory would
that this House should absolutely pronounce certainly be in a better position even in
itself upon a private bill on the second that vay than it is at present. Moreover,
reading. I know the principle of the bill is it vitt have a further etfect; it witl prevent
usually discussed, but I would ask hon. Messrs, Mackenzie & Mann, or any other
gentlemen to suspend their judgnent onc f rom taking advantage of the situa-
this bill till it goes into the Railway Com- tion and asking the governinent for a bonus
mittee until we can have an opportunity of or a subsidy in order to build a road into
having the promoters of this bill present
who will explain to this House in a very
much more lucid and satisfactory way than
I can possibly do the merits of the road as Edmonton route?
well as particularly the geographical one Hon. Mr' McMILLAN I ar in favour
which I submit are not the least of the con- of the Edmonton route; 1 an in favour of a
siderations that should guide us to the build- road from Ashcroft or any of these places in
ing of the road. J hope, therefore, hon. British Columbia; but at the saine time, I
gentlemen will permit the bill to have a think tfiat we woutd be doing a very un-
secondt reading and go to comgittee. proper thing in this House if in this ouse

we were to reject the application of a wealthy
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the company who are seeking the pivilege simply

House wou]d be acting iniconsistently if it o uligara rmaUie ttspr
went back on giving the second reading. t into this Yukon territory where wehavequite
this bitt. White I admit that the question an advantage the moment they enter our

coman fromran takin advatag of the situa-

tcountry through the Alaska district, where
States into the Yukon territory did have it joins Canada, we can impose a duty on
some efct upon the minds of hion. g e-entte imports; we have a customs-house and the
men, and a little on ry md too, thougb t% railway would not be entirely in the hands of
admit that there were other questions of the Ainericans. For tis reason I ver that,
more serious importance, such as the im- acting consistently with my vote last night,
mense quantiiy of land there we wverw giving it is my duty to support the second reading
wav to Mackenzie & \lann. Now this is a of this bila.
bue that asks for no subsidys; it does not
ask even for the privilege of bonding the Hon. Mr. oicCAtLUM-A b t muwh be
road, as lias t)een stated. It is the duty of ivery faulty indeed if in this bouse you do
this Bouse to be consistent with its action not allow it to go to committee. We have
oast night to encourage the building of a i heard a great deal about how the people are
road into that section, more especiavly on going to starve in that Yukon country.
account of the dangers that were pointed That was one reason why we wee asked to
out to us last night my the leader of the give away millions of acres of land to build
aouse of people starving there and of pre- ha raicway froF the Stikine to Teslin Lake.
venting bloodshed taking place in that Now, as took at it, want the government
countrv. to take the responsiility of these starving

peope. They have the power in their own
Hon. Mr. MýILLS-M.Ny hon. f riend will hands to prevent it--

see that ke could not send ina policeman or
am'iîunition, and that the whole countryi
would be under the control of the United Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Now. In the
States if this road is built vhie we have no first place my ion. friend the Minister of
Canadian roads. Justice ask that this bil be fot read for

six months. Why bot let it be read the
Hon. Mr. a aecMILLAN- admit att that, second tue and send it to the committee 

if they wou d act towards us as they did He has the power in bis own hands to kil
when we were sending them through the it elsewhere if it passes this ouse. ne can
Saunt Ste. Marie Canal, but there are a cati that confiding majority at the other end
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Of the building to defeat this bill. 1, for start from the coast is not in Canadian ter-
One, shall vote to send this to the Railway ritory, will it not be a direct palpable ack-
Committee, and put it through this House knowledgment of the contention of the
and let the responsibility rest on the proper United States government that the boundary
Shoulders, because the government have the line runs farther to the north and east than
Power in their own hands, if they dare to we contend it does? and is it not virtually a
exercise it before the people of this country, surrender of the contention which we are now
to defeat a bill to authorize the construction making, and have been making, that we
of a railway that is not going to cost the own two or three million acres of land or
cOuntry anything. rocks, or whatever it may be, that are now

in the possession of the United States?
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It authorizes a capital How would we be met- how would the arbi-

of 18 millions of dollars for a tramway. trators be met-if we were to put such a
statement on record ? The arbitrators would

lon. Mr. BOULTON-There were 14 be met first with a declaration that the
raillions on the 150 miles. United States have been in possession

of that territory, floating their flag over
lion. Mr. McCALLUM--Well, are we it for a number of years ; and then

goîig to pay it? These people only ask per- the next contention would be that the
rnussion to spend their own money, and they Senate of Canada rejected a bill for the con-
are opposed by a government which, without struction of a railway, upon the grounds that
Consulting anybody, without advertising for that portion of Alaska from which it was to
tenders wanted to give away the people's start was in United States territory? Should
inheritance for accomplishing the same ob- we affiri by our votes that we acknowledge
ject, Let the government call on their that contention? The hon. Minister of
niechanical majority in another place to re- Justice, one of the most prominent members
ject this bill, if they like ; I shall vote not of the cabinet, whose opinion would be
only for the second reading and to send it to asked upon a question of this kind, being a
committee, but I will give it all the support question of law, would it not be said that
I can in the committee and in this House in he had himself acknowledged, by the motion
order to leave the responsibility on the pro- he had made and the vote which he had de-
per shoulders. I would not for a moment manded *in one of the highest legislative
presune to advise this Senate what they bodies in the country, that that country did
should do ; but I tell them this, in order to not belong to us. I am not prepared to say
be consistent with themselves they ought to what course I would pursue upon this bill
pass this bill, and leave the responsibility or any other. There is a great deal of force,
With the government in the other House. to my mind, in the remark made by the

hon. member for Monck. However, that is
Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I a question we can discuss in the future, and

rlust first express my regret, not that the I put it to the Senate and to my hon. friend
on,. gentleman moved the six months' hoist, himself, knowing the character of the

because that is the privilege of every member, United States negotiators whenever there is
but at the reasons which the hon. gentleman any contention as to rights between any
gave for making the motion. Before refer- country and themselves, and more particu-
ring to anything else, I should like to point larly between Canadian rights and United
out what, to my mind, is of very grave im- States rights, whether this is not placing in
Portance to the country. The lion. gentle- their hands a very strong argument in favour

n1I moved the six months' hoist on the of their contention ?
ground that this railway has its western
terminus in United States territory. The Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
contention of the Cainadian government, and
the contention of the British government Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
80 far as we know, is that Pyramid Harbour, hon. gentleman says no. What does this
.yea and Skagway are in Canadian ter- motion mean ? You are asked to vote for the

ritory. Now if the six months' hoist is car- motion which he has placed before the Sen-
ried by the Senate on the ground that the ate. Why ? Because he says the starting
Place from which the projected railway is to point of this railway is in the United States,
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while Canadians claim and are prepared to
contend before any tribunal or arbitration
that it is not in the United States, but be-
longs to Canada; and our representatives
can he met, and will be met, if I know any-
thing of United States diplomacy and diplo-
mats, with the statement that the Minister
of Justice, the highest legal authority in
Canada, made a declaration in the Senate
that that disputed strip of country was in
the United States, and that he succeeded in
carrying a motion for the rejection of a bill
for that reason, thereby acknowledging that
we had no territorial rights ; and the vote
which he asks us to record commits the
Senate of Canada to that declaration. I need
not say that when we look back into past bis-
tory we find that in all international trans-
actions the United States take every little
advantage that can be taken. We have had
boundary disputes with them before, and we
know there is nothing that stands in the way
of United States diplomats when they want
to secure a portion of this country. If there
was no other reason for rejecting the motion
of my hon. friend the Minister of Justice, I
think that alone would justify the Senate in
saying no, we will not commit ourselves even
inferentially or indirectly to the declaration
which has been made. I think it is very
likely my hon. friend, when lie made bis
motion, never thought of that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is not
accurately stating what I said. I was
speaking of the territory in the United
States, not with regard to any legal claim
we may set up.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understand that very well. I do not want
to play upon technicalities.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--That is what the hon.
gentleman is doing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think my hon. friend will accuse
me of quibbling in the matter. I say the
inference will be drawn by those who
negotiate in the future, if we affirm the
statement made by my hon. friend that we
have surrendered, as far as our votes go, our
right to that territory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I should like to ask
my hon. friend if we should permit a road
to be built from that point to the Yukon
country, and the effect would be to build it

at once within the territory held by the
United States, whether he would not
strengthen the United States contention
infinitely more in that way than by simply
affirming for the present that that territory
is in the possession of the United States I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say most distinctly not. If we act upon our
contention and lay down the principle in the
charter for the construction of the road, it is
an assumption of our right to that territory.
It would be only a stronger affirmation of the
principle we lay down, that we have a right
to authorize the construction of a railway in
the territory that we claim.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Just the reverse.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
am afraid my hon. friend and myself, in this
as in other matters, will have to continue
to differ. I leave it to the Senate to say
whether I am correct or not. I think it
would be better to adjourn the debate in
order that we may consider this question
from the different standpoints that have
1been raised, more particularly froin the
point which I have taken the liberty to in-
dicate to ny hon. friend. It may be pre-
sumption on my part as an ordinary layman
to attempt to teach, or even to suggest,
what the law is on questions of this kind;
but I claim to poscess a little common sense,
and knowing the character of the people with
whom we have to deal, if they can draw in-
ferences from statements which are made
by so high îan authority as the Minister of
Justice, they will be taken advantage of by
the people of the United States when this
question comes to be settled. I am not going
into the general argument as to the Canadian
route any more. I can understand my hon.
friend f rom (le Lanaudière (Mr.Bellerose) and
my bon.friend f rom Wolseley (Mr. Perley) in
the position they took. They claim that no
road should be built except from an undis-
puted Canadian point, whether it be on the
Pacific slope, in British Columbia, or from
some point in the North-west. While they
act on that principle, no one can find fault
with them. The superlative loyaltyof myhon.
friend the Minister of Justice is somewhat
amusing. I am not speaking of my own. J
stand on that question in the same position
as the hon. gentleman from Shell River. Our
past record will speak for us. But when my
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hon. friend speaks of the imposition of a duty the United States six hours afterwards, and
at Skagway or Dyea he intimates that our buy that horse and bring it back to Canada
leigh,bours are ready to act on the principle again, you buy a United States horse,

of non-intercourse. bought in the United States territory, and
you have to pay the duty on it, as if it had

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all. been foaled in the United States. So that,
tbking the positiongof my bon. friend the

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If Minister of Justice, 1 venture the assertion
e "o with a cargo of goods to Pyramid a -though with some littie hesitancy-that

liarbour, a port which is open ail the year it is as untenable a position as any ,nan
round, and place the goods in bond to be! could take who lins the slightest knowledge

yhipped through to Canada, to be consumed of the workings and operations of Customs
1ib Canada and not in the United States, Acts. s want to draw the attention of the
and the authorities there say no, we viIl Htuse to the fact that when you speak of
lot permit you to hond the goods going the Customs Act and the tarif you are
through, neither will we permit you to em- i speaking of two distinct and different
Ploy a United States officer to accompany things. The tariff Act is an Act which
thern as is done now in the southern parts imposes on goods coming fron one coun-
Of British Columbia and has also been done try to another a certain tx. The Customs
in the eastern portions of Canada in past Act is an Act which regulates the trade of
Years, that is nothing more nor less thanthe country, and the nianner in which it
a declaration of non-intercourse. They can should be carried on. My voice would not
do precisey the saie tring I elieveat permit me Iast night to point that out to
Wrane if they are so disposed, without the hon. Minister of Justice. When he
ifltelfering with what you cal] the naviga- spoke of the Customs Act he meant the
tins of the river. But even if they cannot tarifo. I must confess that I fet a litt e
do so, they can put other obstructions in amusd when in answer to the hon. gentie-
the way. As the lion, gentleman fromt man from She l River, the Minister o Just-
Sheli River lias pointed out, if the Umnited ice said, IlWhat ? At eigbteen million dol-
States governiment desire, as they do and lars? " Now to, those who knew nothing
have been doing for haif a century, to send about the matter, it would' imply that the
goods up the Yukon River, they have to eighteen million was to corne out of the

fross the Canadian boundary before they ca y pockets of the people of the Dominion of
reach those portions of Alaska which have Canada.
yatey been discovered to possess placer
a deles and other rich deposits. Now, sup- Hon. Mr. MILLS-It does not matter at
Posing they would say to us at Pyramid ail.
liarbour, Ilyou shall not go beyond this un-
Ir you pay duty," ail we have to do, if
retaliation becomes necessary,is to simply say Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
to thesepepw when they reach the boundary matters to us whether Mr. amilton Smith
tine of the Yukon, thus far you go, but n and his friends put their hads in their own
further without payig duty," and then if pockets, and take out eigteen million dol-
they would carry out the customs regula- lars, and build a road up there, or if you
tOll, and the interpretation put upon eus- cone to us and say, I want eighteen mil-
tOatis laws, the moment they reached thelion dollars to build that road." Perhaps it
haelakan border they would again charge would make no differece to the hon gen-
dutys because the principle of the custoin tieman; lie may be rich, but to ordinary
caw s this, that the moment goods broug t inortals it is a very different inatter. I ar
ifitO a country pay duty, they then becorne not going to discuss the merits of this bull.
defacto the goods of that country, and if I will act upon the suggestion that first
ratnead to the country in which they were threw out, and, rather than have a decisive
itianufactured or grown, they have then to ote one way or another in the House on
Pay dutyagain; or inother words, if anyone the question of a six month' hoist-I dont
to the pnited States cornes here and buys think it will be carried-I will take the op-
a horse from you, and takes it to the United portunity of moving the adjournment of the
utate, whe pays duty there; and if you go to debate.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My reasons for oppos- who are to be hereafter named to discuss
ing this bill are not personal. I recognize the question of boundary, an opportunity of
the directors named in the bill as not only 1 saying it was a concession on our part. The
highly respectable, but occupying a high fact of the road being built and large
financial position, and able to )roperly carry investments having been made by United
out the undertaking ; but the main States citizens, as they would be United
objection is that it militates against the con- States citizens, would indicate a very much
struction of a Canadian route. If this bill stronger possession, because it would be
becomes law, the very existence of it is at all contended that a large expenditure of
times an embarrassment to the promoters of money had been made.
a railway through Canadian territory. There I
is no doubt about it that to reach Dawson it Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. gen-
is much cheaper to go in by this route than tleman places a wrong construction entirely
by the Stikine, or through any of the inlets on paragraph 11. My hon. friend bas

in British Columbia. But our policy-and really given the power to build from the

we thought the policy of the country-was Lynn Canal, but states that that power
to estabhish an all-Canadian route. shall not be exercised except by the Gover-

nor in Council.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Better begin somewhere else than at
Wrangel.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- That was to meet the
present emergency, as lias been explained
over and over again. It was not intended
that it was to be eventually the terminus of
the line. Hon. gentlemen will give the
governinent credit for some degree of pene-
tration. If hon. gentlemen will refer to the
5th section of the contract they will see that
the contractors were to have the preference
for a given number of years of the right to
construct the extension of the line. We
regarded it as a matter of very great urgency
tlat we should get in at once, but to com-
mence the line at one of the inlets in British
Columbia would have involved a very long
delay-perhaps two or three years.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Did not the
government give authority to these con-
tractors to build a road from Pyramid
Harbour?

Hon. 1lr. SCOTT-No, we refused. We
said we would not build it for five years.
We thought in five years we would have an
all-Canadian route, but if you build from
Pyramid Harbour you will not have an
all-Canadian route.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Let the bill
pass here and the responsibility will be
assumed in the other House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think we should
have some intelligent opinions on the subject
ourselves. The hon. gentleman says when
we object to this bill we give the persons,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That does not affect
the question at all.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. gen-
tleman said it did not give the government
power.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The main objection is
that it is contrary to public policy. It
would deprive us of the opportunity of
building a road through Canadian territory,
because if that road is constructed at once
it cuts off all the advantages a Canadian
route would have. It would no doubt
shorten the distance very materially, and, so
far as this question of boundary is con-
cerned, hon. gentlemen will recollect that
for over twenty years Canada has been
pressing the United States to agree to a
boundary. They have steadily refused f rom
year to year to enter upon the question, and
have simply forced their own possession
further back every year. We were just on
the eve of a collision. The nounted police
supporting the customs authorities took pos-
session of what we thought was the extreme
eastern limits of the boundary, the height of
land, yet the United States officers say,
" you should moe, and, if you do not, we
will inake the customs laws so difficult for
you to overcone, that you will select some
other route." Ninety-five per cent of the
whole trade of that country is now in the
hands of the United States. We are en-
deavouring to secure some part of it for
Canada.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-You are paying
too much for it.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Youd cannot pay too
Imluch for it. It is important from two
Points of view. It is necessary for our
People having some standing in that country,
and for participation in the advantages that
f1Ow from the trade of that country. I have
fo doubt whatever it is worth'a million
dollars to the two companies that now have
thte exclusive trade, that we threw out that
bill last night. I venture to say that it is
Worth a million dollars to the Alaska Com-
Pany and the American Commercial Agency.

On. gentlemen know very well, if they
read the papers and the accounts from that
coIntry, that not four or five prices, but ten
prices are charged for everything. There is
'lot $5,000 worth of goods in and around

awson that is not in the hands of
1 nited States traders. They charge what-

ever price they like. A barrel of flour was
sold at 3100, which was bought originally
for $5.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-Is there only
One United States company?

liHon. Mr. SCOTT-Two companies. They
'ave the whole trade of that country. We

got a little of it a short time ago, under the
Plea that we were going to build a road in
Over Canadian territory. The argument of
the hon. gentleman from Shell River sounds
iery well, but lie refuses to recognize condi'

t.on5. One would say they have to travel
re Inuch further through your territory, su-
rely you can bring pressure enough to bear

o tlem to allow you reasonable advantagesacro55 their borders. But that is not the
fact. We cannot quarrel with the United
States. We do not propose to bring on a1 oal rupture. We have treated them in the
rost generous way possible. We have allow-
ed their miners to go in there and take up

190 per cent of the wealth of the Yukon.t is largely in the hands of Americans. No
nation could have been more generous to
alother nation than Canada has been to,
the Jnited States, and yet you see the difli-
cIýltîes We have encountered. A member of
the government went to Washington to make
'I arrangement. They were very plausible

Shington and they saw the reasonable-
la ur proposals; but we find the regu-

n11 they made are not carried out. Every
t months we are threatened with the abo-

iow of the bonding system. It is not
0n any firm basis. The Grand Trunk
36

Railway and Canadian Pacific Railway stocks
get a shock every now and then, when influ-
ences are brought to bear at Washington.
If we had some standing at Washington,
there would be some force in the argument
of the hon. gentleman; but when we are
entirely in their hands, as we were until a
few days ago when we succeeded in getting
access to the Yukon through the Stikine,
we had to accede to whatever conditions
they chose to impose. And now if you do
not take a United States officer to accom-
pany you across the United States fringe of
country, you have to pay 5 per cent duty. It
is very unfair and very unreasonable.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM---I do not see
what that has to do with the question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -That is the whole
point. If this bill bec«omes law and this
road is built, you will not be able to build a
road through Canada, because there will not
be traffic enough to make it pay. The hon.
gentleman is such a theorist he will not
observe conditions. If the hon. gentleman's
theory was correct, why should we have a
line running to Sr. John and Halifax, when
it is cheaper to get our goods through by
New York and Portland.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL-No.

H on. Mr. SCOTT-Portland stands in the
same position to Canada that Pyramid
Harbour does to the Yukon, because it is
the nearest ocean port to the point of
consumption. Pyramid Harbour is the
nearest point you can get to by sea to reach
Dawson.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-If this road
will serve the purpose, why on earth do we
want a road through Canadian territory
that will cost a great amount of money ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- For the reason that
we have no control over the United States
end of the road, and they would impose just
such conditions as they pleased. [f you
wanted to send in a regiment of soldiers,
you could not do it.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That will not be
necessary.

Hon. Mr. McCALL UM-The hon. gen-
tleman is right about that. He threw a
certain responsibility on this Senate less
than 24 hours ago. On us rests the respon-
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sibility of defeating that bill. I say to the lon. Mr. SCOTT-No, they wanted a
hon. gentleman that the responsibility is on much less subsidy.
him if he does not let this bill pass, because
it is in his hands. If there is going to be lon. Mr. WOOD While 1 do not think
any starvation in that country, and the this bil should pass into law in exactly its
government defeat this bill, when it is in present form, yet I feel in favour of letting
their hands, they are responsible. the bil have its second reading and go Vo

committee. The Secretary of State has
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This line is not going urged that this road should not be buit,

to be built by the lst September, and there because it has its terminus in Pyramid Har-
is no justification for the bill on that ground. bour, whicb is, at least, in disputed terri-
If this bill becomes law it reduces the tory; it is not known whether this belongs
opportunity for our financing any independ- to Great Britain or the United States. I
ent line through British territory, and if should like Vo say, in addition to what I
this road is once built, it is not at all prob- said the other day, that, in my judgment,
able that any road will be built through looking at the commercial advantages of
Canadian territory, except at the actual ex- this road we must recognize the fact that it
pense of the governnent. There is the cannot be very long before this road will
whole point in a nutshell. It is for thîis have Vo be buit. It will be a commercial
House to say whether they are going to necessity. The Secretary of State says that
place the go% ernment and people of this we should leave it tili we have an aIl-Cana-
country in that position. Hdian route-that we should have the ail-

SCanadian route first. What advantage
-Ion. Mr. BOULTON-With regrard Vo would iV be Vo build an all-Canadian route

the authority given Vo contractors Vo build first? We cannot operate an al-Canadian
from the Lyna Canal, I should like Vo cor-' road with any profit whatever after this
rect the hon. Secretarv of State. Clause 2 of mroad built, and the only way you can in-
the contract says that the company lias, duce capitalists Vo invest in an all-Canadian
authority also to build a ne of railway route is Vo guarantee them against the
from the waters of Lynn Canal Vo Fort building of a conpeting road on this line.
Selkirk, or thereabouts by way of Chilkat Besides, it appears Vo mie that the gov-

oernment, or those who oppose this bil,
wheter overnment supporters or noV, have

shoul like to'T (.' say, in adtoMo w a

very tuch changed their opinion since last

Hon. Mr. BOULTON session. Last session t o companies were
hincorporated Vo build nes fron the Pacifi

Yukcat be e lon territory, and bot
onipay's railwa t n prort owned by the tho e i t i e C al

Cepa, also nes of aian fron an navigable ces e stary te y a
waters te any IroI)rty oned lw the Cpnpanv pro- and s far as I amt aware, there was no ob-
vided that the pover t to build said une frei Lvom
Canal te Fort Selkirk , a d said ranch lies and sod J

etparty, to these nes, because their terminus

thne contrc slaysb tat. hel company harcse:

wathoit ale cosent f tha ivernor General n on the Pacific coast was on erritory
Coei . the ownership of which was doubtf to. I en-

You are giving that pouwer, and next year deavoured Vo point out, in îny observations
yeu înay relax it. a few (Iays ago, the immense disparity be-

ktweei the commercial advantaes of this
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We do noV propose Vo route and the route which the governent

relax it. The reason for that is that the proposed by the Stikine and Teslin Railway.
contractors wanted Vo build a road fromn yt nust be évident Vo everybody that in the
Pyramnid H-arbour. Thev said :" We wvill 1interests of the Yukon territory, those who
buicp farom Pyraid Harbour, and ye tihego in there should have the shortest, easiest
not want an lting ike that subsid." We and cheapest mode of ingress and egres. I
said " n o t o Can i must also be i the interest of th people

territory built first." who go there ttot their trade should be
transported both in and out in thespeediest

Hon. Mr. cWILLAN They did noV and cheapest possible maner. Now, there
want any bonus at al then? can be no question and any ne who looks
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at the nap cannot doubt that a road con- main objection to this bill. Their desire
structed on this line will afford facilities is to retain this trade for Canada in some
which no other line from the Pacifie coast- way, and if they allow the construction of

amn speaking of those lines solely now- this road instead of accomplishing that end
could possibly afford. As a comparison be- they think it will divert the trade to the
tween this line and the Stikine-Teslin rail- United States. In My opinion these hon.
way route gentlemen have utterly failed to establish

H that point. Supposing this road is built,lion. Mr. PO ER-I wish to callt thtthe ocean is free to all. Steamers can com-
the g ac municate with the road as well from Van-

Stikine-Teshn route lias been disposed of. couver and Victoria as f rom San Francisco.

ion. Mr. WOOD--I am arguing about The distance is shorter, and they should be
this bill. able to take Canadian freights to the ocean

terminus of this road and deliver them
.ion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman cheaper in the Yukon region than the Ameri-
arguing on the bill which was defeated cans can. The people who operate the rail-

Yesterday. way will certainly nake no distinction against
Canadians, so far as freight rates are con-

Hon. MNr. WOOD-If the government cerned. In the one case, if the United
have abandoned the idea of communication States goods cross the line they will have to
ad that route, I am willing to drop it. The pay duty and the Canadian goods will go in
advantage of the route from the head of the free. The hon. Secretary of State referred1 Ynn Canal is that it avoids the whole a moment ago to these regulations which hetratîsportation up the Stikine River for 150 says the United States, impose, requiringTles, and the transportation f rom Lake every person going in with Canadian goods
Tesin to the junction of the Lewes and from Skagway and Dvea to have a United

ukon Rivers, a distance of about 400 miles. States officer accompanying thein at a cost
I say, is probably as favourabe an all of nine dollars a day. I saw a report in the

adian route as we could get from the papers not long ago that the arrangement
hCiflc coast, but the cost of transport over made with the minister at Washington was

that route, considering these disadvantages, working satisfactorily.
Would be probably double what it would be
over the line contemplated by this bill: Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the hon. gentle- lon Mr. WOOD I may be xîistaken.Dian's meaning is thtat an all-Canadian route Hon Mr. W O - ay e mistan
's lot to our advantage, and that this is the That was the newspaper report. At all
best road fron the Pacifie coast that can be events, that arrangement is rendered neces-

ientructed for Canada. sary simply because there is no railway.
They have to transport those goods through

1on. Mir. WOOD-I beg the lion. gentle- United States territory where there is no
's pardon. If he bas reaclied that con- railway, and that renders it necessary that

elusin0 froui what I have said it was not they should be acconpanied by a United
"at I wished to convey. What I was try- States otticer while, if there was a railway
S to say was this, that the cost of getting from that port, and supposing it is United

hether for passengers or freiglht, by the States territory, the goods would be taken
ailCnnadian route, would be very inucli from the ocean steamer, placed on a car,

e than hy a route such as is proposed by sealed up and go through without any costthi bill, and whatever nay be the interest whatever. The whole cost results from the
f Canada, I was arguing for the interest of very fact that we have no railway and theth0 Yukon territory an(d the people who building of this railway will obviate that

wcent in there that thev should have the very difficulty. The hon. leader of the
eap>est!nd shortest and best road possible. House suggested that this railway and the

PeI have made iiyself understood. transportation of freight over it would, in
regard to this question of interfering some way, be under the control of the

t Canadian trade which, if I under- United States officials. I cannot understand
and the hon. leader of the House and the how he establishes that point. This will be

on. Secretary of State as well, is their a railway chartered by this parliament; if
361
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it is built it will be undei- the control of tinieover it. The natterlhas been suflicientl
this parliament. It will be subject to any diseussed now to enable lon. gentlemen to
conditions which the Railway Comnmittee of give an intelligent vote on the subject, and
the Privy Council nay see fit to make, and it viIl save the tinte of the comîîîittee and
they will certainlv have it in their power to'the House if the opinion of the maJority is
prevent any discrimination over this road that the bil should not be read the second

vhich would be against the interests of the' time.
Canadian peopie. I favour tie se,-ond readîng,-,
of this bill and its going to conmdittee. I thiink lion. Mno toLa isbl to say a few
it should be anended, if it is aliowed to pass. gvords on the motion for the adjourient,
The ainount of capital has been spoken of. of the discussion. i am opposed to that
I ani not îîrepared to express an opinion at motion. The louse nast nig t rejected the
the present tie as to whether that is too goverment proposition. I watt to ktiom,

niuch or not. They ask for a vadiety of n y colIeagues Nvant to know and the
powers to build wlarfs and docks and to country Mili Iant to know, whîether this
enia e in sihioul operations. That is a wouse is marking out what it regards as a
matter whi wil have to be eat with by necehsary public policy on this question by
the coimittee, and if the capital is too which, instead of an al-Canadian route,
thuch it should be reduced. There is one there sha be a road uilt o ron I a point in
other point whii should be considere(l. As the U.nited Statos inito the Yukon. he
m stated at the outset, in m opinion at lion. m enieber for waesttoand (Mr. Wood),
least, to ileet the present condition of who is supporting tiis kio, as wetl as the
things in that section of the countri, a rail- hon. gentleman wuo has ntoved it, declares
road somewhere in this tocality is needed that this is a proper line on whicl toi buid
and should be built r speediy as possible. a rond, and that if it is built the trade will
The governnent ill s inhd, if thev refuse togo this way. The lion, gentlemen coTsider
charter a road ow, that sone road wil have hat this is a shorter and more direct road
to Le buit and ill be built in a short tsne. into the Yukon co hntry-at ail events, tothe
I think, therefore, inat if this biy is allowed portion of it whieh is settled thai the ail-
to pass there should be some provisibn coli- Canadian route, and so the lion gentleian
pelling the cornmpany to enter upon the work proposes that there sha be first built a road
cf Construction at on, ao push it forward from the United States territor into the
with al possible rapidity. Tine ask for five Yukon cou ntry, whicl ou d for a l tihe
years. control the trade ; and if it becamte neces-

sary later, bupposing we lad the good for-
lon. Mr. LOUG HEED. I might say to tune to retain the country without an

my hon. friend that in the letter I recently insurrection or disturbance, to build an all-
received fron Hamilton Smith he said that Canadian road, it would not only have
in the event of their company being given to be heavily subsidized to be built,
power to build the road, they would be pre-. but would also have to be equally heavily
pared to construct as much as 100 miles of subsidized in order to be maintained.
the line this season. For, if the lion. gentleman is riglit, a road

built through Canadian territory into that
Hon. Mr. WOOD-That is a matter country is a road which, because of its

which would have to be considered in length, neither Canada nor the United
comnittee. States would sustain. And that also is the

contention of the hon mîember from Shell
Hon. Mr. POWERl-I am opposed to the River (Mr. Boulton). Now, I say if that

motion to adjourn the debate. We have were true, are you going to overlook the im-
spent the whole afternoon discussing this portant question as to whether you will
bill. I think we all know now pretty nearly retain in your own hands the means of
how we should vote, and I object to the maintaining your authority in that country ?
proposal to adjourn, because it would mean There is no use shutting our eyes to the fact
that we should probably spend another after- that, if the road is built into the Yukon
noon discussing the matter, and then if the country from a United States point, or a
bill should ultimately go to the committee, point in the possession of the United
they would have to spend a good deal of States the use of it by the people of Can-
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ada will depend wholly upon the forbear- is a new-born loyalty. I deny that; I
ance and the policy of the United States in have never expressed any other sentiment
that regard. Now, we know what pressure with regard to the maintenance of the in-
is used by the people living on the western tegrity of the empire and the maintenance
Coast of the United States we know that of our rights with respect to the United
evenî where we have agreed upon regulations States than those I have expressed here
with the United States, and have made since this discussion began. I have said
large concessions to them in order to secure there is not a rock, even if it were not larger
facilities for our own trade, the pressure of than sufficient for a fisherman to dry his net
Public opinion of those who are interested in upon, if it belongs to us, but that I would
San Francisco and Seattle has been such niaintain our possession to it. Further than
that the United States have not been able that, i say that no more disastrous course
to carry out the regulations agreed upon. could be adopted in repect to the future of
I sY, in the face of that, let us not disguise this country, no iistake that the English
fron our eyes the actual situation. You government has ever made, would so con-
are proposing for all commercial purposes to tribute to putting impediments in the way
annex that territorv to the United of our prosperity and our interest upon the
Sttes, and if you incur the expenses Pacific coast, as the passage of the bill which
of governnent, it is an expense of the lion. gentleman has now before us. I
governmnent without any other ad- am not prepared to adjourn this debate. 1
vantage than the inere honour of govern- want to know, and the government want to
1-g. I an not willing that that shall be know, what the position of the Senate is

Our position, and if the Senate of Canada upon this question, for, so far as we are con-
1S prepared to sustain a ineasu re which points cerned, this proposal differs as widely as day
fIn that direction and which is a matter of does from night from any proposition which

pu)lic policy, the sooner we know it the the government can support.
Letter. My lion. friend has deprecated the
idea that I~should have alluded to the fact The Sena
that this territorv, at tluis initial point, is in adjourn th
the Possession of the United States. it is the followii
so :we cannot disguise fron our eyes the
fact. We are dealing with the United
States, in respect of admission into our!
country, because that portion of territory at
the head of Lynn Canal is in their posses-
sion, and if you were to start a railway from Belierose,that point, and it should be, a commercial Bernier,
success, as hon. gentlemen have mentioned , Boldit
on that side of the House, what would be Bowell (Sir N
the effect? Large towns of United States Carling (Sir.
p %Clemow,Peope would be built up at iDyea, Skagway De lois,
and Pyranid iHarbour who would he loyal Dickey.
to the government of the United States; a
and whatevei might be your legal claim, not
0nly would the possession continue inthe Unit-
ed States, but the legal claim would go with
th possession, for vou may depend upon,this, that if you have a large United States Aiiion.
Population and a United States city estab- Baird.
l'shed there, maintained by the trade and o
commerce which the Canadian territory D>)eNr,
behind gives to the inhabitants of that city, .*ng
you are practically assisting in the convey- Lewin.
anlee Of that country to the United States. Lovitt,

l not willing to take that poition.
'I hon. friend says that my loyalty McLaren,

te divided on the amendment to
debate, wNhich was agreed to on
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After Recess.

MOUNTED POLICE PENSION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

sECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT noved the second
readIng of Bill (13) "An Act to anend
the Mounted Police Pension Act." He said:
As the law stands at present, a mounted
policeman has to serve 25 years before he is.
entitled to superannuation. It lias been
found a rather long period and it is proposed
to substitute 20 years service instead of 25.:
That is the only change in the law--the
substitution of 25 for 20-the effect being
that a policeman after serving 20 vears will
be entitled to superannuation.

Hon Mr. POWER--I should like to ask
the hon. Secretary of State exactly what
this allowance is. Is it a pension, as is
given in the British army, or a superannua-
tion allowance such as is given in the Civil
Service ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know the
provision ; I will ascertain before the bill

goes to comiiittee.

Hon. Mr. BOU)I.LTON.-It is in the line
of a pension.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think 20 years
is perhaps too long.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

GOVERNMENT HARBOURS, PIERS
AND BREAKWATERS ACT

AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

ion. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of B11(28) "An Act further to anend the

Act respecting governient harbours, piers
and break waters." He said : This biil makes
certain aniendinents in two sections of the
Act, chapter 84 of the Consolidated Statutes,
I will read the section as it stands and
point out the changes that are made. Sec-
tion 2 reads:

'The iovernor in Cunîîcil miay apIoiiit or direct
such officers or persons as ie thinks proper, who shall
ha% e, under the direction of the Nh nister of Marine
and Fisheries, the charge of the woi'ks herebîy placed
uînder the,' îîîmanagemient and control of the said ninis-
ter, aiid who shali colle't the tolls and dues thereon;

an.] the Governor in Council iay deternine the
reinineratioi to be allowed theim respiectively for siuh
services and such remuneration.

These are the additional words " shall be
retained from the tolls and dues collected."
That is the only change in that section.
Thei section 5 is also changed. " After
deducting reiuneration ientioned insection
2 of this Act " then the words are added

the remainder if any." At the end of
the section the additional words are " and
such expenditure has been incurre(l." They
are just such changes as are necessarv to
render the administration of the law more
eflicient.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

CERTIFICATES TO MASTERS AND
MATES OF SHIPS ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (37) " An Act further to aniend
the Act respecting certificates to Masters
and Mates of Ships." He said : This bill
contains certain amendnents to section 17,
and an additional section. 'Tlie law as it now
stands reads "If upon any investiga-
tion duly authorized hv the government
under the Salvage Act," and so on, and
the charge is " If upon any investi-
gation duly authorized by the iniiîister under
the Wrecks and Salvage Act.." It is puirely
a inatter of departmnental administration.
There is no object in )eing obliged to go to
the Governor in Council for authority to
inake the investigation. It has been pro-
vided it shall be done under the investiga-
tion of the ininister. Th'e Act ends with
section 25 as it now stands, and it is pro-
posed that this additional section shall be
added :

Tile said A t is hereby further amiended hv auddingt
the followving sections thrîti after section 25..

25. The iiiiiister, uiion a report of a uly , appiited
and qualified examiner of nasters and mates, nay
grant a tenporarv certiticatu a. master to an apilcant
sutticientlv qualified by his knowledge and experience
to take charge of a stealiinb oat of not more than tenl
tons, gross tonnage, and certificated tocarry notimore
than ten passengers, plyving within specified liiits il
the iinor inland wateis of Caiiada, which stîanr
boat and limîits shall be described in the cert*ficate.

(2.) Such teiiporary certificate imcay be issued and
he in force for a term not exceed ing one year, Ibut
imay be suspendedi oir cancelled foi' caise by the
inimuster.

(3.) Foi eîveiv such tiiuporary certificate the appli-
cant shall pay the smaîu )f five dollars.
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(4.) No person who holds a certiticate issued under tension of the right, not a restriction, and.his section, and no pwson who emiploys him as held-
1ng such certificate, shall be liable 'to any of the if it does not go as far as my hon. friend
penalties provided by this Act if he is acting on the desires, it still goes in the direction he men-
versel and within the limits specified in the- said tioned.

e(otonrtitred oanatetil
This provision has become necessary because Te od the bih

all that the law ought to require, all the
skill and knowledge that it bestows upon
the party is experience on a small boat run-
ning on sonie inland waters, requiring no BILL.
knowledge of navigation, requiring simply iN CO-NiTTEE.
the nechanical knowledge of the person
who bas charge of an engine. Under this t
section, the minister will be authorized to
1ssue a certificate to such party, being sinply
the practical experience that is required,
and nlot the experience of a skilled navi- i (In the Comnittee.)
gator, and his power of course is confined to
the vessels of the class and on the waters
that are described. In some instances vex- Hon. Mt. PROWSE-J would suggest
atious proceedings have been taken against that the hon gentleman exempt the fisher-
parties possessing all the skill that is re- nen fisbing in the straits of Northumberland
quired, and there is no option with the f rom the operation of this clause. The straits
magistrate, although ie may know the per- are narrow, ani there is nu necessity for sucho as (ualified for the «work lie was en- a ineasure there. Taey only go out for a

gaged in, but to impose a
ables the certificate to be
cases, and it seems to be
.uý t protection against vexati

theIon. M-. PROWSE-W
t'e hon. gentleman say '

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Ten t

fine. This en- mile or so. I consider this is absolutely
issued in such necessary for fishermen fishing on the banks

t, necessary and out of sight of land, and in that case, the
ous proceedlings. provision is not sufficient. That is, there is

hat tonnage did not sufticient water or bread. The expense
of a larger supply of bread wouid be trifling ;
but I would suggest that the fishermen in

ons. the straits of Northumberlend should be
pxmt from the operation of the Act. and

H0 eMD Mr.m tRe oiSE-beo oif is certain-
ion. Mr. PROWSE-The size is certain- the provisions minght be increased for the

.Y Very small. This change in the Act, bank fishermen.
in my opinion, requires an iniividual
who has charge of that boat to be .Ho. Mr'. POWER-The hon, gentleman
always in her and nu person ese can take will see, if lie looks at the first clause of the
charge of lier. It is only a pleasure boat, that it hardly affects fishermen in the
anyway, ten tons, and nu one can take strait of Northumberland. It relates to
that boat anywhere, not half a mile, except deep sea and bank fishermen only, and would
it bas a certificated master. We know that not affect the fisiernien the hon. gentleman
the engineering skill required for mnanaging spoke of.
a little boat like that does not amount to Hon. Mr'. PROWSE-There are banks in
anything. It only requires a little common the straits.
sense. This will necessitate a master being
on the vessel all the time. lon. Mr. POWER-It was distinctly

"On. MNr. MI LS-Under t.e law as it understool, when this bill was before the
on Mr MhSenate in formier sessions, that it would iot

regu stands, the party requires to pass a affect such fishermen as the lion. gentleman
re examination, and have a certificate. mentions. With respect to the quantity of

"on. Mr. PROWSE-For that sized water and bread, it night in some cases be
boat? desirable to have a larger quantity, but this

l was the quantity agreed on by the House
Thon. Mr. MILLS-vYes, or any size. when the bill was discussed before. There

his is a liberalization of the law-an ex- j was quite a discussion on the subject;
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several inembers took part in it, and this He said : This bill is simply to change
was the quantity fixed. I thought, as the the shares of the Union Bank, which are
bill had gone through that session, it was now sixty dollars, to one hundred dollars.
better not to change in quantity. This was unanimously approved of by a

resolution passed at the general meeting of
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-There are several the shareholders in June last. It also pro-

banks in the straits and boats go out there vides for a disposition of one share, or a
to set their trawls and could easily get fractional part, that mav be held by any
back to their vessels or to shore. So far as shareholder after the change has been made.
provision for boats on the banks is con-
cerned, it is only where a storm, or fog,
comes on, and thev lose their vessel that a,
supply is needed. A boat may be driven
about for days or weeks, and sometimes the,
men are found dead in their dories for want
of provisions.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MASSON, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

CANADIAN YUKON MININ REGU-
LATIONS BILL.

wIIII)RAwN.

The Order of the Day being called for
the second reading of Bill (E) " An Act to
aiend the Canadian Mining Regulations for,
the Yukon."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

HUDSON'S BAY ANDPACIFIC RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. B()ULTON moved the second
reading of Bill (22) " An Act respecting the
Hudson's Bay and Pacific Railway Com-
pany." He said : This is a bill for the
purpose of amending some of the clauses in
a charter that has already been granted to
this company.

Hon. Mr. POWER-1 think the hon.
gentleman might give us a little more infor-
mation.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON said : Since 1 Hon. u. BOULTON-The object of this
moved the first reading of this bill on the, Ho r. BOUto the obbechs
Ilth March, I find that the object of the bil is tu repeal certan portions of the clause
bill has been attained in so far as the amend- and substitute therefor the following:
ments are concerned. The object of the bill The company niay lay out, construct and operate
was to put Canadian miners on a footing of by electrieity or steamu power, or both, a railway of
equality with United States miners. Since the gauge of four feet eight and one-half incies,

t fron a point at or near Port Churchill, on Hudson's
the first reading I see that a concurrent com- Bay, through the territory north of the Churchill
mittee of the Senate and House of Con- River, to deep water at or near Fond du Lac, on Lake
gress in Washington bas practically granted Athabasca, and from Port Churchill aforesaid, on

n .Hudson's Bay, through the territory north of the
all that was asked for in this bill. Now the Nelson River to to the Grand Rapids of the Saskatche-
Canadian miner and the United States wan river, near the north-west end of Lake Winnipeg:
miner have e Iual rights in Alaska, and that thence through the territory of Saskatchewan to

eu aPrince Albert, in the said territorv; thence continu-
is certainly a position that we welcome with ing through the said territory and the territory of
very great pleasure. The United States and Alberta to Edmonton, in the last mentioned territory;

.. e i . and nay also lay out, construct and operate a hue
Canada have jomned mterests i the new from Edmonton to a point on the boundary of
region that is being developed, and I am British Columbia at or near the Yellow Head Pass.
quite sure that is a remarkably good evidence
of the disposition they are showing. I ask It is to connect the waters of the Hudson
permission to withdraw the bill. Bay with Edmonton ; it is merely a little re-

The bill was withdrawn. arrangement of the original charter. It has
been passed by the House of Commons, and

UNION BANK OF CANADA BILL. the House of Commons amended it by nak-
SECOND READING. ing the terminus at Edmonton instead of at

the Pacific coast, as was contained in the
Hon. Mr. MCMILLAN moved the second original charter.

reading of Bill (24) " An Act to arnend the
Charter of the Union Bank of Canada." The motion was agreed to.
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SECOND READINGS. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--When we go
into the Railway Committee it is time

Bill (74) " An Act further to amend the enough to submit thei.
Petroleum Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr. c
Scott.) The motion was agreed to, and the bill

Bill (29) " An Act respecting the Federal was read the second time.

Life Assurance Company of (>ntario, and to DOMINION BUILDNG AND LOAN
change its naine to the Federal LifeAssurance ASSOCIA TION BILL.
Company of Canada.'--(Hon. Mr.Cox.)

Bill (73) " Ar Act further to amend the SECOND READING.

Gas Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.) Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (41) " An Act respecting

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND- the Dominion Building and Loan Associa-

MENT BILL. tion." He said: Tis is a company which
was incorporated under the Revised Statutes

SECOND READING. of Ontario as a building and loan associa-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- tion. Some two years ago, I think it was,

1ng of Bill (75) "An Act further to amend i received a charter from the Domimon
the Inland Revenue Act." He said : This i govern ment, and I understand that the

to define the expression " beer," " wasl " or business of the company has become very
Il rt alarge, and they do not think the name of
wort, and makes the term clearer for the t4ie company is altogether suitable to com-Officers charged with the collection of the .

duties. It also reduces the quantity movable pany as it now stands. They propose to
'i Oin package t ten gallons; at present change the naine of the company from "The
the quantity is not less than twenty-five Dominion Building and Loan Company

8tandard gallons. It was found that the to the "Dominion Loan Company."
trade are anxious that that quantity should, The motion was agreed to, and the bill

e 8o reduced and so there is no objection to! was read the second time.
it. The third paragraph is the mere intro-
duction of certain words in order to make 1 PACIFIC AND YUKON R ILWAY,
the Act clearer. NAVIGATION AND MINIS G CO.'S

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was BILL.
read a second time. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Before the

House adjourns I would like to fix a day for
ALBERTA AND YUKON RAILWAY the second reading of this hill, the debate

COMPANY'S BILL. on which was adjourned this afternoon. In

SECOND READING. coversation with the clerk of the buse, he
on.seems to be under the impression that there

lion Xr LO(,,EED ove th seondis no precedent for re-instating this bill
reading of Bill (H) " An Act incorporating upon the order paper, and that it necessitates
the Alberta and Yukon Railway, Navigation a notice of motion for its restoration. It
and Mining Company." He said : This is a. seeins to me a precedent should be established

ill having in view the construction of a or that this point should be cleared up, so
road skirting the foothills of the Rocky that no difficutty would hereafter arise in re-
Mlountains, with branches extending to Cal- gard to it. Our rules do not specifically
gary and Edmonton, and thence into the make provision as to what shah become of
Peace River and Yukon districts. a bill that bas been adjourned. I flnd it

laid down in Bourinot, at page 306:
hon. Mr. MILLS-Has any survey or If a bil on the (rder Paper is taken i and the

estinmate been made as et ?debate thereon wdjourned it does ot go to the foot ofee y the list of -the next day, but keeps the proixpel )ac
ion. on the pulie bis nid orders to whielh it is extitled

ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Nothing defi- und-r the inles just cited.

Hon. Mr. NIILIS-Thiat lias no apphica-
ve.r o wt'MILLS-No plans? hton to thos case.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEE D-I submit it has. placed on the order paper for Monday next,
On page 304 Bourinot says: and that it be the first order of the day.

The Orders of the Day are divided into " govern1-
nient orders and "publie bills and orders." All BILL INTRODUCED.
governme'nt mneasures appear in the former : all
Motions and bills in the hands of private netbers
appear in the latter. Bill (32) " An Act respecting the Ontario

and Rainy River. Railway Company.*-
Hon. MIr POWER-They have a special (Hon. Mr. Cleimow)."

hour for private bills.
The Senate adiourned.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I say that the
analogy is one which is peculiarly applicable
in this case and which we should follow.

THE SENATE.Hon. Mr. MILLS- would just call Ey
hon. friend's attention to the fact that the Ottaw:a, Friday, 1st il, 1898.
matter lie lias cited has no relevancy to the
question which came up this afternoon. The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
What lie is reading about is a debate, not a o'Clock.
bill, and ny lion. friends will see that the
motion made this afternoon was that this Prayers and routine proceedings.
debate should be adjourned.

LIQUOR PERMNITS IN THE -NORTH-Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-W e are talkimg WESTTSRINTHES.
about a debate, not a bill. WEST TERRITORIES.

NOTICE 0F MOTION.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the debate was

adjour'ned and there vas no period to which Hon. MNi r. PER LEY-I1 beg to give notice

it was adjourned, and so the motion of my that I will
lion. friend disappears froi the order paper Ask the goveriment on Monday next who advised
altogether. the Lieutenant Governor of the North-west Territor-

ies to grant the liquor pierimits given in the return laid

Hon. Mr POWER-The proper course biefore the senate on the 29th of March last, also who
got the peinnit for taking liquor into th" Yukon dis-

for the hon. gentleman from Calgary to pur- trict on the 27th Noven her last or thereabout, with
sue would be to put a notice on the paper ilunber of gallons covered by suih permits, and who

that he would move to have this motion for reconiniended the Lieutenant Governor to grant thei.

the second reading of his bill placed on the The custon, in the olden times, under the
order paper foi some particular day. It is administration of Lieut. Governor Dewdney
off the order paper, but the hon. gentleman was to limit the quantity to a maximum of
can get it on again by giving a regular two gallons as a rule, and there was no sale
notice. in connection with it. It was for domnestic,

or medicinal or mechanical purposes, and no
Hon. Mir. LOUGHEED-I have no man could get a permit from the Lieut.

doubt about that, but it seems to me that Governor to bring two gallons or any small
when a debate is adjour'ned it necessarily quantity of liquor into the territories with-
comes on after the close of business upon out having sonebody to recommend him as
the order paper of that day. a proper person to bring the liquor in. In

the return brought in the other day I notice
Hon. Mr. POWER-It was adjourned the quantities run as high as 4,000 gallons

sine die. and somebody had to recommend the party

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEEI) -It was simply getting the permit to the Lieut. Governor of
the North-west territories. I understand it

adjournedias been issued by the recommendation of

Hon. 'Mr. SCOTT-The easier 'way is to the Department of the Interior. I have

give notice. taken a little trouble to inquire, and I want
to know if this information is correct and

Hon. Mi. LOUGHEED-Then I give wlho gave the recommnendation which author-
notice that 1 will move to have the bill ized the government to issue the permit.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND MEMOR-
JALS FROM PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF P.E.I.

MOTION POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called
That an hunible Address be presented to His Ex-

eellency the Governor G-eral, praying that His
1x(ellencyiv will cause to be laid before the Senate,
"'Pies <f all correspondence and mmeniorials from the

nlehibers of the Provincial Government of Prince
Eldward Island who couiposed the recent delegation
frorn that )rovince ; and will inquire what action the
Federal Government has taken in response to such

>l>lications '( Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I ask my lion.
friend not to press that motion, for the
reason that we have received the papers,
fro 1 Prince Edward Island in which the
claims of that governnent against the gov-
ernment of Canada are set forth, but no
reply has been made by this government,
nor has the govermment had time to consider
the papers and statements. It would be
unusual to bring down the statements on
the one side without having the other. In
fact, the correspondence on the whole subject
's still incomplete, and therefore I hope my

On. friend will not press his motion under
these circumstances.

Hon. Mr. MACDONAL) (P.E.I.)- I
Will allow the motion to stand till this day
Veek.

SAFETY 0F CEITAIN .FISIIERMEN
BILL.

THIRD) READING.

lon. Mr. POWER moved the third read-
lng of Bill (G), " An Act for better securing
tbe safety of certain fishermnen."

n
on. MNr. ALMNON-I should like to ask

the hon. membnher for Halifax if there is any IN COMM1TTEE.
mliachiier.y in this bill which will enforce the The House resolved itself into a Conm-
carrying out of the clauses. mittee of the W hole on Bill (13), ' An Act

to anend the Mounted Police Pension Act,-'ix rM .P vn-iee i ate18.. r. %OWEvr i-There i s the sami
"ehinery which exists to enforce other

provisions of the Filieries Act ; there is a
Penalty imposed for the non-observance of
the la7 which can be imposed at the in- .oi
stance of any person. this is

from t 11l

(In the Comnmittee.)

I. Mr. SCOTT-The only change in
the reduction of the terni of service

w -t fi t -t t t- titl.
vei o- wen'u y year o en U

v1io. iMr. ALMON-Is there any pro- a mounted policeman to be superannuated.viion' that compels the insp(ction of vesseis The amount of the superannuation is arrived
before they leave, in order to ascertain at by taking one-fiftieth of the annual pay
vbether they have the compasses and the for each completed year and allowing the
rerluisite supply of food and water ? superannuation on that basis.

Hon. Mr. POWER---The owner of any
vessel which goes to sea without these is
liable to a fine of $200; and the captain
who puts a boat out to sea without the com-
pass and the required amount of food and
water is also liable to a penalty of the sanie
kind ; and these penalties are imposed under
the provisions of the Fisheries Act.

The motion vas agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS AND
LICENSING OF ENGINEER*S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (39) " Au Act respecting the
Inspection of Steamboats and the Examina-
tion and Licensing of Engineers employed on
thein." He said : This is a bill for the pur-
pose of codifying the law relating to the in-
spection of steamboats and the examination
and licensingof engineers. Since the last gen-
enral Act on the subject the law bas been
anended alnost every year until it is rather
difficult to discover what the Act does mean,
and so it was codified. The changes are, in
many instances, only verbal. There is
no material change in the bill, but it can be
gone more fully into in comumittee.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Ji11 (53) "Ai Act to incorporate the Pru-
.lential Life Assurance Company of Canada."
-(Mr. Vidal.)

MOUNTED POLICE PENSION BILL.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-Why do you not 1 Those are the new words. And the conclud-
bring then under the regular Superannu- ing words "such expenditure " are new.
ation Act ?

Hon. Sir MIACKENZIE BOWELL--
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have not been What defect in the law necessitates the

contributing to the superannuation fund. I change'?
find there will be really very few entitled to Hon. Mr. MILLS-The clause reads:superan nuation under, this legisiation. Prac-
tically only seven nien could take advantage The Governor in Coimîcil inay appoint or (Ilrut

of the Act. suclh otticers or persons as lie thinks proper, who shall
have, under the direction of the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, the charge of the works hereby placed

Hon. Sir 31ACKENZIE B(>OWELL- under the management and control of the said
That is under the present Act ? Minister, and who shall collect the tolls and due-

thereon ; and the Governor in 'outneil niav deterîmiie

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No,tunder the 20 years. renneration to be allowed thei respectively for

I do not know that there would be any under
the law as it stands now : there is a clause
that after 15 years service, if a man becomnes
disabled and incapable of further service, lie
is entitled to superannuation on the same
basis. I was making a calculation of what
it would be, assuming a man served 20 years
at 50 cents a day, and it would amount to
about $74 a year. I am taking his income
at 5183. One-fiftieth of that is S3.66;
nultiplying it by 20 make $74.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Does the mounted
policeman get any grant of land?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I believe not.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-He ought to get
a grant of land.

Hon. M-\r. GOWAN, f rom the Committee,
repofted the bill without amendnent.

And out of that collection there is author-
ity given to retain from the tolls and dues
collected.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Out of what
fund is this renuneration paid now

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I fancy that a special
charge lias to be made.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-There is a tariff
generally.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And in this case there
is authority to retain and pay it, which,

1 under the existing regulations, cannot be
done.

Hon. Mr. WOO), from the comnittee,
reported the bill without amendment.

A SUGGESTION.
GOVERNMENT H ARBOURS, PIERS,

AND BREAKWATERS ACT AM li. Mr. LOJGHEED-I would like to
ENDMENT BILL. mnake a suggestion which lias been frequently

made and not observed, that the arnendments
IN 'oMMITT'IEE.1 N OM 31 TTE L.proposed to be muade in governmnent Bis

The House resolved itself into a Com- should be printed in italies, so that members
mittee of the Whole on Bill (38), " An Act would not have to refer to the statutes tO
further to amend the Act respecting govern- ascertain how the amendments affected
ment harbours, piers and breakwaters."

Sfor the govertnient to have the ainendiinents
(In the Comnittee.) denoted by italics as ly the mode now

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I mentioned to
the House yesterday, the only changes Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Ot
made in the law by this bill are the conclud- in parenthesis.
ing words of the section, "shall be retained
from the tolls and dues collected." It is the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It vould be very
substituted clause 2. That necessitates a diflicult to carry out the proposaI. 1 can
corresponding change in section 5, which is quite recognize its value, but bis are changed
embraced in clause 2 of this bil-"after so frequently in the House of Commons, and
deducting the remuneration mentioned in amendments made there, and the bil frofl
section 2 of this Act Il"the remainder if an'. the House is printed fron the final amend
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ent, and it would cause delay if the new Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A man buys inspected
Part had to be printed in italics. oil.

H1on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
you do not mean to reprint the old bill, and Does this bill increase the flash test?
then put the new clauses in italics? Hon. M r. SCOTT-No: it is simply

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No. In the making the words more general in the event
previous bil there were two lines at the end of a prosecution. A man might have it in
of the section which constituted the amend- his possession, and might say I have not it

iii use. The fact that lie had it in hismnent. If we adopted some such suggestion
as I have made, any imemîîber loo!ing over possession, is evidence that lie lad it for
the bill could ascertain what the amendmîent improper purposes.
IS Without referring to the statutes. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to

see a clause added increasing the flash test.
Slion. Mr. SCOTT-Thtre are frequentlv
.ines struck out. For instance, I have a bill Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It could not be put in

m y hand., and if we printed this in the this bill.
a~y suggested it would make it ratier a

caricatu re. Hon. Mr. BOU LTON--Some three years
ago the flash test was reduced, and out in

.ion. Mr. LOUGIEED)-It was adopted the west we found it very inconvenient. I
1 reference to the Criminal Code Anend- would suggrest that the government might
lient Bill, and was found very convenient. take into consideration the advisability of

increasing thie flatsh tes4t.
'ion. Mr. MILLS-That vas referred to

a cOmmittee of both Hoises, and the amend- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will mention it to
nIits, as they were indicated in the bill, the Minister. But mv recollection is we
Were amendments that were suggested by had this flash test under consideration, and
that committee. hon. gentlemen will recollect that we were

some time in doubt as to t.he effect of the
PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT change, and it was found in the law as it

AMENDMENT BILL. stood nany years ago, an error had been

IN COMMIITTEE. committed, and we were simply rectifying
the error. There was no reduction of the

.he House resolved itself into a com- flash test in reality.
niittee of whole on Bill (74) "An Act further
t amend the Petroleuin Inspection Act.': IN COMMITTEE.

(In the Committee.) Bill (73) " An Act further to anend the
"On. Mr. SCOTT-Tîîe îaw as i Gas Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott).
stad8 in section 22 affectiig the penalties INLAND REVENUE BILL.for breaches of the Petroleum Inspection

Act reads this way : COMMITTEE.
tanery lrso>n who keeps or offers for sale or use in The Ilouse resolved itself into a Com-

1arked a' n ur î f as na mittee of the whole on Bill (75) " An Actas Ilerejîl before described is guilty oif an
etc. further to amend the Inland Revenue Act.'

e new words are "or has in lus posses- (In the Committee.)
• It is to cover any possible plea which(o

nay be put in, and to make it more com- On the second clause,Prehensive.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The second clause of

1on1. 0 Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- this bill reduces the quantity of liquor that
tloes that refer to petroleum that may be in may be removed from. 25 to 10 gallons.

e Possession of a man in a household, or The trade desires this amendnent, and no
Would the man having a can of oil in his objection presents itself why this amend-

ssession be liable? ment should not be agreed to.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that we reduction from 25 to 10 gallon packages
should really have some further information will not disturb the revenue or in any way
upon this point. I have no doubt that when affect the risk of fraud being practised. It
twenty-five gallons was fixed the department is simply withdrawing 10 gallons instead of
gave convincing and satisfactory reasons 25.
why no less quantity than twenty-five gal-
Ions should be allowed to be removed, and Hon. Mr. VIDAL--I concur in the
there is apparently some little objection to opinion expressed by my lion. friend from
allowing a small keg to be removed from a Halifax, (Mr. Power), that this section of the
waiehouse. A man might carry it off under Act was enacted, not for the protection of
his arm, I think we should have a little the revenue, but for the protection of the
further information as to why the depart- public at large, and it is the interest of the
ment should change their minds. I hae no public that we are liere tu guard. It may
doubt that the feeling of the dealers all along be convenient for the Inland Revenue
has been in favour of their being allowed to officials and those engaged in the liquor
remove small packages. Why have the tratfic to take out a smaller quantity than
reasons become strong enough now to war- 25 gallons, but I think, as the hon. gen-
rant the departinent in gratifying the desire: tieman from Halifax says, that this section
of the dealers lhaving been put here for a good reason in

the first place, some good reason should be
Hon. Mr. SCOTT Tley say it wiil be shown for making this change. Without

much easier for them to withdraw ten gal- such explanation I an opposed to the
lon lots and the officials of the department clause.
see no objection to it. They say that it in
no way affects the question of revenue, nor Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not see that it can
is there any more dangrer of the revenuey dn make any difference to the public one way
being defr;%uded :and if the can, tey think or the other. I cannot see how the public
it quite reasonable to meet thie deînand of are interested wlether it is taken out in 10
the trade. gallon packages or 25 gallon packages.

Hon. Mr. POWEl I am afraid that the
Secretary of State has not shed very much Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
additional light on the subject. I feel this it does not affect any one, why make the
way with respect to bills that corne from change ? The object must be to allow the
the Inland Revenue Department, that there distiller to sell spirit in quantities of ten
must be somebody in that departinent who gallons, instead of in 25 gallon packages.
devotes his holidays, probably, to devising Is that it 1
alterations in the Inland Revenue law ;
every session we have a number of these alter- Hon. Mr. VI)AL -- Yes.
ations, and I do not think that the depart-
ment should be peruitted to make them un-
less a sufficient cause is shown; and I con-
tend im the present instance no good and:
sufficient cause has been siown. 1 am not
opposing this clause, but 1 should like to
have from the depairtnent some explanation
of the reason why they see fit to recommend
the reduction of the quantity from 25 to 10'
gallons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
Then this legislation is in the
distiller.

I OWELL-
interest of the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The liquor is kept in
bond, and the distiller, under this clause,
will be allowed to take out ten gallons at a
time, instead of 25 ga'lotis.

dn
Hon. Mr. SCOTT Tlere is really no ex- i ne clause waq adopte

planation that can not be easily understood.
I suppose that year by year the depart ment Hon. Mr. LOUGHE
are learning froni experience how far they mittee, reported the bill w
can safely nake concessions to the trade
without any danger of the revenue suffering,
and in this case tlhev seen to think that the The Senate adjourned.

i.

ED, from the coin-
ithout amendment.
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The

a- Gazette of the 26th day of March, 1898, beingregulations for the disposai of tinber berths in the
l)tOvisionîal district of Yukoni, wluicl reads as

Clase 3. The area of a berth shall not exceed tive5
quare miles, and a berth shall not be less than one

'nile in breadth.

th -nt more than tive berths of tive square miles in
p Provisional district of Yukon shall be gi'en to

any one person or comnpany.
O. A license to eut tihnber on the berth shall be

lsUe<j yearl:.
6. T aie licensee shall erect a saw-miill within a
tan period to be fixed by the Minister of the

in eor,

que tovill ask the governmient the following
qlUestjon5

y 1granting and laying out tnimber berths in the

tk district wili provisionh 1 nade t( secure to
tj!I~le r a t luoer u at district a suppiv of
tulber for the purpose of iining and fuel on the saine
colditions as the governnifent now charge for tinber ?
. Will the government deemn it wise and proper, con-
ideri-.g how si arsely tîimbered the Yukon district is,
o lhit the noubie'r of square miles of timbuer berths

ÇIêpersoui or con iycao take liu.
e li goernnent or the erson securing the

!erth, select the part of the district where the tiubert shall be situa.ted

Hle said : When I saw in the official
Gazette the notice in reference to this matter
"'ith regard to timber limits in the Yukon
couintry, I thought it was of very great im-

ortance, and that it would be ny duty te

Hon. M r. MILLS-I an rather surprised
at the observations of the hon. member
from British Columbia, because those regu-
lations are regulations not to eut timber
to be manufactured for general exportation,
but to eut timber for the use of the people
who are in the Yukon district and not
elsewhere. It would be quite impossible to
engage in the manufacture of lumber in
that section of the country witlh any scope
of advantage for exportation.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
kiow that very well.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My. hon. friend says
he knows that very well, so that he under-
stands there is no danger or difficulty rising
in that direction. Now what is the object?
Why to furnish facilities for building the
boatsand shanties of thosewho are goinginto
the country. The timber, if I understand it
is merely on the southern border, in the vici-
nity of the lakes and the upper waters of the
various tributaries of the Yukon River. Now

THE SENATE. bring it before this House and the ministers
so that they could guard the interests of the

Ottawea, Monday, /Ith April, 1898. miners in that country. We know very well
that up in the Yukon country no mining

Speaker .took the Chair at Three can be done without burning a great deal
of timber and fuel to thaw the frozen

ground, and in the winter time a great deal
ers and routine proceedings. of fuel is also required for domestic purposes.

We can imagine the dissatisfaction and
AN ADJOURNMENT. trouble it would create if a stranger came

)rder of the Day being called,- into the country and eut off the timber of
the miners unless the government took care

hen the Senate adjourns on Tuesday next, the limits were outside of the actual mining
id adjourned until Tuesday, the 26th April, regions. Nothin could create a row or dis-
elock i the evenmtg.- (Hlon. Mir.Landry.) regns Nohn .ol raea o rd

turbance quicker than if those men found
Mr. MILLS said : I believe the they were paying higher for their timber

ractice is for the House to make a than they should pay. I hope the govern-
for an adjournment of this sort. I ment will not endeavour to govern that
hat when the Senate adjourns on country from an oflice in Ottawa. It is a
y next it do stand adjourned until perfect impossibility: you must govern it
sday the 20th of April at 3 o'clock. according to the conditions of the country,

motion was agreed to and timber limits of this kind could only be
laid out properly and wisely by men who are

t'UKON TIM 1BEl BER ITHS. on the ground, men of experience and men
who know the country. The last question

INQUIRY. contains the gist of the whole matter-the
selection of the timber limits. If it was

Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) rose to- outside of the nining district, it might not

e attention of the governrient to the Order do any harm, but if it surrounds the mines,
il approved by the Governor in Council on it will give a great deai of dissatisfaction and

ay of Fehruary, 1898, and published in the trouble.

lion.

.Call th
Counc

the 28 d
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the timber is very small, and the quan- Hon. Mr. MILLS-Considering the small
tity of timber to the square mile is very size of the timber it is not large. When
limited indeed. Mills will be erected therei men import mills into that countrv they
and the mills for which these regulations would hardly do so unless they could get a
provide will be very small ones, cutting a sufficient area to keep them in operation
very limited quantity of luinber in the day. for some period of time-for a few Vears. If
At the present time the parties going into you were to allow them only so small an
that country are obliged to stop on their area that they would exhaust it in the course
way and saw the lumber out of which their of two or three years, it would never pay
boats are to be built by which they are to them to import a mill into the country. It
carry their products down these tributaries would be better that there should be a few
of the Yukon. By permitting persons to go milis and that they should be eînployed for
in with portable mills and to acquire a small a number of years, than that there should
area of timber, they will have the lumber be erployed for a very short tine. The
eut and, in many cases, perhaps, boats built tîmber for building purposes and for the
for sale to the parties who desire to get for- construction of boats is likely to last longer
ward with as little delay as possible to their under an arrangement of that sort. Then
destination. Those timber limits are not in my hon. friend asks:
the vicinity of the mines where the mines t
are now situated. It mnay be that the quan-!are ow ituaed.IV ay b tht th qun-i berth select the part of the district wlîerv the txînher
tity of timber in that country is limited ; it iiit shah be sitiîated.
nay be that the quantity required for the
inelting of the ice and for thawing the frost Ti
out of the gravel is not adequate for the e
miners purposes-that may tur out to e mean the authority which
the case ; but the miner can quite as. well t
import timber for that purpose as hie can try for the purpose that is on the ground
import it for the purpose of building tus and will have the best opportunity ofjudging

shantis ~ b where these limits can lie granted with theboats and erecting his shanties to protect
him gaint te inlemecy f th se ere t injury Vo the forest and Vo the greatesthim against the inclemiency of the severe

frost and the long period over whih the aivantage of the mining population.
winter continues. There is no tiaber that Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Can
will be cut under these regulations for any the minister say if any hioits have been
other purpose than for the use of the miners taken up at present?
and for tte use of the parties segtling in the
country carrying on trading operations with Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-I canuiiot say. J have
the riners, o that so fatb as the timber of no doult there are soie being taken up,
that country is concerned, there is nothing in but to what extent it is impossible for me to
these regulations which would lead Vo waste. inform Imy on. friend.
Whatever the resources of the country inay Hon. Mr. tAC ONAID (.C.u-The
ie in this regard, they will be husbanded, hon. gentlean wil see that the whole
and the ost that ca e made of them will motn to e e
lie made of them. My hon. friend asks: ihfrtheve of the sioni Vopula ti

winter continues.s ,ThererisTnos timber that

Will the goverinmfent deemu it wise and proper, con-
sidering how sparsely timubered the Yukon district is
to limit the mnuiber of square miles of tinber berths
one person or conpany can take tp.

Well, the government have done so in
these regulations.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-One
person can take up twenty-five square miles.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, that is not a
largre area.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
a large area in that country.

take care of himself; he can look out for
his timber limit, but the miner, working hard
all day, will find it impossible to look after
the timber. He should have the timber pre-
served in the vicinity of the mines.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that this is all mining timber. The
limit that a lumberman gets is of no value
except for the use of the miner and the men
trading with him. They require timber to
erect bouses in which to live and buildings
in which supplies may be kept and from
which supplies may be obtained. The whole
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of the timber is for the use of the inhabit-
anits of the country.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What my hon. friend calls the attention of
the government to more particularly is the
fact that a quantity of timber is required
for thawing out the earth and for the use of
the miner while carrying on his operations.
The Minister of Justice has confined his re-
Imarks almost exclusively to the require-
MTents of the miners for building purposes.
That is not the point, I understand, to which
mTy hon. friend from Victoria called atten-
tion. He points out the absolute necessity
of preserving to the miner sufficient fuel to
enable him to carry on his operations.

lion. Mr. MILLS-We cannot limit the
Purposes to which the timber may be
aPplied. Let me illustrate : timber will be
cut for the purpose of being used on the
steamboats. My hon. friend would not sug-
gest that cordwood should not be sold along
any of the tributaries where boats will run.
That will become as necessary as timber for
the purpose of thawing out the frozen earth.
All these provisions relate to the consump-
tioni of timber within the territory, and the
g'vernment cannot pretend to say, nor
ought it to undertake to say, to what pur-
Poses the timber shall be applied. It must be
used to meet the necessity of the. moment-
it maay be for building boats or for building
houses, or to be used as fuel on steamboats,
or for thawing out the frozen earth. All
these things will regulate themselves. The
only thing to be provided for is that the
timyber is not to be carried out of the coun-
try--it is there for the use of the mining
Population.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The only difference will be that a person
Purchasing the wood for consumption on a
steamboat or for building, or for thawing the
earth, would have to pay for that to the
limit holder just the same as he would, I
presume, if he purchased the lumber that
was sawn from the trees that were cut, so
that he would become the landlord to that
extent, at least, instead of the government.

lion. Mr. POWER-I notice on page 4
of the mining regulations-which I under-
Stand are the ones now in force-there is a
Provision which seems to contain a good deal
of reference to the question asked by the

37

hon. gentleman from Victoria. Speaking of
the free miner's certificate the regulation
reads :

This certificate shall also grant to the holder
thereof the privilege of fishing and shootng, subject
to the provisions of any Act wbich has been passed
or which may hereafter be passed for the protection
of game and fish ; also the privilege of cutting timber
for actual necessities, for building houses, boats and
for general mining operations; such timber, however,
to be for the exclusive use of the miner himself, but
such permission shall not extend to timber which may
have been heretofore, or which may hereafter be
granted to other persons or corporations.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a very good provision, but will that
enable a miner to go upon a limit for which
a man bas paidi I think that it will not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, certainly not.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The way to get over
the difficulty will be to build the Edmonton
route as quickly as possible. Coal is
cheaper at Edmonton than any other place
in Canada except Nova Scotia. It is said
that it will take a longer time to build the
Edmonton route because it is 800 miles
further than the one favoured by the
government. But if you have enough men
you can build the road just as quickly as on
the shorter route, and therefore I recom-
mend the government to set to work to
build the Edmonton route as soon as pos-
sible, and there will be no trouble about the
timber, except such as is wanted for the
building of boats and so on; but for
heating purposes coal can be had in abun-
dance between Edmonton and the Yukon,
and that is why I would recommend the
Edmonton route.

THE SALE OF LIQUOR IN YUKON
DISTRICT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General, praying that His Excel-
lency will cause to be laid before the 8enate, all copies
of telegrams or other instructions given to Major
Walsh, respecting the sale of intoxicating liquors in
the Yukon district ; also, for all instructions given
to Major Walsh in the administration of his office
under the government in the Yukon district.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no objection
to the motion.

The motion was agreed to.
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LIQUOR PERMITS IN YUKON
DISTRICT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to:

Ask the governnient, who advised the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-west Territories to grant the
liquor permits given in the return laid before the
Senate on the 29th March last ; also, who got the
permits for taking liquor into the Yukon district, on
the 27th November last, or thereabouts, the number
of gallons covered by such pernits, and who recom-
mended the Lieutenant Governor of the North-west
Territories to grant them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In reply to the hon.

gentleman's question a to who advised the
Lieutenant Governor of the North-west
Territories to grant liquor perinits given in
a return laid before the Senate on the 29th
March, I believe it was the Department of
the Interior, except -n the case of the North
American Transportation Company, and that
I think the Lieutenant Governor granted on
his own responsibility. My hon. friend asks
the number of gallons covered by such per-
mits and who recommended the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-west Territories to
grant them. I am unable to give him that
information-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Has Mr. Walsh instructions under the au-
thority which he bas received from the
department to grant liquor permits to take
liquor into the North-west Territories in
contravention of the ordinance and the
powers of the North-west governinent ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend puts a
question and a legal opinion along with it.
I am not called upon to answer the legal
opinion, and with regard to Major Walsh's
instructions, I am unable to give him the
information, but I will make inquiry.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have it on very good authority that Major
Walsh has assumed the responsibility and
power of issuing permits to take liquor into
that country. I do not know what legal
opinion I asked the hon. gentleman ·to con-
sider. However, if I did ask for a legal
opinion, I am quite sure that, as Minister of
Justice, he would give it without fee or re-
tainer.

COMMUNICATION WITH NAVIG-
ABLE WATERS OF THE YUKON.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING moved:

That a special committee be appointed to inquire
into the feasibility and probable cost of opening up
direct communication during the present season, be-
tween the railway system of Canada and the navig-
able waters of the Yukon, and also as to the advant-
ages which would flow therefrom to the trade of Can-
ada; and that such committee be composed of the
Honourable Messieurs Boulton, Bellerose, Cox,
Druminond, Fiset, Lougheed, McCallum, Macdonald
(Victoria), Macdonald (P.E..), MacInnes, Ogilvie,
Perley, Primrose, Wood, and the mover, with power
to send for persons, papers and records.

He said : My chief reason for making this
motion is to assist the government, if pos-
sible, in ascertaining if a wagon road, or a
pack road can be constructed this season
so as to give access to the Yukon district
from Edmonton, Prince Albert, Ashcroft,
or some other point on the line of railway.
I believe - and I think the country en-
dorses the opinion-that a line from Edmon-
ton to the Yukon, or perhaps some route in
British Columbia is the correct and true
route for the trade of eastern Canada. The
distance from Edmonton to Dawson City,.is
something like 1,300 miles. I believe,
from information that I can rely upon,
that a wagon road is being constructed
between Edmonton and the Peace River, a
distance of 260 miles, which will be com-
pleted some time during this summer, and
that 250 miles more of wagon road or pack
road, if built, with the navigation that could
be used, would bring us to the Pelly River,
a distance of something like 1,000 miles from
Edmonton. If that could be done, and if I am
correct in the figures I have given, a pack road
through to the upper waters of the Yukon
can be completed during the present season,
and cattle and horses and provisions can be
taken through that way by a route which
runs through this agricultural, wooded and
gold bearing country from Edmonton to the
Yukon. A committee was appointed by
this House some ten years ago, of which
Sir John Schultz was chairman, for. the
purpose of making an inquiry into the
capabilities of that large section of coun-
try lying between Hudson Bay and the foot
of the Rocky Mountains, an extent of coun-
try something like 1,200,000 square miles,
a large portion of which abounds with min-
erals (gold, silver and copper), and large
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fields of petroleum, which have not yet been routes that have been spoken of which are
fulIY explored. If an examination of the perhaps as good-over the Rocky Mountains
kind which I suggest be made by competent from Ashcroft through gold districts that
maen, there is no doubt that gold will be are now developed, or from Prince Albert-
found in large quantities in the valley of the but the eyes of the people of Canada, east
?eace River. Then, after travelling some of the Rockies are now fixed upon a Une
400 or 500 miles further through forest land, from Edmonton as the best route that can
1 believe there is a gold bearing country possibly be opened up to give access to that
extending 700 miles north and south equal gold country. Between Edmonton and the
to the gold fields of the Yukon River. My Yukon I feel confident that there are as rich
figures come f rom a reliable source. I give gold fields to be developed as there are in
them as they were given to me by Mr. the Yukon, wlien they becone accessible.
Oliver: I hope the government will consent to this

Wagon road now in use, Edmonton to resolution, and that the committee will be
Peace River......... .... ........... 260 miles. appointed, aud the neoessary inquiries made,Steal navigation of Peace River on Peace so that before the month of May steps shah
River to Fort St. John................. 140 " be taken to open up a pack road and, if

Wagon road, St. John to Forks of Nelson 150 "Steam navigation, down Nelson and up possible, to construct a telegraph ne from
Liard to foot of rapids.... ............ 135 " Edmonton to the Yukon. The hon. minsterWagon road around rapids on Liard ...... 35 "

teain navigation on Liard through Rocky
Mountains to foot of Brulé Portage .... 40 doubt it will be, but I a quite satisfied
agon road, foot of Brulé Portage to head that the country is willing to expend any
f Cranberry Portag e........... .... 15. "

Navigation, head of Cranberry Praet1raianc e ' ake nbrr Portage to reasonable arnounit of money that may beFrances Lake.............. ........ 175 required to open up that section of the
agon road, Frances Lake to Pelly River 50 country with a pack road and a telegraph

Total......... ...... . .. ..... 1,000miles. une and later on to construct a railway
Pack and cattle trail for driving cattle and suitable to the needs of the traffic, forhorses, parallel to navigable stretches. .. 440 miles. i
Wagon road to be constructed. . ......... 250 "

agon road already constructed..........20 can be established for about 200 or 250
Total idollars per mile right through that section

Total............ ....... .... ... 950 m iles............... mies of country. The poles can be easily got on
, if it can be carried out-and I have the way, and the country is not hard to

llo doubt it can be if the governinent are cross, and by having a telegraph hue and
Willing to undertake the work, and I am a pack rond enabling miners to go through
very glad to say that I have heard that a sum with cattie and with horses, it will be a
Of *40,000 has been appropriated in the decided advantage to the large rajority of
estimnates to make a survey for a line of rail- the people of this country. I hope thereWvay fror Edmonton to the Yukon-if 've will be no objection to this comittee and

a1 by a liberal expenditure of money during
the Present season make a pack road froin
tb0nton to Pelly River to give us access to
the Yukon by navigation from Pelly River
o Bawson City, we will have done a great

deal for the people of this country. Nearly
',l the supplies taken into that country east
Of the Rocky Mountains would go by this
route via Edmonton. To accomplish that an
extra effort by the governrment of the coun-
try and by the parliament of Canada should

made to provide communication which
WOuld meet the wishes of the great majority
of the people of this country. I need not
say how anxious I am--and I am sure how
anxious this House, and the people of Canada

e--that proper communication should
es8tablished through that vast country

rom Edmonton to the Yukon There are
37j

that it will be appointed by a unanimous
vote of the House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--This inquiry would be
altogether useless for the purpose for which
we are seeking communication with the
Yukon district at the present time. The
proposition of my hon. friend reminds me of
Washington Irving's history of New York.
It is a history from the beginning of the
world to the end of the Dutch dynasty, for
the greater portion of the history relates to
a period when there was no Netherlands
settlement in New York. My hon. friend
proposes to begin the construction of a road
nearly 1,500 miles away from the Yukon
country for the purpose of obtaining admis-
sion to that country, when there is railway
communication extending several hundred
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miles nearer to the Yukon than the point at
which he proposes to start, and my hon.
friend supposes that the people who want to
go to the Yukon country are going to travel
over a road consisting of water stretches
with intervening wagon roads, rather than
take the Canadian Pacific Railway as far as it
can go in the direction of that country. I am
rather surprised that my hon. friend should,
at this late date, become a convert to the
system of waterstretches, and especially when
theyextend over with the intervening wagon
roads, so long a stretch of country. Now
my hon. friend speaks of the Liard River as
one of the links in that highway which he
intends to adopt in order to avoid going
into British Columbia, which one would sup-
pose is a region in which some pestilential
disease had broken out of which my hon.
friends on the opposite side of the House
had an extraordinary dread. We have, first,
the hon. member from British Columbia,
who seemed anxious that trade and com-
merce should shun his province, and then
that feeling is intensified by the discussion
of every project which has been submitted
to the consideration of this House. Now
there can be little doubt that the easiest
way into that country in Canadian territory,
the most expeditious way, the way that
would enable the population to come in there
without the difficulties associated with long
stretches of wagon roads, was the one which
the government submitted to this House
and which this House rejected, which con-
sisted in part of navigable waters and in
part of railway.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Waterstretches.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend may
regard the Pacific Ocean as a water stretch,
but it is one which furnishes a good deal of
room for navigation. Let me say further,
that this is quite beside the question. I
admit that favourable communication may
at some time, perhaps no distant day, be
obtained by some way east of the Rocky
Mountains. One who looks at the map, who
has studied the geography of that country,
who has paid attention to the fertility of
the soil and the amount of rain fall in the
year, would say the natural point of begin-
ning, is connection with the north-west
extremity of the Dauphin road, or the Mani-
toba and North-western, and crossing the
Saskatchewan country in the vicinity of

Prince Albert, to extend the road on the
north side of the river some little distance
north of Edmonton and which could be
connected with the Edmonton by a short
link of railway. The North-west Territories
will never be well settled by an agricultural
population until that is done, because the
railway construction, west of Regina at all
events, and I might say almost west of
Brandon, has been run through a dry dis-
trict in which a large agricultural popula-
tion is never likely to settle.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
man is entirely mistaken. The finest agri-
cultural country in the North-west lies be-
tween Regina and Brandon.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-At all events, the
most western limit of that district is Regina.
When you get west of that you get into a
dry district, and the rainfall is not sufficient
every year to make the crops a certainty ;
but if you go into the district I speak of,
you get into a country capable of sustaining
a large agricultural population, and where
the products of the soil are likely to be as
certain as they are in any other district on
the North American continent. Now the
Peace River district is connected with that,
and if our object is to let in a large agricul-
tural population seeking settlement in that
country, the sooner we can push forward
that road to meet the requirements of that
population the better, and the agricultural
population in the north-west section of that
country-that is of the Peace River district
-would be enabled to furnish suppliesof food
and of other things that might be required
by the miners in the Yukon country more
cheaply than any other, because they would
be nearer the neighbourhood of the gold
fields than any other section of our popula-
tion. But all those are niatters looking to
the future, not the immediate future but
to a future that may be some years away
from us yet. The population at the
present time is moving in the direction of
the Yukon country and if you do not
furnish moderately fair facilities for get-
ting into that country through British ter-
ritory, they are likely to go to Lynn Inlet
and cross from there through United States
territory. Where have we in British ter-
ritory the mearns of establishing expeditious
communication for the, people ? I say frorn
Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake. We have
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that, and if the Senate thought it desirable
that a step should be immcdiately taken for
the extension of this road southward so as to
cofnect with Observatory Inlet, then we
would have a continuous road that would be
used throughout the year, and that could be
COmleted within the neît eighteen months.
There is a possible means of communication ;
and further than that, your road between
Observatory Inlet and Telegraph Creek, ail
in British Columbia, would run through a
nining district which is believed to be rich
in minerai wealth and capable of supporting
a large mining population, and to whom it
would be necessary that facilities should be
furnished by the British Columbia govern-
ruent., or by the government of Canada, or
Perhaps partly by both. Now my hon.
friend proposes a resolution to do what ?
Why, to meet an immediate requirement,
-and that he proposes to do by a road which
le says is 1,350 miles in length. Yes, if

You could draw an astronomical line on the
Surface of the globe, it might not be more
than 1,350 miles, but 1 venture to say that any
ine you build, and you may make it as

straight as it is in your power to make it,
Would be at least 150 miles longer than
MY hon. friend mentioned. A wagon road
colstructed from Edmonton northward,
"while iL might be advantageous for the settle-
ruent of the Peace River district, if we had a
large population disposed to go thither, is of
no value at this moment to enable us to
'nake the Yukon country a country in which
Canadian people can trade. For eastern
'Canada the British Columbia merchant is
YOur distributor in that country, and must
be 80 for some time to come. You cannot
fix a point east of the Rocky Mountains for
the next five years that can be a distribut-
ng Point for Canadian merchandise. Either
Victoria or Vancouver is the point to which
You must go if you want a road which will
enable your people to send the products of
thi country into the Yukon. Can you do
it Over a wagon road, in canoes running
through rapids, conducted through them in
eOMe cases by the skill of the Indians, in
lOther places portages where you cannot build
a, Wagon road at the present time, where it
would require an immense expenditure of
loney to lay the foundations of a road

at all--in fact if vou were to build a
railway it would not be a much larger
expenditure than would be required for
that Purpose 1 I ask of what value would

communication of that kind be to the peo-
ple of Canada in order to control the com-
merce of that distant country? It would be
of no value whatever. I am not willing that
there should be any delusion resting upon
the minds of the mercantile classes of this
country with regard to a project of this sort.
Then, let me ask further, if we wish to re-
tain political control of that country, what
great amount of service would this road be l
To march people a distance of 1,500 miles
without any base of operation nearer than
your starting point without the means of
bringing in adequate supplies of food and
military equipment of every sort, I ask what
use would it be to you? Supposing that by
September next you have forty or fifty thou-
sand citizens of the Western States, men
who have never paid inuch regard to law in
their own country, men who are in a great
nieasure a law unto themselves, who think
that your regulations are unreasonable, who
are disposed to assert their authority, who
will respect the regulations you make as
long as they think they meet their
interests, and who will disregard them
when they come to a contrary conclusion.
I ask how are you to maintain control over
these people at that distance, and of what
use would the proposed road f rom Edmonton,
of the character described by my hon. f riend,
be in the case? I say, with ail respect to
my hon. friend, that that road would be
practically of no use to us. It may be of
use in securing the settlement of the Peace
River country in the first instance, but even
for that purpose it would be of no practical
value, unless you were to supersede it almost
immediately by a railway constructed there.
You cannot get people to-day to go fifty
miles away f rom a railway and settie in a
country. You have at this moment a con-
siderable stretch of fertile territory between
Yorkton and Prince Albert unoccupied, and
why? Because it does not pay people to
settle away from some railway station, where
it would cost the whole value of their pro-
ducts to reach the nearest point of shipment

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We want to
find out about this.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are some things
about which you are already informed.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
man was very wise the other day.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend showed
a great deal of wisdom upon the project sub-
mitted by the government to this House, and
so lie desires further light. I have not the
slightest objection that light should be had.
I have not the slightest disposition to prevent
my hon.friend from London getting all the in-
formation he may desire. But I say that the
information which lie seeks is not informa-
tion which will enable him to utilize the
navigable waters, or any road which he may
build, for the purpose of maintaining our
advantages of trade in the Yukon country.
That to my mind is perfectly clear, and I
would say that any hon. gentleman who
supports the government, who goes upon a
committee making such a declaration, would
be assisting my hon. friend and those asso-
ciated with him in undertaking to leave
upon the public mind the impression that
this project, which is indicated here, is to be
a substitute for that line of policy which
the government submitted to the con-
sideration of parliament. I say it is no
substitution at all. It cannot be a substi-
tution. It would practically either destroy
the prospect of mining in that country, or it
would destroy our control over the trade
and over the government of the country.
My hon. friend and those associated with
him may undertake by a majority in this
House to control the country and to give
direction to the public policy in regard to,
it, but J wish to call his attention to this-
and he has had a good deal of experience in
the affairs of government-that this is a
new departure in our constitutional system.
Heretofore the administrative policy of the
country has rested with the advisors of the
Crown, sustained by a majority in the House
of Commons. Usually the Senate-and
e8pecially when my hon. friend and those
associated with him have been in office-
has acquiesced in the policy of the govern-
ment and in the decision of the House of
Commons.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-When it was right.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-On this occasion they
have repudiated the policy of the govern-
ment, and they have disregarded and set at
defiance the opinion of the House of Com-
mons, and now, as thenext step, my hon.friend
practically says " your views and your policy
for securing admission into that country
were all wrong, and the course marked out
by this resolution ought to be adopted."

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-He simply wants
information.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He may persist in
that, but lie cannot expect to lead the gov-
ernment and the House of Commons along
the line which lie has marked out.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. Minister of Justice tell us
the meaning of this item in the estimates to
which my hon. friend from London referred
on page 46, item 146 :

To defray expenses of an exploratory survey to
ascertain the mnost practical route for an all-Canadian
railway fi-oui sone point on an existing railway to the
Klondike district.

In view of the speech which lie has just
made will lie tell me what that paragraph
means ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that that is nothing more than what the
hon. Secretary of State nientioned, that we
proposed to survey that country, to explore
it to see where a railway may be construc-
ted.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That is just what
lie wants.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But not for immedi-
ate use. We say if you are able to build a
mile a day it would take five-years to build
that road, and what we propose to do is to
obtain accurate surveys of the country, and
to see where a road can be best built. We
say the Peace River country is well suited
for settlement and we expect it will be set-
tied.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then the object of this estimate is to accom-
plish what my hon. friend from London has
moved for?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend will see the next item is for
$35,000 for an exploratory survey of the
Stikine route, so that the first $10,000 must
be for some other object than making- con-
nection with the Klondike by a route on the
Pacifie coast.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, my hon. friend
will persist in saying that the thirty or forty
thousand dollars must be for a survey from
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sOmae other point than the Stikine. Cer-
tainly it is. It is exploration of the country
east of the Rocky Mountains. Tt is not
With the expectation of obtaining immediate
admission into the country that way. That
is an impossibility, and the government do
not propose to undertake impossibilities, but
it is for the purpose of enabling the govern-
ment to obtain the necessary information to
know what are the possibilities of railway
construction through that country whenever
ailway construction becomes necessary.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-And this committee
will help you.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not the object
Of it. The words of my hon. friend's
resolution are: " Probable cost of opening
up direct communication during the present
ýeason.3

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -That is not for the
Purpose of obtaining connection the present
season.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
'Iuch the worse for the resolution. ,

lon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend will
see this resolution is to undertake an
'impossibility.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. leader of
the government has taken exception to the
Uiotion made by my hon. f riend from London,
and in doing so it appears to me that he
does not wish any light to be thrown upon
Ole of the most important questions before
the country to-day, that is the various routes
and the most feasible and advantageous one,
fr a Canadian standpoint, into the Yukon
district. My hon. friend, the Minister of
Justice, will realize that no more important
question can be brought up by either House
of parliament than to endeavour to enlight-
en the public mind upon this very matte~r.
The hon. Minister of Justice seems to view
this route with a certain degree of jealousy
because the government have got a counter
proposition for a route on the Pacific coast.

Hlon. Mr. MILLS-Not jealo,usy at all.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-That is the only
rnotive that I can conceive that would pre-
vent this House making an investigation

and gaining information for the benefit of
the government, and of the people to ascer-
tain the practicability and the feasibility of
a route from Edmonton.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are making an
appropriation to get that information.

Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-Yes, that is a
survey. I cannot conceive any more useful
purpose to which this honourable House can
be put than that which has been brought up
for a discussion by the hon. senator from
London. It is not in opposition to the gov-
ernment in any shape or form. We certainly
threw out a bill that was brought before us
iii regard to this very question of routes and
the construction of a railway, but it was not
the question of a route or the construction
of a railway that caused this honourable
House to take an adverse view to that which
the government held-it was the excessive
cost of a short line of railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was not to cost a
dollar.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If you do not
consider the clothes on your back as worth
anything, if you do not consider materials
and commodities as being exactly the same
as money, I can understand that contention.
I consider the gold in that Yukon district
as being equal to money. But that is not
the question before us. The question is,
what is the best thing for the development
of that country? What will assist the
labour that is going to be engaged in de-
veloping those resources for Canada? It is
not what is best for the merchants in
Montreal or Toronto that we have to con-
sider in the development of that country ;
that will follow as a natural sequence. Let
us assist the labour to make wealth, and
then let the merchants compete for it, and
let the government aid by providing an all-
Canadian route into that country, and our
merchants can beat anything in that coun-
try. The hon. Minister of Justice applied
the terni " water-stretches " to this road ; I
cannot see where that comes in at all. It is
not a question of water-stretches. This
committee is for the purpose of establishing
a wagon trail right through. But as the hon.
gentleman has referred to water-stretches, I
should like to quote from a paper that I see
is headed " our water-stretches," in order to
show how this paper views the road by
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Teslin Lake and the Stikine River. The chanoe to work for gold. Are you sure that there
writer puts it in a kind of comical way and are no morequite forgot, sir, a change of weather, sir."
says The ast we saw of our travelling companion was

stepping out of a river boat to get over a portage and
"Well now," said the stranger as he was being with tears in his eyes saying to himself, "Whv did 1

shown round the city of Montreal, en route to the leave home? Oh, why did I leave home?"
Klondike, "this is a pretty fine city, it looks wealthy."
"Yes," was the answer. " You see the gold gets
washed down by the C. P. R. and we collect it here.
It is what you call a placer mine." " Ah yes, that is here what this paper is pointing out in a
what I aim going to find in the Yukon." humorous way - what are our water

The above remarks were overheard and we deter- stretches.
mined to keep our eye on the adventurous stranger,
as we journeyed together to the land of the setting
sun, and perpetual day or night, Hoa. Mr. McMILLAN-Those are the

" I say, porter, you have a very comfortable car,
this is a good road, is it like this all the way to Daw- government water stretches.
son City." We next overheard in our eavesdropping,
"Why, yes sir," said the porter, "I have never been Hon. 'lr. BOULTON-Yes, andwe bee
on the northern end of our line, but you will find it
the sanie all through to Dawson City, just a picnio, that the term is far more applicable to the
always the saine on the C.P.R." water stretches on that route than on the

The next time we were brought into contact was at ute that the hon. gentleman fron London
Verdant Green, a station in Manitoba; where he had
telegraphed on to meet his brother. bas referred to. There are no water

" Why Fritz do you mean to say that it is you, why stretches on the Edmonton route. It is
have you got those clothes on, have you been to a car-
nival or are you in disguise." "No Mordant, I have proposed to make a wagon road. Now, I
to work for my living or at least I do niot work for want to point out this: if the Mackenzie-
my living, I work for the Canadian Pacifie Railway Mann contract had gone through hastily,
and the government." "Is that so? Do they giveyou
an income? No I give them an incone, and yet they
are on strike half the time." " You had better come of the transportation, the people would not
along with me and get a plaer mine." " Well no, have got any, they would have had to pay
you see, the Enperor, that is Van Horne, is sending
up two of his kings to take possession of that country for the transportation. If you develop the
and they vill takeyour blan ets to cover their squaws, Edmonton route, you cannot tell how many
and it is a mighty cold country." "Well ta ta."

Vancouver. "This waysir, Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way steamer sir, Wetancoddle straight for the Yukon the vay into the Yukon River themselves,
Are you bound for Stikine sir, or Dichere." without any charges or without any cost;

I'll stick you if you don't shut up.
" Got your license sir? " "What license? " License and it is going to be an immense advantage

to work sir, to thaw the ground, the license to explore to the country to gain the information that
sir, for Mackenzie our sultan under Mann his grand bas been asked for by this committee. I
vizier. The great McKenzie River called after himc

si.chance to worki for gold."" Are o uethtere

"Does this; baagage contain your provisions ir," should oppose it ?it is not a costly thing,
'wqat provisions ? "Fod ir. No dining war on ther .

C. P. R. noth. 'That air is nty baggage.'om wa
IBetter trade it off air, for haf a ton of pork and establish the advantages of the Edaon-

aif a tont of flour swr, ten cases of patent meditines, a ton route to the people who live on
pint of rum, a pick axe and a box of matches. Queer"
country this.eely read th i orde tou

Ail ahoard for Stikine and Tangle Ihland. I should like to ca l the attention of the
"Now ir this way for the great through route to hat ae r er

the north pole.' ' o you Mean to ay that we have tor e
get onto another steamer.' "Yes air, 150 miles to from the Borth-west Territories, even those
Sticktievc-. ' W/cil 1 suppose 1 mutt go on." Yes who voted for the Glenora and Teain Lake
air, nw return tickets on this route oir. Three days tp R
trea. Stick there. Now air change tert, ponts monon

take you up to railvay hir, only ten miles to Cable route. Now, are the govern oent deter-
City. Cable City. Shaîl I carry you ashore piro" mined to govern that territory quite

"Carry me anvwwere, I don't wan't to stick here."
' Ahl aboard'for Ptsky River railway, great twrough irrespective of the views of those who

roUte to the north pole, oet ahead of Nansen on this represent the people of that part of Canada,
route sir, find Andree's baloon sir, inakhe a great and purely according to their own views
name air.

Net day. Tealin Lake. "AIlaboard, ir. Lake They cannot have the same practical know
steamer for Howtodrinka River, beautifol scenery, ledge of that country that those who ive
catch your own fisb for dinner." "W/cil tow, I nearer the scene of action posses. Here is
thougwt this was a through route." aySo it ic, air,
through ourpocket. Commence tgtakein yourbelt my hon. friend from Wolseley (Mr. Perley),
line for dinner."' "Oh, where auj I?" "Must go on, my hon. friend from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed),
air, can't turit back, jamt too great behind, denty of and m self i n this huse, and there is my
companions, ir. Only one more change, air, tc river
steamer on the Howtodrinka River, and then, air, a hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Macdonald),



all Opposed to the development of the route when we have to ship goods by rail across
under that contract. the continent, transfer them to ocean ves-

sels, tranship to river steamer, transfer to
Ron. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I beg the railroad at Glenora, tranship to lake

the hon. gentleman's pardon. I am not steamers at Teslin Lake and convey them
pposed to the route; I am opposed to down to Dawson City, and then have only a

giving four million acres of land for it. I summer route
say build ten Teslin Lake routes if you like,
but do not give that land away. Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-What will

the Edmonton route bel
Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-What I said was

" the development of that route under that Hon. Mr. BOJLTON-An all-rail route
Contract." Then we have the hon. member ail through.
froin Alberta who is opposed to that contract
and greatly in favour of the Edmonton route. Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-AIi rail?
We see in the Winnipeg Tribune, the organ
of the member for Lisgar in the other House, lon. Mr. BOULTON--Certainly. Have
that in his opinion the government acted you lost confidence in the ability of Canada
hastily and with insuffiCient information in i to buiid raiîroads? We have built 16,000
Vaaking the contract with Mackenzie & Mann. miles of railways and are able te build a
Although he is a, supporter of the govern- great many more. With the exception of
Ment and supported the contract, in order two railroads out west, which are in litiga.
to maake himself right with the people in his tion, every railroad in Canada is paying its
OWn constituency he is pointing out where way, so the government need not be afraid
the fault of the government lay. te undertake the construction of a railway

from Edmonton to the Yuko; district.
lon. Mr. SCOTT-Who is that d With that road we would have a better

route than any that could be had from
lion. Mr. BOULTON-Mr. Richardson. the Paciflc coast. I do not put my-

.Another niember frorn the west told nie Il I iself in antagonism to the development
41n opposed te the contract, but of course we of a route on the Pacific coast, but
have ail te vote for the party; we have te let us ascertain the relative merits of
stick together." aEvery representative fro those competing routes. What the gov-
that western country faveurs the route indi- ernment proposes to do is this: te
eHted in the motion of my hon. friend fror build a railway froMN Observatry Inilet
en1don (Sir John Carling). Is it fair for on Portland Canal, right up to Teslin

the governrnent toydenounce the action of Lakeo and that thould be only a sum-
thos8e whio are opposed to them iii this lieuse mer route. Supposing the government
8,m being dictated by a partisan spirit and a! were to expend their moaey on that, would
degire to usurp the executive authority which they be likely te spend a dollar on the
rst,8 with the government? The govert- Edmonton route, which would compete with
lItent surely will not say, while this branch the western routen I say they would not.
f parlfment is in existence, that the SeEd- m for us, who live in the western country,

ate have not the right to exercise their judg- t take time by the foreldck te investigate
'lent on any question that comes before the Edmonton route so as to bring public
then. In the interest of that western coun- opinion to bear on the government-that is,
tI'3 the object we shou]d have in view is to if the governmient care anything about public
bring toe heavy produce of the west, the opinion. I believe that the public opinion
hattle, the wheat, the four and everything of the country is with the Senate in the
stick tgethere into as close preximity to the action they teok on the Mackenzie & Mann

atileing land s as we possibly can ; and not contract, and against the government for
catly that, but to bring the trade of eastern entering intv that contract on very short
Canada to the mining country at the lowest notice, without asking for tenders and on
Possible cost. The leader of the House the very eve of the meeing of parliament.
aants to take the whole of that trade across Therefore the Senate, consisting of old and
the Continent and send it in by Teslin Lake. experienced politicians and statesmen, should
ate0W can we condu t trade economically use theirjudgment te try and gauge for them-
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selves what is in accord with public opinion,
and I tirmly believe that public opinion will
be with the Senate in the formation of a
committee of this kind, the object of which
is to throw more light on the subject which
is uppermost in the minds of the people at
the present time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The discussion, particu-
larly the speech of the hon. gentleman froin
Shell River (Mr. Boulton), is rather aside
froin the proposition submitted to us by the
hon. gentleman from London. That propo-
sition is to inquire into the feasibility of
" securing direct communication with the
Yukon country during the present season."
That is the whole pith of the proposition. I
ask any hon. gentleman whether it is at all
possible if you spend half a million, or even
a million dollars, on the Edmonton route you
could make it possible to reach the Yukon
country by that line during the present
season? Certainly not. I say so with the
information I have been able to get, and I
have looked for information everywhere that
I could obtain it. I fully appreciate the
enormous advantage to Canada of opening
up the route via Edmonton, because we have
agricultural lands to a very considerable
distance north of Edmonton, but the distance
from Edmonton to Dawson is 1,600 miles and
it has been found impossible for even small
parties to get through that way in less time
than six months. There is positive proof of
that, and it is idle to say that during the
present season we could utilize the route by
Edmonton. The whole point of the proposal
submitted by the government to parliament
was the importance of having a Une of
communication into that country during the
present year. I will just quote one or two
figures to show hon. gentlemen the immense
importance of keeping that point in view.
It is hoped that 50,000 people will go into
that country this year. They will require
to take at least 50,000 tons of provisions
and supplies, apart altogether from machi-
nery and the various implements needed in
that country. 'Will hon. gentlemen believe
that to-day you cannot make a contract to
take anything to Dawson City under three
or four hundred dollars a ton ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER--How long will that
last i Until navigation opens.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it will last longer,
and the price will increase. I believe you

will not be able to get freight carried
through for less than $500 a ton.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Not after naviga-
tion opens ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it is utterly impos-
sible to get it up the Yukon. You could not
make a contract to-day to deliver 10,000 tons
of supplies in Dawson during the coming
season for less than $300 a ton.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C)-That
is only 1½ cent a pound.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will cost $15,000,-
000 at that rate to get 50,000 tons in there
this year. You just begin to realize what it
means. Our whole plea in building that
connection between the Stikine River and
Teslin Lake was that we should be able to
open communication for at least two months
by rail to Teslin Lake, and you could float
any quantity of stuff down from Teslin Lake
to Dawson Citv, because you could have a
line of boats leaving every five minutes if
necessary, and of course they are building
boats on the lakes and streams up there.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Would the hon. gen-
tleman allow me to ask one question i He
speaks of the.enormous amount of supplies
which would go up this year. Supposing
that Yukon Railway Bill had been passed
the other day, would it have made any dif-
ference as to the means of getting up there I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That railway was
not to be completed till September, and I
heard the contractors say-and I do not
suppose it is any violation of confidence to
state it now-that while they would have
had it partially built by September, it would
not be completely finished, so that it would
make no difference.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They told us they
would forfeit that quarter of a million if
they had not the road ready to carry passen-
gers and freight by September. Time was
the essence of the contract, and contracts
were made to deliver stuff up to the first of
September. Of course, they côuld have run
during the winter months, and it would be
a very easy matter to run sleigh roads from
Teslin Lake.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-To where l
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Right through to,
Dawson.

Hlon. Mr. MACMILLAN-Six hundred
mailes ?

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-Did the hon. gen-
teman see the statement made in the Tor-
Onto Globe on Saturday by Mr. Wade, that
it had to be thoroughly appreciated and
nnderstood that, in the winter time, no
mleans of communication can be had by any
mneans excepting by horses or dogs or men
gong out ?

H1on. Mr. SCOTT-Before next winter
there will be at least two or three lines of
comylmunication there by stage carrying pas-
sengers through. To-day a contract has
been made by Mr. Richardson to carry the
Ulited States mail through Canadian terri-
tory by permission of Canada, I think fort-
nightly.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Where from i

lion. Mr. SCOTT-It will go in some-
Where along the border, Pyramid Harbour,
or Dyea, or Skagway.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-By
the Dalton route?

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know what
route, but it will go through Canadian ter-
ritory. It will go through to Circle City
and Canadian points.

There is another company formed, and
there is a bill now before the House, which
Proposes to run a line of stages-an express
COMpany.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-Where?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-They will. enter at
Lake Bennett.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
glad to hear it.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-If the Stikine route
not opened, the objective point is Lake

bennett.

tlon. Mr. ALLA N-Does the hon. gen-
tiemnan mnean to say there is any sort of
eofntract, either now being made, or in con-

templation, to run a stage route f rom Teslin
Lake through following the river there to
Dawson City?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. I do not know
the point: they strike either Lake Bennett
or some point on the Lynn Canal.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the
Dalton trail.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not at all. It goes
through the Lynn Canal. It is a United
States contract to carry the United States
mail. They carry it through their own
territory, and they get permission from us
and it goes on to our territory immediately.
The fringe of territory there is a compara-
tively narrow one, and they carry it on
down to Dawson City and through to Circle
City. I see the United States government
are paying over $50,000. I do not recollect
the exact figures. I merely quote that to
show that that is the feasible route, that
people have been over it, and are making
preparations to carry freight and passen-
gers through-that is the only route they
say, by which they can be brought in. Even
at $300 a ton, 50.000 tons will cost $15,-
000,000, and you will see what the miners
have to pay. It costs them $15 or $20 a
day to live.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How much would it have been reduced if the
railway were constructed ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Certainly it would be
less than half.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-All I can say is
our teams from the North-west Territories
will undertake to carry freight through at
$300 a ton.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is plenty of
opportunity to do it. They want a respon-
sible company that will carry through freight
to Dawson City for $300 a ton. I under-
stand the prices have gone up since the bill
was rejected. I am so advised on good
authority. It becomes a question of very
great moment, going into that country.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-How could the
defeat of the bill affect the present rates ?

Hon. Mr.
up the rates.
affected.

SCOTT-It does. They put
It is the Yukon River that is
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Hon. Mr. MILLER - Your contract
would not be fulfilled till next September.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The freights now being
brought in are for next year. You cannot
deliver a pound of freight before the first of
July next year.

Hon. NIr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is right.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It does not alter
the point.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Had the road been
built, it would at once have brought down
the price of freights, because you could move
in freights by sleigh from Teslin Lake at a
less cost than the cost of freight delivered
without the road to Dawson.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-How far is it from
Teslin Lake?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Six hundred miles to
Dawson.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Does not the hon.
gentleman know that a team could not haul
enough provisions to feed themi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Well, I do not know.
The bill was to be presented to this House
asking for authority to establish a stage line.
The parties have been over the ground and
are familiar with the difficulties.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-A stage line from
Teslin Lake or Lynn Canal?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It makes very little
difference. it is through Canadian terri-
tory ; whether it goes from Lake Bennett or
Teslin Lake makes very little difference.
They are both running under similar condi-
tions. Both have the same difficulties to
encounter, but that is not the point. We
are met with the objection that it is not
feasible: I say it will be feasible. If you get
your freight across from Stikine to Teslin
Lake, then you could move it on down. At
all events, you would have the two months
navigation to go on with. I have no objec-
tion, nor could the government have any
objection, to an inquiry about the Edmon-
ton route. They say it is absolutely futile
for the present. The proposal is "the
feasibility of a route during the present
season." The hon. gentleman must recog-
nize that that would be absolutely impos-
sible.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The motion does
not 'say the Edmonton route.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I quite admit that,
but the hon. gentleman who moved the
resolution spoke of the Edmonton route, and
spoke of it as the all-Canadian route. I
f ully appreciate its importance, and we would
all like to see a railway constructed from
Edmonton. It would no doubt be an advan-
tage to Canada, but are we prepared to
incur an enormous expenditure for the
developing of the Yukon country for the
transitory period of prosperity that will
evolve during the time the gold is found
there? If the gold mining is to continue
for twenty years, then it is of importance
we should expend a very considerable amount
in order to have an all-Canadian route into
this district. But is any hon gentleman
prepared to say it would be wise in us to
spend ten or twenty millions before we
know more about the country? What does
the proposal mean? The expenditure of
$40,000,000, and the hon. gentleman calmly
speaks of spending $40,000,000 on the road
to Dawson.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We spent
$300,000,000 on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but we opened
the country and we opened the mines.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-What good would
the gold mines be to the maritime provinces ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is nothing but the
gold that attracts people to these mining dis-
tricts, and when once the gold is gone the
place is deserted. Does anybody go in there
for anything but gold î People are very soli-
citous about the miner; the miner must be
protected. It is only the miner, and who is
he? He is a speculator, and in nine cases
out of ten he is a foreign speculator. A
gentleman who had been up there said he
met a man who had come from Switzerland, a
poor miserable creature who could not earn a
dollar, and he went up there and made $50,-
000, and was going home to live on it. He
found a pocket, found $50,000 and put it in
his own pocket, and went away with it. That
is only one case, but I mention that as an
illustration of what is going on every hour,
and here we are so solicitous and anxious
about the poor miner who goes in there,
who is a foreigner, and wants to get
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the gold, and leave the "accursed coun-
try," as he wouid call it, as soon as pos-
Sible. Yet we are so sensitive about
hi, that we entirely ignore the enormous
benefit the people of Canada may get from
that by our making some sacrifice of the
mainers' interests in that country. It matters
nlot to the people of this country very much
hoW the mines are developed from the way
We look at it. If you can have it in Cana-
dian hands it will be much better, as the
Imoney is likely to flow into Canadian chan-
Iels; but now we have thrown the country
Open to all the world and, as I said before,
Without any doubt at least 90 per cent of
the people who are going in there are for-
eigners.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Look
at the licenses and the duties and the royalty
the country gets.

lHon. Mr. SC3TT-Why, hon. gentlemen,
We are going to spend this year over half a
mIillion dollars for administration in that
COuntry.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-You must attach
Imluch importanceto the country.

ion. Mr. SCOTT-Could we leave it
alone? Let us be reasonable, let us take some
course that will be sustained by common
sense. We have to do something with the
country, we have to protect the people who
go in there ; we have to make inquiries as
to the capacity of the country ; and this
Senate would be the first to condemn us if
'We went on blindly.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You were going
aýt it blindly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We were not going it
blindly. We know very well if railway
access had been obtained into that country,
the Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann contract
only gave them rights over 5 per cent of the
country, and from what Mr. Ogilvie said a
day or two ago in London, the whole country
will probably turn out just as rich, but, as
he said, it will take from ten to fifteen years
tO inake the discovery. Be pointed out that
silIce 1886 they had only made discoveries
along the Klondike and the Bonanza and
streams immediately tributary. He could
not tell whether the shores along the Stuart
and Indian River and dozens of other rivers
IKlight not turn out as rich. No investiga,

tion has been made or can be made until
you have 100,000 people there, and even
that will not be sufficient. There was an
advantage in the Mackenzie & Mann con-
tract in that they would have induced
people to put money into it. They had to
employ labour; that labour would consume
Canadian products and there is where our
advantage is, and where the substantial
benefits to the people of Canada will be in
this matter. Hon. gentlemen all seem to be
keenly alive to the interests of the miner.
I think the people of Canada have to be.
particularly interested in that country. The
idea of building a railway from Edmonton
at once at a cost of $20,000 a mile without
our knowing anything about it! Why the
total cost would be $32,000,000.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No one is asking
you to do that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We want to find
out if the government can land ten thousand
tons of provisions at the elbow of the Liard.
The hon. gentleman knows that we can go
by the Mackenzie and down the Liard; that
is 800 miles on the road.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have tried to read
everything that was published and I have
seen some of the reports of parties who came
through there-and I certainly do not want
to reflect in the slightest on the benefit of
the Edmonton route; on the contrary, my
prejudice is in faour of it as being Cana-
dian, and opening up a country that is valu-
able, wholly apart from mines-but I have
seen most damaging reports by parties that
have been through there. And there is that
fact of tne prospecting party which left last
September and who have not been heard of.
We get advices from Dawson City within
five or six weeks. I had the names of the
party, but one of the officers was recognized
as being a man who had had considerable ex-
perience ià the North-west and who ought to.
know pretty well the value of the route;
but there is the fact. Hon. gentlemen who
are familiar with the transportation service
of the Hudson's Bay Company there must
recognize that they have always had to get
their stock in there a year in advance. Wt
have to recognize that fact. The hon. gen-
tleman's proposal to inquire into the value
of the Edmonton route is a very good one,
but it is not valuable as enabling us to get
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in supplies this year. I am already informed
that orders have been cancelled all over
Canada because there will be no railway to
carry them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Would the railway
have carried them ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, from the month
of September. We know pretty well that
two months' operations on a railway would
carry a very large amount of freight ; and
if hon. gentlemen will read the contract
with Mackenzie & Mann they will see that
if the road was not in proper condition for
running on the 1st September they would
have forfeited a quarter of a million of dol-
lars which they had put up in the Bank of
Montreal.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-This is a very sin-
gular discussion which is before the Senate
just now, and what good can come of it I can
hardly make out. It appears that the Sen-
ate have decided, by a very pronounced
majority, that the scheme proposed by the
government should not become law. That
is settled. The hon. member from London
proposes that an investigation shall be held
to give us more information as to the best
way of getting into that country. This is
strenuously opposed by the members of the
government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Nothing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Then I do not
know what the speeches of the two hon.
gentlemen amount to if they do not mean
that they are opposed to the appointment of
this committee. Now, it appears the desire of
the governnent is to get immediate access
into the Yukon country. And it is absolutely
important and of great necessity to get access
to that country-for what purpose? Why, to
get supplies to the great number of miners
andspeculators in that country and those who
are now anxious to go there. It appears to
nie, from the facilities already provided,
that there are as many people in there now
as can live-enough there for the present;
we don't want to get a roadway there to
bring in a much greater number to that
country just now, not by any means. It
seems to me more necessary, if they cannot
live there, to provide a way of their getting
out; but as they are there now, they will

be able to find their way out in the same
way they found their way in. One thing
this Senate has decided, not against a route
from the Pacific Ocean, but against this
gamble which more than one member of the
government has admitted they entered into.
The government not only entered into it,
but they took into partnership with thein
Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann, and played the
game with marked cards-against whom ?
Against the people of Canada, the people of
the Yukon district. The people put up all
the stakes, and the gamble was betweer
these gentlemen. Now this House has
decided that that shall not take place. So
far as I am concerned, I am quite willing,
if the government, from the information
they have been able to get-and I take it
for granted they have been able to get
better and more precise information than
this House has been able to procure-can
propose any other system, and I would sug-
gest that if they are going to get access into
that country by an all-Canadian route, it is
at a Canadian port down on the Pacifie
coast they should commence their line.
They should never think of commencing
their line in the niddle of the mnoun-
tains 300 miles away from the Pacific
coast. Let them commence their line at
Observatory Inlet, or Portland Canal,
and build their railway from there until
they get up to Teslin Lake. That, in ny
opinion, is the common sense view of it,
and if they wish to undertake this matter
as a government work, and to make the
resources of that country pay for the railway,
then I say if they want a monopoly on behalf
of the government until the amount of the
traffic on that road pays for its construction,
I would have no objection to granting that
monopoly, and I believe if the traffic amounts
to anything like what the hon. Secretary
of State has told us, it will be in less than
two years they would be able to recoup
every dollar of the cost of the railway and
the great mining area of that country will
be preserved to the people of Canada going
in there. The illustration has been given
about this Swiss who went out there with
nothing and left the country with $50,000.
That is a very great advertisement for
Canada. If a poor, emaciated creature,
hardly able to draw his carcass along, could
obtain that much, what could an Englishman,
a Scotchman or an Irishman do going in there
well equipped to dig up this gold ? I arn
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8atisfied that this House, (although we have
been charged with having taken a most de-
Cided stand against the government for
party purposes and from political prejudices
for which statement I say they have no
justification) are prepared to assist the gov-
ernment in every possible way we can in

there was no flinching at all. I refer to the
defeat of the Salisbury Short Line Bill.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There was no simi-
larity at all between that case and the
defeat of the Stikine-Teslin Railway Bill.

lion. Hr. O'DONOHOE-I desire to say,
ijustification of my course on this question,

that I think the government has made a mis-
take f rom beginning to end, and that they
are endeavouring to justify their errors by
forcing upon the Senate of Canada that
Which the Senate never can support. We
have known the Senate in the past to object
to a leasure strongly recommended by one
of the famous statesmen that we have had.
The Senate stood firm on that occasion ;

e eegivng away.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said if only five per
cent of the country was good it was enor-
mously rich. I said if only a half of one
per cent was good it was enormously rich.
What I said was that gold could only be
found in certain localities which I described.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The govern-
ment are forcing upon this House statements
in support of which they have no evidence.
For myself I am a government supporter.

getting legitimate access into that country lon. Mr. O'DONOIOE-If the hon.
if they came down with a reasonable scheme, gentleman wishes to make that point he can
but not to gamble away the gold mines of do so afterwards. There is no man in the
that country. Any other system that pre- government to-day more thoroughly Liberal
sents itself to our good sense will receive a than 1 am, and none more in favour of the
favourable consideration and the support of Liberal party. 1 have spent the best years
this House. of my life in support of that party, but I

will not be in this flouse and give a vote
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Was the objection that is contrary to the dignity and honesty

froin your standpoint to the grant of land of the Senate. The Secretary of State said
or to the routei everything he could to diminish the value

Sof those lands in the Yukon territory and
lHon. Mr. PROWSE-When I was speak- stated that we were giving away something

1ng on the second reading of the bill I said that amounted to nothing. Where is his
I objected to it on almost every point. 1 evidence? What evidence is produced in
objected to it because the Stikine River is; this House to maintain any of his positions?
not a navigable river, such as is required None at ail. He tells us this, that and the
for the tratlic of that country, and I objected other story about the subject, but furnishes
to it because it commenced in the middle of no evidence. If any knowledge has been
the country instead of commencing at the brought before this assembly it has been
coast. I objected to giving away 5,000,000 furnishcd by the paid servants of the gov-
acres of the richest gold fields in that ernment, vhow we should credit even
country-because it would come to that when their statements are opposed to the
and not 3,750,000 acres as was stated- statements we hear from the ministers
as a gamble. I further objected to it Every one in this fouse knows about as
because it was giving to these contractors much on the subject as the ministers know.
the privilege of mining in that coutry- The oniy authorities we have that we can
for a royalty of one per cent, while the gov- credit are Mr. Ogilvie and Mr. Jennings,ernment are charging the poor miner 10 per and their evidence the ministers repudiates.
cent, and if there is any one thing that These employes of the government Say that
Would goad the people of that country to the Yukon country is rich in gold and its
rebel against the government and give them indications; the government repudiates that.
trouble in preserving peace and harmony in Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No the governnent
that country, it is just that discrimination
which you would have given to these rich
rmen and it would have taken more than the Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The hon. gen-
nlOunted police to preserve order in that
Countrgtleman ises ta thh.a othng

do so_ kafewrs There isn anih
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-Yes, a warm
supporter of the government, but J am here
to give my opinion and vote upon the merits
of every measure which comes before this
honourable body. I am not going to give
up to party. My hon. friend the Secretary
of State knows as much about the value of
that country as any other member of the
Senate, and no more. He is going it blind ;
he is working in the dark, in contravention
of the first principles of the party of which
he is a member. The doctrine of the Liberal
party has always been that the public lands
and public assets of this country should only
be disposed of by public tender. J am per-
fectly satisfied that the Senate of Canada
will be true to the interests of the people
and refuse to give away the public lands
without affordingevery one an opportunityto
tender for them. There is the greatest breach
of the principles of the Reform party
in disposing of the public lands without
calling for tenders. My hon. friend, the
Secretary of State, has not given more
service to the party and its principles than I
have done, but I am here not to recognize
party or party principles, but only to do what
is right. We are a judicial body and we
should govern our conduct according to the
rules which are so well understood by the
hon. leader of the government in this House.
I,for one, ho wever much it may be against the
party, tell thein they must drop this contract
and advertise it in a proper manner. Let
them take time ; there is nothing to be lost
by it, but there is everything to be lost by
giving a contract in the dark as we are asked
to do now. J shall vote against every feature
of the measure until the contract is duly
advertised and the public have been aflorded
an opportunity of competing. Much has
been said of giving Canada the benefit of it;
why Canada is getting no benefit out of this
matter at al]. The United States will have
all the benefit. They are the parties who
will have the controlling power. They are
on the ocean and all the purchases that will
be made for the mining settlements will
come from there and not from us. The
whole thing is wrong. If we are true to
ourselves and true to the interests of Canada
we shall ignore every step that is taken in
urging this measure. It is wrong from
beginning to end, and probably in the near
future we shall learn who are concerned and

who are at the bottom of this deal-it is a,
deal, it is a steal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I listened with a
great deal of interest to the speech of the
hon. gentleman who has just sat down. The
hon. gentleman perhaps has been absent
during the last few days; if he had been
here he would have been aware that this bill,
against the second reading of which he is
speaking, received its six months hoist last
Thursday by a large majority.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I was here and
I voted with the majority.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then I do not un-
derstand why the hon. gentleman is giving
us a speech which would have been proper
then, but which is inappropriate now. The
subject before the House is the committee
proposed by the hon. gentleman from Lon-
don. J have no very special objection for
the appointment of a committee for the pur-
pose of getting information. I do not think
there is any particular necessity for it. It
is not necessary that one should call atten-
tion again to what has been said and made
perfectly clear by two or three other gentle-
men who preceded me, to the effect that
there is no possible way of opening up com-
munication during the present season be-
tween the railway system of Canada and the
navigable waters of the Yukon. The only
way in which it could be possible at all
would be by going from the terminus of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, on the Pacific
coast, to Lynn Inlet. It is barely possible
that sonie road might be constructed from
the head of Lynn Inlet during the pre-
sent season though that would not be,
I imagine, the kind of xoad that the hon.
gentleman who is moving for the committee
wishes. He has indicated that the road he
wishes is from Edmonton. It is perfectly
clear the hon. gentleman's committee
cannot do what he purposes they shall
do. It is utterly impossible to open
up communication during the present season
between Edmonton and the Yukon country.
In fact, it would take the whole of the present
season for any party that the government
would send out to travel the distance from
Edmonton to Yukon. I do not propose
to say anything more about the com-
mittee. I think the hon. gentleman had
better amend his resolution by leaving out
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Words "during the present season," because hands of the government; but this buse
they are absurd in the resolution. I wish has the right to inquire which is the best
also to call tne attention of the hon. member route, and which would be to the greatest
tO the fact that he has omitted from the'advantage of the trade of Canada. That
committee the name of an hon. gentle- is the object of this committee. The Senate
man who, I think, knows more about that is not dictating to the other bouse, but is
region than any other member of simply asking that a committee be appointed
flouse. I have no doubt there are hon. to make inquiry a- to the feasibility and
'members who would be quite willing to probable cost of opening up direct communi-
nake way for the hon. gentleman fron Cari- cation with the Yukon gold fields. The hon.
boo (M\Ir. Reid). He knows more about that Secretary of State ridiculed the idea of
country than any other member in the House. askina
It is all very fine for hon. gentlemen like the or S40,000;000 should be made to build a
hon. member from Shell River to talk as railway from Edmonton to the Yukon. J
thougl they had a monopoly of the informa- am not asking anything of the kind.
tiOhn about the North-west and the means of
ge'ttin,, to the Yukon: Ih do not profess to Hon. Mi. SCOTi-No, J was atswering
kiow much about it miyself, but r think the hon. member foil Shel River. He sug-
the comnîittpe might direct tîjeir attention gested that we should build it.
toi other means of gettinti in there. Prob-
ab1ly a road through the Yellow Head Passi lon. Sir tJON CARLNG-What J
anId running north between the Iockyloun- have stated here to-day is that a wagon road
ttitis and the coast range might be, on the is akready being contructed, andwill hen
Whole, a hetter way of getting into that finisled this season, from Edmonto io aof
country than up the Peace River. I say Peace River, and that there wou d only be
the hion, gentleman f rom Carboo knows 2r0 miles more of road to be built during
lbre about that whole country and its agri- the season to make the route cooplete t I the
cultural andl îninin- interests ùinayohrPel River. I)oes the hion. gentlenman incan

tanay mte noe sin ntin fthyid

'Uertber of the bouse, and I regret, that 1 to tell me that it is iiot possible bLtween
do lot set hus naie on the list of the pro- now and the flrst of October to construet a
Pged cootittee. pack roId df that horseon could travel and
kn.muchabouti myelfbut ha tn catte he driven i f S think hon. gentlemen
teomm e ir ect t CARLING- hate nton *Il agree that it is quite possible to uild

,etio t her ve meanste am of getn n the Prob- i

able n a trourho the naelo tIea nas 20 miles of pack trail, and to have it ready
ann i norbto the Rokyttun- htrafc this season. There is the route f rom
as nd the l ngentea, n Ashcroft, British Columbia, and the Prince
wk~o Ihave no objection to striking out the fnbet

or as e route. Ail these routes may be con-
ted hou ring the present season' s ies more d to bte buitteenVery inucl surprised at the speech of the ni ere porth e mae o the onte e and

. lad m t ieesttind tan othee o gene an
ea er of the House ndoIerneto thea the government and the country will havejecton whateve to add the nme of the a 20 vanta e of ail the information gather-

y oui oi the hianus of the goveriiment.

Hon. Mr. 31ILLS--Hear, hear.

lion. Sir JOHN CARLING-What does
this resolution say ? It says:

That a special committee be appointed to inquire
(Ito the feasibility and probable cost of opening uptirect Qontunication during the present season, be-

a een the railway system of Canada and the navig-
t le wvaters of the Yukon, and also as to the advan-tae3 Whicl would flow therefrom to the trade of
Canada.

fias the lion. gentleman any objection to
having an inquiry made into the best and
"'Ost feasile route that can be recommended
to the government ? We have no desire to
take the business of the country out of the

38

ed by the committee for them. I have no
objection to the words " for this season"
being left out, althougl I an quite satisfied
that a pack road could be completed in time
to be of service this season. I have the
authority of the member for Alberta, a strong
supporter of the government in the other
House, that there is no ditliculty whatever
in making a pack road 250 miles during
the present season, so that it could be
utilized by the people that are going
in. I am told that at Edmonton there were
over 200 people starting on foot and with
horses to go to the Yukon district. The
Pelly River is navigable and it is only 1,000
miles from Edmonton, not as the crow flies,
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but by the different routes that have been dure, although they are less now than informer
travelled by experienced men in that district, years. But the lon. gentleman no doubu
and 250 miles of the pack road has been supp'rted tue propsition that a ioiited
built. It only requires 250 miles more to policeman should have to serve 25 years be-
conplete the pack road and then we have fore getting a pension. What we are doing
the navigable streams. I hope there now is to reduce the tern. The Act as it
wili be no objection to the adoption of stands was passed a short time ago and
the motion which I ask to have amended received tLe hon. gentleman's approval. We
by striking out the words " this seaon " and are reducing the term of service to 20 years.
addin, My. ereid's name to the congtmnttee.

The motion as amended was agreed to.

MOUNTED POLICE PENSION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCO'T moved the third read-
ing of Bill (13) "An Act to amend the
Mounted Police Pension Act."

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I believe the remarks
that I am about to make should have been
made on the second reading, but I will state
them now. I do not believe the pension given
to the inembers of the mounted police is near-
ly enough. They must be 20 years in the ser-
vice to earn the pension. That means 20
years away from civilized life and, their
friends. They cannot get narried and cannot
have the comforts of a home. And what dan-
gers are they exposed to? I remember a Nova
Scotia man telling me that he went once to
arrest a murderer among the Indians. The
criminal was among his own people. It was
for the murder of a brother Indian, but the
Indians do not thirnk that a very great crime.
Their sympathies were entirely with the mur-
derer. Apart from the danger to his life,
what are the services which a mounted po-
liceman performs? He bas to do the work
of a servant and feed and groom his own
horse. After serving 20 years, he receives
this paltry pittance. Why not grant him
some land as well? Why not give every
mounted policeman an acre of gold land in
the Yukon? Certainly he deserves it much
better than the contractors selected by the
government. I believe I am too lhte to inove
any amendment, but I hope the government
will bring in a bill to increase the pension.
The House will agree with me that the amount
is not sufficient.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I fully appreciate all
that the hon. gentleman has expressedin refer-
ence to the hardships these men have to en-

Hon. Mr. ALMON--What is the pension?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One-fiftieth of the
amount. I think it originally was one
dollar and then reduced to 75 cents. I
know it is very low, 50 or 60 cents, but they
have extras, rations and one thing and
another. I shall be happy to bring the
matter under the attention of the hon.
minister who has charge of it.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (38) "An Act further to amend the
Act respecting Government Harbours, Piers
and Breakwaters."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

Bill (74) " Ar Act further to amend the
Petroleum Inspection Act.".-(Hon. Mr.
Scott.)

Bill (73) " An Act further to amend the
Gas Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of Bill (75) " An Act further to amend
the Inland Revenue Act."

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the bill be-
comes law, I wish to make a few remarks
with regard to it. I was not in my place
when the bill received the second reading.
I am very much surprised at the conduct of
the government, and I may tell the House
that the time has now arrived in the history
of this parliament when it takes a great deal
to astonish me in regard to the conduct of
the government in fulfilling their pledges to
the people of Canada. This bill is intro-
duced for the purpose of reducing the quai-
tity of liquor that may be sold by the dis-
tillers to any party. Under the Inland
Revenue Act, which this bill proposes to
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arnend, hon. gentlemen will see that the
regulations of the late government were that government, of which Sir Wilfrid Laurier
no spirit should be moved at any one time was leader, to carry out their pledge on the
from any distillery in casks or packages con- plebiscite question. The hon. gentleman
taining less than 25 gallons each. This bill there and then told them that in twenty
Proposes to reduce the quantity toten gallons. municipalities of the province of Quebec
I am astonished at this government, because they had prohibition. He told them he was
I did expect that some of the many pledges strongly in favour of it, but not in favour
they made to the country, and the reforms of introducing legislation that session, le-
they promised to inaugurate when they got cause that session had not been called for
in power, would be carried out. But they the purpose of legislating, but that the follow-
have not carried out any of their pledges, ing session hewouldintroduce a bil providing
and of all their sins of omission this is the for a plebiscite on the prohibition question.
maost grevious one. The hon. minister laughs. The country is justified in excusing the
It i' nu laughing matter. There will be tears premier for not introducîng the measure
shed by the wives and mothers of the men that session, but he should introduce it this
going to the Yukon where liquor will be session.
sold, as I will show you later on. Under
the old regulations 25 gallons was the least Hon. Mr. SCOTT-lear, hear.
quantity of liquor that could be sold by the
distiller to a private person. This regulation Hon. Mr. PERLEY-And the hon. gen-
reduces the quantity to ten gallons. What tleman said if the people of Canada voted
Mill be the result? Instead of discouraging for prohibition at the next session, le would
the drinking of intoxicating liquors this will introduce a ll to enact a prohibitory law.
have the effect of encouraging it. Every The hon. Minister of Agriculture was witl
One knows that it would be quite impossible him, and le congratulated tlem on having a
for a great many men to get 25 gallons, government that was in favour of prohibi-
wlhereas inany of them could get a ten gallon tion, and promised that they soon would
keg and put it away int ihe cellar. I say that have such an Act upon the statute-book.
this Act will tend more to encourage drunken- Whatistheresuit? Withallthesedeclara-
ness and rioting than any other Act I know tions, notwitlstanding ail the liquor they
of. It is contary to every principle of pro- have sent into the Yukon country, they are
hibition, and yet these gentlemen, when in here by this very Act endeavouring to make
OPPosition, mnade the country believe they it easier for people to obtain whisky if they
vere in favour of prohibition. I wish to desire it. They have reduced the number of

read what the Reformn party laid down as gallons, which a distiller may seli in one
their platform when they inaugurated their package, from twenty-five to ten; s0 that, if
PIohibition policy. Sir John Thompson was a man is disposed to drink whisky, le can
an honest man and told the temperance put it in lis cellar and drink it at will. If
People what he would do. The Reform there is anything more calculated to encour-
Party seized the opportunity and framed this age drinking in this country, J am not aware
igeniously worded document. of it. The hon, gentleman should witdraw

Whereas public attention is at present much direet- the bill and let the law stand as it is. If le
ed to the admittedly great evil of intemperance, it i, does not, it will show that le is catering to
desirable that the uind of the people should be clearly the liquor people and promoting intemper-
a8scertained on this question of prohibition by a
bonuinion plebiscite. ne I iht a afwrmksih"minon iebisite.reference to the liquor going into the Klon-

They undertake to tell the people dike. I may tell the hon. gentleman that in
of this country that this is a great evil. this very city of Ottawa at present, a peti-
They tell them in that very paragraph that tion is being signed asking the government
they put in their platform that it is a great to stay their hand and send no liquor in
evil which they will check by every means there. One man las obtained a permit to
in their power. I had the honour of accom- take 1,437 gallons into that district; another
Panying a delegation of clergymen and most to take 600; another, 200; another, 1,000,
respectable men in Canada and a large in aIl, over 11,000 gallons. I venture to
lumhber of ladies, in the short session of 1896, say that every one of these men smuggled in

and my hon. friend from Sarnia was there as mucl more, which would make it 22,000

ascara3f8htdlgtinakn h
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gallons, and when adulterated with water, 'Men will waste their time in drinking and
there would be 44,000 gallons of liquor to be give their provisions and their money for
sold or given away in the Yukon district. that which will not sustain life; the resuit

will be that that class of men will starve to
Hon. Mr. MILLS-You (o not object to death, because where provisions cost so nuch,

the water. charity will not be so very iargely extended
to that class of people. The government talk

Hon. Mîr. PER LEY-Yes, I do. They about the danger of starvation. i can well
will adulterate the water of that river by understand how that starvation will take
putting the whisky into it ani spoiling it. place, when they have sent 40,000 gallons
1 desire to say, further, and I challenge con- of liquor into the Klondike country.
tradiction, that during aill the tinie that Mr.
Dewdney was Governor of the North-west Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Where did the lion.
Territories he never issued one sale permit gentleman gel that statement
during the years from 1883 to 1888. The
only permits given were one or two gallon Hon. Mr. PERLEY I have your own
permnits, to take in liquor required for niedi- figures here. The returns yo gave the
cinal purposes, and he was soundly abused other day were not correct. It is enough
by one class of people because he wvould not to make one bluh with shame to know that
admit more liquor, and by the other side be- the governmeit of this Christian country
cause lie adnitted any at ail. le used the has given perinits for the sale of liquor in
permit system with care and caution. He that country. Did any onp ever hear tell of
refused a p -rmit fur lnîio recoinended by the late government giving a srle permit ?
the Duke of Argyll and one or two other I say it was impossible fir eight vears, to
noblemen, and also refused a recommenda- ny own personal knowledge, for any cine to
tion fron Sir William Nai Horne. t know get a glass of liquor in the whole of the
that he refused the permits because he be- Canadiau North-west Territories, and this
lievec the m n were even then drinking to goverment, which meade such great preten-
too great an extent. The governient are sionts to rigliteousness, lias undertaken to
undertaking to let liquor be takeinte that issue permits which will result it the (le-
country. I amr sorry to hear the lion. gen- bauching of the people in that countrv.
tlemuan say that tiere are likely to be 45,000 The government stand condemned to-day
people in that counitry thits sumnner, m;any of before the people of Canada, before the
then nien of the lowest order, vet they are' woien of Canada--the better lialf of
sending liquor into the Dawson region to humanity-who are praying every night and
debauch, corrupt and debase the people of every morning for the welfare and preserva-
that eounitry when they know that tie tenp- tion of tieir sons and husbands who have
erancesentiienit of Caiada is opposed to their gone to that far country. This governient
doing so. I an astonislied to think that men cane into olice shouting ail the day long,
occupying the position they do, and who were holy ' holy : holy ! and now they are issuing
returned to power on the pledge and on the permits to take liquor into that country to
supposition that thev were goirng to adopt debase and demnoralize the people in the
and enforce prohlibitorv legislation shouid vilest mnanner possible. Whisky has gone

adopt such a poliey. Thev iuave poured in there and is going to be sold, and police-
whisky into that countrv and opened the mien have beeni sent up to preserve order.
flood gates of crime. They are sending What will they do ? They will go froin
policemen to guard and preserve order and place to place and see that ene man does
at the same tinie promoting crime and not shoot the oither. I read a letter from a
debauchery. I, will tak e ten timnes as maniy policeman tie other (lay, written to his father
policemen to preserve order amongst a drunk- here, in which he says " We stand
en, lawless elenent as would b2 required if by; money is stolen in nany places and
you had no liquor. It is like setting your gambling goes on, but it keeps us busy to
house on fire and then sending for a firenan. see that one mnti does not actually kill the
Hon., gentlemen muade a grear ado the other other." Gambling has hitherto been con-
day about starvation at Dawson. If there demned by the laws of Canada, but I see
is anything that will cause starvation in that this governmîent actually ised the word
that far off country it is the liquor traffic. ganbling asapplied to theirown transactions;
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it is one of the words used in their contracts. money would not be wasted in the pur-
I say, hon. gentlemen, that the time bas chase of liquor and maintaining gambling
Comie when the government should be called dens. I hope, hon. gentlemen, that the gov-
Upon to keep the promises they imade to the ernment will not press this bill for a third
People of Canada. We can al] renember reading, but that they will withdraw it.
how they shouted loud and long their pro
l'lises of purity and holiness in administering Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not propose to
the government of the country if they were follow the hon gentleman in all lis dia-
Put in power. I challenge and defy then tribes against the governnent ; they are evi-
to say that they have carried ou-, one single dently based upon political prejudice. Any
Proitise they made to the electors of Canada. one who listened to his observations and
They occupy a false position. The people knows the fact can cone to no other con-
Of iny own town are talking about whisky clusion. The menbers of this governnent,
going to the Klondike, and sone are before the chan-e of governnent, gave no
astonislhed to find that they are supporting pledge that they were going to introduce
a government whose policy is to sanction more stringent liquor laws that were in
sUch a traflic to make a few dollais for the existence ; they promised that a plebiscite
treasury. Only the other day I received a should be taken, and it bas been announced
letter fromn a person in California asking if that that would be dor.e within a very short
I was in favour of granting pernits to sell tiie. When the late government were issu-
liquor in the Yukon territorv. I said, ing permnits into that country, the lion.
no, I will approve of no inan taking gentleman's voice was entirely silent. It was
liquor into the Klondike. But here is all Well eiougl then.
the Minister of the Interior, a temperance
Inan, Who shouts loud and often at tenper- Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They were issued
ance meetings in his own country, authoriz. for only two gallons.

fg the Lieutenant Governor of the North-
"'est Territories to issue permits for whisky Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 will read what the
to be taken into the Klondike, and then we late governient did. On the 26th June,
find the government placing in the estimates 1895, the Alaska Commercial Company got

large anount foi the purpose of preserving a permit foi' 1,000 gallons. On July 3rd
order. Did any mortal man ever Lear of they got another permit for 1,000 gallons.
Such inconsisteney? lI their own interest 0On the 10th July, 1896, the North American
the government should withdraw this bill. Transportation Company got a permit for
The fact that they are making this anend- 1,000 gallons, and on the same day, l0th
'tient in the law shows that they are not July, the Alaska Trading Company got a
desirous of carrying out the wishes of the permit for 3,940 gallons. That was before
people of Canada. It shows, now that they the chanîge of governnent.
11ave the power of inaking laws in their o HPi o
hands, they aie encouragig the use of in-
toxicating liquors and making it easier for wrong.

People to get liquor. I should like to see Hon. SI. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
tlis bill defeated, and the liquor traffic found no fault with them. On the sameday
kept within its preent bounds. I there was a permit granted for- 2,500 gallons
lope when the government get the Of aie and claret.
Petition of the tenperance people all over
C''nada, askinz thein to lold their hands lon. Mr. PERLEY-I do not think that
and send no more whisky to the Yukon, retun is eoreet, because thee ere no peu-
that they will grant their' prayer. But itis ple in the country then.
too late to wholly stop the trahlic ; the gov-
ernîment have opened wide the flood gates' Hn. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman

and poured whisky into that country does not believe that this is correct, but if
alady. If tly were to take more pro- he chooses to consult the publi, accounts he-

s and less liquor to the Yukon, it 1will find the items there. He will find there
would he very nuch better for humîanity's were permits for nearly six thousand gallons
sake. If they would do titis, there would issued a few days before the change of
'lot be so many starving people, and government ; and at that tine it must be
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remembered that the population of that
country was very much less that it is to-day,
not one-fourth. Then the hon. gentleman
has the returns from thar date down to'
1897. He will finid that there has been
about the same quantity issued since the
change of government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Were not those permits issued by the gov-,
ernment of the North-West Territories? I
understand the authority was vested in the
Lieutenant Governor of the North-west
Territories to issue permits for certain pur-
poses. That was never authorized by a
federal law or by instructions from the
department at Ottawa. I was not in the
government at that tinie, but that is my un-
pression as to the law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I understood that it
was through the Departinent of the Interior.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

for very little liquor to be taken into that
country. On August 7th William Cham-
bers got a permil for 1,000 gallons; August
2Oth Sullivan, McLeod and McPhee got per-
mits for 500 gallons, August 30th one
Menzies for 500 gaPons ; February 24th an-
other man got a permit for 8 gallons, and on
March 21st Dr. J. E. Rimer got an order
for 50 gallons. These two latter were
marked "for personal use." Now, in refer-
ence to the inatter that is immediately under
the consideration of the House, the hon.
gentleman attacks this bill as a menace to
the temperance sentiment of the country.
1 deny that absolutely and emphatically.
In the first place, it is no part of the poicy
of the government ; it is purely a
departmental matter. I never heard of
the bill, nor did any of iny colleagues,
until it came into the Senate here. The
hon. gentleman knows very well that the
deputy heads come in direct contact with
the trade and are well aware of the changes

But that is only your impression ? that ought to be made to ineet the conveni-
ence of the public. My hon. friend allowed

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; I vas told so) his imagination to carry him away as to the
by Mr. Sifton, and I have no doub that is evils which would ensue in the direction of
true. In the return I get there wvas oie i
quantity for whicl S]I,250 was paid on the 1 deny that this bil is in that direction. 1
26th June, 1897. The Lieutenant Gover- have just as good a right to draw the con-
nor was asked for the quantity, but no clusion that it is more danerois for a man
answer was received. This would indicate , to take twenty-five gallons than ten gallons.
that they were not ail formally fromn the The liquor goes to the vholesale men from
Lieutenant-Governor, but had reafy origin- 1 the ditilleries and bonde hareouses. I
ated iere. However, J will look at the do not know enougli about the trade to give
correspondence. J an advised there has an absolute opinion ; but that is the impres-
been no departure froin the order that pre- sion 1 had formed. Ut is not a question of
vailed under the government. The Lieuten the retail trade. Of course through the re-
ant Governor of the North-west Territories, tail trade the evils of intemperance by sell-
or his Council, really exercised no prero- ing smaller quantities are increased. The
gative rights in the Yukon district-that 1 hon. gentleman may relieve his mind of any
clear, although it nominally came under idea that it was one of the purposes of the
their control. bill to make it impossible that liquor could

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- be obtained on easier terms. That was not

Not nominally. the intention at ail.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It did not, as a mat-
ter of fact. They were not going to any
expense in connection with that countrv, and
it was at the instance of the Department of
the Interior that permits were granted.
That is what I am advised by the Depart-
ment of the Interior. I suppose J could
look up the correspondence. I asked for
information from the Minister of the Interior.
Now, hon. gentlemen will s-e that since
June, 1897, this government issued permits

lon. Sir MACKEINZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman has not read the permits
that were given in 1897 ; he has confined
himself to 1896.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I commenced at 26th
June, 1895, and the quantity issued by the
late governinent in that period-less than 13
months-was 9,000 gallons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
you had gone a little ftrther and read 1897
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You Would bave found that on 5th May,
Pernits were issued for 4,157 and 2,000
gallons to one company.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-That is the Alaska
CoMmercial Company.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
fiowever, coming back to the bill itself,
which is the principal point, would the hon.
gentleman tell us the cause for the change
fromi twenty-five to ten gallons?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason given by
the department was that the object is to
mneet the requirements of the trade, there
being no objection thereto frorm a revenue
Standpoint.

mittee on Divorce in re ·Heyward Relief
Bill. He said: The evidence before the
committee has proved and fully established
the allegations and facts set forth in the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawca, Tuesday, 5th April, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

11on. Sir M ACKENZIE BO)WELL-I Pr
want to compliment the government on an
their departure from former practices of
governing the country. The hon. Secretary DOMINION BUILDING AND LOAN
of State has just told us that neither him- ASSOCIATION BILL.
self nor his colleague knew anything about REPORTED FROH COMMITTEE.
this bill tilt it came to the House. That is
"ne of the benefits arising from individual lon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee

governent ofdepartments. Here isab'Iinî no onf details. of r adiisa on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
bill involving not(1) "An Act respecting the Dominion
tion, but a principle and a policy, and the Building and Loan Association" without
Mi1mster of !nland Revenue frames a bill amendent.
changing the whole policy of the govern-
ment in reference to the taking of liquor lon. Mr. POWER-There are Vwo pro-
Out of bond and aiso changing a number of fessional gentlemen here from Toronto look-
Other clauses of which the hon. gentleman in" after this bil, md as the Honse is about
and his colleague know nothing at ail. I to adjourn for sonie time, 1 thînk a good
never would have thought of accusing the deal is to be said in favour of suspending the
government of permitting this course. 70th rule and reading this bill the third

'I0* M. SOTTThebihresed it time presently. I therefore move that the11on. Mýr. SCOTT-The bill rested with; 0hrl essedd
the Minister of Inland Revenue, and I
think the head of the department might at Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill bas a title
.east have authority enough, if he thought which bas been objected to by two institu-
it Wise, to meet the demands of the trade tions already in existence, the Dominion
by reducing the quantity in the packages Saving and Investinent Society and the
fron twenty-tive to ten gallons. Canada Permanent Loan Society. Now Vhe

The motion was agreed to, and the bill use of the word permanent" is objected to
'as read the third time and passed. by the one, and the use of the word "Do-

minion " by the other, as being likely Vo lead
SECOND READING. Vo confusion. I understand these companies

have already received communication show-
Bi ll (32) " An Act respecting the Ontario ing that confusion may take place. V

and Rainy River Railway Compary."- seems Vo me that the parties who are seek-
(lion. Mr. Clemow.) ing this legislation ought not Vo be so ob-

H1EYWARD DIVORCE BILL. stinate with regard o the title of the com-
patny that tbey wish Vo adopt. 1 do not

THIRD READING. think it is fair that a new institution shouId
lion. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption undertake Vo adopt a name resembhing that

Of the* eigbth report of the Standing Com- of an existing institution, and my opinion is
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that the matter has not been adequately Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that
represented to the committee. 1 was there is a great deal of force in the objection
written to by the Dominion Savings and made by my hon. colleague.
lnvestment Society of London, calling at-
tention to the fact that the use of the word Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear. I did not
" Dominion" in this bill makes the name so think you would.
like theirs that confusion is likelv to result;
and the use of the <ther word "permanent," lion. Mr. POWER-It shows that I
that is already in the naine of the Canada must be right wlen the lion. gentleman and
Permanent Loan Society, is likely also to I so agree. The name of the institution in
lead to some confusion. Now, I admit that which my hon. friend is interested is the Nova
a prescriptive right to the use of a word Scotia Permanent Building and Loan Society
cannot be acquired, yet it is a well recog- and Savings Fund, and hon. gentlemen will
nized rule in the incorporation of institu- see that there is not miuch danger of its being
tions of this sort, that -when a naine is likely confounded with the Dominion Pernianent
to conflict with that of an existing institu- Loan Company. The resemblance must be
tion, it is due to the public and to the greater before the older conpany lias a right
existing institution that the naîme shouldbe to complain. The lion. Miniister of Justice
different so that confusion may be avoided. seems to think that because the word
This matter has not been, perhaps, ade- " permanent " appears in the name of this
quately considered and fully represented to company, and that it is also in the nanes
the conmittee. of other companies, that is 'a suticient

reason why this company should not be
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-While I agree very allowed to use the word " permanent " in its

much with the views of the hon. Minister of name. It does not seeni to me that " per-
Justice with regard to the propriety of allow- manent " is a word that any company should
ing the name, yet I ani bound to say that the have a right to copyright. It is a word in
matter was very fully discussed before the connon use and indicates a quality which
conmittee. Counsel were heard on both is conmnon to a great inany companies.
sides and the committee, without any dis- There are scores of permanent loan com-
senting voice, passed the bill withaut aniend- panies in the country, and I fail to see that
ment. Therefore, I have nothing else to do there is any reason why this company should
but to report it. But I think there is a still not be permitted to call itself a permanent
more serious question involved-the question loan company as well as the companies
of jurisdiction---that is, whether this parlia- whiclh are now in existence. Then as to the
ment has any right whatever to deal with word "Dominion " we have scores of coin-
an Onîtario charter as it is dealt with there. panies in Canada into the names of which
I suggested tha< the consideration of the the word " Dominion " entere, and I do not
bill should be postponed until the matter think that is a sufficient objection to keep
could be more fully discussed but the coin- the bill fron passing. As the chairnian
mittee passed the bill without amendment,l has said, the question of the naine was fully
and J can only so report it. considered in committee, and the comnittee

were nearly unanîinous in the decision they
lion. Mr. ALMON-I perfectly agree arrived at to report the bill without any

with what lias fallen froim the lion. Minister amendment. Then if I muay be allowal
of Justice. There is a society in Nova Scotia to say a word on the question of juris-
known as the Nova Scotia Permanent Build- diction, to which the hon. chairman of
ing Society, which my hon. friend frorn the committee referred, I may say that this
Colchester (Mi. McKay) will give infornia- 'bill now before us is not a mneasure which
tion about. It has been in existence forty or transfers this company f rom the jurisdiction
fifty years, and a short time ago got permis- of the begishature of Ontario to the juris
sion to do business in other parts of Canada. diction of this parliament. This is a bil to
It is scarcely fair to charter another company ainend, as 1 understand it, an Act which
with a similar name, and therefore I agree was passed last year, and the change of
with the Minister of Justice that the third jurisdiction, whether rightly or wrongly, has
reading should be deferred. Otherwise I already taken place and the object of this
shad oppose the suspension of the rule. bict is simply to give a compaiy a naie
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which is more suitable to its character than of Bill (K): " An Act to incorporate the
the name which it bore before. Tobique Manufacturing Company."

Hlon Mr. GOWAN-I am almost equally Hon. M. MILLS--Has the bill been
ilterested in both these companies. I cer- printed ?
taifly stand somewhat indifferent between Hon. Mr. PERLEY--I an informed it
them. While the word "permanent " might hasbeen printed,but ithas notbeen dis-
lot be objectionable, I think the compound tribu ted, h e it s t have

"lrIlDominion permanent " and "lCanada iýtribu ted, and the movers of it wish to havePord " miio pemaet ad " cn it passed so as not to lose time. I do not
permanent " might be lable to lead to con- think there is any objection to the bill and

Usion. Donion means Canada. it may as well be read now and considered
in committee after-wards.lion. Mr. POWER-The name is differ-

ent. However, I move that this bill be Hon. Mr. MILLS-I should like to
read the third time at the next sitting of; see the bill. I judge from the title that itthe Heouse. is a local bill, and should, therefore, be under

The motion was agreed to. 1 the jurisdiction of some province rather
than under the jurisdiction of this parlia-

UNION BANK OF CANADA BILL. ment.

REPORTED FROM CoMMITTEE. lon. Nr. PERLEY-Then 1 have no

lion. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill Hon. MiILLS-However, as it will
<24) " An Act to amend the charter of the go to coininittee it may be read the second
U1 nion Bank of Canada," with an amend- time.
ment.

The motion %vas a(rreed to and the bill
lon. Mr. McKAY--In the absence of was read the second tinte.

the hor. gentleman who has this bill in
charge, I beg to move that the amendment C IT ES TO A E NDo c conclured in.it sa

MENT BILe.
lon. Mr. AL3ON-I should like to draw

the attention of the House to the fact that
there is a bank in Halifax which has existed
for sone forty odd vears and which is called
the Union Bank of Halifax. It is a very
great pity that any new bank should he
Started with the same name as this. The
11otes of these banks will circulate all through
the Dominion and there should not be two
banks of the same name. The objection is
self-evident.

ion. Mr. DEVER-It will make no
difierence where the notes are circulated.
The government sees that there is proper
security for the issue of notes.

The motion was agreed to.

TOBIQUE MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

lion. Mr. PERLEY, in the absence of
On. Mr, Baird, moved the second reading

THIRI) READING.

The Huse resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (37) "An Act
further to amiend the Act respecting Certi
ticates to Masters and Mates of Ships."

(In the Connittec.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS mu ved the adoption of
the second clause. He said: I read a state-
ment to the House when this bill was under
discussion that the provision of this clause
is for the purpose of extending the law as to
perso.is who may obtain certificates. It

i provides that an applicant suffiuiently quali-
fied by his knowledge and experience may
receive a certificate to take charge of a steam-
boat of not more than ten tons.

Hon. Mr. WOOD- Is it intended to apply
to tug boats?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-To boats of not more
than ten tons. I do not know of any tugs
of that size.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to call the require as much skill as one to Central
attention of the government to a matter in America or the east coast of South America.
connection with this bill. The object of Then, in 1894, a further amendment was
this chapter of the Revised Statutes respect-
ing certificates to masters and mates of
ships is, of course, to provide that where
the voyage a large ship is to take is of a'
serious character and would naturally require
a skilled master to undertake it, the master
shall have a certificate and, in most cases, the
mate shall have a certificate too. If any
hon. gentleman will look at the first section'
of chap. 73 of the Revised Statutes, which
the bill before us proposes to amend, lie will:
see that in paragraph "E" of that the ex-
pression "sea going ships" is said to include
" every ship employed in trading or going
between soine port or place in Canada and
some port or place out of Canada not being
a port or place in Newvoundland or in the
United States of America"; and under
"G" "coasting voyage " includes a voyage
between Canada and Newfoundland or the
United States of America; so that a vessel
might go from any place in Canada to a port
or any place in Newfoundland or to the
United States of America under the original
provisions of the Act chap. 73 Revised
Statutes. Then if a vessel was to go to
England, for instance, or to South Ainerica,
the voyage would be looked upon as being
of a more important character and requiring
greater qualifications on the part of the

master, and he had to have a certificate. In
1889 this parliament passed an amendnent
to this Act and made the following change
in substitution for paragraphl "E," which I
have just read

The expression 'sea-goingshi p mineludesevery ship
enployed in trading or going between sone port or
place mi Canada, and some port or place out of Canada
not being a port or Place in Newfoundland, or in St.
Pierre, or Miquelon, or n the United States of
Anerica, or in Bermuda, or in any part of the West
Indian Islands, or on the east coast of South or Cen-
tual Anerica ; and the expression " coasting voyage,
is extended to neet the clange.

Hon. gentlemen will see that by an Act
passed in 1880, the voyage to St. Pierre and
Miquelon, the voyage to Bermuda or any of
the West India Islands, or any port on the
east coast of Central or South America, were
ail made coasting voyages. I cannot under-
stand why a voyage to the east coast ot
South America should be made a coasting
voyage more than a voyage to Europe. The
truth is that the voyage from our Atlantic
coast to England is a voyage that does not

made. If hon. gentlemen will look at
chapter 42 of the statutes of 1894, they will
find the following :

The expression " sea-going ships includes every
ship employed in trading or going letween tL±e sane
port or rlace in Canada, and the same port or place
out of Canada not being a port or place im Newfound-
land, or St. Pierre, Miqu elon, or in the United States
of Anerica, or in the West Indies or South America,
or iii Central Ainerica or -Mexico.

The expressiun "ecoastg voyage " includes a voyage
hetween Canada and Newfoundland, or St. Pierre or
Miquelon, or a port or place in the United States of
America, or in the West Indies or South America, or
n Central Anerica or Mexico.

And the expression South Anerica neans any port
or place on the miainland or adjacent islands between
the south-eastein extreity of French Guiana and
the Isthnius of Panana in the Pacific Ocean following
the coast line by way of Cape Horn.

So it is a coasting voyage from Montreal
to a port in Mexico on the Pacific coast,
while it is not a coasting voyage from Mont-
real or Quebec across to Ireland. It seems
to ne that, to be logical, we should say that
a coasting vovage shall be a coasting voyage,
or that these certificates shall not be
required at ail, niothing beyond a coaster's
certificate. And if it be necessary that a
ship going to England shall have a certified
master, surely it is just as necessiry to a
ship going round Cape Horn to Lower Cali-
fornia or some port in M]exico or Central
America shall have a certified master. I
felt it was my duty to call the attention of
the government to the very illogical and un-
satisfactory condition in which the law now
stands.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think that must
be owing to the fact that " coasting voyage"
is a very uncertain term. For instance,
supposing an English vessel were to go to
New York and sail from there round Cape
Horn to San Francisco, the United States
authorities miglht say that is a coasting voy-
age and you cannot carry a cargo. In Eng-
land if you sail fron Kinsale to John
O'Groat's House yu can cirry freight, but
the United States government, with the
very great love they have for us, will tell you
that an English vessel could not go from
New York to San Francisco, although it is
a voyage of 6,000 miles, because it is a
" coasting voyage."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say to the
hon. gentleman, I remember very well the
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discussion which took place in the House of more than ten tons, and of course in the
Comumorns when those amendments to this very nature of things those vessels are con-
statute were under consideration. I think fined to inland waters. No one would care
Sir Hibbert Tupper was the Minister of to trust his life in the open sea or in the Bay
Marine and Fisheries at the time, and th se of Fundy in a little steamer of not more than
amendments wer e proposed by him. I dare ten tons burden.
saY the facts are well remembered by the
leader of the opposition. I cannot say what Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think there are small
Induced him to propose the amendnients, boats and tugs on the Straits of Northumber-
but I suppose the men of the maritime ,land, and I know that this very question
Provinces, engaged in sailing, were found to came up a few years ago, and there was a
bave the necessary practical skill to enable good deal of difficulty about it.
them to take charge of vessels sailing to the
coast of South America and the West India lHon. Mr. MILLS-They would be inland
Islands and Central America, although they waters, but it is a narrow question.
Could lot have passed the required examina- H
tnIOs under the law as it then stood and (,b- ion. Mr. WOOD-That is just the ques-

tain the necessary certificate. I cannot tion I was raising, whether the harbours in

say how that may be, but I assume that is places like Halifax would be considered in-

the case. What view my colleague, the land waters.

Minister of Marine and Fisheries, may take H
Of the question raised by the hon. member
for Halifax I cannot say, but that matter is Hon. Mr. WOOD-I was not sure about
not touched by anything that is in this bill. that. I thought possibly the expression
We simply extend to parties without an ex- might only include lakes and rivers.
ainination the privilege of obtaining tempor- n
ary certificates for sailing very suiall steam- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ers, those under ten tons and capable of The provision is a good one and I can give
carrying not more than ten passengers, whose an illustration similar to the one mentioned
voyage must be on inland waters ; and this by the Minister of Justice. When I was a
aIrIendnent is made because it bas been found member of the government it came up before

ecessary to give thein protection against us. There was a small tug on what is
the Penalties that might otherwise be im- known as the Mississippi, a stream that you
Posed on them for not holding certificates. could almost jump across, connecting with

the waters of the Madawaska, which emipties
lion. Mr. McCALLUM--There inust be into the Ottawa. That vessel did nothing

sore examination, I should think, before but carry grain f rom the new settlements
gra lt'g a certificate. on the free grants down to the mill at a

place called Denison's Bridge. They could
11on. Mr. MILLS-The exainination is not afford to employ a certificated engineer,

'lot a literary one, but in oi der to see if such as is necessary under the law, but I
they have the necessary experience. I re- know we found some difficulty at that tine,
raemuber a case on the River Tharnes where a and were unable, on account of the strong
Party was subjected to a very heavy fine, and strenuous opposition to any change, to
although he had as much experience in the amend the law. This amendment will meet
1lavigation of the river as any one who that case exactly where the boat is on an
could pass a high literary examination. It is inland water and no danger can arise.

m Ifeet cases of that sort that this amend-
'ent to the bill is proposed. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

110n~ Mr. WOOD-Couid the hon. leader Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
Of the House say just what the minor inland reported the bil without amendnent.
!3Odies of water of Canada embrace i Would Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third reading
itapply to such places as the Bay of Fundy ? of the bill.

11on. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will i Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to call
ee that the bill applies to vessels of not the minister's attention again to the point I
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have just raised. I know there are some INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS BILL.
small tugs, which go f rom one place to an-
other along the northern coast of New IN CoMMITTEE.
Brunswick. They are careful to go in fine The Huse resolved itself into a Commit-
weather, and and some of them are used for tee of the Whole on Bill (39) " An Act re-
towing small deal rafts, and that sort of specting the Inspection of Steamboats and
thing. I supposed this was intended to apply the examination and licensing of Engineers
to those cases, and it will unless the word- employed on them."
ingI "minor inland waters " shuts thein out.
I think itis desirable they should be included. (In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The words of the bill Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill is a codifica-
are "plyin- within specified limits in the tion of the various Acts respecting the inspec-
minor inland waters of Canada." The certi. tion of steamboats and the examination and
ficate must be for a voyage within a speci-
fied limit, and there will be no diflicuîty.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I approve of the bill,
but 1 simply wanted to be sure that it would
apply in the case I have mentioned.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third tiie and passed.

The Senate adjourned.

licensing of engineers. The last general Act,
as found in the revised statutes of Canada,
was codified in 1886. Since that time, in
every year but one, amendmienits have been
made to the Act until it became rather con-
fusing as to what the law really was g>vern-
ing the inspection of steamboats, and the
various Acts have, therefore, been codified.
There is no change until we reach " " in
the interpretation clause

(1.) The expression "' passenger steaiboat ineansl
any steamboat carrying any person other than the
master and crew, the owner. his fauiilv and the
servants connected with his houselold ; except steaili
yachts used exclusively for pleasure or private use
vithout hire of any kind.

The expression "ltug boat " means a steain-
THE SENATE. boat used exclusivelv for towing purposes.

It will be observed that the interpretation

O/tawra, Wedne.day, Y0th pr, 18. clause lias been enlarged to include tug boats.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three Ithe er of pa p "h ' affect
o'Clock.the bi passed durin this session lowerin

Prayers and routine proceedings. the standard of engineers where they navi
grate with small steaimers carrying passefl

THIRDges on the ack lakes and rivers 
THîRDREAI)NGS.renember calling the attention of the lion.

Bill (41) " An Act respecting the Do- gentleman to one of the streams running
minion Building and Loan Association."- from the Mississippi down to the Mada-

(Hn.Mr Pwe. waska. Thi-, will not interfere with that I(Hton. Mr. Power.) pe
Bill (53) " An Act to incorporate the su

Prudential Life Assurance Company of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.
Canad."-(Hon. Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (24) " An Act to amend the charter of The clause was adopted.
the Union Bank of Canada," as amended.- On clause 20.
(HCon. Mr. MeMiolan.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (J) " An Act to incorporate the Lake
Superior and Rocky Mountains Navigation
Company."-(Hon. Mr. Clenow.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is
change in that.

very slight

20. Whenever the engine of any steamboat ie
stopped for [over tive nuniutesj the engiîneer or thej
master or person in charge of such steanboat shall
open the safety valve, so as to keepu the steam in the
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boiler below the pressure limnited by the inspector's
certificate. and every person who violates any pro-

oni(io1 of this section shall be liable to a penalty Lot
exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than fifty
dollars

The existing Act says "ten pounds below,"
it now reads " below the pressure lirnited by
the inspector's certificate," and the penalty
lc changed fron $100 to S200.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE I}(OWELL-
boes clause 20 give the inspector the
option to define what the pressure shall be
bOes be give the certificate in proportion to
the size and strength and horse power of
the engine ?

Hon. i\lr. SCOTT-That does not bear
on that point.

Ron.Sir M ACK EN ZIE BOWELL-Yes.
You see under the old law it declared onlv
teni pounds and now it leaves it optional
with this inspector to declare what the pres-
Sure shall be. That leaves it exclusiveiy in
the discretion of the inspector, does it not ?

lon. Mr. SCOTT-The inspector gives a
certificate for a certain pressure of steam,
ad then if the engineer stops for five
Inilutes, instead of, as formerly, keeping the
Pressure ten pounds below the high limit lie
81.lplv keeps it below, it leaves it in the
discretion of the enigineer to say how nany
POurds below dhe limit it shall be whien the
boat is stopped, but it must be below the
lirit.

engineer and if considerable damage accrues
from Lis being there, the owner of the boat is
exempt from the consequences of putting an
incomipetent man in charge.

Hon. Mr. DIUMMOND--That is cover-
ed by clause 35 which provides that "no
person shall employ another as engineer, and
no person shall serve as engineer unless the
person employed or serving as engineer holds
a certificate of competency."

lon. Mr. SCOTT-He is a locum tenens,
but he nust have ail the qualifications.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--l should like
my lion. friend to point out the clause which
requires him to have qualifications. He is
simply a watchman.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-le must have the
qualifications under section 35.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then whv do
you not state such person keeping watch or
charge of th engine shail have the qualifica-
tions described in section 35 ? He is not
put there as an engineer.

Hon Mr. SCOTT No one could be put
in charge uniess he had the qualifications of
an engimeer.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The subsec-
tion could be qualified by saying that lie
shall hold a certificate.

Hion. Mr. POWER-The meaning of the
subsection is this : in a steamboat whxich is

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- required to have only one engineer, if the
Uuit Uy this law the limit is defined by the engineer is obliged, for any reason, to leave
tinspector and not provided for by law. the engine room temlporarily, lie can leave

some one in charge : and it would be a great
lion. Mr. SCOTT-It isleft dicretionary. mistake to require that man to hold an

lion.~e(riee' Mr.SC TTJtiseftdiaeetonry
lt must bc below, of course. engineer's certificate.

The clause was adopted. ion. Mr. DRUMMOND-This measure
is not to apply to boats under a certain

On subsection 2 of clause 35. size. It seemis to nie that any one who is
entrusted with the charge of an engine in a

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED--Is it intended boat of the character described in this
that a person emploved to keep watch or put clau-e, should have the qualifications of an
in charge of thE engine rooni in the absence engineer.
Of the engineer shall be an engineer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW.ELL-It
lion. Mr. SCOTT-I presume so. clearly says this, that you can put any per-

son in charge of the engine room of any
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Let us assume steamboat, and then it goes on to say that

for a moment that an incompetent man is while serving and employed as an engineer,
Put in charge; in law, he is considered an while keeping such watch or while in charge
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he shall have all the powers of an engineer
who has a certificate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That clause had bet-
ter stand until to-morrow. I will get some
further explanation about it.

Subsection 2 was allowed to stand.

On clause 48, defining the owners' and
masters' liability for non-observance of the
Act.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-This seems to
be a peremptory clause. Some provision
should exist for notifying the owner of the
vessel.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What is the
law as it stands to-day ? What is the pun-
ishment for infraction of the law ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a new clause
giving greater powers for the enforcement
of the law.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-It provides
that "if the penalty is not paid forthwith "
the steamer shall be liable to be seized and
sold by any. chief officer of customs or any
other person thereto directed.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
must be a conviction first.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The clause oight to
provide that the vessel should be sold only
after due advertisement.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-That is ex-
actly my meaning.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Some notice of the
sale should be given, because otherwise the
customs officer who seized the vessel might
sell it without giving due notice, and it
might be bought in for a trifle.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Any officer who would
do that would be dismissed by the depart-
ment forthwith.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That would not
be any consolation to the owner.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-These powers are
never exercised in that way.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Secretary of State is in error in saying
that these powers are never exercised. The
greatest difficulty in disposing of ve8sels for-

feited for infractions of the customs laws has
been to find a purchaser. The Customs
Department has found it difficult to get one-
twentieth part of the value of a vessel when
sold in the locality where it is owned, and
hence the necessity of either removing the
vessel from the locality where it is owned
to some other part of the Dominion or, by
giving due notice all over the country,
directing the attention of those engaged in
the trade to the sale. My experience has
been the same as that of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax ; there has been great difficulty
in finding purchasers for vessels to be sold
under such circumstances, and they have
often lain there until they rotted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why should
not -ny hon. friend adopt the law of the
particular province in which the seizure is
made ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no; the laws for
enforcing the penalties by the department
must be uniform and independent.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Under this
clause, the owner of a boat might charter
the boat to a man, and that man, having no
fear, disobeys the law, and a conviction is
secured against him, and the property is
sold without any notice to the owner.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is a highly imi-
probable case. The Crown never takes such
active steps against parties. Business of
that kind goes on for months and years, as
we all know, and the party is guilty of an
infraction of the law, but the Crown is al-
ways supposed to exercise its powers with
some degree of discretion and prudence.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On clause 52.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the old sec-
tion, except the word " minister " is substi-
tuted for " Governor in Council." It is tO
avoid the necessity of going to council for
an Order in Council for an investigation. It
is a departmental matter.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under section
52, has the person charged a right to aisO
take part in that investigation, and to call
witnesses in his defence?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think so. The Crowl
makes a full and fair investigation of all the
facts.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It does not
seem to contemplate it in that section.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot make an
investigation and hear only one side.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He seems to be
invested with the power of summoning the
Witnesses, and he may summon whatever
Witnesses he chooses.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a part of the old
law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
With that very important exception. You
Place the whole power in the hands of the
inifnister administering the department, in-
stead of compelling him to report to council
and getting authority for making the investi-
gation.

lon. Mr. MILLS--It is purely a depart-
Inental matter, and should not be in the hands
Of the council.

now, and ceases to 'operate when this Act
co nes into force. That is a repeal.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does it apply
to Canada by reason of Canadian legislation,
or is it one of those Imperial acts which
apply to the whole of the colonies ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is an Imperial act.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then you can-
not use the word " repeal " with regard to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, under the powers
given to us we can repeal it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It surely does
not say the Canadian parliament has the
power to repeal any portion of that Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes. When we
pass laws inconsistent with it, we are sup-
planting it.

The clause was allowed to stand.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I On clause 35.
would not admit that.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The council will be
governed entirely by the minister in a matter
Of that sort.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 57.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause 57 says, " The
Acts mentioned in the firstschedule to this
Act are hereby repealed."

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not say
that those Acts should not apply, instead of
repealing the former Acts? You undertake
to repeal the Merchants Shipping Act.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, the vessels are
linder our control.

. lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I suppose the
Intention is that those Acts should not apply
to Canada, so far as they are inconsistent
with this Act?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, that is it.

Hlon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you have
usied the expression " repeaL" You cannot
repeal that Act.

UEon. Mr. MILLS-You can repeal it, so
far as Canada is concerned. It operates

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think we might
adopt subsection two of clause 35 which
was objected to. The practice, it seems.
prevails to some extent of employing a per-
son in the way suggested by subsection two,
and this is intended to make that regu-
lation in the first part of the section, relating
to the qualification of engineers, apply to
those persons who are temporarily employed
to discharge the duties of an engineer. So
that any person keeping watch or in charge
of the engine room of any steamboat, men-
tioned in this section, while in motion shall
be deemed to be serving and employed as an
engineer while keeping such watch or while
so in charge. The clause declaring that
such person shall be deemed to be an en-
gineer, serving as an engineer, coms within
the earlier portion of the section and he
must have a certificate in order that he may
discharge these duties.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-That is the
view I took of it and I approve of the sec-
tion. I went a little further than the sec-
tion and suggested that in order to, make it
absolutely clear we should insert the words
"and hold a certificate as such."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I feel that I was
mistaken.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I differ with
the bon. Minister of Justice, because section
35 contemplates the employnient of a person
in the capacity of an engineer, and it says
when you einploy a person iii the capacity of
an engineer that lie shall possess certain
qualifications. Su bsection two contempla tes
something entirelv different. It contem-
plates the engineer being absent for the
time being. Then it savs:

Any person keeping w atch or in charge the
engine room of aiy steaiaitt lention d in this see-
tion shall be deemtd to b e ervi ng and iployed as
engineer wvihile keep',inîg sucii watci, or while so in
charge.

Why should lie be deemed to be serving
as engineer if he is a properly certificated
engineer? I do not object to the section it-
self, but 1 do object that such a person
should he deeined to be an engineer, while
under the section he may not he an engineer,
and that the owner shoul enjoy iminmunity
fron daages Iv reason of his placing such
a person in charge of that vessel.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is just what the
section does not do. He being deemed to
be an engineer lias imposed upon hini the
necessity of having au engineer's qualifica-
lions:- -

No person shall employ anotier as engineer, and no
person shall serve as engineer on v 1>assenger steam-
boat, of whatever tonnage, or on any freight steain
hoat of over one hundred and fiftv tons gross. unless
the person eniployed or serving as engineer holds a
certificate.

Subsection two declares thiattheperson dis-
charging certain duties in the engine room
shall be deemed to be an engineer. If he is
deemed to be an engineer, then lie must have
a certificate.

Hon. Mr iOUGH EED-If lie is a pro-
perly qualified engineer, why should he be
"deemed " to be ar. engineer 3

lon. Mr. MILLS-The reason is that
many steamboats take one engineer and put
parties temporarily in charge, in the way
spoken of, and these parties were not engin-
eers and were not to be deemed engineers.
This brings the party so employed within
the definition of an engineer and says lie
must have the qualifications.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
that is the meaning why not make it read

"any person being duly qualitied as an en-
gineer and keeping watch in the engine
room " and so on?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--TIe object is to pre-
vent parties being put in charge unless duly
qualitied.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-No engine
should ever be put in charge of a person
who is not duly qualified.

lon. Mr. MILLS-And that is the in-
tention of the clause.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
with the bill and asked leave to sit agaii
to-inorrow.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (59) "An Act to incorporate the
Victoria and Montreal Fire Insurance Com-
pan-. "-(Hon. Mr. Macinnes.)

Bill (100) "An Act respecting the Hamil-
ton and Lake Erie Power Company."
(Hdn. Mr. Clenow.)

Bill (34) I An Act respecting the Colunr-
bia and Western Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)

Bill (45) " An Act respecting the British
Columbia Southern Railway Company."-
(Hion. Mr. MacInnes.)

Bill (44) " An Act to confirm an agree-
ment between the St. Stephen and Milltown
Railway Company and the Canadian Pacific
Railway Comnpatny."-(Hon. Mr. MaclInes.)

Bill (57) " An Act respecting the Manu-
facturers Guarantee and Accident Insurance
Company, and to change its naine to the
Dominion of Canada Gurantee and Acci-
dent Insurance Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Sanford.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE. paper, but I am stili opposed to the hon.
gentleman's bill. I believe that if the bill

Ottawa, Thursday, 21st April, 1898. becomes law, it will seriously stand in the
way of the possibility of building a railway

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Throe upon Canadian sou, and while promoting
O'Clock. United States trade, if constructed, it wil

prove a serious impediment to the extension
Prayers and routine proceedings. of our trade into a part of Canadian terri-

tory. For that reason, and aiso for the
PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY political considerations which I mentioned

NAVIGATION AND MINING wben the bon. gentleman moved the second
COMPANY'S BILL. reading of this bil, I ar stili opposed to the

MOTION. object wic this measure is intended to
accompishi.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED moved,- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
That the bill intituled: "An Act to incorporate is not my intention to discuss the nerits of

the Pacific and Yukon Railway, Navigation and this bil or to reply to the remarks made b
Mining Company," be restored to the Orders of the t
Pay for a second reading, " together with the motion of Justice, but I desire to
In amendment of the Honourable Mr. Mills that the cail the attention of the House to the rule
said bill be not now read a second time but that it be
read a second time this day six months," and that it pertat
be nade the first order of the day. When I moved that the debate upon this

le said : The motion before the House question be adjourned without fixing aday for
tO-day, as bon. gentlemen are dubtlesscontinuing the debate, supposed that it
aware, is for the restoration upon the order as he iaine use o Comon,
Paper of the second reading of a bill to in- bu at the otin wae carried and the
Corporate the Pacitic and Yukon Railway bus adjre i was fred y the
Xavigyation and Mining Company. ThiscSaiainadMnn Copn.Ti that, no day having been set for the consid-
1natter has been fully discussed in its var- eration of the question, it necessari]y feIl to
lOus phases-and more particularly when I the ground. Sucb was not my intention
rnoved the second reading of the bill a few when I made the motion, nor did I suppose
days previous to the adjournment-that itwdayspreiou totheadjurnenttha itfor a moment that the non-fixing of a day
Would be entirely unnecessary for me to for the resuming of the debate was tanta-
enter upon a discussion of the bill at this mount to removing it from the order paper,
stage. I, however, shoultI like to say that or, in other words, killinvi the bil. It would
the feeling, of the House, when the adjourn- ýthe eehg o theHoue, hen he djorn-be welI if we had some positive rule in refer-
inlenft of this debate was ca rried was in favour ence to a question of this kind, or, if not a
If the bill having a second realing, and I am rule that it sbould be understood by every
satisfied that if, upon that occasion, the
feeling of the House had been tested there of a debate, he must of necessity mention a
WOUld have been an expression in accord- date when it shah be resumed, otherwise, it
ance with the statement IL have just made. would enable any member to kill a bil, as is
It is a most unusual thing that a private dune by moving that a committee rise with-
bill of this character should be discussed as out reporting. I do not know any ruling on
tO its principle on the second reading, par- t s
ticularly when the bill itself is so free from bject wich would justify the inter-

uarly preta~tion which bas been put upon our rùhes.
'flYthing of an obnoxious character is this The explanation made by those who have
bill is. We invariably have sent such bills kept the records in the past has Leen that it
to the Railway Conmittee, where due ex- has been the practice. Whatever may have
Planation can be made by the promoters, been t
and where if it is considered desirable the h rcie tscl edsicl,"I Nviee i itisconidreddesrale heunderstood that no member of the bouse inbill can be thrown out. I presune if tis the future, no iatter wat bis parliamentary
'notion is carried it will place the bill upon experience may be, shail be placed in sucb a
the order paper for to-norrow. position.

lion. Mr. MILLS--I an not going to Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The bon. Minister
oPPose the putting of this motion upon the of Justice bas just given as a reason for
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opposing this bill that the passage of it
would hamper the action of the government.
That is a very serious statement, and one
which this House should take into consider-
ation. The government should state to
parliament what they contemplate doing,
so as to put this House in a position to
appreciate whether they should vote for this
bill or not.

The motion was agreed to.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF CHARLES
RUSSELL, SOLICITOR.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired,-

1. Is Mr. Charles Russell, of London. England,
solicitor, in the employment of the governrment, or
has be been so at any time since the 1st July, 1896 ?

2. What is the nature of such employment, and
what are the services rendered by Mr. Russell?

3. What is the salary or what are the emoluments
attached to such employment?

4. Has the governiment, at any time from the lst
July, 1896, to this date, paid any sum of money to
the said Charles Russell?

5. What amounts were so paid, what were the
dates of such payments, what was the nature of the
services so paid for?

6. Did the governnment make these payments on
its own motion, or were regular claims addressed to it ?

7. Are there any claims remaining payable or any
amounts still due ?

8. If so, for what amount and for what service?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The replies are as
follows:-

1 and 2. Yes ; the firm of Day, Russell
& Co., of which Mr. Charles Russell is a
member, is employed as solicitors for the
government in the United Kingdom.

3. No salary, but ordinary solicitor's fees.
4. Yes, advance of £100 on account of

Queen's Counsel Case.
5. January, 1897; July 23rd, 1897, ad-

vance of £400 upon general account.
January 3rd, 1898, £35 19s. on account

of Canada Sugar Refining Company v. The
Queen.

January 13th, 1898, £238 8s. 2d. Queen's
Counsel Case.

6. Except in the case of advances pay-
ments have been made upon accounts ren-
dered.

7. Yes.
8. There are outstanding accounts ren

dered to the government for £1,713 6s. 8d.
on account of the Fisheries Case and the
Tariffs question.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do those fees
include counsel fees ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Tliose are the solici-
tor's fees.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Not including
counsel fees ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say as to
that.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS AND
LICENSING OF ENGINEERS'

BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (39) " An Act
respecting the Inspection of Steamboats and
the examination and licensing of Engineers
employed on them."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 48.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When this bill was
before the committee yesterday clauses 48
and 56 were reserved. In the opinion of
many hon. gentlemen it was thought that
the powers conferred by clause 48 were too
large and too wide to be given to an officer
of the customs, or any other person desig-
nated by the minister, to sell any vessel
seized for violation of the provisions of the
Act. I have, in accordance with the criti-
cisms pronounced by many hon. gentlemen,
endeavoured to meet the objections which
were urged by the introduction of words at
the 39th line of the 48th section. The
clause reads: " Such steamboat shall, if
the penalty is not paid forthwith, be liable
to be seized and sold." I have added the
words : " Af ter such reasonable notice as
the minister may, in each case, prescribe,"
leaving it with 'the minister to say what
notice shall be given. It would be very
difficult to define a time, because I am ad-
vised the expense from day to day would be
so serious that practically the value of the
vessel might be eaten up, and the only safe
course would be to leave it in the discretion
of the minister to name such reasonable
time as he thought was sufficient, in the in-
terest of the parties, to enable then to come
forward and pay the fine.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-How would the
notice be given? In the Gazette or in some
of the local papers ?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would be given
in a way that would reach the public.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think that is a
necessary provision. Without it a steam-
boat might be sold without the parties know-
ing it at all. Often parties lease a steamer,
or it is mortgaged, and without this provision
the mortgagee would lose whatever claim he
might have against that boat. It could be
sold without his knowledge or consent.
Therefore, it is necessary that some provision
should be made, as suggested by the hon.
Secretary of State, and I think some time
should be fixed. Parties might be out of
the country, or some considerable distance
from the seizure. Many vessels are charter, d
in that way, and mortgaged to parties, and
the boats might be sold without the mort-
gagees knowing anything about it.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I quite agree with
the hon. gentleman from Rideau, that a
certain time should be given, say a fortnight
or thirty days, and it should be advertised
in the local papers, or the official Gazette. I
4elieve the local papers in the districts where
that boat has been navigating would be the
proper places to advertise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Where she has been seized.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No injury *ill arise
under the proposed amendment. Of course
it would be the object of the minister of the
department to see that all parties interested
have fair notice. There could be no disposi-
tion on the part of the department to force
a sale, or to sacrifice property of that kind,
and the vessel in the meantime would be
tied up, and considerable expense would be
going on from day to day. Of course the
crew would be retained.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not necessarily.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--You must, in that
case, leave a pretty wide discretion with
the ninister. You may add, if you like,
" reasonable notice to be published in the
local papers."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
if you insert such words as "reasonable notice
to the parties interested," it would meet the
Views already expressed. As was pointed

39j

out by the hon. gentleman f rom Rideau, a
conviction may be secured, for instance,
against the charterer of a steamboat, who
may have no property in the boat, and it
can be sold without the knowledge of the
owner or lessee. Consequently there is no
one so deeply interested in the boat as the
owner, and yet there is no provision by
which the owner may become seized with
knowledge. I would suggest that the hon.
minister make that clause read : "reason-
able notice to all parties interested."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That might create a
serious difficulty. What 1 have added is
"after reasonable notice in a local news-
paper."

Hon. Mr. POWER-The difficulty is
that the owner of the ship may be in another
portion of the Dominion and may not see
the local newspaper.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or
he may be in Europe.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I concur in what
the hon. Secretary of State says with respect
to the minister, that is while the present
government is in power, but we may have
in the future some minister in whom we
have not the sane confidence. There is
this further difficulty with respect to the
minister fixing the time in each case; it will
take some time for the minister to fix the
date, and how is the notice that he has fixed
a certain time to reach the parties interested i
I think, with the hon. member from Rideau,
that the better way would be to fix some
short time in the bill, stating the very least
notice that is to be given. The hon. Secre-
tary of State seems to think that there is
very strong objection to any appreciable
delay. I turn to section 234 of the Customs
Act and find that when vessels, vehicles,
goods and other things have been seized and
forfeited under the Act, they may be sold
within one month from the seizure. In the
Customs Act they did not - consider one
month too long. I do not propose to move
an amendment, but I would suggest that
the following words be inserted in the 39th
line, " after not less than one week's public
notice."

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND- have not
made a very thorough study of the clause,
but it seems to me that the people we want
to protect are those who have vested rights.
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Would it not be possible to give a notice to
the parties interested, whose names appear
as mortgagees or owners wherever the boat
is registered ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I concur in the view
expressed by the last speaker. Any one
who is interested in a steamer or vessel
would appear as such on the register, and
the best way to meet the objection which
has been raised would be to provide that
notice be served on all who appear on the
register of the vessels as interested.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I mean a
notice of the sale in order that the parties
interested may be there to look after their
own interests.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot define it.
there are so many difficulties in the way. It
is not likely that the power would be exer-
cised except in a very extreme case, and it
would be the desire of the department that
every one interested should have notice. You
nay tie it up with such strict rules and
regulations that no sale would be legal.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I showed this bill
to some of my f riends, who are quite familiar
with these matters, and they tell me that it
is a difficult measure to understand. I
would suggest, therefore, that it be allowed

On clause 57.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This clause was allow-
ed to stand yesterday. Since then I have
looked up the Merchants' Shipping Act and
I find that we possess the power to repeal so
much of the provisions of that Act as relates
to ships registered in Canada.

The clause was adopted.

Hon Mr. FORGET-One of the provi-
sions of this bill on which I should like to
have an explanation is sub-clause three of
clause three which reads as follows:

The Governor in Council iay direct that this Act
or certain provisions thereof shall apply to, or shall
not apply to, any steainboat or class of steamboats
registered elsewhere than in Canada.

As hon. gentlemen know, there is a coin-
pany called the Richelieu and Ontario Navi-
gation Company, which has been in existence
over fifty years, and which controls practi-
cally the trade between Toronto and
Chicoutimi. A year ago a company in King-
ston, having some boats, established an
opposition line from Kingston to LMontreal,
and all their boats are registered in the
United States. 1 should like to know if
the Governor in Council could exercise the
option to exempt that company from the
operation of this Act, while they have not
the option of doing anything for us.

to stand for four or five dLys in order that Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tt is quite impossible
some of the clauses may be made more in- for me to forpshadow what the Governor in
telligible. Council would do. All I can say is that

that lias been the law for a great number of
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- years. This bill is not new in any sense.

Many of the vessels whose captains violate The last codification took place in 1886, and
the law are owr.ed in Europe. since that time every year, except the year

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They would be regis- 1895, changes have been made in the Act

tered here. until it became very confused. This is
simply a codification, re-enacting as nearly

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I as possible the sections as tlhey stood. The
know that, but should not notice be given to Governor in Council in the last four years
the own-rs where they live. Otherwise the has taken no action in the case which the
vessel might be sold without their knowing lion. gentleman has mentioned, and it is
that there was an infraction of the law. quite unlikely that any action vill be

taken now. They will follow some well de-
Hon. Mr. DANURAND-Would it not fined rule in the department. I do hot

be well to provide that reasonable notice be know why such wide powers were given to
given to owners and mortgagees the Governor in Council, but we did not

wish to change them in codifying the law.

Hon. r SCTTNo I task w had Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Itbotter leave it as it is.
strikes me that this clause is intended to

The amendnent was agi eed to and the exempt foreign vessels coming into port and
clause as amended was adopted. sailing through our waters. Would it not
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apply to foreign vessels coming from a
foreign port to a Canadian port and then
having to pass through foreign water to
another port ? It strikes me that that may
be the intention of the clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and an Order in
Council has been passed in that particular
case applying the Act.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 35.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Has
inlyhon.friend, the Minister of Justice,further
considered the effect of clause 35, that is,
the subsection which we discussed yester-
day, when my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice declared that the person keeping
watch, or in charge of the engine room of
any steamboat mentioned in this section,
while in motion, shall be deemed to be serv-
ing and employed as an engineer while keep-
Ing such watch or while so in charge. The
rninister's contention was that the person so
employed must have a certificate of compe-
tency under the 35th clause. Does the hon.
1inister of Justice still adhere to that

view ?

Hon, Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I have been reading
the French version of the bill and it is as
plain as can be. It means that if, after the
Vessel has left the wharf, the engineer for
some reason or other deserts the engine-room,
then the man who takes charge of the engine
roomu, even if he is not qualified as an engi-
leer, is to be considered under this Act as

an engineer?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, nothing of the
kind.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I will leave it to
rlny French colleagues if that is not correct.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend is
confusing tw-o things wbich are quite dis-
tinct. I will read the whole clause over and
I think hon. gentlemen will see that the
Construction I put upon it is the right one :

35. No person shall employ another as engineer,
and no person shall serve as engineer on any passen-
ger steamuboat, of whatever tonnage, or on any freight
steamboat of over one hundred and fifty tons gross,
unless the person employed or serving as engineer
holds a certificate of competency granted under this
Act or inder the Acts of the United Kingdom for the
grade in which he is to be employed, or for a higher
grade : and every person who offends against this
section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one

hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars: Pro-
vided, however, that if a steamboat leaves a port
with a complement of engineers, and on her voyage
is deprived of their services, or the services of any of
thein, without the consent, fault or collusion of the
master, owner or any one interested in the steamboat,
the deficiency may be temporarily supplied until en-
gineers holding such certificates can be obtained.

That is a provision for a necessity that
may arise and which was necessary and
reasonable to provide for. Then comes sub-
section 2, which was the subject of contro-
versy yesterday:

2.. Any person keeping watch or in charge of the
engine-room of any steamboat mentioned in this sec-
tion, while in motion, shall be deemed to be serving
and employed as engineer while keeping such watch,
or while so in charge.

That section refers mainly to the primary
part, not to the proviso of the subsection
which precedes. hie proviso deals with cases
that arise after the vessel has left its port of
starting and loses the engineers that were in
charge, without the consent, fault or collusion
of the master. Subsection 2 is intended to
prevent any violation of section 1, and it
says that a person keeping watch, or in charge
of an engine-room of a steamboat mentioned
in this section while in motion, shall be
deemed to be an engineer. If he is deemed
to be an engineer, he must have the certifi-
cate of an engineer, or he is liable to the fine
provided for if he is not, or undertakes to
act as such without having such certificate,
but there is no doubt that, under the proviso,
a person in the engine-roomo upon a boat,
where the engineers had left ber, might so
act without a certificate under the proviso,
just as anybody else might so act under that
pro\ iso as a matter of necessity, because
there would be no engineer at all on board,
and the proviso covers that case. The object
of this section is to prevent the employment
of such a party in the engine-room who is
not an engineer with a certificate.

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-If the hon. min-
ister would eliminate that subsection the
clause would be very effective. I have
studied the matter and asked the opinion of
others. There is nothing in that clause that
accomplishes anythinL. It simply leaves in
doubt the tiue position of the man who is
in charge of that engine. Your first clause
clearly defines that that man must be an
engineer with the proper qualifications.
Your second clause intimates the possibility
of his being something or somebody. If that
clause were omitted there could be no ques-
tion in regard to the working of the law.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-The very object of put- into the cabin, and remain there, or suppos-
ting this clause in was to remove the doubt, ing he dies on the route, and there is no
for it was said a person who was tempor- certificated engineer on the boat, who is to
arily in charge of the steamboat should not take bis place? This clause was intended
be considered an engineer so as to take him to meet cases of absolute necessity, and by
out of the provision of subsection one. it this clause, if they are serving while the
was to remedy that that this provision was boat is in motion, you make them engineers,
inserted. It is said he is to be an engineer because you declare they shah he deemed to
and then he must have the engineer's certi- be engineers without certificate. If he bas
ficate. a certificate of competency, as provided in

Hon. Mr. MASSON-But if he is an clause 35, then there is no necessity for de-
Hon.claring, he is an engineer. My bon. friend

engineer why should he be " deemed " to be
an engineer? says they are in the habit of putting men in

an charge of the engine-room who have not
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That certificates, and consequently they are not

is the point. hable to the penalties. To my mmd that
Sclause is expressly to meet such cases of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The reason is clear. erergency, mhere the engineer for any cause
It was said before this section was f ramed bas to leave the engine-rooîn.
that he need not be an engineer, and, by
deeming him to be an engineer, you bring Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is provided for in
him within the qualifications and under the the proviso.
disabilities of engineers. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Hon. Mr. MASSON-He must be an Yes, that any person put in charge of the
engineer if he is in the engine-room when engine-room while the vessel is in motion, in
the boat is in motion. cases of emergency to which I have alluded,

shail be deeined to be an engineer without
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The object of the sub- a certificate of competency.

section is this : It has been found very often
that an engineer wants to leave the engine- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I do not
roonti for a few moments, and puts a man in think that second clause is anything more
charge who does not hold a certificate. than a definition of wbat constitutes an
There is no way of reaching that man. You engineer, and what is the work by which we
may reach the engineer by dismissing him, recognize him.
but you cannot punish the man who takes scribes what vork the man niust do to con-
the place of the engineer, because he says stitute bim an engineer, in order that the
"I hold no certificate as an engineer." Any'law May reach hin-that if he infringe ho
man who is put in charge temporarily will may be condemned. 1 looked to see if there
be regarded as an engineer, and subject to wasany definition in the Act, and 1 fail to
the penalty provided in that clause. see it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That implies that you must have tvo en-c You will find it in clause 35, Ine 41-' An
gineers on board ever boat. engineer is a persý,n wdo tb olds a certiicate

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That may be. f competency.'

Hon. Mr. DANLDURAND-But that
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE LL--TheHon.Sir ACKEZJE OWEL -Th second clause describes the acts by which a

interpretation clause A defines what a steam- man wilt be recognized as doing the work of
boat is, and that includes "any boat that is
propelled by steam." We know that there a i
are a large number of small vessels, plenty of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
small vessels, running on the different bays in Certainly.
the Dominion that have but one engineer. It
is clear that this amendment does not mean Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-And I think
what the hon. gentleman has indicated. that that lause is simply there in order that,
Supposing an engineer on board one of the those who do that work shah be constituted.
smaml boats takes sick and is obliged to go engineers, and if they do not comply with the
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conditions of the Act, then they are infring-
ing.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No doubt that is the
case.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I ask,
if so many divergent views can be expressed
upon this particular clause, why we should
not adopt some language by which there
could be an agreement as to the meaning of
the clause ? It seems to me, if my hon.
friend attempted to pass through this House
any puzzling language, he has successfuily
evolved that puzzle in the language of sub-
section two. If it has the meaning my hon.
friend says it lias, why not use the words
"any engineer."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That would not meet
the cause at all. With regard to the case
of smaller vessels, we carried the provision
through this House a few days ago. With
regard to the kind of vessels described here
you define the class of persons that will be
put in charge. They are engineers, and
they are to have certificates as such. Then
You make a provision that in case of accident
and so on, if an engineer should be disabled,
or if an engineer should desert a vesse], that
the persons who are, from necessity, in charge
of the vessel may bring her into port and
May act as engineers without incurring the
Penalties of the Act. Take the next step,
which is mentioned in subsection two, " any
person keeping watch, etc." Now persons
were put in charge of vessels temporarily
without having an engineer's certificate, and
it was held that they need not have an en-
gineer's certificate in order that they might
discharge the duties here mentioned-not
cases of accident or necessity such as are
dealt with in the proviso, but ordinarily
the proprietors of a vesse] employ but one
engineer, and you require, under the pro-
visions of this Act, that such a %essel as is
here spoken of shall have more than one
engineer, and you require it for the
reason that this subsection two removes a
doubt of which persons took advantage,
Which served as a pretext for putting a
Person in charge who did not hold an en-
gineer's certificate to do the engineer's work
and I do not see that the language can be
made plainer. What is the effect of it?
That if he is so deemed by law and he has
not an engineer's certificate, he incurs the

penalties prescribed by the Act in this same
section.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is it contem-
plated there should be more than one en-
gineer on every boat 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is clear from the
provisions of the Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is, if you put
anybody else in charge to discharge the
duties of an engineer, he must be an engin-
eer and be liable to the penalties.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The two con-
ditions must follow the position taken by
my hon. f riend ; in the first place there must
be two engineers on board that boat and
both certificated engineers.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not necessarily.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then the view
which we take of it must be correct, because
if there is only one engineer, and he has
absented himself, certainly the person called
upon to take charge of the engine-room, is
no engineer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, and he has no
right to act as such.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You say such
person taking charge must be a certificated
engineer?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, certainly.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Then every
boat must carry two certificated engineers.
If that be the case, if these men have the
qualifications of being certificated engineers,
why should subsection two be inserted at
all?

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-The clause would
be proper if the hon. minister would allow
one word to be inserted, and make the
clause read thus :

Any person keeping watch, or in charge of the
engine-roon of any steanboat mentioned in this sec-
tion, while in motion, shall carry a certificate when
servimg and employed as engineer.

If you use the terni " certificated man"
there would be no question as to what his
position is.

Hon. Mr. ROSS-I should like to put a
question to this House. If it takes more
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than half a dozen lawyers to throw confusion If a boat is deprived of the services of her
into that clause, how many more would it engineers, the deficiency may be temporarily
take to make it clear? supplied until engineers holding certificates

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have all been can be obtained. That meets the case.

seeking to put definitions on it other than Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Must the per-
the definition that the person who drafted son keeping watch or in charge of the engine-
it designed. 1 t was drafted to meet the case room under subsection two have a certi-
which I mentioned. The engineers in ficate ?
charge were apt to leave the engine-room
and place a man in charge who held no Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; he is iable toa
certificate, and when you atteinpted to penalty if he has not.
punish the man for taking charg.e of the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--Has he to pass
engine he said: "you have no way of fining an examination ?
me ; I an not a certificated engineer and am
not liable to the penalty." Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Didt the hon. Hon. Mr. POWER -Yesterday 1 took
gentleman say it was drafted by an the sanie vie' as the hon. leader of the op-
engineer? position did, but after the expianation later

Hon.Mr. COTT Nobut he gn-I on b)5 the lion. Mini'4ter of Justice, 1 couldHon. Mr. SCOTT-No, but the gen- ht hep fen
tleman who drafted it had in view cases The oTeojeto the section is this :the manreported to the department where engineers ho kept watch over the engine-roon, or
were in the habit of leaving the engine- w
roon for a few moments and putting a man an
in charge who was not an engineer, andPD ~neer okan eddntne bwhen an attempt was made to fine him the

answr ws: i an no anengnee; u qualitied as an engineer. The object of theanswer was :"Iam not an engineer ; yofine~~~ me"I vst îe htpr sub-clause is to provide t-bat that work ofcannot fine me." It was to meet that par-engîe-
ticular case that this clause was drafted, n
and to my mind you cannot make it any
clearer than it is. ?cleaer tan i IS.gineer, and that, therefore, it cannot be

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BoWELL--Is performed by any nan who (oes not hold a
there not a penalty imposed upon the certificate.
owners of vessels who send their vessels to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And lie is hable to a
sea without an engineer p

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes; but this was to
punish a man taking charge of a vessel with- Hon. Mr. IcCALLU1-It does not
out a certilficate. read that wvay to iie, because it says hiere:

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If an s Provided where a steaboat leaves a port with 
enne complicnent of engineers and on her voyage is

sick at sea he appoints another man to take deprived of their services or the services of any of
his place ? thein, without the consent, fault or coliusion of the

paster, dbter or anti one interested in the steanaboat
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. the deficiency nay be temporarily supplied until

engieers holdingsuch certiticates can be obtained.

Hon. MNIr. MASSON-That man is l Table My hon. friend tel s me that any person
to ail the penalties of an engineer. He is keeping watch, or in charge of an engine
placed there, and is incompetent, and it is roon, as rentioed in this section, n-mi!e
not is fault, yet he is fable. ie vessel is iii motion, sha i be deemed to

be serving and empoyed as an engineer
-hile keeping atch, or in charge. My

take. The proviso is to meet the case sub- hon. friend told me that lie had to 1-e a cer-

room duin the absence ofe thet regular

m , tificated engineer and pass an examination.
and the engineer takes sick, and the captain
puts a man in charge. There is no penaltyp Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Or be in the
for that, and we provide for it in this section. j exception of tTA proviso.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the proviso covers the case of an
emergency. The previous portion of the
Act defines who is to have charge. He
Imust be a certificated engineer. He is liable
to fine under this Act if he is not, but a
provision is made to ineet exigencies men-
tioned there in the proviso. But subsection
two, which we have been discussing, forms
no part of that proviso.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You said just
now that he was to be a certificated engin-
eer. I do not see how he can be if he is
nerely a handy man.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Why not have the
proviso after section two ? Perhaps it would
be more explicit.

Hon. Mr. CLEMIOW-I want to know
whether the watchman is to be a certificated
engineer I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then if so he is to
be amenable to all the duties specified.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The object of the
clause is to prevent the employnent of one
who is not an engineer.

n

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then the boat
mllust keep an engineer and one who can act
as one?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. MIr. CLEMOW-Then who is to
take the place of the engineer?

Hon. Mr. MASSON-In a small affair
like this, when gentlemen of the legal pro-
fession say that the clause is subject to
'different interpretations, have we not reason
to ask the Minister of Justice to frame a
clause that will be understood ? If they
cannot understand the clause how are the
rest of us to understand it I

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Under this
clause the enzineer can put the fireman in
charge.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-If subection 2
was eliminated altogether f rom the bill, then
it would be perfectly plain and clear. I am
'luite satisfied that that subsection clouds
the whole matter.

Hion. Mr. SCOTT-Take the case of an
enlgineer who places an uncertificated person

in charge, while he goes away for a short
time. You have no control over the uncer-
tificated person bccause he is not an engi-
neer. The object of this subsection is to put
him in a position to be punished, because he
has no right to undertake that work unless
he is certiticated.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE - The objection
raised by the Secretary of State is because
we cannot punish the man who takes charge
of the boat under such circuistances. Look
at the thirty-fifth section. It provides that
no person shall employ another as engineer,
and no person shall serve as engineer on any
passenger steamboat unless the person em-
ployed or serving as engineer holds a certifi-
cate of competency. Then there is a penalty
of $100 provided for violation of that pro-
vision. There is a remedy here if the person
takes charge of the boat without having a
certificate.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The object which the
minister has in view is a good one, but I
should like to understand, for I confess I do
not understand yet, if it is the intention of
the government by this subsection 2, in the
case of a small freight boat for instance,
which only carries one engineer, to make it
imperative upon that engineer to be in the
engine-room, absolutely in charge of the
engine during any particular voyage; for
instance, whether he could go out for ten or
fifteen minutes to get his dinner ? As I
understand from the Minister of Justice, if
the engineer is taken sick, or unable to dis-
charge his duties, or is knocked overboard, or
anything of that kind happens, a person may
be temporarily placed in charge until a cer.
tificated engineer can be obtained; but the
point which I am r ot clear about is, whether
the government wish, by this section, to pro-
vide that in case the engineer is not taken
sick, or is not knocked overboard, lie is
obliged to be absolutely in charge of the
engine, every hour and minute of the day,
froin the commencement of the voyage to
the end of it ? These boats often make short
voyages, lasting ten, twelve or eighteen
hours, and only take one engineer. That
engineer has to go out half an hour for his
dinner and half an hour for his supper. Can
he not leave another man, who does not bold
a certificate, in charge ? I suppose that is
permitted?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-Then if it is the inten-
tion of the government to make it imperative
that that engineer shall reimain in the engine-
room during the whole of the voyage, the
clause is clear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It only applies to
vessels over 150 tons register.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I understand that.
Take a boat of 250 tons register; she would
not take two engineers for a short voyage
and it is a physical impossibility for the
engineer in charge to be in the engine-room
every minute of the voyage.

Mr. Mr. MILLS-The object of the clause
is perfectly clear. Section 35 down to sub-
section one has been law all along. The
proviso has been a part of the law all along.
It deals with cases of necessity which may
arise and the person who is servingis excused
under those circumstances. Where a boat is
deprived of the services of a conipetent en-
gineer then the services of another man is
allowed. That has been the law all along.
But it has been the practice, on sone steam-
ers, to put an in competent person in charge of
the engine. He might, if it is a passenger
boat, put in jeopardy the lives of those on
board, and accidents have happened through
the incompetency of parties in charge of the
engine-room, and it has been argued that
they need not be engineers in such cases,
being put only temporarily in charge. Sub-
section 2 is intended to meet such cases. An
incompetent man has no right to be in charge
of the engine where no necessity has arisen.
Now, if he is deemed to be serving as an
engineer and employed as an engineer, he
must have an engineer's certificate, and he
cannot excuse himiself by saying " I was
only temporarily in charge."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But if this second
man has all the qualifications, he is just as
well able to qualify as the engineer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This section does not
apply to such a one. It is not necessary to
have two, but you cannot put a person in
charge who is not competent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
*This proviso inakes provision for employing
a person without an engineer's certificate,
under certain circumstances. Subsection
two declares that he shall be considered an
engineer. The language used in the proviso

implies very clearly that, under those cir-
cumstances, you can employ a man who has
not a certificate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
That is conceded I

BOWELL-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Under certain circumstances you can ap-
point a man who has not a certificate to
act, and those circumistances are when the
vessel has been deprived, through the causes
mentioned in the 35th clause, of the services
of an engineer. Then the sccond paragraph
declares that the person so acting-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no; it does not
apply to the same case at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say that under certain circumstances you
can appoint a man who has not a certificate
to act. And then the second paragraph
declares that the person so serving shall be
deemed to be an engineer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Mv hon. friend will
see that it is perfectly consistent. Suppos-
ing a man is in charge of the engine-room
temporarily, and there is an engineer on
board who has put him in charge, if there is
an engineer on board who ought to have
been put termporarily in charge, but is ill
and disabled froin discharging his luties,
then the party put in charge of the engine
would be protected by the proviso. That is
clear enough ?

Hon.SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--But supposing that
the vessel started out with the necessary
complement of engineers, and the party put
in charge of the engine-room as watch has
no certificate, and the emergency lias not
arisen for which the proviso makes the ne-
cessary provision, he is liable to be fined,
and he ought to be fined.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -So
are the owners liable to fine.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Clause 26 provides:
Everv steamboat registered in Canada, or to which

this Act applies, shall carry at least one life buoy
with a proper heaving line attached, in some con en-
ient place where it can be easily got at for use in case
of accident.
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Why not have the boats which carry the
same Canadian passengers on the St. Law-
rence River have the same life saving
appliances ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We can only
legislate for this country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That law has stood
for the last twelve years. It is section 33
of the old Act.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I was not here when
that Act was passed, and if to-day we see a
Inistake in the law, we should amend it and
put it right.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We cannot make pro-
vision for foreign vessels that temporarily
corne in here. We cannot regulate their
discipline.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-They are not foreign
Vessels. They are vessels doing a Canadian
trade, but registered in the United States.
Why are they registered there 1 Becaùse
these boats were bought in the United
States to do the Canadian trade, and to save
the tax they keep them registered there, and
they are used and make their money in
Canada. By this clause you require us to
coinply with a certain rule and you do not
require them to follow the same rule.

Hon. Mr. McCA LLUM-There is nothing
more necessary on board a steamer than a
life preserver, but we have no control over
foreign vessels. If they are registered in
this country, the Act applies, and not other.
Iise. Certainly they are not allowed to do
a coasting trade in this country unless they
are registered in Canada. I should like to
See it applied to every vessel, if possible.

Hon. M r. FOIRGET-I am glad the hon.
gentleman has brought up this matter of
the coasting trade. [he coasting laws have
fnot been observed in Canada. Take a
Canadian vessel which starts from Kingston
and goes over to Clayton and from Clayton
to the Thousand Islands. That vessel has
nio right to take a passenger from the Thou-
Sand Islands. Take now a United States
vessel which starts from Kingston and after·
touching at Clayton it has a right to bring
that Kingston passenger to Montreal, be-
cause it has touched at a United States port.
The Americans will not allow us to do the
samne thing, but I say if the hon. the Secretary

of State will promise me that these boats,
which are registered.in the United States,
will not be allowed to do a coasting trade in
Canada, I shall be satisfied. They are taking
our Canadian passengers from one Canadian
port to another Canadian port, and they
have not been stopped.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They should not
be allowed to do that.

Hon. Mr. MACDONAL) (P.E.I.)--The
statement of the hon. gentleman is something
new to me. i am well aware that a British
vessel going to the United States could not
carry passengers or freight in the way the
hon. gentleman has described, and I think
we should treat our neighbours in the sane
way that they treat us. Our people are
dealt very harshly with when they go to the
United States, and I do not see why we
should accord to foreigners rights which they
do not accord to us. It is something new to
me to find that foreign vessels are granted
this right in the Dominion of Canada. I
was not aware of it before. With regard to
clause 26, which requires each vessel to carry
a life buoy, I think it is a very good pro-
vision indeed. In our own province, and I
think in other places also, vessels carrying
passengers are bound to carry a life buoy for
every passenger they carry or are entitled to
carry, and they should be required, in ail
cases, to carry one life buoy for each passen-
ger.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-My under-
standing of the law is that you are obliged
to carry a life buoy.- In place of carrying
one, the vessel should be required to carry
two or three put up in different parts of
the vessel.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Why should we
allow a United States vessel to carry a
Canadian passenger from Kingston to Mont-
real without having a life buoy?

TheCEAIRMAN-This discussion is out
of order.

Hon. NI r. MASSON-I rise to a question
of order. The hon. gentleman had the un-
animous consent of the House to take up
this clause, and he can do so and speak as
often as Le pleases upon it.

The CHAIRMAN-True, but lie dropped
that clause and went to another altogether,
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which he had not asked the consent of the
House to discuss.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I was not present
yesterday, but I found on reading the bill
this morning that there were a good many
clauses which I should like to refer to. I
wanted the indulgence of the H.ouse to go
back to two or three clauses, and this is
one of them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The discussion has
broadened beyond the limits of the bill.
The hon. gentleman is proposing that we
shall introduce a matter of policy in this
bill, the question of the coasting laws, which
has no possible connection with the bill
under discussion. While we are willing to
give as wide latitude as possible in consider-
ing the bill, there must be sone limit to it.
The lion. gentleman was criticisitig the con-
duct of the government with respect to a
question of policy which has not been
changed-which has been continued on the
saine lines for the last fifteen or twenty
years. It is not germane to the bill.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I suppose the lion.
gentleman is aware of the fact that if a
Canadian vessel goes to the United States
side it is obliged to confori to their laws
and regulations.

Hon. r SCOTT-It is a question of
policy which we cannot discuss on this bill.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-It is very hard on
steamboat owners in Canada to impose
regulations on them which are not imposed
upon foreign vessels.

as they give us. As for this question which
my hoa. friend brought up about life saving
appliances, I should like to see the bill
amended to compel every vessel to have
three or four life preservers, because you
might be at one end of the boat and the life
preserver at the other, and before you could
reach it the chance to save a life might be
lost, whereas ià you had life preservers at
each end you might save life.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, froi the Commit-
tee, reported the bill with an amendment,
which was concurred in

Hon Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill Le
read the third time to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
made inquiry just now of one of the officials
in connection with the Marine Department,
and he assures me that the case mentioned
by the hon. gentleman from Sorel is pro-
vided for by an Order in Council, that under
the power given the Governor in Council
they can pass an order applying this law, so
far as the protection of passengers is con-
cerned, to United States boats. That has
already been done. So that in that case my
hron. friend's objection is met.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I mentioned that
there was an Order in Council passed in
relation to certain regulations, J did not
know whether it included this or not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not hear that statement.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I did not under-

stand the hon. gentleman to bring up a! Bil (L) "An Act respecting the Great
question of policy at all I understood him North-west Central Railway Company."-
to argue that the coasting laws should be (Hon. Mr. Clemow.>
enforced. Bill (23) IAn Act to incorporate the

Hon Mr. SCOTT-It lias no connection Lewis River Tramway Company."-(Hon.
with this bill. Mr. Allan.)

Bill (35> "An Act to incorporate the
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know Miles Canon and White Horse Tramway

that it has, but it is a little connected with Company."-(Hon. Mr. Allan.)
it, because if these men come over and run
from one Canadian port to another and
carry Canadian passengers, they can be prose- ston Heigbts BridgeCompany."-(Hon. Mr.
cuted for not having the proper equipments S
to save life. I think we should see the laws Bill (66) "An Act respecting the Lake
of this country enforced. As for myself, I Manitoba Railway and Canal Company."-
should like to -ive tbe Americans the saine (Hon. Mr. Maclnnes.)
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Bill (46) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr.
MacInnes.)

Bill (48) "An Act to incorporate the
Cowichan Valley Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

Bill (51) " An Act respecting the Calgary
and Edmonton Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (54) " An Act respecting the Ed-
monton District Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 22nd A pril, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

FEDERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
PANY'S BILL.

Three

COM-

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

stituted the word " constituted," and it reads
"is hereby constituted a body corporate and
politic within the legislative authority of the
parliament of Canada." The other altera-
tions are in claue 11. The words "may loan "
are inserted. Where they are given power
toinvest their funds they are also given power
to loan certain funds. The other amendments
are simply verbal alterations to make the
whole clause congruous with that first
amendment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED.moved concur-
rence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed to.

ALBERTA AND YUKON RAILWAY
NAVIGATION AND MINING

COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, f rom the Committee on.
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, report-
ed Bill (H) "An Act incorporting the
Alberta and Yukon Railway Navigation
and Mining Company," with amendments,
and moved that the report be concurred in.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The rule i-, where
amendments are made to a bill, that one day
should intervenie before they are concurred

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee in.
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill The consideration of the amendments was
(29) " An Act respecting the Federal Life postponed until Monday next.
Assurance Company of Ontario and to
change its name to theFederalLife Assurance THE QUEBEC EXHIBITION.
Company of Canada," with amendments.

He said: I desire first, on my own behalf, AIOTîoN.
to state that I considered that the saine Hon. Mr. BERNIER (in the absence of
objection applied to this bill that was made Hon. Mr. Landry) moved:-
to the bill respecting the Permanent Loan That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
'Company which was before this Hou-e last cellency the Governor General, praying that His

mpekand which was beforset u be lt Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, all
week, and which was also suggested by the correspondence between the Departnents of Militia,
hon. Minister of Jutice, namely the ques tion Public Works, Agriculture ani any person or persons

.ominio .whats>ever, mu connection with the Quebec Exhibition
of jurisdiction, and whether this Domimon of 1894, and with the forthconing exhibition of 1898.
Parliament had any right to deal with or
alter the provisions of a bill passed by the The motion was agreed to.
Legislature of the province of Ontario. The
committee, however, did not take that view HAMILTON AND LAKE ERIE
of the case, and I think it my duty to report POWER COMPANY'S BILL.
the bill with the amendments which have SECOND READING.
been read. I shall briefly explain what the
amendments are. In the first clause the Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
Federal Life Assurance Company is declared reading of Bill (100) " An Act respecting
to be a body corporate and politic within the the Hamilton and Lake Erie Power Com-
legislative authority of the pirliament of pany." He said : This bill merely provides
Canada. By the amendment we have sub- for an extension of time for building the
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road and for an increased amount of capital.
The requirements have been found greater
th" expected, and they require additional
power to increase the capital.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What was the
capital before ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-One million dollars.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why
take the water from Lake Erie?

do you

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We can discuss
that in committee.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate the Vic-
toria-Montreal Fire Insurance Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Wood).

Bill (34) " An Act respecting the Columbia
and Western Railway Company.,'-(Hon.
Mr. MacInnes).

Bill (45) " An Act respecting the British
Columbia Southern Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. MacInnes).

Bill (44) "An Act to confirm an agreement
between the St. Stephen and Militown Rail-
way Company and the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company "-(Hon. Mr. MacInnes).

Bill (57) "An Act respecting the Manufac-
turers' Guarantee and Accident Insurance
Company, and to change its name to " The
Dominion of Canada Guarantee and Accident
Insurance Company."-(Hon. Mr. Sanford.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 25th April, 1898.

directly or indirectly, any negotiation, either with the
governuent of Mamtoba or with any member thereof,
or with the Catholic religious authorities of Manitoba,
on the subject of the question called the schools
question ?

2. If so, at whose instance or request were or are
these negotiations ?

3. What is their nature and extent?
4. Has any understanding or settlement been

arrived at?
5. What is this understanding or settlement ?
6. What guarantees have been given to the minority

for the complete execution of, and for the stability of
the proposed arrangement?

7. By the proposed arrangement has the minority
been restored to its full constitutional rights ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, in answer
to my hon. friend, that the government have
not had any negotiations with the govern-
ment of Manitoba, or with the Catholic reli-
gious authorities in that province, on the
subject called the school question, nor has it
authorized any members of the government
to hold any such negotiations.

TESLIN LAKE RAILWAY SUBSIDY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I should like
to ask the Minister of Justice if a certain tele-
gram which appears in this morning's Ottawa
Citizen is correct ? It seems that a meeting
was held in Vancouver to urge upon the pro-
vincial government the propriety of granting
a million dollars' cash subsidy to the Teslin
Lake railway, and at that meeting, the
paper alleges, a telegram was read from Sir
Wilfrid Laurier, saying that the govern-
ment does not iritend to do anything further
with the railway. I should like to ask my
hon. friend if the government have so de-
termined.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that the government have not so
determined, nor have we any official in-
formation in regard to the telegram to which
my hon. friend refers.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
o'Clock. 1 hear.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:

I. Whether the present government, or the Prime
Minister, or any inie er of the present administra-
tion, has had, directly or indirectly, or is having,

GENERAL GASCOIGNE'S RESIGN-
ATION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
noticed by the Journal to-day that General
Gascoigne, commander-in-chief of the forces
in Canada, has sent in his resignation, and
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the papers say it was promptly received,
which would indicate there was some serious
reason why the resignation was sent in.
Could the hon. gentleman inform the
louse? It is of some importance to the
volunteer forces of Canada to know, in the
first place, if the resignation has taken
place, and, secondly, the causes which led to
it.

lon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think there
is any warrant for using the words " prom-
ptly accepted." General Gascoigne has sent
in his resignation, and I am of opinion that
it has been accepted, though I cannot speak,
perhaps, with certainty on that matter.
But there was no friction so far as I know,
between the government or any member of
the government and General Gascoigne,
which led to his resignation. I understand
that a good while ago General Gascoigne
desired to retire, and that he so expressed
himiself over and over again, and ultimately
he carried out the intention which he had
formerly expressed. That is alil I can say
to my hon. friend on the subject. I am not
aware that there was any personal or politi-
cal reason for any friction between General
Gascoigne and the Militia department which
led to his resignation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend is not prepared, then, to give the
reasons assigned by the General for his
resignation ?

lion. Mr. MILLS-I am not aware that
he has assigned any.

]FEDERAL LIFE ASSURANCE COM-
PAN Y OF CANADA BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the third
reading of Bill (29) " An Act respecting the
Federal Life Assurance Company of Ontario,
and to change its name to the Federal Life
Assurance Company of Canada," as
amaended.

Hlon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for the
purpose of opposing the third reading of
this bill; but there are some circumqtances
in connection with it which deserve the
attention of the Department of Justice ;
and I refer to them just for the purpose of
calling the attention of the hon. Minister of

Justice to the bill. The bill now before the
House proposes to take a corporation, incor-
porated by the legislature of Ontario, and
within the jurisdiction of that legislature,
and transform it into a Dominion corpora-
tion. I do not wish to refer to what took
place before the committee, but I know that
the opinion of s)me, at any rate, of the legal
gentlemen connected with this House is that
the parliament of Canada has no power to
do what is undertaken to be done by this
bill. It should contain some provision that
the legislature of Ontario should relinquish
its jurisdiction over the company, because
this parliament has not, and ought not to
have, the power to extinguish a corporation
which has been created by the legislature of
Ontario, that legislature having jurisdiction
under the constitution to create that corpor-
ation; and alithough this has been done in
more than one instance in the past, that is
no reason why we should continue to do it.
Gradually the constitution is becoming
better understood. As I have said, I rose
merely for the purpose of directing the
attention of the Minister of Justice to the
bill in order that his department may con-
sider the matter, and if they do not do any-
thing at the present time with this bill, they
may, at any rate, lay down some rule by
which our action shall be governed in the
future.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my
hon. friend that I think there is a great deal
of force in the observations which he has
made, but this House and the House of
Commons have acted for a very considerable
period on a different view. i hope to be
able in a few days to lay before the House
a bill dealing with certain classes of corpor-
ations which will enable those that are
incorporated by the legislature under certain
conditions to become Dominion corporations,
but I am inclined to agree with the obser-
vations of my hon. friend behind me that
this parliament cannot, by its own act and
without the consent of the local legislature,
convert a local corporation into a Dominion
corporation and obliterate it with respect to
the liabilities and responsibilities which it
may have assumed under a provincial arran-
gement. There is but one class of corpora-
tions which we have power to deal with in
that way under the British North America
Act. We have power to declare that certain
local railway corporations and local corpora-
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tions with respect to pub ic works that are
created under local authority may be brought
Cnder the jurisdiction of the parliament of
uanada by a declaration of parliament that
suc" w' rks are for the general advantage of
Canada, but that certainly does no apply to
corporations universally.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I do not know
whether my lion. friend f rom Halifax labours
under the impression that the powers granted
to this company by the province of Ontario
have been extinguished by the bill. Do I
understand him to so allege? Those powers
are expressly reserved. Increased powers
are given to the conipany, but they are in
no way to interfere with powers already
granted to the company in the province of
Ontario, nor have the liabilities that have
been incurred by the company, under the
provincial charter been in any way wiped
out. On the contrary, under the first sec-
tion of the bill those liabilities are preserved
in all their integrity.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to
what has been said by the hon. gentleman
from Calgary, he has perhaps stated the
position a little too broadly. This life insur-
ance company of Ontario is declared by
this bill to be,

A body corporate and politic within the legis-
lative authority of the Parlianent of Canada ; and
this act and The Insurance Act shall apply to the coin-
pany and its business, instead of the said Acts of
Ontario and the Acts of Ontario respecting insur-
ance; provied that nothing in this section shall
affect anything done, any righît or privilege
acquired, or any liability incurred under the above-
nentioned acts of Ontario up to and at the tinie of
the passing of this Act, to all of which rights and
privleg's the conipany shall continue to he entitled,
and to al] of which liabilities the company shall con-
tinue to be subject,

From the time this bill is assented to and
becomes la w, the Ontario corporation ceases
for all future purposes.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read a third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (23) " An Act to incorporate the
Miles Cañion and Lewes River Tramway
Company."-(Hon. Mr. Macdonald, B.C.).

Bill (35) "An Act to incorporate the
Miles Canon and White Horse Tramway
Company."-(Hon. Mr. Allan.)

Bill (58) " An Act respecting the Quen-
ston Heights Bridge Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Sanford.)

Bill (66) "An Act respecting the Lake
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company."-
(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)

Bill (46) " An Act respecting the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company."-(H' 'n.
Mr. MacInnes.)

Bill (51) " An Act respecting the Calgary
and Edmonton Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (54) " An Act respecting the Ed-
monton District Railway Conpany."-(Hon.
Mr. Lougheed.)

ALBERTA AND YUKON RAILWAY,
NAVIGATION AND MINING

COMPANIE'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED, in the abserce
of Hon. Mr. Baker, moved concurrence in
the amendments made by the Standing
Conmnittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours to (Bill H) " An Act incorporat-
i ng the Alberta and Yukon Railway, Navi-
gation and Mining Company."

Thie motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that the
bill be read the third time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to direct the
attention of the House to the character of
this bill. It has been very considerably
amended by the Committee on Bailways,

g p U s, u s Pro-
poses to confer powers on this company

THIRD READINGS. which are too numerous to mention. It is
what is generally called an omnibus bill.

Bill (22) " An Act respecting the Hud- The powers will be found set forth in the
son's Bay and Pacific Railway Company." 5th clause of the bill, the 4th clause describ-
(Hon.Mr. Baker,) ing the line of railway. Paragraph "A" of the

5th clause gives them power to construct
Bill (32) " An Act respecting the Ontario steam and other vessels, and to carry on the

and Rainy River Railway Company."- business of transportation ; paragraph " B"
(Hon. Mr. Baker.) gives them the power to acquire and
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work mines and to crush ore. Para- that the powers we are conferring upon this
graph " C " authorizes them to con- company are, in their operation, exceedingly
struct, or aid in the construction and objectionable and will become onerous to
maintenance of roads, tramways docks, the people of that region. It is time to
wharfs, aqueducts, ore-houses, smelters, consider the whole question of passing these
Saw-mills and such like and other buildings omnibus bils with respect to that western
and works necessary or convenient for the'country.
purposes of the company. Then paragraph
" D " authorizes them to erect and manage lon. Mr. MJLLS-I ask my hon. friend
works and machinery and plant for the who has charge of this bil whether the bil
generation and transmission of electrical bas been reprinted as amended in coi-
power and energy. iParagraph IlEE gives mitteel
themh the power tow acquire and utilize cater
powers and steam power for electrical pur- lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-The amend-
poses and to dispose of the surplus electricity. ments appear in the Minutes of to-day.
Paragrapbcom pF" aanows them to carry on, in
the province of British Columbia and in the Hon. Mr. MILLS-l think ny hon. friend
North-west Territories, the business of vessel will see that there is a very great deal of force
OWners, and gives them power to become in the objections that have been made by the
carriers, forwarders ad transportation ibon. member behind me Mr. tower). To
agents and to carry on the business of alow a raiway coipany to engage in aill

barfingers a nd 'hippers in connection with sorts of enterprises that are not immediately
that. But this is the most objectionabe incident to the railroad is a very questionable
clause: the are iven power to establish course to adopt. You may allow a railway
shops, or stores on the said lands : and ay company that is incorporated as such to be
purchase and vend general merchandise, aiso the proprietors of steamboats and to
clothing, provisions, stores, machiery and run a steamboat LIne in connection with the
supplies, and mnay deal in minerai products, corporation. That may be necessary to
ores, ines and precious metas and gene- secure trathc and travel, and it is a business
rally do ail such other things as are mci- of the saine sort as that for whicli incorpor-
dental or conducive to the attainment of ation is sougbt, and so in extreme cases you
the above ohjects. That seems to me, hon. allow a railway company to estabgisb a hotel
gentlemen, to be a power wbic sbouid not or an eating house at a station upon its lne
be Biven to any railway company. If this if you see proper, although that is seldoa
raiuway company proceed to exercise this necessary, because the party holding or
powerandestablish stores theycanpracticaly possessing raiway property usuacly makes
shut everybody else out f mrom doin business an arrangement wit e o the an co

along the pne of railway, and think that pany and is able to obtain a license
is obectionable. It ives them a monopo y from the local authorities for that pur-
of, for instance, the grocery business. My pose, so that power ot tlat sort is seldom
attention bas been directed to that point cy nessay to be besthawed upon a raiway
an lon. gentleman who is not now present. corporation, atbough it would be very much
Then tbey are authorized in. section " G" iess objectionable than the power soughit in
to acquire by lease, purchase or otherwise, this bil. Now, when you propose to en-
letters patent, franchises or patent rigts for able thein to purchase and vend genera
the purposes of the undertaking andto dis- merchandise and clothing and provisions
pose of such rigots. The time bas come and stores and machine and supplies, you
when it is the duty of parhiament to consider make the railway corporation a direct con-
whetber so niany and sucb extensive powers petitor witb ail those parties who are en-
should be given to companies wbich propose gaged in those different kinds of business,
to build railways. It may be said that in that and who may find it absoiutely necessary to
country it miay flot make very much differ- use the raiiway for the purpose of getting
ence that while it might be objectionable in in to their stores or shops the kind of goods
Ontario it is not objectionab e in Alberta. in which tbey dea; and bon. geitlemen
But, hon. gentlemen, we hope that popula- wil see tbat there would a very strong
tion wilI flow into that region, and possibsy motive on the part of tbe railway company
within ten years from this it ay be found Vo hinder, delay and defeat those parties

40
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who are engaged in business that are in might say, for the information of hon. gen-
active competition with the business in tiemen, that ail the bis known as the
which the railway company may be engaged. Yukon bis embrace ail these powers, and 1
It does seem to me that provisions of that might say further, in vindication of the
sort in a railway bill are highly objection- insertion of these powers in this bill, that
able. They are altogether foreign to the my hon. f riend, the Minister of Justice, gave
priiary object of the corporation, and they to the promoters of the Teslin Lake bill
tend to create monopolies in those branches practically the same powers as those included
of industry and pursuits, the furtherance in this bill. If my hon. friend the leader
of which for the convenience of the com- of the House will look at the famous Teslin
munity, the railway company is being Lake bil, lie will find that every concei'able
specially incorporated. This to me is a highly power is given to the promoters of that bil
objectionable feature of the bill, and I for the carrying on of just such classes of
think my hon. friend will do well, if instead business as are contained in this bil. They
of asking that the bill be now read the third have the power to vend merchandise and
time, he would have the bill amended in enter into almost every conceivable form
this particular before it goes to the other of business. Not that I think that
House. I know what bas been done when objectionable, because I consider it is
bills of this sort were attempted to be a very desirable power to give to a cor-
pushed through the House of Commons; poration that is about to open up a new
provisions of this sort have invariably been country and play the part of a pioneer in a
struck out. It would be a great mistake, it district which mnay be several hundred miles
seems to me, for this House, which is sup- away from any emporium of nerchandise.
posed to exercise some care and some super- Except they have the power to carry on
vision over legislation of this sort, to send such classes of business, it is almost impos-
down approved legislation of this kind to sible to attract private capital to be enlisted
the House of Commons. The parties ought iii that form of investment. Hon gentle-
to know for what purpose they seek incor- men who are acquainted with the opening
poration. and they ought not to undertake up of railways in new sections know that
to put in a railway bill every conceivable they must have power to carry on every
kind of business for which powers of incor- branch of business if they are to make their
poration might be sought. business a success. The railway is not

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I regret very
much that my hon. friend from Halifax
(Hon. Mr. Power), when this bill was
before the committee, did not express him-
self along the lines, which he bas followed
here.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then, if my
hon. friend was sincere-and I should not
care to allege that my hon. f riend was in-
sincere-he had a method by which he could
have properly pursued the objection which
he bas offered to-day, namely, by moving an
amendment to the bill. But it seems to me
my hon. friend is hypercritical in this matter.
The Railway Committee of this House for
some time past have been passing bills of
which this is, I may say, simply a copy.
This is not a unique bill ; there is nothing
original introduced in it, but it is simply and
practically a copy of bills that have been
passed here over and over again. Now I

simply a railway undertaking in a new
country, but is a pioneer of almost every
description of commercial investment, and
except companies are invested with powers
to open commercial establishments of that
kind, the greatest possible inconvenience
will be experienced. Now, in view of the
fact that we have passed many of these rail-
way charters, of which theopowers here are
but a repetition, I hope hon. gentlemen will,
not stand in the way of permitting this bill
to have a third reading. As to my sending
it back to the Railway Committee, except
some hon. gentleman is going to inove an
amendinent for that purpose, I shall not con-
sent to it. I would refer hon. gentlemen to
the fact that the session is passing away
very rapidly, and reports indicate that the
business of the other House will not occupy
very many weeks, and therefore it is well
that the pronioters of this bill, who are res-
ponsible parties, who are, in fact, the leading
merchants of Toronto, Winnipeg and else-
where, should be given the opportunity of
carrying out the project they have in view.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will in the case of other railways is proposed
see that this bill is not the same as the bill here. According to the 4th clause of the
to which he refers. That bill provides for bil the une is extended from the United
the lease, construction, maintenance and States boundary away up to the Yukon.
operation of wharfs, docks, landing places, Besides the objection to the powers given to
dock yards, elevators, warehouses and other this railway company, we should have more
works, all of which are relevant and per- information respécting the route and the
tinent to the business they are carrying on. length to vhich this proposed railway mayy c i be eéxtended. It seems an extensive lipe,

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon. and the powers given to the conpany are
friend look at subsection " D " of section 13, very large.
in which thev have power to purchase and
vend merchandise, and will my hon. friend Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED-The point to
draw any distinction between that power which my hon. friend refers is on the inter-
and the power in this bill which is, perhaps, national boundary une east of the Rock
more specifically possessed, of carrying on Mountains, the intention being that this
various classes of business? Company shail operate the coal and minerai

lands at the base of the Rocky Mountains
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend antici- and find a market to the south for the coal.

pated what I was about to say. He will see
that they also provide for the lease, purchase Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Will the hon.
or the otherwise acquiring and operating of gentleman state how much of this road lies
rnines and minerals and mining riglits, and in the province of British Columbia? I ob-
s0 on. But that was because you have serve that some of the clauses give great
undertaken to compensate them, if that bill powers for carrying on business in British
had succeeded. for the construction of the Columbia. Froin my reading of clause four,
road by a grant of mineral lands which would and from my recollection of the boundaries
be of no use at all without they were being of the province, 1 cannot see that any great
Operated, and the powers given to thein lenth of the road runs in British Columbia.
under section 13 are for the very purpose of
enabling them to carry into operation that lon. Mr. LOJGIEED-I cannot say
Side Of the business of the corporation. whether the road runs in British Columbia

iormtion resècting tou and theh
Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the House

Will allow me to sav one word in explana-
tion of something said by the lion. gentle-
man. It is not according to rule to refer to
what takes place in committee, but as the
hon. gentleman said I should have ebjected
in committee, I wish to say that I did object
in committee to these general powers. Then
the hon. gentleman seemed to think that I
Was treating his bill unfairly in attacking it
in the House. I am not attacking it: J am
n1ot arguing against the bill at ail; J simply
called attention to what J considered the
Objectionable features in the bill, and I ex-
Pressed the hope that in future more care
will be taken and that some policy will be
adopted to govern the action of the Iouse
In future.

Don. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-This
bîil also provides that the road shall start
from the United States boundary, so we see
the very thing which has been objected to

40J

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (31) "An Act to incorporate the Lake
Bennett and Klondike Railway and Tram-
way CGompany."-(Hon. Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (47) "An Act respecting the Brandon
and South-western Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Bill (52) "An Act respecting the Nakusp
and Slocan Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr.
MacInnes.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 26th April, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TOBIQUE MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is that Bill "K "? It
does not accord with my copy of the bill.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Yes, it is Bill " K,"
the bill with respect to which the Secretary
of State sent me the memorial from the
Surveyor General of New Brunswick. In the
last clause the words, " the head oflice of
the company shall be in the parish of Gor-
don in the county of Victoria, province of
New Brunswick. but every place in Canada
at or in which the coipany bas an office or
place of business shall be deemed to be a
domicile of the company," are struck out as

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, f rom the Committee reing unnecessary. Ihese reaIIy are al the
on Banking and Commerce, repoi-ted _>11 amendments and none of themn are of a very
(K) " An Act to incorporate the Tobique
Manufacturing Company," with amend- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
ments. He said: I may perhaps mention, read a statement from a gentleman in
in respect to this bill, that that vexed ques- New Brunswick calling attention to various
tion of jurisdiction is involved in it, as it bas clauses of the bil and claiming that the bil
been in some others that passed through this was an infringement on provincial rigbts.
House, and I considered it my duty to bring
the matter before the committee, because Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Yes, the paper was
the question is now in appeal before the read before the committee and fully ex-
Privy Council as to where the jurisdiction phained, and the objection taken as to the
lies with respect to our rivers and streams- fact that this natter was now sub-judice of
wvhether it is vested in the Dom~inion gov- the Privy Cou ncil.
ernment or in the provincial governments. Hon. Mr. MLLS-Yes, a decision may
However, the comnittee didr not thinks fit be iven any day.
to take that into consideration, and the Liii
bias been passed with the following amend- Blon. Mr. SCOTT-Had we not better
ments, whicb I will explain very briefly. bave this bill reprinted.
The amenduients in subsection 6 of clause '2 Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That is a atter for
of the bil are really to make that clause the promoter of the bill, and not for me, to
clearer, in which provision is made for the say.
erection anp construction of aasns and the
necessary openings and necessary slides for bon. Mir. WOOD-The amiendments are
the transmission of square timber and sw- not important except to make the meaning
logs, and it is merely adding the words clearer.

sufficient openins and gates to allow the Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That is al; there is
saw-logs and square timber to pass." And no b stna da.

to tak tha intoconsideration, an»hebl

again the words Ifor the passage of saw- lHon. Mr. SCOTT-H wpe nte woute

los " are inserted in two other places. Thenae this bill te.
aain in t e third clause where it says Le on Mr. AA -Thtid matter Lt
othe company may also purchase, take over would suit the parties who are promoting

crethis bil wel enough if we get it through

ereci ad consructn of dm n the tme itsay.

gypsum property or mining eases on the is session, and we may have, any day, a
stie Tobissein bf squarimoer andw mdecision on the question of jurisdiction by
there is added erincluding the incorporators e
or any of them." Then lower down, speaking Hon. Mr. WOOD-The bill oriinated
of gimits, the word Itimber " is inserted. here. t bas yet to go trough th other
In the sixth clause where it provides for the bouse, and I think no time should be lost.
total amount of debentures at any titne out-
standing the words " and the moneys hion. Mr. WOOD moved that the bill be
borrowed under the next preceding section" read the third time to-morrow.
are sinserted. The motion was agreed to.

In hesith lasewhre t roids fr heHosean Ithnk o im soul b lst
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INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of Bill (39) "An Act respecting the
Inspection of Steamboats and the examina-
tion and licensing of Engineers employed on
them," as amended.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I should like to ask

COWICHAN VALLEY RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved
the second reading of Bill (48) " An
Act to incorporate the Cowichan Valley
Railway Company." He said: This is a bill
to incorporate a company which propose to

the hon. Secretary of State if he thinks it isjuna a snort une in V ancouver Islana.
niot time, before this bill is read the third ion. Mr. MILLS-Can the hon. gentle-
time, to exempt steamboat owners from the man say what will
payment of inspection fees. I think the
provision in clause 37 relating to this is
rather unjust. On some companies and ot sa
some owners this tax comes very heavy, and about y ele. bt it s not lo -
why is it imposed? It is imposed beca use
the government appoint inspectors to inspect
boats for the safety and the benefit of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT.-J notice the provincial
public, not for the benefit of the owners, and government have sent a request Vo the gov-
in that case I do not see why the owners ernment of Canada to oppose any bill of a
should be obliged to pay the salaries and purely local character. They maintain
the expenses of these inspectors. Railways, that those mining bis 8hould be left to the
for instance, are not subject to such a tax, o
and in the United States, in which they
have a similar law to ours, steamboats do The motion was agreed to and the bill
flot pay such a tax ; they have the inspect- was read the second time.
ors as we have them, and the owners are
not taxed. I should like the government GREAT NORTH-WEST CENTRAL
to see if they cannot amend this clause so as RAJLWAY COMPANY'S BILL.
to exempt the owners of boats from such a
tax. SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I may say, in reply
to the hon. gentleman's remarks, that, as I
announced before, this is simply a consoli-
dation of the law as it stands, with very
few amendments, which I explained to the
IUouse when the bill was in committee. The
Subject which the hon. gentleman has
brought under the notice of the House is one
that has been a very long time in existence
ini Canada as a part of the law. It was in
the Act as it was consolidated in 1886, so
that it is not a new feature in the bill in
any sense. I am not aware of its having
been challenged. I shall be very glad to
draw the attention of the department to the
subject, and if they concur in the views of
the hon. gentleman, they might introduce a
bill to meet his wish; but it would scarcely
be germane to this bill to interfere material-
1Y with what has been the policy of Canada
for so long a period.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
'Was read the third time and passed.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (L) " An Act respecting the
Great North-west Central Rai!way Com
pany.") He said : This bill requires some
explanation. As most hon. gentlemen will
remember, this unfortunate railway has been
the subject of discussion in this House for
several years. It bas been in litigation for
seven or eight years. The other day a final
decision was obtained from the Privy Coun-
cil in England declaring the action ultra
vires. After seven or eight years' litiga-
tion, passing through all the courts, where
it was argued from every point of view
by eminent counsel of Ontario and Mani-
toba, the Lords of the Privy Council, in a
very few minutes, declared the proceedings
ultra vires. They have issued a decree by
which they declare that the contractor will
be entitled to recover the amount of
work performed by him, on the principle of
quantum mneruit, and that he shall distri-
bute the money among certain parties to
whom he is indebted, leaving other creditors
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out in the cold, myself among the number. in carrying the provisions of this bill into
It further suggests that, it will be neces- eflect. Hon. gentlemen in the House are
sary to obtain an Act of Parliament for conversant with this matter, because it has
the purpose of carrying its provisions into been before us on several occasions. There
effect. Therefore, after declaring the Act is no alternative now except to apply to
ultra vires, it is absolutely necessary that this parliament to enable the company to carry
matter should receive further consideration out the decree of the Privy Council.
at our hands. The decree declares that
payment shall for the future be made to Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are called upon
certain individuals, and legislation is neces- to legisiate in i egard to this matter when
sary for the purpose of the reorganization of we have not the before us.
this company ; because, you will admit that
no party in England or elsewhere would ad- Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-J will present the
vance money to the company until all future judgnient to the corinittee.
litigation ceases. Therefore it is con-
sidered necessary, for the purpose of carry- Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
ing on the enterprise in the future, to intro- ask the hon. gentleman if it is the intention
duce this bill for your consideration. It is of the companv to go on and further con-
unfortunate that the Privy Council should, in struct the rond this suminer?
a few minutes, decide a eatter of this kind,
whichbhas so long occupied the attention of Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, there is n
ail the judicial minds of this country, and povi-ion in this bill for al that. They are
after the litigants have been subjected to to go on and construct not less than twenty
an immense amount of costs, and that miles of rnilway. Now, it wvill be settled hy
there should have been a aoss of seven this bih, and g think thee will be no diffi-
or eight years ini carrying on the ope- culty.
rations of the railway and depriving
the country of the advantages whichI Hon. Mr. BO LTON-Before the motion
tey had a rig t to expect fron the con- is put, I hould ike to explair to the House,
struction of that rond. I do not desire to as tis road is in the neighbourhood of where
reflect upon the judiciary of this country, I reside, that this is one of two railroads that
or the legal men connected while it, ere projected to go into the North-west
but it oes seem to nie nost ex- Territories on the ine of what was called
trordinary that tis decision should be the fertile bet. Tht is the route which the
arrived at so uncerernoniously when it governnent originally surveyed twent years
escaped the attention of our judges. How- ago. The Manitoba and North-west is one
ever, the case is decided now, and the only rond and the Grent North-west Central is
alternative is to obtain titis Act of Pai - the other. As understand it, the pro-

fent in order that the ornpany runy be re- moters of this une agreed to assign the
orghnized and that they nay have the neces- charter and its franchises to a contractor to
sary power to issue debentures in order to~ construct a certain portion of the rond. A

Hise money upon those debentures for the comp rny was then formed inEnglnnd and the
put-pose of paying off the iabilities which contractor greed to constructfifty miles, and
the Lords of the Privy Courwril have decreiEad the promoters nere tohnd over the franchi.e
should he paid, and to renhize n suflicient with the land grant, and the rond as to be
amount of money to carry on the further co pleted for ifty miles for the sun of
extension of the rond. Tiis rond is very S1,000,000. The compbne paid up, 1 think,
much needed. We have lîad ren\oustrances £50,000, and upon that, t lie contactor pro-
frone that section of the country, on several ceeded with the work; but, as J understnd
occasions aainst the delay in proceeding e did not complete it and could ot
with the work, and it is highly essential, in make the deand upon those with whom he
the interests of the country, that this rond had arranged to force then to take over the
should be completed at as early a date as rond nd pay up the balance of the money.
possible. Therefore, J hope there will he no He did not complete his contract; the
hesitation in passing this bil, and J think court settled that, and the people in Eng-
the 6oth rule of the House might be dispensed land had neither the road nom their money,
with so that no furthe time would be lost and the itigation has been going on
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order to give the people, who advanced the desirable that whatever privileges the hon.
nmoney to the contractors for the purpose mover of this bill requires in regard to the
of prosecuting this work, a title in some suspension of rules to enable this matter to
shape or form to the road, and to complete be legislated upon this session, should be
it according to contract. My hon. friend, granted.
the mover of the bill, has explained that it
has gone through the courts from one court Hon. Mr. MILLS-When this bill goes
to the other and finally reached the highest to committee it will be very desirable to
court in the realm, and they have declared ascertain what are the liabilities of the com-
the agreement made by the Company with pany, and whether the judgment makes ref-
the contractor as ultra vires. I do not erence to all the liabilities of the company
know the terms of the judgment, and I quite incurred, or whether it is an attempt to pro-
agree with the Minister of Justice in saying vide for certain liabilities and those only.
that it would be desirable to have the judg- It may be a matter of very considerable
ment printed, so that we can all judge in consequence that al] parties may be pro-
regard to the nierits of the bill from the tected by the bill if this proposed legislation
standpoint of the judgment. But what I wish is carried into effect by parliament. It may
to point out more particularly than anything be that the committee will discover that the
else is the fact that the settlers who went in bill is not sufficiently comprehensive to cover
there twenty years ago settled under the im- the claims of all parties who have equitable
pression that the Canadian Pacific Railway claims against this defunct company.
Company were going to build on that route, Th
and up to the present moment they have only e motion was agreed to.
had fifty miles constructed from the city of
Brandon. Every year since I have had the BRANDON AND SOUTH-WESTERN
honour of holding a seat in this Senate I RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.
have been called upon, by petitions fromn SECOND READING.
those people, to pray that parliament shal
take such steps as will force this company to Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
go on with the work or give up its rights; reading of Bill (47) " An Act respecting the
but unfortunately it has been in litigation. Brandon and South-western Railway Com-
It has never been in a shape that parlia- pany." He said : The bill simply proposes
ment could take that position. Now, J under- to extend the period for the beginning of
Stand from what the hon. gentleman savs, the road two years froni next November,
it will be in a better state whpn this bill is and for the completion to four years from
passed and the costs are paid off and the next November.
sub-contractors who worked for the main
cOntractors, who are also creditors, are paid The motion was agreed to.
off. This Act, as I understand it, is to put
the company into such a financial position DELAYED RETURNS.
that it can meet all these liabilities, and INQUIRY
Under the Act, when they have raised the
Monev, the creditors will be paid off and the Hon. Mr. BERNIER- should like to
road vill be clear, and it will then be in a ask the hon. Minister of Justice when I may
Position to be continued. I know I am expect the returns which I noved for on
Speaking in the interests of the people who the 31st March last, relating to the school
are most anxious to have facilities for trans- lands sold, and the correspondence.
Porting their wheat in that country, and
this railway is designed to afford those Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will make inquiry
facilities. 1 know it is a very good country with a view to seeing that the return is
and financially it will be a good road, and brought down as soon as possible.
the government had given it the usual land
grant of 6,400 acres per mile, which I believe The Senate adjourned.
stands good to the present day. I am not
quite sure with regard to that, but at any
rate, it is a road that is worthy of the best
COnsideration of the government. It is very
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THE SENATE. but my understanding of the matter is that
in making these deposits, the party goes

Ottawa, Wednesday, 27th April, 1898. to the bank and make arrangements to pay
so much per cent on the face of the cheque

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three and the bank will give him a cheque marked
O'Clock. "good," and if that is deposited with the

government they hold the bank responsible
Prayers and routine proceedings. for the amount.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT Hon. Mr. MJLLS-1 think ny lion. friend
BILL. will understand it better when he sees the

FIRST READING. bll
Hon.Mr. ILLSThe motion was agreed to.Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (M)

"An Act to further amend the Companies SJRVEYS 0F TIDES AND CURRENTS
Act."

A 9 INQUIRY POSTPONIED.

e The notice of motion eing read:
Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be b it the intention of the (overnment to extend

read the second time on Friday next. to the waters of British Columbia a survey of tides
and currents similar t(> that wvhic1i has been so ably

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ïrosecuted by Mr. W. B. Dawson, in the Gulf of St.awrence, and which is )i'ov-ing of soiniuch advantage
Before the motion is agreed to, would it not to the navigation of those waters?
be well to explain the scope and purposes of
theThe on. member from Pictou (Mr. Primrose)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill is very short. has a notice on the paper similar to mine,
It is merely to prevent fictitious deposits and we have agreed to take the two at the
with a view of obtaining the incorporation same time, as the same answer will apply to
of companies. My hon. friend, I suppose, is both, but he is not wel enough to-day to go
aware that sometimes a cheque is given by a o
party with a view of preventing the lapse of his motion and mine be allowed to stand
the charter. A deposit is inade in the bank, til Friday.
he is credited with theamountand thecheque Th
is afterwards withdrawn. The bill is
intended to prevent fictitious deposits of this ROUTES TO THE YUKON.
sort by amending particular sections of the
Coxnpanies Act. MOTION WITIIDRAWN.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. MNr. MACDONALD (B.C.> moved:
Supposing the cheque is presented marked Th n e be red

good by the bank, then you hold the bank icelency the Governor General, praying that Hiso hcellenv wi cause to be laid hefore the Senate, a

and curent similar toi that which has beenoabl

py of the report of Mr. Coste, the engineer sent
for giving out the contract, or for the con- dy the Governinnt to exavine and report on the
pletion of the work. diflerent routes available for railway construction,

froni the shorets of the Pacifi Ocean to the Yukn

Hon. I LLS--MHy hron. friend wiMl see saidc:

this refera to the Companies Act, and it is He saidh o do not propose, hon. gentlemen,
to prevent the apparent paysent of a larger to go into the question of routes very exten-
sum than has actually been paid. There is svely to-day, but t think this fouse and
nothin, in the world to prevent the officers the country are very anxious to know what
returning the cheque to the parties, especiaby the report of the engineer of thegovernment
if the parties are not personafly responsible wihl be upon those routes. It is a matter to
foi' the amount. which a great deal of attention is given, and

hope that the government, at an early date,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I will be able to inform the House and the

may not understand the fu l scope of the b11, country what are their plans.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my
hon. friend that I am not aware that Mr.
Coste has been appointed to make any
report on this subject, nor is any report
expected from him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
lias he made any?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Surely
an engineer sent by the governmenit to
report on the different routes would make
a report. I have seen in the papers copies
of interviews with him at Winnipeg and
different places on the way through, where
he spoke of the different routes and specially
the Stikine route and the Kitimat route, and
surely there must be a report.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said just a moment
ago that my colleague tells me there is no
report. I understand Mr. Coste went up
to make a report on the navigability of the
Stikine River, to find whether there was
any obstruction, and it was frozen up at the
tine.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
knflew that when he went away. He states
if I understand the report in the papers, that
there are blocks of ice some 15 or 20 feet
high, and there is no road on the ice at all.

lion. Mr. MILLS-I do not know what
Mr. Coste may have said in interviews with
the newpapers, but lie has made no report.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I ask my
hon. friend, the leader of this House, if he
's aware that the Minister of Public Works
said that the Stikine River was open on the
15th April ?

lion. Mr MILLS-I am not'

sending a man up there if he does not report
to somebody what is done and spen?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest that my hon. friend amend
his motion by inserting after the word
"report " the words " made, or to be made."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that Mr. Coste is an engineer in the
Department of Public Works, and that is
not a subject with which the Departnent of
Public Works would be charged.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Why
was he sent there?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not understand
that he was sent there for any such purpose
as that which ny hon. friend has mentioned.
I obtained information from the minister that
Mr. Coste made no report and was not sent
for any such purpose. I have given my hon.
friend the information he sought, but when
he asks me for what purpose Mr. Coste was
sent there, that is an entirely new question,
and I must submit it to the consideration of
the minister.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-If Mr.
Coste did not belong to the Department of
Railways, which bas this subject under con-
trol, why was he sent? You told me just
now he went to examine the Stikine route
and ascertain its navigability. That is in
harmony with my motion, and he must
report to somebody.

The motion was withdrawn.

MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

INQUIRiv.

Hon. 'Mr. LANDRY inquired:

1. Whether, since the 1st of July, 1896, the gov.
ernment or any mnember of the present administration

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Well, has authorized Mr. Charles Russell, of the firn of
have moved for the report. Day, Russell & Co., of London, solicitors, to go to

Romie, with instructions or a mission to speak or act

lion. Mr. MILLS-I may say, hon. gen- in the nane of the government, or of the Prime Min-
ymn,,.ister, or of any member of the administration, with

emen, it is rather extraordinary to insist i regard to the Manitoba School Question ?
011 a report being brought down when 1 2. Was it to the knowledge of and vith the consent

of the government that Mr. Russell went to Rone
have told my hon. friend there is none. and took upon himself, in the naine of certain men-

bers of the governmnent, to or ge upon the ecclesiasti-
'ion. Mr. McCALLUM-Then you can cal authorities of Rome a settement of the Manitoba

'lot bring it down. Sýhool difficulties?
3. If Mr. Russell thus acted with the authorization

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Surely of the government, bas the government, directly or
t•directly, jaid him for bis tine and travelling ex-there rnust be a report. What is the use of penses, or does it propose to pay himi them ?
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4. If Mr. Russell was not authorized to act in the any of his colleagues sent Mr. Russell to
naine of the government or of any of its neinbers, Ro c
has the governinent paid this gentleman or does it
propose to pay him, directly or indirectly, for his therefore, did not go to Rome for the pur-
time and expenses? pose of discussing with is Holiness, or

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. friend had with any of the oicials of the Vatican, the
all the information for which he seeks, he school question at the instance of the gov-
would be certainly a well informed gentle- ernment. The third question is:
man, and especially upon this subject. There .3 if Mr. Russell thus aeted %vith the anthorization
are some hon. gentlemen who require to gevernnient, lias the geverninent, dîrectly or
have an extensive knowledge of things, and indirectly, paid hm for bis time and travelling ex-
other hon. gentlemen who require an inten-
sive knowledge. Now my hon. friend is of Now, Nr. Russell did not go to Rome at
the second class, because he put questions t
to me on this subject a day or two ago, and government have fot been cailed upon, di-
I answered him, and he does not seem to rectlv or indirectiy, to pay Mr. Russell for
have acquired from those answers all the traveling expenses to Rome, assuming that
information for which he seeks, and so has Mr. Russell went there some time or other.
put these four questions upon the paper The fourth question is:
again to-day. J may say, in answer to my 4. If 'r. Russell was net autberized to act in the
hon. friend's first question, that Mr. Charles îanie of the gevernment or of any of its nienibers, ba,
Russell, of the firm of Day, Russell & Co., the goverient paid tlis gentleman or does it propose
of London, solicitor, did not go to Rome at ex e , ori
the instance of the government, or of the
Prime Minister, or any other member of the Mr. Russell, as I have already said, did
administration with regard to the Manitoba not go to Rore at the instance of the govern-
School Question. ment, and the government have not paid

Mr. Russell for his time or~ expenses in
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Was he author- going to Rome, nor does the goveînment

ized propose, directly or indirectly, to pay Mr.
Russell for any such purpose. Now, J have

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am answering my answered the hon. gentieran's questions as
hon. ftiend's question, and if he wants fur- fully and specificaily as I can, and if he
ther information than is contained in wants any further information, why e ca
answers to these questions, I shall enceavovr put on another notice and J shar endeavou'
to comply with his wishes to the best cf IrY to get that information for him, either
ability. The second question is negatively or affrmatively as the nature of

2. Was it to the knowledge of and with the oisn4 the anser cals for.
of the governnent that Mr. Russell went te Fnir.
and took upon hinself, in the naie of certamin n Ion. Mr. LAN DY.-Jf the hon.
bers of the govern ment, to urge upon the ecclesiastical minister wili permit me, J wiii put the
authorities of Ronie a settleinent of the Manitoba
scbl diiclties ? question now. at t nta eo th

Now, let me say, in the first place, that
my hon. friend's second question is hardly
in order. He assumes certain things here
to be facts, and I do not know whether they
are facts or not. I do not know whether
Mr. Russell ever went to Rome or not. I
do not know whether he took upon himself
to discuss the Manitoba school question at
Rome or not.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is out of
your knowledge ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is outside of my
knowledge, but I am informed by my col-
leagues that neither the prime minister nor

will take hini by surprise: I merely want
an explanation of the answers we are
given. I desire to know if the hon. minister
inakes a distinction between the expressions
" at the instance of the Government and
the expression "authorization of the
Government."

Hon.
making
answer
friend.

Mr. MILLS-I have not been
any such subtle distinction in the
which I have given to my hon.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am asking if the
hon. gentleman draws a distinction between
acting at the instance of a person and being
authorized by that person to act in such a
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'atter ? Because if there is a distinction my THIRD READINGS.
question is not yet answered. Bill(57) "An Act respecting the Manufac-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend can turers' Guarantee and Accident Insurance
Put this question on the paper. We are Company," and to change its nane to "The
not pressed for time just yet. Dominion of Canada Guarantee and Acci-

dent Jr.surance Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Hon. Mr. LA-N DRY-My question was Al1an.>

on the paper, and mv question is whether,
Smece the first of July, the grovernment, orSince te irt of Juyh tegoenieto Victoria-Montreal FireInsurance Company."
any member of the present administration, has
authorized Mr. Chas. Russell to performM
the services alluded to. The answer is that Bil (K) "An Act to incorporate the
Mr. Chas. Russell did not do such a thing Tobique Manufacturing Company."-(lon.
at the instance of the government. I want Mr. Wood.)
to ascertain if there is a distinction between
Iot doing a thing at the instance of the SECOND READING.
goveinrnment and being subsequently author-
ized to do it. Bil (31) "An Act to incorporate the

Lake Bennett and Klondike Railway and
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am informed that "-(Hon M L hd'

iTayCompanydt hneisnm tro"ge
Dominioniof Canada Guaranteerand Acci

was not authorized to do so eliher by n
Priue Minister or by any other member of
the government.

PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY
CO.'S BILL.

ORDER OF THE DAY POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:

Second reading Bill (F) "An Act to incorporate the
Pacific and Yukon Railway, Navigation and Mining
Coinipatiy," together with the motion in amtendment
of the H onourable Mr. Mlls that " the said bill be not

1w read a second tinie, but that it be read a second
t'Ille this day six nioniths."

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED said :-The
Proroters of this bill have been waiting
very patiently for the government to
anRnounce their policy upon the building of
the Yukon road. They do not desire me to
Press the second reading of this bill just at
this tine. They do not wish to embarrass
the government in any way; yet I should
ike to point out to my hon. friend that they

are desirous of securing this charter, and of
taking advantage of the time of the sitting
If Parliament to procure this legislation, but
with a view of the governiment bringing
dowln a policy at an early date if they son'tend, they have requested me to have the
Order or the Day discharged and to post-
Pone it for four or five days.' J therefore
1flove that the Order of the Day be dis-
charged, and that it•be made the first Order
Of the Day for Wednesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

NAKUSP AND SLOCAN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES moved the second
reading of Bill (52) " An Act respecting the
Nakusp and Slocan Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN -Could we
have some explanation of that bill ?

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES-The explanation
is a very simple one. The bill is asking
powers to extend the line a distance of ten
miles from a place called Three Forks to a
point at or near White River Creek. Any
further information, of course, will be fur-
nished when the bill goes before the Railway
Committee.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I understand
there is some objection on the part of the
Kaslo and Slocan Railway Company to the
passage of this bill, and I would ask that,
when it comes before the Railway Committee,
a gentleman who is conversant with the
railway and the effect of this extension upon
the Kaslo and Slocan Company, will be per-
mitted to be heard.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMNI AN--I do not know
the exact objection, but there is some very
serious objection. The whole of Kaslo is
deeply interested.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
objection is simply that it is a competing line.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (96) "An Act to incorporate the
Nickel Steel Company of Canada."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (50) "An Act to incorporate the
Montreal and James Bay Railway Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Montreal
and Province Line Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Bill (62) "An Act to incorporate the
Timagamni Railway Company." - (Hon.
Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (102) " An Act to incorporate the
Montmorency Cotton Mills Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Bill (91) "An Act to incorporate the
Klondike and Peace River Gold Mining,
Land and Transportation Company, Lim-
ited."-(Hon. Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill k6 1 ) " An Act in further anendment
of the Trade NIark and Design Act."-
(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (92) "An Act to incorporate the
Canada Atlantic Transit Company."- (Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (86) " An Act respecting the Brock-
ville and St. Lawrence Bridge Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (80) "An Act respecting the Ottawa
and New York Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (78) " An Act respecting the St.
John Bridge and Railway Extension Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Wood.)

Bill (67) "An Act to incorporate the
London and Lake Huron Railway Com-
pany."-(Hon. Sir John Carling.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Th7ursday, 28th April, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
AGREEMENT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. WOOD inquired of the Govern-
ment:

1. Whether they will, during the present session,
introduce legislation to ratify the agreement made
with the Grand Trunk Railwav bearing date the lst
Febrnary, 1898, and lately laid before Parliament?

2. Whether the Governn!ent will, during the
present session, introduce legislation to authorize the
purchase of the Drummond County Railway, or con-
firm an agreement for the purchase of the saine?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend put
this question yesterday and I answered him.
I told him that the government had not
considered the subject to which these ques-
tions referred, and so I am not in a position
to say to him whether they will or will not.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I understood the hon.
gentleman to say yesterday that he would
answer this question to-day, and to ask that
the notice be allowed to stand.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That was the answer that the hon. gentle-
man gave ; I understood him to request that
the questions be allowed to stand.

RESIGNATION OF CAPTAIN
BELANGER.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired of the
Government :

Why and on whose recomnendation lias the Nilitia
General Orders No. 55, of the year 1894, in so far as
it relates to Captain and Brevet Major P. ielanger
of the 61st Battalion, been cancelled and the follow-
ing substituted in lien thereof, as published in the
Canada Gazette of 18th Deceiber, 1897: Captain
and Brevet Ma.jor P. Belanger is permitted to resign
his commission and to retain the rank of Major on
retirement. 29th October, 1897 "?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Tjie changes in the
general order number 55 of the year 1894
were made on the recommendation of the
Major General commanding the militia.
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HAMILTON AND LAKE ERIE PO WER took the children of Israel, under the man-
COMPANY'S BILL. agement of Moses and Aaron, forty years in

the wilderness to reach the River Jordan-
THIRD READING. that they did not get there even then, be-

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third cause the children of Jsraelcrossedthe River
reading of Bill (100) " An Act respecting Jordan under the guidance of Joshua, the
the Hamilton and Lake Erie Power Com- son of Nun. As 1 look at this project, neither
pany," as amended. the Moses that is guiding this, nor the Aaron

who is helping him iI ge across the River
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This is a very Jordan, and the Joshua who can work such

small bill, and hon. gentlemen may think a scheme bas yet to core. I do not see
it of little consequence; but I consider him yet. If you remember, Moses was a
it a very important bill. On the second man of few words and Aaron was a clever
reading the hon. Secretary of State was nan, a learned man, an educated man, and
very desirous to send it to the Private Bis did the speaking for Moses. My hon. friend
Committee. I objected and it was sent to the Secretary of State does the speaking
the Conmittee on Railways, Telegraphs and for E. A. C. Pew, or in other words, the
Ilarbours. If I thought that the bill would aiphabetical Pew, and so must be the Aaron
ever be carried out, I would oppose it very but the Joshua las not appeared so far. J
strongly. What does it propose to do? It look to parliament to protect the country,
proposes to take the waters of the Niagara and J think they will have to deal with it a
river, up the Welland River 25 miles and great many times yet before it is done.
then deliver them at what is called the Depending as J do upon the government of
River Jordan. If I thought we had a gov- this country that Vhey will not sanction the
ernment, or would ever have a government destruction of a great public work, J arn noV
in this country which would alow suc going Vo divide the wours e, but sha vote
action to take place I should oppose te against the bin, certainly if J can get enoug
'bill strondly, because it would have the to support me in having my vote recorded.
effect Of washin out the foundation of thethe i
aqueduct of the Welland Canal. When the E. was ag e ore in e rd to rd, the
aqueduct waa built, it was protected against hvse Aon
the current of the river ; but when you turn o
the current of the Niagara the other way, LAK E MNANITOBA RAJLWAY AND
it will wash away the foundations. J look CNLCMAY IL
tolthe government to protect the country,
f rom any sucli thing, and I do not even tuhw- TIIRD READINv POtTPONED.

Pose it will be attempted. y look at this bild
te a bili designed to spoil the Egyptians. The Order of the Day " Third Reading
Look at it. The company had a charter three Bill (66) 'An Act respecting the Lake
Years ao, anud this biha is Vo renew it. Manitoba Railway and Canal Company,'
They had power, under that charter, to issue having been called,
Stock to the extent of a million dollars;Hon.uldBopposetheeagaint the
they had power, at the saie time, to issue tho rte in of igm tt r de

'bonds for a million dollars; now Vhey corne thr ldn ftis bill le allowed to stand
to this parliament, and the committee lias over until to-morrow, as he desired to move
thought proper to give hem Ve power to an amendment affecting the bill.
increase their capital stock to $3,000,000 Hon. Mr. MAcINNES-As requested by

thedcurrent of the river btwe o u turn0 dvision

the tcr o ig the hon. gentlemen I agree to postpone the
itore. The only restriction put on theCN yes- B n t
terday was that they should have ony twoi

Years to commence and five years to finish. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-]
As I have said, look at this as a scheme may just point out to the hon. gentbeler
tO spoil the Egyptians. If the company can that if he desires to move an aendment t
8eil these bonds, of course it is al rig t this bill it is necessary Vo give notice.
eylougha. When I ook at the proposal to corne
frog thte Welland River to the River Jordan, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-J ar just doinî
1 re ern y reading in the Good Book that it that now. desire in connection with thi
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bill to give notice of the following amend- Bill (92) " An Act to incorporate the
ment: that the following words be added Canada Atlantic Transit Company."-(Hon.
to clause 1 : " provided such amalgamation Mr. Clemow.)
with the Winnipeg and Great Northern Bill (86) " An Act respecting the Brock-
Railway Company shall only apply to that ville and St. Lawrence Bridge Company."-
portion of the aforesaid railway that lies be- (Hon. Mr. Clemow.)
tween the terminus of the Lake Manitoba
Railway and Canal Company and the Sas- Bill (80) "An Act respecting the Ottawa
katchewan River." and New York Railway Company."-(Hon.

Mr. Clemow.)
The third reading was postponed till to- Bill (78) "An Act respecting the St.

morrow. John Bridge and Railway Extension Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Wood.)

THIRD READINGS. Bill (67) " An Act to incorporate the
London and Lake Huron Railway Com-

Bill (34) " An Act respecting the Colum. pany."-(Hon. Sir John Carling.)
bia and Western Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.) TRADE MARK AND DESIGN ACT

Bill (45) " An Act respecting the British AMENDMENT BILL.

Columbia Southern Bailway Company. - SECOND READING POSTPONED.

(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)(Ho. M. Mclnes. The Order of the Day being read
Bill (44) "An Act to confirm an agreenent T

between the St. Stephen and Milltown Rail- Second reading Bill (61) " Ain Act in fui ther amend-
way Company and the Canadian Pacific ment of the Trade Mark and Design Act."-(Honour-
Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.) able Mr. Scott.)

Bill (23) " An Act to incorporate the Hon. Mr. SCQTT said : When I moved
Miles Caion and Lewes River Tramway that the second reading of this bill take
Company," as amended.-(Hon. Mr. Mac- place to-day, I was under the impression
donald, B.C.) that it was a bill prepared by the Minister

Bill (58) " An Act respecting the Queens-
ton Heights Bridge Company."-(Hon. Mr..
Sanford.)

Bill (46) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr.
MacInnes.)

Bill (51) " An Act respecting the Calgary
and Edmonton Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Lougheed.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (50) "An Act to incorporate the
Montreal and James Bay Railway Coin-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Montreal
and Province Line Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Dandurand.)

Bill (62) "An Act to incorporate the
Timagami Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Dobson.)

Bill (102) " An Act to incorporate the
Montmorency Cotton Mills Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Dandurand.)

of Agriculture. On sending to the depart-
ment to know whether they had introduced
the bill, I was informed that they had not,
that it had been introduced by a private
inember of the House of Commons. Some
private member of this House will, no doubt,
take charge of the bill here, and I there-
fore move that the Order of the Day be dis-
charged and that the second reading be fixed
for Monday.

Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Will
ny hon. friend explain the object of the bill?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT---I understand that it
is to enable trades unions to adopt trade
marks. I do not know that there is any
objection to the bill-I think there is none.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have just read the
bill this moment. I understand that trades
unions have certain trade marks and that
they ask permission, in all industries in
which they are employed, to use these marks
only in those institutions in which members
of their order are employed so as to desig-
nate the work that is produced by them. I
see no objection to the bill.
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Hon. Sir IMACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then any manufacturer who thinks proper
to employ men who do not belong to trades
unions will find, when his goods are placed
on the market, that they will be boycotted
because they have not the trade union mark
on then.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The object is to indi-
cate whether such goods are produced by
members of the trade unions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
objection should be taken by the trade
unions to the sale of goods which do not
bear their mark, does the hon. gentleman
think that would be desirable?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As nine hundred and
ninety-nine out of every thousand persons

as succinct and condensed a manner as pos-
sible in order to economize time ; at the same
time, I want to give a clear and intelligent
presentation of the circumstances in regard
to this' most important matter, and so, in-
stead of speaking to the various items, I
propose to cite the opinion in reference to
them of corporations and individuals who
are recognized as authorities on the subject
with which they deal, at the same time
making such comments as may seem to me
to be necessary. In the first place, to show
the localities in which the work bas been
prosecuted heretofore, I read f rom the report
o' the Department of Marine and Fisheries,
1897, pages 17 and 18. This is from the
chief engineer, W. B. Dawson, to W. P.
Anderson, 6th December, 1897, in regard
to the localitvi ho h nkh

in the community are not members of trade prosecuted and where it is further required:
Unions, they will not consider when they I
purchase goods whether4hey were made by A gpneral exanination of the currents of the Gulf
Inenibers of trades unions or not. They will of St. Lawrence bas heex earried on by this survey in
consider the price and quality of the goods. the three seasons of 1894,1895 aid 1896, by which the

currents in the interior of the golf, and in the straits
connecting it with the ocean, have beexi exained

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-t witli special reference to the leading steamship routes
has another bearing ; however, we can dis- whieh pass through it in various directions.
cuss all that inTheUnited States Hydrographic Office have dran

in cmïnitee.attention to the. resuits obtaied by this surey, l)y
The motion was agreed to. repulishing a diagrain and explanation of the nature

of tse current i the Strait of Belle Ise, i their
AI Pilot Chart for the North Atlantic, for the fonth

The Snateadjouned.of NIlnrch, 1897 , and also a suinmnary on " Current
circulation ithin the Golf of St. Lawrence " in the
thPilat Chart "for fu, 1897. A 1Notice to Marin-
ers" ased uln the in formation obtained, was aiso
issTed by the United States Hydrographie Office in
January, 1896. Two extended summaries of the

THE SENATE. Reports of Progresa have no heen given in the
"Annals of ihydrograpity and BMaritime Meteor-
iology" by wir. Schott, of Hainberge Th" reports

Ottawa, Friday, 29th April, 1898. have also heen reviewed ii the "Scottish Geograpl-
ical Magazine ; " the l'Annale,; <le Géýographie,'" Paris;

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three and Dr. Peterinann's IMittlieilungen," Gerinany;
0 and the work lias heen favourahly iioticed in theO'clock. Il.Journal of Coinnierce," of Livýrp)ooI. A short

Prayers and routine proceedings. review of the vork from its inception, and of the
resuits arrived at, appeared in " Nature," London,
2211d April, 1897.

SURVEYS OF TIDES AND CLTR- Little attention has yet heen given to the currents
in Northumbherlanîd Sîtrait and aroîîîid Prince Edward

RENTS IN CANADIAN Island or to the tidal cîrrexts of the Lower St.
WATERS. Lawrence froui Anticosti to týuebec, as sone kiow-

Iedýe had first to be obtained of the guif currents and
INQUIRY. tler relatio to the oceaii. A further exaination

Hion. Mr. PRMeROSE rose to inquire of of the currents in the Strait of Belle Isle is also desir-
sable, to o Utain moae conlete data for its tidalh government character. The work las been carried on with the

assistance of one of thae suppl steaners of the light-eet iritetinite "ose and bîoy service, whichlias een placed at thePunount i Estimates, or otherwise provide for, a disposal of this survey for tht tHree months of July,addition thhe 82,500 embraced in ve gut and Septeinher, in each season, which was asaia estinates, for t prscuion of th "Survey of ae s or ie s
T7(ides and Currents in Canadian Waters," iii sonie it19 bas iroed ensotaa fDo thei unoe, asrutmsn ;

andt t he wrork habe faor h ury otied in thes

ýeg1'e adequate to the" requirements of thiJ slow and unwieldy as to add naterially to the diofi-
î1ilrOrtant service. culty of carrying ont the work to advantage, and the

reut arried aut, app eared n " Naotu," ondonth

ie said :I Tn speaking to this motion,; or to the i a rntsh of eve Lwiteheebd ad ftonu te obtin otgucurent and

INQIRY thei relh ate eoe h oS9 1 aadtoionato the ocserain Acfuteron exainain
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night. The further survey of the currents was dis- certificates of competency and so on. The
continmued this season to save expense to the depart-
ment ; and when it is resmned, a steamer of suitable report continues
character and properly equipped for the purpose And I notified the instructors of navigation to that
should be made avadable for the work ; and i some effect.
regions one or two schooners, if properly titted out, The information gained from a survey of the Gulf
could be used with advantage as auxiliarles. of St. Lawrence and Straits of Belle Isle, made for

The regions imi w'hich the currents imost requre the purpose of ascertaining the movements of the
investigation at present, are on the south coast of tides and currents of those waters, will, no doubt, be
Newfoundland and in the Bay of Fundy. On the of umnch service to mariners, and the inauguration of
south coast of Newfondiland it is reporteil that there the nethod of continuous tidal records, obtained
is a strong indraught into the larger bays, andi to this fron the autonatic gauges placed at somte of the
several wrecks are attributed. The distance from principal ports of our coast, and other places in the
shore that this is felt, and the conditions of wind and Gulf of St. Lawrence, will no doubt hereafter prove
tide wlich give it the greatest strength, should be beneficial and assist in the safe navigation of all
ascertained ; as two of our leading steanship routes classes of vessels.
follow this coast. I liad the oplportunîity this season The influences whicli act uox the waters of the
of obtaining soie preliminary information which will Gulf of St. .Lawrence, are ever changing, mnaking it
serve as a gude m carrymg out tiis mvestigation- iost difficult for otticers of ships to calculate the force
In the otting of Cape Race, the variation in tht- Arc- and direction of the tidal current with any great
tic current should be better understood, tor informa- degree of certaintv.
tion of iînward-iound vessels ; ail no detailed exai- Mr. V. Bell Dawson, who conducted the survey,
ination lias yet been made of this current further has given utucih valuable information upon the sub-
north, off the outer end of the Strait of Belle Isle, for ject, and it is to be hoped the governnent will see
the assistance of vessels in iaking that strait. The their way to prosecute this useful work for iany
currents on the south-western coast of Nova Seotia years, as the short time occupied in the survey is not
and at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy have also suthicient to give any proper knowledge of the inove-
much inportance, and to obtain the necessary tidal ment of the tide.
data for coitparison, a tide gauge sliould be estab- I regret to say that tie officers who have been
lished at Yarmouth without further delay. In the exainied for certificates have not given this mnatter
upper part of the Bay of Fundy, and its aris, the the attention it deserves.
currents are probably more nîeariv parallel with the
coast line, as on the Lower St. Lawrenc- : but on the That is fron W. H. Smith, chairnan of
othei hand, the navigation being entirely dependent the board of examiners. I also desire to
on the tide, it coies to he of the first importance to
deteriine the time and height of the tide itself cor- read the enumeration of the principal tidal
rectly. An exainnation of these currents should be stations from W. B. Dawson's report of
iade wvhile the principal tidal stations now estab-

lished continue in good working order, as thecurrents 1897 at the first page:
are chiefly tidal, and their hehaviour tani only e In establishing these stations originallv, a careful
ascertained by direct comnparison with a tidal record. selection was made of the mtost conmanding points oit

the Atlantic coast, at the gulf entrances, and on the
And liere I want to emphasize as best I St. Lawrence. The stations, therefore, are not only of

can the importance of a proper investigation direct valu- to our principal harbours, but they also

in that respect along the route where such serve as reference stations fromn which toi determmnie
t tidal data il the regions iying between tlem. There

important matters as are enbraced by these are now seven stations li operation, situated at St.
notices are conducted : John, N.B., Halifax, St. Paul Island in Cabot Strait,

Forteau Bay in the Strait of Belle Isle, South-west
The investigation has incinded the currents found poiint of Anticosti, Father Point and Quîebîec.

at the three angles of the gulf, naielv, () in Cabot
Strait which formts the main entrance to the gulf, be- Then I read froin the report on the pre-
tween Cape Breton and Newfounîdlaid ; (2) in the aration and improvement of tide tables olStrait of Belle Isle ; and (3) at the entrance to the p
St. Lawrence and around the Island of Anticosti. The the fourth page of the same report:
currents met with in the open guilf have also ibeen
examined and their directio)n traced ; and iucli infor- The improvemtent which cati be made it the tide

mation ias been collected fromî seamîen and fishermen tables each yar has to depend upon the balance te-
as.to th currents, and witli reference to the drift of the maiming after the charges of first importance are met.

ice in winter and spring. Out of the smtîall vote available for this survey, the
Mji l [iitIt fii dtei de hctwgapemapp ances or eepse Iachor)age, an(

I read also from the letter of the Chair- eurrent meters and other marine instrînents reqmred
foi the surv-v of the currents, have to be provided

man of the Board for Examiners to the as well as the salaries of assistants and of the tidal

Department in 1897, pages 58 and 59. observers, and mainrenance and supplies for tie tidal
stations. 'l'lhe question of expense made it necessarY

In Decemtber, 1895, I received a letter from the ito choose between these and iiprovement of the tidO
departmnent, stating that it was carrying on a survey i tables.
of tides and currents on the coast by which important
additions to its knowledge was beimg obtained, and Now I come to another iatter of prime
inforning ne that the latest knowledge of this char- importance, and that is the result of these
acter would be included in the subjects for examina-
tion befotre mîy board. ivsiain nti oki eadt htion efor niy"rd.fisheries. 1 read from the saine report Of

So important did they deen this matter 1897. (Pages 36 and 37):
that it was constituted a matter of inquiry It is probable that the temperature and densitY If
before the board of licensing and granting the water and the direction of its currents, may have
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important bearings upon the moveinents of fish, which tide which give it the greatest strength, should be
as yet are imperfectly understood. This opinion is ascertained, as two of our leading steamship routes
held by the countries bordering the North Sea; and follow this coast. Some information has been collected
the information afforded by the investigation of the with regard to the general set of the current on the
tiovements and other characteristics of the water are Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia ; but the cut rents on
there used as a basis in arriving at the reasons for the south-western coast and in the Bay of Fundy are
the distribution and migration of fish at different nuch more important. In the upper arms of the bay
seasons. The information has its chief application in the currents are probably parallel with the dbast line,
the North Sea to the herring fishery ; and yet a as in the Lower St. Lawrence. But there, the naviga-
practical return is expected for the outlay which is tion il entirely dependent on the tide, and the time
made in obtaining it; and the investigation il of such and height of the tide are of the first importance.
unportance that arrangements are being discussed for Towards the nouth of the bay, the currents require
international co-operation an.ongst the countries investigation in the interest of steanship lines run-
bordering the North Sea in carrying it on. In our ning to St. John and to ports in western Nova Scotia.
fisheries, the cod and mnackerel, have a greater in- An examination of these should be made while the
portance relatively than the hlerring; w hich would principal tidal stations are still in operation, as they
warrant the expenditure of larger sums in proportion are chiefly tidal and their behaviour can only be ascer-
in pronoting their iuterests by such investigations. tained by direct comiparison with a tidal record. This

As an example of the importance of knowingwhere may serve to indicate the information which is most
fish are to be found, and why they prefer one region needed with regard to the currents on our eastern
to another in different seasons, it miay be nentioned coasts, and which it is important to obtain, as soon as
that during last season's fishing schooners were re- possible, in the interest of Canadian shipping.
turning from Labrador in September with half cargoes I will read now of the seven tide gaugeswhile within the Gulf we found on the " Lansdowne g
that cod were everywhere abundant throughout the now in operation from Dawson's report of
summer on the thirty and forty fathoin banks, which 1896, on page 6:
n0 schooners were takinv advantage of. It is held by
fishermen that fish are never caught while the water The seven tide gauges now in operation are as fol-
is elear; and its clearness must have some relation to lows :-
physical conditions which could be ascertained. It is 1. St. John, N.B. -Gauge sitnated at Reed's wharf
also known that the cod aee caught in shallower water in St. John Harbour. To furnish a basis for tide
in the spring, and further fron shore as the season cables for this harbour, and also to serve as a refer-
advances. This may depend more directly on the ence station for the Bay of Fundy.
rnovements of the herring or capelin which they 2. Halifax, N.S.-Gauge situated at the wharf of
follow; but these fish may themselves be influenced the Department of Marine and Fisheries. To furnish
in theic movements by the tenperature or other a basis for tide cables. and also to serve as a reference
characteristics of the water which may differ at station for the Atlantic coast.
different timies. 3. St. Paul Island, C.B.-Gauge situated at Atlan-

tic Cove, on the east side of the island. To command
In the sixth item, I read the present posi- Cabot Strait, the main passage in which the tides

tion of this branch of the tidal service and enter the Gulf of St. Lawrence from the Atlantic.
4. Strait of Belle Isle.-Gauge situated at Forteau

future work at page 38 of the saine report. I Bay, at the inner end of the strait. To command
have selected these different excerpts, as far this entrance to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and also
as I posibly can, in order to give them a to bring the currents in the strait into relation with

the tides.
sort of succession to make the story continu- 5. Anticosti. -Gange situated at soutb-west point.
ous-having a text of such importance as To command the entrance te the St. Lawrence.

thi ~vrk-nd o mke t a inellgibe a 6. Father Point. -This gaugfe il at the pilot station,this work-and to make it as intelligible aseau~ ~ inta d at the head of the deep chiannel of 150 fathoins,
wayw wîih extends up the Lower St. Laws ence f roni theI rend woel It serves also as an intermediate station beI read now of the present position of this uf

tween Anticosti and Quebec.
bratnch of the tidal survey and future work : 7 Quebec.-Gauge situatec at the dry dock, Lévi@.

To furnish a basis for tide cables for Quebec harbour,
During the past three seasons a general exami- and witb reference to deptb of water in the St. Law-

nation of the currents in the interior of the Gulf rence Ship Channel.
of St. Lawrence and the straits connecting it with
the ocean bas been made with special reference to ese are pretty aîuch the data in regard
the leading steamship routes which pass through it. to the condition of natters as fac as the
Little attention bas yet been given to the currents in work itself is concernpd and the progress
the wide bay formed by the sweel) of the coast from
Miscou to Cape Breton, in which Prince Edward Is- which it lias made. I core now to read
land lies. The strong tidal currents of the Lower St. what is thought of this service and its ia-
Lawrence have not yet been exanined, as they are porta orations by gentlemen
usually parallel with the shore and have less tend-
ency to set a vessel out of its course, and also, because who are experts and whose authority is
fron Father Point to Qu-bec, vessels have the ad, ant- recocnized ail over Canada, and in many
aRe of the pilot service. It was also necessary to ob- P
tain first someknowledge of thegulf currentsand their cases throughout the world. I rend now
relation to the ocean. No detailed examination bas the petition of the Royal Society of Canada,
yet been made of the currents in the Atlantic, off
the outer end of the Straits of Belle Isle, for the
assistance of vessels in making the strait. On the
soith coast of Newfoundland, it is reported that there
ta astrongin-draiught into thelarger bays, and to this CANADA, JUNE, 1897.

several wrecks are attributed. The distance from The Royal S<-ciety learît with regret that no grant
shore that this is felt, and the conditions of wind and has been mace by parliaient this year for the contin-
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uance of the survey of the tidal currents. Ignorance
of these currents has been made the cause (f immense
losses to shipping in the past and will in the future
until it is removed by a thorough investigation. The
sooner, therefore, that investigation is completed the
better for Canadian navigation ; but the need for
prompt action bas become nuch more pressing since
a parliaientary grant has been passed for a " Fast
Atlantic Service." The importance of tidal obser-
vations in connection with these currents was urged
upon the attention of the Dominion government for
several years by the Royal Society of Canada, acting
in co-operation with the British Association for the
Advancement of Science.

The force of the reasons subniitted by the society
,was invariably acknowledged, but delay arose fromt
various causes. At length after a thorough inquiry
by the Minister of Marine, the work was undertaken
by the government in 1890, and althongh the grants
were smîiall, inadequate in fact to such a prompt ex-
ecution of the survey as the interests of navigation
demanded, yet progress was being made and there
was every year a hope that an increase would be made
which would bring nearer the tine when the practical
knowledge acquired would become of extensive value.

Much disappointient bas beeti caused by the retro-
grade step of reducing the yearly grant so that
observations of the currents will be Iost for at least
a whole year.

The society is persuaded that this reduction would
hardly have taken place if the full weight of the
reasons for establishing a tidal survey had been pre-
sent to the mind of the government, and therefore
beg leave respectfully to present them again.

For proof of the assortion that ignorance of the tidal
currents is a great danger to navigation it is only
necessary to refer to the list of wrecks published annual-
Iy by the Dominion government since confederation.
There it will be found that a very serions proportion is
attributed to "unknown currents," which iay be
fairly assuimed for the most part to be "tidal currents.'
As year after year, trade is more and more, carried on
by steamers, attention may be specially drawn to the
wrecks of steamers. A list officially prepared in which
those due to unknown currents and fogs in which the
currents are most dangerous and causes connected
with the tides generally, would be very instructive, if
a comparison were made with the total loss of
steamers from all other causes.

The magnitude of the total loss in the case of steam-
ers on the St. Lawrence route, may be estimated in
another way, which show s a heavy burden on Canadian
navigation. It is stated on good authority that while
the insurance of a steamer for the season of naviga-
tion by the St. Lawrence route may amount to as
much as 104 per cent of the value of the vessel, the
insurance of the same vessel to United States ports
will be only from 3ý to 64 per cent, according to the
port--a difference against the Canadian route of from
4 to 7 per cent. Should not means be taken to remedy
this enormous disadvantage as speedily as possible?

If the rate of insurance on the St. Lawrence route
for steamers could be reduced by only 3 per cent, a
very short calculation will show the great aggregate
gain. What is the total value of the ocean steamsers
on the route? To this only an approximation can be
made. Lieut. Gordon, R.N., in a report to govern-
ment published in the Annual Report for 1889 of the
Departient of Marine, estimnates roughly the average
value of a single steamer at 8250,000.

This would give us a total for 64 steamers coming
to Montreal this sumier, the sum of 816,000,000, ai
amount that may fairly be considered to be below the
true value when it bas been officially stated in parlia-
ment that the cost of the four new steamers for the
"fast Atlantic service" will be 810,000,000. Two
years hence we may, therefore, reasonably expect the
total to be at least $26,000,000.

If the insurance on this ainount can be redu, ed by
3 per cent, the saving will be S780,000 yearly. This,
it is to be remeibered, is on the vessels alone. How
much should be added for the insurance on the
freight? When this has been done may we not,
keeping within safe bounds, say that it seens prob-
able that a reduction of even less than 3 per cent
would result in a saving of not less than 8600,000
yearly. This will be on the St. Lawrence route alone.
How much more will it be when other Canadian
waters are taken into account?

Compared with this annual sum, the total addi-
tional outlay that the governient can be asked to
spend on every form of improvement of all the differ-
ent routes for navigation is simall. Fogs are thechief
source of danger for steamers, and this mainly be-
cause of the "unknown c-urrents." In fogs, the
lighthouses, on which the government, very properly,
spends large sumns of money, are useless ; and all fog-
signals, thougli useful, are, owing to atmospheric
causes, very untrustworthy. Soundings, too, are
often deceptive. It becones, therefore, a matter of
necessity that the master of a ship should learn as
accurately as possible in which direction and how
fast the current is carrying his ship.

In the case of the steamer " Montreal," which was
wrecked in the Straits of Belle Isle in August, 1889,
in a fog in which the explosion of the foghorn-gun
was heard and soundings were constantly taken, the
unavailing efforts of the master to ascertain the drift
of the ship, due to the tidal current, and the over-
dependence on the sounîd of the gun, wvhich eventually
destroyed the vessel, are very instructive on this
point. The details are given in the report of the De-
part of Marine for 1889, p. 112, etc.

Admitting the great magnitud" of the losses to
Canadianî trade caused hy " unknown currents," the
evidence for wvhich is to be found in the government
reports, the followinig questions may be asked:

1. Can a knowledge of these currents be attained
which shall be of practical value to navigation?

2. Do shipnasters desire it, and can they use it ?
Do shi> owners and agents desire it ?

3. Wihat will the cost be?

Evidence in reply to these questions lias been col-
lected and submitted to the government on former
occasions. Canadian waters are not the onily waters
in which currents are dangerous, and the experience
of other maritime nations in dealing with these cur-
rents can be appealed to. Here especially may
attention be drawn to the tide tables for British
and Irish ports published yearly by the Admiralty,
in which full inforimation is given about the tidal
currents around the coast of the United Kingdom.
The knowledge is deemed of such importance that
shipmasters in order to obtain curtificates of compe-
tency are obliged to pass ai examination on the
subject. Reference nay also be made to the work of
this kind done by the Coast and Geodetic Survey of
the United States.

Besides this evidence, a circular with definite ques-
tions bearing on the subject and issued to leading
shipmasters on the St. Lawrence and to others, andi
the replies, which were practically unanimous, were
transmitted to the Minister of Marine. Copies of
these replies can ngain be sibmitted if necessary.
The reply of Staff-Commander Maxwell, R,N., then
engaged on H.M.S. " Gulnare " in surveying the
guîlf vas very direct and plain appioval and was
quoted.

Further direct evidence "as received by the late
Minister of Marine himself in reply to imiquirieS
add-essed to the chief officers in the'Hydrographic
Services of Great Britain and the U!nited States.
This evidence also recommended a survey. Other
evidence also was submitted, but the above seems
sufficient.
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The answer to question 2 concerning the wishes of After the organization of such a department it is
shipmasters is given by a petition addressed to the fot likely that the survey of any region vould be
Minister of Marine by nearly 400 (393 is the exact posponed until attention has heen drawn to the need
n1iumber of nasters and otficers of ships). A printed by the wreck list.
copy is herewith subnitted, to which is attached a It is not probable that such a statenent would
copy of a petition from the " Shipping Interest " of again be made as appears in the report for the Depart-
Montreal. A body which sent many deputations to ment of Marine for 1889, p. 68, where it is said that
the government in favour of the niovement. tht survey of the Georgian Bay wa caused by the

Petitions came also from boards of trade. More great loss of vessels every autumn, culminating in
especially lias the board of trade of Montreal, the the loss of the steamer "Asia" with sonie 150 lives,
commnercial capital of the Dominion, urged steadily couîded with a prospect of increasing trade.
and repeatedly by memorial and deputation the The loss of 150 lives or a great number of ships or
necessitv of the survey. even of one very costly vessel, ought not to be neces-

For the third question, the cost, an estimate for sary preliminary to inquire into tht condition ot tht
tidal observations in general was submitted by the navigable routes.
late Lieut. Gordon, R.N., which will be found in the Tht Royal Society woull go ont step furthtr in its
Annual Report of the Department of Marine for recommendation.
1890, pp.-84 to 85. The amount, $40,000, suggested Tht hydrographic survef of the Georgian Bay
for the tidal currents alone, seens too small, but, beginning in 1883 was tht rst that was ever under-
even if the sum should be trebled, it would still be taken "by and at tht sole expense of tht government
salla, compared with thë gain on the St. Lawrence of Canada "(It should be remeinbered that tht Dom-
route alone. His estimate is based on observations inion had then been in existence for only 16 years.)
for a nunber of years. No hy trographic survey (f tht Gulf of the Atlantic

lu the case of the tidal currents the time may be coast ha ever been undertaken by tht Dominion
reduced by increasing the annual outlay for a few itself. Ail this work bas been dont by tht Admiralty
Years, and as it is of the utmost importance that either wholly at tht expense of tht Imperial govern-
everything should be done to make the " Fast Atlan- ment or when tht Dominion government has made a
tic Service" successful, it is respectfully submitted special application, tht cost hasbeen divided between
that it would be wise by immediate outlay to remove tht two goverments.
the danger arising fron these currents as much and It is likely that in future much more will have to be
as quickly as possible. A great deal may be done dont by tht Dominion eovernment itself. Greater
before the vessels are ready. The operations might econonîy and eficiency will, no doubt, be attained by
be restricted to this steamship route until it has been acting in concert with tht Imperial governînent. By
thoroughly surveyed. proper consultation it ought fot to be difficult to ar-

While pressing so strongly the need for a survey of range wlîat work should to be done by each in Cana-
the tidal currents, the society would deprecate quite dian waters or their neighbourhood, or what by both
as strongly the idea thîat this should be carried out in comnion.
to the negleet in the smallest degree of the other In short, it nay be siggested tlat the Dominion
nieasures which are necessary for the safety of navi- Hydographir Survey might form part of an al
gation. Hydographic Survei, and while quite indep t,

A survey of tidal currents is in reality only part of might thus act 1 in concert with tht Imperial
a hydrographic survey, taken in the fullest sense of governinent. It does not seem that there ought to
the term, and the society has already recommended be more difficulty in effecting this than in making
to the governinent the complete organization of a common postal facilities for both countries.

hydrographic survey for the Dominion corresponding It may be objected that this may cause gteater out-
to the coast survey in the United States. It is a lay for tht Dominion. That, however, la a matter
Matter of fact, that hydrographic work is being regu- that will be determined by tht Donion itself. It
larly done for the Dominion. There has been a certainly cannot txpect, nor ought it to desire that
hydrographic survey of the Georgian Bay, a hydro- Imperial funds should be spent as freely in the, future
graphic survey of the Bay of Quinté, hydrographic as in tht past in tht survey of Canadian waters.
Work on the Pacific coast, hydrographic work on the If it were to follow tht exanple of New Zealand,
Great Lakes. The tidal observations on the Atlantic which contributes &50,000 yearly to tht Royal Navy,
side of the Doninion are also, as has been stated, or of Australia, which gives $600,000, it also would
part of a hydrographic survey. contribute to the Royal Nay tht protection from

The importance of the work seems deserving of whose arnîed shils it slares. ut if this cannot be
more recognition than has yet been given to it. If dont, it ought, in tht future, to pay at leat for that
a hydrographic survey department were organized work in its own waters, whîch has hitherto been 8<
and mut on the same footing as the Geological largely dont by t1t. surveying vessel of tht Navy.
Survey, both the public and parliament would be
Inore likely to give weight to its recommendations. 1 wish to call the attention of the buse
The officers of such a department would be responsible to the fact that while, in the St. Lawrence
advisers of the Minister of Marine and would be recog-
nIized in this capacity by the people of Canada. It route, the inaurance is ten and a haif per
would be their duty year by year, to determine and cent the insurance of the same vessel in the
report to the Minister of Marine what was the hydro-
graphic work that was mîîost urgently needed for the United States port would be only three and
tine, and to execute this work when duly authorize.d. a haif to six and a haif per cent. I shah
It is not likely that with such a department in exis- now read a statement showing the lossestance so important a work as a tidal survey would be
Overlooked or neglected.

41ý
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LIST OF WRECKS IN RIVER AND GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE AND BAY OF FUNDY.

1886.

G ertrude ............ .................... ... July 4
Benonia.. . .. ..... ...................... " 10....
Acton. ...................... ..... . ... .Aug. 13....
Advance. .............................. .... 28....
Eastern Star.. ...... . . .... ... ... . .... Oct. 10 ....
Lubna ......................... .. .. . .Nov. 23....

1887.

Cape Pine, N.F.
Cape North, C.B.
St. Shotts, N.F.
Fox River, Gaspé.
Trinity Bay.
Near Halifax, N.S.

John Knox ......................... ....... May 1 .. Point Basque, N.F.

1888.

Fernhohue.. . . ... ... .. . .............. July 9 .... St. Mary's Bay.
Bk. Maria.. .... .. . ... ... ............ 20 .. . Bird Rocks.

1889.

Cynthia............... .............. . .
Bessie M orris..................... ..........
L em uria ... .... ........................ ....
M ontreal.. . .............................
Geographique......... .. .............

Thornholhne.... .................. ....
Idaho .... ..... ... ........... ........
G erda......... ........... .. ....
A slacoe....... ......... ...................
B arcelona ................ ..................
Melmerby ........................ ...
M ary Graham ... .... ................. ...
Napoleon III...... . ... .............

Stratsraald Loange ... .... .. ..........
C irce... . . .. . .... ............... ....
M ondego ..... ,... ............ ... ........
A n n ie ............ ..........................

St. Joseph.................... ... . .. ....

W andrani .... ........... . ................
H urona. ................ .. .................
Craigside ...... ........ ......... .....
John E. Sayer....... ................. ... .
A lcides .... .................... ....... .....
Beatrice ............ .. ....... . .........
O tto A ntonio........ .................... ...

May 22....
June 3....
July 1L .
Aug. 4....
Oct. 2....

Longue Point, Montreal.
Point au Pie, C.B.
Matane.
Belle Isle Straits.
Off St. Pierre.

1890.

July 18.... Barret Ledge, River du Loup.
23.... S. Point, Anticosti.
27.... Sable Island.

Aug. 17.... Cape Race.
Sept. 13.... Red Island.
Oct. 13. .. New Glasgow, N.S.
Aug. 17.... Point Rich, N.F.

. Oct. 19.... Glace Bay, N.F.

1891.

June 26.... Bryon Id., Gulf of St. Lawrence.
July 18.... Heath Point, Anticosti.
Sept. 14.... St. Mary's, N.F.
Nov. 23.... S. W. Point, Anticosti.

1892.

Aug. 12.... Mille Vache, River St. Lawrence.

1893.

May 14 .... (Ahnost lost) River St. Lawrence.
10 ... (Ashore) Cape Magdalen.

" .... !White Head, N.S.
July 6.... Channel, N. F.

" 23.... (Alnost lost.)
Aug. 18.... Magdalen Island.

"18...

1894.

Texas ... ............ June 4.... St. Shotts, N.F.
Haverton ......................... ....... " 3... 'St. Croix Reef.

1895.

M exico................... .............. . July
Dracona ... .......... ................. Aug.
Marposa........:................ ........... Sept.
B razilian......... ........... ................ O ct.
Canadia.. .... ....................... Nov.
Thanies.. . ... .. .. ................
E lsie. . .. .. ...... . ................ ......

7.... Straits Belle Isle.
14.... Fox River, Gaspé.
24.... Straits Belle Isle.
2i ... Cape Sable.
6... Matane.

21 ... Peter's Ledge, Gulf St. Lawrence.
25.... S. W. Point, Anticosti.

644
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LIST OF WRECKS IN RIVER AND GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE AND BAY OF FUNDY-Cont.

1896.

State of Georgia .. ........... ..... ........ Dec. 23.,... Never arrived.
Ealing... ...... ... ............... ........ Jan. 7.... Off Nova Scotia.
Parkimore. .................... ..... ........ June 17.... Anticosti.
W m. Geake ............... ............... Aug. 3.... Byron Island.
Warwick.............. .. ................. Dec. 31.... Grand Manan, Murr Ledge.

1897.

Assaye... ................................ April 5 ... Gulf of St. Lawrence.
IH ungaria ... ............... ................... uly 2....
Baltiore City........ ... ............. ..... " 20... Straits Belle Isle.
Derwentholme.... .......................... 29... (Almost total loss, River St. Lawrence.
A rcadia ...................................... M ay 16 ... Cape Ray.
Arabia... .. ................................ Sept. 27.... Cape Laroche, River St. Lawrence.
Turret Cape................................ Oct. 22.... St. Valier Shoal.

1898.

Greona. .. ...... . ...................... Jan. 1.... Seal Island.

It is impossible to get values of steamers
or cargoes lost, but seeing that the total
losses number fifty-three, seven and a-half
to ten millions of dollars would be a moder-
ate estinate of the value for the steamers,
Or, say £30,000 to £40,000 each, and their
cargoes should amount to an equal sum, so
that the entire loss may be fairly estimated
at fifteen to twenty million dollars.

I read now a letter from a prominent
8teamship firm in Montreal to the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries last year:

We 4,g to bring to your notice the stranding of the
stean4li) " Arcadia," near Cape Ray, Gulf of St.
Lawrence, with probable total loss of this very valu-
able boat, which taken in conjunction with the total
loss of the steamships " Warwick " and " Assaye " in
Bay of Fundy last winter will, we fear, bring about
very serions consequences to the steamship trade of
Canada, by greatly advancing the rates of insurance
11pon both hulls and cargoes.

Insuranee, as you are doubtless aware, is a most
ui portant and very large item in a steamer's outlay,

and it is also an important item in the matter of costs
vith shippers, most of our grain, flour, deals, &c., be-

Ing sold on such a small margin of profit as to take
but little additional cost to make the business impos-
8ible, or deflect it to United States ports where insur-
ance can be done at much lower rates than from
Canadian ports.

The reason for high rates on steamers to Canadian
Ports is largely owing to the feeling amongst English
lln'ervriters, Lloyds and others, that our coasts are
not properly lighted and surveyed and the charts re
soundings and currents very defective. The actual
condition of things may not be so bad as supposed,
but it must be, we think, acknowledged that but
little has been done of late years in improvements to
Our lights or fog signals and but little in the way of
determining the existence and strength of the cur-
rents which are known to be dangerous on many parts
of the coast, particularly to the entiance of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy.

We inclose you letter received from a firm of mar-
ine insurance brokers in London which treats of this

matter and we hope that as Minister of Marine you
will give this subject your earnest attention and that
you will see your way to the publication of some in-
formation that can be distributed amonmg the under-
writers and marine insurers of England, giving the
exact position of lights, fog signals, &c., on the Can-
adian coasts and mn shape serviceable as a guide to
captains comimanding steamers in the Canadian
trade, especially strangers cominig to a Canadian port,
it may be for the first time.

The enormous difference in insurance against
steamers engaged in the Canadian trade is probably
unknown to you, but when we inform you that the
cominon rate of insurance on vessels running to Cai.
adian ports is 10 per cent per annum as against three
to four per cent per annun on steamers of same class
rmning to United States ports, you will understand
how heavily we are handicapped.

Taking 50,000 pounds as an average price for a
freight steaner-the " Arcadia " is said to have cost
over 100,000 pounds--and niany of the vessels now
engaged in the trade have cost fully that ainount,
but taking 50,000 pounds as an average the difference
of insurance per annumu would be about 3,500 pounds
per year, or say 500 pounds per voyage an amount
they can badly afford to pay. Indeed the heavy insur-
ance charge has been the cause of a great deal of the
disasters which have befallen the Canadian steam-
ship companies and anything the goverment can do
to increase the safety of our coasts, and especially the
St. Lawrence route, will be a great boon to the ship-
ping interests.

Then 1 read f rom a letter f rom a firm of
merchants in London, England:

With reference to the insurance of steamers trading
between this country and Montreal, we very nuch
regret to say that there is a great amount of prejudice
existing here, both at Lloyds and with all the comp-
anies,about the navigation of the St. Lawrence. Indeed
the difference in premiunis between the trade to the
United States and Canada is somethin like 50 per
cent to 60 per cent against Canada. Ve cannot of
course suggest any remnedy, but if your government
could in any way take steps by improved lighting of
the river, if that matter is at all defective, it would
be the means of saving the shipowners who carry on
the trade, a considerable amount of imoney.
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We have always had the feeling that Montreal
traders were placed at considerable disadvantage and
if the authorities would see if an y improvement i
the existing arrangements could be made, it would
enable owners to insure their steamers at somewhat
lower rates.

I have here a memorandum as to insur-
ance rates for grain. The rates are as
follows : From New York î cent per bushel ;
Mlontreal 2¾ cents per bushel ; other goods-
it does not specify the other goods, they can
be any class of goods-other goods froi
New York, 5 cents ; from Halifax, 8 cents;
from Montreal, 15 cents. Then the regular
insurance on the Fast Line steamers is enor-
mous, so much so tiat it would almost pay
the Messrs. Peterson and Tate to pay for
the cost of carrying on this survey them-
selves. Now I am going to read a letter
from a high authority connected with the
British Admiralty :

I have been much exercised at hearing a rumour that
investigations connect-d with the tidal survey were
te be curtailed, if not dropped. The work has been
so far well carried out, but the nature of the water
movement requires a long continued series of obser-
vations to arrive at any practical conclusion, and if
dropped now the money already spent mnay almost be
said te be thrown away.

I read now an extract f rom the Journal
of Commerce of Liverpool, dated April the
9th, 1898 :

The survey of tides and currents has been carried
out under the able superintendence of Mr. W. B.
Dawson and that official's report appears, and con-
tains much that is of value to navigators in the St.
Lawrence Gulf waters, or more correctly, a portion
of that navigation. Every advantage has been
takei of the facilities offering, which, by the way,
have not been of the miost satisfactory nature,
the steamer placed at the disposal of the depart-
ment, being available only somie three îmonths.
However, a great deal of valuable work has been
doune and too much stress cannot be laid upon
the necessity for a thorough investigatiin of the
tides and currents in this part of the world for the
greatest bar te navigation-fog-is so common and
p rsisteit that the mnost reliable information should

e at the disposal of captains and pilots. Several
wrecks are attributed te au indraught setting on the
south coast of Newfoundland yet no adequate know-
ledge of its force or the conditions inducing it are
available. Other portions of the gulf and adjacent
waters such as the Bay of Fundy need investigation;
and in the interests of our great shipping industry,
and with the object of removing ship owners and
underwriter's objections, the work shoul I be carried
out efficiently and effectually-a course that cannot
be followed without expense, but money expended by
any country or colony un rendering the navigation to
and from it comparatively safe is one of the best in-
vestments that can be made. We have on previous
occasions referred te the excellent work of this survey,
and judging by results as evidenced by the tide tables
issued and the tidal diagrams published in the report
before us the Dominion Minister of Marine and
Fisheries has every cause to be satisfied with the
work of Mr. Dawson. The whole report is excellent

evidence that the Right Hon. Sir Louis Henry Davies
(Minister) is well served throughout.

I read now an extract from the Montreal
Daily Witness of the 9th March, and I may
here remark that this is a matter that ought
not to be looked upon fromi a party point of
%iew at all. For that reason I have cited
quotations both from the journals supporting
the Liberal government, and the Conserva-
tive press. I read from ihe issue of the
Montreal Daily Witness, of March 9th :

Among the papers contained mn the lately issued
report of the Marine Department for 1897, none is of
mure general interest than those relating to the sur-
vey of tides and currents in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
and around the coast of the maritime provinces. Mr.
W. Bell Dawson, in charge of these particular sur-
veys, states that in the seasons of 1894, 1895 and
1896, a general examination of the currents within
the gulf and the straits leading to it had been made,
the results throwing light on the circulation of the
waters of the gulf as a whole, and the relation of this
to the tides, but leaving muuch still to be desired in
this connection. These results have appeared in
previous reports, and have been quoted and made use
of by hydiographic authorities in the United States,
Gernany and England. The further prosecution of
this work toward completion has, however, been sus-
pended during the past year in order te reduce expen-
diture, although the savmng thus effected is, perhaps,
scarcely a wise economny, lu view of the great import-
ance to the country, as a whole. of renderimg naviga-
tion of the gulf and its approaches, as far as lssible,
absolutely safe. It is at least possible that sone of
the recent losses of vessels plying in these waters
muight have been obviated by a more accurate know-
ledge of the currents, and mn order to maintain the
confidence of the shippers and underwriters iu the
Canadian route, it is certain that every reasonable
effort should be made to arrive at a conplete know-
ledge of its conditions.

The mnost important extension of this work at pre-
sent required appears to be in connection with the
south coast of Newfoundland and the Bay of Fundy.
Mr. W. P. Anderson, chief engineer of the Depart-
ment of Marine, under whose control th tidal cur-
rent work is, writes as follows in connection with Mr.
Dawson's report:-

I an particularly anxious to have an investigation
of the currents between Cape Breton Island and Cape
Race undertaken as soon as the necessary fends and
a steamer can be allotted for the work. Tie large
number of wrecks that have occurred at the south-
east shore of Newfoundland and the concurrent testi-
mony that there is a strong indraught in that direction
emiphasize the fact that such an mvestigation would
have eminently practical results.

The tidal observations are, of course, intimiately
·connected with those of the currents, most of which
are distinctly tidal in their origin, and to secure the
mnost complete information both should be continued
concurrently for a terni of years sulicient te cover the
varying conditions. During the past year the-se obser-
vations have been continued, but on a reduced scale.
It is at least satisfactory te know, however, that we
are at length obtaining the necessary data for accurate
tide-tables, giving the height as well as the tine, of
the tide for some of the principal points, such as
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Father Point, and so
forth In order to acquire the necessary data for
such tables, a number of specially selected points
have been provided for self-recording tide gauges,
from which, by means of observed local differences, the
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tides at any intermediate points may be calculated. econony to $2,500. It is of the highest inportance
It is thus important to ascertain the local differences to the country that it should fot only be restored to
by observations at as many harbours as possible, while its old amount, but so increased this year that the
the principal recording stations are maintained, the work nay be more speedily done. The koyal Society
information thus once gained being of permanent of Canada, at its meeting in Halifax last l une drew
value and serving as a basis for the calculation of up a petition on this subjeet, and on the question of
local tides in future years. A beginning was made hydrographic survey in general, of which this furms a
in this important matter in 1896, including twelve part which, it may be hoped vill, when presented
Points on the south-western shores of the gulf, extend- formally and considered by the government, have a
ing from Chaleurs Bay along the New Brunswick proper effect. 0f the urgency of the work 1 hop, you
coast, and around Prince Edward Island to Cape viil permit me to say more in another letter.
Breton, but the vote available for last year did not
admit Cf its continuance. On Marmh 3st in the saine paper there is

Then there is a letter from Alexander
Johnson, Chairman of the British Associa-
tion and Royal Society of Canada on March
30th, published in the Montreal Gazette:

The citizens of Montreal are at present naturally
congratulating one another on their foresig lit tenl vears
ago in building a dyke, which, not needed for nine
Years, bas in the tenth saved the city f roni heavy loss,
and possibly fron iuch sickness. If it were proposed
now to abolish the dyke, without putting any struc-
ture in its place to protect us against the river would
there be much indignation, much outcry against those
venturing the suggestion? And this because of a
chance once in ten years. How much greater would
bie the indignation if, instead of a mere chance thereshould bes an absolute certainty of loss and of deaths
1n addition, not once or twice or thrice in ten years
but every year? And yet this very thing--a prevent-
able destruction of Montreal property and of life is
happening lower down this same river and in the
adjoinîing waters continuouisly, and only a very snall
fraction of the people of Montreal seemn to care any-
thing about it, while the rest of Canada, though
sharng the loss, seems equally or more indifferent.
Al this, no doubt because the scene does not lie
directl\, under our eyes and they do not know how
rIlich their purses suffer. The difference is just the
saine as between direct a-d indirect taxation.

The loss by shipwrecks to which I allude is cer-
tainly a heavy annual tax on the trade of Montreal
and of Canada. If such a loss or a part of it were to
be caused annually by a flood in the city who would
subnit to it ? TIhe citizens would put pressure on the
c9rPoration and the corporation would call on the
city surveyor and his staff for an instant remedy.

biiiilarly for the wrecks in the gulf and on the
coast of Canada, so far as they can be preented (and
a great deal can certainly be prevented )-why should
flot the people of Montreal and of Canada put pres-
sure on the Dominion government-and then the
Tominion government call for a remedy on-whom?
The surveyor of tke gulf and coast and bis staff ? But
there is no such officer. No such staff. Thien, obvi-
0 usly, if there should be a liken' ss between the two
cases, as appears, the people of Canada ought to press
the Dominion government in the first place to create
such a body, whos" duty it shall be to guard against
shipwrecks as far as possible, just as our city does
aganst floods and against injury to trade by bad
roads Who can imagine what a state our city would
tf- ý ivere it not for excellent city surveyor and his

SÏtaff ?

When large stores are bullt-will not the owners
do their best to see that the streets leading to thein
do not offer any unnecessary obstacles to traffic ?Large sums of money are being spent and will be
spent on the harbour of Montreal. Is the road which
leads to the harbour-the gulf and river route-to be
neglected, and vacant spaces left in the harbour for
the ships which come not?

The petty grant of $15,000 a year made for this
purpose was cut down last year through motives of

a second letter from Mr. Johnson :

In my previous letter I proposed to speak of the
urgency of the work that was needed to lessen the
dangers of navigation in Canadian waters. By work
I mean, not only the work of the tidal survey-a sur-
vey of the tides and currents, but the still larger
work of the hydrograi hic or coast survey which in-
clides the first. Such evidence for the former was
laid before the governnent that the work was (after
six years steady pressure) actually begun iiin 1890, and
was proceeding satisfactorily, though on too small a
scale and therefore too slowly, until t vas intermitted
last summer. The extension of it involved in the
second was also urged on the government and it was
understood that this would follow in the course of
the developmnent of the other.

I doubt if it be possible to present strongerevidence
of the urgency of the need and, of the possibility of a
renedy that was formally submitted, taken from the
annual report of wrecks issued by the Departnent of
Marine; froim experts in hydrogravhy (British and
American) ; froi the mother of all maritime coun-
tries, etc. At any rate. there is not space in this
letter for such figures as were given formerly, and can
be produced agaîn if needed.

The question is, however, to be asked, why other
maritime countries have hydrographic or coast sur-
veys, which investigate currents as part of their
work? No doubt it is because they find it econoiiical
to pay the cost rather than suffer the losses they
would otherwise meet. Can Canada afford to be
extravagant-to bear heavy losses rather than spend
a little to remove their causes-to be "pennywise
and pound foolish." And yet, this course of appa-
rently we are in danger of adopting.

The late Lieut. Gordon, R.N., estimated that a
yearly grant of $40,000 was necessary for a few years,
for an effective tidal survey. Far less was given, and
to effect a petty savinz out of this small grant, Mon-
treal alone remains subject to an unnecessary annual
tax on its trade, which cannot well be less than half a
million dollars, and may be much more.

The losses on the gulf route are so great that the
annual insurance on a steamer is from 4 to 7 per cent
greater than on the sane vessels going to United
States ports. The actual insurance rates nay amount
to 10 per cent, i.e., the whole value of the steamer
may be paid away in insurance in less than ten years.
If any one will make an estimate of the present value
of the steamers coming from Montreal, and suppose
that by an imîproved knowledge of the route such as
a hydrographic survey would give, a reduction of
only three per cent could be made in the insurance
rate, he will be able to judge of the above estimate of
the preventable tax of half a million or more. The
" fast line " of steamers has been officially valued at
$10,000,000. If this be added how much will the pre-
ventible tax be?

Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-Would my hon.
friend permit me to suggest that he should
hand in those selections to the reporters and
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permit us to proceed with the business on disastrous consequences. As a inatter of fact, the
Belle Isle main current under normal conditionsthe order papier. I do not wish to be dis-the rde paer.1 d notwis tobe is-varies in direction with the ebb and flow of the tide.

court, ous at ail. The selection, are very During high winds, îarticularly from the east or west,
valuable, but the hon. gentleman could the current tends to assume thedirection of the wind.

~~~~~ j>roe badn and under its conitinued influence nîay inaintain tiiaccomplish his purpose by handing them to direction, as observation has shown, for the greater
the rep. rters. part of three days at a time. Tho preponderance of

dîtration of direct«:oit throughout the year, allowing
Hon. NI r. PRI MROSF- owe the House for influence of the wind, is in favour of a corrent in-

an aolory fr radin soextesivly ;but i ard to the golf. The greatest velocities of current
«in apology for reading so extensively ; butiC , observed during high winds ýin the mionthts of .July
I felt the subject to be one of gr. at mi- and Septenber) have heeu from the east 315 knots,
portance and that really I could imake the and front the west 250 knots an tour. Eutering the
niatter clmarer by quoting these extracts than ulfitel is thateeare other Thus,
by spelkliîtg to the different heads. in the centre the rate varies froan that at ofe sces inte ration of 0 9 to 37 knots. The submarine cor-

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I think the rent of the straiît appears to lie soîîtewhat more con-
information~~~ is,;yvlabe tanît anîd equable thaît at the sui-face, and is found tovarie in eneral inwich stronger tian the surfact current

vien it flowns fro at the east, but always weaker when
and underfitsgic int fl c e e m front the sest.

convinced tiiat the large miajoritv of the .It o tlre fund that the adiralty charts of the
meli)ers of the Ilouse 1 are flot p ,f lower gulf indicate a constant current flowin i long

ard the coast of .aspé in a northwesterly direction at
the information contained in these iocui distance of ahut three miles front the shore ad tue
ments. lIt is iin a muchi better shape titan miarinefr is infornied titat this current niakzes- itself feit

and ite (mr twelve iles front land ; but t3ee charts1 could put it myseif. a feel the importance show another 1 aecl o this crrent conuttencing in
of the matter so much that I think I mnight the neighbotishood otf Cat tagdelen and rcanng to
trespass on the time of the use. At th et Point, atd thus o s g the cliannel e-

sametire i it s te dsir of he useJ Itween the coast oif Gýasîré antd Anticosti. It is ex-bspin gif t the diferet headn the cpaierie, however, that the curre t toes not follo
wilHrefrain. Ooth hnes sinîultaneousl, but these latter apear to

i oe altertative, and the variation is attributed to te
Some hon. MEMBERS-Go on. gro on. iirtttieuice of %vind biowing froîti the southi-w'es.-t. 1-ere

y a contingeny ieh confronts the naigator, and
Hon.Mr. ILL R-Ifit 'as h e on.it surely is imiiirtait titat lie should lie iîîformied ofthe coitdios orgiating it, and of its robwable

gentleman f rom Calgary (Hon. t r. Lougheed) velocit and extent. The general currents of the golf,
who was dealing with the suject, we could rarely attaissaseseed of tree ktnots an hour, are locally

subect to tae isluence of reval nt linds anti tatshe kept iere for a great aindy hours and no d ie force ; thre mres o t ore ad th
one would raise an objection. affcted by the tides, m ihich i their tur are itflueced

y laroninete changes; so that t;here is here chresetted a
Hon. Mr. PRi MR SE-e read front the comwlex andever varving order of tingsa ding inh

Montreal at ness of April 2nd, an I do to the difficulties of navigation and suggeting the
t abSolute eessit of a detailed anc thoroegh investiga-

because tis s mne of the recognized organs tion ot f al ate sehyical conditions (>tainitg, moe

of the d fovernment particlarly over the routes usenlly followed by
w steaners. A cois siderale anount of inftrmation in

Thte position receîttly assunîiied b y thte 1V/liess de- this connection lias e fact rieetn collected b the e-
precatiîg the mistaken econoy of the federal govern- parti ent of Marino aid t e resuts inade public i
ment i stspinding the isvestigation of the tides and the oni o, t
corrents of tMe Glf of St. Lahrece and around the durtedlv iimli rernaits to e doue in the saofe
coast of the riaritine provinces has received the sup- directioni.
port of the foîttreal Board of Mrade. That influen- Confessedly iaîl attention lias yet been given to
tial body takes the grrud that the tajority of t e currently in Noothberlano Straits a d arolnd
shippbng disasters in te lower river and the gutf are Prince Edward Islacd tr to the tidal cwirrents on the
fairly attributale to lack of information respecting lover river fror t e Anticosti to Quebec. A further
the culrents and te effecteof tbe tdes thereo. Ttat exanation f te currents of theStraitof Belle ilseis
seveial, pewrhaps manv, flne vessels hav- beeb lost in necessary, als t f those existi g to the south of New-
the Golf of St. LaNrence by reason of iittperfect foudlad and ir tae ay of Fufdy. Thiese latter are
knowled e of the set nf the prevailing curreits is uhiefly of tidal orinn and their i svestigation is, there-
reasonabfy certain, and the wreck of the "Mexico" at fotre, closely i oetified with tidal survey. Obs e vatigon
the entrauce of the golf, in the somnier of 1895 gnay has shon that the general course of the tidal wave
be directly attributed to ttis cause. At, that date which passes. across the glf front Cabot Strait to thi
there was, and there nrotbly is even now, a lief, entrance to tne St. Lawrence is conplicated by a
common athong tae navigators of these aters, tat retunit of Mndulation, and that consequettly te tine
the current in the Strait of Belle Isie set codstantly of the tide at any rparticular station vithin this area
inwards or towards the est. This opinion has been cannot li accuratey obtained ty a constant difference
showt to be quite erroneous, but since the current iii fro a portion of the Atlantic coast, such as alifax,
question hether flowing westerly or easterly, fre- bot that these tides can best be referred to a special
qiaently attains a rate of two knots an hour, it is evi- selected station within te regioS in question. The
dent t dat a isapprehension of its actal direction place chosen for this purpose is St. Paul Islantd, Where
may cause an error i the ship's reckoi the tidal ave enter t e golf fron the Atlantic. SiX
miles an hour, often more tha t eough to accot for other stations have been settled as points of observa-
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tion, but time and muuch patient investigation will be opinion. He was well known tc a good
necessary to obtain satisfactory data for comnparison inany here and was ot the Royal Navy.
and to arrive at approximate certainty.

As an illustration of the necessity above referred to
it nay be stated that frotm a provisional series of tidal I am of opinion that it is highly important in the
'differences worked out between Pictou and Halifax, rnterests of navigation that as thorough an investiga-
it appears that the actual difference in the time of tion as possible of the strength and duration of tidal
high water between these two places is far fron streams and currents shoult be made in the localities
constant, as the tine of hiqh water at Pictou was named. The advantages of such a survey would be
fouind to range froui 53 minutes to 3 hours and 23 that shipmasters would be enabled to judge alnost
huinutes later than at Halifax. On the charts of accrately, of the set of their vessels from these
rivers and harbours the soundings show the depth of causes probabilities of abnormal streama would be
the water below the level 6f the water surface at 1 >w anticipateti by them and ship wrecks like those at
Water at ordinary spring tides, which level is known St. Shotts (St. Mary's Bay, Newfoundland) and that
as the "low water datum." But here again the of the R.M.S. "Moravian' woult be avoidet.
determitination of this datum can only be made by
i'eans of tidal observations, and on the correct level .ow 1 ar pretty nearly at the end of niy
Of this datum the whole question of the depth of discourse. 1 ar sorry it bas been so long
Water t ai shoals and bars and the grounding of vessels
ImIst necessarily depend. The height of the tide at &nd apparently, on account of its length, a
lOw water or at high water, as given in the tide table, little distasteful to some of ny fellow mem-
Will then show what increase of depth is available for bers 1 cau easiiy. imagine how those who
a vessel in addition to the depth shown on the chart. r
The ascertaining the height cf the tide thus becomes inland wou
of quite as nich importance to shipping as the time this subject. The fact is that England, the
of high and low water. A consideration of the facts United States and India have these sur-
here stated will show that no argument should be
nece-ary to convince the government of the wisdom veys. The late Captain Gordon, who was
Of pursuing a liberal policy in this matter. and that an expe
Operations tending to an exhaustive investigation of t, ihe in the pr"Acadia,
the currents and tidal phenomena with which our
seamen have to deal are in the interests, not of ship course, irrespective of inaking allowance for
owners, shippers and underwriters only, but of the currents, he would in twelve hours be
entire conniunity and are essential to the proper
developmnent of our resources.

action of these currents. From that circum-
ere is one fuather extracto the letter of tn entole tn hn ve the ino rt-

Mr. Johnson :

When steamers of 10,000 tons and more and each
costing two millions and one-half of dollars are to be
intrtduced on this route. it is a matter of grave con-

deration for Canada that all precaut ions be taken toMake the route as safe as hydrography can make it.
SupIx>se only one such steamer is wrecked, how

nIci wculd the rate of insurance go uit? What
effect would this have in driving away trade to United
8tates l)rts?

Then, an extract from a newspaper re-
Port of a meeting of the Board of Trade of
]lonitieal:

It was decided to renew representations to the
9overnmient wi h respect to the grant for surveying
the tidal currents in the lower River and Gulf of St.
Lawrence. As a result of the council's efforts some

e cars ago in conjunction with the Commission of
ioyal Society of Canada and of the British Associa-
tion for the advanceient of Science a grant was pro-
eured of 815,000 annually; but this was reduced last
Year to 52,500, vhich meant practically the suspen-
aion tf the survey. An earnest protest was at once
n'ade but the minister's reply stated that it was not
trposed to pursue the survey durimg that season as
the departinent had no vessel at its disposal which
conld be made available for the purpose.

l view of the importance of the matter, the
Council resolved to urge the government to approve
8uch a grant as w'ill permit of tLe continuance of the
ýurvey, it being believed that the bulk of the disasters
lacthe lower river and gulf are attributable to the
laok (tf information respecting the currents and theeffec.: of the tid- thereon.

Then an extract giving Captain Maxwell's

. unr
ance of this matter. Now, I am going to
quote the appropriations made by the gov-
ernment for these surveys. This is the Chief
Engineer Anderson's report of 1897. He
says:

I am particularly anxious to have an investigation
of the currents between Cape Breton Island and Cape
Race undertaken, as soon as the necessary funds and
a steamer can be allottei for the woi k. The large
nunber of wrecks that have occured on the south-east
shore of Newfoundland and the concurrent testimony
that there is a strong indraught in that direction emh-
phasize the fact that such an investigation would
Iave eminently practical results.

The expenditure on the survey of tides and cur
rents to date is given below. In these amounts there
is no charge for the steamer used in the survey dur-
ing three months in the seasons of 1894, 1895 and
1896; but the anchorage a pliances and equipment
for the survey are includec . The amotnts a Iso in-
clude the original construction of the principal tidal
stations and the recording instruments for then,
maintenance and supplies for these stations, salaries
of observers, the expense of the observations at the
temporary stations during the summer season of 1896,
with travelling expenses and incidentals, and also
the cost of reducing the results of the observations
and calculating tide tables fron them, so far as this
has yet been done.

Fiscal year 1891-1892 ............... 8 711 59
1892-1893.... . ........... 5,099 17
1893-1894................ 10,187 91
1894-1895 ................. 11,507 24
1895-1896 ........ ........ 9,627 45
1896-1897... ............. .7,134 56

Voted for 1897-1898............... .2,500 00



Last spring, application was made to the Canadian lon. Mr.MACDONALD (B.C.) inquired:
government by the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey office for permission to land a party at Seymour If it is the intention of the Governnent to extend
Narrows, on the east coast of Vancouver Island, for to the waters of British Columbia a survey of tides
the purpose of obtaining tide gauge records at this and currents siniilar to that which has been so ably
point, in the generalinterests of commer ce and naviga- prosecuted by Mr. W. B. Dawson in the Gulf of St.
tion, their Pacific coast tide tables requiring data Lawrence, and which is provingof so much advantage
which could only be conveniently obtained by taking to the navigation of those waters?
observations in the Narrows for an extended period.
I understand that a party has been located at this He said: Before the hon. minister repliesplace during the past year. I also learn that the
publishers of the British Columbia Almanac are in- I wish to say a few words. My motion is
debted to the United States government for the tide similar to the motion of the hon. gentleman
tables of British Columbia waters which they issue.
I beg to draw attention to the desirability that tidal from Pictou, and the same answer will apply
observations in British Columbia waters should be to both. The question put forwar: by the
made and the records reduced for use by our own hon. gentleman is of vast importance. He·service. We have been supplied with two years'
records of the tide gauges maintained by the Depart- has gone fully into the question so far as it
nient of Public Works at the Fraser River and Vic- relates to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the
toria, the latter station lately transferred to Esqui- Atlantic coast, where some work has beenmalt. If these records could be worked out they
would probably give results more accurate than any- done, and I will not deal with that at all.
thin yet obtained respecting British Cohunbia tides, But on our coasts the tides are most erratic,
whi are very irregular and very interesting. and at the steamer narrows the tide is very

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-A interesting; one tide goes out to the north
United States ship was lost in the narrows and the other to the south, and the channel is
some years ago, and that accounts for the about half a mile wide. The current is very
interest the United States have in the strong, both flowing and ebbing. In both
matter. directions it comes and goes quickly. A

ship of war was lost there two years ago on
Hon. Mr. PRIMNROSE-NLow in theseHon. Mr. PRIM OSE Now ii hes account of those tides. The chief object

circumstances, which I have just stated, in a survey of currents is to enable seanen
should not Canadians feel in some sort te know what to do with a steamer in a fog.
humiliated that such a wholly inadequate 0f course, without a survey of current, a
appropriation as $2,500 is made for this ail- stamer is helpless in a fog, but if you have
important ser' ice, especially in the face of a survey she knows the drift of the current
the fact that Americans have actually asked and will know whether to drop anchor or
permission to inake such surveys on the take any other precautions. Af ter the ela-
British Columbia coast in the interest of the borate and very instructive address by the
commerce of the world at large, and would on. gentleman oppoite, will say nothing
it not be possible for the government to s cur- more but ask my question.
tail expenses in some other direction rather
than starve out a service of such paramount
importance as that which we are now consid-
ering ? I beg toapologize to the House for hav-
ing read so much from different sources,
but, as I said at the outset, I hope the House
will pardon me as I thought the mat-
ter was of such importance-and I am con-
vinced yet-that this was the shortest
way in which that I could bring it to your
attention. I claim no more important matter
can engage the attention of this House.
These waters on tPe Atlantic coast consti-
tute the approaches for the ships of all
nations to our Dominion, and, considering
the position which our Dominion is taking
among the nations of the world just now, it
sure'y is among its highest interests, and we
should put forth our best efforts to make the
access to our country as free from danger as
possible for the ships of the world.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Answering the hon.
gentleman from British Columbia. First I
beg to inform him that Col. Anderson is now
in British Colum bia. He was sent out there
some time ago by the Minister of Marine to
make an examination into the currents, with
a view of making a full report, and I have
no doubt when his report comes in that the
Minister of Marine will take up the subject
and deal with it in a satisfactory manner.
The hon. member for Pictou need not have
made any excuses for the time that he occu-
pied in addressing the House, inasmuch as
he has given us valuable information. We
are rather indebted to him for the industrious
collection of facts whic he has brought
under the notice of parliament bearing upon
this question of tides and currents. The
government fully appreciate the importance
of the subject, as we all do, but as he bas
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himself recognized, the demands on the
reveLue of this country are very great and
it must be recollected that our coast lines
taking the oceans and the inner waters, are
Probably greater than those of any country
in the world, and the demands for expendi-
ture in the way of lighthouses, fog-whistles
and dredging are very large, and the govern-
Ment is constantly being pressed for expen-
ditures in that direction, each locality' con-
sidering the expenditure in its own particular
quarter is more important than any other.
The collection of facts that the hon. gentle-
maan has brought together is most important,
and I shall be very glad indeed to bring it
Under the notice of the Minist:r of Marine.
Ini answer to his question I may say that
the supplemental estimates have not yet
been brought down. They have not yet
been submitted to council and, therefore, I
a quite unable to say whether it is the
itention of the minister to include any sum
in supplementals for additional surveying to
ascertain the tidal currents. Possibly after
reading the evidence the hon. gentleman has
brought forward it may have some influence
on his judgment, and I shall be very glad
indeed to bring it to his notice.

lion. Mr. PRIMROSE-I am very much
obliged indeed to the lion. Secretary of
State for his promise to bring this matter
under the consideration of the minister. Yet
fror its tone I do not regard the answer as
very hopeful. The principal reason which
lie urges in regard to the decrease in the ap-
propriation is that of economy. If that is
the reason why this important service should
sUffer, it is a very gr eat pity that economy
should be exercised in the direction of such
anl imi ortant service. The principle of
econoiy has been lost sight of ai-
together, as far as the funds of this
country are concerned, in regard to an-
Othe"r matter which I shall now submit to
the House, and I do not have any com>-
Punctions in submitting it, as the plea put
fOrward is economy. I hold in my hand a
rocment which came into my possession
rom a prominent counsel in Manitoba, and

I shall read it just as it is. and make my
c'Orrmients after I have done so. It relates
tO criminal prosecutions for alleged ballot
stufling in Manitoba. This was done by
the Liberal government, so economical in
regard to its expenditures upon currents and

tidal surveys on our coasts-a thing that is
of such urgent and absolute necessity:

Informations were laid against eighteen men,
nearly all of them representative men in their dis-
tricts : First, Parker, Dixon, Roberts, James, Waller,
McFadden, Kerriman and Brown.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
of order. The hon. gentleman has asked
his question and there is supposed to be no
more discussion. The hon. gentleman intro-
duces an entirely new subject for discussion,
and, further, I would call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to the fact that, even if he
were not out of order, the matter which he
has brought before the House is irrelevant,
because it is the government of Manitoba
which conducts the criminal prosecution and
not the government of Canada.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-In regard to-
Federal elections ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes. But I urge
the point of order.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I was under a
misapprehension, if that is the case. I
thought it came within the purview of the
general government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has been under several misapprehensions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps the hon. gentleman would inform
the House whether expenses attending the
prosecutions have been charged to the Do-
minion government or the local legislature ?

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I am certain it
is charged to the Dominion government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
impression is that there is an item in the
estimates to ineet the expenses to which my
bon. friend refers.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Yes, that is my
own impression.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is unquestionably out of order.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE--This has been a
question of expenditure

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The point of order having been taken my
hon. friend cannot proceed till the Speaker
has given his decision.
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The SPEAKER-Very great latitude LAKE MANITOBA RAILWAY AND
has always been allowed in discussions on CANAL COMPANY'S BILL.
inquiries. In this case if the hon. gentleman
coul'd prove that payments have been made THIRD READINo.
in criminal cases by the Dominion govern- Hon. Mr. MACINNES moved the third
ment, it would perhaps give a reason for'reading of Bil (66) "An Act respecting
discussing the matter. But as I am aware, the Lake Manitoba Railway and Canal
that in criminal matters all expenses are Coinpany." He said: This bil came up for
always paid by the local government, I am its thîrd reading yesterday in its regular
sorry to say this question would be irrele- M
vant to the question befora the House. asked me to put off the third reading till

Hon.Mr.PRIROS -1 cn pocue ito day, to give him an opportunity to make
on. Mr. PRIMROSE-I can procurethought the at-

the evidence and can bring the matter up ter was pretty fully discu9sed in the Rail-
again. way Comunittee when he was present, yet I

did' not want to appear discourteous, and I
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- therefore assented to his request that the

You can move for the papiers. bill be set down for a third reading to-day.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I wiîî give Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved in amerd-
notice at another time. ment:

That the following words be added to clause 1:
Provided such amalgamation with the W'innipeg and

AN APOSTOLI C I)ELEGATE IN G4reat Northern Rail way Comp>any shall only apply to
CANADA. that portion of the af(resaid railway that lies between

the terminus of the Lake Manitoba Railway and
iCanal Company and Saskatchewan River.

Ion MrCompNanRYy He said : Wen this bill was before the

tcomittee the day before yesterday, was
unfortunately attending another comRittee

1. Whether the governuent or prune minister, or ias chairman. asked the messenger to let
any nemiber of the pre-ent admainistration, or Mr. e know wien this bih came up in the
Charles Russell, of London, solicitor, with the au- R ailway Com mittee, but he neglected to do
thority or to the knowledCw of the governhient, bas
asked the authorities of t e Vatican to appoint an so, and waen t arrived there the bill had
Apostolc delegate to remiain îrmanently in Canada p-actih.eally passed through committee and
for the purpose of assisting, directly or d irectl be setnd f a t T o
the governmnt in the settlemnent of the Manitoba' uensge y th~e ch~arman, 1 was th~ere-
school question ? fore not in a position to f irrulate the idea

2. W Me er, if such is the case, it is the intentionaof m wised to convey tom the committee in re-
the government to put in the Suppmnntentar: Esti-
mates a sufficient amount to defray the expenses of gard to, this bill. Therefore, when it came
the delegation it has asked for? before the bouse, I desired to, have an

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer to the first opportumty of moving the amedment

1.~~ Whethe the govermnen or prim miniter orer

question is no, and of course that dispenses;!, c o ppaso h odrppr
with any necessity for replying to the second.presentr

to contradict the hon. gentleman, but 1 was

BLLS INTRODUCED. present when Mr. Lash, the soicitor ex-
plained the bih to the hon. gentleman a d,

Biak (68) "toAn Act respccting the aMontfort he distinctly assented to it. I simply wis
Aolonizateon Company, and tl change its to place before the bouse the matter ex-
narne to the Montfort and Gatineau Coloni- actly as it existed before the comittee.
zation Company. "--(Hon .M.Nr. Clemow.) bon. Mr. BOULTON-I am quite aware

Bill (64) "An Act respecting the Van- of that, Mr. Lash's statement was to the
couher, Victoia and Eastern Railway and effect that this bi conferred no powers
Navigation Company."-(on. Mr. Power. on this amalgamated company but you

Bill (93) " An Act respecting the Canada can understand that when a meber
Atlantic Railway Copany."-(Hon. Mr. coes into a committee that has already
Cle(ow.) "disposed of a b as J did at that
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late hour, it is not so easy to place one's
views before the committee, and I failed to
do so. But I wish now to give my reasons
for moving the amendment that is now be-
fore the House. I merely wish to explain
how it was that before the committee I was
not able to formulate, in a manner that was
intelligible to the committee, the objections
I have to the passage of the bill in its
present state. Hon. gentlemen, this is a
bill to amalgamate the Lake Manitoba
Railway and Canal Company with the Win-
nipeg and Great 4 Torthern Railway, and one
or two railways, the Manitoba and North-
Western Railway of Canada, the Winnipeg
Great Northern Railway Company, and the
Manitoba South eastern Railway Company.
This Winnipeg Great North'rn Railway
Company is the old Hudson Bay Railway
that has been before this House for a great
nuinber of years, and I would just like to
Point out the various Acts under which it is
constituted. They are as follows :-

STATUTES OF CANADA RELATING TO THE
WINNIPFG AND GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY SINCE ITS INCORPORATION.

1880, 43 Vic., Chap. 59, p. 55.
An Act to Incorporate the Winnipeg and Hudson's

Bay Railway and Steamship Co.

Power to build railway fron city of Winnipeg to
Port Nelson or some other point on the shores of
ludson's Bay at or near the Nelson River, and to

Own steam and other vessels for the purpose of trans-
port from terminus o! railway to Europe or other-
Wise. Construction not to be commenced until
location approved by governnent. Railway shall be
commenced within two years, and completed within
siX Years from the passing of this Act.

1880, 43 Vic., Chap. 57, p. 43.
An Act to incorporate the Nelson Valley and Trans-

portation Company.
Power to construct the railway between a point on

the north shore of Lake Winnipeg, and a point at or
flear the Churchill River at or near the shore of
toudson Bay, with wer to own steam vessels and
to build a branch ine front any point on its main
'ne to a point on the Pacifie Railway west of Lake
tVinnipegosis. Railway shall be commenced within
two years, and completed within six years from the
Passmng of this Act (7th May, 1880). In default
Powers shall absolutely cease with respect to so much
Of the railway as remains uncompleted.

18831, 4W Vic., Chap. 69, p. 62.
An Act to imite the Winnipeg and Hudson Bay

Railway and Steamship Company, and the Nelson
Valley Railway and Transportaion Company into
One corporation under the name of " The Winnipeg
and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship Com-
pany.
Fron and after the adoption of this Act the share-

holders of the companies hereby amtalganated are
declared to be a body corporate and politic under the
nfame of the " Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Railway
and Steanship Company." All rights of each of the

companies hereby amalgamated are vested in the
company. The provisions of this Act to take effect
when ratified by a general m4ting. Power to com-
plete railway fron Winnipeg to a point on Canadian,
Pacific Railway west of Selkirk and east of Porta ge
la Prairie to Port Nelson or some other point on the
shores of Hudson Bay and branch line west of Lake
Winnipegosis. Power to own steam veesels. The
railway to becommenced within three years and com-
pleted within ten years fron the passing ot this Act
May 25th, 1883.)

1884, 47 Viv., chap. 70, p. 98.
An Act to Aiend an Act to Incorporate the

Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship
Company. Time for completion limited in 43 Vic.,
chap. 59, extended. Work to be commenced within
two years and comipleted within six years from the
passng of this Act (17th April, 1884). Line of rail-
way to be to Port Nelson or Churchill or some other
point on the shore of Hudson's Bay, and also to con-
struct branch line west of Lake Winnipegosis. The
Act 46 Vic., chap. 69 uniting the Winnipeg and Hud-
son Bay Railway and Steanship Company and the
Nelson Valley Railway and Transportation Company
is hereby repealed. Whereas it has been agreed be-
tween the two companies that the Nelson Valley
Company I e wound up. Power is given it to do so
by vote of its shareholders and all its rights, privileges
and franchise shall be held by the Hudson Bay Rail-
way and Steanship Company. This brings the time
down to the year 1890.

1880, 49 Vie., Chap. 73, p. 38.

An Act to amend the Acts relating to the Winnipeg
and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steanship Com-
pany.
Tine for completing railway extended so that rail-

way nay be commenced within one year and com-
pleted within four years from the passing of this Act.
(2nd June, 1886).

That brought the time down also to the
year 1890.

1887, 50-51 Vie., Chap. 81, p. 100.

An Act to consolidate and amend all Acts relating
to the Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Railway and
Steamship Company, and to change the naine
thereof.
The corporation heretofore known as the Winnipeg

and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship Company
shall be called " The Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay
Railway Company." The company shall have power
to build railway from the city of Winnipeg northerly
to Port Nelson or Churchill or some other point on
the shore of Hudson Bay, and to construct branch
line from point on main line where it crosses the
Saskatchewan River to a point on the Canadian,
Pacific Railway west of Lake Winnipegosis. 1iranch
line shall not be commenced until location approved
by government. Company may own vessels and they
may ply between railway terminm s on Hudson Bay
and any port in Europe or elsewhere.

Sec. 33. The main line shall be completed within
four years from the 21st day of June, 1887. Other
Acts relating to the company hereby repealed, and
this Act is substituted for them.

That brought the completion of the road
down to the year 1891. Those are the facts
with regard to the main line of the Hudson
Bay Railway running to the Hudson Bay.
In 1890 the policy of the government in
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*power at that time seerms to have changed ; 33. That portion of the main line of the com-
o t .g pany's railway reaching to the Saskatchewan River

they dropped that portion of the hne gomng shall be completed by the 31st day of December, 1898,
-to the bav and confined their policy to otherwise the powers granted with respect to such
aiding a line to the Saskatchewan River, construction slhall be null and void as respects so

ýand the following Act was passed much of the railway as then remams uncompleted.

1,53 Vie., Chap. 80, p. . Now those were the Acts relating to the
1890, ibi.ll which is now before the House. This

An Act respecting the Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay charter has been before parliament for a
Railway Company.Railwy Coxpany crreat number of years, and has always been
Sec. 33 of 50-51 Vic., chap. 81 is repealed and the ,

following substituted therefor : " 33. The said main opposed by the opposition in the various
line of the railway shall be comipleted to the Sas- amendments made to it during that time. 1
katchewan River within four years froni the 21st day

of Jue, 190."eel quite confident th& hon. gentlemenof June, 1890."
in this buse desire tliat our legisiation

Without any reference to the portion of the shah be consistent, and that it shah leave
line that led to the bay. this chamber, at any rate, as perfect as we

And then the following Act was passed can possibly make it. The contention is
in 1891 :that the charter has ceased to exist to the

54-55 Vie., Chap. s1, 1), 88. ibay in consequence of the non-fulfilment of

An Act respecting the Hudson Bay Railway Co g- conditions. A new charter has been granted
pany. to the Hudson Bay and Pacific Company, and
lovernment may enter into contract with Company parliament has given authority to another

for carriage of supplies to Saskatchewan river. Tie company, practically to buld over the same
location of the ie south of Saskatchewan Railway troute. Now the amalgamation that is
sha not be conmenced ti aproved by governmento ist a at h a

tohi formbere atV anlate pefeth atw

In 1894 the same policy was pursued by Winnipeg and Great Northern Railway. I
the government conflning the operation of say that that amalgamation should not go
the Act Vo the line f rom Winnipeg to the beyond the Saskatchewan River, 1 do not
Saskatchewan River, as the following will r aise any objection to the other part.
show but 1 do object to its going beyond the

57-58 Vic., Chap. 94, p. 175. Saskatchewan o the bay on two ground,
An ct s &)etin th Wnnieg ndHudon avOne is that there are very great doubta (it

An Act respecting the Wni n Hudson Bay RiwyCm

Railway mnany, and to change thena e therof is almost a feeling in my md), that the
to the Winnpeg Great Northern Railway Oom- charter for the section between the Saskat-
pany. chewan River and the bay c m nom in existence,
Sec. 33 of the statutes of 1887 as aended by

statute of 1890 is hiereby repealed and the fohlow-ing an itsnowsefrhsprlmn o

substitted therefor assent Vo a b, authorizing an amalgamation
33. The main line of the railway shal be co- with a ompany whose powers have, Vo atl

pleted to the Saskatchewan River by the st day of intents and purposessofaras wecan read f rom
December, 1896, otherwise the powers granted with

respect to such construction shaîl be null and void as! these various Acts, ceased and it would
respects so much of the railway as then remains un- b e imperfect legislation it would no only
,completed. b

The naie of the railway is changed to the "rWin- be that, but there i such a doubt as to the
nipeg Great Northern Railway Company." validity of the legisation, in 0 fa.r as it

And in 1895 the following was paased applies to the lime Vo the bay, in consequence
of the time neyer having been extended and

58-5s9 Vit., atap. 8, p. 53. no time set for its completion, and no
An Act respecting the Winnipeg Great Northern work hav,ýing been performed on that sec-

Ralwayoemany. tion from 1880 down o the present tie,
Referring to contract for carnage of supplies south that it mim-ht lead Vo itigation. Now we

pletedktchewa Sasatcewan RieZyte1tdyo

ce o r t have suffered in the western country very

And in 1896 the last amendment Vo the much from litigation of railway companes
Act was as follows that is Vo say railway promoters and co 

ei panies fghting with one another in the
1896, Vie., Chap. 40, p. 3. courts, to the injury of the publie interests

An Act Respecting the Winnipeg, Great North- and the delay of the construction of these
ern Raiway Company. limes. We had an instance of it only to-day

Sec. 33 of the Act of 1887 as amended by the Act in the Railway Committee in regard Vo the
.of 1894 is hereby repealed and the following substi-
tuted therefor :--Nowthe aalaa that
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bas been in litigation for ten years bétween line tb the Saskatchewan River and that time
the company and the contractors. The was extended, and no time was given for the
Manitoba North-west Railway Company has extention of it to the bay, that the portion
been in litigation for some years; it has been relating to the latter is virtually dead. The
tied up. Both these companies are still vir- present owners of that charter hold that it
tually in litigation. Now the Hudson Bay is a perpetual charter. Hon. gentlemen
Railway is a line that is looked on with very know very well that it is not the policy of
great interest in our western country. The this parliament, by any inadvertence or any
people are sincerely anxious to see that route means whatever, to grant perpetual charters.
developed for what it is worth. According Our general Railway Act provides for that
to the latest report that has come out there and shows that the policy of parliament in
is navigation through the straits for three the matter is. The general provision relat-
and a half months and possibly four months. ing to limitation of time is to be found in
That is the report that Commander sec. 89 of that Act, and is as follows :-
Wakeham has made, and the people are
convinced that if this route can be used and fifte onstructn o h railway not o mmenced

for three or three and a half months, it is stock is not expended thereon within two years after
assst them ireducing the heav the passing of the Act authorizing the constructiongoing to int ofthe railway, or if the railway is not finished andrates which are pressing upon thein now, put in operation in seven years fron the passing of

and enlarge their transportation facilities. such Act, then the powers granted by such Act, or by
It would be a disastrous thing if, in conse- this Act shall cease and be null and void as respects

? ncos so niuch of the railway as then romains unconpleted
quence of any legislation of this parliament,
litigation should result that would tie up So that if no special provision is made with
that Hudson Bay Railway for ten years. reference to the line of railway, then the
That is one thing that I wished to point out, general Railway Act comes in and interferes
in order that we nay remove any doubt and says, that if the road is not commenced
Upon the subject by confining the amalga- within a certain period and completed within
mration to the point that I speak of. Another a certain period, the charter becomes null
objection I have to it is this: that the and void. That is the announcement of the
charter was granted in 1880 and it has ever policy of this parliament, that perpetual
since been a close preserve for that line of charters should not be granted, and that
railway-that is to say, it is a private cor- operates on this particular charter which is
poration which is only utilized for its own now before us. The charter was granted in
advantages, and is not open to competition 1880, and here we are, eighteen years after-
in any shape or form. The people out west wards, and not a single penny has been
feel that that railroad leading from the expended and not a single effort has been
Baskatchewan River to Hudson Bay, which made to construct the Hudson Bay Railway
is the most difficult portion should be open which is so much desired in Manitoba and
to any railroad-that the prairielines should the NortJh-west Territories.
concentrate upon that point and take ad- This Manitoba Railway and Canal Com-
vantage of the line between Winnipeg and pany got a charter to build 125 miles north
hudson Bay to reach the sea. For that from Portage la Prairie to Lake Dauphin-
reason also I do not wish that any colour of it is called the Dauphin Railway. That
the revival of the charter should be given to railway was chartered on the west side of
it by the passage of this bill as it stands. This Lake Manitoba, while this Hudson Bay
bill provides that the company may enter Railway is designed to go on the east side
into an agreement-we do not know what the of Lake Manitoba. The Lake Dauphin
agreement is or what the parties to the other Railway obtained a subsidy of 6,400 acres
side of the agreement are to agree to ; par- per mile and $2,000 a mile for its construe-
liamnent is asked to abandon all power over tion, and with the aid of a guarantee
't by passing this bill in its present shape. of bonds of the Provincial Government it
You can see by the various Acts to which I« has completed 125 miles of its road. It has
have called attention that the time for com- no further subsidies than those I spoke of.
Pletion has not been contemplated by the The Saskatchewan River is 300 miles from
government, which gave those subsidies and Portage la Prairie, or Winnipeg. Now
the charter. The contention is, that while this charter of the Winnipeg and Great
a timne was fixed for the completion of the Northern Railway contains a subsidy of
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$80,000 a year for the line from Winnipeg to
the Saskatchewan River, besides a land graut
of 6,400 acres per mile, and the object of the
promoters in amalgamating with the Win-
nipeg and Great Northern Railway is to be
seized of those franchises and subsidies, in
order to go on with their canal and railway
systen to the Saskatchewan River. I am
prepared to acknowledge thàat parliament's
intention was that they should have an
extension of time for the commencement
and completion of that part of the line up
to the 31st of December this year, so that I
am not opposing t.he amalgamation of these
co lipanies to that extent, and so far as the
policy of the government may permit, of their
taking advantage of whatever subsidies may
be applied to that. There is no doubt that
that is a perfectly legal position, and there
is no opening for litigation up to that point,
nor do I know of any public or private in-
terest that would be likely to contest with
that railway company the right to that
amalgamat on if it is authorized under this
bill ; but what I do contend is that there
are such very grave doubts as to the legality
of the whole charter through to the bay that
if the powers were granted to the Lake
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company
under this Act of amalgamation of the whole
line, that the parties who are interested-
say the parties who have already got
another charter covering the saine route-
would be in ordèr if they filed a bill and
asked for an injunction to restrain the
company fron either operating the analga-
mated road up to the Saskatchewan River
or beyond that point. It is to avoid that
possibility of litigation that I propose this
amendment. I would just read to you
shortly an extract from the Commons
Hansard to show what the policy of the
governmnent was with regard to giving these
subsidies. In 1891 the then Minister of
the Interior, Hon. Mr. Dewdney, resolved
the House into committee on the following
resolution :

That it is expedient in order toenabletheWinnipeg
and Hudson Bay Railway Company to construct a
railway from the city of Winnipeg to some point off
the Saskatchewan River, to enter nto a contract with
such company for the transport of men, supplies,
materials and mails for twenty years, and to pay for
s-ch services during the said tern eighty thousand
dollars per annum, such payment to be computed
fron the date of the completion of the said railway.

(IN THE COMMITTEE.)

Mr. DEWDNEY-The House will recollect that
for the last two or three years the policy of the

goverhmi lit lias been to coiiiiect the two extensive
aiterie, the Canadian Pacific Railway and the
Saskatchewan River at different points in the Terri-
tories and Manitob., by branch lines of railways.
Some two years ago, a resolution of an alinost similar
character to the one now before the House was
presented. That was to grant a financial subsidy to
a railway starting from Regina and running to Prince
Albert, on the saine ternis as those presented to the
House. Last year hon. gentlemen will recollect that
an arrangement was also made by which we assured
the construction from Calgary to Edmonton. With
regard to the construction of those two roads, I am
glad to be able to state that they are commencing to
realize what they expected of them, and a large
settlement has been going in to both the districts
served by those two roads, and especially on the
western route.

The conditions upon which we ask the assistance of
this House and the terms on which we propose to
give assistance to the company who propose cary uinîg
out the work are precisely the same as th ose gi% en to
previous companies, we propose that the coimpany
shall contract for the transport of men, natei ials,
supplies and mails for twenty years from Winnipeg
to a point on the Saskatchewan at $80,000 per aiinnm
to be paid on the construction of the railway froum a
point withn the city of Winnipeg to a point on tue
Saskatchewan river, such payment to be conputed
from the completion of the railway to such last men-
tioned point. The subsidy will be made payable in
half yearly paynents and be assignable to trustees to
secure the company's bonds on the whole or any I1rt*
of the undertaking. The tariff rates will be the saine
as those agreed on for the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and
Saskatchewan Railway Company, and remain undis-
turbed for six years. And in case the amount earnîed
by the company between Winnipeg and the point on
the Saskatchewan river should not amount to the
sui paid by the governient one-third of the land
grant earned, will be kept to recoup the governient.
At the same time the government wish it to I e dis-
tinctly understood that they are assisting this rail-
way, not as the great Hudson Bay Railway, which
we have heard so much about lately, but on its nierits
as a colonization road. It is also understood, that the
company shall at no future time make any deinand on
thegovernment for financial assi tance for the constuc-
tion of the railway northward from the Saskatchewan
river. The line originally located, and which has al-
ready been filed vithin the Department of Railways,
comnuienced at the city of Winmipeg and ran along the
eastern side of Lake Manitoba to the Saskatclewan
river. It is now proposed to probably alter the
direction of that road in order to accomniodate
the very large settlement which is going in to what
is known as the Dauphin Lake distîict. For the
last eighteen months settlers have been flocking into
that country and constantly calling out for railway
communication. I may state, for the information
of hon. gentlemen, that the character of the country
is excellent. I hold reports from different engineers
who have been there, and who all express the
opinion that it is one of the most valuable portions
of our western country for settlemnent. There is no
occasion for me to read extracts from these reports,
but I hold them in my hand and will show thei tO
any hon. member who wishes to look at then. When
I brought this matter up first in the House the lion.
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
said he would like to have some idea with regard to
what surveys had been made and the estimated cost
of construction. It is estimated that the road can be
built, the whole of its length, equal to the Canadian
Pacific Railway standard, and for the sum of $15,000
per mile. I mnight also state that a contract has
already been let to the firm of Mann & Holt, w*ho
have constructed the roads fron Regina to Prince
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Albert, and are also now building the road f rom Cal-
gary to Edmonton. The contract has been let to
those gentlemen for the sum of $11,000 per mile for
the line proper, without the rolling stock. A land
grant has been given for some years to this company
to the extent of 6,400 acres per mile within the limits
of Manitoba and 10,000 per mile frm Manitoba to
Hudson Bay-although we have nothing to do with
the Hudson road proper beyond the limits of Mani-
toba and towards Hudson Bay. Now I believe that
subsidy of 80,000 a year was subsequently divided,
$40,000 upon completion of one half and $40,000 upon
Completion of the other half.

I just read that in order to show what
the policy of the government was in regard
to the railway in question, that it was
changed from the idea of keeping alive this
charter to the bay to the construction of a
Colonization road to the Saskatchewan, a
road similar to the Regina and Prince
Albert or the Calgary and Edmonton, and
the same subsidies were given as were
granted to those other roads. Hon. gentle-
Irnen will see what the policy of the govern-
Ment that had control of this legislation at
the time was-that they wished to carry on

,the railway up to the Saskatchewan River,
that they wanted to leave the question of
going to the bay an open question for the
present, and since then a charter has been
given to another company to construct a
line over the same ground. This company
applied for a charter, as I understand, under
the impression that the charter of the Hud-
son Bay road between the Saskatchewan
River and the bay was defunct. It is not
good legislation, in my opinion, to revive
the question of the validity of the charter
for that section between the bay and the
Saskatchewan River by a side issue of this
kind. It is quite in order for this company,
when it has completed its road to the Sas-
katchewan River, to come to parliament and
get legislation to construct to the bay, if
they wish to do so, and if the government
desire to help them it is quite in order for
them to do so. Originally there was the
IIudson Bay road, afterwards another charter
Wa8 given to the Nelson Valley road, there
was an amalgamation of these two roads
and they became one, and now they are
seeking amalgamation with the Lake Mani-
toba Railway and Canal Company. There is a
dubiousnss about the legality of the charter
being alive, and I would ask this honour-
able House to allow me, through my amend-
Ment, to confine the operation of th it amal-
ganmation to the portion of the line south of
the Saskatchewan River, in the interests of
the people of the west who are really anxious

42

to see a railway built to the bay and made
common property for any other railways that
wish to connect with it; and also that it
may be proceeded with upon lines that are
laid down with the intention of completing
it to the bay. I think I have shown you
how the policy of the government changed,
how the Acts show that it was the intention
to keep the charter alive up to the Saskatch-
ewan River only; how it was intended to
assist it as a colonization railway and not as
a railway to Hudson Bay, but to allow the
road between Saskatchewan River and the
bay to stand for future consideration. I am
attacking no interest that is likely to be ir,-
jured in the slightest degree by my amend-
mer t. I am quite willing that what-
ever advantages or virtues there may be
in amalgamation up to the Saskatche-
wan River shall be attained by the Lake
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company.
About the legality of the legislation before
us, I think there is very grave doubt, &t any
rate sufficient doubt to enable a rival com-
pany to place the whole thing in litigation
which might operate against the company
reaching the Saskatchewan River under the
amalgamation, and beyond as well. Whereaz,
if you confine the operation of the amal-
gamation to the* section south of the Sas-
katchewan River, they would be able to go
on under whatever arrangement the govern-
ment may see fit to make with regard to
subsidies. I hope that the House will see
the points which I have made, which I was
not able to formulate before the, committee.
But there is an additional reason, and an
important one, why it is desirable that this
amendment should carry. If by reason of
this amalgamation this company should
become possessed of this charter to the bay
north of the Saskatchewan, and that it was
revived by future legislation, a huge mono-
poly would be created, controlling both the
avenues of outlet for our western produce,
which, though designed to compete with one
another in the interest of the public, cease
to be competitive when they are both con-
trolled by the same influence. Messrs. Mac-
kenzie & Mann, who control the Lake Mani-
toba Railway and Canal Company, apply
under this Act to amalgamate with the
South-eastern and Rainy Lake route to
Lake Superior, and at the same time to
amalgamate with the route to the Hudson
Bay. Now, it is not in the nature of things
that they can act impartially towards the
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promotion of both of these undertakings,
and considering influences that have always
operated in opposition to the Hudson Bay
route it may lead to a tie-up of this route
for an indefinite period under those influ-
ences which we cannot ignore. The outlet
to the bay is of more importance to the
people of the west, the greater the distance
they reside away from the lake route, and
we should not allow legislation of this char-
acter which, though apparently harmless in
itself, does not convey on its face the full
purpose or meaning of the legislation. If
this legislation goes through without this,
amendment it would in all probability block'
any other effort to open an independent
avenue to Hudson Bay with freedom of
train service for other railways over the line
which the charter of the Winnipeg and
Great Northern Railway C mpany forbids.
To remove all doubts as to the powers still
vested in this charter to go to the bay, which
are open to litigation and a consequent tie-
up of this important work, I ask your sup-
port for the insertion of this amendment
which will leave a clear course for those who
are in earnest to secure the opening of this
new ocean route for the produce of our great
western country.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The motion should
be that the bill be not now read the third
time, but that it be amended in that way.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, I will put it
that way. ,

Hop. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not pur-
pose occupying the time of the House at any
length in speaking upon the object which
my hon. friend from Marquette has in view.
But I desie to point out to the House
wherein the suggestion made by my hon.
friend would be entirely inconsistent with
the intention he evidently holds. I think
every hon. gentleman in this House will
accord to my hon. friend a very great degree
of sincerity in desiring to have this road
constructed. My hon. friend has always
been a very strong advocate of the building
of the Hudson Bay road.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And in this
chamber and outside of it has always advo-
cated that particular subject. My hon. friend

will easily perceive this; that while he ad-
vocates the principle involved in this bill,
nainely, the amalgamation of those com-
panies, yet he proposes by this amendment
to destroy that part of the charter which
would render this particular work a valuable
one, namely, the construction of the road to
the Hudson Bay; and thus leave the char-
ter entirely helpless, so to speak, of any
machinery by which the object could be car-
ried out.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was not the
tone of my remarks.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
will freely admit that he as stated he ap-
proves of the amalgamation to the Sas-
katchewan River. Then my hon. friend
contends that the Winnipeg and Great
Northern Railway Company have now a
charter to run from the Saskatchewan to
the Hudson Bay.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is what I.
contend.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If my hon.
friend be correct, that that charter has
lapsed and has no virtue and no life in fact,
then there can be no purpose in the amend-
ment which my hon. friend has moved,
because the power given to the Lake Mani-
toba Railway and Canal Ccmpany to amal-
gamate with the Winnipeg and Great
Nortern Company can certainly prove of no
injury either to the public or the individuals
dealing with it. I think my hon. friend
will concede that fact. My hon. friend seems
to be afraid that litigation will spring up by
reason of the Lake Manitoba Railway and
Canal Company absorbing a right which he
says is non-existent. Certainly, if the riuht
is non-existent no litigation need be feared.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not contend
that there will be any litigatioñ if it is con-
fined in the way I speak of, but that there
is an opening for litigation if it is extended
to the bay, and if it is opened to the bay it
brings up the whole question.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then let us
deal with that phase of it which I was
directing the attention of the House tO,
namely, if the right has ceased certainly no
injury can occur. If the right is existent,
then my hon. friend at once thwarts the
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cbject which he so long has advocated-the say, and say it advisedly, the only company
building of a road from the Saskatchewan, that can carry out this undertaking. This
River to Hudson Bay. company lias constructed 1 25 miles of road

over the original route of the Hudson Bay
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is another Company's road. They practically have

charter for it. adopted the route which was adopted by

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend the Winnipeg and Great Nortlern Railway
bas referred to the question of litigation. Company, the route which was endorsed by
le need exercise no apprehension or anxiety p-trliament, and tley have constructed to

On the ground that litigation will be insti- thesatisfaction not only of the settlers in
tuted by any persons against tiL district, but to the satisfaction of the

Manitoba Railway ns anai the Lae Dominion and the provincial governments

event of their building from the Saskatche- fred as i av sion onced th aois
wan to the Hudson Bay, because there a o ave tliis company to aalg-
are no individuals who can institute litiga- with that part of the charter from the
tion to prevent them building that road, terminus of their present road to the Sas-
except it be the government of Canada. katchewan River. Hence my hon. friend

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Cannot an oppo- will see that lie approves of an important
Sition charter ? part of the undertaking. If tlat section of

the road is to be carried out, then surely
lon. Mr. LOUGIIEED-There is .no my hon. friend, if sincere, must consent to

PPosition charter which. bas the exclusive the more important part of the undertaking,
riglt to build over that particular tract viz., its construction to Hudson Ba. He
'of country, and I apprelend the Winnipeg should he one of the first to advocate Most
atd Great Northern Railway Company strongly that power be given to this com-
eould not build exactCy over the route which pany to amalgamate as is souget to build
Parliament may have granted to any other that section, from Saskatcewan River to
conpany. Certainly, no line is so closely Hudson Bay. That charter at present ex-
delineatej, that any other existing charter ists, according, to the stowing of my lon.
,aOuld say that this very company had friend, as it does not lapse, according to bis
'dopted the route which tltey would have showing, till the 3st December next.

the right in law to preclude others from
traversing. My hon. friend knows very
Well that no plans or surveys have yet been
Inade for the construction of that route :
consequently so far as any other company
'instituting litigation against the Lake Mani-
toba Railway and Canal Company is con-
cerned, lie need have no anxiety. If the
right does exist-and the right must if
there is to be litigation, because they can
Oflly quarrel over an existing right-then
M1Y hon. friend will at once perceive that lie
i8 handicappingan existing company, namely,
the Lake Manitoba Railway and Canal Com-
Pany from building a railway, which lie has
strongly advocated in the past.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-Not to the bay.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-As to the abil-
ity of this company to build, my hon. friend
Will concede, without hesitation, that the
Lake ManitobaRailway and CanalCompany,
whlose bill this is, is a company possessed of
strong financial credit, and in fact I might

42J

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Up to the Sas-
katchewan River, but not further.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I presume that
no capital would be invested in the carrying
out of a large undertaking of this kind
without those who are placing their capital
in the undertaking satisfying themselves
thoroughly that they have the right to enter
upon that undertaking and to expend the
capital which must necessarily become ab-
sorbed in the building of that road. I
might further point out to the House that
it is a matter of public knowledge that the
old company have a very large number of
outstanding liabilities, and it is very desirable
that the creditors of that road should be
paid, and those liabilities liquidated.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is ample to
pay them out of the subsidies, the $80,000
a ear and the 6,400 acres a mile on the
Sskatchewan River section.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But the credi-
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tors in no way can exercise any right or any
disposition over that subsidy.

Hon. Mr BOULTON-Yes, by the agree-
ment in t) e Act. This Act provides that an
agreemen' ;hall be made wi -h those parties.

Hon. Y r LOUIGHEED-But my hon.
friend mus t recognize that except the under-
taking be carried out in its entirety, as
desired by this company, the promoters of
this bill eill not accept an inferior or partial
franchise, and satisfy those creditors. They
ask a very reasonable concession in the bill
-inder discussion. As I say, the old com-
pny miust become a party to this amalga-
m ition : that is to say, the Lake Manitoba
P ilway and Canal Company will not have
th i power to enter into this amalgamation
wi -out the consent of the Winnigeg and
Ur at Northern Railway Company, and
fur hermore that agreement must receive the
assent of the Governor in Council, anid it
does not become an agreement of amalgam-
ation until the order of the Governor in
Council approving of the amalgamation is
ma le. I presume, therefore, that those com-
pa.aies will not enter into this arrangement,
nor will the Governor in Council sanction
the arrangement until due provision is made
fir the payment of any liabilities which exist
against the old company. I think the ques-
tion is so very reasonable and plain in the
public interests that the Lake Manitoba
Railway and Canal Company should have
the power to amalgamate with this company,
and thus liquidate the debts and carry out
its obligations, that there will be no hesit-
ancy to pass the bill as it stands.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I should like to ask
this question of my hon. friend, who seems to
be familiar with the subject-is the charter
in existence now giving life to the Winnipeg
and Great Northern ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I mean the part from
the Saskatchewan to the Hudson Bay : has
not that lapsed ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is not con-
ceded that it has lapsed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think in passing, a
bill of this kind we ought to know the fact.
If we are by a side wind reviving a charter-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We are not in
any way reviving a charter. There is not a
word said in the bill about reviving a char-
ter. There are no new rights given to any
of these companies except the right to amal-
gamate. Although the right may have
lapsed, which is not conceded, froin the
Saskatchewan to the Hudson Bay yet the
corporation exists, the liabilities are there,
they have to be paid I presume, and if there
be any rights then the Lake Manitoba Rail-
way and Canal Company that purpose to pay
off these liabilities, of course desire to avail
themselves of any existing rights.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
discussion which has taken place on the third
reading of this bill would have been very
appropriate at the second reading ; it would
have afforded us a great deal of information
which we did not then possess. We would
have been better able to look into tne merits
of the case than we have been up to the
present time. It appears that the bill which
is now before us refers to a matter for which
a charter was granted soine eighteen years
ago, and the conditions of that charter have
apparently not been fulfilled up to the pres-
ent time. 'Ihis, I think makes one fact
plain to us, that we are granting a great
many railway charters here to those who
apply for them which we should not grant
so readily. It is clear to my mind, and per-
haps to the mind of some others, that there
should be some restriction respecting the
mode in which such railway charters are
granted, those who apply for such charters
as we know frequently do so merely
for the purpose of holding them and pre-
venting other persons from going on with
the work, thereby retarding the advance-
ment of the country. It would be a wise
policy on the part of the government of
Canada, to require that those who apply for
railway charters should, in the first place,
before those charters are granted, make a
deposit with the government to guarantee
that they will go on with the projects which
they undertake.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-And give them
a certain time within which to commence.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-GiVe
them a certain time within which to colm-
mence the work ; if they do not commence
it within that time, then the money that
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would be required to be deposited would be
forfeited by the government and the charter
lapse. I believe it will be necessary for the
government of Canada to take such a step
as that within a very short time ; for we see
the immense number of charters that have
been applied for even during this present
session, and there is no doubt at ail that
Inany of those works will not go on imme-
diately or be completed within the time, and
we will hereafter have applications for many
years to come for the extension of the time
for which they were originally granted.

likely to be litigation, it is very likely they
will not go on with it at all. Froin the dis-
cussion which has taken place, I feel disposed
to vote against the bill entirely.

lion. Mr. ALLAN-I do not think that
anybody who knows anything about the
parties who are now seeing the passage of
this bill can question their competency and
ability to carry out any undertaking which
they take in hand, and if it is desira ble that
this road should ultimately be completed to
Hudson Bay, I do not know of any corpora-
tion more likely to do it than those now

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point seeking amalgamation by this bil. I
out that this road has been partially con- have not been a very great believer in the
structed. Hudson Bay route myseif, but I venture to

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-None of it is con- say that if that road is to be buit there is
atructe- areater chance of its being built if this bill

tructed.passes than thee has ever been before.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Lake Then with regard to litigation and whether
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company this right to build beyond the Saskatchewan
have constructed 125 miles of the road. a psi ouhe not, so offe

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Oh, yes, but this lawyers-it seems to me that that is not
'question refers to another road. touched at ail by this bil. Tt leaves that

lion. .Mr. MACDONALD(P.E.I.)-They untouched, and does not in any way com-
want to amalgamate with another road that plicate the question in that direction.
is not constructed at ail. i Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Who are the con-

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-For the pur-
Pose of constructing it. They cannot do it
without these corporate powers.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E I.)-It
appears that even with the road they are
4ow constructing the time has been extended
sOlme ten or fifteen times by various bills
that were passed by this House, and that
the time within which it was to be finished
Will expire at the end of the present season.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Don't youthink
it is time it should pass into the hands of
SOmfie other company who would build it ?

Ion. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
great question is whether the other company
Would build it any more rapidly than the
One that has the contract now; if they find
that it is a money making undertaking I
have no doubt they will.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-If there is any
litigation they will drop it.

.on. Mr. MAC)ONALD (P.E.I.)-And
if it is a fact, as has just been stated by the

on.member for Shell River, that there is

tractors, may I ask?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Messrs. Mac-
kenzie & Mann are among the promoters.

Several Hon. MEMBERS-Question!

Hon. Mr. BOULTGN-Hon. gentle-
men--

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think this
discussion should be prolonged.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentleman
has-no right to speak a second time on this
amendment.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Question!

The SPEAKER put the amendment þo
the House.

Several Hon. MENMBERS-Lost! Lost !

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Take the yeas
and nays.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Yeas and nays.

The SPEAKER-The yeas will please
rise.
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Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The members should
be called in.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-With the con-
sent of the House I will withdraw the third
reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I withdraw the o.M.PWR utiofunla-
motion for the third reading cf the bill. other day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is too late now to Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.
do that.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If I withdraw
the original motion--

Hon. Mr. MILLER-You cannot do it
without the leave of the House.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I ask the
leave of the House to withdraw the bill
because it is useless if the amendment car-
ries.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I would say to my
hon. friend if this amendment is carried, as
I believe it will be, there will be nothing to
prevent my hon. friend then from asking
the unanimous consent of the House to
withdraw the bill, but the yeas and nays
having been demanded I think he cannot
stop the vote.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It is rather unfair
that when there are so few in the House a
request to call in the members should not
be carried out.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is too late now
to call in the members.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
can give notice to rescind.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Go on with the vote.

The House divided on the amendment,
which was adopted on the following vote:

CONTENTs :

The Hon. Messieurs

Bellerose,
Boulton,
Casgrain,
Clenow,
Dever,
Mardonald, (P.E.I.),
McKay,
McLaren,

No
The

Allan,
Ferguson,
Loughheed,
Lovitt,
MacInnis,

Merner,
Miller,
O'Donoghue,
Perley,
Primrose,
Scott,
Vidal. -15.

N-CONTENTS :

Hon. Messieurs

Power,
Provse,
Ross,
Sandford,
Snowball.-10.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
cannot bring in the bill again this session.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I do not think the
amendment that has been made naterially
affects the bill. If I were in the hon. gen-
tleman's place I should not be in a hurry.

Hon. Mr. ROSS-I am sure the hon.
member could easily obtain from the House
permission to put off the third reading a day
or two, so that he will have tine to consider
the effect of this amendment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would ask the
House to permit the third reading to stand
until Monday.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
cannot do that. It is absolutely impossible
to do that. The motion is made and you
cannot withdraw it except by the unanimous
consent of the House.

Hon. Mr. LOU(HEED-Then I ask for
the consent of the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I object. The
bill must go through as it is.

Several Hon. GENTLEMEN-Let the
bill go through as it is.

The bill was read the third time as amend-
ed and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (35) "An Act to incorporate the
Miles Cafion and White Horse Tramway
Company."-(Hon. Mr. Allan.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (I) "An Act to incorporate the
Klondike and Peace River Railway Coi-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (91) " An Act to incorporate the
Klondike and Peace River Gold Mining,
Land and Transportation Company, Limit-
ed."-(Hon. Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (96) "An Act to incorporate the
Nickel Steel Company of Canada."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 2nd May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thrce
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL
QUESTION.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY inquired:

1. At any time between the first July, 1896. and
this date has the Government, or the Prime Minister,
or any menber of the present Administration, or Mr.
Charles Russell, of London, solicitor, at the request,
or to the knowledge of, or by the authority of the
Government, or the Prime Minister, or any member
Of the present Administration, directly or indirectly,
solicited, asked or invited the intervention of the
loly See for the settlement of any question, and of
what question?

2. Has there ever been, for the said purpose, any
voyage undertaken to Rome either by the Prime
Minister, or by any member of the present adninis-
tration, or by Mr. Charles Russell, or by any other
Person, at the request or to the knowledge or with
the authorization of the (overnment, or Prime Min-
'ster, or any member of the present Administration?

3. Has any one whatsoever, at the request or to the
knowledge or with the implicit or exilicit author-
Ization of the Government, or of the Prime Minister,
or of any member of the present Administration,
Inade any overtures whatsoever to the ecclesiastical
authorities at Rome to obtain froi them any inter-
vention whatsoever?

4. What were these overtures ?
5. What is the nature of the intervention which

Was solicited ?
6. Has any one whatsoever at any time been author-

ized to ask, in the naine of the Government, or of cer-
tain niembers of the Government, the nomination of
an ap(ostolic delegate with a permanent residence in
Canada ? •

7. When and lby whom bas any such demand been
inade, and for what objection was the nomination of
the delegate asked ?
. 8. If any such demand has been made, is it the
iltention ofthe Governnment to follow it up? And in
What manner ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT--The hon., gentleman
has catechized me very frequently on the
subject and I have given him as full infor-
Mation as I think he is entitled to. I may
say in general terms that the government of
Canada have had no communication with
the Holy See. The hon. gentleman is not
entitled to cross-examine a minister on mat-
ters that are not of public concern.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hion. Mr. SCOTT-My relations with the
ecclesiastical authorities of my church are a
'atter purely with myself, with regard to
'hich no member of this House has any

right to make inquiries. It is laid down in
Bourinot, at page 323:

Questions nay be put to ministers of the Crown
relating to public affairs.

This is not a public affair.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What is not a
public affair?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The relations that
members of any denomination have with
the ecclesiastics of their church.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-For the settlement
of any question?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This is the
settlement of a public question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
must be aware that the present government
have settled the school question with Mani-
toba.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They adopted the
saine channels to settle that question as the
late government did. The late government
sent delegates to Manitoba and had a con-
ference and failed to come to any agreement.
The present government had a conference
with representatives of the government of
Manitoba and they came to an agreement,
which was confirmed by the Manitoba legis-
lature, and that is the end of it, so far as
the public are concerned. I may also, in
further support of the stand I take, quote
from Todd's Parliamentary Government in
England :

As a rule the proper limit to questions is whether
or not they can be made the subject of a motion on a
public question.

Todd further says:
Numerous questions can be cited wherein ministers

of the Crown and other members have declined to
give any answer to quest:ons which they considered
to be unnecessary, inexpedient, unusual, impertinent--

The hon. gentleman can take any adjec-
tive hi likes-

or as involving a matter of too much gravity to be
dealt with by way of reply to a question. Generally
they state reasons for declining to afford information.

Hon. Mr. LA NDRY-That part the hon.
gentleman may apply to himself.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The relations between
a member of any Christian body and the
pastors of their church is not a matter of
public concern.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That considera-
tion is not involved in this question.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If the hon. gentle-
man had read my question he would not
have made the remarks he did. .

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have read the ques-
tion and do not propose to give any other
answer.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-But I might dis-
cuss it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You are not entitled
to discuss it.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am entitled to
an answer ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You can put a ques-
tion, but you have no right to discuss it.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If the minister
makes any statement in replying to the
question the hon. gentleman can discuss it

If the minister uses any argument the hon*.
gentleman has a right to discuss it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not advance
any argument.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-You have stated
that the present government have done
what the late government could not do. It
would be very easy for the hon. gentleman
to give an answer to all the questions. If
the minister did not act as a minister of the
Crown, of course he did nothing, and that
would be a respectful answer for the min-
ister to give.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under the rules, as a
matter of etiquette, I am entitled to give
the reasons why I do not propose to answer
the questions further, and I have read the
authority which authorized me to do that.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-I rise to a ques-
tion of order. The hon. minister says he
declines to answer this question because it
affects religious interests. i-My question is
so framed that it does not affect religious
interests. I ask:

1. At any time between the 1st July, 1896, and this
date has the Government, or the Prime Minister, or
any member of the present Administration, or Mr.
Charles Russell of London, solicitor, at the request,
or to the knowledge of, or by the authority of the
government, or the Prime Minister, or any member

of the present Administration, directly or indirectly,
solicited, asked or invited the intervention of the
Holy See for the settlement of any question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have answered that:
the government have had no communication
with the Holy See, on any question.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Then I ask:

Has any one whatsoever at any tine been authorized
to ask, in the name of the government, or of certain
meibers of the government, the nomination of an
apostolie delegate with a permanent residence in
Canada?

What is the answer I got to that?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not propose to
give the hon. gentleman any answer beyond
what I have already given ; that is all the
hon. gentleman is entitled to-he is not
really entitled to that, but I explain that
the government of Canada have had no
communication with the See of Rome on
any question.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Has any minister?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I decline to go any
further.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ask this " Has
any one in the name of the government been
authorized "?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer covers
that ; the government have not either by
themselves or by any other person, author-
ized any communication with the See of
Rome-the former covers that completely.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (54) " An Act respecting the Edmon-
ton District Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (48) " An Act to incorporate the
Cowichan Valley Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Macdonald,-B.C.)

Bill (47) " An Act respecting the Brandon
and South-western Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Power.)

LAKE BENNETT AND KLONDIKE
RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day having been
called :

Third Reading (Bill 31) " An Act to incorporate the
Lake Bennett and Klondike Railway and TranwaY
Coinpany," as amended.-(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED said: The pro- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-J should like
moters of this bill, in looking over it, con- to ask the hon. Secretary of State if any
cluded to ask for a short amendment by reasons have been advanced for this lagisia-
which they will be empowered to construct tion? My hon. friend has simply stated
a wagon road over a very short distance of the subject has been discussed, but he bas
the route proposed in the bill. I am, there- fot advanced any reason vh this bil
fore, going to ask the House to permit me should be passed. There may be very good
to discharge the order of the day with a'reasons, but I want to hear them.
view to afterwards ivn oicofandI
ment. I therefore move that the order of
the day be discharged.

The motion was agreed to.

TRADE MARK AND DESIGN ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING POsTPONED..

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (61) "An Act in further amend-
Ment of the Trade Mark and Design Act."
le said : This bill, when it came up from
the other Chamber, I assumed to be a gov-
ernment bill, whereas I was entirely mis-
taken. It was introduced at the instance
of a private member of the other House, and
I was not familiar with the object of the
bill. It is evidently intended to give
labour organizations the opportunity of
taking out a trade mark and attaching
it to goods that they themselves have been
instrumental in making. It confers no
exclusive privilege. In the original Act
the definition of the word "person " applies
to an incorporated company or any party,
but it is believed that it is not wide enough
to apply to a trade organization, and it is
for that reason that labour organizations
desire this legislation in order to have the
sane privileges as are extended to other
persons. There is no exclusive privilege
granted by it. They pay. the same fee that
other persons pay for taking out a trade
Mark in the Department of Agriculture. I
believe the Minister of Justice was present
When the labour organizations called on
Some ministers of the government with
regard to it. I was not present, but he was,
and I had hoped that he would be here
to-day to state what they desire. Perhaps
if the bill is allowed to take a stage to-day
he will further explain it when it goes to
eoamittee. It simply gives to any labour
organization the right to place a trade mark
0n goods that they manufacture, placing
then on the same plane with individuals or
cOmapanies, if I am rightly informed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is asked for by
the labour organizations. They simply ask
permission to place a trade mark on any
goods that they manufacture.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why is that
desirable or necessary?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They feel that they
are not on the same plane as individuals or
companies. The words in section three
of the Act refer to any person within the
definition; the definition of the word
" person " in the interpretation clause would
include an individual or company, but it is
considered that it would not include a labour
organization, and the labour organizations
desire to be placed on the same plane as a
company or a person.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-May I ask if this
gives the labourers belonging to an organi-
zation any pull over labourers not connected
with a trades union I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should think not.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Will anybody be at
liberty to buy goods without a trade mark
on them ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- I think so.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This is a very
important amendinent. I do not quite
understand whether trades unions are to
take up the business of manufacturing them-
selves. I should think, from the remark of
my hon. friend the Secretary of State, that
trades-unions, as such, conduct manufactur-
ing businesses in this country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They may in some
instances.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If so, they
could register trade marks in their own
name.

Hon. Mr. SCOfT-The language of the
Act would not cover a trade union. They
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have no power now to have any trade mark
of their own, simply because they are not
covered by the language of the statute. In
the Interpretation Act the word " person "
includes any body corporate and politic.
These trade unions are not incorporated, as
a rule, I believe.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The policy of
the Act, as it at present stands, is the
recognition of the right of manufacturers, or
those engaged in business on their own ac-
count, to the use of a trade mark. Are
we to understand that the government ap-
proves of widening that policy so that trade
unions, entirely irrespective of doing busi-
ness on their own account, may have the
right to use a trade mark by which to
designate Io the public the manufactured
products of union establishments? I am not
expressing an opinion as to whether it is
desirable or not ; I am asking, is that the
government policy?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is unfortunate that
this bill is in my hands. I was not advised
about the bill, and it was a mistake on my
part to take it up. As I understand, it
applies only to trades unions which under-
take a manufacture business.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This extends
the clause to the cases I have mentioned,
pretty clearly.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This bill goes a
great deal further than my hon. friend
appears to think it does. If I understand it
right, it goes so far that trade union labour-
ers or employees, may be enabled to place
some mark on goods manufactured in an
establishment in which they are employed.
I think it really goes so far as to enable them
to put a trade mark upon the products of
any firm that employs members of a trade
union. If I am right about that, and if the
bill goes that far, it could be made the
means of boycotting manufacturers who did
not employ trade union hands.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It goes even
beyond the case mentioned by my hon. friend.
It extends, in my humble judgment, to a
case where there may be a union of work-
men, say in a dozen establishments, engaged
in producing the manufactures of those dozen
establishments. They may use a particular
trade mark by which they may designate

that that particular union of workmen are
engaged in producing that article, so that it
is not confined to the products of one estab-
lishment, but to the products of many.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Perhaps, with the
consent of the House, further consideration
of the bill might be postponed, and in the
meantime I will send it to the Justice De-
partment to get an opinion about it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I might be allowed
to say a word or two with respect to this
matter. I do not think the bill, in its pres-
ent form, is the bill that it should be to
carry out the purpose of the trades unions.
I have some doubts whether the hon. Sec-
retary of State is quite correct with respect
to the meaning of the word "person " in the
Act. I think the word "party" would,
under the clause of the Interpretation Act,
apply to such an association as a trades
union. What the trades unions really wish
is to provide that on goods which have been
manufactured, no matter where, but manu-
factured by members of the trades unions,
they shall be allowed to place some mark in
addition to what is known as a trade mark.
The bill, in its present form, is likely
to lead to confusion, because this mark is
not really a trade mark at all. It is a mark
of another kind. I have no objection to
the carrying out of the wish of the trades
unions, but I do not think it should be carried
out in this way. This bill would do more
than effect the purpose of the members of
the trades unions, and I think some other
language should be used in the bill than is
actually employed. I trust that when the
matter is brought to the notice of the De-
partment of Justice they will see proper to
modify the language so that it will express
the intention of the promoters of the bill and
will not lead to confusion, as it will, I think,
if the bill is passed in its present shape.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the
further consideration of this bill be post-
poned till Friday next.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READING.

Bill (68) "An Act respecting the Montfort,
Colonization Railway Company, and to
change its name to the Montfortand Gatineau
Colonization Railway Company "-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)
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VANCOUVER, VICTORIA AND
EASTERN RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the Day being called,-

Second Reading (Bill 64) " An Act respecting the
Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern Railway and Navi-
gation Company "-(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Hon. Mr. POWER said :-When this
bill was read the first time, I gave notice
of the second reading in order to expedite
its passage, but I have not been asked to
take charge of the bill. It seems to me
that gentlemen in the other House should
ask some senator to take charge of any bill
that comes to this House, and I do not care
to assume the responsibility of taking charge
of it. There are gentlemen from the pro-
vince of British Columbia in the House, and
if they think this is a desirable measure
one of them may move the second reading.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I think
the hon. gentleman had better inove the
second reading. I know nothing about the
bill, and was not asked to take charge of it.
It will simply go to the Committee on Rail-
Ways Telegraphs and Harbours.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It seems to me that it would be much better
if they would act on the suggestion I made
last session, and the session before, that
When bills come from the other House and
no intimation is given of their character and
110 one in the Senate asked to take charge
of themn, they should be allowed to drop. If
the parties interested are not courteous
enough to let some senator know that they
Want the bill passed through the House, I
do not see that % e should be continually as-
§uming a responsibility the effect of which we
know nothing. We have had an exhibition
of this to day when a most important bill
Was brought before us by the hon. Secretary
of State, he frankly telling us that he knows
nthing about it or the objects which the
Promaoters have in view in trying to place it
On the statute book. I do not desire either
to dictate or intimate the course which the
hon. gentleman ought to pursue, but had I
been in his position I should at once have
'noved that it be discharged, so far as my
name was concerned, and let the parties
interested try to get the support of some

other senator. If the members of this House
would adopt that course in the future, I
think the Senate would command the res-
pect of the members of the Lower House
and add to its own dignity.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I will move
the second reading of this bill, though I
have not been asked to do so. I cannot
say that I am informed as to all the pro-
visions of the bill, but I know in a general
way that it is a bill for the purpose of
declaring that this railway, which is a pro-
vincial enterprise under a charter from the
government of British Columbia for the
construction of a road from the coast to the
boundary of the country and has a provincial
subsidy, is a railway for the general benefit
of Canada, and also provides that the road
may be leased to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company. It passed through the
Commons, and I think there was no
objection to it there.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

CANADA ATLANTIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (93) "An Act respecting the
Canada Atlantic Railway Company." He
said :-By this bill the Canada Atlantic
Railway Company ask to extend their road
to the boundary line, and also to extend it
to a point in the city of Montreal. This
railway has done a great deal of business in
this country and has been a very successful
undertaking, and the bill should commend
itself to the approval of every senator.

• The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (79) "An Act to incorporate the
Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Com-
pany."-(Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 3rd May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

LAKE BENNETT AND KLONDIKE
RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. McINNES moved the third
reading of Bill (31) " An Act to incorporate
the Lake Bennett and Klondike Railway
and Tramway Company."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved in amend-
ment:

That the said bill be not now read a third time but
that it be amended as follows :-

Page 1, line 25.-By adding "and also may con-
struet, maintain and operate a wagon road sixteen
feet wide, to run on either side of Miles Caiñon and
White Horse Rapids."

He said : I gave notice yesterday that I
would move this amendment to clause four
of this bill. As hon. gentlemen are aware,
power was given to this company to con-
struct a tramway subject to certain rights
vested in two other companies to construct
a portion of a tramway over the same route.
The right given to the company in question
is subsidiary to the right of the other two ;
and in the event of the other two companies
not proceeding with the building of their
tramway, it is proposed that this company,
in the meantime, shall have the right to
construct a wagon road so as to perfect
their communication in that country. I
understand, from two or three hon. gentle-
men who have been interested in the pro-
motion of the two other companies to which
I allude, that they desire a reference to the
Railway Committee so that they can discuss
the advisability of giving to this company
the power to construct am ag-n road. I
must confess that it seems to me a trivial
objection. I cannot see why, in the public
interests, this company should not have the
power to build a wagon road. It seems to
me to in no way conflict with the powers
given to tho two other companies to build a
tramway ; and I presume if this arnendment
were not made, this company would exercise

the right which any company might exer-
cise, without interference, and build a
wagon road, which is only a very short one,
some four or five miles I understand, en-
tirely regardless of the fact that they have
not corporate power to do it. I apprehend
that individuals could not restrain them
f rom building this wagon road over the
public domain, and I fancy the Crown, in
the public interest, would not consider it
advisable to intervene to prevent the con-
struction of such a road. I, however, move
that the bill be amended ; and if hon. gen-
tlemen think it advisable the bill should go
back to the committee, it can be sent there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
drop his aiendment?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-J hope my hon.
friend will not persevere in that amend-
ment now. There is evidently some mis-
understanding about this bill. When the
other two bills were before the Railway
Committee it seemed to be clearly under-
stood that the clauses enabling them to
build these tramways were so worded that
if they did not build within a short time
the powers granted them should be null and
void. It was also understood that this
company, which is now asking for incorpora-
tion, would not exercise any power of that
kind till these two companies had failed,
and an order was made by the Governor in
Council to allow thein to build this road.
A wagon road is not a railway, but my
hon. friend will admit that if in this bill they
have power to build a wagon road sixteen
feet wide, it may interfere very materially
with the other two companies, and I think
on the whole that it would be keeping
better f"ith if the bill were referred back
to the Railway Committee for further consi-
deration.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I hope my hon. friend
will not persist in his proposed amendment
unless he goes further and amends his bill
in the next section. I understand that an
agreement was come to in the House of
Commons between the promoters of this
bill and the promoters of the others to
which the hon. senator (Mr. Allan) has just
alluded, that this charter was to be subject
to delay unless the other companies fait to
construct a tramway under their corporatO
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powers. Now my hon. f riend proposes of the tramway is concerned. Now, a certain
practically to set aside that understanding length of time is given to the promoters of
by proposing the construction of a wagon the other two bills to construct that tram-
road, which will be outside of the under- way-I understand two years.
standing and outside of the condition in
which this bill was passed. If my hon. Hon. Mr. POWER-One year to begin.
friend adds the amendment which he pro-
poses to the fourth section, he should a)so Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-One year to
add the words "or a wagon road" to sub- begin. In the meantime, as hon. gentlemen
section two of the fourth section after the will easily perceive, the public are inconve-
words " the authority conferred on the com- nienced by waiting that one year to ascer-
pany to construct a railway or tramway." tain whether these companies are going to
Then he would build this road under the exercise the rights which have been con-
restrictions in the bill, and I apprehend ferred on them by their bil. In the mean-
that my hon. friend, the senator from To- time this company, for the purpose of
ronto, would not object if it were done, but perfecting or building their links of commu-
certainly it would be a violation of the nication, propose building a wagon road,
understanding arrived at if my hon. friend not in any sense, I submit, as a breach of
should propose to construct a wagon road the agreement which had been entered into
which should not be subject to the restric by the Commons because the right stili
tions. It seems to me, that unless my bon. exists in ail its entirety with the other two
friend is prepared to add after the word corporations.
tramway the words "or a wagon road," the
amendment ought not to be persisted in. Hon. Mr. MILLS-My lion. friend pro-

poses to accomplish the samne object in
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) -I hope another way, which is certainly a breach of

nv on. firiend will withdraw tis amend- faith.
ment. I know he would not give consent to
a breach of faith in a matter of this kind.
This company gets its charter on condition
that it shall not interfere with two other
charters given; and now they propose, at
this stage, to introduce this new feature. I
hope he will withdraw his amendment and
not countenance a breach of faith. If he
persists in it, I shall ask him to send the bill
back to the Railway Committee in order
that the matter may be discussed and the
bill anended to suit both parties.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I must certainly
take exception to the statement that this is
a breach of faith. I understarid the facts
leading up to the restriction placed on this
company, namely, the Lake Bennett and
Klondike Railway and Tramway Company,
from proceeding with the construction under
their charter, was due to the fact that con-
temporaneously with the passage of this bill
in the Commons, two other companies re-
ceived power to construct this tramway along
the Miles Caflon and White Horse Rapids,
and that the Minister of Railways suggested
to Sir Hibbert Tupper, who was then .in
charge of the bill, that he should take his
bill subject to the rights of the other parties,
to which he consented, so far as the building

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Building a
wagon road ani building a tramway I
understand are two entirely different enter-
prises. The wagon road is simply for the
purpose of assisting communication in the
meantime. If these companies proceed with
their enterprise the wagon road, I apprehend,
will fall into disuse. But I do not think
the promoters of this bill have the slightest
intention of violating any agreement with
the other company. However, if it be the
sense of the House that this should go to
the Railway Committee there is no alterna-
tive but to consent.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
gentleman will see that this is substantially
a breach of the agreement which was en-
tered into with respect to these undertak-
ings, because if this company constructed a
wagon road sixteen feet in width it would
be very likely to have the eflect of hindering
the other companies constructing the tram-
way. The inducement to build the tramway,
the profit to be derived from it, will be
very much diminished by the building of
this wagon road. There is another feature
in connection with this bill, that the original
purpose of this company was not to build a
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tramway, or a wagon road either, at White
Horse Canon, but to build a tramway from
a point on Marsh Lake to a point on
Hootalinqua River. That undertaking
would not have interfered with the under-
taking of the other two companies. I pre-
sume there is no objection of the bill going
back to committee, where the merits of the
proposed amendment may be considered,
but I think the House should not, at the
present time, at any rate, pass the amend-
ment. I move, in amendment to the motion
of the hon. gentleman, that the amendment
be not now adopted, but that the bill be
referred back to the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbours for further con-
sideration.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I consent to
that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no objection
in referring this back to committee for
further consideration if the House has made
up its mind not to permit the amendment
to be adopted, then it seems to ne that the
better way would be not to adopt the amend-
ment. It is better to reject the amendment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the simplest way to treat it, we
would be able to discuss this matter more
fully before the Railway Committee, and
the referring it coild do no harm.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I understand it,
the necessary notice was not given for this
bill, and it obtained a standing or foothold
before parliament only by agreeing to cer-
tain limitations. Those limitations were
accepted, and the bill was proceeded with
upon that ground. Now, after the foothold
has been obtained by waiving the irregu-
larity of failure of the company to comply
with the rules of parliament as to the notice,
my hon. friend proposes to make it a rival
institution to the two others that had prac-
tically precedence in the intentions of the
House of Commons and, as I understand it,
so far as the intention of this House is con-
cerned. This is a bill which creates a cor-
poration to construct a public work for pur-
poses of profit, and my hon. friend is going
a long way in pressing these amendments
upon the attention of parliament in the face
of these facts.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I must again
repeat that my hon. friend is not justified
in taking the position that there is any breach
of faith. The intelligence of the House
will be sufficient to draw a distinction be-
tween building a wagon road at the present
time for the convenience of the public and
waiting a year for those two companies to
determine whether to proceed to build a road.
If mny hon. friend is willing that this should
be discussed before the Railway Committee
it can be done, but my hon. friend will not
force the House to the conclusion that it is
determined upon rejecting the proposed
amendment, which is very reasonable and
in the public interest, and which could only
subserve the opening up of that country;
and if my hon. friend takes the position that
the sense of this House is to be tested, I am
willing to accept the challenge. If my hon.
friend from Halifax will withdraw his
amendment I am ready to take the sense of
the House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think the
hon. Minister of Justice intends pressing his
suggestion, and I hope that my amendment
that this amendment be not now concurred
in but that the bill be referred back to
committee for further consideration will be
adopted.

The amendment to the amendment was
adopted.

WINDSOR AND DETROIT UNION
BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the second reading of Bill (79) " An
Act to incorporate the Windsor and Detroit
Union Bridge Company."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This is an im-
portant matter and I think we should have
some explanation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is a bill for the purpose of enabling the
Grand Trunk Railway Company and other
railway companies in the United States, who
now use the ferries at that point, to con-
struct what is terred a high level bridge.
The proposition in the bill is to erect a
bridge in place of the tunnel, which was pro-
posed some years ago, and also in lieu of a
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railway bridge which the companies obtain- propounded is decidedly better than a Iow
ed power to build f rom the parliament of level bridge with draws, or a tunnel. That,
Canada ; and, I am informed, the Congress J believe, is the whole object of the bil. h
;f the United States, and which was what is provided that they must commence work
was termed a low level bridge-a draw within two years after the approval of the
bridge. It has been decided, particularly plans by the Governor in Council in
by the shipping community, and I think Cinada, and also by the Minister of War
very properly so, that in a rivsr as nar- in the United States; and a further provi-
row as the Detroit is at that point, sion so as not to give them the power in
and with the volume of trade that perpetuity, as inany of these bis have
is continually flowing from the west to the done in the past, provides that it must be
east, anything like a draw bridge would be an commenced within three years and com-
inconvenience which should not be toierated pleted within seven.
by either governments, and the proposition in
this bip, as originally introduced, was ro Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-When 1 asked
erect a bridge 140 feet above the hilh water the bon, gentleman to expain J did not
mark, but upon consultation with the author- intend to, convey the idea that J was opposed
ities of the Grand Trunk Railway and to the bili, but it is desirable to know what
others who are interested in the con4truc- the object of the bill is. Sveral bois have
tion of this bridge in the United States, the bý>en passed to construct bridges across the
clause was amended by substituting a pro- Niagara River, but none of them gives per-
'vision that no bridge should be built until mission to buiid a low bridge. 0f course,
it had received the sanction of tye Governor it depends a good deal on the span whether
in Cou ncil in Canada, and of the Minister of it will be an impediment to navigation. We
War in the United States, J ar informed can ascertain that in comfittee.
that the Minister of War is the party in
the United States to whom matters of this Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- t
kind are referred, and not, as in this coun- is to be 1,000 feet, J think.
try, to the ocmcer who is more immediately H
connected with the navigation. It wiwl bes
remembered by this House that a number of goodspan. Ido notobjecttthebili atal and

Years ago authoritywas given forthecon- I wou d say urth er, that tlis country should
itcti of tGrand Trunk ilwaytad not have uite asmuch obection to it now

in the attempt t construct that work t was as formerly. If th bat projected canal to the

found that under the surface the whole so b Rondeau is built, of course it gives another
Was s0 f uli of gas and other explosive matters avenue. The navigation will go through

vision ~ ~ ~ ~ ~a that nobigahudb bitut msi nbid au lowf berige Ofd cior

that it was altogether impracticable. This dif- thatend ad c ea on the an windsorinCula ino encaunrd ofthen Minstrnd altogether, and that work will be constructedarun iwa nteconstautesd Ihen tnfel can some day There is no doubt about that,trnia. iteras ons Wrisc the gneat because it will shorten the distance and thekdarnie hr re aondones I this en-, a work can be done cheaply. Even if I hadconn i the opositionigor thi eet awa d some objection to this high level bridge, I
remembe bto construct a bridge sufficiently Iwoul as u h this ount sho
yeaa atf the conyothe It depends a good deal on the
high to enable the commerce of ore ta heiht of the bridge and the span whether
to be carried on without being impeded .in tecmitewl asi rnt
anY way unless f be from the construction s .o.
Of two piers. It is for the huse and gov- Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Will not the
ernent to say whether two piers would be Georgian Bay Canal cut it out?
too many in that river. Ihat I believe was
funky considered by the Railway Committee Hon. Mr. M cCALLUM-As far as the
Of the House of Commons when they passed Georgian Bay Canal is concerned they will
the bc in its present shape. Those who be forty years in the wilderness before it is
are interested in the navigation of that completed.
river, particularly the hon. gentleman from
conck and the on. gentleman from Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no doubt a low
Windsor, will see at once that if that river is lever bridge would be an impossibiity over
aVer to be bridged, the scheme which is now the Detroit River. If I remember rightly
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it has been estimated that a vessel passes Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
every three minutes, twenty ships an hour, am obliged to the hon. gentleman for calling
and that would necessitate keeping the draw niy attention to these clauses. I may state
open constantly. It would be a lridge that frankly that this was only placed in my
could not be used. There are two clauses to hands the other day, and I just had time to
which I would like to call the attention of look over it for a few moments. Speaking
my hon. friend. One is clause 9 of the ninth clause, hon. gentlemen will see

The right to alter, appeal or amend this Act is liere- in looking at the eighth clause that it pro-
by reserved. vides for certain concessions under certain

I suppose the object of that is to prevent conditions-that it must receive the sançtion
any bridge company setting up the conten of the Governor in Council in Canada, and
tion that the company have a contract with also the Minister of War of the United
the government or with parliament for the States, and then the right to alter, amend
construction of this bridge. Nothing is or repeal this Act is hereby expressly re-
stated in the clause with regard to anv com- served. I do not know that I can give the
pensation in case the Act is repealed or legal interpretation of that, but it says
amended-whether the repeal of the Act is To require any change in the said structure or the
intended to be provided for after the bridge entire renoval at the expense of the company when-

is cnst.uctd aswellas riorto te ~ ever the said minister wvi1l deem it iii the public in-is constructed as well as prior to the con- to do so.
struction of the bridge. I do not see any-
thing in the bill that throws any light upon I will caîl the attention of the gentlemen
that subject. I am simply calling the interested in this bil to these clauses. The
attention of my hon. friend who bas char-e only point with the railway companies in-
of this bill to this point, so that it can be terested in this clause would be simply as to
considered when the bill goes to comniittee. whether these acts which are spoken of in
Then I would caîl his attention to clause 31, the clause should not be made offences. If
which provides: the commission of the acts referred to is

If any person shae force or attempt to force any provided for in the 499th section of the
gate or guard of the said bridge, or the apIroaches Criminal Code, then it would be surplusage
thereto, or if any person shai wilfully do or cause to and unnecessary. If it is not provided for,
be omone any act or acts whatsoever, whereby the said
bridge, its 1ighits, stationary works, nachiner t fix- then it will be for the Minister of Justice to
tures, or other appurtenances thereto sha be ,assist us in drafting a proper clause fhich
obstructed, irnpaired, weak-ened, destroyed or injured, wl aete uihbe ewl edh
th erson so offending sha forfeit to the colepan su nt made oesIf
treble the damages sustained by means of suh concede that interference with the property
offence or injery, to be recoveredain the 4a99e of the of the company in any way might endan-
coinpany with costs of the uit, by any proper action
for that purpose, and such person sha l also be giîty ger ife and that there should be soie means
of a mi sdemeanour, and be punishable by fine or ini- of punishing the offender.
prisonment or both, by any court of competent juris-

diction.Hon. Mr. 'MJLLS-If the conimittee corne
What I wish to cail attention to is that to the conclusion this section is necessary,

it is questionable whether we should insert then it would be sufficient to say that this
a provision of the criminal law into a private offence here spoken of, sha l be an offence
Act, and, in the next place, the offence here, aainst section 499 of the Criminal Code.
is declared to be a inisdemeanour which P
embraced sooe clags of crimes forerly, but The motion was ablreed to, and the bill
under the Crimina Code bas been abolished. was read the second time.
We no longer make any distinction between
felonies and misdemeanours, and that clause DELAYED RETURNS.
has oeen inserted through an oversigit.
Then it seems to me if my hon. friend will Hon. Mr. BEILNER-Before the couse
look at section 499 of the Criminal Code he adjourns, I should like to ask the yon, leader
will find that sncx an offence as is here of the buse if h9e has had time to inqure
spoken of is already provided for. It may about the return asked for by motion on
be necessary to declare that this is an the 3st March last. have already called
offence, although an under the apprehen- attention to it, and [would be obliged if the
sion that it would be reached by that governent could furnish those returns this
section of the Criminal Code. week.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will inquire and
endeavour to meet my hon. friend's views
with just as much expedition as possible.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-While we are on
the same subjpct, will the hon. gentleman
inquire also, if I could get the returns I
asked for in July last?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Of last year?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Yes, if there is no
prescription for the government.

THE SENATE.

Ottawca, Wednesday, 4th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PROSECUTIONS FOR BALLOT STUF-
FING IN MANITOBA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE inquired of the
çfvernment:

Hon. Mr. 3NIJLLS-My hon. friend's
question is a matter of ancient history. I \Vhether the prosecutions entered against Parker,Dennison, Roberts, James Walker, McFadden, Her-shall make inquiry after looking up the riman, Brown, Mawhinney, McDonald, Orr, Brooks,
record to ascertain what my hon. f riend asks Finklestein, Clark, Renwick, Anderson, H. E.
for Walker, Saunders and Hamilton for alleged ballot

stuting in Manitoba at the last general elections were
comnenceci at the instance of the Dominion govern-

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-To shorten the ment, and if so, whether the expenses attending the
. . Msame have been or are to be paid by the Dominion

inquiry, I may say that it is on the subject government?
of dismissals. Last session I made a motion .
to have the papers laid on the table, and it . He said: In order to explain my question,
Was agreed to. It was those dismissals int is necessary that I should put the usewhich a to. of th o en was n in possession of certain facts. Last Friday,wihafriend of the government was deeply
interested-Mr. Choquette, M.P. when I asked my que-tionas to whether it vas

the intention of the government to provide,
in the supplementary estimates or otherwise,

Hion. Sir MACKENZTIE BOWELL -Aa sum in addition to the $2,500 contained in
We are dealing in ancient history, I should the main estimates for carrying on the Tidal
like to call attention to the fact that a full current survey in Canadian waters a sub-
return of the motion I made at the begin- ject of great interest- not to Canada alone
ling of last session lias not been presented but the whole world and which was suffering

yet. The second edition was presented to for the want of funds to carry it on properlythe House a.little while ago by the Secre- I was proceeding to show that whilst the
tard retate When may we expect the govern ment could withhold the assistance

rd return , that was necessary in this regard, and which
was so much required, they could, in the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is only one cases which I was about to cite, spend the
return not furnished-that is fromn the people's sheckles with a lavish hand, whenRlailway Department. J will speak to the I was called to order by the hon. senior-
rninister about it. J think that is the only nember for Halifax.
department in default. i

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

shouli like to get it in time to have it
Printed bef ire the House adjourns, so as to
let the whole country know the facts.

The Senate adjourned.

of order, I an sorry I have to trouble the
hon. gentleman again. He is out of order
in referring to a past debate.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Then I will
have to let the circumstances, as they
occurred, be impressed on the memory of
those hon. gentlemen who were present at
that time, and the others who were not
present can acquaint themselves with the
circunistances when the debates are pub-
lished. I was then going to cite what I shall
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now cite in consonance with the terms of Freeboru to divide the amount between thein. Lt~~~~~~ J adJha n w~as Eroved in evidence that Freeboriî had oiffred to
my question to-day. I said I had in mny1my uesiontO-fty sel 11 ese three ballots to the Couservative comimittee
hand a document received from a very prom- for 88X). It was upon this evidcncc that the jury
inent counsel in lanitoba, and was going found bim guilty, doubtless feeling tbat upon bis own
on to read it wen I was called to order.o spiracy to xtort oney fro the

on t red i whe 1 as alle tocarer.Conservative party he should be made to suifer.
This refers to prosecutions in alleged bal- Lt is a signi6cant fact that Rutherford, the present
lot stuffing cases in Manitoba. I was M.P. for Macdonal was hi bail, and in Februarylast lie Nvas ap)1ointed by the Greenwvay governiment a
called to order on the ground that the conunssioner for taking aifiavits, although bis

providing for the cost of this matter came appointmcnt vas subsequenti cancelkd.

under the cognizance of the provincial and 1 wish to show this bonourable buse the
not of the federal government. My hon. amount of noney that was uselessly spent-
friend the senior member for Halifax, lias absolutely worse tlan uselessly spent-on
called nie to order several times, and I these matters. You see, they did not get
appeal to the judgnent of this House if it one single conviction. The closure was at-
is not the fact that that hon. gentleman, tempted to be practised on me on Friday
more perhaps taan any other hon. member last, to prevent, I suppose, the bringing for-
of i bis Bouse is guilty of breaches of the ward of this matter and as I have said to
rules of the House and yet constitutes you already, 1 was told that it was entirely
hinself general censor in this particular for within the purview of the provincial govern-
his colleagues. This document reads ment. Now, feit ail the while that 1 was

RE 'MANITOBA CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS standing on safe ground in bringing this
FOR ALLEGED BALLOT STUFFING. matter to the consideration of the bouse,

Informations were laid against eigliteen men, near- t
ly ail of them representative men in their districts. but 1 have since taken the trouble to inforrn

1. Parker, Dennison, Roberts, James Waller, Mc- myse f more definitely upon the subject, and
Fadden, Herrinia 1 and Brown-7.

In these cases tie niagistrates refused to conmmit I now submit to the bouse a letter which
for trial. Brown was detaiied il jail for thirty-six will be found in the records of the Public Ac-
hours until lie liad furnished bail for .a,000.

2. M;whiiiney, McDonald. Orr, Brooks, Finkel-
stein, Clark, Renwick, Anderson, H. E. Waller, the accounts and vouchers connected with
Saunders and Hamilton-11. the proceediugs coming under this heading.

In these cases the imagistrates committed the ac- The letter is addressed to His Excellency
cused for trial. The grand jury founîd no bill in the
case of H. E. Waller and tru bills in the other cases the Governor General in Council, and is
nientioni in clause 2. Notwitii,;t.iitliig tbat trae dated June 30, 1897, and reads as folfowsd
bills were found the Crown droppen proceedings
against McDonald, Hamilton, Brooks, Finkelstein,
Renwick and Orr.

In the following cases the Crown pressed for con-
victions:--Mawhiniey, Clark, Anderson and Saun-
ders.

In Mawhinnîîey's case the verdict was not guilty.
Wheu this inan was arrested lie was put in jail and
kept there for thirty-six hours, being fed on bread
and water.

Iii the case against Clark, the jury disagreed.
In Andersoni's case the jury disagreed when he was

imniediately tried before a second jury, who also dis-
agreed ; he wvas then bound over for trial at the next
crimîinal assizes, for which, I believe, there is no pre-
cedent in Canada, and when the application wras
made the Crown counsel wras onlY able to cite one
precedent in England. At the opening of the next
assizes the Crown announced they did not intend to
proceed against Anderson.

The only case in which the Crown obtained a eon-
viction was against Saunders. The charge against
this man was that wlhen a voter gave hun a >allot
marked for Rutherford he had substituted onenarked
for Boyd, which he put into the ballot box, putting
the unused Rutherford ballots into his pockets. He

ave evidence on his ownî behalf when he denied that
e had tanpered in any way with the ballots, but lie

at the same time admitted that after the election iras
over he had torn three unused ballots from the book
which he had umarked for Rutherford and given to
the informer Freebornî for the purpose of extorting
$800 from the Conservatives under agreement with

To His Excellency the June 30, 1897.

Governor General in Council :
The undersigned recommends that in connection

with the recent prosecuti<ns for election frauds in
Manitoba, an advance of 80,%4.41 be made to the
Hon. the Minister of the Interior, to enable him to
niake ad vances on account of the several agents, pend-
ing the taxation of their bills, which amount in the
aggregate to a very iuch larger anount, sucb amount
to ne charged to t he vote for Miscellaneous Justice,
and to be accounted for.

O. MOWAT.

The solicitor's fees, as certified by the
Deputy Minister of Justice, Mr. Newcombe,
were cut down from $10,325.57 to $5,760.07;
and when we add the disbursements in con-
nection with the different matters that are
connected with this, which come to S7,146.-
33, it will make a total of $12,906.40 an
amount about equal to the amount that was
in the past appropriated for the prosecutiol
of the work for which I pleaded on FridaY
last, and for which I plead now, namely,
the efficient maintenance of the tidal current
survey in our Canadian waters, so as to facili-
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tate the safe approach of vessels with their a generai election from resulting in a proper
Commerce to our Dominion. I say that the expression of public opinion, and in under-
amount spent here by the government, in taking to defraud the electors of the repre-
the way I have stated, was, at any rate, as sentations which they possess in the House
large as that which, in previous years, en- of Conmons. When that fact becomes
abled this survey to be carried on, although known, I think it is equaliy to be lamented
lot so efficiently as it would have been car- that any section of the community should be

ried on with a larger appropriation. Now if disposed to defend a transaction of that sort.
I am not out of order in referring to a pasti If there ought to be purity associated with
debate, I would remind the House that the the constitution of parliament, or with the
hon. the senior inember for Halifax with his discharge of any public function, it ought to
usual blandness and courtesy of speech and be with respect to an election, and yet I
nianner, stated that [ had been under several know-I ar speaking from my own personal
Misapprehensions-I leave it to the judg- knowledge when I say-that the attempt at
Ment of the House as to who stands to- ballot stufflng was fot alone in the province
day under a inisapprehension. It is scarcely of Manitoba, but that it extended to other
flecessary for me to put my question after portions of the Dominion, and if that practice
the information which I have laid before the were in an very considerable degree to con-
Ilouse, and which I consider to be incontro- tinue to prevail it wouid render it absoluteiy
Vertible, but I will make the inquiry and necessary that ail the elections should be
await the reply. open elections instead of elections by ballot,

n. Mr. MILLS- y ho. friend, because the publi will have no assurancebisn M uetio MIL -ive theionîrmio n Ithat the parties for whom tbey voted andPutting, his question, gives the informationPinC whom they undertook to return to parlia-
Which he professes to w.sh. ment wouîd cone here as their representa-

Hion. Mr. PRIMROSE-That is what 1 tives, but those whom they intended to
said before resuming my seat. reject, and whom, so far as their votes were

concerned, they did reject, would neverthe-
lion. Mr. MILLS-My hon. f riend is not less sit in parliament as their representatives.

seeking information at ny hands, but is I do not know from the speech addressed to
seleking an opportunity to maeaCatcSeeingan pprtuitytomake an attack i this House whether the lion. gentleman
on the administration of justice by my pre- thinks that no prosecutions ought to take
decessor in office. My hon. friend professed place in a matter of this sort. I cannot say
to read a letter f rom Sir Oliver Mowat stat- whether that is bis deliberate opinion or not,
lfg that the expenses incurred had been but certainly the drift of his speech was in
Paid. In my opinion that was a proper pay- that direction.
nient. My hon. friend says that the jury bon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I sa that great
disagreed and that in some cases there were c

tO prosecutions and still a disagreement. cr hudb xriei hfrtpae
a shatn stil a sae nt before taking proceedings, to see that there

thniterhno*naesaeo is some chance of conviction in those cases.
thigs, and where men undertake to stuff bere were eighteen personsproceeded againstthe ballot boxes on which the liberties of and not one of them was convicted.
the people depend, on which their fair re-
Presentation in the other branch of this par- bon. Mr. MILLS-That was not the
lamllent depends, and after those facts are fault of the department. If a jury, or a
established, any section of the community portion of them, vill say that parties arewho May be called on to serve as jurymen, not guilty, when the evidence Shows that

y upon indubitable evidence that the par- they have been guilty, it is a great mis-
ties are not guilty, I say they commit a fortune and shows that political feeling in

1'ious offence, morally at all events, against the community bas become 50 strong as to
e Public interest and that is a matter to overshadow the sense of right in that com-

be deprecated. In regard to both these munity. I have no hesitation in saying that
atters, I think this House ought to de- I think, when iny hon. predecessor in office

Pr'ecate the facts that have been disclosed recommended the payment of these charges,
11 the statements made to the House by my he adopted a proper course. Ordinarily the

-friend. In the first place, there is a very admini8tration of justice beiongs to a pro-
'riOus wrong done in attempting to prevent vince; ordinarily it is the duty of the pro-

43J
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vince to see to the administration of crimi- on investigation, found that extensive cor-
nal justice, but this is not a matter belong ruption prevailed they could by their report
ing to the ordinary duties of the local govern- recommend that a general inquiry should
ment or legislature, any more than the trial be held into the conduct of the election and
of controverted Dominion elections. It is a of the extent to which bribery or corrup-
matter which concerns the constitution of tion was carried on in any particular consti-
this parliament, a matter which is peculiar tuency, and under that provision an inquiry
to that constitution. might then be held which would reach the

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Did not the pro- case. 1 think the machinery provided by
vincial government take the initiative? the law is sufficient, without the Minister

of Justice being asked to intervene, as has
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think the initiative been done in this case, and the authority of

was taken here. My impression is that the the Minister of Justice given for the purpose
papers were moved for in the other House of facilitating or prosecuting an investiga-
and have been brought down, and niy hon. tion of this kind. Great care should be
friend will see, by examining the papers, taken by the Department of Justice not to
that the initiative was taken here, and pro- lend itself to any such prosecution as this, be-
perly taken here, beca use it is a matter cause as soon as it does so in one case it wil
which specially concerns the constitution of be invited to do the sanie in others, and
this parliament and not the general admini-
stration of justice affecting the community would have bur doubts, notwithstanding thea t large.atlage very great respect we have for the Minister

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- am sure that of Justice and his very e.ninent predecessor,
every hon. gentleman in this House will as te whether these gentlemen right not
fully agree with my hon. friend, the leader be ioved a littie esier to facilitate
of the Senate, in the language which lie an investigation of this kind when
uses in condemnation of such a practice as men of their own political party
ballot stuffling in connection with the elec- were soliciting such interference. It gives
tions held in this country. While we all to the Department of Justice a power to be
agree with him that this is a practice that employed in the interests of one political
ought to be condemned and very severely party in this country, and we believe that
punished, yet I think it is proper that we the Department of Ju4ice would hesitate a
should look very carefully into such a mat- long tirue should their interference be in-
ter as this to find whether party objects are voked by inembers of the Conservative party
not being advanced under cover of prosecut- who niglt want to move the departnent in a
ing offenders against the law of the Dom- matter of this kind and they would be a very
inion, and against a great moral principle. long time at work before they would get
We must remember that most ample pro- the hon. gentleman to interfere for the pur-
vision is made by law in this country by pose of facilitating or starting prosecutionS
which a candidate who is defeated in elec- against Liberals who may have been accused
tion, or any elector can petition agaiist the of ballot stuting. On the whole, 1 think nY
election: Ballot stuffing would be a cause hon. friend f rom Pictou has done a distinct
for voiding an election if it were proved, service in bringing this question before the
and if this is not so our laws must be very bouse. I do not know the particular historY
faulty indeed. If that is so, why not allow of this case very vell. I have read aboutit in
the candidates or electors to prosecute their the newspapers. There are gentlemen in the
cases by petition and have the matters ven- bouse who know more about it than I do,
tilated in court I No doubt my hon. friend but I think that the circumstances should
will say that perhaps the charges in a bill have been very serious indeed and the ordv
of particulars might not reach some of these nary laws provided for the investigation Of
cases in such a way that they could be election frauds must have been shown LO
properly unearthed. have been utterly inadequate to meet the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It has nothing to do cae before the Department of JustiCOHon. prm. should have interfered.

reomenttahageerlhnuiymhol

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is very likely Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is not an eleCý
that would be the case, but if the judges, tion trial; this is a criminal prosecution.
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Hion. Mr.KIRCHHOFFER-Nobody de- Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-These men
sires more than myself to have the purity of were committed for trial and if tbey could
elections kept up to a high standard, but in not get a conviction in one place the venue
this case those of us who are residents of wis changed to another, and it was changed
Manitoba are perfectly aware of the general from time to time. These people were taken
feeling in regard to this matter, that it was hundreds of miles until their cases could be
not in any case a prosecution for the purpose sent up for trial. When this magistrate was
of trying to enforce the purity of elections, not prepared to try it another outside magis-
but of persecution as regard- politica H trate tried it. In some cases there were no
Oppouients. The way in which this persecu-'trup biws found, and when the were tried,
tion was instigiated was this: a man nained as said before, Freeborn's evidence was the
Preeborn, who was very well known in soine ýionly évidence given and on cross-examina-
Cireles in Ontarfo, caine up to Manitoba and tion he broke down entirely. The resuit
Ofhered his services to the Conservative party. was thirteen were acquitted, and in the
le attached to tbem such a very large sumn remainder of the instances, with the excep-

of rnoney that be wvas i-gnominiously refused. tion of one, where a man was convicted upon
1is services were scouted and he was unable his own testimony, the jury disagreed.

to make any money by joining in with the Even tien the government were not satis-
Conservative Party. But this gentleman fied but in most of these cases ordered a
Was not coming away froni Manitoba with- new trial, and these men were brought up
Out having knoked down his expenses out again and were obliged to retain counsel and
Of soinebody, and bis services were accord-se obliged to attend at these different trials; so
togly offered to and retained by the Liberal that when you see a fee were of nearlv $6,ats
Party. The gove.rment put this machinery paid thc Cro n prosecutors, and th witness

force. At the trials they ha not a single fees, you can imagine the loss and expense to
itness in support of the prosecutions except those anen-tre loss of character and loss of

oFreeborn. When e was placed in the wit- time and money, the government pressing
nless box he tas cross-examined, and the them ail this time and huntin them down as
eVidence ail vent to show that ie if theywerecriminals, and at the présent time
came up there and oflèred himself for sale, some of the prosecutions are still hanging
first to one party and afterwards to the over them and the Crown will not proceed.
Other, and his character was shown up I was not aware that this matter was com-
inl such a style that there was not one of the ing up to-day : but I cannot allow the facts
juries before whom these men were tried to be distorted, as they have been to-day,
that would convict a prisoner that was the minister putting it forward as if these
brought before them. It has been stated parties were guilty. Before having entered
here that, in most of the cases, the juries into a prosecution of this kind the govern-
disagreed. That is not so. My recollection ment should have had the strongest ground
iS that in thirteen out of the eighteen cases and should ascertain whether they had cases
the parties were acquitted, and acquitted against these people, instead of, in a whole-
after a great deal of expense had been in- sale way, arresting twenty or thircy and
curred. They were, first of all, brought putting them on their trial.
before the magistrates. They were not even
tried before the local magistrates, because it Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-That is my con-
was thou2ht there would be sympathy with tention.
them, and the government would not allow . Mr KJRCHHOFFER-And then
them to be tried by local. judges. They Hon
Were taken some hundreds of miles from the only evidence they had was f rom this
Where the offence occurred, and tried, prin- base informer, whose evidence would not be
cipally, before the police magistrate of listened to or believed by any juries to whom

trandon, who is said to be-and I say it it was presented.
1ithout fear of contradiction-one of the Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It is pretty
aOst bitter partisans in that country ; and hard for members of this House to discuss a

'I every instance, no matter what the record which they have not before them.
evidence was, he committed them for trial. We bave just heard a statement of what

'in Mr. SCOT-Th juthadasatmn fwRon . SCOTT-The grand jury found took place before the courts, and we have
true bills. 1also seen quite unsavory evidence reported
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by the press. We saw that parties had
been taken into dark chambers to be taught
how to mark ballots, how to spoil ballots
and stuff boxes. We do not know the
character of the party who gave the evi-
dence, but we know, through the press of
the province of Quebec and the press of the
country generally, that very extraordinary
evidence was laid before the courts at those
different trials, and it is difficult to say,
especially when there were disagreements in
certain cases, whether those trials were
started in a light way and without
mature consideration. Some- member of
this House should move for the papers,
if we are to hold the government responsible
for the spending of such a sum. We should
have the evidence that was taken at those
trials, so that the House could then judge
for themselves as to the nature of the charges
that were laid against those parties. We
know that political trials, where party feel-
ing runs high, generally end in disagree-
ments. There may be a strong or a weak
case. We all know the difficulties in the
way of selecting twelve men to form a jury
who will agree to condenin a party who has
done party work of an illegal character per-
haps, which has benefited his own par-ty. We
kfiow that such trials generally end in dis-
agreemient, but as some hon. gentlemen on
both sides of the House have said, it does
not amean for all that that the government
should not try to mete out justice to the
culprits whatever the result <nay be. Of
course if the bill is too high it should be
discussed, but until we have the record be-
fore us it is hard to say if those prosecutions
were entered on without mature considera-
tion.

THE RESIGNATION OF CAPTAIN
BELA NGER.

I NQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired of the
government :

Why has the Militia General Orders, No. 55, of the
year 1894, in so far as it relates to Captain and Brevet
Major 1. Belanger of the 6ist Battalion, been eau-
celled and the following suhstituted in lieu thereof,
as published in the Canada (u:ette of 18th December,
1897 : " Captain and Brevet Major P. Belauger is
permitted to resign his conuission and to retain the
rank of Majcr on retirement, 29th October, 1897 "?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have the, answer
here from the Major General. He says:
" On invetigation of this case I found that
Mr. Belanger had certainly left the limits,

but as he explained that this vas done in-
advertantly, and it was urged on his behalf
that his long good previous service entitled
him to a certain consideration, I thought
favourably ot this, and, therefore recom-
mend that he be placed on the retired list
with the rank he previously held."

MR. RUSSELL'S MISSION TO ROME.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to direct the
attention of the governient to the follow-
ing letter written by Mr. Russell to His
Eminence Cardinal Rampolla, Secretary of
State :

(Trandation fron the Frcnch.)

Roým, 2fth November, 1897.
EmiNENcE,-I have just arrived at Roie once

again, at the urgent request of the Catholic members
of the Governnent and of the parliament of Can-
ada, in whose naine I hàve already presented my-
self to you. Although I have comie so far I do not
dare to present myself to Your Einijence, because
I would not in the least like, at this moment, to
seen, to be bringing pressure to bear or to wish
to imîpede the conilete liberty of His Holiness.
M\Ioreove-r, I know how busy Your Enenece is,
and I renember with what patience Your Emin-
ence has so manv timies before heard our representa-
tiuns on the subject of Manitoba, whiclh. besides,
Your Eminence now fully understands.

I should not even like to give you the trouble to
read this letter if I had not been very particularly
asked to go to Roine by those whom I represent, and
whio, living far froin Ronie, do not know quite what
to do in order to plead their cause and fulfil their
duty to the Holy See.

This is therefore why I take the liberty of writing
to Your Eminence as follows :--

Sonie days ago the Canadian newspapers caused
to ap car an item bîy which it was set forth that
lis }toliness had published a letter condemining in
the miost formal terns the concessions obtained for
the Manitoba schools.

A few days afterwards a declaration of official
appearance mîrade it known that no such letter
existed.

Although net resting upon any foundation, the
publication of this news has created in Canada such
a state of feelinz that my principals thought they
would be wanting in their duty to lis Holiness if
they did not bring their respectful representations
before himî.

The object of my visit is to call the attention of
Your Emiinence to the subject upon which I have
so oftein negotiated, to know that such a condemna-
tion would have the muost disastrous effects for the
peace of Canada and the cause of Catholic tduca-
tion in this country. while at the saie time it wou1 ld
sow disceord amîong thte Catholies themselves.

We do not solicit His Hioliness to sanction as per-
feet the concessions obtained, but that in his
wisdon he, will be pleased to regard theni as a be-
ginning of justice. With the aid of timce and thanks
to the patient w-ork of persuasion by their comipat-
riots, the Catholics of Manitoba may hope to obtain
satisfaction. The condeuination of the concession
made would, at the present hour, render (I al
begged to insist upon this point) any future conces-
sions impossible.
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My instructions enjoin me again to renew to Your and for that purpose I put a few questions
Eminence the desire, which I had already the on the apers just to call the attention ofhonour to express to vou, that His Holiness will be P j
pleased to naine a permanent delegate in Canada. the government to that special fact and to
The representative of His Holiness would reside on get the information if that was the case or
the spot, but would be outside local interests, and
thus he could with more wisdom guide Catholics not, and I asked on the 27th April
through the difficulties which they have to surnount. \Vhether, since the lst of July, 1896, the govern-

There is another point which I dare to beg Your ment or any member of the >resent administration
Eminence to be good enouîgh to consider. has authorized Mr. Charles Russell, of the firm of

Alinost immed iately when the Latin text of the | Day, Russell & Co., of London, Solicitors, to go to
letter of the Holy Father appears, difficult and ' Rne, with instructions or a mission to speak or act
even contradictory translations will appear and, I in the naine of the government, or of the Prime
aim sure of it, niost regrettable discussions w'Il at Minister, or of any member of the administration,Once arise as to the interpretation of the words of with regard to the Manitoba school question?
Ris Holiness. 2. Was it to the knowledge of and with the con-

That is intended to a ly to our bishops, sent of of the governuient that Mr. Russell went to
ppi toRone and took upon hiinself, in the name of certain

Who are supposed to be ignorant and unable inembers of the governîment, to urge upon the eccles-
to translate a Latin text properly, or dis- iastic authorities of Roie a settlement of the Mani-

honest and not to be trusted to translate it toba school difliculties?
correctly-a compliment to them made, en The Minister of Justice replyiag to the
Passant, by Mr. Charles Russell, who repre- question if that trip had been authorized or
sented the Catholic nembers of the govern- if it was within the knowledge of the gov-
Ment. ernment, took great care to answer me that

In order to avoid such a nisfortune, mîîay I be per-
nitted to suggest to Your Enineuce, how desir-
able it would be that the Latin text should be
accomspanied by authorized texts in French and
English. This procedure has been followed, if I
recollect aright, on several occasions im the case of
France and of England.

I sha leave Romie on Saturday; till that day I
alli entirely at the dispKîosal of Your Eminence.

it was not at the instance of the governîment
that such a thing was done, and when I
wanted to know what he meant by that
answer he said my question had been
answered. But my question was on the pa-
per and my question was " whether since
the first of July, 1896, the government or
any member of the present administration,

I think, before I put the questions which has authorized Mr. Charles Russell to go to
this letter suggests, I may be allowed to Rome with instructions or permission to
show the House in what position the ques- speak or act in the name of the government
tion is now standing. In this House a few or of the Prime Minister or of any meniber
days ago I asked the government whether of the administration with regard to the

r. Rus-el], of the fiin of Day, Russell & Manitoba school question?" The answer was
Company, of London, was in the employiment that Mr. Charles Russell did not do such
Of the governient. I received the answer a thing at the instance of the govern-
that he was. I then asked what was the ment. I immediately replied that I
amount of money he received since lie was wanted to know whe:her there was
il its eniployment ; and by the answer I got a distinction between doing a thing at
it appears that Mr. Russell received in the the instance of the governiîent and being
13Qonth of January, 1897, or some time before subsequently authorized to do it. The hon.
that, the amount of £100 sterling on account minister answered me and I quote his
Of a special case called the Queen's Counsel words, that he was informed that Mr.
case. Then on the 23rd July he received Russell " was not authorized either by the
an advance of £400 sterling on general ac- Prime Minister or any member of the gov-
count; and the minister gives further dis- ernment."' So then 1 have it in black and
burseinents made toir. Charles Russell mak- white that Mr. Russell had never been
111g a total of £2,587, 13, 10,--that was about authorized to fulfil that mission towards the
e12,437, out of which there is two thousand Holy See or to act in that capacity in be-
for general account. I had, naturally some half of the governmeî.t. But I wanted to
doubts and I thought the best way to get know a little more. I had in my questions
those doubts cleared was to put a question mnentioned the Manitoba school question, a
to the government, and ask if any of that fact that in my thought might have limîited
amount had been paid to Mr. Russell for a my question and diminished its scope.
certain trip lie made to Rome, not at the in- So I put a more general question, ask-
tance- never said at the instance--but ing if Mr. Russell had gone to Rome

'With the authorization of the government ; at the instance, at the request, with the
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authorization or with the knowledge of entitled to. He is fot really entitled to that but I
the government, and what had he been do- tncommunications with the Sec of Rome on any
ing at Rome, if lie had solicited the inter- question.
ference, or asked the interference, or invited Hon. Mr. MASSON-Has any minister?
the interference of the Holy See on any Hon. Mr. SCOIT-I decline to go any further.
question at all ; and to my great surprise Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ask this: Has any one in
the hon. Secretary of State brought up

Hon. -Mr. SCOTT-My answver covers that;teBourinot and Todd, and told me that lie goN ernînent have neither by theniselves nor by any
should not answer a question that did not other person authorized any communication with the
relate to a rnatter of public interest. I do not See of Rome, the former answer covers that com-
know how the hon. minister could find that pleWîy
the question, which is so wide in its scope, is That vas the second tiie I was calling
not of public interest when he knows that it the hon. ministers attention to the fact
was that same question which brought the that a denand had been made at Rome for
present government into power; if the hon. the nomination of a permanent delegate. The
gentleman's party succeeded in the last elec- day before I had asked the hon. mrnister
tion it was because of the promise of the Hon. whether the government or the Prime Minis-
Sir Wilfrid Laurier that he would do bettei- ter, or an member of the present adminis-
than the Conservative government, that lie tration, or Mir. Chas. IRusseil of London, with
would naine a commission, put the Hon. Sir 1he authority or with the knowledge of the
Oliver Mowat at the head of a special commis- governitent, had asked the Vatican to ap
sion and send him to investigate in Mani-
toba. It was that promise of the Prime manently in Canada fer the purpose of as-
Minister that induced the people of Quebec sisting directly or indirectly in the settle-
to give him the mandate he has now. And ment of the Manitoba school question in
yet J an told that that is not a public ques- Canada. The answer J received was
tion ! I do not feel convinced, after the My answer to the first question is no.
reading of Bourinot or Todd, that J was in So no one was authorized--tlat, is the
the wrong, and I think nobody in this answer of the goveroment. 1 suppose I have
House can understand why the hon. minis- no right to doubt that it was made in good
ter brought in the îeference to Bourinot f
and Todd. I hope lie will not bring it in e and that the saine good faith will con-M pe the goverroment to ,ive honest answvers
to-day. What was the last answer of the t
hon. minister ? I take it fr>m our own just given to this buse suggests and which

erc e i ý, ne to eisnt raly e ttldtc ha u

I may now ask the govern ment
Homt.Mr. LANIRY-Iriseto the quesntionooforder. 1. Whetherthe ords at the urgent requestof

Tliel)oti.iiiniHon. Mr. SCOTT-I decline toswergo any further. a.

the nathlic inbers of the governmuent " caao , u i
tion becatse it affects religions iiterests. My question the present instance be apnlied to any other govern-
is ýo franed that it does not affect religions interests. mgent tian the eoverument of hic the Hon. Sir
I ask, and I cite the question ,at an ti ote Wilfrid Laurier i ete Prine Minicater?
hetween the Ist .111', li8. and this date, hiad the f Whether Mr. Russel tels the trsth wheom e
goerment or the lrine itister or any atetier ofo the fat
the lesent adminiîstratton, or Mr. Chas. Russel h of noiat i oent o Reat el eueate ofThe
London, solicitor, at the requesat or to the knowledge minsliteethers of the rtent
or by twe authoritv of the goverîtîuett or the Prime M -tht le his -to
Minister or ao anv mneber of the present administration, -Sareaine rfette saine the
directly or indirectly, solicited or asked or invited, i bertar of Mr. ha e of the ndone wth
the intervention of the Hoy See foir the setteenth auebtheri r wh toef k we g r hel

pointhn apostolicedleate to tremaihn pe

of any question atd of tat questin." reafirns that ie was foartiularly requested to go to

Here is the answer of the Hon. Secretary Rome by the Catholic ieniers of the governttet
ent whom lte represents?
5. Wnether or. Russell tells the trfthrs qhen he

I have ansered that. The government have had afirns that those hom ve e represents, living far

no comnmunication wvith tte Holy Sec on that froin Rome, do not qutte know what to do in order Io

question. fulfil their d,îty to the Holy See?
a6. Wliether Mr. Rssell tels the tso th when he

Hon.Mr.LANDY-I an oneat ny tniehsafhirins that his pîrinîcipals the Catholic mnembers of
been authorized to ask i0 the ine of tte goverel the governmen thouglt they vould be wantin i
or of certain menthers of the governnent the noiitoi- theirduty to qis t-olines if they did not bring t heir
tion of an apostolic delegate Nvith a permanent resi- respectful representations before him?
demice iij Canada. What is the answer to that? us. Whether Mr. Russell tells the truth when ihe

Ho. -'Ir. SCOTT-I do not propose to give the afirns that the Catholie gnemners of the goverment
on. gentleman any answer teyond what 1 have beg hiîmî to insist upon the fact that the condemnatio

already given. That is ail the hon, gentleman is at present of the concessions already made in the
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school question would render impossible any future has done, and 1 can give no answer further
concession ?than n to this inquir 1 stated

8. Whether Mr. Russell tells the truth when lie j h g
atlirms that his instructions enjoin upon him to renew 1 distinctly that the governnent liad sub-
the demand which lie has already made for the nomi-
nation of a permanent delegate ?

9. If Mr. Russell tells the truth, how eau the affecting the Manitoba schools or any other
answers given up to this date in the Senate by some point, and that is the only answer the hon.
members of the governnent be reconciled with such
contradictory assertions ?g

10. If Mr. Russell does not tell the truth, is it the
intention of the government to continue to make use Hon. r. LANDRY-It is short.
of a man whose assertions it is obliged to disavowt Hon. Mr. MASSON -Did the hon. min-

1~iticl that the government had sub-amal

J oe h gvrnet il ae anyister say hie could not give the answer
stand, and if they are in the wrong, admit hecacuse hie had not the document?
it, and not try toq get out of it by mere
'vords or a quotation f rom Todd, timat they iHon. Mr. SCOTT-No; that is in refer-
Nviii take the bull ay the horns and answer ence to another question.
the question correctiy. Hon. Mr. MlcMJýLLAN - I think the

pon. inister is evading the question.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mrr. M-ANDRY-DuriOg ail thet
time that they were haggling with the oly Hon. Mr. hlcMLLAN- Had Mr. Russelr
see, they were aot doing so with the fair authority to use the naine of the Catholic
Play we would expeet fro good fihtrs. meinbers of the government as ofe has done
Were they not hitting below the beit ali the '
tire? Let them take a stand worthy of their Hon. Mr. MILLS-We do not know that
own position and of the dignity of this wou-e, he ever wrote a word.
and let them answer the question, ye or no, Hon. _Mr. McMILLAN-That is thegiîig
in a f rank, open manner. If tbey ad o the question

Hlegotiations with the Hoay See l wh l do they C
give the Holy See the impression that al Hon. Mr. MILLS-The whole thing is
that is conin from this side of the water is out of order.
Comin l from members of the government. os he sonea
if it Is private individuals tho are actine

the L et them a t as ifeRussel ras talking with authority-that
osit o he d t i te, he had this authority from the Catholic

individuals, and let Charles Russell be pre- n
vented in the future from sayin that he is e the gon gain
requested by the Catholic members of the Hon. Mr. MILLS-Le me say to my hon.
gOvernment to Snake representations for friend that the whole of these questions are
themin. hope mhe government will take a based upon an assumption of facts that e
Ifanly stand, and not try to take advantage do not know to exist at ail, that ie have no
of their position to act iii-I do not know reason to suppose exists, and the whole ist
that the word would be pariamentary-in of questions which the on. gentleman has
a sneaky way. put were highly irregular and out of order.

Hon. Ih. SCOTT- do not propose to Hon. Mr. FERGSON-I think when
comment on the very rad taste exhibited by we come to look at this letter and read it
them. I gentleman in dragging matters of very carefully that we wilI not be disposed
this kind before this chamber-matters to agree with theleader of the whuse that

fvhich ie hd no right whatever, under the it is a mere assuption tiat such a letter lias
tules which govern parliamentary inquiry, written by Charles Russel. I think there
to0 put on the paper or expect an answer to. is 'vithin the letter itself, pretty substantial
1 have no knowledge that Mr. Rlussell wrote intrinsic evidence that it is genuine.
that letter-never heard op it, neher saw the

Hotter in print tili it -vas read to-day, and I Hon. Mr. MILLS-No such letter has
clever had any correspondence with Mr. been brought before the use, and no such
tusseo. I do not know the gentleman at letter i before us.
til. No communications passed one way or
the other, and y am quite unaware what he Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is before us.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-With due
deference to my hon. friend, the Secretary
of State, I repeat we have it before us.
When it is put before us, as it is, by a
member of the House on his responsibility
as a senator.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Yes; I take the
responsibility.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We have a
right to take it as bona fide, until some hon.
gentleman will give us reasons to take a
different stand with regard to it. The con-
clusion that this letter forces upon our
minds are rather strange. We are led to
inquire as to who is entitled at this present
moment to be regarded as the living George
Washington of this country. It seems
doubtful where the truth lies as between
my hon. friend, the leader of the House,
the lion. Secretary of State and Mr. Charles
Russell, solicitor of London. We have had
declarations again and again in this House
made by ministers across the floor, in the
most emphatic manner, that neither the
premier of this country nor any other mem-
ber of the government had aithorized Mr.
Charles Russell to go to Rome. We have
had these declarations made in the most
solemn manner in answer to questions
categorically put to ministers across the
floor of the House, and in the face of that
we have Charles Russell's letter in which he
says he went to Rome at the urgent request
of the Catholic members of the government
and the Parliament of Canada, in whose
name he had already presented himself.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I rise to a question
of order. I find that on our minutes a
simple question is put. The question was
asked and was answered. J maintain that
under such circumstances no gentleman can
rise and make a speech on the subject.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If the hon. gentle-
man had read the motion he would have
seen that he was wrong. The first part of
this inquiry calls attention to certain facts.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear; and
Bourinot deals with tha.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I wait for the de-
cision of the Chair.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-With regard to

the question of order, it is always held in
this House when hon. gentlemen

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Order, order.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am inaking a
remark upon the question of order. I say
it has been the practice of this House upon
ail occasions that, when the attention of the
House is directed to a subject and that is
followed by an inquiry, we can discuss it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would direct
the attention of the House to Bourinot.
The question raised by my hon. friend is
fully dealt with, and if the hon. gentleman
will turn to page 381 he will find the matter
very fully discussed where the opinion is
given by Bourinot that not only in the
House of Lords but in the Senate-of Canada
the greatest latitude has been allowed in
respect to the discussion of questions to
which the attention of the government has
been directed. Bourinot says:

A practice, however, has long prevailed in parlia-
ment, and is now established in the Senate and House
of Cominions of putting questions to the ninisters of
the Crown, concerning any nieasure pending in par-
liamuent or other public inatter, and of receiving the
answers and explanations of the persons so interro-
gated. This deviation froi the general rule respect-
ing motions has arisen from the necessity that experi-
enee has shown of obtaining for the House material
information, which nay throw light on the business
before it and serve to guide the judgment in its future
proceedings. The proceedure in the Senate on such
occasions is quite different from that of the Conuons
muuch more latitude is allowed in the Upper House,
and a debate often takes place on a mere question of
inquiry, of which, howexer, notice nust always be
given when it is of a special character. Many at-
tenýpts have been made to prevent debates of such
questions, but the Senate, as it mav be seen from the
precedents set forth in the notes below, have never
practically given up the usage of pernitting speeches
on these occasions-a usage which is essentially the
saine as in the Lords House.

Hon. NIr. LANDRY -And Bourinot
proceeds to say :

The more regular and now the more common pîrac-
tice is for a niemuber in cases requiring sone discussion
to give notice that he will call attention on a future
day to a public matter and make an inquiry of the
governinent on the subject. Then it is perfectly 1 1-
tiniate to discuss the whole question at length as the
terns of the notice show the intention of the person
who puts it on the paper.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The interruption of
the hon. gentleman is altogether unusual.
The discussion the hon. gentleman was pro-
ceeding with is quite in accordance with
the rules of the House settled years under
the authority just cited by my hon. friend,
but if there was any trouble about it, any
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memaber could move the adjournment of the debate. Hon. members, in putting questions
House and give the hon. gentleman an or making inquiries, like in the buse of
opportunity to speak at any length on these Lords, have been allowed to comment upon
questions; but it has not been the practice them, and after the answer of the minister
of tne House to curtail discussions where a other hon. members have been allowed to
matter of interest to the country and to the speak, and long and important debates have
House has been before the Senate. been frequently raised. My predecessors in

Hon.the chair have allowed the practice of the

speaker's declaration. I myself the lat fouse of Lords to be followed in this cluse.
speakder udelration.a cIrmysteifws.cle During last session I was called upon to give
to order under similar crcustances.the sae question, and I

Hon. Mr. MILLER-If the hon. gentle- d n the same nse.
Inan raises a question of order, of course the tion nw for te Sena te the
Chair has to decide it.

Sthat he would cali the attention of the gov-
The SPEAKER-It is very much to be ernment to a certain matter and would

regretted that we have not yet a fornal rule follow with certain inquiries, and coments

to guide us in the discussion when an inquiry have been allowed by the Senate on those
is made or a question is put to the ministers inquiries. Now a question of order is raised
of the Crown. Last year I was called upon to prevent further discussion. In my opinion,
to give my opinion on a question of order as long as the Senate will not make a special
similar to the one raised in the present case. rule to limit the debate on similar inquiries,
I then expressed the hope that the Senate the practice of the House of Lords nust be
would either overrule my decision or provide followed in this fouse; and, provided the
for a special rule to guide the discussion on hon. gentleman for Queens will confine his
similar questions. The 2Oth rule of our remarks within the question before the
Flouse says: fouse, I cannot mie that he is out of order.

A Senator nav speak to any question before the
Senate; or upon a question or an amendinent to be Hon. M. FERGUSON-Vhen my hon.
proposed by hinself ; or upon a question of order friend rose to a question of order I was
arising out of a debate ; but not -otherwise without i
Consent of a niajority of the Senate, which shall be p
deterniined without debate. Mm. Charles Russell which is nov before us,

So, in accordance with the 20th rule, anyRussel
~Oth intacleanc ith the 2oth rule, ahe not only went to Rome and was in Rome on

other gentleman than the one making the"urgent
inquiry could speak on the question or in request of the Catholic members of the
quiry only with the consent of a majority of govemnment," but that he had already pre-
the Senate. This rule has not been consid- sented himself there and as e says later on,
ered as guiding the discussion on inquiries he had "so inany tines befome" been heard
or questions put to ministers of the Crown. on these matters. Therefore it is a matter
}Iaving no special rule for our guidance, we of very great surprise that thN was not
have to refer to the 124th rule of our House, known to mv hon. fmiend the leader of the
Which says: ouse when'he told the Senate a day or two

In all unprovided cases the rules, usages and forms ago that lie had been infommed b his col-
of proceeding of the House of Lords are to be fol- leaguesthat.NIr. Russellhad not gone to Rome
lowed.to make any representation on the Manitoba

It has been the practice in the House of sciool question. I suppose the genemal
Lords for a member to give notice that he questionpresents itself as towhetherthemem-
will call attention to a certain subject bers of this government who made this ap-
and will put certain questions to the govern- peal to Rome on nany occasions did it as
Ment, and then comments are allowed and Roman Catholics or as inhers of the gov-
speeches made by other members. That has ernment. Mm.Russell'sstatementisthatthey
been introduced in our House, more particu- did it in both capacities. fe says "Catholic
larly in 1877, and has been allowed since, members of the govemnment." That word
though sometimes objected to. It must be Catholic designates the religious faith of the
admitted that the Senate has never since gentlemen who sent him to make the repre-
laid down any distinct rule to limit the sentation, but does not at all change the
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latter part of the statement that they were the ecclesiastical authorities of the Church
members of the government. Had he said, for was fot a proper matter of inquiry by the
instance, that of these gentlemen who had in- Senate.
structed hin one was a philosophical member
of the government, another a philanthropical
member of the government, and ariother a my hon. frienc should suppose that I stated
wicked member of the government, we could he told an untruth. It was on the athority

haveknon wo ws mantby he hilso-of information given by him, that the leaderhave known who was meant by the philoso-c
phical member and by the philanthropical of the House told us that no nember of the
member, and hon. gentlemen mic'ht government bad sent r. Charles Russel to
suppose the term wicked to apply to theRoe. mustbelievethatthiswicked man,
supoeo the em Butk te wer l th t e Charles Rusell, made a gross inisreprescnta-whole of them. But they were all theC
time members of the government. The tion at Rome. I went so far as to say that
conclusion the House must draw is that they my hon. friend did not require the assistance
made this representation as menbers of the
government. But the point which comes enable him to tell the trutb. 1 must take
out clearly in this letter, the point that we the other view-tbat this man Charles
are most interested in, is the very extra- Rn t
ordinary discrepancies in the statements with the rames of mv hon. friend and his
given in answer to inquiries by my hon. collea-ues in this country. I think we have
friend the leader of the House to former a rignt to fu l information on the subject.

inquiries based on information he had from Hon. Mr. POWER- do not propose to
bis colleagues. He did not on these occasions enter into a discussion of this vet y interest-
claini to have positive information Of bis subject. It is one which is interesting
Own, but based bis statements on information to private individua, but it is ot nterest-
he bad from bis colleagues. It is a very ing to us as a House. We know tat the
difficult question to ind out who bas been government have taken no action on the
telling c, the truth-whether Mr. Russell went matter, and, as the hon. fecretary of State
to mome on these many occasions and wrote ha. said, wbat individual inembers of the
this letter acting, as he said, for members of Bovernment, in their capacity as me bers
the tovernhnent, or whether in doinC sohlS of a denomination have done or written,
he was claiming to be what le vas not, u does not cone properly before us. If any
whether the won. gentlemen who have been member of the ouse who belongs to the
giving this explanation to the country Presbyterian denomination should write a
have been telling the truth or not. letter and submit it to tbe moderato of the
think, for the honour of this house and the Presyterian Assembly of this country, that
credit of the overnment the hon. Secretary letter would Iot form a proper subject for
of State should stand up and make a ean discussion in this chamber. I do not tink
breast of the matter. The on. gentleman this letter, if a genuine lette, ould
will not require either Bourinot or Todd to be a proper matter for discussion ohere.
enable hin to te l the trut, and that t The bon. gentleman from Prince Edward

whethe te hn. getee/wohvUbe eb r f ""a" thnHue hoblngs toa the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I rise to a question of
order. The hon. gentleman states that I
have told an untruth.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
said I should make a clear breast of it and
tell the truth. J have told all I know on
this subject. I spoke for the government
of this country, and I said, in my answer
the other day, that whatever individual
members of the government may have done,
or any correspondence they might have with

letter must be considered as genuine and
bona fide unless there were circumstances
connected with it calculated to throw doubt
on its authenticity. I should not have said
anything on this subject if it had not been
for that observation on the part of the bon.
gentleman. Now I find circumstances in
connection with this letter which are very
much calculated to throw doubt on its
authenticity. This is supposed to be a let-
ter confidential in its character.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Confidential! It
was read in the House of Commons by Mr.
Tarte last night.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-It was never read negotiations with the Holy See. We have
by Mr. Tarte. The hon. gentleman means1 been told that repeatedly in this House, and
to be fair, but his temper sometimes gets here a document comes before us which bears
the better of his judgment. Now this is a all the marks of genuineness aboutit, giving
letter written by Charles Russell, professing a flat, fair and square contradiction to the
to speak on behalf of certain members of statement of the hon. gentleman who repre-
the government of Canada who happen to sents the government in this House, and it
be Roman Catholics-written to whom ? is time that the government should come up
To a dignitary of the Church, Cardinal to the position which this country expects
Rampolla. I want to know how such a letter the government to occupy. Surely the
could have come here? In what honour- government have not descended so low in
able, manly way could a'letter of that kind their own estimation as they will be in the
have come into the possession of a member of estimation of the public, if questions of this
this House? The presumption is that no hon. kind are to be put and a fiat contradition
member of this House would be guilty of made merely on the assumption that this
either getting himself, or making use of a let- letter is not genuine. They can easily find
ter which had been got by any improper or out whether the letter is genuine or not.
dishonourable means. Can any bon. gentle- They wanted to know, and they wanted an
men tell me how a letter of that kind could, answer some time ago, whether a certain
by any honourable or proper method, have man was a Rothschild or not, and they could
come into the possession of the hon. gentle- I tind that out by a telegram. They could
man who has called attention to it ? That cir- find out in this case, by a telegrar to Mr.
cumstance alone is a strong argument in Charles Russel whether he sent sucha letter
favaur of taking this letter to be simply 1 as that to lis Erinence at Rome. If this
manufactured. gentleman bas assured to write such a let-

ter upon bis-own responsibility, then I think
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hon. gentle- it becomes the duty of this governrent to

Men-- discard Mr. Russell and to stop the large
expenditures which this country is called,

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman upon to pay for that gentleran's work in
is out of order ; he bas already spoken. London, or Rore, or anywhere he may be

emnployed ; it is tie that they enployed an
o. Mr. IPROWSE-I miove the adjourn- honest man, who will not exceed the work

nient of the fouse for the purpose of con- that is required of hi by the government
tinuing this very interesting discussion for a of tbis country. But if e is carr ing out
moment. The lion. gentleman f rom lalifax the instructions of hiasm friends in the gov-
says the great question is wiether this is a 'ernment-and r arn bound to Say that I
genuine letter or not. I take issue wvith believe he is-then the contradiction of this
him on that question. I do not propose to staternent and the answer that bas been
inquire bow that letter came into the hands gliven to the question put is not creditable
of my bon. friend who bas read it to the to the government of this country.
Htouse. The great question for this House
to consider is whether the statements
contained in the letter are true or not.
Does it bear the ear marks of genuineness
about it ? I think it does, and I should
like a direct, straigbt, honest statement
from the government whether we are to
have any other answer than we have had
up to the present time. Has the govern-
ment of Canada come to that pass that we
are to be told over and over again that a
certain gentleman, who is admitted to be the
agent of this government in London, has not
been authorized to go to Rome-that he bas
not had any authority from the government,
or the leader of the government, to enter into

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Mr. Speak-
er, it seems to aie that we have nothing but
the declaration of the bon. member of Stad-
acona as to the letter being sent by Mr.
Charles Russell.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Is not that sufficient i

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-This pur-
ports to be a copy of an original and if that
original does exist, and if what we have
here is the text itself of that original, why
not produce it ? I would not be surprised
that my hon. friend f rom Stadacona who has
been in the land of Machiavelli lately-for we
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all know that he returns from Rome with less that peace should leign in Canada. We
success than he hoped to have,-would have have it now. On the 23rd of June, or on
been given a letter as being one from Mr. the 5th or 6th of JuIy following, when the
Charles Russell. But we know nothing fupper administration went out, peace did
about it and I quite understand that the not reign in Canada. The school question
representatives of the administration here vas not settled, but now it is in a fair way
will not accept the premises laid down that of disappearing fron practical politics.
this letter cornes from Mr. Charles Russell.
Then if it did cone fron tMr. Charles Rus- Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is it setted?
sehl what is there in the letter that concerns
this chamber? Are we not, as Catholics, Hon. Mr. DAINDIJRAND-.My hion.
free to deal with the head of our church as friend may try and persuade the electors of
it pleases us? I quite understand that for Quebec that it is not settled, but i will
political purposes and political ends that my ffind the saine success at the next election. if
hion. f riend from m Stadacona would have pre- lhe ants to try again that iisue-the sane
ferred that the head of the Curch would not success Le obtained on the 23rd June ?ast.
have brought peace into the Dominion of Can- The people in the other provinces have
ada. On the 23rdJune, ad96, ny hon. friend thought that the province of Quebec was
thoug t tpl at with the clergy at bis bafk, or bound to follov the dictations, the unautho-
by his side in the province of Quebec, bis rized dictations of self-appointed reprt senta-
party would be returned to power. He tives of the church and religion, as the on.
failed i i that attempt. My on. friend, enber from Stadacona poses as one; but
who thoubt that re could ride the Catholien the province of Quebec has proved to
horse to a safe goal on the 23rd June, 1896, the other provinces that we are abe to
tbinks hie can ride with morc success the distinguish betueen the religious sphere
Protestant horse at the next -helection by and the political sphere, and that thougli
raising prejudices, as seenis his end, by the we may be accused of bein a priest-
present move. W/at is the object of the ridden province, yet when our electors
question put by m hon. friend f rom Stada- go to the polis they can, they do fol-
cona? i have not yet seen it. Would it low but the dictates of their conscience.
be to establisr-and I do not know of anv We know were our obligations bein, and
otber frot a publie point of view-that an here they end and to-day the Manitoba
officiai of this government he3d been paidshool question as been practically settled.
with the publie moneys of Canada to do We hear of no more fuss, no more protests
certain work for private parties ; that Mr. f from the province of Manitoba. We hear
Chat-les Russell fias g*one to Rome in the in- some disappointed politicians who think
terest of private individuals a the expense they can ride back to power by aising those
of the public? Even if this letter was taken old cries by which they failed on the 23rd
to be true, it does not concern the louse of June, 1896. W/at is the use of bringing
Commons nor the Senate of Canada, for the up here a so-called letter f rom Mr. Charles
Catholic members of the administration, the Russell, which affects only those mebers
Catholic mnent bers of this chamiber, as well who are connected with the Catholic Church.
as the Catholic naemtrs of the flouse of That is a matter between the bselves and
Commons, are perfectly free, if they deem it the head of their church. The Catholics of
just and proper, to appeal to the head of this Dominion stand by and respect the law
their Chturch for intervention and justice. and the constitution of Canada, and if hy
W/e ail know that in the other flouse a means which are not dishonourable, but
petition asking for a papal delegate, signed wbich are absolutely correct according to
by the members of the flouse of Commons our Catholi views, we succeed in bringing
and sore members of this chamber, was'peace among the members of our commu-
read. Was there anything improper in that? nity, in passing the sponge over the difficul-
Is not that private deadings between mem- ties which were brought in this country ot
bers of a certain church and the head of that by us, but by others-if we succeed by
church? We know that some hon. gentte- peaceful and conciliatory means to bring
men thought that with the help of sone peace into the Dominion of Canada, if we
clerical influences success would crown their stand by the law and by the constitution,
efforts. A papal decision bas core asking be tbey Protestants as fanatical as they can
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be with us, they have no right to meddle
with dealings between us and the head of
our church. So I cannot understand why,
except to gain some petty political advan-
tage, the hon. member for Stadacona has
been for the last few weeks speaking so often
of Rome and the head of the Catholic
Chulrchl

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not make any
statement in reference to that.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why did you not
do it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not bound to do
it.

Hon.Mr.LANRY-he bn. ent - 1Hon. Mr. LANDLIY-Jt wouid be so easy.ean
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentleman hi, a Catholi member of the govern-

who has just taken his seat (Mr. Dandurand) ment, to say that even the Cathoi mem-
says there were many things he cannot bers did not authorize Mr. Russell to speak
understand. I agree with him. He does as
not understand yet the question that I put Catholie members and Protestant members,
to the government, and he bas come here and I know that Mr. Russell would not
and has spoken of the Manitoba school diffi- speak in the name of the Protestant members
culty when the real question now under of the cabinet, but he miglit in the case of
discussion is merely to ascertain if the the Ca
government or Mr. Charles Russell hias
been telling the truth. I do not see why Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I bave stated that I
the school question should enter into neyer heard of that letter.
the discuission n thnt nint T w-ill iv

p, . g o.M.LNR -i o uhrzthe hon. gentleman an occasion to show
his warnith another day. He is quite a
young man. We know he has all the hot Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said 1 neyer saw the
blood of youth, but he might keep cool for a letter
moment. And when the trumpet sounds he
might rise and show, not only to the Senate
but to the whole world, what his convictions him to speak
are, and what he bas to say for the priests Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said notbing further.
and against them, and all that he under-
stands and all that he does not understand. Hon. Mr. LANDIY-I vant the hon.
I refer now to the hon. gentleman from gentleman from Halifax to deny the letter?
Halifax. I defy the hon. gentleman to
stand up and say that this letter is not Hon. Mr. POWER-You cannot expect
genuine. I defy the government to cast a me to deny something I know nothing about.
suspicion on the letter themselves. If they i
do not believe in the letter, why have they that there was such a letter, and how it came
not the courage to say so? They dare not'intO lus possession.
do it. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-We assist at a

Hon. Mr. POWER-We do not know funny-spectacle. Every man on the liberal
anything about it. side who gets up says: "I do not know a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I certainly never single thing about it," but ail of them go on
heard of it, and I do not think my colleague a

bas. about. That is the way the hon, gentleman
has.from Halifaxtreats the question. e wants

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Can we believ7e to defend the ministers, and he must defend
that? Can we believe that when Mr. Russell them. Either one of two things happened.
spoke in the name of the Catholic members Mr. Russell spoke with the authorization of
of the government he never spoke in the certain members of the government or
'lame of the Secretary of State? But if the without such authorization. He publicly
hon. gentleman says that Mr. Russell did and solemnly states that he had such author-
not speak in his name, or if he says he never ization. I want the ministers to say if it is
heard of the letter, why then does not he true or not. I ask particuiariy the hon.
answer that Mr. Russell was not even author- Secretary of State if, as a Cathoiic, he is
ized by the Catholic members of the Cabinet one of those who authorized Mr. Russell?
to speak as lie did He says it is the first time ie las read the
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letter, but is it the first time he has heard
about the matter? If the ministry enploys
Mr. Russell, and if this gentleman speaks in
the name of the Catholic members of the.
government without authorization, he should
be disavowed. I ask if it is the intention of
the government to continue to employ that
man. That is a pertinent question; why do
not the governmnent answer? Will they
answer? They cannot. They dare not.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I want to ask the
governmnent a question. Do they disavow
this letter, or do they disavow the position
Mr. Russell takes in writing this letter ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I have no answer to:
make.

Hon. Ir. BERNIER-An objection has
been taken by one of the gentlemen on the
treasury benches that the letter was not
before the House and was not perhaps a
genuine letter. It is hardly fair for the
government to raise such a question, because
wvhen we ask for information or returns
we cannot get them. Hon. members of this'
side of the House have to get those docu-
ments in some way or another, and I do not
think it is fair on the part of the governament
when they fail to bring down returns which
members have asked for, to raise such an
objection as this. The hon. gentleman from
DeLorimier lias thought proper to go over
the school question, and to make the state-
ment that it is settled. I beg to informn
him that it is not settled. He may refer
to those who are dissatisfied with the action
of the government as mere politicians. But
it is my hope that future generations will
say that politicians are not those who have
stood for the constitution and have fought
for the rights of the minority and of the
people at large, but those who have violated
the constitution and have spoliated the
minority. ' The politicians are those who,
for party advantages, have stood in the way
of redress, like the liberal governmnent of
Manitoba, with the complicity of the liberal
party here. It is a disgrace to Canada that
for eight long years the constitution should:
have been so violated without redress.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Willthe hon.
gentleman allow me to put a question?

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle.
man has spoken. It is argued on the govern-

ment side that any member is at perfect
liberty to negotiate with the authorities of
his church. That is quite true, but why do
the government object to state it frankly
before parliament and the country? Why
do they shirk the responsibility of their
action? Let them inform us what they
have done. That is what we are aiming at.
The object of the hon. gentleman from Sta-
dacona is not to bring before the House the
whole school question itself, but to ascertain
where the sincerity of the government on
this question lies. I an sorry to say that,
judging from the position taken by the gov-
ernmnent on the matter which is before the
House to-day, we cannot but arrive to very
unfavourable conclusions as to the sincerity
of the governmnent in connection with these
negotiations, and towards parliament. My
lion. friend has spoken about peace. We
had peace before 1890, and that peace was
disturbed-by whom? By the friends of the
hon. gentlemanand if for eight years we have
been fighting to get back our rights, it is
because these friends of the hon. gentleman
have been constantly refusing to grant us
the redress we are entitled to, and also on
account of the complicity of the friends of
the hon. gentleman in this parliament in
thus refusing such a redress. You have
referred to the elections in Quebec. You
must remember that the elections of Quebec
were wor by the hon. gentleman who is
now the premier of Canada, because of his
promises to settle the Manitoba school ques-
tion properly and according to the consti-
tution. And yet, there is nothing of the
kind done up to the present. Far from it.
On Monday last, the hon. Secretary of State
said that the question had been settled so
far as this governient was concerned, bv
the agreement entered into in the fall of 1896
between the government of Manitoba and
this government, and that the administra-
tion to which he belongs intended to do
nothing more in the matter. Everybody
knows, however, that this so-called settle-
ment is defective in every way and settles
nothing. There is only one way of having
the question settled. It must be according
to justice. In that way only peace can be
restored. Peace cannot reign in a coun-
try where injustice prevails. I told the
government at the commencement of this
session that I wou'd not interfere in their
efforts to settle the question if they were
willing to settle it right, and that we woulct
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wait for some time. Accordingly, I have the exception taken by the government on
not said one word since on the question. this ground is, it cannot be denied, pretty
But I cannot allow to go to the country the welI taken. Such is my honest opinion of
statement that the question is settled. If this case. But while I believe that to be
the hon. gentleman considers me merely the position, 1 ar bound to say that I
as a politician, I will cite what the arch- consider the government had something
bishop of St. Boniface says. He is not more to do under the circumstances in which
a politician. On the eve of his depar- tbev are placec.
ture for Europe, he said, in the church of Ihe author of the letter, Mr. C. Russell,
St. Boniface, that the question was not is in the employ of the government, and
settled, and I must repeat here that it is not has already gone to Rome in connection
settled. Any effort towards a fair settle- with this very question of the Manitoba
ment will receive our approbation ; but I schools. Are fot those facts which are
say the government is bound to have it known throughout the whole Dominion
settled in such a way as will assure to the quite suficient to give to this letter a great
minority its rights in their entirety, other- deal more importance than it would have
wise means will have to be taken so that under ordinary circumstances and necess-
justice may prevail. arily create a trong presumption that it is

Hou.Mr.DAN UR ND-Te lon.genuine and conwequently that the govern-Honl. Mr. DA-NDU RAN-ýD-The hion.benment misled parliaitient 'vhen they îeniedlgentleman said the constitution had been
violated ?I should think that the government ought

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Yes. to have either denied the statements made
by McI. Russell, should the letter be genuine,

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--Why did or ask for such a delay to answer the ques-
not the Federal government veto the law tiors put by the hon. senator making the
which violated the constitution? charge now under discussion, as would allow

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Because Mr. them to get information froin Mr. Russell
Blake wanted to have that matter referred hunself, or at least if they knew the state-
to the tribunals. ' ents to be incorrect to deny the truthful-

ness of the statements contained in theletter.
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-That is an fhe governnieut did nothing of the kind.

exploded farce, because Mr. Blake did not They (id nothing to destroy the strong im-
conduct the affairs of the country at that pressions created by the letter. On the
time. contrary, the course they have followed

shows them to be wrong ail througrh.
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Two hours

have been lost on this question, which, Hon. M1. SCOTT-We are the guilty
doubt, if both parties had been willing
could have been settled in twenty minutes. Hon. M%. BELLEROSE-What is that?
The charge made by the lion. senator for I did not catch the words uttered by the
Stadacona (Mr. Landry) against the govern-
ment is, it cannot be denied, of a mosr
serious nature and I cannot agree with the Hon. Mr. SC(TT-We are the guiltv
hon. Secretary of kState, when he stated on parties, according to your judgrnept.
another occasion, that such questions ought
not to be brought before Parliament, that Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No, 1 do not
they are not public questions, that they pronounce yet that the government are
are not such as to oblige the government to guilty ; but 1 do say that, while Jadmit the
answer them. But while I have no hesita- position taken bv the government is strong,
tion in saying so I am bound to acknowledge that they should have setled the case in
that the exception which the government the way 1 stated a minute ago. They did
have taken against this charge is of no not do that. Evidently that omission of
smail importance. This letter of Mr. C. theirs strengthens the presumption already
Russell to the Roman Secretary of State is created against them. The lion. Secretary
10 doubt quine genuine, but of such gen- of State himself, a lawyer, knows full well

tliness there no evidence and consequently that in courts men are often convicted on
44
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mere presumption. In this case it cannot Bil (109> "An Act to incorporate the
be denied that there is strong presumption British American Light and Power Coin-
that the government knew the facts stated pany."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.>
to be true, and that they are ashamed o Bil (55> "An Act to incorporate the
the course they have followed and that they Atlas Loan Company."-(Hon. %r. Power.)
would rather Le found guilty on presump-
tive evidence, than admit the facts and by ill (77) "A
so doing admit they have been wrong. Toronto and Hudson Bay Railway Coin-

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I beg to with- pany."-(Hon. Mr. Maclnnes.>
draw the motion to adjourn. Bil (94) "An Act to authorize the Can-

ada Eastern Railway Comnpany to convey its
The motion was withdrawn. railway to the Alexander Gibson Railway

and Manufacturing Company."-(Hon. Mr.
THIRD READI«.N-GA. tower in the absence of Hon. Mr. Kinr.

il (77 ")nAtt noprt h

Bill (91) "An Act to incorporate the
Klondike and Peace River Gold Mining,
Land and Transportation Company, Limited."
-(Hon. Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

Bill (96) " An Act to incorporate the
Nickel Steel Company of Canada."-(Hon.'
Mr. Clemow.)

CENTRAL CANADA LOAN AND;
SAVINGS COMPANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved concur-
rence in the amendments made by the House
of Commons to Bill (B) " An Act incorpor-
ating the Centrai Canada Loan and Savings
Company."

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I think the hon.
gentleman should explain the amendments.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They are sonie-
what lengthy, and they have been on the
minutes for some days. They are to be found
at page 331 of the Minutes of Proceedings.
Al the amendments to this bill have been
made by the Commons, and are an abridge-
ment of the powers given to the company by
the bill as it passed this House and sanctioned
by the Committee on Banking and Com-
merce. Those powers which we have given
to the company have been restricted to some
extent. This House can hardly complain as
long as the promoters of the bill are Eatisfied.
I will not move the third reading to-day.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (116) "An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Mining Institute."-(Hon. Mr.
Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 5 th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

OCCUPATION OF SONGHEE INDIAN
RESERVE AT VICTORIA, B.C.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His Excel-

lency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate,
copies of all correspondence and Orders in Council in
respect to the occupancy of a portion of the Songhees
Indian Reserve at Victoria, British Columbia, by the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no objection
to the motion.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (50) " An Act to incorporate the
Montreal and James Bay Railway Comi-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Power.)

Bill (62) " An Act to incorporate the
Timagami Railway Company," as amended-
(Hon. Mi. Dobson.)

Bill (92) "An Act to incorporate the
Canada Atlantic Transit Company," as
amended.-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)
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Bill (86) " An Act respecting the Brock-
ville and St. Lawrence Bridge Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

ST. JOHN BRIDGE AND RAILWAY
EXTENSION COMPANY.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called:

Third reading Bill (78) " An Act respecting the St.
John Bridge and Railway Extension Coim pany."

Hon. Mr. DEVER said: I merely moved
the second reading of this bill in the absence
of the hon. gentleman f rom Westmor eland,
and as I see that the hon. gentleman from
Halifax is about to move an amendment to
the bill, I do not feel justified in going any
further to-day. I therefore beg to move
that the Order of the Day be discharged and
that i+ be placed on the Orders of the Day
for Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of the Bill (M) " An Act further to
amend the Companies Act. He said: I beg
to Call the attention of hon. gentlemen to the
provision of the law which I propose to
supersede by this bill. Subsection five, of
section five, of the Companies Act, Consoli-
dated Statutes, as it now stands, reads as
follows:

Such aggregate shall be paid into the credit of the
company or of the trustees therefor, and shall be
standing at such credit in some chartered bank or
banks in Canada, unless the object of the company is
one requiring that it shall own an estate ; in which
case any portion not exceeding one-half of such ag-
gregate, may be taken as paid in, if it is bona fide
Invested in real estate suitable to such object, which
is duly held by trustees for the company, and is of
the required value over and above all encumbrances
thereon.

lion. gentlemen are aware that frequently
differences have arisen in undertaking to
Organize under this provision of the law ;
that parties sometimes deposit their cheques,
or the cheques of other parties, to the credit
of trustees or other parties, to organize the
Company, and that when the company comes
tO be organized the cheque so deposited, or
the money, is withdrawn; and we have had
On more than one occasion applications for a
writ of scire facias to cancel charters, even

44ý

after serious liabilities by the companies
have been incurred, for the purpose of escap-
ing from the responsibility which being a
stockholder in the company bas imposed on
the party. Now, in order to prevent that, I
propose the following amendment:

Such aggregate shall be deposited to the credit of
the Receiver General of Canada and shall be standing
at such credit in some chartered bank in Canada, and
the applicants shall, with their petition. produce the
deposit receipt for such amount so deposited.

That will prevent any money that is be-
ing deposited as so much paid on stock sub-
scribed being subsequently withdrawn from
the control of those who constitute the
company. The remaining words of that
subsection 5 (a) I propose to leave out The
next subsection reads ;

At any time after the signing of letters patent
incorporating the applicants as a company, the said
aggregate, so paid in to the credit of the Receiver
General, nay be returned to and for the sole use of
the conpany, or in case of failure to incorporate, to
the applicants who have paid in or contributed to the
same, under regulations from time to time made by
the Governor in Council.

Then the subsection (c) is the remaining
portion of the section as it stands in the
statute. I now move the second reading
of this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
confess I do not exactly understand the
explanation given by the hon. gentleman.
Did I understand him to say that he pro-
posed to leave out a 'portion of the clause as
it now stands on the statute-book, or a por-
tion of the sub-clause (a) of subsection five
in the bill that is now before us ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose to leave
out the latter part, after the word " deposit-
ed" in this proposed bill; the following
words are surplusage and would be required
only in case there had been a trustee instead
of the Receiver General. The money once
paid to the Receiver General will of course
remain in his hands in accordance with the
law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What line is that froin which you leave out
the portion you mentioned ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I leave out all words
after the word "deposited" in line ten of
subsection 5 (a). Those are wholly un-
necessary where the Receiver General is
made the recipient of the money.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If Now, is there anything to prevent a trans-
that is the case, then it is not necessary for action of that kind being repeated; and if it
me to take up the time of the House with a be necessary, why is it necessary
discussion of those words which the hon.
gentleman now says he wishes to leave out.
I had intended to do so ; but now, the 1 Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend wil
only point that strikes me is in reference sec 'hat the (iffiCulty is in the mitai steps
to the placing of subscribed money with the taken in the organization of the Company.
Receiver General instead of two members of The parties find, after having undertaken to
the company or a trustee in behalf of the forn a company, that they can not raise the
company ; but in case the company is amount of money required in order to obtain
regularly organized and commences opera- the charter of incorporation, so they ask
tions, there is no power in this, or in any some member of the Company to place a sumn
other law, that I amn aware of, that would teniporailv to the credit of the coinpany
prevent the handing back of that noney to until they make the affidavits necessary as
the parties who advanced its. It is true to the amount that stands to their credit,
the clause says it shall be paid back by the and the arrangement is made foi the grant-
Receiver General to the company for the ing of the Charter then the money i
express use of the company. Well, once it' withdrawn and paid back to the party who
gets back into the hands of the company, I bas loancd it to those who undertook the
take it for granted they can dispose of it in organization of the company. Now that bas
any manner they think proper. I do not sec often taken place. My hon. friend knows
the great advantages that are to arise from of the case of a coinpany at Brantford, fot
the change in the law. I think I understand long since vho vere organized just in that
what the hon. gentleman intends to do. way. The result vas that, although they
Under the present law, or under the seemcd to have a very considerable arount
present practice, money is deposited as'of moncy paid on their sulscrihed stock,
provided by the law, and in many they really had next to nthing. Others
cases, mure particularly in the case subsequently became members of the
of the formation of companies, they can de- company and they also became direc-
posit a cheque certified by the bank ; and tors. They incurred liabilities, losses were
that would be, so far as the government is sustained, and after losses were sustained,
concerned, and so far as the parties interested in order to escape the personal liability upon
are concerned, just the same as if the mnoney them, they applied for a writ of scire Jacws
had been deposited, for the reason that the to cancel the charter of the company. In
certificate of the bank to the fact of the de- many cases, if a provision of this kind ex-
posits would be evidence of the money being isted, parties would not undertake to orgamze
there, and if the money even was not de- if they found they could nbt raisc the neces-
posited, if they became security to the bank sary amount of money to obtain the charter
-gave their endorsed notes or by any other of incorporation, or if they obtaincd it, the
ieans,following the practice that has existed money would be paid in to the Ieceiver
in the past, and saying, " we desire so Gencrai and could not be nextday paid back
much moniey for a special purpose, but we to the party who subscribed it. The charter
don't require to use the money, we deposit of incorporation will be granted on the ful
our note for the amount at a low rate of anount of moncy being paid, and then the
percentage "-of course, they do not take the parties who constitute the Company will be
money out of the bank, and the bank, on the made fully responsible for the moneys paid
strengthof that, gives them a certificate. Will over to thcm by the Recciver General until
this place the governnent or the investors the charter of incorporation is obtaincd. 0f
in any safer position than they are in under course, my hon. friend knows that we can-
the present system? I have known cases not possibly prevent fraud sometimes occur-
where the money has been actually deposited ring. IL is impossible to prevent persons
(ten per cent on the capital stock), and after engaging in enterprises that are illusory,
the formation of the company and its going and especially those who have but little
into operation and commencing the trans- knowledge or experience of commercial or
action of business, that the money has been mercantile transactions, or transactions of
paid back to the party who deposited it. this sort.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Whatlf General at once pays back the nioney to the
will be the process for getting back that corpany, and the company can nake pre-
money? cisely the saine disposition of returning those

funds in the same method as is done to-day
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will by the company who pay the roney into

see there is express provision in the bill, if their credit in a chartered batk, for the
the company is organized and money paid purpose of making the affidavit necessary to
over to the Receiver General by the con- be attached to the petition. If my hon.
pany, and if it fails in its organization it is friend can point out any restriction in addi-
paid back to the organizers. tion to the restriction which is at present

provided for in the Act, I should be very
Hon. Mr. LOLGlEED~Wthile much much cleased indeed. I have ooked as

may be stated in favour of the protection
w hich my hon. friend seeks to throw around
the public in reference to the formation of
companies, yet in my opinion the pur-
pose which my hon. friend has in view
is not at all effected by the language of this
bill. The Act at present covers precisely
the case stated by my hon. friend. The
company cannot be organized under the
Companies Act at the present time until
one-half of the stock is subscribed, and
until ten per cent is paid up by the stock-
holder.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the very
point.

lon. ïMr. LOUGHEED-Mv hon. friend
says that is the point he desires to cover.
The bill under consideration does not cast
upon stock holders any greater obligation
than they are under at present. My hon.
friend must concede the point, that no ad-
ditional obligation is thrown upon stock-
holders than that which devolves upon them
under the present Act. Now at the present
time, so soon as the subscription is made
and the ten per cent paid in, the amount is
usually arranged for in a bank and it stands
there to the credit of the company until
section five of the Act is complied with,
which section reads as follows:

At any tine not more thani one inonth after the
last publication of such notice the applicants inay
petition the Governor in Couicil or the Secretary of
S4tate for letters patent. Svch petition shall state
that the mloney is paid in, etc.

The difficulty which has always obtained
in the past, and which my hon. friend desires
to remedy by -this amending bill, is that the
loney, instead of being paid into a char-

tered bank and placed afterwards at the dis-
Posal of the promoters of the company or of
the Company itself, shall be paid into the
credit of the Receiver General, but so soon
as the letters patent are issued, the Receiver

carefully as I know how at this bill, and I
see no additional protection thrown round
the formation of companies, except that
instead of paying the money into the credit
of the compary it shall be paid to the Re-
ceiver Genrral, and he shall at once pay it
back. As soon as the letters patent are
issued, the money gets back into the hands
of the company, and they can niake any
disposition of it.

Hon. 31r. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. 31r. SCOTT-In that case stated by
mv hon. friend, it is just as he puts it, but
when it is paid into a bank to the credit of
the company the bank is sufliciently respon-
sible not to pay it to any person till the
company is organized. The hon. gêntleman
speaks of a paymnent into the bank to the
credit of the company. If it were always
paid into a bank to the credit of the company,
I am quite sure no bank would permit the
noney to be withdrawn until the company
was organized. But that is not the ordinary
or common way The usual way bas been to
pay it into the hands of trustees, and the Act
allows it to be paid in to the trustees.
There is no security, the trustees continuing
their trust until the company has been
organized, but after the affidavits have been
made and all the paper sent in it involves a
delay then of fron three to four, or some-
times five or six weeks.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Subsection 2
of the Act provides that it shall be paid in
and held for the company. Then how can
they pay it to any other person ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-" Such aggregate shall
be paid in to the credit of the company, or
of trustees therefor." The bank is not bound
and does not, as a matter of fact, look after
the duty of the trustees. You deposit $500
to the credit of A and B as trustees, and
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no further explanation is given; the atli-
davits are made that the money is deposited
in the bank to the credit of trustees who
hold it for the company. Those trustees are
generally parties who are interested in ob-
taining the incorporation of the company,
and it bas been found that after the affidavits
have been made, and while the case is pend
ing and before the letters patent are issued,
that the trustees, contrary to the trust they
assume, have paid out the moneys to the
parties who originally advanced it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-.
Before the company is formed i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, before the com-
pany is organized. I suppose the same result
probably would follow if the words " or of
trustees therefor" were eut out, because I
think we can always rely that the bank
would not allow the money to be paid, be-
cause it would be a payment in contraven-
tion of law.

Hon. Mr. MACI)ONALD (B.C.)-How
is the bank to form an opinion that the com-
pany is fully organized ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It should not pay
the money until notified by the original
letters patent being produced at the
bank showing the officiais of the company,
its treasurer and secretary and the proper
oficers whmo are to sign the cheque for the
withdrawal of the money ; but where the
money is paid in to trustees, that protection
is done away with. 'The trustees withdraw
the money and there is no money to the
credit of the company when it receives its
letters paitent, and it is not a company
properly organized under the law.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What better
position will the company be in ? It is only
a question of degree, in time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Allow me to explain.
As contemplated in the amendmnent, the
money must be paid into the credit of the
Receiver General. and the Receiver General
must be advised that the charter has not
only been issued, but that the company has
been organized and its proper othicers named,
the treasurer and the president, and a by-
law must have been passed defining by what
signatures to the cheque that money is to
be withdrawn, naming the officials who have

the right to withdraw the money. If after
that an improper use is made of the money,
the individuals forming the company are
liable.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They are liable
to the amount of their stock anyway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but in the other
case it was a fraud fron the very beginning,
and therefore they escaped. In this way if
they make an improper disposition of the
money, they are liable as stockholders.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If my hon.
friend made provision for that money to be
applied after the incorporation of the com-
pany for the purpose of the company, I
would conceive it to be a safeguard, but you
make a provision wvhereby, after the letters
patent issue, the Receiver General may, on
the application of the company, at once re-
pay this fund which is held to the credit of
the co.npany. In what way is there any
assurance that the money which lias been
paid in will be applied for the purposes of
the company ? If the Act, as it exists to-
day, is susceptible of fraud, that a sum of
money may be raised and diverted froin the
purposes for which it apparently was raised,
surely the same weakness and infirmity is to
be found in the bill introduced to-day, be-
cause if you do not provide machinery by
which that money will be applied for the
purposes of the conpany, so as to place it
beyond the power of the company to repay
it to those who contributed the amount,
then it seems to me your legislation will be
ineffective.

The motion was agreed to.

ATLAS LOAN COMPANY'S BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (55) " An Act to incorporate
the Atlas Loan Company." He said: In one
respect this bill is like a number of bills
which we have already passed. It proposes
to take a corporation in the province of
Ontario and make it a Dominion corporation,
but the method by which the work is done is
different from that usually adopted. I shall
just read one or two clauses of the bill tO
show hon. gentlemen how the promoters of
this bill propose to change the Ontario coin-
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pany into a Dominion company. The first May's Parliamentary Practice, at page 589,
clause is as follows : and show the mode of procedure in a case

1. The shareholders of the said the Atlas Loan such as is before us
Company, hereinafter called " the old company," to-
gether with such persons as become shareholders in When it is determined to disagree to amendments
the company, are hereby incorporated under the mnade by the other House--1, he bil may be laid
name of "The Atlas Loan Company," hereinafter aside ; 2, the consideration of the amendments may
called "the new company.' be put off for three, six, or to any time beyond the

probable duration of the session ; 3, a message may
You see they do not undertake to trans- be sent to communicate reasons for disagreeing to the

'omendments ; or 4, a conference may be desired with
mute the old company into a new company, the other House. The two first modes of proceedings
but they take the shareholders. Then the are only resorted to when the privileges of the House

third, fourth and fifth clauses read as fol- are infringed by the bill, or when the ultimate agree-
ment of the two Houses is hopeless ; the latter are

lows preferred whenever there is a reasonable prospect of

3. The shareholders of the old company are ereby inutual a eement and compromise. Sometimes when
3.clfled toaeholders rctiel cofshare therneb an amen ent affects the privileges of the House, it

decared to be hlders respectively of shares i the smew is agreed to, the only reason offered to the Lords be-
contpany to the saine extent, and with t e sae ing tiat it would interfere with the public revenue,
atilty paid up thereon, as they are holders respec- or affect the levy and application of rates, or alter
tivelv of shares in the old comipany Provided that the area of taxation, or otherwise imfringe the privil-
twvo shares of tif ty dlollars caehin l tire 01( coinpafly ogs f ths-, fouse; and it is added that tire Comnr nis
shall eonstitute one share of one hundred dollars in eges o dHsc a it isaded t at the reamon,

do not dee it necessary to offer any further reason,th e consany.t, vice-president and directors of the hoping the above reason may be sutticient. This hint
o4d ah .diersi t n ctmpan_ ve of privilege is generally accepted by the Lords and

old coipny shall respectively be the president, vice- the amiendment is not insisted on. The practice of
president and directors of the new company until parliament in regard to conference has been fully ex-
their successors are elected. lained elsewhere, and it would be unnecessary and5. The by-lawvs, rules and regulations of the old irkoet eciea egheeyvreyofpo, rkseme t() describe at length every varicty of pro-ceompany, lawfilly enacted, shall be the by-laws, rules cedire which may arise in the settlement of amend-
and regulations of the new conpany, subject to repeal, i ments to bills by conference. It will be sufficient to
aienlimeiit or other change lawfully made. state geierally that when a bill has been returned by

The bill was read the second time. either House to the other with anendments which
are disagreed te, a message is sent or a conference is

MANITOBA RAILWAY AND CANAL desired by the House which disagrees to the amend-
ment to acquaint the other with the reasons for such

COIMPANY'S BILL. disagreenent, in order to reroncile thieir differences,
RETURNED FROM HOUSE 0F cOMMNIONS. and if possible by muîîîtual concessions to arrive at an

ultiiate agreeient. If such au agreement canot be
A message was received from the House secured the bill is lost for the session.

When one House agrees to a uendments made byof Commons stating that they had disagreed the other or does not insist upon its own ainendinents,
with the Senates amendments to Bill (66) or upon its disagreeiient to amuenîdimients, no reasons

An Act respecting the Lake Manitoba are offered ; the object of reasons being to persuade
the other House and not to justify a resolution of its

Railway and Canal Company. own. Thius, on the 21st of July, 1858, the Lords

Hon. M. LOUGHEED-I move that theanendnet t the aths Bill, ponHon. LOU HEE -I mve hatthewich they insîsted after remisons hadl been offered
Senate do not insist on the amendment against it, at a conference; but having ii the mean-

to th bih.tirne passed -à separate bill virtrîally toe ffect tire saineto) the bill. object tire admission of .Jews te Parliament--the
moinCoinîons, iii order te record tire true circumnstances

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Beforethat motion f te case, witbt departng frein tie usage of

is put, I would just like to say a few words, Parliament, agrced te a re4olution: "That this
as the amendment was made on ny motion. Hotse dees net consiler it necessary te exanine thebihwen dovn e he useof oy reasons effcred I-ry thf' Lords; for insisting uipon the
This bill went down to tne House of Com-a bil cf
Mons with my amendment and I see that it tie prescrt sessien, tbeir lerdhi1 s have provid
was receved and that Mr. Bostock moved,persons professing te

Was ecevedandtha Mr.Bosockinoed .Jewisir religion, to scats in thbe legislatuire." After
That the said amendient be disagreed to for the wirh a message was sent te acqîaint the Lords that

reason that it merely allows an amalgamation with a the fouse did net insist upon tlleir disagreenient,
Portion of a road owned by a coimpany with which i wrtiret amy reasons.
18 proposed to analganate and is therefore inconsist- It will oily be necessary te acd, that it is irregular
ent with the object of the proposed amalgamation te (e-nand a couference with tie House wbich i. in
between the two companies, and is, moreover, repug- cf a bil, wiri inle ývas thus affirnicd by
lant t- the object of the bill, which was agreed to. the Coînnions, 13th Maich, 1575: "That by the

ancient lilierties and privileges of tlîis House, confer-
Now, while I do not propose to argue on ence is te be required by that court wiich, at the time

the merits of Mr. Bostock's objection, I f tie conference denanded, 4haîl be possessed cf the

should like to point out to the House theconferencehouldlike e poit eutte th Hous th sdsired by tirat I-buse wiricir is in possession cf tire
Position in which the matter stands, and it bil, tie bil wiici is tie subject cf the conference is
will be for the House to decide on the course always delivcrcd by tie managers, with the reasons

and aden amendment the ouse with who theWhich they wil putwsue. I shais quote from conference be desired.



And then on page 490 of the same work. formerly under the control of the old Hud-

A conference is a mode of conmiunicating import- son'.s ay Railway Company. That charter
ant matters by one House of parliamient to the other, as explained to the House had a subsidy
more formal and eeremonious than a message, and granted to it at one time up to the Sas-
sometimes better calculated to explain opinions and katchewan River of 6,400 acres per mile,
reconcile differences. By a conference both Houses
are brought into direct intercourse with each other, and $80,000 a year, and beyond the Sask-
by deputations of their own members : and so entire- atchewan River it had aid granted to the
ly are they supposed to be engaged in it that whiIe extent of 10,000 acres er mile between thethe managers are at the conference the deliberations o p
of both Houses are suspended. Saskatchewan River and Hudson Bay; and

Either House may demand a conference on matters the fact that an application had been made
which by the usage of parliaient are allowed to be
proper occasions for such a proceeding: as for ex- by the promoters of the Manitoba Railway
ample, first te communicate resolutions or address to and Canal Company to amalgamate with the
vhich the concurrence of the other House is desired. !coman which was going to have an outlet

2. Concerning the priv ileges of parliainent. 3. In o
relation to the course of proceeding in parliamient. 4i by the lakes and also an outlet at the same
To require or (oimunicate statements of facts on time by the bay, gave me an idea hat a
whieh bils bave been passed Iv the other e monopoly of these two routes was in con-
To offer reasons for disagreeig to or instn mon olyf hst ruewainc-
amendments made by one Hou.e to bills passed by templation, and that it was against the inter-
the other. ests of the people who lived in that country,

That is the rule which applies to just who desired to see an effort made for the
such a case as we have before us at the opening up of the Hudson Bay route. My
present moment. As I pointed out, in the amendment was not in opposition to the
first instance, the bill might be laid aside; effort of Mr. Mackenzie or anybody else to
secondly, the consideration nay put off for open up the Hudson Bay route, but it
three or six months, or at any time beyond was to provide against that contingency,
the probable duration of the session; thirdly, which I thought imight arise, of a
a message may -e sent to communicate monoply being created by having tbe outlets
reasons for disagreeing with the amendnent, to the ocean and to the lakes controlled by
or fourthly, a conference may be sought one company and the tying up of the
with the other House. It is for the Senate Hudson Bay route by litigation. Mr.
to say whether it is desirable that a con- Mackenzie informed me this afternoon
ference should L e held in regard to the that in the original bill which he put
question'that is now before us, whether the before the HCuse of Commons lie did
reasons given bv Mr. Bostock, who moved not apply for an outlet to Lake Superior,
the resolution in the House of Commons are that that was added in the Railway Com-
are a sufficient justification for us to reject mittee of the House of Commons by Mr.
an amendnent that was agreed to on Friday Richardson, the inember for Lisgar. Of
hast. I desire rather to put the question that fact I was not seized when I moved
before the House on that ground than to my amendment on Friday last. However,
re-argue the question as I did on Friday the position in which the muatter stands at
last, when the amendnent was carried. the present moment is whether this House
The reason I stated for moving the amend-i desires to have a conference with the House
ment, was that this bill sougbt an amalga- of Comnons in order to inquire further into
mation with three companies, th- Manitoba the question of the amalgamation of all the
and North-western lailway Company, the interests which possess large franchises, and
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Company, and which, I understand, are being utilized by
the South Eastern Companv, and I desired, the Hon. Ir. Greenway in his railway legis
as I thought in the interests of the public lation which fie has just passed in the Mani-
generally, that the amalgamation should toba Legislature. He has I believe just
only be with the Hudson Bay line as far as passed a railway measure by which he assists
the Saskatchewan River. Since I moved the Manitoba Railway and Canal Company
that amendment, I may say this afternoon- with a guarantee of bonds to the amount of
Mr. Mackenzie, of Mackenzie and Mann, S8,000 a mile for the extension of the 125
called on me to know my reason for! miles of road already completed to Lake
opposition to the bill, and I told him exactly Dauphin up to the Saskatchewan River.
the grounds on which I had moved my His legislation is to continue that guarantee
amendment. Mr. Mackenzie informed me up to the "Saskatchewan, but not beyond
that he was owner of the charter which was that. My amendment was to limit the
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amalgamation up to the Saskatchewan conference between the two Houses. If the
River. question to be deait with was one of a com-

plicated character, there might be some
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Mr. Greenway ground for a conference, so that the members

could not extend that beyond the Saskatch- of the two Houses who went to the confer-
ewan River. It would then be outside of ence could discuss the various questions and
the province of Manitoba and he could only arrive at a satisfactory solution of then, or
give the guarantee to the limit of the pro- at soine c.mpromise that might be satis-
vince. factory, but here the question is a very plain

and simple one, and I think the procedure
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That forms an adopted by the hon. gentleman from Calgary

additional reason to the contention I held is the proper one. If it is thought that the
last Friday, that the comnpany was practi- members of the House are fot sufficiently
cajly divided in two, so far as that is con- informed of the matter, the hon. member for
cerned. I pointed out how the former Calgary night give notice that he would
Federal government, which dealt witlh this move the motion whicb lie bas subinitted
matter three or four years ago, divided the now at some future day; but if, on the other
road and limited the application of the sub' hand, it is thought--and I presume that is
sidies to the completion of a line up to the the case-that the members of the House are
Saskatchewan River. The object of that sufficiently familiar with the matter to deal
was, I suppose-and in fact it was stated by with it iiow, the nethod adopted lw the hon.
Mr. Dewdney who introduced the measure- neinber for Calgary is the most convenient.
that it was not a question of going to Hudson As stated by the bon. gentleman from Sheli
Bay, but merely the construction of a col- River, all the business of the two fouses
onization road up to the Saskatchewan would be suspended while the nemLers
River. However, I am not disposed to were attending the conference, which
press those inatters unduly upon this House. the hon. gentleman seemed to indicate
I merely put before hon. gentlemen the. he thought would be a good thing.
position in which the matter now stands, Xith respect to the reason given by
and to decide whether it is desired to have a the bouse of Commons for fot con-
conference committee under the rules to currin, it seems to me a reasonable one.
inquire further into the position of this It seems a rather remarkable thing to
amalgamation that is sought for now, or authorize a company to aralgamate with
whether we will concur in the resolution another company and then to say that the
Which bas been put before the Senate by the amalgamation shah ap]y only to a portion
hon. member for Alberta. I do not claim of the work which the other company is
to be sufficiently long in this House to under- authorized to construct. And, further, I
stand exactly what is the proper course for may say that it bas struck me ail a-ong that
this honourable body to pursue in regard to if the hon. gentleman" from Shell River is
the matter, whether they should ask for a anxious to see this rond built from the Sas-
conference or whether they should let the katchewan to Hudson Bay, then the best
matter drop where it is. I do not desire chance he bas of having bis wish carried out
to make this question a source of conflict with is not to interfere with this legislation or to
the House of Commons. The company will attempt to tie the hands of the company
have to corne for further legislation before who are ]ooking for the avîalgaination, b-
its interest in the charter north of the Sask- cause if there are any people in the western
atchewan is beyond question. country, or in any part of Canada, who are

thoroughly capable of undertaking a work
lon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the of tlat sort, they are just the gentlemen

question of procedure, I may say that a con- who are asking for this bill. As far as I
ference is a rather old fashioned and cumbrous ar concerned myself, I do not think that it
method of procedure that is rarely resorted is in the interests of Canada that a road from
to now-a-days. At a time when everything the Saskatchewan River to Hudson Bay
is pl inted, a conference does not seen to be should be built, but tle hon. gentheipan is of a
as necessary as it was in former years. I do different opinion, and the only chance he
rlot think, during all the time I have been a bas of ever seeing it built in bis lifetine is
'nleînber of this bouse, I have known of a that it should go into the hands of some
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company such as that which is looking for will be 100,000,000 bushels exported out of
this bill. The old corporation have had this that country every year. If that shculd be
charter since 1883 and have done practically the case we would be justified in providing
nothing. I think the hon. gentleman had increased facilities for the transportation of
better withdraw his amendment and concur the products of that country. Whilst in
in the motion made by the hon. member the past I have been opposed to the building
from Calgary. of the railway, still I feit, when the bill

came up the other day, we had no time
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I was one of the to consider the matter, but taking the

members who voted with the majority in idea advanced by the hon. gentleman from
support of the amendment moved by the Marquette (Mr. Boulton) that the Hudson
hon. gentleman from Shell River the other Bay and Pacific was a strong financial con-
day. I may say that for the last few years cern of English as well as Canadian capital-
I have not been favourably impressed with ists, I felt that the granting of this charter
the project of building a railway to Hudson and giving these men a nonopoly, which
Bay. I have been under the impression the amalgamation would do, would have
that it would rather affect the interests of a tendency to interfere with the rights
the farmers in the North-west in dividing of the other company, which rights had not
the traffic of the Canadian Pacific Railway. yet lapsed. For that reason, I thought
But I had very little hopes of the railway they were interfering with the project, and
being built under this company, because placing the road in the hands of a company
they had done nothing for a great number who night not build it at all, because up to
of years. I understand they did not pay that time the Hudson Bay Railway Com-
the parties they made the contracts with. pany had a very poor reputation for con-
They were a failure, and I did not desire to structing a railway. I have learned since then
support an institution which was defrauding that there is soine doubt with regard to the
the people, as J understaod they had beea, Hudson Bay and Paci'c Railway Company.
in connection with the short portion of the J understand the noneyed man has died and
Hudson Bay railway which had been cons. the company is not in that strong financial
tructed out of Winnipeg, and for that reason position which we supposed. I understood
I had been opposed to the Hudson Bay Rail- that in view of that fact, the attorney of
way. I thought it would interfere with the the Hudson Bay and Pacific Company made
traffic of the Canadian Pacific Railway. There a proposition to Mackenzie and Mann's
was not enough business for two roads, and attorney to sell the charter. I ain op-
the Canadian Pacific Railway would be better posed to dealing with charters in that
able to give us reduced rates than if they way, and I at once consulted the attorney
had a competing line which would take traffic of the Hudson Bay Pacific Railway Com-
f rom them. Up to this time in the North- pany. He said he had not offered to sell,
west we have been going through a stage of i that it was a misunderstanding on the part
experiment. Our crops were not large of the other gentleman, that he had only
and we had not as imuch grain to export as offered to am-algamate on account of the prin-
circumstances now indicate we will have. cipal promoter in Canada having died, and
The last two years our country has been having no Canadian member of the company,
very producti-, e ; the farmers have acquired a they were not in a position to go on and
knowledge of ho.w to treat and prepare the build the railway. That alters the case
soil, so that the ast two years we have had very materially. I do not now, in view of
magnificent crops and that has encouraged the prospects in that country, wish to retard
the people materially in going on to develop the building of a railway to Hudson Bay, so
the agricultural resources of that country. that I may say that I will not offer any
It is said this year we will have 50,000,000 objection, because the company I was en-
bushels of grain to export, and there is every deavouring to protect by ny vote the other
indication of it. Thesoil is in good condition day has become a different company to what
and the crop is promising. We will have a it was. One of its principal promotqrs is dead,
great harvest and much more grain to ex- and the company is not in that strong finan-
port than we have had in the past. This cial position which would warrant us in think-
will inspire the people with hope and give ing it would build the railway, and therefore
tehm courage. In the very near future there I do not object to the position taken by the
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House of Commons, and I am willing to
allow the bill to pass without the amend-
ment. I thought it but right to make this
explanation in order to explain the position
I took on the previous occasion and why my
present position is a different one.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-With regard to
the question my hon. friend has raised, as to
the selling out of the charter of the Hudson
Bay and Pacific Bailway Company, I think
it is called, I inight just say that I asked
the solicitor of this company the same ques-
tion that my hon. friend asked him, and he
said that it was quite a misunderstanding,
that what thev proposed was that thev
should amalgamate the two interests and
promote the interests of the Hudson Bay
Railway. That is a very desirable thing in-
deed. This Hudson Bay and Pacific Rail-
way Company has at its head such men as
Admiral Markham and Col. Harris, and
other stron- financial mien who are inter-
ested in developing a new ocean route to our
prairie region, and therefore, if the dis-
cussion which I have occasioned in this
House should result in amalgamation in
the interests of the Hudson Bay route, I
shall feel that my criticisms and my amend-
Ment have not been made in vain. I concur
in the remark of the hon. gentleman from
Wolseley and will not press for a further
consideration of the matter by this House.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (114) "An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the Department of Geological
Survey."-(Hon. Mr. Scott).

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottaua, Friday, 6th May, 1898.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ported Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Com-
pany," with amendments.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There are a number of amendments made to
this bill, but they do not affect the prin-
ciple. If, however, it is thought better to
have these amendments printed in the
Minutes, I would move that the amendments
be considered on Monday next. If there be
no objection, we could adopt the amendments
now and take the third reading Monday.

Hon. Mr. VI)AL-I do not think there
could be any objection, because the amend-
ments do not affect the principle of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know
why we should concur in the amendments
until we know what they are. There niay
be some objection to this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then I inove that the amendments be taken
into consideration on Monday next.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (80) " Au Act respecting the Ottawa
and New York Railwiay Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (67) " An Act to incorporate the
London and Lake Huron Railway Company."
-(Hon. Sir John Carling.)

BRITISH AMERICAN LIGHT AND
POWER COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (109) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the British American Light and Power
Company." He said: This is a bill which
is principally applicable to the Yukon
district and contains the usual provisions;
there is nothing novel or extraordinary in it.

The bill was read the second time.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE
BILL.

WINDSOR AND DETROIT UNION SECOND READING.

BR4DGE COMPANY'S BILL. Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (116) " An Act to incorpo-
rate the Canadian Mining Institute." He

lon. Mr. BAKER, f rom the Committee said : This bill is for the purpose of incorpo-
oni Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re- rating this association which has for its
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object the obtaining of various samples of
minerals and metals for the purpose of giving
information respecting the products of this
country. It is necessary that this bill be
passed in order to allow the gentlemen
interested in the proposed organization to
carry out their praiseworthy object.

The bill was read the second time.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (M): " An Act
further to amend the Companies Act."

(In the Conmittee.)

On sub-clause b of clause 1.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-J
should like to place this case before the hon.
gentleman : in British Columbia there is a
clerk acting for the ReceiAer General. Is
he to be a judge as to when he should return
these moneys ? How is he to take evidence,
and to be satisfied that the organization has
not been completed? This bill constitutes
him a judge, and could a clerk in any out-
lying district undertake to seule questions
of this kind ? I can understand a case here
in Ottawa being all right, because the
Receiver General is here and has lawyers at
his elbow to tell him the legal mode he
should adopt.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend will
see that subsection (a) provides that "such
aggregate shall be deposited to the credit of
the Receiver General of Canada, and shall
be standing at such credit in some chartered
bank in Canada," that is the position in
which the money is when deposited ; and
then clause (b) says : " At any time after
the signing of letters patent incorporating
the applicants as a company the said aggre-
gate, so paid in to the credit of the Receiver
General and for the sole use of the company."
He will require the production of the neces-
sary evidence, which would be the letters
patent: that is, if the company fail to be-
come organized, then the money is to be
returned to the contributors. ' My hon.
friend will see that the provision is as simple
as it can be ; it differs very little fron the
provision as it exists, except that the money
is a deposit that stands to the credit
of the proposed company in the hands of

the Receiver General until the letters patent
are issued, and then it is paid over to the
oflicers, on the production of the letters
patent, that are designated by the company
as the proper parties to receive it. We are
making no attempt to regulate the business
of the companies. We are not undertaking
to manage their affairs ; we are not inter-
fering with the rights of the public; we are
simply, in the initial steps that are taken by
a company to obtain letters patent, seeing
that the acts done are a real and not illusory
compliance with the provisions of the law.
My hon. friend will see that in this regard
the proposed bill does not differ from the
statute as it now stands, except that the
payment is to the Receiver General instead
of to some officer of the company or trustee
designated for the purpose.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is no trouble about depositing the noney in
the bank, but the trouble is to get that
money out of the bank in a legal way, and
a voung officer charged with that duty might
not' be able to do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There will be no
trouble on that score ; the Receiver General,
or his agent, will see that the parties comply
with the law.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-it can
be tried.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But all that has to be done now, with the
exception of depositing the money with the
Receiver General.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How will this avoid an illusory deposit of
the character to which my hon. friend refers?
In making a deposit of the percentage neces-
sary to enable them to apply for letters pat-
ent, that is made under the solemn affidavit
of the parties whio have made the deposit,
and unless they commit perjury direct, palp-
able and wilful. there could be no such
thing, to my mind, as an illusory deposit of
the money.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There have been
many such.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am sorry to hear that, because, if they did,
the parties who made it committed perjury.
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The point I wish to receive a little more an aineudment to the Act, but if an amend-
light upon is that to which my hon. friend ment to the Act is to be made it seems
referred when t he bill was before the House to me that some nachinery should be intro-
before. He mentioned a case in Brantford duced into the act by wbich those funds
in which the monevs had been withdrawn should be conserved for the purposes of the
and anded back fas I understood him, to icompany, and sorte prohibition should be
the parties vho made the deposit before placed upon the promoters of the company
the letters patent liad been obtained ; and repaving that money to th- channels from
in the meantime they had received noney which it came, excepting the noney is for
f rom other stockholders, which was misap- the legitimate purposes of the company.
propriated. If that is correct I cannot
understand, under the law as it stands on Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the formation of
the statute book, how that could be accom- companies, after a month's notice is given,
plished. t papers are prepared and sent in to the

iDepartment of State. They are always
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not before the letters accompanied, when in proper form, by'a

patent were applied for but my hon. friend declaration or certificate from the manager
knows that the application is always made of some bank that the ten per cent stands
for letters patent and the affidavit is made in the naie of "A" and c B" in trust for
before they are issued, and it is after ail the company. A delay of three or four
those facts are established, for the informa- weeks usually takes place in the preparation
tion or satisfaction of the offcer to whom the of the necessary documents. A good deal
application is made under the provision of of correspondence is involved: the papers
the statute, and before they are received, are frequently defective, and they have to
that the moneys may be dealt with. be supervised, under present practice, by

the Department of Finance and the Depart-
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon. ment of State. When the company is formed,

friend point out to the House what public it may be found that the monev bas been
end will be served in the repayment of this withdrawn. 0f course, the Crown bas no
rioney to the parties who advanced same knowledge of that. The officiais see that on
inmediately subsequent to the issue of letters a certain day the noney was deposited, but
patent. Assuming for the moment that the there is no evidence that it continued to
practice bas been to repay the money to the renain in the bank, that is, if placed in the
parties advancing it before the issue of the hands of trustees. They may withdraw it
letters patent, my own knowledge--and I any time. Tley may deposit it to-day, for-
have some knowledge on this point-is that ward the certificate to the department and
the practice observed in the formation of to-morrow withdraw the money, and vhen
Companies of this character has been to the company receive the letters patent there
leave the money in the batik till the issue may not be a penny to their credit.
of the letters patent ; but the hon.

inister of Justice bias stated that cases have Hon.is. MILLS-nd the new directors
Coine under bis observation in which the may know nothing, about it.

theoney pas been paid ost previous to thep
issue of the letters patent. Now, the s Dight Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is the party who
degree in time is almost uniaportant for gets up the organization that may withdraw
this reason the present Act provides that the money. You cannot say that he isguilty
Within a month af ter the last notice the of a f raud, though it is a dishonourable thing
affidavit must be made that ten per cent bas to do. A- the law stands, he can do it with-
been paid in and practicaly that the money o nt comnitting an offence. here the
tantds there to the credit of or for the com- money as been deposited to the credit of

Pany. If the money is simply to goback tbe company, the fraud cannot be perpetrat-
after the issue of the letters patent to the ed, but were it is to the credit of trustees
channels f rom wich it camne I ar certainly the fnoney inay be withdrawn, and this pro-

aa loss to understand wbat good aim can vision is for the purpose of keeping the
e served by tbis legislation. I amb in favour money under proper control until tbe cote-

Of assisting legismation of this character pany ofas been organized, and it can only
because I tbink that tbere is room for then be wîthdrawn on presentation of the
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letters patent and on the signature of the
proper officers.

The clause was adopted.

On subsection C.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I notice that in
paragraph " C," lines 30 and 31 says the
deed is to be held by two trustees for the
company. I do not know why it should be
limited to two. You might have three.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I did not venture to
make any alteration in the law. I have
just one object in view, and that is to see
that parties organizing a company comply
with the law up to organization, and once
they are organized they are responsible to
the parties with whon they deal. Clause
"C " does not alter the law.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not say
that it does,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We might say two or . Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is precisely as it is
in this bill. There would be very greatmore. e difficulty in ascertaining the value of per-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then 1 move that sonal estate sometimes, and my hon. friend
we insert " or more." speaks of machinery and so on. If it is

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- kept with a proprietory interest it might be
What is the difference between this and the eg
old law? event there is a great deal of personalty of

such a transitory character, and so much
Hon. Mr. POWER-There was nothing subject to waste, thar I suppose it was not

in the old but "trustees." regarded as safe by thise who had large

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All this is one sub- exjerience in these natters to undertake to
section in the old law, and the concluding xtend this provision further than it is
part is now subsectn IlrC." found in the law as it now is.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I ask
the hon. Minister of Justice why this is
limited to real estate? Cases have come
under my observation, and I fancy under
the observation of almost aill hon. gentle-
men, who have had to do with this class of
business, that, promoters of a company
will organize a company and turn over to
that company personal estate of very con-
siderable value, and yet there is no pro-
vision by which that personal estate, say it
be a manufacturing concern, shall pass into
the hands of the company in the same way
as real estate will do. It will be observed
from subsection " C "-and in fact is the
present law under subsection 5 of section
5-that one-half of the aggregate may be
taken in as paid if it is bona fide invested
in real estate.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the law as it
stands.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED - Why it
should be limited to real estate I am at a
loss to understand, because most of those
concerns which are organized are organized
on the basis of a going concern, such as
a manufacturing plant being turned into
the company, and that mnanufacturing plant
accepted as so much stock, but no pro-
vision is made for that class of property.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the point of my hon. friend is met in
this way; you forn a company what might
be called a "going concern." After the com-
pany is formed, then the owner of the per-
sonal estate sells it to the company and
gets so much cash, in some cases, and so much
stock, so that the personalty is transferred
-o the company and the owner in this way
gets his pay.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But the diffi-
culty is in turning in going concerns into
such an organization.

The clause was adopted as amended.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill with amendments,
which were concurred in.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (114) "An Act further to amend
the Act respecting the Department of Geo-
logical Survey." He said: It frequentlY
becomes necessary to appoint for temporarY
service gentlemen connected with the geo-
logical department for the purpose of making
an exploration for mineralogists or geologists,
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or gentlemen who may be conversent with the department. The present government
these matters to report on several parts of bas acted on that principle. The hon. gen-
the country, and this bill is to provide that tleman is in error-I say so respectfully-
under the circumstances the minister may in saying that no clerk can be appointed ex-
appoint, on the requisition of the deputy cept at $400. You can appoint a second-
head or director of the department, such an class clerk at S1,100, providing he has
officia], and that he need not pass the civil passed the examination and he bas technical
service examitiation. There is ample pre- knowledge which bring- him wVithin the law,
cedent for such legislation, as officers having because the law provides for appointing a
special qualifications rarely are required to clerk in any capacity, or in any gride, in
pass the civil service examinations. It is any department, if he has the knowledge
not to be supposed that the examiners are necessary for that purpose. For instance,
experts in some of the special scientific the Minister of Militia appointed an ac-
subjects that specialofficers are appointed for. cou ntant at the hig, est possible salary given

1 to a chief clerk. He had never passed any
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is a examination.

strange provision in the second clause of this
bill. It provides that the person so ap- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, he bad not.
pointed may be paid at the rate of more Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
than $400 a year. It might be $4,000 a hon. Sir besoENte row hy

yerunder that. There may be soine technical reason why
year uthis provision is necessary in order to enable

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No limit on that side. the lion. gentleman to make such appoint-
As it is now you cannot appoint an ordinary ments.
clerk. The late governmnent made certain Hon. Mr. MILLS-The point is this:
changes and abolished the third class clerk- The Auditor General assumes that parties
ship, so now you cannot appoint a clerk at who are appointed for technical purposes be-
more than $400. long to one or other of the classes mentioned.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is it necessary The opinion expressed in my department is

that the appointment should be made under that the person appointed on account of

the Civil Service Act? technical fitness is a class by himself, and
therefore is not of the second or first-class,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, this is to relieve or a chief clerk, and that his salary is not
the department of the necessity for making regulated in the way that the statute pro-
the appointments under the Civil Service vides for the regulation of the salaries of
Act. those who are called second or first-class or

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then wby
should you make the Civil Service Act

chief clerks, and therefore it was necessary
to make some provision.

apply ? Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

lion. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot appoint That is the construction wbich bas been put
a temporary clerk under $400 at the present upon the law always, but in this case you
time. make a provision for appointing a person to

a particular staff and you take the power to
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is under give him a higher salary than the minimum

the Civil Service Act? salary, provided he bas a technical know.
ledge necessary to do tbe work on tbe geo-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; a clerk of any logical survey. 1 think it is a good provi-
kind. You cannot appoint a temporary sion. I ain fot objecting to it.
clerk now drawing a higher salary than
$400, and you cannot appoint him unless he Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because you think
has passed the civil service examination. the regulation as to salaries applies to those

who are classified clerks and not to others.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

But you can appoint a clerk at any salary, Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Jt seems to me
up as high as a chief clerkship, if lie pos- extraordinary that the government should
sesses teghnical knowledge, and it is so rep- take power to employ a Man at more than
esented, to the goverfgment by the head of $400, and place no limit to it. Should it
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not be at a salary not exceeding so much ?
That would be more business like. You
nay employ him at $4,000. Cannot you
make some limit?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend will
see that we always come down to parlia-
ment for money, and parlianent has always
control over the amount.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But you take the
power in your own hands and you must em-
ploy at a salary exceeding $400. Is there
any way of saying the limit shall be any
particular sum ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- No, you cannot regu-
late the salary. The man might only be
employed for a month.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Say that you can
not pay more than a certain sun.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then they would all
want the full amount.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not provide that the person so appointed
as a deputy assistant shall possess any tech-
nical knowledge. You may appoint a
labourer if you like and send him on the
geological survey with one of your explorers,
say Dr. Dawson, and all he might have to
do would be to carry luggage on his back.

Hon. Mr. M1LLS-That is provided for
in the Civil Service Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This places the appointee outside of the pro-
visions of the Civil Service Act, and it
says:

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Civil
Service Act or any Act in amuendment thereof it shall
not be. necessary that any person appointed a tei-
pKorary assistant under the next preceding section
shall have passed any exanination under the Civil
Service Act, and ,uch person may be paid at the rate
of more than 8400 a year.

You can scarcely obtain a man with the
technical knowledge necessary to be an
assistant on a staff of that kind, unless he
has it, but this does not confine the appoint-
ment, if I read it correctly. You could
appoint a hod carrier under this clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause one reads:
That upon the requisition of the deputy head and

director of the department, the minister may en-
ploy such nuiber of tei orary assistants as are
necessary, having the qualifcations requisite for ap-
pointment as technical officers of the departnent

under section 4 of the Act respecting the Department
of the Geological Survey.

He must be a scientist, graduate of either
a Canadian or foreign University, or the
Mining School of London, or some other
recognized Science School.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-What do you
pay?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Just according to
their value.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Cannot you es-
tablish a value?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, we do not know
who they are. The men are appointed tem-
porarily and it would be impossible to es-
tablish a value.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There can be no ob-
jection to the main purpose of this measure,
but I hope the Secretary of State will be
prepared, when the House goes into com-
mittee on this bill, to show that this clause
two is absolutely necessary. I have always
been a very strong advocate of enforcing
the Civil Service Act, while I am reasonably
ready to be shown that such a provision as is
contained in this second clause is necessary.

The motion was agreed to.

SAFETY OF CERTAIN FISHEIMEN
BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

A message was received f rom the House
of Commons to return Bill (G): " An Act
for better securing the Safety of Certain
Fishermen," with several amendments.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I propose to ask
the House to concur in the amendments,
and I may as well briefly explain whsat they
are and let the House deal with themn now.
Page one, line four, leave out from "place"
to "set " in line five. The amendnent is Io
leave out the words " be launched or." Tben
in line six, the second amendment, "after
the first fishing " insert "or be launched
therefrom." The original stood, "shall be
launched or set out from any vessel," etc.
They propose to make it read, "set out
or be launched therefrom." The third
amendment: in line ten, leave out "and" and
insert " to be." The original reads "unless
there is placed in such boat and retained
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therein during absence from such vessel,"
and the amendment is "to be placed in
such boat to be retained therein." Then
line eleven leave out from "vessel " to
"serviceable " and insert " a ". The orig-
inal reads "such vessel an accurate and
serviceable mariner's compass " and they
have left out the words " accurate. " A
raariner's compass, if it is not accurate is
]lot serviceable and if it is not serviceable,
is not of much use. Line 16, after " service-
able, " insert " mariners." The bill read
before " the owner of such vessel shall sup-
Ply her at the commencement of her voyage
With as many serviceable compasses as she
carries boats," and the amendment is to in-
Sert the word "mariner's. " It should be a
t4ariner's compass to be serviceable at sea.
The next amendment is line 18, after " a " in-
Sert "serviceable." She is to be provided
with necessary utensils to hold water-a
Serviceable fog-horn or trumpet. Line 30,
" this Act shall come into force and effect
Of and after the first day of October, 1898."
We in this House, hon. gentlemen, are
6onetimes twitted with our tendency to
Ulake amendments which are merely verbal
411d not substantial. I venture to say that
the amendments which the House of Com-
tolns have made to this bill, with the ex-
eption of the last, are quite equal in that

8pect to any amendments which this House
has ever made to a bill coming from phe
%ommons.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (127) " An Act further to amend the
s8heries Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)
ýill (72) " An Act further to amend the

4d1lteration Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 9th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
Ulock.
?rayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.
Bill (N) "An Act to amend the Canada

k1dence Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)
45

DRUMMOND COUNTY
PURCHASE.

RAILWAY

INQUIRY POSTPONED.

The Notice of Inquiry being called by the
Hon. Mr. Wood, that he will inquire of the
government:

1. Whether they will, during the present session,
introduce legislation to ratify the agreement made
with the Grand Trunk Railway bearing date the 1st
February, 1898, and lately laid before Parliament?

2. Whether the government will, during the pre-
sent session, introduce le slation to authorize the
purchase of the Drunimond County Railway, or con-
sent to an agreement for the purchase of the same?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Will the hon. gentle-
man let this notice stand?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can the hon. leader of the House give us
information as to when he will proba-
bly be able to answer these questions I Or
can he tell us what measures of any import-
ance are likely to come before the Senate
before the prorogation of Parliament? It is
usual, I believe, for the leaders of the gov-
ernment in both Houses, to indicate what
may be expected, in order that the members
will be better able to judge, not only of the
length of the session, but of the character and
importance of the measures which may be
laid before them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not able to
answer with regard to all the measures that
may be yet laid before us, but will do so in
a day or two. My hon. friend knows there
is the Franchise Bill. There is the Super-
annuation Bill and the Plebiscite Bill which
are before the House of Commons but which
we expect to be laid before us in this House
at an early day. They are measures in the
hands of the government that will be befôre
the Senate some time during the week. Then
there is a very short Bill providing for the
appointment of additional judges in con-
formity with the Actspassedby the provinces
during the past session, which will necessarily
be before us and perhaps one or two other
measures, which I can give the hon. gentle-
man more definitely in the course of a week.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWLLI-
Some little time ago the hon. gentleman in-
timated to the House that it was his inten-
tion to introduce a bill providing for the
government of the Yukon Territory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, that is one
the measures.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE
government have been remiss in not intro- GOVERINMENT OF PRINCE
ducing more of their measures in this House. EDW AR D ISLAND AN D THE
In the past few years before the accession DOMINION GOVERNMENT.
to office of the hon. gentlemen, several very MOTION.

important measures were brought here, and Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P. E. I.)
the Senate had plenty of time to consider moved :
them while the lower House were discussing That an humble address be presented to His Excel-
what I may call the political aspect of lency the Governor General, praying that lis Excel-
affairs, and if the hon gentleman would lency will cause to be laid before the Senate, copies of

all correspondence and imemorials fronm the niembers
follow that practice, the :e are a number of of the provincial governmnent of Prince Edward Island
bills to which he bas referred which we who composed the recent delegation from that pro-
might just as well have been discussing here, vine- ; and vill inquire what action the Federal

government have taken in response to such applica-
thereby saving time. It bas been too much tions?
the practice in the past to bring down all Hoin. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my hon.
important measures at the close of the friend that as I see that the papers lie refers
session, when all of us desire to go home, to are proposed to be brought down froin
and when they have really nothing to do in the other House, we will certainly make no
the Lower House, and if we delay them,I objection to comply with my hon. friend's
there is a great deal of fault found. I may request to bring down the communications
safely say to the hon. gentleman that when and memorials which we have received fromn
those measures of importance, to which I the local government of Prince Edward
have alluded, and which lie bas indicated, Island. I may say that the Federal goverr-
will come before us the Senate will have to ment have taken no action on the subject as
take full time for their consideration, even yet, in fact we have been too nuch occupied
if they delay the prorogation of the House. with the work of the session to give to this

subject the consideration its importance re-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no fault to quires. The usual practice in the Imperial

find with the observations of the hon. gentle- parliament in all matters of this sort is nOt
man. I entirely agree with him, and my to bring down communications which have
experience here for a great many years con- been received till after they have been an-
firms me in the view which he has expressed. swered and dealt with, so that the whOle
I know since 1878 a large nuniber of mea- case miglit be before the legislature and the
sures have been introduced in parliament at country when the papers are published ; but
a very late period of the session. I think it as it is proposed to bring them down in the
is desirable to introdu e the measures at as House of Commons I see no reason why theY
early a day as possible. Upon that point nmay not be brought down here, and so far
my hon. friend and myself iii theory agree. as we can comply with the hon. gentlknmai'

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- request it shall be complied with.

Let us try and do it in practice. The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr, MILLS-Well, I cannot say THE MANITOBA SCiOOL QUESTION
much for the practice of muy bon. friend. INQUIRY.
Then let me say further, that with regard to lon. 31r. LANDRY rose to
the Franchise bill, my hon. friend will ad- Cali the attention of the governiant tc t'e foliO'-
mit it is a measure which must neeessarily ing utterances inade on the 2nd of May, 1898,
be introduced in the other House. the Honourable the Secretary of State

Hon. IMr. SCOTT--,rlie lion. genitle man i llw3t~)

Hon.SirMAC ENZI BO ELL î aware thiat the present goi ernînent have settled tb
Hon. school question with Manitoba.

Not necessarily the plebiscite. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, lîar.

"Hou. Mir. SCOTT-Thev have adopted the s8.li"
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then I told my hon. channels to settie that question as the late gove'

friend that we would introduce the Yukon nient did. The late governinent sent elega

Bill very soon, and there will be ample time tani antent. Theresen g o to

for its consideration. Certainly some day conference with representatives of the governillh l
during the present week the measure will be Manitoba, and they cane to an agreement whic
introduced here. eonfirined y the Manitoba legisature and that

tahe end of it, so far as the public are cocernedI."
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And inquired :
1. In what position did the Federal Executive

stand towards the litigating parties, the Manitoba
Governnent on the one side, and the Catholie minor-
ity on the other? Was it the position of a judge
before whose tribunal the debated question had been
brought, and who had rendered a decision known as
the Remedial Order?

2. Did the present Government in holding a con-
ference with the Government of Manitoba treat
simultaneously with the other litigating party, the
Catholic minority ?

3. Was that minority a party to the said confer-
erence, and has the agreement arrived at been
accepted by the Catholic minority?

4. If not, do the Government really consider that
an agreement to which the Catholic minority has not
even been a party, but which has been arrived at
without its participation, outside its knowledge, and
contrary to its interests, may be considered an agree-
ment that puts an end to the Manitoba School diffi-
culties, as stated by the hon. Secretary of State?

5. Is the statement made by the Honourable
Secretary of State accepted by the Government?

Hon. Mr, SCOTT-I have given repeat-
edly the fullest information that the hon.
gentleman can claini under the rules of par-
liament as to the action the government
have taken, and I speak for the government
in this chamber, and beyond that the hon.
gentleman has no right to catechise me;
moreover, his questions are in some respects
debatable ones which open up matters that
have been in litigation, and he is not entitled
to ask me questions of the kind.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am not asking
the Secretary of State, . am asking the
government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am answering for
the government.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not know
how the hon. gentleman could say

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Order.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am in order.
The mere fact the hon. minister cries "order"
does not make me out of order. I have
asked the question of the Minister and I
Want an answer. I want to know if the
mlinority was a party to that conference?
The government is able to tell me whether
it bas or has not been such a party.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is fair.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-Is the hon. gentle-
Inan unable to tell me whether the minority
has or has not been a party to that con-
ference ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
had his answer: the matter was settled by

the government of Manitoba at the instance
of the Federal government of Canada.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But does not the hon. minister think that
the hon. gentleman has a right to an answer
to the simple question as to whether the
minority were consulted in that settlement ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think he has.
Who are the Catholic minority ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You ought to know.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-One of the liti-
gating parties.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a great dif-
ference of opinion as to that; the Catholic
minority might be divided. However, I am
not going to debate it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not going to discuss that question now ;
neither an I aware that the Catholic min-
ority has been divided on the question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But as to the method
of settling the question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What I want to call the attention of the
hon. gentleman to is this : In the question
asked,reference was made to the answer to the
former government, and it is stated that they
had a conference with the Greenway govern-
ment. I can say to the hon. gentleman that
when they had a conference with the Green.
way government on this very important ques-
tion, they consulted the minority at the same
time, as to what would be acceptable Io them
under the circumstances ; as under the cir-
cumstances, the late government believed
they had been deprived of certain constitu-
tional rights. The hon. gentleman simply
asks this, a very fair question, I think : was
the minority consulted, either directly or
indirectly, in what he terms the settlement
of that question? I think that is a fair
question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman shakes his head. Does lie
mean that my position is not a just one I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I had an opinion on
the subject, and I often expressed that
opinion on the floor of parliament. I had
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an opinion as to how that settlement should
be made. The government acted upon the
opinion that they had forned as to the best
mode of settling this question.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Was the Catholic
minority represented in the interview that
the late government had in Manitoba ?

eon. Mr. MILLS -I submit to the hon.
speaker that this question is not one of
which notice has been given, and besides
that, these questions contain controverted
facts, and are therefore out of order.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Did the hon. gen-
tleman say " contrary to facts? "

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Controverted facts.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am asking a
simple question ; I am asking if such or
such a thing is or is not a fact. There is
nothing controverted about that. I am ask-
ing if the minority were represented. Can
the hon. gentleman tell me if it is a fact or
not 7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not going to
answer the hon. gentleman's questions.
They are entirely out of order.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-You think so.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--I wish to enter
my protest against the remarks of the hon.
leader of the House that no discussion can
take place on this question. There is no use
in having that point raised on every ques-
tion of this kind that comes up. It has
been several times decided by the chair.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
mistaken. These questions have been put,
though not strictly in order, and have been
answered, and my hon. friend has had this
same group of questions upon the paper at
least half a dozen times.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is a contro-
verted fact.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not putting it,
however, as a question to my hon friend,
but I do submit, Mr. Speaker, that the
whole series of these questions contains con-
troverted matter-facts which may - be
questioned, and therefore they ought not to
be put.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Would the hon.
gentleman indicate the desirability of point-

ing out facts that are admitted ? It is only
controversial facts that would necessarily
come up in such cases. If we all agreed upon
the facts, there would be no necessity for
discussing them.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The great fact is that
the question was settled. That is the trouble
with some hon. gentlemen. Their whole
stock in trade has been taken away from
them.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Perhaps
the hon. gentleman is in the minority in this
case. He can give an answer.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is it a controverted
fact when I ask this question : was the
Catholie minority a party to said agreement î

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I ask the hon. Speaker
for his decision.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am open to con-
viction, but I want to be convinced. How
could you convince me that my question
contains controverted facts I By assertion
or by argument?

The SPEAKER-When a Minister is
asked a question and when he declares to
the House that he has answered it, and
professess to have answered it fully, I know
of no rule by which the Speaker could coerce
a Minister to answer any more questions,
and I believe that 'all other questions which
follow that are entirely out of order.

MINERS' LICENSES AT SKAGWAY
AND DYEA.

TNQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) Rose to
Direct the attention of the Government to injury

which will result to the towns of Victoria, Vancouver
and Nanaimo from the directions recently given by
the Minister of the Interior for the issue of ininers'
licenses by the Dominion custom house at the
boundary line near Skagway and Dyea.

He said : Last winter the Minister of the
Interior very properly gave directions for
the issue of licenses at the towns of Van-
couver, Victoria and Nanaimo, which re-
sulted in great benefit to those towns.
Thousands of passengers landed there who
would not otherwise have done so and spent
their money for supplies, and left with the
government also, for licenses $100,000. The
government could control that money at a
day's notice. Now, I believe the minister
has given instructions that miners may get
their licenses at the places I have mentioned
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in my notice. According to the present re-
gulations, persons going to te Klondike
gold mines can pass Victoria or Vancouver
altogether-need not call there at all, and
it will be a great injury to those towns if
that trade is diverted. I hope the minister
will be able to tell nie that these regulations
are only temporary, and that the rule which
prevailed last year will be enforced, so that
miners will call at those towns, and Cana-
dian towns will have the benefit of the
trade as they had last winter and spring.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my
hon. friend that the issue of miners' licenses
within the territory of the Yukon was de-
ferred by the government just as long as
possible. Several people have gone directly
from San Francisco and through United
States territory to the Yukon country. They
have sailed for Dyea and Skagway and land-
ed there, and then proceeded on their jour-
ney. They had to obtain their licenses
within the territory or they could not get
them at al]. We have not issued licenses
in the United States territory. They have
been issued within Canadian territory, and
niy hon. friend, so far as I know, has not
assigned any definite or valid reason why
these people should be compelled to go to
Victoria or to Vancouver for their licenses
rather than go into the Yukon country
where the mining operations are to be car
ried on. We have been endeavouring to
make satisfactory arrangements for ingress
to that country through United States ter-
ritory, and in order to do so we were obliged,
as we were asking for concessions f rom the
inited States government, not to subject

them to unusual inconvenience on our part.
I should have liked very much myself to
have seen the people entering the country
from some Canadian point, and pursuing
their journey on Canadian territory, but my
hon. friend knows that by the success of his
motion in this House he has put it out of
our power, for the present at all events, to
accomplish that result. I think it is unfor-
tunate, but my hon. friend took a different
View, and the matter of which he complains
is, to some extent, the result of his own
action.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
hon, gentleman cannot forget that matter.
It is said of Queen Mary she said that when
she died they would find Calais written on

her heart, and when my hon. friend dies
they will find Yukon written on his brain.
There is no use going back to that question
till the government revives it again-, which
I hope they will do at a very early date.
The hon. Minister of the Interior saw the
force of the contention of these people living
on the sea coast. It would give a great
deal of trade to them and it would not hurt
the Dominion in the least. We could not
expect those who went to Skagway and Dyea
w ithout being aware of the fact to come back
to Victoria for a license.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Licenses might be issued at the sea coast
towns.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-How would
those people that you refer to get licenses?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
will get them at Dawson and other parts
of the country. If the hon. gentleman wants
to drive the trade past Victoria he can do
so. I do not want it done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-These licenses are not
issued in United States territory.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I know
that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What possible differ-
ence can it make to my hon. friend, and
those on . whose behalf he speaks, whether
these licenses are issued at Bennett Lake,
just within our own territory, or issued at
Dawson, 300 miles further north? The
moment they go as far north as Dyea they
are altogether past Victoria. That is a
point which my hon. friend loses sight of.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
think the government should be as open to
conviction on this point as I am: it is a
benefit to the trade of those -towns. The
hon. gentleman can see that if four or five
steamers call at Vancouver and Victoria
and a number of men land, it helps the
trade of the whole country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We get their money
when they get to the boundary.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But
the towns do not get any benefit from it.
The men spend money in outfitting and in
other ways, but now we will lose those
benefits. But of course the government are
determined to keep to their plans.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- a licence there instead of getting one within
The hon. gentleman made an important our own tertitory at the end of his journey.
statement of which we should have more in- I do not see anything in the world to be
formation. He says they have been in gained by that, but I do see that we lose by
negotiation with the U. S. authorities in it. We subject a number of Americans to
order to obtain certain concessions, I presume a very great deal of vexation and they com-
bonding privileges, by which we can enter plain to their own government, and you
the Yukon territory through United States invite retaliation. That is one of the
ports and that it was necessary to make things, under existing circumstances, seeing
concessions to those of the United States that we are confined largely to the use of
who are going to that country in order to a route through United States territory that
obtain soie privileges in return for our we think it is desirable to avoid.
concessions. Could he inform us whether,
in making these concessions, he has obtainéd HOn. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-
anything in return in the way of bonding or The hon. gentleman bas answered me very
any other privileges which are incident to much as he did the gentleman who put the
trade in other parts of the world, because question to him just now, which is no
the present regulation for granting the answer at all. You have gone all round
miners' certificates inures entirely to the the stump, but you have not touched the
benefit of the citizens of the United States, point. I asked whether you had made any
or those who sail direct by the Alaska concessions or any promise of concessions,
Transportation Company's steamers from the or was there any probability of receiving
United States ports, and if we have made a any in consideration of what you have done
concession by which our towns and cities on in order to facilitate the entrance into that
the Pacific coast are deprived of certain country of people from the United States.
trade which would inure to them if the old, Hon. Mr. MILLS-I supposed the hon.
system prevailed, then we ought to know gentleman had risen to speak to the ques-
whether we have obtained anything in re- tion of my hon. friend-not to put Wnother
turn f. f4 - 1.4 1. 4, f 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My lion. friend I
think assumes what would be a matter of
controversy. Suppose a man goes on board
a boat at San Francisco, he may sail to Dyea
and get bis license, after he enters Canadian
territory, for the purpose of mining, if that
be the object with which he is going. My
hon. friend says do not issue any licenses in
the territory.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -I
did not say anything of the kind.

Hon. Mr.- MILLS-It means that or
nothing: do not issue any licenses in the
territory, issue thein only at some point on
the Canadian coast, either at Vancouver or
Victoria, compel the man on board the
United States vessel to run into the port of
Vancouver in order to get bis license. You
may put him to great inconvenience in that
way. There is no doubt about that. What
do you gain by it ? He has bis outfit before
he starts. You do not in the slightest degree
help the trade in any way. You only delay
him on bis journey and put him to a certain
amount of trouble in order that he may get

quus-I on o me, n" o su no V smuLuac;

of my hon. friend's question another expres-
sion: but I may say, in reply to the ques-
tion which the hon. gentleman has put, that
we do expect-that we have been promised
concessions, and some of those concessions
have been made. We have no doubt all will
be agreed to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
object in toto to the interpretation put upon
my language and to the manner in which it
has been received. The hon. Minister, in
replying to the hon. gentleman from
Victoria, made a certain statement as
to the reasons why they had adopted
a certain policy, and I was not stuff-
ing anything into bis stomach because I
asked him an explanation upon that point.
That is all I did. He may term it contro-
versial, or just wlat he pleases, but when a
minister makes a statement and gives a
reason for the course he bas pursued, surely
members of the House have a right, without
being treated discourteously, to ask him a
question as to these reasons. Perhaps, after
the hon gentleman has been a little longer
in power, he will learn to be a little more
courteous.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
18 generally good humoured, but he probably
did not hear the hon. Minister of Justice
Say, Yes, concessions were to be made.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, no.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
that came after. That was said in the last
Speech and not in the first.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.
the hon. minister to do so.
Whether he said it or not.

I understood
He can say

Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. f riend is always ready to cone to the
rescue.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. minister
does not need any one to cone to the rescue ;
I simply speak as a member of the House,
because I feel certain the hôn. leader of the
Opposition would not use as energetic lan-
guage as he has done if he supposed the'
question had been answered at first.

ALIEN LABOUR LAW OFFICERS.

INQUIRY.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
'rlquired of the government:

Whether officers have been appointed to enforce the
provisions of the Alien Labour Law? If so, whothe persons are so appointed, and in what part of
Canada do they reside?

le said : I may say that I had not seen
the answer which the Premier gave in the
Other House when I put the question. Still
I ask the question because it goes further
than the answer which was given by the
Premier.

lion. Mr. MILLS-The following is the
of agents appointed under " The Alien

Labour Act :"

A C..Paterson. Act. Sub-CollectorNorth Portal,

JTennant.... do do .. Coutts, N.W.T.
ÇA- M!Nari do do ..Hiuntingdlon,B.C.

awrence. do do .. Gretna, Man.
Mather .Acting Officer...... do

- Allen... Preventive Officer.. Emerson, Man.F Mic 7.. Acting Officer...... do
e-Me-McCrearyI»smigration Coin- a.

Jarles L missioner....... .Winnipeg, Man.
ru awson. Collector Custons.. Fort Erie.
rtRush...Provine'l ConstableSault Ste. Marie,

Ar&thur Boyle.. Collector Custonis.. Niagara Falls,

.of nland Ont.

S Ken C tRevenue . W n indsor, Ont.
ain..... . ..... ........ Bridgeburg, Ont.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no name in
Toronto on the list given to me; I think
however there is a party in Toronto.

REPORTS FROM COMMISSIONER
WALSH.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the ord-
ers of the day are called, I wish to remind
the hon. leader of the House that some
weeks ago I had a notice on the order paper
asking that the government might lay on
the table of this House any correspondenoe
or report from Commissioner Walsh relating
to his administration of affairs in the Yukon
country, or in .hat section. Now at that
time my hon. friend informed me that there
was no correspondence. Doubtless by this
time there will be correspondence on that
subject. As we are promised an important
measure relating to the government of the
Yukon country, might I ask my hon. friend,
the leader of the House, whether any re-
ports received from Commissioner Walsh,
or any other information which the govern-
ment may have relating to that country,
will be laid on the table of this House be-
fore the measure is brought up for
discussion?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I may have eaid at
that time that there was no correspondence,
but shortly afterwards I made application
to the Department of Interior, and they sent
over all the correspondence which was not
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We have had a go )d deal of correspondence
from these parties en the subject, and the
correspondence shows that the law has not
been always rightly apprehended. Of course,
the government, in enforcing the Act, can
only enforce it in the case of contracts made
out of the country with persons in a country
whose law imposes disabilities similar to
those for which our law provides. The
Canadian statute is purely a defensive mea-
sure. It does not undertake to impose any
disability on foreigners or on contracts made
with labourers in a foreign country where
there is no disability imposed on Canadians.
It applies only to the citizens of those coun-
tries where disabilities are imposed on Cana-
dian people.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then no one has been appointed in the city
of Toronto.
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of a confidential nature, which I brought
down and laid on the table. It was not
very material. It was at the time he was
at Salmon River, so that communication
could not be got through. I think it came
down when the hon. gentleman was away.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-All I want is
that if there should be any further informa-
tion, important for this House to know, we
should have it.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-On the
17th March I made a motion with reference
to the employment of W. H. Sowden as im-
migration agent, praying that His Excel-
lency would cause to be laid before the
Senate a detailed account by the Depart-
ment of the Interior of the expenses allowed
to W. H. Sowden, immigration agent, and
the names of all persons who, in consequence
of Mr. Sowden's work in the midland
counties, went to the North-west, and other
matters. I inquired to-day and found that
no return had yet been brought down, but
there are other items in the request which
was made that might possibly take some
time to ascertain. My hon. friend was kind
enough, on a former occasion, to give some
instalments of some returns which I had
asked for.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--They are all down
now.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I thought
perhaps the hon. gentleman might not ob-
ject to give me an instalment of this return.
The part I am anxious about is the detailed
account of the Department of the Interior
of the items of expense allowed to W. H.
Sowden, and I would ask the hon. gentle-
man, not in a captious spirit, but in a spirit
of love, to allow me to have that informa-
tion before the other is brought down.

bon. Mr. SCOTT-I will apply to the
department about it.

PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY
AND MINING NAVIGATION COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the Day being called:-
Second Reading Bill (F) "An Act to incorporate the

Pacific and Yukon Railway, Navigation and Mining

Coipany,'« together with the motion in amendient
of the Honourable Mr. Mills "t hat the said bill be not
now read a second time, but that it be read a second
tine this day six mnonths."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED said : This bill
has appeared so long and so frequently on the
Orders of the day that I am desirous that
the House should make some disposition
of it. As hon. gentlemen will doubtless
recollect, in the latter end of March the
debate upon the bill was adjourned, in
fact the second reading of the bill stood
adjourned from that time down to the
present. I was careful not to obtrude
the second reading of this bill during the
time which has elapsed since the latter end
of March on this chamber, from a desire to
permit the government to announce to the
country any new policy which they might
have on the construction of the enterprise
which at the beginning of this session they
had in view, namely the Yukon road. I ap-
preciate the importance of such an enterprise,
and though differing in a very radical way
from the views expressed by the government
on this subject, yet I recognized the desira-
bility of in no way embarrassing the action
>f the government in regard to any new
policy which they might think fit tO
pursue in view of the late defeat which
the Yukon Bill met in this House.
ie days of the session are approaching 8

close-at least I hope so-and it is therefore
not unreasonable that the promoters of this
bill should desire some expression of parlia-
ment in regard to whether this bill for the
construction of a Yukon road should be
adopted or not. Now during the time which
has elapsed since the defeat of the Teslil
Lake bill, every opportunity has been
afforded the government to make further
inquiry into the carrying out of such an
enterprise as was then contemplated aýhd to
obtain such information as would be
of value to the government and of interest
to this House and the country in regard tO
a modified bill for the carrying out of that
undertaking. Various questions have been
asked from time to time, not only in this
House but in the other branch of parliament,
regarding this subject, and so far as we can
ascertain no steps of a definite character
have been taken by the government tO
secure such information as would be desir-
able for this House to form a judgment
upon. So far as we can ascertain, the onl7
additional step which was taken since that
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time in any way to secure information-and ceeded with and, if this buse sees fit, to
we know how scarce information was in re- pass on its second reading. There is
gard to this enterprise-was the sending of' another conclusion that may be drawn from
the chief engineer of the Department of the very great delay which bas taken place.
Public Works to that section of the country The fact that no publicity has been given to
for the purpose of making a new inquiry into the proposed action of the government on
this subject and reporting to his goveriment. this subject, bas not prevented vague
Now, although inquiry was made some weeks reports being circulated around the cbam-
ago for the report, if any, which that gentle- bers of parliament within the last few
man had prepared, yet we were surprised to days, that a new bil is in the process
learn-I may have misapprehended the of incubation and that it may possibly
answer given by the minister-that that see the light at a very early date. Now
gentleman had not even been requested to if that be tbe case, one cannot fail to express
prepare a report to submit to his govern- bis condemnation of the government remain-
ment, or even to submit to this House; ing absolutely quiescent in regard to so im-
therefore, in view of that fact, we cannot. portant an undertaking for so long a period
come to any other conclusion than that we and not seeking to secure public proposaIs
are not to receive any further information and tenders for carrying out so great and 50
in reference to the building of this road. important a work as the one under consid-

eration. I say that if a new bie is to be
Hon. Mr. BOULTOt-Mr. Jennings's brougbt down and taken into consideration,

report bad reference to this road; be made so splendid an opportunity has been given
ta report on it. to the government to ask from the public,
not only in Canada but elsewhere, for pro-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I might say to posais for the building of this road, or to ask
tbe bon. gentleman from Marquette (Mr. Boul- for tenders f rom contractors for tbe con-
ton) I arn aware of that fact, but during the btruction of the undertaking as to fill the
course of the debate the very great scarcity public mpd wit grave apprehension as to
of information on the subject was accentu- the bonesty of purpose of the government in
ated, and that with considerable force, from pursuing sucb a policy. Now we know very
tbe fact tbat the only report on the route wel rbat the government at this juncture
was made by Mr. Jennings, and it of neces- cannot urge the reasons whic were ss
sity bad to be of a very casual nature. But strongly urged when the Mackenzie-Mann
as I bave sai(, ample time bas eiapsed be- big was first introduced, namely, the extra-
tween that period and the present so ordinary conditions whicb face tbem in the
that definite information might be secured opening Up of that new country, conditions
that this bouse could be seized of more which tbreatened starvation, conditions
valuable knowledge t ban at present it is wvbichi threatened sucb a plethora of trade as
seized of. Now it seems to me that two to paralyze commercial channes in all direc-
conclusions must necessarily be drawn from tions if some new channel were not opened
the delay whicb bas taken place on the part iup for tbe purpose of carrying the immense
of the a vernment on this question since volume of trade that was expected to go
tbe withdrawal of this bilt from public dis- into that country.
cussion, one of whica conclusions is, that
the government does not intend to take any Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B C.)-And
further action on this subject, does not in- also the annexation of the territory by
tend to bring down to parliament anotber United States miners.

b, does nt intend to enunciate any new
Pohicy on the building of a road into the bon. Mr. LOIGHBED-And the further
'Yukon district. So mnuch time bas elapsed, consideration, as the hon. gentleman f rom
as I bave said, as to justify us in coming to Victoria bas pointed out, of that vast ountry
that, coclusion, and to j ustify the promoters becoming absorbed in tbe American union
Of this bill, even tbougb tbe government to the south of us. We know that ail those
lTlay fcot desire its second reading to be reasons were strongly urged upon this
pressed, in concluding that, as the govern- chamberin theforcible and eloquent language
tent intend to take no furtber steps, t oey of the hon. Minister of Justice and had
tare therefore entitled tobave this bi pro- some effect towards producing a conviction,
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in some quarters, that that bill on that oc-
casion should have been carried. Now I say
that all these reasons which I have enumer-
ated, and I have mentioned only a few of
them, have disappeared; therefore none of
these reasons can be urged at this juncture
for the bringing down to parliament at so
late a period of the session a new bill for the
construction of this road which in no way
has seen the light of day up to the present,
and which appareiitly is not to be submitted
to public competition in any way for propo-
sals and tenders. Therefore I say we are dri-
ven to one of two conclusions by reason of
this bill, namely, that no other bill is to be
brought down or that another bill is to be
brought down surrounded and invested with
all the objectionable features which marked
the bill which this chamber in its wisdom saw
fit to pronounce against. Now,hon. gentlemen
have no doubt closely looked into the bill of
which I have the honour to move the second
reading. It is well known that the intention
of the promoters is to construct a line of rail-
way along the Dalton trail from the Lynn
Canal to a point known as the Five Finger
Rapids, and within sixty miles of Fort Sel-
kirk, which I understand bas been decided
upon by the government to be the centre
of the Yukon district, the capital of gov-
ernment. It would be unwise for me to
direct the attention of this House to the
various reasons which have been urged by
the government against the adoption of this
route. This phase of the subject bas been
so thoroughly thrashed out in this House,
has been so thoroughly investigated and so
strongly pronounced against by the hon.
leader of the government in this House, that
I need not refresh your minds by recalling
the various reasons which have been urged
against the bill. Permit me, however, to
say-and the government, I hope, will be
quite prepared to concede the fact-that the
trend of public opinion bas not only pro-
nounced against the route adopted by the
government, but public opinion lias pro-
nounced most emphatically upon the desira-
bility and the practicability of the route
embodied in the bill which we have now
under consideration. No two opinions have
been expressed in railway circles, in ship-
ping circles, in commercial circles, or in
political circles, so far as I can ascertain, ex
cept it be from the present government, as
to the desirability of this route; and we find
this fact admitted by the present govern-

ment. The hon. gentleman the Minister of
Justice, in the reply he bas made to the
question of my hon. friend froin Victoria,
concedes that the whole trend of travel
is by way of the Lynn Canal. And to
such an extent do we find this to be
the case that the government have concluded
it to be a desirable thing to issue miners'
licenses on the boundary line at the Lynn
Canal, so that the immense volume of travel
which is going in that way might, without
going down to Victoria and Vancouver, re-
ceive the licenses which are necessary to
permit them to commence operations in the
Yukon country. If the hon. gentleman will
peruse the various bills which have been in-
troduced in parliament this session for legis-
lation for the carrying out of railway under-
takings in that country, he will find all
those .bills have in view the adoption of a
route from the Lynn Canal and from no
other starting point. I doubt if hon. gentle-
men will find in the legislation which has
been introduced in both Houses of Parlia-
ment this session any legislation adopting
any other route than one starting from the
Lynn Canal. I am now referring to those
roads which have their objective point
in the Yukon and the starting point
west of the Rocky Mountains. This being
the case, why, I ask, should the govern-
ment pursue a policy of insisting that
the only natural route for access into that
country should be entirely discredited,
should be ignored by this government, and
that a route invested with every diffi-
culty which one could conceive of should
be adopted and that that road should be
constructed at enormous expense by the
Canadian government. I am certainly at a
loss to understand the way in which the
government intend to defend their persis-
tence in adhering to this route, which bas
not only been condemned by their own
officials, but condemned by the public;
because I challenge any one to read the
reports prepared by the officials of the
government and come to any other con-
clusion than that the reports so made are
condemnatory of the route which has been
adopted by the government. I might fur-
ther point out, in answer to the patriotic
view which bas been taken by the govern-

> ment, that their actions have been entirely
inconsistent with the so-called patriotic
motives to which they have given expression
and crystallized into the Mackenzie.Manri
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bill. No later than this morning we read moved to it. On the contrary, it bas been
in the Citizen of this city a telegram from invariably the practice to permit such a bil
Vancouver, B.C., as follows: to go before the Railway Committee, where

VANCOUvER, B.C., May 8.-Much indignation is the promotçrs of the bil may discuss its
expressed in local transportation circles at the action merits, may point out their ability to carry
Of the Dominion government in entering into an out the enterprise, may point out the desir-
arrangement with the Boston and Alaska Trans- abilitv of carrying such an enterprise to a
portation Company to deliver 400 tons freight, con-
prUing stores for the Mounted Police in Yukon. consummation. I therefore hope, in regard
This neans that $8,000 of business that mi ht have to this
gone through Vancouver and Victoria firms h been i p ila bih that this ambecn
given to Seattle.

reading and is sent to the Railway Com-
Does this harmonize with the protestations mittee.

of patriotism and of Canadian sentiment
which have from time to time been so Hon. Mr. MILLS-J regard this bil as
strongly enunciated by the government upon one of very great and serious consequence.
this particular question ? Where do we Wheu my hon. friend introduced it and
find the Mounted Police which have been moved its second reading before, I moved
sent into that country to-day ; we find them the six months' hoist. I persist, hon. gentle-
at Dyea and Skagway, not on the Stikine men, in that motion. This bil is an extra-
River route, not at Glenora, not at Tele- ordinary bi. for many reasons. The govern-

raph Creek, flot at this ocean port in the ment came down at an early period of the
Iriterior of British Columbia from which my session with a measure upon the subject of
hom. friend intends to start his road, but on obtainin, access to the north-western portion
the Lynn Canal. I care not what phase of of Canada. They undertook to secure that
the subject of Yukon administration you on Canadian soul and to, control the means by
JXIay look at and consider, you will find that which ofe were to obtain entrance into our
the whole key to the situation bas been the own territory. My hon. friend cornes down
Lynn Canal. It bas been the base of sup- with a proposition, not emanating from this
Plies for that country ; it bas been the portai country-not in the interests of the people
through which ail the government officiais of this country but emanating from people
and their supplies have gone into that coun- of another country, and he is spokesman of
try It is the base from which ail the legis- thtse peope. My hon. friend knows well
lation originating in this House and mthe that when the government scheme was be-
1ltuse of Commons starts, and it is the only fore the House of Commons and this guse,
Portai into that country which the publie active measures were takcn by influential
have in view to-day and which the public people on the western coast of the UJnited
are Using. Are the publie seeking admission States to defeat the government.
tO the country by the Stikine and Fort
'Wrange, or by a port in the interior of B - Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Who were theyi
tish Columbia? i say no, most emphaticahmy.
As I have said attention is centradized on the Hon. Mr. MILLS-They went to Wash-
LYLnn Canal as theentrance into that country. ington and induced the Senate of the United
Then, in the face of those natural conditions, States to favour a proposition which was in-
'may should the government persist in ob- consistent altogether with the treaty rights
etructing any enterprise, particularly an en- of this country in the navigation of the

hrPrie with such financial backino' because Stikine River. That was done for the pur.
It adopts the view that is the only view, pose of hindering and defeating and deay-
arring that of the government, of opening ing the enterprise of constructin a Canad-

"P transportation faciities into that vnli ian railway through Canadian territory. I
country. 1 hope that this chamber may see ac not going into a discussion of the pro-
the deiirabiity of permitting this bil to go priety of that measure. As a member of the
before the Railway Committee. As I pointed administration of this country, assumed
OUt on another occasion, when it was dis- the responsibility of approving of that
cssed before, it is very seldom-in fact I measure, but a majorityof this House voted
cts carceliy recal an instance in which the against it. I did ot understand by that

rinciple of a private bill has been discussed vote that the majority of this buse had
Tr this huse and the six months' hoist committed themselves to favouring a United

Why houd te gvernentperistin o- cnsiten altgeter iththe reay rght
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States enterprise, an enterprise that would for all time to come a portion of the terri-
practically annex a portion of Canada to the tory of the United States. Now, are we so
United States. I say here, as one of Her much interested in the prosperity and great-
Majesty's ministers, as a member of thte ness of that country that we are going to
House, as a loyal British subject, that I assist them in building up on the Pacific
cannot reconcile the supporting of that pro- coast a town which, if you are to start from
position, with my duty to Her Majesty, or a point upon the coast into Canadian terri-
my duty to my fellow citizens in this coun- tory, would be built upon Canadian soil? Is
try. I am a Liberal, and I trust also a a population of ten, fifteen or thirty thousand
loyal British subject, and I am not pre- a matter of no consequence to us ? Is a city
pared to betray the future prospects of of such dimensions of so little importance
this country by supporting a pro-American that it does not matter in the slightest
scheme of this sort. My hon. friend degree whether it is a Canadian or whether
says that you can gain more easy access it is a United States city ? I do not take
to our territory from the Lynn Canal than that view. I say we are to consider the
you can by a route wholly in Canadian interests of our own country first. We are
territory. I do not care to argue that to determine what we shall do for Canada
question. I do not think it is of the first, and if by building a road upon Cana-
slightest importance to the consideration of dian territory we can build up a Canadian
this question. If the people of the United town and secure the colonization and settle-
States were a free trade nation, disposed to ment of hundreds of miles of territory lead-
put the people of Canada on a footing of ing up to the Yukon, is it a matter of no
equality with their own people in obtaining consequence to us ? I believe that if you
access to that country; if we stood on a start from Fort Simpson, or further north
footing of equality with them and had the than that if a convenient port can be
same privileges and opportunities in their secured, a railway running from our own
territory that they have had conceded to coast, you will run through a country that
them in ours for many years past, then the is rich in minerals, a country that will be
commercial side of the question might not occupied by miners thousands in number,
be so important a matter as it is at this scattered the entire length of the road, a
moment. But over and above the question people to whom vou will give railway
of commerce there is the question of control accommodation. Establish a continuous line-
of that territory. You will have, perhaps, a matter of some very considerable conse-
by the end of this year, 50,000 people, four quence, and I an of opinion that by doing
fifths, or possibly nine-tenths of whom will so you wili substantially help the province
be citizens of the United States, people who of British Columbia, without doing any
have nt shown any great regard for law in injury to Canada at large. on the
their own country, and who are disposed to contrary, we will help British Columbia
show even less regard for law in our country. and we will heip the rest of the Domin-
Now, I say that if you build a railway ion at the same time. Now as between
through United States territ3ry, you will a town in the United States territory and 
place very serious-in my opinion,insuperable town in British Columbia, 1 have no dii-
obstacles to the construction of a railway in culty in making a choice, and I trust that
our own country There is not likely to be hon. gentlemen in this House will have no
commercial support for more than one rail- difficulty in making a choice, and it is my
way into that country, and when a road firm conviction that every vote that is re-
is built, if it ii constructed in the first corded in favour of the project of the hon.
instance through Unted States territory, gentleman who las oved the second ea-
then you have no chance or prospect, ing of this bil is a vote against Canada and
without the expenditure of a very large against Canadian interests and in favour Of
sum of money, to obtain the construction the promotion of United States interests on
of a road in our own territory. You will the Pacific coast. I have no wish to injure
build up a town it may be of 20,000 or 30,000 the people of the United States. 1 am de-
people at Dyea or Skagway upon territory sirous of living on terms of amity With
that is at present in the possession of the them. I am ready to extend trade relations
United States, and upon which, if a town with them. I am ready to make just and
suci as q described were built up, would be fair concessions to them as they make ju t
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and fair concessions to us, but I am not
Prepared to sacrifice the future prospects of
this country, and I am not prepared to hold
a portion of our own territory by the grace
and sufferance of our neighbours, when I
feel that we can hold that territory by the
courage and self-sacrifice of our own people..
Tha.t is my position and that is one reason,
at least, why I am opposed to the scheme of
the hon. gentleman. What reason does the
hOn. gentleman give for bringing this bill
forward ? What reason does he give for
proposing to sacrifice the future prospects
of those on the Pacific coast to the neigh-
bouring republic ? Why, he says, the gov-
erument introduced the bill which this
hon1 . flouse rejected. That is true. And
the hon. gentleman says we have made no
other proposition. Well, I might say in
reply to the hon. gentleman, in the first
place, we have had no indication from that
large majority who voted on the government
Proposition what they would be pleased to
SUpport. Now in the United Kingdom,
Where something if found to be necessary
and the House of Lords have rejected the
Proposal of the government, the Lords
have indicated in what direction they
think the government should proceed in
Order to obtain their support, but we have
1o, up to this moment, received from this

thuse the slightest indication, in anything
oldhas been proposed or said or done, that

Would hold out to us any glimpse of light as
to the route which, in the opinion of this
1IOuse, we should take. I say that has not

done. The hon. gentleman bas made
o Proposition in that direction, but, on the

?Oltrary, be has planted his gun and pointed
at the government benches ; he has

hreatened to fire it at us for the past sixeeks, and now the hon. gentleman loads it411d Points it towards us and says : " you
done nothing and this is our proposition
our scheme." While I know perfectly

og i1that this House rejected the propositionrit the
th * government and did not agree with

e vews which the government expressed,
ave a better opinion of the loyalty of this

Ouse than to believe that it will support
t cheme of the hon. gentleman in place
a the One which the government proposed

h1o thP earlier portion of the session. I can-
0lj behleve that.

i on. Mr. BOULTON-Do you believe
l rainority I
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 believe in being a
patriotic citizen. I do not believe in being
a traitor, and 1 feel that I should be one if
I were to support a measure of this sort. To
speak of monopoly, on a question of this
sort, is nonsense in my humble judgment,
because every railway that is built is a
monopoly, except in so far as you subject it
to government control, and if you build two
railways with the hope and expectation that
you are going to have competition, the pro-
bability is that within six months they will
come to an understanding, agree upon rates,
and you have just as large a monopoly as if
you had but a single railway line. That
has been the experience of this country
during the whole period of its railway history,
and it is likely to be its experience for a
good while to come.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The govern-
ment did not do it that way in the Kettle
River bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am ready to discusa
the Kettle River bill when it comes fairly
before the House, and I think I can both
state and defend my views upon the subject.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I should like
to ask the hon. gentleman if any progress ias
been reported by the committee appointed
by this House to consider the subject of
route to the Yukon ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know what
report has been made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There has been no report.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not a member
the committee, and, further than that, I may
say to my hon. friend that I couid not attach
very much importance to a committee's
report about which, so far as routes are con-
cerned, we have absolutely no information
at all. The hon. gentleman says we have
not acted. We have been, he says, as silent
as oysters. Why, the hon. gentleman him-
self is the only one, so far, of that large ma-
jority that rejected our measure who has
given us any indication of what is desired,
and the hon. gentleman bas practically said:
" I prefer Washington to ()ttawa." Now,
let me say that the matter of railway con-
struction has been before the government of
British Columbia, and they did not take the
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view adopted by my hon. friend who moved gentlemen, however that may be, it was
the six months' hoist to the government important, if the road was to be constructed,
measure. They think British Columbia if the government were to obtain the customs
has a substantial interest in the construction duties upon the large amount of goods that
of a railway and in the construction of a would have been consumed there, if the
railway upon Canadian territory. people who went in there by the thousands

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Did were to have life and property made secure,
Hon.i MritishCoNumia (.C ad that we should have ingress into the country

any one in British Columbia, either boards 'and, so far as the government were con-
of trade or public meetings. endorse the cerned, the trade, and the revenues derived
granting of 4,000,000 acres of land? from that trade, were of far more consequence

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What I was about to and far more importance than the land
say was that, while the subject was under, which the government proposed to place at
discussion in British Columbia, while the the disposal of the company.
legislature of that province are considering Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Mr. Speaker, I
what is the extent of their interest in, and think we have not got the Yukon bill here
what contribution they could reasonably now; we had it once, do we want it a second
make towards the construction of a road time h
that was locally advantageous to them,
could it be expect ed that the government Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
would come down to this House and make a forgotten a fact-
new declaration upon a question under con-
sideration in British Columbia, and upon Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not forget
which that government had not yet arrived anything.
at a conclusion. Hon. Mr. POWER-Order!

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I fully Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Order you, sir!
agree with that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. friend
Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a fact which raises a question of order, I am ready to sit

the hon. gentleman would have done well to down until Mr. Speaker decides it.
have taken into consideration and to have
borne in mind. The hon. gentleman from Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
British Columbia asks me about 4,000,000 is no question of order raised.
acres of land. Well, I did not think that Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Go on.
that was anextravagant proposition,although
the amount was really less. Several hon. M EMBERS-Go on.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We Hon. Mr. MILLS--If my hon. friend did
are not discussing that now at all. not intend to raise the question of order he

Hon. Mr. MJLLS -J am discussing the ought not to have interrupted me. Let Ino

hon. gentleman's interruption, and it is a say this, that so far as the question is Co'
perfectly legitimate subject of discussion. cerned I wish to say a word--

a Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I asked es-

holin entlemann hasi not. aànswered mi ques
a question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And I am going to
answer and discuss the hon. gentleman's
question. I will say that, so far as the land
grant was concerned, it was a land grant
that would, in all probability, cost those
who obtained it, if they worked the mines,
in labour the value of all the precious metal
which they obtained. If it did not, the his-
tory of it would be wholly different from
the history of the mines of California, of
South Africa and of Australia. But, hon.

. g y

tion. Did any public body in British Col'
umbia endorse the land grant?

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-They all en'
dorsed it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They endorsed the
government scheme ; they sent differene
telegrams approving it.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the land grant
was part of the government scheme whic'
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they endorsed. There was not a single one of these schemes should be subjected to
board of trade that made a report to the ptiblic tender? I say, hon. gentlemen, no
administration, or to any member of the ad. they have not ; they have scarcely been
ministration, or to any friend or supporter questioned here; they have come before this
of British Columbia in this House, or in the House as a rnatter of course, and as a matter
other House, that did not approve of the of course those bills have been carried ; and
scheme which the government submitted to the parties who sought those charters and
parliament. Let me say further than that, sought the public lands and the pecuniary
the hon. gentleman who proposed this schene aid by postal subsidy and by so much a mile,.
has discussed the subject of tenders, will he have obtained what they asked for, so far as
tell me of a railway constructed since con- they were enabled to carry out their schemes.
federation under the system of tender. The But the proposition of the government met
hon. Mr. Mackenzie called for tenders for with a different fate. I am not going into
the construction of the Canadian Pacific a discussion of that, but I am answering the
Railway but he obtained no response, and observations made by the hon. gentleman
the government that succeeded his govern- that we are censurable because we have not,
ment in office of which the hon. gentleman at this early period, submitted a second
who leads the opposition in this House was scheme for the consideration of parliament,
a member, constructed that road by a private that we are censurable because we have
arrangement with a syndicate and not by not natured a measure which, for aught the
public tender. Why what are we doing hon. gentleman may know, might be under
every year ? Look at the rail ways that have negotiation because we have fot matured a
been constructed in the North-west Terri- measure and asked for public tenders to see
tories? Has there been any one of those roads at what price, for what land grant, or for
constructed under a system of public tender? what noney subsidy such a scheme can be
Have you not had men forming themselves carried into operation. Let me caîl the at-
into corporations, coming down to parlia- tention of the hon. gentlemen of this House
ment asking for a charter to construct a to this: it las been said in the newspapers
road between one point and another? Let that in ail probability at an early date the
me say this, that not one of those roads has government of the United Kingdom and the
been constructed by tender. Look at the government of the United States will be
proposed Saskatchewan road, of which Mr. called upon to enter into negotiations for the
Sutherland had control; look at the Mani- settement of a number of questions which
toba and North-western, the Calgary and are in dispute between Canada and the
Edmonton road, and J could naine a nunber 1United States, and the settleinent of which
of others constructed ail througrh Manitoba are of importance to both countries. What
and the Zorth-west Territories you have does the hon. gentleman propose? e pro-
given charters to parties, you have given so poses that, before we enter upon negotia-
maucm land per mile, you have given postal tions at aIl, we shafl announce in advance to
subsidies for twenty years, you have given the people of the United States, Iyou need
money grants ; in any one of these, was any not make any concessions for permission to
qne advertisement been inserted in any construct a railway fromn the head of Lynn
public rtewspapers asking that tenders Inlet, because the parliament of Canada
should be given in order to see whether soue- have already made provision for that. You
body else would construct one of those roads will get nothing for that concession, because
for a lesser sun? Has not every one of them it lias already been made." now, i say that
been constructed in this way; that men or- if we were to construct such a road, if
ganize themNselves into a company, proposing it were desirable to make a concession,
to construct a road betleen two points and of this sort to the people of the United
ask for a charter, that you grant them a States, it would lie of infinite consequence
charter, and a sibsidy of publie land and that that matter should remain in the bands
Publie money, and postal subsidies, and "ou of this government and under its control in
never seek to ascertain whether these roads order to aid them in determining what the
sould be constructed for a lesser sum. Has terins of the concessions on each ide should
the Senate of Canada rejected any one of be. Now, I think I have said enough, in
those propositions? as the Senate of reply to the observations of the hon. mem-
Canada proposed an amendment that any ber, to show that it is in the intereste of the
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people of this country that this bill should
not become law; that is, if we are to be a
self governing people, if we are to remain
masters of our own destinies and capable of
controlling our own affairs, we cannot afford
at this tine to permit a bill of this sort to
become law, and I am not willing that this
bill shall be read a second time, and that
referred to a committee; I am not willing
that this House shall be cominitted to a
proposition of this sort; but when the hon.
gentlemen undertake to hold the govern-
ment of this country responsible for the
government of that country they will at all
events not undertake to embarrass the gov-
ernment both with regard to its control of
the country and its negotiations with the
neighbouring republic to carry forward a
proposition of this sort.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B C )-Why
did not the hon. gentleman's government
last year stop two charters to build railways
from the Lynn Canal into that country ?
The boundary question stood then where it
stands to-day; there is no difference, and if
the eyes of the government are opened to-
day, they should have been open then to
the danger of allowing those charters to be
given. But it is a fact that they were
given. Now, I am not in favour of this
charter myself, and I would ask iny hon.
friend, if lie sees any chance of the govern-
ment taking up this matter, not to push
this bill. I take exception to what he said
about the eyesof everybody being now turned
to the Lynn Canal as the route. The
whole of British Columbia, I must say, look
to an all-Canadian route from some harbour
in British Columbia joining at Telegraph
Creek. That must be the common point.
I condemned the Stikine route; I condemn
the water part of it still. It is not an all-
Canadian route, and not an available route
alil the year round; but any road from
Kitimat or Observatory Inlet joining at
Telegraph Creek is about the only route
we can hive into that country as far as I
know. The hon. Minister of Justice said-
and I agree with a great part of what he
said-that while the British Columbia gov
ernment are trying to devise some means to
help build that road, no other scheme should
be put forward, that the government should
have a free hand in joining British Columbia
in carrying forward a through route. I
would not have said a word about the

Yukon country at ail if the hon. gentleman
had not pointed to me and saying that no
publie body in British Columbia ever disap-
proved of the land grant. I wrote to the
board of trade in British Columbia and
asked for a reply, but they gave no res-
ponse, no approval, but passed resolutions
and sent telegrams, but they carefully
avoided the land grant question. The sup-
porters of the Stikine route have been
abusing me about my opinions on that
route, but they said it was a matter of
opinion as to whether the land grant was
large or small. Well everything is a
matter of opinion. The hon. Minister of
Justice was patriotic just now and was
talking about the benefit to British Colum-
bia towns ; but my hon. friend is going to
acquiesce in a proposition which will injure
those towns. He ought to see the danger
of trade being carried past our towns,
which will be the result of allowing all the
licenses to be issued beyond the reach of
these towns. I would ask my hon. friend
who has charge of this bill, if he sees any
chance of the government doing anything
in the matter, to not push this measure. Of
course the government zaa easily stop it in
another place, and I believe there is a very
great probability of the government doing
so. I think it will be seen before very long
who was right and who was wrong, and
that the Senate of Canada has saved to this
country an enormous tract of land, I have
it on good authority-I won't give names-
that a land grant of 10,000 acres per mile
would be accepted by the contractors to-
morrow.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not feel as
if I could honestly congratulate my hon.
friend the leader of the House upon thé
tone and nature of the speech which he bas
just delivered. My hon. friend-he will ex-
cuse me if I say so-permitted a petulant
truculant tone to pervade the whole of the
speech from beginning to end. I have been
told that my hon. friend has addressed the
House on this question once or twice before
in the same manner. When he started his
speech this afternoon he complained that a
majority in this House had defeated the
government measure.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not complain.
I stated the fact.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He complained
that a large majority had defeated the gov-
ernment measure, and from that time to
the present that they had not thrown a
single glimmer of light in the direction of
the government or anywhere else to show
what they would do, or what they proposed
to do in the place of the measure which they
had defeated. In that statement my hon.
friend was singularly unfortunate because he
cannot have forgotten that very soon after
the defeat of the Telegraph Creek and Teslin
Lake Railway bill, a committee was moved
for in this House for the purpose of eliciting
Information on that subject, and that that
committee has had various sittings, and that
Men who were supposed to have infomation
With regard to this subject, have been in-
Vited to appear before the committee. I learn
a great deal of valuable information has been
and is being obtained for the benefit of the
government of which my hon. friend is a
mnember, as well as for the benefit of this
Hlouse. My hon. friend, too, in charging
that there has not been anything done from
this side of the House to give another mea-
sure in place of the one that was defeated,
forgets that this very bill that we have
before us is a proposition in that direction.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

lion. Mr. F ERGUSON-Here is a pro-
position from influential persons, British
Subjects-notwithstanding all my hon. friend
haS said to the contrary-nearly all of them,
I think, British subjects, and all of them
Persons of means, asking this House to
allow their bill to go to the Railway
Comllmittee, in order to show who these
gentlemen are and what is their ability,
and the merits of the route upon which
they propose to go-all that is offered
to rny hon. friend free of cost. All this light
and information is available, and yet he ap-
Peared, from the remarks he made. to be
enltirely oblivious of the fact that a commit-
tee of this House was sitting from time to
tune for the purpose of procuring informa-
tiOnl and light with regard to this very sub-
jeet for the government. It is he and his
COlleagues who are doing what he says
e have been doing, that is, retiring into

their shell and doing nothing. My hon.
rWend's policy and the tone of his speech

Which he bas made to-day, reminds me of
AchilleS, who retired into his tent and re-
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fused absolutely to take any part in the
glorious struggle which his countrymen were
carrying on at the city of Troy because he
could not have his own way. My hon.
friend by his own confession is some-
what in the saine mood. He has re-
tired into his tent, he is sulky, and hec-
tors and denounces a majority of this
House because they did not do something
which he thought was very wise, and which
the majority of this House thought was very
foolish. My hon. friend in the course of his
remarks indulged in a phrase-and this
peculiarity is not at all confined to the
speech which my hon. friend has made to-
day for his friends in the country and in
the press seem to be adepts in the use of
misleading phrases, and they appear to have
as much confidence in phrases inaccu-
rately applied, as they used to have when
they advocated commercial union and unre-
stricted reciprocity and asked the people
to believe that they were working for
free trade. They have adopted the
phrase " all-Canadian route." Now they
are talking of the all-Canadian route-
of the unpatriotic members of this Senate
who defeated the all-Canadian route to the
Yukon. I confess that I require something
more than the assertion of my hon. friend
and his friends to convince me that
the route which was proposed in the
Mackenzie-Mann railway bill which this
House defeated, is an all-Canadian one.
We know very well, indeed the fact has been
established beyond all doubt, that ocean
ships cannot leave a British port such as
Vancouver and Victoria and pass up that
river, even if the right of navigation were of
the freest possible character, without a tran-
shipment, and that transhipment must be
made on United States soil, at a United
States port, and if you tranship at a United
States port and moor your vessels to United
States docks, they must necessarily be on
United States soil and you will be contribut-
ing towards building up an American empor-
ium at the mouth of that river. The hon.
gentleman seems to ignore all this. With
regard to the patriotic side of this question,
which my hon. friend thinks he can make so
very much of in this discussion, I think it will
take but a glance to convince this House and
the country that it is all on the surface. What
did we find when this question first came be-
fore us-when the bill was introduced in the
other House and in the Senate 1 We found
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the hon. gentleman and his colleague here
and the gentleman who introduced the bill
in another place, dilating at great length on
what they said was a fact, that we had not
such privileges on the Stikine River as we
required and ought to have-that some one
had stealthily and ignorantly given away
privileges and rights which we had possessed
on the Stikine River. It was a most extra-
ordinary thing to find members of a govern.
ment, having to contend for those very privi-
leges, rise one after the other and put them-
selves on record before the diplomats of the
United States, declaring that our rights on
the Stikine River were minimized and were
not of the nature they ought to be and
which we require. Imagine my hon. friend,
or some colleague of his, going to Washing-
ton to treat on those questions! These very
speeches will be in the mouths of the Ameri-
cans ; they will quote from the speeches
made by members of the government in which
they argued that our rights are of a very re-
stricted character in regard to the navigation
of the Stikine River. Then we have another
extraordinary position taken by the govern-
ment; they have assumed all along that
Dyea, Skagway and these other places at the
head of Lynn Canal are in United States
territory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
said a little while ago that there was a ques-
tion in dispute between the two countries,
but the whole line of the hon. gentleman's
argument was that they were in United
States territory. If not why is he so alarmed
at the prospect of this bill building up Dyea
and Skagway? It is a very extraordinary
course for the government to put them-
selves on record, making arguments for the
United States to use in discussions over
this very question when that boundary comes
to be determined, and all this coming from
hon. gentlemen who claim to take such an
eminently patriotic view of this whole ques-
tion. Then, again, as throwing some light
on this subject, the question is the answer
to the question asked by my hon. friend
from Victoria with regard to granting
licenses to miners at the boundary near
Dyea and Skagway. We have not been told
that the same privileges are granted at
Glenora. Perhaps they are, but all the in-
formation we have is that the government,

of which the hon. gentleman is a member,
have recognized the importance of these
United States ports, Dyea and Skagway.
They are providing facilities for granting li-
censes at these points, the effect of which will
be necessarily to draw trade and population
and wealth to these very towns which he
talks so much about and which he urges us,
as it were, to freeze out. In connection
with that point I may say that the papers
of to-day have this information, that the
government have sent a portion of the
supplies for the Yukon contingent over
United States roads to United States sea-
ports on the Pacific to be transhipped from
there, we do not know where, but anyway
the trade is 'through the United States
territory. The trade is diverted to United
States ports on that coast and very likely
will go through to Dyea and Skagway
before it gets to Canadian territory. I
mention these points to show that my
hon. friend and his colleagues are not
consistent ; that there is not even a
decent garb of consistency in the course of
conduct they are pursuing in regard to the
question that is now before the House. My
hon. friend is very anxious to go back and
thresh out the whole question as to the
merits of the Stikine and Teslin Lake Railway
scheme, and the land grant and all these
other things. I had not the pleasure of
speaking on the Teslin Railway Bill when
it was before the House; but I have no
hesitation in saying that my views on the
subject pare stronger to-day than they were
at the time when that bill was under
discussion. I have no hesitation in saying that
the Teslin Lake route is open to very great
and grave objections from an international
point of view. It lias the ditficulty of tran-
shipment at the mouth of the river, and a
chain can be no stronger than its weakest
link. In the matter of commercial and in-
ternational advantages, the very fact that
you have to tranship at the mouth of the
river brings in international complications,
and the chain is not, from an international
point of view, any stronger than its.weakest
link at that point. But the commercial
and physical features are open to the same
objection of having weak links. I have a
statement made by my hon. friend the leader
of the House only a few days ago when
he was asked why Mr. Coste had gone to
that country. He said that Mr. Coste had
been sent there for the purpose of inquiring
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into the navigability of the Stikine River,
but when he reached there he found that it
was covered with ice and he could not make
a report on that point. It appears, there-
fore, that after all the high sounding talk
we have heard, after the strong language
which my hon. friend has used in denunciation
of the majority of this Senate in rejecting that
Teslin Lake Railway Bill, neither he nor his
government were altogether safe about the
navigability of the Stikine River up to the
time Mr. Coste was sent there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes we were.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then why send
Mr. Coste 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We had reports that
there were obstructions, and we were told
that the possibility of their removal would
be better with the ice on the river than at
any other time. Mr. Coste went for that
purpose, but the snow was very deep.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am very much
obliged to the hon. gentleman for his lucid
explanation. The hon. gentleman rises to
correct what he thinks is a very erroneous
impression I had, and then he goes on to tell
Us that Mr. Coste was sent to inquire
about soine obstructions or something in
the bed of the river, which would affect
its navigability if anything did. The fact
is, this is only one incident in connec-
tion with the navigation of the river. I
have in my possession a map of that river
for which my hon. friend the leader of the
Ilouse is responsible himself. I suppose lie
will not go back on it. I have here a map
of the Stikine River made in 1877, in con-
lection with the department presided over

at that time by my hon. friend, who was
then Minister of the Interior. It was in
Connection with the dispute over the Peter
Martin case, and Mr. Joseph Hunter, now a
Ixernber of the British Columbia legislature,
W48 sent there by the government for the pur-
pose of settling on a provisional boundary line
and ascertaining the exact location where the
capture of Peter Martin took place. This
inap was prepared by him and submitted to
the department, which shows a shoal across
the channel at the mouth of the river with
onlly one foot deep of water over it at low tide.
Then again, further up the stream, between
that 'and Rothesay Point, it shows only
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two feet of water at many places during low
tide. That is the statement of the depths
of water made by Mr. Hunter at that time,
and this evidence we will certainly accept as
being, at all events, an attempt to get accur-
ate information, because there was no question
at that time of politics, as there is now, in-
fluencing the mind of anybody. Mr. Hun-
ter was sent there under instructions, and
felt it his duty to collect all available
information with regard to the naviga-
bility of the stream, as well as other matters.
There was another Mr. Hunter who went
there another vear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
making a speech on the bill which was re-
jected six weeks ago.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
did not see that point when he was on
his feet to-day. We cannot help speak-
ing on that matter, because my hon.
friend persists in holding it up as an
ideal scheme. And because that scheme
was so good in his estimation, lie insists
that we should consider scarcely any other
proposition, while in the sanie breath lie
denounces the majority who voted against
that bill for not submitting an alternative
proposition, yet when lie introduced the bill
in this House, in the very introduction
of his speech he announced that the gov-
ernment could accept no amendment, that
the bill had either to be adopted or rejected
in its entirety. Here is what Mr. Hunter,
a customs-house officer who was sent up that
river. in 1875, says:

Boundary post of the Stikine River, 12th May, 1894.
I beg to nform you that I arrived here yesterday,

seven dars from Wrangel. The river fnot being
thoroughly open, I had a fearful time of it.

It took seven days, you will notice, to
travel 30 miles from Wrangel to the boun-
dary post.

The river not being thoroughly open, I had a fear-
fui tinie of it. In many places it was blocked 20 feet
high with ice. The snow on the banks was fron one
to seven feet deep.

This was the clearest possible evidence
that the statements which have been made
that the river is open uniformly at the
lst May is incorrect, because from 16 to 20
feet of ice was found accumulated in that
river at the 12th of May, 1875, and
therefore the statements we have sub-
mitted to us about the navigability of
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that river f rom the 1st of May is not correct.
It may be there are some seasons when it is
open that early, and there may be some
seasons when it is closed with ice later than
the 12th of May. But there is another ex-
treme weakness about the pet route of
my hon. friend, so much of a pet in his
estimation that he almost gets angry when
anybody suggests any other way of
getting to that country at all. It is
true Mr. Saint-Cyr, in his report, says
he left Teslin Lake on the 10th November,
and that the lake was not frozen at that
time. He says, however, in the same para-
graph that the thermometer had ranged
44° below zero for some days. These two
statements appear to me to be very incon-
sistent. How it was possible for a sheet of
water, from two to four miles wide, com-
paratively still water, land locked by great
hills, some 3,000 feet above the level of the
sea on each side-how it was possible for
water of that kind to remain open with the
thermometer ranging 440 below zero, I can-
not understand. Al that has been claimed
for the Stikine River is that it has been
opened five months in the year. The head
waters of the Stikine at Glenora are only
500 feet above the sea level. Teslin Lake
is 2,500 feet above the sea level. There is
an advance in altitude from the water of
the Stikine River until you reach Teslin
Lake of 2,000 feet. It is still water, as I
said before. It is altogether 200 miles
from Telegraph Creek before you are
far into the lake-200 miles further
north. Here you have 2,000 feet greater
altitude, at a point 200 miles further north,
and still water, and hon. gentlemen ask us
to believe that Teslin Lake will remain open
as long as the waters of the Stikine River
that are so much lower in altitude and
latitude and flow with such velocity. The
fact is the bill was conceived under a great
lack of information-I would almost say
ignorance.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill before the
House ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The bill was
sufficiently before the House for my hon.
friend to discuss it, and discuss it at a great
length, and now he asks, is the bill before
the House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not discuss the
bill at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not know
what the hon. gentleman would call dis-
cussion. He went over it-the land
grant as well, he told us that every board
of trade, every public body in Canada, that
had communicated with the government had
committed themselves to the government
scheme.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All I said was in
reply to a question by my hon. friend from
Victoria.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The sentence I
am now quoting was said in reply to that,
but the House knows very well that the
hon. gentleman went over every phase of
the question, and now he becomes exceed-
ingly restless when he finds something
advanced which does not altogether agree
with his pre-conceived views of the question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My lion. friend,
instead of making a speech on the Yukon
bill, went down to Prince Edward Island to
carry an election, and now he comes back
victorious.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As the hon.
gentleman did from Bothwell. What I say
here will be heard in Prince Edward Island,
and I speak with that object in view, and I
am not at all averse to it being heard in
Bothwell as well. When I speak in this
House I try as well as I can to advance my
general views, irrespective of locality alto-
gether. My hon. friend refers to an election
in Prince Edward Island. I suppose the
point of the remark-which I suppose is
altogether pertinent to the question before
the House-is the fact that that election
went favourably to the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
lost his opportunity of speaking on the bill
and takes the opportunity now.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
has the advantage of me, for he has made
his speech three times in this House
this session. ly hon. friend went into
the question of the manner of construct-
ing this road as well. He says he did not
discuss it, but I think some hon. gentle-
men in this House will remember that he
discussed the question of the manner in
which the contract was entered into, that
he said it was just similar to all railway
contracts.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said nothing about it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
is very uneasy. It is hard to get him down
to terms.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
who moved this bill says the government
were to blame for not having advertised for
tenders if they contemplated any scheme,
and I was answering that portion of bis
speech and it had nothing to do with the
bill of the government.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Indeed; and my
hon. friend thought it of sufficient importance
to gointo a general justificationof the manner
in which the government awarded the con-
tract.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
will insist upon being his own interpreter,
but we must be allowed to interpret for our-
selves now and then. The general trend of
his argument was that the manner in which
the government let that contract did not
differ materially from the manner in which
all other railway contracts had been let since
confederation. , He went on to say that
tenders had not been called for in any
instance. He refarred to Alexander Mac-
kenzie having invited tenders for the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway,and not having received
any. I know that every mile of railway that
was built in Prince Edward Island was built
by tender. Tenders were called for by the
provincial government, and in the building
'Of some eleven miles of railway by the Domin-
ion government in 1884 in Prince Edward
Island it was let by tender. My recol-
lection is very distinct that the govern-
ient of Sir John Macdonald, in dealing

With the British Columbia portion of the
(Canadian Pacific Railway, let by tender
sections of that road. We remember Onder-
donk's section, and while the government in
building the British Columbia section did not
let the whole of it in one contract, called
for tenders and let it by divisions. My
hon. friend tries to lead the House into
believing that the manner in which McKen-
ýie and Mann's cnntract was let was on
aIl fours with the way the government
was proceeding in chartering other rail-
Ways, but I do not think there will be
found in the legislation of Canada any

parallel for this extraordinary contract which
my hon. friend made with regard to the Teslin
Lake Railway. We remember very well that
it was made in secrecy, no public offers were
solicited. Indeed, when the announcement
was first made that this contract had been
made, a great deal of surprise was expressed
even by the supporters and friends of the
government all over the country. It was
different altogether from the ordinary way
of letting contracts in the Dominion of
Canada. We aire for instance, now pro-
posing to charter a railway. That is the
first initiatory step. Was any such initiatory
step taken in the case of Mackenzie
and Mann's proposed railway? It is
possible they may have got a British
Columbia charter through another party,
but there was no right given by this govern-
ment, except what was given by the defeat-
ed bill, and in connection with giving them
a charter we were going further and propos-
ing to settle the consideration to be awarded
to these contractors for building the railway.
All that was proposed. It was very dif-
ferent from the course which bas been
pursued by the parliament of Canada
with regard to other roads all over
the country. With regard to the charter
now proposed to be given, I think that hon.
gentlemen will see it is our duty to advance
this bill another stage. We should certainly
send this bill to the Railway Committee. It
will then be ascertained what these gentle-
men propose to do, and whether they are
willing to build a railway without govern-
ernment ad or subsidy. That fact has been
elicited this year before the Railway Com.
mittee of the House of Commons with regard
to the Kettle River Railway, and it was
very satisfactory to the country when it was
found that different parties were willing to
build that railway without a subsidy. It
may be when we go into committee on this
bill that similar information will be elicited.
For my own part, I cannot see that there is
any question of national importance involved
in connection with it. If, however, that
should appear, the Railway Committee is
just the place to have it inquired into. We
can then have gentlemen before us who can
give precise information upon all these sub-
jects. It would be well for members of the
government to be there, and if they find
there is any diplomatic reason against
granting the charter the committee would
be willing to hear them. I do not think it
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would be right for this House to refuse to
advance this bill and give it a second read-
ing and send it to the Railway Committee.
After that has been done, if it is found that
the government have a measure maturing to
deal with the question, which will better
carry out the object which this bill bas in
view, to obtain a good Canadian commercial
route to the Yukon, which will give us
all we require, so much the better.
But my hon. friend moves the six months'
hoist. He is unwilling that this bill should go
to the committee where we could get all this
information. With regard to the bonding
privilege, I have heard my hon. triend and
his friends in this House talk about that
question at various times during this
session, but I cannot see the force of the
argument they are trying to advance upon
that question. To my mind the bonding
privilege at that place would be assured. I
cannot see how or why it should not. The
Americans have a Yukon country which
was, up to a few months ago, considered to
be very much more valuable than ours.
It nmay be yet as valuable as ours.
It may be a stampede will take place
from one side of the line to the other.
At any rate the United States people
have important interests there-as important
as our interests, probably, in their estima-
tion. They are as anxious as we are to get
a route to the Yukon. If the route thence
by Pyramid Harbour and Fort Selkirk and
ultimately by rail to the Yukon is the best
commercial route there, it is the best for
them as well as the best for us, and they
would be most willing-it would be extra-
ordinary if they were not-to give the bond-
ing privilege over 20 miles of territory which
they are in possession of and which may be
ours some day, according to the Canadian
claim. At any rate they would be willing to
give the bonding privilege for that 20 miles in
consideration of obtaining the bonding privi-
lege for 400 or 500 miles of our territory. By
this route we would have deep water to
Pyramid Harbour. We would get clear of
all the rapids of the Hootalinqua and other
difficulties. We would strike the Yukon
River after the waters of the Pelly joined
with the Lewes, make it a strong deep
stream, and to reach Dawson City would
be only a matter of 300 miles more.
That is from Fort Selkirk to Dawson
City. All these matters would come out.
Hon. gentlemen lay a great deal of stress

upon a railway starting from a port
of British Columbia. I admit that
if the other difficulties were not too
great, that would be a very important con-
sideration, an object that we should have
in view, but we must consider the fact that
it is 1,100 or 1,200 miles from a British
Columbian port to Dawson City, that there
is a grave doubt about the navigabllity,
even in the summer time, of some of the
streams between the Yukon and Teslin
Lake;- in view of the fact which is undeni-
able that these waters will be f rozen about
two-thirds of the year, some of them I think
two-thirds of the year, if that country is
going to be reached commercially it will
have to be reached by railroad if it is as im-
portant as many think now. A railway from
a British Columbia port would be almost as
long as a railway from Edmonton. My hon.
f riend bas never referred to an eastern route
to that country at all, but the more I con-
sider this question, the more strongly I am of
opinion that the proper commercial route
for the Yukon country for Canadian pur-
poses, should have for its point of depar-
ture Edmonton or some place in the North-
west Territories.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is if we
are to have a purely Canadian route.
Any route that has its opening from the
Pacific Ocean will give the United States
people a great advantage. Take the matter
of flour. We have a duty of 60 cents.
That duty is a great deal more than over-
balanced by the difference of freight which
Canadians have to pay on flour from the
North-west in going to that country by
the Pacific Ocean, as compared with the
United States people coming from Portland
or Seattle where there is a wheat growing
country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-After that you vote
for this bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If my hon.
friend is willing to undertake the con-
struction of a road 1,100 or 1,200 miles
long I think he ought to turn his eyes to
the eastern route, because it will be admitted
that that is the best all-Canadian route
which could be suggested. If we are going
to have a route from the Pacific coast at aIl,
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we cannot ignore geographical considerations
entirely, and f rom the head of the Lynn
Canal these considerations are very important
as compared with any other place, and
Canadians would benefit as well as United
States people would. It would be no use
for us to punish Canadians by forcing them
to adopt that perilous, uncertain route by
Teslin Like and over the Hootalinqua
rapids and all that way to force them under
the strength of a monopoly to carry their
provisions over that route for five years,
simply because of the gratification of feeling
that we were punishing United States
citizens as well as the Canadians. These
are all matters of inquiry before the Railway
Committee of the Senate, but my hon. friend
does not want to have these subjects in
quired into. He appears to be satisfied
with that one gigantic effort of his colleague,
the Minister of the Interior, the Teslin Lake
scheme, which a very able and distinguished
member of the cabinet described in the
House of Commons as a huge gamble. This
huge gamble of my hon. friend appears to be
the beginning and the end of his efforts to
get access to this country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We do not require a
committee for that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
told us we had to open our mouths and shut
our eyes and swallow the contract. That is
not the way to get information upon a ques-
tion of this kind, but the government were
supposed to get information. Have the
government given any evidence to us since
the question came up that they themselves
possessed information? What did we find 1
We found they sent Major Walsh to that
country as a commissioner clothed with very
great powers, and they have gravely inform-
ed us that they sent him without any
written instructions, at any rate we could
nlot get any written instructions which they
gave him. He was a long time up there.
I am told there is some kind of return be-
ing brought down giving some information
fron Commissioner Walsh, but I believe it
was so unimportant and insignificant that
scarcely any member of the House took any
nIotice of it and I fear very much when it
will be examined it will be found to
contain no information at all. Now,
.while the members of the government are
averse to our going into committee on this

bill for the purpose of getting the promo-
ters of the bill before us, and getting all this
information, they have absolutely refused
to give us any information upon the sub-
ject if they possess it themselves. Con-
sidering all these matters I think it would
be our duty to go into committee on the bill
to hear all that can be said in favour of it,
and for my part, if the government bring
down a good sensible measure that will meet
the difficulties of the situation and the de-
mands of that country, I will be most happy
and delighted to w ithdraw any support I am
now giving to this bill, and to give the gov-
ernment measure every consideration. But
the session of parliament is drawing to a
close, and the government are not doing
anything, they are not moving; they have
not said they are going to do anything, but
still they appear to stand in the way of any-
thing else being done for the purpose of
affording communication to that country.
This does not at all accord with the
professions which they made in the early
part of this session, of the great urgency of
this question and the importance of the
measure which they submitted being ac-
cepted almost without challenge on account
of that.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-It is but a
short time since this House appointed a
very strong committee to consider the sub-
ject now under discussion, to consider par-
ticularly the various routes that would lead
into the Klondike country. It does seem to
me that we are more or less premature in
considering any bill upon this subject until
a report of that committee is made to the
House. From what I can hear, a vast
amount of information has been received
by that committee, and I understand that
only a couple of days will elapse before they
shall have made their report. Now it does
seem to me that this House should let this
matter stand until its own committee has
reported, and if that committee make a re-
port which will be acceptable to the House,
to the country, and probably to the govern-
ment, it will be much more satisfactory
than to engage ourselves in the discussion
of any bill of a private nature. I do not
rise for the purpose of discussing the merits
or demerits of this measure at the present
juncture, but simply to say that, in my
opinion, in the face of this House appoint-
ing a committee to examine the question of
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routes and report, that the present bill
should stand over or be withdrawn in the
meantime.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I rose at the same
time as my hon. friend who has just pre-
ceded me (Mr. O'Donohoe) to draw the
attention of the House to exactly what he
has already drawn your attention to. Since
this bill was before the House on a previous
occasion the Senate have appointed a com-
mittee for the purpose of inquiring into the
routes into the Yukon, and they have ob-
tained a large amount of valuable informa-
tion that will be accepted by the govern-
ment, I have not the slightest doubt, so far
as it goes. I hope to put the House in the
possession of the report of that committee
on Wednesday if it is possible to get it pre-
pared and the committee to sit upon it for
that time. For that reason I think it would
be desirable that the debate on this question
should be postponed until the Senate has
been put in full posse6sion of what the com-
mittee bas to bring before them. The Sen-
ate bas thrown out the Yukon Railway Bill,
and, as the hon. gentleman who preceded
me from the other side of the House said,
the country justifies the Senate in the action
which it took upon that occasion. Now,
the Senate, in order to put itself before the
country in a proper way, appointed this
committee, and it would be desirable that we
should adjourn this debate at any rate until
next Monday in order to give the Senate an
opportunity of ascertaining what the report
of the committee may be, and how far its
recommendations may affect the bill before
the House. For that reason, and with that
idea, I move that this debate be adjourned
until next Monday.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I disagree with
the hon. gentleman altogether about post-
poning this bill, for this reason: if the com-
mittee has got any information to give the
House it will come in due time. The hon.
gentleman forgets that this is a Senate bill;
if the government of this country do not
choose to accept the report of that commit-
tee, and pass this bill, it is in their power
in the other House not to allow it to be-
come law. We know they have a large
majority over there. If it suits them they
will put it through, and if they do not they
will have the information which the com-
mittee will give them, and if they think that

we have pointed out a better route they
will accept it. If not, they are not obliged
to accept this bill. They can do what they
like. When my hon. friend feels satisfied
that the government will take the route
that the committee recommend.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I did not say
that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am not so
satisfied about that. Therefore, there is
no harmn at all in sending this bill to the
committee; it will be some days before it
comes back to us, and the report of the
committee will have been brought before
this House before this bill is through the
committee. If the report is favourable and
the-government want to adopt it, they have
the power in their own hands to defeat this
bill in the other House. My hon. friend
said that we took the whole matter out of
their hands. I do not want to take any-
thing out of the hands of the House of
Commons ; I want them to have the right
and responsibility which pertain to them,
and to discharge what they conceive to be
their duty to this country. Instead of
taking it out of their hands for one, I want
to put it in their hands; I want them to be
responsible; I want to send this bill over
there, and if it is favourable, if they have
not got a better scheme, they can take this
or reject it as they think best. We have
heard about starving people in the Yukon
country. That cry bas disappeared now.
That was the ostensible object of forcing
that Yukon railway bill through before.
I do not want to discuss the Yukon
bill, because I think that is dead and
buried several feet down never to be
raised again, and I hope such a bill will
never he brought into this chamber in the
future. I suppose we can have confidence
in the committee, and if the government
have not got a better scheme, we will put
amendment in this bill requiring the com-
pany to commence operations immediately,
so that they can relieve that awful starva-
tion in that country which we have heard
so much about. But if the government
think proper not to allow this bill to pass
after it goes through this House, it is a mat-
ter in their own hands ; so there is no use
in delaying the disposal of this bill. Either
send it to the committee at once or adopt
the unusual course proposed by the Minister
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of Justice, and vote no confidence in the
Railway Committee as well as in this bill.
I want to leave the responsibility with the
government, to let thein make a choice. It
is merely to cause delay, as I look at it, to
ask us to wait for the report of the
committee that is inquiring into routes.
I do not want to say what that report
will be; I am pretty well satisfied what
it will he; but at the same time I want
the government to have two strings to
their bow, I want them to have a choice
between two as far as this Senate is
concerned. I question very much whether
they will take either of them. They may
have sone other scheme, but whatever
scheme they have, I hope they will advertise
for tenders and let the work to the lowest
bidders. They may not bring any bill down
at all, because they have been defeated on
this Yukon deal. You can see they loved
it very much, in fact they were married to
it; they would not allow it to be altered in
any way, and it showed what great dis-
appointment they felt because the Senate
thought proper, in the interests of the
country, to defeat the Yukon bill. You see
what great disappointment my hon. friend,
the Minister of Justice showed to-day
because he did not get through that iniqui-
tous bill. I hope my hon. friend will
withdraw his motion to adjourn the debate
and dispose of it now.

Several Hon. MEMBERS-Six o'clock!
six o'clock 1

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is time to
dispose of it now. I want this bill to go to
the House of Commons and then the report
of the committee would follow it and they
would have to make a choice. Let us not
enbarrass the governnent in the other
House ; let us give them all the chance in
the world. They are responsible to the peo-
ple and let them take the responsibility.
We threw out what we considered a bad
scheme, but it does not follow that we are at
War with them. We should do what we can
to assist them in every way possible to
govern this country. I am ready to do so.
I have no party feeling at all in the inatter.
I ara here, independent, to do what I be-
lieve is right and just in the interests of
this country, and I hope my hon. friend will
withdraw his motion and let us dispose of
this question now.

Several members-Carried ! Lost !

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Take the yeas
and nays.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Let us have the
yeas and nays and call in the inembers.

The House divided on the amendment to
the amendment, which was rejected on the
following vote :-

CONTENTS:

Bellerose,
Boucherville
Boulton,
Casgain,
De lois,.
Dever,
Dobson.

The Honourable Messieurs
Macdonald (P.E.I.),

de Macdonald (Victoria),
O'Dcnoiioe,
Ross,
Temple,
Templeman,
Vidal.--14.

NON-CONTENTS :

The Honourable Messieurs
Aikins, McKindsey,
Almon, McLaren,
Baker, McMillan,
Bolduc, Merner,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie), Mills,
Clemow, Perley,
Ferguson, Power,
Fiset, Prowse,
King, Reesor,
Kirchoffer, Scott,
Landry, Snowball,
Lougheed, Wark,
Lovitt, Wood.-27.
McCallum,

The House divided on the amendment
which was rejected by the following vote:-

CONTENTS:

The Honourable Messieurs
Bellerose, O'Donohoe,
Boucherville, de Perley,
Dever, Power,
Dobson, Reesor,
Fiset, Scott,
King, Snowball,
Lovitt, Temple,
Macdonald (Victoria), Templeman,
Mills, Wark.-18.

NON-CONTENTS :

The Honourable Messieurs
Aikins, Lougheed,
Almon, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Baker, McCallum,
Bolduc, McKindsey,
Boulton, McLaren,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie), McMillan,
Casgrain, Merner,
Clenow, Prowse,
De Blois, Ross,
Ferguson, Vidal,
Kirchhoffer, Wood.-23.
Landry,

The bill was then read the second time.
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THIRD READINGS.

Bill (M) "An Act further to amend the
Companies Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

Bill (64) "An Act respecting the Van-
couver, Victoria and Eastern Railway and
Navigation Company."-(Hon. Mr. Temple-
man.)

Bill (93) "An Act respecting the, Canada
Atlantic Railway Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Clemow.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (77) " An Act to incorporate the
Toronto and Hudson Bay Railway Com-
pany."-(Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell, in the
absence of Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (105) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Island Belt Line Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (69) " An Act respecting the Kingston
and Pembroke Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 10th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to call the at-
tention of the-government to the following
answers given, one by the Hon. Mr. Scott,
Secretary of State, on the 2nd day of May,
1898, the other by the Hon. Mr. Mills,
Minister of Justice, on the 25th day of
April, 1898, to the following question:-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
1. Whether the present government or the Prime

Minister, or any member of the present administra.
tion, has had, directly or indirectly, or is having,
directly or indirectly, any negotiation, either with
the government of Manitoba or with any member
thereof, or with the Catholic religious authorities of

Manitoba, on the subject of the question called the
Schools Question?

" Hon.Mr. MILLS-I may
say, in answer to my hon.
friend, that the government
have not had any negotia-
tions with the government
of Manitoba, or with the
Catholie religions authorit-
ies in that province, on the
subject called the School
Question, nor bas it author-
ized any members of the
government to hold any
s u c h negotiations. (25th
April, 1898.) "

" Hon. Mr. SCOTT-'Ihe
present government had a
conference with the repre-
sentatives of the govern-
ment of Manitoba, and they
came to an agreement
which was confirmed by the
Manitoba Legislature, and
that is the end of it, so far
as the public are concerned.
(2nd May, 1898.)"

And inquire in what answer is the truth to be
found?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen will
notice the excessive politeness of this ques-
tion. The hon. gentleman wishes to know
whether the hon. Secretary of State or I
told the truth to this House in reply to his
question. I can tell my hon. friend thac we
both spoke the truth. My hon. friend the
Secretary of State was speaking of one per-
iod of time, and I of another. My hon.
friend referred, in his answer, to the com-
munications between certain members of
the government and the government of
Manitoba, which led to the legislation in
Manitoba. That was a well ascertained
fact upon which I did not suppose for a
moment that the hon. member was putting
a question. I supposed the hon. gentleman's
question, as I understand it now, to refer to
what transpired after that Act had become
law, and I stated then-and I have no rea-
son to doubt the accuracy of the statement
I made-that the government had not any
negotiations withthegovernmentof Manitoba
or with the Catholie religious authorities in
that province, on the subject called the
school question, nor has it authorized any
members of the government to hold any such
negotiations. I was speaking of what trans-
pired after the legislation was passed in the
province of Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am really glad
to accept the explanations given by the
hon. member. If there was a controverted
fact, it was this question I put, and I see
that when the facts are controverted the
hon. member gives an answer, but when
they are not he cannot give an answer.

THIRD READING.

Bill (102) " An Act to incorporate the
Montmorency Cotton Mills Company," as
amended.-(Hon. Mr. Ogilvie.)
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ST. JOHN BRIDGE AND RAILWAY
EXTENSION COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DEVER moved the third
reading of Bill (78): " An Act respecting
the St. John Bridge and Railway Extension
Company."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I propose to move
the amendment of which I have given notice.
Perhaps it is desirable that I should briefly
explain to the House the position of this
Matter. This St. John Bridge and Railway
Extension Company was incorporated in the
year 1881 by the legislature of the province
of New Brunswick. In the year 1883 the
Company appiied to the Government of
Canada, and the government agreed to
advance a sum of money not exceeding in
the whole $500,000 ; and the government of
that day introduced a bill into parliament,
in the usual way in which money bills are
introduced, by message from His Excellency
the Governor General and by resolutions in
the House of Commons, upon which the bill
Was based ; and the government were
authorized by this bill to advance money to
the company to the extent of eighty per cent
of the cost of the work as it proceeded, the
whole amount not to exceed $500,000. The
ComUpany were to have the right to repay the
advances and interest at any time within
fifteen years from the date on which the
first advance was made. The fifteen years
Will expire during the current year. The
third clause of the schedule to that
chapter 26 of the Acts of 1883 provided
that the governinent inight, if it
Were found advisable, take possession
of the bridge, railway and appurtenances at
afny time within five years from the date on
Which the first advance is made, on pay ment
of the difference then due for advances and
'Iterest on the same and the total amount
expended by the company, and ten per
centumn on the total so expended. In the
Original Order in Council with respect to
this company, the government were a'lowed
to take over the work at any time within
8fteen years, and it will be seen that by the
new Order in Council, embodied in this Act
of 1883, the time was limited to five years.
That is very much to be regretted, because
this bridge is one of the works which the gov-
erlynent should have taken over. Then the
comapany were to pay interest at the rate of

4 per cent on the amount advanced to them
by the government, and the government's
claim for these advances was to form a first
charge, a lien, and to be secured by a mort-
gage on all the property, real and personal,
of the company.Then there was a provisi on
that if they did not pay the interest the
government might take possession. The in-
terest was to be computed at the rate of 4
per cent per annun. So that in 1883, and
probably within the next year after the pas-
sing of this Act, the government, as I un-
derstand it, advanced to this company sums
amounting in the whole to about $480,000,
upon which the company have been paying
interest at the rate of 4 per cent. The com-
pany also, under statute passed by the legis..
lature of New Brunswick, issued debentures
to the extent of $125,000, bearing interest.
at the rate of 6 per cent. As I understand
it-I may be mistaken about that- the work
has paid the interest on these debentures
also ; and I understand, further, that most
of these debentures are held by the members
of the company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Are they a prior
claim to the government's 1

Hon. Mr. POWER-No. Their claim
was to be a second lien after the govern-
ment's lien. Now, the fifteen years for which
these bonds of the company were to run,
and during which the government lien was
to hold, having expired, the company come
to parliament for an extension of time for
bth purposes. I do not find any fault
with those gentlemen. It is only reasonable,
I suppose, that they should be allowed, as
they are allowed by the first clause of this
bill, to issue new bonds for a sum not ex-
ceeding in the whole $125,000. I have
some doubt (but that is not a question for
this House now) as to whether the rate of
interest should not be lower than it is. It
is a rate not exceeding six per cent per
annum. At the present timne, the success
of this work having become assured, I do
not think more than five per cent should be
paid. However, that is, perbaps, a matter
for the company, and not for parliament.
The third clause of the bill provides for
securing these debentures by mortgage, and
then goes on to say :

That the rents and revenues of the company shall
be subject, first. to the payment of any penalty im-
posed for non-compliance with the requirements of
the Railway Act, respecting returns to be made to
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the Minister of Railways; and, also, that such mort-
gage and the bonds and debentures secured thereby,
shall be subject to the mortgage given by the com-
pany to Her Majesty, to secure advances made to the
company by the Governor in Council under the pro-
visions of chapter 26 of the statutes of 1883 of Canada;
and provided also that all such advances made by the
government of Canada under the last mentioned Act
shall be and remain a charge and lien upon the pro-
perty of the conhpany conveyed by the said mortgage,
prior to any mortgage made under the authority of
this Act, or any bonds or debentures issued hereunder.

Now if the clause had stopped there no
one would have been disposed to quarrel
with it or find fault with it, but it does not.
The clause ends with the final important
words :

Until or unless the government of Canada shall
otherwise agree or consent.

Now it will be seen that there is there, if
not a direct, at least an implied authority to
the government of Canada to postpone the
government's claim on this work to the
mortgage securing these bonds or debentures,
or possibly to remit the claim altogether. I
may say in the first place that I think this
provision is unconstitutional. How that
provision could have got through the House
of Commons and the committee of the House
of Commons without attracting attention is
something I cannot understand; but hon.
gentlemen know that it very frequently
happens that little things do escape the
notice of the members of the House of
Commons and have to be dealt with
here. The probabilities are that they
were not supposed to be any politics in this
bill, and consequently the members of the
House of Commons were not particularly on
the watch, or did not scrutinize the measure
with the care which they would otherwise
have manifested. The proviso to which I
refer is, as I say, unconstitutional. That
provision which authorized the government
to remit the claim held by the people of
this country on this public work for the
amount of $480,000, could constitutionally
have been adopted by the House of Com-
mons only when recommended to that House
by a message from His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General. I presume the hon. leader
of the opposition or any one who bas had ex-
perience in government, will not deny that.
Then there has to be a resolution of the
Flouse of Commons based on that recom-
mendation, and then we should have a bill
based on these resolutions. That such a
provision as this should appear in'a private
bill, and that it should never have been con.

sidered in the way a money bill should have
been considered, is remarkable, and it just
shows what a useful purpose this House can
sometimes serve. I do not think it is ne-
cessary to enumerate the sections of the
British North America Act which deal with
this matter. Section 53 says:

Bills for appropriating any part of the public re-
venue, or for imposing any tax or impost, snall origi-
nate in the House of Commons.

Section 54 provides that it shall not be
lawful for the House of Commons to adopt
or pass any vote, resolution, &c., that bas not
first been recommended to that House by
message of the Governor General in the
session in which such vote, &c., is proposed.
So I think the constitutional point is quite
clear. Some hon. gentlemen might, per-
haps, Fay that while any bill imposing a tax
cannot be introduced in any other way, that
a bill which proposes to release a claim can;
but the authorities show that that is not
the case. I am not going to trouble the
House with references, but reference to
Todd's "Government in the Colonies " and
his " Parliamentary Government in Eng-
Jand," will show that that is the case. The
remission is in the same position as the im-
position. So hon. gentlemen,, I do not think
it necessary to trouble the House any further
on this point. I think the case is perfectly
clear, the constitutional point is clear; and
then, as a matter of policy, hon. gentlemen
must all feel that there could be no more un-
wise or vicious policy than that of authorizing
the government to give away the property
of the people of this country without dir-
ectly consulting parliament on that ques-
tion. The proper and constitutional way is
to have the proposed measure recommended
by His Excellency, and dealt with in the
usual way in which money bills are dealt
with in the House of Commons, and I
might say that, while what I say now may
appear to reflect somewhat on the govern-
ment of the day, my own impression is that
the government were not any more aware of
this peculiar provision in this bill than meni-
bers of both Houses generally were. Per-
haps they should be, but no one would look
for such a provision in a private bill;
though it is wonderful that the members of
the Railway Committee of the House of
Commons did not discover it. I therefore
move:

That the said bill be not now read a third time,
but that it be amended by striking out all the words
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in the third ci huse after "hereunder "on line tw nty as if the position lie has taken is correctly
of the second page. taken, the arguments which he has used

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The facts stated by prove conclusively that, at all events, these
the senior member for Halifax are correct. words in the bill must be entirely harmless.
The loan made by tie governinent was for The hon. gentleman, if 1 understand him
the period of fifteen years, which expired, and correctly, has stated to the House that no
I presume those words were added to enable ¡measure for the payment of moneys, nor any
the government to extend the time to take nieasure for remitting an amount of money
a new mortgage, because I understand an due the government from any private
application for a renewal- source, can become law unless it is intro-

duced by a resolution from the government,
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It and afterwards by a bill. I am inclined to

muight mean more than that. think, so far as I understand our constitu-

1 Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not tliink s. I tion, that the hon. gentleman is quite cor-

do not share the alarm of my lion. friend to teesin that, and if he is, the insertion of
the sae extent. It is to remain a charge these words certainly give the government

the ameextnt.It s t reaina carg nopower whatever to remit to the comnpany
and lien on the property unless the govern- under any circumstances, the amount of the
ment shall otherwise agree or consent. lier morgag twhch the ave o thi
The meaning is that the government lien or mortgage which they cave on this

Co,.Id nsit nw onthepayent orwork. The object which the company liave
could insist now on the payment, or in view, as I understand it, is to make pro-

is no dout what was in tie mes d of the vision in this simple way, in case of any
person w o drew the clause, and it would te change in their financial arrangements, to
rather worew the case, to say that the be able to make that change without being

rahrstraining teposition tsaththeobliged to corne back to parliament and
government would, or could, release a mort- have te ep ne and to rbl e n a
gage for $480,000 on which parties were have the expense and trouble of passing a
Paying interest, and on which, under the private bill through tliis bouse, and the
tenus of this bill, they recognized their re- intereste of the country will le quite bafe,

8POisiiliy ad mdea first charge for the in a case of this kind, froni tlie very fact
5ponsibility and made ist cha re that the principle exists in our constitution

#1 25,000 authorized to lie issued as a renewal which the hon. senior member for Halifax
of the former mortgage. The mortgage still inted out, that the government will
renains and the government would have no bas oiged po t brin ihever e il

POwer to release that mortgage unless it was ie obiged te bring in whatever legislation
Paid, and could not possibly do it. It would may le necessary to perfect these changes
1nount te a fraud on the rofthe goern- on their part, and pass it through the bouse

part of gove before the changes can go into effect ; but
rent. I have no doubt the words were put with this simple clause in the bill, the
in' there to enable the government to extend company, on their part, will be enabled to
the time. I understand an application has give their assent to those changes withoutbeen made to the Finance Minister, and as coming back to the House for any further
they are paying four per cent there would be legislation. I really do not see any groundno Objection todorg it. I do not put any for apprehension, so far as this clause in the

htress on the words and so do not care bill is concerned, and I cannot think that
whether they are there or not. the hon. member is right in assuming that

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think the bill re- the government in the other branch of the

quires to be amended, either as the hon. legislature did not f ully consider this matter
senior member for Halifax suggests, or by and the Railway Committee, did not con-
adding at the end of the clause "unless the sider it as well. That bill was carefully
government shall otherwise agree to extend looked into by the Minister of Railways-at
the tue" least so I am informed-and lie saw no

objection whatever to the words which the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That will do. hon. gentleman has referred to. I hope

this clause in the bill will not be altered.
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not profess to I really do not see any necessity for it, and

be an authority on the constitutional ques- unless some necessity can be pointed out, it
tiOn which the hon. senior member for is not desirable at this stage of the session
lialifax bas raised, but it does appear to me that it should be sent back to the Commons.
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Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The very fact
that it is a doubtful point and arguable on
both sides of the question, honestly and
fairly, seems to be a sufficient reason for
this House deleting these words. I am told
the promoters of this bill disclaim-and we
have just heard an argument in that direc-
tion-any intention that they should bear
the interpretation put upon them by the
hon. senior member for Halifax; but we all
know perfectly that if the question is at all
debatable, if there is any doubt about it at
all, no mortal man can foresee in what direc-
tion or to what extent the objection may
take actual force in practice. I, for one,
think ambiguity of every kind should be
deleted from every bill, as far as we can
possibly do so, and it is the function of this
Senate to guard and watch with the great-
est care, and put out every phrase and
clause which admits of ambiguity, or which
would confer upon any government whatso-
ever such power as this may reasonably be
expected to confer. I therefore support the
proposal to delete these words.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-This bridge, as
has been stated, has received a large amount
of aid through loans from the Dominion
government. In looking at the returns, so
far as we have them, of the cost of the bridge,
the loan certainly covers the larger portion
of it. This undertaking is under the General
Railway Act in force in Canada, but I fail
to find anything in the returns showing us
what the earnings of this bridge are. Before
the company comes to parliament and asksus
to extend that loan for a further period, they
should be able to show us what security
they have to offer. We know they have
paid interest at four per cent, but the bridge
is always wearing out, and circumstances are
changing.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-We are not asking to
extend the government loan.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Should we not
have some information about the road i
There is no report of this road and has not
been for some time.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-This is one of the
leased lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-When a line is
leased, is there any provision that it shall
make no returns ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It is included in the
returns of the other road.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-It may be so.
We know nothing about what the earnings
of this road are and what the lease is, and
we should have some information as to how
long the earnings of this road are likely to
continue, which we would be able to do if
we knew what it was earning. Unless we
have something in the shape of an annual
return from this company, I shall direct the
attention of the government to the fact in
order that such return may be made.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I have no interest
in the bill excepting as a citizen of St. John
and knowing the gentlemen comprising the
company. Two insinuations have been
thrown out in this debate that I feel
should not be accepted by this House. The
first is that gentlemen comprising this com-
pany would be so dishonest as to try to
obtain money f rom this government without
giving value. If they knew the gentlemen
comprising the company as I do, they would
not for a moment entertain such a thought
of them. One of them is a leading judge of
our Supreme Court, and others inerchants
of long standing. And secondly, even
supposing they were not honest, is the
government of Canada going to throw
away the public moneys of the
country to these men ? These men were
trusted by a former government and ap-
pointed to high offices in the country, and
therefore it is not likely that they would be
guilty of dishonesty. When this bill was
placed in my hands, in the absence of the
lion. gentleman from Westmoreland, I
thought it was my duty to obtain the best
legal advice I could. I made application to
members of the government in whom I had
entire confidence. The Minister of Rail-
ways, one of the soundest lawyers in the
country, I have reason to believe, was
of the opinion that this amendment did
not affect the security at all. The gov-
ernment are amply secured whenever they
choose to realize upon the amount of money
loaned to this company. Therefore, under
those considerations, whilst I do not care
whether the amendment be carried or not,
I think out of courtesy to the House of
Commons and to the committee of that
House, and in deference to the knowledge
of the several legal gentlemen who pro-
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nounced that this bill was satisfactory, we
should allow it to pass ; but I leave it in
the hands of the House.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-As I view this
mnatter the government are now in posses-
Sion of and hold the first mortgage on the
property.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in possession.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Well, they hold
the first mortgage.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not see why
they should give up that lien and allow other
parties to take advantage of it. It is true
they can sell the property, but subject to
the lien the government have upon it.
Jnder this clause they could dispose of that
maortgage for any amount of money they
thought proper. Is it advisable to place that
Power in the hands of any government?
That is the question, and it is a simple one.
They can foreclose that mortgage to-morrow,
if they desire to do it. At present they are
in possession of the mortgage to its full
value. I do not think it is right to disposess
them of it, or give a possible chance of the
government interfering in anyway. At the
<committee meeting I think the understand-
ing with the government was that they
intended to realize on the mortgage all they
Could, and allow the second mortgagees to,
come in and buy it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the transaction
Was this: the $125,000 bonds are now
overdue, and the holders of them wanted to
get a renewal for fifteen years. They come to,
Parliament with this bill for that purpose,
and they specially provide that it does not
disturb or interfere with the government,
and they have applied to the government to
allow this mortgage to stand at the rate of
four per cent. All the interest has been
Paid l'egularly.

ion. Mr. CLEMOW-But still I think
it 'Ought to be beyond all doubt that the
government retain their security as first
Ylortgagee under any circumstances, and
they should have no power to dispossess
them of that property until their full mort-
.gage is paid.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Nor have they power.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-" Or unless the
government of Canada should otherwise
agree or consent "-what does that mean ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-.It must strike
the hon. members of this House that this is,
to say the least of it, weak legislation, it is
imperfect legislation when a clause of that
kind is put in. We are dealing with what
this bill now practically renews, the govern-
ment lien, the amount of $480,000 which
has always been a good asset. These new
holders want to raise $125,000. They
occupied, prior to this bill, a second place;
this bill opens the way to give them the
first place.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, nothing of the
kind.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It looks like it.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is not a
word to that effect.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not say the
bill does so provide; it gives the govern-
ment power to make such an agreement. If
this bill did not provide for the renewal of
the first lien, and that legislation had come
from the government in order to secure
themselves again, parliament would have
control over this particular question, but
this bill provides for a renewal. There is
no necessity for the government asking for
further legislation upon the first lien, be-
cause they have it and they have it under
this bill. But this bill has an ambiguous
sound in it in the words referred to in the
amendment, that is to say " until or unless
the government of Canada shall otherwise
agree or consent." Consent to what ?
Consent to make those bonds of $125,000
more valuable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not pre-
pared here to say what is right, but as the
hon. member of Kennebec (Hon. Mr. Drum-
mond) says, if it is a debatable point, if there
is any doubt upon the question, we ought to
remove the doubt by expunging all those
words. There can be no harm in taking
them out, and there can be no value to the
company in having them in.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I cannot see
that these words in the bill give the govern-
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ment any power to chante the position which
the company holds towards parliament in 1
the lease. The words that are in the bill do
not give power to the government to over-
rule constitutional law. They give it power
only to act under the present Act and under
the constitutional law ; so I do not see any
danger about that; but, on the other hand,
I must admit that I do not see the use of
those words standing as part of the bill.
The company have mode arrangements
which have been carried into effect by the
law of parliament. Should the company
wish to change their position after having
made an arrangement and the government
having submitted to parliament those
changes, parliament would be at liberty to
accept or refuse. Such is my opinion, and
for that reason I shall vote to strike out
the words reterred to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This question has been
discussed as though it were a government
measure and as though the government had
some interest in keeping these words in the
bill. This is a company's bill and in it are
proposals made by the company. There is
no proposal here made by the administration
and the government have no interest in the
world in keeping these words in the bill.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I did not imagine
they had.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say further,
that I think there is some misapprehension
as to what the powers of the Crown are in
a matter of this sort. With regard to the
exercise of executive authority, the Crown
possesses its power just as much as private
individuals possess control over their estates.
The Crown, so far as the executive govern-
ment is concerned, where parliament has
not intervened, may create a new depart-
ment or may decide what the functions of
that department is, may distribute the
executive authority for the purpose of
carrying it out as it thinks best in the pub-
lic interest, just the same as any private in-
dividual might make arrangements for the
management of some institution of which he
was proprietor. Now the Crown, with re-
gard to the property that is vested in the
Crown, possesses exactly the same power,
except in so far as there is express limita-
tion by parliament, as any private individ-
ual has over his estate. The Crown may

make a good and valid title to property that
belongs to the Crown ; it may make such
conveyance as it sees proper, so long as the
conveyance is made in conformity with the
law. A large portion of this whole contin-
ent has been conveyed away by the Crown
in that way, simply as any other proprietor
could make a conveyance of property that
is vested in him. As I understand it-I
have not looked at the bill but I am stating
the general principle--if the Crown takes a
mortgage upon property, the Crown's interest
in that is precisely the same as that of any
private individual who took a mortgage up-
on such property, and it may dispose of
that mortgage in conformity with the law,
it may deal with the matter precisely the
same as any individual.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not without power f rom parliament.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, inless parlia-
ment witholds or restricts the power. The
power is inherent ; it does not need to be
conferred; it is power which the Crown
possesses, but if parliament chooses to
intervene in the legislation and limit that
authority, then of course parliament has a
perfect right to do so. It does so on the
assumption that Parliament, consisting of
two Houses that are Counsellors of the
Crown, are superior to the Privy Council of
the Crown. Now, the principle in regard
to a matter of this sort is that if the Crown
were to deal with this kind of property in
any way inconsistent with the public
interest, the administration would be respon-
sible, not the Crown, and the administration
would be censurable by either House or both
Houses of parliament for any act of miscon-
duct in dealing with the estates or properties.
of the Crown which are held in trust for the
benefit of the public. Now I see no reason
in the world for retaining those words. I
would eay, from reading the concluding
portion of this section, that the parties-,the
company interested in this Bill-propose
to deal with the Crown perhaps with regard
to a part payment in order to alter the man-
ner in which the securities are held. What
they say bere is :

And provided also, that all such advances made by
the government of Canada under the last mentioned
Act shall be and remain a charge and a lien upon the
property <f the company, conveyed by the said
mortgage prior to any mortgage made under the
authority of this Act, or any bonds or debentures-
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issued hereunder, until or unless the governrnent of
Canada shall otherwise agree or consent.

The company may have had in view a part
payment to the government ; they may have
had in view a diminution of the amount of
their indebtedness to other parties; they
may have wanted to secure a diminution of
the interest; they might think that if they
largely reduced the amount of their indebted-
nfeee, it would not matter as to the order in
which the securities stood. Al this may
have been in contemplation by the
company; they may, for the purpose of
enabling them to deal with greater freedom
with the government, may have proposed
this provision. I may say to hon. gentle-
Men that if the Crown have not the
Power, it is not a power they desire
to exercise in this case; they have no inten-
tion of exercising it if the words remain in
the bill; they are perfectly willing that these
words shall be struck out, because they do
not expect to deal with this except with the
approbation of parliament.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman mean us to infer
that the government would have the power
to reduce the interest on these mortgages
bearing 4 per cent without the consent of
Parliament?

Hon. Mr. MIILLS-The mortgage is over-
due; I know no power-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not the question I asked. ' I under-
stood the hon. gentleman to say that the
rnenbers of the company might have had cer-
tain things in their mind when they placed
these words in this clause, and among others
he mentioned the reduction of the interest.
What I ask is this : Whether the Hon
Miriister of Justice desires to convey the idea
to the louse that the government, without
the sanction of parliament, would have the
right to reduce that interest from four per
cent to any other percentage?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend puts
Ile a question, but my hon. friend will see
that I said nothing about what the govern-
'ment had in their mind ; I said what the
Company have in their mind. The govern-
'ent had nothing to do with the bill. I do
flot understand that any member of the
government was consulted with regard to
the provisions of this bill. But if my hon.

47

friend asks me, supposing there should be
no restrictive legislation, no express re-
straint put on the administration, have they
power to deal, I say the government have
always before their mind the view that par-
liament will sanction their exercise of the
power. Supposing, for instance, that this
mortgage had been taken at a period when
money was worth ten per cent, and suppos-
ing, now that the mortgage is overdue, that
the parties propose to pay it off, and that
the government did not want to receive the
money, and they were to agree to take a new
mortgage at five per cent or at four per cent
or at any rate that was reasonable, my hon.
friend does not suppose that the government
would not have power to make such an
arrangement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes
I do.

Hon. Mr. -MILLS-Then I differ from
him. I say the Crown has a proprietory
interest in the inortgage, and in that respect
it does not differ fron any other individual
except that being a corporation it acts
through its executive.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
take issue with the hon. gentleman in the
latter part of his statement. If the govern-
ment has loaned money at 10 per cent, and
that mortgage falls due, the mortgagor has
the right to pay off the amount. If they do
not the government have no right to make
a new loan without the sanction of parlia-
ment.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They get the
sanction in this.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is a loan to this company of $400,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And is still a loan, because it is not paid,
and it will continue to be a loan till it is paid.
If that company desire to pay off the mort-
gage they have a perfect right to do so, but
what I say is the government, I mean the
executive of the day, has no right to dispose
of public funds by making a new loan to
that company of $400,000 at three per cent
or any other percentage, without first o.
taining the sanction of parliament. If
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they do so they do it on their own
responsibility as an executive, anticipating
the sanctioning of their act by parlia-
ment. Governments have entered into
contracts which have not been approved of
by parliament, and consequently they have
been of no effect. The only point in this case
is simply the question as to whether the
government would have any power, under
the words in this clause, of the character the
hon. gentleman has indicated? Those who
are interested, that is the company, might
desire to accomplish one of the objects that
he indicated, and, as has already been said,
it is so full of ambiguity it is much better
that the words should be struck out. If
the intention of the promoters of the bill
were those which were indicated by the
hon. Secretary of State, they should have
said so, and not left parliament in a position
to put a dozen different interpretations on
the clause.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-If I understood the
argument of the Minister of Justice right,
it upholds my own contention as well as the
contention of the senior member for Halifax,
and the contention of the leader of the
opposition, that these words in this bill con-
fer on the government no new power what
ever. Whatever powers they have, they
possess either as a matter of right or by
virtue of some other legislation. My view
is that they are simply there in case of a
sale of the property or any new lease or
arrangement to enable the government to
enter into an arrangement with the company
without coming back to parliament for legis
lation. I should like to know if I am
correct on that point, because if I am il
removes a misapprehension which is in the
minds of the hon. gentlemen from Ottawa
and Montreal and some other hon. gentle
men, that we are by this clause giving th
governient some new power to deal witl
this company.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I did not intend t
take any share in this debate, but a littl
explanation to the House might not b
amiss. This is a work that ought never ti
have been undertaken by a company. I
there is any undertaking in Canada tha
deserves to be made a public work, this i
one. The Intercolonial Railway came dow
to within a quarter of a mile of where th
bridge has been built, carrying mails an
passengers from the whole of Nova Scotia

Prince Edward Isiland and eastern New
Brunswick, and even travellers from the
eastern parts of Canada. It brought them
down to the banks of the river, and there
they had to stop and get out of the cars to
cross the river. The traffic had all to go by
ferry, but there was a private bridge where
coaches could take passengers over. On the
other side there was a railway coming in
that collected all the traffic from western
New Brunswick and all the mails and trav-
ellers from the United States, and when
they came to the bank of the river at this
point they were stopped in the saie
way. There was no undertaking, perhaps,
in Canada that deserved better to have
been constructed as a public work than
this bridge, and it was a great mistake
that a company was ever organized to
construct it. But a company was organized
and we have here the conditions on which
this money was loaned. At the time
this loan was made, although New Bruns-
wick had two representatives in the govern-
ment and Nova Scotia had two, the repre-
sentatives of New Brunswick at that time
were too modest to ask to have this done as
a public work, and they were very glad to
get a loan at four per cent, while in Nova
Scotia there was six or seven millions of
dollars expended at that time on public
works at the public expense. If the present
government would take this bridge over they
would be perfectly justified in doing so, and
remitting the debt to the company. As we
are situated there now we have the company
collecting about eighteen thousand dollars
a year from the public, while all these public
works of Nova Scotia are free. There is a
bridge with ad raw, as the hon. gentleman from
Halifaxmayremermber, at the Grand Narrows
which was constructed and has ever since

- been maintained at the public expense, while
this bridge company at St. John is collecting
eighteen thousand dollars a year from the
public and handing it over to the govern-

o ment. We have now a representative of
e New Brunswick in the government that I
e think will look more sharply after the interest
o cf his province than those who preceded

f him, and I hope his two colleagues here will
t support him if he, on some future occasion,

brings forward a proposition to have the
n government take over this bridge and make
e it a public work.
d The motion was agreed to and the bill was

, read the third time and passed.
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TRADE MARK AND DESIGN ACT
AMEN DMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (61) " An Act in further amend-
ment of the Trade Mark and Design Act."
He said : This bill was up on a former occa-
sion and was postponed. Some hon. gentleman
wanted further explanation, and it was
suggested that the opinion of the Depart-
ment of Justice should be obtained. I think
on analysis it will be found that the lan-
guage of the section conveys pretty clearly
and accurately the intention of the bill and
the object of the person who drafted it. It
practically means that all marks adopted by
any union of workmen shall be considered
and known as trademarks as far as that
association or union is concerned, that any
union of workinen can adopt and register a
trademark. The hon. Minister of Justice
was present I believe and heard the members
of the unions and may be able to give their
explanations. I move the second reading
of the bill. I may say that this is not a
government bill. It was taken up by me,
as I explained before, by mistake.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But the hon. gentlemen fathers it now; it
is his adopted child.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It looks very
like it; the Minister of Justice has been
consulted and the bill is here.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This bill requires
a great deal more consideration than we are
able to apply to it on a second reading. In
fact, I feel inclined to move that it be post-
Poned sine die for further consideration. As
I understand this bill, it is from the trades
Union organizations to have a special trade
mark for their own purposes. It is not to
provide that in case trades union men desire
to forn a company in order to proeecute
their work as if they were one individual, in
Which case they would te perfectly entitled
to any trade mark or design that is open to
any joint stock company in the country.
They would come under the general law and
could employ any mark that they desire;
they could be a distinct organization and
Imaanufacturing concern, or anything of that
kind, just the same that anything of that
kind is. The law, I fully agree, provides
for trade marks and designs in all cases of

47J

that kind, but this, as I read the bill is not
the purport of it. The purport of it is to
allow trade unions to force their employers
to use their trade mark in order to emphasize
the fact that the work of that employer has
been done by union labour.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh no, that is not
the neaning of it.

Hon. IMr. BOULTON-That is my
understanding of it. I have gathered my
understanding of it from what has taken
place in Toronto as I have observed it in
the publie press. This has been a great
question in the city of Toronto; in f act, I
believe that the election of councillors was
run somewhat on the line of this legislation,
and a by-law was secured in the city by the
trades unions for the purpose of carrying
out in the city of Toronto the principle of
this legislation. That by-law was only
carried by a majority of one, but it is, so far
as it has been put in force by that majority,
the law in the city of Toronto that all pub-
lic documents or all public printing, or any-
thing of that kind must have the mark of a
trade union. It was severely contested,
and as I have stated one of the opponents of
this very legislation was hotly opposed, but
he was returned and the by-law was brought
up and carried by a majority of one. My
reason for opposing this bill is that I do not
think there is sufficient public opinion be-
hind this legislation to warrant us in
putting it on the Statute-book without
further consideration, and without further
discussion in the public press on the merits
or demerits of the principle. There is no
one who has greater sympathy with the
labouring men in their efforts to raise
the standard of their calling than I have.
But at the same time I only sympathize
with them to the extent that they constitute
what I might call defensive measures. The
very moment they attempt aggressive mea-
sures, then I think we should inquire very
closely as to the legislation they desire for
that purpose. As hon. gentlemen know
perfectly well, I am opposed to the principle
of monopoly, and this bill is conceived in
that principle, and whether that monopoly
should come from a congregation of men or
from the great Canadian Pacific Railway, so
long as I think there is monopoly in it, I
consider it against the welfare of the citizens
of Canada and of the country generally that
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that spirit should be allowed to grow. There
is no greater tyranny than that engendered
by a congregation of people or a joint stock
company. The old saying is that they have
no soul to be burned or body to be kicked,
and a congregation of trades unionists is
very much on the sane principal when they
seek legislation that gives thein the powers
which this bill proposes to confer according
to my reading of it. Now, supposing any
one is carrying on a manufacturing
concern, or a printing establishment, or
anything else, this bill requires that in
that manufactory or printing establishment
the trades unionists shall have the right
to put their work upon the goods to
show whether that establishment employs
union men-so that they can distinguish
those employers who are emp'oying strictly
union men or non-union men. That is a
principle that is not safe. It is a spirit of
boycott. If the bill bas any such meaning,
it is a dangerous provision to put on our
Statute-book, and for that reason I think it
is desirable to have a further consideration
of this measure and allow the public to dis-
cuss it more generally in its details. If the
public, through the ordinary means of com-
munication, the press, and other ways, think
it is a harmless measure I think this House

the privilege of marking articles with their
trade mark. That is all that is provided for
in the bill. The legislation is exactly the
same as the legislation of the United Kind-
dom upon this subject. It is neither more
restricted nor more comprehensive. If hon.
gentlemen will take the trouble to read the
bill they will see that that is all that these
people asked for. Where members of the
Trades Union or Labour Council are engagedl
in any factory, or any manufactory, they
ask for the privilege, of course with the con-
sent of the proprietor.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, no.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They certainly could
not do it without his consent nor could we
authorize them, and if that is the objection
of the hon. gentleman he can remove that
doubt.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) -We
cannot reply to any arguments now; the
motion was carried

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No; it has not been
put.

The SPEAKER-I put the motion but
did not de3lare it carried, because the hon.

-~ 1 -( nentleman was rising to speak.may then give it favourable consideration ; g
but when a bill is brought here without any o
public discussion of any kind or description, n. thon r. s in e mais
and contains the provision which I have m the wrong in this as in other matters.

explained to the House, I think it is wise, Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
in the interests of the trades unionists thema- thought it was carried.
selves, who certainly do not want to weaken
the sympathies of the public by any aggres- Hon. Mr. MILLS-And what do these
sive legislation of this kind, as well as in
the ginsltson of th i is men ask for The members of their union

th itretso te eisato o ti are exclusively employed in the production
country, that the consideration of the bill of particular article, and they ask that the
should be postponed. I therefore move that goods may be marked with their trade mark.
the consideration of this bill be postponed This is not a proposition that they can mark
sine die. the goods without the consent of the pro-

Hon. Mr. ALMON-May I ask the hon.
Secretary of State what benefit they expect Hon. Mr. DRLMMOND-What do you
to derive from the bill if it passes i Because makeof the expressionin une 127 Notonly
I have not heard of any benefit. does it apply to goods manufactured by the

Hon.Mr.MILS-1thik tis s a association, but Ilcoinpounded, produced or
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think this is a some- packed by or through the labour of any of

what heroic course to adopt towards an the members of such association." The
amendment asked for by a large section of description of it given by the hon. gentleman
the comrunity, the labouring classes. I do f rom Shel River is strictly accurate.
not see tnat the proposed amenament to
the Act interfers with the right of any-
body. All these men ask by this bill is

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Not a co-opera-
tive society, but working for an employer.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-But they may mark
the goods with the consent of the proprietor.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMON D-There is noth-
ing about that in the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We cannot so far
interfere with property and civil rights as to
give one man the privilege of marking
another man's goods without his consent.
Ail that these parties are asking for is that
nobody else shall use their trade mnark-that

foster father, and it does not seen that
the government are very strong in support
of it. In fact, the conduct of the member
of the government who has been connected
with it, and the way in which lie has treated
it time and again, indicate that he is not
very enthusiastic in regard to it. I think,
therefore, we should allow it to lie over un-
til the government can consider it, and if
they are prepared to deal with it we can
have a measure from them.

e proprietors shailou th tra e Hon. Mr. MJLLS-My hon. friend is
mark without their consent; when any ready to send to a committee for their con-
goods are marked with that trade mark it sileration matters of much greater iinport-
will show that they are the production of ance than this, and to dispense with reepon-
members of this society. The bill does not sible government in connection with them.
go beyond that. Now it is proposed to read this bil a second

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I think it tire, and the committee of the whole buse
goes a long way beyond it. I share the will have an opportunity to consider it, and
views of the hon. gentleman from Shell if my hon. friend thinks that the bil inter-
River (Mr. Boulton) that if an association or feres with the right of any party, it would
union of working men are engaged them- be the easiest matter in the world to add
selves in the manufacture of any goods, they the words: IProvided always that no mark
are as much entitled to a trade mark and to shah be put upon the goods without the con-
retain that trade mark as their own property sent of the proprietor." The objection then
as any other combination of proprietorship, would be entirely met.
such as ccmpanies or private individuals. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But if you put into this bill words which Then you would create a row between em-
extend that power and enable them to ployee and employer. I think the House
claim that, having bestowed their labour in las a riglt to take a stand on this bil one
the production of sucls goods, they are way or the other.

vLlsible governmentsinwconnectionpwith them.

-jLLvire( w ar à ti soe pecial mark
of their own which will carry its consequen-
ces much further, you are transgressing the
very principles you yourself laid down.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is this a gov-
ernment measure ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is not.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I may say this
Illeasure has been slightly discussed on two
or three occasions, and I do not think it has
come before the House in a proper manner.
It deals with a very important matter of
trade and commerce, and it should really
come to us as a government measure.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When it came
up in the first instance the name of the
lion. Secretary of State was attached to it,
and he told us frankly that it was rather a
!nistake that his name was connected with
the bill. I notice that from that time my
hon. friend has been acting as a very cold

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are supporting
the measure.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend oppo-
site takes no position.

Hon Mr. POWER-I have no objection
to the substance of the bill, but to form, and
I had hoped that the Department of Justice
would have taken some action in the way of
improving the form of the measure. As I
stated on a previous occasion, the passing of
this measure is likely to lead to some confu-
sion. The object of this bill does not come
within the purview of the chapter respecting
trade marks and industrial designs. If the
Minister of Justice will give me his atten-
tion I will try to make that clear to him.
Section 4 of the Trade Mark and Design
Act says:

A trade mark may be general or specific, accord-
ing to the use to which it is applied or intended to be
applied by the proprietor thereof:

(a) A general trade mark is one used in connection
with the sale of various articles in which the proprie-
tor deals in his trade, business, occupation or calling
generally.
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This mark, which is intended to indicate
that a certain article has been made by a
man who was a member of a given trades
union, does not come under that general
head.

(b.) A specific trade mark is one used in connect-
ion with the sale of a class of merchandise of a parti-
cular description.

That is to say, Bass's ale, Burk's porter,
and so on. The trade mark for goods of that
kind is a specific trade mark. The mark
which this bill wishes to have recognized as
a trade mark is neither one nor the other.

Bellerose,
Bolduc,
Boulton,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie),
Casgrain,
Clemow,
Cochrane,
Dickey,
Dobson,
Ferguson,
Kirchhoffer,
Landry,
Lougheed,
Macdonald (P.E.I.),

MacKeen,
McDonald (C.B.),
McKay,
McLaren,
Merner,
O'Brien,
Ogilvie,
Owens,
Prinirose,
Prowse,
Ross,
Sanford,
Wood.-31.

ON-CONTEN ST :

on. Messieurs
It is a different thing. I do not myself see Boucherville, de O'Donohoe,
that there is any very special objection to Dandurand, Power,

D riio oe Blois, Seurt,
parliament given recogition to marks Dever, Sullivan,
selected by trades unions, if that is thought Fiset, Templeman,
desirable, but I do not think that these ,, a .- 15.
marks should be confounded with trade Milis,'
marks, which are intended for a different
purpose altogether. Section 12 of the Trade Hon. Mlr. POW ER-I call attention to
Mark Act says : the fact that the hon. gentlemen from Ken-

MarkAct ays:nebec (Mr. Drumimond) and Alma (Mr.
The Minister of Agriculture may object to register be wre Dotinothe Hos Aia t

any trade mark im the following cases. i
It gives several cases and paragraph Bis : question was put.
If the so-called trade mark does not contain the es- The SPEAKER-Their names wi11 ho

sentials necessary to constitute a trade mark properly struck froni the vote. The amendment is
speaking. i

Should the bill go into operation, it would i
be the duty of the Minister of Agriculture DEPARTMENT 0F GEOLOGICAL
to refuse to register a mark of this kind, on SURVEY ACT AMENDMENT
the ground that it was not a trade mark. BLL.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If there was no law REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.
authorizing it. The House resolved itselt into Committee

Hon. Mr. POWER-The object of the
Trade Mark and Design Act is not the
object of this bill. I think it would be a
perfectly reasonable thing to say " With the
consent of the proprietor of the factory,

of the Wfole on B5ill ( 114) An Act to
amend the Act respecting the Department
of Geological Survey."

(In the Committee.)

members of the trades union shall be all- Hon. Mr. SCOIT-The object of this bil,
owed to place such marks on the goods as was explained on the secùnd reading, is to
which they manufacture as will identify enable the minister at the head of the Geo-
those goods," but I do not think I should logical Survey branch of the governiment to
call that a trade mark, and I do not think it 1 appoint, from tine to time, temporary men
is good legislation to describe it as being a without their having qualified under the
trade mark, because it does not cone within Civil Service Act. They must have the
the scope and our purview of the Act res- qualifications required under the Act organ-
pecting trade marks. I think we might izing the department, and those qualifications
amend it in cormittee. provide that any one so appointed must be a

The ous divdedon te aend entscienceci graduate of a Canadian or foreignThe House divided on the amendment
which was agreed to on the following divi- university or science school in London or
sionsome other recognized school, or a graduate

CONTENTS: of the military colege.
Hon. Messieurs

Allan, Macdonald (Victoria),
Aion, Maclnnes, mittee, reported the bil without amendment,
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FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (127): "An Act further to
amend the Fisheries Act."

He said: The amendments referred to in
this bill are in a sense important, but they
are amendments that are bound to be actually
necessary froin the practice of the depart-
ment. In clause 14 the only change is with
reference to the running of fish between the
times indicated in it. As the law stood, it
only affected those persons who held licenses,
and it ought to apply to persons whether
they hold licenses or not. So the words in
this clause are: " Whether under license or
not." And the word "apparatus " is in-
troduced in order to give a wider meaning
to the various appliances that are used. Sub-
section 19 of section 14 is new.

Hon, Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That takes the power out of the hands of
the minister.

Hon. 11r. SCOTT-It widens the applica-
tion of the Act. Then the changes in
clause 18 are simply with reference to the
Penalties. There was a range of penalties
first, second and third offences, in the law as
it stood ; it commenced at $20 and was an
increasing penalty. The other clause is
rather larger and embraces all kinds of fish.
I will give a fuller explanation when the
bill is before the Committee.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I have no doubt
this is a very necessary and important bill,
and I hope the government will find sone
ineans of carrying out its provisions. Lately,
as you know, we pased an Act in reference
to a matter that has been in agitation in
this parliament for the last eight or nine
Years- allude to the pollution of our
rivers. That Act caine into force on the
1st of May last, and is a dead letter today.
Somne of the mill owners, at any rate, are
throwing sawdust and refuse from the mills
at Ottawa into the river the same as they
did before the law was passed. Now there
oug1ht to be some action taken to enforce
any Act of parliament. This Act is, no
doubt, most desirable, and one that will
be productive of great good ; but if there is
1o provision for carrying out its provisions,
shOuld it be allowed to be a dead letter as it
1s in the present instance with respect to

the Ottawa River i I think that it is the
duty of the government to see that the Act
is enforced, as well as all Acts on the Stat-
ute-book. The pollution of this river is
under the very eyes of the government
of this country, and that they have not
taken any means to prevent·it. It is cer-
tainly deplorable to think that an Act
passed, as this has been, under a variety of
circumstances should be allowed to remain a
dead letter. It shows that the parties who'
are polluting the river are determined to
frustrate any Act of this Parlianent, and to
defy the people of this country. It is a dis-
graceful thing that it should be allowed to
continue one day longer. I take this op-
portunity of bringirig the matter prominent-
ly before the notice of the government in
order that they may take the necessary
means to enforce this law. Ample time was
allowed the mill owners to make provision
for the extinction of thisnuisance, because the
nuisance has existed for the last twenty-six or
thirty years within the knowledge of the gov-
ernment, and so after eight or nine years'
agitation, the evilought to beremedied, Ihope
and trust that not an hour will be lost by the
government in enforcing this law. What
is the use of passing laws here unless we
make provision for their enforcement '
I suppose I may be told that when we pass
laws our duty ends, that is tire duty of other
parties to carry theni out ; but in this ins-
tance the duty rests with the government.
I am told that these parties contend that
the government had no right to pass the
measure referred to. Well, the sooner we
know whether we have the right the better.
Let us understand the thing thoroughly.

Some years ago an Act was passed. by
parliament to prevent the polution of rivers,
but the government from time to time
introduced amendments to exempt certain
rivers, among them the Ottawa, from the
operation of the act, and thus prevented the
law being carried generally into operation.
I hope this will not occur in this or any
other matter, because it is the duty of every
government to enforce the laws on the
Statute-book without preference to rich or
poor. The hon. Secretary of State knows
perfectly well the ruin that this has been to
our magnificent river.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The law prohibiting
the polluting of streams has been in force
since the 1st of May, and it is in the power
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of any private prosecutor to take proceedings
against any person who infringes the pro-
visions of that Act. This bill now before us
is not, perhaps, germane to the subject to
which the hon. gentleman has referred, as it
relates to an entirely different subject. How-
ever, if I am correctly informed, all the mill
men on the Ottawa River, except one, have
erected cinerators for the purpose of consum-
ing the sawdust, or have made provision for
disposing of it in some other way. I have
no doubt there will be guardians among the
private citizens of Ottawa who will see that
the river is not polluted in the future,
whether the government take any action or
not.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not believe
this action should be left to any private
individual. It is the duty of the govern-
ment, I contend, and they ought to fulfil
their trust; and it is not right to ask
any individual to beoome an informer,
because we all know there is a strong feeling
in this and every other country against in-
formers, and I again call upon the govern-
ment to see that the provisions of the act
are enforced, and if they do not take action,
the people of this country will hold them
responsible for such neglect.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-There
is scarcely a session in which we have not
had some legislation introduced for protect-
ing the fisheries of the country, but if that
legislation is not in force it is very little use
for us to be passing acts respecting it. We
know that there have been various acts
passed for the purpose of protecting the
fisheries, more especially the lobster fishery,
which is a very important industry in this
country, and notwithstanding those acts
limiting the time within which fishing is to
be carried on within the Gulf of St. Law-
rence and the waters of the Dominion, the
time is frequently extended by the authority
of the minister at the head of the depart-
ment, and therefore the acts are made null and
void, and the lobster fishery, which, as I
have said, is a very important industry, is
ruined. Now, it is very well for us to
introduce legislation of this kind here, but if
the government is to continue suspending
regulations which are made under acts of
parliament, it is time that we should look
into it very closely and see that those acts
are enforced. The act to prevent the pollu-

tion of rivers with mill refuse is not the only
one which has not been enforced according
to the terms of the law, for the various acts
which have been passed respecting those
fisheries are in the very same position; and,
although we are making very stringent regu-
lations here, I doubt very much whether
they will be enforced more effectively than
the laws already placed on the Statute-book.

The bill was read the second time.

THE GREAT NORTH-WEST RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE's AMENDMENTS.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved concurrence
in the amendments made by the Standing
Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours, to Bill (L) " An Act respecting
the Great North-west Central Railway
Company.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I was pre-
sent at the meeting of the committee on
Friday last when this subject was under
discussion. I then raised the point that
while the rights of the bond holders and
Charlebois, under the bill which was then
being discussed, were fully protected, the
various other claims against the railway are
being eut out entirely. I called the atten-
tion of the committee to that fact, and also
to the fact that I then held in my hands the
claims of certain gentlemen who are residents
of this city, one of whom is J. R. Devlin,
whose claim is $33,000 and another, W. A.
Allan, with a claim of between forty and
fifty thousand dollars, and that those large
claims by the passing of this bill were
being legislated practically out of existence,
and I asked the committee that they should
insure that the claims of Mr. Allan and
Mr. Devlin should be sufficiently protected
as well as these others. I gathered from
the expression of the committee that they
were entirely in accord with my views, but
I have been informed that an amendment
was introduced after I left the committee
room, whereby the very fact which I wished
to guard against was actually carried into
execution, and a number of claims, in fact all
except those of Charlebois and the bond-
holders of this road, are legislated out of
existence.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-WhO
incurred those debts ?
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Hon. Mr. KIRCHIHOFFE H-That is not
a matter we have anything to do with.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That is
just the thing we have to do with.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-We have
nothing to do with the validity or non-
validity of the claims. What we ought to
provide against is that no claimant, no
matter what position he may occupy, shall
have his claim legislated out of existence.
That is all I ask. Now, for the benefit of
some hon. gentlemen who may not be
acquainted with the working of this road, I
nay state that it has been in litigation now

for the last tifteen or sixteen years, and dur-
ing that time it has assumed changes of a
protean character. There has been a con-
,tant series of litigation. You can hardly
pick up a newspaper in which you will not
find a reference made to a judge or an
application to a master of some court or some
other official in reference to this matter. No
doubt all of us have had experience in the
course of our lives of the cost of legal pro-
ceedings. If we knew the cost of this
litigation it would make our hair stand on
end.

lon, Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-About
840,000.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do not
think that approaches what the cost has
been in connection with this litigation.
There were suits brought in one court and
another, and judgments were appealed
against and reversed, and finally the matter
got to the Supreme Court where a judgment
was given which placed a certain number
of the contestants in charge of the road ;
and then it was taken to the Privy Council
and the result was the reversing of the judg-
ment given here, and putting a lot of other
People in charge. I may say that I have
been informed that it took the Hon. Mr.
Blake, who represented some of the contest-
anits in this case before the Privy Council,
the space of six weeks before he could get
thoroughly to understand what was the line
Of argument he was to adopt before the
?rvy Council. In the face of all this, a
%Jmmnittee of this House composed very
largely of laymen, all men of excellent judg-
ment and ability, no doubt, but lacking in
Professional and technical knowledge to
understand these matters, are asked to ad-

judicate upon this complex and abstruse
matter and the result has been that by an
ingenious amendment framed by the solicitor
for the promotors of this bill, the very fact
which the committee themselves, I learned
from the chairman, were really anxious to
guard against, has been carried into eflect,
and now with the exception of the claims
which I have named and which are
specially recorded in the bill all the
other claimants of whatever nature have
been legislated, or will be if this bill is
passed out of existence. I may say in reply
to the remark of my hon. friend f rom Victoria
that we have nothing whatever to say
as to the validity or non-validity of any
claims against that road, but in the spirit of
fairness, and in the anxiety which I know
permeates the mind of every hon. gentleman
of this House that only justice shall be done
to people who come before us seeking legis-
lation, I would say that this should be
rectified, and the committee should see that
justice is done to all parties. I had intended
framing an amendment to this bill myself,
but taking it up rather too late, before the
House was in session, I found it difficult to
frame it to my own satisfaction, besides
which, I did not wish to incur the responsi-
bility of framing such an amendment as
might perhaps not cover the point. The more
I looked at it, the more difficult it was to
cover exactly the point, although I know
perfectly well what I wish to cover; there-
fore, I think this should be referred back to
the committee.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
the hon. gentleman got the bill before himi
If so, would he give us an opinion on the
matter i

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-In answer
to my hon. friend I would quote the words
of the hon. member for Montreal, we do not
want it to be a matter of opinion of one
lawyer or another; we want the thing defi-
nite ; if this House is of the opinion that
certain parties rights, of which they know
nothing, should be legislated against, let
them pass this bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
not a lawyer; I want an opinion as a mem-
ber of this House.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I am not
going to give an opinion upon it, because I
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have heard adverse opinions ; and legal gen- which should be first paid, and if there is any
tlemen will give opinions very much accord- surplus over and above that, which there can-
ing to which side retains them. I ask that not be, because we al know when there is
this matter should be referred to the com- tifty thousand pounds advanceu in the first
mittee so that this shall be definitely guarded instance, and one hundred and fifty thousand
against, and I do not think anybody, in dollars for rails, and the payments to the
fairness, should object to such a proposal. I different contractors, the entire amount of
therefore niove: the quantum meruit is absorbed. thus

That this bill be not now read a third tine but that leaves the matter in the hands of the parties
it be referred back to the Cornmittee on Railways, who contributed to the stock to enforce their
'relegrapls and Harbours with instructions to see rights, over othey Maybe, against A, B and
that th4 rights of ail piarties that niaj have clainis C.YowilalsettIartangaey

agaist hisraiwayshoud b prtecyno e, l becausewe ta know whe-ng theri

disinterested position in this case, befause t

lon. IM r. CLEMOW-The hion. gedtoe- shuld be one of the participants in the
man is slightly in error respecting some advantage to be derived fro n my hon.
exceptions he makes aganst this bill. t friend's proposai with iaessrs. AlIan and
does provide for al possible daims against Devlin but I arn obhiged and we are ail
this copany in accordance with the deci- obliged, to bow to the decision of the Privy
sion of the lords of the Privy Council in Council, and there is no way of getting out of
England. It is necessary, in the first this difliculty except by accepting the bih as
instance, for this corpany to obtain autho- it is now, by raising the oney for the pur-
rity to issue new debentures to take the pose of paying off past indebtednesses aid go-
place of the old debentures, because without ing on with the construction of the road, and
that it wouid be perfectly impossible to float giving the country the benefit of a road
this reorganized cornpany on the financial w ch they ouglt to have had eight or nine
mark et. It provides that Mr. Charlebois shahl years ago. It is true that this question hias
be paid a quantuon meruit out of the proceeds been in litigation for the last eigt or nine
of thesebonds. Tht seold bondsshall begoiven years and Icari tell hon. grentlemen that it
En and the parties holding these bonds ias cost the parties interested in those law
sha be satisfied fromC the proceeds of suits a sum of not less that am,605i I think
new bonds to be issued in their stead. it s high tie now that this matter should
I nay say that I as one of those be settled, and that this company, wbicn is
who are in the position of NIesgrs. Alran being reorganized, should have al possible
and Devin and it would be very much to badvantages for the purpose of carrying out
my advantage if my hon. f riend's contention their plans. Their intentions are good, and
prevailed that these parties shouid particio this is the ony way to carry thein out to a
pate with the other parties interested, with successful issue. If you prevent these old
Charleboisandtheold bondholders, but utfor- bonds being cancelted in the way proposud,
tunateiy the Lords of the Privy Coutcil have no pinancial concern wiladvance a dollar to
deciared otherwise. They have deciared that the reorganized company, and it will retard
in this suit it is not proper to pronounce any the construction of the road and place the
decree as between Charleyois and any indivi- atter in the position which it has been
dual hoider of shares, but that they and for the last eight or nine years. I hope that
Charlebois are at liberty to pursue any after the expqanation I have given m sy hon.
remedy to which they may be entitied friend wiil cone to the conclusion that ie
to by reason of the suin of $50,se0 accept this big a and allow it to go to the
being contributed to, construction. I may other House, and if there is any objection tO
say that thee baims of those parties against be urged it cani be argued there but it has
the company was on st»ock, and not for been up two or three tirnes with us, and a
the construction of the ropd, and there- sub-committee was appointed. Therefore it
fore was taken out of the arena of first pay. is far better that it should go to the lower
ments to be ma e to Charlebois to be made buse let them thrash it out and let us
out of the proceeds of the newbonds. Lt doesget the advantage of their further advice
not aflect, as I understand the decree, to in- and counsel in the matter; and if there 18
terfere with any existing rights of any parties anything in the objection, it can be raised
except the privileged daims for money actu- there and this course wihl not postpone the
aliy put in for the construction of the road settement of this bi. Parliament, as you
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all know, will not sit very much longer, and
it is of the utmost importance to the country
at large that this bill should be passed dur-
Ing the continuance of this present session.
I therefore ask hon. gentlemen to give us
every opportunity of facilitating this bill
and sending it to the lower House ; and if
they find any substantial difference in the
new printed bill, then they can set it forth
in the lower House and it can be properly
adjudicated on ; but I think they will arrive
at the same decision that I have come to,
that under the circumstances no better solu-
tion of this difficultv can be obtained than
the one proposed.

lHon. Mr. POWER-I trust that the
flouse will not adopt the amendment of the
hon. gentleman from Brandon. I do not
think that he has placed himself in a position
to expect that his amendment would be
adopted. This bill, originating in this
flouse, was placed in the hands of the hon.
gentle.nan from Rideau Division, and intro-
duced in the Senate a very considerable
time ago. The hon. gentleman had the bill
read a second time and referred to the Com-
rnittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bours. It was discussed for a considerable
time by that committee. Some of the lead-
ing counsel in the country, representing dif-
ferent interests involved in the bill, appeared
before the committee, and it was thought
better to refer the matter to a sub-com-
mIittee, which could give a more careful hear,
lfng to the counsel and deal with proposed
am1nendments perhaps more satisfactorily
than the full coinmittee. The sub-committee

as appointed and held two prolonged meet-
"ngs. They heard some of the first counsel
iln the country, representing different and
0 PPosing interests, and reported the bill to
the full comnittee, with several amend-
ments. Then the matter was discussed and
s0me trifling changes were made by the full
IComIn1ttee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Barbours, in the bill as reporte l from the
sub-committee, and the bill which is now
hefore us is the result of the labours of the
conMi ttee and sub-com mittee and the learned
eounsel who were heard in the matter. An
unlUsual amount of time and trouble was
extended upon this bill, and it represents
the best efforts of the Railway Committee.
That committee do not claim that it is per-
fect, but it is as good as they can be expect-
ed to inake it. Now, the hon. gentleman from

Brandon never lifted his voice before
the Railway Committee or sub-committee.

Mon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The hon.
gentleman must have been absent from the
meeting, because I did. I stated distinctly
that I did not know anything about the
merits of the case, but that I had been asked
to represent those interests before the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man was not here, perhaps, and that
was a reason far his not appearing at
the committee meetings, but the interests
the hon. gentleman speaks of were repre-
sented and they have been protected as
far as possible by the bill. The claimants
to whom the hon. gentleman refers are
persons who claim under Mr. Charlebois,
and Mr. Charlebois, under the decision of
the Privy Council, has to bring a suit on
what is called a quantum meruit, and this
bill provides that a sufficient quantity of the
new bonds shall be set aside to secure hiui
whatever he is awarded by the court, and
then those gentlemen, to whom the hon. gen-
tleman from Brandon has referred, have a
claim on Mr. Charlebois and that claim is
protected by this bill. The hon. gentleman
from Rideau put the whole position in a nut
shell. This unfortunate Great North-west
Central Railway, a very important under-
taking, has been tied up by litigation for a
number of years and vast expense has been
incurred in the way of costs; and this bill
affords the only way of having that railway
built, and the amendment of the hon. gentle-
man, though it appears a harmless one, might
have the etlect of preventing the bill becoming
law this session. The bill would have to go to
the House of Coimmons, and being one in
which conflicting interests are concerned, it
is safe to be discussed at considerable length
in the Raitway Committee of that House,
and if the hon. gentleman's motion prevails,
the great probability is that the bill will
not pass at all, and this important under-
taking will be brought to a standstill and
there will be a new crop of litigation during
the coming year. I do not think the Senate
should do anything to bring about a result
like that. If this were a final and ultimate
court, and all we had to do was to send it
back to our Railway Committee and then
let this House finally decide upon the mat-
ter, the position would be very different.
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But it has to go to the other House, and if
there are any interests not sufficiently pro-
tected by this bill in the shape we have it in
here, the gentlemen who feel their interests
are not protected will, no doubt, be able to
secure the necessary protection from the
other House. The committee think that all
the interests concerned are protected as well
as they can be under the circumstances of
the case. Where there bas been such a
tremendous waste of money in the way of
costs and otherwise, somebody is safe to be
hurt, and I think if we pass this bill there
will be as little harm done aq can be done
under the circunstances. The parties all
consented to the bill.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The bill under
discussion refers to a railway in the district
which I have the honor to represent in this
House. It is the Great North-west Central
Railway. It was projected a great many
years ago, and unfortunately got into
position between the contractor, Mr.
Charlebois, and the other interests that were
concerned, and got tied up in litigation that
it is not necessary to dwell upon at the pre-
sent moment. The hon. gentleman who has
moved the amendinent is arguing for one of
the creditors, and I desire to express myself
on behalf of people who depend upon this
railway communication for their very life,
one might say, for the progress and develop-
nient of their own interests which they were
led to believe would follow on their settling
in that district a great many years ago. In
consequsnce of this litigation the road bas
been tied up a great many years. Now,
the litigation is ended and the Privy Coun-
cil has got information which I think every-
body acknowledges is justified under the
circumstances, and is evidently in accord-
ance with our legal position. The amend-
ment is simply for the purpose of referring
back to the committee a question of law.
This bas been before the Railway Conmittee
already, and we spent two and a half hours
one day trying to disentangle the argu-
ments. The Railway Committee appoint-
ed a sub-committee of five members and
spent two days hearing the legal argu-
ments on both sides, giving the most
patient hearing they could to all parties
Then it was sent back to the sub-committee
where the creditor, represented by the hon.

gentleman from Brandon was present, and
the most careful consideration possible was
given to this bill. I think the hon. member
has brought this forward merely in accord-
ance with what he believes to be his duty
to one litigant, but it is not our business
here to interfere on a question that is in
litigation. What we are here for is to
consider how we can promote the interests
of the people of this country. That is the
stand I have always taken, and it is certainly
in the interests of the people of that western
country who live on the line of this railroad,
that no obstacle should be put in the way of
enabling the company to clear itself of the
liabilities put upon it by the Privy Council,
to discharge those liabilities and proceed
with the work. I see a telegram in the
paper from that district expressing the joy
of the people there that this litigation is
ended, and that the party who is construct-
ing the road has his surveyors at work and
is to proceed at once. Therefore, I think
that any delay in getting legislation through
this session would be nost injurious to the
interest of the people. For that reason, I
shall support the bill.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do not
really see that if the labours of the commit-
tee have resulted in doing an injustice that
that should be an objection to referring it
back to see justice done. An injustice has
been done. There need be no loss of timef
if this bill is referred back to the committee
which is to sit to-morrow morning. If I
were to object to this report going through
it could not pass to-day. I am willing that
this bill shall go to the committee and be
dealt with to-mor row. There would be no
time lost, and letting it go through now
would be sanctioning a bill which does an
injustice.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
bas no right to make a statement of that
sort. It does not do an injustice.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The difficultY
which confronted the sub-committee as well
as the Railway Committee in considering
this bill lay in the fact that only one set Of
creditors seemed to be represented, or, I
might say, two sets of creditors. The one
representing practically those who at present
control the road and the other class the
creditors who had been in control; but, un-
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fortunately, after the amendments had been
agreed upon, and after the sub-committee
had made its report, and, in fact after the
Railway Comnittee had made its report,
we were confronted by another class of
creditors whose claims, it is alleged, we had
'lot taken into due consideration. Although
a rember of that sub-coinmittee, yet I have
lot sufficient confidence in myself to say

that the coýnmittee have fully covered the
ground which it was their duty to cover in
Preparing legislation to meet the various
classes of claims, which were presented.
1ow if there is any feeling that an injustice
has been done to any creditor holding a
valid claim against the company, it is the
duty of this House to create such confidence
Itl the minds of those creditors that their
claims are receiving due consideration as we
can possibly impress upon them. I must say
I have lost a certain degree of confidence in
the ability of the sub-committe, to deal
with the matter thoroughly. On the re-
Presentations made to us, we thought we
fully provided against all the contingen-
eies that have arisen since we com-
'lenced to consider this bill. No injustice
Would be done to the promoters of this
bill, whom I have endeavoured, in ny
hunjble way, to assist in every way I could
to Secure the legislation in view, if the sug-
gestion made by the hon. gentleman from
1ýrandon (Mr. Kirchhoffer) were carried out,
nIamely, that this bill should be re-committed
to the committee, considered to-morrow
tnorning, brought in to-morrow afternoon
atnd then given its third reading. Hon.
8entlemen will easily perceive that if my

'. friend takes exception to-night to the
report it will be impossible for the bill to re-
ceive a third reading until two or three days

.ne; consequently, if there is an agreement
04 this legislation, as undoubtedly there will
be, because I accept the statement of my hon.
friend that he will consent to it, this bill will
redive its third reading to-morrow, and any
representations of the creditors can be made
before the committee to-morrow morning and
ary necessary amendmnent made. I may
POnt out that at the very last moment, at
he tde when the committee thought they
ad disposed of the bill-thtt is, at the last

In0eting of the committee-a very important
change was made. Three or four words were
14erted at the instance of Mr. Arnoldi, who
reP'sented the presentcompany, which would

utely limit thè claims to those claimants

who base their claims upon the bonds. I
refer to section 7, line 33 :

In respect of the bonds based upon the judgment of
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

The committee did consider they were
dealingwitha class of claims entirely irrespec-
tive of bonds, but if claims are to be limited
to claims based upon bonds, then I certainly
as a member of that committee, should like
to have some further information, and I re-
gret very much that the chairman of that
committee is not present this afternoon.
After the change was made he observed the
inconsistency of the change, and I think it
was likewise observed by the law clerk a
few minutes after it was made, and in my
humble judgment those claims, by the inser-
tion of that phrase, have received a very
much greater restriction than it was con-
templated they should have.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What claims do you
refer to when you say they are more re-
stricted.

Hon. Mr. LO UGHEED-The claims are
now limited to all claims based upon bonds,
whereas the report of the committee was
intended to deal with all claims, irrespective
of the fact as to whether they were based
upon bonds or not. About the time the
committee was rising Mr. Arnoldi suggested
that those words be inserted " In respect of
the bonds." The hon. Minister of Justice
will see that there is quite a diqtinction bet-
ween that class of cases and claims based
upon the judgment of the Privy Council.
The report of the sub-committee was that
the legislation should extend to all claims
based upon the judgment of the Privy
Council. Now, a great limitation has been
placed upon those.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should suggest to
the hon. gentleman from Brandon, if the
amendment he wishes to make is to strike
out those words " In respect of the bonds,"
that he should move that that part of the
amendments be not concurred in. He has
a perfect right to do that.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHIHOFFER--No, I do not
think that that would have the effect of
bringing in all the other claims and having
them considered. I want to have such leg-
islation passed as will allow all claims to be
considered. We have nothing to say as to,
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their validity, only to provide that if parties
had claims they can enforce them legally.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They are not eut
out by that.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It seems
monstrous that this House should pass such
legislation as to eut then out. The chair-
man of the committee told me he was in
accord with what I said, that he understood
the effect of this bill was to allow those
claims, but he thought the amendment
proposed by Mr. Arnoldi was quite different
from what it turned out to be.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And the result will
be perhaps to kill the bill just because some
hon. gentleman was not present.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I will agree that
the bill go back to the committee. There is
no such intention as the hon. gentleman
from Brandon suggests. The intention is to
place everybody in the position he occupies
in this matter according to the decree of the
Lords of the Privy Council. That decree is
that these creditors shall not have any right
to come in and claim any portion of pro-
ceeds of bonds but their rights against
Charlebois or whoever may be the owners
of the stock are fully protected. I think
that I have such a right. The bill is framed
with a view of doing substantial justice to
everybody, and I am perfectly willing that
it should go back to committee for consider-
ation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no objection
to its going back to the committee, but
without instructions.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Simply for further
consideration.

The amendment was agreed to.

CANADA EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called,
Second reading Bill (94) "An Act to authorize the

Canada Eastern Railway Company to convey its
railway to the Alexander Gibson Railway and Manu-
facturing Conpany. "-(Mr. Power.)

Hon. Mr. POWER said: I understand
that there is some opposition to this bill or

some desire to discuss it at the second
readinz. Two hon. gentlemen have spoken
about it, and I therefore move that the order
of the day be discharged and that the bill
be read the second time to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I venture to
suggest that the bill receive the second read-
ing to-day and be sent to the Railway Com-
mittee to-morrow. Would not the hon.
gentleman consent to that ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have been reques-
ted by hon. gentlemen to postpone the
second reading.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (101) "An Act respecting the Har-
bour of the City of St. John in the Province
of New Brunswick."-(Mr. Dever.)

INCOMPLETE AND DELAYED
RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the adjournment, I desire to call the
attention of the Secretary of State to a re-
turn which he brought down in answer to a
motion I made last year. There are no re-
turns from the Privy Council, or the Depart-
ments of the Secretary of State, Finance,
Agriculture, Inland Revenue, Militia, Pub-
lic Works, and Railways and Canals. Of
course there may have been no dismissals
and no commissions in some of the depart-
ments, and if that is the case it is all right.
I also call attention to the fact that the
special return for which I moved in refer-
ence to the reduction of the Belleville post
office f rom a city to a town office has not
been brought down.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will call the atten-
tion of the Postmaster General to that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And as to the others 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I sent a messenger
over with a strong letter to the Minister Of
Railways and Canals, asking for the re-
turns. I presume there were none.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-May I ask the
hon. Secretary of State whether he is pre-
pared to bring down the return I asked for
with regard to the steamer "I Petrel " and
steam communication with Prince Edward
Island which I moved for, and also a return
with regard to the cold storage facilities for
Charlottetown ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will make inquiry.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 11th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PEARSON DIVORCE BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER, from the
Standing Committee on Divorce, reported
Bill (D) "An Act for the relief of James
Pearson." He said: It is usual to allow a
certain time to elapse before the report is
considered, but this is a case in which the
evidence is very clear, and I think there is
no objection to the report. Therefore, I
Maove that the report be now adopted.

The motion was agreed to.

TORONTO AND HUDSON BAY RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

lion. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
Ported bill (77) " An Act to incorporate
the Toronto and Hudson Bay Railway
COfllpany," with amendments.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
rnove that the amendments be concurred in.
1 Imight mention that the amendments are
'lot naterial, but make the bill much plainer
than as it was when passed by the commit-
tee, bY protecting the interests of those who
have the former charters, and it is agreed to
by all parties interested.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
moving that the bill be read the third time
to-morrow, I desire to give notice that at
the third reading of this bill I will move
that the words " James Bay Railway Com-
pany " be inserted af ter the word "company"
in the 19th line of the 10th section of the
said bill. It was omitted in the printing of
the bill, accidentally, I am informed. The
10th clause gives power to this company to
enter into an agreement with the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, the Ottawa,
Arnprior & Parry Sound Railway Company,
and the Nipissing & James Bay Railway
Company. The James Bay Railway Com-
pany have also a charter, and their rights are
reserved by this bill, and the desire is that
this company shall have the right to amal-
gamate with, or enter into any arrangement
for the construction, with any one or the
whole of these companits.

The motion was agreed to.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

INQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to:

Direct the attention of the government to the fol-
lowing words uttered on the 7th May, 1896, by the
Right Honourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier, at La Salle
Jacques Cartier, in the city of Quebec, and repro-
duced the next day in L'Electeur, of 8th May, 1896

Do not misunderstand me as to my intentions, I
Pepeat here, that I wish the minority in Manitoba to
obtain entire justice. It is a principle written in let-
ters of gold in the programme of my party that the
ri hts of the minority must be respected.

If the people of Canada bring me into power, as
I·have a conviction they will, I will settle this ques-
tion to the satisfaction of all parties intereste1. I
shal have with me in my government Sir Olver
Mowat, who has always been in Ontario, at the peril
of his own popularity, the champion of the Catholic
minority and of separate schools. I will put him at
the head of a commission where all the interests at
stake shall be represented, and I affirm to you that I
will succeed in satisfying those who are suffering at
this moment. Is not Sir Oliver Mowat's name alone
a guarantee of the success of this plan ?

.,nd then, finally, if conciliation does not succeed,
I shall have to exercise that constitutional recourse
which the law furnishes, a recourse which I shall
exercise completely and entirely.

And inquired:
1. If it is still a principle, written in letters of gold,

in the prograîmne of the Liberal arty that the rights
of the miority must be respected?

2. Whether the government, of which the Right
Honourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier is the head, has
settled the school question to the satisfaction of all
parties interested, and more particularly to the satis-
faction of those who were suffering on the 7th May,

3. Whether, conformably to the solemn engage-
ment which he had undertaken, the Right Honour-
able Sir Wilfrid Laurier has placed Sir Oliver Mowat
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at the head of a special commission, and whether this
commission has succeeded in making a settlement
which gives entire justice to the Catholic minority
of Mamtoba ?

4. In case nothing of this sort has been done, what
are the intentions of the governnient for the future ?

5. Does the government intend to exercise that
congtitutional recourse which the law furnishes and
which the Right Honourable Sir Wilfri-d Laurier
pronised te exercise completely and entirely ?

6. If it is admitted that it is now two years since
the Right Honourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier made suich
promises, is it the intention of the government to
put them into execution soon, and when will they be
fulfilled ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I beg to call your
attention, Mr. Speaker, to the fact that this
series of questions is wholly out of order,
and I ask your ruling upon that. My hon.
friend begins them with a statement of facts
which is controverted and which is contro-
vertible, and the whole series of propositions
which follow are based on this controver
tible introduction.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Who controverts
them ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And so my hon. friend
is wholly out of order. I take it to be a
well settled rule of this House that matter
which is controvertible cannot be introduced
into a question o - made the basis of a ques-
tion to be put to any hon. gentleman in this
House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I beg to speak on
the point of order. The hon. minister says'
that the beginning of this series of questions
is a controverted fact. Where is the contro-
verted fact ? Is it the speech of the Hon.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier which is controverted 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I beg to say to my
hon. f riend I do not know that such a speech
was ever made; I do not know if a speech
made by the premier upon this subject was
accurately reported, and my hon. friend has
assumed these things. My hon. friend is
introducing a matter that is capable of
being controverted, and therefore it is im-
proper to be embraced in a question put in
this House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I will observe to
the hon. gentleman that the fact to which
he alludes has never been controverted. The
words were taken out of the organ of Sir
Wilfrid Laurier in Quebec, the orsgan of the
Liberal party. This wa.s a promise made on
the public hustings; it went all over the

country. The prime minister won his elec-
tion with that promise. It has never before
been questioned, and it is a singular thing
that it should be controverted to-day and I
do not know what authority the hon. gentle-
man has to denv it. If lie is authorized to
deny it I am willing to withdraw the ques-
tion

Hon. Mr. ALMON-If it is wrong to
bring up a matter that is referred to in the
newspapers and which may be controvertible,
how do we read in this morning's paper that
last evening Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Sir
Charles Tupper discussed a report which
appeared in the Globe and Halifax Chronicle
of a speech made by Sir Charles Tupper? If
it is right in the House of Commons to discuss
such matters, I do not see why the hon. gen-
tleman should comie here and say that it is
out of order to do so in this House. I think
we have more liberty here than they have
in the Commons, and instead of devoting the-
talents, which I acknowledge he has, to
curtailing the power of this Senate, I think
he should employ them rather in endeavour-
ing to increase the powers and privileges of
the Senate.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Before a ruling
is made by his honour, the Speaker. on this
question, I should like very iuch if we were
allowed to fully understand the objection
taken by the hon. Minister of Justice. If
every question is to be ruled as out of order
which may be submitted to the government
by reason of the fact of alleged facts in the
question being controvertible, then it would
simply mean that almost every question so
submitted would give rise to the objection
made by the Minister of Justice that the
statement is controverted, and therefore the
question should not appear on the order
paper. The practice laid down does not go,
so far as I can ascertain, to the extent indi-
cated by the hon. Mi ister of Justice. You
cannot put a hypothetical question and ask
the government to answer it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You cannot put a
narrative of fact.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You cannot put
a matter of opinion in a question; that
would be objectionable, but you can state a
matter of fact, and the hon. gentleman fromn
Stadacona has placed on the order paper a
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matter which he alleges to be a fact. If the liament, in asking a question you cannot
government take the position that it is not state a fact as a fact, but ail questions are
a fact, they can simply deny it, and that dis- controvertible, and the words controvertible,
penses with the necessity of answering it. as npplied to any question, is not applicable
If it is not a fact, it can have no existence. in this case. The hon. gentleman puts his,

question in this way:
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman

is not discussing the point of order; he is
discussing the policy which should be pur-
sued in putting questions. I do not admit
the rule that the hon gentleman has stated,
and it is not necessary to argue it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am adhering
as closely as 1 can to the question of order
subnitted. The question of order submit-
ted, as I understand, to the House is that
a question susceptible to the objection made
by the Minister of Justice, that it is con-
troverted, is entirely out of order and can-
not be submitted. Now, what I do say is
that ny hon. friend will find no authority
going so far as to sustain his contention
that because a statement of fact in a ques-
tion is controverted, that it is therefore out
of order. Before a ruling is made upon so
inmportant a point, a ruling which if it
should be adverse to the contention of the
hon. gentleman from Stadacona, the House
should fully appreciate the extent to which
such a ruling would prevent questions here-
after being submitted to the government
I therefore submit, with due deference to
the opinions of the House, that only ques-
tiOns embodying an opinion or hypothesis
are out of order. Beyond that the govern-
m:ent should answer the questions if they
are questions of fact, if they are not ques-
tions of fact a simple denial will fully com-
Ply with all the requirements.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I Understand the objection taken to this in-
quiry of the hon. gentleman from Stadacona,
it is of a technical character. I think he is
quite right in saying that in placing an in-
quiry on the notice paper, you must not state
a fact and ask a question in connection with
it. This question might have been so worded
aS to obviate the point which has been raised
by the hon. geûtleman.

lion. Mr. MILLS-But it does not.

10n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not say it did. The hon. gentleman
frorm Stadacona puts the question and states
the fact. As I understand the rules of par-

48

That he will direct the attention of the government
to the following words uttered on the 7th of May, &c.

That is a statement of fact that the words
were uttered. He might have put it this
way: " That he will direct the attention of
the House to the following words said to
hav- been uttered." That woud have been
strictly within the rules of parlianent, and
the question predicated upon the preainble,
as I have indicated to the hon. gentleman,
could have been changed in such a manner
as to bring them strictly within the rules of
parliainent, and at the same time place the
minister in a position to either deny that
such utterances were ever made, or that he
had no knowledge of their being uttered,
and consequently could give no answer.
Then the question as to whether certain
principles laid down in the speech supposed
to have been made by the Hon. Sir Wilfrid
Laurier would have been quite pertinent. It
would be for the government to say whether
they had any policy on that question, or whe-
ther they held any such principles. That, I
understand, is the order of putting questions
on the notice paper, and that interpretation
will be borne out by Bourinot, Todd and
other parliamentary writers on this subject.
I would suggest to the hon. gentleman from
Stadacona that he drop this notice at the
present moment, re-word it, and place it on
the order paper for to morrow or next day.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I have no objection
at all, if the House will allow me, to with-
draw the question, I will endeavour to frame
it so as to meet all the requirements of the
hon. Minister of Justice.

The motion was withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
Whether, eince the commencement of the present

session, the government, or any one of the members
of the present administration, lias received from the
government of Manitoba, or from the Catholic min-
ority of that province, or from the Episcopate or any
member thereof, any communication whatsoever, in
the form of a demand, of a claim, of a protest,
or otherwise, on the subject of the Manitoba schoo
question ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, in reply
to the question put by my hon. friend, that
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I am not aware that any member of the only of the party to which he belongs, but
government has received f'rom the govern- also of the government in this House. A
ment of Manitoba, or from the Catholic question of great importance is placed on
minority of that province, or f rom the Epis- the noticd paper, and the hon. gentleman
copate, or any member thereof, any commu rises and says : "J have no knowledge that
nication whatsoever in the form of a demand, such communication has been received." I
of a claim, of a protest, or otherwi-e, on the say plainly and distinctly that that question
subject of the Manitoba school question. having been put on the paper, his duty was

to have obtained from his colleagues a
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Might I ask the knowledge of whether such a transaction

hon. minister if he could answer in any had taken place.
other way than that he is not aware ? Could
he say if the government has or has not re- Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Hear, hear.
ceived, or that any member of the govern-
ment has or has not received the commu- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
nication alluded to in my question i I am And if it were not unparliamentary, I would
not asking if the hon. minister is aware of say it is an exceedingly evasive answer, and
such a communication. I am asking if the it is begging the question in a matter of
governmeit has received such a communica- such grave importance tbat he, at least,
tion î sbould not resort to it. The governînent-

and be is one of tbe government-sbould
Hon. M.%r. MILLS-I have no knowledge know when this question is to be put, and

of the government or any member of the wben he cores to the bouse be sbould be
government having received anything of the able to answer it, yea or nay, or in such
sort. Iotber nianner as to inform the public

Hon.Mr. ERNIII-hat s no anwhetber any negotiations have taken place
aor nt, and not merely to state, I have o

answer. knowiedgne." A minister ioht, in ail mat-
ters he did not wish to answer, take particu-

Hoin. Mr. LANDRY-The hn istrlar pains not to find out in order that he
shouid bave inquired. I know they have coud corne to parliament and say: o
received sornetbing. have no knowledge that such an act has

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Then the bon. gentke- been committed, or that such communica-
man does not want the information if he tions have taken place," and thereby evade

knows. directly the giving of the knowledge which
every member of parliaRent bas a right to

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J deand of any government, and at ail times.
think the Minister of Justice is taking an
extraordinary position. I do not know the
practice of his government. I know the
practice of former governments when ques-
tions of that kind were put. The facts are
ascertained from the different departments,
or from the departmental heads who have
been holding negotiations upon questions of
this kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not aware that
any department has.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It is the hon. gentleman's duty to know.
le might have asked me that question and
I could have said, "I have no knowledge,"
because I am not in a position to inquire,
but we have here a gentleman holding the
most important portfolio in the Dominion
government. He is here as the leader, not

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I notice the cheers
of my hon. friends and I suppose they ap-
prove of the doctrine laid down by the leader
of the opposition.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says
certainly, but I say I do not agree. I say
that I have answered the question of rny
hon. friend that I do not know.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-And do not care.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And I do not believe
that the government have any information
upon the subject. My hcn. friend knows
right well-for he has been years in a
government-that a minister may have a pri-
vate discussion with a party, an unotficial
discussion, a discussion that he never con-
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municates to his colleagues, that his col-
leagues have no right to inquire about
unless there is some action which
involves them in some responsibility. I
say that if my hon. friend had come here
and said that the government had done
something, that certain mischiefs had flown
from it, that he deprecated it-anything
that would make myself or my hon. friend
beside me responsible for such an act, why
then it would be brought to our notice in
that way and the responsibility would be
fastened on us if we did not withdraw from
the governnent or disapprove of the act or
have the act repudiated. But my hon.
friend the leader of the opposition knows
right weil that a minister may have a dis-
cussion on a hundred topics with the local
Prime minister. I do not know that any
one has, nor is it my business to know.

Hon.. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Unless he was acting
On behalf of the government or taking some
step that was to bind the government, but
if he chooses unofficially to have a discussion,
if he chooses unofficially to undertake to
arrange matters in a way that he thinks
"ill prove satisfactory, and action. is taken
On that by other parties, that is a matter of
which we have no cognizance and no right
to have any cognizance. Let me suppose
for an instant-and I am supposing what I
do not know at all has taken place-that
Soule minister had met Mr. Greenway and
maade a suggestion to him, and Mr. Green-
Way had assumed the responsibility in his
Own province of acting on it. That is the
act of Mr. Greenway and he is not respon-
Sible for it, and it is not the act of this
government or any member of it which is
called on to explain or defend it in this
"ouse or in the House of Commons. Lord
Palmnerston on one occasion, said that he
had settled more questions of controversy
between England and foreign countries at
his dinner table than by dispatches, but the
d1spatches are brought down to parliament
and form the subject of controversy, while
the discussion which Lord Palmerston had
at his dinner table were never made the
subject of discussion in parliament nor was
there a question put to any one of his col-
eagues that he should explain in the House
.hat Lord Palmerston had said at his

dinner table. With all respect to this
48J

House, I deny the right of the hon. gentle-
man or any other member of this House to
know what a member had said privately or
unofficially.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That is not asked
for.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not a matter
for consideration here or in the other
H ouse. W hen the act of a minister becomes
a public act, an act for which that minister
and his colleagues are responsible to parlia-
ment, then it is time enough for the lion.
gentlemen to call on me or my colleagues to
explain what a minister did, or with whom
he had held a conversation. Does my hon.
friend say that if the prime minister, or some
other member of the government, happened
to meet Mr. Greenway or any colleague of
his government, or the Archbishop, and said
good-day to him, that I must come down to
the House and report that to the hon. gen-
tleman ? I deny such proposition, altogether.
My hon. friend has put his question from
day to day. We have had patience with
him. We have borne with what is intended
to be a species of badgering carried on in
this House.

Hon. Mr. DEVER--Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But I say I shall
take my own course in regard to questions
of this kind in the future, and decline to
answer every question which I, as a minister
of the Crown, responsible for the conduct of
the administration, feel has no relevancy to
the duties of the administration.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do not
think there has been any necessity whatever
for the hon. leader of the House to work
himself up into a white heat.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
of order. The hon. gentleman has no right
to talk about white heat. There has been
no white heat.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-If the
expression is unparliamentary, I will with-
draw the word " white " and say that he bas
worked himself up into a heat over this
question. The hon. leader of the govern-
ment is under a misapprehension as to the
way the question was put. He has not been
asked what his opinion was about these
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matters, or whiat he kno' s about these mat-
ters, but he was asked wl hat the government
has done with regard to -ertain things. The
question is a very simple one:

Whether, since the commencement of the present
session, the government, or any one of the niembers
of the present administration, has received fron the
govermnent of Manitoba, or from the Catholic min-
ority of that province, or from the Episcopate or any
member thereof, any comr mnication whatsoever, in
the form of a demand, of a claim, of a protest, or
otherwise, on the subjeet of the Manitoba school
question ?

He cannot answer the House here, but
if he invited me to his table he might
give an answer. That is the precedent he
brings forward. J tell the hon. gentleman
that J must get a reply to this question, yes
or no, but lie must give an answer. If lie is
ignorant, let him go to the ministerial school,
let him learn from his colleagues what hap-
pened. Something has happened. I know
that a document has been sent to the
government.

He is not asked his opinion. He is here Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Wly then ask it?
as the leader of the House and
representative of the government, and
it was certainly his duty to lay this
question before his colleagues and be in
a position to give us an answer, yes or no.
It seems to me that the term applied to the
answer given by the minister, as being an
evasion, is not too strong a term to apply to
it, and when my hon. friend taxed miy col-
league for putting this question and speak-
ing of matters whichli had taken place at
private dinner tables, of course nobody is
asking what is taking place at any dinner
table or private conversation, but this is a
public matter which has been spread broad-
cast over the country, and if any communi-
cation or demand has been made of the
government, it is the duty of the leader of
the House to inform us on it.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I rise to answer
the statement made by the lion. minister
that I have put this question f.rom day
to day. I ask the hon. gentleman what
warrant lie has to make such a state-
ment as that? This is the first time I have
put this question on the paper, and it is the
first time I have brought this matter before
the House, and the lion. minister is losing
his tinie entirely if he thinks lie will prevent
me from doing my duty. I will go on with
my question until it is answered, and if I
cannot get an answer from the lion. minister,
I will try to find out another way to get it,
but I will have it, and the hon. minister
may be sure that lie will not silence me by
threatening or otherwise. What I asked
was a pertinent question; the hon. minister
is unable to answer it. He speaks of Lord
Palmerston's methods respecting dinners
and dinner tables. What does he mean?
Must I conclude that if lie invited me
to his table I might have an answer ?
Is that the conclusion I must accept I

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--Because I want
to know what the government are doing in
the matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
might give his information to the House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If something has
happened why does not the minister say yes
or no? If such a communication as the one
asked for has not been given why did not
the minister say no? It is only to matters
that happened since the beginning of the
session that the question relates. I am
entitled to have a reply. Does the minister
say no?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I decline to give my
hon. friend any further answer than I have
already given him.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
man did not give any; lie said lie was igno-
rant, that lie knew nothing at all about it.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Here is a plain
question. Has the government received any
communication? Does the government ans-
wer, yes or no? We are entitled to that
answer.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It strikes me that this
thing has gonefarenough. The Senate of Can-
ada, in my humble opinion, ought to be more
dignified than to allow such a thing to go on.
Here is an hon. gentleman who, apparentlY,
does not know when he gets a direct answer,
and lie repeats his question and asks the hon.
leader of the House to say yes or no. The
hon. leader of the House distinctly told hirn
that, as a member of the government, lie
knew nothing about it.

Several Hon. GENTLEMEN-No, no-
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Hon. Mr. DEVER-As a member of the
government he knew nothing about it, but
lie said as an individual-he said the word
individual-in his private capacity he
might have had a conversation.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-We did not ask
that.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Well, notwithstand-
ing all this, he persists and wants the hon.
leader of the House to commit himself and say
yes or no. How can the hon. gentleman say yes
or no when lie has said distinctly that, as
a member of the government, lie knows
lothing about it ? Surely, under these cir-
Cumstances, this House should not allow
this matter to go any further. It is a dis-
grace to the Senate to permit scenes of
this kind, because they know a large
najority of this House is against the

present government, and it cannot be con-
Sidered anything but ennity to a few mem-
bers. It is nothing less than a disgrace that
this House should allow things to proceed in
this brutal manner from day to day, and per-
Mit these scenes to be prolonged by inen who
have no shame, who have no sense of reli-
gion, men who are willing to prostitute reli-
gion; because if their religion is so low as it is
represented by some hon. gentlemen, thenGod
help the religion and the country that is
governed by sucli religion. The govern-
'fent have declared positively in this House
that they knew nothing of this matter. If
the hon. gentlemen want to find it out let
them consult the several members of the
governmnent and possibly in their conver-
sation they may arrive at a proper know-
ledge of it. But here we have two members
of the governmient hour after hour and day
after day declaring that they knew nothing
about this still this hon. gentleman persists
il his questions and declares that lie will
continue to persist until lie gets a reply yes
or no. I say this thing has gone so far that
I do not see how any hon. gentleman who
claims to be a gentleman, can sit here any
longer and allow it to continue.

lion. Mr. BERNIER-We do not want
any misunderstanding. A question has
been asked and the hon. Minister of Justice
has declined to answer that question. He
Professes to speak only for himself and not
for the government. But, on the other hand,here is an hon. gentleman who says that
the government has not received any coin-

munication. Do the government take the
position stated by the hon. gentleman from
St. John ? Do the government say plainly
n1o, to the question, or do they decline simply
to answer the question i

Hon. Mri. MILLS-If myhonourablefriend
thinks there is any correspondence or inform-
ation in possession of the government on
this subject, lie can put a notice upon the
paper.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I beg to remind
the hon. gentleman that over a month ago I
made a motion for returns whichwas adopted,
and am still waiting for the returns. I asked
several times of the lion. gentleman when I
should expect those returns to be brought
down, and I have yet to wait for thiem. I
am sorry that there has been such delay,
and I will again take this opportunity to
ask the bon. gentleman to bring them down
as soon as possible.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I just desire one word to add to what I have
already said, and that is to express my per-
sonal regret at the position taken by the bon.
leader of the gover nment in this House.
There is no one in the Senate who would
sustain him sooner than I, if questions were
asked as to individual communications. But
that is not the question that is put here.' If
we are to accept the dogmatic manner which
has been assumed by the bon. minister
to-day, that he will not answer questions
which are put upon the paper unless lie
thinks proper to do so, the sooner we
know it the better. There is nothing in this
question which justifies the position that has
been taken by the hon. gentleman. It is a
plain, straight-forward question upon a very
important public matter, and I hold it is not
only as a matter of courtesy but his absolute
duty, unless lie is prepared to say that it is
not in the interests of the public that the
information should be given, to say whether
correspondence has taken place or not. There
is no question asked as to the action of any
individual member of the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, ves.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not quite so fast. Please wait till I get
through. The question implies, and can
receive no other interpretation, that it relates
to the action of the government, not of an
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individual as an individual. It says this :
" since the commencement of the, present
session has the government or any one of
the members of the present administration,"
-that implies the action of a member of the
present administration, acting under the au-
thority of the government and by the in-
structions received from the cabinet, and can
receive no other construction.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say as to
that, no.

placed." It is for hon. gentlemen to say
whether they are prepared to submit to that
kind of treatment from any hon. minister of
the government in the future. I cannot say
that I would blame my hon. friend if he asks
that question every day until he gets an
answer, which I think should be given by
the hon. geritleman. It is the first time in
my parliamentary experience that ever I
saw a minister in this House or in any
House assume such a dictatorial stand.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to make the

Why did you not say so in the first place. follawing inquiry :

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The question is very
much broader than that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No; but let me say parenthetically that I
put a question once or twice almost analog-
ous to this, as to what had taken place be-
tween the government and the authorities in
Manitoba upon this question, the late leader
of the government gave me a respectful an-
swer; the hon. Secretary of State, upon one
or two occasions, said that no such commu-
nications had taken place, or that certain
communications had taken place, but that
lie was not in a position to give an answer,
as it would not be in the public interest
while negotiations were going on. I could
not expect any more. Had the same an-
swer been given to-day, no objection would
have been taken; but the hon. gentleman
assumed to say to this House whether they
shall have any information that they require
upon great and grave public questions
Now, it simply ask this : whether
there has been any communication
between the Catholic minority of the pro-
vince of Manitoba or with the Episcopate,
any communication whatsoever, in the form
of a demand of a claim, of a protest on the
subject of the Manitoba school question.
In my long parliamentary experience, of
over thirty years, I must say I never read a
plainer, more distinct, or more direct ques-
tion put to any government, and we find
the hon. leader of the government in this
House, in a style of absolutisni saying, " I
will not answer that question. I do not
know anything about it myself, and, conse-
quently, it is not for me to inquire of my
colleagues or the government whether this
communication has taken place. I will not
answer; that is the position in which I am

The Honourable the Secretary of State having
asserted that the present goverument had had a con-
ference with representatives of the government of
Manitoba, and that they had core to an agreement,
wvas that agreement accepted by the Catholic ninority

of Manitoba, and was that saine ninority a party to
the said agreement ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I explained very fully
that the conference was before the legisla-
tion that took place in Manitoba, under
which the agreement that was made was ap-
proved of by an Act of that legislature. I
am unable to answer the hon. gentlemans,
question whether it has been accepted by the
Catholic minority of Manitoba. As far as
I can gather from the public press and un-
official sources, a large number of Catholic
schools are being carried on as public schools
-soinewhere about eighty of them.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am advised that
there are a very considerable number of
Catholic schools now being carried on as pub-
lic schools.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Can I have an
answer to the latter part of my inquiry i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no official
knowledge, but so far as I can gather f romi
unofficial sources, a considerable number,
certainly over fifty or sixty of the Catholic
schools, are being carried on under the
Public School Act.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am asking a re-
ply to the latter part of my question: Was
the said minority a party to said agreement.
The conference was between the Federal
Government and the government of Mani-
toba. Surely the Federal government ought
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to know if the minority were a party to the
convention ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it is exceed-
ingly unfair that a minister should be cate-
chised in this way day after day. The ques-
tion has been answered over and over again.
I am anxious to give the hon. gentleman as
full information as possible. I am not reti-
cent on these questions ; perhaps I have at
times said more that I should. The hon.
gentleman knows there was a conference
over a year ago with the members of the
Manitoba government, and that the under-
standing then arrived at was ratified by an
Act. Ail the world is familiar with that
Act. I do not know whether the Catholic
minority have accepted it. I cannot tell.
As I said before, a considerable number of
Schools have come under the law. That is
the only answer I can give.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-There is no use
wandering about.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot give any
better reply.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
nman could answer if lie would. What I
asked is this : the hon. Secretary of State
asserted that a conference took place.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-With the members of
the Manitoba government.

lon. Mr. LANDRY-The present gov-
ernment conferred with representatives of
the Manitoba government. They came to
an agreement. I think I have a right to
ask the hon. member if the Catholie minority
was present at that conference-if they were
a part y to the agreement. The hon. minister
does not know, I suppose. He had a con-
ference with the Manitoba people, and he
cannot tell if the Catholic minority were
represented.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The Federal govern-
"'ent were acting on behalf of the Catholie
ailnority and endeavouring to get as large
Concessions as possible from the Manitoba
government. Everybody knows that.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-I do not know it.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
n'ust be exceedingly ignorant if he does not.
The object of the conference was to obtain
concessions. We obtained as full conces-

sions as we could secure in the interests of
the minority. We acted for the minority.
Whether they are satisfied or not I am
unable to say. All I can say is that a very
considerable number of the minority have
accepted the settlement. I know that by
public announcement from unofficial sources.

Hon. 'Mr. LANDRY-Does the hon.
gentleman contend that the government
was acting in the name of the minority and
with its authorization?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
of order. The hon. gentleman put his
question and got his answer. He has made
half a dozen speeches since he put his
question and got his answer. We have
something else to do.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The minister
infers from the fact that he has seen in the
papers that a number of schools are now
conducted under the public school system
that the minority have accepted the settle-
ment. I may say that none of those schools
have accepted the settlement to which be
refers, but certain conditions outside of that
settlement have been made to such a number
of schools by the local government, and
those schools of the minority, while not
accepting the agreement, while not accepting
even as a finality the advantages given to
those schools, yet in the state of poverty in
which they are, they are trying to take
advantage of those concessions made outside
of that agreenient; but the agreement is
not accepted by the minority at ail.

SOULANGES CANAL CONTRACT.

MOTION POSTPONED.

The notice of motion being read:

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellancy will be pleased to cause to be laid before
the Senate, a copy of each of the following documents
relating to the reletting of contracts for the construc-
tion of sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Soulanges
Canal:-

1. Copy of notice calling for tenders for the relet-
ting of sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Soulanges Canal.

2. Copy of the specifications for the reletting of
sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, Soulanges Canal.

3. Copy of the tender of J. M. Hogan.
4. Copy of the tender of Andrew Onderdonk.
5. Copy of the Order in Council or report of the

Minister of Railways and Canals, or Chief Engineer
of Railways and Canais, shortening the time for the
completion of sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 from the end of
October, 1899, to the end of October, 1898.
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6. Minute or memorandum of the agreement or
conversation had with Andrew Onderdonk, contractor
for sections 4. 5, 6 and 7 of the Soulanges Canal by the
Minister of Railways and Canals or Chief Engineer,
between the dates 17th March, 1897, and 20th March,
1897, both days inclusive, or at a subsequent date to
the effect that if J. M. Hogan. the lowest tenderer
for sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, refused to sign the contract
that A. Onderdonk would take it at the prices named
in his (Onderdonk's) tender and agree to complete the
work by the end of October. 1898.

7. Copy of letter or telegran to J. M. Hogan be-
tween dates 17th March, 1897, and 22nd March, 1897,
both days inclusive, notifying hin that he was the
lowest tenderer for sections 4, 5, 6 and 7.

8. Letter from J. M. Hogan to the Department of
Railways and Canals between the dates 17th March,
1897, and 22nd March, 1897, both days inclusive, re-
fusing to sign the contract for sections 4, 5, 6 and 7
for which he was the lowest tenderer.

9. Copy of contract of A. Onderdonk for sections
4, 5, 6 and 7, Soulanges Canal.

10. Copy of the Order in Council cancelling the
contract of Archibald Stewart for sections 1 and 2,
Soulanges Canal.

11. Copy of Order in Council about reletting of
sections 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal.

12. Copy of publie advertisement or other printed
notice calling for tenders for the reletting of sections
1 and 2, Soulanges Canal.

13. Copy of notice sent to Hugh Ryan asking him
to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2, Soulanges
Canal.

14. Copy of notice sent to John Ryan asking him
to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2, Soulanges
Canal.

15. Copy of notice sent to Allan R. McDonnell
asking hmin to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2,
Soulanges Canal.

16. Copy of notice sent to W. .1. Poupore asking
him to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2, Soul-
anges Canal.

17. Copy of notice sent to one Cleveland asking
him to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2, Soul.-
anges Canal.

18. Copy of notice sent to M. P. Davis or Wn.
Davis & sons, a sking himn or them to tender for re-
letting of sections 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal.

19. Copy of notices sent to other contractors ask-
ing them to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2,
Soulanges Canal.

20. Copy of specification and forin of tender for re-
letting of sections 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal.

21. Copies of all tenders verbatim et literatim for
reletting sections 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal.

22. Copy verbatim et literatim of the contract of
Ryan & Macdonell for sections 1 and 2, Soulanges
Canal.

23. Copy of notice or information furnished to ten-
derers of sections 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal, as to the
plant which tenderers would have the use of and the
ternis on which they would have such use.

24. Statement of the amount and nature of the
security given by Ryan & Macdonell for the comple-
tion cf their contract for sections 1 and 2, Soulanges
Canal.

25. Copy of notice to tenderers for reletting of sec-
tions 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal, that the government
would furnish a quarry for the use of contractors.

26. Copy of the agreement with Ryan & Macdonell
as to the quarry at Rockland.

27. Statement of the royalty to be paid by Ryan &
Macdonell to the departnent on stone to be quarried
at Rockland quarry.

28. Copy of the Ôrder in Council dated between the
dates 15th May, 1897, and 29th May, 1897 (both dates
inclusive), for the payment of 810,000 to Archibald
Stewart.

29. Copy of letter or telegrani from the Departwent
of Railways and Canals to one C. W. Ross, a clerk in
the Department of Railways and Canals, in the
nonth of December, 1897, or January, 1898, instruct-
ing him to break into the office of Archibald Stewart,
at his quarry in Rockland.

30. Copies of letters or telegrans to one Middleton,
government inspector at Rockland from the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals, during the month of
December, 1897, and up to 13th of January, 1898.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I have no obser-
vations to make on this, except that I hope
the government will bring down the papers.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That return was moved
for in the other House.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not aware
that these papers have been called for.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This may be fuller. I
was going to suggest that if any of the
papers brought down have been printed, it
would not be necessary to bring down that
part of it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will the hon.
gentleman make inquiries to-morrow ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

The motion was allowed to stand.

THIRD READING.

Bill (L) "An Act respecting the Great
North-west Central Railway Compaiy."-
(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

RECORDS OF RULINGS.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to direct
the attention of the House to the fact that
the minutes of last Monday do not report
the decision given by his honour the Speaker
on a question debated in this House on that
day. A point of order was raised and de-
bated, and the ruling of the chair was given,
and there is no record of it in our Minutes.
In looking up the practice in the past, I see
that on the 13th June, 1887, the order of
the day being read, a question of order was
raised, and his honour the Speaker ruled.
The same day, a motion was made that a cer-
tain bill be not now read the third time, but
that it be further amended. A question of
order being raised, his honour the Speaker
ruled that the said motion in amendment
was out of order under the seventeenth
rule of this House. The next day, the L4th
June, Hon. Mr. Vidal moved, seconded by
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lion. Mr. Scott, that the bill respecting
Chinese immigration be now read the second
time. A question of order was raised, and
the Speaker decided that the bill was out of
order as interfering with the public revenue.
A few days later, on the 22nd June, a
petition was presented, and a question of
order being raised, namely: that the petition
did not hear the signature of the man who
presented it, the Speaker ruled that the
point was not well taken, as such practice
had not prevailed before in this House. I
take later volumes, and I see that in every
instance when a ruling of the chair was
given, that ruling was inserted in the
Minutes of our House. J should like that
the deci<ion arrived at by the Speaker on
Monday last should be inserted in our
Minutes. J think it is according to the
Practice and precedent, and J hope his
honour the Speaker will give the proper in-
structions, so that the course followed in the
past wiil be followed in this instance.

The SPEAKER-J am of opinion that
the cases cited by the hon. member have
no analogy whatever to the case on which J
ruied the other day. All the cases which
he bas just cited were necessarily entered in
the Minutes. It was necessary for the clerk
to mention in the Minutes for what reason
the petition or the bill had not been pro-
ceeded with ; but in the case where a point
of order is raised in the course of a discus-
Sion on a public question, or on any inquiry
or question put to a minister of the Crown,
1 have no knowledge of any instance in
Which the ruling of the Speaker is entered
in the minutes. The ruling of the Speaker
appears in the debates because it is neces-
Sary always that the discussions be reported
at length. But I do not consider now that
any decision given by the Speaker on such
rulings should be entered in the Minutes and
the reasons given for it. I believe the re-
Porting of the ruling in the debates is all
that is required. At all events I am entire-
'Y at the hands of the House. If the House
decides that ruling on all questions in the
Ilouse should be entered in the Minutes of
Course it will be done.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Then I an to
nllderstand that nothing will be done?

The SPEAKER-I believe it should not
be done.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-J shall take means
to have it done.

The SPEAKER-If the Senate does not
endorse my ruling on that question, it is
open to any hon. gentleman to take the ordi-
nary course to have my decision overruled,
and then the decision of the Senate will
be carried out.

NAKUSP AND SLOCAN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES moved the third
reading of Bill (92) "An Act respecting the
Nakusp and Slocan Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I beg to move
that this bill be not now read the third time
but that it be read a third time this day
three months. As hon. gentlemen know
perfectly well the position J have always
taken in public debates and upon public
questions is decidedly opposed to anything
that rertains to monopoly, and with that in
view, J made a motion against what J con-
ceived to be a muonopoly yesterday in re-
gard to the Trade Mark and Design Act,
and I convinced this honourable House at
the same time that it was a class of legisla-
tion that it was notwise to enact. It is rather
an invidious position for me to assume in
rising to discuss the question of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, more especially as Judge
Clark, who is responsible for the Canadian
Pacific Railway legislation comes from
the same town as myself and has been a
friend from my youth up to the present,
and to a certain extent, as far as he is con-
cerned, J feel that in rising to oppose ques-
tions that are brought before this parliament
through his instrumentality on behalf of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, J am placed in
an invidious position to a certain extent.
There is also the idea in soine people's mîinds
that J have something against the Canadian
Pacific Railway-that J am always picking
at and criticising the company. It is not
from any sense of feeling against the
Canadian Pacific Railway that I am
animated-a railroad which I, in conjunc-
tion with the rest of the country, feel
proud of, but at the same time having creat-
ed a railroad 6,500 miles in length, which
has an earning power from the people of
Canada of $24,300,000 last year, and in-
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creasing this year, I think it is a fair usp, on the Arrow Lake, for 10 miles parallel
subject for criticism when it cores before to this railway of 32 miles. As you al know,
parliament asking for additional legislation, in the province of British Columbia the rail-
which happens nearly every year. It is roads have to run in narrow valleys and the
only from a sense of public duty that paralleling of this une is vithin a fev feet
I take the positon as critic in re- of the small branch of 32 miles. It vou1d
gard to this powerful corporation, which only be one or two bundred feet away from
is so powerful that it is a common the other line, and the motive giver by the
utterance in the western country that they Canadian Pacific Railway for the construc-
control whatever government is in power in tion of this une is to give competition to the
Canada, and that it is useless to try to offer mines that are servec now by the short lino
opposition. I think that is a mistaken idea. of 32 miles. If I thouht that that was the
I think there is a power over the Canadian object, or that it was going to give competi-
Pacific Railway or any other c:rporation, tion to the people of those mines in that
and that is the parliament of Canada, which neighbourhood, to the people who live in
represents the people of Canada, and it is a the7towns along this short une, it would be
great pity that by any Act, this parliament contrary to the principles I advocated in
should allow it to be supposed by the people opposing monopoly of any kind, for me to
of Canada that this condition does exist oppose their bil. I want competition, but
where this parliament is concerned. We from my knowledge of that country, s0 far
are living in a free country, and the freest as it has been presented to me, it is not for
constitution in the world is the British con- the purpose of competition that this short
stitution upon which our parliament is branch of 10 miles N projected paralleling
modelled, and it is superior to every power this road into the neighbourhood of the
that exists in) Canada where the legislation mines for the development of which the 32
of the country is concerned. This question miles were built, but it is to kill the com-
has been before the committee. It is a petition that they already have, and vill
question as between this railway, 6,500 miles have when the Crows Nest Pass is completed
in length, and a railroad thirty-two miles to that point, by the railroads and the
in length in the province of British Columbia water navigation which they designed
-the only independent line, I think, in first of ail to utilize, water vhich the Crow's
that region of British Columbia which the Nest ne croses a few miles south of it.
Canadian Pacific Railway passes through. That is to say that the people Who live along
The people of the towvns along this railway that lne of railway, the people who live in
have core down and petitioned parliament those towns and the mines that are devel-
that this legistation should not be put upon oped by that short hne of railway, have
the statute-book. Kaslo is on the Kootenay already access to railway accommodation by
Lake and lias navigable waters whih leado the water route. They have navigation tO
into the United States. The other end of take their ores down there and bring their
the 32 miles has connection with Sandon, stuif by the railroads in the south. They
and the road was buot in the interest already have that and it was built in order
of the mining cleveloprnents which have Wo develop the mines. iNow, we are pro.ject-
taken place by the friends and associates of ing the Crow's Nest Pass ne into that same
the people in these towns, and I presume neighbourhoo d, and the moment the Crow'
this railroad was ini there pari passa with Nest one is constructed the Canadian Pacifie
the interests the Canadian Pacific Railway Railway says: "This little branch of thirty
had acquired. It is in the neighbourhood of two miles is going to have competition be-
the Crow's Nest Passf.a line which has tween us and the railways to the south.
been projected by the Canadian Pacific Now, that is not in our interest. That is
tailway assisted by the Dominion govern- not the lines we work upon. We work sapon

ment bonus of $4,000,000 and by the British business principles; and whenever anything
Columbia legislature with a land grant of stands in the way of effecting our objets or
20,000 acres per mile within the province of our business it m u-t go, so far as we are able
British Columbia between Nelson and the t corne t this pariadent and get the
boundary of the province. The bill is de- necessary legislation Wt abolish that." I
signed now to give power Wo the Canadian the Canadian Pacifie ailway is buat bY the
Pacific Railwway to build a branch from Nak- Crows Nestas, this railroad and the pe
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ple who live along its line will have the are going to compete with you and are going
choice of shipping by the Canadian Pacific to control this district in which this railroad
Railway or they will have the competition is, so that there wiii be no competition
of this road to send their ores further south, coming from the south with the Canadian
and also to bring in their supplies from the Pacific Railvay." That is the position that
south. We who live in the interior of that these people vho have core down with
great country are quite aware what it is to their petition have presented us in the
have competition. Railway Committee. We heard what they

had to say about this matter. We istened
lion. Mr. McCALLUi-Hear, hear. to tsem for two hours. Tbey have cone

down here ail the way from that neig-
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We may like to bourood simply for the purpose of protect-

have a choice of two routes by which we can ing their interests. There bas heen wo
ship our produce. At present we have only application from the people in that district
one route. Competition 1R the life of any wbo are working the mines, who are living
trade, anid the makinh of any country, and along the ane of that railway asking for this
i is also the making of any man. It will competition, or for the railway that is no
develop bis abilities and bis qualities, and asked for by the Canadian Pacific Railway
competition will develop the qualities of that I know of, or that think was put
Canada, but the very moment that you hefore tbe committee. This railroad is
allow monopoly to rule the country you applied for by the Canadian Pacific Railway
produce stagnation. The directing minds -a railroad whicb bas already 6,500 miles
are not going to be those who are producing of its own. The people who came down
the wealth of Canada, those who are labour- brougbt affidavits to say tbey were quite
ing in the country and producing the exports satisfied vitb the position they were in,
which go out every year; it is not those who because they wili bo in a favourable position
Will control the çountry, but the heads of wben the Crows Nest Pasi Railway is buit.
these monopolies. They will be able to develop tbeir industry

by the competition between the two roads
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-How will two whicb they will bave. 1 feel quite con-

lines give you a monopoly. fident that I shah not appeal to this Senate in
vain under tbe circumstances. I am quite

lon. Mr. BOULTON-The object of this aware tbat the Canadian Pacifie Railway
legislation is to build ten miles paralleling bas a great deal of sympathy f rom the nem-
this short line of thirty-two miles to the bers of tbis buse. I ain well aware tbat
Mines for which the thirty-two miles were the Canadian Pacific Railway car explain
built. That divides the traffic with that their point of view to members of this Senate
railway company, and it will bring that privately. It would not do for me to allow
company down on its knees and compel it to the other side to fail to present it from a
sell to the Canadian Pacific Railway. Then public standpoint, and for that reason I bave
the people who live on that thirty-two miles moved this resolution. I do not tbink it is
Will have no competition-it will be mono- in the interests of the country that this bil
Poly. sbould be put upon the statute-book. I do

not think it is the interest of this parliament
lion. 1%r. McCALLUM-They bave no tbatwesouldignore tberights ofthepublicor

c0luipetition now. the interests of the people who core down to

parliament and ask for protection. I do
Lion. Mr. BOULTON-Tbey have com- not tbink it is rigbt for us to assume that

Petition between the Crow's Nest Pass and we are going to place tbis parliament under
the water communication which leads to the the control of a very large power-a power
8outh. Tbey can say to the Canadian Paci- tbat controls the expenditure of 24 mi-
f ailway: I-What will you carry our ores r olions which they earned last year, with
for ? What wilb you bring in the produce aru the strengtb that its millions wil qive
for? Is do not want those people to be it. It s8 not a wise course for us to take to
Placed in any worse position. I do not want say that we will ignore tbe position of pri-
the Canadian Pacific Railway to say to vate people wbo come down and ask
theru: IlYou cannot run this railroad. We us for sympaty and protection, and
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have it said to them, " we are going
to bind you down, and force you into
such a position that you will be tributary
only to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway when
they have control of this road will shut
you off from any competition to the
south of the line." That is the position
it is in at the present moment. I stand
here to advocate the cause of these people
who are not strong; who are not power-
ful. The argument is used that the bonds
that built this Slocan Railway were negoti-
ated in the city of New York. That argu-
ment was used to prejudice the minds of
people, but what difference does it make
whether those bonds are floated in New
York or London or Montreal? We ail know
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway bonds
are floated wherever capital is to be raised.
We all know there are people in New York
who hold bonds of the Canadian Pacific
Railway and of many of our railroads In
the same way they are held in London and
other capitals in Europe. Therefore, that is
not an argument that should be used to pre-
judice the minds of the people. I am quite
awa.re that there is a prejudice in the minds
of some that no competition from the south
should be allowed, that the Canadian Pacific
Railway is to have a monopoly and be pro-
tected from any competition by the Northern
Pacific Railway to the south of our line.
That is a principle which I think is not just
to the people in the interior, who are work-
ing where competition is the life and soul of
their industry. We have to pay an enor-
mous mileage for the carriage of our produce,
and if we have to pay mileage for 1,600 or
2,000 miles-

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This is only ten
miles.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, but the ob
ject of this ten miles is what I have stated
Hon. gentlemen will remember that the
Heintz Railway was purchased by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. It
was a question for a while whether it was
going to remain an independent road or not,
but it was purchased by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company afterwards. It
got some land and the smelter that belonged
to Heintz. This railway is in the neigh-
bourhood and forms a connection with this
road that I am speaking of. If these people

do not want to sell it, if they do not want
to lose the competition they are getting at
the present moment, is it right for us to say
to them " you have got to sell the Canadian
Pacific Railway in the same way as the
Heintz Railway did? " Is it a fair position
to place them in? Supposiiig there was a
question of selling out on the part of the
railway, does not this legislation, giving the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company power to
build, depreciate the value of their property ?
Is it fair that we should institute legis-
lation in this parliament in order to
depreciate the value of any property of
private individuals, especially pioneer settlers
who have gone in there to develop the
interior of that country for the benefit
of themselves and to the trade of
the country at large ? Is it fair that
we, by our legislation, should put them
in such a position that they would have to
bow down and take whatever the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company would give themi
I say give them a f ree hand. If the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway cannot make terims
without this legislation, and there should be
a petition from those people sent down here
saying " we would like to have this legisla-
tion put through," that would be another
question altogether, but there is no applica-
tion from the people for this legislation.
There are petitions and affidavits from the
people against this legislation. You have
to take your choice whether you are going
to grant the prayer of the people in the in-
terior there, or support the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, who have more facilities for reach-
ing the ear of this honourable House than the
people who are out in the west. I feel I
would not be doing my duty if I did not
carry to the fullest extent, the principle I
niaintain, and that is the principle to keep
down monopoly as much as you can in the
interior of that country. It is very well, sir,
for you who live on the Welland Canal to
smile and criticise and depreciate the posi-
tion I am taking. You have all the coin-
petition you want; you have your lake
competition and railway competition, east
and west, and in every way. Those people
in the west are locked up. Go up there and
become a pioneer settler and you will soon
find what side you will take in the matter.
The position out in that western country,
which we are seeking to develop for the
benefit of the trade of Canada, is quite
different. I would therefore urge upon this
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House to do justice in this matter and not friend is opposed to monopoly, and yet he
ignore the rights of the pioneers who built vants to exclude this corpany from extend-
this line and opened those mines; and now ing its works in order that it rnay core into
this powerful railway comes in and says, by conpetition for the trade of that section of
aid of this legislation, your railroad or your the country. The staterent is made that it
ruin. parallels for a certain portion a cornpleted

Sroad, a road already in existence. Is the
Hon. Mr. BAKER-I am sure my hon. doctrine to be laid down in this fouse that

friend is quite sincere when he says he feels no railway can be built which is parallel to
himself impelled by a sense of duty to op- a railway in existence? The Railway Act
pose the third reading of the bill, but itposethethid radig o th bi, bt i provides not only for paralleling railways,
seeins to me extremely difficult to find con- but for expropriating property when it
sistency in an hon. gentleman Who declares is necessary to carry out an enterprise.
himself to be the champion of competition It does more than that. It provides for
and opposed to all monopoly, when he op- taking power from the Railway Committee
poses the third reading of the bill which is to run over another railway on such terrs
now before the Senate. I am not going to as may he ordered. There are many in-
be drawn into a controversy with my hon. stances of parallel railways. No man can
friend as to the nierits or demerits of the travel from Toronto to Montreal by the
Canadian Pacific Railway. I am not going Grand Trunk Railway or Canadian Pacific
to enter into a discussion as to whether the Railvay without observing that for miles
Canadian Pacific Railway is more indebted they run parallel to each other, running
to the Dominion government than the neck and neck. It is necessary, in the con-
Dominion government is indebted to the struction of this proposed une, to approach
Cana lian Pacific Railway. Every one who the existing railway. I am not disposed to
is acquainted with the history of this enter into any harsh criticisms as to the ob-
Dominion knows that the Canadian Pacific ject with which this bil is being opposed by
Railway has done more for the development those who are interested in the other rail-
of the resources of Canada, that it has done way, but it is a railway that does not com-
more to bring Canada into proininence and mend itself with any great force to the
to mnake its capabilities known to the world consideration of this Senate. It is a railway
Outside of Canada, than any other enterprise thich uas chartered in 189. The road was
that was ever inaugurated in the Dominion. opened in 1895, and since that tirme they
1 arn not going to bde drawn into any con- have buit a mile of railway. I hold in y
tro'versy as to Cthe merits of the Canadian, hand an extract from IPoor's Manual of

nacific Railway, or as to whether a ryebt of 1897, which is an authority upon the sub-
gratitude is due from it to Canada or f rom ject, and in that find the total mileage of
Canada to it. J sha confine myself to the road is 31j and the gauge is three
a discussion of the merits of the biC m feet.

nOw before the Senate. It is a simple
bill. The company merely ask by this
bill permission to construct ten miles
of its railway, further inland. It is not
asking for a subsidy nor for asistance. It
18 merely asking permission to complete the
enterprise which it has in hand. This rail-
road has already been built a portion of the
distance, and it is propbsed by the bill to
give authority to the company to built a line
from Three Forks to Whitewater Creek.
The facts are that that country is studded
With mines. The object of the company is
tO be permitted to develop the mineral
resources of the country. They ask for permis-
slOnl to build a branch of ten miles for the pur-
pOse of being able to bring out fron the
Initerior the produce of the mines. My hon.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Three feet six.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-They give here three
feet, but give them the benefit of the extra
width, and we will say for the sake of
argument that this railway has a three
feet six inch gauge. We will give them
the benefit of that additional length, but I
am giving to the House an extract frorm
Poor's Manual, which is received everywhere
as an authority on al] railway matters.
They have a grant from the British Colum-
bia government of 254,000 acres, of which
they have received 198,240 acres ; they
have three locomotives, two passenger cars,
fifteen freight, cattle and box cars, and
twenty flat cars, or a total of twenty-two
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cars, also one snowplough. The statistics
are given by wh;ch it is shown that the
income of the road from all sources is
$37,7 25; the expenses $77,590, leaving a
deticit of $39,865.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-For which the
Canadian Pacific Railway wants to compete.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-The CanadianPacific
Railway wants simply the privilege of com-
pleting the road into this mining district.
The hon. gentleman heretofore has spokeri
in favour of pioneers, and his sympathies
are all in favour of the pioneers. It will be
a decided advantage to the pioneers of this
mining district to have competition. They
are now limited to the service of this-1 do
not like to speak disparagingly of it-of
this tramway, which is exceedingly limited
in its resources, which is limited in its capa-
bilities; and I think it would be a decided
advantage to the pioneers in the country
and the miners if they were afforded further
facilities, and the authority to build this
railway will secure to those pioneers the
competition for which my hon. friend seems
so anxious upon other occasions, but which
he seems to be opposed to on this occasion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have not the same
direct interest in this matter that the hon.
gentleman from Victoria has, who, I under-
stand, is seconding the resolution moved by
the hon. gentleman from Shell River, and I
do not know that I should have said any-
thing now if it had not been for the rather
\remarkable speech miade by the hon. chair-
man of the Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbours. Now, my hon. friend
the chairman of the committee is too old a
politician, and too old a lawyer, and too old
a business man, to suppose for one moment
that if this bill passes and goes into opera-
tion there will be any prolonged coin-
petition between the Slocan and Kaslo Rail-
way and the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The object, which is not denied at all, of this
bill is to enable the Canadian Pacific Rail way
toextend their line tothe mineson this White-
water Creek, and the object of constructing
the Kaslo and Slocan Railway was just to
accommodate those same mines. The result
will be, if this bill passes and receives the
assent of His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral, that the big corporation will be in a
position to crush out the little corporation

almost immediately. It may be that the
service which will be rendered to the people
of the district by the big corporation will
be as good, or possibly better, than the ser-
vice which is rendered by the little corpora-
tion, but the people who are on the spot,
the miners and the people who are living
there, ought to know their own business ;
they do not seem to think so, as far as
they have been heard from. They prefer
that their own little corporation should be
allowed to conduct their business; they do
not complain that the rates charged by the
sniall corporation are excessive. Trey do not
complain that the small equipnent which
the hon. gentleman has referred to, is not
sufficient to do their busin-ss, and as they
are not suffering foin monopoly, and are not
asking to be relieved from a monopoly, I do
not think we need concern our-elves very
much about it. We are 3,000 miles away, and
we should not profess to know their business
better than they do themselves. In this
connection I think it deserves the attention
of every hon. gentleman in this House, that
the gentlemen who represent British Colum-
bia in this House, representing both sides of
politici, are opposed to this bill and in favour
of allowing the Kaslo and Slocan Company
to go on and do their business as they have
been doing. I understand the same is the
case in the other House, that the represent-
atives of British Columbia in that House are
not in favour of this bill. I think hon. gen-
tlemen-it is true in both Houses-that
weight should be given to the opinions of the
majority of the representatives of any
province with respect to a matter which
related to that province, and in this House,
which is supposed in an especial manner to
represent the provinces, the fact that the
representatives of the province are unani-
mous in their opposition to this bill, ought
to carry a great deal of weight with the
gentlemen who come from other provinces.
That is a sound and reasonable principle,
and any hon. gentleman who has read-as no
doubt the hon. gentleman who has just sat
down has read-the debates which took
place at the time of confederation will find
that one of the great objects of constituting
the Senate as it was constituted was tO
represent provincial interests and the
provincial principle. There is this to be
borne in mind, that not only will the Cana-
dian Pacitic Railway be in a position to kill
the other company and prevent its operation
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in a very little while, but that the only
people who will suffer directly are not
the owners of the bonds-I understand that
the bonds were most of them purchased in
the .United States, but prominent citizens
of British Columbia who put large sums
of their own money into the stock of
this company; and there are two or three of
the most prominent and enterprising men in
the province of British Columbia, who, I
understand, will be financially ruined if this
bill goes into operation. These were the men
who had the enterprise and the courage to
undertake tobuild this road at a tine when the
resources of the district had not been devel-
oped and when the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way had not proposed to go in there; and I
think for that reason that this House should
hesitate about passing this bill. One of the
serious effects ,f our legislating in the direc-
tion in which we are asked to legislate now
is this: if the parliament of this country
lays down the principle that whenever a
local railway is built by a conparatively
small corporation one of the big corpora-
tions-the Grand Trunk or the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, or some other big corpora-
tion-will receive from parliament authority
to take such steps as will render the money
which has been invested in that small under-
taking worthless, will wipe it out, we shall
have an end of all independent railway con-
struction in this country. I do not think
that in the interest of the public that is a
desirable condition of things, because the
big corporations will not go into these under-
takings unless they promise to pay. When
this Kaslo and Slocan road was built, it had
flot promised to pay largely; but the people
Oni the spot and interested in that section of
the country were prepared to risk their
Inoney for the benefit of the district. Now
it appears to be a paying investment and we
find a big corporation ready to go in and
grasp the whole enterprise and take it out of
the hands of the people who put their money
in it when it was a very doubtful speculation.
There is another fact. It is not necessary, in
order to give the Canadian Pacific Railway
a connection with Kaslo and with the
'ninles. I may say that the present road,
the Kaslo and Slocan Railway, goes within
a iuile and a half of the point to which the
branch contemplated by this bill proposes to
go, and it serves the mines in that way just
in the same way that the branch contempla-
ted by the bill would ; so that you are giv-

ing no further advantage to the people there ;
and when this little corporation has been
squeezed out of existence as it will be un-
doubtedly, then the big corporation will have
the power to raise the rates to whatever
figure they think the tratfic will bear. That
has been the practice in the North-west
Ter ritories, Manitoba and elsewhere, and it
is what railway corporations always do. So
that there is nothing whatever in the plea
of competition. On the contrary, the dis-
trict will suffer, I am satisfied, if this bill
passes. Then it is not necessary for the
purposes of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. TheCanadianPacific Railway have
taken over the Nakusp and Slocan Railway,
which runs to the western terminus of the
Kaslo and Slocan Railway. They can con-
nect with the Kaslo and Siocan Railway.
I do not know whether they have already
connected or not, but they are in the same
settlement and they can connect with the
Slocan and Kaslo Railway, and do business
in the district ; so that the construction is
not necessary for the purposes of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. I do not think that it
is necessary, or desirable, that I at any
rate should say anything more of this meas-
ure just now. I may summarize; the bill is
quite unnecessary ; it is not called for by
anybody; it is not looked for by the people
of the district at all ; it is not going to do
any good ; and it is not approved of by the
representatives of the province in which the
railway line is to be constructed. It will
have the effect of discouraging the construc-
tion of independent railways throughout
Canada, which is a most objectionable thing;
and it is going to do serious injury to the
enterprising and independent men who put
their money into this Kaslo and Slocan Rail-
way ; and for that reason I feel that it is
my duty-while I recognize all the country
owes to the Canadian Pacific Railway-to
speak as I have done. The Canadian Pacific
Railway Company have some six thousand
odd miles of road already, and they have
several hundreds of miles now under con-
struction ; and I think they have quite
enough to attend to without taking up this
unfortunate little Kaslo and Slocan road.
It is a case like that of Naboth's vineyard,
and the company should be warned by the
fate of the covetous king.

Hon.. Mr. BOULTON-I just wish to
correct the chairman of the Railway Com-
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mittee with regard to the figures he gave, I taken. The principle involved would be
am quoting now from the printed report of simply this; that wherever there is a vested
the Department of Railways and Canals. interest, assuuxing it to be a vested interest
The Kaslo and Slocan passenger traffic was and I grant as strong a position as the op-
$40,000 ; the freight traffie was $75,000 ponents of this bil can possibly take, that
mails and express were S1,000-I am just upon a representation being made to this
giving the round figures-and other sources, buse that that vested interest is in any
$1,200. The total earnings were 8117,000 way interfered with, it is not desirable in
gross, and the total net earnings were $66,- the public interest to grant legisiation which
000. The hon. gentleman spoke of it as a could possibly create competition or rivalry
deficit, whereas there was a net profit of to that particular interest, irrespective en-
S66,000. tirely of vhether the public interest would

be subserved by carrying out that view.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-With the per- Let us investigate the facts relating to this

mission of the House I should like to make bill for a moment or so. Two or three gen-
some remarks on this bill. When I say tlemen appeared before the Railway Commit-
that the position taken by my hon. friend tee and expressed themselves in very em-
fromn Marquette, and also by the senior phatic language and represented in a very
member for Halifax, is very unique and forcible vay and with very great credit to
novel, I inferentially pay them a tribute. It themselves, the fact that this bih would be
may be inferred froin that that no two hon. adverse to the interests of the Kaslo and
gentlemen in this House have been stronger Siocan Railway Conpany, and adverse to
opponents of monopoly than those two certain persons living in that particular dis-
hon. gentlemen ; and yet on this occasion trict. Why? Because it would interfere
we find theni declaining in very strong with the interests of the company at present
language against competition and in support operating thevariousinterestsinthatdistrict.
of a road having an absolute monopoly of Now, one would have fancied that if the peo-
one of the richest districts of mining coun- ple of this road projected by the Canadian
try in the whole of British Columbia. My Pacific Railway Company would resuit in the
hon. friends cannot possibly escape fromi absorption of the Kaslo and Siocan road
that position. Furthermore, the inconsis- in the paralyzing of it from doing business
tency of the position taken by them would hereafter, that the parties interested in the
be equivalent to the ground which I am bonds of that road, the mortgagees of that
about to advance that this House hereafter road, in fact the owners of it would be the
would have to take in respect of all similar very flrst persons to appear before the Rail-
legislation. In the first place my hou. way Corrmittee, not only of this House but
friend from Halifax would practically dele- of the C mmons, and protest against the
gate to the members of each province abso- legislation which we have under considera-
lute sovereignty, so to speak, in legislating tion; but when I say to hon. gentierren
for all the matters relating to that particular present who were not at the Railway Cow-
province. mittee, that there was no representation

made on behaîf of those who have bonded
Hon. Mr. POWER-I said their opinions interests in the road-nen most vitally in-

should have weight with the House. terested - then hon. gentlemen can easily
fancy that the Railway Cornmittee had no

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. gen- alternative but to grant the charter. NoW,
tleman certainly advanced that as a reason certain gentlemen did appear before the Rail
why this House should be governed along way Committee, but they were residents'of
the line and by the view expressed by him that particular district and the extraordinary
in rejecting this bill. Now, I entertain the position was taken by those gentlemen, and
very highest regard for the sagacity and for 1 certainly cannot reconcile it with the facts
the wisdom of my hon. friends from British of the case, that competition in that
Columbia, who have expressed themselves particular district would be ininical to the
in opposition to this bill; yet, at the same best interests of the district and would
time, I certainly cannot forego exercising demoralize the Kaslo and Siocan road.
my judgment in regard to the principle in- Now, it must be obvious that this
volved in the position which they bave fact would be patent to any hon. gentlean
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in this chamber, that the building of a com- peting industry, and in this way they
petitive road into that district must neces- would paralyze all public enterprise and
sarily enure to the benefit of every man the developinent of great resources. Now,
who has an interest in that district outside it is unnecessary for me to say anything
of any interest he may have in the Kaslo in regard to the Canadian Pacifie R ail-
and Siocan road. It is too late in the day way Company except this : that I have been
to say that two roads running into a dis- a resident in that western country since the
trict of that character, one of the richest inception of that road. I witnessed the de-
mining districts in British Columbia, in fact velopment of the whole of that çç estern coun-
the richest mining district in the whole of try through the building of the Canadian
Britislh Columbia, a district made up of nany Pacific Railway and my observation has led
groups of mines, a district on which a couple me to familiarize myself more or less with
of simelters should be depending for their the building of competing lines and other
inaterial-I say it would be idle to maintain lines in that country, and I cannot recall
that competition in that district would not any instance, and I challenge the hon.
be a very decidied advantage to every in- gentlemen from Marquette and Halifax
terest in the district. If an*ything is patent, to point out any instance, in which the
that tact is. Now, I might point out to hon. Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in the
gentlemen that the ohject of the Canadian developnent of its railway systein through-
Pacific Railway extending their Une intoout the whble of that mestern country,
that district of the country known as the has ever absorbed a weaker road against ite
Slocan district is to secure a sufficient. will, bas ever dune an injustice te a rival
quantity of ores so that they may be able to corporltion, or bas acted in any way net in
operate their smelter at Trail, which has harinony with the dignity of a great corpora-
ceost, I think, 8600,000, and which they have tion, or failed to treat other corporations
recently acquired. If there is anything in with the greatest anount of generosity. I
that district which is badly needed, and say, in view, of that fact, we cannot for a
which must becarried outtoasuccessful result moment assume that the predictions or fore-
for the purpose of developing that country, bodins of evil vhich 1x've been uttered by
for the purpose of establishing the richness the bon. gentlemen from Marquette and
of its mines and the wealth of its re- italifax must necessariY be realized--that
Sources, it is the development of the snelting the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company is
ilndustry, and because the Canadian Pacifio foing into that country for the purpose of
Ilailway* seek to obtain an entrance int absorbi a radway 30 or 40 miles in leigth.
'flany groups of mines, the richest in British I wish to point oeut t ion. gentlemen that
Columbia, se that they may be able to this projected road is about ten miles in

ecUre trade to eperate their smelter at lengt. I would point out that the Kaslo
Trail, it is considered by some gentlemen and Slocan road as an outlet on Kootenay

hoe bave ani intersst in that district that it Lake, wicas direct connection with he
Sverv wron' to pet-mit them te (Io So. 1 United States. It is net souiht b this

an> sympathetic at times Nvhere %ested inter- legislation to grant power t the Canadian
eosts are to be unfairly interfered with but Pacifac Railway Cempauy to projeat this
Publi interest mnust be taken into considera- road to a greater distance than ten miles
tiOlw in this matter, and thouh soine from Tbree Forks. That will leave them
Private <rentlemen iiay find telv ni :ion on the otn LaewhhI

inany roupsd of ine the cheslt in Britinshy ish topon out o thon genlemn that

their expectations as to the developiient of road, afording the water communication
sertain properties, they must rot stand direct te the United States for the export
the way of public interests. The whole dif- of their ores to the United States smelters.
wculty which J see in dealing with ti his Tdat competitien is net destroyed. They
18atter along the views expresse by the bave the monopoly, if you chose te term it,
hon, gentlemen fron Marquette and Halifax of that water communication. The Cana-

sOuld be that we vould establish a system of dia Pacifie Railway Company in ne way
4t&opuly exercisable by parties coinid t- comes into competiion with them in regard
Parliaentpointin may fd thes 1 ud

ineered ithst in theircltwins and n t hsfc-Ihdntitnddt qld

seriouby int3rfered wit by a com- to it, but I may as wcil while speaking on

helywihI e ndain9ihti
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the bill-that this road has been shipping
the ores from the mines in that district to a
United States snelter. They have been
shipping those ores to Kaslo and froni Kaslo
by the Kootenay Lake to the United States
smelters.

Hon. Mr. POWER-J should like to ask
the bon. gentleman if there are any other
smelters to take the ore?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There are two

claims, exceed $70,000 a year, so my hon.
friend from Marquette will observe there is
necessarily a deficit.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Our statisties are
more full.

Hon. Mr. LOUGH EEID--Our own sta-
tistics do not point out what the indebted-
ness of the road is, and what the uncon-
trollable expenditure in the way of interest
on bonded charges would anount to.

in that country.

Hon. Mv.n iOULTO-N--Av-e tley runi- Hon. Mr. BOULTO(N-Oli, ves, it is all

ning? 1here.

Hon. NMr. LOUGHEED.--The Trail snel. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then the lion.

ter has until lately been working, but owing gentlemlain did iot read it. i will further

to the duties placed on the class of ores pint out the fact that the bonded indebt-
found in that district, they have to be sent edness of that road is of so large a character

into the United States for smîelting pur- that it will absorb the profits of the road.

poses. But this should not continue and if T here is not a inargin on the workig of the

you permit the present systein to obtain for road for those interested in it. It caniiot

ail time to come, we have a right to assume he said that Uv resisting this legislation now

that the present condition of things will we would place those parties in any better

continue. But I an pointing out the position because p1actically the property is
desirability of giving competition so that absorbed by the bondliolders. Under the cir-

such a quantity of ore nay be secured by cuinstances, _ subnit with great confidence

opening up this road from a very rich dis to the House that thisSenate will not endorse

trict of country as to permit the smielters theviews of the opponents of this bîill, namely,
being opened up on the Canada side, not that thev wdil not grant comipetition for the

necessarily opened up, because thev are developiment of an important section of the

opened up, but. to be run at an advantage. country where competition must iiecessaridy
I will further point out to this Huse that be had, and where it is desirable that such

the bonds of this company are held by competition nay be had for the purpose of
United States corporations. assisting one of the most greatlv required

and most important industries that can be
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It establislhed in that countv, namnely, the

makes no difference about that. snelting interest.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-it may make a
difierence. The bonds of this comxpany are
held in Minneapolis and, according to reports
already read by the lion. gentleman f rom
Marquette, it is quite evident thit this road
is not in such a condition as to he considered
a wealthy railway corporation, because
the expenditure considerably exceeds the
revenue.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I read it exactly
the reverse. There is a net profit of
$66,000.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is the net
revenue from the road, but my lion. friend
overlooked the stateient made by the hon.
gentleman from Bedford (Mr. Baker) that
the interest on bonds, and I presume other

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-After listen-
ing to the speeches of the lion. gentleman from
Calgary (Mr. Lougleed) and the chair-
man of the Railway Comnîittee (IMr. Baker)
I amn constrained to think that there is
much necessity foi a little information as
to the relative positions of these t wo r-ailways.
The hon. gentleman fromu Calgary has
certainly in miiany voery impirtant paîticuilar s
inisstated, or rather did not properly state
the facts of the case. Befor-e this vote 15
taken it is well that we should thoroughly
understand that it is not an attenpt tO
establish competition but to gobble up a
small railway.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is a very
serious charge to bring against a comupa.-
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Will the hon. gentleman state the grounds money and private enterprise. I think that
on whieh he makes such a charge? is unfair. There is really no argument

whatever in it. It is a mere excuse to
Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The KasIo say that the people there want competition.

ani Slocan Railway is essentially a provincial There have been no demands for this rail-
railway and the Nakusp and Slocan is also way. There have been, on the other hand,
a local railway. The proper place for this documents, I believe, submitted to the Rail-
legislation is in the British Columbia legis- way Committee-at al' events, I heard thein
lature. The Canadian Pacific R ailway quoted there-from mine owners at White-
Company know very well that they could iwater Creek that the present service by the
not go to that legislature and get this exten-. KasIo and Slocan was all they wanted-that
sion of ten mi[ s from Grand Forks to they wanted no other railway. It appears
Whitewater Creek. The Nakusp and strange that, without any demand whatever,
Slocan Radway, thirtv-seven miles long, was without any person asking for this railway,
chartered, subsidized and built by the British with simply the demand of the Canadian
Columnbia government. It cost the province Pacific Railwav, this House snould vote to
between six and seven hundred thousand extend this road and thereby, as I have said,
dollars. It bas been turned over to the ruin a private enterprise. There is not the
Canadian Pacitic Railway who pay to the slightest doubt in the world that the Kaslo
govern ment 40 per cent of the gr.2iss receipts and Slocan Railway will bepractically ruined
for operating that road. We do not know if this railway is permitted to extend along
how it pays the company. We imagine this road into the only country fromn which
it pays then very well, for thiey the Kaslo and Slocan Railway dei ives any
bave a very favourable contract inîdeed. freight whatever. That is the position, in
Now, the Canadian Pacific Railway Con- so far as these two roads are concerned. I
pany have built fromn Three Forks, the do not know that we have anvthing to say
Original terminus of this road, a short ex- against the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
tension to Slocan City. On the other hand pany. J was very sorry to hear the chairman
the Kaslo and Slocan Railway Company was of the Railway Committee sneer at this smnall
huilt bv the British Columbia Comnpany of railway, the Kaslo and Slocan. I do not
which'Mr. Alexander Ewen was president. think lie was wise in doing so. What would
That gentleman, previously to the construc- he the effect, assuming that my argument is
tioni of the Kaslo and Slocan, built a wagon correct, of the extension of this road for ten
road at his own expense for the purpose of miles upon private enterprise, in build-
developing the Slocan mines. Mr. Alexander ing railwavs in the future in British
Ewen organized a company. They issued Columbia ? This Kaslo and Slocan Railway is
bonds to the extent of A600,000 and built this the only independent railway that we have in
railway. Thy received fromt the provincial that province. What itsdestinymnay be in the
government, it is true, a small land subsidy. future I do not know. It is just possible
NŽow, tUe position is this to day :this House is that the great Canadian Pacific Railway
asked to extend the Nakusp and Siocan Company may, if not through this legislation
Railvay ten miles alongside of the Ka-lo through somne future ]egislation or through
and Siocan Railwav, because, notwithstand- purchase, obtain the Kaslo and Slocan. It
ing what the hon. gentleman fromu Calgary may be its future destiny, but I do not
has said, this road is parallel and parallel think wve should assist, by any unfair legis-
Witlin a veryfew feet for its entiredistanceof lation of this kind, the Canadian Pacifie
the Kaslo and Siocan Railway. It runs Railway in obtaining or forcing possession
tirough a narrow guleh and cannot do any- of that road. What would be the effect up.
thing ele. At no distance is it the width on private enterprise in British Columbia ?
of thlis House from the Kaslo and Slocan Will it not be ruinous to it ? Who in the
Railway. Now we are asked to extend the future will invest $200,000 in the construe-
1akusp and Slocan Railway ten miles down tion of a local railway if the Canadian Pacifie
in Order that a railway built by the province Railway Company can come to this House
Of British Columbia-built entirely by that and get legislation to parallel their road and
pro\ ice and, handed over to the Canadian to practically defeat their enterprise and

atific Railway shall ruin practically a ruin their business ? It would be fatal to
lrailway built entirely by private any enterprise of that kind. The Nakusp
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and Slocan Railway, as said before, wasThe road is prinipally owned and is
W , s Isai befrewasunder the contrul of meni iii British Columbia. The

built by the provincial government. I
think it is a strng point. The operation of
that railway is being paid for to-day by the If the bonds are held in the United States
province of B itish Columbia. British Col- it makes no difference. My hon. friend
Pmi urnedte rnia n h made a rather peculiar stateinent. lie saidumbia guaranteed the principal and the
interest of the bonds of that railway. They this railway did not paraiel the Kaslo and
receive frrty per cent of the gross receipts SIccan. The map shows that it does. It is
f rom the Canadian Pacific Railway and that 1ot the base of a triangle. It is parallel for
amounts toabout$15,000 or S16,000 lessthan thc entire ten iles.
what they pay out as interest on the bonds. lon. Mr. LOJGHEED-The map I have
As has been pointed out, every representa- shows differently.
tive from British-Columbia now in Ottawa
-with probably one exception-in both lon. Mr. TEMPLEMAIN-All the ores
Houses, is opposed to the granting of this of the country, vhether taken out by
charter. the Kaslo and isocan or the other road,

Shhave gone to the United States. But
Hon.Mr.LOU IIED-Jt~va no 0Pwhen lion. gen,,tlemen dwell on this fact, that

pose(I at the third readinc, in the Comimons, o!ra nasuueseî
bthis ake n ince 31y direction

by the British Columbia mebems appar de and touches Kootenay L e and car es ore
ently. J have the Jiansard before me, and jit ,î nie >ts hy ogtta i
it was iot opposeh. ores, co ding out of the Kaslo and Siocan

ion. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Messrs. Bos-go to the United States and have

notn th bsof triae. Itr is para llfo

tock and Morison appeared before the een tn e
Railway Commnittee an(1 opposed the bill. go until soine arrangements are made soý

Stha.t suielting can be carried on profitably in
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Page 3975 OfHCanada. M t as beeG re arked frequently

ansard showvs that the bill went through that no ne appared in the comnittee to
without opposition. oppose the granting of the charter, and that

iS regarded as soneting favourable to the

who represent that istrict, Messrs. Bostock b al. I do ot know that bondholders usually

hae repon ai to the U idSates.t Bugt

;Lnd Morrison, both appeared before theSenate' nen Mersnam~t egsaue oi
committee andl qtrongly opposcd thxe passageleiatobtId knw httos
of the bMll. The lon. gentlemani fron Vo- who have spoken and those who are speak-

toria City and myseif aie opposed to the bi ru. in o thsmatter ar athn i ather interests
Whethier our vie'vs are to be accepted or not, ottesokhles n te neet
I think they should carry some weighit in 1 his ýwihwl ufri hsbl salwdt
Flouse. Public opinion in British Columiia m bpaes. I second this motion kite pleasure. o
esnt In fav the hansrd befoe ern thave no antipathy to the Canadian Pacifie

wants it excepting the Caadian Pacific but th e slo n lc
Railwa . t TEbas been -tated s -severalth
members, and arin a litt e astonished lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Il
to hear the arguments used, that the bonds go ti e arrnements deae s
of the Kaslo and Slocaci Raiaeway are pteld in
the Unit d States. Weil, what if they are' o The motion cas agreed to.
Where are t e bonds of the Canadian Pacifc th gea renth
Rawreay held They are not ail held n
Canada or in London, but I a Sn inforned, as Bill (5> "An Act to incorporate the
a matter of fact, that the bonds of the Atlas Loan Cgenpany."-(Hon. Mr. Power.)
Kaslo and Smocan are ot held in the United Bill (1) "An Act fu.ther to amend the
States. At ail events, a nevispaper p)ub- Act respecting, the Departinent of the Geoe
lished in that district, denies the state- o,
ient made by Mr. Clarke in the Railwav ical Survey."-(on. M. Scott.)

Committee of the flouse of Conîmons to that Bill (79) "An Act to iîîcorporate the
effect. Theextract reads: Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Cor

it is a matter of public fact that te Grat pany," as amended.-(lon. Sir Mackenzie
orthern hai nothing rdhatever to sto with the Kafro Bowetl.)
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SECOND READINGS. of Railwavs and Can-1s, shorteuing the tine for the
Conhit)letioni of sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 fi orn the end of

Bill (105) " An Act rcspecting the Mont- (Jctoher, 1899 to the end of )ctober, 189$.
fl 6'Minute or niemroradini of the agreement or

real Island Belt Line Railway Company."- conversation had with Andrew )nderdonk. coItra2t-

(Hon. Mr. Bellerose.) or for sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Soulanges Canal hy
the introf Railways and Canais or Chief En-

Bill (69) "An Act respecting the Kings- .ineer, hotu een the dates 17th March, 189î, and 20th
ton and Penbroke Railway Comnpany."- arch, 1897, both days inclusive, or at a subsequentdate to the effect that if J1. 'N. H gari, the Iowest
(Hon. MIr. Clemo-w.) tenderer for sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, refused to sigu the

conitract that A. Oniderdonk would take it at thci
Bill (94) " An Act to authorize the puces nained it hi (Onderdoak's) tender and agree to

Canada Eastern Railway Company to con- c etll)lete the work ly the end of Octobpr, 18M.
' .Copy oi letter or telegraiin to J. N1. Hiogan lie-

Vey its railway to the Alexander Gibson twe,-n dates l7th March, 1897, and 22nd Maich, 1897,
Railway and Manufacturing Conpany."- both days inc-u-ive. notifying hixo that lie vas the
<(Hon. Mr. Power.) 1owest tenderer forsetions 4, 5, 6 and 7.S. Letter front J. M. Ilogan to the Department of

Railways and Canais between the dates l7th 'March,
1897, and 22nd March, 1897, hoth day's inlusive, re-

BILLS INTRODUCED. fusing to sign the cuntract for sections 4, 5, fi, and '
forw hc lie wvas ti e lowest tenderer.

Bill(117 Il n Ac to ncororat th 9. Copy of contract of A. Oniderdonk, for sections 4,
Bi (117) "An Act to inorporate theSolange Canal.

Klondike and Dawson City Bank."-(Hon, 10. Copy of the Order In Coieil can-ellîng the
-Nlr Cleow.)contract of Archibald Stewart for sections 1 and 2,Mr. Clemnow.) fSotiiaige., Canal.

Bill (4) " An Act to better secure the Il. of Order in Council about reletting of
section.s 1 and 2, Soulanges Canal.

safety of railway employees and passen- 1' Copy of public advrtisemnent or other printed
gers."-(Hon. Mr. Power.) iotice calling for tenders for the releting of sections

a nd 2, Soulaxîges Canal.
i. Copv cf nonice sent to Htigh Rvtn asking hini

The Senate adjourned. to tender for reletting of sections 1 and 2, SoulangesCan Jl.
1Th Copy oe notie sent toE ohn Ryan asking i t

cop tender for reletting cf sections 1 an] 2, soulange
______________Caral.

15. Copy of notice scint to Allait R. McDonnell
asking hi8 to tender for reletting cf sections and 2,
'Soiulaiige': Canal

THE SEN.\-ATE. 16. C t or f notice sent to W. or. Ponore asking
ini to tender fo reletting cf sections 4 aa 2, Sou
ange Canal.

Ottawa, Thursday, 1,21h fay, 1898. Ug . Coy wf nitce sent to one Cleveland asking
bil tu tender for relet ing of sections and 2, Soui-
lqe c.Canial.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three 18. <'opv <if notice seit to M. P. Davis, or Wh.
Davis & Sons. asking hizu. or theni to tender fo re-103Cock. letting of sections b nd 2, Soflanges Canal.

19. Copy of notice sent to other contractors asking
Prayer and routine proceedings. theni to tender for reletting, of sections 1 and 2, 1ou-

lanies Canal.
t0. Copy of siecification agJ forn of tender for te-

ile of secti ons 4 and 2. Soulanges Canal.
RLANGES CANAL CONTRACTS. aw oas ail tenders vrbetd et 1itrat for
reletti g sections and 2, Sotlanges Canal.

MfOTIOui. 22. Copy vcr/ut (t litsgtin of the contract of
R9an & Mpacdontnel for sections 4 and 2, Soulanges

lon. Mr. LO7GHEED, nnovedd Ca 7nal.
23. Copy of notice or inforuation frnished to

'hat an humble Address be îreseated to His Ex.- tenderers àf sections 1 an 2, Soulanges Canal, as to
~.oythe Governor CGeneral ; )raving that His the plant whiclî tendfferers m-i>utld have the use of and

12.Coy olpblixavcriscfn ocotfrprite

tE<cenate, will be pleased to cause ton be laid before the teins on which they wold have such use.
t'eSnate a copy of each of the1following documents 24, Statenent of the amnount and nature of the

atin to the reletting cf contracts for the constric- senrity given bv Rvant tlacclonel for the coimle-
fsections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and - cf the Solanges tion f theioreletrint for sections 1 and 2, Soulanges

Conal: i Canal.
1. Cpof notice calling for tenders for the r-let- 2.5. Copy of notice to tenJers for r aletting cf section

tn f secti on11 4, 5, 6 and ' of the Soutanges Canal. and 2, Solanges Canal. tat the goverament old
2.. Copy of th~e specifications for the reletting cif furnish a quarry for the use cf contractors.

'etions 4, 5, 6 and 7, Soulanges Canal. f 6 Copy of the a seement with Ryan & Macdonnell
3* COPY cf the tender cf aJ. M. hmogat. teds t) the quarry atsocklaead.
4. Copy of the tender of Andrew Onclerdoiik,. 1 27. Stateent of the roalty to be paid by Rvan &
. *Copy cf the Order in Councdll or report cf the 'MaCdonnell to nte departent on stone te be qasrried

11
ster cf Railways anti Canais, or Chief Engineer andat Rockla2d o Carry.

19Cpyonoiesettotecotatrasig
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28. Copy of the Order in Council dated betw.en 3. If the Manitoba school question is not yet final-
the dates 15th May, 1897, and 29th May, 1897 (both ly settled, and if what bas been done up to date is to
dates inclusive), for the payment of $10,00 to Archi- be considered merely as a eginning of justice, when
bald Stewart. will the remnant portion of justice, to which they are

29. Copy of letter or telegran from the Departnent entitied, be bestowed to the Catholic ninority of
of Railways and Canals to one C. W. Ross, a clerk in Manitoba?
the Departmnent of Railways and Canals, in the month
of December, 1897, or January, 1898, instructing him Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
to break into the office of Archilbald Stewart, at his proposes to t -ke an ans'werwhich I have given
quarry in Rockland.

30. Copies of letters or telegrans to one Middleton, him on several occasions, and which answer
government inspector at Rockland fron the l)part- I say is strictly correct, and to compare
ment of Railways and Canals, during the months of that answer with an extract f rom a docu-December, 1897, and upb to 13th of Januatry, 1898.

tment that he has put on this paper. That
The motion was agreed to. documnt J never heard of, as I explained

the other day, until the hon. gentleman
MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION. referied to it on a former occasion and I do

not know that any such document exists.
INQUIRY. I should like the hon. gentleman to send me

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to:

Call the attention of the government to the follow-
ing conflicting statenients made, the one to the re-
ligions authorties in Roie, by Mr. Charles Russell in
the name and on behalf of the Catholic meibers of
the present administration, on the 26th of Novembnler,
1897 ; the otier to the Canadian public at large b)v
one of the nienibers of the present administration, and

in' itsA naenth 1n f Mi 18Q%

Extract fro>i a L, tter ad-
dr, sed l'y .1fr. (h<,irles
Russell to His Em -neunce
('qrdinal lanipolla, and
(<te<l,-

Rone, 26th Nov., 1197.
The object of uy visit is

to call the attention of Your
Eminence to the subject
upon whicb I have so often
negotiated, to wit, that such
a condemination (the con-
demna tion of the Laurier-
Gr. ewrav aairment) would
have the most disastrous
effects for the peace of Can-
ada and the ause of Catho-
lic education in thiscountry,
while at the saine time it
would sow discord aumong
the Catholics theiselves.

We (o not solicit His
Holiness to sanction as per-
fect the concessions obtain-
ed. but that, in his wisdoim.
he will be pleased to regard
them as a t inning of

jemtice. . . The condemna-
tion of the concessions made
would. nt the present hour,
render (I am begged to in-
sist upon this point) any
future concessions impos-
sible.

And inquired

over the document if ne nas it.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-I have not it here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the
hon. gentleman has a right to catechise me
on a document not before the House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is on the
minutes.

Extract fromt the ,Senate De-
/>ates, 2nd Mai<, 1897 , page
709, 2uid columî n.

Hon.Mr. cOT-Thehon on the minutes f romn a paper 1 neyer heardHon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon.i
gentleman must be aware of, the autlority of which 1 have a right to
that the present govern-
ment have settled the q e hon. gen produces a
school question with Mani-tcoa qusinwt aidocument written by somne one in the prov-toba.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, ince of Manitoba to one of the ecclesiastics
hear.

Hlon. Mr. ScoTT-They of tl- church to which J belon, whic, 1
adopred the same channels may say, if the document is genuine, has
to settle the question as the
late government did. The
late government sent dele- Cardinal Rampolla. It has been improperly
gates to Manitoba and had
a conference and fai:ed to obtained, an(] it has been obtaiued in such a
come to any agreement.lhe present government Wa that no
had a conference with re- mater of this kind.
presentatives of the govern-
ment of Manitoba and they
caine to an agreement, Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Does the hon.
which was confirmed by the
Manitoba legislature, and entleman affirm that
that iv the end or it, su far as
the public are concerned. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-T affirm what e x av

that no gentleman would u e a private letter
of that kind unless he was prepared to pro-
duce it, and he lias no right to catechize a
minister of the Crown as to its contents.

1. Is the agreement spokei of by the Honourable lion 31r. L à L'1X Y -io can tflC [lui-
the Secretary of State an agreenient that really is thr gentleman say it is a private letter
cvd of the Manitoba school question, as asserted by
the government, or may it he considered as a bein- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-l have my opiniorl
mna of justice, as put forward to the Catholie relig- about it. J ar sure Charles Russell never
ious authorities by a man who is in the eiployient
of the Canadian government, and who, arriving in gave a copy, and Cardinal Rampolla never
Rome, writes that he is there once again at the gave a copy of it, ifsuch a letter exists; buV
nrgent regnent of the Catholie members of the gov- I
ernient and of the parliament of Canada?

2. If the Manitoba School question lias been defin- Hon. Mr.
itely and irrevocably settled, wlien did that final
settîînent take place? 1 gentleman say it is a private letter ?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a private letter. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If he bas a right
to do as he is doing, I have a right tu do

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-How does the hon. what I am doing. We are here on an equal
gentleman know? footing as far as discussion goes. The ques-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- That is my opinion. tion is this--

If Charles Russell was representing certain Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
gentlemen, lie was representing then in a has no right to question me on a document
delicate diplomatic misszion, which was not which is not before the House, and the
one in which the general public had any authenticity of whiclh I doubt.
interest. That is quite patent and perfectly

Hon. M.LNDY Pttedcmnclear. But the hon. gentleman will insist
011 dragging this question before the House aside for a moment; you do not know what
on every possible occasion, and he must know I am about to ask you.
that he is doing irreparable harn to those Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
vhom he probably would like to serve. It was bas a right to ask only what is on the paper,my good fortune, some thirty-five years ago, and it is for me to say whether I a bound

before the hon. gentleman became a Senator, by the rules which govern, and the rules of
to have settled this important question in parliament, to answer the hon. gentleman's
one of the large provinces of the Dominion, questions.
I had then to deal with bigots and cranks
and all sorts of people, but as time wore Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ask the hon.
aiong the settlement then made bas improved Secretary of State to put that document
froi time to time, as agitation, such as the aside for a moment, which he will not accept
hon. gentleman seeks to develop' was allowed now, but which he will be obliged to accept
to abate bv the good sense of the people. A in the near future. He can tell me at ail
great majority of the people looked at it in events if the agreement arrived at and
a toierant spirit, and I had the satisfaction spoken of by the hon. Secretary of State is
of knowing that thoe who were the nost really an agreement which is the end of the
bitter opponents of the systein came at last Mlanitoba school question, or if it is a be-
to approve of it. Historv repeats itself, and ginning of justice. At alil events I should
I an sorry the lion. gentleman will not be have an answer on that point.
governed by the experience of the past and
leave the subject alone. He is only doing
irreparable hari for those whom he pro- cd the hon. cintlernan that so faras the two
fesses to speak. The answers I gave, as far g
as the government is concerned, are accurate, tically settled.
and I have endeavoured on every occasion Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is not a mere
to -ive the lion. gentleman the fullest infor- beginning of juitice ; it is entire justice?
iation to which he was entitled. I know
nothing of iMr. Russell's mission to Rome, n Mr. snttal pa tt
and I never had any communications with
Mr. Russell at any 'time. I do not know the Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is not a senti-
gentleman, and therefore it is highly in- mental part; it as been asserted that it is a
proper for the hon. gentleman to use an beginning of justice. I am asking whether
extract of a document, which he says is a it is merely a beginning of justice, or whether
letter, but which lie cannot produce here, it is a settled question. Is there anyand I have a right to doubt its authentcity.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
rman who lias just taken his seat has no right
to catechise me.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--h, yes.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Does Bourinot say
so ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say so.

if it is an entirely settled question ?
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 am not going to be

catechised on a iatter of that kind and I
do not propose to answer my hon. friend any
more.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I will put that
question on the order paper for to-morrow ;
perhaps in the meantime the hon. minister
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might find out if it is an entirely settled White Horse Rapids. Since that ampnd-
question or if it is only a beginning of justice. ment was made, a telegram bas been recelved
I will put it in that form, suppressing that asking the member in charge of the bil
letter which so much frightens the hon. gentle- in the other House to have a further
man, so that not being frightened by the amendment made and to have it rend "frotri
sight of it, he nay have sufficient self .control Marsb Lake to HootaliDqua River." 1
to answer my question. I will do all I can to inight say the company bas the rigbt to
comnply with the wishes of the hon. gentle- build a rai1way f rou Marsh Lake to Hoota-
man, but I ask him one thing, if he doubts linqua River; but in the meantime they de-
the letter let him say so. sire to huild a wagon road. I might further

say that no other charter covers this pa-ti-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have already told'cular territorv, and it can in no wav interfere

the hon. gentleman I doubt its authenticity with any other interests and i think it
because the hon. gentleman does not produce vill be apparent to bon gentlemen that it
it; I have never heard of the letter except 15 in the public interest that a vagon rond
from the hon. gentleman's mention of it. at any rate should be bult betwetn th"se

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle- two bodies of watcr. I therefore move this
man said a moment ago it was a private amenument-after the words IWhite Hore
letter. Ripid, " ndd the vords "and f rom Marsh

Lake to Hootalinqua River."
Hon. Mr. SCOTT- I cannot tell any-

thing about the letter. I said, and I say Hon. Mr. POWER--The lion, gentleman
again, that if there was such a copy obtained is obliged to give notice; either that or he
either at Roine or London, it was purloined t
or stolen from the party, and I say it is an
iiproper document to be made use of in Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I -ive
parliament. that ns a notice.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am very glad Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C'.)-Wil
the hon. gentleman has gone so far. I thjs he the last surprise?
wanted to bring him to that point and we
wi I hear a littie înitre of that in a few days. Ho Tr TapId SiTP Tne s med-

THIRD READING.

Bill (68) " An Act respecting the Mont-
fort Colonization Railway Conpany, and to
change its name to the Montfort and
Gatineau Colonization Railway Conpany."
-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

LAKE BENNETT AND KLONDIKE

my hon. friend's fellow-citizens telegraph for
another change.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yesterday you
were oppo.ing what the residents of British
Columbia wanted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGH EE D-I was not aware
of that.

RAILWA\ CO(MPANYS' BILL. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Now vau want to

THIRD READING POSTPONED. ,ive them what thev want.
The Order of the Day having been called,

Third reading Bill (31) " An Act to incorpyorate the
Lake Bennett and Klondike Railway and Tramway poned until to-morrow.
Comupany," as amended.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED said : Hon. gen- THIRD READINGS.
tlemen, J am not going to ask that this bill be
now read a third time but that it be amended. Bill (109) "An Act to incorporate the
The hon. gentlemen who were in the Rail-'
way Committee yesterday will doubtless re- h
member that an amendment was granted to pany," as amended.--(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)
the company by which they are enabled to Bil (] 16) "An Act to inoorporate the
construct a wagon road sixteen feet wide to Canadian Mining Institute."-(Hon. 'r.
rua at eitber side of the Mdiles Caoton and Clemow.
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THE NAKUSP AND SLOCAN RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being called for
resuming the adjourned debate on the thir:i
reading of Bill (52) ' An Act respecting the
Nakusp and Slocan Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)said: This
is a bill of the Canadian Pacific Rail way Com-
panv authorizi ng them to build a short line,as
the House knows, to parallel another railway
in the saine part of the country. 1 oppose this
bill from a sense of justice and fair play and
because I wanit to protect the -weak as
against the strong. 1 have no iiteret in
the inatter more than that. Yesterday
wlien my hon. friend, the chairman of the
Railway Committee, passed such a high
eulogy on the Canadian Pacific Railwav
Company, I agreed with every word lie said.
I have been a friend of that conpany ail
these years. I admired its progress and the
development of the country through iLs
Operation, and that is one reason why I am
surprised that a strong coimpany like this,
With all its influence and strength, should
try to parallel this little railway and crush
it out. A conpany like the Canadian

acific Railway, with all its capital and
influence,ought to be more nagnanimous and
let this little railway company live. Its moo
Ought to be to live and let live, and [ regret
exceedingly that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Way Company should see fit to interfere with
the grouid iow occupied by this private
railway. I am also sorry to oppose this bill
01 account of my hon. friend wlo lias charge
of it. I should like, if I could, to let the
bili piss without saying a word, but my
enSe of justice and fair plav will not allow

rfe to be silent. The hon. gentlemen of the
]ailway Coimittee know very well. the
Lea ring of this matter, but there are gentle-
"'en in this House who are not on the coin-
fittee and to i hemi I would say, briefly, that
th 1 is a small railway of thirty miles, more,

r leS, in the province of British Columbia.
tis serving a few mines in that locality. It

Connects two small towns in British Coluni-
Lia and brings a certain amount of trade to
that country. It is operated to the full

tisfation of those people who are interest-
. in that part of the country. No one

complaining that the section is not
Properly served with this railway. They

have not asked for any competition and
it has not been usual for this parlianent
to chase people with accommodation. People
have, as a rule, asked for what they wanted
in the way of accommodation and competition,
but here we find the parliament of Canada
chasing those people and saying to them
" you must have this railway ; we insist up-
on you having competition and insist upon
cruishing out your little railway." I am sure
this Senateis imiibuf d asI am, with sentiments
of fair play and justice. I d-> not attribute to
nmyself any higher sense of fair play and
justice tian tiis House possesses. It hia,
been one of the functions of the Senate, and
it is looked to in the country, as holding the
scales of ju:t:ce evenly between the weaker
and the stronger provinces, and between the
stronLer party and the weaker party. What
influence can be brought to hear on this
House if they vote to crush out this sniall
road and support a large and wealthy cor-
poration? The Canadian Pacific Railway
will nlot be one cent worse off if this bill is
n1o1 pased. They can (o without it. They
have an idea that they require it. I do not
know the extent of the mines in that sec-
tion, but I he,i've this present private rail-
way, in which people put their own money,
serves ail the purposes of the mines, and
the miners are perfectly satisfied with
the accommodation given to them by this
road. It was chartered by the province of
British Columbia and has never asked
for any favours from the Dominion of Can-
ada. They work their own schemes and
their own road, and nox the parliament of
the Dominion cones in and interferes with a
local charter. I have no d >ubt the effect of
passing this bill will be to dose up that road.
,f there is only enough irade now for
one road, and if it is struggling along to
pay working expenses and the interest
on its debentures, what will it be when
the trade is divided? We certainly know
the weaker party must go to the wall,
and the stionger party prevail. I ask
every lion. mnember of the House to look
at thtis case as if it were his own individual
case, and if he put his money and his tiie
into any private enterprise how would he
like to have it crushed out by an act of
parliament, his monev all wasted and his
industry destroyed ? It is a case similar to
that, and it will be a cruel case. Every
lion. gentleman who votes f ,r this bill will
give a vote to do an injustice to a private un-
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dertaking. I do hope the House will consi- Hon..Mr. McCALLUM-I may be wrong,
der the interests of those private people and but no reason has been shown to nie why I
not do this grave injustice. It will be a 1 should vote against this measure, looking at
grievous wrong, and, as I said before, the the history of railways in this country. My
functions of this House are to do justice and hon. friend says we should not grant this
right between man and man. I leave the 1 charter. Whv, we are granting things here
matter with the House. I do not suppose in many cases that we should not do. We
any words I could utter would influence anyi are granting charters for railways and other
one to change his vote. Members have their proposed public works in this country. We
own ideas, and there is a good deal of lobby- have a bill now going through where the
ing done and meibers of Len give promises people have two years to commence and four
without considering the bearings of the case years to tinish a publie work. But you will
as they should. lot give them time. Then there is another

independent railway, the Kingston and

Hon. Mr. McCALLUJM-I try to look at Pembroke. I believe it has a bill before

this as an individual case. I live in the parliament. What does it want? We will
part of the country where we have one "ait and see. i an niot goin2 to judge the

railway, and I would be willing and pleased case beforehand, but it is another indepen-
to pay any reasonable amount of money to (lent railway which is before us for legisla-

obtain competition. As I view this question, tion. I hope all parties will get justice in

it will give competition to the miners. My this matter; but I cannot myself, knowing
hon. friend need not groan though he may the effect this wl have, vote against this

not be able to see it in the same way.Wa bill. 1 I quite understand the effect it will

is the history of all these railways 3 have on the interests of the people of the
country, and I know vwhat it is to have com-

Hon. Mr. 'MACDONALD ( petition in railways. It is the first time that

asked for the Aailway L .)-Wo I have seen the Canadian Pacific Railway
cone before this House and want to give
coipetition in railways. I ani very glad to

Hon. 1r. fcCALLUM--The hon.gentle- sec it, and I hope t i c
man says it is the only independent railway good %vork. If they vill (o that, the people
in the province of British Columbia. How th
many independent railways have we in this tion and gettheir freight away to the sea-
country l What is the history of the private board at a cheaper rate. Kno,%ing ai these
railwas or the independent railways in ti p facts, a rarailway or the ineedn railway int thist h bl
country ? Where are they to-day ? They
were glad to get the Grand Trunk Railway,
to take them up in order to keep them run-
ning. I know that to be the fact, and I
could mention a great many other railways
in the same position. There is the Hamil-
ton and Lake Erie, the Port Dover and
Woodstock, the Welland, the Credit Valley
Railway and several other railways all over
the country whose history is just the same.
The people get accommodation by the Grand
Trunk Railway taking over these railways.
What will this be worth to those miners?
They will have one railway. If these specu-
lattrs go in there and engage in mining,
and build a railway do they not want to
squeeze the miner so as to get the products
of his mine away from the smelters? This
is the way I look at this matter.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C:)-Did
the miners ask for it?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have been
watching the discussion on this bill in this
House and iaving exainined for myself the
maps of the country and considered in-
terests which it is likely to affect, I have
been at a great loss to ascertain what public
interests would be affected adversely by
granting this charter, and thougli I have
listened with the closest attention to the
observations of the gentlemen who spoke
against the charter, I have failed to find
that they have sho 'n how any public i-
terest can be injured by the passage of the
bill. They seem to rest the case wholly oni
what they claim to be an injury which it
will inflict upon another railway corpora-
tion. I do not dispute that; it may be a
fair and legitimate matter for considerationl
in this House, but it should certainly not be
a paramnount consideration. My hon. frield
froni Vancouver, speaking last evening,
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made a statement that certainly created a
very strong impression on my miind. He
said that all the British Columbia menbers
in both branches of parliament were opposed.
to this charter. I would certainly be in-
clined, if that were so, to show a deal of
deference to their united opinion although I
would not necessarily forego iy own opinion
even on that account. I find, however, that
my lion. friend lias been incorrect in that
statement.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I made an
exception.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSO )N-My information
is that there will have to be several excep-
tions.

the members at present in Ottawa, with the
exception of one, were unanimous in opposi-
tion to this bill. I do not know what Col.
Prior's opinion on the subject is. He is in
British Columbia and Mr. McInnes is in
British Columbia and not here. His views
were not ascertained before lie left. I per-
sonally named every meinber, I naned the
two meimbers in this House and the members
in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am very sorry
I did not follow the hon. gentleman as
closely as I thought I did. The impression
made on my mind was that there was almost
an entire unanimity of the British Columbia
members, whether here or in British Colum-
bia at present, as to this charter.

Hon. Mr.TEMPLEM AN--My statement
was that ail those miembers who were present Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-So there is.
in the city of Ottawa, wit-h one exception,
favoured the six months' hoist. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think that is

doubtful. The hon. gentleman does not
Hon. M.%r. FERG USOlN-M.y hon. friencl know where Col. Prior stands,* He distinctlysays ail the members present in Ottawa, with excepts one representative of British Colum-

one exception, favoured the six rnonths' xet"n ersnaîeo rts ouioe exepin, fareda terixmothvas' bia at present in Ottawa, and this telegram
hist. I will ead a elmoentsramhic w states where another stands; so that as

placed f myhn af few nmomens agîo, tel British Columbia has only six represent.
to-day, from one of the members who is not atives in the Comnons, it is pretty plainin Ottawa, I refer to Mr. MInnes, the three of them are in favour of the bill, hy

teegram reads: the hon. gentleman's own statement. The
I an heartily in favour of the Nakusp and Slocan obection which
ailway Bil as it passed the House of Couumnions, and bilao tron h been ured arainst this
nc my retur find n opposition to the proposed it paralels an

extension. On the contrary, it mjeets with the great- existing road. It is true, I believe, from
est favunr and the persistent o1 osition to it in what I can learn, that there is some paraliel-
Ottawa is unitelligible to the public here. ing, but not in the sense that that bald

This is from Mr. McInnen, one of the statement would convey to hon. gentlemen
inembers from British Columbia. when they first hear it. Although it

parallels another road, yet it is opening an
i in Britis M Colu Emia and not here. outlet in an opposite direction fron the other

road. The existing road gives an outlet to
lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I understood the Kootenay Lake, and this bill proposes to

mnY hon. friend to say a few noments ago give an outlet f roi that section over
that ll the nienbers in Ottawa were in an existing road, the Canadian Pacific
favour of it except one. Railway, on the Columbia River to Arrow-

head Lake and when honourable gei-
lion. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Yes. tleman bear that in mind, they will
Hon. M r. FERGUSON-Mr. McInnes is find that the paralleling does not present

one who is a representative of British Col- such a strong objection as if it was paral-

uibia, in addition to the one in Ottawa, leing another road from the place where

and I an told there are others. I am told the trade had its inception, untd it

on excellent authority that there are other reached a common outlet. It is furmshing
m1enbers from British Columbia besides the an additional outlet to this country, and
the one my hon. friend excepts. that being so, as it is a very mountainous

country, there muly be only one route through
Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The point is|a certain valley, paralleling is necessary, but

not material, but I stated distinctly that all 1its object is almost entirely different, and it
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furnishes competition not only in the trans-
port of the ores of this country, but will
facilitate competition in. smelting as well.
It has a most impirtant bearing on' cheap-
ening transportation to the snelter and
in smelting, enabling the owners of mines
in that part of the country to choose either
system they like and to reach one smelter
or the other. I think, therefore, this
objection on the ground of paralleling bas
not much force. A great deal of sym-
pathy is expresîed with the private corpor-
atiun. We are ail inclined to sympathize
with the weak as against the strong, but we
nust not carry that feeling too far. Sup-
pose the case were reversed, that the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company owned
the existing road and a private comn
pany w'ished to compete with it, I
an sure no member of this House
would refuse that competition whent no
subsidy or aid is asked for. The principle
is not changed because the situation of the
parties may be reversed with regard to it.
Anotier point that was made and pressed
very liard by my hon. friend, from Shell
River, was that the effect of this would
be to kill out competition and give the
Canadian Pacific Raihway a monopoly of
the traflic of that section. My hon.
friend seemed to forget for a moment
that there is no competition now; that
one company bas the transportation and
that it is onlv in cas_ of this company being
killed out and falling into the hands of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, that the compe-
tition would cease. If that happened noth-
ing worse would occur than exists just now,
because at present there is no competition,
and there would be none then, and nothing
would be lost so far as the country is con-
cerned. This Slocan district is a riclh min-
ing country, perhaps the richest in Canada,
the country lying between the Kootenay
Lake and the waters of the Columbia
River, and I know there is an extraor-
dinary developuient going on there, and
though none of these roads may at
present be making fortunes, there is going
to be in the near future a trade for all, and in
view of the fact that there is going to be
such a trade, that the richest silver mines in
Canada-perhaps the richest in the world -
are in that section, I think that the House
would be doing a very foolish thing indeed
if they threw out a bill which bas reached
it after having passed every stage in the

House of Commons and passed through every
stage up to the third reading in this House.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-When this bill
came before the House I was at a loss to
know how I should vote. After the hon.
gentleman from Shell River had subnitted
his motion for a six months' hoist I gave my
close attention to the debate, and I must sav
that I did not hear arguments on either side
that vould place me in a position to give a
more intelligent vote on this occasion. One
of the objections raised bv the hon. gentle-
man fron Victoria was that this private
conpany had a local charter, that it was a
poor conpany, and that this parliament
ought not to interfere with it. I do not con-
sider that we have here to do more for the
province of British Columbia which granted
this charter than the people of British
Columbia have done for Canada. What did
they do? They granted a charter by which
the ores of those mines are taken to the
United States to be smelted. Who have
the benefit of the work ? The United
States.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is no other
snelter in Canada.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If they had the
interest of the country at heart I say they
would have established, on this side of the
line, sinelting works to do thjat work in
Canada. They did not do so. While [
admit, as I said before, that the argu-
ments on the other side are not much
better, I an of opinion that if competition
is allowed, as it will be if this bill is passed,
the weaker conmpany, which will be unable
to compete with the Canadian Pacife Rail-
way, may decide to erect a smelter on this
side of the line, and do the smelting at the
mines. In voting against the atmendment
and in favour of the bill I consider that I
shall be working in the interests of Canada.
J shall therefore vote for the bill.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It appears to me,
hon. gentleinen, that the argument advanced
in favour of this bill is not such as would
commend itself to the god sense of the
House. It appears that a small companY
have already organized and built a railwaY
into that locality at, no doubt, very great
personal sacrifices to themselves. Where
was the Canadian Pacific Railwav when that
railway was wanted there? There was nO
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talk then of the Canadian Pacific Railway Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I always under-
extending their branches into that section stood that the mover of an amendment has
of the country ; but now, when this small the right to make such corrections as have
company has established a road which is arisen in the course of the debate.
serving the public to their satisfaction-
because we have no petition asking for the Hon. Mr. LOUIGHEED--My hon. friend
passing of this bill fron the people of that has ilready spoken upon his six months'
section of the country, the Canadian Pacific hoist.
Railway proposes to build a competing line.
I believe myself in c nupetition in railways Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. gen
as in everything else, but I do not look upon tleman is going to crush me out, on a point
this bill as calculated to give any competi of order, in favour of a rich company when t
tion. I believe it is intended, and will have am standing up for a weak one, I think he is
the effect of wiping out and ruining this taking a very unusual course.
snail company ; and in that respect we
ought to guard carefully the weak against the S)veral MEMBERS-Go on ! go on!
strong. The argument, as advanced by the
hon. member fron Marshfield (Mr Ferguson) Hon. Mr OGILVIE-We listened with
is not a very good one. He put it in this a great deal of patience-those who did
way, he reversed the case; supposing that listen at all, for there were very few mem-
the large company had their railway in there, bers in this House that did listen almost all
and a small, weak company started in op- yesterday afternoon to the hon. member
Position, would we hesitate for a moment in from ýShell River : and I think the hon.
granting a charter I I say no, because the member for Calgary ws quite right in say-
very fact that a small company was starting a ing it is taxing the patience of the House a
railway in competition with a large and rich little too muci after spending the wlole
One shows that there was a necessity for afternoon yèsterday to begin the same job
the competition. But I believe that the pass- over again. He wiil not persuade one man
ing of this bill will have the direct effect of in this House to change his mind.
granting a monopoly to this large railway
colpany, and enable them to freeze out the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
Smaller company which is not desirable in debate on this question has convinced me
this country. There is no man in Canada that that it is my duty to support the amend-
appreciates the services which the Canadian ment which has been moved by the hon.
Pacific Railway has rendered to Canada member from Shell River. This is a contest
more than myself. I believe the Canadian between an immense and powerful corpora-
Paeific Railway Company have done a tion and a very small company that estab-
great deal more for Canada than any other lished a road into that country when it vas
incorporated company, but I believe they required, and where there is, at present,
have also doue and are still doing a 110 compiaint made that the small road is
great deal for themselves, and I do not charaing unreasonaile rates for the work it
think they need any more assistance iq doing for the people of that section. I
frorm us as a legislature. It is our duty to have read in the papers printed ia that
protect the weak as against the strong I loudity that the charges made by this road
intend to vote for the motion of the hon. are fair and reasonable, and that it affords
gentleman from Shell River for the six a great deal of assistance to the people who
Wonths' hoist. are engaged there in mining enterprises. In

looking at the evidence given ini the com-

lon. Mr. BOU LTON--Before this debate mittee the otiier day, and the plan which
closes I should like to reply to one or two was ýubmnitted there respecting this road, I

arguments which have been advaniced in came to the conclusion that the road whih

OPPosition to the amendment. the Canadian Pacific Railway Company pro-
pose to build there is not one wvhich, gives
fair competition between the Kaslo and

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I ask ny Slocan road and the Canadian Pacific Rail-
hon. friend from Marquette by what right way. h wili draw away a large portion ofhe speaks twice on one mnotioni. the ore whic is taken out from these mines
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in a different direction from that in which outlet. That is a mistake. The existing
the Ka lo and Slocan road runs, and the road cones to the very point fron which the
people who have put their money into that Cariadian Pacitic Railway branch would
road will, as it appears to me, be ruined, or diverge, so it does not furnish any new out-
their enterprise will be crushed out by the let. The Canadian Pacific Railway branch
building of this additional branch by the Cani- would diverge at Slocan and the other comes
adian Pacific Railway. Under those e r- in at the same place. There is the outlet
curstances, I feel that it is my duty to north-westward from the mines. One of the
favour the snall corporation and that arguments which lias been presented is that
being the case, I shall vote for the amend- our desire to promote Canadian interests and
ment of the hon. member from Shell River. have works in Canada should encourage us

in the passing of this bill. As a matter of
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The hon. senator fact, ail the ores which have corne from that

from King's (Mr. Prowse) bas expressed the rich country, going even by the Canadian
views which I hold so clearly that I shall Pacific railway, have been taken to the
not take up the time of this House in repeat- United States to be smelted. Ther e is no
ing them, but J will make an observation or smielter with which the Canadian Pacific
two on some statements which have been Railway is connected.
made by those who are advocating the pass-
age of this bill. While mv hon. friend who Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
supports this bill spoke a great deal of public Yes.
interests and private interests, and held that
private interests should be subjected to those Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Not in operation, not
of a public character, lie failed to show how for that particular class of silver and lead
in any way possible the public interest is ores , they have for other ores. But I con-
benetited by the construction of the road tend there is no piace in Canada where the
which is about to be built under this bill. J smielring can be done, and consequently it is
cannot see how the public interests are to imnaterial, as far as the interests of this
be advanced by it at ail. I can easily see country are concerned, by which road it is
that it would be a great thing for the Cana- taken. I believe there is a smelter situated
dian Pacific Railway to extend a short branch on the Kootenay Lake in Canadian terri-
into a mining district and to got the traffic tory, which is not in operation at present on
from that district, but I do not consider that account of the adverse influence of United
that inakes it such a public matter that we States legislation. That could, I presurne,
should wipe out the interest of a small pro- be put in operation again and satisfy ail the
vincial corporation, which I think is entitled requirements of this region for snelting lead
to a great deal of protection from this House and silver ore. Now, with respect to competi-
against the assault which is being made tion, I take the view that my hon. friend
upon it. I am one of the best friends of the from King's (Mr. Prowse) takes, that it
Canadian Pacific Railway, and have always would furnish no competition at ail. I do not
supported it; but I think in this instance believe that any competition would exist,
it is making a mistake, and consequently J for no sooner would this ten miles of roald
feel it is my duty not to aid it in conpet- be made than it would kilt the other road,
ing with and ruining this small corpora- because the sniall road could not possibly
tion. This bill would enable it to do what continue its existence in competition with
J think it would be a very great injustice to the Canadian Pacific Railway with ail its
that small ro-ad which, in view of the cir- resources. The Canadian Pacific Railway
cuinstances under which it was constructed, would put freight rates so low that nobody
merits a great deal of consideration in this would send anything by the existing
House. The conpany showed a great leat road. They would do that till such
of enterprise in investing their capital in time as the other i oad was kilied, and
order to meet the demands of the miners in then the miners would have to pay the
that country, and so far as we know it has penalty. That is the invariable process
fullv satistied ail the demands for that min- which bas taken place where any privilege
ing section. There is no necessity for any of this kind is given. J think, therefore,
other railway. My hon. friend opposite did that instead of regarding it as a means
speak about the pi oposed opening of a new j of competition, it is the reverse, it would
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have the effect of preventing any competi- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
tion. A very large measure of competition that were correct, then the inference to be
can be provided by people travelling on the drawn from the remarks of the hon. gentie-
existing road and coming to Slocan, and man is that the terminus of that road to
there joining and coning south by the Cana- the south is exactly in the same place. If
dian Pacific Railway if they like. There is my recollection serves me right, it diverges
an outlet that way. We should, therefore, to the south-east of the existing road and
pay a great deal of attention to the apl)eal- therefore leads into a mining district that is
for I regard it as an appeal-for a Canadiat not served, aid if that be the case, it must
road which has been made at the private ex- be in the interest of miners to have this
pense of Canadians and is doing a very good road built.. We know the result of having
Vork, all that is required for the country. but one road in the Rosland district leading

The fact that this new branch has not been to the smelter at Trail. The charges were so
asked for by anybody should have some great that those who were interested in some
weight with us. The people in that country of the Rossland mines, the War Eagle, for
have no fault to find with the existing line instance, refused to send their ores down to
and do not want comnpetition, so far as we Trail, from the fact that the charges of the
know. I think, therefore, under all these smelter at that place and the railway freights
circumstances, that it is my duty to support were so great that they would absorb nearly
the amendmtent. the w sole product of the ores sent titere. I

should like to ask another question:' Js there
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- any possibility of getting to the western

iMay I ask the lion. gentleman whether the smelters by those who desire to send their
road that is now in existence does serve the ores over the present road, without utilizing
same mining interest that would be served thewaterwaysof theSlocanorKo->tenay Lake
if the tenl miles were builti Does not the and then utilizing the Canadian Pacific Rail-
proposed ten miles extension from the Can-, way down to the Columbia thence down to
adian Pacific Railway lead to other mining Trail? There is no other way of getting there.
industries that are not now served by the At present the ores, wherever taken
present line? i from and sent to market by the

present road, go to the United States.
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I contend that they My hon. friend said, as I understood him,

do not. It was shown distinctly to us in that there was no other sinelter in that sec-
cOmmittee, when the plan was presented, tion of country, in Canada, to treat the silver
that the tw'o roads must run strictly parallel lead ores. My information is to the con-
and within the width of the walls of this trary. There is a srmelter, but it is not in
chamber. operation, owing to the tariff which exists

in the United States, because if they smelt
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Nothing of the the ores in Can-da the products of those

kIdsmilters cannot be sent into the United
States on account of the high duties which

lion. Mr. VIDAL-And where it ends are charged on matte and on the refined
it does not go into any mine. It will not be article. Ergo, they have now to send their
mnany hundred feet away from the existing 1 ores to the United States as they are admit-
road at the proposed terminus of it; and ted at a comparatively low rate of duty.
that is one objection I intended to refer to, Whether we should direct our legislation in
nanely, the parallelisn of the road which such a mitanner as to assist the United States

s nlmost sneered at and spoken of a n atariff maker.s in securing the products of all
thing not worth mentioning. The road is our own mines is a question far this House
obliged, according to the formation of the and parliamnent to consider. The hon. gen-
country, to be very near the other one on tleman opposite will excuse me if I volunteer
account of the narrow cleft of rock, and there a suggestion-he has often condemned us
15 no possibility of the road being many yards for not suggesting better measures when we
away. It is strictly a parallel road a great criticise those of the governent-if the

length of the way, and does not lead into present government would put on a duty at
a1Y tegion which is not fully served by the ail equal to that imposed by the United
e3xsting road. States on our products, then wo would have
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the market for that large quantity of lead distribution of the enormous revenues of the
brought from the Unite i States into Can- Canadian Pacific Railway; is there no debt
ada. That is the only means that I see of due to them ? I say it is due to those men
meeting the policy of our neighbours. I who have come down here and asked this
cannot understand my hon. friend's reason- House to give them justice not to turn a deaf
ing when he says that the construction of ear te their arguments and their objections.
this road will be the means of killing out or Are we going to say that this country owes
absorbing the other road. By what means ? nothing to those ien working in the interior
By so lowering the rate that the other road and supporting the CanadianPacific Railway,
could not live. Well, that would be in the 4,500 miles of which is west of the lakes and
interests of the miners, and if he and I had is supported entirelybythe handful of popula-
ores to send to the smelter, that is what we tion that lies between there and the coast of
shouid like to see. I shall vote for this bill British Columbia? Of the $24,300,000 of
on the broad principle of supporting any revenue earned by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
charter for the construction of a road in way last year avery large proportion was con-
Canada which will tend to develop its tributed by the labour and industry of that
mineral resources or the prosperity of the class whose interestsIamheretodefend. That
country, so long as they do not ask us to 824,300,000 is in the handsof the Cinadian
give them any assistance. The sooner we PacificRailwayCoînpany, andîtis distributed
adopt that plan the sooner we will legislate far and wide throughout Canada as they dis-
in the interests of the whole country and not pose. If there werc no labourers intheNorth-
of any particular individuai or section. West,therewould Uc no Canadian Pacific Rail-

way; if there were no Canadian. Pacific Rail-
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I hold that the pro- waytherewould Lc no labourersintheNorth-

posed construction does not meet ariy of the West to distribute tLe resuits of their laiours
difficulties alluded to. By t[e present road throu2h the country. The country has given
all the ores can be taken by the route sug- totheCanadianPacifieRailwaybondingprivi-
gested. My objection to the destruction leges, and bonuses of every kind and has re-
of the old road is that the Canadian Pacific ceived in this particular district $4,000,000
Railway would keep up a low rate only of a bonus and 20,000 acres of land from the
until the other would give up, and then provinceof Britisholumbiain order to afford
resort to monopoly charges. competition to those who own the mines there.

Are we going to kili tl)at coinpetitioit ? Are
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-iwegoing to say to those people you are fot vo

There would be low rates for the time the have any benetit from your enterprise we
competition would last. will place you in the hands of a nev master?

Are we always going to bc on the side of
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This is a verv those wolhave the powertolevy the revenue,

important question, and I desire to reply to and neyer on tUe side of those wvo produce
two or three of the arguments which have the earning powerwhich creates the revenue?
been used by those who support the bill. That is what w say by passing this bill. I
The chairman of the Railway Committee should like to reply to the argument of the
yesterday commenced his reinarks by saying hon. gentleman of Calary (Mr. Loughheed)
it was just a question whether the country who nade a point that lie bondhoiders vere
owed a debt to the Canadian Pacific Railway not petitioning against the bil. The bond-
or the Canadian Pacific Railway owed a debt holders are saf-. Their interest is paid
to Canada. I should like to ask the hon. regularly : it is a first charge upon the road,
gentleman whether the country does not owe and whatever becomes of tUe road, the bond-
a debt to those who are working in the holders are mortgages and it is only when
interior of the country and supplying a the road is sacrificed for the non-payment
revenue to the Canadian Pacific Railway- of intercst that their intercst is jeopardized.
the pioneers who lay the foundation of our But those who have paid their money to
Canadian civilization, who go in advance of -tartthisindependentroad-tlose peoplewho
railway communication and open up the belong to Victoria and Vancouver and
resources of Canada under great diffi- and other places in British Col
culties and who send down here the umbia who initiated this raihway-are
products of their industry, leading to t 4e the people who are going to lose. Are
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we going to wipe out their capital and place tition. The miners, the citizens and the
thein under the control of the Canadian Paci- owners of the railway core down here and
fic Railway which has invaded the territory petition against the legisiation that will
of this little railway with an earning power force the conpany into that position.
of only ?117,000 ? Are we going to sanction. Theyare goingtodivide that $117,O00income
that ? Is that what the fathers of confedera whicl this private road enjoys. Is this
tion, some of whom are still left, the seniors of House going to say to the people who have
the country, sitting round this chamber, are core down here with their petitions to ask
going to say to the people of that western Our protection, that we are going to allow
country? I think not. I think when you the Canadian Pacifie Railway to take a por-
corne to consider it in its true aspect you tion of that $11Id, 000 fromn them ? Are we
vii lot take that postion. I know the sym- going to lTave it spread roadcast over the
pathy we ail have with the Canadian Pacific country that the pepie have ne protection
Railway. It is an honest sympathy, a syn- from monopolists and powerful corporations
pathy I have myseff, in the ability Canada which have the right to make charges with-
dsplwyed in constructing this railway. out control of any kind or description? Are
But in constructing thi.s railway we did we going to say they shah be subject to a
lot intend to create a power greater ýfurther monopoly in that part of the coun-

than this parliament. Our sympathies are try? p should like te repiy to my hon.
itli those vho wisi to tee compttition es- friend froia Delanaudière ( r. Belerose)

tabisec in soine way in order te assist those who is always desirous of giving an honest
Who are en haed in the very hard and labo- vote se far as he can. e e is imbued, te a

ous life of the farin or the mine. iis pri- certain extent, with the idea that it is net
vate road is thirty-two miles long. Its termi- patriotic for us to let any portion of Our

Son the water communication is Kase on trade go to the United States. It is a strong
the east. This short lime has an outet pro- point and appeais te a great number of people,

aided b nature, of water communication, but those who are living on the Kaso and
Wbich tivcs them the competition of the Socan Romd and are on water communica-
taerica railways, and which they have so tin, the Kootenay Lake and River which
far utilized. The mining district is on the j nature oas pro vided fer them, have an eut-
Western end of the thiruy-one miles. The et by wcr ich tey may get down te the only
Catadian Pacityi Raiway ceres in at San- asmelter establihed there. They are not
duon, vhich the western terminus of this askin te build a railway for the sam rea-
rail way also and wish te build ten miles cf an son that the city cf Winnipeg and the pro-
Xtension in the same narrow valley te take vince cf apanitoba were desirous of building a

fri this railway its main support, a trade road down te the oundary. A they are
for 'vbich it wa.sbuiît What fer? Not te asking fer is te, be allowed te utilize
c gpetei heon. gentlemen, but to close eut that water communication -hich nature
farpetition f rom the south by the natueal lias supplied tbem in ordem te develop
'weter route the e at present possess. he e towns

donlinh which, isd the westersn temnsffti

th Crow's Nest Railway is extended to this built by this railway. But you are ging
Wter communication, Kootenav Lake, these te say te those people, we are ,Oin"
coilers will have three routes to cheose te clese up the une you have built in

copthe Sandon comnection with the Cana- erder te get this water communication?
rPacific Railway, goin north ; Do you think that a sund policy?

eCrow' s Nest, crossin the foot >of Kotenay We had monopely in Manitoba, and we hd
lake, te the south ; or the water connectim n te fght it. The Attorney General cf Mani-

inthe Great Northern. Te build ten tob, Mr. Martin,

fll5Only, they are going te attack the behaif cf bis province. Unfortunately for
frong thiry-one miles and weaken the the public, Mr. Martin bas become a
SUPport cf that ittle rend. Their gress slicitor for the Canadian Pacific Railway,
r'evenue is c$117000 the revenue of the and have n doubt as an henest politician

Oanadian Pacific Railway kS $,24300000, lie found that be c;uld nt occupy tbe posi-
tid this rich orpany ants, by the con- tien cf solicitor of that cmpany, and serve

ntruction cf thIs ten miles, to force the the public interest at the same time, and se
eitin and Slocan Companyd by a sale or he retired f rom potitihs. I understand tht
Otherwise rt abandn this ,bouther compe- Mr. Mcînnes, a telegram from wbom was

50
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produced here to-day as evidence of the popu- tiis very important question. The question
lar feeling in British Colum bin, is going with is; which way are we going to turn? Are
Mr. Mar in into political lite in British we going to be the mouthpiece of those who
Columbia. These gentlemen are wvorking seek for legisistion in this matter, or are we
together on the same lines. No doubt Mr. going to be the moutlpiece of the people who
McInpes, as an honest man, felt that he wish to be protected fror a powerful non-
could not sit as a member of parliament and opoly.
at the saine tine do his duty to the public
and to the great corporation whose cudgels
he evidently prefers to take up, as evidenced which was lost on the following division
by that telegramn read here to-day from himu. i

Now we do not want to have another tight
with monopoly in the west. We do iot ,
want British Columbia to cone under 1-111d 1>ower,
nonopoly. We want to govern this cou ntry B(>ltoil, Pr<)'se.
an equitable ternis and we want to feel that Lovitt, Tenpleman,
this parliament is open to everybody to get M1icional (P.E.I.), Vidai 1l.
fair play, and that this central parliament Macdoiiaid (Victoia),
is tte centre of a bond of union oi a NON-CONTENTS

great nation whichi is sprin.,i into life, The Hoorale Messieurs.
and whief eill be a great nation and al or-i M e,
nagoent to the people who have bumpt it, athd

ilw extend its influence and powtr uponb Bpeker, Mcloafl (C.B.)m
lines of justice. If we are goingÏ to be held >Belleroie, McKiutlsey,
down under the heel of mu nopoiv in anyBeîirMre,oMils,
shape or forHi whatedver by the action ofa
this pariiaiut, 1 say we are taking Bowell (Sir iMeezO*Brieii',
a wronw turn. This is one of those Carlig Sir John), t 1)ooioe,
questions which it is nccessary for us to con-Cgriglie
sider carefully beforc decidig which couMeu Aebrmane, PerleY,
to pursue. Thei public interesta andi private D)e Blois, Prinmrose,
iriterests are the only points I wish to touch l)ever,Ro.ss,
upon. The lion. gentleman. from Kitigi's" Dcke-, soutt,
said he did niot see that aruy great public FergUsoîî Slivn
intercsts ivere affected. I do flot think any Fisýet, Temple,
public interests are affccted. I (1o not sec Forzet, Villeneuve,
how public intcrests corne in. It is inere1y H1iugston (-Sir WVillia) ~Vr
the private interests of the people of the Iýç>îîbinesî, Wo-
town tif Kaslo, and the private interests of
those wbo constructed that thirty-onc umiles, 'The bill was then. rend the third time and
and if this ten miles of railvay us to be:ý passed.
consi ructed, their private intcrests wvill be:
,wiped out. The lion. -entlenian from! SECOND READ)ING.
Monck (Mr. dCallum) tried to conv(nce usV
that we are refusing competition. The oh- Bill (72) "lAn Act f urthcr to anîcnd tlhe
ject of the application of theo Canadian Adulteration Act."-(Hon. 'Mr. Mills.)
Pacific Railway for this leigisilation is to kili
competîtion with the water coinmmunication CANADA EVIDENCE ACT AMENP)
to the south, flot to grive competition to the MENT BILL.
miners. As the lian. gentleman frorT Sarnia SECOND READING.
(Mr. Vidai) has told us, by reducingi the rates
the Caniedian Pacifie Rtailwvay will kilI ouit Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the -secolIl
a weakcr concern, and then the new concern rcading of Bi (N) "An Act to amend the
will adopt the old rates It is those priate Canada Evidence Act, 1893."
intere-ts whicl are in question. There are
no publie interests concerned, and therefore Hon. Sir MnACKENZIE BOWELL
I hope the House will caref ully consider This is a very grave departure froin te
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practice and the laws which have regulated 1 the practice under the old crialinal law of
the giving of evidence. I think we should England, but it does entitie him not to
have sone explanation in order to be better have the evidence which he so gives used
able to judge of its merits before we go to against him in a criminal proceeding, I
committee. think the proposition is reasonable. Hou.

gentlemen will understand that this lias
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will just read a been a subject of controversy, and it is a

clause which is an amendment to section 5, of inatter about which the law ought to be
theCanada Evidence Act of 1893. This provi- clear and settled, one way or the other, and
sion is due to a difference of opinion between the proposai here is in accordance with the
the judges in the Chancery Division of the view of the vast majority of the profession
High Court of Justice and the judges of the as to what the law ouglit to be on the
Queen's Bench Division of the province of subject.
Ontario. The question arose as to whether

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCH-ERVILLE-.If athe evidence that was given before coroners I
and other similar proceedings by the party
incriminated could be used upon the trial. pe
One division of the Iligh Court took one Hon. Mr. MILS-Piecisely the same
view and the other division took another, way as you compel a witness i any other
and diffèrent view, and this is for the pur- case now. He ray be punishéd for con-
pose of Fettling that diffèrence. The clause,
as it stands and as wu propose to make it.
provides that the parties may be compelled Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-That
to give testinony in preliniinary proceedings, 15 the only way?
but that if they object on the ground that
it will incriminate thei, the evidence which Ht. way.
they so givc cannot he used upon the trial
against then. It removes a subject of con-i Hon. Mr. LOTGHEED--What is the
troversy and settles the law in one particu- ditierence betveen the amending Iaw and
lar way, so that hereafter there will be no the mxv as it at present stands? 1 have
difference of opinion upon a subject of very looked at the two sections, and while the
great importance. Hon. gentlemen will see phraseology is more elaborate in the
what the precise provisions ai e wvhen I corne amending section, I fail to see any sut>
to read the section as we propose to make it. stantial difference between the two sections.
The section rends: Ii both cases irnmunity is granted to the

witness in the event of lus answering the
5. No witness shall he excused frorn answering any, qu

question ipon the groind that the answer to such a
questionay tend to criminate him, Or mav tend to the aniending ll, no greater immunity is
establish hilliability to a civil proceeding at the in- afforded him under the amended law.
stance of the Crownl or of any person ; providcd, how-
ever, that if with respect to anly question the witless H
Ol)jec s to answer uipon the ground that his answer
Iny tend to criminate himi or nay tend to establish have held that the law, as it stands, is this
his liability to a civil proceeding at the instance of the way, and othe
Crown or of anv person, and if but for this section
the witness would therefore have been excused fron make thnt point perfectly clear that we
answering such question, then, although the wvitness have this legisiation.
shall be conpelled to answer vet the answer so given
shall not be used or re-ceivable in evidence against Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But they may
him in anycrininal trial or othercriminal proceeding
agamnst himi thereafter taking place other than a pro- equally differ as to the amending section,
S2tction for perjtory ii giving snch evidethce. and I want to know wherein the amendin 

The provision in England in regard to the
law of bankruptcy contains a similar pro-

iSion to this. A party being examined as
to the use made of his property or estate
niay be compelled to give eviIence, but if
he Says thaf- the evidence le hmay give will
tend to criminate him, it does not release
hin from the obligation of testifying as was

50j

bill inakes any substantial difference in the
law as it at present stands. I am aware of
the judgment the hon. minister has referred
to, yet at the same tine I cannot appreciate
any substantial difference between the two
sections.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Except that it is ex-
pressly declared he shall not be excused
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from giving testimony on the ca-e, and that
if he does give ttstimony in the case, does
not state that it will incriminate himself,
it may be used in a subsequent case. If he
does so state, it catnnot be used, and that is
the point upon which the judges in the case
heretofore have differed.

The motion was agireed to and the bill was
read the second time.

HARBOUR OF ST. JOHN, N.B., BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. DEVER moved the second
reading of Bill (101) "An Act respecting
the Harbour of St. John, in the province of
New Brunswick." He said : This is a bill
from the common council of the city of St.
John asking for an extension of the by-laws
which govern St. John Harbour to St. John
Harbour north at Indiantown.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
extends the limits of the harbour?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Yes. It is drawn
up, I an informed, with great care by the
recorder of St. John city, a gentleman of
good legal standing, and a representative in
the legislature, and it has stood the test
there. I think the government and the
local authorities had something to say about
it, f rom the fact that it caine under the
Minister of Marine's department. It gives
satisfaction and I do not want any amend-
ments or changes in the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 13th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TRADE MARK AND DESIGN ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN moved that
Bill (61) "An Act in further amendment of
the Trade Mark and Design Act," be placed

on the Orders of the Day, for a second read-
ing on Tuesday, the i7th instant.

Hon. -Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tleman should give some reason for this
motion. This bill was dealt with only a
few days ago.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I do not know
that this is the proper stage to make my
explanation. This bill to anend the Trade
Mark and Design Act was up for a second
reading on the 10th May, and the consi-
deration of the bill was then postponed
sine die. The principal objection taken at
that time to the bill, as far as the discussion
went, was to its last clause. It was thought
by the House that associations or unions of
workingmen would have authority, unde'r
this bill, after registerin their trade mark,
to put that trade mark upon goods or articles.
manufactured by other than union men-
that where union men were employed in
shops, they might claim the privilege and
exercise the right under this bill of plac-
ing their trade mark upon the goods. I
have had an interview with the gentleman
who had charge of this bill in the
House of Comnions and learned that it
was not contemplated by the Trades and
labour Council of the Dominion, who seek
this legislation, that any such thing should
be done, or any such privilege exercised. It
was expected by this House that if this bill
passed in its present shape the Trades and
Labour Council would have the right to
aflix their particular trade mark to articles
manufactured in shops where they were em-
ployed, whether with or without the con-
sent of the proprietors. I understand that
that was the principal objection to the bill
and the reason why the motion to adjourn
the second reading was carried. I under-
stand that it was not contemplated that any
thing of the kind should be incorporated in
the bill, and the promoters of the bill are
quite willing that it should be anended in
conforrnity with the views of this House ini
that regard. I desire to replace it on the
order paper with the view of moving an
amendment to the latter clause of the bill
something in this form:

That such trade mark shall not be used to designate
any article whatever unless by the consent of the
owner of such article.

I think such an amendment as that would
meet all the objections which were raised to.
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this bill when it was discussed the other should confine themselves. But it is well
day. known that those unions go a great deal

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Sup- that. Every day you ear of strikes
posing 100 labouring men came to a manu- ing you ha o t elade unions e
facturer and asked to have their trade mark
put on the goods what could he do? Howoder to prevent thein fron working, and
could he defend himself fron the labouring lilling their places with uni-m men. Thisshowsthat parlia ent ought ni ot to ecoura e

nd those ustitutions too ruch, and that ia

Hon. '.%Ir. TEMPLE.MAN-If 100 men granting to then powers or favours we

owent to him and asked for liberty to uze oght not t rive theni favours which, nay

their trade mark and the pioprietor refused, induce them to o to fai. i bemieve titis is a fa-

they could not do anything -oui which a ould lead them to go oeyond couraoper iits. a quite opposed to, any favours
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They of tis kind. believe that those union

coud strike. men who work in a inanufactory have no
theirto have a mark of their own on the

Hon. Mr. MPa e A -lDgey c goods that. they manufacture. They have
ae no moral riht to it; consequently why

ith trade unions and n tather favour theino . w i

oindue them toi g t ar. 1blive thinisa f-

1 hare wvorked hari-noniously with thern for' man on îny left (Mi'. Templeman) says
iany years and 1 have never found the v w that the proprietor tgil be protected

arbitrary, or unjust in their caims. The because he wil have power to grant or
unions of the country arek eee th e union

could strike.ume h wrqs in a h ma ufaco haeno

Hxceptional or unfair Privilege in this bl But hon. gentlemen know very well tht if
that I have moved to reinstate on the m.di' such a privilege as this is granted by law,
papei. I would be qite wiing to accep they wi1l work very hard ifo order to et it
any reasonable oIr fair anendment to hîcet an estalished rule, but ae mentioned a
the views of the House in that reaid, that
c, to this extent, onaat no ember of au or- Victria (Mr. Nacdonald, B.C.) they will
ganizati on can put his trade mark ont any even have recoui se to strikes to for-ce ti;e
toods without the consent of the owner 'f

anylor resnal orlo fair amendment to meet

these goods. I presune when the bIll i, there can be no douht. Is fot that a bad
Placed on the order pape it eat be debated -tate of affairs? Should tiis parliaiient open

a~rgh toe havee aii mark ofe theire ownd onth

Sosuch a door to the union men? y uy ano.
mllent can be drawn up. lIf parliarnient does s0 it does just the reve e

Hon.~~~~~~ (i.POWS- hul ie~ f thiat %vhich they have been established

qui'e of the hon. gentleman who 1 a foi. Therefore J art nowT and always will
ast tt be aganst granting such favours. Give

prat dorn f ae is any -w t tha tem sucr ights as will increase their stand-
U5ng mamaufctria stblshCn ing in society ajnd help theni to earn moneyccod anc mbrk eue pleases, whether it is n e w he famlies. sha

awith the wish of the trade unions 
men.

fOurt kn. always e ready help in carying out any
scheae whiig bas this for its object, but I aw

llecessity f(ra law of titis uid I t us to1not in favour of granting such favours as
be Optional with the v aanufacture'r to erant ti
the equest of the trade union thee us no owan mak. e baue enoug societies wbo

eCesViy foa a lac in the natter at arl.. ac , e w
the Prprietor is wthling to use mark n a have arec1o o strike tfr thae

Please thoe t'ade unionse cant do it without e to ullo themt fo No Oforwhat as best, but often for what was notpatuY la whatever. for the ood of the country. That tey
at opeMrtme andteproeramend- suight form a stron i ornimen and with

trade unions ; on the contrary, u pelieve it that strength they can act in a ay that
8111on9 of our duties to help those institutions, is uot always for the good of the country.

b ncause tley are the institutions of t o i for. T

qBur o thein hon.of the unions ulong as ogin.r. FERGUSON- cannotvsay that
taeY stand within the imits in which tiev I altogether agree withll y hon. f sriend f ro
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De Lanaudière. For my own part, I have lon. Nr. FERGUSON-I do not think
a very favourable feeling for trades unions it.
generally, and I believe that labouring men Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-There is noth-
and employees have a right to organize, and jng to prevent them loing so now, with the
that in this age of the world it is necessary
for them to organize in order to hold their
own against capital ; but, at the same time, Hon. Mr. SCOTT -This is to allow them
I tink tat this bill bias received sufficient to regirter their mark.
consideration already fro this flouse. ht Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-But if permis-
was three tiies distincttv brouptht forward, so is wiwa tre tms ismelybouhtfowad sion is given ?
and the discussion of it laid over until there
would be time for further consideration. On Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They cannot register.
each occasion it received some discussion, Hon. 31r. McCALLUM-I think it isand consideration. It appears to me that
the bill has been prepared by those whoi trifling with the House to take up this ques-
have not had much experience in legislation, tion again. We bave decided it once

and probablywithout getting professional aid already.
in the preparation of this proposed amend- Hon. 'Mr. ALLAN-When this bill first,
nient to the law. My hon. friend from Van- came into the House it struck me very
couver suggests, as my bon. friend from forcibly that it was a bill which might,
Halifax did when it was up before, that this affect very seriously the t rade and com-
trade mark should only be placed on goods inerce of the country, and was therefore
by the consent of the manufacturer. one wbich should be inrroduced by the
Wben I heard that suggestion 1 saw government. The Secietary of State adopt-
some practical difficulties, that I think were ed it, but did not seem to like it very much
insuperable, to the bill, even after that con- even when lie presented it to the House, and,
sent was given. Suppose the manufacturer for my part, I find it verv diticult to under-
gives his consent, halif his employees are stand the principle of the bill, or how that
union hands and half are not. Tha articles it could be properly carried out. I have
produced by the trade union men have this' always been under the impression that atrade
mark and the others have not, though coni- mark meant some distinguishing mark by
ing from the sanie shop. It is very plain which the manufacturer of particular goods
that the parties who put this bill before Par- might have his goods distinguished fron
liament did not give it very fuIl consider- those of other manufacturers; and if bis
ation-did not themselves see the difficulties fi-m had attained a certain reputation,
that would be in the way. It is not very this trade mark would stamp it and be a
clear frorm the bill what they are really sort of warrant that the goods were of the
wanting to get. I cannot imagine that it class they were represented to be. That is
was the intention to get a law by which wlat I understood was the principle of the
of two packages of goods coming f rom the trade mark. It seems rather an inconsistent
sanie manufactory one would have a par- thing to have two trade marks, one of the
ticular brand on it which the other could manufacturer and one of the men employed
not have. That difliculty would still remain in the ianufactory. At all evenits, it seems
after my bon. friend's amendnent. Possiblyif to me that the bill was presented to the
we knew distinctly what the promoters of the House in such a shape that it was impossible
bill wanted, we might be able to so far agree to adopt it as it was. It required a good
with them as to give them what would fairly deal of explanation, and I supposed ihat the
meet their wishes, but I am satisfied that Secretary of State or the Minister of Justice
this would not affect it, and that it would would Le prepared to make suggestions to
lead to greater ditliculties than they antici- improve it. For my own part, I should have
pate. been very glad indeed to have allowed the

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Does the hon. bill, as suggested by the hon. gentleman
gentleman believe it is necessary to make a' from Halifax, to be sent to the committee,
law to give those trade unions labourers a but it is rather an unusual thing to bring it,
right to place a mark on the goo-ls which up in this way after the House has disposed
they produce, with the consent of the manu- of it. It is very clear to my mind that the
facturer 1 government, in a question of this nature,
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should take the responsibility and say what Hon. Mr. MILLS-T cannot help but
they would advise in the matter. remark the treatment given to this bill as

Hon. Mr. ALMON-This mneasure has compared w% ith the treatnent of the bill in-

been very well got rid of. We need not get troduced by the lion. gentleman f rom Calgary
rid of it again. It was introduced into this some days ago when that bill was before

House without any sponsor, and taken hold this House. The hon. leader of the opposi-
of by the hon. Secretary of State, and the tion moved that the debate upon it be

way he handled it-the delicate way in 1 adjourned. The effect of his motion was

which be touched it, showed that it had a preciselv the same as the effect of the motion

malodorous element in it. He stated several made in reference to this bill the other day.
times that it was not his bill-that he merely That motion was carried by a small majority,
took hold of it because nubody else would. and the bill went off the order paper. Did

I listened very carefully and did not hear any hon-. gentleman rise in his place and say
any one mention one solitary advantage that that the House had fully considered the

this bill would be to the workingmen. The subject, and it was an improper thing to
use of a trade mark, as stated bv the hon. bring the matter up again I Was that a

gentleman from Toronto, is not for the man proper line of argument to adopt toward

who makes the go-ds, but for the proprietor. the bill ?
When you see a trade mark on goods, it i- Hon. 3Mr. PROWSE-The debate was
something you have been told about before, adjourned.
and you buy it, but if a trade mark indicates
that it is made bv Toni. Dick and Harry, in Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the effect was
one bouse, and Jones, Smith and Robinson to put it off the order paper altogether.

in another, what possible use is it to the lon. Mr. PR OWSE-That was the effect,
general public ? There lias not been one but that was not the intention.
word said to show what possible benefit i
this bill would be to the trade unions. Ho. n . XIILLSaThe ge bta
I do not think it can be denied, in regard says no and I say yes, and he has ut to
to these trade unions, that the principle is Iook at the miutes of proceedings of the
that because certain mH choosu to pav a buse to see that ny statement is correct.

certain sum into t e union, they are to have That is the rule which lias been followed be-
ceram umint te uion tey retoIav fore, and that order was not before the

a pull over the other men, who say we House and was not on the order paper, and
Nvill keep this mone-y and pay nothing to H ueadws o nteode )pl n

ur itewill keep titsmonyad fr ntine to required a distinct motion to put it on the
your Society ; we will keep it for the bene-~ order paper again. What was done in that
it of our wives and children." I have often orde pas ahnix Whths oist hat

heard complaints f rom the working classes ucat i? Was the six montbs' boist sucb as to
about the tyranny practised over them bv! Put it~ beyond the power of tbe bouse to

the trade unions. They sa in the first consider it made ? No, it was not. The motion

Place we bave to pa a large sum to theni, was for the purpose of adjourning the con-
pae w hant do pa aito largeu tohem' sideratior. of this bill indetinitely.anl'i we cannot do it without denying our-
selves the feed and fuel which our family Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Was that the ob-
require," and the industrious man is put in ject?
shackles and compelled to work a great
nuniber of hours as the majority of them do. Hon. Mr. MI LLS-The motion to adjourn
I think that this House should not pass the consideration of the bill sine die was
this measure, despite the fact of any unpopu- carried. Does that put the matter out of
larity it may cause, because we are told the consideration of this House ? Why was
this measure passed by only a majority of it put in that form and not in the form that

One in the trade union. It has been forced it be considered three months or six months

oni them by some demagogue, in all probabil hence ? It was because the House indicated

ity, connected with the association, who for by that motion, if it meant anything, that

a little popularity endeavours to force it on the matter was still under consideration,
them. It seems to me that it is a bad bill, that the members were still unprepared to

and it is the function of the Senate to move the six months' hoist to the bill, but

reject it. They endeavour to force this left it in such a condition that it might be
rnalodorous thing down our throats, and I taken up and considered at some future day.

hope the House will rot allow it. 1 It meant that there was an object in putting
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it in that form, and if we are to assume that' prietor, just as they ask to be allowed to do
it was a fair and straightforward vote, here. We are not asking to go beyond the
then the object was to give the House an settled statutory law of England at this time,
opportunity at any moment before the end of and it seens to me an extraordinary proceed-
the session to bring up this matter again. ing that these men should be denied this pri-
What bas my hon. friend done by this vilege because some real or fancied abuse
motion ? He is within the rules of the might spring out of the power which they
House. This matter having been adjourned possess under this law. Let me say to hon.
without fixiig a day for its future considera- gentleijen that all power is liable to be
tion, it is quite proper to ask this House to abused by the party who possesses it. Pub-
permit this bill to be put on the order paper lic opinion and the law generally exerci-e a
for consideration on Tuesday next. Every wholesome restraint and put an end to
step in that proceeding was perfectly legiti- ab>use if parties are so disposed to abuse
mate and naturally sprung out of the action power, and my opinion is that if trades
taken by the House when this bill was last unions or organ.zations of labour. feeling
before us. My hon. friend from Toronto says their power, are disposed to exercise that
that the government ought to assume the re- power to the full extent to the detriment of
sponsibility of this bill. Isaythegovernment other parties, public opinion and, if neces-
ought not. This is a bill for marking the pro- sary, legislation will exercise a whoiesome
ducts of a trades union. They conie betore restraint over that. Men in the exercise of
this House just as parties seeking incorpora-'power of self govemument, in almost every
tion for a railway, just as parties may conie sphere, new atthe business, are hable some
before the House seeking for a trade mark times to go wrong and to go too far, but in
with which to mark their goods or merchan- ordet that tbey may go at al, ir is necessary
dise. They come before us in the same way, that tbey should be trusted with some
in their private capacity, for the purpose <f power. Te old lady's advice to ber son,
obtainiing a recognition so that a trade mark neyer to go into tUe water tihi le kiiew
ny be used by them to mark the products bov to swim, is -ery hike the ,ug-
of thîeir industry, and may not be used by gestion of some lon. gentlemen in
any other person. It seems to me that that te discussion of this inatter. I teink
is a hegitimate request. What is the old the bi was a moderate bill. Somie hon.
law with regard to a trade mark? It is a gentlemen say there ougoa t to bae been
law reatingtoa proprietory interestin those amendments. tink the bill was fairly
goods so marked. A party wbo on ned a chear as it stood, but if amend ents are re-
particular article he had been in the habit quired, wat is the course you adopt i case
of producing, that had secured distinction of every otber bi ? Wbat is the course
on the market, that was upon the market you have adopted mhei e hon. gentlemen Say
received 'vith favour, applied to parliament thei-e may be sometbhingr in a bill to which
for the purpose of enabling him to mark the they object witbout ohjecting to the wiole
products of his manueacturin establishnent principle of te bil. They let the bihl be
vith a particular mark in order that he read a second time. Let tbis bill go to con-
migbt, to the fullest extent, profit iy the ittee, let it be amended there and cbanged
skil and success wich hr.d attended bis and improved and niade more clear wbere it
production. That was in relation to capital. is obscure, as you would do in tUe case of
Formerly labour was not recognized. Capi- other bills. That is tbe usual practice.
ta] alone as recognized, and the prorie- Wuy was tbat not dne here? Why gt ere
tory interest of the uapitalists as recognized not these men given that saine fair play
in the old law with regard to trade marks. that you give to every body else ? 1 re-
Is that the cundition of this at this iember not long ago-it wint be perhaps
mpment? ýo iety bas underone a change, unparliamentary picl say ten a bill as
and trade has become organized. Tie before tbis bouse when hon . gentlemen sug-
men who are e aged in ordinary labour gested changes, in order tbat the suggestions
ask for the recofnition of their rigbts in the and the objections to the measure miglit be
sae way as you have itherto recognized considered in tUe committee. Why as
capital, and in England tbey have pad it. W tot this referred to comittee ? Why did
In En tand the labourer marks the prouct it not grt a second reading in orsa er that
of bis industry with the consent of the pro. these amendents might be made which lion.
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gentlemen thought necessary ? Why is it I was only through inadvertence that a day
It is not said that the bill is vicious in was omitted to be fixed for the second read-
principle, because if that were the objection ing of the bill, but I think the opinion of
the six nonths' hoist should be moved. the House in regard to the bill now under

counsideration was practically that it should
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We can move receive the hoist. I desire to say that my

it now if the hon. gentleman wants it. hon. friends who lead this House are entirely
responsible for the defeat which this bill

Hon. Mr. MI LLS-That would be the received on its second reading. The hon.
proper course, but if the hon. gentlemen are Secretary of State undertook to introduce
merely objecting to details, if they say the this bill to the House, and to then relieve
bill is obscure where it ought to be clear, the government from responsibility in regard
then the proper course was to have rend the to it. He was particularly anxious to place
bill a second time and sent it to the coin- himself in the position of introducing the
mittee. The hon. gentlemen will see if thev bill and of having the governiment accept
look at the English legislation on this sub- the credit of the bill in the event of any
ject the trade unions in what they have credit being attached to it, but in the event
asked by this bill had not gone further than of its not meeting with public favour Le
thev have gone in England and further: also placed himself in the position of being
than the parlianent of England has pro- able to appeal to the Debates and divest the
tected them in going. It does seen to me, government of all responsibility.
that being the case, that mv hon. friend is
Pursuing the pi oper course in asking to have Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My lion. friend, I am
this bill again put on tho orders of the d ,y sure, does not mean to put m- in the wrong.
for consideration at a date which he men- The bill coming down as an amendmient to
tions, any member of the House can then, the Act I supposed it was a governirent
if he is opposed to the principle of the ineasure. Governument bills often come to
bill, move a six months' hoist. If lion. tie Senate without my being aware of it. It
gentlemen object to the details and require was a departmental inatter, and when I
them to be made more clear, then let the found I was wrong I explained to the House
bill be read a second time and sent to the that I was in error, that I had never heard
conmittee for consideration and revision of the bill.
and amendment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Of course, I
lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I desire to say accept the hon. gen tleman's explanation, but

that I am prepared to support the motion of it seemed to me to be rather inconsistent
the hon. gentleman from Victoria who has with freedom of . responsibility upon this
Uloved to restore this motion to the order question tiat the representatives of trades
Paper, so that the bill mnay be fully discussed. unions should have an interview with the
I an of opinion that the bill should be hon. Minister of Justice on this bill. and
Placed on the order paper for the second that it practically should have received his
reading. i must, however, differ entirely approval, that that approval should have
frOml the renarks made bv the hon. Minister been practically co-veyed to the House in
of Justice as to the analogy between this the statement made by the hon. Secretary of
bill and the one recently before us, so far State, and that then mv hon. friend should
as the motion foi the adjournment was con- have stated to this House that the govern-
cernedl. ment was in no way responsible. The bill is

practically a government measure. It is a
Ron. Mr. MILLS-The effect was the public bill ; it is such a bill as is invariably

same. introduced by the government. It is a
departure, and a very radical departure,

ilon. Mr. LOUGH EED- -There is not an from the policy embodied in the Act respect-
on. gentleman in the House who does not ing Trade Marks and Jndustrial Designs,

knoW that when the motion for adjournment and it is therefore, a question as to whether
a made in regard to the Hamilton Smith the government is prepared to assume the

ill, that it was intended that the debate on responsibility for a serious departure of this
le second reading should be continued. It nature. Hon. gentlemen who will lok at
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resulted in the passage of a by-law by a
majority of one that the imprint of the
trade unions should be put upon publications
for which the city paid. The principle of
this legislation is wrong in my opinion and
I am strongly opposed to it. The origin of
this legislation was in California. It was
instituted there anong the Trades Labour
Unions in opposition to Chinese labour.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It would lead
to boycotting.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, everv store
would be in danger of being boycotted-
would have to choose whether they should
keep in stock only goods produced by uniol
labour or not. Is it, therefore, right for us

t Act will at once perceive the policy of it They wished tc designate the manufacture
be that all ianufacturers, as individuals, or of cigars and that class of goods upon
porate bodies nanufacturing a particular which Chinese labour was engaged in the
icle should have the right to say to the manufacture of those articles. Now the
rld : "This is our trade mark; this saine influence came from California and
s our design, we manufacture this parti- resulted in a bil being brou-ht before the
ular article." Now the policy involved Congressof the United Statesinorderto have
the bill goes far beyond that. It involves the same principle of legisiation extended
s consideration : that a body of men nay over the whole of the United States. That
enabled to say to the world, except the was brought up sonie four or five ears ago
duict of a manufacturer bears a desigii and was rejected as a bad principle the
icating that a particular class of labour legisiation was refused. This legislation
engaged in the manufacture of that pro- may have been put upon the statute-book
et, then the public should not buy that in England, but the circumstances are differ-
icle. Now it would be almost as logical ent. 'here, labour vorks under free trade
say that the product of a manufacturer and it has to regulate its action to meet the
)uld bear a design, indicating whether Con- ývorlds competition; that prevents labour
vatives or Liberals were engagad in that 1 unions f rom taking any aggressive steps that
rticular work, or white or coloured labour, will undermine their own ineans of liveli-
the case may be. However, I do not hood, and they inake co-operative industry

rpose discussing that phase of it now, be- the basis of their success, rather than at-
îse 1 amn desirous, if this bill should core tempting to institute a boycott on the
fore the Huse again, that whoever is custoiners of eon-union labour or foreign
~ponsiirde for the introduction of it should conipetition. Now what, is this principle

tte to the bouse the reason why there of legislation? It is fot a fight between
uld be this departuro from the Act whice the people of the country and the Chinese,

s long been upon the statute-book the but it is a filît between the trades unions
utory principles of which have been re- and the non-union men. It is one class
,nized, but, as J say, now intended to be of our population against another class of
ry seriously departed froin. J therefore, our population. Js it fair for us, without
th very great pleasure, so that everv con- any further evidence, withoutany expresion
eration shail be given to this bill, shal of public opinion of any kind or description,
te for the motion of rny hon. friernd froin that wve should give that power by legisia-
ctoria for the restoration of the bill to tion to the traies union oriization in

e order paper. order that they iay oppress both the el-
ployers and the non-unionists themselves by

Hon. Mr. BOULTON1 amn responsibletmeabis of the power which we put into their
r this motion blaving core up again to- hads Th y would be able to teo their
y fn tording my resolution for havin it faiies and friends that when they go tO
stponed sine ie as I did. J shoul have the stores they should not purchase that
oved the three ponths' hoist. However, pair of boots, or that article, unless it has
wis to explain that the intention wbas the trades union mark upon it. The effeCt
at the question should not corne up till of this le -islaion would be able to upset l
xt year, as I stated when J moved the the trade and the commerce of the country
solution that there was no publie opinion and convert manufacturif labour intout
hind the bi bv, that the only public opinion large monopoly in the absence of any other
ctwere aware of was a fight in the city of competition. Every inan ang evry tor
r)nt.> Metween the almermen whibl keeper ofould be frightened out of his life.
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to institute such a principle in this country
without public opinion to justify it? It will
spread to every town and city in the whole
country. Of course, as far as the restoration
of this motion to the paper is concerned, I
have no desire to oppose the motion which
has been made. We will only have the de-
bate over again on Tu-sday. It was my in-
tention, when I noved that the debate be
Pos-tponed sine cie, chat this inatter should
not be brought up until next year, so that
the public might have timne to give the sub-
ject consideration from a public standpoint.
That is the use for which this Senate was
constituted.

Hon. Mr BELLEROSE-It was voted
as that the other dav.

Hon. Mr. B)U LTON-Yes, and the ma-
jority was quite sufficient, although it was in a
smail House, and if the House had been
larger I believe the majority would have
been much greater.

Hion. Mr. de BOUCHERVILLE-No
doUbt this bill will require a great deal of
amendment, which can be done when it
comes to the comrnittee stage ; but there is
anotier point which seenis to me important.
The hon. Minister of Justice lias proved
that his bill is certainly a Frivate bill--at
least the reasons he gave convinced me that
it was. But I should like to ask the opinion
of the Speaker, if this is a private bill
whether it can be passed now if it can be
introduced as a public bill ?

lon. Mr. DEVER-It seems to me in
this debate that there is a misunderstanding
wlitli reference to the matter, and I think if
the question were thoroughly understood the
Rou e would be in favour of a trade mark.
I believe it is one great safeguard to trade
A trade mark such as " Coleman's Mustard,"
"Coleman's Ginger," "Coleman's Starch,"
etc., would be, in my opinion, a very good
thing, because if you find that an article
Which bears a certain trade mark is not
satisfactory, it is a protection to the public,
and the next time we can refuse to take that
article.

S8everal hon. GENTLEMEN-Hear. hear.

lion. Mr. DEVER- Hon. gentlemen need
nlOt laugh at that. I have had a little more

experience in this matter than most members
of this House, and as a commercial man I say
I am in favour of putting trade marks on
all packages of goods, and tien the party
who manufactures the most satisfactory
article will get the trade. If these people
who have ambition to put their trade mark
on certain goods find that they cannot estab-
lish a reput ition for those goods the trade
mark would not amount to anything ; on the
contrary it would be a means of enabling
people to shun the goods. Therefore, I can-
not conceive why we should be against this
measure. We know there are canned goods
on every shelf in the stores of the country,
and when a man goes to get canned goods
he bas to take the recommendation of the
grocer, whereas if the trade mark was on he
could select those he had found to be satis-
factory in the past and shun those that he
had found unfatisfactory.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Why
not have two trade marks ?

Hon. Mr. DEVER--Y(s; I don't care
whether we have two or three trade marks ;
I can refuse things with one, two or three
trade marks on. I think, on the contrary,
that we ought to protect the good article,
and we ought to be in favour of this measure.
Of course we must guard it and see that
there is no design to take advantage of the
public or to take advantage of manufacturers,
but I cannot see how they can be taken
advantage of in the present case. For in-
stance take a pair of boots and the trade
mark is not on the boots.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Take anything.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (iU.C.)-Take
a shirt.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Yes.

Hon.
to that.

Mr. ALLAN-No one is objecting

Hon. Mr. IMACDONALD (B.C.)-They
have no right to mark their goods.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I say they have a
right ; and therefore, on the grounds which
I havé mentioned, I shall vote for giving
these people the opportunity of putting a
trade mark on the goods they produce. It
does not follow that I am going to purchase
those goods.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I trade mark, that would indicate the character
am not going to prolong this discusion of the article and the person hy whom it
further than to point out that the hon. was manufactured, provided he had the
Minister of Justice has not read this bill, or patent. My hon. friend from St. John ('r.
if he has, he misunderstands it. Tiiere is no Dever) we will suppose, is plaving on the
provision in this Act for the incorporation market a certain article whicb he believes,
of any society. and the public might believe, to be superior

to any other article of the kind. Hie puts
Hon. Mr. MILLS- No. bis trade mark upon it, which be bas acquired

~ ELL.Iunder the statute, and 1, employed by him
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I to manufacture it for him, belonging to a

understand the hon. gentleman to have said, trades union, could say to my hon. friend:
and those listening around me also under- "This caniot go into the market unless I
stood him to have said, that it vas for the Dut mv mark upon it.'
incorporation of certain labouring men for -

the purpose of enabling them to have trades
marks to designate the goods they manufac- ence?
ture. Now, there is no provision in the bill Hon. Sir MACRENZIE B(WELL-
for such a purpose. If the hon. gentleman did
not intend thai, why, of course, I am not
going to discuss it. If such were the case, fa he rticle in t tadesfatr th saine atceadteta
and we were passing a bill to enable the
working man to manufacture certain articles a
to put upon the market, and thereby put a tde mark of that tc on and
trades mark on them, there would be no you ms o u h ril htde o
necessity for the measure, because the Act
on the statute-book already provides for
that. This bill-and I draw the attention Hon. Mr. DEVER-To whom does it
of hon. gentlemen to the fact-is not for the say that?
purpose of designating the quality or char-
acter of the article, or to prove to the public Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOVELL-To
that it is the invention of certain persons, t
but is for the purpose of enabling men who union.
belong to a trade union to put their mark Hon. Mr. DEVER-And the public must
upon an article to show that it was manu- submit!
factured by them, and not as a vouéher for
the quality of the article. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I

want to convince the bion. gentlemian that
Hon. Mr. DEVER-What is the differ- he is wrong in tbe view he bas taken of the

ence ? oence?,provisions of the b)ill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Ail Hon. 'Mr. DEVER-The hon. gentlean
the difference in the world. If the bon. cannot do it.
gentleman invents an article and wants to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEIL-1
make a fortune out of it, as I hope lie would,
thensha not waste any further timre in thethenliecoud pt hs mrk ponit.atternpt. We wvill take the case of the

Ho . Mr. MILLS-That would be his Eddy Company, who are large manufactUr
patent? ers of a particular class of pail. That is the

output of the flrm, flot the output of the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- workingmen. Mr. Eddy puts lis trade

The patent is to enable him to manufacture mark on bis pail. We know it is one of the
exclusively, and lie would put his trade mark best articles of the kind on the market. and
on it under the provisions of the la* now we buy it. The men vorking for him saY
on the statute-book. The manufacturer of that, in addition to that, the pail must have
an article, no matter how be acquired the a certain mark to indicate that it is made
right to manufacture, can have a trade by certain persons belonging to a trades
mark, provided it does not infringe any other union. Another manufacturer alongside Of
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him savs no, I will not permit that. Then
the trades union pass a resolution declar-
in- that the members - I will not
say the publie-of the trades union, must
not purchase any pail that does not have
Upon it the mark showing that it was manu-
factured by the members of that organiza-
tion. That is what is intended. I am of
exactly the opinion of the hon. gentlenan
from Marquette, that it is vicious in prin-
ciple. If there is any working manl who
has an article superior to another, or who
Manufactures an article better than any
other, let him put his trade mark upon it,
but I say it is not a question of interest to
the public, to the purchaser or consumer,
who manufactures that article for him and
for that reason I shall vote against the prin-
ciple of the bill, on that ·ground apart from

Several Hon. MEMBERS-That is not in
order.

The Senate divided on the motion which
was rejected on the following division:

CONTENTS:

The Honourable Messieurs
Allan,
Dever,
King.
Lougheed,
Lovitt,
Maceen,
Mills,

Aikens,
Alinoin,
Arand,
Baker,

ODonohoe,
Perley,
Power,
Reesor,
Scott,
'eipleman,
wark.-14.

NON-CONTENTS:

The Honourable Messieurs

Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Macdonald (Victoria),
Mccal(n,
McDonald (C.B.),

anything else. Bellerose, McKindsey,Bermnier, (le McMillan,
Boucherville, de (C.M.G.) Merner,

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The way I under- Boulton, Owens,
Stand this matter is this; the bill was up Bowell (Sir Mac kenzie), Primrose,
the other day. It was not disposed of by a CasgrnJohn), Prowse,

six months hoist, but simply laid over. Clenow. Temple,
Dickey, Vidal,

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was not the Dobson, Wood.-29.

intention. i Ferguson,

lon. Mr. PERLEY-When the hon. THE LATE DALTON McCARTHY.

mlaember from Victoria moved the adjourn- ion. Mr. BAKER-Before the Orders
ment of the debate on the bill introduced on. re BAKEe-ed the trers
by the hon. gentleman from Calgary, the of the Day are proceeded with, I beg the o-

I dulhenceofteHuewie1na nerdebate was adjourned, and there was a ques- d
tiOni if that bill could come up again. This two observations upon an incident which
bill is in very much.the same position. The lias recently transpired by which the parlia-
first step is to decide whether it should be ment of Canada has lost one of its most
put on the orders again. Then we can distinguished members, and the legal pro-
discuss the merits of the bill. We are now fession has been deprived of one of its
discussing the merits of the bill instead of greatest ornanents. I refer to the death of
discussing whether it should be restored to the late Mr. Dalton McCarthy, whose posi-
the order paper. If we place it on the order tion in public and professional life was such

r, we can deal with the merits next as to justify, in my opinion, a brief reference
Tuesday. I shall certainly vote to have the thereto in this chamber. For three parlia-
Eil1 restored to the order paper. ments I was a colleague of Mr. McCarthy in

the House of Commons, and in the earlier
The SPEAKER-The question raised is period of that association, when he was in

Whether this is a public bill or a private bill. active sympathy with the party to which he
It seems to me that the bill, being an amend- gave support, I was frequently brought into
m'ent to the Trade Mark and Design Act, the closest professional and political relations
which is a public Act, must necessarily be a with him. From the very outset I was im-
Public bill. pressed with the clearness and the complete-

ness of his grasp of every subject which was
lion. Mr. ALMON-I move an amend- presented for his consideration. How con-

ient to the motion before the House that cisely, how clearly, how convincingly he
insteadl of this bill being placed on the order presented his views is known to every
Paper for a second reading next Tuesday it one who ever heard him speak, for he ex-
be read the second time six months hence. pressed them as he entertained then, with



sinceritv and with earnestness and even citizen. He fought bis filit manfullY and
when his arguments failed to carry convic- in doing so, antagonized an important ele-
tion to the mind of his hearers, his perfect ment in our population. But in the pre-
sinterity commanded their respect. Iit sence of death resentments ray be silenced.
his profession Mr. McCarthy was at the He bas gone to bis Iast rest, and may lie
very head. It is no disparagernent tu his rest in peace.
confrères to say that lie was conspicuous
amnogst the foremost of (hemn ail. He was i lon. M3r. M[LLS-J suppose that it was
conspicuous for bis cornanding a)ility ; i uiy duty to have broughit this mnatter under
was conspicuous for bis great attainnents ;tbe attention of the ouse, but I under-

e was conspicuous for bis indornitable zeal stood, upon inquiry, that it bad not been
lie was conspicuous for bis dauntless courage, 1rt ie practice, except in one instance (that of
and last, and best of ail, he was conspicuous Sir John -Macdonald) to discuss in this
for the fidelity, whic lie sowed to His ouse nthe loss of menbers of the Hoite of
clients and to whatever cause lie espoused. Commns, and that is y sole reaso for
But e bas gone 11 e was borne down iit s ot baviug referred o te thatter o hefofHe. I
the forefront of tbe battle of ife in the cordially subscribe to ail that the bon ben-
hwaturity of bis manhood and in the fpulness r tlean f roxn issisquoi (r. Baker) has
of ail bis splendid power . The fa l of suc said r ith regard to the great tale s in his
a muan is a loss that arnounts to a calamity, profession, and thb great, ability 'vhich the
for it is a loss not only to the public and the late Mr. McCarthy brougst o the consid-
parliamentary life of the country, but it is eration of public questions. It did su hap-
a Boss to the profession to wbic be belonged pen tbat on alniost every question wlich lie
and a loss also to the citizensbip of Canada. brougbt under the attention of the House of
In tbe face of sucb a loss, in the presence of i Communs and whtcy, i, a large (egree, ar-
deatb, tose of us who differed ost widely rested tbe public attention, that tbe opi-
fprom the vie s wic Mr. McCartty h uas nions wich I entertained upon those ques-
constrained to adopu in the latter years on tions were difedrent fror those wbich lie
I he, fviews ich lie urged wit such expressed, ssut , au sure that no one wo

forceful pertinacity that they were largelv sat in the bouse of Comons was capable
instrumental in .shaping the policy of the of expressing with more clearness and pre-
administration upon an important publia cision, and enforcing vitb greater ability,
question ; at such a time and in such a the views which le entertained than the
presence, even those who sufeèred fron the late member for North Siincoe. Mr. -
adoption of that policy, and who have been Cartby bad acquired distinction before lie
deprived of rights, which they considered entered parliaaiený at al in bis profession,
most sacred, and which are most sacred, may a profession wbicb le lover, a profession to
fittingly allow the past to be covered with i whicb lie devoted hirself witb great ardour
the broad mantle of charity and to unite in i and perseverance and with extraordinarY
placing upon his bier a tribute of respect for ability. roday there is n one at the
the memnory of -the man. In that spirit, hon. bar iit the province of Ontariu-ind et
gentlemen, J offer to the nenory of the late are many men of einence and great

Dalton McCarthy respectful homage, and 1 distinction at the Ontario bar-who ocu-
believe that I an voicing the sentiments of pied a bigber place, or wbo enjoyed il,
this chamber; I an voicing the sentiments higher deýree the confidence of tbose whO
of the country at large, in the expression required professional advice tban Mr.
of regret that his career, a career so full of NIcCarthy. There is no one wbo ever ques
achievement in the past, and a career that tioned the high integrity, the strict probity
until the announcement of his death was whicb on ail occasions be brougbt to the
so hopefully full of achievement for the! consideration or to the discllarge of bis pr<>
future, has been brought to such an untirmely . fessional duties. In parlianentary Efe, O
end by an accident that is tragic in its in late years. Mr. McCrtbv separated him8elf
cidents. I say, that I believe tne coun try in a bigb degree fron both the partiei of the
at large, independently of party and of state; li tirew off-if J may so express WY-
political opinion, will lament the death of a self-what be regar(ed as the trammels of
man who was great in his profession and party, and whethwr bis views be tlougbt t
wpo, in the private walks of life, was a gond well or ill-founded, tgere can; in mw oith
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be no doubt whatever that lie sincerely sub- denlysnatchedawayfroniamongstusthatper-
scribed to them and that he earnestly devoted bapsitnigbtforman exceptionalciseandhe
himself to the maintenance of what he a very proper one of which some notice shouid
thought was just and right. In my opinion, if betakeninthisliouse. Iyhon.friendon
he had lived to longer continue in the service my ieft has paid a most elequent tribute to
of the state, and had devoted his abilities to :Ur McCartby's memory, and I feel very
that service, he was likelv to have attained gteful myseif, as a personal friend, for the
a greater measure than he had in thepast, the anner in wbicb the hon. Minister of Justice
confidence of ail classes of the connunity. bas aise alludec to hlm and lus career. The
Men's views broaden with experience. Men blank which M. cCarthv bas left both in
who devote tbemdselves assiduously to the publi and professional life o amn sure we
pursuit of one profession and give only ilie hail feel is one whih will not easily be fied.
residue of their uie to the consideration of But the point J wish to cat the attention of
pi b!ic questions, soine tines becone nar- tbe tkuse more to than anHything else is
rowed ; but J have no doubt wiatever, f ronm what consider one of the noble t traits
ny intercourse with M r. McCarth, thar bis in 'Mr. \]cCarthy's character ; that is, what-

views wvould bave broadened tbe more hie ever he did, hie did f rom a strong, conviction
studied public questions, and the asperity of rig t, und e had the courage to carry
whici during a portion of is career he ex- out those convictions and as neer swayed
cited, would bave, at no distance tine worn b wrong or improper motives. c is politi-
awav o and ee would have iven to the cal life bas been al vfs ean, pure and
service of the country, and net to any party uprigt, and we iust aill feel, I think, that
those great abilities whicbi he posseýýsed. i to lose sucb. a mnan from our public life and
bave, therefore, no hesitation is saoing that from the parliament ocf this country, is a
I believe the country bas sustaited avery very great misfortune. To his fanily bis
great loss in the death of Mr. McCarthy tha loss is irreparable and to those wao iad t.e
and wat.be has itierto done would bave advantage of r. imcCartdo y'as friendship,
seen but a very siit indication of what fe and have known had for cnauy long years
would have been able to acconpli h if lie bis sudden deat cane as a very great sbock.
bad witodrawn his abilities fromn bis pron No man wai more kind and generous, no
fesaa and devoted his attention to the man tilled h e duties f social life as a
service of the state. I an sure of tbi tat husband and father more toroughly than
the bar bas r sustained a great moss in the did Mr. fcCartby. T ahn quite satisfied
death of Mr. McCartCy and that in parlia- tat iot only in publie life, but amongst ail
ment, if he had lived, oe would have heen those who knew hm, it will be nany long
of essential seevice. vears before the memory of Daltcli n

McCarthy will have passed away.
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I hope the Housei

ývill bear with me for a few moments, as 1
bave been for so iuany long yEars on terms
Of intimate friendship with Mr. McCarthy,'
and the members or his fanilv, if I add a
few words to what bas been se eloquently
said by the hon. senator fron ffissisquoi.
I ar aware, as has been staed by the bon.
Minister if Justice, that it has not been
usual in this House to take notice of the
death of a member of the other House, and
with the exception of one notable case, it
bas not, I believe, ever been done, yet it did
seem to me (and I had a feeling of disap-
Pointment that no allusion was made to it by
the leader of the government yesterday)
that in the case of one who in the full vigour
Of life and with every prospect of a long
and distinguished career and one too who
was so well known to ail of us, being so sud-

LAKE BENNETT AND KLONDIKE
RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being called-

Bill (31) " An Act to incorporate the Lake Bennett
and Klondike Railway and Tramway Conpany, as
amnended."-(Hon. Mr. MacInnes.)

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved in amend-
ment:

That the said bill be not now read a third tine,
but that it be further amended as follows: In the
aienudment, after the words " White Horse Rapids,"
insert ,and from Marsh Lake to the Hootalinqua
River.

He said : I explained to some extent yes-
terday the desirability of this amendment
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being made, and also its object. I pointed
out that it simply proposed, by the amend-
ment, to give the company power to con-
struct a road from Marsh Lake to the Hoo-
talinqua River through a section of country
not covered by any other charter, and being
part of the public domain. I cannot see
wherein any opposition can be raised to the
amendment, as it in no way encroaches upon
any other rights. The carrying out of it
will be in the public interest and it is desired
by the company.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

SECOND READING.

Bill (117) " An Act to incorporate the
Klondike and Dawson City Bank."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

THIRD READING.

Bill (N) "An Act to amend the Canada
Evidence Act, 1893."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (135) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting Governinent Harbours, Piers
and Breakwaters."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (136) "An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the protection of navigable
waters. "-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

Bill (104) " An Act respecting the Mon-
treal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Clenow.)

Bill (120) " An Act respecting the North
American Telegraph Company."--(Hon. Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (119) "An Act to incorporate the
Dawson City and Victoria Telegraph Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned.

The
o'Clock

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, ilfonday, 16th lVay, 1898.

SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TIIE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION

INQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to

Call the attention of the governient to the follow-
img statement given to the Canadian public at large
by one of the mnembers of the present administration,
and in its naine, on the 2nd day of May, 1898:-

ExTrnAcT f rom the Senate Debates, 2nd May, 1898,
page 709, 2nd coluinn-

" Hon. Mr. ScoiTr--The hon. gentleman mnust be
aware that the present government have settled the
School question with Manitoba.

"Hon. Mr. LAÇivR-Hear, hear.
"Hon. Mr. ScoTT-They adopted the sanie chan-

nels to settle the question as the late government
did. The late government sent delegates to Mani-
toba and had a conference and failed to come to any
agreement. The present government had a confei -
ence with representatives of the government of
Manitoba and they came to an agreement, which was
canfirmed by the Manitoba legislature, and that is the
end of it, so far as the public are concerned."

And inquired :
1. Is the agreement spoken of by the Honourable

the Secretary of State an agreement that really is the
end of the Manitoba school question. asserted by the
governmnent, or imay it be considered as a beginning
of justice ?

2. If the Manitoba school question lias been de-
finitely and irrevocably settled, when did that final
settlement take place '.

3. If the Manitoba sehool question is not yet finally
settled, and if what has been done up to date is to he
considered merely as a beginning of justice, when
will the remnant portion of justice, to which they are
entitled, be bestowed to the Catholic minority of
Manitoba?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In answer to the first
question, I know of no other agreement
than the one I have fullv explained, which
was made by the province of Manitoba, and
the settlement took place whien they passed
the statute approving of the concessions
that were contained in that settiement.
The third question, of course, is answered
by my previous answer.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I think the hon.
minister is mistaken as to what I am asking
in the first question. I am not asking if
there is another agreement, but whether
that agreement is the end of the Manitoba
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School Question, or only the beginning of
justice.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That I am quite un-
able to say further than I have said. I
cannot tell what will take place in the
future. I am not a prophet nor the son of
a prophet.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:

Whether, since the commencement of the present
session the government, or any one of the members of
the present administration in the naine or for the
government, has received from the government of
Manitoba, or fron the Catholic ninority of that
province, or from the episcopate or any member
thereof, any communication whatsoever, in the form
of a demand, of a claim, of a protest, or otherwise,
on the subject of the Manitoba school question ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer, so far as
the government is concerned, is~no; and as
far as I can gather from any of my collea-
gues, the answer is also no. I have asked
the premier and other members who are
likely to know.

Hdn. Mr. LANDRY rose to

Direct the attention of the government to the
Publication made in L'Electeur of 8th May, 1896, of
certain worrs professed to be uttered by the Right
lon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier, at La Salle .Tacques Car-
tier, in the city of Quebec, on the 7th May, 1896,
Which read as follows:-

(TranslatiGn from the French.)

"Do not misunderstand me as to my intentions, I
repeat here, that I wish the minority in Manitoba to
obtain entire justice. It is a principle written in
letters of gold in the programme of my party that
the rights of the minority must be respected. . .

" If the people of Canada bring me into power, as
.have a conviction they will, I will settle this ques-

tion to the satisfaction of all parties interested. I
shall have with me in my government Sir Oliver
Mowat, who has always been in Ontario, at the peril
of his own popularity, the champion of the Catholie
rnmnority and of Separate schools. I will put him at
the head of a commission where all the interests at
stake shall be reuresented, and I affirm to you that I
will succeed in 'satitfying those who are suffering at
this moment. Is not Sir Oliver Mowat's name alone
a guarantee of the success of this plan ?

"And then finally, if conciliation does not suc-
ceed, I shall have to exercise that constitutional re-
course which the law furnishes, a recourse which I
shall exercise completely and entirely."

And asked :

1. Is this version published by L'Electeur a correct
version, at least giving the substance of the declara-
tonswhich were made by the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid

uinler on the aforesaid occasion ?
2: If the version is not a faithful one, wherein does

tin against the truth, and which of the declarations
reProduced in the account iven by the L'Electeur
do the Right Hon. Sir _Vilfrid Laurier repudiate
beause they do not express his view on the questions
towhich the relate?
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3. Did the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise that Sir Oliver Mowat would be placed at
the head of a commission where all the interests at
stake in the school question should be represented ?

4. Did the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise complete satisfaction for those who were at
the moment suffering ?

5. Did the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise to settle the school question to the satisfac-
tion of all the parties interested, and to exercise, if
necessary, in its fulness, the constitutional recourse
which the law furnishes?

6. If the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier did not
make such promises, what are, in substance, at least,
the promises which be then made and which could
give reason for the interpretation given by L'Electeur
of the 8th May, 1896?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will say to my hon.
friend I do not know that the prime min-
ister made any of these statements to which
he refers here, and which he quotes or pro-
fesses to quote from L'Electeur. Now, my
hon. friend has not questioned me with
regard to any matter pending in parliament,
or any question that is likely to be brought
before parliament at this session. My hou.
friend is putting a question with regard to
what the prime minister said when a private
member of the House of Commons, leading
the Liberal party, at a meeting held May 7,
1896, in the province of Quebec. I dare say
that the prime minister could not to-day say
whether he spoke of all those matters in
precisely the way in which ho was reported. I
understand that he did not. Now, my hon.
friend will see that if he were to put ques-
tions of this sort with regard to what a mini-
ster said out of parliament before he was a
minister, and in reference to matters which
may have been at that time pending in par-
liament, and which are not pending now, he
might put questions with regard to every-
thing that a public man said during the
whole period of his life up to the moment
when the question was put; my hon. friend
could continue to frame questions of this
sort, not only during the whole period that
the session continues, but if he were to pre-
pare himself beforehand he could fill up the
orders of the day with a series of questions
that would take up the whole day when
those questions were reached to adequately
answer. This is not a matter pending in
parliament, but a matter which was dealt
with two sessions ago by the government, or
by some members of the government in con-
junction with the government of Manitoba,
and secured from the latter a settlement that
was at the time accepted as a compromise,
which may or may not be a finality-that
may be determined by experience, for I do
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not suppose that thegovernment will insist,or
that any member of the government, or that
any member of the opposition will insist with
regard to this school question that a differ-
ent rule shall be adopted to that which is
applied to all other questions. Experience
has shown that the doctrine of finality is
sometimes a dangerous one. Men are im-
perfect ; all the difficulties that surround a
question may not present themselves at the
moment, and experience may show that
further consideration may be necessary.
Now it may well be that further consi-
deration will be given by the legislature
where primarily the duty rests, so that this
parliament may never be called upon, under
any circumstances, to consider the question
again. While I am ready to answer all
questions relating to the practical business
of parliament, so far as it is in my power to
do so, I do not feel that it is necessary
to answer all questions that my hon. friend
can put with regard to a subject
that has ceased to be a question of
practical politics, for the time being,
and is simply an acadermic question,
and I trust that my hon. friend will see
that in making this statement I mean cer-
tainly no discourtesy to him. But I do not
think it necessary to submit this series of
questions to the prime minister and obtain
from him an accurate statement, to the best
of his knowledge and recollection, of wbat
he did say on that particular occasion. I do
not see the bearing of that question on any-
thing that is before this House, and, how-
ever gratifying that might be to my hon.
friend, I do not think that this House will
insist upon me taking up time to undertake
to answer in minute detail the questions of
this sort which he lias put.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Do I understand
that the hon, gentleman did or did not ask
the prime minister? I did not catch his
answer fully. Did the hon. minister say he
would not trouble himself to inquire?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I did not say
that. The hon. gentleman had this.quest ion
up before, and my recollection is that on
that occasion the words of the prime
minister were "I have no recollection of
what was said on the occasion referred to."

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I think the hon.
gentleman is mistaken in what he bas just
related, because the first time I put the

question on the order paper, I dropped it
before getting any answer, because I did
not want to put before the House a contro-
vertible fact in assuming that the words I
quoted had been really pronounced. I with-
drew the question and framed it in this
way, but I had no answer to the question
as first framed. The answer was refused.
The hon. minister gave no answer or, if
he gave one, we did not hear it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If it is any satis-
faction to my hon. friend, he may let the
question stand on the paper. I will bring
the question as it stands under the notice of
the prime minister.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am satisfied.

The notice was allowed to stand.

ABSENCE OF THE MEMBERS OF
THE GOVERNMENT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire of
the government :

1. In the course of the year 1897, did the prime
minister, or any member of the present adminis-
tration, make a voyage or several voyages to Europe,
to the United States or elsewhere ?

2. What are the naines of the members of the
administration who thus absented themselves from
the country9

3. How long did the absence of each of these mem-
bers of the administration last, specifying as to the
prime minister the dates of his departure froin and
of his return to the country?

4. What was the mission or object of the voyage of
each of the members of the administration who so
absented themselves?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer to the
first question is:

1. Yes.
2. The premier, Sir Louis Davies, Mr.

Blair, Mr. Fielding, Mr. Dobell and Sir
Richard Cartwright.

3. The prime minister from the 3rd June
to the 27th August, and later, in the month
of November, one week in Washington.

4. The premier left on June 3rd to attend
the Jubilee celebration in London. He was ab-
sent one week in Washington discussing the
Behring Sea regulations with the Washing-
ton authorities. Sir Louis~Davies went to
England to discuss with the law officers the
question whether the Belgian and Germanl
treaties applied to Canada; also to assist in
the preparation of the argument of the
fishery case before the Privy Council, be-
tween the Dominion and the provinces.
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Sir Louis Davies attended at Washington
to discuss the question of Behring Sea regu-
lations.

Sir Richard Cartwright visited Washing-
ton with Sir Louis Davies to discuss general
questions affecting Canada in reference to
relations with the United States.

Mr. Blair visited England, and his visit
was of a private nature, and was not taken
at the expense of the country.

Mr. Fielding visited England in connec-
tion with the recent loan.

Mr. Dobell visited England in connection
with the fast line.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Did the hon.gentle-
man mention Mr. Fitzpatrick?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; he is not a mem
ber of the government.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am not asking as
to members of the government; I am asking
as to members of the administration.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He is not a member of
the administration.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-He is not a member
of the administration?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Fitzpatrick is the
Solicitor general. He is not a member of the
Cabinet.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am not asking
that. I am asking as to the members of the
administration.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes; he is a member
of the administration.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Then I have not
the proper answer.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think he has been in
England, too.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-I would rather
have the motion stand, so that I can get the
correct answer.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I will ascertain the
fact. I have answered the rest.

TORONTO AND HUDSON BAY
RAILWAY COMPANY.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being called:
hird Readin Bill (77) " An Act to incorporate
eToronto and Hudson Bay Railway Company,"

atnended.
51½

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved:

That the bill be not now read a third tine, but that
it be further amended by inserting the following words
after the word "company," in the nineteenth line of
the 10th section, " the James Bay Railway Company.

The motion was agreed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
fore the third reading I desire to move some
further amendmnents, to which the parties
interested in this bill have agreed. Mr.
Grier, who appeared for the city of Toronto,
and also Col. Tisdale, who appeared on behalf
of the çompany now in existence, consented
to these changes. The amendments which
I propose to make are in accordance with
the suggestions made by the law c'erk dur-
ing the discussion of this question in com-
mittee. As pointed out to the parties in-
terested by the law clerk of the Senate, if
the bill was allowed to pass as reported. it
would give no powers whatever to the com-
pany intended to be incorporated by this Act,
and they mutually agreed that no action
could be taken by the city of Toronto, and
those interested in the Act before the Senate
till the time which the present company in
existence was allowed for the commence-
ment and construction of the road should
have expired, or an arrangement entered
into by the incorporators of this company
and those of the companies now in existence.
The 18th clause reads : " This Act and the
operations thereof shall be suspended for the
period of two years," etc. The suggestions
which were made by the law clerk, and have
been accepted by both parties interested,
make the 18th clause practically read as
follows :

The operations of sections 4, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, shall be suspended for the period of two years.

That is the period during which the cor-
porators of the companies now in existence
shall have to commence their lines, and in
case they should fail then this company
would come into operation. It will be
observed by those who have taken an
interest in it, that the tenth clause is not
rendered inoperative under the amendment
which I propose to make, and that the tenth
clause simply gives to the present corporators
the power and right toenter into negotiations
with certain existing companies, and in the
forty-fifth line the words "thereof " would be
left out, and the words " of the said sections "
inserted in lieu thereof. In the third subsec-
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tion of the eighteenth clause the words "not-
withstanding anything contained in this sec-
tion the corporate existence of this company
shall subsist for the purpose of negotiation
with the James Bay Railway Company, and
the Nipissing and James Bay Railway Com-
pany, and for the purpose of becoming
parties," are struck out and the following
inserted in lieu thereof :

The company may becorne parties to and entitled
to enforce any agreement which may be made between
the James Bay Railway Company and the Nipissing
and James Bay Railway Company, or between either
of the said parties, etc.

The different companies are enumerated
in order to avoid the possibility of mistake.
Conseque.ntly it reads:

Any agreement which may be come to between the
James Bay Railway Company and the Nipissing and
James Bay Railway Company or between either of
the said railway companies or with the Grand Trunk
Railway Company and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company or either of them.

The House will observe that these amend-
ments simply suspend the powers of the
company to go on with works of 'any kind,
but a corporate existence is given to the
company which will enable it to enter into
negotiations and effect an arrangement for
an amalgamation of the companies men-
tioned therein for the purpose of the con-
struction of the road. I think hon. gentle-
men will see that they render the bill plainer,
and as both these parties have agreed to
them, I move that the amendments be con-
curred in.

Hon. Mr. POWER--Would the hon. gen-
tlemen be kind enough to say which sections
are mentioned in the beginning of the
amendment that he has just readI

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
reads thus: " The operation of sections, 4
11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of this Act," which
in fact are all the clauses less those incorpo-
rating the company and the 10th clause
which gives them power to enter into the
negotiations.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am very glad that
the hon. gentleman proposes to move this
amendinent, because without the amend-
ments which are now proposed, the bill would
not have effected the objects of the promoters.
I would, however, re<pectfully suggest to
the hon. gentleman that he should first move,
and I have no doubt that the unanimous

consent of the House could be obtained for
that purpose, that the 7 lst rule be suspended.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I
move that rule 71 be suspended, so far as
relates to this bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the ainend-
ments were concurred in.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (D) "An Act for the relief of James
Pearson."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (105> " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Island Belt Line Railway Company," as
amended.-(Hon. Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (69) " An Act respecting the King-
ston and Pembroke Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

SAFETY OF RAILWAY EMPLOYEES
AND PASSENGERS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (4) "An Act further to
secure the safety of railway employes and
passengers." He said :-This bill, as it comes
to us, is what remains of a measure which
was introduced some years ago, for the first
time, in the House of Commons, and it
passed that House in its present truncated
form, so to speak, this session. The portions
of the original measure which were peculiarly
objeetionable to the railway companies have
been stricken out, and, as I understand,
there is now nothing in the bill to which
the railway companies seriously object; and
the provisions which reniain in the bill are
calculated to be of value in the direction of
saving the lives and limbs of railway em-
ployes and passengers. The first clause
provides that two years after it is made to
appear to the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council, that a satisfactory device for
connecting air-brakes is in existence, all cars
shall be provided with an autonatic device
in the hose coupling of such air-brakes or
in the train pipe, so arranged that
after the cars are coupled, the connection
between such brake and the air pump on the
locomotive cannot be broken or the couplings
disarranged, accidentally or otherwise, with-
out, the knowledge of the engineer. The
only portion of the Act which goes into'
operation immediately is that all box-freight
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cars built for use on Canadian railways
hereafter shall be of a uniform standard
height of draw-bar from the top of the rail,
and shall be provided for the security of
railway employes with outside and end
ladders on opposite corners of each car, pro-
jecting below the frame of the car and with
one step ;r rung of the ladder below such
frame. Such standard height and such lad-
ders to be subject to the approval of the
Minister of Railways and Canals. The
bill, as originally introduced, provided that
this clause should apply to cars already
built, and that they should be so altered as
to comply with the provisions of the bill.
That portion of the clause has been omitted.
The remainder of the bill simply imposes a
penalty for the violation of the Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does this bill go into operation immediately
it becomes law ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, the second
clause provides that the box cars shall be
built in future as described in the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Strictly speaking
this, being a public bill, should go to a Com-
mittee of the Whole House, but inasmuch
as the subject of the bill is one which could
be more satisfactorily discussed in the Rail-
way Cominittee, I think it would be better
to send the bill to the Railway Committee in
the first instance, and I therefore move that
it be referred to the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbours.

The motion was agreed to.

GOVERNMENT HARBOURS, PIERS
AND BREAKWATERS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (135) " An Act further to amend
the Act respecting Government Harbours,
Piers and Break waters." He said: In the
maritime provinces it is found there are
many wharfs where the receipts are very
small, perhaps ten, twenty or fifty dollars,
and this bill provides that where the annual
receipts are less than $100 the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries may lease it to the
mIiunicipality for a tern not exceeding three
Years.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-1 would call the
attention of the hon. Secretary of State to
the fact that in Prince Edward Island there
are no municipalities and there are many
wharfs from which the receipts are very
small indeed. I should think the bill would
be more applicable to that province than to
any other.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are there no munici-
pal divisions?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-None except in
cities and towns.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are some county
organizations are there not ?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will call the atten-
tion of the department to the matter, and it
can be amended in committee if necessary.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (136) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the Protection of Navigable
Waters."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

Bill (104) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (120) " An Act respecting the North
American Telegraph Company."-(Hon. Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (119) " An Act to incorporate the
Dawson City and Victoria Telegraph Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tue8day, 17th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceediigs.

ALIEN LABOUR LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (O)
"An Act to amend Chap. 11 of the Statutes
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of 1897, intituled 'An Act to restrict the
importation aLd employment of aliens.' "

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Explain.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no provision
in the Act as it stands for proof of what the
law is in another country, and it is neces-
sary to provide some simple, ready and inex-
pensive means of proof. I propose by the
bill to provide that the copy of an Act of a
foreign country, in the print of the press of
the government, will be sufficient evidence
of what the law is in that country, without
going to the trouble of getting a copy under
the seal of the country, or without the
necessity of calling in a foreign expert to
prove what the law is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would not a copy of the Statutes of the
foreign country be sufficient ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is precisely what
the bill provides. It may be a copy of the
individual Act, or a volume of their statutes.

The bill was read the first time.

TRANSPORTATION OF STORES AND
GOODS TO THE YUKON.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) inquired:

1. Were any of the stores and goods to be for-
warded to the Yukon by Boston and Alaska Trans-
portation Company for the Dominion Government
purchased in the United States? If so, to what
value and of what character?

2. Were any of the stores and goods to be forwarded
in the saine way and for the same purpose purchased
in the Dominion ? If so, in what place and to what
value?

3. With whom was the contract made for the
carrying such stores and goods from the place of pur-
chase to their destination?

4. Are such stores and goods as are purchased in
Canada to be shipped fron -United States ports, and
how carried to such ports?

5. Were tenders asked for for the transportation of
these stores and goods?

6. Are there not steamers enough, ocean and river,
in British Columbia to carry Governnent stores and
goods froni ports in that province to the Yukon at as
low a rate of freight as by the vessels of any other
country?

7. How nany tons of stores and goods are to be
transported by the Boston and Alaska Transport-
ation Company to the Yukon?

S. How many tons are to be forwarded by vesselas
of the Dominion to the same place?

9. What is the rate of freight per ton to be paid
the aforesaid Boston Company for transporting stores
and goods from a United States port to the Yukon?

10. What is the rate per ton freight to be paid to
any Dominion Company for the same service?

11. What was the rate per ton asked by any Dom-
inion Company for the service to be performed by the
Boston and Alaska Transportation Company?

12. Does the Government deem it patriotic or just
to our own people to purchase products in another
country which could be had in the Dominion at
equal prices, and to employ the vessels of another
country in the transportation of its stores and goods,
thereby diverting the legitimate trade of the country
to its injury, and building up the trade of another and
a rival country ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS -To the first question
the answer is none ; except in so far as the
government contractors, Messrs. H. N.
Bate and Sons and the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, may have purchased in the United
States. If they did purchase them from
the United States or any other foreign
country of course, they paid the duties
upon them. I do not know that they did
so. To the second question the answer is:
Outside of the stores purchased from the
two contracters above mentioned, which
were ail food supplies, the whole of the
stores forwarded were purchased within the
Dominion of Canada. To the third question
the answer is: For the goods purchased
f rom Messrs. H. N. Bate and Sons and the
Hudson Bay Company, their contracts
called for the delivery of the stores to the
Boston and Alaska Transportation Com-
pany on the Pacific coast, either at Seattle
or Vancouver as the case might be. The
contract for the carriage of the stores was,
therefore, made with the Boston and Alaska
Transportation Company in this case from
Seattle or Vancouver, respectively, to Fort
Selkirk.

With regard to the goods purchased other
than from the two firms mentioned above,
amounting to about 50 tons, by weight,
a contract was made with the Grand Trunk
Railway Company for delivery at Seattle.
To the fourth question the answer is: Stores
and goods, to the extent of about 100 tons
by weight were purchased partly in Canada
and partly for delivery by the firms above-
mentioned, place of purchase not known, to
be delivered at Seattle to the Boston and
Alaska Transportation Company. Stores
and goods to the extent of about 150 tons,
place of purchase not known, presumably
Canada, are to be shipped at Vancouver by
the same transportation company.

With regard to the last portion of the
question; such goods as were delivered to
the department in Eastern Canada were
carried to Seattle by the Grand Trunk Rail-
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way Company. The choice of the other
routes is in the hands of the contractors who
tendered for delivery on the coast. It is not
known definitely by what route these goods
have gone, but it is understood that a large
proportion have gone by the Canadian Pacfic
Railway Company, probably 200 tons.

To the fifth the answer is Yes. To the
six question the answer : is I am not aware
that any Canadian firm is in a position to
transport stores through from Vancouver to
Dawson City or Fort Selkirk. Certainly
none tendered at a lower rate than that
accepted by the government. To the seventh
question the answer is, 250 tons.

To the eighth question the answer is:
None, but a weight of 100 tons is accompany-
ing the force proceeding to the Yukon, which
is being conveyed entirely in Canalian
vessels and by Cariadian contractors.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-By
the Stikine River, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, by the Stikine
River. To the ninth question the answer
is: $300 per ton from Vancouver or Seattle
to Fort Selkirk. To the tenth question the
answer is : there is no Dominion company
doing the same service. To the eleventh
question the answer is: If Davidge'& Co. of
Victoria are a Canadian company their rate
to Dawson City was $275 per ton, while the
rate accepted by the government was $200
per ton to that place. Then to the twelfth
question I do not know what answer my
hon. friend expects. I may say that the
government did not purchase anything in a
foreign country. Their contract was with
Canadian firms, the Hudson Bay Company
and H. N. Bate & Son. That the govern-
ment, once having entered into a contract
with them, could prevent them purchasing
a portion of their supplies abroad, I suppose
muy hon. friend will not maintain, especially
if the purchase made any material difference
in the price of the goods to the public. Then
with regard to the other portion of the
question, "does the government deem it
patriotic or just to employ the vessels of an-
other country in the transportation of the
stores and goods ? "-well, the government
do when they are unable to secure vessels of
their own. I understand that in this case
many companies were applied to, and the
Iames of the vessels that could enter into
the service were asked for, and no names

were given and no satisfactory tenders were
made. In fact, at the present time, as I
understand it, those parties who are build-
ing or titting out steamers upon the western
coast of this country were not yet prepared
to enter into this contract or to engage in
the transportation. They may be able to do
so at a later period, but they were not able
to do so at the time the government sought
these tenders.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I have
to thank the hon. minister for his veýy clear
and concise answer to the questions which I
have asked. My first notice of this matter
was in a Seattle newspaper rejoicing over
the Dominion government casting a slur on
the town of Vancouver and Victoria as not
being the proper place to buy stores and
get supplies and establishing Seattle as the
base of supply for the Yukon. When
I saw that, I thought I should ask
those questions and it is quite clear,
from the answers given, that a large
portion of those stores have been bought in
another country and not in Canada. Bate
and Company should have been prevented
from doing this in the contract given t
them. Now, with regard to there being no
vessels to carry supplies to the Yukon,
I am informed that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company were perfectly competent
and had the vessels at their disposal to
carry those goods. They have now three
river steamers and two splendid ocean
steamers. They were perfectly prepared to
carry up these stores, but they were not
asked for a bid or an offer to do so.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They were.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I see
also, that the rate of freight allowed is
simply enormous.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Did I under-
stand the hon. gentleman to say the Can-
adian Pacific Navigation Co. ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I say
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
were prepared with their steamers t carry
these stores from Vancouver or Victoria t
the Yukon-I do not know how far up-
probably Fort Selkirk. And mentioning Fort
Selkirk, reminds me that we were told, by a
gentleman who was formerly in the Mounted
Police, Dr. Wills, that Fort Selkirk will be
inaccessible in winter-that Dawson City
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might be swept out and captured and the
whole country carried away before you could
communicate with Fort Selkirk. Whether
a road can be made I do not know. The
hon. member f rom Shell River (Mr. Boulton)
will be able to substatiate what I said as to
Dr. Wills saying it is inaccessible, and that
the troops ought to be stationed near Dawson
City to be of any use at all. I deprecate
very much, and I am sure this House must,
that it should be found necessary to go to a
foreign country to procure and carry those
supplies to the Yukon Territory. Every
rescource in our own country ought to be
exhausted, and if it was found that there
was no company or person able to under-
take this work of transportation of supplies,
there would be no objection to giving other
people the work.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that was the
rule adopted.

THE DRUMMOND COUNTY
RAILWAY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to ask
again the question which has been standing
on the order paper for a long time:

1. Whether they will, during the present session,
introduce legislation to ratify the agreement made
with the Grand Trunk Railway bearng date the lst
February, 1898, and lately laid before parlianent?

2. Whether the government will, durng the present
session, introduce legislation to authorize the purchase
of the Drummond County Railway, or confirm an
agreement for the purchase of the same ?

When I asked this question before, the
leader of the House told me that this sub-
ject had not been considered by the govern-
ment I presume that at this 8tage of the
session, the government have decided what
legislation they propose to adopt, and I hope
the hon. leader of the House will be able to
give me a definite answer.

Hon. Mr. MI LLS-I may say that I am
not able, that the subject has not been con-
sidered, and until the subject has been con-
sidered, I shall be unable to answer my hon.
friend's question.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION

1NQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I rise to direct the
attention of the government to the publica-

tion made in L'Electeur of 8th May, 1896,
of certain words professed to be uttered by
the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier at La
Salle Jacques Cartier, in the city of Quebec,
on the 7th of May, 1896, which read as
follows :

(Transtated frou the French.)

Do not misunderstand me as to my intentions, I
repeat here, that I wish the minority in Manitoba to
obtain entire justice. It is a principle written in
etters of gold in the programme of my party that the

rights of the minority must be respected .....
If the people of Canada brinig me into power, as I

have a conviction they will, I will settle this question
to the satisfaction of all parties interested. I shall
have with me in my government Sir Oliver Mowat,
who has always been in Ontario, at the peril of his
own popularity, the champion of the Catholic minor-
ity and of separate schools. I will put him at the
head of a commission where all the interests at stake
shall be represented, and I affirm to you that I will
succeed in satisfying those who are suffering at this
moment. Is not Sir Oliver Mowat's name alone a
guarantee of the success of this plan?

And then, finally, if conciliation does not succeed,
I shall have to exercise that constitutional recourse
which the law furnishes, a recourse which I shall
exercise completely and entirely."

And I beg to ask:

1. Is this version published by L'Electeur a correct
version, at least giving the substance of the declara-
tions which were made by the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid
Laurer on the aforesaid question?

2. If the version is not a faithful one, wherein does
it sin against the truth, and which of the declarations
reproduced in the account given by L'Electeur
does the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier repudiate
because they do not express his views on the questions
to which they relate?

3. Di<i the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise that Sir Oliver Mowat would be placed at
the head of a commission where all the interests at
stake in the School Question should be represented?

4. Did the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise complete satisfaction for those who were at
the moment suffering?

5. Did the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise to settle the School Question to the satisfaction
of all the parties interested, and to exercise if neces-
sary, in its fulness the constitutional recourse which
the law furnishes?

6. If the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier did not
make such promises, what are. in substance at least,
the promises which he then made and which could
give reason for the interpretation given by L'Electeur
of the 8th May, 1896 ?

I should like to know if the hon. min-
ister has seen the premier and is now in a
position to answer my questions ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say to my
hon. friend that the prime minister is un-
able to recall what was said on that occasion.
He cannot say whether the report made was
a correct report, and so, it is not in my
power to gratify my hon. friend's curiosity.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not know
who is the hon. know-nothing member of
this cabinet, but I should like to have the
third, fourth and fifth questions answered,
and I should think it would be easy even
for the prime minister to answer them. I
ask the government :

3. Did the Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier really
promise that Sir Oliver Mowat would be placed at
the head of a commission where all the interests at
stake in the School Question should be represented ?

Surely the hon. prime minister is able to
recollect if he made such a promise or not?
The Hon. Minister of Justice ought to be
able to answer that question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-With all deference to
my hon. friend, I do not tbink I ought to
be able to answer the question, because
there is no public question under the con-
sideration of this House that would call
upon me answering that question or to
which that question has any special rele-
vancy.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. minister
is quite mistaken; if this Manitoba School
Question is not a public question, I do not
know where he could find a more public
question.

lion. Mr. MILLS-So is the fall of Jeru-
salem.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-The constitution
bas been violated ; the judgment of the
Privy Council declares so. The hon. Prime
Minister went through all the provinces be-
fore the last election, promising to restore
the rights of the niinority. If those rights
have not been restored, it is a public ques-
tion to see whether the constitution shall be
'ildicated and whether the rights of the min-
ority shall be restored to them, and as long
as that question is not definitely settled in
the. way of justice it is a public question.
The hon. minister has no right to evade
the question by saying that there is no such
question before the House and country. At
ahi events, the Prime Minister should know
if he made such a promise or not. Ques-
tiolS four and five are questions that the gov-
ernTruent should answer for the saine reason.
If the Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Prime
Minister, tried to settle the question by an
agreement with Manitoba, and if that agree-
roent does not give to the minority all the
rights to which they are entitled, then comes

this question five-will he have recourse to
the law ?

Hon. MILLS-What law i

lion. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. Min-
ister of Justice asks me " what law " 'Has

the Minister of Justice not read the constitu-
tional law ? Has he not read the law incor-
porating Manitoba into the Dominion?
Does he not know that there is a law existing
which provides that any question of the kind
which cannot be settled in the province ard
comes here to be settled by way of an appeal
must be settled in a certain way? He might
put ti e question to the Prime Minister if he
knows the law and the- constitution, I
should like the hon. Minister to answer at
least these three questions. If he cannot
say that the version of the Premier's speech
given in L'Electeur is correct or not-if the
two years which have elapsed since those
promisee were made is too long a period to
permit the Prime Minister or any member
of the Cabinet to know if that promise was
made or not, at least Sir Wilfrid Laurier
might remember if he made such a promise,
whether correctly reported in L'Electeur or
not. If he made the promise, why not
answer yes; if he did not make the promise
can he not answer no? Did he make such
a promise ? If he made it and cannot keep
it, what is the excuse? Is it for the public
good i Is the hon. Minister unable to
answer?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
the floor.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-And can keep it as
long as he likes.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am asking the
hon. minister if the Prime Minister made
such a promise? Cannot the hon. minister
answer one of the three questions? I give
him a choice ; surely he can answer one if he
cannot answer the three. No answer at all?
Are the ministers afraid to answer ? Are
they ashamed to answer? Mute! Well, I
think that is not an enviable position for a
minister ! Cannot answer ! * Unable to
answer on the question that brought them
to power-unable ! surely the hon. minister
ought to be able! Let him make an effort!
What is the answer I should get?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not like to dis-
regard the rules of the House. My hon.
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friend occupies the floor and calls upon me
for an answer. When my hon friend gets
through, if I see proper I shall answer.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. minister
rose to make this remark ; why did he not
answer then i He got up! Where is the
answer I I sat down and gave him the floor:
where is the answer I Does he want me to
sit down again? I will give him a chance if
he wants me to do so.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Allow me-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Oh, here is a new
minister !

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I wish to
make a few remarks on the questions the
hon. gentleman has put to the government.
He has declared that the constitution has
been violated-that a judgment of the
Privy Council has decided so. There is a
decision of the Privy Council declaring that
the constitution was not violated. That is
the first. The second judgment said that
the minority had a grievance. Now, it is
claimed by the leader of the government
that the grievance has been redressed. The
superintendent of the separate schools of
Manitoba, Rev. Mr. Pherrier, published a
letter over his signature in a newspaper,
La Presse of Montreal, last winter, declaring
that there were at the time twenty.five
Catholic schools working under the systein
of public schools to the satisfaction of the
minority.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I rise to a question
of order. Discussion is useless in this case.
There is no necessity to know how many
schools in the North-west are good or bad.
There are differences of opinion on that sub-
ject. There are differences of opinion in the
other provinces on the subject of education.
If the hon. gentleman thinks that on a
simple question to a minister he can raise
the whole question, he is entirely out of
order. If the minister does not wish to
answer, I think it is very presumptuous for
a private member to undertake to answer
for him.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-On the ques-
tion of order, I should like to say this: I
was here when the same question was raised
by the hon. member on the other side last
week or the week before. It was declared
by the Speaker that other remarks could be

made on questions put to a minister. Now,
I do not want to address this House irregu-
larly, but I thought when there were abso-
lutely gratuitous, unfounded statements
made by the hon. gentleman who supple-
mented his questions in that way, it was my
duty to correct them. Of course, I do not
want to express an opinion on the point of
of order raised. As I know the tenacity
which distinguishes the hon. member from
Stadacona, I have no doubt that I will have
an opportunity to put before the House the
remarks I was about to make.

THE SPEAKER-1 hope hon. gentlemen
see how desirable it is to have some rule to
guide the Senate under circumstances such
as have arisen to-day. I am sorry to say
that this discussion is not creditable to the
Senate, and I hope the Senate will help me
to frame some rule to prevent its repetition.
I said the other day that, in my opinion,
when a minister declared that he had given
the only answer he could give, and could not
give any more-when he claimed that he
had answered the question, it is entirely out
of order to comment on the refusal of the
minister to give a further reply. I hope the
Senate will find some way to put an end to
such discussions.

ABSENCE OF MEMBERS OF THE
ADMINISTRATION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired of the
government-

1. In the course of the year 1897. did the Prime
Minister, or any member of the present administra-
tion, make a voyage or several voyages to Europe, to
the United States or elsewhere ?

2. What are the names of the members of the ad-
mninistration who thus absented themselves from the
country?

3. How long did the absence of each of these mem-
bers of the administration last, specifying as to the
Prime Minister the dates of his departure from and of
his return to the country?

4. What was the mission or objeet of the voyage of
each of the members of the administration who s0
absented themselves?

May I ask the government if they are
now ready to supplement the answer given
yesterday, as far as the Solicitor General,
the Hon. Mr. Fitzpatrick, is concerned I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am advised, in
answer to the first and second questions,
that he made one trip to Europe last year
and was absent about six months. The
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object of his visit to Europe was to assist in has been done during the last two weeks
the argument on theFisheries question oefore that has been of benefit to the country.
the Judical Committee of the Privy Council, Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
in addition to other cases before the Privy have passed fifty bills the last week.
Council.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION POSTPONED.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN moved:

That when the Senate adjourns on Wednesday,
18th instant, it do stand adjourned until Wednesday,
the 25th instant, at three o'clock in the afternoon.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It has not been
customary to adopt these resolutions with-
out some expression of opinion from the
government, and I think at this stage of the
Session, when there is a good deal of work
before the House, it is more necessary than
at an earlier stage that we should have some
expression f rom the government.

Hon. Mr. ALL AN-I entirely agree with
what has been said by the hon. gentleman
from Halifax. J think at this stage of the
Session we ought to know from the govern-
Ment whether an adjournment would inter-
fere with the public business. It is quite
true that we lose only two days, but it is
equally true-I speak for mysef-that we
are in ignorance as to how long the session
will last. General reports say that the
government and the opposition in the other
Hlouse are equally anxious to bring the ses-
Sion to a close, and it is probable that each
day will bring us a good deal of work trom
the other House. I do not think it would
be in the interest of the Senate that mem-
bers should be absent when work is to be
done. I have never been one of those who
earped at these motions for adjournment
when there was nothing to be lost by them,
but near the close of the session the matter
Stands in a different position altogether.

1 Ion. Mr. ALMON-I think this is a
maatter which rests entirely with the mem-
bers of the government. The leader of the
government might tell us what they are go-
n'g to send up from the other House,

either the Plebiscite bill or any other bills,
ad then we can see what there is for us

tO do. If there is business to be done
I think we should not adjourn. We must
al feel that we have been wasting time
(uring the last two weeks and doing
nothing. I don't know of anything that

Hon. Mr. ALMON-What kind of bills?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Good
bis.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-So far as the Senate
is concerned, no harm would result from
adopting the motion of the hon. gentleman
regarding the postpouement. The Bills
before us seem to be pretty well disposed of,
and if the current reports ai e correct, I
certainly have an impression quite different
from that of the hon. gentleman who last
spoke; the opinion generally prevalent is that
the session would not close until the latter
part of June, or possibly the first part of July,
and that view is confirmed by the statement
which the hon. leader of the House made to-
day, that the government had not yet decided,
or even considered whether they should
bring down legislation regarding the Drum-
mond County Railway. My object in rising
was to say this, that I think the proposed
adjournment cannot retard the business,
and I know there is a feeling among men-
bers from the maritime provinces, that they
would like this adjournment long enough to
enable them to go home, as some of them
have important private business to look
afte., and if this adjournment could be
extended to two weeks, it would enable
them to do so.

Several hon. MEMBERS-No, no.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-If we are correct in
the impression that the session must last
to the end of June, if we take this adjourn-
ment it will leave ample time for the Senate
to consider the Plebiscite Bill, the Franchise
Bill and any other bill which may come up
from the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to the hon.
gentleman that the Franchise Bill is before
the House, that it stands for the third read-
ing, and has been delayed from day to day
to meet the wishes, I think, of the leaders
of the opposition in that House. The
government have been all along prepared to
move that third reading, and it is out of
deference to some of those who wish further
opportunity for consideration that the third
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reading bas not yet been moved. I appre-
hend that as that is a bill that specially
concerns the other House, there will per-
haps be no very long discussion upon it
here. Then there is the Plebiscite Bill, I
understand many hon. gentlemen are very
anxious for an opportunity to give it their
support.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say the same
thing with regard to that. It is not a
measure to which, as it is regarded by the
government, my hon. friends opposite will
be disposed to offer any opposition. I may
say to my hon. friends that I propose to-
morrow introducing a bill for the govern-
ment of Yukon territory. My hon. friends
know that there is not likely to be anything
in that bill of a controversial character. We
have the government in the North-west Ter-
ritories, but this territory is too far away to
be left under the control of the government
of the North-west Territories, and a simple
machinery to serve the present purpose, on
the lines of the former legislation on the
subject of the North-west Territories, will be
submitted in that bill, so that as it is short
and simple in its provisioas, and, following
in the way that has been trodden before by
the House of Commons and the Senate, I do
not apprehend that that bill will be a cause
of any serious delay. Then there was a bill
placed in my hands some time ago, but
which I have held for reconsideration by
some of the parties interested, relating to
loan companies, to give them an opportunity
of uniting where they desired to unite and
become incorporated under an Act of Parlia-
ment. That is not in the ordinary sense a
government measure. It is simply a measure
from which the government do not dissent,
which is important, and for which responsi
bility may be taken. If hon. gentlemen
will further its passage through this House,
then of course it will carry. If they think
the period too late in the session to press
the bill, it will be printed and distributed
and will be before the country for considera-
tion till we meet again.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Whichever course on
the whole the House may feel disposed to
take. My hon. friend bas alluded to the
Drummond County Railway Act and he says

that that matter has not been before parlia-
ment and that it is getting late in the
session.

Hon. M r. WOOD-I said that it had not
been considered by the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Well that is perfectly
true-not considered in the sense of coming
to a final conclusion. A bill on that subject
was before this House, and I think that less
than a day was spent over it, and whatever
conclusion the House will come to, from the
very nature of a measure of that sort-not
complicated, not abstruse in its character,
easily comprehended, so that a judgment
may be readily formed on it-if the govern-
ment should see proper to bring it forward,
it is not likely to occupy a very long period,
so that I do not see anything to necessitate
the long delay of which my hon. friend has
spoken in reaching the end of the session.
1 hope that the end will be reached at a
very early day. In fact, my hon. friends
opposite know well that at the present
time the country is far more interested in
the conflict between our neighbours and the
government of Spain than they are in
the proceedings in this House, and at
the present time, not being able very
closely to interest them, there is no great
object on either side in reniaining here
longer than necessary for the actual dis-
charge of the public business in a business-
like way. I would say to my hon. friend
that I am not prepared to express an opin-
ion with regard to the proposed adjourn-
ment, and I will ask my hon. friend to let
that motion stand till to-morrow. There
will be no difficulty in adjourning over Fri-
day. Friday is the only day of this week
we would lose, and as far as my hon. friend
beside me (Hon. Mr. Scott) and myself are
concerned, we would be fully able to occupY
our time in getting business ready for the
consideration of this House, but we would
lose Monday.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Throw in MondaY
too.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
anxious to get away early, and if he would
like the session to last a little longer for the
sake of having the Queen's Birthday spent
at home, he would take the view of my hon.
friend, who bas made this motion, but I am
sure the House will agree with my sug-
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gestion to let this matter stand till to-mor-
row, and I shall be able to answer definitely

The motion was allowed to stand.

BONDING PRIVILEGES TO CANA-
DIAN GOODS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the orders of the day are called, I
should like to direct the attention of the
memjbers of the government to an item in
the Citizen in reference to certain conces-
sions purporting to have been made by the
United States government for the transpor-
tation of goods into the Yukon District. It
reads as follows:

The Customs Department has received a copy of
the United States treasury regulatioiis respecting the
Port of Wrangel on the Stikine. It perinits the
transhipment of Canadian goods and passengers at
Wrangel, under customs upervision of United
States officiais, and the temporary landing of passen-
gers. but not oi goods, on the Stikine in American
territory. The Alaska Bill, which was signed by the
President Saturday, grants unconditional bondin
Privileges to Canadian goods for the Yukon at all
Ports in Alaska.

I should like to ask whether the informa-
tion in this paragraph has been received by
the government, and if so, considering its
great importance to those who are transport-
ing goods and passengers, whether the full
text of the regulations to which this refers
will be laid before parliament at an early
day, and also the information contained in
the bill alluded to in this paragraph I

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Espe-
cially with reference to the unconditional
bonding privileges.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes.
I understand that to mean the same system
that prevails in allowing goods to be bonded
at any of the Atlantic coast ports to come
through Canada or any portion of the Dom-
"nion. That is the interpretation I would
Put on the word unconditional. However,
the mlinister will, I am sure, concur in the
"iew I have taken, that this concession is of
a very important character, and the sooner
all parties interested become acquainted with
the full tern of it, the better.

Ion. Mr. MILLS-I entirely agree with
n'y hon. friend. I have seen the paragraph
" the paper to which he refers, and I in-

tended to have spoken to the Minister of
Customs in regard to it, but other business
coming before my attention it went out of
my mind. I agree that it is very desirable
that this information should be given to the
publie and should be as widely known as
possible. I have no doubt whatever of its
accuracy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman will inquire and let us know
to-morrow ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not wish to be considered importunete,
but as the session is drawing to a close I
should like to have this return for which I
moved about twelve months ago, and the
reason why I am a little persistent in asking
for these returns, is that they are very
voluminous and it is not usual for the Print-
ingCommitteetopublish the whole of aretrun
of that character, it not being considered
necessary to publish the information which
we desire to have, but they are, as a rule,
referred to a special comniittee to eliminate
all that is considered unimportant and to
have a synopsis of it. In regard to the
motion I made last year, we have no return
from the Railways and Canals Department
neither has the Senate any return from the
Public Works Department.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly my hon.
friend is entitled to the returns and I cannot
say why they are not brought down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will you try to find out ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I shall endeavour to.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--I would ask the
hon. gentleman not to forget me also. I
asked for a few returns last year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is impossible that
the hon. gentleman could be forgotten.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-But I am forgot-
ten, because I did not get the returns.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was the return that
was forgotten and not the hon. gentleman.
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THIRD READI NG.

Bill (127) "An Act further to amend
the Fisheries Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

ADULTERATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (72): " An Act further
to amend the Adulteration Act."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to the
House that subsection marked "8 " is new.

8. If it is so coloured ('r coated or polished or
powdered that damage is concealed, or if it is made
to appear neither or of greater value than it really is.

This is intended to cover the adulteration
of teas mainly, I understand.

On clause 4.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The changes in sub-
section 22a are the substitution of $500 in-
stead of $50, and then further dowin the
substitution of $50 for $10. The penalties
are increased ; and then the words "or six
months' imprisonuient or both," are new;
they are not in the law as it formerly stood.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to direct the
attention of the minister to what I think is
an omission in paragraph A, who reads " if
such adulteration is, within the meaning of
this Act, deemed to be injurious to health,
for the first offence a penalty not exceeding
$500 and costs or six months' imprisonment
or both," and then "not less than $50 and
costs"; suppose that the fine is $200 and
costs, which the tribunal impose upon a per-
son, As I understand this paragraph, there
would be no power on the part of the tri-
bunal to inflict imprisonment for any period.
I think that ought to be made clear. Even
suppose the lowest fine is imposed and that
the accused is not able to pay and does not
pay, it should be within the discretion of
the court to order him to be imprisoned a
certain time in proportion to the amount of
the fine and there does not appear to me to
be any provision to that effect.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no necessity;
that stands alone as the minimum punish-
ment. The minimum punishment would be
$50 and costs, the maximum punishment

would be $500 and costs, or six months'
imprisonment, or both. There may be both
fine and imprisonment in the maximum
offence : but there will be a minimum punish-
ment in which a fine alone will be imposed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But suppose the
minimum fine is not paid, there should be
sone alternative, some punishment for the
offender who does not pay the fine ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say that I think
that is otherwise provided for; if a party does
not pay the fine it comes under the provisions
of the Criminal Law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I
think the point taken by the hon. member
froin Halifax is a good one. In the administ-
ration of a criminal law no judge will send
a man to jail unless it is specially provided
that he shall be so punished, if I understand
it. This provides for a maximum fine and
imprisonment in the one case, and provides
for an absolute fine of $50, but no imprison-
nient, as a minimum. The magistrate must
fine him $50. Then the member from Halifax
says that if the offender is subject to a heavy
penalty and six months'imprisonment,should
he not be subject to a shorter date punish-
ment or both in the minimum punishment?
There may be a reason for this, in case the
offender has not been wilfully guilty,although
the law may have been violated, while the
law imposes an absolute minimum penalty
of $50, it might not be deemed advisable to
send him to jail for a violation of the law
that might have been committed by some of
his employees.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am sure it is pro-
vided for in the statute. My hon. friend
will see that this is only an amendment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would suggest
that the Minister allow this clause to stand
so that he may inform himself as to whether
this point is provided for in the statute.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On Clause 5.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Section A is exactlY
the same as in the old Act; the difference
is only in the penalties. The word $200 is
inserted instead of $50, and $500 is inserted
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instead of ,?200, and then the words "or six high figures at which they are placed in this
inonths' imprisonment, or both " are new. bill.

Hon. Mr. SU'LLIVAN-That is an extra-
ordinary penalty, because there are a great
maany of these drugs that are adulterated.
I do not know of any one that is absolutely
pure. It seems to me that this is a very
extraordinary penalty. I do not know who
will decide that it is very injurious to health.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It must be done wil-
fully.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Should it not be
left optional and the justice have the privi-
lege of imposing a fine that will come
between those figures ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that it is not exceeding $500. It may
be as much less as you please until you come
down to $50, but it cannot be less than $50.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
only, question that is suggested to me in
making the penalty so large and it being
discretionary on the part of the magistrate,
is whether he is likely to impose it. I do
lot object to the principle at all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend was a
long time in the governrment and he knows
What the experience of the Inland Revenue
Department has been with regard to the
adulteration of foods. I suppose they have
found the present punishments are altogether
iladequate to serve as a deterrent to those
lwho are engaged in adulteration for profit,
and -o it has been found necessary, in order
to check that adulteration, that the penalty
should be increased.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It struck me a
nlunber of years ago, and 1 was impressed
with thé idea when the late government
was in power and it appears to, me some of
the officers under the present government
are pursuing the sanie policy-it has often
struck me that the law as it stood was not
enlforced properly. It seems to me that the
laW with respect the adulteration of foods
should have been enforced wiLh just about
the same rigour that the other portions of
the Excise law with respect to liquor and
the customs law have been inforced. If the
officers of the governmnent were to bestir
theinselves in seeing that the existing penal-
ties are enforced, there would be no neces-
ity for increasing the penalties to the very

Subsection A was adoptrd.

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In the subsectiôn
"lhe shall be discharged f rom the prosecution,
but shall be liable "-that is one important
change that is made, and then after the
word " defence" the following words are
added "and has called the party f rom whom
he purchased the said articles into the case,
as provided for by the next following sub-
section, in which case he shall be liable only
to the forfeiture provided- by section 21 of
this Act." Then the next subsection is
wholly new.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is this intro-
duction of the warranty a new feature or
does the provision exist in the Act? What
I wish to point out to the hon. gentleman is
this: Supposing those goods go through the
hands of three or four parties, unknown to
each other it would be utterly impossible to
comply with the pro visionsof the Act, because
the last person selling, apparently, has to
make the statement that "the undermen-
tioned articles manufactured by myself, or by
persons known to me, and sold by me to so
and so, are pure and unadulterated within
the meaning of the Adulteration Act." I
do not see how you can apply that warranty
to a purchaser of goods.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that the department feel they can do
so. Take, for instance, a man engaged in
manufacturing spice; it can only be sold if
it is a pure article at a certain price. He
mixes, say tan bark, with it and sells it at
a very much lower figure-there ought not
to be very much difficulty in reaching him.

Hon. Mr LOUGHEED-Supposeitisan
imported article?

lion. Mr. MILLS-Then if it be an im-
ported article he could not be punished if he
showed that he had not imported it, because
it was an adulterated article.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The warranty is not a
new feature. I find it in the Act of 1890.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is there pro-
vision for exemption in the case of an im-
ported article ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I think not.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Most of those
articles that are dealt with are imported
articles.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so. You could
not well permit the introduction with im-
punity of adulterated articles from abroad
and prohibit them at home.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Certainly not.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is one difficulty
that occurs to me which may arise in prac
tice, but if this warranty has been in use
the delartment ought to know about it.
The form of warranty reads: "I hereby
warrant that the undermentioned articles
manufactured by myself, or by persons known
to me and sold by me to (whoever it is) on
the dates opposite thereto, are pure and un-
adulterated within the meaning of the
Adulteration Act." 1 can understand that
a manufacturer of any supplies could safely
give that warrant, as far as regards himself,
but that will not cure the difficulty, because
the dealer who purchases f rom the manufac-
turer may adulterate, and he may produce
this warranty as a defence ; and it seems to
me that the practical operation of the thing
-if every dealer through whose hands the
article passes from the manufacturer down
to the purchaser who buys a single can or
box of ihe article, is to give a warranty it
is going to cause a great deal of inconven-
ience, but, on the other hand, if the warranty
is only given by the manufacturer, it is not
going to be any guarantee to the ultimate
purchaser.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
to be practicable in this regard ; supposing
A B and C handle certain goods. A is
the manufacturer; B is a wholesale dealer,
and C a retail dealer, who purchases from
B. Now, C, as a retail dealer, sells to
somebody else. He certainly cannot make
this form of warranty; he may not know A,
yet he has to say that the articles are manu-
factured "by myself or persons known to
me." Now, while C is dealing with those
goods lie could certainly not make a form of
warranty that the goods are manufactured
by him, or that he knows A. A may be an
absolute stranger to him.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-One great advantage
of the law-and this provision of the law of

warranty was introduced in 1890-is that it,
makes those who deal in the goods cautious
to see that they are not purchasing a spur-
ious article with a view to putting it on the
market. My hon. friend will see the pro-
vision of this clause:

Provided that if the person accused proves to the
court before which the case is tried that he had pur-
chased the article in question as the saie in nature,
substance and quality as that 3 demanded of him by
the purchaser or inspector, and with a written war-
ranty to that effect,-which warranty, in the form in
the third schedule to this Act, is produced at the
trial of the case,-and that he sold it in the saie
state as when he purchased it, and that he could not
with reasonable diligence have obtained knowledge
of its adulteration, he shall be discharged froin the
prosecution.

Now this provision is a provision of pre-
caution, and I do not well see how you can
suppress adulteration at all unless you have
some provision of this sort. Cases of this
sort may arise that you cannot reach, but
the vast majority of cases you are likely to
reach, and the Act in these instances will
accomplish the desired result.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You should ex-
tend the warranty in some way to preserve
security. I appreciate the value of this
new feature introduced in the bill, but I
think it should be made practical, which at
present it is not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The amendments
made in this law from time to time are
amendments which are suggested bv the ex-
perience of the officers of the department,
and they generally draw up these provisions
in such a form, before they are submitted to
the law department, as to meet the difficulty
that they are intended to meet, and I think
it will be found in practice that they fairly
well accomplish that object.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The explanation does not meet the point
raised by the hon. gentleman from Halifax.
The point is this : A man buys under war-
ranty. The goods may be pure, but the
party who disposes of them adulterates
them. That is met, I suppose,. by some
other clause. The presentation of the war-
ranty to the consumer would be a guarantee
of their purity, because he may have adulter-
ated them himself, and if he were brought
before a magistrate the production of a war-
rainty would be no proof whatever, Then
you would have to put the oath to him that
he had not himself adulterated them.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing a retail
dealer was the party who sold an adulterated
article and is tried for the offence, he pro.
duces the warranty, then the other party is
called in under the concluding provision.
He declares that the goods were pure when
sold to him. It then becomes obvious that
the adulteration has been made by the party
who is retaining them, and he is bound to
exculpate himself from that logical inference.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is quite true, provided you can reach
the party, but in 99 cases out of 100, the
articles which are adulterated are purchased
in Europe, and to produce the gentleman
who there ground the spices would be utt'erly
impossible.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
you are omitting the most important pro-
vision that you can introduce into this bill
in connection with this feature, namely, the
adulteration by the middlemen who deal in
the article.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If he gives a war-
ranty that the article is pure and adulter-
ated, and it is adulterated, his warranty is
fraudulent.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-This Adult-
eration Act is very important, and having
been a merchant dealing in spices, I find
that now, according to the present law,
every box of spices, whether pepper or
inustard, has a label on it which describes it
as a mixture. In England the label says
that this admixture contains nothing injur-
ious. We buy it as such and sell it as
such. Then we have goods that are sold
Pure, such as pepper, mustard and .cinna-
mon, but when it leaves the store of the
wholesale merchant, he does not know what
the retailer will do, though he has the box
on which is marked that it is entirely pure.
What does the government inspector do?
They enter now and then the stores of the
Inerchants, take a sample of the goods,
analyse it, and then they do not go to the
mnerchant that has put up the goods, but to
the retailer, who has sold the goods, and he
is fined for selling adulterated goods. It is
for the man who put up the goods to prove
that they were sold entirely pure. I think
it is one of the best laws that we have,
because at one time, when merchants sold
8Pices and other goods of that character,
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more than half of what were sold were
adulterated and we did not know with
what. It is true the spices are not sold as
they were, or at the time goods were entered
that cost two or three cents a pound to be
mixed with general goods and went into
goods that sell at thirty or thirty-five cents,
but under the present law the public is
protected, because if you buy anything you
can be sure it is pure if you deal with an
honest merchant.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There is where my
argument of yesterday comes in. Every
man's goods should be marked by the manu-
facturer. No one has spoken of an article
we use extensively in every houuse-cream
tartar. That article, as the hon. gentleman
who spoke last knows, is extensively adul-
terated with pulverized alum. Importers
who are most anxious to give this article
pure to the community import it in the
crystallized form at present; then they know
it is pure. But when you import it in boxes,
and especially when those» boxes are not
marked with the initials of the manufac-
turers, in almost all cases that important
article is extensively adulterated with alum.
While the minister is dealing with this bill,
I might say that for a long time, for several
years back, I have been drawing the atten-
tion of the department to the necessity of
having this question very carefully exam-
ined. I am af raid that merchandise gener-
ally is not inspected in that careful manner
that it should be. While we have a depart-
ment we should look to them for protection.
I do not wish to find fault with any officiai,
but I think it requires. a very competent
man to go f rom warehouse to warehouse and
ascertain accurately whether commodities of
great importance, food especially, have been
adulterated. The hon. gentleman talks
about whiskey; that I contend is not adult-
erated. I should like to impress on the gov-
ernment the necessity of seeing that compe-
tent men are appointed to investigate these
matters thoroughly and make the country
understand that consumers are protected.
In the past a great deal of looseness pre-
vailed. A great deal of show of investiga-
tion was made which amounted to nothing.
Articles have come into my own house that
had the reputatiQn of being inspected, but,
if inspected, it was by men who were not
competent, or who did not do their duty.

The clause was adopted.
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On Clause 8,

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I ask my
hon. friend how the tei m " judge " is intro
duced ? The trial is to be before a magis-
trate. It is a summary proceeding.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would be whatever
judicial authority would have the right to
try it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the word " judge" include that?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not think
the word "judge" is used as synonymous
with the word "magistrate" in any part
of the Act. Considerable doubt would be
thrown upon the determining power.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would it not necessarily compel all cases of
this kind to go before a judge 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no provision for trying these cases
except at the sitting of the court.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then, there
being a County Court judge and a Superior
Court judge, a conflict would take place as
to where the jurisdiction would rest for the
determining of the counsel fee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The 30th section of
the chapter says: "every penalty imposed
under this Act may be enforced and dealt
with as if imposed under the said Act."
That is the Inland Revenue Act. There
are several sections under the Inland
Revenue Act, beginning at 104, which deal
with it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Section 113 of the
Inland Revenue Act makes provision as to
the tribunal before which the cases are to
be tried. They may be tried before a
county court judge, or any justice having
jurisdiction in the place where the matter
arises. There is a clause in the Act which
refers you to the penalties in the Inland
Revenue Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the word "j udge " is applicable in
the case for the reason that the judge is the
party who is to try the case. The section

to which my hon. friend refers merely states
the result of the trial without stating before
whom it should take place. You are refer-
red to another statute for the purpose of
ascertaining the fact-the statute to which
my hon. friend refers.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think the
point is covered.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under the clause I
read of the Inland Revenue Act provision is
made for prosecutions before the various
tribunals.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is an
omispion which I might point out. It only
makes provision for a counsel fee to the
prosecutor. In the event of the prosecution
failing, there is no provision for the
accused securing a counsel fee, although he
nay have succeeded. It seems to me it is a

jug-handled clause, and the merchant who
succeeds as against a prosecution of this
nature sho¾ld be protected as well as the
Crown. In fact, the government should give
greater consideration to the merchant who
has succeeded in the prosecution than the
Crown itself. It seems to me a counsel fee
should be payable in both cases.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- I think the judge
would have a pretty liberal latitude to say
what the costs of defence should be.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, because it
says such expense of prosecution shall include
reasonable counsel fee. That is the expenses
of the prosecution. I doubt if that would
cover the counsel fee of the defendant.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
find that costs are not given against the
Crown in these cases.

Hon. M r. LOUGHEED-Why should
they not be I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is far too large
a question to raise on this bill and make it
different from every other statute in that
regard.

Hon. Mr. MAcMILLAN-There might
be vexatious prosecutions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It may be an im-
portant question, but it should be raised
generally.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But the extra-
ordinary provision is introduced giving the
Crown a counsel fee where to-day it has no
counsel fee. If an extraordinary right of
that nature is introduced into the Act why
should not the right be mutual ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Crown may
always employ counsel for the purpose of
defending the realm.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you have
provided that the Crown prosecutor may
receive a counsel fee in the discretion of the
judge.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. The matter may
be for a small amount. The judge may say
" these facts are easily investigated and no
counsel fee is necessary," and in that case no
counsel fee should be allowed.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The fixing of
the amount is in the discretion of the judge,
but lie must fix some counsel fee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, that is a mere
limitation on the discretion.

The clause was adopted.

On section 4.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There was an under-
standing that this clause should be held over,
but I think there is no object in that. If
the hon. gentleman makes inquiry and finds
it desirable to amend, he can do so on the
third reading.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
fore the committee rises I should like to call
the attention of the minister to the fees in
the Act of 1890, and ask him whether he
does not think they are rather extraordin-
ary. For analysis of milk the charge is $8,
and for bread and other articles mentioned
in the schedule $9. For butter, cheese, malt
liquors and a number of other articles $12,
and for coffee, tobacco, cocoa, chocolate,
Opium and other articles and water $14.
MY hon. friend beside me says he had sone
mineral water analysed and it cost him $10.
Of course these are provisions of the law,
and the other section is subject to an Order
in Council. The question is whether these
fees are not exorbitant.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
find upon inquiry that those articles referred
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to are difficult of analysis, and they are very
important, so it is of consequence that the
analysis should take place.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do the fees go
to the public analyst or to the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think they would
go to the analyst.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is he a salaried
officer ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then they would go
to the government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think they are salaried officers. I
think they are paid by fees.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I made inquiries
about the fees. I found out that the analyses
were not very difficult ones, but the lowest
charge was $10. I do not think this is
excessive.

Hon Mr. TEMPLEMAN, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

GOVERNMENT HARBOURS, PIERS
AND BREAKWATERS ACT

AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into committee
of the whole on Bill (135) " An Act further
to amend the Act respecting government
harbours, piers and breakwaters."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill gives power
to the minister to lease to the municipality
any wharfs for which the revenue for the
last three years has not averaged over $100.
I find there are no municipalities in Prince
Edward Island, and therefore it cannot
apply to Prince Edward Island, and the
wharfs will have to remain as they are, so
far as this bill is concerned. The clause
reads:

If at any time the average annual receipts from any
wharf for the three years previous have not exceeded
one hundred dollars, the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries niay lease it to the municipality within
which it is situated, for a term not exceedng three
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years, for an annual sun, payable in advance, not
less than such average annual receipts, and on such
cther terms or conditions as to hin seeni advisahle.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I would suggest to
the hon. Secretary of State that it is an
easy matter to provide for the disposal of
the small wharfs in Prinz-e Edward Island
by making provision that they shall be dis-
posed of by tender or by public sale for
three years, just the same as they would to
a municipality.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think that
suggestion is a good one. I know, f roi my
own knowledge of public wharfs in my
own province, that a wharfinger has been
appointed, and the department do not look
after him, and a wharf which, under differ-
ent management, might be quite productive,
scarcely produces any revenue at all. This
bill proposes to take the revenue as a basis
for handing over the wharf to a municipal-
ity or some other body. I think the De-
partment of Marine and Fisheries should
lease these wharfs by public tender to any
person who will give proper security, and in
that way there will be very much more
revenue derived from them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose it was
thought that the municipality would have
more interest in looking after the wharf
for the public benefit. An individual
would get all he could out of it for that
term and not keep up repairs, whereas the
municipality would have an interest in keep
ing the wharf in repair. I will call the atten-
tion of the minister to the suggestion,
however.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see the municipality would have an interest
in moderate charges for the use of the
wharf, whereas an individual would have an
interest in making as large an incoine as he
could from it, and the interest of the indivi
dual and the public who were to be servec
by it, might be diametrically opposite to
each other. That never could be the casq
with a municipality.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The scale o
charges is fixed by law; if not, it has beei
by regulation of the department, and n
matter to whom they would be lease
they could not charge more than the regula
tion rates. I do not see that a municipalit
would have any greater interest in keepin

the wharf in repair than an individual
would if the lease is to be for no more than
three years, and in that case a municipality
might take all they could out of it and at
the end of the three years hand it back to
the department to have it put in repair
agan.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will call the atten-
tion of the minister to the suggestion.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a commit-
tee of the whole on Bill (136) "An Act
further to amend the Act respecting the
Protection of Navigable Waters."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the difference between this and the
present law ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is wholly new.
There is no provision such as this.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
only applies to tidal waters in Manitoba or
Ontario.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why is it not necessary in our rivers?
If it applied to the inland waters it would
meet the views of my hon. friend f rom the
Rideau division (Mr. Clemow).

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Act at present
provides that no owner or tenant of saw-
mills or workmen shall throw any sawdust,
edgings, bark or rubbish of any description
into any navigable water.

f Hon. Mr. ALLAN-But that law is a
dead letter.

Hon. Mr. LOIJGHEED-That does not
Iapply to tidal waters.

>'Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is an attempt to
gextend a similar provision to, tidal waters,
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and the depth here is far beyond what was Pacific and Yukon Railway Navigation and
required in rivers. Mining Company," with amendments.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The law forbidding the throwing of saw-
dust into rivers has been suspended.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But judgment has
been given against those parties who violated
the law.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The depth of
twelve fathoms appears to us to be very ex-
treme. That is seventy-two feet. No ves-
sel built draws that much water, and it ap-
plies to the Straits of Northumberland, and
no rubbish can be thrown in the Straits of
Northumberland which are less than that
depth.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The object is to pre-
vent large steamers emptying their furnaces
into harbours and places where the water is
not that depth, and where it would in time
make the water very iuch less if they
did so.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.), from
the committee, reported the bill without
amendment.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 18th Mfay, 1898.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I move that
rule 71 of this House be suspended, in order
to permit the amendments to be concurred
in to-day.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I object.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do I under-
stand that my hon. friend objects?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am very much
astonished at any hon. gentleman objecting
to the suspension of the rule. We have
been told that the people in the Yukon
country are likely to starve on account of
the Senate having rejected the former bill.
I think all the senators, even those who
voted against the bill, would be anxious for
an opportunity of constructing a road to
that country. The government and their
supporters told us that the people up there
will be starving after the lst September
next, the day on which that road would
have been finished if this cruel House had
not thrown out the bill. I am astonished
that the hon. senior member for Halifax,
who has so much of the milk of human
kindness in his composition, should endea-
vour to deprive these poor people of the
chance of getting food to that district.

The SPEAKER-Is there any objection
to the suspension of the rule?

Hon Mr. POWER-Certainly.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three GOVERNMENT OF YUKON DISTRICT
o'Clock.BILL.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (101) " An Act respecting the harbour
of the city of St. John in the province of
New Brunswick."-(Hon. Mr. Dever.)

PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY
NAVIGATION AND MINING

COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

lon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
Ported Bill (F) " An Act to incorporate the

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the first reading
of Bill (P) " An Act to provide for the gov-
ernment of the district of Yukon." He
said : This measure, as I said yesterday, is
on the lines of the North-west Territories
Act, made as brief as possible, and to pro-
vide for the present government of the
Yukon district, for the appointment of a
commissioner to administer the government,
for the appointment of a council to advise
and assist him in the preparation of ordin-
ances for the government of the district, and
to provide for the administration of justice.

Hon. Nr. LOUGHEED-Is the council
to be an appointed one ?



Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, an appointed Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I think this bill bas
council. been asked for by the loan companies thena-

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the first time.

LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the first reading
of Bill (Q) " An Act respecting Loan Com-
panies." He said: This bill is intended to
provide under the authority of parliament
for the incorporation of loan companies by
letters patent. I need not enter into a
discussion of the provisions of the bill at
this present moment, as it is somewhat
lengthy, and it will be printed immediately.
At the second reading I will discuss those
provisions in detail.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--Did I understand
the Mirister of Justice to say before, in
reference to this bill, that he would not urge
its passage this session if there was not
ample time to discuss the details?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite right, if there
be any objection. It bas been supported, I
think, by nearly all the loan companies, at
all events in the province of Ontario. The
bill is important and its provisions have
been carefully considered. The plan itself
is important, because it will suggest plans
for the union of corporate companies, on
which there does not seem to be very ade-
quate information at the present time; and
the bill is not only important in itself but I
I think will prove valuable in the prepara-
tion of measures relating to the incorpora-
tion of companies, other than loan companies,
hereafter.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think the bill is a
very desirable one,, but there should be
ample time given to send the bill in its com-
plete form to the various loan companies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so. It will be
printed immediately and may be circulated,
and my intention at the present time is to
send the bill to the Banking and Commerce
Committee, instead of considering it in a
Committee of the Whole House, and it will
be considered in that committee and its
provisions discussed and parties interested
in the bill may be heard as to their opinion.

selves.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does it apply to the organization of new
companies as well as to old ones?

Hon. Mr. MlLLS--Yes.

GOVERNMENT CONCESSIONS TO
THE DESCHENES ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid before
the Senate, all papers, correspondence, contracts and
arrangements with the government or any member
thereof, whereby permission was granted to the
Deschênes Electric Company to lay an electrie cable
for private purposes across the Ottawa River, from
Hull to Ottawa, also through and under public pro-
perty from the foot of the locks at Ottawa River to
the canal basin in this city.

He said: My object in moving for this return
is to ascertain what representations were
made to the government whereby the Des-
chênes Electric Co., were allowed the pri-
vilege of having a cable stretched across the
Ottawa River from Hull to this city for the
purpose of transmitting their electric cur-
rent to the city of Ottawa. The Deschênes
company is an outside company, having an
establishment near Aylmer. They have
been desirous of entering the city, but the
city authorities have so far refused them
admission, because they considered it was
interfering considerably with the vested
rights of the Ottawa Electrie Company, a
company established whose works involve
an expenditure cf $1,000,000. The Deschênes
company is an outside corporation and is
desirous of coming in and competing with
the Ottawa company, contrary to the wish
of civic authorities. Therefore, I do not
think the government were justified in
granting this privilege to an outside com-
pany. I question very much whether they
had the legal authority to grant any such
privilege. However, I shall wait until
the papers are brought down and then we
can ascertain what induced the government
to grant such extraordinary privileges. I
hold that the use of public property should
not be granted to private individuals or
companies, because it belongs solely to the
whole people, and should not be interfered
with by any one under any circumstances.
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There is another most serious objection to Hon. MJr. BOULTON--Before the gov-
the granting of this privilege. Hon. gentle- ernment reply to this question, I wish to say
men know that at the time of the con- a few words. It is not often that I have oc-
struction of the Rideau Canal by the casion to differ from my hon. friend on my
Imperial authorities, it was a condition tliat lef t (Mr. Clemow) upon any matters which he
the property ceded at that time was brings before the House, which are generally
granted by the donors upon the conditions of a progressive and intelligent character.
that it should be employed only and exclu- But I think when he discusses the foreign
sively for canal purposes. The heirs of one policy of the governinent he should give us
of the parties have been contesting the right a day's notice, because it is an important
of the government to appropriate a portion matter. 1 do not wonder at ah that English-
of the property thus acquired for other pur- men complain that they are called by Cana-
poses. An action was instituted against the dians foreigners, but certainly I neier
government for damages in consequence of thought it would coge to pass that it would
mal-appropriation and non-compmiance with be said that the peple of Our neighbouring
the conditions imposed upon them by the town were to be called foreigners also,
donors, which is now before the Supreme which my hon. friend seemed to consider
Court. A part of this property now granted theni when they attempt to cut into his
the Deschênes Company is in a similar posi- electric power privileges. He asks us to
tion. It will give these, or other parties, the discuss this great question upon international
right to institute another action against the grounds, upon foreign policy, and everything
government, for non-compliance with the else, as to the rights of crossing the canal
original intention of the donors with respect built by the government some sixty years
tothat property. It is very unfortunate at this ago, and as to the rights of the Sparks estate,
particular time that the government should which were acquired by occupation some
place themselves in a position which may sixty years ago, I think and laid the
involve them in additional law suits, whereby foundation for the Sparks estate to
they may be compelled to pay heavy damages core down on the Canadian govern-
for infringing on the rigbts of the people who ment for haf a million dollars for the
originally made the grant. A portion of the invasion of their territory. Apart however
land between the foot of thealocksgand the canal ftrom the question of foreign policy, which i
basin was the property of the Sparks estate, the arusing application lie gave to an
and may be an additions1 inducement to con- outside competitive Company, we core down
tinue litigation and additional damages may to the question of corpetition, and whenever
be obtained for deviation from the terms on there is a desire to monopolise electric light-
which the and was granted over forty years ing or railways, or anything else, I a r
ago. It is extraordinary that the governnent, opposed to it. We had this question before
ar this particuar time, should grant this pri- us so e two years ago when the bull Eec-
vilege to an outside company. By the action trie Railway Company wanted to get a foot-
of the government, the city as been thwarted ing in the city of Ottawa, and the repre-
in its intention to prevent this company from sentitives of my friends in the electri
Ching into the municipality. I do ot street railway of the City of Ottawa opposed
think the government should interfere, as that, I supported my hon. friend on that
they have done, to thwart the cityauthorities, occasion but it was not to kill competition.
as they are the only parties who should The reason opposed it on that occasion was
decide this matter between the parties, that i considered the legisation was iper-
I nhall wait until the papers are brought fect, in so far as the electric Company of
downgI suppose they are not very volumin- sull, if it came into the city of Ottawa,
Ousand if it.can be shown that the govern- would have to be operated under the laws of
nIent have not acted leganey or diacreetly in Ontario, and in bull it would be under tbe
this matter, they may see their why to can- laws of Quebec. I considered the legisla-

el their agreement with the company. tion imperfect, that the ompany sould
have core to the paraiament of Canada, and
acquire a Dominion charter. I ar not pre-

hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How pared to agree with y hon. friend when he
abOut competition h You are very fond of says that he Dominion government has no
CoPetition some tirnes. right to alow a cable, or a telegraph wire, or
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anything else to cross one of the navigable duced here to-dav and those which will core
streams of Canada. This is what I call an up to day from the House of Commons. If
inversion of the foreign policy that is con- my hon. friends are disposed to dhcuss these
trary to the welfare and good of the country. questions very fully, then the adjournment

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection would be a matter of greater diffculty
beas ewould dislike very much thatth

to the papers being brought down. They Senate would not be through with its work
will be brought down as soon as possible. I at the same time as the House of Commons
do not think there are many of them. I sup- will 1e through theirs. We have certain
pose there is the application and the Order measures now to go from this buse to the
in Council, but my recollection of the char- Fouse of Commons, and there are certain
ter of the company is that they are author- measures to core from the buse of Coin-
ized to do business in the province of Que- mons before us, and the probability is
bec and also in the township of Nepean and that the time and the amount of labour
the city of Ottawa. The letters patent we-e required fror the buse in this regard,
granted by the late government. They pro- apart from the estimates, will not be very
posed to the Minister of Railways and Canals different. If we adjourn tili Wednesday
that they would like to be allowed to go as at three o'clock then it will be important
far up the canal as the head of the Deep that we should have evening sessions, for a
Cut. while at ail events, tili we o'-ertake the busi-

The motion Nas adreed to. ness that will be laid before this body. Myimpression is that the House of Commons
AN ADJOURNMENT. expect to get through with their work at a

scomparatively early period, and j arnm in-
clined to think, if the Senate will co-operate

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN moved: with us in carrying through the meaures of
at the aovernment, that we may be able to comn

adjourned until WVednesday, tlhe 25th instant, at three'peetewrko -gsaio hRmnh
o'cwock in the afternoon. But of course the government are in the

He said: The lon. leader of the mouse hands of the two Houses. My colleague
ou and mysef are desirous of meeting the wishespos u asrot of this body, and we hope they will be ready,tif the general desi-e is for an adjourraentb

Hon. Mr. O'DONOIIOE-I thiik it til Wednesday, to actively co-operate in
would be more convenient to meet at eiglît promoting legisiation. still under con'ddera-
o'clock in the evening tion, so as to conclude our business herewithout any material deay in consequence

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Say of the adjournment.
next Chrstnias.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to lion. I might say, so far as the Senate is

gentlemen that we are only desirous to seet concerned, that it has shown in the
the wishes of the House, and if it be the past no indispcsition to assist the gov-
general wish of the bousk- that the adjourn- ernment in t he passage of ail measures
ment should take place tillWednesday at the brought before it, except in one instance in
usual hour, the government, of course, will whih the measure was not deemed to be
not oppose the wishes of the House with the in the public interest. We are just as anxious
understanding that it does not prolong the to facilitate the business of the Senate as
sesion. We think we are getting near the the government possibly could be. bow-
end of the session and there are several im- ever, without desiring to be of too scolding
portant bis to corne before the Senate from a nature, I might say thiat I think the gov-
the ouse of Commons. There is the Fran- ernment egight, with a little more exertion
chie Bi and the Plebiscite Bil. The on their own part, have presented the i-
Franchise Bill, I think, will be here this portant measures which are nowv before the
afternoon. That being so, a good deal Lower bouse and also before this bouse, to
depends on the desire of the House with re- parliament at an earlier period of the session-
spet to the measures that have been intro- We have now been nearly four onths i
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session. We knew that the Plebiscite Bill
and the Franchise Bill were to be laid before
us, and we also had the promise, a long time
ago, of the two bills which the hon. gentle-
man has spoken of to-day. Both of theni
are of a very important character. I think
neither of them will occupy any lengthened
period further than is necessary to thorough-
ly understand them. I have no anticipation
whatever, considering the importance of the
Companies Act, that that will pass this
session. It is a very grave and important
question, and one with the provisions of
which every one interested in companies
of that kind would desire to make himself
familiar. The bill which has just been laid
before the House for the government of the
Yukon territory has, in *many respects,
departed from the provisions of the charter
originally adopted for the government of the
North-west Territories. Probably the gov-
ernment have good reasons for these depar-
tures. From a cursory glance at the bill, it
seems to me to give most extraordinary
powers. I will not discuss them now, but
nerely instance that to show the important

character of the work which we have to
consider. In reading the newspapers this
maorning, I find the government, in the
Lower House, have proposed some four or
five additional measures, some of them of no
very great importance. Othersmaynecessitate
a good deal of discussion. I think it is
generally accepted that the Plebiscite Bill is
a mfeasure which, under the circumstances,
Will have to be presented to the people. and
I do not think it will create much discussion.
Whether its provisions meet the approval of
those interested-those who are opposed to
it, and those who are in favour of it-is a
question which can only be decided when we
discuss it. The Franchise Bill is vastly more
important. How far it is in the power of
the Senate to alter, change or amend, or in
any way to interfere with that measure,
is a question for future consideration ;
and under the circumstances, considering the
necessity for discussing this question fully,
I do not see that the adjournment would
interfere to any very great extent with the
COnideration of those measures. We only
lose two days, and if we go to work with a
Will on Wednesday, and, as has been inti-
I1ated by the hon. ininister, hold night sit-
tZigs, which I think we ought to do at this
I8riod of the session, we can get through
nuUiness without delaying prorogation to any

great extent. But what is to come forward
in the way of railway subsidies, or bills for
confirming the new arrangement which has
been entered into with the Grand Trunk Rail-
way and the Drummond County Railway,
of course I cannot say. If those bills come
down, they will require some little considera-
t ion before they are passed, more particu-
larly under the present circumstances, and
the evidence which has been adduced in the
committee of the House of Commons which
has been investigating the subject. I think,
speaking for those members of the House
with whom I have any connection, I can
say that they have every desire to facili-
tate the work presented to them, and that
no obstructive tactics will be resorted to in
order to frustrate or to delay any matter
that they may have to submit to us.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-As
this is a question of adjournment I would
like to ask the Minister of Justice if the
government still adheres to the policy of
hanging up all legislation relating to the
Yukon railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to answer
the hon. gentleman.

The motion was agreed to.

NAVIGATION LAWS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to inquire:

If it is the intention of the government to relax the
navigation laws so as to permit of the owner of a
steamuboat ten or twelve tous capacity to be con-
manded by himself though he ha.' not put in the full
time as master or mate required by law?

He said : The object of my question is
with reference to the navigation of some of
our small lakes by small boats. The law re-
quires that a capable engineer with a certi-
ficate should be employed. This engineer
has to be pretty highly paid. Now, if the
man is the owner of the steamboat, and has
to pay an engineer and captain as well, his
boat running on a route some ten or fifteen
or twenty miles only on some of the inland
waters or lakes, it is a great stoppage to en-
terprise. I have an application from some
one who wants to run a steamboat from
Wabigon, fifteen miles across to portage for
the mining districts. It is a small boat, and
the summer's receipts are exceedingly small.
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He has to pay high wages to his engineer,
while lie himself has had considerable ex-
perience in saling a boat. He is only three
months short of the time which the law re-
quires. The law requires that he shall be
one year a master or a mate, and one year
at sea in some shape or form. Because of
the shortness of that three months which I
have mentioned, he is debarred from acting
on a little steamboat.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Let him emi-
ploy a man for three months.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is all very
well to say that, but when you come to pay
$40 a month for a captain and $40 a month
for an engineer it comes to quite a bit

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What is the
size of the boat?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is a smallboat
of ten tons, he carries freight and passen-
gers. I understand that the government
have had a great many applications of this
description before them, and I do not think
there is the slighest necessity for debarring
this man, wlo has had nine-tenths of the
experience required by law.

Hon. Mr. POWER--If I might be al-
lowed to interrupt for a moment I do not
think it is necessary to relax the navigation
laws for the purpose set out by the hon.
gentleman in his question. The hon. gentle-
man asks if the owner of a steamboat of ten
or twelve tons will be permitted to be
commander himself. Well, there is no-
thing in the navigation laws that says the
owner of a vessel shall not command him-
self, and I think the owners of small vessels
have plenty of self-control.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUJM-If he carries
passengers he is liable to a penalty under
the law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He will have to carry
them on his back. I would call my hon.
friend's attention to the legislation already
adopted this session. My hon. friend
perhaps was not present-but I think lie
was-when the bill entitled " An Act
further to amend the Act respecting Certi-
ficates to Masters and Mates of Ships."
That came up from the House of Commons
and was discussed in this House and
adopted. One of the provisions of that
Act is:

The minister, upon a report of a duly appointed
and qualified examiner of niasters and mates, may

grant a temporary certificate as master to an applicant
sutticiently qualified by his knowledge and experience
to take charge of a steamboat of not more than ten
tons, gross tonnage, and certificated to carry not more
than ten passengers, plying within specified limits in
the minor inland waters of Canada.

That is precisely what my hon. friend
asks shall be done. He vill see that it is
already provided for by the legislation of
this session.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--That is satis-
factory.

QUEEN'S COUNSEL JUDGMENT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose
to inquire:

1. Whether a judgment has been rendered by the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the ap-
peal in the Queen's Counsel case from Canada? If so,
what is the purport of said judgmnent?

2. What communications, if any, have passed be-
tween the Dominion government and the govern-
ments of the several provinces in Canada in respect
of the subject matter of such judgment?

3. Wh %t is the policy of the government in respect
of future appointments of Queen's Counsel?

He said: While I know the profession
are anxious to ascertain the facts in connec-
tion with these appointnents, I must say
that I scarcely expect ny hon. friend to
give me a definite answer to the third ques-
tion, as to their policy, unless they have de-
cided upon the course which they intend to
pursue in the future.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend, in reply to his tirst question, that
a judgment of the Judicial Comnittee of the
Privy Council has been rendered, and in
that judgment their lordships have held the
doctrine that the Lieutenant Governor, upon
the advice of his ministers, may appoint
Queen's Counsel to discharge their functions
in the courts of the province. I may say to
my hon. friend that I think there was a good
deal of misapprehension on this side of the
Atlantic upon this subject of Queen's Coun-
sel. Of course the notion prevailed that
only His Excellency the Governor General
represented the Queen, and that the gov-
ernor of the province was simply an execu-
tive officer created by the statute known as
the British North America Act, and that
the lieutenant governor in no sense was a
representative of the sovereign.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI--
That was the opinion that was very strongly
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held by the late Minister of Justice, Sir
John Thompson.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; that has always
seemed to me to be a mistaken opinion, and
it was so held by the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council. I think it was a mis-
taken opinion for this reason, that the
executive authority, apart from the special
provision of statute, is everywhere, through-
out the empire, in Her Majesty, and that
everywhere the prerogatives of the Crown
are the sane--that Her Majesty's powers
and prerogatives are the same-in any por-
tion of the empire as they are in the United
Kingdom ; and the question always is, upon
whose advice these powers are to be exer-
cised ? Now, the provinces, at the con-
federation, were not created by the British
North America Act; they had existed be-
fore, and the preamble of the Act declares
that these provinces which before existed
have declared or desired to be federated and
to unite under a constitution similar in
Principle to that of the United Kingdom.
If ny hon. friend will look carefully at the
Act he will see that there is nothing said in
the preamble about the creating of govern
inents for the pro v7inces. It is assumed that
they already existed, and it is only the crea-
tion of a central authority, with power similar
il principle, that is contemplated. There
were certain changes in the constitution
of the provinces required, because the union
that existed between Quebec and Ontario
or between Upper and Lower Canada was
at that time dissolved, and as two edifices-
Political edifices-were to stand where one
stood before, it was necessary by this dis-
ruption that certain repairs should be made,
aid tho'se are included in the British North
America Act. Now, my hon. friend will
also See that the fact that these provinces
exjited, their governments existed, there is
iothing said specially as to what the form of
the executive government in the provinces
Shall be-all that is assumed as somethincr ai-
ready existing and to be continued as it had
existed before. Then, further than that, with
respect to the provinces, where the legisla-
ture is to be called together, it is declared
it shall be called together in the Queen's
naiein every instance; not only is that so

i'th regard to Canada, but it is also so with
regard to the provinces. Now, why ? Be-0Muse under the British constitutional sys-
*¤r, each House is an advisory body, it is a

council of the Crown. We advise the Crown
in matters of legislation-" Her Majesty by
and with the advice of the Senate and
House of Commons enacts." Who enacts ?
Her Majesty. Her Majesty does it upon
the advice of these two bodies. Therefore,
we are the councillors of the Crown for the
purpose of legislation ; and if the Lieutenant
Governor of the province was simply an
executive officer, and did not represent Her
Majesty, there would be no sense in calling
the legislature together in Her Majesty's
name. They are called in Her Majesty's
naine because they are to advise Her
Majesty; they are Her Majesty's council;
and if they were not Her Majesty's council,
but the council simply of an executive
officer, they ought to be called in his name,
for they would be his advisers in the work
of legislation. Then, my hon. friend will
see that where legislative councils exist in
provinces, that is, where there is a second
chamber, all the members of that chamber
are appointed by the Crown. the saine as
senators are appointed by the Governor
General upon the advice of his ministers.
They are appointed in the name of Her
Majesty. Why in the naine of Her
Majesty ? Because they are to advise
and counsel Her Majesty with regard
to the legislative authority that is being
exercised through her agent, the Lieu-
tenant Governor. And so my hon.
friend will see that the point which was in
dispute formerly as to whether the Lieu-
tenant Governor was a simple executive
officer created by the statute, or whether he
was a representative of the sovereign,
practically determines the question as to
whether he has the power to appoint in Her
Majesty's courts, in the provinces officers to
representfHerMajesty. Historicallythere was
at one time a counlcil learned in the law to ad-
vise the sovereign, just as there is a council
to advise the sovereign in respect to politics.
The Privy Council were the advisers on
questions of public policy and a section on
difficult questions of law. Her Majesty or
the sovereign had, at one time, a council to
advise on legal questions. For many years
that council consisted of the King or Queen's
advocate and the law officers of the Crown,
and of the j'xdges who were summoned to
parliament to act as assessors to the Crown,
and it was originally-as Mr. Herne points
out-with the idea that the title of Queen's
Counsel, or King's Counsel was given to
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persons who were made members of that
body, and not simply because they appeared
as representatives of the sovereign in
the court; and although that body has
long since, as Mr. Herne points out,
ceased to be other than an effete body,
its honorary distinction still continues,
and I suppose there is nothing in the
world to hinder the representative of Her
Majesty in any part of the world to create
such a counsel, and I suppose if the ancient
authority of the Crown in this regard was
revived, after the counsel was created they
could be summoned to assist the Crown by
their advice. That power, or practice, of
course, has long since ceased; but I mention
it to show that the Lieutenant Governor, as
the representative of the Crown, bas, in the
nature of the arrangement, the power to ap-
point Queen's Counsel. Well, I suppose the
same power will belong to the Governor Gen-
eral, although that question was not raised
or disposed of by the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council in this decision. Then my
hon. friend asks whether there were any
communications between the Dominion gov-
ernment and the governments of the several
provinces in Canada with respect to this de-
cision. I am not aware that there have
been any communications. I think if there
were any they would be in my department,
and there we have no communications on
that subject. Then, in regard to the third
question as to what would be the policy of
the government in respect of future appoint-
ments of Queen's Counisel, I may say to my
hon. friend that the question bas not been
considered by the government since this
decision has taken place. Perhaps after
the session is over I shall have an oppor-
tunity of discussing the subject with my
colleagues, when more practical business is
not pressing constantly upon us for considera-
tion. We are to remember that we have a
few courts in which members of the profes-
sion appear for the purpose of conducting
the business of the Crown, and there might
be a certain amount of propriety in continu-
ing to exercise this power and for the pur-
pose of conferring these honours upon mem-
bers of the bar. That is a question that we
have not yet considered, and before we come
to a conclusion on the subject it might be
necessary to confer with the law officers of
the different provinces with a view to ascer-
taining their views on the subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
am much obliged to my hon. friend for
the lucid explanations he bas given, but did
I understand him to say that the appointees
of the different provinces would occupy the
position of Queen's Counsel when they ap-
peared in the Supreme Court, or whether
the appointments of Queen's Counsel in the
different provinces would only give thei
precedence and standing in their own courts
in their respective provinces, and whether
the Dominion government does not reserve
to itself, at present, the right to appoint
Queen's Counsel who would take precedence
in the Supreme Court and the Exchequer
Courts, being Dominion courts and not pro-
vincial ones ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not a question
that bas been touched in thiý decision. My
hon. friend knows by the Supreme Court
Act and by the Exchequer Courts Act the
Dominion, having no bar of its own, no
provision existing for a Dominion bar and
all the persons who practise in the Dominion
courts being members of the bar of the
different provinces, that, I suppose, will
always continue as long as that condition of
the law continues to recognize the status
that bas been conferred by the local govern-
ments upon persons practising in these
courts.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Practising in the Dominion courts?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. For instance,
if a member of the bar in any colonv whO
bas the rank of Queen's Counsel conferred
upon him, appears before the Judicial Con-
mittee of the Privy Council, which is the
court of the empire, just as the Supremie
Court is the court of Canada, he is recog-
nized in that character which bas been ini-
pressed upon him by the Crown in bis own
province, although he bas no status or right
to appear in a court of law of the United
Kingdom properly. These are mat ters,
though, which may be regarded, perhaps, as
matters of courtesy, not as matters of right.
I am expressing no official opinion on the
subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps the hon. gentleman will excuse ne,
but the answers suggest other questions. The
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hon. gentleman told us that Queen's Counsel
appointed in the colonies of the Empire have
the right to appear before the Judicial Com-
Inittee of the Privy Council in the status
which they hold in their own colonies. That
imnplies that the provincial governments are
analogous to the colonial governments. Well,
it is known that under the constitution, pro-
vincial governnents are established under
the Confederation Act, a power given by
the Imperial government to Canada, and
that the legislature of Canada has organized
and established other provincial govern-
Ments. Does my hon. friend desire to be
Understood as conveying the impression-
take Manitoba, for instance, which was
created by the Dominion parliament under
the authority given in the Confedera-
tion Act-that they stand in the same
Position to the courts in England that a
Queen's Counsel of Cape Colony or any other
colony does ? Is that what I am to under-
Stand ?

lion. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I think so,
appointment is the appointment of
Queen in every case.

the
the

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (72) " An Act further to amend the
Adulteration Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills).

Bill (135) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting Government Harbours, Piers
ad1 Breakwaters."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bi1l (136) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the Protection of Navigable
Waters."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (113) "An Act to incorporate the
ý7bsidiary High Court of the Ancient Order

Poresters in the Dominion of Canada."-
Mackenzie Bowell.)

RETURNS TO ADDRESSES.

on Mr. SCOTT-I beg to lay on the
tahle a portion of the return, moved for by

Co hon. leader of the opposition, relating to
!nissions issued in connection with dis-
S'8als. This is from the Department of
tWays and Canais. I have made inquiries
to the other departments, and I do not
that any commissions have been issued

except, recently, one in the Inland Revenue
Department.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Are
there any other documents relating to the
granting of bonding privileges at the
different ports in Alaska to British subjects
carrying goods through to Canadian terri-
tory ? I notice, in running my eye hastly
over the return which has been laid on the
table to-day, that it does not go as far as
was indicated in the paragraph from the
Ottawa Citizen which I read to the House
yesterday. It refers only to Wrangel, and
not to any other ports.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If my recollection
serves me right, instructions were issued
last January which covered the other points.
If the hon. gentleman wishes, I think I can
get a copy of them for him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Thank you, I should like to have a copy.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-In January there were
regulations issued which covered all other
points.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Had copies of those regulations been in our
possession when we were discussing the
Yukon Railway Bill, we could have saved a
great deal of time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At that time they
had not made any regulations affecting
Wrangel. You may remember that we
were not able in the debate to say what
they would be. In making the regulations,
they had reserved Wrangel.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They had agreed to
make regulations the same with regard to
all. The others were adopted immediately,
but they reserved Wrangel, I suppose, for
the purpose of finding which was the best
point for transhipment with a view to pre-
venting smuggling.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
great difficulty was that at Skagway and
Dyea the officials did not carry out the in-
structions thev had received from Washing-
ton. They exacted from the miners extor-
tionate charges-as high as nine dollar; a.
day-and they killed the trade.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is to be
done away with, is it not under the new
regulations ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I beg to call the
attention of the government to the fact that
they have not yet brought down the return
which I moved for last March relating to
the sale of school lands in Manitoba. When
may I expect to have it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will make inquirv
and will be able to answer my hon. friend
when we meet again.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 25th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair
o'Clock.

at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

OTTAWA RIFLE RANGE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.) moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate,
a statement of the tenders received by the Depart-
ment Ôf Militia and Defence for the work of the Rifle
Range on the Ottawa River, east of the City of
Ottawa, and a .statement of the estimated quantities
on which tenders were figured ont ; a statement of
the date and amount of each cheque sent in with
each tender.

A copy of the tender of J. Lyons, and a copy of
the cheque which accompanied the same, showing
date of acceptance by the bank.

He said: In this case tenders were called
for, L believe, by the Militia Department,
and very properly so, and no fault could be
found if a friend of the government got the
contract, everything being equal; but, if
anybody else put in a much lower tender
and did not receive the work, that would
cause a grievance. I move for these papers
in order to ascertain how the matter stands.

The motion was agreed to.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
LAND GRANT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON inquired of the
leader of the Senate :

If notice has been given to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company to select their land grant before
the expiration of the term of twenty years exemption
of taxation, under the Statutes incorporating the
Company?

He said : I do not intend to detain the
House with any long remarks upon this
matter. As hon. gentlemen are quite aware,
when the contract was made with the pre-
sent company, a land grant was given and
the exemption f rom taxation was placed at
20 years. The contract was entered into in
1880. Annually as work of construction
proceeded land grant bonds were issued and
released by the government as lands were
earned. Up to 1882 and 1883, a very large
proportion of these lands were earned at
that time. The construction is sought to
be put upon this question that the exemp-
tions run for an indefinite period, and only
from the date of the issue of the individual
patents. I do not think it is desirable that
that position should be assumed by the gov-
ernment or by parliament. It is not a ques-
tion for the courts to decide. It is for this
parliament to declare what was the intention
that gave the exemption from taxation for
twenty years for the large land grant of
twenty-five to thirty millions acres that was
made to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany. It is an injustice to the people who
reside in the province of Manitoba and the
North-west Territories that such enormous
blocks of land should be exempt from taxa-
tion, because it retards their progress in
educational matters and all those matters
for which they themselves are heavilY
taxed, and it is desirable that some under-
standing should be arrived at as to what
action is to be taken in this matter. It is
not fair to the municipalities, who are in-
capable, either by co-operation or as indi-
vidual municipalities, of taking any steps tO
bring the matter before the courts. It
would be a most costly proceeding and not
a proper precedent to establish in such a
matter. The people who are settling there
require municipal and school organizatiOn,
and it is unquestionable that the intention
of parliament, when they gave that exeDP-
tion for twenty years, was that the twenty
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years should date from the issue of the lands
to the company, from the time that the com-
pany hava been in the enjoyment of them
as a financial asset. The proper step to be
taken in this matter, in order to let the muni-
cipalities know that the government have
them under their care and are watchful
over their interest would i e to notify
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company that
they must select their lands before the ter-
mination of the twenty years exemption
from taxation. In the United States this
bas been a question with a great many com-
panies, and the railway companies have
sought to evade the responsibility of taxa-
tion by taking no steps to select their lands.
It grew to be an evil, and the step that was
taken by the governmerit of the United
States was to give them notice, and if, with-
in the space of twenty-five years or the
limit of exemption, they failed to comply
With the notice, the land grant was can-
celled. I think it is desirable and necessary
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
8hould not be allowed to hold that position
of indefiniteness, that the exemption from
taxation is to go on for any indefinite period,
or that the responsibility should be thrown
Oni the municipalities in the west in order to
test the case before the courts.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my
hon. friend that I have quite overlooked
this question, but I will inquire of my col-
league, the Minister of the Interior, to-mor-
row as to what action bas been taken and
Will let my hon. friend know precisely how
the mnatter stands. I know that with regard
to the claims of the company in respect to
8omne of these lands, there are some matters
in controversy ; and the papers, which are
rather voluminous, are in my department,
but I have had no opportunity of looking
into them, nor shall I do so until after the
session is over. It is quite impossible to do
80 With the work of the session and the
Ordinary business of administration to at-
tentd to, but as to precisely how the matter
stands, I shall endeavour to let my hon.
friend know to-morrow.

THE SPEAKER'S HONOURS.

I1on. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the House
*ihl excuse me if, before we proceed to the0 rders of the Day, I call attention to a cir-

cumstance which bas come to our knowledge
since the adjournment this day week. Hon.
gentlemen have learned, since the adjourn-
ment, that it has pleased Her Majesty to
confer a title of honour and dignity upon
the hon. gentleman who occupies the chair
of this House-(cheers)-and although we
all are aware of the exceeding modesty of
our Speaker, I trust that he will pardon us if
we do not allow the occasion to pass without
some remarks. I thihk that, as members of
the Senate, we should feel gratified that Her
Majesty bas conferred a title upon our
Speaker. It recognizes the position of the
House; and, as to the individual on whom
the honour bas been conferred, I think
there can be no two opinions. The hon.
gentleman who now occupies the chair of
this House bas been a member of the
Senate for over 21 years. During the
first two years he was also a member
of the administration of the day.
Then, for a regrettably large number
of years, he was a private member of this
House. During the past two sessions and
the present session he bas acted as Speaker
of the Senate. I think that no member of
this House can recall an occasion, during all
those years, when in any of those capacities
the hon. gentleman has said a word that has
been uncourteous to any member of this
House, or bas done an act which was un-
kindly. (Hear, hear.) The hon. gentleman,
although bis manners are very agreeable, is
a thorough going party man. I do not think
that the warmest friend of the hon. gentle-
man has ever suspected him of being any-
thing else than thoroughly loyal to bis party ;
but, while he bas been loyal to bis party,
there has beei nothing in bis conduct in
this House, or as head of the House, to make
any gentleman who differed from him in
politics realize that thatwas the case. Soci-
allyand as head of the House, he bas treat-
ed us all in the same way; and I think that
I am speaking the sentiments of every bon.
gentleman present when I say that we all
rejoice at the honour which has been con-
ferred upon our Speaker and that we all
wish he may live many years to enjoy the
well-deserved honour which Her Majesty
bas been good enough to confer upon him.
(Applause.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I need scarcely say that there is not a senti-
ment which bas fallen from the bon. gentle-
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man who has referred to the distinctions
that have been conferred on our Speaker,
that will not be re-echoed by every member
of the Senate, with the exception of one.
It would be affectation on my part, if I were
to say that I agreed with him on that point,
and that is where he said it was regrettable
that His Honour, the Speaker, after two
years' service of his country in the cabinet,
was relegated to fhe opposition. Were I to
do that, it would be a condemnation, of my-
self; but apart from that, which may be taken
as badinage, I cordially endorse the remarks
which have been made in reference to His
Honour, the Speaker. There are few men at
the present day who have sat in parliament
longer than I have; there are some. I had
the honour of his acquaintance when lie was
a Minister of the Crown, and wlien in the
House of Commons, before lie became a
Minister of the Crown, and in all that
the hon. gentleman from Halifax (Mr.
Power), has said in reference to his suavity
of manner and the courtesy with which lie
has treated his opponents, the lion. gentle-
man has not said too much. Personally,
I congratulate the Speaker on the disting-
uished honour which has been conferred
upon him. I congratulate the Senate on
the fact that, on this Jubilee year of Her
Majesty's reign, She has seen fit to bestow
honours upon the Speakers of the two
Houses of Parliament, and more particularly
upon the one who presides in this Cham-
ber. I need not add more. It may be ac-
cepted as a recognition of services rendered,
or a recognition of the importance of this
branch of parliament, in the person of him
who presides over its deliberations. He
has been all that could be expected of a
Speaker, and I re-echo the utterance of my
hon. friend in wishing him long life, good
health and happiness to enjoy the distinc-
tion which has been conferred upon him.
(Applause.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am sure that I can
endorse all the observations that have been
made in commendation of Mr. Speaker by
the hon. friend who has spoken before me.
I, of course, do not concur with my lion.
friend opposite in his exception; I think
that was a misfortune, while lie thinks it
otherwise. But, let me say this, that as
long as we are a Br'tish possession, as long
as we stand in the position which we do to
Her Majesty's throne, it will always be a

matter of importance that that those honours
which people prize and which Her Majesty
confers upon those of Her subjects whom
she regards as most deserving-1 say as long
as that is so, we, of course must attach due
value to recognitions of this sort. I sup-
pose we may regard the conferring of a
degree of knighthood upon one of her
Majesty's subjects for services, whether in
public life or for other services that are
regarded as important to the interest of the
state, as deserved honours. For Her Majesty
is not supposed to be ill-advised with regard
to matters of this kind. We have a desire for
distinction. It is a part of the human con-
stitution, and a man who puts no value
upon a distinction of any sort is not one
who is likely to succeed in making his mark
in any position, either in public or private
life. We go to our schools, we attend our
universities and engage in severe study in
our b>yhood; we acquire honours, and we
attach importance to the degrees that are
conferred upon us. Now, honours of this
sort in public life, if I may so use the
expression, are practically a graduation
in the public service, and I am sure
I can congratulate Mr. Speaker on the
honour that has been conferred upon him.
I do not know of any case in all Canada
where it would be more cordially assented
to that that honour has been deserved than
in the case of Mr. Speaker. I had the
pleasure, when Mr. Speaker was a
member of an administration, to be his
colleague, and a more agreeable colleague,
a more pleasant companion in the public
service, I do not think it would be possible
to have, and I think that lie would be an
ill-natured man indeed, who, on any subject,
would have any serious difference- I do not
mean difference of opinion, but difference in
feeling-with the hon. gentleman upon whonm
Her Majesty has conferred the degree of
knighthood, and who has the honour to pre-
side over this chamber. My lion. f riend
opposite says that this recognition of the
services of Mr. Speaker and the honour
which Her Majesty has conferred on him is
a recognition of the importance of this
chamber. Let me say to hon. gentlemen
that I had never doubted its importance.
I have never been of the opinion that it
would be possible, under the English parli
mentary system of got ernment, to get on
with one chamber. l a my opinion, no
matter how intelligent the members who
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constitute the House of Commons may be,
no matter how competent the electorate
may be of self-government, there will always
some times in the history of a country where
the public excitement may lead to abuses,
where, in fact, abuses will spring up, and
the chamber that has no other body to con-
sult that feels it is absolute master of public
affairs, and the majority of which feel that
they can do as they like, is a body that
soute time or other will make mistakes and
commit abuses.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And those abuses
will threaten the existence of representative
institutions. That bas been the history of
the world, and so I will not say with my
hon. friend that in conferring this honour
that Her Majesty especially recognized the
importance of this House, because this
louse is important-but I do say that Her
Majesty has recognized the important ser-
Vices that the hon. gentleman who now oc-
cupies the chair in this House and presides
over its deliberations has performed to the
State.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
làear, hear.

lion. Mr. MILLS-And I say again, a
more deserved honour has not been conferred
on any public man in my time than that
Wich bas recently been conferred by Her
Majesty upon my hon. friend who occupies
the chair. (Applause.)

Hlon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Hailing from
the same province as the hon. speaker of
this louse, whom this House is now con-
gratulating on the great honour that Her
Majesty the Queen bas been pleased to con-
fer upon him, I cannot allow this occasion to
Pass without adding my voice to those of
the hon. gentlemen who have spoken before
me. I will not repeat what has been said
of the good qualities of that hon. gentleman.
They are well known. For my part, after

sOciating as a parliamentarian, for 35
Years with that hon. gentleman, either in the
Other chamber or in this House, I have
always found him the same as he bas been
described by the hon. gentleman from Hali-
aX. I therefore could not help congratu-

lating the hon. gentleman on the great and
deserved honour done to him in the year of
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Her Majesty's Jubilee. I also congratulate
the Senate on the honour done to them in
the present instance. The honour done to
their Speaker is reflected on the whole
House. No doubt Her Majesty, in doing so,
thought that it would be grateful to this
House, and would intensify those loyal feel-
ings which we all in Canada have for our
most Gracious Queen.

Hon. Mr. ROSS (in French)-I desire to
join the hon. members who have preceded
me, in offering to the hon. Speaker of the
Senate my most cordial and my warmest
congratulations on the occasion of the signal
and so well merited honour which bas been
conferred upon him by our Gracious Sover-
eign. I hope that this hon. House will
also permit me to sincerely congratulate it
on its share in the honour which has been
conferred upon its Speaker.

The SPEAKER-Hon. gentlemen, I have
already received from you many proofs of
your kindness and courtesy towards me since
I have had the honour to preside over your
hon. House, and to-day I feel exceedingly
grateful for your cordial congratulations on
the honour which has beenconferred upon me.
But, hon. gentlemen, I do not claim that hon-
our entirely for myself. I humbly admit that
personally I do not deserve such an honour,
and that the honour which has been con-
ferred upon me is certainly intended for the
whole Senate. Her Majesty undoubtedly
desiring to acknowledge the loyalty and the
devotion of this Canadian Senate to her and
not being able to give to every one of you
the consideration that you. all deserve,
thought that the most appropriate way of
recognizing this loyalty and devotion and to
show her regards for the Senate, was by
granting to your president the honour of
wearing for you on his breast one of Her
Majesty's most honourable decorations.
Although unworthy of such an honour, I
shall endeavour, by my loyalty to my Queen
and by my renewed endeavours to merit and
deserve your esteem and consideration, to
show that I appreciate the honour which
bas been conferred on me and the obligation
on my part to maintain the dignity of my
position to the best of my ability. I most
sincerely and cordially thank you for the
honour you have done me in speaking in
such flattering terms of me. I accept it
with the greatest pleasure. I have always
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tried to be as impartial as possible in
presiding over a body like this, and I hope
I shall continue to deserve your esteem. I
feel quite happy that this honour is so well
received by the House, and I am pleased to
see that you all agree with me that this
honour is not for me personally but for the
whole Senate.

PACIFIC AND YUKON RAILWAY,
NAVIGATION AND MINING

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
the absence of Mr. Lougheed, I desire to
move concurrence in the amendments which
were made by the Commons to Bill (F) " An
Act to incorporate the Pacific and Yukon
Railway, Navigation and Mining Company."
They are somewhat important in their char-
acter, to one or two of them I shall call
the attention of the Senate. The first amend-
ment provides an additional subsection, to
the following effect : That the construction
of the railway authorized by this section
shall not be begun until the consent of the
Governor in Council has been given thereto,
which consent shall be given forthwith on
the happening of either of the following
events: if the territory at the head of the
inlet, known as Lynn Canal, has been legally
declared to be within Canada, or if the
United States of America will make a pro-
vision satisfactory to the Governor in Council
for the bonding of goods in transit across the
territory at the head of said inlet and now
occupied by the United States of America
and Canada. There are a number of verbal
amendments which are of little consequence,
and do not affect the principle of the bill.
Another amendment is made that all the
directors of the company shall be British
subjects. Another important amendment
is in reference to the telegraph charges.
The bill gives power to the company to con-
struct certain telegraph lines, but, as origin-
ally introduced, it made no provision for the
regulating of the rates. The general law was
made applicable to this, which gives power
to the Governor in Council, when the tele-
graph lines are put in operation, to regulate
rates. Then an addition is made giving
power to obtain the right of way, the erec-
tion of poles, and so on, in the municipalities
through which it might pass, or in whicb
t might be constructed.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I would
just point out one little error which I think
was made in the committee. In the enacting
clause they added the word "trading" to
the title, but it has not been added in the
title of the Bill. The error should be cor-
rected.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
fancy that is a clerical error and with the
consent of the House I would move that the
word "trading" be added to the title.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is included
in the amendments.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-But it is
not included in the titie of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Before the amend-
ments are adopted, I would like to make a
few remarks about that word "trading." I
do not know that it is a wise provision to
put in a bill of this kind. This is a mining
and a railway company, and by adding this
word it will become a trading company as
well. We know that a great deal of evil
has occurred in the United States by mining
companies having power to carry on their
operations by what is called the truck system,
and a great deal of abuse has arisen in con-
sequence of it to the labourers engaged in
mining, and it is not a wise provision for us
to put in this bill. The operations of this
company are sufficiently large without giving
them this other privilege. The original bill
did not include the word "trading" and it
has been suggested at the last moment. I
move in amendment to the motion of the
hon. leader of the opposition that the amend-
ment which refers to the word "trading"
be not concurred in.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the bill actually provides for it and
this is nothing more than making the title
correspond to the body of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand the
hon. gentleman from Shell River (Mr.
Boulton) he wishes that that part of the
amendments made in committee which says
" after the word ' navigation' insert ' trad-
ing,'" be not concurred in.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It does not affect the
powers of the company, because I see they
have the power to establish their stores ad
so on.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think it has
been an oversight.in the committee in allow-
ing a clause of that kind to go in, but I do
not press the amendment under the circum-
stances which have been pointed out by the
hon. Secretary of State.

The motion that the amendments made in
committee be concurred in was agreed to.

The bill was then read a third time and
passed.

GOVERNMENT OF YUKON DISTRICT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (P) " An Act to provide for the
goverament of the Yukon district." He said:
I dare say a few years ago if any one had
suggested it would be necessary to provide
for a governiment in that distant portion of
Canada, it would have been thought an ex-
tremely improbable occurrence. However,
the discovery of gold in that region has led
to the influx of a very considerable popula-
tion, and it is necessary to make some provi-
Sion for the maintenâance of law and order,
and for the administration of justice in
that country. The government, in doing so,
have undertaken to introduce a very concise
m11easure, which looks rather to the admini-
stration of the law as it at present exists
than to the making of new local laws for the
better government of the people of that
country. So far it is probable that nine out
of every ten of those who have gone into
that country are aliens, who could not under
any circumstances take an active part in the
constitution of the government or in the
administration of public affairs. As they
are within our territory-it may be tempo-
rarily-they owe obedience to the law and
allegiance to Her Majesty. The government
of the country, under these circumstances,

'nust be in the hands mainly of the govern-
rlient here, and in so far as local govern-
mnent exists at all, that local government is
One which, in the very nature of things,
must be representative only, if representa-
tive at al], of a very small section of the
Population. The settlement of the Yukon
country differs in a large degree from the
Settlements of other portions of the Domin-
lOr. Very few, porhaps none, have gone
it 0 , that country with the expectation of
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becoming permanently domiciled there. They
go there for the purpose of acquiring a for-
tune at as early a period as possible, and
withdrawing from the country as soon as
that fortune is acquired, and so it was
necessary to keep in view that fact in the
constitution of a government for the country.
We have endeavoured to provide as simple
a system of government as it was possible
to provide. We, of course, provide the
measure not so much as one of a permanent
nature as a tentative measure necessary to
meet the exigencies of the case at the pre-
sent moment and until the government and
parliament can acquire further information,
and we may be in a better position, at no
distant day, to alter or amend it, or to pro-
vide a system of government suitable to the
circumstances of the country than we are at
the present moment. So, what we propose
to do is to adopt a certain district, which is
marked out in the proclamation as the Yukon
district, within which and over the inhabit-
ants of which this measuire is to operate.
We provide, besides the constitution of the
district, for the appointment of a commis-
sioner. As we wish to make the system of
government as simple as possible, we do not
wish to convey any erroneous impression by
the adoption for the chief executive oflicer
of a high sounding title that might have the
effect of misleading him with regard to the
nature of the duties with which he was in-
trusted. This commissioner is to administer
the government of the territory under in-
structions from time to time issued by the
Governor in Council, or by the Minister of
the Interior. We are dealing with this ter-
ritory in much the sanie way as the North-
west Territory was dealt with at an earlier
period. We are constituting there a gov-
ernment. We are making that territorial
government to some extent responsible, un-
der the jurisdiction and direction of some
minister of the Crown. The minister
selected in this bill is the saine minister in-
dicated in the bill for the government of the
North-west Territory-the Minister of the
Interior-and he stands towards the ter-
ritory in much the same position as the
Secretary of State does towards a colony
that is just struggling into existence. Then
we have a provision for the constitution of
the Council. Section 5 provides:

The Governor in Council by warrant under his
privy seal mnay constitute and appoint such and so
many persons from time to tirme not exceeding in the
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whole six persons, as may be derned desirable to be a
Council to aid the Commissioner in the administra-
tion of the territory, and such persons so appointed
to the Council shall before entering upon the dutiea
of their offices take and subscribe before the Commis-
sioner such oaths of allegiance and office as the
Governor in Council may prescribe.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
thaf is the case you are reading fron a dif-
ferent copy of the bill to the one that I
have. In my copy clause 5 provides for the
administration of the government of the
territories by Order in Council and the
Commissioner.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have a copy of the
Senate bill (P) " An Act to provide for the
government of the Yukon."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They are different copies. The one I hold
is probably an advance copy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite likely.
marked " confidential " if it is.

It is

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
members of the council have no property
qualification, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. There could not
very well be one in that country at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think not-at all
events not at the present time. These com-
missioners will have whatever powers the
Governor General in Council may confer on
them from time to time. The extent of
their authority is a matter yet to be deter-
mined, as it was in the case of the govern-
ment of the North-west Territories at the
outset, and there is this limitation, that
those powers can never exceed the power
possessed by the provinces, but may fall far
short of that, and the territories being
under the jurisdiction of the Governor
General and his advisers, and of the parlia-
ment of Canada, we take the power to confer
by Order in Council certain authority upon
the administrators and the council of the
Yukon country. The extent of the powers
conferred on them it will be impossible to
say.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is it not defined
in the bill I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is not the in-
tention to try and define it. That will
depend upon the efficiency of the council
it is possible to constitute, and with regard
to all questions depending upon mere mattere
of fact, the parties who are on the ground
will be consulted.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It is in a great
could qualify on the gold mines. ineasure tentative.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
will see that the governnent must select
the persons, being British subjects, whom
they regard as being most competent to form
a council to assist the commissioner in the
discharge of his duties. Section 6 confers
on the commissioner and his council the
power to make ordinances-a power that,
under the British colonial system, was long
conferred on persons standing in this rela-
tion. They are the council of the Crown, or
the representatives for the purpose of dis-
charging certain duties. Those ordinances

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a tentative
measure really, because we cannot at the
present time be supposed to possess that
amount of knowledge and that intimacy
with the country which would enable us to
legislate in the ordinary way, and in fact
my hon. friends will remember that exactly
the same provisions were in the North-west
Territories bill when it was first introduced
with regard to the extent of their jurisdic-
tion in the government of the country en-
trusted to them that there is in this bill.
Clause 8 of this bill reads:

are subject to disallowance by the Góvernor Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Governor
General in Council, the same as the ordin- in Council may make laws for the peace, order and
ances of the government of the North-westood government of the territory and Her Majesty's

M etsubjects and others therein, but no law made by the
Territories, and the same as Her Majesty Governor in Council or the Comnissioner in Council
has over the laws of the various provinces. shah,

(a.) impose any tax or any duty of customs or excise
or(any penalty exceeding one bundred dollars, or

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Can b.)alterorrepeal the punishment provided in afY
those commissioners fix the regulations with Act of the ParIiament of Canaa in force in the
regard to mines ? Would that be part of territority for any offence, or(c.) ap ropriate any public tioney, tands or pro
their duty perty oranada without authority of Parliamenty
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Provided that this section shall not apply to any
law extending or applying or declared applicable to
the territory by any Act of the Parliament of Can-
ada. K. Act, s. 7, subs. 3.

We do not undertake to claim any dispen-
sing power. We administer the law as we
find it, with the power to make those
subordinate regulations through the com-
missioner and council which may be neces-
sary for the maintenance of law and order
and for meeting the local requirements of
the population.

Hon, M.Ir. PERLEY-Will this council
appointed to assist the commissioner have
anything to do with advising as to or con-
trolling the expenditure of public money
granted by the federal parliament ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is quite possible
that they may. That will depend on the
regulations from time to time made. This
is a tentative measure. We do not wish to
tie our own hands, or tie the hands of the
commissioner and council, in advance of in-
formation.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I might say, in
connection with this matter, that in the
early days of the North-west Territories I had
the honour of a seat in the Council before
we had our present form of governinent,
when all the public moneys granted by the
Federal government to aid in the schools and
public works of that country were expended
bythe lieutenant-governor athisown will and
discretion, notwithstanding that there were
some five or six appointed members and
nembers elected by the people. Never-
theless, all the money granted by the
Federal Parliament was under the control
and management of the lieutenant-gov-
ernor who was acting in the same capa-
city as the commissioner is intended to act
under this bill I suppose. That system was
Unpopular all over the country. It was
termed " one man-power." I think the hon.
Ininister is familiar with that term. The peo-
ple took exception to the lieutenant-governor
having the power to dispose of the money as
he had a mind to. Then there was another
maatter found to be unpopular also. The
Persons appointed by the government were
m1ostly judges, stipendiary magistrates since
Made judges. They had the power of ma-
king ordinances which they afterwards ad-
ministered. That was also found objection-
able on the part of the people, that those

men who made the laws administered them,
and they often differed in their interpreta-
tion from the other members of the council.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am much obliged
to my hon. friend. I am pleased to get his
statement as to the administration of the
law in the North-west Territories which is
valuable to us from one point of view in the
preparation of a measure for the govern-
ment of that country. There is one differ-
ence between the condition of things in the
North-west Territories and the condition of
things in the Yukon country. In the North,
west Territories a large portion of those who
went there to settle were British subjects,
and were entitled, as of right, to take part
in the government of the country and in the
making of ordinances by which they were to
be governed. The condition of things is
very different in the Yukon country. As I
have said, at least nine out of every ten of
the population are foreigners, to whom the
duty of legislating and administring could
not be entrusted. Then, with regard to the
few who are British subjects, they are not
permanent residents ; they have not gone
there for the purposes of being domiciled.
They have gone there for the purpose of be-
coming wealthy as soon as possible, and as
soon as they have acquired the amount of
wealth that they desire, they will then with-
draw from that territory, and any perman-
ent legislation that would take part in
establishing would be legislation by which
they were not to be governed, and would
remain in force in all probability long after
they withdrew from the territory. So that
the condition of things in the Yukon
country is somewhat unique, as it seems to
the government at the present time, at all
events, while everything is in an unsettled
condition and when we are legislating with-
out possessing all the information which it
is important that we should possess, that we
should retain as far as possible the power of
legislation and of jurisdiction under the
control of this parliament. Further steps
in the way of decentralization may take
place when a more complete information is
obtained. Then I may say with regard to
the administration of justice, we take the
power to establish one or more judges who
are to be judges of the superior court of
record. The jurisdiction will be a general
jurisdiction. It will include judicial pro-
ceedings in relation to matters of impor-
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tance, as well as matters of minor conse-
quence, at the present time at all events,
and we have taken the power to appoint
more than one judge, because we do not
know exactly how widely the population may
be scattered abroad and what may be the
difficulties of reaching the various centres
of population that may be established in
that territory, and so it may be a matter
not only of very great convenience, but
of real necessity, that more than one
judge should be appointed. At all
events, with a limited jurisdiction, includ-
ing matters from those proceedings which
are had before an ordinary Division
court with us in Ontario to matters of the
greatest moment, with a population which,
at the present time, so far as we know, is
about 40,000, and which, if it should in-
crease, would be a population very much
larger than should be placed under one
judge where the jurisdiction is limited,
it seemed important we should take the
power in the constitution of the court to
appoint more than one judge if it was found
necessary. These are the principal provisions
of the measure, and my hon. friends will
have an opportunity of examining it in
detail and considering each of its provisions
when we go into committee on the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
fore the bill is read the second time, I desire
to call the attention of the Minister of Justice
to one or two clauses and to ask an expla.
nation as to their real meaning, and as to
the power which is given to the Governor in
Council, and also to the council of that
territoy. In the 4th clause provision is
made for the administration of the govern-
ment of the territory under instructiois
fron time to time given him by the Governor
in Council or the Minister of Interior. To
what extent is power conferred upon the
Minister of Interior in giving instructions ?
From the reading of the words it seems to
me that the same power is vested in the
Minister of the Interior, that is vested in
the Governor in Council. It strikes me that
that is too much power to place in the hands
of any one minister. He may act indepen-
dent of the council and independent of his
colleagues at any time, and he may, under
certain circumstances, carry that power
altogether too far.

Hon. Mr. MI LLS-I think the provision

is the same in the North-west Territories
Act and the Keewatin Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
may be in the Keewatin Act, but is it in
the North-west Territories Act i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh yes, it is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is a question whether it should be
continued - whether the absolute power
which the clause gives to the minister should
be continued. It may have been in the old
Act, but in that case you could reach the ad-
ministrator or the governor, as he might be
called, in a very short time, but in the pre-
sent case there should be more care taken in
placing power to too great an extent in the
hands of a minister, where he could use it
contrary or in opposition to the wish and
will of the council, if the council had been
considered before action was taken. I can
well understand that, however objectionable,
an order might be made by a minister, it
would be a somewhat difficult and delicate
task on the part of the government to res-
cind it ; while they might secretly find
fault with him, they would scarcely con-
demn him publicly; otherwise he would
have to leave the Cabinet. I call my
hon. friend's attention to that point, to
see whether he could not so frame the clause
as to prevent conferring upon any one min-
ister, independent of the Governor in Coun-
cil, absolute power, as it seems to me this
clause gives him. If my construction of the
clause be correct, it is taking extraordinary
power fron the Governor in Council and
conferring it upon the commissioner. An-
other clause reads :

Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Governor
in Council nay make laws for the peace, order and
good government of the territory and of Her Maj-
esty's subjects and others therein, but no law made
by the Governor in Council or the Commissioner in
Council shall,

(a.) impose any tax or any duty of customs or ex-
cise or any penalty exceeding one hundred dollars.

Does this mean that the Governor in
Council has the power to impose a tax, or
duty of customs, or excise, or a penalty in
any case not exceeding a certain sum ? It
does not seem to me that that was the in-
tention of the clause ; but certainly, in read-
ing it, it can bear no other construction, be-
cause it says: " To impose any tax not
exceeding $100," and " any duty of customns
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or excise, or any penalty not exceeding
$100." The intention of the law might be
made clear, if the hon. minister would make
it read this way :

The Governor in Council or the comnissioner
should not have power to impose any tax or any duty
of custons or excise.

That I take it for granted was the intention
of the government. Then if the hon. minister
would make it read "nor to impose any penal-
ty exceeding a certain sum," I think it would
effect the purpose intended. I may be wrong
in my construction of the English language,
but it seems to me that "or " applies to the
one disability as well as the other one,
and if I am correct in that interpreta-
tion, then it would give the Governor in
Council, or the Commissioner in that terri-
tory, the power to impose a tax or excise or
custom duty, provided it did not exceed the
$100. These are the two points that
struck me in reading the clause very hastily.
As a whole, I think the bill is unexceptional,
under the circumstances, other than those
two points. Every one recognizes the force
of the reasoning given by the Minister of
Justice for the adoption of a bill of this
kind, under the peculiar circumstances and
the distance of that country f rom the capital
of the country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In reference to the
North-west Territories Act, I find that
clause four is an exact copy of section two.
It reads:

The Lieutenant-Governor shall administer the gov-
ernment under instructions from time to time given
him by the Governor in Council, or by the Secretary
Of State of Canada.

The Minister of the Interior is substituted
here as he bas had more to do with the ad-
Ininistration of that country. Then, refer-
ring to clause eight, that clause is a restric-
tion of the powers conferred under section
13 of the original Act, which is much wider.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my
hon. friend that in practice the distinction
between the duties of the Governor in Coun-
cil and the instruction they give and the in-
structions given by the minister is pretty
Well drawn. One deals with very much
larger and more permanent questions than
the other. As minister, he deals sim-
Ply with the question of administration of
the law as it is. Then with regard to sec-
tion 8, which my hon. friend referred to, of

course the word "law " is objectionable as it
stands there. It ought to be the word
"ordinance," because the distinction is well
settled in English law that an ordinance is
a title given to a measure that has the effect
of law but which is carried by other than a
parliamentary body, and so where there are
rules of the government made by a Governor
in Council they are always called ordinances
and never called laws, and we never call a
rule or regulation made for the government
of the community by a parliament an ordi-
nance. We always designate it as a "law."
I thought that change could be made in
committee. Then my hon. friend suggests
that clause "A " is ambiguous as it stands;
that is that no law made (no ordinance made)
by the Governor in Council or the commis-
sioner in Council "shall impose a tax "-
that is one negative or exclusive provision
-"or any duty of customs "-another-"or
excise "-a third-" or any penalty exceed-
ing $100 "-that is a fourth. It seems to
me that that is clear enough as it stands,
but when, we go into committee if any addi-
tional words are required to make it still
more clear I do not in the slightest degree
object to adopting them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is very difficult
to discuss this bill in detail, because we do
not know a good many points about it, such
as the nunber of councillors, or the pay they
will get, or where they will be selected from;
but I might say that a great deal of the
success of the government of that country
will depend upon the commissioner that is
appointed, and also upon these councillors,
because if a commissioner having the power
-as I suppose he will have the power-that
the lieutenant-governor in the North-west
Territories in the early days had, it will be
of a very arbitrary character, and if he is a
man of that kind, he may administer them
in an arbitrary manner. Then, with refer-
ence to the council-and I am speaking now
of my experience in the North-west-if the
members of the council are appointed from
the east here, having no particular knowledge
of the country and not accustomed to it, they
will be very unpopular. Judging from the
experience of the past, my opinion is that a
portion of this council which is to assist the
commissioner in administration should be
practical men from that country, and in that
way there will be a connection of sympathy
and intelligence between the government
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here, who virtually administer the country
through the officers, and the people up there.
I know that in the North-west Territories
there was great fault found often without
much cause, because the people there had
no say in the matter, and that the or-
dinances which these men made the people
had to abide by; they felt they were
capable of taking part in the making of
the laws, and if they had been permitted
to take some part they would have
been much better satisfied. That can be
very easily understood. Men living in the
country, who have had large experience
in the country, would know how to make
mining laws suitable to that particular dis-
trict, and it would be wise to select good
accountable men in the country-and I
think they can be found up there-to help
in the administration. They would then
not feel that they were being governed from
abroad. I think the government will find
that a very good principle to act upon.
Then I would suggest that in place of one
minister two or three ministers should be
appointed, because no one man possesses all
the knowledge or experience necessary, and
if you had two or three ministers to co-
operate-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
bill says the Governor in Council.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I know what I am
speaking about. The Minister of the
Interior, as I understand, is to be the head
of the Yukon Government here, and if you
had.a couple of ministers to assist him they
would be able, by their combined experience
and knowledge, to discharge the duty much
better than a single minister. The great
point is to have the people satisfied that
they are being well governed and bave some-
thing to say in it themselves-and I presume
that no men going to that country will be
sent up there for the sole purpose of acting
as councillors excepting those who may be
judges; I quite understand how important
it is to send good men from the east-and
if you have five or six councillors it would
be better, in that case, to have some men
selected from the miners-surely competent
men can be found among them-rather than
to have them all come from here. I think
the bill will likely work very well. That is
my opinion anyway. I realize how difficult
it is to frame a bill to give the people such

powers as probably many of them would like,
but still, under the circumstances, there is
no doubt this bill will provide the necessary
government for the time being and it will be
amended, no doubt, as circumstances may
indicate or require.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I should like to
ask the hon. leader of the House whether
this bill is intended to confer on the com-
missioner in council the power to make
mining regulations in the form of ordin-
ances; will this power to make ordinances
confer the right to make mining regulations ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not unless the govern-
ment were to confer that power upon them;
and I do not think it is contemplated at the
present moment to confer power to make
mining regulations. We are getting inform-
ation from those parties, and that is one of
the matters that I apprehend would pertain
to the administration of the public domain.
My hon. friend of course knows that we
have never handed over to the North-west
Territories Government, for instance, the
administration of public lands or mining
regulations. All these are still made here
by Order in Council, under the authority of
the Dominion Lands Act, and in the same
way with regard to the mining regulations in
that country, they still will bemining regula-
tions made by the Governor in Council, and
it is with special reference to matters of
that sort that the power to make ordinances
is conferred upon the Governor General in
Council and upon the Commissioner in Coun-
cil in the Yukon. Experience will show
what powers can be best conferred upon a
body there, and what should be retained
under the control of the Governor General
and his advisers here. That must in a large
degree be settled in future by experience ;
but there are certain classes of questions
that you may, with a fair degree of accuracy,
say are always likely to remain here, so that
this parliament can hold directly responsible
the ministers of the day for the discharge of
these duties, rather than confer upon them
the power to shift those responsibilities upon
some other body.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
As I understand it, this Act only gives to
that commissioner in council the power
that was conferred, under certain circum-
stances, on the government of the North-
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west Territories when they were first
organized.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Very much the same.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They never had the power, and they have
not to this day the power to formulate
mining regulations.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Neither with respect to the lands or mining
regulations, for the reason that the land and
the mines belong to the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the Day being called:

Second reading BiIl (Q) "An Act respecting Loan
Companies."

Hon. Mr. MILLS said: I suppose hon.
gentlemen have not had time to consider
this bill, and therefore I would move that
the order of the day be discharged and
placed on the orders for Monday next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
nyself have, not had time to read the bill,
but those interested in it, I understand
from my hon. friend on my left (Hon. Mr.
Alla*), do not take exception to it.

. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Very well, then, I
Iove the second reading.

The motion was agreed to,.and the bill
Was read the second time.

lon. Mr. MILLS-In introducing this
Bill I said that I would ask that it be referred
tO the Committee on Banking and Com-
Ulerce and I now make a motion to that
effect.

lon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
bill which it is pr< posed to refer to the
ConImittee on Baaking and Commerce, the
lon. minister must bear in mind that
if it is to be dealt with as a private bill it
cannlot go to the Committee on Banking and
0ommerce for a week, as notice has to be

posted up for that length of time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is still a govern-
ment measure, but there were parties who
desired the opportunity of discussing it be-
fore the committee, and they could not do
so here in a committee of the whole House;
and I thought it was better that it should.
go to the Committee on Banking and Com-
merce. We have dealt with other measures
in that way. We dealt 8o with the Insolvency
Act some years ago, and it occurred to me
that it was a proper proceeding in connec-
tion with a measure of this sort in which a
large number of influential corporations are
interested.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I should like to ask
if the bill is intended to be in the interest
of the loan companies or the public, because
I notice the gentlemen who are pushing it
forward so fast are generally connected with
loan companies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My impression, after
a good deal of consideration of the bill, is
that it is in the interest of both.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In order to remove
any doubt, I move that rule 60 be suspended
with regard to this bill.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the hon. leader of the House would spend
ten or fifteen minutes in explaining its pro-
visions it would place the House, and par-
ticularly the members of the committee, in
a better position to discuss it and judge of its
merits when it comes before the committee,
and, it will be, I know, very gratifying to
my hon. friend from Truro (McKay) to learn
that it is in the interest, not only of the
loan companies, but of the public generally.
I trust there are provisions in it to protect
the lenders as well as those who borrow.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill is for the
incorporation of new loan companies by
charter, and such charter may be granted to
any five persons who are applicants. If it
should become law it will serve the following
purposes. It may be for the incorporation
of a new company of shareholders of an
existing company which has been incorporat-
ed otherwise by an Act of provincial legisla-
ture-that is, corporations which may be cor-
porations of the different provinces. The
parties interested in them may become
applicants for letters patent under the pro-
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visions of this bill, should it become law, and
may create a new corporation that will
absorb or take over, upon the conditions
provided for in the bill, such existing local
corporation. Another object is for bringing
within the provisions of the Act any com-
pany which has been incorporated by or
under the authority of an Act of the Parlia-
ment of Canada. There are certain general
rules and regulations-certain provisions
contained in this bill that would apply to
them that might enlarge their powers, as
compared with what they had been before,
or might restrict them in certain directions.
Then it may be for the amalgamation of two
or more companies about which there is
no little difficulty at the present time
by the creation of a new corporation,
which would take over two or more exist-
ing corporations and make one corpora-
tion, assuming the responsibility of exist-
ing corporations. It also provides that
certain clauses of the Joint Stock Companies
Clauses Act shall be made applicable to
these loan companies. There will be prin-
ciples of uniformity in the constitution of
these companies introduced which will be of
no little consequence, and which the various
loan companies of the country, or the vast
majority of them, after careful consideration
are disposed to favour, as tending to give to
the public greater security against possible
financial failure of such corporations than
exists at the present moment. There is
very little in principle that is new in the
provisions of the bill. There is a novel
application of recognized principles, and
almost every provision of the bill inay be
found in some existing charter, or some
existing statutes. Some of its provisions are
taken from some provincial statutes. Some
of its provisions are contained in acts of
incorporation which have been carried
through this House. All those I think have
been proved by experience to be wise and
prudent provisions. I need not enter into
any detailed description of them, but if the
bill goes before committee, I shall be able
to give the members of the committee and
to the House full consideration of them.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read a second time.

ALIEN LABOUR BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the
reading of Bill (O) "An Act to

second
amend

Chapter 11 of the Statutes of 1897 intituled
' An Act to restrict the importation and em-
ployment of Aliens.' " He said: This bill is
an amendment of the Act for the purpose
of furnishing an easy and rational method
of proving what the laws of other countries
are upon this subject. It is easy to see
that, under the law as it now stands, if any
one were to object to the enforcement of
the Alien Labour law in Canada, on the
ground that there was no such law in force,
say n the neighbouring republic, there might
be very great difficulty in showing what the
law of the neighbouring republic was on the
subject. They might have to send to the
United States for an expert, or to Washing-
ton for a properly certified copy of the
statutes on the subject. This bill is to
make proof easy and inexpensive, and with-
out this provision it would be well high
impossible to enforce the law. I might say
to the hon. gentleman that the policy of the
department has been-because the hon.
gentleman will know the bill last year to
provide this law was not to be enforced
without the consent of the Minister of
Justice-the policy has been to treat our
legislation on the subject as purely defensive
legisiation. We do not make the legisla-
tion, as they have done in the United States,
apply to all countries without regard to
what their laws have been toward us. The
aim of the legislation has been reciprocal, to
deal with the inhabitants of other countries
in precisely the same way they deal with us.
So if there is a country which bas not legis-
lated against the employment of Canadian
labour, to that country the measure of last
session does not apply. If there be a
country that bas legislated against Canada,
or legislated in a way that operates against
us, then we treat them on a footing of
reciprocity. We deal with them as they
have dealt with us. Regarding, as I do,
and as I think most members of both
Houses do, legislation of this sort as well
nigh barbarous and only to be justified on
the ground of self defence, we have adopted
the rule that where we are let alone we do
not undertake to enforce the law, and along
the whole frontier, from the Pacific to. the
Atlantic, we have not undertaken to enforce
this law at any point where our own people
across the border have been undisturbed.;
but where our labouring people have gone
to the United States and been employed
there, and have been stopped in their work
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and sent back again, we have undertaken to
deal on our side of the border with our neigh-
boursin precisely thesameway thatthey have
dealt with us. On the Niagara frontier, and
at other points where United States officers
have been active in sending Canadians back,
we have undertaken to deal with their peo-
ple in the same way. How far we inay be
Successful in this, of course is a question
about which we are hardly in a position, up
to this moment, to express an opinion.
Whether we have the right to legislate ex-
territorially is a question about which perhaps
there may be a difference of opinion. At
all events we have taken the risk of allow-
ing parties to raise the question before the
courts, whether we can declare that a Cana-
dian bas committed an offence that is punish-
able in Canada by going across the border
and entering into a contract there for the
emuployment of labour-whether that can be
Punished in Canada, I say, is the question
about which there may be a difference of
opinion. I am expressing an opinion on the
subject at this moment. Sufficient unto the
day is the evil thereof. We shall undertake
to enforce the law w herever it is necessary
On the lines I have mentioned-the lines
called for by reciprocity until we are hinder-
ed by judicial decisions.

Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-Is this question
of the Alien Labour law to be discussed at
Washington ?

.ion. Mr. MILLS-Certainly if questions
in controversy between Canada and the
United States are made the subject of dis-
eussion before any constituted authority for
the purpose of settling difficulties between
the two countries, the alien labour law will
unquestionably be one of the subjects for
consideration. It is not a measure that we
desire. It is a measure that we have
adopted in self defence, and we do not wish
to continue it an hour longer than self
defence calls for.

'Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is this difficulty in the way : Our
representatives will find in negotiations be-
tWeen the United States commissioners and
Our government on questions of this charac-
ter, the Secretary of State, who is generally
the head of a commission of that kind, may
inforrn the Canadian commissioners that
theY have no power, as a government, to

interfere with a law of that character, and
that all that they can possibly do is to
recommend to congress the propriety of
repealing legislation of that kind They
have no authority as an executive or as
a government. I know the answer that
was made to the commissioners who visited
Washington, during the existence of the late
administration, when they urged strongly on
the United States authorities the barbarous
character of their law. They said that they
had no power or authority, as a government,
to interfere with or even to direct the legis-
lation of Congress. All they could do was
to recommend by message the repeal of a
measure of the kind, and then it would
rest with the people's representatives to say
if they would repeal it or not. It would
be the act of Congress and not of the govern-
ment. In dealing with other great ques-
tions, the fisheries or the boundary between
any portion of Canada and the United
States, they stand in a somewhat dif-
ferent position, although any agreement on
such subjects, if in the nature of a treaty,
would have to go to the Senate to be ratified.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
labouring to some extent under error. Re-
garding the treaty rights of the United
States, the provision of the constitutional
law is that the constitution and treaties made
in pursuance thereof, and Acts of Congress
constitute the supreme law of the ]and-
that is, they are a law superior in their
sphere to the laws made by state legislatures.

- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, but they have to be approved by the
Senate.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But not by Congress.
An Act does not stand in the way of a treaty.
If an Act of Congress forbids the employ-
ment of Canadian labour, and you have sub-
sequent to that Act of Congress a treaty
which provides that there shall be no such
restrictions, and that treaty is properly rati-
fied by the required majority of the Senate,
then it becomes a part of the supreme law,
and t:> that extent repeals the Act of Con-
gress. A treaty in the United States is a
part of the law. It is not a compact, as it
is with us, that may require legislation to
enforce it. It operates as law as effectually
as if enacted by Congress. So that, if we
were to make with the United States a
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treaty, then that treaty would supersede
legislation of this kind. What my hon.
friend has in -view in speaking of inability
on the part of the United States government
to settle such matters, has reference to state
legislation. Congress cannot, it is said, pass
an Act, nor can the executive of the United
States make a treaty, according to their con-
tention, which would encroach .upon the
authority of a state legislature. They have
over and over again undertaken to protect
themselves against the demands of various
states by declaring their inability. For in-
stance, some years ago the state of South
Carolina had sa state law that a coloured
man, a free man, was not at liberty to come
into the state, and if he did, he was com-
mitted to jail, and if not taken away within
so many days, he could be sold and become
the property of the purchaser. A British
vessel ran into Charleston, and the coloured
cook of the vessel went into the city and
was arrested, under the statute. The Brit-
ish authorities complained, but the United
States said it was an Act wholly within the
jurisdiction of the state of South Carolina,
and they could not interfere. Then my
hon. friend will recollect the case of the
Italians who were being tried in New Or-
leans a few years ago for some offence, and
who were taken out of prison and put to
death by a mob. The Italian government
complained to the United States govern-
ment, and the federal government pleaded
their want of jurisdiction, but the Italian
government made the same answer to them
that the United States did to Lord John
Russell when he said that the government
had no power to stop a vessel sailing out of
a British port to prey upon United States
commerce. Adams said: " I have nothing
to do with what you are able or unable to
do. I say your duty to us is so and so, and
you have no right to adopt a constitution
for your government which will disqualify
you or render you unable to discharge your
duties." That was the nature of the answers
of the Italian government to the United
States. They said : "You must indemnify
us, because you have no right to frame your
your constitution in such a way as to pre-
vent you f rom doing what is right." If the
state of New York had passed an Alien
Labour law there might be very great
difficulty, but when Congress has legislated
in this way, then I apprehend any treaty
we may make with them, is we can get them

up to the line of agreeing that people
may be contracted with and freely employed
on opposite sides of the border, will be
effective notwithstanding any Act of Con-
gress which may have previously been passed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is quite clear I did not make myself under-
stood by the hon. gentleman. I thought I
drew a distinction between an Act of Con-
gress an 1 a treaty entered into between the
United States and a foreign country, which,
I.said, must receive the sanction of a major-
ity of the Senate before it became the law
of the land. I drew a distinction between
the provisions of a treaty and an Act of
Congress which imposes certain penalties on
foreigners coming into the country, and the
position taken by the Secretary of State at
Washington was that that not being a
treaty, but within the power of Congress to
legislate, they as a government could not
interfere further than to make a recommen-
dation to Congress. That is what I intended
to say, and I an very sorry I did not make
myself sufficiently clear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The gist of the
remarks made by the Minister of Justice, as
I understand it, is this: even if the alien
labour law was removed from thé statute
book of the United States it could be put on
the statute books of the several states.
When the treaty of Washington was nego-
tiated in 1871, in return for the free navi-
gation of our canais it provided that we
should have the free navigation of the ca-
nais of the United States, but the federal
government only granted that in so far as
they could use their influence with the
states to get them to grant that concession.
They did not assume that they had the
power, and we never got the privilege in the
Erie or Champlain canais.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In that case the
United States said they would recommend
the state of New York to grant the free use
of the canais. The state of New York when
we came to trake inquiry, said there is
nothing in our laws making an impedinent,
and when we made inquiries we discovered
it was because of federal regulations, and
when Mr. Fish was pressed he was unwilling
to make any amendment in that particular.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The ques-
tion of the Alien Labour Law is one of the
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nost difficult to settle at Washington. Order of Foresters. 1 may frankiy state
There are questions which affect only that I have noved the second reading and
Canada and the United States while the have taken charge of this bil for the Sim-
Alien Labour Law is a general law affecting pie reason that Acts of a similar charac-
all foreign countries. In fact, the Alien ter have been given to other societies which
Labour Law was not directed against Cana- have not so many safeguards as this one.
dian labour when it was enacted ; it was Had we to begin de novo, 1 should be inclin-
against European labour, and I quite under- ed to be opposed to incorporations of this
stand the difficuity there would be in the character, for reasons which I might advance,
way of asking the United States to repeal but which are unnecessary, having been dis-
an Act which affects the whole world and ussed so of ten, not ony in the committee
which affects only incidentally Canada. of the House of Common and in the Senate,
Nevertheless, both countries could agree not but also in the incorporation of the Foresters
to enforce the Alien Labour law as against some years ago. But these concessions hav-
each other. ing been made to these benefit societies, I

can see no reason why parliament should
The motion was agreed to and the bil withhold them from this society, particularly

was read a second Lime, as there are greater safeguards to the insurer
in this bill than in any of the others which

ANCIENT ORDER 0F FORESTERS have been passed.
BILL. The motion was agreed to and the bill

SECOND READING. waq read the second time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL mov- BILLS INTRODUCED.
ed second reading of Bill (113): " An Act Bill (16) An Act to repeal the Electoral
to incorporate the Subsidiary High Court of . Franchise Act and to further amend the
the Ancient Order of Foresters in the FacieAtadt ute mn h
theninf Canda." of Fsdte objt Dominion Election Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)
Dominion of Canada." He said : The object 1Bill (97) "l An Act to incorporate the
of this bill is to enable the society to establish North Shore Electric Railway Company."-
an insurance fund and a benefit fund for the (Hon. Mr. Owen.)
nembrs of association. It is fully ex- 'Bill (81) " An Act respecting the Mont-
Plained in subsection "l E," which reads: real and Southern Counties Railway Com-

(e.) To establish a benefit fund, from which, on pany."-(Hon. Mr. Owens.)
Satisfactory evidence of the death of a member of the Bill (128)I "An Act further to amend the
80ciety who has complied with all its lawful require-
ments, a sum not exceeding three thousand dollars General Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)
shall be paid to the widow, orphans, dependents, or Bill (140) " An Act further to amend the
Other beneficiary whom the member has designated, Militia Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)
Ocr to the personal representative of the member as
laid down in the said lawe;

1 TF LN OFIV LRM.LN JALS

There is an objection to this form of in BILL.
surance, as I am aware, and it is doubtful FIRST READING.
in the minds of some as to whether it Hon. Mr MILLS introduced Bill (R)
'Would ultimately prove of a sufficiently per- " An Act respecting the Identification of
Tianent character to justify their incorpora- Criminals."

tion. The bill which I have in my hand is The bill was read the first time.
Of a somewhat similar character to that Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
which incorporated the Independent Order read a second time on Friday next. He
Of Foresters, but there are furthers restric- said :
tions than are contained in the bill to This bill is for the purpose of authorizing
Which I have referred. It enforces upon certain measurements of criminals with a
the society the keeping of certain reserve view to their identification. It is known as
funds in order to meet the demands it the Bertillon system and was introduced in
nay be called upon to pay. So that in Belgium and known to be a most effective
fact there are safeguards in this bill that thing.
are not contained in the Acts which have The motion wa agreed to.
been passed incorporating other benefit
SOcieties of the character of this Ancient The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 26th May, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

QUESTIONS OF ORDER.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL having been called to

occupy the Speaker's Chair. .

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved:

That an entry be made in the Journals of the. Sen-
ate of any ruling of the Chair on questions of order,
and that the following special ruling given on Mon-
day, the 9th instant, be put ipon record, so as it may
read as follows. immediately after the word

Debated," in the 44th line of page 386:-
" And a question of order being raised, the Hon-

ourable the Speaker ruled :-
" The SPEAKER-When a minister is asked a ques-

tion and when he declares to the House that he has
answered it, and professes to have answered it fully,
I know of no rule by which the Speaker could
coerce a minister to answer any more questions, and
I believe that ail other questions which follow that
are entirely out of order."

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-What is the
meaning of the motion ?

The SPEAKER-The intention of this
motion is very plain to every hon. member
The object is to have one of my decisions as
Speaker overruled by this House, and I hope
I may be permitted to say a few words in
defence of my own opinion and to lay my
views before the Senate. On the 9th of May
the hon. gentleman from Stadacona made
an inquiry of one of the ministers of the
Crown, and not receiving a reply to suit his
purpose, he insisted for a little while on an
answer and then a long discussion ensued,
and finally a question of order was raised
and I was obliged to give my ruling as
Speaker. The ruling I gave was the one
which is referred to in the motion of to-day
and reads:

The SPEAKER-When a minister is asked a question
and when he declares to the House that he bas
answered it, and professes to have answered it fully,
I know of no rule by which the Speaker could coerce
a minister to answer any more questions, and I be-
lieve that al] other questions which follow that are
entirely out of order.

The hon. gentleman for Stadacona, not
being satisfied with the ruling-and of course

he had a perfect right to object to it and I
am not complaining of that-on the 11 th of
May called the attention of the House to
the fact that the ruling I had given on the
9th of May had not been inserted in the
proceedings of the House, and he cited some
precedents in addressing the House in sup-
port of his contention that the ruling should
be recorded in the minutes. I was obliged
to give another ruling, contending that it
was not necessary that the ruling I had
given on the 9th May should be entered in
the Minutes. The reason I gave was
this:

I am of opinion that the cases cited by the hon.
gentlemen have no analogy whatever to the case on
which I ruled the other day. Ail the cases which he
has just cited were necessarily entered in the Minutes.

I may say inadvance that hehad mentioned
some cases in which the clerk of the House
had recorded the reason of the ruling. In
all those cases it was on motions presented
to the House for second readings or third
readings of bills, or on presenting petitions
which were opposed on the question of order,
and then the ruling of the Speaker was
entered in the Minutes, as I believe it should
be. Because every time there is a motion,
or a petition, or a proceeding before the
House, if it is not proceeded with there must
be some entry in the Minutes to show why
it did not proceed further, but I was of the
opinion that when the ruling on a general
discussion of a public question, or of an
inquiry or question to a minister, that the
ruling that may be given then in the course
of discussion could not possibly, as I will try
to show, be put in the Minutes. I will
continue to read what I said before on the
subject :

It was necessary for the clerk to mention in the
Minutes for what reason the petition or the bill had
not been proceeded with; but in the case where a
point of order is raised in the course of a discussion
on a public question, or on any inquiry or question
put to a minister of the Crown, I have no knowledge
of any instance in which the ruling of the Speaker is
entered in the Minutes. The ruling of the Speaker
appears in the debates because it is necessary always
that the discussions be reported at length. But I do
not consider now that an y decision given by the
Speaker on such rulings sould be entered in the
Minutes and the reasons given for it. I believe the
reporting of the ruling in the debates is ail that is
required. At all events I am entirely at the hands
of the House. If the House decide., that ruling on
ail questions in the House should be entered in the
Minutes of course it will be done.

Then the hon. gentleman for Stadacona
asked: "Then am I to understand that
nothing will be done?" And I answered:
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" I believe it should not be done." The hon.
gentleman then said : " I shall take the
means to have it done." And now, by his
motion to-day, he is trying to take the
means to have that ruling printed in the
Minutes, which would be overruling the
decision I gave on the 11th of May. Of
course the ruling t made the other day may
be overruled, by the House to-day, but I
may point out to the House what the result
of it would be. I do not think it has ever
been done in this House before, or in the
House of Conmons, or the Commons in
England. If such ruling, given by me, was
to be entered in the Minutes, it would have
to be drawn up by the Clerk at the table,
which it is not his duty at all to do, and
surely the House would not impose on me
the responsibility of the way it would be
drawn, as I could not see it until the day
after, when it would be printed in the Min-
utes. If we were to wait till it was cor-
rected or revised, to be sent to be printed
in the Minutes we would not have the Min-
utes until late the day af ter, and I do not
believe the House would stand that. But,
besides that, I think I am safe in saying
that the ruling I gave on the 9th inst. and
the ruling I gave on the 11 th were correct,
and approved by gentleman who have had
more experience than 1, and I believe they
will support me on that. I can safely appeal
to the hon. gentleman who were my pre-
decessors in the chair, that it has never
been pretended that the point of order, or
the ruling in the course of a discussion on a
public question should be entered in the
Minutes. To be sure that I was rot alone
in that opinion, I took the precaution to see
the gentleman who is generally admitted to
be an authority in the House of Commons
and the Senate and I asked him to give me
a statement of what was done in the Com-
ions or what had been done in England,

and perhaps the House will allow me to read
the opinion of Mr. Bourinot, who examined
the two rulings I gave to the House. It is
as follows:

When the Speaker's decision on questions of Order
are formai1y entered in the Jourwls of the Senate or
thc House of Commuons.

My attention has been directed to the following
notice of motion in the Minutes of Proceedings of.the
Senate, and I have been asked to state my opinion,
whether the change suggested in the proposed motion
would be in accordance with the rules and usages that
Rgovern the making of the Journals of the two Houses :

"FOR THURSDAY, 19TH MAY, 1898.

" By the Honourable Mr. Landry:-

"May 17-That he will move that an entry be made
in the Journals of the Senate of any rul-
ing of the Chair on questions of order,
and that the following special ruling
given on Monday, the 9th inst., be put
upon record, so as it may read as follows,
imnediately after the word "Debated,"
in the 44th hne of page 386

"And a question of order being raised,
the Honourable the Speaker ruled :-

" The SPEAKR-When a minister is
asked a uestion, and when he declares
to the Hýouse that he has answered it,
and professes to have answered it fully,
I know of no rule by which the Speaker
could coerce a mimater to answer an
more questions, and I believe that arl
other questions which follow that are en-
tirely out of order."

Before considering the suggestion of entering all
decisions of Mr. Speaker in the Journals, I may say
that the ruling of the Speaker, as cited, is entirely in
accordance with rulings in analoous cases in the
English House of Commons. For instance, Mr.
Speaker Brandt decided (see Blackmore's' Speakers'
Decisions," pp. 272, 2SO), that " an answer cannot be
forced from a meinber; " that " an hon. member can
put a question, but he has no right to inist upon an
answer ;" that "a minister is entitled to decline on
public grounds ;" that " when an hon. member has
put a question and received such an answer, as a
mnister acting on his responsibility thinks proper to
give, he cannot renew the question." In the Lords,
when a series of questions have been deemed objec-
tionable, a noble lord has formally moved that " the
question be not put, " and the motion has been carried ;
and, as in the case of all such matters, the words of the
question donot appearin the Lord's Journals. Neither
do the questions -)r Mr. Brandt's decisions thereon, as
given above, appear in the Commons Journals, but
only in the Hansard Debates.

The reason why such entries are not made in the
Journals of either House is this: only res yeste or
proceedings-motions or bills or petitions or returns or
other formal matters requiring the action of the
House-are ever entered. If, when an or er is read,
or a petition presented, or a bill noved (in which
cases an entry is necessarily made hy the clerk at the
table,) a question of order is raised as to the regularity
of procedure, and it is ruled that such order or peti
tion or bill is irregularly before the House, the clerk
also enters the decision in the Journais to show why
no further action is taken in the matter in question.
For instance, in the Senate, during 1887, the order of
the day being read for the third reading of a private
bill, an hon. senator proposed an amendment, but it
was ruled out of order because no notice had been
given of the same under the rules (Sen. Jan. 1887,
p. 185). In 1889, a member proposed that the House
should adjourn over until a certain day (Sen. Jour.
1889, p. 52), but it was ruled out of order because the
motion was special and requested a day's previous
notice. In the Canadian Commons Journals, during
1891, four decisions were entered because, in each
case the ruling preveuted further action in a proceed-
ing duly entered on the Journals in accordance with
the ordinary usage of the House. (See pp. 312 345,
411, 526 Canadian Commons Journals, 1891).

I find also the following entry in the English Com-
mons' Journal of 1882: "The House, according to
order, resumed further proceedings on consideration
of the Prevention of Crime (Ireland Bill) as amended
in the comnmittee." An amendment was then pro-
posed, and the following entry is inade; "And it
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appearing that the proposed amendment would throw
an increased charge on persons liable to the rate, Mr.
Speaker declared the proposed anendment out of
order. "

In all the cases recorded in the English or Canadian
Journals-and in some years there are no decisions at
all entered--the entry is made to show how no further
progress is made in a proceeding. Al the Speaker's
decisions arising out of debate must be sought in the
Hansard or rjular reports of debates, and not im the
Journals whic are siniply records of proceedings (see
Bourinot and May where the notes for th' nost part
refer to Hansard). If it should be attenpted to record
questions or debates, and points of order arising
thereon, then the fundamental rules governing the
making of the Journals would be broken, and grave
inconvenience would arise on account of the disputes
that would naturally occur fron time to tine as
to the accuracy of the record. The duty of
the clerk, responsible for the Journals, is stated
in these words b y HatselU, May and ail other
authorities. (See Bourinot citing Hatsel1, &c., 2, ed.
p. 216): " He takes notes of the proceedings, of the
res gestæ, of the Commons ; he is to make true en-
tries, remembrances, and journals of the things done
and passed in the House, but it is without warrant
that he should make minutes of particular men's
speeches." It is clear if decisions on all matters are
to be given then the speeches relating thereto would
have to be entered, if such decisions are to be made
intelligible.

The conclusion to which I corne after further study
of the whole queqtion-a question on which I have
had nev er a doubtk-is that the honourable the Speaker
of the Senate decided in accordance with correct
usage that the Speaker's ruhn cannot be properly
entered in the Minutes "in t e case where a point
of order is raised in the course of a discussion on a
public question or on any inquiry or question put to
a minister of the Crown." (See Senate Debates, p.
815, 1898.)

JNO. GEO. BOURINOT.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
OrTAWA, 21st May, 1898.

I cite this authority, hon, gentlemen, to
show that my own opinion was correct. It
is now in the hands of the Senate to say if
it is of the opinion given by Mr. Bourinot
as to the usage which has always been fol-
lowed, as I think my predecessors im office
can agree with me, that it has never been
pretended that those rulings on public ques-
tions were entered in the Minutes. The
hon. gentleman from Stadacona desires that
any ruling of the Speaker should be entered
in the Minutes. It would be an innovation
that would not be a desirable reform in the
Senate in my humble opinion. There are
some reforms which are certainly more need-
ed than this one, but at all events I leave to
hon. gentlemen to decide if the motion is to
be carried, and I repeat that, in my humble
opinion, instead of improving the rules and
usages of this Senate, it would certainly
cause great inconveniences.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I think the hon.
member from Grandville, or Mr. Speaker I

must call him since he bas resumed bis seat,
does not look at the question as I view it.
He thinks I am seeking to overrule his deci-
sion. It cannot be overruled by the motion
I make. I do not want to question for the
moment the correctness of the decision. I
am willing to accept it as correct, but I want
it to be entered in the Journals of the House.
If it is such a good decision, there can be
no objection to placing it on record for our
future guidance. Mr. Bourinot's opinion
has no bearing whatsoever on the question.
He might express an opinion as to whether
it is advisable to have those decisions put on
our Journals or not, but this is a matter which
the Senate can decide for itself, without de-
pending on any outside opinion and I don't
see what Mr. Bourinot bas to say in the
present intance. It is a matter of discre-
tion with us whether the Speaker's decisions
should or should not appear in our journals.
It we do not want to put such decisions on
record we will not-we will do what we
consider proper or convenient, irrespective
of Mr. Bourinot's opinion. Since the Speaker
discusses lis own opinion, I must say that
the decision he gave and which is the sub-
ject of my motion seems to me very strange.
I always thought that when I put a ques-
tion, that question in se is either in order or
out of order ; and it is not the answer of
the minister which determines if my ques-
tion is in order or not. If the Speaker's view
is correct, then it rests with the minister to
say whether any question I may put is in
order or out of order; he bas only to say
that he bas answered it, even though he bas
not done so, and bis answer will put my
question out of order. It would be the de-
cision, not of the Speaker, but of the min-
ister himself ; the moment the minister says
that he bas answered me, my question be-
comes out of order. That is the way I take
the decision. What I want is to have that
decision recorded in the Journals, and there
is no power to prevent me getting it on the
Minutes. Should my motion be lost, such
a fact must enter our Journas. Carried or
lost, in either case it will be recorded in the
Minutes with the decision it recites, and
that is what I want.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
assumes that a minister is bound to answer
questions. Now he is not. I read the
authority the other day, not from Bourinot
but from Todd, in which it is pointed out
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very clearly that questions stand on an
entirely different plan from motions. A
motion is a matter the House votes on, but
a minister is not bound to answer questions
as a rule.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-No, I understand
that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And he may decline.
The hon. gentleman may bring it up as a
motion of want of confidence in the govern-
ment, or in the individual, or a reflection on
the minister because he did not answer the
question. That is laid down perfectly clear-
ly in all the authorities, and there are a
number of authorities cited in Todd. Todd
sa s :

Numerous precedents can be cited where ministers
of the Crown and other memnbers have declined to
give any answer to questions which they considered
to r>e unnecessary, inexpedient, unusual, impertinent
or as involving matter of too much gravity to be dealt
with by way of reply to a question.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gen-
tleman is out of order.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a matter
Which the hon. gentleman from Stadacona
brought before the House.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU NI-The
minister is out of order.

lion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What is the point of
order ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It has no bear-
ilg on the questions. We all agree to the
SPeaker's ruling. The question before the
bouse is, Shall it be entered on the Minutes i
That is the question, and the hon. gentleman
18 Out of order in bringing up another ques-
tion, of what answer he should give. It i'ý
lot before the House at al].

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Questions stand on
anl entirely different plane from motions.

'Ion. Mr. McCALLUM-This is a motion
before the House, whether we shall put this
ruling on record or not, as I understand it.

Ion. Mr.. POWER-As I understand the
proposal made by the hon. gentleman for
Stadacona, it is that we shall alter the rules
of the bouse and that we shall have as a
rule of the House that an entry be made in
the Journals of the Senate of any ruling of
the Chair on questions of order.

54

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-IHave you any
rule of the House that it should not be done
now ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man shall allow nie, I will try and make
the matter clear. The hon. gentleman
who has introduced this resolution said
that we were a law unto ourselves, that,
what Bourinot, who is regarded as an au-
thority on parliamentary procedure, said didc
not concern us, and that this House could
make its rules to suit itself. Of course, hon.
gentlemen, in one sense that is true, but on
the other hand, this House is like other
houses of parliament, and it must be guided
by precedent and parliamentary principles.
There is no House in England. or in any
English-speaking colony, as far as I know,
where any such rule exists as the one which
the hon. gentleman proposes should be
adopted here. If he was of opinion that it
was desirable to alter the rules, I submit
that this is not the best way to have it done.
The uniform practice of this House in the
past, where it was thought desirable that a
rule should be altered, has been to refer the
question to a select committee to consider
and report on the matter, and if the hon.
gentleman f rom Stadacona was able to make
out even a prima facie case in favour of
adding this rule to the rules which we al-
ready have, I think the proper course for
him to adopt would be to move that the
matter be referred to a committee. How-
ever, there is no reason why we should
alter our rules. The hon. gentleman has
conplained that the rules do not appear
in the Minutes and that, therefore, we
have not the record to refer to. But the
references do appear in the Hansard, which
is an official record of the debates of the
House, and any hon. gentleman could refer
to the debates and find the Speaker's ruling
there, and as a matter of fact, it is more
convenient to refer to the debates than to
the Minutes, so that really no one suffers
any inconvenience and there is no harm
done. The ruling of the Speaker goes on
record in the debates and if that were not
the case the hon. gentleman would not have
been able to bring this matter before the
House. He bas been able to give us the
very language used on the occasion. The
language is reported by the official short-
hand writers of the Senate and appears in
our debates. That is so far as regards the
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general theory of the matter. His Honour now, the clerks at the table are engaged with
the Speaker bas referred to the authorities their own duties. They have charge of the
cited by Bourinot. I have looked into some bis, they have charge of the motions which
of the authorities, and found that they bear are made in the House and they have charge
out Bourinot's opinion. I shall not under- of the petitions, and are busy with those. If
take to cite the authorities which bis Honour the rule suggested by the hon. member were
quoted. I just refer to the 10th edition of to become a rule of the bouse, it would
May, which is quite as good an authority as be the duty of the clerks to listen to the
Bourinot. At page 196, speaking of the debates and to be prepared at any moment
Journals of the House, May says: to take down the exact words used by an

These records are confined to the Votes and Pro- hon. gentleman who gave rise to a question
ceedings of the House. of order. That would be necessary in order

Without any reference to tho debates. to make the Speaker's decision intelligible

This question arose during a debate and it and then it would be the duty of the clerk
had really nothing to do with the proceed- to try to take down verbatim the Speaker's
ings of the House, and May goes on to decision. I think every lon. gentleman must

s~y: realize that that would be quite impractic-

The earlier volumes of the Journals contain short able and exceedingy inconvenient. In
notes of speeches which the clerk has had made with- fact, we should have another clerk at the
out the authority of the House, but all the later table for the express purpose of deaiing
voluni es record nothing but the res acsta. with questions of order when thev aiose.

It can be understood that in the days It is quite unnecessarv, because the short-
when thete were no shorthand writers and hand reporters take the exact language
no official reports, it was convenient that used, and it is convenient for reference,
the clerk should make minutes of the debates, and I trust the bouse will not introduce
but since the introduction of shorthand re- suco a startling innovation as woufd be
porting, that is neyer done at ail. I have caused by the adoption of this rule. The
looked at the cases in the Conimons Journals hon. gentleman fro Stadacona having,
in 1891, and I find that they are ail of the as he says, gained his end, and brought bis
character indicited by Bourinot. Thes are question before the bouse and got it on the
cases of amendinents to motions before the Minutes, I trust that he will not press the
bouse being ruted out of order, because no matter any further, and wii not ask the
notice was given. There were amendnents bo bouse to vote upon the question.
bids, and the rule of the pouse required
that notice should be given, and no notice The motion was declared lost on a
had been given, and those amendments were division.
ruied out of order; and that eas necessary,
otherwise the Journals wtuld odot show what

ad become of the amendment. The amend- tTRAVELLING EXPENSES 0F o E-
ment is moved and appears in the Journal. It BERS 0F THE GOV"ERNMENT.
is the duty of the clerk to take it down
and the vote on that amendmnent must INQUIRg.
appear, and if it is ruled out on the groundir t
that it is out of order that must appear on e d y inqient
order that the Journal tby be a record of fret
the proceedings of the bouse on the bil, or 1. How nch did each of the voyages cost whieh

petition, or whatever it may be. Then, in were undertaken in 1897 by varous menibers of t-e

Bourinot's second edition, page 216, the reepot administration to Europe, to the nited
States or elsewhere ?

saine principle is laid down as is laid down 2. Are these travelling expenses the expenses in-

in May. Supposing that the authorities currhd by each of the meners of the aduinistratlo
rtig tas ev areran that the practi jiidually, or do ale. comprise the expeses ofhewere at the ae n the Comoson lrivate secretary or of any other persons having

was not as it had been, looking at the thing the folloing of each such menber of the admil

c thougli there had been no question or cration?
notice waen. he wee as 3. Who are the mnherg of the administration ho
bi e beforee1rule o think every ron. gen- were acconqpanred by their private secretaries?
theman must see how inpracticable it would 4. Who are the mo ion bers of theadinistration Who

be to do what the hon. gentleman from had i their service other persons than a privateosen.l
Sldctary, and in what quality were those persons 

otherwise the ournav udnt s wht i ly
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I sent the hon. gen- Excellency will ha pleased to cause to be laid
tleman's inquiry to the several members of before the Senate, a copy of the contract between the

b f government and the Beaver Line Company for the
the government who had left Canada last carriage of the mails across the Atlantic, together
year, and whose names I gave him on a with all memorials, letters, correspondence whatso-
former occasion, and I will now advise him ever connected with thesaid contract or its execution,

or bearing upon the refusal of the company to allow
of the answers I received from them. From its boats to stop at Quebec.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier I received a reply that Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no objection.
lie could not at the moment give the exact i
figures, but the amount could he had fromu The motion was agreed to.
the Auditor's General's report when it was,
published. To the second question, the THE EQUIPMENT OF THE MILIIIA.
premier replied that lie was accompanied
by his secretary to Washington and London, INQUIRY.
and the accounts of the secretary will no Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
doubt appear in the Auditor General's re- 1. Did the Minister of Militia, when in England,
port. Mr. Dobell answered that he went to cable authoiity to adopt the Oliver equipment? If
England on fast line business, and his ex- such is the case, what is the wording of the cable ?

2. It being reported that the Oliver equipinent, as
penses were $350. Sir Richard Cartwright adopted, is materially different froni the model sets
sent an answer to say that he had his secre- sent for testing purposes, and further, that such an
tary with him to Washington, and the cost 1uipment is not the same as that reported upon by

.. ajor General Gascoigne, to what extent, in what
was 443.68-the jomnt cost. Sir Louis particulars and on whose authority and recommenda-
Davies was in England for some time and tion has such a change been made?
had a secretary with him. He was there 3. Does the price of $5,000 given for the rights of

Deputy Surgeon General Ohiver's equipment include
attending to the Belgian and German a full settlement, or will he, in addition, receive a
treaties when the matter was argued with royalty on each set made?

the Colonial Office, and also the argument 4. What is the name of the firim who are to manu-
facture the equipment ? What is the price per set ?

on the fisheries and the questions arising What are the naines of the shareholders in the coi-
out of the dispute over the Behring Sea, and pany or companies ho are to manufacture the equip-
his expenses were 8.1,211.81, private secre- '"nt ?hnwr h e eso h ei qimn5. When were the ten sets of the Lewis equipmient
tary's expenses $460.69. Those are the only deiivered to, the militia authorities ? When were they
answers I have got. One or two gentlemen sent by them to the regimental depots of Royal

Reginient of Canadian Infantry? If there was a
said they were unable to give any answer! delay of three months in the distribution of those
and the accounts would appear in the Audi- sets, why was this delay permitted to take place, and
tor General's report at the proper time. was General Gasgoine aware of this fact ?

6. Was any letter sent to the Honourable Minister
of Militia by Captain Ernest F. Wurtele? If so,

Hon. Mr. L ANDRY-The premier did why such letter or letters have not been produced in
Iot give any figures at all the return ordered by this Bouse in connection with

the equipnent of the militia force? Will they be
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, he could not recall produced?

them. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was under the im-
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-And Mr. Fitz- pression that it had been sent from the

Patrick? Militia Department to the Department of
Justice, but i find that it has not been. I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no memo. will make further inquiry on the subject.
fromu him.

The motion was allowed to stand.
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-You forgot him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I sent him a com- TAXATION OF CANADIAN PACIFIC
Inunication and he gave me no answer. RAILWAY LANDS IN THE NORTH-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Well, he forgot. WEST TERRITORIES.
INQUIRY.

BEAVER LINE MAIL COMPANY'S Hon. Mr. BOULTON inquired of the
CONTRACT. leader of the Senate:

MOTION. If notice has been given to the Canadian Pacific

Hon. Mr. LANDRY nmoved: Railway Company to select their land grant before
the expiration of the term of twenty years exemption

That an humble Address be presented to His of taxation, under the statutes incorporating the
Excellency the Governor General, praying that His company?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-No such notice has
been given. The subject is under considera-
tion of the government and no doubt will be
attended to immediately after the House
rises.

COMPANIES ACT A31ENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST READING.

take out a f ree miner's license on paying the
regular fee, which will be fixed by the Gov-
ernor in Council.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The provisions of this bill might be extended
to all portions of Canada where the Domin-
ion controls the nining. There is nothing,
I understand, in the existing laws to pre-
vent a regularly incorporated company,.
orgranized anywhe're in the British Empnire

Hon. Mr. SCOTT introduced Bill (S) h
"An Act to amend the Companies Act." tions, as a company, in the same manner as
He said: The object of the bill is to enable individuals are doing; but if there is any
joint stock companies that are chartered, at
either in Great Britain or in other countries
outside of Canada, and which are authorized panies who desire to mine in Canada, I

would suggest that it might be extended to,
by their charters to carry on the business of t
mining, on filing a certified copy of their
charter wirh the Secretary of State, to lon. Mr. SCOTT-My objection to that
obtain a license to carry on mining opera- is that it would affect the fees of the depart-
tions in the Yukon district. The question ment. We are receiving a good deal in fees,
was put in the other House, and a suggestion and if companies couid be organized on the
was made to the Minister of the Interior other side for ten or fifteen dollars to mine-
that it would be convenient, as there were in Canada, it would not be desirabie to give
aready mining companies that had charters them the same rits that are accorded the-
in existence, that on their fiing certified icompanies which are organized in Canada.
copies of their charters and satisfying the it was rather ecause he statement in the
government that they were properly incor- regulations to which i have referred had
porated they might be allowed to corne beeri scattered broadcast through the wod
under the regulations affecting free miners that this legisiation bas been introduced,
in the Yukon district. It is sirply to and the governnent have no desire to widen
aitow them tow take out a free o einerfs it.

micense. The motion was agreed to.

The bia was read the fibet time. on the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bi be INQUIRY.

read the second tinre to-morrow.
ordHon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-On beolcofm

ondrof the hora. anefber fro Cagary (Mr.
Should fot the sane principie appiy to other Lougheed). wlo is absent, ir have been
portions of the Dominion as well as to the asked to inquire if a certain reture with
Yukon? If a company regularcy incorpor- reference to the Souanges Canal, for which
ated in England wishes to take out a miner's an order of the buse was ntade soine the
license in the North-west Territories t for ago, has been brought down--if not, whether
instance, should it not be alowed to do ,o ? the Secretary of State wi i take steps to

icne Tbring it down as soon as possible ?

Hon. Mr SCOTT moe that the bil be

. r. - n. r s o um a

we would have no control. We can only
control the licenses in the territories belong-
ing to the Dominion. It was not consider-
ed desirable to widen it to any part of the
territories beyond the Yukon. In the regu-
lations issued by the Department of the
Interior, the statement appeared that in-
corporated companies might take out miners'
licenses in their own names. This bill is to
carry out that purpose, to enable them to

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The Department of
Railways and Canals was written to and
requested to furnish them. I will make
inquiries on the subject.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (97) "An Act to incorporate the-
North Shore Electric Railway Company."-
(Hon. Mr. Owens.)
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Bill (81) "An Act respecting the Mont- of high standing for the position of major
real and Southern Counties Railway Com- genei al in the militia, it is necessary to
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Owens.) increase the amount that has been allotted

to hini, and the clause does so to the extent
GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMEND.. of giving him allowances not exceeding

MENT BILL. 82,000 per annum, as may be deternined by
the Governor in Council. The words of the

SECOND READING. clause are similar to section 37 of the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- Militia Act down to the words "per annum,"

ing of Bill (128) " An Act further to amend and then those words are added "and in
the General Inspection Act." He said : This addition thereto, in lieu of aliowances such
is practically a bill now of only one clause, suai not exceeding S2,00 per annum, as is
and the effect of it is that where an article determined by the (overnor in Council." As
is inspected it shall be so branded that it it was hefore, it vas $4,000 per annum in
becomes perfectly plain that it is of Canada full of ail pay and allowances. That is the
make, and the letters V.R. are inscribed on change at the present moment. We have
it. The bill originally embraced a number been advised that in order to secure an officer
of clauses making the inspection of certain of such standing as head of the militia force,
articles compulsory, but they were all struck'it would be absolutely necessary to give him
out in the House of Commons and of a very this allowance.
long bill this is the onlv clause that was left.
It simply makes the inspection permissive, was rend the second time.
and wherever the inspection is made, it must
be made by a proper otlicer and the letters BILL INTR)DTCED.
"V.R." and " Canada inspection " must be i
inscribed on the article itself to show its (Ai
origin. bition of the Importation, Manufacture andC 1 Sale of Jntoxicating Liquors."--(Hon. iMr.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Scott.)
have not looked at the bihM witi its amend-o DELAYED RETURNS,

ents, and therefore askt the Secretwry of a INQdIRY.
atate whether this inspection appdies to a dl Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

articles which are to be inspected.d? Before the adjournment is put I should like

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Any article that the to ask-and I do not ike to be considered
producer or owner desires to have inspected a scold-when I aln to have the balance
he cav have inspected. It is only permis- of the returns relating to dismissals? The
sive. 'Ifihe debires to have it inspected it Printing Conmittee have tad certain returs
llust be inspected hy an officiai who bas t oe under consideration, and they wish to adopt,
authorityTto inspect. as g understand it, the principle which has

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And this evidence of inspection put upon it?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and no one else
la perrmitted to inscribe the letters "V. R."
Orl " Canada inspection."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
Was read the second time.

MILIIIA ACT ANI ENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (140) " An Act further to'
arend the Militia Act." He said : It
has been ascertained from high autho-
rity that in order to secure an ofticer

prevaileu for some tie past n re err ng
voluminous returns of that kind to a special
committee, of two or three, in order to elim-
inate all which night be considered un-
necessary in the printing; for instance, in
the same returns there are some thirty or
forty or fif ty commissions-one copy of those
mav be sutlicient. It might be referred to, I
understand, as a sample of the w hole ; but
it is impossible even to compile it in small
parts until all the returns are braught down.
If there are departments in which there
were no commissions, or no dismissals took
place, all that would be necessary would be
to say there are none ; but in the Public
Works we know there have been several
commissions for the investigation of alleged

improper con duct of officers and officials, and
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many dismissals have taken place. I do not
wish to be continually calling the hon. gen-
tleman's attention to this, but I should like
very much, if we are ever to have them, to
have them soon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J was under the im-
pression that the return had been completed
It was my deputy who was looking after it.
I had spoken from time to tine to him
about it, and he assured me that we had
obtained the returns from the Department
of Railways and Canals. I asked him about
the others, and lie said that there were no
commissions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
there were none in the Public Works De-
partment, we might dispense with a return,
but we know there have been a number of
dismissals.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will have an in-
quiry made immediattly and will be able to
advise the hon. gentleman to morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
course the hon. gentleman understands me,
that if there were no dismissals in a depart-
ment, the official can simply put in the
returns that there were none, and that can
form part of the record.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottaua, Friday, 27th May, 1898.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (94) " An Act to authorize
the Canada Eastern Railway Company to
convey its railway to the Alexander Gibson
Manufacturing Company," with aniend-
ments.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved concurrence in
the amendments. He said :-The first

amendment is merely verbal, correcting a
date. The citation in the preamble of the
Bill refers to the statute of New Bruns-
wick of 1897, and it should be 1898. The
other is an amendment to the first clause,
and is intended chiefly to protect the rights
of parties, who have had dealings with the
Alexander Gibson Manufacturing Com-
pany in the past. There is nothing objec-
tionable in the amendments.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I understand from the
gentleman who has charge of the bill that
there is no objection to it, and I move that
the 70th rule be suspended, so that we can
take the third reading of the bill to-day. I
may say, in explanation, that the solicitor of
this company is in the city waiting for the
bill to pass the House. He has seen the
Minister of Railways, who has promised to
facilitate its passage in the other House.
He is anxious to have the bill put through,
as he desires to make some financial arrange-
ments as soon as it becomes law.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have no objection.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. WOOD moved the third read-
ing of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read a third timne and passed.

ANGLO-FRENCH TELEGRAPH COM-
PANY'S PETITION.

REPORT FROM COMMITTEE ON STANDING ORDERS.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) pre-
sented the report of the Committee on Stan-
ding Orders relative to the petition of the
Anglo-French Telegraph Company. He
said: This report referred to a very impor-
tant matter ; it is for the laying of an elec-
tric cable from Vancouver to Dawson City
in the Klondike country. I therefore move
that the 50th rule of this House be suspend-
ed with regard to this petition.

The motion was agreed to and the report
was adopted.

THIRD READING.

Bill (117) An Act to incorporate the
Klondike and Dawson City Bank.-(Honl.
Mr. Clemow.)
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IDENTIFICATION OF CRIMINALS Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does it take in
BILL. the Mackenzie River ?

SECOND READING. Hon. Mr. MILLS-No; it touches the
western boundary of the mouth of the

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second Mackenzie River.
reading of Bill (R): "An Act respecting .
the Identification of Criminals." On the third clause.

He said : This bill is for the identification Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What salary wilI
of criminals by certain measurements accord- the commissioner receive?
ing to the Bertillon system. It has teen Hon. NIr. MJLLS-We have not fixed
found by those engaged in the supervision
of criminals to be the most perfect system
yet adopted for the identification of crimi-
nals, and we think it is important to intro- mates for the salary.
duce the system in Canada, and to see that Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will this commis-
it is properly applied in the case of all sioner be supposed to devote his whoie tine
persons who have been convicted of crime. to bis office, or will he engage in any other
We hope under this system that we will be business?
enabled to trace parties who have been con-
fined in prisons and penitentiaries after they Hon. Mr. MJLLS-No, we do not expect
are discharged, and have no difficulty in him to engage in any other business, We
identifying them notwithstanding any expect him to devote himself to the duties
change of name which they may adopt. It of his office. They wil be quite sufficient
has been found to work very satisfactorily to occupy his tue.
in other countries where it has been adopted, The clause was adopted.
and I see no reason why , we should be
behind other coutries in this regard.O ce

The motion was agreed to and the bibl Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Was real the second time. called attention at the second reading of this

bill, to what I considered the extraordinary
GOVERNMENT 0F YUKON DIS- power given to the Minister of the Interior

TRICT BILL. in this clause. If I read it correctly, he has
just as much power as the Governor in Coun-

IN COMMITTEE. cil. It strikes me that he should only exer-

'lIhe House resolved itself into a Com- cise that power which is given to him by
Imittee of the Whole on Bill (P) " An Act the Governor in Council. In order to make
to provide for the Government of the the clause plain, I suggest that there should
'Yukon District." beadded, after the word "Interior," the follow-

ing, "acting under them," or "acting under
In the Committee. the Governor in Council,"' as you please. I

quite concur in the views and intentions of
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Does this Yukon the one who drafted the bill, as explained

District include any part of the territory of by the hon. minister the other day-that is,
Athabascai that the Minister of the Interior should only

1 on. Mr. MILLS-Nom; my hon. friend act as instructed by the Governor in Coun-
Vill see that it lies to the north of Britisb cil, but any one reading this clause will see

Columbia. The boundary of it does not ex that it says " the commissioner shall admin-
any further south than the nortern ister the government of the territory under

boundary of British Columbia. It does not mstrucions from time to time froni the
erbrace any portion of Athabasca. There Governor in Council or the Minister of the
is no territory left intervening between the Interior," giving just as much power to the
Yukon District and British Columbia. It! Minister of the Interior as it gives to the
extends westward to the 141st parallel and Governor in Counîcil.

,'ilWiard to the Arctic Ocean. The eastern
boundary runs in a south-easterly direction
until it touches the boundary of Athabasca.

lion. M1r. MACDON 2AL) (B.C.)-Strike
out those words "or the Minister of the
Interior."



Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ernor in Council, -u colleagues would see
You could do that, or you could say " acting that that was not done. But it would be a
under the Governor in Council." very inconvenient thing if lie had to refer

every little matter to the Governor in Couin-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will cil. I am inclinedtothink thatthereare

readily apprehend the difference between a great many things that, in the course
the two. Ti e functions of the Governor of long years, have been done by the
in Council, under the provisions of this bill, Governor in Counil which could be better
will be determined by the nature of our done departmentally, and 1 would fot like
systei of governnent. and the saine way to interfere with the freedoi which is found
with regard to the functions of the minister. very convenient in the distribution of autior-
It is a matter which my hon. friend i ity between the minister acting authorita-
knows ha' been settled, and although it tively and the Governor in Council acting
would be very dilicuit in a statute to un- in a somew bat larger and different capacity.
dertake toi define the clge and say what
functions be'ongt to the Minister of Interior Hon. Mr. SCO T-The languae isword
and to the Governor in Counil, the prin- for word, the saine as in the North-west
ciple on which the division of authority is Territories Act:
made is fairly well understood. There arei The 1 ieute.int- governor sha adinister the govere-
a great many things the minister can do atet under instructions froni tine to thne gven hini

without going to the Governor in Council h the Governor in Council orh y the Secetary of
1State.at ail. iwe does tnwet under the authorityf

of the patent which hie received from the! The only change is the substitution of the
Crown. Take the matterof the administra- Minister of Interior for the Secretari of
tion of the public doanain in that countryG i State.
the linister of Interior may find it conve-a i
nient to dive instructions to the commis- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BwaWELLtv
sioner with regard to the initer of licenses Objection to that, is, that the governin of
withi respect to mining and so on. The the North west Territories and the govern-
Governor in Coucil, havinci already deter- ing of the Yukon district are altogether
mined, for instance, the question of roalty dissimilar in character, and for that reiso
and the area that shail be included withiti I do flot think the MiNnister of interior
the grant made to any party for the purpose should bave the unimited powe m whieh this
of carryin on operations, the minister ay clause gives 1metue . If my hon. friend will
give instructions to the commissioner i take the trouble to read the patent obtained
to see that that law is administered. He from the governor in appointing a Mutinis-
may requite hichi to do certain things inte r of Justice, he will tind there is no pro-
connection with the administration of the nvision su t as e has indicated. Ail that
law which e would be permitted to ( ; in'he is asked to do by that commission is to
the North-west Territories. He would not perfori the dut ies of is office. Andin the
refer the question t st the Governor in Coun- obligation. which e takes, it is sipl to
cil at ail, nor would the seek to obtain in- perforin his duties to the best of vis abiity,
structions fro thin. ay hon. friend pertaining to that office, and nothing more.
knows the ine of distinction wbicb exists sThe initer of Interior, under the present
between the functions that devolve on the law, so far as it affects the North-westterr[
Minister of the Interior in the instructions tories or Manitoba, has no power to deal with
which e gives to the Lieutenant Governor, the Dominion doniain or with the reguatiois
and the instructions whic, the Governor in otherthanthosepowerswhich ire given towifil
Couneil may give, and we simply undertake by the statutes and ry the Lands Act. ie
to preserve that freedom whici as always bas no authority to divert or change t 
existed in this matter. The saine provisions provisions of the laws, to which A have
will be found in the Nort-west Territories referred, in the siohtest degree. There is
Act and in the Keewatin Act, and it seens power, owever, given under certain circuml-
to nie that if the Minister of the nterior stances to remit or to grant patents that
would e inclined toh undertake the discharge woufd not otherwise be granted if the law Or
of any of those duties whic, under the the regulations were strictly adhered to. In
practice, are held to belong t the ov- such cases e has to report to the coulncil and
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get the approval of the Governor in Council
before he can give the patents for the land
in question. I am sorry to say that the
government are adopting the policy of allow-
ing the head of each department tu be
almost sup eme, and consequently, coming
in conflict with each other continually, a
fact of which we have had evidence in this
House when questions have been asked, and
discussions have taken place upon the acts
of the different heads of departments; we
have found one minister taking one view
and another minister taking the other, and
we have constant contlicts not only of
Dpinion, but in declaration of what has been
done, even by ti e gentlemen opposite, since

tions of heads of departments, and I predict
this, that if thf governmnent continue the
system which they are carrying out at pre-
sent, before five years roll along they will
have got theinselves into a mess that tLey
would rather not have to explain to the
country. I would suggest that the clause
should make the Minister of Interior act
under the instructions of the Governor in
Council. If I were the Minister of Interior,
I would much rather have it that way than
to have to undertake ail that by myself.
Therefore I move that the words " acting
under thein" be added after the word
" Interior " in the 4th line of the 4th clause.

the opening of this House. Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. frieid is
certainly labouring under some mistake. In

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. the flrst place, my hon. friend has read fror
a statute of the North-wvest Territories, but

Hon. Sir MiACKENZIE BOWELL-A it is just precisely the same as this. The
shake of the head does not alter the fact. 1 Secretary of State perforned those duties
What I want to press upon the mind of ny under that statute. The Minister of the
honourable friend is this: I do not desire to Interior perfornis theni under this. It is
minimize the power of the minister, but my just the sub-titution of one minister for
experience has taught nie that it is one of another. ln every other respect the clauses
the greatest safeguards to the head of any de- aie exactly the same. Now, as I said before,
partmient, when an extraordinary case arises th functions of the Governor General in
which requires his attention, that he should Council, with reference to the instructions
fnot act off his own bat, but that lie should which they give, are different fror the
have the approval of the thirteen gentlemen functions of the Minister of the Interior
with whom he is associated, before he with reference to the instructions whicb he
attempts to carry out any individual views gives. The Minister of the Lnterior has no
he may have, or give instructions to prerogative rights at ail. His powers are
carry them out. What I ask my hon. powers that are derived from the statute
friend and the House is this: does not creating the office, defining its functions-
this clause give to the Minister of derived fror soîne Order in Council where
the Interior just as much power and just as the power of prerogative is conferred upon
lluch authority in the government of that hini bv the Crown. Now my hon. friend

country as it does to the Governor in Coun- will see that there are, as 1 have pointed out,
cil? If it does not, then my contention in the disclarge of bis officiai duties, certain
anmounts to nothing. I know that my hon. functions which he has to perform for which
friend says this: "cthe intention of the law he does fot require aîy Order in Counail.
is that the minister, in carrying out the de- Some of these functions are statutory.
tails of his office as affects the government of Where thev are statutory the Order in
that country, should not be interfered with." Couneil could fot override the statute and
I agree with him that that should be the could not minimize the authority which the
intention of the law, and no doubt is, statute confers upon him. That is perfectly
but the question is, does the law confine clear; and so the only forrn in which
hin to that, or does not the clause give hini this can stand in order t prevent
full, absolute power and authority under the friction and difficulty is the forin in which
constitution-if I may so termn this bill-as it is now. This form las had tue approval
it gives to the Governor in Council ? If it of a good many iinisters; it is copied froin
does not, my argument amounts to nothing; expressions which have been i use for 1
but in reading the clause, I think it does ; suppose a period of twenty years, sorething
and with ail due deference, I differ in toLo over that, and neither Mr. Blake, Sir John
f'Oni the Minister of Justice as to the func- A. Macdonald nor S John Thoinpson, all
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thoroughly competent men, suggested any
change in this particular. Now, you do not
want, if you had the power, to make it
necessary that the Minister of the Interior
should go to the Governor in Council for
everything it is necessary he should do in
the administration of his office. While he
is within the law he ought to be at liberty
to give the instructions which the law per-
mits him to give, and if he is outside the
law his colleagues will not be long in dis-
covering it, and seeing that when he under-
takes to discharge duties entrusted to the
government at large, his mistakes in that
respect will be at once corrected. I think
the clause is right as it is. It is in the sanie
form as the law has been, at all events, since
187 1-twenty-four years-and it is not in
the public interest in this regard that it
should be changed, and 1 hope my hon.
friend opposite will not insist upon any
amendment.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
would point out that in the case of the Yukon
District it is an unorganized district. In
this case the minister would be a law unto
himself, and he could pass his own laws and
do what he would like, whereas in the North-
west Territories, which bas been referred
to. he works within certain Acts of parlia-
ment and his work is prescribed, but here
he would have a f ree hand in governing the
territory as Le likes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Mhon. friend knows,
so far as that territory is concerned, it has
been nominally under the control of the
North-west Territories.

Hon. Mr. M ACDONA LD (B.C. )--This
bill will cut ihis off from the North-west
Territories and there is no law.

Hon MUr M\ILLS.O-Mf horn fin s

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the hon. memnber
would read the subsequent clauses of the
bill he would see that the Minister of the
Interior bas no power such as he says. Sec-
tion 6 declares:

The conmmissioner in council shall have the sanie
powers to make ordinances for the government of the
territory as are at the date of this Act possessed by
the Lieutenant Governor of the North-west Terri.
tories, acting by and with the advice and consent of
the Legislative Assenbly thereof to make ordinances
for the governnent of the North-west Territories, ex-
cept as such powers nay.be limited by order of the
Governor in Council.

The Minister of the Interior cannot over-
ride that in any particular. Then again in
clause 7:

A copy of every such ordinance made by the coni-
missioner in council shall be despatched by mail to
the Governor in Council within ten days after the
passing thereof, and .;hall be laid before both Houses
of parliament.

It will be seen, therefore, that the power
is centered in the commissioner in council.
Then the next clause :

Subject to the provisions of this Act the Governor
in Council may make laws for the peace, order, and
good govertinient.

Then again, section 9:

Subject to the provisions of this Act, the laws
relating to civil and crimîinal inatters as the sanie
exist in the North-west Territories at the tinie of the
passng of this A t, shall be and reinain in force in
the said Yukon Territory in so far as the saine are
applicable there until ainended or repealed by the
Parliament of Canada or by any law or ordinance of
the Governor in Council or the Con missioner in
Council made under the provisions of this Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then if the hon. gentleman's contention is
right, there is no necessity for this provision.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because he requires
to give. instructions to all offieers who are
acting under him.

wrong in saying there is no law ; the laws Hon. Sir MACKENZIE POWELL-
of Canada and the North-west will extend That can be done under order in council as
there as they do at present. If an offence well as on the minister's own responsibility.
should be committed there, that offence
would be tried according to the laws of Hon. 'r. MILLS-No.
Canada and the North-west Territories, as
they exist at the present moment, and the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yukon government, when created, will take Yes. Take the Customs department for
over that country with the law that exists instance; there are thousands of letters
at this moment, and the law which exists at written to the diflerent officers, and so it 15

this moment will continue to be the law witb every department, but that power is
until there is some legislation here by conferred on the minister, and confined to
statute or there by ordinance. instruction, as to administration.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not think and subsequently the duty was again im-
that this is analogous to the appointment of posed upon the Minister of the Interior,
the Secretary of State. The Secretary of specially, I suppose. because in the adminis-
State is the secretary of the government, tration of the public domain, or the pay-
and he has nothing whatever to do with the ment of the public moneys to the
territory at ail, and is, so to speak, a cor- governnent of the Nortb-west Territories
respondent in regard to any matters pertain- for their local necessities and for other
ing to it. Now, the Minister of the Interior is purposes, it was thought desirable by some
the minister who has charge of the whole of ministers and some overnments that the
that departinent, the administration of ail Secretary of State Department ought ot to
the lands and the administration of ail the be made a large spending department, and
mining, and everything else. This clause so the duty was conferred on the Minister
gives power to the Minister of the Interior to of the Interior. Whether it be on one or the
instruct the commissioner what he shall do. othermyhon.friendfromShell Riverisconfin-
Now, if there is one complaint more pro- ing bis view to the ordinary functions cf the
nounced than anotier coming down from Secretary of State, but in this case that is
the west, it is this : If you want to get a fot the sole thing to be kept in view. There
mining license or anything of that kind, go is the question of government as well as the
down to Ottawa ; there ib no use applying question of officiai communication, and it
for thein out west on the lands where they was thought desirable to revert to the
are ; ail that kind of thing is done down practice, wbich had existed in the first in-
here. Now, if people come down f rom the stance of making the Minister of the Interior
mining regions, the Minister of the Interior the administrative officer. My hon. friend
has the power to instruct in his department will see that in this there is no change vhat-
what the commissioner shall do in regard to ever in the practice. There is no enlarge-
such and such things, the distribution of ment of the functions of the Minister of the
nining licenses or anything else. I do not interior. The same words are used, and if

think that the position is at ail similar to one wants to see the nature of the instruc-
the appointment of the Secretary of State, tions given by the Minister of the Interior, he
and it would be far safer if the Secretary of must look to see the relations between that
State were put in the place of the Minister minister and the officer responsible for the
of the Interior. discbarge of the duties.

lon. Mr. MILLS-My ton. friend is Hono Mr. PERLEY-I have listened
Inistaken. The functionsare the same. Thefcarefullv to the discussion. and arn more
Secretary of State held, when he was the convinced than ever of the i
officer, towards the government of the terri- the suggestion made hy the
tories pretty nuch the same relation, or a opposition. The fact is, there
relation analogous to that, which the Colonial between the two cou ntries to
Secretary holds to the colonies. In this One isinhabited by British su
country these functions have been devolved the condition of things is ent
on the Minister of the Interior some times, in the Yukon district where, I
and some times on the Secretary of Sta'e- fro the Minister of Justice
it depends altogether on what the party who ably nine-tenths of the peopl
prepared the Act, had specially in view. It is important, to my mmd
The Secretary of State is the organ of coin- structions that are given that
'munication between all the departments and from Ottawa should be car
the government, and he may also be made ered, and we know that
the organ-- and he was when the statutes of the Interior is a very usel
were consolidated-of communication be- the government, but there ar
tween the government here and the Lieut- ministers in the government
enant Governor of the North-west Territories more experience and who are
in respect to the discharge of his duties. men than he is. And inasmu
From 1874 until, I think, 1882, the duties country that is largely populat
devolved on the Minister of the Interior ;ers, it is most important tha
then, when the statutes were consolidated, I tions sbould be well considere

cind that the Secretary of State was named, are issued, and I quite concur

mportance of
leader of the
is no analogy
be governed.
bjects ; while
irely different

understand,
himself, prob-
e are aliens.
, that ail in-
commissioner
efully consid-
the Minister
.l member of
e many other
vho have had
greater states-
ch as that is a
ed by foreign-
t the instruc-
d before they
in the amend-
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ment suggested, that he should not alone
have that power. It would be an easy mat-
ter for him to consuit with his colleagues
and have the matter fully considered. No
harm would be done, and it would be in the
best interests of the governnent themselves.

Hon. Mr. POWER-At first I was dis-
posed to concur in the view of the leader of
the opposition and the hon. gentleman who
has just spoken, but after hearing the dis-
cussion, I have come to the conclusion that
it would be a mistake to strike out these
words, as is proposed by the anendnent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no proposition to strike anything
out.

Hon Mr. POWER--Practically the pro-
posal is to strike out the words " Minister
of the Interior."

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No.

Hon.M. WoHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon.Mr.POWR-Te bo. gntlmanThat is like lockin(y tbe stable after the borse

says no, but practically it cones to the same
thing. If ycu say be shall not do so and so
except by the direction of the Governor in Hon. Mr. KJRCIHOFFER-I sboutd
Council, then there must be instructions of like to ask my hon. frîend whether, under
the Governor in Council and the neater way tbe powers granted hy this bill the Minister
would be to strike out the words "aMinister of the Interior would bave the power to buiid
of the Interior." However, that is a mere the Yukon Railwayand make no announce-
natter of form. I find it is not proposed to ment titi next session
make any change in the law at all. This
Yukon country cornes under tbe jurisdiction Ho . Mr. SCOTT-Oh, .bl, afe would not.
of the Minister of the Interior, and under 1 Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-If J receive
the lav as it stands, now, tbe minister bas in assurance to that effect, it ill ease my
exactly the sape power whicb he is poiven w ders g
by tbe fourth clause of this bith. I turn tb 

cbapter 22 of tbe Revised Statutes, an Act Hon. -r. PRIROSE- oes the on.
respectîng tbe Department of tbe Interior, leader f tbe opposition witbdraw the
and J find that the third section Hf that ActC a.eendnnent?
reads as 'follows: Hn i AKNI O EL

The Minister of the I nterior and untr Hon.Mr. SIRC HOFFER-If I(re
and management cf the affais cf the North-west Yes. J will let them take the responsibility.
Territories. po e which he i ve nd r uc

Tbhe proposa is simply to provide that the
commssonersall ad minister the government On. M .
of the territor t und tohr instructions from
timie to timie given bim l)y the Governor in Hon. M.%r. POWER--I tbink itý would be
Cotneii. You mighlt insert the words ,in <lesirable to bave some statement as to the
niatters to thich the minister's jurisdiction intention of the overnment wit eference
extends." In the generai administration Ko this couneil. I think there was a, gi'eat
of the goverment, the commssoner is con- deal of force in the observations of the lion.
troled by statute law and fy the instruc- gentleman froni Wolseley tbe other day tO
tions given by the Goveruor in Councit, the effect that it was desirable tbat te tbis
but in matters haerely of administration the ouncil there should be some person fnitiar
ninister is allowed te administer bis own with tbe wants of the people in the Yukon
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department. That is done in the case
of every department. Every minister bas a
right to direct his subordinate officers, and
I think it would be an awkward and
inconvenient thing to provide that, with
respect to this particular piece of territory,
the iminister should not have the same rights
which he bas with respect to the other por-
tions of the North-west Territories. The
practical inconvenience would be very con-
siderable, and I find that in the 6th section
of chap. 22 of the Revised Statutes it is
stated that the Minister of the Interior shall
annually lay before parliament, within fifteen
days after the meeting thereof, a report of
the proceedings and transactions and affairs
of the department during the year next
preceding. If anything the ininister has

1 done has escaped the notice of his colleagues,
it will come before parlianent when his
report is submitted ; and I take it there is no
dangerof any one-man power being exercised.
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district, and that some members of the tion, of course, was necessarily different from
couneil should be selecteci in some way from that which goes into the Yukon. The gov-
the people living there and identified with ernment, in the selection of the commissioner,
the mining population. We know how often may or may not take a person who resides
it happens that when mere government in the territory. The nature of his functions
officiais, men who are sent from Ottawa, go will not depend upon whether he has been
into a region of that kind, they do not enter a long time in the country or not. They
into the feelings of the people of the district. will depend upon his character and capacity,

and his knowledge of public affairs. Then,
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear, in ail probability, another party of promin-

hear. ence and of influence will be the judge who
administers the law in the district. That

Hon. Mr. POWER-We have had a was done in the North-west Territories. It
melancholy instance of a like kind in the no doubt will be done in that country also.
case of Ireland. Ireland is not very far That judge has been there for some con-
from London, but still for many years siderable period of time, nearly as long as
Ireland suffered a great deal from the fact anybody else who has been in the country,
that the administration was carried on by and we believed, on account of his legal
people who were not in sympathy with the attainments and his knowledge of public
population of the island, and I trust the gov- affairs and in the f raming of ordinances for
ernment will intimate their intention to the local administration and government of
select one or two at any rate of these com- the population, that his knowledge of law
missioners who shall fairly represent the and his experience would be of very con-
Mining population in that district. siderable value. At the present time it

would be very difficult to say who else would
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has be selected. There is the chief officer of

[made a statement, that is all right theoret- police, but he may be there for a year or
ically and, so far as possible, may be acted two years, and it may be necessary to recall
upon, but the whole population in that him and appoint another in his place, and
territory are a population that have not gone whether he would be a suitable officer to be
there to domicile. They have gone there to made a member of the council or not,
Mine, and they do not expect to rermain whether it would be in the public interest
there for their lives. They are not expect- or not, is a matter upon which I might not
ing to become a permanent population, leav- be disposed to express any opinion at this
ing their children in the. country to occupy moment, nor could I speak for my colleagues
it after they are gone. They take no wives in respect to a question that has not been
or families with them. fully discussed. I am sure any opinion

wbich the bouse may express upon the
lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The subject would be very carefully considered,

coumissioner will not live there during his but 1 am also quite sure that the buse
lifetime either. would neyer think of undertaking to in-

struct the goveranent in the matter of
lion. MLUr. MILLS-When the North- administration, to remove the responsibility

West Council was organized, the government from their shoulders to their own and to say
t0ok the cbief of the Mounted Police, a to them wHo seoumd or should not be
gentleman who was a lawyer by profession selected were the population becomes large,
but was not practising bis profession, Mr. and even for a temporary purpose, to a
MwLeod, and other persons prominently con- certain extent a fixed population, it would

ected with the supervision andi maintenance not be desirable to go outside for the pur-
of order in the country. Tbey also took a pose of selecting a couneil. There is ne

r. ]Baillairgé, wbo resided at tbe Forks of doubt about that, and think that in the
the Saskatchewan, a prouninent man, a cbief, selection of that council the satter can be

tan of great influence amongst the Haf- left fairly in the hands of the government.
Mreed population, so as to secure the con-
fdence ofthat population and convince them
that the administration of affairs of the coun- Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Who is the head
try would not be unfair to tem. The popula- of the Mounte Police in that country
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Major Walsh is the head.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-Yes, but the active
officer is Constantine.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What position does
Major Walsh occupy?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Acting commissioner
at the present time.

Hon.
another
addition

Mr. PERLEY-Will there
commissioner under this Act
to Walsh?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not: only
one. If he withdraws, another one will be
appointed in his place.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-He is commissioner
at this moment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, and lie will
remain commissioner.

Hon. ýMr. CLEMOW-It is highly de-
sirable that this council should be selected
from the people in that country. Surely
there must be six parties qualified to dis-
charge these duties. There must be a
considerable number of gentlemen who have
resided in that country for some tine who
would be qualified to discharge the duties
of councillors. We all know that people do
not like the idea of having foreigners
brought into their midst and appointed to
positions in authority over them. I think
it will be well for the government to consider
this question and to endeavour to avoid the
possibility of having strangers or interlopers
interfering with the legitimate operations of
parties who have taken the trouble to settle
themselves in that country. I merely throw
that out as a suggestion. I know it is
extremely difficult to convince people that
they are not interfered with by sending
strangers in among them. Even in Ontario
we would not like it.

Hon. 31r. MILLS-Would the hon. gen.
tleman apply that rule to the policemen,
the judge and other officials ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, I merely ap-
ply it to these six men if they are competent
men. You can state what qualification they
must- possess--that they shall be residents
in the country for a certain length of time,
or any other qualification you wish. It is

in the interest of the governinent to select,
if possible, parties who are there.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I do not wish to be
understood as going as far as the hon. gen-
tleman from Rideau goes. T.ie officers in-
dicated by the Minister of Justice would
almost necessarily be members of the coun-
cil, but what I ventured to suggest was that
in making the appointments the government
should, if practicable, take pains to appoint
some one or two persons residing in the dis-
trict and whose interests were identified with
the interests of the inining population.
That was my point, and I do not think that
the argument of the Minister of Justice
overturned the argument which I ventured
to use. It is true that people are not going
in there to spend their lives, as a rule, but
the oticers that the government send in
there are not going to spend their lives in
the district either. They are going there to
govern the country in the interest of the
population who are in there, as well as
in the interest of Canada at large. My
contention is that it is desirable, in
order not only that the administration
may be in the interests of the Yukon dis-
trict, but that it shall be felt by the people
in that district that it is in their interests.
No matter how well half a dozen gentlemen
sent from Ottawa or some other portion of
eastern Canada might govern that country,
the feeling would be in the minds of the
ininers there that they were not being pro-
perly governed, and that if they only had
men of their own, the government would
be more in their interest. It is in the in-
terest of the government here, in order to
prevent dissatisfaction, in order to prevent
any danger of outbreak of the foreign popu-
lation, which is so numerous in that district,
that there should be one or two commission-
ers w"ho would be looked upon as fairly re-
presenting the mining population. We have
been governing that country from Ottawa ;
and we had a deputation from the Yukon
this session asking that certain modifications
should be made in the mining regulations.
The mining population ought to be repre-
sented in the council, so that their views
could be put before the government of the
country without having to come to Ottawa
to represqnt the case of the miners to the gov-
ernment here ; and I am glad to gather, fro1i
what the hon. Minister of Justice says, that
in all probability that course may be adopted.
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I trust, if any other gentleman entertains
the saine views that I do, that he will not
hesitate to express them here now, because
the hon. leader of the H ouse has said that
the expression of opinion in the House
would have a great deai of weight with the
government.

Hon, Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must express my surprise at the want of
confidence that the hon. gentleman from
Halifax has displayed in the government in
the selection of this council. Had his
remarks come as earnestly and forcibly from
hon. gentlemen on this side of the House,
they might be excusable, but for an outside
pillar of the party now in power, it seems to
be a reflection upon the government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Not at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
reflection on the government in the line of
the selection of this council. I cannot go
so far as the hon. member from Halifax.
These appointnents must of necessity, be
in the hands of the government of the day,
and if they do not appoint men who are well
versed in the wants of that section of the
Dominion, then they will be held account-
able by parliament and the people. The
views taken bv my hon. friend from Wolseley
(Mr.Perley) are those that are entertained by
gentlemen who are interested in mining in
that country, and have been put about as
forcibly as the hon. gentleman from Rideau
puts them. I sent a copy of this bill to a
gentleman who has been in that country and
is interested in mining there, and lie ad-
Vances this argument in a niemo. on the
bill-" These appointments will likely be
Political and will be made in Ottawa and do
not provide that the miners in the
country shall be in any way represented."
What suggested itself to me, after listening
to the Minister of Justice, was this : if these
appointments aie to be made from Ottawa
and not made, partially at least, f rom among
the residents of that country, then who is to
Pay them and what positions are they to hold
as officials ? I can understand the appoint-
ient under the commissioner of a judge-

Judge McGuire, for instance-that would be
carrying out the same policy that was follow-
ed by the late government in the council of
the North-west Territories. The commis-
Sioner of that country was one of the j udges

and Mr. MeLeod, who was a lawyer by pro-
fession, but who had been living in that
country for a long time and understood the
wants, wishes and peculiarities of the half-
breeds, was also put on that council, and an
admirable officer, one of the best in the
whole territory, he proved to be. Mr. Con-
stantine, who has been in charge of the
Mounted Police and who has proved himself,
I think I can safely say, a very efficient
officer in more respects than one, not only in
managing and governing the police force, but
in administering the laws so far as he is
vested with power in that country, and if
I were to express an individual opinion I
would say infinitely superior to the gentle-
man who has been appointed commissioner
over his head-should be appointed. These
appointments must be in the hands of the
government, and it lies with them to say
whether they will select men in that section
of the country to hold positions in that gov-
ernment, or will they take men who are in-
terested in inining. I take it for granted
that the council of six will not be a paid
council, that the officials of the government
will probably constitute some of them, and
then the others should be prominent men-
men of character and reputation, who under-
stand the wants and the requirements of the
people. If not, you will have difficulties that
will not be easily surmounted in the future.
This is the view which I take of the respon-
sibility which must rest upon the govern-
ment, and they must, if they desire to be suc-
cessful, act upon the suggestions which have
been made by the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax, and also so forcibly put by the hon.
gentleman from Rideau.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In drafting this bill
it was supposed that, if we followed the
example of the hon. gentlemen opposite
during the nineteen years of their experience,
we certainly should not be exposed to such
sharp criticism as we are met with on the
present occasion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You would be perfectly safe if you would
follow the example of the late government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The North-west Terri-
tories Act provides for appointients in the
saine way. We are doing exactly what was
done by the late government, acting on the
principle which prevailed with them for over
twenty years.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is what I tion is so migratory it would be difficult to
complain of, you should profit by experience. select men suitable for the position.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We propose to avoid
any mistakes that they made. I do not
know why any one lias a right to assume that
persons of standing and position in that
country will not be placed on the council.
You must recollect that no one of any posi-
tion or standing, bas been in that country
yet, for twelve months. Dawson City was
founded only about a year ago. Many who
go into that country leave it before the end
of the year. Many who go there are unfor-
tunate and leave it disheartened ; others who
are successful leave it with what they have
made, never to return. It must be remen-
bered that the mines are in the neigbourhood
of the western boundary of the district and
if there was a strike made on the west side
of the 141st nieridian, there would be a
stampede in that direction, now that Can-
adians have a right to mine in Alaska. It
must be remembered also that about ninety
per cent of the population are foreigners.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-ThEre
are in that country now respectable merchants
and professional men who would make
excellent councillors.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then we shall have
an opportunity to make a choice. We are
anxious to govern the country on the sound-
est principles. We are anxious that the
men who are to assist the commissioners shall
be men who will be acting in the interests
of that country. It is scarcely fair to the
government to anticipate that they will
appoint what the hon. gentleman would
perhaps call "heelers," from Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is the danger.

Hon. Mr. SCTT-It is not intended to
do anything of the kind. I do not know
whether the members of the council will get
any remuneration. If they will, the amount
will be very small, not sufficient to tempt
any man to go to Dawson. That is perfectly
clear. The government necessarily would
be guided, in the selection of those men, by
the best that they could find. The principal
number would be taken, of course, from their
own officials, for the present at all events,
until men of position and standing have
establishments out there. Where a popula-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-One of
the best features of the bill is that its ob-
ject is to give local control. I agree with
the hon. member from Halifax (Mr. Power)
that the Yukon district ought to be govern.
ed by people who are interested in its future
and in harmony with public sentiment in
that country. This bill is a step in the
right direction. I hope it will carry, because
we want that country to be governed, not
from Ottawa, which would be impossible,
but in the country itself. The commissioner
and judge and some of the merchants of the
place, if selected, would be a good council,
and I hope that the government will not
consider for a moment the sending of men
from here to act in that country, men who-
would not be in harmony with the people of
the country and would not know what they
were doing I am strongly in favour of the
bill and hope it will be made a very good
measure before it leaves the Senate. What
will become of the gold commissioner when
this bill passes?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The comuiissioner in
charge of the mines will be an officer under
the commissioner.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is it
the intention to pay those six members of
the council ?

Hon. Mr. SCOT T-That
considered. It is not likely
be paid a sum which would
ment for them to go there
office.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 6.

lias not been
that they will
be an induce-
and take the

Hon. Mr. MACDO.NALD (B.C.)-With
regard to this clause is there no power given
to this council to levy taxation?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. I would say to
my hon. friend that it would be an unheard
of proceeding, under the British parliaien-
tary system, to give to a nominated council
power to tax. It has never been done.
When the council was created under the
Quebec Act of 1774, the power of taxation
was not given to them. If they create
municipal bodies, those bodies will have
power to tax.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Take

the sanitary question, who is to pay for the
expenditure for sewage ? Unless they have
power to levy a rate how will the money be
obtained, and the question of sewage in a
city like Dawson is a matter of importance.

the reading of subsection A, which is am-
biguous, and I would suggest to him that it
be made to read shall not have power " to
impose any tax or any duties of customs or
duties of excise or impose any penalty
exceeding 8100."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it means that;
see that: and 1 would say that we would require to

The Connissioner in Council shall have the sane make certain amendments in this, as men-
l1îv.rs to make ordinances for the government of the tioned the other day, by inserting the word
territorv as are at the date of this Act possessed by "i
the Lieutenant Governor of the North-west Terri-
tories, acting by and with the advice and consent of in the second lime, 1 move that "ordinance"
the Legislative Assenbly thereof to inake ordinances be substituted for Iaws " in that une, and
for the governhnent of the North-west Territories, in the 1 14, and also that subsection
except as such powers inay be limited by order of the
Governor in Council. A be made to read "impose any tax or any

Thee ae n poersof axaion bu ifduty of custom s or excise or any penaltyThere are no powers of taxation; but if iý
this council, in the exercise of their powers, e
create or authorize the establishment of a Te motion was agreed to, and the clause,
municipal council for Dawson, that body as amended, was adopted.
would have the power, if elected by the
people there, to impose taxes and to make im- On section 9.
provements. This council will not have any
such power, as it would be wholly contrary Hon. Mr. POWER-In une 31, strike
to Our notion that taxes are a gift or grant Out the words "any law or."
On the part of the population out of their H
Own moneys, and as this council is not a i
body created by election, but nominated by words after civil and criminal matters
the Crown, it has not the power of taxation. the words "and the ordinances" and I

> nove that this aniendment be inserted.
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I

Would ask the government then that they Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J
Should lose no time in moving towards hav- find in memos I have here f rou a miner, speak-
in g local taxation in that country. Mr. 111 of penalties, says, thatapenalty of $100 is
Livernash, at a public meeting in the theatre often a very small fine in that country, that
here, said that the United States trading it is similar to about $10 in this country
Companies, who carry all the gold of thé' the question is whether it would not be advis-
country, pay no taxation at all, and if able to increase that penalty. There the
royalty is to be charged on gold mined in pay of a labouring man is $10 a day, and
the territory, the banks and those companies what this miner points out is that for the
Ought to pay the royalty.commission of some offences, $100 is often a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I notice the question
of draining has been brought up at Dawson' lon. -Mr. MJLLS-They would stili be
at a public meeting, and it was conceded hable to the provisions of the statutes of
that there was no power to impose taxation, Canada.
but an appeal was made to the people, and The motion was agreed to, and the clause
they all responded to it and agreed to ia1- as amended was adopted.
Prove the sanitary arrangements by mutual
consent, recognizing that there was no power On clause 10.
in the country to tax unless they were
organized. Hon. Mr. POWER-In the third line of

Theclause ten we are told this court shal be
The laus wasadoped.called a territorial court." Should it not be

On clause 8. called "the territorial court'?

lion. Sir NIACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not object to the
C2,11 the attention of the lton. gentleman to definite article there.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think this
clauue is objectionable, in this respect, that
it permits the appointment of "one or more
judges.*

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it is impossible
to say whether one judge is sufficient or not.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There should be
some limit. The Governor in Council might
appoint a very large number.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is the restriction,
we cannot appoint a judge without providing
the salary; we have no legal power to make
an appointment without salary, and when
the Crown exercises the power of appointing
a salaried officer it must come first to par-
liament and ask for the salary. We shall
probably ask this session for two judges,
but we do not know that we will require to
appoint more than one, but we shall cer-
tainly have to ask parliament for the
necessary appropriation.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If you find it
necessary to have more, cannot you amend
this next year ?

Hon. Mr. M [LLS-I think we had better
not have more impediment in our way than
necessary. This district will extend over a
length of, say, perhaps from here to the
Detroit River, and it would be utterly im-
possible for one man to administer justice
over that extent of country, so if we find it
necessary to appoint two we may appoint
two; but if it were necessary to appoint
more than two, then we could not do that
without coming down to parliament again
and asking for an additional salary, and we
would need to change this clause, and so I
think it is more advantageous that it should
be left in its present form.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
take it you have no power to appoint either
a second judge; you have one there for
whom the salary is provided by law, but you
could not appoint any other tilt the law had
been passed providing his salary.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see there is a bill before the House of Com-
mons for that very purpose now.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-For
this territory 7

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Including this coun-
try-yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not know that.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This clause, as I
understand it, does not preclude the com-
missioner from practising on his own account.
It says the judge shall not hold any other
office of emolument in the service of Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would like to ask
the hon. gentleman before whom lie would
practise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the second judge.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 13.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will the commis-
sioner have the power to appoint sheriffs

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That would depend
upon the regulations made The Governor
in Council may appoint such officers of the
court as may be deemed necessary, and may
define and specify the duties. The words
" and emoluments " are not supposed to be
in the bill in this House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That will be added in the other House.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 15.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Clause 10 says that
the court shall be the Territorial Court, and
I think that is the name we should preserve,
instead of calling it the Superior Court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, certainly. The
words "Supreme Court" should be struck
out in that clause, leaving it "Territorial
Court."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that the name of the court in the North-
west Territories, the Supreme Court ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I think so.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 20.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE--Sup-
posingthe commissioner wereto die suddenly,
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communications are not very easy with the
Yukon country and the government should
provide another officer to replace him until
thegovernment named anothercommîssioner.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We are getting a
telegraph line in there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it would be
perhaps as well not to make any special
provision. We have no such provision in
any of the provinces or the North-west Terri-
tories.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Sup-
posing the commissioner dies suddenly,
there would be no commission er in authority
there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We expect to have
telegraph communication at a very early
day.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It is a
country where the people are much more
troublesone than in our ownî provinces.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There might be a
provision that the senior judge, for the time
being, should act as commissioner in case of
the death of the commnissioner.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Just as they do in
the case of absence from the province of a
Lieutenant Governor.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
a Lieutenant-Governor dies, the informa-
tion is received by the governiment imme-
diately, and they can appoint au adminis-
trator.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The senior mem-
ber of the council would do.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We can provide in
the 2lst clause that in case of the death of
the commissioner --

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-or absence.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-M) lion. friend will
see that the resignation or absence of the
commissioner could only be with the know-
ledge of the government, and I propose to
contine it to the case of the death of the
cOmmissioner. In that case the senior
1Iember of council shall act until his succes-
Sor is appointed. I move that the clause be

vanended accordingly.

The motion was agreed to.
55)

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will the commis-
sioner, after this becomes law, have the
right to issue permits for the sale of liquor
in the Yukon district ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He will have the
power that the Governor in Council may
confer upon him. This bill confers no
power, but it gives the right to the Governor
in Council to confer powers on the commis-
sioner.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--Under the North-
west Territories Act, the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor had power to grant permission to
bring liquor into the Territories, but not to
sell it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was by statute.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will the same ap-
ply to the commissioner of the Yukon
district ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill confers no
definite power of any kind. We take the
power to confer upon the commissioner, in
his administrative capacity, by Order in
Council, such power as we may think neces-
sary, and that will d-pend wholly upon the
action of the Governor in Council. If the
Governor in Council bestow power to issue
permits or withhold it, they can do so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But the minister will see that he has given,
by the 6th clause, the saine powers to the
Commissioner in Council that are now exer-
cised by the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-west Territories, acting with the ad-
vice and consent of his council. Now, the
council of the North-west Territories have
the power to permit liquor to be sold in
the Territories.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the concluding words are " except
such powers shall be limited by the Governor
in Council."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You can certainly limit them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Then, the fact is
he has the power, but you can limit it if you
wish. I understand that the council of the
North-west Territories have no power to
issue permits for the sale of liquor except
for mechanical and other such purposes.
Will it be the same in this case ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-If I remember rightly,
in the North-west Territories the Lieutenant
Governor acted in that matter without the
advice of his council.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Under this bill the
Commissioner in Council will have power:
the commissioner cannot act alone.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-But the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-west Territories never
issued a permit for the sale of liquor, and
liquor could not be sold in the North-west
Territories under permit from the govern-
ment until such time as the council of the
North-west Territories had power to regulate
the same by license.

The clause was adopted as amended.

Hon. Mr. KING, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time, and
passed under a suspension of the rules.

COMPANIES ACT AMENMIENT
BILL.

SECOND READING

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (S) "An Act to amend the
Companies Act." He said: A m I explained
yesterday, this bill is to allow mining com-
panies incorporated outside of Canada to do
business in the Yukon district by fling
with the governient a certified copy of
their charter and obtaining a license.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We are not supposed
to commit ourselves to the principle of this
bill by reading it the second tiSe to-day,
but I wish to call the attention of the gov-
ernment to the fact that those charters which
aregranted in England, under the Companies
Act, some times contain very objectionable
provisions, and I have grave doubts as to
the wisdom of allowing a company, which is
composed largely of Canadians and which is
to operate in Canada, fo act under charters
granted under the Companies Act ii Eng-
land. I happen to be aware of the case of
one company, whose operations are chiefly
in the city of Halifax, who were refuised a
charter by this parliament and who went
over to England and got a charter giving
thein powers that no parliament or legisla-

ture in Canada would dream of giving them.
There might be no danger in the case of
companies that are proposed to be dealt
with by the measure that is now before the
House, but I do not think it goes without
saying that we should, as a matter of course,
accept the charters granted in England.
The powers given under the charter to which
I refer were most extraordinary and un-
reasonable, and unfair to the shareholders
living in Canada.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill does not
authorize them to exercise the powers grant-
ed under their charters. It simply enables
the government to give them a license to
mine, and the privilege is restricted to that
only, and tbey would have no powers out-
side of those conferred by the license other
than now exist under the law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It does not seem to me that this bill
would give any of the extraordinary
powers referred to by the hon. member
for Halifax. It only enables the gov-
ernment to grant a company that has
been organized under the law of the parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom the right to
carry on mining operations. That is all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is all. It was
drawn carefully with that object in view.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-
They could not exercise the powers
given to then by their Act of incorpora-
tion. My suggestion the other day was
that I could see io reason why similar
privileges should not be given to such
companies to mine in the Saskatchewan
and throughout the North-west Territories.
My hon. friend said that it might interfere
with the revenues of the country, that is,
they impose a license upon all parties who
asked permission to mine on the Saskatch-
ewan. So they do in the Yukon territory.
No man can get out a license there for the
exercising of the functions of a Jmining com-
pany, or engaging in a mining operation;
why should not a company be permitted to
take out a license in the North-west Terri-
tories to carry on operations ? These com-
panies are wealthy, and as wealthy companies
they would be apt to spend more money in
the North-west Territories than any in-
dividual who might take out a license.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason for the
bill is this, that the mining regulations that
were issued inJanuary last read as follows:

Free miner shall mean a male or female oer the
age of eighteen, but not under that age, or joint stock
conipany, named in, and lawfully possessed of a valid
existing free miners' certificate, and no other.

As the Minister of the Interior had in the
regulations provided that a joint stock com-
pany, if registered in Canada, could take out
a free miner's license, it became necessary to
adopt this bill. I desire to restrict it as
much as possible, because I felt it was inter-
fering considerably with the revenue of the
Secretarv of State's Department. The reve-
nues have recently increased nearly one-half.
It would only become nece-sary for things
of this kind to get abroad over the country,
and then we could not make a change very
well, and so we restricted it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Itdoes not take very
long for a company to get a charter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Two months.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Ididnot think it took
so long. Then,theSecretary of State'sDepart-
Ment should accelerate their mode of action.
I do not speak against the Secretary of State,
but I think some change ought to be made
wherebya charter could be obtained inamuch
shorter time. It is altogether unreasonable
that it should take two months to get a char-
ter for a joint stock company. I am not
So much troubled about the revenue,
although, of course, I should like to see
the revenue of the Secretary of State's
Office as large as possible, but I think
this practice would be liable to very
serious abuse, and the cause which I referred
to illustrates that point. Those gentlemen
can, get a charter from the government here
at a very reasonable figure, and in a reason-
able time, and I have grave doubts as to
the policy of allowing them to come here
and operate under charters granted in the
old country. I do not think that a com-
Pany incorporated under our Joint Stock
Colupanies Act would be allowed to operate
in England, and I am very doubtful about
the policy of the measure, because, as I say,
the case which came under my notice was a
inIost glaring one, and I can see that the
sane objection might arise in the case of a
Mining company as in the case of a manu-
facturing company. The hon. Secretary of

State says that it only authorizes them to
take out a license to mine. If you recog-
nize the English joint stock companies here,
you have to recognize thern for all purposes.
You have to allow thern to trade and make
contracts and do other acts. They will not
be satisfied to be recognized merely for
the purpose of taking out a license. Having
taken out the license, they go and mine and
makes contracts with the people in mining
regions, and so on, and I hope the govern-
ment will think over this point before they
go into committee with the bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Perhaps my
hon. friend, the leader of the House, will be
able to tell me whether a Canadian company
can take out a miner's license in the name
of the corporation, or must it be in the
name of one of their officers ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, a Canadian
company can do it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I was under
the impression that they might have to
take out the miner's license in the name of
one of their officers.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will just read from
the regulations: "Joint stock companies
shall mean any company incorporated for
mining purposes under a Canadian charter
or licensed by the government of Canada."

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. member
for Halifax seems to raise rather a large
question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--This bill does not
touch it at all.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The point that
the hon. gentleman makes is that a joint
stock company chartered in England, should
not have powers in Canada. We have
introduced a bill here called the Loan
Companies Act, which proposes to allow
companies formed in the provinces to come
under Dominion legislation. The same
objection might be raised against that if the
principle laid down by my hon. friend f rom
Halifax should prevail. I think till some
very glaring thing should occur to cause us
to amend the law, it would be advisable for
us not to do so.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.
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GENERAL INSPECTION
AMENDMENT BILL.

ACT

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (128) "An Act
further to amend the General Inspection
Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill consists of
but one clause, which provides that where
any package has been inspected, the letters
"V. R." shall be stamped on it and the
words " Canada Inspection." It is merely
permissive and provides also that no one,
except the legally appointed inspector, can
inscribe those marks on a package under
penalty.

Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

MILITIA ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itstlf into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (140) " An Act
further to amend the Militia Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is also a bill of
one clause. The object of it is really to
authorize an addition of $2,000 to the
allowance of the officer who is placed at the
head of the Canadian militia. It has been
intimated that if we are to expect an officer
of high standing and large experience, the
salary at present is not sufficient, and this
simply authorizes the allowance up to the
figure I have named.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose you will guarantee that we will have
a major general with whom we will have
no difficulty in the future ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We will try.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will you guarantee that i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am afraid I could
not give any guarantee.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (l4t) " An Act further to amend the
Indian Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (131) " An Act to amend the Acts
respecting the North-west Territories "-
(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

LAND TITLES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (132) " An Act further
to amend the Land Titles Act, 1894."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the bill
be read the second time on M1onday next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-As
we have very little time at our disposal
before prorogation, I think it would be
advisable if the hon. gentleman would
inform the Senate what the contents of the
bill are. And while I am on my feet, I
would urge the absolute necessity for having
these bills promptly printed and laid before
us. Unfortunately, at the close of the
session, we generally have the most import-
ant bills before us, and to-day we passed the
second reading of a bill without knowing
what it was.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That bill was very
simple. This is more complex, and I would
suggest that we take the several stages at
the next meeting. It is a longer bill.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is the Torrens
Title, I suppose?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think it is.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Well is it the Tor-
rens Title ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, all that terri-
tory is under the Torrens Title.

The motion was agreed to.

GRANT OF LAND TO NORTH-WEST
MILITIA FORCE BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (133) "An Act to
make further provision respecting grants of
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land to members of the militia force on
active service in the North-west."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I move that the bill
be réad the second time on Monday next.
The title of the bill is indicative of its pro-
visions. There is only one clause, which
reads as follows:

1. Notwithstanding any limits of tine prescribed
in chapter 73 of the statutes of 1885, or in chapter 29
of the statutes of 1886, or in chapter 13 of the statutes
of 1891, or in chapter 6 of the statutes of 1892, or in
chapter 3 of the statutes of 1893, or in chapter 24 of
the statutes of 1894, the Governor in Council may
grant a free homestead or scrip, as therein provided,
to any person who is entitled thereto under the said
Acts, or any of theni, but has not already been grant-
ed such homestead or scrip; Provided that such per-
son complies within two years after the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
eight, with the conditions required by the said Acts
or any of them, to be complied with on or befo.re the
first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-six ; Provided, also, that the provisions of the
said Acts shall, as far as applicable, apply to grants
of land or scrip under the authority of this Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is just an extension of time, is it?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. The parties
who have not availed themselves of the
rights they might possibly have had under
the statutes referred to, will be given an op-
portunity.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (130) " An Act
further to amend the Dominion Lands Act."

The bill was read the first time.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the bill
be read the second time on Monday next.
The first clause relates to the cases of co-
Operative farming associations, the next is
to regulate the second homestead entries,
and the next is a provision relating to land
surveyors, penalty for illegally having pos-
session of land marks; a homesteader may
select part of quarter section; exèhange of
Crown lands between Manitoba and Canada;
disposal of arid lands ; disposal of lands
when sale has been cancelled ; ejectment of
persons wrongfully in possession of Dominion
lands.

The motion was agreed to.

RAILW AY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (145) "An Act
further to amend the Railway Act.

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the bill
be read the second time on Monday next.
The attention of the minister bas recently
been called to the fact that where transporta-
tion of goods is partly by rail and partly
by vessel, they lose the control of any regu-
lation over the rates, and it is to provide, if
the transportation of the article is by water
and rail, that they may still exercise the
supervision.

The motion was agreed to.

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House of
Commons with Bill (110) " An Act further to
amend the Post Office Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I move that the bill
be read the second time on Tuesday next.
Hon. gentlemen know pretty well what the
provisions are. It is to abolish the free
transportation of newspapers and it makes
some other regulations which would require
time to explain to the House. I promise to
give the House a full explanation of the
bill and the reasons for adopting the pro-
visions, when we meet again on Tuesday
next.

Hon. Sir MA CKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman inform me whether
the clause providing for an area of ten miles
has been retained ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is twenty miles
now.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
was ten miles each way before-ten miles
from the centre.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, and it was ap-
plied to all papers, and subsequently I think
it was reconsidered and it applied only to
weekly papers. Since then I think the bill
bas been further considered in the House of
Commons. I cannot tell my hon. friend ex-
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actly how it stands at the present moment,
but I shall be able to tell him at the second
reading.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
may say, however, that I think it is a mis-
take. I do not see why any exemption should
be made at all-that is, if it is to be abolished.
However, we will discuss that by and by.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
desire to know from the Secretary of State
whether he has made any inquiry about the
balance of those returns for which I moved
last year. I may inform him that the Print-
ing Committee have appointed a sub-commit-
tee to deal with this question, and they can-
not move until they get the papers.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought all the in-
formation had been furnished, and I ex
plained that there were no more to be
brought in. However, I sent over specially
to all the departments and got this return.
There have been returns from the following
departments: Indian Department, Post
Office, Interior, Justice, Railways and Marine
and Fisheries. There are here letters from the
Deputy Ministers stating that there were
no commissions issued in the cases of the
Departments of Inland Revenue, Public
Works, Agriculture and Militia.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And no dismissals?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Your inquiry had re-
ference to those cases only where the
dismissals were the result of commissions,
the number of commissions and so on. I
think we brought down the other returns.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There were no dis-
missals in the Geological Department, or the
Governor General's office, or the Privy
Council, nor were there any in my own
office, nor in the Queen's Printer's.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And the Board of Works?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a letter from
the Deputy Minister that there were no

commissions. If they dismissed officials
they did not go through the form of
appointing commissions.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-las the hon.
gentleman any returns in response to my
motion, the one I asked for last year, as to
the dismissals in the county of Montmagny ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will look it up and
inform the hon. gentleman on Monday. I
am constantly appealing to the other
departments to furnish returns, and I must
say they are greatly remiss.

Hon Mr. LANDRY-I will follow the
hon. gentleman's example, and appeal con-
stantly to the hon. Secretary of State.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would like to
call the attention of the government to the
fact that a return moved for by myself in the
early part of the session, with reference to
a report from the officers of the steamer
"Petrel," regarding the observations made
last year in regard to the winter crossing
between Prince Edward Island and the
mainland, has not been submitted. I want
to know whether that return is ready to be
brought down.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will make inquiry
and let the hon. gentleman know on Monday.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 30th May, 1898.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I desire to give
notice that when the House resolves itself
into a Committee of the Whole on Bill (16)
"An Act to repeal the Electoral Franchise
Act and to further amend the Dominion
Elections Act," I will move certain amend-
ments. Perhaps it will not be necessary for
me to read the proposed amendments to the
House at length, but I will state in a few
words what the meaning of the amendments
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is. It is well known that in the province war. The war bas been caused by the
of Ontario there is an appeal to the county want of preparation in the United States
court judge from the decision of the revising and the weakness of Spain, together with a
officer in framing the electoral franchise defective policy governing ber colonies,
lists. There is also a similar appeal to the especially that portion of thein in the
superior court judge, as I understand, in the West India Islands. I do not think
province of Quebec-an appeal from the re- that we can have better evidence for
vising officers to the judiciary. There is the justification of any stand that we
likewise, I am informed, a similar appeal may think it necessary to take in
to the judiciary in the province of British Canada in order to strengthen our
Columbia. The object of my amendments forces, than tbe position wbicb tbe Britisb
is to give an appeal in the provinces of Nova government to-day occupies among the
S.cotia, New Brunswick, and Manitoba, to nations of tbe earth. If there is anything
the county courts of these provinces similar tbat is preventing the present war froin ex-
to that possessed by the other three pro- tending its bounds it is tbe fact that the
vinces which I have name I. The phrase- British government is strong to insist that
ology to accomplish that is lengthy and per- the war shaH be confined to tbe two nations
haps the House will dispense with my read- engaged in it and let them light it out on
ing it. I am not strictly obliged to give their merits. If this war is fot extended to a
this notice, but I put it on the paper 'n great wa.r tbroughout the world, it is due to
order that hon. menbers may bave an op- the preparedness and strength of the British
portunity of reading and studying it, and government ail over the world and the force
inaking themselves acquainted with it be- of its arms, its navy and its broad and
fore they are called upon to vote on it. In lieral policy. To strengthen that policy
that way I dare say the House will be very and their arns is the privilege of toe
glad tbat J gave this n ttice of motion. people of Canada, and were any respon-

sibility attaches to our action in this mat-
REPATRIATION 0F THE ICTH ter we should not shrink fron it in any

REGfMENT. desree, upon any general question as t
the part we nigt play in taking warlike
preparations. Fortunately for us we have

Hon. Mr. BOIJLTON rose to- only to faîl into the ranks, and hy that

Draw the attention of the governent to the qu means give strength to British arins and
tion of the rpatriation of the 1th Roya Canadian te w o o
Reginient of the Imperial Seryice, an d asked if any corne when international law will bave the
steps are being taken to secure the establishment o same force in the government of the nations
its hadquarters a the city of Ottawa or elsewheren n t

.He said : Hon, gentlemen are acquainted government of a single nation. In the gov-
with the question that I have put on the notice erninent of a nation taws must be wisely
paper, as it has been hefore this House on enacted and forcibly carried out or anarchy
another occasion. I had the honour of wiu , result. On a larger scale the sanre
noving in this mater a month or six weeks principle affects nations, and pece or war

ago, in order to give force to tbe petition result. Briti policy is to control the force
that was circulated so f reely iii Canada and that disturbs civilized nations, and sub-
Signed so very argely from one end of the due the uncivilized nations of t e earth.
Dominion to the other, that tbe f ot Regi- We in Canada have shown great capa-
Ment, which was raised in 1858 and had city not only in masteringi the pria-
Since been merged into the Imperial service ciples of government, but we illustrated
lider the namne of the Leinster Regiment, ip in the strength with which we en-
VIigNt be restored to Canada under its forced our laws in tbe rebellion whice arose
original designation and in it4 recruiting in 1885. Tere we had, in a distant part
Power in orer that i might be identified in of this large country, some two thousand
the Britis service as a distinct Cana- five undred or tree tbousand miles away,
dian regiment, and in the same way removed from any railway base two hundred
that Scotch and other regiments are design- and ffty miles, in the midst of an Indian
ited, and in wich capacity they serve and population that knew no power to suppress
for part of territorial districts in tbe them excet the power of force-we, with the
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United Kingdom. It may be called hon. utmost promptness, within one hundred
gentlemen, a forward policy in our relations days froin the fire breaking out of that
with the central power of the British rebellion, were able to re-estalish the peace
Empire. As you are all aware, the response of the country, and to protect the whole
to that petition has of late been given country from any extension of that Indian
effect to, and that the first battalion war and showed great capacity in dealing
and the second battalion of the Lein- with it from a imilitary standpoint. It is an
ster Regiment have been moved to extensive country we have to deal with, but
Halifax. The first battalion of the Leinster we have a loyal and patriotic population,
Regiment is the Royal Canadian Regiment and a population very largely endowed with
that was raised in 1858. It is linked with military instincts, and in consequence of
the second battalion of the Leinster Regi- the semi-civil and semi-military spirit we
ment which originally was the 109th have developed, we were enabled to put
Regiment. Now the object that we peti- down that rebellion and restore peace to
tioners, and the people of Canada generally, our country and to establish it so firmly
have had in view is the return of this regi- that the power of the government is now
ment.to Canada when not on service abroad, unquestioned. The accounts we have lately
and the transfer of its headquarters from had from the Yukon country show the
Birr, in Ireland, to Ottawa, in Canada, necessity of foresighs in thatdirection by
in order that the commencement of its sending a contingent force there, and if it
identification through recruiting here was supported by a detachment on the Peace
might commence. I am very happy to River to prevent disturbances between the
see that so far the Inmperial authori ies have incoming miners and natives in that district,
given effect to the prayer of the petitioners, it would still be foresight, and in the
and to the wish of Canada, and I may say extension of the British power, so far as it
of this parliament, because the petition was is to beextended to the various colonies and
signed by nearly every mem ber of the last dependencies that have been brought into
parliament and every senator in this House. existence through a great number of years,
I might premise my remarks by saying that is essential that wc shuuld bear our share in
there are some think that we should sustaining British power. One of the modes
have nothing whatever to do with any- of linking our fortunes with the Imperial ser-
thing in the shape of warlike prepara- vice and the simplest mode that presents it-

dions-who think that peace is the great self at the present moment, is the question we
object to be gained. Now, peace is only to have now to deal with, that is'the repatria-
bo secured by strength. We neyer can be tion of the oth Regiment. That is a regi-
assuiîed of peace through weakne-s. We ment we raisedin Canada for the defence of
have a most remarkable instance of that be- the Empire-to aid G reat Britain in putting
fore us, at the present moment, in the war down the Indian mutiny in 185n. We are
that is now going on between the United not in a position to take a very prominent
States and Spain. No one will deny that part in any financial assistance that ighst
had the United Stases been prepared with be considered commensurate at ail with our
her military forces, ready to put forth ier duty in this matter, but we have a large
military strengdh to enforce any policy she recruiting ground. We have in Canada a very
might think it advisable to give effect to, large number of young men who, I believe,
either in the interest of her own country or would be glad and thankful for the oppor-
in the inierest of the peace of the world, tunity that would be afforded to them by
there would have been no war. Spain would enlistinn intheBritish army-men w ho very
have respected her at any rate sufflciently probably in their enerprise would drift away
th realize that the force of the United Staes perhaps to other parts of the world or other
was so great that it would be impossible for colonies iii South Africa or Australia. Froni
a nation like Spain to combat it in ber an emigration standpoint any recruits that
possessions g adjacent to the American went into the British service we could no
coast. On the other hand, if Spain had look upon as any weakness t Canada, be-
applied the right principles of govern- cause they are a class of men who desire to se
ment to ber outlying dependencies and something beyond their own neighbouriood
had sufficient force to give effect to her and they take that means. The British ser-
policy there would have been no cause for vice is very different ta what it was in 1858
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when I joined it, 40 yeai s ago. The com-
forts that have been added to the life of a
soldier are immense and are, commensurate
with any comfort that have been added to
our civil life generally. Lord Lansdowne,
Lord Wolesley and Lord Roberts have ail
advocated and carried out reforms of great
benetit to the soldier, the latest of which is
making his pay a shilling, clear, per day. It
is no longer the old saying:

When war is threatened and danger nigh,
(od and the soldier is all the cry ;
But when war is over, and the country righted,
(od's forgot and the soldier slighted.

When I first went into the British service sol-
diers pay was four pence a day and liable to
stoppage. It waspaid daily andthere were no
reading rooms nor any other of the great ad-
juncts which have been added sincethatinthe
shape of gymnasiums and canteens, managed
solely for the comforts of the men, and ail
those appliances which have made the life
of a soldier very different to what it was for-
merly. The pay of asoldierin the British service
is one shilling clear, or in familiar currency,
seven dollars and a half a month. The outside
clothing is furnished in the shape of a kit,
two pairs of boots a year and all the clothing
necessary. He has most comfortable meals
and most comfortable accommodation, and
with his food and clothing furnished him, ail
except his underclothing, lie receives his
shilling clear after two years' service, and
in the British service one man out of every
Six receives additional remuneration to that
shilling a day, which is the compensation a
private receives. There are nany other op-
Portunities of increasing this remuneration,
in the service as non-commissioned officers and
Other modes by which one man of out every
six receives greater pay than a shilling a day.
At the end of their service they get a pen-
sion. My Sergeant Instructor of Musketry
in 1859 has enjoyed a pension of ninety
cents a day since he left the service twenty
years ago, and to-day is in remunerative em-
Ployment with a salary of $1,500 a year.
Another man writes to me froin Windsor,
saying, for the past twenty years he has
been working as bridge foreman for the
Grand Trunk Railway at Windsor. After
their service, the recruits who join will re-
turn to Canada to finish their life's work, a
valuable adjunct to the population. I men-
tilon these facts to show what the British
army is, both in regard to its remuneration
and comforts, to say nothing of being well

trained, well set up, ind taught obedience
to authority, a most v il aable characteristic.
Everything is done to ir ake the soldier's life
more comfortable, and his occupation one
which he can follow with respect to himself,
and therefore it is by no means adisadvantage
to any young man in Canada, who has a
desire to see something of the world, to
take the Queen's shilling in a regiment with
which his own compatriots and countrymen
are identified by the fact of being a Cana-
dian regiment. Now, which is the best
recruiting field ? That is one of the points
we have to regard in discussing this ques-
tion. Before doing so, I should like to read
a couple of short references to the question
I am now discussing, one fron the London
Daily Mail and one from the Arny and
Navy Gazette of the 14th of May, discussing
this question. The writers say:

SHAMROCK V. MAPLE LEAF.

WILL THE wAR OFFICE DEFER TO CANADA's WISHEs?

13th May " Daily Mail " Speci«l.

Precisely one year will have elapsed to-morrow since
the reception by lord Aberdeen, as Governor Gen-
eral of Canada, of a petition, or rather of 225 petitions,
from different parts of the Dominion, praying the
Home Government to repatriate the Leinster Regi-
ment with an established depot in Toronto.

Nothing has been done since then, although the
infantry of the British Army has been increased, and
several regiments have been augmented by the addi-
tion of a third battalion. The opportunity voluntarily
offered by the colony of opening up a fresh recruiting

Sround for the Home Army has been, as might have
en expected, entirely ignored by the War Office.
The history of the 100th Foot (Prince of Wales'

Royal Canadian Reginent) is rather an intricate one.
It was the sixth regiment in the British Armny to bear
the number "100 "; which was bestowed upon it when
it was raised in Canada at the outbreak of the Indian
Mutiny.

One of its predecessors, however-the old "100th or
County of Dublin Regiment"-vas intimately con-
nected with the Dominion, having taken part in the
American War between 1812-14, for which service the
battle honour " Niagara " is borne upon the colour of
its successor. But the Royal Canadians, in their pre-
sent form, acknowledge a somewhat mixed ancestry,
and exhibit strong evidences of the straits to which
the military reformers were put in their efforts to
bring the old organization of the Army to a fancied
compliance with the necessities of

TEUTONIC TERRITORIALISM.

To form the necessary linked battalion regiment,
with its accompanying militia battalions, they were
forced to bring East and West together in the 100th
P.W.R.C. Regiment and the 109th, fornerly the 3rd
Bombay European Reginient. To find a common
depot and the requisite militia they were compelled to
go to Ireland, where they pitched upon Birr for the
one and the King's County, Queen s County, and
Royal Meath Mihtia for the other.

They found a sufficiently unweildly title in " The
Prinee of Wales' Leinster Regiment (Royal Can-
adians)," and made an attempt to preserve the magical
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"100 " by naking Birr the centre of the regimental
district distinguished by that number.

The wish to preserve the traditions of the two
parent regiments resulted in a helmet-plate bearing
the Prince of Wales' plume over two iaple leaves
(the badge of the 100th Foot), and the words " Central
India" on a scroll commemorative of the service of
the old 3rd Europeans during the Mutiny. The
words "Niagara" and "Central India" are also
placed upon the battalion regimuental colour.

To make the changes requisit,, in order to grant
the wishes of the loyal Canadians, by making the lst
Battalion the Leinster Regiment once more Canadian,
instead of Irish, would seriously overstrain the
intellect of the British War Office.

It is a far cry from Birr to Toronto. The linked
battalion systen would be dealt a shrewd blow by
such a change. And what would become of those
anonalous ]rish Militianien, the 3rd, 4th, and 5th
Battalions the Prince of Wales' Leinster Regiment
(Royal Canadians !)-tare an' 'ounds.?

It has been decided to open the Leinster Regiment
at Halifax, Nova Scotia, for local recruiting. This
deterinination is actuated by a desire to meet the
wishes of those who recently petitioned for the
establishment of the headquarters of the Leinster
Reginient in Canada. The Canadians have now an
opportunity of showing that they were in earnest
when they sent in their >etition. If they can show
to the satisfaction of the War Office that they can
keep up the proper supply of recruits they doubtless
will succeed n their object, but the War Office could
scarcely consent to allow the old ,00th and 109th to
be drafted permanently to Canada without a proper
guarantee, first, that the necessary number of
recruits would be forthcoming, and secondly, that
the regiment would be available for any service for
which it might be required. Both Lord Lansdowne
and Lord Wolseley are naturally in synpathy with
the Canadian demand, for tbey have both of them
had experience in the Dominion, and appreciate the
loyalty of the Canadians. But the wretched exhi-
bition of bad feeling-not to say bad taste-with re-
spect to Major General Gascoigne has, it must be ad-
mitted, done great injury, following as it does so
closely upon the unfortunate incidents which resulted
in the withdrawal of Colonel Ivor Herbert.

No one can regret more than .I do the
causes that draw forth that last remark,
but that is the position in which the
attack on General Gascoigne is viewed
by military critics who write for the Arny
and Navy Gazette. It shows that the
British Government puts on us the respon-
sibility of showing there is a justification for
the placing of this regiment with the object
the petitioners had in view, and that is that
recruits will be forthcoming in Canada. I
am quite satisfied there is no difficulty in the
world in raising recruits if the right steps
are taken. The regiment's headquarters
should be removed farther west than it is at
present, namely, Halifax. Halifax, of course,
is one of the garrison towns of the world, and
is maintained for imperial necessities, such as
a coaling station, and the headquarters forthe
North Atlantic fleet, which has been shown
to be so absolutely essential in the present

war between Spain and the United States
when international law enforces neutrality in
contraband of war and the closing of neutral
ports. The weakness of those two nations,
which is equal in that respect, lies in the want
of these garrison towns and coaling stations,
in the conduct of any war and putting forth
their strength. It is our western towns we
must look for soldiers. As a preliminary
step the British government should give the
uniform of the recruiting parties the dis-
tinguishing badge of " Royal Canadians " on
their shoulder straps, and the depot for
training of these recruits should be es-
tablished, and if it should result in the es-
tablishment of a territorial district in Can-
ada the linking of our Canadian establish-
ment with the British service will be
initiated. Now, the question of the
location of the headquarters has very largely
to do with our own government. I tho-
roughly appreciate, and I think the home
government appreciate, Rudyard Kipling's
remarks in that poem which created so much
criticism, "Our Lady of the Snows," where
he says:

"I am daughter in my mother's house,
but mistress inii my own."

And when it comes to promulgating a
policy of this kind, by which we propose to
unite our own Canadian strength with the
British strength in the British service, it
becomes a matter for consideration between
the two governments as to carrying out of
the policy that I am speaking of, and the
British government also feel that it is
necessary thit barrack accommodation may
be started here, because it would raise a
controversy in the British parliament if
they were to build barrack accommodation
here when there is so much barrack accom-
modation available elsewhere. It is not
easy for the British tax payer to realize the
necessity of going to any further expendi-
ture in building barrack accommodation in
Canada when it is available elsewhere. Now
J should like to read a communication
received from Colonel Turnbull who was one
of our cavalry offices of considerably long
experience in the Canadian militia, and I
think before he retired he was the Inspector
of Canadian cavalry: He says:

SATURDAY MoRNWix, 21sT MAY, 1898.

DRAR SENATOR BOULTON,-Allow me to thank you
for your kindness in enclosing me a copy of the Senate
Debates with your valuable historical address upon
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the repatriation of the 100th Regiment, and now that regiment ought to be stationed, and
the efforts put forth on that behalf have been crowned. ossibly the cit of Ottawa, the capital
with success, and the Royal Canadians are again P 7 p
Canada, I an most anxious that we should lose no of Canada, might be considered as
tine in supplying them with' recruits, and analga- valuable a position to place the head-
mating if possible our Royal Reginent Canadian In-
fantry with theni as a 2nd Batallion. quarers of the regiment as anywhere else.

As matters stand at present the nilitia authorities It is the capital of the Dominion, and any-
have so reduced the strength of Permanent Schools of thing that would add lustre to the capital
Infantry that their usefulness as they stand are
almost nil-and their maintenance a waste of money of Canada is worthy of consideration by
for all esprit-de-corps is dead, and no future in sight; everybody. 1 do not desire to place myself
while on the other hand the amalgamation that I antaonism
suggest would infuse not only new life but give a per- 8 t . p
manent career with a few years of foreign service and desirous of having this regiment, but it does
possibly war experience to all ranks of those enlisting, seem to me that if a move of this kind is to
at ne expense whatever to Canada.

The future officering, too, of the Royal Canadians be made, and is to take any definite shape
might cone entirely fromn the Royal Military College, and to lead to the far greater results which
thus making this institution more popular with the Col. Turnbull's letter would indicate, and
general public; and if ail the infantry instruction
nas under regular Ilupeiial officers the present fric- which I myself feel it - would lead to, the

tion between the active militia and the perianent headquarters where the governnent is situ-
corps would be at an end, and the jealousy and want ated is a ver roper lace indeed ; and so
of harmîîony between these two sections of the same > s. e . p . .
force cease. far as the recruiting is concerned, it will be

In the distant future a third and fourth battalion more extended than merely in one place.
ceould be added in tines of emergency with compara- The recruits will be drawn from all parts of
tive ease, as is being (lone at present with the Royal
Fusiliers and several othmer British regiments, in i hose' Canada, and it is possible that other places
territorial districts where recruits are easily obtained, may be utilized for the collection of those
wve would thus, I believe, cenent the British empirer resulton
more solidly together. recruits. The ultimate result of the present

I feel certain if you would bring this change to the efforts would in all probability be the establ-
notice of the Minister of Militia he would lend his ish>ment of a double battalian of Royalpewerfîîl influence in its support.

werliene u is awysp1>nort. y ur, Canadians in the Imperial service, and
B linked with them a double battalion of our

I. F. TURNBULL. permanent corps maintained by the Can-
adian government, and interchangeable for

That is a letter that I am very glad to service. When the young men of Canada
incorporate into niy remarks, because I think see " Royal Canadians " on the shoulder
it coutains a ureat many valuable hints for straps of an Imperial regiment they will be
the Minister of Militia, and also the idea of ready to follow the colours and to take their
linking our Royal Regiment of Canadian place in the service of the empire. I can
Infantry with the Imperial service, is one assure any one who has that object in view,
worthy of very serious consideration. How- that seven years of service for our young
ever, these are matters which our govern- men abroad is one of the very greatest ad-
ment have to deal with and which I do not vantages that any one could wish for,that any
propose to touch upon any further than pro- young man can come back to Canada greatly
ducing this evidence on the part of an officer advantaged by a tour of travel through the
who, I think, everybody who knows him world witbout any expense to himself, and
realizes, possesses capacity and patriotism then return to civil life benefited by seven
and is sincere in his devotion to the interest years of travel. I got a letter f rom one of the
of Canada. The barrack accommodation members of the 100th Regiment the other
that is afforded by our government is a day, in which he said he had seen seven
question that I have also embodied irn my years service, and since then hac been for
remarks. I see by the papers that the twenty-four years continuously in the em-
cities of Toronto, Ottawa, Kingston, London ployment of the Grand Trunk Railway
and, I think, Quebec, are all competing for Company at Windsor. That shows that
the honour of having the headquarters of men who are enlisted for a time are not lost
the Canadian regiment established in their to the country. Every man who enlists for
Inidst, which shows additional popularity in service abroad will return to Canada when
regard to the move that has been ably his term is up with his savings, or, after
started and that bas met with success so far twenty-one years of service, with his pen-
as it has gone. I think, myself, that the sion, to be a good citizen of Canada. I am
centre of the country is the place where the only pointing this out to show that we will
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be great gainers by any effort that we May number of its members having been recruit-
put forth in this direction, and that it is. ed abroad, are not Canadians, but it will, in
not only an advantage to the country from a few years, consist entirely of Canadians
an Imperial standpoint, but also from the if stationed in Canada. I rise to reply to one
standpoint of the young men of Canada remark made by the hon. gentleman who bas
who may wish to sce something of the world brought this question before the Senate ; he
under the British colours. I had the honour said it was a pity that the United 'States
of receiving a letter f rom Lord Wolseley were not prepared for war, because if they

action has been taken upon it. who deserve criticism for the criminal course
they follow.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I do not rise
to add anything to what has been so well THE MILITIA EQUIPMENT.
said by the hon. gentleman from Shell
River. I do not think any Canîdian would INQUIRY.
be found to oppose such a measure. I am Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
sure the whole people of Canada would be' 1. Did the Minister of Militia, when in England,
delighted should Her Gracious Majesty cable authority to adopt the Oliver equipment? If
be pleased to allow this regiment which was such is the case, what is the wording of the cable?
originally raised in Canada, to be quartered 2. It being reported that the Oliver equipnment, as

adopted, is materially different from the model sets
in the Dominion. No doubt the greater sent for testing purposes, and further, that such ai
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when I enclosed him a copy of the speech had been so prepared, Spain would not have
which I made some time ago in regard to fought. Such is not my opinion. I entirely
this matter, and which he was pleatsed to differ from the hon. gentleman. I am sure
receive, and he wrote at the bottomi of his that even if the United States had been
letter, " IHow is it that we find so few fully prepared for war and had possessed a
assistant surgeons from Canada in the navy as powerful as that of Britain, Spain
army ?" There is an opening for the med- would not have subnitted to injustice. No
ical profession. I am sure that when our nation, I should think, however weak it
medical men learn that there is an opening may be, would submit under such circum-
of this kind, and that there will be a wel- stances before being crushed by superior
come for our young inedical men in the force. This is not the first occasion on
army, many of them will feel that there is a which a weak nation has gone to war with a
great advantage in leaving the crowded powerful country, knowinig that they would
ranks of the profession in Canada and turn- be defeated and perhaps ruined in the end;
ing their attention in that direction. I but there i, one thing remaining after defeat,
conclude by putting the question to the: and that is honour, and I am sure that the
government on the notice paper at the same sense of dignity and right in the Spanish
time expressing the hope that the question peoplewould have led them under anycircum-
will receive their consideration. stances to resist the aggression of the

United States, who have gone to war so
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite sure that contrary to international law and the

we all share in the gratification expressed principles of justice. No doubt the war
by the hon. gentleman from Marquette, in will go on, and Spain will be crushed in the
the matter, that the appeal made by Can- end, but Spain wiIl be honoured for having
ada to the mother country to send the done ber duty while tbe United States wil
Royal Canadian Regiment to this country always have a stain upon its record and be
lias been acceded to. I scarcely can agree regarded with distrust. It is well known
with him in the very rosy picture that he that tbe Minroe doctrine is not yet dead,
draws of tbe readiness witb wbicb p resuit that the United States want the whoe of

vill be -obtained in Canada. I an af raid America for the Anericans. We are not
the Queen's shilling wil not prove as terpt- going to subit to that, and as our tan
ing in Canada as in tbe moter country. In 1will probably corne to defend our rights
reply to this question, be bas referred bim. if things go on, then I say it is only pro-
self to a number of Canadian cities wbicb per, though tbe mother country sympa-
bave applied to be made headquarters for thizes with the United States, that we should
this regiment. The governent bave not give expression to our views and bonour
considered the subject and therefore no those who deserve honour and criticize those
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equipment is not the saine as that reported upon by
Major General Gascoigne, to what extent, in what
particulars and on whose authority and reconimenda-
tion has snch a change been made?

3. Does the price of $5,000 given for the rights of
Deputy Surgeon General Oli er's equipnent include
a full settlement, or will he, in addition, receive a
royalty on each set made?

4. What is the nane of the firm who are to manu-
facture the equipmnent ? What is the price per set?
What are the names of the shareholders iii the coin-
pany or companies who are to manufacture the equip-
ment?

5. When were the ten sets of the Lewis equipment
delivered to the militia authorities? When were they
sent by them to the regimental depots of Royal Regi-
ment of Canadian Infantry ? If there was a delay of
three months in the distribution of those sets, vhy
'vas; this delay permitted to take p)lace, and 'vas Gen-
eral Gascoigne aware of this fact?

6. Was any letter sent to the Honourable Minister
of Militia by Captain Ernest F. Wurtele? If so, why
such letter or letters have not been proluced im the
Return ordered by this House in connection with the
equipment of the militia force? Will they be pro-
duced.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-The following are the
replies to the hon. gentleman's questions :-

(1.) I am not aware of any such telegrain.
(2). I an not aware that any change has
been made from the pattern equipient of
Deputy Surgeon General Oliver. (3). Full
settleient. (4a.) The following are the
names of the firms actually manufacturing
the Oliver equipment: Adams Bros., To.
ronto, and Knight & Munro, Halifax. (b.)
Price per set $6.45 without the valie. A
certain number of valises are now beinez
made by Adans Bros at $2.50 each, there
being no mtioney ufficient to order the whole
quantity. (c.) The departnent has no
knowledge who are the shareholders of said
company,

ever, this fact did not interfere in any way
with a full and fair test being made of that
equipment.

(a.) Was General Gascoigne aware of this fact?
No.

(6.) Was any letter sent to the Honourable the
Minister of Militia by Captain Wurtele (Ernest F.)
If so, why such letter or letters have not been pro-
duced in the Return ordered by this House in connee-
tion with the equipiment of the militia force?

They have been produced in a supple-
mentary return on the 25th instant.

STEAIMSHIP LINE TO FRANCE.

INQUIR Y.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER inquired-
1. In what state the negotiations are between the

governiment of Canada and that of the French Re-
public regarding a line of Transatlantic steamers in-
tended to give a service between the two countries?

2. Whether it is the intention of the government
to grant $80,000 for this service, as has been announ-
ed for some months?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In reply to the two
ques ions which the hon. gentleman has put,
1 may say the suhject is before the govern-
ment and is under consideration, but has
not been finally disposed of, and so I am
unable to give him any further answer at
the present time.

MINISTERS' TRAVELLING
EXPENSES.

I NÇQU IRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired of the
government :

5. When were the ten sets of the Lewis equipment 1. How much did cost the voyages which were
delievered to the militia authorities? undertaken in 1897 by the Right Honourable the

Prime Minister and the Honourable the Solicitor
On the llth of September, 1897, Captain General, to Europe, to the United States or else-

Wurtele was written to and asked to send where ?
2. Are these travelling expenses the expenses m-

us the ten sets of equipment to be tested. curred by each of these two members of the adminis-
His answer dated the 13th of the same tration individually, or do they comprise the expenses
month was that there were in the militia of a private secretary or of any other persons coin-posmng the followmng of each such member of the
stores at Quebec. They were deposited there administration?
on the 14th June, 1897. On the 27th Sept., 3. Were these members of the administration
instructions were issued by the general acco anied by their private secretaries?

4. ad these two members of the administration
officer commanding to have them tested at in their service other persons than a private secretary?
the regimnental depots to which' the equip- Who were such persons and in what quality were

Ment was sent on the lst October next. they employed?

(b.) If there was a dela of three months in the dis. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the hon. gente-
tribution of those sets, why was the delay permitted mari placed on the paper questions of a
to take place? similar characte, as I explained to him in

The delay which took place is partly due to giving the answer, the premier gave his
the fact that the ten sets of the Lewis equip- rep'y, which I communicated to the hon.
Mnent were not forwarded direct to head- gentleman. So far as the premier is con-
quarters, but left in stores at Quebec. How- cerned, the answers I gave on that occasion
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would be the answers to-day. I can give
him no other. In regard to the Solicitor
General, he bas up to the present omitted
to send me any information on the subject.
I sent him the memorandum, but he has not
forwarded any answer to me.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Then I might be
permitted to let the inquiry stand.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it
would be of any use. I think it would not
be answered.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-You think it will
not be answered?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Bill (104) " An Act respecting the Mon-
treal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal
Company, as amended."-(Hon. Mr. Cle-
mow.)

Bill (119) " An Act to incorporate the
Dawson City and Victoria Telegraph Com-
pany, as amended."--(Hon. MIr. Clemow.)

Bill (128) "An Act further to amend
the General Inspection Act."-(Hon. Mr.
Scott.)

Bill (140) "An Act further to amend the
Militia Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

FRANCHISE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. minister

the other day spoke of impertinent questions. n. M Ai L toed the n e-
I think, perhaps, that word might be pro- f

pery ppiedtoth anwe gvenh! th torai Franchise Act, and to f urther amend theperly applied to the answer given by the>
premier. The answer was that if I would Dominion E1ections Act." He s-îid: This
wait for one year I might find the informa- bil is one of'considerable con-equence, as it
tion in the Auditor General's report. Theffects to -ome extent the constituo
House bas a right to some better answer House of Corinons. he provisions of this
than that. We are entitled to have some i
of the letails of the public expenditure, and the Federal Union vas adopted, necessarily
the House is not being treated as they should i the qualificitions of voters f;i the return
be when the iinister tells·us that the infor-
mation can be obtained in the Auditor the sanie as the qualifications which, prior
General's report. I am asking for further to the union, had existed in the election of
information to-day and what an I told? neinbers to the legisatures of the different
That I will not get any answer. The hon. provinces that were united; and so, in our
ininister says there is no u-e in leaving the first election, both for the bouse of Com-
question on the order paper, becaus- I can- mons an( for the (illerent provinces, the
not get any answer-because the Solicitor qualification of voteis for the election of
General will not grive an answer. That is niembers from each province to represent
the answer we get to-day. I put those that province in this parliament was neces-
questions before the public and I want the sarily the same as the qualification for the
public to know how this government are election of meîbers to the provincial
prepared to give the information we are assembly. Although we had on more than
asking for. That is the way we are treated one occasion proposais made in the bouse
by the government. They are af raid to for an elective franchise, peculiar to the
give the information. They dare not answer House of Conîmons and distinct from that
because they know tie facts would condemn Of the pr-vinces, no such measure was
themn and would show the people of the scriously pressed forwa'd and carried
Dominion what course they are following through the House of Commons prior to
to-day and that is why they do not want the
public to know how they are acting. But existence of this Federation in 1867 until
I wil ask the question again.there was no

1 wil ak th qustio agin.difference between tfie voters' lists of the
THIRD READINGS. different provinces and the voters' list of the

Dominion. The elective franchise for the
Bill (O) " An Act to amend Chapter 11 return of members of the bouse of Commons

of the Statutes of 1897, intituled : 'An Act was exactly the saine as the elective fran-
to restrict the importation and employment chises in the same province for the return
of Aliens."'-(Hon. Mr. MilHs.) of members to the legisoative assembly. No
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complaint was made of any injustice or any
inconvenience arising from the adterence
to that policy. It was found in miany respects
advantageous, and it certainly was inex-
pensive. A very considerable sum has been
required to prepare new voters' lists since
the Act of 1885 came into operation, which
was not required prior to that period. I am
not undertaking to maintain that there is any
great principle at issue between the law as it
stands and the law as it was, and as we
again propose to make it. The question is
rather a question of convenience. It was
found that under the law from 1867 to 1885
the convenience of adhering to the electoral
franchises of the province was very great.
Under the United States constitution, from
the beginning, they adopted this principle,
and their constitution expressly provides
that whatever may be the qualification of
an elector for the return of a member to the
most popular branch of the state legislature
shall also be the qualification of an elector
for the election of a member of the House
of Representatives. That, I say, was the
law practically which we adopted from 1867
to 1885, and that is the law which, if this
bill comes into operation, will again be en-
forced. Now, objections are sometimes
made to this proposal. It is urged that you
are practically divesting yourself of the
authority to say what the voters' list shall
be, what the qualification of the elector shall
be. That is a mistake. If this law comes
into operation, and the party who is a voter
in the province also becomes a voter for the
purpose of electing a member of the House
of Commons, it is by virtue and force of this
statute that that is the case. It is by our
act that that becomes law, and so far as the
legislation is concerned, there will be no
departure from the principle which exists
whether you follow the one system or the
other.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Then we are
lot going to have a private ballot in the

province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. f riend speaks
about a private ballot in the province of
Ontario 1 We have nothing to do with the
question of the ballot; we have nothing to do
inl this bill with the question of the manner
in which the election shall be eonducted ;
we are dealing in this bill with the qualifi.
cation of the voter who is, when an election

56

occurs, entitled to vote at the Dominion
election; and we say that if he is a voter
for the election of a member to the House
of assembly in any province, he shall also be
an elector for the return of a member to the
House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-With a num-
bered ballot?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The ballot has noth-
ing to do with it. We have nothing to do
with their system of election. Let me say,
further, that while this country is a unit, it
is composed of different provinces. These
provinces have each an autonomy of its own ;
each is sovereign within its own sphere to
the extent of its authority. That has been
held over and over again by the courts, and
that view has been attirmed by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council. The
province, within its own sphere, is sover-
eign; beyond that it has no authority,
and we are sovereign to the extent of the
authority conferred on us by the British
North America Act. Now the constitutional
distribution of power between the provinces
and the Dominion is also a matter of conve-
nience, and the principle of confederation is
an important principle. But the object of
the British North America Act was to make
what were before distinct provinces one Do-
minion. For certain purposes we are one
people; for all national purposes we are one
people, and whether you look at the con-
stitution of the provincial legislatures or
whether you look at the constitution of the
federal parliament, there is an assumption
in both cases, and what I think is a reason-
able assumption, that the people of this
country are qualified for self-government.
You do not undertake to say that the power
that is entrusted to the one or to the other
cannot be exercised because it is liable to be
abused. You assume that it will not be
abused. You assume that the force of pub-
lic opinion, being a healthy public opinion,
if mistakes are made or if wrong is done,
will be right, and so you are for all govern-
mental purposes a unit-power distributed
for certain purposes to local bodies, power
for general purposes vested here-but
whether it be exercised by one body or the
other, it is power legitimately exercised by
those who are qualified by the constitution
to discharge the duties that that constitu-
tion imposes on them. That being so, how
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can it be argued that the legislature of a
province is not to Le trusted with saying
what the qualifications of a voter should be?
What power do we part with in saying that ?
If that becomes law for Dominion purposes,
for the return of members to the House of
Commons, it becomes a law by virtue of what
we do, and not by virtue of what is done in
the local legislature. And so the question, I
say, is one of convenience. It is a question
whether we have the necessary machinery to
efficiently, and without undue burden im-
posed on some person or persons, prepare a
proper voters list. The experience of the
United States pointed that out early in their
history, and when they came to prepare a
constitution some five or six years after they
,had existed as a federation, they expressly
provided that the qualification for the return
of meinbers to the most popular branch of
the State Legislature should be the qualifica-
tion for the election of members to the
House of Representatives. They are one
people, divided into States it is true, but for
national objects one people, and so they
entrust to the State Legislature that is re-
turned by the same men who return
memubers to the House of Representatives
that represents the same people, and if they
are qualified to elect the one they are quali-
tied also to elect the other. The saine pub-
lic opinion which would govern or control
the election of members to the local legisla-
ture, in saying what the qualification of an
elector should be, would control the House
of Commons in the election of a meiber.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-From a dif-
ferent standpoint.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No froin the same
standpoint.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The constitu-
tion of the United States did not provide
there should be a federal list, while in Can-
ada it does.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, you are mistaken.
The constitution does not provide there shall
be a federal list. It is in the statute.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is a dis-
tinction without a difference.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is an essential
difference. If my hon. friend will allow me
to proceed

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gen-
tleman might answer questions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the hon. gentle-
man is not putting questions.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does the hon.
gentleman mean to say that by this bill he is
going to give a numbered ballot in the pro-
vince of Ontario, the same as we have now
in some places, which bas been used to abuse
the electors of the country ? If that is the
case I must oppose the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This has nothing to
do with the voting. It deals with the quali-
fications of the voter. But how the election
shall be held, whether it shall be by open
voting or hy ballot, as under the Australian
system, or whether it shall be by ballot that
that is absolutely secret, as u nder our system,
is a question which this bill does not touch,
and with which this bill has nothing what-
ever to do.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the bon. gentleman look .at section
19 and tell me what it means? If I under-
stand the reading of it, the latter portion of
the clause provides for the manner in which
the vote shall be cast and the narking on
the counterfoil of a number and then a
number on the ballot.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But there is nothing
in this bill touching that question at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, the 19th clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, there is no at-
tempt to alter the provision of the law in
that regard. I was stating, when my atten-
tion was diverted from the subject, that the
question is not one of principle but one of
convenience, that the electors who return
members to the House of Commons, the
community for whom those electors speak, is
precisely the same community that elect
members to the provincial assembly. There
is no difference, and if our'system of parlia-
mentary government works smoothly and
with accuracy, is it not obvious to ever yone
that a subject upon which the public have
made up their minds must find its expression
in the legislature in which their representa-
tives sit? Whether it be the local legislature
or the House of Commons, the communitY
being the saie, the public opinion of that
community will find its expression in both
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houses, and the expression of that opinion,
if it is in favour of manhood suffrage, will
be equally expressed in both houses; if it is
in favour of a property qualification, that
will be expressed in both houses, and so
whether you entrust each house with a
separate po% er, or whether you inake the
one in effect speak for both, the result will
be in the end the samé. The only modi.
fication of which that general statement
is susceptible is a modification due to
the fact that the representatives of one
province may interfere in the House of
Commons with the opinions formed by
a majority of another province, and
so the collective result may be somewhat
different from what the result would be,
taken in detail. I think every hon. gentle-
man will see that that is so, and that being
the case, you have a more perfect expression
of the view of each province, as such, if the
voters' lists are prepared by the authority
of the legislative assembly in that province
than you can in a House of Commons, where
they are all combined, and where one may
interfere with the fair expression of the
opinion of the other. Now, why should we
declare that the qualification of an elector
for the return of members to the House of
Commons, shall be the same as those in the
legislative assemblyof the province? Because
they have the machinery for the creation of
the voters' lists which we do not possess,
and so that list can be created more effici-
ently, more completely, through the instru-
maentality of the municipal organizations
which owe their origin to the authority of
the province, and are within the provin-
cial jurisdiction, than it is possible to pro-
duce by any machinery which we can
contrive. That view impressed itself strongly
Upon the late Sir John Thompson when he
was Prime Minister, and he introduced into
the House of Commons a bill for the same
Purpose which we have in view in intro-
ducing this bill, of declaring that the quali-
fication of an elector for the return of a
Member to the legislative assembly should
be the qualification of an elector for the
return of a member to the House of
Commons. When you look at our con-
Stitution, as it was originally pre-
Pared and given to the delegates who
Went to England for the purpose of having
it moulded into an Imperial statute, you
Will see that in that original draft it was
'lot proposed to give to the federal parlia-

b6½

ment power to deal with the subject of the
qualification of voters, or with the electoral
lists at all, that the return of representatives
to the House of Commons was to be in pro-
portion to the population of that province,
and it was the original scheme to leave to each
province to decide what the electoral division
should be, what the qualification of voters
should be and everything relating to the
constitution of the House that represented
the different provinces in the popular as-
sembly of this parliament. When the re-
presentatives were in England they changed
that system. They conferred upon the cen-
tral legislature the power to provide for the
distribution of seats and also as to the quali-
fication of voters, but in the first in-
stance the qualification was to be that
which existed in each province prior to
the union, and that law was to continue
until this parliament saw proper to alter
it. That law continued until 1885. It
worked so satisfactorily that for eighteen
years it remained in force-that is, the
principle: the law as it originally stood did
not, because the provinces altered and
amended the law, and we did not adhere to
the law as it originally stood, but accepted
the alterations and amendments which had
been made by the provinces down to 1885.
Now, I would venture to say that any hon.
gentleman who sits in this House, and was
formerly a member of the House of Commons,
and was returned to that House prior to the
alterations of the law in 1885, will remember
right well that during the whole of the
continuance of that period he had little or
no trouble in respect to the voters' lists; he
was put to very little expense. The publi-
cation, where the lists were published, was
under municipal control; the preparation of
the lists originally was a preparation by the
municipal councils in the different townships
in which,in almostevery instance, bothparties
had representatives, and that list was so com-
plete, was made so satisfactory in its origi-
nal preparation that in scarcely an instance-
that is in the province of Ontario-was it
found necessary to appeal to the county
judge, either to add or to strike off nîames,
or in any way to modify the lists as they
came from the court of revision. That was
a very satisfactory condition of things. The
men who prepared the lists were men who
knew the people, men who were qualified by
their personal knowledge, because aach mu-
nicipality, each village, each township deter-
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mined who were the electors within the mu-
nicipality; and as they were personally
known to the gentlemen who constituted
the court of revision, very little alteration
in the list, as it was prepared, was ever
called for. Now, that is a condition of
things that cannot exist under the indepen-
dent list prepared by the authority of this
House. We have no municipal organiza-
tions, and when we undertook to appoint a
party to prepare the list, as we did, we
called him under, our statute as it is still in
force, a revising officer ; but he was not in
any proper sense a revising officer. He
created the list. The list was his produc-
tion, and if he did any revising, it was the
list that he himself had prepared that he
revised.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-From where
did he get it ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--From the source where
he was authorized to look for it.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Was it not
really the assessor's ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Possibly.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That is the same
as the others.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, the court of
revision may put on names that assessors
omit, because the parties' names are known,
It is the personal knowledge and acquain-
tance that is of very great value. The
county judge, or whoever may be the re-
vising officer, is not a party who can possess
the knowledge. His personal knowledge
must be confined to a few people and a very
limited area, and so he stands in a wholly
different position from that which the court
of revision occupies in every village and in
every township. Why, you take an ordina-
ry electoral district in which there are say
ten municipalities, and most of them will
average more than that: How many are
employed in the province of Ontario in the
preparation of that list ? You have the
clerk and the five councillors and the asses-
sor, seven persons in each of the ten munici-
palities ; you have seventy persons whereas,
under the Dominion system, you have one.
Is there any comparison between the possi-
bility of making a complete list under the
one system as it stands compared with the
other i I say that there is not.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That one gets
the benefit of the work of the seventy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is.
mistaken.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-He can copy
from their lists ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He can copy the
assessment roll; that is all. And if the as-
sessor should leave off a man who possesses
the necessary income franchise, or leaves off
a farmer's son, or an owner's son, that fact
is known to the court of revision in the
municipality, in the village or in the town-
ship; that fact cannot be known to the
county judge unless it is specially brought
to his attention. I say there is no compari-
son between the cheapness and efficiency
which practically exist under the one system
as compared with the condition of things
existing under the other. Take any one pro-
vince of this Dominion; will any hon. gen-
tleman name a province where, in the pre-
paration of the voters' lists there have been
the same cost or expense incurred as in the
preparation of the Dominion lists ? Is there
any member of the local legislature that has
been put to $800 or $1,000 expense in look-
ing after the revision of the list, and perhaps
another man opposed to him politically in-
curring the same expenditure in looking after
the list on the other side. Then you have
all that to add to the cost of your revising
officer, and the cost of the printing and pre-
paration of the list. But that is not all.
Under the present organization or system,
you have a list that is a standing list from
which names may be struck off upon
sufficient evidence, upon which names may
be put upon sufficient evidence, but under
the provincial system you have a new list
made every year, and it is far more inex-
pensive to prepare a new list than it is to
undertake to revise the list existing. Then
there are scarcely two revising officers that
act precisely on the same principle. Let
me take an illustration. A revising officer
says to those who come before him " I will
not strike off the name of any tenant on his
list without you bring under my notice the
evidence that his tenancy is at an end. You
must subpena the proprietor, or you must
subpæna the tenant, and you must show to
me that the tenancy no longer exists-"
Well, what is the effect of the bad adoptioln
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of that rule ? The effect is that in nine
cases out of ten those names stand on the
list. The tenant has served his time, his
tenancy is at an end ; he may have moved
to the United States and another tenant
is in his place. You produce the
assessor's roll and you show that there is
another tenant's name there, and that the
former tenant's name has disappeared; but
the judge will tell you that it is quite pos-
sible that that tenancy may still exist, not
withstanding that a new tenant is on the
property. He may have sublet it, or he may
have sublet a portion of it; the result is
that in many cases it would cost far more to
the man who is interested in preparing a
complete list to get the names of the parties
removed than it would to make a new list
outright for the year. Now, I am speaking
of what has again and again come under my
own knowledge; I am speaking of what I
am conversant with practically, and I dare
say every hon. gentleman who formerly sat
in the House of Commons, and who is now
a member here, has had experience of exact-
ly the same kind. What difficulty can there
be, then, in the adoption of the previous
franchise ? Surely the communities who
are qualified for self-government and elect
us, whether the qualification be exactly the
sane or not, are equally qualified to return
mnembers to the local legislature. Why can-
not those representatives of the same
people be entrusted to speak on this sub-
ject when they have all the machinery
necessary for the purpose of preparing
a list which is mutually advantageous
both to them and to ourselves? We had
tluis system for seventeen years, and no one
ever complained of it; no one sitting in the
House of Commons complained that it pro-
duced unsatisfactory results. No one said
that the local legislatures had admitted men
that were not qualified, or men that ought
to be excluded from the electoral franchise,
and so ought not to have the privilege of
voting for members of this House. Practi-
Cally, the qualifications in all the provinces
are very much the same, and so no danger
can flow to the constitution of the House of
Commons in consequence of the adoption of
this rule. Now I need not discuss the ques-
tion of convenience further. I know this,
every hon. gentleman knows it, that we
have never had a voters' list prepared-and
We ought to have one every year-at a cost
of less than $300,000. In that you save an

immense expenditure ; you omit an immense
expenditure of money made by private
parties, by persons who desire to become
candidates, by persons who already represent
these constituencies, who are obliged to
spend a great deal of time and to incur
no inconsiderable amount of expenditure
in order to perfect the list, so far as they
can, by seeing that their own friends are
put on it. Under the one system all that
implies a very large expense, because there
are meetings held by the judge in every
township and in every group of polling divi-
sions for the purpose of revision, and several
parties are obliged to attend when that re-
vision is made by the municipal council
under municipal authority. All that waste
of time and all that expenditure will be
avoided, because the work is being carried
on by those upon the ground who are speci-
ally conversant with the subject. Now let
me call the attention of the House to the
provisions of this bill. Section 5 practically
brings in operation the laws of the diffèrent
provinces. Subsection A provides:

The qualifications necessary to entitle any person
to vote thereat shall be those established by the laws
of that province as necessary to entitle such person to
vote in the same part of the province at a provincial
election ;

Then subsection B provides:

The polling divisions shall be those established by
or under the laws of that province for the purposes of
provincial elections within the territory comprised in
the electoral district for which such election is held.

Then subsection C provides:

The voters' lists shal be those prepared for the
several polling divisions so established and which on
the sixtieth day next preceding the day fixed for the
nomination of candidates for such Dominion election
were in force or were last in force under the laws of
that province for the purposes of provincial elections.

Then subsection D provides:
Where, for any part of the province, polling divisions

are not established by or under the laws of the pro-
vince, but by or under such laws places are fixed
where polls shall be opened and held at provincial
elections and lists of the voters entitled to vote at
such places at such elections have been prepared and
are or have been in force, polls shall be opened and
held in that part of the province at the sane places,
and the voters' lists ao prepared and which are or
were last in torce shall be the voterF' lists for the pur-
poses of such Dominion election.

Subsection E provides :
It shall be the duty and shall be within the power of

the returning officer appointed by the Governor in
Council to constitute polling divisions, and to appoint
and fix polling places and polling stations in all cases
where, under the laws of the province, it is respec-
tively the duty or within the power of the returnin
officer or any other officer or person at provincial
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elections to do so; and the returning officer shall, in tion of the voters' lists their friends find that
all cases, indicate such polling places and polling tey are persons who fornerly voted with
stations in the election proclamation. theni who may be eight or ten years out of

In some provinces divisions are made in the country, but have their naines stili upon
the way mentioned in the earlier of these that list-the temptation is very great to
subsections, but in some it is provided that bring these parties back again. There are
the polling division shall be established by corrupt practices of this kind which, no
the returning officer. Where the pro incial doubt, escape the supervision of the courts,
returning officer has the power to establish which entail large expense upon the candi-
a pAlling division for provincial elections, the dates and candidates' friends, and there is
Dominion returning officer shall have the like no way in which this abuse can be so effec-
power to establish polling divisions for a tively reached and put an end to as provid-
Dominion election. The provisions of the ing that the voter shah he a resident of the
law of the provinces as to the places where district in which his vote is recorded.
non-residents shall vote, shall apply mutatis
mutandi to such Dominion election, and the
returningofficerat suchelection shall havethe Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Some of the provinces
power, and will be charged with the duties of have not gone as far as Ontario has in that
sheriff and returning officer under these regard. We do not propose by this bil to
provisions. There are some of the provinces interfere with their opinions as to what is
in which non-residents may vote, and so riaht or best in the matter by undertaking
that feature of the provincial law of course to alter or modifv the law, but I have no
remains in force in those provinces. There doubt whatever that, after a conmonsystem
are some provinces where the voting is is adopted between the Dominion and the
confined to the residents, and where that is provinces, by friendly communication with
the case that law will operate for a Dominion the government, reasonable views with re-
election in that province. The public
opinion of the province . t he public gard to this and other matters will ulti-

opiionof he rovnceof ntaio s vrvmately prevail. Section 6 provides against
decidedly in favour of a residential vote. i the removal from the list or the disqualifi-
know in some constituencies near the United cation of parties who would otherwîse be
States border that the result is that 100
and in some instances 200 or 300 personsfollows
have come from the United States, some ofhave~~~~~~~~~ coe-onteUiedSaesm f No peison possessed of the qualifications generally
whom have been residents in that country required by the provincial law to entitie hini tc vote
for several years, some cf whon have been at a provincial dection, shah be disqualiied from
naturalized citizens of the United States, voting at a Dominion election merely by reason of

any provision of the provincial law dîsqualifying froînbut their names remaining upon the vuters' a
list, for the reasons which I have already («.) the holder of any office, or

mentone, orforothr reson, thy crne (b.) any person employed in any capacity in thementioned, or for other reasons, they comeor of the province or
back and vote, and as soon as their vote is (c.) any person belonging to or engaged in any pro-
recorded, escape across the border again. fession, calling, enployment or occupation, or
That vote, iii some instances, has been large < Who, une bent t of per
enough to turn the scale of the election. I ally required hy the provincial law, are l'y such law
am sure that every fair-minded man, no declared to be disqialifled by reason of their belong-
matter what party he may belong to, will ing to such class.
feel that a man who has cut his connection Hon, gentlemen will see that, under the pro-
with his country, who bas gone abroad, who visions of the law, where a province bas
bas cast in his fortunes with another people, undertaken to disqualify a party because be
ought not to be permitted to come back to this is a Dominion office bolder, if he is quali-
country to vote. Our law has made pro- lied in every other respect, that will not,
vision against these parties being brought prevent him from being recorded as an
back at the expense of parties supplying elector and entitled to vote at an election.
tickets for them, and admission is practically Hon Mr. PERLEY-How will you get
made by these provisions of the law that it bis nae on tbe hist
is; a corrupt practice wherever such exists,
but the temptation where men are opposed Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will come to that
to eact other, and wbere upon an examina- provision later on.
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Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Will Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It
judges be allowed to vote under this? says here " swear."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, because they are Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are certain
disqualified by the Dominion Act, and not parties who, under the general law, are
by the provincial Act. If a man is qualified entitled to affirm. Then it is declared by
under the provincial Act he shall not be dis- subsection 3 of this section that certain
qualified. The judges being disqualified by 1 persons shah not be affected by this Act.
Dominion statute are not electors by the Then there is a clause with reference to the
provisions of this Act. The question put by disqualification of criminals, lunatics and
my hon. friend f rom Wolsely (Mr. Perley) paupers, the same as is found in every
is answered by the next subsection, which statute. Then section 7 deals with the
rendsH: polling places. The province of New Bruns-

wick is in a different position from the other

2. Any person subsectionof3tofquaisficactons thincesertifn

generally requred, excet that his naine had been provns l remember rghtly, there is
ouhitte(l froni the ETst of voters by reason or on account no other province just in the sme position,
of soîne scd dIsqualifying provision, may, neverthe- andand
less, if not otherwise dTsqualifiedh vcte at a Dominion i is po visd heetat mhre the
eetion at the place where, but for suc omissionsion o e th
woul have en entited to vote under sibsection o 300 votes-and I understand they have 500
of this section on his taking or offering to take before and 600 in some divisions-you may divide
the deputy returning officer or other officer or person
in charge of the polling place, the following oath, in the voters lists and have two or three voting
addition to the oath which he might have been re- places in the same division, requiring f rom
quired to take if his naine had been on the list, so far A to K to vote in one division and thoseas such last mentioned oath is applicable, viz. -

I (A. B.) do swear that I an legally qualified to j f rom K to S to vote in another, and those
vote at this election, and that I verily believe that from S to Z to vote in a third.
my nanie was omitted from the list of voters by rea-
son of my being Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Is that the law
at the tinse sueh list was prepared, and for no other
reason. now ?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-This man lias to
swear himself on the list ? He takes an oath
before he can vote I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, he takes an oath
that he believes he is disqualified by reason
of the office which lie holds, but not other-
wise.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is not fair to
him that he should have to swear. I have
known men who would not vote because they
had to take an oath.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That cannot be helped.
If a man suspects that another has been
bribed, or improperly influenced to vote at an
election, he may ask him to be sworn. If
he thinks lie lias taken the oath of allegiance
to some other government he may ask to
have him sworn; and the man must take
the oath or not vote at al], and this does
not place the party who is required to take
the oath in any worse position than any
elector whose vote is challenged.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-In the
case of a Quaker, what does he do I

Hon. Mr. MILLS--He can affirm.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is the law in New
Brunswick.

Hon. Mr. CLEMO W-I think it is the
law in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -My hon. friend is
mistaken. In the province of Ontario, if
there are more than a certain number in the
polling division, it must be divided and two
polling divisions established, but in the
province of New Brunswick in many in-
stances there is a polling division of several
hundred, and instead of dividing the polling
divisions into distinct different polling
divisions as we do in Ontario, we establish
different polling places in the same division.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The result is the
same.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Practically the same
result. But in this case we ineet the con-
dition of affairs without in the slightest de-
gree altering or amending the local law.
The other subsections provide where the
electors are to vote, and so on. Then there
is provision made for cases where the polling
division is not within the electoral district.
You nay have an electoral di vision-although
that is very rarely the case-where the
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electoral boundaries do not correspond with
the electoral boundaries in the Dominion,
and in that case you may have a polling
division that is a unit for the provincial
election, which might have a part of it in
one electoral division and part of it in an-
other electoral division for the Dominion.
In section 8 you have provision made for
that. Section 9 provides that where the
electoral list is more than one year old a niew
list may be made in conformity with the
local law and local niachinery. I do not
know that I can fully go into a discussion
in detail of all these different clauses, be-
cause they are matters of detail that can
best be considered in committee and involve
no special principle.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Will the hon.
minister explain clause 19 ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Clause 19 reads:

Subsection 1 of section 45 of the said Act is hereby
repealed, and in lieu thereof it is hereby enacted that
not more than one elector for each compartment shall
at any one time enter the room where the poll is
held, and e&ch elector upon so entering shall declare
bis name and addition, and in the province of Prince
Edward Island his qualification also, which shall be
entered or recorded by the poll clerk in the poll-book
provided for that purpose, which shall be kept in the
forin R in the first schedule to the Dominion Elec-
tions Act; and if the name is found on the list of
voters for the polling district of such polling station,
or if in any polling division wvhereby the provincial
law no list of voters is required or provided such
elector is found entitled to vote, or if his naine is not
on the list of voters, but he claims the right to vote
under subsection 2 of section 6 of this Act, and takes
the oath prescribed by that subsection, he shall re-
ceive from the deputy returning officer a ballot paper,
on the back of which such deputy returning officer
has previously put his initials, so placed that when
the ballot is folided they can be seen without opening
it, and on the counterfoil to which he has placed a
number corresponding to that placed opposite the
voter's name in the poll-book.

My hon. friend will see that that is a pro-
vision of our law as it now stands ?

Hon. Mr.McCALLUM-Do you call that
ballot secret ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly. It is not
the provincial law. It is the law in force
in the Dominion with regard to that parti-
cular class of cases, and my hon. friend will
see.that there is no departure from any rule
which has not been already acted upon in
the elections being held if there was no
change in the law at all. So that it is not
necessary for me to undertake to defend-

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-To defend what
has been done in the province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
has supported this very law.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I will give you
my opinion shortly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend thinks
no good can come out of Nazareth, and he is
disposed to look with suspicion on anything
found in a government bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There is no
doubt about that. That is true.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And I can assure my
hon. friend that in this case there is no
occasion for this suspicion.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Are those ten-
dered ballots counted? They are not under
the old law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I see no reason why
they should not be. But this does not alter
the law in that regard.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-If I understand this
clause, the latter half of it refers entirely to
Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It applies the exist-
ing law to that particular case. My hon.
friend will see that it does not alter the law
as it at present stands.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the hon. gentlemen
will read the section of the Dominion
Elections Act, they will find that it is word
for word the same as this section. It will
be observed in a subsequent section that
the counterfoil is destroyed. It does not go
in with the ballot.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-The numbers
are not consecutive ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no. It is not
the locai law at all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that in this case there is a ballot with a
counterfoil and the counterfoil is preserved ;
in our elections they are not so. The
counterfoil is destroyed and so there is
nothing whatever by which to tracë the
ballot.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In section 46 the
deputy returning officer is directed first to
detach and destroy the counterfoil and then
he shall immediately place the ballot in the
hallot box.
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Hon. Sir MACKEN ZIE BOWELL-The Subsection 1 of section 45 of the said Act is hereby
question is whether the substitution of repealed and in lieu thereof it is hereby enacted thatnot more than one elector for each compartment
this clause for the one you have just read shah, at any une ture, enter the roon where the pil
does not apply, the latter portion of it, to iechld, and each ectoi upon s0 entering shah
Prince Edward Island, as indicated by the re his name and addition, and in the province of

bon.genlema frm, ruro Yo repal hatPrince Edward Island his qualification also.
hon. gentleman from Truro. You repeal that
clause altogether therefore it is no longer the Now that is the only difference between
law of the land; but the clause which i Prince Edward sland and any other place.
substituted for it becomes the law and the Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is a
question asked by my hon. friend from Truro further diffence.
is whether, by the wording of this clause,
that portion of it to which you have referred Hon. Mr. MILLS-My lon. f riend will
does not apply exclusively to Prince Edward see that it is simply providing for a series
Island. That is the point to which the hon. of contingencies and the position of Prince
minister's attention was called. I have com- Edward Island is peculiar.
pared them, and while both the hon. gentle- Hon. Mr. DEBOICHERVJLLE-Ithink
men who have spoken have failed to point' there is a great improveent in the ballot;
out the difference between the two, I will I
do it for them. The word " surname " is cople the h o .
left out and these are the words that are
added after making thit alteration. It Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not object
says: S the second 1osAin nf the said Actishre

And in the province of Prince Edward Island his
qualification also, which shall be entered or recorded
by the poll clerk in the poll-hook provided for that
purpose, which shall be kept in the forin R in the first
schedule to The Dominion Lands Act; and if the
name is found on the list of voters for the polling
district of such polling station.

Now, these are the words which are
added:

Or if in any polling division where by provincial
law no list of voters is required. -

As is the case in Prince Edward Island.
Or provided such elector is found entitled to vote

or if his name is not on the lst of voters but he
claims the right to vote under subsection 2, of section
6 of this Act.

That is the Act to which my hon. friend
refers.

And takes the oath prescribed by that subsection.

These are the new words, and then it
says:

He shall receive fron the deputy returning officer
a ballot paper, on the back of which such deputy
returning officer has previously put his initials, so
placed that when the ballot is folded they can be seen
without opening it, and on the counterfoil to which
he has placed a number corresponding to that placed
oPposite the voter's name in the poll-book.

That is applicable under the old law to all
Polling divisions; is it so under the wording
of this bill?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly. My hon.
friend will see, if he reads this a little more
carefully, that it is not confined to Prince
Edward Island, that it is a general provi-
sion.

provement in the election law of this country
is wanted. What I am particularly inter-
ested in is the marking of the ballots. We
have had soine experience of the ballot in
Ontario, and we find that it is not a secret
ballot, but is held as a whip by the govern-
ment over their employees and the holders
of licenses. The hon. gentleman says that
the qualifications of voters are very much
alike in all the provinces. I do not agree
with him. We should have manhood suf-
frage all through this Dominion, because
every one contributes to the revenue and
every man is liable to military service in
time of trouble. My hon. friend says that
the qualifications of voters are the same in
all the provinces; how is it in Quebec 7 In
Ontario we have one man one vote; in
Quebec an elector can vote wherever he
holds property.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-But we can only
elect sixty-five members from the province.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why should
not a man living in Ontario have as many
votes as if he lived in Quebec ? In Quebec
the qualification of a voter is possession of
bricks and mortar and land ; in Ontario the
qualification is the possession of brains. I
do not mean to reflect on the province of
Quebec ; I simply state a fact. The hon.
Minister of Justice speaks of the expense of
the present system. I admit that it is ex-
pensive, but what do the goverriment propose
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to do 7 Instead of paying it themselves,
they are going to throw the charge on the
municipalities.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill does not im-
pose anything on the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. MIcCALLUM-As I said be-
fore, we have had such an experience of the
ballot in Ontario that we are all interested
in avoiding the same evil in this measure.
The object of the ballot is to protect the
voter, but in Ontario every vote can be
traced. That is why I have questioned the
minister on the subject, because I do not.
wish to see the Ont ario system adopted here.
I am glad to hear him say that it will not
be, and we will hold hini responsible for that
We will be able to see, when we get into
committee on this bill, what sort of legis-
lation we are getting. If it has the effect of
enabling the governmient to trace how ballots
are marked in any part of Canada, I should
vote against the bill if I had to vote
alone. Give us either a secret ballot or
open voting. That has been the case in the
province of Ontario and it is no wonder I.
feel tender on that point of secret ballots.
The ballot works well because it gives a quiet
election, and there is not that excitement in
voting by ballot that there used to he when
we had open voting. As I said before, I am
not going to detain the House in saying any-
thing now ; I may have something to say
when the House is in committee on the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -It
is not my intention to enter into a discussion
of the details of this bill at this stage.
If we pursued the same course which
was followed by the hon. Secretary of State
in 1885, when the Franchise Bill was sub-
mitted to this House, we might dispense with
ahl discussion upon the question. At that
time the hon. gentleman, supported by those
by whom he was surrounded at the time,
moved the six months' hoist to the Fran-
chise Bill, thereby recognizing the right
of the Senate to interfere even with the
franchise which elects the members to
the popular branch of parliament. I do not
say that we propose to adopt that princi-
ple on the present occasion ; and, speaking
for myself, for this reason I think it would
be a great pity if the party opposite, to which
my hon. friend belongs, should be disap-
pointed in placing at. least one of the

measures which they promised to the people
upon the statute-book. Despite the num-
erous violations of their promises they are
determined to carry out this one if they are
permitted to do so, and I do not know that
we should take the responsibility of prevent-
ing them acting at least in one particular in
accordance with the many pledges and pro-
mises they have made; not only in the legis-
lative halls of the country, but at their con-
ventions and to the people. I congratu-
late them upon being honest at least in one
particular. 1, however, must differ to a
certain extent from my hon. friend who has
addressed the House, in the views which he
has attributed to those who oppose the prin-
ciple involved in this bill, and that is that
we are divesting ourselves of power which
we should exercise. Now, I readily admit
that in delegating the power we have under
the constitution to another body, it is a
voluntary act of our own, and consequently
if we divest ourselves of it we place
ourselves in the same position as we do
when enacting, in any case, a law which
interferes with what we consider our
rights or our privileges; but what we object
to more than anything else is the fact that it
creates a franchise for the election of men-
bers to the popular branch of the legisla-
ture upon a system which is not uniform in
its character. Take the province of Quebec,
to which my hon. friend from Monck referred
a few moments ago. A man holding property
qualification in a dozen different constitu-
encies is enabled to record his vote for a
representative to the House of Commons in
each of them. That is a recognition of the
right of property. In other provinces the
franchise is based upon ianhood suffrage to
a greater or less extent. Then it gives a
voter, under certain circumstances in one
province, the opportunity of recording bis
vote in favour of a nuinber of candidates,
providing he has the qualification, while in
Ontario, where I live, I might own any
amount of property and, under certain cir-
cumstances, have no vote at all.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-But the same
system exists under the Dominion Act.
Under the Dominion Act I voted five times
on the 23rd of June, 1896.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know that. I was under the impression that
that is what I endeavoured to point out, that
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under the Dominion Act as it exists an elector
can vote in each of the electoral districts
in which he owns property, but under the
local Franchise Act of Ontario he cannot.
For instance, I was living in the city of Ot-
tawa when I was a member of the govern-
ment. I had a vote in the three ridings of
the county in which I formerly lived, but in
the city of Ottawa I was not upon the'
voters' list, and consequently under the
Ontario local franchise Act I had no vote
in the city in which I resided and had been
living for seventeen or eighteen years, and
not being a resident, under the law, in the
county of Hastings I had no vote at all,
while in the province. of Quebec, no iatter
where you live, you can go and record your
vote where you are on the assessment roll
and represent the property you own. I
commend the people of the province of Que-
bec for retaining that principle upon their
statute-book. But that is not the case with
us, hence there will be no uniformity in
the future for the election of members to a
legislature in which each has the same
rights, the saine powers, and the same priv-
ileges. Now, I am not so democratic as to
believe that those who have, through indus-
try attained a position of wealth in a country,
and consequently pay the greatest amount of
taxes locally and otherwise, should not have
a preponderating power and a preponder-
ating influence over those who have
no status at all in the country, other
than their existence. I know that is a the-
ory that many of our friends, and more par-
ticularly ny hon. friend opposite, I have no
doubt, would object to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No ; I am not com-
bating it. I an conbating the application.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
believe that universal suffrage, as applicable
tO the Dominion Parliament, is nearer a
true principle than it is when'applied to the
local legislatures, ·and for this reason: the
local legislatures have the power to deal with
civil rights and property, giving power to
nunicipalities to impose direct taxation upon
every individual who has to pay in propor-
tion to the property which .he owns; ,while
the Dominion Parliament compels you to
pay to the revenue of the country, only in
proportion to the consumption of dutiable
and excise goods. There is the difference
between the two; but that is not a question

that I need argue at the present moment,
nor need I occupy the time of the House
in dwelling upon that principle, because it
is not involved directly in this discussion;
but I would like to ask, while we are divest-
ing ourselves of the power, by the present
bill, of having a uniform franchise for the
Dominion, whether that law is to apply to
the franchise which exists in the different
provinces at the present moment, or to apply
with the same force in case the provincial
legislatures change, alter or amend them. I
take it for granted they will: so that while
we are relegating our power at the present
moment to the local legislatures so far as the
franchise is concerned ; we know that in
doing that, precisely what we are losing, but
we cannot know in the future what they
may do or how they may amend the law.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-In anticipation
of an election.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Precisely, in anticipation of an election, as
we know has been done in some of the
maritime provinces, and as we know was
done in one case in our own province.
Af ter the lists had been revised, after every-
thing was ready to go to the election, it was
determined by lie Ontario government to
hold an election at an earlier period than it
was necessary to hold it, and they actually
passed a law to have the lists of the whole
province revised, and every candidate had to
travel through his whole county in order to
watch the revision of the voters' lists. Why
do I have a distinct recollection of that i
Because in a large county like my own,
which is about 30 miles wide and 100 miles
deep, and las 19 municipal divisions, I had
to go to each poll, or employ somebody to go
to each poll to see that the voters' lists were
not manipulated against myself and against
the party to which I belong. Now, that
can be carried to any extent by the local
legislatures, and we know it has been done
in the maritime provinces to the extent of
disqualifying a large number of voters just
before an election, and I believe after the
hon. gentleman came into power in one of
the province they changed it (A laugh.)-
An hon. gentleman opposite laughs; that
may be considered a very shrewd political
trick, but I duubt whether any man would
consider it a moral act on the part of a
politician at least, and there should be some
little morality among politicians.
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Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I was not
the party who laughed, but I wanted simply
to state that the late Attorney General in
the Conservative provincial government of
Quebec, the Hon. Mr. Pelletier, as a private
member in the Mercier administration dis-
qualified the federal enployees under the
provincial law, and after he changed his
allegiance and returned to the Conservative
party in 1892, himself moved to wipe out
the law that he had passed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not at all surprised at the acts of the
gentleman to whom he referred nor would I
be surprised-

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Will
the hon. gentleman allow me to say a word 7
The law by which the employees were dis-
qualitied was passed by the government of
the Hon. Mr. Mercier, and this change was
made by another government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I was about to say that I am not at all
surprised at any act which would be
committed by a member of the Mercier
government. That Mr. Pelletier so far
forgot himself as to join that government
and become a colleague of Mr. Mercier,
was a sufficient reason why he resorted
to trickery of that kind. The moment
he found that he could no longer, as an
honest man, having any regard for his own
reputation, continue his connection with that
government and with that leader, he revert-
ed, as my hon. friend says, to his former
allegiance, and in doing that he accepted a
more honest policy and carried it out. I
congratulate him on his conversion, and I
congratulate him still further in trying to
undo the iniquitous acts which characterized
the administration of which he had been a
member. My hon. friend (Mr. Mills) in his
speech in moving the second reading of this
bill, will not, I am sure, object when we go
into committee-at least, I hope he will not
object-to have such amendments made to
the bill which would not interfere to any
great extent with the principles which he
has laid down. I know that in the other
House, when it was proposed to give the
right of appeal where a wrong had been
committed, the reason advanced by the
premier was that it would be an interference
with the principle of the provincial fran-
chise. Now, as you have departed from

that in one particular instance, where
you give a vote to those who had been dis-
franchised for political or other reasons, you
surely will not object to the adoption of the
other principle by which every man can
secure his right before a judge of the land.
Now, I can give an illustration of my own;
if we had had no appeal to- the judge in the
county of Hastings, I should have had no
vote in the east riding of the county of
Hastings. The assessor assessed me, and
had done so for years, for a suin suflicient to
entitle me to vote. He served me with a
notice paper; I paid no attention to it, but
when the list was printed I found that my
name was omitted and I wrote from Ottawa
to my lawyer in BelleNille to ascertain how
that had occurred. He went and examined
the records and found that the assessor,
after serving me with a notice which showed
upon its face that I had been assessed for a
sufficient sum to give me a vote, had actually
reduced it by $50, to cut me out of the vote.
I appealed at once to the late Judge Sher-
win to have my name restored, and upon the
facts being proved to the court, my naine
was restored. Now, take an instance of
this kind. I am very nuch inclined to think
that this assessor is only a counterpart of a
great many others in the different parts of
the country and had I not fortunately for
myself-

Hon. Mr. MILLER-If you had been in
Nova Scotia you could not have got your
name put on.

Hon. Si. MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the point I am coming to. If it had
been in Nova Scotia or Manitoba, I would
have been deprived of that vote. That
is one illustration. There are thousands
that can be given of an equally iniquitous
character. I hope my hon. friend the Min-
ister of Justice will see the force of the
statement which I have made and accept
the amendment, a notice of which has been
given by my hon. friend from Richmond.
My hon. friend talked about the expense
under the present law. I have figures in
my hand to show that the registration of the
voters'list in this. city, a short time ago, cost
two or three cents per head more than
it did under the Franchise Act. I
have also statements of the city of
Toronto to prove the same fact. Another
complaint was about the printing of
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the lists for the whole Dominion in Ottawa,
the most singular provision is this, that of all
these voters' lists the type is to be kept
standing in the printer's office. I have
not consulted a printer, but I intend before
the bill passes, to try and ascertain how many
tons of type it will require to keep ail the
voters' lists of the Dominion standing. I
have some little knowledge of the printing
business, and I do not hesitate to tell my
friends who do not know, that to take the
voters' list of the city of Ottawa, or of
Toronto, or of Montreal (my statement will
not apply with so much force to the rural
constituencies), the voters' lists of any city
and change them after one or two years, it
will cost less to set up and put in type the
whole of the voters' list than it will te
attemet to correct them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have the type
set up now.

-Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not talking about the law as it stands;
I am talking about the law which you pro-
pose to enact. I say that in a case where
the changes in the voters' list are so
numerous as they are in ail cities, it would
be much better not to go to the expense of
keeping the type standing, but to re-set it
when the time came to prepare the list.
I venture the prediction that you will find
the expenses attending the preparation of
these lists, particularly where you have a
new list, to be equal to, if not greater than
the old system which was in -that respect
objectionable. Then ycu must bear in mind,
when we talk about the expenses attending
the preparing of the last list and conparing
it with the preparation of lists in the pro-
vinces, that there is no analogy between the
two. I will speak of ny own province and
leave other members to speak of theirs.
Every municipality, after the assessment is
made, makes out its own voters' list, and
that is printed and revised, and you can
appeal to the judge. But the expense does
not appear to the people.of the Dominion,
because that is paid by each individual
municipality; but if you aggregate the total
expense attending the formation of the lists
of the provinces, I venture the assertion that
it would be found to be much greater than
the old system of preparing the voters' list
for the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not duplicated.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
knew the answer my hon. friend would ad-
vance. That may be ail true, but you do
not have to duplicate it under that system.
I do not propose to deal much further with
these points. I think the bill will be found
impracticable in its working, unless amended
as suggested by the hon. gentleman from
Richmond (Mr. Miller), and anended in
other ways, which my hon. friend will see
the necessity for. We will try and make it
as palatable as possible, and amend only so
far as it affects the great principle of uni-
formity which I am very partial to. My
hon. friend has referred to Sir John Thomp-
son and his proposition to adopt the local
franchises for the Dominion. That state-
ment was also made in the House of Com-
mons. Is that correct ? Ail that the Hon.
Sir John Thompson proposed was to take
the Io -al lists upon which to form the
Dominion franchise.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Hear, hear. I
quoted from Sir John Thompson's speech
last session.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend from Richmond is quite correct.
Had Sir John Thompson lived and remained
in power, I doubt not that we should have
had a much simpler system of providing a
franchise law for the Dominion than we have
at present. We all learned by experience
that that was his intention, and taking the
ditlerent local franchises as they exist, their
lists were to form a basis for a franchise for
the Dominion. I merely refer to that in
order to show exactly what the late premier
of the country intended to do, and what, I
doubt not, he would have done had he lived.
and renained in power for any length of
tine.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
House goos into committee on this measure,
I wish to offer a fe w observations upon it,
and I wish to get the ear of my hon. friend
the leader of the House while I
point out to him some very serious difficul-
ties which present themselves in the appli-
cation of this bill to the little province of
Prince Edward Island, from which I come.
It is not nece-sary to di.cuss at any great
length the general principles involved
in the bill. I must say, however,
that I regret exceedingly that we should
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depart from that road of improve- the type standing, which will be a large
ment we have been following for a long item of expense. Then when we are going
time in the way of developing the idea of to hold an election, the law is printed
union between the different provinces of and furnished to the election officiais.
Canada. The trend of legislation ever since I have here one provided at last gen-
confederation has been to bring the pro- eral election for the use of election officers.
vinces more together, to centralize authority, When an election is being helc the return-
as it were, and such legislation has had a ing officer and deputy returning officer and
very beneficial effect in doing away with ail other officiais intrusted in any respect with
local feeling and in strengthening the the conduct of the election will have to be
idea that we are one people. I regard supplied not only with our own laws, not
this measure as a retrograde step in that only with the bil we are now passing and
view. We are going back from the position the Dominion Elections Act, but they will
we took in 1885-a position that was plainly also have to be supplied with printed copies
settled at confederation, when it was pro- of the laws of ail the provinces of Canada.
vidcd that the local lists should remain as You will then have not simply this volume,
the lists on which federal elections should be to print but you will have others; and My
held until the parliament of Canada should own province wilI furnish a volume quite as
legislate upon the subject, thereby showing large as this. It will have to be printed at
that the fathers of confederation had distinct- the expense of Canada and furnished to the
ly in their ninds the adoption of a general deputy returning officers in the election.
federal list whenever the time would come And then there is another difficulty which is
and the parliament' of the country would not altogether a matter of expense. These
have time to deal with the question. We are presiding officers are not professional men,
going back on that and creating disunion. and are not accustomed to perusing statutes,
We are going in the direction of disintegra- and you will have them wading through these
tion in place of consolidation in passing federal and provincial statutes where they
such a bill as this is. But that is not are made leoislators and are required to
all. My hon. friend the leader of the changethe formof an affidavitor a section
House has claimed that this measure is in in order to make them applicable. You
the interest of economy, that the expense will have a voluminous set of laws put in
will be lessened, and I know that in all the the hands of these men, and they are called
discussions we have had upon this franchise upon to make these laws applicable, to change
question, that has been the main ground them in many respects where it vould almost
put before the public in favour of going puzzle a lawyer to make them fit in one with
back to the provincial lists. I am very the other. Such is the incongruous chai'cter
much afraid that that result will not be of this legislation. My hon. friend the leader
reached, for in addition to the facts stated of the buse said a feW minute3 ago that
by my hon. friend, the leader of the opposi- from 1867 to 1885, we got on very
tion, in regard to the printing of the well holding our elections on the local
lists, it is provided in section 9 of this.bill franchises and my on. friend seemed to in-
that wherever a provincial list shall be more fer that what we did then we can do just as

. than one year old, this government shall be well now. He appears to have bat sight of
at the expense of providing a fresh the fact that circumstances have changed
list, upon which elections shall be very ruch. During these years since the
held. It may be that that nay not passing of the Franchise Act in 1885, we
occur very often, and it may occur havo been amending and changing and re-
quite often. It may happen that a province, enacting our Dominion Elections Act to
seeing that they are not going to have an elec- make it harmonize and fit into our Dominion
tion, for some years, may suspend the prepar- Franchise Act. You are now passing a bill
ing of a list for a year or two, in order to get which has not been drafted in confornity
the Dominion government to do the work for with your Dominion Elections Act, and
them. They have the power to do that. without any or regard for the election laws
They may make it imperative on this of the various provinces, and in a short bih
government to go to work and be at all the of this kind you are trying to dove-tail it in
expense of preparing lists, just as we and make it work in connection with the
were before. Then there is the keeping of Dominion Elections Act which was fraied
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without any reference to it, and you will
also have to work it in connection with
the election law of the seven provinces of
Canada, which will lead to difliculty and
confusion of the iost serious character. I
will point out one of those difficulties in my
own province, and I think when I have
stated the objection and the difficulty which
arises, the hon. gentleman willsee the necessity
of applying some amendment to this bill if
he can. The elections in Prince Edward
Island are held by open voting and there is
no registration of votes under the provisions
of our laws. This may seem to be a very
extraordinary manner of conducting elections
and perhaps not a good one, but it is the
systein we have there and we have worked
our own ends with it. We have no revisioi
or preparation of vo'ers' lists. A man can go
into a polling division on election day, take
the necessary oath and record his vote. It
is an open vote. If he is not qualified to
vote, in the opinion of the agent or candidate
against whoni he is voting, an objection is
made and that vote is subject to scrutiny
afterwards. With regard to any votes being
polled twice, there is provision for a summary
scrutiny hy the returning officer before the
declaration is made, and in the event of the
vote being a bad one, an undue return by
reason of bad votes may be the subject of an
election petition.' We often have election
trials where there is no corruption or bribery
charged-simply a question of the quali-
fication of voters. [n all the other pro-
vinces you have revision before the election.
We have ours afterwards, and that revision
is held by the judges of the land, but only
those votes that are objected to at the poll
are scrutinized. The man who bas the largest
number of good votes is declared elected.
Under the bill we are about to pass, you
have asystem of non-registration to be worked
in connection with a ballot. The Dominion
Ballot Act applies to Prince Edward Island
and to every part of Canada. A man enters
a polling booth and elaims he bas a vote.
The candidate against whom he is voting
is morally certain that he bas no vote. But
the man takes the oath. We know there
are many people ready to do that, and there
will be many more willing to do it, when
they know that when their vote is in the
ballot box, it cannot be questioned. That is
what you are doing by this law. You are
associating a nonregistrative election law
with the ballot system, and you may have

hundredsof menwithout lawfulvotes brought
into the polling places and swearing to their
right to vote. They must then get the ballot
and it is put into the ballot box. It can
never be traced afterwards and it cannot be
ascertained legally how the man voted. This
bill does not provide that any objection shall
be noted. It would be useless to do so, be-
cause the vote cannot be scrutinized. The
remedy we have in Prince Edward Island
under our local law, by which bad votes can
be eliminated and only good votes counted is
taken away and you are going to throw the
election into the power of the unscrupulous
part of the community who can, so to speak,
swamp the votes of good men. I point out
these difficulties in connection with this bill.
Of course, in the hon. gentleman's own pro-
vince no such question as that presents itself,
but you have this difficulty in the heart of
the bill, as it applies to iny province, and
connected with this difficulty there are a great
many other clauses in the bill which are
open to serious objection. The oath to be
taken is the local oath. He may swear that
lie has not voted in that electoral district.
That electoral district means the local elector-
al district in the local laws. There are cases
in which there are, either in whole or in part,
four or five local electoral districts within the
one Dominion electoral district. You im-
pose on the election officers the duty of
making an oath applicable or suitable for the
purpose of the Dominion election. Sup-
posing the presiding oflicer is not an honest
man, or not able clearly to wade through all
these statutes and find out what they mean,
to go to the Dominion election law and go to
the Dominion Franchise Act which we are
passing, and find what they all mean when
read in connection with the local law and he
finds this oath the forni he bas to adnin-
ister and he presents that oath to the
voter and insists that it is right, Wvhere is the
remedy i With that oath presented men
may vote again and again in the same federal
electoral district. Take the district of East
Queen's, in which I reside myself ; there are
four local electoral districts embraced within
that district in whole or in part. A man
may own property in four places in that dis-
trict and go forward and vote in each of them
the local election.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-le cannot do that in
a Dominion election.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He can if he qualified and if the reviser should accept
takes the oath. My hon. friend says he such names ani make up a list of nanes in
cannot in a Dominion election, but he can that way with repeaters on it, or disqualified
only be prevented from doing so by the persons, applications could be made to the
returning officer going over all these laws and court before the conpletion of the list, and
settling in his mind the oath and making the reviser could be compelled by mandamus,
it applicable for the purpose of this elec- or sore proceeding of that kind, either to
tion. He must alter the wording of the add naines of good qualified voters or to
laws and the oath when they are presented. reinove the names of those that were

disqualiied. Tiat remedy arises, and

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. is present in the formation of a list; but in
Prince Edward Island there is no voters'

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Mly hon. f piend list, and under the local law, as I have
says no, and shakes his head, but whet c my explained, there is open voting, and, conse-
hon. friend is a4 farniliar with the ffubject as quently, when a vote is doubtful or bad, the
1 amn in my own province he will flot dissent candidate against whorn it 18 recorded, or
fr m the view I amt presenting. Taken in bis agent, can na k it lobjected," and
connection with the fact that in Prince then a scrutiny can be held, a sum-
Edward Island tbere is open voting, and that dary scrutiny against repeated votes,
under this bill we are passing i.; going to e as- befmore the returning officer, before a
sociated with ballot voting you ave (langer dleclaration is made and finally a scrutiny
springing up of a most serious character. In before the judges afterwards, and by means
the boundary of two of the local electoral di- of that bad votes can be removed and the car-
visions in the East Queen's electoral district didate who bas a majority of good votes can
there is a line cutting off the ends of farms nI timately be declared elected. That reinedy
for ten or twelve miles, a owners may vote exists under our local law, but when you
in each place and every one of those muay pro- iattach a systein that provides for no voters'
bably vote twice in the electoral district of list with ballot voting, a thorougbly secret
East Queen's. My hon. friend dissecnts from sysein of ballot voting sucb as we have in
that. He seens to have the idea that Canada, it is possible for rpn to go to the
the oatv will stop it. But su posing it is

connectio withh the fact that ine Princeh

not made applicable to that election which is are presented-believing that tey are
being held, they take the oatl and put the taking, then honstly, or perhaps not, it
ballot in the box, and how cau that be does not atter what their beliefs may be-
rerqediedu if their votes are bad and the ballot is given

to then and put in the ballot box, the injury

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the that is done is irrevocable, and the candidate
chair. having a majority of good votes may find

himself at the foot of tbe poli and there is no

After Recess. remedy whatever under this legislation in
order to get the man wbo bas the majority of

Hon. Mr. FERG SON-Before recess, I goodc votes eleted. 1 have referred to the
was endeavouring tos point out to the r.use, great difficultis whicb surrond the adop
and more particularly to my hon. friends of tion of tbis bi. The efect of atterpting
the government, some incongrfifh es in this to engraft on the Dominion election law,
bif when applied to the Dominion Election whieh was framed for the old Franchise Act
Act and to the provincial laws, anc1 was with a proper and t aorough system of a pre-
iElustrating my meaning by reference to the paration of voters' ists by the Dominion of
laws of Prince Edward Island. The point Canada on a law of this kind proposing to
I desire to make is apparent, or most appar- bripg in the laws of the different provinces
ent, when yo take the Prince Edward wth regard to the naking of the lists and
Island case up. The saine evils cannot arise tbe qualification of electors, is-that we bring
under this bill in the other provwices because in with ns the whole of these local laws, and
in the other provinces lists have to be made, we bring together a Most incongruous mass
and should persons make application and with whic a layman will be utterly helpless
try to get their nameh repeated on lies, as a presiding officer or a returning officer
or to get their naines on when they were f hot at the tue of an election. I submit to MY
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hon. friend that some remedy should be
provided for this. It might be got by the
adoption of the English ballot, which I think
is in force in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Or by the legislature
arranging their law.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--Yes, it could
be got that way if the provincial legis-
lature changed their law, but we are provid-
ing a Franchise Act for the Dominion of
Canada, and surely my hon. friend does not
think we would be doing right to imperil
the franchise of the people of a province, be
it ever so small, and ierely say that the local
legislature should make that right. It is
not their business to make it right.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. _Mr. FERGUSON-They have a
system there that worked well for their own
purposes. They have open voting and they
have no lists, and the purging of the voters'
list can be done in time be fore the declaration
of the candidate's election, and in this way
the will of *the electors can be declared and
declared properly. That is the way it works
under the provincial law ; but here you are
engrafting a ballot system upon a non-regis-
tration plan such as we have in Prince
Edward Island, and you bring in with it
this difficulty, that men can go into the
Polling booths, take the oaths there, believ-
ing they are doing right or wrong, for that
does not affect the question in the slightest
degree-they can go into the polling booths,
take the oaths and answer the questions
and their names will be accepted, and
have to be accepted ; the presiding officer
has no option if the vote appears at ail events
reasonable on the face of it, and having given
them the ballot, the ballot is put into the
ballot box and there is no remedy. The
remedy might be found by the adoption of the
English ballot under which, when a vote is
doubtful a candidate believing it is recorded
against him can object to it on the ground
that the man is not qualified to vote, and
a number would be allowed to be placed
onl the ballot, and a corresponding number
in the poll book, and then afterwards the
maerits of the vote might be inquired into in
court. That is what is done in England, the
vote is inquired into in court and declared
good or bad. If the vote is declared bad, the
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candidate who received that vote loses it and
the election is made good in that way. If a
provision of that kind could be inserted in
this bil, it would provide for the difficulty
that I am pointing out, although I am afraid
it would bring with it some other difficulties
inasmuch as if you made this provision with
regard to votes that should be objected to,
parties might object to votes purposely,
with a view to an investigation to discover
how a man voted, and an evil might arise
in that way. However, I point out to my
hon. friend the threatened injury that will
arise from the adoption of this bill and the
application of the ballot systerm with the
voting without a list as exísts in Prince
Edward Island. It will beof such a nature
that very great wrong may be done, and in
many cases the man who is not entitled to
election, thrcugh the unscrupulous char-
acter of his agents and supporters, may
succeed in getting a majority of the votes
when he is not legally and fairly entitled
to it. I have spoken at this stage in
order that my hon. friend may know the
nature of the point I wish to have dealt
with, because whatever the government may
do, when I have put myself fairly on record,
I will have done my duty in the matter. I
do not feel myself qualified to suggest
amendments to a bill of this kind. I know
it will be a very difficult matter. Only a
professional man, after a very careful ex-
amination of the different measures, could
undertake to suggest an anendment that
would not throw out of joint some other pro-
visions in a bill of this character and the
other laws which are to be worked with it.
I have put this matter before my hon. friends,
and when we get into committee I intend to
bring it up, and I hope that when we reach
that stage the members of the government
will be prepared to submit some plan by
which the difficulty can be got over. Before
I sit down I wish to point out another
anomaly which exists in this bill with re-
gard to Prince Edward Island. Section 5,
subsection F of this bill, reads as follows :

The provisions of the law of the province as to the
places where non-resident electors shall vote shall
apply rmutatis mutandis to such Dominion election,
and the returning officer at such election shall have
the powers and shall be charged with the duties of
the sheriff or returning officer under those provisions.

It provides that the places where non-
resident electors shall vote shall be as
under the provincial franchise. Now we
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turn to the election laws of Prince where it must be counted for a candidate
Edward Island, and we find there that in whose behalf it is given.
there is a system of special voting provided
to meet the case of non-resident voters. Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHER VILLE-How
A man may vote at one polling division about the federal elections?
for every local electoral district where he
has property in Prince Edward Island, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Just the same
and the intention of that section must as in the rest of Canada; we have
be that the saine method should be ap- uniformity now, but the difficulties I am
plied in Dominion elections. Perhaps my pointing out to you just show what a mnuddle
hon. friend bas not for himself looked at we are apt to get into by passing this bill.
the provincial laws and inquired into the Here we are running against all kinds of
systen that prevails in Prince Edward Is. difficulties on every hand. The correct
land and whicl I do not know prevails any- principle would be to stick to the old form,
where else, but it has worked admirably to the making of lists for ourselves. Cheapen
there for nearly forty years. If absentees it, improve it ; surely it is possible to do
are to vote at all it is a systein that gets rid that, but beware of getting into such a dan-
of the great expense and the temptation to gerous position as we would find ourselves
corrupt practices that exist in connection in when we wander in the way in which we
with sending voters long distances to record are now proposing to do. I do not intend to
their votes. Under the Prince Edward pursue these objections any further at the
Island law a schedule is prepared and present moment, and I have just indicated
a voter declares the property qualification two of the difficulties that are to be met
on which le votes and intimates the with, and that will be met with, I think,
name of the candidate for whom lie wants before this measure can be safely made law.
to vote. It is then the duty of the preiding
officer to accept these schedules, and they Hon. Mr. MILLS-What m.y bon. friend
are forwarded to the returning officer of practically proposes is that you should have
the constituency in which the absentee has a voters' list in Prince Edward Island, pre-
a vote. The drafters of this bill, no doubt, cisely the same as elsewhere?
had this in view, for it says here that:

The returning officer at such election shall have the Hon. Mr. FERGU SON-If we had that
powers and be charged with the duties of the sheriff there would be no difficulty. Turning to
or returning officer under those provisions. section nine of the bill that we are now

That must refer to the system in Prince considering, I find it is provided, as Dy hon.
Edward Island of transinitting these sche- friend explained to tFe House, that where
dule votes; but that too can only be carried a provincial voters' list is more than one
out inconnection with an open voting system. year old, then it shall be the duty of the
It would be very difficult to suggest how you Federal government, under this law, to
could have separate ballot boxei and how provide a voters' list under its own aus-
these ballot boxes could be forwarded, pices, for the purpose of holding a
although it is possible that it could be Dominion election. Now, I do not think
done, but it would require a great deal of it would be unreasonable to provide
consideration to do it. In Prince Edward there, that not only in any province
Island it works very easily. A man when where the list is more than a year old, but
he is polling bis vote for the electoral dis- in the province of Prince Edward Island,
trict where he resides presents a schedule where there is no list a list should be
describing the qualification he possesses in provided. If that were done, if the
any other districts in which he may have proper means were devised for providing
property. There are forms of affidavits, and a list in Prince Edward Island the
he swears to bis qualification and states the difficulties I have pointed out would
candidate for whom he wishes to vote. The vanish as far as that province is concerned,
:eturning officer takes the oath ; he signs it and then we should bave to deal only with
and forwards it to the sheriff as required the general questions which have been pre-
under the law, and the sheriff forwards it sented to the House by my lion. friend the
to the returning officer of the district in leader of the opposition, and which have
which he wished the vote recorded and not escaped observation by my bon. friend
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the leader of the House in his re-
marks in the opening of this discussion.
I think that it is necessary that this
should be done. I feel that I have
done my duty in calling attention to it,
and J think my hon. friend, the leader
of the House, will see the necessity
of making some provisions that will
meet the difficulties I have been suggesting.
I may say that one of the strongest objec-
tions I felt all along with reference to the
adoption of the provincial franchises has
been got over in this bill, and that is the
danger of the provincial legislatures taking
away the rights and privileges of citizens
for the purpose of gaining p-trty advantages.
I am very glad that that objection has been
got over, for I looked upon it fron the first
as being the most serious one of all; and I
think that, with the adoption of some other
amendments, possibly the bill can be made
to work less harm than we thought sone
time ago that a mneasure of this kind would
inevitably work ; although I still believe it
will do great harm for working for dis-
union and disintegration, for perplexing
officials in the law, and in altogether giving
a great deal more trouble than we have had
in the past. I noticed the observations
made by hon. friend from Montreal (Mr.
Dandurand) in regard to the action of the
legislature of Quebec in taking away the
votes of the Dominion officials. He seemed
to think that it was very discreditable to
one public man that he had been found
voting for the measure disqualifying Do-
rninion officials, and some time later, as a
member of another government, supporting
or introducing a bill, restoring the qualifica-
tion that had been taken away f rom these
persons. One of the reasons why we felt
in our province a great deal of alarm
when this measure was first submitted
was on account of the treatment that Dom-
inion officials had received at the hands of
the provincial government in Prince Edward
Island. In that province, in 1893, immte-
diately before the provincial election, a mea-
sure was introduced by the Peters's admin-
istration disfranchising Dominion officials,
iaking a clean sweep of them, and forcing

were influenced by the federal government,
that to relieve them froin the awkward
position in which they were from having to
vote, some of thein against their consciences,
this Act was passed and they were disfran-
chised. Years went by and the Dominion
government changed hands; the saine pro-
vincial government remained in power
and before their elections came on they
coolly repealed their own Act, and intimi-
dation by the federal government did
not seem to be so serious after all, so
long as it was exercised in their own
interest. But, as I said before, the clause
that was inserted in the bill in the House of
Commons removes that objection almost en-
tirely, and we have now to meet the bill on
other grounds, some of which are of very
considerable importance, but do not lie so
close to the root of the whole matter as the
one to which I have referred, and which I
an happy to say is now out of the way.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not purpose to
detain the House at any length on the motion
before us, but the proper time to take ex-
ception to the principle of a bill is on the
second reading, and, of course, if I had any
intention of moving again ,t the second read-
ing I would feel it my duty to give my
reasons at length for doing so. But, as it is
not my intention to take any such step, as I
intend to allow the bill to go a second read-
ing, I feel that I am under no necessity for
going at any length into an argument
on the subject, as I would be bound to do
had I determined to divide the House upon
the bill. I wish it, however, to be clearly
understood that J am not in favour of the
principle of the bill; I am opposed to the
bill from beginning to end, principle and
details. I think it has been very properly
termed a retrograde step, and il is founded
upon a principle which is altogether at
variance with the intention of the British
North America Act. It was never the in-
tention of that Act, and it was never the in-
tention of the f ramers of the constitution,
that the franchise of the Dominion should
be regulated by the provincial legislatures.
It is true that in the Confederation Act

thei to take an oath which no men enjoying provision was made for the use of the
emoluments of almost any kind to any ex- pro-incial franchises until the parliament
tent under the government of Canada could of Canada otherwise provided, but the very
take, and conseque atly they were disfran- language of the British North America Act
chised. The reason given for it was that is clear that it was the intention of the Parlia
these men were not independent, that they nient that passed it that in due ture the
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Dominion parliament should frame a Do-
minion Electo:al Franchise Act. That has
been done. I cannot say that the attempt
has been a decided success, but I an quite
confident that there is enough experience
and ability in the House of Commons to
frame a good Dominion Electoral Franchise
Act for this parliament if the attempt
were made. Had the late Sir John
Thompson lived, we would have received
such an aimendment to the present law
as would have made it satisfactory to
the whole country. As it is, we are now
going to have a most unsatisfactory state of
affairs. We are going to have a patch work
franchise, such as no other country in the
world, I venture to say, possesses; but as
the government have decided to take that
course, and as we have decided not to
oppose the principle of the bill, I consider
it unnecessary that I should lengthen my
remarks on the subject.

When the bill goes to committee,
it is my intention to inove the amend-
ment of which I gave notice to-day,
and J have no doubt that every meni-
ber of the House will admit the fairness,
the propriety, the justice of the amendment
which I desire to make to the bill with the
consent of the House. I an sure there
is not a man in this country, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, whose sense of
justice will not declare that the amend-
ment which I desire to add to the bill
is such as will improve it and render
it more acceptable to all classes of the
people. I an confideat that I shall have
the support of the House; otherwise the pro-
vinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island will be in a very differ-
ent position f rom the larger provinces of the
Dominion, who have the protection of the
judiciary in the administration of the
local laws. If we are to accept the
local laws-and I do not now, of course,
object, having decided not to move against
the principle of the bill-we should have
every guarantee that the execution of those
laws will be honest, fair and impartial,
and under the system which prevails in
Nova Scotia that is altogether out of the
question, unless we get the protection which
I intend to ask the House to give us under
the amendment which I have laid upon the
table to-day.

There is, however, a question on which
I wish to say a few words on the

present occasion. There seems to be an
opinion in some quarters that this question of
one electoral franchise is a domestic matter
for the House of Commons to deal with,
and that it is a mere perfunctory perform-
ance on our part to revise or consider it
in this chamber. I wish, for my own
part, to say that I consider that to be
a grave error. I not only think that this is
not a mere domestic matter for the House
of Commons, but I think it is one of the ques-
tions which it is the special duty of this
House to revise and control. There is no
subject of legislation in regard to which
there is more danger of injustice and wrong
being perpetrated by a corrupt or partisan
majority in the House of Commons than
this very question. It is, therefore, one of
the subjects with which we have to deal,
because the very moment a corrupt or par-
tizan House of Commons came into power,
they might pass a franchise bill which
would perpetrate the grossest injustice in
every part of the Dominion. Of course, I
do not mean to insinuate for a moment that
that state of affairs exists at the present
tiime. But the principles I lay down here
are sound principles, as I shall show the
House before I resume my seat. We all
know there are two or three instances which
stand out boldly in English parliamentary
annals in connection with electoral re-
form. The first is the great Reform Act of
1832, on which, as we are all aware, the
House of Lords, perhaps the only time
within the present century, risked its
existence by its hostility to that measure.
But I do not intend to go back over fifty
years for precedents to guide the action
of this House to-day upon a constitutional
question of this kind. I intend to draw the
attention of the House to the last great
occasion upon which the British franchise
was remodelled. That was in 1884, under
the administration of the great statesman
who has just been laid to rest in Westmin-
ster Abbey. That bill was only second in
importance to the great act of Reform in
1832. That bill added to the electorate of
Great Britain no less than 2,000,000 voters,
and it was admitted on all sides that a
Redistribution Act accompany it. It was
felt by the conservative party, then in
opposition, that in the Redistribution Bill
the grossest injustice might be perpetrated
towards that party, and they took the stand
firmly that until the Redistribution Bill was
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submitted, such a Redistribution Bill as met
their approval, they would not allow the
second reading of the Representation Bill
to pass the House of Lords. It is a
case which clearly illustrates my point
with regard to the authority of that House
upon these questions which I desire to lay
before hon. gentlemen, because I am sur-
prised to find the idea prevailing anywhere
that this is one of the questions with
which this House has no constitutional right
to meddle. Now, that great act of reform
introduced by Mr. Gladstone on the 5th
February, 1884, passed its third reading
early in July of the same year. It was
sent to the House of Lords, bat the Redis-
tribution Bill had not got through
committee, although introduced into the
House of Commons, and it was unsatisfac-
tory, and the House of Lords took the stand
upon that occasion that until a satisfactory
Redistribution bill was laid before the House,
they would not give the Representation bill
a second reading. The speeches upon this
occasion are most illustrative of the point
that I wish now to make, that is the right
assuned by the Lords in dealing with the
subject as if it were an ordinary bill of
another character, but as I have no desire to
detain the House at any length, I will simply
read the resolutions which had the effect of
defeating the bill for that session. The bill
was defeated on the second reading, and a
special session had to be called in the autumn
following, under the promise of the govern-
ment that at that session a Redistribution
bill, satisfactory to both parties, would be
Submitted before the Representation bill was
again introduced. When the Representation
bill came to the House of Lords, a motion
was made by the Earl Cairns, and the motion
was so expressive and clear, and so assert-
ing the authority of the House of Lords in
dealing with this question and exercising a
controlling power over it, that I cannot in
any words put the point more clearly than
by reading the motion which Lord Cairns
made on that occasion. The amendment
was to leave out fromI "that " and insert :

This House, while prepared to concur in a well-
Considered and coimplete scheme for the extension of
the franchise, does not think it right to assent to the
8econd reading of a Bill having for its object a funda-
Iental change in the constitution of the electoral body

-of the United Kingdon, but which is not accomn-
Panied by provisions for so apportioning the right to
returii nietmbers as to ensure a true and fair represen-
tation of the people, or by any adequate security ii
the proposals of the Governrnent that the present

bill shall not cone into operation, except as part of
an entire scheme.

That resolution was on the following day
passed. The result was the bill had to be
dropped. Parliament was prorogued, and
the government entered into negotiations
with the leader of the Opposition in order
to secure a fair redistribution bill. Now,
on that occasion there was no intimidation
of the House of Lords by ministers of the
crown. There was no talk of abolishing the
Hou.e for taking that high stand upon that
important question, except among profes-
sional agitators, a question in comparison
with which the question before the Senate
to-day is trifling indeed. Mr. Gladstone
spoke in the most fair and courteous way
of the right of the Lords to assume the posi-
tion they did, and Earl Granville did the
sanie thing in the House of Lords. I will
quote some of the latter's remarks admitting
the perfect right of the House of Lords to
take the action it did and agreeing after
the prorogation and before the extra session
in the fail, to reconsider the Redistribution
bill, and come to a compromise with the
opposition on that subject. I do not think
anything can be plainer than the authority
asserted by the House of Lords on that oc-
casion. When parliament met next session
Earl Granville, who occupied the position of
leader of the House of Lords, a position
similar to that occupied by my hon. friend
the Minister of Justice here-a minority
leader-addressed the House upon the
subject, and I am sure the discussion
is quite familiar to my hon. friend
who is a student of constitutional history.
I call attention to the tone, the style of his
remarks, so deferential to the House, not
questioning in the slightest degree the right
of the Ilouse to do what it did, and hoping
that a spirit of patriotism and common sense
would bring about such a compromise as
would be satisfactory to all parties. The
House of Lords, as I have already
stated, rejected the bill on the second
reading in consequence of its not being
accompanied by a satisfactory redistri-
bution Bill. Here is what Earl Granville
said :

My Lords.-I beg leave to make a short statenient
on hehalf of Her Majest's government. I presume
that we are all agreed that the action to be taken this
week by your Lordship's House is of vast importance,
affecting not merely )arty ideas, but interests of a
national character. There is no question as to the
principle of the Franchise Bill.
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In that case there was no question as
to the principle of the Franchise Bill, where-
as here, I believe, the majority of the House
differ from the government on the principle
of this bill.

It is understood, ani I believe not without reason.
that your lordships intend to give a second reading to
that bill.

The style in which the House was ad-
dressed upon the subject is most remark-
able, when contrasted with that often ap-
plied to the Senate.

But I am not entitlei to assume this stelp will
terminate the difference between your lordships and
Her Majesty's goverment. I do not propose to
enter into the merits of this difference ; it is suthfcient
f>3r my present purposes toremind your lordships that
while the procedure adopted by Her Majesty's gov-
erirnient has been supported last sumnmer, and agan
this autumn, by unusually large inajorities in the
House of Comttons, it has been condemned by a
mtajority of your lordships in this House. I will not
now refer to offers which at different timtes have been
made by Her Majesty's government, and which are
generally known as having been rejected. I am not
aware of any intimation having cone fron the op-
position, apart fron an intention to reverse in some
shape or other the procedure adopted by Her Majesty's
governmnent, and supported by the House of Commons,
ni order to adopt that which bas been fa% oured by
your lordships. The result is a state of things which
although it may Le far fron disagreeable to extreme
politiciais on both sides. is deplored by all nolerate
men, and, I sincerely believe, by a mtajority of your
lordships.

There is no intimation here that their
lordships had no rigbt to have an opinion
upon that bill. There is no intimation of
any sort that if they did not pass the bill
they would be swept out of existence, but
the tone and style of the speech of Earl
Granville admnits clearlv n îeîinni

-- - - -~--------- ty

voters have acquired the right of voting. yMv lords,
I will now proceed to state how, in ny opinion, and
in the opinion of the government, without sacrificing
our own object, we may best mieet these objections.
Our object is to secure the passing of t e Franchise
Bill without delay. We cannot jeopardize it. Your
lordships inust be aware that we could enter into no
understanding or take any steps as to the intmediate
introduction or prosecution of a redistribution bill, or
as to anything connected with it, unless we have a
suffleient assurance that we should thus secure our
principal object, natmtely, the passing of the Franchise
Bill without delay-that is to say, during the autuimn
session.

That is, by a compromise to get the con-
sent of the House of Lords to pass the Fran-
chise Bill nor by coercion or intimidation

In that case I mtay tel] vour lordships 'that the bill
will conte into effect on lst January, 1886. If we
vere sutfficiently assured in the tnanner I have stated,
I am net aware of any deinand or suggestion that
will be made with regai d to the procedure affect ing a
Redistribution Bill to which Her Majesty's govern-
ment will not be ready to accede. If we get that
sifficient assurance, we should be ready to submtit the
main provisions of the Redistribution Bill.

If they got the assurance they would be
ready to submit the main features of the
Redistribution Bill ir the spirit of com-
promise.

To mtake every reasonable effort for the purpose of
accommînodatioi, and any ditticulties in the vay of
acconmnodation, I thintk I mtay say would not conte
frome Her Majestv's governuent. We should be

I ready, if it is possible, and I do not see any iipossi-
bility in it, to present a bill franed in the spirit of
that sketch givein by Mr. Gladstone in the louse of
Conmtionm and which, on the 7th of Noveniber, seeued
to be received as satisfactory by Sir Stafford North-
cote. Her 31ajest.ys goveriment will be prepared to
push that bill on with al legitinate speed. -Mr. Glad-
stone bas imforned mue that le will be willing to
undertake to niove the second reading of that bill
siniltaneously with the Franchise Bill going into
conmittee of your Lordshius' House.

CranvilIt isit gratifyin the hne(uhestthe right of the House of Lords to take the It is gratifyin, in the highest degree to
decided step they did on that occasion, of notice the terms and the sFirit of conciliation
virtually rejecting the bill on the second read- with which tbe great statesman met the
ing. See the deferential and conciliatory hostility which he encountered in the House
manner in which the government approached of Lords against that great measure. Thethe opposition on that question : other day the premier cf Canada had occa-

I am authorized by my colleagues to state how we sion to make a speech in connection with the
would propose to ineet the objections which have been me mory of the departed statesman, a speechraised by some of your lordships. To those, if there s
are such, who nay desire to force on an imiediate which I read with the greatest pleasure and
dissolution, I have little to offer, but the case is diff- which I have no hesitation in saying is oneerent with those who desire a settlement--a desire of the finest efforts which have been made inwhich we claim ourselves and with which we are quite
willing to credit noble lords opposite whose objections connection with the late ceremonies, and
we honestly desire to meet. I understand that the which will be for all time an ornament to theobjections are principally these. Your lordships
think that although you areCanadian Hansard. Having so hi an
chise bill, it is dangerous to do so unless you are ac- opinion cf Mr. Gladstone, I think our premier

uainted with the character of the Redistribution should follow his example, and not be dis-ill which is promised and which will affect its work-
ing. You are afraid that it may be of a revolution- posed to carry his policy through this House,
ary character, or, as some have put it, dangerous to or his government should not be disposed
the prospects of the Conservative party. You aiso
fear that there may be no bill at all, or, at all event te attempt to carry their policy through the
that there nay be none till the two thousand new Senate by intimidation or threats of the
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abolition of the House. It would be wiser many of our members have gone home and
for them to copy the admirable spirit of many of those who remain would like to go
moderation and conciliation which charac- away also. In justice to the country and to
terized the attitude of iMr. Gladstone's gov- parliaent, the government should have
ernment on that occasion brought those ineasures down at an earlier

Her Majesty's government are prepared to us period of the session.
their utnost efforts to pass the bill through the House
of Commons in the early period of next year. And I Hon. Mr. MILLS-They could fot have
an further authorized by them to state that they been brought down much earher.
would consider the passing of their bill through the
House of Commuions a question vital to thîenselves.
My Lords, I submit this proposal to the favourable Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They ought to have
consideration of both sides of the House. I trust that been. This is a four monthq'session, andfor
those who so cordially supported us last session will al
not think we have retired too much from the exact
course of procedure which we had drawn for ourselves. they might have been brought down two
And I do, ivith considerable confidence appeal to the months ago without taxinth
noble Lords opposite to receive this proposition in the
spir it in which we have made it. We have made it in government to any great extet.
a spirit of earnestness and of conciliation, and as
tending to settle a difference which every dictate Hon. Mr. PUWER-This bil was intro-
of statesmanship, and, indeed, I may say of com- duced in the buse of Commons on the lOth
mon sense, makes it desirable, in the interests of
all concerned, should be brought to final and satis- O ebruary, and if it has been a long time
factory close. coming here it has been due to the efforts of

Now, what followed , An arrangement the hon. gentleman's friends.
was entered into between the government Hon. McKAY-It was left two
and the opposition, whereby the Representa- months on thep
tion Bill after going through the House ofp
Commons was sent to the House of Lords. Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Apart from that,
The Redistribution Bill was then intro- it is the most iniquitous bil ever brought
duced in the House of Commons, and the before this parliament. 1 do not hesitate to
two bills were advanced step by step together, say that it is unworthy of the goverument
and the arrangement was carried out in such that introduced it. The goverument is
a way that the two bills passed together composed of intelligent and clever men, and
under the compromise entered into by thejthey should have been able to produce a
government of Mr. Gladstone and the Con- bil which would commend itself to the
servative opposition of that day. It would country. 1 neyer saw a bil hackled and
be difficult to get a precedent more in point condemned more, and justly so, than this
and which it would be more desirable to bil has been in the other House; but stili
bring to the notice of this House as show- it passed because the government have a
ing the spirit in which the British govern- najority whieh can pass anything. In my
ment meets the upper chamber when a opinion it is a most unfair bil. The fran-
difference of opinion on great questions chise shouid be uniform and equal through-
takes place between them. I hope the day out Canada. It is not right that a man
will come-perhaps it is too soon for us to owning property in haif a dozen constituen-
exfect it to arrive-when the same states- ies in one part of Canada can vote every-
rnanship and spirit of conciliation will ani- where that he is assessed, while in another
mate the parliament of Canada, which would part of Canada a man with property simiiarly
elevate'the public life of our Dominion and situated has but one vote. This anomaly is
redound to the honour of our country. not due to the incapacity of the govern-

nient, because they know better : it is a re-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-This is a very late flection on the intelligence of the country

period in the session for us to begin to discuss l and the people's representatives to introduce
very important measures, such as those which a bil with such a feature. With such a
are brought before us this week We have franchise members will not sit in parliament
before us now the Franchise Bill and the on a fair and equal basis. I happen to
Plebiscite Bill, the two most important know something about that feature of the
rneasures of the session. They have been bil in the province of New Brunswick. I
brought down after parliament has been in was a candidate in that province for a seat
Se8sion for four months, and when a great in the House of Commons in 1878, and also
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in 1882, and was defeated on both occa-
sions by narrow majorities. In the county
proper I had a majority of the votes,
but the non-residents from outside, imen
who had five or six votes, came in
and defeated me. A clerk in the city of
St. John with an income of Q400 has a vote,
he votes for a candidate in the city. Then
he can vote for two candidates for the city
and the county of St. John on the same
qualification. He owns a piece of land in
Queen's county not worth $25, but it is as-
sessed for $100, and that gives hin a vote
there. He has another piece of property in
Sunbury and that gives him a vote there.
Now that njan votes in the city of. St. John
in the morning, in the city and county of St.
John five minutes afterwards, takes a steamer
and votes for the candidate in Queen's
county, and from there proceeds to Sunbury
and votes again. 1, in the county, with per-
haps four times as much property, have only
one vote. That is not fair and should not
exist in the Dominion franchise. That sys-
tem prevails in New Brunswick and this
bill is based upon it. In the two elections
to which I have referred, I had a majority
of the resident electors in my favour, but
the non-residents came in and swamped me.
I was not a rich man and could not afford
to charter a steamer and pay the expenses
of voters up and down. The rich man was
able to do so and got votes, and he got the
election. Apart from that, to-morrow we
will take up in this House the Plebescite
Bill and if we adopt it what will be the re-
sult? In the province of Quebec which is
said to be against prohibition, a man can
vote in every constituency where he owns
property, while in Ontario a man with
similar property qualification can vote only
once. There is no equality in that and it is
not the way to get a fair expression of
public opinion. It is unfair to the temper-
ance people of Canada. On these grounds I
would oppose this bill, but I do not want,
at this late period of the session, to go
further than enter my protest against it. I
point out the defects and leave the responsi-
bility with the government for putting such
a bill before the country.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am opposed to
the principle of this bill. I am opposed to
giving the local legislatures this power, be-
cause, so far as my experience goes, they
have not discharged their duty in the past

in a manner that would inspire confidence
in them. I recollect when the franchise
was entrusted to local authorities in this
city. My name was on the assessor's lists
of several polling divisions of the city, but
it was not on the voters' list. That is one
instance. During this last election it was
miserably misnanaged. No man could tell
where he should vote. If a man happened
to have resided say on Queun street when
the lists were made out, and removed to
another street, he was prevented Èron vot-
ing. There was no systematic course pur-
sued. Therefore, for that reason I do not
think that this Dominion should deprive
itself of the power of controlling and govern-
ing its own affairs in election matters. This
is a supreme body, and it appears to me
rather a mistake to transfer this power
that we possess as a Dominion to an author-
ity of less magnitude and less consequence.
I have known cases in the country places
where the lists have been prepared in a
very improper inanner, and it all goes to
convince nie that if you confer this power
on the local authorities in the future, you
will have a muuddle of the worst kind. As
to the expense, I do not know about
that. Probably the expense under the
old systen was more than it ought to
have been ; but that could be remedied.
The underlying principle in the Dominion
Act passed a few years ago was a very good
one, and I feel sorry that the government
have taken on themselves the responsibility
of changing the law. It is natural that we
should like to retain this power in our own
hands, particularly when I see no good
cause for divesting ourselves of it. If the
local authorities can do this thing for a cer-
tain sum of money, why cannot the Domi-
nion authorities do it ? But I do not think
that this last election cost one-tenth of what
previous elections cost. All that you re-
quire is to have the proper men to fulfil the
duties and I believe they would do so more
satisfactorily to the country than by en-
trusting those duties to the local authorities.
Now we are deprived of any appeal accord-
ing to this law. A man has no redress.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-As I understand
it you have no appeal.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-In Ontario, Quebec
and British Columbia you have, but in
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Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Manitoba,
you have not.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If an elector is
prevented f rom voting, there ought tobe some
means by which he can go before the court
and show that he has perfect right to vote.
Why could not these lists be posted in sone
conspicuous way, say a month before the
election, and let a man go and examine
wvhether his naine is on them ? I suppose it
is the intention of the law that every man
who has a vote should vote. I am opposed
to the principle of one inan one vote. As
long as any qualification is required I think
that property ought to be the one.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And vote often.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not care how
often. As long as I am compelled to pay a
penalty for owning property, I think I have
a right to have more say than a person who

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am talking of
Ontario. It is not in Ontario; and the
sooner we make it secret the better, but we
cannot interfere with the law in Ontario. I
think these two governments might just as
well have come to terms and made one gen-
eral franchise for the country. Under the
Ontario law I do not care how much pro-
perty one may own, be cannot vote upon it
unless he is a resident. Another thing I may
mention is that last year they brought men
down f rom the shanties who had been there
for years and years, took them to the hotels
in the city and got thern registered, and
those men voted for the parties whom they
were brought down to vote for. They were
brought down in hundreds and thousands
for the purpose of carrying the Ontario
election. There is no doubt of that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hundreds and thou-
sands.

is not so qualifieu. t seems to ie most le Hon. Mr CLEMOW-J do not know how
traordinary that my coachman, or gardener, many there were-tbe went to tbe différent
or any one else should deprive me of my
rights and privileges, when I own property botes here and registered their names, and
and they own none; but still owing to the then swore they were residents of the city,
law of Ontario, my employee can neutralize and so tbey were. Let us try to make the
My vote. I do not think it is right. Of law as perfect as possible. 1 suppose the
course I am an old Torv. I do not believe in intention is to give every man a vote
the ballot. I believe in fair, open voting. We w b
know that it is now impossible, but I prefer s
the old days when a man went up boldly to privileges extended to the whole country,

the abl aid vtedlik a an.We antand I think we have a perfect right to in-the table and voted like a man. We wantC
to ty t mae tis lw a pefec as terfere in this matter to see that the rigbtsto try to make this law as perfect as possi-C

sible. If the revising barristers were of the unprotected people are protected.
the proper men in the office, the governnent My hon. friend fror Richmond ('r. Miller)
have it now in their hands to appoint men wbo knows the law perfectly well and is
of diffèrent calibre to do the work in a well versed on these matters, bas sbown by
different way ; but it will be difficult to find bis speech that we have a perfect rigbt to
better persons than the revising barristers. interfere in this natter. I say unhesitat-

ingly that 1 arn opposed on principle to, this
An hn. G~NTLMAN-ow d youbill froin beginning to end, and I think theAn hon. GENTLEMAN-How do youM M

like he Otarjoballt? gverninent sbould try to frame a measure
more in consonance with the Dominion law

Bion. Mr. CLEMOW--THat ballot in as it existed. I do oot say that we ought
Ontario is a fraud of the worst kind, because to, oppose this bill, but ]et us do ail we can
every vote can be traced, and it bas been to perfect it so i-bat every inan in the country

atated that in this way the governeentw entitled to a vote will be given the privilege
knows every mat who votes and tbey hill of recording bis ote without favour or
certainly disctarge any of their employees question ; and as long as we have the ballot,
who do flot vote for the. That was the let it be a secret ballot. Let us bave no ballot
course pursued during the last election. If numbered, ans then we will know where
there is a ballot at ail let it be secret. we are, and until that takes place I av

afraid we will hot bave a perfect election.
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-We have it secret Durig the last Ontario elections we know

in Quebec. the difficulties we experienced. We know
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that here it was days and days before we
could find out actually the results of the
elections. They posted up in different pol-
ling booths here rules and regulations. They
were that people could only vote for one
man, whereas we had two candidates oneach
side, and a great many people were afraid to
vote because they were told that they could
oily vote for one man. All these things
could be taken into consideration. We
could well consider whether those men to
whom the country is going to entrust this
duty have fulfilled their duties in the past
in a satisfactory manner; if they have not,
certainly we should not rely on their doing
it in the future. I know the difficulties,
but every man ought to exercise his right
in as perfect a manner as possible consistent
with the law, and when that is so we will
have pure elections. I question very nuch
if you will have much purity so long as the
present state of things continue. We were
doing very well under the old law in the
Dominion ; it was a very good law. It nay
have been expensive, but I believe that that
defect cati be renedied by amendments from
time to time. Had we continued it a little
longer we would have found it very satis-
factory.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The bill now
before the House, commnends itself to my
regard in one particular, and that is that it
seems to me to be the first effort that the
government has made to redeem any of the
pledges they made to the people when they
were before the country at the last election.
With that proviso, I do not think that the
bill is going to commend itself generally to
the members of this - ouse. It has a very
objectionable feature in so far as we are
changing our policy. We are proposing to
put the control of the franchise of the coun-
try into the hands of the provinces, instead
of retaining it ourselves; we are proposing
by this policy gradually to be gov'erned
through the provinces, instead of attempting
to be governed by the direct will of the
people from this parliament. Instead of
making this parliament a training ground
for men who will grow up with a perfect
knowledge of the requirements of Canada
from one end to the other, we are gradually
drifting into a policy by which we bring
in the members from the provincial govern-
ments, to lay down the policy to men who
are only acquainted, so far as their training

goes, with the narrower sphere and narrower
principles they have had to deal with while
in those provinces. It is that spirit I am
opposing. I am a National Policy man so
far as building up our country upon national
laws is concerned.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-J thoroughly be-
lieve that that is the only way in which we
can govern this great country. It is abso-
lutely necessary that education and experi.
ence should go hand in hand in knowing
what are the principles which are going to
hold this country together upon lines of
justice and right principles, and I do not
think denationalizing it in our franchise is
going to effect that object. It is on those
grounds I have objections to the bill. How-
ever, as the hon. the Prime Minister said in
the other House, it is not like the laws of the
Medes and Persians. If it is not found
workable it can be changed, and I think it
will be found necessary to change the law in
the near future. There is no doubt there
have been a great many complaints about the
existing law, and the complaints so far have
justified the governnent in trying to bring
ii a law to supply its place or to make
amendments. I do not favour the amend-
ment that has brought that peculiar feature
into our franchise, that we are to submit to
the various policies of the provinces as to
how the franchise shall be conferred, or to
put that power into the hands of the pro-
vince, that any provincial government or
combination of provincial governments op-
posed to this parliament may have, through
the powers conferred upon them, the means
of thwarting the will of the people through
a partisan franchise. For that reason, I
think it is objectionable. I do not think,
however, that it will receive opposition in
this House further than a proper criticism.
The session is late, and as some speakers
have already said, the bill will go through
and will have to be tried upon its merits,
and the government will have to bear what-
ever responsibility there may be in connec-
tion with it. I, therefore, simply desire to
express my views upon the lines I have
indicated and to inake this short criticisimi.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Before the bill is read
the second time, I wish to inake a few
observations in reply to some of the objec-
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tions made to the bill, and also some remarks
upon the relations existing between the
government and this House. One of the
objections made to this bill is the want of
uniformity. I heard a great deal about
uniformity in 1885, when the other bill, the
law that is now upon the statute-book, was
proposed. But when that bill came to be
finally prepared it was found that the prin-
ciple of uniformity had been departed from.
You had qualifications in Nova Scotia on
account of the avocations and employment
of the people that you had not elsewhere.
You had in the province of Prince Edward
Island a recognition of the principle of
manhood suffrage, because it had existed
previously in that country. You had in
British Columbia a recognition of manhood
suffrage, because it was said to have existed
in that province, and so you had in that
sense a nanifest and clear departure fron
the priciple which was alleged to have
justified the legislation : that is the principle
of uniformity. We had in the case of the
Indian popu!ation at first the proposai to
put the entire Indian population, whether
enfranchised or unenfranchised, on the list
of electors. The rebellion had broken out
in the North-west. The Indian population
were in arms against the government, and so
far as the North-west Territories and Mani-
toba were concerned, the Indians were
deprived of the right of the Electoral
franchise, although they were allowed to re-
main as eligible for the voters' list in the
maritime provinces, Quebec and Ontario.
In the province of British Columbia, where
the Indian population, perhaps, are more in-
dustrious, more active and more susceptible
to the influences of our civilization, than the
Indians in any other portion of the Doinin-
ion, the feeling was adverse to the enfran-
chisement of the Indians, and so there was
a departure f rom the principle of uniformity
there. So that when we examine the bill
With care we find that all the talk of the
Principle of unifornity in the bill was an
illusion. There was no principle of uni-
formity. The government were obliged to
take into consideration the peculiar circum-
stances of every province in order to pre-
Pare a voters' list. Coming to the North-
West Territories again, my hon. friend from
Wolseley (Mr. Perley) to-night spoke about
the principle of uniformity in the preparation
of the voters' list. Why, hon. gentlemen,
if we had adopted the principle of unifor-

mity, there would scarcely have been an
elector in the North-west Territories.
The government were obliged to depart
from the qualifications they had recognized
elsewhere in order that there might be an
electoral body in the North-west Territories,
and so a broader franchise had to be adopt-
ed in these territories than that adopted
in the provinces of the Dominion.. What
does all this point to ? That there is
variation in the circumstances of the popu-
lation, in their avocation, if the diffusion of
knowledge, in the interest which they take
in public affairs, which makes a franchise
which would be highly properin one province,
a franchise that might not be equally wise to
adopt in some other province of the Dominion.
So that, in order to give* to public opinion
the fullest and freest expression that it is
possible to give to that opinion, you allow
the electorate, or the representatives of the
electorate in each province, sitting by them-
selves, and apart from the electorate and
representatives of every other province, to
sav what shall be the qualifications of the
electors, those who shall vote at a parlia-
mentary election in that province. Who
speaks ? Who expresses this opinion ? Why,
it is the representatives of the people, the
saine community, the same people, whether
they are represented in the House of Com-
mons or whether they are represented in the
local legislature; it is their opinion that
ultimately in this matter nust prevail. Then
we are told that Sir John Thompson did not
go so far as we have gone in this bill. Now,
I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. The bill
proposed by Sir John Thompson proposed to
adopt lhe electoral franchise of the pro-
vinces. He may not have undertaken to
make up his voters' list in the same way,
but so far as the qualification of the voters
was concerned, it was the qualification as fixed
by the legislature of the province, that in
that province he proposed to make the quali-
fication for the election of members to the
House of Commons. My hon. friend fron
Richmond (Mr. Miller) has referred to the
case of the extension of the franchise in
1884 and the redistribution of seats which
accompanied that measure. I have a
very distinct recollection of that measure
and of what transpired on that occasion.
My hon. friend says there was no threaten-
ing of the House of Lords, no proposal to
abolish the upper House as there is here.
My hon. friend is mistaken in that. On
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that occasion I happened to be in Lon- of the second reading, hung it up, defended
don. themselves through the country by saying:

" we did not vote against the second reading
Hon. Mr. MILLEI-There was no threat of this bill. We merely postponed it until

by responsîble persons. we would see what the redistribution
measure would be." There was an adjourn-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I saw six hundred ment of the House during the summer holi-
thousand people marching through the days.
streets of London. That procession began
marching twelve abreast some time in the Hon. Mr. MILLER-Not an adjourn-
niorning. I know at four o'clock in the ment. The Flouse was prorogued.
afternoon it was still passing, and I found
it impossible to get to the other side of the Hon. Mr. MILLS-Well, prorogation of
street without going to St. James Park and the House, but whichever it was, there was
taking the underground railway. That im- a meeting subsequently of Mr. Gladstore
mense gathering was divided up into a large and Lord Salisbury, and Mr. Gladstone ex-
number of meetings, and those meetings plained to him in private the measure which
were addressed by whom? They were ad- he intended to introduce as a redistribution
dressed by some of the foremost men in i measure, that he discussed with Lord Salis-
public life in England. It was weil known bury and Lord Salisbury expressed himself
that Gladstone was favourable to the exist- 1 satisfied. Then the House met again, the
ence- of two Houses; that he never for a Franchise lct was proceeded with and the
moment entertained the proposition of abol- Redistribution Bill was introduced. There
ishing the House of Lords, and I do not was this further difference, too, between the
know that there are very many prominent proceeding on that occasion and the proceed-
men in England on either side that have, ing on the present occasion, and it is an
but he was anxious that the agitation should important one, because it rests upoi the
cone to an end, and the House of Lords did principle that was settled in the Reform Bill
not reject that bill. They did not propose of I832, and that is this: that the govern-
to amend the bill. They never suggested ment of Mr. Gladstone, when parliament
an amendment, and Lord Granville, in the was dissolved in 1880, and Mr. Gladstone
speech which my hon friend read to-night, went to the country as leader of the opposi-
never proposed for one moment to accept an tion, or as a prominent member, at all events,
amendment. That was not for a moment of the opposition, there was a discussion of
entertained. a number of questions, but the question of

parliamentary reform, of the extension of
Hon. Mr. MILLER-It had to go to the franchise and the redistribution of seats,

committee. were not questions that were prominently
before the country nor were they discussed

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The House of Lords at the election. The House of Lords stood
on that occasion said, not that the bill be in this position on that occasion, and it was
not read a second time, but " we will post- a different position from that which was
pone tho second reading of the bill.. We occupied in 1832, the fouse of Lords in deal-
want to see what your measure of redistri- ing with this question was not dealing with
bution is before you shall admit to the one upon which the nation had pronounced.
electoral franchise two millions and up- It was not a question which was before the
wards of the population, who were not electors and upon which the opposition was
voters before." The opposition, at that returned to parliament. So that the fouse
time, led in the House of Commons by Sir of Lords had, in the discussion of that ques-
Stafford Northcote, and in the House of tion, a harger measureof authority in dealing
Lords by Lord Salisbury, insisted that these with it under the conventions of the consti
two measures should be combined. Mr. tution-I do not say under the Iaw, but
Gladstone insisted upon them being pre- under the settled conventions of the constl
sented for the consideration of parliament tution-than thev would have had upoil
as separate and distinct measures. The a question on which the parties had gone tO
House of Lords, when the Franchise Bill the country and upon which the public
came before it, postponed the couideration opinion had been expressed.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is like the
Yukon Bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says
it is like the Yukon Bill. Not exactly, be-
cause on that question the Senate did not
say " we will postpone the second reading
until certain events happen, or until certain
information is had."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The Senate put
it off for six months.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend knows
there was a marked difference on that oc-
casion, because the House of Lords simply
postponed the bill, while on this occasion
my hon. f riend knows that this House re-

jected the rreasure.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It was virtually
the six months' hoist in both cases.

House of Lords postponed. I may say to
the hon. gentleman that I would be very
sorry indeed to utter any word of disrespect
towards this House. I could not well do so
without casting a certain amount of discredit
upon myself and my colleague who sits
beside me. Our fortunes, at all events as
long as we are here, are associated with the
character and dignity of this House; and it
is not our interest-we would indeed be
very foolish in undertaking to belittle this
House or to deny its value as a second
chamber under our system of parliamentary
government. I fully recognize that. I
admit it, but if my hon. friend means by
saying that the Senate, the second chamber,
stands upon a footing of equality with the
House of Commons in regard to a measure
of this sort, 1 say I wholly dissent from it.
That is not my view. The measure before
us at this moment is a measure which
specially concerns the constitution of the

Hon. Mr. iMILLS-Oh, no. And what House of Commons. It does not specially
is more than that, Lord Salisbury, Sir Staf- concern the constitution of this House.
ford Northcote, and every prominent mem- c
ber of the opposition on that occasion, in Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Then you hand
discussing the matter on the publie platform that over to the local legislature.
throughout England and Scotland, main-
tained that they had not rejected the prin- Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says
ciple of the bill, that they had not expressed we hand it over to the local legislature. I
any opposition to the bill, but had simply say we retain control. We pass a measure
declared that before they could consider to-day that next session we may repeal if we
it there was another measure which see that it is in the public interest to repeal
ought to be associated with it and it. It is not an unalterable measure-we
the character of wnicn they ought to are not placing the subject beyond our reach
know. It was a very different one fron or control in any sense whatever. It is as
the simple rejection of the bill. My hon1 much under our control as if we had pro-
friend, the leader of the opposition, stated psdamauedaigwt h ujc
to-night what I think was a constitutional posed a measure dealing with the subject

ni directly, without any reference to the local
doctrine and what I am pleased to know legislature at all. If we were to pass anythis House is disposed to act upon. He ineasure it is out of our power to change itsaid the governmen dt o t printroduced until parlianient meets again ; it is on the
one measure in fulfinent of the principlestatute-book, just as this measure will be if
or measures of publie policy upon which it receives the approbation of this House and
they had gone to the country. the sanction of His Excellency the Governor

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And that a very General. There is no difference between
Ho on. Mn t this bill and any other in that regard. I

have already said all that is necessary in
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says vindication of the practical importance of

it was very poor, however, it was a measure the measure and the great convenience there
upon which they were directed. Wise or is in allowing voters' lists to be prepared
lunwise it is a measure upon which they had under provincial authority rather than under
appealed to the country and the public voice the authority of the Dominion. I do. not
was in their favour. I say that there is a believe as my hon. friend opposite (Mr.
marked difference between this measure Ferguson) intimated in his speech this even-
and the measure that was under the consi- ing, that a measure of this sort has a tendency
deration of the House of Lords which the to disintegrate the Dominion. On the con-
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trary, I believe it has a tendency to bind
us more closely together. My hon. friend
proceeds on the assumption that the strength
of the Dominion depends upon the strength
of the authority exercised by the central or
federal authority. I do not subscribe to,
that, however. That was the view held by

had the courage to enforce, and the men
who had, of ail others, the interest to put
that on the statute-book, whose pet scheme
it was, who knew the expense which it would
entail, and which would ruin the administra-
tion

certain Austrian statesmen that brought on Hon. Mr. MILLER-The present state
the revolution of 1848, and in order to of affairs never existed under any former
strengthen the union of the nationalities of governrment.
that empire, what did they do I They
established a federal instead of incorporate Hon. Mr. MILLS-I beg my hon.
union, and they strengthened the empire of friend's pardon. My hon. friend will find
Austria instead of weakening it Is there that there was another occasion on which
a man here to-day who believes that the the same length of time elapsed between
union of Great Britain and Ireland is the preparation of voters' lists. We have
stronger because it is an incorporate union had only three lists since 1885, and that is
instead of a federal one ? Is there a gentle- a period of thirteen years. My hon. friend
man in this House listening to me who does will see that the men upon that list who
not believe that if they had Home Rule in vote or return members to parliament are
Ireland, with a loyal and contented popula- not the men whom the law declares are en-
tion, knowing that if abuses should exist in titled to vote. There are many who, in a
the local legislature it would be their own revision, would have their naines taken off,
fault, it would be stronger than union, and there is an immense number of young
with Ireland incorporated and discontented ? men from twenty-one to twenty-five years
I think anyone who bas had experience of old entitled to vote whose names are not on
the federal system in this parliament will that list That is a condition of things that
admit that our people are much more con- no government ought to permit to exist. la
tented, much more strongly united, much our opinion it arose frorn a system that ve
more devoted to our institutions than they opposed, vhich was introduced when we de-
would be if we had no provincial govern- parted fro a system which both parties
ments at all and were meeting here in a acquiesced in continuing from 1867 to 1881.
legisiative incorporate union. In my opinion, Ve are restoring that state of things; we
what we are doing, we are doing as a matter are taking steps to correct the mistake of
of convenience, we are getting a list that: those who sacrificed the practical conveni-
will be prepared with little expense to those ence of the cuntry to what they thought
who enter public life and which will be a was a system more theoretically perfect.
more complete list than the lists prepared Now, I arnot making charges against any-
under the old system. What was the effect body or the motives of anybody. I am stat-
of the system now in force? Why, under ing facts, as everybody knows thein.
that systen, we have never had a parliament
that dared to propose to make a voters' list Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--WilI the hon.
every year, and yet every hon. gentleman gentleman explain this fact-that is, the
knows that at least ten per cent of the popu- expense that he complains of as far as fed-
lation are disqualified at the end of every eral lists' are concerned-will it not be
twelve months. You had a list on which to greater with the local lists, where one is
vote, that excluded every man that came of prepared every year?
age after that list was prepared. Let me
ask hon. gentlemen to-day if we had an elec- Hon. Mr. MLLLS-Let 'e say this, that
tion, on what list would we vote? Upon a the local list is prepared every year; we are
list of which, perhaps, thirty per cent of the fot addîng to the cost of the preparation Of
population would be disfranchiused. that list. It is prepared whether we use it

or not.
Hon. opsdr. MwLLER-Whose fault is that?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-You have rht
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The fault of the sys- machinery by which you can conpel thei

tem that no government of this country have to prepare the list.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-We do not want to (In the Committee.)
compel them. la all these matters the Hon. Mr. ALLAN-This bil is franed
governinent meet the exigencies of the oc-

casion.~ ~ ThtwssIee hwss o suppose, on precisely the same lines as thecasion. That was so here. It was so f rom lwo rne
1867 to 1885. There will be no ditliculty
on that score, and my hon. friend will see Hon. Mr. MILLS-lt is to enable us to
that we are not adding to the expense. We do what is being done in Beigium and
are simply diminishing the expense, because France, and in some of the states of the
we have one list where, under the exciting neigbouring Republic under the Bertillon
system, there are two. We get rid of the systeni.
expense of the preparation of one, and we
are content with the expense of the prepara- Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the coi-
tion of the one instead of two. My hon. mittee, reported the bil without amend-
friends HiL see that there is,nin.the very ment.
nature of the case, econoIy, and in the very The bull was then read the third tine and
nature of the case, frein the character of our passed.
institutions, fronL our federal systern of
governFaent, fro the fact that the tuni- t
cipal overnment is a part of the machinery, e et
thiere is a question of practical convenienceBL.
in our proposai, which does fHot exist at the IN COMMITTEE.

present turne. The House .resolved itself into a Com-
imittee of the Whole on Bil (S) "An Act te

hred wtil see tae anend the Companies Act."

natureaof the cse con mad ntetiy Te ilwaîhnnedte.hr tm n

(nu the Committee.t

THE LIBRARY 0F PARLIA ENT. On clause 2.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. POWER moved the adoption
of the second report of the joint committee
of both Houses on the Library of Parliament.
He said : This report contains only one
statement. It recomnniends that the cor'e-
spondence with reference to the electric
lighting of the Librarv of Parliament be
forwarded to the Public Works Department,
with an urgent recommendation that the
advised improvements be immediately car-
ried out. Inasmuch as the report of the
committee does not involve the expenditure
of any money, and simply leaves the niatter
with the Departiment ol Public Works, I do
not think that there eati be any objection to
our adopting the report forthwith.

The motion was agreed to.

IDENTIFICATION OF CRIMINALS
BILL.

'l HIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (R) " An Act respect-
ing the Identification of Criminals."

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before this clause
passes I should like to say just one or two
words. When this bill was at its second
reading I called attention to the fact that
there had been instances, where the English
Companies Act had been abused by com-
panies some of whose shareholders live in
this country, and that I thought it desirable
that caution should be exercised in dealing
with the matter. Now, it occurs to me that,
under this second clause of the bill, some
discretion should be given to the Secretary
of State's Department with respect to the
incorporation of those foreign companies,
that the Secretary of State should not be
bound as a matter of course to incorporate
every company, which made an application
for incorporation and paid the requisite fees,
but that he should have some discretion to
decide whether or not the charter of the
company was one which could be allowed to
go into operation with benefit to this
country.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-Any company apply-
ing to register has to file a copy of the Act
of incorporation in the office of the Secretary
of State, and obtains no special power of
any kind. The object is to enable them to
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get the license. Their status in a foreign in the Land Titles Act. They are merely
country is in no way affected. The object words dropped or words added in several
of this bill is simply to give them the license paragraphs. There is no new principle in
and the license will restrict them specially the bill, and I therefore suggest that it be
to carry on mining in the Yukon district. allowed to go to committee where it can be
They will not have the right to build steam discussed much more intelligently.
boats, or work saw-mills, or go into any
side industries, even if the powers of the hea mt cond agre.
original corporation so authorized them. was read the second time.
Their original powers are in no sense recog- NORTH-WEST MILITIA ACT LAND
nized in this bill. They simply file a copy GRANTS AMENDMENT BILL.
of their Act showing that they have, at all
events, a right to mine, and they are given SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

a license to mine, but there is no recogni- Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
tion of their powers. I have tried to re- ing of Bill (133) "An Act to make further
strain that point because in the issue of provision respecting grants of land to mem-
letters patent in recent years we have bers of the militia force on active service in
restricted powers very much indeed, and the North-west." He said : When this bill
they are not given the large powers that was read the first time J stated its object.
were granted in former years. That was There are a number of persons who, under
the policy adopted by the late government, various statutes mentioned here, were en-
and it bas been continued by the present titled to grants of land that have not yet
governinent. received them, and the time in which they

may receive these grants is extended by the
Hon. Mr. BAIRD, from the committee, provisions of this bill. It is a'sort of resi-

reported the bill without amendment. duary bill, enabling parties to accept or
obtain the grants which they might have

LAND TITLES ACT AMENDMENT obtained under the law at an earlier period
BILL. if they had acted promptly.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (132) "An Act to further amend
the Land Titles Act, 1894." He said: This
Act professes to amend various clauses of the
Land Titles Act which was passed in the
year 1894, which, as hon. members know,
introduced the system that prevails in On-
tario into the North-west causing real estate
to be considered as personal. The experi-
ence of the last three years has necessitated
certain amendments, some of them being
only a word or two in a particular clause,
and it would be much more convenient to
go tbrough it in committee. I would there-
fore ask the House to be permitted to make
a further explanation in committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time. .

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (144) " An Act further to amend
the Indian Act." He said: The amend-
ments in this bill are very similar to those

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS noved the suspension
of the rules.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
passed through its final stages.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES ACTS
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND FEADING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (131) "An Act further to
amend the Acts respecting the North-west
Territories." He said: It is provided that
the words "legislative assembly" shall be
substituted for the words "Lieutenant
Governor in Council." This is necessary an
account of the progress towards representa-
tive government in that country. Then
subsection 2 of section 14 is hereby repealed.
Then section 49 of the Act is repealed and
the following is substituted therefor:

49. The court shall sit in banc at such tinies and
places as the Lieutenant Governor in Council appoints;
the senior judge present shall preside, and three
judges of the court shall constitute a quorum.
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Under the 49th section of the bill as it
stands the court must sit in banc always at
Regina. This enables them to sit in banc
at any point where the Lieutenant Governor
in Council may appoint. For that immense
territory this is a matter of convenience.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (14~>) " An Act further to amend
the Railway Act." He said : As hon.
gentlemen are aware, the Railway Committee
of the Privy Council have the right to fix
the tolls that are chargeable by the railway
companies. It has been found that there
are many lines of steamers running in con-
nection with the various railway companies,
and owned by the railway companies, and
the object of this bill is to authorize the
Railway Committee of the Privy Council to
fix the tolls, and to apply these clauses of
the Railway Act to the steamboat companies
working in connection with the railway com-
panies, in order that they may not discrim-
iate. Hon. gentlemen will see that, while

the tolls could be kept down according to
the sehedule on the railway, still, if the coin-
pany operating a steamboat line were at
liberty to make any charge they desired, it
would give the company very much larger
powers than contemplated by the statute,
and the object of this bill is to place the
two companies, where they run unitedly,
under the control of the railway committee
of the Privy Council. As the railway com-
panies desire to be heard on this ineasure, I
propose that the bill be referred to the Rail-
way Committee, in order that they may hear
what the railway men have to say.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

DELAYED RETURNS.

I NQUI RY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
House adjourns, as the hon. leader of the
Opposition is not in his place, I wish to call
the attention of the hon. Secretary of State
to the fact that there are as yet four depart-
nents which no return bas been received in
regard to dismissals. I refer to the return
regarding dismissals as a result of commis-

58

sions. There is no return from my hon.
friend's own department. There are four
departments altogether which have not fur-
nished any return, and my hon. friend will
understand that it is desirable that the re-
turn should show on the face of it that it is
complete, and that if there have been no
commissions issued by any department, it
should be so stated. My hon. friend's de-
partment was one, and the Finance Depart-
ment another.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Governor Gene-
ral's office, the Privy Council, the Secretary
of State, the Geological Department, and the
Queen's Printer.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
the leader of the opposition had a list of them
here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not know that
it was necessary to make a formal return,
but I stated that no commissions had been
issued in some of the departments.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There are three
or four departments where no commissions
were issued, and it is desirable that that
fact should be stated on the returns, so as
to make them complete.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought it wouldbe
sufficient if I made the announcement.
There was no commission issued fron the
Governor General's Department.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, the Gov-
ernor General's Department is not one of
thein. I think the departments were the
Finance, Secretary of State and Queen's
Printer.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The Secretary of
State's Department, the Geological Depart-
ment, the Privy Council, and the Finance
Department, I think, are the only ones. I
will ask thei to make a formal return. I
suppose a letter froin the deputy head would
be sulicient.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 31st iMay, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

I would like to see some of these companies
in Montreal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If niy hon. friend
would send copies of the bill to Montreal he
could get the information from the com-
panies there and if they desired to have
further time to consider it I shall not press
it on Friday. I therefore move that the
bill be read the third time on Friday next.

The motion was agreed to.
Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee

on Banking and Commerce, reported THE MJLJTARY SUPPLIES FOR
Bill (Q) "An Act respecting Loan Com- YUKON.
panies " with amendments. He said : The INQUIRY.

amendments are purely verbal, with the
exception of two, the one which provides lon. Mr. PERLEY-I saw in the papers
that a registered letter is to be sent through the other day a report of a large purchase
the post office to the shareholders, and the of supplies that has been given for a portion
other an addition to the clause empowering of the Yukon district, and there were no
the company to invest in bank stocks. prices mentioned for the supplies and neither

The mendentswereconcrredit. was it by public tender, and 1 thoughit it
The menmens wre cncuredit. fair to

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be Ask the gverHment for a stateinent of hrices paid
read the third time to-morrow. the Bate aya., of Ottawa, for the varius articles f

faod supplies purchased af that cfonpany or bouse
rirecently for the military force sent to the Yukon

Hon. Mr. OGLVIE-J was going todistrict, sc statenient ta be per lb., per au, gallon

ask the mon. leader of the House to allow ar 100 lbs., as the case may be, and for eah and ail the

the bil to stand over for some time. It came supAlies sa purctased.

to my notice to-day for the first time, and Hon. Mr. SCOTT- caled the attention
that is probably my fault. 1 do not daim of the hon. Minister of thilitia to the item
any indulgence on that account. But this and he was unable to furnish me with a
biH takes in ot only Ontario, but the sstatement as he had not received the ac-
whole Dominion. know somethin about count, but I suppose the articles were ten-
a good many oan companies down in Mon- dered for and the price was fixed, so e gave
treal, who have neyer heard of this bi, and instructions to have the tenders looked up
I feel very certain that they will object and the prices ascertained. But as there is
very strongly to many of its provisions. I a ,reat deal of information to be put in the
would suggest that the bil be a blowed to form of a return, I will accept this inquiry as
stand for so ane time. p think it should be an address if the n-on. gentlean will move
laid over til next session, if possible, be- in that way as it i perhaps awkward to
cause while Ontario may be thoroughly answer it otherwise.
acquainted with the bill, speaking for the Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hon. gentlemen,
province of Quebec, I can assure the
House that they have not heard of it, and
do not know anything at all about it, and it been rather unfortunate. I have been there
will affect them in a way that they would o
not like. It would be only fair to give I these officiais of the saving departments
them a chance to see the bill. If they have are so very busy I ar afraid that they would
no objections, of course I would be satisfied. not have time to get this return down in

an'" adress M if the on. entln wF oillii me

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We can take the
third reading on Friday, and we can then
consider the matter.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Could the hon.
minister not postpone it longer than that ?

quite forcibly that where a government ask
for supplies they ought to know what they
are paying for them. This is a very simple
matter. They know they have bought these
supplies and what they have paid for them,
and it would be only a trifling matter to
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refer to the accounts in the department
who brought the supplies to get the infor-
mation. Therefore I feel if the lion. gen-
tleman caniot give the information that it
had better stand as it is. It is no use mov-
ing for a return and I prefer to let it go by
default.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no doubt the
Minister of Militia would give the instruc-
tions. 1 saw him just before he was going
to the Commons. I will endeavour to have
them for the hon. gentleman before he leaves.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think he ought to go further. I understood
the Secretary of State to say that tenders
were asked for these supplies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not really know
who was called on to tender. I understand
that this firm was asked to make a tender,
but whether there were competitive tenders
or not I am not in a position to say.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Thei perhaps that had better be added.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 will find out all the
information about it.

THE MA NITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

INQUIRY.

Hon Mr. LANDRY inquired of the gov-
ernment :

1. Whether the governnent, or any nember of the
Present administration, has written or telegraphed, or
caused to be written or telegraphed, to Mr. Charles
Russell, of London, in order to be inforned by this
enploye of the government, whether the letter
Published in the Minutes of the Senate, of date of
4th of May, 1898, is or iot a faithful and conplete re-

Loduction of the letter which he wrote to His
E1inence Cardinal Raimpolla, of date the 26th of
Noveimber, 1897 ?

2. What is the answer of Mr. Charles Russell?
3. Has the governiment, or any member of the

present administration, written or telegraphed, or
caused to> be written or telegraphed, to His Eminence
Cardinal Rampolla in order to be informed by the
mlost eminent secretary of state of the Roman court,
whether, at the secretariat of state, there had really
been received a letter froi Mr. Charles Russell,
dated the 26'h of Novemb>er, 1897, and whether the
letter p>ublished in the Minutes of the Senate of date
the 4th of May, 1898. is or is not a faithful and com-
Plete reproduction of this letter written by Mr.
Charles Russell and dated the 26th of Novenber,
1897 ?

4. What is the answer of His Eminence Cardinal
Rampolla ?

5. Is the government in a position to affirin that
lis Emuinence Cardinal Ranpolla has not communi-
eated to any of his colleagues in the cardinalate, nor
to any pe-rson whatsoever, the contentsj of Mr.
C harles Russell's letter ?,

58j

6. Is the government in a position to affirn, and
does it affirm, that the letter of Mr. Charles Russell
to Cardinal Rampolla, written in the naine of the
Catholie members of the government and of parlia-
ment by an emp)loyee of the government, was a confi-
dential letter, or even could be considered as such ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I must say to the hon.
senator that I decline to answer this ques-
tion or series of questions, because, in the
first place, I do not know that there was any
letter written to Cardinal Rampolla on the
26th of November, 1897. My hon. friend
is questioning me and questioning the gov-
ernment through me with regard to a com-
munication that we do not know exists, that,
if it does exist, we do not know that it is
genuine. My hon. friend-has put a number
of questions on the paper that entitle me to
put questions to him with regard to these
matters before he is in a position to call upon
the government for any answers to the ques-
tions which he has put. J n the first class,
does he know that Charles Russell wrote to
Cardinal Rampolla? Does he know the
contents of the letter which Charles Russell,
if he wrote, sent to Cardinal Rampolla 1
Is that letter in his possession? Upon what
grounds does he hold that letter to be
genuine? How came it into his possession?
By whom was it stolen from Cardinal Ram-
polla, if it is a genuine letter ? If the letter
was not stolen, by whom was it purchased
from some person that had access to the cor-
respondence of Cardinal Rampolla? How
came this letter into the possession of the
hon. gentleman, if he has it? When my
hon. friend will give to the government some
account of that letter, if there be a genuine
letter, how it came into his possession, how
it left the possession of Cardinal Rampolla,
and by what authority he refers to a docu-
ment which, if in his possession, must have
been purloined from Cardinal Rampolla by
some one who transferred it to him-who is
the party that took from the possession of
the Cardinal and transferred it to the hon.
gentleman-when my hon friend gives to the
governnent the amount of information
necessary to ascertain the genuineness of
this correspondence, then the government
will consider whether my hon. friend is en-
titled to an answer to those questions or not.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I think I should
claim from the hon. gentleman at least
twenty-four hours'notice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. I am simply as-
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signing to my hon. friend the reasons for me with a denial from Ir. Charles
not answering his question. Russell. Xhy did he riot make an attempt

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-According to the it? He was unable. e knows the
Hon.Mr. AN D Y- ccoring o detteer existý. Hie hias flot the courage to

rules of this House the lion. gentleman c
should give notice, but perhaps he does not e poe an bit y otie at aih
know any more of the rules of this House tries to question me again. I ar the party
than he knows of the letter. If he does not seeking for information. 1 do fot want to
know anything of this letter, why does his
hon. colleague say that it is a purloined it when the proper time cores. Actually
letter ? A letter can only be stolen or pur- the duty of the governrent is to answer
loined if it exists. Does the letter exist ?

Hon. M r. MILLS-I do not know. Their new policy, however, is not to answer
questions,. Do they fear thiat those answers

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If the hon. gentie- vill be turned gainst them in the future,
man does not know, why was I accused of in perhaps the coming general election?
having a purloined letter in my possession? Xhat is the cause of their frigbt An

accusation has been brought against me,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If it was a genuine but it wiII not stand,

letter it must have been purloined. means to have that accusation proven or
LANDY Stlen9 witbdrawn. I think the dignity of this

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-StolenHouse is at stake.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, stolen. If it
wa a genuine letter it ust ave been. a her

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is a conclu-
sion that the hon. gentleman has no right
to draw. If he knows anything of logic, he
knows that he should not give such an
answer. The letter was written to Rome-
can the hon. gentleman deny that

Hon. M r. MILLS-We are asking for
information.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
man cannot deny it. He dare not deny it,
because if lie made a denial in this House it
would be denying that a letter was sent to
the party with whom the government have
been dealing during the last six montlhs, and
if such a denial were sent to Rome it would
put the government in its true position.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The lion. gentle-
man says hear, hear; but that is what he
fears. If he is not able to give that denial,
or he does not, then why does he say the
letter was stolen? The hon. minister has
an employe; Mr. Charles Russell is at his
service, why (loes he not inquire from Mr.
Russell whether that gentleman wrote
the aforesaid letter or not ? It would
have been easy for the hon. gentleman
to come before this House and confound

Hon. _Mr. LANDRY -And I claim that
whatever accusation brouglit against me by
the government must be withdrawn, if the
government is unable to prove it and in the
present instance I will certainly take the
proper means to get it withdrawn. For the
moment I may state that the government are
unable to answer. They have an employe
in their service and are unable to get from
him, by telegraph or otherwise, the simple
denial of the existence of that letter. Al
the proof that lias been given, up to this day,
is against the governnent. The silence of
the governnent is a proof against them.
They are unable to get out of the position in
which they are now placed.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
know how it is the hon. gentleman states
that if such a letter were sent to Rome and
the government denied it, it would place the
government in a bad position? What has
Rome to do with the parliament of Canada?

Hon. Mr. MIILLS-My hon. friend from
Stadacona will have to answer that ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If the hon. minis-
ter would answer the question I put to him
I would then transfer those answers to the
hon. gentlernan. When I asked the govern-
ment yesterday with reference to the ex-
penses of the ministers last year in their

stolen.
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trips to Europe the hon. gentleman gave me
al] the figures, except the expenses of the
two ministers who went to Rome. Mr.
Laurier I was told, referred me to the next
Auditor General's report, which meant one
year's delay. As to Mr. Fitzpatrick I was
told that I would get nothing from him.
Those are precisely the two gentlemen who
went to Rome.

LAKE MANATOBA RAILWAY AND
CANAL COMPANY AGREEMENT.

I NQ UI RY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON asked:
The Secretary of State to lay on the Table of the

Senate a copy of the agreement between the Provin-
cial Government of Manitoba and the Lake Manitoba
Railway and Canal Company of Manitoba.

He said : That was the agreement filed in
the Secretary of State's office in regard to
the Manitoba Railway and Canal Company,
and as there is a bill coming down for the
Great Northern Railway which deals with a
similar question, I should like to have the
information.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no agreement.
I presume it is the mortgage from the com-
pany to the Manitoba government that the
inquiry relates to. It is a long document
and they did not send us a second print.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman could call at the
office and see the paragraphs that lie wants.
The Under Secretary will show him the
documents and whatever he desires will be
copied.

SOUJLANGES CANAL CONTRACT.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Before the
Orders of the Day are called I should like
to ask the Secretary of State what progreýs
he is making with the papers I made inquir-
ies for some weeks ago regarding the Sou-
langes Canal.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I made several in-
guiries, the last inquiry being made this
morning, and they told me they thought
they would have it completed by to-morrow
or the day after.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENTBILL.
THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being called:

Third reading Bill (S) "An Act to amend the
lCompanies Act."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : Since this bill
was in committee, the Yukon bill has gone

through, and I find the descriptive title in
that is somewhat different from the title in
this bil. This bill professes to authorize
mining licenses to be granted in that part of
the North-west Territories of Canada, known
as the Yukon judicial district. In the bill
which has just been passed it is called the
Yukon territory, instead of the judicial
district. Therefore, I move that the bill
be not now read a third time, but that the
words "Yukon judicial district" be struck
out and the words "Yukon territory " be
inserted instead, merely to have it conformed
to the Yukon bill which has been passed.
It is only descriptive of the area.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moyed the third reading
of the bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I
would like to ask the hon. gentleman if it is
the intention that coast towns shall issue
licenses to those going in.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think so.

Hon. Mr. ýNACDONALD (B. C.)-They
would not do away with the issue of licenses
by the town.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, this simply puts
companies authorized outside of Canada to
mine on the same plane as the free miner.
It has no reference to the licenses at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
thouLht when this bill was under considera-
tion before that it only applied to companies
incorporated in the United Kingdom.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the manner, if the hon. gentleman
looks at the report of the debate, in which
it was referred to ; that was the impression
left upon the minds of the senators. I notice
in looking at the provisions of the bill that it
applies to all foreign companies, so that a
company organize i in the United States or
any other country can, by complying with
the terms of the Act, carry on operations in
the Yukon district. Was it the intention to
extend it to all classes of companies?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, that is the
idea.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEE D-I certainly
did not so understand it, and my
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own impression is that it would be much
better if it had been confined to com-
panies in the United Kingdom. Might I
ask the hon. Secretary of State whether he
bas ever given consideration to the fact that
a great number of foreign companies might
organize for the purpose of carrying on
operations in Canada by reason of the fact
that they can organize in a more simple
way, and by an evasion of law, I might say,
in a foreign country i Now, it seems to me
that we are simply facilitating the evasion
of our own Companies Act by permitting
companies, who contemplate operations
being carried on in the Yukon country, to
become organized in a foreign country, oh-
tain a license from the Secretary of State,
and then occupy the same statusasaCanadian
company, but evading all the responsibility
incident to the Companies Act, and enjoy-
ing all the advantages of the company which
by the assumption of great responsibility,
organized under the Companies Act of
Canada. I do not know whether the atten-
tion of the Secretary of State has been
called to this fact, but it seems to me that
it is an anomaly of a very serious character,
and legislation of some kind should certainly
be introduced to provide against it. There
has come under my own observation during
the recent mining excitenent in the Yukon
country, the organization of several com-
panies in the United States, not for the
purpose of carrying on operations in the
United States, but for the purpose of carry-
ing on operations in Canada, and those com-
panies have organized under the very wide
latitude given to them in a foreign country;
they have been enabled to raise considerable
sums of money without assuming the respon-
sibility that Canadians have to assume in
becoming organized under our own laws,
and a status under this Act is about ta be
given them equivalent to the status which
Canadians would enjoy under the Companies
Act. It seems to me this is a condition of
affairs worthy of the attention of the Secre-
tary of State, and which should be met at
this particular juncture. The Secretarv of
State should consider this fact before asling
the House to give the third reading to this
bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite aware of
the extraordinary latitude that has been
given by our courts for many years, running
back even ten or fifteen years, to companies

organized outside of Canada, having been
allowed to sue and practically be sued and
have exercised all corporate powers. I do
not know whether the federal parliament
could interfere, as the iatter rather per-
tains to the provincial legislature. In
reference to the bill before us, I was some-
what forced to introduce a measure of this
kind in consequence of our mining regula-
tions having gone abroad, that incorporated
companies could take out a "free miner's
license "-that was the expression--and in
order to enable them to do that it became
necessary for them to file their charter with
the Secretary of State, and then that a
license might be granted if he thought
proper. In this bill it will be particularly
observed that the powers given to the com-
panies are specially restricted. They are
not allowed to exercise under this bill the
powers they may possess outside of mining.
For instance, they are not authorized under
this bill, as they are under their own charters
very often, to build mills and steamboats, or
to operate in any other ways that are inci-
dental to mining. The object of this was to
confine those companies strictly to operating
mines. In the first place to enable them to
be on the same plane as a free miner, that
is, if they discover a mine that they hiad a
right of priority for a given number of
months, and that if they held a license they
could explore the country, and that they
were allowed a certain time within which to
file the evidence that they had made this
discovery--that was the object of the bill to
limit it to those particular powers. I en-
deavoured, in drafting the bill, to confine it
to those powers and not to give them under
a license enlarged powers Under the bill
they would simply get a license to do that
-to mine and to buy and sell mines.

Hon.. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like
to point out the very wide language embod-
ied in the Act, which, with all deference, I
submit goes very much further than indic-
ated just now by the hon. gentleman. Power
is giver for the purpose of " carrying on
mining operations or of buying, selling, leas-
ing and operating mines of all kinds, on
receiving a license, etc." It is quite clear
under this language that it is contemplated
to permit a foreign coinpany to carry on
mining operations. As my hon. friend will
doubtless know such a power as that em-
braces everything incident to the operations
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of a mine. Let us take, for instance, how
broad a power that is, when exercised in
connection with the Leroy mine. That cer-
tainly embraces the purchase and operation
of machinery and everything incident
to that, such as the erection of build-
ings and, in fact, operations of the
widest possible latitude. In fact, no
company would wish to obtain a broader
power than that of operating mines,
because, I think any court of law would
hold that it applies to every incident relat-
ing to the operation of a mine. If, as my
hon. friend the hon. I eader of the Opposition
said a few moments ago, it were confined to
companies organized in theUnited Kingdom,
we could then have some knowledge of the
responsibility assumed by those companies,
because we know the laws of the United
Kingdom with regard to joint stock com-
panies.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-From
the discussion it appears that the amend-
ment will have an important effect, and in
that case the bill should be referred back to
a committee of the whole House. I ask the
Speaker's ruling.

The SPEAKER-There is no doubt it
would be more regular to refer the bill back
to a committee of the whole House, but with
the consent of the House the amendment
can be made without doing so.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is constantly done
on the third reading, and this is a mere
formal amendment and not one to the prin-
ciple of the bill. It is simply a description
of the territory. I suppose it could have
gone as it was, but in order to make it con-
form to the bill that we passed here last
week, the wording should be changed. I
have no desire to press on the bill unduly if
hon. gentlemen have anything more to say
on it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
hope the hon. gentleman will let it stand
Until to-morrow, so that we can look
into these regulation.s. I have not read
them yet. Do the regulations which
have been issued for the granting of
licenses mention companies, and if so,
does the word include foreign companies, or
companies that have been organized under
the laws of the United Kingdom ? If it
simnply refers to companies then it would

have a Dominion application only, and there
could bc no misunderstanding on the part of
foreign companies. I am speaking now with-
out a full knowledge as to the wording of
the regulations. If the bill remains over
until to-morrow we can discuss it more
intelligently.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those regulations, of
course, are circulated in the United States
very largely and companies have already
been organized in Montana, Colorado, Idaho
and other states and they have written to
us to get miners' licenses. They cannot
get a miner's license unless the company is
first recognized in some way here, and it re-
quires therefore, that their charter should be
registered at Ottawa, and if thought proper,
on payment of such fees as the Governor in
Council choses to fix ; a license may be issu-
ed. We certainly will not allow the licenses
to go for nominal sums.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The power given in this bill virtually incor-
porates, for certain purpose, by mere regis-
tration of their Act of incorporation, any
foreign company organized under a foreign
charter. I do not think there can be any
possible misundertanding in the reading of
these regulations:

Joint stock company shall inean any company in-
corporated for nining purposes under a Canadian
charter or licensed by the government of Canada.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, licensed by the
government of Canada.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a company under a Canadian char-
ter may be licensed by the government of
Canada, so that foreigners could not say
that they have been deceived in reading
these regulations. There may be something
else which I have not seen which modifies
that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I move that the bill
be referred back to committee of the whole
House to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PLEBISCITE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of bill (121) " An Act respecting the
prohibition, or the importation, manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors." He said:
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The measure which I submit for the con-
sideration, and I trust the approval of the
members of the House, is one that lias been
discussed in this country for a very great
many years in the press, in the pulpits and
in the various assemblies of persons who are
interested in supporting a prohibition law.
The government introduced this measure in
accordance with a pledge that they gave in
1893 to take the opinion of the people of
Canada on the question of prohibition. This
bill has for its object the ascertaining of
what the sentiment of the people is on the
subject.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Is that all the
object it has?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was the pledge
that was given. It will be followed by the
necessary consequences, I presume, if there
is a proper justification for it. M1ore than
that the government, of course, could not
do. They must be the judges after the re-
sult bas been ascertained. The temperance
sentiment has been one of very steady and
regular growth in Canada for a period of
over sixty years. Canada, I believe was one
of the first countries in the world to adopt
prohibition on a small scale. As far back
as 1864 we had on the statute-books of the
older provinces, Quebec and Ontario, a law
which allowed municipalities, on receiving
an affirmative vote from the people, to pass
by-laws practically prohibiting within the
municipality the sale of intoxicating liquors.
That measure was not up to the anticipa-
tions of the temperance people, and during
the seventies a very strong agitation pre-
vailved over Canada for a measure of larger
proportions, and so in accordance with that
request which was presented to this House
by many thousands of petitions, it was my
fortunate opportunityto submitto this House
in 1878, a bill giving the people in electoral
districts, or in a union of counties, the right
to prohibit the sale of liquor on an affirma-
tive vote being polled in favour of prohibition.
That Act was pretty generally adopted over
Ontario and the Maritime provinces. We
all know that for a time it was hailed with
very great delight, and it was hoped that
good results would flow from it; but, unfor-
tunately, the government which succeeded
that of Mr. Mackenzie were not favourable
to putting that Act into operation, and it
therefore fell into disuse. Like any other

law, it required not only a public sentiment
behind it, but it required an executive'
officer to see to its enforcement. I had, as
I thought, provided machinery within itself
for enforcing the law by directing that the
officers of the Inland Revenue should be
officers in the several districts for enforcing
the Temperance Act of 1878. The effect,
however, of the Act was, in the main, good,
for the reason that it was an educator for
the people of Canada, and no doubt it stimu-
lated the growth of the temperance senti-
ment. In addition to the Acts which were
passed by the federal authorities and the
Act passed by United Canada prior to
confederation, the other provinces have, at
various times, passed prohibitory laws-
that is, they have passed local option acts
permitting the people within certain areas, if
they so desired, to prohibit the issue of shop
or tavern licenses. The effect of that bas,
as I can show presently, been most narked
in the diminution of licenses that bas taken
place in all the provinces, and the effect has
been that the consumption of liquor in
Canada bas been very largely reduced, until
this country probably stands in advance of
any other country in the world in consuming
the snallest quantity of alcohol per head of
the population. We cari well claim, there-
fore, that we are in the van of the temperance
movement of the world. I find, on looking
at the Inland Revenue returns, that the con-
sumption of spirits in 1872 was 1-723 gallons
per head of the population. In 1873 it fell
a little ; in 1874 it rose to nearly two gallons.
Since that time it bas been steadily falling
until 1897, when it was about three-quarters
of a gallon per head of spirit. The con-
sumption of beer, however, bas increased
rather than diminished. In 1 S72 it was
equal to two and three-quarter gallons; in
1897 it had increased to three and a-half
gallons. The proportion of wine consumed
per head bas, however, fallen very consider-
ably-from 1-15 to -84. That shows that
the temperance sentiment in Canada bas
been growing.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
the consumption of light wines diminished?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is under the head
of wines generally.

Hon. Mr. WARK-Does that include
domestic wines?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would not include Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Why not Jet well
home-made wines. alone?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does it include
native wines ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, not native wines.
The proportion of native wine has increased
greatly of late years, particularly in the
county of Essex. In confirmation of that
statement which I have submitted, I find
that so high an authority as Mulhall gives
figures that correspond with our own fur-
nished by the [nland Revenue Department.
He compares the consumption in various
countries and his comparison bears out com-
pletely the statement I have made, that
Canada is well in advance of any other coun-
try in the temperance movement. In the
United Kingdom the consumption of alcohol
- that includes the alcohol in ale-was, ac-
cording to the latest return I can find, 1-92
gallons ; in France it was over two gallons
and in Germany over one and a-half gallon.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does that mean beer i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. In Mulhall's
statement they take the proportion of alco-
hol in the beer ; it is all put under that head.
In Belgium the consumption was two gal-
lons, in Denmark two, while in Canada it
was less than three-quarters of a gallon, so
that our own returns are confirmed in that
respect. Then I find, as another evidence
of the effect of the temperance movement in
Canada, taking particularly the province of
Jntario, that the number of tavern licenses

has fallen, although the population has
largely increased. In 1874 the number of
tavern licenses was 4,793, whilq in 1896-
that is the last return I have-it had fallen
to 2,747, about one-half, although the popu-
lation had increased.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
the revenue fallen in proportion?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think not; I think
they have put up the license fee, though I
cannot speak positively of that. Shop
licenses have dropped from 1,307 to 323.
Wholesale licenses have fallen from 52 to f'6,
80 it is perfectly evident that the temperance
inovement has resulted in a very consider-
able diminution of the licenses and, as I
have shown, it has also resulted in a very
considerable reduction of the consumption of
liquor.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If that argument had
been used thirty years ago, probably we
would not have made the movement, but we
have been gradually enacting prohibitory
laws. For instance, in the province of
Ontario-and I might apply the observation
to some of the other provinces-we prohibit
the sale of liquor between seven o'clock on
Saturday evening and six o'clock Monday
morning ; we prohibit. the sale of liquor to
minors and on election days and at country
fairs, and in many other ways the legislature
has already exercised the power of prohibi-
tion over its sale so that it is practically
carrying it one step further over a larger
area. My own view is that had the Canada
Tenperance Act been sustained in the
different provinces, and as it was extended
over a majority of the municipalities had
been enforced, it would have been easy
to extend it to the province itself, because
practically now, under the recent decision of
the Privy Council, a province can prohibit.
It can prohibit the manufacture even for
local purposes. It cannot prohibit the
importation nor can it prohibit the manufac-
ture for exportation, but for all practical
purposes in sales of less quantities than
what are oalled wholesale packages, the
province would have full power to prohibit
within its own area, and that would have
been the easiest transition to the adoption of
a prohibition measure. Until recently in
Prince Edward Island the Canada Temper-
ance Act did prevail in all divisions of it,
and I think it is to-day in existence-
whether it is enforced or not, I cannot say-
throughout Prince Edward Island, except
Charlottetown, and it would have seemed
an easy transition f rom local option to
provincial prohibition under the Canada
Temperance Act. However, in accordance
with the demand made by the temperance
people at the meeting of the Liberal party
in 1893 this resolution was adopted :

That whereas public attention is at present much
directed to the consideration of the admittedly great
evils of intemperance, it is desirable that the windsof
the )eople shall he clearly ascertained on the question
of prohibition by means of a Dominion plebiscite.

Plebiscites had previously been taken by
many of the provinces-in the province of
Ontario, where of the vote recorded a
majority of, 1 think, 80,000 was in favour
of prohibition. In the province of Mani-
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toba it was very much the saine as in
Ontario. we all know that in the maritime
provinces the question of prohibition, or the
non-issue of licenses, has taken a very strong
hold on the people, if I am properly advised.
In the province of Quebec, although the
public sentiment has clearly been against
any prohibitory law generally, yet it is a
fact that in very many of the counties of
Lower Canada, not even a single license
exists. There are whole counties in the
province of Quebec, where there is neither
a shop license or a tavern license, so that it
must be admitted that all the provinces of
the Dominion, except perhaps British Col-
umbia, have made extraordinary progress
in the temperance movement. The bill
that the government submit for the approval
and consideration of parliament is very
simple, and one that does not require very
much explanation. It provides that the
vote should be taken in electoral districts,
that is the districts that elect members to
the House of Commons, and the procla-
mation announcing the time shall be made
by the Governor in Council and ample
notice shall be given of the date at which
the vote will be taken. No time has yet
been fixed, and of course the public will be
fully advised of the period when the vote is
is to be taken.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no provision of that kind in the
bill.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-The time is not fixed.

with the lists that shall be prepared under
that measure. The Act contains the fullest
provisions for having a fair vote and the
advocates of prohibition and those who are
opposed to it will each have the right to
name one or t%% o agents to be present at each
polling subdivision, in order that a fair vote
may be recorded, that there may be no per.
sonation, and that no improper conduct may
take place. It will be the duty of the re.
turning officer to swear the individuals who
are appointed as agents, and they are then
to be admitted within the polling booths.
At the end, the report is to be made to the
Governor in Council, and the action that
will then be taken will, of course, depend
entirely on what the rest will do. I cannot
foreshadow what the action will be. It would
be premature to do that, there are so many
circumstances and considerations that will
have to be discussed, because the position of
Canada and the different provinces is some-
what diverse. Take, for instance, the pro-
vince of British Columbia, where probably
the vote may be largely adverse: that will
have to be considered. There are very many
questions that necessarily will have to be
considered that cannot be anticipated, and
therefore it would be quite impossible for
the government to forecast what their policy
will be after the vote has been declared.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Why
does the hon. gentleman attribute more
common sense to British Columbia than to
any of the other provinces ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not attribute
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- more common sense. The suggestion was

Nor for the notice. that they were not as far advanced.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Dominion Elec-
tion Act and the Franchise Act, which is
now before this House, will apply, and it is
to be hope i the vote will be taken under the
improved Franchise Act. The vote will be
by ballot, and the question will be put into
the simplest and most curt form : " Are you
in favour of the passing of an Act prohibit-
ing the importation, manufacture or sale of
spirits, wine, ale, beer, cider, and all other
alcoholic liquors for use as beverages V" And
the answer to be given will be either in the
affirmative or negative, "yes " or "no."
The governnent will appoint returning offi-
cers in the -arious districts and the ballots
will be furnished from Ottawa with the lists,
I presume-if the Franchise Bill is carried,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think we should have a little more informa-
tion before passing the second reading. I
do not think there is any desire on the
part of any hon. member of the Senate
to oppose the bill. I need scarcely say
that my own views as to the principle of
a plebiscite are already upon record, and
therefore I shall not waste the time of the
House in discussing it further than to repeat
that I think the whole scheme diametrically
opposed to the principle which governs this
country : that is the principle of responsible
government. I look upon it as-I do not
like to use the word "shirking," but that is
what I mean-avoiding on the part of the
government the responsibility which should,
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and does, devolve on them under our system
of government. Beyond that, having re-
peated at greater length on the debate upon
the address from the throne at the opening of
parliament my views on that point, I do not
desire to elaborate them. But what I would
like to ask my hon. friend is whether they
have considered the effect which this vote
is to have, providing it has a majority in its
favour, of prohibition, on what we term the
provincial rights in respect to the licensing
and selling of spirituous liquors?

I know the hon. gentlemen opposite upon
other questions have been great sticklers for
provincial rights. The hon. Minister of
Justice perhaps holds a great deal stronger
view on that point than most of his col-
leagues, and I should like to know froin hin
whether he considers the Dominion would
have the power and authority to carry out
the provisions of this law by prohibiting the
importation, the sale, aid the manufacture
of the liquors referred to in the bill, includ-
ing cider; and if so, whether he thinks it
would be advisable to place a law on the
statute-book which would only provide for
the prevention of the importation and the
prohibition of the sale of spirituous liquors,
and malt liquors as is mentioned here in those
Portions of the Dominion, in which a large
inajority were in favour of it, as was the
case in the provinces of Ontario and Mani-
toba, and leave it open for the local author-
ities to deal with the question in the two
provinces to which he has referred, provid-
Ing the provinces of British Columbia and
Quebee should record their vote against the
principle of the bill? I think also that we
Ought to have some information as to what
the government intend to do in case a large
inajority, or any majority, is recorded in
favour of the principle of the bill. My hon.
friend says these are questions which would
have to be taken into consideration after-
Wards.

1 Ion. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

1Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
placing a question of this momentous
character, which is to affect the social
habits of the people of the Dominion,
and also the revenue, to the extent of from
seven to nine million dollars, in addition
o what it will cost to enforce the law,
h Illinistry of the day, who are submitting

1s question to the people, should have come

to some decision as to the course they will
follow in such an event. Looking at the
statements which have been made in the
other House upon this question, and which
have been repeated to a certain extent by the
hon. Secretary of State, the conviction is
forced on my mind that it is a broad farce,
to say the least of it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,.
hear.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The government has a policy or it has none.
The government. should have a policy to
carry out its pledges, and that policy should
be to carry out the pledge which the premier
of this country gave in various sections of
the country during the last election, and
also where he has been delivering speeches
since, as well as the principle which was laid
down at the conference held in Ottawa before
the elections, in which this plebiscite was
made a plank in their platform. If it means
anything, if it is not a delusion, if it is not
a snare, if it is not an attempt to humbug
the people, then they should be prepared to
say distinctly and positively, that, if the
majority of the people decide in favour of
the prevention of the importation, and the
manufacture, and sale of the different
beverages mentioned in the bill,. we intend
to enforce the law with all the power that
is at our command. Strange to say, the
premier put the matter in a little more
ambiguous manner than the hon. Secretary
of State when he was answering some ques-
tions in the House of Commons on the 25th
of this month. During the debate upon
this bill he gave this answer :

The people may pronounce a verdict for or against
prohibition.

That is not a very great deal of informa-
tion, I must admit.

If they pronounce against it the matter ends at
once, and therefore there is no occasion to trouble
ourselves with the consequences of such a contin-
gency.

In that respect I think we all agree. If
the majority is against the principle of the
bill, then the agitation so far as Canada,
and so far as their pledges are concerned,
must cease. Now, logically, we must take
the other deductions to be drawn from the
fact of a majority being recorded in its
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favour. But what does the Prime Minister
say :

But if there be a inajority for prohibition, whether
large or small, then it will be the duty of the govern-
ment to consider whether the timue has arrived for the
Dominion parlianent to place certain enactnents
on the statute-book.

If there is a majority against it the hon.
gentleman is quite safe in saying that the
matter must drop. If there is a majority in
favour of it, then this responsible govern
ment is to take into consideration whether
the timne has arrived for placing a prohibi-
tory law on the statute-book.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Notwithstanding the fact that the vote of
the people has affirmed that it should go on
the statute-book. What is the plebiscite for,
but to ascertain if there i s a majority in
favour of prohibition, and if there is a ma-
joritv in favour of prohibition then should
not the government enact a law to prohibit
the manufacture and sale of intoxicants of
all kinds ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is the logical conclusion.

Hon. Sir NIACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can they not say so, just as well as they cai
declare that if the vote be recorded against
prohibition, then the matter drops and the
responsibility ends? There can be no logical
conclusion drawn from these statements
other than that if there is a majority against
it, the responsibility ceases. If there is a
majority for the measure, whether it be
large or small, according to the doctrine
laid down by the premier, who speaks for
the whole cabinet, then forsooth they are to
take into consideration whether the time
has arrived for passing a law and aflirming
the principle in a bill which the people have
said should be passed. That is the position
the government occupies. If they have no
opinion on this question, if they have formed
no policy upon it, they should not submit
the question to the people unless they
are prepared to carry out and affirm it if
approved by the electors. I confess that it
is one of the most anomalous positions that,
in my experience in parliamentary history,
or in reading, ever existed under the con-
stitution of Great Britain. Then there is
another point upon which I would like to

have some information and to see settled :
At what period is this question to be sub-
mitted to the people ? Are we going to have
a continuation of the farce which has been
going on during the last fifteen or twenty
years on this great question? My hon.
friend says he does not know when it will
be submitted to the people.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In a reasonable time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the question is not submitted to the people
so as to enable ministers to form an opinion
as to what course they should pursue, or, in
other words, to make up their minds in the
language of the premier, as to whether the
time has arrived for enacting a prohibitory
law, even though the majority be in favour
of the principle, before the next session of
parliament, then it. -will go over for con-
sideration till the following session of
parlianent, and that will be the last session
that will be held before an election takes
place. Is the governiment desirous of plac-
ing itself in the position of being enabled to
say " the majority have declared in favour
of prohibition,ibut we will not come to a de.
cision as to whether prohibition is proper or
not, or whether the principle would be affirmed
or not, but we will go to the people with
ihe mnajority in our favour and em blazoned on
our banner, we will carry out this law some
way or other if you return us to power."
It seens to me there is a great deal of force
in that reasoning. If they are desirous of
having this question settled, let. us place on
the statute-book a period as nearly as pos-
sible, giving plenty of time, to have the vote
taken before the next session of parliament.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And in order that they may be enabled tO
make up their minds when parliament
assembles in this city for the next session.
My hon. friend says, hear, hear. I am glad
to hear that. I hope he will add to one Of
the clauses of the bill that such vote will be
taken not later than a certain period. There
would oe no difficulty then with the people,
they would know when tbey would be
called on to record their votes, and it would
remove the suspicion which attaches to the
speeches made in reference to the testing Of
the question by the people, and then in
making up their minds as to the policY
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which they will pursue. This is no small majority and then add to that the large
matter. Here are the supplementary esti- nuiner that do not vote, one would take it
mates, which were brought down yesterday, for granted that there was ahuost a unanim-
and over 8250,000 is asked to cover the ous vote. There has been another thing sug-
expenses of submitting this question to the gested. J have heard it mooted that those
people. We are to spend over a quarter of who are opposed to the principle of prohibi-
a million to ascertain the opinion of the tion do fot intend to make any fight on the
people, and the Prime Minister tells us, at question,but let it go by default, in the hope
the saie time, in the same session, and and belief that under those circumstances
almost i the sane breath, that whether the a the vote cast will be a minority vote of
nalority be gnreat or small in favour of the hole ; and that under such cii-
the principle of prohibition, that then cumstances, therefore, the grovernmenù
will be the tirne to consider w fhether gnill take shelter under that plea, and
such a law shal e passed. No w, iof say, "Well, prohibition should not be
they have not made up their ginds enacted.' Now would not hike to
as to the course they are to pursue, surely insinuate anything, but J have heard it
the people of Canada should not be asked to nooted, very uncharitably, that the govern-
submit to an expenditure of over a aquarter ment and those who are opposed to prohibi-
of in illion- see in this estiate, besides , tion have entered into a league to accompish
the $c50,i, there is 6,o for some other .that purpose. No one, of course, would be-
purpose, Nvhich miakes $2iO. Whethier 1 lieve that, but people will talk, and people
that w ill cover al theexpense, I do ot know. will insinuate, and unless there is a distinct
But J subnit that with these facts before and positive declaration on the part of the
them we should know, before the people are hon. gentlemen opposite-J desire to be as
asked to cast their votes yea or nay, whether respectful as possible-J tbink they are
the povernment intend, as they pledged shirking a responsibilityvhich devolves upon
themseies to the people-but which every governmet. If ar fot in error,
they refused to (hr i parlia0ent-to carry out I hope ar, J can only look upon the course
the p i of the people. The principle having which the bovernment is pursuing upon this
been affirmed of the plebiscite, although question lately, and particularly the position
thinkit is wron, bytheparhiaientofCanada, that is taken by the goverament of to-day,
the inistry have taken the responsibility of as one, if not desirned to humbug, whieh
adopting that course upon this particular vill deceive the people and winl prove to be
question. J hiope no rnem ber of the Senate one of the niost gigantic frauds ever' per.
thi do anything to frustrate this bil; but, petrated upon a free people.
on the contrary, that ail will assist to niake
it as clear and workale as possible, so tat Ihon. .m,%Ir. BERNJER-Althou J main
when the people cast their votes and spend tain that this Senate has a perfect right tc
their ioney they will kno that wien interfer with this bigr , and even go to th
they afirm the principe, the principle is to be extent of rejecting it, stila think that, as 
fhnowed by a statute, o not go either to the matter of poicy, it is well for us not to d(
expenditure or to the trouble and annoyance it, considering that this is a heasure, which
Whjch attend ahi elections and squandering-- purports to be a direct appeal t
because it is nothing more nor pess than the people. Jt is, however, a propei
thatq a sun of over a quarter of a million occasion to express our views oe
dollars without any definite object in view this matter. J for one a opposed t
other than to ascertain wiat people think; the principles of this bil. I am oppose
and thente government of theda , foisooth, to prohibition in itself. Although I symn
Who are resposible for this enactment, are to pathize very earnestly with those who at
decide and cone to parliaent and say, trying to promote amongst our people tem
thell the majority is pretty large, it is very perate habits, stil l think they a ae takin
large, but it does not embrace the thole a mistake in having this measure forced un
electorate of the country, and therefore e on the people. J believe it iI be found ai
do fot feel bound to pass a prohibitory law." impracticable measure. J ar opposed as
The principle laid down o i reference to to the way in wich the government i

oting is that those who negoect to vote are bringing down this measure, employin
ohfavour of it, so that if you have a large what is caled in other countries the refe
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endum. I do not desire to discuss here
whether that institution is a good one or
not, bu*t I say that we have not in this
country such an institution as the refer-
endum. Consequently, the attempt that is
made in this instance to have a reterence to
the people, as if we had such an institution, is
bound to bring us to no practical results. In
other countries,where the institution exists,it
is provided what kind of measure is to be sub-
antted to the people; it is provided alsoforthe
mode in which the referendum is to be taken,
and also for carrying out the will of the
people. Here we have nothing of the kind.
Upon this measure in particular, the govern-
ment does not pretend even to be governed by
the future verdict of the people. It is an
imperfect measure, and I think up to the
present we have had nothing that would war-
rant a resort to such a measure. For these
reasons I am against the bill and against the
policy involved in that bill. This measure
could be very well characterized by three
words: it is an evasion, a delusion and a use-
less agitation. It is an evasion of the minis-
terial responsibility ; it is a delusion to the
temperance people, and it will be followed
by deep and useless agitation, since the
government does not show any intention of
being governed by the will of the people.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I hardly think it
necessary to make many remarks on this
question after the able speech made by the
hon. gentleman from Belleville(Sir Mackenzie
Bowell). However, I might say that I noticed
a very striking contrast in the earnestness of
the two hon. leaders of the government in the
Senate in the way in which they presented
the bill yesterday and to-day. Of course, I
can quite well understand that,. The hon.
gentleman yesterday was advocating a bill
that the life of his party to a large extent
depends upon, and the other hon. gentleman
to-day is advocating a bill which will have
a tendency to kill his party, and therefore,
in my opinion, he is not so strenuous in his
eflorts, because he knows very well that the
government would like very well for the
Senate to throw the bill out, and I suppose
if the Senate would defeat this bill they
would really give us absolution for the votes
we gave on the Yukon bill. But I do not
propose, hon. gentlemen, faulty as the bill
was yesterday and faulty as this one is to-
day to vote against them. Both of the bills
are unworthy of the government of Canada,

for neither one of them is a bill that
should emanate from a class of statesmen
in a country like Canada. Although I
may be willing to accept local franchises,
the idea of giving one man half a dozen
votes and another man, with equal qualifica-
tions, only one vote, is not the true principle
on which to elect a parliament. I am not
going to say more on that just now. The
bill which is now before us is faulty in many
particulars. It is not such an outspoken
and pronounced measure as it should be.
We, the temperance people of this country,
should know, because those gentlemen got
the votes of the temperance people at the
last election by the pledges, the insinuations
and the announcements they made to
the people that they would favour prohibi-
tion. It is weil known that the Right Hon.
Sir John Thompson told the people his views
in plain English. These gentlemen saw an
opportunity to make political capital and
prepared that ingeniously worded resolution
that they would take a plebiscite. What
does that infer i It infers, if anything, that
if a plebiscite was taken and the people
declared in favour of prohibition it
would be reasonable and right to give
prohibition. In the short session of
1896 I had the pleasure of attending
a meeting of the temperance delegation
which waited upon the premier and some of
his colleagues. The delegation was so large
that it was found necessary to hold it in the
railway conmittee room of the House of
Commons. My hon. friend the hon. member
for Sarnia, was chairman of that meeting
on behalf of the temperance people. The
object of the temperance people on that
occasion was to make a demand upon the
Prime Minister for his government to intro-
duce a plebiscite bill that session. The hon.
gentleman told them in my hearing that it
was impossible to dlo it; that that session
was called for a specific purpose, simply to
vote a supply bill, that he had not time to
do it, that the next session-that was the
last session of parliament-he would comle
forward with a plebiscite bill and take the
vote whether the people were in favour of
prohibition or not; and he declared there.
in plain and positive terms, and he recited
the very incident that the hon. Secretary of
State has mentioned to-day in proof that
prohibition could be carried out if they
wanted it; and he said there were several
sections in Quebec in which they had pro-
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hibition, and if that was the case there why
could it not be the case in every part of the
country. He said in plain and unmistak-
able language to that delegation that he
would introduce a measure to take the vote
last session but did not do it. I will excuse
him, for my part, for that ; but he said he
would take the vote on the question and if the
people declared in favour of prohibition at
the following session of parliament he would
come down with a prohibitory measure.
There was another voice, that of the hon.
Minister of Agriculture, who congratulated
the temperance people on having a govern-
ment who were in favour of prohibition, and
who, he said, would give them prohibition if
they wanted it. It nay be that the people
will not vote for prohibition. The temperance
people are a very creditable class in the
country, and worthy of fair treatment,
and they will not be humbugged or fooled.
They want to know, if they go to the polls
and deposit their ballot what effect it is
going to have. In this bill you cannot tell
a thing about it. Why cannot the govern-
ment say in this bill that they will carry out
the wishes of the people if they express
themselves in favour of prohibition.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What will be a
majority ?

Hon. Mr. PERLE Y-This is to be voted
upon on the sanie principles that elections
are held-a majority of the votes. They do
not say so, they do not say whether it is a
majority of the whole electorate or a majority
of the people ; and we ought to know that,
and the temperance people would then know
how to act, and if it is to be a majority of the
whole electorate the temperance people will
Put on their armour and go to work and get
a' majority of the whole electorate. Under
the Dominion Election Act a majority rules
in this country, and why should it not be
the sane here? I think it should, and I say
that although I ordinarily would not vote
for a bill which bears humbug on the face of
it, I am going to vote for this bill and the
Franchise Bill and the government shall
have the full responsibility whatever the
result may be. I think also, hon. gentlemen,
that the time has come when the govern-
ment, although they rejected it in the other

ouse, should tell the temperance people
what vote they have to poll in order to carry
Prohibition ; and they should also tell the

temperance people whether they are going
to give it or not, or whether they will put it
up for a vear or two in order to test the
laws. The hon. Minister of Justice on that
occasion which I have referred to-cane
into this delegation after the other ministers
had spoken, I think it was arranged that he
should do so, that is my humble opinion, it
struck me so just then, and they asked him
for a speech-said: "Gentlemen I am a
temperance man, I believe in prohibition, it
is a good and commendable thing;" and he
made quite a good temperance speech, but
he said this prohibition is a very grave ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Thiis was not the
present Minister of Justice?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
man ought to know that he was not the
Minister of Justice then "Now," said he,
. we have to consult the Finance Minister
to see how lie is going to make up the de-
ficiency of revenue of eight or nine million
dollars-that is a very difficult problem.
Then there is," said he, "another question,
a question of vested rights, vested interests.
What are you going to do with those men
who have capital invested in this businessI
That is another very difficult problem. Then
there is another question: suppose any one
province did not vote for prohibition and
all the other provinces did, how are you
going to operate the law in that province "
And then he came to a climax and said:
"the next question is whether it is practical
or not." That, I think, was the question,
and that is a question that is evidenced
in this bill. The governîment have not said
whether it would be practical politically or
not ; and the temperance people of this
country have a right to know what the
result is going to be if they vote for
prohibition; and then we will know how to
work. We are appropriating two hundred
and fifry thousand dollars to take this vote,
and nobody knows what it is for. As to
the question of deficiency of revenue, that is
easily made up, to my mind. To judge from
the supplementary and increased estimates
I think there could be a good paring down
in that particular. There are very many
ways in which the deficiency of the revenue
could be made up, and if the goveriment
will only carry out the pledges they made
when they came into power, I am sure the



revenue is safe notwithstanding the loss legisiation we are going to cut off the sup-
that may result from prohibiting the impor- plies." Now, I do not think that that is a
tation and manufacture of intoxicating sound principle to work upon. In tbe tirst
liquors. It is not creditable for the govern- place, according to my idea, it is impracti-
ment to have a bill pass this House when cable; that it is utterly impossible to put
there is any doubt about it. It is their prohibition in force in such a way that no-
duty to give the people of the country the bily in the country is able to obtain
fullest information on all these matters so alcoholic or other beverages, that that is a
that we may know what is coming. This practicable impossibility; and in addition
country does not belong to the government to that vou are throwing a burden upon four-
but to the people, and if they do what I fifths, or tbree-fiftbs, wvatever you choose
have said they will reflect credit on them- to catI it, of the population what the temn-
selves and give satisfaction to the people of perance cati a si in drinking beverages of
the country. any kind mentioned in this bill, you are

thirowingr the additional burden upon them.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This bill is what of breaking the law because they do not

I call political legislation. The premier tbink the law is the rigbt une.
was waited upon by the temperance people
and gave a pledge that he would bring in Hon. Mr. VIDAL-We are not discuss-
this legislation. Pressure from a certain ing prohibition at ail to-day.
portion of the commnunity has brought it
about. The result we have seen. I said Hon. Mr. B)ULTON-This is prohibi-
yesterday that the introduction of the bitory legisiation. Tt is a piebiscite to ask
Franchise Bill was in order to carry out one wbat the votes of the people shah be. I arn
of the pledges made by the government only discussing it on the unes laid down by
before their election, and this is a second the Secretary of State, wben he introduced
attempt of that kind. I am very pleased the measure.
indeed to congratulate the government in
that respect ; but as to the principle of the Hon. 31r. VIDAL-Ile lid not touch
legislation, both in its character as a plebis- upon the question of prohibition, lie tonched
cite bill, which has no statutory effect, and upon the plebiscite and what led to it.
also on the principle of what I call sectional
legislation in this country, it is certainly Hon. 31r. IOULTON-He spoke of the
objectionable. The temperance people, I advance of tenperance, of the Scott Act
suppose, as an organization, does not amount which had been put in force, and regretted
to more than twenty per cent of the whole it had been abolished, and spoke of the good
population ; that is to say, one-fifth of the resuits of temperance legisiation in Nova
population have brought their influence to Scotia. Now 1 am not prepared to accept
bear on the government in order to enforce bis statement with regard to the good done
legislation which affects four-fifths of the Nova 8cotia. Tbey certainly have had the
population. But that twenty per cent Scott Act in force, and there are certainly
of the temperance people are not a unit counties where there are no taverns.
in favour of prohibition. They do not
believe that prohibition is the most Hon. Mr. POWER- tt is not the Scott
effectuai method of brihoging about tbe Act, but a provincial Act.
happy resutts wyen the don. Secretary of
State bas sbown us in regard to the advance Hon. Mr. BOULTON-J have the word
of temperance sentiment in tbis countrp. of one of my colleagues in this buse, who
Now I may remark, why nô't let weil is a temperance man bimnself, that whilO
atone. The liues that the temperance there were no taverns of any sort or descrip-
people have been working on for a num- tion i the country the temperance people
ber of years bave been very successful. wold not permit to be expended fron the
They now propose to step out of those nes, publi cbest one solita usy penny to enforce

They say Il our efforts that we put forth in the haw. Those o desired to break the

order to secure this temperance sentiment haw were at iberty to do s. There was no

in the country generally are too onerous and attempt to enforce the law. Then J beard

we propose te make a short cnt and by from another gentleman, who is travelling
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very largely in the maritime provinces, that be on the moral side without knowing what
in one town down there of three thousand its effect may be politically or financially,
inhabitants there were fifty-three places and in that way there may possibly be a
where liquor was sold, in a prohibition town, vote in favour of this measure. So far as
and that there was no revenue obtained from this bill is concerned, or the question is con-
that in anv shape or form, that periodical cerned, the logical consequence is that you
visits were made to the large hotels and fines shall grow no apple tree, no vineyards, none
extracted some three or four times a year of these things which through the blessings
where they had something they could get of God we have for our use and not to be
hold of, but those were-very minor incidents,
that in the great bulk of the places where
liquor was sold there was no attempt made
to colleet fines from then because there was
nothing to be got f rom them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--What town was
that in I

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-North Sydney.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is in Cape
Breton.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- can find half a.
dozen more, I have no doubt, of the same
character. I cross-questioned the gentleman;
I am speaking of very carefully, because I
knew of this legislation and I did not like
to make any figures that I could not be
sure of. He said evidence can be found
down there any time, and I have prac-
tical evidence, so far as being able tol
get what I wanted myself. That is practic-
al evidence we have to deal with where pro-
hibition towns are concerned. I am not
arguing against temperance; my sympathy
is with the temperance people and anything
that will improve the morality and character
of the people I am prepared to stand up for.
But I am not going to put a heavier burden
on the shoulders of those who think they
are unfairly dealt with, and I do not think
a minority of the people should bring pres-
sure on the government in order to bring
about that resuit. If they were to continuel
in the steps in which they are already walk-
ing and bring about the happy results shown
by the comparative figures furnished by the
Secretary of State this afternoon, they are
doing good, and the day may come when
the universal testimony of the people of
Canada may be in line with the temperance
People, but at the present moment that is
not the case, and I do not think it is wise
for us to take a vote at this time which is
very dubious in its character when it is
cOncluded, that is to say, the people may
vote with the temperance people in order to

59

abused, because they contain alcoholic be-
verages. We have only to take the surplus
apples as is done by every farmer in
the country, and press thein, and cider
flows. It is a useful beverage, but keep
it for a year or two and it becomes alcohol.
Are you going to deprive a farmer and the
people of Canada of that beverage? Are
you going to close up orchards and vineyards,
are you going to say to the people you shall
not produce fruit of this kind i That is the
logical consequence of this class of legislation.
Now, I do not propose to go further than to
criticize the measure in the way I have done.
If I were disposed to move an amendment
to the bill, I should move an amendment to
strike out all those words after " spirit " and
make it read " the importation, manufacture
or sale of spirits, except by the government
of Canada." I should be very glad indeed
to see the government control the sale of
alcoholic spirits instead of the distillers, as
at the present moment. It is by steps of
that kind that wholesome legislation will be
put upon the statute-books. I only hope
that the people of the country will view this
question in the right light and see the im-
practicability of carrying out such legislation
if it is put upon the statute-book.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL--I took the liberty of
calling my hon. friend to order for discuss-
ing a subject which is not before this House
at the present time. The bill which is sub.
mitted for our consideration, upon which we
are called to pass our judgment, it is not a
bill for the prohibition of the sale of intoxi-
cating liquors, it is a bill simply for sub-
mitting to the people a question as to what
their view is upon the enactment of that
neasure. We do not touch at all the ques-

tion itself. I can meet every one of the
assertions which my hon. friend has made.
I can show how faulty his reasoning is and
how incorrect his statements are. I have
been fighting this battle for fifty-eight years
and arm well up to all the arguments which
can be brought against prohibition and can
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estimate at their proper value the statemënts
which are made against the course which we
seek to pursue. I intend to direct my at-
tention wholly to the question which is be-
fore the House-this bill. With reference
to it I must remark on what my hon. friend
the Secretary of State has said with refer-
ence to its origin. Of course, I was not a
member of the convention which met here in
1893, and where it seems this measure
originated. I notice the hon. gentleman's
statement that it was asked for by the
temperance people. I presume that in that
audience there were a good many temperance
people, men influenced very strongly almost
exclusively, perhaps, by political principle
who were anxious to do that which would
bring their party to power. Their views on
this question were so far subordinated to
other views for the benefit of the party that
they were willing for the time being not to
advance so earnestly and strongly as they
would upon an ordinary platform the claims
of the prohibitionists. But I would remind
my hon. friend that, large as that conven-
tion was, it did not represent the temperance
people of Ontario, by any means. I contend
most strongly that a large majority of the
temperance people of this province of
Ontario, did not then, and do not at this
hour, approve of the second submission of
this question to a plebiscite. W hat had taken
place shortly before that convention? Had
not the question of prohibition been submit-
ted to the people in the various ways in which
it could possibly be done, quite independent
and apart f rom all political questions ? There
had been votes taken in Manitoba, Nova
Scotia, Ontario and Prince Edward Island,
and although not expressly taken in New
Brunswick, the effect of a recent provincial
election was similar. What was the result of
that vote ? Such a vote bas never come out
on any political question in the country.
The vote was two to one in favour of prohi-
bition. The whole vote of the plebiscite
taken in these provinces was 266,000, an i
of these 198,000 were for prohibition, and
67,380 against it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Give it
to us by provinces.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-In Manitoba the vote
was taken on 22nd July, 1892, and it stood
for prohibition 19,637, against prohibition
7,115, majority for prohibition 12,522. In

Prince Edward Island the vote was taken
14th September, 1893, and the number of
votes cast for prohibition was 10,616, against
3,390, majority for prohibition 7,226. In
Ontario the vote was taken 1st January,
1894. The vote for prohibition was 192,489,
against prohibition 110,720, total majority
for prohibition 81,769. Did you ever get a
vote like that for any political question ?
In Nova Scotia the -vote was taken 15th
March, 1894; the vote for prohibition was
47,356, against it 12,355, majority for pro-
hibition 31,401. The figures are remarkable,
showing the extent of the feeling prevailing
and showing what an absurd statement the
hon. gentleman from Marquette made when
he said that only about one-fifth of the pop-
ulation desire prohibition.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I did not say
that.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-What did the hon.
gentleman say?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I said that twenty
per cent of the people belonged to the tem-
perance organizations.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-What is the pro-
portion of those who voted to the total vote?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not know. I
know in my own county it was a larger
vote than ever came out in any political con-
test. What it was in other counties I do
not know. I contend, therefore, in view of
what has taken place, that the temperance
people generally outside of that convention
did not consider that it was necessary to go
to the country again, to put the country to
the expense and trouble of taking a vote for
the purpose of ascertaining whether they
were to have a prohibitory law, and they do
not at this moment consider it necessary.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Who
is forcing this bill on the attention of the
countryl

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is not the temper-
ance people who are bringing it on. It is
not a measure that the temperance people,
ask for. They ask the government to take
the responsibility resting on their shoulders,
and offer a prohibitory bill to parliament.
We have not asked for a plebiscite. The
plebiscite is given to put us off from the
great measure which we are seeking to have
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enacted. I contend that it is not a measure
which the temperance people ask for, desire
or think at all necessary; but, of course,
when the question is presented to us it
becomes our bounden duty to do all we can
to obtain as large a vote as possible. I
believe, speaking for myself, and I believe
many of my fellow-workers entertain the
sanie sentiments, the only good results that
will flow from this plebiscite-and I think a
great deal of evil will result from it-is the
educatory influence it will have upon the
people. It brings up the question and it will
be well discussed and thrashed out, and the
more the principle is di<cussed the better our
sentiments are understood, and the principles
on which we act are investigated and proved
to be correct, the stronger will we grow, just
as we have grown from day to day through
these years until, largely through our in-
fluence, Canada occupies that high position
which the hon. Secretary of State alluded to
when he said that we are, as a people, con-
suming less alcohol in proportion than any
other people on the face of the globe. To
what is that duel Is it due to the moderate
irinkers? No. As far as any influence of
that kind is concerned, they have been
rather the opponents of those who advocate
prohibition.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--It is not due to
prohibition.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not say that it
is. I say it is very largely due to the efforts
of the temperance workers. To the total
abstainers we are indebted for the great
Ioral improvement in this country. The
fact cannot be disputed. This being the
case, and this being my view of the bill,
while I do not think it is at all necessary to
Oppose the bill I do think that it requires
amendment, and J trust this House will
fmake amendments to the bill and singularly,
notwithstanding the difference between the
Opinions of the hon. gentleman from Mar-
quette and myself, he has voiced the propo-
Sal that I would make in committee to
strike out certain words from the Act.

ages." That covers everything. It is un-
necessary to put in ale, wine, beer, eider-

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Native wines.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not make any
distinction at all. So far from those words
in the proposed ballot having a tendency to
elicit an expression of the people's opinion on
this question, they will have the effect of
keeping hundreds of temperance people at
home. Why? Because, in the first instance,
in our part of the country and all the south-
ern part of Ontario, immense quantities of
non-intoxicating wines and eider are made.
Men have learnt how they can preserve the
juice of the grape without alcohol and keep
it for years.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-What about
cider ?

Hon. Mr. V IDAL-I will come to that pre-
sently. I wanted to show you that putting
in the word wine would have the effect of
deterring hundreds of temperance people
from voting for prohibition. They would
say, "I am asked to vote against what I
consider a good and wholesome beverage."
My hon. friend from Marquette spoke as
though we were going to neglect the gift
of God in these matters. I do not know how
he connects the name of God with alcohol
in any shape. Death and incipient decay must
come first before you get alcohol. You can-
not get it out of any living thing. Apart from
that, the manufacture of home wine is very
largely conducted in our part of Ontario and
keeping in that word is misleading. The
whole matter is covered when you say " all
intoxicating beverages." That covers wine
which ias alcohol in it. It does not include
wine which has no alcohol in it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There is no such
thing as wine without alcohol' in it.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Possibly the. hon.
gentleman, with his long experience, has re-
cipes for putting certain compounds together
and producing a very fine wine that has not
a particle of grape juice in it. That is wine.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Strike out the Hon. Mr. DEVER-You are just like
Word "cider." all the craz tem erance en le

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-More than that I will
MIOve to strike out all the specific drinks
which are mentioned after the word " spirits "
and leave it "spirits and all alcoholic bever-
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Hon. Mr; VIDAL-My point is clear.
There is a large quantity of wine which is
preserved without alcohol and should not be
included in this clause.
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Hon.
cluded.

Mr. SCOTT-It would not be in-

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is included in it.

Hon.
of it.

Mr. SCOTT-That is your reading

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I am only speaking
of the effect of these words on the people of
this country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It means anything
fermented.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It does not make
it clear. What is the objection
to striking out the specific terms if
you say all intoxicating beverages? Take
ale, for instance. Ginger ale is not intoxi-
cating. J know it is largely used by tem-
perance people, and they do not consider it
intoxicating. People will say, " I cannot
vote for that, because it will prevent me
from using ginger ale." The same with beer.
Root beer, I am told, is not intoxicating.
Cider in just the same way; there is the
pure apple juice, which is not intoxicating
until it ferments. It can be preserved for a
long time without fermenting. There are
plenty of recipes for doing it. Those words
in the bill are misleading and will have the
effect, not of drawing out the sentiment of
this country on prohibition, but of keeping
back people whose views are sound on this
question, and who, by the insertion of those
words, will be prevented from voting for
prohibition. I say taking them out will
help the bill. I am not opposed to the bill. I
want to help it, and my suggestion is to make
it operative and 'what the government ex-
pressed a desire it should be a bill to ascer-
tain the honest opinion of the people on the
subject of prohibition. I contend that any
amendment which is offered in that spirit
and with that view, should be adopted, and,
I trust, will be adopted by this House, for 1
am quite sure that if the result of our mak-
ing the amendment would resul t in its defeat
in the other House that to the Senate would
be given the credit, as credit is given us now
for having done things for which some parti-
sans want to have the Senate abolished.
There are other matters connected with the
bill which I think have a tendency not to
draw out the vote as it should be drawn out.
These have been already spoken of, but I
may briefly allude to them again. The very
fact that the bill itself does not fix the time

for the taking of the vote is a very serious
omission. The date should be fixed in order
that the people may know when the vote
will be actually taken. Of course, we can-
not put anything in the bill which would tie
up the government to bring in a prohibitory
bill, whether the majority should be small
or large.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We might make it
" two months."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-That is a detail which
might be arranged. I contend that it is
desirable that the bill should specify the
time. I do not say that a Farticular day
should be fixed. A week might be named,
but it should be something definite so that
the people will know that the vote is going
to be taken and not put off to suit private
whims and fancies. There are one or two
other slight amendments which should be
made to the bill which are not worth men-
tioning now, but which I will call attention
to when the House goes into comm-ittee on
the bill, and if thought desirable they can
be adopted by the other House and in this
way it will make the bill more acceptable to
the largely spread temperance sentiment of
the country and it would be satisfactory to
the Commons because I believe they have an
honest desire to ascertain the will of the
people on the subject. It will have the
effect of bringing out the fairer judgment of
the people on the great questions involved
in the prohibition of the liquor traffic. I
know it has been said the country is not fit
for it. My impression is-and the vote
which has been taken is my authority for it,
and the position I have held for many years
in connection with the Alliance enables
me to be a fair judge of it-that the
country is ready for it, and the more
it is discussed and attention is drawn to
it and the difficulties pointed out, the
better for the cause of temperance and the
stronger will be its hold on the minds and
consciences of the people. J say every
argument which could be brought against it
can be shattered to atoms in the face of the
truths existing in its favour. No measure
J care not what it is, that could be intro-
duced into this country and carried into
law would have a more immediate and
beneficial effect on the peace and happiness
and general well-being of the community
than the putting on our statute-book of 8
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prohibitory law such as we have for so many
years been contending for. I believe the
result would be sonething marvellous, andas
to the trouble about the cost of it and the
loss of revenue, a great deal could be said
about that. I am not discussing that
question now, but I could say some very im-
pressive things about it, not only giving my
own judgment, but the judgment of men
admitted to be the highest financial autho-
rities the world has ever seen on that
question. J am quite prepared not only to
support the bill, but to do anything in my
power to make it really what it professes to
be, in order to accomplish what is designed
by its introduction.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-This question is
probably one in which the people of Canada
feel as strong an interest as in any question
that has been debated during the present
parliament. I cannot say that I am èxtremely
confident as towhat theresultof the reference
to the people will be. The government have
not stated what course they will pursue if the
plebiscite should favour prohibition. If the
majority is large enough to make it a proper
thing for the government to introduce a bill,
the bill should be strong enough to carry out
the object in view ; otherwise it would do
more harn than good. Ontario is a well
governed province in regard to licensing and
the sale of liquor, and public opinion stands
as high in Ontario as the public opinion in
any province in favour of temperance and
the opposition to intemperance. Some years
ago the Dunkin Act, a prohibitory law,
was introduced in Ontario. At that time
I had been in a municipal council for several
Years, and I had very grave doubts as to
Whether it would be carried out. Even
although a majority of the votes cast were
in favour of the adoption of the measure, I
had very grave doubts as to whether the
Popular feeling was strong enough to permit
of the measure being carried out for any
length of time. Mv doubts were confirmed,
and the effect was that the cause of temper-
ancewas in aworse position threeorfour years
after the bill became law than it had
been before. The license laws of the provi-
ence had done a great deal to lessen the
sale of liquor aided by the influence of tern-
Perance advocates, but after we got the
Dunkin Act, there seemed to be a certain
class who took a particular delight in break-
illg the law and, of course, in many ways

they were able to get liquor. Later on the
Dunkin Act was repealed. After the Scott
Act was passed a few years ago, our friends
said that it was a better Act, and that was
tried, and after three or four years was re-
pealed. So that I am perfectly satisfied,
knowing what I do of public opinion, and of
the carelessness of the masses of the people,
that after you give them a law you nust
have a strong public opinion in its favour in
order to keep it up properly. I am con-
vinced that there is great danger of our
being put in a worse position after passing
a prohibitory law for the whole Dominion,
unless there was sufficient strength of pub-
lic opinion to compel its enforcement. As to
the question of taking the opinion of the
people by the plebiscite, I think it is pretty
generally accepted by both parties that it
would be more satisfactory to have this test
before a prohibitory law is passed for the
Dominion. I feel no doubt on that subject ;
but the government having been asked what
they would do if the majority were in favour
of it. The jury might as well ask a judge
if they brought a man in guilty what the
sentence would be. Then it may happen
that undue influence will be used by one
party or the other in various ways.
Of course strong organizations will be
got up and undue influence may be used
upon the one side or the other, and if the
passage of this measure is effected by undue
influence, it will be a serious question
whether the government should pass a pro-
hibitory law. Of course it would be well if
we could restrict as far as possible, the sale
of intoxicating liquors. The government are
asked if a majority of the votes cast should
be in favour of the bill would they make it
so and so? We have no right to ask these
things in advance. If the government are
honest in what they say-and they ought to
be-if the vote is in favour of prohibition
they will pass a prohibitory law. I certainly
think this bill should be passed in a reason.
able shape, either as it is, or with an amend-
ment. I am judging of course, from the
experience of Ontario more than any place
else. The license law in Ontario has worked
well. Probably the Ontario license law
would accomplish as much good as a prohibi-
tory law. I doubt very much whether the
prohibitory law would benefit Ontario in any
degree. The plebiscite may be carried by a
good majority, but I think you can hardly
obtain a large majority, because you cannot
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get enough people to come out to vote. the temperance feeling throughout the coun-
We should have a law which will make try is as expressed by my hon. friend f rom
things better than our present law. A Sarnia. Now, if the hon. gentleman will
great deal has been accomplished in the pro- nove the six months' hoist I shah be glad
vinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and to second it, but I do not suppose he will do
Prince Edward Island, probably as much that.. He will fot accept my challenge.
good has been done according to population The hon. Secretary of State told us that the
as in Ontario, and therefore they have done sale and manufacture of spirits is within
as well as they have done in Manitoba. Ail the right of the provinces. If such is the case,
these provinces I have named have accom- vhywasnotthisquestionlefttothe provinces?
plished a great deal, and for my own part I What a wise thing it would have been
should be satisfied to let them go on and The government would have escaped daims
work on their present lines, and they could of damages for injury to vested rights; they
do as much, and possibly more than they would have escaped the loss of revenue to
could accomplish if the prohibitory law provinces as well, but taking it out of the
were passed for the Dominion. I purview of the provinces they make them-
simply wish to place myself on re- selves hable if they pass a prohibitory liquor
cord before the public and to state the law, to pay for vested rights and topay
position I take upon this question, and I do the provinces for the loss of revenue, as
so because the temperance people have asked well as the loss sustained by the Dominion
for this measure. I would like to have con- at large. Now my opinion of this bil is
fidence that the law would be properly car- that it is evidence of grat veakness. k
ried out if it were passed. When we under- shows a weakness on the part of the govern-
take to pass laws for the different provinces ment to have made a promise of this kind,
upon a question of this serious character, a promise, the logical sequence of hich is
interfering with their habits and their bev- an împossibility it cannot be carried to
erages where a majority are against prohibi- a logical conclusion if the people decide
tion, we will not make them any better. If in favour of prohibition. It is a thing
any of the provinces should desire such aithatthe government cannot possiblycarry
measure we could let them adopt it as a pro- I out. In addition to the loss of revenue
vince ; it would be pretty hard for us to what a sun it would take to guard a
pass it for them. I believe they have meas- frontier of four thousand miles, and a sea-
ures in some of the provinces now which, board of fourteen thousand miles. It would
if continued, would prove a great success. take an enormous amountof money. Whether

they will put suchi a law in force or not I doý
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-My not know, but that would be the logical

hon. friend from Sarnia took objection to! conclusion of a vote favourable to prohibi-
discussing prohibition on this measure. I tion. The temperance people are deceiving
think it is quite impossible to separate the themselves in this matter by forcing this
two, and the hon. gentleman himself could i easure on the country. I gave them
not refrain from bringing up the subjcct of ful credit for their good intentions,
prohibition when speaking on this bill. for their desire that people should be
However, I will leave that as it is. I was sober and industrious and leave off the evil
very much surprised indeed to hear the habit of drinking, but if the temperance
opinion of the hon. gentleman. Here we people themselves reason and argue on the
have the government bringing forward this lines of common sense, they will see that
bill and the hon. gentleman from Sarni.4, their contentions cannot be carried out in
who is one of the great apostles of temper- this country. If the republic to the south
ance and knows the feelings and pulse of of us were a temperance country, then we
the people throughout the whole countrv, might possibly do so. As it is, with the
tells us that the temperance people do not manufacture and sale of liquor in that
want a second plebiscite on this subject, country, it woul<l be perfectly impos-
that a vote has already been taken in sible to keep spirits out of Canada.
several of the provinces, and that the tem- Not only that, but it would lead t
perance party was quite satisfied. It the greatest immorality in this country
is a strange thing for the govern- in smuggling, in running private stilis, and
ment to press this on, considering what in other ways ; so that it would not be
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possible, by legislation of the kind before
us, to make the people sober. Of course
this bill is not going to be opposed in the
Senate. This House is perfectly willing to
let the government have the full benetit or
the full injury of it, and to permit them to
carry out a promise which vas made in a
moment of very great weakness. I was
present when a deputation interviewed Sir
John Thompson a number of years ago. The
deputation was composed of ladies and
gentlemen and he told them distinctly there
and then that he would make no promise.
He explained that this is a far-reaching
question, a question affecting revenue and
vested rights, and very many questions
hinge upon it, but, he said, we will take the
matter into our consideration. I believe
after that a comnission was appointed to go
into the question. If the premier of this
country had had the courage to tell the
temperance people the same thing, that he
would not make a promise, that it would be
considered, and he would see what could be
done, thatwould have beenawiseand prudent
course. Now the country is going to be
involved in a scheme which can never be
carried out. It would be perfectly impossi-
ble to make up the lost revenue without
direct taxation, and all the direct taxation
is absorbed for municipal and provincial
purposes. So that if direct taxation were
resorted to it would crusti the whole country
and people.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I presume the lion.
gentleman is going to vote against the bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)--We
have taxation enough now, I hate to vote for
anything that is in the nature of a humbug
or an impossibility, but such a large body of
people in this country are asking for this
legislation that we should put our own feel-
ings to one side and let the bill pass.

is right. We prohibit the sale of liquor
to minors and Indians, we prohibit the
sale of it on the Sabbath ; we prohibit
the sale of it on election days ; and we
have given the power to the counties or
municipalities to prohibit, and have thus
admitted the principle in all these vari-
ous ways. Very few hon. gentlemen in
this House will venture to say that the
principle of prohibition is not a correct and
proper principle. The diffliculty lies entirely
on the practical side-how far.is it possible
to carry it out? Although I believe in the
principle of prohibition, I do not agree
with the extreme men who, because they
cannot get prohibition, will not give
their sanction to any other good law that
has a repressive influence. I do not think
that the choice should be absolutely between
prohibition and free rui. If absolute pro-
hibition cannot be got, then I support the
next best repressive measure which the pub-
lic opinion of the country cati support, and
which you can get legisiative authority to
back. It is a question of practical poli-
tics. That is my own position with regard
to this question. I must say, however, that
I regard this method of submitting the
question to the people as likely to be very
unsatisfactory, and as exhibiting a great
degree of weakness on the part of the
administration.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--What about the com-
mission which was appointed when the lion.
gentleman was a member of the government
that appointed it?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSDN-My hon. friend
always takes this ground ; if he is caught in
a corner doing sonething cowardly, or any-
thing wrong, he tries to point to somebody
else, who did something bad at some other
time. The appointment of a commission
may not nave been the most manly or

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-My own posi- courageous way of dealing with the question,
tion is that of a life-long total abstainer, and I was not a member of the admin-
and I am also a believer in prohibition. I istration which pursued that course, but
have not, however, since I have been in certainly, upon the very face of it, the
public life, on this question made it a rule to attempt to collect information and to get
Obtrude my opinions and my views upon other the result of the application of prohibition
People. While I have my opinions very in other countries vas intelligence itself
strongly I leave other people to follow the compared with this course which the gov-
dictates of their own judgment. 1 am a ernment is pursuing with regard to a
believer in prohibition in principle. I think Dominion plebiscite. I remember quite well
We have nearly all of us recognized in in 1893, when a political convention was
Our parliamentary duties that the principle held in Ottawa, which the lion. Minister of
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Justice, I suppose, remembers ail about it, popular verdict. Altogether I think on this
the premier on that occasion niade a very question they have been exhibitingverygreat
strong speech and when I read that speech weakness, 1 helieve in Prohibition and will
over-and I iefreshed mny menory by read- support the principle in legisiation just as
ing it over to-day at lunch tine-he re- strongiy and just as far as public opinion
ininded nie very imuch of a bully who had goes and viil sustain it. and as far as
taken off his cont and thrown it on a bush you can get executive authority behind
and called out to the bvstanders "hold me that Iaw ii order to put it into force.
or I wili hurt soinebody." He complined If you pnss a prohibitory iav there should be
that the government in power at that a najority of the people who leiieve ii the
timne had loeked up this question by ap- i principle and a great nany more who, tlough
pointing a commission, and it was impo-sible not beiieving in the principie, wiil respect the
for hini to interfere in the interest of tem- law of the country and support it, even
perance until after the resuit of this com- thougli it is not altogetheraccordingtotieir
mission would be ascertained. Wl, the iews. A (ret many wii take that position,
comnmissioners reported a long time ago. We but that is not enough I a
are now nearing the end of the third sessionr x cutive autherity
of this parliament. The premier gave a behind the law, although vou may have a
solemnn pledge that when his party came strong public opinion in favour of it. That
into power, they would take a plebiscite was where the Scott Act was defective. It
vote on this question. We are now reaching ga-e the power to munîcipahties or coutties
the end of a third session and at last we have to probibit the sale of întoxicating iiquors
reached the point of having this bill sub- within tleir boundaries, but it did'not pro-
mitted to parliament for the purpose of vide executive authoîity foi the putpose of
taking a plebiscite. But the hon. premier enforcing tliat inw.
and his friends are not outside uf the lines of HTh
Terres Vedras even yet, because, although . vit
they did bring the bill down they do not a
fix a time when this vote is to be taken ; and
judging from the fact that it has taken three the Jnland Revenue Departîneîît was bound
sessions to bring down this measure, it i to see tg the enforceent of the Act, but did
quite reasonable to conclude that,.if left to o
their own sweet wilt, it will take them some' Hon. Mr. FEIGUSON-But that section
years to muster up courage to refer the ques- of the Act w f
tion to the people. I think, therefore, that sun would have had to be put into the Es-
it would be no harm at ail to quicken their timates to clothe the Minister of Iniand
zeal in the temperance cause by amending Revenue with power to act at ail. That
this bill in such a way as will bring on the a
vote before long. Even then, however, there
is no assurance that a prohibitory law will i n. Mr. CT-hetis o sumpu
be introduced. My hon. friend from Sarnia inthecEstns atet for prosecutions or other
(Mr. Vidai) was quite right in saying that(Mr.Vidi) ws qiterigh inray officeî's nie often prosecutîng for other in-
the temperance people did not demand a
plebiscite. The temnperance people took the fiactions.
ground that public opinion on this question H
was in favour of prohibition, and that a pro- pected that îiv hon. friend wouid have
hibitory law should be passed. A compro- pointed to that section the Inland Revenue
mise course was submitted, "Oh we will Act as a proof that there was executive
take the voice of the people, and we will be nuthority behind tbe Scott Act, foi it is
guided by that,"-I think that was said then. notorious that that executive autbority bas
An hon. gentleman, speaking in their in- not been exercised in support of the Scott
terest, says that it would be very unreason- Act. The only attenpt to do so was in the
able for them to saythat now. However, they Liquor License Act of 1884 known as
are not yet sufficiently far advanced outside the McCarthy Act, a mensure whicb we
the lines of Torres Vedra to let us know îeînember a littie about. It was passed by
when this question should be submitted to the parliament of Canada and provided for
the people nor that they will act on th the issuing of icenses in counties where the
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Scott Act was not in force, and made par- government caused a piebiscite vote to be
ticular provision for the enforcement of the taken, and an overwhelming majority of
Scott Act where it had been adopted by the, votes in Charlottetown favoured pro-
people. I know in my own province the hibition, as the lion, gentleman frorn
forces brought into piay were very useful Sarnia rend to us, which I btlieve to be
and very effective and had it not been the views of the majority of the people
for the contest that was kept up in of Prince Edward Island, but fot at ail 80

the courts as to the validity of the overwhelining as that vote would indicate;
McCarthy Act it would have been found Oniy a nonth afterwards a very vigorous
a very great help indeed. They found campaign was held over the repeal of
it a very great help as it was, and it would the Scott Act, in the saie city and
have made the Scott Act a much better law in the very same constituency where
if those provisions had been kept in force. they sustained prohibition by about five to
While I am a believer in the principle of one, there vas only a majority of
prohibition, whether it be total prohibition fourteen votes in favour of the Scott
or a repressive measure coming as near to Act, showing that when a contest takes
prohibition as it would be possible to get place and when men are puton their mettie
the sentiment of a country to carry out, I and seUle down to work, you wilI tind a
believe that none of these laws will be good different resuit to that to be found when a
and effective unless they are supported by vote of this kind is taken. Ai this shouid
executive authority in the way they ought have been considered thoroughiy. The gov-
to be. It is a great moral reforn that is ernment was pledged to take a plebiscite
sought to be promot ed by prohibitory legis- vote. 1 have no doubt, from what las
lation, and although in this plebiscite the taken place, that the members of the gov-
majority of votes is recorded in favour of ernment are not taking the natter very
the prohibitory measure, and that majority seriousiy and do fot seem to be supporting
is quite decisive, and a prohibitory law is even this bil as strongly as other government
passed, yet unless the 2overnment of the day measures. There can be no doubt that they
will make effective provision behind that re committing the country to an expense of
law to make it workable, it will be a $250,000 and there will be large private
farce and will never be carried out. Ail expenditures in addition to that. There will
that will be involved and should be con- be Lime lost, there wiil be expenditure
sidered in dealing with the question. That of money on the part of temperance people,
the temperance people did not demand an and if the other side make an effort at ail,
appeal of this kind is quite evident from there wilI also be an expenditure of money by
the Liberal convention held in Ottawa in them. Altogether it is going to cost the coun-
1893. When that resolution was submitted'try a great deal and J am satisfied, fron the
I noticed Mr. Spence, a leading temperance manner in vhich the government have
Man and a leading liberal as well, opposed it. treated iL from the first and the manner in
le did not finally record his vote against which thevare treating it nowand fron what

it, but lie entered lis protest against the 1 know of the lack of earnestness with vhich
lecessity of that appeal. H e said that already people will go into a question of this kind

there had been expressions of opinion, if he when there is no real discussion got up
had spoken later he could have pointed to about it, that the result will not be worth
others, but I am not one of those who be- the roney it is costing the people of this
lieve that the result of an election held in country in the way of nffording a solution of
that way will be as strong an evidence of this question. I viii not oppose the mensure.
Public sentiment as you can get in a great The govertiment have sought this method of
wiany otier ways. I have serious doubts on getting an expression of the opinion of the
that point. Unless the election is contested people upon iL. Let ther go thrôugh to the
and the opponents of the measure hold meet- end and if they follow up tle resuit of the
Ings, a smail vote will likely be polled and vote, and passa prohibitory liquor law, 1 am
People will not be actually brought up to the one of those that will support ther and
Point of considering the question sufficiently sustain that lav in every way 1 can as a
serious to induce them to record a vote on citizen of this country.
it An instance of that kind occurred in It being six o'ciock the Speaker left the
'vharlottetown in 1893. The provincial Chair.
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After Recess. who announced himself as a total abstainer,
Hon.Mi'.POWR-Th nianer but who thought the bill was altogether the

Hon.wron kind of ineasure. the other hand,
which this bill has been received by the we have the hon. gentleman from Victoria
House I think must strike any hon. gentle- (Mr. Nacdonald) N ho does not profess to be
man as being, to say the least, a little a tenperance man, because it was a meas-
singular. ure that e disapproved of, a kind of meas-

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--In what wo ure that in bis opinion parliament should
not pass. As fa' as remember, no ,on.

Hon. Mr. POWER-'l'he lwon. gentleman gentleman on the other side of the ouse
asks in what way? i sha(l try to indicate. had anything to say in approval of this bi.
The ion. leader of the opposition, and one Under these circumstances, seeing that the
or two other hon. gentlemen, dealt with the people who are opposed to prohibition con-
matter as though it were a purely political demn the govrnment for introducing this
act on the part of the government, an act measure and seeing that tle gentlemen who
done simply with a view to party advantage. are loud in their professions of love for pro-
Now, hon. gentlemen, I hardly think that hibition and temperance also condern the
any member of the House who has given government it is pretty clear there not
the matter any consideration could look at very much political or party advantage to
it in that way. Certainly he could not, the government for introducing the measure.
after listening to the discussion this after-
noon, and I probably should not have said Hon. Nlr. ALLAN-It must be a very
anything if I had not been very much bad measure.
impressed by the tone of the discussion. Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Does the hon. gen-
It recalled to my mind what happened with tleman say that we do not support the gov-
respect to the Canada Temperance Act. ernent in this mensure?
Mr. Mackenzie's government took action in
1878 in the direction which was wished by Hon. Mr. PO ER-The government are
the temperance people of that day, and taking their lives in cheir hands for the pur-
introduced a memsure which was understood ose of carrying out a pledge made on ther

are loud in their professinolvefrp-

to be at any rate calculateci to promote beflait, and 1 ttnnk one lon, gentleman sal
the cause of temperance in Canada, and he gave them a littie credit for doing that?
the bill was supported by the temper-
ance advocates in this House and the
other House. I do not think that the them for iL.
government of that day, who lost a Hon. Mr. POWER-That was the only
good many supporters by their action good word said about the bill during the dis-
in mtroducmg that measure and passing cussion. The hon. gentleman from Sheil
it, secured one-twentieth of the tem- River did give the gover nment a little credit
perance vote by that legislation and the in- for it.
dications are that the hill which is now be-
fore this House, which is more searching Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You can give
and thorough in its character a great deal thein a little credit for it now.
than the legislation introduced by the hon. bon. M. POWER-bon. gentlemen say
Secretary of State in 1878, is not likely to they are goig to vote for the bi sa.
secure the government any temperance t a
votes, any more than the Canada Temper- lon. Mr. PERLEY-We are going to
ance Act. We have had the hon. gentleman support the measure.
fromn Wolseley (Mr. Perley) denouncing the
governnent and the measure which they Hon. Mr. POWER-That is one of the
have introduced. The hon. gentleman from characteristic features of the positian. The
Sarnia (Mr. Vidal) gave the House to under- advocates of temperance say this is not the
stand that this is not the sort of measure sort of measure that they want, that it is
that the temperance people wished--in fact not a measure which ought to be passed and
the temperance people thought no such ap- that it deserves the condemnation of temper-
peal as this necessary. Then we had the hon. ance people; and hon. gentlemen opposed to
gentleman from Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) temperance condemn the measure as being
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an objectionable one and one such as should
not be passed by parliament, but all are going
to vote for this objectionable measure

Hon. Mr. NcCALLUM-How do you
know?

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is wlat they
tell us. One after the other told us they
did not approve of the bill, but were going
to vote for it. Naturally they think they
have the government in a hole and are
going to keep them there. That is the real
English of it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-.-They got into
the hole themselves.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL --Let
them wriggle.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Now, so far for the
spirit in which this measure has been
received by the House

Hon. Mr. POWER-The temperance peo-
ple, like my hon. friend did not expect any-
thing from the late government and they
were not disappointed. The late govern-
ment had a Minister of Finance who was a
most conspicuous apostle of temperance, and
several members of the government were
also professional temperance men, and they
were in power for eighteen years. They came
in and found this imperfect measure gene-
rally known as the Scott Act on the statute-
book, but they never did anything to imi-
prove the temperance legislation during the
whole eighteen yeirs that they were in.
But they did something; in 1891 they ap-
pointed a royal commission composed of
vigorous supporters of the government, who
received considerable sums of money for pro-
ducing four enormous volumes which nobody
read, and which, as far as I know, had no
effect.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hear, hear!

Hon Mr. McKAY-There is to be no Hon. Mr. POWER-Thecomnission was
spirit in it. issued in 1891, and nothing was done. The

Hon. Mr. POWER-Two or three hon. 'overnment remained in power for five years
gentlemen referred to the cowardice which tub a hi was ote
the government had shown in dealing with Thas upposd t be sufiinto the
the matter, and the great length of time
they had taken. The hon. gentleman from aining
Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) was sim opposite; and temperance men who had been
shocked, and his moral sense was outraged
by the long delay on the part of the govern- ge tea Sari (ub. The hon.
oent in introducing their measure, and the ground that there was no necessity

hon. gentleman laid considerable stress on for the plebiscite, that a provincial plebiscite
the fact that we were now near the close of had been taken, and that this should have
the third session since the government had satisfied the government as to the feeling of
conie in, and it was only now the mneasure the people th
had come down. The hon. gentleman did r
not advert to the fact that the government d is
have yet been in power only twenty-one 1 and serious argument, I may say this: 1 did
rnotth,. i not take any active part in the campaign in

Nova Scotia wherî the plebiscite took place
lion SirMACENZI BOWLL-there, but 1 know that there was a feelingHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-in Nova Scotia and I presume there was aThatt is too long.

simiilar feeling in the other provinces, that a.
Hon. Mr. POWER-And e verything con- provincial plebiscite really was not going to

sidered, I think they are making very good settle anything; that the province might
time. Now, compare their conduct with decide to go n
that of the late government. I know the as the importation of intoxicating beverages
hon, gentleman from Rideau division into the country was recognized by law, and
(Mr. Clemow) does not like to have attention as long as the manufacture of spiritueus
called to the late government. licuors in the country was allowed, prohibi-

Stion by a province could mean nothing. So
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I did not expect that the provincial plebiscites were net to be

41nything fiom them. ý taken as indications of the real strength
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or the real trend of public feeling in connec-
tion with the matter. I know that in the
province to which I belong the temperance
feeling is so strong, and the drinking of in-
toxicating liquors is so unpopular a thing,
that numbers of people who were very de-
cidedly opposed to prohibition did not care
to go and register their votes against it.
When it comes to be a question such as is
to be put before the people now, when if a
substantial majority of the people decide in
favour of prohibition, prohibition has to go
into operation, the vote will be, I fancy, some-
what different. People will feel that it is a
serious matter and will give it their consid-
eration, and those who are conscientiously
opposed to prohibition will, in much larger
numbers than they did at the provincial
plebiscite, go and register their votes against
the measure. As to what the fate of the
measure may be, I do not know.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is all in
the future.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is all in the
future. 1 do not know what the result of
the vote may be, but I do not think the
action of the government deserves to be
condemned by both sides--by thetemperance
people and by the people who do not believe
in prohibition-and I do not think they can
be fairly charged with cowardice. They are
doing what the former government never
ventured to do-perilling their existence for
the purpose of carrying out the pled2egiven
with respect to this measure; and if we are
going to pass the bill, as the House undoubt-
edly is, I think if we cannot say anything
friendly about it, we might pass the bill in
respectful silence, and not with jeers and
flouts as we have been doing.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--The hon. gentleman
from Halifax, if he would excuse me for say-
ing so, seems to pose as a candid friend of
the governnent, but in this case he has shown
himself more than ordinarily candid, because
he lias shown to us that this measure is such
a lame one in every way that it neither meets
with the approval of the prohibitionists nor
the approval of those opposed to probibition.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In this House.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-And that a certain
number of people in the House think thev
lave got the government in a hole and wiil

keep them there. I do not think that is a
fair criticism of the bill. I do not think the
hon. gentleman fromn Sarnia (Mr. Vidal)
was quite right when he interrupted the
hon. gentleman from Marquette (Mr.
Boulton) in his few remarks with respect to
the general question, because I do not see
very well how one can nake up one's mind
and say they are going to vote either for or
against this bill without, to a certain extent,
considering the consequences likely to flow
from it, and if one values consistency, he
would like to so far put himself right, that
if we felt under the circumnstances, ve had
to vote for this bill we should at least clear
ourselves from any imputation that we con-
sidered the measure was a good or sound
one in any way. I suppose almost every
individual member of the House, no matter
which way his convictions go, on the ques-
tion of prohibition will probably vote for the
bill. I shall certainly not vote against
it, but I wish to guard myself in this
way that I do not vote for it because
I think the measure is a good one. I
ain perfectly willing to acknowledge that if,
by passing this bill and taking a gen-
eral vote of the people, it should happen
that the majority are in favour of total
prohibition, and the government there-
upon introduce a bill to carry out the de-
c ision of the people, if I say the effect of such
legislation to put an end to the misery and
wretchedness which undoubtedly arise from
intemperance, the loss of credit, the sacrifice
of many bright hopes which have been
brought about over and over again by in-
temperance in drink, then it would be well
for this country to make any sacrifice, nio
iatter how large it might be, in order to
bring about such a desirable state of things.
If I thought that that would be the result,
then I for one should not grudge the burdens
which this measure would entail upon the
country if carried out, but in spite of wvhat
was said by the hon. gentleman fromn Sarnia
as to the statements which were made by
the hon. gentleman from Marquette with.
re;pect to the inefficiency of prohibition
legislation, I can state from my own personal
observations that in some of the states and
in this country where prohibition acts were
in force that they were op'nly violated, the
law was not observed and over and over again
I saw, as I said before, at hotels a' d other-
wise where a little tipping would get
whatever you wanted notwithstanding a pro-
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hibitive law was in force and I do not believe
if a prohibition act was passed to-morrow that
it would be possible in a large city for,
instance, by any such means to put an entire
stop to the sale or use or manufacture of
spirituous liquors. When, therefore, we are
contemplating the possibility of these results
following the passing of an Act of this kind,if
we do not think that it is likely to produce
the good effects which are hoped for by the
prohibitionists, then we have a very good
right to look at the other side of the ques-
tion and consider what such a measure is
goiig to entail on the country, in the way,
first of ail, of the loss of revenue. We begin
with a pretty large sum for carrying out this
vote, $250,000 or something of that sort.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
$256,000.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-But in addition to
that, there is the enormous loss of revenue
which will ensue and, what has been alluded
to already in the course of the debate, the
almost impossibility of guarding the enor-
mous frontier we have both by land and
water, and the annual expenses which would
be entailed by any thorough system, at ail
events, of preventing the introduction of
spirituous liquors at different points along
our frontier. I say that if we conscientiously
believe that the passing of the Act is not
going to be as effective as our prohibitionist
friends believe, in the way of putting an end
to drunkenness and intemperance, then it is
well that the consequences otherwise should
be kept in view, and although I am perfectly
willing to give every possible opportunity to
those who conscientiously think that a
prohibitive act of this kind will result in
the greatest moral beiiefit to the country in
putting a stop to drunkenness and intein-
perance everywhere, while I am perfectly
willing to give them every opportunity of
working out by any means that they may
suggest, ends which are so desirable, yet I
do not wish it to be understood that I vote
for this measure, or that I am willing to
allow it to pass this House, so far as my vote
is concerned, without at the same time
expressing my conviction that if it should
result in favour of passing a prchibitory
bill that the bill will in any sense effect the
resuits which our prohibitionist friends so
fondly expect.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU M-I do not look
upon it that the question of how prohibition
would work is before the House. The hon.
menber from Halifax (Mr. Power) says
that we are opposed to the bill, but will
vote for it. I believe that a large majority
of this Senate would consider it unjust and
ungenerous if this question were not left to
the people of Canada to decide what they
should do about it ; but we are not going to
throw up our hats in favour of the govern-
ment because they are submitting the
question to the people. They have been
complimented on carrying out their pledges
to the people of the country ; we will see
how they will carry out their pledge on this
question I am in favour of submitting
the matter to the people ; I do not say
what I shall do when it is before the
people. It is for the electors to say what
they want and for the government to bring
in legislation to carry out the wishes of the
people. It is for the government to say
how they are to make up for the revenue
that will be lost by adopting prohibition.
So far as the revenue is concerned, if we
could do away with the evils of intemper-
ance we should be able to make up easily
for any loss of revenue. Any one who has
seen the results of intemperance among the
people, will believe that we could easily
make up for any revenue that would be
lost by doing away with intemperance. If
if it is going to improve the morality of the
people, prohibition should prevail. I do
not agree with the hon. gentleman
from Halifax when he says that we
are all opposed to the measure. When he
assumes to speak for all he includes me, and
I say that he does not correctly represent
me. If the government are carrying out
their pledges they are doing what is right.
If a majority of the country vote for pro-
hibition, then the government, in ail fair-
ness and justice, should carry out the ex-
pressed wish of the people. I do not know
whether I shall favour or oppose the meas-
ure that they bring down; it ail depends
upon what sort of a measure it will be. The
hon. gentleman from Toronto (Mr. Allan)
says that we could not enforce such a law
because of our long line of frontier that we
would have to protect. I will not discuss
that now, but I say this--I will allow no
man to state that I am against submitting
this matter to the people. We are ail will.
ing that the people should have a chance to
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say what they want, but I should like to what they propose, because in a great many
have a decisive majority in favour of pro- instan.ces the questions that, as a Govern-
hibition before the government attempt to J ment, they are pledged to and that they are
legislate-not merely a majority of the votes called up n to deal with are questions that
polled, but a majority of all the voters of the I have been before the country for some time
country, even in the province of Quebec and in most instances are questions with
where one man may have half a dozen votes. reference to which the elections have turned.
I do not agree with those who say that the Now this is not an ordinary question of legis-
government are in a hole, they are a good lation, and no question relating to a sump-
way fron a hole yet, but they will be in a tuary matter can be, because it is not what
hole by and by if they do not carry out their is b.st in the abstract, but it is what the
,pledges to the people of this country. people are ready to sustain that you are

bound to determine. Ordinarily you deter-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think my hon. friend

from Monck (Mr. McCallum) did not hear mine what you beheve to be best, whatas a matter of public policy will be to the
the speech made by the hon. leader of the advantage of the country, but you have here
opposition. My hon. friend who leads the t Lo
opposition in this House informed us that o ond n pnciple, t you he
the government had adopted a very errone- o to ondr whe, it be sound
ous principle in submitting such a measure . pinie , i f sc a char-
to parliament; that the government ought in
to have assumed the responsibility of deal-i
ing with the matter without a reference when it becomes law. Here you have a

a1oete.Matte. riedfonMnk question of that sort, and my hon. f riend from.
altogether. My hon. friend fromt Monck ana(rVia)ssththeeprnc
(Mr. McCallum) is in favour of a popular pepl id not eire ths teli, if they
,reference. pol i o eur hs el fte

refernce.did not, they have a curious way of showing

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Certainly. their indifference, for there have beon many
meetings and several deputations, ahl pressing

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend the upon the government the duty of carrying
leader of the opposition is not, and so my this plebiscite measure and referring the
hon. friend who leads the opposition and question to the electors. They seemed to
my hon. friend from Monck take opposite think that it was of importance that this
views on this question. shonld be donc. That the government will

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Give us your gain much support from those who are of the
view on this matter. political faith of my hon. friend I neyer for a

moment supposed. We had an experience of
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- this before. I rmemberthaùthe government

The hon. gentleman from Monck has a right which preceded that of Mr. Mackenzie in
to think as he likes. office had a member who was proninently

associated witF the prohibition movement,
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly, and I have the Hon. Mr. TilIey. Now, Mr. TilIey ap-

also a right to call the attention of my hon. peared before the country frequently on the
friends present to the difference of opinion public platform as an advocate of total ah-
between the hon. leader of the Opposition stinence and prohibition. Mr. Tilley became
and the hon. gentleman from Monck. Never- a member of the government in 1867 and
theless, I have no doubt whatever that the continued a me ber of the administration
two hon. gentlemen, when the maLter cornes until near tle close of 1873; and, sofar as I
to be voted upon, will not differ so widely know, he neyer took the firt step towards
in their votes as Lhey do in their opinions. proposing in arliament a measure to give
,My hon. friend who leads the Opposition practical effect to those opinions which he
says it is contrary to the principles of re- had se ftrequently advocated. Now, when
sponsible government to refer a matter of we came into power our temperance friends
this sort to a popular vote. I do not quite Lhroughout the country pressed us much
agree with him in that view. Ordinarily tmore actively and energeticaly to deal with

qthe work of legislation ought to be carried the subject of prohibition than they had
on by parliament, and the government ought pressed those who preceded us. I remember
te assume the responsibility of determining a vote that was proposed in the Huse
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of Commons, I think, by Mr. Schultz, is a judge stili--that uember posed in the
then a member from one of the Manitoba House as a special advocate of prohibition,
constituencies, and the next year after but when it was proposed that it was the
that vote was proposed the government duty of the government to take into con-
introduced the optional act which bears the sideration the defects in the Canada Tem-
name of my hon. friend, Mr. Scott. That perance Act and to make those amendmens
measure was supported by a large number- which experience printed out to be necessary,

by a vast majority of the temperance people an ainendment or a resolution that was very
throughout the country. It was framed to nearly in the words of the resolution which
meet their wishes. It did meet their wishes: had beetimoved by Dr. Schultz some years
it was supported I think by ny hon. friend before, that hon. gentleman said II am de-
f rdm Sarnia (Mr. Vidal). but I do not think, voted to temperance, but I ar stili more de-
when we went to the country. that my hon. voted to the administration;" and the hon.
friend gave us the slightest aid in the elec gentleman did not support that amendment
tions which followed because of our support but voted against it. I neyer heard any of
of this measure. I know many of our friends my hon. friends who are politically opposed
who supported it in parliament were actively to us, but who are devoted to the cause of
opposed by those who pressed this measure temperance, ever complain of the conduct of
upon their attention. There was a Mr. that hon. gentleman, or of the conduct of
Watson, who I think was in the civil service any of those aszociated with hum. They re-
in the city, who had taken an active part in garded the political exigencies as a sufficient
favour of prohibition, who had gone upon the justification of the course that had been
public platform and denounced those who taken.
were engaged in the liquor traffic and who Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
spoke of the blessing that Providence would the
bestow upon those who favoured a measure hon gentlemn in f te corre
such as that which the government were nesof sa eent in r en Judge
asked to support and which they did support Jamieson
and carry into effect. I remember, after the
elections were over, when we were defeated Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I mean Judge
and were succeeded by my hon. friend and Jamieson, in reference to the resolution
those who were associated with him-that, I which I myseif had roved.
think was his first entrance into the govern-
mnent-Sir Leonard Tillev returned and Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
became a inember of that administration, and Was it Committee of Supply?
there was a large deputation of those who
had pressed the question of prohibition upon Hon. 'r. MJLLS-I cannot tell my hon.
us, at whose instance we had acted, whose f riend.
Views we had carried practically into effect -
that deputation headed by Mr. Watso Ho sir thAet i the aLna T -
'Waited upon Sir Leonard. TiIley, congratu- Aeyusr hth oe gis t
lated him upon pis return to office, and Hon. Mr. MI LS- a sure; I remem-
spoke of the great advantages which the ber the speeches that were made, and I
cause of temperance wvould derive froin believe the hon, gentleman made a speech in
his return to power. Now the hon. harmony with the vote, and while the A -
gentleman was in office a great many liance approved of the resolution of Dr.

d b. Schultz, the Alliance depreciated my resolu-
Act which we put upon the statute book tion because they were not in sympathy

bWas an Act that was new. There was noth- h us politica
ing specially to v tuide us. We were calledstl
Upon to walk in an untrodden way and it Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

gemas natural to expect that when the Act
catne tot be put into operation many defect Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that is eo;
'foutd be discovered. We had an Alliance and so the on. gentleman wil see that the
that met here in this city ; we had a mem- governinent, in this matter, are not bidding
ber at that turse, one of the members of for popular support, and when my bon.
Lanark who afterwards becarne a judge, and friend the Senator from the North-west
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Territory (Mr. Perley) who spoke this even- when it was a choice between my hon.
ing and denounced this measure, and when friend, who is known to be a polite and
my hon. friend from Sarnia (Mr. Vidal) said straightforwar d man (although a strong
he did not approve of it, and my hon. friend party man) and a man who was a habitual
who is just sitting opposite, from Prince drunkard, they chose the habitual drunkard.
Edward Island (Mr. Ferguson) declared It was a case again of the choice of Barrabas.
bis devotion to prohibition and his opposi-
tion to this measure in principle, I was Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Let
quite well satisfied that these hon. gentle- ne tell my hon. friend another fact. When
men may very well be taken as the exponents the question of the Scott Act was sùbnitted
of prohibitionists generally who belong to to the county of Hastings, my old consti-
the conservative party. The views which tuency carried it by a majority of three. or
the hon. gentlemen expressed show that four hundred, and the Grits again voted on
whatever may be their devotion to the que,- party lines.
tion of prohibition, their devotion to the Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
party is still stronger ; and so the question see that, after ail that, perhaps the only way
of party will always with then be para- the country can obtain a true opinion on
mount- this question is by disassociating it from the

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--That is for existence of the parties and putting it
yourself. before ther as a practical and direct ques-YOU tion ; and so on that my hon. friend bas

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend knows testified in favour of the course which the
that I am speaking the truth in sober government have taken on this bil and in

sarnestness. justification of the observations of the hon.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am afraid my
hon. friend is not at all satisfied with the
composition of the temperance p irty of the
country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am pointing out to
my bon. friend that we are not acting in
this matter with the expectation that we are
going to derive any great benefit.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You have given an exact picture of your
own party, painted to life.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
that it is an exact picture of the hon. gen-
tleman and those who are associated with
him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
I know how they treated me. I seconded
that motion for prohibition, moved by Dr.
Schultz, and I know when I went back to
my constituency the whole temperance partv
voted to a man against me, and voted f4or a
man that was drunk seven days out of the
week, and who afterwards died from the
effects of intemperance.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the hon. gentle-
man bas given us his experience that the
friends of total abstinence and the friends
of prohibition in the constituency from
which he came were opposed to him, and

gentleman who immediately preceded me.
[ think my hon. friend who sits to my right
here (Mr. McCallum) bas made a convert of
the hon. leader of the opposition.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Not
so far as the plebiscite is concerned.

lion. Mr McCALLUM-Perhaps my
hon. friend would allow me to say a word ;
the government bring in a measure of pro-
hibition and because they do so they think
we ought to support them in all the evil
things they do. What I say is, if they are
going to cirry out this let them have a fair
chance.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon friend
think we are doing a fair thing for the
country ? If he does he ought to support
us. If lie does not he ought not. My hon.
friend fron York (Mr. Allan) made a speech,
and I did not very much dissent from it,
but hlding the views that my hon. friend
does, I do not see how he can find fault
with the government, or regard this as in
any degree an improper or urwise measure,
or an improper course to pursue, for my
hon. friend lias said "if you think you
can accomplish anything in this way, if the
people approve of a measure of this sort,
since excessive drinking is a great evil, they
ought to have an opportunity to try the
reform. Now, there are many things to be
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considered. There are a great many people
in favour of a reforin that costs them noth-
ing. And there was one observation ad-
dressed by the hon. senator that I did not
quite agree with, and that is that ve would
be inposing a very large burden on the coun-
try if we carried this measure. It is true we
would wipe out between seven and eight
millions of public revenue, but that revenue
is paid by somebody now. As it is, it is a
burden on somebody. The advocates of
prohibition in this country admit that that
burden falls on the wrong parties, that it is a
burden that these parties less qualified than
perhaps than any other portion of the com-
munity to bear, because they spend a great
deal of their time in drink and spend very
little time in earning the money that they
spend in drink, and so leave a great many
in want, and they are the least qualiaed to,
bear the burden. Now, what the prohibi-
tion people propose to do is to shif t the
burden and put it upon other shoulders--to
take it themselves-yes, and I hope they
will not shirk the burden when the time
comes. Perhaps, if I were disposed to
follow my own private view in the matter, I
would have been inclined to have proposed
a perfected measure providing for the taxa-
tion necessary, so that no further legislation
would be required after the vote was taken.
I expressed that opinion before I becane a
memnber of the administration and we saw-
I did, and I am sure a great many others
did--what the expression of opinion was on
that view by the advocates of prohibition.
I do not know whether my hon. friend
(Mr. Vidal) would have favoured it or not,
I do not know whether he would like a per-
fected measure.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I would have con-
Sidered it perfect if the measure had pro-
vided that prohibition should be granted if
the people expressed theinselves in favour of
prohibition.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
proposes that we shall take two bites of the
cherry ; first ascertain whether there should
be prohibition or not, and after you have
ascertained that fact let somne one come for-
Ward and sacrifice himnself in order to deter-
Mine how the money shall be raised. Now
I say this, there is no doubt, when the time
Comes for a vote on this question, that all
its financial aq well as its social features will
be considered. It is important that they

60

should be considered, and I am perfectly
sure that no one who regards drunkenness
or drinking as a very serious evil and who
insists on legislation on this subject, can de-
sert those that he calls on to take their lives
in their hands in order to carry through a
measure by which that object will be attain-
ed. If we are to substitute eight millions
of taxation in sorne other form in the place
of that which is now raised on alcohol, if we
are called on to devise some means by which
the loss to the public revenue is to be made
good, those men who have asked us to repeal
that tax to establish prohibition, cannot,
without dishonour, desert the government
in carrying the measure consequent on the
vote which they give.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-No matter what
means they take?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have to take some
means or other. It is always possible, if we
propose a means and it proves not to be the
best, to amend it at any time; but if the
excessive use of alcoholic drinks is the great
evil that is spoken of, then the mere question
as to whether the tax should be on tea, or
sugar, or coffee, or upon all or a part of the
municipal tax, or a poll tax, it is a question
altogether subordinate to the question upon
which the reference is made to the electorate
of the country.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Certainly, if the re-
sults are successful.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see you cannot tell whether the results will
be successful till the experiment is tried.
These gentlemen who asked for this vote hold
that it will be successful. They hold that a
large number of the crimes and a great deal
of the misery existing in the community re-
sultfrom the excessive use of alcoholic drinks.
Abolish that use, put an end to that drink-
ing habit, and men who now spend their
time in idleness will become sober and in-
dustrious, and the whole community will
gain substantially by the change. I say
then that I cannot admit for a moment that
the government are put in a hole by this
vote. The government have acted upon the
advice of a large and influential section of
the community, a section at which the vast
majority of the clergymen of this country
are at the head, and these men are asking us
to take our lives in our hands, to take the
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risk of defeat on a measure which they think
is in social consequence altogether paramount
far above any other measure. That being so,
they are bound by every principle which can
animate honourable men to stand by those
they have asked to carry out such policy. I
say then that we submit this measure to
ascertain whether there ii the strength of
public opinion to sustain the government if
they put such a measure on the statute-book.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is putting
it on party grounds, is it not 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
will see it is not on party grounds in any
other sense than this, that it is a measure
taken up and sustained by the government,
but it is at the instance of a large number
of men who are of both political parties.
My hon. friend here asks us to do this ; my
hon. friend asks us not to simply make the
reference, because he wanted the vote with-
out the reference, but he wants the vote,
and if we pass that measure of prohibition
my hon. friend is as much bound to sustain
us by every consideration which ougbt to
govern a public man as any man devoted to
the government apart from this question is
bound to sustain us. That is my position.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--I think your
premises are wrong because you made that
a plank in your political platform before
you were elected to power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. And it was at
the instance of the men I have spoken of,
and not at the instance simply of the men
belonging to the Liberal party, because
there are a great .many men of the Liberal
party who do not favour absolute prohibition.
I am speaking now of those who are com-
mitted to this one question. I say then that
I regard this measure as one of importance.
My hon. friend opposite bas spoken as if it
was the duty of the government to commit
itself in advance to what it would do in a
certain event. I say we are not committed
in advance to state what action we would
take.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I thought you
were taking your lives in your hands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So we do if we intro-
duce such a measure, but we are taking the

vote for the sole purpose of ascertaining
whether the public will sustain such a mea-
sure or not.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Save our lives
or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Save our lives or not
-why, hon. gentlemen, in the case of the
plebiscite vote in the province of Ontario,
we had hotel keepers who voted for prohibi-
tion in large numbers. Whty? Because
they thought it would contribute to the
defeat of Sir Oliver Mowat. They said just
what some hon. gentlemen said this evening,
they are putting Sir Oliver Mowat in a hole,
and my hon. friend has referred to this
question, but he knows right well that that
vote was no test, after al], of the sentiments
of the country upon this question.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I want to ask the
hon. gentleman just one question. Suppos-
ing my hon. friend's government introduce
this prohibition measure and have to go to
the country, will they expect all the temper-
ance men to vote for them supposing they
are wrong on twenty other different things
-on their railway or fiscal policy, say? Am
I bound to sacrifice my principles on these
other questions because they introduced
prohibition ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is my hon. friend
bound to sacrifice his principle on the ques-
tion of prohibition for the sake of party i
Now my hon. f riend has been doing that foi'
twenty years-

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No, siree.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
want to call the attention of the hon. gen-
tleman to a fact that he must have forgot-
ten. When the vote was taken in Ontario,
it was taken on that question, apart alto-
gether from politics, and it was not even
associated with municipal elections nor with
political questions; hence it must have been
an expression of opinion and not, as the
hon. gentleman bas just stated, useless. I
want to mention one other point : the hon.
gentleman pretends that the Conservative
party were favourable to this measure, and
have been for years, and have sacrificed it
whenever it came to a question of election-
Does the hon. gentleman forget the action
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of the whole temperance party in the county
of Haldimand, a few years ago, when they
appointed a committee to wait on the two
candidates. Mr. Henderson, the Conserva-
tive candidate, who now represents that
constituency, pledged himself when they
asked him to pledge, and Mr. Waldie, also a
temperance man, refused positively and dis-
tinctly, and they went afterwards and passed
a resolution to support Mr. Waldie, and the
whole of the tavernkeepers and the liquor
influence went for Mr. Waldie, because he
refused to pledge himself, and he won the
election, but was turned out immediately by
the courts for corruption.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I have to apolo-
gibe to the House for making any remarks
to the House on this subject, the hon. Minis-
ter of Justice having possibly considered that
he closed the debate. The hon. Secretary of
State, however, introduced the bill, and
consequently that is my explanation for
attempting to make a few remarks after the
Minister of Justice has expressed himself on
this bill. 1, however, never hear my bon.
friends on the opposite side of the House
discuss the question of temperance, or of
morals, but I am reminded, and reminded
very forcibly, of the scriptural incident of
the two men who went up on one occasion to
the temple to pray, and especially of the one
who thanked the Divinity that he was not like
other men. It bas ever been the theme of
mny hon. friends upon the opposite side of
the House that they have an absolute
monopoly of virtue, and that all the vice in
the world must be attributed to their oppon-
ents in politics. Now, it seems to me that
in the discussion of this bill the question of
prohibition is not involved. There is a more
important principle, to my mind, involved
in the conbideration of this question than
simply the measure of prohibition. The
Liberal party for many years have been
posing as the custodians, so to speak, of
temperance principles within the Dominion
of Canada, and have entirely ignored the
promotion of moral sentiment in this par-
ticular direction fostered by the Con-
servative party. In the very statistics
advanced to-day by the bon. Secretary of
State I think it is established beyond all
peradventure that, during the eighteen years
of the administration of the Liberal-Con-
servative party, the moral sentiment of this
country has largely tended in the

60J

direction of progressive temperance. If
there is anything which the Secretary
of State did establish by those statistics
to-day, it is that during the tenure of
office of the Conservative party there has
been a steady diminution in the consumption
of liquor, and I submit with all sincerity to
this House that the pclicy which bas been
pursued by the Conservative party has not
been one of simple profession, but has been
consistent in all the ramifications of
government with which they had to
do in regard not only to this question
of morals, but in regard to all other
questions of a similar nature with which
they have had to do. I accuse and charge
the present government with insincerity
in regard to this particular measure. If
ever a moral measure was stamped with
the brand of insincerity and hypocrisy it is
this measure which is submitted to us and
which is called a plebiscite, and which is
advanced before the country on the preten-
tion that it is to advance the cause of total
abstinence. The principle of the referendum
has been made use of on this occasion,
but I submit it has been prostituted
for the purpose of deceiving the public,
prostituted in such a way that many who
have not given deep consideration to this
measure will be deluded into the idea of
believing that it really is a plebiscite bill
and that the present government are the
promoters, not only of temperance sentiment,
but of prohibition sentiment throughout the
entire country. I know that in 1893, when
the Liberal party held their convention in
the city of Ottawa, and adopted a platform
or policy upon which they went to the coun-
try during the last election, one of the prin-
cipal planks in their platform was that a
prohibition measure would be introduced-
that a plebiscite would precede that, but
when they made use of that term plebiscite
it was a well-known term. It involved a
well-known principle or system of govern-
ment, and the people of this country and this
House had a right to expect that the
essentials of a plebiscite bill would
be enbodied in an Act which would
enable a true referendum or plebiscite
to be taken by which the sentiments of the
people of the Dominion could be intelligently
secured on this question, and by which
the judgment of the people would be
crystalized in a bill which might be intro-
duced into parliament and carried, providing
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the sentiment of the voting public of the that in the event of their being re-
Dominion went in the direction indicated in tnrned to power a policy of free trade, such
the plebiscite. Now I do not know, hon. as exists in England, would be at once in-
gentlemen, that there is anything within the troduced into this Dominion. The public
four corners of this measure which has been did pronounce in favour of the present gov-
submitted to the House on this occasion to ernment, but did our hon. friends opposite
bind the government to introduce a prohibi- i consider it incumbent upon them, notwith-
tion measure in accordance with the public standing that pronouncement of opinion,
wili, and which is believed to be the policy notwithstanding that majority vote which
of the government in submitting this mea- they secured, to carry out this profession
sure. There is not a word of committal in and introduce a policy of free trade? Not
this whole measure by which the public, at ail. We find them exactly where their
after they vote on the measure, can say to predecessors were upon the question of the
the government "you have submitted a fiscal policy. We very well remember that
plebiscite which has been carried and now those gentlemen advocated, at the time of
we ask you to fultil the promises you have the Liberal convention to which refer, and
made and carry out the guarantee you have also immediately previos to the last general
given." I pronounce this to be innocuous electioiî, that the annual expenditure of this
in every sense of the terEga; it would be a- country should at least be kept within thirty-
possible to present anything more emasculat- three or thirty-four million dollars. Where
ed in its character than this. Let us assume do we find them to-day ? Notwithstanding
there ic a majority for this question. Does the expression of public opinion on that
ny hion. friend, the Secretary of State, say, question we find them bringing down esti-

in the event of there being a majo ity vote mates over $4taninth . In that mater
on this question, that the government will did they consider the expression of opinion
be bound to carry out the will of th of the people of Canadaf? think not. We
people?1 Ont of the first expressions used by find these gentlemen, prior to the last elec-
the ion. gentlemaninintroducingtne me psure tion, appealing to the public upon the Mani-
was that tht government reserved to them- toba School Question and declaring that
selves the right to be the judges as to separate schools should be restored in fani-
whether a prohibition mensure wili be intro- tQba in the event of their returii to power.
duced or not, even in the event of a majority Do we find, notwithstaiding the expression
vote being given on this plebiscite. If the of public opinion on that subject, that
prohibition party are satisfied with such a they carried out that pledge? Not at
measure as thi , then they leave an impres- aIl. These hon. gentlemen have cast 
sion on the public mmd of being very easily the winds their former professions on al
satisfied, humbugged bythe promisesof politi- those important questions, and De will w
cal parties on this particular question. Now I find them casting o the winds their
point out to the flouse thtf utility, s tospeak, former professions on ths great question.
of submitting such a mecsure as this and If they were desirous of demonstrating to
considering for a moment that tht govern- the public their sincerity upon this question
ment will be bound by reason of th d pro- of introducing a prohibition measure in
nountcement of public opinion on it. My deference to tht expression of a majority
hon. friend tht Stcretary of State bas vote on this question, they would have et-
stated that the government will consider bodied in this bill their conmittal to that
themslves to be tht judges as t whether it policy, and that would at once have stamped
will be incumbent on th government to in- them with consistency, sincerity and adhe-
troduce a prohibition mensure upon a ma- sion to tht policy which they had long pro-
jority vote being favourable to such legisla- fessed. But w find nohing in tht four
tion. Now we have a very distinct recollec- corners of tht bias to ensure t tht public
tion of how tht present governmentr bas th introduction of such a measure as bas
treated tht expression of publie opinion on been promised. And, furthermore, would
al measures, notwithstanding their profes- subit to this ouse that there is a very
sions in regard to such mesures. We serious omission in tha bin, and that is, that
have a very distinct recollection that no period of time has been fixed within
our hon. friends went to th coun- which they should submit the question to
try distinctly professing to tht people the public. We ail know that evasion as
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been reduced to a science in the matter of
government, and it would be the easiest
thing in the world for the government to
keep postponing for an indefinite time the
submission of this measure to the public. If
the government had been sincere in this
matter they would have embodied a date in
this bill at which it would be submitted, so
that the public would be sure of the fact
that at an early day the expression of the
public will upon this question might be had,
so that at ain early day a prohibition meas-
ure iight be framed in accordance with the
pronouncement of public opinion on this
question. These are a few evidences which
must indicate to this House, beyond all con-
troversy, the fact that although this bill has
been brought in, it has not been introduced.
for the purpose of really testing the public
opinion of Canada on this question, but
simply to evade a responsibility which hon.
gentlemen opposite had taken on their
shoulders and which to-day they are not
prepared to carry out.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The statements made
by the hon. gentleman froi Calgary are
rather startling. Because I showed that in
the last eighteen years there had been con-
siderable improvement in the temperance
movement in Canada, that less liquor was
being drunk year by year, he gives to the
federal parliament in the last eight en years
all the credit. He entirely ignores the legis-
lation which has been going on in the pro-
vinces and to which really the improvement
is due. There is where the change came in,
and I think, if the hon. gentleman will in-
quire into the history of the last eighteen
years he will convince hiniself that his pre-
mises are entirely erroneous. He says that
this bill is not carrying out the pledge that
we made. The government made no pledge
to bring in a prohibitory law. I have in
my hand the only pledge that was given,
the resolution which was adopted at the
Ottawa conference. The hon. gentleman
will see, if he looks at it with any degree of
fairness, that it entirely sustains the bill
which is now submitted for the considera-
tion of this House. It says that whereas
public attention is directed to the admitted-
ly great evils of intemperance, " it is desir-
able that the minds of the people," not the
policy of the government, "should be clear-
ly ascertained on the question of prohibition
by means of a Dominion plebiscite." Can

anything be fairer than the bill we have
submitted on the present occasion ? Can
you point out any improvement on that
bill ? The lion. gentleman says it ought to
have included a time. That would have
been very unfair to the temperance people.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-For this reason: vou
might have the vote taken on a list five
years old, when a considerable number of
those who are in favour of prohibition to-day,
the young men who have grown up under
happy influences, would not be able to vote,
then the votes of a considerable number of
those who have g>ne out of the country
would be counted against lie majority. We
have to obtain a list first. If this House
passes the Franchise Bill that is now before
it, without mutilating it in any way, there
is no doubt that the plebiscite will be sub-
mitted within a very reasonable period.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--How long I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Well, most certainly
before the end of this year if there is a proper
Franchise Act. If, however, this Senate
were to disturb in any essential part that
Franchise Bill, it would be a matter of grave
consideration for the government as to the
course to pursue. It would be idle to ask
for a vote on the present list. Hon. gentle-
men will see that. It would Le unfair to
the temperance people, because there is a
large proportion of the temperance young
men of this country that would be entirely
deprived of their votes. So that it would
be idle to say that it would be at all a fair
basis upon which the views of the people
could be ascertained. The hon. gentleman
is, therefore, not warranted in making the
statement he did, that this government is
in any way shirking its duty. Up to tl:e
timne I felt the wet blanket that was thrown
upon this bill when it came into this
chamber, I was of opinion that the bill
entirely met the approval of the temperance
sentiment of Canada. It was very well
known that there had been a discussion as
to how the question should be subn itted.
Very many persons were of opinion that
the consequences should be submitted ; that
the people should be warned as to the effect
of it, that if eight or nine millions loss of
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revenue had to be supplemented in some
other way, it was only fair to the people
that they should be advised of the necessity
for raising that and their attention called
to it, so that they could consider it in all its
phases. The temperance people thought
they could not get as large a vote, and the
government were anxious to gratify the tem-
perance sentiment. We therefore asked,
" How do you want this question submitted?"
They said, " In the baldest way possible.
We simpI want the question put: 'Are you
or are you not in favour of prohibition 1"'
Therefore, we have submitted it in the very
terms of the temperance people, contrary to
the opinion of very many persons of good
judgment in this couutry, who thought it
was not a proper question to submit, that
the consequences ought to be there, that
people ought to know what the effect would
be, and should be informed that a sua of
eight or nine millions had to be raised in
some other way than it is at present made
up. So that the hon. gentleman is not jus-
tified in making the charges he does. Then,
the hon. gentleman takes advantage of the
opportunity to dash off and charge the gov-
ernment with not having carried out any of
their pledges. Now, we carried out one of
our pledges yesterday by presenting the
Franchise Bill, which is one of the most im-
portant, and one on which the people of
this country had been agitated for some
time. We certainly had a revision of the
tarif. Would the hon. gentleman have
thought it wise and prudent to have made
such a revision, a reduction in one year that
ought to have been extended over twenty
years I That would have been a suicidal
policy certainly. It would be destructive of
the industries of this country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The government should not have told the
people they would do it, if they did not
intend to carry out their promise.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-We did not tell them.
We told them we wofild make a revision of
the tariff, and we were fair and just and ful-
filled our pledge. We were fairer than the
late government in their dealing with the
tariff and we gave a very substantial revision.
We did not propose to ruin the industries of
the country. We would be charged with
ruining the industries if we had made a
sweeping revision. But it is all coming. We

had a reduction of twelve and a half per
cent this year, and we will have twenty-five
per cent next year. I think I have shown
the wisdom and propriety of the course we
have marked out for ourselves, and it will be
followed very closely. The hon. leader of the
opposition said that we were interfering with
provincial rights and assuming to take away
the jurisdiction from the provinces.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. I gave no
such opinion. I said that had been the con-
tention of the hon. gentlemen opposite, and
asked them what they proposed to do. I did
not lay down the principle.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quite open to
the provinces to adopt any prohibitory law
to the limit of their power. They could
practically prohibit within the provinces.
They cannot prevent the importation, nor
can they prevent the manufacture if it is
for exportation, but they can prevent the
manufacture for local purposes, and they
can prevent the sale of liquor in less quan-
tities than what is called wholesale-five
gallons-and one would suppose that if the
temperance sentiment was so strong, taking
the province of Prince Edward Island, that
the natural sequence wuuld have been the
provincial legislature to the extent of its
power would have declared in favour of
prohibition there, and the same way in the
other provinces where the temperance
sentiment prevails to such a degree. How
were they in those provinces? Were they
sincere?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There was a
Liberal governuent in the province and
they were just doing as you are doing.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the temperance
people were sincere wlby did they not press
the Liberal governinent to pass a prohibitory
law ? It leads one to the conclusion that the
temperance sentiment was not as strong as
we are led to believe by the figures produced.
The hon. gentleman from Sarnia (Mr. Vidal)
condemns this bill, and also the hon. gentle-
man f rom Wolseley (Mr. Perley). The hon.
gentleman from Wolseley said it was an evil
bill, and the hon. gentleman from Sarnia said
we should introduce a prohibitory measure.
The figures would not justify this govern-
ment or any other government in introduc-
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ing a prohibitory law. The vote of this
country is about 850,000, probably nearer
900,000 votes. The whole vote, as announced
to-day by my hon. friend, was about 400,000
-about one-half--and of that vote 266,000
odd were for prohibition. Would this gov-
ernment be justified in introducing a pro-
hibitory law with the vote of one fourth of
the electors? I think not. I do not think
it would be in the interest of temperance to
propose a law of prohibition where it was
not asked for by more than one-fourth of
the electors. Do hon. gentlemen mean to
say that the government would be justi-
fied, even supposing there was a bare
majority I I am not prepared to say now
how far the government should go, but
speaking off-handed for the moment, it does
not seem to me that any government would
be justified by a bare majority of the votes
at the election.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why do you
take a vote at all then ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If it was overwhel-
mingly in favour of prohibition, if the senti-
ment was so much in favour of it that if an
Act were passed it would be sustained, then
we would be justified in passing a prohibi-
tory law. But one cannot foresee what that
vote will be. One cannot tell in advance.
It is absolutely impossible,-and it would be
criminal on the part of the government to
lay down any hard and fast lines to be ob-
served wholly irrespective of the conse-
quences.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does my hon.
friend not believe that the great majority of
the temperance people of the Dominion at
the present time, who are to vote upon that
bill, labour under the impression that a
majority vote pronounced upon this plebis-
cite will result in the introduction of a pro-
hibitory measure ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I know nothing
of the kind. There has been no expression
of opinion on the subject. I have never
heard any person express an opinion upon
it. Nor do I think any person in favour of
temperance would argue in favour of such a
proposition. I do not propose to go any
further into the details of this measure. We
haive pretty w, Il discussed it, and somewhat
in, a jocular manner, showing insincerity on
the part of hon. gentlemen.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I ask the indulgence of the House for a few
moments to defend a late colleague of mine,
whose character as a prohibitionist, and as a
temperance man has unnecessarily been
aspersed by my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not admit that
I asper.ed any one. It is a pretty strong
word.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a matter of opinion and the inter-
pretation put upon the language the hon.
gentleman used. He spoke of the conduct
of Sir Leonard Tilley from the time he
entered the Cabinet, shortly after confedera-
tion, and also in 1878, and made the state-
ment boldly, that during the whole of that
period that hon. gentleman never did any-
thing towards placimg upon the statute-
book a prohibitory law. That is quite
correct, but he ought to ha' e been equally
sincere and equally honest in stating

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I resent altogether
the hon. gentleman's assertion that I an not
honest in my statements. I repudiate any
such language.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
withdrawthatword and saythehon.gentleman
should have been a littie more accurate in
his statements, or perhaps I should put it in
another way, he should have taxed his
memory when speaking of a departed gentle-
man. A more sincere and honourable man
never sat in the parliament of Canada or
outside of it, I believe, than the Hon. Sir
Leonard Tilley. When he sat in the parlia-
ment of the province of New Bruns-
wick, he was the father of and intro-
duced a prohibitory law. Mr. Tilley found,
after soine practical experience, that it
was utterly impossible to enforce the
law, the people not being prepared to accept
it, and carry it out, and he laid down that
principle and acted upon it from the time
that he entered the Dominion parliament
until the day he left it. He openly avowed
his opinions in favour of prohibition. He
was a practical temperance man in his whole
life, but he had been taught the lesson f rom
his experience in New Brunswick of the
unwisdom of attempting to place upon the
statute-book a law which he believed the peo-
ple were not prepared to accept. That was the



positionof Sir Leni ardTilleyduringhis whole thin to do witb, or any knovledge of the
politicalliflandwhlenanhon.gentlemnanatthi past events of this country. 1 have taken
period, after he hbas passed away, wo uld leave upon inyseif to sav tlese few words in de-
impression upon the public that he had been fence of a departed friend and colleague vho
inconsistent in the views and opinions which stood very high in the estimation of the peo-
lie held, lie is not doing justice to a de-parted pie of this country, whoe practical hie as
statesnan who had the respect of every man a total abstainer was an example ro the "bote
who had the honour of his acquaintance. I country, and whose political reputation
have one more word to say st, far as that is st nds above reproach. I desire also to de-
concerned. The hon. gentleman stated dis- fend to that extent the action of the gov-
tinctly and positively that during the whole ernment of \hich 1 was a member, in rvrer-
eighteen years of the existence of the late'ence to their attempt to place upon the
government nothing was done to enforce the statute-book a bil which would bav- sus-
principles of temperance, and to prevent the'tained the law in ail Scott Act counties, the
extension of the sale of liquor in this country. principle of which had been approved by
The best Temperance Act, without going as the peop]e, and that it wou]d have donc
far a prohibition, that was ever conc. ived more to put a stop to illicit trade in this
or placed upon the statute-book, was that country than any other ]aw that was ever
which emanated from the commnittee of framed, had it been allowed to go into op-
which the late Mr. Didton McCarthy vas eration.
the chiirman, and had it not been decided
by the Imperial parliamnent that that H
was dira vires, that we had no power to rose to cau in question a >tatement of mine,
enforce it, that the auhorite foi dealing nn he resumed bis satenihot quesiin
with that question was with the provincial i
legis'atire ; I hesitate not to say, and I say hn
it without the slightest fear of successful said is not in contradiction of aia' statenient

ntradictin said tat Sir Leonard Tilley was

thing o*do*wth, orany knwledgeof-th

terest at that Lime in the temperance cause,
that t' at would have proved the most eff-ct-
ive Act that was ever attempted to be placed
upon the statute-hook agLin'st the sale of in-
toxicants in this country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-.-It was a license Act
and not a prohibitory Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not say it was a prohibitory Act. What
I said was that it was the best temperance
Act that was ever attempted to be placed
upon the statute-book, short of prohibiti n.
That is the language I used, but
it was to a certain extent a prohibi-
tory Act, because it made provision for
the enforcement of what is now known as
the Scott Act, or more properly the Can-
ada Temperance Act, in every county in
which the vote had been cast in favour of
it. The hon. leader of the government in
this House must have come to the conclu-
sion that there is no one here who bas a
memory, or a knowledge of past events. I
must impress upon his mind that when he
rises to make these staternents, he had bet-
ter do it when there are no gentlemen on
the floor of the Senate who have had any-

an advocate of prohibition. Is that not so ?
I said he wai a member of government. He
was an advocate of prohibition before lie
ever entered the governnent.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-And brought into
the government for that roason.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He was there seven
years, and had not proposed a prohibitory
ineasure during those whole seven years. Is
that not so ? Daes my hon. friend contradict
that, that during the seven years he was a
member of the administration, from 1867
until November, 1873, he did not propose any
measure in the direction of prohibition?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOWELL-No,
of course not. Why did not the hon. gentle-
men give the reason?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am stating a fact.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You stated half a fact and nothing more.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I stated the whole
fact.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And that is not all.
I said that Sir Leonard Tilley returned at
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the end of five years and entered again in.to which he daims, Jet hin point it out and I
the administration. I made no attack upon wilt hold my peace on this question.
him, but I pointed out that certain parties
who had pressed upon, us the necessity of a 1 Hon. Nir. PRIMROSE-I do not know
prohibitory measure, and with who.,e wislie1 that caught exactly what the hon. senior
we had complied in carrying through the member for Halifax intended to convey.
Canada Temperance Act, waited upon Sir H spoke of the government taking their
Leonard Tilley wien he returned here and lives in their hands. And yet I think I
congratulated the hon. gentleman when he have a litte light upon it and that light
came to office. He remained in office seven emanates from the other chamber in the
years longer, and he did not profess to evasive answer which was given by the
amend the deiects of the Canada Temper- premier to the question put to 1dm by Sir
ance Act. Charles Tupper and which has been already

Hon.refered 
to in this House, but it will o no

harm to refer to it again and emphasize it.
cessor dIo? The answer wvas:

The people may pronounce a erdict for or against
Hon. -Mr. MILLS-Does any on. gentle- prohibition. If they pronounce against it, the matter

manî contradict that? Doe-s the hon. gentie- ends at once, and therefore there is no oceasi n to
man contradict my statemient in that regard?'toab ourselves with the contequences; but if there

beajority for prohibition, whethe large or snal,
That is ail I said with regard to Sir Leonard then it will be the duty of the government
Tillev and wit h r-egard to his coinnection To do what? To introduce a pruhibitory
with the temperance question. My hon. bie ? Not at ail.
friend rises to tefrome wonderful things thee To consider whether the time as arrived for the

govenmet wih wich liewasassoia preDmiert h usion p utimett toac sa hi emen by Si

did foi' the cause of temperance. What did th statute- t k lc ~c neatetuo
they do? They put upon the statute book iThe lion. Minister of Justice, speaking of
a license Act which was held to be ultra e ue and i h seae

csodothe answer was:ato o h onevtv

erep. aepd the honr. gentleman asks the fever-Hotn. gr.aILLS-of s any nd the party, used a veony elegant sentence which

country because they did that. h rn t oeano
m The question of party will always e paranount to

Hon. SirMACKENZJE BO WELL--The prohibition.
hon, gentleman said we neer attempted to i suppose the ho. genmnt-

wit te' te p ra c q uestion M ye h on . billem a s N ot atmll

o anything. balm that sentence immediately after the
Hon. mnr. MILLS-I say it now. answer of the premier, and I think the posi-

tion of these two wili be very suitable and
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of very suggestive. I think both the hon.

course you do. seniormeubetfrom Hatiuax (Mr.Power) and
the hon. Ministerof Justicedid not treat quite

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was the License: fairly these stateinents which were made by
Act. There was the Canada Temperance the hon . gentleman from Sarnia (Mr. Vidai)
Act which the hon. gentleman and his when they represented 1fm as saying that
Colleagues had not the courage or the inclin- i the temperance people did not press or wvish
ation of mmd to repeal, and although 'they for a plebiscite bi. If a plebiscite bi were
Permit a private party, not a niember of the before the Huse alone, only a plebiscite
administration, to move in one direction and bil, the te perance people of course would
Some other member to move in the oppositel support the plebiscite bill. But here we
d ection, the goverment itself neyer took have the question of a prohibition enactment
the first step towards the correction of any! and the teînperance people take the position
defect in the Canada Temperance Act, and ithat they have already -have a pronounce-
if the hon. gentleman can rise in is place ment from the people in the hape of a
and mention une single occasion during the plebiscite, and that they now want the en-
period of eighteen years he was in office, actment of a prohibition law, a law which,
where he undertook to amend or refort that it appears, the government is eiter unwill-
Act which entitles hini to the everlasting ing or af'aid to take the responsibility of
gratitude of those in favour of prohibition enacting. In the reprcsentations which they

someothe meber o mve i th oppsit
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made of the statements of the hon. gentle-
man from Sarnia (Mr. Vidal) they did not
treat him fairly. The temperance people
are not to be understood as being averse to,
or in favour of a plebiscite bill, but they
consider that they have had an expression
of the popular will already, and they want
the result in the enactment of a prohibitory
law.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

DOMINION LANDS ACT
MENT BILL.

AMEND-

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (130) "An Act further to
amend the Dominion Lands Act." He
said :-This is a bill for amending the
Dominion Lands Act in very many minor
details which it will be much more exped-
ient to explain in commitee. There is no
new principle. In the first clause the words
introduced are :-" Or, in his absence the
senior clerk performing the duties," and so
on. In the various clauses of the bill there
are words dropped out and other words in-
serted in order to mike the meaning clearer.
I ask that the bill be read the second time
now, and the changes can be explained in
committee.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not wish
to throw any obstacle in the way of my hon.
friend securing the passage of the measure
under consideration, but I would point out
that he labours under a serious mistake in
saying there are not introduced into this
measure new features, and rather radical
features. If my hon. friend will perusè the
bill closely, he will find two very important
features in the bill in clause three and
clause 12, nothing analogous to which will
be found in the existing Act, or in other
Act s dealing with Dominion lands. Hence,
before the bill goes to committee, I should
like very much to hear from the hon. Sec-
retary of State the reasons, which have
led to the introduction of those two
features. I an 'not prepared at the
moment to say that they are undesirable or
that they will receive any opposition from
myself ; yet, at the same time, I think there
is some explanation due to the House as to
why large tracts of land should be with-
drawn f rom settlement and placed absolutely

in the hands of the Minister of Interior for
the purpose of granting to co-operative
associations the right to secure what I might
term isolated settlements. I might say,
without predicating the reasons which may
be advanced for the introduction of this
amendment, that there are very serious
objections to the introduction of this policy.
I might illustrate that by pointing out the
fact that many foreign settlers who have
been introduced into the territories have ex-
pressed a desire for isolated settlement, en-
tirely apart from other portions of the coni-
munity where there can be no interchange
of opinion, no interchange of business, where
they live, in fact, as isolated as if they were
in their own native country. It seems to
nme, on the face of it, that this is not desir-
able legislation.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I might point,
out to niy hon. friend that the Mormon settle-
ment in Lees Creek, in Alberta, or in Western
Assiniboia, is very much of the character to
which I have referred. The same thing
prevails in some of the Mennonite settle-
ments. While we in the North-west desire
to see representatives of every kindred,
nation and tongue settling in that country,
yet we think it is in the public interest that
there should be interchange of opinion and
interchange of trade, that those people
should learn our habits and customs and
grow up with a fair knowledge of the insti-
tut-onsof our country ; whereas if legislation
is introduced by which they can live isolated
from other communities and erect a barricade
around themselves, it seems to me that the
country does not profit by that class of
settlement. Then, in section 12 power
is given to the Minister of the Interior
to withdraw from settlement any tract
of ]and which, in his discretion, he
may chose to withdraw, and to sel] that
land to corporations or to individuals entire-
]y irrespective of any amount being fixed for
the sale thereof. The policy of the govern-
ment, so far as I am aware, in the past, has
been to fix a minimum figure for the sale of
public lands, and not leave it absolutely in
the discretion of the minister, or even the
Governor in Council. That policy will be
found already in the Act, where the hon.
Secretary of State will find that the mini-
muni amount lias been put upon the sale of
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some lands; that is lands to bona fide set-
tiers, and I think that is a dollar an acre.
These are two features which I and my
colkague from the territories would like to
receive an explanation upon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause three is not in
any sense different from the principle laid
down in clause 37 of the old Act, which
confers practically the same powers, and it
has been on that principle we secured some
excellent settlement. We certainly would
not have secured the Mennonites unless we
had consented to that proposition, nor
would we have secured many other settle-
mnents if we had not that clause.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Uider section
37 of the old Act no power is given to the
minister to withdraw froi sale or settlement
such a tract of land as is indicated for the
purpose of settling this particular com munity
upon, whereas in the clause in this bill
absolute power is given to the minister to
withdraw the lands in question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no other way
of obtaining an area in which a number of
people can settle together. They come out
in numbers. There were a number of Gal-
icians and they speak an entirely foreign
language, and if we had not this provision
it would be utterly impossible for us to retain
then. With regard to clause 12, the hon.
gentleman overlooks the fact that that clause
only refers to lands that are unsuitable and
urnsaleable and of no use without irrigation.
You must hold out some inducement to
parties, because the expenses are large. It is
found that by offering the land at a price
.Which will induce people to accept it, we
increase the settlement.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not object
to that, but we object that the right should
be vested in the minister to withdraw very
large portions of land f rom settlement and to
hand them over to a corporation and pre-
clude settlement without any guarantee that
irrigation would be carried out in the near
future. I quite appreciate the value of irri-
gation in that country. No one appreciates
that more than I do, and yet the settler
should have the same opportunity of acquir-
ing those lands as corporations or capitalists
who do not live in the country.

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-So they can.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is tieing up
lands and preventing settlement.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Is there anything
in that bill which refers to those school
lands ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think there
is anything. We will go over it carefully
in committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (110) " An Act further to amend the
Post Office Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

SUPREME GRAND LODGE S. O. E.
BENEFIT SOCIETY BILL

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (122) " An Act toin-
corporate the Supreme Grand Lodge of the
S. O. E. Benefit Society."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the suspension
of the 41st rule.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the second read-
ing of the bill. He said: It is not necessary
that I should enter into any explanation.
The bill will go to committee. It is simply
to extend the powers of the society to
various provinces. Having only an Ontario
charter at present, they desire to extend
that charter to the Dominion.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (142) " An Act to authorize the
Quebec Harbour Commissioners to borrow
money."--(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

Bill (148) "An Act respecting the trans-
port contract between Her Majesty and the
Winnipeg Great Northern Railway Com-
pany."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE. down the returns to that order or if the
order is to.stand till the judgment day?

'Ottawa, Wednesday, 1st June, 1898.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have made repeated

e SPEAKER took the Chair at Three efforts to obtain that return and have writ-
ck. ten very pressing letters to my colleagues

requesting them, if they did not propose to
ayers and routine proceedings. bring it down, to give me an answer of some

kind or other. I have the return from some
.VELLING EXPENSES 0F MIN- of the departments, but there are two re

ISTEIIS. turns missing. I shall imake an effort to get

INQUIRY. the correspondence for the hon. gentleman.
I have written personally to the ministers

)n. Mr. LANDRY inquired of the on the subject.
government :

1. How much did cost the voyages which were Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I will cail the at-
undprtaken in 1897 by the Right Honourable the tention of the goveriment to another order
Prime Minister and the Honourable the Solici- that was made on the 22nd April last on a
tor General, to Europe, to the United States or mse- a
where et n t Dpin n of ilitia,

2. Are these travelling expenses the expenses in- ence
curred by each of these two members of the Admiinis- public Works and Agriculture, and any
tration individually, or do they comprise the expenses
of a private secretary or of any other persons coinpos- persn or persons whatsoever n connection
ing the following of each such member of the admin- wîth the Quebec exhibition of 1891 an
istration? with the forthcominy exhibition of 1898.

3. Were these meMnbers of the administrationc
accompanied by their private secretaries?

4. Had these two enbers of the administration Hon. Mr. nChTT-Was not a part of
in their services other persons than a private sece- that returi brought downf? a seers to me
tary? Who were such Jau-sons and in what quality Jha anaserfniteD 'rt nto
were they employedthe Deent o l

Puc WradAricultueJudetodprte, and ay

He said: I wish to know if the aovern-
i. brought ton. However, J wil make in-

ment have an answer fo give to this questiono
to-day. nIf thei are not prepared I wil let
it stand. It is the saine inquirn I made Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I might be mis-
yesterday. Vaken. I looked over the journals, but did

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, no answer.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-I will let it stand.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
can let it stand till the judgment day if he
likes.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

not find reference to any such document.
There was also an order for copies of corres-
pondence which took place in reference to
Captain and Brevet Major P. Belanger of
the 61st Battalion. That was ordered on
11th of May.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--You asked a number
of questions.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Yes, and I fol-
lowed it un by a motion for piapers.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders -

of Day are called, I would like to direct the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it was fully
attention of the government to the fact that answered and the correspondence obtained.
on the 17th June last year I obtained froni Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-this House an order for a copy of all corres- man gave me an answer to some of thepondence exchanged between the different an e me hat Vo geea ha
departments, or employees thereof, and Mir. instructed him e in th aewayibut
Choquette, member of the House of Coin- nst rutha i Vo answer in such a way, but
mons for Montmagny, on the subject of the after that I asked tliat ail the correspon-
recent dismissal of a number of persons, a dence on that subject be brought down.
list of which I gave. That was ordered on'l Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Would you be kind
the 17th June, 1897. I should like to enough to send nie a memo. of both, and I
know if the governiment is prepared to bring will attend to them ?

Th
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MONTREAL AND SOUTHERN COU N-
TIES RAILWAY COMPANY.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
of Railways, Telegraphs. and Harbours,
reported with reference to Bill (81) "An
Act respecting the Montreal and Southern
Counties Railway Company," that they
found the preamble was not proved.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-When this bill came
up for discussion the majority of the com-
mittee had left the room and the preamble
was defeated on a tie vote. 1 move that the
report on this bill be not concurred in but
that the bill be referred again to the Com-
mitteeon Railways,Telegraphs and Harbours.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have an impres-
sion, I do not speak positively, that this is
a motion of which notice should be given ;
however I do not propose to lay any stress
on that. I really do not think that the bill
has such merits as should induce the House
to reject the report of the committee. It
appears that this company was incorporated
last year with power to do business over
thirteen counties south of the St Lawrence
in the province of Quebec. It appeared that
the company had not done any work. The
charter was granted last year. The com-
rittee were of the opinion that sufficient
ground had not been shown for an exten-
sion of the sphere of the company. The im-
pression was that, after the company had
done some work to show that they were in
earnest, it would be time enough to grant
them the further powers which they ask.
I might mention that amongst the further
powers which they asked for was one to
operate their railway by means of steam.
If they had asked last year, when looking
for a charter, to operate their railway by'
steam, I have no doubt but that the power
would have been refused to them, because
the bill wouid have been opposed by the
representatives of companies whose railways
nOw traverse that part of the country and I
do not think that any harm can come to any
one by the bill standing over for another
year. I trust that that is the feeling of the
House too.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I decidedly think,
hon. gentlemen, that this House should ac-
cept the report of the commissioners. I
understand that it was fully discussed froin

beginning to end, and that the comnittee
were quite well aware of what they were
doing, I do not think we should send the
report back to them at this late stage of the
session.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Whatever may be
the merits of this bill it seems to me that
the reasons given by the hon. gentleman
from Inkerman (Mr. Owens) are good ones.
I happened to be there when the vote was
taken and there were only twelve members
of the committee present and there was
a tie. Under the circumstances, I think it
is fair that this bill should be referred again.
to the committee.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READING.

Bill (113) "An Act to incorporate the.
Subsidiary High Court of the Ancient Order
of Foresters in the Dominion of Canada."
(Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell).

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (16) " An Act to
repeal the Electoral Franchise Act, and to
further amend the Dominion Elections.
Act."

(In the Committee.)

On the third clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to this:
clause, I should like to ask the minister
what provision is made for elections in the
North-west Territories ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That does nob come
under this at all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a separate
Act.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I should like to
ask the hon. leader of the House whether
he has considered the matter to which I
called his attention the other day-if it is
proposed to remedy the difficulty which I
pointed out with regard to Prince Edward
Island. It may be necessary to retain some
sections of the Franchise Act in order to
provide for the making of a list. I only
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raise the point now in order that the hon.
gentleman may consider it.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 4, subsection (e.)

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I vish to call
the attention of the House to this sub-
section. It reads :

(e.) The expression " polling division" includes,
when used in reference to provincial elections, any
polling subdivision, polling district or subaistrict or
other territorial area for which there is a separate
voters' Iist.

Now, as there are no voters'lists in Prince
Edward Island a slight amendment is needed
in this clause. I would suggest that the
word " polling " in the third line be struck
out, and the following added " or at which a
poll is taken " at the end of the clause.
That would make the clause include polling
districts in Prince Edward Island as well as
in other provinces.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The expression " pol-
ling division " has a particular meaning, it
is a district within which votes are taken by
a deputy returning officer for any candidate
who may be standing for election to the
House of Commons. It includes, when used
in reference to the provincial elections, " any
polling subdivisian, polling district or sub-
district 'or other territorial area for which
there is a separate voters' list." By adding
the words " or in which a poll may be held"
the hon. gentleman's objection is met. I
move that these words be added.

The amendment was agreed to and the
subsection as amended was adopted.

On clause five,' subsection (a.)

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This subsection
will require to be made plainer. The pecu..
liarity of the election law of my province
suggests the necessity of it to me. The sub-
section is as follows:

(a.) The qualifications necessary to entitle any per-
son to vote thereat shall be those established by the
laws of that province as necessary to entitle such
person to vote in the same part of the province at a
provincial election.

This clause as it stands might be inter-
preted to sustain the right of voting in the
different local provincial districts lying
within the electoral district.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I doubt that.

Hon. Mr. àMILLS-Section 4, sub-
section (a.)

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, but that
does not apply, for this reason : that you do
not in subsection (a) of clause 5 speak of an
electoral district at all; therefore, the in-
terpretation given in subsection (a) of clause
4 does not help us very much in getting at
the exact meaning. The difficulty with
this clause is intensified when you come to
consider the local oath that has to be taken
and the provincial subdivisions and I would
suggest that a few words be added to this
clause in order to remove all doubt.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are not required.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says they are not required. But, in order to
discuss that, we· will have to look at clauses
19, 20 and 21 of this bill and also at the local
oath, and I think by the time my hon.
friend will go through these he will find that
the local oath is the oath that is required
to be taken, and that that oath only calls
upon the man to swear that he has not
voted before in that electoral district, which
in the provincial law means the provincial
election disrict.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is just the
point. The expresion " electoral district "
is defined in subsection (a) of clause 4, and
the local oath to be taken, as my hon. friend
will see by turning over the clauee 20, is an
oath that is modified to suit the circumistan-
ces or change required by this bill. In
clause 20 we find these words:

Take such oath of qualification as by the law of
the province he may in a like case at a provincial
election be required to take, such changes being made
in the form of oath as are necessary to make it applic-
able to the election then being held.

My hon. friend will see that it is made
perfectly clear and the difficulty cannot
arise.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am sorry I
cannot agree with the hon. gentleman. I
think it is not by any means clear. Sub-
section (a) of clause 4 only determines what
is the meaning of the word " electoral " in
this Act. It does not determine what is the
meaning of that expression in the provin-
cial law at all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the clause which
see that that is cured by the previous section. 1 read says that the oath taken from the
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local law, and which the party takes in con-
nection with this law, is to be modified so
as to suit the requirements of this bill. The
requirement of this bill, under the electioi
law, is that the party shall only vote once in
any one electoral district and that " electoral
district" here is defined to be the district
that returns a member to the House of
Commons.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The election law
does say a man shall only vote once in the
electoral district. There is no question about
that, but the clause we are now considering
establishes the qualifications to bepossessed by
theperson voting in thesame part of the prov-
ince. Taken in connection with the election
law I have no doubt the intention of the
clause v as that a man should only vote once.
But when we look at clause 4, subsection
(a), which we have just passed over, we find
that that only defines the meaning of the
words " electoral district" in this bill and
does not define it in the provincial law at all,
and it then depends on the returning officer,
acting as a legislator and putting in words
and changing this oath, which he might not
be able to do. In order to give an interpre.
tation to the law he would have to refer to
this bill and to the Dominion Election Act,
and I confess it would be quite enough to
puzzle the ordinary deputy presiding to make
them applicable. He is called upon to inake
the provincial oath applicable. In order to
guide him and show him exactly what he has
to do, why not add two or three words here
that will make it so clear that it will be plain
to the voter and plain to the presiding
officer that such a thing as voting more than
once in an electoral district is not pernitted
by this law. I would propose that the fol-
lowing words be added at the end of the
section :

But no person shall be qualified to vote more than
once in the same electoral district.

That will explain this passage clearly. It
will enable the returning officer to under-
Stand the law, but we are going to make
him legislate by this bill without giving him
any clear ground to work on ; that is what
lie has to do. He is called upon to change
the wording of an oath when he puts it to a
voter, or, if he takes it into his head, that
this bill allows a man to vote four times, he
would not change the oath at all, and he
would allow the man to take it with the

understanding that he might vote more than
once. The proposed change, I suggest, will
make it entirely clear.

Hon.-Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
would not do any harm ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It just does this harm,
that we are enacting the same thing twice
over. You are making a provision with
respect to the recording of the vote in the
election law, and you are making another
declaration with regard to the same thing
in the Franchise Act which is not necessarily
and logically a part of the Franchise Act.
My lion. friend will see that. In this bill
it is clearly defined what the expression
"C electoral district " means. It means a dis-
trict entitled to return a member to serve
in the House of Commons. It may embrace
two or three provincial districts. But the
matter of the provincial district does not and
cannot arise in respect to this. Then, the
qualifications necessary to entitle any person
to vote thereat-that is, at the election of a
member for the House of Commons-shall
be those established by the laws of the pro-
vince as necessary to entitle a person to vote
in the saine part of the province at a pro-
vincial election. The qualification to vote
has nothing to do with the question whether
a man may vote two or three times, or ten
times, or not. It has only to do with the
question as to his being entitled to vote.
Then whether he is entitled to vote more
than once is determined by the election
law of the Dominion, and not by the
election law of the province. My hon. friend
will see by the clause which I read that the
oath which he takes is the provincial oath
with such changes as will make it applicable
to the election that is being held When the
election law is put into the hands of the re-
turning officer it is not with the oath in the
forni in which it stand% in the provincial law
which my hon. friend has before him, and
from which he read an evening or two ago,
but it is put in in the form required by that
clause. It is printed to suit the circumstances
of this law as required for a Dominion
election. And so the difficulty which my
hon. f riend refers to, about a deputy return-
ing officer being obliged to modify the law to
suit the circumstances, never arises. That
is done for him in the copies of the Act which
are printed. The schedules are provided and
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put into the hands of every deputy returning to vote, yet in an eletion booth, where legal
officer when the election comes to be held. advisers are not obtainable, it is very

doubtful whether a stronger contention
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- than that would not be set up, whether it

Would that be done when the election law would not, in the minds of non-professional
is sent to him? men, be capable of a stronger meaning than

that. I do not think we would he doing
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; I think so. It right if we made tiis section refer to

always has been. the right to vote or not, but to make it

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would like to cal my hon. f riend's attention
to the fact that the deputy returning olicers
are not ail so enlightened as my hon. friend
intimates. I have gone to a pollin boo>th
to vot', where the law makes provision to
administer an oath that vours is the name
appearing upon the roll, that you are a
resident, and then in parenthesis (as the

case may be). That, notwithstanding the
fact of these words being inserted in paren-
thesis, they wanted me to swear, and pro-
ceeded to in4ist on my swearing, that I was
resident of the township of Thurlow, when
I was living in Ottawa at the time. I had
to take the trouble to point out to them that
the oath should be changed, so as to suit the
peculiar circunstances, and not to compel
me to swear that I was a resident in the elec-
toral district or the county, because I was
neither that one nor the other at the tine,
and ail I had to do was to swear that
though I was a resident of Ottawa I had
the qualifications entitling me to vote.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The party here takes
both the oath under the statute and the
oath modified and made applicable.

clear as to what the qual.fication is, and my
amendnent wvould not go to assert or
der.y any right to vote, leave that as
it stands in the Dominion Electioris Act,
but to add these words : "But no person
shall be qualified to vote more than once in
the saine electotal district." That is per-
fectly consistent with what goes before it
and removes all doubt.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would very much
prefer, if my hon. friend insists on t he views
whict he expresses, I think it is quite un-
necessary, to take the form of vote there
and incorporate it in the bill at clause 20 or
22 so as to make it perfectly clear that he
can vote but once. It would be very much
better.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You would sug-
gest to meet it in that way!

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am quite satis-
fied.

H>n. Mr. PERLEY-Here we have two
clevie, men putting different interpretations
upon this. 'lhat is the great trouble with
half the Acts we make, they are so wordy

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot agree and so voluminous that ordinary mortals,
as to the propriety of leaving this clause and nit even the lawyers themselves, can
without some clearer meaning being attached undert nd them. We ought to make the
to it than it is capable of receiving as it Act, whichve pass intelligent to ahi ordinary
now stands. My hon. friènd attaches a mortals. As I said, we have riglt here two
g7reat deal of importance to the fact that inte
there is a provision in the Dominion Elec-
tions Act, which prevents a man voting Hon. Mr. MILLS-We do not interpret
more than once in any election. That is it diflrenly.
quite true, but I think the hon. gentleman
knows as well as I do that the latest Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
act upon a subject will, in ordinary cir- may add I have consulted what are con-
cumstances, be held to over-ride an e irlier sidered to be good lawyers on this very point,
statute. This is the latest act that we are and they take different views, just as my hon.
passing upon the subject and although it is friend has said ; and what they say is, that it
true-I think my hon. friend is right-that is subject to a contrary and diverse decision
it only sets forth what the qualification is even if it went to the courts. I give no
and does not settle the question of the right opinion about it myself, and as my hon.
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friend has made a suggestion I think it in Council as to who the returning officer
would be satisfactory. shall be I

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The suggestion
that the leader of House made will probably
be the better way of meeting it.

Subsection (a) of clause 5 was agreed to.

On subsection (c).

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I would ask the
hon. gentleman to allow that clause to stand.
If the amendment of which I have given
notice carries, that subsection will require a
consequential amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We might adopt it
with the understanding that if the hon.
gentleman's motion carries we can come
back to it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to ask
the hon. Minister of Justice upon what
grounds the sixtieth day next preceding the
day fixed for the nominationof candidates was
selected. That leaves a very long time fron
the time the voters' lists are prepared till the
electionsupon these lists are held. Now, in the
province of Nova Scotia the voters' lists are
made up and completed in the month of
April, and the provincial elections have been
held within a few days after the lists are
Made up, and if this rule is to prevail an
election could not be held till the latter part
of the month of June.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We might hold the
election on the previous years' lists.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But the idea of using
these lists is that the vote may be taken on
lists that are as nearly up to date as possible.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We might let this
clause stand.

Subclause (c) was allowed to stand.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
May I ask is there anything in this bill
saying who the returning officer shall be, or
1s it exclusively with the Governor in
Counicil'l

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have not made
any alteration in that regard.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is left in the hands of the Governor
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

On subsection (f).

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think that
this is a section that will require to be very
well considered in relation, at all events, to the
election law of the province of Prince Edward
Island. In that province there is a peculiar
system of voting by absentees. A man
having a qualification in the various electoral
districts can record his vote at his home and
at the polling place in his own district, and
he can then, by schedule, specially record
his votes for other districts in the province in
which lie may have the proper qualification.
fie may make an affidavit in that schedule
of the qualification he possesses. It is open
voting there and he can indicate on that
schedule the candidate for whom he wants
to vote and it then becomes the duty of
the presiding officer to seal these schedules
in an envelope and have them forwarded
through the returning officer in the other
electoral district in which the vote is in-
tended to be given.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the observations lie is now making
refer to an election Act and not to the
voters' lists.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
must see that the observations I am making
of the provisions contained in the provincial
law for the purpose of absentee voting is
atteipted to be incorporated into this law.
Let us just look at the wording of it:

f. The provisions of the law of the province as to
the places where non-resident electors shall vote shall
apply mutatis mutandis to such Dominion election,
and the returning otficer at such election shall have
the powers and be charged with the duties of the
sheriff or returning officer under those provisions.

It provides that the places where absentee
electors shall vote, by the provincial law,
shall govern in elections held under this
law. That would mean that these non-resi-
dents having votes on property qualifications
migk t vote by special vote. That system, I
admit at once, is entirely inconsistent with
the ballot vote. I cannot see how a ballot
vote can be incorporated with that pro-
vision, and I think that in this law there
should be an exception made of this peculiar
mode of voting that prevails in Prince
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Edward Island. If that exception is so shah be entitled to vote for the election of a member
made there will be no attempt at carinelectoral district wheren such

inae terewil benoattmptat arrîn property qualification may be situated, by polling 911
out the perfectly incompatible manner Of votes t the electoral division in any other electoral
voting in connection with this bill, and if district wherein such person ay be entitled to vote
that exception is made by law, I admit there for the election of a member, although such electoral

division be uiot situated in the electoral district or
will be no greater difficulty there with county in which such flrst mentioned qualification
absentees than there is in any other part lies.
of Canada, and those who have votes in There are seven or eight sections following
electoral districts in which they do not this. The clause that we are now consider-
reside will not be put to any greater disad- ing contemplates working out the systein
vantage than they were under the old Fran- described in these sections in some way or
chise Act in Prince Edward Island or in the other, because it imposes upon the returning
other provinces of Canada. I would suggest officer, or the sheriff, the very officer that in
that some words be added to the end of this these local laws as to transmit these sche-
section which will prevent any Dominion dules, the duties that are irposed under the
election ofilcers f rom attempting to carry provincial election law. 1 amn quite satistied
out that special voting system in Prince Ed that if you leave the whole matter just
ward Island which otherwise they midnht feel ts th eou may have some of
themselves bound to try and carry out, and these officers striving to comply with those
it will be sure to result in blunders and in sections of the provincial law, believing
failure to properly exercise the will of the that the bill which we are now passing
voters in consequence of our having a ballot authorizes them to do that. I really think
for the Dominion and this system of special that the phrase mutatis mutandie would
voting fitting only in upon an open vote. n be suficient to override the sections
would suggest this tight be amended by of the Act. The phrase does not mean
adding at the end some words like these tht you shouid override eight or ten
That this section shal not be construed in sections of a law like this, and that you
as to entitle any person to record special should ignore is this section itself where it
votes as provided for in the provincial baws says that the sheriff and the returning officer
of Prince Edward Island. are entrusted with the powers and duties

Hon. Mr. MILLS-noy hnon. ftriend wi l which are only the powers and duties de-

see that the matter of which he speaks scribed in these provincial sections. If my

provided for in the section. The provision hon. friend will look at my suggestion he will

of the law of the province as to the places find that it is consistent with the object of

where non-resident electors sha vote-and this clause. I mght take another ground

it is of non-resident electors he is speaking- and say that you should i rot in this bill

shal apply to such Dominion clection take away the privileges which voters

mutatis mutandis, tat is with those chan- in Prince Edward Island possess, and that

ges which r ILLs-My to conform the you should make preater chanues in the law

Dominion law. My son. friend speaks of in order to give them the privileges which

the non-residents being suited to their cir- they have enjoyed in the past, but I do not

cumstances of open voting. The non-resident want to be unreasonable; I do not ask the

vote under this will be required to suit the hion. gentleman to do that, and therefore I

provisions of a secret ballot. I think this think he will see that the suggestion I make

section meets wliat the hon. gentleman pro- wihl reoove ail difficulty and the returning

poses ton meet and we would have to recon- officers wivl know that these clauses are not

struet the words altogether. applicable. My suggestion is that at the
end of subsection (J) these words should be

p ion. Mr. FERG SON.-I do not think added, but this section shal not be con-
there would be very much change. Venlm strued to entitie any person to record special
few words, perhaps less than I suggested, votes as provided for in the provincial laws
would make it clea r. have the provincial of Prince Edward Island."
law and the portion whieh relates to this
qubject extends frone section 137 too section Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
146. It begins by declaring: see that I could not accept that. te pro-

h37. Every person qualified to vote upon any property psed by that to disqualify parties fcro voting
qualification for members to serve in the asembly, who are entitled to ve now.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is another
provision in the provincial law, section 84.
The one I have read has reference only to
this mode of transmitting and accepting
these schedules, but thére is another section
of the Act which will remain and which per-
fectly meets the case. It is as follows:

Every elector qualified to vote in an electoral dis-
trict in which he does not reside shall vote in the
electoral division, or in case the electoral division is
subdivided, in the polling district thereof in which
the ,property on which he clains to vote for such
electoral district is situate and not elsewhere, unless
be votes by special vote as hereinafter provided.

There is a perfect provision for every
absentee voter going where his property is
and recording his vote in person. All that
this amendment would do is to take away the
possibility of voting by schedule, which, as I
have explained, is incompatible with ballot
voting. If the words which I suggest are
not the best to carry out' the idea and my
bon. friend thinks he can provide something
better, the clause might be allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think the clause as
it stands meets the case, because we have
incorporated into this bill the local law of
every province by express words, and this
particular section incorporates the law of
Prince Edward Island into this bill with
the changes necessary to adapt it to the
ballot system. However, I have no objec-
tion to letting this subsection stand over.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-How is it pro-
posed to transmit those votes by schedule
under a ballot system, as would necessarily
be the consequence of this provision? As I
understand the law of Prince Edward Island
at present is this, open voting exists there.
A voter can upon entering a polling
booth record his vote by schedule, although
he may not appear in person in the different
constituencies in which he is entitled
to vote. The returning officer trans-
mlits that schedule to the deputy returning
officers of these various constituencies in
which the voter has a right to vote. How,
under the ballot system which this bill in-
troduces into Prince Edward Island, can
that be done?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is impossible, of
course.

61J

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the expression used renders it un-
necessary to follow the exact form. You
must modify your system so as to bring it
under the provisions of this bill. What is
there to prevent a party, under this provis-
ion, inclosing his ballot directly to the re-
turning officer to be counted with the other
ballots ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then you are
going to invest the returning officer, practi-
cally, with the power to carry out a system
of his own. I do not know that that sys-
tem is objectionable, if you provide machin-
ery for its being done, but there is nothing
in the bill directing how it shall be done.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If my bon.
friend can suggest a system by which a bal-
lot may be given to the voter and be drops
that ballot into a box which will be duly
conveyed to the electoral district in which
be has property and does reside, it will cer-
tainly completely carry out the system now
in use in Prince Edward Island, but I see
that there are great difficulties in the way
of that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the primary object is absolute
secrecy, except in the case of persons who
are not able to read and write themselves,
when the returning officer knows how the
ballot is marked and is himself sworn to
secrecy in that case. This provision of the
law with regard to non-resident voters is a
provision that must be carried out in accord-
ance with the general principle and spirit of
the Act. That is the declaration in this
particular clause.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Ii this city we
have a great many non-residents ; wbere are
they to vote under this law ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Wherever the law
of Ontario says.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This clause only
affects Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The names of non-
resident property owners in this city will
not be on the provincial roll.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that there will be no non-resident voters
in Ontario, because the Ontario law disquali-
fies non residents. In the province of
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Quebec they will have non-resident voters,
but they will have to vote at the polls
where their property is. So with regard to
Prince Edward Island, there is a provision
of the law in that province that a man need
not go to the polling place where his property
is situated in order that he may record his
vote.

Hon. Mr. LOTJGHEED-Nor in the
constituency. He can vote from an outside
constituency.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I want to know
this distinctly: Will non-resident property
owners in this city be entitled to vote?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon., Mr. CLEMOW-That is under-
stood i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the provincial
law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is one of the incongruities of the
present bill.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then you are
going to disfranchise all the non-residents
who are voters now ?

Hon. Mr. FE RGUSON-I will not press
my amendment at present. I ask that the
clause be allowed to stand in order that the
Minister of Justice may consider my sug-
gestion and be prepared, if he approves of it,
either to adopt it or to propose something
better.

Subsection (J) was allowed to stand.

On subsection 2 of clause 6.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Who is to have
the responsibility of adding these names to
the list 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The man who takes
the oath.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The man who has the
vote.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Supposing they
disqualify a large number of them, 100
voters, who may think they have votes.
They may cone forward and take false
votes. There is a great chance of perjury.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

The clause was adopted.

On subsection 4.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
this a departure from the Provincial Fran-
chise Act, or is it a provision merely to meet
exceptional cases 7

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think nearly every
province disqualifies this class of persons.
Perhaps all of them do. We have always
disqualified them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then there is no necessity for the clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The law may not be
uniform in all the provinces.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-You should take
the law of the provinces for that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am glad the Minister of Justice has one
idea that leads him to uniformity, at least.
If this be the law of the different pro-
vinces, it is not necessary to encumber his
bill with it. If it is desired to adhere ri-
gidly to the provincial laws, then it should
not be inserted in the bill. But if it be
necessary, notwithstanding the omission in
the provincial laws, then it should be inserted
and I congratulate my hon. friend on his
departure from the fundamental principle
laid down in the bill. I think it is a good
clause.

The subsection was adopted.

On subsection 1, of clause 7.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Supposing there were 301 voters in a divi-
sion, then is there to be an equal division
of that number I It seems tome that, if the
number over 300 be small, the returning
officer should not be asked to make a divi-
sion, or if he has to make a division, then
it should be an equal division.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In the case my hon.
friend suggests, it would be 150J in each
and that would be very difficult. This pro-
vision is rendered necessary by the law of
New Brunswick. In New Brunswick, there
may be a good many more votes in one
polling division than can be recorded in one
polling place. So that there must be more
than one polling place. They do not have
divisions there as in Ontario. This is
framed to meet the special case of New
Brunswick.

The subsection was adopted.
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On subsection 2.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would ask my
hon. friend the leader of the House to ex-
plain how subsection 2 is to be made appli-
cable to a province where there are no lists.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Prince Edward Island
again. My hon. friend knows what they do,
I suppose, in the province of Prince Edward
Islaed ? They do not permit, under the
provincial law, although they have no lists,
all the voters to come to one polling place.
You have polling divisions in every electoral
division, and the men vote in their own
division, and I suppose that such a division
will be matie in Prince Edward Island.
They can estimate what the number of
persons is in each division and make their
divisions accordingly. This lause does not
apply to Prince Edward Island, but applies
especially to the province of New Bruns-
wick. I am not aware whether any other
province is exactly in the same state, where
there may be several hundred in a polling
division and where there is more than one
polling place in the division. They may be
within a few yards of each other and
there is a division of the voters' list ac-
cording to the alphabetical letters, of parties
whose names are on that list, but this would
not apply to Prince Edward Island, where
there is no list at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This clause ap-
plies to the whole Dominion, or wherever
there is a necessity to put it in operation.
It applies to every place where there are
more than 300 voters according to the
voters' list. In the city of Charlottetown
there are 3,000 qualified voters under the
provincial franchise, and there are just
two divisions in the city under the law, and
power is givea to the returning officer to
divide the city into as many polling dis-
tricts as is necessary in order to have the
vote polled, and that no polling district shall
contain more than 200 voters It has grown
out of the old times, when the vote was very
emall and there were only two divisions.
When it became too great for them to vote
in two places, a provision was inserted in
the law that the returning officer would have
the right to divide the city into as many
polling districts as were necessary in order
to secure the recording of the votes and pro-
viding that no district should contain more

than 200 voters. The city is divided geo-
graphically and there are five wards in the
city. Wards 1, 2 and 3 have each two
polling districts. Ward four is a large
ward and we have three polling divisions
and ward five has four polling divisions
and the royalty has two more. There
being no voters' list as a basis for
making this division, the local law provides
for it entirely, simply by giving the return-
ing officer the powsr to divide the city, but
not according to the names on the voters'
list, because there is none. You cannot
divide them under the alphabetical arrange-
ment provided in this section. Under the
law they vote geographically. The wards
are divided according to certain streets and
other subdivisions and provision is made
for the whole of the voters to vote, but under
this clause, which should apply to Prince
Edward Island as well as the rest, the only
basis of division is according to this alpha-
betical arrangement, and as there is no list
you cannot make the alphabetical arrange-
nient and you are setting aside the local
provision that is in the law and you are in-
troducing this which is perfectly impracti-
cably.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that this section cannot apply to a pro-
vince where there is no voters' list. It reads
" where a polling division has more than
300 voters according to the voters' list the
returning officer may make the division "
and so on. Those are the first words. My
hon. friend will find the case to which he
refers is provided for further on.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I know right
well this cannot apply. That is what I.
have been trying to convince him. It is
not applicable.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not intended to
be applicable. It is intended to apply
where there is a voters' list.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says it is not intended that it should be ap-
plicable. Will my hon. friend tell me how
he is going to divide the two divisions in the
city of Charlottetown since this does not ap-
ply and is not intended to apply I How is
he going to divide Charlottetown into the
requisite number, say about 15 or 18 polling
districts ?
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would not the law of Prince Edward Island,
where there is no list, be still in force? If
so, then the difficulties my hon. friend has
pointed out would not exist. It is true this,
provides for the division under certain con-
tingencies and the contingency is where
there is a voters' list. What I want to ask
is this: is there any portion of this law,
which continues the law of Prince Edward
Island, giving to the returning officer the
right and the authority to divide the city of
Charlottetown into a number of polling
districts ? I take it for granted that it
would impliedly be enforced, whether it is
provided or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
find that in all the provinces there is a
maximum number mentioned, and there are
none of them, as far as I know, except New
Brunswick, where the number is as high as
three hundred. In Ontario it was not
necessary to state the number, because in
Ontario it was fixed at two hundred or two
hundred and fifty. It is the saine with the
other provinces, except New Brunswick, and
as I understand it, they have there sbme-
times several hundred in a polling division.
I think in one division they have had nine
hundred. In those cases it is necessary to
provide either for a division of the polling
district into other divisions, or to multiply
the number of polling places, and the second
is the method that was adopted and is pro-
vided for here, and the voters'list is one list
for the polling division. Instead of making
two or three or four lists of it, it is left as
one list.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are speaking of New Brunswick ex-
clusively 7

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Make that applicable to Prince Edward
Island.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think it is
applicable to Prince Edw ard Island.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then where does the power rest to make
this division on the island?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that clause 5 makes provision in all these
cases. There is complete provision made in
the clauses we have already been considering,

and all we wanted was to meet a special
case.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause 7 was specially
intended for New Brunswick, where there
was a polling division of 900.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not say so. Subsection (b) of clause 5
reads:

The following olling divisions shall be those estab-
lishKd by or under the laws of that province, except
as hereinafter otherwise provided, for the purposes of
provincial elections.

This clause 5 declares that the polling
divisions shall be established by the provin-
cial legislature and provincial laws.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So it is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-But
this other provision, you say, applies exclu-
sively to New Brunswick, and that gives
power to change-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
will see the point. We have not altered the
boundaries of the section. We have multi-
plied the divisions within the section.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think the
point is covered.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is possible it
may meet the case. I have turned up the
provincial law, and I have found the district
of Charlottetown, coinmon and royalty,
divided into two electoral divisions, and
then there is another section in the provin-
cial law which gives the returning officer
power to make subdivisions.

On clause 8.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I should like to
know whether that clause can be applicable
to a place where there is no voters' list. I
do not see any serious difficulty in the way
of doing it. I have cases in my own mind
where such a division of existing polling
districts will have to be made. The late
distribution of seats in the island brought
one or two of these cases forward, and the
returning officer had to separate them, and
I do not see very clearly how this is going
to be done in the province of Prince Edward
Island.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see anything
in the world to hinder it.s being done. The
separating line between electoral districts is
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defined, and if that separating line runs
through the middle of the polling division,
those on one side of the line know they
must vote in one constituency and those on
the other side of the line in another con-
stituency, and whether they have a voters'
list or not cannot aid them in the least in
determining on which side of that geograph-
ical boundary they are entitled to vote.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the same thing in our province.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Subsection (b)
of section 5 I think will meet that case.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 9.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I have an
amendment to this clause in reference to the
province which I have the honour to repre-
sent. When this Franchise Bill was under

ment. I say that the same condition of
affairs prevails with regard to the þrovince
of Manitoba. There we have a moving
population. There is a constant influx
there of new people, coming from other
parts of the Dominion, or from outside, and
it might easily happen that an election
might take place within ten or eleven
months after the revision of the list, and
you will recollect that according to our
Manitoba laws a revision of the lists only
takes place every four years, and under
those circumstances a great many people
might be disqualified who had come into
the province within the last year. I would
like to move, and I understand this would
not be unacceptable at all to the Solicitor
General who has shown an anxiety to meet
all views with regard to the framing of this
measure, that this clause be amended as
follows: Leave out on page 4, line 28, from
"the " to "election " in line 33 both inclu-

discussion in the House of Commons, this sive, and substitute the following
matter came up then under a suggestion if the last preceding voters' lists so prepared have
made by Mr. Clarke, who called attention to been prepared not more than one year before the date

t . of the writ for any Dominion election in the territory
the fact that the time hmited to one year conprised in such provincial electoral district or the
would be a hardship upon a city like Toronto parts therein for use in which they were prepared
or Hamilton where there was a moving such last preceding % oters' lists shall be used for the

in purpose of such Dominion election except in the pro-
population, and where it was possible that vince of Manitoba where they shall not be used un-
an election might be held within 10 or Il less they have been prepared not less than three
mnonths after the revision of the voters' lists mont before the date of the writ of such Dominion

monts a tertherevsionof he oter' lstselection.
in which a large proportion would be dis- Hon. Mr. MILLS-We could not accept
qualified of those who had come there during that amendent to the bi, it would e
the year. The Solicitor General; on his that Mn to the bl it woldb
attention being caled to it, made some re-
marks. I will read the way in which it was
suggested. He said :

It is possible that an election nay take place 11
months after the votera' lista have been made and in
that event the difficulty pointed out by my hon. friend
would exist. He suggests that we have a revision of
the voters'lists in the event of an election, taking
place more than six months after the local lists have
been made. I think the government ought to adopt
that suggestion.

Those remarks were made by the Solicitor
General. Acting on that suggestion the
Prime Minister movect subsequently.

That the bill be not now read a third time but that
it be referred to a committee of the whole with
instructions to amend section 9 by striking out the
words one year and inserting instead " six months."

This gave rise to a discussion and the
country members pointed out that while it
was suitable for Toronto or Hamilton, or
other large cities, it would not be suitable
for them in country places, and eventually
the Prime Minister withdrew his amend-

'y p p p

lists once a year; to prepare voters' lists
every six months would be regarded as a
very serious burden. This clause had spec-
ial reference to some of the provinces and
some of the municipalities in some of the
provinces where a voters' list is not prepared
until it is prepared in anticipation of an
election, and it is provided :

Where under the laws of a province the votera'
lista for any provincial electoral district or division or
any of them are prepared not at regular intervals,
but at such times as are fixed by the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor in Council or some other provincial or local
authority or only from time to time for the purpose of
a general or other election in imnediate contempla-
tion, the last preceding voters' lista so prepared shall
be used for the purpose of any Dominion election in
the territory comprised n such provincial electoral
district or division or the parts thereof for use in
which they were prepared if such lista have been pre-
pared for more than one year before the date of the
writ.

If the lists are not more than twelve months
old the lists that exists will be used. If the
list is more than twelve months old, a new
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list would be prepared. Take, for instance
under the Ontario law: In the cities the
lists are not annually prepared, but a list is
specially prepared with a view to the elec-
tion, and that list, when it is used in a pro-
vincial election, is no longer regarded as the
list, and a new list may be prepared. Now
we adopt that list for our purposes if it is
not more than twelve months old. If it is
more than twelve months old, then we make
provision, under their law and with the same
machinery, as near as nay be, to prepare a
list for Dominion purposes, and that of
course we shall be obliged to do as long as
that law continues. But my hon. friend will
see that to inake special provisions for a new
list every six months, would be a very
serious business indeed. We might have an
election in which the parties would be very
close after the election. You might have a
house existing only for a few months, say
six or eight months. and you might have a
new election as the result of the near equali-
ty of the parties ; and my hon. friend would
put the Dominion to the expense of a new
voters' list for the whole province of Mani-
toba if that list was more than six months
old. I think that would be a very serious
charge, in fact it would be making a provi-
sion for a charge upon the public revenues
of the country by this House. I think that
the proposal is to meet a difficulty that is
not as serious an evil as the additional bur-
den imposed upon the country would be.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend will see that the proposition
made by the hon. member for Brandon (Mr.
Kirchhoffer) does not go as far as he has in-
dicated. There is no proposition in the
amendment which is suggested to the House
of having a voters' list every six months.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In contemplation of
an election.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ I E BOWELL-Just
let me give my understanding of what the
hon. gentleman said. This simply changes
the period from twelve months to six months,
in one province. In the other provinces of
the Dominion, if the voters' list is over twelve
months old, then there must be a new list
prepared for the election which is about to
take place. My hon. friend says that owing
to the migratory character of the people in
his province, or rather the continued addition
to the electorate of that province, it ought

to be made every six months instead of every
twelve, so that it does not necessitate the
revision of the list every six months. It is
something, I confess, that I had not thought
of before, but 1 can see there is a good deal
of force in it. Would my hon. friend let that
clause stand, and in the meantime we can
consider it more closely and see what effect
it would have upon the general law? If my
hon. friend takes the constitutional ground
thatwehavenoright to make that six months,
because it is an indirect additional charge
upon the revenue, that is a matter we will
have to discuss ; that is quite another point.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I mention it because
I think it is a valid objection ; but, apart
from that, it is true the hon. gentleman who

suggests the amendment has undertaken to
provide for what may be an individual
election, but I am pointing out to him that
it is possible that within six months you
might have a general election, and that
being so, it would be necessary, if that rule
was adopted, to incur the expense of a new
voters' list although you had a list that was
not more than six months old.

Hon. Sir IACKENZIE BOWELL-
May we accept that suggestion of the hon.
Minister of Justice as indicative of what is
to take place within six months?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is not
so obtuse as his question would indicate. I
give my hon. friend credit for a great deal
more intellectual acumen than that question
would indicate. I put a hypothetical case:
I pointed out before what was possible, that
you might have an election. You might
have parties so nearly equal as the result of
that election that you would have a House
that could not continue in existence for
another six or seven months.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The explanation is unnecessary.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Well, I thought it
was, from my hon. friend's question.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That amendment
does not ask for a revision of the list every
six months, but it only asks that that re-
vision should take place in the event of an
election being held more than twelve months
after the local list has been made. It does
not seem to me that it would be quite fair
that the same rule should be applied to our
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province as is applied to the older provinces,
because in our province the movement of
population is much greater than in the older
provinces. Therefore, I think it is perfectly
right that we should ask for a revision of
the lists, as indicated by this amendment,
because our provincial law provides that
every elector resident in the polling division
for three months shall have a vote. If you
use the list that has been revised twelve
months before the election, then you raise
the possibility of perhaps having twenty-five
per cent of the electors disfranchised.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The disease is not so
serious as the remedy.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I do not coincide
with the remarks of the hon. gentleman. I
thiuk that the principal thing in framing a
law such as this is to afford the right to
vote to any man entitled to vote. That is
the principal thing, the rest are but second-
ary matters. That plea of expense does
not arise at al] here, because that matter of
expense must only be secondary to the
essential principle of law. If you dis-
franchise about twenty-five or fifty per cent
of the bona fide voters, you do not apply
the principle of your bill, which is to make
the provincial laws applicable to your elec-
tion. That plea of expense is not admis-
sible.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to ask
the hon. gentleman from Manitoba whether,
Under the existing law, the lists are made
Up every six months.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER--No, and we com-
plain of that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If an election were
Conducted now in the province of Manitoba,
Under the existing law, the lists used would
be four years old.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That may be, and
it is a great wrong.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We must remember,
after all, that this is a bill which affects the
muembers of the House of Commons, and
both parties in that province are represented
in the House of Commons, and unless some
Iember of the Senate is able to point out
sOne glaring injustice done to the province
Of Manitoba, I do not think it is advisable
to press the amendment

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The Solicitor
General himself has declared that this
amendment should be adopted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the hon. member
from Mille Isles bas pointed out, the growth
of the city of Montreal is about as rapid as
the growth of population in Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If the amendment
is good, I suppose the representation of the
province of Manitoba will accept it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Has the hon. gentle-
man in view persons who are going into
Manitoba and have been there only six
months ?

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No, thev must be
in the province at least twelve months and
residents of the local division three months.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It cannot affect so
many, because under the local law they
must be in the province twelve months at
least. It does not hit them very hard.

The clause was adopted.

On subsection 7 of clause 10.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is not clear
to my mind what state of things this sub-
section is intended to provide for. This
clause and all the subsections provide for
the transmission of the list to the Clerk of
the Crown in Chancery after the final revi-
sion has been made under the pros incial
law ; it provides for his holding it and sup-
plying copies, and that it shall remain as an
original record in the office of the Clerk of
the Crown in Chancery. We know very
well what it means up to that point. But
now it is provided in this section:

If, under the provincial law, any changes in or
additions to a list of voters have been made since the
final revision.

This must contemplate something which
happens between two final revisions in the
same province. The subsection goes on to
say:

It shall be the duty of the official having a record
of such changes and additions, upon the request of
any person presenting for the purpose any such printed
copy of the list, and paying or tendering the sum of
fifty cents to make corresponding changes in and
additions to such printed copy, and to certify under
his hand as to the correctness of such changes and
additions ; and such printed copy, with such changes
and additions and so certified, shall be deemed to be,
for all purposes, an authentic copy of the list of voters
as it exists and is in force at the time of such certifi-
cation.
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I understand this to mean that between
the making and the printing of two complete
sets of final lists for the province, between
the time that one is made and the regular
time for making another, it is possible where
changes have been going on and which were
not printed, that it is possible to obtain
from the person having the custody of the
list, on presenting him with a fee, a list
which shall not be one that has ever reached
the hands of the Cierk of the Crown in
Chancery, a list having changes and correc-
tions on the face of it, and that that list
shall be " for all purposes " an authentic copy
-a list that has never reached the Clerk of
the Crown in Chancery, that has not been
printed as a list and having changes made
on the face of it by this custodian, whoever
that may mean, of the provincial voters' list,
and this is to occur between the time of
of making these revisions ; that is the only
meaning I can make of that subsection, and
I cannot understand what it is intended to
meet.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think if sub
section 6 were substituted for this the mean-
ing of the law would be made clearer.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Is there any provi-
sion for printing the lists of the present
year ? We will have the plebiscite election
before there is a new revision and there is
no provision made here for printing the lists.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, there is not, it
is hardly w orth while when we are carrying
a law through parliament which will come
in force, if adopted, to incur an expense of
three hundred thousand dollars for printing
a list which is out of date.

Hon. &r. McKAY-They will not be out
of date, because the present list is the one
that we will use in Nova Scotia in taking
the plebiscite.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There will be a new
list.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Not until next year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, because the last
revision of the local lists will be the one that
will be printed.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-The last list was
made on the first of April just past.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In some places.

Hon Mr. McKAY-I am speaking of
Nova Scotia.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Growing out of
the question which has been raised is this :
in what way can the parliament of Canada
impose on a provincial officer, whom they
do not appoint and over whom they have no
authority, duties of any kind ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no doubt at
all that we have the power to designate a
party who is to discharge a certain duty by
the office which he holds without nentioning
bis name. That power bas been recognized
by a decision of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council. We constituted judges
of certain courts in the provinces to be
judges of the Election Court. We did not
ask them if they would accept office or not ;
we impoeed the duty on them. They are
officers by virtue of our appointment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But the judges
of the various courts are federal officers.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is mis-
taken. They are federal appointees but
they are officers of the province. The court
is created by the province and they are
officers of that particular court.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This is an en-
tirely different case.

Hon. Sir 11ACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is quite clear that the franers of this bill
did not take the same view of this question
that my hon. friend does, because in the
ninth clause they make it a penal offence
to refuse to discharge the duties, and that
is the only way you could compel the local
officers to perform any act for the Dominion
government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is about the
only way you can compel anybody to dis-
charge a duty, by imposing a fine or im-
prisonment. We cannot dismiss a man f rom
a local office, but we have this power-we
can designate him as an officer to discharge
certain federal duties. Our powers as they
are in the province, are supreme and sover-
eign to the extent of our power under the
constitution.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not think
you could compel local officials to perform
certain duties. I would ask my hon. friend
whence he derives bis authority. You ex-
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pect to direct officials, whom you have not
appointed and who may not be in sympathy
with the carrying out of the law, to discharge
certain duties. Suppose at an election some
of those officials were to say " We will not
act,"-there would be a great deal of con-
fusion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--We can make our
law effective and see that they do act. My
hon. friend would not say that a sheriff is
not liable to perform Dominion duties if he
is designated for the purpose. No man can
refuse to discharge the duties that the law
imposes upon himo, if the law is within the
sphere of the authority that the parliament
or legislature which enacted it possesses.
Now, we do possess the power to create a
voters' list : we do possess the power to state
that a provincial list shall be a list for this
Dominion, we do possess the power to say to
a municipal officer " We require you to dis-
charge certain duties as a Dominion officer."
We can designate him by his office. That
was clearly held by Lord Selborne in a
judgment in appeal from one of the courts
of Quebec where, if I remember rightly. Mr.
Justice Meredith held that the Dominion
election court was ultra vires, that we could
flot create an election court and designate
the judges by the Act which created the
court. But the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council held that we could. If my
hon. friend was right in his contention, any
election court created for the trial of con-
troverted election by authority 'f the par-
liament of Canada

. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is a
Dominion court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Yes, a Dominion
court, how ? A Dominion court to which
You have appointed persons, not after con-
sulting them and asking whether they are
Willing to accept office in the court, but
'Without asking them you say : " If you are a
member of a certain provincial court, you
shall discharge the duties of an election
court," and you designate them to the office
of judge of that court and impose those
duties on them and they are bound to dis-
charge them.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Certain powers
are given you by the British North America
Act, and under those powers you make them
discharge these duties.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the whole
case.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-As I under-
stand, the officials of the province appointed
under provincial laws are deemed to be
officers for the purpose of carrying out the
election law of the province. No functions
are imposed on them after the provincial
election is over and as officials they cease to
exist. How are you, so to speak, to cail
into being again those officials without
designating them, for the purpose of carrying
out this law ? Supposing they go away, or
die i I have not examined this bill as critic-
ally as I should but my attention has not
been directed as yet to any machinery by
which you can ascertain who those officers
are whether they have really an existence.

lon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Sub-
section 9 provides :

Every officer or person who, under the provincial
la w, is the custodian of any list of voters, or has the
official record of any change in or additions to any
such list since the last final revision thereof, and who
refuses or omits to perform any duty imposed upon
him by this section, is guilty of an indictable off ence,
and for each such refusal or omission shall incur a
penalty of not more than one thouQand dollars and
not less than one hundred dollars.

In the province of Quebec those lists are
in the hands of the secretary of the munici-
pality. If that official were to refuse to act
for federal government, under this bill you
impose upon him a penalty of one thousand
dollars. Suppose he resigns-he has the
right to resign-where will you be? I
think it is necessary that there should be an
alternative. Those officers should be asked
if they would accept, and if they r4use, the
federal government might name others.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-You
insist that they shall act, but if they resign
what can you do about it ? You insist that
you have the right to impose the duty. If
they resign what will you do? If the
secretary or registrar should resign what
will the government do ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-If they require to
have a registrar for local purposes, and the
registrar resigns, there is a successor in
office.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-You
cannot get a secretary until the council



meets, and perhaps the council will not in what way does the government intend to
meet. appoint other officers to take their place, or

in what way will the government be
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see any acquainted with the fact that those people

difficulty in the point raised by the hon. are in a position to perforn the duties con-
gentleman from Calgary. This parliament, tenplated.
acting within its jurisdiction, has a right to
prescribe duties to any man in Canada, na Hon. Mr. MLLS-My hon. friend
matter who or what he is. Then, with re- endeavours to conjure up difficulties. is
spect to the point raised by the hon. gentae- latter question is wholly different from the
man fron Marshfield -(Mr. Ferguson a on former. These offices are not leuft vacant,
clause 7, 1 do not profess to under.stnd ex- and in point of law the party who holds an
actly what the subclause means, but I pre- office is responsible for the discharge of
sume that it means, that if, as a result of those duties, if he is living, until bis
appeal to the county court judges, or other successor is appointed. Then, again, my
appelate authorities, names are stricken off hon. friend seenis to think that unless a
the list made up by the revisors, or added party consents to the discharge of a certain
to,that provincial officer, who has the custody duty, if he is a provincial officer, ithout
of the list, shall give to any person who asks his consent no duty can be imposed upon
for it and tenders the fee a stateeent of the him. I do not admit that, and there is no
names that have been added to or stricken such principle recognized in our law. Our
off the list. I do not know, but I presume power to the extent of our authority over
that is what it meanq. the inhabitants of the whole of Canada, is

as complete, ap sovereign, as absolute, as if
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -Then would it there were no local governments or local

not seem to be the ripht course that the list legislatures existing. They are not in the
amended in that way should go to the Clerk smallest degree diminished by the existence
of the Crown in Cha'acery, instead of being of local legislatures, The local legislature,
intercepted, as is proposed in this section, within their authority, could iake a law
and the certificate obtained by the local cus- imposint upon any party whatever duy
todian. That is the provision. Perhaps they inight see Proper. That is due to the
foy hon. friend fro Halifax is right in fact that, under the English constitutional
stating that it refers to changes, that iay system every legislative body is sovereign.
be made in the courts, under some provincial The legislatures in the provinces are as sove-
law where there are appeals, and that would reign as the imperial parliament. So are we
seem to be al right, but it is strange that to the extent of our authority. It does not
these changes should not be transmitted to matter whether a man is a local oCeicer or
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. In- not, if the parliament of this country seeS
stead of that, these changes may be inter- proper to impose a duty upon him, whether it
cepted and obtained from some custodian of is reasonable or unreasonable, wise or other-
the law, and a list certified by this custodian wise, he is legall obliged to perform that
may be used for running an election, even duty or to besubject to the penalties that
though they neyer reach the Queens Printer the law may impose. If certain officers,
or the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. under this bill, officers of the local legisa-

ture, or municipal authorities, are called
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- intended to upon to do certain duties, they are not in

point out some objections along the line sdi- any way protected by the existence of a
cated by the hon. gentleman f rom Marshtield, local legislature or by the fact that they are
but I should like to have more information local officers. Again I refer to that decision
on the point I have raiseA. Certain duties with regard to the validity of the election
are imposed on the custodians of the lista courts given by the Judicial Committee of
What I want to know is this; assuming an the Privy Couneil. The very point in that
election to have taken place in a province a case was this: That these men being local
vear before you proceed to prepare your list judges, if this is not a new act you have no
for a Dominion election, and those oficials, power to impose additional duties on an ex-
who acted under that provincial law, having isting court. If it is a new court you had
cmoved away, or died, not being obtainable, no power to make those parties judges Of
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that court without their consent. Upon returning officers out of members of the Sen-
both those points the Judicial Committee of ate. That is plainly the hon. gentleman's
the Privy Council negatived these cont3n- argument. You have no more control over
tions. They said that this was a provincial these officers than you have over me, or any
court ; the parliament of Canada, being body else, because they are not appointed by
sovereign and having power to impose the the governmeut. If they are appointed by
judicial duties upon whomisoever it might the local government they are an officer
see proper, if the Crown acted alone under of that government. When a man ceases
the statute authority, the Crown would of to be a secretary, he is independent of the
course issue letters patent to the parties. government and exactly in the same position
But parliament-and the Crown is a party as I am or the hon. gentleman opposite. If
to every Act of parliament-may designate you have a right to enforce him to discharge
the parties who are to be judges of a par- any duty, you have the same right to force
ticular court, or the judges of an ex- me. The argument is very fine, but I think
isting court who were to discharge duties it is far fetched. The hon. gentleman bas
as judges of such court, and may designate gone too far. He says that the government
them by an Act of parliament, and they say can appoint anybody but I think the argu-
these judges of the Court of Appeal in ment is wrong.
Ontario and of the High Court of Justice
shall be judges for the purpose of trying Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-AU that the
controverted elections arising under the Con- hon. minister has said is very interesting,
troverted Elections Act of the Parfiament of but I am not going to discuss that point,
Canada. They did not say if these judges altho-igh I think he carnes it to a much
consented, or if the local legislature consent- further point than he is justified in doing.
ed to the discharge of these duties. They My hon. friend's argument extends to this
admitted our right absolutely to impose condition of facts, that where a person is
those duties upon them. They are federal designated to perform a certain duty the
appointees, but they are provincial officers by government can impose additional duties on
virtue of sitting as judges of a provincial him, but he must be a designated person. I
court created by a provincial legislature. say under this Act there is no such person
They are as much provincial officers as if they designated, because immediately the provin-
were appointed by the Lieutenant Governor cial officer perfonis duties imposed upon
or by the executive of a province, but being him, he then ceases to be clothed with any
provincial officers, they are not protected functions whatsoever, and you propose again
from the imposition of duties upon them by to call him into being, entirely irrespective
the parliament of Canada. If parliament of the fact as to whether he is in the country
sees fit to impose these duties it can do so, or is vested with any power whatsoever;
and if it can impose additional judicial duties because I say immediately an oticer is ap-
Upon a judge of the High Court of Justice, pointed for a particular purpose, and im-
it can certainly do the saine thing with a mediately that purpose is fulfilled, he ceases
reeve of a municipal council, who is not a to be clothed with any function whatsoever.
hhgher oflicer and not under any greater
Protection. There is no citizen of this Houn. Mr. MILLS-What particular offi-
country beyond the reach of the law and the cer does the hon. gentleman refer to uo
rehPonsibilities which the law chooses to
impose upon him, and he is not protected, Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- refer to any

leased or exempted f rom the contro1 of this )f the officers clothed, with the duties under
Parliament by the fact that he has certain this bicu.
duties imposed upon him by the legisoature
or the executive of the province. That point Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will

it perfectly clear. It has been well settled see that he is afl wrong. In the first place,
ig the decision to which I refer, and there the party who is appointed assessor in a
cfro be no question with regard to our muicipality is assessor for twelve monthe,
cUthority to impose those duties on the until hie successor is appointed, and the

Partiesb. same way the reeves and counillors continue

lion. Mr. MASSON-If the hon. gentie- to, discarge their duties until their succes-
pfla'> 8 argument is correct, they oould make sor are appointed. There is ne interrenum.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no room for
doubt. Our election law provides that
"none of the persons hereinafter mentioned
shall be appointed returning officers," and it
gives a list of persons, the last class being
" or members of the Senate." Supposing we
had said that they shall, does any man say
we could not have said it ? What is the
very object of saying you shall not ? It is
for the purpose of disqualifying them from
the duties, and there can be Do doubt in re-
gard to the matter. How did we constitute
the election court? Was it by saying that
John Smith or James Jones shall be judges
of that election court? Not at all. We
have said that the particular judges of cer-
tain courts shall be the judges and others
may be appointed in their places, and those
persons who have been appointed in their
places have duties devolving upon them.
The instant when the one ceases to exist and
the others comes in the duties devolve upon
him. There is no doubt about that. Here
is a man that is the sheriff of a county, and
you say that he shall perform certain duties.
You are designating him by his office and he
has those duties to discharge. He is not
exempted from the duties of sheriff by any-
thing we say, but he is not, because he is
sheriff, protected against having any duties
imposed upon him by the government and
parliament of Canada.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
takes this position : that this government
could say that the city council of Ottawa
shall have imposed upon them the duty of
preparing a voters' list for the entire Domin-
ion of Canada, and in the event of their not
doing so they shall be subject to certain
penalties.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say to my
hon. friend that if we were to pass an Act
to-morrow declaring that my hon. friend is
guilty of treason because his hair is not
coloured red, I suppose no judge would en-
force a law of that kind, because it would
be a very unreasonable enactment, and as
we are rational beings we cannot imagine
such a provision being adopted. But my
hon. friend puts the case with regard to the
council of Ottawa. Nobody supposes that
a body of rational men would adopt such a
provision as that, but if it were adopted and

put upon the statute-book, does my hon.
friend say that because the statute was most
unreasonable and arbitrary the judges would
be entitled to disregard it altogether? Is
that my hon. friend's contention ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think they
would.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Can you compel
officers of a municipal institution to obey
this law ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-And supposing
the corporation tells these men that they
shall not do it, what effect would that have?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-None whatever?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am afraid you
are going to make it a political institution
altogether, and if it comes to be regarded as
such, you will find it very hard to carry out
this law unless you have the power of com-
pelling them to do this work. Supposing
you appoint an otticer to do a certain work,
and his superior officer tells him not to do
it, have you any redress at all ? It is a
simple question.

Hon. Mr. WOOD, from the committee,
reported that they had made same progress
with the bill, and asked leave to sit again
to-morrow, and that this be the first order of
the day.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

After Recess.

YUKON ROUTES COMMITTEE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I beg to submit for
the consideration of this honourable House
the report of the Special Committee of the Se-
nate appointed to inquire into the feasibility
and probable cost of opening up direct com-
munication between the railway system of
Canada and the navigable waters of the Yu-
kon, and also as to the advantages which
would flow therefrom to the trade of Can-
ada. It is not necessary for me to read the
report, as it is on the minutes of the Senate
of the 18th May, and hon. gentleman have
that report before them. I may say that the
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formation of this committee was thought
desirable in consequence of the great inte-
rest that was manifested in the question of
the development of our Yukon territory and
the throwing out of what is known as the
Yukon railway contract by the Senate.
That information was desirable on the part
of this House not only to justify and to
inquire into the fact of the justification for
the action of the Senate in that regard but
to assist the Government by subinitting
such information as the committee could
secure in regard to the approaches to the
Yukon country. Your committee met on
several occasions and examined the gentle-
men mentioned in this report. Senator
Reid, before he left, gave his evidence

*in regard to the route from Ashcroft.
Bishop Grouard, who had been in that coun-
try since 1862, happened to be passing
through this part and we were very fortu-
nate in getting his evidence. Mr. Oliver,
of Edmonton, the member for Alberta in
the House of Commons, who is well known,
also appeared before the committee, as also
did Mr. Bostock, M.P., of Kamloops, who
lives on the line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway east of Ashcroft. Then we had
Mr. Marcus Smith, civil engineer, who
used to be in the employ of the government
and was engaged in the surveys in the early
days of the Canadian Pacific Railway, when
it was initiated in 1872 down to the time
that the present company took it over in
1880. Dr. Dawson, Chief of the Geological
Service, also appeared before the committee
and spoke from his personal experience and
from his official knowledge in regard to that
country. Mr. Henry McLeod, civil engineer,
who is very well known indeed, and who
has had great experience, and was also
engaged in the surveys of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from 1872 to 1880 and has
Mnade some very valuable reports, was able
to give us some good information. Mr. St.
Cyr, of the Surveyor's Branch of the public
service, who was employed by the govern-
Mnent in surveying the route between Teslin
Lake and the Stikine River, last year, and
Upon whose report the government based
their ideas in regard to the development of
that route, also appeared; Mr. Jennings
also gave evidence. He was employed in
the same service as Mr. St. Cyr. Mr. Jen-
rungs is a man of very great experience
indeed, he having been engaged in the sur-
Veys between 1872 and 1880 when the

Dominion government were projecting
lines through the mountains for the
development of an all-Canadian route
for the construction of a Canadian railroad.
He was also employed in the construction
with Mr. Onderdonk when the government
was constructing their two hundred miles
of railway in the Rocky Mountains, and has
been from that day engaged in railway con-
struction down to the present time with the
Canadian Pacific Railway in the mountains
and in Ontario. Then we had Mr. Mc-
Connell of the Geological Survey to give us
information with regard to the mining
resources of the country. Then, Mr. Pam-
brun is a gentleman who was born at Lesser
Slave Lake and has spent his life in that
country, a descendant of the native settlers
brought out by the Earl of Selkirk in 1811.
His father was called home to England to
give evidence as witness before the House
of Commons committee to inquire into the
battle of Seven Oaks in Manitoba and the
massacre of the Governor of the Hudson Bay
Company and other officers. Mr. Oliver, of
Edmonton, advised the committee that Mr.
Pambrun was able to give us valuable infor-
mation, and we wrote to him and secured his
attendance before the committee, bringing
him down from Battleford for that purpose.
There was a certain amount of expense in
connection with that which I think the
House will realize the committee was justi-
fied in taking in order to obtain evidence of
that character. Then, in addition, we ex-
amined Dr. Wills, late of the mounted police
force, who has been for some time at Daw,
son, having gone up with the mounted police
force three years ago and been in the coun-
try f rom that day to this. And we also
summoned before us the Quarter-Master
General, who had charge of the transporta-
tion of the troops up to Fort Selkirk, and
who had to gather all the information he
possibly could as to the best means of send-
ing them up there. The evidence of all these
gentlemen is now before the House in the
shape of a printed report, put together in a
disjointed state at the present moment, but
as soon as the report is adopted it will be
issued in pamphlet form as a blue-book
and distributed to the extent that this
House will say. The cost of the committee
has not been large. It is under $400, the
main part of the expense being the bring-
ing of Mr. Pambrun down here from Battle-
ford, and other official expenses. The infor-
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mation contained in the evidence will be of
a very valuable character indeed, consider-
ing the great importance that is attached to
that part of the country at the present
moment, not only in Canada, but in the old
world generally. We prepared a condensed
report for practical information to those who
had not the opportunity of going through
all the evidence, or did not care to take that
trouble. It is before us in this short report
which speaks for it-elf. One of the main
objects of the committee was to show that
the route from Edmonton was the most ad-
vantageous route for the commercial inter-
ests of the country, and I think that the
evidence that has been published by the
committee fully justified that opinion, as
hon. gentlemen expre-sed it in dealing with
this question when the Yukon railway con-
tract was before the Senate. The evidence
will show you that, according to Mr. Daw-
son, the distance from Edmonton to Fort
Selkirk is 1,290 miles. By pack trail it
would be about that distance. The evidence
goes to show that the Peace River country
is a good agricultural country, and that
with a little cultivation the frost which
is incidental to the first cultivation of the
whole of that western country disappears.
Any cattle or produce raised on the Peace
River would be, of course, three or four
hundred miles nearer than the 1,290 miles
laid down, and then when you come towards
Fort Selkirk, on the route by way of the
Liard River, you have a practicable route
either for a railroad, a wagon road or a pack
trail, and from the height of land on the
Pelly you can float down to Fort Selkirk
with 175 miles of navigation. So that when
you come to take off the navigation of the
Peace River and consider the development
of agricultural interests in the Peace River
country. you narrow the distance down con-
siderably below the mileage of 1,290 miles;
and as, of course, the mining population has
to depend entirely on the agricultural dis-
tricts for their support, one of the main
objects to be sought is to bring these agri-
cultural districts into as close proximity with
the demand of the mining population there
as possible as a matter of economy in every
way, because economy by competition by
facilities of transportation and everything of
that kind, is the surest way to develop the
hidden resources of Canada which, without
that transportation, are practically a dead
letter as far as Canada is concerned. So that

it is necessary for us to apply the principles
of economy in the opening out and develop-
ment of that route. The evidence goes
still further to show that the Yellow-
head Pass, which is straight west from
Edmonton, is another route to Fort Selkirk.
It is about 100 miles longer than the route
f rom Edmonton and the Liard River straight
north-west, Lut it also goes to show that
probably, in the promotion of any public
work in the development of our transporta-
tion in that Yukon district, that the Yellow-
head Pass probably would be the best initia-
tive, because it is in line with all the mining
industris that have been so far discovered
in that country. It is the placer mines that
attract the population, because these placer
mines can be handled and wealth can be ex-
tracted from the soil with very simple appli-
ances by the labour of the people themselves.
Therefore the foundations of a population
will be laid first of all by the development of
these placer mines, which occur most largely
in the Omineca district, the Cariboo district,
the Dease River district and the head waters
of the Liard district, and so on down the
Pelly to Dawson. It will be found by the
evid-nce that these mines are ail in a line in
the -same direction with the mines in the
Boundary Creek district and the Kootenay
district of the Rocky Mountains. They
seem to lie between the two ranges
of mountains, the Selkirk and the Rock-
ies, and the best mining discoveries that
have yet been made seem to be on the
west side of the Rocky Mountain range
-that is, the range to the west of
our prairie regions. Yellowhead Pass goes
on further to the head of the Fraser, and so
on in a north-westerly direction until it
strikes the head waters of the Skeena and
the Naas River and the Stikine River and
so on to the Black River or Teslin Lake,
whichever may be found most advantageous
in the future development of that country.
According to the evidence of the practical
men that have been before the committee, it
seems to be a toss up as to the opening out
of the route by way of Black River and on
to Dease Lake, and so on to the head waters
of the Liard and Pelly River, down that
river, and the route by way of Teslin Lake
which has already been laid out. The line
from Ashcroft joins this route about Ques-
nelle, or north of Quesnelle at Fort Macleod.
Both these routes have a transcontinental
character from Edmonton, the one by the
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Yellowhead Pass and the other by Peace
River and the Pine River Pass. Both corne
to a common point at Fort Macleod. It is
merely a question as to what is the best
policy in the development of that country,
whether the Pine River Pass, going westerly,
or the Yellow Head Pass, going westerly,
shall be adopted first. They both meet at
Fort Macleod, which is on the route from
Ashcroft going north into the northern dis-
tricts. The evidence goes to show that
any policy that is initiated should be
for the construction of a transcontinental line
from Edmonton across to the Pacific Ocean.
That a route was surveyed by the Dominion
government in the seventies to carry the
Canadian Pacific Railway on that route. It
surveyed the Yellowhead Pass and the Pine
River Pass and c nnected those points with
the coast so that he have practical informa-
tion as to the distance, the elevation, and
everything else in the Railways and Canals
Department, actual knowledge as to the dis-
tances and grades and everything else on
these routes, on the Yellowhead route as far
as Giscomb portage near the Parsnip River,
which empties into the Peace River and is in
the neighbourhood of Fort Macleod. Sothat
we are not working at all in the dark up to
that point. From Fort Macleod west to the
coast it has been more of a track survey than
anything else, excepting a survey from Fort
Simpson coming east this way up the Skeena
River about sixty miles where practical sur-
Veying lias been laid down ; that is to say,
the distance and the grades and everything
else are known on the route coming from
Fort Simpson easterly on the Skeena River
wtich was laid down as a connecting link
with the Canadian Pacific Railway as deve-
loped at that time through the Pine River
Pass. It seems to us, from the surveys, that
We have got to deal with the development
of that country upon those lines that we
cannot consider a route from the coast solely
by itself, apart from the development of a
hne fromi the east, because they join at certain
Points which make it more practicable ta
r each Fort Selkirk and Dawson City from
the coast and from the east by a joint line
running north where there two lines meet
"lost conveniently, that the development of
a route from the coast to Dawson City by
itself, would not beaprofitable one, forvarious
reasons, whereas it might be made a profit-
able one if it formed a link in a transconti-

eIleital line from Edmonton to the coast, and
62

was made a joint route from the head of one
of these riversdown to Fort Selkirk or Dawson
City or as far as it was desirable to extend the
railway. Therefore, it becomes a large ques-
tion when you speak of the development of the
route upon these lines. The Yukon contract
that we had before us only designed the
construction of 150 miles to connect the
head of navigation of the Stikine River with
the head of navigation of the Yukon River
at Teslin Lake. That, of course, is a very
small proportion of the route that is neces-
sary for the opening out of that country at
all. The evidence goes to show that the cha-
racter of the country is such that it requires
cheap transportation right up to the mines,
that where it is locked up for the winter
time and transportation is practically for-
bidden in consequence of the great
difficulties, the want of food for
animals and the want of means of transport
and everything else, that no very great
development commensurate with the cost of
opening up and governing that distant
country, would take place. The evidence I
think will be found to be of a very valuable
character, so far as the public gets possession
of it, to show that there are really good
practical results to be obtained for the com-
mercial interests of Canada, for the trans-
portation interests of Canada by looking at
the question from the larger standpoinit of a
transcontinental connection for the thorough
development of the mining regions of that
district instead of taking the smaller view of
merely building a short line of railway of
150 miles. The evidence of Mr. Jennings
goes to show that the distance from a port
on the Pacific coast in Canadian territory
up to Dawson City would be very great by
itself. I will just read you that portion of
Mr. Jennings's evidence:

Q. Can you give us any idea of the distance that it
would be, takmng a point, say, Port Simpson up to
the crossing of the Stikine?

A. 400 to 450 miles. Four hundred is the scaled
distance; 450 would likely be the actual distance in-
cliuding allowance for curvature. The route would
likely be from Port Simpson by the Skeena valley to
the third fork of the Stikine, thence to the crossinf
of the Stikine near the confluence of the fooya with
the Stikine.

Q. So that if you add that 450 miles to the railway
from Telegraph'Creek north to Teslin Lake, we get
how much railway communication ?

A. 620 miles.
Q. To Teslin Lake?
A. Yes.
Q. And froin Teslin Lake north what do you make

the total?
A. 1,181 miles.
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Q. That would be 1,181 miles from a Canadian
harbour ?

A. From a Canadian harbour in the vicinity of
Port Sampson to Dawson City.

Q. And adding that to the 650 miles of Canadian
Pacific Railway would make how much?

A. 1,831 miles.
Q. 1,831 miles of rail travel and some 500 of ocean

to the Skeena?
A. Yes 500 miles from Vancouver to the mouth of

the Skeena.
Q. Of ocean travel?
A. Yes. Should somte point at or about Observ-

atory ilet be found suitable for a terminus, and the
Naas Valley used in making the ascent to the plateau,
a line front the sea to the Stikine River at the point
last described would be about 300 miles in length.

Q. That would reduce the railway distance, how
much ?

A. It would reduce the rail to 1,031 miles, or a
total rail haul fron Calgary of 1,681 miles, with an
increase in ocean travel of 75 or 100 utiles. In this
connection I might mention that a terminus in the
vicinity of Observatory Inlet would be immediately
opposite Dixcn Entrance, an open passage from the
Pacific by the north of Queen Charlotte Islands and
south of Prince of Wales Island.

Q. So that as compared with the route from the
interior, say frot Edmonton, which Dr. Dawson's
figures put at 1,311 miles to Fort Selkirk, what would
the distance be!

A. i wot ld bee, say, 1,486 miles.
Q. So that, against a route front Edmonton to

Dowson City of 1,486 miles, we have 1,681 miles of
railway carriage and 575 of ocean carriage, with two
transhipnents.

A. Yes.

tinental route of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way bas proved to be very profitable as an
ocean route on the Pacific, to seek the
trade of other nations, and another ocean
route on the Pacific would prove quite as
advantageous in the development of trade
and in the developnent of whatever interests
there may be in the intervening country.
The next point that I drew from Mr. Jen-
nings was the distance to Fort Selkirk from
the Lynn Canal, which is one of the points
of controversy in regard to the developuient
of that country. It is contended that the
Lynn Canal, being in territory claimed by
the United States, it is not desirable that
we should develop our trade by that route,
but commerce, transportation, and all those
adjuncts to our commercial life are like
water and are bound to find their level.
Trade is not going round by the most ex-
pensive route if there is another route to -be
found. That is as plain as a pike staff to
anybody. The distance to Selkirk from the
ocean by way ot Lynn Canal is 300 miles.
Everybody knows when you have to trans-
ship from an ocean to a railway route the
longer the ocean route the cheaper your
transportation is going to be, and as opposed

That is the evidence of Mr. Jennings with to railway communication ocean travel is
regard to an ocean port in Canadian terri- infinitely the cheaper. So that if we are
tory. If we build an all-rail route through going to depend entirely on the develop-
from a Canadian port up to Dawson City ment of Canada's trade with the interior of
the distance would be taking Calgary as the that country, Dawson City and Fort Selkirk
starting point from the interior of the coun- and the tributaries of the Yukon, north ol
try, 1,681 miles of railway travel and 575 south, it is unquestionable cheaper for th<
miles of ocean travel, with two tranship- rates of travel and the rates of freight and
ments. That of course is the comparative everything else to make the railway corn-
distance that any commerce from eastern munication as short as possible, and the
Canada to supply the wants of the people ocean route as long as possible, and carrvin.
working in the Yukon district or from the out that idea it would be best for us, in the
North-west Territories would have to travel interest of Canada, if we are going to depend
by that route, whereas, as opposed to that, upon a coast route entirely, to take that
we have the route f rom Edmonton by the v hich would give us the shortest rail and
Peace River and Pine River Pass or the the longest ocean route. With reference tO
Yellowhead Pass, a distance of some thirteen that Mr. Jennings says in his evidence:
or fourteen hundred miles, showing that if Q. You made a report on the Dalton trail route?
we want to develop the cheapest possible A. I made a report on the Dalton trail route based
route of an all-rail connection with that on information supplied me by Mr. McArthOr,

. D.L.S., one of the surveyors in the Interior Depart-country that that Edmonton route is the ment. I met hini here and be gave me all the infor-
one that we should adopt, because there is mation he had, including barometric elevatiol,
no transhipment and we would have not ptoraps I think. you put down e at
ouly the development of the trade in the 245 miles to Fort Selkirk ?
Yukon district itself, but we would have A. 245 miles from Pyramid Harbour to a point five
whatever trade it developed b havin miles below "Five Fingers" Rapids on the Lewes

v d t River. A furtber distance of fifty-seven miles w0 il
another ocean route. The ocean routes carry a line by that route to Fort Selkirk, and with
have proved very profitable to the countr an additional 174 tiles to Dawson City.

Q. To the mouth of the Nordenskiold or to Fort
inevery way. I meanto say that thetranscon- Selkirk, a railway would develop all the country
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tributary to the navigation, to the Hootalinqua and is the only opinion that we do express.
Teslin Lake by going up the river?

A. A railway fron t he sea at Lynn Inlet to the The evidence goes further to show that
muouth of the Nordenskiold would give access to the while there are very rich deposits indeed,
Lewes or Yukon Rivers and, consequently, to the the practical result of which is as yet
Salion, Pelly, Hootalinqua and Teslin Lake districts 
but such a line would pass through United States entirely unknown, the evidence from all
territory. those who are acquainted with the mining
Now the question of the line passing through properties of the country goes to show that
United States territory, of course, is purely the whole of the region is covered with low-
a matter of arrangement with the govern- grade pay gravel, which only requires the
ment at Washington. A great deal of our economy supply by railway communication
trade and commerce passes through United to convert it into a large field of enterprise
States ports at New York, Boston and Port- and trade. The only way that that low-paty
land. We are continually crossing the gravel can be developed is by a cheap way
Niagara River with our international rail- of getting in machinery and supplies, and
way and developing trade at a very great the same remark applies to quartz mining
rate between the United States and Canada. To show you what the public realize with
Therefore, I do not think that there is any regard to the riches of that country, I will
difficulty, or should be any difficulty, read to you some extracts from a prospectus
excepting a jealousy that may exist on issued by one of the numerous companies
our part, as to any portion of our which have been formed to develop that
trade helping to create a seaport in United region and the value that is attached by
States territory. I do not think that a sea- men of experience to the mining prospects
port in United States terrritory would be of the Yukon country. The prospectus says:
built to any great extent. If the country"
succeeds at all the town which will be reallv
built up will be at the terminus of the rail-
way. It will not be as it is now, where
we have to pass through the coast range with
great difficulty and are subjected to all ,
kinds of charges. When steamboats come
to Lynn Canal and transfer to the railroads
at once and our goods simply pass through
the United States strip of territory, any
centre which may be created in the Yukon
district will be at the terminus of the rail-
way in Canada, and when a route is de-
veloped from the interior to the Klon-
dike region eastern trade will find that the,
cheapest route. That is the practical result
of our investigation so far as the transpor-
tation is concerned. It is merely pre-
sented to you in the form of evidence, we
have not expressed an opinion in any way
at al]. The only opinion that is ex-
pressed in the report it that no restriction
should be put on the development of
the route from Lynn Canal-there should be
no monopoly to construct or operate rail-
roads in that northern country. Hon. gen-
tlemen know perfectly well that the success
of any country depends upon the competi-
tion that the industrial population enjoy in
the development of their industries-that
any industry which is dependent entirely on
monopoly will suffer in consequence, and
trade will suffer, and we express that
opinion in the report, and that, I think

62J

Thi, comipany and its agents have secured and paid
for leases from the Canadian governrment for twenty
years for gold dredging nearly one hundred miles of
the richest gold bearing territory in the world.

This conipany and its agents have also further
secured options on twenty year leases upon the ex-
posed banks and bars of about two hunnred miles of
rivers of the Klondike district and ten mining on the
Bonanza and Eldorado.

Making a rough estimate and averaging the width
of the rivers and the exposed sands and bars on both
banks of the rivers at 600 yards each, which is a
modest estiniate, this would give in the 400 miles, or
thereabouts, secured for subaqueous and hydraulic
mnng, about 49,300 placer mining claims of legal
size. Moreover, to strengthen the proposition t his
company offers its stockholders, there are four points
to be specially noted:

Firsit, nature has put ini her own stamp inills, and
thus saved the expense of crushing the ore for the
company.

Second; in draining 300,000 square miles of gold
bearing territory, tributary to the Yukon, nature has
put her own transportation and concentrated the gold
by making it accessible.

Third, in a frozen land, where ordinary 250 claims
must be thawed out by the inch by slow fires, under
the running streams, nature has thawed out the sand
and gravel down to bed rock.

Within a short distance of the Eldorado Creek
claims, Hank Sumners, the noted Alaskan pioncer
and prospector, owns a claim, out of which he is said
to bave taken 8«,000 in gold, and $102,000 of which
lie took out in thirteen davs.

DREDGING OPERATIONS.

Besides the Canadian leases already mentioned this
company is now in the knowledge of definite gold
bearing bars in Alaska proper, on the Yukon andits
tributaries, where the sands will yield fron 81 to
$25 per cubic yard.
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The services of Mr. John Dean, chief engineer of in misrepresenting the facts, all confirming
the Park Department of St. Louis, late chief engineer these reports. All the evidence goes to show
of the Liverpool and Manchester Railay, and now
consulting engineer for several other large railroad that that country, for mining purposes, is ex-
interests, have been secured to build the conipanies' ceedingly valuable. I an so thoroughly
dredges, and to oversee in person all the coipany's imbued myself with the idea that it is so,
operations im gold dredging.

that I beieve the government would be
The conpany has the vritten guarantee of Mr. perfectly justified in opening up that region

Dean, its chief engineer, that every thing taken out by an intelligent system of railway tran-
by the hydraulic dredges will be profit over two cents
per yard, and by the bucket-dredge process, every sportation from the east side of the Rocky
thin over eight cents per yard. Mountains, and dove tailing that with a

These itenms I have extracted from a prospectus ine from the Pacific coast, so as to suit the
that I came across, and is only an additional indica- .
tion of the richness of that country, and the activity interests of the coast cities at the sane time.
that is being displayed in opening out these resources I am thoroughly convinced that we in the
oftheCanadianminingfieldsitheRocky Mountains. North-west Territories, who produce exactly

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-Will the hon. the food supplies required by the miners,
gentleman tell us the name of the company? can never supply them in any shape or form

iwhatever on account of the heavy freight

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Everything is rates we have to pav, and the many times

called Klondike there. It is called the we have to tranship, if its development is to

Klondike. Yukon and Copper River Mining take place from the Pacific coast alone. Be-

Company. The Hon. John L. Wilson, ing in the North-west Territories and in-

Hon. G. D. Meiklejohn, Assistant-Secretary terested f riom a personal standpoint, I have

for War ; Hon. J. C. S. Blackburn, Hou. been very happy indeed in having been
D. T. Murphy, and T. B. Vrooman of honoured by being appointed chairman of

Chicago, are among the list of directors, all this committee, in order that I might bring
of whom are from the United States. out these facts in as practical and intelli-

gent a way as possible, not only for the in-

Hon. Mr. POWER--I may say to the formation of the government, but also for

hon. gertleman from Hamilton that I think the information of the public, and also to

a little of the stock of that company is still justify the action that this honourable House

on the market. saw fit to take contrary to the policy
of the government who are responsible

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-I am aware of it. to the people directly. But this honourable
House occupies a position, as one of the

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We understand branches of parliament, and when we do
in commercial matters that there are always not think that proper economy is being
bears and bulls. My hon. friend from Hali- applied to the levelopment of our resources,
fax, for political purposes, is a bull in this when we find that the rich mining lands of
case, and my hon. friend opposite, who per- the Yukon territory have been given away
haps wants to get the stock as cheaply as to a conpany to the extent of 4,000,000 of
possible, is a bear. This is only one of acres, instead of being held by the govern-
numerous companies which have issued pros- ment for the development of that country,
pectuses in very much the same strain, and then I think that the Senate was quite justi-
I have quoted the words of Deane, who was fied in calling a hait in order that more light
chief engineer of the Liverpool and Manches- might be thrown on what the necessities are
ter Railway Company. I have quoted hisopin- in the development of that district. The
ion with regard to hydraulic dredging and evidence we have ndduced is the saie class
the value of the sand to be taken out in of evidence that the governinent themselves
those rivers, all showing that it is a remark- sought for in developing the Teslin Lake
ably rich country. We have the facts stated route, so that it cannot be denied that it is
here that one miner took eight hundred the most practical we can get. The hon.
thousand dollars out of his claim, and every senator from London (Sir John Carling) is
day the papers furnish evidence of the to be congratulated upon having moved for
great wealth that is being taken from the this committee which bas brought into exist-
cleaning up of last winter. I have ence this pamphlet that we are now laying
seen any number of private letters published before the buse for their adoption. The
in ourpress from parties who have no interets evidence is completed and printed, and it
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only awaits the adoption of the report to be Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is in north
published as a blue book. British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-How many of those! Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Mr. Dawson has
men who gave testiniony have been in that been through that Yukon country. Mr.
counltry? Jennings has been up as far as the head

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Hon. Mr. waters of Teslin Lake. Mr. McConnell of

Reid lives in Quesnelle, in the heart of the the Geological Survey has been all through
country. He supplies the imineis up there that country. Mr. Pambrun's knowledge
himself. Bishop Grouard has lived all his is confined to the Pelly River, which empties
life there. into the Yukon. Dr. Wills has spent three

years in Dawson City. The evidence of Mr.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Were? Jennings is that there is no practical diffi.

culty in building a railroad in any part of
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-As one of the that country, that it can be built for 820,000

resident iissionaries to the Indians to Peace a mile.
River, the Liard River and the Yukon
River, down to the mouth of the Mackenzie. Hon. Mr. POWER-Did he not correct
He bas been there since 1862. Mr. Oliver, that and sav. $25,000 ?
of Edinonton, lives on the border of the
country, at the terminus of our railway com- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, he said twenty
inunication to the Nortb-west. Mr. Bostock thousand dillars a mile on a cash basis ;
lives in the mining country. Mr. Marcus'That is to say, if the government were to
Smith, civil engineer, has spent fifteen undertake it without having any desire to
years of his life surveying in that conntry, make a profit out of it, tbe road could be
or superintending surveys. built and equipjed for wefl wîtbin twenty

Hon.tousand dollars a mile. If you let it to con-
Hon.Mr.MILS-Whch ounryl tractors, it depends upon how much you vat

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Yellow Head the contractors to make. 0f course the great-
Pass and the Stikine River, the Pine River est economy is necessary in the development
Pass and easterly froi there to Prince of that route. It is not a country that can
Albert. afford to stand high rates or transportation

charges or extravagant rail road contracts, or
Hon. Mr. MILLS-He has not been in watered stock, or anything of that kind ; but

the Yukon country, if we vere to make up our minds to develop
tbat country for the sake of the trade tbat

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, but the whole can be obtained and the transportation that
of that country is of the same character. If can be carried on, tLere is as fine an opening
there is any difference, the portion of the as any country could desire to bave with
country which he bas not been through is ric rewards to tbe producing and trading
more favourable than any he has seen. AU public. We bave built the Canadian
the evidence went to show that the country Pacifie Railway and what is the result l The
grows more level the further north we go. country developed by the construction of
The highest pass through the Rocky that road is bearing a charge of $24,300,000
Mountains is the Kicking Horse Pass which annually. That is the earning power of the
the main line of the Canadian Pacific Rail- company, $24,300,000. That money is
way crosses; the next highest is the Yellow supplied by the people wbo support the
head Pass, and the lowest of all is Pine Canadian Pacific Railway, and it is distri-
River Pass. The further north they went buted tbrough the wbole country to tbe
the more level the country became or rather extent of whatever is expended in the coun-
the large mountains seem to dip to the try. Now that shows tbe value of encoura-
north. ing transportation; but unfortunately the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But they were not Canadian Pacific Railway bas been allowed
there ? to be constructed upon a very extraNagent

basis and a very large portion of thereceipts
Hion. Mr. BOULTON-They were across go out of tbe country, and the people are

the country to the Skeena. burdened greater than they are able to bear
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with the heavy charges to the extent of Miles.
$24,300,000 of these earnings. Cross Lake Athabasca ta Slave River.........12

Junctian of Slave and Peaee River.... . ........ 30
Smnith Landing ... ......... ............. .... 90

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I notice, Hon. Mr. Portafe Rapids (wagons).............. 16
Reid, one of your witnesses says that the Fort esolution, Great Slave Lake......... 150
Ashcroft route is preferable in all its bear- Making a tatal af...............3,220

Cros Lk Ato Great Slave Lake; then across Great
1Slave Lake north-west and enter the '.%ac-Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Of course Mr. kenzie River; then Fort Simpson, mout.. of

Reid lives at Quesnelle, and Ashcroft is his Liard River; Fort Norman, Fort Good Hope;
station. I is 220 miles front Quesnelle mouth of Peel River; ascend Peel River to
Ashroft. He lives on the direct route, and relor a e e
naturally hie is an advocate of that route. Fort Peor ' paoksti pothe ro;Hudso
The only thing is that if we were to use thatMan ot o
route for the development of Canadian trade 
to the east, you would have to add the ad- then descend Porcupine River to Yukon.

ditional 450 miles from Calgary to Asheroft; There is another table of istances in ad-
.kition to the one in the evidence alreadythat makes the distance something like taken and that takes the Mackenzie River

1,600 miles as compared with the other
Arot. He Bls ivesn e c roteide andto ts niouth and crossing over on to the

tlPorcue Rivet and then down the Porcu-in the same ne as Mr. Reid. Mr. Bostock the o n i
lives about sixty or seventy miles to the east i
of Ashcroft and they are anxious to see that Alaska. With these remarks, hion. gente-

station eaade the jumping off place men, beg to m ve the adoption of the report,

north. It would be taxing the North-west hee is anol
Territories heavily to make that route anl Your cnniittee beg leave ta report that they have
available one for the transportation of pro- i taken the evidence af the falowing gentlen d who
duce. The Edmonton route is really the route are by their prafessianal knawledge ar by' virtue af

thakir residence, capable af giving practical and reli-if you wish to consider the value of connecting able infarmatian f the facts whi h your cmnmittee
the agricultural districts of the North-west was desirous af abtaining, naelv:
i The Hanaurable Senatar Reis, af l auesidelle, Cari-pie to tebo, British bl Da o Ctibia.A pack trail would facilitate transport to the iBishap (4rouard, w~ha since 1862 bias resided in the

linesao ut sity ora svent eiles to the t lackenzie Basin as rnissianary.
inteior erymuel ata slghtexpeseto te NMr. 01iver, of Edmontan; niieniber for Alberta, inhead waters of the Pelly. The surveys to th Hoase of Cainons.

be undertaken by the government, for which Mr. Btack, of Kalaaps, aotiber fr po British
provision has been made in the estimates, Cahluibia.

rth additional and accurate light Mr. Marcus Snt, Civil Engineer, engaged in ur
T ithos h veve ian 1879 a bd 1 l80.
upon this important question, and is an r. Dawsan Chief of the Geollogical Service.
eidce ofhhemotn e thea g eroete aMry Heirv McLead, Civil Engineer.otIr. St. Cyr, af the so veyrs' Braich af the hblic
attach to it. i do not know, unless hon. service, engaged in 1898 in explaratry work on itein
gentlemen have questions to ask me, that s Lakeand the Tuya t the east.
with athmiing iurtri o tat he o . Mr. ennings. wba was engaged in Canadian Pacific

haveanyhingfurher o sate.Thereport Railwvav surveys, and last year fraîn Tesîli Lake ta
is conîplete and the evidence is very inter- the Stikine.

e Mr. McConnell, of tbe Geolgical Service.
estig, nd tale f dstaceshasbee 1 Mr. P. C. l>and>rua, wîho wvas barii at Lesser Slavegiven. In reference to the table Of dis- Lakeand bas spent bis life in that cuntry.

tancesr, may say I have another table of Dr. Wills, late of the Mounted Police Force, and
distances frobn Montreal to Calgary and Lt. -Cl. Lake. Quartermaster Gieneral.

will~~Thr thro additiona ande acurt tigh veysn ino 189 nd180

down the Mackenzie River, hidh is not in- eabe. ao he ta te Geoloian Eriet.

eluded in this evidence, and I think I will nartb ttthe valleys f the Nelson, Liard and Pelly
it hereRivers. The uîext is by wvay af Pille River Pass tiftygive to it. Io tilesnt o, lte of Fat St. ngan, an tbe Peace River, ta

Favrteaklead. Tbe otheris by ayof tbe ead
haveanthing fthealgry to.st. Th Miles. Pass ta tbe sae ,aint, Fart Macleod near the oead-
i m tea t .2144 waters f the arsni River in te Oienica district.
Calgary ta Edmontan .................... ... 190 There are tbree ways af reachinq the Peace River.
Athabasca Landing (wagon) ............... 96 The ne is by Athaeasea Landng, tence est ta
Grand Raids (river)..... ................ 200 Lesser Slave Lake. The ather is direct ta Lessere
Prtage (tram way) ............... .......... 2 Slave Lake, and sa oi t Dunvegan and Fart St.
Rapids tI Fort scMurray (boat) .............n90 oJon. The ather tb by way of Dirt Lake on tbe
Lake Athabasca.......... ................. 200 Saskatchewan, a point abou t seventy uoles oest 
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Edmonton, north-westerly to Fort St. John. Fron The evideuce furtber goes to show that there is no
Edmtonton to the junction of the Baptiste River with practical difficulty in pushing railways anywhere
the Athabasca rtiver would be a route common to a through the mountains at a cost of S-0,000 per mile
junction with Yeliow Head Pass and Fort St. John cash basis. That the projetion of this route might
or Pine River Pass. It is estimated that about four first start from Edmonton. That a route from Bd-
hiuidred and sixty-five miles of railway constructed monton or Ashcroft te Fort Selkirk are about equi-
would by way of Baptiste River nouth, north-west to distant, but te the Ashcroft route wouid have to be
the Peace River and south west to Tête Jaune Cache, added 450 tiles between Calgary and Ashcroft on
on the Fraser River, forty miles west of the Yellow the Canadian Pacific Railway as a trade route froin
Head Pass, mtake available a very large stretch of eastern Canada and 200 niles fron Vancouver to
navigable waters on these two rivers. Either a pack Ashcroft.
trail or a wagon road can be obtained fron Fort St. That a transcontitental une would throw arme to
John, west of Dunivegan, north to Fort Nelson, the south and torth, to connect important points.
thence down the valley of the Nelson to its junction That a route hy way of Vancouver, the ocean, and
with the Liard ; up the Liard to the leight of land Teelin Lake to Dawson City is 2,211 miles with four
whieh divides its headwaters fron the headwaters of transhipments, or to Fort Selkirk 2,036 uiles, as
the Pelly, wvhich river emtpties into the Yukon at against 1,290 from Edmonton and no tranehipment.
Fort Selkirk. The distance fron Edmonton to Fort To give the city of Vancouver and the Canadian
Selkirk by this route, front scaling the map and Pacific Railway an opportuuity te coiupete on any-
adding ten per cent for curvature, is estimated by thing like even terms, with a route froit the east by
Dr. Davson and Mr. Jennings to be 1,290 miles. way of Edtonton, the shortest une of railway from

This pack trail would enable drovers to take in tle coast to Fort Selkirk is esseutial. According to
cattle and horses. Cattle wintered in the Peace pulished reports, that route is from Pyrainid Har-
River Vallev could be driven in early and delivered hour direct to Fort Selkirk by the Dalton trails, the
in good conlition at a reasonable price. The country distance heiug only 295 miles, or 245 miles to a point
paýsed thrbugh is well supplied with feed. on the Yukon beÏow tbe Rink Rapids, fifty miles

The richest -old deposits lie on the west side of the froîn Fort Selkirk, thus naking the railvay service
itmountains. Cariboo, Omtenica, Dease Lake and tte fron Calgary about 1,000 miles atd the ocean service
Klondike have all established a character for them- 1,00) miles vith two traushpmnents, as against 1,290
selves. At the Liard head tiere seemîs to be a gap, iiles of throogh railway froi Edmonton to Fort
and the eastern range of mtountains from that point Selkirk îy an interior route. This wouid seem to
seens to have been bodilv lifted more to the east, indicate that for the immediate requiremeuts of our
leaving a divide at the headwaters of the Pelly and North-west mining country at the lowest railway
Liard. This divide appears to be a rich gold bearing mileage at present available ly any route, friendly
country. arrangents should be inad- with the Uited States

The evidence further goes to show that the whole for the reutoval af any troublesone restrictions to
of that region is covered with a low grade of pay traffic passig into the interior of the country through
gravel which only requires the economy supplied by United States terrîtory or a United States port.
railwav (ommunication to convert it into a large pro- That any iutnîediat' link front the Stikine uorth
fitable field for enterprise and trade. Quartz ining ehould be so located that it will forti the hest counec-
has yet to be developed by the saute imeans. A rail- fiou for a joint railway coiting frott the sonth-east
way projected through the Pine River Pass or the and south-west and constructed of the standard gauge
Yellow Head Pass, proceeding iortht-westerly across of four feet eight and a haîf inches.
to a port on the Pacific Ocean, fotlowing in a general That no restriction should be put upon the iovelop-
hne Sir Sandford Flvtming's survey for the Canadian ment of the route frot Pyramid iarbour. A road-
Pacifie Railway in 1879, wvould develop the principal way from Battleford tu Cold Lake thence to Fort
iing districts, and a branch north from that hne McMîmrray, thence to Peace River, passes through

to Fort Selkirk and Dawson City, could be made a good agrieultural country fron Mr. P. C Paibruns
comtnon to an approach fron a Pacific port and froi evidence. The distance between Batfleford by way
the eat. A more thorough exploratory survey seems of Fort NcMlrrayand the Peace River hy route being
desirable before establishing anly point. Your c0m- only 812 miles. A route from Prince Albert to the
iitt(et are of opinion that the Teslin Lake route is same point, Fort McMurray, which îsssesses great
too far to the w'est for the mnost profitable through alvautages for the prospector is furnished by the
route for either east or west, and believe that a route Board of Trade of Prince Albert, vhich evidence your
by way of the Black River or Dease River might be cotnînittee dravs attention tu. It sets forth that
founil to be better. uiety tiles of wagon road Nv'll open Up alînost un-

The evidence of some of our mtost experienced mten broken navigation to Fort McMurray and the Liard
go to show that the projection of a railway upon Sir oi the Mackenzie.
SauidfordI Fleming's surveys in the seventies, when he The ceuseusits of ail the evidence le very favourable
vas the chief engineer of the governneit railways, to the whole country traversed by th9 routes from

wydl lea 1 up to and project through the itmountains a Prince Albert westward, either north or south of the
secontd transcontinental railway developing a large, Saskatchewan to the 1eace River. Mr. Pambrîtu
valiable agricultural area and nining region of the told the Conimittee that le grew on thirteen acres last
utltost value to the trade and transportation of Can- year at Battieford, 533 bushels of wheat, oats and
ada. Those who know the country well are fully barley, but there vas little cultivation for want of a
awiare that the further north you go to a certain line, railvay. Tte saine itness said lu 1841, the year he
north of the Saskatchewan River, the richer the soil, was statione at Fort Liard for the Hudson Bay Coin-
and the better the san.ple of wheat. pany, he eat bread made front wheat grown at that

Your committee are of opinion that the trade to torthern point. The reports ail shov that feed le
an ocean port will so greatly supplenteut the local luxuriatt on the Nelson ani the Liard route to Fort
intervening trade in the minîing regions, that such a Selkirk. That an abondance of timber, fish, game,
railay wtll be beyond a doubt self-sustaining and minerais, etc., atd the elemeuts of successful agricul-
profitable for the trade of Canada. tore exist up to and beyond Peace River.-

Moreover, vour comimittee were influenced by Your cotrtmittee commîends to your attention the
their desire to bring the agricultural area of the west- (esira of projeuting an interior route at once,
ern prairies into as close proximity to the mining in- c open niake possible the develop-
dcstries as possible. meut of large mitig interets ovhich teyond any
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doubt exist between Edmonton and the eastern
boundary of Alaska and bring the rich agricultural
regions of our prairie country into the closest prox-
imilty to those industries.

We append a table of distances furnished by Mr.
Jennings, the engineer employed by the governient
to explore the route from the Stikine River to Tesinu
Lake, and a man of large experience in the location
and construction of railways in th? Rocky Mountains.
We also place great reliance upon the evidence of
Dr. Dawson of the Goological Survey Departnent
and Mr. Marcus Smith, officers whose official and
professional knowledge are of great advantage in
forming an initial idea of the large interests which
await Canadian enterprise, and the dithculties that
have to be encountered in their promotion.

TABLE Ob' DISTANCES GIvEN BY DR. DawsoN.
ROUTE 1. -Fron Edmonton, east of the- Rocky Moun-

tains to Liard River and thence to Old 1 ort Sel-
kirk.

Edmonton to Old Fort Assiniboine. Atha-
hasca River . .. .... ....... .... ......

Old Fort Assiniboine to west end of Lesser
Slave Lake.... .... ... .... ... ...

Lessee Slave Lake to Peace River at mouth
of Smokv River (Peace River Landing)...

Mouth of Anmoky River to Fort St. John ....
(Note.-A saving of about fifty miles in

distance might probably be made by going
in nearly direct line fromi Old Fort Assini-
boine to Fort St. John.)

Fort St. John to Liard River near niouth of
N elson River .... ..... ... ............

Liard River near mouth of Nelson River to
mouth of Dease River............

Mouth of Dease River to mouth of Finlayson
River........

Mouth of Finlayson River to Pelly Banks..
Pellv Banks to Hoole Caion.. .. ..... ...
Hoo'le Cañoi to Old Fort Selkirk. .......

Miles.

7 5

135

65
145

310

195

130
50
35

200

Total ................. 1,340
Or, deducting fifty miles, as above .......... 1,290
ROCTE 2.--Fron Edmonton to Yellow Head Pass,

thence by Upper Fraser River to Giscoinbe Portage,
thence by Finlay and Black Rivers to mouth of
Dease River, joining route 1 there.

Edmonton to Yellow Head Pass.... ......
Yellow Head Pass to Giscombe Portage ....
Giscombe Portage to mouth of Finlay ....
Mouth of Finlay to mouth of Dease (about).

A ditac asbrot 1 from mot-f

Miles.
240
205
150
370

965

Dease to old Fort Selkirk. .............. .. 415

Total ... . . . . . . ....... .. 1,380
Route 3.-From Ashcroft Station, Canadian Pacific

Railway to old Fort Selkirk, Yukon district, follow-
in the western line of valleys in British Columbia.

NOTE.-Other stations on the Canadian Pacific
Railway, such as Savona or Kamloops, iiight be
adopted as starting points without much difference in
the through distance.
Ashcroft to Quesnel (distance by wagon-road

230 miles). .. . . . . ..................... 185
Quesnel to Fort Fraser ..... .. .... 115
Fort Fraser to Hazelton (Forks of Skeena).. 165
Hazelton to 'Çelegraplh Creek (Stikine)...... 255
Telegraph Creek to head of Teslin Lake..... 145
Head of Teslini Lake to mouth of Teslin

R iver . ... . ............ .... .... 165
Mouth of Teslinî River to old Fort Selkirk. . 140

Total ... .................... 1,170

Mir. MARCts SMITI's TABLE OF r)IsTANCEs.

Between Prince Albert and the Coast.

Prince Albert to Athabasca Landing by a
route north of the Saskatchewan . ..

Thence to Simoky River.... . ....... .....
" to Pine River Pass................,

to Parsnip River...... ............
to Pack River near Fort Macleod...
to Forks to Skeena............

" to Glenora on Stikine ..... ......

Miles.

333
210
160
105

8
230
300

Prince Aibert to Telegraph Creek ... . 1,348
From Forks of Skeena down Skeena valley

to Port Simpson........... .... ..... . 176
Prince Albert to the coast by the iost

northerly route........ ... .. ........ 1.224
Between Edmonton and Forks of Skeena-

Miles.
Edmonton to Yellowhead Pass .... ..... 267
Thence down the left bank of the Fraser

River above Fort George, near the
great bend of the river. .. .... ..... 22$

Thence to crossing near Fort Macleod.. 82
Thence following that line to the Forks

of the Skeena ......... . .. ........ .230

807
Forks of Skeena to Port Simpson ....... 176

Edinonton to coast ................ 983

TABLE OF I18TANCES GIVEN BY 'iR. .ENNNGs, C.E.,
FOR THE CoAsT ROUTE.

Calgary to Vancouver (rail) ........... .. . 650
Vanccuver to Wrangel (ocean) ..... ..... 700
Wrangel to Glenora (river)............... 135
Glenora to Teslin Lake (rail) .......... ... 165
Teslin Lake to mîouth of Hootalinqua. .... 200
Mouth of the Hootalinqua or Teslin River to

D awson ........ .. ....... ...... ... 361

2,211
Ocean, lake and river transport............. 1,396
Railway transport from Calgary ...... ..... 815

2,211
Telegraph Creek, south to Port Sinpson,... 450

" " Observatory Inlet 300
Railway transport froi Calgary via Port

Simpson and Teslin Lake to Dawson . ... 1,831
Railway transport from Observatory Inlet via

Port Simpson and TeIlin Lake to Daiwson 1,681
Ocean transport, Vancouver to Port Simpson 500

" t Observatory
Inîlet............ .............. 575

Fron Pyranid Harbour or Lynn Canal via
Dalton Trail to live miles below Five
Finger Rapide. ........... ............. 245

Five Finger Rapids to Fort Selkirk.... ... 5i

302
Your coinmittee believe that a perusal of the

evidence will justify the conclusion which they now
have the honour of presenting to the Senate.

Your coîninittee recommend that in addition to
the usual number required for the ordinary distribu-
tion, fifteen hundred copies in English and five
hundred copies in French of the report and evidence
be printed for general distribution.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In the process of
the canonization of a saint at Rome, there
is one person who is described as the devil's
advocate, and I propose on the present occa-
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sion to act the part of the devil's advocate to as all the witnesses together-that is
a certain extent. The hon. gentleman in his judging from the report of the committee-
speech sets out certain views which he avows that his object was to show that one
wishes this honourable House to accept, particular route was the best.
and he wishes this House further to go to Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The shortest.
considerable expense as a result of accepting
those views. Now, I propose to say a few Hon, Mr, POWER-Before the evidence
words with a view to showing that the hon. came in ; and any one who reads the e vidence
gentleman's recommendation is not alto- will see that the chairrnan of the committee
gether such as should commend itself to had this preconceived idea in his head that
this House. In the first place, this cohmmit- a route from Edmonton up through the
tee moved for by the hon. knight from Lon- Peace River country and then north-west
don (Sir John Carling) was appointed to in friom that was the route he believed in.
quire into the feasibility and probable cost of That being the case, hon. gentlemen, we
openng up direct communication between could not expect to get very valuable infor-
the railway systeni of Canada and the navi- mation from a committee acting under those
gal)le waters of the Yukon and also as to i
the advantages which would flow therefrom circumstances. The hon. Minister of Justice
to the trade of Canada. Now there is non

quetio abutthefeaiblit ofopein upneseswho had beeti in the country. The
question afopening up truth is that the amount of evidence that
direct communication between the railway was not hearsay, which was the evidence
system of Canada and the navigable waters given by persons who were themselves wit-
of the Yukon ; and I presume that advan- nesses of the things they speak of, is very
tages would flow therefrom to Canada. But limited. You eliminate the evidence of
the railway system of Canada extends right Mr. Jennings, which evidence is substan-
through to Vancouver; and I do not think tially contained in the report submitted to
that the hon. gentleman gives any details the government some time ago, and eliminate
as to the advantages which would flow the evidence of Dr. Dam son and Mr. Mc-
to the trade of Canada from the con- Connell and one or two others, and all the
struction of a railway. He said something rest is hearsay. The evidence of Mr. Marcus
about the development of the agricultural Smith is interesting and valuable in a way,
resources of the North-west, but he did not but after all that is only evidence as to the
say verv much about the trade of Canada. practicability of a line of railway through
The committee were not appointed for the the Pine River Pass to Fort Simpson.
purpose oi nnding out wnat railway wouldi
best develop the agricultural regions of the
North west, and I do not think the report
of the committee carries out the purpose for
which it was appointed, as set out in the
motion for its appointment. The hon. gentle-
man did drop a word or two in the earlier
part of his speech which showed the spirit in
which he went into this inquiry. He said,
of course the object was to show that the
Edmonton route was the best.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
said " hear, hear ; " I thought possibly I
might have misapprehended his meaning,
but it appears that I did not. Here is a
Committee appointed with judicial func-
tions to make an impartial inquiry as to
various routes, and the hon. gentleman who
is chairman of the committee, and who, J
mnust say, supplied nearly as much evidence

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think that is
the majority of the evidence you refer to
now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-One of the great
objects, apparently, of the committee and
of the report is to show that there is a great
deal of valuable agricultural land in the
Peace River region. Nobody doubts that,
but that is not what the committee were
appointed to find out. The committee
whic.h was appointed here in this House
some years ago, at the instance of the hon.
senator who was afterwards lieutenant gov-
ernôr of Manitoba, (Dr. Schultz) and is now
no more, collected a great deal of information
bearing on the character of that country,
showing that the Peace River country and
portions of the country on the Mackenzie
were fairly good agricultural districts. But
hon. gentlemen, we did not want to find out
about that. We have a great deal of agri-
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cultural count.y already which we cannot Hon. Mr. BOULTON- No.

«et population Ior. We do not want to look h
for more country, what we want to do is to Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman

get the agricultural land, which has been says we will get C100,000,000 gold. I have
opened up by railways populated. indicated the animus with which the chair-

man of the comnuttee appears to have gone
Hon. Mr BOULTON-That is in Piince into this inquiry. The hon. gentleman told

Albert, Edmonton and Manitoba. us that the only positive recommendation in
the report of the committee was that no

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is not necessary restriction should be put upon the develop-
to build a railway which wili cost at the ment of the route from Pyramid Harbour.
lowest figure about $30,000,000, for the pur- Then the hon. gentleman undertook to show,
pose of peopling the region round Prince what is clear enough, that ocean carriage is
Albert and Edmonton. While it is fair and iiuch cheaper than rail carriage. A railway
reasonable that we should spend a good deal is being built and will be completed this
of money on the North-west country, we season, as I understand, from the Lynn
have done very nearlv enough in the past. Canal, not perhaps all the way to Dawson
We built the Canadian Pacific Railway at a City but the Lewes River.
very large expense, and now the hon. gen-
tleman stating that he looks at the matter Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What is it to cost
from a broad standpoint, wants to spend the country?
$30,000,000 or $40,000,000 more to build
another trans continental railway acro-s to Hon. Mr. POWER-It is not costing the
Fort Simpson, with branches running up to country anything.
the Klondike regions on the one hand and
down to the Kamloops region on the other. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- Is that what you Hon. Mr. POWER-We are having this
call being the devil's advocate? mode of communication opened up, which the

hon. gentleman says is the best mode of com-
Hon. Mr. POW ER-Well, I think per- munication for doing business, to the Yukon

haps the hon. gentleman was the devil'sad- country and it is to cost the country nothing,
vocate there : but that is what the hon. and the hon. gentleman cones with a propo-
gentleman proposes. I have been trying to sition that we should spend thirty or forty
show the character of his report, and what n1illions to connect Edmonton and Prince
his objects are. Hon. gentlemen, I think Albert with the Klondike region. It is
this country has already a reasonably large simply necessarytonakethosetwostatements
debt which is not diminihing. to show how, as I think, viisionary and un-

reasonable the proposition of the hon. gentle-
Hon. M.ýr. M'.cCALLUM-ý-Hear, hear-

increasing every day. inan is.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This countrv has Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We do notexpect
incurred a disproportionately large ainount the Liberal member for Halifax to belp us
of debt in opening up the western country, out
in supplying that country with railway Hon. Mr. POWER -The Liberal member
facilities, and I think that any reasonable for Halifax is usually willing to help in any-
Canadian will look with anything but favour thing that is going to benefit the country,
upon a proposal to spendperhaps S40,000,000 provided the country is not paying too much
more in building another trans-continental fou its whistle. The only thing they have
railway with a branch running hundreds of committed themselves to is that tbere is no
miles north, and another branch bundrýeds ý
ofmiles noth. anecessity for this long 1,300 miles of rail-

sway, that the work will be better and more
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-To get-100,000,- effectually done, getting in and out of the

000 of gold out of it. Yukon country by a short railway from
Lynn Canal, which is to be constructed with-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You could get that out any cost to the country, and J conse-
by an expenditure of three millions. quently really do not see that there is any
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great object in publishing all the evidence
which has been collected by the committee,
that is, in any o.her way than as part of
our minutes. I do not propose to say much
more ahout this report. As the thing
stands now we are not badly off. We have
a Canadian railway, the Canadian Pacific
Railway running to Vancouver; there are
steamships now running from the terminus
of the Canadian Pacific Railway to the Lynn
Canal, and, when the railway which the hon.
gentleman so highly speaks of is constructed
there will be a line in from Lynn Canal to
the Klondike region. That is all that the
country needs just now. It is to be regret-
ted that the Lynn Canal is in territory occu-
pied by the United States. Just at the
present moment it may be a matter of no very
great consequence, because our neighbours
are disposed to be friendly to us, and they
have entered into an agreement to allow
bowling privileges from Lynn Canal into
the Klondike country, and for all practical
purposes just now things are very much as
if the Lynn Canal were in Canadian terri-
tory.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do I under-
strnd my hon. friend to favour the construc-
tion of a road from the Lynn Canal and to
be opposed to the prohibition placed upon
the saine by the government?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
should not understand his hon. friends do
anything of the kind. I am taking the
view now of the hon. gentleman from Shell
River, and, as far as I am concerned individ-
ally I think just for the time being probably
we are not so badly off From this report,
which gives a good deal of information but
not of the most definite and precise charac-
ter, and from the fact that the report makes
almost no recommendation, except this one
with respect to the Lynn Canal, the con-
Clusion which I draw and the conclusion
'which I think any one who listened to the
debates in the two Houses on the govern-
"lent bill which was defeated some time ago
with respect to the Yukon Railway, would
draw, is that we do not know enough
about the matter just yet to finally and
Positively decide what is the best line to
adopt. I think that the better way on
the whole, the better course for the
governnent and parliament to adopt
is to let things go as they are now,

let this English company build in from
Dyea and let the government meanwhile
cause surveys to be made and information to
be collected, so that, at the beginning of next
session, if the Yukon country continues to
manifest the same mineral wealth which it
has manifested in the past, parliament
will be in a position to deal intelligently and
with reasonable certainty in the matter, that
they will know what they are doing and will
not be in any sense working in the dark.
But while I feel that a good deal of interest-
ing and somewhat valuable information has
been secured by the committee, I cannot
subscribe to the views of the chairman of the
committee, and if this report is printed in
the ordinary way in the appendix of our
journals, that is really as much as we ought
to do with it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know
that I can add very much to what the hon.
gentleman from Shell River (Mr. Boulton)
said to the House, but I am glad to know
this, that the senior member for Halifax
(Mr. Power) is perféctly satisfied now that
nobody is going to starve in the Yukon colun-
try this year. When he says that the hon.
member for Shell River is going to put this
country to an expenditure of thirty or forty
million dollars, where does he get the infor-
mation ? Does the report say that ? The
report contains evidence, not for immediate
use, but probably for the future, and he is
saying too much. I know that the members
in this House who support the government
want to bring politics into the Senate all the
time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not bring in
politics.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-J am not refer-
ring to the hon. gentleman from Halifax
just now, but I am glad to hear from him
that everything is lovely now, that we do
not want a railway into that country. It
justifies the action of the Senate in throwing
out that monstrous bill. The hon. gentleman's
language justifies that; and I do not wonder
at the hon. gentleman being dissatisfied, be-
cause the leader of this House, at the time
that the hon. knight from London (Sir John
(C8rling) moved for his committee, said that
no friends of the government should go on
that committee. Why, hon gentlemen, it is
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alnost insulting the supporters of the gov- What great advantage were they going to
ernment in this House. To show that, I get by giving away 4,000,000 acres? 1 have
have here in my hand what lie did say, and not seen it yet.
if it is necessary I can read it. He 'aid For the wîrpose Of maintaining our advantages of
they should not go there, they know too trade in the Yukon country. 'iatto nîy îîînid ig
much now, they should not know anything perfectly clear.
about this country. He said : "J know it
ail and we do not want any information." That it is mmd, an e suntort oe
Probably the hon. member f rom Halifax u nder it
does not want any more. And 1 would Say thât an lin. gentleman .Io

sup)l))rts the governient w~ho'goes uIX)f a coiiunîitteeHon. Mr. POWER-Yes, I do. inaking sncb adeclaration, would be assisting iy hon.
friend and tiiosýe assi>ciated with ixo in undertaking

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-He knows ail to leave pon the publi mmd the impression that the
about the countyi imdicated here is to e a substitutefoaboutthe ountr ; bt whii li say thethat Une Of p olicv7 whichi the governnient sibîniitted tc,
committee recomnends an expenditure of the consideration of parliament. 1 Say it is no substi-
forty or fifty millions, Le shows that he tution at al it cannot be a subStitution.
knows very little about it. When the cry He did not want thein to go there. He
was about the people going to starve in that wanted to keep them away from that con-
Yukon country, the Senate thought proper mittee but J beieve soue of them went there.
to look into the matter to see if there could They were fot such slaves as le wanted to
not be a way found to give relief to the niake them.
people in that region, either by opening up
a pack trail or a wagon road into that Hon r nine of the went
country, or in some other way. I do not teew
want to be unjust to the hon. Minister of
Justice, but to show you how they want to Hon. Mr. McCALLUM -That is right:
bring in politics Lere Le showed that Le wanted informa ton. gte

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Why, it has been here
for forty years !

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And you bring
more of it in than ever I saw here before.
You want to divide on political lines ail the
time. You told your supporters in this
House that they should not go on that com-
mittee, that you have ail the information
you want, and you did not want them to
know anything. But as a member of the
House I want to know what J am doing ; I
want to vote intelligently, and hereafter if
I live, I want to see a railway into that
country. Let us see what the hon. gentle-
,.an said :

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend showed a great
deal of wisdom upon the project submitted by the
goernmnent to this House, and so he desires further
light.

That, I suppose, is what the hon. knight
from London spoke of.

I have not the slightest objection that light should
be had. I have not the slightest disposition to prevent
my hon. friend fromn London getting aIl the informa-
tion he may desire. But I say that the information
he seeks is not information which will enable him to
utilize the navigable waters of any other road which
lie nay build for the purpose of maintaining our ad-
vantages of trade in the Yukon cointry.

Minister of Justice did not want him to get
information. I said on one occasion that the
hon. gentleman was wise in his day and gene-
ration, but he does not want others to be as
wise as Le is himself. My hon. friend con-
tinued :

It vould practically either destroy the proslet of
iniing in that country, or it would destroy our con-

trol over the trade and over the government of the
country. My hon. friend and those associated with
him mnay undertake by mnajority in this House to con-
trol the country and the direction of the public policy
in regard to it, but I wish to call his attention to this
-and he has had a good deal of experience in the
affalis of governhent-that this is a new departure
in our constitutional system.

I do not wonder at the hon. gentleman
and his supporter, the hon. member from
Halifax, objecting to this report. But when
the hon. member from Halifax says that the
report recommend an expenditure of forty
millions of dollars in building a railway into
that country, he is mistaken. He says the
country is not in a position to do that : I
agree with him. Instead of the expenditure
of this country diminishing, it is increasing
and we cannot afford to enter upon new
undertakings under the circumstances. We
must economize. If the government would
only carry out the promises they make to the
people of this country and economize, they
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might before long be able to build a railway to openin up comunication with the Yukon district

to the Yukon district. It is an advantage froni the iacific coast, and is it the intention of the
government to supplement the money grant of $4,00

to the public to have this evidence before per miile tade by the legislature of British Columbia

them and to know which is the best way to to aid in the construction of a railway from the coast

go into that country hereafter. The hon. of British Columbia to Tesln Lake?
Minister of Justice does not want thein to Hon. Mr. MILLS-The question before
know that. le knows it all hiinself, but the the House I think is the adoption of this
people of this country must have some know- report, and my hon. friend bas interjected a
ledge also if they are to sustain his policy: question with regard to another matter quite
otherwise they will not support him. They beside the report. The hon. gentleman from
will not go it blind as lie wants them to do, Shell River (Mr. Boulton)has submitted to us
he desires that they shall have no informa- a report and the evidence which accompanied
tion. it, and that is the matter which I suppose is

now before this House for consideration. I
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I was need not eall the attention of the House to

a member of the committee, but as the bon. the fact that the evidence taken is not
chairman held his meetings frequently at relevant to the motion for the investigation
night, I was not able to attend all of which my bon. friend from London (Sir John
themo, there are parts of the report in Carling) submitted to the House ; and of
which I do not concur, especially the por- the evidence, by far the greater proportion
tion with reference to a line from Pyramid of it is hearsay of men who never saw the
liarbour. But if the policy of the govern- country. I called my hon. friend's attention
ment is not to do anything in opening a at the time this motion was made to the fact
route to the Yukon I should give access f rom that there was a sum in the estimates fo, the
any point on the coast from which any one very purpose of exploring those different
wishes to build a railway. If it is the in- routes and for inquiring into tbe feasibility
tention of the government to have an all- of each but a majority of tbe bouse sup-
Canadian route it would be different. This ported the motion of my hon. friend, and
report does not make any strong recom- were not . Tbeywanted
mendation. It furnishes information of to take immediate action, and this report is
the country for the government. The the result of that action, and wbile tbere is
strongest advocate for the route from Ed- a clergyman, and a member of the Geological
monton to Yukon district expects nothing Survey staff, and a physician, who bave been
more than the oppning up of a pack trail for in that country and wbo know sometbing
horses and cattle. The idea was that that about it, these are about the only persons
could be done, and that cattle could be wbo are in a position to speak from their
driven in from the North-west, and that personal knowledge.
Miners could take their outfit and prospect
and mine on the way going in to the Yukon. on r BA t
That was the chief idea that this committee
had when they first commenced their meet- Hon. Mr. 1ILLS -As to tbe portion of
ings. Evidence was placed before us that a tbe countrv with which connection is to be
a pack trail could be opened for about thirty a
thousand dollars from Edmonton to the musth
Yukon country. A member of the House bear in mmd thýat wbat was proposed

cuty. by tbis government was to find out wbich.
Of Commons, Mr. Oliver, who knows a great was the most accessible means of establishing
deal about the country, informed us that a c
route could be ut through-a pack trail- onnecting with the railway system of
for about thirty dollars a mile. He said, Canada.
however, that a thorough survey would have
first of all to be made. I gave notice of the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-These engineers
fOllowinig question wbicb I now ask b ave surveyed that.

Svhen the report of the coe iittee appointed tot
!"'Pirer into the feasibility and probable cost of open- Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, my hon. f riend is
ng UP direct communpcation during the present mistaken. There is one of these routes that

Sbetween e k railway systena of Canada ande ed an n i re is
avigable waters f the Yukon is under consideraton,n ie there is

Wh t is the intention of the governiwent with regard a party who resides on one route, the Hon.
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Mr. Reid, who gave testimony that the
shortest route that could be got was by
Ashcroft-that it was a preferable route in
all its bearings to any route that he knew
anything of, but what other route he knew
about was not disclosed. But my hon. friend,
the chairman of the committee, says that
that evidence is of no account, and it is of
no account for the reason that the route
with regard to which Mr. Reid testifies is a
route upon whicli Mr. Reid resides, and
therefore he has a bias in favour of that
route and that bias is sufficient to make his
evidence of no value.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I never said any-
thing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Substantially, that is
what the hon. gentleman said, and instead,
as chairman, of giving a statement of the
testimony in favour of each of the routes,
there is not a syllable with regard to the
value of any one of theni except the route
from Edmonton northward. I have this
much to say with regard to tlat : the route
f rom Edmonton northward, I have no doubt,
is a route running thiough an agricultural
country of very considerable extent, but as
my hon. friend behind me (Mr. Power) lias
pointed out, there are immense areas of agri-
cultural land through which railways now
run, verv nuch nearer to the east than the
Peace River country, which are still unoccu-
pied, and so there is no pressing, no over-
powering necessity of opening up the Peace
River country merely for agricultural pur-
poses. What I supposed was of great value
in this inquiry arose froin the fact that
thousands of people were going into the
Yukon country. They were going there; they
were not being enticed to go by the govern-
ment or by parliament. They were not
being bribed to go. They were voluntarily
going there, and what we proposed was to
furnish them, at as little cost to the
public treasury as possible, with a route
into that country, by which they rnight
find easy ingress and egress, and which
would diminish to them the cost of getting
into the country and proportionately improve
the public revenues of the country. That
proposition, of course, was not acceptable to
this House, and my hon. friend from Monck
(Mr. McCallum) has, in his usual winsome
manner, undertaken to convince me that he
was not actuated in his opposition by the

slightest feeling of political partisanship or
anything approaching it. My hon. friend
occupies a position of absolute neutrality
between those favourable to the government
and those that are opposed to the govern-
ment. Now, that may be my hon. friend's
position in his own estimation, and if he says
so, I will not call it in question. But I will
say, that I believe no hon. gentleman, either
in parliament or out of parliament, was ever
so deluded as my hon. friend is in coming to
any sueh conclusion, for stronger political
feeling and bias, whether my hon. friend is
cross or whether he is good natured, never
was, I venture to say, exhibited in a parlia-
mentary body. It may be my hon. friend
thinks that no good can come out of
Nazareth, and no good can come out of any
proposition which the present administration
may make to parliament.

Hlon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have not seen
much of it lately.

Hon. Mr. MILLSlMy hon. friend ought
to say the prayer that was uttered by the
prophet when the young man could not see:
those that were for them were more than
were against them. He said " Lord, open
the young man's eyes, that he may see." If
I were a praying man I would be disposed
to irake the same sort of prayer in favour of
my hon. friend. But my feeling of inability
to convince mny hon. friend would be such
an exhibition of want of faith in the success
of such a prayer that I do not suppose it
would be at all availing.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Faith moves
mountains.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But my hon. friend is
more difficult to move than any mountain.
Let me say this, that the proposition to get
ingress to the Yukon country-for this
country to which the people are going and
out of which they are taking the gold, if it
requires action at al], requires action that
will produce an immediate result-the pro-
position to go in frc m Edmonton and to
build 1,300 miles of railway in order to
reach that country, I think is one that might
do very well at a period before the flood,
when men lived nearly a thousand years,
but in this day. when the life of man is about
three score and ten, I am afraid too much
time would be spent before we would have
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access to the country if we were, in the first much fruit, and certainly not to promise
instance, dependent upon a railroad built any very important contributions to the
from that point. Then, my hon. friend who colonization and settiement of the country.
has made this motion has spoken of the The love of gold is drawing tens of thousands
building of a railway by the Dalton trail. of people into that county, and it was im-
Well, 1 was opposed to that. I have not portant to us to furnish them facilities to
changed my views. There are political con- get there and to give then the opportunity
siderations with regard to that route that of getting their supplies at a moderate rate.
are, in my opinion, paramount, but if The less their supplies cost them the more
we carry out the vievs of the chair- tbey would be in a position to purchase and
man of this committee. who has made the larger would be the amount of revenue
this report, and establish free communi- the government would receive. 1 believe
cation by way of the Dalton trail, does up to the present tire, expensive as the
mv hon. friend think that a route such as he government of that country lias been, the
proposes to construct here at the present revenue of the Yukon country exceeds its
timne, a route which he says will establish a cost, or las up to the present time, by about
sort of highway between a trail and an or- ,2O0,000.
dinary wagon road, by the expenditure of
some S300 a mile would enter into competi- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Who paid that?
tion with a railway built from the Lynn i
Canal? With f ree ingress in that direction, Hon. Mr. MJLLS-The men who pur.
does not be think that the food supply, the chased supplies and brought in their mining
bacon, hains and flour, would not come from material.
Seattle and from Portland on the Pacific
coast, and that the men- if you had settlers ion. Mr. BOULTON-From the United
-and you have not got them into the Peace States.
River country-that the men who would go
in there would find they were competing Hon. Mr. NILLS-It does not matter
with those who, on account of the facilities where it cones from, the revenue gets into
for transport on the one line, would have the public treasury, and my hou. friend
such an advantage over them that the does not keep bis attention upon what the
Yukon would be no mTarket for them at al. inhabitants tbat were oino into this

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-8300 a mile would
enable the cattle to be driven in on foot at
the lowest cost.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But there is sone-
thing more actually required, and they would
hardly be in a condition to make food for the
population by the tiine they would reach the
districts where the hon. gentleman proposes
to drive them.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, they would
be in good order.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Those who are culti-
vating the soil with the expectation of
finding a market in Europe and with the
facilities for sending their grain eastward,
are likely to settle in those districts which
are most convenient for the purpose of
getting the product of their industry to that
market, and what the hon. gentleman has
marked out as the primary object in these
proposals seems to me not to promise very

countrv were aiming at, and furnishing
facilities for a larger number to go in, in
order that the people of the country might
have their burdens lessened by the contri-
butions that were made by those who were
a transitory population. Instead of doing
what I have pointed out, my hon. friend
proposes to dissipate the energies of this
country and to endeavour to entice men to
go where they are not likely to go at all. If
you had a large population going into the
Yukon country there are thousands of those
people that would, when they get tired of
mining, go into the Peace River country, go
into British Columbia, scatter over the rest
of the Dominion and Seaome permanent
inhabitants of this country. Here was an
opportunity, when the people were cuming
of their own accord and when gold was the
attractive force that was drawing them into
this country, to secure a larger flow of
population into this country than we were
likely to get under other circumstances.
My hon. friend throws that away ard
talks of finding a market in the Klon-
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dike country for the products of the from the government and they have indicat-
Peace River country where there are ed what their solution of the difficulty would
no inhabitants yet, and where men would be. There has been no other solution sug-
have to be for two or three years be- gested to us by my hon. friend and those
fore they would do more than produce who voted with him, except that they were
what is necessary for ,their mainten- prepared to establish a railway from the
ance, and he expects by a dilatory process of Pacifie coast through United States terri-
that sort to secure the trade of that country tory. Arid now my lion. friend has asked
that will find other channels and other con- me whether we are prepared to make another
nections long before his enterprise could be proposition and I say to my hon. friend I
fairly set on foot, and when the opportunity think the government are not.
that occurs to us will have been lost. My Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL L-I do
hon. friend opposite (Mr. Macdonald) hias not desire to enter into a discussion of this
asked me whether we are proposing this ses-

sio toavil urslvs o th popoaiof subject at the same length my bon.f riend hias,
srions ovalurselvs to otre prooao in discussing this question, more particularlyBritish Columbia to contribute S4,00 a . c
mile. That contribution proposed by British at this hour of the night. He has gone over

Columbia, I understand, is not so much a the whole ground, and dealt with the vote

gift, a bonus to the railway company, as an that was cast in this House some timè ago,

investnent .for the government of Britisb as well as the subject that is now before us.

Culumbia for revenue purposes. That is the I may say, in reference to the speech of the

proposition. The government of British hon. gentleman from Halifax (M r. Power)

Columbia proposes to receive certain profits that I do not think the report merits

upon the investment of the railway company. the condemnation which be has heaped upon

I am not at all sure that a proposal of that it in so unmeasured terms, neitber do I
sort would produce results, and what'is more, believe e was justified in attributing to the
supposing we were to come down with a pro- bon. member for Shell River
position, my hon. friend knows that at this Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not remember
moment the House of Commons, that repre- having used any unmeasured language.
sents the people of this country, the vast i
majority of whom are on this side of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

Rocky Mountains, are not prepared to make do not know what the lion. gentleman

a money contribution. Their assumption was understands by unmeasured language. He

that the Klondike region, into which these accused the bon. chairman of the committee

people weregoingandsearchingforgold,ouglit of entering upon this investigation with an

to bear the expense of its own government, anmus that led him to certain conclusions.

and ought to be prepared to bear the cost of bon. Mr. POWER-I quoted bis own
establishing communication on behalf of the ority and he admitted that I was rigbt.
people who go there. I say that that is the
feeling and it is a right one. My hon. friend Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
moved the six months' hoist to the proposi- quoted your words, and if youdeem it prudent
tion the government had made. He bas not, to withdraw them I have no objection. The
up to this hour, indicated, nor have those hon. gentleman was not justified in attribut-
who voted with him indicated, to the govern- ing animus to any member of this House in
ment that any other proposition that the the course which he may think proper to
governmnent might submit would be received pursue, whether we agree with him or not.
in any otlier way than that which they had I do not hesitate to say that I do not agree
already submitted and was rejected. My with the hon. gentleman in some of the
hon. friend knows that that is so. My bon. conclusions at which he bas arrived, but I
friend from Richmond (Mr. Miller) in should be very sorry to say that because he
speaking not very long ago, called attention has strong convictions on a question which
to what the House of Lords did under cer- be thinks is in the interest of the country,
tain circumstances. What was the proposi- and places them on record with a fearless-
tion? They said " we want you to give us ness that does not characterize a great many
certain information before we proceed any of the members of the House when they
further." I could point out a dozen instances speak, that he should be accused of improper
wherein the House of Lords have differed motives
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question of the Yukon. They have given the pro-
of order. The hon. gentleman must not bably cost, based on the engineers' reports,
inake charges of that kind against me. I and the engineers are presumed at least to
did not accuse the chairman of improper know what they are talking of. It also
motives. I said lie entered into the inquiry says "and also the advantages which would
biased, and the hon. gentleman admitted flow therefrom to the trade of Canada." I
that he did. find one paragraph in this report which de-

clares distinctly that the committee is of the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The opinion that the trade to an ocean port will

hon. gentleman did not use the word biased ; so greatly supplement the local intervening
he said he entered into the investigation with trade in the mining regions that such a rail-
an animus and that means more than being way would, beyond doubt, be a self sustain-
biased. We are all biased to a certain ex- ing and profitable one for the trade of
tent. I do not think my hon. friend the Canada. That is carrying out the instruc-
Minister of Justice was justified in the lec- tions to the committee at least to that extent;
ture he delivered to the hon. gentleian from and so far f think the committee were justi-
British Columbia (Mr. Macdonald). le fied in making that statement. M]y hon.
should remember that when this question was friend the Minister of Justice stated that the
put on the notice paper, the hon. gentleman witnesses were men vho had very little
allowed it to stand, repeating again and, knowledge on which to base the evidence
again that he would allow it to stand till the that they gave, because they were not re-
consideration of this report was brought be- sidents of the country except one or two. If
fore the House, when he would take the oppor- my recollection serves me rightly, he indi.
tunity to put the questions. I do not think he cated that those two belonged to the Geolo-
acted unfairly, nor could lie be accused of gical Survey.
interjecting any matter not pertinent to the
question before the House. The hon. Minis- Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the bishop.
ter of Justice said that if he was a praying
man, he would offer up a prayer for the hon. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
gentleman from Monck. I thought at the The Hon. Senator Reid lives in the Cariboo
time that the hon. gentleman from Monck district, and has lived there a very long
might be thankful that the hon. Minister of time. Mr. Reid gave no evidence except
Justice was not a praying man, because there that which he knew himself of the country
is another quotation which reads somewhat in which he lived and through which
in this way : " The prayers of the wicked lie had passed, and what he had heard
are an abomination to the Lord, etc." And and knew f the country beyond that. That
if that be the case, probably the prayer is all he pretends to give. Bishop Grouard,
Would not help ny hon. friend. who has since 1862, resided in the Macken-

zie Basin, as a missionary, gave very valuable
Hon. Mr. MILLS -I do not belong to information as to the character of that

that class. country. And why did they inquire into
the character of the country? So as to as-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- icertain whether a road going exclusively
I hope not. I would not like to say the hon. through the Nortl-Nest Territories would
g tlenan did belong to that class. The furnish a market for the products of that
hon. gentleman from Halifax quoted the section of country. My hon. friend saîd-
terms of the resolution moved by the hon. and so did the hon. gentleman from Halifax
gentleman from London, and said that this i -you have land enough without opening
report did not bear out the instructions which up that section of the country. Why, if
Well given to the comnittee. It does not that had been the policy pursued by the
bear it out. to the extent I should people of the neighbouring republic and
like to have seen them borne out, and ourselves, so far as the North-west Terri-
which the evidence would have justified. tories are concerned, we should not haveT hef resolution asks the committee to aided in the construction of the unes of rail-
il-quire into the probable cost of opening up way that now exist in the North-west. Was
direet communication between the railway there not and enough, I shoud like to
Ytem of Canada and the navigable waters know, in Manitoba and the North-west with-
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out constructng the road which goes to dictions were and we believe that the state-
Dauphin Lake and northward ? Was there ment made by my lon. friend vas quite as
not land enough to the east and west fallacious as that made by those w1o op-
without building the Edmonton road t Why, posed the construction of that great con-
the whole policy of every government, having tinental railway. As my hon. f riend is op
a prairie country in particular to develop, is posing every scheme which has been pro.
to construct Yailroads which are essential to posed to get into the North-west and Klon-
the settlement of the country, for the simple dike country, other than that particular
reason that the people cannot get into the line which the government thought proper
country without these roads, and if they do to adopt, and which we have everv rea-
get into the country without them-they are son to believe was not in the interest
unable to dispose of the products of the soil of the country. We have the confession to-
upon which they seule. Mr. Bostock's night of the truth of the statenient that
knowledge could only be that which any of most of us nade when we addresý,ed the
us could obtain by reading. Mr. Marcus House upon this subject some time ago.
Smith surveyed for months and months, ah, The Ninister of Justice says Does any-
years, in that country, and was occupied in body suppose that the bacon and the pro-
surveying the very route which my hon. visions which are necessary for tue sustenance
f riend refers to-the trans-continental route of ife in the Yukon district would ever go
passing through the Yellowhead Pass. I do
notthinkthatthe Yellowhead Pass---although Seattle furnish these markets?' Some of
the time will come when it will be utilized us told the lon. gentleman before, that with
-is the route which should be adopted the bonding system and with the right to
in order to reach the Yukon territory and enter at Pyramid Harbour and Dyea, and
the gold-bearing lands of that region, at this m
moment. Mr. Jennings and Mr. St. Cyr Seattle, Washington Territorv and Cali-
knew precisely what they were talking about. fornia would compote surcessfully with any
Then we have the evidence of Mr. Pambrun, provisions that could be brought across the
who was born at Slave Lake and bas lived Rocky Mountains and then shipped to the
there the whole of his life, a very intelligent Yukon district, because ve must bear this
Sbotchman woho knew what lie wasa ih mprd
talking about and could give prac-
tical illustrations of the character of the
country, and its productive qualities ; show-
ing beyond peradventure that the construc-
tion of a road by that route would be a great
advantage to the country and open up trade.
The Minister of Justice, says if you are
to build this road we shall have to live
a thousand years. I have lived long enough
to have heard, when the Canadian Pacifie
Raiiway was under consideration, his former
leader declare in the Commons, that you
could never get trade enough over the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway to pay for greasing
the wheels of the trains; I heard him
state also that all the wealth of Great
Britain was not sutticient to construct the
road within ten years. We know how long
it took. I heard also Mr. Thompson, a
railway man who was then representing
Welland, and who had been constructing
railways for years, declare that before you
could finish the road all the ties at the end
first constructed would be rotten before you
would be able to run a train over the whole
line. We all know how foolish those pre-

[loti. Mr. IMILLS-My hon. friend is
mistaken. What I referred to was the pro-
posal to build a sort of pack road at S300 a
mile that was to serve for the present pur-
poses, and I say with such a road, according
to my lion. friend's theory, we could not at
all compete with a railway from Pyramid
Barbour into that country from the sea.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is correct to a certain extent, and t' a
certain extent only. This evidence show .
that the greater portion of the route from
Edmonton until you reach the navigable
waters tlat would land the cattle and the
traveller at Selkirk, the country is capable of
sustaining cattle with food when travelling
over that route. The hon. gentleman says
there would be nothing left but bones. It is
evident that he has not paid much attention
to the driving of cattle over the prairies.
Every one knows, who has given any atten-
tion to this subject that you can start at the
Rocky Mountains with a herd of cattle and
keep them in condition as you drive them to
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market. I have seen scores of herds of a majority in the buse of Commons at their
cattle, consisting of hundreds and hundreds back, deternined that no road shaH be
in a drove, that were driven from the built into that country starting frol any of
north of Fort Macleod and fron the North these places. They say they cannot prevent
Saskatchewan, down to Winnipeg, and they the construction of the roads which were
arrived in better condition and fatter than chartered last year. We are told by the
when they started. Why ? They take their'hon. member from Halifax, and the hon.
time. It is true it takes considerable time Secretary of State made a similar statement,
to do it, but they feed along the road and that the road through the White Pass, if 1
the exercise which they get and the slowness remember correctly, is in the course of con-
with which they travel adds to the health of struction, and will be huit, and the state-
the cattle and iimproves their value. nent made to-night by the hon. member

f from ilalifax is that it was not to cost the
Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL--What progress country one cent. Now, solvent coin-

do they mnake-five miles a day ?do thy inke-tve ides day panies offer to build roads from Skagwvay,

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Ten to fifteen. or Dyea through the White Pass into the
Klondike country, and they offered and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- pleded theinselves to build roads from
The question of the hon. gentleman from Pyramid Harbour into the same section of
Chathan led me to ask myself if he was not, country; one charter was asked for during
to use an expression which is perhaps not the present session in the bouse of Coin-
the best one, "codding?" mons in which the company offered to

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-No, I should deposit $250,000 as an earnest of their bona
like to find out for my own information. 1 fides, if they got the charter to go on with
was in earnest. the construction of their road. But no, they

BOWELLwere toid you shall not build it. Why?
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Because the Senate of Canada thought pro-

They travel from ten to fifteen miles a day, in its wisdom, to differ from thé mnis-
at least so says the nember froin Sheil ters of the day as to the propriety of giving
River, and he ought to know. away three or four million acres of the gold

Hon. Mr. MILLS -They could not feed lands of that country for a road which they
and travel twenty-five miles a day. ail admit neyer will be utilized as a com-

mercial road. It is a dog-in-the-manger
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- policy of the very worst character. Now I

have been over the prairies and have have a littie complaint to make, and I wilt
seen them driving in large numbers at make it now, I had intended to do 50 some
a good rate of speed. I do not time du ring the present session. Duringthe
know that there are many men who have discussion upon this question I asked many
nlot lived there who have not seen as questions as to the bonding powers which
many cattle as I have driven long distances. might be conceded by the United States.
I have some little knowledge of what I am The reply we generally got was that there
talking about. I am surprised, with the were influences at work in Washington for
knowledge that my hon. friend lias, that he the purpose of preventing any concessions
should have repeated the statement lie has being made; that was repeated over and
so often made in this House in reference to over again by the Minister of Justice. 1 at
what he considers the great nationalnecessity that time asked him who they were, and I
of preventing a road from going into the challenge hum now t, produce the slightest
]Klondike district from Pyramid Harbour, tittie of evidence to shw thatany one from.
or from any point other than the Stikine. Canada, or any person interested in the con-
You must not forget that when you are at struction of any of these roads, used any ia-
iPyramid Harbour you are no further from fluencewith the congress of theUnitedStates,
Dawson City or Selkirk, than you would be or the committee that sat to inquire into
after ascending the Stikine River and jour- and inve8tigate the question of the entrance
neying the 150 miles of railway to Teslin into this country, in which they used any in-
Lake. Now, what I should like to know is, fluence to prevent the bonding system to its
whether what I have seen in the papers fullest possible extent being extended to
i8 correct, that the governiment have, with Canada. I know it has been stated, and we
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were accused of disloyalty for so doing, be- their country to pass again out of the coun-
cause we doubted the correctness of that try, as is conceded to the goods which
statement. Ail that we do know is that an arrived f rom England or any other portion
emissary of the party that is now in power, of the world and are entered at Boston,
did go to Washington and interviewed the New York or Portland, and bonded through
conmittee and told them that certain con- to Canada without the payment of duty. So
cessions would be made by Canada if they that we ha\e there ail the advantages that
did such and such things. I know mîy can possibly arise fromi the construction of
hon. friend opposite me denied pointedly any railway, through our own territory,
that he went there on behalf of the gov- so long as that reniains the law of the land.
ernment. If he did not, I can only say, I believe, just so long as we extend the
that it was a piece of presumption on his same privileges to the people of the United
part at least. I asked if they have any evi- States, a privilege whicl bas been extended
dence to sustain or substantiate what they to them through the whole Dominion, and
said. No answer was given. I asked what privileges which no man of the party we
concession had been made. We got no belongs to has ever thought of repealing or
answer ; though according to the document taking from them, for the reason that we
which has been placed in my hands by the be'ieve, situated geographically as we are,
Secretary of State himself--and he was
courteous to send me a copy of it when I
asked him-it appears that on the 2nd of
February, the bonding concess:ons by the
United States were offered to Canada and
they theimselves had published it in a circu-
lar. Since that period an Act has been
passed by the Congress of the United States
granting ail the privileges necessary. Two
of its clauses read as follows :

Sec. 13.-That the native bori citizens of the
Doninion of Canada shall he accorded to the said
district of Alaska the saine miuning rights and privi-
leges accorded to the citizens of the 1 nited States in
British Colnhixoha and North-vest Territory by the
laws of the Dominion of Canada or the lotal laws,
rules and regulations : but no greater rights shall be
thus accorded than citizens of the United States or
persons who have declared their imtention to biecme
such, imay enjoy in the said district of Alaska and the
Secretary of the Interior shall froni tiie to tinte pro-
iulgate and enforce ries and regulations to carry this

provision into effect
Sec. 14.-That uînder rules and regulations to he,

prescribed by the Secretary of the 'Treasury the privi-
leges of entering wares anti nerhandise in bond or of
placing theii in bonding wvareiotuses in any of the
ports in the district of Alaska and of withdrawing
the saine for exportation to any place in British Colum-
bia or the North-west Territories without paymient of
duty, is hereby granted to the governnent of the
Dominion of Canada and its citizens or citizens of the
Tnited States, and tt persons who have declared their
intention to becone such whenever and so long as it
shall appear to the satisfaction of the President if the
United States, who ,hall ascertiin and declare the
fact by prochnation that corresponding privileges
have been and are being granted by the Dominion of
Canada in respect of goods, wares and ierchandisi'
passing thirougi the territory of the Dominion of
Canada to any point in the district of Alaska from
any point in said district."

tihat it is to the advantage of both countries
that there should he the freest intercourse
through either of our countries from one
place to the other, no matter whether the
goods are from Canada or fron anv ar.other
point. Now, wýith tihese facts before us,
why should the governmnent coerce -because
it is nothing more or less than coercion-
their supporters into a policy to reject
and refuse the construction of railways
into that country by capitalists who do
not ask Canada for one cent? I frankly
say I would like to see a road built
exclusively throu gh Canadian t erritorv.
My hon. friend says "you of the opposition
rejected such a proposition which the govern-
ment made, and you failed in your duty to
suggest a remedy." ]t is the first time
I have heard that theory advocated
by gentlemen governing a country under
responsible government. If the hon. gentle-
man thinks that the members of this side of
the House could propound a scheme by
which the object lie lias in view could be
accomplished, and a road could be construct-
ed exclusively through British territory
without being su bject to the interference of
any other country in the world, ail he lias
got to do is to change sides. and we will
soon propound a policy which I have no
doubt,. if lie is not actuated by the same
party spirit of which lie accuses this side of
the House, he would adopt. I regret to hiear
him accuse the lion. gentleman from Monck
and those who voted with iim of being actu-

That is ail we could po'ssibly ask. They ated by partisan views. As far as I am in-
have by statute applied the same principle, dividually concerned, I deny that accusa-
and the same rule that governed the bond- tion in toto. Speaking for myself--and I
ing of foreign goorls which is to enter believe I can speak for every member who
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recorded a vote-1 never allowed parti- arrived. Ave, more than that, bis
sanship to guide me in the course speeches have indicated that bis better
I pursed. My hon. friend may laugh judgment would have led him to a different
just as lie pleas's. I say distinctly and conclusion were lie fot trammelled by par-
positively that I believe the arrangement tisanship to support bis party.
withi Mackenzie & Mann was a most im-
provident and iniquitous bargain, and as Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.
such opposed it, and would have opposed
it under any circumstances, and I believe Hon. Sir MACKENZIE IOWELL-J
the bon. gentlemen in this House are luite
capable of forming opinions on questions of
this important character apart altogether clusion than that of the recording of the
from their party predilections. If they cani-
not they are not worthy to hold seats in some of them that m y bon. friend from
the Senate. The hon. gentleman has no Marsbfield, myself, and others, wbo were
more right to lay that accusation to our discussing tbese questions before the
charge than we have to retort by saying
precisely the same thing of hinself and his covrectness of the positon wbich we oc-
supporters. Whiat would the hon. gen:Ie-cupied. The Minister of Ju4ice's position
man think if I told himît that sone inembers is well illustrated by the cow, which gave a
of his own party declared the whole pail of milk, and then kicked it over. I have
scheme was iniquitous, but that they occupied a longer time than 1 intended but
would vote for it as they did not an not occur
wish to injure the party? A number a
intimated the saine thing to me, but
party fidelitv outweighed their better undete nic e ofth flouse, as
judgment. We are in a position that it is is well the country should know the facts,
not necessary to act in such a manner, for and tbat th,,y should know also that if any
the simple reason that we are not amenable starvation is to take place in that country
to the ministers of the day. the residonsibilitv rests on the heads of the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOWELL-Yes,
let the hon. gentleman say hear, hear. It is
true notwithstanding.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-Yes, it is quite true.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
.r are we in a position to be coerced by

outside influences, consequently we are
in a position to approach the consideration
of questions of magnitude affecting its
welfare and progress, apart altogether
from the party bias which the hon. gentle-
man bas accused us of possessing. When it
cons t- a party question I confess I am
just as apt to go the same length as my bon.
friend, but not any further.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Thirty years of parliamentary life with my
hon. friend has convinced mie that his better
judgmnent would often have led him to a
different conclusion than that ai wvhich lie

hon. gentlemen opposite who refused to
allow a road to be constructed out of the
poukets of capitalists themselves, and that
they must bear the responsibility when they
go before the people, if anything of that
kind occurs.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I desire to protest
very strongly, on my own b -half and I think
on behalf of a great many members of this
House, against the language made use of by
the hon. Minister of Jutice when replying
to the question of my hon. f riend on my left
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) as to whether it was
the intention of the government to take any
further steps for the construction of a rail-
way from the coast into Yukon. The lan-
guage of the hon. gentleman conveyed to my
mind a grave imputation on the motives
and conduct of the members of this
House. I do not know whether he intended
it or not. The lion. gentleman stated in
effect that it was not likely that the govern-
ment would bring forward any measure for
the construction of a road from the coa-t to
the Yukon because they knew it would be
rejected by this House.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that I
knew it would be rejected. I said we had
no assurance that it would he supported.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think the language
used was a little stronger than that; at all
events, the hon. gentleman must admit that
in effect it was that it would be useless
to bring forward any such measure as there
was no chance of its passing in this House.

grant was the essential thing. So that in

every way we were met with ditliculties
of that kind which we could not see our
way out of or could conscientiously over-
come. I suppose I nay say now also that
many of us would have preferred, instead
of the motion for the rejection cf the bill in
the shape in which it was brought before the
House by the hon. gentleman from British
Columbia, that it should have been coupled
with some declaration that while we objected

Hon. Mr. MILLS --We would be taking to the enormous land grant we would have
a leap in the dark. been glad to entertain any amended bill if

our views in that respect could be met. I do
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think it is only not think it is fair that it should go out to

fair to recollect that when that mea- i the country that in the opinion of the leader
sure was brought in we were given to under- of the House we are so actuated by par-
stand that we rnust take it as a whole or tisan ties and feelings that no matter what
reject it altogether. That was put plainly measure of this kind was sent up again from
enough by the hon. gentleman. We the House of Commons and introduced by the
were to take it with that enormous government, it was hopeless to endeavour
land grant of three or four million of to carry it because the Senate would not
acres for a railway one hundred and fifty accept it.
miles long, which would be perfectly useless
six months in the year, with exclusive privi- Hon. Mr. MILLS-With regard to the
leges granted to the contractors for a num- matter brought to the attention of the H ouse
ber of years, and a considerable difference by the hon. leader of the opposition and
between the royalty to be paid by them the hon. gentleman from York, when I said
and that collected from the miners. And during the discussion of the Yukon Bill that
that was a bill, as I have already said, the bill was incapable of amendnent, I was
which we were told very distinctly we speakinig of what was the law%' of parliament
must accept as it vas brought in or not at in the matter. that there was no difference
all. I an free to say, in addition to what between the appropriation of land and the
my hon. friend on iy right has said just appropriation of money, and the revenues of
now, that I am perfectly satisfied that the the Crown and the lands of the Crown were
large majority of the members of this exactly the saie. It was in reference to
House were anxious to pass this bill if that that I said the bill was not open to
it could be so altered in its details as to anendment by this House. I was not at all
make it one which they could conscien- saying that this House had not the right to
tiously vote for. I can say for inyself, make a declaration or suggestion in any
and I can speak also for many of my friends, uirection. I was speaking simply with re-
that we were extremely anxious that if it gard to the law of parliament. My hon.
were posssible in any way, that soine friend said the government had no right to
measure providing for the neans of com- accept a suggestion from those who dissent
munication between the seaboard and the froni the measures of the government and
Yukon, through British territory, should be he said if we were incapable of proposing a
carried through the House during the pres- policy that the majority of the two Houses
ent session, but we were met on the would support we might retire and lie would
introduction of the bill with the assur- tind a solution. Let me say to my hon.
ance that we nust take it as it stood friend that it is all very well to speak in that
or not at all. I suppose that now there way whîen his party are in a majority in this
«-ould be nothing indiscreet in mentioning House, and that fact cannot be ignored no
also that sone of us had conversations with inatter how moderately that proposition
the contractors themselves, and when we may be put. What J wish to call
suggested that the enormnous land grant the attention of this House to is that
was the great stumbling block in our way, this was not a question of conflict be-
we were given to understand that the land tween the government and this House. That
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is not the position. That measure was a con-
flict between the House of Commons and this
House. The government enjoyed the confi-
dence of the House of Commons. On this
question the government spoke the views of
the House of Commons. The measure was
carried through the House of Commons, and
when this House assumed the responsibility
of rejecting a measure that related to the
revenues of the Crown, J say that the House
was under a constitutional obligation to point
out the precise grounds on which they dis-
sented from the ineasure of the governmuent,
and on what grounds they would accept or
approveof that measureor what modifications
they would require. Look at every measure
that is brought forward by the government
in the House of Lords. If it is one that is
carried through by a majority in the House
of Commons and they are prepared, under
any circumstances, to accept or approve of
such a measure, the House of Lords point out
the grounds on which they differ or dissent
from the views of the government and what
changes they require in order that that
measure nay receive the support of the
House of Lords.

lion. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-Did
they do that in the case of the Home Rule
Bill?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not; because
they, in violation of the rule which had been
in force, rejected the Home Rule Bill alto-
gether. Why? Because, they said, you
cannot make any modification of the Home
Rule Bill which would make it acceptable to
us.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Precisely the
same in this case.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Precisely the saie
my hon. friend says. Then my hon. friend
does not stand in the saine position as the
hon. gentlemon from York, because the hon,
member from York intimated that he was
ready to accept modifications. He thought
the grant was too large. That was not dis-
closed to the bouse. But the gentleman
from Prince Edward Island says he was
absolutely opposed to the measure alto-
gether, and the hon. gentleman from Monck
also spoke in opposition to it, and said " we
can do without a road very well."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, I did not
say that. The hon. gentleman cannot find
in the Debates that I said it. But evidently
we do not want it now. The thing has
proven itself.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not going to
discuss the matter further ; it was not a
question between the government in this
House and the majority of this House. It
vas a question between the House of Coin-
muons and this chamber.

Hon. ir. FERGUSON-I understood
my hon. friend to say a moment ago that I
had expressed myself as entirely opposed to
any road into that country. I was not pay-
ing the closest attention, but I think the
hon. gentleman made that statement. I do
not desire to comment on it, till I know
whether the hon. gentleman did make the
statement and adheres to it that I had ex-
pressed myself as entirely opposed to any
road to the Yukon.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. I said just now
that you expressed yourself as opposed to
that government bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, this is the
first time I have spoken.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-When my hon. friend
said the Home Rule Bill was rejected and
no indication given as to what the House
cf Lords would accept, I said yes, because
the Hlouse of Lrds were absolutely opposed
to any home rule concession whatever and
the hon. gentleman from Marshfield said
"precisely the same here."

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I said that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The statement was
that the majority of this bouse had rejected
the government bill absolutely and for the
saie reasonj.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I now under-
stand the reference the hon. gentleman made.
But when the hon. minister introduced the
measure he distinctly stated that it was
a measure which this House could not amend.

Hon. Mr. M1LLS--I stated that, and I
stated the reason. It was with regard to a
monetary consideration.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-1 wasof the saine
opinion that it was a measure which we could
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not amend, because it deait with a land cause a majority of the meibers of this

grant and it represented the public wealth louse could not, conscientiously support the
and could not be distinguished constitution- arbitrary proposition which the government
ally froni a noney vote. brought down, a proposition w hich they

theiselves told us we could not anend, the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Not government's responsibility with regard to

to the fullest extent : we could have reduced that country was at an end.
it. Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
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Hon. Mlr. FERGUSON -- I held that view Hon. Mr. FERO tISON 'riat is the
when the hon. gentleman introduced the course indicated by the hon. gentleman.
bill. But there were other respects in which They brought down a ineasure which
it was not capable of amendment. Itti
contained a contract, and it could not be the
amended, as the hon. gentleman knows ery
well, by any motion made in this House, like ve cnen 1 kno in my onp-
an ordinary bill. There would have to be a friends of the government, many p'ominent
supplementary contract, as was subnitted in men told nie that they ighly approved of
the House of Commnons withi regard to somethebue f omon wthrear t smethe action of the Senate in throwing out
changes the government secured which were
made there. In all these respects there was
no course left open to those who disapproved Hon. Mi. INIILLS-That is the reason
of the bill but to record a straight vote you were so successful there.
against it. When the hon. minister makes
these general charges against inembers on
this side of the House, that we not only y
voted against that bill but that we never t
gave any indication or expression of our Prince Edward Island, where I was, his
opinion to favour any route or any other friends avoided this question. They said
measure, if the hon. gentleman would they were in power and there were public
remember, or if he would take the trouble works for then if they would only support
to read the debates he will find that in some the governnent for the next three years, and
of the observations I made on the question thev did fot want to talk over public ques-
myself in the debate on the address I tionsataîl. Theyavoidedpublicquestionsand
stated my views very distinctly in talked of tle public works which were to be
favour of railway communication in sone constructed. I simply 'ose, on the present

wa'wKt tht cunty tat evn sokeoccasion, to put myself right because, my hion.wa- w:th that country : that I even spoke f rie nd chose toponmeotaoe hhdmore favourably of the Teslin Lake route taken an ont mou as oneaohd
than I would now, after the information a

able esrad1tik1hv xrseand lighît that have been thrown upon it, and
that I then made an appeal to the gentlemen myself sufflciently.
in the government to bring down a new mea- Bon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-J did
sure, or to try to secure modifications of that
measure. I went so far as to say, rather t catc the reply to m qstio te ihl
unguardedly, that they should bring down a

measre 'hih hnes mencoud vte or.that there is rio intention to take any stepsmeasure whiich honest men could vote for. ooe ot oteYkn
I qualified the remark by saving that honest
men might vote for that one but they would Hon. Mr. are not taking
be very misguided and that the measure was any action this session.
so ,ne-sided in its character that they could
not possibly expect it to receive the support Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(WC.)-Wlere
of enligltened members in this House. is the question of urgency we heard so much
That was the view I took then, and I think talk of a few weeks ago? Tle urgencv that
it was the view held by a najority of those was required then is required now. Here
who voted against that bill. I fully agree are 400 troops and commissioners andjudges
with the hon. leader of the opposition and other people to be fed and looked after,
ii condemning the doctite that b and now the government take a sulky fit
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and will not move a hand. Here is the small golden egg. If you throw the land away
province of British Columbia offering: vou cari never get it back; but if you keep
81,600,000. and the hon. minister endeavours it, you can build the road fron the revenue
to belittle that grant by saying it is an in- and still have the land. It does not take
vestment. much common sense to see that. It requires

Hon. _Mr. MIILLS-It is a boan. no counter proposition. A scheme so simple
as that is open to the government. They

Hon. M'. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What- know the value of the country, and the

ever it is, the agents of Mackenzie & Mann value of the land and yet they wish to

offer to accept it and say that if they give throw it away.
theim that they will sign a contract and go
on with the work. They wrote to the Pre- Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-1 took no part
mier of British Columbia and told him they in the discussion of the bill which was
were ready to go on, if the subsidy were rejected by this House by a large majority,
given. Whether it is a grant or a loafn, if but I listened most attentively to al] the
the contractors are satisfied what is the speeches delivered while I was here-I think
difference? nost if not ali of them- and I can say i at

the impression left on my mind was that
Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. this House was not actuated by partisan

motives in rejecting the bill, but that everyHon. Mr. --NIACDONALD (B.C.)--I ain spaeamstwtoteceto nm
told bv' a friend of the contractors here that' speaker, alnîost without exception on my

side of the House, stated that he was not to
if the government of tis country give a be influenced by partisan feelings, and that
similar amount <f $4,000 a mile they will he was considering the scheme and proposal
go on with the work. That would be a very before the House on its merits and was pre-
small thing for this government to do. It pared to discuss it on that principle only. 1,i S a inatter they should deal witlt at pae odsusi nthtpicpeoi.1of course, hold that the Senate has an
once. The hon. minister said no per- absolute right, and not only the riglt but
son in this House made a counter proposi- it is an essential feature of its very existence,
tion in this matter. Why in the House of that it should be independent of partisan
Commons and in tis House the governmnent motives, and not only of partisan motives
were told, over and over again by members but of the popular feeling of the najority of
that they would support a reasonable money the day, and should reject or approve as it
grant to build that road. sees fit, upon general principles. Now, I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the House of was personally rather averse to the absolute

Conmons said they would not give any ternis of the six ronths' hoist, which was

inoney, and this House said it was to have ultimately carried in this House, and 1 ven-

its own way. tured to suggest to the hon. member who
leads the opposition, and to one or two ot her

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-The go- members, an alternative motion which
vernment were told a reasonable money grant would, in my opinion, have been preferable
would besupportedand amatterof 83,000,000 to the motion which was ultimately carried.
at three per cent would not amount to much That, as modified by my suggestion, was to
for this country. It would be about 890,000 this effect, that this House objected to var-
a year and the road could have been built. ious terms of the proposal then before it,
We are told just now by the hon. minister but was desirous of putting on record the
that the Crown lands and Crown revenues facts that it is not opposed to the measure
are similar. J take him at his word, and if for any other reason than what it considered
So the revenues of the Yukon would its intrinsic demerits as a scheme ; and
build the road. if the revenue this while it recognized the importance of im-
Year is $600,000 that is equal to a proved means of access to that country it
capital of twenty millions. The govern- was prepared to give its most careful consid-
Mnent would retain the land and have this eration and approval, if possible, to any
revenue, and they can get all the money ne- reasonable scheme which might be brought
cessary to iuill the road from the revenues of before it. I submitted that suggestion to
the country. That is a far wiser scheme the hon. leader of this side of the House,
than giving way the goose that lays the and also to sone others, and it met with his
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approval. I am bound to say he expressed at Quesnelle on the Ashcroft Road, and lie
himself as entirely in favour of it, and the had the same interest in developing the
lion. member from Prince Edward Island, Ashcroft route as hon. gentlemen from Ed-
in my hearing also approved of it, so that monton, have in developing the Edmonton
the absolate charge that this House is only route, and as other hon. gentlemen have in
influenced by motives which I must describe developing the coast route. I would not
as unworthy is not, to moy mind, proved. like Mr. Reid to think I had taken any
It was ultimately rejected, I think possibly unfair advantageof hiiii. I vasstruek with
by a great many because the impression one thing whicl the hon. gentleman said,
rem'îained that this House had only the right that the revenue derived ould be sufficient
either to accept or reject without imodifica- to meet ail expenditure. The trend of his
tion. I could not hold that view myself, but remarks appeared to me that lie was desir-
I was anxious, as l have already said, to ous of having the coast trade of the United
have it put on record that this House vas States rarket developed for the sake of
not sway>ed by any unworthy motives, and revenue that the go\ernment was going to
was prepared to consider a reasonable derive in the developiment of that country.
scheme. I desire to take no part whatever It is contrary to all economic policy in the
n the discussion of the merits of the various government of that country, it is certainly

routes to the Yukon. It seems to me tha.t a misapplication of the ideas of protection
would be out of the question at the present if it was intended in that way. With
moment. I must say this, however, that if regard to the discussion that we have had
there was anything whatever in the state- this evening, it has been a very interesting
ments of the influx of large numbers of one and the hon. leader of the opposition
settlers to that country and the possible im- has fully replied to the adverse remarks in
pediments to access during the winter. that in regard to the matter.
the Edmonton route would recommend itself
to me largely as a inatter to be kept in view The motion was carried on a division.
and in the future probably carried out at
our leisure. I had that opinion and I have THE MLITARY EXPEDITION TO
that opinion yet, and if it were not that the THE YUKON.
line which was aided by parliament last 1 INQUIRY.
session is now in progress of construction, I Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the Senate
shou'd look with some apprehension to the adjourn.
condition of things in the district, which Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
cannot lbe helped by the taking up of te would like to ask the hon. Minister whether
Edmonton route only or by the construction the government have any information as to
of a trail over which cattle can be driven, t
for I think the ultimate construction of a ol es wo iv gon mae Y tv olunteers 'vho have gone to the Yukon. 1
railway t,-) sonîîe point to the eastwvard is a'rilay o yersom d oit tof eatsward ive am induced to ask that question from a tele-
matter of years and not of months, and we -ram of the 31st May from Vancouver whichare called upon to consider a mnatter of un- appeared in the Ottawa Free Press of yester-
mediate importance. Holding these views daoI am only.jealous at the moment for the re- da.
putation of this House for approachin such ilqso. well knovi lm Tormito, retuirned from the Stikine
questions in a spirit of nioderation and justice yesterdav. le accounts the route not promising.
and of strict responsibility to the best in- Fif teen hundred are waiting along the river. TwO
terests of the country only ; and I should be housand are waiting at (lenmra. The Yukon troops

are there, stalled, and uill wvait another nonth before
ashamed myself and I certaiinly would be proceeding. It takes five days to go the twelve miles
very mnuch surprised if any considerable fromn Glenora to Telegraph Creek. Of 84 imiles front

number of the majority of this House were Telegraph Creek, 50 miles of almost impassable bogconmnnenices. 'Ie govermnnent is corduroyn4 th
influenced by any other motives. bog.

Is there any truth li the statement as to
Hon. Mr. BOULTON--The lon. Min- their progress?

ister of Justice has made a reference to the Hon
Hon. Mr. Reid, and I camnot allow that re- Hon. Mr. 3HLLS-I havé heard nothing

mark to pass without replving to it. I n regard to it.
merely said that the Hon. Mr. Reid lived The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottauca, Thiursday, 2nd Jane, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SONS OF ENGLAND BENEFIT
SOCFETYS BILL.

WITIHDRAWN.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, returned Bill
(122) " An Act to incorporate the Supreme
Grand Lodge of the Sons of England Bene
fit Society," and reported that the promoters
of the bill desire to withdraw it.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the adoption of
the report.

could be more deceptive than to have people
insure in such societies with the expectation
that when they grow old and infirm they
will be protected; and suddenly to be
made aware of the fact that the society to
which they have been paying premiums for
years has gone to the wall. That should not
be allowed to go on any longer, and for this
reason I want to put my views on record
that I, as one individual who has been look-
ing into this matter for years, am opposed to
such fraternal insurance companies. If they
go into the insurance business let them see
that there is a sufficient amount of money
paid in to insure the safety of the policy
holders in the society.

The motion was agreed to.

ALBERTA YUKON RAILWAY,
NAVIGATION AND MINING COM-

PANY'S BILL.
Eit

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN- I have a few l 'Jr t

words to say in connection with the with- Hon. Mr. LOLGHEED-The promoters
drawal of this bill, for I wish to put my Of Bu (H) "An Act incorporating the
views on record. I am sorry that this society A
is the first to suffer when the crisis came, but and Mining Company," having asked leave
the time' has arrived when the Senate is to withdraw the said bil ard requested that
coming to its senses and to some apprecia- the fees paid thereon, less the cost of print-
tion of its duty in connection with insu rance and translation be refunded, I be, toit in Concio a
in these fraternal societies. That we have nove that the Senate comply with their re-
been doing business too loosely is well quest. This N the bil known as the
known, and I hope that this instance will HamiltonSmith bil, with which this buse
be the means of inducing the government is soinewhat acuainted. The government
to take action next session and intro- to-day, in the Railway Coininittee of the
duce a measure to protect those who are Commons, announced their policy of oppos-
Insured in these societies. T am sure ing ail Yukon bis west of the Rocky
the policy holders would be benefited Mountains. Hence this bill falls under
by such legislation and would uphold general condemnation of such bis. Thepro-
the government for giving theni protection. moters therefore, in view of that fact, with-
That these societies have been doing loose draw the bil, and as it originated in this
business is very generally known. We have buse J make this motion to-day.
evidence of the fact, evidence of a character Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
which cannot be denied. The inspector of reason did the government
insurance appeared before us and gave usfve ail those bl 1
Proof that some of these companies-
this particular company amongst the num- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-J regret to say
ber-were charging only fifty per cent of that I did not hear the reason advanced by
the cost of carrying insurance. No doubt the Minister of Railways. I have no doubt
rany others of this class of insurance the hon. Minister of Justice will be able to
companies are doing business in an communicate that fact to the House, if desir-
e(uallv loose manner. For that reason able. I was not in the Railway Committee
it is the duty of the government and at that time.
of parliament to protect those who have
been induced to go into these societies inorder to tet cheap insurance. Nothing The motion was areed to.

th fespi chrolsstecs fpit
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DELAYED RETURNS. 1 have made inquirv since, and perbaps 1

INQUIRY.may astonish y hon. friend when tel
INQUIRY. himi that it wvill rer1 uire 90 tons, or 1 80,000

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- should like to pounds; that is ail.
ask mny hon. friend the Secretary of State, lr. SCOTT-We have it already in
what progress is being made with the papers t
regarding the Soulanges Canal ?regadingtheSoulnge Canl ?advised. by Dr. Dawson that the sarne type

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have asked agaîn will (10.
for those papers, but have not received them The subsection was adopted.
yet. I cannot control the clerks in the other'
departments. On subsection 10.

Hon. Mr. MILJ_ýEl-So far' as this clause
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- am aware . concerne(, J should like to have an

that the hon. gentleman cannot control the explanation before 1 an prepafed to vote
clerks in the other departnent-, yet this upon it. The clause savs:
House is entitled to the courtesy of being o
furnished with papers when an address is I copy of any list of voters as tiially revised ras flot
presented. I am informed by parties con- been transinitted to or receired hy the Clerk of the
versant with the matter that the return cai Crown iii Chancet y inrsnant to the prvsions of thiswith he tat tie setion, tihe original and legal list for Domirr on elec-
be easily prepared in three or four hours. tions shah be the uame as tlat for provincial elections.
I asked for the papers somne three or four
weeks ago, and I would again impress on the o conide it nuppose ate toethis
Secretary of State the desirability of having nvincial lists bave been muade out, and a copy
the papers brougit down at an early date. las been handed over for revision for the
I do not desire to direct the attention of the
House every day to the fact of their not n
being brought down. aear de nethpovsnsfbein brugi dovn.tis bill of disqualified office holder-, which

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose the only wOuld make the lists, of course, very dif-
excuse is that during session there are a ferent fion the list as prepared for pro-
great many mre demands on the clerks thran viicial elections, and suppose through
usual. I cannot do more than make the any collusion this revised list, with these
request to the department. 200 extra naies on, is not transmitted to

the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery in time
Hon. Mi'. LOUGHEED-The session is -it is quite possible that such a thing might

rapidly approaching its close, and if they take place-then tie election would be run
are not prepared by the close of the session upon tie original provincial lists whiclr bad
my object is frustrated. fot been revised and minus the additional

200 naines tirat had been added. The clause

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AlMEND- is capable of wo'king an injutice in this
MENT BILL. way if the officers are bad enough to do it.

1 do not see a necessity for the clause, and
INthe buse ougit fot to adopt it, for it is

The House resuned in Committee of the clearly hable to tis operation. The officer
Whole on consideration of Bill (16) " An wlose duty it is to send that list on to tie
Act to repeal the Elector-al Franchise Act Clerk of the Crown in Chancery nay,
and to further amend the Dominion Elec- through collusion vith one side or the other,
tions Act." send the list astray. 1 do not say trat there

was any collusion in the Russell election
(In the Committee.) case, but we know that the papers vent

On subsection 8 ol clause 10. astray in that case, and the result was an
election liad to take place on another day

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I with very great ad'antrge, I have no doubt,
am not going to oppose this, but I stated at to the party wbo won it. But ieaving that
the tine wien this clause was under discus aside, if tbe officers whose duty it is to send
sion, that I thought it would require a very these lists on to tie Clerk of tbe Crown in
large quantity of type to be kept standing. 1Chancery sent ten astray, tbe electiof
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vould have to be run upon the original pro- Hon. Mr. MILLER-At this stage of the
incial list, minus ail those names which bill, I desire briefly to occupy the attention

were added. of the House while I make a few remarks
in favour of *the amendment of which I have

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend will given notice. I need not inform hon. gentle-
ee that he is mistaken in that, because sub- men that I believe a large majority of the
ection 2 of secLion 6 makes special provision meinbers of this House are opposed to the
or those parties voting, and the object of principle on which this bill is based-that is,
his provision is simply this: the whole ex- the regulation of the lists on which Domin-
)erience of the Dominion in every constitu- ion elections are to be held, by the provin-
ney of it is that there is a very great change cial legislatures. Notwithstanding that, we
n the voters' lists, certainly at least ten per have not thought proper to interfere with
ent, and even though my hon. friend were the policy of the government in carrying
right in his view-and I do not think he is out what they consider the main feature of
-the number of office holders that would be' this bill, and we have allowed the measure
eft off would be insignificant as compared to go to a second reading without making
with the nunber of persons who would be any attempt to change the qualification of
eft off by retaining the old list. Having electors either hy adding to or taking away
adopted the provincial franchise, the list pre- a single vote from the lists under which the
pared every year must be very nearly a per- voting will hereafter be held. We have
fect list for the Dominion elections. But given the government completely its own
ny hon. friend will see that this clause, as it way in this respect. I think it must be
stands, does not disqualify the class of per- clearly the wish of ail of us-and I think it
sons for whom he speaks, because if you look should be the wish of the government-
at subsection 2 of clause 6, you wil1 find there that, hav ing gone so far, we ought to see
a special provision for those persons voting, that the machinery under which the election
even though their names do not appear on law is to be made applicable to Dominion
this list. elections should be as perfect as possible, and

that it should afford all the safeguards which
Hon. Mr. MILLER -I do not see it as are necessary in order to secure a true and

clearly as my hon. friend does. I do not impartial voters' list. In the province of
think that the circumstances that I refer to Nova Scotia our system of preparing the
are Met by subsection 2 of clause 6. That local lists is this: In the first place, the as-
subsection would enable a person whose sessors for the county make out assessment
name was inadvertently left off the list to rolls. Afterwards revisers are appointed in
cast his vote, but the case to which I refer each section of the municipality, and they
is where the name has been intentionally revise these assessment rolls and niake out
left off the revised list but not to provincial the local list from them. From the decision of
lists when the revised lists have gone the revising officers in ail cases there is an
astray. There is no provision for put- appeal to the sheriff of the county. This
ting the name of such a voter on the list whole organization, I may say, hon. gentle-
for Dominion elections, and subsection 2 of man is a party organization. In the first
clause 6 does not apply, in my opinion, to place the appraiser of property in the differ-
the lists when they are used under subsec- rent counties is appointed generally on party
tion 10 of clause.10. I shall not press the i grounds, one party or the other has the con-
Matter just now, but before the bill gets its trol of the municipal organization, and it is
third reading there will be an opportunity a peculiar feature in the municipal organiza-
of further considering it and, if necessary, tionsofNovaScotia that often,even where the
making an amendment. Conservatives are in the majority in Domin-

ion politics, the opposition manage, in the
lion Mr. POWER-The object of the most cases, to get control of the municipal

hon. gentleman from Richmond would be organizations. I think they are more active,
'et if some words were added making this more vigilant, and work harder in order to
subsection of clause 10 subject to the pro- secure that end than the Conservative party
visions of subsection 2 of clause 6. do. The result is they get complete control

of the revision of the lists of the provincial
Subsection 10 was adopted. legislatures, and J think that is one of the
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causes why, in the province of Nova Scotia,
since confederation, with the exception of
one tern, the Liberal party lias been in
power. Thev have always Lad the c ntrol
of what might be called the local machine
for the revision of the electoral lists for the
provincial elections. With regard to a
statement which lias been made elsewliere
that the election law of Nova Scotia lias
been a long timne on the statute-book, and
that the people seei to be satisfied with it,
and have n ver inade any attempt to change
it, I may say that since confederation the
Conservative party has never Lad but one
terni of office in the local legislature. That
was under the Hohnrîes-Thompson govern-
ment and that governrnent was perfectly!
imbecile to pass any legislation whatever to
renedy either municipal. electoral or other
grivanices, in consequence of the fact that
they had a hostile majority in the legislative
council. On one occasion a bill was intro-
duced during that reginie to qualify Domin-
ion officiais who were disqualified by the
local legislature. It passed the House of
Assembly by a large majority but was
summarily, i may say, kicked out of the]
legislative council after about fifteen or
twenty-tive minutesconsideration. Sothatthe
government of that day considered it would
be folly to attempt any amendments of a
constitutional character when they were sure
to be met with the lostility of the legislative
council and be defeated in that body. J say
the Liberal party in Nova Scotia are gener-
ally more vigilant in securing the local or-
ganization than the Conservative party.
They appoint appraisers of property. They
appoint revisers, and as the local government
has been in power nearly all the time since
confederation, nearly all the sheriffs are
Liberals and many of themn are violent par-
tisans. In the other House an incident took
place which had a speaking effect on my
mind. When it was asked how many Con-
s ervatives had been appointed to the ofice
of sheriff of Nova Scotia of late vears, the
Minister of Finance said : "I rejoice to say
that since 1872 not one Conservative bas
been appointed to the office of sheriff." Now,
when a gentleman removed from party
politics to the high position that that gentle-
iiian occupies in tie other branch would
show so much party spirit in a little incident
of that kind, you can imagine the spirit of
party that must exist in the rank and file
among the coterie in Nova Scotia. It is for

this reason that we have no confidence in
the machinery by which the local electoral
lists are to be made, the lists upon w hich
the members of the House of Commons
are to be elected. I an going to ask by
this arendinent that you give us the saine
protection in Nova Scotia-and I an going to
speak only of Nova Scotia, because altlhough
mny motion includes New Brunswick and
ianitoba there are gentlemen froin those
provinces who will speak for them. I make
a request which I think wili conimend itself
to the sense of justice of every man who
hears nie and every iman in tins country
that you give us the same security
that the law whicl these gentlemen
are putting on the statute-book will be hon-
estly adninistered. And I an only going
to ask the sane protection and safeguards
that are enjoyed in that respect in Ontario
and Quebec. In Ontario there is an appeal
f romin the lists made out by the revisers tc, the
County Court judges. 1n the province of
Quebec there is a similar appeal to the
Superior Court judge,, and I believe there
is a similar appeal in BritiAh Columbia to the
County Court jud±-es. All J ask bymyamend-
ment, is that vou give us a similar protec-
tion in Nova Scotia. J cannot understand
how any one can oject to a proposition so
fair and reasonable. The object of my
amendment is to improve the bill. There is
no fair minded man who will sav that, after
we make this amendment to the bill, it will
not improve it and therefore J cannot see
on what ground there can be any opposition
to it. The sheriff in former times, up to
1883 in Nova Scotia was chiefly a minister-
ial office, but where he lad judicial functions
he was in a nuch better position to dis-
charge them than the sheriff of the present
day. Up to 1883, under the law of Nova
Scotia the sheriffs were appointed on the re-
commendation of a committee of the judges
and the executive council, and they were
generally men of a superior type. In
1883 the law was altered by which the
local executive, in order to get complete
control of the municipal machinery, passed
a law taking the appointment of sheriffs in-
to its own hands, and since that time the
sheriffs are appointed by the local executive
and, as a rule, these men are partisans. J
will just call your attention to a letter which
was addressed to the leader of the opposition
in the other House during the present ses-
sion, to show the way in which the law
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operates in Nova Scotia in sone places.
This letter was written by an ex-sheriff of
the county of Victoria and reads :

DE:A Su>,-The lists Of this county were cook-d, so

chising of any one. But the Nova Scotia
law las been interfered with, for provision
is made in this bill for adding a very large
class of voters. Now, how can it be said that

tlat between 350 and 400 Conservatives were left off we ouglit to adhere strictly to the procedure
the list, and no one expectedI an election. Then they
spranig the election. I ain credibly inforined it was
the case in all thle otiher coulnties. I was sheriff of list wlen the very principle on which the
tils emmuîity for teln veais, and because I did fair and voters' list is founded lias been so much in-
w(oul( (Io no erooke< work for thte Lberais, I was terfered with by the bi itself and by the
disin issed and a man put in who has noiw to alswer tot
a court of law for is crook-ed work. He rlid away policy of i he government ? There is no sense
wVith the reviner's lists in two districts and iade two in tlia arument. If they had not inter-
new lits aftor cutting some 70 Conserative off, an<d fered with it, tht-re might be some force init .ism the hands of a inan like this that the pure
Liberals want to puot our lists. it, but wlhet her suficient to induce the House

Hon. Mr. McMIL LA N--Tî whom is that notto interfere it is unnecessary for me to say.
letter addressed ? 'lhen itis said my amendment will work con-

fusion. J cannot see how it will work con-
Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is a letter fuson. XVlien t4 eists are made (ut for

addressed by an ex-sheriff of the countv of the ltdal legislature, tiere are two copies
Victoria to Sir Charles Tupper and read in one is set aside for the provincial elections,
the House of Comnions. 1 an sorry that the otier is handed over for the Dominion
ny lion. friend froni Cape Breton (Mr. Alc- -lections to be r-vised under thi.t law. Ve
Donald) is nothere, because lie had in his do not touci the list for the provincial elec-
own experience a case fully as -bad as tion in revising the lists for the federal
this. My lion. friend, the leader of the election. We merely deal with the list that
opposition, stated a case in lus personal is intended for the federal elections. How,
experience, but the case of mv hon. friend therefore, can tht-e be anv confusion?
fromi Cape Breton is tei times as bad as Another objection lias been stanted, naînely,
that. It was a case in which le called at that there is (oubt wlethen îarliament las
the oflice of the individual who had charge i legaI power to deal with this question as
of the lists, on the last day for adding names conte plated hy this amendnent. That
with a list of names to put on under a doubt was started in the other House, lut
certain qualification, and was told that they no lawyer of authonity ventuied to assume
could not be put on. He went away, and the the nesponsibility of standing by it. Tht
next morning came to the office and found Prime Minister spoke on it and showed how
that 200 or 300 names had been put on daigerous it might be and w-at evil might
by his opponent, Mr. Newton McCoy, by the accrue f rom it, and all that sort of thing,
very individual who had told hiii such naines but took very great cane fot to commit
could not be put on, as he could not interfere himself a; a lawyer to the statement
with the-list. Ail I ask by my amendient that it was fot within the power of this
iS to protect us from such unfair dealing as parlianent to so amend the Act as any one
this, that you give us an appeal to the will see who rtfers to Lis remarks. I vish
Judiciary, the same as is enjoyed in Ontario tocàution the buseagainstanyusethatmay
and Quebec, and I do not think any reason- be mate of these general assertions. It is the
able man can object to that. There may be policy of the promoten of a bil, vhen he las
some objections to my motion; it may be not solid arguments to depend on, to raise
said, and has been said, elsewhere, that we inaginany argunents to endeavour to fright-
are interfering with the principle of the bill, tn people with some injury or harin that is
that it is the intention of the bill to bring possible to occur if such a course be punsued,
the local laws into operation in order to and very often the unthinking are frighten-
furnish us with a Dominion franchise. If ed; but every thinking man who revolves
that had been adhei ed to, there might be the case in his own mmd can see whether
some force in this contention. But I wish to there is soLd foundation for this sort of ar-
call att-ntion to the fact that this no longer is gument or not. Now, when we had th6
the case. In the first place, I wish to say my Yukon Bill before us, my hon. friend tbe
arnendment does not add a vote to or take Minister of Justice, told us-he had fot
away a vote from the voters'list. It does not much real argument to stand on in that

dnterfere with the enfranchising or disfran- discussion and every allowance sbould be

tiniceiigtelit o h eea
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made to him if he drew on his imagination
to some extent-but he told us that what
we did was a dangerous thing to do;
we did not know what we were doing;
tiere miglt be starvation and rebellion
up there, and the whole country might
pass from British control; and we were
threatened with dire disasters which would
occur unless we passed that bill. We were
not frightened by those arguments, and we
did not pass that oill, and we have had no
starvation or rebellion in the Yukon district.
Things are going on pretty well there, so well
that the government has not considered it
necessary to introduce another Yukon Bill.
I think, under all these circumstances, the
comminittee will be disposed to pass tii
anendment. There is no argum-nt to be
urged against it. The objections that have

another thing will not be done. We have to
consider this bill independently of anvthing
of that kind, and I hope my bon. friend who
represents the government in this Hou-e
will not refuse to uphold mv amendinent.
I hope that tiis House wili give us the
protection of the judiciary in naking out
our lists, for I believe that in Nova Scotia
the Conservative party is in a majority
to-day, but they will not take a corporal's
guard out of that province unless they get
this protection. The motion which I an
about to make was prepared by able lawyers
in the House of Commons, and it was moved
there by the hon. leader of the opposition, and
they have taken the responsibility that the
phraseology and the matter of the resolution
would cover exactly the required provisions.
Therefore. when I move this amendment, I

been urged are merely the three that I expect it to carry as it is, if the House
have just stated, namely, that it would cre- thinks proper to adopt it at all. I move
ate confusion, that it is doubtful whether we the following as clause A after subsection
have the power to do it, and *hat it would 10 of clause 10 :
interfere with the provincial system which Natwithstanding anything in this Act, or iII any
it is the desire of this bill to adopt. Act heretofore enacted, or lereafter to be enacted by
Now, with regard to the system pre. the Legislature of any pîovince. there shall be in the

vroviaces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Mani-vailing in Ontario anil Quebec ]et me toba, for the purpose of revising and aniending the
read just a few words---I am not exactly voters' list to be used iii the election of neiîbers for
in order in reading the debates of the res. the House of Commtînons an appeal froim said lists as

.ii r-Iaredi hv the registration clerks and revisors to the
ent session, but perhaps the committee will respective judges of the eounty courts in each of the
permit me to do so-used by the Prime said provinces for the different counties in which the
Minister in the debate on this bill in l"°11" d9tisi"ns for which such voters's ts have beeni

prepared are respectively situate.
another place. He said Such appeal iay be, at the instance of any voter or

person entitled to he a voter in the polling div ision,
Now, i am free to admit that the systemît wItich pre- the voters' list for vhici isappeal-d from oi ail or any

vails in Nova Scotia, in New Btunswick, and in of the following grounds, viz. : that the naimes of toters
Mantitoba for the inatter of that, i not as comiplete as are througinadvertence or otherwise omitted fron
I wvoullike tosee it. li the province of Quebec I toters' lists or wrongly stated therein, or that the
have lived indier a systeti which ha. prevaied for naimes of personis are through inadvertence or other-
itany years, and wiici) lias given the right of appeal wilse inserted iii the vioters' list wio are entitled to De

to the jutdicial auîthorities in respect of the preparation voters, and shall be made to the judge of the
of the lists : and I imist say that so far as my exper coinnty cirt it any time w% ithin twventy days after
ience goes, it lias wvorked well and satisfactorily.. I the voters' blst at first imiade up shall be tiled with the
believe the saille systen lias prevailed in the province otticer who, iunder the lav of the proviice, bas the
of Ontario, and it lias also workel wvell and satisfac- Istoiy of the saine, and notice of socht appeal shall blie
tory. gie iii in formi " C " in tht- schedule hereto ainexid, bv

poisting the samte up in at least three public places
Here is the testimony of the Prime Minister witini the poling division, and bypuihing the
himself that the systemn you possess in Ontario Saliii for at least ttii days previously to sich appeal

ii iiueiit at 11111iiitialei iii the ci tttv aitt cilil-and Quebec is a good system, and that the sys- laiomne couyio nircs-7 i y lating in the said po)lhng- division:, andifnne-
temt we possess in Nova Scotia, New Bruns- paper is pîulshedl in th- county, then in a newspaper
wick and Manitoba is not good as a systemn. y"isied i" t": niarest county having a newsaper

. publishid theremi, proviled that i the case of anUnder these circumstances, I do not think application to strike off natmes front the voters' list,
there cari be any hesitation on the part of -sucli notice shal he mailed, dily registered, with
the commnittee in adopting the amendment postage prepaid, at least one- week previous to suîchlppeal, to the addriss of sui person or persons. if
which I noved. I would say one thiing known to the appellant. The judge shal hear the
more. There are two ways of treating this appeala on affidavits, or if requested by the appellant
bouse wvhen an attempt is made to) foreo by the person pipi i osing the appeal on evidence

.i . ria toc inider oath, and mîay imake an order lu writ-
through legislation ; one is by open intimi- ing directing that the iame of such pwrson as voter
dation, and the other by coercion-if such shall be struck fromt or added to said list, and in case

of more than one appeal fromî the samle voters list,and such a thing is not done such and suc the judge shall etibody in the one order the results of
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his adjudications in respect to all such appeals, and
such order shall be filed with the officer who has the
custody of the said voters'list, who shall in pursuance
of said order, strike off from or enter upon said list
the naines of persons as voters, and such voters' lst,
so ainended, shall be the voters' list for the polling
division.

Province of county (or city) of
Polling division (or subdivision) of

I hereby give notice that on the day of
A. D. 1 , I inte.nd to apply to the judge of the
county court of at to have for the pur-
poses of elections of members for the House of Com-
nons of Canada the voters'list for polling district (or
subdistrict) amended by (adding to the same
the names of the persons mentioned in schedule "A"
or striking therefrom the names of the persons men-
tioned in schedule " B," or by changing the names
A B C 1), &c., to E F G H, &c.)

Dated at this day of A. D. i
(Signed) X. Y.

Appellant.
The voters' list shall, except in the provinces of

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Manitoba, be those
prepared by the several polling divisions so establish-
ed and which on the sixtieth day next preceding the
day fixed for the nomination of candi dates for such
Dominion election were in force or were last in force
under the laws of that province for the purpose of
provincial elections, and in the provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Manitoba, shall be the
voters' list'as amended under the provisions of section

of this Act, which were prepared by the registra-
tion clerks or revisors for the several polling divisions
so established for the purposes of provincial elections
and were filed at least sixty days previoos to the day
fixed for the nomination of candidates for such Do-

i ci e ji l 11 iut i lîe h11' i n h y i 11 l

whenever they seemed to accomplish the
object in view. Why, then, they declined
to grant the relief asked for in this amend-
ment and introduce the provisions which are
in force in Ontario and Quebec, and which
are so manifestly in the best interests of
justice and fairness, I am at a loss to deter-
mine; but I intend to try and show to this
House how absolutely necessary it is that
this amendment should be adopted if we are
ever to get a fair list in Manitoba. That is
all we ask-a fair list, one which will give
expression to the free and independent
voice of the electorate of that province, and
not one upon which a large proportion of
the electorate have been disfranchised on
account of their known political leanings-
because that is what has actually occ'urred
in that province. You may think that I
speak in an exaggerated manner about the
iniquities which have been practised in
Manitoba. Wait until I get through, and
therq will be few members of the House
who will not admit, not only that I have
been justified in my statement, but that I
have not been severe enough. The party
which has prepared the lists in that
province has had a political life of
ten years. They have kept themselves

cmston o t sne in power partly by adopting methods whiccustody of the samie.
ordinary governments have been known to

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It is with adcpt for retaining office. And their ex-
a great deal of pleasure that I rise to istence for that length of time is due to two
second the amendment introduced by the things, the Manitoba school question and
hon. gentleman fromi Richmond on behalf of the voters' lists. Of the former I do not
what I consider to be the most distressful intend to speak at ail, but with regard to
province, politically, that we have in this the latter I want to make some explanatioa
Dominion-I mean the province of Manitoba. to this buse. Hon. gentlemen will pro-
I freely recognize the difficulty that there is bably think that when the Brandon enu-
in framing a Franchise Bill, which shail merator got up bis voters'list that he would
satisfy all the varied conditions which exist take some basis upon which to work, the
in the different provinces of which our Do- municipal list, or assessor's rolîs, or the last
minion is constituted, and inasmuch as it voters' list for the Dominion or for the local
has been sometimes our faithful duty to election. Not a bit of it. This gentleman
criticize adversely the actions of this govern- sits down and commences bis officiai life ia
ment, 1 give my meed of praise to the Solici- the most uodest and humble way with a
tor General for his efforts to inake a good dean sheet of paper. Upon it he inscribes
bill. Whether he has been successful in the name of every man in the district of his
doing so or not time alone will tell, because own political persuasion-a list which he
it is only through the working of any such and his frieis had been preparing for the
measure that its demerits or weaknesses can la;t few months. As long as it is a Grit name,
be brought to light. But in the House of heasksfornoproof-herequiresnoapplication
Commons it was evident both parties sought or qualification-be seeks no identification
to have a good bill and they worked together but he takes every name that is produced to
to accomplish that object, the opposition hini by Tom, Dick and Harry of the Grit
in no carping manner, offering amendments, shibboleth and puts him upon the list, but
and the government cheerfully accepting nota single name does he put on of the
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Conservative party of that district without
first being furnished with a written applica-
tion and a statutory declaration of qualifica-
tion. This almost seems incredible, but J
tell you that this is the actual condition of
affairs that was discovered by Mr. Macdon-
aid the Conservative member for Brandon
and myself, and the rest of the Conservative
committee when we went to that enumera-
tor for the purpose of comparing the list
with him and showing what names he had
left off it. There was not a single Conser-
vative name on the list-not even the names
of Mr. Macdonald and myself, and, what is
more he refused to put our names on the
list unless we made application and put in
a statutory declaration of qualification. He
exptained his refusal in this way: he said,
"although he did know that Mr. Macdon-
ald and myself were British subjects, 21
years of age, and that we had resided in the
district for the time required by law,
that he had not the same general in-
formation with regard to others, and that
he thought the only safe plan was to
require those applications and statutory de-
clarations from all parties. When at a later
date we put this gentleman into the witness
box at the court of revision and he was
furnished with a list, a list with all the Grit
naines of that district, and asked how it
happened that those names came to be placed
on his list, he said at first that they must
have been put on by applications and statu-
tory declarations of qualifications. When
asked to produce them he could not, and
finally he had to admit that those naines had
been placed there, either through his own
knowledge of the circumstances, or handed
in to him by people in whom he said he had
confidence. We would not have objected to
this had the same sauce which was used for
tIe goose been served with the gander ; but
we did object that Conservatives should be
put to such trouble to have their names put
on the list when it only needed that
a man should be a Grit to be put on the list
without application or statutory declaration.
Shortly before the time came for these
lists to be made up, the Greenway govern-
ment ab9lished the list of the justices of
the peace in that province, thereby, at one
stroke, doing away with all the Conserva-
tives who might accidentally have been left
on that list. They then issued a new list
upon which only the names of their own
political sympathizers appeared. Hon.

gentlemen can easily see, therefore, the
trouble, the difficulty, the expense that
attached to our getting a sworn declaration
for every man who had to be put on the
Conservative side of that list, because we
were obliged, in order to get those declara-
tions, to go to the lawyers and the notary
public who happened to be in that part of
the country, and you can easily see that in
a constituency 250 miles long and 100 miles
wide, sparsely settled, and where those
officials are scattered over such a large area,
the extraordinary diffliculty we had to pre-
pare that list. Of course, any man* who is
well acquainted with a district should be
able, of his own knowledge, and with the
ordinary means at his disposal, to make
up three-fourths of that Est fairly, but
with regard to the other fourth-and
this is where our great difficulty lay-we
did not know even the names of the parties
or where they resided. We had heard of,
say, John Smith, in a certain township.
The best efforts of our detectives failed to
locate anybody of that description who had
resided there within the time required by
law. We offered the court the best evidence
that could be procured, that our detectives
had searched that country from une end to
the other and had failed to find any trace
of such a person. We were refused the evi-
dence of municipal clerks and people of the
greatest respectability who had resided there
many years, that no such persons could have
lived there without their knowing it. We
brought that out before the revising officer,
and he plainly said that that was all very
well, but unless we produced evidence that
we had personally served the parties with
notice the naines would stay on the list.
and they stayed there. He knew when he
laid down that rule that he was laying down
a rule that was an impossibility. That is
one of the ways in which the revising officer
worked this matter for us, and the result
was that in the city of Brandon, the night
before the election, a train load of hoodlums
and personators was brought from Winni-
peg, and next day every one of these fictitious
names was voted on by parties who came
there, whon none of us knew and who took
the oath unblushingly and then went no
one knew whither. That is the way they
worked the racket in introducing imperso-
nators. Lest you should think I am stating
onily what occurred in Brandon, and that
such things could not occur in other parts
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of the province, I have here a declaration
by a Dr. McFadden, a member of the local
legislature, which shows that the sane
racket was worked for him in the consti-
tuency which he represents, Emerson. That
was hard was it not? That is the way in
which that part of the list is fraudulently
prepared. But one of the principal modes
of trickery which is practised on our voters'
list is that with regard to the Icelandic vote.
I am not able to explain why it is, but these
people in their own country, before they
come out here, are all what they call Liberals,
or something which has the same meaning to
them, and when they come to this country
their leaders, who have for many years been
officials of the Greenway government, have
no difficulty in explaining to the new-comers
that that is the way they have to vote in
Manitoba. When we look over the voters'
list in the city of Brandon, of course we
know very well the different Icelandic names
that are on our list, but occasionally we
come across a batch of thern that we know
nothing about at all. On one occasion we
found over a score of Icelandic names on our
list which none of us had ever heard of be-
fore, and we appealed against these and
asked the enumerator how he came to
place them on the list. He triumphantly
explained that this was done, as lie
had done with the Conservatives, by a writ
ten application and statutory declaration.
We asked him to produce these, and though
lie was very loth to do it, lie was obliged to.
It turned out that every one of these was
iade before a Mr. T. T. Macfarlane, a

Grit heeler, of the city of Brandon, who
had been appointed a justice of the peace
for this purpose. Exanined under oath,
this man admitted that he had gone down,
accompanied by a Greenway Icelandic
Official, to the immigration shed, where an
Immigrant train of Icelanders had just
arrived, and had taken with him in his
Pocket, prepared for use, a number of these
applications and statutory declarations. He
a.dmitted that he had never seen any of
these people before, that lie asked them no
questions and never read over the declar-
ations to them before they were signed
before him ; that lie did not know if one of
therm spoke a word of English, and yet all
these people were put on that list, and
when we tried to strike them off, the saine
Objection was made by the revising officer,
that unless we personally produced these
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people before him, or produced evidence
that they had been personally served with
a subpena to appear there, lie would not
allow their names to be struck off, and as
by this time they had all accepted situations
and scattered all over the country as hired
men, we were unable to find them in order
to serve them with subpenas, and the result
was that 1, with the large interest I have
in that country, had my vote killed by one of
these new comers, who had only juRt arrived
in that country and who knew nothing
about our language.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Not even a British
subject.

Hon.Mr.KIRCHHOFFER-No, not even
a British subject, naturally. Under the
late Norquay administration the revising
officers were the county court judges ; under
the Greenway government the revising offic-
ers are the bitterest and most unscrupulous
partisans in their party. That is the quali-
fication. A man will not be appointed un-
less he possesses those qualities. They are
nearly all young lawyers, smart, bright fel-
lows, accustomed to fighting in court day
by day, to twisting and straining every
point to make it appear the best for their
own side. They have been returning offic-
ers at the polls, and scrutineers at the polls,
and they are thoroughly imbued with the
strongest kind of partisan feeling and party
spirit, and they do the best, as you may
naturally suppose-I do not blame themu for
it-for their own side, to make as favour-
able a list as they cai to keep their own
party in power. What I say is that they
.have no responsibility, they have no care
beyond making up that list in the way they
were appointed to do, and I say the appoint-
ment of any partisan, I do not care who he is,
or by what government he is appointed to the
position, which is actually a judicial position,
is a disgrace. I say that no government
should be allowed to do it. It nay
be that a change will take place
and that the party that I am in sym-
pathy with, will have the same privileges
placed in their hands, and with what they
have had before them they might undertake
to do the saine thing. I say it would be a
disgrace to allow any party to be in a position
to do it-to turn what is really a judiciaJ
position into one of the bitterest partisan-
ship. I do not say that at all times every
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revising officer appointed in that country they will know that the province of Mani-
has acted in an unfair way. We have a toba will return a solid list of Liberal sup-
notable instance in the city of Brandon, porters elected by the revising officers. That
where on one occasion the revising officer is the position of it.
was Mr. G. Henderson, a very eminent
Liberal lawyer there who now occupies the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
position of district registrar. Henderson Who are the revising officers under the late
acted in a manner that was fair and impar- Dominion law ?
tial and judicial, and made up a list which
the most biassed person could not but admit lon. Mr. KJRCHHOFFER-Nearly al
was a fair list. What was the resuit h Mr. young Liberal awyers in the city of Winni-
Henderson bas nerer been eeiptoyed since. peg.

is crime was accentuated by the fact thatn er that
theiConservative candidate was elected under sheipon.itio ofdit
the Wist he prepared. Such a crime as thatof
could only be met with one resuit, and Mr. Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER - County
Henderson was turned down and bas neyer courtgerh
been employed since. I say that these
revising officers, should always belong to our Hon. Mr. M-NILLS-No; not always.
judiciary, I care not by what government
they have been appointed. I would jus as Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER- think in
soon that our Manitoba lists were everv case in Manitoba.
revised by Judge Prendergast, whose 
name bas been mentioned here very fre- Hon. Mr. MILLS-A barrister of six
quently as a Liberal appointee, as byany years' standing.
judge whose antecedents have been entirely
Conservative. And why? Becausewe are able Hon. Sir 'MACKEINZIE BOWELL-
truly and proudly to say that our judicial Wherever there was a judge in Ontario he
bench is above suspicion, that they recognize was appointed in every case.
the responsibility of the high offices to which Hon. Mr. IMILLS-Jn London there were
they have been appointed, that they re two judges, but James Fraser was appointed.
guided by the long Bune of tradition which
they can afford neither to sully nor to dis- Hon. Si MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
grace, and further, that they are appointedon

count ort judgesapite o n

for life and can afford to, be fair and honest other division, and there were not county
and honourable, to be impartial and judicial court judges enough.
without incurring the penalty of dismissal.
I say that that is the reason and one of the Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are not county
greatest reasons why we should see that the court judges enough in Nova Scotia, if my
position of revising officer should be given to hon. friend adopts Cthat rule.
a cDunity judge. As long as the present sys-
tem exists, you will find the same difficulty Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I should
and the same trouble in getting a fair list. like to tel the use of the constituency of
This is the sort of list made up in that frau- South Brandon, the constituency which 
dulent way that you are asked to incorpo- used to represent in the local use. In
rate as a Dominion franchise, the list by that case a voters' list was published and
which the members sha v be elected to this posted up one day and the court of revision
Federal iuse. I say that not one of these was held the next day. None of us knew
fraudulent practices which are allowed by anything about it. The revising officer
the revising officers would be attempted, or and thenumerator met together at a coun-
assisted in, or connived at, or winked at by try school-house. They were the only per-
anyjudge that could be appointed as a revis- sons present. They opened the court.
ing officer in that country, and therefore I There were no appeals, as you can easily
say if, after the warning, if after what I teyl imagine, and they closed the list, and
you as to the way in which those lists are declared that it was perfect, without any
made up, this bouse allows this bill to go appeals. When we came to see the list
through without this proposed amendment ome time afterwards, we found that over
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200 Conservative names had been left off, titne the Greenway government may make
many of whom resided in the immediate an alteration which will govern the appoint-
neighbourhood of the enumerator, and were ment of the revising officers to the county
well known to him, 41et him every day, court judge. When the hon. gentleman
people who had lived there tweIve and made that guarded statement, he knew as
tifteen years. It was a put-up job between well as I did that Mr. Greenway was not
the enumerator and the revising officer. going to do anything of the sort. If Mr.
In the city of Brandon, when one of our Greenway had even told hlm he was going
lists was being made up, we every day to do it, he would not believe him any more
cheoked off with the enumerator the names than I would, because we ail know Mr.
that were placed upon the list, and the last Greenway very well, and have had so much
day at 11 o'clock at niglit, I, was per- experience of the way in wbicb his word
sonally present when the list was com- can be relied upon, that we know ail about
pared from beginning to end with the that.
enumerator. And after that we certainly i
thought we had done everything that could Hon. Mr. LANDRY-lear, hear.
be done to protect ourselves against any
danger to that list. When the list was pub- Hon. Mr. KIRCHIOFFER-But ou
lished we counted 200 names of those that will see how ingenious and suggestive he was
lad cone to us that very night which were in putting forward this liftie une of sugges-
left off, and when we tried to reinstate those tion as to tue course that was going to be
before the court of revision, we were un- adopted by the Greenway governmneiit. I
able to do so in almost every instance. That tell hon. gentlemen it is nothing more or
is an illustration of the way in which the less than a huge bluff. There is no inten-
franchise which the government wants us to tion of doing anything of the kind, and I do
adopt has worked in Manitoba. Mr. Green- fot want lon. gentlemen to be deceived or
way, knowing the untenable position he have the wool pulled over their eyes by any
occupies in this regard, has been obliged to such statenient as that, because there is not
make some show of yielding to popular de- t s
mand and popular clamour, because I can the duty of this buse. not to take anything
assure hon. gentlemen that there is a great on chance but to guard our rigbts and se
clamour throughout the country for a fair that we give justice and fair play to ail.
list. Surely that is not something that we There is no real reason urged against the
should have to ask and beg and seek for and Passage of this amendment. Ail that they
be refused in a country such as this. But say is that it may work a wrong to the
Mr. Greenway has been obliged to throw out generai principle of adopting the local voters'
a little line of suggestions as to what i list. Supposing it does, what of it? Which
likely to be done in order to make that right. 1 better, to work a vrong to an abstract
I will read what teelhon. Minister of Interior: prnciple or to work a wrong vhich disfran-
says about it, the late Attorney General of
the province, a gentleman whose schemes
have kept us under the iron heel of despotism
for so many years, and who thoroughly
understands its value to him from a party
point of view. He is speaking about the
different provinces, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick:

As far as Manitoba is concerned, I have lately been
informed-I do not speak with any degree of positive-
ness, but I believe it to be a fact-that the govern-
ment out there have agreed to aimend the Election
Act so that an appeal to the judiciary should be given
under that Act.

You will observe how carefully he guards
himself against being responsible for his
statements. He has "lately been informed,"
and he does not " speak with any positive-
ness," but he thinks it is likely that at some

chises thousands upon thousands of the
electors of this country? The same sugges-
tion was made by Shylock when he was
demanding bis pound of flesh, and what was
the answer put into Bassanio's mouth by
Shakespeare:

Do a great right, do a little wrong, and curb this
cruel ionster of his will.

That is all I ask.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suppose, if any
bon. member on this side of the Houe were
to speak with the warmth which the hon.
gentleman from Brandon has manifested,
that probably he would be held open to the
charge of being in a white heat.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Red heat
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not say that
of the hon. gentleman. Evidently the hon.
gentleman's local experience does influence
the manner of his speech, and I think that
we had better consider the matter from a
more impersonal standpoint than that which
the hon. gentleman bas adopted. In the first
place, while I recognize that the attitude
taken by the hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond two or three days ago was a justifiable
one, that this House need not pass the
Franchise Bill if it did not please, although
it was a matter which did not directly con-
cern this House, I can not agree with the
attitude assumed by the hon. gentleman to-
day that it is a perfectly right and proper
thing for this bouse to undertake to go into
the details of the Franchise Bill and deal
with those details, adding here and subtract-
ing there. I think the illustration f rom the
Imperial Parliament to which the hon. gen-
tleman referred us, will bear me out in that
respect. The House of Lords did not, as a
matter of fact, make a single amendment in
the Franchise Bill which came before them
in 1884, but the House of Lords, as they
had a perfect right to do, said " We shall
not consider this measure until we are
satisfied that the government of the day
propose to accompany it with a redis-
tribution measure which shall not be
manifestly unjust to the Conservative party."

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Does my hon. friend
desire to be understood as saying that the
House of Lords had no right to make any
amendment?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We have been mak-
ing amendments to the bill from the very
start.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That does not say
we are right. My contention is that the
House of Lords does not go into the details
of the Franchise Bill and make amendments,
and I take the case the hon. gentleman
chose. When the Conservative leader in
the House of Lords who was also the leader of
the Conservative party, when the Marquis
of Salisbury was satisfied from statements
made by the leader of the Liberal govern-
ment that a fair redistribution measure
would be introduced, the Representation of
the People Act was allowed to pass, and not
a single amendment was made to it in the
House of Lords.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In the English
parliament they use the franchise for
partisan advantage.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not so much as here.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Now, hon. gentle-
men, that is an important consideration. I
think it has generally been recognized that
money bills and franchise bills are .bills
which this House has the right to reject,
and of coprse it has a technical right to
amend the Franchise Bill if there is any
glaring injustice in it, but the parliamentary
practice and etiquette, so to say, has been
that Upper House does not interfere with
the details

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Do you not call
this a glaring injustice?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I shall try to deal
with that later on. The ground taken by
the premier in the other House is a perfectly
reasonable and proper ground. He based
his objection to the amendment which the
hon. gentleman bas proposed, and which was
proposed in the other House on the ground
that it conflicted with the principle of the
bill. The principle of the bill was that the
provincial franchises should be used for the
purpose of Dominion elections; and if you
say, as to certain provinces, we shall not
accept the provincial franchises but shall
subject them to certain amendments and
provisions of our own, you are departing
from the principle of the bill. That is a
good and reasonable and tenable objection
to the amendment. Hon. gentlemen seem
to forget for the moment that this is
not the first time we have had the provincial
franchises for parliamentary elections in
Canada. From the year 1867 until 1885
we had the local franchises, and I have not
heard that any serious complaint was made
in respect to the manner in which the local
officers did their duties in preparing the
lists. The only serious complaint made, as
regards the province of Nova Scotia, was that
certain Dominion officials were disqualified by
the local law, and that they were improperly
disqualified. Into the reas'ons for disquali-
fying those officers I shall not enter now. I
did deal with it at one time, but I shall not
now. All I say is that, looked at from
the point of view of the local govern-
ment of that day, there was a good deal of
justification for the action which was taken
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by the local legislature ; and with respect to
the case cited by the hon. gentleman from
Richmond (Mr. Miller), the case in which
his colleague from Cape Breton was concern-
ed, it must be borne in mind that in that
general election of 1872, the Conservatives
had a majority of the members from Nova
Scotia ; and as far as regards the province at
large, I have never heard any serious com-
plaint of the conduct of the revisers or of
the sheriffs. I wish to say a word or two
about New Brunswick. There are other
gentlemen who can speak with more know-
ledge of New Brunswick than I can. How-
ever, I happen to have in my hand the latest
New Brunswick Act with respect to elections;
and I think hon. gentlemen should bear this
in mind with respect to that province.
New Brunswick I suppose is the only pro-
vince in the Dominion where there are no
parties in local politics. They have a gov-
ernment there which is made up of Liberals
and Conservatives and there is no reason to
suppose that the local lists of New Bruns-
wick would be made up otherwise than fairly
as between the two parties, and I find that
chapter 38 of the Acts of New Brunswick
for last year contains this provision:

If at any time after the voters' lists have been de-
posited with the county secretary, as provided in sec-
tion 36 of the said Act, the sheriff shall be satisfied
that through a mistake in copying or any other error
or oversiglht, names have been omitted from any
voters' list, it shall be the duty of the sheriff to make
application to the judge of t he county court for an
order authorizing him to add such names to such
voters' lists, whereupon the judge shall, after notice
to the assessors and revisers of t he city, town or par-
ish on the voters' ist of which the sheriff thinks the
names should be, if the judge is satisfied that the names
subnitted to him by the sheriff or any of them should
be added to such list by reason of their having merely
been omitted through mistake in copying or other
error or oversight, make an order that such naines or
any of them shall be added to such list, and the sheriff
shal thereupon add to such list such names as the
judge has so ordered to be added. and thereupon the
hist or lists with the naine so added shall be as good
and valid in all respects as if such naines had been
included in such lists or lists by the revisers.

2. The proviEions of the aforegoing section shall
apply to voters' lists prepared and filed with the
county secretary before the passing of this Act as
well as to those who may be so prepared and filed
hereafter.

Now, hon. gentlemen, considering the fact
that in New Brunswick they, in local
polities have no parties, this provision is
sufficient to guarantee that the lists in New
Brunswick will be fair and correct lists.
With respect to Manitoba, all I can say,
hon. gentlemen, is that it seems to me
that out in the west they do things

that perhaps we would not do in this
cooler blooded eastern portion of the Dom-
inion. We have had f rom the hon. gentleman
from Brandon (Mr. Kirchhoffer) a statenient,
no doubt a reliable one, but nodoubt coloured
by the hon. gentleman's own strong political
views and by the local feeling under which he
evidently spoke, of what has been done on
one side. It just happens that in the
newspapers of the last few days we have
had a little inkling of what was done on
the other side in Manitoba. We have had
the evidence of Mr. Howells, Q.C., of what
was done by the Conservative side, not in a
local but in a Dominion election. I think
the Liberal side of the House need not be
afraid of the comparison of the state of
things depicted by Mr. Howells, and in that
the comparison they will show to advantage.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Two wrongs do
not make a right.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was not saying
that; I was simply using it to illustrate the
principle that out in the west thev are more
intense and do things that we cooler blooded
people would not do.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Even $12,000
could not secure a conviction I

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suppose the diffi-
culty was there were some of those Conser-
vative westerners on the juries. The hon.
gentleman f rom Brandon talked about revis-
ing barristers. I thought while he was
speaking that some of his observations would
have applied to some of the revising officers
appointed under the late administration. I
know that in the province of Nova Scotia
there were some county judges who were not
appointed revising barristers, and they were
men who were perfectly upright and fair
and honourable, and there was no reasonable
excuse for not appointing them except the
government wished to have friends of their
own to revise the lists. I shall not say any-
thing more about Manitoba. Other hon.
gentlemen know more about it than I do.
The hon. gentleman from Richmond told
us, and told us very properly, that we should
act independently of threats. I think this
House has in the past generally acted in a
fairly independent way and I am not aware
that the government, or any member of the
government, speaking on behalf of his col-
leagues, has uttered any threats against the
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Senate. The threats which appear in cer- is just about as good as that of the hon.
tain newspapers are not things that the gentleman f rom Richmond, and the feeling
Senate should take any heed of. To my anongst the Liberals in Nova Scotia is that
mind it is an undignified position for the the Conservatives are much more active in
Senate to assume. municipal elections than the Liberals.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-On'
the floor of the House of Commons such a!
thing was done by a minister.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am rather careful
about the statements I make in the House.
As a rule I think hon. gentlemen should be
careful about statements they make, and
some hon. gentlemen I must say are not very
careful. Now, I tried to be careful. I said
that the government as a government had
not uttered any threats and that no mem-
ber speaking on behalf of bis colleagues or
of the government had done so. I under-
stand that on one occasion one member of
the government, perhaps a little warmed up,
as the hon. gentleman from Brandon was
this afternoon, and speaking outside of
Parliament said something that might be
construed into a threat against this House;
but we do not look upon it as an act of the
government or as a thing this Houe should
notice. The hon. gentleman f rom Richmond

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE--That is not the
case in the county of Pictou.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the hon.
gentleman's impression; and every hon.
gentleman knows that before an election
comes off the members of one party think
the members of the other party are dong a
great deal more and working a great deal
harder than the members of their own party.
Now, what is the law in Nova Scotia? It
would perhaps be well to tind that out first
before we undertake to condemn it in this
wholesale way. In the first place, I might
deal with the sheriffs in Nova Scotia. In
New Brunswick the sheriffs are appointed in
the manner indicated by the hon. gentleman
f rom Richmond, as the sherifis had been ap-
pointed in Nova Scotia in former years. In
the last Revi.ed Statutes of Nova Scotia we
find how the sheriffs are appointed there.
The first section of chapter 15 of the revised
statutes says:

saiu we sijouIU ueu.i ,L 1 %, e LiI Ife- The Governor in Council shal, fromn tine to tine,
pendent of threats. I say so too. I say as occasion may reqmire, by commission under the

that we should deal with this measure great seal of the province, appoint and commission a
fit and proper person to the office of sheriff of each

as fairly and reasonably as we can, and county, and shall, in like nanner, ill up any vacan-
deal with it from a business point of cies as they occur, and every sheriff so appointed shall

view. Now with respect to those local hold office during good behaviour.

lists, the hon. gentleman from Richmond Now, hon. gentlemen, it is a fact that, as a
made a reference to one case which happened rule at any rate-there may be one or two
away back in 1872. Things have improved exceptions-but as a rule the sheriffs in the
in Nova Scotia since then ; and, as I said, province of Nova Scotia who hold office
up to 1885 when the Dominion Franchise during good behaviour-they hold tieir
Act was passed, there had really been office practically upon the same tenute as
almost no public complaint of the manner the judges hold their offices-are respectable
in which the lists were made up in Nova and upright men, and to my mind men who
Scotia. The hon. gentleman read a letter are just as likely to honestly and fairly hear
from an ex-sheriff of the county of Victoria. I appeals from the electoral lists as county
may say that the county of Victoria lias judges. What is the law in Nova
been, in the past at any rate, sometimes very Scotia? I have stated there was no general
like a western county, and more extreme or serious complaint with respect to the
things have been done by both parties-cer. manner in which the lists were made up by
tainly by the Conservative party-in the the assessors and revisers in Nova Scotia
county of Victoria than in any other county in before the year 1885. In 1885 the Dominion
the province. The hon. gentleman from Franchise Act was passed ; in 1889 the local
Richmond wished this House to adopt bis law was altered and an appeal was given
amendment on the ground that the Lib- from the revisers to the sheriff. Now, if the
erals were more active in municipal House will bear with me I wish to read a
politics than the Conservatives in Nova little of the law with respect to this appeal
Scotia. Now, hon. gentlemen, my authority to the sheriff. Section 29 of chapter 1 of
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the Act of 1889, which is the Act respecting Then section 32 provides:
the provincial elections, says :The heriff shah kecp a

The sheriff of the county shall attend at his office on the hearing of sucb appeals, and
on the twenty-first day of' March in each year for the aftor completing the lists, make a r
purpose of hearing any appeals that nay be made to the provincial secretary. sboiî
f rom the action of the revisers in making up the lists ;appeals made to add or trike of
and he may hear such appeals at any time up to and naines added or $truck off, with an
including the thirty-first day of March ; and if he is that may he necessary to clearly e)
satisfied from evidence under oath, which he is hereby ings, and the Governor in Counc
emlpowered to receive, that the name of any person receipt of such reports, fix the c
bas been improperly left off or placed on the list he allowed to the sherifs for their serv
shall add to or strike off such name, provided, how- determining sucb appeals.
ever, that in the case of any application to strike off a
name it shall he shown that at least five days' notice The next section makes pr
was given to the peoson objected to either personally, spect to non-residents, and

or y eaîu schnoic a ls a pacfotao e. r wopeigthe itmk

d of proceedings
he shall forthwith
eport of his doings
ig the number of
f, the number of
y remarks thereon
plain bis proceed-

il shall, after the
)mpensation to be
ices in hearing and

ovision with re-
then there is a

or by leavingrespect to counties having
And here I may be allowed to observe that two municipalities. Then finall

the hon. gentleman from Brandon seems to
think that the revising officers in Manitobamade , signed by the sherifthin tht te rvisng ffiersin aniobaand deposited wvith the clerk of the municîpality on
acted very improperly in not striking namses or lefore the lOth day of April, iu eacb year, and
off without giving notice to the person shail thenceforth be the registrar of electors for the?15 e. counit.
whose name was proposed to be struck off.

For the purposes of this electiori the clerk of the Now, hon. gentlemen, I do not hesitate to
municipality shall deliver the list of electors to the say that in my humble opinion, the law in
sheriff, who, after determining the appeals, shall Nova Sotia with respect to the electoral
-return themt to the clerk. The sheriff shall have
power to summon witnesses to attend at the tine lists is on the whole a more satisfactory Iaw
and place above appointed to give evidence on the and one which in its practical woiking
hearing of such appeals and to administer an oath, is better than that in any other province.
and to examine the parties and such witnesses on oath;
and any person who shall be summoned and shal And
neglect to attend without good cause shown therefor here would allege that, during very recent
to the sheriff, or attending shall refuse to be sworn s, any ges of setious misfeasance
or give ei idence, shall, upon sumnary conviction y
thereof before a justice of the peace, be liable to have been made against a sherif. As a
a penalty of twenty dollars, and every witness attend- matter of fact, 1 doubt very much whether
ing shall be entitled to receive the same fees and
travelling expenses as witnesses attending before there have been five appeals to the sheriff
justices of the peace in civil suits, to be paid by the in the province of Nova Scotia since that
person at whose instance the respective witnesses Act passed in 1889. There is very littie
may be sunmmoned. dissatisfaction with the Iists as made up by

And in order that the sheriff, who is ap- the revising officers, the saie parties who
pointed as I have said during good behaviourandewhists tae mad et oup, signed the heriff

and~o beforsth a fofie n e th t dA y of Apri, n eahy An

appointed, may be reminded again of the im-
portance of doing his duty, section 30 pro-
vides as follows:

The sheriff before entering upon his duties in the
hearing of such appeals, shall be sworn to the impar-
tial performance thereof, in the form following, and
the oath nay be administered by any justice of the
peace, or by the warden or clerk of the municipalit

I. ......... sheriff of the county of.........., do
solennly swear that I will, without favour or partial-
ity, discharge the duties assigned to me, in hearing
appeals fron the decision of the revisers of electoral
list- ; that I will place no nane on the list of electors
for the said county, and will strike no name off the
same except as directed by the law under which I
have been appointed.

Then section 31 reads:
If the sheriff neglects to attend to the duty imposed

on him by the foregoing section, or if he shall wilfully
place on the list the'name of any person not properly
qualified, or shall wilfully strike from the list th e name
of any person properly qualified, he shall be liable to
a penalty of two hundred dollars in each and every
case, to be recovered in the supreme or county court
by any person who may sue therefor.

as3 s5. oJ no" a any goou
ground has been shown why this House
should undertake to interfere with the lists
as they exist in the province of Nova Scotia.
I may be permitted to make a few observa.
tions with respect to the wording of the
amendment proposed by the hon. gen-
tleman from Richmond, and J wish to
point out that the amendment, as sub-
mitted to the committee, does not ap-
ply to the province of Nova Scotia.
It says: "An appeal from the .said
ist1s." I direct the attention of the hon.

gentleman particularly to this, because this
amendment seems to have been prepared by
gentlemen who are not aware of the ex-
istence of the Act of 1889.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Is it possible that
Mr. Borden and Sir Hibbert Tupper do
not know?
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I think it highly
probable that Sir Hibbert Tupper and Mr.
Borden do not know. They have not paid
much attention to what has been done in
the local legislature :

An appeal from said lists as prepared by the
registration clerks and revisers to the respective
judges of the county courts in each of the said pro-
vinces, &c.

There is nothing said about the sheriff at
all, and the list is not complete in Nova
Scotia till the sheriff has made his official
report, so we do not take the provincial list
at all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are they all signed
by the sheriff ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes; so that you
do not really take the official list at all, you
take the list prepared by the registration
clerks. Our lists are not prepared- by the
registration clerks ; they are prepared by
the revisers. That is one point. Then
I wish to direct attention to another mat-
ter. I arn talking about this as a business
question, and trying to point out the diffi-
culty and inconvenience which will arise.
There is an appeal on any of the following
grounds :

That the names of voters are through inadvertence
or otherwise omitted from voters' lists or wrongly
stated therein, or that the names of persons
are through inadvertence or otherwise inserted
in the voters' list who are not entitled to be voters,
and shall be made to the judge of the county court at
any tinie within twenty days after the voters' list at
first made up shall be filed with the officer who,
under the law of the province, has the custody of the
same.

This appeal is made to the judge of the
county court twenty days after the list is
made up. In Nova Scotia the list is made
up on the 10th April ; twenty days from
that date brings you to the end of April,
and a party has to the end of April to give
notice of his appeal. Under this amend-
ment, the parties objecting have till the 30th
April to give notice of the appeal. The
notice is given in the form of the schedule,
and is to be posted up in at least three public
places, and published at least ten days pre-
viously to, such appeal in some newspaper
published in the county. So that brings you
down to the 30th April. Then, in the end
of the clause there is a provision that the
lists, as finally made up and revised by the
county court judge, shall be :

election with the officer having by law custody of the-
same.

Let us look at the practical result of
that. The local lists are now made up
finally and signed by the sheriff on the 10th
April. After that you have twenty days
during which an appeal may be made. Then
there is no knowing how long it may be be-
fore the county judge can deal with the
appeal, because in Nova Scotia there are only
seven county judges for -eighteen counties,
and some of the judges have to deal with
three large cou nties, and it is very clear that
a considerable delay must take place before
these appeals can be heard. I think a month
is a very short time to allow for the appeals
before the county judge, so that will bring
you to about the first of June. Then you
take the sixty days which the latter part of
the clause provides shall intervene between
the time the lists are finally made up and
the elections, and you could not have an
election in the province of Nova Scotia before
the first of August on the lists of the current
year.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Sixty days need not
intervene. The lists are not to be changed
within sixty days of the election. The hon.
gentleman is astray.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is entirely correct. I am pointing out what
the practical operation of this amendment
will be when you come to deal with it in
connection with the 60 days. The lists
have to be completed and filed at least 60
days previous to the day fixed for the nomi-
nation of the candidates. It will be seen
that if the election is to be held in any year
before the first of August, it must be run,
not on the lists of the current year, but on
the lists of the previous year, and it seems
to me that would be a much more serious
objection to the voters' list than the bare
possibility that some name or soue few
names might have been left off or put on the
lists. made up by the revising oflicers frorn
the assessment roll and confirmed by the
sheriff.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What time is the
list made up in New Brunswick?

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Different cir-
cumstances govern it.

Filed at least sixty days previous to the day fixed Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No, it is a uniform
for the nomination of candidates for such Dominion date. It is done under a statute of the
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province. The revising officers do not meet
until October.

Hon. Mr. POWER-lt bas not been
alleged anywhere that serious misdoings oc-
curred in connection with the lists in the
province of Nova Scotia before 1885, when
the Dominion franchise law was introduced.
I might make this general observation, that
in the United States, which we do not take
as an example altogether, the elections for
Congress are conducted on the local lists, and
in the new constitution which was discussed
and agreed on some months ago at Sydney,
Australia, the convention decided that their
electoral lists for the commonwealth of Aus-
tialia should be the lists of the several pro
vinces, or, as they propose to call them, their
states. We had this system in operation in
this country for 18 years and it worked
satisfactorily on the whole, and there is no
reason why it should not work satisfactorily
again. When I say it worked satisfactorily
I mean that it worked on the whole better
than the one which supplanted it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I wish to express
my gratitude to the hon. gentleman from
Richmond for his kind interference in the
affairs of New Brunswick. I have no doubt
the province will be grateful to him for his
legal and philanthropic efforts on its behalf.
But it is the first time that I have heard
there was any grievance in New Brunswick
of importance with reference to the revising
Of the list of voters in that province. The
local legislature of New Brunswick, as hon.
gentlemen know, is composed of Conserva-
tives and Liberals. They live in unity. The
government is fairly divided between the
two parties, and the voters' list no doubt is
Made up under the influence of both of those
parties. I am not aware that the govern-
ruent of New Brunswick or the representa-
tives of New Brunswick bas found any fault
or asked this parliament to interfere in their
behalf. Much less do I think they asked
the hon. gentleman f rom Richmond to do so.
The representatives from New Brunswick in
the parliament of Canada I know are well
Pleased with the present bill. They are
Satisfied that it will work well and that it
will be satisfactory to a very large proportion
of the people of New Brunswick. This being
the case I trust that the House will not
'interfere with our wishes. It will be my
duty as one of the representatives from New

Brunswick to protest against this interfer-
ence with our domestic affairs. We in New
Brunswick were confederates and anti-con-
federates. Those who carried confederation
came to the parliament of Canada. We
have not had these disturbances, annoy-
ances and disputes that unfortunately
I have listened to every day between Libe-
rals and Tories and other parties. There we
sit apart as confederates and anti-confede-
rates. We live in harmony and are good
friends and if we dispute for an hour or two
about a vote we make it up without any
disturbance. With reference to the hon.
gentleman from Brandon, who made some
remarks about the way the voters' list of
New Brunswick had been constructed, I
wish to say that the voters' list of St. John,
a city with a population of over 50,000, is
under a revising barrister, and I know that
the people of St. John are satisfied with that
gentleman. The sheriff, under the new sys-
tem of elections, is a Conservative and I do
not see that the Conservatives in this parlia-
ment have any right to complain if that
gentleman is to be the revising barrister
henceforth. He was a strong Conservative
appointed by a government which was part
Conservative and part Liberal, and bas given
general satisfaction. I might say a great
many moie things on thil subject, but I want
to confine myself simply to New Brunswick.
I wish to say that until the representatives
of New Brunswick find fault with this new
method, I do not think it is the duty of
other gentlemen who are strangers to us to
intermeddle with our affairs. On that basis
I appeal to hon. gentlemen not to interfere
with this bill. It is going to make a uni-
form voting system all over this country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Yes. There are no
people who could be better jddges of the
system under which they vote than those
who belong to the local legislature, who have
the power and privilege of making the
voters' list.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Did not a majority
of the members of the House of Commons
from New Brunswick vote against this bill
which is now before us I

Hon. M r. DEVER-1 am not aware of it.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-And in favour of by the revising officer to the county court
the amendment I have moved i judge.

Hon. Mr. DEVER--I want to say this Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
much, that accidentally a large number of Hon. Mr. KING-Section 1 of the New
the members from that province have no Brunswick Election Act reads:
right to be there, and would not be there if If at any tine after the voters' list have been depo-
there was a proper revision of the voters' sited with' the county secretary, as provided in section
list. 36 of the said Act, the sheriff shall be satisfied that

through a inistake in copying or any other error or
oversight, names have been oniitted froin any voters'

Hon Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear. list, it shall be the duty of the sheriff to inake appli-
cation to the judge of the county court for an order

Hon. Mr. DEVER--The got in there by authorizing hini to add such naines to such voters'
lists, whereupon the juodge shail, after notice to the

rather suspicious means-by means of men assessors and revisers of the city, town or ptarishi on
who had been appointed by a Tory the voters' ist of which the sheriff thinks the naie

should be. if the judge is satistied that the nane sub-
e Snitted to hin by the sheriff or anv of then should be

be lef t alone, because a great deal could be added to such li'st by reason of their having inerely

said that might not please hon. gentlemen in heen onitted through nistake in copying or other
s ut t error or oversight, inake an order that such naines or

this House. However, I do not want t anv of thein shall be added to such list, and the sher-
raise any disturbance. I simply wished, on iff'shahl thereupon add to such list such names an the

behalf of New Brunswick, te say that it i judge has so ordered to be added, and thereupon the
hEst or hists with the naine so added shall be as good

only fair to allow the real representatives of and valid in all respects as if such names had been
New Brunswick to have the right to sDeak included in such list or lists by the revisers.

for their province, to represent the people of
that province. These are my views, and I
trust I have not given any offence. If the

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That is an appeal
from the revising oflicers.

Nova Scotia members choose to adopt this Hon. Mr. KING-Yes, by the sleriff to
amendient, I have no objection. In fact, I the county court judge, and if the amend-
have no objection to the representatives of ment is carried in this House I take it that
Manitoba favouring it, but I speak for the it will be simply an appeal from the county
province of New Brunswick, and I was not court judge back to the county court judge
going to say a word on the subject until I again, because, if, through any oversight,
found that the hon. gentleman from Rich- names are left off the list, there is a chance
mond who introduced the amendment, and to have thei restored by application to the
who at first seemed to be inclined to with- county court judge. It is not necessary for
draw that portion of it relating to New me to defend the action of the government
Brunswick, did not change it, and I felt it of New Brunswick with regard to tlhe elec-
my duty to stand up here and oppose it. toi-al franchise of that province, because I

may say no abuse has arisen under that law.
Hon. Mr. KING-I do not propose to There may have been some occasion for this

take up the time of the House discussing this amendnent, but if there is I never heard
matter further than to make a few remarks of any complaints with regard to the work-
about the application of this amendment to ing of the Act. Of course, as provided
New Brunswick. There is nothing clearer against here, sometimes in copying a naie
than, in the matter of preparing the voters' might be omitted, and this provision, I
lists in New.Brunswick, the people have all think, meets every ditliculty that might
to say about it, and the government of that aiise in the province. As was pointed out
province has very little to say about it. The by my hon. friend on my left a while ago,
voters' lists in New Brunswick for local elec- in New Brunswick we have perhaps not the
tions are prepared by our county councillors best kind of government, but a government
by two representing the parish and an- which suits us pretty well-a government
other appointed by the council. composed of Liberals and Conservatives-

There i3 no appeal to the sheriff, as in and we have had much the saine franchise
Nova Scotia. It is true the sheriff has a since confederation, and I have yet to hear
right, under the law, to strike off the names of any complaints in the province with re-
of men who are dead, but there is an appeal gard to the working of that Act. I think
in New Brunswick from the list as prepared I will be borne out in that statement by the
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hon. gentlemen in this House who come 1
from that province. Personally I would
not be opposed to the appeal. I think we
have it there. I do not think it is
necessary to have that second appeal in New
Brunswick, and I would ask my hon. friend
to leave out that province. I am not
going to say anything about Manitoba,
or the other provinces. The hon. gentlematn
from Brandon has told us stories about
what was taken place in his province. Per-
haps if the stories on the other side were
told there would be equality. In New
Brunswick there is not the slightest neces-
sity for any change in the Franchise Act,
and I think Liberals and Conservatives
alike will resent any interference on the
part of the Senate with their Franchise
Act. The Government is composed, as I
said before, of about an equal number of
Liberals and Conservatives. If it should
happen that either party felt aggrieved with
the way in which the lists were made
up when applied to Dominion elections in
that province, I am quite sure that the gen-
tlemen representing the Conservative party
in the local government are capable of
taking care of the interests of their party
if an attempt were made to interfere
with their rights. It would be resented at
once by the Conservative members of the
governmentandthecondition of thingswhich
has existed there would be materially changed.
We would have a coalition governament no
longer. We would have party government
in the province of New Brunswick. We
have not had that in the past, but if the
present local premier were to resist an
attempt of that kind made by his colleagues,
the line would be squarely drawn at once
and we would have perhaps what we ought
to have. But I do not know as to that, we
are satisfied with the present condition of
affairs. We have a government who are
prepared to do right with Liberals and Con-
servatives in that province. I do not think
this amendment will meet with their ap-
proval.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-How does the hon.
gentleman account for the action of the
People's representatives in the House of
Commons from that province ? I am cred-
ibly informed that representative from that
province, including such men as Mr. Foster,
«voted for this amendment.

Hon. Mr. KING-I cannot account for
it. I do not think they represent the
people in that province. I will say that
much.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-But we have to
take that fact ourselves.

Hon. Mr. KING-I think as a provision
is made in the local Act of New Brunswick.
for an appeal to the county court judges,.
that New Brunswick should be exempted
from that amendment.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I quite agree withý
most of the remarks made by the last
speaker. I was a councillor in New Bruns-
wick, in Sunbury, for seven or eight years,
and we had two more distinct parties then
than they have now. It was not a coalition
government but a party government, so to
speak, and in all that time I cannot call to
memory one case where they had a protest
after election as they had in Ontario. The
law was administered by the municipal
council who elect the revisers, and they fix up
the lists, and I do not hesitate to say that
the list, to my knowledge, was always con-
sidered fair, and there never was any
wrangle or quarrel over it. When the
franchise list was first made up by the coun-
cil, for one or two years there was a meeting
of the political parties ; some asked to have
names put on, and others asked to have
names struck off, but in a year or two there
was entire confidence in the municipal
councillors, and never any question about it.
With regard to New Brunswick, I quite
endorse what my hon, friend has
said, and I do not think there
has been much change made in the
law since I left there. We have heard time
and again of the ballot stufling in Manitoba
and of the manoeuvring there, and we have
heard the statements made by the hon. gen-
tleman from Brandon. I have heard it re-
peated over and over again outside of this
House by men in that country, and if we
believe the hon. gentleman from Brandon it
is quite enough to warrant the government
to take cognizance of the statements and I
believe the government wilI take cognizance
of them, because when a statement is made
by an hon. gentleman on the floor of parlia-
ment as plainly and distinctly as the state-
ment we have heard to-day, the government
will iee that it is their interest to provide
that such a matter is properly guarded
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against and steps taken to see that such acts
are not perpetrated again. I am confident
of that. There is no government in any
country under the sun who could listen to
statements made in such a clear and concise
mariner, with the details which have been
given, and undertake to defend such a pro-
ceeding. I hope and trust that this govern-
ment will take notice of this case. I think
in New Brunswick the difficulty is a small
one, but in Manitoba it is a very serious
matter, and I hope this government will let
that amendment apply to Manitoba, if they
do not to the other provinces, so that we
may have the difficulty removed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I wish to state that
I can readily see why the members from
New Brunswick in the other branch of par-
liament desire to have this applicable to their
province, frem the imperfection of the law.
I wish to call the attention of the committee
to the limited scope of investigation provided
by the New Brunswick Act:

If at any time the voters' lists have been deposited
with the county secretary as provided in section 36 of
the said Act, the sheriff shall be satisfied that through
a mistake in copying or any other error or oversight
naines have been onitted fromi the lists.

These are the only cases. If naines are
improperly on they cannot put them off. I
can understand why the members of the
other House would desire the larger and
more comprehensive principles of this amend-
ment. The second clause of my amendient
reads :

Such appeal may be, at the instance of any voter or
person entitled to be a voter in the polling division,
the voters'list for which is appealed froin on all or any
of the following grounds, viz.: that the naines of
voters are through inadvertence or otherwise oinitted
from voters' lists or wrongly stated therein, or that
the naines of persons are through inadvertence or
otherwise inserted in the voters' list who are not en-
titled to be voters, and shall be made to the judge of
the county court at any time within twenty days after
the voters' list at first made up shall be filed with the
officer who, under the law of the province, has the
custody of the saine. and notice of such appeal shal
be given in forni " C " in the schedule hereto annexed,
by posting the same u) in at least three public places
within the polling division, and by pubhshing
the same for at least ten davs previously to
such appeal in sone newspaper published in the
county and circulating in the said polling division ;
and if no newspaper is published in the county, then
in a newspaper published in the nearest county hav-
ing a newspaper publishei therein, provided that in
the case of an application to strike off naines from
the voters'list, such %otice shall be mailed, duly regis-
tered, with postage prel)aid, at least one week pre-
vious to such appeal, to the address of such person or
persons, if known to the appellant. The judge shall
hear the appeals on affidavits, or if requested by the
appellant or by the person opposing the appe'sl on

evidence riva voce under oath, and may make an order
in writin g directing that the naine of such person as
voter shall be struck out fron or added to said list.
and in case of more than one appeal from the saine
voters' list, the judge shall embhody in the one order
the results of his adjudications in respect to all such
appeals, and such order shall be filed with the officer
who has the custody of the said voters' list, who shall
in pursuance of said order, strike off fron or enter
upon said list the names of persons as voters, and
such voters' list, so amended, shall be the voters' list
for the polling division.

The committee will see how much more
comprehensive this clause is than the section
of the New Brunswick Act, and I can
readily imagine that very little redress
could be got by an appeal to the judge under
the New Brunswick Act, and I doubt
whether there is any provision under that
Act to enable the judge to strike off names
improperly on the list.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The people of
the province of New Brunswick, who are so
deeply interested in the matter, seem to be
perfectly satistied with the law as it exists,
but my sympathy is greatly aroused by the
extraordinary stateinent made here, not
only by the hon. gentleman from Richmond,
but by the hon. gentleman from Brandon
and the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island. If we are to believe what we have
heard the last two or three days, it is an
army of missionaries that is wanted in these
different sections. We have heard that the
election oath is not considered an oath at all,
or something equivalent to that, and that on
Prince Edward Island voters go f rom side to
side of district dividing lines and subscribe
to any oath asked.

Hon. Mr. PERLE Y-When the hon.
gentleman makes that assertion it is with
regard to his own party, and not the Con-
servative party.

* Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I never heard
of such a thing in New Brunswick, and the
hon. gentleman has not heard of it.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is correct.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I am not going
to make any suggestions about what will be
applicable to Manitoba or the other pro-
vinces, but I do know with regard to New
Brunswick. The statement was made by
the hon. gentleman from Richmond that in
one constituency in Cape Breton-and I au,
glad it is not in Nova Scotia proper, so that
you need not be afraid in passing through
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the province of falling in with that class one who is not a judge, for the purpose of
of people-tiat three hundred or more revising the list. That is exactly the law in
Conservatives were struck off one list, the province of Manitoba. They May take a
by a partisan election officer and, more county court judge. They may appoint a
than that, he could tell us a ca-e ten times barrister of at least three years' standing,
worse. That would be a case where three and the barrister, or the judge, the one or
thousand Conservatives names were struck the other, must be the revising officer in the
off one list. Of course it may be true. province of Manitoba for the purpose of re-
I do not know. This clause mày be wanted vising the voters' list. So that the law
in some sections of the Dominion, but it is which the hon. gentlemen have supported in
not at present reauired in New Brunswick. this regard as the law for the Dominion, is
We have a coalition government there, and thf#law in this particular that is being de-
we have a Conservative sheriff in St. John, nounced as an atrocious law when it is
that has been represented by hon. gentie- enacted by the province of Manitoba. That
men f rom that locality as ccst honourable is the position of things. Then the lion.
and efficient. In Northumberland our sherif gentleman has spoken about the difficulty of
is also a Conservative, and there is eot a gen- putting a naine upon the list and the diffi-
tieman between here and that county that I culty of getting a name off. i pointed out
would sooner trust my affairs with than that early in the session that that is the law with
sherifv. We have not had him there during regard to the preparation of the voters'
an election. He has only been appointed list for the Dominion. If a gentleman
lately. In the province of New Brunswick thinks there is a name on the list that
we neyer hear of any difficulties arising ougdt fot to be there, he must give
under our present law. b simply rose to-day ntice before he can take it off. The
to support the position taken by those hon. person whose name is objected to must have
gentlemen who desire to sustain the present an opportunity of ing heard and of show-
iaw in New Brunswick, and iy advice is ing that he possesses the qualification.
not to subit to any deviation fron the would be a novel proceeding to introduce if
electoral lists as provaided by the provincial you are enforcing the present law. While
law. some coplaints have been made about the

imperfection of the machinery of the exist-
Hon. Mr. MILLS- - may say the govern- ing law of the Dominion, no one bas ever

wment bave no intention of agreeing to the said, and I have neyer heard the expression
auendmoent proposed by the on. gentleman used until heard it from the hon. gentlean
fron Richmond. We cannot accept that f ion Brandon today, tht it is a peculiarly
amendment. It would practically destroy atrocious thing, when a man has his name
the principle of the bi. I have listened upon the voters' list, to give him notice that
with a great deal of astonishment to the you intend to object toit reaining there be-
observations addressed to this fouse, especi- fore you can undertake to have that name
ally by the hon gentleman f rom Brandon. stricken off. The hon. gentleman said a good
The hion. gentleman has spoken of the law deal with regard to the unfairness of the
in the province of Manitoba as though it revising officers. u aun not calling in ques-
were p-cucarly atrocious, a law violating tion the hion. gentleman's word, but I have
every principle of fair dealing betweeen par- seen exactly the satne thing under the Do-
tis, and that inr that province it was abso- minion law in the province of Ontario. I
lutely impossible, under the preent law and remebi er four years ago, the last time the
under the present administration, for a Con- revision took place in Ridgetown, a large
servative elecor to, have any certannty that number of na aes were struck off by the re-
he could get bis naine upon the voters' hist. vising officer, and when the new list came
What is the law with regard to the revision out ail of those names were printed upon
of the list in the province of Manitoba? And the list, ail that were struck off and which,
that law is, so far as the appointtaent of when the revising officer had his attention
revising officers is concerned, almost exac wy called to it he said: I sent the list down
the same as the law that is now in force in to Ottawa with the names off and they were
the Dominion. The law of the Dominion put on at the Printing Bureau," and the
authorizes the government to appoint a judge had his attention called to the fact.
couity court judge or a revising barrister, "But you knew those names were struck
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off and yet you certified to the list with Hon. Mr. MILLS-There was an appeal
those naines restored." made and they were continued on the list,

and they were continued Iargely because the
Hon. M r. FERGUSON-Was he a judge? county judge male exactly the saine sort of

objections which the hion. niember for Bran-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-He was a judge. I don said were made by the . officers

remember very well at the saine time in the rviefno
House of Commons, when reference wasn
made to the list from the county of Chamb'y, ion. Si? MACKENZIE BOWELL-
where Mr. Préfontaine was elected, attention 1 did not hear what he said, so I d1 not
was called to the fact that at the Printing know how that is.
Bureau here a large number of names ad
been added to the list as it was revised in H
the county of Chambly, and Mr. Ouimet, a accepte' the provincial lists, and I say here
mernber of the administration at the time we have the revision the provices of
defended the list and said those people ou-ht Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia by
to have their names there. I say that abuses i d
of this sort will exist, They do exist under they have in Manitoba by couny court

perhps ay sstemyoucan evie, wereJudges or by a barrister of at least threeyears'perhaps any system you can devise, where n
there are unscrupulous men, and men of standing. Now why does my hon. f riend
very strong partisan feeling, will go a long direct himself against Manitoba? He sup-
way if they think they can serve their party, ported the Dominion Election Act and yet
and a due protection against mischief of that
sort is vigilance on the part of those who Hon. Mr. MILLER-Did not the hon.
wish to see a fair electoral list and the gentleman give you ample reasons for that?
rights of all parties under the constitution
preserved. Let me call attention to another Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not. The
thing ; we have counties in the province of hon. gentleman's reasons lay against the
Ontario, where, if you take the list of 1891 manner in whiclî the registration clerks dis-
-the East Riding of Elgin for instance- charge their duties, and the registration
you will see that the number of voters on clerks are not touched by the motion of the
the list are between one-third and one-fourth lon. gentleman.
of the entire population. If you take those
under 21 years of age off, and none of them Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
can be put upon the list, you take avay a teman appears to have entirely overlooked
little more than one-half of the entire ppu- the fact that there is this diffrence between
lation. Then if you divide the remaining the Dominion Franchise Act and the Mani-
half into two parts, one-half are wo ien toba case, that where in the Dominion a
who cannot be upon the voters' list, you perso who is not a Judge is appointed a
have one-third, at most, of the male popula- revising barrister, there is an appeal. There
tion 21 years of age and upwards. Now, if 15 not that in Manitoba.
you had manhood suffrage you could not Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no appeal,
have had as inany names upon that list as the hon gen
there were standing upon it as it was finally
revis( d. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There isnoap-

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-Non-residents? peal in any case, I presume.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-And I do not see

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says that there is any advantage in that. Wil
non:residents, and a great many of theni my hon. friend tell me now in how many
were persons who were aliens, who had be- cases there have been appeals under the
come citizens of another country, and yet Dominion Eletions Act froi a revising
that occurred in a list that was subject to officer, who was a barrister, to a county
revision by a county judge. judge?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -We always
Was an appeal made to a county judge and think if there is a right of appeal that it i9
did he continue thein on the list a great check upon a revising officer.
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Hon. Mr. MIILLER-It serves as a de-
terrent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I know what the deter-
rent is. We saw it in the city of London.
There was a revising barrister there who
was not a county judge. He decided that
some two hundred names ought not to go
upon the list, and an appeal was taken to
the county judge and the county judge put
them on, and everybody admitted, and the
judge of the superior court held, that these
names ought not to go on, and perhaps
nothing has ever happened in the province
of Ontario that did so nuch injury to a judge
as that did to that judge in the city of Lon-
don. Now I say this, that my hon. friends
have made out no case at all. Take the
case of Nova Scotia. There has been a suc-
cession of governments there, and have
they undertaken to substitute the county
judges for the sheriffs ? No, certainly not
because they had only one county judge for
about three constituencies.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have told you
whi i

have nothing in the world to do with it, that
the city council authorize the revision by a
party whom they appoint, and if that is so
how can the local government-

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That is an excep-
tional constituency in Nova Scotia.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Very well, we have
yet to find men who have come here for the
purpose of showing that any serious wrong
bas grown out of the condition of things
existing in Nova Scotia in this regard.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Very serious. The
Liberal party have held power almost un-
interruptedly since confederation under those
lists.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So they have in the
province of Ontario, but it bas not been due
to any tampering with lists, because the lists
are not under their control.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

IHon. Mr. MILLS-As I am anxious to
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes ; the hon. gen- get on with the measure, I shall detain the

tleman mentioned one case. House but for a very few moments. The

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That is the only lon. gentleman for Brandon called the
term that the Conservative party in the attention of the Senate to the difficulties
local legislature had power since federation h
-between 1878the admission of naes to the list, and withhetwen 878 nd 88-regard to their being put off the list. But

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The principle was any one who bas attended a court for the
adopted by the Conservative party in Nova purpose of having the list properly revised
Scotia. knows that the (ecisiofs he complains of

the herifsare the recognized rules that are followed
Hon. Mr. MILLER--In connection wit the revising officers everywhere. There

theis univesaly the same practice in the pro-

Hon._NIr '.IILL-I ndertan soandvince of Ontario of whichi he complains in theHon. Mr. MILLS-I understand so, and ic fMntb.Ihv lv eno
I think I can show that my hon. friend is ov ytte opinion, aid that is one of the advan-

tages in adopting the local lists, that it is
Hon. Mr. MILLER-Wial my hon. friend far less expensive and troublesome to ake

a new list than to undertake to revise an
aow that the deiins e com plains ofn

ment of sherrifs wasgiven to the local execu-fwe
iffs matter is in the hands of a municipality,oc the assessent rol is the basis. When theloa ists or the irsttme in 1889,cn an the court of revision have before them an as-shcalrifs wer apphed first in 188 d th sessment ro l and they tind that a dan whotwas on as a tenant the year before, and

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me cal attentionto who, because lie was a tenant for certain
the condition of things in the city of Halifax. properties the year before, was also trans-
I find that under the law there the revision ferred to the voters' list, when they find he
is annually made by an officiai appointed by is not on the new assessinent rol as a tenant,
the city countcil, and the local government his naine is dropped, making a new list and
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so the candidates on both sides, or the impression, because Mr. Cameron had been
representatives are not put to the a member of the Conservative party at one
expense of undertaking to examine that time, that he did not take mucb risk in
party, who may be outside of the constituency standing a trial before hini ; but when he
altogether, or examine the owner of the heard Judge Cameron address the grand
property for the purpose of proving that he jury at the opening of thecourt, he thought
is no longer a tenant interested in the pro- it better to escape. He went to Detroit and
perty. The assessment roll may disclose I do not know that we have ever had, on
that a new tenant has taken the place of the eitber side in the constituency, any trouble
old one. My experience in all the revisions arising in tbat way after that judicial
that have so far taken place has been that proceeding. Novif hon. gentlemen will
the cost to a representative, or to a party on look at section 31 of the INIanitoba Act
the opposite side, to get names off the list they wiil tind that the whoie provision with
that were improperly on, is more than the regard to the 'evision of the iist differs
cost of everything else connected with the scarcely at ail from the provision in the
revision of the list put together. In my Dominion law as it now stands. My hon.
opinion, one of the very great advantages in friend opposite me here mentioned to day
adopting the provincial system is that you that if the case was one tried by a revising
get rid of that expense, and you have simply barrister, under the law an appeai migbt
to make a new list, which consists in nothing be had to the county judge. There are very
more than copying naines from the assess- few instances in which that is ever resorted
ment roll, and the addition of those parties to. 1 oniy know of one, and as I said before
who are not there and who perhaps ought to that did îot turn out very fortunately foi
have been there, but who are known, where anybody. Where a lawyer of fair standing
we have six or seven municipal officers acting is appointed, 1 do not know why, if that is
together, to one or other, or all of those found convenient or necessary-because the
present. You seldom have a municipal country is large and the judges are few in
body in which both parties are not repre- number, as in the case of Manitoba-I do
sented. It is very seldom, except in some not know wby le may not be trusted. I
towns and cities, that political considerations remember in 1873, wben Sir John Macdon-
enter into the elections of municipal offices. aid was in office, when it was iroposed to
Each candidate is anxious to secure ail the establish the first court for the trial of con-
votes he can, and in order to accompaish troverted elections, provision was made for
that object, he seeks to make as many the appointent of ad hoc judges, and those
friends amongst those who may differ ad hoc judges were barristers of at least
fro hi bu politically as ie can fjrom the six years' standing. Now, if you coud
other side, and so in every municipal entrust the triai of controverted elections
council there are representatives of botl I the to others than judges of the reguarly
political parties and the interests of bot s i constituted courts, to those who were in
parties are usuaiiy served in that way. I practice and who, apart from the particu-
know in many instances that the wbole par judicial duties imposed upon themn, were
revision takes place before the whole muni- still practising barristers, sureiy the prin-
cipal body and there is no appeal wbatever ciple might be appied to the revision of the
to the county judge, because the work is so voters' list. If you can trust a barrister of
satisfactoriiy done in the municipal council six years' standing to be an ad hoc judge,
that it is seidom necessary to appeal. I you xnay trust hiin to revise a voters' list in
remember but one instance, in the consti order to estabisi who may or may ot be
tuency that 1 for thirty years repre- on that list.. appreend if the ion. gen-
sented, whbere the assessor was a man of tiemen will examine into ail those cases
very strong political feeling abd prejudices, where there are variations it vill be found
and hie left off ail the fat-mers' sons on the that those variations have grown out of the
opposite side from the assessment roll. Tt circumstances of the population, and are
was thought the better way to do in bis case realy niatters of convenience. Now, in the
was to bring, an action against bui in the province of Nova Scotia you have but seven
court under the law, and that was done. , county judlges, an if you omit the judge at
The late M. C. Cameron was judge in the Halifax, six. You have 18 counties, and
case, and this man seemed to be under the as my hon. friend (Mr. Power), mentioned
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this afternoon, to require the revision
of the voters' list over the whole province
by those judges would occupy an inconven-
iently large portion of their tine. I am of
opinion that the system--

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Their work is very
light, indeed, now outside of the Halifax
court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-However that may
be, I apprehend that that system was adopt-
ed, not from any political consideration,
because I find that at the beginning it was
acquiesced in by both parties and adopted as
a matter of convenience, and I think that
whenever the appointment of the judges is
more, or equally convenient, the appoint-
ment of judges will take place. Hon. gen-
tlemen will remember that the appeals are,
in the vast majority of cases, exceedingly
few. I venture to say that the appeals ail
over this Dominion do not constitute three
per cent-perhaps not one-third of that-of
the entire number of voters upon the voters'
list, and that being so, we are, I think,
justified in looking to the question of con-
venience. As it is, we take out sixty days
after the list reaches the printers, in order
to give time for printing the entire lists of
this Dominion, and if you impose those
duties solely upon the county judges in the
province of Manitoba and in the province of
Nova Scotia, you would be obliged to add
more than sixty days more to the time that
would be required in order to get the lists
ready to be sent to the clerk of the Crown
in Chancery. I think, then, looking at ail
the considerations that we are bound to give
weight to, that the law as it stands on the
whole is satisfactory-that, at aIl events, if
it is found not to be so, the local legis-
lature, who represent the people specially
concerned in making these lists right, who
are themselves persorally affected, will
influence that legislature quite as strongly
as they can po-sibly influence the House of
Commons here. That law, as it stands, has
met with the approval of the legislative
assembly in every province of this Domi-
nion. They have made it what it is, and it
bas met the approval of the House of Com-
mons here, the people's representative in the
legislature of the Dominion, and it does seem
to me that it would be taking a most extraor-
dinary step if this House, consisting of mem-
bers appointed by the Crown, should under-

65J

take to alter and change the law in a funda-
mental particular that concerns the consti-
tution mainly of the other House. This
House is the judge, the sole judge of its
own privileges; but this House assumes
that the second chamber have no greater
interest and no greater authority in dealing
with the electoral lists than this House
itself has. Now, I do not admit that. I
do not question the power of this House to
amend an election law with regard to its
verbal phraseology; but I do deny its con-
stitutional right to alter that law or amend
it in a fundamental particular. The party
that is at the present time in the majority,
that has bestowed its confidence upon the
present administration, went to the country
in 1896 upon the adoption of the local law
of the provinces for the purpose of the
electoral franchise. That was one of the
issues submitted to the country. This
measure that is now before parliament is
before the House in fulfilment of the man-
date that was then given by the majority of
the electors in this country to the present
administration.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was not the
issue.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My lion. friend says
it was not the issue That is simply a pre-
posterous interruption. My hon. friend
knows it was as much an issue as any other
one that was contained in that series of re-
solutions adopted in this city by the three
thousand representatives of the Liberal
party from every portion of this Dominion
in 1893.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was one issue.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Unquestionably it- was
one ; I do not pretend to say it was more
than one, and if there is any meaning to be
attached to the doctrine of our constitution,
when a party submits its policy to the coun-
try and an election takes place upon the
issues thus presented, and it is sustained by
a majority of the electorate, then it is bound
to undertake to fulfil its obligations, and the
second chamber has no constitutional right
whatever to interpose an obstacle in the way.
Now that is the doctrine settled under the
English constitutional system in 1882. That
is the doctrine accepted, and it is most
elaborately and clearly setout by Mr. Leckie
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in his work on Modern Demnocracy. He Hon. Mr. MILLER-Is that the case
points out the functions of the House of with Nova Scotia under this bil?
Lords, and he shows the difference between
the powers of the House of Lords in respect Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly it is the
to all questions upon which public opinion case of Nova Scotia. My hon. friend knows
has not been sought, and the questions upon j quite ve11 that the Ioniinion government
which public opinion has been sought. Take fought the government of Nova Scotia, and
the case of the abolition of the Established my hon. friend knows that there were over
Church in Ireland. Mr. Gladstone proposed a four thousand men on the Jntercolonial Rail-
resolutionon thatsubjectin the Houseof Com- way that vere marched like soldiers to the
mons, approvin gof the abolition of the Estab- pols to vote aga'nst the local government,
lished church. What was Mr. Disraeli's posi- and in order to obtain a fair expression of
tion? He said : " Whatyouproposeisafunda- opinion it was necessary that there should
mental change in the constitution of this be, for local puiposes, an independent elec-
country. We, as a parliament, have a right torate. That rule coes fot apply in the
to legislate ; the measure which we adopt sane degree to us, at ail events it does not
to-day may be changed to-morrow, but when apply under the present administration, for
you propose to alter in a fundamental par- there is no intention to control the individual
ticular the constitution of this country you vote of any voter or official.
ought to have a mandate from the country
itself." Mr. Gladstone acquiesced in the doc- on.Mr. Ic iY-My hon. friend s

trine laid down by the leader of the opposi-
tion. A dissolution took place ; an appeal
was had to the nation ; the result of that
appeal was a majority returned in favour of
abolition. It was well known that nine-
tenths of the House of Lords were opposed
to the disestablishment of the Irish Church :
they favoured the continuance of church
and state in Ireland. They thought that
authority of government would be weakened
by the abolition ; but did the House of Lords
set up the private opinion of its members
against the verdict of the nation? Did they
express an opinion at variance with that
verdict ? Not at all. The House of Lords
acquiesced in it, and although they may
have undertaken in minor particulars to
amend the resolution

Hon. Mr. MILLER-And it is a iminor
matter that we are aiending this bill now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I entirely dissent from
my hon. friend's view in that particular. I
say it is a matter of fundamental importance,
and that being so, the verdict of the country
has been pronounced, and while this House
may alter or amend that bill in some particu-
lar the better to perfect it and carry out the
object of the bill itself, they are not at
liberty to amend the bill in any particular
which will alter its character. What is the
character of the bill ? That the qualification
of the voter and the means of ascertaining it
and the preparation of the list are such as
the local legislatures have been-

HoL, justwu in saying ltnat tney were driven
to the polls.

Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
fOrget the twenty-four thousand shingles.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That has nothing to do with it; however it
was in New Brunswick anyway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We know what it
meant. It is like Joseph's dream ; they had
a figurativ ý interpretation.

Hon. 'Mr. BOULTON-The hon. leader
of the government in this House referred to
an interruption of mine as a preposterous
interruption when I said that the question
of the franchise was not the issue in the
general election. In 1893 there was a con-
vention of the Liberal party which laid down
a platform. In that platform I am prepared
to acknowledge that the change in the old
franchise law was set forth ; and I do not
know that it even went so far as to say it
was to be based upon the provincial list.
The question, so far as the provincial list is
concerned, is a perfectly right one in so far
as we should use the provincial list as the
basis, but I do not know that it was pro-
pounded as a policy of the Liberal party that
we should abandon the national position of
the question and relegate entirely the con-
trol of our franchise to the provinces; that
we should let go that principle, which I
think is a sound principle and a principle
we should retain, to maintain the national
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character of our franchise and the national should fot been made in so far as the pro-
character of this parliament in every way. vince of New Brunswick is concerned. I do
The hon. leader of the government says, it not know that we are justified in making
having been made a part of the platform of any alteration in so far as Manitoba is con-
the Liberal party, that therefore it was pre- cerned. And why? Because the law in the
posterous for nie to interrupt him as I did. province of Manitoba with regard to an ap-
Now, hon. gentlemen, since 1893 a complete peal to a judge or a revising barrister, is iden-
change came over the minds of the people in tically the same as the Dominion law which
regard to the issue the general elections were was passed by the former governnent, and
fought upon, and that was the settlement of 1 therefore, if the laws are exactly the same in
the Manitoba school question. That wastlie that particular which e were working under
great issue, at any rate in that province before the present government came into
where the large majority was obtained power, 1 do not think that we are justified
the government by which they were sustain- in raking a change in that direction. The
ed and brought into power. Outside of the fault is not in the law of the province of
province of Quebec I think that the balance Manitoba. It is the fault of the government.
between the two parties was alniost even, in It is the fault of a government who desire to
fact, if I remember rightly, in almost every utilize the franchise in order to Perpetuate
province there was a slight Conservative power by corrupt means, if the statements
majority and the majority upon which the made by the hon. gentleman froin Brandon
governrent attained power was entirely the are correct. 1 myseif live so far in the
support they obtained from the province of interior, away from the large centres of
Quebec on the settlement of the school ques- population, that 1 ar not acquainted with
tion, and, therefore, wlien I say that it was these matters so much as my hon. friends
not the issue, and when I say that the coun- who live more in the centres of population;
try did not take the ground that the lion. but if the statements are anywhere near cor-
leader of this government is taking at the rect that were made by the hon. gentleman
present moment, were it not sustained out- fron Brandon, it shows that it is fot the law
side of the school question, I do not think the 1 that is defective in regard to the matter, but
words " preposterous interruption" are justi- it is the appointment of corrupt men who will
fiable under the circumstances, when al] the utilize the power that is placed in their hands
provinces outside of the province of Quebec. for a short time in order to manipulate the
when the school question overshadowed franchise in the interests of the government
everything else, gave an even balance, and in the interests of the party.
there is no great preponderance of voting
power so far as this particular question Hon. Mr. BERNER-If such a bad use
of the franchise is concerned. Now, bas been made of the law in our province, is
hon. gentlemen, with -regard to the amend- a not vell to improve upon it?
ment itself, while I have the greatest
respect for my hon. friend who sits in
front of me here, I do not think myself discuss broad questions of this kind we have
that it is wise for us to make this amend- to take precedents into account. Our own
ment ; and I will give you my reasons for law, which has been in force a number of
thinking so. In the first place, I think the years, is the same as the provincial law.
law itself is defective in a great many in-
stances as a Franchise Act, to succeed the
one that lias been abolished. The main on. Mr.
feature of it, according to my iind, is the
absence of that national character that I Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is a question
think should be retained. The amendment how far it is wise for us to make the change.
is only for the purpose of altering the Fran- We do not anticipate that the province of
chise Act in one or two minor particulars, Manitoba is going to be in the hands of the
that is to say, as regards the provinces of presentgovernmentfor ever. Ilhopewehave
Nova Scotia, Manitoba and New Brunswick. not got into that system by which a govern-
My hon. friend from Wolseley (Mr. Perley) ment, having once reached the treasury
was formerly a representative from New benches, is there for the life of two or three
Brunswick, and ve thinks that the alteration generations. If that is the case, the people
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have got into a very unfortunate position, so
far as their party instincts are leaving them
to be blind to the interests of the country,
if they are enabled to hold office by patronage
or pelf or whatever it is called. I do not
believe that public feeling has come to that.
I believe there is a feeling, which is lying
dormant now, which only needs to be roused
to lead us into higher channels. In the pro-
vince of Manitoba it is not so much the
fault of the law, as it exists there, but it is
the fault of the government who appoint
men who use that law to the disadvantage of
the people in the use of the franchise. I do
not pretend to know anything about the
province of Nova Scotia. As I understand,
that province has a law by which the sheriff
is the judge and the man that is appealed to.
How far this amendment will improve that
position I am not prepared to say. They are
both public officials. The sheriff is a public
official, and I have heard it is an annual ap-
pointment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, during good
behaviour.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I understood it
was an annual appointment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If it is a life ap-
pointment during good behaviour, he stands
very much in the same position as a judge
so far as his independence is concerned.

refused ? What would be the result of our
action in regard to that? The result of the
action would be to send the Franchise Bill
down with a small amendment, and then we
enter into a conflict with the House of
Commons at this late hour of the session.
The Commons will send it back to us, re-
fusing to accept that amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is quite right.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. leader
in this House represents the views of the
governnent in regard to that matter, what
is going to be the position of this House if
we pass that amendment and send it down
to the House of Commons and it is sent back
to us ? We have either to accept the refusal
of the Lower House and pass the bill, or else
we have to throw it out altogether. Is this
House prepared to accept the responsibility
of that? The Plebiscite Act, which is one
of the planks in the platform of the Liberal
party, is contingent upon the passage of this
Franchise Act, I think.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--Not at all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, certainly.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It need not be.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The promise was given
that the vote should be taken on this.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-What trouble would
there be in ainending the Plebiscite Bill in
order to have the vote taken on the local
lists ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-He is appointed
during the pleasure of the government. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Lists prepared five

e~ars agcoe

Hon. Mr. POWER-During good beha-
viour.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-In New Brunswick
they are appointed annually.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-No, they are not.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It resolves itself
down to this ; while I would be ready to
support the amendment to correct what the
hon. gentleman considers a weakness so far
as that province is concerned, is it wise for
this House to return the Franchise Act at
this late period of the session with an
amendment which the government refused
in the Lower House, and which the leader
of the government in this House has also

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That is what I
meant when I alluded to attempts to coerce
this House.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-However, that is
what I understood. At any rate, leaving
that point out of the question, it is for us to
consider how far it is wise for us to urge
such a small amendment. If the hon. gen-
tleman had gone further and attempted to
say that the present government has taken
away the national character of the franchise,
which is an essential, a constitutional point,
I say this House would be perfectly right in
taking cognizance of it, I do not agree with
the hon. leader of the House in that par-
ticular respect when he says we have the
power, but it is a most unusual power to ex-
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ercise, to interfere with the franchise which
pertains only to the Lower House. But
when such an essential point as altering the
character of the franchise is brought up, I
say we would be perfectly justified in taking
that position. Unfortunately, the govern-
ment has brought down these important
measures just on the eve of prorogation. I
have been told that prorogation is to take
place on Saturday, and that would leave
only two more days.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The statement
was made on the authority of members of
the government, but I know it cannot take
place. I know that the Senate has to finish
its deliberations, and no matter how long it
may take, we must have time to consider
the important measures which are still to
come to us, the postal and other bills. Pro-
rogation cannot take place until the Senate
has passed upon these measures. With re-
gard to this particular bill, after hearing the
debate, I may say that my sympathies are
with the hon. gentleman from Richmond.

Hon. Mr. JIILLER-I would sooner have
your vote.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, if my judg-
ment led me in that direction, after hearing
what I have heard, I think I would not like
to be a party to sending this bill back to the
House of Commons at the present moment,
with the prospect of its being returned, and
we would not know what to do.

Hon. Mr. Mlc('ALLUM-I wish to say a
few words in reference to something which
was said about this being a question before
the electors at the last election. It was one
of the issues, but there was very little said
about it. There were several other issues.
Are the government going to carry out all
the promises they made before the people of
this country, or only one of them ? What
were the promises they made to the coun-
try? They. promised economy in al] the
public service. They promised that ail
works should be let by tender to the lowest
bidder. Are they carrying out those
promises to-day ? They are giving contracts
to their friends in the country without
calling for tenders, and J say now that I
will have much pleasure in supporting the
amendment offered by the hon. gentleman
from Richmond, for the reason, that if we

cannot get what we want, we should try
and improve what the government have
given us, in order to give the people of this
country some chance of recording their votes
without being influenced by the government
of the day. The position now is that
the government of this country, composed
of thirteen, fourteen or fifteen gentle-
men, are declaring to the world by their
action that they are not able to devise
and produce a Franchise Bill in order
that the electors of the country may
return members properly to the House of
Commons. And why? They hand it over
to the local legislatures, thus declaring that
they are not able to do it themselves. At
the same time, I am bound to endeavour to
iniprove this bill, and I think the proposed
amendment will have the effect of improving
it. It makes no difference, as far as I am
concerned, whether the House of Commons
send it back or accept the amendments. I
am not carried away by the same feelings
and fears as the hon. gentleman from Shell
River. I am here to do my duty to the
people of this country, and I shall discharge
my duty as far as 1 can. J take this course
in the interest of the people of this country
in order to give them fair play, and I think
this amendment will have that effect. This
is a very important question; it is just a
question whether we are going to have an
honest election in this country or not. If
we pass this bill without amendment as
urged by the hon. gentleman from Shell
River, do hon. gentlemen suppose we would
have an honest election?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not want it
to go through, but the amendment will not
stop it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It will improve
it. Certainly an appeal to the judges will
improve it. The government of this country
declare by their action their inability to
give a Franchise Act to the people of this
country to enable them to record their votes
honestly, and they hand the responsibility
over to the local legislature. If my vote
will improve the bill by assisting to pass
this amendment, J shall be glad to record
it, and I would say to the government that
I hope they will carry out the other pledges
they made to the electors of this country.
But they have not done so and they will
not. I do not desire to impute motives,
but it seems to me the only object of this
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bill is to enable them to handle the franchise which 1 shah refer briefly afterwards. If I
so that they can keep themselves in power. were to term the arguments and statements
They should not be afraid of the honest made by the hon. Minister of Justice as dis-
electors of this province, and should give ingenuous, I do fot think I should be using
them a chance to record their vote. I con- too strong language. My hon. friend says
sider I would be doing a wrong if I let the that the Senate of Canada has no right to
bill go through without this amendment. interfere with the Franchise Bil that has
Some people say " Let them go, give them been approved by the Flouse of Commons.
rope enough and they will soon hang them- He admits, however, that we have the right
selves." I will not wait for that. I want to anend the law so far as it affects the
to do my duty honestly from day to day to carrying out of the principle of recording
the people of this country, and I consider the votes and of securing an honest ballot,
I shall be doing it by supporting this amend- if ppssible. Now, lie says that to pass this bil
ment. would be a direct interference with the elec-

tion Iaw-he did not say the Franchise Act
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I -but the election laws of the province.

desire to say a few words in reply to the posi- There is a difference, because the laws upon
tion the hon. Minister of Justice has taken the statute-book clearly define the distinction
as to the effect of the proposed amendmnent between the franchise and the election lav.
tothis bill. He has made the statement, that The franchise is given to the people upon
it is a direct and positive interference with certain conditions, wbether they be of age,
the Franchise Acts of the local provinces. I propertv qualification, as in the province of
concur in the position taken by the lion. Quebec,ormanhood suffrage, as it is virtually
gentleman in reference to the duty of an in the province of Ontario. Then there is
UJpper House after a principle has been con- an election law placed on the statute-book
firmed by the people. Therefore I shall not for the purpose of carrving out the provisions
discuss that question with him. I may say of theFranchiseAct. Alltattheamendment
to my hon. friend from Shell River, however, which my hon. friend f rom Richmond offers,
that his argument was in opposition to any proposes to do, is to perfect, as nearly as
interference with the franchise altogether. possible, the election laws of the country,
His argument was in favour of a uniform and it does not interfere directly or indir-
Dominion franchise, with which I am in ful ectly with the franchise.
accord. But the p-rty now in power went to
the people with that as one of the planks of
its platform, and the people, we have a right
to presume, having elected them, attirmed
the principle of returning to the local fran-
chises, and for that reason I shall not consid-
er myself justified, as a member of the Upper
House, in moving the rejection of the bill.
If it occupied the position of the other bills
which we have rejected, if it stood in the
saine position as Acts which were passed
by the House of Commons in England,
the principle of which had never been
submitted to or approved by the people
I would then join with the hon. gen-
tleman froin Shell River, and if no one
else would move its rejection, I would not
hesitate to take the responsibility of doing
so myself. We know that this, among other
planks of the liberal platform, was approved
of by the people, and though the parliament of
Canada to-day are taking a retrograde step,
in my opinion, it is in accord with the popu-
lar will as evinced by the last election. My
hon. friend touched upon other matters, to

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It interferes with the
lists.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to know in what way. The law
in my own province will illustrate the
necessity for this amendient as well
as any other. A man has the right to vote,
provided he is on the assessment roll. It
provides that if he is improperly put on the
election list another elector may apply to the
court of revision to have his naine taken off.
If they refuse to do it, he can take an appeal
to the county court judge as to his qualifi-
cation, not as to how he shall record his vote.
It does not interfere with the Franchise Act
in any manner whatever.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-The questionis whether
he shall have a vote or shall not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is interfering with
the voters' lists.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That provision is made in ail the laws of the
different provinces. It is only a different
mode of reaching that end. My hon. friend
lias no right to be on the voters' list, if he
be not of age, for instance. If he is on the
voters' list and is not of age, he lias no right
to vote, and consequently his rights are not
interfered with by his name being struck off
the list. If he is an alien he is in precisely
the saine position. Now, the only proposi-
tion that the amendmient makes, and which
my hon. friend from Richmond intends, is
to ascertain the fact whether that man is
entitled to vote, or whether he is entitled
to rights of franchise under the law of the
province, as it exists. That is ail lie asks to
do. If it is such a sacred right-if the
provincial lists are so sacred that they are
not to be touched, and it lias become almost,
according to the speech of my lion. friend,
sacrilege to interfere in any way, or by any
means, with the voters' lists, why hve they
placed in this very bill before us a clause;
which interferes directly with the Franchise
Act and the right to vote and the disquali-
fication of voters in one province? The law
of Prince Edward Island says that a man
occupying such and such a position, shall not
have the franchise. That man has no more
right to vote under the laws of Prince Edward
Island than if he were aminororan alien. But
this bill says he bas a right to vote, thereby
interfering directly with the provision of
the Franchise Act of provinces in which a
certain class of people have been disqualified.
Yet they tell us it is a sacrilegious act to
appeal to a judge to have justice done
if an injustice bas been done. I gave a
practical illustration the other day in refer-
ence to my o-wn case That was an actual,
palpable case in which the officer, whose
duty -it was to make the assessment, served
me with a notice, and when I looked at the
notice I saw that Mackenzie Bowell was
assessed for a certain lot for a certain
amount. I did not object to the value placed
on the lot, because it gave me a vote, and I
had been assessed at that rate for a number
of years. But that assessor, before return-
ing it to the municipality, reduced that as-
sessment, for no other purpose than to dis-
qualify nie from having a vote in that riding.
What other object could he have had i The
object of every assessor and township council
is to collect as much as possible from property,
and whereverit can raise the value of property

owned by what they call absentees-that is
gentlemen who own property in other than
the riding in whidh they live-they put the
assessment up as high as possible so as tô
get as much taxes out of thei as possible,
so there could have been no other reason.
My bon. friend says if in a case like that in
Nova Scotia you give the voter a right to
appeal to the county judge for justice, you
are interfering with the fundamental prin-
ciple of the Franchise Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not know how any man of common, ordin-
ary reasoning powers-I will not say comnion
sense-could come to any such conclusion,
unless he is prepared tco take this position,
that the election law which governs and con-
trois the manner in which you shall vote, is
of the saine character as the law which gives
you the right to vote. If the two are
similar and analogous then my hon, friend
is right, but we know that it is not so. We
know that the one has nothing at ail to do
with the other. On the contrary, the amend-
nient that is proposed is for the purpose of
securing for the elector the right which he
should enjoy if any attempt is made to take
it from him ; and instead of it being an in-
terference with the Franchise Act, it is an
amendinent to secure to each and every indi-
vidual the right which be possesses as a free
subject and which the law should give him.
But, in the case of Prince Edward Island,
the Minister of Justice is giving votes con-
trary to the Franchise Act, contrary to the
laws of the provinces which say that certain
persons shall not have a vote ; yet lie says
that if a man has been deprived of his vote,
in Nova Scotia or Manitoba, he shall not
have an opportunity of appealing to the
courts to have his name recorded. I cannot,
for the life of me, understand how a simple
proposition of this kind, to secure beyond a
doubt or peradventure, the rights of each
individual, can be considered an interference
with the great and fundainental principle of
a right under the Franchise Act. The
object of the amendment is nothing more
nor less than to secure to a man who
has a right to vote that right when an
attempt is made to deprive him of
it. The hon. Minister of Justice says that
the government is not prepared to accept
this amendment. The government is not
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prepared to accept anything that is sug-
gested, if it is not in accordance with their
particular view and idea. I take it that the

'duty of the legislature, where they do not
go beyond the powers vested in them,
whether in the House of Commons or in the
Senate, is to make laws of this character,
particularly where they affect the right of
the people to exercise their judgment in
making the law as clear as possible, in order
to secure the rights to which each indivi-
dual is entitled. That is the way I view it.
The hon. gentleman says if you pass this
amendment lie will drop the measure alto-
gether. So far as I am concerned, indivi-
dually, I prefer a Dominion franchise on
the principle of uniformity rather than the
disjointed system proposed here, having a
diflerent standard of voting in each prov-
ince, but the government having decided to
change the system ; every member of the
Senate, whatever his individual opinion may
be in reference to the general principle itself,
has assented to the change and our only desire
is to make the law as distinct, plain and equit-
able as it possibly can be made. That is the
only object of the amendment of my hon.
f riend f rom Richmond, and I repeat that that
amendment is no more an interference with
the voter, nor so much, as the arnendments
which have already been accepted by the
hon. gentleman who has intimated to-night,
that he is prepared to accept some of them so
as to make the bill workable in some of the
provinces, in which, as the bill is now pre-
sented to us, it would be impracticable to
operate. My hon. friend, as usual, with
that solemn shake of the head, dissents from
that point.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is an extravagant
statement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The House knows whether amendments
have been made since the bill came here,
and we know that the Minister of Justice
stated to the hon. member from Marshfield
(Mr. Ferguson) that he would accept amend-
ments not interfering with the principle of
the bill, which would make it more workable
in Prince Edward Island, though in some
cases it would be different from the laws of
that province, because they are made for an
open vote, whereas under the Dominion
statute it is to be a vote by ballot. Why,
I should like to ask, is that interfered with 'I

If the people of Prince Edward Island be
lieve in open voting-as I do, though I
know I have often got votes under the bal-
lot than I would not have got otherwise-
if the principle of adhering to the local
laws is so sacred, why is open voting de-
parted from in Prince Edward Island? Is
that not a much greater interference with
the right of the voter than the proposition
made by the hon. senator from Richmond?
It may be that they prefer the ballot in
Prince Edward Island. If they do, why
should not the local legislature place it on
their statute-book ? But you are going to
give the voters in Prince Edward Island,
a secret vote for Dominion elections, while
the law of the province provides for an
open vote. I do not object to that. I
do not know but it is an improvement,
because it makes the law to that extent
more uniform throughout the Dominion, but
I say it is a direct and palpable interference
with the mode of voting in that province.
We do not propose to do anything of that
kind by this amendment; all we propose to
do is to secure the rights and privileges of
men who can be, have been, and will in the
future, be deprived by violent and un-
principled partisans wlen they have an
opportunity of doing it, of the right of cast-
ing their vote. The hon. gentleman from
Halifax (Mr. Power) used the usual tu
quoque argument in reply to the hon. gentle-
man from Brandon. He asked what did Mr.
Howell say in reference to the iniquitous
Conservative party in Manitoba. Supposing
all that was said by Mr. Howell was correct,
and the iniquities to which he referred had
been perpetrated by the Tory party, and
they put it in juxtaposition with the wrongs
and fraud of the Grit party, does that make
it right ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not use it as
an argument ; I used it as an illustration.

H<n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
,admit there is no argument in it; it is not
very often the hon. gentleman indulges in a
thing of that kind. You made the statement
simply in reply to my hon. friend behind me,
who pointed out how voters might bedeprived
of their vote, and to show that the Tories
were just as bad as the others. If ninety-
nine hundredths of what was alleged by Mr.
Howell to have taken place were true, then
every man of them ought to have been sent
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to jail. I quite agree with my hon. friend
there, and in that respect there is this differ-
ence between the two. The member for
Brandon stated facts within his knowledge
as to the frauds which had been perpetrated,
the manner in which they accomplished their
end, and Mr. Howell stated at the Public
Accounts Committee that certain wrongs
had been done for which he received over
$12,000 as a fee to try and right.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He spoke under oath.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What are the facts ? Mr. Sifton had
Dominion money placed at his disposal
for the purpose of prosecuting these cases
in Manitoba. He went to the courts, and
before the grand juries, and hp succeeded
in only one case in getting a conviction.
My hon. friend then insinuated that all
these jurymen vere perjurers, because that
was really the effect of the statement
made by the hon. member for Halifax. I
take it for granted that the jurymen and
the inhabitants of the province of Manitoba,
most of whom formerly lived in the eastern
portion of the Dominion, are just as honest
as we are in this section of the country,
and are no more likely to perjure thein-
selves when a criminal case is brought before
them, or any case in violation of the law, than
gentlemen in Halifax, Ontario or Quebec.
Hence an insinuation of that kind was un-
called for, and a reflection upon men just as
honest as ourselves ; more than that, this
Mr. Howell was the lawyer who had pocket-
ed some three or four thousand dollars more
than the Minister of Justice, after taxing
the bills, said he was entitled to. Whether
they are going to make him pay it back, or
not, I do not know, but if there is any sup-
position of a prejudice existing, I fancy it
would be on the part of the legal gentleman
who was making the money out of the trans-
action and desired to impress upon the com-
mittee and the public, who had to pay this
money, that he had earned his fees.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He was stating facts
under oath.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend says he was stating facts under
oath. The hon. gentleman is making a state-
ment of which he has no knowledge what-
ever.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The witness is
sworn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You said he was stating facts. He no doubt
was stating facts as he understood them. I
have known Mr. Howell from his boyhood.
He was a resident of my town, and belongs
to as respectable a family as is in the coun-
try, but I say he was acting as the solicitor of
the government, and no doubt was im-
pressed with the idea that what he had done
was right, and that the parties he was prose-
cuting were guilty, but he did not succeed in
convicting, and we have the right to assume-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think if he
had a jury composed of men of the same
character as the majority of this Senate that
he would convict them no matter how strong
the evidence was that he ·brought before
them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should be very sorry to say that the vast
majority of the members of this Senate
were of the calibre and had the same opinion
of the hon. gentleman, that he has attributed
to them. That is just as much as to say
that when it came to a question of party,
the members of this Senate were ready to
perjure themselves. That is an insult that
would not be tolerated outside of the House
if applied to any hon. member of it. That
is all I say in reply; from the hon. gea-
tlenian's present statement I am led
strongly to believe that he is judging oýhers
by himself. There is another case, the Prince
Edward Island case, to which I will devote
a few moments before -I sit down. In 1874
the franchise of the Island of Prince Edward
was interfered with by the House of Com-
mons, and in the interference in the re-
adjustment, if I may so use the term-

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No.

Hon.
Well, in
minion.
rect.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
establishing a franchise for the Do-

Will that do? I think I am cor-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Where am I wrong?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There were two fran-
chise lists at the time, one for the election
of one House and the other for the election
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of the other, and it was the franchise for reference to the voters in Prince Edward
the election of members to the Upper House Island who had been deprived by the Com-
that was adopted. mons of their rights; and it is a remarkable

fact that of the six Liberals at that time
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- representing the province of Prince Edward

That is true; but the law as it was passed Island in the House of Commons, every man
by the House of Commons disfranchised a jack of them voted to disfranchise that large
large number of the electors in Prince Ed- class of people who had not the hundred
ward Island who before the passage of that pounds qualification on the island. It is
Act, had the right to vote. the old adage that where you find a man con-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. tinually prating about being Liberal, scratch
his back, and you will find a tyrant. I can tell

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the hon. gentleman that so unpopular was
Tliat is the fact; we have the evidence of that movement in Prince Edward Island that
it here in the Senate reports. There is no it drove Mr. Laird out of public life, for when
question of it at al], because when the ques- he went back to the island, owing to the
tion came before the Senate, the Hon. Mr. attempt of the government to disfranchise
Hamilton, who was in the chair, a proposition those people, the resentment was so great
was made to amend, and did amend, the law that he did not dare to show his face in any
which interfered with the right of electors in constituency. He came back after his term
Prince Edward Island to vote. The vote in as Lieutenant Governor expired intlheNorth-
cominittee was 23 to 23, and the clause as it west, and received the fate that all men
came from the Commons was amended by should receive who acted as he did, in assist-
the casting vote of the chairman in the ing in disqualifying their fellow-electors. My
committee. When the question of concur- hon. friend referred to a case which affected
ring in this amendment was made, by whom'my hon. friend, Sir John Carling. If my
do you suppose it was made? By no less a: recollection serves me right ry hon. friend
person than Hon. Mr. Letellier de St. Just, was not strictly correct in the manner in
when the bill received its third reading. J which lie put that case to the Senate,
must do Mr. Letellier the justice to say that nor was he correct in bis statement in
he took very nuch the same position that reference te the Elgin case. If these
my hon. friend does as to the rights of the iniquities te which he referred did occur,
Senate to interfere with the Franchise Act, all they had te do was te go te the
but he approved indirectly of the course judges and have them rectified. J may say
which the majority of this House had been parenthetically that we had a case-and I
pursuing. . I will read his language: loo upon it as an illustration of th impar-

The Hon. Mr. Letellier de St. Just mnoved that tiality of our judges in the province f
the aniendnents made by the conmittee of the whole Ontario, onlv at this last election, a dispute
te the Election Bill he boncurrtd lu. (Ht-ar, hear). arose as to one vote, whether the ballot had
At the saine titue he lield that this ehanibtr shîould benporl akdithsamcutyf
nt have mwade any change is y the bil as it ak th e cne
whîieh related entirely te the ether Houst. Not>vrth- Elgin. The election depende on ont vote-
standing theslight amienduient which had bt-en made my friends from Ontari will remember the
te the bil thtrt was stil nugh i it te cm aend it hse very d w o t e
te thj favour ef thh ceuntry, and if thm arendfnente ay
w-euld inake tht- 1111 more acceptable te tht- peeople <of gave bis decision in faveur cf the Liberal and
Prince Edward Island hie wpuld the less regret that returned tim. The case was appeaed te a
ithadbteninade. Afte-alfeormarkskfreinnssrs.ct an i ustic o e a
Wilîetat and Haviland th- mntien das carried. u rte prvn

t a wel known Liberal, who was appointed te
Such vas the action cf the Senate on that the superior court benc by my late leader,

occasion; reservin the rights cf those who the Hon. Sir John Macdonald, vhen J was
foricerly ad votes to exercise that rigbt in in th. government, after taking the case
the future. That is what tht ministers have into consideration and deCiberation, reversed
done to-day in reference t the disqualified the vote and gave the seat te the Conserva-
voters in Prince Eward Island and Nova tive candidate. I merely mention that te
Sctia, s that they stand on parallel nes show that, s far as we are concerned We
the government cf the day have taken the the peor cotaenhave my bote ed
same course, se far as that class cf voters is confidence in ail the judges that sit On
concerned, as the Senate took in 1874, in the bench. Now, there was a difference of
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Was a decision given by the Court of
Appeal?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No, but it was not
because of the reason given by thu hon. gen-
tleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
One thing is certain, they did not give a
decision; but I can tell my hon. friend this,
that when the decision of Judge Elliot was
published his interpretation of the law was
sustained by nine-tenths of the judges of
the county courts, and others who gave an
opinion on the subject, and the matter has
remained in statu quo from that day to this.
My hon. friend, however, kept his seat all
the time, and that was ample compensation
to the voters of the city of London. No

it. I an quite willing to accept all my
responsibility, notwithstanding all the abuse
which has been heaped upon the Senate by
the organs of the hon. gentleman. Whether
my hon. friend, the Minister of Justice, is a
constant reader of the great organ of his
party I do not know. I know one hon.
gentleman opposite told me that he did not
read it very often, and the hon. gentleman,
behind him was very impressive when he
denied that he was responsible for anything
that appeared in it: This organ laid down
a principle, I do not know whether it was
intended to hit my lion. friend because he
had expressed an opinion in favour of the
second chamber or not. The editorial said :

It is a piece of arrogance for this House to attempt
to interfere with the Franchise Act as it is sent up to
themn frot the other House,

The only interference in the Franchise
Act has been made by the hon. gentleman
opposite, who is responsible for it, and con-
sequently if the arrogance applies to any one
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opinion; I believe that Conservative judge one supposes for a moment that any one
honestly gave it to the Liberal because he can make a law so perfect that fraud will
thought the ballot was spoiled, and Mr. not be perpetrated but what we desire to
McLennan, believing he was wrong, changed do, is to give a man the right to go to the
the vote and gave it to the Conservative. highest tribunal in order to secure to himself
Of course it has gone to the Court of Appeal. one of the dearest rights that le possesses as
In the London case a Conservative, Mr. a Britisb subjeet, and that is the right to
Fraser, gave a decison which would disqua- cast bis vote. I do not propose to proceed
lify a large number of voters, my hon. friend further on this question, although there is a
said 200. treat deal more that migbt be said. Al

ntwe ask to-day is to place the voter in the
Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING-It was n position that, if bis rights are interfered

200, it was over 100. with, h e will have an opportunity of having
his name placed on the voters' list so as to

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE hOWELL- enable tini to cast that vote when any
Thiat was appealed to the judge Mr. Frcaser opportunity presents itself. It bas been
was not a judge, e was revising barrister n th o a th this

sadgreath eal mo that iht be said. All

appointed, as I explained the other dtoy, is ntt passed-
because Judge Elliott had been appointed
reviser for another county, and .Judge Elhiot Iton. Mr. M1NILLS-I did not make any
decided that, from a ant of compwiance thewt.
with the law of the lhnd, these isen had a
right to be on the list. They were on the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOELL-
hist and taey had a right to remain there. I did not say the hon. gentleman did. The

It was appealed to another court, and that treat was made by other memnbers of the
court decided, if my recollection serves me, House, and I watched particularly to see if
against the decision of Jude Elliot and my bon. friend would r iterate it. Threats
then it as carried to the Court of Appeals, have been made that if the Senate dare to
and there it has remained til this day, and make this anendment to the election law-
they have neyer given any decision, the only not to the Franchise Act-that the would
inference e can draw from this fact is, drop the bil, and that no vote would be
that the Court of Appeals cannot decide taken on the plebiscite. They are the
among themselves, hence a decision was gentlemen who must assume so grave a
xever given. responsibility. It is not we who will assume
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it must be my two hon. friends opposite.
We have not interfered with the franchise
at all. My hon. friend opposite ought to
thank the hon. gentleman from Marshfield
(Mr. Ferguson) for the cool, calm and digni-
fied manner in which he has pointed out to
them the impracticability of the bill as it
stands, and I was pleased to see that the
hon. Minigter of Justice was prepared to
accept the suggestions, because his desire
should be, as our desire is, as we must have
this law to make it as perfect as possible. I
have no doubt amendments will have to be
made after it has been tested, but we must
endeavour to secure to every man the right
he inherits as a British subject.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I may say a few
words with respect to a personal charge
made against me by the hon. leader of the
opposition. I wish to have an opportunity
to set myself right.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I would not have referred to the matter if
the hon. gentleman had not interrupted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not troubled
by what the hon. leader of the opposition
said, because the hon. gentleman is in the
habit of exaggerating the statements of his
opponents and putting them in an unfair
light, as I propose to show. The hon.
gentleman from Brandon (Mr. Kirchhoffer)
made some statements with reference
to the trial of those parties in Manitoba
who had been accused of offences in
connection with the last general election,
and I said, half in jest, that I pre-
sumed the reason verdicts were not found
was that there were too many good Conserv-
atives on the juries, and then the hon.
leader of the opposition undertook to
say that I had accused the jurors of
being perjurers. The hon. gentleman knows
very well that that was not a fair state-
ment to make. I stated then, by way of
illustrating my meaning in the present
case, that I should not care to bring a case
of that kind before a jury composed of men
of the saine feelings as the members of this
Hcuse, and he said I was accusing the mem-
bers of being prepared to perjure themselves.
Any man of common sense knows very well
that on a jury, or any similar tribunal, one
is influenced by his feelings, whether they
are political feelings or feelings of other
kinds. Take the case of the electoral com-

mission in the United States, appointed for
the purpose of deciding whether Tilden or
Hayes had been elected. That tribunal was
composed of some of the ablest men in the
United States, having amongst its numibers
several judges. There were seven Democrats
on one side and seven Republicans on the
other, and the fifteenth man happened to be
a judge. He was looked upon as being
fairly impartial, and lie took the Republican
view. That is one tribunal made up of
judicial ninds who went according to their
party convictions, and it is no crime to say
of this House that members would be in-
fluenced by their political opinions. I think
probably I am nearly as cold-blooded as the
average member of this House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
More so.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And I have no doubt
if I were a juror on a trial, of a political
character, that I would, even thougi I were
anxious to do what was honest and righit,
be influenced by my political feelings, and
any hon. gentleman here who says he would
not be influenced by his political feelings
does not understand himself.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am glad to hear the explanation, but it is
not strictly correct. When the hon. gentle-
man interrupted the hon. member from
Brandon it was in another portion of his
speech altogether, and the instance in which
I thought the hon. senior member of Halifax
had insulted every member in the House,
was, when he interrupted me, when I was
referring to the fact of the jurors not con-
victing the men who were prosecuted by Mr.
Howell, wlko said they were guilty of such
and such acts. Then the hon. gentleman
interposed by saying he had no doubt the
saine thing would result if it went before a
jury composed of men of the same feeling
and character as the majority of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And no deduction could be drawn from his
language, either then or now, other than that
which I deduced from it ; and I regret
exceedingly that such expressions should be
used. I may use strong expressions from a
party standpoint, but I hope I may never so
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far forget myself as to impugn the character
and reputation of nine-tenths of the mem-
bers of this chamber, as was done by the
senior member from Halifax, simply because
they dare to differ from him upon questions
of state.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--I thought
that some senior member from my province
would rise to challenge some of the statements
made in this debate. I would like to record
my protest against the proposed amendment
which may defeat this bill, in view of the
verdict rendered in the province of Quebec on
the 23rd June. 1896. I may state that the
repeal of the Franchise Law was one of the
most important questions debated in that
election. We had great difficulty in our
province with reference to the franchise,
because in Quebec the word " registration "
was absolutely unknown. Up to the day
that that law was passed, we had our muni-
cipal councils doing all the work, and the
electors hardly ever had to go to the secre-
tary of the council to see if his nane was on
the list. We had a perfect system of re-
gistration which did wrong to no one, and it
hardly needed supervision, because the
council generally represented both parties
and we had a perfect system of regis-
tration which worked automatically with-
out the parties being disturbed in the
least. But after that law was passed, both
parties looked at each other with distrust,
expecting that the revising barrister would
not give satisfacti< n, and they appointed
attorneys to repres( at, and considerable ex-
pense was involved -hrough this law coming
into operation. It caused such a perturba-
tion in the province that when a vote was
taken in the House of Commons a few years
ago a certain number of Conservatives voted
against it. I remember that the member
for Laprairie and the member for L'As-
somption abandoned their party allegiance
to vote against what was termed an obnox-
ious law in Quebec. Therefore I cannot allow
the statement made by the hon. gentleman
from Shell River, that it had cut no figure
in the election in the province of Quebec, to
go unchallenged, because, as a matter of
fact, there was not a speech delivered on the
platform, or a sheet of campaign literature
sent to the electors, where that law was not
discussed. It was asked generally in the
convention of the Liberal party in 1893,
that there should be a repeal of the

Dominion Franchise Law. That sweeping
declaration, pure and simple, a repeal of
the law, made it clear that we wanted
to go back to the old regime, and it was so
understood by the electors, and that is one
of the reasons why it seems to me this
House should not try to amend the bill.
Some of the members of this House want to
amend the old system which prevailed from
1867 to 1885, and to change the condition
of things whicli prevailed at that time,
contrary to the will of the people expressed
in the vote of the 23rd June, 1896. As a
matter of fact, we are now entering upon a
conflict with the House of Cominons, which
bas been elected to re-establish the old system
which prevailed before 1885, by adding an
amendmentgrantinga rightof appealin three
provinces, one of which, New Brunswick,
declares through its members it does not
want it.

Besides, such an amendment constitutès
an assault upon the rights of those provinces.
This new Franchise Act accepts the provin-
cial law through all the provinces, and puts
them on an equal footing. The proposed
amendment disturbs this equilibium and
puts these three provinces in a state of
inferiority towards the others.

The statement is made that the govern-
ment will assume the responsibility of
abandoning the plebiscite if this law is
rejected. There may be a plebiscite this
year and there may not, but if this Franchise
Bill is not passed, it will be materially im-
possible to take the vote. Why ? Because
we will not go to an electorate one-third of
which is disfranchised, to vote upon a list
which is four or five years old, and if we
have to return to the old law, we will have
to appoint revising barristers, or use those
we have to start a revision which will cost a
large amount of money in order to ascertain
the opinion of the people upon this issue. It
seems to me the government, having rejected
an amendment similar to this, will not accept
this amendment and therefore we are enter-
ing upon a conflict with the House of Com-
mons.

Hon. Alr. MASSON-We are no better
in the province of Quebec than the people
here. In Quebec we have an appeal to the
judge. We desired an appeal over the
heads of the councillors. The fact that there
was that appeal prevented the officers put-
ting a good many names improperly on the
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list because they knew they would be strucz
off by the judges in the end. That is why
we appear in a better position, although we
are really no better.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Will the
hon. gentleman admit that there was a
desire on the part of the province to return
to the system of having the lists made by
the municipal council

Hon. Mr. 31ASSON-I do not say that.
The question before us to.day is not whether
we should pass this law or not. - We are
ready to pass it. But we want a small
amendment to have our revising officers'
work revised by the judges. That is the
only point in question. We all admit that
it worked well in Quebec.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-But if you
defeat this bill you thwart the will of the
province of Quebec.

Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING--I do not
wish to take up the time of the House, but
I did not happen to be in the chamber be-
fore six o'clock when the hon. Minister of
Justice made his statement. I understood
that the hon. gentleman cast some reflection
on Judge Elliott.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--He
did not mention his name.

Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING-I have
known Judge Elliott for the last forty years
and J think I will be borne out in the state-
ment that a more upright gentleman does
not live in this Dominion, and his action
was according to law. He rendered his de-
cision and afterwards he received letters
from ail parts of the province, some of
them from judges, highly approving of the
decision that he had given and the course he
bad pursued during that trial.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Ail I did was to refer
to the case of the London election. I said
that there was there a revising barrister,
Mr. James Fraser, who decided one way,
and there was an appeal to the judge who
reversed his decision, and public opinion
approved rather of Mr. Fraser's views than
those of the judge. That was my statement.
My hon. friend went farther just now and
referred to a judge on the Queen's bench.
The judge of the Queen's was in favour of
Mr. Fraser's view and not of the view of the
judge. The question went to the Court of

Appeal. My bon. friend says it was hung
up there, but the fact was this, the county
judge being given a conclusive jurisdiction
in the matter of these appeals with respect
to the revision of the voters' lists, neither
the Court of Appeal or the Queen's Bench
had power to control his action, and having
no power to control his action, the Court of
Appeal took no further steps, but I think
there was little roomto doubt what their view
was. I was making no reflection on Judge
Elliot or anybody else. We were discussing
the question, at the time, of an appeal from
the revising barrister to the county judge.
While I am on my feet, I will speak a few
words to my hon. friend who complains of the
hard words used by my hon. f riend from Ha-
lifax. But my hon. friend forgets that when
he began his speech he declared that the ob-
servations which I Iad addressed to the
House were very disingenuous. I do not think
my hon. friend behind me said anything har-
der with regard to the hon. senator than my
hon. friend's remarks were to myself ; but I
did not think it was necessary to complain.
My hon. friend has also said that, in dis-
cussing this question, I have confused the
election law with the Franchise Act. It was
my hon. friend who did that-I did not.
The voter is not a voter, in all the provinces
except Prince Edward Island, until his naine

goes on the list, and the question is how his
name shall go there. The question of the
list is part of the provincial law, and when
you are adopting that you are adopting a
provincial law relating to the voters' lists.
My hon. friend said also that the Liberal
party had undertaken to disfranchise, when
we were in power, a number of people in
Prince Edward Island, and he complained of
that disfranchisement. Now, my hon. friend
argued in favour of national lists, as he calls
them, and in favour of a uniform franchise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not argue in favour of it ; I said I was in
favour of it.

Hon. Mr. 31ILLS-That has been the
law since 1885 to this moment. My hon.
friend knows that if you adopt the priniciple
of uniformity you have to cut into the local
law somewhere, and so the principle for
which he contends as a vital principle in the
preparation of the voters' list, does the very
thing which he says that we did. But that
is not all. At the time the Act was adopted
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to which lie refers, Prince Edward Island
had two qualifications, the one for the elec-
tion of members to the one house, the other
for the election of members to the other
house, and both were elective at the time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
So they have now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The question was
which electoral :ist should be adopted.
I might say it is a matter of history, and
there is no harm in stating it, that so far as
the Liberal party are concerned, with the
exception of those in Prince Edward Island,
they were in favour of taking the franchise
for the popular branch of the legislature.
But Mr. Liard pointed out that, being with-
out a voters' list, while he approved of the
franchise of the popular branch of the legis-
lature, until they had a voters' list there
would be a great many voting who were not
entitled to vote. MLen came in f rom the
United States, fishermen and others, went
to the polls in time of election, recorded
their votes and left, and until they got a
proper voters' list they were not safe in tak-
ing the manhood suffrage of Prince Edward
Island rather than the property qualification
required. There was no departure from a
list. It was a question whether it should be
the list of one house or the list of the other,
and the representatives from Prince Edward
Island preferred the list of the second cham-
ber until a proper voters' list should be pre-
pared under the law for the election of
members to the most popular branch of the
legislature. That is the whole case.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tleman has made a statement somewhat
similar to what he made in his speech when
introducing this bill, and that is, that the
principle of uniformity, which was strongly
claimed for the Dominion Franchise Act of
1885, was not adhered to, that there is a
lack of uniformity in the Dominion fran-
chise, and that that has continued up to the
present time. I know that my hon. friend
and his friends have made a great deal of
that point in the discussion on the Dominion
Franchise Act, iii 1885, but whatever
there was in it at that time, I can assure
my hon. friend that there is nothing what-
ever in it now. All the departure from the
principle of uniformity that was made at
that time, so far as it relates to Prince
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Edward Island, was this, that it was pro-
vided in the bill that every one who possessed
a qualification under the provincial law at
that time should continue to havre that privi-
lege so long as he retained the qualification
and no longer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But you put Indians
on also.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not in Prince'
Edward Island. The ion. gentleman re-
ferred first to Prince Edward Island and
now lie refers to the matter of Indians.
That lasted only a few years, and for the
last two revisions of the voters' list there
has never been an application to put any-
body on the Dominion list the old fran-
chise of Prince Edward Island. The
persons who were so registered in 1886
chagged their qualifications, and so they are
all merged in the Dominion list. My object
in rising was to bring my hon. 'friend to task
for a statement lie made a mobent ago, and
repeated before, with regard to the case of
Prince Edward Island in 1874, to which my
ion. friend the leader of the opposition has
referred. My hon. friend tries to get out of
the position that his party placed themselves
in at that time by saying that there were
two sets of qualifications in Prince Edward
Island, one for the Upper House and one for
the Lower House, and that all the Liberal
party did at that time was to take the quali-
fication of the Upper House. That is true,
but instead of taking the franchise by which
the popular branch was elected, they dis-
carded that and took the qualification of
voters for the Upper House, which was £100
freehold, and by that means attempted to
disfranchise nearly one-half the people who
voted in Prince Edward Island for the popu-
lar branch of the legislature. It remained
for the Senate to make that right and
it is a remarkable fact that the six mem-
bers representing Prince Edward Island in
the House of Commons at that tinwe al par-
ticipated in the wrong that was then at-
tempted in taking away the qualification of
electors for the popular branch--they all
concurred in that act of the Liberal gov-
ernment of 1874, while the four senators re-
presenting the province in this House helped
to make it right. It is a fact that the Hon.
Mr. Haythorne, a Liberal well known to
members of this House, voted with his Con-
servative colleagues f rom the island on that
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occasion to retain the franchise to the elec- if the Senate did right, as Mr. Letellier
tors of Prince Edward Island for the popular appears to have thought they did, for
branch, and 1 heard the Hon. Mr. Hay- he moved concurrence in the amendinents
thorne say, when he returned to the island, made to the bil which was carried unani-
at .a pubiic meeting, what he had stated mously-surely we are within our rights
to myself personally before that: "I told now if we do merely, in a matter of detail,
the hon. gentlemen of the Senate that I a matter of routine as it were, which does
could not return to Prince Edward Island not affect the ground of any body's qualifi-
and look the young men of the province in cation, amend this bil. It is onlv a mode
the face if I had Leen one of those who by which the real merits of the qualificition
attempted to deprive them of their vote." I of a voter shah be ascertained, and if we are
mentioned that to show the view taken by wrong in raking that amendment the Se-
Hon. Mr. Haythorne on that occasion, and nate must have been very far wrong, and
he was a Liberal, and a Liberal of the old the Hon. George Brown must have been far
school. I want also to call the members of wrong, the Hon. Mr. Haythorne mue have
the governinent to another case in which been wrong when they concurred in the ac-
the Senate had the assistance of a very tion of the Senate on the occasions to whieh
eminentLiberal inrighting awron, inregard 11 have already referred. can sustain, and
toan electoral question, which was attempted v do so in the strongest language possible,
by the Huse of Commons. I refer to the the words of my ion. friend the leader of
Tuckersmith Bill and the Hon. mGeo. the opposition when ae says that the action
Brown is 'on record as dearing that of the Senate with regard to Prince Edward
the action aof the Senate at that time Island in 1874 ias sustained by the peo-
was right. nVhat was the action of the pectf that province. There was neyer any
Senate then? A bib had passed the House Act of parliament of Canada that was more
of Commons providing that the township of universally apprved of. neyer heard of a
Tuckersmith, in the county of Huron, man who was prepared on a public platforn
should be transferred f rom one riding to to defend that bi which proposed to take
another. It was immediately after an elec- away the vote of one-haf of theelectorsof the
tion and the electors of Tuckersmitb, which province, and there neyer was to my know-
was a large township, ad already recorded ledge a man so poor in the island as to do it

their votes iargely in favour of a Liberal reverence. My hon. f riend was quite correct
candidate in the general election. Mr. in saing that whether the Hon. Mr.
Cameron, the member representing one Laird, a respected citizen of our province,
of the ridings of Huron i the use and a man who has played an important
of Commons at that time, had his seat part in the affairs of the country, was
protested and he expected to have to responsible for that act or no the repu-
run his election again, and he had a bil in- tation of that hon. gentleman and
troduced in the bouse of Commons de ach- his popuarity i the province of Prince Ed-
ing the township of Tuckersmith from the waid Island were greatly affected by what
riding in whica it was, and attaching it o was done on this occasion. As far as a
bis own constituency, in order to help to personaliy concerned my only desire is that
give hin a majority in the election which we should join together and make this bil
was to follow. The township had already as good a one as it is possible to make it.
cast its vote in one constituency and this We do not dispute the right of the govern-
attempt was made to have it added to ment to pass a measure of this kind based
another riding and to give the electors on the provincial franchises. Whether the
a second vote for the same pariament. people clearly underst&nd the issue or ftot,
The Senate took the stand that this was there is no use to argue that now. The
tampering with the franchise and shouid Liberal party had a majority at the poils,
not be tolerated, and they amended the and e admit that they put this question
the bill, and the Hon. George Brown is on before the country ; we admit further that
record that the Senate did right. If the they have done fairly wel in the matter of
Senate had a right to amend the election law preserving the votes of theDominion officiais.
of 1874, introduced in this bouse by my hon. That they have departed sodeewtat fro
friend the lion. Secretary of State, repre- the principle of the bill is, I think, some-
senting the Mackenzie government, and thing for which they are to be coin-
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mended, their object being to make the
bill as good as it possibly could be. It takes
away the very radical objection that lay
against it, that is, when they adopted this
clause 6 in the House of Commons ; we ad-
mit all this. I desire to put on record in the
strongest way possible my desire to assist
the government in making this bill as work-
able and as good as it possibly can be made,
so as to give the fullest exercise of the will
of the peuple of every part of Canada as far
as it is possible to do it in connection with
the system they have adopted. I do not
think it is a good system. I think it is a bad
system. I think it is very hard to make it
workable. I believe it will be found to be
beset with a great many practical difficul-
ties ; but nevertheless, as the government
are wedded to this principle and have
brought down the bill, 1 have no desire, as
I said before, but to assist the government
in making it the best possible bill on the
lines they have undertaken.

The conmittee divided on the amendment
which was carried by a vote of 34 to 16.

On clause 20.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We have now

come to one of the sections which relates to
the Prince Edward Island difficulty, the
question of inaking the proviacial oaths ap-
plicable which I referred to the other day
when we were considering clause 5 subsec-
tion (a). My hon. friend will remember that
he then told me he would endeavour to
meet the difficulty when we reached this
section.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In considering this
matter, I may say to my hon. friend that it
seems to me the better way would be to add
a short clause at the end, that the Governor
in Council may take power to alter the
oaths as required by the provisions of the
Act.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is
right. Would it be better to pass the
tion till that is finally done?

al]
sec-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainiy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes,
make a separate section.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 21.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I may say this

clause reaches the very heart of our difficulty
66.;

on account of our not having a voters list.
I have prepared an amendment to this
which would require some little alteration
in other clauses, in order to fit in, and I was
going to suggest to the hon. leader of the
Hcuse, as it is now half past ten, that he
should consent to the House rising and I
will give notice of these amendments and in
that way every hon. gentleman could see
how they fitted into the other provisions of
the law. I think it would really facilitate
matte rs very much because it would be quite
possible then to understand them and it
would take a good deal of explanation to
make them plain now, because it is a local
difficulty.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to see
any difficulty in the way. Certain verbal
changes would require to be made in the
local oaths, and with such an additional sec-
tion as I have suggested, the whole difficulty
would be met. I would therefore suggest
that the clause be carried.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The difficulty
here is a very grave one It effects the
qualifications and the franchise of the
province very seriously. The suggestion
that I have made would prevent or render
unnecessary very many explanations. Other-
wise, I will have to make the explanations
the best way I can, in order that hon.
gentlemen may know what I mean. The
objection to this clause arises from the fact
that in Prince Edward Island we have open
voting and no registration. In every other
province in Canada there are lists, and in
the preparation of these lists there are some
officers entrusted with the duty of deciding
after a man has made a declaration, or after
his qualifications have been put before
the authorities whether a man has a
vote or not. There is no such provi-
sion on the island. On the contrary, every
man is at liberty to go to the poll and claim
the right to vote on election day.
He will do that under this law. The oath
may be presented to him, it is true, but as
sone men will do, in the towns especially,
supposing he will go into the poll on election
day without a shred of qualification and
take the oath. If a man takes all the oaths
presented to him, his vote will have to be
taken and his name entered on the poll
book, and a ballot given him, and when he
records that vote he may be only one of a
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hundred bad votes, and there is no way by
which the man with the good votes can be
elected.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Has not every man a
vote ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In no country
under the sun has a man who is under 21 a
vote. Supposing a young man under 21
should come in and take the oath, supposing
a tramp, a bird of passage, who goes from
one place to another, should cone in and
take the oath. There is this class of people
in Charlottetown the same as other places.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man propose that the returning officer shall
sit as judge and refuse votes?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not pro-
pose anything of the kind. I propose a
method of dealing with those votes by which
the ultimate decision will be by the county
court judge. My suggestion is that when a
man comes into the poll and offers his vote,
the oath can be offered to him and if he
takes the oath and the scrutineer is morally
certain the man has no vote, he can make
an objection and it can be recorded on the
poll book. And the very same course should
be pursued as has been pursued under the
Dominion Franchise Act in the undecided
appeals: that a ballot shall be given with a
number on it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Every man might
take a numbered ballot.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That suggested
itself to me at first, but it would be no ad-
vantage to a candidate to object to people
indiscriminately. In fact it carries with it a
responsibility and an odiuin. His friends
will object to good men being challenged
and there is some hesitancy about objecting
to a vote because it may offend some one.
The question of the validity of the objected
vote would reach the cou nty court judge on a
recount of votes. My hon. friend raised the
objection that the presiding officer should
not be a judge. He would have nothing to
do under the suggestion I make but to take
the votes and make the numbers correspond
and treat the vote the same as any other
vote in the box and count it, except that he
would leave it in an envelope

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is an open vote.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, it is not an
open vote by any means. It is just the
same as the ballot vote which is provided in
Ontario for all the voters. They are num-
bered in England in the same way. It is
not an open vote, because no person in the
poll will know how the man voted. In the
counting of the vote it would be difficult to
observe these numbers; still there is a bare
possibility of that occurring, but the scruti-
neers are sworn to secrecy. There is that
difficulty in the undecided appeals, but no
person would have any business to interfere
with the vote until it reached the county
court judge to whorn the matter would be
referred, who would decide on the validity
of the vote.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Somebody has to be
declared elected within a certain time and
that decision might not be given for months.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No person is
declared elected, if a recount is demanded,
until the recount is over, and this would
come up on the recount and the county
court judge would only have the right to
examine the ballot when the vote had been
declared bad. The vote had already been
counted, and if it were a good vote, no harm
would be done ; if it were a bad vote the
county court judge would have power, under
the law, to expose the ballot and find whom
the man had voted for in order that he might
remove one vote from the candidate who had
received the bad vote. When you come to
look at it in that way, there would /be no
inquiry into how the man voted until the
vote was declared bad.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then it could not be
counted.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, it would be
counted precisely the same as all other votes
at the close of the poll by the deputy return-
ing officer. You would put the -ballots in
an envelope, sealed and numbered.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then you would know
to whom the ballot belongs and you will
know which way he voted.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No person will
have any opportunity of knowing until after
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the investigation and until after the county
court judge has declared the vote to be a
bad one, and then it will come out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not agree at ail
with the principle which my hon. friend
contends for. The whole provision of this
bill is that these parties in Prince Edward
Island, where there is no registration of votes,
have in addition to the ordinary oath to
make a further declaration, where required,
as to their qualifications; and then the
protection against persons voting fraudu-
lently is the possibility of their being
prosecuted under the Act.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The existing law
provides for similar cases. A man comes
up and finds his name has been taken by
another elector; he makes his declaration
and a ballot is given him but that ballot is
numbered-

Hon. I.Mr. MILLS-You know how he
votes.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If it goes before
the court.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have only just
one word to say. Perhaps I have still
failed to make myself plain, but what I
wanted to say is this: the fact that u!ti-
mately, if this vote was a bad one, it would
become known in the recount before the
judge, who voted and who cast it, would
not be at ail a serious matter, that is, when
the vote has been declared bad before even
the judge could see it. I do not think there
is any great principle involved, but there is
a great object to be gained. I do not think
there is a great object in maintaining secret
a vote with a disqualified voter of that kind.
There is some objection to this suggestion,
but if my hon. friend will suggest any way
to get over the difficulty I shall be delight-
ed. I have consulted with some of the
members from Prince Edward Island, and
they think with me that this is the best and
simplest way of getting over the trouble.
In the island at present, at our provincial
elections, we have open voting, and the
consequence is it is known how every man
votes, and when a candidate or his agent
flnds a vote being recorded against him, they
have an objection marked, and then there
are two scrutineers, one before the returning
officer and another in the process of an

election trial, by which these votes are
sifted and found out whether they are good
or bad. I tried to suggest a way by
which some remedy might be found. My
hon. friend's object is to carry out the mode
of election and the objects attained by the
provincial law. Now, my object is to attain
precisely the object that is attained under the
provincial law, and which my hon. friend
cannot possibly get unless he adopts some
plan of this kind. Under the provincial
law, if bad votes are recorded, the candidate
against whom they are recorded has a ju-
dicial remedy, and the bad voté is struck off
by the court, and finally the man who has
the majority of good votes is elected. But
under this bill, the man who has the most
votes, good or bad, retains his seat and there
is no court or power that will take that
right.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would be
obliged if the hon. gentleman would just
tell me, under the bill which is now before
us without amendment, how it is possible,
if bad votes come in, as they may in a great
many cases, and the oaths are taken and the
presiding officer-who has no right to be a
judge when the oaths are taken-gives the
ballot and it is dropped in the box, I
should like my hon. friend to tell me how it
would be possible for a man honestly elected
to get there, supposing 100 bad votes had
been recorded against him, and that gave
the majority to his opponent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is asking me a question. I am told on the
Island of Prince Edward that you can-
not go into a single community where you
can find a man who would be an entire
stranger to ahl the rest of that community ;
that the vast majority of the voters are of
the rural population that belong to the
island, and if a man has no qualification,
that fact is known to ail his neighbours, and
if the oath is presented to him he is not
likely to take it, for he would be instantly
arrested by people who knew he was com-
mitting perjury, and in consequence of the
rural charaeter of the population, their iso-
lation, they are mutually known to each
other and there are fewer fraudulent votes
recorded in Prince Edward Island than in
any other section of the Dominion.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Is there no chance system, and admits of wrongs almost under
of impersonation. any circumstances, but, when you connect

non-registration-every rran proving his
Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no chance vote in the polls-with a ballot system, the

for personation there. ballot as soon as it is given, being put into

Hon. ',Ir. CLE OW-I have beard of the box, and that is the end of it, you will

hundreds of them. see at once it opens the door for any amount
of bad voting, and the popular will can be

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In the cities. defeated on every side. I move the follow-
ing amendment as clause 21a :

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No ore would In the province of Prince Edward Island, if any
be more delighted than I would be if what person desires to vote whose right to vote is objected

I to on the ground of want of qualification, and if a
my hon. friend says was the case, but I am eandidate, or any agent of a candidate, or (in the
sorry to say, without any disparagement of absence of such agent) any elector acting in the inter-

Prince Edward Island that there are just as est of a candidate, so objects in the presence of the
prooro elector, the deputy returning othcer shall number and

many bad people there in proportion to the plbce his initials upon such ballot paper before deliv-
population as anywhere else. I believe the ering it to such person, and shall place opposite to

hon. gentleman never was in Prince Ed ward the naine of such person in the poll-book a correspond-
ing nuinber, and thereupon such person shall be en-

Island, and I think from the remarks he has titled to receive such ballot paper and to vote.
made that he is like some others I have Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.T.)--My
talked to, who think the place is so small hon. friend should move that it be inserted
that you could hardly let a horse go at full as a special clause. I think any one who
speed for fear that you would not have time has looked over the provisions of this bill
to pull him up again before he would be in nust cometo the conclusion that there should
ti. water. But my hon. friend will recollect be some means of checking the vote in
that thecity ofCharlettetown hasfromtwelve Prince Edward Island other than provided
to fourteenthousand inhabitants. And take in tbis bi'. Under the provisions of tbe
any city of that population, there will be bill as it stands, wlether a man in Prince
hundreds of people that will present them- Edward Island is entitled to vote or not, if
selves at plling places that the agent or the he takes the oath tendered to him, his vote
returning officer had never seen before. These must be received. We know tho t in the
men will come in and cdaim a right to vote. other provinces of the Dominion there is a
Now my hon. friend thinks there is a remedy remedy for any wrong of that kind, and I
because there is punishment for perjury. do not see why the government, or any party,
My hon. friend kriows very well that there should object to tbere being a remedy in
is no crime in the calendar so hard to prove Prince Edward Island the same as inOntario,
as the crime of perjury. A man might not where a man attempts to record a vote which
have perjured hirself at all, and stili have lie is not entitled to cast. It would be only
put in a miserably rotten vote and believe fair to provide some remedy there where
behad agood vote, and you could not possibly persons not qualified attempt to vote
attach the crime of perjury to him, and still and to enable persons to vote wo are
the vote was bad. That did not help the entitled to do so, but who, by some fraud on
candidate against whom the vote was re- the part of the revising officer, are left off the
corded. I tell my hon. friend, wherever list. The clause proposed by the hon. gen-
he got this information to the contrary, tleman from Marshfield is, perhaps, the only
that 1 have a good deal to do with elections provision that can meet a case of tbat kind,
in Prince Edward Island under the provin- and I certainly think it should be incor-
cial law, and I have no hesitation in saying porated in the bill.
that if it were not for the remedy that we The committee divided on the amendment
have afterwards by which we could bring re- whic was carried: Yeas, 18; nays, .
peaters before the presiding officer, and
prove the fact of voting twice, and if On subsection one, clause 23.
it were not for the fact that we have Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I move to add
a remedy by going to, the court of Hn r E GJO - oet da afremeds t oud the nout f after the words " produce " in the 31st line
law afterwards, there would be not infre- of this subsection:
quently a bad expression of public opinion in And in the province of Prince Edward Island the
Prince Edward Island. It is a pretty loose words "objected to" opposite the naine of such
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person voting whose right to vote has been objected
to under section 21 of this Act.

The amendient was carried on a division.
On clause 26.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
has no right to say that, because he gave me
some assurance tliat he was willing to do it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I move the Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the voters'

following as subsection 26a: list.
In the province of Prince Edward-Island the

deputy returning officer shall also, in counting the
ballots, place in a separate envelope or parcel all
ballot papers munbered and initialled under section
211 of this Act.

The amendment was carried on a division.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In addition to
the other amendment I wish to move the
following amendment as 26b :

Section 57 of the said Act shall not apply, in the
province of Prince Edward Island, to the determina-
tion of the qualification or non-qualification of any
voter whose ballot paper has been numbered and
initialled under section 21a of the said Act as
amended by this Act.

Carried on division.

Hon. iMr. FERGUSON-I move this
amendnent as subsection 26c :

Section 58 of the said Act as amended by section 8
of chapter 11 of the statutes of 1888 is hereby further
amended by striking out all the words froi " candi-
date" in line four to "of " in line nine, and by insert-
ing after the word "papers" in line ten the words
" and of the ballot papers iumubered and initialled by
hii under sectiou 211 of this Act."

I may explain that this amendment so far
as the words to be struck out are concerned
is to correct an error in drafting.
They refer to the appealed votes and these
words that are being struck out are not
struck out in the interest of the amendment
that I an naking, but they are struck out
as they have reference to the undecided
appeals and they should have been taken
out along with other references to the saine
in other parts of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Really, I cannot
follow the hon. gentlemans amendment. I
do not know whether those should go out or
not. J think that making an amendment
of so important a character without any
kind of notice to the committee is unreason-
able. We ought to have time to examine
and see.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My bon. friend
is right, and that is what I suggested, that
I should be allowed to give notice and the
hon. gentleman would have had it in his own
hands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--MIy bon. friend ought
to have done that a week ago.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I was expect-
ing until to-day that my hon. friend would
provide a remedy for this difficulty himself.
He gave some hope that he would try and
do it, but be has not. It is quite plain, my
hon. friend will see, that the words that are
beingstruck out here have reference to the un-
decided appeals. The amendment that I
wish to get in, and which is important,
could not be attached to this bill without
striking out these words.

The anendment was carried on a division,
and clause 26 as amended was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is obliged to resort to an official of the House
to find out what his amendmient is. I hope
the officiai and the member will be able to
fix up what we could not do. I am greatly
obliged for the courtesy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not an unusual thing for a member of the
Senate to go to the law clerk for advice on
matters of that kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Jf be is the author of
the bill, and has charge of it.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If he is the author
of the amendment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
he is the author of the bill and has charge
of it, he not only obtains the information
but assistance in the wording of it, and
members of the Senate often go to the law
clerk, and ask himi how a bill will affect the
laws of the land. It saves them the trouble
of looking into the law themselves.

On clause 5.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have a conse-
quential amendment to move to subsection
c of clause five. It includes the subsection
c with the qualifications necessary in con-
sequence of the passage of the amendment.
It reads as follows:

(c.) The voters' lists shall, except in the provinces
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Mamtoba, be
those prepared by the several polling divisions so esta-
blished and which on the sixtieth day next preceding
the day fixed for the nomination of candidates for
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such Dominion election were in force or were last in
force under the laws of that province for the purpose
of provincial elections, and in the provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Manitoba, shall be the
voters' list as amended under the prov isions of clause
a of this Act, which were prepared by the registra-
tion clerks or revisers for the several polling divisions
so established for the purposes of provincial elections
and were filed at least sixty days previous to the day
fixed for the nomination of candidates for such Doni-
nion election with the officer having by law the custo-
dy of the saine.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection.
I am not supporting it.

The amendinent was carried on division.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I wish to suggest an
amendment to clause f of subsection 5:

But nothing herein shall enable any person to vote
by schedule or otherwise than by personally appear-
ing and recording his vote.

The amendment was adopted.

On clause 27.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSONI move to add
in clause 27 after the words "twenty-eight"
the following:

And by substituting therefor the following :-(3) In
the province of Prince Edward Island that any per-
son not duly qualified to vote in such electoral dis-
trict has so voted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think there is the
same objection to making this amendment
in this way that there was with respect to
the amendment proposed to be made to
clause 32. My hon. friend's amendment
does not bear at all on section 64 of the
Election Act. The amendnment should bear
upon the section which it proposes to amend.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It bears precise-

On subsection 2.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I wish to call
the hon. gentleman's attention to the amend-•
ment. It is not germane to the Prince Edward
Island matter at al], but he will find in the
49th line of section 64 of the Dominion Elec-
tion Act that there are three lines that relate
altogether to the undecided appeals matter,
and I want to call my hon. friend's atten-
tion to it, because all other references to it,
as far as we know, have now been removed
from the Election Act, and ask whether lie
thinks it would be right for this committee
to rise and leave this provision in it:

The ballots used at such election, or the original
statenent of the deputy returning officer, as the
case may be, and also that the duly certified copy of
the formal order of judgmnent on any such appeal as
above nentioned in respect of, or in consequence of
which such recount is to take place.

That has reference to a judgment that
has been given on these undecided appeals,
and should not be allowed to remain in the
Act. It is not my particular business, but
as they stand in the Act they have no
business there, because all these undecided
appeals have been put an end to, and all
the other references in the Act have been
removed.

The subsection was adopted.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I wish to call
my hon. friend's attention to bection 43 of
the Dominion Elections Act:

Each elector shall, subject to the provisions con-
tained in the next following section of this Act, be
entitled to vote only at the polling station of the poll-
ing district, or one of the polling districts, upon the
lst of voters for which his nane is entered as such
voter and no other; and the deputy returning officer
shall secure the admittance of every elector into the
polling station, and shall see that he is not inpeded
or molested at or about the polling station.

ly upon it. The scope of this amendment To my mmd thut would prevent any per-
is that the returning officer bas to make his son in Prince Edward Island from voting at
report to the superior court judge in Quebec, ail.
or the county court judge in other places, Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
first, ballots that he has improperly counted, friend that we wish to insert a clause with
and, secondly, ballots that have been im- regard to that.
properly rejected, and, thirdly, that in the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is inferentially re-
province of Prince Edward Island any per-
son not qualified in such electoral district
has so voted, and the county court judge1  Hon. Mr. MILLS-I therefore move that
bas duties to discharge in connection with! the following be added to the bil as clause
these matters. These are matters which are 27a: "Section 133 of the said Act is here-
germane to the clause. by repealed."

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, I think so. Ho n Sir MAKEZeB L
Hon. S r MILLS-IE ayasayeoydhne

Th aenmet asadptd.Dsth followin be dded toathebl scas
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
refers to this, that there is a prohibition in
section 43 in regard to parties not being on
the voters' list; consequently, there being
no voters' list in Prince Edward Island, it
is not applicable and yet at the saine time
it may prove misleading.

Hon. Mr. POWER-You night put
that, section 43 of the said Act shall not
apply to Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The last legislation
in point of time will stand but there is no
objection to do with that what we did with
section 133. I therefore move tiat there be
added to clause 18 the following as 18a:

Section 43 of the said Act shall not apply to Prince
Edward Island.

The amendment was carried.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man informed the House that at the close of
the bill he would insert a short section re-
garding the provincial oaths. I just cal]
the hon. gentleman's attention to it to sug-
gest whether it shoald be done now or at the
third reading.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let it be the third
reading.

Hon. Mr. WOOD, from the committee,
reported the bill with several amendments.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real and Province Line Railway Company,
as amended."-(Hon. Mr. Dandurand.)

Bill (97) "An Act to incorporate the
North Shore Electric Railway Company, as
amended "-(Hon. Mr. Owens.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (T) "An Act further to amend the
Act respecting public officers."-(Hon. Mr.
Mills.>

Bill (71) " An Act further to amend the
Weights and Measures Act."-(Hon. Mr.
Scott.

Bill (137) " An Act respecting the Inter-
national Radial Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 3rd June, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

COLLECTORSHIP OF CUSTOMS AT
ALBERTON, P.E.I.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON inquired of the
government:

If it is decided to make a change in the collectorship
of customs at Alberton, Prince Edward Island; and
if so, who is to be appointed to that position?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say,in reply to
the hon. gentleman, that John P. Brennan
was removed by Order in Council on the
25th of May, 1898, and that he was notified
of his removal, and that James F. White was
employed as acting sub-collector in his place
at the same salary of $400.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not cover
the point by inquiry, and perhaps my hon.
friend is not prepared to say for what reason
lie was removed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not in a position
to say. I know nothing about it.

TRAVELLING EXPENSES OF
MINISTERS.

The Order of the Day being called:
By the Honourable Mr. Landry:-
That lie will inquire of the goverunient:
1. How much did cost the voyages which were

undertaken in 1897 by the Right Honourable the
Prime Minister and the Honourable the Solicitor
General, to Europe, to the United States and else-
where ?

2. Are these travelling expenses the expenses in-
curred by each of these two members of the adminis-
tration ndividually, or do they comprise the ex-
penses of a private secretary or of any other persons
composig the following of each such member of the
administration?

3. Were these members of the administration ac-
companied by their private secretaries?

4. Had these two members of the administration
in their service other persons than a private secre-
tary ? Who were such persons and in what quality
were they employed?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY said: With the
permission of the House, instead of making
the inquiry of which I have given notice, I
desire to move that an humble address be
presented to His Excellency that he will
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cause to be laid before the Senate a state-
nient of the cost of these voyages. Of
course if there is any objection I will simply
give notice of the motion now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Better make it a
notice of motion.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I will do so.

THE PAPAL ABLEGATE

MOTI ON.

Hon. Mr LANDRY rose to:
Draw the attention of the goverunment to the

following extract from a letter which the Right Hon-
ourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Prime Minister of
Canada, addressed to His Eminence Cardinal Ram-
polla, Secretary of State of the Roman Court, of date
the 30th of October, 1897, which reads as follows:

(Tra nsuted fro the French.)

" OrrAWA, 30th October, 1897.
"BTNENcE,-I made known to you, in the month

of August last, when Your Eminence did nie the
honour to grant me an audience, the happy result
which the mission of Monseigneur Merry del Val
had accomplished among the Catholics of Canada,
and the profound impression which his liigh Christian
virtues and his talents as a statesman- i say states-
man, and the expression is not too strong-had created
in ail classes of our population.

" Having now returned to my country for several
months, I wish to make known to Your Eminence
that, if these happy results are to remnain permanent
and efficacious, it is desirable, if not necessary, that
the mission of Monseigneur Merry Del Val should be
renewed, or rather continued, and that he should be
present in the midst of us for a more or less prolonged
tinie as the accredited representative of the Holy See.

" I have establislhed, snce my return, that there is
anong a certain class of Catholics an underhand
agitation against the work accomplished by Monseig-
neur Merry del Val, a work of pacification, concord
and union.

"The same reason of state whicli inspired His
Holiness in the affairs of France, and which caused
him to prescribe to the Catholics of this country the
duty of abandoning the old strifes of the past and to
accept the state of things agreed upon, has quite as
much force in Canada as in France.

" Such is the opinion of a great number of the
Catholics among us. I admit that it is not the un-
animous opinion ; this very divergence of opinion omiy
renders more necessary among us the pres-nce of a
man at once firm and conciliatory like Monseigneur
Merry del Val, and of one who above ail would under-
stand ail the danger there is of exasperating the men
who are sincere, convinced, and who wish to be faith-
ful to their duty as Catholics,while remaining faithful
to what they believe to be their duties as citizens.

May I be pernmitted to ask Your Emuinence to be
good enough to lay these considerations before His
Holiness, while assuring him at the same tinie of
my profound respect and of my filial attachment.

"Accept, Eminence, the expression of the high
consideration with which I remain, etc., etc."

And that he willask :-
1. Whether the Right Honourable Sir Wilfrid

Laurier, Prime Minister, did on the 30th October,
1897. wrote and address a letter to His Eminence
Cardinal Rampolla?

2. Did that letter ask the Most Eminent Secretary
of State to send back Monseigneur Merry del Val to
Canada as the accredited representative of the Holy
See and for a time more or less prolonged ?

3. Was that letter sent directly to His Eminence
Cardinal Rampolla or was it entrusted to Mr. Charles
Russell with a mission to him to deliever it himself to
the Most Eminent Secretary of State, in a journey
which he was to make, and which he did in fact inake,
to Rome about the 26th November, 1897?

4. Are the foregoing extracts true extracts fromn the
letter in question, and if they are not true, in what
do they sin against exactitude ?

5. Has the Right Honourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier
received an answer to his request?

6. What is this answer?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I must give to the
hon. Senate the same answer that I gave
the other day. I do not know that there is
any such letter written by Sir Wilfrid Lau-
rier. The hon. member has not established
that fact to the satisfaction of this Senate.
He has given to the Senate no evi dence that
there was such a letter written. He has
undertaken to put questions to me as a mem-
ber of the administration about a letter that
I do not know was ever written by Sir Wil-
f rid Laurier. If there was such a letter writ-
ten it is perfectly clear that it was a private
letter written to Cardinal Rampolla, and
how can that private letter have come to the
possession of the hon. gentleman ?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Purloined I sup-
pose.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, by sonebody,
and does not my hon. friend know that that
letter lias come improperly into his posses-
sion, if there be such a letter written by Sir
Wilfrid Laurier, and until my hon. friend
satisfies nie, in the first place, that there is
such a letter, and that the letter is properly
in his possession, that it was not a private
communication and it is in his possession
with the consent of Cardinal Rampolla, I do
not think I am called on to answer the hon.
gentleman's questions.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is a new
theory. If the hon. gentleman had taken
the trouble to inquire from Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, who is not as far from here as
Mr. Russell is-Sir Wilfrid Laurier and
the hon. minister I think sit at the same
table in the council-it would have been
very easy for hin to know from his own
colleague if there was such a letter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not my place to
inquire with regard to a letter that has come

improperly and irregularly into the hands
of the hon. gentleman.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is a fact that the Italian papers announced to the universe
is controverted, and the hon. gentleman has that Gen. Fitzpatrick was within the pre-
no right to come here with controverted cincts of the Eternal City. This incident,
facts; he has no right to come here and say or accident, would certainly neyer have
that the letter did not come into my posses- occurred if Mr. Fitzpatrick ha-i gone to
sion in a regular way. What does he know Rome in his private capacity and fot as
about it? Does he know anything at all? Solicitor General of Canada. And why did

these gentlemen go to Rome? Was it to
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Until I do know settie a private affair of a domestic charac-

something I am not prepared to answer. ter, or to solicit and invite the Pope's inter-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is a better vention in a question of public concern?
answer. Was the school question of Manitoba a

private domestie affair in the solution of
THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION. which the people of Canada had nothing

whatever to see Is it not here a matter
-MOTIc. of public and undeniable notoriety that this

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before asking o this parliament was called on to settve that ques-
honourable Huse to adopt the motion which tion by remedial legislation? Is it not an
I have on the order paper, s beg leave to offer admitted fact that the solution of that burn-
a few explanations which I hope wivl con- ing question was the real issue at the last
vince hon. gentlemen that I amn justified in general election? This, we had granted here
following the present course. As a niember last evening by the different members who
of this lionourabe body, 1 tink 1 have an spoke on the question of the Franchise Act,
indisputable right of putting, as hr. Bouri- The hon. prime minister made public state-
not sawys, questions to the ministers of the ments throughout thn different provinces of
Crown on any subject concerning the public. the Dominion, on every platforn, during the
I thought, anu I still believe, that the dif- last eletions. I read al those publi
ferent trips made to Europe or elsewhere by declarations and I heard them. myseif when
the members of the present administration, I happened to meet te then leader of the
trips which involved the expenditure of pub- opposit on in differen-t ridings. The press
lic money were questions of public interest. published them. The,"gans of the Liberal
I thought, and it is stili my tirin belief, that party made them known to every elec-
negotiations enrtered upon by nembers of tor of our province. It was, therefoe, I
the present adinis t ration, who vent to think, my undeniable right to inquire of the
Rome accompanied by their private secre- government if those declarations were gen-
taries, or by esnployees ot the government, ui e as reported by the prers. Vhat kind
and whose expenses were paid by the coun- of an answer dd I receive from the hon.
try, were negotiations of a publie character gentleman? The hon. Minister of Justice,
and that , had a perfect and undeniable when I first put my question to him, gave
rglit to put ail those negotiations in full me to understand that he had neyer com-
Roht before this buse and before the coun- municated it to the prime minister, that he
try. orhen the hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier was not aware of the correctness of these re-
sent his memnorial to Rome did he sign such ports made by the press, but he told me if
document as a private individual ? No. it was any satisfaction to me e would let
t we affixed to his name ail the tities that the question stand n the paper and he said,
could give it lustre and weight and it "I will bring the question as it stands under
was as Prime Miiiister of Canada that the notice of the prime minister.a My
he entered Rome. When Mr. Fitzpatrick, question stood on the paper. I supposed that
accompanied by Mr. Charles Russell, called the prime minister would be coemunicated
on Cardinal Rampolla, did lie send his pri- with by the Minister of Justice and that the
vate card ? No, he sent him the card of a question would be put to him. It was on a
public man, the card of the Solicitor General publie matter concerning the country, it re-
of Canada. When introduced, a pleasant in- lated to the declarations of the then leader
cident occurres. The official readingthe card of the opposition ho since becamethe prime
omitted the word Ilsolicitor" and cried out minister of Canada. What was the answer
IGeneral Fitzpatrick." General Fitzpatrick Ail had been forgotten. I 'as told that the

'as introduced and the following issue of dprime minister id not recollect if he had



promised to appoint Sir Oliver Mowat at the accounts of the secretary would no doubt
head of a commission to settle the Manitoba appear in the Auditor General's report.
school question. He knew nothing of the That is the kind of answer 1 got. Put over
pledges hehad given to the country. While I to next year! As a matter of course the
am on ny feet I will show the manner in Hon. 'r. Fitzpatrick wasentirely brgotten.
which the ministers treatquestions which we I called the attention of the hon. the Secre-
put to them. This is one illustration. Does tary of State to that fact and he said le
the House desire another? I asked of the would inquire. He did inquire, and told
government if, in the course of the year 1897 me that Mr. Fitzpatrick did not answer
any member of the present administration at aIl. I asked the hon. gentleman to allow
had made a voyage to Europe, to the United my motion to stand on the paper and I
States or elsewhere? What were the names would give hin time to inquire. He said it
of the members of the administration who would be of no use, that would not get
had absented theiTselves froin the country? any answer at agl. That is the way a mein-
The hon. Secretary of State gave me the ber of the Senate is treated here by the hon.
names, onitting the name of MHr. Fitzpatrick. gentleman. But I will show more. I
I asked the hon. gentleman if le had men- inquired about those trips to Rome by cr.
tioned Mr. Fitzpatrick. The hon. Secretary Russell. Hee it an employee of the govern-
of State said, "No; he is flot a member of ment. I asked if, since the lst July, 1896,
the government." The aon. gentleman had the government, or any eember of the
flot even looked at my question. H1e had not administration, had authorized Mr. Charles
seen how it was framed. My question was, Russell, of the firm of Day, Russerl & Co.,
lIn the course of the year 1897, did the of London, solicitors, to go to ionr e with

prime minister or any member of the present instructions or permission to speak or act in
administration," and so on. The on. gen- the name of the government, or the prime
tleman answered me that Mr. Fitzpatrick minister, or any meber of the administra-
was not a member of the government. I tion, with regard to the Manitoba school
told himr was not asking that, but that I was question. The answer given by the hon.
askingt as to any member of the administra- Mr. Milis was:
tion. Theon. Secretaryof State thensaid that I ar informed that he %vas not authorized to do so
Mi. Fitzpatrick was not a member of the either by the prime minister or any member of the
administration ; butbeing corrected by the government.

on. gentleman to his lef t, he admitte that Then I came to a more direct question. I

Mr. Fitzpatrick was a member of the admin- asked the bon. gentleman if Mr. Charles
istration, and that ie would inquire of him. Russell had been to Rome to urge on the
Then, what was the answer tothese questions? authorities of the Vatican, thee appintment
We would not credit it if we did not see for of an apostolit delegate to reinain perma.
ourselves what the answers were. The hon. nently in Canada for the purpose of assisting
gentleman answerem me: directly or indirectly in the settlement of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I sent the hon, gentleman' in- the Manitoba school question. The hon.
quiry to the several members of the administration Secretary of Statd replied My answer to
wbo had lef t Canada last year, and whose narnes I the first question is no." 1 thouglit My
gave him on a former occasion, and I &ill now adviseC
him of the anLwers s received f roto theRo.e

i was inquiring in the second place about question including the Hon. Mr. Laurier,
the Solicitor General and Char les Russell.

the expenses incurred by those ministers At that time I had the letter of Mr. Laurier
who were travelling abroad, and I wanted in my possession. I caleed the attention of
to know what it cost the country. Here the ouse to the words of my questiono

thldcomuasnaskn ht u htIwsqetion.Teasvr given by the hon.

asi ofatng At any time between the first of Juy, 1896, and
Secretary this date bas the government or the prime mirister

From Sir ilfrid Laurier I received a reply that he or any member of the present administration or Mr.
could not at the moment give the exact figures, but Charles Russel, sdicitor, at the request or to the
the aount could be had froin the Auditor Genera's knovledge of or by the authority of the government
report when it was eublished. or the prime minister or any member of the present

Toinistration directly or indirectl solicited, aked
Tha invited intervention of the voly See for the

tion, as to the expenses of the private settement of any question and of hat question.

secretary, the premier replied that le was Has there ever been for the said purpos any voyage
undertaken to Rome either by the prime miniter or by

accompanied hy bis secretary and the any meber of the present administration or by Mr.
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Charles Russell or bv any other person at the request
or to the knowledge or with the authorization of the
goveriment or prime minister or any menmber of the
present administration.

Has any one whatsoever at the request or to the
knowvledge or with the implicit or explicit authority
of the governiment or the prime minister or any
memnber of the present administration made any
overtures whatsoever to the ecclesiastical authorities
at Rome to obtain froum them any intervention what-
soever.

What were these overtures ?
What was the nature of the intervention which

was solicited ?
Has any one whatsover at any tine been authorized

to ask in the name of the government or of certain
niembers of the government the nomination of an
apostolic delegate to a permanent residence in Canada?
When and by whon has any such command been
made?

For what object vas the nomination asked ?

The hon. Secretary of State answered me:
I may say in general terms that the government of

Canada have had no communication with the Holy
See.

Further on he says:

If he did not write the letter he can say so.
If he wrote the letter he cannot deny it. If
he did not write the letter and if I am bring-
ing in a letter which is forged, it is very easy
for Sir Wilfrid Laurier to deny it and con-
found me; but the government are unable
to do that. But what they are able to do
is this; when I brought up Mr. Charles
Russell's letter the hon. Secretary of State
on the 12th of May said this :

There is an extract on the minutes fron a paper I
never heard of, the authority of which I have a right
to question. The hon. gentleman produced a docu-
nient written by somte one in the province of Manitoba.

That is a clerical error : he means the city
of London.

To one of the ecclesiastics of the church to which
I belong which I may say, if the document is genuine
has been purloined from Charles Russell or Cardinal
Rampolla. It has been improperly obtained and it
has been obtained in such a way that no gentleman

1 would use it in a matter of this kind.

I have answered that the governient have had no Then when I said the hon. gentleman had
communication with the Holy See on any question. stated it was a private letter he replied:

And when I persisted in getting an
answer, the hon. Secretary of State reiter-
ated his renarks and said :

I do not propese to give the hon. gentleman any
answer beyond what I have already given. That is
all the hon. gentleman is entitled to. He is not
really entitled to that, but I explained that the gov-
ernient of Canada have had no communication with
the See of Rome on any question.

I asked :
Has any one in the name of the government been

authorized ?

The hon. Secretary of State answered
me:

My answer covers that. The government have not
by themselves or any other person authorized any
communication with the See of Rome. The former
answer covers that completely.

In face those general negations, I brought
up Mr. Charles Russell's letter and asked
as I have asked to-day, in reference to Mr.
Laurier's letter to Cardinal Rampolla some
information that the government are able to
give me. The hon. gentleman to-day says
he does not know if those letters even exist.
They have not been produced. I did not
produce the original of those letters as a
matter of fact. Does that prevent me from
asking now if those letters exist and if the
government acknowledge them to be genuine
and if the extracts I gave are true extracts ?
It would be very easy for the hon. gen-
tleman to see the hon. premier and in-
quire for me. Sir Wilfrid Laurier is here.

I cannot tell anything about the letter. I said, and
I say again, that if there was such a copy obtained
either at Rome or London, it was purloined or stolen
from the party, and I say it is an improper document
to be made use of in parliament.

That was the hon. gentleman's answer to
me. I am performing what I think is a pu-
blic duty and that is the way I ara treated
by one of the ministers of the Crown. With
a logic that a seven years old boy would
be ashamed to make use of, the hon. Secre-
tary of State concludes that the letter must
have been purloined. What does he know
about it ? That letter has been sent to Rome
together with many other letters. Does the
hon. gentleman ignore that they are to be
found as an appendix to a memo-
randum which has been circulated
amongst the cardinals? And yet the hon.
gentleman jumps to the concTusion that
if I have a copy of those letters it must
have been purloined. My honour obli-
ges me to repudiate that accusation and to ask
the hon. minister to withdraw it. It is for
that purpose I have brought this question
before the House, and I say that an hon.
member of this House, in performing a pu-
blic duty, must have full liberty to do what
he thinks it is honourable to do, and what
he thinks it is his duty to do. If I consider
it my duty to place the government in the
true light in which they oughit to be placed,
why should I be assailed by the reflections
of the hon. Secretary of State I He has no
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right to make the imputationy he has made.
He has no right to try to cast any imputation
upon my character, and in order that he
may be forced to substantiate and prove his
insinuations or withdraw them, I now sub-
mit the following which appears on the order
paper:

I call the attention of the Senate to the following
utterances made by the Honourable the Secretary of
State, on the floor of the Senate, on the 12th day of
May, and reported in the otficial debates of the Senate,
page 831, as follows:-

" Hon. Mr. Scott-There is an extract on the
minutes from a paper I never heard of, the authority
of which I have a right to question. The hon. gen-
tleman produces a document written by some one in
the province of Manitoba (City of London), to one of
the ecclesiastics of the church to which I belong,
which, I may say, if the document is genuine, has
been purloined from Charles Russell or Cardinal
Rampolla. It bas been inproperly obtained, and it
has been obtained in such a way that no gentleman
would use it in a matter of this kind.

"Hon. Mr. Landry-The bon. gentleman said a
moment ago it was a lrivate letter.

" Hon. Mr. Scott-I cannot tell anything about the
letter. I said, and I say again, that if there was suchb
a copy obtained either at Rome or London, it was pur-
loined or stolen from the party, and I say it is an un-
pr>per document to be made use of iu parliament."

And 1 niove:
That such statements appearing upon the records of

the Senate of 12th May, 1898, page 831, ine 25 and
page 832, une 16, are a reflection upon the honour
and character of the honourable senator from Stada-
cona, who is thereby inferentially, if not directly,
accused of havimg iunproperly obtamued such document
in a way that no gentleman should use it, being a
document alleged to ha, e been purloined or stolen,
and which was, for that reason. an iproper docu-
ment to be made use of in parhiament ;

That such utterances having been made by a nmnmber
of the Senate who is als a imnister of the Crown, are
not only offensive, but an im utation upon the char-
acter of an hon. senator, which1, if true, unfits him to
associate with gentlemen ;

That since these statemnents were made, the bon.
the Secretary of State, though ample time bas elapsed
to substantiate them by an official declaration of any
of the parties interested, has utterly failed to bring
forward any proof whatsoever in support of his ac-
cusations, and the hon. the Secretary of State having
publicly admitted that nothing bas been doue to
obtain any proof of the kind ;

That the bon. senator froni Stalacona bas, in
defence of his own honour, a right to ask and that
the dignity of this Senate requires, imperatively, that
sucli accusation be proven or withdrawn ;

Therefore, be it resolved, that provided the hon.
the Secretary of State do not withdraw such accusa-
tions, a special comumittee be appointed with instruc-
tions to inquire into the facts, and report their con-
clusions to the Senate ; that such committee have
power to send for persons and papers, and to take
such other steps as they nmay deen mnete in the pre-
muises, such comnmittee to consist of Hon Messiers--

I gave no names because I did not like to
suggest the members of the committee my-
self. I leave it to the Senate. It is a ques-
tion in which I am too deeply interested to
be permitted to choose my tribunal, and I

leave it to any hon. member to name those
who should compose this committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it scarcely
comports with the dignity and character
that the Canadian Senate have enjoyed in
the past, that communications that might
pass between the members of a particular
church and the heads of their church should
be made the subject of a public inquiry
before this body. The See of Rome has no
official status under the British constitution.
The Crowni could not recognize any repre-
sentative of the See of Rome as such. The
Roman Catholic body of Canada might
recognize such a representative as a higher
ecclesiastic of their church, just as the mem-
bers of the Church of England would reco-
gnize the bishops of their church, or the
meinbers of the Church of Scotland the
moderator of that church. I ask hon. gentle-
men to reverse the picture and imagine the
Roman Catholie members of this House
bringing forward letters that passed between
Presbyterians and their moderator, what
would be the indignation of this body that

1 such private matters should be discussed
here. We would be told that they should
not be inquired into, and were not a proper
subject of investigation before this honour-
able Senate. The hon. gentleman has
steadily, for the last six weeks, been drag-
ging this question before parliament, and it
seems to me that conduct of that kind is an
entire departure from the ordinary amenities
that ought to prevail. It should not be
permitted, because it is not a matter that
the public have anything to do with.
What I write to Cardinal Rampolla or what
Cardinal Rampolla writes to me is not a
matter that parliament should inquire into.
When the hon. gentleman first produced
that letter, or alleged letter, I doubted its
authenticity. I made an inquiry from a
source that I thought was well inforined,
and was advised that a cable had been
received from a gentleman who ought to
know, that three letters had been purloined
from the Vatican. That information may
or may not be true. The information was
given me by the gentleman, who said he had
a cable to that effect, and I saw a letter
from Mr. Charles Russell, in which he said
that certain letters had been stolen at Rouie.
That is the authority on which the state-
ment is made. The hon. gentleman is not
entitled to have the statements that he makes
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credited unless he produces the original let-
ter. The presumption is altogether against
the propriety of the hon. gentleman having
possession of those letters, because such let-
ters. if written, were written by a gentleman
in London to a gentleman in Rome, Italy.
That alleged copies of them have fallen into
the hands of the hon. senator is no pre-
sumption that they were come by fairly, and
if copies were obtained by any indirect
means, surely they are not a proper subject
of discussion on the floor of this House.
They might be used on an election platform.
If gentlemen were disposed to lower them-
selves and discuss matters of that kind on a
public platform they might do so, but certain-
ly before the Senate of Canada it does seem
improperthat, at thisstage of the session when
so many important matters are waiting to be
considered, we should be engaged in a dis-
cussion of this kind. I regret that the hon.
gentleman has brought forward this irri-
tating subject day after day. He has
assumed, what he has no right to assume,
that .the expenses of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and
Mr. Fitzpatrick have been charged to the
country. He bas no right to make that
statement. It is wholly indefensible and
unjustifiable. If Sir Wilfrid Laurier and
Mr. Fitzpatrick went to Rome they went
there as Catholics at their own expense and
in the interest of peace amongst Catholics in
this country. Was it not very proper and
desirable that they should do so ? Are we
not all interested iii a peaceable solution of
that kind 7 Catholics were very anxious to
secure the approval of their church of the
settlement that was affected. There were
differences of opinion about it. It was not
a settlement such as I would like, but I
hoped it would in the end be made satisfac-
tory. I have had forty years' experience of
the school question, and it was always the
fact that, with the tolerant spirit iii Canada,
slight concessions have been made from year
to year as time goes on and prejudices sub-
side, those who differ from the Roman Catho-
lics on that subject, yielding froi time to
time for the sake of peace, and I believe the
same results would follow in Manitoba
on the school question. But it will not
of course if firebrands are perpetually
interjecting their views making arguments
for people outside of this House to use to
prevent a settlement of this question and
keeping that question in such an irritating
condition that a settlement would be abso-

lutely impossible. I have stated to the
hon. gentleman the source froin which I got
my information. I cannot give the naies
Of the individuals. I am not bound to do
that. The very fact of the hon. gentleman
professing to have a letter which he does
not prodIuce the original of, is evidence, of
itself, that it is improperly in his possession.
That is the presumption. The hon. gentle-
man shakes his head, but that is the fair
presumption. Certainly it has no right to
cone to bis hands. If I got hold of a letter
that was written at Washington to some one
in London it would be fair to ask " How did
you get that letter ?" That is a parallel
case. Hon. gentlemen should not lose
sight of the fact that a letter of that kind
could not be obtained fairly and honourably,
and if obtained was certainly never intended
to be made the subject of discussion on the
floor of parliament. I shouid regret exceed-
ingly if the Senate so far forgut itself as to
appoint a committee to inquire into the
relations of the Roman Catholic members
and their Church.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is an exceedingly unfortunate dis-
cussion, and I regret for more reasons than
one that the hon. gentleman bas not thought
proper to take a more conciliatory course
than he has pursued on this question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have endeavoured to
be conciliatory. If the hon. gentleman
knew the irritation I have been subjected to
for the last six weeks he would understand
it. The question should have been ruled
out of the House in the first instance.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think I can understand the irritation to
which thebon. gentleman bas been subjected.
I not only understand it, but fully appreci-
ate it, and sympathize with him. There is
just this difference between the position the
bon. gentleman has taken and that which
bas been taken by the lion. senator from
Stadacona, and I shall give the reasons why
I think so. I speak upon this question
sinmply because I think it is one that affects
not only on the dignity of the Senate, but
the reputation of one of its members. I
am fully in accord with the hon. Secretary
of State in his introductory remarks, that
private letters sent by members of any
church, whether Catholic or Protestant, to
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the heads of their church, are not subjects
for discussion in any deliberative body, and
more particularly in the Senate, provided
they are dealing with questions which are of
a private nature, or which are matters of
conscience between those who direct and
control the church to which he belongs and
the individual himself. But when public
men, occupying the highest positions in the
gift of the people of this country, communi-
cate with any person or any eccleiastic, no
matter how high, or how low he may be,
asking his interference in matters pertain-
ing to the general welfare of the population
and the country in which he lives, then I
ask does not that become a public question,
with which a public man or a deliberative
body would have a right to deal? That is
the distinction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not interrupt the hon. gentleman when
speaking.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You are not stating
it fairly. I say it is a matter entirely with
Catholics.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say it is not, and that is the difference be-
tween us; and it is that tone in answering
questions that characterized the remark the
hon. gentleman made to me just now, that
has brought about this difficulty. He had
no right to say to me that I was not stating
this question fairly. I put the question hypo-
thetically. I said if it be a question be-
tween a member of the church and the head
of that church, it is a question with which
this House and the public, I take it, have
nothing to do.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is what it is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then, I said further that if it be dealing
with a question of a public character, and
more particularly one which has agitated the
country for a long time, and in which a
large portion of the community have taken
deep interest, and different sides, for two or
three years, that it becomes a public question
wit h which the public has a right to deal. If
that is putting it unfairly, I do not intend
to do so. I do contend that any communica-
tion of that kind upon a public question. can
not take place, that is not of public interest.

If it were a private individual writing to his
clergy, upon a private question, the hon,
gentleman would not be justified in bringing
it before the House; but whenduring an agita-
tion upon a very important question, the head
of the government, and the Solicitor General,
and the solicitor who is paid for whatever
he does for the government, all take action
in order to obtain the influence of a church
to direct, either directly or indirectly, what
shall be done in dealing with a question in
Canada, thenithecomes a public question with
which every one has a right to deal. Now,
that is the distinction that I draw between
the two ; and the complaint made by the bon.
gentleman is very simple and very plain.
He says, he puts upon the notice paper a
letter which purported to have bee1i written
by Mr. Russell, and asks the question, "Is
the government aware that Mr. Russell
wrote such a letter, and if Mr. Russell wrote
such a letter did he write it at the instance
of the authorities of the government of the
country, not as individuals, but under the
instructions of the ruling powers in Canada."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I answered that ques-
tion in the first instance, that Mr. Russell
had no authority from the government of
Canada.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I did not say that you did not. Do not get
angry ; I can quite understand the irritated
state of the hon. gentleman's mind. But I
desire to put this question as I think it ought
to be put from a public standpoint, and it
would not take me half as long to do so, if the
gentleman would keep his irritation to him-
self and not get so excited. Then my hon.
friend asksthe question, "and was that at the
expense of the country? " Had he not a right
to do that ? The hon. gentleman said no.
Then he said, I answered it. It is true he
answered it ; but in making an answer he
made an accusation against a member of the
Senate in saying that that letter had corne
into his possession improperly, that it had
been stolen and, inferentially, that he knew
it was stolen, and if it were stolen
and knew it was stolen, then it was
reprehensible. I do not hesitate to say
that had that been true it would have been
extremely reprehensible in him to use it in
any way. He denies, as I understand him,
that it did corne into his possession impro-
perly. He says, so far as he knows, it was
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not stolen, and if he has it in his possession was a question which affected the commer-
he now desires to have the fact established, cial interests of the country, and 1 got a
that he is neither the thief nor the accessory courteous reply. There was no accusation
to the stealing of that letter. That Itake tobe against me that I bad not the original that
the position of the hon. gentleman, and he 1 had stolen it. It appeared in a newspaper.
has used in that motion the language which Supposing my hon. friend will tell you, as 1
is used upon all occasions of this kind when understood him to say a moment ago, that
the private character or reputation of a these letters appeared in print in Rome, pub-
member of the House of Commons is lished in a pamphlet or small book,giving
assailed, as any one who bas studied these an account of what took place between Mr.
precedents know. Whenever it is declared Russell and the authorities in Canada.f rom
by the House of Commons, that a man bas the Prime Minister down, in reference to the
conducted himself in the manner which has Manitoba school question, and that the
been imputed to the hon. gentleman from pamphlet occupied with the people of Rome
Stadacona, he is considered unworthy to sit the same position precisely, that our blue
with or associate with gentlemen. Now, I books do, in which matters are placed before
am fully in accord with that theory, the notice of the people of Canada, would
which has been laid down the last cen- my hon. friend, or any one, be accused of
tury in the Imperial Parliament, and also stealing, or surreptitiously obtaining, or oh-
established by the House of Commons upon taining improperly the facts which are con-
the lamentable occasion when the expulsion tained in that bookl
of a certain member who had been elected
was moved for. If my hon. friend bas been Hon, Mr. SCOTT-There is no parallel at
guilty of stealing that letter or been acces- ail.
sory to its theft, or obtained it in some sur-
reptious manner, then let the condemnation Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-No?
of the House fall upon him. If he has not, Why Because one deals with a question
then it is the duty of the Secretary of State to wbich affects and irritates the hon. "en-
state, and he would avoid a great deal of tieman, and the other with the pub-
trouble if he would frankly state, that he lic generally. I say this is a parallel. If
believes it came into the hon. gentleman's' the question be one of a public charac-
possession properly, ihat he is very glad to ter, which affects the government of
learn it did not come into his possession im- Canada, the parallel is very strong indeed,
properly, and that he regretted that any and every man living in Canada, and every
imputation was made upon him. I think public man, bas a right to ascertain whether
that is (lue from one gentleman to another the facts contained in thatdocument tovhicb
and if not done, the hon. gentleman bas taken the hon inher froni Stadacona referred
the only course he could take under the are truc or not. That is the position 1 take.
circumstances to niaintain his own honour i I have no desire to interfere, directly or
as a man and as a senator. Now, indirectly, with a question of conscience be-
I nust be permitted to dffer en- tween the lon. Secretarvof State, the Prime
tirely from the position taken by the hon. Minister or N r. Fitzpatrick, wbo belong
Secretary of State that unless the hon. gen-'to a certain religious body. That is none
tlenan has in his possession the original of my business, but if they deal with
letter, lie bas no right to bring it before the any foreign country, or with any pub-
flouse.- Why, lion. gentlemen, dc we not lic man, I care not whether it is a
almost every day call the attention of the overnment or not affecting the general
government to statements made in the news- veal or affairs of this country, of a political
papers and ask whether they are correct or character, vhicb tbis lias really drifted into;
not. The other day J asked the bon. gen- or constitutional question, as tbis was, and
tleman whether a statement which appeared upon whicb difference of opinion existed in
in the Montreal Star and one or two other the country, one taking the ground that the
papers, in reference to the bonding systen, province of Manitoba had no right under the
was correct. I had no official documents. constitution to deprive the minority of that
I had not the original that had been written people of certain rights wbich they believed
and submitted to the council by the United were granted to tbem under the constitution,
States authorities in my possession, but there another party taking the ground that it vas
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purely a local matter with which the Domi-
nion parliament had nothing whatever
to do, was not that a public question?
Has not that agitated this Dominion,
f rom the very centre to the Pacific and
to the Atlantic î There is scarcely a ham-
let in the whole country in which this
question bas not been discussed politically,
in one respect, and in the other by those
who do not desire to make it political,
treated as a constitutional question. If
that difficulty occurred and these gentle-
men to whom we have referred, not private
individuals, but the head of the government
and the Solicitor General, because he is of
the government, though not of the cabinet,
it is only a quibble to say that he is not
a member of the administration, and the
paid solicitor of the country, then I would
like to know what becomes of public ques-
tions with which this Senate or public may
have to deal? That is the only ground upon
which I would justify the action which the
hon. member for Stadacona has taken in
placing this motion upon the notice paper.
Either he is a party to the stealing of that
letter, if stolen it was, or he is not. If he
has been accused of being a party to the
stealing of that letter

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not accuse him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it becomes the duty of the members of
the Senate who made that charge, directly
or by insinuation, or innuendo, to withdraw
it; or it is the duty of the Senate to sus-
tain its dignity by defending one of its
members by making an inquiry as to the
truth of these innuendoes. My hon friend
who sits opposite to me, just now used an
expression which he ouglit noo to have used.
In answering the hon. gentleman from
Stadacona he used this language:

It is not my place to inquire with regard to a letter
that has come improperly and irregularly into the
hands of the hon. gentleman.

Let me ask my hon. friend this question:
unless the Minister of Justice knows
that this letter to which he refers came im-
properly and irregularly into the hands of
the hon. member from Stadacona, was he
justified in making that accusation?

He might, but I suppose that is his business,
have asked, how did you get that letter ? He
might have answered in a dozen different
ways from the way he did. I think if I were

occupying his position, I could have answered
that question in parliamentary language,
without making any statement reflecting
upon the reputation of the hon. gentleman
asking the question. However, that is a point
in parliamentary etiquette for himself to
decide, and not for me. I have no desire to
criticise or to suggest, much less to dictate
the manner in which he should answer ques-
tions. But the whole conduct of the hon.'
Secretary of State, and also of the Minister
of Justice, in answering these questions, bas
been not only irregular, but also irrelevant,
and instead of giving a plain answer that
Mr. Laurier did or did not write that letter,
or if he had written it, said : " That is a
private letter with which the public bas no-
thing to do, and for which the premier takes
the responsibility and I have no further
answer to make," that would have answered
it. But if you consult the Debates you will
find there is not a single answer that bas
been given yet, particularly by my hon. friend
who sits opposite me, in which he has not read
a lecture in addition to simply answering
the question I am not going to pursue this
subject further, I have given my reasons why
I think the hon. member from Stadacona is
justified in the position he bas taken, and I
regret very much that the Senate should
have to be asked to appoint a committee in
the line in which his resolution goes. I
hope that before this discussion closes,
we may be relieved of that responsibility by
the Secretary of State and the Minister of
Justice, saying distinctly and positively that
they had no intention of impugning the
honour or honesty of any member of the
Senate.

Hon. 1r. MILLS-My hon. friend bas
pointed out what he thinks my failings are
in answering questions concerning this sub-
ject; and he mentions among others that I
am on every occasion giving lectures. Well,
I do not admit that ; I think I have not;
but if I had done so, I would have been
simply following the very high example that
my hon. friend adopts on almost every occa-
sion, and of which the present occasion is an
illustrious example.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not a minister answering questions ; if I
were your lecture would be pertinent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
giving a lecture on what he thinks my duties
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and the duties of my colleagues are, and
where we have erred and the mistakes we
have made in dealing with this subject, I
am not going to enter into any controversy
with my hon. friend on that subject, but I
have just risen for the purpose of saying
that I do not agree with the views he has
expressed and the general proposition he
has undertaken to lay down with a view of
dragging in a series of irrelevant, and I
must say somewhat offensive questions,
which the hon. member from Stadacona has
almost daily submitted to the House on this
subject. I do not admit for a moment that
because a gentleman is in public life there-
fore any communication he has with the
officials of his church, upon a church matter,
are necessarily public, and that he has not
the same privilege in his communications
that belongs to any other citizen of the
country, whether he is in public or in private
life.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This is
a public political question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says
it is a public question, but it is also a private
question. My hon. friend has no right to
appear in a meeting of the Catholic bishops
or officiais in that church for the purpose of
entering into a controversy with them and
disputing their views upon this subject and
saying that this is a public question, and
that therefore he has a right to be heard and
discuss this matter with them. In the public
arena, on the public side, in so far as public
action is called for, the hon. gentleman is at
liberty to discuss this question. But this
question has an ecclesiastical side as well as
a secular side, and the Catholic population
of this country whether they are in or out
of public life, have the same right to appear
in any way they may see proper on a public
platform, or in communication with the
officiais of their church, discussing this ques-
tion just as freely as if it were not a ques-
tion that had been the subject of controversy
at al. We recognize in this country, in a
large degree, the separation of church and
state. But my bon. friend lays down a pro-
Position that, so far as public men are con-
cerned, that rule does not apply. Let me
call attention to this : supposing the Soli-
Citor General of England and the Solicitor
General of Canada, or the Prime Minister of
Canada, as members of the Roman Catholic
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Church, thought that the ecclesiastical dis-
cussion of this subject in this country in the
way it was conducted was not in the interests
of the church, that it was calculated to
make division, that it was calculated
to be made a subject of controversy amongst
those of other religious bodies of this
country, then it is his right, the rules of his
church permitting, to discuss that question
with the head of the church or with the
officials that stand round the head of that
church. That is his right and he is not to
be called on in this House or the House of
Commons to give a reason or undertake to
justify his exercise of that right. I say that
if the Prime Minister, or the Solicitor
General of this country, or any other officiai,
chose to go to Rome and to say to the head
of the church or to any official with whom
he may communicate upon thc subject, that
in his view the position taken by the bishops
of the church in his province was not one in
the interest of the church, he bas a right to
say so, and the fact that it is a subject of
political controversy does not debar him
of that right, and does not entitle anybody
in this House or the other House to call
him to account for what he has said on that
subject. Let me suppose for a moment that
eminent ecclesiastics were to withold the
sacrament of their church, or were to deny
church rites to persons who took the view
that the Prime Minister did or that the
Solicitor General did, and that they had
gone to Rome on that subject, that is the
question on its ecclesiastical side. What
right has my hon. friend sitting opposite me,
or the hon. gentleman from Stadacona to
stand up in this House and to call in ques-
tion what they do in that regard.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That is
a different matter. The one is entirely
ecclesiastical and the other is not.

Hon. Mr MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that it is precisely the ecclesiastical side.
Let me suppose that the Prime Minister and
I am putting it merely for the purpose of
supposition. I am not admitting it

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
that is ail true, does it justify you in insinuat-
ing that the member for Stadacona is a thief?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That bas not been
said of any hon. gentleman in this House.
You cannot find that in the Debates.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It been written) in his capacity as a member
is stated that the letter which was used was of the Roman Catholic Church, but that it
stolen. vas written in his political capacity as a

member of the government of Canada. 1
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, in my opinion.Hon Mr MILS-esin Iy pinon.I ay the lion. gentleman bas no right to

Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-And assume that, and this House has no right to
that it was irregularly obtained. put, either to the Prime Minister bimself or

any of bis colleagues, a question on this sub-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. ject, even thougb that letter had core regu-

Hon.rly into the hands of the hon. gentleman.

That implies theft. The receiver is as bad The hon. member says he put a question to

as the stealer. us with regard to the bonding privilege of
as th steler.this country, and that rny hon. friend the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If he knew it to be Secretary ot answered bim ci'illy with
stolen. This letter reads regaid to that matter. Certainly e put a

aving ow returned to y country for severalto the onding privil-
mionths, I wish to ake known to Your Einence eges, and is not that a question relating to
ff these happy results are to remain )ernanent andthe government of this country? Js it fot
efficacious, it is desirable, if not necessary, that the a matter affecting the commerce of this
mission of Monseigneur Merry del Val should be re-
newed, or rather continuied. cuty si o ihntelgtmt

newe, orrater cutined.spbiere of the government of tbis country to
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--Will the hon. be informed on these subjects, and is it not

gentleman please read on to the end and be the rigbt of the buse to have communica-
will see that he says "as the accredited tion with the government on that sub«ect?
representative of the Holy See." But does that entitie any man to put to me

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-I am justbgoing to a question as to what my relation ould be
ofwit the bishop of the Englis Chburch in

discuss that. Witli regard to that Sir WVil-tisdcenowudhebetiedopt

C 1 thwas witene in is odlitia capcity as au

frid Laurier could not write that in iserana
ornscial capacity. As a public tan lie could qestihon. geter of no Roganh Cat
flot invite an officiai representative of the olicfCaume at thi rHions oany rightt
Bonman Catbolic Cpurch into the British ufte eieri, ttet Pri an rom Cimatora
Dominion. any lhs colleagues a conictis a

Royian Cathole member of the governent
inay have bith is church or the ofitials

what is in that letter. wo stand at the head of is churci. That
is a natter that is not our business. It is

Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-I arn only taking what a natter that is not before us and does fot
is in that letter and pointing out that every concer us. It is a subject with which ve
man wbo does an act must be supposed toaave notling to do. It is a question affect-
do that act in a way consistent with the ing the relation'between these men and the
law. Sir WVilfrid Laurier, as a representa- cmturch of wi g they ere oembers, and if
tive of the Catbolic Cburcb, is at liberty to tbey see that political opponents are under-
say be would be pleased to bave a represen- takinc to use the ecclesiastical authorities
tative of tbe Catholis Church, tMonsehgeeurr o this country as instruments for the pro-

erry del Val, in this country, becase i motion of tor eir political desigs, tin they
would contribute to the peace of the churcb. have a right to comunicate witm and to
If that is bis opinion, he bas a rigt to say cal the attention of the head of the church
i, cut he could only be here in his spiritual to what they tbink is an abuse of authority
capacity. He could not be bere in an officias and to ask that that course may not, in the
and political capacity, because the aw of inteest of the churc, be persisted in. That
the land dees not permit him to occupy that is ther right, and I say that tbe bon. gentle-
position in this country. My hon. friend man in undertaking to drag tbis matter be-
kows that, or ought to know iL, and why fore the use and to pretend that this
should he rise in btis place in thise House House bas jurisdiction over it, and that be-
and put a question based on the assuîap- cause a minister of the Crown seems de-
tion that this letter was not wrwtten voted to his church and is not desirous of

by tbe Prime Minister (assuming it to have seeing it divided or rent asunder for political
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purposes, and chooses to communicate with
the head of the church with a view to con-
ciliation, or with any view, that is within
his own province and we have nothing to do
with it here. It is a most unwarrantable
and improper thing to bring these matters
constantly before this House or the House
of Conmons.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There seems to be an
impression in the House that I charged the
hon. gentleman from Stadacona with theft.
I did nothing of the kind. My observations
will not bear out any such interpretation.
The language I used, as he read to the
House to day, was as follows:

There is an extract on the minutes fron a paper I
never heard of, the authority of which I have a right
to question. The hon. gentleman pro iuces a document
written from some'one to one of the ecclesiastics of the
church to which I belong, which, I mnay say, if the
docunnt is genuine, has been purloined fron Charles
Russell or Cardinal Raniiolla. It has been imnproperly
obtained, and it has been obtained in such a way that
no gentlhnman would use it.

Hon. M r. LOUGHEED--There is a short
paragraph in this evening's Free Press, in
which the innuendo which my hon.friend from
Stadacona has practically applied to himself
in the matter bas been taken seriously by
this newspaper and likewise applied to hin.
The hon. minister will observe the injury it
inight do the hon. gentleman from Stadacona.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not answerable
for what appears in the newspapers. I am
not given to offending hon. gentlemen, as a
rule. That is not my reputation. But I do
feel I have a substantial grievance in having
this matter dragged along day after day for
six weeks in this chamber. So far as I could,
I gave the hon. gentleman as full answers as
I could get. I have read the language which
I used, and I stand by that language and
maintain that it is defensible. The hon.
gentleman bas not produced the letter, and
I have not had an opportunity of looking at
it. Even if the hon. gentleman had produced
it, unless he gave a succinct account of how
he came by it, I have a right to draw my
own conclusions. At any rate, I say it is
not a subject to be discussed on the floor of
this .House.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--The hon. gentle-
man proposes to give a succinct account of
it. '

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I do not think it is a
natter for inquiry, and I dispute the p>wer
of a conmittee to inquire into that matter.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Cannot the
bon. gentleman defend his character î

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not propose to
make a charge against the bon. gentleman
from Stadacona.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
will see the result :f the charge in this
article because it is a charge that he is in pos-
session of a stolen or a purloined letter.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
hear.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And my hon.
friend will see the application which the
public have made of that charge. This
article reads :

Senator Landry has delayed rather long in mnoving
for a comnmittee to investigate the cause of his indig-
nation at certain words, spoken by the Secretary of
State in the Upper House on the 12th of May in a
debate on the school question. There is now no time
for such a commnittee to (o anythng this session and
the public will probably be asking why the senator,
after putting a certain cap on his own head complains
of the burden at this stage of the proceedings. There
is an eleinent in the Senate which would do well to
regard the Manitoba school question as settled and
accept the inevitable.

This paper could not very well go any
further than it has and escape an action of
libel being brought against it. It certainly,
in as veiled language as renders it easy
to be read, bas accused the hon. gentleman
of Stadacona of having in his possession a
stolen letter, and it bas attached to him the
opprobrium which such a charge would
naturally create. I am satisfied that the hon.
Secretary of State would be the last member
of the House to cast any aspersion or reflec-
tion upon the character of any of his fellow
members, and in the interests of harmony
and good will in this Senate he should with-
draw the offensive statement. If he does
not do so, it will only result in a committee
being appointed, and that committee will
doubtless make an inquiry and a report to
this House that an official document bas
been issued by the Vatican authorities, con-
taining copies of all the correspondence
which took place between the officials and
members of this government with reference
to the Manitoba school question, and that
this is an official copy of the document issued
under the imprimatur of the Vatican autho-
ritiesand which must necessarily be taken
as a copy of original letters in the possession
of those authorities. That being the case, I
think my bon. friend will at once conclude
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that he 4s in no sense humiliating himself to
say that, under the circumstances, he with-
draws the aspersion made upon the hon.
gentleman of Stadacona.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I made no aspersion.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Certainly there
was the innuendo which has beýen so accepted
by the press and been applied to the detri-
ment of that hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does not the hon.
gentleman from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed)
think that if this letter is embodied in a
volume having the official imprimatur of
the authorities at Rome, it would have been
the duty of the hon. gentleman from Stada-
cona to have submitted that document to
the House so that we would be in a position
to judge the character of it? Instead of that
the hon. gentleman has thought proper to
submit a document without anything at al]
to authenticate its genuineness. I do not
propose to enter into a discussion of this
subject. It is not one that is proper for
discussion here, and I think it is one as to
which the feelings of the hon. gentlemen
who are more directly interested are likely
to become somewhat warm and it is desir-
able that there should be further time to
consider about the matter. For that reason,
I call the attention of the House to the 14th
rule of the Senate, which says that no mo-
tion prefaced by a written preamble is re-
ceived by the Senate, and consequentily the
motion made by the hon. gentleman from
Stadacona is out of order. The motion is
given in the latter part. There is a long
preamble in which he calls the attention of
the Senate to certain facts. Clearly, the
motion is out of order. Of course, the hon.
gentleman can put himself in order another
day, but it is as well he should have time to
think over the matter and for that reason I
press the point of order. I am asked why
I did not take the point of order before. I
think this is a good time to raise the point
of order.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
out this is not a preamble.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is pure and simple.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He says he will
call attention to certain facts.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He does that and
says he will move. It is as much a preamble
as anything could be.

Hon. Mr. LOUGI HEED-You might as
well say that if a motion is made that a
member will do so and so, it is a preamble.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--All questions of
privilege are made in the form I have
adopted. If you look in the proceedings of
the House of Commons you will see that all
questions of privileges are statements of fact
on which a motion is based. I do not think
the point of order is well taken. This is not
a preamble at all. I state the facts on
which I bring up the question.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is explaining what a preamble is, a statement
of facts of which a motion is based.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-At
first blush I was inclined to agree with the
hon. gentleman of Halifax, but this is a
question out of the ordinary proceedings of
any deliberative body. This becomes a ques-
tion of privilege in which the character and
honour of a member of the Senate are invol-
ved, and if you look at the proceedings in
the House of Commons you will find that a
similar course has been pursued there.

Hon. Mr. POWER-[ do not think that
they have the same rule in the House of
Commons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Precisely the saie rule. I have a little recol-
lection myself, because the present Speaker
of the House of Commons took upon himself
the responsibility once of alleging I had
done something wrong and the whole facts,
as he considered them, were recited, in when
it was alleged that I was party to a certain
speculation in which I had used the position
I held as a minister of the Crown to make
money. I did not at the moment take excep-
tion to his motion, although he put it on the
motion paper to move at a future day. It
appeared among the notices in the morning,
and I challenged him in the afternoon of
the same day to appoint a committee. He
alleged what he believed to be certain facts
copiedf rom evidence in acourtand fromstate-
ments made in the press and on that he made
a motion to send it to the Committee on Priv-
ileges and Elections to ascertain whether I
had been guilty of malfeasance, in office or
had acted improperly, I had no desire to lie
under that imputation and I rose in my
place at the first opportunity and challenged
the hon. gentleman to proceed with the in-
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vestigation at once. The result I need not Bill (126) "An Act respecting the Sas-
refer to now. This motion is of a similar katchewan Railway and Mining Company."
character, only it affects the personal reputa- -(Hon. Mr. Lougheed).
tion of a member instead of his public Bill (125) "An Act to incorporate the
reputation as in the case of the attack Ottawa Interprovincial Bridge Company."-
on me. It is wholly and solely a question (Hon. Mr. Clemow).
of privilege. in which a man takes a position Bil (149) "An Act to authorize certain
to vindicate his charactor, I agree with the contracts with Steamship Companies for cold
hon. gentleman from Halifax in saymg that storage accommodation "-(Hon. Mr. Mills).
this is a matter which creates a good deal of
feeling and which should not go any further. BOUNTIES ON IRON AND STEEL
Even if it should be ruled out of order the AMENDMENT BILL.
hon. gentleman will only have to put another FIRsT READNG.

notice on the paper. If he would act on
the suggestion which I make, if it would A message was received from the House
meet the views of the hon. gentleman from of Commons with Bill (159) "An Act to
Halifax, let the matter stand until to- amend the Act to provide for bounties on

morrow or Monday so as to enable those iron and steel made in Canada."
who are interested to think over the matter The bill was read the first time.
and in his cooler moments the hon. Secretary
of State will pr bably cone to the conclu- Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
sion to say that it was not intended that read the second time on Monday next.
any such inference should be drawn fron Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the language used by him, and that it Viil the hon. Secretary of State tell us
was not intended to impugn the character'vs otinede t ipuath carctr what the provisions of the amendment are.
of the hon. gentleman from Stadacona. It
is easily done. If not, I do not see any lon. Nr. SCOTT-I think it is to carry
other way, in justice to that hon. gentleman out the policy settled hast year. So I under-
but to grant the committee and let him stood from the Finance Minister. It is in
have an opportunity of showing whether his
Statements are correct:

The SPEAKER-If I thought for one
momentthatthehonour of the hon. gentleman
from Stadacona was at stake, I should be the
last one to encourage the letting of that opin-
ion go abroad. I never understood by the lan-
guage of the hon. Secretary of State that he
wanted to accuse the hon. gentleman of hav-
ing personally stohen the letter. If I had so
understood I would state my decision in some
other way, but as I have to decide a ques-
tion of order I must lay aside any personal
feeling. R ule 14 provides that "no resolu-
tion prefaced by a written preamble is
received by the Senate." In my opinion, if
there is anything like a preanble it is cer-
tainly the wording of the four or five para-
graphs which precede the motion. I cannot
otherwise consider that as anything but a
preface to the motion, and I am of opinion
that the motion cannot be put in its present
shape.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bil (158) "An Act respecting the London
and Lake Huron Rail way Company."-(Hon.
Sir John Carling).

accordance with the policy laid down last
year and which has not been carried out.
It is not making any new thing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There must be something new, because the
tariff last year provided for what should be
done.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It provided that it
should be held to come into force from the
Ist July, 1897.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is to have a retroactive effect.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it is to correct a
mistake.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to in-
quire of the Secretary of State if there is
any progress made in preparing the return
that I asked for-the one of last year?

Hon. Mr SCOTT -The papers came over
to-day to council. I will be able to give
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them to the hon. gentleman on Monday cer-
tainly. All they required was to complete
the oidinary front page. If the hon. gentle-
man would like them this evening, I will
send for them.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Monday will do.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I expect
the papers that I noved for relating to the
Soulanges Canal, on Monday?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before I came here
to-day, I asked the deputy minister to tele-
phone to Mr. Schreiber to ascertain the
cause of the delay, and his answer was that

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-The amendments men-
tioned on page 537 of the Minutes are not
objected to, and I move concurrence in
thein.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The next amendiment
is the one found on page 548, clause l0a,
mnoved by the hon. gentleman from Rich-
niond. I do not move concurrence in that.
I am opposed to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I move that the
House concur in that amendaient.
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it took more time than we imagine to copy Hon. lr. SCOTT-Before concurring in
the papers. I told him I thought not. this amendment I should like to iake a few

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I wish to ask observations, because I think the subject is

the Minister of Justice whether we can hope one of very great importance, and I should

that the report of the commission on elec- regret exceedmgly that the Senate should
tions will be placed before this House. I be on record in an important matter respect-
see that the Printing Committee has refused cing the House of Connons as placig them-
to print it, and I should like to know what selves in conflict with that House. The

the government intend to do about it. House of Commons, by a very large major-
ity-I think a majority of over 40-had

Hon. Mr. MILLS-When a copy of it was rejected this very amendment, which I un-
brought to the bouse of Commons by the derstand was proposed in that House. It
Solicitor General I suppose it would be iwas considered by the members of the House
printed, but if they have decided not to print of Coninons that it struck at the principle
it I shall bring down a copy of the report of the bil and should not be accepted. It
to this House. The evidence is very volu- was practically authorizing another tribunal
minous, some 4,000 pages, and I do not to finally settle the voters' lists from that
think it would be in the public interest to laid down under the law as it exists in the
go to the expense of printing it. The report several provinces It cannot be said, and
itself can be brought down. I do not think a case bas been made out,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I might say, with that this amendment is of sucb importance
respect to this matter, that the question was as to really invite friction with the other
before the Joint Committee on Printing and buse. No case bas been made out that
they felt that the report was one which it has worked injuriously to the political
should be printed by the department and not party which is now seeking to have the
by parliament. clause introduced. The history of the Fran-

chise Act shows that when the franchise
THE ELECTORAL FRANCHISE BILL. was based on the provincial Iaws, as it was

CONCURRENCE IN AMENDMENTs. from 1867 to 1885, the Liberal-Conserva-
The Order of the Day having been called: tive party carried four of the five elections

Consideration of the amendments made in Commit- that came off, and it cannot, therefore, be
tee of the Whole on Bill (16) " An Act to repeal the said that politically it was a proposition
Electoral Franchise Act, and to further amend the that would work injuriously to that party.
Dominion Elections Act." On the contrary, if hon. gentlemen

Hon. Mr. MILLS said: I suppose that it would realize the position taken by the
would be most convenient to take these present government for a moment, they
amendments up seriatim, beause there are would see that we are practically taking a
some of them in which I have acquiesced step to place the two great parties on the
and which I am willing should stand. same plane We say they were on the saine
There are others of them that I feel it iny plane up to 1885, but since that ture the
duty in the public interest to move that Liberal-Conservative party had a distinct
they be struck out. I move to that effect. and positive advantage in the nomination

The motion was agreed toi of the officers who framed those lists. That
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was the ground of objection taken at the
time in 1885, and it has been a grievance
ever since ; so that if the Liberal party at
the present moment were looking to their
own individual advantage, they certainly
would prefer that the systei which now
prevails should continue. No one can deny
the extraordinary powers possessed by the
revising barrister, and if one looks to the
past and the changes that were made by
the revising barristers at the periods when
these revisions took place, he will be sur-
prised to recognize the extraordinary oppor-
tunities that were presented to the revising
barrister if he had any political leaning.
Now we all know in the matters of this
kind that although an official may be very
high minded and a man of great integrity,
still if he is appointed by a political party,
and in sympathy with that party, his judg-
muent is necessarily influenced by his party
proclivities.

Hon. Mr. M1LLE R-Like the NovaScotia
sheriffs.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know how
the Nova Scotia sheriffs are, but what I say
is that during the years 1867 to 1885, the
parties were on the saine plane. In order
to get an idea of what division takes place,
I asked the Crown Clerk in Chancery to give
me a city and a rural constituency and to give
me the number of changes that were made. I
Supposed the changes would be probably from
ten to fifteen per cent. He selected East
Toronto as a city constituency, and it would
appear thatin 1891 thenumberof votes on the
list was 14,892 and in the revision that fol-
lowed, the number of voters struck off the
list was 9,401, and the number of names
added on that list was 6,197. Hon. gentle-
men will see, therefore, what an extraordi-
riary power the revising barrister had in
this particular case. The same results, in a
very much less degree, are found to exist in
the rural constituencies. Take North Ox-
ford, which probably would be regarded as
a constituency in which changes are as few
as any other; it appears there were no less
than 1,45) names struck off and 1,817 added
on that revision. •That points to this fact,
that the revising barrister had an extraordi-
lary power, and lie had the opportunity of
favouring the particular feelings he enter-
tined. I merely mentioned those two cases
as illustrations of the extraordinary powers
Possessed by the revising barristers, and it

would inanifestly be to the political advan-
tage of this government to continue that,
because the government in power for the
time being has no doubt a very great advan-
tage where they have the selection of the
revising officers, and therefore the proposal
the present government have submitted to
parliament is an endeavour to really place
the two political parties on the same plane
so that they will have each of them
equal advantages. No one can, for a
moment contend that, so far as our munici-
pal councils are concerned, anything like a
gross number of names would be added to
or taken f rom a list year by year without it
being known, or attention being called to it.
The number of changes made year by year
would be comparatively few. The number
of changes made every fourth year are very
little, and it gives a wide latitude to the
official who is charged with the duty of revis-
ing, and we all know very well that, although
in some constituencies where political feeling
may run high, the two political parties watch
the lists, that is not so in the majority of
constituencies. I know many constituencies
where the list is prepared and when parties
are appealed to and are urged to go and take
some interest in it, they say, " It is none of
my affair," when an election was not imme-
diately expected. So a great power is pos-
sessed by the revising barrister, and his fecl-
ings would naturally be in the direction of
the political party with whom he is in sym-
pathy ; and, therefore, this proposal to come
back to the system which existed before
1885, is one that is to the advantage of the
gentlemen who are to-day opposing the
acceptance of this bill in the fori in which
it has come to us from the House of Com-
mons. I think it is a fair argument to use
that, as the present administration have
framed what they consider a fair bill to both
sides, it ought to be accepted. I should
regret exceedingly that the fact of our insist-
ing upon this amendînent would be to bring
us into collision with the House of Commons.
Necessarily, they will not accept it. That,
I understand, has been the conclusion already
reached.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If the government
will not accept this bill, what will be the
next step taken?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There will be a con-
ference with the delegates of the two
Houses to discuss it.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The government being admitted by the government, why
will not withdraw the bill? object to this amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot say to that Hon. Mr. 3cCALLUM-Time enough to
part of it. juup the stile when you get to it.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is only a mein-
ber of the government that can answer that

l tion

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I would like to ask
the government another question. This gov-

Il , ernment has a reputation of turning out the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The government have officiais of the late governnenv. I shouid

not considered what they will do. They iike to know if it is the intention of the gov-
have not anticipated that possibility. They ernment to dispiace any of those revising
had no right to anticipate it. barristers and appoint new cases ?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Then it is fair to in-
fer that they will have a conference of the
two Houses ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I inerely say what
the rule is in those cases, where one House in-
sists upon a bill in the shape in which it
passed and the other Bouse nioves an
amendment which is sent back to the Lower
House and they decline to accept it. The

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend will
see that the governnent have nothing to do
with the appointments under this plan.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-But under the old
plan.

Hon. MIr. MILLS-I cannot answer my
hon. friend that ; the government will do
what they think proper in the matter.

nexý se n La es ae s aacn

ference is held. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not what they think is proper in the matter,

Hion. Sir MACKENZ JE BOWELL- but what the law will permit them to do,
Not necessarily; it comes back to the Senate i and if I understand it, the revisiig officers
with the disapproval of the Commons. Then hold their positions on the same terms as
it will be for the Senate to say whether they thejudges of the land, duringgood behaviour.
recede f rom their position ; if they do not, This was inserted in the law providing for
then the conference takes place. the appointment of these officers for the very

lion Mr SCOT-Te hn. gntlmanpurpose of making them as judges or arbitra-Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is~~~~~ ~~~ Iih.Iwscuigt h ofrneb tors of this question, so that you wouid haveis right. I was coming to the conference b

taki(y shotereut.()yto prefer the charge of niaifeasance of officetaking a shorter ut.before you could dismiss a rviin

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-I wouid just as vou would have to make a charge
like to ask a question: Was there a promise against a judge, and then it would have to
made by the Solicitor General in the other be tried according to pariiamentary usuage.
House that they would induce the provinces
to amend their electoral iaws to ineet the lon. Mr. SCOTT-I se t ere is a uood
very object of this ametdment if the Con- deal of impatience to get a vote upon this
servative party had dropped the amendmbent. as it is approaching six o'ciock, and, there-

sfore, a wil make no further remarks upon
bon. Mr. SCOTT-a did not hear it per- the subhjeat.

sonally; but on looking over the debates of T
the House of Commons I noticed that that.
statement was made, that is as far as Mani- in the amedment adding subsection 1Oa,
toba was concerned, I did not see the state- which was adopted by the following vote
ment made with reference to any other pro- CONTENTS:
vince-that the government there would be lon. Messieurs
asked to so amend the law that there wvould Aikins, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
be an appeal to the judiciary. I have not Allan, Macdonal (Victoria),
it offlcially from any of my colleagues, so I Armand, Macfarlane,
am not in a position to state whether the Baker, McCalluin,
promise was made. Bellerose, MeKay,

Bernier, M.\cKinid-ey,
bon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am Boucellede(.MG),Mcln,

not going to debate this question, but that Carling (Sir John), sMiller,
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Clenow,
De Blois,
Dickey,
Dobson,
Ferguson,
Landry,
Lougheed,

Boulton,
Dever,
King,
Mills,
Perley,
Po-wer,

Montplaisir,
O'Brien,
Price,
Sullivan,
Villeneuve,
Wood.-31.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messieurs
Reesor,
Scott,
Snowball,
Vidal,
Wark.-1l.

On clause 5.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I now move the
consequential amendment of which I spoke.
I move that the following be substituted
for subsection (c) :

(c.) The voters' list shall, except in the provinces
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswiek and Manitoba, he
those prepared by the several polling divisions so
established and which on the sixtieth day next prece-
ding the day fixed for the nomination of can-
didates for such Dominion election were in force
or were last in force under the laws of that pro-
vince for the purpose of provincial elections, and in
the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Manitoba, shall be the voters' list as aniended under
the provisions of clause (a) of this Aet, which were
prepared by the registration clerks or revisers for the
several polling divisions so established for the purposes
of provincial elections and were filed at least sixty
days previous to the day fixed for the nomination of
candidates for such Dominion election with the officer
having by law the custody of the same.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think it escaped
the attention of the hon. gentleman from
Richmond that the House decided to take
up these amendments seriatim, and we have
dealt with the first amendment to clause 10
and there are several other amendments.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The bouse did not
decide anything of the kind.

lon. Mr. POWER-I have the floor and
I state that the hon. Minister of Justice
moved that the amendmnents be taken up
seratim.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Well surely I will
be allowed to make an explanation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have the floor.
The hon. gentleman bas no right to rise
when I am on the floor.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I want to make an
explanation, and if the hon. gentleman ob-
jects to it I will not make it; but it seems
to me a p culiar kind of courtesy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do object to it,
and I am not going to take lessons in court-

esy from the hon. gentleman. He is the
last gentleman in the House from whom I
would take lessons in courtesy.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentleman
needs lessons badly.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The House decided
to take up the amendments seriatim. There
are several amendments between the one
which has been adopted and the one which
the hon. gentleman has just moved, and if
we are to preserve any semblance of order
we should obey the decision we arrived at a
few minutes ago. The amendment which
the hon. gentleman has moved now will be
adopted as a matter of course. There will not
be any opposition to it, but we had better
proceed decently and in order.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-That language is
rather extraordinary,-that we should per-
ceed decently and in order. How are we
proceeding indecently ? What has occurred
in the House to justify the use of such ex-
traordinary language on the part of any hon.
member of the House? I simply rose to
make a motion. I understood the Minister
of Justice to say that there were certain
amendments to the bill which he accepted,
which lie would ask the House to concur in,
and that he would take them up apd pro-
ceed with them in order, which I under-
stood him to, and then he called upon me
to move my amendment. My first amend-
ment was subsection 10a, and the conse-
quential amendment whicli followed that
amendment consecutively, and follow this
amendment in clause 5, and J rose to move
this amendment. My principal amendment
had passed, and I was, as a matter of course,
following that with the consequential amend-
ment to it and I do not think anything could
be more in order than that course, and it
was not in contravention of the course
recommended by the Minister of Justice.
But with that peculiar spirit of contradic-
tion and hostility which characterizes the
hon. gentleman, he interjects this objection
to my proceeding, in order to stop me, I
presumne. I ask the House to proceed with
my amendnent, and if the hon. gentleman
has any motion to make contrary to that let
him make it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose the regular
way of proceeding in this matter, having
charge of the bill, when we came to those
amendments of which I did not approve,
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would be to move that they be not con- or wrong that might occur under that clause,
curred in, and then the motion would be as indicated by nie is one that would be an
taken up on the non-concurrence. exceptional, and not a general thing, still

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Yes,perfectly right; under that clause it would be an easy niatter,
but the hon. gentleman suggested a different if a corrupt intention existed between the
course. revising olhcer and the candidate on one sîde

or the other, to prevent this getting to the
Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle- Clerk of the Crown in Cbancery, and it

men turn to the minutes they will find the vou1d compel them to faîl back upon the
amendment wich bas been moved list say for the provincial elections, and

Hon. Mr. MILLER- The ion. gentleman thereby a list that ad been revised for the
bas abready spoken to the motion before the federal elections, and to which two or three

use, and r object to his speaking. hundred names had been added of Dominion
The motion was carried on division, officiais irt go astrav, and if they had to

ufail back upon the local lists al these votes
n i a ee oe would be lost. t was suggested by the hon.

understood there was a clause to be added. linister of Justice that my objection could

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. hnbe rot over by making, a reference in the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- clause to anothe clause which provided for

Hous, ad Iobjct t hi spakig. undred onames had been d e off Bmnio

Will the hon. minister inove that clause att o t
unerstod terea we supposng a corrupt understanding existedthe third reading? 7 upsgacrutudrt nnexsd

to to put on t wo or three hundred names which
Hon. Mr. iILLS-Yes. I purpose to should not be there, there would be no means

give to the Governor General in Council of getting them off. The amendmient of the
power to prepare the oaths that are to be hon. Minister of Justice would be sufficient
taken under the provincial Acts, so as to I dare say, to enable the names which had
meet the requirements of this Act. been taken off to be put on, but if the local

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- list had been doctored with the intention of
I would suggest also if the hon. gentleman committing a fraud, there would be no means
wants to make the Act clearer, where it is under the Act of striking off any names
not workable because of the territory being which were improperly on the list. I think
too great, that he should take power to ap- it is liable to that objection, but, as J do
point a judge ad hoc, or revising officer, to not think this bill is likely to come law this
perform the duties pertaining to cases of session, I probably will not move against

appeal. That will remove all the difficulties it. If J should decide to do so, I hope I
which the hon. gentleman has suggested. will not be put to the inconvenience of put-
There may be cases where it might not be ting a notice on the paper.
necessary to do it. Hon. Mr. DICKEY-There is no ne-

Hon. Mr. MïLLS-My hon. friend refers
to Manitoba, where there are forty-two
electoral divisions, where there is a revising
officer in each, and where there are only five
judges in the province, and so it would be
necessary that the judge should have over
eight electora*l districts under bis super-
vision for the purpose of revision. If I
supposed for a moment that the measure
was going to stand in this form I might
seriously consider the proposition my hon.
friend made.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I might also say
that if I considered the bill was likely to
become law, I would feel it my duty to move
against the 1Oth subsection of the 10th clause,
because on further consideration of it L feel
satisfied that though the injustice, grievance,

cessity for a notice. The hon. gentleman
can move it on Monday.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

After Recess.

LAND TITLES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (132) "An Act further
to amend the Land Titles Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I
changes as we proceed.
are not very important.

will point out the
In some cases they

The only impor-
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tant points were those to which the hon.
senator from Calgary called attention the
other day, which we partially discussed. If
necessary we could postpone those particular
clauses until he arrives.

On clause 6.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would like to
know what the hon. gentleman f rom Calgary
thinks about this clause.

On clause 4. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think it is
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The change in sub- very desirable, for this reason : The onus

section 2 is thit the words "municipal odfi- is thrown upon the purchaser to secure a
cers " are struck out. There is no such certificate of taxes froin the treasurer of the
office in the North-west. municipality in which the lands may lie,

and persons receiving certificates of title
Hon. Mr. POWER--There is one expres- very well understand that the certificate is

sion in this subclause that I cannot exactly not a certificate as against taxes. They
understand. have to satisfy themselves as to taxes by

2. The registrar shall not receive or enter in the inquiry from the municipality. I think on
day-lbook, any instruínent, except executions aga:nst the whole it is a very great improvenent on
lands, caveats, mechanics' liens, transfers by a 4heriff
or by order of a court or a judge, transfers on sale of the Act.
land for taxes, or certificates or orders of a court or a
judge, and except a mortgage before issue of grant The clause was adopted.
pursuant to subsection 2 of section 73, unless required
by the order of a court or judge, until the duplicate
for the land affected by such instrument is produced On clause 9.
therewith to hin so as to enable hin to enter the
proper /uemorandiOum thereon.

It seems to nie the language should be
made clearer. What is meant by the words
" and except a mortgage ? It should read
" or inortg'age."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think it is right
as it is. The words are the sane in the
original.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But the original
is not very clear.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 5.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-This clause is new.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It seems rather
remnarkable power to give to any inember of
the executive council. The preceding sub-
section of the original Act provides for a
notification to their registrar from the
Minister of the Interior, but here it says
" a notification from any niember of the
executive council."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, every closing of
a trail or road allowance had to cone down
to Ottawa and an Order in Council passed.
It was purely a local matter and should not
be brought down here.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But it is left in the
hands of any member of the executive
council.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED -I will point
a ditliculty which has prevailed in the
Territories for somne time past, a depart-
mental diffliculty. The departient hasseemed
to arrogate to itself the right to dictate to
the registrars what they shall do. Now
the functions of a registrar are largely judi-
cial ; consequently we find a very great deal
Of conflict prevailing between the instruc-
tions sent out by the department and the
proper exercise of the functions vested in
the registrar under the Act. My hon. friend,
the Secretary of State, has referred to in-
structions sent by the department to the
registrar. It seems to nie another startling
proposition that the department should pro-
ceed to advise the registrar what to do under
the Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have the law
clerk who professes to be familiar with those
subjects, and I suppose he really gives advice.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It gives rise to
a very great number of appeals and senseless
expense.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.
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INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (144) " An Act further
to amend the Indian Act."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is this
an entirely new feature in the Indian Act?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; as the law now
stands, only the Indians who work upon
farms within the reserve are liable to per-
form statute labour, and it is found that
that is not quite fair, and that the Indians
who loaf about and do nothing should per-
form statute labour as well as those who
."ork the farm. The law at present reads
" Indians residing upon any reserve and en-
gaged in the pursuit of agriculture as their
chief means of support, shall be liable," and
so on. We have struck out the words " and
engaged in the pursuit of agriculture as their
chief means of support."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
any work been done in the North-west by
Indians ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should think very
little.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) - I
should think not. I never heard of it. I
think you will find it most difficult to get
this work done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, it has been done
for years.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is it that under
the supervision of the Indian agents the In-
dians in the territories would work under
the statute labour ordinance which has just
been introduced ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If directed by the
superintendent general, but the law at pre-
sent applies only to those engaged in agri-
culture as their chief means of support. All
Indians are put on the same plane.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Should
there not be an age limit?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I suppose it is
twenty-one years.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Does
it apply to Indians on the reserve in Prince
Edward Island? That reserve has not been
acquired by the government of Canada, but
has been devised for the benefit of the In-
dians by a local charity. They have never
been required to do any statute labour be-
fore, and I should think it would be scarcely
fair that they should have to do any now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Why not?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-They
are on a reserve there. It is not a govern-
ment reserve and it is a small territory.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J do not think it
would be held to apply to them. It is more
particularly for the North-west.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At the present time,
where the Indians part with. the title to any
of their property, it is nesessary to have a
surrender, but very often it is to the ad-
vantage of the Indians that wild grass or
dead and fallen trees should be disposed of,
and it was thought better that there should
be a discretionary power with the superin-
tendent general to dispose of those articles
for the benefit of the Indians without having
the Indians called together and a vote taken
upon it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This
refers to farming lands I suppose?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It refers to any lands.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 4.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Where is the
distinction between the present section and
this clause ? It is section 56 of the old Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is just one word
struck out, the word " exclusive, " speaking
of exclusive possession.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why is that
dropped?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason is that
heretofore it has been usual, under that
word " exclusive," where privilege was given
to any one to go in and cut trees lie had ex-
clusive possession ; it is found now in the
interest of the Indians that a certain mai
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should be allowed to cut one kind of tree
and another man another kind of tree on a
certain property, so that we would not give
to one man the exclusive possession.

On clause 8.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This clause reads as
follows :-

The section substituted for section 73 of the said
Act by section 9 of chapter 33 of the statutes of 1887,
is hereby repealed and the following is substituted
therefor :

73. The superintendent general may also stop the
payment of the annuity and interest money of, as
well as deprive of any participation in the real pro-
perty of the band, any woman who deserts her hus-
band or family and lives inimorally with another
man, and the superintendent general may apply the
same to the support of the family so deserted.

Hon. Mr.LOUGHEED-Arethese powers
exercised to any extent?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose only in glar-
ing cases where they are brought under their
notice, but not in all cases.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I may say, in con-
nection with clause 7, that in the North-west
Territories, about five miles from Wolseiey,
where I live, there are some reserves ; the
North-west Assembly passed their statute
labour ordinance, and.the North-west council
or government proclaimed a certain district
a statute labour district, and the people meet
and elect an overseer, and proceed according
to law. How will that affect the Indians
south of that ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It rests with the
superintendent general to authorize it.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It will not come
under the North-west government?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no; it must be
through the department.

Hon..Mr. LANDRY, f rom the committee,
reported the bill without amendment

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

NORTH.-WEST -TERRITORIES
AMENDMENT BILL.

ACT

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (113) " An Act fur-
ther to amend the Acts respecting the North-
west Territories."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The provisions of this
bill are very simple. The first section
provides that the words " Lieutenant Gover-
nor in Council " in the Act shall be super-
seded by the words "legislative assembly,"
words which the altered circumstances of the
territory, it practically having representative
government, necessitates.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bil. (S) " An Act to amend
the Companies Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have adopted the
suggestions which were made when this bill
was under consideration before, in restricting
as far as possible the powers that given to
foreign companies to mining in the Yukon
territory.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-You will confine it
solely to mining?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Solely to mining.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-How
many claims could a company of that kind
take up ?

Hon. Mr SCOTT-A free miner could
only take up one claim.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
can purchase then?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does not the
hon. gentleman think " carrying on mining
operations " a very comprehensive term ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-- As it is now, I sup-
p->se the provinces could check the exercise
of the powers that foreign corporations pro-
fess to have in Canada. I know very many
companies do business in Canada without
a license or having their charter confirmed
here. It is very common in British Colum-
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bia. A great many companies having been
formed at Spokane and are doing business
in British Columbia without having obtained
charters or licenses in Canada. I think
there is some recent law passed in British
Columbia requiring such companies to
register, but beyond that and paying a fee,
they comply with no other requirement and
there is no check on them.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The difficulty
in many of those cases lies in this fact. If
you want to proceed against any of those
companies or to examine the oticers for dis-
covery, the court in nost instances has no
jurisdiction because the books of the coin-
pany are in a foreign country. The difficulty
is to follow theni and obtain the satisfaction
which litigants may seek.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have put in some
restrictive clauses since the bill was before
us, requiring each company to designate an
olicer to represent them in the Yukon
country to receive notices, &c. Before get-
ting a license they must be prepared toaccept
process in all suits.

license has been granted shall make a return
of all business done by it under such license.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That would
not meet the difficulty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Of course that only
makes them show what their business is.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--I
would call attention to section 7 of the min-
ing regulations. According to that a com-
pany can get a license passed for fifty or
sixty men as a company and that would
override the regulations.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under the regulations
the employees of a iining company are
required to take out a license. They would
still have to do it; this is all subject to the
regulations.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The company
would be entitled to only one miners license.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT---I think they can com-
pel where. a company get a license, each man
employed to take out a license.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
Hon. Mr. POWER--Does that clause go there not a great deal of force in what my

on to say that the service of process on the hon. friend says that if a foreign company
othicer shall be sufficient? comes here, and asks to be registered they

>TTOli ye. Tey hahhave all tbe righits of tbe f ree inter? Thiese
Hon. Mr. SCoTT--Oh, yes. They shall

designate the agent or manager within the reglations provide
Ynko ditric viborzed u te coinau -No joint stock conipany wvill be recognized a.; haviug

Yukon district authorized by the companyteret n, or to an placer clan,
to represent the comnpany and to accept quartz cînini, ming luase, led-rock Hume grant,

process in all suits and proceedings against any ininerals i an ground coupriseci tierein, or ii

the company for any liabilities incurred b y t at d right peinin i in, tunnel rhme
such company therein. have a free illers certihcate unexilre(l.

Hon.'Mr LO')(;HED-Tie ,ývrn- That would not niean a license; that
Io .- eans a certificate to enable them to mine.

ment sbould reserve t(> tbemselves in sirne 1 understood the- lion. gentlemnan to say that
way the power to witbdraw the license upon 1tbese regulations hîavigu beeli circulated
such comnpany witblrawing its ookýN in caoe througli foreign countries, and more parti-
of legal proceedings bei ng taken against it cularly in tbe United States, bas nîisled a
in the district. Thie ditliculty tliat confronts nuinber of companies.
itigants in proceedings against a foreign o rst t

qurt claim, minin lease bed-roc fiumte rant, or

coapany ims to ascertaan the stancpins of toe
ny tbe biht.company, it an every person cant get

anythin- froh the debtors of the co ar- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE iOWELL-

pThat woul not means ar licns ; that

Hn. If LOUGEED-Then fovrin And owing to that, it enas the origin of the
country it is impossible to find o t this. It bil; well, if you wil read the interpreta-
sees to me tbat the government snould tion to the regulations I do not understand
take to itself that power to withdraw te wehl oi any misunderstanding could possi-
icense on the non-production of the books bly arise under this aw, under the circula-

in the event of litigation. tion of these papers, becase it says

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have added this ".Joint stock company" sha ean any conpany
h ncorporated for mining purposes under a Canadian

clause, that every company to dcharteror icensed by the gnvernment of Canada.
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A foreign company would have to corne
to the governnent of Canada and obtain a
license which you are giving yourself power
to give them, and then go to work under
their corporate powers. As the government
thinks it better to recognize these companies,
I am not going to take objection to it
further than to say that I think it is ex-
ceedingly bad legislation, that you should
permit a foreign incorporated company to
do business in this country by simply grant-
ing them a license to work. I must equally
state that the restrictions which have been
incorporated in this Act makes it less
objectionable to my mind than when it was
first introduced.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Outside companies
have applied for a license. The department
say you must get a license from the govern-
ment of Canada. The government of
Canada have no power to issue a license,
and the object of this bill is simply to give
them that power to issue a license.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But
this will not override the regulations.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Clause 1 was adopted.

On clause 3.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the object?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We often put in bills,
that are given to those companies, im-
pose an obligation to make a return if we
think fit, if any inquiries about the company
are macle and we want to know what they
are really doing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That I understand, but what is the ulterior
object in asking a mian or a company for a
statement of their transactions, if it be for
no other purpose than to ascertain whether
they have made a hundred dollars, or
vhether they made a million dollars ?

Hon Mr MILLS-It imav be interesting i

provision in this clause to reach the property
in the interest of a creditor ? If not, would
it not be well, as suggested by the hon.
member for Calgary, to do so? Otherwise
how are you to reach them ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The parties who are
the creditors may reach them under the
ordinary process of law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have added "in de-
fault the license may be cancelled if they do
not furnish the returns."

Clause 3 as amended was adopted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would it not be well to adopt the sug-
gestion made by the hon. member for Cal-
gary, and say in case of failure to comply
with any of the provisions of the law to
withdraw the license?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I will do that.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY, fron the conmmittee,
reported the bill with certain amendments.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the amend-
ments be concurred in.

The mQtion was agreed to, and the bill
was then read a third time.

LAKE BENNETT AND KLONDIKE
RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY

COMPANY.

AMENDMENTS CoNCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved concur-
rence in mendnents made by the House of
Commons to Bill (31) "An Act to incor-
porate the Lake Bennett Railway and
Tramway Company."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would like to know what these amendments
are.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Hon. gentle-
men will doubtless remember there was an

i ~'' '" cÇJa~û~T~YtÏfiamendaient made to this bill by which thein case companies incur obligations ; it will a
assist in ascertaining what their revenues company were empowered to build a wagon
are, and creditors will inquire what bas be- road over their lîne of railway from the
comne of their money. Hootalinqua River to Marsh Lake, if I mis-

take not. When the bill was before the Com-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- mons it was further amended by providing

That is a very proper provision and a reason- practically that any other company obtain-
able explanation ; but have you made any 1 ing a charter over that same line might

68
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confiscate this wagon road. To that we are
assenting. We cannot do otherwise.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (130) " An Act
further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 3.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is the cla'ise to
which the hon. gentleman from Calgary
called the attention the other day. It refers
to co-operative farming. As the law origin-
ally stood, the minister had authority to
grant permission to homesteaders to form a
settlement. It is now felt that it is abso-
lutely necessary to broaden the section,
because the settlers who are now going to
the North-west, the Russians, Germans and
Galicians, are in the habit of farming upon
what is called the village principle, and the
intention is to give them odd and even
number sections, and allow them to live
together in a village, and to work their farms
in a radiating space outside. We have
already allowed that rule te prevail with the
Mennonites and other settlers who have
gone into the North-west, and the conditions
as to the value of the improvements are pre-
served. That is, they must have at least
one hundred and fifty dollars worth of
improvements before they are entitled to
their homestead privileges. The hon. gen-
tleman rather criticized this on the ground
that it was not best for them, but of course
we cannot make those changes immediately.
It is extraordinary how the changes are
made because I have seen it noted in the
newspapers that the Galicians who came out
a few years ago looked entirely different
from the Galicians who came out this year,
that the mere fact of their association in
congregation as they are now, that even the
incidental contact with the other population.

Hon. Mr. LOL TGHEED-That is the best
tribute to the existing law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot get them
to do that. Our object is to fill the country.

It makes no difference to us. It is the
opinion of a great many persons, including
Sir William Van Horne, that we could have
filled up the North-west if we had allowed
them to settle in numbers. It is the feeling
of isolation that drives them away. It is
the opinion of Sir William Van Horne that
it is a marked obstacle in the settlement of
the country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I saw
in the Witness the other day that the govern-
ment agent complained that there was no
shelter for them when they arrived. Some
eight hundred men arrived the other day
and were without shelter. It is for the
government to see that immigrants of that
class who cannot speak the English language
should have some shelter on reaching here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is a matter the
Department of Agriculture should look after.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Can the hon. gen-
tleman tell me. if the Galicians who are
brought out now are receiving assisted pas-
sages?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think so. I
see that they have saved a great deal of
money. They are assisted to this extent,
that when the steamer which brought thena
over was quarantined for three weeks on
account of several cases of small-pox, the
government will pay their expenses while
they are in quarantine. We cannot detain
them there.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--But there is no
assisted passage 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think so.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
that the very principle which you propose
introducing by this clause is extremely
objectionable. I know that for some years
past the authorities in Ottawa have been
importuned by various parties going into
the North-west Territories to reserve large
territories of land so that they might live
in the primitive condition practically in
which they lived in the country from which
they come, and separated fron their fellow
citizens. If I recollect rightly the Salvation
Army some years ago made an application
to the government for a somewhat similar
privilege. The principle was recognized as
a bad one, and its seems to me that ample
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provision has been made in section 37 of
the present Act by which the minister has
power to dispense with any of the settle-
ment provisions which seem onerous upon a
number of farmers settling in a particular
district, and of practically assisting those
farmers in settling in hamlets. But the
difficulty that confronts the country, parti-
cularly that western country, in the propo-
sition which is now made, is that power is
asked to give the Minister of the Interior
authority to withdraw both odd-numbered
and even-number sections, areas without any
limitation, for the purpose of settling in what-
ever area of land may be withdrawn from
settlement, foreign settlers ; because it would
only be foreign settlers who would make such
an application, upon those lands to the exclu-
sion of their own people. That is to say, the
representatives of a foreign community, such
as Galicians, Poles, Scandinavians, Mormons
and others, will come into the country and
go over the whole of the North-west. The
delegates they send out for that purpose are
usually very capable men, and they select
the very choicest lands of the whole terri-
tory for the purpose of settling those com-
munities upon them. Having selected the
choicest lands, application is made to with-
draw those lands from settlement, and these
foreigners are settled upon those tracts.
They live in an isolated condition and in no
way become merged with the interests of our
country. They maintain all their foreign
customs, and they in no way become inter-
ested in our institutions and in no way assist
the country. It is almost unnecessary for
me to point out to hon. gentlemen that if you
take 500 Galicians and settle them down in an
isolated part of the country, withdrawn from
settlement, so that no other persons can
settle in that vicinity, you practically build
a barricade round about them, and they in
no way make progress. If that North west
is to become a progressive country, it will
only become progressive by settlers merging
With our own people and becoming part
and parcel of the population of the coun-
try. I would be one of the last to
8eek to throw any hindrance in the way
of the government settling that country.

o one is more anxious than I am to see it
settled, and it seems to me that under the
existing law ample opportunity is given for
the purpose of carrying out the hamlet
8Ystem. Where twenty farmers have a
desire to settle upon a particular tract of
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land, the Minister of the Interior can relieve
thern f rom any onerous duties of settlement,
and they can enjoy all the privileges they
want. I lived in that country before it was
opened up by railway, and I have not seen
any cases in which settlement has been
driven from that country by reason of the
limitation of powers vested in the Minister
of theInterior to accommodate the con litions
which arise from time to time in regard to
settlement. Furthermore, I find very small
requirements are to be exacted from those
who settle in the country under the proposd
system. They have only to make $150 im-
provements, whereas, under the present law,
a Canadian going into that country, to com-
ply with the Dominion Lands Act, would
certainly have to expend $500. But I am
not complaining about that. I am complain-
ing about the principle of the bill, which I
think is vicious.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
complains that the government are asking to
set apart certain lands for the purpose of
colonizing them by persons who desire to
form colonies. If experience had not shown
that such a provision was necessary, the
government would not resort to it. My
hon. friend speaks of adopting a different
method and declining to set apart certain
lands for certain communities. If that
principle were adopted, those people would
not be here, and it is simply a ques.
tion whether we shall adopt such a sys-
tem and obtain very considerable foreign
emigration, or whether we shall act upon
the views expressed by the hon. gentleman
and exclude these people. I do not think
there is any one in this line--and I am sure
there are not outside of this House any
very considerable number of people-who is
not anxious to secure the colonization and
settlenient of the country, and in order to
do that you have got to pay some attention
to the previous habits and prejudice of the
population, if you choose so to call it. My
hon. friend who leads the opposition knows
very well that at the time the Mennonite
settlers were induced to come to this country
from Russia, a gentleman who lives in Win-
nipeg was induced by the government to
visit those people in Russia and there was
only one condition upon which they would
come, and that condition was that they should
be allowed to settle in a community. Their
notion of living in communities and holding
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their lands practically in common, was a
notion altogether foreign to our ideas, and if
the views of the hon. gentleman from Calgary
had been acted upon none of these people j
would have been secured as settlers in Can-
ada. All these people make very excellent
settlers, and have been here over twenty
years.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You got special
legislation for that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are getting special
legislation for this.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You are getting
general legislation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are asked for
what we asked them. We made an appli-
cation to set aside specific districts. We
cannot do that on this occasion where we
are getting people to come from Prussia and
Poland and from the Austrian dominions.
We simply know what their views are, and
we undertake to provide a system that will
meet their wishes, and these people are a
hardy industrial population and, so far as
we know, very satisfactory settlers. Look
at the position of the Mennonite settlers.
That system of communities to which they
have adhered, and which they regardel as
indispensable in order to secure settlers in
this country, is gradually breaking down and
they are adopting the habits of the rest of
the population. Each one is settling on his
individual holding, and to (ay I believe the
majority of them are cultivating their own
property. Each farmer cultivates his own
property.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
applies more particularly to the younger
generation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so, and we must
expect that the old population will not in
many cases throw off their original habits;
and so with regard to the Icelandie se tle-
ment, we granted certain territories and
excluded others from the territory, and
induced them' to come to this country on
those conditions, and now those people are
scattered anong the rest of the population
and have adopted the habits of the other
inembersof community, and there isverylittle
difference between a native born Canadian
and one of the children of those Icelanders
who came to this country twenty-five years

ago. And so it will be in the North -west.
If we had a homogeneous population, if the
people coming froim the continent of Europe
had the same ideas of property and settle-
ment that we have ourselves, the probability
is that we need not ask for legislation of
this sort, but what we desire first and above
everything else is to secure immigration to
that country. We have built railways at
an enormous expense for the purpose of
securing settlement. Those railw ays, under
the system of survey we adopted, of alter-
nate reservations, have not secured to us
a population, and we are adopting the
recent system with regard to thase who
desire that system to apply. My hon,
friend says that we do not permit -Cana-
dians to go into those communities; foreign-
ers want their people to settle together,
and no Canadian is very anxious to be in
the mist of Galicians in preference to natives
of his own country, having his own views
and speaking his own language. We hope
they will aS become one people in time, but
we want to get the material out of which to
build up a nation, and we have got to accom-
modate ourselves to the feeling and pre-
judices and habits of those who we desire to
secure, and we are doing the best we can in
that direction and I think we are taking a
step that is calculated to secure to us the
largest number of foreigners as residents of
this country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does the Act
propose to alter the survey at aIl?

Hon. Mr. MILLS -Oh, no.

Hon. Mur. PERLEY- I do not object to
having these Galicians, or wliatever you
call thein, settle on the even-numbered sec-
tions, as might be prescribed by this bill,
but leave the odd-numbered sections as they
are. Now, I will tell you the advantage of
that. In a township that is six miles square,
by settling those people on the even-num]-
bered sections and giving each a quarter
section, there would be seventy-two families
in an area of six miles square. If the gov-
ernment are anxious that those people :hould
prosper, and I have no doubt they are, they
must put them where they cai make a liv-
ing. A German colony near where I live
occupy the even-numbered quarter sections,
and use the odd-numbered quarter sections
to cut hay and to pasture cattle 011.
During the early history of the settle
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ient of that country, if this mode of of my hon. friend f rom Wolseley, that it is
settling is pursued, the settlers will have unwise to settie every quarter section. The
the benefit of the odd-numbered sections Galician idea of farming differs fror ours.
and thus be able to make a living by mak- They core out here and cultivate, say,
ing butter and raising beef. They will twenty-five acres, most of it in gardening, 80
not go into wheat raising, as they would that there is not the slightest danger of the
have to do if all the quarter sections in the prairie becoming crowded. One of the most
township were settled upon. That would prosperous parts of Manitoba is where al
give a total of one hundred and forty-four the odd and even-numbered sections were
families in the township, and the result open for settement.
would be that they would be paupers all
their lives, if they could make a living
at all. The Gernian colony to which I Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In the neighbour-
have referred, are a prosperous and indus- hood of Neepawa.
trious people. By their mode of seulement:
on the even-numbered sections they are able Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is a fine farm-
to raise large herds of cattle, and in a short in, country.
timne they will be able to buy odd-numbered Hon. Mr. BOULTON-J do not attribute
sections that they are now using to pasture the prosperity of the comrunity altogether
their cattle and cut bay upon. I know, in to the quality of their lands; but people do
my own experience, I have had to buy a like to
large amount of land around me to pasture h n
my cattle upon, and J am satisfied that in allyplay. The an thus chavgesnwihl
thee l i f t t i 

quarter section had been settled upon, the
People could not have made a living; but
they have had the railway lands on which
to cut hay and pasture cattle, ind now they
are in a position to buy those lands and are
doing so rapidly. It will be the saine way
with the new settlers. The policy that the
goverrnment are adopting in this bill is one
which will keep these people poor all their
lives. They are not accustomed to our
Climate and the ways of our people and our
mode of farming, but they are accustomed
to raising cattle, and if you leave the odd
Sections unoccupied, they can use them for
the present and buy them afterwards.
That is what the German colony near my
Place, who are a most prosperous and
thrifty people, have done. Some of them
had to be assisted at the beginning, but they
are to-day prosperous people.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not know
that I can endorse what my hon. friend says.
We have always had a hamlet law on the
statute-book. I do not know that it has been
taken advantage of by our own people, who
are of a more independent character, but
there are many foreigners, like the Menno-
lites, who prefer to settle in villages. After
they become familiar with the ways of our
country, they adopt Canadian habits and
take independent paths. I do not think the
experience of Manitoba bears out the view

line of the North-western Railway is
Neepawa, because all the lands in the locality
are settled upon, while in the neighbourhood
of other towns, like Minnedosa and Birtle,
the odd-num bered sections having been with-
drawn for railway purposes, are vacant.
Those who are on the even numbered sections
have the advantage, it is true, of pasturing
these lands, but very few have the ability to
put cattle on them. J do not know whether
this bill is merely renewing the hamlet law
or improving upon it, but I know that it is
a wise provision, and that we have better
towns where the settlement in a township is
closer than where half the lands are vacant.
I do not think it is wise for the government
to colonize distinct nationalities apart from
the rest of the community, but as the Minis-
ter of Justice has said, we must meet the
requirements of the older people when they
first settle in the country and not take them
away too much f rom the habits of the coun-
tries from which they come. They will
gradually assimilate themselves to Canadian
ways.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The Mennonite
reserve is the best section in Manitoba. A
large section of the country was reserved for
them, more than was settled upon, which
bears out what I say; they used the vacant
lands for pasturage and cutting hay. Nee-
pawa is one of the best settled parts of the
country and has railway facilities, but these
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Galicians, I am told, have been sent far
away from railway facilities, where they
cannot raise wheat. At Neepawa if you
raise wheat you have a market for it ; but
in the North-west a man cannot raise wheat
successfully more than fifteen miles from a
railway. That is why we need railways in
that country so badly. As I have said, the
Mennonites lived in one of the best sections
of the country and the government reserved
a large area of land for them. It was such
a large area that when I was in the North-
west Council we memorialized the govern-
ment to open that reserve for settlement.
The settlers at Neepawa must have been
a very different class of people from these
Galicians.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They settled close
to each other.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They were not pau-
pers, almost, as I understand these people
are in the country from which they come.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall be very glad to
call the attention of the Minister of the
Interior to the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
With a great deal of what the Minister of
Justice has said I concur, but there is a
great deal of force also in what has been said
by the hon. gentleman from Wolseley, who
has spoken with regard to the reservation
of odd-numbered sections. I have long since
come to the conclusion that it was a mistake,
in the settlement of a country, to attempt to
colonize it as we have done, for the reason
that settlers had been obliged to locate lands
at some distance from each other. I know
I was responsible for that policy, but I
have learned something by experience.
The system was a mistake, although it was
adopted with the best possible motive.

Hon.Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
It was supposed at the time, and be-
lieved firmly by myself and by those
with whom I was associated, that in the
settlement of the country, by reserving
the odd-numbered sections. the sale of
those lands would coinpensa,te for the sur-
veying and other expenses incident to the
building of railways, the subsidies which
were given, and for al] other purposes ; but

after al], I believe it would have been better
if a small amount had been charged for the
lands and settlers had been allowed to locate
as near each other as possible. I have no
doubt the statement made by my hon. friend
from Wolseley about the German settlement
is quite correct; but any settler could have
gone into that section and selected a quarter
section for a homestead, and pre-empted the
adjoining quarter section, and thus secured
land for pasturage. I see that this clause is
confined exclusively to co-operative farming.
Why should that be ? Why should not
twenty or thirty of our young men be able
to locate lands close to each other, as they
can do in some of the Western States. I
am sorry to say I have known a young man
who had gone to the Western States from
the rear of my own county, where only about
one-third of the lands are arable, come back
and take away a whole group of twenty or
thirty persons fron the county to settle in
the Western States as a colony. Why
should not a similar privilege be given in the
North-west Territory, in the same manner
as these foreigners are allowed to do under
the co-operative system ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the laws are
broad enough to do that?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
doubt it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It does not mean that
all their earnings go into a common purse,
but they can assist each other.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
such be the case, then they must form then-
selves into co-operative farming societies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -31 y hon. friend speaks
of the law as this makes it for a special
object. I think the power that he considers
desirable, could be exercised by the minister
under the existing provisions of the law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why insert the word " co-operative " at all?
It would be much more liberal without it.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-The first part of the
clause covers that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does that give them the power to settle on
the odd-numbered sections?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It does.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I do not think that the fact is generally
known. That being the law, and this bill
being for special purposes, it is not objec-
tionable. I think the whole system-
although you cannot avoid it-as pointed
out by the Minister of Justice, of settling in
communities is a inistake ; I care not whether
those comunities be people of any particu-
lar nationality, creed, or class. It prevents
the introduction of other elements, and is
not as good, either for themselves or for the
country, as if they were mixed up with other
races, creeds or classes. I have noticed
that where people of a particular race
settle in one colony, and form a little com-
munity by thenselves, they do not break
away from their old habits, but adhere toi
them as long as they live. I have seen the
contrast between such a community and
another in the same township where men of
different races had settled together. The
very saine class of people who, in the close
community, showed the saine shiftlessness
which characterized them in their original
homes, were, when mixed with other races,
as thrifty and prosperous as any of their
neighbours of other races.

Hon. Mr. M]LLS-That is perfectly true.

On clause 9.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is a new clause.
That related to Dominion land surveyors.
It is found that provincial land surveyors
are not entitled to practise as Dominion
land surveyors, except after undergoing a
year's tutelage, and this is in order to give the
board power to admit them. It is a clause
suggested by the board of examiners of the
land surveyors.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 12.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
from Calgary drew attention to that clause
the other day. I may say in advance that
this clause has been suggested by Mr. Pearce
and Mr. Deniz, two gentlemen more familiar
with the irrigation subject than any persons
I know of.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This proposes
to give power to the Minister of the
Interior to sell to companies the public lands
of the North-west Territories. Now, so far
as those lands being limited to arid lands that
is no limitation practically, because it may
be well said that all the lands in that one
district of country are arid lands, and we

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- know it is a very easy matter to have officials
Lut my hon. friend says, and says with a report on the fact that any lands so desired
great deal of trutb, that experience has to be purchased by corporations are arid
taught him that people who have been lands. At the present time parliament
brought up in older countries, and who must pronounce upon the alienation of
inherit prejudices centuries old, are not public lands. Why should the Minister
likely to abandon the ways in which they of the Interior be invested with that ex-
were brought up. The iziprovement takes traordinary power, a power to-day vested
place in the younger people. The Mennon- in pariiament? You might as well ask to
ites, who settled in a community, are an empower the Governor in Council to alienate
illustration of that. The younger Mennon- large tracts of public lands in the way of rail-
ites are beginning to scatter. They are way subsidies as to say that the Minister
beginning to inter-marry with outside fami- of the Interior should have power to ahienate
lies, and although the older heads try to perhaps equally large tracts of land to irri-
prevent it, the perversity of human nature gation companies. If any particular cas
is such that if they form attachments arises in which it is desirable to seli to irri-
they pay very little attention to parental gation companies, parliament should pro-
advice. The result is good to themselves nounce upon that. Surely such a scheme
and also to the country. If it were possible can be submitted to parliament in precisely
to prevent the settlement of such colonies, the same way as a railway subsidy is. If
I would be glad to see it done, but recogniz- there were merits in the seheme I am satis-
ing the fact that it cannot be prevented, it fied there would be no difficulty in such power
IS just as well to let the government deal being given to seil any area of lands that
with human nature as they find it. may be required by bona fide companies.

Butdhy entirely irrespective of amount and
The clause was adopted. value, this extraordinary power should be
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given to the Minister of the Interior I am at a municating with hiiii every day with regard
loss to understand. to the interests in public lands and with

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I regard to the acquisition of certain rigbts.

agree with my hon. friend that this is too and o ee subnec o a sia c hc
much power to place in the hands of one relating to the disposal of public lands witb
minister. much more certainty as to what the actual

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He must get an Order situation is than my hon. friend. Now,
in Council. I w ill read the clause and then there i.i nothing in this contrary to the
the lion. gentleman can see settled policy of the contry. What is the

position of tbings? With regard to every
The Minister of the Interior may withdraw from administrative act the authority is the

general sale and fromi settleient under the home-
stead provisions of the said Act, any lands in the
Nortn-west Territories which he believes to be so arid lates and lia, a superititending power over
as to be unsuited for proper cultivation without the the actions of the executîve government
aid of irrigation, and he iay dispose thereof to any 1
person for such price, upon such ternis, and subject but the sale anI the disposai of public lands
to such conditions as to the colonization or settlenient and their ana(ement ar
thereof and as to the cultivation thereof by the aid of a
irrigation, as the Governor in Council fixes and deter-
mine. that are vested by our constitutional systern

Hon.Mi.L(>U HEE-Tht isequilyin the Crown, and wheîî the nîinister asksHon. M3r. LOUGHEED-That is equally tepwrhrlei o sigayhn
objectionable ; because if the Minister of the the or here he is not sking a y
Interior recommends the sale of them, we unusan or thng that elnot t
may very well assume that the Governor inma1eywi sueta h oenri the executive government of the country,
Council will support the Minister of the Inte- ao
rior. Permit nie to state, in addition to what ibe fo tha poe i ivie an e

Iave.already said, that I have been thor-1 have aled sa*th tha f hav ..nthr does that under the supervision of the
oughly familiar with the formation of irriga- councii; and therefore it is a matter upon
tion companies in the district at present which bis colleagues must he consulted, and
under consideration since the question of to which they nust ive their assent before
irrigation has been discussed, and I am un-

e~t il.1 theinterestse in pbl i ansan wt

aware o any istance n w c rrgaton

bas been retarded by reason cf the absence
of such a power being vested in the Minister
of the Interior. Unfortunately, two or three
companies who have entered on that project
have not been successful, but not because of
the Minister of the Interior not being in a
position to alienate lands to irrigation compa-
nies. Quite the contrary. Irrigation com-
panies have been able to secure all the lands
they have been desirous of securing upon the
most reasonable terms, and never bas this
presented itself as a difficulty.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
speaking of his own experience : but this
provision of the law is an expression of the
experience of the Minister of the Interior.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My experience
on this questian bas extended considerably
beyond the experience of the Minister of
the Interior.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-f beg my hon. friend's
pardon, I dissent from that view. The
Minister of the Interior bas persons com-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It bas always
been the settled policy, in the sale of public
lands, that a price bas been fixed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the price is fixed
by the executive government.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Not to-day, it
is by statute.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The superintending
power of the government extends over all
these things. As parliament meets within
twelve months every year, the government's
action with regard to this matter of admin-
istration is under its supervision, and so I
do not see well how there can be any greater
limitation than what is here imposed, if an
administrator is to be free to discharge his
public duties. There are lands, I am told,
on the southern border in the region of
Macleod and lying farther east, that require
irrigation in order too make them cultivable.
The soil is naturally good, but the rainfall is
insufficient, and there are parties who have
made applications to the Minister of the Inte-
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rior whodesire to try the experiment of irriga- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, but not
tion, persons who are acquainted with this granted by the government.
system in California and Utah ; and the ques- Hn r IL -ucae tsc
tion that it was important for us to have .
solved at the present time with regard price as the government choose to fix.

to these arid lands is how far, in a high lati- Hon. M.%r. LOUGHEED-Yes. Thoseto tese uaideand i owfriinahg leati o. r O GHE-es hs
tude, you can depend on irrigation? *Because lands are obtainable by settlers on the same
the water supply in all that region is water ternis as they have been granted to the
supply obtained from the snows melting on parties referred to and others. I do not
the Rocky Mountains, and the wateris very object to that, but I object to this power
cold. It is not, in its temperature, much being given to the Minister of the Interior
above freezing point, and whether that can to deal with corporations and parties who
be utilized for the purpose of irrigation with may have influence in locking up large
success or not is a matter that has not yet tracts of land for years to come and prevent
been decided. It is very important, as we settienent.
have a very large area of these lands, excel-
lent in every respect except the want of Hon. Mr. MILLS--Colonization, settle-
suflicient rainfall on them, that this experi- ment, cultivation and irrigation are ail
went be tried, and if persons are dispo-ed to matters to be regulated by Order in CounciL.
undertake the work, surely, with the im- and my hon. friend knows that in the dis-
mense area that we have of this sort of lands trict to which I refer, that it required part-
that are practically of littie use, it is worth ies with a very large amount of capital to
our while to let the experiment be tried, make the experiment with any degree of
especially as the experiment will be tried at success.
the cost of the parties who established these Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would be de-
irrigated districts. Hl e]; le xniilto 4 i ziI

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I was simply
going to point out this objection which pre-
judicies my mind very much against such
power being vested in the Minister of the In-
terior. Already too many lands are tied up
by reason of large tracts having been given to
railway companies as subsidies, and it seens
to me that this is simply duplicating the ty-
ing up of large tracts of land, and intensify-
ing the present condition of affairs existing
in that country. There are to-day'large
tracts of land which it would be very desir-
able, in the interests of the country,- should
be thrown open for settlement, but which
are tied up by railway companies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Are there not lands
in my hon. friend's district for the purpose
of irrigation?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I referred to
railway companies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But are there
lands granted for irrigation ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understand
Mr. Pierce and another gentleman
lands granted to them.

not

that
had

find a law of this kind operating in favour
of influential companies, with the result of a
reservation of large quantities of land.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Parliament meets
every year.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is no
way of restricting the power once it has
been given.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend's ob-
servation is practically a condemnation of
our system of government. If the govern-
ment go wrong they are open to the censure
of parliament.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We want to prevent the government doing
wrong.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--You will have to
adopt a different system.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Why not put the
whole thing under the Governor in Council?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that that is the case. The minister can-
not take the first step to carry this into
effect except by Order in Council. It is just
like the North-west Government Bill and
the Yukon Bill. There is a distinction te-
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tween the administration of the minister
and the larger functions of the government.
That exists everywhere, and I do not see
why we should attempt to break it down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
take exception to the statement that the
Minister of Justice knows more about irri-
gation than the hon. gentleman from Cal-
gary. The hon. member from Calgary lives
in the neighbourhood

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said nothing of the
kind.

Hon. Mi. LOUGHEED-It was the
Minister of the Interior, he referred to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
may iot have quoted the exact words, the
hon. Minister of Justice said that the Min-
ister of the Interior knew more about irriga-
tion than the hon. gentleman from Calgary
who lives in that country where irrigation has
been attempted and practised, and knows
exactly the result which flows from it. The
information of the Minister of the Interior is
through third parties, and the hon. gentleman
said he was in communication with a number
of speculators who have in their mind's eye
a large tract of land where they propose to
adopt the system of irrigation and make
their fortunes out of it. I have no objection
to that, because if tley bring the lands
under cultivation it would be so much greater
advantage to the people of this country. If
my hon. friend had been through the section
of the country to which he referred, he
would not have spoken as he did about it.

also from Fort Macleod through the Crow's
Nest Pass to the Columbia; so that when I
speak of that section of the country I speak
of it with some little knowledge of what the
land is and what its capabilities are. I
know that section of the country is infinitely
better than a large portion of the land which
lies north of it and which has been termed
arid land, and if the Minister of Justice
thinks proper, under this clause, he can de-
clare that whole section of country to be of
the character to which this clause refers, and
by that means it opens the road to a gigantic
f raud. It may not be intended, but I say
it opens the way to a gigantic fraud in the
way of obtaining large sections of land at a
merely nominal price, which can be done upon
the recommendation of the Minister of the
Interior. The question is, is that desirable ?
I should rather see, if the clause is to remain
in, that there should be some words added.
The hon. minister believ.es it to be so arid as
to be unsuited for proper cultivation without
the aid of irrigation, and he may dispose
thereof on at an upset prièe by public com-
petition to any person upon such terms and
subjett to such conditions as to colonization
settlenent and so on, as the Governor in
Council may determine. That protects the
Minister of the Interior from any charge
that might be made against himn, and it is a
safeguard to the proper disposal of those
lands and keep the government in a position
in which they would be prepared, I think
successfully, to carry out any regulation or
any sale they might make under this clause.
I do not see why that should not be done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have been through Hon. Mr. MJLLS-J do.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What section?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The section to which
this clause applies.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The whole country west of Regina and
around that district. We know that people
have condemned it as unfit for irrigation.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I am aware of that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
lion. friend spoke of Fort Macleod, and when
I speak of that district or any portion of it
I think I can speak with knowledge. I
drove from De Loraine to Fort Macleod and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know the gentleman to whom he refers very
well, and he is almost a maniac on the sub-
ject of irrigation.

Hon. Mr. SCOT-It is Pierre St.
Denis.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not believe half we have been told about
it. I have great respect for Mr. Pierce. I
know he has spent his money in the attempt
ýo irrigate that country. I have been on
farms that have been irrigated, and have
seen the effects of the irrigation. To say
the lands which have been irrigated are arid
lands is a misapplication of the word alto-
gether; but cultivation has been improved,
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the lands have been put in an improved
position by means of the irrigation, so that
they have become profitable to the owners.
But what I object to is the giving of the
power to make a bargain with any individual
at any price they like. I had not noticed
the words "at such price as the Governor in
Council may determine," and the Governor
in Council will determine on the price stated
by the report of the Minister of the Interior
unless he has some information of his own,
and as the hon. gentleman has adopted the
system of governinent by heads of depart-
ments, instead of, as formerly, everything
being brought to council, it makes it ten
times worse, because you put more power in
the hands of one man. If I were a minister,
I would ten times rather have this restric-
tion than have the whole responsibility
thrown on my shoulders. The Governor in
Council fixes the price here. They can say
that there is an upset price for the pur-
chase of these lands and publish it to
the world, and they can say "in addition to
that upset price you must perforn such
colonization duties as are hereinafter de-
scribed," whatever that may be. Then if the
parties who want the lands could go there
and accept them on those conditions, it
would be a fair thing and relieve the Minis-
ter of the Interior of responsibility, and
place the government of the day in a posi-
tion where they could defend their actions.

lion.Mr.MILLS-The government would
have no difficulty in defending their action
if they acted honestly, and if they do not
act honestly they are open to the censure of
parliament. My hon. friend imposes con-
ditions here which do not exist anywhere
else. The Governor General may pardon
every man who is convicted of murder for
the next twelve months. He has the legal
power to do it, and if anybody propose to
tie the hands of the Crown because an
abuse may be committed. The Governor
General at the end of this session could dis-
allow every Act of every local legislature
that has been passed within twelve months.
Is anybody afraid that that is going to be
done ? Does any one propose to tie up the
prerogatives of the Crown to prevent an
abuse of that sort ? My hon. friend pro-
poses restrictions that are, in point of
character, exactly the same. He says put
Up those lands at public auction. How can
you put up the lands at public auction?

Here are persons perhaps residing in Utah
or Southern California, or other portions of
the world, wanting to acquire a certain area
for the purpose of irrigation. My hon.
friend says, fix a price and ask for tenders.
Did he do that with the sale of every lot in
the North-west Territories i

lion. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL--No;
because the law provides what the price
shall be.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And some of them are
worth twice as much as others. How do I
know? How do the ministers know in the
first instance; how do people living in Cali-
fornia know just what it will cost to irrigate
a certain aret ? They may be lands of good
character, and yet the cost of irrigation may
be so much as to make them less valuable to
the parties who acquire them than theseother
lands lying near that are of a nuch inferior
character ; and yet, if you were to purchase
them and take into consideration the cost of
irrigation, the lands that are the least valu-
able are the lands that might seil for the
highest price.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No
harm in that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Here is a party ap-
plying, say from California. He says "I
wislh to obtain a certain area for the purpose
of irrigation and cultivation." Well, he has
first to make a survey. He has to ascertain
f rom what source he will get the water for
the purpose of irrigation and what the cost
will be to irrigate that area of territory.
Al the facts connected with the subject of
irrigation must be ascertained, and if, in
addition to the negotiation with the minister
subject to the approval of the Governor in
Council, the minister has to advertise for
tenders, and some one else, it may be the
man who has surveyed for him and been
paid by him, becomes a competitor, having
profited by the knowledge he acquired in the
survey, and perhaps acquires the land. I
do not think you would get many persons
who would undertake to bring areas under
cultivation on such terms. There is but one
way of doing this, and that is by allowing
every man who choses to apply to the minis-
ter to negotiate with him. The minister is
the custodian of that territory, and when he
negotiates, if he makes a bad bargain he is
subject to the censure and control of parlia-
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ment, and certainly the control mentioned
in the clause is a control such as our systen
of parlianentary government provides for
the work of administration in every depart-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Minister of Public Works.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

ment of the government. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
yes ; he did so the other day in committee

Hon. Sir MACKEENZIE BOWELL-1 when this question was being discussed, and
am much obliged to the hon. gentleman, and as long as you have a majority such as you
I am sure the hon. gentlemen present will have in the House of Commons at the pre-
also be offliged, for the information he has sent time, and might also have under an-
given us as to the prerogative of the Crown. other government, they will justify the acts
All I am surprised at, is, that he did not go of the minister rather than condemn the
back to Magna Charta, and tell us how the government. The principle which I ask to
liberties of the people had been secured, and have embodied in this clause is nothing ex-
hov the prerogatives had been diminished, traordinary. I repeat it protects the minis-
and what they are at the present Lime. If ter and protects the government, but the
he had corfined himself to the question of C
advertising these lands, why then we. could
have understood him a good deal better.
One would have supposed, from the argu-
ment he used, that the law bas never recog-
nized the principle of advertising for tenders
for wlhat the government might require to be
performed. We know the Public Works
Act contains a clause especially for that pur-
pose, though the present Minister of Public
Works has treated that law with contempt;
and J dare say the Minister of the Interior
would do precisely the saine if he had the
opportunity-that is, if he is of the saine
character as the Minister of Public Works,
or, as he has been represented by the public
press and those who know him. We know,
also, on the contrary, that the Postmaster
General has justified the cancellation of
some hundreds of contracts, because he
alleges that under the law which he has to
administer, those contracts shall he given
out by tender, so that while parliament has
recognized this principle from time imme-
morial, it is only a question whether minis-
ters of the day, whom my hon. friend says
are subject to the condemnation of parlia-
ment, will adhere to the law or will treat it
with contempt. I know he is subject to the
will of parliament, but the will of parlia-
ment means a majority such as they have at
the present moment in the House of Com-
mons, who, no matter what the Minister of
Public Works may do in this respect, so long
as their own friends get the advantage of
it, will sanction any Act of the ministers.
He may set all the provisions of the law at
defiance, as he is doing and has boasted he
would continue to do

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Who?

They are so self confident in their own
powers of administration.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-ly hon. friend is
judging us by himself.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Yes, I have learned that by experience. It
is quite true. I had some eighteen years of
it, and I know precisely the influences
that are brought to bear. Speaking for
myself, I am quite willing to admit that
such attempts have been made continually,
but all J ask my hon friend, or any of those
who belong to the same party, is to point to
a single instance where I was induced to
depart from the law which governed the
department of which I bad control.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
asking for a single instance, J suppose he
remembers the Eyre case.

Hon.SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes.
Iamnotgoingintothe details of thatquestion.
I remnember a railway suit, arising out of
a decision of the department which was over-
ruled by the Supreme Court. The ruling in
reference to the rails of the street railways,
was sustained by every court in the Dom-
inion, but the Privy Council set it aside, and
if the different courts in Canada would
justify the action of the department in that
ruling, it shows at least that there was
ground for coming to that decision. I am
not going into the Eyre case, but I could
justify the decision of the departnent and,
ntore than that, I could show that the deci-
sion of the judge was based upon absurd
grounds so far as the law is concerned. But
does my hon. friend pretend to say that the
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decision in the Eyre case was arrived at from bill now, and thereby avoid the necessity cf
any corrupt or improper motives ? discussing each section as it comes up.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not saying that, Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.
and I am not suggesting it. My hon. friend
made an attack upon two of my colleagues Hon. Sir IACKENZJE BOXELL-I
and declared they paid no attention to the
law.but regret that a bi of this importance

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I should be presented at this period of the
did not. session, vhen we have scarcely a quorum.

It is a mea8ure of very great importance, as
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman it affects great interests in the country. I

said "mention a single case where I depart- am not opposed to the principie of mak-
ed from the law," and I mentioned the Eyre ing newspapers pay postage for being
case. carried to their subscribers. I know of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I no reason why any business should be car-
did not depart f rom the iaw, and I did not ried on or assisted by a government in this
say the two ministers had departed frobi the way. There is this, however, to be said.
law. I said that one minister had departed There is no protection whatever to that

fro an th oter initerhadactd uderb ranch of industry. I would ob ect aiso to,

f~~I isan ah measur ofise very greatucir ipraca

the law, but attributed no motive for his ithe reduction to two cents under the condi-

amo in oppo t s ped to he rpl oft ma-

doing so. That is what did and notingin nw s p pota o
more. There are scores of decisions gi reduction. Another objection I wouid take,
in the different departments similar to that if were going to move in the nmatter, wouid
to which my ion. friend has referred that y. Tre is ti evepto which
have been sustained by the courts, and which is given to wtat arew termed weekly,
have been set aside y other courts. But thator country newspapers. If the princi-

is ail apart froin what we are discussing pi fcagn orcryn es
now. What I wanted to show to the fouse rdcpaper from the place of publication to is
doingaso Thhat I haddaden iand nthig subscriber, be correct, then it is equally cor-
ino theiffedent deartmens sar upon that rect and should be enforced for twenry miles

have beustined by ts h cors apnd whcesgvntowar ere eky

istatute-book: a whaIt esate discs as we l as for tweny-one miles. That isstatute-book :and I do not hesit ate to add a ela o wnyoemls hti
that I have no confidence in the Minister of one incongruity in the bill, although it is a

the Interior in dealing with this or any other concession, 1 admit, to newspapers printed
matter;• hence I would like to see the in country towns, which circulate in the
bill so framed that he could not abuse the, main in the locality where they are publish-
powver and if that can be cone in the interest ed. It is a concession, but it is a conces-
of the country and in the interest of .the sion that I think violates the principle on

government, it, would be well to have it which the bill is framed. If newspapers
done. should be subject to postage, it should apply

to them al], under all circumstances, and
Clause 12 was adopted. everybody should be treated alike. I am

. speaking as one who, I frankly admit, is in-
Hon. Mr. McKAY, from the committee, terested in this very clas of newspapers

reported the bill without amendment. that will be benefited by that exception. I

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDM ENT pointed out to the Postmaster General what

BILL. iny view was. There is another reason why
I object to the two cent postage : the reason

THIRD READING. advanced by the Postmaster General for
imposing a tax upon newspapers is in order

The House resolved itself into a Committee to recoup the revenue of the great loss which
of the Whole on Bill (110) " An Act further it sustains at the present day and to make
to amend the Post Office Act." it as far as possible self -sustaining.

(In the Conimittee.) .Hon. 'Mr. BOULTON-Have we any in-
Ron. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I formation as to what the probable revenue

may just as well give my opinion upon this would be from it ?
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
have no information other than that which
the Postmaster General himself stated in
the House of Commons, and he calculated,
if my recollection serves me right, either one
hundred and fifty thousand to two hundred
thousand dollars; my recollection is about
two hundred thousand. It would be a direct
tax upon the publisher of the newspaper.
They say it is not; that it is an additional
tax on the reader or subscriber Now, I say
from practical knowledge, that that is utter-
ly impossible. If your weekly paper is circu-
lated for a dollar a year, you cannot add two,
or five, or ten cents to the price of that
paper and take it from the subscriber; that
is an impracticable proposition. Then it
becomes a direct tax upon the publishers of
the newspapers to recoup to the revenue a
concession which is made to the commercial
community, and those who write letters. I
venture the predction that the revenue
from newspapers will not be as great as the
loss to the revenue arising from the reduc-
tion of the three cents to two cents, which
will redound 99 per cent to the benefit
of the commercial community. If the con-
tention be correct that the imposition of
postage on newspapers is to be paid by the
subscriber, then it is a direct tax on the
readers of newspapers, to be recouped
by the reduction of the duties upon the
postage upon letters, which would be mainly
to the advantage of the commercial com-
munity. I know it is not to come into force
till a proclamation bas been issued by the
Governor General. The order may be issued
just on the very eve of an election in some
city or other where the commercial com-
munity is predominant, just the same as we
had the announcement in the last election
in the city of Toronto, that a reduction of
two cents in foreign postage was about to
be enacted and put in force. I am not
going to discuss that, but I say that it could
be done, and I am not saying here what I
did not say to the Postmaster General him-
self in conversation on this subject. If the
reduction is right, and is intended to be put
in force, it should go into force at once. If
it be right and proper to reserve the right
to the Governor General, it is equally right
and proper to reserve the power to bring
into operation that clause which provides
for the imposition of a duty on newspapers.
This is the view that I have taken of
the provision of this bill, and anybody who

will take a practical view of it, I venture to
say, can come to no other conclusion. The
imposition of the duties on newspapers, to
which I do not object, is a direct tax on the
publisher, and if it is not a direct tax on the
publisher, it is a tax on the reader ; a tax
so imposed for the benefit of the commercial
community who are to reap the advantages
which will accrue from the reduction of the
letter postage from three to two cents. Any
one who knows anything of the rural sec-
tions of this country, knows that a more
intelligent class of farmers and yeomanry
does not exist in any part of the world than
in Canada. They are not a class of people, how-
ever, who keep up a business correspondence
their correspondence is almost exclusively
confined to their friends. I admit that
the introduction of cheese factories and
butter factories, adds, to a certain extent,
to the correspondence, but where infor-
mation is required in connection with
these industries through the country
which are always in the rural parts of Can-
ada, it is done usually by telegraph and not
by letters, because wben they require infor-
mation is is information needed at very short
notice in order to enable them to come to a
conclusion as to whether they should sell
the product of their different factories or
hold it. There are other clauses referring
to the dead letter department to which I do
not take the sanie objections that were taken
in the other House. I do not know but
that it a more expeditious way of dealing
with dead letters, and so far as the letters
are concerned and the class of officers we
have, they are just as safe in being opened
in Toronto, Montreal or Winnipeg as they
would be, if sent to Ottawa; and certainly it
would be of much greater convenience to
the correspondents. I do not know that I
have any further remarks to make on this
subject, because I have long held the opinion
that newspapers should be subject to taxa-
tion as well as any other matter that is
circulated through the post office ; but at
the same time, I do not think that that
tax should be imposed for the benefit
of any other class of the community.
some newspaper men say "our type, presses,
paper and everything else that we have, are
taxed, and the only concession we got from
the government was the permission to send
the newspapers through the mails free of
charge;" but think for a moment of the
hundreds and thousands of tons of matter
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which is carried f ree and circulated f ree
through the country. It is true the conten-
tion has been that it is for educational pur-
poses, and that everything should be done
that can be done to educate the people
that they may know what was going on
in the country, commercially. politically
and historically. Notwithstanding that,
I have not changed my mind on the
question of imposing a tax as I have
already indicated. But I do think it is a
suicidal policy for the government to adopt
with the hope of recouping the deficits which
occur every year from the carrying of mails.
It is only adding to one portion of the ser-
vice and taking from another. An experi-
ence of only a year or two will show if
the one will compensate for the other;
and if it only compensates the one for
the other, then I say you are impos-
ing a tax on parties less able to bear it
than the parties who are relieved of a cent
upon every letter. You can calculate the
number of letters, and then all you have to
do is to take a third from it. I dare say
my lion. friend has the figures at command,
I have not. The tax on newspapers I admit
is not very large, but publishers of country
newspapers make but a bare living. So it is
a tax on one class for the relief of the other,
and upon a class which is less able to bear it
than the commercial communities. Is there
any one in Canada who is prevented from
writing a letter, on account of having to pay
three cents postage, who would write the
letter if he had only to pay two cents on it ?
I do not think there is any one that is pre-
vented writing a letter because he has to pay
three cents. However, the government has
taken the responsibility of making these
changes and I will not attempt to interfere
in their policy, although I have had very
strong representations made to me that the
tax ought not to be placed on those who are
least able to bear it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Can the hon.
gentleman tell me does the express carry
the daily papers throughout the populous
districts ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Formerly they did, when the newspaper
Postage existed. It is possible they may do
so now, when you take into consideration
the large issue of their newspapers. Take, for
instance, the Toronto Globe and Mail, which

circulates in almost every town in the country,
the Montreal Gazette, the Montreal Star and
other papers-the Montreal Star, I know, de-
livers papers every day in the city in which
I live to the extent of three or four hundred.
They send them now through the mails';
they may evade the postage upon these
papers, provided the express will take
them cheaper, and there is no doubt
in my mind but what the papers hav-
ing large circulation-the Globe, the Mail,
the Star, the Gazette and some others-
where they send away tons every day, will
make arrangements with the express com-
panies and send them to the frontier towns.
For instance, take the Mail and Globe in
my own city ; they distribute their morning
daily papers at half-past eleven every day.
The same train that brings the mail has an
express car, and if the Globe and the Mail
can send their papers cheaper by express than
by post, depend on it they will do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is pretty clear,
hon. gentlemen, that the express charges
will have to be very much less and the
postage very much higher than that which
is proposed by the present bill before any
such results will follow.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Could the hon.
Minister of Justice tell us whether the
railway companies are paid by the weight
or by the mile?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The railway companies have an agreement
with the express companies.

Hon Mr. BOULTON-But the post
office department t

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They are paid a mileage.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No matter how
much weight goes, they carry it for the
same price t

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are speaking of the postage ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The postal car ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, the arrange-
ment between the postal department and
the Grand Trunk Railway, for instance.
They have a contract to carry the mail.
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Is that a mileage contract, or is the contract
according to the weight of the letters and
papers ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
it is a mileage contract between Montreal
and Toronto, and they get so much whether
thny carry one pound or ten pounds.

Hon. Mr. M1ILLS-Let me say with re-
gard to the observations made by the hon.
leader of the opposition that I do not think
that this is a transference simply of the tax
from one section of the community or one
class of persons who are served by the postal
department to another class. The charge
made for the carriage of letters and the
charge made for the carriage of mails never
was a tax. It is a charge for services ren-
dered, and there is no difference between the
services rendered by the government in this
respect and the services if rendered by a
common carrier. The question which natur-
ally occurs to one who investigates the sub-
ject is whether those who write those letters
and who send them though the post, pay more
than the service is actually worth. I think
thîey do ; and what is more, af ter a change is
made there will be no diminition of revenue
ofter the first three years in consequence
of the reduction of the charge that is made.
In 1868 we had a charge of five cents, and
in 1869 it was reduced to three cents and
the number of letters in round numbers rose
from 18,000,000 to 22,000,000, so that there
was an increase of 4,000,000 in a single
year. My hon. friends will see that that is an
increase of nearly twenty per cent. There is
no reason to suppose that that will not be
the case with the reduction of postage fron
three cents to two cents. We have the ex-
perience of the postal department in England
and the experience of the postal department
in the United States and in both those
countries the reduction of the postage after
a period of three or four years led to an
increase of the revenue derived from this
service. I have no doubt whatever that that
will be the result here, and after the lapse
of three or four years the increase in the
revenue in this country will be just what it
has been elsewhere, that when you diminish
the charge by thirty-three per cent, a larger
number of persons will avail thenselves of
the use of the postal department than
would under other circunstances. Now
the postage, whether on newspapers or

on letters, being a charge for services
rendered, and not a tax, I do not know any
reason why the man who choses to write
letters and send them through the mail
should be called upon, because lie sends a
letter through the mail, in addition to that
postal charge, to also pay the postal charge
upon the newspapers that his neighbour or
sonebody else receives. The government is
rendering the service of a carrier and I know
no reason why the letter carrier should bear
the charge both of the newspaper and of the
letter. My hon. friend says that if you put
a tax on newspapers it will fall entirely upon
the publisher and not at all upon the pur-
chaser or receiver of the newspaper. I do
not think that is so. My hon. friend will
remember that while the price of newspapers
went down by the extent of the abolition of
the postage the moment the reduction on
postage w as made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Yes, I can name a
score of papers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
can I, but not for that reason.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They were coincident
in point of time, and I happened to be con-
nected with a nevspaper and I know that
everybody in the oflice helieved, and the
proprietors as well believe, that they reduced
the price because they had no longer to pay
the postage in advance upon che papers which
they sent to the subscribers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Your connection with the paper was as a
writer, not as a proprietor ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, both. My hon.
friend has also referred to the charges that
he says will fall upon the daily newspapers.
Let me mention an instance. On Saturday
morning six cars loaded with newspapers go
out from Montreal or Toronto from a single
office. Why slould the public be charged,
not merely with the service of the officers
who accompany those cars, two officers of
the postal departient, but also with the
cost of sending, those cars to their destina-
tion ? Because, that is what it amounts to,
and I do not know why the public revenues
should be charged with that particular sum.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not object to the charge on the news-
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papers ; therefore there is no use arguing
that point.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend said
we ought to have kept it off the newspapers
and left it on the letters.

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
I said to keep it on both. There is quite a
difference.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You said we were
Putting a tax now on those who were least
able to bear it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not a tax.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will accept your interpretation, call it what-
ever you like.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a payment for
services 'rendered. The charge paid upon
newspapers does not pay the expenses of the
cars, to say nothing about the public officers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then put more on.

would ordinarily make up the deficit of
$100,000 if the revenues were as much
another year as they have been in the past
Let me say further, that I expect that the
revenue from letters for the first two or
three years will show a smaller return than
that which has existed under three cent
postage. But at the end of that period the
increase in the number of letters will give a
revenue in increase of that which exists at
the present time. That has been the expe-
rience both in England and the United
States. There is one other matter to which
my hon. friend took exception, and that is
the exemption from taxation upon news-
papers within a radius of twenty miles. The
local newspapers which do not circulate
more than once a week are permitted to
circulate the distancë of twenty miles from
the office of publication through the postal
service without charge, and beyond that a
charge will be made. The Postmaster Gen-
eral has made an estimate of the amount of
revenue that would be derived from these
papers if they were subjected to the charge
of a half a cent a pound, and it was found it
would amount to a very small sum. It would
be of no appreciable advantage to the rev-
enue, ana those weeKly papers circulating

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So far as the public where the population is sparse pay more for
officers are concerned the newspapers are their paper, and without this charge they
receiving that service as free to-day as they will not be in a more advantageous position
did before. A newspaper until June, 1899, than the larger papers that circulate daily
will be charged one-fourth of one cent upon from the great centres of population. This
and after June, 1899, the charge will be being so, I think that it will be found that
half a cent. That is a very small sun and this law on the whole will prove advan-
certainly it is one that cannot be a burden1 tageous.
upon any prosperous business. My hon. lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-To
friend's attack upon the Postmaster General Hon. Si M Ce BOWEL--T
early this evening, but J shall not allude to whom? To the revenue7
that. The figures show that the Postmaster Hon. Mr. MILLS-To the revenue. That
General has so mnanaged the affairs of hisGepnrer tha s he is ffastii in us certainly was the experience of the govern-

hepredcteno thhe t n jtter mkM ment in the reduction of the letter postagethe reduction of the tax on the letters. Look f rom five to three cents, and I have no
at the result. In the postal department on doubt it will be the experience here as it
the 1st July, 1896, the deficit as was in the United States in the reduction
$780,000 and in 1897 it was $580,000, and f rom three to two cents and with a veryas far as we can estimate at tis moment, small charge upon the newspapers, the
within a few weeks of the end of 1897-98, reduction upon the letters and the econo-the deficit will not exceed $100,000 this mical management of the department, J seeYear. So that there bas been a marked im- n ftedpriet e

no reason why the postal service should notprovement in the revenues derived from be as efficient as it is at the present time
these sources, a diminution of the expense and the revenue better than it has been for
and the revenue from the newspapers, six- any ers.
teen and a half million of pounds at half a many years.
cent a pound, will yield a revenue of $82,000. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
80 that there is every prospect that that tax do not propose to pursue my hon. friend s
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arguments any further. My hon. friend Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
says that the postage is of little consequence
to the publishers of newspapers ; but, he Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You allow twenty
immediately afterwards said it would be miles.
of great benefit to the revenue. He told
us six carloads of newspapers left the city Hon. Mr. MILLS-Only on the weeklies.
of Toronto every Saturday. Half a cent a Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I think it is too
pound on that quantity would amount to bad to tax newspapers. They are a source
$200 per car every Saturday provided the of information to the public, and people can-
car carried twenty tons out of the pockets of not do without it.
the publishers of the newspapers for the
service which was rendered them by the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-J think the bill
government. A half cent a pound on one is a ver good one, for the reason that when
ton would be ten dollars, and you multiply the newspapers find this heavy tax upon
that by twenty and you get $200. So that them they will want to get rid of protection
it is no small item at all. You begin with and have freetrade. Thatisagoodanswer
half of that which would be $100, until a to any arguments that May be adduced on
certain period and after that it would be behaîf of the governînent policy. 1 think
$200. I do not object to that. The hon. these fees upon the newspapers will cause
gentleman wasted a good deal of time in them to complain, "We are taxed upon our
defending the charge upon newspapers; papers, our machinery, our coal nd coal oil
what I objected to, was the manner and and everything to be used, and now we are
mode in which it was done, and I also going to be taxed for the carrying of these
objected to the exemption which was made, papers to our customers," and in that respect
and I still assert it is a tax for services the bil commends itself to my mmd. I
rendered, while you reaieve others better think also it is a decided advance to feel that
able to pay. the country has arrived at that stage that

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I think this bill
discriminates against the editors of news-
papers in the country and in favour of the
city editor. It is a direct tax on the farmers
of the country in the North-west. Our pa-
pers are all country papers.

Hon. Mr. MLLS--They are exempt for
twenty miles.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They would not
benefit much by the exemption, because they
corne forty, fifty and sixty miles, and if we
get the Winnipeg Free Press it comes 300 or
400 miles, and the editor cannot be expected
to send these papers out and pay the postage
for nothing and the result will be he will
have to charge for the paper very much
more than the postage if he makes a charge
at all. I think this bill discriminates against
the farmers, particularly in our western coun-
try, where the distances are very great and
the papers are country newspapers. I do
not see why the city man gr the man within
ten miles of the office of publication should
get his paper f ree.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He does not.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The man within ten
miles of the city gets his paper free.

we can reduce the postage to two cents. I
am quite confident if this onslaught of the
newspapers is in order to open our markets to
the old country there is not a shadow of doubt
there will bea tremendous increasein the Post
Office Department inthecarriage of mails, and
the postal department willincrease its revenue
very much in that respect. There is just one
thing I should like to draw the attention of
the government to; I think it is advisable
that, now we have got our two cent postage,
to do away with the franking privilege. If
that were abolished, it would be a great ad-
vantage to the revenue of the postal depart-
ment. One of the things that caused the
government to take up this question and put
a tax upon the carriage of newspapers is the
way our franking privilege has been abused.
I have no doubt if the franking privilege
were done away with, $100,000 would be
added to the revenue. That is also in close
alliance with the issue of trunks and
stationery and things of that kind, which
are called the little perquisites which ve
enjoy. I think perquisites are the root
of all evil, and if we were to educate our
members and senators up to that standpointi
it would be a great saving to the country.
The Secretary of State in giving us statistics,
said there were last year 123,000,000 letters
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which at three cents should produce 83,600,-
000, while the revenue was only $3,000,800.
There are th 1 ee things that are working a
great deal of injury to the representation of
the people of this country, the franking
privilege, the issue of trunks and stationery
and the passes. When we get rid of them
the people will be a great deal better repre-
sented than they are at the present moment.
Not that I wish to cast any reflection on
my hon. colleagues in the slightest degree,
but still it would pay the country very well
indeed if that result were brought about.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Did not the hon.
gentleman try the experiment one year of
doing away with the passes?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Did he return to
it again ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I can say that for
ten years I have never used a pass on our
local railway, the Manitoba and North-
western. I pay my way every time I
travel. I sent my pass back to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway for two years, but they
returned it to me and I have used it
since. I am quite satisfied that what I say
in that respect would be a very wise thing,
and now that we have reduced our postage
down to two cents we can do away with the
franking privilege.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
should like to know what is likely to be the
loss of revenue by reducing the postage from
three to two cents. We have not received
that information yet, and I think it is rather
pertinent to the matter before us. It is true
when there was a reduction in the rate on
letters from five to three cents the number
of letters increased, but it does not follow
now that the number will increase. Five
cents was considered too high a rate for the
carrying of ordinary letters, and people now
consider three cents a very reasonable rate
and there have been no complaints about it.
They will not write a single letter more at the
reduced rate. I do not know that there was
any great call in the country for this reduced
rate of postage. I do not know that business
people object to pay three cents to carry a let.
ter all over Canada, and it certainly is a very
reasonable rate when we look back and con-
sider what has been charged in the past.
Years ago, when I was in business in Prince
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Edward Island, it cost us one shilling
and one penny half penny to send a
letter from Nova Scotia to Prince Ed-
ward Island where now you can send a
letter all over the Dominion for three cents.
It is true that the charge for the carriage
of letters and newspapers may not be
a tax. We are receiving value in the
conveyance of our letters or newspapers
for the amount that we have paid in stamps,
but we must remember at the same time
that if this change in the law results in the
reduction of revenue, that deficiency must
be made up by imposing a tax in some
other wav, and although the charge itself
is not a direct tax, still it will result in
imposing a direct tax on the people to inake
up the deficiency I am not going to op-
pose the passage of the bill. The govern-
ment consider it is in the interest of the
country to reduce the postage in this way,
and certainly we should approve of it; but
I think it will be only the means of impos-
ing a greater tax on the people in some
other form in order to make up for the
deficiency that will be caused by this change
of the law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, in reply
to the hon. gentleman, that in 1868, rhe
last year the five cent postage was in force,
the number of letters was eighteen millions.
In 1861 it was 21,920,000-that is, an in-
crease of four million letters in a single year.
Last year it was 123 millions, six times as
great as in 1868. In the United States the
increase which followed the reduction of
postage was the same. When it was de-
creased from five to three cents there was a
loss of revenue of $800,000 the first year,
but the next year it was more than made
up, and the revenue increased at the rate of
about five millions a year under the reduced
postage; and there was exactly the same
experience again there when the postage
was reduced f rom three to two cents, and I
have no doubt whatever it will be the same
here. We expect a loss of $650,000 of rev-
enue the first year, but we expect that that
will be far more than made up within the
three years.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Haye you any
estimate of the proportion of the free car-
riage of letters? I suppose that has increased
considerably on account of departmental
business ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is largely in- Dominion? I would rather see the dis-
creased, no doubt; but I could not tell my crimination in favour of the papers pub-
hon. friend just what number of letters are. lished in the large cities, where they give
sent out from the various departments. you a great deal of information. For

instance, in this city I actually obtain more
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-On principle I can information of what is going on in this very

very easily understand that it is perfectly city from the papers published in Montreal
legitimate to charge for everything that is and Toronto than I do froin our own papers.
done. If these railway companies or the Therefore, I should like to give any prefer-
government are obliged to carry an immense ence, if preference is to be given at ail, to
quantity of literature for the newspaper these papers of large circulation situated in
people, it is but right that a revenue should the large centres of the country; instead of
be obtained in some way f rom some party; that you give this preference within a radius
but are you going to put this charge upon of twenty miles to country weeklies. It
the proprietors of the newspapers of this costs just as much to transport a paper
country, whom we all know as a general twenty miles asit does tocarry itonehundred
thing do not make a great deal of money or a thousand miles. The amount of mail
out of newspapers, particularly as we find carried for the departments of the govern-
these country papers are given at the rate of nient is very large indeed, and the mere
one dollar a year ? I have not heard that statement of the number of letters carried
there has been any great complaint about a gives no indication that there bas been a
three cent postage. The people of this corresponding increase in the revenue. I
country, as you all know, particularly the would like to see statements of the actual
commercial class, do a great deni of business amount of dollrs and cents for the seryice.
through the Post Office Department. I
do not know what the percentage is, but Hon. Mr. hon. friend has
it must be very large as contrasted with that in the Postnaster General's report.
the amount received from the general
outlying public. The farmer in the dis- Hon. Mr. CLEM()W-I have not seen
tant parts sends a letter probably not more that lately. I know this country differs
than once or twice a year, and lie naturally greatly from other countries. You have to
expects that he should obtain something for pay a great deal for land transportation, but
hie share towards the general expenses of not as great as in former cîys; but it is in-
conveying the mails carried by the different tended to accommodate the outlying lis-
routes of steamboats, railways and stages. tricts as nuch as possible. If you think
It is very different at the present time, this two cent rate is to be a great benefit to
because we all know these railways perform a substantial portion of th- conmunity, %Ve
this service at a stipulated price per mile, cannot flnd fault. But if it is to be at the
and therefore it makes no difference, as far expense of another portion of the community
as the government are concerned, wliether that can ilI afforc it, it should not be donc. I
your carry four train loads or one train load. should much. rather keep the newspapers as
You merely pay a certain mileage. Therefore they are at present, and retain the three
I look upon this as being in the past rather cent postage if necessary, and economize in
an advantage to the population that do not every way possible in the maintenance and
use the mails to the same extent that the support of he government. The government
commercial men of this country do, and who have been bringing up the expenses every
are better able to pay the postage than the year; vhetIer that bas been an advantage
ordinary man in the country. I donot believe or not I do not know. They have changed
it is going to result in what the Minister of the whole system; they have reorganized
Justice says. I do not believe that the one and made new offices for the purpose of the
cent reduction will greatly increase corres- management of the different railway and
pondence, and it may have the effect of pre- mail clerks. Whether that bas been an
venting the publication of a great many news- a(vantage or not I do not know. At the
papers in the country. And why should you time I had great doubts about it, and I am
discriminate in favour of a paper within a told that what I said at that time bas
radius of twenty miles as contrasted with been pretty nearly verified by the resuits
the papers published in the cities of the of the changes made on those occasions. 
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suppose this idea was started for the purpose millions was the number of letters last year.
of showing that the late administration That would realize a revenue of 8M90,000.
have been extravagant in their management One-third of that (SI,230,000) would be the
of the Post Office Department. Tha may loss to the revenue the first year, provided
or may not be true; but under the different there was no increase; therefore there must
circumstances of the case, with all the extra be a large increase to make that up; and it is
facilities it is far easier to manage the Post questionable whether you can calculate a pro-
Office Department, now than it was years ago. portionate increase with a population of only
They also have to consider the amount of five millions as compared with a large popu-
business that is transacted through commer- lation like Great Britain and the United
cial circles through the medium of the tele- States.
grapli and telephone systems. All that has
to be taken into consideration, and that is Hh
increasing from day to day, and men tind i ail the government and departmental letters.
easier to send a telegram than to write a Hon. Sir 'ACKENZIE BOWELL-
letter, and the more that increases the Vell, that is the calcalation based on what
more you reduce the revenue of the post the Ninister of Justice gave as the number
office. Another evil, and I think a very of letters. I should like to ask what this
great evil, is in connection with the section 3 means, beginning say at the twelfth
express companies. The express companies une of the second page
of this country monopolize a great deal ofy 1" ,a diamneter flot exceeding forty miles, and if their
the business that ought to belong to the publication is of no greater frequency than once a
Post Otiice Departuient. They transmit week, they shah be transndttec free of postage within

money orders and do al] sort of things one or other of such areas ta be selected by the pub-
whic letinitel belngsto te P lisher iii accordance withi the regulations in that be-

which legitiately belongs to the Post haf t be established.
Office Department, and if the Post Office Take a newspaper in Cornwall or the city
Department originally had put into opera-
tion some scheme years ago for the purpose over to the United States, or pretty nearly
of controlling the entire business of the
country in postal matters and depriving those be only twenty miles three ways.
companies of the ionopolies they enjoy,
they would have increased the revenue with- Hon. Mr. MJLLS-That is ail.
out doing any damage to the community.
The same way with telegraph companies.
Had the government done the proper thing not this intended to give the Postmaster
both telegraph and express systems would'General power to make regulations to extend
have been under the management of the in other directions?
post office instead of being private concerns Hon. Mr. MILLS-J think not.
as they are at present. It is a matter that
requires a great deal of consideration, but Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
unfortunately all these matters are brought However, it is so much the better for coun-
down to us near the end of the session. This try newspapers.
matter has been in the other House for weeks
and they never sent it down till the end of On clause 2, subsection (b).
the session when members are anxious to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
get away and they will be likely to pass it Take the ý1obe and the Mail and Empire,
without giving it that due consideration that for instance, this clause would compel them,
it requires. I for one am not prepared to if they have sixteen pages, to print on the
suffer in that direction any longer. We top of each page the full title, date of publi-
ought not to put up with it any longer and cation, and so on, and also on engravings
if I had my way I would refuse to consider purporting to be supplements. It compels
any question of such vital importance unless them to put that distinctive mark on every
we were given time to consider whether the page and every supplement no matter what
measure proposed was beneficial or not. it would be, I do not suppose that is the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- intention.
The Minister of Justice told us that 123 Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it is.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the committee,
Supposing we send a paper gratuitously, reported the bill without amenidment.
does that come within the meaning of a
bona fide subscriber ? LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If you have a thousand subscribers within Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third reading
twenty miles, you can send them f ree. If of bil (Q) "An Act respecting Loan Com-
there are a dozen newspaper exchanges in panies." He said: We allowed this bill to

that radius, you have to pay, because they stand. I telegraphed the parties who said

are not subscribers, or if you send your 1 they wished to be heard before the third

papers to a friend you have to pay the post- reading, to find out whether they still wished

ager to appear before the committee, and I re-
ceived no answer, and, as the bill bas to go

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Or to a newsdealer. to the other House, I would suggest that we
take the third reading now. I understand

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If the hon. gentleman for York bas made in-
you want to send a paper to your friends, quiry and that there is no objection.
your aunt, your cousin, or your sweetheart,
as they are not bona fide subscribers, you Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
have to pay postage? there are any parties who wish to be heard,

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.
1 we might let it stand till next session.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It Hon. Mr. ALL AN-Oh, no.

shows that the framer of this bill did not Hon. Nr. MILLS-There are a great
know what he was doing. H

many people who are very strongly in favour
The clause was adopted. of the bill, and their interests are not in

opposition to those of the community, or of
On clause 4. any particular class.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

This clause is providing for dead letter offi- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ces in different places. withdraw my opposition.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, Montreal, Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I spoke to Hon. Mr.
Toronto, Winnipeg, Victoria and Halifax. Ogilvie after bis return from Montreal, and

h le told me hie was perfectly satisfied that the
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-We

should have an oflice in Charlottetown.ibllsod a.Thrwe nyto
sboud hve n oficein harotttow companies that I know of that said any.

We have nothing to do with Halifax. The thing in reference to the bil or made any
dead letters in Charlottetown would have to communication. One is the Huron and
come to Ottawa. It is under an indepen- Erie and I forget the other. I saw the
dent department. Halifax bas no control solicitor of the company since the House
whatever over Charlottetown in regard to rose this afternoon, and he told me that he
postal matters, and I do not eee why, if perfectly satisfied, and he wanted to
there is to be a dead letter office in each of add some additional clause to the bil, but
the provinces, we should not have one in

Chaloteton. he toldtmes hed was pefre saife that the

billtthouldesired with regard to it.

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-There is none in St. The motion was agreed to, and the bi
John. Halifax is the place for the maric read the third tine and assed.
tioe provinces, Toronto for Ontarro, Mon-
treal for Quebec, Winnipeg for Manitoba The Senate adjourned.
and the North-west Territories, and Victoria
for British Columbia.

The clause was adopted.
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THE SENATE.

Ottaica, Monday, Gth June, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill "106) "An Act respecting the Sas-
katchewan Railway and Mining Company."
-(Hon. Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (137) " An Act respecting the Inter-
national Radial Railway Company."-(Hon.
Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (149) "An Act to authorize certain
contracts with Steamship Comipanies for
Cold Storage Accommodation."-(Hon. Mr.
Milis.)

Bill (158) " An Act respecting the London

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does the hon.
gentleman expect them to-morrow?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot say-I can
make no promises for the department.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like to
have some reasonable certainty of their being
brought down before the House prorogues.
I asked for them four weeks ago.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; it was on the
17th May the request was sent over to the
department, and I have sent special messen-
gers ever since.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The copying of
them would not take longer than four or
five hours.

A PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

and Lake Huron Railway Company."- on. Mr. MJLLER-J rise to move that
(Hon. Sir John Carling.) this buse do now adjourn. I make this

Bill (125) " An Act to incorporate the motion to obtain an opportunity of meeting
Ottawa Interprovincial Bridge Company." the very offensive statement made on the
-(bon. Mr. Cleuuow.> floor of this House on Friday last by the

hon. senior membe- from Halifax. I
TRAVELLING EXPENSES OF make the motion in order to occupy safer

MINISTERS. ground and bring myseif within the rules of
the buse in the remarks J intend to offer

MOTION.
on the present occasion. The hon. gentle-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved: man, without any provocation on my part

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex- -J am in the judgment of the buse when
cellency the (overnor General, praying that His I say it-stated in a tone, characterized by
Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid before the most venomous feeling, that le would
the Senate, a statemEnt of the cost of the voyages
undertaken in 1897 bv the Honourable the Prime not take me for a model, implying by that
Minister and by the H onourable the Solicitor General, declaration that there was or must be some-
to Europe, to the United States or elsewhere, together thing either in my public career or in my
with the travelling expenses of their private secre- b

taries or of any other persons composing their follow- character to justify such an observation. Per-
ing. haps no ni in public life in the early days

The motion was agreed to. of my political career, submitted to so mucl
abuse and misrepresentation without utter-

DELAYED RETU RNS. ing a word of defence than I did, but sur-
INoQUIRY. vived it al. The hon. gentleman, J know

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEEl) - Before the entertains no kindly feeling towards me as
Orders of the Day are called, I should like lie ias shown on many occasions in the past;
to ask the Secretary of State if lie has but I neyer sought bis friendship or feared
broug-t down those papers relating to the is enmity. With those who have sat with
Soulancs Canal ~ me in this bouse for the last twenty or

Ccl thirty years and who possess some know-
Hton. Mr. SCOTT-I have not been able ledge of my poitical career, J could afford

to obtain them. I sent the deputy minister to allow the innuendo of the hon. member
over to-day and ascertained that they were for Halifax to pass without comment. But a
being copied. They were much longer than large number of gentlemen now in this House

y hon. f riend supposed. are comparative strangers to me, a large
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number of gentlemen to whom my public papers of muy poLtical opponents ; now I
career is unknown, and who hearing such an shall give these gentlemen a chance of testing
innuendo as that made by the hon. member the truth of these charges in a court of
f rom Halifax-from which only one infer- justice. I iimediately entered an action in
ence can be drawn-are likely to believe that the supreme court of Nova Scotia against
there must be something within his know- the llorning Chronicle. My counsel on that
ledge to justify it, especially as the hon. occasion were the late Sir John Thompson
senator comes frotn the same province as and Mr. Rigby (afterwards Judge Rigby),
myself. I say in the first place, hon. gentle- two of the most distinguished men at the
men, it is unfair by insinuation or innuendo bar of Nova Scotia. The defendant was
to attack the character or the standing of represented in the cause by the Hon. Otto
either a public man or a private citizen Weeks, one of the ablest counsel of his time
That method of attack has been ti uly called in that province, and by Mr. Motton, Q.C.,
the weapon of a coward, who raises his hand also a lawyer of great ability. The cause
to strike, but has not courage to give the blow. in due course cane on for trial, and never
Ifear no opponent who openly nakes a charge did a man walk out uf court with bis char-
against either my public conduct or mny acter more tîiurnphantly vindicated than I
character as an honourable man, in any did on that occasion, as 1 wilI show ou by
arena where I can get fair play, and I the record. In opening the case, Nr. Rigby
have never failed to rreet and refute is reported to have used this language as
such attacks when made to my face openly published in the newspapers <f that day
and in a manly way. The conduct of the The laintiff's couxsel in o1wning the case, went
hon. gentleman has been characterized, as fully into the history of the union agitation
I have said, on many occasions sinceand ealled to md the bitterness1 hae sid, n mny ocasons nethat marked the discussion oef that question,
he has been a member of this Senate, both on the public platform and in the press, before
by personal hostility towards me, and the andafterthe passageof the Union Act. Thefflaintiff

veryfirs ac in hisbusetha broghthad always been favourable to the principle of con-
very first act in this House that broughtQuebec
him into notoriety here, was to charge me seheîne, esiecially in its financial arrangements.
on the floor of this chamber with having When that scheiue was proniulgated lu 1864, he was

been influenced corruptly in the legislatur e of the first to oppose it, hie declaring hinsef in
oee Noegisiaturem su favour of union on fair tertns. Subseque-ntly, in
of Nova Scotia in my support of the Act of 1866, the plaintif, in bis place iu the legislative
Confederation. I replied to him at the time, assenibly. proposed that the Quebec scbeme be aband-
ad I think I replied to the satisfaction of thequestion ofand thnk relie tothe atifacionof he co'nfederation he submitted to a new conference to
House; but on the following day a malicious ineet in London, where terms of union should be
and libellous paragraph appeared in the Free agreed to under the sanction of the Imperial Govern-nment. The plaintiff's p)ropostion met the views of a
Press of this city, the organ of the then and najority of the provincial legislature, and the union
present government, relating to that incident, was thus acconplished. He therefore became the

and neer ad ad Ihav notnowtheobjeet of the most violent attacks of the enemies ofandunion, at publi meetings and in the press. hen
slightest doubt who inspired and wrote that the plaintif was afterwards appointed to the Senate
paragraph. As soon as the Free Press could bis opponents said bis alpointment was the price of
reach the province of Nova Scotia, that mali-Chronicle,

reac th prvine o Nov Setia tht mli-which was the leading or gan in the proîince of the
cious and libellous paragraph was copied Anti-Unio arty, as well as other hostile journals,
into the organ of the anti-union party, the were allome to reiterate this charge vith impunitY

during the excitement of those days. During that
Liberal party so called in Nova Scotia-the excitement the plaintif feit that every allowance
Morning Chronicle, a paper to which the should be madeby him as a public man for the violence
hon. member from Halifax is known to be of his assailants, as there were some grounds for irri-

tation, and he believed, wben the heated passions of
a frequent contributor. I have never doubted the struggle had subsided, public opinion would not
who was responsible for its appearance in the deal with hlm unjustly. He therefore brought none

Whentha aricl apeard iof bis maligners be-fore a court of justice. But as theChronicle. Whenlibel had been republished by the Chronice, in a nst
said to my friends: there is a serious charge offensive forin, ten years after the occurrence of the
made against me and against my honour as a eveuts to which it referred, the plaintif considered it

rîubic mde n th flor o paîlamnthis duty to himself and the leaders of th e union cause
publi man, madein Nova Scotia, to demand a public investigation b
and reiterated in the organs of the political fore this court, in the capital of the province. of the
party to which I am opposed, throughout charges therein made against hlm. The plaiutiff'sobject was not to obtain damages aainst the defend-
the Dominion. My duty is clear. I have ant, but to put sncb sivo-- eience before the
submitted to much misrepresentation andto country, relating to bis appointment to the Senate,
much abuse in days gone by on the party word vindicate his reputation-refute the accnsa

sions of his soande-ers, and the general charges of
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corruption that had been so often alleged in connec-
tion with the passage of the Act of Union in Nova
Scotia. It was the plaintiff s intention to place on
the witness stand the leading public men of the pro-
vince who were concerned in the carrying of the union,
and every opportunity would thus be given to elicit
the truth fron those best able to give it.

When I brought that suit some of my
friends told me I was acting injudiciously
-that no matter how completely I could

justify muy conduet, it wvould be impossible
to get a jury, on a political question of
that kind, to give a unanimous verdict:
but my answer was that if I did not get a
verdict from the jury, I would place such
an array of facts before thein and the public
as would vindicate my conduct, and that I
was confident of my ability to do so. But I got
more than a verdict. The case is one of the
remarkable trials on record and the report
of it can be found in the library. Sir Charles
Tupper was the first witness to go on the

examination has been made, for the man who will
hereafter assail him as he has been assailed in the past
would deserve to be punished by a jury. But the
defendant did not know the facts of the case until
this trial, and he believed the plaintiff's action,
unexplained, justified the criticism of the Chronicle.
That is what the defendant now intended to show :
that his criticism was not malicious. In fact, the
defendant was not at all in the province when the
alleged libel wvas published.

Half a dozen verdicts of a jury would not
have enabled me to go so triumphantly out of
courtafter an examination and cross-exam-
ination on all those charges mavde against
me in connection with my action on the
question of confederation in ny native
province. The remarks of Mr. Weeks were
published in the Conservative paper of next
morning, and1 when the court met the defen-
dant's leading counsel rose befor, the pro-
ceedings were resumed and acknowledged
their correctness and said addressing the
court :

stand, and lie 'as examitlea cio5ly on his On consultation with Mr. Motton, who is associated
connection and mv connection with the with me in this case, and with the defendant, I beg to
union cause. I then took the stand and call Your Lordship's attention to the report of my re-

marks made in the course of this case yesterday, as
was two days under the most severe cross- published in the Herald of this morning, and ask wvhat
examination of able counsel. At the close of more the plaintiff can desire if his objeet, as has been

the third day Mr. Weeks, the coursel of the stated, is not pecuniary damages. I desire now to

g p o .a tate that my client will undertake to publish the re-
defendant, in argumg a point of law with the port, as it appears in the Herald, in the Ohroniele, as
courtmadeadeclarationwhich wasa morecom- an amicable settlenent of the case, if this suit is not

limentar exoneration of nie than if I had pressed further, in view of the evidence which Mr.
P y ailler has, for the first tine, given in this cause.
got half a dozen verdicts of a jury, because The defendant newspaper agreed to pub-
the verdict of a jury might be said to be ih
corrupt, or partisan or a verdict obtained by rem and accept the report of Mr. Weeks
inîproper mLeans, but Mr. Weeks publicly i reînarks as printed in the Halifax Ilerald,

and they were published the following day
open court, withdrew every imputation i they wronie ate the pda
against me and said that any man who sitihe Chronicle. I accepted the propo-
should afterwards make such charges as the couon, because I had instructed my

pleadin«s set forth would deserve to be . .
. e court for damages, but to vindicate my re-

te d writ. Here0a the exa s rds of in putationr That report was accordinglythe writ. Here are the exact wo s of Mr. inserted with suitable explanations the
Weeks on the third day of the trial : next day in the Halifax Chronicle and

He reminded the c'ourt that there was no plea of was looked upon as a conplete triumph
justification on the record. The defendant had not
ventured to say that the alleged libel is true. He did of my case ; so much so that from that
not say in his pleadings that Mr. Miller was bought day to this the Chronicle has never re-
or bribed to support the union. Had he said so, in eated those charges, although occasionally
the face of the evidence of Sir Charles Tupper, and p
the plaintiff, $10,000 would not be a cent too nuch it contains some bitter and scurrilous para-
damages to give against the defendant, and he graphs against me in connection with my
believed if a plea of justification had been pleaded phs cont, an conectin the
any jury empanelled in this city would give such a public conduct, and 1 generally divine the
verdict. But no such plea had been set up, even source from which they emanate.
before the evidence of Sir Charles Tupper and the Such, I say, was the abject submission
plaintiff had been publicly iven in this court. In .
the face of that evidence (Mr. XVeeks said) the plaintitf and retraction of the Halifax Chronicle,
was bound to bring this suit, and he should have perhaps the vilest and most dishonest sheet
brought it long ago. Mr. Miller had vindicated bis published in Canada, after years of slander,
character by evidence on Your Lordshi 's minutes, .
which we cannot impeach, but he should have done scurrility, defamation and misrepresentation
so sooner. He should not have allowed similar of my action as a public man.
charges to be made against him for years, without But I can also show that the opinion in
giving the explanations that have been given in this
trial. It is well for Mr. Miller that this public which I have had the good fortune to be
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held by the most eminent men in this coun- the succession to the chief justiceship was
try from time to tiie is contradictory to the, within my reach, because Chief Justice
inference that nay be drawn fron the re- Wooa was then in failing health. I drop-
marks of the hon. meinber from Halifax. ped the hint to the Minister of Justice that
I can go to his own party and to the notable I did not know but Manitoba was the best
instance of two of the greatest men that szlection I could make. I said nothing
party ever produced, Alexander Mackenzie more. I was about starting for my home,
and Edward Blake, who paid the tribute to when I arrived in Cape Breton, I got
my character as an upright and honourable several telegrams from Sir John Macdonald
man of offering me a judgeship, and I know 1 desiring to know whether I would go to
my enemies had their ear, and could tell Manitoba or not. I declined. Sir John,
their leaders everything that could be whatever else niay have been said against
said about me, and they would not have hin, was known as a man particular in
made ne that offer if there was anything his reconmendations to the bench, and that
which should prevent then from doing so. he often boasted, and his enemies al.vays
This letter from Mr. Mackenzie speaks for admitted, that he never was known
itself : to have recommended any one whom he

OFFIcE OF THE MINISTER OF PULIC WORKS, thought unworthy of the position. Such evi-
rTAwA, 24th June, 1876. dences of confidence and esteem from such

My DEAR SiR,-We expect within a few days to men as Alexander Mackeizie and Edward
make the several appointments to the county courts Blake and Sir John Macdonald ought to be
lu Nova Scotia. as the local governent desire to issue
the proclamation provided for by their statute. a sufficient answer to any insinuation which

I write to request you to allow nie to subnit your any man could make against me here orname to His Exceliency for the Cape Breton district.
Mr. Blake left for England three weeks ago, or he elsewhere, as the hon. member for Halifax

would have conuniunicated with you on the subject. has done on more ,han one occasion. But
I know, however, that your nonmnation wvill be en- I also enjoyed -lhe confidence and esteemtirely satisfactory to him, and I have every reason to .
believe, that it will give general satisfaction in the of the leader of the party in this House to
district and in the province. which I belonged, in as tull a measure as I

I will feel greatly obliged by receiving your early could desire, as J can show. Sir Alexanderanswer, and renain,
My dear sir, Campbell was one of my warmest friends;

Yours faithf ,Nlly, he had few more confidential associates in1. MACKÈ-NZIF.
HoN. W:1. MILL:R, this body than iyself. Perhaps lie con-

Arichat, N. S. sulted no one more than myself in matters
I presume the premier of that day had of public business, and I enjoyed his confid-

ample means of ascertaining whether he was ence and friendship unremittingly at all
right when he wrote that letter, that my ap- times. When he was stricken down with
pointment would have been satisfactory in sickness I received the following note from
my district and in my province and, there- Sir John Macdonald:
fore, if I were open to such an insinuation EARNScLIFFE, OTTAwA, 26th April, 1886.
as the hon. gentleman has made against me, -N DEAR NILLER, Our poîr friend Campbell bas
I would not h-ve received that offer, in sen me word tîat it will le imiissible for hiimî to le1 woud rit h-tve eceied tat oferiin the Senaite during the session; and be suigmests that
such flattering ternis. 1 slouîd ask you as lus friend t( take charge of the

With regard to judgeships, I may say J gîvernnîent business ii his absence.
stood in this position with my own political We shah be exceedingly obliged to you if you wil1undertake the task, although we knowv it is one that
friends. The Conservative party returned to will give you a great deal of trotble.
power in 1878 and in 1879 there were two Believe nue, yours sincerely,
vacancies on the Queen's Bench of British The Honourable -JOHN A. MACDONALD.
Columbia. There were also two vacancies on The Speaker of the Senate.
the Queen's Bench of Manitoba and one ex- As a further instance of the friendsbip
pected vacancy on the bench of the Supreme a
Court of Nova Scotia. The Hon. Jamesdn self
Macdonald, now Chief Justice of the latter
province, was then Minister of Justice. before Sir Alexander left bis sick roon to go
was told I could take my choice of the three to Europe, be sent this letter to me:
provinces. I doubt if such an offer has ever OTTWA, 22nd May, 1886.
been made to any other man in this country. M DEAR MILLER,-I am intending to leave onMonday to get to Queec by easy stages, and to salIn Manitoba was given to understand that from there on Thirsday.
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I write to say good-bye, and to send you my best
wishes.

I have been hearing froni time to time of the Senate,
and an much gratified to learn of the able and firm
manner in which you have presided over the debates
and proceedings in that House. You have command-
ed universal respect, and no one is more delighted to
hear it than I am.

Trusting that when we next meet, I will be in
health and strength again.

Believe me, yours sincerely,
A. CAMPBELL.

To the Hon. WMr. MILLER,
Speaker of the Senate.

When I left the Chair of the Senate Sir
John Macdonald sent me the following note:

EARNSCLIFFE, OTTAWA, April 2, 1887.
My DEAR MIILLER,-The government have selected

our ftiend Plumb to be the Speaker of the Senate for
the next parliament, and Ouimet to be Kirkpatrick's
successor. The absence of most of muy colleagues ow-
ing to snow-blocks and other causes has prevented the
formal appointment in an official shape.

Let me thank you on behalf of the administration
for your valuable services as Speaker during the last
parliaient, and assure you, that if we can forward
your personal interests in any way, we shall only be
too glad to embrace the opportunity.

Believe me, faithfully yours,

JOHN A. 3MACDONALD.

The Hon. Wle. MILLER.

I may add that the very last official act
of the great Conservative leader was, or the
day before he was stricken with his fatal
illness-to approve of my appointment as a
member of the Queen's Privy Council for
Canada.

I think it is very evident from all these
facts, that Sir Alexander Campbell, who had
long experience of me in this House, as
well as the other great men I have men-
tioned, cherished a very different idea of my
character to that which the hon. gentleman
from Halifax appears to entertain.

But I can go further. When that
eminent man Sir John Thompson was
called upon to form a government, he asked
my advice on certain points relating to the
Senate. I insisted that there should be
three members in the Cabinet in this
House-one from Quebec, one from Ontario
and one from any one of thesmaller provinces,
either east or west, as the circumstances
might dictate. I was free to urge this on
him because I was not in a position myself
to expect any consideration, as the Nova
Scotia contiigent was full. Sir John
Thompson wrote me on the 12th of January,
1893, after he had formed his government,
and I think his letter shows bis confidence
and friendships in an unmistakable manner:

OFFIcE OF THE MINIsTER OF JUSTIcE,
OTTAWA, 12th January, 1893.

MY DEAR SENATOR,-I read with great interest
your last letter and beg to thank you for the care
with which you discussed the question of reconstruc-
tion-from the point of view of the Senate.

I have been greatly impressed by what you have
thus stated, and by what you have said on the same
subject on former occasions. What has been done
towards meeting the reproach of neglect of the Senate
seemed all that was practicable at the time of the re-
construction.

The matter which remains undisposed of, and,
seeningly, but not really, unconsidered, is your own
position and the claims which that position and your
past great services establish, Far from being in-
different about this, I feel very deeply about it,and have
conferred about it with my colleagues. I an con-
scious that you regard my coming here and remaining
here as having interfered with your advancement.
If that be so I have been an unwitting obstacle. I
came most reluctantly and after often repeated assur-
ances that I would not interfere with the prospects of
any one else in public life. My staying here has not
been the result of my own choice, or of my own inter-
est. Far from it. I sincerely hope that in time I
may be able to remnove this feeling fr>m your mind--
or rather to remove the cause--which will be better.

I thank you very heartily for your congratulations
and good wishes, and hope that we shall, together, be
able to do much for our party and country and that
you will have no reason to regret the sacrifices and
trials of the past.

Wishing you a very happy New Year, and hoping
to meet you soon to talk over these and other matters.

I remain, dear Senator,
Sincerely yours,

JNO. S. D. THOMPSON.

That statesman had in view for me the
highest honours he could possibly bestow,
but before he could put them into realization
he met his sudden death. I know I could
have had a judgeship from him had I
been so disposed. I must have en-
joyed his respect and confidence, if the
above letter contains a true expression of
his sentiments, and if Sir John Thompson
was not an arrant hypocrite. The last
time I met him was at Antigonish, by
appointment before his last trip to Europe.
He then said to me, in the course of
conversation, " J hope to be in a posi-
tion, when Mr. Daly's term expires, to
offer you the goverrorship," meaning
the lieutenant governorship of Nova
Scotia. I replied, "Sir John, the posi-
tion would not suit me, and I do not
think I would accept it." He observed,
"Well, you will have plenty of time to
consider it." This was the highest position
he had in his power to give and he assured
me, on that occasion, without any suggestion
on my part, he would offer it to me, when a
vacancy occurred, for I have this to say,
that during the thirty-five years of my
public life I have never sought an office of
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emolument, and never would lessen my
independence by asking any favour of
that description from any government or
any minister. When the governorship of
Nova Scotia became vacant, a delegation of
members of the House of Commons, repre-
senting every county in Cape Breton, with
which island my public life has been con-
nected, waited upon the then premier
-Sir Mlackenzie Bowell, and strongly
urged my claims to the governorship. They
went without my authority and without my
instigation, but I fully appreciated their kind-
ness. The following day I met Sir Macken-
zie Bowell, and knowing what had happened
the day before, I broached the subject,
and told h m what had taken place between
Sir John Thompsoi and myself in reference
to the lieutenant governorship, and that my
mind was not changod, that I did not want
the office, that it would not suit me and that I
wvould not accept it. I think, after showing
as I have done by evidence that cannot be
controverted, that I have enjoyed the con-
fidence and friendship of many of the best
men this country has produced since confe-
deration and I could add many more great
names, I can afford to allow individuals like
the hon. member fromn Halifax to attack
me bv innuendo wherever I am known,
confident that their assaults will do more
injury to themselves than they can possibly
do to me.

I never fear open assaults on my conduct,
my motives or my character, for when I do
not consider them beneath my notice, I can
always have the privilege of reply, and when
Inotice them I have little difficulty in dealing
with my slanderers. But what I do fear, and
what I have often felt, is the virus of the
serpent-tongue of secret slander-the assas-
sin's stab in the dark-against which no man
can defend himself.

I hope the Senate will forgive me for
obtruding this personal subject on its atten-
tion, on account of the provocation that
justified it; but I have presumed to do so
from the recollection of the indulgence and
consideration I have invariably received
from the great majority of hon. members in
this chamber, for which I am always duly
grateful. My constant desire is to stand
well with my colleagues, and in this respect
I have little ground of complaint. I have
spent the best, years of my life as a member
of this Senate, and as a member of it I ex-
pect to die. I will allow no man to asperse

my reputation here, either by insinuation or
otherwise, with impunity. It is generally
the case that when a public man is doing
his duty most fearlessly and faithfully, he is
the most violently attacked by the had ele-
ments with which he comes into collision;
and this happens to be precisesly my case at
the present time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The House will
perhaps permit me to say a very few words
after the speech of the hon gentleman from
Richmond. I may say to that hon. gentle-
man and to the House that the speech
appears to be based altogether upon a mis-
apprehension of the facts. I did not, in
the little difference which the hon. gentle-
man and I had on Friday, use the language
which the hon. gentleman understcod me
to have used. It will be remembered that
I called attention on that occasion to the
fact that an amendment which the hon.
gentleman said he proposed to move did not
come next in order, and that the House had
decided that the amendments to the Fran-
chise Bill should be taken up seriatim. I
spoke in a very quiet way, and said I
thought that the hon. gentleman had over-
looked the fact that the House had
so decided. That was my impression.
I was not quite sure that the hon. gentleman
had been present when the Minister of
Justice moved that the amendments be
taken up seriatim, and thinking that he
might have been absent that I said I
thought perhaps the hon. gentleman was
ignorant of the fact. The hon. gentleman
said something, interrupting me when I
was speaking, about want of courtesy
on my part, and I then said that I did not
propose to take that hon. gontleman as a
model of courtesy-that he was the last man
in the House whom I would take as a model
of courtesy ; I did not say a model in any
other way. I do not care to go into past
history, but I must say, looked at from my
own standpoint, I have not as a rule received
any excess of courtesy from the hon. gentle-
man, either in the House or on committees.
Then the hon. gentleman spoke as though I
entertained unkindly feelings towards him.
The hon. gentleman is mistaken; I have no
unkind feelings towards him whatever. Some
hon. gentlemen with whom I have talked
about him will bear me out in saying that
the feeling I have expressed towards him
was not unkindly at all. I made, and
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wished to make, no charge against the
hon. gentleman the other day, and as I
had no charge to make I could not be guilty
of cowardiee in not making openly a
charge which I had no desire to insinuate.
I do not suppose this House is very nuch
interested in the history, some of it very
ancient indeed, to which the hon. gentleman
has referred. What took place over twenty-
one years ago in a sort of lively exchange of
courtesies between the hon. gentleman and
myself hardly interests the House to-day;
but I think it only fair to myself to say, that,
in respect to other things, the hon. gen-
tleman labours under a misapprehension as
to the paragraph which appeared in the
Free Press. I had nothing to do with the
paragraph. 1 did not write it nor inspire it,
and although I have occasior ally written
for the Chronicle, I had nothing to do with
the article on which he based his libel suit.
The hon. gentleman went on to say
that I had persistently manifested a
bitter and hostile spirit towards him,
not only in the House but on committees.
I am not aware of it. The hon.
gentleman is a man of very strong will
and very strong views and we have often
differed in opinion both in the House and on
comumittees ; but I certainly have never
sought those differences, and as a rule, where
I have spoken with anything like feeling, it
has been more or less in self defence. This
is all that I propose to say. The hon. gen-
tleman is mistaken in thinking that certain
paragraphs which appear occasionally in
Liberal newspapers are inspired by me. -I
meet the hon. gentleman here, and we have
our differences on the floor of the House and
in committee, as is perfectly natural and
reasonable, and I have never gone to the
newspapers or to any other outside medium
to express my feelings with respect to
him. I may, on the present occasion, have
acted the part of a f riend to him, as I have
given hini an opportunity of producing cer-
tificates as to his past history which must
be very gratifying to hinself and his friends,
and which will now be embalmed in the
columns of the Senate debates.

THE FRANCHISE BILL.
THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being called:
Third. Reading of (Bill 16) " An Act to repeal the

Electoral Franchise Act, and to further amend the
Dominion Elections Act," as anmended.

Hon. Mr. MILLS said : I promised my
hon. friend opposite to move an amendmen't
to this bill before it left this House, and
instead of now moving that the bill be read
the third time, I move that it be referred
back to the Committee of the Whole with a
view of adopting the following as an addi-
tional clause

It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council to
prepare, as schedules to this Act, the oaths in the
formn required to be taken by voters at an election
held under the authority of this Act.

I think that will meet the views of my
bon. friend.

The motion was agreed to, and the House
resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS mnoved the amendment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before that'amend-
ment is adopted, i wish to point out that
some of those oaths are provided for by pro-
vincial law, and it might be well to limit
the amendment to such oaths as are not
provided for.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is for the very
purpose of meeting that. The words in
section 20, for instance are:

Before receiving his ballot paper, take such oath of
qualifications as by the law of the province he may in
the like case at a provincial election be required to
take, such changes -being made in the formn of oath as
are necessary to mnake it applicable to the election.

Therefore it was to authorize the Gover-
nor in Council to make those changes in
order that there may be no.doubt.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I desire to call the
attention of the Minister of Justice to sub-
section 10, clause 10. It reads as follows:

So long as and whenever, for any reason, a certified
copy of any list of voters as finally revised bas not
been transnitted to or received by the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery pursuant to the provisions of this
section, the original and legal list for Dominion elec-
tions shall be the saine as that for provincialelections.

The objection I took was that, by collu-
sion between the parties preparing the Do-
minion list and a candidate, say, on either
side, the Dominion list night, after revision,
be sent astray on its way to the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery, and that officer might be
obliged to fall back on the provincial lists,
and the election would be held on them,
though they might not have names on them
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which would be on the Dominion list. It
may be said those could be put on. Per-
haps they can, but there is another difficulty
in a case of that kind-there might be cook-
ing of the provincial list, and there might be
names on it that should not be there. There
ought to be means of striking such names
off. I call the attention of the minister to
it, in order that lie may make a new clause,
or to so amend it as to prevent the possi-
bility of such an abuse as I have indicated.
I do not intend to move against the clause
myself. The only amendments I intended
to move were the chief amendment and the
consequential amendments which are incor-
porated in the bill. I did not intend to
move against any other provision of the bili ;
my object in rising now is to point out to
the Minister of Justice the objections I have
to the clause, and leave with him the respon-
sibility of either amending it or allowing it
to stand, or striking it out, as he thinks
proper. I think it is liable to these objec-
tions which I have mentioned and should be
amended. I do not see why it is not stricken
out.

The CHAIRMAN-The bill was referred
to the committee to add a clause, I under-
stood, and not to go into the bill generally.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported the bill with one amendinent, which
was concurred in.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third read-
ing of the bill, as amended.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved:

That the said bill be not now read a third time,
but that the amendments made in Committee of the
Whole, referring to the alteration of the provincial
laws, be reconsidered.

its governing power, where its own
interest as a national government is
concerned. On the other hand, it is a writ-
ten constitution in so far as it draws a line
between the powers of the provinces and
the powers of the national government.
The constitution of each province is perfect
within its own bounds. It makes its own
laws and we have no power to interfere
with it. This Electoral Franchise Bill, I
think, generally throughout its provisions
ignores that principle, and to that extent it
is a weak measure as compared with the Act
that has just been repealed, in so far as it
controls the franchise and the national re-
presentation of the people in the electoral
franchise. I do not think it is wise for us,
as a Senate, to acisnowledge the principle of
the bil, or to acknowledge the validity, so
far as amending it upon the same Lnes.
We are not as a Senate responsible for the
electoral franchise. It is the business of the
government to introduce it. It is connect-
ed with the representation of the Lower
House. While we have a perfect right to
discuss the principle of the bill and discuss
it upon any lines that we think desirable.
Still there are certain limits which we should
not go beyond in the discussion of the mea-
sure. This amendment provides that we
have to make an alteration which the gov-
ernment in the Lower House has declared it
could not accept. The amendment goes so
far as to provide for certain contingencies in
the event of an appeal, and calls upon the
provincial authorities to take certain steps
in order to give effect to that appeal, such
as the posting of notice, the advertising of
the list of names of persons who are:

Through inadvertence or otherwise inserted in the
voters' list who are not entitled to be voters and shall
be madeH to~ the, judge' of the. contcurtt n,- atf ain- time

He said: I should have worded the last
up1 shall be filed with the otficer who, under the lawr of

clause in my notice, "the saine being con- the province, has the custody of the sane, and notice
trary to the government of the country." I of such appeal shah le given in form "C."
think the point is worth considering before The amendient is eutirely coutrary to the
the bill goes down to the other House with principle that 1 am arguing, and vhat is that
amendinents. I think myself that the bill we have not the power to interfere with or
is not on such lines as we should attempt to to direct what a provincial governient shah
govern the country upon, that we should do lu regard to our national legislatiou.
keep the constitutional powers of the na- That was brought up very forcibly in the
tional government and the constitutional Manitoba schooh law. We attempted to
powers of the various provincial governments pass tlat Manitoba school law at one tiie,
as separate as we possibly can. The but we had to change the principhe of that
British North America Act has created legishation on the very sane ground that I
a constitution which gives to this am now arguing; that 15, that this parlia-
national goverument unimited, freedo in ument had no right to dictate to the provin-
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cial governinents what steps their officers
should take in regard to the carrying out of
the law that we sought to enact, I think
that principle was acceded to generally by
both sides of the House, and for that reason

Act of 1885 we utilized the provincial machinery.
Under section 15 it is provided that "the revising
officer shall, as soon as possible after taking the oath
of office obtain a certified copy or certified copies as
the case mnay be of the last revised assessment roll or
rolls," and so on.

the School Act that we brought into exist- Sir uUAtiLLb L LurrLI. mat isSi CHRESHBBR

ence at that time was engaged in order to
provide for that contingency. The power
of this parliament to take any steps they
choose in regard to the carrying out of any
law and utilizing the provincial lists or any-
thing of that kind, is all right so long as we
apply Dominion machinery and our own
officers to the carrying of it out. But the
very moment we employ provincial officers
and direct them what they shall do or shall
not do, then there is a weakness in the legis-
lation, because the provincial governments
that are hostile to the federal government
in power, or take any hostile position of any
kind or discription, may order their officials
not to assist the Dominion government in
executing the law. The point I am raising
is not a contumacious point at all, or for the

Under the old Act we did provide machin-
ery and we could appoint any one to act as
our officer in carrying out our laws; but
when we direct what provincial officers
should do in regard to the matter, that seems
to me to be quite a different position:

The SOLICITOR GENERAL-By section 16 it
is enacted that the registrar shall cause "one copy of
each list to be posted up in the office of the clerk or
other corresponding officer of each municipal or paro-
chiai or other known territorial division." Under
section 17 every sheriff, warden, clerk of the peace,
treasurer, parish court commissioner or other officer
to whom two copies of the said list are to be nailed
shall forthwith after receiving thein post one up in a
conspicuous place in his office, and so on. Thus it
will be seen that the Franchise Act imposes duties on
the local officers.

Sir CHARLES HIBBERT TUPPER-Is there
l i d f 1 t ? I dA th kl. 1

purpose of anything more than to bring for- ty nipose or I ec not n so.

ward this point in regard Vo this matter. The SOLICITOR GENERAL-I am not pre-
pared to say further than to draw attention to section

The question arose in the Lower House when 40 which has just been handed to me by the hoff.
this very clause was under consideration member for Guysborough (Mr. Fraser):
which is similar o the amendment that the " Every officer or person who is by any law the

ecustodian of any assessnent roll or list of voters pre-
hon. gentleman from Richmond moved on ared under the laws of any province, or of any other
Friday. It was Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper Ist or document, or any duplicate or certified copy

t .e . h s thereof, which, under the foregoin provisions of this
that raised the point and this is what he said : Act, the revising officer is requiredto obtain and use

for the purposes of revising any list of voters under
. I know o e for take to ourselves the officers this Act, shall furnish the same, or a certified copy or

of the local legi ghatures and add to their duties in a i copies thereof to any revising officer who applies for

ofthelal leisular.This opens up a very interesting the same, and as by him required ; and every such
smular particular. 'isofficer or person who refuses or omits to furnish the
question, and of course one too large to fully discuss same to such revising officer within a reasonable time,
at this stage and in committee. The question prob- upon being paid or tendered the cost of preparing the
ably will, in some forin or other, yet come before the saine, according to the fees or rates allowed therefor
courts in connection with this very subject, because if by the laws in force in the province to which such
we can go this far and take advantage of the machinery assessment roll, list or document relates, is guilty of a
of the local legislatures and add to the duties of the misdemeanour, and shall be punished accordingly."
officers of these legislatures, which they have to carry 1 Then Mr. Clement in his work on the constitution,
out under local legislation, it seemns to me that this page 437 says:
question of provincial rights is presented in an en- "It is, of course open to the Dominion parliament
tirely new aspect, and it would be very difficult indeed to utilize existing provincial machinery, or to confer
for the autonomy of the local legislatures to be pre- upon 'boards' or bodies of provincial creation powers
serverl. If in this roundabout way we can impose and authorities in relation to the enforcement of
this duty upon officers paid salaries or fees, we can in Doinion laws, but, quoad the duties imposed by
the same way take complete char e of the whole Dominion legislation, the members of the municipal
machinery of any local legislature. . shall be glad to bodies or 'boards' are not provincial officers."
hear f rom the Solicitor General how it is that he thinks I apprehend that that would cover what we are
we can impose these duties upon these officers, n the attemptin to do even if wc had not the precedent of
first place, or how we can, by saying that neglect on the Franc ise Act.
the part of these local officers to do certain thngs for
us can fairly be made a crime. Sir CHARLES HIBBEET TUPPER.-I think

that the case of the Franchise Act stands upon the
The SOLICITOR GENERAL-My own opinion same footing, following the reading of the Solicitor

is that the inere declaration on our part that this 1s a General; but I do not recollect that the point was
crime will not make itso. But after having conferred ever raised or discussed.
with some of the officers of the department who are
of a contrary opinion I have coie to the conclusion Mr. POWELL. This matter received a great deal
that it would be safer for me to defer to their opinion of discussion, I nay say to the Solicitor General,
in a matter of this sort. This is not a ne" departure when the Manitoba Remedial Bill was passing through
so far as the franchise law is concerned, because my the House, and there was not an hon. gentlei.an on
hon. friend will remember that under the Franchise that side who did not hold a very strong opinion on
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the matter. The lion. gentleman front Charlottetown
(Sir Louis Davies) expressed a very strong opinion
that this parliament had no power whatever to mi-
pose obligations upon the Governor in Council in the
province of Manitoba in relation to the school board.
That opinion was also expressed very strongly by the
hon. nienber for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). It
was acquiesced in by Professor Weldon. It was
assented to by the present leader of the House. It
was acquiesced in by the present Minister of Justice.
In fact, I do not know a legal gentleman who was
opposed to the bill but expressed in the strongest
ternis-or assented to the strongest assertions of those
who expressed opinions-the opinion that ve have
not the poxwer to do it. However, I think it must
be conceded that the Dominion of Canada has the
power to seize upon any person it likes and require
hii to perforin any duty it sees fit.

Those are the opinions of hon. gentlemen in
the Lower House when that particular point
was under discussion. They did not go into
it any further. They did not raise the
point for the purpose of defeating the bill,
but they pointed out that weakness. I
think hon. gentlemen must recognize that
there is a weakness in the bill in that re-
gard, and that the Senate in taking hold of
it to aniend it in the particular that the hon.
gentleman for Richnond has taken hold of,
assents to the validity and principle of the
bill in so far as the attempt to change its
character and to alter the conditions on

hear the appeals on affidavits, or if requested by the
appellant or by the person opposing the appeal on
evidence -ira voce under oath, and may inake an order
ini writing directing that the namne of such pet-son as
voter shall be struck from or added to said list, and in
case of more than one appeal from the saine voters'
list, the judge shall embody in the one order the
results of his adjudications in respect to all such
appeals, and such order shall be filed with the oticer
who lias the custody of the said voters' list, who shall
in pursuance of said order, strike off froi or enter
upon said list the nanîes of persons as voters, and
such voter's'list, so amiended, shall be the voters'list
for the polling division.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-That is the
amendment

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes. This amend-
ment called for the official action of one of
the officials of the province-called on him
to do certain things.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Under the
Dominion law ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, under the
Dominion law ; but the question is this ; he
is not a Dominion officer but a provincial
officer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Neither, a judge of
the county court ; he is a provincial officer.

which the diffèrent provin, es make these Hon. BOTLTON-Yes, we could
Iists and provi(les for the machinery for make him a Dominion otlicer by so enacting.
their local lists. Now I will quote fron Clement's constitu-

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE hat are the tion, an authority which shall not be ques-
words to wlich vou refer? u tone :

Utitil thîe îîarliainent cf Canada otherwise pro-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will read froium vide, (i) ail iaws iii force in the severai provinces atthe union relative to thîe foilowitîg inatters or anv of
the amendnent of the hon. gentleman fron tîei, naniely,-tle qualifications and

Richmond fions f persoîs to be electe or to sit or vote as ilein-
bers of ftie Rouse of Asseîobly or Legislative Asseiio-

Such appeal may be, at the instance of any voter or bly in the several provinces, the voters af eiectiois
person entitled to be a voter in the polling division, if sucî teiabers, the oaths to la taken bv ment-
the voters' list for whicl is appealed fron on all or bers, the oatls to be taken li voters, the returniîîg
any of the following grounds. viz.: that the namnes of officers, their powers and (ute,, the proceedinga it
voters are through inadvertenice or otherwise omitted elections, the perio(s durig xvh elections nias- le
fron voters' lists or wrongly stated tlierein, or that eoîtîîîued, the triai of c<Itrixerte( elections, (iii) aiid
the nanes of persons are through inadvertence or proceedings incident tîereto, the vacating of seats of
otherwise inserted in the voters' list who are not itibers, and the extctîtion cf nev writs in case of
entitIed to be voters, and shall be made to the judge seats vacated otlerwîse than by disslution,-shall
of the cointy court at aiiy tiie within twenty days resîectively apîly to elecfionis of niobers to serve in
after the voters' list at first made tp shall be filed the House of Couiions for the several provinces.
with the otticer who, inder the law of the province,
lias the cistody of thesamie, and ntotice of such That is when the provinces were four in
shall le given in forni " C " in the schedule hereto number, at the o
ainnetxel, by posting the saume up in at least three n
public places within the polling division, and by pub- created just took the provincial lists
lishing the saie for at least ten days previously t as they were, ant they would remain that
sueh appesal in somte newspaper published iii te way tili parliament otherwise provided.
county, and circulating in the said polling division ;
and if ni newspaper is publislied in the couty, the ament oterwise provided by the Elec-
in a news1paper piblisled in the nearest county having tion Act of 1885 ; and ttere they provided
a newspaper publisled therein, provided that in tle the Dominion
case of an application to strike off namtes froi the
voter> list, stch notice shall be iailed, duly regis- franchise of Canada vas nationalized as
tered, with postage prepaid, at least one veek previcus opposed us that
to such appeal, to the address of such person or
persois, if kntown t( the appellaîtt. The jUdge shah sentation. Since that day when the British
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North America Act was passed the country
has grown to an enormous extent. That
was for the provinces of Ontario, Quebec
and the maritime provinces, except Prince
Edward Island. Those four were the sinall
part, and they had been accustomed to work
in provincial lines, but now we are dealing
with a country that extends f rom the Atlan-
tic to the Pacific. We are governing a
country of enormous extent, each province
far removed from the others in all its opera-
tions over which this national government
has no control in this provincial aspect, and
it is a question how far it is wise for us to
proceed on the lines of going back to the
origin of the provincial list at the time when
confederation was established, or to main-
tain the national franchise that we estab-
lished in 1885. Now, this question came
up in the United States, which is somewhat
similarly situated in so far as theirs is a
national government, and there are state
governments. Formerly the state provided
the franchise for the election of members
to Congress, and the election of members
to the Senate. It was all done on the
state franchise, the state providing all the
machinery. A climax came in the election
where Tilden contested with Hayes the right
to the. position of President, and it was the
weakness of their franchise at that time that
did what I call a wrong to the people of the
country, in so far as a great many people
believed that Tilden was really the man.
But they had to accept from the states
whatever the states chose to send them.
They had no power to change. If one state
chose to send a corrupt voters' list, or a cor-
rupt return, or anything of that kind, the
national government had no power but to
accept the ipse dixit of the various states.
The same position is likely to arise in Canada
in so far as controverted elections might be
affected by it. It is impossible for us to tell
what may arise, or what litigation may ensue
from a question of this kind if the legislation
proceeds in the way we are now proposing it
shall go forward, and there is no provision
which would prevent the provincial lists
being altered. At the present moment
I do not suppose there would be any great
hitch in carrying out this legislation, as
nearly all the provinces are of the same
Political complexion as the government that
is now in power here, and they will no
doubt assist the present government to carry
out this law ; but we cannot provide for that

70

position for all time. Supposing one, two
or three provinces should be in an-
tagonism to the government that is
in power in the parliament of Canada,
then we are brought face to face with
what may present itself as a difficulty. Now,
is it wise in this Senate to give its assent to
the principle or the validity of a measure
such as this, by attempting to amend it on
lines which I am pointing out to you are
irregular, an amendment which was taken
exception to in the House of Commons, and
about which the Solicitor General himself
was not very clear. In the discussion of the
Manitoba school question the Minister of
Justice took exactly the same ground that I
am taking on this bill. I say, with regard
to the School Act or this bill, or any other
measure which we chose to pass, we can take
provincial officials and make them Dominion
officials and provide for the discharge of
their duty and apply any machinery we like
for carrying out our own laws, but we can-
not make use of provincial laws for doing it.
That is the difference between the old Fran-
chise Act and this bill. The old Franchise
Act was weak in many particulars, and ex-
pensive, and there were just grounds for the
agitation to remodel it, but to depart from a
national franchise and adopt the provincial
laws, is a retrograde step which will have to,
be retraced some day. It is well in any
legislation we inay enact to keep the nation-
al perfectly distinct from the provincial
power and assert the right to do what we
consider best for the Dominion as a whole
and not accept legislation which may be
good for the provinces and not good for the
Dominion as a whole. It is with a view of
bringing these facts before the House that I
make this motion. I am not sufficient of a
lawyer to declare that it is ultra vires, but I
say that it is not in harmony with the con-
stitutional principles which govern Canada.
There is another view also to be taken of it,
and that is the question of whether it is
wise for this Senate to stop the whole bill.
That is a matter that is worthy of considera-
tion. It is quite proper for us to say we
are opposed to the principle of the bill, but
to knock the bill out by an amendment
which, if what the government says is true,
they reject as taking the life out of the
measure, I am inclined to think is not a
wise step for us to take. We ought not to
destroy the bill by a side issue of this kind.
For these reasons I have this amendment.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-In order to get the
motion before the House I second it.

The SPEAKER-There is no resolution;
there is no result to the motion.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-We can only go
into committee to deal with a specific clause.
We cannot go back to committee to recon-
sider the principle of the bill. You cannot
give us a general proposition and let us go
back to committee to deal with it.

The SPEAKER-The motion is lost on a
division.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-But His Honour
the Speaker bas said there was no motion,
and therefore it cannot be lost on a division.

Several hon. MEMBERS-Withdraw!

The SPEAKER-Is it the pleasure of
the House to allow the hon. gentleman to
withdraw his motion ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the House does
not desire to discuss the subject, I am pre-
pared to withdraw my motion.

The motion was withdrawn.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed on a division.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (81) "An Act respecting the Mont-
real and Southern Counties Railway Com-
pany, as amended."-(Hon. Mr. Bernier.)

Bill (130) " An Act further to amend the
Dominion Lands Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (110) " An Act further to amend the
Post Office Act."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

QUEBEC HARBOUR COMMISSION-
ERS' BILL.

SECOND READING.

H(,n. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (142) " An Act to authorize the
Quebec Harbour Commissioners to borrow
money." He said: The bill provides for
the borrowing of money to the amount of
$350,000-and that the corporation may
issue debentures for the sum so borrowed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
I understand that the Dominion govern-
ment guarantees the interest on the bonds ?
If it does, does it not take priority over the

amounts which have been already guaran-
teed, and if not, is it an additional sum for
the completion of the docks, or harbour
improvements? How much in arrears are
the harbour commissioners of Quebec to
the government now, for moneys already
advanced or guaranteed? Could the hon.
gentleman tell us whether the dock is
paying interest upon the investment now
made, or bas the interest due upon the
amount advanced been paid out-of capital
or out of earnings ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot tell my hon.
friend. I cannot give him the information
he asks for, because it did not originate in
my department, and I have not had the facts
placed at my disposal by the N inister of
Public Works. No doubt they are easily
accessible. I am not in a position to state
whether the harbour dues are adequate to
pay the interest on the investment or not.
My hon. friend will see there is nothing in
the bill making any additional charge in
consequence of this loan.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI,-It
will take priority of all others.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. It is giving it a
more advantageous position than it would
legally have if it were not so stated in the
bill. It is a bill to authorize the Quebec
harbour commissioners to borrow money,
and simply defines the status and the posi-
tion of the bonds issued by the government
to the parties who are making the loan, and
I read the bill over for the purpose of
enabling hon. gentlemen to see what the
precise pôsition of the bonds will be.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. gentleman ascertain these
points before we go into Committee· of the
Whole ? -

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I will try to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And also let us know whether the amounts
which the harbour commissioners of Quebec
have been authorized in the past to borrow
have been borrowed and expended, and if
this sum is necessary for the completion of
the works, or whether it is for new works.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-When we go into
committee I will endeavour to give the hon.
gentleman all the information.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.
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WINNIPEG GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read--
ing of Bill (148) "An Act respecting the
transport contract between Her Majesty and
the Winnipeg and Great Northern Railway
Company." He said : In July, 1895, an Act
was passed authorizing the Winnipeg and
Great Northern Railway Compatny to extend
their lines to the Saskatchewan and direct-
ing that a subsidy of $80,000 in addition to
the land subsidy be paid to the company,
and subsequently to that a diversion of the
line was agreed upon, and this bill proposes
that the line now being built to Swan River
shall be substituted for the line to Sas-
katchewan and that the subsidy shall be
applied to the present line. It is desirable,
in the interests of the country, to construet
a road and it is thought the money will be
better expended in building a line to these
districts. It is the application of the sub-
sidy to a diversion of the line.

the hon. Secretary of State the position of
matters. From Winnipeg to the Saskat-
chewan River $80,000 a year was the trans-
port contract. The Lake Manitoba Railway
and Canai Company built 125 miles and got
a transport contract for that portion of their
line. It had nothing to do with the Win-
nipeg and Great Northern. That company
has been amalgamated with the Great
Northern Railway Company. This bill
gives $80,000 for a inuch smaller portion of
the line than it contemplated when the con-
tract was made, because 125 miles was al-
ready built by the Manitoba Railway and
Canal Company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no new grant
whatever. This does not contemplate a
new grant. It proposes to apply the subsidy
of $40,000 a year for half of the line ex-
tending to the Swan district.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And then from
the Swan River to the Saskatchewan another
half.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- lHon. Mr. SCOTT-No. I will read the

What is that subsidy? clause in the original Act:

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-$80,000 a year with-
out the land subsidy.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I thought it
was $40,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-$40,000 for half the
distance and another $40,000 when the
whole is completed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This bill provides for the transfer of the
other $40,000, does it not?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This is $40,000
for 125 miles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is not $80,000?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-lt will be $80,000
when it is completed. They built half of
the line and got $40,000, and this bill is to
authorize the payment of $40,000 when the
line is built to Swan River. The objective
Point is the Saskatchewan and it is to divert
the line to the other place.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to make a
niotion, but I should like to get first from

704

In order to enable the Winnipeg and Hudson
Bay Railway Company to construct so much of their
railway to Hudson Bay as reaches from the city of
Winnipeg to the Saskatchewan River; the Governor
in Councl may enter into a contract with the com-
pany for the transport of men, supplies, materials and
mails, for a tern of twenty years, and may pay to the
company for such services during the said term
$80,000 per annum in manner following, that is to
say : one-half of the said sum of $80,000 to be paid
annually, commencing frem the date of the comple-
tion by the company of one-half of their line to be
constructed between Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan
River; and the remaining one-half of the said suin of
$80,000 to be paid annually, commencing from the
date of the completion of the remaining half of their
line to be constructed between Winnipeg and the
Saskatchewan River.

There was an agreement that instead of
commencing at Winnipeg, they commenced
at a point higher up the line. They were
allowed to count that as part of their line.
They got $40,000 a year for that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No; the Winni-
peg and Great Northern did.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The two charters are
held by the same person.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But it is a differ-
ent charter.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It was part of
the same grant.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The govern-
ment transferred one-half of the sum to the
company, and now they propose to transfer
the other half.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am surprised the
hon. leader of the opposition bas nothing to
say about this measure, because he was very
much interested in the original bill going
through this House at the time when the
Governor General was about to prorogue
parliament.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And the hon. gentleman will remember the
extraordinary exertions he himself put forth
to aid the hon. Secretary of State to prevent
its passage. I compliment them on their
conversion, and I also am glad to know that
the dire consequences which they foretold
would take place have not been realized;
and that the corruption, the rascality, the
villainy predicted by them have not taken
place. Most people in the city and country
will remember how the hon. gentleman en-
deavoured to prevent a vote being taken,
and that it was necessary to send word to
the Governor General that the House would
not be prorogued that day. It appears that
100 miles of that road bas been built, and,
what is more gratifying to those who sup-
ported the bill, is the fact that the road,
though new, has within a very small sum
paid the running expenses and fixed charges
on the bonds which have been issued. This
simply provides for the transferring of the
other portion of the subsidy, $40,000, for
the construction of the balance of the road
to the changed route from the Saskatchewan
to the Swan River district, northerly and
westerly for 125 miles. The reason for that
my hon. friend has not vouchsafed to state to
the House. But I take it for granted that it is
for the purpose of opening up for settlement
a better section of the country than that
which was provided for in the original bill.
If that be the case, it is not only commend-
able but should receive the support of the
House, as it has already received the sup-
port of the Commons In its consideration
my hon. friend from Shell River will see
that the road must be constructed within a
year-before December of next year, which,
would be a short period for the construction
of 125 miles even in a country like that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They built 125
miles last year.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
will open up the whole of that country to
settlement, 255 miles, in two years. I think
the government have taken a very wise step
in proposing this change in the route, pro-
viding it is for the purposes I have indicated,
although no report bas been laid before the
House that it is going to open up a better
section of the country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Would the hon.
gentleman for Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) give
me his authority for saying that half of this
$40,000 has been absorbed by the Manitoba
Railway and Canal Company?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You will find
it in the statutes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It took it away
from the Great Northern ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes; so that
this will practically absorb the whole
$80,000.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad to know
that this measure receives the support of
members on the other side of the House.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I rise to move an
amendment to the bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This is the sec-
ond reading and not the committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is something
the present government had inherited frorn
their predecessors, but I trust that the time
that country will be called upon to give to
colonization railways large grants of land
and, in addition to those large grants of
land, large money grants, is about over. In
a country like that a land grant should be
enough to secure the construction of a rail-
way, and the observation of the hon. leader
of the opposition bears out that view, be-
cause I understand from him that the Mani-
toba Colonization Railway is really paying
its way now, and once that condition of
things set in, I do not think the country
should be called upon to pay large sums of
money.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not paying its way, but comes within a
very few thousands of it.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-With
the 840,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Thi- appears to
be a harm]ess bill, but not more harmless than
the bill my hon. friend (Sir Mackenzie Bow-
ell) introduced near the close of the session
of 1895. It was merely to provide that the
880,000 which had been voted for the con-
struction of this road should be divided into
two parts, one-half to be paid when the
first half of the road was built, and the
balance to be paid when the remaining por-
tion of the road was built. As I understand
it, this bill provides that the balance of
that 880,000 shall be allowed to be applied
to a line differing a little from the line at
first in contemplation, but having the saine
object in viewi. Therefore, I can see no objec-
tion to the bill. This reminds me of what
occurred in 1895. It was at the close of the
session, and parliament was held over till
Monday to get the hon. gentleman's anxiety
and trouble settled. When I got home I
found two of our Charlottetown daily papers
had telegrams, purporting to come from
Ottawa, that the government had treacher-
ously brought down a bill to loan two and
a half millions to Mr. Sutherland's railway,
and there was a great deal of excitement,
and it has never been explained how that
telegram got there or who was the author of
it. But there was a great deal of excite-
ment nver it.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUA-
TION ACT.

FIRsT READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (76) "An Act to pro-
vide for the abolition of the Civil Service
Superannuation Act and for the retirement
of members of the Civil Service."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
read the second time to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. gentleman should explain
the provisions of the bill for this reason: I

read the bill when it was originally intro-
duced and had some little knowledge of its
contents, but it has bten amended in so
many particulars that I think it would be
nuch better if the House were informed
what these amendments are, and they will
be able to better judge of the merits to-
morrow. From my own impression and re-
collection of what I have seen in the news-
papers- I have not had time to read all the
debates-the bill is less objectionable now
than it was when first introduced, and if so
it will not take up so much time to consider
its provisions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say that it is
entirely prospective ; there is no party who
entered upon the Civil Service under the
present Act who will be discharged.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
there a clause which permits the civil ser-
vants to take advantage of the Act, by hav-
ing placed to their credit the amounts de-
ducted from their salaries and retained by
the Receiver General as if it had originally
commence I as a savings bank.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so. I cannot
say what has been struck out in the House
of Commons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose it will be circulated at once.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. They give them
an option.

The motion was agreed to.

ST. JOHN BRIDGE RAILWAY
COMPANY.

FIRST READING.

A message was received f rom the House
of Commons with Bill (157) " An Act pro-
viding for the repayment of the moneys ad-
vanced to the St. John Bridge and Railway
Company."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT noved that the bill be
read the second time to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
connection with the St. John bridge we have
had one bill already. What is the nature of
this ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This seems to be very
much in the line of the others. It is for the
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extension of the term for fifteen years and
to authorize the government to take the
bridge at any time by paying what it cost
and ten per cent in addition.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Is that clause in the
original bill i

Hon Mr. SCOTT-I do not know whether
it was in the original bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And they can take
over the bridge at any time within five
years.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The former bill
extended the period for the debentures
that were falling due this year of $125,-
000, which took a second place against the
road. While this, if I understand, is
extending the period to fifteen years for the
first lien from the government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--With the under-
standing that they can take the bridge ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, by paying what
it cost and ten per cent in addition.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That was not
the understanding at the time the money
was loaned i

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, the original
bill provided that the government should
have the option of taking the bridge for five
years, and then the five years expired and
it was extended for ten years further, and
I am very glad to see that the government
have again obtained the right to take the
bridge over. I trust they will take it over,
as I think it is a bridge which should come
within the ownership of the government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the reasons why this
bridge should be taken over, any more than
any other bridge which had been constructed
in the interest of railways ? This bridge
connects Carleton with the city of St. John
proper, and it may be in the interest of the
Intercolonial to cross, and more particularly
is it in the interest of the Canadian Pacific
Rail way. It bears the same relation to these
railway companies that any other bridgedoes.
I can see only one object in taking it over,
and that would be to relieve the railway
companies of the tolls which are imposed
upon them, which, I doubt not, would be the

result once it came into the hands of the
government.

Hon. Mr POWER-I do not see why the
government might not get tolls.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
have reason to know what they would do.

. The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION ATLANTIC RAILWAY
COMPANY AWARD BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (162) " An Act to
confirm a certain award in favour of the
Dominion Atlantic Railway Company."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
read a second time to-morrow. He said :
This is a bill resulting from the Dominion
Atlantic Railway Company that wae ex-
empted from payment of certain customs
duties on imports, and the matter was
referred to the judge of the Exchequer Court
as arbitrator, and he decided that they were
entitled to $100,000, and then pay duty
hereafter as other people. It is a commuta-
tion bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Therewasaprovision in the old laws that gave
interminable trouble and annoyance to every
government, and particularly to every Min-
ister of Customs. There was always a good
deal of discussion over every settlement. I
think the sum is large, but notwithstanding
that,it is much better to be paid and do away
with the difficulties. I take it for granted
that this is a compensation for a surrender of
all the rights which were guaranteed by the
old province of Nova Scotia.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
would be well if the government could go a
little further, and make some arrangement by
which the province of Prince Edward Island
would be relieved of the incubus of the tele-
graph companies which have a monopoly of
that island, and consequently charge what
they please to the public.

The motion was agreed to.
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PROTECTION TO CUSTOMS AND
FISHERIES BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (153) " An Act to
further protect the Customs and Fisheries."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
read the second time to-morrow. He said :
This gives larger powers than exist at
present in the event of their noticing a
smuggler they can fire a gun as a signal to
bring him to. It appears they have some
pretty swift smugglers down in the gulf
just now, and they get away from the
customs people who ask for a little more
authority than to chase them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
again compliment the government, and
particularly the Custoins Department on
the advance and progress they are making
in the measures they are adopting for the
protection of the revenue. I had some
thirteen or fourteen years of experience of
all kinds of criticisms flowing from the
lips of the members of the then opposition,
and particularly from many of those who
now form the government, for the attempts
which were made by the late government to
enforce the law and protect the revenue
and punish the smuggler. I find they are
going much further than I ever dared to
propose in that direction, and I compliment
them on the fact. It is an acknowledge-
ment of the correctness of the policy pur-
sued by the late government, and of the
efforts which were made by the heads of
that department in the past in their exer-
tions to protect the revenue and punish the
guilty. They are going on well and I hope
they will continue. The gentleman now at
the head of the department was one of the
most earnest and persistent in finding fault
with the old law, and he is now making it, not
only as rigid as it ought to be, but has
learned a lesson which, if he ever gets out of
offiée, he will never forget.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will be hereafter
"Billy get yoir gun."

The motion was agreed to.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (152) " An Act fur-
ther to amend the Customs Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that
read the second time to-morrow.
This is to enable the Customs
ships stores for a short voyage,
standards of tea.

the bill be
He said :

to give out
and fixing

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
there a provision in that bill in reference to
spirits?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; it only refers to
the subjects I have. mentioned.

The motion was agreed to.

FIRST READING.

Bill (146) " An Act to amend and con-
solidate the North-west Irrigation -Acts of
1894 and 1895."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

PLEBISCITE BILL.

COMMITTEE STAGE POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called

Conmittee of the Whole House on (Bill 121) " An
Act respecting the Prohibition of the Importation,
Manufacture and Sale of Intoxicating Liquors."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the Order
of the Day be discharged and that it be
made an Order of the Day for to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
As this is a matter on which there is not
likely to be much discussion, we may as well
proceed with it now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a large num-
ber of orders on the paper and there are
very few members in the House to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Unless there is some other reason, we should
proceed now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Stand!

The order was allowed to stand.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (71) " An Act further to amend
the Weights and Measures Act."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

weight of a bag of potatoes heretofore. The
bag of potatoes sold in all the markets of
the country, Toronto, London and elsewhere,
is ninety pounds. The ordinary wheat bag

i will hold a bushel and a half, and I do not
think that there are a great many persons
who are buyers, at all events, that would
care to see the weight eut down ten pounds

wish to call the attention of the House, uy AcL oi parîîauent. Iie truth is, ii uneAoic of pariaent. Thpeal truthe is, moth
when we go into committee on this bill, to provmee of Quebec, especially m the city of
some amendments which I think, in the Montreal, the habitants c,'aie into the city
interest of the seller of grain, are necessary. with four bags that are somewhat snaller
The present system is of such a character as, than the ordinary grain bags. Thiey buy flour

1 think, is detrimental to the fariner and in bags and subsequently use the bag for
those who have grain to sell. I shall not at marketMg their potatoes. Tho-e bags will
the present moment go fully into the reasons, '.ot hold ninety pounds of potatoes, and the

but it is simply in connection with the test- city .of Montreal lias made a regulation re-

ing of the weight of the grain. I think ~quiring that the bag of potatoes shall weigh
can show that it would be in the interest of ninety pounds, fining a nunber of farmers

sellers of grain that it should be changed coming into mark et for offering bags of pota-
to a much larger quantity a bushel, toes weighing eighty pounds. It is rather to

then the sixteenth of a bushel for meet an actual state of thiingrs which existstnthe isimatnt of a buele o the test. than to lay down a rule for the country, and1V is a matter of very little consequence how sthe priswhoaepesn o hsma
that is ascertained, a better means can be so te parties who are pressg for ths mea-
adopted for a fair measurement by increasing sure were quite content that it should be
this test weight, than as at present. There confined to the province of Quebec. I think
is another paragraph of the bill that I must it welh that it should be so. I do not think
confess I cannot understand : It is provided that it is neCessary to require that a bag of
that a bag of potatoes shall weigh eighty potatoes shall weigh less than ninety pounds

pounds. Why should that be restricted to elsewhere. The reason does not exist any-

the province of Quebec ? If that be good where else and it does not affect the general

for the purchaser and consumer in the pro- weights and measures as amended by this
vince of Quebec, it strikes me that it must bilh.
be equally good, and the reasons must be Hon. Mr. McMLLAN-Why not apphy
just the same in the province of Ontario. that to other provinces as well as the pro-
My hon. friend shakes his head. I should vince of Quebec?
like to know some good reason for this spe-
cial legislation for Quebec. If I buy a bag. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have just stated
of potatoes in the mnarket in Ottawa, whywhy. In the other provinces the bags will
should it not be hield of the same weight as hod the 90 lbs., and the man who is living
if I bought it iii Hull ? I find no fault in the city buying his potatoes wouhd prefer
with the regulation. I think it is a very 90 hbs. to 80 lbs.
good provision of the law, but what I object Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-This does not
to is that there should be a special provision the b sha
applying to a bag of potatoes in one pro- sa al co Vai 80 lbs.
vince, while in another province it matters
not how much or how little a bag of potatoes Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I buy ail my four
weighs. I wish to call attention to this, so in bags.
that when we go into committee we can
have an explanation of it. Perhaps there hon. Sir MW
can be some good reason why it is done. y

Justice is correct enough, but i is not the
LLU M Â .Hon. Mr. MLLS-1 have jus state

on. rL. - nl e prov nce o patc. eamr o nuiY
Quebec, where potatoes are offered for sale Vhey are sehhing their potatoes not Vo guar-
by the bag, this bill provides that the bag antee the bayer a bushel and a liaif Vo the
shall contain at least eighty poundS. There bag. If you go to any market in Ontario
has been no definition of what shall be the and ask the price of potatoes, the farmer
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will say so much a bag. The presumption
is that there is a bushel and a half in each
bag, but the fact is there is not a bushel and
a half in every bag, and this legislation is to
protect the purchaser in the province of Que-
bec so that when he buys a bag of potatoes
he knows what he is getting just as well as
if he were buying a bushel of potatoes. The
majority of bags of potatoes bought on the
market do not contain more than a bushel
and a quarter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are worse in
your section of the country than they are in
the other parts.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, that is the general practice, and if you
say that the weight of a bag of potatoes in
Ontario shall be 90 lbs., all right ; that will
be establishing a uniform rate just as it is
in the other provinces. If you say it is to
be 100 lbs. I have no objection, because it
is a fixture, and then everybody knows what
he is doing.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. minister
should ask to have his explanation struck
from the debates, because to my mind it is
the worst explanation we have ever listened
to. What an idea, fixing the weight of a
bag of potatoes at 80 pounds because a
farmer happens to buy flour by the bag in the
province of Quebec. We buy our flour in
bags in the North-west. I brought down a
ton and a half and took it in two loads.
Some of the bags had fifty and some had
Sixty pounds. The bags are not of uniform
weight. A farmer does not bring in one
bag at a time: he will bring two dozen and
perhaps no two of them will be of the same
weight. But that was not the part I was
going to speak about. There is an omission.
I think lime should be added to the articles
which are given a weight per bushel. In
the North-west Territories we buy our lime
by the car load. It does not come there
in packages. The cars are taken to the lime
shelf on Stony Mountain, or east of Winni-
Peg, where they have lime kilns, and loaded.
The lime is loaded in an unslaked state. But
by the time it gets up to Wolseley there is a
Portion of it slaked. They sell it in a
measure which they make themselves.
I think it is about fourteen inches square.
They fill that box with lime; some times
they round it up and some times they do not.
If a man bought a dozen boxes of lime, he

would not find three boxes of the same
weight. When it is fresh from the kiln it
is lumpy, and when it is slaked it will not
weigh half as much. There is no article
with regard to which it is more necessary to
have a fixed weight than lime. I have
bought lime fresh from a kiln, and I have
bought lime afterwards out of the same bin
when it was slaked, when the same measure
would not weigh nearly as much. You
must take it or leave it. You have got to
have it if you are engaged in building. The
weight should be fixed at so many pounds to
the bushel. As it is now, a great deal of
fraud is practiced in that country in the
sale of lime. There is no article I have
wrangled over as much as lime. I called
the attention of the hon. the Secretary of
State to the niatter the other day and told
him that he ought to add lime to that list,
and make it 60 pouinds to the bushel. A
man would then know what he was getting.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I look upon it
as a mistake to be making frequent changes
in the market standards of all these com-
modities. We should adhere as much as
possible to the old standards, or at all events,
if they are not right get thein made right,
and not be making these frequent changes.
Changing the number of pounds that consti-
tute a bag of potatoes in Quebec and leaving
it in the rest of the provinces at a different
weight cannot fail to create confusion and
do harm.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It ought to be a
bushel all over.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We are drifting
away froin the standard which has been ac-
cepted, I think, of 90 lbs. to the bushel in most
of the other provinces. In England we know
the market standards have been established,
and you might as well attempt to change the
constitution of England as to introduce chan-
ges. Every buyer or seller knows what they
mean exactly and we sould know that the
standards were not likely to be changed with
us. The change is that a bag of potatoes
shall be 80 lbs. instead of 90.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not a change

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That has been
the law, has it?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, there has been no
such thing in the law as a bag of potatoes.
It is an addition to the law.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says it is not a change. It is the first time
it is introduced into the Dominion law, and
therefore it is a change.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is an addition.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is a change.
I take it what my hon. friend means is that
80 lbs. is the weight of a bag in the markets
of Quebec at present?

Hon. Mr. CLE.MOW-Ninety.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, eighty.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot under-
stand why we should make this enactment
for Quebec if that is not the weight in the
other markets. It seems strange that we
should impose an arbitrary rule upon Quebec
which does not exist in the other provinces.
I notice that in all the articles enumerated
they are the same as in the Weights and
Measures Act, and not only are the same
articles contained, but the same weights ex-
cept in the case of flax seed. That is now fifty
lbs. to the bushel and it is here made fifty-
six. I dare say fifty-six pounds is nearer
the correct weight of flax seed than fifty.
But it seems to me that if that change, and
the change making the bag of potatoes eighty
pounds in Quebec while a bag is understood
to mean something else in Ontario and the
other provinces, are all the ihanges, it is a
pity putting such a bill as this on the statute-
book. The necessity for it is so extremely
limited and paltry in its character and it is
not claimed that eighty pounds is what
is understood by a bag of potatoes in Quebec.
I think it would be better to drop this bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see why it
should be dropped. I suppose the great
object of legislation is to accommodate the
law to the habits and customs of the people.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Who has asked for
that bill ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The agricultural
population all round the city of Montreal.
If they were to come into the city of Mont-
real and conform with the by-laws of the
city, they could bring in a bag with sixty
pounds in it. They cannot get ninety
pounds in the bag which would be a bushel
and a half, which is ordinarily known as a
bag. Lnder this they can put eighty

pounds into a bag. This is simply to enable
a farmer to fill his bags without violating
the by-laws of the city. Surely this is not
a matter about which this House will
undertake to make difficulty, because after
all what you are endeavouring to do is to
secure uniformity as far as possible, but
where there are differences we know how
they arise and in what way we provide here
on account of the municipal legislation, a
provision in the bill which is new, not
mentioned elsewhere, leaving the other por-
tions of the community to do as they are
doing at the present time. In Toronto if a
man sells fifty-five pounds in a bag, he may
not be selling it by the bushel. A man
may say to him, I will not take the bag
unless there are 60 pounds in it, but in the
city of Montreal when a farmer comes in
and offers a bag of potatoes, he is liable to be
fined. And that is not so anywhere else.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-The government
are naking an innovation and should ex-
plain why they are doing it. The repre-
sentatives of the people have not spoken
about it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-At least a dozen
members of the House of Commons have
brought this matter up,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
should like to know what authority the
city of Montreal has to pass a city by-law
regulating the weight of a bushel or a bag.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They cannot do it
with a bushel.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Dominion parliament only has the power and
authority, and exercises it in dealing with
trade and commerce, to r? gulate the weights
and the manner in which all things should be
sold. The hon. Minister of Justice tells us
there is a municipal regulation in the city of
Montreal which' fines the farmer who sells a
bag of potatoes containing less than 90
lbs. It is not the municipal law which im-
poses the penalty. The presumption is that
a bag of potatoes in Quebec as in Ontario
contains 90 lbs., and we know they do not
in many cases. In order to meet the case
of the province of Quebec, they attempt to
define what a bag of potatoes shall weigh,
though if it contains 90 or 190 lbs. or
more, you pay at the market rate of 80 lbs.
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to a bag. It might contain a bag and a
half, or a bag and a quarter as the case might
be. I want to know if the Minister of
Justice affirms the right of any city to regu-
late what the weight of anything shall be
when sold in the market. If he does it is a
new principle, and we shall have every mu-
nicipality in the Dominion passing by-laws
regulating how the farmers should sell the
the products of their farn.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are a great
many. A city can pass a by-law preventing
a man stuffing a bird and offering it for sale.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They do it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am told the
whole trouble has arisen out of the fact that
sugar bags are very abundant in Montreal ;
that the sugar refiners being there, a great
manysugar bags can be had, and they cannot
conveniently hold 100 pounds of potatoes, and
therefore we are going to change the law of
the Dominion as far as Quebec is concerned
and create a want of uniformity in our
market standard all because of these sugar
bags in Montreal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. MILLS-You have not defined
Surely, that is not a constitutional question. a bag anywhere.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no law saying
what a bag of potatoes shall be.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the city of
Montreal is not running in contravention to
parliament. They could not say a bushel
shall be seventy pounds because we say it
is sixty, but they might say a bag of pota-
toes should weigh at least ninety pounds,
and that if it does not weigh that you are
committing a fraud upon the purchaser and
you shall be subject to a fine. The city of
Montreal may say so and so. I am express-
ing no opinion as to the validity of such a
by-law. But they are doing so and I say

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
want to point out the confusion in trade that
this may possibly cause. A man in Tordnto
wants 1,000 bushels of potatoes. He sees
them advertised, bag of potatoes so much.
If he is acting upon the presumption that
there are ninety pounds in the bag-a bushel
and a half-he will order them, and when
he gets home he will find they weigh ten
pounds less per bag.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If I buy 1,000 bushels,
of course I must get a thousand bushels.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not necessarily under this Act, you get a
1,000 bags each weighing 80 pounds.

you may define a bag of potatoes in con-
formity with what the bags in use will H
actually hold, without doing any violence to in the bil as it was introduced in the Coui-
anybody or interfering with any other por- nions by the government. I find in the Com-
tion of the Dominion. It is a matter of mons Hansard, June lst, the bil was in
local trade. It is not a matter of trade comittee:
affecting two or more provinces, and if you On clause 2.

accommodate yourself to the habits of the Mr. FORTIN nioved in amendment that in the
communty and make that lawful whichwere sold or offeredCOmmnityand ake hat awfu whih fo sae tby the bag, such bags shall contain at leasit 80
otherwise might be unlawful and subject pounds.
them to vexatious regulations then I think Motion agreed to.
it is proper. There appeared to be no discussion on it

Hon. Mr. MASSON-What is the differ- in the Commons.
ence between a bag of flour in Quebec and a The motion was agreed to.
bag of flour in the lower provinces ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They have the farm- IRON AND STEEL BOINTIES ACT
ers' two bushel bag which will hold 120 AMENDINIENT BILL.
pounds. Those are the ordinary bags in SECOND READING.
use. Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The ing of Bill (159) "An Act to amend the Act
habitants of Quebec are not so stupid as to to provide for Bounties on Iron and Steel
Use good ftour bags for potatoes. made in Canada."
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is worthy of more consideration. We
are going at race horse speed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We can discuss it
on going to committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-By an omission in the
bill last year no time was fixed and it was
doubtful whether it could be enforced with-
out stating the time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it takes effect from the time it received
the assent of the Crown. This must be for
paying bounties on iron prior to the tariff
becoming law. Otherwise there is no use
for it. The other law made a provision for
the payment of bounties. This must be to
give it a retroactive effect.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the Finance
Minister makes his statement the law goes
into effect. In the Act they omitted to put
in the date.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it should go into force at the time the
announcement was made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It went into force at
the time the Act came into operation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is to the advantage of the manufac-
turer. If it were the reverse it would be
to the advantage of the importer.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 7th June, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SITTINGS OF THE SENATE.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-With the consent of
the House I beg to move that after to-day
we hold two sittings each day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman indicate at what
hour the sittings would be held i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would like to con-
sult the wishes cf hon. members of the House
on that point. There are two bills yet to
considcr, and it might be well to mE et in the
first instance in the afternoon and then hold
another sitting in the evening. As soon as
the matters necessary to go to committee
are disposed of, then I think we had better
meet in the morning and afternoon.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The motion is that 1 here be two sittings a
day, from three o'clock till six o'clock, and
from eight in the evening till we adjourn,
and after the committees have disposed of
all their work, then there be a motion to
hold a sitting in the morning, and a sitting
in the afternoon, or perhaps three sittings
daily.

The motion was agreed to.

MAIL SERVICE TENDERS
WOLSELEY, N.W.T.

INQUIRY.

FROM

Hon. Mr. PERLEY asked-
the Government for a list of the nanies of persons
who tendered for the mail service south from Wol-
seley, North-west Territories, the amount of the sev-
eral persons' tenders, and who was awarded the cou-
tract, and the price ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that I have the following inform-
ation from the Postmaster General:

" Tenders for the mail service south' from
Wolseley, N.W.T., have heen received at
the Post Office Department, and the lowest
tender has been accepted, but the depart-
ment has not yet been advised by the
inspector of the contract having been signed,
it is not possible at present to give the
names of the persons, who tendered or the
amount of each tender until the contract is
made."

DELAYED RETURNS.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to ask
the hon. leader of the government if they
propose to give me an answer to the ques-
tion that I asked the other day respecting
the invoice of supplies bought from Bate &
Company and other persons for military
purposes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I brought down a
statement a few days ago, and laid it on the
table here, in reference to that, and I
thought it came under the hon. gentleman's
notice.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I have not seen
that, but I will ask the clerk for it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like
to ask the hon. Secretary of State whether
he has brought down those papers respect-
ing the Soulanges Canal?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not able to say
anything about the returns. I have asked
frequently about it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like to
direct the attention of the hon. leader of the
House to the fact that on the 9th May last
a notice was placed on the paper asking for
the return of certain papers with which this
House should have been made acquainted,
particularly by way of return to an address.
Now, if that stage has been reached by which
the government will purposely ignore such
an address, I should like to be made ac-
quainted with the fact. The papers J asked
for relate to a well known contract, to which
considerable attention bas been directed, and
the papers would not necessarily occupy a
very great deal of time in preparation. They
refer to certain specifications, tenders and
notices, and, as I have said on three or four
occasions, the papers can be prepared in
three or four hours. It is my intention at
each sitting of this House, until those papers
are submitted, to direct the attention of the
House to the fact that I have asked for
these papers and they have not been brought
down.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (150) "An Act further to amend the
Acts respecting the Judges of Provincial
Courts."-(Hon. Mr. Mills).

QUEBEC HARBOUR COMMISSION-
ERS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (142) " An Act
to authorize bhe Quebec Harbour Commis-
sioners to borrow money."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend, the
leader of the opposition, yesterday asked
about the income of the harbour commis-
sioners of Quebec, and whether they are
Paying interest on their indebtedness. They

are not. I may say to my hon. friend that
the gross income of the harbour commission-
ers is about $70,000, of which one-half is
available and is being used for harbour im-
provements; that the interest on their in-
debtedness isin the meantime being deferred.
The amount now required, $350,000, as my
hon. friend will see, is to be extended over
a number of years, and is for the purpose of
making improvements as they may be
required, and it is expected that, with these
improvements, the income of the harbour
commissioners will correspondingly increase
ard that the moneys that are now devoted
to harbour improvements can then be applied
to the payment of interest on their indebted-
ness.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (BC.)-Is the
interest guaranteed by the Dominion?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No, it is provided
that it shall take priority over certain other
liabilities.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
I understand the hon. gentleman to say that
the gross income of the harbour commis-
sioners is $75,000 a year ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-About $70,000 of
which $35,000 goes to local improvements.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That would leave about $35,000 that is not
required for management.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is not required
for management. I cannot tell my hon.
friend how the balance is applied. A por-
tion of it of course is required for manage-
ment. Half the sum, as I said, is applied
to improvements, the construction of new
works, and, under an arrangement made a -
couple of years ago, no portion of it has
been applied to the payment of interest.
With the privilege of borrowing money for
the purpose of carrying on improvements it
is intended that that income shall go towards
the payment of interest and the ultimate
abolition of the debt.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
can understand that, but it seems to me the
hon. gentleman, in making a proposition of
this kind to the House, shoud be able to
tell us what becomes of the money which is
really collected. If the gross income be
$70,000, and half of it goes for improve-
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ments, then the other $35,000 must be
appropriated in some way or other-I pre-
sume some of it for management, but it
could not by any possibility require all that
amount. Is any portion used to pay interest
on some preferential bonds, if not for what
purpose is it used by the commissioners?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I sent to the Minister
of Public Works for information on the
subject, and he misunderstood me and sent in
the information relating to the harbour of
Montreal, which does not throw much light
on the harbour of Quebec. I may tell my
hon. friend that I have given him all the
information that is in my possession at the
present time. Mr. Dobell, one of the repre-
sentatives of Quebec, is thoroughly con-
versant with this subject and has been for
years a member of the harbour board, and
if my hon. friend will permit the bill to go
through the committee with the information
I have given him, which I admit is scanty
enough, before the bill is read the third
time I shall endeavour to give him all the
information for which he has asked ; that is,
as to how the $70,000 is applied at the pre-
sent time. I have told my hon. friend that
something more than one-half of this is ap-
plied towards making new improvements.
How the balance is applied J cannot at this
moment tell him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
One thing evidently the hon. gentleman does
know, and that is, that it is not applied in
paying any interest which is due the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, that is under an
arrangement made a year or two ago.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not at all surprised that the Minister of
Public Works gave the hon. gentleman the
information with respect to Montreal instead
of Quebec harbour. I have no doubt that
is the iost prominent picture in his brain
just now, and consequently he would not
think of anything else at the present time.
However, I have no further question to ask.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE, from the commit-
tee, reported the bill without amendment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
think we might as well take the third read-
ing now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third reading
of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read to third time and passed.

W INNIPEG GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY CONTRACT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (148) " An Act
respecting the transport Contract bçtween
Her Majesty and the Winnipeg Great
Northern Railway Company."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have given
notice of a motion to amend.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The hon. gentleman
moves to strike out the land subsidy. lt is
a very unusual proceeding to take away from
a company a gift that has been made to it
under an Act of parliament. I presume
they are building their road and that their
bonds were issued on the faith of it. I do
not think my hon. friend will insist on mov-
ing his amendment.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I intend to insist
upon it and I move:

That the words "and the company's land subsidy
shall apply to the line hereby authorized," at the end
of the said bill, be omitted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the motion
is put, I should like to suggest that that
motion is not in order. It deals with the
subsidy, and we cannot touch the subsidy in
this House. We can reject the bill alto-
gether, but we cannot touch the subsidy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is not a money
subsidy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It does not matter;
it is an appropriation of the land of the
Crown. The same rule applies to this
which applied to the Yukon Bill, and which
I mentioned when that bill was under dis-
cussion, that there was no difference be-
tween appropriating the lands of the Crown
and the money of the Crown, and that
neither the lands nor the money were under
the jurisdiction of this House. So that my
hon. friend's motion is not in order.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am in favour of the motion, but I can-
not concur in the opinion given by the hon.
Minister of Justice. This is neither reduc-
ing the subsidy to be paid nor increasing it ;
the proposition before the House, is to trans-
fer it f rom one work to another, and if that
clause be struck out it will leave the appro-
priation for the original road. I cannot
understand how it is claimed that it is out
of order. I do not see how it can be con-
sidered an infringement of the principle laid
down by the hon. Minister of Justice. If
a proposition be made in the House of Com-
nions for the granting of a certain sum of
money to any person for any purpose, any
member has the right to move the rejection
of that paragraph in the bill, or to take the
more moderate course of moving the reduc-
tion of the sanie, but he has no right to,
move to increase it, nor to make any motion
which would lead to an extra charge upon
the revenue of the country, unless it was
laid before parliament with the sanction of
His Excellency.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This is not a
charge upon the revenue?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, this is not a charge on the revenue, nor
is it an interference with the appropriation
which has been made, but it is a declaration
that you will not change the purposes for
which it was originally granted. I do not
think the amendment is out of order.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The House of Com-
Mons, in which body is vested the sole right
to deal with the property of the country, send
us up a bill which provides that a certain
rnoney subsidy to the line that is authorized
by the bill and they say that the company's
land subsidy shall also apply to the line
authorized. Surely this House would not
have the right to say that the grant of
$80,000 should not be given to the new
company, but should be given to the old
comipany. We would have no right to do
that, and we have no more right to decide
that the land subsidy shall be given to the
old company and not to the new. We have
a perfect right, if we wish things to remain
as they are, to reject the bill, but we cannot
amend them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
This is not changing an appropriation from

one company to another; it is giving power
to a company to which a subsidy was granted
last year to change the route, and not to a
new company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I elaim my right
to speak to my motion. Lt is not asking for
an appropriation of money, but this deals
with a subsidy to the Great Northern Rail-
way, which was designed to go between the
Lake Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg towards
the Saskatchewan and Hudson Bay. Now,
the appropriation made by the late govern-
ment was to that railroad as part of the line
to Hudson Bay. This is a transference
from that line on the east side of Lake
Manitoba to a line on the west side of Lake
Manitoba, which runs in an entirely differ-
ent direction. 1 wish to oppose the trans-
ference of that land grant to the new line
and to keep it for the old line.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The old line is aban-
doned.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
will be the effect of the hon. gentleman's
amendment? Will it change the land grant,
or will it leave the land grant to the old
line ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes. Of course
when I speak to my amendient I shall ex-
plain what'I want. I claiin my motion is
fnot out of order on the grounds that I have
mentioned.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
will be the effect of the amendment?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is a legal
point that I am not acquainted with. The
Winnipeg and Great Northern Railway has
a charter to go to Hudson Bay, or so far as
it has life at the present moment, and this is
designed to tack on the bonus, which was
granted to the Great Northern Railway, to
the Manitoba Railway and Canal Company,
which starts froi Gladstone, an entirely
different point, and which, goes in an en-
tirely different direction.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Withoutspeak-
ing on the merits of this question, but
confining my remarks to the question of
order, 1 should not like to see a ruling in
accordance with the contention of the hon.
member from Halifax on this point. It
would simply divest this House of, at any
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time, dealing with a land subsidy, because
this is nothing more or less than a land
subsidy given to this particular road.
Surely the Senate has a right to say whether
it will support or reject the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We can reject the
bill in the whole, but we cannot reject
part of it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is equivalent
to rejecting a land subsidy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Secretary of
State cannot surely urge that if the govern-
ment brings down land subsidies for half a
dozen railways, one or two of which may be
very objectionable indeed, that we have to
take the objectionable ones along with the
unobjectionable ones and have no power to
amend the bill at all ? I do not think that
that is the intention.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The point in this case
is this : there is a money subsidy and a land
subsidy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not asking
that the money subsidy shall be interfered
with.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The rule is that you
cannot change the amount ; you can reject
the bill altogether. It seems to me, under
the ruling which has heretofore prevailed,
we cannot divide the amount and say we
accept so much and reject so much.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Can the hon. gentle-
man give us any authority 1 There is only
one bill, the Supply Bill, which we are
obliged to accept or reject as a whole. We
have always understood it that way. Can
the hon. gentleman show us some authority
for the position he takes ? We have great
powers. We can do anything we like with
any bill except the Supply Bill. Not only
land bills but money bills. We can strike
out but we cannot add. We cannot say
that money shall be spent, but we can say
the money shall not be spent.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This question has
come up rather unexpectedly.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It bas been on
the order paper for three days.

member in the session of 1685 when the
hon. gentleman from Richmond occupied
the chàir of this House, I moved an amend-
ment to a railway bill which was before the
House to the effect that work should be
begun at both ends of the proposed railway
at the same time, and that motion was ruled
out of order, and as I admitted afterwards,
was correctly and properly ruled out of order
by the Speaker. He gave the authority at
the time. That was a smaller interference
with the bill before the House than that
which is contemplated by the hon. gentle-
man from Shell River. I presume the usual
course, when a question of order is raised in
conmittee, is for the Speaker take the
chair.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
should like to ask an explanation of the last
words of the bill-whether they mean that
the old land grant shall remain a subsidy to
the old line.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The old line is aban-
doned.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Then
the old land grant is on the old line still but
this other company has got it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to speak
to the amendment.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I think that it
would be wiser to pass the bill now and let
the hon. gentleman move the amendment
on the third reading.

Hon. BOULTON-I would like to make
a speech on this at the present time and on
the third reading as well. Before it comes
to the third reading I wish to explain the
reasons for my opposition to it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I persist in the
question of order.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
committee should rise, and then the Speaker
could decide the question of order after
which we could proceed in committee again.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the commit-
tee, reported that they had taken the bill
into consideration and asked leave to report
the same for the decision of the Chair on
the point of order.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But the question Hon. Mr. POWER-My hon. friend's
of order has come up unexpectedly. I re- amendment proposes to strike out of this bill
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the words, " and the company's land subsidy priation, as it was passed by parliament in.
shall apply to the line hereby authorized." 1895, in the same position as the bill pro-
I say that this House has no right to deal vided for at that time. It does not take
with the property of the Crown ; that it has from nor does it add to, but it says the
no more right to deal with a land subsidy same company that built the 125 miles, may
than with the money subsidy which is dealt extend their road upon another route, and
with by this bill. The Senate have the that they will transfer the subsidy which
right to reject the bill but not to amend it was given for the line from Dauphin Lake
in the manner proposed. to the Saskatchewan, to a road to be built

I from Dauphin Lake to the Swan River.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I refer to May, at That is the proposition before the House,

page 512, where he says : and it is a question whether that comes

THE COMMONS PRIVILEGES AND LEGIS- within the meaning of the paragraph read
LATION BY THE LORDS. by hon. Secretary of State from May. To

By the practice and uiage based upon that resolu- my mind, it does not. I do not think it has
tion, the Lords are excluded, not only from the power the slightest application to the question
of initiating or amending bills dealing with public before the House.
expenditure or revenue, but also from Initiatmng pub-
lie bills which would create a charge upon the people
by the imposition of local or other rates, or which Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I must give His
deal with the administration or employment of those Honour the Speaker the information with
charges. Bills which thus infringe the privleges of
the Conmons, when received froi the Lords, are regard to this road. A charter was granted
either laid aside or postponed for six months. to build a line from Winnipeg to the crossing

It follows aceordingiv that the Lords may not of La t
amend the provisions in bills which they receive from ke Manitoba between Lakes Manitoba
the Commons dealing with the above mentioned sub- and Winnipeg; that is serving a tract of
jects, so as to alter, whether by increase or reduction. country on its route fron Hudson Bty to
the amount of a rate or charge, its duration, mode of te oask t te re wa s or t m o
assessient, levy, collection, appropriation or manage- the Saskatchewan. There was forty miles of
ment, or the persons who pay, receive, manage or that road built, as hon. gentlemen ail know,
contiol it O1 the limits within which it is leviable. about ten years ago has never been utilized
Other forms of amendients by the Lords have also
been held to inifringe on the privileges of the Commons, or brought to completion.
such as the addition of a clause providing that pay-
ments into and out of the Consolidated Fund should
be made under the saime regulations as were applicable Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Is the hon. gentle-
by law to othier simiilar payuments ; of provisions for man speaking to the question of order or the
the payment of salaries t officers of the Court of resolution
Chancery out of the suitors' funds; and alteratiois ri
a clause' prescribing the order in which charges on
the revenue of a colony should be paid. bon. Mr. BOULTON-I am speaking of

Hon. 3Ir. BOULTON-Does it say any- the transference of this subsidy upon the

thing with re'gard to the appropriation of line that the hon. leader of the opposition has

land ? laid down. I want to show that the people
expected this appropriation to be expended

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is an asset of the for their benefit between Winnipeg and
Crown. tManitoba, that it is now transferred to the

West side oF Lake Manitoba, some 120
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- miles from Gladstone north, and now this is

The extract read from May is not pertinent designed to transfer that appropriation of
to the question before the House. We have 6,500 acres per mile from that line for which
always adhered to the doctrine laid down the appropriation was originally granted, and
there, in dealing with public properties or the money subsidy originally granted, to the
public moneys, but this bill makes no pro-: Lake Manitoba Railway and Canal Company.
vision either for the reduction or the in- I am moving now that that transfer shall
crease of land grant, or the increase of a not take place. It is not a question of what
Vnoney subsidy, or the decrease of a money is to become of the land grant hereafter,
subsidy. It provides for the transferring of whether it shall be utilized for the purpose
a subsidy which has been granted in land for which it was originally intended or not;
from one line to another. It neither adds that is for the government to say, but I claim
to the revenue nor takes from the revenue. If the right to speak to my motion and I am
the motion was carried-I do not anticipate quite in order in regard to that, because it
that it will be-it would leave the appro- is still leaving the land grant in the hands
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of the government and for the purpose for Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are both assets
which it was originaliy intended. of the Crown and both have values. My

hon. friend put a very high value on land
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think the the other day-considered it of immensely

point taken by my hon. friend opposite is g
well taken. This lard grant, as my hon.
friend argues, is a grant transferred f rom Hon. Mx. MACDONALD (B.C.)-J put
one conpany to another ; it is not an ap- that value on it stili.
propriation from the Crown. The appro- Hon. Mr. MILLS-And now he argues
priation has already been made. That ispriaionbasa]redy eenmade Iht ~that the lands are of s0 littie consequence
the contention of my hon. friend, and it 8 that they cannot be regarded as money.
just a question whether it shall go

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. r. MACDONALD (B.C.)-J want
Hon.SirMACENZE ito know on what authority the hon. gentie-

My contention was not that it was transfer-'inan places land and public money in the
red from one company to, another. same category ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-From one Tne to Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because they are both
another, under the same company. revenues hf the Crown.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
Yes. might be the other way ; there might be a

loss of revenue to the Crown.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The money has not

yet been earned. It is still an appropria- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tion to be made. Parliament tas entered The paragraph referred to by the Secretary
into a contract, that is aIl. There is not an of State reads as follows :
appropriation. But that being so, this is as By the practice and usage based upon that resolu-
much a dealing, with the revenues of the tion, the Lords are excluded, not unly froni the
Crown as if there were no other bill in ex- power of initiation or arnending bis dealing %vith

istece xcet tis artiula bil. n apublic expenditure or revenue, but also froin initiatinga public bis which would create a charge upon the
supply bl you cannyt amend it. You can- people.
not propose to strike out certain items, but Te h etprgahge nt a
must deal Nvith the measure as a whole. Thntenxaarp oso osy
Any bill making an appropriation of public it folows, accordingly, that the Lords ay not

oneys or of public revenues in any form, anend the provisions in beis which they receive fron
the Counnnons deating sith the above mentioned sub-

is not exactly like a supply bill taken as a jects, so as to alter, eitber by increase or reduction,
whole. You may amend, for instance, any the anount of a rate or charge, &c.
clause of this bi except that relating to the Is this an interference with the revenues
appropriation. My hon. friend says we of the country Is it an interference with

uha eigt t rject the Supply the expenditure of the country contend
BiCl, therefore we have a right to strike out that it is neither the on nor the other. If
this particular clause. I say no, because it were an original appropriation of these
this is not the only cl use in the bill There lands, then there might be some force in the
is another clause making an appropriation argument that the hon. gentleman is making.
of a certain saim for a yeir. The question But it is not an original appropriation, and
may arise whether you can deal with both I hold that the granting of land is not an
or one only. You canne deal with one, expenditure, nor is it an interference with
and my hon. friend will see that applying the revenues of the country.
the principle of analogy of the Supply Bill,
you cannot amend this bill hy striking out Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is the taking of the
a part of the public appropriation to support lands from one corporation and giving them,
the road and leave the remainder in the to another corporation.
bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-By is not, my hon. f riend is wrong. It 1S

what authority can you place public money allowing the same corporation to expend
and public land in the same position the money in one section of te country and
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not in the other for which it was originally and Great Northern. It is still the Winni-
appropriated. peg and Great Northern. This land was

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Is it not the same vestkd in the Winnipeg and Great Northern

corporation? Railway Company, and this bil stili leavesit vested in the Winnipeg and Great

Hon. Sir -,MACKENZIE BOWELL-It Northern, and allows them to expend it in
is. another direction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One is the Winnipeg
Great Northern Railway Company; that is
the corporation that up to the present time
has had this land grant. The bon. senator
who made the motion to amend does not
wish to take it from that company. The
Crown takes it f rom one company, at the
instance of the parties interested, and gives
it to an entirely different company. It
stands in the name of the Winnipeg Great
Northern Railway Company. We gave
it to that company, and that company
has not forfeited the land yet. Now the
Crown says, for public reasons and with the
consent of the parties, we are going to take
that land back, to cancel or repeal that
original grant, and we are going to make a
new grant altogether to the Winnipeg Great
Northern Railway Compay.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The bill does not
say that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But we do it virtually
by this. The hon. gentleman will admit
that it now stands in the name of the Win-
nipeg Great Northern Railway Company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If this bill passes
with that clause in it, it will then have been
taken fron that company and transferred to
the Winnipeg Great Northern Railway
Company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What is the dif-
ference 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are two corpo-
rations ; they have two Acts of parliamen't-

lion. Mr. BOULTON-They are both the
Bamue except in name.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The other is the Mani-
toba Railway and Canal Company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There was a bill
Passed through parliament the other day
allowing the Manitoba Railway and Canal
Company to amalgamate with the Winnipeg
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Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-Sup-
posing those words were struck out which
the hon. gentleman from Shell River wishes
by his motion, what grant will there be to
this new railroad?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am only trying
to get the matter before the House and
explain about that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J withdraw the point
of order if the hon. gentleman will allow the
House to divide on it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. member
from Quebec wants the information ; you
will not let me give the information.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Chair, chair!

The SPEAKER-It has been maintained
during the discussion of the point of order
that the Senate had no right to interfere
with bills which increased the expenditure
of money, but would have the right to amend
such bills in order to decrease or prevent the
expenditure of money. I admit that I was,
at first sight, of that opinion, but the author-
ity of May, cited by the hon. Secretary of
State, at page 542, after saying that the
House of Lords is excluded, not only from
the power of initiating or amending bills
dealing with public expenditure or revenue,
but also from initiating public bills which
would create a charge upon the people, or
which would deal with the administration
or employment of those charges, adds :

It follows, accordingly that the Lords may not
amend the provisions in bills which they rpceived
from the Coinmons, dealing with the above subjects,
so as to alter, whether by increase or reduction, mode
of assessment, levy, collectijn, appropriation or man-
ageinent ; or the persons who pay, receive, manage
or control, &c., &c.

To this the hon. leader of the opposition
said that there is in that amendment neither
a question of increasing or reducing the ex-
penditure of money, but of transferring the
grant of land from one line to another. But
in reading the amendment as it is, I cannot
now come to any other conclusion than that
this amendment would really interfere in
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the disposition of the public money, and the I think that you will find that this proposed
very words of the amendment say: "and canal will be equally advantageous in the
the company's land subsidy shall apply to future and will succeed in diverting the
the line hereby authorized." By this the trade that has hitherto passed our doors and
amendment goes to say that the disposition entered United States channels, and we will
of the land grant will be changed ; and as get the benefit of this transportation in the
the hon. gentleman from Montearville future. There can be no greater advantage
pointed out, if this amendment is carried, to any country than a cheap, safe and ex-
then the land already granted will'be re- peditious means of transportation. In the
moved from its destination or appropoiation, past it was necessary to buihi ie St. Law-
that is, from one line to apply it to another, rence and Welland Canal. They have been
and there will be no grant of land for one line o
which had it before. And as I am of opinion at the present day we are in a (ifferent posi-
thatpublicland, representing public property, tion. We tind now that it is absolutelv ne-
ought to be considered as public money, I cessary that increased accommodation should
cannot come to any other conclusion than be provided for the expanding commerce of
that the point (f order is well taken, and this great Dominion. With this Ottawa
that the amendment is not in order. canal you will have, instead of a very small

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then I beg to
give notice that on the third reading of the
bill I will move the six months' hoist.

OTTAWA AND GEORGIAN BAY
CANAL.

MOTION.

percentage of the cereals of the west trans-
ported through this country, in the future
the great bulk of passing through this chan-
nel to the sea-board. We h·d before the
conmittee experts of the highest character-
men well acquainted with the trade and
business operations of the country-and
they all came to one and only one con-
clusion. that it is of the utmost importance

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the adoption that thiswork should be undertakenwith as
of the final report of the Select Committee littie delay as possible for the purpose of
appointed to investigate and report upon the obtaiIing the resuits that we expect te
construction of a canal uniting the waters follow f rom the construction of this canal.
of Lake Huron with those of the St. Law- Tt i unnecessary for me to go over the
rence, via the Ottawa River. evidence It is in tpye and will be publish-

He said : I have much pleasure in ed in pamphlet form. The members cf the
reviewing the proceeding of the committee committee were perfectly amazed at the
appointed to inquire into the feasibility of evîdence produced show ing the great advant-
constructing this canal. I may say, lion. ages of this route. Some years age the
gentlemen, that this matter was thoroughly Imperialgovernwent undertook the construe-
inquired into by the commnittee, and tien of the Ottawa and Rideau Canais f ron]
evidence was adduced before them, clearly. Montreal te Kingston. That work did an
showing that this route is a mott desirable immense deal of good in its time. it was
one, a route which wvilI contribute greatly i e undertaken net merely as a commercial enter-
the future prosperity of this Dominion. As prise, but as a work in the interest of the
on. gentlemen know, this suboject has defences of the country. If it was necessary

engaged the attention of the public men of then, how much more necessary is it n w te
this country for the last fifty years. At one pçovide another means should it ever the
time it was viewed as a local prject, an: neoessary for the defence cf the countr te
Ottawa project, and therefore, did not be used for the transportation cf vessels fri
attract the attention it has commanded cf the sea-epard te the upper lakes without
later years. at is now viewed in a different molestation. Whether we view it as a tefen-
light, as a national work, a work, which in sive work or as a commercial undertaking,
importance exceeds any public work under its advantages are so nreat that it is not
taken in this country in the past- necessary for ofe to waste the time cf th
I will not except even the Canadian buse impressing bon. gentlemen with itS
Pacifie Railway, although we must admit importance. nt will make Montreal and
that that great enterprise bas been cf in- Quebec the New York and Boston tf
estimable benefit to the Dominion generally. this country. It will bring trade te this
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country that will astonish our people. Had but 1 may say, as far as it concerns the
this canal been commenced as it was great North-west, no proposition can ever
ntended forty or fifty years ago, in ail proba- be submitted to the people of this country
bility it would have been of small dimensions. that wili more enure to the settie-
In those days we did not have the same ment of that part of Canada. It
large ideas we have to-day. At that time wrll have the effect of settiing every
a canal of nine feet draft would have been acre of land in that fertile country.
considered sufficient, but now we find that We know that the North-west is capable of
commerce demands a larger channel. This producing an immense quantity of grain.
proposed canal will have fourteen feet of Prohably a great many of us here may not
water. With that depth of water it wili live to see it, but our successors wiil find
carry an immense volume of traffic. It will that this country will be abie to produce
be the great highway through the Dominion such quantities of grain as wili astonish the
between the North-west and the sea-board world. If this project is to have the effect
on ail-Canadian route, and wve will have the of setiling our great North-wesr, it should
proud satisfaction of knowing that both as at once Le proceeded with. Settiers will not
re-ards canais and railways we are superior go into that country to the saine extent
to any other people on the face of the globe. under present circumstances as they would
The day is not far distant when this canal if they had the Lest facilities for the trans-
will he constructed. When the governnent portation of their produce. Apart from its
see the evidence adduced in this report they value as a short highway from the great
will cone to the conclusion, I an satisfied, lakes to the sea-boan this canal wiil deveiop
that if they do not accept the proposition of i a p
the great contractors who offer to construct eiectricity for 11gl t and power, ard will facili-
the canal as a civil undertaking, they tate the development of our vast deposits of
vill themselves undertake the construction iron oreandlead totheestablishment ofgreat
of it as a national werk. The firm of manufactu ring enterprises. When we sec
Pearson Company was represented here by ail the advantages to ie derived from the
Mr. Meldrum, who cane ail the way building of this canai, we would be wanting
f rom Mexico to appear before this in our duty to ourseives and to our country
committee and give evidence of that project. if any of us offered opposition to the con-
I believe the governnent will yet take this struction of this great work. The gentle-
matter into favourable consideration, and men who composed the committee were un-
when they do they will find that there is a remittin- in their attention, and criticised
unanimous opinion in favour of this route- very properly every word uttered by the
that not a dissentient voice will be raised different witnesses. I believe 1 voice the
against the early completion of the canal. unanimous sentiment of the committee
The contractors undertake to commence when I say that they heartily recommend
work on this canal immediately. They pro- the government to ensure the construction
pose to complete it and have it in full opera- of this great work. 1 believe the time has
tion in between three and four years, and arrived when action shouid Le taken for the
they do not ask the government to give purpose of bringing thîs project to a success-
them a dollar in advance. When the work fui issue. The cost of maintenance and
is in running order they expect that the operation of the canal shouid not
government will endorse their bonds for exceed those of our present canais,
twenty years. It is a very favourable pro- and shouid be considerabiy reduced,
posal. Whether the policy.of the govern- steel and concrete being iargeiy used
ment will be in favour of the canal or not, I in construction. The works wili be of a
do not know. If they undertake it as a very permanent character, and repairs will
government work, that is a matter which be slight for years to come. The location of
they alone have the power to decide. How- the fals is such that separate locks wiii be
ever, we have this proposition before us. We few, and the locks being in chains, the ex-
know what the cost of the work will be, penses of operation wili be reduced to a
and it is very easy to ascertain whether minimum. The fact that the excavations
one course or the other will be best in the are iargeiy in rock, and the character of the
interests of the country. I do not intend Ottawa River give absolute assurance that
to dwell at any great length on this questign, the annuai cost for dredging to keep an open
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Sault eastward are :

1870............ ....... ....
1880. ., ....................
1890.....................
1896.. ........ .............

Bushels.
49,700

2,105,820
16,217,370
63,259,463

Other grains:
1894 ............ 1. ... .... 1,545,000
1895........... .... ....... 8,5429,000
1886........................ 27,000,000

Showing a total of over 90,000,000 bush-
els in 1896. In 1895 Minnesota and North
Dakota alone produced 126,000,000 bushels
of wheat. Manitoba and the North-west
will be producing that much more within
very few years. It would be safe to estimate
that before the end of the first decade of the
twentieth century there will be 250,000,000
bushels of grain per annum pouring out from
Lake Superior via the Sault. The present
impor tations of the British Isles alone from
this continent exceed 175,000,000 bushels
per annum. It is not unreasonable to sup-
pose that a large proportion of this grain
will be carried by the cheapest route to the
seaboard of the Dominion. Instead of
750,000 tons from Lake Superior the traffic
might very safely be stated at from 1.500,000
to 2,000,000 tons per annum. To be beyond

speedily develop resources beyond the height
of land on the Hudson Bay slope. From
these resources then (1) Mining operations,
roasting ores and smelting processes. (2)
Use on railways, and (3) Supply of towns
and village,, will soon spring up a large
demand for coal. On the other hand the
output of all that region will be greatly en-
hanced. Over 100,000 tons of pulpwood
alone are already shipped annually from the
Lake Nipissing region. This costs, for trans-
portation, from $2.75 to $3.25 per cord.
With water transportation this item would
be re luced to about $1 per cord, and it is
perfectly safe to say the out-put would be
doubled, or even trebled, at once. Pulpwood
from Lake Nipissing alone, will furnish al-
most at once, more than the total indicated
traffic of 250,000 tons. For this reason this
item may be safely placed at 500,000 tons,
and the figures increase rapidly beyond that.
The lumber trade of the Ottawa has been
placed at 1,000 tons, but may be safely in-
creased to 1,500,000. The canals of the
lower Ottawa have nearly 750,000 tons per
annum of a lumber traffic. Considering the
vast quantities of additional material made
available, the estimate of 1,500,000 for the
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channel, breaks of canal banks, &c., will be ail question within the mark, it niay be
trifling in the extreme. placed at 1,000,000 tons. The traffic from

An estimate of traffic heretofore made Lake Michigan has been estimated at
places its total at the opening of the canals 1,300,000 tons, based on a total traffic of
and for the first years of their operation at 18,000,000 tons per annum. The immediate
4,050,000 tons per annum divided as success of the Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry
follows :-Sound Railway in attracting to itself grain

Tons. traffic bound from Chicago and other Lake
I. From Lake Superior... . . 750,000 Michigan points as well as its shipments

Il. do Lake Michigan. 1,800,000 from New England to the Western States
III. do Lakes Huron and affords proof that upon the opening of

Erie(including coal trade) 250,000
IV. Lumber................. 1,0000 the Ottaa waterway, it will find itself
V. Other traffic of local origin 250,000 practically with a tonnage of freight

(These figures include in all cases traffic both passing along it linlited only by its
ways.) capacity. Nevertheless to be perfectly safe

Further analyses of traffic since this esti- this may be placed at 1,000,000 tons. This
mate was made lead to the belief that it item of 250,000 tons is far too low. Coal

in sme espcts uchtooîowcosts now for carrnage f rom the boundary toin some respects much too low,
Counting one-fourth of this estimated

tonnage as west bound, there would remainlumber barges
562,500 tos est bound thre fflcad rea as a return cargo, and laid down anywhere562,500 tons east bound tratoic, and o on Lake Nipissing at a cost of not more thaning this to be all grain it would amnount to'itcesprto nluigoi)the
18,562,500 bushels. When it is considered sîxt es pe to n g tos thery
that a cut off from one and a half to two
cents per bu-hel below any other route can nd Temisamnge mieai region aa
be made by the Ottawa waterway, it will t
be evident this is far too small. ipissing vill also facilitate railroad opera-

1he figures for wheat passing through the tion through aIl tae northern parts of Ont-
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whole route east and west and including all
other forest products is clearly a very moder-
ate one. This item includes building stones,
clay, lime, marble, granite, iron ores, galena,
phosphates, bulky agricultural products,
lumbermen's supplies, etc., etc. The revised
estimate appears thus:

Tons.
I. From Lake Superior.... ... ..... 1,000,000

II. " Lake Michigan.............. 1,000,000)
III. " Lakes Huron and Erie . a ) 0 , 0

(Including coal trade) 500,000,
IV. Luinber ...... . .......... 1,500,000

V. Other trattic of local origin.......... ;0,5000

4,250,000

As to the quantity of water power which
will be developed by the company's works,
the estimate of 'Mr. Andrew Bell, C.E., is
from 500,000 to 800,000 horse power. Mr.
T. C. Clarke, consulting engineer, says:

that it is to be undertaken either in one way
or another. I have no particular desire to
recommend what action the government
should take in this matter. I have no doubt
they will view the evidence produced in this
report and consider the advantages. I be-
lieve if this canal is undertaken it will place
the Dominion in a position second to none
in the world and develop enormous water
power and increase our ability to transport
cheaply the vast rescources of the North-
west. We will overshadow any other nation
on the face of the earth. We have built the
Canadian Pacific Railway and it has been a
great success and I want to see another great

success in building the Ottawa Canal. I
have con idered the subject for the last fifty
years. I was in the country in my early
days. I was conversant with the natural
resources of this country, and when my friend

The most important change in the situation has une late John Eagan undertook to bring the
cone from the developnient of the electrical trans- subject to the notice of the parliament
Mission of power. The dams designed by me in 1860 of Canada in the ff ty's ever man
Were then and are now absolutely necessary to give
suffieient depth for navigation. These dams will also thought he was insane, that he was
be the ineans of developing and controlling water asking for work that could not be underl>ower for electric appliances. I can state Unre- taken and would tax-I will not sa the
servedly that I know of no other place in any manu-
facturing country, Niagara Falls not excepted, where; resources of the British Empire, but it would
th.ere is such an amount of water power as this selbeme cost a great deal. However, the govern-
can make available. ment did commence it, and they did excavate

Mr. Clarke places the amoutint of power a certain amount between the Chats and the
developed at a minimum of 700,000 h.p. Deschênes Lake, but the rock was very dif-
As to its value there can be no question ficult to remove with the explosives used at
that $20 per h.p. per annuin is a reasonable that time. We merely had powder and the
estimate, but for purposes of calculating cost of excavation was too great, but with
revenues it is placed at 810. The utilization the explosives at the present time that rock
of this large quantity of water power will could be displaced as easily as any rock in
no doubt be a matter of time, but it is not the world. But we do not requ'ire that.
to be lost sight of that it will be located on This canal can be built at a comparatively
one of the nost advantageous water high- low estimate. The whole work can be done
ways in the world, with the materials for for $17,000,000. That includes $1,500,000
various manufactures convenient, and ail for elevators at the city of Montreal,
other conditions the nost favourable pos- and $500,000 for the purpose of increasing
sible. The immediate demand will be large the size of the locks on the Lachine
for the following purposes :-(I) Pulp and Canal. If thosetwoitemsweretakenaway,
paper mills. (2) Flour mills for grinding we would merely require $15,000,000 to ac-
North-west grain in transit. (3) Electrie complish this great work. That must be
light and power. (4) Wood-working ia- considered a very small price, indeed,for
dustries and other manufactures The work of this magnitude, particularly when I
utilization of at least 100,000 h.p., may be tell you that the Suez Canal, 100 miles in
looked for in the near future. The estimate length, cost $1,000,000 per mile, and the
of revenue submitted is based on that Nicaragua Canal costabout the same. Onthe
amount, although there is evidently no rea- other side of the line they do not hesitate to
son why it should be limited to that. build canais at an enormous cost. 1 hope

I think I have shown enough to convince the goverament will proceed with this pro-
hon. gentlemen that this project is one of ject, and I know that every acre of unoc-
such great natural importance that not one cupied lands in the North-west will ho taken
day should be lost in arriving at a deision up by settlers. I trust that the government
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will keep these lands in their possession for struction of t his canal vill be towards the
actual settlers. They ought to do every- development of our western prairies. Unfor-
thing they can for the future. We have tunately, a large proportion of the grain that
given our timber lands, the best assets of the we produce in the North-west fineds its way
country, away for nothing, and I hope a dif- to the markets of England by way of New
ferent policy will be inaugurated by this York instead of through Canada. That is
government and that they will do every- a most unfortunate position for this country
thing they can to retain the properties in to be placed in. The reason of that is not
their own lands. The question was before hard to understand. First of all, our marine
us the other day as to the irrigation of lands is a monopoly. It is a simall marine, and it
in the North-west. I think it is well worthy keeps everything wit.hin a close preserve.
the considertion of any government whether There is not suflicient de clopnment of com-
they should not do this irragating themselves. petition within our lake marine to give us
I do not like to see large areas of lands low rates The competition in the United
go into the hands of speculators. We have States marine is very heavy indeed, and it
had too nmuch of it in the past and I hope is constantly increasing in tonnage and con-
the government will take warning and stantly lowering rates. Fromn Port Arthur
retain these lands for the benefit of the to Buffalo the United States marine com-
country. The very moment that the people pete for the carnage of our grain and
know that we are going to have this canal, take it at a very low rate in the very large
they will go to that country to seule, and tonnages of vessels that are emplovec in that
the steamers will not be suflicient to carry service. The United States manne caniot
the people there. We are now in a fair way compete in carrying grain fromn Port Arthur
to get a fast line of steamers and that is to a Canadi-n port. That is a monopoly of
another reason why we should construct the Canadian marine, ani to the extent that
this canal in order to build up Quebec and that nonopoly exists, and to the extent that
Montreal and make them the New York and the abence of coai petition exist, are diffi-
Bo4on of this country. They are capable culties placee in the way oftransporting our
of it. No two ports in the country offer gi cao
greater advantages, and I hope th;t Quebec isending it around by Buitlo and the Erie
and Montreal will assist the undertaking. I Canal. Nov, the construction of this catial,
trust that hon . gentlemen here wil give us as long as our Canadian marine is a mon-
aIl the aid thiey can and distribute this opoly, wila always be the subject of the
information in order to show that we are difficulties that J have pointed out in that
desirous of doing what we can for the best respect, so far as carrying oui Ca.nadian
interest of the country in the future. grain is concerned, and J hope it ill dawn

upon our government that the statedent I
Hon. Mr. BOLTON-I should like to make is a fact. When it cones to drawing

say a few words upon this question before the grain from Duluth or Chicago to a Can-
the motion is put. adian channel, then the advantages of the

canal will be very much increased and will
ion. Mr. cKAY-An hour? be very manifest. For instance, a United

States vessel can carry from Chicago to a
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle- Canadian port, while it cannot carry fro

man must recollect that the representation one Canadian port to another Canadian port.
from our western country is smali, and I Now the grain that is delivered at Buffalo
have therefore to do double duty in discuss- every year for transportation to the sea
ing those questions that affect our interests, board is e00,000,000 bushels, hoi. gentle-
and if I tax bis patience he nust regard my men can get trrough their minds what an
criticisms in that light. 1 will endeavour to enormous amount of produce and traffic
be as short as possible. Coming fron the that is. A portion of that, of course, is our
North-west country, it pt a matter of very own, but a great porthion of it is fro f Chicago
great importance to us to obtain transpor- and Duluth, and ml those lake ports in
tation facilities for our heavy produce to the the United States. Now, to get a portion
markets of the world, and for that reason I of that 200,000,000 should be the aim of
should like to have the privilege of saying a Canada, and it du by the opening Up of Our
few words upon the benefits that the con- transportation facilities, by the construction
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of this canal that we can assist in accom-
plishing that object. Supposing by tie
increase of our grain producing power in
the North-west and the continual increase
of the producing power of the North-west
prairies of the United States, we were
to get 100,000,000 bushels of that grain
transferre 1 to Canadian channels of trans-
portation, which are really the shortest.
Now the carriage of 100,000,000 bushels
of grain through this canal at two
cents means an expenditure of $2,000,000
between Montreal and Georgian Bay. I
would like to give you just a few figures here
to show how the cost of carrying has been
reduced. In 1868, lîke and canal, all water,
communication, was twenty-five cents per

bushel; lake and partially rail, twenty-nine
cents a bushel; ail rail was forty-two cents
a bushel, that is from Chicago to New
York. A gradual reduction has gone on
from that till 1885, when the reduction
was down to 4-55 cents by lake and canal.
9·6 by lake and rail, and fourteen cents
by all rail. Since 1885 there bas been a
still further reduction of these rates. That
will show you the great power that water
communication has in continually reducing
the cost of transportation. Now, thatis the
evidence given by Mr. Thompson, a very
distinguished mani in the engineering line in
the United States. I would like to draw
your attention to another observation he'
makes, and it isi a point I have always tried
to impress on hon. gentlemen in regard to
our transportation in the west. This is what
Mr. Thompson says:

Transpoitation is a tax. When you make trans-
portation the least bit higher than it should be, it
constitutes an unnecessary tax. If by soine magic
wie could bring the grain from your vestern prairie'
here to your consumers, the farmer would get more
and the consumer would pay less than is the case
now. However, here is a special point I wanted to
call your attention in speaking of 1 rance. They have
over there a system of government guarantees of rail-
way earnings, that their earnings will not be less than
a certain amount, and we find that in the districts
where they have the greatest canal traffic there they
also have the greatest railway traffic. To name one
specific instance, the Great Northern Railway of
France traverses a district in which there is fifty-
three per cent of the total voting capacity of France,
and that railway is the only oe in the country-
speaking of a few years ago-which was not obliged
to call upon the government to make good its guar-
antee. Take another notable instance. I have so
many here that I find it is going to take too long.
Let me give you one further and noteable instance.
During the time the Elbe River in Bohemis was be.
ing improved-fifteen years was the time--the steant-
boat traffic, the river traffic, quintupled ; it was five
ties as gieat at the end of fifteen years when the
improvements were made as it was at the beginning.

That is a point I would like to impress on
hon. gentlemen. It is that fact J am argu-
ing continually as to the heavy transporta-
tion rates we have to bear. Transportation
is a tax upon the farmer and the consumer
when it is costing more than it should either
by increasing the demands for interest on
securities, or by increasing in any form
whatever the cost of construction. There
is another point I would just like to draw
your attention to, and that is the tratlic in
these western lakes, which, last year ainount-
ed to 19,000,000 tons. That is the trade that
goes froin those western lakes, and the object
of the construction of this canal is to divert
a portion of that enornous tonnage to our
own channels. There is just one more
reference I would mike to show what other
parts of the wvorld are doing in regard to
public improvements and enterprises of this
kind. The evidenc of MNI r. James Meldrum,
an English engineer who came before the
committee, and of whom the hon. mover's
motion spoke of, is as follows:

.We iave recently conpleted the Blackwell Tunnell
for the London county council at a ccst of about one
million sterling, for which service the president of our
comtpany bas been created a baronet. We have just
ecmpleted the drainage of the valley of the city of
Mexico by canal twenty-tive umiles long, and in places
ninety feet deep, w hich lias changed the whole area front

a swamtp into dry land, at a cost of about $10,000,000.
At present we are construnting for the Admiralty of
Great Britain, Dover Harbour, at a cost of about
three millions sterling, which will convey to you that
we arc on the Aditralty list, which is the highest
honour that a contractor can get. We are construct-
ing Vera Cruz Harbour for the Mexican government.
N e have railway and dock contracts in England
anounting, exclusive of the Dover Harbour contract,
to three or four millions sterling. We have just con-
pleted an arrangement with the Mexican govern-
ment by which we take over fron theni the Tehuan-
tepec Railway from the Pacific to the Atlantic. We
propose to build large harbours at each end and divert
the whole trade of the Pacific to the Atlantic to a
new route. More within your own knuwledge, we
built and are part owners of the Halifax Graving
Dock.

The CHA.MAN.-What did that cost?
Mr. MEaLctR.-I could not at this moment say.
Hon. Mr. POWER.-It is a good work.
Mr. MELDRUM.-I believe it is the only satisfactory

graving dock on the east coast of Anierica. Besides
what I have mentioned we are at present in negotia-
tion with the Egyptian, Chilian, Argentine and Uru.
guayan governiments for other large works, amount-
ng in all to about fifteen millions sterling.

I merely quote that in order to show you
what other parts of the world are doing with
this one firi in the construction of canals
andpublic works of this kind, namely, to the
amount of £25,000,000 sterling. 1 cannot
speak too highly for the construction of the
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Ottawa and Huron Canal, not only on acconnt this canal cannot be questioned, for the reason
of the transportation ficilities which it will that most eminent engineers have thoroughly
afford, but of the towns which will spring examined the topography of the country and
up along its route, which our farmers in the have given us the resuit of their information
west will help to supply. I think one of the -3r. Walter Shanly, T. M. Clark, who
engineers who gave evidence before the com- stands very high now in the United States as
mittee said the water power along the Ottawa a leading engineer, and Mr. Marcus Smith
was equal to the water power on the Niagara and recently Mr. Meidruin, who is engineer
River, and is a great deal better distributed for Pearson & Son who propose to construct
for manufacturing purposes. In addition to this canal if encouraged sufficientlv by the
that, the evidence as reported here shows government of Canada. So that the feasi-
that it would increase railway tratlic enor- bility of the work is fot questioned, and
mously. Then we would have railways built there is abundance of water for the purpose,
f rom Lake Ontario across to the Ottawa Canali anid the trafflc, f rom the evidence that we
froin ail the central towns along the shore of have had and the figures that have been
Lake Ontario. Ail these improvements will given by both the bon. senator who movel
follow upon the constrction of this canal. t this and by the hon. erenator fom the North-
is one of those progressive works that I west (Mr. Boulton), is undoubtedly the
think should commend itself to the govern- most growing traffic in the world. There is
ment. We mnust ail appreciate the enter- no trafic anywhere that has grown with
prise, of Mr. McLeod stewart and others such rapidity as the traffic of the great
who are procoting this project with al the North-west has. f suppose the traffic that
energy they can put into it; they deserve a passes down through Lake Erie is wiout
greatf deal of credit in baving brought such exaggeration morethan double that which
valuai e evidence to the assistance of the passes through any locality in the world.
government and of this Heuse in considerin,,g The Suez Canal does not count in connec-
this neasure. The work of this committee tion with it. The trac of the Soo Canal is
and the Yukon comlittee have brought out to-day greater than that of the Suez Canal,
a great deal of useful information in regard but when you take the traffc that cores out
to the necessity for economical transportation of Lake Mithhgan and add that to wat
based on sound, economie principles, which cores out of Lake Superior, it is farbeyond
a -uarantee of bonds will effect. and for the traffi of the Suez Canal-
which there is a justification in this ca-e. I
have very great pleasure indeed in second-
ing the motion of the hon. gentleman from
Rideau.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. senator f rom
Rideau division need not, have made any
apology for the manner in which he pre-
sented the case of this proposed canal before
this House and before the country. I think
we are all indebted to him for his earnest
efforts to give publicity to this question. It
is not a new project, it is one that bas occu-
pied the ninds of the people of this country
for half a century-in tact, fifty years ago it
occupied a very much larger place in the
minds of the people of Upper and Lower
Canada than it does to-day, larger than any
other project at that time, because it was
the route that had always been used in early
times as the shortest, safest and best route
between Montreal and the upper lakes, and
it was always regarded as having advantages
over the long route by the lower great lakes
and theupperSt. Lawrence. The feasibility of

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Five
times the amount, I believe.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Any one who stands
on the wharfs at Detroit, or the docks at
Windsor, and looks at that continual line of
magnificent vessels that pass before the eye,
witnesses a grand panorama. There is noth-
ing equal to it, and this is a growing traffic.
They are to-day building vessels along the
shores of Lake Superior on the United States
side, in anticipation of the traffic. The
traffic actually keeps ahead of them, it is so
large and so expansive. The figures that
have been given already by the bon. member
for Rideau division and the bon. senator
from the North-west, indicate the leaps and
bounds with which that traffic is developing.
So, therefore, I need not say anything for
the traffic, because it is a traffic that must
grow. As years go by the people of Europe
will depend more upon the great west, and
more particularly on the great west of the
Dominion for their food supply than they
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have in the past. In addition to the quan-
tity of grain, there are also cattle and min-
erals and pulp. The manufacture of pulp
and paper is becoming a most important one
in Canada, and this country is rapidly com-
ing to the front as the best producerof paper.
Among the advaintagesof this route is the sav-
ing indistance of 300 miles, but in my judg-
ment there is even a more important matter,
and that is the protected navigation. The in-
surance item of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario
and Lake Michigan is a very large tax upon
the marine. That insurance is absent on
this route from the tine the vessels leave
the Soo Canal until they discharge their
cargoes at Montreal, because it is a land-
locked route. It is protected on the north
ot Lake Huron by thousands of islands, and
from the French River to Montreal it is
entirely inland. There is no possible danger
of marine accidents. The cost of transport
has already been given by thîe hon. gentleman
who has spoken, showing what a saving of
even two cents or a cent and a half on a
bushel of grain would mean to the people of
the North-west and to the shipping interests.
This canal necessarily will draw the trafflc
towards the Ottawa route, and therefore if
that work could be constructed, it would
benefit, not only the shipping interests of
Canada and make Montreal and Quebec
shipping ports, but dit would add to the
value of every acre of land in the North-west.
It would add so much to the value of every
bushel grown and every pound of meat pro-
duced on the prairies. So that its advantages
are almost immeasurable, and one cannot be
too extravagant in expressing the beneficial
effect of the construction of that canal. The
misfortune has been that in past years
Canada has been occupied with projects that
had to be carried on where the settied popu-
lation lived from the earliest period, when one
hundred and fifty years ago Upper Canada
was settled. The first settlements were along
the frontier and there was always a constant
opposition to the expenditure of any con-
siderable sums of money towards the inter-
ior of the country. Naturally the people
wanted the improvements made where they
lived. This subject has had behind it some
of the first men of Canada; such men as Sir
Francis Hincks, Mr. Drummond and Mr.
John Young, of Montreal ; and I might say
that the Montreal merchants of that day
took a far deeper interest in this proposed
canal than the merchants of to-day do. The

merchants of to-day seem to have entirely
lost sight of the trade of this country and
the Ottawa region. I have known of this
project for forty years. In the session of
1858 the subject was up before the parlia-
ment of Canada, and received a great deal
of favour, but at that time we were pay-
ing, I think, about eight per cent interest
-our credit was not as good as it is
to-day-and it was too large a project
for the country, then to enter upon. To-
day we are face to face with a very large
expenditure. We must, of course, finish
our St. Lawrence canals. They must be
completed at the earliest possible tine in
order that we may avail ourselves of their
advantages. While we fully appreciate the
magnitude and importance of this project,
we recognize that it must be deferred, at all
events for the present. I hope, however,
the day is not too far distant when the
project may be taken up and meet with the
approval of the parlianent of this country.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PLEBISCITE BILL

IN COMMITEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on (Bill 121) " An Act respect-
ing the Prohibition of the Importation,
Manufacture and Sale of Intoxicating
Liquors."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This subject was
thoroughly discussed when the bill was up
for second reading. It has also been freely
discussed in the press of the country, and I
presume hon. gentlemen are thoroughly
familiar with the bill. It is a very simple
one. It provides machinery for taking a
vote on the question whether prohibition
ought to be introduced into our legislation.

On clause 3.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I had no oppor-
tunity of saying anything on this bill at the
second reading, and as this involves what I
consider to be a most vicious principle in
legislation, I might say a word or two about
it. From the parliament of Canada down
to the municipalities this principle ought
not to obtain. I do not think that Great
Britain has had such legislation, and
I am perfectly satisfied that the great
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champion of temperance in England, Sir First of al the principle of any number of
Wilfred Lawson, has never been able to men in the community vho may associate
obtain the consent of the parliament of themselves together, saying to you or me or
Great Britain to the principle of submitting any one else You shah drink this or you
such a question tothe people. Thegovernment shah not drink this; you shah eat this and
of the country or the parliament of Canada no other kind of food." As reasonable
representing the intellectual power of the would it be to say to them "You slal1 fot
people ought to be able to discuss and settle eat beef," as to tell me that 1 shah not take
sucli questions without submitting them to a a glass of wine, simply
popular vote. The government itself should hecause they, in their higl estimate of
take up this question and decide it, and if themselves, think that they are able to direct
theythink thepeoplearenot soberenough, and the community as to what they are to con-
that they require sone laws for the purpose of suine. The measure is the most preposterous
regulating the traflic in alcoholic liquors, and unreasonable one that evèr was proposed.
they ought to submit a measure to parlia- The revenues must suflér a mss, to bècgin
ment. The only memorable case of with, of seven or eight millions of dollars.
taking a plebiscite was in the days of Are the revenues of the country able to bear
Pontius Pilate, and from that time down I that? 1 do not think they are. But is that
do not think there has been any ju-tification ail ? Xe must consider the properties which
for submitting such a question to the people have been bujît up throuzbout the Dominion
except at parliamentary elections. The under our laws, and with the sanction of the
idea of an administration subnitting a ques- government and people of Canada, in which
tion which they are quite capable of deciding millions have been sunk. Take those
themselves, is, I think, unwise. That is why vast distilleries and breweries where hun-
I contend against it. Moreover, the con- dreds of thousands, yes millions, of money
dition of the people of this conntry is not have been expendel by their owners. Was
such as to call for any restrictive legislation. it surreptitiously invested? Waî it not in-
Every one will acknowledge that Can- vested as in other industries with the
adians are a temperate people. I do not authority of the law, and are we to say that
think there is any country in the world we shaîl take away the use of ah that pro-
where they are so temperate, and if the pertyl If we do take it away, it must fol-
present laws were carried out fully-the low in natural justice hat it shah not be in
Ontario laws especially were fully carried confiscation; there must be a return made
out, I do not think there would be any to the owners. How mucl would that
necessity for such a bill as this. I contend amount to, and where would it come from?
that the principle of this bill is vicious and Add all that to the revenue you are losing
not in the interest of the country. It sets in advance; what would it amount tol
a bad example to the lesser bodies such as The hotels would no longer be of any
municipalities. use; the distilleries would stand wrecked

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I had not an
opportunity at the second reading of the
bill to express my views on this subject. It
seems to me that it is undertaking a work
which the country is unable to carry out. I
believe the finances of Canada are not
capable of enforcing such a measure in case
the people should decide in favour of pro-
hibition. The question is one of the largest
with which the people have ever been
troubled. We have only to look at the very
initiative. We find the government of the
country voting $250,000 for the purpose of
merely taking the vote yea or nay. That is
a small item after al], but a significant item
as showing what must be provided in case
the vote should be yea. What is involved?

and empty ; the breweries in like manner,
and this thoroughout the whole Dominion,
what amount would it sum up ? What is
the value of the property that the country
would be obliged to pay for-because it
cannot in ordinary justice, be thought of
for one moment that these properties should
be confiscated. If the public are so united
in opinion as to deprive the owners of the
value of these properties, then the public at
large inust come down and indemnify the
owners for the loss to which they are put.
Add that to the millions which you are
losing, and I ask where the deficiency is to
be made up? Are you to get it from the
farmer, whose apples cannot be used to
make cider ? Is the farmer to be called
upon to make up this loss of revenue ? The
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farmer will do nothing of the kind, and the
attempt to take this vote at such an expense
to the people of Canada is in my opinion a
very absurd thing. At any rate, if I stand
alone, I shaill vote against any measure
which will enable any portion of the people
at large to deprive another portion of the
people of the property which they have
accumulated under the sanction of law.
What sort of a country is it after all ?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-A temperance
country.

Hon. Mr. O'DUNOHOE-We have a
temperance country now. The temperance
workers, the pulpit and the preFs have been
using legitimate means to promote temper-
ance. The improvement in that line has
been vast in the last ten years. I saw the
day when almost every farmer in Ontario at
harvest took out a barrel of whisky for his
men. The governnent have reduced the
consumption by imposing heavy duties, $1.50
a gallon--

Hon. Mr. DEVER--$5 a gallon.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The kind I
speak of is $1.50. Take again the effect on
society. We have our social hours. They
are no less important than our business
hours. We meet one another, we meet
strangers who come here from abroad. Our
mode of entertaining then would be very
scant and very dry without a glass of wine.
It would be perfectly dry and non-communi-
cativé, because as an old classic says, "In
vino veritas," you get the truth when you
treat your friends. In England, where
social intercourse prevails, without that
medium they would be very uninteresting
and very non-communicative. So even in that
phase, in a restricted sense, its moderate use
is necessary. And it is so in many other
lines to which I night allude; but the first
one that strikes me as the iost important
is the one touching the properties which have
been realized under the sanction of law and
touching the revenue whicn we must lose.
One of our premiers had the manliness to
meet a most important delegation of temper-
ance body and say to them in curt language,
"It cannot be done. We cannot do with-
out a revenue. We cannot incur the liability
which must follow." I heard some of the
weightiest and some of the best of that dele-

gation saying, " It is a pleasure to hear such
a man give his opinion instead of holding
out promises." Not only that, but should
prohibition ever carry, all the power of the
arns that Canada owns would not protect
the Dominion against the smuggling of
liquor across the bou ndary f rom onée ocean to
the other. It would require an army under
arms to protect Canada against a thing that
we are making such a sacrifice to get rid of.
I think it is scarcely justifiable, at this stage
of the bill and so late in the session, to oc-
cupy the House to any greater extent than
I have done for the purpose of placing my
opinion on record that the measure is one
that cannot be carried out; that there is no
power in Canada to carry it out even if it
were successful at the polls, and if it should
be enacted into law, it would remain a dead
letter and we would be only throwing to the
winds the money of the people.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I am afraid my hon.
friend from Toronto has entirely lost sight
of the measure which is before us. His re-
marks would be perfectly applicable on a
prohibition bill. Then all he has said will
be worthy of consideration and it will give
a splendid.opportunity for the friends of the
cause, like myself, to meet them and show
the utter fallacy of many of the state-
ments he has made. I do not propose to
occupy the time of the House with a ques-
tion which is not before us, but will confine
my remarks simply to the principle of this
bill. I would remind the hon. gentleman
from Kingston that the principle of the bill
is not before us just now. The House has
affirmed the principle of the bill so far as to
pass its second reading and send it to the
committee to look into its details.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Cannot I move
the rejection of the bill at any stage ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL--We are not dealing
with prohibition, at any rate. It is well to
bear in mind that we are dealing with the
question which the government were coin-
pelled to bring before the House on account
of the very grounds upon which they had
appealed to the people, and on which they
were sustained. It was one of the planks
which they -were agreed upon ; consequently,
they were only fulfilling a duty which they
owe to the country which elected them to
power to submit this question to the people.
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I have already expressed my opinion that it
is an unnecessary and useless measure and not
the thing which the temperance people ask
for, but at the same time, 1 say, having been
adopted by the party as a matter to be sub-
mitted to the people, they are carrying out
their pledges by submitting the plebiscite
bill to parliament, so that in Jhat way it is
fairly and properly brought before us. My
duty is to do what I can to make the bill
efiective, in order to carry out the object of
it. The design, as announced by those who
formed the project in the first instance, is
to ascertain the actual opinion of the people
of the country with reference to thatquestion
of prohibition. Then ail these points will
come out.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN--If it was a plank
in the platform and the party were elected,
what need is there now of getting the opin-
ion of the people?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The plank of their
platform was that it should be submitted as
a plebiscite.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-And they were
elected, and it ought to be subnitted.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-That is what they
are carrying out, and now our business is
not to discuss the question of prohibition.
It is too large a question and too much re-
quires to be said upon it, especially at this
time of the session. But we are dealing
with the niatter of the submission of the
question to the people, and to endeavour to
have it done in the best form. I have ob-
jections to the form in which it is being
done, and my objections are so strong that
I propose to move an amendment to the
clause now before the committee. I propose
to strike out the specific liquors which are
mentioned here-wine, ale, beer and cider,
in lines 16 and 17. So that it will read:
"Are you in favour of the passing of an Act
prohibiting the importation, manufacture or
sale of spirits and ail other alcoholic liquors
for use as beverages?"

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Wine is an alco-
holic beverage.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-This includes every-
thing that is alcoholic. I would have pre-

ferred using the word "intoxicating," but I
was told that there would be legal difficulties
and therefore I have not used that word.
This covers wine, beer and any intoxicating
drinks The whole spirit of the bill is in-
volved in the amendnent which I propose.
Why should these words be in? Every one
of these articles can be made and not be
intoxicating. There are large quantities of
wines made which are not intoxicating. In
Ontario it is carefully prepared without
alcohol in it, and they have also a kind of
beer, ginger ale and root beer which are said
to be not intoxicating. There are large
quantities of cider made on farms without
any intoxicants in them. Of course it can
be made intoxicating, but a large quantity
is made which is not intoxicating. Why
should these words be put in? I hold the
insertion of these very words in the bill
operates against the very thing you want to
ascertain. It will have the effect of keeping
many hundreds of people from coming out
and expressing their views on this question,
because they use cider and these other drinks
themselves. Everything you want is ascer-
tained by putting in these, words I have
mentioned. I cannot see any objection to
them ; surely the expression "spirits and all
other intoxicatimg liquors " includes every-
thing.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Wine will not
keep without fermenting. You cannot make
ale without alcohol in it.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I know wine does
keep and without alcohol in it. There are
plenty of wines made in Ontario without a
particle of alcohol in them.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-What part of
Ontario?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I know ail about it.
If the hon. gentleman had been studying
this question as long as I have he would
know a little more about it. I think I have
said enough to show why the retaining of
these words in the bill will have the effect of
keeping away thousands of people who would
otherwise cast a vote, peôple who have been
using unintoxicating liquors, who will say," I
willnot go up and vote for prohibition, because
I use cider and beer." If you strike out these
words you still have in the bill all you want
to get. I am only saying that we should not
specify particular drinks of which there are
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different kinds and which are not intoxicat-
ing and which would mislead people.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I move in amend-
ment that those words be not struck out of
the clause, but that after the word " manu-
facture" the words "of malt for exporta-
tion" be inserted in the clause. We ail know
that the manufacture of malt in this country
is very extensive, and malt being the basis
of liquor, I do not see why it should not be
put in as well as eider. Therefore if my hon.
friend persists in his amendment I shall move
that these words be inserted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We will take one
amendment first. The effect of the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. gentleman from
Sarnii would be to render the bill almost
useless. Unless a man is caught drinking
pure whisky he certainly would not be con-
victed of drinking anything else. You
would have to call an analyst on every oc-
casion in order to prove that the liquor was
intoxicating. I entirely disagree with him
in the interpretation he gives of the fluids.
We had this thing ail thrashed out twenty
years ago when the Act that I introduced
before this House was under discussion, and

it is once exposed to the air.
keep it over any time.

You cannot

Hon. Mr. ALLAN- You must drink the
whole bottle when you open it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will keep three or
four days. Ail those various fluids named
in this bill contain a certain percentage of
alcohol, and eider contains inuch more
alcohol than very many of the other fluids.
I have seen men crush apples and hand out
a glass: that would be the pure juice of the
apple

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When does it become eider?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Unless it is put up,
just as the unfermented grape juice is put
up, there are qualities within it which cause
fermentation and develop alcohol in a very
short time. We know very well that in
order to keep it the farmers allow it to go
through the fermenting process. You must
do it, and it only can be kept by the infusion
of a certain proportion of alcohol.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-It would become
vinegar.

it was then recognized that lu was absolutely Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. If the hon.
necessary, if we wanted to prohibit the use gentleman's proposai were to carry, the bil
of articles that were intoxicating, to name wouId be absolutely useless unless you
all those capable of intoxicating. Therefore, cauglt a man drinking whisky. 1 will
we named in the bill just the articles that rpad fron Muihail, who is a very high
are named here. We named more, in fact. authority on the subjeet, about the alcohol
We named brandy, rum, whisky and other in various drinks. The following are the
spirituous liquors, wine, beer, aie, porter, percentages :--beer, 4 p.c., porter, 41 P.C.,
cider and other vinus or fermented liquor, aie, 71 p.c., cider, 8j p.c.
and that was very much broader. The hon. A man would go before a magistrate and
gentleman is not correct in his definition of say, "That is only eider produced f rom the
the word " wine." Wine means a fluid that apple. I have only had it a day or two and
has been fermented; otherwise it is grape it is not fermented." Then the other per.
juice. I use very large quantities of grape centages are:-Mozelle, 9 p.c., tokay,
juice in my house, some of it made in Cali- c., rhine wine, Il p.c., bordeaux, Il p.c.,
fornia and Jersey, and other parts of the and the other wines become stronger. What
country. It ail goes under the name of would le the effect of the amendment: yve
grape juice, and of course it is unfermented. would lose the revenue and the law would
It has to be hermetically sealed. There à ie inoperative. You would find lots of
alcohol in it if exposed to the air, and the people voting for it and saying, IJ drink
same way with regard to eider. nothing but wine and I can support that

bill because it does not cover wine." Wit-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Would the hon. nesses would core and swear that tbey

gentleman be able to keep grape juice under were simply drinking wine. You would
this bill find many persons who would say, "That

lias no effect upon me. I can drink a bottle
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, there is no of it and it wiIl not intoxicate me." A

fermentation in it. It lias to be used when Frencfman could drink a large quantity of
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that French wine and it would not affect anticipate what may be done. It is a
him. question which it is impossible to answer.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The hon. gentleman Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
fails to see that bifore a prohibitory law is That seems to nie to be a iost extraordinary
passed it must provide some specific definition position for the minister who has this bill in
as to what would constitute an intoxicating charge.
drink. I would have no objection if he
thought it necessary to have the word "fer- Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The hon. gentlenan
mented " inserted in the clause. My impres- wants an answer to a hypothetical question.
sion was that the expression in the bill would Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
cover everything. is not a hypothetical question.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-When I rose a Hon. LMr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
few minutes ago I simply asked the hon. says supposing that bill does not pass, what
gentleman f rom Sarnia, when lie refers to becomes of this bill ? Then I say the only
the spirit of the bill, whether it vas bis in- alternative would be for us to have a revision
tention to interfere with the spirit as well i of the roll, and I think that would not be
as aIl other spirits. justified. I do not think we would be jus-

The anendment was lost on a division tified in submitting the qustion to the peo-
pie unless we had a proper franchise. It

The clause was adopted. would neither be in the interests of the
On the 6th clause. tenperance people, nor would it be a fair

expression of the people of Canada to have
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- the vote taken on the franchise of 1894,

I would like some explanation as to this because the changes have been very numer-
clause before it is passed. ous. I gave an instance of it, where there

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is proposed that were 9,000 people struck off the roll and
the franchise under the bill that we are now C,000 added. It would make a difference
considering, or that bas been passed by this probably of twenty-five per cent in ail the
cha>ber, if niot changed by the other House, consttuencies of Canada, and the govern-
will define the franchise under which the ment would not be justified in proposing
vote will be taken. It is intended to be that this bill should be submitted on the

that class of voters who have the right to electoral lists of 1894.

vote for the election of members of parlia- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ment the sane as the election of members I am1 much obliged to the hon. gentleman for
to the House of Commons. the leure. I asked a simple question, and

it was not at ail necessary to introduce an
argument as to what the governient shouldthis bill dependent upon the passage of the do and what they shoul not do. The sim-

Franchise Act, which has been before us? pie question I asked was, whether, under the
If so, and the Francise Act should not be of this bil, it could be submitted
passed, then what becomes of this bill ? Can provisions ithout t passge ofitei0 tb te people without the passage of the
it be submitted to the people. Franchise Act. That is aIl I asked, and the

Hon.Mr.SCOT-I wold ostanoherreason J asked thiat is fi-oui its reading. ItHon. Mr. SCOTT-It would cost anothier1 reads:
quarter of a million or three hundred F
thousand.orteI 0

Pofslnttnte esinotuthousad. electors and taking the aîîswer tlîereto anti ascertain-

i ng the resit of the výote, the saine uroceediîîgs, as
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- nearly as niay be, shah be had as in the case of a

That is not the question I asked: I want etions At ad the Nrth-west Territories Reprsenta-
a sinFple answer to the question. tio t et and their aendients.

er eIf it stopped there one could understand
tHon. genlean. Tbe lion, gntlan exactly bat thle provisions of the bil were,

wigl quite understand that the government erace
have not defined a policy for ail possible And the Franchise Act of 1898 shaN - be subet to

a sthe provisions of this Act and of any regulations,
circumstances whicnay arise. goe cannot orders or instructions made by the Govemor General.
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And so on. If I understand the answer
of the hon. gentleman aright, it is that this
bill cannot be submitted to the people unless
the Franchise Act, which has been before
both Houses of parliament, but not yet
finally passed, becomes law. Is that what
I understand the hon. gentleman to say 

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I said I could not
announce any policy in advance, because it
has not been considered.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not a question of policy, but of fact.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-]t is predicated on the
assumption that the Franchise Act now
before parliament shall be passed. If part
of th, assumption falls to the ground, I am
quite unable to say what the policy of the
government will be. I was giving the
reasons why I thought it would be very
improper for the government to submit the
plebiscite on the franchise of 1894.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman must draw the distinction
between the explanation he gives and the
question I asked. The policy might be that
they would not submit it owing to the rea-
sons he has given. But I want to know
whether this law compels the passage of the
Franchise Act before the plebiscite is taken,
and whether under this bill the government
can sub:nit it if the Franchise Act is not
passed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the
government could-certainly not in the
shape which this clause stands at present,
because if the Franchise Act did not pass,
this bill would be laying down a franchise
which did not exist.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the view I should take of it, and it
is only another illustration of the diversity
of opinion which exists between members of
the one cabinet. My hon. friend has told
us, with a good deal of circumlocution, that
under this bill you cannot submit the ques-
tion of the plebiscite unless the Franchise
Act is passed. But the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, who stands high in his pro-
fession, laid down a principle and gave an
opinion diametrically opposed to the view
held by the Secretary of State. When the
bill was under discussion in the Commons the
question arose as to the constitutionality of

72

the enactient which delegates the powers
that the Dominion bas as to the local legisla-
ture. That was a legal question which was
then under discussion, and this question of
submitting the Plebiscite Bill to the people
arose incidentally in that discussion. I will
read what the hon. gentleman said and also
the remarks which led up to the extracting
f rom the Minister of Railways and Canals
the opinion he gave. Discussing the legal
question, Mr. McNeill said :

Under these circumstances, I think the point maie
by my hon. friend is a very grave point indeed, that
this Act is needlessly enciinbered with that legal diffi-
culty. I do not sec any reason why it should be made
dependent upon another Act which is not yet in ex-
istence, and which may not be constitutional when it
does pass this House and the other chamber. Ac-
cording to the principles of hon. gentlemen opposite,
I do not see why that is necessary at ail. To those of
us who object to the franchise of this House being
made over to the local legislatures, I could understand
that there imight be more reason in the position the
hon. gentleme-ni have taken : but in view of the fact
that the governnent hold that the franchises of the
provinces should govern. I do not sec why they
should not have provided that the vote should be
taken on the local franchises. I Io not sec why they
should have placed this bill in the peril in whîicl it
w ill stand wv'henl it does pass, by tacking it on to a
bill which has not yet becomne law, and which when
it does pass this parliamuent nay prove to he ultra
vires. They have the franchises of the provinces to
go uponî, if they wisi. and, that being their principle,
I do not sec wiy they should nîot adept it.

The MINISTER OF RAILWAYS AND CAN-
ALS. H-ion. gentlemen opposite have been coniplain-
ing a good deal that their strictures on this portion of
the clause iave not been replied to at ail on this side
of the House.

Then lie proceeds to argue the legal ques-
tion, and finally he comes down to the ques-
tion which is more immediately before the
Senate, and says :

There is no question at ail that on principle it is
quite proper and reasonable in every Vay; and the
reason on vhich it is founded is this, that these Acts
will speak f rom the moment they receive the assent of
the Crown. They are not Acts until they receive that
assent ; and when this Act is put beside the Franchise
Act of 1898, it is eminently proper that the one should
refer to the other.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Suppose it does not
receive the assent?

The MINISTER OF RAILWAYS AND
CANALS. Then no harni is done. If there is no
Franchise Act of 1898 in existence, this bill will not
b- injured in any way; but if the Franchise Bill does
become law, it would be an immense advantage that
it should be referred to in distinct termes in this bill.
The hon. niember for York (Mr. Foster) said it was
assumed on this side that the bill would be just as
well without the Franchise Act of 1898 as with it. I
have not heard that statenient made nor am I pre.
pared to make it, but I am prepared to say that it
will be entirely effective, even if the Franchise Bill
does not pass, because we have provided in the sec-
tion 6 that the proceedings to be taken shall be those
provided in the Dominion General Election Law. I
do feel that my hon. friends cannot be serious in
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spending so much tine in making so many speeches in having such amendments made to the bil
upon a question which, if they were to take the trou-
ble of consulting somie ane who has knowledge of the as give te government the opportufity
law, they would he advised has nothing in it. of submitting the question to the people,

Mr. CRAIG. I an glad to hear the lion. Minister whether the Franchise Bil passes or not, and
of Railways say that if the Franchise Bill does not i
pass, ir will not affect this measure. wih, I it, dhe ae in ure

The MINISTER OF RAILWAYS AND thisno h a it of he oe in io.
CANALS. I say that in that case you can take the
vote under the Dominion General Election Law, I thought it proper to intimate to the hon.
according to this bill. gentleman the course that 1 think the Senate

Mr. CRAIG. I an glad to hear that statenent, should take under the circumstances ta which
because I have heard considerable talk to the effect I have referred; I am, therefore, nat prepared
that if the Franchise Bill did not pass, that would 1
block this bill, and it would not be effective. The tovote foranyamendinent ta tiis bil. I leave
hon. Minister of Railways says that will not be the itta the government ta take the full responsi-

casin havin sue !ch amedmnt made to the bil;

I will not read any more. I wanted par-
ticularly to show that there is a diversity of
opinion between the menbers of the cabinet.
If you peruse this debate a little furthber,
you will find that an opinion was en-
deavoured to be extracted from the hon.
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Sir
Louis Davies, but he was too canny and
refused to give an answer, and told the
House that Mr. Craig and Mr. McNeill
must ha 7e misunderstood the hon. gentle-
man; but his language is so clear and
plain that there is no doubt as to the mean-
ing lie intended to convey. If this clause
is passed and we are to accept the opinion
of the Secretary of State, then this bill will
not become effective if the Franchise Act is
not passed. I want to intimate to my hon.
friends opposite, in order that their pledges
to the people, and their supposed intention to
carry out these pledges in reference to the
Plebiscite Bill shal not be bulked, if we can
stop it, that if the Franchise Act does not be-
come law, fer reasons which it is not neces-
sary for me now to intimate, we shall reserve
the third reading of this bill until we ascer-
tain whether that the government accept
the Senate amendinent. If they reject
our aruendments and send the bill
back to the Senate, and the Senate think
proper not to recede from their anend-

- ments and the bill falls, then I shall
deem it my duty, if the Senate will concur,
to move the bill back to a Comnittee of the
Whole, in order to make provisions for the
taking the plebiscite vote exclusively upon
the local franchises irrespective of this bill.
By that means we shall avoid the bugbear of
expense, to which my hon. friend referred,
of having a revision of the list through the
whole country in order to ascertain the
opinion of the people on the question now
before us. I think there will be no diffiulity

.Y o et W c ey are su mn tt ng,
and while I say that, I an fully in accord
with the sentiments of my hon. friend from
Sarnia. If I were to express an opinion,
which would perhaps be improper for me to
express, I would say that the addition of the
word "cider," was included among alcoholic
drinks for the express purpose of having the
bill defeated.

At Six o'Olock the Senate adjourned.

Second Sitting.
The Speaker took the Chair at Eight

o'Clock.

Routine proceedings.

THE PROHIBITION PLEBISCITE.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (121) "An Act
respecting the Importation, Manufacture and
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 8.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved in amendment
to strike out the words " wine, ale and beer,"
in lines 19 and 20.

The amendment was lost on division, and
the clause was adopted.

On clause 9.

Hon. Mr. VlDAL-I have an amend-
ment to offer which is a mere correction of
an error in the bill. If the Chair will per-
mit me, I would like to make a slight altera-
tion in line 31 and after the second word
"at ' insert the word "also." This was sug-
gested to me by an eminent lawyer in Toronto
as being necessary. He points out that as
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it is, it would seem to imply that the persons
appointed must necessarily be the same at
the counting-up as at the polling places, and
it is not intended to be so. Then there is
another amendment which ought to be made,
and which is also merely a correction. You
will observe that in this clause the word
"questions " is plural and everything about
it is plural. Now all through the bill else-
where it is one question. I want to insert
the % ord " a " in line 31 and strike off the
letter "s" from the words "answers " and
" questions."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At the time the bill
was drawn, it was proposed to have two
questions, and this clause was not altered
when the second question was struck out.
The amendmentsproposed by the hon. gentle-
man are merely clerical, and I think there is
not likely to be any mitake as to the under-
standing of the clause. I think they may
be treated as clerical errors.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I desire to say
that I have no opposition to the bill. The
government will take the responsibility and
I will do all I can to aid them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to ask
the government, now that this vote will be
taken in the same manner that members are
elected to the House of Commons, whether
that implies a majority of the votes cast
will, if in favour of prohibition, decide the
matter. A member of the House of Com-
mons is elected by a majority vote. Now 1
understand this election is to be on the same
principle.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. The only resemb-
lance that it bears to the House of Com-
mons election is that the electoral districts
are the same, but certainly the result does
not carry with it the consequences that a
bare majority in the House of Commons
carries. A majority of one may carry in the
House of Commons, but I do not think the
government would be quite justified in pass-
ing a prohibition bill if the majority was so
narrow.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see this, that the object of taking a vote is
not to shirk responsibility in the matter. It
is to ascertain public sentiment and whether
that public sentiment is strong enough,in case
thegovernment shouldsubmit suchameasure,
to sustain the bill. Now the vote polled

72j

might be very small, so small as to be no in-
dication, taken by itself as a simple majority
vote, of what the public sentiment was.
The public sentiment might be gathered
f rom the indifference of the population rather
than from their active approval of prohibi-
tion ; and the action that is to be taken upon
the vote will certainly depend in a large
degree upon the interest the people take,
and the extent to which the voting popula-
tion come out and support a proposition in
favour of prohibition.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to ask
another question : nay we expect this vote
to be taken during the summer, or what
time may we expect it to be taken ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am unable to say.
The government have not fixed any time
yet. There are many things to be con-
sidered. In the first place, we have to see
whether the Franchise Bill will pass or not.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The announce-
ment which the members of the government
have made must be very comforting to the
opposers of this bill. There is no question
that if a majority is recorded against prohi-
bition, the opponents of the measure will
have their way and they will have no pro-
hibition, and we have just had the assurance
that if the majority is snall there will be no
prohibition. There is to be no prohibition
unless the majority is overwhelming.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment.

PUBLIC OFFICERS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (T) "An Act further to
amend the Act respecting public ofticers."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As this bill is but a
very slight modification of the law as it
stands, I suppose there will be no objection
to our going into committee at once and I
moved that Rule 41 be suspended in so far
as it relates to this bill.

The motion was agreed to.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole.
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(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen will
see that the only object of the bill is to fur-
nish greater facilities to officers who are en-
trusted with public money to give security
for the proper discharge of their duties and
the fulfillment of their trust.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What is the
intention of the goverrnment with regard to
subsection three as to the establishment and
maintenance of a fund ? Is it the intention
of the governmient to deduct from the sala-
ries of public officers a certain amount
towards the establishment of this fund?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is one mode in

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is a little
more elaborate, that is all.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It adds a number of
things. As I understand it the subsections
are new.

The clause was adopted.

On subsection 3.
The Governor in Council nay from tirne to tine

nake regulations for the establishmtent and mainte-
nance of a fund to be derived fron imoneys contributed
by, or deducted front the salaries or pay of, the per-
sons concernec, wherewith tonakegood to the Crown
any loss sustained by reason of the failure of any per-
solí required to give security as aforesaid to duly dis-
charge the duties of his office, trust or emplovment,
or to duly account for publie nioneys entrusted to hin
or placed under his control.

which procedure might be bad, but if the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
public officer thinks best to give security by fail to see the necessitv for this subsection.
some other way than by the Guarantee The first portion of the clause provides for
Company he bas the power of doing it. the acceptance of a bond of the Guarantee

Company. That is right enough. If the
Hon. Mr. LOUJGHEED-That is an ad- party to the bond fails to pay the amount

dition. First of al] the official is compelled of the premium, the Governor in Council
to give security as may be directed by the must advance te premium, and provision is
Order in Council. In the second place pro- made, as I understand it, for a deduction,
vision is made for the deduction of premiums monthly, out of a nan's salary to create a
in case of the government being called upon fund to recoup the gover iment for the ad-
to pay a premium, and in the third place a vance they have inade. Now, supposing
proposal seemingly made to establish a fund you take a guarantee bond for $1,000, where
out of which any loss may be made a man is getting 8400 a year, you will have
good to the government by reason of the Vo deduct out of the 8400 monthlv, or semi-
default of the officiai. Now, what I desire monthly as the case may be, so much of his
to know is, has any scheme been adopted by salary. Wiat necessity is there for this
the government in conjunction with this clause when you have the power conferred
proposal whereby certain deductions will be in the second clause?
made from the salaries of public officers for
this purpose ? Hon. Mr. MILLS-A number of men in

the public service may say this: these
Hon. Mr. MILLS-None yet. guarantee companies are making a consider-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The govern- able amount of money at our expense. The
risk is not as great as the amount of the

ment are simply taking power to devise such premiums calls for. We would prefer that
a scheme if they deem it advisable ? an independent organization should be had

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so. of those in the government service, and that
the government should take a fairsum from

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-As each man's salary as a security instead of
the law stands at present, before this bill requiritg us Vo go Vo a guarantee company.
is passed, is it not the case that public offi- You have a provision of that sort correspond-
cers can give security just in the saine way ing with this 3rd subsection in Vhe Post
as provided here ? I know many years ago Office Act, but it does noV apply to any
that officers in our province give the security other than the Postal Department.
of these companies for the due performance
of the duties of their office, and I do not see
anything in the twenty-second clause of this
bill differing from the practice which has
hitherto prevailed respecting the security.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In other words,
you become your own guarantee company.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so. Officials
may say, "you incur practically no risk.
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The deduction from our salary is too large."
It is merely a method of securing the gov-
ernment with as little expense as possible.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-That
is scarcely the intention of subsection 3. It
appears to me the object of that clause is, in
the event of any person holding a public
office not accounting for the noney entrust-
ed to him or not discharging faithfully the
duties of his office, under subclause 3 of the
bill the Crown is authorized to retain any
money in its hands for the purpose of nak-
ing good the loss which they sustained
through his malfeasance.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Out of this fund that
is made up by all the clerks.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
this clause to apply to those who have failed
to gi% e other security. I think the words
are very plain. I take it that this is an-
other ineans of the government employees
providing their own guarantee and estabish-
ing a fund by which they will give security.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the preceding clause amply protects
the government against any loss that may
be inflicted. The guarantee coimpany will
make up the loss. This is another method
to attain the same result.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
this confined exclusively to those who have
to give security, or can any member of the
civil service, whether required to give se-
curity or not, contribute to the fund ? If
so it is an investment of money, and are divi-
dends paid to them, or is this confined to
those who give security ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-To those who have to
give security.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It seems to me if
it could be carried out it would be better to
have these clerks furnish the security of a
guarantee company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Five hundred clerks
may say " the guarantee company is making
money out of us. We viill unite and there
will be a deduction from our salaries to form
a fund, and in the event of any of us be-
coming liable to pay the Crown for default,
it comes out of the fund." It requires a
less assessment on the salaries than the pre-

miums of a guarantee company, because the
object of the company is to make a profit.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I do
not agree with the view taken by the hon.
Secretary of State, because I think it would
be impossible for the government tu main-
tain a fund of this kind for any less con-
sideration than the guarantee companies
charge for the amount they give security for.
They perform that service for an exceedingly
reasonable consideration and I am very sure
no arrangement could be made to carry it
out for less money.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
seems to me to be a good provision, for this
reason. My hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island thinks that the government cannot
carry the principle out any cheaper than
a guarantee company. My impression is
they can. They have a staff of officers now,
and there will be no additional work to
the staff of the department. Consequently
they will not have to provide for ex-
penses of clerks, president, office rent, taxes,
etc., nor to pay dividends to stockholders.
They ought to do it for one-half or at most
two-thirds of the amount charged by the
companies

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When they get a
certain sum-say ten or twenty thousand
dollars-they can stop paying any 'more
until the fund is drawn on.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE, from the
committee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time
and passed.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (71) " An Act further
to amend the Weights and Measures Act."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved that lime be
added to the list at eighty pounds to the

bushel.
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Hon. Mr. JMILLS-I cannot very well
accept my hon. friend's amendment. If he
had spoken to the department about it

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The moment the
bill came out I did.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I brought the matter
to the notice of the Department of Inland
Revenue and they said it was impossible to
consider it this year-that in the House of
Commons some seven or eight articles had
been pressed, and the department had to
refuse them all, but another vear they would
take the matter up and deal with them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-There is no other
article in which greater injury is done to the
people than in that article of lime. In New
Brunswick it used to be sold by the cask-
five bushels to the cask, weighing 400
pounds, and there never was any difficulty
about it. In the North-west lime is bought
af. the kiln11 b ih hearoad a etae h

Hon. Mr. PERLEY- I am very positive.

The CHAIRMAN-What kind of lime
does the hon, gentleman refer to, slacked or
unslacked?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I mean burned lime
for masonry purposes.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman who has charge of
the bill tell us if there are many changes in
the weights in the sixteenth section from
wheat down to bituminous coal ?

Hon. Mr. MNILLS--I think nothing except
flax seed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Flax seed is to
weigh tifty-six pounds.

The subsection was adopted.

On clause 2.
the dealers. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Take a bushel of have no objection to have the weight of a

burned lime that is unslacked, how much bag of potatoes fixed at eighty pounds i
does it weigh i Quebec or anywhere else, but I object to

having a different standard in different sec-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Just eighty pounds tions of the country. If a bag is to weigh

to the bushel, and when slacked it weighs eighty pounds, let it be eighty pounds in al
forty pounds. It is a great injury to pur- parts of the Dominion.
chasers. Hon. Mr. MASSON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is a good
deal of difficulty about this question of lime. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When it is freshly burned I dare say my We do not want ninety pounds in Ontario,
hon. friend has correctly stated the weight and Nova Scotia and other parts of the
of a bushel of lime. There is a process of Dominion, and eighty pounds in Queec. I
slacking called air slacking, and it becomes think it would be better to strike out the
so compact when slightly slacked in that way words "province of Quebec."
chat it weighs more than unslacked lime. Hon. Mr. McKAY-Oh, no, we do not
Care should be taken in fixing the weight
of a, bushel of lime. In the early process
of air slacking it crumbles away and fills aIl Hon. Sr MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
the crevices and it weighs more when parti- think there should not be two standards of
ally air slacked than when fresh. weight in any two provinces There should

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-My hon. friend is be one standard in the whole Dominion.
entirely wrong. A bushel of lime when air
slacked will occupy double the space it will Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A bag is not a stand-
when unslacked. ard.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When slacking
advances a little further it will swell, but
the first effect of air slacking is rather to
shrink it in bulk than to increase it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are making it a standard by law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-For one province.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We should have some Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-And a sugar bag
positive information on the subject. at that.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
may be in the interest of the sellers of
potatoes in the province of Quebec to have
a smaller quantity than any other place.
There is no regulation for selling by the bag
in any part of the country. The presump-
tion, when you get a bag, is that you get a
bushel and a half.

weight. I think that we should fix the
weight for Quebec at eighty pounds.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What about
your by-law ?

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-They will
amend their law and make it eighty instead
of ninety.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We do not sell Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Theymustwant
by the bag. ninety pounds to the bag.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They sell by weight in the west.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-By the bushel.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well they give you 60 lbs. to the bushel.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The farmer gives you
the bushel measure filled and it is not
weighed.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE--I do not see
why the people of Quebec want to have more
than a bushel and a half when they buy a
bushel and a half. I see that the bill pro-
vides that oats shall be thirty-four pounds.
Good oats will always wveigh more than
thirty-four pounds. The farmers when they
are going to market will weigh the oats and
make the bushel weigh thirty-four pounds.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He *Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot agree
with my hon.. friend that potatoes weigh
less than 60 lbs. to the bushel. I have had

Hon. Mr. VILLENEU VE-A bushel of a good deal of experience in potatoes and I
potatoes does not weigh 60 lbs. core from a potatoe country where we sel

Hon.nearly al our potatoes by weight, and our
Hon.Mr.PRIM OSEOh, es. farmers infinitely prefer to sel] potatoes at
Hon.Mr.VILENEUE-N, ad ~60 lbs. than by measuting because they getHon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-No, and inC

the district of Montreal farmers very often more money than they would if they sold by
core to market with bags of potatoes, but measure. They are sold to the starch

the (1 no ~vigh90 bs, ad Iarnsur tuatfac tories by weight, and 60 lbs. is the stan-they do not weighi 90 lbs., and I amn sure thatM
80 lbs is a fair weight for a bushel adthisa gd ha o e c measure is that we are establishing a Iarket

standard for one province different f rom
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-O1, no. others, and we are establishing a new

standard. There is no such thing as a bag
recognized as a general standard, whatever

toes fay be heavier in Pri60ce Edwardbsland i
d there may be localy. We are only establish-

or e potat Buovince I ca vouch fortefat sng it for one province; we are not only
forestablishing it as a standard there, but we are
that a bushel and a half of potatoes never e an
weighs ninety pound,. Perhaps the Mon- it i erron tanda bauf
treal potatoes are not so weighty as the pota-
toes of other provinces, but I think there
should be a general weight everywhere. If c
you wish to do justice to the farmers who othe ay imu be ound m he on-
come to Montreal with twenty-five or thirty venience of the marke of Qeec thancby
bags you should fix the weight at eighty pasin o th cae on fren fo
pounds. psigti lue yhn redfo

pounds.Calgary and I walked down to the market

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is not there a i Ottawa, and told one of the dealers about
by-law in Montreal that a bag shall weigh the suggestion that was before the House,
ninety pounds that a bag of potatoes should be 80 lbs.

and we told hiin it woul-i fot apply in
Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-Yes, and Ottawa, but would apply in Hull. He was

that is the reason why the farmers have been somewhat amazed, and his amazeinent was
fined for having bags of potatoes under that stili greater when47'we told him that we were
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making such a law as that. I really wish
there were some other way of meeting the
difficulty than this absurd proposition.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see the diffi-
culty at all. You have no such thing as a
bag as a s andard of measure; nevertheless,
they are as a matter of convenience selling
by the bag and everywhere else excepting in
Quebec they are 90 lbs. for a bushel anid a
half. In Quebec they wish to sell by the
bag and the bags do not hold 90 lbs, and
they wish that the weight of a bag of
potatoes shall be fixed at 0 lbs. That does

not sell by the 1lushel. They say " There is
a bag of potatoes ; you can have it for 75c.,"
or 60 cents, whatever the price may be.
That practice prevails as nuch in Ontario as
it does in Quebec, and I venture the asser-
tion that 99 out of 100 bags of potatoes will
not contain 90 lbs. weight each.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But is there a by-law
of the corporation providing that the bag
shall contain 90 lbs ? The city of Montreal
has adopted such a by-law and it is to over-
come this local regulation that this bill is
introduced.

not compel anybody ro buy by une bag unlesss Hon. Sir 'MACK ENZIE BOW ELL-
he wants to. You nay say "I will buy your Then you propose to interfere with the
potatoes by the bushel, and pay so much a local law. A few days ago you w ere
bushel." What possible harm can there be endeavourin to uphold the local laws.
in saying that a bag of potatoes in Quebec What rig to itee with a
shall be 80 pounds? If I go to Q uebec to matt riof this ki d if i e ra local a
buy a piece of land, I find there that I do latfr a pticular iit. lour prec-
not get an acre ; it is an arpent, which con- lation for a paxticular d;stiîict. Your prmnci-
ant gmetnreits tan aet wicr lco. ples are adapted to the circunistances, I care

tains somethng less than an acre. Dces V ery little about the clause, but I repeat
my hon. friend say there is mreat mischief that the sanie system of selling prevails in
done because the mode of measurement in Ontario-I do not speak for the other
Quebec is different from the other provinces ? provinces--and you miht just as well
If it becomes the custom, the law should P.sayctat d ou n O o
recognize it, as a matter of convenience, and conta a pud o p as toOsay hacami dn contain 90 pounds or 80 as to say that it
it seems to me no harm is done anywhere shall be so in any other province.
else, because this is a local law, and does not
apply anywhere outside of the province of Hon. Mr. POWER-These laws are
Quebec, and it meets the practice and cus- made fo- the convenience of the population
tom of the province of Quebec. It has chiefly, and this is îot the first tinte an ex-
grown out of the practice of the city cou neil ception bas been made in the province of
in Montreal. They passed by-laws imposing Quebec. The very next section of the
a fine on the population for offering less Weights and Measures Act, section 1',
than 90 pounds as a bag of potatoes. reads as follows :

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is not nuch analogy in the illustration
about the arpent and the acre of land. If
you buy an arpent of land you are not going
to take it away with you into another coun-
try, but if you buy potatoes you can take
them anywhere. In the markets of Ontario
the sanie system prevails as in Quebec.
When at home I have been in the habit of
doing my own marketing, and I venture to
say that if you go to that market next
Saturday, you will tind hundreds of farmers
on the market all selling potatoes by the
bag, and if you ask them if it contains a
bushel and a half, 90 lbs., they will tel] you
that they do not know. If you say "I will
give you so much a bushel," they will say
" No, you can have the potatoes by the bag."
They do not break the law, because they do

In the province of Quebec the following shall be
the standard weight for hay and straw unless the
same shall be sold by the ton, or unless it appears
the parties to the contract agree to the contrary. A
bundle of timothy, clover or other hay, 15 pounds;
bundle of straw, 12 pounds.

In that province they adopt certain
weights for certain things, which they do
not in other provinces.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
think it is absurd for us to adopt municipal
regulations in Dominion Acts. We have
fixed by this law, and also the previous law,
a certain standard for potatoes, 60 pounds
to the bushel. That should be the standard
all over the Dominion. It should not be
interfered with by making another standard.
That clause in the bill is sufficient for the
purpose of regulating the weight of potatoes
and there is no occasion to say how much a
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bag of potatoes shall contain. If we look
at this bill a little more clo-ely we shall see
the absurdity of it:

In the province of Quebec, when potatoes are sold
or offered for sale by the bag, the bag shall intain
80 pounds.

Now, a man has, unfortunatelv, a bag
which will not contain 80 pounds, a bag
which will only contain 60 or 70 pounds.
He is subject to a fine under this Act. He
cannot offer his potatoes for sale in any bag
which does not contain 80 pounds. Then
the penalty clause reads as follows :-

Every person who violates any provision of this
section shall be liable, for a first offence, to a penalty
not exceeding twenty-five (lollars, and for each sub-
sequent offence, to a penalty not exceeding fifty
dollars.

That shows the absurdity of passing a law
regulating the size of a bag of potatoes, say-
ing that it shall contain at least eighty
pounds. There is a regular standard fixing
the weight at sixty pounds to the bushel
and we should adhere to that and not mix
it up with any other weight, which will only
confuse the matter and make it different in
the ditierent provinces of the Dominion. In
Our province there is no such thing as selhing
potatoes at eighty pounds or ninety pounds
to the bag, or any fixed bag weight. They are
brought into the market weighed, and the"i
divided by the number of pounds, and in
that way the number of bushels is ascer-
tained, and paid for accordingly. Sixty
pounds should be the one standard ail over
the Dominion, whether they come in bags,
car loads or cart loads.

Hon. Mr SCOTT-It does not seerm to
me that we are disturbing a standard. We
are tixing the standard of a bag of potatoes.
We are not interfering with or disturbing
the sixty pound standard at ail. If a large
contract is made with parties, the contract
would be based on the bushel standard, but
as a matter of convenience to farmers coming
to the markets of Montreal, who bring their
Potatoes in bags, we have fixed this standard.
It is pretty hard that the farmers should be
fined under a by-law of the corporation -
Which I think is ultra vires-declaring that
there shall be a standard bag. They have
n1o right to create standards at ail. This
by-law says that no farmer shall expose a
bag of potatoes on the market unless it
Weighs ninety pounds. I think that by-law
is ultra vires.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Why
not reduce it to the pounds and then there
would be no trouble 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Thirteen petitions
were presented to the goveriment from
farmers around Montreal and they felt very
much aggriev d over the matter. You
know you -re not going to buy ninety pounds
in a bag. You are going to buy what is
con\enient to the farmer. As the hon.
leader of the opposition says, he buys a bag
of potates on the market. There iay be a
few pounds over the standard weight or a few
pounds less ; but at the same time nobody
ever quarrels with the fariner. If you were
buying one hundred bushels of potatoes you
would probably weigh theni.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You night just as well provide that a cart
or a wheel barrow contain so nany pounds.

Hou. Mr. SCOTT-We have alreadv
passed exceptional legislation of that kind
in the province of Quebec, where they have
peculiar customs. Why should we not con-
cede that ? It does not interfere with any
other part of Canada. The bushel remains
where it is. The question only ar ises where
a purchaser chooses to buy a bag of potatoes
without having it weighed, and then it must
contain eighty pounds. Nobody is being
cheated by it. We say that no man shall
offer a bag of potatoes unless it weighs
eighty pounds.

The subsection was adopted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have something more serious which I propose
to add to the clause, which might be made
another subsection if the minister deems it
advisable. It is in connectiQn with the
weight of wheat and other grains and the
manner in which they shall be tested. I
propose to add to this clause the following
words :

And no weighing machine used for weighing
or determining the weight of any of the articles
nentioned in section 16 shall he of less certified
capacity than 60 pounds avoirdupois.

My reason for asking the consent of the
Senate to make this addition to the bill is,
that there is a.certain machine used for the
testing of the weight of wheat, and other
grains the practical result of which is to lose
to the farmer a certain amount on almust
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every bushel of grain that he sells to the
merchant or to any person. In looking at
the report of the weights and measures, I
find that as far back as 1880 the attention
of the Department of Inland Revenue was
called to the dissatisfaction with the machine
which was used for testing the weight of
wheat. The inspector then called the atten-
tion of the Inland Revenue Department to
complaints which had been made, and asked
whether the machine then used came within
the meaning of the Inland Revenue Act.
The third paragraph of Mr. Brunel's answer
reads as follows:

As this is a very nice operation, I think it would be
well if the owner of thee instruments were to send at
least one of them to the department, in order that it
may be accurately tested here, as a verification of the
correctness of your nethod of testing.

The question was subsequently referred to
the police magistrate, and a decision was
arrived at the point as to whether it came
within the meaning of the Act. But what
I want to cali your attention to, more par-
ticularly is the experience of the Inspector
of Weights and Measures. He said, in
writing to the department:

lst. Acting on the opinion expressed in your letter
of 1st inst., number 25000, I have seized five grain
testers from two tirms of grain merchants, and laid
information against them fer a violation of section
28 of the Weights and Measures Act, of 1879.

2nd. The cases will be brought before the police
magistrate in this city on Monday next.

sures of 1880, and it will be found on pages
42 and 43. The difficulty is I believe this,
that by using the grain tester you take one-
sixteenth part of a bushel, and in filling it the
air displaces to a certain extent, a part of the
grain, and consequently it will not weigh as
much as it would if it were in a bushei mea-
sure. You take sixteen of those, which make
a bushel, and the tests which have been made
prove a loss to the seller. This is the result
of the test on a bushel of wheat, after mea-
surement in a bushel measure, made in the
Depkrtnentof the Inland Revenue. The test
was made on a measured bushel weighing 62¾
pounds, and I understand was done in the
presence of the minister himself. The follow-
ing are the different weights of the sixteenth
parts that the tester gave : 62, 62, 62l, 62,
615 62, 62, 62, 6262, 6115 62 61-1
62, 61-, 61,8 . The same measured bushel
weighed 62¾ pounds. It was tested ina grain
tester in the capacity of - of a bushel and
it was found that there was an excess of 101
ounces left which was not weighed and con-
sequently, rendered the grain less valuable
to that extent, from the fact that the weight
of the grain regulates the price. While that
may not appear much in regard to one bushel,
when it comes to dealing with thousands of
bushels it makes a material difference to the
farmer, who is selling his grain.

Then the next paragraph is the .ost im- Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But he would

portanth: n gain it in the number of bushels.

3rd. I have taken the course above referred to for
the purpose of making a test case, and because I am
convinced thîat I shall be able to prove that great
injustice is being done to the farming community by
the use of these grain testers. The injustice will
appear when I state the following case- -which is one
of hundreds. A lias barley for sale which, before
leaving home, he tested by his imperial bushel and
found it to weigh 49 lbs. to the bushel ; it is of a
bright colour and clean - cleanness, colour and wveight
being the qualities sought for. B offers to buy it
from himxî, agreeing to pay him 63c. if it weighs 47
lbs., 65c. if it weighs 48 lbs., and 67c. if it weighs 49
lbs. to the bushel. B weighs it with his grain tester,
which being adjusted to the Winchester measure-
ment, does not contain as much grain as if adjusted
to the imperial measurements and A's grain, which
at home weighed 49 lbs. to the bushel, weighs only 47
lbs., and he has to take four cents a bushel less for
his barley than its market value.

That is the experience of the inspectors.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Will my hon. friend
give the date of that letter he read ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is on the weighing quality; the bushel of
grain as measured in the busiel weighed
621 lbs.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But how would
they come out at the total ; he had more
bushels but less weight to the bushel.

Hen. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not understand what the gentleman
means ; what I wait to point out is that
gran measured in a bushel measure would
give better results.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes I under-
stand the one bushel; but he would have a
greater total by the other mode of measure-
ment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
is in the official report on weights and mea- am dealing with the fact of testing the weight
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of grain by this machine instead of by the mined by the use of the grain tester the price
Imperial measure. Taking a bushel of wheat paid woul be:
that weig s 6 lbs., and testing it in the Test weight. Price.mnanner I have indicated by the 1 of andicaed byTe oa 60 lbs. standard or 60 cents per bushel.
bushel, the result is 10¾ oz. surplus in a bushel 59 i cent off 59 i
which is not weighed. 58 2 n 58

I 57 et 5 et 55
56 e 8 Il 52

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But he will have 55 12 48
more bushels. 53 1 40

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No Youwill see that the deduction in the
this does not effect the number of bushels value of the wheat does not decrease regular-
but rather the price if I have wheat which 'Y s0 mucl per pound with the weight of the
weighs 60 lbs. to the bushel, and when tested wheat, but the lighter the wheat the greater
it weighs 10Ï oz. less to the bushel, I would is the reduction tili you get down to fifty-
get a less price per bushel for my wheat, and three, which has twenty cents per bushel
if I had 50,000 bushels of wheat for sale I
wouldlose 50,000 times the difference between served that the above tests are merely for the
the price of wheat which weighed 60 lbs. to fixing of the price and that sixùy pounds
the bushel and wheat which weighed 10oz. must be given in every case. iNow the farer
less than 60 lbs. to the bushel. loses in this way: if he selis by measurement,

and then weighs it, that beingi the test of the
Hon.Mr.SNO BALL Butà semsvalue of the wheat, he would gain just in pro-

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But it seemsof the weight of the
to me that if your tester weighed 10Ï ounces wheat i
less to the bushel there would be so manyh
more bushels. nraor busels.Hon. Mr. BOIJLTON-That is to say, if

BOXVELLi e grew a better and heavier class of wheat
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Ie would receive an increased price per

confess I do not know what the hon. gentle- bushel?
man means. I will try and explain in my
way, and he can give his views afterwards. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If a farmer has a bushel of wheat and it Precisely, but if it were decided by the grain
weighs by measureinent in the imperial tester, then he would ]ose so much to the
bushel, 62¾ pounds, he would have 2¾1 bushl, as a bushel of grain weighs 10î
pounds over the 60 pounds, which is the ounces less by the use of the grain tester.
weight of a bushel of wheat by law, and the Now here is another table which shows tha
farmer would get a price per bushel for his the price paid for the wheat does fot increase,
wheat based on that weight; but what I proportionately to the increase in weight, as
Say is, that if you test with a tester the it decreases when the wheat is Iighter:
weight of that bushel of wheat, the fariner
loses; and that arises from the manner of Test vnt prf e.
Pouring the wheat into the tester, and in lcentaddedor6
doing so sixteen times to the bushel, there is 62 2 cents t 62
just so mnuch air gets in between the kernels 63 n 3 n n 63
of wheat that displaces the wheat and
causes it to weigh less. The following table That is taking the wheat the other way,
is used by grain buyers for the purpose of with an increased weight to the bushel in-
varying, and therefore determining the price stead of less than 60 pounds to the bushel,
of grain-that is if it weighs more than 60 and you wilI see that the increased price on
Pounds per bushel the fariner gets so much the basis of 60 cents per bushel is only one
more, and if it weighs less than 60 pounds cent for each additional pound more than
to the bushel the farmer gets so much less. the standard; on the other hand, if it is less
Take for instance wheat, the standard being than 60 pounds, then the ratio of deduction
fixed at 60 pounds, and the price at 60 cents is a great deal more than the ratio of the
a bushel, which of course is an arbitrary increased price paid, when the wheat weighs
Price, and the following weights as deter- over sixty pounds to the bushel. For in
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stance, in the first table that I read, you upon a pint of distilled water weighing
will see that at sixty cents per bushel wheat a pound, and that was taken as our
weighing fifty-six pounds to the bushel is pint of capacity, and so the capacity
eight cents per bushel less than the standard was fixed in that way for the iperial

whlon the other hand, wheat weighingwhile, nteohrhnwetwihn measure. But this is the old Winchester
sixty-four pounds to the bushel is worth only ni asure that we have adopted in this, and
four cents more per bushel than the standard. we cannot well depart f rom it uniess we
It bas been pointed out to me, that this sys recast our whoie system of weights from
tem of weighing has been a great grievance the beginning. I do not think it is going to
for a long time among the farmers, that the make much difference, and it is important to
purchasers of wheat have that advantage over bear this in mmd; you take the purchasers
them ; and I think it ought to be regulated so of grain. If grain weighs a certain amount
that the farmershould getthe proper pri e for to the bushel and they use one-sixteenth of
the weight of bis wheat, and that the testing a bushel for the purpose of testing it and as
by this tester, a diagram of whicf is given ir my lion. friend says that a sixteenth of a
the report from which I read a littwe while bushel in the tester will not weigh a real
ago, ouglt to' i aolished and the Winiches- asixteenth of a bushel because the presure
ter bushel adopted, and have it properlyin the tester is aess than if you had a whoe
filed and then weigrhed, and test a whole )ushei-an the statement of i hton. friend
car 'go, 'vhateer it miay be, bY that sys- is strictly correct in that paitinular--but
tein. I would therefore miove an anmend- this is the point that I wislt i make, when
ment to add section 1, to cl&use 6, the foiiow- the ainendinent which the lion. gentleman
ing words, "land no weighing machine used lias made if adopted comes to be worked out,
for weighing or (betermining the weigtt of it will be found to produce resuits not vers
any of the articles înentioned in section 16 (ifferent froIn what they are at present.
shal lie of less certified capacity than sixtv Let us suppose a buyer uses this one-sixtenth
pounds avoirdupois," so that that wou d e neasuremnent for the purpose of fixing the
the test by whichI the weight would ie weight of a bushe, and lie says, "Iif the
arrived at and the seling and purchasing ixwheat ighs fifty-six pounds to the bushel
take place. wil! pay you he mucl , and if it weighs sixty

pounds to the bushel I win pay you i mucn,"
Hon. w r. erILLS- think y hon. and soon acording tothe weigt. Nowal

friend lias confused two different mensures those prices are fixed with reference to his
of capacity, and lie ias also made ône stand- present means of testing the weight of a
ard for ail kinds of grain. Now, sixtylbushelof grain. You substituteamore severe
pounds migut be ail rigt for a bushel of test, and one that a my bon. friend says is
wheat, but it would hardly be right for a more accurate, and wich I have no doubt
busiel of oats. If my on. ffriend said that is more accurate, then lie cannot make an
the measure of capacity used shah hoid fot offer of ,o much for sixty pounds weat as
aess than a bushel of the grain weiged, then lie did when is test was somewhat different.
lie would accomplisit bis object, but lie iFor instance, if my hion. friend adopts this
would ot meet it in that form. Then there test and what, under the ordinary test exist-
is another thing my hon. friend is mistaken ing at the present time would be fifty-nine
about, and that is the capacity of the im- pounds but under this other test wil be
perl measure. We have provided formal y sxt pounds, it is perfecty clear that the
for the adoption of the imperial measure, grain dealer, after you have adopted titis
ail these weights here given are Winchester test, wiil not offer as mucli for a bushel that
busheis. The imperial measure is one-fifth weighs sixty pounds as lie did for a bushel
more; if I remember righty, if a bushel by that woud weigh sixty pounds under the
the Winchester were sixty rounds, by the test which is more favourabe to im. That
imperial measure it would weig seventy- is perfectly clear. If the farmer is better
two pounds. These are ail Winchester satisfied, of course to remove a cause O
weights given here; they are not imperia , grunbing or of a reai or imaginary wroig
and being Winchester we must keep the it n a be a substantial gain, but so far as
Winhester idea in view. We began by the value of the grain in the granary is con-
adopting the measure of capacity, the im- cerned, it will not differ under the doser
perial measure whic was founded, I think, test from what it was before, because the
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value to the farmer must be the price which is concerned, they would not be without the
the grain merchant can offer him. He can- testers for any consideration, because it
not go on and do business at a loss : he must keeps a check on the seller and gives us the
consider what his profits are, and if he thinks grain at the weigbt he agrees to seli it. I
his profits ought to be five or ten per cent canot tell you exactly the test; perhaps it
and he adopts a test to secure that amount is the sixteenth of a bushel. It is carefully
of profit, under the new test he will have to reasured and carefully weigbed, and when
pay the farmer just such a price as would there is a dispute when you purchase barley
give the same result as he gets under the in Toronto or any other point, the sellers
present system. corne with their testers and test the barley,

and soinetirnes our tester gi ves a better
Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING-I have not weight than their tester, and they have

had much experience in the purchase of wheat gone away generally satisfied that the barley
and I cannot speak with certainty about they delivered 'as fot up to the standard
that product ; but as to the weight of barley, which they sold.
tbe stateient tat huas been made by the
hon. Nlinister of Justice is quite correct. Hon. nr. SNOWBALL-i do not profess
The tester is a littie brass bucket with to be proficient in the sa!e of grain and the
weigbts, ind it is carefgully tested at Toronto modes that are adopted to ascertain the
by the departmnent. Eacb buyer purciases quantity. e think what hlas been said by
one of those tests and keeps it in his office,! the lion. inember from Belleville bears me
and when a in cornes with barley we vant ýout in what tried to place before the
to know wliat is the 'eiglt of the grain. H e ouse in makin thi inquiry. Wbat 
says "my barley is ffty pounds to tbe iantedto come at as this: a fariner starts
bushel, that is two pounds more than the from home with a car load of grain, say one
standard wvigbt. If it is fifaty pounds to the tbousand bushels at sixty pounds tbe bushel,
bushel we 'ili give him a littie more in price taking the weight that was given on the
for that baîley than we would if it 'vas gorty- other side. He alyssued that it whed bresixty
six. He sends us a car of barley, and before 1pounds. He ha,;startedw'itb 60,000 pound.s
bîtving it delivered we send for a sample of grain. Whe lie gets to the market he
and test that barley by our tester, and if lie finds be as been mistaken in tbe quality of
sold it as fifty to tbe busel and it only the grain, tbat it did not weighrixty pounds
weighs forty-eight e refuse to take it. W to tîe bushel-that it only aeighed ffty-
communicate nvit. i and bue says " (10 e igt pounds. Instead of having 1,000
not think your tester is rigbit. ie have a buoc shels by this reduced weigtle has m,034
tester which 'as brought frof the govern- busielsn a his u inube h ha I

sent and is stamped as correct," and soie- pountds hen b e started.
times they core up pitn their tester and
test the barley witb ours and the two corres- Hon. Mr. MJLLS--My hion. f riend is
pond, and he finds ho has sold is barley at quite right as to pat 'ould be the nusber
flfty pounds to tbe bushel when really it did of bushels by measurement, he would have
fot weigb more than forty-eighttothe bushel. 1,03s bushels; but it is not bought by
The purchasers of barley in estern Canada measurement. There ould be just 1,000
hvould nit e without a tester. That is a bushels for sale ad he otl( get paid for
check on the grain tbey buy. 0f course, 1,000 bushels ; but, 'veigbing only fifty-eight
when the barley cones it is ail neighed in a pounds to the bushel, be would get three or
hopper, te, fifteen, tventy or one hundred four cents a bushel less, and therefore 1,000
bushiels at a time, and 've allo'v hini forty. times tbree or foir cents less for the lot.
eight pounds to the bushel-that is the
standard weigt, and 've alloh him " muc Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Per bushel for barley ; but if it runs over bon. senator f roin Northumberland evidently
the forty-eight pounds we alloWe hum ae neither appreciated nor understood the point
tsuch more for it because it is a superior 1 tried so make. Myon. friend from London
article to an article that weiged only forty- is strictly correct in the poay he lias put his
Six pounds to the bushel. So far as my ex- argument. The minister just put the hon.
perience is concerhed, and so far as the ex- gentleman for Northumberland right. If I
Perience of the brewers in western Canada were to tell a farmer coming to town that
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his wheat weighed 60 lbs. to the bushel when
it only weighed 58 lbs., he would be right in
his contention, but I made no such conten-
tion. What was stated by the hon. gentle-
man from London, is the practice to-day.
What I wanted to point out is that the very
system by which he buys his barley, and by
which wheat is purchased, by the tester,
gives less than the actual.weight of the grain
when measured by the bushel. If that be
the case, then the fariner loses in the sale of
his grain just in proportion to the de-
preciation in weight when weighed by the
tester, as against the weight by the bushel
measurement-I do not know whether I
make myself sufficiently clear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In other words
you contend that the Winchester system of
measurement is unfair.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say that the instrument by which they arrive
at the weight of the grain does not, in test-
ing, give the full weight of the grain, and if
that is the case, the farmer loses in propor-
tion. I explained it in this way, that in the
sixteenth part of the bushel they pour the
grain into the tester, and the displacement
of grain by the air between the kernels is
sufficient to make it weigh less than it would
if it were put into a bushel measure.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You can shake it
down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You have no right to shake it down. You
are to pour it in gently until it is full, and
then scrape off the top. I say that the
smaller the quantities tested and the greater,
the number of tests you make of a certain
quantity, the greater is the displacement
between the grain and the air, and you
make it weigh less. If you were to take
thirty-two instead of sixteen tests, the
fariner would lose still more, because the air
does not weigh as much as the grain. I can
understand if a man has grain weighing less
than sixty pounds he would not have a
bushel according to law, and he would only be
paid in proportion to the weight. The law
fixes the standard of measurement at sixty
pounds. If you are buying oats at thirty-
four pounds to the bushel, you fill the mea-
sure with oats and ascertain exactly what
they weigh, and then ascertain the total

weight of the quantity you are buying. If
the oats show a greater weight than thirty-
four pounds to the bushel, the farmer is paid
in proportion. I have never been in the
grain business, but it seems so plain to me,
with the tables placed in my hands, that I
thought the fariner should not be placed in
a position to lose on every bushel of grain
lie sold.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Is it compulsory
that this tester should be used ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is evident that
this tester has the same effect in testing
grain as it has in testing flour.. The inspec-
tors of flour in Montreal used to procure as
large quantities for a test as possible, and
sometimes got three pounds out of a barrel,
which was their profit. it shows there
must be somnething imperfect in this test.
Either the tester is incorrect or the original
weight of the grain could not be right.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not say it is incorrect, but the results
are what I have pointed out.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I know perfectly
well that men in Montreal made fortunes by
having large testers and taking as much as
they possibly could out of a barrel and the
poor man who bought that barrel of flour, if
he weighed it, found that he was two or
three pounds short.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I quite under-
stand now the position taken that if an un-
fortunate farmer goes to the market with
grain which he assumes weighs sixty pounds
to the bushel, when he gets there, by some
doubtful mode of weighing he is told that
his wheat does not weigh sixty pounds but
only fifty-eight pounds to the bushel ; conse-
quently he must submit to a reduction in
price on account of lightness in weight, but
still has to give sixty pounds for a bushel.
So the farmer is ground between the twO
millstones.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman has made his statement
not very clear. There is no such deduction
to be drawn from what I said.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In a law suit,
would the judge have to go by the tester 1
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then
injustice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-A larger
what is needed.

it is an

tester is

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, and let the
farmer and the merchant fight it out, but if
the farmer is handicapped in the measure-
ment he bas a poor chance.

Hon. Sir JOHN CAILING-If the
hon. gentleman will be kind enough to allow
the matter to stand over until to-morrow, we
can look into it. I am satisfied that it will
cau-e a great deal of dissatisfaction among
those who purchase barley. We had a good
deal of trouble in getting at the method of
weighing barley, but with those standard
weights we should give satisfaction to the
buyer as well as to the seller. Take a car
load of barley; you send and get a bushel of
that out of the body of the car. You
weigh it, test it, and if it is up to the
weight you take it, and if it does not come
up to the weight you notify the seller that
you will not take it because it is not up to
the standard: Sometimes some parts of the
car will weigh more than others, because it
is got from different farmers, and taken
from their wagons, and we have to take
the average car load and it is a method
which gives general satisfaction to the trade
all over Canada. I think it will be a mis-
take, as far as barley is concerned, but I
cannot say about wheat.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--My
hon. friend is literally correct. It is a fight
between the buyer and the seller. If the
buyer can get a better bargain than the seller,
he wants it continued ; but if he loses by the
tester, then he wants the change made. If
my hon. friend buys a car load of barley at
a certain rate, and it falls short in weight,
lie deducts a certain amount from the price
paid, because it is not of as great value tohim;
but if it goes two or three pounds more to
the bushel than the weight which was guar-
anteed to him, he should certainly pay the
farmer the difference.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The whole difficulty
arises in thisway : a farmer measures his
grain in his half bushel measure and puts it
into his bag and puts it on his scale and
ascertains its weight; he says it weighs sixty

pounds or more to the bushel. He takes
it to the market and the tester is used, and
there being so small a quantity tested there, it
does not weigh as much and he believes he is
being cheated. He has weighed is grain on
scales thatwere marked as correctand hefinds
the tester gives a different weight. There
is no doubt it will, as long as you use a very
snall tester. If you were to use a tester that
would hold a bushel, or ialf bushel-not
sixty pounds as my hon. friend says-that
is all right for wheat. For oats it would be
thirty-four pounds. So that it is the Win-
chester bushel you are using. The farnier
would be dissatisfied if he was selling his
barley by this tester; he would be disap-
pointed when it came to be weighed, because
the barley would weigh two pounds less to
the bushel than it weighed at home. He
makes his bargain with perfect honesty with
reference to the weight as he bas ascertained
it, and he is disappointed because when it
comes to be tested the weight is something
less. But supposing you were to adopt the
larger test that my hon. friend suggests, and
his barley weighs more, my hon. friend buy-
ing his barley buys it according to the tester.
When he says "I want barley that weighs
fifty pounds," it is with reference to the
weight as shown by that tester. It is a bet-
ter quality of barley than the farmer bas in
view, because the farmer's barley is deter-
mined by a different standard. If we adopt
the large test my hon. friend suggests, when
he comes to buy barley he will find he gets
a slightly inferior article, fifty pounds to the
bushel, than he got before when he used the
present tester.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-He gets an infe-
rior article.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He gets an inferior
article because it will not weigh fifty pounds
by the tester. If he had got one that would
weigh fifty pounds, it would be a better test
than if it would weigh fifty pounds when
you put a whole bushel together. What is
the result? When he comes to buy, when
you apply a new standard he cannot afford
to give what he said he would give before,
the standard being less. Therefore you
must fix a lower price. Supposing my hon.
friend was buying barley, and he says: " I
will give you fifty-five or fifty-six cqnts a
bushel if your barley weighs fifty pounds."
He determines the weight of that barley to
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the bushel'by his present tester. That bar-
ley would weigh perhaps fifty-two pounds to
the bushel by the ordinary bushel tester. It
would weigh more than the fifty pounds,
because there is a larger quantity of it
together, and it is packed more closely ; but
when lie comes to get a bushel of barley that
weighs by the bushel the fifty pounds,
which would be an article inferior to what
would weigh fifty pounds by the tester that
he had before, he cannot afford to pay the
saine price, the market being the sanie, be-
cause he is getting a less valuable article
than what he got tested by the former
standard.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The onlv difference, as I understand it, is
this: the contention of the hon. gentleman
is quite riglt if the tester gives the actual
bona fide weight of the grain. The conten-
tion is-and the figures I have given show-
that it does not. because you weigh a certain
amount of air which is in the tester with the
small quantity of grain, and consequently
you get a less weight tlan the grain honestly
weighs.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will put this case to
the lion. gentleman: su pposing ny hon. friend
from London (Sir John Carling) were buy.
ing barley as he suggested, and that he said
I will pay a certain price if it weighs fifty
pounds to the bushel, but his fitty pounds
to the bushel means fifty to the bushel as
settled by the snall tester that is in use.
My hon. friend says that is more than a
bushel. If you weigh a bushel altogether, I
quite admit that if you put a bushel in the
tester, it will pack more closely than a six-
teenth of a bushel, but when my hon. friend
is fixing a price on that barley he is fixing a
price with reference to the standard that
now exists, and if he were buying by that
standard, and were buying to-morrow by
the larger test that my hon. friend proposes
to introduce, he could not pay the saine
price. Is not that clear ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is clear if it were, but there is a mar-
ket price for the barley, and if he buys by
this tester more than a bushel, he gets more
for his money than he is entitled to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the market value
amongst all purchasers is a market value
fixed-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Fixed by weight.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not by weight, but
by the bushel. But it is the weight to the
busiel according to the means of testing it.
If you adopt another it gives you barley of
an inferior quality. Surely he cannot pay
the same price.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But the farmer
would like to have the actual weight.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It makes no differ-
ence to him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is like buying a bottle of spirits where you
can put your head in the hollow at the bot-
tom of the bottle. You do niot get the full
quart. If you get an imperial quart meas-
ure you have the full quart. But whether
the contention of my hon. friend be correct
or not-and admitting for the moment that
it is correct-then the purchaser knows ex-
actly what he is getting, and the farmer
knows he is getting paid for the 60 lbs. I
will give notice of my amendrent, if nmy
hon. f riend would prefer it, and let it go on
the Minutes and move it on the third read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I do
not think the amendinent would attain the
object the hon. gentleman has in view. It
would complicate the Act and make it more
unworkable than it is at present. If any
amendment is made it should specify that
in making a test for grain by measure or
capacity, the smallest measure to be used
should be the Winchester bushel, and ac-
cording to that the price should be fixed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is contrary to
what my hon. friend proposes.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Clause 6 reads:

No trader shall use with a weighing machine a
greater nuimber of weights than is required by its cer-
tified capacity.

2. Every trader who violates this section shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars for the
first offence, and not exceeding tweýnty dollars for
each subsequent offence, and to the confiscation of the
weights.

What is the meaning of that?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the weighing to authorize certain contracts with steam-
machine is certified to weigh 200 pounds, he ship companies for cold Storage accom-
shall not use more weights than would make modat ion."
200 pounds.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-If it will stand the
weight it will not make any difference if you Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bil consists
put another 150 pounds o with only a single clause, which I wiol

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are certain read
machines which, if you put more than the 1. The Governor in Council may enter into contractswih Furness, Withy and Company, Limited, and
certified weight upon them, will never vith the Manchester Liners, Limited, to provide
weigh accurately afterwards. That is true cold storage on steamships from Montres], St. John

of prig sa1e. Idar sa thy hve is-> and Halifax, to the United Kingdom, durine theof spring scales. I dare say they have dis- [nesu of one thousand eighit hundred and ninety-
covered that the scales are rendered in- eight, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine,
accurate by this practice. and one thousand nine hundrt-d, on such ternis and

conditions a-s the Governor in Counicil deems expedi-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ent,-the sum to be paid for such cold storage nob to

Allow me to make a suggestion from ex- exceed twelve thousand dollars in any one ye.ar.
perience: the hon. minister should get from Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Has there been
the department a brief of the reasons for a sum placed in the estimates to meet this
the changes which are made in any Act. I $12,000?
frankly teso hino that I neer would take
charge of a bill in the use, unless I had a Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think not for this
brief f rom the departmen t givin the reasons purpose, or else it would not be necessar to
for the chang es. Unfortunately my hon. put it in the statutes. My hon. friend
friends have run through four or fi%-e bis knows we have tw-o methods of appropria-
of an important character and they could tion, one by special provision in the statute
not tell us the reasons for the change. I and the other in the estimates, which is an
can understand that no more weigct should appropriation for the year only. This is an
be put on a scale than it is intended to hold, appropriation extending over three years.
but a reason should be given why a pen-ndet-
alty for doing so. There tay be resuts fol- he nd
lowing. It ncay be that it disturbs stand this amount of $12,000 for the year
accuracy of the weighirg of it, but 1 cennot, 1898 ill not be in any other Supply Bi
tele. that wil coe hefore us for the year 1898 

My object in askingr that question was that
Hon. r. ILLS-I know it is so with . M ra ter en

is not takind authority at the same ture to

lion. Mr. Mc1KAY-As far as the plat- provide for cold storage at Charlottetown.
form scales is concerned this clause is vicious, My hion. f rîend the Secretary of State knows
but it ruay be very proper for the spring very we that there bas been a distinct pro-
scales, because too much weight on a spring mise that there would be such cold storage
scale aight strain the scale and it hight provided for Charlottetown. Thi i year a
neyer wigh properly afterwards. A Ueat- sui of $5,000 bas been placed in the esti-
forai scale could hold 150 lbs. extra and not mates as a subsidy for a steamer to cal at
be injured in the sligtest. It would eigh Charlottetown and to connect between
just as accurately afterwards. Charlottetown and Britain. Now I do not

The clause was adopted. see why if it is intended to utihize that
aboutt, or if it is not intended to be put

Hon. ar. SULLIVAN, fro the com- there for show, why there should not be
rnittee, reported the bill with an amendient, authority taken at the same time by the
lohich was concurred in. government to make a contract to put cold

COLD STORAGE ON STEAMSHIPS storage on any steamer that will act
acuc oupon the subsidy. There should be some
ILL provision in this bi authorizn the govern-

TrIgD READIN. ment to make a contract to put cold storage
The ouse resolved itseif ito a Coin' facilitiesonwhatever steamers we Aaayrgive

fluittee of the Whole on Bi8 (149wl nAn Act the subsidy to. The other day, in answer
73
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to a motion of mine, a return was brought
down showing that the citizens of Char-
lottetown have made most strenuous efforts
for the purpose of effecting cold storage there.
They have subscribed nearly $20,000 stock
for cold storage premises in the city of
Charlottetown, but that is contingent upon
getting a communication with the British
market. There is no use putting cold
storage premises in Charlottetown unless
the governnent make a contract with a
steamer to carry products in cold storage
from those cold storage premises in Charlotte-
town to the British market.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understand the
Minister of Agriculture bas been endeavour-
ing to make arrangements with parties.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why does not
the Minister of Agriculture ask this power
froin the House the same as they are doing
in this bill for other places?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because these pro-
visions are for contracts that are consumated,
the other is not. lie is endeavouring to
secure a contract, and there is an appropria-
tion made for the other, contingent upon the
ability to get the work done. Prince Edward
Island is not overlooked, it is not neglected,
but it could not be embraced in this bill
because this is dealing with parties who
have already made contracts with the gov-
ernment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We had a bill
brought down just at the end of the last ses-
sion to ratify contracts that had been made
and the contracts themselves were brought
down-my hon. friend the Secretary of State
will bear that all in mind very well-and
we found they were entirely for the ports of
Montreal and Quebec. We were assured
then that efforts were being made to embrace
the other ports, anl it was hoped that some
of the other provinces would be included in
the arrangement. Now, if these contracts
are already made, why do the government
ask for power to make them i I do not
see why the government do not in-
clude Charlottetown in the bill ; why they
did not take the power to make a contract
in reference to Charlottetown as well as with
reference to the other ports. There has been
a subsidy granted for the steamers to call at
Charlottetown, but, as far as I know, there
is no vote or authority for the government

to contribute there, as they are doing
in this bill. The promises made last
year were not fulfilled and the cold
storage was not supplied. Another sea.
son is now entered upon, and the govern-
ment do not even propose to take to itself
power to make this contract for putting cold
storage facilities on a steamer to call at
Charlottetown, although they are professing
to offer a subsidy to cold storage steamurs
that will cal] there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill says:

The Governor in Coimcil nay enter into contracts
w'ith Furness, Withy & Co., Limited, and with the
Manchester Liners, Linited, to provide cold storage
on steanships from Montreal, St. John and Halifax,
to the United Kingdon during the season 1898, 1899
and 1900.

Now, if one of these companies could be
persuaded to stop at Charlottetown, there
is nothing in this bill to prevent it. Does
my hon. friend say that if the government
find it impossible to induce the Manchester
Company, in running from Montreal to
Manchester, to stop at Charlottetown that
we ought not to have entered into this con-
tract? Is this his contention? There is
nothing in this that says they may not stop
there, and the provision is that the sum
paid is not to exceed $12,000 in any one
year; that during the three years mentioned
the Governor in Council may enter into
contracts with these companies on such
terms as the Governor in Council deems ex-
pedient. Now, in regard to this cold storage,
if it is possible to induce any one of these
companies to call at Charlottetown, I am
sure that the government would be delighted,
and if they cannot induce them, then they
would be pleased to get some other company,
if it can be done on terms that are at all
reasonable. My hon. friend is railing at
the governnent; he himself was a member
of the government and he had just as much
interest in Charlottetown then as lie bas to-
day.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
agree with the remarks that have been made
by the hon. gentleman from Marshfield on
this subject. We have been applying in
Charlottetown for facilities for cold storage
for 'several years. At the time my hon.
friènd from Marshfield was a member of the
government, there was not the same need of
cold storage in any part of Canada and
there was not so much need of send-
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ing articles in cold storage then as there is governrent to blame for it? The answer to
now. The people of Charlottetown went to the government is that there is not enough
a great deal of expense and trouble last year freight to make it worth while calling. It
and the year previous in order to be pre- will not do to cail there simpiy for the sub-
pared to take advantage of steamers which sidy that is granted other ports. The Minis-
it was expected the government would ob- ter of Agriculture himself went W Prince
tain to call there and to take goods in cold Edward Island to ascertain if it was not
storage to the United Kingdom. It was possible to make an arrangement to caîl at
stated at that time that the government Charlottetown, whether the producta could
would give a bonus to any parties establish- not be sent to Halifax. That was found
ing cold storage in Charlottetown for the
purpose of utilizing it for steamers calling ture is changed the articles become of less
there to take the goods to the old country. value; but the Minister of Agriculture has
That promise has not been carried out. this year placed a special sum in the esti-
The government has not given any assistance mates and he will use it in bis best endea-
in the way that was then suggested. Now, vours to obtain a vessel W fit up cold storage
we find that Charlottetown is again getting to take products from Charlottetown.
the go-by in the bill that is now before us.
There is no provision made there for Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The people of
the purpose of having steamers call at Prince Edward Island are quite accustomed
Charlottetown to give us the benefit W hear such speeches with regard W this
of cold storage shipment as it was subject as the hon. Secretary of State
expected there should be. The hon. and Minister of Justice have made. The
leader of the government says there Secretary of State says that the nembers
is nothing in this bill to prevent their calling for Prince Edward Island are fot fair to the
there. There is nothing in the bill to induce governinent, and my hon. friend the Min-
them to call there. It is not at all likely ister of Justice asked me, do we want to
that any steamers would call atCharlottetown prevent the government from making a con-
without some money inducement to bring tract with these companies for the purpose
thei there. It is true there is nothing to of connecting Montreal and Great Britain
prevent them going, but without this bill if r.nless they will cail at Charlottetown. Now
it is to their advantage to do so. It re- we are fot unfair and we do not ask any
quires something more than ordinary f reight such thing as that, but when the govern-
rates to induce a steamer to call there, nent corne down with a bill of this kind
although there is a large amount of freigha giving then authority W enter into contracts
now prepared to be shipped in cold storage fcr the purpose of furnishing cold sWrage
from Charlottetown. We know that one facilities in regard to other points, why do
firm alone bas invested $100,000, in they not also core to parhiament and ask
establishing a business in Charlottetown in for power to make such a contract for Char-
connection with which there is a cold storage lottetwn as well? If it is necessary in
department where he prepares a large naking these contracts to corne and get
amount of bacon and other products for ship- power to do so, is it not also necessary W
ment to the old country, and without the get some power from parliament in order W
benefit of steamers calling prepared to convey make contracta for Charlottetown? Here
those with cold storage facilities to the old we have the government coming down and
country, he is at a very great disadvantage taking power to make contracts between the
compared with his competitors in the other ports of Montreal, St. John and Halifax, on
provinces. I should like to see some provi- this side, and the ports of Great Britain on
sion made for a steamer to call there fitted the other side, and they do not ask this par-
out with cold storage facilities. lament W give them power W make similar

contracta with Charlottetown. Now it need
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. members. fot be with the Furness une or with the other

from Prince Edward Island are not fair to ine mentioned here, but they ought to take
the government. We were perfectly frank power f rom parliament to make a similar con-
this year and last year. If you cannot in- tract with some steamship company for
duce steamers to call there for even a larger Charlottetown and carry out what they
sum than is granted to other ports are the have been promising for so long a time.
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There has been a subsidy of $5,000 provided tween the ports named, storage facilities
for, but the government did not do for Char- will be provided. The hon. gentleman does
lottetown what they are doing in this bill fot advert to the fact that the bil provides
for other ports, and if cold storage is neces- for three years.
sary at al], it is necessary that Charlotte-
town should be treated in the same way. Hon. Mr. MILLS-The contracts run at
We have hiad promises year after year, and i the same time.
I say plainly that unless something is done
in addition to the grant of a subsidy, that Hou. Mr. POWER-The subsidies to
the government will come back next year these steamers and their contracts extend
and say, " we have no power; we must get over three years. Now the sum to be paid
power from parliament to get a steamer to for cold storage for these three ports is
call at Charlottetown, and consequently we not to exceed $12,000 in any one year. In-
were not able to get a boat or to make any asmuch as no arrangement has yet been
arrangement." I ask them why do they not made with either conpany to run a une
take to themselves the same power from par- from Charlottetown, it was not practicable
liament to inake a contract as they are doing to include that in. this bil. The goveru-
in this bill? We ask nothing unreasonable ment have shown their desire to help the
for Charlottetown ; we know that Charlotte- cau
town does not serve as large a territory as se and png se $,0 the
the other ports do ; we only ask for facilities Minister of Agriculture vas most anxious,
in proportion to the trade we would have, when he was in Halifax last fali, to try and
which, necessarily, would be small, but froin make some arrangement with the Furness
the fact of it being small, it should not be Company to get their steamers to eau a
withheld. Now, y hion. friend thinks te certain number of times at Charlottetown,
is going to get out of this difficulty by point- at the tinie of the year when the produets
ing to myseif as a member of the late goverw- of the island were to he shipped; and I do
muent. At that tie there was no cold not think the on. gentleman is a bit moroe
storage provided for any port in Canada. anxious than the Ministerof Ariculture is
The government, of vhich 1 was a member,, to see the products of the island cai ried over

nitiated a scheme ; they had it aIl ready to'by cold storage. But if hie has up to the
put into operation, and it vas known ail over present tine failed ino coming to an arrange
Canada that the mnatter of cold storage was ment with any of these steamship compan-

ies, he is not to blaue for that. The grov-
erament have put this ae5,m000 in the

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Had you a steamship estimates, and I trust that before the
mubsidy? season is out they may succeed in making
an arrangement with some other stealshie

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Mty hon. friend co lupan. It is not necessary to have a
says, had you a steamship subsidy No ; ibil to authorize the contract when the
because the matter of cold storage had not thing is authorized by the Supply Bih.
dleveloped at that time. My hion. friend
takes care to say that the subsidy has been Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This ta5,000 which
granted, but he takes care fMot to ask par- appears in the estimates is an extra amnount
liament to give the governawent power toh over and aboie what is paid to any other
apply that subsidy for cold storage steamers, port. The arrangements at other ports have
and if they are sincere they ought to add to been offered to ail steamship cotpanies to
this bih a provision giving the n power to send their steamers to Charlottetown, three
provide cold storage facilities. cot- panies. I an advised, the Furness Con-

pany, the ýMosgrave and Mr. Carniichael of
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not read this New Glasgow; they have corresponded with

hiet the sanie way that the hon. gentle- the department and they said they would
man does. This bill simply authorizes the not undertake it for three years, but they
Governor n Couneil, who, I presuine, have migt for one. In addition to the offer to
realy cornme to sonie understandin with ail t e companies there is an offer of a sum
these two steamship companies, that on the of S,000 each tBp, specially to a at Char-
steamers of these companies, which ply be lottetown, and it weas with a view of inducing
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them to call five times at Charlottetown this Hon. Mr. FERGISON-Jt is only a sub-
year that thepresent suin was put it, but Mr. sidy for one year, but I have no doubt that
Fisher has not been able to induce thein to it would be voted froni year to ypar; but
accept that offer. The answer is that there tbe governînent should take power to them-
is not freight enough to warrant their caliing selves to make a three years' contract and
at Charlottetown. Mr. Fisher says he bas the money would be voted from year to year
abundant authority to make a contract with in order that the facilities slould. be con-
them if be cani. iduce tem to accept bis tinued for three years, because capitalists
terms, wbich are, besides paying baif the will not put their moey into a cold storage
amount of the fitting up of the cold storage garebouse until they are satisfied they are
on those vessels, to pay in addition $ 1,000 going to get the communication. If they do
a tnp if they oity a k at Cbaraottetown. inot get the communication the warehouse

wis l be no use to them, because lion. gentis-
Hon. whIcr. FERGUSON-I must draw men know very well that if the products

this distinction between y on. friend the that are intended to be preserved are once
Secretary of State and the bon. Minister of preserved in cod storage premises, they do
Justice. Tbe hon. Secretary of State tries not si-and the stress of a long voyage even
to talk fairly anyway, and the hon. Minister ao wel as if they had not been in the cold
of Justice does not even try 10 talk faiiwly storage originally. The cold storage must
not to say anything about acting fairly ink be continuous. The goods must pass from
the matter. ny hon. friend the Secretary a cold storage warehouse in whicb they have
of State gave us a good deal of fair talk and been preerved to a steamer having cold
fair promises last year. y must say that storage facilities, and landed in the markets
the on fentleman behind the hon. Minister to which they are being sent. If they do
of Justice seems to know more about what not have that facliy right tbrough it is
the government is doing and their intentions better not to bave a cold storage at ail. The
than either o tbe government members in whole matter is tied up because the govern-
this House. There was more information in ment do not take to themselves power to
what my hon. f riend said than we have got make a tbree years' contract.
from either members of the government.
But to corne down to the point, there is Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
about $20,000 subscribed in Prince Edward is entirely wrong. The Hon. Mr. Fisher
Island for putting up cold storage premises. said I bave endeavoured to make a three
It is subscribed with the understanding that years contract, but they positively refused
there will be three years cold storage service to undertake it."
connected with the port ensured. The sub-
scribers to that cold storage warehouse in Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why do you
Charlottetown do not feel that they would want this bil?
be justified in going forward with the ware-
house and incurring the expenditure unless Il-. Mr. SCOTT-These companies have

whole ml A atter is tie up ba t gov ern- I
ey a ani ass5uI4%VJ& Y

steamers, and cold storage on board the
steamers, with the markets of Great Britain.
They feel that putting a sum of $5,000 in
the estimates for one year only, and without
any contract for cold storage, extending over
a period of three years, by steamer, or with-
out any ghost of assurance of that, there is
not a bit of use in their going forward and
establishing cold storage premises in Char-
lottetown. The fault I find with the gov-
ernment about this is that they do not take
power to make a three years contract for
cold storage steamers.

lion. Mr. POWER-That is a new ob-
jection.

agree toÇ l% . u W reerece oU rncelilý

Edward Island, the hon. minister bas asked
the companies: " Will you undertake, if you
receive an additional subsidy over and above
what is given to Halifaxand Montreal, to give
us a contract for three years<i" They say:
" No, we will not, but we will consider
whether we might not enter into it for one
year. We will not undertake to make a
contract for three years." Mr. Fisher was
perfectly willing to have made a contract
for three years if he could have got them to
make the contract. But those three firms
said they would consider it, and Mr. Fisher
undertook to pay any one of them $1,000
for every trip, and that is the reason the
item is there. If there had been the slightest
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possibility of making a contract with them,
he would have done so, but they absolutely
refused.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When was this?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Quite recently, and
he now expects to hear from one of the
companies, and he is quite ready to enter
into a contract if they will agree to it for
one year or three years, and in addition he
is giving this bonus of $1,000 a trip over
and above what any other port is getting.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend's
information is more recent than mine.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have just seen the
hon. minister below the bar of the House.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The president of
the Charlottetown board of trade has taken a
vastamountof trouble on thisquestion during
the last two years. He is working on ac-
count of his love for the province, and when
Mr. Hazard was here trying to get this
business arranged, he told me, when I was 1
leaving for Prince Edward Island, that he
was detained here because he found that all
the government proposed to do was to make
a one year contract and that would be of
no use whatever, and he was compelled to
remain to endeavour to get them to make a
three years' contract, and I told him less
would not do, because it would not justify the
building of a warehouse. He was deter-
mined to remain until he got that arrange-
ment effected and I thought we would have
a bill on the subject giving the government
power to make the contract.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no objection
to putting a clause in the bill to make
a three years' contract with any com-
pany who will take it. Mr. Fisher has not
the smallest objection, but it would be en-
tirely misleading, because he failed in it
before.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Will the hon.
gentleman do what he suggested?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
knows no such contract can be made. Here
are two companies with whom the govern-
ment have a contract, and this appropriation,
the hon. gentleman knows, is made under
the provisions of the contract. The best
we can do in the case of Prince Edward
Island is to ask for the appropriation

for a year, and if he can make the con-
tract extending over a longer period, then
we may legisiate upon the subject. But
the hon. gentleman knows that the appro-
priations made by parliament in the Appro-
priation Bill are appropriations from year
to year. That is the condition here:-

The Governor in Council may enter into contracts
with Furness, Withy & Co., Linited, and with the
Manchester Steainship Liners, Limited, to provide
cold storage on steaniships, &c.

Why ? Because they have a contract
with these parties under subsidies granted
to them extending over a period of three
years. Then, having a contract for three
years for steamers from Montreal, St. John
and Halifax, they make arrangements for
contracts running ihe same period of time.
But my hon. friend knows the declaration
here for the purpose of carrying out an ar-
rangement with these companies which have
no revelancy to a proposal that had no rela-
tion to these companies.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend,
the Secretary of State, has made a sugges-
tion, which, I think, is a very fair one. He
suggests that the provision should be put in
this bill giving the government authority to
make a three years' contract. The hon.
Minister of Justice certainly pays his col-
league a very poor compliment when he tel!s
me across the floor of the House that I know
nothing of the kind can be done. He
assumes that his colleague does not know it.
I may reply to my hon. friend that I do not
know that it cannot be done. On the con-
trary I know that it can be done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If there was a contract
made, the hon. gentleman would have no
grievance, and I know he would a thousand
fold prefer a grievance to a subsidy.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
seems to be confusing things in a remarkable
manner. I do not want that arny contract
shall be made with these people, or any other
person. Al I ask is-and that is just what
the hon. Secretary of State suggested-that
power should be taken in this bill by the
government to make a three-year contract
with somebody.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man suppose we can make a charge on the
revenue of the country ?
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. Secre-
tary of State proposed it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man think we can make a charge on the
revenue of the country?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
will settle that with his colleague.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am asking the ques-
tion. The hon. gentleman is addressing me
with a proposition that we ought to put an
appropriation in this bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -It is simply tak-
ing power to make a contract. It is simplythe
suggestion of his colleague. He had better
settle it with him. If this House cannot
authorize the contract, the hon. Secretary of
State is wrong and I have been wrong in
believing it. The government certainly
could have put it in the bill originally, and
they should have done so.

Hon. Mr. SNOW BALL-There is some-
thing else to be said in reference to this
matter besides the question of cold storage.
The hon. gentleman from Marshfield knows
perfectly well that those steamships will
not make a contract for three years without
knowing the quantity of freight they will
get. If the local government of Prince
Edward Island will give a guarantee of a
large quantity of freight, they can get
steamers under the Act. But I disapprove
of ail subsidies to steamship freight lines,
and I think it is time a halt was made in
Canada in reference to this niatter. I fully
approve of the mail service contract which
we cannot avoid and the cold storage sub-
sidies which we cannot avoid, but I disap-
prove of giving subsidies to carry ordinary
freight across the Atlantic. What is the
result of it ? They say "steamers object to
going to Prince Ed ward Island because they
cannot get full cargoes. What is the matter
with the whole east coast of New Brunwick,
where we have verylargeexportsand steamers
can at ail times get timber cargoes? " This
matter should be taken into consideration by
the government. They are subsidizing
freight steamers to carry lumber from Mont-
real, St. John and Halifax, lumber certainly
constituting a large portion of the cargoes
shipped. There are certain sections in New
Brunswick where we are handicapped in our
trade with Europe on account of these very
subsidies. Steamers are compelled to go to

those ports. They cannot get full cargoes of
farm products from the west, consequently
they take in large quantities of deals. They
have to take these deals at 15 to 20 shillings
a standard under current outport rates, and
handicapping the timber trade of Canada in
the ports where they do not get the subsidy.
Why should the people in St. John and
Halifax get a bonus on these deal shipments
when the east coast of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia are handicapped in this matter
and are driven out of their own markets ?
I consider it is extremely wrong to subsidize
steamers from these ports, especially to an
inland port in Europe. It is bad enough to
give a steamer a subsidy to induce her to
call at Montreal or St. Johg, but whjat have
we to do with subsidizing a steamer going to
Europe, going past the port of Liverpool,
say to Manchester? I thought it was impor-
tant to bring this before the House and I
have taken this opportunity to do su. I hope
the members of the government will bear
the matter in mind and give it due considera-
tion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the bill provide for carrying the cold
storage articles to Manchester I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a line of
steamers to Manchester, and they propose to
fit up these steamers for cold storage to
Manchester.

Hon. Mr. FISET, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Bill (118) " An Act to incorporate the
Dawson City Electric Lighting and Tramway
Company, Limited."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (123) " An Act to incorporate the
Dawson City Electric Company, Limited."-
(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (163) " An Act to grant further aid
to the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal."
-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, Sth June, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

the one now before this House, in which
motion I recited what I thought was the
imputation of the hon. Secretary of State
against my own character. I incorporated
that alleged imputation in the motion which
was then put before the House, and that
motion was declared by the Chair out of
order because it had a written preamble.
The journals of the House contain actually
the recital of that motion in which all the

The following bills, reported fron the imputations tfat 1 ttought the lon. Secre-
Committee on Railwavs, Telegraplis and tary of State had brought against me were
Harbours, were read the third time and contained; and my object today in bringing
passed :-up this decision of the Speaker vih a'%7eW

Bih 126 "AnActrespctig thSasat-to having it recorded in the journals, is toBill (126) An Act respecting theSaska put on record the answer to that imputa-chen 1r. andC tion given by the hon. Speaker himself. It
(Hon.is beause consider the decision is some-

Bill (137) " An Act respecting the Inter- t
national Radial Rail way Company "-(Hon. act of justice, that the decision be put in the
Mr. Clemow.) journals, as the accusation framed in. the

Bill (145) " An Act further to amend the a
Railway Act "-(Hon. Mr. Scott.) rcd i te urnalso

Bill (158) " An Actrespecting theLondon
and Lake Huron Railway Company "- Hon. %r. SCOTT-It is clear to my
(Hon. Sir John Carling.) mmd, from the remarks made by the hon.

Bill (125) "An Act to incorporate the gentleman from Stadacona, that he is
Ottawa Interprovincial Bridge Company " under a very serious misapprehension as to

(Hon Mr.Clemw.)the language used a few days ago, when dis-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.) Z
cussing this subject, and the very words he

RECORDING THE SPEAKERS has quoted as having formed the subject of
RULINGS. the Speaker's ruling evidently should show

MOTN.hlm that other gentlemenî, who heard îuy
MOTION.language, did not attac to it the eaning,

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved- which the hon. gentleman seems to have
drawn. 1 made no personal chargre agisThat all the words after " that " in the 43rd line,

page 561 of the Minutes of the Proceedings of the the hon. gentleman in connection with the
Senate, of Friday, 3rd June, 1898, be struck off, up to letter. I was quite aware that it would
the end of the paragraph, and the following inserted have been practically impossible for him to
in lieu thereof, as follows

The SPEAKER-If I thought for a moment that iave acquired the letter from either of the
the honour of the hon. senator fromn Stadacona was writers, and I was not aware that the hon.
at stake, I should be the last one to encourage the
letting of that opinion go abroad. I never understood gentleman had visited Rome in the month
by the language of the hon. the Secretary of State
that he wanted to accuse the hon. senator from Stad- th
acona of having stolen the letter. If I had so under-
stood, I would state my decision in some other way, not convey the personal imputation he seems
but as I have to decide a question of order, I must to have attached to the words used. What
lay aside my personal feeling.

Rule 14 provides that no resolution prefaced by a
written preamble is received by the Senate. In my received, I had come to the conclusion that
opinion, if there is anything like a preamble it is cer- the letter had been purloined, or improperly
tainly the wording of the four or tive paragraphs
which precede the motion. I cannot otherwise con-
sider that as anything but a preface to the motion, and the subjeet of a debate before this bouse,
I am of opinion that the motion cannot be put in its particularly as it referred to a matter that,
present shape. in my judgment at ail events, vas not one

He said : My object in bringing this mat- of which the public ought to take any note.
ter before the House is not to challenge in 1 stated in addition that the grounds J had
any way the correctness of the ruling given for that were letters I had seen from Mr.
by the Chair. p made a motion previous to Russel, and also a communication, that I
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was not at liberty then to communicate to the Day of the Hose of Conions for Monday, 6th
the House, fromu Rome stating that the 'lune, 1898:-

'' heen *H use iii committee to consider a certain pro".sed
letters had been improperly obtained. I resolution declaring it expedient to provide that the
then said that the language used in the com- Governor in Ceuncd may, from the inoneys invested

muniatin tht Jsaw as ery uchunder the provision s of subsection three of sectionmunication that I saw was very muchchapter fift-four of the Revised
stronger than the language I used on the 8tatutes of Canada, forming the school fond for the
floor of this House. What I did say and province of Manitoba, pay from time to time to the

government of Manitoba, on the request of the said
what I felt was that under those circum- government, such suin or sums as the Governor in
stances, as the hon. gentleman had not Council thinks proper, fot exceeding in thewholethe
explained to this House how he came in sum of three hondred thousand dollars, the sum or

sis se paid over to be expended by the said govern-
possession of those letters, I was amply justi- met of Manitoba in the support and maintenance of
fied in sayingthat their possession by him. was the public sehools in that province; provided always
obtained in such a ay as would not justify hat t more than two hundred thousand dollarsobtanedin sch wayas ouldnotj usifyshahi be se paid to the said government for the pur-
any gentleman in bringing them before the pose aforesaid durîngthe iresentcaIendar year.-(Mr.
notice of parliament. I may say to him that Fielding.)
the conclusion I had come to then as to the And asked
manner in which the letter had been obtained 1. By this Reselution does the gevernment ask te
have been confirmed by the highest author- dispose of, to the aineunt of $300,0{iu, the very capitalwhil I aveno esie t paadeforming tlie school fond produced by the sale of cer-
ity, and while have no desire to parade oinio lands?
the source of my information before the 2. In giving this som of $300,000 to the govern-
public, I have no objection to showing the nent of Manitoba for the maintenanc of public

bschools in that province, does the government take
hon. gentleman privately the communication accoont of the fact that the legislature of Manitoba
on which I have based my observations. has changec the definition of the term -public

schools, " and t-stahlished in 1890 public schools dif -
The hon. gentleman may rest assured, how- ferentfrouiwhat they were before that date, and that
ever, that I did not desire to make any per- consequently this 83W,000 will be destined for pulic
sonal imputation to him as to his having im- schools as they exist to-day and net as they existed

when this school fond was created by the Federal
properly come by the letters. Some one legisiation?
must have obtained them improperly. They 3. Will the Catholic schools cf Manitoba be pro
may have been handed to the hon. gentleman yhe able te get the proportion to which they would
innocently enough. He may not have in- have a right in virtue of the spirît cf the letter and of
quired of the party who delivered them to the.Deninien Lands Act, or will this gift cf 8300,00
him how they came into his possession, andgvernment of

him ow heycameint hi posessonandManitoba and with the right for the latter to dispose
therefore he is unnecessarily sensitive in ap- therecf as seens good to it?
plying my language to him personally. I 4. Has tle government cf Manitoba asked the~ my ~vern mient cf the Dominion te cause te be adoptedregret very much that he interpreted y the parliament cf Canada this mygislation which
words as reflecting on his honour in connec- will permit the Federal gevernment te give te that
tion with the letter. I presume the hon. o Manitoba this suin cf $3ffWo, te be taken eut cfthe capital created by the sale cf Dominion lands
gentleman will be satisfied with this expla- ,pecially reserved as schooi lands?
nation, and if it is contrary to the rules that 5. When did the government cf Manitoba make
this ruling should go on the journals, that such a denand or require soch legislatien, and upon

1 vhat did it base itself in asking it?
he will not desire to press his motion. I 6. l it a faveur which it selicits, the accomplish-
acquiesced in the ruling of the Speaker in ment of a promise which it demanda or the revindi-
which his honour said he understood that [ I i ivhich it s
had not intended to make a personal appli- give it ii excha e; if it is an accemplishment cf a
cation of my observations to the hon. mem- promise which it emands, what is the promise andber from Stadacona in the manner that thethe revindicatin f a

'berfro Stdacoa i th maner hattheright, when did this right arise and what arrangement
hon. gentleman interpreted thein. has given hirth te it?

8. In any event, is the Federal governmint by the
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-With these expla. legisiation which it asks, geing te make the Green-

nations, I ask permission to withdraw my waygovernment thi ift cf $300,000 without regardto the rights cf the Cathelic minority, and geing te
motion. give te the rovincial government the proportion cf

The motion was withdrawn. meney te which the inerity pretends that it is anundeniable right.

MANITOBA SCHOOL LANDS. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
INQUIRY. friend that it is not a usual thing to under-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to take to question the government in one
Direct the attention of the government to the fol- buse categorically about the proceedings

lewing extract f rom No. 80, page 3 cf the Orders cf of another House. My hon. friend has
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quoted f rom a speech made in the House of
Commons by Mr. Fielding with reference to
a payment to the government of Manitoba
of the sum of three hundred thousand dol-
lars, and on that subject he puts a series of
questions to me. It would not be in the
public interest at this moment to undertake
to enter into a minute discussion of the
questions which the hon. gentleman puts.
He asks me, in the first place, by this resolu-
tion, does the government ask to dispose of
the amount of three hundred thousand dol-
lars, the very capital forming the school
fund produced by the sale of certain Do-
minion lands. My hon. friend will see that
certain lands in Manitoba were, at a very
early date, pledged towards the mainten-
ance of the public schools, and I do not un-
derstand that pledge as tyingthe govern-
ment of Manitoba or the government of the
Dominion to the proposition that those
schools shall continue to be of a particular
form, but that whatever may be the public
schools for the tine being, whether they be
secular schools or schools in which religious
instruction is given of a denorninational
character, if they be such as, by the law of
the province, are counted public schoo's,
then those schools under the original re-
serves are schools that would be entitled to
share in this appropriation ; and if the
school system to-day is soniewhat different
from what it was at the time these lands
were set apart, it would not be contrary to
the provision originally made, but on the
contiary it would be in accordance with that
provision that the payment should take
place.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Were
the lands set apart in Manitoba specially ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. and in the
North-west Territory. These lands are
lands that were under the control of the
Dominion at the time they were so set apart.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And so are the funds arising therefrom.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, there is no doubt
that the funds and the lands are alike
pledged to the government and the people
of Manitoba and that the country is being
settled up and that the settlers who have
gone there might very properly complain of
a breach of faith that the funds were not

paid over in accordance with this under-
standing. Of course we have the power of
refusing to keep faith.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
no.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The physical
power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, and the legal
power, but it would be a gross violation of
our pledge.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. minister
then claims that the provincial government
could draw oit the Dominion government
for what capital has been paid.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not necessarily. That
is a matter of which the Dominion govern-
ment, whenever it chooses to make a pay-
ment at the instance of the province or at
its request, assumes the responsibility, and
that responsibility is assumed on the present
occasion. The hon. gentleman asks whether
the government of Manitoba has asked the
government of the Dominion to cause to be
adopted by the parliament of Canada,
legislation which will permit the Federal
government to give to the government of
Manitoba the sum of $300,000 to be taken
out of the capital created by the sale of
Dominion lands and so on. The province
of Manitoba and the government of Mani-
toba no doubt are anxious to receive
these moneys. They are anxious that these
moneys should be under their control, and
my hon. friend will scarcely expect me to
say that the Dominion government is doing
this gratuitiously and against the will and
wish of the government of Manitoba. That
of course is not the case. But the govern-
ment of Manitoba, being a government pos-
sessing the power of self government, these
lands being set apart for the maintenance
of the schools in that province--

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
the hon. gentleman not opening a discussion
that he deprecated when he began? Because
he is laying down principles to which many
others object. I have no objection to his
answering in his own way.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am answering in
my own way. And I may go further and
say that as far as the payment to the
government of Manitoba is concerned, I
think it is in accordance with the original
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understanding and with the duty of the at present into topics presented by the
government and the parliament of Canada. series of questions which the hon. gentleman
It was never for a moment supposed or in- has put.
dicated, when these lands were set apart,
that either the lands or the funds should Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
remain for all time under the control of the man made reference as to what was the in-
governmeit of Canada. That would have tention of the government with regard to
the effect of putting into the hands of the this land. May 1 ask him if it was the in-
government of Canada the control over a tention of the government that it should be
subject which with certain limitations, is for the common schools of the country or for
under the exclusive control of the province. sectarian schools ?

Hon. lr. BOULTON-Unless the policy Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was for the schools
of the Dominion government was to as they then existed that they were set apart,
capitalize it Lo pay the interest on it. but if subsequently the system was changed,

it would be for the support of the schools
Hon. Mr. MILLS.-If the Dominion that might exist at any time. The whole

government were at any time to refuse to system might fifty years hence be wholly
make payment, it inight be a source of different from what it is at the present time,
serious emnbariassment to the goverument and the tchools that at that time would be
of Manitoba, and therefore I say that when regarded as publie schools would be the
the government of Manitoba became an schools entitled to the appropriation under
established government, when the party this provision. The system in Manitoba has
systes was introduced, it was in the power undergone a change, but I have no doubt
of the goverdment, in conforiity with the that the practical results will, at no distant
spirit of the original intention, to pay over day, he found to be satisfactory to the coun-
the capital to the province. It was in the try.
power of the governm ent ofM the Dominion,
in conformity with the spirit of the original Hon. Mr. BERNLER-Could not the

intention, to pay over the capital to the hon. gentleman answer specially question

province in order that it might control all No. 7.
the sources of revenue except those specific- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot gratify myally provided for in the terms of union upon hon. friend at this moment.
which it relies.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Act is Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J
silent on that. shah not follow the example set by the leader

of the government in this buse, by enteè-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am speaking of ing into a discussion of the question at the

general principles that are deductable from present moment. He has given his views of
the very nature of our systen of government. the constitutional attitude of the Dominion

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Can in reference to the provinces, and the rights
Manitoba divert this fund to other purposes, of parliament to deal wth the question. Upon
if it wishes to do so, irrespective of the Do- that point, there can be no diffrence of
ninion government? opinion;butwhen the hon gentleman toldthis

Hlouse that the lands were set apart with a
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would be a gross prospective idea of having themtransferredto

abuse of authority if it were to do so, just as the Manitoba governinent, the present or
it would be a gross abuse of power if we were any other government, he is certainly labour-
to withhold payment or to divert this fund ing under a delusion. The lands were set
to some Dominion purpose. I think when apart for one special purpose. It was con-
the pledge of a parliament has been given, sidered at that- time that it would be a
Some regard should be had to it. That is a munificent endcwment, for ahi time, in
pretty well settled rule in public law, and it and of support of a common school
is one that will be applicable to a trans- system. So particular was the govern-
action of this sort. As the subject will ment at that time, to make provisions
likely be before this House at a later period, to prevent the lands, or the moneys arising
it is not desirable that I should go further frol the sale thereof, being diverted to any
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other purpose, or to allow in any way the
Manitoba legislature to deal with the ques-
tion other than the expenditure of the in-
terest upon the money which was invested
arising from the sale of lands, and so par-
ticular were they to protect the interest of
this educational fund, that they placed upon
the statute-book a law which provided for
the setting apart of a certain section in each
township in Manitoba and in the North-west
Terrritories, that provision was made that
that land should not be sold, even by the
Dominion governnient itself, unless by pub-
lie auction.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-With a reserve
bid of 85 per acre.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, with a reserve bid, as my hon. friend
says, of a certain sum per acre. That
money, when received by the Dominion
government, was to be placed te the credit
of the school fund of Manitoba and the
North-west Territories, and the interest pay-
able thereon was to be handed over annually
or semi-annually-I am not sure which-to
the government, whatever it might be, for
certain purposes only as specified in the Act.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Not a
dollar of the principal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, not a dollar of the principal. Had my
hon. friend said that they proposed to ad-
vance out of the capital f und a certain sum
to aid them in carrying on the public schools
in Manitoba, to be recouped hereafter from
the sale of the lands, then 1 could have
understood him, because the late governments
did precisely the sane thing. The early
history of that government was this: when
the country was becoming settled, the amount
of lands which were sold did not yield a
sufficient capital to give enough interest te
enable the Manitoba government to extend the
educational system in the province, as far as
they thought was necessary to meet the grow-
ing wants of the settlers, and the government
at that time advanced out of the fund a cer-
tain sum of money to be recouped after the
lands were sold ; but it never was intended
that any portion of the capital arising from
the sale of those lands should ever be divert.
ed for any other purpose than that of thE
maintenance of schools in that part of the
Dominion ; and it was thought at one time

and I think every member of the Senate
and every member of the House of Com-
mons knew well when they acquiesced in
the policy of the government at that tinie,
that it was establishing for all the time to
come a fund in aid of public school edu-
cation in that new and growing province.
I speak sincerely in this matter, apart from
all party feeling or predilections, as I
should be very sorry indeed to see the cap-
ital depleted in the manner, in which the
Minister of Justice has indicated it is to be
depleted, because he does not tell the
House that they propose to advance this
money in order to enable them to meet
iinmediate requirements, but he tells us that
they are to give Manitoba this S300,000,
and reduce the capital to just that amount.
If the hon. gentleman's theory be right,
if this Dominion thinks they should divest
thenselves of the position of guardians
of that fund, then let them transfer the
whole school lands, capital and all, over
to the Manitoba government, and have
done with it for ever, if such be considered
advisable. I think it would be a fatal error
in the interest of the education of the rising
generation in Manitoba and the North west
Territories, if this fund were handed over
to the local authorities to be frittered away
just as they please. We should hold it in-
violable for the purpose for which it was
set apart ; individually, I would never be
a party to diverting it from the original in-
tention of the parliament of Canada. In
Ontario, we all know that there are large
sections of land which, many years ago, were
set apart for this purpose. The proceeds
fron that was invested, and it is out of that
fund to-day-although it is more than half a
century ago, yes, three-quarters of a century,
since these lands were set apart, in the reign
of George III, for educational purposes in
Ontario and Quebec-and it is the interest
upon those investments that the Ontario and
Quebec governments are now paying out
annually to assist the common school systei.
I think it was a very wise policy in the past,
and I sincerely regret that this governmeLt
intends to depart from it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that,
not a word of it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I was speaking
on the lines on which the leader of the opposi-

, tion has spoken on this matter. I take the
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ground that these school lands were a per- Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
petual fund, the interests of which should be see the bil when it cores here in a day or
applicable as the capital is realized. The two.
amount of lands-computing 25 townships
and forty ranges-would make 1,280,000 THE YUKON SUPPLIES CONTRACT,
acres. I have just included that area that INQUIRY.
is now comparatively settled. It does not Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.-Ishould
cover one-.half the whole province of Mani- like to ask the government whether it is a
toba; but counting, 25 townships runningtob; bt cunin 5twsisrnln fact that thé Boston Transportation Com-
from north to south and forty ranges running
froin the eastern boundary of the prairie Yukon, has atandoned its contract, not being
section to the western boundary, we have o carry it out?
1,280,000 acres. Now the reserve price of
that, at which it can be sold, is not less than Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have heard nothing
$5 an acre, and it readily brings that as of it The minister was asked in my presence
seuement increasess and even seven or a couple of days ago whether the report to
eight dollars an acre,; but at five dollars an that effect in the papers was true, and hie
acre that grives a capital f und of S6,400,000. said no, that hie had no information on the,
The question is wbether that -q6,400,000 subject.
capital is t >o be gradually paid over on any
dernand or request froin the provincial gov- ABSENCE 0F SENATOR ADAMS.
ernlment, or ahether it is to be perpetuated
as a capital fund which will yield for al Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the o rders

tume to coni$eé a niatter of $200,000 annually of the Day are called, should like to direct
to assist education in the province. That is the attention of the government to what I
a question that arises upon the introduction consider an oversght on their part notng

of the bir so far as I arn concerned, and as providing the sanie sessional indemnity for
the on. leader of the aovernent said that c er. Adams as for Sir Adolphe Caron and
the bihll is to core before us, I doll defer Mr. Beatty. I notice in the supple entary
any further remarks I have to make tili estirnates that full indemnity has been pro-
thaen. vided for those hon. gentlemen, notwithstand-

ing that they have been absent. It is known
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ish to say a that these two onon. entlemen in the other

few wods in answer to the on. vinister O Buse have been absent through accident
Justice, ie refuses to answer my question, and illness, and in consequence of that, the
as he says I have taken the speech of Mr. eovernment have decided to grant theI
Fielding. their fusl sessional indemnity, which I think

thon.lear of the governent sad that.is ri.ht. Senator Adams attended to bis
thon Mr. meLbefore I did ilot saydefa.sessinal duties as best he could, but owin

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I understood the to extreme illess was compelled, not only to
thon. gentleman to say I viad based my dues- absent hisef fromn the meetings of the

tion on the speech made by M31r. Fielding in ouse, but to go home. I hope the govern-
the bouse of Commons. I neyer saw or ent, now that their attention is called te
heard any speech of Mr. Fielding's. I just the subject, will see that the sa e justice is
took wat I understood to be the policy of done to Senator Adans as to the other thon.
the government, as indicated by har. Field-d toembet s.
inel bringing town bis resolution, hhieh I H s Il is ih I t

H.M MMIL-o In di o a ha.i ih .SenatorAdamsatted frto is
sessionldties has best heaw cod bth owingc

suose getemanie toha pIcyad base myqen- atenthionsefro thbeetingsnt the ujete

ment. It as te certain detals in that and althouh I knew that Senator Adams
policy that was alluding. There is one bas been for some t e in deicate health, I

herdn t ny spee s of a Mr hFeigsI juseret tesbet ilseta h aejsiei

qtio wat Il evundso to the go lt was not aware that hae was unable to attend
could ansner, and it is this the lion. min- ccount of
ister could say if in the legisation hich is attention a enll awnes to wthe ubjecistr culdsayif n te lgisatin wichisattention of mny colleagues to what the hon.
to be introduced here the share belonging to gentleman bas stated.
the Roman Catholic minority has been pro- *
vided for. Is there anything in the govern- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ment measure making such provision? can confirm the statement of the hon. gen,
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tleman that Senator Adams is absent
through illness. Now that the attention of
the governmient is called to it, I an quite
sure they will add his name to the others
which have been mentioned.

WINNIPEG AND GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING. .

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third reading
of Bill (148) " An Act respecting the trans-
port contract between Her Majesty and the'
Winnipeg and Great Northern Railway
Company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Before that mo-
tion is put, I move the motion of which I
gave notice yesterday, that the said bill be
not now read a third time but that it be
read the third time this day six months.
My intention yesterday was only to move
with reference to the land grant, but I was
ruled out of order on the grounds
that we have no right to make amend-
ments to any bill which conveys either
land or nioney, and also on the
other ground that we have no right to
change the destination of any grant which
has been made by the government of the
day. I therefore want to offer my criticism
and also to try and induce this honourable
House to accept my motion that the whole
bill be thrown out on the ground that the
subsidies granted to this company are waste-
ful and extravagant, and detrimental to the
best interests of the public in that part of.
the province of Manitoba through which
this line passes. The bon. Secretary of
State yesterday wanted me to put my
motion to a vote without speaking. Silence
gives consent in a great many cases, but
criticism is the safety valve that the people
have in any legislation that might come
before this parliament. The policy of
silence is thoroughly understood by a great
many people. I was greatly struck by a
sage remark in an article I saw in the To-
ronto Globe the latter part of the year, that
silence would kill any agitation. It was an
article referring to an agitation in the
United States against the monopoly of the
Standard Oil Company. By its contrcl of
the press, it could command a policy of
silence. The policy of silence, where agita-
tion on a particular subject is concerned,
seems to be understood by that newspaper,
and by some other newspapers in the

country, I have no doubt, where the
interests of our monopolies are concerned,
railways or others. In fact, I was greatly
struck, the last time the discussion of
the Kasio and Slocan Railway case was
up here, when I opposed that bill which
gives the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany power to build that ten miles
of a branch, although the debate lasted
for three davs in this House and was very
heated and where the Canadian Pacific Rail-
wayCompany wastrying toget the advantage
of the weaker company, I observed the next
day I could not tind any reference in the lead-
ing press to the fact that this discussion had
taken place, or that there was any opposition
to the bill, or that the weaker company had
come here to ask the protection of this
House. That is what 1 call the policy of
silence in opposing the weak and allowing
the strong to have their way. I think it is
nost objectionable that any portion of the
press should in any way lend itself to a
policy of that kind. The press is certainly
a power, but if it is controlled, in special
interests, the people's interests suffer, where
they should be paramount. I an quite
prepared to say that our press stands
very high as compared with the press
of other countries, in its business manage-
ment, its news and everything of that kind,
but it is the organ of communication between
the people and the legislatures in all the
various provinces and the Dominion, and it
should be impartial and always give the
people the full benefit, in relation to anything
that may be said on the floor of either House,
of the criticisms made in their interests.
The reason I have moved in regard to this
bill is to show the enormous subsidies
which have been granted to the present rail-
ways. It is only in pursuance of a policy
we have been for a great many years follow-
ing, but it is a policy to which we should
cal] a halt. We should stop encouraging
the promoters of railways at the expense of
the people, by giving them the lands of the
people and bonuses of money. It is a policy
that for many years was strongly opposed
by the Liberal party when in opposition,
and when the Liberal government now brings
down a bill giving greater subsidies to this
company than were given originally, in sO
far as they have reduced the mileage that
the company are called on to build for the
same amount of subsidy, in addition to the
guarantee of the bonds of the company for
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$8,000 a mile by the provincial government
and in addition to the fact that their
lands are exempt from taxation for thirty
years, to bring down such legislation is an
additional exhibition of the fact that what
the Liberal party advocated in opposition
they have no intention of carrying out when
they have the power to do so. I wish to
show to the House the subsidies which this
company enjoys for 125 miles of road : they
first of all have the contract subsidy of
$40,000 a year, which is one-half the subsidy
originally granted for the line from the city
of Winnipeg to the Saskatchewan River.
Afterwards, in 1896, this was changed, so
that 125 miles of this road should obtain
$40,000 of that contract subsidy between
Gladstone and Lake Dauphin, or upon the
125 miles of road. Now the Winnipeg and
Great Northern Railway is transferred over
to the west side of Lake Manitoba, to be
tacked on from the terminus of the Lake

,Manitoba Railway and Canal Company's
line, and they are now to get that other half
of that transport contract and $40,000 for
building from a terminus in the neighbour-
hood of Lake Dauphin for 125 miles north.
That is a less mileage than was originally
designed, by a good many miles, when the
transport contract was first made. In addi-
tion to that, they get 6,500 acres per mile,
and they get from the provincial government
a guarantee of bonds to the extent of $8,000
per mile at four pgr cent interest. In addi-
tion to that, the provincial government
exempt all their lands from taxation for a
period of thirty years. Those subsidies are
enormous. The portion of the road which
they constructed last year and the portion
which they have to construct this year is as
level as the floor of this Senate. It is an
alluvial deposit which extends all the way
on the west side of Lakes Manitoba and
Winnipegosis, until they get their rise in the
Riding inountains and Porcupine hills. It
is along that alluvial bed that this railway
has been projected upon the west side of
Lake Manitoba, towards the Saskatche-
wan River. I wish to show, in addition
to that, that they have the right to
issue $20,000 a mile bonds. They
have $40,000 a year from the transport
contract and they have 6,500 acres per mile
exemption f rom taxation for thirty years on
that land according to Act of the provincial
government. I wish to show that it is ex-
travagant, because if the Dominion govern-

ment wish to save the resourcei of the coun-
try and assist that country by a liberal
policy, they will guarantee the bonds really
instead of giving that company any grant.
It is out of the building up and the settle-
ment of the country and getting the business
of the country that they should expect to
make a fair return for the capital that is in-
vested. When you guarantee the bonds of
a railway, you secure its construction. You
obviate the necessity of giving further aid
of any kind or description The object of
giving the aid originally was to induce the
opening up of certain portions of the country
that had no settlement. When you guar-
antee the bonds you furnish that power. A
guarantee of four per cent interest on $8,000
a mile by the provincial government is equal
to a guarantee of $12,000 a mile at two and
three-quarter per cent on the capital, the rate
at which the Doqiinion government place
their securities. It does not cost more than
$8,000 a mile to build that road. The earth
is easily removed. There is no fencing to be
done and no right of way to purchase.
The timber for ties is scattered al]
along the line. They have simply to pur-
chase the rails under present circumstances.
Take the evidence of Mr. Jennings as to the
cost of the rails in the Yukon district, and
you will find that the cost of constructing
this road is only $8,000 a mile, with a
good margin of profit. The guarantee of
bonds by the provincial government fur-
nishes the whole of the funds they require.
If they were to sell their bonds, say $4,000
unguaranteed and $8,000guaranteed at4 per
cent together, it will give the purchasers of
bonds of $12,000 a mile two and three-
quarter per cent on that capital. It leaves
them enough to pay their interest and have
a large surplus. Then $40,000 a year for
thirty years is equal to another $8,000 per
mile, or capitilized it is equal to a gift of a
million dollars. There is $8,000 a mile guar-
anteed by the credit of the Manitoba gov-
ernment and $8,000 amile a cleargift through
the transport contra ct. That is spoken of as
something they have to pay, but in this
generation at least the outside that probably
that railway will be called upon to do for
the Dominion government is probably a
couple of thousand dollars a year for the
mails they have to carry, so that the trans-
port contract is more of a loan to hide up an
enormous subsidy than anything else: Then
the sale of bonds at $16,000 a mile, on half
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of which interest is guaranteed at four per of the said bonds, and by exenhpting the company,
cent, is equal to two per cent, on the whole. its property and franchises froi taxation during the

period of such guarantee ; such bonds and the interest
The issue of bonds at two per cent would thereon to be a first charge upon the line of railway,
fetch a high price on the London market and the franchises of the conpany, and the rolling
with the security of a railway serving pros- stock, tolls and revenues of the said bne of railway

t t(other than any aid to which the company nay be or
perous settlements behind it, hon. gentlemen become entitled fron the government of Canada) in
will see what a large asset they have in that. pursuance of the Act of Incorportion of the company

and the General Railway Act of Canada.
They have $16,000 a mile of a cash asset
at two per cent, to build a road which The provincial government guarantee the
does not cost more than $8,000 a mile to bonds at four per cent, and they merely
construct. Then, in addition to the bond- take a lien upon the line that is laid down,
ing power, there is the land grant, 6,500 and the road bed and the station houses
acres per mile, and exemption from taxa- that are constructed. There is still left in
tion for thirty years, and a million dollars the hands of the promoters the 6,500 acres per
capitilized by the $40,000 a year. All mile and the $40,000 a year from the trans-
the Hudson Bay Company's lands are port contract, and, in addition to that, an
taxed, and the Hudson Bay Company exemption from taxation for thirty years.
pays an average of six and a half cents per All those lands are exempt from taxation,
acre on all the lands that they own in the and where the settlers live in the neighbour-
country. So that that is a fair basis for us hood of those lands they have to bear the full
to make a calculation upon as to what ihe burden of maintaining the roads, schools,
bonus accorded to this company in the ex- their municipal institutions and everything
enption of their land grant from taxation else. That must present itself to us as a
amounts to. It is equal to a cash bonus of perfect swindle upon the public, that pro-
840,000 a year for thirty years. That is what moters should be able to get enough money
that company gets. They are getting all the by the guarantee of the bonds to build the
bonding privileges, the guarantee of interest whole road, and that then they should be
and in addition to that they are getting an allowed to walk in and deposit it in arny
exemption for thirty years f rom taxation for shape or forin wherever they like without
a land grant. It is an outrage on the settlers. any obligation to the public, a land grant of
It is the settlers who live in the neighbour- 6,500 acres per mile with exemption from
hood of those lands ivho have to bear that taxation for thirty years, and a money grant
$40,000 a year. of *40,000, which could be capitalized

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is
there a guarantee of interest in the old Act?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, it is a

at any time and $1,000,000 raised on
it. Is it a wise thing for us to pursue
a policy of that kind ? Is it right that the
public interest should be sacrificed in that

,

guarantee of interest by the provincial way? For what ? For the enrichment of a
government. The provincial government few men. That is all it is. It cannot be
guaranteed the interest. I will read the shown by the government that, so far as the
section of the Act: construction of that road, is concerned, it

And whereas by an Act of the legislature of wiii cost anything more than the guarantee
Manitoba entituled "An Act to anend an Act re- of four per cent interest by the Manitoba
specting Aid to Railways," and being chapter 10 of: government. Is it right that the settlers of
tIe statutes of Manitoa for the Year 18%, it was the country should be compeled for thirty
ntade lawful for the governmnent, on such terms and .
condition.s as might be agreed ipon with the coti- years to live alongside of the land which is
pany, to aid and assist the construction of a line of not called upon to pay any taxes of any kind,
railwvay by the conpany front a point in or iear the and that the settlers are compelled to main-town of Portage la Prairie or iii or near the town of
Gladstone or fron some point on the line of the Man- tain all the organization which is absolutely
itoba and North-western Railway Company iwhich necessary and to construct bridges and roads
nay be authorized by the charter of the company, 1 cn
running in a northerly or north-westerly direction and everythi . I yitisawrong an
west of Lake Manitoba to a point west of Lake Dîau- should be stopped. I say we should stop it
phin, or passing west of Lake Dauphin to a point at at the present moment. We should throw
or near Lake W imimpegosis, im the provmee of Man- .
itoba, by giaranteeing the principal and interest of this bill back and remodel the principle upon
first niortgage bonds of the company to the amount of which public aid is to be given. It was only
eiglt thousand dollars per uile of such railway, bear- m intention to amend it in so far as the
ing interest at the rate of foui per cent per anm.un,.
for a term of thirty years froi the date of the issue land grant is coùoerned to save the settlers
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from exemption of large tracts adjacent to
their holdings. I moved yesterday that the
land granted was ultra vires. I could find
no record of the government having divested
the Winnipeg and Great Northern of this
land grant before reassigning it to another
localitv. As regards the transfer of the
land grant on the first 125 miles, they
apparently divested the company before
transferring to another route, but they
do not appear to have pursued that course
in this case. If they like to leave the
transport contract and the guarantee of
the bonds the provincial government would
then have no power to except these lands from
taxation for thirty years. I ask this House to
give the six months' hoist to this bill. The 125
miles which is supposed to be covered by
this bill does not contain one solitary settler
of any consequence at present. The settle-
ment had gone up as far as Lake Dauphin
and the 125 miles serves the whole of that
district and it is paying its way,-paying
interest on its bonds, paying all its charges
and everything else; so that what they got
last year in the shape of a land subsidy and
exemption from taxation and a cash subsidy
of S40,000 a year, is a clear cash profit to the
promoters of the road and a few friends that
may be attached to them. There is no imme-
diate demand for this road. What the trans-
port contract that was graited and the
petitions of the people were for was to urge
that we should construct this road, because
it is the opening of the Hudson Bay route.
They would like to see that road opened as
competition with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way and if this bill is not designed with that
object in view, not designed in order to pro-
mote that object, and that these large assets
should go to pay for the most expensive part
north of the Saskatchewan, I say it is a fraud
upon the public and the people there to con-
struct that road at the present moment
except in connection with the whole con-
struction to the bay. I have no doubt a
few people would be disappointed in Mani-
toba, by the postponement of the work, but
that is not reason for haste in this matter.
If hon. gentlemen will consider what the
subsidies to that 125 miles of road on that
level district amount to, they willfind it is
equal to the subsidies given the Canadian
Pacific Railway as a whole The aid given
to that great line that we built from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, which was a great
national work, was denounced by mem-
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bers of the Liberal party, and we were
told that the country was being robbed.
This is a company that has only to build 125
miles upon alluvial soil and if you compare
the subsidy given to this company with the
subsidies given to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, which ran on the north shore of Lake
Superior and into the Rocky Mountains, and
through the desert prairie for 800 miles, you
will find the Canadian Pacific Railway mileage
subsidies were no greater than you are giving
to this company to build 125 miles on that
level piece of land which cannot possibly
cost more than $8,000 for its construction,
even if they were to pay the men much more
liberally than the Canadian Pacific Railway
contractors were doing on the Crow's Nest
Pass, and whîch has lately developed such
widespread indignation in the neglect of the
safety or ordinary comforts of their hands
in that isolated section of the country which
offered them no relief except that provided
by the company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I would ask the hon.
gentleman whether he considers it would be
better that the road should be built to the
Saskatchewan as was originally intended, or
in the section of country which it is now
traversing. I had always opposed the build-
ing of the road to the Saskatchewan and I
understood at the time of the debate that
the country to the westward was very much
better. I think that was clearly demon-
strated. When the line was subsidized, as
it was in 1891, with a land and money sub-
sidy, the argument used was that it was
traversing a country not fit for settlement,
and few of us believed it would ever reach
the Hudson Bay. At all events, the money
and the land grants were also given for the
construction of a hne to the Saskatchewan.
I have the statutes of 1891, but the land
grant appears to have been earlier than that,
because a reference was made to the land
grant at that time. So that parliament,
having committed itself to the land grant
and money subsidy, my hon. friend considers
we should now avail ourselves of the oppor-
tunity, when the road is being deflected
through a country which I am advised is
very much better than the road originally
intended to open up, that we should now
repudiate this land grant and the mnoney
subsidy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Never refuse to
repudiate an evil.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But it received a very
large vote at that time, I voted against it
myself.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There was no
question of exempting the land from taxa-
tion then, or the practical abandonnient of
the Hudson Bay Railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Was it the present
government that granted the exemption?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then the hon. gentle-
man's strictures are not intended for the
present government. Having given a land
grant and having confirmed it I do not
think that we would stand in a very favour-
able light if we repudiated that grant.

The amendment was lost on a division.

The bill was read the third time and
passed.

IRON AND STEEL BOUNTIES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (159) " An Act to
amend the Act to provide for bounties on
iron and steel made in Canada."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the Finance

Minister made his statement on the 23rd
April, he announced that it was proposed to
give for another terni of five years the boun-
ties on iron and steel made in Canada. The
five years were to expire on the 23rd day of
April, 1902. In bringing in the Act, it was
dated 29th June, and there was no reference
to its ante-dating to the 23rd April, as it
should have, and this is simply to correct
what was an error at that time in order
that the parties may be entitled to the full
five years as promised.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
was to continue the bounties?

(B.C.)-It

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, the bargain was
made that the bounties should be continued
another five years. The bounties were to
expire on the 23rd April, 1897. The Act
was only passed in June, and the commission
was made in the Act, and it was not made
to date from the 23rd April as was promised

in the Finance Minister's speech. This is
simply to correct that in order that the five
years term that was announced should be
correctly given.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. minister tell me who is in-
terested in this matter ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I asked the Minister
of Finance as to that, and he said he did not
know of anybody who was specially interest-
ed in it, but the announcement was made
that it would be continued for five years.
The five years would not have been com-
plete unless it was dated from the 23rd
April, 1897.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Some person must have been interested in
this, for it is not likely that the attention of
the government would otherwise have been
called to the subject. It is not usual for
the government, in cases of this kind, to
dispose of the public funds without some-
body applies, but if my hon. friend says he
does not know, I must take his word for it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose my hon.
friend will admit that the intention of the
Finance Minister was that this bounty
should date from that day for five years, and
the country would naturally expect the
promise would be carried out.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
know when it is intended by the Finance Min-
ister, representing the government, to give
effect to any proposition that he may make
in changing the duties, to state by resolution
when it shall take effect. That is the prac-
tice, and if that be not done, then the
law goes into operation when it receives the
Governor General's sanction. It is not
always that the provision is made for bring-
ing the Act into operation on the day of the
announcement of the Finance Minister.
What was the intention of the Finance
Minister at the time I do not know.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN, fron the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
read the third time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask if the attention of the gov-
ernment has been called to the fact that some
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of these smelting works have been bringing
in ore from the United States, and if so,
whether that ore in being mixed with the
Canadian ore and the pig iron made there-
from receives the bounty ? I know that
under the old law that was not permissible.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think not.
The words are :

The Governor in Council may authorize the pay-
ment of the following bounties on steel ingots, pud-
dled iron bars and pig iron made in Canada, that is
to say :-

On steel ingots ianufactured front ingredients of
which not less than fifty per cent of the weight there-
of consists of pig iron made in Canada, a bounty of
three dollars per ton;

On puddle iron bars nanufactured froin pig iron
made in Canada, a bounty of three dollars per ton ;

On pig iron manufactured froin ore, a bounty of
three dollars per ton on the proportion produeed from
Canadian ore, and two dollars per ton on the propor-
tion produced from foreign ore.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That being the law, as I understand it, the
smelting works have the right to import free
of duty, ore from a foreign country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--A part.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, and they would receive two-fifths of
the bounty on pig iron manufactured from
the foreign ores and three-fifths on iron
manufactured from Canadian ores.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, that appears to
be the law.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read tha third time and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (76) " An Act to provide for the
abolition of the Civil Service Superannuation
Act and for the retirement of members of
the Civil Service." He said : I may say to
hon. gentlemen that this bill is intended to
supercede the present Civil Service Super-
annuation Act. It does not affect civil.ser-
vants who are now in the service of the gov-
ernment ; it is prospective in its provisions,
with this exception, that any of those who
are now in the civil service who desire to have
the contributions they have made, with
the interest at a certain rate, may come
under the provisions of this bill, and in that
event they would be counted the same as
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the civil servants who are appointed after
this bill comes into operation. The bill pro-
vides that every person who is now in the
service, and who before the 1st day of Jan-
uary, 1899, with the consent of the Governor
in Council, elects to accept the provisions
of this bill in lieu of the Civil Service
Superannuation Act, he has the power to
do so. Then it also provides for a re-
tirement act. Hon. gentlemen know that
under the Civil Service Superannuation Act
at the present time the number who can en-
joy the benefits of that Act are few and
uncertain. If one lives up to the period of
his retirement, on going out he is entitled to
a certain retiring allowance during his life-
time, but if he dies in the public service
there is nothing awarded to his wife, or his
children, or his next of kin. In that respect
the principle of the Civil Service Act that is
now in force differs entirely from the principle
on which this bill is based. Under this
statute, a party who is appointed to the civil
service, after his appointment, will contribute
five per cent of his salary per annum, and
upon the sum so contributed he will receive
four per cent per annum, compounded half
yearly, so that of course the amount he
receives

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
does not receive it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Receive is not the
proper word to use; it is placed to the credit
of the party, who receives nothing as long as
he is in the public service, but if he should
die in the public service, or if he should
retire from the public service, then he him-
self, in case of retirement, receives the
amount of money, with the interest accumu-
lated on it in the way I have mentioned and
at the rate I have mentioned at such re-
tirement ; or on his death it will be paid
to his wife, or children, or the next of kin.
It is thought that this system, on the whole,
will prove more satisfactory than the other,
and that there will be less anxiety on the
part of persons in the public service to retire
before they have reached that age when
they can no longer, to their own comfort or
to the advantage of the public service, con-
tinue as public servants.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on the bill.
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(In the Committee.)

On subsection a of clause 2.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
see that the effect of this clause and of the
bill generally would be to do away with the
present Civil Service Superannuation Act,
so far as the appointment of any new per-
sons to offices under the governnent is con-
cerned, and that after this bill passes, any
person receiving an appointment in the pub-
lic service will not receive the superannua-
tion allowance to which lie would be en-
titled under the Act as it stands at present.
Now I think this is retrograde legislation:
people who go into the civil service generally
receive appointments which they hold during

good behaviour, and which they should hold
as long as 'bey are capable of discharging
the duties of the office. They should not be
discharged f rom any office of that kind for
political considerations, and it is owing to the
very fact that peoplehave beendischarged for
political considerations, from offices of this
kind, that the Civil Service Superannuation
Act has come to be considered as a burden
on the revenues of the country. When a
man goes into the civil service and bas
spent the greater part of his life in that
service, it is but right that he should receive
some consideration other than the salary he
receives for giving up his life practically to
the benefit of the civil service of the Domin-
ion. He is unfitted for going into any other
business after he has been a number of years
in the civil service, and it is only right, and a
reasonable policy, that there should be some
further consideration given to him than that
which is proposed under the bill we now
have before us. The civil service superan-
nuation of the Dominion is looked on as a
good and wise provision for those who are in
the civil service, and I am very sorry indeed
to see that it is the intention of the govern-
ment to do away witli it so far as any new
appointees are concerned.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Those
who have been in the civil service for ten
years remain as they are, I understand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All who are in thE
civil service.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) -1
think that is a very good feature of the bill,
that on the death of a civil servant his lega)

representatives will receive the arrount to
his credit.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 3.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Does this clause refer to those who have
been paying to the superannuation fund for
say six or eight years, who would not he
entitled to superannuation until they had
served ten years? Their rights and privi-
leges are conserved by this bill, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know that was a great cause of complaint.
The original measure excluded them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill does not
touch any one already in the service. Any
one in the service bas until the first of Janu-
ary next to make up his mind whether he
will remain under the old Act or come
under the provisions of this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This abolishes the system of superannuation
to all appointees in the future, and
a reserve fund established in lieu thereof,
which is taken out of the salaries instead of
being applied to the superannuation fund,
and it does away with the old system of
superannuation and establishes a fund which
goes to the family in case of death or
dismissal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The man who contri-
butes to the fund is absolutely certain to re-
ceive everything to which he is entitled, with
compound interest at the rate of four per
cent compounded half yearly, so that he and
his family are absolutely certain to receive
that to which they were entitled, whereas
under the old law the chances were he would
get nothing.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
Would he not receive as much or
insurance company as under this

(P.E.I.)-
more in an
act ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-When
a man retires does he get the interest or take
the whole amount to which he is entitled ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He draws all that he
is entitled to.

The clause was adopted.

On the title of the bill.
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Hon. Mr. DR UMMOND-Ineed scarcely
say that the bill, as remodelled, is entirely
free from objection.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to call attention to the title of
this bill. It does not abolish the Superannua-
tion Act, so far as it affects those who are
now in the service. Might I suggest to the
hon. gentleman to make it read an Act to
limit the operation of the Civil Service Super-
annuation Act? It is true it abolishes the
operation of the Act so far as future appoint-
ments are concerned, but it does not abolish
or repeal the Act now upon the statute-book.

Hon. Mr. 3MILLS-It is a bill to provide
for the abolition of Civil Service Superannu-
ation, and it does provide for that. All
these persons will disappear under the opera-
tion of this bill. The oid law will apply as
long as they live. but the time will come
when they will cease to exist and there will
be no further perpetuation of the system.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I hope the hon. gentleman will live until it
ceases to exist.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I thank the hon. gen-
tleman for his good wishes, I hope to remain
where I am that long.

Hon. Sir 3MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, no, not there.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is really a bill
to provide for the abolition of Civil Service
Superannuation. I move that the title be
amended by striking out the word "the"
before "civil" and the word "Act" after
" Superannuation." It will then read: "An
Act to provide for the abolition of Civil Ser-
vice Superannuation."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I could suggest a
somewhat different title from that which
my hon. friend has suggested, if it were
necessary, but the enacting part of the bill
will not be affected by the title, and it is
hardly worth while to send this bill back to
the House of Commons for the sake of cor-
recting what we think is an obscurity in the
ttile.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You provide for the abolition of the Act, yet
you provide in clause 1, that it shall apply
to those who are now in the civil service.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that it is really not for the abolition of
the Civil Service Superannuation Act.
Abolition is not the proper word to use. If
it was intended to repeal the Act, "repeal "
is the word that would be used. But this
is to provide for a limitation of the Act and
it limits the duration and the application of
Civil Service Superannuation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
The amendrnent would not
bill : it is well to use the
tion."

BOWELL-
jeopardize the
word "limita-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is hardly necessary

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed,

ST. JOHN BRIDGE & RAILWAY EX-
TENSION COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND AND '] HIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MlILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (157) "An Act respecting
the repayment of moneys advanced to the St.
John Bridge and Railway Extension Com-
pany." He said : It is practically an exten-
sion of the loan the government made to the
company. It was advanced for a period of
fifteen years, which is now expiring, and this
bill is to continue the Joan for a period of
fifteen years longer, the government having
the privilege of taking over the bridge
under certain conditions.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Comnittee.)

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
government do not collect their interest do
they ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it is a good in-
vestment.

On clause 4.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Has the gov-

ernment at present power to take over the
bridge?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, the bill is word
for word the same as the old arrangement.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Are the govern-
ment contemplating taking over the bridge?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The government is
merely protecting its own interest in the
Intercolonial Railway.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Do I understand
that the government are obliged to pay for
the cost of that bridge, adding ten per cent?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--If the government
take it over they are obliged to pay the cost
of the bridge and ten per cent additional.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-How long has
that bridge been in existence?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Fifteen years.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Bridge building
was more expensive then than it is now,
and that would be an excessive price to pay
for the work.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We do not intend to
take it over.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Canadian Pacific
Railway Company are interested in this
bridge as well as the government, and they
might wish to buy it and might be willing
to give more than that for it. The bill ties
the company up to sell the bridge to the
government.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Do you think that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
would pay, as a commercial transaction, the
cost of a bridge built fifteen years ago, with
ten per cent added, when we all know that
such work cost a great deal more then than
it costs now? I do not believe that any
commercial concern in the country would
do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say to my
hon. friend that the dividends from the
management of the bridge may be con-
siderable.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then keep the
bridge as it is. But if the government
exercise their privilege and take it over,
they should bear in mind that they could
build that bridge for twenty-five per cent
less now than it cost fifteen years ago. The
government take the power to do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have always had
that power.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-At the ten per
cent advance.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-It might be a
very comfortable investment for the share-
holders of the company, in which case it
would be only fair, in taking it over com-
pulsorily, that some compensation should be
given to them.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As a matter of fact,
the business of the bridge has been larger
than was expected, and at present the work
is a paying property. I regret that the
Secretary of State rather scouts the idea of
the government taking it over. I think the
day is not far distant when it will be good
policy on the part of the government to take
it over and operate it as part of the Inter-
colonial Railway. Every car going from the
upper provinces or elsewhere to St. John
crosses this bridge going to the point of
shipment to Europe, and each car has to
pay, as I understand, a fee of five dollars.
It would be a very important thing for the
government to get rid of that altogether in
the interests of the Intercolonial Railway.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Does the hon. gentle-
man mean to say that the Intercolonial Rail-
way has to cross that bridge? It does not
go that way at all.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There are steamers
which sail from St. John which receive a
subsidy and, as I understand, these steamers
sail from the west side of the harbour, and
in order to get there it is necessary to cross
the bridge.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-But the Intercolonial
Railway does not cross there ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Intercolonial
Railway cars do go over the bridge carrying
freight for the steamers to Europe, and every
car which goes to Carleton has to pay a fee
for crossing this bridge.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The Intercolonial
Railway might carry goods to St. John, but
not over this bridge. The cars would go
over the bridge by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way or the western extension, as we call it ;
but I cannot conceive why the Intercolonial
Railway should control this bridge except
in the interest of the people of Halifax. The
people of Halifax are anxious that the gov-
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ernment should take over this bridge in
order that Halifax might get the advantage
of it. St. John went to an expense of eight
hundred thousand dollars the last few years
for the purpose of having a winter port there,
and we do not think it would be right on
the part of the government to make a free
bridge of this by any means.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the coin-
iittee, reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

DOMINION ATLANTIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS inoved the second read-
iug of Bill (162) " An Act to confirin a cer-
tain award in favour of the Dominion Atlan-
tic Railway Company,"

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into Conmittee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Commiittee.)

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I stated, when this bill
was read the first time what the object of it
was. The Dominion Atlantic Railway Com-
pany was exempted from certain customs
duties upon their imports for their road. It
was found that this gave rise to a great deal
of inconvenience, and it is proposed that
these rights and privileges should terminate
-that the company should hereafter pay for
anything imported for the use of the railway,
the ordinary customs charges. The matter
was referred to the judge of the Court of
Exchequer and he estimated the value of
these franchises to the company at soinething
over one thousand dollars, and this bill is
for the purpose of carrying out that decision
or award, to enable the government to pay
the amount and to collect from this company
the sane charges that are imposed on other
parties importing like articles.

CUSTOMS AND FISHERIES PRO-
TECTION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (153) " An Act further to protect
the Customs and Fisheries." He said : It
has been found that very considerable smug-
gling has been going on in the lower St.
Lawrence at the French islands, St. Pierre
and Miquelon. Some swift boats are en-
gaged in the smuggling and they have eluded
our cruisers. The object of the bill is to
authorize the officers having charge of the
Canadian cruisers, when they see vessels
that they suspect of having smuggled goods
on board, to hail them and if they do not
come to, our officers can discharge a blank
shot, and if that does not have the effect
they can fire upon them. The other clauses
of the bill are simply providing for the
penalties for refusing to come to, amounting
first to the seizure of the smuggled goods
and on the refusal to acquiesce to seize the
vessel.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)
On the second clause.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-That is a very
dangerous clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It has been found
necessary in several countries.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I have no
sympathy for the smugglers ; but seeing that
the gulf is navigated by many vessels who
have no business to know our laws, you
might find yourselves in a very peculiar
position if you fired into and sunk a valuable
yacht.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the blank shot
is fired across her bow, she generally cornes
to.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I would strike
out that line about firing into the vessel
itself.

Hon. Mr. KING, fron the committee, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill is of no use
reported the bill without amendment. if you have not the power to inflict injury.

The bill was then read the third time and Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
passed. There is no doubt this is a declaration of war
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on the part of the customs official, or police after then. it is only a certain set of men
magistrate, or any one sailing with the ves- who are engaged in this business, and tley
sel, and while I would go a long way to are knovn, and their vessels are known. I
place power in the hands of customs officials should not apprehend that there would be
in order to protect the revenue, still I must any great danger of an independent vessel,
confess I am very much of the opinion of the fot engaged in the trade, being fired upon.
hon. gentleman who ias just spoken, that it
is an exceedingly dangerous power to place Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
in the hands of those who ordinarily cori- You suspect a vessel ans fire a shot as a
mand these vessels. I woud like to ask the sigonal to heave to. It does eot say it shal
hon. gentlenan if the power granted in this be fred across the bow, andi if she does lot
clause is gnven in the marine se-vice? In ngire into the vessel itsef.
fring into a vessel you may kilpkaf a dzen
people, and of course this is for the very pur- Hon. lcr. eLLS-If this clause is
pose of exempting the captain of the vessel, or
the police magistrate, or wboever may grive a.dopted it 'viii exempt the partiîýs w-ho obey

S e die a it fro responsiility as long as they are in

hon getea ifada thers powe grate ini this o eg

ishied for comimitting, w hat, under other cir- Cnda vtr.A ooipwest>lgs
cuselate beyond the marine league from our on

cunistancesHon Sirl MAKEZI BOWELL- ihe mn-?

slaughter or murder- murder under t Ye shore, that is a very different question.
circunîstances. It is not mny intention to U.Àder the provisions of the British North

sniga tohAvto. It dos nosay it shall

oppose the passage of the bi, but cal the n s oe o
attention of t e lon enteman to this fact vide for our (efences lw land and our naval
that serious complications inay arise with defences, it would seeni to indicate that
foreiof nations if the provisions of th s there as an intention to fora the lass of
thw e cmarid font abei inditesut ad p i Canada so as to have force beyond the
attempts to catch a smuggier. Yet maielau teriei vudb
I admit that where they have swifter ndifficuit to see how you could commis-
vessets than te Canadian cruisers san a beyo nd ie from re
thtoe engage in the protective service, to Hudson Bavy, dhere a portion of
they can run away. Snîugging, in the St. hîs journey w-ill be upon the high seas,
Lawrence is beyond ail conception, and il'if the moment he passed the legal boundry
continue just as long as there isa profitto bof the countr , he was under the im-
made out of it, and that is one rchason why peiar oae n and our aval
I thiougst the governinent made a mistake fCanada upon that suject but where our

in n ain the ptios of tis laws relating to civil matters and matters
spaking norreousivend death relt of police coul d have a like effect given to
standpoint, and alluding to the incentive them, a marine league f ro i our shore, Jwhihes gien to pa n in cuties think would be very doubtful. Take, forto s e n to harties inoteive countrice, itance, the question of copyright: it bas

hethey can nakey Smugling dola been held that oui law lias no operatin,
of a barrel of whisky, as they can if the get force beyond our own imhediate borders,
it into the country by stnuggling, thi induce- the saun e was rer theoih-
mentis so great that people wil engage in the provisions. This biifit becomes law, of
business, tho wouvd not under other circumi- course will operate sthn our own terri-
stances, as they can afford to ]ose two or tories ; w-iîether xvise or unwvise, it wviil be
three cargoes if they can succeed in getting law. Bt to the marin eatters
speain nowexclusihevernfrom aeene finght be that it would be no protection to
responsibility of having this extraordinary a party who rouid undertake to act under it.
power. I warn the government as to what
may possibly resut, particular i if you have Hon Mr. DRUMMOND-Might i ask if
indiscreet commanders on board the vessels. the government is inforned as to the po ers

given y Englaosd and other nations, to the
Hon. 'Mr. SCOTT-I entirely agree with revenue cutters, for exampie, especially

a good deal that lias fallen from my lion. engaged in suct v service as this ? Does the
ies ae hetty cvlanaffodn to tose two ar the have thse wen o urnwiso viisbe
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so. to Sir Travers Twist that the government
of Sardinia should take no action in the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Under the United
States Act, which is of the sane character,
and other Acts in connection with the
revenue laws in both countries, it was a long
time the custom to claim the right of search-
ing vessels, to see if they were not contem-
plating a violation of the revenue laws of
the country, at a very considerable distance
fromu the shore, ten marine leagues I think.
But the English law officers, and the Eng-
lish courts have, of recent years, held that
that is not law, that a government cannot
legislate so as to affect the rights of others
beyond the marine league. In a case not
so many years ago, where a vessel which
belonged to a Sardinian was seized beyond
the marine league, the government of Sar-
dinia applied to an eminent English pub-
licist to know whether that seizure was
legal or not, and his answer was that it was
not legal, but that, as a matter of comity,
it was the practice of different states who
had mutual interests in the enforcement of
their revenue laws, not to cone to the assist-
ance of their own subjects who were under-
taking to violate the customs laws of other
countries, and, therefore, he recommended

nl c ause->- .
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

take it, by the last words of this ch-tuse you
are reaffirming the principle of the moiety
system, that is, distributing certain portions
of the penalties for the infringement of cus-
tom laws to the persons engaged in the sei-
zure.

Hon. Mr.SCOTT-Isupposeso-governed
by the customs law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
point this out, not for the purpose of object-
ing to this clause, because i took about two
hours once to defend the principle in the
Commons, but to point out another advance
and improvement in the hon. gentlemen
opposite. They condemned it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not remember it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not attributing the opposition to my hon.
friend himself, because I am not sure, but I
am very much surprised if he did not, because
he had very seldom a good word for the late
government ; if he thought there was an
opportunity of striking them, he never hesi-
tated to do it, was one of the great
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would be useless ratter. But the principle is well settled.
without it.

Hon. SirL MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-It is a dan- experiencehasbeenindealingwiththewreck-

gerous power and might lead to a great deal a
of trouble. If I were Minister of Marine lr
-which fortunately I am not-I would re- men, or vessels engaged in sruggling or

violating the coastinçi or utislwwl
quire my coileague, the Minister of Justice, to nC swar o anthig.I have Iiad scores of
to furnish a deputy instructed in the law, cases brought to my notice by the Secretary
and not only capable of navigation, but of State at Washington, where affidavits of
capable of interpreting the laws of our aîmost every one on board, were made whicl
country, for each cruiser that goes would lead to the iotpre.sion that the Cana-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- dians had violated every principle of the
With reference to the seizure of vessels that
are engaged in illegal fishing, you cannot of loss of life, and wen an investigation
follow them with our revenue cutters beyond had taken place there vas not one word of
the three-mile limit. truth in their statements. If vou fire on

smuoglers, 1 veniture the stateinent that
Hon. M\r. MILLS--No.Hon."-\r. MLLSNo.you will find every one on board making

Hon.SirMACKNZI BU\ELL affidavit that the shot 'vas flred and the in-Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-the three-ile limit,
Here is the danger in the Act. The cap- and hence the danger that pre>ents itself to
tain would have to decide, before he fired the minds of thosetwho have had experience
into the ship, that it was within the three- with that class of people, in (eallng with
mile limit ; because, if he fired a shot outside
of the three-mile limit, he would be amen- sn
able to the laws of the countrv into whose The clause vas adopted.
vessel ne fred. or vesl ea is

vioJlatn '.the catin.rcsoslwwl
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complaints of the hon. gentleman's party
when in opposition, that this system led to
incroachments on peoples rights, and that
it was done for the sake of making money,
and should be abolished. They are n-w
reaffirming it in this bill, so that officers who
do shoot will get a part of the penalty and
fine.

Hon. Mr. FORGET, f rom the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read a third time and
passed, under a suspension of the rules.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDvIENT BILL.
SECOND AND TIIIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (152) " An Act to amend The
Customs Act." He said : This bill is to de-
fine more clearly the regulations and terms
upon which goods can be warehoused as
ships stores. Goodi not warehoused may be
taken by a vessel that is going to a foreign
country, and she is allowed to take a suffi-
cient quantity that she may require in ber
voyage. The law, I think, already exists on
the statute-book and this is for the purpose
of inaking it clear. Another clause in the
bill is for the purpose of fixing the standard
for tea. It appears that there is a good deal
of inferior tea being brought into Canada.
In other countries they have regulations
requiring it to be inspected before it is sold
in the country, and we propose to adopt
similar regulations here. Subsection (r) pro-
vides for the transportation of goods in bond.
It applies to a case which recently occurred,
and which my hon. friend opposite is no
doubt aware of, where goods were shipped
from Canada, taken through the United
States to Alaska or to the Yukon country. It
provides that regulations may be made under
which goods may be transported to a foreign
country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman is mistaken in the purport
of this bill. The object of it is not to make
more clear the clause which is upon the
statute-book, but to extend the privileges
which have been granted to fishing vessels
in the past. It goes a good deal beyond
that Under the law as it stands upon the
statute-book, fishing vessels going a certain
number of leagues from the shore can take
on board, out of bond, without paying duty,
certain goods for consumption upon the

vessel while they are so employed. This
gives the right, which has by courtesy been
allowed in the past to sea-going vessels, to
take from bond goods that may be required
for consumption during the time of the
voyage, without payment of duty, and also
provides-of course that is the same pro-
vision as the old law-that if thev are
re-landed they shall be forfeited, but they
can be re-landed, provided they are put in
bond upon the re-landing of the goods.
The section with reference to tea is a good
provision. The paragraph under the letter
" R " I presume is to meet reciprocally the
Act which bas lately been passed by con-
gress granting certain bonding privileges on
goods passing through the United States
territory and entering the Yukon district.

Hon. M1r. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
my recollection serves me right, that law
provides for a reciprocal arrangement for
the carrying on of this trade, and necessitates
the passage of an Act in accordance with
the provisions of the Act of the United
States. That is the reason I presume for
this.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have the original
clause, 105.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But that is the interpretation I put upon it.
Is it correct or not?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think the hon.
gentleman's interpretation of it is correct.

The bill was read the second time and
referred to a Committee of the Whole.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the coin-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was read the third time and
passed, under a suspension of the rules.

At Six o'Clock the Senate adjourned.

SECOND SITTING.

The Speaker took the Chair at Eight
o'Clock.

Routine proceedings.

NORTH-WEST IRRIGATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second reading
of Bill (146) " An Act to amend and consoli-
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date the North-west Irrigation Act of 1894
and 1895." He saidi: In making the amend-
ments to this Act it was thought better to
consolidate the Acts which had been passed,
and to make the changes which the ex-
perience of the officers in charge of the North-
west Irrigation prompted. The law origin.
ally was taken from the United States and
adapted to Canada, and in the few years it
bas been in operation it has been found that
changes were necessary. None of them are
at all important. They are of such a
character, however, as will be best explained
when we go into fommittee. I will then
point out any clauses that are new and any
verbal changes that have been made in the
clauses.

should the government exact this fee ? There
is no expense incident to that information
being conveyed to the officer in charge.
There is no particular right conceded to him.
Then why, in addition to the other exacting
charges which I shall hereafter point out,
should this charge be placed upon him ? In
fact, it is an embargo, it seems to me, at the
very threshold of the industry.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have never heard
that there was any objection to the fee. It
applies not only to the individual farmer,
but to companies.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why should
you exact it from the company ?

The motion was agreed to, and the bill Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It applies to companies

was read the second time. who propose to use irrigation for profit to
themselves.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

On clause 10.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The section in the
Act reads:

When any person abandons or ceases to use the
waters acquired hy himo for the purposes, &c., his right
to use thein shall cease.

The provisions of section 10 in the old bill
are contained in clause 33 of this bill. The
only change in that clause is that the chief
engineer is the officer now vho is authorized
to issue the licenses and the chief engineer
is substituted for the agent in the old Act.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is a
change which I should like my hon. friend
to consent to in clause 10, and it is that this
provision for the payment of the fee of five
dollars be stricken out. The governiment is
undoubtedly very anxious to introduce irri-
gation into the North-west Territories. This
is largely confined to settlers who can ill
afford to pay a fee of five dollars. There is
n1o necessity whatever that a fee of five dol-
lars should be paid by the settler, because
he goes into the departmental office and in-
timates to the public officer in charge of that
office that he desires to enter upon a scheme
of irrigation. You might as well say that
any person, desirous of improving his land
should, upon intimating to the government
that desire, pay a fee of five dollars. Why

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is
there a fee charged under the old Act ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes; there is no
change at all.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I had a conver-
sation with the menber for Alberta, Mr.
Oliver, upon this subject, and he feels very
strongly in regard to it. He bas had many
opportunities of coming in contact with
those who contemplate entering upon this
particular industry, and lie says there is a
very strong feeling throughout the whole
district that fees of this character should
not be exacted from the settler. Officials
are appointed by the governiment for
the purpose of performing certain duties.
Why then should this office be made an
office practicallv of taxation upon the settlers
because they desire to enter upon a most
salutory industry and improve their property
and the property of the country to the
extent contemplated by the Act ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
will see that the machinery ought to be self-
sustaining, and the fee of five dollars is no
more than would pay the salaries of the
officers who are charged with the adminis-
tration of this law, and it is only reasonable
and proper that the expense should be paid
by the parties who avait themselves of the
privileges they can obtain under this bill,
because they use water that, as mere riparian
proprietors, they would not be entitled to.
They are getting a substantial advantage.
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No doubt they ought to be encouraged and
every facility given to them, but at the
same time I think the law in its adminis-
tration should not be a tax upon the com-
munity outside, that it should pay actual
disbursements, and the five dollars would not
do more than that.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Your other
officers in charge of lands practically per-
form this duty. It only relates to the
application. If you were granting some
particular right-, the same as you grant to a
settler when he makes application for a home
stead, or a miner when lie makes an applica-
tion for a license to take up mining land, I
could very well understand it ; but you are
not conceding to the individual, or corpora-
tion, any right which is to-day, of any value
to the country ; in fact, there should be
every encouragement extended to the settler
that he might be induced to enter upoii irri-
gation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Make it two dollars.

Hon. AJr. LOUGHEEI)- shall be very
glad to have it reduced, but five dollars is
considered large to the people out there.
The only district in which irrigation is car-
ried on is the district represented by the
member for Alberta, and he took particular
care to address to the Minister of the Interior
a very long letter, and this was one of the su b-
jects dealt with, but by some means or other
theMinister of theInteriordid not receive it ;
and he came specially to me and urged this
objection for the purpose of adapting the bill
to the needs of that particular district and
making it acceptable to the people. I move
that the following words in the third line be
struck out "and upon payment of a fee of
five dollars."

of not less than one inch to a line." To pro-
pare a plan of that kind will require the
services of a civil engineer, or at least of a
Dominion land surveyor, and in the case of
a farmer in the North-west, who is anxious
to introduce irrigation on his farm, it means
that he shall be put to the expense of em-
ploying an engineer, or a land surveyor, to
draw this plan. It seems to me that as long
as the plan is good enough to show what the
applicant requires, that is all he should be
asked for. My own feeling is that we should
strike out the words after duplicate " on
tracing linen drawn to 'a scale of not less
than one inch to the mile."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a much more
simple method than has been heretofore in
vogue under the law as it stood.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am thankful
to iny lion. friend from Halifax for making
the suggestion, but when we reach clause 17
I am going to propose that discretion should
be vested in the Minister of the Interior to
dispense with those particular requirements
in the case of small irrigation plans, so that
the difficulty may be overcome in that way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If hon. gentlemen will
look at the section of the existing law they
will see what a wonderful improvement this
is. The details are very much fuller in the
law than under this bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They would
come under the general language of sub-
section (c).

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-It seems to me
that the clause is much better as it is, be-
cause the plan referred to here is the general

l f9 1h 1i i te b I d i d Y t Up n o t, e strc o e ra ne . ou mnu
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It ought not to be a have a proper tracing for that. It is not a

tax on the general community certainly; but plan to be provided by the person whose
make it three dollars and let it go. land is to be irrigated. The plan referred to

here is the plan of the district to be drained,
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-All right. showing the source of the intake-that

means from the beginning to the end of the
The clause was amended and adopted. district to be drained. For that you must
On clause 11. have a general plan, made by a properly

qualified surveyor. If it required each far-
Hon. Mr. POWER-Referring to sub- mer to make a plan for himself it would be

section (c), I suppose this is the old law, objectionable, but the plan referred to here
but still I think it is rather objectionable. is the plan that the engineer makes and has
This paragraph says "a general plan in before him to regulate the whole district
duplicate, on tracing linen, drawn to a scale to be affected.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
is mistaken. Every applicant for license
must provide such a plan.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-A general plan
in duplicate showing the source of supply,
the position of the point of intake, the loca-
tion of the main canals or ditches-it
describes everything in the way of the
waters, including the tract of land to be
irrigated and the names of the owners
whose lands are to be crossed by the ditch.
That imeans the whole plan of the district,
and has no reference to the individual or
his parcel in any way.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not
seriously object to that, because there are
undertakings which will require all these
elaborate plans to be provided, so that the
government may be seized of the character
of the undertaking in view ; but what
I do say is this, that it would be un-
reasonable, where a small farmer wîshed to
spend a moderate amount of money for the
irrigation of a quarter section of land, to
have to go to all that expense. That diffi-
culty will be obviated by leaving it to the
discretion of the Minister of the Interior to
dispense with all those details in such cases.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 16.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would ask
my hon. friend to add these words "and he
shall fix the maximum rates charged by the
licensee." That is to say, when an applicant
makes application for water wherein the
underlying purpose is to sell the water, that
the public shall have some knowledge as to
what they may be expected to pay by way
of water rates for water to be sold by the
applicant.

sumers. Now, in anticipation of those rates
being reasonable the public, so to speak, as-
sent to the application that is being made,
and refrain f rom giving it any opposition.
But after the works are constructed and the
public are practically in the hands of the com-
pany, so far as water inthat particulardistrict
is concerned, that company will make an ap-
plication to the government to fix the rates.
It will be seen that the public will have no
notice of whether they are going to have
reasonable or unreasonable rates; conse-
quently the public should be apprised of
what rates they are expected to pay. It
should rest in the hands of the Minister of
the Interior, and he should fix a reasonable
high rate, but the public should be apprised
of the maximum rate, so that the company
could not impose on the public by charging
rates beyond that limit. I therefore inove
that you add to subsection two the words
" he shall fix the maximum rates to be
charged to the licensee."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But the hon. gentle-
man will see that in all projects of that
kind it is impossible to fix the rates. The
rates must depend on the cost, and no com-
pany would undertake to construct the
works unless the rate was fixed sufficiently
high to give a reasonable return on the pos-
sible cost of the works, and then it may be
a rate far in excess of the rate that would
be fixed if the minister were to fix it after
the works were completed and there was
some definite knowledge as to the cost of the
work. It does not seem a sound or reason-
able proposition at all.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In sections 10
and 12 you have provided for the most
elaborate details being prepared as to the
cost of the enterprise.

.is ixed, is it ofHon. Mr. SCOTT-As to the preparation
on Mr. Cof the work.

not i

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No it is not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it is later on.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The minister
can fix the rate when the works are con-
structed, but the difficulty lies here: notice
is given that a corporation applies for water
rights, that is to say they are going to ap-
propriate a certain amount of public domain
for the purpose of supplying water to con.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In fact, before
granting a license to the applicant the gov-
ernment satisfies itself of the financial sta-
bility of those parties of the amount of
money to be expended, and all the details
with the greatest particularity. Conse-
quently, after the company have completed
their work, they cannot reasonably say they
have made additional expenditure beyond
what was contemplated, because there is a
complete statement as to what they intend
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to expend. Hon. gentlemen know that the
tendency in all these undertakings is, if
possible, to exaggerate, after the completion
of the work, the cost of the enterprise by
the flotation of bonds and stocks and so on,
and to compel the consumer to pay an ex-
traordinary charge for the purpose of satis-
fying a fictitious indebtedness which is very
often attached to undertakings of that kind.
Let the company appear before the Minis-
ter of the Interior. No injustice can be
done to the company if the matter is left
entirely with the ininister. Under the
Railway Act the government fix the maxi-
mum rates.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in advance of
the work.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is no
branch of a public undertaking where the
government do.not fix rates, and there is no
reason why it cannot be done.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in advance of
the work. The two officers who had charge
of this matter are both recognized as being
clever, conscientious men. Pierce is recog-
nized as a high authority on irrigation, and
so is Dennis. This bill has been submitted
to them, and the inatter has been carefully
gone over by the officials who have bad
charge of it, and they are certainly in the
best position to know what is right and
proper. I do not think the tolls could be
fixed in advance of the work.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the hon.
gentleman is going to take the position that
those officials are seized with know!edge of
so perfect a character as to this particular
branch of legislation, we might as well
delegate to them the power to pass legisla-
tion without reference to the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

some knowledge as to the outside rate with
which they will be chargeable for a supply
of water; because after the public assent-
ing to this corporation becoming possessed
of important water rights, a practically pro-
hibitory rate may be charged to the people,
as it is very often done, entirely against what
they contemplated. I think the public
should have some knowledge as to the
maximum rate chargeable against them for
the consumption of water.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am disposed to
agree with the hon. gentleman from Calgary,
but I think the amendment should be made
in the first subsection of the clause instead
of the second. The first subsection reads :

Public notice of the filling of the meiorial and
plans shall forthwith be given by the applicant in
soie newspaper published in the neiglhbourhood, to
be nanied by the coinnssioner, not less than once a
week for a period of thirty days, within which time
ail protests against granting the rights applied for
shall be forwarded to the minister, and such notice
shall contain a statement of the nature of the rights
applied and the general character and location of
the proIosed works.

It seems to me that a very essential por-
tion of the notice should be something to
indicate to the party who may be expected
to inake a protest what the rates are which
are to be charged. A certain work is indi-
cated by the advertisement : it is a work
which seems desirable : the people in
the neighbourhood think it desirable,
and as nothing is said about the rates
they do not make any protest. If the rates
were mentioned and were unreasonable,
these people would make a protest. It
seems to me there is a good deal to be said
in favour of the view of the hon. gentleman
f rom Calgary.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The whole difficulty
will arise for the reason that no one can tell
exactly what the cost will be to the govern-
ment of furnishing the supply.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-These two offi- Hon. Mr. POWEL--The government
cials appear to be so competent in the mat- does not furnish the supply.
ter of drafting legislation that it is presump-
tion on the part of any one in this House to Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under iland
suggest improvements. That is the position 12 you provide for that.
taken by my hon. friend. Those of us who
have come in contact with this particular Hon. Mr. MILLS-And then in one case
phase of expenditure, particularly in matters it may cost very much more than another,
of this kind, consider that it is desirable and if the rate is fixed beyond that which
that a maximum rate should be established. the parties can afford te pay, of course no
Let the minister fix as large a rate as he work canbe undertaken. The government
may choose, so long as the -public wi i have cannot afford, nor canany company under-
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take to manage a uork that would entail a
serious loss.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
will see that you ask the applicant to
fix a rate, but you in no way bind him to
that rate. Under section 11 you ask him to
make a specific statement as to the project
he is going to carry out, and as to the finan-
cial position of the individual, the value of
such land in its present state, including im-
provements, and the rate, if any, to be
charged for the waters to be sold. That
appears in the Gazette. But after the works
are erected, then there is nothing to bind
the applicant or the individual carrying out
the project to these rates which he has fixed,
and which he, in fact, by his representation
to the public induced the public to practi-
cally waive any opposition to when he applied.
Surely if you ask him to fix a rate in the
first instance you must pass some legislation
by which he should be bound by that rate
so that he cannot deceive the public by repre-
senting a very low rate, and after the com-
pletion of the enterprise asking a high rate.
t fall in with the suggestion of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax that it would be
better to follow subsction 1 instead of sub-
section 2.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I could not accept
the amendment, because I really cannot see
how it can be argued that you can fix a toil
without knowing what the cost is. The cost
may be double what is first estimated, and
you do not know what the consumers are
going to pay. There nay be ten consumers
or twenty consumers. You are fixing an
arbitrary figure without knowing what the
cost will be. Has the hon. gentleman heard
that there has been any objection to the law ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I could refer
to hundreds and thousands of acres in that
district that are lying idle to-day, and the
ditch which runs past them is practically
crumbling to pieces because the proprietors
of the ditch insist upon exacting a certain
charge and the owners of the land will not
pay it. Then you give to these companies
the right to use the public waters in that
district, and they sell bonds and stock and
raise money and carry out the project. Then
the obstinacy which often characterizes cor
porations comes into play, and the peopl(
Will not pay the rates.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The man loses nothing.
The riparian proprietor has a riglit to use
the water for all domestic purposes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He cannot tap
the ditch. He cannot take a bucket of
water out of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He has all the rights
of the riparian proprietor.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No. Almost
the very first section of the Act entirely
changes the common law right of riparian
owners, and vests the whole right in the
Crown, and inakes those waters subject to
this Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will the hon. gentle-
man maintain that the riparian rights are
taken away?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I read over the Act
and I can tell the hon. gentleman it is
not so.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Clause 4 reads:

The property in and the right to the use of all the
water at any tine in any river, strean, watercourse,
lake, creek, ravine, cañion, lagoon, swamp, muarsh or
other body of water shall, for the purposes of this
Act, be deemned to be vested in the Crown, unless and
until, and except only so far as sone right therein, or
to the use thereof, inconsistent with the right of the
Crown, and which is not a public right or a right
conmon to the public, is established ; and, save in
the exercise of any legal right existing at the tine of
such diversion or use, no person shall divert or use
any water from any river, strean, watercourse, lake,
creek, ravine, cañon, lagoon, swanp, marsh or other
body of water, otherwise than under the provisions of
this Act.

I say that entirely destroys the common
right of riparian owners.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is preserved in the
Act. We will come to it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED -Look at section
4. The bill would be futile if the Crown
did not reserve those.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Crown had the
right.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Crown had
not the right before the Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause 9 says:
No application for any purpose shall be granted

where the proposed use of the water would deprive
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any person owning lands adjoining the river, stream
lake or other source of supply of whatever water he
requires for donestic purposes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If you look at
the Act, domestic purposes inean simply for
the purposes of consumption, not for
irrigation purposes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; certainly not for
irrication.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The right of an
owner joining a stream was to use that
stream for irrigation purposes before the
passage of this Act?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He has all the rights
of a riparian proprietor. A riparian propri-
etor has not the right to divert a stream. No
riparian proprietor cou Id eut a ditchfrom any
body of water and carry it to his farn.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is an ex-
traordinary doctrine. He has the right to
take all the water he requires, so long as he
does not interfere with the owners above or
below.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is peculiar that that
objection was not raised before.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You will leave
this legislation in the hands of parties who
will simply make it tyrannîical and oppres-
sive, so far as the settlers are concerned; and
if my hon. friend doubts me in that regard,
he can appeal to the hon. member for Alberta,
who is one of his own political supporters,
and he will emphasize in very stronglanguage
the statement I have made. And I say
further, that on no subject before has there
been more dissatisfaction expressed by the
people affected by this legislation.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume that indi-
viduals, or ordinary farmers, cannot go into
irrigation. It must be undert&ken by capital.
Capital usually finds its way into companies,
and public companies will not undertake
work of that kind unless they are going to
make money out of it. It is either worth
while to have the country irrigated, or it is
not.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If my hon.
friend knew the facts which invest the
conditions in that country, he would not
make the statement he has done. It is the
small owner of land that is carrying out
irrigation in that district. There is to-day

no irrigation company in full operation, or
I might say in operation at all, but hundreds
of ditches have been carried out by indivi-
dual farmers, and a very large section of the
country in southern Alberta has been irri-
gated, not by corporations but by individual
settlers, and if my hon. friend will do us the
honour to visit that section of the country
he will be really surprised at the amount of
individual enterprise which bas been carried
out in this direction by the small settler,
and not at all by the corporations.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the few months I
was Minister of the Interior Department, it
was brought under my notice that the
number of companies there who had invest-
ed money in works had lost heavily by it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J was not aware that
any money had been made out of it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-By mismanage-
nient.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Would
the Secretary of State look at section six of
the Act with regard to riparian rights?
People who have had this right for years
have it taken away from them under this
Act. They must acquire new rights accord-
ing to this bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I move that the
following words be added to the end of the
first paragraph of clause 15 after the word
" works," "and the maximum water rates to
be charged by licensee."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I maintain that that
would be absolutely impracticable, to ask
the Minister of the Interior to fix a rate be-
fore he knows what the cost of the work is to
be. He may fix the rate after he knows what
the cost of the work is to be.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the Minister
of the Interior says that it cannot be carried
out, then on the third reading I will with-
draw it.

The first paragraph of clause 15 was
adopted as amended.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Might I ask
the minister if, in clause 9, the reservation
to the owners of lands of the water includes
water for stock ?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The riparian owner Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the easiest ex-
has all the rights he ever possessed. propriation you can make. You cannot take

lands from people except through th,3 courts.
Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-But if the The clause was adopted.

water is all diverted, he has the right not to
be deprived of what is necessary for domestic On clauses 31 and 32.
purposes. Does that include water for stock
and other farming purposes? Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I ar satisfied

the word &Cwilf ullv " lias been omitted f rom
Hon. Mir. SCOTT-Oh, yes. these clauses.

Hon.Hon. Mr. SCOT-There is no change in

man will look at clause 8 he will see that it the arising eunder he p n lawTh
covers water for the purpose of stock. te rsn ne h rsn a h

coves ~aterforthe urpse o stck. act must be done wilfully under the law as.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. LOIJGHEED-You have
On clause 17. oritted the word " wilfully." Lt ce-tainly

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would ask could not be an offence unless the act was
the minister to insert after " domestic " the d
words " or irrigation." It will dispense with nocent manner possible, take water from a
these costly plans. You can readily under- stream.
stand that where the owner of a quarter sec-
tion of land desires to irrigate his property, I hr . he s o
it would not be reasonable to put him to thec
expense of all the plans referred to in clause'change it? The measure was well consider-
11. It really would cost him more than his cil. t rall woud cst im mre hanbised four years ago, when the law was f rarned,
place would be worth, and consequently i and since then it bas been found to work
propose that it should be lef t entirely to the satisfactorily.
discretion of the Minister of the Interior to
say whether, in cases of that kind, such plans Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This law las
would be required. not worked satisfactorily. The very fact of

coming to parliament to consolidate the
Hon. Mr. POWER-The bon. gentleman Acts and improve them shows that the leg-

will see, no imatter how expensive the works islation lias not worked satisfactorily. If
may be and whether conducted by a coi- one innocently should take water from- a
pany or an individual, that they would be strean in that great northern country sure-
for irrigation purposes. I think that is too
sweeping altogether. alties. Lt would be utterly impossible for

dithe user of wvater to gauge the quantity of
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not dis-water e is using accurately, and clause 32

pense with the whole of section 11, but of makes it an ofiènce even if he innocently
subsection (c). Even in a case of that takes a larger quantity of water than he is
kind, the applicant would be required to give entitled to under bis license.
very elaborate information. Subsection
(e) practically contemplates the preparation on. Mr. SCOTI-That amendment
of plans for a large company. would make it absolutely useless. You neyerC could punish anybody for such an offence.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was adopted. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why do you,

insert the word "4wilf ully " in clause 29.
On subsection 2 of clause.21.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because it is a differ-
Hon. Mr. POWER-The expense of ex- ent offence altogether.

propriating lands under the Railway Act is
cumberous and ought not to apply to cases Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Lt is a more
of this kind. serious offence and more evident.

Ho.M.SO T Ta5ste ais x
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You could not enforce
the conviction with such an amendment as
the hon. gentleman proposes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If a man takes
more than a certain number of cubic feet of
water froi a streain, and does so innocently,
why render him liable to a penalty?

The amendment was agreed to, and clauses
31 and 3f, as amended were adopted.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported the bill with certain amendments.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I inove that the
amendments be taken into consideration to-
morrow. There is one amendment to which
I strongly object, and I should like to see
the Minister of the Interior before I consent
to it.

The motion was agreed to.

JUDGES OF PROVINCIAL COURTS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (150) "An Act further to amend
the Act respecting the Judges of Provincial
Courts." He said : I wish to consult the
wishes of the House with regard to this bill,
as to whether I shall proceed with it this
evening or take up some other bill. J will
state in general terms what the provisions
of the bill are. In the first place, we have
provided for one judge that, by the local
law of Quebec, has been added to the Su-
perior Court. We provide for the appoint-
ment of an additional judge to the Court of
Appeal, called for by the local legislature of
the province of Ontario. We have provided
for an increase in the salaries of the junior
judges of the different provinces. I have
little doubt that the original intention was
to place the junior judges, in respect to
salaries, upon exactly the sanme footing as
the senior judges of the county courts are
placed. The Act as it has been construed
-and which construction I do not find
fault with-limited the salary of the junior
judges to the sum of $2,000 a year. The
junior judges have no incidental increase to
their salary by reason of additional duties
they have to perform. The senior judge is,
for the most part, the judge of the Surrogate
Court, and he receives as a Surrogate Court
judge a salary ranging all the way from
zero up to $1,000 ; so that the senior judge

receives a very considerable salary, in most
cases beyond that which is fixed as his sal-
ary as a county court judge. What we have
done in this bill is to provide that, at the
end of three years, the junior judge shall
receive $2,400 instead of S2,000, exactly
the same sum that is paid to the senior
judge. We have also made some provision
for meeting the larger expenses that the
district judges in the province of Ontario
are compelled to bear. They have long dis-
tances to travel, and they have often to go
by canoe from one point to another, holding
court within their jurisdiction. They incur
a good deal of personal peril and are subject-
ed to large expense and iot a little incon-
venience. Aiter disc-ussing this subject
with those judges, we propose to fix their
travelling expenses, under existing circum-
stances, at .500 instead of $200, the ordin-
ary sum allowed county judges. This was
thought to be an unreasonable sum, and
certainly, considering the expenses to which
they are put, and the hardships to whih
they are subjected, is not a more generous
compensation than S200 for the ordinary
county judge. Then there is the case of the
county judge in the city of Halifax, whose
salary J think heretofore has been S2,400.
His salary is fixed at S3,000, the sanie
as the county judge in the city of St.
John, and the sane is true also of the
county judge in the city of Charlottetown.
Those two county judges have a larger
amount of judicial work to perform than any
other judges, whether county or superior
court judges, in their respective provinces.
My hon. friend beside me (Mr. Miller) says
that that change should have been made
l'ong ago. That is my opinion. I gave the
matter some attention, and J thought it my
duty, whether I succeeded or failed, at all
events to show my wish to give these men a
fair compensation for the services which
they were performing. I admit that, so far
as the Ontario court of appeal is concerned,
the salaries are inadequate. Formerly the
judges in the court of appeal were at liberty
to go on circuit the same as the judges in
the high court. Of recent years they have
not done so, anà consequently they have not
received those additional allowances which
have been paid to the judges of the high
court. Their salaries, since the change in
practice in this regard, have been, I suppose,
about $1,000 a year less than before. One
of our difficulties at the present time is
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to induce men of high standing at the Hon. Mr. MILLS--We propose by this
bar, or men who are already on the bench, bill to deal with those with whom the law,
to accept appointments to the court of as it now stands, empowers us to deal, and
appeal. In many instances we have not been we may require further legislation by the
successful in that regard. But I thought Imperial parliament, and correspondence
from all I could learn, from my discussion with the Imperial government, before we
with representatives in parliament, that can undertake to deal with the Superior
it would be a dangerous experiment Court judges upon precisely the same line.
to undertake to make additions to the
salaries of the High Court judges or Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the Court of Appeal judges at the Would you give us the reason for that?
present time. I did not wish to over-
load the bill by undertaking to niake it Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I will give the
ideally perfect in this regard, or to adopt a reason. We provide, for the retirement of
course which niight lead to its defeat. So judges upon a two-thirds salary after a ser-
far I have stated all the changes that point vice of a certain number of years. We assume
to any increase, and those my bon. friend that before death, while a man is still long
will see are not very great. The judges of distant, in some cases, on this side of the
the high courts in al] the provinces have grave, he will best serve the public interest
been undisturbed. They stand where they by accepting the retiring allowance and re-
stood before. The only further change that tiring upon a two-thirds salary. The law con-
bas been proposed is with respect to the templates that. But the practice bas grown
retirement of judges. A question is raised up, especially in those districts where junior
in this bill which has often been the subject judges have been appointed, amongst the
of controversy, and that is wvhether there senior judges of the county courts, of practi-
ought to be an age limit for the retirement cally retiring upon a full allowance; that
of men from the bench whose physical in- is, they will follow the practice of throw-
firmities may disqualify them from properly ing upon the junior judges nearly al] the
discharging the duties which, under the law, duties that pertain to their office, and of
devolve upon them. Various periods of life continuing to hold the office as county judge,
have been suggested as the proper age for receiving the full salary without effectively
the retirement from the bench of gentlemen discharging those duties. That is the
who have been engaged in the discharge of present condition of things. There is this
judicial duties. Under this bill we have question, however, which bas presented it-
undertaken to fix an age which we thought self : when you undertake to'provide for the
reasonable on the whole, recognizing under retirement of a judge at an advanced period
ordinary circurnstances the long life of of life, six years after the period alloted to
judges. We have named the period on the a man of three scýore and ten, when he
attainment of the age of seventy-six. In, is seventy-six years of age, you have
most cases, I think it will be found that a fixed a period far on in life, and in the vast
judge who bas attained the age of seventy- majority of cases a period beyond that in
six years, while his intellect may be clear, which a man retains the full vigour of his
considering the hardships which, in the dis- faculties necessary for the efficient p-rforni-
charge of his duties be is obliged to face, is, ance of his work. We had to consider in
in the vast majority of cases, no longer fit to connection with this matter, if you were to
discharge those duties. I am speaking now fix an age limit, what that age should be.
of the county court judges. Our law pro- In the next place, if you fixed an age limit,
ceeds upon the assumption that a time will whether you should permit retirement on
arrive when the failure of one of the vital the two-thirds allowance which the law pro-
energies, or the development of physical in- vides, and for a condition of things which
firmities, may disqualify him for the dis- the law contemplates, because hon. gentle-
charge of his duties. men will understand, as the law has been

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Would that be interpreted, the members of the bench have
o .applicable ELEY tourt be themselves, in every instance, undertaken to

More applicable to a county court .ludge decide for themselves whether they will or
than to a supreme court judge? will not retire, andin the public interest, when

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Oh, yes. you are considering the public service,perhaps
75j
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in a matter of that sort they are not always
the best judges. I say, then, we had first to
consider whether that age was a sufficiently
advanced period of life to warrant legislation
of this sort; in the second place, whether, in
retiring men already on the bench and holding
their office during good behaviour, we ought
to retire them on full salary or at the rate
which the present law provides. If we had
undertaken to retire them on full salary, we
found there would be very great difficulty in
inducing the House and the public to accept
that charge, and the more so for this
reason, i hat when you propose to fix a
period for the retirement of the judge,
say at seventy-six years of age, he
would continue to draw that full salary
long after, (if he lived long enough) he
was capable of discharging the duties at
all, and so this idea suggested itself, whether
you might not retire a judge at full salary
till he attained the age of eighty, and then
give him the two-thirds allowance from then
on to the end of his life; so that the govern-
ment had under consideration these three
propositions. There was nu desire to do
wrong to anybody. Some gentlemen are
paralytic, some have not for a good many
years undertaken to discharge any duties
outside of their own county town, and it is
not a generous or agreeable task to under-
take to persuade them, under the provisions
of the law, that they are no longer qualified
to discharge the duties that attach to their
office and that the public interest suffers by
their continuing in that position. There are
not a great many such, but there are some.

,Upon considering the cases that have been
brought under our attention, for these cases
are always being submitted for consideration,
if we adopt the period of life mentioned in the
bill, there will be no ground to complain.
Now I have stated to hon. gentlemen the
origin of this particular provision. I appre-
hend there is no doubt in the public mind,
or in the minds of the members of the
profession at all, as to the propriety of this
provision for the future. I have yet to meet
the member of the profession, or indeed the
member of either House, who says that the
present system of indefinite holding of office,
dependent on removal for misbehaviour or
removal on the joint address ot the two
Houses of parliament, is quite satisfactory.
In the first place, it is an ungracious thing
to take the initiative of undertaking to
remove a judge, and especially is it an

ungracious thing to undertake to remove an
old man because he is worn out and no
longer capable of efficiently discharging the
duties that this office imposes on him. The
law enabling judges to hold office during
good behaviour alsoprovides for their removal
on the address of the two Houses of parlia-
ment. The impression is a very general one
that the removal, upon the address of the two
Houses of parliament,is necessarilyaremoval
for misbehaviour in office. J do not think
that that is the case. There is no limitation
of the authority of parliament to remove,
nor is there any duty imposed on parliament
to assign a cause for the address that the
two Houses may present. This subject is
very fully considered by Mr. Hearne, in his
work on the English governnient. He says
that the removal for misbehaviour is most
regularly brought about by a proceeding
under a writ of scire facias. It is a judicial
proceeding. If the misbehaviour complained
of is not connected with his office, if it is
misconduct out of office, that misconduct
ought to be established and the removal
ought to be by scire facias ; but whven a man
is not alive to his own infirmities and is no
longer qualified to discharge his duties, the
power to reinove by the address of the two
Houses of parliament is the power to enable
parliament to remove a judge who is no
longer qualified by the state of his health,
mentally and physically, to discharge
etliciently the duties that attach to his
office. J say this duty is one that parlia-
ment is always reluctant to discharge,
and the same result, in case of failure
of health and capacity to discharge
the duties of the office, it seems to me
can be more etliciently brought about by the
provision of this bill upon his attaining the
age of seventy-six years. That is a provision
we do not undertake to apply to the judges
of the Superior Court. The qualification for
their office in this regard is fixed by the
British North America Act, and we cannot,
by our legislation here, in my opinion, under-
take to amend the provision of that Act in
this regard; but so far as the county court
judges are concerned, it is left wholly either
to the local legislature or to this parliament
-I am not going into a controversy as to
which should determine what are the quali-
fications for the office. I have stated, in
general terms, hon. gentlemen, what are the
provisions of this bill, and the reason the
government have for introducing this par-
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ticular provision in respect to age. I am in the past, whether from want of courage
quite sure that, so far as the profession on the part of the governments, or from some
generally are concerned, and, in my opinion, other cause, I do not know, but I feel very
so far as the public are concerned, they will nuch gratified that the justice, though tardy,
feel that, while the present provision of the has at last been conceded. But the first
law and the present means of retiring judges clause strikes me as being seriously objec-
for inisconduct is left altogether untouched, tionable. I am not equal to entering into a
the proposal to retire a judge when he full view of the matter as I have been for
attains the age of seventy-six will generally more than a month laid by and am not very
meet with approbation. strong now, but the point is so clear that it

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- requires but to be stated to commend itself
Would the hon. leader of the bouse inform to every lion. gentleman and to every justWoul th lin. eadr o th Hose nfoman. Wbat is proposcd to be done by thisus whether the constitutional reasons that man.ure is prooste ot of tis
he advanced for not fixing the age limuit to u'easure is simply to legislate out of office
the Superior Court judges apply to the judges appointed to hold office during
Supreme Court judges ? The Supreme Court good behaviour and during their capacity
is a creature of this parliament ; the judges to perform the work for which they were
are appointed by the governments of the appointed. Now, J have been told that thereare ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r onlynte fithvevrinn h
day; does that court, and do its judges ahonly five gentlemen that would corne
coe within te argument advanced by ithin the provisions of this bill, and is it
hon. gentleman as to the constitutional ob. a sorry sight to see the whole power of

jections to interfering with the Superior this government arrayed, and the whole
Cor titejudge battery of legislation brought to bear against

these five individuals, and for what I We
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not prepared to do not know. We have no knowledge what-

answer the hon. gentlermans question at the ever with regard to the persons on whon this
present mouent. The law does provide for bill will operate. They have not had any
the establishment of a general Court of opportunity of being heard. They rnay be
Appeal for Canada. It provides that the able to show at the bar of this House their
Superior Court judges shall hold office entire fitness notwithstanding having
during good behaviour, which is generally arrived at the age of seventy-five. Without
regarded as a provision for life, subject to being heard, without any specific allegation
the restrictions J have named, and iy im- against them, parlianent is asked to legis-
pression is that the intention was to fix the late these men out of office, and I say that
same rule for the Suprene Court that was skocks my sense of what is just and right.
fixed for the High Court of Justice in the I do not think any man of right feeling,
different provinces ; but whether that par- when he considers it, can possibly adopt that
ticular section of the British North America view of legislating men out of office without
Act applies to the Supreme Court or not, I giving them an opportunity of being heard
am not prepared to say at the present and knowing the speciic terns on which they
moment. are deprived of their positions. J quite agree

with the precedents that have been referred to
Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I regret very much and quoted from a very learned author by my

that the only opportunity I have had of per- hon. friend, who is always just in his state-
using this bill and thinking over it has been ments and in putting the statement of his
since I came to this House to-day. It was case fairly before parliament. I quite agree
put into my hands when I came, and with with him; but let us look at that case he
the greater part of it I am entirelv satisfied. refers to ? No doubt the power of parlia-
There is one clause in the bill, however, ment is supreme, and parliament may,
which I think is seriously objectionable, and whatever cause is thought sufficient, address
J do hope that my hon. friend will be in- the Crown, and the Crown may act upon
duced to modify it in some way, as it seens that ; but will parliament act in depriving
to be a gross injustice. I feel that it is a a judge of his office without giving him an
little ungracious, perhaps, to take exception opportunity of being heard and without
to any portion of this bill, seeing that tardy specific charges against him ? It outrages
justice has at length been proposed to be the first principles of justice to say that a
given to the judges, which was not conceded man should be deprived of his office because
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he happened to be seventy-five, without i Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Hear, hear.
any reason being assigned and without
an opportunity of being heard. I would Hon. Mr. GOWAN-And that machi-
be disposed to agree with my hon. friend nery should be set in force, and he should
that a limit as to age miglt be expedient. be given an opportunity to be heard. To
Take the ordinary run of men, and few imy mind, it shocks every sense of British
are as vigorous at the advanced age of fair play and justice to legislate men out of
seventy-five as they ought to be for a office without giving them an opportunity
full and effective discharge of the duties of to be heard. As I have said, that point
their office, and any judge who has the appeals to me very strongly. There is
slightest sense of honour or justice, who holds another aspect, however, in which the
office after he feels that he is unable to matter might be viewed. Every one who
render the full and effective service that is has been connected with the administration
due is-well I will not characterize him-1 of t e law knos that "entlemen at the bar
cannot imagine any honest man continuing would be unwilling to accept these judicial
in office after he is conscious of his inability offices, because it would be the means of
not merely to do the main work that falls on preventing tbem increasing their fortune,
him, but all the work that properly falls and they would be receiving a salary far
within the sphere of his duties. It is true belov their former earnings. What is the
we all are slow to perceive when our faculties corollary of that? In the first place, it
fail, the best of us, and it may be that con- mûst be adîuitted it is the plain duty of a
scientious men continue in office after they government to get the best men possible
should leave it, not being conscious that irmespectie of their personal associations,
their powers are failing, to the great injury an 1 on the ground of their ability and their
of the service, in sonie cases, continuing worth, their moral character and legal
their work and believing they are fully com- ability. Tt is the plain duty of the govera-
petent to perform that duty. I do not know ment to secure the very best men for the
the men who are above the age of seventy-five office of judge. What are the inducements ?
on the bench, and I could not, if asked toname A man of ability is offered a sala'y very
themn, do so; but such may be the feelings fat below what be could earn at the bar,
of some of them wben perhaps they are but be bas a certain dignified life, and
really incompetent for the full and effective he bas a certain amount of leisure and,
discharge of their duty. But while I admit if he likes his profession, be bas a very plea-
that these men should not be continued iii sant kind of employinent, reading up cases
office, while I admit that it is wrong to con- an 1 soon. But thereisanotberinducement.
tinue them in office, and a wrong to the public He bas a 'etiring allowance, aad that enters
and to tbe suitors of the courts, still there is a into the ontoract betweentbegovernent an 
legitimate and British way of doirig things. the judge. e accepts office at a compara-
Let the matter be inquired into in a proper tively low salary. He bias a certain amount
way and if it is found that any one of them of leisure, and e is secured an anuity sen
is fot fit to discbarge bis duties properly hpe is no longer fit for work. If e continues
and effectively, let hi be reanoved. But to in office and bebaves himself as he ought to
ask tbat tbe power of this great parliament do, e bias a certain retiring allowance, that
be invoked to remove these judges is like > is part of the consideration, whic he receives
shooting one of those great guns tbey are on retiring. Tbe certainty of tenure of office
ising in tbe war at Cubaagainst a mgosquito. and tbe retiring allowance are impotant
It seems to me a disgrace and an unwortby considerations fit the men wbo accept the
tbing to attempt to force these men out of offices. And it would be unwise for the gov-
office in a wvay not recognized by law. If erinment-arnd Ican assuremy lion. friend it is
there were no provision for gettii, ril of the last thing I smould think him capable of
tbem, if tey were saddled for ail time to doing-to lower the class of men fro gvoen
come upon the conmmunity, I could see some judges are to be selected. If there is an
reason for this strong measure of legrislating element of uncertainty in the tenure of
them out of office. But sucb is lot the case. office, it weakens tbe induce ment to accept
There is a provis-on for inquiry into wbetb- the office. Tbat is a very important featue
er a judge bias misbebaved, or whether be is in tbe matter and a feature tbat sould be
incompetent for bis office. very closely considered by the government.
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I do not like to see legislation of this kind. have really worked hard and we do not
I do not mean to say that it is a fraud, and want to kick you out of office just yet, but
I do not mean to say that the Minister of for the rest of your life you can draw the
Justice would be a party to it, but it seems salary without doing the work." If that
to nie to open the door to affect a judge in not had been done, I think the goverrnment
merely the way proposed, but in many other might very well have said, " we leave it this
ways. It is astonishing what roundabout way: the gentlemen will retire and accept
methods politicians will adopt, and how the full allowance." It would be a com-
astute they are in carrying out the views paratively small matter, and the country
of party. If vour neighbour's house is would not be ruined by doing it. The gov-
on tire, you begin to think some sparks ernment might say to them: "gentlemen,
may fall on your own house, and in my you are seventy-five years of age and you
opinion the very placing of that clause in cannot live very much longer; take this
the bill, if it unfortunately should be en- gratuity on which to live for the remainder
acted, is a threat and a warning to' the of your days," but they come down and say,
judges. What is the position of the judges "you must go," although a judge might say:
in Lower Canada ? They are judges of the "I am just as able as ever I was, and my in-
Superior Court, and that designation was tellect is just as strong as ever it was, my
given to them when there was a re-casting judgment is better, and I am just as compe-
of the structure of courts in Lower Canada, tent for the discharge of that duty and more
though they really perforn the sane competent than the day I was appointed,
duties that in ninety-nine cases out of and yet because I am seventy-five you want
a hundred, are discharged by the local to kick me out." He would also say:
judges in Ontario. In the province of " That is not in the bond. There was no
Quebec they do precisely the same work- time imit when I was appointed. As long
and not one-third of it in amount -as the as I was able to do my duty efficiently and
county judges in Ontario do, but they are behave myself properly, I was to romain in
judges of the Superior Court by virtue of office." I do not care to dwell upon this
the peculiar formation of their judicial subject. I have said enough to point out
systen. But that may be altered at any wherein I think a terrible injustice will be
time, and they may find the whole battery done. I speak now because I wish to bring
of parliainent brought to bear against a few out what I may not, at a later day, be able
individuals who may be obnoxious. I (1'to do. I have stated what is y very
not desire to dwell so much upon this. I strong feeling. I think it is a reasure that
merely point out that, if you do any- violates the principle of justice. It violates
thing to render unstable the position the implied promise at the tire of the ap-
of the judges, you strike at one of pointment of the judges, by depriving aman
the most important portions of our system. of a position withoutgiving him an oppor-
I do not think my lion. friend could point tunity to be beard and without any specific
out a parallel instance, certainly not in charges against him. Is that right? Will
Great Britain, because there they under- this Senate ever assent to that? Apart
stand that right must be done whatever the from that clause it is a valuable bil, and
consequences. They are prepared to render the government are entitled to the highest
justice and do their duty; and I do not praise for the care with which they bave
know of a single precedent in the United framed the measure. But when the bill
States vhere any attempt was made to goes to committee, as I have no doubt it
legislate judges out of office without hear- will, if no one else will make the motion, I
ing them. I do hope that what I have shaîl move that the provisions apply only to
endeavoured feebly to say will open to the those appointed hereafter, or only core into
view of members of the House the great force in the year 1920. But I do earnestly
and terrible danger. It is a small matter, appeal to my hon. friend, as a matter of
and may appear very insignificant. Of justice, to consent to one of these arend-
course the judges have no political power, ments. The arendrents I would propose,
but an assault upon a few individual judges would be that the bill should apply only to
is an assault upon the whole system. If the those hereafter appointed, or that they
governînent of the country desired to be ben- should retire on their ful salary. I an, in
e volent they can say: Ilhere, gentlemen, you the main, think, in accord with mryf hon.
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friend in regard to the age limit. Taking
the average duration of mental power in
man, it rarely survives beyond seventy-five.
But when the limit is fixed, we would know
what we are about, and would know what
to expect. That question, however, is fair-
ly debateable. I admit frankly, that I am
very strongly inclined to agree with the
hon. gentleman that the age mentioned in
the bill is the proper age for retirement.
But it is a question on which men nay very
properly differ. My strong opinion is that
seventy-five or seventy-six should be the
age. But it is a different matteF for us to
legislate a certain number of men out of
oflice without giving them aiL opportunity
to be heard. It is contrary to British prin-
ciples and manifestly unjust. I feel so
strongly on the subject that I could not Jet
the second reading pass without speaking
what was in my mind. I think the govern-
ment are entitled to every credit for draft-
ing the improvements in the measure which
is before us.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I de-
sire to ask one or two questions. The hon.
Minister of Justice informed the House just
now that they had given consideration to
the requirements of all the provinces in this
bil1. Well, there is not a single line with
regard to the British Columbia judges' as to
whether their salaries or travelling expenses
require adjusting. I think the traveliing
allowances do require adjusting. That is the
most expensive province in the whole Do-
minion to live and travel in. I believe $5 aday
is the allowance for expenses. I see that in
Quebec and the other parts of the country
judges are allowed S6 a day, and I ask
whether the hon. Minister of Justice did not
consider it necessary to adjust those travel-
ling expenses.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are more libe-
rally paid in British Columbia than in any
other province in that regard.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-In the
travelling allowances ?

Hon. Mr. MI[LLS-Oh, Ves.

promote one of the old judges to be chief
justice and appoint some young man to the
vacancy. That will be simply a inatter of
justice, and I hope to-morrow that he will
be able to give me the answer on that subject.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was going to sug-
gest that, as it is getting rather late, and as
the intention of the House appears to be to
give the bill a second reading, that the dis-
cussion of this particular question and all
other questions as to detail might be taken
up in the committee stage.

Hon. Sir IMACKENZIE BOWELL--I
do not propose to discuss the principle of the
bill. I think that was fully done by the
hon. gentleman from Barrie (Mr. Gowan),
but there are two or three questions which
I desire to ask, the answers to which would
enable us the better to consider the provi-
sions of the bill when it goes into committee.
I do not see any provision in the bill in
reference to the countv court judges who
are now receiving a larger salary than
8s2,400. Will it affect a county court judge
who is now receiving more than S2,400.

Hon. Mr. MTLLS-What case is the hon.
gentleman referring to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not to any particular case, but I know there
are sone county judges who are at present
receiving a greater salary than 52,400.

Hon. Mr. M1 LLS-Where? Toronto?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
Ontario, does this bill reduce their salary?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then there is another point, and that is the
one to which the hon. gentleman from Barrie
drew attention, whether there is not a law
on the statute-book which enables the
Minister of Justice to appoint a commissioner
to incluire into the physical and mental
capacity of a county judge.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly, when a
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-When complaint is made.

the House is in committee to-morrow I will
ask the hon. minister if he can give me any Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
information aboutthe appointment of a judge And if that report be unfavourable has the
to fill the vacancy in British Columbia, and hon. Minister of Justice not the power, upon
I hope he will tell me that he intends to that report, to remove him ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS--Yes. 1 seen that in the other chaniber, there was a

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- good deal of discussion with respect to the
.. deaths of these two workmen, MacdonaldThere are other questions in connection with ad Fse the Crsest Macdonaid

this bill which nay, perhaps, be more fullv Fraser, on the Crows Nest Pass Rail-
discussed. when ini committee, but I shoukl way, and their deaths were very melancholy.
like very much if the hon. gentlemai would It is desirable that the responsibility for thatlik veryrun much if thece hon. getlma would
consider the question I asked him in refer- misfortune should be placed upon the right
ence to the power which this parliament is shoulders, wherever it should lie, and I move

now assuming to limit the age of judges, as this address for the purpose of gettmg mfor.

to whether that does not apply to the mation which the House would require in
toupreter Cout aes wel app to the order to enable us to form a correct judgnentSupreme Court as well as to the countyý on t he question of responsibility. Z
courts. I take it for grarted that the hon.
gentleman's remarks with reference to the Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 ask my hon. friend
Superior Court judges are correct ; look- to let the motion stand till to-morrow.
ing at the power which is vested in the par- Ta
liament of Canada to establish the Supreme
Court and appointment by the administra- WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT.tion of the day judges to preside in that
court, has not parliament the power to fix THIRD READING.

the age limit in the saine way as it is pro- Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third reading
posed to fix the age limit of the county of Bill (71) " An Act to further amend the
judges? It would aid materially in the con- easures Act," as amended.
sideration of this question if he would give
us an answer in dealing with this bill in Hon.SirMACKENZIEB'WELLmoved
committee. in amendment:

That the said bill be not now read a third timae, butThe motion was agreed to, and the bill that it h)e referred back to a Coinnittee of the Whole
was read the second time. House for the purpbose of adding the following as sui).

i section 1 of section 6 :

The Senate then adjourned. 1. No weighling machine used for weighing or de-
ternining the weights of any of the articles nentioned
in Fection 16, shall be of less certified capacity than
si xty pounds avoirdupois.

THE SENATE. Hon. Mr. ILLS--J think I called my
lion. friend*s attention to the fact that this

Otawa,amedment would not accopish the
0f awa T/u rday S//m mîfe, )8 Iojiect lie bas in view. If iny lion. friend's

too th Chir t Treeamnendinent carried in this form, it would
The SPEAKER took the Chair at ThreeThe SEAKERbe necessarv to have as many weighing

o'Clock. machines, if the object is for the purpose of
Prayers and routine proceedings. testing articles, as there are weights given

in section 16, because w-bat would weigh
DEATHS ON CROW'S NEST PASS 60 lbs. of barley would be a very much

RAIL AY.la"rî measure than one that would weighRAILWAY.r,?
MOTIN. i60 ll)s. of wheat. If my hon. friend merelyMOTION.

Thewanted to use a larger testing machine tan
The rde of he ay eingcaled~ that in use at the present tîme, hie should

That an humble address be presented to His Excel- 1 strike out the words "less capacity than 60
leiy the Governor General, praving that H is Excel.
leney will cause to be laid betore the Senate, copies of
ail letters, telegrams and other conmmunications ex- a busel" Then that testing machine
changed between the Ministerof ,ustice, (r any officer which would weigh a bushel of wheat,
of liis department, and any persoi or persons with
respect to the deaths, on the twenty-third of Januarv don
last, of two worknen naned respectively Macdonalil bushel of barley vhich is 48 lbs. ai-d flax
and Fraser, who had been employed on the Crow's seed which is 56 lbs., of a bushel of oats
Nest Pass Rillway-.N- 5 tPns Rulay.Wlhich i-, 34 lbs. The l)Ulk of a bushel in

Hon. Mr. POWER, said : This motion is each case would be exact]y the Saine, but
simply one to furnish certain information to the weiLht vould be altogether différent,
the flouse. Hon, gentlemen have probably and then the one testint machine would be

be ecssrytohae s an wigin
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sufficient to test all the various articles some particular article. You can certify
enumerated. My hon. friend speaks of 60 lbs. capacity in inches, but you cannot certify
avoirdupois. That ,would mean a very capacity in weights in that way, unless it is
much larger testing machine foi oats than with reference to some article.
for wheat, if that be his object. I do not
know whether I rightly interpret the pro- ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
posed amendnent. I have interpreted it can meet that in comnittee and say 60 lbs.

fron the discussion which took place and of wheat.
the observations of the hon. gentleman on Hon. _Mr. PERLEY-How is a bushel
this subject. As the amendment stands, it measured, by cubic inches or by lb. avoirdu-
would simply mean, as I take it, that no pois?
scale or balance should be employed for
the purpose of determining the weight of an Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think I mentioned
article that would weigh less than 60 lbs., the other day that an imperial bushel is
and that would apply to a counter scale for determined with reference to the weight of
weighing small articles as well as to others. a quart or pint of pure water. That forms

a certain fraction of a bushel. You calcu-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- late the number of cubic inches and you

We could discuss the point in committee. I divide that into pecks, gallons, quarts and
do not think the hon. gentleman thoroughly pints. That, of course, is cubical capacity.
comprehends the meaning of the word bushel The bushel of wheat, or other articles, bas
and 60 pounds. If 60 pounds of wheat no reference to the imperial bushel; it is
occupy a certain space in any measure, measured under the old Winchester measure-
and a bushel of wheat weiohs 60 Dounds ment.
it will require the same space precisely
to hold a bushel of oats, although the
oats will not weigh 60 pounds ; and so with
all other grain. If you buy a bushel of

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Would that bushel
be 60 lbs. avoirdupois

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, Vou can say that
wheat you buy 60 pounds; if you buy a 60 pounds is the weight of a but youý 6 pondsistheweiht f bushel,buyo
bushel of barley you get 48 pounds, but it 1 cannot say it is the capacity of a bushel, be-
will take precisely the same space to hold cause the capacity consists of a certain num-
the one as to hold the other. So that if yOU ber of cubic inches, and if my lion. friend
make a standard measurement you know wanted to fix this accurately he would be
wvhat you are doing. If you take a quart obliged to ascertain the capacity of a Win-
of barley, you can ascertain what it will chester bushel. Supposing a party were to
weigh, and so with ail other grains- come with very heavy wheat, it might be 64
oats, barley-whatever is to be measured in pounds to the bushel of capacity How
that way. I confess, when my attention could you test the capacity of your testing
was first called to this fact, I came pre- machine by the weight of a bushel of that
cisely to the sane conclusion as that arrived sort? It wculd be a snaller one than if you
at by the Minister of Justice ; but when I were to weigh wheat in it that exactly
came to consult with men who have been in weighed the 60 pound bushel of capacity.
the grain business, buying grain for a long My hon. friend certainly will not succeed in
time, they simply said to me that a bushel accomplishing his object in the form in which
that will hold 60 pounds of wheat will re- this motion stands.
quire the same space to hold 48 pounds of
barley, and just the same with this. Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-A bushel as it is

used now is not a measure at ail. We do
Hon. Mr. MJLLS-But my hon. frieild not think of it, or speak of it, as a measure.

will see there is no particular article speci- It is the weight that determines it altogether.
fied: So that inches or gallons or ouarts has no

1. No weighing machine used for weighing or de-
terinining the weights of any of the articles men-
tioned in section 16, shall he of less certitied capacity
than sixty pounds avoirdipois.

Well, you cannot certify the capacity of
60 lbs. avoirdupois unless you certify it to

thing whatever to do with it. We have
had wheat often that would not weigh .50
pounds, we have had it that weighed 67 or
68 pounds, so that a bushel is simply the
old name to describe quantities of grain,
but the real quantity is determined by
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weights that are made law. So that and the bushel by weight. Does the bushel
the size of a bushel has nothing what- by weight include more or less than the
ever to do with it. I have read the bushel by capacityi My hon. friend will
amendmient. If wheat weighs 60 pounds see that when le proposes an aniendment
avoirdupois, it will certainly weigh any for the purpose of providing a tester to deter-
veight below that, so I cannot see what the mine what is the value of that vheat, or the
différence is. There is no bushel of wheat quality of that wheat, he must have a bushel
beyond 60 pounds. in capacity, not a bushel by weight, not less

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle- than a bushel but it must be a bushel in
man loses sight of this fact, that what the
farmers want to get is 60 lbs. for their Hon. Mr. PERLEY-This bushel, the
bushel of wheat. This legislation proposes hon, gentleman supposes is only to hold 60
to say that 60 lbs. of wheat shall be measured poundi avoirdupois.
by this particular measure which really does
not give 60 lbs. of wheat.not gie6 b. fxha.depend on the quality of wheat you put

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is not the in- into it.
tention at ail..tentin atal].Hon. 'Mr. AIKINS-Hear, hear!

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the sub-
stance of it. The buyer is not to be the, Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No, not upon the
judge of what is 60 lbs. weight, but he has quaiity of the wheat. You do not put
to take this legislation which says that wheat into it at ail. It is 60 pounds avoir-
wheat shall be 60 lbs. to the bushel. dupois.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is no wheat Hon. Mr. MILLS-If I rightly under-
or grain measure. Ail this grain is weighed stand the object of my hon. friend's amend-
so the size of the bushel is simply a name. l ment, bis statement the other day was that

lthe testers, in use weighing but one-sixteenth
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Here is the point; of a pound weighed too small a quantity to

60 lbs. is a bushel of wheat, but we want to establish the actual grade of the wheat.
determine the grade of the wheat. To do That vas bis contention.
that we have to measure it, and we must
have a measure. In place of adopting the Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes.
small measures now in use, my hon. friend Hon. Mr. NILLS-And he proposes, in-
proposes to do it all in one measure; by put- stead of weighing one-sixteenth of a bushel,
ting it all in at once, instead of in sixteen to have a tester that wili hoid a bushel. The
parts, it will give a more accurate idea of tester you now have, that is one-sixteenth of
what a bushel would weigh. a bushel, is a tester of capacity and not of

Hon.Mr. ILL-My on. rind ~iîîweight, and you determine the value of theHon. M3r. 'MILLS-My hon. f riend willi nSwheat by comparing its weight with that ca-
see you cannot reject the idea of capacity pacity, and if the whent is a good qunlity it
altogether. For instance, if he were buying
grain for bis mill he would say to the farmer,
if your wheat weighs 60 lbs. to the bushel Iif yur heatweihs 6 lb. tothebushl "If it is of a very high quality it will hold more
will give you a certain price. So far as the than 60 pounds. So that you cannot speak
bushel of wheat is concerned it must weigh o
60 lbs. That is not the weight he has inascertain the cubic capacity
his mind, but the weight by measurement, of sixteen times the ordinary tester now in
and he compares the weight of the measuredua
bushel with the wheat that is being offeredh
for sale at 60 lbs. to the bushel, and he may
find that the weight of that wheat by the Hon. Mu. OGILVIE-The usuai way is
measured bushel is only 58 lbs., and he gives for the fariner who grows the wheat to
proportionately less for it. Now, the fariner mensure it and sntisfy hinseif. But with
is interested in knowing what his wheat the whent buyers and grain buyers now
'vill weigh to the bushel; that is, what re- there is fot one bushel in ten thousand
lation there is between the measured aushel bought in any other way than by the whent
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buyer taking a handful of wheat and look-
ing at it and telling you what it is worth.
I remember forty years ago, when I was
younger, we used to measure the wheat and
oats and all that, but nowadays that is
rarely ever done. You just simply take up
a sample of the wheat and say what it is
worth.

Hon. Mr. CLEMO W-I look on this as a
kind of inspection. It is true you have a
bushel of wheat weighing sixty pounds, but
to find out the true value of that wheat it
must go through an inspection, the saie as
a barrel of potash. You open a barrel of
potash and take a piece and break it up and
then say whether it is first or second, or
whatever it may be. The object of the
tester is to ascertain the quantity of wheat
by inspection. Whether that is a proper
course to take or not I do not know. I go
through the market where we have no tester;
I buy a bushel of oats, and calculate that I
have to pay that man so much for his oats.
J have no chance of having it inspected. I
just buy it as it is. The test is for the pur-
pose of inspecting that grain before it goes
to market.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-The hon. Minister of
Justice is quite correct in his criticism. We
all know that farmers sell their grain by the
bushel, and it is by capacity and they want
to know what the value of that capacity is.
The bushel inay weigh 65, or 60, or only 55
pounds. The buyer nay purchase that
wheat, but the quotations are all by bushel
and not by weight. A bushel of wheat is
60 pounds, barley 48 and oats 34. The law
determines what the weight of a bushel is,
and what my hon. friend wants to get at i
that the weight of a Winchester bushe
should be known.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Exactly.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-These testers tha
we use are very small, and we know that thý
fractions go against the seller. The farme
loses more or less just in that way. I think
the anendment suggested by the hon. Min
ister of Justice would meet the case, but I

at first was the difliculty of determining the
weight of grain by taking a sample in a
small measure, dividng the bushel into
some 16 parts, and taking the one-sixteenth
part of a bushel as a sufficient sample to
test what the value in weight of a bushel
would be. Now, to my mind, the amend-
ment which has been propoed will not
carry out the object which the senator has
ii view. I think something of this nature
woulId meet the case nuch better than the
amendment, if the bill went on to say,
"That no measure of capacity used for the
purpose of determining by sanple the qual-
ity of any kind of grain shall be of less
capacity than the Winchester bushel mea-
sure."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think we ought to go into committee and
discuss the bill there, but before we go into
committee J want to say a word more. The
view of the lion. gentleman from Montreal
(Mlr. Ogilvie) was correct to a certain extent,
though I want to impress this upon the
minds of the senators, that this amend-
ment to the law is not for the purpose
of selling by the bushel, but for determining
the weight, and for that purpose you take a
60 lbs. capacity instead of a sixteenth part
of a bushel capacity. That is really the
pith of the whole thing. It is not to ascer-
tain whether the farmer selling, loses in the
quantity which he sells, but it is to secure
to the grower of the grain the full value of
the article in proportion to its quality, which
is determined by weight per bushel. Now,
as I pointed out the other night, you take a
bushel of wheat, which weighs 60 lbs. to the
bushel; my f riend, as a miller, says J want
10,000 bushels of wheat, but when he buys
it he expects to get a certain weight per
bushel. If you take sixteen different meas-
ures of that one bushel of wheat, the test
has proved that after you have filled the
tester sixteen times there are about 101 oz.
of wheat left which is not weighed, so that

e the seller loses in the calculation of the
quality just in proportion to the loss
of weight in the bushel of wheat tested by

. the grain tester. Then the fractions also
Iare not counted ; for instance, if a tester

am quite sure that as it stands at present it showed a bushel of wheat to weigh 594 lbs.
would not. the seller would lose the benefit of the f rac-

tion. According to the present tester, wheat
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I is shown to weigh in the test less than it does

believe the objection to the bill as it stood in the bushel measure. You pour from a
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bushel ineasure of wheat sixteen times into takes to fill the measure. I think the
the grain tester, and you will have some amendment proposed by the hon. gentleman
wheat remaining in the bushel measure; and from Charlottetown is the one that will
the seller by this test loses the benefit of the meet the wish of the hon. leader of the
weight of that wheat which remains in the oppposition.
bushel measure. It does not amount to
mucli on a single bushel, but if you were Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
selling 10,000 or 100,000 bushels of wheat You have now a measure of capacity, one-
the reduction in the price, on account of the sixteenth part of what is supposed to be a
test not being correct, would make a very bushel. If you use wheat, it will hold a
material difference in the total price the seller greater quantity of wheat than if you put in
receives. The fariner does not lose in the oats, and yet you use the same machine to
quantity he sells, but in the price paid per test the weight of a bushel in either case.
bushel which he receives for his wheat, be-
cause the tester shows it to weigh per bushel Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not justifying
so much less than it really does weigh. The that.
object of this amendment is to remedy this
defect. My hon. friend says it does not. I lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
am assured by those who are in the trade, but that is the law now. You apply the
and those who understand this question, that saine principle precisely to a measure that
it will acconiplish the object. holds 60 lbs. instead of to one that holds a

sixteenth part of 60 lbs. That is all.
Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the House

agrees with the hon. gentleman in the object
he has in view. The object which he bas'
in view is to prevent a loss of the ten ounces,
or whatever quantity of wheat is liable to
be lost when it is measured in a tester which
holds only a sixteenth of a bushel. I think
the whole House agrees with the hon. gentle-
man as to the desirability of making a change
in thatt respect. But where there is a differ-
ence of opinion is as to whether the measure
which is to be used is to be a measure of
capacity, or whether it is to hold a certain
ascertained weight. The hon. gentleman
must see that the capacity of a bushel, which
ought to be a fixed quantity, will vary ac-
cording to the character of the wheat. If
he ascertains the capacity by weight, if the
wheat is of very superior character more
than 60 lbs. to the bushel will go into the
measure, and if it is of an inferior quality
less will go in. The object is to ascertain
what price a farmer is entitled to get for his
wheat. The farmer gets into the market
with wheat, and the purchaser says "if your
wheat weighs 60 lbs. to the bushel I will
give you so much; if it weighs so much
more I will give you so much more." The
measure which the hon. gentleman proposes,
which contains just 60 lbs., will not test that.
It depends on the character of the wheat
which has been originally tested, and if you
make it a measure of a certain cubic capacity
you ascertain the quality of the wheat by
determining how many pounds of wheat it

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You cannot institute
a comparison except between two things.
You have the weight settling the amount of
a bushel. What is desired is to ascertain
the quality of what you are weighing. You
cannot ascertain that quality except by
comparing a bushel by capacity with a bushel
by weight. Your weighing machine at
the present time is one-sixteenth of a bushel,
not by weight, but by capacity, and there-
fore the proposition of the hon. gentleman
from Charlottetown (Mr. Ferguson) is
the only way of carrying out the idea which
the hon. gentleman has. My hon. friend
says, take a measure that will hold just 60
lbs., whether it will hold 60, or 65, or 55 lbs.
depends on the quality of what you put into
it. You cannot determine its capacity in
the way my hon. friend says. Supposing
he were to say, " now I will have a tester
that will hold just 60 pounds." Whether it
holds exactly 60 pounds, or whether it will
hold a larger or a smaller quantity, depends
on the character of the article you put into
it. If I fill a bushel by capacity and empty
the contents of that bushel of capacity into
a scale to be weighed, I then know the quality
of the article, because it ought to have weighed
60 pounds. If it weighs more, I know it is
of superior quality ; if it ought to weigh 60
pounds and weighs less, I know it is of in-
ferior quality. It is by comparison of the
weights and capacity you ascertain the value.
Ths two things you require are the tester and
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every tme it is filled. Consequently we
lose every time it is tested. By weighing
it at once you save tipping the beam 16
times, which always takes a little off the
genuine weight. Therefore, I think the
amendment is a very good one, because you
can bring the measure down to 60 pounds
avoirdupois. Now I come to the market
and in place of testing my wheat in 16 parts
I test it in one, and it will weigh 56 pounds,
while if I took the small test it would only
weigh 55 or 54 pounds and I would get so
much less for my wheat.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My view is
this, that if all the buyers in the country
would use the same test there would be
really no injury to anybody, because com-
petition would settle the price, and as all
the buyers were buying on the same basis,
they would give all the market would allow

Hon. Mr. POWER-The further con-
sideration of this matter might be postponed
till the next sitting of the House, and per-
haps the hon. leader of the opposition and
the hon. gentleman from Charlottetown
might agree upon an amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-How would it do to
say " one Winchester bushel " instead of
"60 pounds avoirdupois? "

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The more we talk about this matter the
more it becomes obscurea. The only ques-
tion is as to which is the best way to arrive
at the actual bona fide weight of grain,
whether it shall be by testing the sixteenth
part of 60 pounds, or by testing the 60
pounds in one bulk. I ask permission to
withdraw my motion, and move that this
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the weight. I do not think there will be them to give and there would be nothing
any substantial gain to the farmer by the wrong. A farmer might think that he was
change, because the buyer will not offer so wronged, but really he would not be, because
much for the very high weight, if you deter- competition would bring the price up, but
mine that quality by a large tester as if you all the buyers do not adopt this test. Many
determine it by a small tester. I do not large buyers, I presume, use this mode of
object to the bushel being made the capacity testing, while the general buyer use some
of the machine by which the quality of the other method; he fills a bushel and deter-
article is to be tested. mines what its value is by testing a bushel.

The weight of grain is an element in deter-
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think it would be mining its quality. I think, therefore,

better. there is a great deal of force in the argument
of the hon. leader of the opposition. His

Hon. Mr. MILLS--IMy hon. friend thinks argument, if I understand it, is that no
it would be better. There are a great many quantity less than a bushel should be tested
engaged in the business who may think it in order to ascertain its real weight, and,
would be worse, but there is no doubt a therefore, although perhaps the wording of
strong feeling amongst the agricultural popu- the amendment might be improved, the hon.
lation in favour of a larger tester, but the leader of the House and my hon. friend,
amendment must provide for it, as the hon. who have been discussing the matter, do
gentleman f rom Charlottetown suggests. not essentially differ; it is only in the way

of getting at it, and if the amendment does
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-This does not affect not altogether cover the ground as well as it

us in the west, because our wheat always might, an amendment might be prepared
goes 60 pounds to the bushel, but I have that would. It is certain that when a
been conversing with some members of the smaller capacity than a bushel is used, from
House of Commons on this subject. I an the arguments I have heard addressed to
a fariner. I come to you to sell you my the House, the resuit is that the quality,
wheat-this is the argument used to me- with the price, taking weight as an element,
they say "if your wheat weighs 60 pounds would be lower than it really should be.
I will give you 60 cents for it ; if it weighs Therefore, taking a capacity bushel, and
62 pounds J will give 64 cents ; if it weighs ascertaining its weight, and applyingit to the
56 pounds I will give you 52 cents a quantity is a fair method. Adopt that and
bushel for it. We have to test the quality let it be applicable to the whole country and
of the wheat. Here is a tester, one-six- there would not be this misunderstanding,
teenth of a bushel, and we lost a little which prevails between buyer and seller.
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debate be adjourned till the next sitting of aid to the Harbour Commissioners of Mon-
the House. treal." He said: This bill is to authorize

The motion was agreed to. the Governor in Council to advance and
pay to the harbour commissioners of Mon-

THE PLEBISCITE BILL. treal the sum of $2,3000,00 to be expended

THIRD READING POSTPONED. in improving the harbour of Montreal in
addition to the amount that was authorized

Hon Mr. SCOTT moved the third read- in the first session of 1896. In 1896 autho-
ing of Bill (121) "An Act respecting the rity was taken from parliament to authorize
Prohibition of the Importation, Manufac- the Governor in Council to advance the
ture and Sale of Intoxicating Liquors." sum of $2,000,000 to the harbour commis-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I sioners at the rate of two and a half per
ask my hon. friend to let this order stand cent interest A part of that money has
until the Franchise Bill is disposed of. Per- been expended, but I believe there is still
haps it is not strictlyin order to refer to what unexpended about three-quarters of a mil-
has taken place in another House, but the lion, or somewhere in the neighbourhood of
passage of this bill in its present shape $800,000. Last year, as hon. gentlemen
depends in a great measure-I am speaking know, the question of improving the harbour
of my own view-upon the action which of Montreal by increasing the dock space
mnay be taken by the gov ernment and this was very widely discussed in the press, and
House upon the Franchise Bill, and until before the bodies in Montreal that were in-
that is settled we shall not be in a position terested in it, and from time to time the
to deal intelligently with this measure for final decision has been postponed in conse-
the reason that I advanced the other day. quence of the inability of the parties to
The hon. Secretary of State informed the agree on a plan. Several plans were
House that if the Franchise Bill did not be- submitted. Plan No. 6 was drawn some
come law, the plebiscite could not be sub- years ago and was very much discussed, and
mitted to the people. I intimated then that finally a modification was, as I understand,
if the Franchise Bill for any reason should not settled upon and this bill is the result. I
become law, then it would be the duty of am quite aware that there is a certain sec-
this House to amend the Plebiscite Bill so as tion of the shipping interest in the city of
to enable the government to lay the question Montreai opposed to a policy of expending
of prohibition before the people for their the proportion naned in this bil, $750,000,
approval or disapproval. in docks in the eastern part of the city, the

desire l)eing to spend the whoie amount
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not go quite so where the present docks are, about the cen-

far as that. J said if the Franchise Bill tre or the west end of the city. Under the
were not passed it would scarcely be fair to Jaw as it bas existed since 1896, and I think
the temperance vote that it should be taken in 1894, when the laws reiating Vo the har-
on the voters' lists of 1894. The statement bour commissioners were consolidated, it
was also made to the people that this vote was necessary to secure the approval of the
should be taken on the Dominion Franchise. Minister of Public Works Vo the mode of
We can postpone it till the next sitting of expending money. So that the plans have
the House. to be approved by the IM inister of Public

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Works, and the Minister of Public Works,
Better postpone it till to-morrow. actin on the advice no doubtofthemajority

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Well, postpone it till in the interest of the city and for their
to-morrow. future advantage that at least $75,000

Theshould be expended in the eastern portion
The rderwas ostpned.of the city, and the remainder in the vicinity

HARBOUR COMM ISSIONERS OF of the present docks. The object now in aid

MONTREALbeing granted in this manner o the com-missioners is for the purpose of giving the
SECOND READING. harbour commissioners the benefit of the

lon. M.r. SCOTT moved the second rend- tower rate of interest. The interest that
ing of Bii (163) "aAn Act to grant further was proposed to be taken in 1896 fron the
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harbour commissioners was three and a half harbour commissioners of Montreal wanted.
per cent. This bill on the present loan pro- this dry dock. It would be necessary, per-
poses to reduce it to three per cent. haps, to a go a littie further back in the

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Are history of this harbour commission in order
there arrears of interest now? to place the matter in a proper light. Up

i to the year 1873 a majority of the harbour
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think so. I commission had always been appointed by

am not aware that there are any. The in- the different boards of commerce in Mon-
terest has been paid regularly. treal, the board of trade the mayor of

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Always. the city, the corn exchange, the ship-
ping interests, and so on. But in 184-3

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the or 1874 the government took that ma-
harbour commissioners are in arrears for any jority out of the hands of the harbour
interest. commissioners of Montreal, and appoint-

ed a majority of the commissioners thern-
Hon. Mr. FORGET-No, never in arrear. selves. I do not say that it vas not

Hon.Mr. GJLVE-Tey nyer ereperfectly right and proper that they shouldHon. Mr. OGILVIE-They never were
indebted to the governnent for any favours, do so, but from that day the government
either. assumed the responsility of the harbour of

Montreal. Up to that time the harbour
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The advance is to give coimissioners used to work for the honour

the harbour commissioners the benefit of the of the position. Now, it is quite true wbat
credit of the country. They secure a loan the lion. Secretary of State says, that it wili
at a lower rate of interest than if they were give the harbour commissioners of Mont-eai
borrowing money on their own account. the money required for the improvements at
The trade of Montreal has always been equal a lower rate having the guarantee of the
to paying the interest on the loans that have government, but it wilh not cost the govern-
been made fron time to time for the con- ment one cent, and why the Minister of

strctin o thse ors. he i~jctinI Public Works-for it is he and he alone whostruction of those works. The objection,I
understapd, that is urged by the opponents does it--tacks on S750,000 to that to buibd
of . this bill to the expenditure of the a dry dock, the merchants and shipping in-
$750,000 in the eastern part of the city is terests in Montreal cannot tehl. Tey can-
on the theory that if a dry dock was not understand it. 1 think I understand it
built, that that should be charged to the r perfectly.
national finances, that the trade of the city
ought not to be taxed for the S750,000, or I Hon. -. MACD( )NALD (B.C.)-Do
whatever portion is necessary for the con- they want it?
struction of the dock. The question bas
been very much debated and discussed, and Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-No, of course not.
to the very serious injury of the city, because o y
the improvement ought to have been pro- if there is a cargo of suga cornng, will not
ceeded with, as I am advised, more than a ask whether the ship that is carrying it re-
year ago if the parties could have ag-eed quires to go to the dy dock or not. It is
the mode of expending the money. It is "how muchfreight willJhave to paytobring
admitted on all sides that the accommoda- those goods here V A dry dock is foreign to
tion of the docks in Montreal must be en- the trade of Montreal, and that it shou]d
larged in view of the rapidly increasing trade tacked on to the end of this bibi I think is
of the city, and it is with a view of assistingt
the harbour commissioners to carry out begishation. And the proof of it is that 1
what is thought to be the best plan that this have been flooded vith tehegrams and letters
bill is now before the House for approval. for the hast two or three days, and 1 tbik

'Mr. Drurnmond can say the saine thinig,
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I do not think the protesting against it. These protests are

Secretary of State did it intentionally, but from the best men in Montreab, men who
he did not state the inatter quite fairly, or it neyer think of complaining to the govern
has not been very fairly put to him. I un- nient, men who are of very neutrai cohour
derstood him to say that the najority of the as far as poitis are concerned, who have
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hardly any politics at all-I have found many people, even in this intelligent House,
fault with them for not being on my side of to know that even yet it costs as much some-
politics. But the dry dock if it is wanted times to bring a ton of freight from Hoche-
will be built either by private enterprise, or laga to where the warehouses of the mer-
by the government ; because if I am not chants are in Montreal as it does to bring it
mistaken the government has been good from Liverpool. That looks like an exaggera-
enough to do that nearly everywhere else tion but it is not.
in the country, and almost everywhere
that a dry dock has been built it has Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-What is the
been built by them. It is not a dry cause of that?
dock that is wanted ; it is igarbour accom-
modation;- and for the sake of pleasing Hon. Mr. oGILIE-i ar living in

certain people that we know of, a few in- McGill street and I have my warehouses

viduals down in Montreal whom it will suit ther- say MoGill street as it is weil

very well, for they will get good value for known-and the ships are brought in and

their land, and make money out of it, this unloaded there, and if the goods are landed
bas been tacked on to the end of this biM, on the wharfs of Hochelaga I have to pay
and of course if you do not want the dry for carting them to atLcGili street, which

dock you cannot get the two mil lion dollars. costs as inuch to bring them from Hochelaga
I can see that this has been kept back for as to bring themfrom Liverpool. twouldbe

this purpose; I could not believe it pos- a great deal better for the city of Montreal

sibne before but it is true now, and the to do without this apparent an altogether

'ý750,000 should be expended, and is needed than to saddle themnselves with an unnec-s-
badl in the harbour of Montreal. A dry sary debt of 750,000. That dry dock is

dock should not have any connection with said to be unnecessary by the shipping in-

the harhour, good, bad, or indifferent. The terest and by a large majority of ail races

merchaitas of Montreal ant their freight and nationalities of the merchants of Mont-

l)rought there at the lowest possible charges. treal, and I may say by almost every right
Even 20 or 25 cents a ton is enoug h to drive thinking man in ontreal; so, that being

trade away from many of our cities now as the case, it is a pity that this bibas been

we have seen a ve7y littie thing change it brought up in this shape.
within a few years, and if we can
get our harbour dues lowered that is Hon. Mr. DRILV IOND-I want to make
the way to brig, trade to Montreal, and some remarks on this bv in confirmation
that is the way to bring trade to any very much of what as fallen f rom the hon.

City. Get as good a harbour as you can member next me (nr. Ogil vie). There is no

and get that harbour as cheapiy as possible doubt whatever that in the past the City of

for the people who are bringing their freight lontreal has obtained no favours whatever

here in ships. The merchants of Montreal from Conservatives or Liberals. It bas been

do not wvant a dry dock, but they do want taxed for everything it got to the fulest

good harbour accommodation, and it is un- extent, and has paid its interest regularly.

fortunate for ail parties, and most unfortu- In looking into the publie accounts, I can

nate for the governfMent, that they sbould find records that ail over the Dominion

have been induced, through whatever influ- places have obtained, at the public expense,
nce hroughto bad orthem, ifeet The te large expenditure opubli motiey on

m750,000 to this bill, telling the city of public works, and yet Montreal bas neyer

Montreal that they will guarantee them two succeeded in getting anything. Now, this

million dollars, but that they wit have to is not a Montreai question pure and simple.

spend a750,000 for a dry dock. Then the The port of Montreal is by nature the port
hon. Secretary of State says it was to spend of Ontario and every part of Canada to the

it down there instead of spending it in the west of iL, and any burden you put on goods

West end of Montreal. There is no taik arriving at Montrea by the River St. Law-
about east end or west end, and bas not rence, is a tax on the community to the west-

been for some time back, but it was to place ward who get these goods. That is capable

that money and build a harbour where it of demronstration and requires no argument

was of most use in Montreal. That is what to show it. I am firmly of opinion that eight-
is wanted. Now, it wil astonish a great tenths of al the produce that arrives in

76
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Montreal inward, and nearly nine-tenths who principally reside in the east end, and
probably of all the produce which goes out the Englishwho principally reside at the west
of Montreal is the product of Ontario and the end, should not be a unit on this question,
western provinces, and there is not a man because it is fot a racial or sectional question
in any portion of that part of the Dominion at al. I go on a broader principle, that the
who is not interested in the fact that pro- harbour dues and the cost of importinggoods
duce can be landed and sent inward or out- into the city of Montreal should be kept
ward from the port of Montreal cheaply or down to the lowest point consistent with
efficiently and without impediment. Now, the public service. Now, is it a fact that
if you consider that for one moment as a the expenditure under the management of
fact, you will see that it is to your interest the board of harbour commissioners bas been
-I speak to the members of all the Domin- principal]y in the west end? No, it is not.
ion west of Montreal-it is to your interest 1 am nisinformed if the fact is not entirely
to see that no unnecessary burdens shall be the other way. The extent of new wharfage
placed on the harbour of Montreal; in fact it built in the last twenty-five years is as
is entitled to equal justice with every part of fo]lows. The east end of Montreal
the Dominion. The hon. Secretary of State
a moment ago said the intention of the bill Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE

vas that this portion of the oan, $7 50,000, Whiere does the east end begin?
should e expended in a particular part ofonth in
the harbour and not in another part. e Pacifie Railway station, which a few years
pecified exactly that the dry dock was torne th

be built ago as the ste of th bard
bour; taking as a central line, the Canadian

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the dry dock was dPacifie ailway elevators at the Dahousie
mentioned, but docks and wharfs are also station, there have been built in the east end
mentioned. of the city I.9,800 lineal feet of wharfs,

Hon Mr. DRUMMOND-The two mil-
lion dollars is applicable to docks and
wharfs, but the $750,000 which is taken
out of the two million is largely concerned,
if not exclusively, in the building of the dry
dock.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I do not know that.
The primary object, I understand, is wharfs,
etc., for it reads:

Shall apply the sum of seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollars towards the building or the iniprove-
ment of wharfs, structures and other accommodations,
including the building of a dry dock, in that part of
the harbour of Montreal below the point known as
St. Mary's Current.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The hon.
Secretary of State must have been informed
that it was the intention of the harbour
commissioners to expend any money that
they borrowed under this bill in the western
part of the harbour. He has no evidence
whatever, not the first iota of evidence to
bear him out in that supposition. It is a
mere red herring drawn across the trail to
endeavour to entist the sectional feeling in
the city of Montreal with regard to these
harbour improvements, and I for one depre-
cate the idea of any racial or sectional feel-
ing being introduced into this business at all.
There is no reason whatever why the French

while west of these elevators there have been
built, in the same time, 2,870 feet of wharfs,
or about four times as much at the east end.
The money spent upon them during the last
twenty-five years has been $504,000 in the
west end, as against $1,100,000 in the east
end. J for one do not grudge that. I have
no complaint to make of that. If the busi-
ness of the port requires it, if wharfs are
to be built in the harbour, I do not grudge
the fact that these wharfs have been built
in the east instead of in the west end, but I
frown down the attempt to insinuate that
the harbour in the west end is being at-
tended to and money spent on it, while it is
neglected in the east end. The contrary is
largely the case.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the plans that
have been discussed in the last two or three
years, was it not the enlargement of the
docks at the west end?

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The question
was discussed and was the subject of much
deliberation. I was president of the board
of trade at the time-I do not remember
the year-and chairman of the committee
which, after a due consideration of all the
plans, fixed on the plan which is known as
number six, and that plan is largely Col-
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cerned in the enlargement and regeneration
of the west end of the harbour. The old
wharfs there were found to be totally in-
sufficient, while the wharfs in the east end,
which I have mentioned, being new wharfs,
were built on an intelligent plan. The old
wharfs project at right angles into the cur-
rent making it difficult to enter and get out.
The old wharfs at the west end of the city
require to be rebuilt and remodelled. When
that is done, there will not be more wharfage
accommodation there than there is now,
and nothing likethewharfage accommodation
there is at the east end. But this question
of east and west end is a false way of look-
ing at it, a way which I, for one, have no
sympathy with. I repeat what I said a
moment ago, if the business requires it,, I
for one will be delighted to see the
works extended to the east end if
there is a justification for it. What
does this bill profess to do? It pro-
fesses to give the security of the government
to the harbour commissioners of Montreal
for the purpose of having the work carried
on at a cheaper rate of interest. That costs
the government nothing. The last loan
which was effected by the government was
at something under three per cent, now,
they propose to lend this money at three.
The proposition on the face of it is a fair
one. It costs the government nothing, but
when a large portion of this sum is required
by the Act to be spent in a manner which is
not profitable, the want of which is not felt,
which is not asked by the shipping interests
or by the merchants, you are putting us in
this position: you have the government act-
ing very *much like the old money lenders
who would professedly give you a loan of
money on reasonable terms, but stipulate
that you take a large proportion of it in pic..
tures or jewellry for which you have no use.
The position of the government is accura-
tely enough given in a couplet in Hudibras.
Speaking of a local magnate, it is recorded of
him :

That out of his great bounty,
He built a bridge at the expense of the county.

Now, if the government came down with
a proposition to build a dry dock in Montreal
for the general benefit of the Dominion, or
the ships trading at the port of Montreal, at
their own expense, I for one, should hail it
as an act of tardy justice. It has been done
elsewhere and will be done elsewhere in the
future. Why not at Montreal?
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Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The one at
Esquimault was built by a contribution by
the English government and a proportion by
Canada.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-My argument
is this : what is a dry dock for ? It is for the
purpose of repairing a vessel which may be
damaged, or want her bottom cleaned, or
some other things. It concerns the shipping
companies, not the men handling the goods,
not the merchants sending oats and wheat
and breadstuffs out.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Does it not make the
port of Montreal very popular with the
shipping interests to have one?

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND--That question
could be better answered by the owners of
shipping than by myself. There is a very
important difference, let me assure the hon.
gentleman. The very men whose ships are
to be benefited by the construction of this
dock do not ask for it. Surely they know
their business better than you and I do.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not think it.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I speak as a
man handling goods. To make the cost of
the construction of this dock an additional
charge on Montreal will add to the price of
carrying goods by Montreal, and add to the
cost of exporting every bushel of grain that
goes out of Montreal. I tberefore oppose it.
Now, the general conception of Montreal
and its interest is that the enormous wealth,
the enormous incomes, etc., of the city can
well stand a little squeezing, and that
they are not entitled to the consideration
that is given to feebler communities. I
should like to deal with that question
for a moment. Is it the fact that from its
position, from its geographical advantages
or what, Montreal has such an advantage
that it can afford to bear the pressure of
additional taxation which other places are
exempt f rom ? I say no, it is not. At this
very minute it costs us very nearly as much
to import goods direct to Montreal as it does
to bring them into Montreal by Atlantic
seaports. The fact is that the long course
of almost inland navigation from the gulf
adds to the marine insurance. The marine
insurance to Montreal from Europe is very
nearly double what it is to Boston. The
rates of freight, in consequence of the bigger
business and a systematic business, summer
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and winter, is generally a little lower to,
Boston than Montreal, and a little dearer
out of Montreal than from that point, and
Montreal, as a inatter of fact, cannot stand
squeezing in the way it is proposed to do in
this bill. Not only so, but if you take points
in Ontario and the west, the principle upon
which railways appear to go is this: to get
themosttheycan for anytradethat is in sight,
but to get it. The distances are disregarded;
past rates are disregarded. Everything
is disregarded except getting the business.
We know perfectly well that from New
York and from Boston to points in the west
the rates of freight are just about equival-
ent to what they are from Montreal to the
west. If you handicap Montreal by expen-
sive works which are not called for by the
community, which are not called for by the
shipping interest, you will punish yourselves,
if you consider you are dealing with Mon-
treal only in this matter. I once more, at
the risk of repetition, beg to enlist every
man who is doing business or who lives in
Ontario or in the North-west, in what I
consider to be the duty of the Dominion,
which is to make the port of Montreal the
cheapest port on this side of the Atlantic.
It would pay you to do it, and if you are
acting under the delusion that Montreal can
very well afford to be squeezed, you are act-
ing under a delusion which sone day or
other will receive an awakening. I shall
oppose this bill to the utmost of my power,
and I trust I have said enough to enlist on
my side of the question a large proportion of
the present House. Once more, let me re-
peat, any attempt to enlist the east end
against the west end is absolute humbug.
Tiere is no such question in the present
issue at al]. I am satisfied that the French
who live in the east end are as mnuch
interested as I am in seeing that the
port of Montreal is kept one of the cheapest
ports of the Dominion, and the aspiration
should be to f ree it, sooner or later, from all
port charges whatever. Every one knows, I
suppose, that the commissioners have carried
on their operations up to a recent period by
an issue of bonds and debentures which have
been a favourite investment. In the new
era of things, instead of going to the public

misspend a large proportion of it, will not
more or less affect the value of those deben-
tures. In any case I shall oppose any
measure whatever which calls upon me to
burden the port with more than it ought to
bear of fair and reasonable charges.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

The House resolved itself into a Comnittee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If I am properly in-
formed there is, of the money that was
agreed to be advanced in 1896, a bahnce
still on hand held by the government of
8Z50,000 or $S00,000. That and the $2,-
000,000 now proposed to be advanced would
make $2,750,000. The portion proposed to
be spent under this bill in docks, wharfs
and other structures at a particular point in
the city is $750,000, which would leave a
balance of S2,000,000 to be expended uncon-
ditionally in such manner as the harbour
commissioners thought best. It would leave
them $2,000,000, which probably would be
a sufficient amount, to re-arrange the docks
under the plan that I understand has been
approved of, of running them out angularly
to the stream rather than at right angles as
fornerly. If that statement is correct- and
I believe it is-the harbour cornmissioner3
would not seem to have very much ground
of complaint, because they would have the
$2,000,000 toexpend in any waytheythought
wise and prudent, and it may be that the
docks and the wharfs in the eastern part of
the city do require considerable improve-
ment. J cannot say what proportion of the
amount was to go into the dry dock ; I am
not advised on that point. I presume the
most important expenditure will be on the
improvement of the wharfs.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Have
the harbour commissioners applied for money
to improve the wharf accommodation?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, they have been
pressing the government for a long time.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Did thev
for thie money, ana paying the interest regu- apply for the reservation in the east end?larly as they have done in the past, I am
not sure but that the new business of getting Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think not. The
money from the government, when you have hon. gentleman asked me whether they
appended to it stipulations requiring you to applied for the loan. They have applied
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for the loan. The argument was that the it than nyself on that point, but the pro-
amount now at their credit, from $750,000 posai which bas been submitted to me i3 that
to S800,000, is not sufficient to complete the this is a compromise arrangement, and that
works. If they are undertaken they are it is conceived to be in the best interests of
to be undertaken with a viev to completing the city. The trade is extending. In al
them on the scale now being decided upon, matters of this kind there must le différences
and although they realize the great import- of opinion. The trade of those engaged in
ance of improving the docks, they recognize the large shipping irterests of Montreal has
that it was advisable not to commence the been compensated at the upper end of the
improvements until a sufficient amount was city, where the best docks have been and
in hand to complete the work. They may where the warehouses are found, and where
not be completed this year, or perhaps not it is more convenient to the canal, but as
next year. At ail events, they saw their the railways are extending east of the cityl
wav to the perfecting of the plan as now in the exporting of cattle and grain, I pre-
agreed upon, which I understand is a modi- sune the eastern end of the city wvuld be a
fication of plan number six. That is as far more convenient point of shipping than the
as the docks in the upper part of the cit-y central point.
are concerned. The amount held by the
government at present to their credit, I Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will
think is in the neighbourhood of 8750,000 the board of works carry on this wharf ac-
or -800,000p Woth this advance it would commoetation ?
leave the harbour commissioners ar2,000r000
to expend as they thought wi-e and prudent. Hon. ýNlr. 'SCOTT-Oh, no. The clause
If I arn advised properly, a majority of thi which gives the control, or some degree of
mem ber. representing Montreal and the control, is this:
surrounding district favour the expenditure La Te cororation shah, out of the advanceauthor-
of a certain atinount in the eastern part of ized to Th made to thein under this Act. a n the

"'u111 Of seven hundred and fifty thousand dollarsthe citv. towards the huiling or the inj>rovement f the
wbarfs, strctures atd other accommodations, tn-
t ludng the building of a dry dock, in that part ofthe barbour of aontreal bel w the point know n as

gentleman is mistaken. St. se current.
2. The plans, specifications and estinates for ail

such orks ha l be esubnitted to the Minister of
Hon. iNlr. SCOTT-J inay be n oPublic corks within to months froin the passing of

this Art, ad fshah e subject to his approval; and
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE--The majority of on such approval being given, the said works sha be

the harbour commissioners appointed by ti, e 0o00,000 ecd forthwith and be carried on concurrently
tovex pen ahy thawi e anvou iitd the works on pan 2. a mentioned in section 3.
memrreent inghae Maonreal ad t oThat is a plan agreed upon in the western

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J avr speakin of the part of the city. shis clause gives the

ofeambers ofamheouse of the moastn prt Minister of Publie Works a control to see

members~~ ~ ~ ouf ofe seveofCmon.Te tten hned and fiftey thousnde dilar

ho. gentean is quite correct in what he
T Hu o T h accordance with clause 4 of te bil.

says, although am no i, v aua LU lie

proportion. There are six appointed by the
government and five appointed by the board
of trade and chanbers of commerce and
other bodies. The mayor of the city of
Montreal, who is also a member of the
House of Commons, is ex-officio a member of
the board. I do not know whether the
members appointed by the board of trade,
by the chamber of commerce, and by the
shipping interest, and the other bodies that
have the nomination, are unanimous in de-
siring that no portion of this new amount
shall be expended in the east. I am not ad.
vised as to that. Probably the hon. gentle-
man f rom Montreal would know more about

Hon. Mr. CLEM\IOW-This $750,000 is
at the credit of the harbour commissioners ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-At the time the
money was granted, the harbour commis-
sioners made their calculation and required
this money v) carry on certain improve-
ments in the harbour. If this $750,000
was allowed to remain in the same position,
then the harbour commissioners only
required 81,250,000 to carry on the im-
provements of the harbour proper in Mont-
real.
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Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I do not Noitreai. As fai as the rates are concerned,
believe any final estimates were ever made. it inay affect Ontario more than Quebec. h
They were getting money froni time to time is natural, to my mmd, to suppose that these
on account. parties want ail the improvements they can

get. Ihey have certainly obtained a large
Hon. Mr. FORGET-The harbour en- amount of monev. It has been we]l spent

gineer gave an estimate the other day :to and as been a enefit to Ontario as vell as
complete 12a would cost $1,S00,000. to that country. Now they want something

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There is no doubt in the east.
the port of Montreal should be made as Hon. Mr. OGJLVJE-They have been
great as possible, and the rates as low as getting more than the vest.
possible to carry on an immense trade,
because it operates as a very great drawback hon. M OW-Te qutionis
if the importations and exportations are o ed
burdened by any unnecessary expense. And amount of money
I think it is not only the interest of Mon treal, Hon. Mr. BELLER3SE-The port of
but the interest of Ontario particularly, to. Montreal must be accessible for the shipping
keep the expenditure of the commission froin abroad. At the present moment there
within the lowest limits for the purpose of are vessels lying there and it is very difficult
carrying on the tracte economically. As I to get them Out
understand the matter, it is the intention of that mean that the port of Montreal should
the parties that a portion of this moneY be extended o the lower part of the city, to
should be used for some other purpose, and iochelaga, i.e , belov St. Mary's current?
that purpose is the building of a dry dock. Have not that part of the city as much
Is a dry dock actually necessary in connec- right to have wharfs and other accommoda-
tion with the transportation business of that tions constructed there as they have in
country other parts of the port ?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Yes, it y Hon. afr. OGILVIE-Nobody is saying
anthin else.

Hon. pMr. CLEw liOW-af any accident c

happens vessels coming g the port, and Hon. M v BELLEriOSE-Why is there
they require a dry dock, the shipping trade 'so much trouble about this ? If you gO down
should supply it. to, St. amo ar's current ou will see that the

harfs have been beun there. So that

to th t c u t y Co h y w n o e h n

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There are dry' there is no use discussing it. remember

docgetin mor thane then west.g.

some fortv years ago the port of Montreal,

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-ly argument i which vas then at the western part of the

that it is an unnecessary expenditure for the cute ace e ehy
great trade of the western counry, and it te en n thee
should not be charged against the forward- properties there, and now they propose to

M~ha eana the port of Montreal s n huld

ing trade of the country. If it is necessary e t rt o the a h
to have that dry dock can you noS raise from aonly.

the shipping interests and parties concerned Hon. -Mr. OGJLVIE-No.
tn that industry a sufcicient amount of money h

topayforone Whatwouldbetheannua] Hon. Mr. BELLE OSE-I say yes.
apiount of revenue derived from a dock of Ho.1r GLI-o ti o 0

Hon. Mr.. FORGET--Yes, it is.ots

thiat kind? Ail these matters should be.
Haken into consideration, and if it is found Hon. M. BELLEROSE-Ifyou go there

to be an absolute necessity, then I think you will find the whole of the steamhips
some scheme should be pro-4ided by which there and often no place to put them conve-
the oulay should be met by the revenue niently. This is noS right, when there is
derived from this dock, and fom other plenty of room in front of the city froi the
moneys that the shippin- interests should upper part to the lower part to accommo-
pay themselves. I think it should not be date ten times the number that corne now
added to the general debt of the port of every year. This bncs is noS merely to provide
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for the construction of a dry dock. It is to been expended on the upper part-that
build wharfs and other acconimodations, in- part which cannot provide accommodation
cluding a dry dock, if there is any money left for the ships coming into Montreal, and the
for it. The question bas been asked whether reason was because that part of the port of
a dry dock is necessary. I say yes. The Montreal was the best part, it was said, of
greater part of the ships coming into the the port, and, consequently, that there the
St. Lawrence comes to Montreal, and of work had to be done. Millions of dollars
course many of thein have to be repaired have been spent there, and money bas to
when they meet with some accidents. At be spent there, because that work is begun
present they have to be sent to Quebec, some and must be carried out. That is the way
170 or 180 miles away. Do hon. gentlemen things have been going on, and is it wise on
know that the upper pairt of Montreal har- the part of the government to determine that
bour is rocky, and that if you decide to build such money shall be expended there and
the whole port there it means most exten- nowhere else. Is not the government quite
sive work, since you have to deepen the right in adding to the bill giving this money
rivers to procure 25 or 30 feet of water, to the commissioners, providing thiat a cer-
while down below you have 30, 40 and 50 tain part of the money shall be expended
feet of water. at the lower end of the port? I should

say they could do no better.
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Nobody is object-

ing to the east end getting improveinents. Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The money has
What is objected to is that S750,000 is pro- been spent.
vided in the fourth clause of this bill for the;1
building of a dry dock. It is all very well H
to put in these other beautiful phrases about i
wharfs and structureé and other accommo- the epdreand I shole the bse
dations. Why should we put in this $750,000 that uigtels wnyfv er hr
for the construction of a dry dock? And V durn the as tente years ,here
why should we specify the place that it shall
be built? Those of us who understand and in the west end $504,000.

Montreal know perfectly well, as the hon.
member from Kennebec has very truly said, Hon. Mr. FORGET-What is that for?
that it is not a question of nationality. It
is a question of individuality-the individual Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-That is for
influence of a few men who own property in wharfs. For the hast tventy-five years they
the vicinity and want to get a dry dock have been taking the Canadian Pacific Rail-
built. Taking the bill as it stands, the hon. way elevators as the dividing hine, to the
gentleman from Laval may say that it is for east of Dalhousie Square there have been
these wharfs ; but no one except the hon. 12,180 lineal feet 'f wharfs built, and to the
gentleman from Kennebec (Mr. Drumniond) west end 2,870, and the money has been
and myself had one word to say about the spent in about the saine proportion. In the
wharfs. It is the S750,000 to build a dry west end, in round figures, baîf a million has
dock in a particular place that we have been been spent and in the east end $1,100,000.
discussing. Montreal can attend to its own
business well enough to know how to manage Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You include the stone
this affair. eibankments between the docks?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I believe it
was quite natural to put these wharfs
where they are, when the city was small
with a population of 100,000 souls, but now
that the city bas increased to such an ex-
tent, that it contains some 300,000 souls, I
should think it is folly to pretend that it is
not necessary to continue the construction
of wharfs and other accommodatiof. To
this day the most of the money has

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I believe so.
As a matter of fact, that is the cost of the
wharfs. I have given you the number of feet
of wharfs and the cost of building them.
There has been an impression abroad that
Montreal harbour bas been crowded and that
shipping has not been acconiodated. That
is not true. The fact that any one can see
for himself is that a great many wharfs are
empty at the present moment.
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Hon. Mr. FORGET-It is not a question North (ueensland Insurance Co., of Austraia. E.

as to the money being spent in the east or L. Bond, Agent.
the west. Hon. Mr. McMI1LLAN-Did they ask to

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-But that was have that dock built in a certain part?

the question that was raised by the hon. Hon. Mr. FORGET-They did not ; but
member who spuke.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I do not take much
stock in that. I think in the city of Montreal
everybody is about unanimous to spend the
money for wharfs, and new docks, and dry
docks also, and to prove it I will read a
petition which was sent up here f rom Mont-
real in 1894. It is as follows:

We the undersigned, representing the various
steaiîshili nes and the shipping interests generally
at the port of Montreal, beg to represent to Your
Excellency in Council:

The disadvantage of not having and the absolute
necessity of the speedy construction of dry docks is
borne upon us more and n ore each season of navigation.
As each seasoI brings its crop of disasters, it shows
the greatest disadvantage we labour under ia not
having up to date dry docks to acconmiodante ocean
steamiers of the present idate and those of mnuch greater
length and ti.nnage wbîli iay be naturally ooked
forward to. An iiolx>rtait port of the size of Mont-
real without a dry deck for ocean vessels is a strange
anomaly.

We know of no port with the aninal tonnage of
the port of Montreal that lias no dry dock to accomîl-
niodate large vessels, which here seem to be entirely
i nored.
'iqhen this petition is signed by the following firins

Kingmiiian, Brown & Co.
Wm. Johnston & Co. (Ltd)., H. G. Johnston, local

d irector.
Harlan, Ronan & Co.
I. C. Coal Mining Co. (Ltd.), Wmi. Nelson, Secy.
Alex. Stoddard & Co.
Henry Dobell & Co.
J. & B. McSea.
Hanburg-Anerican Packet Co., Janies Thoni,

Manager.
Standard Marine Insurance Co., of Liverpool, John

Pophain, Atty. for Canada, President Board Marine
Underwriters.

McLean, Kennedy & Co., steamshipi agents.
Reliance Marine Insurance Co., E. L. Bond, Atty.

for Canada.
Transatlantic Marine Insurance Co. (Ltd.), Arch.

Nicoll, Agent.
Indemnity Mutual Marine Assurance Co.
The Nannheim Insurance Co.
Fierman's Fund Insurance Co.
James .. Reilly & Sons.
Western Assurance Co.
.J. J. Il. Routh & Sons.
Commercial Union Assurance Co. (Ltd.), Ewan

McGre r, Branch Manager.
The North German Insurance Co., E. L. Bond,

Chief Agent.
H. & A. Allan.
H. E. Murray.
David Torrance & Co.
Munderloh & Co.
Union Marine Insurance Co. (Ltd.), of Liverpool.
British and Foreign Marine Insurance Co., L iver-

pool.
Thanes & Mersey Marine Insurance Co. (Ltd).
Boston Marine Assurance Co., of Boston, E. L.

Bond, Agent.
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my hon. friend from Montreal salci that we
did not require dry docks, that the merchants
did not want them.

Hon. Mr. OGILV IE--They do not want
the commissioners to build it.

Hon. Mr. FORG ET--Then again in 1897
the matter was up, and the following was
submitted:

Wherefore, because the port of Montreal i. a
natural a1nd imost inir-rtant p< rt of the Dominion,
and because all other harbours tihroughout the country
have been made at the cost of the governient. your
petitioners hmnbly pray Your Excellency in Council
that the Dominion goveruiient willii undertake and
pirocted witli such work in the central portion of the
hari.our as will afford increased wharf acconmoda-
tion, and also construct at somie convenient poiont dry
dock facilities.

In February another petition

That the incoming council he requested to keelp in
view and urge upon the Doninion governnient the
necessity for dry dock accommodation in the city of
Montreal for ocean vessels of the largest class.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-They asked
in that petition, do you not see, that the
Dominion governmnent, which had been
building these docks everywhere else, should
do it there. But now the proposal is that
the port of Montreal shall do it.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I want to show that
we require a dry dock, and have been asking
for one for the last four vears.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-We allknow that,
that is nothing new.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-At last the govern-
ment caine to a compromise. The commis-
sioners asked the government to lend them
two million dollars at three per cent interest,
on condition that seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollars should be spent, not for a dry
dock only, but for high level wharfs so as
to build elevators to receive grain fron the
Canadian Pacific Railway and Grand Trunk
Railway. I have a better opinion of the
harbour of Montreal than my two hon.
friends, because I believe that with more
accommodation and that money spent on the
harbour, the trade of the harbour will
increase enough to more than pay three per
cent on the seven hundred and fifty thousand



dollars. Those gentlemen are making their unanimous in their desire to have a dry dock
calculations as if the trade of the harbour of on condition that the government build it
Montreal would not increase at all, and they themselves, but now, my hon. friend says,
would be obliged to pay that increased rate you are going to build that dry dock in the
on the business as it stands to-day. I claim east end
with these improvements that the harbour of
Montreal and the revenue from it will more Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I did not say that.

than pay the interest on that seven hundred Hon. Mr. FORG ET-The hon. gentleman
and fifty thousand dollars. The government said they were going to sp[nd $750,000 in
is reaily building the dock or the increased the east end, where he knew some gentlemen
wharfage-indirectly if you like, butbuilding1 ha property.
it. They say " You build it." Supposing
we could not imeet our engagements what Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-They designate the

will the government do ? Do you not believe point where it shall be built; they do not

that the government would come and help leave it to the harbour commissioners.
us and take the harbour under their own Hon. Mr. FORGET-When these gentle-
charge ? In fact, for the last ten years, if Imen wanted the dry dock some years ago,aitinie ivante thetaen dryy n dock soen ues ago,
am not mnistaken, everythmng bas shown u they wanted to have it built in the west end
thtat the government ha'e feit morally bound near the canal, and in fact they began to do
to take care of the harbour of Montreal ft there at that time. The intention was to
we could not do it. I shall certainly support build a dry dock in the west end when these
the measure, and I think it is only fair that gent!emen were asking for it. Now that

they see it is going to be built in the east
end, they have changed their opinion and

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I thought I ex- they think it is going to benefit the mayor
plained clearly enough to the hon. member of Montreal. But I am told the mayor of
before that this is not a question of harbour Montreal has not got one foot of property
niprovement at all. There is no fault found there, but it may make sone of his property

with the harbour commissioners. The por- valuable just near the place. They are nlot
tion of the bill that is objected to is clause going t sed see huned ad fit4 going to spend seven bundred and tifty
4, because they consider it an outrage to thousand dollars for a dry dock they are
tack that clause on to the end for a dry n

dock,~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ an hfe woenmsyo edt ot groingr to spend any money hefore they
dock, and the men whose names you read to have plans and know what it is going to
us from that document are the very men cost; and if they are not able to build piers
who to-day are against this bill. I told you and docks and dry docks with that money,
soie time ago that up to 1873 the harbour they are not going to do it. That is the
commissioners certainly had control of the way I understand it. The government has
harbour and the expenditure of the harbour, the control of that yet. They must furnish
and it was a credit to every one, and they plans of it within two months and if there
did their business thoroughly and well; and is not enough money for it, I understand
in 1873 or 1874 the government took the the dock will not be built.
control out of the hands of the harbour com-
missioners by appointing a majority of the Hon. Mr. DRUMMONU-The hon. gen-
harbour commissioners themselves. But, as i tlenan is entirely wrong in saying that the
I said to the hon. Secretary of State a people are opposing this bill ecause they
moment ago, the representatives of Montreal want the dry dock in the west end instead
on that commission, except the mayor, are of the east end. 1 disclain that entirely.
against this dry dock. If a dry doek is to be built let it be built by

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I beg your pardon.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I beg your pardon,
every one of them except the mayor, and
we know why he is not.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-There is nobody
against the dry dock in Montreal. All are

the government and let them build it where
they like. I deprecated the introduction of
sectional feeling in this matter altogether
and I deprecate it still. The very persons
who signed that petition did it under the
idea that the government, which was build-
ing dry docks everyw-here else, should build
this; and every one of them-I have the
signatures of men whose names the hon.
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gentleman has read out-calling on me to the money to the city of Montreal on their
oppose to the last what they are pleased to credit, giving them the benefit of three per
call this iniquitous measure. cent interest. Before, they had been paying

Hon.three per cent and on some old bonds five

ment are not building the dock with their aevantg to th i o Moneabis
own money and that is the only reason they bil is a compromise and lias been agreed to
havethe prte indernse The bonds fvC ~by the parties interested. The effect of

Hon. r U. DRUMMOND-How is that
to be avoided ? The bill calls upon us to
pay a certain amount of interest on the
expenditure.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-But surely you will
get a larger trade and more revenue. No
man would improve his business if he did
not expect to have a return from it.

On the 4th clause.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMIOND-I move that
this clause be struck out.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I would ask the
hon. leader of the House if this House lias
a right to amend this bill, being a money
bill? I understand that if it is amended it
throws it out.

Hon. MIr. SCOTT-This bill is a com-
promise bill, and I have no doubt it will not
be accepted unless that clause is adopted.
That is essential, whether the point of order
is raised or not.

Hon. MIr. PERLEY-It would be a very
good thing to have this bill stand over in
order that hon. gentlemen may agree. There
is a great deal of diversity of opinion as to
the expenditure of this sum. There should
be a union of the people who are interested
in the expenditure of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The whole discussion
has been going on for the last two years.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Since 1891.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Since this government
came in certainly. It lias been carried on
for several years. In the last two years the
trade of Montreal has been pressing on the
government to inake an advance on such
terms as would enable theni to pay the in-
terest in order that these contemplated im-
provements should be made. They were
absolutely necessary, and large delegations
have been coming up from Montreal making
various proposals. This was a proposai that
was accepted, and it was agreed to advance

throwing out this bill would be to leave this
controversy open and place the trade of
Montreal at a very serious disadvantage.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I understand the
position, the people of Montreal themselves
prefer a dry dock, if a dry dock is to be
built, at the eastern end of the city. The
water is deeper there and the facilities are
greater for the construction of a dry dock
and at less expense at that point than it
would be at the west end.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is no ques-
tion about tiat at ail. That bas never been
a question.

Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-So there is no dispute
with regard to that matter. Then with re-
gard to the distribution of the money. I
suppose that the harbour commissioners of
the city uf Montreal would take special care
that the money would be expended with
the greatest possible advantage-that they
would derive as much advantage as possible
from the expenditure of a definite amount
of money that is appropriated for this pur-
pose. I understand at the present time in
the city of Montreal there is no adequate
accommodåtion-that you must furnish fur-
ther dock accommodation before you can
erect the necessary warehouses and elevators
in order to accommodate the trade of that
city. If Montreal is to secure, as we all
desire that it shall secure, a very large pro-
portion-the whole would be better-of the
trade of Canada, it is necessary that its bar-
bour accommodation should be very much
more extensive than it is at the present time,
and that greater facilities should be fur-
nished for the loading and unloading of
grain than now exist. So far as I under-
stand the question, the harbour commis-
sioners of Montreal and those interested in
the city who are not adequately provided
for at the present time, are desirous of
securing this trade, to carry by way of the
St. Lawrence as much of the trade of Cana-
da as possible, and in order that it may do
more than it is doing at the present time,
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greater facilities must exist than are now present time. 1 understand that sone large
provided in the city of Montreal. Among shipping companies that now have their
the other things required, not wholly for the headquarters at Montreal are indifferent to
direct purpose of trade, but nevertheless those irprovements. The harbour accom-
that are matters of important consideration, modation that now exists is adequate for
as incidents of that trade, is the erection of their purposes, and they are fot at ail sure
a dry dock where ships that may be injured that it would be in their interests that this
or that require repair may be repaired further accommodation should he had,
without having to be sent away to the and that ships of other unes should be
city of Quebec. My hon. friend will see by brought to the city which might divide the
a close examination of this bill that it is trade amongst them. The view they take
not provided that a sum of seven hundred is a rather narrov view, and they have not
and fifty thousand dollars shall be spent really the faith in the growth of trade that
upon a dry dock at Montreal. There may it seems to me the surroundingcircumstances
be a very much smaller sum. It may be warrant. If you furnish to the city of
less than half that sum. Montreal the harbour improvements that

are required, and if Montreal fuirnishies to
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-But likely to lie the public grain elevators and other public

larger. works that are necessary to carry on this
tracle, tiiere can be no doubt whatever, that

Hon. 31r. MILLS-It cannot be. It says an enormous addition will be made to the
they may apply the sum of seven hundred trade of the city of Montreal, and that the
and fifty thousand dollars towards the build- question of the precise point at which the
ing or the improvement of wharfs, structures money may be spent is one altogether suhor-
and other accommodation, including the dinate to the generai advantage that will be
building of a dry dock, in that part of the derived from this ban and from the use
harbour of Mpontreal below the point kno sn that will be Inade of it.
as St. Mary's current. sohs, that may not
irclude very uth of the expenditure upon Hon. Mr. DR m. eOND--The following
the dry dock at ail. It may be that it will ilette has been sent to Mr. Allan, as har-
be found best, in the commercial interest of bour commissioner:
the city, that the larger portion of this suti
definitefy mentioned should be appuied to aco tonsul beUIW had,,
the iniprovement of wharfs and other shoul beiAN, E'iq.,

roro tonhemityio ch mihtre ideth

accommodations. That being so, my hon. DtA aSo,-ge the undersigned, ebers of the
f riend wiil see that there is considerable shipping interest, hereby enter our photest aganst

more latitude allowed than has been stated the propsais for harbour extensions laid before the
idatbur board b tMh . Préfontaig and cal t n
Monal their representative on commission t

supercede the judgment, in this regard, of oppose the sande by every Mneans in your oiser.te h r cth ae of opinion that the Plan No. 12a, if uit at
exense of the harbour, will afford additional

that being so it does seem to me, looking berth room for shipping and revenue f rom dites to an

at the divided opinions thiat exist in the extent atogether inadequate to meet the cost for

antrnormous aitone wn il u becd om ah

cit, and the necessities of commerce and ne, and th e
burden of the tra(e of the port rather tan a lenefit.

the interests of the whole west in MvIontrea Wm e aso denand as a coîon right, due to Mon-
securing this trade for the St. Lawrence, treai, that the gravng dock proposed by the gover -

ment be brmit and lanaged as other raving docks
habou of Montreal belo teoare buit thrughout the Dominion, an. that no por-

does seem to me that if amendments are tion of harbour oontys be used for this purpose.

proposed, that will have the effect of defeat- And we further declare our preference for the dis-
in econtnuance of al extensive harbour enlargements y
begfe to commissiers, otherwise than on the former

situation, that would be the effect of the undertaking, that the works are to be constructed at

amein ment of iny hon. friend if it were the public ost with the view of hereafter opening the
iharbour to the commerce of the Dominion free of al

carried-we are bound to conýider what tolls and charges whatsoever.
would be the position of Montreal and We are,
what would be the position of the carry. Your obedient servants,

inp trade of this country if the bar- Signed by ofnry Dobel & C,., H. & A. Ailan,

bour om s onealeaburg-Aerican Packet Co., Jaes Thom, man-
an th coditi oi tey are at ger, Robert ieford & Co., (Limited), David To-

thence & Co., Eider, Dempster & o., Beaver Line
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Company, D. W. Campbe4ll, manager, Carbray,
Routh & Co.. J. G. Brock & Co., Wm. Johnston &
Co., (Limiited), Dominion Coal Company (Limited),
Kingman & Co., agents, McLea, Kennedy & Co.

It is absolutely beyond ail question that
the harbour of Montreal is insufficient at the
present moment. It is in bad shape, in this
respect, that the wharfs are inadequate-
they are too low. But there never has been
any talk of a block untii the present year,
until the newspapers spi ead the idea that
there was a blockade. There was no block.
I am informed that not more than thirty-
five per cent of the wharfs in the east end
of the city were occupied ail last year. If
that be so there is no immediate hurry.
There is a strong opinion among the largest
shipowners in the port, that this bill, until
the plans are iatured and there is time to
consider it, had better lie over for another
year. I wli read you one or two communi-
cations with reference to that. First says
one important shipping interest:

All reference to a graving dock should be elinmi-
nated. All reference to a particular plan should be
eliminated, and the harbour ioard gienn a free hand.
Failing these aneidmnents, the shipping interests
would prefer the bill being put for-ard to next session
for mature consideration.

One thing will strike you and it is this,
that the plans of the proposed dock are not
even prepared. They are to be prepared and
subnitted within two nonths from the pass-
ing of this bill. Why cannot those plans be
prepared

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You are referring to
plans, specifications and estimates, but I
understand that the general design has been
agreed upon and settled. That is my infor-
mation.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-They have
been kept secret then. We do not know it
in Montreal.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If my hon. friend will
just read clause 3.

The sums of noney advanced to the corporation
under this Act shal, subject to the provisions of the
next following section, be applied by the corporation
towards the completion, construction, extension, or
improvetent of wlarfs, structures and other accon-
inodations in the harbour of Montreal, in such manner
as the corporation have, by a plan of the said harbour
works kinown as plan 12a, signed by the harbour
coninîssioners and their engineer, and approved of
by the Minister of Public Works, determined upon
and defined, subject, however, to snch modifications
thereof as the said harbour commissioners, with the
consent and approval of the Minister of Publie WVorks,
nmay iake,-sucb works to be comienced forthw-ith
and prosecuted continuously util coipletion.

Hon. Mr. DRU DOND-That refers
only to the wharfs. If you look at clause 4
subsection 2 it says the plans and estimates
shall be submitted within two months from
the passing of this act :

2. The plans, specitications and estimates for all
such w-orks, shall be submitted to the Minister of Pu-
blie Works within tvo nonths from the passing of
this act, and shall be subject to his approval ; and on
such approval being given, the said works shall be
coîninenced forthwith and be carried on concurrently
with the works on plan 12a mentioned in section 3.

Even at the risk of putting the bill over
for another year I insist on my amendment.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-In seconding that
aiendment I should like to say a word.
The hon. Minister of Justice, whom I am
always delighted to hear, spoke of our neces-
sary improvements, but I think I know some-
thing about the mioving of grain and eleva-
tors. I believe I was instrumental in bring-
ing the plans to Morttreal for building the
tirst floating elevator ever built in the coun-
try, and I have foilowed it up pretty closely
ever since to see what it was doing. If the
noney was to be spent in wharfs I would
have nothing to say against it at ail, although
these very wharfs that some hon. nembers
wanted and seem to get so very wild about
were not urgently needed. I pass down two
or three times every month, sonetimes four
or five times, by those wharfs in the lower
end of the town, and I venture to say that
last year not one-tenth of all thoze expen-
sive wharfs that were built in the lower
end of the town were occupied one-fourth of
the year, and there was nothing there but a
few wood barges.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is the
current too strong at that point?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Yes.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-But the objection
the shipping interests take is to the building
of a dry dock. It would be better for the
harbour conmisioners to do without the
loan altogether than to be saddled with
' 750,00 to construct something which they

should not be obliged to build at ail. Then
the hon. Secretary of State and the hon.
leader of the House spoke about the har-
bour commissioners agreeing to such and
such a thing. We who live in Montreal
know well enough that for the last three
years plan after plan has been prepared and
agreed to by the harbour commissioners,
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and agreed to by the engineers, but it was that mone sbould be left with the barbour
not, agreed to by the Minister of Public commissioners of the port of Montreal, and
Works, and until the Minister of Public that this House should not dictate where
Works gets it to suit him he would not that money is to be spent, or how it is to be
agree to it all. I think the proposition appropriated.
made last year would be a great deal better. lon. Mr. SCOTT--Tbe majority of the
If the Minister of Public Works knows
more about our needs in the harbour of ur commissioners favour this bi ou.

Montreal tha our conicssioners do. then Hn. Mir. OGILVIE-Those appointed
he is the proper tHan to go to work andwh

build these improvements iimself. But, ifbe
there is any use having a harbour commis- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And the majority

sion at ahl, the commassioners should be must goveriin this matter.

allowed to do it. We know there was com- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I thouglit the
plaint af ter complaint and no attention paid mjrt fte aordaohrdso
to them. In secondins the motion I do not ity of them 1ourante po-

feel the least hesitation in saying that I know of these comnissioners are appointed by the
we ill have the good wishes of and wi l be the government
working for the best interests of the larestthere e n a nharbou ont- exercises a certain influence in the dispo-

csi ofta the cnicommioner shoulnemutgvrniths-atr

tol, the.I secng tret otnI al t sition of the money, if the harbour com-
w i llh the goo i seso n ilbe g vr mn, and I up os the govrn en

real, th hpigmeetadalteemi-ssioners are the nominees of the govern-
other interests, if we can put this bill off for ment.
another year, rather than have that mon-
strons clause enacted. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And the mayor of

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--Whether we Montreal.

live in the east or in the west, as Canadians Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--Yes. It cer-
we must feel a deep interest in the port of tainly will not be denied that the majority
Montreal. It is our great commercial em- of the harhour comnissioners chosen by the
porium for Canada, and must necessarily city of Montreal itself, by the board of
continue to be such, and our desire should be trade and the chamber of commerce, those
that the port of Montreal should, in every who are representative of the city of

respect, be at least as good as any port on Montreal, are opposed to the proposed dis-
the Aoerican continent. I understand that pohition of the moiey.
up to the present time atl the mprovementso
that have been made at that port bave been Hnh. te
lwade at the expense of the citizens ofof
Montreal. They have borrowed money, on Hon. Mr. FORGET-The chambre de
which they have been paying terest, and commerce is in favour of it. Its represen-
this loan which they are authorized to make Lative voted for it, and he is not appointed
is one on which they are to pay interest at by the government.
three per cent.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Tlie grain ship-
ped f rom the west has to pay the interest.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Not at all. The
railways are on the wharfs. It does not cost
a cent more.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
the port of Montreal has paid its own way.
I am not aware whether the loans were from
the government or not, but it has paid in-
terest on its loans, and it is proposing to do
the same with the money now being bor-
rowed under this bill, and I do think, under
these circumstances that the disposition of

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think that I
understand the position, and I am right in
saying that a majority of the harbour com-
missioners chosen by the city of Montreal
from the board of trade or chamber or
commerce favour a different disposition of
this money to that which it is proposed to
inake under the terms of this bill. If that
is so, in voting this money, which the city of
Montreal had to pay the interest upon, we
shouldfollow the views of the representatives
of the city of Montreal and not interfere in
the disposition of the money. While I say
that, I hear my friends here say that it will
be the duty of the government to deal with
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Montreal as it has dealt with other cities
and build a dry dock, which it is admitted
should be in the east end, as having the
deepest water. I think there is no differ-
ence of opinion on that. I think there
would not be found in this House or the
parliament of Canada any such sectional
feeling as would oppose a grant of that kind
to Montreal, as we have already built a dry
dock in Kingston and Halifax. Considering
the great importance of the city of Montreal
to Canada as a whole, there would be a dis-
position to undertake that work when the
people of the city of Montreal themselves
agreed upon its construction and asked for
it as a work of great public importance.
However that may be, I must say, from
what J have heard, that J shall vote with my
hon. friend from Kennebec (Mr. Drummond)
in the motion that he has made, that this
clause should be struck out of the bill,
because J think it should be left to the dis-
position of the majority of the harbour
cpmmissioners elected by the citizens of
Montreal.

Hon. Mr. FORGET - My hon. friend
spoke of the majority of the board as ap-
pointed by the government. The majority
was not appointed by the government. Two
of those commissioners, Mr. Lemay and Mr.
Bickerdike-Mr. Bickerdike especially-
have been strongly against it and doing ail
they can to oppose it, and they are two
nominees of the government. The remarks
of the hon. gentleman from Alma (Mr.
Ogilvie) would lead the House to believe
that it was carried by a majority of the gov-
ernment appointees.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I did not say that.

Hon. Alr. BOULTON-It seems to me
that this amendment, if it is carried, is out-
side of the power of this House. This is a
government bill, and if we vote for the
amendment we vote to throw the bill out
altogether.

Hon. Mr. DRUMM.OND-I wish to cor-
rect any misunderstanding which may exist.
It is not a question of east end versus west
end. If this graving dock is to be built-
and perhaps sooner or later in the history of
the port it may be built-I- am perfectly
willing that it should go to the east end, and
I see good reasons why it should.go to the
east end instead of the west end. That is

not the question. Here is a proposal in-
volving a considerable expenditure, as to
the advisability of which the citizens of
Montreal, whom this bill professes to oblige,
are very much divided in opinion, to say
the least of it, and I do not think it
would be the duty of parliament, or of the
government, to force on a community a bill
which professes to be a favour and an obli-
gation against the will of the recipients. I
think it is the duty of the government to
lend this money at the low rate of interest,
seeing that they lose nothing. That is a
favour so far as it extends. The harkour
commissioners get the credit of the govern-
ment. But if it is mixed up, and a condition
imposed that we are to expend a portion of it
in the construction of a dock, which we have
a divided opinion about, which we doubt the
benefit of under the present circumstances,
which we think unnecessary, I say the men
who are to be benefited by the graving
dock, if any, to wit, the owners of vessels
trading to Montreal, should be the best
judges of that, and they say they would
prefer that the bill lie over for another year,
instead of being passed in its present form.

lion. Mr. POWER-For a little while I
thought it was going to be a rather hard
thing to vote against the amendment of the
hon. gentleman from Kennebec; but when
I find that his views do not represent the
views of a majority of the harbour commis-
sioners, I have no difficulty in voting against
it. We vote the money and they dispose of
it as they think proper.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-It is a matter of
regret that the discussion of this question
should convey to this House the impression
that the city of Montreal, or the shipping
interest, are opposed to a dry dock. That is
not the case. It is greatly to be desired
that there should be a dry dock at the city
of Montreal; in fact it was only to-day that
a representative of one of the shipping firms,
in speaking of the subject, said if any acci-
dent happened in the river coming up, as it
frequently happens, they are obliged to
return to Quebec, and there is no shipowner
who wishes to take a vessel to Quebec a
second time. There is no opposition, and it
is a monopoly, and the charges are so exces-
sive that shipowners do not wish to take
their vessels to Quebec to place them in dry
dock. For that reason, it is very important
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that there should be a dry dock in Montreal,
and I also wish to say that the impression
that has been conveyed that the position of
this dry dock as recommended has not been
received with favour is not correct. The
east end of Montreal is no doubt the proper
place for this dry dock. There is one ques-
tion I think we should all agree with, that
the dry dock in Montreal should be built by
the government, as the dry docks in other
sections of the country have been built.

NORTHERN COMMERCIAL TELE-
GRAPH COM PANY'S BILL.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Bill (139) "An Act to incorporate the
Northern Commercial Telegraph Company,
Limited."-(Hon. Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

The Senate adjourned.

SECOND SITTING.

Ron. Mr. MILLS-They have not been so The SPEAKER took the Chair
built. o'clock

Hon. Mr.- SCOTT-Neither at Halifax
nor at Esquimalt.

Hon. Mr. OWENS--Well, the dry docks
throughout the country generally, have
been built by the government, and that is
the only question that can be raised against
it, but if the effect of this amendment, if
carried, is to throw this bill over for another
year, opposed as I might be to place any
additional charge upon the harbour of Mont-
real, I should prefer to vote against the
anendment rather than have the bill thrown
over for another year. The city of Mont-
real has suffered enough in the past, and I
do think it is most important, in the interest
of the harbour and in the interest of the
country generally, that this work should be
proceeded with.

The amendment was lost, and the clause
was adopted.

Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was read the third time and
passed under the suspension of the rule.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (160) " An Act respecting the North-
western, Northern and North-eastern bound-
aries of Quebec."-(Hon. Mr. Mills.)

Bill (166) "An Act to further amend
the Fisheries Act."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Bill (99) " An Act to incorporate the
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal
Company."-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

at eight

Routine proceedings.

DAWSON CITY ELECTRIC COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of Bill (123) "An Act to incor-
porate the Dawson City Electric Company,
Limited."

Hon. Mr. POWER moved in amend-
nient :

That the bill be not now read a third time, but
that it be amended by striking out the words "or
any other motive " in the 8th section of the bill, atline
8 of the third page.

He said : This bill is entitled " An Act to
incorporate the Dawson City Electric Com-
pany, Limited," and in clause 7 the com-
pany are given very extensive powers to do
all manner of things, some of which are
not connected with electricity at all. For
instance, in paragraph "e" they are empow-
ered to-

Carry on the business of carriers, and all other
business incident thereto or connected therewith.

And under paragraph "i " they are given
power to:

Acquire shares in the capital stock, debentures
and securitie of other companies possessing powers
similar to those of the conpany, as the consideration
for goods, wares or merdhandise sold to such other
companies in the ordinary course of business.

In fact, this bill is what is very often
denominated an omnibus bill. The com-
mittee, to whom this bill was referred,
decided that the company should have these
omnibus powers, and I do not propose to
quarrel now with the decision of the com-
mittee, but it will be remembered by hon.
gentlemen that several bills-a bill intro
duced by the hon. gentleman from Calgary
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amongst others-were held over in the other
House because they contained powers which
authorized the parties incorporated to build
railways in the Yukon country. This session
no company has been chartered with power
to build a railway in the Yukon country.
One English company was incorporated last
year which is building a railway from the
coast to the Yukon, and one United States
company was incorporated lást vear which
selected a route which is impracticable, so
at this time there is but one English com-
pany chartered to build a railway to the
Yukon country. The United States com-
pany selected the Taku Inlet as the ter-
minus, and they are doing nothing.

Hon. Mr. 3ý1ACDONALD (B. C.)-They
are surveying there now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This charter coming
up to us at the close of the session was sup-
posed to be a charter simply for an electric
company, but in clause 8 it says they are
authorized " to lay out, construct and oper-
ate single or double lines of electric railway
or tramway, or both, and such lines nay be
worked by electric or any other motive
power." Steam is another motive power, and
the consequence is that these words which I
propose to strike out allow this company to
do what no other company bas been allowed
to do this year. The territory which is set
out for this company in the beginning of
clause 7 runs to the international boundary,
and under this clause, unless it is amended
the company could run a steam railway to
the boundary and then connect with a rail-
way in Alaska. In order that the action of
parliament should be consistent, these words
should be sticken out. That will leave the
company all the manifold powers which they
take under clause 7 and will leave them
power to build and operate lines of railway
to be operated by electricity, but will not
allow themn to construct a railway to be
operated by steam.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I can.
not see what difference it can make whethei
they bave steamn or electricity. The other
bills hung up in the lower House were lines
running to the coast, but this does not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This applies to a road
within a radius of fifty miles from Dawson
City, clause 8 provides that :

The company may, in Dawson City and elsewhere
in the Yukon district within a radiu3 of fifty miles

Iron Dawson City, and also to formu and along the
Bonanza, Eldorado and Klondike Rivers, lay out,
construct, and operate single or double lines of elec-
tric railway, or tramway, or both, and such lines
miay be worked by electric or any other niotive
power; or the company may aid in or subscribe
towards the construction of any electric railways, or
any tramways, constructed by any other conpany
within the district and radius, or along the routes,
above described.

It is in the interest of that country that
we should favour every possible line of rail-
way in the interior. Whatever argument
there may be against lines connecting with
the coast, it cannot apply to this. If there
were no falls or rapids by which they could
obtain the electric power, they would be
precluded from building the railway all
together if they were not allowed to use
steam.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise to
oppose the third reading of the bill, but I
wish to remark that if one has an objection-
able measure, a judicious thing is to hold it
back to the end of the session, and then you
can get all the rules over-ridden and you
will find the Senators prepared to pass almost
any sort of measure just on the ground that
they have not time to consider it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This bill was before
the other House several weeks, and it was
no fault of its promoters that it did not come
before us sooner.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (118) " An Act to incorporate the
Dawson City Electric Lighting and Tramway
Company, Limited."-(IHon. Mr. Clemow.)

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT
AMENDM ENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being called:
Third reading Bill (71) "An Act to amend the

Weights and Measures Act " as amended.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
After considering the suggestion made by
the hon. Minister of Justice, I think it vill
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answer the purpose, and in all probability of the Printing Bureau is a member of this
make the clause much clearer, and I am pre- House, that that is a very unsatisfactory
pared to accept it. With that understand- condition of things and one which we should
ing I presume we could go back into coin- not accept; and unless the minister under-
mittee and add the subsection as amended takes next session to have things better
by the suggestion of the hon. gentleman and done, we had better move a vote of want of
then pass the bill. confidence in that particular minister. I

The house resolved itself into Committee think it is most unsatisfactory that when

of the Whole on the bill. the Secretary of State is in this House we
cannot get our report for six days after they

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I get the Hansard in the House of Coinmons.
move that the following clause be added as They might put one machine to work for
subsection 1 of clause 6: the Senate and take one off the House of

No weighing machine used for weighing or deter- Commons if the work has to be done by
mining the weights of any of the articles mentioned in' machinery.
section 16 shall be of less certitied capacity than one
Winchester bushel. Hon. M1r. CLEMOW-There is no doubt

The amendment was adopted. this work bas not been done very satisfac-

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the coin- torily, and the debates are perfectly useless

mittee, reported the bill with the amend- as they are issued now. If the publication

ment, which was concurred in. cannot be done more expeditiously, we had
better dispense with the reportîng of the

The bill was then read the third time and debates, and save that much expense. If
passed. there is not sufficient machinery, let thein

THE SENATE DEBATES.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved that the
report of the Standing Committee on Debates
and Reporting be adopted. le said : The
first paragraphs of the report are those
which appear every year. The first para-
graph is to confirm the appointment of Mr.
Smith as press reporter of the sittings, and
the second paragraph is as to the translation
of the debates into French. The third para-
graph is about the delay in the publication
of the debates. The reasons given by the
Bureau were that there was too much work
on hand, but if proper machinery was pro-
vided ·thein, the publication of the reports
might be done a good deal more quickly and
with more economy.

Hon. Mr. POWER- wish to make
one or two observations on the last para-
graph of the report. I have no doubt that
if further machinery were procured, the
printing might be done a little more expedi-
tiously than it is, but it will be noticed that
it is only to the Senate reporting that this
remark applies ; and why should that be l
Our neighbours and friends in the other
House get their Hansard the day after the
debates take place. We get ours about a
week afterwards. I think, considering that
the minister who is supposed to have charge

77

get it. Men are always telling me that
they cannot get work at the Bureau. It
shows, at any rate, that we have not the
same amount of influence that the Commons
have. But if this new machinery is required,
let them get it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The suggestion made
by my hon. friend behind me is a perfectly
good one if acted upon, and that is that the
best printing machines should be employed
in printing the debates of the Senate. The
Iouse of Commons will then take care of

itself, and as it controls the money, if it
chooses to go on with the hand machine
then that will be its business. But if the
best machinery is enployed in printing the
debates of the Senate, then the duty of
reform will devolve upon the House of
Commons.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I understand that
the Hansard reports that comes to the House
of Commons the next day after the speeches
are delivered are the unrevised ones, and I
find very few of the speeches recorded there
are such as any member of the Senate
would care to have recorded in our
reports. The revised reports of the House
of Commons are published some days
later. In our case, the proofs come to us
and we have an opportunity to revise them,
and these are sent back to the pritier and
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the report is then issued revised. If we did reports are set up by a type machine, and
not revise our speeches before publication, consequently is renewed every time that it is
we would have them issued just as quickly set, while in the other case they use old half
as the House of Commons their unrevised re- worn out type, set by hand in the 01( style.
ports ; but if the members wish to revise Consequently the work never can be kept
their speeches, then it will take a much lookingas dean, and it is notas good work. I
longer time. ar not complaining particularly of theSecre-

tary of State. I should not be prepared to sup-
Hon. Mr. DEVER-It is very easy to port the motion for want of confidence in the

find fault, but when you come to take into'Secretary of State upon that ground. From
account that our speeches have to be report- some litte knowledge have of the work I
ed and extended, sent to the Bureau and
put in type and proof read before they
are submitted to us for revision and correc-
tioi, and that the corrections must then be
made at the Bureau before the reports can
be issued, we have no great reason to coin-
plain. We are perhaps a little too anxious.
It is true it might be possible to have our
speeches the day after they are delivered,
but they certainly cannot be issued so rapidly
as hon. gentlemen think they could. I have
watched the proceedings pretty carefully
and I find that there is a great deal of work,
and the senators are not always prompt in
correcting and returning the proofs of their
speeches, and the reporters and those who
transmit them to the Printing Bureau must
necessarily lose time in consequence of the
fact that some times the senators themselves
take the full twenty-four hours that they
are allowed to make their corrections, and
until the corrections are made and all the
proofs are returned to the Bureau, the prin-
ters are not justified in issuing the reports of
the speeches.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
who has just spoken has given the explana-
tion. Evidence was given before the com-
mittee, and it was found that the fault lay
entirely with the members holding back the
proofs of their speecheiï before correcting
and returning them, and that is really the
cause.. If it were not for that, the reports
would come out just as rapidly to this House
as the House of Commons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, there is another point I think that might
be added to what has been already said, that
is the inferiority of the work that is put upon
the Senate reports as compared with that
done for the House of Commons. The ex-
planation of that is, that the type used for
our debates is old half worn out type
set by hand, while the House of Commons

can easily understand why it is delayed.
There is no reason in the world, if the
Bureau is supplied with proper machinery to
do the work promptly, there should be any
delay, and I am satisfied that a large saving
in the expense of conducting the establish-
ment could be made and the work present
a inuch better appearance, and be handed to
us earlier.

Hon. iMr. FERGUSON-The reason
given by the lion. Secretary of State as one
of the causes for delay in the printing of the
reports of the debates of this House, namely,
that hon. gentlemen keep back their proofs
after revising them. I have no doubt that
that is the cause of delay. The remedy would
be that the printing should not be held back,
and that after a reasonable time, a very few
hours, for hon. gentlemen to make revision
and corrections, the galleys should go back
to the Bureau without revision. ' I do not
see any reason whatever why the reports of
this House, matter of useful information for
members themselves, and matter of informa-
tion for the press, should be held back be-
cause a member occasionally is careless or is
absent from Ottawa and neglects to correct
the proofs of his speech.

Hon. Mr. POWER-An order of that
kind was passed some two or three years
ago. The rule is that after a lapse of
twenty-four hours after the delivery of the
proofs the printers are to proceed with the
printing.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-That should be
done as far as possible, but some times it is
almost impossible to comply with that rule.
I must say it would be rather difficult to
have the reports published here so satisfac-
torily as in the Commons, because we have
long recesses and some times for three or four
days in the week we have very short sessions,
and they cannot keep a staff at the Bureau
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waiting for work which does not come some Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We will come to that
times for weeks. So that we cannot expect later on. I move concurrence in the first
to have our reports issued as promptly as amendiment.
those of the House of Commons on account The motion was agreed to.
of that irregularity. But if there was bet-
ter machinery in the Bureau. we would not* Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The amendment to
have to wait a week. clause 15 is the one which I thought would

The motion was areed to. inake the Act unworkable The hon. mem-
ber from Calgary proposed to add to the

NOR TH-WEST IRRIGATION ACT 15th clause:
AMEINDMENT BILL. And the niaxinium water to be charged by the

TH1RD READING. licensee.

The oftheRD ED1 hThe effect of that amendment is that be-
The Order of the Day having been fore any license could be taken out at all

called : the water rates must be fixed. I considered
Consideration of the aniendmlients iade inCoiiit- at the time that that would be absolutely

tee of the Whole House to Bill 16 "Ain A.ct to impracticable, because you could not tell
amen(l and coiolidate the Not th-west Irrigation Acts .pb.
of 1ýs94 and 1895. within fifty per cent of what the cost of the

works would be. I know very well in esti-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill was held mating work mistakes of that kind will

over for the purpose of ascertaining the o
the ~~ Inei h occur. Assuniing a work is to cost one

views of the Minister of the Interior on the hundred thousand dollars, it might cost one
propriety of accepting the amendments that hundred and fifty thousand or even one
were made to the bill when the House was hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars.
in committee. There was a change in clause It is only after the noney has been expended
10, in the fee. That is unimportant and I and the cost of the work ascertained that
shall- be glad to accept that and move the ou can fix a fair water rate on the capital
concurrence of the House on the substitu- invested. I fair terere on the House
tion of Iltbree "for Ilfive." J arn adviQed, invested. I mnust therefore ask the bouse

t not to concur in that amendment. It would
however, that under the bill there will be no be better to drop the bill altogether than to
single farmers attempting to carry out any accept that. The hon. Minister of the
irrigation. It wilI only be done by a ep ht. Tehn.Mnsero hpation. It with nlare capital a co- Interior says it would be unworkable.
pany or a party with large capital. The
Minister of the Interior informs me of that. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then why do

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the Minister
of the Interior states that, he is un-
acquainted with the facts. I state that as a
mnember of this House, and I state further,
that the only irrigation which is now being
carried on in southern Alberta is irrigation
by the individual farmers in that district.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Did not some people
attempt to irrigate up there and fail ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Two or three com-
panies commenced work and lost theirmoney.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The largest
company I know of is the one promoted by
Mr. Pierce, the officer of the Dominion
government supervising irrigation, and that
company has not met with much success,
owing largely in my judgment to settlers
considering it too costly to use the water in
the experimental stages of irrigation.

77½

you require the applicant to state the
rates in section 12 to be charged for
water? If the applicant is compelled to
state the rates which he is to impose
upon customers, how do you reconcile
that with the statement now made, that it
is impossible for the minister to decide what
should be a reasonable rate 1 I refer to
clause 11, and 1 ask my hon. friend to
reconcile the statement he now makes, that
it is impossible for the minister to deter-
mine what the charges are, with this pro-
vision in the bill, section 11, line 46, reads
as follows:

The applicant shall state the probable number of
consumers and the rate, if any, to be charged for
water sold.

If the Minister of the Interior states that
he at that stage cannot détermine what rate
should be charged, so far as fixing the maxi-
mum rate is concerned, then it is absolutely
ridiculous to ask the applicant to fix a rate.
When he gives notice to the public that he
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is asking for a certain right to be given to
him, the rate which he himself fixes should
be the maximum rate chargeable to con-
sumers; because if in that notice he gives
it to be understood that upon his representa-
tion to consumers that no more than a certain
rate is to be fixed, and that in consideration
of that fact the public and the consumers
offer no opposition or express satisfaction at
the rate, then, after this rate is stated, the
applicant should not be able to double that
rate and extract from the consumer a hun-

maximum rate to be charged by the licensee.
That is one of the things included in the
notice given by the applicant. It is not the
minister who does that; it is simply the
applicant acting here as the bill requires him
to act under clause 11.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I simply ask
that the bill be amended so that the rate be
fixed in the notice.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-lf the applicant
makes a public announcement in a paper.

dred per cent more. If that were permitted, he is bound by it, and he is not bound by
a great injustice would be done to the the other, which is only an estimate of the
consumer. If the licensee fixes that rate, I probable result. He cannot define it.
ask that he be bound by it.ask hat e b boud byit.Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He has already

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What is stated in the defined it.
memorial is a general estimate which the
party cannot be bound by possibly until the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no. That is
expenditure is absolutely known. It is simply simply as to the section of the country and
a general foreshadowing of the aniount of the nuiber of consumers and the volume of
country to be irrigated and the size of the water.
pipes, the number of consumers and the rates Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And the rate
charged, and so on. But it is only in a to be charged.
general way.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will be absolutely
amendment of the hon. gentleman from useless if it is passed with that amendment

Calgary, it does not bind the party to n it.
charge just the amount he mentions. It i. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think it will
a maximum rate, and if the miniter can 1 work out successfully. Having had a good
require the applicant to give the rate that he deal of experience since the initiation of
proposes to charge for water in his niemo- irrigation legislation in that country, I can
rial, I do not see why the applicant speak with a good deal of confidence.
cannot give it in the public notice as well as
in the memorial. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I can see no

reason whatever why the applicant should
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because it cannot be not be bound by the declaration set forth in

fixed. the memorial. He is seeking for a license,
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you have and in order to obtain it he is required to

asked the applicant to fix it. make somte statement, and one of these state-
'NX. ADi V A 1ments is the rate that he is to charge.

H .M~ POWE Ad1~Zi1 hji dL1~Iii~on. r. - n t, e amen ment;
of the hon. gentleman from Calgary requires
this to be done by the applicant. You
simply ask the applicant to do for the people
in the neighbourhood who may be interested
what section 11 requires him to do for the
minister.

Ml SCO-%rrT-TH

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the company
know what they are going to expend.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-They ought to
know.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-How can you tell?

gon r.ale i te r Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--The law insistsa general idea of the whole thing. that they shall know. They are required
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-All I ask is to set forth a number of particulars, and

that the minister should accept the statement one is the rate to be charged for water. I
of the applicant and fix that as the rate. think they ought to be bound by it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The amendment pro- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the
vides that the applicant shall state the anendment added in committee be struck
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out. The bill will be dropped if that amend- NON-CONTENTS:

ment is allowed to be made. This bill is The Honourable Messieurs
sinply the present law codified. We are, McLaren,
making no change. I ani quite willing to Allan, Merner,
accept any amendment in reason, and I was Baker, M i ,
quite prepared to accept other amendments, Boudherville, O'Brien,
and I understood the hon. gentleman to say Bowell (Sir Mackenzie), Ogilvie,

Clemlow Owens,if that amendment did not meet with the uiev,' Perlev.
concurrence of the department he would Iirusumond, Pou el,
drop it. lergusm, Prie.

Forge t, idal,
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I then asked d (Vietur.a),

that the minister fix the maximum charge,
and I said that the rate fixed by the applicant Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that the
iimself should appear in the notice. amendinent be now concurred in.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would not be The motion was areed to

sible for any sane business man to estimate
a rate which would form anything like a fair H
basis for a dividend. You could not tell
within twenty-five or thirty per cent the the sense of the House on the other amend-
cost of the work. ments made in committee. My present

Hon Mî. LUGHEEDJ an qiteopinion is that the bill wiHl not be proceeded
Hon . LOUGHEED-I am quitewith.

satisfied that thirty per cent more than the
rate should be fixed as a maximum charge. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then do you not see the hon. entleman announce the fact
that if a maximum charge is fixed, it will that the bil will be witlidrawn? 1 under-
be adhered to ? If the company are allowed stood him to say so, and notwithstanding
to charge a rate that nay possibly yield ten, h
twelve or fifteen per cent, they will adhere
to it certainly. It is not in the interest ofîers withdrawn. Before the third reading of the
the consumer that the clause should bebt
there. The minister will know the cost of
the work, and know what would be a fair mînister wilJ do. I was advised by the
dividend on that after the charges of man- department that that was so serious and im-
agement. portant a change in the bill that it could

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--As I said
before, it was only after being strongly
urged by the member for Alberta, who is a
warn supporter of the government and
knows the requirements of that part of the
country, that I made the suggestion, and I
fully concur in the expression of his views
with regard to it.

Hon. lMr.
words which
fifteen be not

SCOTT-I move that the
have been added to clause

concurred in.

The Senate divided on the motion which
was rejected by the following vote

Con:reTss:i

The Honourable Messieurs
Bellerose,
Casgrain,
Dandurand,
Dever,
iset,

Macdonald (P.E.I.),

Milîs,
O.I(-nohoe,
Scott,

nat be '.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--My hon. friend
entirely exaggerates the effect of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I state what those
who are acquainted with the subject say.
Mr. Pierce has the credit of being one of the
best irrigation engineers on the continent.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Mr. Pierce and
also Mr. Dennis are surveyors. The excep-
tion which I have always taken to the
administration of this Act lias been this,
that the government has not appointed an
irrigation engineer-a man who bas practical -
experience in the carrying out of such under-
takings. Instead of doing that, the whole
work connected with this irrigation in the
North-wet has been handed over to survey-
ors who have had no experience in irriga-
tion.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Had not Dennis
and Pierce been in charge of this work long
before the change of government? The
present governrment made no change.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under the late
government the same thing prevailed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This question has been decided, and we can-
not go back to discuss it further.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The next change is in.
section 17; the words " or irrigation" are
added. I move concurrence in that amend-
ment.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In clause 18 an
amendment was made which is as follows:
"that on page 6, line 47, after the word
'Act' insert the following as subs.ction 6:
'provided that where under section 17 the
minister waives the necessity for plans this
section shall not apply.' " I move that that
amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. inenber
from Calgary, in clause 31, wished to have
the word " wilfully " inserted in line 13,
page ten, after the word " who." The hon.
senator thought that that was too strong,
and unless parties conmitted the offence
wilfully that it would not be fair to hold
them guilty of an offence. So far as indi-
viduals are concerned I am prepared to ac-
cept that amendient, and therefore I move
that the House concur in the anendment.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then in section 32,
the hon. senator froi Calgary, wished to
have the word " wilfully " on page 10, line
27, inserted after the word "license." There
it had reference to the licensee, and the same
argument would not apply. The licensee
cannot be considered a very innocent per-
son, because his temptation would always be
to divert more water than he is entitled to,
and I think the word " wilfully " ought not
to be introduced here, because he would not
divert the water without knowing that he
was doing wrong; and therefore I move
that the amendment to clause 32 be not con-
curred in by the House.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The licensee
might possibly take a greater quantity of

wvater than is permitted by his license and
have no knowledge that he is exceeding it.
However, I do not press the amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was a verbal
change in line 3 of section 33, and I do not
think it is necessary to make a motion to
adopt it. I will not move the third reading.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With all respect to
the Secretary of State, I do not think the
course which he proposes is the proper par-
liamentary course. We nake certain amend-
ments to the bill, and in the ordinary course
it goes down to the House of Commons ; and
there it is a question whether they will
accept our anendments or not. I think the
holding of the bill until it is ascertained
what the House of Commons is likely to do
with it is rather irregular, just as irregular
as the action taken by the leader of the
opposition with regard to the Plebiscite Bill.
I think in both cases the action is irregular.

Hon. _Mr. SCOTT-I am not prepared to
proceed with the bill. If there is a change
made in the bill to destroy it, I do not know
that I an prepared to proceed with the bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I must take
exception to the threatening way in which
my hon. friend refers to the passing of this
bill. If the officials of the department
referred to by mv hon. friend last night are
to prepare legislation and pass upon legisla-
tion, and are to take the position that no
amendment should be made by this House
or the House of Commons, and that their
view is the only one that can be expressed
upon it, the sooner we abdicate our fune-
tions to these gentlemen the better. I
fully accord to those officials credit for the
interest they have taken in irrigation.
But I hope it may not be thought egotistical
on mlly part to say that I have some know-
ledge of this subject; I might say I was
among the tirst in the district to take up
and urge the passage of legislation with
regard to irrigation; and when I say I have
some knowledge on this subject, my hon.
friend brings forth the statement that these
two gentlemen have very carefully prepared
the bill, and there must be positively no
departure fron it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, not positively.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-When he con- and of which the buse was informed before
siders the amendments suggested, and which the vote was taken.
were carefully gone into by Mr. Oliver and
rnyself, I think he must acknowledge that lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The clause of
those amendments contribute very consider- the bil to whici I moved the amendment is
ably to the improvement of the bill, and I fot of an administrative character at ail.
ain satisfied they will be so accepted by the Will my hon. friend say that there is no
public in that district. I further assure my distinction between an administrative pro-
hon. friend that the anendment which ineets vision and a provision by which a corpora-
with his disapprobation is the most important tion nay bleed the public to any extent they
improvement to the bill, and it will be înay choose in a matter of imposing rates
received by the people in Alberta with the Dees my hon. friend say that that is admin-
greatest approval. istrative? I say it is one of the very essen-

Hon.'Mr.SCOT-.3y ho frend illti .als of the bill. It is a mnatter of a rnost
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-y hon friend w vital character and ask my on. friend, as

know that he made eight different changes. o
I accepted six and there were only two that of Justice, when an application is nade to
I was able to concur in. the department and the applicant states the

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But the amend- rate he is to charge consumers, is it an un-
ment with regard to rates is really the most reasonable thing that that rate should he
important. put in the notice which goes to the public

When that person isks for a public right
Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is one inipor- and for a concession of a very valuable

tant thing which should not be lost sight of. character, is it not a reasonable thing that
The- provisions of this bill are purely adiin- he sljould nake such an announcerent
istrative. The work of administration bas That is ail that is asked.
been considered by the Department of the
Interior to which the duty is assigned. They Hon. Mr. POWER--J do nt undFrtake
corne down with a measure which they be- to qurrel with the doctrine laid down by
lieve vill carry out the object that the the hon. Minister of Justice, or to question
departnent has in view. My hon. f riend oppo- its correctness, but I wish to state that 4he

site proposed certain amendments to that doctrine which lie lays down is not one on
scheine of administrative work proposed by vhich ve have acted in this buse. I
the departinent. The head of the department remeniber, myseif, that when J was a menber
is consulted with regard to this work, not a of the opposition I continually moved amend-
question of public policy, not a question of ments to bills which were just as much ad-
ordinary legislation, but a question purely ministratîve in their character as the bil
administrative, and my hon. friend suggests now before us. 1 can remember a good
certain changes. 'I lie hcad of the department inany years ago that a bil with respect to
says that these changes will make the mea- Dominion lands was before the bouse, and
sure unworkable, that the department will that 1 moved a dozen or more amendments
be unable to carry out the object it lias in Lu iL, sone of which vere accepted by the
view if a change is made. But my lion. House and there is a good deal to be said
friend, upon whom the responsibility does in favour of the view that if we are not to deal
nlot devolve, insists upon this change in an with nioney bis, and if we are not to deal
administrative bill simply to facilitate the with bis that refer to administration,
vork of the departnent. He insists upon vhY then we had better close this House

the substitution of his view rather than the up and let the other House and the ministers
view taken by the department, and the majo- conduct the business.
rity of the Senate concur with him. My hon.
friend says it is a threat for my colleague to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bil stands for the
say that until lie consults the minister lie present; I will give notice if I wigh to put
will not say whether he will press the third it on the paper again.
readirig. I think that is a perfectly reason-
able proposition. It is not any threat to the bon. Mr. POWER-L think if the bil is
House, but it is a declaration that the minis- withdrawn like that it is not very iikely to
ter ateheres to the judgnent which he formed,

Wil myrg hn. frin.a htthr sn
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is for me to say. pleted the 75th year of his age," if it is not
intended to apply to those who now hold

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I move the office. In that case the second para-
the third reading of the bill. graph would be requisite. If it is intended

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot take a to apply only to those who are to be
government bill out of our hands. appointed hereafter, then this second .*ub-

section could be struck out as unnecessary.
Hon. NIr. LOUGHEED-Then I with- That is the point I want to ask.

draw the motion, but I hope my hon. friend
will think better of it. Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman

Sasks whether that fhrst proviso applies to
JUDGES OF PROVINCIAL COURTS those who t present hold office. As it

ACT AMENDMENT BILL. stands it is applicable to everybodN. The

THIRD READING. second clause makes that point more clear.
If you wish to conlfine iL to futu re appoint-

The House resolved itself into a Committee ments, it would be necessary to add soine
of the Whole on Bill (150) " An Act further
to amend the Act respecting the judges of

provincia courtssand3so i t i app lible toevd erdy Thep

striking out section 3 and adding nothing
( else, it would be extreniely doutfu whether

ments,.it would change the character of the measure.
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Last

niglit 1 gave a verbal notice that I would ask Hon. Sir MiNACKENZIIi BOWELL-
the lion, leader of the bouse, as to the judges That is precisely as I understand iL. 1 have
in British Columnbia, Nhether the vacancy no doubt ov r on. friend wi l se that point
would be filled up sooi, or t, ]et me have an at o the secnd clause is struck out
intimation of what was intended to be done. which makes special reference to those no 

tiolding office ac tudges, would in not retire
SeveV judche who bas attained to the me ofquestion cornes up on this bill. C.-
seventv-five? would ask tHon.hon. S MA EeiEtle-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But it man from Barrie to look at the proviso in
is germane to the subject dealt with. the second clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS noved the adoption of Hon. Mr. GOWAN-As I understand it,
the first clause. the first portion of the first clause of the bill

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I regret that I feel it makes provision for a time limit, when a

incumbent upon me to move an amendment judge shall be compelled to retire. It is

to a bill that, with the exception of one perfect in itself so far as it goes, but
point, I heartily approve of ; but J feel it to the subsections make it retroactive and

be a public duty, and I would therefore not general. I propose to correct it in this

do right if I failed to move a motion whiclh way: to eliminate clauses two and three
I think will commend itself to the majority and substitute these words, "the subsections
of this House. It is in the second and so substituted shall apply to judges who may
third subsections of the first clause. I do hereafter be appointed." I do not object to

touch the first portion of the first section of the principle of fixing the age, but I entire-
the bilI. Ily object to legislating a man out of office.

1 do not propose to repeat what I have
Hon. Mr. MILLS-But we have not already said. My objections are simply

come to that yet. We are only at the first these: I think it would be a plain violation
paragraph. of the guarantee given to the officers on

their appointment by the commission under
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I the great seal of the Dominion. it would

would point out that the second subsection be, as respects the men to be affected by it,
applies to judges now holding office, and I a iost unjust act. It would be depriving
ask the Minister of Justice how he inter- them of office without giving them an oppor-
prets this language "provided no person tunity of being heard, without any charge
shall hold or retain office after he has coin- against them, and 1 contend that is abso-
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lutely unjust and contrary to the principle statute was pointed out to me yesterday
of British law and British practice. Even in which was passed hy John Sanfield Mac-
the case of prisoners, all exceptions are made donald when in power in Ontario, and I
in their favour and they are presumed to be presume at that time le must have held the
innocent before they are pronounced guilty. same view of their constitutional rigbts as
Now this legislates judges out of office with- the Minister of Justice bas taken. That
out a charge against them and without hear- law provided for the dismissal by the execu-
ing, and J sav that that would be a plain tive of the province of Ontario, for cause,
violation of right; therefore, J beg to move whenever they thought proper to remove
to leave out the second and third subsec- them. That bas neyer been acted upon, s0
tions and substitute these words1 far as my recollection serves me. Then,

The ,ubsections so substituted shall apply oly during the administration of Sir John
judges to be hereafter appointed. Tbompson, a case occurred in wvicb a countv

J feel very strongly on the point, and I court judge, afflicted with softcning of thc
have done what I consider ny duty in brain, became unfit for the duties of bis
submitting the amendment to the House. office. The diiiculty presented itself then

as to how a vacancy 'vas to be crcated,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- and in order to do that, a bil was intro-

The objection I have to this clause is, in the duced and passed by parliainent, giving
first place, the county court judges are power to appoint a conimissioner, one of the
appointed precisely on the same terms, and judges of tbc Superior Court, to make an
under the saine conditions, as the Supreme examination and report. The Iat&Judge
Court judges. They hold their parchment Paterson was appointed to make the investi-
in which it is declared that they shall hold gation to which J bave referred, as
office during good hcbaviour. I can see no to the physical and mental capacity of
reason why a county court judge should be the judge-J dare say my bon. friend will
dealt with differently than a Superior Court remember who it 'as, an oh! %nd intimate
judge, only for the reason, which hais been frieni of my own--and he was found to he
assigned, that the Confederation Act places incapable. Action was to be taken to cnal)
it beyond the power of the government to the rovcrnment to superinnuate hiiî. There
deal with the Superior Court judges. The wasno power to retire hiîu under the Super-
county court judges are appointed under a annuation Act. A special Act was passcd
statute passed by this parliament, and so for that purpose, but the poor judge relieved
are the judges of the Supreme Court, and tbc government of any trouble in the mean-
the question I asked the Minister of Justice time, for during tbe investigation he dicd.
the other day, when this subject was under Wbat 1 want to ihprcss on the Senate is
discussion, was, whether the Supreme Court tbis: there is a provision upon the statute-
judges did not stand in the same relation to book to rcach tbe cases wbich, it bas been
the executive of the day as the county intiniated, cxist at the present time in the
court judges. The hon. gentleman at that county court, to remove and superannuite
time was not prepared to give me an a judc vho is not capable of performing his
answer : neither do I know that he is duty. The only answer made to that is, that
now, but the question suggested itself to it is an extremely delicate thing to take
me, as a layman, was not the Supreme action against any nan wbo bas been over-
Court a creation of the parliament of Canada taken with infirmity, vhetber mental or
under the Confederation Act, stands in pre- physical; but T do not sec why, under such
cicely the same position to the executive circunstances, the governnent sbould hesi-
as do the county court judges. The tate a moment, in the interest of tbe country
other day my hon. friend, when dis- and the courts, and libigants, to issue a coin-
cussing the Franchise Bill, stated that mission at oncc-it would be no ref1cc-ion
the county court judges, as soon as they are on the governmcnt-instead of taking the ex-
appointed, become provincial oticers. Well, treme tep of removing evcry judge by
they are appointed by the Dominion gov- special Act, wbo bas been appointed
ernment under authority of an Act of parlia- for life, during good behaviour, simply
ment. Thev are subject to dismissal, under in order to get rid of four or five vho, they
certain circumstances, by that power and say, are unable to fulfil their dutv? 1
not by tbc local gov-ernment, although a should like to ask the ainister of Justice
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whether the position of a Superior Court Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
judge is not of infinately more importance a judge accepts a position with that law
to litigants than a county court judge? I upon the statute-book, then he knows when
know there is not the sane ainount of travel- lie accepts it that he is removed by statute
ling to be done, but the questions with which at the end of his seventy-fifth year. In such
a county court judge has to deal, are not of a case the bargain is a fair one. If he does
that importance which a Superior Court not like the position with that condition at-
judge lias to deal with and decide. tached, he need not accept it. But the man
If that be the case, then this bill should who has been appointed for life, while capable
apply to all judges, and not to a certain of doing his work--because I have already
class of judges. Like my hon. friend pointed out means have been provided for
who moved the amendment, I am oppossed removing an incapable man-e should not
in toto to the principle. It may do for be interferred with, and I hope my hon.
future appointments, but it should not apply friend will consent to the amendment which
to men who are as capable, physically and has been proposed ; and he can make any
mentally, to perform their duty to-day as provision lie likes for those who desire to
they ever were. A gentleman, my senior, retire. That an injustice is likelv to be
waited on me to-day, who is just as vigorous done in this respect is evident by the fact
and active as I am, if not more so. Perhaps, that the premier himself, feeling that an
on account of my age, 1 may be considered injustice was to be done to these judges,
incapable to fill the position I do, but I have made a proposition in the House of Com-
vanity 'enough to consider that I can per- mons, in the interests, I understood him to
formn ail the duties pertaining to my position say, of the judiciary and the bench--
in life, and so can that man. Another gen-
tleman was here from New Brunswick to- ion. NI r. POWER-Who made the pro-
day. He has passed the proposed age position?
limit, but he is vigorous, physically,
mientally, and in possession of all his Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
faculties. As long as the mental and The premier.
physical capacity are retained, age is not a
bar to administering justice. Long exper- Hon. Mr. POWER-The present premier?
ience on the bench, places a man in a much
better position to give judgment and to deal Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
with intricate and important questions than Yes, the present premier. It was only the
a younger man who lias not had the ex- other day. I have not said yet what the
perience. If age debars a county court proposition was. As an evidence that the
judge from sitting on the bench, why should premier himself believed that the passage of
it not also apply to judges of the Superior this Act would be a hardship upon the gen-
Court? Take the late Chief Justice Hag- tlemen to whomn I have referred, he gave
gerty as an illustration. Until he retired a notice of a motion to retire them upon full
few years ago, nobody cauld say that he was pay. If that had carried, the objection
nmentally or physically unfit for the position hich I have to this measure and the objec-
he held. Not long ago a Toronto judge was tion which the hon. senator from Barrie has
pronoted f rom being a puisne judge to be made, would not exist. If a man is
chief justice, though he was about eighty incapable of perforning his duties, it would
years of age. He is alive to-day and be easy to issue a commission and superan-
capable of discharging his duties. Yet the nuate him on two-thirds salary; but the
same men who promoted a man eighty years proposition of the premier was to give hiia
old, from a lower to a higher position, im- the full salary during the remainder of his
posing more responsibility on himî and more life. I suppose the opposition was too great
labour, now come down to parliament and in the House of Commons, because, for some
say that a judge who bas attained fhe age ieason or other, the premier dropped the
of seventy-five years must retire from the notice, and we have the bill as it is noV
bench. before us. These are my views upon this

question, and they are formed fron a const-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-When he has com- tutional standpoint. My views as to the ten-

pleted seventy-five years. ure upon which all otlicers of this character
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hold their positions, under the British con- amended in the direction desired. If an
stitution, and under our system of govern- address of that kind were to go to England,
ment, are in accord with the views of the hon. and it was made to appear that the judges
gentleman from Barrie, and knowing the with whom this parliament had power to
kindness of heart of the hon. Minister of deal had not been dealt with in the same
Justice, if he is not driven into a position by direction, it would probably render it a littie
his colleagues, I am sure he would like to re- 'more difficult to secure the necessary legis-
tire them upon full allowance, or allow them lation in England. I have not, myself, any
to live on in the positions they hold until they interest, either personally or otherwise I may
become incapable of performing their duties, say -that is, material interest -in the
and when they are incapable, to take advan- measure before the House, or in any other
tage of the law as it stands upon the statute- measure concerning judges. But I must
book to-day and put thet on the superan- express my gratification at the fact that the
nuation list. government have introduced this measure.

For years the necessity for soine measure of
Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the Minister this kind has been felt, and the hon. gentle-

of Justice closes this debate on the amend- man fron Barrie (Mr. Gowan) has practi-
ment, I should like to say a few words. The cally admitted himself that some measure of
hon. gentleman asked why the judges of the the~kind was necessary. Now, what sort of
Superior Courts were not treated in the saine measure should it be? The hon. gentleman
way as county court judges. I think I admitted, and we ail know that it is the
heard the hon. Minister of Justice inforn case, that a man whose faculties begin to
the hon. gentleman last night that under the fail through old age hardly ever realizes the
British North America Act parliament had fact himself. Then the object should be to
not the right to interfere with the tenure of fix sone age at which, at any rate, nineteen
office of the judges of the Superior Court. people out of twenty cease to be at their

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-1 hest, and I do not think any one coimplains
saidha. Si AKthat the age of seventy-five is too low.

said that. Z

Hon. Mr. POWER-And as to the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Sone tues it
Supreine Court the hon. Minister of Justice h
did not express an opinion. Section 99 of Hon. Mr. POWER-Some times it does.
the British North America Act says: But take the aerage weh preservet man,

The judges of the Superior Courts shall hold office such
during good behaviour, but shall be renovable by the 1 an i
Governor General on address of the Senate and at 75 he is not, as a rule. up to his work.
House of Conin.ns. us work is fot nerely intellectual, but

And then section 101 sayse. e as to travel, an sit
then ectin 101saysin court, anti at least 19 men out of 20 are

The parlianient of Canada way, notwithstanding
anything in this Act, fromn timie to time p)rovide for I
the constitution, naintenance and organization of the seems to me that the course proposet hy this
general Court of Ajpeal for Canada and for the bil is the least objectionalle possible way of
establishment of anv additional l)rts for the better deali
administration of th~e laws of Canada. n

have nothing to do with the removal of the
I do not undertake to express any very judge. They cannot offer him any induce-

strong opinion on the inatter, but I should ment to retire, ant they cannot offer him
suppose that if the judges of the Superior any inducement to remain. Tt is the
Court shold otfice duringgood behaviour,then annui domini that gets him off the hench.
a fortiori, the judges of the highest court, There is nothing to affect in the slightest
the Supreme Court, would, under this Act, degree the judge's independence. I think
hold office during good behaviour. The the hon gentleman from Barrie, in the course
proper way, then, in order to put parliament of hs h
in a position to deal with the judges of the i speech if ye sed for reer

Superior Courts and with the judges of th measure opene the door to affect the in-
Supreme C ourt of Canada, would be an ad- tepentence of the jutges. The lion. gentie-
dress f rom both Houses of parliament,asking mi dit not indicate how it could. The
to have the British North America Act goverriment cannot at a month to the
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judge's age or take it off, and when the year fot now take the steps that are authorized.
cones round he goes off. It is very well As the Minister of Justice said, it is a vejy
known that when the late Sir John delicate and awkward thing, and hon. gente-
Thompson was Minister of Justice he men will see that a commission bas to be
proposed to introduce a measure for the appointed, and that is a 'ery roundabout
purpose of retiring certain judges from the n
bench. I do not mean to say that his mea- facts.
sure was pointed at any particular judges,
but he did propose to introduce a measure te a .
for the purpose of getting off the bench Hon Mr. POfER-It is the legal way,
judges who had outlived their usefulness. and this bia proposes to make a very much

andte unaisfeactr a o etnga h

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--He shorter way legal
did introduce a measure and passed it, and Hon. Mr. GOWAN--Cutting off the
that is the one that gives the power to the heads of the judges.
administration of the day to remove a judge
who is no longer capable. Hon. Mr. POWER--When a judge gets

to be 75 years of age, lie cannot complain
Hon. Mr. M f LLS-That law is older than that lie has been prematurely cut off. That

confederation. just reminds me, after ail, that there is a

lion. âJ r. POWER-I reiiemnber there divinity that hedges a king, or there used to
Hsao dar. POWERIs i rem e tre be, and it see.ins to me that the divinity ofwas a good deal of discussion amongst the a igi ohigcmae ihtedvnt

lawyers in the two Houses at the time, and a king is nothing co Tpared with te divinity
tbe ae which) Sir Johin Tbomp,-on proposed àwhich hedges a judge. Take people in the
th age ichis masre John Tprsevdity lie ~civil service, any man in the civil service, noto fix m his measure was seventy. He pro- matter how high up he may be or how able
posed to take power to the government to he maybe, may be retired at any timeretire aiy judge of seventy years whom they after sixty years of age on what ever allow-
chose, and to retire him on full pay. anetesttt nlehitoance the statute entities hiw to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
do not think he made any such proposition. Not quite so young as that.
The question was discussed over and over
again, but no decision of that kind was Hon. Mr. POWER-I think it is sixty.
arrived at. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the decision I thought it was sixty-five.
the members of the profession were given to Hon. Mr. POWER-And in England the
understand was in contemplation. In the age is about the same ; and military men,
first place, there are a great many more men no matter how eminent or able, are liable to
who are mentally and physically vigorous at be retired at a comparatively early age. 1
seventy than there are at seventy-tive. It do not see any reason, because a man hap-
would have meant the renoval of a very large pens to be a judge and happens to take to
number of judges from the bench : that is, law instead of the civil service or the army,
if the government removed every judge who why it should be an outrage to retire him at
had attained the age of seventy. And then, 75 ; and the plea made by the learned judge
again, that measure would have given the on behalf of his colleagues, not on behalf of
government an undue influence over the himself in any way, that it is a breach of
bench, because the government would be in faith would apply to the statutes which have
a position to go to a judge who had attained been made shortening, the terms of the mi-
the age of seventy and offer hini his full itary officers of England.
salary as a retiring allowance. This measure Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The military offic-
does not give the government any influence ers in England at the age of 45 receive a
whatever over the judges. It brings about very handsome pension for life.
the desired result, that gentlemen who have
ceased to be at their best shall cease to be lHon. Mr. POWER-The judge gets tw'o-
judges, without any interference on the part thirds of his salary, which is a handsome
of the government. The hon. gentleman pension. The judge holds office according
wanted to know why the governnent could I to the law of the time being. The amend-
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ment proposed by the hon. gentleman from generally quiet and moderate, and a two-
Barrie simply means that this enactment thirds salary enables him to get along very
Ymuld be of no value whatever, because if comfortably.
the law is to apply only to the judges who
are to be appointed hereafter, it will pro. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Were those the
bably not come into operation in any case terms upon which he accepted office.
for the next 20 years, and there would be
no object in dealing with the matter at all. Hon. Mr. MILLS-He has not accepted
The section of the Act reads : office on any terms. There is no contract.

Every judge of a county court in any of the pro-
vinces of Canada shall, subject to the provisions of Hon. Mr. POWER-He simply took
this Act, hold office during good behaviour, and his 1 oflice under the law, whatever the law might
resitience i the county o1 counties in which the court be If t he lawv increases his salary he takes
ithe established.increas es ot sa "W e Ias

Parliament did not give up the right to the increase. He does fot say, "When I was
amend that section if it saw fit. The appointed my salary was tobe only so much

and you are giving me more." If thisthing
second subsection says: works one way it should work the other. I

offehy the overor iii Coul for n isheha r" think we should consider the public interes't.
incapacity or inability to performi his duties properly The publie interestis that the gentlemen who
on account of oi age, ili health or any other cause. sit on thebench should bein apositionto give

The question is whether it is to be pre- the country their best work, and have their
sumed that the average judge is not quite intellects at their best; and it is a notorious
up to his work at seventy-five. It is not fact that the man on the bench himself is
unreasonable to presume that, and it is a the last who realizes that his intellect is not
good deal better that the law should so pre- at its best. I can recall only one case in my
sume than that the government of the own experience where the judge did have
day, whoever may happen to be in the the wisdom and self-denial to retire, and that
administration, should be obliged to issue was the case of the Equity Judge in Halifax,
a commission which may appear, perhaps to Judge John W. Ritchie who retired when he
be dictated by party feeling, or some other found that bis health was failing, although
motive. It is a great deal better that the law lie was still a very good judge and a good
should fix the matter itself. One of the deal better than the average run of judges.
things which struck me some time ago was Stili, when he found that he was fot giving
this: we get the impression that the judges the country his intellect at its best, he re-
in England are, as a rule, older than the tired. 1e stands almost alone, in my ex-
judges in this country, but I find that perience at any rate, in that respect. So
that *is not the case at ahl, that th-t it just means this, if there is not soîne
it was Iookeg upon as a marvellous Rethod of inducing a gentleman to retire
thing that Lord Esher should have been from the benchi when he as becoie too old
allowed to remain on the bench until he was to remain there, lie will fot retire, and a -
over 80 years of age. We have several though under the law steps may be taken to
judges in titis country who are over 80 remove hm, still those steps are so disagree-
years of age. The popular feeling was very able that practically they are ot adopted,
strong on the subject of Lord Esher's re- and I think in the public interest this
thaining on the bencli. a e was an excep- measure ought to become law, and the
tionally able judge, and he did retire soue amendment proposed y the hon. gentleman
year or two ago. That is the diffculty, hon. should fot be adopted.
gentlemen. The present method of issuing a
commission is an unpleasant and objection- Hon. Mr. GOWAN-My hon. friend from
able one, and it involves expense and puts Halifax has entirely misconceived my view
the commissioner in an awkward position as with regard to this bill. I do not object, I
well as the government and the judge, and I never did object, to the age limit, but I do
think that to retire a man at the age of 75 object and I will object to legislating men
with two-thirds of bis usual salary is not an out of office. It may be unpleasant, as my
unreasonable thing. By the time a gentleman hon. friend says; it may be attended with
has attained the age of 75 bis family is trouble, although recent experience would
pretty well grown up, and his own tastes are show that there is not any great want of
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pleasure in reinoving men from office. It a law and the government of the country
may be expensive to do so, but it is the law can bring it into play, to enable judges unfit
of the land, and the law shall be complied to continue their duties to be reioved fron
with, and men that are incapable of holding office instead of cutting their heads off in
office ought to be reinoved from it. I quite this summary way.
agree in that; and I have no objection to
fixing a time limit, and down to the twelfth Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do I understand
line of the first section I have no objection. the hon. gentleman to say that if they were
I affim the principle thatjudges hereafterap- allowed to retire on their full pay he would
pointed having attained the age of seventy- be willing to agree to the bill with that pro-
tive shall vacate their office. Had that been vision?
the law when theianaccepted office, the thing
would be entirelyju<t; but here they accepted Hon. Mr. GOWA'N-Certainly ; I think
office upon the guarantee of a patent f rom it would be an exceedingly graceful thing if
the Crown that they should hold office dur- the government had offered to do that, and
ing gcod behaviour and du ring ability. Now, I do not know that I should then have said a
that gaurantee is broken if men are removed word.
from office by Act of parliament, without
notice, without calling on them to answer, Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I may say, in replv to
and without assigning any cause. It may be the observations made by my hon. friend
that some, as my hon. friend the leader of behind me (Mr. Gowan), that I do not think
the opposition bas said, are thoroughly cap- this clause is open to the objection which he
able. My hon. friend fromu Halifax has and other hon. gentlemen have pressed. In
suggested an idea from his reading the first place, it has been decided over and
of the British North America Act, and over again that there is no contract between
I think it is almost conclusive against the Crown or the executive government of
the enactinent proposed to remove these the country and the officers who are serving
men from office. The judges of the county it in any capacitv, and so there is no contract
court held office under two distinct com- between the government and the judges that
missions. They have a commission at the they shall continue in office so that parlia-
time of their appointment to hold office ment would be debarred from legislation, if
during good behaviour. In 1882, under it may seem proper, in the imatter. If
a statute that was passed, they werer parliament chooses to legisiate, then parlia-
appointed local judges of the high court, ment may do so. Let me take a case by
and they are judges of the high court way of illustration: formerly there were
at the present time, and it may be a three high courts in the province of Ontario
soniewhat serious question if the contention -the Queen's Bench, the Court of Common
is right in regard to the ordinary judges of Pleas and the Court of Chancery. A mea-
the Superior Courts, whether the judges thst sure was introduced consolidating these
were appointed under the commission in courts and making one High Court of
1882 do not come within the same. I know Justice, and making what was before three
what their commissions contain: they are distinct courts three divisions of this one
appointed to hold office during good beha- court, called the Chancery division, the
viour, and that commission which every Queen'sBenchdivision and theCommonPleas
county judge holds was issued in 1882. I division. Now when that law was carried,
do not object, as I said before, to the time Mr. Cameron, Chief Justice, I think, at the
linit, but I object most decidedly to oust time, of the Common Pleas, declined to act,
men from office without giving them an holding that the effect of that law was to
opportunity to be heard and without reasons legislate all the judges out of office who had
being assigned. It is an unfortunate thing previously held office in any one of these
that governmnent and public officials have three courts, and while many of his col-
occasion to do unpleasant things. Judges leagues did not concur with him in that
every day of their lives have to do that view, nevertheless the government at the
which wounds their feelings; but it is their time, of which I think my hon. friend oppo-
duty and they have to administer the law. site was a member, thought it safe to adopt
I do not see why a government should be in the course of issuing new commissions to all
a different position from a judge. There is those judges that had before been judges of
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these three distinct courts to make thein amount question. The right of the individu-
judges of this new court. No one for a mo- al is subordinate to the interest of the public,
ment supposed, assuming Judge Cameron's although the individual man may have
view to be correct, that if the government c on the government to generous consi-
had done so, and it had been in the interest deration. I am not disputing that. Nearly
of the public that those courts should be everyone who has spoken to-night has spoken
abolished, that any one of those judges had of the age of 75. Under this bill it is a
a claim of any sort uponi the Crown that completion of the 75th year, so that it is
would prevent the legislature pursuing that only when a man reaches his 76th birthday
course if it believed it to be in the public that he goes out under the provisions of this
interest. Supposing at any moment of time bill. My hon. friend from Halifax spoke of
it is found that the legal business of the one of my predecessors fixing the age limit
country assumed such a forn that the whole at 70 years ; that is six years shorter, and,
system of judicial administration is cumbrous further than that, that the parties might be
and costly and unsuited to the altered cir- continued in ofice after that period if tbe
cumstances, and you propose to reform the government though t proper; that is that there
courts and you establish new judicial organ- was a power proposed to be taken to retire
izations, and the effect of your establish- parties from office. Now the objection to
ment would be such that one-half the that proposal would be that the judge would
number of judges would be quite ade- stand in the same position as those who hold
quate to discharge the judicial duties office during pleasure. He would be depen-
of the country, does any one suppose (lent on the Crown f rom the time he arrived
that the government would be morally any at the age at which he 'could be retired. I
more thain legally bound to continue all think that would have been very objection-
those persons in office because they held able. I thought it was very objectionable
judical offices during good behaviour i I do when I discussed this subject with certain
not think so. It may be the duty of the parties, and J felt that the government, in
government, they may be under moral fixing an age limit, ought to fix an absolute
obligations to make some provision for those period ; that there ought to be no opportu-
whom they would retire; it would be no nity of any arrangement between the judge
doubt the duty of the government to take and the government that he should be con-
the best men who had before been on the tinued for a longer period of time. It does
bench to discharge the duties of judges seen to me-although I am happy to say
under the new state of things ; but I cannot that many judges have lived to a longer
subscribe to the doctrine that the present period-..that 76 years is a ripe old age, and
condition of things is one that must neces- the man who discharges his duties as a
sarily continue; and that if it is found that judge from the time of his appointment till
a systen is not of advantage and that the ad- he arrives at the 76th year of his age has
ininistration of the law under it is not done important service to the state if he has
wholly satsfactory, you are bound to con- discharged his duty well.
tinue it, because the judges whom you have
appointed hold office under the commissions lon. Mr. ALLAN-He ought to bave a
in effect during good behaviour. You have full pension to retire.
not recognized that rule with regard to any
other class of officials. You are entitled to lon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend says
retire the ordinary civil servants at the age be ought to have a fuli pension to retire. I
of sixty, that is sixteen years less than I ar not expressing any opinion different from
have fixed for the age of the judges by this that which le las expressed in the matter,
bill. You retire from the arny, under im- but I amr a member of a House wbhre that
perial statute, men wbo at the tirne they question as to the retiring allowance is not
enhisted were entitled to continue in the to be settled.
service for a muctp longer period of time, and
nio British officer is supposed to set up the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
contention " when I entered the army We can only talk about it.
persons were entitled to hold the office or
rank I now hold until a more advanced Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes we can only talk
age." The question of efficiency is the par- about it-and I an not expressing any dis-
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sent fron the opinion which my hon. friend further to say in defence of thisprovision.
from Yurk has expressed. It i8 said here 1 would be greatly pleased if those vho
that the law provides a system by whiclh the control the public roneys of this country
judges who are unfit for service can be could have seen their way to allow these
retired. I say it is not simply a question men to retire on full pay. This, bowever, must
that it is a disagreeable duty to discharge to be borne in minc that rnany men between
inquire into the fitness or unfitness of a seventy-six and eighty under the law, even as
judge in order to get rid of hia ; that is not it is, wiH retire the few who reach the
the only question. If I should invite ny une of seventy.six and go on tovards eighty
hon. friend opposite out here on the hill this will be diminisbed before the year four score
evening after sunset and ask him to name is reached, and it is extrerely questionable
the instant of time when day ceased and whether any one ougbt to renain upon the
when night had con e, I think he would enc under any circumstances beyond that
have found a good deal of difficulty to decide. period of life. I have myself watched gen-
He can say at eight o'clock " the day is tienen in court discharging duties who vere
done " and before seven that " the day exists very aged men and for the first hour or
still ; " but between those two periods there two in the rorning their intellects vere
would be a great difficulty in settling that seemingly as bright as ever, and they dis-
question, and my hon. friend knows that a charged their duties fairly well, but before
judge, f rom physical infirmities or frorn a the day was over, long before it was over,
blunting-I will not say a decay-of bis in-'they were wearied and worn out and unable
tellectual powers nay be less fit to disccarge to follow cosely the arguments addressed to
his duties than lie was at an earlier period,and
it nay be that it is in the public interest that
he should retire; and if you were to appoint
a commission to inquire into his fitness, un-
less it was perfectly clear that he was unfit,
the commissioners could not make a report
that the judge ought to be retired and that
he was unfit for his duties. It seems to me
that it is a very much better way to do as
we propose by this bill, to say that when
a man bas completed his 7.th year, when
he arrived at the border line which separates
seventv-five from seventy-six he shall ceae
to hold the office of county judge. It is
true that there are a few men, one here and
there, who beyond that period of time might
fairly well discharge their duties. But there
are a great many men wlo never reach that
age, and there are a great many who are
disposed to retire ; and so the number of
persons who are fit for the discharge of
judicial duties wlo would be disqualified
under the provisions of this bill, are very
few indeed. I believe the bill on the wholE
will confer on the public a more substantial
service than catn be secured by any other
method that you can devise. I am of opin-
ion that if we were to fix an earlier period,
say at the age of seventy, there would be
greater hardships, agreater numberof persons
who would be put off the bench who would
be qualified to continue on. So I felt it my
duty to fix this age just as high as it
was possible to fix it, with due regard
to the public interest. I have nothing

theni by counsel ; and when you continue
that proceeding from day to day, it is per-
fectly obvious that long before a session is
over, if there is much business to perform,
the suitors must suffer at the hands of a
very old judge, no matter how high his
character or how good his intentions.
My hon. friend has spoken about the
condition of the Superior Court judges
of the High Court of Justice; I am
expressing no opinion, but I think you niay
fairlv include High Court judges since all
j udges are appointed by the Dominion- those
appointed to the courts of Canada as well
as those appointed to the courts of the pro-
vinces. But look at a judge of the Superior
Court going on circuit. He only holds
court at a few large centres of population.
He can find comfortable quarters in a well
furnished hotel. He is subject to no parti-
cular exposure and to no great discomfort.
That is not the position of the county judge,
who, perhaps, has to go forty or fifty,
and I know in some cases one hundred
miles, otherwise than by rail, with his
horse and carriage, stopping in a little
wayside inn with very few of the con-
forts that he enjoyed at home, driving
out in a stormy season. I say he is subject
to very much greater hardship than a judge
of the superior court, and therefore he re-
quires to possess greater physical vigour than
such a judge. In the province of Ontario,
if I remember rightly, the county court
judges disposed of 60,000 division court suits,
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and in the disposition of those 60,000 suits
ihey had a great many miles to travel and
were subjected to very great exposure, and
when I propose by this bill to fix the age at
the completion of the seventy-fifth year and
to apply that to those who are already upon
the bench, I think I am adopting that course
that is best in the public interest. To say
that you should confine the limit of age to
future appointnients would be, in a great
measure, to defeat the bill. It would delay
the application of a principle the general
application of which is necessary in order to
re-establish, in some cases, the efficiency of
the courts. Whether any further rule will
be necessary, such as the grouping of several
counties into one district and putting county
court judges on circuit, or enlarging their
civil jurisdiction in order to the attaininent
of high efficiency, and to keep the legal
knowledge of the judge from rusting by the
want of use, are questions for the local gov-
ernment to consider under the constitution
of the court. What we have to do is to
consider the qualification of the persons
whom we are called upon to appoint to these
positions, and the conditions necessary for
the maintenance of the court efficiency so
far as the personality of the judge affects
that efficiency. That I am endeavouring to
do by this bill, first by putting the judges,
so far as the salaries of junior judges are
concerned, upon a fairer footing than they
stood before, and protecting the public in-
terest by fixing the time limit when a judge
shall retire.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I ani glad to know
that, after a long time, this government are
coming down to the tender point in their
feelings. They are trying to get this parhia-
ment to do that which they have been doing
the last eighteen or twenty months, only it
is with respect to different individuals.
They want to establish an Act by which a
certain number of gentlemen can be dis-
placed from oflice, in order to make room
for their followers.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The government
has, without let or hindrance, kicked out
poor men who have been working hard to
inake a living for their wives and families
on salaries of $400 or $500 a vear. Their
conduct has heen perfectly outrageous and if
they had the same courage to turn out men
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in higher positions they would do it. I say
this is a most outrageous arrangement alto-
gether. Since the government have been in
power they have turned out poor men, re-
gardless of how they were making a living
for themselves and their families-men who
had discharged their duties in a competent
manner. I suppose the hon. gentleman bas
a lot of followers for whom he has no posi-
tions, and is taking this means to make room
for them. With regard to superannuation,
the people of this country are not prepared
to superannuate judges when they are fit to
do their duty. Half of the lawyers of the
country are begging and coaxing the govern-
ment to give them these positions. Why
should these judges be superannuated at an
age when they are able to do the work ? I
hold it is wrong, and I am going to vote
against it. A lawyer seeks to get a position,
and after he has served a while you let him
retire on a good superannuation allowance.
I say the system is wrong and rotten to the
core, particularly when you are willing to
displace competent men who can do the
work. I have seen men 50 years of age
who were not able to discharge the duties of
an office. You have the power to appoint a
commission and turn these men out. That
is rather too fine a thing for the government
to do. They simply kick men out. Why
did they not kick the judges out? They
have the power now to appoint a commission
and that is a very proper thing to do. If a
man is not fit to fill a position, that is the
genteel and delicate way of getting at him.
Appoint a commission and inquire into the
matter, and if he is not able to discharge
the duties of his office, the whole country
will uphold you in having him removed,
but to undertake to fix an age limit
and turn good men out who had received
the appointment on the expectation they
would hold it as long as they had strength
and abilitv to fill it. I consider that of
all the measures brought down this session,
this is the one that I could vote against
with a clear conscience. At this late hour
I do not desire to give all the details of the
reasons why I oppose that feature of the
bill. I consider it decidedly wrong, and the
country will condemn the government for
undertaking to pass a bill to turn out good
men which they have no right to do.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN- I entirely concur
with the principle of the bill in fixing a
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time limit during which judges shall hold
office. The bill upon the whole is an ex-
ceedingly good one, and I should like very
much indeed to see it passed. The onlydifli-
culty is in respect to the objection raised by
the hon. gentleman f rom Barrie (Mr. Gowan)
and it does seem to me a hardship that men
who are discharging their duty with ability
and advantage to the country, should by an
enactment of this kind, be legislated out of
office, and obliged to retire, not upon their full
pension, but upon the pension prescribed by
this Act. I am quite sure it would be very
much for the advantage of the country that
the time liinit should be 75 years of age,
because although some men are more active
both mentally and bodily at 70 or 75 than
others at 60 or 65, yet there can be no ques-
tion about it, when a man reaches that age
-and I may speak from my own experience
-although he may enjoy fair vigour of body
and mind he is perfectly conscious that be
is not able to go through the saine amount
of work as be could 20 years previously.
But the bon. Minister of Justice, as I
understood him, said that at present there
are likely to be comparatively very few men
on the bench who reach this time limit, and
there would, therefore, be very few who
would be affected injurious!y by the enact-
ment of this bill. I venture to make the sug-
gestion to him, if there are so very few of the
present incumbents who would be likely to
reach this age, is it worth while to pass an en-
actment of this kind which would be retro-
spective when, after all, as far as the country
is concerned, there would be verylittle gained
by it? Because those affected by it are few,
and in that way comparatively very little
harm would flow froni it, while on the other
hand if the 75 year limit is to apply at
once, injustice would be done to those who
in good faith accepted the commission as one
which they could hold as long as they could
discharge the duties of their office. I feel
very strongly that an enactment of this kind
for the future is far preferable to any com-
mission or inquiry into the state of a judge's
faculties, either mental or physical. That
must always be a very delicate proceeding
and one which we should desire to avoid, if
possible. Therefore, for that reason, the time
limit of seventy-tive is far better, but I again
venture to suggest whether, in view of there
being comparatively few who would reach
the age at which by this bill, they would be
obliged to leave the bench, would it be worth

while to inflict a great hardship upon men
who are perfectly able to discharge thefr
duties and compel then, under this legisla-
tion, to retire and accept the retiring pen-
sion.

Hon. Mr. CL EMOW-I feel very strongly
that we should not interfere with vested
rights. I contend that these men accepted
their positions as judges in the past, although
there was no written agreement between
them and the government, under an implied
understanding that they should continue in
office so long as they were capable of perform-
ing their duties. If such is the case, it is
not fair that they should be displaced by
the present bill, especially when we know
that thev have been underpaid in the past.
It bas been alinost impossible for the county
court judges to save anything from the
pittance allowed them from time to time
during their tenure of office. I am pleased
to tind that a change has been made in that
respect by this bill ; but I think, under the
circumstances, the governnent should allow
a judge to continue on the bench as long as
possible, in order that he may be able to
reap some of the advantage in the way of
-aving something for the future sustenance
of his family. As hon. gentlemen all know
a county court judge receiving S2,000 a
year, having a family and a certain position
to maintain, it is utterly impossible for him
to save a dollar. I know that there are
judges receiving $2,000 a year whose annu'l
expenditure amounts to more than that, and
if they had not private means it would be
utterly impossible for them to support their
families. So that under all the circum-
stances, they are entitled to every considera-
tion at the hands of the government. As
long as a judge performs his duties satifac-
torily to the country and to the Minister of
Justice, I do not think he ought to be de-
prived of his position; but if there was any
cause for his removal I do not care whether
it is done by commission or otherwise, I
would have no hesitation in telling hin
" you must retire from that office because
you are not fit for it." It is an imperative
duty we owe to the country to see that these
duties are honestly and properly performed.
There should be no sentimental idea to fav-
our this man or that man. Have we heard
of any dissatisfaction with the judges of this
country ? There may be, but I do not know
of any and I have never heard of it. I be-
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lieve the country will sustain the House in
showing every disposition to favour faithful
servants of the country in every possible
way. If this legislation is good for the
county court judges, why is it not good
for other judges? There may be soine legal
difficulty in carrying it out, but the principle
should apply all through. I have known
something about the judicial affairs of the
country for years. I know in this county
our county court judges do a great deal.
In the past they had to travel over rough
roads when we had not a railroad. J
have been sone thirty hours going from
Bytown to Prescott when there were no
houses of any kind. We had a great deal
of difficulty to contend with. It is much
better at the present time, but the
cost of living has increased very much of
late years. When I tirst came here I could
buy a cord of wood for one dollar, and a
pound of butter for six pence. Now that
the country has prospered and prices have
increased, the country must be willing to
pay these men provided they discharge their
duties satisfactorily. I have never heard a
man raise his voice against paying the pub-
lic men according to their worth, while they
are able to discharge their duty, and when
they are not able to do that, J would have
no compunction in telling them "you are
not able to perform your duties and I must
put some one else in your place." J believe
this time limit is all right, but it should
merely apply to the future appointments.
If that is agreed to, there will be no further
difficulty. We are al! in favour of the
remainder of the bill, but we desire to
render substantial justice to every party
concerned, whether it be the high court
judges or county court judges. I believe
it is the intention of the House to mete out
justice to every man who has been doing
service to the country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
wish to point out the fact that if any judge
becones incapacitated before he arrives at
the age of seventy-six, and you wish to get
rid of him, you must proceed under the
statute. I do not see why there should be
any delicacy in dealing with a man of
seventy-six years of age, as you would be
compelled to deal with a man of seventy
years of age who was shown to be unfit for
the bench; so that the government is only
relieving itself of the responsibility of pro-
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ceeding against a judge who is incapable
until he has reached that age.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is well that I, as
the seconder of this motion, should express
my full concurrence in the views expressed
bv the hon. gentleman from Barrie. We
have heard the remarks of the hon. Minister
of Justice and the hon. gentleman from
Halifax. The larger proportion of all they
addressed to us was upon points upon which
no difference of opinion exists in the House.
The general feeling is that the intention of
the bill is good, and that it is a wise thing
that a time limit should be established, but
very little has been said to meet what is
really the essential point in the amendment
of my hon. friend from Barrie, and that is,
the dealing with the cases of judges now
holding offices, who are fully competent,
and are discharging their duties satisfactor-
ily to the public generally-cutting them
off fromt their position and larger
salary, and proposing to reduce it, when
there is really no necessity for it being done,
as far as the public is concerned. I can easily
appreciate the desire of the minister to hand
over to parliament what might be a disagree-
able duty, or a duty which one would rather
shrink fromi, of dealing with these cases.
But I fail to see the great difference between
the delicacy they feel in appointing a com-
mission in any certain case and, without a
commission, cutting off f rom their positions
judges who are well qualified to discharge
the duties they are performing. I think,
perhaps, of the two, that should cause a
greater feeling of delicacy, but they do not
seem to have any delicacy in that respect.
While I an on my feet, I may remark that
mny hon. friend the Minister of Justice, for
all he is such an efficient scholar, does not
correctly state the age limit. Either he or
I must be wrong, because I consider when a
child is twelve months old he is one year old,
and when a man has reached his seventy-fifth
birthday he is seventy-five years old, and the
hon. Minister of Justice is contending that
he must reach his seventy-sixth birthday
before he has completed seventy-five years.
According to the ordinary acceptance of the
term when a man reaches his seventy-fifth
birthday he is seventy-five years old. I
merely wish to express my cordial concur-
rence in the views of hon. gentlemen who
consider that legislation such as the govern-
ment propose under this clause of the bill is
doing a gross injustice.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-I am quite satisfied
that the patience of the committee is pretty
well exhausted, and the subject itself is
exhausted by the long discussion, but I
wish to remark that I regret that the hon.
Minister of Justice has not seen his way
clear to accept the very reasonable and
proper amendment of the hon. gentleman
from Barrie. While I agree with what has
been said by the hon. minister in reference
to the wisdom of fixing a tine limit for the
occupancy of the bench by the judges, I
think that any restriction of that kind
should not have a retroactive operation, but
that it should only apply to appointments

the judges who are at the present time occu-
pying seats upon the bench, who accepted
office for life, and to whom the faith of the
country is plighted; and I would really look
upon it as a breach of contract on the part
of the country with the judiciary if this retro-
active legislation were put on the statute-
book. J do not wish to occupy the time of
the House, but I desire to express my views
as strongly agreeing with those enunciated
here to-night and last night by the hon.
inember for Barrie, and I am sorry that the
hon. Mlinister of Justice cannot accept the
amendient proposed by that hon. member.

n the future. Now, it cannot be denied Hon. Mr. WOOD-I have listened with
hat every judge on the bench at the present very great interest and attention to the de-
ime accepted his office with the under- bate upon this question, because when I
tanding that he was to hold it during good first louked at the bil ry impressions were
behaviour, and that it was an appointment unfavourable-I feit it was a bil J could
or life. He had no expectation that the not support. After listening to the argu-
aw would step in and limit the period of inents which have been addressed to the
his tenure, not even the reasonable period House, I feel that if the principle of this
mentioned in the bill. He had no reason to bil is adritted, as I believe it is adnitted
anticipate anything of that kind. There are by al the hon. gentlemen who have addressed
many instances where at the age of 75 men the buse, that it is desirable in any case to
are just as qualified to discharge the duties fix an age lirit, the government should be
of a judge as at the age of 50. Within a supported in the provision they have made
day or two I myself had the pleasure of for fixing an age lirit in this bil. The fact
coming in contact with a county judge who was pointed out by one hon. gentleman who
told me he would come under the operation addressed the louse-I thînk the hon. mem-
of this bill, a man wvhor I took to be 20 ber for Haifax and I think the Minister f
years younger than lie told me he was. fJustice atluded to it-that if the amendent
Meeting him in the streets, or in a publie which ha. been noved by the hon. member
building, I should not have thought that for Bairie is adopted, it really renders this
he was over 55 or 60 years. le was bill inoperative for a long time to cote.
bright and physically active, and just This amendment applies to ail the persons
as competent, I arn satisfied, to dis- at present occupying positions as cudges of
charge his duties to-day as he was twenty the county couts throuhout the Dominion,
years ago. It is a grent hardship to put a and if this bim only apphies to future
man like that off the bench. I admit with appointments, it will only apply to those
the Minister of Justice that this may he an appointed to succeed the present judges,
exceptional case, but a provision to effect and will only coIne into opeMation after those
the judiciary should not be retroactive; we judges reach the age of seventy-five years.
should only make it applicable to future That would place the operation of this bil
appointments. It might be different if we twenty or twenty-five years in the future.
had not a law on the statute-book which A good deal has been said with regard to the
enables the government to deal with every provisions which the present law contains as
case where a judge ought to be rerJoved, to removing judges hen they become in-
that cornes within their knowledge. They competent to discharge their duties by reason
have a complete provision by iaw to remove wof old age. vell, if those provisions are
a county judge for incapacity, or old age, or adequate, if there is no good reason why the
any other cause where it would be desirable governmentshouldnot availthemselvesof the
in the public interest. In reference to the provisions which the present law critains to
county court judges, they have, I repeat, that remove a judge under these circumstances,
power, and, having it, a do not think it is there is no reason for fixing an age lirit t
right now to pass a bijd which would affect ail. If these means of removing the judges
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can be put in operation, and that mode of possession of their holidays, but that is not
dealing with this question is satisfactory, now required.
there is no necessity for this clause in the The clause was struck out.bill at all ; and I admit that that was the
objection which I first had to the bill. I On clause 3.
thought that fixing an age liiit was an ob-
jectionable mode of proceeding, and it would Hon Mr. POWER-Does this clause in-
be better to have soine other means of ac- crease the number of judges in the province
complishing this end. But if I was right in of Quebec?
that, the objection would stand against the Hon. Mr. BAKER-The effect of this
first subsection of the bill and not against clause is to provide a salary for one ad-
the second subsection. The other argument ditional judge for the district of St. Francis,
that has been used against this bill is that and it ha, the further effect of doing tardy
there is an agreenent, or contract, between justice to one of the judges of the Superior
the. judges of the courts who have been ap- Court, who was appointed under the former
pointed, and the government of the day, and Liberal administration, who was a member
that a measure like this is a breach of the of the House of Comnons at the tiie of hir
contract existing between those who occupy appointment, but who ceased instantly on
these positions at the present tiue. If I un- his appointment to be a politician, and has
derstand this question right, the admission discharged the duties of his judicial office in
that it is proper to fix an age limit at all im- the most exemplary manner. I refer to
plies a further ad mission that any gentleman the Hon. Mr. Justice Taschereau. He
occupying a judicial position, who has reached is assigned to the district of Terre-
the age of seventy-five years should, if he re- bonn.e, but he resides in Montreal, and
garded the public interest rather than his under the existing law his salary bas been
own interest, resign ; otherwise I do not see 81,000 less than his colleagues who reside in
how we are justified in fixing seventy-five the city receive. He has been labouring for'
years as an age limit when we call upon the vears under a disadvantage amounting to a
judges to resign whether they wish to or not. positive injustice, and I am sure the members
The very fact of admitting that it is right to of the profession in the province of Quebec
fix an age liit in the case of judges at sev- will commend the government in the highest
enty-five years implies the further supposi- possible manner in doing this tardy justice
tion, that those judges should at that time to Mr. Justice Taschereau. While I am on
in the public interest resign. If we admit
that, at the age of seventy-tive years, taking In i
the judges all round, they should, in the in submitting this bilîlo parliament, it might
public interest, resign, they would, under bave gone further and readjusted the salares
the existing legislation, only be entitled to of the Superior Courtjudges. Tbat is a ques.
the two-thirds salary superannuation, and 1 tion that every government bas hesitation
this bill, while it gives them no addi- in approaching. There is a popular clarour
tional amount, places them in no worse con in the country against the salaries of the
di.ion than if they resigned and received judges; and there bas been a disposition in
their superannuation. I speak with a little' times past-and I see tbat the present gov-
hesitancy as it is a subject I am not much ernment is affected by the same disposition
acquainted with, and I have gathered my
ideas only as the discussion went on. Tak- judiciary of the country.
ing the view that I have just nentioned,
My vote shaIe be in favour of the bill ae ith
stands. On clause 9.

eon. itr. BAKER--Ibis refers to the
travelling expenses of judges wic has

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Clause three now wihl been the subject of discussion before, and I
bave to come out. The intention wvas that ar aware, fro communications that have
the Act should corne into operation on the inad with te Department of Justice, that
fhrst of October witb regard to the retire- there is a determination now on tbe part of
ment of tbe judges, and it left them al in tbe Minister of Justice to take the matter
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in hand and the salutary provision of this counties, as there are in the county in vhich
section will enable the Departient of the salary of the judge has been raised.
Justice to see that the law is not infringed
on. It is not desirable to discuss in parlia- Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the com-
ment the relations of the judiciary to the niittee, reported the bil vith an aniend-
department which bas control of the pay- ment, which vas concurred in.
ment authorized under the statue, but it is
impossible to conceal from ourselves the T
fact that in times past there has been some passed.
little irregularity in connection with it, and
I am very proud and happy to know and SECOND READINGS.
believe that the Department of Justice is
determined now to enforce the provisions of Bil (16) "An Act respecting the North
this clause 9, and that if the provisions of western and Northern and North-eastern
this clause are enforced in the future, there boundaries If the province of Quebec.'-
will be no complaint on that score. I am very (Hon. Nt. Milis).
happy to commend the Minister of Justice Bil (99> "An Act to incorporate the Lake
for the care which bas been shown in the Champlain and Lawrence Ship Canal."-
preparation of these provisions, and I only (Hon. Mr. Clemow>.
hope that they will be vigorously put iii
operation.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 10. RETUnNE FRON1 THE COMMONS.

Hcn.Mr.POW R-Ijus wih ~The following, message 'vas received fromnHon. Mr. POWER-I just wish to point
out in reference to this clause that thet
words "supreme court " are used. When H o>' (IF
thé Yukon government bill was under con- 1 9th Jonc, 1898.
sideration these words were changed to 1-Ruso1xed, That a Message be sent to the Senate,"rti ct to inform theirtonor that this House had agreed

"territoial cour." men, whic w 1As*e A l ccr in.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, we had better
change the words to "territorial court."

The clause was amended and adopted.

Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the committee,
reported the bill as amended.

Hon. M1r. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
latter clause of this bill bas been rushed
tbrough with such haste that I have not
had an opportunity to make one or two
renarks that I wished to make on one par-
ticular paragraph of the bill relating to
Prince Edward Island. I see in that para-
graph that there bas been a change in the
salary of the judges in that province. The
salary of the judge of one court has been
raised, I think, from s2,400. That may be
considered a very material increase, but why
that increase should take place for the judge
of one particular county, and the salaries of
the judges of the other counties should re-
main the same as before, I cannot under-
stand. I believe there is just as much
business required to be done, and as many
intricate cases to be tried in the other

o e r s , t, r , s- x ian t we t, o t ie r amn-
endient to the Bill No. 1f, intituled : ' An Act to
aiend the Electoral Franchise Act, and to further
amend the Dminixion Elections Act; " and that they
have disagreed to the second. feurth, fifth, :eventh,
eight, ninth, tenth and eleventh of their aumend-
ments for the following reasons

Becausu the anendiments made by the Honourable
the Senate to the bill, exceptin- fron its operation
the provinces of Nova Scotia, Sew Brunswick and
Manitoba and providing for a special revision of the
voters' ists in tioe provinces for elections to this
louse, is inconsistent with and subversive of the

general principle of the bill.
That the procediure pro iosed by the Honourable

the Senate for seeuring the revision of such lists,
under the authority of this parlianent, is wholly
inadequate, and cannot be rendered effective without
creating coniplicated and costly nachinery incomupa-
tible with the object of the bill.

That the anendhnents, therefore, in effect provide
for the continuation in the provinces naned of the
present unwieldy and expensive systemn of creating
special voters' lists for Dominion elections.

That the- passage of the amendmnent by the Senate
after its rejection by the House of Conmons is incon-
sistent with the undoubted riglit and privilege of this
House to determine the principles of the franchise
under which its meudiers are elected, and is the more
unwarranted in that the country has emxphatically
pronounced in favour of the principle of the bill.

Ordered, That the Cierk of the House do carry the
said Message to the Senate.

Attest,

JNO. GEO. BOURINOT,
Clerk of the Commons.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the said
message be taken into consideration to-
mnorrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I would suggest that it be taken up at the
second session to-norrow, because there are
two conrnittees meeting to-morrow, the
Drunmmond County Railway Committee and
the Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours, and our whole time will be occupied
to-morrow morning. We willscarcely have time
to consider the reasons given by the House of
Commons, which I must confess, are sone-
what of an extraordinary character, and
therefore wè ought to have a least an hour
to consider them. I take it for granted,
from casually hearing then read, that they
lay down a very important constitutional
doctrine, to which I think this Senate are
not prepared to assent. If the doctrine laid
dowi be correct, then, as the organ of the
pirty opposite advocates, the sooner the
Senate is abolished the better.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
discussing the amendments.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- 1

am giving a reason why I want a little longer
titne to consider the reasons given by the
House of Commons. If the hon. gentleman
had acquiesced at once in the suggestion I
made for a little longer tine, probably I,
night have been relieved of the necessity of
giving a reason why I made the suggestion.
I am not departing from the strict rules of
parlianentary procedure, nor an I violating
any rule of order in giving a reason for the
suggestion &hich I make, and, therefore, I
do not know that I was subject to the indi-
rect chastisement of the hon. minister for
laving made the reinarks I did.

Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is very much hurt. I hope we will be
througih with our work to-morrow night. I
do not know, but my impression is that
there is very little on the paper to-morrow
for three o'clock, and surely this bill can go
on the list, and if we do not reach it before
six o'c!ock, it will stand for the evening sit-
ting, but if we have very little business be-
yond the address to their Excellencies, and
the few measures that have come down to-
day, it will be hardly worth our while to
meet at three o'clock to-morrow for an hour's

work and then adjourn till eight. I think
my hon. friend is pretty familiar with every-
thing that is contained in those objections.
The most of them were pretty well thrashed
out during the time the bill was before us
for discussion, and I have no doubt he will
be as well prepared as my hon. friend beside
me and myself will be to consider these
reasons for dissenting from the amendments
proposed in this House, and I think my hon.
friend will not object to have this bill on the
paper for to-morrow afternoon, and if we do
not reach it till the evening, no harm will be
done.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection that the hon. gentleman's
motion should be on the paper for to-morrow
afternoon, with the distinct understanding,
if we are not prepared to go on with it, that
it will be laid over till the evening session,
and I may also inform the hon. gentleman
that I do not think the business of the
House will be through to-norrow. I have
already indicated what course I intend to
pursue with reference to the Plebiscite Bill,
and I hope to be able to tell him to-niorrow
what we propose to do. I can assure him
that until we have decided upon that ques-
tion, that the business of this House will
not be completed, whether it be Saturday,
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. I am
speaking for myself individually, but if the
members of the House agree with me, we
intend to place that Plebiscite Bill in such a
position, that if the government is deter-
nined to resist the amendments which have
been made to the Franchise Bill, the Plebis-
cite Bill should be so anended as to enable
the governnent to submit the prohibition
question to the people in any event. The·
plebiscite, J hold, is not contingent upon the
passing of the Franchise Bill, and I am
sure my hon. friend-and more particularly
the hon. Secretary of State beside him-
is extremely anxious, as we all are, that the
opinions of the elect rs of this Dominion
shall be ascertained upon a very important
question, and it would be a great calamity
to have another year's excitement and agita-
tion over a question, which the sooner it is
settled the better.

A SATURDAY'S SESSION.
NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I give notice that to-
morrow I shall move that when the House
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adjourns, it do stand adjourned till Satur-
day at 11 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Fridaiy, 101th June, 1898.
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I shouldýHon Mr DA DUR ND-I soul The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

like to ask a question of the Minister of o S K ot C aT
Justice. In view of the prohibition issue o'Clock.

being submitted to the people, can the hon. Prayers and routine proceedings.
minister tell us if a copy of the very inter-
esting document collected by the prohibi- DEATHS OF EMPLOYEES UN CROWS
tion commission appointed by the late NEST PASS RAILWAY.
government will be distributed to each of
the electors before they are called upon to )OIN

vote on the question? It has cost hundreds Hon. iMr. POWER moved
of thousands of dollars, and it seems to me That an humiie Address be presented to His Ex-
we should be well informed on that subject. (ellency the Governor General; praying that Hi, E'

cellenev will cause to be laid before the Senate, copies

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will say to my hon. of ail letters, telegrams ani other communication- exchanged between the Minister of Justice, or an'y
friend that, if the life of man were as it offieer of his departinent. and any person or person,
were before the flood, we might print a cheap with re-'0l>eet tO the deaths, on the twenty-third of

January last, of two worknmen namied respectiely
edition of that work and circulate it among Macdonald and Fraser, who had been emplloye(l on
the electors ; but as it would require more the Crow's Nest Pass Railway.

than 12 months to read it, and the life of He said :As the bon. members of this
man is now but three score years and tei, I House know, there has been a good deal of
do not think life is long enough to permit discussion with respect to the deaths of the
the ordinary elector to master that import- two men, Macdonald and Fraser, who are
ant document. nentioned in this motion. and reflections

have been cast on the Minister of Justice
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-T put the and his deputy, and, to 1e frank about it,

question because it seems to me it is a good this motion is made for the purpose of giv-
answer to the contention that we should ing the minister an opportunity of making
have the vote taken this year. It seems to the explanations which are necessary to show
me that the gentlemen who have collected what was actually done in the matter.
all that information at such an immense ex-
pense should see at all events, that it rea- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, hon. gentle-
ches the people before they vote on this ques- men, that I do not think it will be in the
tion. public interests to bring down the papers at

the present moment. But I will make a
Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOW ELL-The general statement with regard to this matter,

hon. gentleman is quite right. It has already because it seems to me that there is a good
been publishedi, and if lie promises to read deal of misapprehension abroad, and there
it before he goes to sleep to-night, J will see has been a good deal said that was not war-
that he gets a full copy. ranted. As far as I know, the first con-

munication we had in reference to the sub-
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Before i lect was the telegram that came to the (e-

vote partient fron a Dr. Meade, a coroner who
liad undertaken to hold an inquest, and wbo

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I had been enjoined froin holding thatinquest
know how the hon. gentleman will vote. by parties wbo were interested, sone officiais
He will vote against it. connected with the contract of the Canadian

Pacifie Railway. I may say that tbey said
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I shall sup- Dr. Meade was not a proper party to hoid

port the plebiscite, but J an against prohi- the inquest, that le had been the physician
bition. foi these two unfortunate men, and that be

cadjourned. bad also been an applicant to o he Canadian
Pacien Railway for a position as nedical

adviser upon the ork, and ohe was offended
because bis services had not been retained.
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That, at all events, was the ground upon had died, and it
which they applied to Judge Rouleau to men who would
prevent him from undertaking to hold an I nay say, furt
inquest. I may say, in the first place, that considering the
the coroners are not officers of our depart- did not see that
ment ; in fact they are not oflicers of the tht there sho.
government of Canada in that territory, but tiere was no c
they are parties who hold their office. They with which thes
are not necessarily connected with the admin- Vo the cause o
istration of justice atall, as they are ministe- weretakenillup
rial officers whose duties are inquisitorial, to have been an3
and who dnay inquire into any matter that tion for the em

would be impossible to get
be willing to sit as a jury.
her, that the department in
information in their hands,
it was specially important

Ild be an inqu. st, because
ontroversy as to the disease
e men were afflicted, nor as
f their death. Where they
on the road there does not seem
proper hospital accommoda-

ployees of the contractors,
may subsequently call for legal investigation, and in manv cases parties %vho vere taken

sick were obliged to remain in the saine cars
Hon. Mr. POWEH-They are appointed at night with those who were in good health;

by the local governments. and the party who undertook to remove
them seemed to be under the impression

Hon. Mr. MIL LS-Yes, appointed by the that it was desirable to get them away to
local governments; we have no jurisdiction sone point where they could be specially at-
over them ; but when we received this state- tended to. The instruction given by the
ment froin Dr. Meade, our instructions to physician on the way was that there was to
him were that lie had better withdraw from be no rEmoval of parties from the section in
the case and let another coroner be appoint- which they were taken ill without the con-
ed in order that the inquiry might proceed. sent of the physician. The physician in
This lie declined to do, and there was there- this instance was not at home, if I renem-
fore nothing for it but to permit him to take ber rightly. He was away. His consent
his own course and be subjected to the delay could not at the moment be obtained, and
which the injunction would impose upon they were carried through the section
hin. That injunction was opposed on be- into a third section before they were
half of Dr. Meade by a partner of the hon. taken to the place of their final destination.
imember from Calgary, who I believe is a The season was cold. The appliance for con-
very competent lawyer, and he perhaps de- veying them vas not of the best, and how
fended Dr. Meade's attempt to hold an in- far a disease, that might have been curable
quest with as much success as perhaps any if they had been properly housed and pro-
one whose services could have been retained perly cared for in the first instance, was
in that section of the country. The judge made fatal by this conveyance, I cannot at
heard the case but reserved judgment. After this moment say ; however, when we got the
soine delay we applied to the judge to give report of our agent, he seemed to be of the
judgment in the case but he did not do so. opinion that they hiad been very shanefully
He was at Edmonton at the time, and said treated. He did not see that an inquest
he would not deliver judgment till lie re- would be of any special value under the cir-
turned home and when he did deliver judg- cumstances, or, in fact, that an inquest could
ment-I think the attempt at the inquest be held. But we did suppose that the com-
was about 8th February-it was about the missioners that had been appointed to inquire
l5th April. We applied to oir local agent into the grievances of the people in that dis-
in that country with regard to the case, to get trict would, in all probability, report spe-
such information as hecould for us with aview cially on this case, and that there miglt be
to further action if further action was neces- in that report such further information as
-sary, and mnake inquiry as to the obtaining of would enable us to take action against any
another coroner against whom no objection parties if it was disclosed that those parties
could be had. The reply tu us by our agent' were criminally liable.
wras that the parties had been ill of diph- That commissionner's report caine at a
theria, that it was a highly contagious disease, considerably later period, later than we
and that it would be impossible to get any anticipated, and at this moment the depart-
person to exhume the bodies of these two ment has written to the Department of the
men to hold an inquest upon them, seeing Interior for a copy of so much of the report
the character of the disease of which they as may relate to the illness and death of those
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two parties. If that report proves to be a is not the general practice, because a
full report when we receive it, such as will coroner's verdict is not one on which any
warrant us in taking further action, if f urther judicial proceedings are based. The minis-
action ought to be taken, that action will terial proceedings before a magistrate always
be taken. If thé case is one of which intervene between the action of the coroner
there is not sufficient evidence disclosed 'and the commitment of the party for prose-
by the report of the commissioners to enable 'cution.
us to act, it is the intention of the department Hon. M. McMILLAN-erhaps they
at once to appoint a party with authority
to make an investigation into the circum- are there for the fee though.
stances attending the death of these two Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. f riend speaks
men, how they came to be removed, what about the coroners being there for their
sort of treatment they were subjected to, fees.
who is responsible for their removal, and
whethor there is any criminal liability Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-No, I mean the

attaching to any of the parties connected county attorney.
with the death of these men. I might say Hon. Mr. MILLS-Well, perhaps so.
that Mr. Oliver called at our department for' That may be. Te county, in most cases,
the purpose of bringing the matter under pa m e Te onto pro s of

ou ateton adwehe~d ha e?5dt pays some litle attention to proceedings ofoura ate and we he ird what he had to that sort. Let me read a paragraph from a
say, and we also had his concurrence in the!lte rte yMr ecmet rtaki~ W letter written by M-Nr. Newcombe to Mu.
course we are taking. We are a long way Oliver
from the district, and it is sonetimes diffi-
cult to obtain information. Some coumplaint I received from Ir. Conybare a telegram which

cuit reads as follows :
has been made because the department did Meade apparentlv undisposed to retire, judgmient
not send a lawyer for the purpose of taking on notice for injunction reserved awaiting judges'

charge of the case before the judge upon t application for the injunction seenis to ha e
the motion for an injunction. I may say been argued and is now awaiting decision, would it

this, that we have never deemed it any- not be better under the circlunstances to await the
judgent of thle Court

where to be a portion of our duty to watch
by persons employed professionally, the pro. As the application for injunction seems to

ceedings before a coroner's inquest, for in have been argued and is now waiting for
the most majority of cases that is purely a decision, I may say that Dr. Meade had re-

ministerial proceeding, which results in tained the partner of the hon. gentleman
nothing more than establishing a fact of fron Calgary, and the case was argued by
prima facie probability or innocence. The him, and I believe as well argued as it

party, if the coroner's jury find against any could have been by any party. But I may

one connected with the accident or offence isay that we have no special interest that

of any sort, does not even ministerially ter- Dr. Meade should hold the inquest. We
minate the question. The party is taken before thought he should have been a witness in
a magistrate, and there is a fresh examina- the case, as the party called in to attend

tion, and there is seldom a cae in Ontario, these men, and that soume other coroner

where counsel appears either before a coro- ought to have been asked to hold the in-

ner or before a magistrate. quest. He was unwilling to retire, and we

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Very often, I
can tell the Minister of Justice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is

awaitec the resuit of thie action.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-He wanted fees
too, I presume.

mistaken. Hon. Mr. MILLS-That may be. We

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The county have had some coroners who claimed to

crown attorney makes it a point to be pre- have held inquests in the North-%% est before

sent at every inquest where a party is our time, who put in thc-ir bills and who were

accused of murder or anything leading up paidforholdingthose inquests,and who,itwas

to it, I have been a coroner for 28 years. found, had never any inquests to hold. They
had drawn money under false pretenses,

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend speaks and I think they were tried by our prede-
of his experience in his own locality. That cessors in office, and one of them is at the
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present time serving his term in the peni-
tentiary. I dare say my hon. friend from
Wolseley remembers the case. The letter
proceeds:-

If Coroner Meade's position is upheld, he would go
on and conclude the inquest ; otherwise it would, I
presuiiie, be open for another coroner to take up the
Matter.

And Mr. Oliver, to whom that letter was
written, wrote in reply as follows:

DEAR MR. NEWCOMBE,-Your decision to await
the decision of the judge is no doubt the best. Kind-
ly let nie know as soon as the decision has been ren-
dered.

That was done. He got the information
he desired, and he awaited the report of the
commission, thinking that that would afford
suflicient basis of action. We have applied
for that report, and whether it will be of use
or iot, I cannot say. But if it does n.t
afford suflicient basis for action, it is our
purpose to appoint a commissioner to take
the evidence and investigate the case, and
if there is criminal liability, to institute pro-
ceedings. My deputy adopted that course
which he thought in the public interest, and
after discussion with me, and I see no reason
whatever for dissenting from the course
which he has taken. It was our interest to
see that the lives of men were protected.
Of course, parties engaged in a new and
wild country in the construction of a rail-
way in the winter season are moving from
point to point; to-day they are one place
and in a few days they are off in another
place, and it is exceedingly difficult to pro-
vide hospital accommodation for them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
that. And they cannot have all the advan-
tages they would have if dhey were living
in a dense settlement, much less such as
could be obtained in the city. But they are
entitled, no doubt, at the hands of their
employers, to all the protection to life that
the circumstances will permit, and if upon
inquiry it is found that there has been any
criminal neglect, any heartlessness and in-
difference to life exhibited by any of the
parties who employed these men or had
supervision over them, proper proceedings
will be taken. We have not been indiffer-
ent to the condition of these people ; we
have not treated human life as a cheap thing.
We intend to extend whatever protection
the law will give, having a due regard to the
circumstances both of the parties who have

come to their death and of those who are
charged with negligence, and I hope when
the matter is finally disposed of it will be
found that there is no ground whatever to
complain of the department.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am pleased to hear the statement
made by the hon. Minister of Justice,
in view of what has been said and the
many charges which have been made, not
only Egainst the officials of the Canadian
Pacific Railway-as to which J expressed
no opinion-but more particularly against
the deputy of his own department, a
gentleman for whom I have the very
highest regard; and from my knowledge of
him, not only as a lawyer but as a man, J
could not conceive it possible that he would
be even negligent or remiss in his duty when
so important a matter as the lives of his
fellow-subjects was brought to his notice.
The statement made by the Minister of
Justice completely exonerates him from
the serious charges which have been
made against him. I was not a little
surprised, when J remembered reading the
statement made by the hon. member from
Alberta, upon his own responsibility as a
member of the House of Commons, in the
House of Commons as to the conduct of Mr.
Newcombe, to hear the contents of the letter
which was read by the minister to-day, in
which he (Mr. Oliver) unreservedly accepts
the explanation of the deputy minister as to
the course which lie had pursued and in-
tended to pursue. Mr. Oliver brought this
very serious subject under the notice of the
departinent. In that he did quite right.
There may have been-and that will be
developed hereafter-a good deal of
negligence, and perhaps cruelty. Whether
that cruelty and negligence resulted in the
death of these unfortunate men will have to
be decided after the commission has been
issued, and a full and thorough investigation
made. That is a subject that I do not
desire to discuss, or even to touch upon, now.
What J desired to do was to express my own
gratification at the statement made by the
hon. Minister of Justice in reference to his
deputy. and I think when that goes forth to
the world they willsee thathe was not so neg-
ligent in his duties as has been laid to his
charge ; and that, on the contrary, he did all
that he could do under the law, power, and
authority which he, as Deputy Minister of
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Justice, had in the premises. No one cai Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is ne doubt a
for a moment conceive that any Minister of 'ery deplorable thing that human beings
Justice or any deputy would be at all lax in should lose their lives through negleet, but
his duty when suchaserious charge is brought'it must be remembered that diphtheria is a
under his notice as that which atfects the disease of which every one has a dread. I
lives of fellow-subjects. In view of that have known, in the hest portion of New
which has been said, I think the opinions Brunswick, where it vas difficuit to get any
which have been formed by many in the one to look after persons suffering from
country, after reading the debate in the diphtheria. When a man goes to the Crow's
leuse of CommoHis and what has been said Nest Pass he knows he cannot receive the
in vnany of the papers, will at least be sarne attention hie wuld get in a settled
changed in se far as the a.cusations which part of the country. These r en were out
have been made against the Deputy Minister there a long way f romi civilization, wbere
of Jutice are eoncerned. there was no hospital. Their fellw

ibourers fere peryeaps earning each a dollar
Hon. Mr. MeMIIILLAN - I an B very a da. ani weould be difficult to get taen

gladon to look after peron sufferingt fromn( t

St t to tiproperly care fo these gen. t can quite
inake an investigation f this inatter well understand ho hard it would be te
but I an very inuch afraid it is tee late. get proper treatment for men suffering from
had the inquest one on at tfe r vae twheyh
would at least have ascertained the wause no h
death. It will be a ery Iaifficult iatter to Hon. Mr. tIheIILLAm - Wa m dph-
bring parties te justice now unless tge cause theria prevalent there?
of deatln is peved, and that cmual nly be Hond Mr. PERLEY- do n t keow
establisqed at a coroneros inquest. How are
you aoîng te prove what the uen died of, think not.
whether they died of diphtheria, starvation, Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, yes- and it is yet.
cold or anything else, unless thu can prove r
it by the testimony of medical men ? lon. Mi. PERLEY-It is a very malig-

nant disease. No doubt these men nay have
Hon. Mr. BOULTON--They could prove suffered from the want of proper care, but

it was caused by neglect. their employers could not get proper care

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN - No, because for them. It is evident these men tried te

a man might have been labouring under an give them proper care because they removed
ailment which would have proved fatal with- the sufferers to another place, and in the

out the neglect. You have to prove the cause renoval it is possible they nmay have suffered.

of death before you can bring parties to jus- A great deal of blame has been laid on the

tice. Canadian Pacific Railway officials which I
think is unfair. Unless they took a hospital

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the hon. gen- car along with them, I do not see how they
tieman not think that Dr. Meade would have can give the men nuch better treatment
been the proper party. than they did moving from one place to

another.Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-No,certainly not, a
lie would not incriminate himself. The usual Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I cannot let this
practice in Ontario is, when a coroner holds opportunity pass without commenting on the
an inquest, that the doctor in attendance most deplorable case in the history of the
will be present at the inquest, and if the country. We have railway contracts all

jury require other medical testimony, they over. In that district there were something
have anotherdoctor brought before them,and like 4,000 men engaged in the construction
put his evidence before the court. If that had of a railway. There is no doubt that who-
been done there, and if an inquest had been ever is responsible for gathering 4,000 men
held--I do not find fault with the govern- into an isolated region, into districts in
ment at al -they would at least have which the elimatic conditions are m'ost severe,
proved wbat these men died of, and without where there are no houses and no settle-
that you cannot, at this late period, bring ments within perhaps 100 or 150 miles, as
the parties who may have been responsible the case may be, in case people lose their
to justice. It is too late. way and those things, I say great blame is
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attached to those who are responsible for to be ne public opinion, or it has not the
bringing those men together, that they did opportunity to express itso]f for the protec-
not provide the most ample accommodation tion of lives and property. The railways
for their safety and comfort in case of sick- have virtuai control of the telegraph vires
ness. The peculiar desire that apparently and they are able te regulate the informa-
arose to transfer the blame to the Depart- tion that passes to the public. The fact
ment of Justice was not a worthy ene. The that this report only cores out on the eve
Department of Justice is removed some of the closing of parliament is a reflection
3,000 miles from the scene of the operations. f the influence of the Canadian Pacifie
It is not the Departmentof Justice we have Railway and their contracter. T think the
te look t3 in a case of this kind. Itis those case i a most deplorable oneand I look upon
who employ the men, take taem from their those two men as Martyrs t a cause that
homes and agree te employ then for a certain has yet to be deait vith by the country.
pethiod. Now, bon. gentlemen, we heao of a
great oany accidents thatare happening uptn Hon. Mr. POW ER-Before askiny leave

our railways, and e seldem hear of any t withdraw the motion, I wish te make

inquiry as to the causes or the extent f the some researks as te something which was

accident. A year ae we had an accident said by the hon. gentleman from Alexandria.
eccur to a pilgimage where an enearnous The on. gentleman said it was te late now

lss cf life took place. I did net hear any te hold an inquiry because an inquest should

inquiry about that. Last spring have been held at the time of the death. As
accident occurred in bringing emigrants 1 understand there is ne question as te the
from Halifax to Montreal. There was one disease from which the men died. The ques-
poor woman lost her life, and we did tion is whether the fatal resuit of the disease
not hear of any inquiry. We see accounts was due te the lack of proper treatnent, or
every day nearly of engineers and firemen rather, perhaps, ill-treatment by the centrac-
losing their lives. In other countries such tors. Dr. Meade, vho vas enjoined froni
accidents as these are never allowed to go
without the strictest inquiries, so that what. was the attending physician and should have
ever brings about these accidents might bp been a witness instead of heing a coroner,
found out, and means of prevention taken. will be able te give ail the infermation, and
That experience can only be obtained by the bis evidence will be the best evidence in the
exposure cf those accidents. case, se that there is ne fear of a failure f

hasryet tov be dt wit by threuicouny.u

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-There must be
criminal neglect to entitle a coroner to hold
an inquest. If a mati drops down on the
street it is not necessary to hold an inquest.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not speak-
ing of a man dropping on the street. I am
speaking of the responsibility of the man-
agers of railways to see that their contractors
or agents make ample arrangements for the
decent comfQrt and protection of their men.
When the travelling public are confined to
railways they expect that the supervision of
the railway conpanies is of such a character
that the very greatest precautions are taken
to prevent loss of life and property. I was
reading in the Montreal G'azette where some
girl was driven into committing suicideby the
worrying of her mistress. The result of that
was, in the case of the mistress, that she got
seven years in the penitentiary. That is the
way they do things in England. Here we
can have accidents happening day after day
without inquiry being made. There seems

justice over the fact, that a coroners inquest
was not held. Now, with the permission of
the House I beg leave to withdraw the mo-
tion.

The motion was withdrawn.

A MORNING SITTING.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that
Senate adjourns this evening it
adjourned until to-morrow at Il
the forenoon.

when the
do stand
o'clock in

The motion was agreed to.

COMMUNICATION TO THE YUKON
DISTRICT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved
the following resolution:-

Resolved,-That it is desirable and necessary that
an all-Canadian Railway route from the Paciffe coast
te the Yukon district should be opened up without
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delay, in order to secure to the Dominion as mnuch of
the trade of that district as possible-Easy and con-
tinuous communication which would give cheap and
safe transportation to passengers--food and other
necessary supplies-the safe and rapid conveyance of
mails and bullion.

That altogether such comnnunication is a necessity,
and the opinion is generally held that the Yukon
district should supply the means to build its own
railway-yet it does not followv that large grants of
land are necessary for the accomplishment of that
purpose.

That the granting or alienating of large acres of
land in that district to individuals or coimpanies
would retard progress and development, create a
monopoly iniintical to the freedon of selecting so
necessary to successful prospecting, and the discovery
of new and profitable mines by locking up such areas
at pleasure.

That any monopoly so given would reduce the
revenue producing capacity of the Yukon district-
wbilst the reservation of its mineral lands for inining
purposes only imay reasonably be expected to yield
increased revenues annually.

That the ni mneral lands of that district are the cause,
and source of all revenues produced, as fronm its excep-
tionable properties, and position, conimodities are
imp1 sorted yielding customs revenue in addition to the
direct revenue fron the industry of milning.

That keeping in view the econoinical administra-
tionof that district, compatible with every possible
encouragement to miners, and the mnining industry,
there are good reasons, from present indications, for
expecting that the revenues of the Yukon district
will be sutficient to defray the cost of establishing
communication, and other legitintate charges.

That it is, therefore, desirable that the mineral
lands -)f that district should be reserved for the coun-
try. the general public, and for revenue purposes, for
on wise and judicious administration depends the pro-
gress and prosperity of the district.

That the Yukon revenues for this vear up to the
22nd May are 86l7,908, which, capitalized at 3 pier
cent represents a capital of 821,J00,000.

That the alternative blocks of mineral lands re-
servecd imider goverunent regulations in the richest
known portions of the Yukon district, places at the
disposal of the governmnent valuable property which
inay readily be converted into noney and made avail-
able in the prosecution and developinent of necessary
publie works in that district.

That with such available resources and with such an
annual income, the Yukon district can easily meet
the cry-let the Yukon build its own railways.

That four hundred miles of a narrow gauge railway
froi a deepi water harbour on the Pacific coast to
Lake Teslin, would cost about 815,000 per utile, or a
total of 86,000,000, of which British Columbia is will-
ing to contribute $1,600,000, which would leave
84,400,000 chargeable to the Yukon district, repre-
senting an annual charge on its revenues at 3 per cent
of 8132,000.

That thequestion of communication with the Yukon
district can be easily adjusted on business principles
wvithout being a charge on the consolidated revenue,
proper, of the Dominion, from the revenues of that
district, without weakening or lessening its revenue
producing capacity, but on the contrary, with railway
communication, stiinulating and increasing such
capacity.

He said: About two months ago we had
a long debate on the question to which my
motion refers, and it is not my intention
now to make any extended remarks. I
placed the resolution on the order paper
sone days ago, and I just want to explain

my reasons for doing so. I know the gov-
ernment still cling to the idea of a land
grant to build a railway communicating
with the Yukon country, and I want to
show the government and the House where
I think the majority of the members of this
House stand on that question. I have at-
tempted to put in condensed form the
opinion of a very large majority of this
House on the question of the Yukon lands
and the necessity of having communication
with that country, and have also endeavour-
ed to show that the revenues derived from
the Yukon and the lands reserved by the
government of the richest part of the coun-
try are q1uite sufficient for all the legitiinate
expenses of that country and to provide
railway communication. The lion. Minister
of Justice on more than one occasion has
taunted myself and other inembers of the
opposition in this House with the vote we
gave on this question, as though we had
been guilty of some very great crime, and
that we were very sorry for what we had
done. He also accused the House of parti-
sanship at that timne, and he has thrown out
the challenge and told the House that we
did not formulate any alternative scheme.
In the first place, I wish to tell the lion.
gentleman a secret which I an sure he does
not know, that there was no concerted
action on the part of the Conservative men-
bers of the House with regard to the Yukon
bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear!

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
never was one caucus held, and half the
Conservative members of this House did
not know how the other half would
vote. I had no idea how my hon. friend
on my right would vote. I never asked
him and he never asked me, and that is the
case with all the Conservative members-
each acted on his own judgment, and as a
rule the umajority of this House gave a
correct judgment and party did not enter
into this matter at all. The question was
dealt with on its merits. I can say for
myself, and I think nearly every hon.
gentleman who voted against the bill can say,
that this was the case; and if to-morrow a
vote were to be taken, with the increased
information we have on that subject, we
would give a similar vote-I myself would
give it ten times over, whereas I have
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incurred odium from my own province, successful prospecting and the discivery of new and

because they were under a inisapprehension profitable mnes by locking up such area at pleasure.

that I was unfavourable to opening up com- I think the House will affirm that resolu-

munication with that district, which I was tion.

not. My opposition was only to the enormous That any mionopoly so given would reduce the

land grant; and that is where I stand to-day. revenue producing capacity of the Yukon district-

Se id fo whilst the reservation of its minerai lands for mining
This resolution is not intended to ormulatepurposes only may reasonably be expected to yield
a new or counter scheme, but rather to show increased revenues annually.
the government where the majority of the I say without hesitation that if 4,000,000
Senate stand on the question of the mner acres were ocked up in the hands of any
lands of the Yukon, as well as the necessitv company, they could move as fast or as
for early railway communication to that slowly as they liked, and it would have the
district. In both the House of Commons effect of blocking up that country for a
and in this House, the Conservative mem- number of years.
bers declared that they were in favour.
of railway communication, and they i1 That the minerai lands of that district are the

cause, and source of ail revenues produced, as fron
vote a liberal sum of money to carry its exceptionable properties, aid position, commnodi-

out that purpose. It is not necessary ties are imported yielding custons revenue in addition

to fall back on the revenues of this to the direct revenue fron the industry of nining.

country- we have revenue enough and I think that cannot be questioned, because

resources enough in the Yukon to build the foreign goods and commodities and the

communication and pay all other expenses. licenses in that country are the sources of

With regard to the first resolution that I revenue, and without the mineral lands

put on the paper, about the necessity of there would be no source at all.

early communication, I think the govern- Hon. Mr BOULTON-Where did you
nment and every inemnber will agree to that.menit vand esenryatha mm niareto tha get this information that the revenue would
If it was essential thiat communication should 1come, to that?
have been had two or tlree months ago,
communication ought to be had at as early Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (UC )-I gt
a date as possible. I an going to commend it from the Finance Departinent of the gov-
the government now on this, that I believe ernient.
they have officers surveying in that part of

the country and doing now what they should of that district, compatible wîth every possible encour-
have done last October. They knew then agement to miners, and the mining industry, there are

of the rush to the Yukon country, and if gxi i-asons, fron present indications, for expecting
of te ruh tothethat the revenues of the Yukon district xviii be suf-

they had taken steps then they would have ficient to defray the cost of establisiing comnunica-
been able to act intelligently in this matter, tion, and other legitimate charges.

and we probably to-day would have had Everything depends upon the economica]
communication. I know there are m&ny administrnytion of the district. I think h
members in this House who are sincerely wiii be found that this year the goverument
anxious to have communication by way of have gone to unnecessary charges. They
Edmonton into that country. I think it have sent in a great number of men that I
would be a great boon to the Yukon country hope vili not he required in the district
and to the North-west farners if they could and as a matter of precaution, to follow thesE
drive their cattle into that country, and if a men up they sent in very large supplies at e
trail could be built into the Yukon in the heavy cost, and they took the unpatrioth
meantime, until the country could afford to course of going out of the country t(
give them a railway, but whatever is done find the means of supplying that want foi

there, it is very necessary that communica- the men up in the Yukon. They shoulc

tion should be had from the coast if Canada have exhausted first of ail the home resources

is to have the trade into that district, or else and if they couid not find communicatior
it will go to other people; yet it does not and transportation at home, then they coulc

follow that large grants of land are necessary reasonabiy and fairiy go to a foreign countr)
for the afcomplishment of that purpose. for it.

The granting or aiienating of large acres of land ini
that district to individuals or compaiies wouod retard That it is, therefore, desirabe that the minera
the progress and developneitt, create a monopoly lands of that district shoud be reserved for the coun-
inimhcal to the freedom of selecting, so neceavry to try, the general publie, and for revenue purposes, fo
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on vise and judicious administration depends the
progress and prosperity of the district.

That the Yukon revenues for this year up to the
22nd May are S657,908, which, capitalized at 3 per
cent represents a capital of s21JS,OOO.

That is the revenue for five months, nearly
700,000. I am informed there is now

8100,000 coming down on its way to the
goverurnent, so that in five months the
revenue is nearly S80,000. It may be
fairly expected that it will cone this year
to fully I,000,000. Then there are the
alternate blocks of land reserved by the
government. If the governnent to-morrow
should dispose of blocks of land in the Yukon
district, say where ten miners take up claims,
the government reserve the alternate claims,
and these lands, I am sure, would sell for a
very large figure to-day. I have an estimate
here, which is approximate, of what the
cost of 400 miles of railway would be. It is
about 86,000,000, and British Columbia is
willing to contribute $1,600,000, which
would leave an annual charge on the reven-
ues of the Yukon district of only $132,000.
That is a very small matter compared with
the importance of having the communica-
tion necessary for the government and
everybody else going in. It is a mere flea
bite. The next paragraph of my motion
reads

That the question of conunnication with the Vukon
district cani be easdly adjusted on business principles
without being a charge on the consolidated revenue,
proper, of the Dominion, fron the revenues of that
district, without weakening or lessening its revenue
producing capacity, but on the contrary, with railway
cononunîcation, stunulating and ncreasng such
capacity.

I have no doubt that, with good communi-
tion to tlat country, the revenues would be
doubled. Many more people would go in
and pay duty, and the country would be in
a prosperous condition. It is prosperous now
and would be even more prosperous then.
The miners could live more cheaply and
would be in a much better condition.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend from
British Columbia never rises to make a speech
connected with railway communication with
the Yukon country without undertaking to
vindicate what he has done.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Hear,
hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is always solile-
quizing. He has undertaken to answer the
objections that in his con-cience rise con-

stantly to the course which he has pursued.
My hon. friend knows that he has, on this
occasion, sacrificed the interests of British
Columbia to his devotion to party.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And
saved the whole country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS- And so it is a question
between devotion to partyand devotion to the
interests of his province upon which his mind
is in conflict, and be never proposes a reso-
lution and never makes a speech in which
that conflict is not made mnanifest. My hon.
friend asks what course the governrment in-
tend· to take upon this question. My hon.
friend said we acted too much in haste, and
perhaps it would be a hasty thing on iy
part to undertake to answer my hon. friends
question at this time.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I did
not ask any question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understood my hon.
friend to ask what course the government
intended to adopt.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No.
I asked that question two weeks ago.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And as we will 6e
meeting probably in six months, I think I
had better take that length of time to con-
sider that question.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-In the
meantime I hope the hon. gentleman will
learn sonething.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend makes
a number of statements in which I do not
concur; 1 dissent from the inference which
he bas drawn, but I am not, at the last hour
of the session, going to spend the time which
should be devoted to other matters in discuss-
ing academic questions which my hon. friend
submits now, for le admits he does not ex
pect any action at present, and therefore
what he proposes is rather a vindication on
acDount of the mischief he has done than
calling for any action on the part of the
government. Here the hon. gentleman has
made a series of calculations, he has told u
of the immense value of those mineral lands
in the Yukon country. He has told us that
if four million acres of this land were to pass
into the hands of the company they might
be locked up. Let me say to my hon. friend
that if four million acres of land had passed
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into the hands of the company, I suppose
the company would have undertaken to
pledge those lands for moneys with which
to build this road, and for a larger sum
which might serve as immediate profit, if a
larger sum could have been obtained. The
parties who invest their moneys in these
lands would naturally want to get the money
out of them again, and get the interest out
of the investment and so the lands would
have to be worked, and as it takes at least 90
per cent of the value to get the gold out,
90 out of the 100 per cent would have gone
in the form of wages to those employed, and
of that 90 per cent at least 20 per cent
would have been received by the government
in customs or excise duties.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They do not seem
to have given that ninety per cent in the
case of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If hny hon. friend will
bear that in mind, he will see in the first
place the amount of labour that might have
been employed in the country, which is not.
He will see the extent thereby to which he
bas hindered the development of that dis-
tant region, and he will see also the serious
loss he bas inflicted, not only during the
present year but as long as that country
will continue to be occupied by miners,
upon the parties who would have gone there
to mine, and he will see also what serious in-
juries he has inflicted on the province of
British Columbia by standing in the way of
railway development in that country, and
what injury is inflicted on the Dominion by
turning the commerce of that country into an-
other channel and assisting in building up a
United States seaport town, instead of a
seaport town in his own province. I am
not going to interfere with my hon. friend's
reflections in this matter, because I do not
profess to minister to a mind diseased, even
though it be ever a worry that arises to my
hon. friend from the mischief he has done to
British Columbia ; but let me call his atten-
tion to another statement. He says that
British Columbia proposed to contribute one
million six hundred thousand dollars towards
the construction of a railway and that we
have not met British Columbia in that
matter. British Columbia did not propose so
to contribute. British Columbia proposed
to make certain charges on those advances.
Practically, it was a loan rather than a grant
on the part of British Columbia, and so it

79

stands and so far as I can ascertain, it was
not of a charactertoenable parties who would
have ventured to take the contract to finance
successfully upon the contributions so made.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will
the hon. gentleman allow me to tell him
what the contractors said on that subject in
a letter written by the contractor's agent I
It reads as follows:

VICroIA, B. C., 30th April, 1898.-I beg to say
that my firm are prepared forthwith, upon the grant-
ing to them on the said subsidy, to execute a contract
on the above terms, so modified, with provision
therein for the full and satisfactory equipment and
operation of the railways.

Whatever it was, the contractor is willing
to take that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend reads
the letter of Mr. Lucas. I was informed by
his principals that they would not accede to
that.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Here
is the offer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was repudiated.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
was not my intention to say anything on
this motion, but my hon. friend the Minister
of Justice bas, in his usual way, launched
out upon that which is evidently haunting
him like somebody's ghost-that is the ques-
tion of the trade-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-CSsar's ghost.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
Hamlet's ghost; it does not matter which.
I should like to understand why the hon.
gentleman makes the serious charge against
my hon. friend frum British Columbia of
having sacrificed his province to his party 1
The hon. gentleman stated in the most dis-
tinct and positive terms, that my hon. friend
came to the conclusion which led him to give
that vote from a belief that the terms of the
bargain with Mackenzie & Mann were
neither advantageous to British Columbia as
a province, nor to the Dominion as a whole.
And I venture the assertion that ninety-nine
people of every hundred who have taken the
trouble to read and study and investigate
that question will have come to the same
conclusion. When he spoke of conscience I
felt inclined to quote from Shakespeare
"Conscience makes cowards of us all." Now
my hon. friend's conscience must have been
seared, seriously seared upon the matter
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of answering questions. He declined over and cheaper by one route than another, that
and over again to answer questions which'is the route which will be taken, if there are
were put in this bouse by gentlemen who not obstacles put in the way Vo prevent it.
thought it in the interest of the country As there are no more obstacles in the way of
they should be answered, the Minister the entrance of trade into that country,
of Justice could not help coming to the than there are froin the United States with
conclusion that my hon. friend was trying goods to England, why should we have the
to extract from him some information, assertion made that we have destroyed the
by questions, which he should have put, interests of British Columbia, and of the
but which he had not put. Conse- whole Dominion for the sake of party, in order
quently he began in his usual way to to defeat a measure which the governient
answer questions which were not put, and thourht proper to lay before parliament?
declined to answer questions which were I venture the statement that 1 do not
put. 1 do not propose to enter into the ques- believe there is an action taken by the
tion of a serious loss to British Columbia, or to Senate of Canada since it was created under
the Dominion by the rejection of the Yukon the Confederation Act, that is approved by
bill. But I take exception, as in the past, a greater nuber of people in the Dominion
Vo the statement as Vo the diversion of the of Canada than our action in rejecting that
trade and the building up of hnited States biSe.
towns and cities at the expense of Canada. Hon. Mr. MILLS- dissent from that.

i say more; my hon. friend knows, if he lias
wad any conversation or consultation with Hon. Sir MAKENZIE BOWELL-

men acquainted with that country, that the The fon. gentleman dissents. e dissented
route that the government laid down, for before p began. foe bas told us that we

Ihe building of which they were to give sucli have ruined the country and diverted ail the
an immense tract of country, neyer would trade of the country into a United States
become a commercial route into that country. port, and tbat we are going Vo, build up
1 contend, furtber, that it was not an a bl United States towns and cities, sacriticing
Canadian route; that it was subject Vo the the interests of Canada. That is the idea I
sat e regulations and the saine conditions of am combatting, and no man knows better
trade that were imposed upon the entry of than tbe hon. gentleman that such results
goods into that country througs any of the will noV flow frora the action of the Senate.
otber port to whicli we ave referred in the The contractors hemselves knew, and stated
past. Tbe saie concessions, the sa e rights pubiciy, that that route, neyer would be
of trade and the saine privileges Vo ail the commercial route: and that that was the
traders throughout the whole Dominion and reason why tbey insisted uponthe monopoly
Vo the whole world, so far as goods going clause for five ears, notwithstanding the
througb Canada is concerned, are given Vo fact that the Minister of Railways and
those who take goods into the Yukon dis- Canais stated in the ouse of Commons that
trict by Pyramid Harbour or Dyea, or the governent insisted upon that clause
Skagway as they are by the Stikine; the being put into the contract. That is a
resut of wicb willbe, that, no matter what conflict of statement between the two, and
road my hon. f riend or bis government would I leave it to rhose gentlemen Vo settie as to
build, the shortest route, the easiest mode of which is correct. I again repudiate in the
reacaing that portion of the Yukon district strongest possible terms the charge which
in which settiement bas taken place, will bas been made against the members of this'
be adopted in the future, irrespective of Senate who voted with the majority upon
any road that might be buot by the this question, that they were actuated
Stikine River route. That is so plain whoHy and solely by party motives. The
that I cannot understand bow it is tbat best evidence of that is the statement of eY
gentlemen 0 conversant with the com- bon. friend froin Vicia that there wes
inerce of the country, and with ecdnomics, neyer any conference of the members on this
and with trade generaliy, knowing that side of the flouse, except merely casual con-
trade aiways ftnds its own level, should versation between the members who voted
repeatoverapdoveragainthisstatementof the against the measure. I have had no con-
diversion of trade from the country. If sultation whatever with them. The pro.
you can get inVo the Yukon district easier position of the government was so iniquitoUS
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so far as the interests of that rich portion of
our Dominion were concerned, that the com-
mon sense of every inan led him to cast his
vote against it, and I have no doubt a
majority of this House would do so again if
an opportunity were presented.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
surprised that the hon. Minister of Justice
should not be able to discuss a public ques-
tion without showing so much ill-feeling,
venom and personal animus as he bas shown
in this matter. He bas nothing to do with
my conscience and my feelings. I am
responsible to myself alone. If I had done
what my hon. friend has done to injure the
trade of this country and build up United
States towns and divert trade from our own
ports, I should bide my head and be very
much ashamed. He bas helped to throw the
trade of this country into the hands a foreign
country. He has helped to hurt the towns of
British Columbia by allowing miners to pass
upand get their licenses in otherplaces, where
they reaped a big harvest last season. I hope
I shall never do that. If I were giving my
vote again, I would vote the sane way, and
I would not be ashamed of it.

The motion was agreed to.

ADDRESS TO LORD ABERDEEN.
MOTION.

The Order of the Day being read:

Consideration of the Address to His Excellency the
Governor General on the occasion of the approaching
termination of His Excellency's officiai connection
with this country, &c.-(Honourable Mr. Mills.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The following is
the address which bas been sent to us from
the House of Conimons for our concurrence:
To His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir John

Campbell Hamilton Gordon, Earl of Aberdeen ;
Viscount Formartine, Baron Haddo, Methlic,
Tarves and Kellie, in the Peerage of Scotland ;
Viscount Gordon of Aberdeen, County of Aber-
deen, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom;
Baronet of Nova Scotia, &c., &c., Governor Gen-
eral of Canada, and Vice-Admiral of the same.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:-

We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects, the
Commons of Canada in parliament assembled, on the
occasion of the approaching termination of Your
Excellency's officiai connection with this country,
hasten to assure you, the representative of Her Most
Gracious Majesty, of the lnswerving loyalty and de-
votion of the Canadian people to the Crown and
Empire of Great Britain, and to express the hope
that you will in person convey these assurances to our
beloved Queen.

It is our pleasant duty to assure Your Excellency
of the high appreciation by the people of Canada of

79J

the untailing courtesy and assiduous care with which
you have presided over the affairs of the Dominion
for the last five years, a period which, it must be no
small gratificatiou to Your Excellency to know, has
been characterized by a marked growth of progress
and prosperity ; and to testify to the generous and
kindly interest which you have displayed in all that
pertains to the welfare and advancement of the people
irrespective of distinctions of class or creed.

We are also highly sensible of the great degree in
which the literature, science and art of the Dominion
have benefited from the deep and practical interest
which Your Excellency has taken therein.

The important services which Your Excellency has
rendered to this country have been heightened by the
zealous co-operation of Her Excellency the Countess
of Aberdeen, whose untiring efforts to promote the
social and moral welfare of our people have endeared
her to all classes of the community.

We beg to convey the assurances that Your Excel-
lency and your distinguished consort will bear from
our shores our profound respect and esteem, coupled
with our warm wishes for your future welfare and
happiness, and we indulge the hope that this coun-
try may continue to have in Your Excellency a friend
and advocate in the councils of the Empire.

He said: I move to agree with the House of
Commons by filling up the blank in the ad-
dress with the words " Senate and." I have
pleasure in moving, as I am sure my hon.
friend will have in seconding, and this
House in approving of the presentation of
this address. We have had, since the con-
stitution of our confederation, a number of
distinguished men appointed by the Imperial
government as the representatives of Her
Majesty in this country. All of them, with-
out exception, have been men of marked
ability, men well acquainted with the con-
stitutional system which they have been
called upon to administer, and who have car-
ried out that system in perfect accordance
with the law and the conventions of British
parliamentary government. In my opinion
the Imperial government have been anxious
to consult the best interests of the country
in the appointments which they have from
time to tinme made. We have had no one
appointed as Governor General in this coun-
try without parliamentary experience and
without a practical acquaintance with that
system of government which he bas been
c4lled upon to administer. In this regard
we have had in His Excellency the Governor
General who now bas the honour to represent
Her Majesty in this country, and that Canada
has had the good fortune to have as Governor
General no exception to that rule of well
qualified statesmen as representatives of Her
Majesty here, and I think His Excellency,
not less than all those who preceded him in
office, in all that he has done, in all that he
has agreed to, and all he has failed to concur
in, bas observed with strictness the principles
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and the spirit of the constitutional system
which he has been called upon to adminis-
ter. Canada has sometimes made rapid
progress, sometimes she has seemed to be
stationary. That will always occur in the
history of a country. There are times in
the affairs of a state which, if taken advan-
tage of, lead on to fortune; and what is
important in a country is, when those oppor-
tunities arise, that the government for the
time being should take advantage of them.
There is no period in the history of Canada
since the system of federal union was esta-
blished, in which there has been more marked
changes for the advantage of this country
than during the regime of His Excellency
the present Governor General. I am not
claiming any special credit for the present
administration in these matters. I have
never favoured the notion of presenting to
the community the idea that their good
fortune is wholly due to the administration,
and not due to the self-reli nce, the energy,
ability, industry and f rugality of the people
themselves; but there are periods in the
history of the country when marked
changes take place, when new impulses
are given to industry, when greater
progress in colonization and settlement
and in opening new avenues for trade
come into existence and new relations
spring up. We have at the present
time a prospect of closer and more
friendly relations between the people of this
country-yes, the people of the whole
British empire, and the neighbouring re-
public, a republic that at one time in its
history formed a portion of the British em-
pire, whose people speak our language, read
our literature, and administer laws similar to
our own ; a people upon whom all the im-
pressions that are made by that literature,
and by that contact serve to mold them more
and more in conformity with that type of
man known as the Briton or the English-
man. Now, it is the good fortune that at-
tends us at this moment that there is a
prospect of closer and more friendly rela-
tions, of friendly relations likely to be more
durable between the people of the British em-
pire and the citizens of the neighbouring
republic than have hitherto existed. We
are likely to have, at no distant date, a
conference for settling some of the out-
standing differences between the people
of Canada and the people on the south side
of our border, which have led to some fric-

tion and led perhaps to retaliatory, or reci-
procal legislation I may call it, upon the one
side, and upon the other, and I hope that
before lis Excellency's rule in this country
comes to an end, he will have the gratifica-
tion of seeing those questions, by a treaty
acceptable to us and acceptable to them, a]
fairly disposed of. A representative of the
sovereign, like the sovereign, is said by Lord
Brougham to reign rather than to govern.
The work of government rests with the re-
sponsible ministers of the crown, but the
work of ruling in its higher sense belongs to
the sovereign herself and the representatives
of the sovereign. The sovereign is the dig-
nified head of the country, and I have some-
times heard opinions expressed that we do
not require a dignified head-that we do
not require a government house-that we do
not require the social amenities which ap-
pertain to Government House. I dissent
from that. If you abolish the social side of
royalty you leave but little. It is that
social side that gives it its influence, and it is
the social influence that is exercised by the
head of the state that contributes largely to
make social influence a part of the govern-
ment and enlists that social influence on the
side of upholding and maintaining the law.
I may say, without any disrespect of the
people who live south of us, that one of the
great advantages that we have over them in
the business of govemrnment is that under our
constitutional system thesocial featuresof the
sovereign's rule is exercised on the side of
justice and truth and decency and social
order, and that no one can rise high in the
state without some personal merit, and
without some respect and deference to those
ethical principles which are essential to the
progress and prosperity of the people.
Now, under the institutions of our neigh-
boums, the law has to rely for its maintenance
more largely upon the oflicers who administer
and the deterring influences that are enlisted
by the law itself on the side of order and
against crime, than upon any social influence
of any kind in the state. Our neighbours'
institutions are institutions that may fit them
well as a suit of political clothing. Our politi-
cal institutions are an essential part of our
life. They grow with us. They are adjusted
to us. They are a part of ourselves. They
are incorporated with our political existence,
and as long as we possess energy and a love
for what is true and just and fair, just so long
will the system which we possess be superior
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to that of any other. This is unquestion-
ably the case, that under His Excellency
the Governor General the principles and
spirit of the English constitutional system
of government bas been respected and bas
been upheld, and every part of the country
not merely the capital, has felt the social
influence which His Excellency and Her
Excellency the Countess of Aberdeen have
exerted on the public on behalf of royalty.
Let me say one other thing, that Her Excel-
lency bas taken a very active and deep in-
terest in the social well-being of the people
of this country, and especially of the women
of this country, through the Woman's Coun-
cil, which she has done so much to organize
and to perfect. I have been myself surprised
to observe with how much good sense, and
how much care social questions are investi-
gated, mischiefs are sought to be met, diffi-
culties to be overcome, and in all these re-
gards, although Her Excellency may in a few
months leave Canada, the good that she bas
begun will live after her, and the institution
that has been fairly organized and esta-
blished by her will be carried on after she
bas gone from Canada. I am sure that
we shall remember both His Excellency
the Governor General and his esteeme-
lady, the Countess of Aberdeen, kindly
after they are gone. I ain sure we all wish
them well, a long and happy life after they
have left this country and through the long
vista of receding years we trust that there
will occasionally come to their minds tender
recollections of many eventg that have tran-
spired while His Excellency was the Gov.
ernor General of Canada. (Applause.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is well chat there are occasions upon which
all political parties can agree, and it is also
well that that sentiment of affection for our
sovereign, and of the institutions under
which we live, is such, that all men who
have a knowledge of either the one or the
other, can, upon occasions of this kind,
unite in paying that respect which is due to
the representatives of our gracious Queer.
In the present instance the representative
of royalty in this country has, in his many
acts of kindness, his devotion to the duties
of the office which he holds, and in many
other respects, endeared himself to those
with whom he bas come most in contact;
as an integral portion of the great Empire,
five or six millions of people though we may

be, we join heartily in the esteem which we
have for His Excellency the Governor Gene-
ral, not only as a representative of sovereignty
but, I will add, as a man. Every one must
deeply regret the causes which led to the
severance of the Governor General from
Canada and the duties pertaining to his
office, at the present moment. His tern of
office bas not expired. His departure from
Canada is owing to a desire to visit at home
an aged parent. When we consider the age
of his respected mother, and her affectionate
desire to see her son ere she passes away, we
can easily not only appreciate her feeling, but
recognize in the son himself that kindnessand
attention which every child should entertain
for his parente; which bas impelled him to
resign the great trust which he holds, and
led him to ask the authorities at home to
permit him to retire, in order that he may
prove that devotion which is due from a
son to a parent. I am sure that His Excel-
lency the Governor General will, like his
predecessors, when he returns to his home,
be to Canada what his predecessors have
been in the past. It bas been my good
fortune to meet some of our former Gover-
nors General in England, and upon no
occasion that presents itself to them have
they ever lost an opportunity of saying
a good word for Canada. I might almost
say that they have been the very best
emigrant agents that Canada bas had in the
mother country. Their Excellencies will be
remenibered in the future for the unbounded
hospitality which has characterized them in
all sections of the Dominion, and to all classes
of the community. In addition to that,
His Excellency bas identified himself with
everything that pertains to the welfare of
the country. If by his presence he could
aid in the development of science, the
industries of the country, or in advancing
literature, he bas been always ready and
willing to give his time; and, I might
say, sacrifice his comfort in order to attain
the great object to which I have referred.
His Excellency bas, upon all occasions,
shown a great interest in the welfare of
Canada. He has been from one end of it to
the other. He bas shown his faith in the
future of the Dominion by investing largely
in some sections of it, more particularly
in the province of British Columbia. These
interests will endear him to the country, as
well as the good opinion which he knows is
entertained of him by those with whom he
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has come in contact. I shall not attempt to
enlarge upon, but merely refer to the senti-
ments which have been uttered by my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice in reference to
the status of Canada in the empire, its future
prosperity, and the near approach to that
time, to which we all look forward, of closer
relations to the empire and greater freedom
of trade between all sections of it; and also,
his remarks upon the advantages of the
institutions under which we live compared
with those of other parts of the world.
My hon. friend has dealt so fully with
these points, and so truthfully, that I do not
think there is a member of the House who is
not. fully in accord with the sentiments he
has uttered. I have simply to say, in refer-
ence to Her Excellency, that the indomita-
ble energy and industry which she has dis-
played in her endeavours to advance the
welfare of the country, more particularly
of those of her own sex, can never be repaid
by the people of this Dominion. I am quite
sure that in the future many of her acts of
kindness will long be remembered. They
will linger in the memory of those who re-
ceived not only her personal kindness, but
for the benefit which she has bestowed upon
her sex in Canada. I may say that many of
her efforts to ameliorate her own sex and to
do good to the country have been misrepre-
sented by those who have not known, or
appreciated, the real object that the Coun-
tess had in view, in devoting so much time
and so much energy to accomplishing her
purpose. Though that may be the case,
she will always be remembered kindly
by those who have received benefits and kind-
ness at her hands. The hospitality of Gov-
ernment House, over which the Countess
has so acceptably presided will be difficult to
emulate, and long remembered by the people
of the Dominion. I shall not venture upon
the subject of constitutional government,
nor upon the necessity of an adherence
either to the principles or the precedents of
government, by which we are governed; but
I say this, and I say it in all sincerity, that
no man who has ever come in contact with
His Excellency, personally. but must have
come to the conclusion that whatever he did
was done from a conscientious conviction of
right. Criticism follows every public man,
and we know in looking at the past how
severely some of our Governors General
were criticised by parties in the country.
That will continue just so long as human

nature is constituted as it is, and just so
long as we differ in our views as to the
proper course which should be pursued in
the government of the country; hence I
look upon these criticisms as fair, when con-
ducted in a proper spirit, as incident to a
free country and to the free institutions
under which we live. I join cordially in the,
w'ish that was uttered by the hon. gentle-
man who moved the adoption of this Ad-
dress, and also in the wish contained in the
Address itself, that when their Excellencies
leave Canada for the place of their birth,
they may long live to enjoy pleasant recollec-
tions, as I am sure they will, of their four or
tive years sojourn in Canada; and that they
may convey to Her Majesty that which has
been conveyed to Her over and over again,
the sentiment of love and affection which
Her Canadian subjects have for Her, and of
their continued loyalty to the Crown of
Great Britain. (Applause.)

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It would ill-become
me not to add to the words that have just
passed from the leader of the government
and the leader of the opposition did I not
as a representative of the settlers of our
great boundless prairies of the west express
their re.,ret at the termination of Lord
Aberdeen's public office and the departure
of Her Excellency necessitated thereby. Oie
of the first things that Lady Aberdeen did
was to establish what is known as the Aber-
deen Association, by which nany homes in
our isolated prairies have been cheered by
the literature that was distributed by that
means. I have also to express their feelings
in the efforts that were put forth by Her
Excellency in the formation of what is known
as The Victorian Order of Nurses, an organi-
zation that will be felt of the greatest
advantage and benefit to those isolted
settiements where the appliances for hospital
treatment are not so obtainable as they are
down here in this eastern country. It is
not the first time that Aberdeen has im-
pressed its character upon this country.
Through the University of Aberdeen, Bishop
Strachan, Archbishop McRae and other
distinguished men have impressed the
character of that university on the educa-
tional institutions and churches over which
they presided, and I am quite sure I am only
expressing the feelings of those who reside
in our western country when I say that they
express extreme regret which we all feel
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that the termination of their Excellencies' ence to the personal character and the offic-
rule is coming. The social efforts their ial proceedings of the Governor Generai in
Excellencies have put forth in the organiza- this country. It is saying nothing peculiar
tion of the National Council of Women and when every senator is able to rise and give
other similar national movements will leave his testimony to the unbounded and un-
as a memorial of those efforts and the good wearying hospitality and kindness which
they have done will live after them. I see have been evinced by both His Excellency
by this evening's paper that the name of and Lady Aberdeen during the whole period
Lord Wolseley is suggested as the probable of their residence here, and I think, éo far
successor of Lord Aberdeen. All I can say as my experience goes, that we have neyer
with regard to' that appointment is that he had a Governor General and his amiable
will be a worthy successor of the many dis- lady in this country who have more earnest-
tinguished men who have filled the office of ly desired to fil the duties of their lofty
Governor General of Canada, and that he station with a more unsparing hand than
will be warmly welcomed back to Canada those who are about to leave us. I most
should the rumour prove true. heartily join in ail that has been said with

reference to thena, and in the good wishes
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I wish and the most fervent hopes which have been

to add my sinaîl quota to the esteem which expressed that they may have a long a d
bas been expressed on this occasion for Their happy career before theHx.
Excelaencies, Lord and Lady Aberdeen, by
the hon. leaders on both sioes of this House. Hon. Mr. DAN DURAND-I should not
As the hon. leader of this side said, it is like this motion to be adopted without a
pleasing to find a common ground upon word bein aaidbe

lwhich both sides of the use can take a e e
stand. I think it will be agreed that t ye French section of the province of Quebec. 

administration of bis Excellency has been will not add much to what hasbeen st hap-

highlv successful, although the country bas pily stated before me as to the work done by

shouldtheuourprovetrue.heartilyrnoi Gnral that h benraid coith

been passing through a time of great dwepres- P

sion dMring the last five years on account of pletely endorse. will simply add that

the state of business on the other side of the we have had in Her Excellency a practical

line. Their Excellencies have taken a dee illustration of what is genuine philanthropy.
interest in everything towards the r ei We have seen ber Excellency, from the
asd the ho.lae of th is .sde savio Atlantic to the Pacifie, sowing germs that

land to lfiae oafit counr. une havn will develop into great benefits for the

tvrie tý1of ulte ahasown sfea ino people of this country. The women of
evech both side oife thavue shown take go
example in every possible way to the people reCnch seion theown omhe oud do
of the country. They have organized insti- se bein gast the wr te
tutions for charity and for nursing and for advancement of humanit.y. They have
other useful purposes in this country which been taught that women of wealth, women

wil be long remembered after they have left of leisure could give that leisure and part of

us. The hon. leader of the opposition ahluded that wealth towards the progress and the

to the unbounded hospitality of Their Excel-' betterment of the conditions of their sex,

lencies. 1 have certaînîy very great plea- and 1 have no doubt that Canada will, by
sure in confirming thatandwithoutreflectinç the exceptional examples set by Her Excel-

has ccuped lency, înorally and materially improve as

oan oe welsaehew nry GoheyhaetlnitohePcfswngersha

trietone iclase bn s o iuefne osianl- our gentlewomen will bring their heretofore
bouse, none asbe olvsinhptl unknown influence, as a confederate and
ity. Our wish, and the wish of thousands iontr. T he woe
of the people of this country, is for Their ometh g in tern towards thees
Excellencies' happiness in the years to come. en the Domifionm

n. heh. ledr Mof D-Itheunwi The motion was agreed to.

ing to give a suent vote on this occasion.
and i just wish to say that I join most cor- BILL INTRODCED.
dially in the felicitations which the hon.
Minister of Justice and hon. leader of the Bicu <167) s fAn Act in further amend sent
opposition have given expression to in refer- of the Pot Office Act."-(Hon. r. Mils.)
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MANITOBA DEBT ACCOUNT BILL.

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the first reading
of Bill (169) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba Debt Account."

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the bill
be read a second time at the second sitting
of the House to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is a very important question, involving
as I understand some half a million of money.
The question is whether the Senate is pre-
pared to consider a question of so nuch im-
portance on two or three hours' notice. How-
ever, if senators have given attention to the
debates in the other House, I suppose they
will understand it to-night as well as to-mor-
row, but I mustagain enter my protest against
this mode of bringing bills of such import-
ance before us at this period of the session.
I do not know that there will be so much
objection to this one, but there is another
one coming which I think will occupy the
Senate for some little period of time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I may say in reference
to this that the amount is not quite so large
as my bon. friend mentioned, and he may be
somewhat familiar with the claim. It arises
from the Manitoba public buildings, the
Lieutenant Governor's residence and the
parliament buildings, and it is a claim that
has been made froin time to time for many
years. It was charged against them in their
debt account and they always claimed it was
improperly charged, inasmuch as all the
other provinces were presented with their
public buildings and it was not fair that
Manitoba should be charged with the
amount. The buildings, as my hon. friend
knows, were erected by the government of
Canada about 1884 or 1885, and subse-
quently were charged against Manitoba as
expenditures of a local éharacter. The con-
tention of the Manitoba government bas
been that they were not of a local character,
inasmuch as other provinces had the public
buildings given to them, because at the time
of confederation the public buildings all
over this Dominion were federal properties,
and were subsequently transferred without
charge to the several provinces, and that all
ought to have been treated alike.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understand that, but the public buildings as
they existed at the time of confederation be-
onged to the provinces and not to Canada,
and when Ontario built her new government
residence she built it out of her own.pocket.
The Dominion did not pay for it, and the
question may arise as to whetherOntario may
not make just as good a claim for compensa-
tion for the construction of that building
as Manitoba has for hers. I am aware of
the fact that they have been applying
for this money ever since the buildings
were completed. I know during the whole
time I was in office there were constant
applications, and it is only another illustra-
tion of the principle of the importunate
widow. If they will only keep importuning
sufficiently long. Jt is evident that while
there is a government in power which expects
to receive a consideration therefor, or have
received it. they will accede to demands
which other governments had refused on the
ground that they were not entitled to it.
However, I do not know that I shall discuss
this question now, but I think I shall be
able to show that the last settlement covered
all claims they had against the Dominion, and
that that settlement was ratified by an Act of
their own legislature ; while I say that, I am
aware of the fact that they always demanded
more and will keep demanding more. In
what is proposed if ratified, is opening
a door that will lead to further demands
from other provinces, and as my own
province bas never had much consider-
ation in that way, I should judge that
Mr. Hardy should put in a claim of some half
a million at least. My hon. friend says that
the amount is not so large as I intimated.
If I recollect right it is about $280,000,
and interest -added for fifteen or sixteen
years at five per cent, so that when
you have done that I do not think it
will be much less than half a million. The
object of the bill is simply to add to the
credit of the indebtedness of Manitoba this
amount of $280,000, upon which they will
receive five per cent from the time it was
credited on their capital account by the
Dominion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the interest is
about $240,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, and that together with the $280,000
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will come to a little more than half a
million.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I think my hon.
friend is too hard on the province of Mani-
toba. The other provinces came in with
certain amounts of land. The province of
Manitoba had no lands, and I know it
was understood at the time that the Gov-
ernment House and some other public build-
ing were erected that the Dominion govern-
ment had a settlement with the province of
Manitoba that they would be allowed. I
think that was understood at the time, and
it is very unfair to charge the province of
Manitoba with this amount, for the simple
reason that they had no resources whatever,
no revenues, nothing except what they de-
rived from the settlers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman is right to a certain extent.
They were allowed certain sums in lieu of the
land, not very large I admit

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-
We have had four or five settlements with
Manitoba since she was formed into a þrov-
ince, and every time further concessions
were made.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-On the basis of
Settlement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL---On
the basis of settlement-yes, I admit that,
and for reasoas which were then given.
The only point now is whether, at the last
settlement, these claims which Manitoba
had were included in that settlement, or
whether the settlement was altogether irre-
spective of them. That is the position that
has been taken, and that is the position
taken now by the government in defence of
the policy which they have adopted. I am
not going to criticise their reasons for the
course they have pursued, but I have my
own opinion as to what led to that settle-
ment, and probably we may give utterance
to it before we get through the debate.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think my
hon. friend is dealing very generously with
Manitoba. You take, for instance, the pub-
lic buildings of the older provinces; what-
ever they were worth they became the
property of the Dominion under the British

North America Act and are included in the
schedule. Now there were public buildings
at Fredericton and Halifax, there were
public buildings at Quebec, and there was a
public building that was used for many years
as a parliament building with several acres
of ground about it in the city of Toronto.
All these properties were handed over to the
provinces, although they were legally the
properties of the Dominion, without charge.
Now when certain public buildings in Mani-
toba, of a kindred character, are built and
you undertake to charge that to the capital
account of Manitoba, you are doing what is
not done in any of the older provinces. As
the hon. senator on the other side said,
Manitoba bas no natural resources the sane
as the maritime provinces and Quebec and
Ontario. We have the public lands of Mani-
toba, they are Dominion property. There
have been several settlements with Manitoba.
There was an agreement to pay a certain
sum per head of the population, but when the
calculations were made it was found in every
instance that Manitoba, on account of her
peculiar circumstances instead of being more
generously dealt with than the other provin-
ces, was less generously dealt with. She bas
made claims, and I do not understand that
the government of which my hon. friend was
a member 'ever repudiated those claims.
They did not finally deal with them. They
did not acquiesce in then but they did not
reject them. So that the claims of Manitoba
bave been standing ever since. We have in
Manitoba a new province, a population go-
ing in there mostly of young men from the
older provinces, who are seeking to make
their fortunes by the cultivation of the soil;
and you bave foreigners most of whom are
in straitened circumstances, depending upon
their industry in order to obtain a compe-
tence fromi the land. You have a population
which is not the best fitted at the outset,
when the province is new, to meet all those
charges which, in the other provinces, are
made without any tax and burden on the
population, but are derived from the natu-
ral resources of the country, the sale of its
timber, minerals and lands. Manitoba bas
no timber, it has no land, and bas none of
those sources of revenue which are found in
the other provinces, and I do not think, if
all Manitoba asked for is conceded, that she
will still be in a position of advantage as
compared with the older provinces.

The motion was agreed to.
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CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC WORKS
GRANTS BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (161) " An Act re-
specting the payment of grants in aid of the
construction of public works."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
read the second time at the second sitting
of the House to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the bill?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Auditor General
has decided that where a subsidy is granted
to any public work, no money can be paid
until it is actually completed. This is to
authorize advances to be made as ordinarily
made on contracts. I think there are two
cases excepted. The bill reads as follows:-

Whenever by an Act of parliament a grant in aid
of the construction of any work has been made pay-
able on the completion of sections thereof, or other-
wise, the Governor in Council may authorize payment
on account thereof according to progress estimates to
be furnished by the engineers of the Department of
Railways and Canals, notwithstanding that the work
so aided, or any section thereof, has not been wholly
completed, where the non-conipletion thereof is not
due to delay on the part of the contractors, or to
pecuniary causes, or to causes within the reasonable
control of the contractors, and where the amount
proposed to be paid as having been earned by the
contractors will not be less than sixty-four thousand
dollars, after withholding from the amiount which
would be earned by the completion, a sum sufficient,
in the opinion of the Minister of Railways and
Canals, to cuver the cost of conpleting the whole of
such work or the section thereof with respect to which
payment is being male.

This lct shall only apply to the contracts made
with the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
in aid of the construction of the Victoria Bridge, and
the Canadian Pacific Railway in aid of the construc-
tion of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway.

In these two important works, the ruling
of the Auditor General is that no money
can be paid until the work is completed and
taken off their hands. It enables a certain
proportion to be advanced, the government
retaining in its hands an amount sufficient
to pay for the work even if it were stopped
at that time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will state the case

ground for the erection of the bridge, but it
could not be put up at that particular season
of the year, and althougli the work was con-
structed and the material for the bridges
was on hand, nevertheless, as there was no-
ten miles without some imperfect or uncom-
pleted structure, it was not possible, accord-
ing to the ruling-and I suppose according
to the strict interpretation of the con-
tract-to make any payment for the work
that was actually done. This bill, without
any departure from the principle that
existed in the law before, enables the govern-
ment, in a case of that sort, to make pay-
ments of the subsidy that was promised.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-A progress esti-
mate ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS- A progress estimate.
It is simply to give the contract a certain
degree of flexibility that will render it pos-
sible to make payments where the money
has been actually earned, although the work
may not be absolutely completed in the way
that it must be when it is accepted as a
completed work.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-What is the
object in fixing the sum of $64,000?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose where the
subsidy is $6,400 per mile it would be
$64,000 for ten miles.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I can understand
an exceptional case, but where a man takes
a contract on certain c-nditions I think he
should know what those conditions are. At
present the rule is that you pay as ten miles
are built, and the contractor is not entitled
to any money until those ten miles are com-
pleted. But under this bill the government
can pay for ten miles whether the work is
done or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No; the work must
be done. But with the thermometer down
to zero, even though you had the steel and
material on the ground, you might not be
able to erect the bridges that were required.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Of course there
might be an exceptional case.

out of which this bill grew. In the con- Hon Mr. MILLS-And while the work
struction of the work on the Crow's Nest
Pass, under the contract, a payment could was copld nde th irit o te
be made when ten miles were completed.
In some places there was a ravine running Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Take ton sections of
across the track. The steel was upon the ten miles each, making one hundred miles:
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supposing each one was finished with the
exception of one hundred dollars to be spent
on each section, not one dollar could be paid
under the ruling of the Auditor General, be-
cause the section must be absolutely complete
and in working order, and although ten
times the amount required to be expended
had been saent on the whole hundred miles,
in consequence of a section not being ab-
slutely finished and ready for operation, no
money could be paid.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the principle on which all these sub-
sidies have been paid in the past.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
yes, it is. I have no doubt about it at all,
because many a demand has been made
upon the government, and the very reasons
advanced which the hon. Secretary of State
has advanced. They have completed ten miles
of road, or perhaps a hundred miles of road,
but there has been some bridge in the
centre which rendered the whole road com-
paratively useless tilt that was built, yet
they would like advances made. I should
have great objection to the bill if it was of
a general character, but as it is confined to
the two enterprises that are being carried
on by two companies that we know will
complete them, there can be no possible
loss. I can understand now why sixty-four
thousand dollars is fixed as the maximum
Sum to be paid. Three thousand two hun-
dred dollars is the amount of subsidy which
in the past, has been granted per mile, in
aid of the construction of these roads, but
the gentlemen who have been opposing these
subsidies strongly in all parts of the country,
inside the House and outside of the House,
increased it to six thousand four hundred
per mile, which if multiplied by ten, will
give the sum of sixty-four thousand. I sup-
pose that is the basis of it i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Under the circumstances, and as it is con-
fined to the Grand Trunk Railway, and to
the Crow's Nest Pass Railway to which we
are bound by law to give large subsidies, I
do not see any objection to the bill.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is confined to
those two roads'?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

The motion was agreed to.

MANITOBA SCHOOL FUND BILL.

FIRsT READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (168) " An Act re-
specting the Manitoba School Fund."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
read the second time au the second sitting of
the House to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I look upon this bill as one of the most dan-
gerous innovations of the principle of en-
dowments ever proposed since we have had
a parliament. If I stand alone in the
parliament of Canada I shall vote against
it, and I shall give my reasons for it when
the second reading comes up. You might
as well interfere with a man's will as take
the course the government are pursuing in
this matter. I look upon it as dangerous in
character,-I was going to say iniquitous-
and how any government holding the views
that I do-perhaps they do not hold my
views, or they would not-could have ever
made such a proposition to a legislative body,
and how it should ever have passed the Lower
House, is beyond my comprehension. You
might just as well invade the rights of any
individual as to invade the rights, as this
bill will do, of future generations in that
country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I would like to
ask if a similar advance to that has ever
been made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In 1877 I myself pro-
posed, at the instance of Mr. Norquay, who
visited this part of the country, the advance
of a certain sum, I forget the amount, but
it seems to me it was fifteen thousand dol-
lars a year, to the government of Manitoba
in aid of their school system for supporting
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their schools, which advance was to be
charged against the school lands of Mani-
toba.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Against the in-
come or capital i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Against the school
lands.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELt-
The sums were advanced, taken out of the
capital, but they have been recouped in in-
terest by the sale of the lands, and the
Finance Minister has stated that fact in the
House. This is an actual gift to the Mani-
toba government of $300,000 out of the
capital which they have at present of
$475,768. That is the difference between
the two. This is an actual gift of $300,000
out of about $475,768, and without any re-
gard to the manner in which they may
spend it further than to say it is for school
purposes. It is depleting the capital to that
extent without providing means of being
recouped.

The motion was agreed to.

THE NORTH-WEST IRRIGATION
BILL.

RESTORED TO THE ORDER PAPER.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I beg to inform the
House that I will place the Irrigation Bill
on the Orders of the Day. I have seen the
Minister of the Interior, and he bas not yet
decided what course he will take with re-
ference to it; so that we can pass it now and
send it down to the Commons. I under-
stood the hon. gentleman from Calgary was
willing to withdraw his amendment. There
were four or five amendments inserted, but
there was only one to which I objected.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. senator f rom Calgary will be here
in the morning. The hon. minister does
not propose to take it up to-night i

SECOND SITTING.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SUPREME COURT JUDGES IN BRIT-
ISH COLUMBIA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) inquired
of the Minister of Justice:

If it is the intention to appoint a barrister fron
the bar of the province of British Columbia to the
vacant judgeship in the province-also, if the travel-
ling allowances of the Supreme Court judges in
British Columbia are eqiual to those of the judges of
Quebec and Ontario? If not-what are the reasons?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that I do not think the travelling al-
lowances of the judges of the province of
British Columbia are inferior to those of
judges in Quebec and Ontario. We have
not touched the travelling allowances in re-
spect to any of the Supreme Court judges.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-You
have in Quebec.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, we have not dealt
with them in the bill. The consideration of
the position of the Superior Court judges
was allowed to stand over until %nother
session. The hon. member asked if it is the
intention to appoint a barrister from the
bar of British Columbia to the vacant
judgeship in the province. I may say to
my hon. friend that that subject will be
considered immediately after the close of
this session. Up to the present time we
have been so much occupied with the busi-
ness of the session that I have not had any
discussion with the Prime Minister or mY
colleagues on the subject.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-AllI
have to say is that I hope we will get justice
and fair-play, and that a gentleman froni tDe

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and pass it with province will be appointed. Sir Oliver
the amendinent. If the hon. member from Mowat filled the hast appointment in British
Calgary chooses to advise the Minister of Columbia with a gentleman from that pro
the Interior in the other flouse that he will vince.
withdraw bis a-gendment, that can be done.
He expressed the opinion across the floor Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have made an ap-
of the House that he would not insist on it. pointment in British Coluinbia from the

bar of the province since I became Minister
The Senate adjourned. of Justice.
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THIRD READING.

Bill (139) " An Act to incorporate the
Northern Commercial Telegraph Company,
Limited."-(Hon. Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

LAKE CHAMPLAIN AND ST. LAW-
RENCE SHIP CANAL COMPANY

BILL.

''HIR D READING.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND (in the absence
of Hon. Mr. Cleinow) moved the third read-
ing of Bill (99) " An Act to incorporate
the Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship
Canal Company."

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-1 intend to oppose
the third reading of this bill. The subject
of the bill concerns very materially the
trade and commerce of the country. It
will affect, I think, to a very considerable
extent, the trade of the St. Lawrence, ani,
at ail events, it was brought down to us at
such a very late period of the session that
we had no opportunity of considering
fully the provisions of the bill. There was
a very small attendance of the Railway
Committee. I think there were only fifteen
members altogether, and the bill ought at ail
events to be postponed for another year.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-We had not the ad-
vantage of having the opinion of the govern-
ment in reference to the details of the neas.
ure or the measure itself, although as I under-
stand some members of the government in
the other House were very strongly op-
posed to the bill. Under ail these circum-
stances, it is very desirable that this measure
should not go through this session, but that
it should be postponed until next year. For
that reason, I move that the bill be not now
read the third time, but that it be read a
third time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is a little unusual
to move in this way against a private bill
without giving notice of the intention to do
so. The hon. gentleman from Rideau
division was out of the House, and I pre-
sume had no reason at ail to suppose that
this unusual course would be taken.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Oh, yes, he had.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is true this bill
came down to this flouse at a very late stage

of the session, and I felt that way yesterday
when I took the liberty of objecting to the
suspension of the rule in favour of this bill.
But when I came to examine my file of
bills, as introduced in the House of Com-
mons, I found that this bill had been intro-
duced on the 24th March. That is not an.
unreasonably late period of the session, con-
sidering that the session began in the month
of February. Then the hon. gentleman f rom
York said he had understood the govern-
ment had been opposed to this bill, but it
appears that oie of the reasons why the bill
did not reach this House earlier, was that the
government, or some of the ministers, took
time to examine the bill carefully and to go
into the whole subject of the desirability of
allowing it to become law. After that they
were satisfied that the bill should become
law, it having been first amended in certain
particulars which the government thought
desirable. So that really, if this bill comes
to us differently f rom other bills, it is rather
due to the fact that it bas had more consid-
eration than the ordinary private bill which
comes here. It bas been considered, not
only by the committee of the other House
and by the committee of our own House,
but it bas been carefully considered by the
government also, or by those members of the.
government who would be interested in the
subject of railways and canals. The fact is
that this measure does not call for any public
money. It simply asks for the right to build
acanal which bas been strongly recommended
by the international commission on waterway
which sat about a year ago, and it is a work
the construction of which would be of the
greatest advantage to the city of Montreal
in particular, and to the St. Lawrence region
in general, and beneficial also to the western
part of the Dominion whose products would
be afforded a way of getting into the United
States if it were so desired. Hon. gentlemen
appear to be under the impression that trade
which had reached Montreal on its way to.
the ocean might be diverted to New York
by way of this canal. No hon. gentlemen
who stop to reflect for a moment would sup-
pose that trade which was at Montreal, at
the head of ocean navigation, would turn and
go through some hundreds of miles of canal
navigation for the purpose of reaching tide
water again at the port of New York unlesa
for consumption in New York. I regret
that the hon. gentleman from York should
have thought it his duty to move against.
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this bill. I cannot see myself that there is
the slightest reason for not passing this bill
If the incorporators named in it are able to
go on with the work themselves, or if they
are able to induce other capitalists t take
hold of it and go on with the enterprise, it
will be a good thing and of the greatest
possible advantage t Canada, and if the
other great work which my hon. friend from
Rideau division has had charge of, the
Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal, be con-
structed within a reasonable time, the work
which is provided for in this bill will be a
very important link in the chain of com-
munication between the west and the east,
of which the Ottawa and Georgian Bay
Canal would be itself a link. I trust the
House will not, at this stage and without
any notice whatever, summarily reject a bill
te which I for one can see no reasonable
ground of objection.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-It is somewhat
surprising that those of us who live in or
near Montreal are so obtuse that we cannot
see all the advantages in this bill that the
hon. member for Halifax does.

Hon. Mr. POW ER-The hon. gentleman
who moved the third reading lives in Mont-
real.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I was referring t
the remarks of the hon. member for Halifax.
Now, I do not say that this canal would
not be a benefit tW both Canada and Mont-
real, but I do say that it is too vast and too
great an undertaking for any one t be able to
give judgment upon it, who did not know any-
thing about it until yesterday or the day
before, and te be asked to pronounce upon
it now. The very reason that the hon.
member for Halifax gave that the bill was
introduced in the other House on the 24th
March and has been there ever since, is
good reason for us to suppose there was
something that was not just straight about
it, or else it would have gone through a
great deal quicker. This may be a good
thing for the country, but I say that more
time is wanted for us te decide upon it. It
is very true what the hon. member for Hali-
fax has just said, that they ask for no
money, and if they can get capital t build
this it nay be a very good thing, but we
must not forget one thing, that it ties up

anybody else from doing anything for three
years, and they have seven years to complete
the work. I an not a member of the Railway
Committee, but I said this morning in the
Railway Committee that it would be better to
postpone this bill and give us some more time
to know what to do with it. Now there are
several things that are very indefinite about
this bill but there was no use in saying
anything more about it-where does this
canal start from? They say opposite or
below Montreal, but the bill says they are to
start anywhere in the parish of Chambly.
That is a pretty long range. I think they had
better be more definite and state where they
are going to run before they come to ask us
for this charter. It is a very valuable fran-
chise to give, and I for one would be sorry,
if it is going to be such a good thing for
Montreat and Canada, to stop it; but until
we get more time to look into it, there is no
help for us, who do not approve of this hasty
legislation, but to vote for the motion of the
hon. member for York and I for one shall do
so, not that I consider it a good thing to
throw this out, but because, if it is a good
thing, they should give us more time to dis-
cuss the project another year. The last day
of the session is no time to bring this bill te
us and ask us t pass it, and I doubt very
much if it is wise to grant a charter such
as this to a private company at all. On
that, however, I will not express an opinion,
but I do think that, had the promoters of
this bill done what I asked them t do this
morning, postpone it for a time, it would
have been much wiser, and that is what I
should like to see done. I feel quite sure
that the good sense of this House wiil lead
hon. gentlemen to vote for the motion of the
hon. member for York and give us time to
consider this bill more carefully at another
session.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-This canal
is to start at the head of the Chambly Canal,
on the Richelieu side, and to end on the line
of Chambly County on the St. Lawrence
side.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The bill does not

say so.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It does, and
it is meant that the canal should end be-
tween St. Lambert and Longueuil in order
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not to pass by Montreal, but to be a feeder
for Montreal. As a matter of fact, we know
that the lumber starting from here goes
down to Montreal, has to go around over
one hundred miles to Sorel to ascend the
Richelieu River in order to reach the United
States, where it is sold. Now ail this t rade
will come to Montreal, and instead of losing
forty-eight hours or more to reach the
Richelieu River, the head of the Chambly
Canal, it would, by this canal, be reached in
a very few hours. The same thing would
avail for the coal, which comes from the
States and from Lake Champlain and
Whitehall Canal, which corne by this direc-
tion, and there would be a considerable sav-
ing in the price of the coal on the Montreal
market. My hon. »friend opposes the bill
because it comes before us so late in the
session; but that is no fault of the pro-
moters. It has been delayed in the other
House. I may state that the government
did not want this bill to go ahead before it
could be examined thoroughly by the Minister
of Railways; it was carefully examined and
there was a very long discussion upon it
which lasted over two or three sittings of
the Railway Committee of the House of
Commons, and I speak from my personal
knowledge when I say that it was Sir
Charles Tupper who succeeded in settling
the difticulty which existed in the minds of
some of the hon. gentlemen of the commit-
tee, as to the advisability of the government
taking hold of this project as a public work.
Sir Charles Tupper suggested that in order
to give full control to the government before
this work should go on, the following should
be added : " This Act shall come into force
on a day to be named by proclamation of
the Governor in Council to that effect." By
adding that to the bill the government can
take hold of the work whenever it feels dis-
posed to do so, and can even prevent the
work going on if they think, from a national
point of view, it is better that this canal
should not be constructed. But ail those
who have studied the question-people ap-
pointed by the two governments-have
reported in favour of the construction of this
canal. I may say that I have before me
letters from the French board of trade recom-
mending the passage of the bill. The Board of
Trade of Montreal has not pronounced upon
it, because although the question has come
up it bas been adjourned; but as a matter
of fact, as bas been stated, there can be no

question of the trade of the St. Lawrence
being diverted towards Lake Champlain
through that canal. The only trade that
will go through is the trade that needs to
go there to the States via Lake Champlain.
So it seenis to me that when a company
asks to be allowed to construct by private
capital, without asking one cent of subsidy,
a canal which will save over one hundred
miles in the transportation of the neces-
saries of life, that this bill should be received
with favour, and it is no fault of the pro-
moters of this bill that it bas corpe to us at
this late hour. It bas been stated that
more care bas been given to this bill by the
other House than to bills in general, and that
more time should be given us also. I must
declare that we examined it this morning in
the Committee of Railways and Canals and
each clause was carefully considered and it is
quite an exceptional case, it seems to me,
that a bill with 41 clauses of this imvportance
should have passed after being closely
scrutinized without one single amendment.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-May I ask the hon.
gentleman if there has been any survey
made of this canal, and have plans and
specifications been preparedi

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I have seen
plans. Of course it is provided that they
should be submitted to the Governor in
Council before being accepted. I know, for
instance, that there is a difference, which
struck me at the time as most extraordinary,
between the level of the Richelieu River and
the St. Lawrenceat Longueuil of overseventy
feet. I quite understand that that would
be for the advantage of the company in the
water power that would be obtained by this
canal. As to the specifications being ready
I could not say, but there is an approximate
estimate of the cost vhich has been arrived
at by the engineer who has done the work.
How far it has been carried I am unable to
say.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I sympathize some-
what with the idea that has been expresed
by the hon. member from York and my hon.
friend beside me (Mr. Ogilvie) that this
seenhs a very hasty way to pass judgment on
a matter of this importance. We are
accustoned to pass railway bills in some
sections of the country, and give consider-
able latitude to the companies in regard to
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the location of their lines, and without hav-
ing before us when we pass the bills any
very definite plans of the route, the cost
and other particulars ; but this appears
to me to be a matter of more than ordi
nary importance. It is opening up a
means of communication in one of the
most important sections of the whole
Dominion, and certainly a means of com-
munication that must in the future affect
to a very large extent, the course of trade in
this Dominion. I for one feel very much
embarrassed to know how 1 should vote on
such a question as that which is presented to
the House to-night. We have really no very
definite information before the House ;
I do not know what has been presented
to the House of Commons, but until
yesterday my attention was not directed to
this matter at all. I do not wish to stand
in the way of an enterprise of this character,
if it is really of the importance claimed for it
and is likely to confer the benefits upon the
country which the hon. gentleman who has
just spoken has referred to. But, on the other
hand, it is a matter of such great importance
that it does seem to me that this House
should he placed in possession of full infor-
mation with regard to the cost of this work,
the exact location of the work, and the pros-
pective trade, which it is expected to de-
velop, before we pass judgment on so impor-
tant a matter. Perhaps there are other hon.
members who are better acquainted with the
locality than I am. Living at a distance
from it, I certainly feel very much embar-
rassed, and would hesitate to give my sanc-
tion to a measure of this importance with-
out fuller' information and fuller time to
consider it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would the hon.
gentleman allow me to call his attention to
the fact that a bill was passed here two or
three days ago to incorporate the Georgian
Bay Canal Company, which contemplates a
work of as great public importance as this,
and no question was raised.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-That bill was before
us nearly all session.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE LL-We
have heard of that for the last fifty years.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The bill was not
before us.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-But the subject was,
and it was discussed here very fully. We
had plans posted up in the halls of the
Senate, and had ample opportunity to inspect
theni, and a special committee of this
House bas been considering its merits.
While I was not a member of that com-
mittee, I had an opportunity of attend-
ing some of its meetings and hearing the
evidence which was given, and was in a
position to form some opinion with regard to
the merits of the work. And more than that,
1 know my attention bas been called to that
project, not only this session, but for several
sessions. I have read a good deal on the sub-
ject and had formed an opinion on it even
when it was first introduced this session, and
was very glad to have a further opportunity
of studying the subject during the sessions
of the committee which were held in the
adjoining room. But this project is in an
entirely different position. I ami only speak-
ing for myself ; but, so far as I am personally
concerned, this matter was not brought to
my attention in any way until yesterday.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In considering
the advisability of this canal, we must con-
sider that we ship millions of feet of lumber
from Ottawa and this canal saves about 150
miles, and to the extent that it saves mileage
the lumber interests are improved. Take
our western grain; if it finds its way to the
States through this canal, with a saving of
150 miles, the canal is a benefit.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think when an bon.
gentleman gives his testimony he should
bear in mind that it is a very essential mat-
ter that, in speaking the truth, he should
speak the whole truth. While my hon.
friend from DeLorimier told us the truth
about what was done in committee he did
not suggest to this House the actual ques-
tion before the committee. I do not know
what was stated in the other House, but 1
think it would be only fair when the hon.
gentleman said that this bill was thoroughly
studied in our committee, that he should
have told us that it was carried in committee
by a majority of one.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I was speak-
ing as to the opportunity of examining it
now or next session. We examined each
clause in detail and each clause was carried
unanimously. I was not speaking of whaL
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took place at the adjournment. I was
speaking of the clauses being carried.

Hon. Mr. V[DAL-As to the impression
made upon the mind of the committee, I
venture to make a motion in committee,
founded on the sentiments expressed by my
hon. friend opposite, that it was a measure
that would require to be looked into more
carefully to postpone the bill. There was
not a word about the reference to committee
bv my hon. friend from De Lorimier. The im-
pression made on the House was that the
committee sanctioned the bill. I say half
of the committee was of the mind that it
was a bill of such a nature that we required
to know more about it. When the vote was
taken, it was carried by a majority of one.
I do not thipk it was a fair argument to try
and impress the House with the idea that
the bill was examined by the committee and
met with its approval.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-In the com-
mittee this morning I did not raise any
opposition to the bill, but I voted for the
motion of the hon. gentleman who has just
spoken to postpone the bill for one session
until we had an opportunity of knowing
more about it. I did it exactly for the
reasons which have been given by the hon.
gentleman from Westmoreland. It is a
matter of great importance and deserves
very careful consideration. We know how
the canals are built and how they are sup-
ported. They are governrment works, and
they do not pay for the oil for greasing the
gates. They do not even pay running
expenses and all the charges put on them
absolutely disappear. Now here is a canal,
if it is of any value, which will be a most
important link in the whole canal system of
the country. Its importance cannot be
exaggerated. Is this a project which is
likely to remunerate legitimately a private
company or a joint stock company depending
upon the revenue ? I say obviously it is not.
This canal, if ever built, will be built by the
government and run on the same plan as the
rest of the canals in the country, or this
company which is nowtrying to get a charter
will have to sell out or be bought out, and
my own opinion is that the giving of this
charter now will not advance the realization
of the project, but will rather impede it.
The bill is a very intricate one, full of detail,
evidently thought out with great care, and
the committee had not sufficient means of
examining it.

80

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-My hon. friend
f rom Montreal overlooks the fact that we
are living in a new legislative age. I have
had-more bills placed on my desk this last
week than during all the previous part of
the session. We must get our eyesight
sharpened up so that we will be able to look
into bills at a moment's notice. We must
become educated in that respect. I have
noticed in the last two sessions that the
most of the legislation has come to us in the
last ten days of the session, which I think
is a very improper and unjust thing, both to
the country and to the senators who are
expected to deal in an intelligent manner
with the measures placed before them. I
was going to say it is a disgrace. I say it is
a very improper thing that the most impor-
tant legislation of the session should come
down at so late a period. I syrmpathize with
my hon. friends from Montreal, and I voted
with them, and against having the dry docks
in Montreal. I see now that they do not
want any improvements in Montreal. I am
going to vote for the bill because there is no
government aid asked for. They say they
are going on with the enterprise without
government aid, and I do not think it would
be right to debar capitalists from going in
there and spending money. Therefore, I
shall have the pleasure of voting for this
bill.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was lost on the following division
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The bill was then read the third t ime~and
passed.
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NORTH-WEST IRRIGATION ACT

AMENDMENT BILL.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of Bill(146) " An Act to ameid and con-
solidate the North-west Irrigation Acts of
1894 and 1895."

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
ask the hon. Secretary of State if any change
was made in the amendment of the hon.
gentleman from Calgary?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No change was made.
The amendment, as moved by the hon. gen-
tlemen from Calgary, is in the bill. It will
go to the other House and the hon. gentle-
man himself will be here to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (166) " An Act in further amend-
ment of the Fisheries Act." He said : This
bill consists of but one clause, and that
clause is the postponement of the provisions
of the Revised Statutes of Canada relating
to the discharging of saw-dust into rivers.
This question has been frequently before
this House, and the object of the bill is to
postpone the operation of the law, as it now
stands, until the 1st day of May, 1899. I
understanm that persons interested in the
mills in the Ottawa River and elsewhere
have the idea that it will give them suffi-
cient time to see if they can make some
beneficial use of the saw-dust. They express
themselves very confidently, and so the
government propose that they shall have an
extension of twelve months in which to
carry on their experiments. The practice
has been one way, and the law another way,
for a long series of years, and this is another
year of grace to those who have mills upon
the streams from which it is desirable that
saw-dust should be excluded. Every hon.
member thoroughly understands the actual
situation and knows what will be the effect
of this bill.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Is this positively the
last time of asking?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so. It is the
final postponement.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am really sur-
prised that the government should again
call upon us to continue this nuisance. It
has been in existence for the last thirty
years, and it has always been the same
story that we hear to-day- the last time of
asking. I have brought this matter before
the House every session for the last ten
years, and it has always been the last time
of calling. This is another subterfuge to get
another year's extension. I am surprised at
the government, because last year they said
positively they would enforce the law-and
particularly when these mill-owners have
been violating the law openly for the last
six weeks. It is monstrous to think that
these mill-owners can defy the law. If it
were a poor man who was contravening the
law he would be hauled up at once. The
owner of a small mill, if he permitted saw-
dust to drop into a stream would be fined
for it, but these men, because they are
wealthy, can defy this government and all
governments.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear!

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, and the hon.
Secretary of State knows it. I protest
against this bill in the name of the people
of this community. We have suffered too
long. Our river has been injured in a
variety of ways. It is a standing disgrace.
If you go to Grenville to-morrow and return
by steamer you will come back amazed that
such a nuisance has been allowed to continue
from year to year. Still the government
permits the saw-dust nuisance to continue,
and the last government was just as bad.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Worse.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-Not because last
year the Minister of Justice told me he was
determined to enforce the law. The Minis-
ter of Fisheries told me the same, but some
change has come over the spirit of their
dream, and now they ask the parliament to
sanction another extension. I protest against

having any further extension given to these
men. It is unpleasant for me to have to
take this stand, living as I do on friendly
terms with these people. The Senate can
pass this bill, but look at the position we
will occupy before the country! We have
by unmistakable majorities, decided time and
again that this nuisance shall be stopped,
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but still the government permit it to con-
tinue. They would not do it for a poor man.
Last year two men were drowned near
Montebello by an explosion of saw-dust in
the river and I have known instances of
narrow escapes from death from these ex-
plosions. Still the nuisance is permitted to
continue, because this legislation would in-
terfere with some wealthy men. It is very
wrong that the government should do
such an injustice. The other day
when it was necessary to sink a shaft
to construct a pier for the Interprovincial
bridge opposite this city, the engineers had
to sink through sixty feet of saw-dust. It
remains for this House to say whether we
will permit these mill-owners to perpetuate
this great evil on the community. 1 have
performed my duty; I can do no more. In
the early part of the season I brought this
matter before the notice of the government,
and they told me the law was in operation,
and that anybody could lay information. I
told the government then, as I tell them now,
that the people of this country would not be
informers-that it was the duty of the gov-
ernment to enforce their laws. I hope this
Dominion bas not come to such a pass that
it cannot enforce its laws. At one time it
was understood in the United States that
wealthy people could disregard the laws of
that country. I hope we have more respect
for our laws ; I hope we will not destroy our
reputation as a law-abiding people by per-
mitting an open and flagrant violation of the
law to continue. So far as I am concerned,
I cannot vote for this bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Give it a small hoist
-say a week.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You must either
stop this nuisance now, or it will continue.
If you give them until the 1st of May next,
they will come back next session for another
extension.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, no.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I say yes, yes, and
every one knows it. I speak by the book.
The mill-owners say they are going to utilize
saw-dust in making calcium carbide for
acetylene gas. The quantity of saw-dust that
could be used for that purpose is so insig-
nificant that it would not consume the refuse
of one of the small mills. It is merely a
subterfuge. Why have they not done some-
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thing in the past ? Some of the nill-owners
have erected machinery for destroying the
saw-dust, but others have not. It is for the
government to enforce our laws, and if they
say they cannot do so, the sooner they resign
and place men in power who will enforce the
laws the better for the country. If the
Senate think proper to pass this bill they
can do so. I am consistent at any rate. I
have adhered to my position from the first,
and they cannot influence me. I do not
know whether others can be influenced. I
have simply done my duty to my country,
and I leave the responsibility, hon. gentle-
men, on your shoulders to say whether you
will allow this bill to pass.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I cannot see
why they could not make that experiment
in three or four months.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If you are bound
to pass the bill, let it be amended so as to
have the extension only until the 1st of
January. I know the feeling of the great
majority of this community is with me, but
if you must pass the bill, let the limit be the
lst of January next.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the second time on a division.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the suspension
of the 41st rule.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, I object.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If you want to amend
the bill you can do it in committee.

The SPEAKER-Does the hon. gentle-
man persist in. bis objection 1

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, I will move
an amendment in committee

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. M r. CLEMOW-I move to amend
the first clause by inserting the word " Jan-
uary " in place of "May."

The committee divided on the amendment
which was carried.

Yeas, 16 ; nays, 12.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill with an amendment
which was concurred in.

• The bill as amended was read the third
time and passed.
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THIRD READING. same footing. I refer to the amendments
proposed by the hon. meier for Marslifleld.

Bill (160) " An Act respecting the north- Let me say in regard to those amendments
western, northern and north-eastern boun- that they are in violation of the principle
daries of - the province of Quebec."-(Hon. laid down here as amendnents relating to a
Mr. Mills.) measure which specially concerns the consti-

THE FRANCHISE BILL.of the ouse of Co ons. I stated,
THE RANCISE ILL. when my hon. friend proposed these amend-

CONSIDERATION OF CO3MONS MESSAGE. ments to this House, the objection which 1
The Order of the Day being called, had te them-that the effect vill be to take

Consideration of the Message fromof persons, if parties are
Comnsi rin the M eae rmethe mase by so disposed, out of the listof persons who vote

Commons disagreein~g to the amnendnients made by
the Senate to (Bill 16) "An A et to repeal the Electoral secretly and put them in the list of voters
Franchise Act, and to further amend the Dominion which maybe practicallyknownbyaninquiry,
Elections Act."-(Honourable Mr. Mills.) and in order te accomplish that resuit it is

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I move that this only necessary that the voters should be
House do not agree to those amendments. I sworn, and se the secrecy which the Act is
dare say hon. gentlemen have read the intended to secure will be withdrawn. I
resolution of the House of Commons, and say, however, that the hon. gentleman's pro-
the grounds of their dissent. The reason posai, which is practically the introduction
given for dissenting to the amendments of the Ontario system with regard to every
moved by the hon. gentleman from Rich- sworn voter in the province of Prince Edward
mond (Mr. Miller), and the hon. gentle- Island, is not in se high a degree an objec-
man from Prince Edward Island (Mr. tionable amendment,or seriesof amendments,
Ferguson), are stated at page 637 of our as that which was proposed by the hon.
Minutes of Proceedings. I need not detain gentleman from Richmond. I ask in this
the lieuse with a discussion of the various matter the censideration of the reasons of the
reasons which have been given in this mes- House of Commons for disagreement, and I
sage. Hon, gentlemen are aware that the ask that this rouse do not adhere te these
two amendments proposed by the hon. amemdments.
gentleman from Richmond are amendmerts
that were proposed in the tuse of Com- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
mens before the bill came here, and while it I do net think it is necessary for ne to say,
was under consideration, and were very fully that I regret very inuch the action of the
discussed and rejected hy the flouse of flouse of Commons in connection with this
Cemmons. I do noV think that this bill stands very important question. I regret it the
exactly upon the footing of an ordinary bip. more from the tone which characterized
In the first place, it was a -question which mhe remarks particularly of the hon. the
was put in issue at the elections and a Solicitor General, when discussing it in tha
majority was returned of those who were flouse. do not know that I arn hibertyunder
favourable te the principle involved in this the practice that govern the two fouses, rO
bill. In the next place, it specially concerns proceed further upon that point. I can, ho
the constitution of the lower chamber, and ever, compliment tihe hon. Minister of Jus
it has been introduced there as one specially tice in net fohlewing, in that respect, in the
cencerning theu. The amendment proposed ifootsteps of his colleagues, and I shal endeI
here by the hon. gentleman fro' Richmond vsur, in dealing with this question, to be 9-5
was, I think, proposed y some member onp moderateashehas beeninadvancing myviews
the front benches in the buse of Commons, as te the right of the Senate te interfere i
wa-s very futly discussed and, as I have said, a question of this kind; and in doing e,
was there rejected; and it was taking rather shal confine my remarks at first te the rea-
an unusual course for this fouse te propose sons which have been given by the flouse O
the very sae amendment that had een Commons for the rejection of these very ihon
proposed in the House of Commons, fully potant amendments. My hon. friend hs
considered and rejected bythe body especialy already read the clauses I will reread
concerned and affected by the measure. Then, thein and comment apon them, and expres
with regard te the other amendments object- the views that I hold upon the question, and
ed te, they do net stand exactly upon the in doing se I think I shad be expressing the
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views of the great majority of this Senate. have been deprived, either by design or by
First, the House of Commons object to the accident. We thought the be8t way to do
whole of the amendments which we have that in the three provinces alluded to in this
-made, not onlv that of the hon. gentleman paragraph, would be by adopting the same
for Richmond, but also those of my hon. principle that prevails ii the provinces of
friend from Marshfield. The House will Ontario and Quebec. That is, giving the
remember that when the hon. senator froin right to every subject to appeal to a judicial
Marshfield moved his amendments, he point- power in order to right any wrong that may
ed out the absolute necessity for amending have heen committed; or, in other words, to
the law in those particular points to which enable him to enjoy the franchise which is
he referred, in order to make the act work- given him under the local laws, of which he
able in his province ; and that they should may possibly have been deprived. That is the
also be objected to by the House of Com- ground that we took, and it is a ground
mons is incomprehensible, unless it was for that I think we should adhere te;
the reason which they give in their last i more than that, i is to My mmd, in the
paragraph, that this House had no right to une of some of the amendients which the
interfere with the action of that House ministers themselves had proposedand which
upon the question of the Franchise. The remain in the law at present, and will be in
first paragraph, containing the first reason the statute-book if the bil becomes law.
for objecting to the amendments is: The second objection is:

Because the amendments made by the Honourable That the procedure proposed by the lonourable
the Senate to the bill, excepting from its operation the Senate for securing the revision of such lists,
the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and under the authority of this parliaient, is wholy in-
Manitoba and providing for a special revision of the adequate, and cannot be rendered effective without
voters' list in those provinces for elections to this creating complicated and costl machinery incom-
House, is inconsistent with and subversive of the patible with the objeet of the bih.
general principle of the bill. To that objection also demur, and for this

To that objection I demur, and for this reason: the whole object of the amend-
reason: I endeavoured, in discussing this ments was to enable the elector who mi ht
question before, to point out the difference
between an interference with the franchise,
which is the right to vote, and the election
law, which provides the list and which gives
directions for the enforcement of it. I need
not pursue that question much further ;
neither do I believe that the amendmaents
which were made can possibly be construed
into an infringement, or that they are an
infringement of, or subversive of the general
principle of the bill, for this reason: we laid
d own the principle when we commenced this
discussion that we would not oppose the
principle of adopting the local franchises for
a Dominion election. The ground upon
which we based that opinion, although indi-
vidually opposed to it, was the fact that it
was one of the questions submitted to the
people, and as such we thought it riglit,
however, contrary it might be to the views
that we hold upon that subject, to allow the
pledge which was made by the government
to be carried out and the local fran-
chises adopted. But while we did that,
the Senate affirnied the right to change the
mode of procedure in the preparing of the
lists and passed a resolution for no other rea-
son or purpose, than to secure those rights
to tlhe individual elector of which he may

be, by the action of the assessor or those who
prepared the list, deprived of his right to go
to the courts, and the only machinery neces-
sary to accomplish that, is the simple machi-
nery which would enable him to appeal to the
judge in order to have a wrong righted
and his name placed upon the list. The
objection to that is-and it is the only objec-
tion that presents itself to my mind, that bas
any force that in our amendment we pro-
vide for placing him upon the list without
saying "for Dominion purposes." That is a
difficulty, and consequently if that were
passed as it is, it might place a voter upon
the voters list of the province, and thereby
give a right-that is if their interpretation
be correct-to the person who is not on the
provincial list, to vote for provincial purpo-
ses. That was not the intention or object of
the amendment. The intention of the mover
was simply to enable the elector to be placed
upon the list for Dominion purposes, and if
the clause is objectionable in that respect,
it can easily be amended by adding the
words " for Dominion purposes." The third
reason is:

• That the passage of the amendment by the Senate
after its rejection by the House of Commons is incon-
sistent with the undoubted right and privilege of this
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House to determine the principles of the Franchise involved in the bill, and then to assert our
under which its members are elected, and is the more right to change the details of the bill inunwarranted in that the country has emphatically
pronounoed in favour of the principle of the bill. order to make it workable and reserve and

conserve the rights of the electors in the
I admit the latter clause, that the country different parts of the province. In looking

has pronounced in favour of the principle of at English precedent on this question you
the bill. The principle of the bill we con- will find, if you read the debates in the
ceded. It was only the details with which House of Lords, when they rejected the
we attempted to interfere ; but it will strike Franchise Bill that had been passed in the
as singular, I think, every member of the House of Commons, the question arose as
Senate, and it will strike with still more to the right of the Lords to interfere
force every man who knows anything of with the Franchise Bill which had then
parliamentary procedure and who has studied passed the Commons by a large majority, for
this question, and the rights of both Houses extension of the franchise in England. Lord
of parliament in dealing with different ques- Salisbury took the ground that, as a redis-
tions;that because,forsooth,the Lower House tribution bill, which had been promised in
Las supported by a majority any measure, connection with the franchise, had not beén
therefore the Senate has no right to inter- laid before either House of parliament, and
fere. If the majority of the Lower House that until the Lords were made acquainted
had not affirmed the principle and the details with the scheme of redistribution, they had
of every bill that comes from that House, it the right to defer the coming into operation
would not be passed, and consequently would of that measure, or to defeat it altogether, and
not he sent to this chamber for approval or the Earl of Morley, who was then speaking
disapproval. If we were to admit the doc- on behalf of the Gladstone government, used
trine that we are not to deal with a measure this language in the debate. He said that
that comes from the Lower House because " he did not for an instant deny the constitu-
a majority of that House has affirmed the tional right of their lordships to reject or
principle of it, then we would have nothing amend the bill." Now, 1 know it is
whatever to do with any bill, except to be contended by many and with a great deal
the mere recorders of the acts of the Lower of force that the powers vested in the
House. They would probably give us the Senate are those only which are embodied in a.
right to make verbal changes, and that clause of the Confederation Act, and that
would be the sole duty of this second cham- all their pôwers are there defined, and there-
ber. Then they laid down the principle fare we are not governed either by precedent
that because it interferes with the franchise or by the actions of the House of Lords or
that elects the members to that house, we the Gommons of England. That rnay or may
have no right to interfere with the bill.ot be technically corret, but wbether
That is a principle that has been recognized correct or not, we know that the British
neither in this country in the past, nor in constitution is founded on precedent, and
England. So far as this country is con- we in this country, whenever we discuss
cerned, the hon. Secretary of State took the questions of a constitutional character, not
responsibility on himself when the question i only consult the Confederation Act which
of the franchise was brought before the empowers us to legislate on certain subjects,
Senate by the late government, to move its but we always refer to English authorities
rejection in toto. That would be a direct and the course which has been pursued and
and positive interference with the rights of the doctrines laid down by both Houses
the Lower House according to the doctrine of the British parliament ; and we are
laid down by this resolution, because at that not departing iñ any particular from the
time the government that was led by Sir course usually adopted in this country, and in
John Macdonald, had an overpowering every other British colony, when we appeal
majority in the House of Commons in sup- to British precedent in support of any posi-
port of that measure. I anM speaking of the tion we may take. Having discussed thus
bill of 1885. This was taking on themselves far the objections of the House of Commons
the saine liberty, and a great deal more than to the course taken by the Senate, it would
we attempt to assume, because the then be not only inconsistent with the position
opposition moved a six months'hoist, What we have assumed, but it would be derog-
we did, was first to acknowledge the principle atory to the character and standing
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of this House if we permitted a
reason of that kind to be accepted, under
any circumstances, to guide us in future.
We have, I coutend, full power and autho-
rity under the constitution and by the pre-
cedents of the Imperial parliament to jus-
tify the course we have taken. It would be
much better, had those in charge of this
measure in the lower flouse merely objected
to our amendments, instead of giving such
reasons for objecting. It is always unfortu-
nate when a reason is given which is not
based on the constitution under which we
live, and the precedents of the mother coun-
try. I do not know that it is necessary for
me to go further than this in laying down
what I believe to be the rights of the Senate.
Under the circumstances, it will be my
duty to oppose, on behalf of the majority of
the Senate, at present at least, the motion,
or the suggestion of a motion, by the hon.
gentleman opposite, that this House will not
insist on the amendments which have been
made. I am prepared to take the opposite
course to that which he has followed, unless
my hon. friend expresses a willingness to
modify the motion he has made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My motion was

That the Senate doth not insist on their second,
fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth and elev-
enth amendments to the said bill, to which the House
of Communs have disagreed.

That was the proposition that I indicated
in the address which I gave to the House,
that I thought the same objections did not
lie against the amendment made by the
hon. gentleman from Marshfield, that did lie
against the amendment made by the hon.
gentleman from Richmond ; that what the
hon. gentleman from Richmond proposed
was practically a continuance of a voters'
list made up precisely on the same principle
that the voters' list is made up under the
Dominion law as it now stands; that that
was so directly at variance with the prin-
ciple upon which the governient, as it is
now constituted, went to the country, or at
variance with the principle of the provincial
voters' list, because it is a substitution of a
Dominion voters' list for a provincial voters'
list. that it was impossible the government
should accept it; but my hon. friend has
addressed himself to the House, and he has
not indicated that he is ready to consider
anything approaching a compromise on the
lines that I have suggested. If my hon.

friend is not prepared to act on the lines
which I have indicated, then I must insist
on the proposal as it came from the House
of Commons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must apologize to the hon. gentleman. I
confess that I did not understand him
to make any such suggestion when he ad-
dressed the House. I understand now, that
the principal objection of the government, is
to the amendment made by the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond, but that he would not
object to accept the other amendments affect-
ing Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is my statement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Under the circumstances, I would suggest to
the hon. gentleman the withdrawal of his
motion, and I will accept on behalf of the
Senate his proposition, and make a motion
which I think will meet his views, and then
it will be on record. I make a motion in
this way :

That the Senate do not insist upon the second and
fifth aniendments made to the said Bill (16) " An A ct
to repeal the Electoral Franchise Act, and to further
amend the Dominion Elections Act."

That will meet the hon. gentleman's views.
I make this motion with the understanding
that I shail move immediately afterwards
that we do insist upon the other amendment
to which my hon. friend objects.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then my hon. friend
will move that as an amendment to my
proposition ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
you so desire it. I will move it as an
amendment.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
would ak my hon. friend to embody in his
amendment the fact that we have a right to
amend the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will provide for that later.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose there is no
doubt as to the numbers. I have stated
the particular amendments to which we do
not object.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
There is no doubt about the
now beg to move:

BOWELL-
numbers. I

That the Senate do insist upon the seventh, eighth,
ninth and tenth of the amendments made by them to
the bill from the House of Commons (No. 16) intituled :
"An Act to repeal the Electoral Franchise Act, and
to further amend the Dominion Elections Act," for
the following reason:-

Because the said amendments are necessary to adapt
the Dominion Elections Act, as modified by the said
bill, to the conditions of Prince Edward Island, where
there are no voters' lists, and to provide adequate
means for recording and determinng, mn a manner
similar to that provided by the provincial law, objec-
tions to the votes of any person whose qualification to
vote is questioned.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps my hon.
friend will include the fourth amendment
with those on which he does not insist.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, I leave that and the eleventh to the
hon. gentleman who took the responsibility
of proposing those amendments:

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
now move

Resolved, That a message be sent to the House of
Commons by one of the Masters in Chancery, to ac-
quaint that House as follows :-

1. That the Senate doth not insist upon the second
and fifth of the amendments made by the Senate to
Bill (No. 16) intituled : " An Act to repeal the Elec-
toral Franchise Act, and to further amend the
Dominion Elections Act."

2. That the Senate doth insist upon the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth of the said amendments, for
the following reason

Because these amendments are necessary to adapt
The Dominion Elections Act, as modified by the said
bill, to the circumstances of Prince Edward Island,
where there are no voters' lista, and to provide ade-
quate means for recording and detern.ining, in a man-
ner similar to that provided by the provincial law,
objections to the votes of any persons whose qualifi-
cation to vote is questioned.

3. That the Senate doth insist on its constitutional
right to reject or amend the said bill, or any bill of a
similar character that may at any time be presented
to the Senate.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Would it not be
better to include the fourth and eleventh
amendments with those on which the hon.
gentleman does not insist ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No; we are not responsible for these amend-
ments. I confess I am not able to explain to
the Senate the amendments to which my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice refers, because
I am unable to find on record any mention
made of them, or the remarks which would
give the reasons for proposing them. How

that has been left out of the report I do not
know. Consequently, I leave it to the hon.
gentleman who made the amendments to
explain why the government, as represented
in the other chamber, reject the ainend-
ments made by members of the gov-
ernment in the Senate. This motion will
meet the suggestion of the hon. member for
Victoria.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man will excuse me, the message does not
dispose of the eleventh amendment at all.

Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
neither the 4th nor the 1lth amendment. My
motion does not interfere or deal with
the 4th or the 11th amendment. My
reason for that is they were amendmnents
made by the Minister of Justice, or the
Secretary of State, I am not sure which;
and, as far as my recollection serves me, at
the suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
Halifax. In looking at the records, as I
have already stated, toascertain what reasons
were advanced for the suggestion of those
amendments, I could not find any reference
to them at all. If my hon. friend desires to
retain those, or not to insist upon them, of
course he can make a motion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is not
speaking for himself, but speaking for the
majority of the House, and the 2nd and 5th
amendments he agrees to abandon. Then
he is not insisting upon the 4th and 11 th
amendments. I think the 4th and ilth
amendments might be put in along with
the 2nd and 5th, because the hon. gentle-
man is speaking ,for a majority of the
Senate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then that would be that we do not insist
upon those.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That can be done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We had some discus-
sion, I remember, as to the precise meaning
of that amendment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That amend-
ment was suggested by the hon. member
from Halifax.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It was simply a
transposition of the clauses to make the
meaning clear.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a mere question minister has spoken as my hon. friend has
of phraseology. represented-and I do not at all question that

he has done so-I shall be very glad indeed
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- to second his effort.

Then the motion is to be that the Senate do Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
not insist on the second, fourth, fifth and elev- . .
enth amendments. That includes the two suppose we have the assurance that this will
for which my hon. friend is responsible and by the hon. gentleman's col-
the others for which we are responsible, leagues in the Houne of Commons?
and that the Senate does insist on the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think so.
seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth amend- HZ
mients for the reasons given in my mo-Sr AKNZEBWELment forthereasns ivenin'y m-the hion. gentleman gives us that assurance,
tion. I omitted one thing in moving these he can now muve the third reading of the
resolutions. I should like to have the state-
ment of the Minister of Justice, and I
have no doubt le will aflirm that made by Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have nu doubt the
his chief in the other Ilouse: the ion. buse of Communs will accept, but I do not
premier stated, when this question was think they will acquiesce in the declaration
under discussion-and if my recollection of right which the hon. gentleman las nade.
serves me right, the Minister of Finance Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
also, but I will not be positive-that they 1 do not mmd that.
would bring under the notice of the pro-
vinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia Hon. Mr. MILLS-Buf I understand they

Manitoba~~~ ~~~~ heoiinwih Soaadwill acquiesce i n the décision of this bouseManitoba the opinion which had been ex- in every other respect. A communicationpressed in the Commions in reference to a ilbmaeton.
right of appeal to a judge by those who
thought they had been deprived of their Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When theHouse
rights ; and that they would urge upon these agrees to our amenduents, we will accept
governments, the passage of a law which that as a declaration of our rigîts.
would give the right of appeal to a judge
in such cases as those to which I have
alluded. As we have come to an amicable relu
settlement, in the interest of peace in this Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
matter, I should like the hon. Minister of They nay as we sometimes do, when we
Justice to say, in order to be of record, that are obliged to.
he is in accord with the utterances of his The motion was agreed to.
chief on this point. Though we have given
way upon this question, most of us have THE PLEBISCITE BILL.
very strong convictions that the right of
appeal should exist, and if the prime minis- THIRD READING.

ter or the Minister of Justice will carry out Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
the suggestions which were made in the ing of Bil (1)1) "An Act respecting the
Commons, and which I have no doubt he Prohibition of the Importation, Manufacture
would be prepared to repeat-that is, to sus- and Sale of Intoxicating Liquors."
tain the position his chief has taken-it will
be an additional reason for not insisting Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
upon all the amendments which we made, May I ask wlether we can have any assur-
and some of which we have now agreed to ance that the vote under the Plebiscte li
drp. i will be taken before the It of January

next ?
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hion. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question as to the

friend that of course, one han to communi- time han nover been discussed, but it is in-
cnte with local governrnents upon a matter tended that it shahl le submitted within a
wtolly within their juritdiction with some reasonabli period.
degree of moderation, and I have nos seen
the words of the prime minister to which Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have taken the
my Ion. f riend han referred, but if the prime appropriation for the present year and it
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must be between the 1st of July, 1898, and
the lst of July, 1899.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That will not do, because the House will
meet again before the 1st July, 1899.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will be all over
before that time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Those who are interested in this question,
the prohibitionists and the liquor dealers,
should know the result of the vote before the
meeting of parliament, and if my hon.
friend can £ay that it will be submitted
before the next meeting of parliament, that
will satisfy me.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Çh, I think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And I think it will satisfy my hon. friend
behind me (Mr. Perley), who is the champion
of the North-west in regard to prohibition;
but whether my hon. friend in front of me
(Mr. Vidal) who objects to the eider clause
will be satisfied I do not know. There is
another reason that I might advance, why
the hon. gentleman might submit the
question to the péople, that is, that they
have a penchant for spending money and
this will give a good deal of patronage to
a large number of their friends, and no
doubt they will try and bring them in line
by some mueans or other.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You have got to con-
sult the public convenience of course.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC WORKS
GRANT BILL.

SECOND REA DING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (161) " An Act respecting the
payment of grants in aid of the construction
of public works." He said: This bill applies
only to two great publie works : that is the
construction of the Victoria bridge by the
Grand Trunk Railway and the Crow's Nest
Pass Rail way. It is to authorize the Gov-
ernor in Council to make advances on pro-
gress estimates on those works, inasmuch as
under the wording of the subsidy as it exists
it would be absolutely necessary that certain
portions should be completed before any
money could be paid. In reference to the

Crow's Nest Pass Railway, it is very well
known that there are now upwards of 100
miles built, probably not one ten-mile
section is absolutely finished. There may
be something needed, either a bridge or cul-
vert or something of that sort, and under the
terms of the Subsidy Act the Auditor Gen-
eral considers he shou'd not pay any portion
until each section is absolutely completed,
and this is to enable theGovernor in Council
to make payments in the way of progress
estimates. The same remark would apply
to the Victoria bridge.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
is the amount for the Grand Trunk Rail-
way?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it is $300,-
000 for Victoria bridge.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The first clause de-

fines the mode of payment, and no more
than $64,000 shall he paid on one section,
and a sufficient amount shall be retained to
finish the work if the contractors do not
finish it.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 2,
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-At an earlier

stage of this bill, my hon. friend the Sec-
retary of State explained the mode of oper-
ation under it, and explained that this
$64,000, which is set as the amount of the
value of work done on which a payment can
be made, had soine reference to the
$6,400 per mile.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not I.
lion. leader of the opposition.

It was the

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
asked the question, and my hon. friend the
Secretary of State acquiesced. I cannot see
that that is why the amount is fixed at
$6,000, because this applies only to the
Crow's Nest Pass Railway and the Victoria
bridge. There is no $6,400 subsidy in the
case of the Victoria bridge, and no ten miles
of structure. That is not the amount of the
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subsidy for the Crow's Nest Pass Railway, The bill passed through its final stages
which is $11,000. under a suspension of the rule.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know why
the amount is fixed at that figure.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It has no refer-
ence to ten miles of railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, froin the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time
and passed.

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill(167) "An Act in further amend-
ment of the Post Office Act." He said: I
have taken up this bill at this stage of the
evening, because there will be very littie
controversy in regard to it. The bill rends
as follows:-

1. Subsection 1 of section 9 of the Post Office Act,
chapter 35 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by
section 1 chapter 26 of the statutes of 1897 and by
sEction 2 of chanter - of. the statutes of 1898, is
hereby amended' by adding thereto the following
paragraph :--

"(t.) ake regulations establishing a systeni of
special delivery of mailable matter, fixing rates of
charges for such special delivery, and the method of
payment thereof and providing such other details as
may be deemed necessary for the carrying out of
such system, including payment of messengers, not-
withstanding anything in the Civil Service Act."

That last provision is to enable the Post-
master General to secure an efficient perfor-
mance of theduty, and there are certain classes
of persons required that ought not to be
required to pass the civil service examina-
tions before they are appointed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
suppose it will be necessary for the pensons
whom the Postmaster General appoints to
be able to read and write, or they could not
deliver the letters.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then I take it for granted that they will
not appoint any one that cannot read or
write.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is clear enough.

The motion was agreed to and the bilI
was read the second time.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS OF MANITOBA
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (169) " An Act to authorize the
paynent of certain sums of money to the
province of Manitoba." He said: As I
briefly explained when introducing this bill,
the purport is to credit the province of
Manitoba with the amount expended on the
publie buildings, the Government House
and the Lieutenant Governor's residence.
At the time that Manitoba came into the
confederation, they had no public buildings
and it was then distinctly understood that
the public buildings should be erected by
the federal government. On the 18th
April, 1879, an Order in Council was passed
in the following language:-

That with reference to the erection of publie
buildings at Winnipeg, the government of Manitoba
be informed that an item will be inserted in the esti-
mates at the next session of the Dominion Parlia-
ment for the erection of plain but sufficient buildings
for the legislative assembly and for the Government
House, but that the Dominion Governiment will not
undertake the furnishing of either.

The item may have been inserted in the
following session or not, I do not know;
but it was inserted two or three years after-
wards, and contracts were given out by the
Public Works of Canada, and moneys were
voted for the erection of those buildings.
They happened to be erected at the time the
boom was on in Manitoba, and the party
who took the original contract failed, and a
new contract had to be entered into at a
considerable advance. From time to time
the government of Manitoba pressed the
government of the Dominion to credit them
with the cost of those buildings. In 1885,
when the general settleinent was made, it
was stated that they were to be charged
with all local work. The controversy arose
as to whether this was a local work. Mani-
toba maintained that it was not a local work
any more than the Asylum, and a sum of
$150,000 was put in the estimates for build-
ing the Lunatic Asylum. The government
of Manitoba have, from time to time been
pressing this amount, and it was thought
wise and prudent, and only fair to the pro-
vince, that the controversy on the subject
should be closed, and that the sum of $284,-
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456.47, which was the amount expended on
the buildings, should be changed fron the
debit to the credit side of the account, and
that the province should be paid the inter-
est on that amount as part of its subsidy.
The interest is at the rate of 5 per cent on
the above mentioned amount for 15 years.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
is the whole amount proposed to be paid to
Manitoba now ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The province gets the
interest on a certain amount, and that
amount, $284,456.47, has been transferred
froui the debit to the credit side of the ac-
count, and then they are to get the interest
which ought to have been paid for the last
15 years, on the amount, at 5 per cent.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Then I understand
the debt is cancelled and they are paid the
interest I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are credited
with that amount.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Who paid for the
buildings in the first place I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The federal govern-
ment, and charged it to them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Then the debt is
cancelled, and you pay the interest, and all
the money they are to get now is the in-
terest.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, that is all. This
was charged against the capital account of
the province 15 years ago. They brought
it up from time to time, and pointed out
that the other provinces had not been
charged with such items, but had received
their buildings as a free gift, and it was per-
fectly understood that Manitoba also was to
have the buildings erected by the federal
government, because it was the federal
government that really erected them, and
the Order in Council that was passed before
the Act was enacted by parliament read as
follows:-

That with reference to the erection of public build.
ings at Winnipeg, the government of Manitoba be in-
formed that an item will be inserted in the estimates
at the next session of the I)ominion )?rliament for the
erection of plain but sufficient buildings for the legis-
lative assembly and for the Government House.

That was the 18th April, 1879.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-The buildings were
not erected for some time after that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; the government
may have put an item in the estimates, but
they did not go on with the work for three
years after that, I think.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Has the Manitoba
government got any interest on this money I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; they are now
getting the back interest they should have
got. If they had not been charged with the
cost of those buildings, they would have had
that amount to their credit on which they
would have been drawing interest. The
sum of $284,456.47, they maintain, is the
amount they ought to have been credited
with in 1883.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They were entitled to
the money.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They ought not to
have been charged with it; it should have
been placed. to their credit, and if that had
been done, they would have been drawing
interest on it.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If they did not pay
interest on it, and you are going to wipe out
the debt, why should they get interest on it ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will explain to
the hon. gentleman. The province of Man.
itoba came in with a credit to the capital
account of so much, and these buildings
were erected by the government and charged
up to the capital account, and, therefore, if
it had not been charged up to its capital
account they would have been drawing the
interest on that amount, and now they are
receiving that.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is a different
thing. My contention was all right, but
the hon. gentleman has now given me the
explanation.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-Those
buildings have cost $284,000, qnd in the
province of Quebec they gave us an old
building which was worth about $40,000.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-What is the rate
of interest allowed i

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Five per cent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The statement made by the hon. Secretary
of State in reference to the first action of
the government of Canada in passing that
Order in Council, is correct enough, but he
made a further statement for which he had
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no authority and for which he can find going to ask-but it skipped my mmd-
nothing on record, tojustify; and that is, that two or three days ago, the hon. leader of
when they passed the Order in Council in- thegovernment in this House to have copies
forming the goverilment of Manitoba that of these Orders in Council laid upon the
they would place in the estimates a sum table before we were asked to concur in the
for the construction of public buildings, resolutions.
that it would be at the expense of the
Dominion. I am very much mistaken if Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J do not think there
any such record can be found in the Privy was any such Order in Council. 1 tried to
Council, or in any statute. It is true the get a résumé of aIl that had been done, and
Dominion government erected those build- 1 do flt tind any such Order in Council.
ings; they advanced the money for the
reason that Manitoba had no money with Hon. Sir MACKENZIE IOWELL-I
which to construct their buildings; but it had a copy of it among my papers, but I
was with the distinct understanding, at bave nlt it with me. I have some Iittle
that time, that it should be charged to their knowledge of the transaction. The hon.
capital account, and it was se charged. If gentleman knows that during the absence
there had been any other understanding at of my colleague, the Minister of Finance, at
the time, the charge never would have been that time, I took charge of the resolutions
made, because it would have been taken out which were moved in the buse cf Con-
of the consolidated revenue of the Dominion. mens, and effected the setlement which then
The question as to whether Manitoba, under took place. If this is recognized upon the
the circumstances, should have had the principle that equitably they should be fur-
buildings constructed for her at the ex- nished with the public buildings and the
pense of the Dominion is another question government house, I suppose my hon. friend
altogether. But the fact that the govern- from Quebec will be makirg an application
ment which was in existence from the time for a refund of the amount which it cost
of the construction of the building up to the province of Quebec for the construction
within a year or a year and a haif ago, of their new buildings. Lt is true Spencer-
having refus-d to recognize that daim as a wood, the governor's residence, in that
bonafd daim againat the Dominion, is the province was handed over te the local
best possible evidence that can be given authorities, as was also the old Govern-
that there was ne such promise made; and ment huse property in the province of
when you refer to the terms cf the sette- Ontarie ; and further, in the province
ment which were effected in 1885 ; the of Ontario the property upon which the
terms cf the resolutions cf 1.75, which will present building, or Government buse is
be found on page 2775, it will show that that erected, was given to the province cf Ontarie
seulement was distinctly in lieu of ail the upon the express condition that it should be
dlaims which the Manitoba goverument had retained as a governor's residence. An ap-
against the Dominion at that time. More plication was made on behanf of that
than that, it was on condition that the province, during the premiership cf Sir
terms cf that settiement should be confird- Oliver Mowat, for the surrender of that
ed by an Act cf the local législature, which property te the province, t enable them
was passed, and was sanctioned by the 0over- te sel the property by which they expected
nor General, before the resolutions were te receive a sufficient am unt cf money
passed and the settlement corne te. They to build a new residence. Ilowever, that has.
do contend, I know, that in that settlement nothing te do with this question. But going
it meant everything else except what they myack to the terms of the Fettinent, as t
are now claiming. If thet hon. gentleman understood my hon. friend te say the other
had broughtdowntheOrder in Council which day wher this question was first mooted, the
was passed in reply te an application made settement did net include the arrangement
by the province of Manitoba for a recognition then made. The only answer i have te make
and a payment which is now proposed te te that is that the terms cf the resolution
them, he will find that it is stated distinctly itself, and the act cf the Manitoba legisia-
and positively that they had ne gaim; and ture, whether they should be equitaly
that it had been settled, if they had any entitled te the amount cf money they are
waim, by the settlement cf 1895. I was now claiming is a question for parliament te
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decide, but I only repeat what I said the
other day, that a principle is being laid
down that will be seized upon by every ether
province; and British Colunibia, I dare say,
will be claiming a million dollars for the
parliament buildings which they have already
constructed. If it is paid to one, I see no
equitable reason, why it should not be paid
to the other.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I will
take my million now.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
have had four or five settlements with Mani-
toba and I should like to know whether my
hon. friend, the Minister of Justice, could
utter the sanie sentiments as he did a few
minutes ago with reference to the saw-dust:
is this to be the finally final end of all these
claims, or is the Dominion treasury to be
thrown open on every occasion when any
difficulty arises in any province, in order to
appease the appetite of politicians in con-
sideration for sonething which they give in
return, politically, I hesitate not to say? I
hesitate not to give utterance to the belief,
and the faith that is in me, that this claim
never would have been recognized under any
other circumstances had it not been for
what has transpired within the last three or
four years.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And I believe honestly and candidly that it
is a return for assistance given, in the poli-
tical affairs of the two parties. It only
confirms the statements which will be found
upon record, which I made a year or two
ago, in discussing this question, that it would
ultimately transpire that there was a valua-
ble consideration given for the concessions
which were then supposed to have been
made by Manitoba to the party now in
power upon the school question. I remem-
ber, and the House will remember, that I
denounced in very strong terms the alliance
which was then being formed for political
purposes at the expense of a certain class of
people who had been deprived of the con-
stitutional rights to which they were en-
titled.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, bear,

upon this question. I shall take a much
stronger position on the other measure,
which to my mind, involves a much more
objectionable principle. When Manitoba
entered confederation she was allowed a
debt of only $472,090, upon which to draw
interest at five per cent so long as that
arrangement lasted. They received also,
for the purpose of paying the expenses of
legislation, $30,000 per annum, and an
allowance of 80 cents per head, making a
total of about $67,204.50. In 1876 an
additional sum of $26,746.96 was added
to the subsidy, making a total of
$90,000. Then we come down to 1879,
when an additional sum of $15,000 was
added to the $90,000. In 1882 an addi-
tional grant of $50,000 was made for 10
years, and 80 cents per head based upon a
population of 150,000. It must be borne in
mind that there were not 150,000 people in
Manitoba at the time that this allowance
was made, but it was assumed to be 150,000
in order to give the province more money
with which to carry on the affairs of gov-
ernment; at that time it made a total
allowance of $120,000. In addition to
this, $45,000 was given in lieu of public
lands to which my hon. friend referred the
other night, when he stated that they had
no public lands from which to draw a re-
venue. The swamp lands were also given-
at least one-half of them-upon con lition
that they should drain these lands and take
their pay out of the first proceeds, and the
balance was to be divided. In addition to
this, 150,000 acres of land were set apart
for university purposes, and then in 1882,
the same year, another adjustment took
place and $100,000 was given to the pro-
vince upon the basis of the population, and
the other additional concession that was
made that they sbould be permitted to re-
adjust the 80 cents per head by having
a census every five years. Then at that
time there was advanced, also, $150,000 on
capital account to pay for local improve-
ments and other indebtedness which they
had incurred. I do not know that that can
be considered a concession to Manitoba, be-
cause it was deducted from the capital
account for which they received 5 per cent.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
was deducted.

Hon. Sir MACIKENZIE BOWELL-I 1 Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
shall certainly not ask the House to divide Yes, that was deducted from the capital
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account, and consequently they could not
draw interest from it after. And then, in
addition, the approximate debt at the time,
on which 5 per cent was paid, amounted in
that settlement to about four million dollars.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Three million three
hundred and eleven thousand dollars.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, say three and a half million; that is
not very far out. So far the province's debt
has been adjusted over and over again, and
the claim that is now made is one which has
been standing a long time, but one which
has never been recognized as either a legiti-
mate or a proper claim by the late govern-
ment. I know that an expression of mine was
quoted by the Minister of Finance in the dis-
cussion of this question in the other House,
when the question was asked by Sir Richard
Cartwright in reference to this and some
other claims at that time, that that was not
considered in this arrangement, but that it
would be investigated, and if they had any
claim it would be recognized; but a full in-
vestigation, and reading of the Order in
Council, to which I have referred, established
the fact that, so far as the government is
concerned, they had no claim which they
were prepared to recognize.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot find any re-
cord. I inquired to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
had it, because the present governor of
Manitoba, when I was at the head of the
government, made a very strong application
for the recognition of this claim, and I pro.
duced that Order in Council which affected
this settlement to prove to him that it had
been refused on the ground that there had
been a final settlement of all claims against
the Dominion. I called attention a few mo-
ments ago to the resolutions which I had
moved on the lOth June, 1885. The seventh
resoiution reads as follows:-

That the.grants of land and payment authorized by
the foregoing resolutions shall be made on the con-
dition that they be accepted by the province, such
acceptance being testified by an Act of the legislature
thereof during the present session as a full settlement
of all claims made by the said province for the reim-
bursement of costs incurred in the government of the
disputed territories or the reference of the boundary
questions to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, and all other questions and claims discussed.
between the Dominion and provincial government
up to the 10th day of January, 1885.

I do not know that language could be
stronger than this, and it was quite evident
that the government at the time, the framers
of the resolution, had not the most unbounded
confidence in the promise that had been made
by those who were governing the pro-
vince, and in order to Ieet any possible
evasion of the terms of the agreement, they
provided that the act of the local legislature
should be passed before these resolutions
were brought into force, and tþe additional
amount given them, the 80 cents a head,
and the other concessions which were made.
That is the ground upon which I say it was
a final settlement of that question. Then
there was another concession which was
made to them, which escaped my mind at
the moment, that was, instead of giving to
the province half of the swamp lands, which
they themselves were to drain and recoup
themselves out of the proceedi, we made this
concession, that all the lands which were con-
sidered at the time swamp lands, should be
given to the province to do what they pleased
with, and to reap. whatever benefits
would accrue to the revenues of the province
by the sale of such lands. Whether there
has been a final settlement as to that point
and a full concession made, I am not pre-
pared to say. Probably my hon. friend will
be able to inform the House, but whether or
not they were entitled to all what was termed
swamp lands-

Hon. M r. SCOTT-As lands were known
to be swamp lands, on reports of officials,
they have been getting them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps it is fortunate for them that the
settlement was made on such a basis, as after
the rainy season there is a great deal more of
what is termed swamp land, in that country
than in the dry season. Some of the very best
land on the shore of Lake Manitoba, some of
the best lands in the province are so situated,
and were settled upon for a number of years,
till the raised waters of a wet season, when
the settlers were all driven further back into
the country; and I suppose, under these cir-
cumstances, if the government of Manitoba
had seiztd the opportunity they would have
been considered swamp lands and they would
have obtained the benefit arising therefrom.
I have taken the trouble to make this state-
ment, not because I am opposed in toto even
to the settlement with Manitoba on these
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terms, and for this reason: it is a young and Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
growing country and a country to which we The time I was speaking of was the time of
ought, in treatiig with it, to be liberal, for thesettlement made in 1885, underthe resolu-
in proportion to the progress and prosperity tions which J proposed and the seventh of
of Manitoba and the North-west Territories, which J read to the House. What Mr.
will be the yield to the revenue from McLelan may have said in 1886 I do not
taxation, direct and indirect. But J know. I have already admitted that there
cannot help expressing my opinion were contentions for other concessions and
as to the causes which led to this settlement. other claims; but what I did say was that the
I believe it was one of the bargains made government never recognized them, and they
in order to accomplish what the government have neyer been recognized since until now.
did accomplish, that is, obtain power which In the negotiations that took place between
they now hold, otherwise it never would the present Lieutenant Governor and myseif,
have been done. I shall not oppose this J distinctly refused, on the part of the
bill, speaking for myself individually, for government, to recognize those daims and
the reasons I have advanced. I shall be sometime afterwards he wrote me and in-
willing at all times to be liberal in cases of timated that 1 had made certain concessions.
this kind, and on all occasions I have given My answer was that if he could obtain the
my voice and vote in favor of liberal grants letter lie wouhd see he was labouring under a
for the construction of railways which are misapprehension, as J had read to hlm the
the forerunners of settlement throughout Order in Council which dechared that the
the great North-west and Manitoba ; but settlewent was a final one, and J wouhd not
while I think the government of Canada recormend my colleagues to go beyond that.
should be liberal in dealing with these ques- But the hon. gentlemen now in power had an
tions, the settlement should be based on the object in view in order to gain certain politi-
broad principle of assisting in developing cal advantagýs, and they have yielded to the
the resources of the country, and not for the pressure at the expense of the country to the
reasons which I have indicated and which I extent of over haif a million dollars. It is
firmly believe-I may be mistaken-are the pretty dearly bought, I must confess, but
ones which induced the governinent to make they are reaping the benefit and I suppose
this settlement with that province. Now, they feel they have got it cheap.
might I ask my hon. friend whether the
figures he has quoted as being the amount
of the interest represent simple interest or particularly unfortunate that bills of this
compound interest '1nature disposing of very large sums of publie

miapprehesin, al I A rea to1 him the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is made up in the
Finance Department in the usual way; I
cannot say whether it is made up on the
basis of compound interest or not.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Were
the parliament buildings built at the time of
this settlement ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have in my hand.
here a report of a debate in which it is quite
clear that it was then considered an open
question-I think Mr. McLelan was the
Finance Minister in 1886, was he not ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, J think the hon. gentleman is correct
in that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. McLelan admits
that it was still open.

moneuuy, s oU come" ownL1ý a sJ per oJ t

session. Theprovince of Manitoba might have
rights if this bill came in at an earlier period
of the session, when the question could be pro-
perly looked into, and there would be an op-
portunity of canvassing the question tho-
roughly. If they had any claim it could then
be couched and granted them by parliament,
but coming in as it does now, and in the
face of what we have heard respecting the
history of this question, I cannot see how 1
can give my support to the bill. This bill, as
it is now before us, appears to dispose of the
sum of $267,026 as the cost of this building
which was erected in Manitoba. The inter-
est on that appears to be compounded every
six months at the rate of 5 per cent per
annum, naking now a sum approaching in
all half a million dollars.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no. The interest
payable to them is stated in the bill, $244,-
000.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
principal to be paid under the bill

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They do not get any
principal. When they came into the con-
federation there was a subsidy allowed
them, and they were charged with these
buildings, and are now getting the interest.

Hon. Nr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
effect of the bill is to grant Manitoba the
sum of about half a million dollars, prin-
cipal and interest. That being the case, I
have not heard anything to justify me in
giving my support to the motion, and I am
prepared to vote against it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Did
Manitoba pay any interest on this debt for
the buildings?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; she was allowed
the interest on a certain amount on coming
into confederation.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-On
this debt that has accumulated, did she pay
any interesti

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, she lost the
interest.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-She should have got
the interest on that. She was charged with
that improperly, contrary to the under-
standing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, it was not contrary to the understand-
ing, nor was it improper. It was distinctly
understood at the time that that was to be
charged to their capital account, and the
question arose afterwards as to whether this
concession should be made.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think that more
is being made out of this than there should
be. It has already been explained that
Manitoba was credited the same as every
one of the provinces of the Dominion.
Ontario was credited with $10,000,000 and
Quebec was credited with so much on the
capital account and Nova Scotia and every
one of the provinces, and Manitoba was
created a province out of the bare prairie.
The lands and all the other assets that every
other province enjoys belongs to them, and
furnishes a handsome revenue. But in the
case of Manitoba, the lands, the mines, the
fisheries, the timber and everything else

81

belongs to the Dominion government. In
addition to that, out of the lands of the
province of Manitoba we are taking a large
block for the purpose of constructing the
Canadian Pacific Railway. They were ex-
empt from taxation for twenty years. That
exemption continues at the present time,
reducing the taxable power and the paying
power of the people of that province.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is not Manitoba,
getting the C. P. R.?

lion. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, but they
took large blocks of land and then exempted
them for twenty years.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-We built the
road.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They built the
road f rom Callendar Station right up to Rat
Portage. The. hon. leader of the opposition
has urged that that was a final settlement.
You cannot have a final settlement in par-
liament. You cannot bind futurity. It is
an utter impossibility. The Dominion gov-
ernment may impose a condition of that
kind when they are handing over a sum,
but that bargain is not binding on the peo-
ple 20 or 30 years hence, because they could
not give their assent to it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I desire to read from
the debate at the time the money was being
voted for the building. Sir Hector Langevin
was the Minister of Public Works, and he
said :

All the other provinces, when they came in, had
parliament buildings and residence for lieutenant
governors, but Manitoba, being a. new province, was
not provided for these buildings. It was understood,
when Manitoba entered confederation, that these
buildings would be provided in the future. $300,000
would be the probable cost.

Sir RICHARD CARTWIGHT-There are other pro-
vinces in the Dominion that are asking for public
buildings. Supposing Nova Scotia makes a similar
claim to Manitoba?

Sir HEcToR LANGEVIN-All the other provinces
had buildings except Manitoba, and it is only fair
that she should be equally treated.

Then Mr. Anglin said:
It is true under the terrms of union all the property

belonging to the provinces came for a time under the
possession of the Dominion governinent, who handed
it back to the provinces.

Then, Mr. Smith, representing Selkirk,
said :

The case of Manitoba is different from that of the
other provinces. Manitoba had no land, and it is
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only fair the government should corne forward to aid
her.

Mr. CASGRAIN-How is it they were obliged to
build parliament buildings in Manitoba?

Sir HECTOR LANGEvIN-When the other pro-
vinces came into confederation, they had their
buildings, and these were allowed by the federal
government to be used by the provinces, but as
Manitoba was a new provnce and had no buildings,
the Dominion governmxent constructed the buildings.

And so on.
The government of the day did not regard

the province as foreclosed by the Act of
1885. When the question came up in 1882,
volume 2, page 960, it was said:

A settlement is to be arrived at as to what mnay be
terned strictly local.

Mr. Norquay and the other members of
the government said it did not come under
the term " strictly local."

There will necessarily have to be a settlemuent be-
tween the two governments as to what will be
charged against them as strictly local. They have
gone on pressing that and it has never been allowed,
and the evidence on record is that they really were
entitled to it.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the second time.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on the bill.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY, f rom the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was read the third time and
passed.

MANITOBA SCHOOL FUND BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (168) " An Act respecting the
Manitoba School Fund." He said : This is
a short bill and deals with the school fund
of Manitoba. Hon. gentlemen will remem-
ber that in 1872 the government of Canada
set apart sections in each township within
the province of Manitoba that were to be
dedicated to the support of the public schools
of that province. There was no provision
made for any sale in that Act, nor was there
any provision made for the sale or disposal
of the school lands till the Act of 1879. The
reason of that was that these lands had at
the time very little value. There were lands
to be homesteaded everywhere about the
school seýctions in every township ; there
were nearly four sections reserved in each
township, two for school purposes and nearly
two for the Hudson Bay Company, and,
apart from this, the lands were open for set-

tlement so that as long as the country was
new and there were plenty of lands available
for nothing, it was not possible that lands
that were reserved for school purposes could
command any price. I know when I was
Minister of the Interior the government of
Manitoba applied to me to have a portion of
these lands handed over to them in order
that they might be used for the purpose of
maintaining their schools. I pointed out to
them that the lands had very little value, and
that it would require a very large propor-
tion of the lands required for school purposes
to support schools from year to year. Their
answer was, " we aie poor at the present
time; it is a matter of great consequence to
us to have aid now, and much more than it
will be later. After the country becomes
settled the people will be more wealthy and
prosperons and we can get on better by direct
taxation for the maintenance of our public
schools without a school fund for the pur-
pose of adding these institutions than we
can at the present time even with the aid
that these lands will afford." What the
government did to aid them was to advance
to the government of Manitoba a certain
amount of money for which these lands were
to remain a security. It was not intended
that the money so advanced should be a
gift to the people of Manitoba, but it was
intended that the lands that were to be
dedicated for school purposes should be held
in security till the public treasury was re-
couped for the money advanced. Now how
these lands were to be used, whether they
were to form a permanent fund the interest
only of which was to be drawn, or a portion
of the capital might be used for the erection
of superior seats of learning, or the building
of school houses and a part placed at in-
terest to form a permanent fund out of which
the schools might annually be aided, was
left entirely to the future. The parties
were not bound by the legislation to
reserve these lands for all time to
come s0 that no portion of the
value could be applied towards the erection
of universities, buildings, colleges or public
schools. If you loook at the provision of the
law you will see that it was not intended to
tie the hands of the future parliaments of
Canada or future legislatures of Manitoba.
It was assumed that we are a self-governirg
community, and that the people, or their
representatives, would always be competent
to decide what was best for themselves in
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their own time. It was also assumed that
they would not undertake to waste the
estate that was placed at their disposal.
There was no provision made, no intention
expressed, that the parliament of Canada
should retain control of those lands, or any
sum arising from their sale, for all time to
come. In fact, it was over and over again
suggested, as not only these lands, but other
lands in the province becamne more closely or
partly settied after the people became more
prosperous, that it might be in the public
interest to hand over to the province the
school lands or the school fund or the undis-
posed lands of Canada-I say that was a
matter that was left open. Hon. gentlemen
will remember there is a vast difference be-
tween dedicating property as long as it re-
mains in the possession of the Crown from
property that is granted away. Almostevery-
body in the hitory of the old province of Can-
ada will remember the contest that arose in
respect to the clergy reser' es. Those lands
were reserved for the use of the Protestant

l - il " h not. lands tha -

saine are hereby withd awn from the operation of the
clauses in this Act relating to the purchase by private
parties and to homestead rights, and it is hereby de-
clared that no such right of purchase by private entry
or homestead right shall be recognized in connection
with the said section or any part thereof.

That is the position of the law at that
time that expressed the then intention of
parliament, but while these lands are dedi-
cated to the purposes of education these are
the words used:

In Manitoba and the North-west Territories where
lands, the capital of which rnay be wholly reserved as
parliament thinks proper to so reserve it, rnay be dis-
posed of, a part of the capital nay be employed in the
erection of large permanent buildings for superior
education which might otherwise be a serious burden
on the community, and the residue of the capital imay
be kept and the interest or income from it may be
applied to lighten the burden of taxation in respect to
the public schools.

Now there is no pledge or promise to any-
body that the title to this property or the
control of this fund should for ever remain
under the jurisdiction of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does not the
word " endowment " indicate that ?

cerULgy q ",w Hon. NIr. MJLLS-No, I do not think
granted, and the parliament and the people 50 as an endownent for the purpose of
of the old province of Canada-I except education." But what bas that to do with
those that were specially favourable to the the question as to who shah control that
maintenance of church and state-always endowment? My hon. friends wilI remem
held that it was open to the parliament of ber this, that we are a self-governing con-
Canada to divert these lands to other uses of gov-
and for other purposes a-s certainly as it was munity, that wit
open to the crown, in the first instance, to
reserve those lands for the use of the over these subjects, and for the Dominion

Protestant clergy. That, I say, was adopted, th en t or al hic a to be
that was maintained by the Liberal party, i fr t pu
and by those who favoured the establisti- . rpose of supporting educa-
ment of responsible government down to the tion, which might form a fund sufficient to
time that the clergy reserves were secular- support the sohools without any taxation
ized, and the proceeds devoted to secular resting upon the community, might under-
purposes. Now, the setting apart of these take
lands does not tie in this regard the hands a etich, by the contion ih
of anybody. Let us look at the precise
words that are employed in the statute of province. My hon. friend wili see, and
1872, 25 Vic., chap. 23, and section 22, every hon. gentleman must recognize, the

whié reds s folow :-force of this proposition, that if you permitwhich rends as foliows :
And whereas it is expedient to make provision the general government to take its revenues

aid of education in Manitoba and the North-west and to apply them towards the maintenance
Territories: Therefore sections il and 29 in each and o any local authority, you put it in the
every surveyed township throughout the extent of the power of the
Dominion lands shall be and are hereby set apart as
an endowment for the purposes of education. and defeat the object of the local body alto-

Now that was an Act of the parliament gether. Let me take this as an illustration.
of Canada that expressed its intention, and Hon, gentlemen know right weli that it is
that intention remains law as long as that the power of the House of Commons over
provision is allowed to stand on the statute- the revenues of the country that secures
book. Then further: the meeting of pariament once a year.

Sections so dedicated shall be thereafter dealt with It is a matter of no consequence what the
in such manner as nay be prescribed by law, and the law says. It is a matter of no consequence

81ý
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if the law says parliament shall meet every dollar of that money for the maintenance
year. There is no means of enforcing that of education except through the instru-
provision. You cannot enter a suit against' mentality of the local government and the
the Crown for the purpose of enforcing that local legislature that has control of the
provision or against the representatives of affairs of that province. Now, whether
the Crown in any court in the British dom- the government of the Dominion or the
inion. The only way you have of enforcing governmentof Manitoba should have absolute
it is by the appropriation of the supplies control of the capital sum is a matter to be
necessary for the year, and so the officers of agreed upon between them. There is nothing
the Crown are always compelled to call in this Act of 1872, froin beginning to end,
parliament together in order that further which shows that that money was to remain
steps may be taken. Look at the condition permanently under the control of the
of things. Supposing you should say to a Government of the Dominion. On the con-
lieutenant-governor that you need not give trary, I know the intention was that it
any attention to the advice of those who should remain under the control of this
daimi to be your ministers. You need ot government until Manito a became more
cawl the parliament together as they advise densely settled, until there was a larger
you. You may force thein to resgn, oAce. 'population there, until they were less
If hie can control the necessary supplies foi ' pressed by iminediate necessities and were
the maintenance of the government, thein a better position to administer, in the
necessary moneys f rom any other source than spirit and in accordance with the intention
from that of the local legisiature, he can set of our parliamentary system, the institutions
the law and the constitution in that regard placed under their control. What has been
at defiance. So that hion. gentlemen will done heretofore Why, on one occasion
see, in the very nature of things, that if you $30,000 a eere agreed by the Dominion
are to have an appropriation for any purpose government to be paid over to the govern-
under the control of the local govern- ment of Manitoba for school purposes, and
ment, the moneys which go to sustain it ws to be placed under their control.
that branch of government must be moneys They drew $90,000 of that and 10,000 i
paid into the treasury and under the still standing to their credit, and a short
control of the local government, and can be time afterwards there was another grant of
vested nowhere else. So well is this principle $30,00.
settled, that in 1820, I think it was, when
the troops of the King of England were left
at Paris for a period of three years, some
24,000, it was agreed that they should be
paid for by the French King, and Mr. Pitt,
or the minister at the time, came down to
parliament and said " we need not ask for
public appropriation for this purpose, because
under the treaty with the King of France
we have the moneys necessary to meet the
payment of these 24,000 men." But every
parliamentarian in that House on both sides
said "it cannot be suffered for a moment.
The moneys which the King of France has
agreed to pay under the treaty for the main-
tenance of these 24,000 cannot be put direct-
ly in the control of the Crown. It must be
paid into the public treasury and must be
voted again by parliament, precisely as any
other revenues that are under the control
ana jurisdiction of the House of Commons.
Therefore I say that this government
could not pay over that money for school
purposes to anybody else but the local
government, and no man could apply a

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-
When ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was some time in
the 80's. There was another $30,000, so-
that they received $60,000 altogether fron
the capital sum of the school fund, and the
government continued to hold those school
lands as a pledge for the payment of that
amount to the treasury of Canada. Now'
that is the position of things, and if the
government could hand over $30,000 they
could hand over ten times S30,000, or the
$300,000. There was no diffliculty whatever
on that score.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Provided they
saw a possibility of its being repaid.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Repaid by the gov-
ernment of Manitoba 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Repaid by re-
ceipts from the school lands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, precisely so-
But the school lands themselves, as long as
this policy of retaining them as an endow-
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ment for education, are, for the time being,
as long as the law remains in that form,
under the control of the parliament of
Canada, subject to the administration of
the government of Canada, but liable at any
time to be placed under the contrel of the
government of Manitoba. These are the
words :

Sections 11 and 29 shall be thereafter dealt with in
such inanner as mnay be prescribed by law.

So that if the law prescribes some other
manner of dealing with them than they had
been dealt with under the statute of 1872,
it was open to the parliament of Canada to
make that alteration and to make such
amendments with regard to the manage-
ment of these lands as it night see proper.
So that the government of Canada, in un.
dertaking to meet the wishes of the govern-
nment of Manitoba in this regard, are violat-
ing no principle, are departing from no un-
derstanding, are strictly acting in conformity
with the original intention. The intention
was that those lands should be for the
maintenance of public institutions. At the
time that settlenent was made, the school
system was a denominational system, and as
long as it continued denominational, and
there were schools receiving aid froin the pub-
lic treasury those schools received the aid.
When you amended the system, it went to
the schools under that amended system, and
if you go back to the systen as it was before,
the aid would be given to the institutions as
they were constituted and recognized as
public institutions.

Hon. MIr. BERNIER-In the meantime,
the minority will lose its share?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No, I do not think
the minority will lose its share.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Pos-
terity will.

Hon. MNIr. MILLS-If the hon. gentleman
were to defeat the bill, then the result might
be very different.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says "hear, hear." My views on that ques-
tion are very well known. I recognize the
rights of the minority; I did not recognize
their right to a separate administration.
The constitution gave nothing of that sort.
That was a matter entirely under the con-
trol of the local government. In the pro-
vince of Ontario, when our school system

was first established, we had a superintend-
ent of education and a board at which
clergymen of different denominations were
represented. We, in time, abolished that
board. We abolished the office of superin-
tendent. We placed the management of
the schools under the control of the Minister
of Education. But no one, from first to
last, ever for one moment argued that
the inatter of administration that was
in the Crown, legally in the Crown,
and administered by the Crown upon the
advice of its ministers was in any sense
violated by the change that took place
in the administration. My hon. friend
f rom Manitoba and nany of his friends
argued that the whole of this matter was a
matter of compact, a matter of adminis-
tration, of inspection, of examination, every-
thing of that sort. I say that is not so.
That would be a very mistaken view of
the law. That is not the decision of the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
They were entitled to give religious instruc-
tion. They were entitled when they had
qualified teachers to employ them, and they
might have the same qualification or differ-
ent qualifications as the law stated. But
the fact is that the separate schools of Mani-
toba, like the separate schools of Ontario,
are public schools.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They were as much
public schools as any others.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As public schools, the
legislature had a right to say what the quali-
fication of the teacher should be. They had
a right to say they should be subject to the
same examination. They had a right to in-
sist upon the inspection of the schools with
respect to all matters relating to the subjects
which the statute decided were necessary to
the welfare of the community. When the
compact was made to give religious instruc-
tion, that was a concession made, not to any
denomination, but a concession made to the
parents of a denomination, and, perhaps, so
far as that question is concerned, of the in-
struction to be given in the schools. I do not
differ from my hon. friend's view as to the
compact. That J am not discussing. I have
no doubt that when the heat of the excite-
ment of the moment passes away, whatever
right was conceded originally in that regard
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will ultimately be restored. In dealing with
large political questions and question-. upon
which there is public excitement, we do not
move as rapidly as a court of justice can. A
court of justice lias nothing to do with public
opinion. But we must remember that the
constitution of this country placed the deci-
sion of this question, not in the hands of a
judicial body, but in the hands of the politi-
cal department of government, and you must
recognize what the rule of government is in
that regard.

Hon. Mr. 'DE BOUCHERVILLE-Be-
fore we adjourn, I desire to ask the bon.
gentleman if he referred to the 25th clause
of the Dominion Lands Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I referred to the 22nd
section.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My hon. friend is quoting from a law before
consolidation. If he will refer to revised
statutes of Canada, 1886, 41 Vic. page 823,
which I think my hon. friend has in his
hand, he will find that it is clause 23 in
this Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I was discussing the
initial steps that were taken and I was point-
ing out that at that time the question was
left open for the parties to decide later as
to what course would be adopted. As it is
now twelve o'clock, I move the adjournment
of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, 11th June, 1898.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

YUKON SUPPLIES.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
know if the hon. Minister of Justice can
give me the information that I asked for as
to quantities of goods bought from H. N.
Bate & Co., Ottawa, and also where the
goods were delivered.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have not had the
papers sent over to me. The answer was to
have come this morning. If it does not come
soon I shall telephone over for it.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to cal] the atten-
tion of the government to the following
facts:-

By its legislation of 1897, the governient was bind-
ing itself to give to the Drunmond Railway Company,
for a period of 99 years, an annuity of 164,000, this
representing the interest on a capital of 1,600,000 at
a rate of 4 per cent. This amount of 81,600.000 was
the estiîmated cost of a railway between Chaudière
and Ste. Rosalie.

The governnent has been able, since several years,
to borrow noney at a lower rate than 3 per cent.

A capital of $1,600,000 at a rate of .3 per cent
would hring 848,000.

If this interest of 848,000 were deducted fron the
annuity of S64,000 it would leave 816,000 for a sinking
fund.

This sinking fund enbodied in the annuity of 864,-
000 would at the end of 47 years and two months,
reproduce the original capital of 81,600,000.

By binding itself to pay an anmal grant ox 864,000
during 99 years, the government, having paid the
capital of 81,600,000 at the expiration of 47 vears and
two months, was undertaking, by this very fact. to
pay during a further period of 51 years and ten months
864,000 per annumn for a capital already paid back.

This useless animal paymient of 864,000 would, at
the expiration of 51 years and ten months, form a
capital in round numbers of 87,800,0.

And asked :
Was not this amount of 87,800,000 really saved the

country by the action of the Senate in throwing out
the Drummond deal?

Does the government deny the correctness of these
figures? If so, wherein are they wrong, and what
are the correct figures?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to the
hon. gentleman that his calculation reminds
me of nothing so much as a statement made
by Mark Twain in reference to shortening
the Mississippi between St. Louis and New
Orleans. He said that the windings of the
river had, during the flood season, been cut
off and that the result was, that the dis-
tance between New Orleans and St. Louis
was some 90 miles shorter than in 1780, arrd
at that rate of shortening, by the year 3000
and something, St. Louis and New Orleans
would be brought together. Now, my hon.
friend's calculation is very much of the sanie
sort. I dissent from the view which he bas
expressed. I deny the gain to which be
refers, and when a fitting opportunity occurs
I shall be prepared to discuss that question
with the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. L ANDRY-That is a studied
answer, and it is not a real one.
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THE MANITOBA SCHOOL FIJND
BILL.

BILL REJECTED.

The Order of the Day being called:

Resuming the adjourned debate on the second read-
ing of the Bil (168) "An Act respecting the Mani-
toba School Fund."

Hon. Mr. MILLS said : As I have no
doubt whatever, from rumours abroad, that
the majority of this House have made
up their minds as to how they will deal with
the question of the proposed advance from
the school funds to the government and
legislature of Manitoba, I need not detain
the House with very much further discussion.
My hon. friend opposite (Sir Mackenzie
Bowell) has iiformed us that if he stood
alone he would vote against this appropria-
tion, and I am inforied that the hon.
gentleman does not expect to stand alone.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
I do not.

Hon. McMILLAN-Here is one that will
stýnd up with him.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where hon. gentle-
men have made up their ninds as to the
course which they are to take, and I do not
question their right to do so at all, I feel
that any laboured discussion of this question,
in advance of the course which the govern-
ment intended to take, would be time simply
wasted. I wish to make one further observa-
tion with respect to what I said yesterday,
that the parliament of Canada had never
undertaken to tie its hands by any legislation
upon this subject with the view or intention
of putting it out of the power of parliament,
in the future, to revise the policy that it had
adopted and to take a different course if it
thought it in the public interest. Now what
the view of parliament was in 1887 is shown
by paragraph 3 of section 25 in the revised
statutes of 1887. There it says:

Al nmoneys from time to time realized from the
sale of school lands shall be invested in securities of
Canada to form a school fund, and interest arising
therefrom, after deducting the cost of management,
shall be paid only to the government of the province
or territory within which such lands are situated,
towards the support of public schools therein, and the
money so paid shall be distributed for the purpose by
the government of such province or terntory in such
manner as it deems expedient.

There is nothing in that at all inconsistent
with the course which the government now

proposes to take. At that time the inten-
tion was to invest the moneys in securities
of Canada, and to pay over to the province
or the territory as the case might be, the
proceeds therefrom, to be used for, the
maintenance of public schools in such
manner as the government of the province,
or of the territory, might deem expedient.
That was the expression of a present pur-
pose, and that continued as a regulation
made in 1872 until parliament determined
upon a different policy. There is no pledge
to anybody. The control of parliament over
the subject was an absolute control, and that
property still being vested in the Crown,
parliament could deal with it just as a
former parlianient of oid Canada dealt
with the subject of the clergy reserves. It
is dedicated to school purposes, inves, ed, in
the first instance, under a provision of this
statute with the proceeds placed at the
disposal of the government of the province.
Whether that should continue for a long, or
for a short period of time, depends upon the
action of parliament. There was no inten-
tion whatever disclosed in any statute passed
upon the subject, or in any speech made in
support of any proposition, that one parlia-
ment should tie the hands of a future parlia-
ment. In fact, it would have no such power,
and there can be no doubt whatever that the
proposal made to-day is a proper proposal to
be judged of in itself, as much so as if we
were dealing with these funds for the first
time. This was the opinion of parliament in
1887, and the statement I read last night
was the opinion of parliament in 1872, as
the measure which I now submit to the con-
sideration of this House, if it were to carry,
would be the opinion of the parliament of to-
day. All legislation of this sort is legisla-
tion based upon public policy, considering
what is best to do under the existing circum-
stances. My hon. friend opposite me yester-
day, in the discussion of another question,
alluded to this and said that if he were to
stand alone he would oppose this measure,
but the reason he gave for it was, in
my opinion, a very insufficient reason. We
have twice dealt with this fund before.
We on two different occasions took $30,000
from the fund and placed it at the
disposal of the government of Manitoba for
the payment of ordinary school expenses.
Now it is proposed by the measure under
the consideration of this House to place
$300,000, but not more than $200,000 in
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any one year, at the disposa] of the govern- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I say there are features
ment of Manitoba from this fund. This $300,- of this question which have not been dis-
000 is to be used for school purposes. That cussed. If this fund were to be seriously
is the purpose for which the government of impaired, I should object to interference,
Canada is paying this money over to the but we have responsibility to the present
government of Manitoba, and if the gover- generation and not generations to coe.
ment of Manitoba thinks it is better, that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
it can do more towards promoting the ef6-
ciency of the schools by having this consi- s politics.
derable sum at its disposal at one time, of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The value of this fund
that I think it is the best judge. We have is probably larger than any similar fund
parliamentary government in the province which bas been instituted, fot alone in
and here, and in my opinion the parliament Canada but in the United States. I esti-
of Canada can trust the province in the mat- mate that the funds arising from the sale of
ter. I shall not trespass further upon the
patience of the House but shall move the
second reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should deeply regret
that the members of the Senate in approach-
ing a subject of this kind had prejudged it
and decided that the measure was not one
that they would entertain.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
not think the hon. senator is warranted in
making such a statement.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The stateinent has
gone abroad.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-One
hon. gentleman expressed his opinion, that
is all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-ly statement was
made on the assumption that all were not of
that opinion. I said I should deeply regret
if that was the position in this chamber.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Prejudged!

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, prejudged. I
think it is a matter of suflicient importance
that one's mind should be lef t open and f ree
to consider the subject fromn all points.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-At
what period are we to arrive at that decision ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Possibly we may all
discuss it, and then we should be able to
form a better judgment, because I think
there are features of it which have not been
brought under the notice of the Senate. My
hon. f riend is too fair minded not to be open
to conviction. That is my belief.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-So is my mind open
to conviction.

these lands will, if properly administered-
and I have every reason to believe it will
be, because I think every government will
feel that the responsibility in administering
fundsofthischaracter,issufficientlygreat that
sales will be made for the highest possible
prices-I estimate this fund will in time
realize $20,000,000. In view of that fact.
I think the proportion taken by the present
generation is a very small fragment.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
is the basis of that calculation?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will give the basis.
The lands reserved for schools in Manitoba
are 2,277,900 acres. There are two sections
in each township. That is the area. None
of the lands were sold at the time che
advances were made by Canada. The sums
which my hon. friend has just alluded to
were advances before one acre was sold, and
they were to be recouped out of the sales
when made. The first sales were made in
1888. The sales in that year were compara-
tively small, only $9,000. It was about
the year 1893, only five years ago, that sales
began to assume large proportions. At that
time the fund was over $200,000. In 1895
it was $373,000; in 1896 it was $426,000;
in 1897 it was $448,000, and in the present
year, up to the 31st of March, it was
$475,000.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Could the hon. gen-
tleman give us the acreage ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The whole acreage
sold is 84,000 acres out of the 2,277,900.
The price realized per acre has been $7.68.
Hon. gentlemen will see that those lands
are only sold when settlements have been
made, and when increased value has been
given by the labour of the people who sur-
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round those school sections. There is no school have thirty-two or thirty-three cents
doubt whatever that within the next five per head out of this fund. Except in Win-
years the average price to be obtained for nipeg, St. Boniface, Portage la Prairie and
those lands will be 810 per acre. some other centres, the schools of Manitoba

are very oor. They are like the schools in
Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I have very grave Oa

doubts about it. Onai eehî etr g-mldoubs aout t..cabins, with low ceilings, email windows and
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-How is it that in times stoves for heating them i winter-rooms

less prosperous, in 1892, 1893, 1894 and fot fit to place children in. They are not
1895, when certainly lands in Manitoba furnished with the appliances that the
vere not equal to the value of lands to-day, schools in the older portions of Ontario and

they have sold at the price I have named. the other provinces have. That is, they are
not equipped with mape, blackboards and

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-They were the most other appliances which aid education. I
favourably situated lands in the province. refer to the rural schools.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As settlement goes in,
of course, prices go up. It is not proposed
that those lands shall be sold practically
within the next twenty-five years. They will
still be selling as we are selling school lands
in Ontario-as for instance the Canadian
Company's lands are selling. Those lands
cost fifty cents an acre. Some of them have
been sold at 15 and S20 an acre. Do hon.
gentlemen not think that the land in the
North-west will rise in the same proportion
.as the clergy and other lands have increased
in Ontario. Assuming even 87.68 as the
average, the price will be $17,000,000, the
lands would realize, so that hon. gentlemen
would see the fund will be of very consider-
able magnitude in the future, if properly
administered. At the present time the fund
is invested at three per cent. It gets the
savings bank rate. The amount now accrued
to the fund is 8475,764.96. That is in-
vested at three per cent, so that hon. gentle-
men will see that the only sum payable out
of that fund--

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman tell us how it is
invested ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the savings bank.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The law says it shall be invested in Dominion
securities.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Ithas notbeen changed
since the hon. gentleman's regime. The Post
Office Savings Banks are considered securi-
ties. The number of children in Manitoba
attending school is 40,000. That would give
the munificent sum towards each child from
this fund of thirty-two or thirty-three cents
a year. The children now attending the

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-In Manitoba i
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle-
man is quite misinformed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My information is that
it is so in the poorer sections. We know
thatthe immigration into Manitoba is largely
composed of a very poor class-those from
abroad. The settlers from Ontario and the
other provinces are in a better condition and
better circumstances, but the foreigners who
go in there in considerable numbers are
without means. They are not able to build
school-houses, and we have some responsi-
bility to the children who are now attending
those schools rather than to the children who
are coming after us and the generation that
is unborn. I consider our responsibility to
children nov growing up in Manitoba is
very considerable. If we can aid and assist
in smoothing the way to their better educa-
tion, I feel it is a duty that we will all gladly
discharge. If that is a fact, there is a very
strong reason why we should make a reason
able allotment towards those schools. There
is no province in confederation, except Brit-
ish Columbia perhaps, that is giving as
f reely out of its limited means for educational
purposes as the province of Manitoba. I
looked at the educational estimate for last
year for the public schools. It was for
public schools, $180.000; university, $3,500;
teachers' association, $600-a total of
$184,100. That is a more liberal contribu-
tion towards educational purposes than is
given by any province in the confederation.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Do I understand the
hon. gentleman to say that that is all the
schools receive?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is from the gov-
ernment.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-All the lands in the
municipalities are taxed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is voted by the
Manitoba legislature towards schools.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I am aware of this
fact, being a property owner there myself
that the lands are taxed three or four cents
an acre every year besides.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is the govern-
ment grant. Of course, in addition to the
government grant, in all parts of Manitoba
there is a school rate collected, just as in
Ontario and other provinces. In Ontario
there is a government grant towards the
schools, which is distributed in accordance to
attendance. In addition to that, every
property holder--every man having an in-
come, is assessed just so much as a contribu-
tion towards the schools. What I am point-
ing out is the government grant from the
funds that they receive, ninety per cent of
it being funds given by the federal power,
amounts to $183,600.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will
they remit that this year when they get the
$300,^0 ?

Hon. Mr. 5COTT-No; this money is to
go to the improvement of the schools out in
the poorer sections. No one could disap-
prove of a proposition of that kind, because
it is so manifestly right and proper on the
face of it, and it does not impair the fund
seriously or affect it in the future.

Hon. Mlr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is no guarantee as to the application.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Nogovernment would
be so base, so discreditable, as to divert
moneys given for school purposes. 1 have
yet to learn that any government has been
guilty of so gross a violation of what is right
and proper. I give you evidence of the feel-
ing in Manitoba, in the legislature voting
that large sum, which is comparatively much
larger than the amount the rich province of
Ontario gives to the schools of its province.
For that reason I think we should aid the
efforts of the legislature of Manitoba, if we
reasonably can do it. My point is this: that
we are not taking from that province any
amount that is going to seriously impair the

school fund, and the present generation are
certainly more entitled to consideration than
those who will come after us. As years go
on, the people in Manitoba will be better
able to support their schools. They will no
doubt be improved in their financial position
year by year. Their numbers will be in-
creasing and their ability to support the
schools will improve. Therefore, it ought
to be rather our anxiety to give to the
schools when they are in the condition that
I understand they are to-day, impoverished
by the want of aid even with the assistance
they are getting. It is for that reason that
I make this appeal to this House. The sub-
ject is one that ought to enlist not only our
sympathy, but our desire to aid so laudable
a proposition as the improvement of the
school system in Manitoba. I am quite
aware that, in the opinion of some hon. gen-
tlemen, a degree of feeling necessarily enters
into the consideration of this question. I
fully appreciate the ground for it, that there
is a just cause for it, ard I make this state-
ment, that the full share that the minority
would be entitled to under the best circuni-
stances will still go to the minority under
this bill. At the present time a number of
the schools may be called Catholic schools,
because they are situated in a district
where they have Catholic teaciers and
trustees, and the clergymen and inspectors
are of their faith, and there should be and
there is no dificulty in the schools being
administered as public schools. The greatest
liberality prevails as to the use of text books
in the schools. A large number of schools
are coming in under that class. I make-that
statement without fear of contradiction,
because I have froin time to time reports
from the inspector as to the progress that is
being made, and that is improving. It is in
the interest of all of us to favour that move-
ment, to as far as possible bring about a
peaceful condition in Manitoba, and I have
myself the most unlimited confidence that it
is merely a question of time, a short time,
when all those grievances will be remedied.
That those grievances did exist, I frankly
admit, and I admit the grievances are of a
just character.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-And it is this
same government who perpetrated the injus-
tice that you are going to entrust with this
fund-a government that deprives the
minority of their constitutional rights.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The same government. an advance in aid of the poor rural schools
I never did defend that governinent's injus- of Manitoba.
tice. On the contrary, I think I scored
them quite as much as any member who has Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It

spoken on the subject, but I am one of i- not my intention to enter into any
those who look to the improvement of time. laboured argument upon the question now

I think it is my duty as far as possible to before the House. I shall confine myself
conciliate the elements which have been to what I consider to have been the in-

fanned into a flame in that country, and if tention of parliament when this magnificent

we can all do it surely it is a most praise.. grant of over 2,000,000 acres of land was

worthy course that we can adopt. It is made to assist in the education of the people
with the utinost confidence that I now say of Manitoba and the North-west Territories.

they will get their portion of the benefit of I shall not, as my hon. friend the Minister

this bill, and the rejection of this measure of Justice has done, enter into an elaborate

will leave them less equipped and less able argument to establish the riglits and privi-

to carry on their schools than they are to-day. leges and powers of parliament. I admit

The schools in Winnipeg, St. Boniface and all that he has said upon that subject. I

Portage la Prairie will yet cone under the admit that parliament might have the

system Terms will be made which, without power to pass an Act to take off the head

any sacrifice of their principles, will enable of any man who would deliver an hour's

them to have their schools administered in thesis upon the constitutional rights and

accordance with their own conscientious powers of parliament altogether irrelevant
wishes, and it is because I believe that, be- to the subject before the House. While I

cause I am convinced that the course we are admit that power, I deny the right, or the

taking to-day in aiding them with this justice, that would be meted out to the gen-
money is the wisest and most prudent, that tleman who so far departed from the subject
I appeal to the House to let this bill go under discussion. Precisely the same au-

through. It will be seen that the sum thority exists in reference to the power of
which is now being paid over to the school parliament, so far as it affects any law which

fund in Manitoba out of those sales of land it may have placed upon the statute-book.

is so insignificant that it is scarcely worth It has the power to divert the money from its

offering-33 cents a year per head of the original intention, but I question the right
school population. The school population of to do so, or the equity of doing so. This

Manitoba is about 40,000. By the official re- question is of a most singular character and

turnsof 1894 it was about 37,000; Iestimated has one or two peculiar features, I find, in
it has increased about 3,000 since. What looking at the speeches of the Minister of

I think we ought all to appreciate is that the Finance, and the letter he read from the

children of to-day, the children who are now treasurer of Mlanitoba, that the first request
being educated, are those that we are more made was for an advance of $100,000 from
responsible for than the children who will this fund.
come in twenty, thirty or forty years, and it Hon. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gen-
is for that reason that I think they are en- tleman mention the date of that?
titled to some degree of consideration, and
when giving that consideration we are not Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
robbing this fund or seriously impairing it. The letter can be found in the House of
We are, at all events, devoting it to the Commons Hansard. The date of the letter
object for which it was instituted. That is is Winnipeg, March 20th, 1897. I will read
the main thing, the children of to-day need the paragraph :
it more than the children who will be edu- The request for $100,000 this year is therefore, we
cated twenty-five years hence. That is the believe justified and necessary for the following rea-

point, the whole point, that twenty-five sons.

years hence the parents will be better off, Then the reasons are given. Subsequently
the population will be more dense, the facili- a request was made for double that amount,
ties for educational purposes will be greater $200,000; but the charity of the hon. gentle-
than they are to-day, and it is because the men opposite was so unbounded, that they,
schools are in an impoverished condition without any request, so far as I can glean
this appeal is made to the government for from these documents and speeches, actually
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present a bill to parliament asking us to
place 8300,000 at their disposai to hand over
to the treasurer of the province of Ianitoba,
$200,000 of which is to be paid at once, and
the other $100,000 held in reserve, to be
given to the province when, in the wisdom
of the Dominion government, they think
proper to do so.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not earlier than next
year, I think.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN -About election
time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is what I was about to say.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What page in Hansard
is that letter on?

Hon. Sir MA.CKENZIE BOWELL-It
commences on column 7640 and ends on
7641 in the Ilansard of June 8th, 1898.
That is, I think, the first letter that was
written by Treasurer MeMillan to the
Dominion government. So that it will be
seen that while the province of Manitoba
was anxious to obtain a certain amount of
money out of the capital, subsequently
asked for double the amount ; notwithstand-
ing the fact that there is no demand for
more from the province, the government
take the Power to band them over another
Q100,000, making $300,000 in all. The
capital tc the credit of the school fund at
the present moment in the hands of the
government is $475,764. They propose to
take from that fund 8300,000, reducing the
capital upon which interest will be paid
hereafter in support of the present schools
to S175,764. If the interest upon nearly half
a million dollars is not suticient to enable
thein to carry on the schools of that province,
now, what position will they be in with
a growing population, as it is at the present
day, with only the interest upon $175,764?
The next proposition we shall have will be
to surrender to the province of Manitoba
not only the balance of the fund. but
all the lands which were reserved for
school purposes, and it is just as well that
we should understand what the demands
of the province of Manitoba are. They have
demanded that all these lands shall be
handed over to them, to be managed by
them, as they think proper, and to dispose of
the proceeds in such a way as they think
best. I know that- they also claim all the

lands belonging to the Dominion within the
limits of the province. If we are to be
asked every year to cash a draft upon this
school fund, we had better get rid of it at
once, and let them take the responsibility.
The hon. Secretary of State has told us over
and over again that we have nothing, as a
Dominion, to do with educational matters
in the provinces ; now, he comes forward
and wants to act as parent and guardian
over the children in that province-that we
must look after their interest. I have no
objection to his becoming foster father of the
whole of them, if he will only advance his
own means, and not take it out of the funds
belonging to future generations. My hon.
friend the Minister of Justice, I hope, will
not consider it presumption if I dare, as a
laymen, to take exception to his interpreta-
tion of the law on the statute-book. When
this land was set apart-and I take objec-
tion to his statement on that-he said that
the intention at that time was to divert this
capital if they thought proper to do so. I
have already said that I do not deny
the power, but I question the right.
Such was not the intention of parliament
at that time or of the gentleman
who framed the law, or the government
which placed it on the statute-b'ook. The
intention of the government, and parliament,
and people, at that time was to set apart a
sufficient quantity of land in that new
country about being settled to provide for
ail tine to come a fund, the interest of
which should be applied for educational
purposes. That was the intention of parlia-
ment, and the idea of attempting to divert
the capital in the manner in which it is now
proposed never was even contemplated. My
hon. friend says this has been done over
and over again. There is a practice, I am
sorry to say, and a policy of telling just half
the truth, leaving the balance unstated.
The bare statement that upon one or two
occasions this fund was drawn upon and
advanced to the government of Manitoba
for educational purposes, is true, but the
hon. gentleman forgot to tell the House that
that was taken from the capital advanced
for school purposes, with the distinct under-
standing, that it should be recouped to the
capital as the lands were sold.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But there was no
capital at that time. That was before any
sales were made.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
much the stronger is my argument.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
mucli the stronger is my defence of the gov-
ernment of that time. The hon. gentleman
will, if not careful, get himself into the same
position that he did a few days ago, when
he expressed an opinion diametrically op-
posed to that expressed by his colleague in
the other House. If he consults the speech
of the Finance Minister lie will see that the
statement I made is justified to the letter.
On page 7600 of the Hansard that hon.
gentleman said, when discussing the ques-
tion :

We have already left to the governmnent of Mani-
toba the disposition of the interest on this fund fron
year to year, and on the saine principle.

They could not do otherwise, because the
law provides they shall pay them the inter-
est, to be disposed of as the province of
Manitoba think proper. Then the Finance
Minister goes on to say:

That if they are entitled to receive interest fron
time to time and free to use it to the best of their
judgment for school purposes, I see no reason why
we should not give thein the apportioning of the
principal fund upgn the saine terms and conditions,
allowing then to exercise their own judgment in the
application of these moneys, &c.

Then he adds:

In that respect the inoney would stand exactly in
the saine position as the money advanced to them
years ago by former governments, and in the saine
position as the money we have been paying from time
to time in the form of interest. They ail form part
of a trust fund, but the exercise of that trust was left
to the government of Manitoba.

Then lie points out that the moneys which
have been advanced have been repaid to the
capital out of the sale of the lands. Now,
let us see whether the interpretation put by
the hon. gentleman on this clause of the
statute can by any possibility be borne out.
Section 11 sets apart the lands and what
does it say :

Sections 11 and 29, in every surveyed township
throughout the extent of the Dominion lands, are
hereby set apart as an endownent for the purposes of
education, and shall be designated school lands.

My hon. friend last night, when a
question was put to him by the hon.
gentleman fron Shell River, whether that
word "endowment" did not mean a per-
manency, took exception to that inter-
pretation of the word. I think if he will

consult the dictionary he will find that
it is laid down that the meaning of that
word is permanency, and is more than that.
Worcester says it is a permanent invest-
ment. I will send the dictionary over to the
hon. gentleman if he would like to look at it,
because I took exception to his interpreta-
tion last night, the word " endowment " is
defined as a permanency. I hold further,
that in this matter you might just as well,
if a man left a certain amount of money to
be invested for the support of his wife, the
interest of which was to be paid to lier an-
nually, confiscate the capital, because it is
nothing more or less than the capital which
should be invested in lier interest, and
handed over to the children to whom it
would belong only after her death. Then
the Act makes this provision:

Ail inoney from time to time realized from tine to
time shall be invested in securities of Canada to form
a school fund-

Which, it will be understood, constitutes
the endowment.

And the interest arising therefrom, after deducting
the cost of management, shall be paid annually to the
governiment of the province or territory in which such
lands are situated, towards the support of public
schools therein, and the moneys so paid shall be dis-
tributed for the purpose by the government of such
province or such territory, in such manner as is deeined
expedient.

Now, the Minister of Finance, in the
speech to which I have alluded, stated, and
the hon. Minister of Justice also stated here,
that the lands belonged to the province of
Manitoba. Ergo, they were entitled to
receive not only the lands, but that they
were entitled to receive the full amount of
the capital arising f rom the sale of those
lands. I deny that proposition. The lands
belong to the Dominion. They never were
handed over to the province of Manitoba.
They were set apart to form an endowment
for school purposes, the interest of which
was to be paid as provided, to the govern-
ment of Manitoba for public school purposes.
The lands never were theirs. They are not
theirs now. It is only the interest which
accrues on the investments made from the
capital received after the lands are sold
that belongs to them. So that the state-
ments made, that we are only handing
back to them that which is their own, is
not based on fact, and is certainly not based
on law. I do not pretend to say that you
have not the power to divert these funds.
The same power that put that law on the
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statute-book could take it from the statute-
book, but I say it is striking at the very
principle which actuated the legislature at
that time in setting these lands apart. I
hope the bon. gentleman is more correct in
his predictions as to the resuits which are
to follow in the future from the sale of these
lands, than the predictions of some others
have proved to be. There is scarcely a pre-
diction that the late government of Sir John
Macdonald made - and I refer particu-
larly to the utterances made by Sir Charles
Tupper in reference to the anticipated rapid
settlement and progress of that country-
which has heen fulfilled. My hon. friend
has toted the value of these lands up to
about twenty million dollars. I sincerely
hope that parliament will never divert or
interfere with one single cent of that capital,
and that the time may arrive when Manitoba
and the North-west Territories m ill have
twenty million dollars at their credit
from which to draw the interest to
assist them in carrying on the schools
of that vast territory. My own estimates
were not so high as that. Taking the state-
ment of the Finance Minister that the net
sales in the past have realized $7.68 per
acre, and taking the quantity of land which
has been setapart, I came to the conclusion,
that they might ultimately realize fron fif-
teen to seventeen million dollars; and even
with that munificent capital for so worthy a
purpose aq the education of the future gen-
erations, the province and the Dominion,
and particularly those who had any part in
placing that law on the statute-book, might
well feel proud that they created such an
endowment. The simple question is, whe-
ther it is advisable to deplete the present
capital, which amounts to nearly half a
million, by three hundred thousand dollars,
a third of which bas never been asked for
by the parties tg whom it is to be granted.
It is true there may be poor sections which
need help. I question if there is a province
in Canada in which there are not poor sec-
tions, and where there are school-houses very
much of the character the bon. Secretary of
State bas spoken of. Gointo the rural sections
of Ontario-I will not speak of any other
province, as I do not know from personal
experience-we have a free grant territory
in Ontario, and you find the same diffi-
culty, and the same poverty, if poverty
I might teri it, when the settlers
from the older countries settled upon

these very lands, where they are densely
wooded and about one-third-certainly not
over one-half-of the land is arable, and the
rest rocks. I have known and witnessed
the privations to which my hon. friend refers,
and the province of Ontario in this sense
contributes out of the general funds a small
amount to assist these schools over and above
the amount which legitimately belongs to
them, under the division which is made pro-
portionate to the attendance at the schools.
Let Manitoba do the same thing. When
that country fills up, as I hope it will at a
very early period, when we have millions,
instead of hundreds of thousands in that
country, will they not require a larger sun
to support their schools just the same as they
require the sum they are now receiving for
the smiall number of children going to school ?
It is a magnificent endowment. It is an
endowment for educational purposes in a
new province, and the Dominion, and every
one in it who had anything to do with estab-
lishing that principle, should not only adhere
to it, but be proud of what they had done.
To divert it from the purposes for which it
was set apart would be a gross violation of
the intentions of parliament when the law
was made.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If we are to invade what I consider the
sacred rights of the people in this way,
there is no security for property at all ; and
no matter what endowment may be made in
the future, it may be ruthlessly seized in the
same manner in which this government is tak-
ing hold of this fund. Perhaps I had better
not attribute motives in this House but I
have my own doubts on that question. They
may just as ruthlessly take hold of any
endowment, and destroy the intention of the
original endower of the property. Why they
might just as well go and divert the money
that has been granted to the medical college
by Lord Strathcona.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The same principle exactly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You have the power and now want to es-
tablish a precedent.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Let me put it some other way, and perhaps
it will meet the critical views of my hon.
friend. Mr. Macdonald has bestowed on a
university in Montreal an amount of money
for a certain purpose. I know that that
money has been expended for that purpose-
at least we have reason to believe it. We
know also that the endowment is not suf-
ficient to carry on the work of that branch
of the university. The people of the univer-
sity might just as well have said: " No, we
will not invest it for the purposes for which
the donor gave it, or bestowed it; but we
will appropriate it for some other purpose."
That is precisely the same thing. But they
could not do it under the law. That is
the only difference. They could come to
my hon. friend opposite and say : " We do
not want this to teach mechanical science,
but we want it to teach physics and law,
and to endow a few chairs in the establish-
nient," and of course with the idea that
they have of an endowment, they might
take hold of it and divert it f rom the original
intention. I do not intend to say any more
at this moment upon this question. I hold
very strong views upon the question, look-
ing upon it as one of vital interest to a
growing province, and that this endowment
should not be interfered with under any cir-
cumstances. If they were advancing this
money with the provision that it should be
recouped the same as the other advances,
then there might be some reason in the
course they are pursuing. But to take it
from the capital, to deplete the capital to,
that extent, without any provision whatever
for its being refunded, is a wrong per-
petrated on the present generation, and still
more a wrong on future generations.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The question we
are discussing is certainly a very important
one. We are dealing with what is an en-
downent for school purposes in Manitoba.
My idea of an endowment is a trust for the
education of the people of the province of
Manitoba not only to-day but for all time to
come. For that reason, it would be unfor-
tunate if we were to establish the precedent
that is at present sought to be introduced
into this House by the measure before us.
I do not think there is a necessity for it.
The province of Manitoba, at any rate this

year, is getting a very handsome supple-
mentary fund, increasing its resources by the
grant that has aiready been made, and the
addition of this would, I think from an
economic standpoint, probably lead to some
extravagance that is not desirable. The
very moment one's pockets are filled with
money, he does not consider the value of it
so mucli as when his pockets were empty,
and for that reason I think, so far as this
school fund is concerned, it is desirable al-
ways to keep a certain check. The natural
consequence of granting this would be that
in three years' time another application to
the treasury would be made for another
three hundred thousand dollars, and gradu-
ally, as fast as the lands are sold, the capital
will be taken out of the hands of this
government, and used for purposes for
whiclh it was not designed. There will be
a million people in the province of
Manitoba in the course of time, and the
demand for schools will be just as urgent
and the necessity for keeping them up will
be just as urgent as it is to-day. The hon.
Secretary of State has quoted figures to show
that there are twenty million dollars possibly
in sight in connection with this fund. The
estimate is perhaps a little high, but I
believe in all those places where the settle-
ment of the country bas gone, in consequence
of the excellence of the lands, that these
lands will bring an average price in the
neighbourhood of ten dollars an acre all round.
They are exempt from taxation. There is
no doubt the provincial government would
like, if possible, to increase the subsidies for
school purposes. As has already been stated,
they are very liberal. Out of'their limited
means I think they contribute $135,000 a
year, distributed in provincial grants, which
is a great assistance. But if we were to
dissipate the capital in the way here pro-
posed, and the population and the demands
increased still further, then this handsome
endowment which will amount at least to
ten million dollars would be missed. 1
think it is not at all improbable that the
fund will amount to ten million dollars in
the course of the next thirty or forty years.
We are not here to consider the immediate
interests of Manitoba, but we are here to
consider the interests of the province for all
time to corne, and it is advisable, I think,
that we should not too hastily establish a
precedent such as we are doing to-day. I
have a suggestion to make in regard to this
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matter. At the present moment the fund debentures which are taken up by the public,
amounts to $750,000. a portion of this money at three per cent in-

terLest and save the province that amount of
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is an unpaid expenditure. That would be a saving of

portion. three per cent on eight hundred dollars
of debentures, which is a great saving

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes; the unpaid indeed. There is no reason why the
portion calls for interest, and therefore the sehool sections where this grant is asked
interest at three per cent amounts to about for should not be assisted in this 'vay
$21,000 a year, which the province of Mani- ithout impairing the capital account,
toba is entitled to, and which the Dominion which should be kept as an asset. We have
government pays over to them. If the no assets like other provinces. We have
Dominion governmnent wish to supplement nothing to depend on. TIis is the only
the SI 35,000 for educational purposes, it capital account we have. If it amounts to
would not be out of place to make an advance ten million dollars capital in the next thirty
of $50,000 out of that grant, to be repaid out or forty years, there vill be an annual
of the accumulation of the fund-that is to revenue of three or four hundred thousand.
Say, the capital account shal not be impaired, If it arounts to twenty million, as the hon.
but the annual income might be anticipated, Secretary of State lias foreshado'ved, it wvill
so that instead of 8. 1,000 a year being paid, be an annual revenue of six hundred thous-
over o50,000 a year would be paid, and the and. It is the duty of this parliament to
fiund would be drawn upon to the extent of protect that income for the beneit of the
$150,000 to isake up this annual incoe, province in the future.
and the receipts from capital account would
corne in and reimburse the treasury. Then Hon. Mr. MACDONAL (B.C.)-That
there is another mode. The Dominion is right.
governinent deposits this money in the
savings bank at three per cent interest. We Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is my idea.
build school-houses ail over that province, I should like to see education assisted in
and it is done by the issue of school deben- every way. I have pointed out one or tw
tures. We are timited to $800 in the rural methods by which it might be supplement-
districts, and the a ount we have to raise is ed, and yet I do not think there is any pu -
from $500 to $800. These debentures are lic opinion at the back of this grant, nothin
sold and bear six per cent interest, if am more than the desire to have the handling
correct, and think the provincial govern- of three hundred thousand dollars, and per-
ment guarantees these debentures and haps cause it to be expended for a certain
advances the money, but at six per purpose; but do not think the people of
cent. I do not know what amourt is the province thoroughly understand the po-
expendedannually in the erection of school- sition this fund stands in. If they under-
houses, but it must be very large. In the stood it in its proper light they would take
settlement of that country we build school- the view that I am stating. Let them nurse
houses, first of ]ogs, and that will cost two the fund for present purposes and obtain
or tiree hundred dollars. Then in about assistance in the way I suggest.
tive years time, when the credit of the dis-
trict has increased, we put up a frame school- Hon. Mr. BERNIER-On a former oc-
house, which costs six or seven hundred casion foreshadowed my opinion on this
dollars. Eight or nine years after that, matter. I do not concur in the policy of
when the debentures have ail been paid the government, and it is not through any
there is an increased demand for school feeling that take this view, but through a
accommodation, because when a population sense of duty. The hon. Minister of Justice,
increases in the country there are constant and also the Secretary of State have stated
requisitions of that kind, sw that the amount that at no time pariament had indicated
expended annually in the province of Mani- its intention upon this matter. I think I
toba in schools must be considerable, though can show to the satisfaction of the use
I have no figures in my hand at the present that i more than one instance parliament
moment. I do not see why the Dominion has indicated its views upon this matter. 
government should not advane upon these need not quote the statutes. It is admitted
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that the word " endownent " is used in this
law. What is an endowment ? Here is a
legal authority, Wharton, Law Lexicon, and
the definition it gives is this: An endow-
ment is

The creation of a perpetual provision out of lands
or noney for any institution or person.

Then1 I read from Anderson's dictionary
of law. His definition is :

The endownent of a religious corporation refers to
that particular fund or part of the fund, of the in-
stitution, bestowed for its permanent use, and usually
kept sacred for the purposes intended.

So much for the expression in framing
this law, which shows the intention of the
legislature. Has parliament indicated its
views at some other times? I say that it
has. In 1883 there was a consolidation of
this Dominion Lands Act. Sir Alexander
Campbell, speaking in this Senate, said:

It is necessary that the school .fund should be kept
sacred. The proceeds of those lands are intended for
the education of the people in the future, and the gov-
ernment of the Dominion are the trustees for the
future inhabitants of Manitoba.

In the House of Commons, on the dis-
cussion of the same bill, Sir John A. Mac-
donald said:

Representations have coine from the province of
Manitoba, and very naturally fron the government
of that province, that the school lands of Manitoba
should be handed over to them for their management.
Hitherto the government have not seen their way to
go so far. That province is large and the population
small ; and the temptation to deal with that magnifi-
cent grant for present purposes to neet Dresent ex-
igencies is very great; and the government think-
and I inay here mention that the course of the gov-
ernment met with apparent approval during the last
parliament-they ought not to denude themselves of
this sacred trust, handed over to them as trustee for
this great fund for the education of the people in the
illimitable future; so that the policy of the govern-
ment hitherto has been, in the province of Manitoba
to dispose of this land, the proceeds of which are
funded, as the law provides, in government securities,
and the annual interest or increment is handed over
from year to year to the province of Manitoba for
educational purposes. The fund being intact, the
fund continually growing, and the interest annually
being handed over to the province for the purpose of
education, I think that it is in the interest of Mani-
toba itself ; I think it is in the interest of the great
North-west, that this magnificent provision for edu-
cation should be rightly preserved.

Mr. Sutherland, a representative of Mani-
toba, then said :

In reference to school lands, I quite agree with the
law as it is at present.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Mr. Royal, who
82

was also a member of parliament and repre-
sentative of Manitoba, said :

I do not believe myself, that these lands should be
placed under the management of the provincial gov-
ernment. I think that this is a vise provision of the
law, and I fully concur in the wisdom of the remarks
made by the right honourable the premier on that
subject.

Mr. Watson, who was then a member of
parliament, and who is at present a member
of the Manitoba government, said :

I heartily agree with the remarks of the honourable
the first minister (Sir John A. Macdonald) with
regard to those lands.

Mr. Ross, another member from Mani-
toba, said :

As far as I amt concerned, I believe that the people
of the North-vest think that the government should
preserve these lands intact for school purposes.

And later on he said :
I agree with the remark made by my hon. friend

fron Provencher (Mr. Royal) with regard to the
school fund. I think that fund should not be dealt
with by the local governient. I believe it is better
to leave it in the hands of the Dominion government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-A question of policy
again.

Hon Mr. BERNIER-Mr. Scott, who
was also a representative of Manitoba in the
House of Commons at that time, said:

I agree with thein that the management of these
lands should remain entirely in the hands of the
Dominion government.

Sir John A. Macdonald again said:
The government is nerely a trustee for these lands,

and cannot divest them in any way whatever for the
purposes of school endowment.

Sir John A. Macdonald later said also:
All I can say is that every member of Manitoba

has protested against the possibility of the Dominion
governnent giving up these lands.

This will show that on more than one oc-
casion parliament expressed its views as to
the permanency of the school fund. The
hon. ministers have laid great stress upon
the fact that we are governed by parliamen-
tary institutions. But, which are the in-
stitutions that in this case could be regarded
as expressing the views of the people? It
is the local legislature. Now, up to the pre-
sent, we have before us no request of the
legislature of Manitoba asking for these
funds. We have not even the request of
the local government asking for them.
What we have before us is only a request
from the treasurer of Manitoba for a part of
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the funds. I do not know whether I should it would be, under the circumstances referred
detain the House any longer. I might per- to, manifestly doing a supreme injustice to a
haps say one word in answer to what the large portion of the people.
hon. Minister of Justice said yesterday in re-
ference to the school question. I have no Hon. Mr. MILLS-I shall only detain
intention to go into that controversy now, hon. gentlemen a few minutes. I must say
except to state that nobody can deny that it seems to nie that we have heard very
the present circumstances are not the same extraordinary doctrines laid down in con-
that were in existence when that school nection with this question. We are told
fund was created. A section of the population this is an endowment, and because the
of that province claims that injustice has moneys are devoted to school purposes that
been done to them ; and their grievances therefore this parliament is absolutely dis-
have been upheld by the Privy Council. So qualified to deal with the subject at all, in
that nobody can deny that they are right. fact, that Lhis provision stands much in the
If they are right the others are wrong, and same position as if it were a provision of the
consequently I do not think the present British North America Act, and that the
circumstances would justify parliament to parliament is absolutely disqualified from
divest itself of the trust that has been vested dealing wvith it.
in them, when the government to which it is
proposed to hand over this large sum of mo- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is a question
ney is,legally speaking, in open rebellion with of policy.
the direction of the highest tribunal of the
empire, and in fact against the highest Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend says
authority of the empire, against the coin- it is a question of policy and it is as a ques-
mand of Her Majesty herseif. One of the tion of policy we are called upon to consider
contentions of the hon. Minister of Justice it.
is that the change of circumstances does not
affect the case. What the law provides is Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
that the school endowment shall be for the But not as a question of right, and no one
benetit of the public schools, and notwith- has taken that position.
standing any change that may occur, the
law is properly carried on if the money is bo'. Mr. MILLS-Well, my hon. friend
given to the public schools for the time forgets what position he has taken. Re
being. Parliament has not to concern itself contends that the diversion of this fund, Lot
about those changes. So says the hon. to another purpose but to meet the immed-
gentleman. Well, he may be technically iate wants of a population that are some-
right, but most assuredly he is substantially what straitened, would be exactly of the
wrong. Because, if we were to adopt his sane nature as if the Board of McGill
views on the matter, any sort of injustice University were to confiscate the gift of
might arise therefrom. In this particular Lord Strathcona and divert it to sore other
case, knowing as we do know, that a large purpose, and that if we were to legislate in
section of the people of Manitoba is deprived this way that there was no longer any secur-
of its legitimate share of the school appro- ity for property. Now my hon. friend ba
priations, the adoption of the policy proposed made very extravagant statements and I do
by the government would surely result in a not at ail concur in those views. What is
new injustice to the minority. All through the effect of an endowment It is the ap-
the speeches of the hon. gentlemen on the plication of the money or gift or grant for a
treasury benches, there is a kind of semi- particular purpose, and if there are different
intimation that this concession would rather parties entering into a compact we are caled
lead to the other way. I may say that I do upon to see that there is no breach of faith
not believe in the proposition that an injus- with those who aré parties to that compact
tice can be cured by another injustice. I in any alteration or change we may make in
would rather believe in the old maxim: regard to the matter. But is that the case
summum jus, summa injuria. You may here ? Who are the parties here ? This
have strictly the power to hand over that legislation was legislation by a parliment
fund to the public schools for the time being, that is no longer in existence, by men who
but sureiy in adhering to that strict power, are no longer living.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- sbaring and benefiting as much as those who
Some of them are. are fot." If the government were to-morrow,

in the public interest, to, apply the
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, but my hon. sale of this saine fund to some

friend has no greater right because he was a other purpose, if it was found that
member of a previous parliament upon this soce other purpose than that to which it

subject, neither have 1, than if we were was dedicated would be more in the public
made members yesterday. interest, does any hon. gentleman say that

parliarnent would not have a right to do so,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- or that any interest or right of any party
Ihat is true. would be illegally or unconstitutionally in-

vaded, and that faith would be broken

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then there is nothing with any persons in the province of Mani-
in the point. Who are the cestui qui trust toba? I say there is no such doctrine
in this matter, whose rights are being in- recognized under our constitutional system.
vaded. Does my hon. friend say that the Let me say further, we are not doing differ,
men who are now in their graves have made ently from what was done. This parliament
a compact with men who are not yet born? sanctioned before, the advance of $30,00,
That is the position that the hon. gentleman and on a second occasion, $30,O0 more from
has taken, and for which he lias seriously the public fund of this country to aid in the

argued. I deny that altogether. As an schools, and we helo the lands in pledge
act of public policy, it does not stand, under for the payment of those bans. Where did
existing circumstances, in any different that $60,000 core from? From the interest

position from any other act of public of this fund ? No, not at ail. It came

policy that has been adopted by those from the principal, the funds obtained from
who legislated for the people of this coun- the sale of those lands to that extent. Xhen
try in the past period of time. This was that? Years aoo and
parliament comes to the consideration of asking five times a t e a
that question with the same freedom and tion of Manitoba is more than five time%
with the same power that was possessed greater than it was at that time; and so,

by the parliament that set apart these lands. what is the condition of things to be con-
There is no difference between their author- sidered? It is this: you have a large and
ity and ours; there is no difference between poor population in Nanitoba, a population
their right to judge and ours, unless hon. who need aid at the present time, a popula-

gentlemen can show that there is some tion who cannot prwide sufficient schools on

specific right given to private parties who account of the poverty and sparseness of that

have, under the arrangement, acquired a population, and then hon, gentlemen say

right which we, by our legislation, are in- we are not making the truest possible
vading. Now, I say that that is not the use of that fund when we propose to
case. This is not a dediction for certain take a portion of that capital for the edu-
private parties, but for the whole country. cation of the present generation, and te
We are just as f ree to legislate upon this build school houses instead of retaining it
subject as the government of Mr. Gladstone for the education of men who will not core
was f ree to legislate on the subject of church into the world until those who are now in
and state in Ireland. What did they do the schools go out of them. That is the
with the properties that belonged to the Irish position which hon. gentlemen take. There
Church 1 Did they say, "These are your is more than that. You have in this fund,

private properties, we have no right to use according to the estimated value, a fund
them for any purpose whatever?" No; worth over $15,00,000. 18 it necessary to

they said, "This was endowed for national starve the schools at the present time and

purposes ; that it is still the interest of the to keep them inefficient, to have the present
nation that is to be considered, and the pur- generation grow up in ignorance, in order

pose to which we apply this property shall that that fund may be conserved to it8 ful
be a purpose in which the whole nation is amount for the advantage of those who will
interested, in which those who constitute the occupy that province in the future? What

majority, but are not members of the Estab- is the position of things? Twenty-flve years
lished Church, shall have an opportunity of hence, after these lands are ail sold, and
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after you have a fund in all probability of filled up everywhere witb prosperous farmers,
not less than 820,000,000, you will have a and they wiil be able to support the schooh
population in Manitoba whose wealth, whose without any difficulty and without any aid
density wili enable them to maintain f rom the state, by their own direct means.
efficient schools without any aid at al], far The tine for a government to "ive aid is
easier than the present generation can when it is nost need, and the period when
maintain the schools with the aid that you it is most needed is the present time. I say
propose to give them. Is that a matter of to hon. gentlemen that 1 do not subscribe
no consequence ? Is it not making a pro- Vo the wild statements that were made by
per use of this fund to say that this small the leader of the opposition with regard to
moiety of $300,000 shaa be devoted to the the weasure being a threat as o the secu-
education of the children at this time, and rity of property or interference with aiy
that the great portion of the fund may be private rights. There is nothing of the
reserved to a laVer periodT? No one has involved in the question. to is puely a
proposed that this fund should be destroyed question of publie poicy, where you have a
and yet I say if it 'ere in the public most magnificent endowment for school pur-
interest; if public policy pointed in that poses which is entirely uIder your control,
direction, there is no pled--e, nothing r upon which no one bas any special claim,
exisVing which would, in the siightest whether you will, Vo meet present require-
degree interfere with our freedom in that ment of the population, take a smal per
inatter. The tonh. gentleman has quoted Sir centage of that endowment for the purpose
John Macdonald as Vo what e said with of maintaining the schools in eficiency at
regard to the fund. What did Sir John the present moment when hey most require
Macdonald say? pre said that the needs it. I say that the course taken by the gov-
of Manitoba, the poverty of the population, ernent in this matter in meeting the wishes
the disposition that Vhere would be in con- of the government of Manitoba is a Most
sequence of that poverty and their strait- proper course Vo pursue. I is wise and
ened cîrcumstances Vo, use the fund at the statesman-like, because you wili have a better
present moment, made it unsafe io transfer educated and better informed population
it Vo the government of Manitoba. Did hie after this measure is carried out, and men
say there was any sacred pledge or trust that wif be better qualified o discharge their
wouid be violated if we were Vo make the duties to the children of twenty-five years
transfer ? That is noV the ground upon which hence, than if you withhold from them the
he put it. 1q was on the ground of publie aid which they need and compel them Vo
policy, the ground that the fund was grow up.
safer in the hands of the Dominion
under existing circumstances than it would The Senate divided onthe motion, which.

be in the hands of fhe province of Manitoba. was lost on the following vote

But that is ail beside the question. We are CONTENTS :
mot proposing Vo hand over the entire f undTh eont fort
created by this reservation of school iands The hoesin eurs
to the government of Manitoba. We are Dnduad, Sot,

proposing Vo hand over a small moiety. We McLaren, Snowbal.-7.
have sold a few thousand acres of the wo Mils,
million that lie in Manitoba; and the value NON-CONTENTS

of the sale, small as it is, amounts Vo over The Hon. Messieurs
e0q000 ; and the government propose that

$300,000 of this money shan be placed in the Akin, Macdonad (Vic),

hands of the government of Manitoba at the Arand, Maefarlane,
present time Vo meet the exigencies of the Baker, 'Masson,
situation. I say that is a very smaar amount Borteruisteth

wouldBoecviolateeifewe were)tocmakeath

of capital To place at the disposai of the gov- Bouton, Miler,
ernment at a period when the province is BoweIl (Sir Mackenzie), Montplaisir,

is sattredfarCarling (Sir John), O'Brien,poor, when the population Ciemow, Ogilvie,
and wide and when it is dificuit to maintain De Bloip, Perley,

ichools. Twenty-fiveyearshenceyou wiI shave Dickey, Ross,
oFerguon, Vidaia dense population, and the whole province Landry, Villeneuve.-28.
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DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
COMMISSION.

MOTION.

F Hon. Mr. MILLER-I beg leave to move
the adoption of the report of the select coin-
mittee appointed to inquire into the affairs
-of theDrummond County Railway Company.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I must deprecate very
much the adoption of the report by this
House until we have had an opportunity of
reading and considering it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We have had two or three days. The hon.
gentleman has had a much longer time to
read this report, and form his opinion on it,
than we have had in dealing with some mil-
lions of dollars.

V Hon. Mr. MILLER-I may say the
course adopted in the other branch of the
legislature was to postpone the discussion of
the report until niext session, and I thought
that the hon. leader of the opposition was
going to -uggest that course he.re, if there
was no objection to it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection. If we had been request-
ed to let this stand over, I was going to
suggest adopting the saine policy that was
pursued by the premier in the other House,
but no request was made for it. I have no
objections to adopting that course. If the
hon. gentleman would like to have it deferred
I think the chairman would acquiesce.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I certainly do desire
that it should be deferred. I am not pre-
pared to enter into a discussion of the
subject.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Then, at the request
of the hon. leader of the House, I move that
the discussion of this report stand over till
next session.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I move that the
third report of the select committee ap-
pointed to inquire into the affairs of the
Drummond County Railway be adopted.
This report refers simply to the charge by
the counsel who was employed to conduct
the proceedings before the committee. Thé
charge is very reasonable.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to make just
one or two observations on this report. The
committee might have gone on with the
inquiry and examined witnesses themselves,
or they might have done, as they have de-
cided to do, refrained from examining any
witnesses or going into the inquiry at all.
But the hon. gentlemen should have decided
that question for themselves, and to send
for an eminent counsel in Toronto to enable
the committee to make up their minds as to
whether they should proceed or not, and then
to pay that learned gentleman $575 for tell-
ing then they should not proceed, is not, to
my mind, the best way of transacting the
business of the Senate. We are very fond
of talking of the extravagance of the govern-
ment, but in our own little way this report,
which we are asked to adopt, illustrates the
fact that we can be extravagant too. I must
repeat that I think the committee-I am
n1ow referring to the general action of the
committee-should have decided whether or
not they should go into the inquiry without
the assistance of Mr. Walter Barwick ; and,
further, it does strike me that $575 is a
large amount to pay for the service which
this gentleman performed, that of advising
the committee that they should not go on.

Hon. Mr. DEVER -Is the committee
going to adopt this report without dividing?
I simply want to have my name recorded
against the payment of this suni for such a
purpose.

The motion was carried on a division.

SENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS
ACT AMENDMENT B1LL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Comnons with Bill (173) "An Act
further to amend the Act respecting the
Senate and House of Commons."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the rules be
suspended with regard to this bill and that
it be read the second time presently.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I understand this
is a permanent bill. I give notice that I
shall ask the government to make an amend-
ment to the bill in this direction-that the
fifteen days shall not apply to the last fifteen
days of the session. I think it is in the
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public interest that we should make some
provision of that kind. Unless the hon.
members of the House of Commons will
undertake to amend it, we cannot amend it
here. It is a delicate question to speak
upon, but [ think that the bill should be
amended by providing that the fifteen days'
exemption shall not apply to the last fifteen
days of the session hereafter. I think it is
absolutely necessary. I do not want to go
into particulars, but the measures brought
before the Senate during the last fifteen days
of the session are more important than all
the business done during the three months
previously. The most important business of
the House is crowded into a few days, and
I am sorry to say too many members go
home near the end of the session.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Cannot we amend
it ?

H>n. Mr. MILLER-No.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In order that this

two months of this session we did more than
five days' work.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Does the hon. gen-
tleman apply that to the House of Commons ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-If it pleases
the House of Commons to while away the
time in idle talk, that is their own affair,
but it seems to me that we attend here to
mark time for the first two months.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentle-
man's remarks are just as applicable to the
House of Commons as they are to this House.
In the first two months of the session nothing
was done by the House of Comnions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman was wrong entirely. This
fifteen days does not apply to the adjourn-
ment. Nothing is deducted for the adjourn-
ment. It only applies to the days the
Senate sits and transacts business.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-During the
matter may not be out of ,ur hands in a' first two months we are supposed to be here
future session, I do not see why we should four or five days in the week to attend to the
be altogether doing wrong in striking out business of the Senate, when nothing comes
the words which refer to future sessions. f rom the House of Commons and the time

is lost in idle speeches, mrade simply to fill
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I agree to it. the Débats with speeches for the electorate,

Hon. Mr. POWER-The effect of the and we have to rerain here doing nothing,
measure is to pay gentlemen, who prefer to waitin for the pleasure of the Commons.

mensur We have t, sit here five or ten minutes
attend to their own business, for the timei
expend tening to their own affai each day for the first to months of the

expededin ttedin tother own fl'rs' session doing nothing, and I wonder why we
I think it is an unjust bill. tI thnk t isan njus bi. Ido not~ adjourn every two weeks.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The hon. member Hon. -r. FERGITSON-I hope the
for Halifax is wrong. He says it is to pay
people to attend to their own business. I
could give him four or five cases in which a
that is absolutely untrue, where people have i mg business.
been kept at home ill and where they have Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I may say
been detained from here and could not pos- it is generally the opposition that does the
eibly help it. He should be a littie more tahking.
careful in making general assertions of that H
kind.

the importance'of having the mem bers here
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Thereis one during the hast flfteen days of the session,

thing which I have noticed in my short and it is for that reason I desire that a pro-
experience: it is that we are supposed to be vision should be made in the law that this
here during the first two months of the ses- exemption shah not apphy to the hast flfteen
sion to hear the prayers and the petitions, days of the session. I think it will com-
and then have the adjournment about ten mend itself to every member of the fouse.
minutes after. Then why should people There may be some excuse for allowing
who live far from the capital be called away fifteen days exemption during a long session
from homes to do what is called public busi- of four nonths. I should not object to
ness? I do not think that during the flrst members going home and attending to pri-
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vate business where the public business When we meet again at three o'clock I will
might not be imperative, and the private move the second reading.
business might be very urgent, but during
the last fifteen days of the session, it is very The motion was agreed to.

important that every member of parliament lon. Mr. POWER-I give notice that I
of both Houses, should be in his place, will move that the words " and each session
because we know the great bulk of the work of parliament hereafter held " be striken out.
is done then and the most important bills
come before us, and it is most desirable that The Senate adjourned.
we should not do anything to encourage a
thin House in the Senate or the House of
Commons during the session. SECOND SITTING.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I have been seven-'
teen years in this House, and it does not say
much for the generosity of the members who
live at a distance, and cannot go home, when
I say that nine out of ten of the men who
have found fault with the adjournments
have been gentlemen who cannot go home.
It is like the dog in the manger, " because I
cannot do it I will not let you do it." It
bas been so for seventeen years back. A
great many members find fault with adjourn-
ments because they cannot go home them-
selves.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have never as-j
sumed any dog in the manger attitude on
this question. I have generally allowed
people to go home, far and near. I have
never voted against an adjournment for
years.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-You are doing it
now.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--I am not doing it
now. The hon. gentleman should be more
particular in his statements when he makes
them with such force. Loud talk will not
make a statement any more correct.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I am one of those
who cannot take advantage of the fifteen
days' allowance, but I do not object that
those who are able to go home and attend to
their own private business during the session
should do so. It cannot be said that because
a member bas lost ten or fifteen days he bas
neglected his duty. It is but fair, and any
hon. gentleman having pressing and urgent
business, even if it be private business, should
have the opportunity of attending to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will not 'persist
in my motion at the present moment.

Ottau a, Saturday, 11th June, 1898.

The speaker took the chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS
BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (173) "An Act further to
anend the Act respecting the Senate and
the House of Commons."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not know
whether, strictly speaking, the Senate bas a
right to amend a bill of this kind, but I
think if we have the right we ought to
exercise it. I take, first, the constitutional
ground that, as I am informed and as I
believe is the case, the measure when it was
submitted to the House of Commons with
His Excellency's approval, dealt only with
the present year. Under an undoubted
rule of parliament, the House of Commons
had no right to add to what was set forth
in the message from His Excellency, and
the House of Commons had no right to
legislate beyond the present year, so that I
think this House, particularly as it is a
matter in which the Senate is concerned
as much as the House of Commons,
bas a perfect right to so amend the bill as
to bring it back practically, to the condition
in which it should have been. That is as a
matter of practice. I think we have a right,
under the circumstances, to deal with this
bill although it is in some sense a money
bill. Then there are one or two other reasons
why I think we should deal with it. Several
bon. gentlemen have spoken of the great
inconvenience of allowing - this fifteen days,
spoken of to be counted at the end .of the
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session when most of the important work is thing in itself, 1 move that the words in
to be done. There is a great deal of force this bil which apply to future sessions be
in that. For that reason it would be wiser strieken out, "and for each session of par-
that the measure should pass now only for liament hereafter beld."
this year, and that the government and the
House of Commons should have an op- Hon. Mr. PERLEY-1 live 1,600 miles
portunity, during the recess, of thinking fron here. It is utterly impossible for me
over the latter and submitting a more care- to go home tbrough the session unless we
fully thought out measure than this is at make long adjournments. A week or ten
the next meeting of parliament. Then, there days would fot enable me to visit my home,
is another result of the measure in itself therefore, of necessity, I have to remain
which perhaps has not occurred to the here. However, 1 an fortunate in having
government or to some members of parlia- others at home to carry on My business and
ment, and that is, that when members of 1 can remain here. But I hesitate not to
both bouses feel that they cai be absent for say that the principle of the bi is a wrong
fifteen days during the session without any one. If they biad included a condition in
loss to themselves, they are very Iikely to the bill that it is not tof apply to the last
absent theinselves, and that causes a feeling days of the session there might be some
amonst the members of both Hotlses that force in it. During the hast ten days we
it is not necessary to hurry prorogation. have done more business than in the pre-
They can go home and ]ose nothing by going vious forty days. More money bas been
home, and the consequence is that those voted and more important legisation passed
members wbo come frot a distance, and during the past ten days than in the pre-
who cannot conveniently go home, are vious forty days. This does not apply to
obliged to remain here for a longer period this government merely ; it appies to the
than they otherwise would. If there were no last as well. A man is obiged to spend
adjourntments, and if every member from far four months of each year attending to bis
and near had to remain in Ottawa f rom the duties here, and very many, when the
beginning to the end of the session, the session session nears its close, make a bee ine
would be very considerably shorter than it for home without any proper regard for
is now. This giving f fif teen additional days the legissation that is to coi e before
and making it a permanent thing, is going us. It would not be as wrong to
to increase tblat absenteeism very much, and vote this exemption session by session
tend to prolong the session. The vone. gentie- but it is wrong to undertake to make it a
man from Aima division (Mr. Ogilvie) made fixed ru e that we get paid for fifteen days
some reference to members who come froni that we do not attend. It is better to in-
remote places acting rather ike the dog in crease the indemnitv. If you want to et
the manger. The hn. gentleman's observa- me of business capacity who ca afford to
tions did not apply to me. I have not for devote their time to the affairs of the country
years made any opposition to those adjour- you must either pay them for it or get a
ments, but hon. gentlemen who live near at class of en who can afford it. A weathy
hand migbt Ïbe a littie generous with us ; and man cati afford it. I cannot, and if I was
in the interest of tbe whole House, in the not a member of the Senate having two boys
interest of tbe country and of the govern- to hook after my business, I would retire
ment, it is better that the sessions should be fro s poitics altogether as I could not
shorter, and the tendency of this mesure, if attend to pohitics and to my business, and
it becomes permanent, will be to fengthen woud have to let one or the other go.
the sessions. Se, on the grounds that the Estabisbing tbe principle and making it
bouse of Commons bave no right to pass permanent that a man should be paid for
this bi in its present shape ; that we bave fifteen days that he is not here, wouhd suit
as much right to restore it to its original me to a dot, because in the middle of the
shape as they had to change it ; that it does session would take My fifteen days in
not represent the deiberate and wel- connection witb adjournment. There is
thought-out opinion of tbe g ivernment and generauly an adjourment about seed time
of pareiament; that it needs to be amended when I require to get home, but if every-
so as not to apply to the closing days of the body els acted on the sae principle there
session, and also because it is not a good would be no pareiaaent at ail. Whîle I do
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not propose to vote against the allowing of is that needlessly the opposition keep us
fifteen days this year I shall vote against here entirelv too long. That is the trouble.
making it a permanent rule. During this session the Yukon Bill occupied

the other House a long time, and then it
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Isupposetheprinciple came to this Bouse and we all know the

of the bill, if there is any principle in it at result-that all the heavy labour bestowed
all, is this, that in such a session as is just on that measure and all the benefits which
coming to an end now, when members have would have accrued to the country from the
been kept away f rom home for nearly four legislation had been smashed like a glass
and a half months, if such hon. members bouse by this Senate, and the whole time of
find it absolutely necessary to go home for a the House up to that period was simply
certain number of days during the session wasted. I do not find fault with this. It
they shall not lose a portion of their indem- is done and cannot be helped now, but I
nity. I presume the idea is that if the had a notion for a long time that both the
session is a comparatively short one, there is Senate and the House of Commons might
no occasion for making any allowance on that well be reformed.
score at all ; but if the session is an ab-
normally long one, it is only just and fair, if Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear.
this principle of paying members is to be Hon. Mr. DEVER-It is my opinion
continued, to make an allowance of that, that the membership of this Senate is en-
kind. My idea is that senators should not tirely too numerous and that we are too
be paid at all for their attendance, though [ poorly paid. I am free and open-handed,
have no hope of seeing that brought about. because I know what the feelings of the
J prefer the bill as it is,for this reason: there country are. I believe the House of Com-
is something not very pleasant, as if it were, mons is also too large.
a little charity thrown into the end of the
session, to make this small concession of Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is safety in
fifteen days' allowance. I wouldi much numbers.
rather, I confess, see the exemption made
permanent, if the principle is to be admitted Hon. Mr. DEVER-J will not occupy
at all, than to have a bill like this brought the time of the House very long, and hon.
up in the last days of every session. If the gentlemen may thank me for expressing
exemption is to be given, I very much prefer thoughts which they have themselves but are
the view taken by the hon. gentleman from too cowardly to express. Lt is my opinion,
IRichmond, as, there is no question about it, hon. gentlemen-and I speak of both Houses
any one who has watched the working of it -that if the membership were reduced one-

for the last few years when these bonuses half and the pay doubled, we would be sure

have been granted, knows perfectly well, of getting a better class of men. It would

though it is a disagreeable thing to have to cost the country no more than at present
say, that there is an exodus of members of and would improve the representation of the

both Houses just about the close of the PeoPle'
session; and this is almost an inducement to Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Who
make them feel that they can do that. would retire first 9
Therefore, I would rather see this arrange-
ment made permanent, unless it is done away Hon. Mr. DEVER,-The hon. gentleman
with altogether. from Victoria would not retire any way if

,he could help it. These are the views I hold,
Hon. Mr. DEVER-I think I can speak and I believe they are held very extensively

from experience on this subject about as well by other gentlemen, too. I do not hope that
as most members as I have been here a long such a reformation will take place, but I
time. I cannot find fault with one govern- only wish it could, because I think if the
ment more than an other. I have always Senate were composed of half the number
found, during the last thirty years that the and if they attended to their duty day by
great rush of business generally comes in day, without interruptions and adjourn-
near the close of the session. What I am ments, or giving to one party or another a
finding fault with at the present time, and number of days to enable him to go here
what I have found fault with at other times, and there, it would be better, because the
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legislation of the country could be done at
most in ten weeks instead of four or five
months. I throw out these views to the
House and lay them before the government.
hoping it may be possible that they may be
considered, perhaps when I am no longer
here but in another world. These are my
views and I think if they could be adopted
and a change made in the direction I point
out-because a change will have to take
place in the Senate before long-it would
be very acceptable to the country and I
believe we would get a better class of
legislators.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-There
is another important point to be considered.
Have we a right to amend this bill? This
is an appropriation bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHER VILLE--And
if we amend it we shall probably have the
pleasure of receiving from the House of
Commons notice that they will not agiee to
the amendments, and then we will say that
we do not insist on the arndments. I
think one message of that kind in the session
is enough.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no doubt
whatever that this is an appropriation bill,
and that this House has no power to amend
it. I do not know that members take their
fifteen days at the end of the session.
There are a good many legal gentlemen in
the other House, and during the period the
courts are in session they go away to attend
to their cases. There are others who leave
for the purpose of attending to their business
as bankers and nierchants. So that if we
look at the time that members are away, we
will find that'it is pretty evenly distributed
over the session, almost from the very begin-
ning. There may be a few who have no
special business to call them away, who feel
that they are entitled to the fifteen days,
and will take them at the end of the session.
I believe the experience of the House of
Commons is, that after that the House pro-
gresses more rapidly with the public busi-
ness, and I am not at all sure, if we were to
carry the amendments suggested by the hon.
gentleman from Richmond, and provide that
these fifteen days should not be taken at

any time during the last month of the ses-
sion, that we would have a shorter session
than we have now. I think the House will
find on the whole that it is better to accept
the bill from the Commons in its present
forn, and if any hon. gentleman desires next
session to amend this bill in the direction
mentioned by the hon. gentleman from
Richmond, the amendment could be pro-
posed by a member of the House of Com-
mons. I do not for a moment admit that
the principle contended for by my hon.
friepd- I think erroneously-in another bill
is applicable to this, that if the bouse passes
it, we are bound, by some sort of mysterious
compact, not to make any alteration in it
afterwards,

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not agree
with the leader of the House when he says
he hopes the sessions will become shorter.
We have a very large country to deal with,
and this year more than half the legislation
has come from the western country, which
is certainly not going to decrease. It is
going to increase. At the present moment
a very large number of members come a long
distance, and are forced to neglect their
private affairs, but people living in the east
are net obliged te do that, and it is a greater
hardship on those who have to make these
sacrifices.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-I
should like to hear the opinion of the Speaker
as to whether it is an appropriation bill.

The SPEAKER-It seems to me that
this is clearly a bill providing for the appro-
priation of money, and consequently I do
not think the amendment is in order.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I how to the decision
of the chair.

The amendment was withdrawn.

The bill was then read the second and
third times and passed.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

RETURNED FROM THE COMMONs.

A message was received from the House
of Commons returning Bill (71) " An Act
further to amend the Weights and Measures
Act," and stating that they had agreed to
the amendments made by the Senate with
an amendment.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How will it read i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is some doubt
as to whether the bushel capacity was Win-
chester or Imperial, and the Commons
struck out the word "Winchester " and left
the word " bushel."

Hon. Mr. POWER-To leave room for
litigation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know that
there is any opportunity for litigation, because
I think there is a statute abolishing the
Winchester bushel which was passed some
years ago. I met sone of the officers here
yesterday, who came over with Mr. Pater-
son to discuss the subject, and they main-
tained that the bushel of capacity now in
use was an Imperial blishel. An Imperial
bushel is 2,212 1 The Winchester bushel
is2,215 42 I am quite satisfied that the
sixty pounds of wheat average quality is the
weight of a Winchester bushel. At al]
events, the Departnent of Inland Revenue
will decide that by actual experiment and
act accordingly.

Hon. Vr. FERGUSON-I think now we
have just got back to the point where we
started from.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -My hon. friend
the leader of the opposition, stated that
instead of the smaller tests, as formerly
used, it should be less than sixty pounds.
The leader of the House suggested that it
shall be no smaller quantity than the Win-
chester bushel. Now the House of Commons
strikes out the word " Winchester," and we
get back to the bushel which, under the law,
is sixty pounds.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that there is a bushel by weight and a
bushel by capacity. You want to test the
quality of a bushel by weight as well as by
capacity, and the objection to sixty pounds
was that you could not test the bushel at
all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Commons have gone beyond that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If the amend-
ment will now provide that it shall be a bushel
of capacity I can then understand it, but

I think it will be a bushel of weight, and
accordingly where there is no expressed un-
derstanding to the contrary, a bushel is
sixty pounds. Unless it expressly says it
shall be a bushel in capacity we shall have
sixty pounds.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The amendment of the Commons leaves out
the whole of the amendment made by the
Senate. It places the bill in precisely where
it was before we made any amendment. The
word " Winchester " is not the only word
left out. It says "leave out from capacity"
and it leaves out all from this word " capa-
city " to "Winchester measure," leaving it
exactly as the bill was before we amended
it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I see now that
they have struck out that whole amendment.
The hon. gentleman from London has had
his way.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, it is the gentleman who voted for a
measure of a sixteenth part of a bushel.
The government have undertaken to fix a
measure by which the farmer is wronged in
the weights of every bushel of grain he
sells, let them take the responsibility.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the Senate
do not iisist upon its amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Communs with Bill (172) " An Act further
to amend the Inland Revenue Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-What
is the effect of that?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
have to give me time, I will require to look
at two or three of these chapters before I
could tell. I cannot say that I admire this
method of amending the law.

Hon. Mr. POWER--It means, I think,
that the weight is to be computed on the
tobacco dry.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman had better give notice
that he will move the second reading at the
next sitting, and in the meantime he can
find out what the bill implies. It is a mat-
ter of great importance, interfering with the
revenue, and we should have time to get in-
formation about it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-I will move the second
reading now and move the House into com-
mittee upon it at the next sitting.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-I think the
amendments have been asked by the manu-
facturers of tobacco. They thought it was
very unjust to pay the duty. There was a
duty on the leaf when it came in, and then
an excise duty. In passing this bill, as pre-
sented to the House just now, I think you
will render justice to the manufacturers, as
I believe they have paid on more pounds
than there were really in the packages.
The tobacco is moist and they had to pay on
the moisture. By this bill they will only
have to pay the amount of duty that the
government means to exact. They will not
have to pay it on the moisture, but on the
actual weight.

will be. I know there are constant applica-
tions made on the part of manufacturers for
changes in the duty. Some reqire the
whole system changed and an imposition on
the raw leaf and no excise at all ; the same I
think as they do in some other countries.
This is one of those peculiar bills brought
before us amending certain clauses and
repealing other clauses affecting the revenue
of the country, and we are asked to accept
it at a moment's warning without knowing
anything at all about it. I am glad my hon.
friend has given us some little inkling or
idea of what the bill contains.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend asked
that the second reading should stand till the
next sitting, that is after eight o'clock, and
I do not object.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-[n
the meantime, I should like to have a copy
of the bill so that I can have it before me
to compare it with the law now upon the
statute-book. It must be printed before we
can consider it.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-I hope my
hon. friend will not put anything in the way
of carrying this bill, as he will find that it is
in the interests of the manufacturers. I do
not think the government should exact any
duty they are not entitled to. They levy on
the excise as well as on the customs.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What do they allow for ioisture? Do they impose customs and excise besides.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-Nothing
now, I suppose they will after this, I have
been told by some manufacturers of tobacco
that they have come several times before
the government with a request for legislation
in this direction and at last they have
succeeded.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is a very good thing to have some members
of the Senate who are able to explain gov-
ernment bills when they are brought before
us; otherwise we would have to ask for a
great deal of time to consider them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes:

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am glad that my hon. f riend agrees with me;
it is not often that he does. He has had the
advantage of a practical man to tell him
what the bill means and what its effect

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-They begin
by imposing customs duty and then they
impose an excise duty. They levy the duty
on the weight, and consequently we pay an
excise duty on the water.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is this a removal
of the customs or the excise ?

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE--J think the
removal would be on the customs.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I move that this bill
be read the second time at the next sitting
of this House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is some ques-
tion as to the next sitting of the House.
We decided there should be two sittings
each day, and it was decided yesterday that
the first sitting to-day should be at eleven,
and I think this present sitting is the last
one.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. MILLS-If after eight o'clock
The r.ext sitting would be the third sitting'there is another session there is no object in
to-day. I would like to ask my hon. friend delay.
from Halifax, who bas more knowledge of
the rules of the House than I have, whether,
in adopting the motion made by the MinisterD
of Justice that we should sit at eleven to take that for granted, that there is no
o'clock, and three, and eight o'clock in the other session. I contend that it is another
same day, that repeals the rule that one full session. The lon. gentleman made a motion
day nust elapse between any two stages. that the House should meet at three and

day nustelape beweenanyadjourn at six, and meet again at eight. H1e
Hon. M r. POWER-What happened was subsequently made another motion that we

this: the Minister of Justice moved that should meet at eleven to-day, so that really
there should be, after the day he made we have three days in one day.
the motion, two sittings of the House and
then it was decided that, inasmuch as com- Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Hear, hear.
mittees were still sitting in the morning, the
sittings should be at three o'clock and eight
o'clock in the afternoon, instead of one sit-
ting in the forenoon, as was the usual prac-
tice, and it was further understood that
when the committees had ceased to sit, then
the session was to be at eleven. That was
in substitution for the meeting at eight
o'clock in the evening, and as I take it now,
we have met this afternoon, and as there are
only two meetings in the day, there is no
further meeting to-day beyond the one at
three o'clock.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-A
motion can be made now for the House to
meet at eight o'clock.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Oh, yes. The hon.
leader of the opposition is anxious to get
information, and I presume the Secretary of
State bas all the information that is neces-
sary to enable us to grapple with this
measure now, and perhaps the hon. gentle:
man will withdraw bis objection and let it
go through.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-.
What surprises me is that the hon. member
for Halifax, who is so well up in the rules
of the House, shculd not have answered the
question I put to him, whether the motion
to meet twice in the same day repeals that
rule of the House which declares that one
full day shall pass between the two stages
of a bill; otherwise no bill can be pro-
oeeded with until one day has elapsed be-
tween the time

Hon. Mr. POWER-Of course it repeals
it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not so sure that it does repeal it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is quite wrong;
there has never been any motion that there
should be three meetings the same day.
There is a motion that there should be two
sessions a day, one at three and the other at
eight, until the committees have ceased
sitting, after which time it was stated that
we would sit in the morning, and the hon.
Minister of Justice yesterday moved that we
sit to-day at eleven o'clock, and it does not
follow that we meet three times a day.

The motion was agreed to.

NORTH-WEST IRRIGATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

CONSIDERATION OF COMMONS AMENDMENTS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons returning Bill (146) "An Act
to amend and consolidate the North-west
Irrigation Act of 1894-95," stating that the
Commons had agreed to the amendnents
made by the Senate, with the exception of
the amendment on the second page, line 36,·
"insert the maximum rates which were
charged by the licensee," to which the Com-
mons disagreed for the reason that it is im-
practicable to fix a maximum rate before
the conclusion of the work and before it is
ascertained what the cost of constructing
and maintaining the same would be.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When this amend-
ment was carried I understood the hon.
member from Calgary to say that if it was
going to seriously affect the bill he would
not insist uponý it. I do not think the hon.
gentleman is here, so that I think it would
be as well for the House not to insist upon
this amendment.
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Hon. M r. WOOD-He is here; he was
in the House a little while ago.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then I will let it
stand.

TARIFF ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the first reading
of Bill (171) "An Act to amend the Customs
Tariff Act of 1897." He said: The Act
inakes provision for substituting another
clause for clause six of the Customs Tariff
Act of 1897. The only new words in it are
the following, "or otherwise dealt with as the
Minister of Customs directs." This is with
reference to certain contraband goods. It
was found, 1 suppose, that there were some
goods that ought net to be destroyed and
the minister ought te have some discretionary
powers to know what to do with them. Tiien
the bill extends, as hon. gentlemen are aware
who have read the debates, that preferential
tariff to certain British -colonies which are
named, and to any other British colony or
possession the customs tariff of which is on
the whole as favourable to Canada as the
British preferential tariff herein referred to.
Hon. gentlemen will probably recollect that
an appeal has been made to the British
parliament for some relief te the British
West Indians in consequence of the boun-
ties paid on sugar by France and Ger-
many, and that the sugar industry of
the West India Islands, which was the
main industry, as hon. gentlemen know, bas
fallen so far away that they are suffering.
The values of property have gone down se
niuch that the British government, as pro-
bably hon. gentlemen who have followed the
debates there know, have intimated the pro-
bability of their doing something te aid
them ; and we thought it would be a grace-
ful thing on our part te say that we are
also prepared to do something. Our trade
with them, it is true, is net very large, but
we propose te cultivate it, and we propose te
extend the preferential tariff te the West
India Islands, and subsequently to other
British colonies but I do not know that it
takes in any other but New South Wales.
There is a proviso, however, to the following
effect:

Provided, however, that manufactured articles to
be admitted under such preferential tariff shall be
bona ede the manufactures of a country or countries
entitled to the benefits of such tariff, and that such

benefits shall not extend to the importation of articles
into the production of which there has not entered a
substantial portion of the labour of such countries.
Any uestion arising as to any article being entitled
to such benefits shall be decided by the Minister of
Customs, whose decision shall be final.

The article with reference te raw sugar is:
2. Raw sugar, including all sugar described in

item 436 of schedule A, may, when imuported direct
from any British colony or possession, be entered for
duty or taken out of warehouse for consumption in
Canada at the reduced rate of duty provided in the
British preferential tariff.

At first the intention was te extend it
only to the West India Islands, but there
are one or two islands on the Pacific that
are producing sugar. I do not know that
we are doing any trade with them, but we
thought it as well to extend it to them-
Fiji, for instance, and some other islands.
Then, in the tariff of last year there was a
mistake in item 221 which reads as follows :

India rubber boots and shoes, and all manufactures
of India rubber and gutta percha, n.o.p., twenty-five
per cent ad valorem.

It was intended at that time that
belting should be included and it
clerical errer that it was omitted.
change will make the item read:

rubber
was a

The

221. India rubber boots and shoes ; rubber belting,
rubber cement and all manufactures of India rubber
and gutta percha, u.p.p.. twenty-five pet cent ad
valorem.

The statement made by the Minister of
Finance and the Minister of Customs shows
that it was intended that rubber belting
should be included in that item. In 435 of
the customs tariff of last year, under the
heading of sugar, syrup and molasses, it
reads that the duty on all sugar above No.
16 Dutch standard in colour, and all refined
sugar of whatever kind, grades or standards
shall be one cent per pound, and 436 is as
follows :-

Sugar, n.e.s., above No. 16 Dutch standard in
colour, sugar drainings or punipkins drained in transit
melado or concentrated melado, tank bottoms and
sugar concrete. one-half cent per pound.

The polariscope test has been introduced
in lieu of the specific. Instead of taking 16
Dutch standard and charging, as the tariff
now charges, at se much per pourid, the
polariscope test is made te apply. It reads
now:

435. All sugar above No. 16 Dutch standard in
colour, and all refined sugars of whatever kinds, grades
or standards, testing not more than eighty-eight de-
grees by the polariscope, one dollar and eight cents
per one hundred pounds, and for each additional de-
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gree one and one-half cent per one hundred pounds.
.ractions of five-tenths of a degree or less not to be
subject to duty, and fractions of more than five-tenths
to be dutiable as a degree.

436. Sugar n.e.s. not above number sixteen Dutch
standard in colour, sugar drainings or pumpings
drained in transit, inelado or concentrated nielado,
tank bottoms and sugar concrete, testing not more
than seventy-five de rees by the polariscope, forty
cents per one hundred pounds, and for each additional
degree one and one-half cent per one hundred pounds.
Fractions of five-tenths of a degree or less not to be
subject to duty, and fractions of more than five-tenths
to be dutiable as a degree. The usual package in
which imported to be free.

Hon. gentlemen will probably recollect
the MIinister of Finance made the statement
in his budget speech, -nd those changes are
simply in conformity with the changes he
announced. Items 445 and 446 are re-
pealed. Those items related to tobacco.
The puzzle that we had before us a few
moments agoisexplained. These are trans-
ferred for the collection of duty, from the
customs to the excise. It is not done in a
very clear way, but this bill repeals the
authority of the customs collection, and that
part of the bill which we have been endea-
vouring to unravel gives authority to the
Excise Department to collect the revenue at
the same figures, ten cents per pound for the
unstemmed and fourteen cents for the
stemmed.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- Do I understand
this customs duty is on the raw leaf, or on
the manufactured article as well ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On the raw leaf.
There was an object in tranaferring it. In
the customs they do not allow for evapora-
tion of the moisture: in the excise they do,
so that the manufacturer gets an advantage
in that way by the diminution in the
weight.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He does not pay
duty on the water 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, he does not pay
duty on the water.

Hon.' Mr. VILLENEUVE-There will
be only one to collect instead of two.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then on and after the
1st June, 1897, tobacco manufactured for
excise purposes under conditions of the In-
land Revenue Act-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Leaving out the limit?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. The Excise
Act we had just now is explained by this
bil], because the repealed sections are re-
enacted for the Inland Revenue. In the
British preferential tariff, articles entitled
to the benefit of this preferential tariff come
under the duties mentioned in section 17
schedule (A).

On articles entitled to the benefits of this prefer-
ential tariff under section seventeen, the duties men-
tioned in schedule A shall be reduced as follows :
The reduction shall be one-fourth of the duty men-
tioned in schedule A, and the duty to be levied, col-
lected and pad shall be three-fourths of the duty
rnentioned in schedule A.

Provided, however, that this reduction shall not
apply to any of the following articles and that such
articles shall in ail cases be subject to the duties
nentioned i schedule A, iz. wines, nalt iquors,
spirits, spirituous liquors, liquid medicines and arti-
cles containing alcohol, tobacco, cigars and cigar-
ettes.

It takes out sugar, as far as the British
colonies are concerned, from the former
schedule. As my hon. friend will remember,
sugar was not originally in the perferential
column. The concluding clause of the bill
is :

Except has herein otherwise provided, this Act shall
be held to have conie into force on the sixth day of
April, in the present year, one thousand eight hun-
dred and ninety-eight.

That is the day the minister made the
announcement of those changes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
fore the bill is read the second time, I wish
to call the attention of the hon. gentleman
to this fact: here is a bill which perhaps
it is useless for us to discuss, for the simple
reason that we have no power to change,
alter or amend it; but I ask any one whether,
from the explanation given by the hon. Secre-
tary of State, he can understand the effect·
which these changes will have upon the
trade of the country, unless he is very
familiar with the subject. We are asked
to adopt this, which we must do or reject it,
without really knowing what we are doing.
There is this much about it, however, which
presses itself very forcibly on my mind after
hearing the statement made by the hon.
gentleman, and the reading of the clauses of
the bill. It is a matter of congratulation to
the country, and certainly to those who hold
the views that I do on trade questions, and
which was one of the fundamental principles
that guided the last government in their
tariff policy, and that is, that the hon. gen-
tlemen are advancing as rapidly as they



possibly can, towards protection. I con- and other articles of that character which
gratulate them and the country upon that are inported into the country, and upon
fact. Notwithstanding all their declara- which test the duty was levied. I pointed
tions in favour of free trade, every step that out last year-J do not know that 1 spoke of
they are taking is in the direction of protec- it in the House but J did to the gentlemen
tion. There is one fault, however, in their who were to carry out the law-that their
policy which characterized it in the past, having gone back to the colour test of sugar,
and which they appear to be determined to what is known as the Dutch standard, would
continue. We are told that there is a clerical open the door to fraud which it was impos-
error. It is not the first Finance Minister J sible to prevent.
have heard say, when he had made a mistake Hon. Mr. SCOTI But the law had heen
that it was a clerical error. J remember chan"ed b
hearing a great deal of condemnation of a
Finance Minister for using that expression
wlhen he wanted to change the rate of duty What iaw?
imposed upon any one article, and now we
have a clerical error on the part of this per-
fect administration and its Finance Minister, Hon. Sir MACKENZJE BOWELL-
and that clerical error is in the right direc-
tion-rather the correction of the clerical Cerinly tete
error is in the right direction, and I congratu-
late my hon. friend the Minister of Justice Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Did you not change
upon the fact that the part of a govern- it back again
ment that is improving in that particular,
and that he is foregoing in practice, if not in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
thought and sentiment, the Cobden theory No, you changed it from the polariscope test,
which has characterized his whole political to the Dutch standard, and now you are
life, since I had the pleasure of knowing harking back. If the change in testing the
him. I should like to know very much, for strength of sugar by the polariscope had not
my own satisfaction, who the manufacturer been made, and the Dutch standard had
of this-kind of rubber belting is, so that I not been adopted in its place, it would not
could be able to cone to a conclusion whether now be necessary to go back to the polaris-

the increased duty of five per cent on hisc cope test.

be]ting is the resuit of political influence, or Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
a desire to encourage and protect that par- can correct me if J arn wrong. thought
ticular industry. If they can help their the polariscope test was not in force in 1896.
political friends ky increasing the duty on
his manufactured articles, I have no objec- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tion ; but J would much rather, in a such The polariscope test was adopted before Sir
cases have the increase based upon principle John Macdonald's death. I established a
rather than favouritism. laboratory in Ottawa to which samples of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it is a friend
of the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
much the better. If such be the case, then
I again congratulate the hon. gentlemen
that they are actuated by political principle
and not by a desire to confer a favour. So
long as they do that, and go on increasing
the protection to home industries, they will
receive the congratulation and the support
of members of the Senate who think as I do
on this question. There is another wonder-
ful change in this bill. I had the honour of
changing the mode of testing sugars, molasses

all the sugar imported into every section of
the country had to be sent, in order to be
tested. I met the condemnation and dis-
approval of every sugar importer in Halifax,
St. Johns, Vancouver and Victoria. In reply
to all the opposition that was given to the
policy then adopted by the government, they
were told that the government would not
recede from the stand they had taken until
one year's trial of the new systern was had ;
and it was very gratifying to the govern-
ment, and more particularly so to myself
when a gentleman like Mr. Jones, of Halifax,
whose political opinions and predilections
were well known, and who had taken strong
grounds, not so much against the polariscope
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test, as against the establishment of a labora-
tory in Ottawa-six months after it had been
in operation, when he visited Ottawa, after
examining the laboratory, he said he would
not on any consideration go back to
the old systeu ; for the simple reason that
when a cargo of sugar came in, all he
had to do was to say to the owners, " I will

give you so much per 100 lbs. based upon
the government test, as to strength." One
of the great advantages that the trade en-
joyed by the ade#ion of one system, and
one of the great advantages that accrued
to the revenue of the country, was the
fact that there was but one establishment
in which the test of the sacharine strength
of the sugar was made; while on the other
hand, if you had a laboratory in each of the
importing ports, you would have just so
many more otticers, who might be said to be
tanpered with, and great loss to the revenue
might accrue. You can easily understand
that a 16th or a 32nd part of a degree in
strength on a cargo of sugar makes a great
difference. The government has taken a
wise course on going back to the old system,
and still further on having adopted a
systeni by which cheating and fraud,
which could be perpetrated under the
Dutch standard, is no& so likely to oc-
cur. Under the polariscope test, if it is
properly carried out, the frauds which vere
perpetrated in the past cannot occur. As
an illustration, I have known, when I was
Minister of Customs, Java sugar to be
put on my table that with the colour
test, would be admitted at the lowest
possible rate of duty-under nine-and yet
by the simple process of putting water upon
it, shaking it up and letting it seule, you
could pour off the water as black as ink, and
in doing that twice, the residue would come
up to 12 or 14 Dutch standard, but when you
tested it by the pclariscope it actually proved
to have a strength of 95 per cent, and 100
is the highest. That is one reason which led
the government to adopt the policy to which
my hon. friend has returned. But what is
the most important point in this, as I under-
stand it, is that they have increased the duty
upon refined sugars over 16, and have reduced
the duties upon the raw material, so that
they give those " bloated monopolists," of
whom we have heard so much-these "rob-
bers" of the poor people-actually greater
protection than the protectionist government
gave them.

83

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Is that in this
bill?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Certainly, it is the effect of this bill. If the
bill which the hon. gentleman has placed in
our hands, and the interpretation he has
put upon it, is correct, and the figures
which he has given is right, there is no
doubt about it that the sugar retiners
have a much greater protection than they
had under the law as it existed before these
changes. I do not say that they have a
greater protection than they had under the
tariff which was placed on the statute-book
by the Conservative party; but I do say
that they have ample protection under this
bill to carry on their work without any fear
of successful competition froin foreigners,
and I am very glad that such is the fact.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Do we repeal item
534 and 536?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, they are repealed. I am also in favour
of the extension of the preferential clauses
of the tariff, as far as they are extended to
the British Colonies. But in this, as in other
instances affecting the tariff, I think they
have committed the same blunder that they
did in placing the preferential tariff upon
the statute-book. The reason given by the
government for extending these privileges
to the West Indies is to help theim out of
their difficulties.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Rear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is, we are to join the mother country
in extending trade to one of her colonies in
order to help them, when she cannot help
them. I am pleased to know that we occupy
that important position. It is gratifying to
every Canadian to learn that they can help a
sister colony, but there is no reason why
there should not be a concession asked from
the West Indian Islands in return for the
benefit which we give them-had you in-
stead of imposing a duty upon the raw
material, said to them : " We will allow your
raw material to come into Canada free, or
at a very nominal rate, to cover cost, if you
like, if you will give us in return a reduction
upon those agricultural products, food which
we have to export and which you now re-
ceive not from Canada or from the British
colonies, but from the United States."
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lon. Mr. BO ULTON-They night niake I shall inake a hundred thousand dollars by
a better bargain with the United States, if it." i replied "do you suppose for a moment
you went on that principle, that if the governinent made the change

Hion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL they would permit you to keep, without pay-
ing duty on the imense quantity of raw

No, they tried that ; there mas a concession; material you now have in bond? That is
made by the late government of the -United contrary to the principles of the whole
States in favour of these colonies. But tariff and if you have any such idea as that,
when that which was supposed to be a c:m- you had better baoish it from your mind at
cession was tested, proved not to be a co onc- ; t oent a customs d as
cession. inpo>ed the full ainount of duty would be

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Tlhev are negotiatinc collected for every ounce of tobacco vou
with the United States. have in bond to day." When he ascertained

that, lie wvas not so anxious to iave the
Hon. Sir .MACKENZIE BOWELL- change made. I offer no opinion now, but

That is one reason why we should have ne- no doubt the departnent have seen the
gotiated with them). The moment the Unitedi error into which they had fallen and have
States saw you were giving tlheu an advan- now gone back to the old mnethod. T an
tage, and that it was probable the trade of gratitied, in the interest of the trade of
Canada would flow in thbat direction, they this country, that the govern ment have
at once took steps in the direction of secuing extended preferential trade to the different
trade. I would have gone further and said colonies. The principal colony that it wili

ri duce your tariff upon flour and bacon affect in the Pacific, is not New South Wales,
and upon all articles where there is a high as indicated by the Secretary of State,
duty and vt will give you raw sugar free." but Queensland, which is the sugar produe
Then we would have a tolerably good market ing colony of the antipodes. It will also
for the products of the soil of Canada in re- aflect Fiji, because Fiji produces an admuir-
turi for giving concessions in the matter of able qullity of sugar, better than Queensland
the products of their islands. That is the produces; and as ouri pre-sent line of steamers,
view I hold, and I believe it is a correct wî'hat we cal] the Canadian-Austraian ine,
view upon which to carry on negotiations of have changed their route, and instead of
this kind. In reference to the question having a direct route froni Vancouver
of tobacco, I begin to understand really jto Sydney, New South W lad asked
what the two bills mean, when you take permission before I left office to stop
then together. There bad beei a constant at Fiji and also at New Zealand, and with
demand on the governnment by a certain the concssions which hve been made,
manufacturer in Montreal. -mv on. friend I hope it wi!l enable the steamship
I dare say knows himu very weil-to change lines wvhich we are subsidizing, to secure a
the modeof collectingduty uponrawnaterial. large trade in sugar fron the Australasian
le has been the government for col w The greaturgîg ooonies, v hici inelu(IC Fiji. Ilgea
the last six or seven vears to change from trouble in the past has been that while they
the excise to the customils duty. I an speak- have fuli cargoes outward fromn Vanicouver,
ing of the former governiment, and I suppose as mucb freigbt as tbey can possibly carry,
he continued it with this governmnent. and more, they have never had any return

Hon.Mr.SCOT--Tror cutots t ~-freight, lit nce the triide bias not, been asHoni. Mr. SCOTT-Fromn customs to ex- 1 ?
cise I think the lion. gentleman means. piofitabie to tbe sbip-ovners as it otherwise

Nvould have been. This concession, 1 hope,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- will stinlate the growth of a greater quan-

No, excise to custois. Last session the tit of sugar in Australasia, by which our
present minister met that denand to the steanship Unes can bo made profitable.
extent tiat appears upon the statute-book, That is another step in the riAlt direction,
to-day, of cianging it from the excise to and it is a step in the direction of the
customs. Now the hon. gentlemen are poiicy of the late govt mnment, and ns long
going back again from the customs to the as they continue in a policy wiich they tried
excise. We distinctly refused to aceede to to uproot, and said they vould uproot, the
his request. That gentleman had the better it ii be for the prosperity of Canada.

oo sto say to me, "if Non will do tis r saw in the newspapersI didnot see it
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the bill-a proposition that was made in the Secretary of State, I have again to compli-
Customs Department to change the customs ment the government on the fact that they
law in reference to a deduction which is to are reaching that point which I think every
be made upon liquors which are in bond. I lover of his country ought to attain, that is
do not know whether we are to have that the protection of every industry in the
law this session or not. country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have not seen any Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is gratifying to
reference to it. know that the hon. gentleman's criuicisms

are nearly ail in favour of the changes which.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I the goverrnment are making. In reference

saw it stated in the newspapers, and heard to this polariscope test there is a point I
of a discussion in the other Flouse upon the would draw attention to. The Act of 1894
subject. It is done in the interests of the is only applicable to the lower grades of
temperance people, particularly the prohibi- sUgalr. We have improved the good example
tion people. Under the law as it exists, the set by my hon. friend, and we are applying
quaimlity of spirits that go into bond is the the polariscope to the higher grade.
quantity upon which the duty bas to be paid
when it is taken out of bond. So that if Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
you put in a cask of spirits of any kind, and think that is an improveient, but it is not
it evaporates five or ten per cent during the so necessary in the interest of the revenue
time it is in hond, that is not taken into as the other.
consideration% when the duty is paid. There
are many reasons whicli ave justified that Hon. Mr. BOULTON-While, as the hon.
systei in the past. it bas been the law leader of the opposition says we have no
ever since 1 have know'n anytling aboèut the pw, )Per to amend this bill, I cannot take the
Custons Act. The proposition now is, that sanme view he takes on the principle of pre-
if the merchant plaes spirits of any kind ferable trade. I desire to take the opportu-
in bond, lie is to be allowed so nuch reduc- nity of expressing my views upon the tariff
tion in the duty he pays, in proportion to policy of the government as so far developed.
the evaporation, whîîcli takes place and is While I have opposed the government on
guaged by the length of tine the liquor i account of their not having carried out their
is in hond. So that if anybody goes and pledges of reforn in the administration of
taps it and takes a gallon out, and the evap- the public lands, in the granting of subsidies
oration does not take place, of course the which they used to charge against the late
nierchant at once will say "Oh that is the -overnnient were corrupt in their intention,
percentage of evaporatioi." Those who in not having initiated the abolition of pro-
are judges of liquiors say that liquor is tection from the tariff, in not instituting
improved by age and evaporation, because measures of economîy in the government of
it is the deleterious properties of the lîquor the country, in not having upheld principle
that evaporate. I am pointing this out as the guiding force of our national life. I
particularly to my lion. friend fron Sarnia, support thein in the principle of preferential
because I know he is interested in having trade which secured the denounceinent of the
"clieap liquor " in the country and the German and Belgian treaties and paved the
result will be the merchant will pay less way for an inter-inperial commerce upon the
duty upon the spirit wlich he imports and basis offree trade. The preferential clause in
the consumer will be enabled to get a better ourtariff, with which Sir Wilfrid Laurier was
quality of liquor at a cheaper iate. I sup- armed wen lie attended the Jubilee celebra-
pose when we take the health of a person tion of Ikr iMajesty's long reign and vhich
into consideration, it is conmendable. I was made an Occasion for the meeting of the
have now made remarks which I intended premiers of the colonies of the British Empire
to make when the budget came down, based with the Colonial Secretary to deliberate
upon the tariff and its changes, and I shall upon inter-imperial relations, vas a loyal and
not take the opportunity of repeating patriotic move on the unes that conmend
them. Though I have but a cursory know- themselves to my judgment. Being in Lon-
ledge of the contents of the bill as it don at the time of the Jubilee, which I
has been introduced and explained by the attended as part of the Canadian contingent

are hnh atnebh ubleclba
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representing Canada on that auspicious a free trale basis, a valuable and ever increasing ur-
occasion, I supported those views by a letter cbasing market vill be established which must

stren gn the forces and increase the wealth of the
to the London Times of the 2nd July last, BritihEpire.
which, with the permission of hon. gentlemen, One of the obstacles to the carrying of this policy is
I will read, in order that it may go on ourandI wil rad, n oderthatiL ay g onourBelgiin which, wvbi1e it does not forbiJ the British
Hansard as one of the forces that helped to governîneat discriminating in favour of her colonies,
bring about an ad vanced step in our imperial forbids the colonies discriminating in favour if GreatBritain witout extending the sanie policy to al those
relations at a critical. period of the delibera- nations with whoin we have aîost-fav oured nation
tions of our premier and his imperial col- treaties in conjnetion ith the ritish governient.
leagues: It is this anobialy that Canada acting withi lier

rights has set about abolishing. Since those two
To the Editor of the Tithe t treaties were negotiated, Canada has elarged her

boundarie, and lier ielfgoverning poiers hae been
SmgAs a representative of the Canadian Senate, constantly added to, even, fvouen e so desired, to

I desire to take the opportunity of expressing r fy the egotiation of lier ow treaties. Cin adiauo car-
viewsupon the quiestion that is up)erîioýt in the miids ait se that there sould be a y obstacle to enterng
of publi mca at the preseat eionent as to what is t into doser trade relations with m the iweother Coutry or
follow upon the footsteps of th inaginifident escort that te British uctire at large Brithout oefernce to the
accopanied Her (racious -Majesty to St. Pauls tra( e of other nations. Th tariff bi now passed s
Cager uhan the day of Her Diand .. blee-an ii force giving a discrimination of 12 lier cent this
escort in hich every corner of the world was repre. year, ti be icreased to 25 lier cent next year, in
sente(l and the physical pîower of the Britis Eimpire favour of British trade. This action canaot very bell
was displayed. It nay fairly be said that the m;oth be broiagt uinder the ptreat of iternational law,
year of ner Majesty' accession to the throne miarked because it is a faiily niatter and there is a reeinedy.
the conipletion of the foundatioen of the iiisperial Eitlier the British governitnt or the Gernan or
structure wbich lias been slowly but surely building Belgian go verimment have the pîower to give a year's
durif g the Victoiaî era. The fora of architecture 1 notice tis denoirce tue areaty that iterferecd with
whic will sape the siuperstriiture to at lias yt inter-i i perial trade, or recogize tie justice of our
to be raised upon this fondation dil1. iu ail pro- daim, a d althongh the Canadian goveriinent have
babinity, take as lorneg to develop itself ad to loyally emnbodied ii the prefcrential clatse of
complete but we have to be building ail the their tarif a practical stibinission tci inierial inter-
time. Canada has been welI received through ets in tuhe question of these tieaties, vet the fact
ber comtribution to the coloniat forces fn thhroigh that the ite tarif is o0v operatihe is siticent
her hreViier. These are two or three reasons evidence of theirn xiety tr have a firee bad i dealing
that inake us feel that ber reception bas been with their free trade interests between Englaîîd anti
esichally sari. One is that durig the Vie- Canada. e n the eco nice force of free trade
toriai era se bas evolved ot of a fend tll coynes to be ap ied to the British Enpire at large,
provinces a natinal life whieh governs alf of ad which on eoloay after anither can fal into len
tie North Anerican cotinent under t e Britis they ar trepared, it ofll serve as a greater oject
constitution, toe best rIe f political hife yet less to te nations if the enrtea, indo cause their
known in the princiales of governnent. Sre has eodle to struggle to throv off the siniav ter influences
tmphasied the loyalty of ber French-Canadian popu- of protection. anad is in advance of the other parts
lation trough Sir Wilfrid Lautrier, a represe metatve of the British Empire ia lier potitical life. For thirty
of the race, wbo have been sons of Canadian a so for years s e has been a nation of conh erated lrovinces,
several hundred years. Last but not least, Canada each part of the ational autom y thus created
bas taken the birst step to place British workeen on working vithin their own himits under the British
the saie plane as Canadian orken in Canadian constitution C iita the most perfect freedom of action
markets, hich inay also be said to be the first lracti- and without friction. Ia the prootion of free trade
cal step towards i perial unity. That stp lias not princiles she is able to act as a nit and shold the
been taken for tye purpose of developing inperial people of the Uaited States continue tou maintain
protection, thich finds its advocates, but iiperial their hostile tarif, she will beconie, under a new
free trade. Canadians have corne to realize that pro- economic force the field frot phich the foreig trade of
tection iwi any forum is a corrpt influence and re- the Ainerican continent will be promoted upon the
strictive to trade, and that a change is desirable; and largest scale. These are questions which are now
as England admits our products f ree, we desire to egagig the attention of the British statesmen. i
expand our trade in that direction by the rernoval of may therefore, be l)ardoned for occupying so much
the restrictive taxation which we now impose upon of your space ta advancing a Canadman vie . The
British goods. It is free trade that gives Egland Canadian contingent returs hoe on Saturday, and
ber eiornous purchasiag power for the surplus of the both officers and men will carry wmot theun the live-
word's products, and by the removal of ail taxation liest recollection of the kndess and attention tey
from the necessaries of life enables ber abouring bave received on aIl ands, and the unbounded hos-
population to minantain a constant expansion of bier pitality that bas been extended to, them, and the
trade, at the same tine constanty adding to their friendsip they bave forned in Chelsea Barracks
own comforts. The adoption of t e saine policy by uile acting together at the frst imperial unit of
Canadians will contribute furtber to the expansion of British forces gathered in from aIl parts of the world
ber own trade in the world's arkets. W ile Cana- as representatives of the physical power of the van-
dians feel they cannot yet take down their barriers ous countries they come from. Apologizing for
along the boundary of the United States while ex- occupying so much of your space.
cluded from their markets, they can with advantage I remain, &,
remove the barriers to British trade, because their
exchange of commodities will be on even ternis, and C. A. BOULTON.
when the manufacturing power of Canada bas been .
strengthened by this limited application of free trade Sir Wilfrid Laurier is accused of not hav-principles, she will then be la a better position to .
ignore hostile tariffs, and, united with England upon ing accepted an offer from the British govern-
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ment to apply the principle of protection to view" which perhaps presents more clearly
their customs tariff in favour of Canada. No those views than 1 can at this late hour of the
such offer was ever made, no such offer was sessiongiveexpressionto. Thequestion thatis
ever contemplated by the British govern- discussed in this paper is an important one.
nient, so far as there were any evidences of Great Britain bas fostered the growth of
such a policy being acceptable to the great our Canadian provinces, and given to them
body of the people represented by their a national constitution within the British
enlightened press. Such an abandonment empire. The Imperial government handed
of the principles of f ree trade their country over to Canada that vast extent of prairie,
is not likely to sustain. It is a policy to tax formerly under the charter Vo the Hudson's
their food and raw materials and in conse- Bay Company, s0 that to-day Canada is one
quence tax their manufacturing power and of the great continental countries of the
their labour. It did not require any deep world. Ve now exclude those self-same
discerunient to realize that the people of the people of Great Britain from taking a share
United Kingdom were not going to tax the in the development of tlis large field for
$500,0oo,o0 worth of food products sup- enterpris- under a heavy Vax on their trade.
plied by the United States with whom there'The question we may fairly ask ourselves is:
bas always 1 een a desire to cultivate the Are we goino to continue to maintain a
most friendly relaticus, both commercial and rin-fence and exclude British trade, or
political in the interests of the peace and open OUI doors and expand our trade in the
good government of the world. Sir Wilfrid direction of British unity? It is acknow-
Laurier took the first st-ep towards bringing ledged by ail, after Iwenty years' exper-
the policy of the Canadian people into ieece, ihe protection linits our power of
line with the commercial policy of the production, in those articles for wbich pro-
people of Great Britain which may be tection is now imposed, to tbe demand or
called the most enlightened policy of nations. purchasing power of the five million people
In doing so lie has written his nane indeli- i Canada consequently, there is a restric-
bly not only in the history of Canada but in tive influence to the increase of population.
the history of the British empire. For that The proof of that assertion lies in the forma-
he vill always be honoured. If lie had en- tion of trusts and combines to limit pro-
forced upon his party the honest carrying duction, and the consequent closing down of
out of principles which they had courted the milis eitber temporarily or permanently.
confidence of the people upon lie would have Pie purcbasing power of the people of
commended hiniself to every right thinking Canada is derived froin the products of the
man in Canada. His party bas courted the sou, the forests, mines and fisheries. The
support of the manufacturers 'hoi they de- return of the labour engaged in those indus-
nounced in opposition as leeches upon the tries supports the whole population. There
body politic, whleni they sought not, onilyboly poiiwbnte ogtnr ny by is no outsiJe siource front whicb wealtb is
the taxation of labour and its requirements drawn ; we inust acknowledge that fact as a
to maintain and swell their profits but to re-'premise, Vo argument. Protective legislation
duce the industrial power of our skilled undertakes Vo manipulate and distribute.
labour by closing down factories and liimit that earnîng power, -hich bas the effect of
the nanufacturing power of the people. If tbrowing it into favoured channels, where
they are to have their way, they will reniove it is accumulated and wliere it becomes
the preterential clause and force the govern. largely unproductive. Our accuniulated
ment to close its doors again on British trade. wealtb is represented 1y our S60,000,000
This policy will show itself in its economic of banking capital, wbile our currency, vary-
force because all nations will have to com- ing from 830,000,000 to ,40,000,00 so fat
pete on the terms, bvt until it eliminates the as it is in tbe hands of fle people, represents
principle of protection as between Canada our distributed weat. Deposits are only
and the mother country our sister colonies capital when acti-ely empioyed in the indus-
it will, in my opinion, fail in its object. In trial life of tbe country, they rank witb our
order to try and present more clearly the forest and other sources of vealtb, wbich is
favourable aspects of the trade with Great'dormant capital untillabour is appliedto give
Britain and lreland, I gave expression to ny it an earning power, whFn its profits then
views last month, in an article I contributed become accumulated capital, and as our
to a magazine, entitled the "Dominion Re- industrial power is checked by protective
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legislation this commercial capital, accumu- taxation. It should not be forgotten that
lated through the earnings of the people, taxation imposed on imports, returned to the
is largely used for the purposes of country in payment for exports, is money
speculation and the manipulation of withdrawn fromt the use of industrial
stocks. In other words, while it is diffi- labour before the money to purchase
cult to borrow for industrial purposes it with is produced. The principle
in consequence of restrictive influences, of British taxation for national revenue
money can always be borrowed for is to release the necessaries of in-
speculative purposes, through the deposit of dustrial labour and place the burden on the
securities. Speculative or joint stocks are profits. All will admit that during the fifty
thus appreciated, while real estate seourities years that principle has been in force in the
are depreciated. There are no figures at hand United Kingdoi it bas proved to be the
to show the amount of securities issued by strongest known national force in the world,
joint stock companies, but the proportion financial or physical Now, to all yourselves
that are not engaged in production from the with that broad imperial policy should be
soil or f rom other natural resources, are tax- the aim of Canadian legislation. First,
able agents on the earning power of the peo- because the expansion of our trade will
ple, in proportion to the securities issued be on the lines of least resistance ; secondly,
and which claim dividends. It is easy to because it is unnatural to tax British trade ;
show that the whole burden of national taxa-, thirdly, because our national and com-
tion fails upon our exports, the largest part mercial strength will rapidly increase under
of which is the product of the soil. This is such a policy. It must be admitted, as an
apparent in the stagnation of that part of axiom of international trade, that you can-
'Me people's wealth represented by real estate, not export advantageously un:ess you con-
wvhich should be the backbone of pro-pority. sent to import.. International trade is not
We know that the value of our real estate conducted oi a basis of eurrency, as our
is about tl,500,000,000. We also know that internal trade is conducted, but upon a basis
during the last twenty years it has fallen in of barter, the payment of national indebted-
value at least forty per cent during that ness being the regulator, and the taxation
period. If those figures are correct we can on imports being the restrictor. Great
form soie idea of the loss or depreciation Britain is the largest purchaser of ou- com-
of that great national asset and the earning modities, the totals being seventy millioTns
power it represents. The depreciation in real tro the U nited Kingdoni, fortv millions to
estate is an evidence of a reduction in the the United States, and ten million dollars
earning power of our faris not so much to all other countries, of Canadian products.
through a loss in their producing power, as In 1897, the year justclosed, the imports
through the burden of taxation which redu- from the United Kingdon were 829,400,000,
ces the purchasing power of the farmers pro- including free and dutiable, and the iniports
duct and tnus restricts the power to add to f rom the United States were S30,482,000
the countries annual wealth. The evidence dutiable and 831,100,000 free, a total of
of registry otfices in land sales will show that -61,649,000. In the aggregate, for the year
under a low tariff farm values are constantly 1897, the excess of exports over imports is
on the rise, while under a high tariffparcels are 812,000,000, taking Canad ian products and
constantly falling with each successive sale. consumption as the basis. It is this excess
The opponents of low tariffs nust show that that it becomes necessary to deal with in
suc-h is not tihe case to prove that protection order to have a proper understanding of
does not wipe such a large proportion of our cause and effect. Since the blue books for
greatest national asset the depreciation in the last financial year have come to hand,
value of farm lands being so self evident showing us the details of the government
under it. If our natural or raw products trade returns for the eight nonths ending
are the foundation of the wealth of Canada, February 28th, we see that they show a
it stands to reason that by releasing from greatly increased excess of exports, amount-
taxation- the labour engaged in producing ing to ý37,000,000. That is, S37,000,000
them or from the burden of customs revenue worth of ouir raw products, largely agricul-
on their necessaries, they will be in a position tural, have gone out of the country more than
to produce more wealth for the country to have been returned to it ; or, eliminating
the extent that they are released from that foreign produce going and coming through
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Canada, the total excess is about S27,000,000 the United Kingdom and our imports from
for the eight months. If the saine rate the saie je equal to $47,000,000, excess of
should be maintained to the end of the exports. To appreciate the argument, it
financial year, we shall have parted with must be understood that exports is wealth
sonething like $30 or $40,000,000 worth of going out of the country, and inports is
the industry of Canada for which there is no wealth coning into a country. To the extent
visible return. These exports are absorbed that our gross exports exceed our gross im-
by our remittances abroad. There are three ports, some one else is getting the wealth
large items which absorb the returns of those contained in that excess other than those who
industries which export, namely, the interest produce it; and it should be understood that
account of the Dominion debt, the net reve- that excess is the profits of national industry.
nue of our two large railway corporations: Now, if those who produce the wealth which
and the taxation on foreign products re- is the support of the country are prevented
turned to pay for our exports. If British l)y legisiation from utilizing tiat wealth in
labour which admits our products free is i the promotioîlof their own industrial life
taxed 30 per cent at our ocean ports for the and the improvement of thei' own localities,
commodities they desire to send back iii the nation as a hole suifers. The fact that
payment, they can only return 70 per cent wealth is allowed to accumulate in a few
of the value exported to them ; to that ex- lands by class legisiation is no guarantec
tent are the industries which produce those that the country is more prosperous than if
exports in Canada mulet of tieir protits, and the vealth vere more equitably distributed,
by that 30 per cent of taxation are a por- thougli it may he more in evidence. In
tion of our, exports also absorbed. W'e have fat, the country is Iikely to sufer y the
lowever, to look further then these three desire of large capitalists t, use their wealth
items to account for such a large excess of in lroader fields outsîde the country than
exporlts as $27,000,000 in the past eight can le found in a community of 5,000,000
months ending February It may be found 'peopie, with a restricted influence upon tieir
in the speculative purchase of Canadîaiï in(livi(lualednterpisethrougliaiaonnexpansive
Pacific Railway stock, which rose from ;0 policy ; and tîus alienating the power of
last May to 89 in December, an apprecia- internaI iiprovemets ly the aborption of
tion of 39 per cent to the extent tiat this out' accumulatel capital abroad. We can-
stock was purchased in Canad-tupon the depo- notexpand in thedirection of our neiglîbours
sit of a iargin foi a rise, the original piice of becaiiýe they vill not yurciase the product
50 wvould have to be remitted by a bni broi of outh labour untaxed abut ur iau rpad
the batiks tu the seller oif tliat stoc:k abroad, it in the direction of British trade, because
or resold whieli would tend to unake the there is-no restrictive influence, except ouf
stock fall again. Tii the extexît that that owii taxation upon their î'etur'n car'gues,
remîttance hiad to be nimole, to tha extent wliich is under oui' cotitrol to rernedy. Al
oui' exports w"ele absorb)ed. NitI~ thee that we have to do is to remove that 'e-
facts Iefore us, it is evidemt that by the strictive influence, and e at one attract
forced distribution of the profits of industrv Briis i imports, cuis returning wealt,
tlîrough its exportinc po'er, legislation and oe secure a niore extended inestoient
t'ansfers those profits froîn localities which of British capital, and a more extended
produce, to channels ~holly apart foio their' iitere t on the part f our conecal
point oif oi'igin. Did legIislation permnit the t friecds in the devropinent of tiou country.
sanie freedoni tu B4ritish impots that are ýAh, but some one will say, what about our
given t) Canadiani iîiiports into the United nanufactpories They il b re puied. Not
Kî,doin, the wvea1tl that iii no'v absorbed j at ail ; they i expand in their operations
through the inluence of tnonopoly, would be as well as every otier industry. There is
distributed through the natu'aI channels: an econoimp force in the removal of taxation
uninhluence( by legislatioh. It should not upon the product of industrial labour that
he forgotten that comiodities or products awil ctuse the nation that adopts it to forge
are wt-alth. Money or national currency is ahead. It is irresistible. Tlat is self-
only useful for the purchase of these coin- evident in the case of New South Wales
nodities whetheî' they consist of iron, cotton, which is countysating under its free trade

Woo1 a horse or' a do-, or anything e se s policy the trade of the Australian continent.
ov ede btween ou export It should first be realized that the manufac-

peoe with ah restricted inlunc upo thei
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ture of our raw products requires no protec- do duty for patriotisrn by fostering the idea
tion from our ocean trade, and our forest that opening our doors for the trade of
wealth is accumlated capital, dormant. Our Great Britain to pass freely through our
total exports are $119,000,000 for 1896-1897, borders, is going to rob Canadians of their
of which inanufacturers contribute $9,500,- patrimony, and banish employment. Open-
000. Out of this export of $9,500,000 of ing our door for the trade ot Great Britain
manufactured goods, the seven following will multiply employment. By doing that
industries make a total of nearly seven we merely exchange a restricted market for
million dollars, namely: Agricultural imple- an enlarged and practically unlnited one,
ments (including bicycles), $1,000,000 ; cot- which our magnificent coast-line brings to
tons,$l1,000,000; leather, $1,500,000; spirits, our doors, and which 've at present close
$500,000 ; musical instrument,-, $400,000, ont by legislation. That faith in a policy
manufactures of woodenware, doors and that advocates the opening of our doors to
sashes, including pulp, etc., Sl,648,000;, nations that will not open theirs to us,
iron and steel, $500,0O0. Tbat exporting especially when they are neighbours, has
power e an evidence that those articles can g not yet reached Canadian hearts, and in
hold their own abroad, and if stimulated by their dealing with those nations Canadian
f ree importe f rom Great Britain, they would act on the defensive. The question of the
be strengthened in their power ta contribute effect, consequent upon our increased ex-
to the national wealth, represented by theirex- ports and imports with Great Britain, upon
ports. Free ironwould und oubted]y stimulate' freeon of exhange both ways, ie another
the iron and implement trade, and the extent matter; and Canadian can more easily
our manufacturers are able to hold their realize the benefit in that case of an even
own abroad, to that extent they can hold exhange as of nutual advantage. The fact
their own in our own arkets, so long as that other nations do not realize the benefit
they are protected fro slaughtering by our has nothing to do with us; we have to
neighbour-s. it stands to reason that if our~ exert our intellig'ence and liberty of action
manufacturers can co pete abroad with to underetand its advantaes. We are a
ocean freights againt the , they cn coi- large country with a sparse population;
pete succesfully at home with power of dis- we are a prolific race, but we cannot
tribution in their favour. Placing every- absorb our growing manhood, and they selr
thing within their reach that they rextuire their labour in the country to the esout,
to manufacture with on the most favurable where caref ul training and a vigorous f rame
tern, that power to compete mut be im- tel in every walk. The restrictive force of
mensely strengthened. The scope of Cana- monopoly in ail its phases enge ndered by
dian manufacturing energy is limited within legisiation limits our power of expansion,
a ring-fence and for a maîl population ; it and ioupoveries those industries engged
muet have roo to expand. That expansion in the production of our raw materias and
cannot be ecured by waitig foi- other food producte, which require no protective
countries to open their markets, but it can legilation for themelves, but which have to
be secured by ahowing an energy ao inde- bear the cost of the protective legielation
pendence that will force its way through imposed upon their daily necesaries. The
barriers, not aided by legisiation, which is admission of Br-itish tirade in exehange for
guided by a silent influence of fonopoly, Canadian trade upon the arne basi, on the
but through the absence of any legielation priticiple of an eye for an eye and a tooth
of a restrictive character. C)ur npresent for a tcoth, will remove the restrictive
systeni is creating an autocracy for our force, expand our trade, develop our power-
future population that will submerge that -to produce our raw materials, which je
manly independence that was undoubteiy Canadian weaith, and strengthen Ou manu-
the characteristic of our Canadian fore- facturing power.
fathers. Public opinion to-day does not count In -eferring to our importe into the coun-
to the extent it ebould in the goveraent of try, the editor of the Canadian Manoh-
tceocountry. It is the power of monopoly iricturer calis theni the importer's tax, but

id-erted by silent influences which do ne they are certainly not a tax upon the
cone to the surface. To be forewarned is production of raw materials, when we admit
to be foreartied. The popular cry f the purchaser of those raw materias to our
" Canada for Canadians" is often made to markets upon the sanie term that he
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admits us. When the trade in our natural our Canadian manhood, checks individual
products totals up $110,000,000, as against effort, and produces stagnation when pro-
$9,500,000 in manufactured products, a duction in our stimulated manufactures is
large portion of which, are the manufacture absorbed. There is the parting of the ways.
of our own raw material, it is easy t One finger-post points to monopoly, the other
see that our material development is to unrestricted effort in building up a strong
being taxed in such a manner that the pro- and progressive nationality in the broad ex-
fits of our raw materials are being diverted panse of Canadian territory. Our neigh.
from their natural channels, and that their bours are exclusive in their seventy-million
expansion on sound economic lines is being market. As long as their policy leads them to
checked. To forecast the probabilities in pursue an exclusive poîicy, we must look
the event of establishing free trade with fartherafleld for anenlarged market, and neet
Great Britain on an even keel, is not out of their legisiation with protective enactments,
place. The economic force that applies to always holding ourselves in readiness to reach
British trade will make Canada a cheap out the band of commercial friendship when
country to live in and a cheap country to they realize that it is mutually beneficial,
manufacture in-two things that will tend in the meantime utilizin their raw materials
to dultiply employiment, increase our popu- for the promotion of Mour industrial life.
lation, make that population self-relian t, and With the United Kinsdon we have every-
enable it to enter the markets of the world thing in common with ol e or

with force. We have only to admit compe- trade, and such an enlargeient ca only be

tition between Great Britain, which produces followed by beneficial resulth Our ocean
twelve mipion tons of iron, and the United ports, Cu sua-borne activity, and our inland
States, wvhich produces fifteen million tons, communication will be stimu]ated. The
to increase our iron manufactures. Our an- eyes of the world are directed to our minerai
nual production of only 36,000 tons is lot developinents in the Rocky Mountains and

in the race. Under our present system, the elsewhere. The British goverrient regards
rebate of duty on foreign iran imported for our prairie region as the best and nearest
manufacture, when it is re-exported, is a source of food supply; our timber resources

direct bonus to foreign iron against which-I must be stiuiulated by admitting our return
Canadian iron canot compete, because it cargo s free. The fariners of our western
bas no rebate for export, consequently home country have to bear the ful brunt of pro-
consumption is charged with a tax that tective taxation; all the goods that go west
foreig consumptio is released from. The of the lakes are dutiable or protected goods;
establishment of free trade with Great B - none are free; while their exported produce,
tain wil be an incentive to, our neighbours wheat and cattle, goes direct to Great Bnit-
and British capitalists to establishobranch ain. To compel them to setl in one market
factories in Canada, utilize our water powers and buy in another is an injustice tat will
and facilities for transportation, and make bear fruit injurious to the best interests of

Canada the exporting country of this con- Canada the longer that it is continued.
tinent if manutfactured ioods, wich pro- The success of our western country is the

tection in the United States checks from success of Canada ; and it is far better to
that country. This would result in an in- act under the influence of a broad policy,

creased dernand for agricultural produets in which recognizes that the freedom of our
our own centres. It does not appear that makets for our best customer and sen-
there would be any phase of our industial ior partner in our national life is the eulest
life that would be seriously affected by the way to realize profits that will lw to the
adoption of a broad policy in our commercial treasury under a more enlightened system
relations with the reat industrial life of the of taxation for revenue. The idea that

anited Kingdom. There is one incontro- somebody else than the industrial life of

vertible fact, that the greater the distribution Canada pays our customs revenue is explo-
of the necessaries and comforts of life, the ded. Our $119,000,000 of exports, which
more enployment there wilI be in producing should go out to purchase imports, bear the
them, and the more humane will be the whole charge of revenue, and are further
principles which foster it. On the other absorbed to met our national indebtedness
hand, monopoly of a small market by me- and our corporate liabilities incurred abroad.
strictive legislation drives out the best of An unnatural burden is thus placed upon
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the labour of the country, which is the main- donald referred to Mr. Stairs, the rope manu-
spring of its prosperity. Canadians have a facturer in Nova Scotia, and the Liberal party
responsible trust entailed upon them in accused him of helping the twine manufac-
governing this large country weil. The turers, Sir John said, " Mr. Stairs helps me,
weight of power is in the eastern provinces, and why should I not help him " and I sup-
and wisdon is necessary to guide the desti- pose the Finance Minister is acting on that
nies of the country in such a manner that principle," but with this difference, Sir John
individual effort may have the freest plav to by a readjustment of the tariff built up Mr.
add to the resources of the country, and to Stairs, while the Finance Minister of the
increase its wealth in any of our provinces. Liberal party always condemned it as corrup-
That individual effort will be increased in tion, which now by his own confession he is
its power by the removal of any legislative adopting as his principle by increasing the
restriction in our commerce with Great protection of the sugar refiners. He speaks
Britain ; that returning commerce entering of his friends the sugar refiners helping him,
ourcceanports willscatteritself alongthelines and why should not he help them. The only
of our great railways ; and that the influx of thing is that the sugar refiners who yesterday
wealth generated by it will increase the pros- were ready to cut the throats of the present
perity of our financial and nanufacturing government, are to-day the friends of that
centres, and bring our natural resources more government, which shows as far as the manu-
into contact with both the outside world and facturers are concerned, that they have no
our hardy population,as the certain collateral politics at all, they are the friends of which-
results, must be made apparent to aIl. If ever government happens to be in power,
this paper should induce any of its readers and intend to keep them as long as they act
to sum up the economic results that will fol. as their friends. That is what I call expedi-
low upon taking our bars down to allow ency. That is what I call a corrupt motive.
British trade to flow freely through Cana- That is not acting on the high principle
dian channels, it will not have been written which should influence the governinent
in vain. It is the logical sequence of the of this country. We have a country
denouncement of the favoured-nation trea- extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific
ties with Germany and Belgium- treaties and there is only one way we can govern
denounced at the instance of both parties and develop it successfully, and that is to
in Canada for the sole purpose of allow- act upon principle, and also to have our
ing Canada to act with freedom in re- trade based upon freedom. It is utterly
moving the barriers to the free access impossible for us to say we are going to tax
of British trade without being open to the the province of British Columbia with its
charge of discriminating against foreign ocean trade on the Pacifie, and we are going
countries. The freedom of British trade will, to tax the farmers because they have nobody
in the opinion of the writer, stimulate every to repr esent them, and we are going to
industrial centre, increase our rural popula- reduce the power of the miners to produce
tion, and add to our natural strength in ail wealth in the country by taxation. Every
avenuf s of commerce. The purpose is to hon. gentleman knows perfectly well that it
show that there is a greater economic force' is -the raw material, the raw prodlucts of the
for material strength and national prosper- country that produce the wealth of the
ity in the principle of free trade, than in country, and that the manufacturers have
our so-called commercial protection. It mnust been legislated for until they have become a
be admitted, however, that circumstances monopoly in Canada, unwilling to compete
alter cases, and that while we can with na- for the trade of the world, because they have
tional advantage admit British goods upon for a linited number, which they keep
a mutual free-trade basis, the exclusion of limited, a better living. The very best
our products, which is our purchasing power, evidence in ail that, is seen in the deprecia-
from American markets by high tariffs chan- tion of our real estate the product of which
ges the conditions in so far as they atrect is taxed to keep then limited. I will not
the Canadian people. Not so with Great detain the House any longer, but I could
Britain, where ourproducts are admitted free. not let this opportunity pass without putting
I notice that the Finance iIinister spoke in my views upon this question on record. I
his budget speech of " my friends the sugar quite agree with the principle of extending
refiners." I recollect when Sir John Mac- the preference on sugar to ail the component
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parts of the British Empire, but the people it is good spirit, because it is manufactured
of the British Isles who purchase seventy out of the native sugar cane juice ; and if we
million dollars worth of our raw products could hold out the inducement that we
freed froi customs imposts, should receive would take their sugar as one-third of their
the saine treatment at our hands. ýargo, their molasses as another third of

their cargo, and their rum as another third,
Hon. Mr. DE V ER-After the exhausting we might say very properly to them : " gen-

labours we have had for several days and tlemen, we place before you a very fair pro-
the long speeches we have had to listen to position, one that will suit us, and we do
and suffer, it is perhaps out of place for me not see wby it should not suit you also."
to attempt to say a word or two at this late Therefore, on that basis I think we could
hour, but after the critical speech delivered induce the people of th'e West Indies to
by the h n. leader of the opposition, who trade with us extensively. There is no
was for nany years Minister of Custons and reason why they should not. They want our
a inember of the cabinet that carried on goods, but theysay we do nottaketheir goods,
legislation for Canada nearly since confedera- and consequently it would be a one-sided
tion comnenced, I feel that I would be trade ; and therefore they refuse it. I wish
neglecting ny duty if I did not take the this point to be thoroughly understood, be-
liberty of making a few remarks on some of cause whcther this government will pursue
those propositions that he has placed before the same scale of tariff or not, I am not pre-
the House'. His first proposition, as I heard pared to say; but whilst they do, I presume
it, was with reference to the fact that the to state that it is an utter impossibility to
government should promote trade with develop trade with the West Indies. We
the West .Indies. Well we ail are most must tell thei we will take their products
anxious to promote trade with any country, if we expect trade with them, just as we
and especially with the West Indies. But, should tell France we will take their wines
may I ask him, did he or his government at and their brandy if we expect them to trade
any tine ever arrange a tariff so as to enable i with us. Now I want to inake a few remarks
us to trade with the West Indies ? We all as ta the item of shrinkage which was referred
know, hon. gentlemen, that the great ex- to by the loin. gentleman who was at one time
ports, the great natural products of the West Minister of Customs and who ought to be an
Indies, are sugar, molasses and the products authority on these inatters. I wish to point
of molasses. The first act of a former out-and I do not know whose fault it is, I
governnent of Canada was to introduce do not wish to impute fault to anybody if I
an extrene measure of protection to exclude can help it-in Canada according to the pre-
at least one-third of the staple goods of the sent system of bonding liquors they are
West Indies from Canada, and instead of placed in private warehouses. In other
holding out inducements to the West Indies countries, especially in Britain, they have
to trade with us for our flour, cheese, butter Queen's warehouses, an.I we, formerly had
and other commodities, the governm ent Queen's warehouses in New Brunswick before
substituted for what we could get f rom the we came into confederation, all spirit had to
West Indies, and manufactured 4,000,000 be bonded in the Queen's warehouse, and
gallons of proof spirit per annum. Well, under circumstances that precluded the pos-
hon. gentlemen, I dare say those engaged in sibility of suspicion that any tamnpering could
the manufacture of this spirit would hold up take place ; consequently if an outage were
both hands and exclaini that every man was found when the package of liquors was being
unpatriotic if he criticised or wished to pre- taken out of the custom-house, the treasurer
vent then from mîanufacturing the native was perfectly justified in allowing for the out-
spirit. But I simply ask this House and age, because he was sure that there wasnotam-
the country of what advantage is the manu- pering with the packages. They were in the
facture of 2,000,000 gallons of alcohol in public, or Queen's warehouse under a trust-
this country, principally fron foreign grain, worthy officer, at a distance from ail possibi-
compared with a third at least of the trade lity*of access to those packages of goods. But
with the West Indies which we can secure if now the case is very different. There are pri-
we offer inducements. The people of theWest vate warehouses, and although I believe the
Indies, largely, properly and naturally manu- officers are very accurate, and perhaps
facture spirit, and at a very low rate, and anxious to perform their functions honestly
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and rightly, nevertheless it is a perfect im- present manufacturers have a monopoly and
possibilitythat these officials should ascertain made extensive capital, which shuts small
what is going on in those warehouses in capitalists out. Now, the next point I wish
their absence, and consequently there may to bring before the House is the evaporation
be very wrong things done. We have of liquors. The hon. gentleman, who was
known instances where casks of liquor formerly Minister of Customs, no doubt, a
had been wholly taken out and substituted man of experience, but still theoretical ex-
with water. We have known other cases perience. He did not know that there are
where casks had been totally empty. Now, two or three kinds of spirit, two of which
I ask this House would"it be fair to expect are improved by age.
the Customs Department to make an allow-
ance for those outages where they occurred Hrn. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
under very suspicious circumstances? Until Yes I did.
we go back to having a Queen's warehouse or
something of the kind, for wines and spirits, lon. Mr. DEVER-Another spirit is
I hold we will never be sure of the qualities fot irproved by age; it simply evaporates
of liquor nor will we be sure that the quan- without improving the liquor, but, on the
tities of liquors that duty should be paid on contrary, the evaporation weakens it, because
are there when entries are being made out. i it is the fluid, or alcohol, or gas which eva-

porates, leaving the water behind. Alcohiol
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We will soon have is Iighter than water, and rises to the top,

prohibition. and consequently evaporates an( the water
istays behind in the cask. Now it is known

Hon. Mr. DEVER-All right. I am in to gentlemen of experience, in the.importa-
favour of prohibition, perhaps. There is tion of French spirit that it improves by age
another point, hon. gentlemen, and it isbe the first In-
this: the question of the manufacture and stance when it.goes intobond. Tt is only about
bonding of tobacco was brought up. That haîf water and haîf spirit; consequently it
is a branch of trade that I think I know does not evaporate extensively, but be-
something about. I know that certain cores niutralized and mellow and in tlat
parties conimenced to manufacture tobacco 1ay it is called good. Therefore, on brandy
in Canada about the time of confederation. 1 hold there is no necessity for allowing for
We know pretty nearly what they were evaporation, but on liquor made from grain,
worth then. Subsequently they could and especially from raw grain, it is entitled
make beautiful presents of lialf millions to some consideration, if it is any length of
of dollars for charitable institutions. 1 time in bond, hecause it will evaporate.
should like to know where these hasf Now these are the distinctions i wish to
millions camne from. I shiould like to know draw. I do iiot kîiow that it will (Io aiiy
whether these haif millions were not good to mention thein; but it is rigot at al
taken out of the peple by extreine protec- oevcnts that they should be anrounced by
tion. That 'as it. Thev had a monopoly somebody, and if they are taken into con-
of the manufacture, and the consequence is sideration at any future tine, when the
these men mae millions, and the country tarif is being reformed, so nuch the bet-er.
lost millions per annuin. They ost it i The importance of the West 1 ndia trade,
because if the tobacco had to corne f ronm especially, should like to keep before the
abroad, duty wouid have been paid on every public. We cannot have it under our
pound of tobacco an(1 paid at the regular present tariff, because we cannot, hold
custons duty, wheIeas the manufactured to-h out inducements to the West Indies to
bacco cane under the excise laws, and the ex- trade pith us. do not know tat there is
cise laws and the customs laws were at varian- oany e of saying iuch more, because what
ce ; one was high, and the other was low one I say will not go into practice, but before I
protected the manufacturer, and the other sit down will point out again most earn-
bled the consumer, and the consequence estly that the governbent should take
wao that the manufacturers got . rich, consideration at some period, not in the
and from that day to this they have not remote future, of the fact, t bat instead of
become numei ous, because it is a inonopoly. havngprivate warehouses for liquors especi-
You see no suael manufacturers because the ally, that we should have Queen's are-
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bouses in every city. I believe they are Instead of the production of liquor being
just as important for the purpose of the pro- reduced, as some hon. gentleman said the
tection of the revenue and reducing even the other night, it is not reduced but simply
cost of collecting revenues, because almost changed. The hon. gentleman will see that
every private warehouse now has a special in 1893 alone, the world's production of ale,
officer, whereas three oticers could attend to or wine produced from barley malt, was
the Queen's largest warehouse where at the four billions five hundred million gallons,
present we have so many. That alone inanufactured from 7,270,000 tons of malt,
would be a very great saving to the country, and 82,000 tons of hops.
and it would also be such a protection that
instead of the liquor trade to-day being An hon. MEMBER-No.
looked upon as a trade to be shunned from Ho
the very fact that I do not know where, and f ol. Mr. DEVER-You may cal it beer
I don't know anybody who does know where if you like. It conta s the same quantity
you can get a house that you can depend o of proof spirit as the light wines of Germany
to get pure liquor as it is branded. I do and France. I say i consequence of the

not find any fault with the liquor dealers, enormous duty put on spirit, people who

because the tariff for the last twenty years would use these articles are 'driven from

bas been compelling those men to infuse them, and are compelled to drink it-and

alcohol into their liquors. the supply is increasing-under the name
and form of barley wine, or ale. Now

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN -Water, you I do not wonder at that, because alcohol
Hn. r L-is only worth forty cents a gallon and bas

to pay in the neighbourhood of four dollars

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Alcohol; the duty a gallon duty. If a man finds that out, he is

on alcohol is so arranged that by infusing it not going to drink an inferior spirit that bas

into other liquors they make a profit. They to pay a duty of four dollars when he can

are compelled to do it, and the consequence get beer containing all the alcohol he wishes

is, instead of drinking good wholesome to drink at a very low rate, and consequently
liquors, the temperance people tell us, and in the schedules the quantity of spirit is

very properly, that we are drinking liquors being reduced apparently, but it is being
made from alcohol. There is some truth in supplied by the extra quantity of ale manu-

it, but it is not the people's fault ; it is the factured and used. In 1893-I have the re-

fault of the tariff and the temperance peo- turn in my office-there was manufactured

ple, who urged it on. four billions five hundred million gallons of
ale, and I believe this year's manufacture will

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-What kind of be much more; consequently the temperance

spirituous liquor would it be that would not people are not doing so much as they think.

contain alcohol ? They are simply displacing one liquor and
substituting for it another, that is all.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Commercial alcohol
-- spirit of wine-is made- from raw grain,
or from potatoes and other substances of
that kind. Other spirit, such as brandy, is
distilled from the wines of France. That is
the difference. Then, again, there are the
Scotch whiskies which are good liquors,
liquors that the Prince of Wales might
drink, and very properly: that liquor is
made from pure picked malt, barley, manu-
factured into almost crystallized sugar before
it is put into the still and liquor made of it.
The temperance people think that the con-
sumption of liquor will be reduced. I think
it would be very wrong, for if we take liquor
out of the commerce of the world, com-
merce will become very much impaired.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

Under suspension of the rules the bill then
passed through its final stages.

NORTH-WEST IRRIGATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

AMENDMENT ABANDONED.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In reference to Bill
(146) "An Act to amend and consolidate
the North-west Irrigation Acts of 1894 and
1895," I have seen the hon. senator from
Calgary and told him that the Commons
would not accept that amendment as to the
rates, and he told me that he would not
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press his amendments. Therefore, I move bill will come to us in that form, and there-
that this House does not insist on the second fore there will be no limitation upon the age
amenduient made to this bill. of the judges at the present time.

The motion was agreed to. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or

in the future?
INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Or in the future.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS. My impression is, from all 1 can gather,
that there is a general feeling in this House
that if the judges were allowed their full

this bill to the House. salary as a retiring allowance, there would

Hon. Sir ACKENZIE BOWELL_ be no objection to apply the age limit to

Oh, that is all right, we understand what it thos- who are already county judges, and if

is now. that rule is accepted, perhaps that part of
the bill had better stand over until another

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Very well then, I session.
move that the forty-first rule of this 1House
be suspended and the bill be now read a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
second time. There could be no objection to that, but, I

T think it would be highly improper for the
Tie m n aCominons to insist at thîis stage, and with

read the second time. the lim ited number of senators here, upon
The bill then passed through its final their original bil. Of course I am only

stages under a suspension of the rules. speakingr for myself, but I do not think there
would be any objection to an ainendnent of

THE EVENING SITTING. the character to which my hon. friend refers,
and then I suppose the governient would

Hon. M r. MILLS-I may say to my hon consider the propriety of introducing a bill
friend that there are only two bills to cone next year providing for the full retiring
up f rom the louse of Comnions, the bill re- allowance to all judges. If they do, I
lating to the judges, which was here and hope my hn. friend will consider well the
which was anendei by us and sent back to question I put to him the other day, as to
them, and which has yet to come to this Houe, whether the Supreme Court Judges do not
and the Supply Bill. I think the House of stand in precisely the sane position as the
Commons expect to get through with the Cointy Court Judges to the govetrnment? I
concurrence in the supplies by six o'c!ock, do not want to say much about it, but it is
but of course the Supply Bill will not be in just as well, and I think the country would
a condition to be sent up to us until Mon- not object, to have the principle apply in
day morning, and as we have so very little the direction of the higher as well as the
time left now, I would suggest that when the lower courts, if it is to be applied at all.
House adjourns it stands adjourned until
Monday at eleven o'clock, and we can put Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should not like the
those two bills through and prorogue at Senate to adjourn under the idea that a
three o'clock. proposition of that kind would receive any-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not suppose the hon. minister wishes us
to infer that the government will object
to the amendment made to the County
Court Judges Bill, or that they will suggest
any new amend ment?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think they do pro-
pose to amend the anendnent by dropping
the whole of that section relating to the
limitation to the age of judges. Of course I
cannot say, but my impressior is that the

thing like unaninous consent. I think a
proposition of that kind is far more objection-
able than the bill in the other form.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not committing
myself to anything.

Hon. Mr WOOD-The hon. minister said
that that was the opinion of the Senate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
was the opinion of a good many, but not of
all.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it was the opin- Franchise Bill was arrived at in this House,
ion of many, but it was not unanimous. The I desire to make an explanation regarding
changes I have suggested, which may possi- it. I was not in favour of the compromise
bly be made in the Commons, are to some agreed to by the majority of the Opposition.
extent the necessary outcome of the amend- I was in the minority, but I was in very
ment made here, because the first part of good company and would likely, under
that clause which was struck out is a part similar circuinstances, be there again. I
that exists, except with regard to the limita- was informed that the hon. Solicitor General
tion of age, in the law as it now stands, so in another place *was very discourteous to
that it is nlot necessary to repeat it. The me personally in moving the rejection of the
only words left that were new were those Senate amendments to the bill. I told my
limiting the age, and that part we did not informant that I did not believe it, as in any
wish to have stand unless under the condi- little intercourse I had ever had with that
tion of which I spoke. official I had always found him a courteous

gentleman. I read his remarks in the Comi-The motion was agrreed to. mons Hansard yesterday, and learned that
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Supply Bill will I was right, that the Solicitor General had

not be in shape perhaps till we meet on said nothing of which I or anybody else
Monday. could complain. But the Solicitor Generai

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL- said, referriig to me, that the mnan who drew
The hon. gentleman must have a quorum on up the Senate ainendments had no conception
Monday. of the Franchise Act, and, safe in a haven of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The lion. leader of rest, does not know what an election means.
While I regret the hon. gentleman's

the opposition lias a majority behind hiim i opinio, I cnnot say I feel it veny crushing
this Huse, and if I had all the friends o but, at the same timne, I think it very disin-
the government that qre present in Ottawa, genuous. He knew that the amendments
I am not sure that we would have a quorum; were not drafted by me, but by some of the
therefore we are dependent upon my lon. best lawyers in the House of Commons
friend discharging his constitutional duties. where it was first moved-any one of whom

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--I am afraid the is at least his professional equal. I stated
position of the government is very bad if this fact in my observations in noving the
they are not suffeiently strong to raise a amendments in the Senate, which evidently
quorum. the hon. gentleman has not taken the trouble

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am speaking of the to read. When I decided to move the
maximum number. C amendments tu the bill, I requested the law

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We will have a clerk of this House to put himnself in com-
quorum. n unication with the professional gentlemen

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We in the Commons who were interested in the

will do what we can to help the govern- subject, and to get me such amendments as

ment to get out of their troubles. would, to their minds. meet the object in.
view, and he did so. The law clerk told me

The Senate then adjourned. that the amendnents :ad been drawn up by
three of the ablest lawyers in the Commons,
after much deliberation, who were satisfied

THE SENATE. that they would meet the end in view. I
have had no communication whatever with

Ottaua, fonday, 13tlh June, 1898. the bon. leader of the opposition, or any of

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven its members, in the Commons ox this or any
The uther question during, this session.

o'Clock. I wish to say further, that wben the
Prayers and routine proceedings. Franchise Bil was first before the Coi-

THE FRANCHISE BILL. Mons, a month ago, and long before it had
EXPLANATION.got to the comittee stage in that ouse, I

EXPLNATON.approached the iMiinister of Justice, the leador
Hon. Mr. MILLER-As I was not pres- of the go'ernment in the Senate, and said

ent on Friday wen thei compromise on the to himthat I did not desire to see any col-
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lision between the two Houses on the
Franchise Bill, and that I thought a con-
flict could easily be avoided if Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Manitoba were placed
on the saine footing in regard to an appeal
to the judiciary as Ontario and Quebec.
The hon. Minister of J ustice urged the
usual government objections to amending
the bill in that direction in this House or
this parliament. I then said to the leader of
the House, "Your government is on good
terms with the local governments in each of
these provinces, and they would go far to
help or please you ; if you will get a pledge
from the local premiers of these provinces
that they will amend the franchise laws so
as to give an appeal to the judiciary, it will
be satisfactory to me and I think to all con-
cerned." J pressed the hon. gentleman more
than once on this point, but to no purpose.
Yet it seens the compromise arrived at is in
the direction of what I suggested. although
not identical with it. I think it must
be evident, fron these facts, that I was
not actuated by partisan motives or with a
desire to embarrass the government by any
action I took in relation to that bill before
this House.

As to the bill itself, it is admitted on all
sides that a more crude and ill-digested piece
of legislation was never submitted to the
parliament of Canada than this same Fran-
chise Bill as introduced in the Commons by
the hon. Solicitor General, and that it would
have been unworkable, if it were not for the
numerous amendments made to it in com-
mittee of that House, from beginning to end,
and chiefly by the members of the opposi-
tion. The draftsman of the original bill had
evidently no conception of the work he had
undertaken to perform, which necessitated
all the amendments made to it.

TAX ON COM\MERCIAL TRAVEL-
LERS IN PRINCE EDWARD

IßLAND.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I wish to call
the attention of the Minister of Justice to a
bill that has become law in the province of
Prince Edward Island, containing the fol-
lowing provisions:-

A creditor shall not obtain a verdict judgment or
decision thereon unless it is proved at the trial of such
action that at the time of such sale the said creditor,
or the person who acted and sold for him such goods
or merchandise had duly taken out a license accord-
ing to the provisions of ' An Act to impose a direct

| Tax on certain classes of Traders," and which license
was in force at the time the sale of said goods, wares
or merchandise was negotiated.

The legislature of Prince Edward Island
some three or four years ago passed a law,
imposing a tax on commercial travellers
requiring then to take out a license before
they could make sales or do business in
Prince Edward Island. It has been found
that the provisions of this law have been
evaded, and in order to prevent such evasion
the legislatu re of the province has this session
passed an Act containing the provision that I
have just read. I think the provision is an
extraordinary one, and that it is a very bad
one, indeed, and I may say that there is no
second chamber in Prince Edward Island,
and that this bill was brought in at a very
late stage of the session, and was passed
through without that criticism that would,
under other circumstances have taken place
in regard to its contents. I deprecate this
bill, and consider it a very bad one, and
agree in every word that has been said
about it by the Montreal Journal of Com-
merce, which uses these words:-

(Montreal Journal of Cownerce.)

Legislation of this class is highly objectionable for
many reasons but nainly because of its iniquity and
the serious injury it is calculated to reflect upon the
credit of the province and its individual merchants
where it is in force. We can hardly believe such a
result to have been intended but the above act is
perilously near, one to enable lPrince Edward Island
merchants to repudiate their debts. Now they are
well known to us to be as honourable a body of traders
as in Canada.

This is the view taken of it by the Mont-
real Journal of Commerce and I have no
hesitation in endorsing it. I do not object,
however, to the construction put upon this
bill, and the comment which appeared in
the Montreal Witness on Saturday last,
which contains an unjust reflection on the
province of Prince Edward Island, and it is
very unfair that the Montreal Witness or
any other leading journals of Canada should
take hold of an occurrence of this kind, and
couple the people of the province in its
entirety as being a party to a fraud. The
Witness says:

The commercial relations of Prince Edward Island
with the rest of the Dominion are in the opinion of
the people of that province altogether too close and
friendly. The merchants and manufacturers of the
Canadian mainland have been, it seems, altogether
too anxious to do business with the people of the
Island, and certain Prince Edward Islanders have
been foolish enough to encourage them by buying
and selling with them.
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Now the people of Prince Edward Island,
as far at all events as the upper provinces
are concerned, have not shown any disposi-
tion in the past, as the Journal of Commerce
admits, to act otherwise than honestly, and
they have shown every desire to cultivate
business relations with the people of the
upper provinces. To show that the people
of Prince Edward Island are not to be held
responsible for this extraordinary measure
passed by its legislature, I quote from the
Charlottetown Examiner :

The disgrace inflicted from our legisiature upon our
merchants serves our merchants right, for they should
long ago have risen in protest aganst the contem ti-
ble tax payment of which the legislation that has
brought a cloud upon their fair fame is intended to
secure. We cannot believe that the Minister of
Justice will allow the act to pass. For the credit of
this province we sincerely hope that he will see his
way to put his foot on this measure passed by our
Liberal statesmen.

This is one of the 1ading papers in Prince
Edward Island, a Conservative paper, speak-
ing of the bill after it was passed by the
local legislature. I make these remarks in
order to place on record that the people of
Prince Edward Island are not oblivious of
the fact that this measure is one that is cal-
culated to injure their fair faie, and to
show that there is in the province itself just
as strong a feeling against it as there is in
the other provinces of Canada. My object
in calling attention to this was also to ask
mv hon. friend the Minister of Justice,
whether his attention had been called to
this Act, and also I wish to ask, is it his
intention to permit this act to remain in
force ?

Hon. Mr. M (LLS-I have not consid- red
the Act, and I could not communicate any
opinion to the House that I have not yet
conmunicated to His Excellency on the
subject.

Hon. Mr. M ACDONALD (P.E.I.)-In
respect to the iatter which was brought
forward by the hon. gentleman from MaNrh-
field, that' this was a case of one province
passing a law to tax the people of another
province, I think it is contrary to the inten-
tion of the Briti-h North America Act.

JUDGES OF PROVINCIAL COURTS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

RETURNED FROM TUE HOUSE OF COMMON.

A message was received from the House
of Commons returning Bill (150) "An Act

8ý4.

to amend the Act respecting the Judges of
Provincial Courts," with an amendment.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-What is the effect,
of the amendment ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The effect of the
amendment is that the clause tixing an age
limit is dropped out for the present, as it
was a consequential amendment to the
amendment made in this House, and then
the following section becoming the intro-
ductory section, two or three additional
words became necessary and which stood in
the first section before.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understood
the hon. gentleman to say that the whole
paragraph fixing an age limit for judges is
taken out of the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -Yes; they concur in
the aniendment made in this House, and
make that amendment, as they regard it as
a consequential amendment to what was
made here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The effect of the amendment is that that
portion of the section which related to
the compulsory retirement of judges after
they have completed the 75th year of their
age, struck out by the Senate, is approved.
The Commons have gone further and have
eliminated the former part of that clause
which is as follows :-

Every judge of a county court in any of the pro-
vinces of Canada shall, subject to the provisions of
this Act, hold office during good behaviour and hie
residence within the county or union of counties for
which the court is established.

Anid then the proviso, which is as follows :
"Provided that no person shall hold or retain
office as such judge after ho has completed
the 75th year of his age," is struck out. So
that they agree to our amendment and strike
out the other part of the clause, namelv,
that portion which relates to future appoint-
ments, leaving the law precisely as it is now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I must confess that I do not see how one is
dependent on the other. I cannot see what
object the government could have in object-
ing to an age limit for the future. I do not
very well understand their objection to the
age limit for the future, unles it be for the
purpose of bringing a bill forward again at
another session, in order to have another
tussle over this question, and I have no
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doubt the same result will follow, upon the
broad principle laid down by the hon. mem-
ber from Barrie, that you should not inter-
fere with what are really vested rights, so
long as there are no charges against the
judges which should lead to their retirement
from office.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend and the House that there would be
no object in keeping this age limit in at the
present time unless it could be made im-
mediately effective. Under the amendment
it would be more than twenty years coming
into operation. There was, however, an
opinion expressed here, before the bill left
the House, that if the retiring allowance to
judges over seventy-five yeais of age was
made a full allowance instead of a two-thirds
allowance, the House would be disposed to
favourably consider the proposition. It was
thought desirable to renove this provision
of the bill and leave the subject open to be
dealt with at another session, if that was
thouglit to be in the public interest.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-What
is the use ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have in the first
place to provide for the constitution of courts
in the Yukon country. We have two dis-
trict courts in the province of Ontario called
into existence by the local legislature this ses-
sion, where before there were stipendiary ina-
gistrates, for whom it is necessary to inake
appointments, and the local governinent of
Quebec can also provide for the appointment
of a superior court judge in St. Francis dis-
trict. There were several new judges to,
appoint and salaries to provide, and in one
instance a new court to create, and so the
bill was absolutely necessary, apart f rom this
provision altogether.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHER VILLE-But if
this provision was struck out, instead of
sending this amendment and leaving the bill
as it is-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is precisely what
has been done.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I entirely agree
with the bill as it now stands. I was not
in the House at the time, but I could not
support the motion of my hon. friend from
Barrie, because I disapprove of the age limit
altogether for county court judges. The law
now provides a inethod of retiring county
court judges for old age, which it does not

provide for in the case of other judges- by
means of commission, and although as it
has been stated it has not, been effective, it
could easily be made effective. If the law
could be strengthened to implement that
provision it would be better. I believe the
retirement of ju Iges at seventy-five arbi-
trarily would work injustice. Long before
that age it might be necessary to retire
J dges for various reasons, while many others
wculd be in the prime of their power at
seventy-five. I think an arbitrary retire-
ment at the age of seventy-five is a wrong
principle altogether. We should implement
the law we have now hy which county court
judges cari be retired for old age. If that
law is not sufficiently effective that the gov-
ernment can use it it ought to be made so
that a judge can be retired when his powers
fail, but, would not absolutely retire a nian
at seventy-five when doing that would be
retirin some who would be in the very
strength of their power.

The motion was agreed to.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

FIRsT, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (174) 'An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain ex-
penses of the public service for the financial
years ending respectively 30th June, 1898,
and the 30th June, 1899, and for other pur-
poses relating to the public service."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the suspension
of the 41st rule as far as the sane relates to
this bill.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before this
House proceeds to read this bill the second
time, I may say that it is usual that we
should be favoured with a statement by the
members of the government as to what it
contains. I understand there is a good deal
of money being voted away by this bill, and
though we may not have the power to
amend a money bill, we have the power to
reject it; we have certainly the right to
know what it contains, and therefore, it is
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due to this House that we should have an
explanation of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-During the nuinerous
years that I have been in this House, it has
not always been the practice for a member
of the governmuent to explain the Supply
Bill to the House. I know for many years
it never was done, but it is a very reason-
able and proper reque,t, and I am on'y too
glad to give my hone friend the information
that lie desires. In the first place, the
supply bill for the supplementary estimates
for 1897-98 amounts to $1,463,087 as
against $1,777,000 last year. In schedule
" B" which is the principal estitmate for the
financial year now approaching, the total
vote on consolidated fund is $28,678,000,
authorized by statute $19,124,000, total
$47,853,760 as against $45,872,927 for the
preceding year, a difference of about two
million dollars. The amount chargeable to
capital is3 $6,583,926. The charges that ap-
pear for the first time this year and are quite
usual in their character, are largely due to
both the supplementals for the present year
and the amount of the estimates and supple-
mentals for the next year due to the Yukon.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHER VILLE-How
much does it amount to i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Taking the two years
it amounts to considerably over a million.
For the coming year in the main estimates,
schedule B, salaries, Yukon district,$50,000 ;
North-west Mounted Police, which has been
largely increased, as bon. gentlemen know,
$346,250. Then it is proposed to have two
judges in Yukon district, and the amount
is $9,000. Hon. gentlemen are also aware that
a very considerable force has been sent up
there oi the permanent militia. There were
some 200 men, what was called the Canadian
permanent force. We are keeping those
men up there, and it was thought advisable
at the time to increase the forces there in
order that law and order might be estab-
lished, at all eventi for the present year.
That involves an extra expenditure of
$140,000. The surveys of the' Stikine
route and the Edmonton route and other
expenses charged, about $15,000, making
altogether $600,452 in connection with the
Yukon Then there is the plebiscite, which
-of course ix an unusuil item. That is
.$250,000. The plebiscite with the Yukon

84

expenditure, makes $850,450. To gi-atify
my hon. friend, who has asked for it, I may'
say that there is an item of $180,000 for a
new steamer to Prince Edward Island.
That, however, lie has taken a note of
before.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is charge-
able to capital account.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not sure.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, it is charged to capital.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it is.
Then the Intercolonial Railway extension
to Montreal has involved a very considerable
expenditure, and the increase on that to
Montreal is $211,000, and the additional
rolling stock for the Intercolonial Railway
is $600,000. The increased accommodation
at St. Jo)hn dock, making it a winter fort,
$250,000. There is an ite m for an elevator
at St. John, $75,000, and for an elevator at
Halifax, $75,000. Those items altogether
make $2,240,000. So that hon. gentlemen
will see that the increased expenditure is
accounted for. The total increased expen-
diture, taking capital and consolidated fund,
would be altogether-the total for the
present year-$47,853,806, as against $45,-
872,922 for last year, making in round
numbers $2,000,000. I have explained the
items that aggregate a quarter of a million
in excess of that $2,240,450. So that it
will be seen, if you take out the extraordi-
nai y expenditure connected with the Yukon,
the plebiscite and the extension to Montreal,
and the necessary increase of rolling stock
on the Intercolonial Railway, the amount
really voted for the present year is not
greater-in fact it is somewhat less-than
that of last year, and it is certainly not two
millions in excess of the amount voted in
1896-7, which was on the estimate of our
predecessors. In 1896-7 the total vote was
$46,132,442 as against $47,853,000 for the
present ytar.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Does my hon.
friend refer to the estimates that were finally
submitted to parliament for 1896-7 by his
government?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As the hon. gentle-
man knows, I thipk two months after the
late government had the main estimates pre-
pared, the government changed.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It was the
fgure actually submitted to parliament that
year 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Projected by the
former governmnent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-So that after all there
is scarcely justification for saying that the
amount is so abnornally increased. The
abnormal increase is shown to be for charges
that could not very well have been antici-
pated, and could not very well have been
avoided under the circumstances.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
in submitting these estimates to the House
has indulged in comparisons, but I nctice, as
hon. gentlemen will have noticed, that he
confines his comparisons altogetier between
the estimates for the incoming year and
their own estimates for the current year and
a very sliglit comparison with the estimates
for the year 1896 and 1897 which were also
submitted by themselves to the House. It
is true my lion. friend in a quiet way attri-
butes these estimates of 1896-97 to the
Conservative government that preceded him,
but this point I wish to note, that my hon.
friend does not vent ure to go beyond making
comparisons between the various estimates
of the present administration. He does not
make any comparison with the expenditures
of the late administration. That is a very
strange change which ha. corne over the
tactics of hon. gentlemen in the government.
They used to be very fond of comparisons,
but they were comparisons between the ad-
ministrative record of the Conservative
administration and that of the Liberal gov-
ernment between 1873 and 1878, and they
were able to show in the last year of th-,
Conservative administration that the ex-
penditure had gone up during the 18
years after the time the Mackenzie govern-
ment had gone out of power by the
amount of about twelve million dollars.
These were the comparisons with which they
were accustomed in those day; to deal
when discussing the financial position of the
country, and w e have not forgotten how
strongly they condenned that increase f rom
twenty-four millions when the Mackenzie

government went out to thirty.six million
when the Tupper administration resigned
as being an increase of expenditure that
was perfectly unjustifiable, that it was an
expenditure which had its foundation in
extravagance and corruption. These were-
the grounds they took. Now we ail remem-
ber that in 1893 my hon. friend the Min-
ister of Justice and bis friends met here in
Ot-awa and they framed a platform for
their party. They came together in great
numbers and they laid down their policy
and they said we do not want to be bound
by what Mr. So and So said in this part of
the country or another gentleman has said
in another part of the country, but we are
willing to be bound by what we solemnly
declare in this Ottawa conference as our
policy if we come into power. Here are the
words of that platfornm as agreed upon at
this Ottawa convention :

We cannot but view with alarm the large increase
of the public debt, and the controllablei annual ex-
penditure of the Dominion, and the consequent undue
taxation of the people under the governments that
have been continuously in power since 1878, and we
demand strict economy in the administration of the
government of the country.

Here was the solemn declaration of the
party arrived at after grave consultation
and after bringing ail their wise men
together from the shores of the Atlantic to-
the Pacific ocean in order to put their
heads together and devise a platform, by
which they were all to be bound. Fol!ow-
ing this platform we find that Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, the leader of the party, spoke in
Toronto on the 23rd August, 1894, and he
made use of these words:

Has the expenditure gone down ? No ; it has gone
up. It went up two, three, five, ten millions and
more until it is now 838,000,000. And the Conser-
vatives do not shrink from it, but swallow it all. If
we come into power, we will follow the example of
Mr. Mackenzie, and I say that although we may not
be able to bring the expenditures back to what they
%ere, we can reduce the amount two, yea three mil-

lion dollars a year. (Applause.)

The same hon. ge tleman spoke a little
later in the same year in the city of Brant-
ford. Here is what lie said:

Do you imagine there is any justification for this
increase of expenditure? The Conservatives tell us.
that there is justification. The population has in-
creased they say. Oh, yes, it bas increased nine per
cent, but the expenditure bas increased 100 per cent.
There can be no justification for such an expenditure
when, as has been stated, the great bulk is a corrupt
expenditmre. Moreover, they tell us that if we were
in power we could not retrench and econoînize. But,
I do nét believe that it 'will be a very diffienît task.
(Hear, hear.) It would not be a very difficult task to
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the extent of one, two, three, and Mr. Mills, the
p resent Minister of Justice, told his constituents a
ew days ago that it was possible to retrench to the

extent of tour millions a year.

Now, Sir Richard Cartwright spoke a
little later in the House of Commons in
1896, when the last budget was delivered
by the Conservative party. He m ide use of
thèse words in the speech which he delivered
in reply to the then Minister of Finance.
He said :

I say it is a disgrace and a shame to the govern-
ment that have been entrusted with our affairs that
they come down to us and ask for an expenditure of
$38,300,000 a year for federal purposes. Sir, the thing
is utterly unjustifiable.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-So it was.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I hope my hon.
friend is of the same opinion yet.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Yes.

Hon. Mr.FERGUSON-Sir Louis Davies
spoke in the same session in the same debate
and he says:

Now, what is the policy of the Liberal party ?
Summed up in a few words, it is to reduce the expend-
iture of the country to the lowest possible pKint con-
sistent with an ethcient service. You tell us that
that cannot be done. We have spent hour after hour
on this aide, going into details and showing huw it
can be done. In reply to challenges which came from
the other aide, gentlemen on this aide undertook the
labour of pointing out the particular departments of
the service and which money can be saved and those
are all upon record.

Not only could they do it, but they had
shown how they could do it and they had
pcinted out the particular points in the
public service where they could bring their
principles of economy into practice. Sir
Louis Davies continued :

We are ready to go to the country with that state-
ment on which we pledge ourselves that very large
and important reductions can be made in the expenai-
ture of the country without impairing the efficient
administration of its affairs.

Hon. gentlemen, we know that the Liberal
party went to the country, as Sir Louis
Davies said they would, with this as the prin-
cipal point in their platform, and on that
platform they received the support of the
people of this country and were returned to
power. When they met parliament in 1896
they brought down a rather swollen estimate,
and the amount was larger than had been
presented during any previous year except, I
think, the year of the North-we-t rebellion in
1885, and when the gentlemen in opposition
rose in their seats and pointed out to the

government that they had gone back on their
promises, that they were presenting to the
country and parliament larger estimates than
those which they had previously condemned
as being shameful extravagance, they were
answered in this way by the government.
Sir Louis Davies said, that the facts-which
had been presented by Mr. Foster, Mr.
Wallace and other gentlemen with regard to
the swollen character of the estimates that
were brought down-

The facts are serious, disgraceful I acknowledge,
but every atom of responsibility is charged upon the
hon. gentlemen for the reckless manner in which they
managed the finances. * * * *
That the people are willing to wait for the develop-
ment of my hon. friend's policy, which willtake place
next session, and they will judge the Finance Minister
by the policy which he then proposes.

In other words the estimates we are pre-
senting to parliament are not our estimates,
we have not had time to go into every branch
of the public service and find whether we
could carry out our policy of economy, we
are not able to do that thing for want of
time, we were obliged to take up the
estimates as they were prepared for us to a
large extent. We admit they are disgrace-
ful, we admit they are extravagant, but we
ask the country and the House to suspend
judgment upon us till we have an oppor-
tunity of presenting estimates of our own.
The Hon. Mr. Fielding, Minister of Finance,
was more emphatic still and went more into
detail in defending himself and his party
for bringing in these extravagant estimates
in the year 1896. He says:

We had to say in the beginning that we accepted the
estimates of the hon. gentleman opposite with a full
and clear understandmg that we had not an oppor-
tunity of inquiring elaborately into the details of the
organization of public affairs ; but that our hope and
ex pectation was that we would be able to make some
red uctions in the expenditure. I have a strong
hope that before the end of the fiscal year we may
be able to effect some changes in f ultilment of our
promises in that direction to show the public that
we are able to effect economies which have been
spoken of by hon, gentlemen opposite. But it will
not be ntil this first year is completed and until we
have paid the debts of hon. gentlemen opposite and
entered upon a new year for which we shall prepare
the estimates ourselves and have full and complete
control of them that we shall be in a position to make
comparisons. I have not the slightest doubt that
when that time comes a comparison of the records of
the Liberal party and the Conservative party will
show that the Liberal party is one of econormy.

The lion. Finance Minister of the present
government longed for the time to come
when he would be able to make comparisons,
not comparisons between one year and
another, or of his own work, as the Secretary
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of State is now doing, but comparisons by itself. I am dealing with the expenditure
between his work as a Finance Minister of on consolidated revenue and the expenditure
this country and the work of the Conserva- for the year 1895-96 was $36,949,142, and
tive party in the administration of our I find that the expenditure on consolidated
financial affairs. They longed for the account as contained in the estimates already
opportunity when they would be enabled brought down by my hon. friend for the
to make these comparisons, but we have incoming year is about $41,000,000, an in-
now my hon. friend the Secretary of State crease from a few thousand less thi"n
rising in the House and presenting enor- $37,000,000 in 1895-6, the last year of the
mously swollen estimates to this House Conservatives administi ation to about $41,-
without making any comparisons save 000,000 for the year for which we are now
between the years of the administration naking a provision, and with the certainty
and management of public finances by his before us that next 3 ear as in ail other year.,
own friends since they have come into there will be supplementaty estimates
power He thinks it is sufficient for the brought down during the next session of
purposes of defence for him to be able to parliament providing for other expenditures
show this House that the expenditure of in connection with that year. It may be
the incoming year are not so much greater that not quite ail of this $41,000,000 that
than the expenditure for the present year: is now being brought down wil be expended.
that if they will prove to this House that It is possible there may be srall sums that
they are not going headlong to destruction 'vill not be expended, but 1 think 1 ar per-
and adding tens of millions more to the fectly safe in assuniing that the estimates
expenditure of the incoming year than which in ail certainty will be brought down
the year through which we art, now pass- during next session of parliament for 1 bis
ing, and for which they themselves have particular year vith which we are deal-
estimates, he feels that if lie does this he ing wili be greater than any saving which
will have made satisfactory conparisons and can be effected upon the main and supple-
the country will be satisfied. As I said entary estimates that are already before us.
when I opened my remarks, the govern- So that it is now certain that as far as con-
ment should be able-as Mr. Fielding solidated revenue account is concerned this
said they would be able after they had been government is iaying out for the expenditure
two or three years in power-to make satis- of certainly not less-it may be more-than
factory comparisons between their own ad- $41,000,000 for the year 1898-99, and then
ministration and the administration of affairs when we compare that with d'e expenditure
by the Conservatives when they were in of the Liberal-Conservative governnient
power. As my hon. friend bas not ventured during the year 1895-96 of $36,949,000 we
on these comparisons, I will make a few, find that there is an increase of over $4,000,-
.and they will be very few. I do not intend 000 in consoiidated revenue account alone.
to extend my observations, but I cannot ere let me point out to my hon. friend the
allow this opportunity to pass without Minister of Justice the position in which lie
placing on record some of the comparisons stands at this moment before his former
between the Liberal Conservative adminis- constituants in Bothwell. He promised
tration and the administration as evidenced them, so the premier says, in 1894, that if
by the estimates we have now placed before the Liberal party got into power he
us. I find that for the last complete would and they would reduce the expend-
year of Liberal-Conservative administration, iture on consolidated revenue by $4,000,000
1895-96, the total expenditure on conso- a year-that they would niake that roduc-
lidated revenue was $36,949,142, and I tind tien. Here ve fid my hon. friend for the
that the estiniates now submitted to the first year in which he is in a position to
House make estimates, preparing, not only prepar-

ing but comnlitting this parliainent and the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-How much capital country, to an expenditure of over $4,000,-

account? 000 greater than what occurred under
the Liberai-Cons ervati ve governmnent. So

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will deal with that my hon. friend is starting out in
capital account by itself. I will make dis- his career as a menber of the adninis-
tinct comparison& and keep capital account tration by spending, on consolidated
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revenue account alone, for the first year
over $8,000,000 more than he promised his
constituents of Bothwell he would spend if
he were placed in the government of the
country. That is the position in which my
hon. friend stands. My hon. friend said
something about capital account. I have not
these figures in detail. I do not intend to,
go very largely into them and I notice that
the figures that I have are based upon the
estimates that were submitted to the House
of Commons, and I presume that as the
estimates were going through the House
some little changes were made, and I
notice that the figures that my hon. friend
has read, which I have no doubt are based
upon the supply bill as it finally went
through the House, differ only in some very
small particulars from the figures I have in
my hand, and I account for it for the reason
that some items may have been dropped in
the House of Commons. But altogether the
difference is so very slight that it is not
worth talking about. It only amounts to a
few thousand in the whole. Now, we find
that in this year there are already estimates
brought down for capital expenditure of
about $7,000,000. They vary a little for
the reason I have already explained. My
figures are $6,900,000, and adding these to
the figures as I have them it makes a total
expenditure of over $48,000,000 pro ided
for in the estimates we have now before
us, including capital account and consoli-
dated revenue expenditure. I wish to place
these figures on record and I wish to call
the attention of hon. gentlemen to the
position in which they are now placed
before the people of this country in regard
to this matter of expenditure. Let us
look at the matter of the debt. If I
had the i esolution of the Quebec conference
here, hon. gentlemen would see that it was
particularly emphatic on the point that the
debt was alarmingly increased. I think the
resolution I read made that declaration.
Ilere, we have had the debt going up by
leaps and bounds since these hon. gentle-
men came into power. We have the expen-
diture increased on consolidated revenue in
two years to the amount of $4,000,000. If
that rate is maintained for 18 years in place
of the increase, which occurred under the
Conservative administration of $12,000,000,
or froi $24,000,000 to $36,000,000, if that
rate is continued for 18 years, it would add
to the expenditure of the country on con-

solidated revenue account, something like
$30,000,000 if they keep on as they have
been doing during these two years. So that
when they complain of the alleged extraor-
dinary acceleration in the increase of the
expenditure of the country during the time
the Conservative government were in power,
it was a mere trifle compared with the
extravagant increase which is now going on
under their own management. I find the
debt on the 30th June, 1896, was $325,-
717,536.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is gross.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, that is
gross; of course the comparison is fair enough
-while on the 30th April, 1898, the gross
debt was abcut $336,702,000, showing at
any rate an enormous increase bas
also gone on, and of course we have
to go on when we are voting this
year, as I have just shown, about
seven millions of capital expenditure. That
m'ans nothing else than that an enormous
increase shall be effected in the debt during
the year that is now coming as has been
done during the past year. But my hon.
friend the Secretary of State imagines he
finds an excuse for a part of this excessive
expenditure in the Yukon estimates and in
the extension of the Intercolonial Railway
to Montreal and in the provision that is
now made for the plebiscite and some other
things which are mentioned. It is true that
these casual expenditures are being provided
for in the estimates of the next year, but it
is equally true that in almost every year
the government is confronted with casual
expenditures of one kind or another, and the
year 1898-99 is not peculiar in the fact that
there have been peculiar expenditures of
this kind provided for within it. If there
is to be a plebiscite in that year there will,
1 presume, be no general election as we have
had in many other years, and if a large ex-
penditure has to be provided for the Yukon
there is no North west rebellion to deal
with or any difficulty of that kind;
and it is quite easy to show that no de-
duction ought to be made on account of
these expenditures to which the hon. gentle-
man referred, unless, for the purpose of com-
parison, you go back to former years when
the Conservative government was in power
and eliminate from their expenditures equally
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abnormal expenditures that occurred in
almost every one of those years. Therefore,
for the purpose of comparison there is no
use in presenting the statements of the hon.
gentlemen to the House unless you are will-
ing to go back, and reshape, revamp, as it
were, the expenditure during the Conserva-
tive administration, inaking credit for ex-
penditures which would be fairly compared
with these. Butwhile miyhon.friend is ready
to snatch at Yukon expenditure as a first-
rate argument with which to justify himself
and his friends before the country for a small
part of the expenditure for next year, have
we forgotten that during the long time they
were in opposition they refused stubbornly
to give the Conservative government credit
or allowance for the vast expenditures which
it had to incur in connection with the ac-
quisition and with the development of the
great North-west Territories. When they
came into power this great heritage was
placed under their care, the postal system had
to be developed and an expensive system of
Mounted Police had to be maint ained ; provi-
sion had to be made for the surveys of the
land and provision had to be made for
bringing that vast territory from a lone land
such as it was then and converting it step
by step until it was prepared to take its
place along the line of the provinces of the
Dominion of Canads. That was the respon-
sibility that devolved upon the Liberal-Con-
servative government during ail those years,
that accounted for much of the increase in
the debt which had to be incurred in build-
ing the great Canadian Pacifie Railway;
that was the foundation of the increased ex-
penditure and increased capital expenditure
and inereased debt during the time the Cou-
servative government were in power. But the
hon. gentlemen opposite who now stand
pleading that we should exonerate them be-
fore the people of this country f rom their
broken pledges, because they had an expen
diture of half a million dollars in connection
with the Yukon territory : the gentlemen
who refused during ail those years to give
their predecessors the slightest credit for the
enormous expenditures they had to incur in
development of the great North-west and
Manitoba now come and ask the House and
the country to forgive them for their broken
promises, for their extravagant expenditurE
and for their swollen estimates, simply be
cause they hai to spend half a million dollar
in connection with the Yukon territory. Hon

gentlemen, Ido not propose to follow these
observations any further; I desire, however,
to place on record my protest against these
expenditures, iot only because they are large
as compared with the expenditures incurred
during the Conservative administration,
but because I believe these expenditures are
extravagant in themselves. 1 believe that
as time goes on we shall see that our friends
in the government have deviated widely
from the policy they pursued in opposi-
tion and the platform they then laid down.
There must be some influences at work in
which I would be very sorry to include either
of the hon. gentlemen who sit in this House,
for I believe neither of them would be capa-
ble of being a party to what is corrupt or
wrong, but I cannot help believing that for
sonie of these extraordinary expenditures,
which this country has now incurred and
which will weigh us down with a heavy debt
in the future, there are in many cases reasons
other thanthose drawn f rom the consideration
of the public interest. I know mv hon. friend
is anxious to profess his own honesty and the
honesty of the government in reply to these
observations. However, I only make them
in some way to find in my mind an explana-
tion of the extraordinary expenditures that
are being incurred. I cannot understand why
this governinent should vote such extrava-
gant sums of money as they are voting,
why they should go back on ail their solemn
promises, why they should do all this, and do
it in the very early days of their adninstra-
tion when they cannot have forgotten the
promises they made to the people and the
warnings they received. I cannot believe
they can have done so unles, there is in the

* administration some evil influence that con-
sults other interests than the best interests
of the people of this country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am sure that my
- hon. friend beside me and myself are very

grateful to the hon. gentleman for his
promised certificate of character. I suppose
when we apply to him it will be given
under his hand and seal, and the result will
be that the hon. gentleman's friends all over
the country, whatever they may say with
regard to our colleagues, will always exempt
us from the imputations which the hon.
gentleman bas made on this occasion with

- so much candour and frankness. The hon.
gentleman has told us of the economical

. tendencies of the government of which he
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was a member, and declared that all those
special charges, those unforeseen require-
ments which the expenditure of the country
from year to year calls for, were quite as
frequent in the day of my hon. friend's
administration as they have been since.
Well, hon. gentlemen, that would require
to be the case to justify the expenditure
that took place. When these hon. gentle-
men came into office in 1878 the expendi-
tare was something less than twenty-three
and % half millions; when they retired it
was nearly sixteen millions more. I am
stating a fact. I can make it as clear as
a proposition in Euclid, if time permitted,
and I tell hon. gentlemen that that
means nearly one million a year increase
during the whole period that they were in
charge of the governmient of this country.
Let us see what are the expenditures to
which the hon. gentleman refers that he
says we: e quite a set-off io those that are
being incurred at the present moment. Has
the hon. gentleman made any such com-
parison ? Was any new province admitted
after 1878 into the Dominion? We know
how the expenditure of the government rose
between 1867 and 1878, when British
Columbia was admitted into the union,
when Prince Edward Island was admitted
into the union, when the financial terms of
union were reconsidered-all these things
added to the cost of governnent, and then
the construction of the Intercolonial Rail-
way and the interest upon the increased in-
debtedness that that structure led to. The
same nay be said with regard to the canals.
It was not until this year that we have had
any extra expenditure in consequence of the
practical enlargement of the Dominion. The
Yukon country has led to an expenditure of
$600,000 for the coming year. Is there
anything corresponding to that in the past
period of the hon. gentleman's administra-
tion ? My hon. friend knows there is not.
He speaks of the development of the North.
west Territories, but how was that brought
about 1 By the borrowing of money, by the
expenditure of sums on capital account, and
the only additions made to the public charges
in consequence of that were the sums re-
quired to meet the interest upon those ex-
penditures. That is all. And yet I point
out to the hon. gentleman that the increase
of expenditure amounted to nearly $1,000,.
000 a year. Then the hon. gentleman has
referred to the large expenditure for various

other purposes Take, for instance, the
Intercolonial Railway, where $600,000 is re-
quired and $250 000 for the rolli, g stock.
The extension of railway accommodation at
St. John Harbour, $75,000, and at Halifax,
$75,000, and so on. We find the total ex-
penditure specially pertaining to the year is
$2,2 40,000. There was nothing of that sort
in any one year when the hon. gentleman
was in charge.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There would have
been if he had his own way. There was a
tunnel to be run under the Straits of North-
umberland, and if he had got his way, how
would it have been ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
incurred a very considerable deot for arms
and ammunition. That debt the govern-
ment which succeeded him did not repudiate.
That had to be met. The hon. gentleman
did not meet that debt and now h- says
that we have an expenditure greater than
was made under their administration. Then
let me take the case of the steamer which
niy hon. friend has referred to, that is being
purchased to maintain the communication
with Prince Edward Island, costing $180,-
000. That is an expenditure that the hon.
gentleman does not say is unnecessary. He
will not -ay it is extravagant.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-He would sooner
have the tunnel.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me mention
another thing; the hon. gentleman took
good care not to make any expenditures in
constituencies not represented by his friends.
Let me take a single instance. In the
county of Bothwell the Ri, _r Sydenham
was blocked, so as to be nearly unnavigable
for a series of years. I brouglt that matter
under the attention of the government.
For three years in succession the government
gave solemn pledges that those obstructions
would be removed and that the navigation
would be improved, but that was not done.
There is, however, in the estimates of the
present year $5,000 for that purpose. That
estimate ought to be charged to the period
of the hon. gentleman.

Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it ought to be
charged to the period of the hon. gentleman.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Suppose we
allow you to take that $5,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I could name a good
many five thousands if time would permit.
Let us take the case of the docks and har-
bours in the maritime provinces, and what
happened in the gentleman's own island i
Let him look at the expenditure in the De-
partment of Public Works, or in the De-
partment of Railways and Canals in respect
to that island, and see what charges have
been made during the period that island re-
turned a Reform delegation to the House of
Comnons. Did the hon. gentleman do his
duty by his island 1

Hon. Mr FERGUSON-Yes.

a very considerable sum of money required
for that work, and there is a large expen-
diture on capital account for that reason,
larger than there would be under certain
circumstances. But does any hon. gentle-
man say, when the money can be obtained
at a low rate of interest, that in hurrying
forward the completion of the deepening of
the canals the government are not acting in
the public interesti And, if it is fair to
take a year when that work, which was
undertaken. the policy, of which was settled
before the government came into office, is
being carried out with vigour to completion,
that the government is not in these
matters acting in the public interest ?
Then the hon. gentleman spoke about the
swollen estimates of 1896. What estimates
of 1896 were chosen i The hon. gentleman

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The lion. gentleman knows. He, as a member of the adninis-
says " yes ;" then I suppose the hon. gen- tration, prepare 1 the estimates; those
tleman will say that a larger sum is being estimates were not brought down, but they
spent there now than. is called for. There were ready to be brought down, and the
is four or five times more required now than estimate brought down by this government,
a few years ago, because the hon. gentlenan which he calls a swollen estimate in 1896, is
neglected his duty, because the hon. gentle- a snaller estimate than that, which the hon.
nian undertook to punish a constituency gentleman himself favoured.
that would not return supporters to the late
administration, because the lion. gentleman, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not speak
as a minister of the Crown, misused his of the estimates. I said that the reason
position for the purpose of attemptinig to the government gave for their swollen char-
coerce contituencies into supporting the ad- acter, was that it was the Conservatives who
nministration. That is the reason why public were to blame. Anyway they were smal
works, such as breakwaters, were allowed to compared with what we are getting now.
go to decay, and the present government
are expending a very considerable amount Hon. 'r. MJLLS-The hon. gentleman
of money to bring up the public workb of says they were small compared with what
those constituencies to the sanie level as those we are getting now; the hon. gentleman
in the favoured constituencies which re- forgets that the controllable expenditure, if
turned supporters of the hon. gentleman. Of he will take the trouble to figure it out, that
course this expenditure will not be required is the cost of government, is $80,000 less
to be continued-certainly not ; but the than it was in 1896.
government to-day and next year will be
doing work that oughttohave beendoneyears Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No.
ago by the hon. gentleman, if he had done
his duty as a minister of the Crown. That Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is the position of things. Let me say more shakes his head. It is so, nevertheless and
than that in respect to this expenditure of I have no doubt whatever that a furtber
public money. There are larger expenditures reduction can be made, but the hon. gentle-
than are ordinarily necessary, but it is be- man's attempt to mix up appropriations for
cause there have been such large expen- works that for years had been neglected
ditures in certain portions of the Dominion, because they were in constituencies repre-
while other portions were absolutely sented by opponents of the late administra
neglected. That condition of things cannot tion, is not, in my opinion, a fair and candid
continue. Then, there is another matter. discussion of the estimates which the gov-
The present governiment have been hasten- ernient have submitted for theconsideration
ing the completion of the canals. There is of parliament.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
do not think it is necessary to continue this
discussion further than to point out this one
fact; the hon. gentleman says that during
the adminstration of the late government
they increased the annual expenditut e about
$12,000,000. While admitting his state-
ment, for the sake of argument, to be cor-
rect, without dealing in detail, we find in the
Supply Bill, we have now before us, that they
have increased the estimates by $7,000,000.
Multiply that by eighteen, the length of
time the Conservatives were in power, you
can easily arrive at the position in which the
finances of the country w ill be at the end of
that time, if the hon. gentienien should remain
so long in power. The hon. gentleman talks
about the public debt. Compare the public
debt in 1873,when the hon. friends went into
power, and the public debt when they went
out of power ; they increased the gross debt
nearly $50,000,000 during the tive years of
their administration. All vou have to do is
to look at the figures, and they tell their
own story. I am not going to argue this
question at present. I have heard the state.
ment made by the hon. gentleman's friends so
of ten on electioneeringcampaigns,which have
been answered so completely and effectively
in the past, that it is not necessary for any
one to enter, particularly at this moment of
the session, into a refutation of what the
hon. gentleman has said. There is just one
point to which he studiously omitted to
refer The hon. gentleman quoted from the
speech of what the premier alleges he stated
in the campaign when he was contesting
Bothwell, that he w as going to save in the
annual expenditure some $4,000,000. Well,
instead of decreasing it $4,000,000 they
have increased it about $7,000,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not quite.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It is another evidence of what might be
called-I would not attribute it to the hon.
gentleman, because I know he would not be
capîble of anything of that kind-what
might be called denagogism. It sounds
very much like it wh-n you compare the
statement made on the stump with the facts
as they exist. What I object to strongly
is the reduction of the interest paid to
depositors in Canada. They are paying
two and seven.eighths per centfor the money
borrowed in England. It take- about two-

eighths to manage that fund in England. I
am speaking now by the book. I have made
particular inquiry, having looked into the
matter in the past. That makes the cost of
the money to Canada at the present moment
3j per cent; yet we hear the boast constantly
made, of our being able to borrow at 2î per
cent, while the poor unfortunate wage-
earners of this country m ho deposit in the
savings bank are only allowed 2j per cent.
Add, if you like, * per cent for management
in Canada, and there is a difference between
the cost to the country of the money bor-
rowed abroad and the rate allowed the
poorer class of people who deposit in the
post office savings banks, of about ¾ of 1 per
cent. Supposing it cost ¾ to manage it in
Canada, the same as it does in England,
then it makes a difference against the Can.
adian depositors of one-half per cent, I
should like to know what the financial basis
is, or what good reason there is for that
policy, unless it is to appease the demands
of the banks.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All sums under a cer-
tain amount are allowed three per cent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
they are allowed three per cent in Canada
nc w, it is the result of the attacks which
were made upon the government when the
announcement was made by the Finance
Minister in his budget speech, because there
was no provision for paying three per cent
upon small amounts at that time. I am
dealing with the figures and facts as they
were presented to parliament. If they have
been compelled to recede from that position,
the outside lender and loan depositor stand
pretty nearly upon an equal basis. But I
should like to know how srnall the amount is
on which three per cent is allowed. If two
and a half per cent only is to he paid to those
who deposit larger sums, and I believe the
maximum deposit allowed is not to exceed
$1,000, what is the limit ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I think that is it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But I go further than that; I have always
held the opinion, and I hold it stronger to-
day than I ever did, that you had better
pay three and a half per cent for noney
borrowed f rom the residents of Canada than
get it at three per cent in England, or in
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any foreign country, and my reason is this: keep the money in the country instead of
that all the money remitted for interest on having it flow out to other countries. I be-
money borrowed in another country de- lieve that even our nunicipalities are doing
pletes the circulation to that extent and wrong in this reepect to-day. The munici-
renders us to that extent poorer. pality in which I live a4vertised for $140,000

a short time ago, and the consequence was
Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the principle that the ban was taken front our city and

cornes in. made y a sister city inCanada, and of course
as a een our municipalitl have e ieg the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If annual interest and thereby deplete our in-
you paid to the depowitor in Canada one- come to that extent. The sam e uapplies,
haif per pent more, it would be retained in of course, the general gover0ment of
Canada for te snpport and sustenance of Canada. If the governtent in their wisdom
those people who make thedeposits. 1 think could reconsider their pomition with refer-
in connection with this question, we might ence to the paying of interest, and pav even
take a leaf out of the book of France, where a larger sum to our own people, it would be
tbey have soall landed proprietors toho ran well. h would make our people more patri-
to the goveralment an enormous e\tent, so otic, because people who hae an interest,
as o avoid the necessi y of going into foreign either in ofoney or real estate, in the cuntry
markets for the money they require to carry becoineloyalists. Theybecometruetotheir
on the affairs of their governent. What is country; they feel thaT the have soigethin
the result The resu t is that ail the in- toe ive for and enjoy, and that they are part
terest which is paid to the owners of small and parcel even of the financial sy8t-m of the
landed plots remains in the country. ,t country. OnthisbasisIfullyendorsewhat
keeps the wealth in the country, and assiss the hon. gentleman froni Belleville (Sir
them in living in a comfortable state. I Mackeizie Bowell) has just stated. I do
helieve that would be the best policy for this noV know how the government %vill take it,
country. The Finance Minister says "lOh, but I believe they are wise enough Vo see
no; wherever you can get the Coney cheap- nhere is a strong argument in the poition.
est, geV it," but when you gec it cheaper you I trust that they wil acst upon the sugges-
send the interest out of the country, and the tien, unless they feel that it would be highly
policy of the present government l to pay to injurius u the interests of the countrb
the Canadian depositors less by the sunis Vo but I cannot, for the life of me, see how that
which I have called the attention of the cati be, because every dollar of interest kept
Senate than they do Vo the foreig capi- in Canada must enrielit the country t that
talists. Ib is a faose policy. It nTay nbt be extent.
strictcy in accordance with the doctrines
laid down by Adain Smith and other econo- Hon. .21r. CLEMOW-I do nlot wish to
mis t and heorists like hi ; but the practi- protract this debate : i has been altogether
cal resuit is precisely what I have said, and too long. I arn sorry the session is now t0
I hope, in the înterest of the smalt depositors near a close. This might have been an i-
in this country, who are really the wage- teresting dehate had the b ll been brou ht
earners, that the government will recede down sooner. But it seems to me the policy
f ro t the position they have taken, and give of the government is Vo ' irin l the important
as much at east Ve the Canadian deposihor nteasures down at the close of the session.
as they do the English leider, and a little We had an important biu before us the
more. other day, and I must acknowledge that I

did not do my duty in regard to it-that is,
Hon. Mr. DEVER-It is really pleasant with reference Vo the payment of money Vo

th listen Vo a great reasoner and philosopher, Manitoba for the construction of their
and I behieve a patriot, even if he be an op- buildings. intended Vo oppose it, par-
ponent. t fully endomto the statement just ticularly in the face of the announcernent
made hy my ion. friend. I eieve the gov- that the question hadbeen setted. I had
ernment of the country would do better if intended Vo move that the various Orders in
they woul horrow from their own people Council and Act of parliament e brought
and pay the interest to their own people. It down. But the bi passed s quickly that
would, as the hon. gentleman has stated, had noV an opportunity of ouching it.
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It is the most disgraceful measure passed Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, oh!
this session, and I want to put upon record bu Mr. CLEMOW-I merely want
my dissatisfaction with the way in which
these bills are brought down at the end of place matters in a propér light before t
the session, when one has no opportunity of try. These getlee epromi
properly considering them. I had no op-
portunity of judging of the merits of that n they find it is an iinpossibility. W
measure, and t fully intend to divide the were they not honest? They knew ail t
House upon it, to ascertain whether the difficulties they wouid have to face. Th
hon. gentlemen are willing to pay a sum bhmed their opponents for the increase
twice over. The hon. Minister of Justice
shakes his head. He knows more about it core and ask pity froma their opponents
than I do and I think I an entitled to the the very assertions tbey made when in op
information that he possesses. If the eition. I hope that another session we m
papers had been brought down, the hon. have iimportant bis before us in pro
gentleman might have been able to satisfy time. If I could have my way, I wo
us that we were not paying the amount peremptorily refuse to consider any meas
over again. With reference to the question unless we ha'e time to consider if careful
of inter-st, that has been well settled. AI- Hon. Mr. MILLS-We must have so
ready the-e has been a great decrease of thing coming last, otherwise we would hâ
deposits in the various post office savings brought the session to a close inonths ago
banks of this country. It is impossible
for poor men to accept so low a rate. The motion was agreed to, and the
Three per cent is low enough, and I should was read the second and third times a
very much like to see a larger amount paid passed.
to depositors. It is a policy that should
have been pursued long ago. My idea is
that when a man has $100 he should be
entited to deposit bis money and receive O
the governrent secuapty; that ls better This da , at Three o'clock bP.M.
than depositing iL with a bank. Now, how- ExelnythGoenreealpoe

C Ec ntry the goenemenmaea prome

ever, they are goinz to withdraw the money in state to the Senate Chamber in
from the savings bank ani deposit it in theCe Parliament Buildings, and took hi s

Sdncreasing in England, and here we a e inute thone. ulThae mt E ers Th
decreasing ip, and I think i is a very iad ncy
system. 1 hope the govern.ent will tuke iieased to command the attendace of

consideration for the benefit iuse of Comntons, and that Hs e w
tae i tan lls bfosre snn

of the people. e is too late to enter ito eas
the discussion now, but one thing strikes me to, in Rer Mjesty's name, by wis Ex

very forcibly, t.hat when the Refîomers held lency te Governor Genera , sz. t a
their Lreat meeting in Ottawa in 1893 and An Act respecting the Lake Erie and Detroit

Railway Company.
promised whtte ol Ite eevd An Act respecting the Board of Trade of the
the people. They said they would do certain of Toronuto.
thinvs. An Act to axnend the MLounted Police Pen

Act, 1889.
An Act further to amnd the Act rPspecting

Hon. Mr. lt eILLS-You did not agree emnment Harbourè, Pier and Breakwaters.
with their view. An Act furher to amend the Petroleuni Inspec

Act.
An Act further txe aunend the Gas Inspection.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Circustances An Awt fitrther t amend tNwe Inand Revenue.
alter cases. But these far-seeing men, n Act further to aueeyd the Act respecting C

in e Who ficate8 to Magt*rs and NMates of Shipm.
knew what they were taking abou, shoud An Ac rpecting the Dominion Building
neer have ade promises that they woui d Loan Assciation.syste.y wAn Act t icorort the Prudential Life Ai
fot me able to carry ou n ance Company of Canada.
impr oper. I an ot a pohitician An Ac for the relief of Robert Augustu Ba

theircrea meeing n Otawa n 183 an

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, oh !
An Act respecting the Hudson's Bay and P

Railway Company.
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An Act respecting the Ontario and Rainy River An Act further to anend the Coipanies Act.
Railway Company. An Act respecting the Kingston and Pembroke

An Act for the relief of Edwin Heyward. Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Charter of the Union Bank An Act to incorporate the Windsor and troit

of Canada. Union Bridge Comlany.
An Act respecting the Manufacturers' Guarantee An Act respecting the Saint John Bridge and Rail-

and Accident insurance Company, and to change its way Extension Company.
name to "The Dominion of Canada Guarantee and An Act to incorporate the Montmorency Cotton
Accident Insurance Company." Mills Company.

An Act to incorporate the Victoria Montreal Fire An Act further tu amend the Fisheries Act.
Insurance Company. An Act respecting the Harbour of the City of Saint

An Act respecting the Columbia and Western John, in the Province of New Brunswick.
Railway Canpany. An Act further tu antend the Adulteration Act.

An Act respecting the British Columbia Southern An Act further to ainend the Act respecting
Railway Company. Goverument Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters.

An Act to confirm an agreement between the St. An Act further to aîuend the Act respecting the
Stephen and Milltowrr Railway Company and the Protection of Navigable Waters.
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. An Act to incorporate the British American Light

An Act respecting the Queenston Heights Bridge and Power Company.
Company. An Act res the Montreal Island Beit Line

An Act respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Railway C
Coin pany. An Act t rate the Klondike and Dawson

An Act respecting the Calgary and Edmonton City Bank.
Railway Company. An Act for the relief of James Pearson.

An Act respecting the Federal Life Assurance An Act to incorporate the Toronto and Hudson
Company of Ontario, and to change its name to the' Bay Railway Company.
Federal Life- Assurance Company of Canada. An Act further to amend the General Inspection

An Act respecting the Inspection of Steamboats Act.
and the Examination and Licensing of Engineers An Act further to aniend the Militia Act.

nemployed on them. An Act to make further respecting Grants
An Act respecting the Edmonton District Railway of Land to members of theilitia Force on Active

Company. Service in the North-west.
An Act to incorporate the Cowichan Valley Rail- An Act to amend "The Canada Evilence Act,

way Company. 1893."
An Act respecting the Brandon and South-western An Act to incorporate the Tobique Manufacturing

Railway Company. Company (Limited).
An Act to incorporate the Miles Cañion and Lewes An Act to authorize the Canada Eastern Railway

River Tramway Company. Company to convey its railway to the Alexander
An Act respecting the Hamilton and Lake Erie Gibson Railwayand Manufacturing Conpay.

Power Company. An Act to incorprate the Subsidiary HighCour
An Act to incorporate the Klondike and Peace of the Ancient Order of Foresters in the Dominion of

River Gold Mining, Land and Transportation Coin- Canada.
pany, Limited. AnAct to provide for the government of the Yukon

An Act to incorporate the Nickel Steel Company District.
of Canada. An Act to incorporate the Dawson City and Vic-

An Act incorporating the Central Canada Loan toria T.-legraph Company (Limited>.
and Savings Company. An Act furthcr to amend the Land Titles Act, 1894.

An Act to incorporate the Montreal and James An Act furth-r to amend the Indian Act.
Bay Railway Company. An Act further tu amend the Acts respecting the

An Act respecting th e Brockville and St. Lawrence North-west Territories.
Bridge Company. A incrprate the Lake Bennett and Klon-

An Act respecting the Lake Manitoba Railway and dike Railway and rramway Company.
Canal Company. Au. Act further te amen the Dominion Lands Act.

An Act to incorpora te the Miles Caion and White An Act further to amend the Post Office Act.
Horse Tramway Company. An Act respecting the identification of Crininals.

An Act respecting the Ottawa and New York An Act te ainend Chapter il of the Statutes of
Railway Company. 1897, intituled: "An Act te restrict the importat on

An Act to incorporate the London and Lake Huron and enployment of Aliens."
Railway Company. An Act io authorize the Quebec Harbour Commis-

An Act for better securing the Safety of certain sioners to borrow money.
Fishernien. An Act to authorize certain contracte ith Steam-

An Act respecting the Vancouver, Victori% and ship Companies for Cold Storage accommodation.
Eastern Railway and Navigation Company. M Act respecting the Saakatchewan Railway and

An Act respecting the Canada Atlantic Railway Mîning Company.
C<mpany. An Act respecting the International Radial Rail-

An Act te incorporate the Timagami Railway vay Company.
Company. An Act respecting the London and Lake Huron

An Act to incor porate the Canada Atlantic Transit Railway Company.
Company. An Act respectiriw the Transpott Contract hetween

An Act to incorporate the Atlas Loan Conpany. Her Majesty and the Winnipeg Great Northern Rail-
An Act further to amend the Act respecting the way Company.

Department of the Geological Survey. An Act te amend the Act te lrovide for Bounties
An Act respecting the Montfort Colonization Rail- on Ion and Steel made in Canada.

way Conpany, and to change its name to the Mont- An Act te provide for the aholition of the Civil
fort and Gatineau Colonization Railway Company. Servie Superannuation Act and for the retirenent of

An Act to incorporate the Canadian Mining Insti- ienîbers of the Civil Service.
tute. An Ad respecting the repayment of the moneys

An Act respecting the Nakusp and Slocan Railway advanced te the Saint John Bridge and Railway
Company. Extension Company.
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An Act to confirm a certain award in favour of the
Dominion Atlantic Railway Company.

An Act further to protect the Customs and Fish-
eries.

An Act further to anend the Customs Act.
An Act to incorporate the Dawson City Electric

Company, Limited.
An Act to incorporate the Dawson City Electric

Lighting and Tramway Company, Limited.
An Act to grant further aid to the Harbour Con.

missioners of Montreal.
An Act incorporating the Western Alberta Rail-

way Company.
An Act to amend the Companies Act.
An Act further to anend the Act respecting Public

Officers.
An Act further tu amend the Railway Act.
An Act to incorporate the Northern Commercial

Telegraph Company, Limited.
An Act to incorporate the Lake Champlain and

Saint Lawrence Ship Canal Company.
An Act in further amendment of the Post Office

Act.
An Act respecting the Manitoba Debt Account.
An Act respecting the payment of grants in aid of

the construction of Public Works.
An Act respecting the north-western, northern and

north-eastern boundaries of the Province of Quebec.
An Act respecting the Prohibition of the Imiiporta-

tion, Manufacture and Sale of Intoxicating Liquors.
An Act to incorporate the Ottawa Interprovncial

Bridge Coumpany.
An Act re-pecting the Montreal and Southern

Counties Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Montreal and Province Line

Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Montreal, Ottawa and

Georgian Bay Canal ompany.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting the

Senate and House of Commons.
An Act further to amend the Weights and Measures

Act.
An Act to repeal the Electoral Franchise Act, and

to further anend the Dominion Elections Act.
An Act to anend and consolidate the North-west

Irrigation Acts of 1894 and 1895.
An Act respecting the Great North-west Central

Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Three Rivera and North

Shore Electrie Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Customs Tariff, 1897.
An Art further to amend the Inland Revenue Act.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting the

Judges of Provincial Courts.
An Act in further amendment of the Fisheries Act.

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the
House of Commons addressed His Excel-
lency the Governor General as follows :

"MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXcELLENcY :

"The Commons of Canada have voted certain Sup-
plies required to enable the governrment to defray the
expenses of the Public Service.

" In the name of the Commons, I present to Your
Excellency the following bill :

'An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sums
of money required for defraying certain expenses of
the public service, for the financial years ending
respectively the 30th June, 1898, and the 30th June,
1899, and for other purposes relating to the public
service,'
to which bill I humbly request Your Excellency's
assent."

To this bill the Clerk of the Senate, by
His Excellency's command, did thereupon
say :

" In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the Go.-
ernor General thanks Her Loyal subjects, accepts
their benevolence, and assents to this bill."

After which His Excellency the Governor
General was pleased to close the THIRD
SESSiON of the EIGHTH PARLIAMENT of the
DOMINION with the following

SPEECH:

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentleenu of the House of Commons:

I am glad to be able to relieve you from f urther
attendance in parliament.

Whilst all the measures which public interest
seemed to demand and to which I invited your con-
sideration at the openiiig of this session, have not
received the concurrence of both Houtses of Parliament,
I congratulate you on the very important legislation
which bas been the outcome of your deliberations,
particularly the Plebiscite Act and the new Franchise
Act, which, it i.% confidently expected, will work
satisfactorily in all parts of the Dominion.

I rejoice that durimg my term of office, it bas been
my good fortune to witness the improved relations
that have grown up between Canada and the neigh-
bouring republic, and I look forward with nuch
satisfaction to the great benefits that will flow front a
settlement of the many questions that have caused
irritation in the past.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I thank y a for the liberal provision which you
have made for the public service.

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I now wish to express the earnest hope that the
work of the session may matérially advance the pros-
perity of the country.

I cannot be unnmindful of the fact that this is the
last occasion on whih it w'ill be ny privilege to ad-
dress you front this seat as the representative of the
sovereign.

In bidding you a cordial farewell, I have to return
my warm acknowledments of the parting address,
full of loyalty to the Queen an.d of kindly good-will
to myself, which I am officiaily informed has been
unanmously passed by both Houses of Parliament,
and which will always constitute a valued token and
memorial of iily stay amongst you; and in conclusion
I desire to express ny most hearty good wishes for
your personal happnes and for the welfare of the
great interests entrusted to you.

The SPEAKER of the Senate then said:

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

It is His Excellency the Governor General's will
and pleasure that this Parhiament be prorogued until
Monday, the twenty-fifth day of July next, to be
here held, and this Parliament is accordingly pro-
rogued until the twenty-fifth day of July next.
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REPLY OF HIS EXCELLENCY TO
THE ADDRESS OF BoTH HOUSES.

The Speaker of the Senate in French, and
the Speaker of the Conmnons in English, read
to His Excellency the joint addiress pased
by both Houses.

To this His EXCELLE.NCY replied as
follows:

The source and character of this address combine
to render it conspicuous and menorable ii nw esti-
mation as an express token to be prized with no
ordinary sense of satisfaction and appreciation.

The mere fact that this manifestation has emanat-
ed from the two Houses of Parliamnt would ren-
der it interesting and significant. But this is not one
of those occurrences or proceedings where the action
itself is everything, and the nianner and method of
its performance of comparatively little account. A
declaration of your well-known loyalty to the tueen,
and ot good-will towards her representative, is doubt-
less something to be welcomred with great satisfaction,
but in addition to that aspect of the matter you have
offered to us assurances of d scriminating kindliness
which cannot fail to be gratefully received by those
to whom these evidently sincere and cordial expres-
sions are addressed.

It may possibly be within your knowledge, gentle-
men, that when enterin upon the honourable posi-
tion which I have been privileged to occupy for nearly
five years, I stated, after taking the oaths of office,
that it was my clear duty and. my aim to make the
service of Canada the main principle and purpose of
my life while in this country. To be reminded of
that utterance is to be reminded of much inadequacy
and many omissions on my part ; but if in any degree
I have been enabled to keep that aim in view, and to
endeavour to act in accordance therewith this has
been due, humanly speakinir, especially and emphati-
cally, to the constant co-operation, the ever ready and
suggestive sympathy of one whose devotion to th
interests and welf are of Canada you have thoughtfully
referred to in terms no less generous than just.

With the manifold experiences of the past five years
you can readily believe that no one occupving a pub-
lic position, and especially the position of the repre.
sentative of the Crown, in this loyal and hospitable
country, could pass that smount of time amnongst you
in all parts of the Dominion, without acquirmng a
large amount of information and experiencing a vast
amount of kindness and consideration. To leave our
many friends and acquaintances adds inevitably to
the regret with which we contemplate our departure,

but we also feel that those friendships and acquaint-
anceships are an abiding possession, not to be abol-
ished by absence, and while alluding to this, let me
remark that this element in ouir Canadian experience
commenced before we came to this country in our
official capacity. We were here in earlier days; and
it was during our tirst voyage hither, before setting
foot on your shores, that scme lifelong friendships
with several eminent Canadians were commenced. It
was thus that we met that truly noble man, Sir John
Thompson-a man of rare and splendid gifts, and not
only so, but one who was imbued with the spirit to
devote those gifts unreservedly for the good of this
country-one w ho-e sound principles and hi gh stand-
ards could not fail to have an ennobling influence on
all tht- phas-s of public life with which he had to
deal.

i allude to him as the first as well as one of the
nost eminent of ail our Canadian friends, and also as
one of the thre- premiers to e»ch of whom I have had
the privilege of announcing the bestowal of honours
at the hand of the Queen. The last of these was on
the occasion of the Diamond Jubilee of Her Majesty,
wheu Canada was so weli represented at that historie
and nieri - able celebration by the Prime Minister. I
may be permnitted to congratulate himi regarding
thoseauspicious circumstanice., and also, with reference
to this address, to thank him, not only officially as the
inover thereof in the House of Conmons, but per-
sonally a, a friend, because of the manner iii which
ie has always shown how truly be has been actuated
at all times by those sentiments whtich are here
expressed and set forth.

In conclusion, gentlemen, allow me to exchange
felicitations with %ou upon what you have referred
to with just satisfaction, as to the marks of progress
and prosperity for Canada iii various departnents of
her national life. In alluding to one inportant feature
of these, I amr temipted to quote the words of a dis-
tinguished predecessor uttered by him in this House,
also to a farewell address fromin the two Houises of
Parliament. In the course of his elo tuent reply,
Lord Dufferin said :

"I found you a loyal people. I leave you the truest-
hearted subjects in Her Majesty's dominions. I
found you proud of your descent, and anxious to
maintain your connection with the mother country.
I leave yon, more convinced than ever of the solicitude
of Great Britain to reciprocate your affection, and of
her dependence on your fidelity in every emergency."

And when I have the privilege, in accordance with
the mission entrusted to me by you in this address, of
presenting to our gracious Queen the assurance of
your unswerving and patriotie devotion, I shall, again
quoting the words of that former Viceroy, be able
to assure ber that not a leaf has fallen from her maple
chaplet, and that the lustre of no jewel in her trans-
atlantic diadein has been dimmned. (Applause.)
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AIKINS, Hon. J. 0. (Home).

Central Canada Loan and Savings Co.'s B. (B):
on Amts. from H. of Co., 690.

Construction of Public Works Grants B. (161):
on M. for 2nd R., 1258.

Loan Companies B. (Q): lst R., 822.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on M. for 2nd R.,

1257; on 2nd R.. 1276.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1288.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): on

Amt. to refer to Com., 1196.

ALLAN, Hon. G. W. (York).
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 17th to 25th

May, 811.
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Com., 819.
Central Canada Loan and Savings Co.'s Incorp.

B. (B): Rep. from Com., 240; 3rd R.*, 268.
Companies Act Amt. B. (S): in Com., 1071.
Crow's Nest Pass Ry. Stock: on Inq. and Ques.

of Order raised 83.
Dom. Building and Loan Ass. B. (41): in Com.,

599.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (130): in Com., 1081.
Dom. of Can. Guarantee and Accident Insurance

Co.'s B. (57): 3rd R*, 635.
Federal Life Ass. Co.'s B. (29): Rep. from Coin.,

621.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (166): on 2nd R., 1266.
Identification of Criminals B. (R): in Com., 911.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acta Amt. B. (150):

in Com., 1231.
Lake Bennett an:I Klondike Ry., &c., Co.'s B.

(31): on Amt., 3rd R., 668.
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal

Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1261.
Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (66): on

3rd R.. 660.
Land Titles Act Amt. B. (132): on lst R., 870.

85

ALLAN, Hon. G. W.-Continued.
Loan Companies B. (Q): lst R., 822; 3rd R.,

1094.
Miles Cañon and Lewes River Tramway Co.'s

Incorp..B. (23): Introduced*, 620.
Miles Cañon and White Horse Tramway Co.'s

Incorp. B. (35): Introduced*, 620; 2nd R.*,
624; 3rd R*, 662.

McCarthy, Dalton : Remarks on the death of,
799.

Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s
Incorp. B. (F) : on M. for 2nd R., 222, 551.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 940; in Com.:
cI. 3, 1135.

San José Scale B. (82): on M. for 2nd R., 242.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1305.
S.O.E. Benefit Soc.s B. (122): Rep. from Com.,

1003.
Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s Incorp. B. (K): on

Amts from Com., 628.
Trade Mark and* Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

M. to restore to Orders, 790.
Union Bank of Can. Charter Amt. B. (24): Rep.

from Com., 601.
Yukon Communication Com. : on M. to appoint,

586.
- on M. to adopt Rep., 997.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Com., 867.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): Raises ques. of order on

2nd R., 346.

ALMON, Hon. Wm. J. (Halifax).
Address: Remarks re Mackenzie & Manu Con-

tract, 118.
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 18th to 25th

May, 811.
Dominion Building and Loan Asu. B. (41): in

Com., 600.
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ALMON, Hon. Win. J.-Continued.
Drummond Co. Ry.: on M. for Sel. Com., 178.
Fishermen Safety Act B. (G): 2nd R., 279; 3rd

R., 571.
Hamilton Smith: on M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

261.
Japanese in Yukon: on Remarks (Mr. Macdon-

ald, B.C.) as to necessity of excluding, 157.
Liquor permits in Yukon: raises Point of Order

on M. for Address re issue of, 205.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq., re Sir W. Laurier's

statement in L'Electeur, 752.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): in Com., 602.
Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): in

Com., 572; on 3rd R., 594.
Pacifie and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 223, 547;
on suspension of rule 71, 821.

Repatriation of 100th Reg.: on M. for Cor., 259.
San José Scale B. (82): on M. for 2nd R., 242.
Timber Births in Yukon; on Inq. re regulations,

577.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

2nd R., 665, 740 ; on M. to restore to Orders,
797.

Union Bank of Can. Charter Amt. B. (34): on
Rep. from Com., 601.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 346.

BAIRD, Hon. Geo. T. (Victoria, N.B.)
Companies Act Amt. B. (S): Rep. from Con).,

912.
Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s B. (K): Intro-

duced*, 542.

BAKER, Hon. Geo. B. (Bedford).
Alberta and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (H): Rep. from Con., 621.
Can. Eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (94): Rep. from Com.,

854.
Hudson Bay and Pacifie Ry. Co.'s B. (22): 3rd

R*, 624.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):

in Com., 1237.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s B.

(81): Rep. from Com., 957.
McCarthy, Dalton: Remarks on death, 797.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

765.
Ont. and Rainy Riv. Ry. Co.'s B. (32): 3rd R.,

624.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s B.

(F): Rep. froin Com., 821.
Toronto and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (77): Rep.

Amts. in Com., 751.

BELLEROSE, Hon. Jos. H. (DeLanaudière).

Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1217.
Delayed Return, 1064.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 3rd R., 1102.

BELLEROSE, Hon. Jos. H.-Coninued.
Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114):

Rep. from Com., 742.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. re letter to Cardinal

Rampolla, 689.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): in

Com., 1206.
Montreal Island Beit Line Ry. Co.'s B. (105):

Introduced*, 730; 2nd R.*, 773; 3rd R.*, 804.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

780.
100th Regiment: Inq. re Headquarters, Remarks

on Spanish-American War, 878.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on 2nd R., 547.
Plebiecite B. (121): in Com., 1139.
Speaker's Honours : Remarks, 833.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 735.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

M. to restore to Orders, 789.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on point of order, 347,

441, 453.

BERNIER, Hon. T. A. (St. Boniface).
Address in reply to Speech from Throne: on M.

for, 144-149.
Committee of Selection : on M. for, 155.
Delayed Returns, 631, 672, 830.
Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (130); on 2nd R.,

945.
Franchise Act B. (16): in Coin. cl. 9, 968.
Identification of Criminals B. (R): Rep. fron

Com., 911.
Insolvency Law: on the Address, 148.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):

Rep. from Com., 1238.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R., 1276.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1285,

1296.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. if minority were a

party to agreement, 759.
- on Inq. if Govt. have received protest,

&c., from Man., 757.
on Inq. re letter to Card. Rampolla, 688.

- M. for Cor., &c., since lit July, 1896, 544.
M. for Address, statement of lands allotted

for School purposes, 542.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s B.

(81): on M. to ref. to Com., 957 ; 3rd R.. 1106.
Pacifie and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. to restore to Orders for
2nd R., 609.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 925.
Quebec Exhibition: M. for Cor. re 1894 and 1898,

621.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1303.
School Lands: on M. re Res. of H. of C. respect-

ing payment to Man., 1162.
School Question: on the Address, 144.
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BERNIER, Hon. T. A.-Continued.

St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B.
(157): Rep. froni Com., 1175.

BOLDUC, Hon. Joseph (Lauzon).
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 889.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 391,

416.

BOULTON, Hon. Charles A. (Marquette).
Aberdetn, Lord: on M. to conc. in Address to,

12b5.
Address in reply to Speech from Throne: on M.

for, 31-56.
m. Amt., 56.

Alaska Boundary arrangements: Inq., 182.
Alien Labour Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 843.
Anglo-German Treaty : on Inq. as to instructions

to High Com., 271.
C. P. R. Land Grant: Inq. re exemption of tax-

ation. 830.
Inq. re expiry of term for exemption, 851.

Cold Storage between Charlottetown and G.B.:
on M. for address re Cor., 226.

Companies Act Amt. B. (S): on 2nd R., 868.
Crow 's Nest Paso Ry. Stock: Inq., 82.

Inq. withdn., 171.
on M. for Cor. re deaths on, 1244.

Customs Tariff Act Anit. B. (171): on lt R.,
1315.

Deschênes Electric Co.: on M. for Cor. re con-
cessions granted, 823.

Dom. Landi Act Amt. B. (130): in Com., 1074.
Drummond Co. Ry.: on M. for Sel. Com., 180.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 906; in Com.:

cl. 6, 964; on Amts. (Mr. Miller), 1028; on 3rd
R. (Amt.), 1102.

Great N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L): on 2nd
R., 630; in Com., 748.

Hudson Bay and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (22): 2nd
R., 568.

Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (172): on 2nd R.,
1308.

Jubilee Ceremonials : on the Address, 33.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):

in C>um., 1228.
Lake Bennett and Klondike Railway and Tram-

way Co.'s B. (31): on order for 3rd R. post-
poned, 776.

Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal
Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1264.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.s B. (66): 3rd
R. postponed, 637; on 3rd R. (Amt.), 652; on
Amts. from H. of C., 695.

- Inq. re Agreement with Govt. of Man.,
917.

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (132): on lst R., 870.
Liquor traffic in Yukon: Remarks on Inq., 59.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R., 1281.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on M. for 2nd R.,

1259 ; on 2nd R., 1284, 1295.
85j

BOULTON, Hon. Charles A.-Continued.
Man. Schools: on Inq. into statements by Sec.

of State as to settlement, 708.
Muntreal Harbour Cominissioners B. (163): in

Com., 1213.
Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal: on

M. to adopt final Rep. of Sel. Com., 1128.
Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): on

2nd R., 566.
on the Adiress, 55.

Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): M. for 3
m. h. on 3rd R., 761, 781, 784.

Navigation Laws: Inq., 825.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co. 's

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 221, 547; on
on 2nd R., 728 ; on 3rd R., 834.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (74): in
Com., 573.

Ple_-biscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 928.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (110): in Com., 1090.
Preferential trade and Tariff: on the Address,

36, 52.
Ry. Rates on pure bred stock : on Inq. re Return,

237.
Repatriation of 100th Reg. : M. for Cor., 244.
Returns: on return re bonding privileges in

Yukon presented, 830.
School lands : on M. re Res. of H. of C. respect-

ing payment to Man., 1162.
School Question : on the Address, 55. .
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1306.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 735.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

2nd R., 739: on M. to restore to Orders, 794.
Walsh's (Major) instructions: on Inq., 218.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Com., 1143; on Amt. to ref. to Com., 1195.
Wheat, Imports and Exports: on M. for Address,

195.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co. and H. M.'s

Transport Contract B. (148): on 2nd R., 1107:
in Com., 1118: m. Amt., 1120, 1166.

Yukon Communication Com. : on M. to appoint,
583.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Com., 855.
Yukon Mining Regulations Amt. B. (E): Intro-

duced, 173. M. for 2nd R. on Thursday, 280.
B. withdn., 568.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 341,
348.

Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 39.
Yukon Routes Com.: M. to adopt Rep., 974,

1002.
- On Res. respecting communication with,

1249.

BOWELL, Hon. SirKI,K.C.M.G. (Haatings).
Aberdeen, Lord: on M. to conc. in Address to,

1253.
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BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.O.M.G.-Con.
Adams, Senator: on illness and absence of, 1165.
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : on M.

for, 9-24.
on prop. Amit. (Mr. Boulton) 57.

Adjourument: on Inq. re prop., 158.
-- on M. to Adjn. from 18th to 25th May,

824.
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Com., 814.
Alaska Boundary arrangements: on Inq., 190.
- Inq. as to steps taken to settle, 194.
Alien Labour B. (O): on 1st R., 806 ; on 2nd R.,

842.
Alien Labour Law: Inq. for names of officers

appointed under, 711.
A. O. F. Subsidiary High Court B. (113): Intro-

duced*, 829; 2nd R.. 845; 3rd R.*, 957.
Arsenault, Hon. Mr.: Remarks on death of, 170.
Belgian and German Treaties: on the Address, 18.
Belleville P. O. dismissals : M. for papers*, 208.
Bills: on suggestion that Amts. to Govt. Bills be

denoted by italics, 573.
Bonding Privileges in Yukon: Inq. re reported,

813.
Bounties on Iron and Steel Act Amt. B. (159):

on lst R., 1063; on 2nd R., 1116; in Com.,
1170; on 3rd R., 1171.

Civil Service Superannuation Act B. (76): on M.
for 2nd R., 1109 ; in Com., 1172.

Companies Act Anit. B. (M): on M. for 2nd R.
at future date, 632; on 2nd R., 691; in Com.,
700.

Committee of Selection: on M. for, 156.
Companies Act Amt. B. (S): on lst R., 852; on

2nd R., 868; on Amts., 917; in Com., 1072.
Construction of Public Works Grants B. (161):

on M. for 2nd R., 1259.
Coste's Rep. on Yukon: on M. for Copies, 633.
Crow's Nest Pasu Ry. Stock: on Ques. of Order,82.
- on M. for Cor. re deaths on, 1243.
Custons Act Amt. B. (152): on M. for 2nd R.,

111; on 2nd R., 1178.
Customs and Fisheries Protection B. (153): on

M. for 2nd R., 1111 ; in Com., 1175.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (171): on lst R., 1311.
Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1218.
Delayed Returns, 163, 194, 239, 673, 813, 853, 872.
Dismissal of Govt. Employees: on Ret. being

laid on the Table, 386.
Dom. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Award B. (162): on M.

for 2nd R., 1110.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (130): in Com., 1078,

1082.
Drummond County Ry. : on the Address, 9.

M. for Sel. Com., 173, 181.
M. for appointment of Sel. Com., 273.
on Inq. if Govt. will ratify agreement, 636.
on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1301.

Evidence Act Amt. B. (N): on 2nd R., 786.
Farrer (Mr.) at Washington : Inq. re alleged

telegram concerning negtiations, 165.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.O.M.G.-Con.
Fast Atlantic SS. Line: on the Address, 10.

Inq., 58.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 890; in Com.:

cl. 5, 960 ; cl. 6, 964 ; cl. 7, 974 ; cl. 8, 967 ; cl.
9, 968 ; cl. 10, 970 ; on Amts. (Mr. Miller) 1032 ;
cl. 20, 1043; cl. 26, 1047; cl. 27, 1048; Amts.
conc., 1066.; on Mess. and B. returned from
Coms., 1239 ; on M. not to conc. in certain
Amts., 1268.

on the Address, 23.
Gascoigne's (Gen.) resignation : Inq., 622.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (128): on 2nd

R., 853.
Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114): on

2nd R., 703.
Govt. Harbours, Piers, Breakwaters Amt. B.

(38): in Coin., 572.
Hamilton Smith : on M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

261.
Incomplete Returns : calls attention to return re

dismissals, 750.
Inland Revenue (Liquors) Act Amt. B. (75): in

Com., 574; on 3rd R., 598.
Inland Revenue (Tobacco) Act Amt. B. (172): on

2nd R., 1308, 1326.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acte Amt. B. (150):

on 2nd R., 1189; in Com., 1224.
Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry., &c., Co.'s B.

(31): on Ant. to Ant., 670; on Amts. from
H. of Co., 1073.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (66): 3rd
R. postponed, 637.

Land Titles Act Ant. B. (132): on lst R., 870.
Landry, Senator: on M. for Com. to inq. into-

accusations against, 1055.
Legislation in Senate: Inq. as to prop. measures

to be brought, 705.
Liquor permits in Yukon: on M. for Address to

Hie Ex. re permits granted, 161.
on Inq. (Mr. Perley), 578.
on M. for Address re issue of, 200.

Liquor traffic in Yukon: Remarks on Inq., 59.
Loan Companies B. (Q): lt R., 822; on 2nd

R., 841 ; 3rd R., 10,94.
Mackenzie & Mann: on Inq. when papers will

be brought down, 340.
Man. Schools: on Inq. into statements by Sec.

of State as to statement, 707.
on Inq. re Sir W. Laurier's statement in

L'Electeur, 753.
on Inq. if Govt. have received protest,

&c., from Man., 754.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on M. for 2nd R.,

1256; on 2nd R., 1276.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on M. for 2nd R.,

1259 ; on 2nd R., 1286, 1291.
Masters and Mates (Certificate) Act Amt. B.

(37): in Com., 603.
Military Expedition to Yukon: Inq. re progresa

of march, 1002.
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BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.C.M.G.-Con.

Military Supplies for Yukon : on Inq. for

prices, 914.
Militia Act Amt. B. (140): in Com., 870.
Miners' Licenses at Skagway and Dyea: on

Inq., 709.
Mining Regulations (Yukon) Amt. B. (E): on

M. for 2nd R., 280.
Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): in

Com., 572.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (52): on

2nd R., 636; on 3rd R., 783.
N. W. Irrigation Acts Aint. B. (146): on consdn.

of Amts., 1221 ; restored to order paper, 1260.
100th Regiment: Inq. re headquarters, 873.
Pacific Cable: on the Address, 10.
Pacif6e and Yukon Ry. and Nav. Co.'s Incorp.

B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 219, 557; on M. to
restore to Orders for 2nd R., 609; 3rd R., 834.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (74): in
Com., 573.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 922, 946, 951; in
Com.: cl. 3, 1135; cl. 6, 1136 ; on 3rd R. post-
poned, 1199; on 3rd R., 1273.

Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the Address, 23.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (110): on M. for 2nd R.

at future date, 871; in Com., 1085.
B. (167): on 2nd R., 1275.

Preferential trade and Tariff : on the Address, 13.
Printing of Parliament: on Mess. from H. of C.

as to composition of Joint, 160.
Privilege, ques. of: Inq. re ruinour as to increase

of Senators, 403.
Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Com., 1140.
Quebec Harbour Com.'s B. (142): on 2nd R.,

1106; in Com., .1117.
Queen's Counsel: Inq. re Judgment of P. C.,

826.
Ry. Employés and Passengers B. (4): on 2nd

R., 805.
Robitaille, Hon. Théodore : Remarks on death

of, 170.
San José Scale B. (82): on M. for 2nd R., 241.
Saturday Sittings : on Notice of M. for, 1240.
School Lands: on M re Res. of H. of C. respect-

ing payment to Man., 1163.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1302.
Senate: on the Address, 11.

Remarks on vacancies, 170.
on M. for sittings each day, 1116.

Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi-
neers B. (39): in Com., 604, 612.

Stikine-Teslin Railway Contract: Inq. for
papers, &c., 2.

St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B.
(78): on 3rd R., 737.

(157): on M. for 2nd R., 1109.
Subaqueous Mining Claims on Yukon River; on

Inq., 163, 194.
Superannuation : on the Address, 23.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.C.M.G.-Con.
Supply Act B. (174): on 2nd R., 1339.
Tidal Surveys: on ques. of Order in Deb. on,

651.
Timber Berths in Yukon: on Inq. re Regula-

tions, 577.
Toronto and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (77); 2nd

R., 730; on Amts. in Com., 751; m. Amts.,
803.

Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on
Order for postponement of 2nd R., 638, 741; on
M. to restore to Orders, 796.

Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern Ry. and Nav.
Co.'s B. (64): on 2nd R., 667.

Walsh'. (Major) Instructions: Inq. as to nature
of, 218.

Expedition: on Inq. re provisions, 235.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): on 2nd

R., 1112; in Com., 1142; Ant. nt. to ref. to
Com., 1193 : in Com., 1216; on Amts. ret. from
H. of C., 1307.

Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Co.'s Incorp.
B. (79); Introduced*, 667; 2nd R., 670; on
Amts. f rom Com., 699; 3rd R*, 772.

Winnipeg Great Northern hy. Co. and H. M.'s
Transport Contract B. (148): on 2nd R., 1107:
in Coin., 1119; on Ques. of Order. 1121.

Yukon Communication Com. : on M. to appoint,
582.

- on M. to adopt Rep., 992.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): on 2nd R., 836;

in Com., 855.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on M. to adjn.

Deb., 300; on 2nd R., 467.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 20.
Yukon: on Res. respecting communication with,

1249.

CARLING, Hon. Sir John, K.O.M.Q.
(London.)

Franchise Act B., (16): on Amt. (Mr. Miller)
1040.

Liquor pernits in Yukon; m. adjmnt. on Ques.
of Order re M. for Address, 204.

London and Lake Huron Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.
(67): Introduced*, 636: 2nd R*, 638; 3rd R*,
699.

B. (158): Introduced*, 1063; 2nd R*, 1095;
3rd R*, 1160.

Printing of Parlt. : M. for adoption of lst Rep.
of Joint Com., 385.

Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in
Com., 1149.

Yukon Communication Com.: M. to appoint.
578, 593.

CASGRAIN, Hon. Chas. E. (Windsor).
Adjournment : M. to adjn. from 18th to 25th May

postponed, 811, 824.
Civil Service Superannuation B. (76): Rep. from

Com., 1173.
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CASGRAIN, Hon. Chas. E.-Continued.

Lake Erie and Detroit Riv. Ry. Co.'s B. (30):
Introduced*, 239.

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (132): Rep. from Com.,
1069.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 931.

CLEMOW, Hon. Francis (Rideau).
Address in reply to Speech fron rhrone : on M.

for, 149-155.
British American Light and Power Co.'s B. (109):

Introduced*, 690; 2nd R.*, 699; 3rd R.*, 776.
Brockville and St. Lawrence Bridge Co.'s B. (86):

Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 691.
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (93): Introduced*,

652; 2nd R., 667; 3rd R.*, 730.
Can. Atlantic Transit Co.'s Incorp. B. (92):

Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 690.
Can. Mining Institute Co.'s B. (116): Intro-

duced*, 690; 2nd R., 699; 3rd R.*, 776.
Committee of Selection : on M. for, 156.
Construction of Public Works Grants B. (161):

on M. for 2nd R., 1258.
Customs Tariff Act Aint. B. (171): on lst R., 1324.
Dawson City and Victoria Telegraph Co.'s Incorp.

B. (119): Introduced*, E00; 2nd R.*, 805; 3rd
R.*, 880.

Dawson City Electric Lighting and Tramway
Co.'s Incorp. B. (118): lst* and 2nd R.*, 1159;
3rd R.*, 1216.

Dawson City Electric Co.'s Incorp. B. (122): 1st*
and 2nd* R., 1159; 3rd R., 1215.

Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1217.
Deschênes Electric Co. : M. for Cor. respecting

concession granted, 822.
Fisheries Act Ait. B. (127): on 2nd R., 743.

(166): on 2nd R. 1266 ; in Coin., 1267.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 904; in Com.,

cl. 5, 963; cl. 10, 974 ; cl. 21, 1046.
Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114): on

2nd R., 703.
Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L):

Introduced*, 620; 2nd R., 629; in Coin., 744;
3rd R.*, 760.

Hamilton and Lake Erie Power Co.'s B. (100):
Introduced*, 608; 2nd R., 621; 3rd R., 637.

Hart Relief B. (A): Introduced*, 163; 2nd R.*,
173; 3rd R.*, 243.

Heyward Relief B. (C): Introduced*, 173; 2nd
R.*, 403.

Insolvency law: on the Address, 151.
International Radial Ry. Co.'s B. (137): 2nd R.*,

1095; 3rd R.*, 110.
Jubilee Ceremonials: on the Address, 152.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acte Amt. B. (150):

in Com., 1234.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (69): Intro-

duced*, 730; 2nd R.*, 773; 3rd R.*, 804.
Klondike and Dawson City Bank -Incorp. B.

(117): Introduced*, 773 ; 2nd R.*, 800; 3rd
R.*, 854.

CLEMOW, Hon. Francis-Continued.
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal

Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): Introduced*, 1215; 2nd
R.*, 1238.

Lake Superior and Rocky Mts. Nav. Co.'s B.
(J): Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 604.

Montfort and Gatineau Colonization Co.'s B.
(68): Introduced*, 652; 2nd R.*, 666; 3rd R.*,
776.

Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): in
Coin., 1205.

Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal Co.'s
B. (104): Introduced*, 800; 2nd R.*, 805; 3rd
R.4 , 880.

on the Address, 149.
M. to appoint Sel. Coin. to investigate

route, 160.
- M. to adopt final Rep. of Coin., 1124.
Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): on

2nd R., 566.
National Museum: on the Address, 152.
Nickel Steel Co.'s Incorp. B. (96): Introduced*,

636 ; 2nd R.*, 662 ; 3rd R.*, 690.
North American Telegraph Co.'s B. (120): Intro-

duced*, 800; 2nd R.*, 805.
Ontario and Rainy River Ry. Co.'s B. (32):

Introduced*, 570: 2nd R.*, 599.
Ottawa and New York Ry. Co.'s B. (80): Intro-

duced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 699.
Ottawa Interprovincial Bridge Co.'s B. (125):

Introduced*, 1063; 2nd R.*, 1095; 3rd R.*,
1160.

Pearson (James) Relief B. (D): Introduced*, 173;
2nd R.*, 403; 3rd R.*, 804.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 930.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (110): in Cem., 1092.
Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Coin., 1141.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 130ý.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En-

gineers B. (39): in Coin., 611.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 735.
- B. (157): in Coin., 1174.
Supply Act B. (174): on 2nd R., 1340.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Coin., 1150; on Amt. to ref. to Com., 1196.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (148):

Rep. from Coin., 1120.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Coin., 862.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 503.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 153.

COX, Hon. Geo. A. (Toronto).

Federal Life Ass. Co.'s (change of naie) B. (29):
Introduced*, 542; 2nd R.*, 569.

Toronto Board of Trade B. (43): Introduced*,
301, 339.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 520.
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DANDURAND, Hon. Raoul (DeLorimier).

Aberdeen, Lord: on M. to conc. in Address to,
1255.

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : Seconds
M., 6.

Alien Labour Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 844.
Elections in Man.: on Inq. re prosecutions for

ballot stuffing, 677.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 892; on Amts.

(Mr. Miller), 1039; on M. not to conc. in cer-
tain Amts, 1273.

on the Address, 8.
Introduced, 1.
Jubilee ceremonials : on the Address, 7.
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal

Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): 3rd R., 1261.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. re letter to Cardinal

Rampolla, 685.
on Inq. as to Sir W. Laurier's statement

in L'Electeur, 810.
Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co.'s B. (56):

2nd R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 1049.
Montmorency Cotton Mills Co.'s Incorp. B.(102):

2nd R.*, 638.
Saturday sittings: on Notice of M. for, 1240.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1302.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En-

gineers B. (39); in Com., 611.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 7.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 440.

DeBOUOHERVILLE,Hon.C.E.B., O.M.G.
(Montarville).

Adjournment (prop.): Inq., 158.
Committee of Selection: on M. for, 156.
Companies Act Ant. B. (S): raises ques. of order

on Amts., 919.
Evidence Act Amt. B. (N): on 2nd R., 787.
Franchise Act B. (16); on 2nd R., 889; in Coin.:

cl. 10, 971.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (172); on 2nd R.,

1307.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R., 1276.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1284,

1286.
MNlontreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): on

2nd R., 1202.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 222.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173) : on 2nd

R., 1306.
Supply Act B. (174): on 2nd R., 1331.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (149): on

Ques. of Order, Amt. (Mr. Boulton) 1123.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Com., 866.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on Amt. 6 m. h.,

335.

DEVER, Hon. James (St. John.)
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Com., 817.

DEVER, Hon. James-Continued.
Anglo-American Treaty: on Inq. as to instruc-

tions to High Coin., 273.
Committee of Selection : on M. for 155.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (171): on 1st R.,

1323.
Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1218.
Drummond County Ry.: on M. to adopt 3rd

Rep. of Com., 1301.
Franchise Act B. (16): on Amt. (Mr. Miller)

1019.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (128): Rep.

froin Coin., 870.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. if Govt. have received

protest, &c., from Man., 756.
on Inq. into statements by Sec. of State as

to settlement, 708.
-n Inq. re letter to Card. Rampolla, 682.

Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): on
2nd R., 1203; Rep. from Coin., 1215

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 952; in Com.,
cI. 3, 1135.

Post Office Act Amt. B. (110): in Coin., 1094.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1305.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

order for 3rd R. discharged, 691; 3rd R., 731.
B. (157): on M. for 2nd R., 1110; in Com.,

1174.
St. John (N.B.) Harbour B. (104): Introduced*,

750; 2nd R., 788; 3rd R.*, 821.
Supply Act B. (174): on 2nd R., 1340.
Trade Mark and Design Act Aint. B. (61): on

M. to restore to Orders, 7P5.
Union Bank of Can. Charter Anit. B. (24): on

Rep. from Com., 601.
Weights and Measures Act Ant. B. (71): in

Com., 1143.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 346, 387.
Yukon Routes Coin. : on M. to appoint, 591.

DICKEY, Hon. R. B. (Amherst).
Alberta and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

B. (11): Rep. from Com., 621.
Franchise Act B. (16): on Amts. conc., 1068.
Plebiscite B. (121): in Coin., 1135.

DOBSON, Hon. John (Lindsay).
Timagami Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (62): Introduced*,

636; 2nd R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 690.

DRUMMOND, Hon. Geo. A. (Kennebec).
Aberdeen, Lord: on M. to conc. in Address to,

1255.
Can. Eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (94): o 2nd R., 750.
Civil Service Superannuation Act Amt. B. (76):

in Coin., 1173..
Customs and Fisheries Protection B. (153): in

Com., 1175.
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal

Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1265.
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DRUMMOND, Hon, Geo. A.-Continued.

Montreal Harbour Comrissioners' B. (163): on
2nd R., 1201; in Com., 1204.

N. W. Irrigation Acta Amt. B. (146): in Com.,
1185.

Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En-
gineers B. (39): in Com., 605.

St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):
on 3rd R., 734.

B. (157): in Com., 1174.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

2nd R., 740.
Yukon Routes Com. : on M. to adopt Rep., 1001.

FERGUSON, Hon. Donald (Queen's).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on M.
for, 120-144.

Alberton Customs Collector : Inq. re change of,
1049.

Arsenault, Hon. Mr.: Remarks on the death of,
171.

Belgian and German Treaties: on the Address,
130.

Cold Storage between Charlottetown and G. B.:
M. for address re Cor., 223.

Cold Storage on Steamships B. (149): in Com.,
1153.

Commercial Travelleis Tax in P.E.I.: Remarks
on Act, 1328.

Companies Act Amt. B. (S): on 2nd R., 868.
Construction of Public Works Grant B. (161):

in Com., 1274.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (171): on 1st R.,

1325.
Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1218.
Delayed Returns, 751, 872, 913.
Drummond Co. Ry. : on M. for Sel. Com., 176.
Elections in Manitoba: on Inq. re prosecutions
. for ballot stuffing, 676.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 893 ; in Com.:

el. 3, 957 ; cl. 4, 5, 958 ; cl 7, 965; cl. 8, 966 ;
cl. 10, 969 ; on Amts. (Mr. Ferguson) 1041 ; el.
20, 21, 1043; cl. 23, 26, 1047; cl. 27, 1048.
On M. not to conc. in certain Amts., 1272.

Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114): on
2nd R., 703.

Govt. Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters Amt. B.
(135): in Com., 820.

Govt. Measures, introduction of: Inq. 205.
Liquor traffic in Yukon: on M. for Address to

His Ex. re permits granted, 162.
on M. for Addrtss re issue of, 202.

Mackenzie & Mann: on Inq. when papers will
be brought down, 340.

Manitoba Schools : on Inq. re letter te Cardinal
Rampolla, 681.

Montreal Harbour Commissionera' B. (103): in
Com., 1213.

Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,
779.

FERGUSON, Hon. Donald-Continued.
N. W. Irrigation Acta Amt. B. (146): on Consdn.

of Amts., 1220.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 220; on 2nd
R., 720; on 3rd R., 834.

"Petrel," Str.: Delayed Ret., 751.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 935; in Com.:

cl. 9, 1139.
Preferential Trade and Tariff : on the Address,

122.
P.E.I. Ry. : M. for Reports re Curves on, 278.
Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Com., 1141.
Ry. Rates on Pure-bred Stock: Inq., 172, 218,

236.
San José Scale B. (82): on M. for 2nd R., 242.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1302.
Senate : on the Address, 120.

Vacancies, 171.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

2nd R., 665, 741; on M. to restore to Orders,
789.

Walsh (Coin.): M. for Reports received from,
241, 301.

Inq. as to Papers, &c., 339.
Inq. re Reports, 711.

Weights and Measures Act Aint. B. (71): on
2nd R., 1113; in Com., 1142; on Amt. to ref.
to Com., 1198; on Amta. ret. froi H. ef C.,
1307.

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co. and H. M.
Transport Contract B. (148): on 2nd R., 1109.

W;nter communication with P. E. I.: M. for
reports, 228.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): on 2nd R., 840;
in Com., 866.

Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 134.
Yukon Route, Examination of: Inq., 164.
Yukon Routes Com.: on M. to adopt Rep., 999.

FISET, Hon. Jean B. R. (Gulf).
Cold Storage on Steamships B. (148): Rep. f rom

Com., 1159.
Introduced, 2.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on M. for 2nd R., 462.

FORGET, Hon. Louis J. (Sorel).
Customs and Fisheries Protection B. (153): Rep.

from Com., 1178.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): on

2nd R., 1200; in Com., 1206.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi-

neers B. (39): in Com., 610; on 3rd R., 629.

GOWAN, Hon. J. R. (Barrie).
Dominion Building and Loan Asa. B. (41): in

Coin., 601.
Hart Relief B. (A): m. 5th Rep. of Com., 243.
Heyward Relief B. (C): 3rd R., 599.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acta Amt. B. (150):

on 2nd R., 1189; in Com., 1224.
Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): in

Com., 572.
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HINGSTON, Hon. Sir Wm. H., Kt. (Rou-
gemont).

Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 464.

KING, Hon. George G. (New Brunswick).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : M.
for, 2.

Can. Eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (94): Introduced*, 690.
Dom. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Award B. (162): Rep.

from Coin., 1175.
Franchise Act B. (16): on Ait. (Mr. Miller) 1020.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): Rep. froin Coin.,

868.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 371.

KIRCH HOFFER, Hon. J. N. (Selkirk).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : on M.
for, 65-68.

Delayed Returns, 164, 246, 712.
Elections in Man.: on Inq. re prosecutions for

ballot stuffing, 677.
Franchise Act B. (16): in Coin.: ci. 9, 967; on

Amts. (Mr. Miller) 1009.
Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L): in

Con., 744.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. into statements by

Sec. of State as to settlement, 708.
on Inq. if Govt. have received protest, &c.,

from Man., 755.
Pacific and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 220; on 3rd
R., 834.

Pearson (James) Relief B. (D): Rep. froin Coin.,
751.

Privilege, Ques. of: Remark on Newspaper par.
re bribing Senate, 207.

Ry. rates on pure bred stock: on Inq. re Ret.,
239.

Soulanges Canal Contracts : Inq. for papers
promised, 852.

Sowden, W. H., Employment of: Inq., 218.
Expenses: M. for accounts, &c., 240.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Coin., 860.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on M. for 2nd

R., 292.

LANDRY, Hon. A. C. P. (Stadacona).

Absence of members of Govt. : Inq. 802, 810.
Adjournment (prop.): M. to adjn. from lst to

19th April, 544.
M. to adjn. from45th to 26th April, 575.

Beaver Line Mail Contracts: M. for copies, 851.
Belanger's (Capt.) resignation: Inq., 636, 678,

956.
Delayed Returns, 813, 872, 956, 1063.
Drummond Co. Ry. : Inq., 1286.
Franchise Act B. (16): on Amt. (Mr. Miller),

1045.
Indian Act Amt. B. (144): Rep. from Coin., 1071.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): Rep. from Com.,

1282.

LANDRY, Hon. A. C. P.-Continued.

Manitoba School Lands: on M. for Address,
statement of lands allotted for school purposes,
543.

Inq. whether any member of Govt. nego-
tiated with Govt. of Man., 622.

Inq. whether Govt. invited intervention
of Holy See, 663.

- Inq. re letter to Card. Rampolla, 678, 915.
Inq. into statements by Sec. of State as to

settlement, 706, 800.
Inq. re Ans. by Sec. of State and Minister

of Justice, 730.
Inq. if Govt. have received protest, &c.,

froin Govt. of Man.. &c., 753.
Inq. re Sir W. Laurier's statement in

L'Electeur, 751, 808.
Ina. if minority were a party to agree-

ment, 758.
Inq. re statements in letter to Cordinal

Rampolla and extract in Debates, 774.
M. for Com. to inq. into accusations

against himself, 1051.
Militia Equipment : M. for Cor. re the Oliver,

Lewis and Merriam, 402.
Inq. as to Oliver, 851.

-- Inq. as to firms tendering, &c., 878.
Papal Ablegate: Inq. re letter, 652, 1050.
Quebec Exhibition : M. for Cor. re 1894 and

1898, 621.
Delayed Ret. 956.

Russell, Chas.: Inq. as to employment of by
Govt., 610.

-Visit to Rome, Inq. as to authorization by
Govt., 663.

School Lands: M. re Res. of H. of C. respecting
payment to Man., 1161.

Speaker's Rulings: calls attention to oniission
of, in Minutes, 760, 1160.

M. that they be recorded in Minutes, 846,
1160.

Travelling Expenses of Members of Govt.: Inq.
for detail statement, 850, 879, 956.

-- Gives Notice of M., 1049.

- M. agreed to, 1095.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6>: on Ques. of Order, 347.
Yuikon Routes Coin.: on M. to appoint, 588.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alex. (Calgary).

Address in reply to Speech from Throne: on M.
for, 91-106.

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Com., 815.
Alberta and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

B. (4): introduced*, 301; 2nd R., 569; on
Amts. from Coin., 624; on 3rd R., 626.

M. to remit fees, 1003.

Bille: suggests that Amts. to Govt. Bills be
denoted by italice, 572.

Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (51): intro-
duced*, 621; 2nd R.*, 624 ; 3rd R.*, 638.
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LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alex.-Con.
Central Canada Loan B.: Amts. from H. of C.

agreed to, 690.
Companies Act Amt. B. (M): on 2nd R., 693;

in Com., 701.
-- B. (S): on M. to ref. to Coin., 917 ; in

Coin., 1071.
Coste's Rep. on Yukon: on M. for copies, 633.
Delayed Returns, 917, 1004, 1064, 1095, 1117.
Dominion Lande Act Anit. B. (13): on 2nd R.,

F54; in Coin., 1074.
Edmonton District Ry. Co.'s B. (50): Introduced*,

621; 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 664.
Evidence Act Amt. B. (N): on 2nd R., 787.
Federal Life Asu. Co.'s B. (29): Rep. from Coin.,

621; 3rd R., 623.
Franchise Act B. (16): in Coin.: cl. 5, 963; el.

10, 970.
Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114): on

2nd R., 703.
Govt. Harbours, Piers, Breakwaters Ait. B. (38):

in Coin., 572.
Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L): in

Coin., 748.
Hamilton-Snith: on M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

263.
Indian Act Amt. B. (144): in Coin., 1070.
International Radial Ry. Co.'s B. (137): Intro-

duced*, 1049.
Judicial Appointments in Yukon: Inq. as to

rumoured, 268.
Klondike and Peace River Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(1): Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 662.
Klondike and Peace River Gold Mining, Land

and Transportation Co.'s Incorp. B. (91): In-
troduced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 662.

Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry. and Tramway
Co.'s Incorp. B (31): Introduced*, 627; 2nd
R.', 635; 3rd R.* postponed, 665; Amt. m. on
3rd R., 668; order for 3rd R. postponed, 776;
m Aint. to 3rd R., 799; Amts. from H. of C.
conc., 1073.

Lake Manitoba and Canal Co.'s B. (66): on 3rd
R., 660; on Aits. from H. of C., 695.

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (132): in Coin., 1069.
Landry, Spnator : on M. for Coin. to inq. into

a· cusations against, 1061.
Liquor Permits in Yukon: on M. for Address re

issue of, 198.
Mackenzie & Mann: M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

260, 340.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. re letter to Card.

Rampolla, 682.
on Inq. into Statements by Sec. of State as

to Settlement, 708.
on Inq. re Sir W. Laurier's Statement in

L'Electeur, 752.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

768, 781.
Navigable Waters Protection Act Ait. B. (136):

in Coin., 820.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alex.-Con.
N. W. Irrigation Acts Ant. B. (146): in Coin.,

1179; on consdn. of Aints., 1219.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): Introduced*, 173; on M. for
2nd R., 219; M. to postpona 2nd R., 239; m.
2nd R., 545. Remarks re restoring on Order
Paper, 570; M. to restore to Orders for 2nd
R., 609. Order for 2nd R. postponed, 635;
2nd R., 712; M. for suspension of Rule 71,
821.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 947.
Preferential Trade and Tariff : on the Address,

93.
Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Coin., 1140.
Russell, Chas: on Inq. as to employment of, by

Govt., 610. .
Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s B. (126):

Introduced*, 1063; 2nd R.*, 1095; 3rd R.*,
1160.

Saskatchewan Riv. : M. for Statement of Dredg-
ing leases on, 243.

School Lands: on M. re Res. of H. of C. respect-
ing payment to Man., 1163.

Senate : on the Address, 91.
Soulanges Canal Contraets: M. for copy of

tenders, 759, 773.
Ret. delayed, 917, 1004, 1064, 1095, 1117.

Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi-
neers B. (39): in Coin., 605, 611.

St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B.
(157): in Coin., 1173.

Subaqueous Mining Claims on Yukon River: on
Inq., 162.

Teslin Lake Ry. Subsidy: Inq., 622.
Tidal Surv-y : on Inq., 647.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

2nd R., 665; on M. to restore to Orders, 793.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Coin., 1143.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co. and H. M.

Transport Contract B. (148): on 2nd R., 1107;
in Coin., 1119.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): 1st R., 821.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 347, 422.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Addres, 98.

MAODONALD, Hon. A. A. (Charlottetown).

Alberta and Yukon Ry., &c., Co.'s Incorp. B.
(H): on 3rd R., 627.

Civil Service Superannuation Act B. (76): in
Com., 1172.

Cold Storage on Steamships B. (149): in Com.,
1154.

Commercial Travellers' Tax in P. E. I.: Remarks
on Act, 1329.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127): on 2nd R., 744.
Franchise Act B. (16); in Com., 1046.
Indian Act Amt. B. (144): in Coin., 1070.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):

in Coin., 123S.
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MACDONALD, Hon. A. A.-Continued.
Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (66): on

3rd R., 660.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R., 1280.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

781.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (110): in Com., 1091.
P. E. I. claims: M. for Cor.* with delegates, 509,

571.
M. for Cor. between Dom. Govt. and, 706.

Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Com., 1140.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi-

neers B. (39): in Com., 619.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B (71) : in

Coin., 1144; on Amt. to ref. to Corn., 1106.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 518.

MACDONALD, Hon. W. J. (Victoria, B.C.)

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on
M. for, 68-71.

Adjournment: on M. for, from 18th Feb. till
8th March, 159.

on M. to adjn. from 18th to 25th May,
825.

Alaska Boundary Arrangements : on Inqy., 190,
196.

Alberta and Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. : on M. to
remit fees, 1003.

Auglo-French Telegraph Co.'s Petition: M. to
adopt rep. of S. O. Coin., 854.

Bonding Privileges in Yukon: on Inq. re re-
ported, 813.

Bounties on Iron and Steel Act Amt. B. (159):
in Coin., 1170.

B. C. Supreme Court Judges: Inq. as to appoint-
ment, 1260.

Civil Service Superannuation Act B. (76): in
Coin., 1172.

Companies' Act Amt. B. (M) : on 2nd R., 693;
in Coin., 700.

B. (S) : on M. to ref. back to Com., 719;
in Con., 1071.

Coste's Rep. on Yukon: M. for Rep,, 632.
Cowichan Valley Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (48): In-

troduced*, 621; 2nd R., 629; 3rd R.*, 664.
Dawson City Electric Co.'s Incorp. B. (123): on

3rd R., 1216.
Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (130): in Coin.,

1074.
Franchise Act B. (16): on Amts. conc., 1066; 'on

M. not to conc. in certain Amts., 1271.
Great North-west Central Ry. Co. 's B. (L): in

Coin., 745.
Hamilton Smith : on M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

267.
Hulla and Machinery inspection: M. for more

rigid, 159.
Indian Act Amt. B. (144): in Com., 1070.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (172): on 2nd R.,

1309.

MACDONALD, Hon. W. J.-Cotinued.
Japanese in Yukon: Calls attention to necessity

of excluding, 156.
-- Inq., 31.

Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):
on 2nd R., 1192; in Com., 1224.

Klondike and Peace Riv. Gold Mining, Land,
&c., Co.'s B. (91): 3rd R.*, 690.

Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry., &c., Co.'s B.
(31): on Amt. on 3rd R., 669 ; order for 3rd R.
postponed, 776.

Landry, Senator: on M. for Coin. to inq. into
accusations against, 1059.

Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R., 1276.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1285,

1288.
Miles Caion and Lewes River Tramway Co.'s

Incorp. B. (23): 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 638.
Miners' Licenses at Skagway and Dyea: Inq.,

708.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners' B. (163): on

2nd R., 1200; in Coin., 1212.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on Srd R.,

777.
Northern Commercial Telegraph Co.'s Incorp. B.

(139): 1st and 2nd R.*, 1215; 3rd R.*, 1260.
N.-W. Irrigation Act Amt. B. (146): in Com.,

1179.
Ogilvie's Report: Inq. re publication, 58.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 546; on 2nd
R., 718.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 934.
Quebec Harbour Com.'s B. (142): in Coin., 1117.
Returns: on return re bonding privileges in

Yukon presented, 829.
Rifle Range at Ottawa: M. for Cor. and tenders,

830.
School Lands: on M. re Res. of H. of C. respect-

ing payment to Man., 1162.
Songhee Indian Reserve: on M. for Cor. re re-

moval, 386.
Subaqueous leases in Yukon: Inq., 193.
Snbaqueous mining claime on Yukon River: Inq.

162.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B.

(157): in Com., 1173.
Tidal Survey : Inq. re B.C. waters, 632, 650.
Timber Berths in Yukon: Inq. re regulations, 575.
Timber and Shingles: Inq. re duty in B.C,, 217.
Trade Mark and Design Act Aint. B. (61): on

2nd R., 740; en M. to restore to Orders, 789.
Transport of Goods to Yukon: Inq. as to value

and kinds, 806.
Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern Ry. and Nav.

Co.'s B. (64): on 2nd R., 667.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Com., 1145.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (148): in

Com., 1119: on Ques. of Order, 1122.
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MAODONALD, Hon. W. J.-oncluded.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): on 2nd R., 836;

in Con., 855.
Yukon Routes Con.: on M. to appoint, 589.

on M. to adopt Rep. of Con., 989.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on M. for 2nd

R., on Tuesday, 267; m. Amt. 6 m. h., 317.
Yukon Supplies Contract : Inq. re Boston Trans-

porr Co., 1165.
Yukon, wealth of : reads items concerning, 82.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 68.
Yukon: on Res. respecting communication to

district of, 1245.

MacINNES, Hon. Donald (Burlington.)
B. C. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (45): Introduced*,

608; 2nd R.*, 622; 3rd R.*, 638.
C. P. Ry. Co.'s B. (46): Introduced*, 621; 2nd

R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 638.
Central Canada Loan and Savings Co.'s Incorp.

B. (B): Introduced*, 163; 2nd R., 165; M. for
conc. of Amts., 240.

Columbia and Western Ry. Co.'s B. (34): Intro-
duced*, 608; 2nd R.*, 622; 3rd R.*, 638.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (66):
Introduced*, 620; 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R., post-
poned, 637.

Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry., &c., Co.'s B.
(31): on Amt. on 3rd R., 668.

Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): Intro-
duced*, 627 ; 2nd R., 635 ; 3rd R., 671.

St. Stephen and Milltown Ry. Co. and C. P. Ry.
Co.'s agreement B. (44): Introduced*, 608;
2nd R*., 622 ; 3rd R*., 638.

Toronto and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (77): In-
troduced*, 690.

Victoria and Montreal Fire Insurance Co.'s In-
corp. B. (59): Introduced*, 608; 2nd R., 622.

MASSON, Hon. L. F. R. (Mille Isles.)
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on

M. for, 57.
Fishermen Safety Act B. (G): Rep. from Con.,

568.
Franchise Act B. (16): in Con.: cl. 6, 964; el. 9,

969; on Amts. (Mr. Miller) 1039; on Amt.
(Mr. Boulton) 1106.

Manitoba Schools: on Inq. re letter to Card.
Rampolla, 681.

- Remarks on Inq. re intervention of Holy
See, 664.

- on Inq. re Sir W. Laurier's statement in
L'Electeur, 810.

Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd
R., 1302.

Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En.
gineers B. (39): in Com., 614.

Weights and Measurea Act Amt. B. (71): on 2nd
R., 1114.

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (148): in
Con., 1120.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 450.

MILLER, Hon. William (Richmond).
Alaska Boundary Arrangements: on Inq., 193.
Driummond Co. Ry.: on M. for Sel. C>m., 174,

276.
M. to adopt. Rep. of Con., 1301.
M. to adopt 3rd Rep. of Coin., 1301.

Farrer (Mr.) at Washington: on Inq. re alleged
telegram concerning negotiations, 167.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (166): on 2nd R., 1267.
Fishermen Safety Act B. (G): on 2nd R., 279.
Franchise Act, 1898, B. (16): Gives notice of

Amts., 872; on 2nd R., 899; in Com., cl. 3,
957; el. 5, 961; cl. 10, 1004; Amt. m., 1005;
cl. 5, 1047; Amts. conc., 1064; again in Con.
1101; Explanation, 1327.

Govt. Harbours, Piers, Breakwaters Amt. B.
(38): in Con., 572.

Govt. Measures, introduction of: on Inq., 206.
Hamilton-Smith: :a M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

264.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):

in Con., 1236.
Lenoir, A. E. : Inq. as to dismissal of, 218.

M. for papers re dismissal of, 339.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. re letter to Cardinal

Rampolla, 682
Mounted Police Pension Act Aint. B. (13): in

Con., 572.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R,, 221.
Personal Explanation re Statements by Member

from Halifax, 1095.
Ry. Rates on pure bred stock: on Inq. for Ret.,

238.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1302.
Tidal Surveys : on Inq., 648.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 304.
Yukon Routes Con. : on M. to appoint, 588.

MILLS, Hon. David (Bothwell).

Aberdeen, Lord: M. to conc. in address to, 1251.
Adams, Senator: on illness and absence of, 1165.
Addrems in reply to Speech from Throne: on M.

for, 24-30.
on prop. Amt. (Mr. Boulton), 57.

Adjournment: on Inq. re prop., 158.
- M. to adjn. from 18th Feb. to 8th March,

159.
- M. (prop.) to adjn. from 1st to 19th April,

544.

m. Amt. to M. to adjn. from 5th to 26th
April, 575.

- on M. to adjn. from 18th to 25th May,
811, 824.

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): Introduced*,
705; 3rd R.*, 786; in Con., 814 ; 3rd R.*, 829.

Alaska boundary arrangements : on Inq., 189.
- on Inq. as to steps taken to settle, 194,

1Wn.
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Alberta and Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (H):
on 2nd R., 569 ; on 3rd R.*, 625.

Alberton Customs Collector: on Inq. re change
of, 1049.

Alien Labour B. (O): lat R., 805; 2nd R., 842;
3rd R.*, 880.

Law : Reply to Inq. for names of Officers
appointed under, 711.

Anglo-Gernan Treaty : Inq. as to instruction to
High Com., 271.

Arsenault, Hon. Mr.: Remars on the death of,
171.

Belleville, P. O. dismissals: on M. for papers,
214.

Bills: on Suggestion that Amts. to Govt. Bills
be denoted by italics, 573.

Bonding Privileges in Yukon: on Inq. re report.
ed, 813.

on Return presented, 829.
B. C. Supreme Court Judges: on Inq. as to

appointment, 1260.
C. P. R. Land Grant: on Inq. re exemption of

taxation, 831.
on Inq. re expiry of teri of exemption,

852.
Civil Servici, Superannuation Act B. (76): M.

for 2nd R., 1109; 2nd R., 1171; in Coin., 1172.
Cold Storage Accommodation B. (149): Intro-

duced*, 1063; 2nd R.*, 1095; in Com., 1153.
Commercial Travellers' tax in P.E.I. : Remarks

on Act, 1329.
Committee of Selection: M. for, 155.
Companies Act Amt. B. (M): Introduced*, 632;

M. for 2nd R., at future date, 632; 2nd R. m.,
691; in Com., 700; 3rd R.* 730.

B. (S): in Com., 1073.
Construction of Public Works Grants B. (161):

on M. for 2nd R., 1258.
Coste's Rep. on Yukon : on M. for Rep., 633.
Cowichan Valley Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (48): on

2nd R., 629.
Crow's Nest Pasi Ry. Stock : on Inq. and Ques.

of Order raised, 82.
on M. for Cor. re deaths on, 1193, 1240.

Customs and Fisheries Protection B. (153): i
Com., 1176.

Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1217.
Delayed Returna : Replies to Inqs., 163, 212,

403, 631, 673, 813, 1064, 1116.
Dominion Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Award B. (162):

M. for 2nd R., 1110 ; 2nd R., 1175.
Dominion Building and Loan Ass. B. (41) : in

Com., 599.
Dominion Landa Act Amt. B. (130): in Com.,

1075, 1083.
Drummond Co. Ry.: on M. for Sel. Com., 174.
-- on M. for appointment of Sel. Coin., 274.

on Inq. whether Govt. will ratify agree.
ment, 636. 808.

MILLS, Hon. David-Continned.
Drummond Co. Ry.: on Inq., re alleged saving

by action of Senate, 1286.
on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1301.

Electoral Franchise repeal and Dom. Elections
Act Amt. B. (16): Introduced*, 845; 2nd R.,
880 ; in Com. : cl. 3, 957 ; cls. 4 & 5, 958 ; el.
6 & 7, 964; cl. 8, 966; cl. 9, 967; cl. 10, 970,
1004; on Amt. (Mr. Miller), 1023, 1040; cls. 20
& 21, 1043; cl. 26, 1047; cla. 5 & 27, 1048;
Amts. conc. in, 1064; M. to refer to Com.,
1101; M. for 3rd R., 1102; on Mess. and B.
returned from Coms., 1239; M. not to concur
in certain Aimts., 1268.

- on the Address, 30.
Elections in Manitoba: on Inq. re prosecutions

for ballot atuffing, 675.
Evidence Act Amt. B. (N); Introduced*, 705;

2nd R., 786; 3rd R.*, 800.
Farrer (Mr.) at 'W ashingt.n : on Inq. re alleged

telegraim concerning negotiations, 166.
Fast Atlantic SS. Line: on Inq., 58.
Federal Life Ass. Co.'s B. (29): on 3rd R., 623.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (166): 2nd R. m., 1266.
Gascoigne's (Gen.) Resignation: on Inq., 623.
Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114): on

2nd R., 703.
Govt. Harbours, Piers, Breakwaters Amt. B.

(38): Introduced*, 241; 2nd R., 566; in Com.,
572.

- B. (135): in Com., 820.
Govt. Measures, introduction of on Inq., 206.
Great N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L) : on 2nd

R., 630; in Com., 749.
Half-Breeds in N. W. T. : on Inq. re Census, 157.
Hamilton Smith : on M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry.,

262.
Identification of Criminals B. (R): 1st R., 845;

2nd R., 854; in Com., 911.
Indian Act Aint. B. (144): in Com., 1070.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (172): 2nd R. n.,

1307, 1326.
Iron and Steel Bounties Act Amt. B. (159): on

2nd R., 1116.
Japanese Labour in the Yukon: on Inq., 31.
- on Remarks (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) on

necessity of excluding, 156.
Judicial Appts. in Yukon: on Inq. as to rumour.

ed, 268.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acta Amt. B. (150):

Introduced*, 1117; 2nd R., 1186; in Com., cl.
1, 1224; cl. 10, 1238.

Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry., &c., Co.'s B.
(31): on Amt. on 3rd R., 668.

Landry, Senator: on M. for Com. to inq. into
accusations against, 1058.

Legislation: on Inq. as to proposed, in Senate,
706.

Liquor permits in Yukon: on M. for Address to
Hia Ex. re permits granted, 161.
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Liquor permits in Yukon : on Inq. (Mr. Perley)
re Mr. Chamberland, 158.

on M. for address re issue, 197.
Liquor traffic in Yukon: on Inq. (Mr. Perley), 59.

on M. (Mr. Perley) to amend Notice, 159.
Loan Companies B. (Q): lst R., 822; 2nd R.,

841; M. to ref. to Banking Com., 841 ; M. for
3rd R. at future date, 914 ; 3rd R., 1094.

Mackenzie and Mann: on M. for Cor. re Yukon
Ry., 260, 340.

Man. Debt Account B. (169): on M. for 2nd R.,
1257.

Man. School Fund B. (168): M. for 2nd R., 1259;
2nd R., 1282, 1287, 1298.

Man. School lands: on M. for address, statement
of lands allotted for school purposes, 543.

- on Inq. whether any member of Govt.
negotiated with Govt. of Man., 622.

Russell's visit to Rome: on Inq. as to
authorization by Govt., 634.

on Inq. re letter to Card. Rampolla, 681.
on Inq. into Statements by Sec. of State

as to settlement, 708.
- on Inq. re Ans. by Sec. of State and

Minister of Justice, 730.
on Inq. re Sir W. Laurier's Statement in

L'Electeur, 752, 801, 808.
on Inq. if Govt. have received protest,

&c., from Man, &c., 753.
on Inq. re Card. Rampolla's letter and

Mr. Chas. Russell, 915.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): Introduced*, 241; 2n: R., 566 ; in Com.,
601; 3rd R., 603.

McCarthy, Dalton : Reniarks on the death of, 798.
Militia Force Land Grant B. (133): 1st R., 871;

2nd and 3rd R., 912.
Miners' Licenses at Skagway and Dyea : on Inq.,

709.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): in

Com., 1210.
Morning Sittings: M. for, 1245.
Navigable Waters Protection Act Ant. B. (136):

Introduced*, 800; 2nd R.*, 805; in Com., 820;
3rd R*, 829.

Navigation Laws: Reply to Inq., 826.
N. W. Irrigation Acta Amt. B. (146): irn Com.,

1182; consdn. of Amts., 1223.
N.W.T. Act Amt. B. (131): Introduced*, 870;

2nd R., 912 ; in Com., 1071.
Ogilvie's Report: on Inq., as to publication, 8.
Pacific Cable: on the Address, 25.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. to postpone 2nd R.,
240; m. Aimt. 6 m. h., 546. Remarks re
restoring on Order paper, 570 ; on M. to
restore to Orders for 2nd R., 609; on 2nd R.,
715; 3rd R., 834.

Papal Ablegate: on Inq. for letter concerning,
1050.

MILLS, Hon. David-Continud.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 942; in Com.,

cl. 9, 1139 ; on 3rd R., 1273.
on the Address, 30.
on Inq. as to introduction of, 544.

Post Office Act further Aint. B. (110): 1st R.,
871; 2nd R.*, 955; in Coin., 1088; 3rd R.*,
1106.

B. (167): Introduced*, 1255; 2nd R., 1275.
Preferential Trade and Tariff : on the Address, 25.
P.E.I. Ry. : on M. for Reports re Curves on, 278.
P.E.I. claims: on M. for Cor., &c., with dele-

gates, 509, 571.
M. for Cor. between Dom. Govt. and, 706.
Renarks on newspaper par. re bribing

Senate, 208.
on Inq. as to rumour re increase of Sen-

ators, 403.
Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): Introduced*

1049; in Com., 1140.
Quebec Harbour Con.'s B. (142): lst R.*, 955;

2nd R., 1106; in Com., 1117.
Quebec Province Boundary B. (160): Introduc-

ed*, 1215; 2nd R.*, 1238; 3rd R.*, 1268.
Queen's Counsel : on Inq. re judgment of P. C.,

827.
Repatriation of 100th Reg.: on M. for Cor., 259.
Robitaille, Hon. Théo.: Remarks on Death of,

170.
Russell, Chas.: on Inq. as to Employment of by

Govt., 610.
Saskatchewan Riv. : on M. for Statement of

Dredging Leases on, 243.
School Lands: on M. re Res. of H. of C. respect-

ing paynent to Man., 1161.
Saturday Sittings : on Notice of M. for, 1239.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt B. (176): M. for

2nd R., 1301.
Senate : M. for two Sittings each day, 1116.

on the Address, 26.
Sowden, W. H., Employment of : on Inq., 218.
Speaker's Honours: Remarks, 832.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engin-

eers B. (39): in Coin., 607, 613.
Steamship Line to France: on Inq. as to negoti-

ations, 879.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 736.
B. (157): on M. for 2nd R., 1110; 2nd R.

and in Com., 1173.
Stikine-Teslin Railway: on Inq. re contract, 2.

on M. for Cor. re building, 240.
Subaqueous leases in Yukon: on Inq., 163, 194.
Superannuation : on the Address, 30.
Supply Act B. (174): on 2nd R., 1330.
Teslin Lake Ry. Subsidy: on Inq., 622.
Tignish Breakwater: on Inq. re contract, 386.
Timber berths in Yukon: on Inq. re regulations,

575.
Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s Incorp. B. (K): on

2nd R., 601; on Amts., 628.
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MILLS, Hon. David-Concluded.

Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on
Order for 2nd R., 638; on 2nd R., 740; on M.
to restore to Orders, 791.

Transport of goods to Yukon: on Inq. as to value
and kinds, 806.

Vacancies in Senate: Remarks, 170.
Walsh (Coni.): on M. for Repts. from, 241, 301.

on Inq. as to papers, &c., 339.
--- on Inq. re instructions, 218.

-- on Inq. re provisions for expedition, 235.
Wheat, Imports and Exports: on M. for address,

196.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B (71): 2nd R.

m., 1112; in Com., 1142; 3rd R. m., 1193 on
Amts. Ret. from Com., 1307.

Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Co.'s B (79):
on 2nd R., 670.

Wolseley Mail Service: on Inq. for tenders,
1116.

Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 28.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): lst R., 821; 2nd

R., 835; in Com., 855.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): M. for 2nd R.

on Tuesday, 267; M. for 2nd R., 280; on m. to
adjourn debate, 300, 527.

Yukon Route, examination of : on Inq. 165.
Yukon Routes Coin.: on M. to appoint, 579.

-- on M. to adopt Rep., 989.
Yukon: on Res. respecting communication to

district of 1248.

McOALLUM, Hon. Lachlan (Monck.)

Address in Reply to Speech froin Throne : on M.
for, 60-65.

-- on prop. Amt. (Mr. Boulton) 57.
Drummond County Ry.: on M. for Sel. Com.,

180.
Fishermen Safety Act B. (G) : on 2nd R., 279.
Franchise Act B. (10): on 2nd R., 889; on

Amts. (Mr. Miller) 1031.
Hamilton and Lake Erie Power Co.'s B. (130):

on 2nd R., 622; on 3rd R., 637.
Landry, Senator: on M. for Com. to inq. into
. accusations against, 1061.
Liquor Permits in Yukon: on M. for Address re

issue of, 204.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): in Com., 603.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

778.
Navigation Laws: on Inq., 826.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp, B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 222, 556; on
2nd R., 728.

Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 944.
Preferential Trade and Tariff : on the Address,

62.
Rulings of the Speaker: on M. that they be

recorded in Minutes, 849.

McCAL LUM, Hon Lachlan-Continued.
Senate: on the Address, 60.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En-

gineers B. (39): in Com., 616.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

M. to restore to Orders, 790.
Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Co.'s Incorp.

B. (79): on 2nd R., 670; on Amts. froin Coin.,
699.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 346, 398, 404.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 66.
Yukon Routes Coin.: on M. to adopt Rep., 987.

McDONALD, Hon. Wm. (Cape Breton).
Navigable Waters Protection Act Amt. B. (136):

in Com., 821.

McKA.Y, Hon. Thomas (Truro).
Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (130): in Comn.,

1085.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 888; in Coin.,

cI. 10, 970.
Loan Companies B. (Q): on 2nd R., 841.
Union Bank of Can. Charter Amt. B. (24), on

Rep. from Coin., 601.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Com., 1142.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (14814 in

Com., 1120.

MOKINDSEY, Hon. George O. (Milton).
Construction Public Works Grants B. (161): on

M. for 2nd R., 1258.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 888.

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald (Alexandria).
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Comn., 818.
Bounties on Iron and Steel Amt. B. (159): in

Coin., 1170.
Crow's Nest Pass Ry. : on M. for Cor. re Deaths

on, 1242.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 882, 910 ; in

Coni. : cl. 10, 970.
Govt. Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters Amt. B.

(135): Rep. from Com., 820.
Hudson Bay and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (22): In-

troduced*, 301.
Landry, Seiator: on M. for Coin. to inq. into

accusations against, 1060.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R., 1281.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1290.
Manitoba Schools; on Inq. re letter to Cardinal

Rampolla, 681.
Pacific and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 556.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 931.
S. O. E. Benefit Soc.'s B. (122): on Wthdl. of B.,

1003.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (157):

on M. for 2nd R., 1110.
Union Bank of Can. Charter Amt. B. (24):

Introduced*, 301 ; 2nd R., 568 ; 3rd R*, 604.
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1360 INDEX.
MoMILLAN, Hon. Donad-Continued.

Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): on 2nd
R., 1112.

Yukon Communication Com.: on M. to appoint,
584.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John (Erie).
Address in Reply to Speech froin Throne: on

M. for, 120.
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 18th to 25th

May, 824.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): on

2nd R, 1203.
N. W. Irrigation Acts Amt. B. (146): in Coin.,

1180.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on 2nd R., 717, 727.
Plebiscite B. (121): in Coin. ; cl. 3, 1132.
Tidal Survey: on Inq., 648.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 120.

Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 517.
Yukon Communication Coin. : on M. to appoint,

591.
Yukon, Wealth of the: Reads extract concern-

ing, 81.

OGILVIE, Hon. Alex. W. (Alma.)
Construction of Public Works Grants B. (161):

Rep. from Com., 1275.
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal

Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1262.
Loan Companies B. (Q): on M. for 3rd R., at

future date, 914.
Montmorency Cotton Mills Co.'s Incorp. B. (102):

3rd R.*, 730.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners' B. (163): on

2nd R., 1200; in Coin., 1205.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s B.

(81): on M. to ref. to Com., 957.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

781.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1302.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi-

neers B. (39): Rep. from Coin., 608, 620.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): on

Amt. to ref. to Comi., 1194.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 420.

OWENS, Hon. W. (Inkerman).
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (163): in

Coin., 1214.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s B.

(81): Introduced*, 845: 2nd R.*, 853. M. to
ref. back to Com., 957.

North Shore Electric Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (97):
Introduced*, 845; 2nd R.*, 854; 3rd R.*, 1049.

PELLETIER, Sir O. A. P., K.O.M.G.-The
Speaker (Grand ville).

Companies Act Amt. B. (S): on Amtt. in Com.,
919.

PELLETIER, Sir C. A. P., K.O.M.G.-Con.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 3rd R., Amt. (Mr.

Boulton) 1106.
Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (60): on

3rd R., 661.
Landry, Senator: on M. for Coin. to inq. into

accusations against declares M. out of Order,
106.3.

Manitoba Schools: on Inq., re letter to Card.
Rampolla, 683.

on Inq. into Statements of Sec. of State as
to settlement. Gives decision on point of Order
raised, 708.

on Inq. re statement by Sir W. Laurier in
L'Electeur, 810.

Pacific and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Co.'s
Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 223; on
suspension of Rule 71, 821.

Prorogation ceremonies, 1343.
Reads Address to Lord Aberdeen, 1344.

on M. that they be recorded in the Minutes,
846.

Rulings : Mr. Landry calls attention to omission
in Minutes, on que.. of Order, 761.

Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): Rules
that Mr. Powers Ait. is out of Order. 1306.

Speaker's honours: Returns thanks for kindness,
&c., 83-3.

Tidal Surveys: Decides point of Order (Mr.
Power), 652.

Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on
Division on 2nd R., 742.

on M. to restore to Orders, 797.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (149) : on

ques. of Order re Aint. (Mr. Boulton), 1123.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): gives decision re point

of Order in Deb. on 2nd R., 347.

PERLEY, Hon. Wm. D. (Wolseley).
Adains, Senator: calls attention to illness and

absence of, 1165.
Companies Act Amt. B. (S): Rep. from Com.,

1073.
Crow's Nest Pass Ry.: on M. for Cor. re deaths

on, 1244.
Debates : on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1217.
Delayed Returns, 242, 403, 1116.
Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (130): in Com.,

1076.
Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 903; in Com.

cl. 5, »60; on Amts. (Mr. Miller), 1021; Amts.
conc. 1065.

Great N.-W. Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L): on 2nd
R., 630.

Half-breeds in N.W.T.: Inq. re Census, 157.
Hamilton Smith, Cor.: Notice of M. re High

Comr. and, 236.
M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry., 260.

Indian Act Amt. B. (144): in Com., 1071.
Inland Revenue (Liquors) Act Amt. B. (75): on

3rd R., 594.
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PERLEY, Hon. Wm. D.-Continued.

Judges of Provincial Courts Act Ant. B. (150):
on 2nd R., 1187 ; in Com., 1233.

Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal
Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1265.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (66): on
Amts. froin H. of C., 698.

Liquor Permits in Yukon: Inq. as to Mr. Cham.
berland, 157.

M. for Address re issue of, 197.
Notice of Motion, 570.
M. agreed to, 577, 578.

Liquor Traffic in the Yukon: Inq., 58.
M. to amend Notice, 158.
M. for Address to H. Ex. re

granted, 161.
permits

Man. Debt Account B. (169): on 2nd R, 1276.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. as to Statements by

Sec. of State respecting settlement, 707.
on Inq. re Card. Rampolla's letter and Sir

Chas. Russell's letter, 916.
Metis Claims in N.W.T .: Inq. 544,
Military Supplies for Yukon: Inq. for prices, 914.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners' B. (163): in

Com., 1210.
N. W. Irrigation Acts Amt. B. (146): on 3rd R.,

1266.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on 2nd R., 547.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 926; in Com.:

cl. 3, 1135 ; cl. 9, 1139.
Inq. as to introduction of, 544.
Inq. as to form of ques. to be submitted,

267.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (110): in Com., 1090.
School lands: on M. re Res. of H. of C. respect-

ing payment to Man., 1163.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): on 2nd

R., 1304.
Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s Incorp. B. (K):

2nd R., 601.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

M. to restore to Orders, 797.
Walsh (Com.): M. for instructions re sale of

liquor in Yukon, 577.
Inq. re provisions for Expedition, 235.

Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): on 2nd
R., 1113; in Com., 1141; on Ant. to ref. to
Com., 1194.

Wolseley Mail Service: Inq. for tenders, &c.,
1116.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): on 2nd R., 837; in
Coin., 855.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 378.
Yukon Communication Com. : on M. to appoint,

580.

POIRIER, Hon. Pascal (Acadie).

Anglo-German Treaty : Inq. as to instruction to
High Com., 268.
86

POIRIER, Hon. Pascal-Continued.
Steamship Line to France; Inq. as to Negotia.

tions, 879.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 497.

POWER, Hon. Lawrence Geoffrey (Hali-
fax).

Address in reply to Speech from the Throne: on
M. for, 106-120.

on prop. Amt. (Mr. Boulton) 47.
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 18th to 25th

May, 811.
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Com., 814.
Alberta and Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (H): on

3rd R., 624.
Atlas Loan Co.'s B. (55): Introduced*, 690; 2nd

R., 694; 3rd R.*, 772.
Belgian and German Treaties: on the Address,

110.
Bounties on Iron and Steel Amt. B. (159): on

2nd R., 1116.
Brandon and South-western Ry. Co.'s B. (47):

Introduced*, 627; 2nd R., 631; 3rd R.*, 664.
Canada Eastern Ry.Co.'s B. (94): Introduced*,

690 ; 2nd R. postponed, 750 ; 2nd R.*, 773: M.
conc. in Amts., 854.

Civil Service Superannuation Act B. (76): in
Com., 1173.

Cold Storage between Charlottetown and G. B.:
on M. for address re Cor., 228.

Cold Storage on Steamships B. (149): in Com.,
1156.

Companies Act Amt. B. (M): in Com., 702.
(S): on 2nd R., 868; in Com., 911, 1072.

Crows' Nest Pass Ry. : M. for Cor. re deaths on,
1193, 1210.

Customs Tariff Act Amts. (171): on 1st R., 1311.
Dawson City Electric Co.'s Incorp. B. (120):

Amt. M. on 3rd R., 1215.
Debates: on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 1217.
Delayed Returns, 1064.
Dominion Building and Loan Ass. B. (41):

Introduced*, 542; 2nd R., 569; in Com., 599;
3rd R.*, 604.

Drummond Co. Ry. : on M. for Sel. Com., 179.
on M. for appointment of Sel. Com., 274.
on M. to adopt 3rd Rep. of Com., 1301.

Federal Life Ass. Co.'s B. (29): on 3rd R., 623.
Fishernen Safety Act B. (G): Introduced*, 241;

2nd R., 278; in Com., 547; 3rd R., 571; on
Amts. from H. of C., 704.

Franchise Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 903; in Comu.:
cl. 3, 957 ; el. 5, 961; el. 9, 969 ; cl. 10, 971 ; on
Amts. (Mr. Miller), 1013; cl. 27, 1048; Amts.
conc., 1087 ; on Amt. (Mr. Boulton) 1106 ; on
M. that certain Amit. be not conc. in, 1272.

Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. A. (114): on
2rid R., 704.

Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B. (L): in
Cont., 747.

Hamilton Smith: M. for Cor. re Yukon Ry., 260.
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POWER, Hon. Lawrence Geoffrey-Con.
Hudson Bay and Pacifie Ry. Co.'s B. (22): on

2nd R., 568.
Inland Revenue (Liquors) Act Amt. B. (75): in

Coin., 574.
B. (172): on 2nd R., 1307.

Jubilee Ceremonials: on the Address, 109.
Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt. B. (150):

on 2nd R., 1192 ; in Com., 1227, 1237, 1238.
Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry., &c., Co.'s B.

(31): ut. Amt. to Amt., 669; Order for 3rd
R., postponed, 776.

Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal
Co.'s Incorp. B. (99) : on 3rd R., 1261.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (66):
on 3rd R., 661 ; on Amts. from H. of C., 697.

Landry, Senator: on M. for Com. to inq. into
accusations against, 1062.

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (132): in Coin.. 1069.
Library of Parlt.: on adoption of 2nd Rep. re

Electric Lighting, 911.
Liquor Permits in Yukon: Raises Ques. of Order

re M. for Address as to issue, 204.
Loan Companies B. (Q): on 2nd R., 841.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1291.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. re letter to Card.

Rampolla, 684.
on Inq. if Govt. have received protest, &c.,

from Man., 755.
on Inq. if Minority were a party to Agree.

ment, 759.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): in Coin., 602.
Miners'Licenses at Skagway and Dyea: on Inq.,

711.
Mining Regulations (Yukon) Aimt. B. (E): on M.

for 2nd R., 280.
Montmorency Cotton Mills Co.'s Incorp. B. (102):

Introduced*, 636.
Montreal and James Bay Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(50): Introduced*, 636; 2nd R. *, 638; 3rd R.*,
690.

Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co.'s B. (56):
Introduced*, 636.

Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s B.
(81): on M. to refer to Coin., 957.

Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): on
2nd R., 566.

Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,
766.

Navigation Laws: on Inq., 826.
N. W. Irrigation Acts Amt. B. (146): in Coin.,

1180; on consdn of Amts., 1220.
Pacific Cable: on the Address, 109.
Pacifie and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F*): on M. for 2nd R., 219, 555;
Remarks on Inq. to restore on order paper,
570; objects to suspension of rule 71, 821; on
3rd R., 834.

Personal explanation: on statement of Senator
Miller, 1100.

POWER, Hon. Lawrence Geoffrey-Cn.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 938.
Preferential Trade and Tariff : on the Address,

107, 112.
Printing of Parlt.: M. for adoption of lst Rep.

of Joint Coin., 386.
Public Officers Act Ait. B. (T): in Coin., 1140.
Ry. Employees and Passenger Safety B. (4): In-

troduced*, 773; 2nd R., 804.
Rulings of the Speaker: on M. that they be re-

corded in the Minutes, 849.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173): Amt. in.

to 2nd R., 1303.
Senate: on the Address, 106.
Speaker's Honours: Remarks, 831.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En

gineers B. (39): in Coin., 605, 611.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 731.
B. (157): on M. for 2nd R., 1110; in

Coin., 1174.
Subaqueous Mining Claims on Yukon River: on

Inq., 162.
Tidal Survey: Raises point of order in deb., 651.
Timber Berths in Yukon: on Inq. re regulations,

577.
Toronto and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (77): on

Amts. to 3rd R., 804.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

2nd R., 666, 741.
Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern Ry. and Nav.

Co.'s B. (64): Introduced*, 652; 2nd R. 667.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): on 2nd

R., 1115; in Com., 1141; on Amt. to ref. to
Coin., 1196 ; on Amt. ret. from H. of C., 1306.

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co. and H. M.
Transport Contract B. (148) : on 2nd R., 1108;
in Coin., 1118; on Amt. (Mr. Boulton) 1120.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Coin., 860.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 346, 406.
Yukon Routes Coin. : on M. to appoint, 592.

on M. to adopt Rep., 984.
Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 113.

PRIMROSE, Hon. Clarence (Pictou.)
Ballot Stuffing in Man. : on Deb. on Tidal Sur-

veys, 651.
Elections in Man.: Inq. re ballot stuffing, 673.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 953; in Com., cI.

3, 1136.
Quebec Harbour Com.'s B. (142): Rep. from

Coin., 1118.
Ry. rates on pure bred Stock : on Inq. re Return,

237.
Senate: on the Address, 108.
Tidal Survey: Inq. whether Govt. will increase

Grant, 639, 651.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Coin., 1143.
Yukon District Govt. B. (P): in Coin., 860.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 388.
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INDEX.

PROWSE, Hon. Samuel (King's).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on

prop. Amt. (Mr. Boulton) 57.
Adjournment (prop.): on Inq., 158.
Committee of Selection : on M. for, 155.
Fishermen Safety Act B. (G): in Com., 567.
Govt. Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters Amt. B.

(135) : on 2nd R., 805; in Com., 819.
Manitoba Schools: M, to adjn. Hse., on Inq. re

letter to Card. Ramnpalla, 685.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): on 2nd R., 5(,7.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

78".
Navigable Waters Protection A ct Amt. B. (136):

in Coin, 821.
Ry. Rates on pure bred stock; -& Inq. re Ret.,

238.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi-

neers B. (39): in Com., 617.
Tignish Breakwater: Inq. re contract, 386.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on

M. to restore to Orders, 789.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on Amt., 6 m.

h., 335, 346.
Yukon Routes Com.: on M. to appoint, 590.

RI'JESOR, Hon. David (King's).
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 933.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 459.

ROSS, Hon. J. J. (De la Durantaye).
Speaker's Honours: Remarks, 833.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En-

gineers B. (39): in Com., 615.

SANFORD, Hon. Wm. E. (Hamilton).
Dom. of Can. Guarantee Insurance Co.'s B. (57):

Introduced*, 608; 2nd R., 622.
Queenston Heights Bridge Co.'s B. (58): In-

troduced*, 620; 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 638.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of En-

gineers B. (39): in Com., 613.
Yukon Routes Com. : on M. to adopt Rep., 930.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard Wm. (Ottawa).
Absence of Members of Govt. : on Inq., 802, 810.
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on M.

for, 71-91.
on prop. Amt. (Mr. Boulton), 57.

Adulteration Act Amt, B. (72): in Com.., 815.
Alaska Boundary arrangements: on Inq., 191.
Bélanger's (Capt.) resignation : on Inq., 636, 678.
Belgian and German Treaties : on the Address,

89.
Bills: on suggestion that Amts. to Govt. Bills

be denoted by italics, 573.
Bounties on Iron and Steel Amt. B. (159): lst

R., 1063; 2nd R., 1115; in Com., 1170; 3rd
R. M., 1171.

Civil Service Superanhuation Act B. (76): in
Com., 1172.
85j

SCOTT, Hon. Richard Wm..-Continued.
Cold Storage on Steamuships B. (149): in Com.,

1155.
Cold Storage between Charlottetown and G. B.:

on M. for Address re Cor., 225.
Companies Act Amt. B. (M): rn 2nd R., 693;

in Com., 701.
B. (S): lst R., 852 ; 2nd R., 868 ; in Com.,

911; M. to ref. back to Com., 919; in Com.,
1071.

Construction of Publie Works Grants B. (161):
1st R. and M. for 2nd R, 1258; 2nd R. and in
Com., 1274.

Cowichan Valley Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (48): on
2nd R., 629.

Custons Act Amt. B. (152): M. for 2nd R.,
1111: 2nd R., 1178.

Customs and Fisheries Protection B. (153): M
for 2nd R., 1111; 2nd R. and in Com., 1175.

Customs Tariff Act Aint. B. (171): lst R., 1310
Dawson City Electric Co.'s Incorp. B. (123): on

Srd R., 1216.
Debates: on M. to adopt Rep of Com., 1218.
Delayed Returns : Replies to Inqs. 194, 236, 239,

673, 712, 750, 853, 872, 913, 956, 1004, 1063,
1095, 1117.

Deschênes Electric Co .: on M. for Cor. re con-
cessions granted, 824.

Dismissals of Govt. Employees: Laye Ret. on
Table, 386.

Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (130): let R.,
871; 2nd R., 954; in Com., 1074; 3rd R., 1106.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127): Introduced*, 705;
2nd R., 743; 3rd R. *, 814.

-(166): Introduced, 1215; on 2nd R., 1267.
Franchi4e Act B. (16): on 2nd R., 888; in Com.

cl. 6,964; cl. 7,966; el. 8,969; cl. 10, 1004;
cl. 21, 1044; cl. 27, 1048; Amte. conc., 1064;
on M. not to conc. in certain Amts., 1273.

Gad Inspection Act Amt. B. (73): Introduced,
301; 2nd R.*, 569; in Com., 573; 3rd R.*,
594.

General Inspection Act Amt. B. (128): Intro-
duced*, 845; 2nd R., 853; in Com., 870; 3rd
R. *,'880.

Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B. (114):
Introduced*, 699; 2nd R., 702; in Com., 742;
3rd R .*, 772.

Govt. Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters Act Amt.
B. (135): Introduced*, 800; 2nd R., 805; in
Com., 819; 3rd R.*, 829.

Hulls and Machinery Inspection: on M. for more
rigid, 159.

Indian Act Aint. B. (144): Introduced*, 870;
2nd R., 912; in Com., 1070.

Inland Bevenue (Liquors) Act Amt. B. (75):
Introduced*, 301; 2nd R., 569; in Com., 573;
on 3rd R., 597.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co,'s B. (66): on
3rd R., 660,

- on Inq. re agreement with Govt. of Mani-
toba, 917.
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard Wm.-ontinued.
Landry, Senator: on M. for Com. to inq. into

accusations against, 1054, 1061.
Land Titles Act Ait. B. (132): lst R., 870; 2nd

R., 912: in Coin., 1068.
Liquor permits in Yukon: on M. for Address re

issue of, 199.
Liquor traffic in Yukon: Remarks on Inq., 60.
Mackenzie and Mann : on Inq. (Mr. Lough)

when papers will be brought down, 340.
Man. Debt Account B. (169): lst R.* and M. for

2nd R., 1256; 2nd R., 1275.
Man. School Fund B. (168): on 2nd R., 1288.
Man. Schools: on Inq. if Govt. invited interven-

tion of Holy See, 663.
Inq. re letter to Card. Rampolla, 681, 684.

on Inq. as to statements by himself respect-
ing settlement, 797, 800.

on Inq. if minority were a party to agree-
ment, 758.

.- on Inq. re statements in Card. Rampolla's
letter and extract in Debates, 774.

- Inq. re Card. Rampolla's letter and Mr.
Chas. Russell, 916.

Militia: on Inq. as to Oliver equipment, 851.
Militia Act Amt. B. (140): Introduced*, 845;

2nd R., 853; in Com., 870; 3rd R.*, 880.
Militia Equipment : on Inq. as to firms tender-

ing, &c., 879.
Military Supplies for Yukon: on Inq. for prices,

914.
Montreal Harbour Comnmissioners B. (163): In-

troduced*, 1159; 2nd R. M. 1199; in Coin.,
1204.

Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal: on
M. to adopt Rep. of Sel. Coin., 1130.

Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13): In-
troduced*, 278; 2nd R., 566; in Coin., 571;
3rd R., 594.

Navigable Waters Protection Act Amt. B. (136);
in Com., 820.

N. W. Irrigation Acts Amt. B. (146): lst R.*,
1111; 2nd R., 1178; in Coni., 1179:.M. tocon-
sider Amts. to-morrow, 1186; on consdn. of
Ants., 1219; restored to Orders, 1260; 3rd R.,
1266; on Amts. ret. froin H. of C., 1309, 1325.

1ooth Regiment: on Inq. re headquarters, 878.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 222, 560;
on 3rd R., 834.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt B. (74): Intro-
duced*, 301; 2nd R.*, 569; in Coin., 573; 3rd
R.*, 594.

Plebiscite B. (121) : Introduced*, $53; 2nd R.,
919 ; M. that Coin. Stage be postponed, 1111;
in Coin, 1131; cL. 3, 1135 ; cI. 6, 1136; CI. 9,
1139; 3rd R., 1199; 3rd R., 1273.

Preferential Trade and Tariff : on the Address,
85.

Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Coin., 1141.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard Wm. -Continued.
Ry. Act (pro forma) B. : Introduced*, 2.
Ry. Act further Amt. B. (145): lst R., 871; 2nd

R., 913; 3rd R.*, 1160.
Ry. Rates on Pure-bred Stock: on Inq., 172,218,

236.
Returns: Lays sanie on Table. 829.
Rulings of Speaker: on M. that they be recorded

in Minutes, 848, 1160.
San José Scale B (82): M. suspension of rule, 241.
Soulanges Canal Contracta: on M. for copies of

tenders, 760.
- on Inq. for papers promised, 852,917, 1095.
Standing Committees: M. to adopt report of

Coin. of Selection, 160.
Steamboat Inspection and Exam. of Engineers

B. (39): Introduced*, 542; 2nd R., 571; in
Coin., 604, 610 ; 3rd R., 629.

St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):
on 3rd R., 733.

B. (157): lst R., 1109 ; in Coin., 1173.
Subaqueous Mining Claims in Yucon River: on

Inq., 163, 193.
Supply Act B. (174): on 2nd R., 1331.
Tidal Surveys: on Inq. re Atlantic and B.C.

waters, 650.
Timber and Shingles : 'on Inq. re duty in B.C.,

218.
Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s Incorp. B. (K): on

Aints. in Con., 628.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61):

Introduced*, 626 ; on Order foi 2nd R., 638 ;
2nd R. ni. 665; 2nd R., 739; on M. to restore
to Orders, 793.

Travelling expenses of Members of Govt. : on
Inq. for Statement, 851, 879, 956.

- on Notice of M., 1049.
Walsh (Coin.): on Inq. re papers, 340, 711.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): Intro-

duced*, 1049; in Coin., 1142.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co. & H. M.'a

Transport Contract B. (148): Introduced*,
955; 2nd R., 1107; in Com., 1118; on Amz.
(Mr. Boulton), 1121; 3rd R. m., 1166, 1169.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P): on 2nd R., 839;
in Coin., 856.

Yukon Communication Coin.: on M. to appoint,
586.

Yukon Ry. : on M. for Cor. with Hamilton
Sniith, 261.

Yukon Ry. Contract: on the Address, 71.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): m. adjnt. of

Deb. on 2nd R., 300; on Amt. 6 m. h., 320.
Yukon Supplies contract: on Inq. re Boston

Transport Co., 1165.

SMITH, Hon. Sir Frank, Kt. (Toronto).

Alaska Boundary Arrangements: on Inq., 187.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6): on 2nd R., 301.
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SNOWBALL, Hon. J. B. (Chatham).
Cold Storage on Steamships B. (149): in Coin.,

1159.
Companies Act Amt. B. (M): Rep. from Coin.,

702.
Customs Act Amt. B. (152): Rep. from Com.,

1178.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (166): in Coin., 1267.
Franchise Act B. (16): on Amt. (Mr. Miller),

1022.
N. W. T. Act Amt. B. (131): Rep. from Coin.,

1071.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 734.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71): in

Com., 1146; Rep. froi Com., 1217.
Winter Communication with P.E.I.: on M. for

Rep., 232.
Yukon Routes Com.: on M. to adopt Rep., 995.

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael (Kingston).

Adulteration Act Ait. B. (72): in Coin., 815.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (171): on lst R.,

1325.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (166): on 2nd R., 1267.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 945; in Coin.: cl.

3, 1131; cL 9, 1139.
Rulings of the Speaker: on M. that they be

recorded in Minutes, 846.
Weights and Measures Act Aint. B. (71): in

Coin., 1153.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 515.

TEMPLEMAN, Hon. Wr. (New West-
minster).

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): Rep. from
Coin., 819.

Alberta and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Co.'s
Incorp. B. (H): on 3rd R., 627.

Introduced, 164.
Miners' Licenses at Skagway and Dyea: on Inq.,

709.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (52): on

2nd R., 635; on 3rd R., 770, 779.
Songhee Indian Reserve : M. for Cor. re removal,

386.
Inq. as to portion used by Ry., 690,

Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (61): on
M. i:o restore to Orders, 788.

Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern Ry. and Nav.
Co.'s B. (64): on 2nd R., 667; 3rd R.*, 730.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 488.
Yukon Communication Coin. : on M. to appoint,

585.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander (Sarnia).

Inland Revenue (Liquors) Act Amt. B. (75): in
Com., 574.

Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal
Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1264.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander-Continued.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): Rep. from Com., 603.
Militia Act Amt. B. (140): Rep. froin Com., 870.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52): on 3rd R.,

782.
N.-W. Irrigation Acte Amt. B. (146): Rep. froin

Coin., 1186.
Pacific and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F): on M. for 2nd R., 222.
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 929; in Com., el.

3, 1133; el. 9, 1138.
Prudential Life Asu. Co.'s B. (53): Introduce*,

542; 2nd R.*, 571; 3rd R.*, 604.
S. O. E. Benefit Soc.'s B. (122): lst R., 2nd R.,

955; m. wthdl. of B., 1003.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 733.
Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Co.'s B. (79):

on Amts. from Com., 699.

VILLENEUVE, Hon. J. O. (DeSalaberry).
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72): in Corn., 817.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (171): on lst R.,

1311.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (172): on 2nd R.,

1308.
Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T): in Com., 1141.
Weights and Measures Act AmIt. B. (71): ia

Com., 1143.

WARK, Hon. David (Fredericton).
Plebiscite B. (121): on 2nd R., 920.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B. (78):

on 3rd R., 738.
Wheat (Imports and Exports): M. for Address,

194.

WOOD, Hon. Josiah (Westmoreland).
Adjournment : on M. to adjn. from 18tn to 25th

May, 811.
Canada Eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (94): on Amts.

from Coin., 854.
Drumnond County Ry.: Inq. if Govt. will

ratify agreement by legislation, 636, 705, 808.
Franchise Act B. (16): in Com.: cl. 10, 974; on

M. not to conc. in certain Amts., 1272.
Govt. Harbours, Piers, Breakwaters Amt. B.

(38): in Com., 572.
Judges of Provincial Courts Act's Amt. B (150):

in Coin., 1236.
Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ship Canal

Co.'s Incorp. B. (99): on 3rd R., 1263.
Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act Amt. B.

(37): in Coin., 603 ; on 3rd R., 604.
N. W. Irrigation Acts Amt. B. (146): on Amts.

returned from H. of C., 1309.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Nav. and Mining Co.'s

Incorp. B. (F) : on 2nd R., 557.
Steamboat Inspection and Examination of Engi.

neers B. (39): in Com., 612.

136à
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WOOD, Hon. Joeiah-Continued.
Stikine-Teslin Ry.: M. for Cor. re building, 240.
St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s B (78):

Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 638; on 3rd R.,
733.

Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s Incorp. B. (K) : on
Amts. from Com., 628; 3rd R.*, 635.

WOOD, Hon. Josiah-Concluded.

Victoria and Montreal Fire Insurance Co.'s In-
corp. B. (59): 3rd R.*, 635.

Winter communication with P. E. I.: on M. for

Reps., 233.
Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6): on 2nd R., 358.



PART II.-SUBJECTS.

ABERDEEN (LORD): M. (Mr. Mille) to conc., in Ad-
dress to, 1251; Sir M. Bowell, 1253; Mesrs.
Boulton, Drummond, Dandurand, 1255.
Replies to Address, 1344.

ABSENCE OF MEMBERS OF GOVT. : Inq. (Mr. Landry),
Reply (Mr. Scott) 802.
Further Inq. (Mr. Landry), Reply (Mr. Scott)

810.
ADDRESs IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE:

Speech reported in extenso, 1.
M. (Mr. King) for Address, 2; seconded (Mr.

Dandurand), 6. Debated: Sir M. Bowell, 9-
24; Mr. Mille, 24-30; Mr. Boulton, 31-56;
Mr. McCallum, 60-65; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 65-68;
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 68-71; Mr. Scott, 71-
91; Mr. Lougheed, 91-106; Mr. Power, 106-
120; Mr. O'Donohoe, 120; Mr. Ferguson, 120-
144; Mr. Bernier, 144-149; Mr. Clemow,
149-155.

On prop. Amt. (Mr. Boulton), 56. Debated:
Mesrs. Masson, McCallum, Sir M. Bowell,
Mills, Power, Prowse, Scott, 57. Amt. wthdn.,
58.

Subjects referred to in Deb.:
Belgian and German Treaties: Sir M. Bowell,

18; Mr. Scott, 89; Mr. Power, 110; Mr.
Ferguson, 130.

Drummond County Ry.: Sir M. Bowell, 9.
Fast Atlantic SS. Line: Sir M. Bowell, 10.
Franchise Act: Mr. Dandurand, 8; Sir M.

Bowell, 23; Mr. Mille, 30.
Insolvency Law: Mr. Bernier, 148; Mr.

Clemow, 151.
Jubilee Ceremonies: Mr. King, 3; Mr. Dan-

durand, 7; Mr. Boulton, 33: Mr. Power,
109; Mr. Clemow, 152.

Mounted Police: Mr. Boulton, 55.
National Museum: Mr. Clemow, 152.
Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal: Mr. Clemow,

149.
Pacific Cable: Sir M. Bowell, 10; Mr. Mille,

25; Mr. Power, 109.
Plebiscite and Prohibition: Mr. King, 3; Sir

M. Bowell, 23; Mr. Mille, 30.
School Question: Mr. Boulton, 55; Mr. Ber-

nier, 144.
Senate: Sir M. Bowell, il; Mr. Mille, 26;

Mr. McCallun, 60; Mr. Lougheed, 91 ; Mr.
Power, 106; Mr. Primrose, 108; Mr. Fer-
guson, 120.

Superannuation Act: Sir M. Bowell, 23; Mr.
Mille, 30.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRoxE :-Con.

Tariff and Preferential Trade: Sir M. Bowell,
13; Mr. Mille, 25; Mr. Boulton, 36, 52;
Mr. McCallum, 62; Mr. Scott,. 85; Mr.
Lougheed, 93; Mr. Power, 107, 112; Mr.
Ferguson, 122.

Yukon Ry. Contract: Mr. King, 3; Mr. Dan-
durand, 7; Sir M. Bowell, 20; Mr. Mille,
28; Mr. Boulton, 39; Mr. McCallum, 66;
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 68; Mr. Scott, 71;
Mr. Lougheed, 98; Mr. Power, 113; Mr.
O'Donohoe, 120; Mr. Ferguson, 134; Mr.
Cleiow, 153.

ADAMS, SENATOR: Mr. Perley calls attention to ill-
nese and absence of, Remarks: Mr. Mille, Sit
M. Bowell, 1165.

ADJOURNMENT: Inq. (Mr. De Boucherville), Re-
marks: Mr. Mille, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Prowse,
158.

M. (Mr. Mille) to adjn. from 18th Feb. to 8th
March, Remarks, Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 159.

- M. (Mr. Landry) to adjourn from 1st to 19th
April, Reply (Mr. Mille), 544.

M. (Mr. Landry) to adjn. from 5th to 26th
April, Ait. (Mr. Mille), 575.

M. (Mr. Casgrain) to adjn. from 18th to 25th
May, postponed, 811. Remarks; Messrs. Power,
Allan, Almon, Wood, Mills, 811.

M. (Mr. Casgrain) agreed to, 824. Remarks:
Mesre. O'Donohoe, Mille, Sir M. Bowell, 824;
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 825.

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (72)- Mr. Mille.
Introduced*, 705; 2nd R.*, 786; in Com., 814;
3rd R.*, 829. (61 V., c. 24.)

ALASKA BOUNDARY INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS:
Inq. (Mr. Boulton), 182. Remarks: Sir F.
Smith, 187; Mr. Mille, 189, 197; Mr. Macdon-
ald (B.C.), 190, 196; Sir M. Bowell, 190; Mr.
Scott, 191 ; Mr. Miller, 193.

- Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) as to steps taken to
settle, Reply (Mr. Mille) 194.

Alberta and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining
Co.'s B. (H)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*,
301; 2nd R., 569; Rep. froip Com., 621; Amts.
conc., 624; 3rd R., 627.

--- M. (Mr. Lougheed) to remit fees, Mr. Mac-

donald (B.C.), 1003.
ALBERTON CUSTOMS COLLECTOR : Inq. (Mr. Ferguson)

re change of, Reply (Mr. Mille), 1049.
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ALiEN LABOUR LAw: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) for names
of officers appointed under, 711. Reply (Mr.
Mille), 711.

Alien Labour Amt. B. (O)-Mr. Mills. 1st
R.,805; 2nd R.,842; 3rdR.*,880. (61V., c.2.)

A. O. F. Subsidiary High Court B. (113)-
Sir M. Bowell. Introduced*, 829; 2nd R., 845;
3rd R.*, 957. (61 V., c. 91.)

ANGLO-FRENCH TELEGRAPH CO.'8 PSTITION: M.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), to adopt Rep. of S. O.
Com., 854.

ANGLO-GERMAN TREATY : Inq. (Mr. Poirier) as to
instructions to High Com. respecting, 268. Re-
marks: Messrs. Mills, Boulton, 271; Mr. Dever,
273.

APOSTOLIc DELEGATE: Inq. (Mr. Landry), 652. Reply
(Mr. Scott), 652.

ARsENAULT, HoN. SENA TOR : Remarks on the death
of : Sir M. Bowell, 170 ; Messrs. Mille, Ferguson,
171.

ASSENT TO BILLS, 243, 1341.

Atlas Loan Co.'s B. (55)-Mr. Power. In-
troduced*, 690; 2nd R., 694; 3rd R.*, 772. (61
V., c. 92.)

BALLOT STUFFING IN MAN. : Inq. (Mr. Primrose) re
expenses of prosecutions, 673. Reply (Mr. Mills),
675. Remarks: Mr. Ferguson, 676 ; Messrs.
Kirchhoffer, Dandurand, 677.

- Inq. (Mr. Primrose) re Tidal Survey appro-
priation, 651.

BATE & Co.: Supplies for Yukon Contingent, 1286.

BERAVER LINE : M. (Mr. Landry) for copies of Mail
Contracts, 851.

BÉLANGER'S (CAP-r.) RBESIGNATION: Inq. (Mr. Landry),
636, 678. Reply (Mr. Scott) 636, 678.

BELGIAN AND GERMAN TREATIES: On the Address
(Sir M. Bowell), 18; Mr. Scott, 89; Mr. Power,
110; Mr. Ferguson, 130.

BELLEVILLE P. O. DISMISSALS: M. (Sir M. Bowell)
for Address for papers, &c., 208. Remarks: Mr.
Mills, 214. M. agreed to, 217.

BERTILLON SYBTEM. See B. (R).
BILLS: Suggestion (Mr. Lougheed) that Amts. to

Govt. Bills be denoted by italics, 572. Remarks:
Sir M. BoweIl, Messrs. Scott, Mills, 573.

BILLS ASSENTED TO, 243, 1341.

BILLS-Seriatim:

An Act relating to Railways (Mr. Scott). Intro-
duced*, 2.

(A) For the relief of Robert Augustus Baldwin
Hart (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 163. 2nd
R.*, 173. Mr. Gowan m. adoption of Rep.,
243. 3rd R.*, 243. (61 V., c. 121.)

BILLS-Seriatin-Continued.

(B) Inoorporating the Central Canada Loan and
Savings Company (Mr. MacInnes). Intro-
duced*, 163. 2nd R., 165. Rep. from Com.
(Mr. Allan) 240. M. for conc. (Mr. MacInnes)
240. 3rd R.*, 268. Amts. from H. of C.
conc., 690. (61 V., c. 97.)

(C) For the relief of Edwin Heyward (Mr.
Clemow). Introduced*, 173. 2nd R.*, 403.
3rd R. (Mr. Gowan) 599. (61 V., c. 122.)

(D) For the relief of James Pearson (Mr. Clemow).
Introduced*, 173. 2nd R.*, 403. Rep. (Mr.
Kirchhoffer) from Com., 751. Srd R. *, 804.
(61 V., c. 123.)

(E) To amend the Canadian Mining Regulations
for the Yukon (Mr. Boulton). Introduced*,
173. M. (Mr. Boulton) for 2nd R. on Thurs-
day. Remarks: Messrs. Power, Sir M. Bowell,
280. Mr. Boulton wthds. B.. 568.

(F) To incorporate the Pacific and Yukon Railway,
Navigation and Mining Company (Mr. Loug-
heed). Introduced*, 173.. 2nd R. postponed:
Debated: Messrs. Lougheed, Sir M. Bowell,
Power, 219; Messrs. Kirchhoffer, Ferguson,
220; Messrs. Boulton, Miller. 221 ; Messrs.
Allan, Scott, de Boucherville, Vidal, McCal-
lum, 222 ; Mr. Almon, The Speaker, 223.
M. (Mr. Lougheed) to postpone 2nd R.,
239; Mr. Mills, 240. 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Loug-
heed) 545; Debated: Mr. Milis, 545; Amt.
(Mr. Mills) 6 m. h., 546; Mr. Macdonald,
B.C., 546; Messrs. Bellerose, Perley, Alnion,
Boulton, 547; Mr. Allan, 551; Mr. Power,
555; Messrs. McMillan, McCallum, 556; Sir
M. Bowell, 557; Mr. Scott, 560; Mr. Wood,
562; Amt. agreed to, 565. Remarks (Mr.
Lougheed) to restore on Order Paper, 569;
Messrs. Mills, Power, 570. M. (Mr. Loug-
heed) to restore to the Orders for 2nd R., 609.
Remarks : Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell,
Bernier, 609. Order for 2nd R. (Mr. Lougheed)
postponed, 635. 2nd R. (Mr. Lougheed) 712.
Deb.: Mr. Mills, 715; Mr. O'Donohoe, 717,
727; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 718; Mr. McCal-
lum, 728; Mr. Ferguson, 720; Mr. Boulton,
728. Rep. from Com. (Mr. Baker) 821 ; Messrs.
Lougheed, Power, Almon, The Speaker, 821.
3rd R. m. (Sir M. Bowell) 834. Remarks:
Messrs. Kirchhoffer, Fergoson, Boulton, Mills,
Power, Scott, 834.

(G) To better secure the safety of certain Fisher-
men (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 241. 2nd R.
(Mr. Power), 278. Remarks: Messrs. Alnon,
Miller, McCallum, 279. In Com.: Messrs.
Prowse, Power, 567. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Power),
Remarks: Mr. Almon, 571. Amts. from H. of
C. conc., 704. (61 V., c. 44.)

(H) To incorporate the Alberta and Yukon Rail-
way, Navigation and Mining Company (Mr.
Lougheed). Introduced*, 301. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
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Lougheed), Remarks : Mr. Mille, 569. Mr.
Baker repts. B. from Com., Remarks: Mr.
Dickey, 621. Mr. Lougheed m. cone. of Amts.,
624. Remarks on 3rd R.: Mr. Power, 624;
Mr. Mille, 625; Mesers. Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Templeman, 627. M. (Mr. Lougheed) to remit
fees, 1003.

(I) To incorporate the Klondike and Peace River
Railway Company (Mr. Lougheed). 1et R.*,
509. 2nd R.*, 662.

(J) To incorporate the Lake Superior and Rocky
Mountains Navigation Company (Mr. Clem-
ow). Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 604.

(K) To incorporate the Tobique Manufacturing
Company (Mr. Baird). Introduced*, 542.
2nd R. n. (Mr. Periey) 601. Remarks (Mr.
Mille) 601. Amte. conc.: Mesurs. Allan, Scott,
Wood, Mille, 628. 3rd R.* (Mr. Wood) 635.
(61 V., c. 116.)

(L) Respecting the Great North-west Central Rail-
way Company-(Mr. Ciemow). Introduced*,
620. 2nd R., in. (Mr. Clemow) 629. Deh.:
Messrs. Mille, Perley, Boulton, 630. Consdn.
of Amts. in Com. (Mr. Clemow) 744. Re-
marks: Mr. Kirchhoffer, 744; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 745; Mr. Power, 747; Messrs. Boulton,
Lougheed, 748; Mr. Mille, 749. 3rd R.*, 760.
(61 V., c. 64.)

(M) To further amend the Companies Act (Mr.
Mille). let R.*, 632. On M. for 2nd R. at
future date, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Mille, 632.
M. (Mr. Mills) for 2nd R., 691. Deb.: Sir M.
Bowell, 691; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), Loug-
heed, Scott, 693. In Com.: Messrs. Macdon-
ald (B.C.), Mille, Sir M. Bowell. 700; Messrs.
Lougheed, Scott, 701; Mr. Power, 702. 3rd
R.*, 730. (61 V., c. 50.)

(N) To amend the Canada Evidence Act (Mr.
Mills). Introduced*, 705. 2nd R. nt. (Mr.
Mills) 786; Sir M. Bowell, 786; Mesesr.
DeBoucherville, Lougheed, 787. 3rd R.*, 800.
(61 V. c. 53.)

(O) To amend chap. 11 of the Statutes of 1897, in-
tituled "An Act to restrict the importation and
emiployment of Aliens " (Mr. Mills). 1st R.,
(Mr. Mills) 805: Remnarks (Sir M. Bowell) 806.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille) 842. Remarks: Messrs.
Boulton, Sir M. Bowell, 843; Mr. Dandurand,
844. 3rd R.*, 880. (61 V., c. 2.)

(P) To provide for the government of the District
of Yukon-(Mr. Mille). 1et R.*, 821: Re-
marks: Mr. Lougheed, 821. 2nd R. i. (Mr.
Mille) 835. Remarke: Sir M. Bowell, Mac.
donald (B.C.), 836; Mr. Perley, 837; Mr.
Scott, 839; Mr. Ferguson, 840 : In Coni.:
Messrs. Perley, Mille, Boulton, Sir M. Bowell,
Macdonald (B.C.), 855; Mr. Scott, 856;
Messrs. Power, Kirchhoffer, Primroee, 860.
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Mr. Clemow, 862; Mesurs. Ferguson, De-
Boucherville, 766; Mr. Allan, 867; Mr. King,
868. 3rd R.*, 868. (61V., c. 6.)

(Q) Respecting Loan Companies (Mr. Mill&). 1st
R., Remarks: Messrs. Allan, Aikine, Sir M.
Bowell, 822. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille), Remarks
(Sir M. Bowell) 841. M. (Mr. Mille to refer to
Banking Com., 841 : Remarks : Messrs. Power,
McKay, 841. Rep. (Mr. Allan) from Com.
914. M. (Mr. Mille) for 3rd R. at future date,
914; ?Mr. Ogilvie, 914. 3rd R. ni. (Mr. Mille),
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Allan, 1094.

(R) Respecting the Identification of Criminals-
(Mr. Mille). let R., 845. M. (Mr. Mille) for
2nd R, at future date, 845. 2nd R., 855. In
Com. and 3rd R.*, 911. (61 V., c. 54.)

(S) To amend the Companies Act-(Mr. Scott).
lt R., 852. Remarks (Sir M. Bowell) 852;
2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott) 868. Deb.: Mr. Power,
Sir M. Bowell, 868; Messrs. Ferguson, Boul-
ton, 868. In Com.: Mesure. Power, Scott, 911.
Rep. (Mr. Baird) 912; M. (Mr. Scott) to
amend, 917. Remarks: Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
Sir M. Buwell, Mr. Lougheed, 917; Mesrs.
DeBoucherville, The Speaker, 919. In Com.:
Messrs. Scott, Allan, Macdonald (B.C,), Loug-
heed, 1071: Mr. Power, Sir M. Bowell, 1072:
Messrs. Mille, Perley, 1073. 3rd R.*, 1073.
(61 V., c. 50.)

(T) Further to amend the Act respecting public
officers (Mr. Mille). Introduced*, 1049. 2nd
R., 1139. In Com.: Mesurs. Mille, Lougheed,
Macdonald (P.E.I.), Power, Sir M. Bowell,
1140; Mesârs. Scott, Ferguson, Clemow, Ville-
neuve, and 3rd R., 1141. (V. 12, c. 16).

(4) To better secure the Safety of Railway Em-
ployés and Passengers (Mr. Power). Intro-
duced*, 773; 2nd R.*, (Mr. Power), 804. Re-
marks: Sir M. Bowell, 805.

(6) To confirm an agreement between Her Majesty
and William Mackenzie and Donald D. Mann,
and to incorporate the Canadian Yukon Rail-
way Company. Jet R.*, 267. M. (Mr. Mille)
for 2nd R., on Tuesday. Remarks (Mr. Mac.
donald, B.C.), 267. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille),
280. Debated: Mr. Kirchhoffer, 292. Mr.
Scott m. adjint. of Deb., 300. Remarks: Sir
M. Bowell, Mr. Mille, 300. Deb. continued :
Sir F. Smith, 301; Mr. Milier, 304. Amnt.

(Macdonald, B.C.), 6 m. h. 317; Debated:
Mr. Scott, 320; Messrs. de WRoucherville,
Prowse, 335; Mr. Boulton, 341. Mr. Allan
raises Ques. of Order; Remarks: Messrs.
Almon, Prowse, Dever, Power, McCallum,
346; Mr. Lougheed, The Speaker, Mr. Belle-
rose, Mr. Landry, 347. Mr. Boulton continues,
348 ; Mr. Wood, 358 ; Mr. King, 371; Mr.
Perley, 378 ; Mr. Dever, 387 ; Mr. Primrose,
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388; Mr. Bolduc, 391; Mr. McCallum, 398,
404; Mr. Power, 406; Mr. Lougheed, 422;
Mr. Dandurand, 440; Mr. Bellerose, 441, 453 ;
Mr. Masson, 450; Mr. Reesor, 459 ; Mr. Fiset,
462; Sir Wm. Hingston, 464; Sir M. Bowell,
467; Mr. Templeman, 488; Mr. Poirier, 497;
Mr. Clemow, 503; Mr. Primrose, 509; Mr.
Sullivan, 515; Mr. O'Donohoe, 517; Mr.
Macdonald (P.E.I.), 518; Mr. Cox, 520; Mr.
Mille, 527 ; Amt. agreed to, 542.

(13) To amend the Mounted Police Pension Act
of 1889 (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 278. 2nd
R., (Mr. Scott) 566. Remarks: Messrs. Power,
Boulton, Clemow, 566. In Coin.: Mr. Scott,
571; Mr Miller, Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Almon,
Gowan, 572. 3rd R., m. (Mr. Scott). Re-
marks (Mr. Almon) 594. (61 V., c. 33.)

(16) To repeal the Electoral Franchise Act and to
further amend the Dominion Election Act
(Mr. Mills). Introduced*, 845. Mr. Miller
gives notice of Amta., 872. 2nd R., m. (Mr.
Mille), 880, 907. Deb.: Mr. McCallum, 889;
Mr. McMillan, 882, 910; Mr. Perley, 903;
Mesrs. deBoucherville, Bolduc, 889; Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Ferguson, 890; Mesers. McKay,
McKindsey, Scott, 888; Mr. Dandurand, 892;
Mr. Miller, 899 ; Mr. Poirier, 903 ; Mr. Clemow,
904; Mr. Boulton, 906. In Coin., cl. 3:
Messrs. Power, Miller, Mille, Ferguson, 957.
CI. 4: Messrs. Ferguson, Mille, 958. CI. 5:
Messrs. Ferguson, Mills, 958; Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Perley, 960; Mesrs. Mille, Power, 961;
Messrs. Lougheed, Clemow, 963. Cl. 6:
Messrs. Boulton, Scott, Mille, Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Masson, 964. CI. 7 : Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Mills, 964; Mr. Ferguson, 965; Mesurs. Scott,
Lougheed, 9ii6. Cl. 8: Mesrs. Ferguson,
Mills, 966; Sir M. Bowell, 967. Cl. 9: Mesrs.
Kirchhoffer, Mille, 967; Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Bernier, 968; Messrs. Power, Masson, Scott,
969. Cl. 10 : Mr. Ferguson, 969; Messrs.
McMillan, McKay, Mille, Lougheed, Sir M.
Bowell. 970, 1004; Mesrs. Power, deBoucher-
ville, 971; Messrs. Clemow, Wood, 974 ;
Mille, Miller, Scott, 1004. Aimt., m. (Mr.
Miller, 1005; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 1007; Mr.
Power, 1013; Mr. Dever, 1019; Mr. King,
1020; Mr. Perley, 1021; Mr. Snowball, 1022;
Mr. Mille, 1023, 1040; Mr. Boulton, 1028; Mr.
McCallum, 1031 ; Sir M. Bowell, 1032; Messrs.
Dandurand, Masson, 1039 ; Sir J. Carling:
1040; Mr. Ferguson, 1041. Cl. 20: Messrs.
Ferguson, Mille, Sir M. Bowell, 1043. Cl. 21:
Messrs. Ferguson, Mille, 1043; Mr. Scott,
1044; Mr. Landry, 1045; Messrs. Clemow,
Macdonald, (P.E.I.), 1046. Cia. 23,26: Mesrs.
Ferguson, Power, Mille, Sir M. Bowell, 1047.
Cl. 5: Mr. Miller, 1047; Mr. Mille, 1048. Cl.
27: Messrs. Ferguson, Power, Mille, Scott,
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Sir M. Bowell, 1048. Amts., conc.: Mesurs.
Mille, Scott, Miller, 1064; Mr. Perley, 1065;
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 1066 ;
Mr. Power, 1067; Mr. Dickey, 1068. M. (Mr.
Mille) to again ref. to Coin., 1101. In Com.·
Messrs. Power, Miller, 1101; Mr. Vidal, 1102.
3rd R., m. (Mr. Mille). Amt., (Mr. Boulton)
1102; Messrs. Mille, Bellerose, 1102; Mr.
Power, The Speaker, Mr. Masson, M. wthdn.,
3rd R., 1106. Mess. and B. returned from
Coins., 1238. M. (Mr. Mille) to take Mess.,
into consdn., 1239. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell,
1239. M. (Mr. Mille) not to conc., in Amts.,
1268. Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, 1268; Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 1271; Messrs. Ferguson, Power,
Woad, 1273; Messrs. Scott, Dandurand, 1273;
Mr. Miller makes an explanation, 1327. (61
V., c. 14).

(22) Respecting the Hudson Bay and Pacific Ry.
Company (Mr. McMillan). Introduced*, 301.
2nd R., m. (Mr. Boulton). Remarks, (Mr.
Power) 568; 3rd R.*, 624. (61 V., c. 65.)

(23) To incorporate the Miles Cañon and Lewes
River Tramway Company (Mr. Allan). In-
troduced*, 620; 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 638.
(61 V., c. 73.)

(24) To amend the Charter of the Union Bank of
Canada (Mr. McMillan). Introduced*, 301;
2nd R., m. (Mr. McMillan) 568. Rep. froin
Coin., (Mr. Allan). Remarks: Messrs. Mc-
Kay, Almon, Dever, 601. 3rd R.*, 604. (61
V., c. 118.)

(29) Respecting the Federal Life Assurance Com-
pany of Ontario, and to change iR name to the
Federal Assurance Company of Canada (Mr.
Cox). Introduced*, 542; 2nd R.*, 569. Mr.
Allan reps. Amt. froin Coin. ; Mr. Lougheed
m. Amts. conc., 621. 3rd R., vi. (Mr. Loug-
heed) 623. Remarks: Messrs. Power, Mille,
623. (61 V., c. 103.)

(30) Respecting the Lake Krie and Detroit River
Railway Company (Mr. Casgrain). Intro-
duced*, 239. (61 V., c. 69.)

(31) To incorporate the Lake Bennett and Klondike
Railway and Tramway Company (Mr. Loug-
heed). Introduced*, 627. 2nd R.*, 635. 3rd
R. postponed (Mr. Lougheed), 665. M. (Mr.
Macinnes) for 3rd R., 668; Amt. (Mr.
Lougheed) to ref. to Coin., 668. Deb.: Messrs.
Allan, Mille, 668; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Power, 669; Sir M. Bowell, 670. 3rd R. post-
poned (Mr. Lougheed), 776; Messrs. Power,
Macdonald (B.C.), Boulton, 776. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Maclnnes), Amt. (Mr. Lougheed), 799.
Amts. froin H. of C. conc., 1073. (61 V., c. 68.)

(32) Respecting the Ontario and Rainy River Rail-
way Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
570. 2nd R.*, 599. 3rd R.*, 624. (61V., c.81.)
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(34) Respecting the Columbia and Western Railway
Company (Mr. MacInnes). Introduced*, 608.
2nd R., 622. 3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 61.)

(35) To incorporate the Miles Cañon and White
Horse Tramway Company (Mr. Allan). In-
troduced*, 620. 2nd R.*, 624. 3rd R.*, 662.
(61 V., c. 74.)

(37) Further to amend the Act respecting Certificates
to Masters and Mates of Ships (Mr. Mills). In-
troduced*, 241. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills) 566;
Remarks (Mr. Prowse) 567. In Com. (Mr.
Mills) 601; Messrs. Power, Almon, 602;
Messrs. McCallun, Wood, Sir M. Bowell,
Vidal, 603. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Mills) 603. Re-
marks (Mr. Wood) 604. (61 V., c. 45.)

(38) To further amend the Act respecting Govern-
ment Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters (Mr.
Mills). Introduced*, 241. 2nd R. in. (Mr.
Mills) 566. In Com. : Mesurs. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, Lougheed, Miller, Wood, 572. 3rd
R.*, r94. (61 V., c. 42.)

(39) Respecting the Inspection of Steamboats and
the Examination and Licensing of Engineers
employed on them (Mr. Scott). Introduced*,
542. 2nd R. nt. (Mr. Scott) 571. In Com.:
Mr. Scott, 604, 610; Sir M. Bowell, 604, 612;
Mr. Lougheed, 605, 611; Mr. Drummond, 605;
Mr. Power, 605, 611 ; Mr. Mills, 607,613; Mr.
Ogilvie, 608; Mr. Forget, 610; Messrs. Clemow,
Dandurand, 611; Mr. Wood, 612; Mr. Sanford,
613; Mr. Masson, 614; Mr. Rose, 615; Mr.
MeCallum, C16; Mr. Prowse, 617; Mr. Mac-
donald (P.E.I.), 619; Mr. Ogilvie, 620. 3rd
R. (Mr. Scott), Remarks (Mr. Forget) 629.
(61 V., c. 46.)

(41) Respecting the Dominion Building and Loan
Association (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 542.
2nd R., 569. Rep. from Com. (Mr. Allan) 599.
Remarks: Messrs. Power, Mills, 599; Mr.
Almon, 600; Mr. Gowan, 601. 3rd R.*, 604.
(61 V., c. 101.)

(43) Respecting the Board of Trade of the City of
Toronto (Mr. Cox). Introduced*, 301, 339.
(61 V., t. 117.)

(44) To confirmi an agreement between the St.
Stephen and Milltown Railway Company and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company (Mr.
MacInnes). Introduced*. 608. 2nd R.*, 622.
3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 84.) •

(45) Respecting the British Columbia Southern Rail-
way Company (Mr. MacInnes). Introduced*,
608. 2nd R.*, 622. 3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c.
56.)

(46) Respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany (Mr. MacInnes). Introduced*, 621. 2nd
R.4 , 624. 3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 60.)
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(47) Respecting the Brandon and South-western
Railway Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*,
627. 2nd R., 631. 3rd R.*, 664. (61V., c. 65.)

(48) To incorporate the Cowichan Valley Railway
Company (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) Intro-
duced*, 621. 2nd R. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.),
Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Scott, 629. 3rd R.*,
663. (61 V., c. 62.)

(50) To incorporate the Montreal and James Bay
Railway Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*,
636. 2nd R.*, 638. 3rd R.4 , 690. (61 V., c.
76.)

(51) Respecting the Calgary and Edmonton Railway
Comipany (Mr. Lcugheed). Introduced*, 621.
2nd R.*, 624. 2rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 57.)

(52) Respecting the Nakusp and Slocan Railway
Company (Mr. MacInnes). Introduced*, 627.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Maclnnes) 635. Remarks:
Mr. Templeman, 635; Sir M. Bowell, 636.
3rd R. m. (Mr. MacInnes) 761. Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) 3 n. h., 761. Deb.: Mr. Baker, 765 ;
Mr. Power, 766; Mr. Lougheed, 768; Mr.
Templeman, 770. Remarks on Order for 3rd
R. : Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 777 ; Mr. McCal-
lum, 778; Messrs. Ferguson, Templeman, 779;
Messrs. Bellerose, Prowse, 780; Messrs. Boul-
ton, Lougheed, Ogilvie, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
781; Mr. Vidal, 782; Sir M. Bowell, 783. (61
V., c. 80.)

(53) To incorporate the Prudential Life Assurance
Company of Canada (Mr. Vidal). Intro-
duced*, 542. 2nd R.*, 571. 3rd R.*, 604. (61
V., c. 113.)

(54) Respecting the Edmonton District Railway
Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*, 621.
2nd R.*, 624. 3rd R.4 , 664. (61 V., c. 63.)

(55) To incorporate the Atlas Loan Company-(Mr.
Power). Introduced*, 690. 2nd R. m., 694.
3rd R.*, 772. (61 V., c. 92.)

(56) Respecting the Montreal and Province Line
Railway Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*,
636. 2nd R.*, 638. 3rd R.*, 1049. (61 V.,
c. 77.)

(57) Respecting the Manufacturera Guarantee and
Accident Insurance Company, and to change
its name to the Dominion of Canada Guarantee
and Accident Insurance Company (Mr. San-
ford). Introduced*. 608; 2nd R.*, 622; 3rd
R.* (Mr. Allan), 635. (61 V., c. 102.)

(58) Respecting the Queenston Heights Bridge
Company (Mr. Sanford). Introduced*, 620.
2nd R.*, 624. 3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 114.)

(59) To incorporate the Victoria and Montreal Vire
Insurance Company (Mr. MacInnes). Intro-
duced*, 908. 2nd R., 622. 3rd R.* (Mr.Wood),
635. (61 V., c. 119.)
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(61) In further amendment of the Trade Mark and
Design Act (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 636.
Order for 2nd R, postponed, Remarks: Mesrs.
Scott, Sir M. Bowell, Mille, 638. 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Scott), 665. Deb.: Mesurs. Lougheed,
A mon, Ferguson, 665; Mr. Power, 666. 2nd
R. m. (Mr. Scott), 739. Amt. (Mr. Boulton),
739. Deb. : Mes4rs. Almon, Mille, Macdonald
(B.C.), Drummond, 740; Messrs. Ferguson, Sir
M. Bowell, Power, 741. M. (Mr. Templeman)
to restore to Orders, 788. Deb. : Mesrs. Mac-
donald (B.C.), Prowse, Bellerose, Ferguson,
789 ; Mesrs. McCallum, Allan, 790; Mr. Mills,
791; Mesrs. Lougheed, Scott, 793; Mr. Boul-
ton, 794; Mr. Dever, 795; Sir M. Bowell, 796;
Messrs. Perley, the Speaker, Almon, 797.

(62) To incorporate the Timagami Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Dobson). Introduced*, 636. 2nd
R.*, 638. 3rd R.*, 690. (61 V., c. 87.)

(64) Respecting the Vancouver, Victoria and East-
ern Railway and Navigation Company (Mr.
Power). Introduced*, 652. 2nd R. nt. (Mr.
Power), 667. Deb.: Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Sir M. Bowell, Templeman, 667. 3rd R.*, 730.
(61 V., c. 89.)

(66) Respecting the Lake Manitoba Railway and
Canal Company (Mr. MacInnes). Introduced*,
620. 2nd R.*, 624. 3rd R. postponed (Mr.
Boulton), 637. Remarks: Mr. MacInnes, Sir
M. Bowell, 637. 3rd R. ni. (Mr MacInnes),
652. Amt. m. (Mr. Boulton), 652. Remarks :
Mesrs. Allan, Lougheed, Scott, Macdonald,
P.E.I., 660; Mr. Power. the Speaker, 661. M.
(Mr. Lougheed) on H. of C. Amts., 695. Deb.:
Mr. Boulton, 695; Mr. Power, 697; Mr.
Perley, 698. (61 V., c. 70.)

(67) To incorporate the London and Lake Huron
Railway Company (Sir John Carling). Intro-
duced*, 636. 2nd R.*, 638. 3rd R.*, 699. (61
V., c. 71.)

(68) Respecting the Montfort Colonization Com.
pany, and to change its name to the Montfort
and Gatineau Colonization Company (Mr.
Clemow). Introduced*, 652. 2nd R.*, 666.
3rd R.*, 776. (61 V., c. 75.)

(69) Respecting the Kingston and Pembroke Rail.
way Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
730. 2nd R.*, 773. 3rd R.*, 804. (61 V.,
c. 67.)

(71) Further to amend the Weights and Measures
Act (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 1049. M. (Mr.
Mille) for 2nd R., Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
McMillan, 1112; Messrs. Perley, Ferguson,
1113; Mr. Masson, 1114; Mr. Power, 1115.
In Com.: Mr. Perley, 1141; Mesrs. Mille,
Scott, Ferguson, Sir M. Bowell, Power, Mc-
Kay, 1142 ; Mesrs. Boulton, Dever, Villeneuve,
Primrose, Lougheed, 1143; Mr. Macdonald
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(P.E.I.), 1144; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 1145;
Mr. Snowball, 1146; Sir John Carling, 1149;
Mr. Clemow, 1150; Mr. Sullivan, 1153. 3rd
R. ra. (Mr. Mille), 1193. Amt. (Sir M. Bowell)
to ref. to Com., 1193. Deb. : Mr. Mills, 1193 ;
Messrs. Perley, Ogilvie, 1194; Mr. Boulton,
1195; Messrs. Clemow, Aikins, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 1196; Mr. Power, 1197; Mr. Fergu-
son, 1198. In Com. : Sir M. Bowell, 1216;
Mr. Snowball, 1217. 3rd R.*, 1217. Amts.
ret. from H. of C., 1306. (61 V., c. 30.)

(72) Further to amend the Adulteration Act (Mr.
Mille). Introduced*, 705. 2nd R.*, 786. In
Com.: Messrs. Mille, Power, Sir M. Bowell,
814; Mesrs. Sullivan, Scott, Lougheed, 815;
Messrs. Villeneuve, Dever, 817: Mr. Mc-
Millan, 818; Messrs. Allan, Templeman, 819.
3rd R.*, 829. (61 V., c. 24.)

(73) Further to amend the Gas Inspection Act
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 301. 2nd R.*, 569.
In Com., 573. 3rd R.*, 594. (61 V., c. 26.)

(74) Further to amend the Petroleum Inspection
Act (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 301. 2nd
R.*, 569. In Com.: Messrs. Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, Boulton, 573. 3rd R.*, 594. (61 V.,
c. 29.)

(75) Further to amend the Inland Revenue Act
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 301. 2nd R., 569.
In Com. : Mr. Scott, 573; Messrs. Power,
Vidal, Sir M. Bowell, 574. 3rd R. ni. (Mr.
Scott), 594. Reinarks: Mr. Perley, 594; Mr.
Scott, 597 ; Sir M. Bowell, 598. (61 V., c. 27.)

(76) To provide for the Abolition of the Civil Ser-
vice Superannuation Act and for the retirement
of members of the Civil Service. 1st R., M.
(Mr. Mille) for 2nd R. to-morrow, Sir M.
Bowell, 1109. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille) 1171. In
Com. : Messrs. Macdonald (P.E.I.), Macdon-
ald (B.C.), Sir M. Bowell, Mille, Scott, 1172;
Messrs. Drummond, Power, Casgrain, and 3rd
R.*, 1173. (61 V., c. 17.)

(77) To incorporate the Toronto and Hudson Bay
Railway Company (Mr. MacInnes). Intro-
duced*, 690. 2nd R. (Sir M. Bowell), 730.
Amts. m. (Mr. Baker) in Com., 751; Sir M.
Bowell, 751; Sir M. Bowell m. Amte., 803;
Remarks, Mr. Power, 804. (61 V., c. 88.)

(78) Respecting the St. John Bridge and Railway
Extension Company (Mr. Wood). Intro-
duced*, 636. 2nd R.*, 638. Order for 3rd R.
discharged (Mr. Dever), 691. 3rd R. m. (Mr.
Dever), 731. Deb. : Mr. Power, 731; Messrs.
Scott, Vidal, Wood, 733; Messrs. Drummond,
Snowball, 734; Mesers. Clemow, Boulton,
Bellerose, 735 ; Mr. Mille, 736 ; Sir M. Bowell,
737 ; Mr. Wark, 738. (61 V., c. 83.)

(79) To incorporate the Windsor and Detroit Union
Bridge Company (Sir M. Bowell). Intro-
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duced*, 667. 2nd R. m. (Sir M. Bowell), 670.
Deb. : Mr. McCallum, 670; Mr. Mills, 671.
Mr. Baker m. Amts. from Com., 699. Re-
marks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Vidal, Mr. Me-
Callum, 699. 3rd R.*, 772. (61 V., c. 120.)

(80) Respecting the Ottawa and New York Rail-
way Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
636; 2nd R.*, 638; 3rdR.*,699. (61V.,c.82.)

(81) Respecting the Montreal and Southern Coun-
ties Railway Company (Mr. Owens). Intro-
duced*, 845. 2nd R.*, 853. M. (Mr. Owens)
that B. be ref. back to Com., 957. 3rd R.*,
1106. (61 V., c. 78.)

(82) To protect Canada against the introduction of
the insect pest known as the San José Scale.
lt R., 241. Mr. Scott m. suspension of rules,
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 241; Messrs. Almon,
Allan, Ferguson, 242. 2nd and 3rd R.*, 242.
(61 V., c. 23.)

(86) Respecting the Brockville and St Lawrence
Bridge Company (Mr. Cleiow). Intro-
duced*, 636. 2nd R.*, 638. 3rd R.*, 691. (61
V., c. 94.)

(91) To incorporate the Klondike and Peace River
Gnld Mining, Land and Transportation Com-
pany, Limited (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
636. 2nd R.', 662. 3rd R.* (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), 690. (61 V., c. 106.)

(92) To incorporate the Canada Atlantic Transit
Company (Mr. Clemow).' Introduced*, 636.
2nd R.', 638. 3rd R.', 690. (61 V., c. 95.)

(93) Respecting the Canada Atlantic Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 652. 2nd
R., 667. 3rd R.*, 730. (61 V., c. 58.)

(94) To authorize the Canada Eastern Railway
Company to convey its railway to the Alex-
ander Gibson Railway and Manufacturing
Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 690.
2nd R. postponed (Mr. Power). Remarks:
Mr. Drummond, 750. 2nd R.*, 773. B. rep.
from Com. and 3rd R., 8.54. (61 V., c. 59.)

(96) To incorporate the Nickel Steel Company of
Canada (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 636.
2nd R.*, 662; 3rd R.*, 690. (61 V., c. 110.)

(97) To incorporate the North Shore Electric Rail-
way Company--(Mr. Owens). Introduced,
845. 2nd R.*, 852. Srd R. *, 1049. (61 V., c. 86.)

(99) To incorporate the Lake Champlain and St.
Lawrence Ship CanalCompany (Mr. Clemow).
Introduced*, 1215. 2nd R.*, 1238. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Dandurand), 1261. Remarks: Messrs.
Allan, Power, 1261; Mr. Ogilvie, 1262; Mr.
Wood, 1263; Meurs. Boulton, Vidal, 1264;
Mesers. Drummond, Perley, 1265. (61 V., c.
107.)

(100) Respecting the Hamilton and Lake Erie Power
Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 608.

BILLS-seriatim-Continued.

2nd R. in. (Mr. Clemow), 621. Remarks (Mr.
McCallum), 622. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow).
Remarks (Mr. McCallum), 637. (61V., c. 104.>

(101) Respecting the Harbour of the City of St. John,
in the Province of New Brunswick (Mr.
Dever). Introduced*, 750. 2nd R., 788. 3rd
R.*, 821. (61 V., c. 115.)

(102) To incorporate the Montmorency Cotton Mills
Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 636.
2nd R.*, 638. 3rd R.*, 730. (61 V., c. 108.)

(104) Respecting the Montreal, Ottawa and Geor-
gian Bay Canal Company (Mr. Clemow). In-
troduced*, 800. 2nd R., 805. 3rd R.*, 880..
(61 V., c. 109.)

(105) Respecting the Montreal Island Belt Line.
Railway Company (Mr. Bellerose). Intro.
duced*, 730. 2nd R.*, 773. 3rd R.*, 804. (61
V., c. 79.)

(109) To incorporate the British American Light and
Power Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
690. 2nd R., 699. 3rd R.*, 776. (61 V., c. 93.)

(110) Further to amend the Post Office Act (Mr.
Mill@). lt R.. 871. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell,
871. 2nd R.*, 955. In Com.: Sir M. Bowell,
1085; Mr. Boulton, i0Ô0; Mr. Mills, 1088;
Mr. Perley, 1090; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.),
1091; Mr. Clemow, 1092; Mr. Dever, 1094.
3rd R.*, 1106. (61 V., c. 20.)

(113) To incorporate the Subsidiary High Court of
the Ancient Order of Foresters in the Dominion
of Canada (Sir M. Bowell). Introduced*,
829. 2nd R. m. (Sir M. Bowell), 845. 3rd R.*,
957. (61 V., c. 91.)

(114) Further to amend the Act respecting the De-
partment of Geological Survey (Mr. Scott).
Introduced*, 699. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 702.
Deb.: Messrs. Ferguson, Lougheed, Sir M.
Bowell, Mills, Clenow, 703; Mr. Power, 704.
In Com. : Meurs. Scott, Bellerose, 742. 3rd
R.*, 772. (61 V., c. 18.)

(116) To incorporate the Canadian Mining Institute
(Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 690. 2nd R.*
699. 3rd R.*, 776. (61 V., c. 96.)

(117) To incorporate the Klondike and Dawson City
Bank (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 773. 2nd
R.*, 800. 3rd R.*, 854. (61 V., c. 105.)

(118) To incorporate the Dawson City Electric
Lighting and Tramway Company, Liaited
(Mr. Clenow). lst* and 2nd R.*, 1159. 3rd
R.*, 1216. (61 V., c. 99.)

(119) To incorporate the Dawson City and Victoria
Telegraph Company (Mr. Clemow.). Intro-
duced*, 800. 2nd R.*, 805. 3rd R.*, 880. (61
V., c. 100.)

(120) Respecting the North American Telegraph
Company (Mr. Clemow.) Introduced*, 800,
2nd R,', 805.
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(121) Respecting the Prohibition of the importation,
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors
(Mr. Scott.) Introduced*, 853. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Scott) 919, 949. Deb. : Sir M. Bowell, 922,
946, 951; Mr. Bernier, 925; Mr. Perley, 926 ;
Mr. Boulton, 928; Mr. Vidal, 929; Mr. Ree-
ar, 933; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 934; Mr.
Ferguson, 935; Mr. Power, 938; Mr. Allan,
940; Mr. Mille, 942; Mr. Lougheed, 947; Mr.
Primrose, 953; Mr. Dever, 952; Mr. Sullivan,
945; Mr. McCallum, 944; Messrs. McMillan,
Casgrain, 931; Mr. Clemow, 930; Mr. Wark,
920; Coin. Stage postponed, 1111. In Com.:
(Mr. Scott) 1131; cl. 3, Mr. Sullivan, 1131;
Mr. O'Donohoe, 1132; Mr. Vidal, 1133;
Messrs. Dever, Scott, Perley, Allan, Sir M.
Bowell, Dickey, 1135; Mr. Primrose, 1136 ; cl.
6, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Scott, 1136; el. 8, 9, Mr.
Vidal, 1138; Messrs. Scott, Sullivan, Perley,
Mills, Ferguson, Bellerose, 1139. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Scott), Sir M. Bowell, 1199. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Scott) 1273. Deb. : Mr. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, 1273. (61 V., c. 51.)

(122) To incorporate the Supreine Grand Lodge of
the S. O. E. Benefit Society. 1st R.*, M. (Mr.
Vidal) to suspend rule 41, and 2nd R., 955.
Rep. (Mr. Allan) from Com., M. (Mr. Vidal)
to adopt Rep., Mr. McMillan, 1003.

<123) To incorporate the Dawson City Electric Com-
pany, Limited (Mr. Clemow). lst* and 2nd*
R., 1159. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow). Amt. (Mr.
Power) 1215; Mesrs. Macdonald, B.C., Scott,
1216. (61 V., c. 98.)

(125) To incorporate the Ottawa Interprovincial
Bridge Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
1063. 2nd R.*, 1095. 3rd R *, 1160. (61 V.,
c. 112.)

(126) Respecting the Saskatchewan Railway and
Mining Company (Mr. Lougheed). Intro-
duced*, 1063. 2nd R.*, 1095. 3rd R.*, 1160.
(61 V., c. 85.)

(127) Further to amend the Fisheries Act (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*,705. 2nd R.*, 743. Deb.:
Mr. Clemow, 743; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.),
744. 3rd R.*, 814. (61 V., c. 39.)

(128) Further to amend the General Inspection Act
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 845. 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Scott). Remarks (Sir M. Bowell) 853.
In Com., 870. 3rd R.*, 880. (61 V.. c. 25.)

(130) Further to amend the Dominion Lands Act
lst R.*, 871. M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at
future Date, 871. 2nd R., m. (Mr. Scott) 964.
Deb.: Mr. Lougheed, 954; Mr. Bernier, 955.
In Com. : Mesrs. Scott, Lougheed, Macdonald
(B.C.), Boulton, 1074; Mr. Mills, 1075, 1083;
Mr. Perley, 1076; Sir M. Bowell, 1078, 1082 ;
Mr. Allan, 1081; Mr. McKay, 1085. 3rd R.*,
1106. (61 V., c. 31.)

BILLS--Seriatin-Continued.

(131) To amend the Acta respecting the North-west
Territories (Mr. Mille). Introduced*, 870.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills), 912. In Com. : Messrs.
Mills, Snowball, 1071. 3rd R.*, 1071. (61V.,
c. 5.)

(132) Further to amend the Land Titles Act, 1894
(Mr. Scott). lst R., 870. M. (Mr. Scott) for
2nd R., Sir M. Bowell, Boulton, Allan, 870.
2nd R. 7n. (Mr. Scott) 912. In Com.: Mr.
Scott, 1068; Mesrs. Power, Lougheed, Cae-
grain, 1069. 3rd R.*, 1069. (61 V., c. 32.)

(133) To make further provision respecting Grants
of land to members of the Militia Force on
Active service in the North-west (Mr. Mills).
lst R., 871. 2nd and 3rd R., 912. (61 V., c.
13.)

(135) Further to amend the Act respecting Govern-
ment Harbours, Piers and Breakwaters (Mr.
Scott.) Introduced*, 800. 2nd R. -n. (Mr.
Scott). 805; Mr. Prowse, 805. In Com. : Mr.
Scott, 819; Messrs. Prowse, Ferguson, Mills,
McMillan, 820. 3rd R.*, 829. (61 V., c. 43.)

(136) Further to amend the Act respecting the pro-
tection of Navigable Waters (Mr. Mills).
Introduced*, 800. 2nd R.*, 805. In Coin. :
Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Mills, Scott, Lougheed,
820; Messrs. Prowse, McDonald (C.B.), 821.
3rd R.*, 829. (61 V., c. 41.)

(137) Respecting the International Radial Railway
Company (Mr. Lougheed.) Introduced*, 1049.
2nd R.*, 1095. 3rd R.*, 116'). (61 V., c. 66.)

(139) To incorporate the Northern Commercial Tele-
graph Company, Limitel (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) 1st and 2nd R.*, 1215. 3rd R.*, 1261.
(61 V., c. 111.)

(140) Further to amend the Militia Act (Mr. Scott.)
Introduced*, 845. 2nd R., 853. In Com :
Messrs. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, Vidal, 870. 3rd
R.*, 880. (61 V., c. 19.)

(142) To authorize the Quebec Harbour Commission-
ers to borrow money (Mr. Mills). Intro-
duced*, 955. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills). Deb.: Sir
M. Bowell, 1106. In Com.: Mesrs. Mills,
Macdonald, B. C., Sir M. Bowell, 1117; Mr.
Primrose, 1118. 3rd R.*, 1118. (61 V., c. 48.)

(144) Further to amend the Indian Act (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 870; 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Scott), 912. In Com.: Messrs. Macdonald,
B. C., Scott, Mills, Macdonald, P. E. I.,
Lougheed, 1070; Messrs. Perley, Landry, 1071.
3rd R.*, 1071. (61 V., c. 34.)

(145) Further to amend the Railway Act. 1st R.,
871. M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at future date,
871. 2nd R., 913; 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V., c. 22.)

(146) To amend and consolidate the North-west Irri-
gation Acte of 1894 and 1895 (Mr. Scott). lst
R.*, 1111. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 1178. In
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Coin.: Messrs. Scott, Lougheed, Macdonald
(B C.), 1179; Messrs. Power, O'Donohoe, 1180;
Mr. Mille, 1182; Mr. Drummond, 1185; Mr.
Vidal, 1186. M. (Mr. Scott) to consider Amts.
to-morrow, 1186. Consdn. of Amts.: Messrs.
Scott, Lougheed, 1219; Messrs. Power, Fergu-
son, 1220; Sir M. Bowell, 1221; Mr. Mille,
1223. Restored to Order paper : Mesurs. Scott,
Sir M. Bowell, 1260. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Scott)
Deb.: Mr. Perley, 1260. Amts. returned from
H. of C., 1309, 1325. (61 V., c. 35.)

(148) Respecting the Transport Contract between
Her Majesty and the Winnipeg Great North-
ern Railway Company (Mr. Scott). Intro-
duced*, 955. 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Scott), Sir M.
Bowell, Boulton, Lougheed, 1107 ; Mr. Power,
1108; Mr. Ferguson, 1109. In Com.: Messrs.
Boulton, Scott, Power, Mille, 1118; Sir M.
Bowell, Messrs. Macdonaild (B.C.), Lougheed,
1119; Messrs. Masson, McKay, Clemow, 1120.
On ques. of Order: Messrs. Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, Boulton, 1121; Messrs. Mille, Macdon-
ald (B. C.), 1122; Mr. DeBoucherville, the
Speaker, 1123. 3rd R. ni. (Mr. Scott), 1166.
Deb.: Mr. Boulton, 1166; Mr. Scott, 1169.
3rd R., 1170. (61 V., c. 10.)

(149) To authorize certain Contracts with Steamship
Companies for Cold Storage Accommodation
(Mr. Mille). Introduced*, 1063. 2nd R.*,
1095. In Com.: Messrs. Mille, Ferguson, 1153;
Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 1154; Mr. Scott,
1155; Mr. Power, 1156; Messrs. Snowball,
Fiset, 1159. 3rd R.*, 1159. (61 V., c. 7.)

(150) Further to amend the Acta respecting the
Judges of Provincial Courts (Mr. Mille). In-
troduced*, 1117. 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Mille), 1186.
Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Gowan, 1189; Messrs.
Macdonald (B. C.), Power, 1192. In Com.:
Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), Mille, 1224; el. 1:
Messrs. Gowan, Sir M. Bowell, Mille, 1224;
Mr. Power, 1227; Mr. Boulton, 1228; Mr.
Allan, 1231; Mr. Perley, 1233; Mr. Clemow,
1234 ; Messrs. Wood, Miller, 1236; cl. 3:
Messrs. Power, Baker, 1237; cl. 10: Messrs.
Power, Mille, Dever, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Bernier, 1238. 3rd R.*, 1238. B. returned
from Coms., 1329. (61 V., c. 52.)

(152) Further to amend the Custome Act. lst R.,
M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R., Sir M. Bowell,
1111. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), Sir M. Bowell,
in Com.: Mr. Snowball, 3rd R.*, 1178 (61V.
c. 36.)

(153) To further protect the Customs and Fisheries.
lt R., M. (Mr. Scott), for 2nd R., Sir M.
Bowell, 1111. 2nd R. i. (Mr. Scott), in Com.:
Messrs. Drummond, Scott, Sir M. Bowell,
1175; Mr. Mills, 1176; Mr. Forget, 1178. 3rd
R.*, 1178. (61 V., c. 38.)

BILLS--Seriatin-Continued.
(157) Providing for the repayment of the Moneys

advanced to the St. John Bridge and Railway
Extension Company. 1st R., M. (Mr. Scott) for
2nd R., Sir M. Bowell, 1109; Messrs. Dever,
Mille, McMillan, Power, 1110. 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Mille), 1173. In Com. : Messrs, Mac-
donald (B.C.), Mille, Lougheed, Scott, 1173;
Messrs. Clenow, Drummond, Power, Dever,
1174; Mr. Bernier, 1175. 3rd R.*, 1175. (61
V., c. 9.)

(158) Respecting the London and Lake Huron Rail-
way Company. (Sir J. Carling). Introduced*,
1063. 2nd R.*, 1095, 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V.,
c. 72.)

(159) To amend the Act to provide for Bounties on
Iron and Steel made in Canada. 1st R.*, 1063.
On M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at future date, Sir
M. Bowell, 1063. 2nd R. n. (Mr. Scott),
1115. Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Power,
Mills, 1116. In Com.: Messrs. Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, Macdonald (B.C.), McMillan, 3rd R.
m. (Mr. Scott), 1170; Sir M. Bowell, 1171.

ib(61 V., r. 11.)
(160) Respecting the North-western, Northern and

North-eastern Boundaries of Quebec (Mr.
Mills). Introduced*, 1215. 2nd R.*, 1238.
3rd R.*, 1268. (61 V., c. 3.)

(161) Respecting the payment of Grants in aid of the
Construction of Public Works (Mr. Scott).
1st R.*, 1258 ; M. (Mr. S.cott) for 2nd R., Deb.:
Messrs. Mill, Aikins, McKindsey, Clemiow,
1258; Sir M. Bowell, 1259. 2nd R. rn. (Mr.
Scott); Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 1274. In Com.:
Messrs. Scott, Ferguson, 1274; Mr. Ogilvie,
1275. 3rd R.*, 1275. (61 V., c. 12.)

(162) To confirm a certain Award in favour of the
Dominion Atlantic Railway Company. 1st R.,
M. (Mr. Mille) for 2nd R., Sir M. Bowell, 1110.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille), in Com.: Messrs. Mills,
King, 3rd R.*, 1175. (61 V., c. 8.)

(163) To grant further Aid to the Harbour Commis-
sioners of Montreal (Mr. Scott). Intro-
duced*, 1159. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 1199;
Messrs. Macdonald (B. C.), Ogilvie, Forget,
1200; Mr. Drummond, 1201; Mr. DeBoucher-
ville, 1202; Mesrs. O'Donohoe, Dever, 1203.
In Com.: Mesrs. Scott, Drumn,ond, 1204;
Messrs. Ogilvie, Clemow, 1205; Messre. For-
get, Bellerose, 1206; Messrr. Perley, Mille,
1210; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 1212; Messrs.
Ferguson, Boulton, 1213; Mr. Owens, 1214;
Mr. Dever, 1215. 3rd R.*, 1215. (61 V., c.
47.)

(166) To further amend the Fisheries Act (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 1215. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Mills), 1266. Deb.: Messrs. Allan, Clemow,
1266 ; Mesurs. Miller, Sullivan. 1267. In Com.:
Mesrs. Clemow, Snowball, 1267. 3rd R.*,
1267. (61 V., c. 39.)
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(167) In further amendment of the Post Otfice Act

(Mr. Mille). Introduced*, 1255. 2ud R.
n. (Mr. Mille), Sir M. Bowell, 1275. 3rd R.*,
1275. (61 V., c. 21.)

(168) Respecting the Manitoba School Fund. lst
R. and M. (Mr. Mille) for 2nd R., 1259.
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Boulton, 1259.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille), 1282. Remarks:
Messrs. de Boucherville, Boulton, 1284; Messrs.
Bernier, Macdonald (B.C.), 1285; Mr. De-
Boucherville, Sir M. Bowell, 1286. Deb.
resumed : Mr. Mille, 1287, 1298; Mr. Scott,
1288; Sir M. Bowell, 1291; Mr. Boulton, 1295;
Mr. Bernier, 1296.

(169) Respecting the Manitoba Debt Account (Mr.
Scott). lst R.*, 1256. M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd
R, 1256. Deb. : Sir M. Bowell, 1256; Messrs.
Aikins, Mille, 1257. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott),
1275. Deb. : Messrs. Macdonald, B.C., Perley,
Aikins, DeBoucherville, Bernier, Sir M. Bo-
well, 1276; Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I., 1280;
Messrs. Boulton, MeMillan, 1281; Mr. Landry,
1282. In Com. and 3rd R.*, 1282. (61 V., c. 4.)

(171) To amend the Customis Tariff Act of 1897
(Mr. Scott), 1310. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell,
1311; Mr. Boulton, 1315; Mr. Dever, 1323;
Mr. Ferguson, 1325; 2nd and 3rd R., 1325.
(61 V., c. 37.)

(172) Further to amend the Inland Revenue Act.
lt R.*, 1307. M. (Mr. Mille) for 2nd R.,
Deb.: Messrs. DeBoucherville, Power, 1307;
Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Villeneuve, Boulton,
1308; Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 1309. 2nd and
3rd R., 1326. (61 V., c. 27.)

(173) Further to amend the Act respecting the Sen-
ate and House of Commons. let R., M. (Mr.
Mille) that rules be suspended and 2nd R., 1301.
Remarks: Messrs. Miller, Clemow, Power,
Ogilvie, Dandurand, Masson, Sir M. Bowell,
Ferguson, 1302; Mr. Bernier, 1303; Mr. Power,
1303; Mr. Perley, 1304; Messrs. Allan,
Dever, 1305; Messrs. DeBoucherville, Boulton,
Spcaker, 1306. 3rd R.*, 1306. (61 V., c. 15.)

(174) An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying certain
expenses of the public service for the financial
years ending respectively 30th June, 1898, and
30th June, 1899, and for other purposes relating
tothe public service. Tst R. and 2nd R. n. (Mr.
Mille) 1330. Deb. : Mr. Ferguson, 1330; Mr.
Scott, 1331 ; Mr. Mille, 1336; $ir M.
Bowell, 1339; Messrs. Dever, Clemow, 1340.
3rd R.*, 1341. (61 V., c. 1.)

BONDING PRIVILEGES IN YUKON: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)
re reported, 813. Remarks : Messrs. Macdonald,
(B.C.), Mr. Mille, 813.

- Return presented, 829.

Brandon and South-western Ry. Co.'s B.
(47)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 627; 2nd R.*,
631; 3rd R.*, 664. (61 V., c. 65.)

British American Light and Power Co.'s
B. (109)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 690: 2nd
R., 699; 3rd R.*, 776. (61 V., c. 93.)

0. B. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (45)-Mr. Mac-
Innes. Introduced*, 608; 2nd R.*, 622; 3rd R*,
638. (61 V., c. 56.)

B. C. SUPREME COURT JUDGES : Inq. (Mr. Macdonald
B.C.) as to appointment, Reply (Mr. Mills) 1260.

Brockville and St. Lawrence Bridge Co.'s
B. (86)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 636; 2nd
R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 691. (61 V., c. 94.)

Bounties on Iron and Steel Amt. B. (159)
-Mr. Scott. let R.*, 1063 ; 2nd R., 1115 ; in
Com., 1170. 3rd R., 1171. (61 V., c. 11.)

Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Oo.'s B. (51)-
Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 621: 2nd R.*, 624;
3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 57.)

Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (93)-Mr. Clemow.
Introduced*, 652; 2nd R., 667; 3rd R.*, 730.
(61 V., c. 58.)

Can. Atlantic Transit Co.'s Incorp. B. (92)
-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*,
638; 3rd R.*, 690. (61 V., c. 95.)

Can. Eastern Ry Co.'s B. (94)-Mr. Power.
Introduced*, 690; 2nd R. postponed, 750; 2nd
R.*, 773 ; Rep. from Com. and 3rd R. *, 854. (61
V., c. 59.)

Can. Mining Institute Co.'s B. (116)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 690; 2nd R., 699; 3rd
R.*, 776. (61 V., c. 96.)

C. P. R. Co.'s B. (46)-Mr. MacInnes. Intro-
duced*, 621; 2nd R.*, 624 ; 3rd R.*, 638. (61 V.,
c. 60.)

C. P. R. Land Grants: Inq. (Mr. Boulton) re
expiry of term for exemption, 851. Reply (Mr.
Mille) 852.

- Inq. (Mr. Boulton) re exemption of taxation,
830. Reply (Mr. Mills), 831.

C. P. Rr. Sec "St. Stephen."
CENSUS OF HALF BREEDS IN N. W. T. : Inq. (Mr.

Perley) 157. Reply (Mr. Mille) 157.
Central Canada Loan and Savinge Co.'s

Incorp. B. (B)-Mr. MacInnes. Introduced*,
163; 2nd R., 165 ; Rep. from Com. (Mr. Allan)
240; M. for conc. (Mr. Maclnnes) 240 ; 3rd R.,
264. (61 V., c. 97.)

CHAMBRBLAND (MR.): Inq. (Mr. Perley) as to issue
of liquor permit in Yukon, 157. Reply (Mr.
Mille), 158.

Civil Service Superannuation Act B. (76)
-lt R., M. for 2nd R. (Mr. Mille) 1109; in Com.,
1172 ; 3rd R.*, 1173. (61 V., c. 17.)
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Cold Storage Accommodation B. (149)- COMPANIES:
Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 1063; 2nd R., 1095; in Atlas an
Com.q 1153; 3rd R.*, 1159. (61 V., c. 7.) A. O. F

COLD STORAGE BETWEEN CHARLOTTETOWN ANi) G.B. Atlas L
M. (Mr. Ferguson) for address re Cor., 223. Reply Brandor
(Mr. Scott) 225. Remarks: Mr. Boulton, 226; British
Mr. Power, 228. British

Columbia and Western Ry. 0o.'s B. (34)- Brockvi
Mr. MaclInnes. Introduced*, 608; 2nd R., 622; Calgary
3rd R*, 638. (61 V., c. 61). Canada

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS' TAX IN P.E.I.: Remarks Canada
re Act: Mr. Ferguson, 1328: Messrs. Mills and Canada
Macdonald, P.E.I., 1329. Canadia

Co)MITTEES: Canadia
Committee of Selection: M. (Mr. Mills) for, 155. Central

Renarks: Messrs. Prowse, Dever, Bernier, Columb
155; Sir M. Bowell, Clemow, deBoucherville, Cowich
156. Dawson

- M. (Mr. Scott) to adopt Rep. of, 160. Dawson
Banking and Commerce, 160. Dawson
Debates and Reporting, 160. Doiiiini
- M. (Mr. Bellerose) to adopt Rep. of Com., Domini

1217. Remarks: Messrs. Power, Clemow, Edmon
Mills, Perley, 1217; Messrs. Dever, Scott, Sir FederaI
M. Bowell, Ferguson, Bellerose, 1218. Great b

Divorce, 160. Gibson
Drummond Co. Ry.: Haiilt

M. (Sir M. Bowell) for appointment of Sel. Hudson
Com., 273. Remarks: Messrs. Power, Mills, Interna
274: Mr. Miller, 276.

Final Rep. (Mr. Miller) to adopt, Remnarks: Kingst
Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 1301. Klondi

3rd Rep. : M. (Mr. Miller) to adopt, Renarks: Klondi
Mesers. Power, Dever, 1301. Lake B

Internal Economy and Contingent Acets., 160. Lake C
Library of Parliament, 160.
- M. (Mr. Power) to adopt 2nd Rep. re Lake E

Electrie Lighting, 911. Lake S
Miscellaneous Private Bills, 160. LakeoS
Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal : M. (Mr.

Clemow) for Sel. Com. to investigate routes, miles C
&c., 160. Miles

M. (Mr. Clemow) to adopt final rep. of Sel. Montf
Coin., 1124; Mr. Boulton, 1128; Mr. Scott,
1130. Montfo

Printing of Parliament, 160. Montre
M. (Sir John Carling) for adoption of 1st Rep., Montre

385. Remarks (Mr. Power), 386. Montre
Mess. from H. of C. re Joint Com., Remarks Montre

(Sir M. Bowell), 160. Montr
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, 160. Nakueç
Restaurant, 160. Nickel
Standing Orders, 160. Northe
Yukon Route Special Com. Ontari

M. (Sir J. Carling) to inq. into navigable waters Ottawa
of Yukon and Ry. System of Can., 578. Ottawa

M. (Mr. Boulton) to adopt Rep. of Com., 974, Pacifie
1002. Remarks: Mr. Sanford, 980; Mr. Pruden
Power,ý 984; Mr. McCallum, 987; Mesrs. Queen
Macdonald, B.C., Mills, 989 ; Sir M. Bowell, St. Joh
992; Mr. Snowball, 995; Mr. Allan, 997; St. Job
Mr. Ferguson, 999; Mr. Drummond, 1001. st. Ste
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COMPANIES-Continued.

Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining.
S. O. E. Benefit Society.
Three Rivers and North Shore Electric.
Timagani.
Tobique Manufacturing.
Toronto and Hudson Bay.
Toronto Board of Trade.
Union Bank.
Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern.
Victoria-Montreal Fire.
Western Alberta.
Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge.
Yukon.

Companies Act Amt. B. (M)-Mr. Mills. In-
troduced, 632; M. for 2nd R. at future date, 632;
2nd R., 691; in Com., 700; 3rd R.*, 730. (61
V., c. 50.)

B (S)-Mr. Scott. 1st R., 852; 2nd R., 868;
in Com., 911; M. to ref. back to Com., 917; in
Com., 1071; 3rd R.*, 1073. (61 V., c. 50.)

Construction of Public Works Grants
B. (161)-Mr. Scott. lst R. and M. for 2nd R.,
1258; 2nd R. and in Com., 1274; 3rd R.", 1275.
(61 V., c. 12.)

COsTE's REPORT ON YUKON: M. (Mr. Macdonald (B.
C.) for Rep., 632. Remarks: Mesrs. Mills, Sir
M. Bowell, Lougheed, 63.3.

Cowichan Valley Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.
(48)-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.). Introduced*, 621;
2nd R., 629; 3rd R.*, 664. (61 V., c. 62.)

CROw's NEST PAss RY. STOCK: Inq. (Mr. Boulton).
Ques. of Order (Sir M. Bowell), Remarks: Mr.
Mills, 82; Mr. Allan, 83. Notice allowed to
stand, 83.

Inq. withdn., 171.

M. (Mr. Power) for Cor. re deaths on, 1193,
1240. Remarks: Mr. Mills, 1240; Mr. McMillan,
1242; Sir M. Bowell, 1243; Messrs. Perley,
Boulton, 1244.

Customs Act Amt. B. (152)-lst R., M. (Mr.
Scott) for 2nd R., 1111; 2nd R., in Coin. and 3rd
R.*, 1178. (61 V., c. 36.)

Customs and Fisheries Protection B.
(153)-1st R., M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R., 1111;
2nd R. and in Com., 1175; 3rd R.*, 1178. (61
Vie., c. 38.)

Customs Tariff (1897) Act. A mt B. (171)
-Mr. Scott. lt R., 1310; 2nd and 3rd R., 1325.
(61 V., c. 37.)

Dawson City Bank. See B. 117.

Dawson City and Victoria Telegraph
Co.'s Incorp. B. (119)-Mr. Clemow. Intro-
duced*, 800; 2nd R., 805; 3rd R.*, 880. (61 V.,
c. 100.)

Dawson City Electric Co.'s Incorp. B.
(123)-Mr. Clemow. lst* and 2nd* R., 1159;
3rd R., 1215. (61 V., c. 98.) '

Dawson City Electric Lighting and
Tramway Co.'s Incorp. B. (118)-Mr.
Cleinow. 1st* and 2nd R.*, 1159; 3rd R.*, 1216.
(61 V., c. 99.)

DEAD LETTERS. Sec "Post Office Act."
DEBATES: M. (Mr. Bellerose) to adopt Rep. of Com.,

1217. Remarks: Messrs. Power, Clemow, Mills,
Perley, 1217; Messrs. Dever, Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, Ferguson, 1218.

DELAYED RETURNS: Generally: Sir M. Bowell, 163,
194, 673, 239, 750, 813, 853, 872; Mr. Mills, 163,
673, 242, 403, 813, 1064; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 164,
236, 239, 712; Mr. Scott, 164, 194, 673, 239, 712,
750, 853, 872, 913, 956, 1004, 1063; Mr. Bernier,
672, 830; Mr. Perley, 242, 403; Mr. Ferguson,
751, 872, 913; Mr. Landry, 813, 872, 956, 1063;
Mr. Lougheed, 1004, 1064; Mr. Bellerose, 1064;
Mr. Power, 1064.

Dismissals: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell), 8. Reply
(Mr. Scott), 9.

Sehool lands (Mr. Bernier) 631; Mr. Mills,
631.

Soulanges Canal: Copies of Contracts, &c.,
917, 1004, 1095, 1117.

Yukon Supplies, 1116.
DESCHÊNES ELECTRIC C0. : M. (Mr. Clemow) for

papers, &c., respecting concessions granted, 822.
Remarks: Mr. Boulton, 823; Mr. Scott, 824.

Detroit River. See "Lake Erie." B. (30).

Detroit Union Bridge. See "Windsor."

DISMISSALS OF GOVT. EMPLOYÉS: Mr. Scott lays on
table Ret., Remarks (Sir M. Bowell), 386.

DisMisSALS IN BELLEVILLE P.O.: M. (Sir M. Bowell)
for address for papers, &c., 208. Remarks: (Mr.
Mills), 214; M. agreed to, 217.

DISMISSAL OF A. E. LENOIR : M. (Mr. Miller) for
papers, &c., 218, 339.

DIvORCE BILLS. See

Hart, R. A. B.
Heyward, Edwin.
Pearson, James.

Dom. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Award B. (162).
1st R., M. (Mr. Mille) for 2nd R., 1110 ; 2nd R.,
in Com., and 3rd R.*, 1175. (61 V., c. 8.)

Dom. Building and Loan Ass. B. (41)-Mr.
Power. Introduced*, 542; 2nd R., 569; ReP.
from Com., 599; 3rd R.*, 604. (61 V., c. 101.)

Dom. of Can. Guarantee and Accidelit
Insurance Co.'s B. (57)-Mr. Sanford. I0
troduced*, 608; 2nd R., 622; 3rd R.* (Mr. Alla"),
635. (61 V., c. 102.)
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Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (130)-Mr. Scott.
lst R.*. 871; 2nd R., 954; in Coin., 1074; 3rd
R.*, 1106. (61 V., c. 31.)

DREDGING LEASES ON SASMATCHEWAN : M. (Mr.
Lougheed) for particulars as to, 243. Reply (Mr.
Mills), 243.

DRUMMOND Co. Ry. SURSIDIES INVESTIGATION: M.
(Sir M. Bowell) for Sel. Coin. postponed, 173,181.
Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Miller, 174 ; Mr. Fergu-
son, 176; Mr. Almon, 178; Mr. Power, 179;
Messrs. McCallun, Boulton, 180.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) for appointient of Sel.
Com., 273. Remarks: Messrs. Power, Mills,
274; Mr. Miller, 276.

Inq. (Mr. Wood) if Govt. will ratify agreement
by legislation, 636, 705, 808. Remarks: Mr.
Mills, 636, 808; Sir M. Bowell, 636.

- Inq. (Mr. Landry) re supposed saving by action
of Senate, Reply (Mr. Mills), 1286.

M. (Mr. Miller) to adopt Rep. of Com., 1301.
Renarks: Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 1301.

M. (Mr. Miller) to adopt 3rd Rep. of Coin.,
Remarks: Messrs. Power, Dever, 1301.

On. Deb. on Speech from Throne (Sir M.
Bowell), 9.

Edmonton District Ry. Co.'s B. (54)-Mr.
Lougheed. Introduced*, 621; 2nd R*, 624; 3rd
R*, 664. (61 V., c. 63.)

ELECTIONS IN MAN. : Inq. (Mr. Primrose) re expenses
of prosecution, 673. Remarks: Mr. Mills, 675;
Mr. Ferguson, 676; Messrs. Kirchhoffer, Dan-
durand, 677.

Sce " Tidal Surveys."

ENGINEERS. See "Steamboat Inspection."

Evidence Act A.mt. B. (N)-Mr. Mills. In-
troduced*, 705; 2nd R., 786; 3rd R*, 800. (61
V., c. 53.)

FARRER (MR.) AT WASHINGTON: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)
re alleged telegram concerning negotiations, 165.
Reply (Mr. Milla), 166; Mr. Miller, 167.

FAST ATLANTIC SS. LNE: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell),
Reply (Mr. Mills) 58.

on the Address, 10.

Federal Life Ass. Co. (change of name)
B. (29)-Mr. Cox. Introduced*, 542; 2nd R*,
569 ; Rep. froin Con., 621 ; 3rd R., 622. (61 V.,
c. 103.)

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127)-Mr. Scott. In-
troduced*, 705; 2nd R., 743; 3rd R.*, 814. (61
V., c. 39.)

- B. (166)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 1215; 2nd
R., 1266; in Coin. and 3rd R.*, 1267. (61 V., c.
39.)

FISHERIES PROTECTION. See "Customs."

Fishermen Safety Act B. (G)-Mr. Power.
Introduced*, 241; 2nd R., 278; Rep. from Coin.,
567; 3rd R., 571. (61 V., c. 44.)

FORESTERS. See "A. O. F."

FRANCE ANID CANADA: Inq. as to establishment of
Steanship line between, 879.

Franchise Act B. (16)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*,
845; 2nd R. ni. 880: in Coin., 957-974; M. to
ref. to Coin., 1101; 3rd R., 1106; Mess. and B.
returned from Coins., 1238; M. (Mr. Mills) not
to conc. in certain Amts., 1268. Explanation
(Mr. Miller), 1327. (61 V., c. 14.)

in Deb. on Speech fromn Throne (Mr. Dandu-
rand) 8 ; Sir M. Bowell, 23 ; Mr. Mills, 30.

GALICIANS. Sec "Dominion Lands Act."

GASCOIGNE'S (GEN.) RESIGNATION: Inq. (Sir M.
Bowell), 622. Reply (Mr. Mills), 623.

Gas Inspection Act Amt. B. (73)-Mr.
Scott. Introduced*, 301; 2nd R.*, 569 ; in Com.,
573 ; 3rd R.*, 594. (62 V., c. 26.)

General Inspection Act Amt. B. (128)-
Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 845; 2nd R., 853; in
Coin., 870 ; 3rd R.*, 880. (61 V., c. 25.)

Geological Survey Dept. Act Amt. B.
(114)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 699; 2nd R.,
702; in Coin., 742; 3rd R.*, 772. (61 V., c. 18.)

Georgian Bay. See B. 104.

Gibson Ry. and Manufacturing Co. See
"Canada Eastern." B. (94).

Govt. Harbours, Piers,Breakwaters Aimt.
B. (38)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 241; 2nd R.
566; in Coin., 572; 3rd R.*, 594. (61 V., c. 42.)

B. (135)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 800 ; 2nd
R., 805; in Coin., 819; 3rd R.*, 829. (61 V.,
c. 43.)

GOVT. MEASURES (INTRODUCTION OF) IN SENATE:
Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) 205. Remarks: Messrs.
Miller, Mills, 206.

GOVERNOR GENERAL : M. (Mr. Mills) to conc. in
Address to, 1251.

Assents to bills, 243, 1341.

Opens the Session with Speech, 1.
Prorogues Parliament, 1343.

Reply to Address, 1344.

G. T. Ry. RATES ON PURE-BRED STOCK: Inq. (Mr.
Ferguson), Reply (Mr. Scott), 172.

Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B.
(L)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 620; 2nd R.,
629; in Coin., 744; 3rd R., 760. (61 V.,.c. 64.)

HALF-BREEDS in N. W. T.: Inq. (Mr. Perley) re
census, 157. Reply (Mr. Mills), 157.

Hamilton and Lake Erie Power Co.'s B.
(l00)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 608; 2nd
R., 621 ; 3rd R., 637. (61 V., c. 104.)
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HAMILTON SMITH'S COR.: Mr. Perley gives Notice of

M. re High Com. and, 236.
- M. (Mr. Perley) for Cor. re Yukon Ry., 260.

Remarks: Messrs. Scott, Almon, Sir M. Bowell,
261; Mr. Mills, 262; Mr. Lougheed, 263; Mr.
Miller, 264; Mr. Power, 265; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 267.

HANSARD. Sec " Debates."

Hart Relief B. (A) -Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
163; 2nd R.*, 173; Rep. of Com. adopted and
3rd R., 243. (61 V., c. 121.)

Heyward (Edwin) Relief B. (C)-Mr. Clemow.
Introduced*, 173; 2nd R.*, 403; 3rd R. (Mr.
Gowan), 599. (61 V., c. 122.)

Hudson Bay and Pacifie Ry. Co.'s B. (22)
-Mr. MeMillan. Introduced*, 301; 2nd R.,
56W; 3rd R.*, 624. (61 V., c. 65.)

Hudson Bay. See "Toronto."

HULLS AND MACHINERY INSPECTION IN B.C.: M.
(Mr. Macdonald) for more rigid, 159. Reply
(Mr. Scott) 159. M. wthdn., 160.

Identification of Criminals B. (R)-Mr.
Mills. 1st R., 845; 2nd R., 854; in Com. and
3rd R.*, 911. (61 V., c. 54.)

INCOMPLETE RETURNS: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re Dis-
missals, 750.

Indian Act Amt. B. (144)-Mr. Scott. Intro-
duced*, 870; 2nd R., 912; in Coin., 1070; 3rd
R.4 , 1071. (61 V. c. 34.)

INDIANS-SONGHEE RESERVE: M. (Mr. Templeinan)
for Cor. re removal, 386. Remarks (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.), 386.

Inland Revenue (Liquor) Act Aimt. B. (75)
-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 301; 2nd R., 569;
in Com., 573; 3rd R., 594. (61 V., c. 27.)

Inland Revenue (Tobacco) Act Amt B.
(172) 1st R.*, 1307; 2nd R. m., 1307, 1326;
3rd R.4 , 1326. (61 V., c. 27.)

INSOLVENCY LAw: On the Address (Mr. Bernier),
148; Mr. Clemow, 151.

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY ARRANGEMENTS. Sec
" Alaska."

International Radial Ry. Co.'s B. (137)---
Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 1049; 2nd R.*,
1095; 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V., c. 66.)

INTRODUCTION OF GOVT. MEASURES: Inq. (Mr. Fer-
guson), 205. Remarks: Mesurs. Miller, Mills,
206.

Iron and Steel. Sce "Bounties."

Irrigation Acte. Sec " North-west."
JAPANESE LABOUR IN YUKON: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald,

B.C.) re introduction, 31. Reply (Mr. Mills), 31.
- Mr. Macdonald. B.C., calls attention to

necessity of excluding, 156. Remarks: Mr.
Mills, 156; Mr. Almon, 157.

JUBILEE CEREMONIES : in Deb. on Speech from
Throne (Mr. King) 3; Mr. Dandurand, 7; Mr.
Boulton, 33; Mr. Power, 109; Mr. Clemow,152.

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS IN YUKON: Inq. (Mr.

Lougheed) re rumoured, Reply (Mr. Mills) 268.

Judges of Provincial Courts Acts Amt.
B. (150)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 1117; 2nd
R., 1186; in Coin., 1224; 3rd R.* 1238. B.
returned from H. of C., 1329. (61 V., c. 52.)

Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (69)
-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 730; 2nd R.*,
773; 3rd R.*, 804. (61 V., c. 67.)

Klondike and Dawson City Bank In-
corp. B. (117)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
773; 2nd R.*, 800; 3rd R.*, 854. (61 V., c. 105.)

Klondike and Peace River Gold Mining,
Land and Transportation Co.'s B. (91)
-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*,
662; 3rd R.*, 690. (61 V., c. 106.)

Klondike and Peace River Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. B. (I)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*,
509; 2nd R.*, 662.

Lake Bennett and Klondike Ry. and
Tramway Co.'s Incorp. B. (31)-Mr.
Lougheed. Introduced*, 627; 2nd R.*, 635; 3rd
R. postponed, 665; M. for 3rd R. and Amt. to
Amt., 668; order for 3rd R. postponed, 776;
3rd R., 799. Aints. froin H. of C. conc., 1073.
(61 V., c. 68.)

Lake Çhamplain and St. Lawrence Ship
Canal Co.'s Incorp. B. (99) -Mr. Clemow.
Introduced*, 1215 ; 2nd R.*, 1238 ; 3rd R.*, 1261.
(61 V., c. 107.)

Lake Brie and Detroit Riv. Ry. Co.'s B.
(30)-Mr. Casgrain. Introduced*, 239. (61
V., c. 69.)

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B.
(66)-Mr. MacInnes. Introduced*, 620; 2nd
R.*, 624; 3rd R. postponed, 637; 3rd R. m. 652.
(61 V., c. 70.)

Inq. (Mr. Boulton) re agreement with Govt.
of Man. and, Reply (Mr. Scott) 917.

Lake Superior and Rocky Mountains
Nav. Co.'s B. (J)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
509 ; 2nd R.*, 604.

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (132)-Mr. Scott.
lst R., 870; 2nd R., 912; in Com., 1068; 3rd
R.*, 1069. (61 V. c. 32.)

LEGISLATION: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) as to prop. in
Senate, 705. Reply (Mr. Mills), 706.

LENOIR, A. E.: Inq. (Mr. Miller) as to dismissal of,
218.

M. (Mr. Miller) for papers re dismissal of,
339.
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Lewes River. See " Miles Caion."

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT: M. (Mr. Power) to adopt
2nd Rep. re Electrie lighting, 911.

Loan Companies B. (Q)-Mr. Milis. lst R.*,
822; 2nd R., 841; M. to ref. to Banking Com.,
841; Rep. from Com. 914; 3rd R.*, 1094.

London and Lake Huron Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. B. (67)-Sir John Carling. Introduced*,
636 ; 2nd R.*, 63S ; 3rd R.*, 699. (61 V., c. 71.)

B. (158)-Sir J. Carling. Introduced*,
1063; 2nd R.*, 1095; 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V.,
c. 72.)

LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN THE YUKON: Inq. (Mr. Perley)
58. Reply (Mr. Mills), 59. Renarks: Mr.
Boulton, Sir M. Bowell, 59; Mr. Scott, 60.

M. (Mr. Perley) to amend notice, 158. Reply
Mr. Mills, 159.

M. (Mr. Perley) for Address to His Ex. re
permits, 161. Remarks: Mr. Milis, Sir M.
Bowell, 161;' Mr. Ferguson, 162.

LIQUoR PERMITS IN YUKON: Inq. (Mr. Perley) re Mr.
Chamberland, 157. Reply (Mr. Mills). 158).

- M. (Mr. Perley) for address re issue of, 197
Reply: Mr. Mills. 197. Remarks: Mr. Lougheed,
198; Mr. Scott, 199; Sir M. Bowell, 200; Mr.
Ferguson, 202; Messrs. McCallum, Power, Sir
J. Carling, 204; Mr. Alion and M. withdn., 205.

Notice of M. (Mr. Perley), 570; M. agreed to,
577, 578.

LIVE STOCK ON RYs.: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) as to
rates. Reply (Mr. Scott), 172.

MACKENZIE AND MANN: M. (Mr. Lougheed) for Cor.
re Yukon Ry., 260, 340. Reply (Mr. Mills), 260,
340. Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Scott,
340.

See " Yukon Ry. Co.'s B. (6)."
MAJOR GENERAL COMNMANDING: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)

re resignation, 622. Reply (Mr. Mills), 623.

Man. Debt Account B. (169)--Mr. Scott. lst
R.*and M. for 2nd R., 1256; 2nd R., 1275; in
Com. and 3rd R.*, 1282. (61 V., c. 4.)

Man. School Fund B. (168). 1st R. and M.
(Mr. Mills) for 2nd R., 1259; 2nd R. m., 1282.

MANITOBA SCHOOLS: M. (Mr. Bernier) for address,
Statement of lands allotted for school purposes,
542. Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Landry, 543.

M. (Mr. Bernier) for Cor., &c., since lst July,
1896, 544.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) whether any member of
Govt. negotiated with Govt. of Man., Reply
(Mr. Mills), 622.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) if Govt. invited interven-
tion of Holy See, 663. Reply (Mr. Scott), 663.

Remarks (Mr. Masson), 664.
Inq. (Mr. Landry) into statements by Sec. of

State as to settlement, 706, 800. Remarks:

Mr. Scott, 707, 800; Mr. Perley, Sir M. Bowell,
707; Messrs. Boulton, Mills, Lougheed, Dever,
Kirchhoffer, The Speaker, 708.

MANITOBA SCHOOLS: Inq. (Mr. Landry) re Ans. by
Sec. of State and Minister of Justice, 730. Reply
(Mr. Mills), 730.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) if Govt. have received pro-

test, &c., froni Govt. of Man., &c., 753. Reply

(Mr. Mills), 753; Sir M. Bowell, 754; Mesrs.
Kirchhoffer, Power, 755; Mr. Dever, 756; Mr.
Bernier, 757.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) if minority were a party to

agreement, Reply (Mr. Scott), 758; Messrs.
Power, Bernier, 759.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) re Sir W. Laurier's state-
ment in L'Electeur, 751, 801, 805. Remnarks:
Mr. Mills, 752, 801, 808; Messrs. Almon,
Lougheed, 752; Sir M. Bowell, 753; Mesrs.
Dandurand, Masson, The Speaker, 810.

Ing. (Mr. Landry) re Statement in Mr. Rus-
sell's letter to Card. Rampolla and extract in De-
bates, 774. Reply (Mr. Scott), 774.

- M. (Mr. Landry) for Com. to inquire into ac-
cusations against hniself, 1051. Remarks: Mr.
Scott, 1054, 1061; Sir M. Bowell, 1055; Mr.
Mills, 1058; Messrs. Lougheed, McCallum, 1061;
Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 1059; Mr. McMillan,
1060; Mr. Power, 1062; the Speaker, 1063.

M. (Mr. Landry) re Res. of H. of C. respect-
ing payment to Man., 1161. Reply (Mr. Mills),
1161. Renarks: Messrs. Macdonald, B.C., Ber-
nier, Boulton, 1162; Messrs. Lougheed, Perley,
Sir M. Bowell, 1163.

APOSTOLIc DELEGATE: Inq. (Mr. Landry).
Reply (Mr. Scott), 652.

RAMPOLLA, CARI.: Inq. (Mr. Landry) re

letter to, 678, 915. Reply (Mr. Scott), 681, 684,
916. Remnarks: Messrs. Masson, McMillan,
Mills, 681, 915; Mr. Ferguson, 681; Mesrs,
Dever, Lougheed, Miller, 682; the Speaker, 683 ;
Mr. Power, 684; Messrs. Prowse, Dandurand,
685; Mr. Bernier, 688; Mr. Bellerose, 689; Mr.
Perley, 916.

RUSSELL'S VISIT TO ROME: Inq. (Mr. Landry)
as to authorization by Govt., 533. Reply (Mr.
Mills) 634.

Manufacturers' Guarantee and Accident
Ins. Co. change of name B. (57)--Mr.
Sanford. Introduced*, 608; 2nd R., 622; 3rd

R.* (Mr. Allan), 635. (61 V., c. 102.)

Masters and Mates (Certificates) Act
A.mt. B. (37)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 241;
2nd R., 566 ; in Com., 601; 3rd R., 604. (61 V.,
c. 45.)

MCCARTHY, ME. : Remarks on Death of: Mr. Baker,
797; Mr. Mills, 798; Mr. Allan, 799.

MENNONITES: See " Dominion Lands Act."
MERCIER, (Mr.): See " Subaqueous leases."
MEms CLAIS IN N.W.T.: Inq. (Mr. Perley), 544.
Miles Canon and Lewes River Tramway

Co.'s Incorp. B. (23)-Mr. Allan. Intro-
duced*, 620; 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 638. (61 V.,
c. 73.)
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Miles Canon and White Horse Tramway
Co.'s Incorp. B. (35)-Mr. Allan. Intro
duced*, 620; 2nd R.*, 624; 3rd R.*, 662. (61 V.,
c. 74.)

Militia Act Amt. B. (140)-Mr. Scott. Intro-
duced*, 845; 2nd R., 853; in Com., 870; 3rd R.*,
880. (61 V., c. 19.)

MILITIA EQUIPMENT: M. (Mr. Landry) for Cor. re
the Oliver, Lewis and Merrian, 402.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to firms tendering, &c.,
878. Reply (Mr. Scott), 879.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to Oliver equipment,
851. Reply (Mr. Scott), 851.

Militia Force Land Grant B. (133)-Mr.
Mills. 1st R., 871 ; 2nd and 3rd R., 912. (61 V.,
c. 13.)

MILITARY EXPEDITION TO YUKON: Inq. (Sir M.
Bowell) re progress of march, 1002.

MILITARY SUPPLIES FOR-YUKON: Inq. (Mr. Perley),
for prices. Renarks: Mr. Scott, 914; Sir M.
Bowell, 915.

MINERS' LICENSES AT SKAGWAY AND DYEA: Inq. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), 708. Remarks: Messrs. Mills,
Sir M. Bowell, Tenplenian, 709; Mr. Power, 711.

Mining regulations (Yukon) Amt. B. (E)-
Mr. Boulton. Introduced*, 173; M. for 2nd R.
on Thursday, 280. B. wthdn., 568.

Montfort and Gatineau Colonization
Co.'s B. (68)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
652 ; 2nd R.*, 666 ; 3rd R.*, 776. (61 V., c. 75.)

Montmorency Cotton Mills Co.'s Incorp.
B. (102)--Mr. Power. Introduced*, 636. 2nd
R.*, 638; 3rd R.*, 730. (61 V., c. 108.)

Montreal Harbour Commissioners' B.
(163)--Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 1159; 2nd R.,
1199; in Coni., 1204; 3rd R.*. 1215. (61 V., c. 47.)

Montreal Island Belt Line Ry. Co.'s B.
(105)-Mr. Bellerose. Introduced*, 730; 2nd
R.*, 773; 3rd R.*, 801. (61V., c. 79.)

Montreal and James Bay Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. B. (50)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 636;
2nd R.*, 638; Srdt R.*, 690. (61 V., c. 76.)

Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay
Canal Co.'s B. (104)-Mr. Clemow. Intro-
duced*, 800; 2nd R.*, 805; 3rd R.*, 880. (61V.,
c. 109.)

M. (Mr. Clemow) to appoint Sel. Com. to
investigate route, 160.

M. (Mr. Clemow) to adopt Rep. of Sel. Coni.,
1124; Mr. Boulton, 1128; Mr. Scott, 1130.

Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co.'s B.
(56)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*,
638; 3rd R.*, 1049. (61 V., c. 77.)

Montreal and Southern Counties Ry.
Co.'s B. (81)-Mr. Owens. Introduced*, 845;
2nd R.*, 853; Ref. back to Com., 957. 3rd R.*,
1106. (61 V., c. 78.)

MOUNTED POLICE: on the Address (Mr. Boulton) 55.
Mounted Police Pension Act Amt. B. (13)

-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 278; 2nd R., 566; in
Com., 571. 3rd R., 594. (61 V., c. 33.)

Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B. (52)-
Mr. MacInnes. Introduced*, 627; 2nd R., 635;
3rd R. m., 761, 777. (61 V., c. 80.)

NATIONAL MUsEUM: on the Adiress (Mr. Clemow)
152.

Navigable Waters Protection Act Amt.
B. (136)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 800; 2nd
R.*, 805; in Com., 820; 3rd R.*, 829. (61 V.,
c. 41.)

NAVIGATioN LAWS: Inq. (Mr. Boulton) if owner of
small vessel will be permitted to command, 825.
Remarks: Messrs. MeCalluin, Power, Mills, 826.

NEWSPAPERS. See "IPost Office Act."

Nickel Steel Co.'s Incorp. B. (96)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 662. 3rd
R.*, 690. (61 V., c. 110.)

North American Telegraph Co.'s B. (120)-
Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 800; 2nd R.*, 805.

Northern Commercial Telegraph Co.'s
Incorp. B. (139)-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) lst
and 2nd R.*, 1215; 3rd R.*, 1260. (61 V., c. 111.)

North Shore Electric Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.
(97)-Mr. Owens. Introduced*, 845; 2nd R.*,
852 ; 3rd R.*, 1049.

N. W. Irrigation Acts A.mt. B. (146)-Mr.
Scott. lst R., 1111 ; 2nd R., 1178 ; in Com., 1179;
Consdn. of Amts., 1219; restored to Orders, 1260.
3rd R., 1266; on AInts. from H. of 6., 1309, 1325.
(61 V., c. 35.)

N. W. T. Act Amt. B. (131)-Mr. Mills. Intro-
duced*, 870; 2nd R., 912: in Com., and 3rd R.*,
1071. (61 V., c. 5.)

OGILVIE's REPORT: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) as to
publication, Reply (Mr. Mills) 58.

OLIVIER EQUIPMENT. Sce "Militia."

100TH REG. (REPATRIATION. OF): M. (Mr. Boulton)
for Cor., 244. Remarks: Messrs. Almon, Mills,
259.

ORDER, QUEs. OF:
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: Amt.

(Mr. Boulton), 56. Debated: Messrs. Masson,
McCallum, Sir M. Bowell, Mills, Power,
Prowse, Scott, 57. Amt. withdrawn, 58.

Ballot Stuffing in Man.: Mr. Power raises Ques.
of Order in Deb. on Tidal Survey, 651.

Companies Act Aint. B. (S): Mr. DeBoucher-
ville on Ants., 919.

Crow's Nest Pass Ry. Stock: on Inq. (Mr.
Boulton), 82. Remarks: Sir M. Boweil, Mr.
Mills, 82; Mr. Allan, 83.
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ORDER, QUES. OF-Continued.
Liquor Permits in Yukon: on M. (Mr. Perley)

for Address re issue of, Mr. Power, 204; Mr.
Almon, 205.

Manitoba Schools.:
Mr. Dever raises point of Order on Inq. re

letter to Card. Rampolla, 682.
Ques. contains controverted facts, 706.
on Inq. re Sir W. Laurier's Statement in

L'Electeur, 751.
Debating Ans. to Ques., 810.
M. (Mr. Landry) for Com. to inq. into accusa-

tions against Senator Landry, The Speaker
declares M. cannot be put in its present
shape, 1603.

Ry. Rates on pure bred stock: General discussion
on Inq. re return, 238.

Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (172): The
Speaker decides that Mr. Power's Amt. is not
in Order, 1306.

Ontario and Rainy River Ry. Co.'s B.
(32)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 570; 2nd R.,
599; 3rd R.*, 624. (61 V., c. 81.)

O-rrAwA AND GEORGIAN BAY CANAL COM. : M. (Mr.
Clemow) to appoint select Com. to investigate
route, &c., 160.

- See " Montreal."

in Deb. on Address (Mr. Clemow), 149.

Ottawa Interprovincial Bridge Co.'s B.
(125)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 1063; 2nd
R.*, 1095; 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V., c. 112.)

Ottawa and New York Ry. Co.'s B. (80)-
Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.", 638;
3rd R.*, 699. (61 V., c. 82.)

OTTAwA RIFLE RANGE: M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)
for Cor. and tenders, 830.

Pacific and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining
Co.'s Incorp. B. (F)-Mr. Lougheed. Intro-
duced*, 173; 2nd R. postponed, 219. M. to
postpone, 2nd R., 239. 2nd R. m. and Deb.
adjnd., 546, Remarks on restoring on Order
Paper, 569. M. to restore to Orders for 2nd R.,
609; Order for 2nd R. postponed, 635; 2nd R.,
712 ; Rep. from Com., 821 ; 3rd R., 834.

PACIFIC CABLE : on the Address (Sir M. Bowell), 10;
Mr. Mills, 25; Mr. Power, 109.

PAIRING OF SENATORS: Inq. on Yukon Ry. B., 385.

PAPAL ABLEGATE: Inq. (Mr. Landry) re letter con-
cerning. Reply (Mr. Mills), 1050.

Peace River: See "Klondike."

Pearson (James) Relief B. (D)-Mr. Clemow.
Introduced*, 173; 2nd R.*, 403; Rep. from
Com., 751 ; 3rd R.*, 804. (61 V., c. 123.)

Pembroke Ry. See B. 69.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION: Mr. Miller on Statement
by Member from Halifax, 1095; Mr. Power,
1100.

"PErrEL ": M. (Mr. Ferguson) for Address re winter
communication with P. E. ., 228. Remarks:
Mr. Snowball, 232; Mr. Wood, 233.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (74)-
Mr. Scott, Introduced*, 301; 2nd R.*, 569; in
Com., 573; 3rd R.*, 594. (61 V., c. 29.)

P. E. I. CLAIMS: M. (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.) for
Cor., &c., with delegates, 509. Reply (Mr.
Mills), 509.

M. postponed, 571.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.) for Cor. between

Govt. of Can. and, Reply (Mr. Mills), 706.
TAx ON COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS: Remarks:

Mr. Ferguson, 1328; Messrs. Mills, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 1329.

P.E.I. RY.: M. (Mr. Ferguson) for reports re curves
on 278. Reply (Mr. Mills) 278.

Plebiscite B. (121)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 853 ;
2nd R., 919; Com. stage postponed, 1111; in
Com., 1131; 3rd R. postponed, 1199; 3rd R.,
1273. (61 V., c. 51.)

PLEBISCITE AND PROHIBITION: in Deb. on Speech
from Throne (Mr. King), 3; Sir M. Bowell, 23;
Mr. Mills, 30.

- Inq. (Mr. Perley) as to form of question to be
submitted, 267.

Inq. (Mr. Perley) as to introduction of B., 544.
Reply (Mr. Mills), 545.

Post Office Act further Amt. B. (llO)-Mr.
Mills. 1st R., 871 ; 2nd R.*, 955 ; in Com., 1085 ;
3rd R.*, 1106. (61 V., c. 20.)

- B. (167)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 1255 ;
2nd and 3rd R., 1275. (61 V., c. 21.)

PRIVILEGE, QUES. OF: Remarks (Mr. Kirchhoffer) re
newspaper par. re bribing Senate, 207 ; Mr. Mills,
208.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re rumour as to increase
of Senators. Reply (Mr. Mills), 403.

PRINTING OF PARLT.: Mess. from H. of C. re Joint
Com., remarks (Sir M. Bowell), 160.

M. (Sir John Carling) for adoption of Ist Rep.
of Joint Com., 385.

Provincial Courts. See "Judges."

Prudential Life Ass. Co.'s B. (53)--Mr.
Vidal. Introduced*, 542; 2nd R.*, 571; 3rd
R.*, 604. (61 V., c. 113.)

Public Officers Act Amt. B. (T)-Mr. Mills.
Introluced*, 1049; in Com., 1140; 3rd R., 1141.
(61 V., c. 16.)

QUEBEC EXHIBITION: M. (Mr. Bernier for Mr.
Landry) for Cor. re 1894 and 1898, 621.

Quebec Harbour Com.'s B. (142)-Mr. Mills.
Introduced*, 955; 2nd R., 1106 ; in Com., 1117;
3rd R.*, 1118. (61 V., c. 48.)
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Quebec Province Boundary B. (160)-Mr.
Mills. Introduced*, 1215; 2nd R.*, 1238; 3rd
R.*, 1268. (61 V., c. 3.)

QUEEN'S COUNSEL: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re Judgment
of P. C., 826. Reply (Mr. Mills) 827.

Queenston Heights Bridge Co.'s B. (58)-
Mr. Sanford. Introduced*, 620; 2nd R.*, 624;
3rd R.*, 638. (61 V., c. 114.)

Ry. Employés and Passengers Safety B.
(4)--Mr. Power. Introduced*, 773; 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Power), 804. Remarks (Sir M. Bowell), 805.

Ry. Act Further Amt. B. (145)-Mr. Scott.
1st R., 871; 2nd R., 913; 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V.,
c. 22.)

Ry. RATEs ON PURE-BRE> LIVE STOCK: Inq. (Mr.
Ferguson), 172, 218, 236. Reply (Mr. Scott), 172,
218, 236. Remarks: Messrs. Boulton, Primrose,
237; Messrs. Miller, Prowse, 238; Mr. Kirch-
hoffer, 239.

Rainy Rivei. Sec "Ontario."
REPATRIATION OF 100TH REG. : M. (Mr. Boulton) for

Cor. re, 244. Reinarks: Messrs. Almon, Mills,
259.

Inq. (Mr. Boulton) re headquarters, 873;
Messrs. Scott, Bellerose, 878.

RETURNS: Mr. Scott lays &n Table returns to Ad-
dresses, 829. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.
Mills, Macdonald (B.C.), 829; Messrs. Boulton,
Bernier, 830.

[See " Delayed Returns."]
RIFLE RANGE AT OrrAWA: M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

for Cor. and tenders, 830.
ROBITAILLE, HoN. THEO. : Remarks on the Death of:

Sir M. Bowell, Mr. MilIs, 170.
RULES SUSPENDEF :

Anglo-French Telegraph Co.'s petition, 854.
Customs Act Amt. B., 1178.
Customs and Fisheries Protection B. (158), 1178.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (171), 1325.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (166), 1267.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (172), 1326.
Montreal Harbour Com.'s B. (163), 1215.
N.-W. Militia Force Land Grant B., 912.
Pacific and Yukon Ry. Co.'s B., 821.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (167), 1275.
Publie Officers Act Amnt. B. (T), 1139.
San José Scale B., 241.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (173), 1301.
S.0. E. Benefit Society's B., 955.
Supply B. (174), 1330.
Toronto and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B. 804.

RULINGS OF THE SPEAKER : Mr. Landry calls atten-
tion to omission in Minutes of Speaker's decisions
on ques. of Order, 760.; The Speaker, 761.

M. (Mr. Landry) that they be recorded in the
Minutes. 846, 1160. Remarks: Mr. Sullivan,
The Speaker, 846 ; Mr. Scott, 848, 1160 ; Messrs.
McCallum, Power, 849.

RUSSELL, CHAS.: Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to Employ-
ment of, by Govt. Reply (Mr. Mills), Remarks,
(Mr. Lougheed) 610.

letter to Card. Rampolla: Inq. 678.
Visit to Rone: Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to

authorization by (ovt., 633. Reply (Mr. Mills),
634.

Sece " Manitoba Schools."
RUSSELL (Mr.) See " Subaqueous leases."

San José Scale B. (82). 1st R., 241. Mr.
Scott n. suspension of rules. Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, 241; Messrs. Alinon, Allan, Ferguson,
242. 2nd* and 3rd R.*, 242. (61 V., c. 23).

Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s B.
(126)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 1063; 2nd
R.*. 1095; 3rd R.*, 1160. (61 V., c. 85.)

SASKATCHEWAN Riv.: M. (Mr. Lougheed) for state-
nient of dredging leases, 243. Reply (Mr.
Mills) 243.

SCHOOL LANns: M. (Mr. Landry) re Res. of H. of
C., respecting payment to Man., 1161. Remarks:
Mr. Mills, 1161; Messrs. Macdonald (B. C.),
Bernier, Boulton, 1162; Messrs. Lougheed, Per-
ley, Sir M, Bowell, 1163.

SENATORS, DEATH OF:
Arsenault, Hon. Mr. Remarks : Sir M. Bowell,

170; Mr. Mills, 171; Mr. Ferguson, 171.
Robitaille, Hon. Théodore. Remarks: Sir M.

Bowell, 170; Mr. Mills, 170.
SENATORS: Names and Addresses, III.
SENATORS, NEw, INTRODUCED:

Dandurand, Hon. Raoul, 1.
Fiset, Hon. J. B. M., 2.
Templeman, Hon. Wm., 164.

Senate and H. of C., Act Amt. B. (173)-
Ist and 2nd R., 1301 ; 3rd R.*, 1306. (61 V., c. 15.)

SENATE:
Adjournnent (prop.): M. (Mr. Landry) to adjn.

from lst to 19th April, Reply (Mr. Mills) 544.
Adjournment : M. (Mr. Landry) to adjn. from

5th to 26th Apr., Amt. (Mr. Mills), 575.
On the Address (Sir M. Bowelh), 11; Mr. Mills,

26; Mr. McCallum, 60; Mr. Lougheed, 91;
Mr. Power, 106; Mr. Primrose, 108; Mr. Fer-
guson, 120.

Govt. Measures, introduction of: Inq. (Mr. Fer-
guson), 205. Remarks: Messrs. Miller, Mills,
206.

Privilege, Ques. of: Remarks (Mr. Kirchhoffer)
newspaper par. re bribing, 207; Mr. Mills,
208.

Morning Sittings: M. (Mr. Mills) for, 1245.
Saturday Sittings: Notice of M. (Mr. Mills),

1239. Renarks: Messrs. Dandurand, Sir M.
Bowell, 1240.

Sittings of Senate : on 2nd R. B. (172), 1308.
M. (Mr. Mills) for two sittings each day : Remarks

(Sir M. Bowell), 1116.
Vacancies in : Remarks, Sir M. Bowell, 169.

Reply Mr. Mills, 170.
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SONGHEE INDIAN RESERVE: M. (Mr. Templeman)
for Cor. re removal, 386. Remarks (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.), 386.

M. (Mr. Templeman) for Cor. re portion used
by Ry., 690.

S. O. E. Benefit Soc.'s Supreme Grand
Lodge B. (122). lst R., 2nd R., 955; Rep.
from Com., B. wthdn., 1003.

BOULANGES CANAL CONTRACTS : M. (Mr. Lougheed)
for Copy of tenders, 859, 773; Reply (Mr. Scott),
760.

Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) for papers promised,
852, 916, 1004, 1117. Reply (Mr. Scott), 852, 917,
1004, 1117.

Southern Counties Ry. Co. See B. (81).

SOWDEN, W. H., EMPLOYMENT OF: Inq. (Mr. Kirch-
hoffer), 218. Reply (Mr. Mills), 218.

EXPENSES: M. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) for account,
&c., 240.

SPEAKER'S HoNoURs: Remarks: Mr. Power, Sir M.
Bowell, 831; Mr. Mille, 832; Messrs. Bellerose,
Ross, The Speaker, 833.

BTANDING COMMITTEECS: M. (Mr. Scott) to adopt re-
port of Coim. of Selection, 160.

See "Committees."

BTEAMBOAT INSPECTION IN B. C. : See Hulls and
Machinery.

Steamboat Inspection and Examination
of Engineers B. (39)-Mr. Scott. Intro-
duced*, 542; 2nd R., 571 ; in Com., 604, 610;
3rd R., 629. (61 V., c. 46.)

STEA MSHIP LINE TO FRANCE: Inq. (Mr. Poirier) as to
negotiations, Reply (Mr. Mille), 879.

28TIKINE-TESLIN RAILWAY CONTRACT: Inq. (Sir M.
Bowell) for papers, &c., 2, 8. Reply (Mr. Mille),
2, 8.

M. (Mr. Wood) for Cor. re building, 240. Re-
marks (Mr. Mills), 240.

St. John (N.B.) Harbour B. (104)-Mr. Dever.
Introduced*, 750 ; 2nd R., 788; 3rd R.*, 821. (61
V., c. 115.)

St. John Bridge and Ry. Extension Co.'s
B. (78)-Mr. Wood. Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*,
638; order for 3rd R.* discharged, 691; 3rd R.,
731. (61 V., c. 83.)

B. (157). let R., m. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R.,
1109; 2nd R. and in Com., 1173; 3rd R., 1175.
(61 V., c. 9.)

St. Lawrence Canal. See " Lake Champlain."

St. Stephen and Milltown Ry. Co. and
C.P.R. Oo.'s Agreement B. (44)-Mr.
MacInnes. Introduced*, 608; 2nd R.*, 622; 3rd
R.*, 688. (61 V., c. 84.)

88

SUBAQUROUS MINING CLAIMS ON YUKON RIVER: Inq.

(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 162. Reinarks: Messrs.
Mills, Power, Lougheed, 162; Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Scott, 163.

SUBAQUEOUs LEASES IN YUKON: Inq. (Mr. Macdon.
ald, B.C.), Reply (Mr. Scott), 193. Remarks:
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Mills, 194.

SUPERANNUATION ACT : on the Address (Sir M.
Bowell), 23; Mr. Mille, 30.

See "Civil Service."

Supply B. (174)-lst R. and 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille),
1330: 2nd and 3rd R. *, 1341. (61 V., c. 1.)

TARIFF ACT: See "Customs."

TARIFF AND PREFERENTIAL TRADE : on the Address
(Sir M. Bowell), 13; Mr. Mills, 25; Mr. Boulton,
36, 52; Mr. McCallum, 62; Mr. Scott, 85; Mr.
Lougheed, 93; Mr. Power, 107, 112; Mr. Fer-
guson, 122.

TESLIN LAKE RY. SuBsiDY: Inq. (Mr. Lougheed),
Reply (Mr. Mills), 622.

Three Rivers. See "North Shore."

TIDAL SURVEY : Inq. (Mr. Primrose) whether Govt.
will increase grrant for, 639, 651. Remarks : Mr.
Lougheed, 647; Messrs. O'Donohoe, Miller,
648; Mesrs, Macdonald (B.C.), Scott, 650; Mr.
Power, Sir M. Bowell, 651; The Speaker, 652.

Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), re B.C. waters
postponed, 632, 650.

TIGNISR BREAKWATER: Inq. (Mr. Prowse) re con-

tract, 386. Reply (Mr. Mille), 386.

Timagami
Dobson.
R.*, 690.

Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (62)-Mr.
Introduced*, 636; 2nd R.*, 638; 3rd
(61 V., c. 87.)

TImdBER BERTHS IN THE YUKON: Inq. (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.) re regulations, 575. Reply (Mr.
Mille), 575. Remarks : Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.
Power, Almon, 577.

TIMBER AND SHINGLES: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)
re duty in B. C., 217. Reply (Mr. Scott), 218.

Tobique Manufacturing Co.'s B. (K)-Mr.
Baird. Introduced*, 542; 2nd R., 601; Amts.
conc. in, 628; 3nd R.* (Mr. Wood), 635. (61 V.,
c. 116.)

Toronto Board of Trade B. (43)-Mr. Cox.
Introduced*, 301, 339. (61 V., c. 117.)

Toronto and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B.
(77)-Mr. MacInnes. Introduced*, 690; 2nd
R.*, 730; Amts. cone., 751; Amts. m., 803. (61
V., c. 88.)

Trade Mark and Design Act A.mt. B. (61)
-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 636; Order for 2nd
R. postponed, 638; 2nd R. n., 665, 739; M. to
restore to Order paper, 7b8.

TRANSPORTATION OF STORES TO YUKON: Inq. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.) as to value and kinds, 806.
Reply (Mr. Mille), 806.
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TRAVELLING ExPENSES OF MEMBERS OF GOVT. : Inq.
(Mr. Landry) re trips to Europe, 850, 879, 956.
Replies (Mr. Scott), 851, 879, 956.

Notice of M. covering same, 1049.

Union Bank of Canada Charter Act Amt.
B. (24)--Mr. McMillan. Introduced*, 301;
2nd R., 568 ; Rep. from Com., 601 ; 3rd R.*, 604.
(61 V., c. 118.)

Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern Ry.
and Nav. Co.'s B. (64)-Mr. Power. Intro-
duced*, 652; 2nd R., 667; 3rd R.*, 730. (61 V.,
c. 89.)

Victoria and Montreal Fire Insurance
Co.'s Incorp. B. (59)-Mr. MacInnes. In-
troduced*, 608; 2nd R., 622; 3rd R.*, 635. (61
V., c. 119.)

Victoria Telegraph Co. See B. (119).

WALSH, COM. : Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) as to nature of
instructions, 218. Remarks: Messrs. Mills,
Boulton, 218.

- Inq. (Mr. Perley) re provisions for expedition.
235. Remarks: Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 235.

M. (Mr. Ferguson) for Repts. from, 241, 301,
711. Reply (Mr. Mills), 241,301 ; Mr. Scott, 711.

Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) as to papers, &c., 839.
Reply (Mr. Mills), 339; Mr. Scott, 340.

M. (Mr. Perley) for instructions re sale of
liquors in Yukon, 577.

Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (71)
-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 1049; 2nd R., 1112;
in Com., 1141; 3rd R. 7n. (Mr. Mills), Amt. (Sir
M. Boweil) to ref. to Coin., 1193; in Coin., 1216;
3rd R.*, 2217. (61 V., c. 30.)

WEST INDIA TRADE: on M. for Address re Cold
Storage correspondence, 223.

WHEAT (IMPORTS AND ExPORTs): M. (Mr. Wark)
for Address, 194. Remarks: Mr. Bolton, 195;
Mr. Mille, 196.

Windsor and Detroit Union Bridge Co.'s
Incorp. B. (79)-Sir M. Bowell. Introduced*,
667 ; 2nd R., 670; Amts. from Com., 699; 3rd
R.*, 772. (61 V. c. 120.)

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co. and H.
M.'s Transport Contract B. (148)-Mr.
Scott. Introduced*. 955; 2nd R., 1107. 1n
Com., 118. 3rd R., 1166. (61 V., c. 10.)

WINTER COMMUNICATION WITH P.E.. : M. (Mr.
Ferguison) for reports, 228; Remarks: Mr.
Snowball, 232; Mr. Wood, 233.

WOLSELEY MAIL SERVICE: Inq. (Mr. Perley) foi
tenders, &c., Reply (Mr. Mille), 1116.

Yukon District Govt. B. (P)-Mr. Mills. 1si
R., 821; 2nd R., 835; in Com., 855; 3rd R.*
868. (61 V., c. 6.)

Yukon Mining Regulations Amt. B. (E)-
Mr. Boulton. Introduced*, 173 ; M. for 2nd R.
on Thursday, 280; B. wthdn., 568.

Yukon and Pacifie Ry., Nav. and Mining
Co.'s Incorp. B. (F)-Mr. Lougheed. Intro-
duccd*, 173. 2nd R. postponed, 219 ; M. to
postpone 2nd R., 239; M. to adjn. Debate on
2nd R., 546; Remarks on restoring on Order
paper, 569 ; M. to restore on Orders for 2nd R.,
609; Order for 2nd R. (Mr. Lougheed) post-
poned, 635; 2nd R., 712; Rep. from Com., 821;
3rd R., 834.

Yukon Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (6). lst R.*,
267; M. (Mr. Mille) for 2nd R. on Tuesday,
267; 2nd R m. (Mr. Mills), 280; Amt. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), 6 m. h., 316 ; Amt. agreed
to, 542.

YUKON:
Alberta and Yukon Ry., Nav. and Mining Ry.

Co.'s B. (H)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*,
301; 2nd R., 569 ; Rep. from Com., 621 ; Amts.
conc. and 3rd R., 624.

Bate and Co.: Contract for supplies, 1116, 1286.
Bonding Privileges: Inq. re reported, 813.
Hamilton Smith : M. (Mr. Perley) for Cor. re

Ry.. 260. Remarks: Mesrs. Scott, Almon, Sir
M. Bowell, 261; Mr. Mills, 262; Mr. Lougheed,
263; Mr. Miller, 264; Mr. Power, 265; Mr.
Macdonald (B. C.), 267.

International boundary arrangements : Inq. (Mr.
Boulton) 182 Remarks: Sir F. Smith, 187;
Mr. Mills, 189; Mr. Macdonald, B.C., Sir M.
Bowell, 190; Mr. Scott, 191; Mr. Miller, 193.

Japanese: Mr. Macdonald, B.C., calls to neces-
sity of excluding, 156. Remarks: Mr. Mills,
156; Mr. Almon, 157.

Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), re labour,
31. Reply (Mr. Mills) 31.

Judicial appointments: Inq. (Mr. Lougheed) as
to rumoured, 268.

Liquor permits: M. (Mr. Perley) for Address re
issue of, 197. Reply, Mr. Mills, 197. Re-
marks: Mr. Lougheed, 198; Mr. Scott, 199;
Sir M. Bowell, 200; Mr. Ferguson, 202;
Messrs. McCallum, Power and Sir J. Carling,
204; Mr. Almon, M. wthdn, 205.

-- Inq. Perley) re Mr. Chamberland, 157.
Reply (Mr. Mills), 158.

Notice of Motion (Mr. Perley) 570.
M. agreed to, 577.

Liquor traffic: Inq. (Mr. Perley), 58. Reply
(Mr. Mille), 59. Remarks: Mr. Boulton, Sir
M. Bowell, 59; Mr. Scott, 60,

M. (Mr. Perley) for Address to Hie Ex.,
re permits granted, 161. Remarks: Mr. Mills,
Sir M. Bowell, 161; Mr. Ferguson, 162.

Mackenzie & Mann: M. (Mr. Lougheed) for Cor.
re Yukon Ry., 260, 340. Reply (Mr. Mills),
260, 340 ; Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Scott, Mr. Fer-
guson, 340.
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YuKoN- Continued.

Military Supplies: Inq. (Mr. Perley) for prices;
Remarks: Mr. Scott, 914; Sir M. Bowell, 915.

Military Expedition: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re
progress of march, 1002.

Miners Licenses: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.),
708. Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell,
Templeman, 709; Mr. Power, 711.

Ogilvie's Report : Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) re
publication, Reply (Mr. Mills), 58.

Privilege, Ques. of : Remarks (Mr. Kirchhoffer)
on newspaper par. re bribery, 207; Mr. Mills,
208.

Ry. Contract: in Deb. on Speech from Throne
(Mr. King), 3; Mr. Dandurand, 7; Sir M.
Bowell, 20; Mr. Mills, 28; Mr. Boulton, 39;
Mr. McCallum, 66; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
68; Mr. Scott, 71; Mr. Lougheed, 98; Mr.
Power, 113; Mr. O'Donohoe, 120; Mr. Fergu-
son, 134; Mr. Clemow, 153.

Routes Com. : M. (Sir J. Carling) to inquire into
navigable waters of the Yukon and Ry. system
of Can., 578, 593. Remarks: Mr. Mills, 579;
Mr. Boulton, 583; Messrs. Seott, Allan, 586;
Mr. Prowse, 590; Mr. O'Donohoe, 591; Mr.
Power, 592.

M. (Mr. Boulten) to adopt Rep. of Sel.
Coin., 974, 1002. Remarks: Mr. Sanford, 980;
Mr. Power, 984; Mr. McCallum, 987; Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.), Mills, 989; Sir M. Bowell,
992; Mr. Snowball, 995; Mr. Allan, 997; Mr.
Ferguson, 999; Mr. Drummond, 1001.

Route: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re exanination, 164.
Reply (Mr. Mills) 165.

M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for Rep. of Mr.
Coste on examination of, 632. Remarks:
Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Lougheed, 633.

YuKoN--Concludal.

Route: Res. m. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) respecting
communication to district of, 1245; Mr. Mills,
1248; Six M. Bowell, Mr. Boulton, 1249.

Stikine-Teslin Ry. : M. (Mr. Wood) for Cor. re
building, 240. Remarks, (Mr. Mills), 240.

Subaqueous leases : Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.),
Reply (Mr. Scott), 193. Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Mills, 194.

Subaqueous Mining Claims on River: Inq. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), 162. Remarks: Messrs.
Mills, Power, Lougheed, 162; Sir M. Bowelil,
Mr. Scott, 163.

Supplies: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) re Boston
Transport Co. Reply (Mr. Scott), 1165.

Teslin Lake Ry. Subsidy: Inq. (Mr. Lougheed),
Reply (Mr. Mills), 622.

Timber Berths: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) re
regulations, 575. Remarks: Mr. Mills, 575;
Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Power, Almon, 577.

Transportation of Stores: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) as to value and kinds, 806. Reply (Mr.
Mills) 807.

Walsh, (Com.) : Jnq. (Sir M. Bowell) as to nature
of instructions, 218. Remarks: Messrs. Mills,
Boulton, 218.

Inq. (Mr. Perley) re provisions for Expe-
dition, 235. Remarks: Mr. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, 235.

Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) as to papers, &c., 339.
Reply (Mr. Mills) 339; Mr. Sentt, 340, 711.

Wealth of District: Mr. O'Donohoe reads item
concerning, 81. Mr Macdonald, B.C., 82.
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